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THE GREATEST SHOWS
ON EARTH!
It is not a question of shorts,
of features, of newsreels, of
stars, of any single item of your
program — ifs a question of
shows and now you can give
your patrons $6»60 worth of
entertainment each day in the
year, thanks to

AVER

METRO -GOLD
under act of March 3, 1879
Copyright,

^ol. XL No. 1

1929,

by

Motion

Picture

News,

Published ll\-elclv—S3,.m a Year

Los Angeles
MM

Ihc

PRICE 20 CENTS
Chicago

WURUTZER ORGAN
and sound equipment

are the ideal
combination
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ANEW
SHOW

WORLD

and a famous name

PARAMOUNT
is

leading

^ That's the story of 1929-30 in a nutshell. The whole industry is saying
it. Wise showmen are acting on it by signing PARAMOUNT

contracts at

once! ^H They realize the big advantage to them in hooking up with a
company that fully grasps the golden possibilities of the New Show World.
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1920-30
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THE

VAGABOND

THE

LOVE

KIN<;

PARADE

GLOBIFYINC THE
AMEHICAN
THE FOim

THE

CIKL

VIRGINIAN

THE

MliRDER

LADY
TRAP

CHARMING

CHILDREN

GREENE

GAY

WOMAN

ILLUSION
APPLAUSE
THE

SITKFTIK

FEATHERS

CASE

POINTED
THE

SINNERS
HEEUS

LADV

LIRS

:HIND the

MAKi'V-UP

IITH HAS

ITS FLING

KIHIT/.ER

The one company that has the production organization and resources to

;ST COMPANY
RAH

supply the new type of Greater Motion Picture week after week. CJ Stars
like Harold Lloyd, Moran and Mack, Clara Bow, the Marx Brothers,

Ruth Chatterton, William Powell — to name a few of many. Cream of the
screen and stage. Assured hits like Harold Lloyd's first talker, "Welcome

SON

ESCAPE

George Bancroft, Maurice Chevalier, Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Dennis
King, Gary Cooper, Gertrude Lawrence, Jeanne Eagels, Nancy Carroll,

AND

RETURN OF
SHERI>OCk
HOLMES

LARA

BOW

4 gf4>R(;k ranchoft

K

iiahlrs "buddv
ro<;ers

^FMAflRICE CHEVALIER
3 (;ary cooper
i richard

dix

Danger"; "The Vagabond King," Lubitsch-Chevalier's "The Love Parade,"

^HeANNE EAGELS
^^^ICHARD ARLEN

"The Cocoanuts," "Why Bring That Up?" "The Four Feathers," "The

^^^ANCY CARROLL
^H^ILLIAM POWELI

Dance of Life" and over 60 more. ^ Paramount Sound News, which will
do for the talking news reel what PARAMOUNT

Quality Talking Pictures

did for talking features. 80 talking shorts of PARAMOUNT

I HUNGARIAN
RHAPSODY
>UL OF fran<:e

New Show

World class. ^ It never was so important as now to hook up with The
Leader: PARAMOUNT!

52 PARAMOUNT
SOUND
PARAMOUNT
SILENT

PARAMOUNT

NEWSl

WORLD

HEADQUAUTER^i
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SONGS
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WHICH
WAY
YOU
GOING
TO
TRAVEL
THIS
COMING
SEASON?

Times have changed.
You can't take your play dates
and close them all up with one stroke of the pen any
more.
He travels fastest and BEST who travels playdate-light these days.
The country's wisest exhibitors select

UNITED

ARTISTS PICTURES

as their first choice — They demand the Best
as the backbone of their theatre program

ThTo
ey'rVisit
e CoYoui
ming
No* 645 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmlef
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation
WITH THE HAPPIEST HEARTS WHICH EVER THROBBED IN THEIR
manly buzzumsy the gentlemen of the Universal sales'force are all set for you,
THEIR CONVENTIONS ARE OVER. THEY HAVE SEEN WITH THEIR
own eyes and heard with their own ears some of the pictures from Universal's master
line-up for 1929-1930.
NOW THEY WANT YOU TO SEE AND HEAR THEM.
THEY

KNOW

THEY

HAVE

THE

MOST

SALABLE

PRODUCT

ANY

ONE

company ever turned out and if there^s anything which gives a salesman a joyous kick
it is the knowledge that you want what he's got!
UNIVERSALITES ARE ALWAYS PEPPY BUT THIS YEAR WE HAVE
built a bonfire under them in the form of quality product which has fired their
enthusiasm to the highest point.
TO KNOW THAT YOU ARE GOING TO MAKE FAT PROFITS FROM
what they sell you — to know that you are going to get more joy and more success from
your Universal connection than you ever got before — these are the things which this
year bring the light of vitto^ to the eyes of the Universal salesmen.
THEIR MESSAGE TO YOU IS, ** FORWARD MARCH WITH UNIVERSAL."
AS FAR AS SOUND PICTURES ARE CONCERNED, THERE IS NOT THE
least shadow of a doubt that Universal technicians have stepped out in front. If you
want the finest improvements in a fast-improving technique, youMl simply have to have
Universalis sound pictures.
AS FOR THE SILENT PICTURES, UNIVERSAL HAS KEPT THE FAITH
with those thousands of exhibitors who have not yet wired their houses — and some of
whom have no intention of wiring them.
IT WOULD BE MUCH
SIMPLER AND
MUCH
LESS EXPENSIVE FOR
Universal to make sound pictures only, but this would mean the sacrifice of those small Pi^ri
exhibitors I have just mentioned.
IT IS A GREAT MENTAL UPLIFT FOR UNIVERSAL SALESMEN TO
know that Universal is not turning its back on anybody, but that it is pursuing its age*
old policy of live-and'let'live — of considering a proper mixture of sentiment and business
instead of the ice-cold business of business alone!
THE ARMY OF UNIVERSAL SALESMEN — A SMALL ONE BUT ALL
regulars — will now make a friendly advance on your front line trenches. Greet them
with open arms, for theyVe got what you want — and join them in that irresistible —
"FORWARD MARCH WITH UNIVERSAL."

u I PREDI
a year of great
prosperity for you
when you play these
Qreatest Shows
on Earth^^*

47
JOHN

GREATEST

GILBERT

in

VAN

2 ALL TALKERS
^'Redemption"
"Oljmpia" {tiile to be changed)

GRETA

GARBO

in

"Speedway"

CRAWFORD

CHANEY

in

MADAME

X

KEATON

2 ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced

ROAD-SHOW

m

(All Talking)

THE SONG

WRITER

(All Talking)

in

KEMPY
(All Talking)

SONG
in

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

3 ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced

OF THE SUNSET

(All Talking)

LORD BYRON
BROADWAY

OF

(All Talking, Singing)

PLEASURE
(All Talking)

THE

GREEN

LOVERS
GHOST

(All Talking)
to be changed)
MONTANA
"COTTON AND SILK" (Title in
All Talking, Singing, Dancing
(AH Talking, Singing)

THE

DUNCAN

SISTERS

THE

ORDEAL

THE

VIKING

(All Talking)

THE BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
The MYSTERIOUS ISLAND

(Sound, Dialogs Technicolor)

DEVOTION
THE

BIG SCOOP

JUDICIAL
(All Talking) MURDER
IRIS
(All Talking)

INHUMAN
(All Talking)

GROUND

LIGHTS AND

SHADOWS

HAL

COMEDIES

(All Talking)

8
8
8
8
2
2

ROACH

Our Gang (All Talking)
Laurel-Hardv {All Talking)
Charlie Chase (All Talking)
Harry Langdon (All Talking)
Our Gang (Synchronised)
Laurel-Hardy {Synchronized)

26 METRO MOVIETONE
ACTS
12 M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES
52 HEARST
METROTONE NEWS
104 M-G-M

(Teclinicolor)

JOAN

(All Talking)

{All Talking)

THE
BISHOP
MURDER
CASE
(All Talking)
THE THIRTEENTH
CHAIR
(All Talking)
EVA THE FIFTH

SILENT
HOUSES

HOUSES

THE MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND

LIFE

(All Talking, Singing)

in

NOVARRO

THE

FOR

(Sounif. All Technicolor)

HALLELUJAH

2 ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced

BUSTER

in

Charles King — Beisie Love
{Ail Talking, Singing,. Dancing)

3 SYNCHRONIZED
"The Bu^le Sounds"
And Tu'o More

RAMON

& SCHENCK

(AN Talking, Singing)

HAINES

2 ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced
2 SYNCHRONIZED
*'Our Modem Maidens'*
"Jungle" (title to he changed)

LON

WIRED

THE
PENNANT-WINNING
BATTERY (All Talking. Singing)

COLLEGE

3 ALL TALKERS
"Navy Blue"
"Springboard"
And
On* More
1 SYNCHRONIZEB

JOAN

ON EARTH

(All Talking)

2 ALL TALKERS
"Anna Christie"
And One More

WILLIAM

SHOWS

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

CRAWFORD

in

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle" (new title to come)

JOHN

GILBERT

m

"Redemption"

WILLIAM

HAINES

in

"Nui'y Blue"

"Speedway"

GRETA

>n

GARBO

Om SUent Picture
(Title to be announced)

LON

CHANEY

>n

"The Bugle Sounds" and Two More

RAMON

NOVARRO

Two Silent Pictures
(Titles to he announced)

<n

THE VIKING
{All Technicolor)

THE GREEN GHOST
M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu/ice Weekly)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The Fortune^Speller

imdding Value

ALL

to
^<i'i.'ng'imi:i/

sound

pictures

A picture today is only as
good as it sounds. RCA
Photophone gets out of sound
pictures all that the studios
put into them. It is the
world's most highly perfected
reproducing equipment for
all sound pictures.
Back of RCA Photophone are
the leading manufacturers of
electrical equipment — the
Radio Corporation of
America, the General Electric

Company and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. The resources and experience of
these companies in electrical
and acoustical research have
made possible scientific
achievements in tone reproduction, not to be duplicated
by the makers of any other
sound equipment.

DfNi'fK: 6\7-\7T»

STREET

FIFTH

SAN fXANCISCO : 21S

with the complete illusion of
realism. It will send your
audiences away boosting.
When you purchase an RCA
Photophone equipment, you
make your final investment
in sound apparatus.

Mellow and distinct, RCA
Photophone

AVENUE

MONTGOMERY

-

STREET

Address All Inquiries to
Commercial Department

reproduces
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every delicate inflection of
the human voice and every
note of musical instruments

NEW

Inc.

AMKKrTTA
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T929-1930

RADIO
COMES

TO THE SHOW-WORLD

ONLY
THIRTY
G R EAT
RADIO
DIALOG
PICTURES

29-30

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER
President Radio Pictures

T

HE

mightiest

brought

amalgamation

of

art, drama

and industry in all the ages is

now to fulfillment.

Radio pictures presents a program of THIRTY SUPER ALL-DIALOGUE ATTRACTIONS
. . . each a Titan of Showmanship . . . planned carefully in accordance with the radical
new Radio policy of QUALITY PRODUCTIONS.
Quality is the keynote of RCA development and QUALITY will be the unswerving
goo! of Radio Pictures . . . sponsored and magnificently supported by the industrial
and scientific interests from which it springs.
From the great Ziegfeld "Rio Rita" clear through the program, Radio has assembled
the finest group of attractions presented by any one company this season.
Emphasis has been placed on the vital factor of story values ... for today, more than
ever, "the play's the thing" and Radio will spare nothing in the preparation of its stories,
dialogue and music. To this end, the greatest directors, authors and composers and
many stars of stage and screen are devoting their genius to Radio Pictures.

mi

FIRST
RADIO

THE MIRACLE GENIUS OF ZIEGFELD
AND THE UNRIVALLED RESOURCES OF
RADIO BRING YOU IN TRIUMPH THE
GREATEST MUSICAL SHOW OF ALL TIME!

ZIEGFELD'S
Z
REN
FLO
ABULOUS OPERETTA SMASH

SENSATION

AT LAST THE
SCREEN WILL
DO JUSTICE
TO THE NAME
OF ZIEGFELD

I

MIGHTIEST OF ALL ZIEGFELD
SHOWS .... PRODUCED ON
COLOSSAL SCALE BY RADIO
SHOWMANSHIP
Radio Pictures stakes its ALL on this master piece
of Ziegfeld wizardry .... To be even greater in
full dialogue and music on the screen than during
its record-smashing run of 62 weeks amid the glittering opulence of the Ziegfeld Theatre, New York
and in all leading cities of the nation.

ZIEGFELD'S GREATEST LONGRUN ATTRACTION SETS NEW
STANDARD
THE CAST

. . .

BEBE DANIELS
Rio Rita; JOHN BOLES, star of "Desert Song,"
greatest of screen baritones; BERT WHEELER, world famed comedian
from No. 1 Rio Rita Company; BOB WOOLSEY, brilliant comedian;
also with original company; DOROTHY LEE, sensation of "Syncopation"- and 500 other singers, dancers and glorified beauties.
Directed by Luther Reed. Book by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson
Music by Harry Tierney. Lyrics by Joseph M'Carthy. Chorus direction by Pearl Eaton.
Singing Chorus;
Maestro Cimini

Utterly Dwarfing In Its Magnificence All Other
Screen Musical Attractions of the Past . . And
Establishing New

And

Revolutionary Standards

of Lavishness and Box-Office Showmanship

....

li

nj

I I'
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III I ! n Jm
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A TITAN NAME AMONG

THE STARS OF RADIO!

RICHARD

rr

THREE BIG DIALOG SHOWS . . .
creations of crack writers and directors. . .
bursting with comedy . . . shot with drama
and
romance

built on the

Dix tradition of

that swings both fists

DIX will bring to these super dialog
productions the rich talent and rugged

'n

charm he gave to "The Vanishing
American/' "The Quarterback/'
"Knockout Reilly"and other sensational
successes which placed him foremost
in the affection of world theatre-goers.
Behind him a fan following of faithful
millions
before him the promise
of achievement made doubly brilliant
by the talking screen of Radio !

r

■^

Ali Radio-Dix attractions will
be personally supervised by
William Le Baron under whose
guidance the star has produced his greatest successes.

RUD
and His CONNECTICUT

YANKEES

A^*.

1

iti_

v*>j

ENRAPTURED NATION OF RADIO LISTENERS
MEETS ITS IDOL IN A SPECTACLE OF GAY SONG
AND LAVISH COLOR
. . .\. . . . ........
Joyful . . . Inspired . . . Unstinted ... A production
presenting with deserved dramatic pomp this
minstrel Don Juan who wears the mantle of genius
—yet wields with terrific effectiveness the sturdy
brood sword of showmanship I

NATION'S IDOL
ON THE AIR . . .
WORLD'S IDOL
ON THE TALKING
SCREEN . . . . .

r

I
"^

X

\1

'mammoth jubilee
of genius from stage
...screen and air! '/
setting new and
incredible
standards
ingirland

/^^

MUSIC
SPECTACLE!
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RADIO'S FABULOUS RESOURCES POURED
INTO THE GREATEST ALL-TALKING. . . .
ALL-SINGING .... ALL-DANCING . . . .
ALL-NOVELTY EXTRAVAGANZA. .. SINCE
THE FLASHING DAV/N OF ELECTRICAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
Book

and

composer

music by Bert Kalmar
and

librettist of many

and Harry Ruby . . . . Famed
of Broodv/oy s greatest stage

shows, including "Five o'Clock Girl."

SwEEPlR^

drama

of

elemental emotions ....

i^fe: produced on a grand scale
by the director of "Sorrell
and Son/' "Beau Geste"
and ''Lwminox' ......

%

From" the stage pJ:a^:^by
G. RANGER WORIMfeSEIi

I
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GORGEOUS

REVEL OF JOY-FIRED DRAMA

AND SOARING

BUILT TO CLINCH AT THE START RADIO'S BID FOR SHOW

JAZZ
LURE
IN A

AND
JAMBOREE
FRESH,
DARING
GENIUS
OF
CONQUEST
LEAPS
TO
THE
TASK
AND
MASTERPIECE
OF
MUSICAL
DRAMA!

MELODY.

. .

PRE-EMINENCE

.
. SPURRED
SWEEPS
TO

BETTY

BY THE
TRIUMPH

COMPSO

N

new darling
the nation's
billboards
. . of
. dances
. . .
fiddles . . . troupes as never
before

K I E
O ARKS
JACK SPA
NED
CAWTHORN

JOSEPH

three headliners forming the
fastest-cracking comedy combination yet seen on stage or
talking screen
CocoonutGrove

GUS

Band playing
M'S
ARNHEI

Levant
melodies &

Clare's

DORIS

new

hit

EATON

dancing sensation
RKO's
RAVISHING
BEAUTYwithASSEMBLY OF 100.

JOHN
HARRON
IVAN LEBEDEFF
GUY
BUCCOLA
contributing
their fine dramatic art

W. CAREYtaleWONDERLY'S
romantic
of the children
of midnight

WESLEY
unmatched

RUGGLES'
stagecraft

sparkling dialog

JANE

MURFIN'S

%.,

BETTY

COMPSON

JOHNNY

HARRON

JACK
O A K IE
NED
SPARKS
IVAN

LEBEDEFF

JOSEPH CAWTHORN
GUY BUCCOLA
EDDIE

KANE

t

fe-:

By the author of
Underworld'' ....
and the year's
greatest
stage
^

sr
-^^^^\
v>M,

smash "Front Page"
ALL DIALOGUE AS
ONLY HECHT CAN
WRITE IT . . .

«

.w.0^'

ONE
VOICE

IN
TEN MILLION

^■,

BEBE DANIELS'voice, reproduced in all its charm
and resonance on the talking screen, is the
current sensation in Hollywood.

/

So decisively has Bebe clicked in the new medium
that Radio Pictures selected her instantly from fifty
headline applicants for the role of Rio Rita in the
great Ziegfeld show of that name ... to sing the
leading part with its exacting vocal requirements!
A brilliant little trouper, Bebe came through with
colors flying . . . climbed overnight, as it were, to
even loftier heights than she occupied
before.
Therefore Radio Pictures takes pride in announcing

BEBE

DANIELS
IN THREE ALL-DIALOG AND MUSIC DRAMAS
ON ALL OF WHICH THE MIGHTY RESOURCES
OF RADIO WILL BE LAVISHED ... THE FIRST OF
WHICH WILL BE
/ /

WILD

HEART

/ /

^mmmmi^

ALL DIALOGUE
AND MUSICAL
DRAMATIC SMASH
STAGED

MAL

BY

ST. CLAIR

^

New

York Life Dramatized as Never Before .... With Sensational New

Song Hits and Walloping Dialogue by America's Greatest Dramatist and
Stage Director... George Abbott, who wrote and directed ''Coquette/'
"Broadway/' "Four Walls" and other memorable
stage successes.

Produced

by Gene

Buck at The Broadhurst Theatre, New

York, in

August 1928 . . . From the stage play "Ringside" by George Abbott,
Ted Paramore and Hy Daab
Directed by Mr. Abbott.

A

■■jj;;ssar'^

VINA
^

DELMAR

GIRL''
BAD
author of sensational
invades the talking screen with this terrific
drama of skyrocketing youth
in full
dialog and smashing musical background

DANCE

I

MIGHTY SHOvv
MIGHTY THEME

Millions already are dancing to
"I'm
song smash other
and singing the
Baby" andbytheOscar
So Unhappymelodies
chummy
Levant and Sidney Clare.

M A L S T . CLAIR'S
GLAMOROUS
OF THREE
IN THE
OF

BIG

DRAMA

BROTHERS

MAELSTROM
CITY

LIFE!

"0**"*<.

S m a sh b o X -o
novelty with:

TOM MOORE
MATT MOORE
OWEN MOORE

BOOTLEGGER.^

three - star billing
with prodigious pull!
Dialogue by Eugene Walter
Special Music by Levant
and Clare. .

MAL ST. CLAIR'S

yhecop

KO

LA

DELIGHTFUL
ROGUE
Directed by
LESLIE PEARCE
and

•h\.

•r
f- ^4ViM,^Jj} i,

BERT QLENNOrNh

)

. V*£??

-^

■

FIRST OF TWO
SWAGGERING LA
ROCQUE ROMANTIC DRAMAS FOR
RADIO PICTURES.
TO BE STAGED . . .
IN BRISTLING DIALOG
ON
SWEEPING SCALE.

from the COSMOPOLITAN
MAGAZINE story
by WALLACE SMITH, writing sensation of the hour.
Not sirice "Resurrection" . . . such a role!

-T^>^^

LASHING DRAMA OF HELL-BENT
YOUTH . . . DRENCHED WITH JAZZ
ND LOVELY MELODY
Spectacular

music

by

Gus Arnheim's Hotel
Ambassador
Syncopators
KEN
vaud

MURRAY
favorite and his

merrymakers
OLIVE

BORDEN

MORGAN
ANN
SALLY

FARLEY

GREENWAY
B L A N E

Direction: Wm. Cowan;
Dialog: Jane Murfin;
Dialog
Direction:
Russel
Mack; Hit Melodies by Sid
Clare and Oscar
Levant.

^^,

-^l^

CHARLES

I

Mac ARTHUR

takes a whirl at the talking screen in this hard-hitting
drama of modern women
By the brilliant young author of the New York stage
smash "Front Page" and the Belasco hit "Lulu Belle."
CAST OF DISTINGUISHED BROADWAY STAGE ARTISTS

AT

ABSOLUTE

PERFECTION
^vm^^m^^

.• '^fr'v^mr

I

r
'U

BARON'S

prize Broadway comedy smash
brought to the talking screen with
the same smart dialog that won
him fame as a playwright and
sent the show coasting through
a solid year at the Astor Theatre,
and long runs the world overl
A proven
unfailing hit
in
which Radio takes justified pride.
FRANK CRAVEN, GREAT AMERIr
CAN PLAYWRIGHT AND AUTHOR
OF "THE FIRST YEAR" WILL DIRECT
'^•D APPEAR IN "THE VERY IDEA"

GLAMOROUS
IPHN RUSSELL'S
TALE OF FARWANDERING
MEN MATCHED
BY THE super!
DRAMATIC
DIALOGUE OF
EUGENE SWAITER

^\

^

'£
Hi
GREATEST REGENEiAf

EUGENE

WALTER'S MATCHLESS

DRAMA

L
Frank R. Adams' Red Book Novel

Staged by Wesley Ruggles

i

THE DRAMA
WRITE

THEY DARED NOT
UNTIL TODAY!

SENSATION
Woman's heart! . . .Woman's soul! . . .
Woman's flesh . . . her own at last . . .
no longer the pawn of puny man! . . .
Unshackled . . . she plants her feet on the
checkerboard of life and moves whither?
ALL-DIALOG

. . . AND

A

WORLD

OF WOMEN

WAITING

TO

HEAR

IT!

BETTY

COMPSON

Triumph after triumph ! . . The screen brol<e silence and

in an amazing

sequence of hits, Betty Compson sped to the front — establishing herself
among the first of the new dynasty of speaking stars. . . .
THIS YEAR

WILL BE A COMPSON

superbly produced

YEAR

...

and Radio will star her in a

show at the very hour her popularity sweeps to its crest!

LADIES OF JHE PORT
From the twisted byways of Shanghai to

Title)
. . . good-humored
drama of men who
follow the sea . .and
women who follow
men !

(Tentative
fl^^ntntivA W3

Barbary's
haunts ! shadowed
Exciting . . rich-hued

I
"

DAMAGED
(Tentative Title)
Society marks for its prey a woman ... a woman who had remembered for twenty years — and forgot for twenty minutes
A woman who, in a desperate battle
head from- shame and strikes back I

THE LOVE
(Tentotive
Youth in the thrall
of bimd romance...
living mad lifetimes
— while the band
plays on !

of emotions,

raises

her

CAPTIVE
A new slant on modern love-making . . .
fresh . . . vital . . . .
intriguing.

h

RICHARD

CURRIER

Producing Head, RCAGramercy Studios,
New
York
City.

RCA-GRAM
ramercy Tabloid Features
will establish new standards
of merit in short product.
Critics have viewed the first
subjects and deGramercy
clare them to be unrivalled
in show values. ..unmatched
in QUALITY! Each release
will be literally a gem of
comedy or drama and each
will be, first of all a NOVELTY
with names for your

lights and instant audience
appeal.

CY

TABLOID

BEST DIALOG AND MUSIC
DUCT BRAINS AND MONEY

FEATURES
'}'

SHORT PROCAN CREATE

.... EACH SUBJECT STAMPED WITH THE
RCA STANDARD OF QUALITY AND
BACKED BY THE INTEGRITY AND
DOUS RESOURCES OF RADIO.

GREAT NEW
PROGRAM

7
6

GRAMERCY

STUPEN-

GRAMERCY

DRAMATIC

TABLOIDS

(two reels) By the world's greatest writers,
including Eugene O'Neill,
other big box-office and
GRAMERCY
COMEDY
(two reels) From carefully

O. Henry and
literary names.
FEATURETTES
selected scripts

prepared by the best comedy specialists
in motion pictures.

7

GRAMERCY

NOVELTIES

(one reel) Among them "The Traveler,"
featuring the inimitable Marc Connelly,
playwright and prodigious fun-maker.
GRAMERCY
COMEDIES
(one reel) Written by America's foremost
humorists.

Produced and Recorded by RCA
Photophone and the magnificent
new
Sound Studio, New
York Gramercy
City.

DARMOUR'S
ALOG

SUPERB
SHO
W
AND
MUSIC
THE new program of DormourRodio Tab-features will represent the best efforts of the ablest
comedy-makers in Hollywood
...will be backed by the new
and powerful resources which
have given the name Darmour
enduring significance in the
Show World.
IN THE

MICKEY

M'GUIRES

AND WITWER "RECORD
BREAKERS" YOU WILL
UNQUESTIONABLY
HAVE
THE BEST THE SHORT FEATURE
MARKE^AFFORDS.

MICKEY

HIMSELF

FONTAINE
FOX'S
JUVENILE JUBILEE
IN DIALOG
AND
SOUND
. . .
.
With Darmour's Increased
Resources Behind Them.
Thirteen in all . . . but
each a darb for quick
box-office
results!

MANSHIP
IN
TABLOIDS

ALSO IN
SILENT
VERSIONS

^

RECORD

AKERS

FIFTEEN
WITH

RADIO

PRODUCTIONS

SILENT

VERSIONS

. . .

PICTURES has made painstaking provision forthe exhibitor
needs the BEST in silent

RADIO
who

productions.
DRAMATIC ACTION . . . glamorous
and virile ... in accordance with the
highest traditions of silent drama . .
will be the keynote of these
attractions.
EXPERT supervision and strict attention to values of the silent screen,
guarantee for showmen

the highest

type of silent attraction. Each will
carry the Radio
QUALITY.

stamp

of ultra

'.V.'v?,.-."''"'... ■'-*'.•'. '-g;_-^^. T:,,"
The Following Pictures
will have Silent Versions:

3 RICHARD DIX
PRODUCTIONS
■3 BEBE DANI
PRODUCTIOI
NIGHT PARADE
HALF MARRIAGI
^ SIDE STREET
THE DELIGHTFUL
ROGUE
2nd LAROCQUI
TANNED

LEGS

|

THE FIRE WALKER
(Tentative Title)

j

HUNTED

I

and one to be announced.

SOUND

The Following Short

ON

iects will have Silent
Veriiont:

AND

13DARMOUR-^
McGUIRE COMEDIES

DISCS

13 WITWER RECORDBREAKERS.

LM

RADIO'S BRILLIANT
SHOW MACHINE . .
HARD-HiniNG . . .
ALERT.. FIRED WITH
DARING YOUTH!

WILLIAM LE BARON

The showmanly genius of
William Le Baron and his
Radio producing machine is
an unfailing guarantee of
QUALITY under Radio's new
and revolutionary policy of
production,
Mr. Le Baron has assembled
the best show brains in the
world.

HENRY HOBART

His associate producers are
showmen of proven ability. . .
have hung up box-office records with many outstanding
attractions.
His supervisors are star performers as well . . . aiming
first, last and all the time AT
THE BOX-OFFICE.

EUGENEDialog
WALTER^
Supervisor

WITH

THE

LOUIS SARECKY

UNMATCHED

RESOURCES OF RADIO
PICTURES IN FINANCE,
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
AND GENERAL PRODUCTION
FACILITIES, MR. LE BARON
AND HIS AIDS MAY BE
RELIED UPON TO MAINTAIN
THE BEST STANDARDS OF
SHOWMANSHIP AND TO
CARRY

MAX

REE

Art Director.

ON THE FINE TRADITIONS OF RADIO AND ITS
ASSOCIATED ARTS AND
INDUSTRIES.

MYLES CONNELLY

PICTURES

magic of the world's foremost
cousticol engineers will be emfployed
eproductibn of dialogue and music
io Pictures. The matchless RCA Photoequipment will carry to the jscreen
ices and music of great stars end
ns. That Radio Pictures will have the
J sound reproduction, goes vvithcjt

UTIN

ORDER

NOW!
For Prompt Delivery

The Book of The Talkie Age
SOUND MOTION PICTURES
by HAROLD

B. FRANKLIN

President and General Manager, Fox West Coast Theatres
Partial Contents
A text book for the theatre owner, the manager, the projectionist,
SXANDARD

SOUND

DEVICES
OPERATION
VARIOUS

the exploiteer, written from a background of actual experience in
the operation of a large theatre chain.

OF

DEVICES

ACOUSTICS
OPERATING

MANUAL

MAINTENANCE

OF

A Work

that covers the subject of the sound motion picture

from the laboratory to its presentation in the theatre — and beyond
that, a complete working manual for the man who manages the

EQUIPMENT

theatre and the specialist who plans and executes the advertising

ADVERTISING

and exploitation for the sound policy house.

MUSIC
THE

SHORT

GLOSSARY
TECHNICAL

SUBJECT

Limited number of copies ready for distribution July 10th. Orders
now being taken will be filled in the order of their receipt.

OF
TERMS

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

THREE

DOLLARS

Enclosed herewith is — checjt — money
order — for $3.00 in full payment for one
copy of Harold B. Franklin's great book
"Sound Motion Pictures," to be sent to
me when published. (Add 20 cents to
cover costs of mailing.)
Name
Street No.
City

State.

INA CLAIRE

WILLIAM

BOYD

O N LY
PATHE
» l«f * Can Offer You Such
Personalities
Outstanding

i

ANN

HARDING

EDDIE QUILLAN

ROBERT

ARMSTRONG

ALAN

HALE

CONSTANCE

CAROL

BENNETT

LOMBARD

[N keeping with the changing and revolutionary demands of the day Pathe
offers an incomparable array of distinctive and outstanding personalities who
^ring new values to the box ofRcc Pre-eminent stars of the legitimate stage —
vho make their bow in talking pictures heralded by an avalanche of front page
publicity in the press of the country. Stars who have scored in the biggest
Iramatic and musical comedy successes on Broadway. Established favorites of the
ilent screen who have proved their drawing power in the finest theatres — already
Jevated to new heights with the magic of sound. Here are magnetic marquee names
I— dominant prestige and profit building factors on the Pathe program for 1929-30.

PATHE

!

,JCREEN STARS
«AL1 TALKI NG
i^AlL COIORhiti
iiiiJiMllllCAIjuuEim

uoHsmmcr

ONE JUMP AHEAD OF THE
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The Theatre Upheaval
Drastic Changes Being Brought About By Sound
By William A. Johnston
THIS year seems destined to go down to
history as recording the most drastic
changes that have so far happened in
the picture theatre field.
Here are the signs of the times:
Village exhibitors holding conventions
everywhere — in number and earnestness
greatly outranking exhibitor gatherings of
the past ; and meeting not to pass the customary resolutions but to decide, if possible,
upon some immediate and practical way to
keep their houses open now and in the future.
The big producer-owned circuits making
bold statements of new theatre building plans
involving sums that take the breath away, and
building, furthermore, in centers where overseating already prevails to a marked degree.
Prophecies from prominent executives that
by the end of the year there will be not more
than ten thousand picture houses in operation
and that all of these will be wired for sound.
A promirient theatre chain operating a
good many small houses is calmly planning
to obliterate clusters of these small theatres by
building new ones centrally located, designed
for sound, and able to house the combined patronage ofthe former theatres.
We could cite more such signs. All would
seem to indicate that a real picture theatre upheaval iswith us.
We all know, of course, that theatres grow
old quickly — old, so far as the public fancy
is concerned. In the country, isolation of a
community through bad roads or other factors
extends their life; in the cities, trade deals between producing companies accomplish the
same result.
Theatres grow old quickly, we repeat. But

just now some powerful force seems to have
swiftly speeded their depreciation, and that
force, of course, is sound pictures.
The public has been wanting de luxe houses
for some time; now they want de luxe houses
with sound. And they are wanted in a hurry,
because sound is a startling new attraction.
That would seem to sum up the situation.
Attention is now focused on the outlying
theatres, the village theatres so-called. But
the big cities will also get the warfare, in
even a greater degree, especially these cities
where the trade deals referred to have kept a
lot of old houses going, kept them overcrowded even, away beyond their time.
We will argue all this summer over sound;
— whether the public likes it or not; and
whether or not sound pictures are up to the
mark; and about sound equipment and service and acoustical treatment; and, last but
not least, about sound picture rentals and
score charges.
.^r
But the underlying change will go right
ahead nevertheless because the public is pulling on the other end of the rope.
And the big change, we repeat, will concern theatres — as they have never been concerned before.

It is going to be a severe strain upon the
business — its resources, its ability. But whatever the crisis there is this to say: a new spirit
has been born within the trade. Two years
ago there was lethargy everywhere. The boxoffice was sick. The public was tiring of its
picture fare. Today there's a new public
appetite, a new order of events, a new regime
of initiative and enterprise.
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Sweeping Changes
"Cure AD" For Exhibitor
In Met. Theatres
Troubles Forecast In Credit
Taken Over By Fox
Alliance Corp. Functions Managers Fired And Rehired;
Will Finance Exhibitor Sound
Equipment And Advice On
Budgets And Operating
Costs
zedon,Exhibitors' Reorgani
newlyTHE
Corporati
liance
in which the
Credit Alliance Corporation and the
Electrical Research Products, Inc., are
jointly interested, first primarily for the
purpwse of financing the installation of
Western Electric sound equipment by exhibitors, may eventually develop into a
financial "cure all" for the theatre manager's troubles. At present, the plan is to
devote all energies toward the financing of
sound equipment installations but in the
future financing activities will not only be
extended in that direction but in many
others, even to the actual financing of the
building of theatres.
In the statement issued announcing the
formation of the Exhibitors' Reliance Corp.
it says "Having in its management men experienced in the motion picture field, the
company provides a unique organization for
constructive assistance in the industry."
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager for
ERPI, when asked to define just what this
organization was and what constructive
assistance it would render, stated that with
Arthur Whyte, formerly with Paramount
and the Keith organization, and men of that
type active in the work of the Reliance
Corp. he believed that they would in time
render invaluable assistance to the exhibitor
in handling his financial problems and his
operation costs. These men would conduct
surveys of the individual situation of each
exhibitor and render him every assistance
possible to make his operation a successful
one. They would use their efforts to assist
him in his buying the proper pictures for

Sound
Film
Prologue
A t Carroll Revue

All Vitaphone Mention
Prohibited

THEstagenovel
case offrom
the the
legitimate
borrowing
screen
was illustrated this week in New
York City when a screen prologue of
Earl Carroll's new "Sketch Book" revue was shown to a first night audience. This prologue, recorded and
reproduced by RCA Photophone will
bring both Carroll and Eddie Cantor
before the patrons of the Carroll Theatre at each performance.

A number of sweeping changes have occurred in the theatres in the Metropolitan
District that have been taken over by William Fox. A series of communications from
the home office of the newly organized theatre department have set the managers in
the Louses on edge. All the men were given
notit'e by letter of discontinuance of their
services, but informed at the same time that
they might make application for reinstatemei t at the home offices. Another communication instructed managers that all reference to Vitaphone must be omitted in all
advertising and press copy in the future
and nothing but Movietone mentioned.
Those managers who made application to
be reinstated first had to pass an examination of the district managers and finally if
satu'factory they were permitted to see William Brandt head of the Metropolitan Theatres operation. They were then informed
that they would be retained, but at a substantial reduction in salary and placed on
t.riai, with salary advancement to come in
<;he even: that they made good. But in being
rehired they were shifted from the houses
that they originally operated to others on
the circuit.
For the time being all days off are being
discontinued and none of the managers will
be relieved from duty for a day a week as
was the custom on some of the circuits.

his house" at prices that would make it profitable for him to operate, supervise his operating costs and eliminate unnecessary overhead in instances where it existed, revise
his admission scale where it was thought
advisable and assist in many other similar
capacities.
The Reliance Corp. would have the accepted standard rates for financing that are
now in effect in the General Motors Acceptance Corp. and other like financing institutions. In fact, Mr. Bunn stated that their
rate would be at least .1 lower than the
majority of financing companies.
When asked in regard to the clause in
the contract for the purchase of Western
Electric equipment which gave the finance
company the right to take over the exhibitor's theatre in the event of his defaulting
on the payments contracted for, Mr. Bunn
stated that the clause was a protection to
the finance company, but it did not mean
that they would retain the house, but instead would undertake the operation of the
same for the exhibitor in an effort to pull it
out of the "red" and have him meet his
obligations, and when this is accomplished
return the house to him, although the con(Continved on page 64)

To "U"
Returns
Joe Weil
As Chief
Of Exploitation

The desk of director of exploitation at
the Universal home office is again filled by
Joe Weil, who last year was drafted to reorganize the exploitation and advertising
departments of the Universal Theatres.

lixchisaz-e photo for Motion
I'icturk
Nkws
by Kaufman and habry
of the convention were.
Three highlights
A Urge gathering of home office and sales executives attended the RKO sales meeting at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Joseph I. Schnitzer's announcement that fifty mlUion was available for securing an adequate number of ftrst run houses, ntlllxation of the Spoor process for
perspective and an announcement by I^ee Marcus that BKO sales units would hare a $20,000 prire to shoot at during the new selling season.

I
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Sound Percentage Parley Is Set;
Myers Group Abandons Arbitration
2 WASHINGTON

CONFABS

Allied And M.P.T,O.A» Leaders
Hold Rived Sessions At
Same Time
Cityin Capital
July d 2.— Ex-s
C, Allie
D. of
WASHINGTON,
State
hibitor members
in open meeting at the Hotel Mayflower today endorsed the Brookhart block
booking bill and determined to throw arbitration overboard.
The Allied meeting was called by Abram
F. Myers, president of the organization, following the Chicago conference last week,
for the purpose of securing a wide-open
discussion of present conditions, declared to
threaten the existence of from 5,000 to 8,000
small exhibitors
Figures showing that exhibitors had
found their exp>enses increased by as much
as 100 per cent with little or no increase in
attendance — ^and in many cases an actual
decrease — were quoted during the Allied
meeting to give point to the contention that
the producers, by their high rentals for
sound pictures, were driving the smaller exhibitors from the field.
Further, it was declared by Myers in
opening the conference, Fox work sheets
recently issued show that he will have 20
road shows this season, to be operated at
increased admissions, the increases and the
money spent for advertising to be dictated
by the producer. This, Myers, alleged, is
in defiance of the contract, which provides
for only two road shows.
Producers are not using the standard
contract exclusively, Myers charged, declaring that Warner Brothers threw it
overboard when it no longer served their
purpose. For years, he said, the exhibitors
have cooperated with the other branches
of the industry, but it has proved to be a
one-sided cooperation in which all the
rights surrendered have been exhibitor
rights.
{Continued on page 118)

R. T. Kane Married To Ruth
White; Honeymoon In Europe
Miss Ruth White, daughter of Mrs.
Edith White, of Boston, and Robert T.
Kane, president of the Pathe Sound Studios
in New York, were married early this week
at St. John's Church, Orange, N. J. Rev.
Joseph O'Connor performed the ceremony.
An elaborate musical ceremony was arranged for the occasion.
Matrons of honor were Mrs. J. A. Sistro
and Mrs. Sidney R. Kent, the bride's two
sisters; S. R. Kent was best man and J. A.
Sistro, Sam Katz, Richard Callaghan and
Louis Rand were ushers. The newlyweds
sailed the day of the wedding for Europe
on the SS France for their honeymoon.
A large group of guests were present at
the wedding and reception.

Meetings
Will
Start
On July 9
distribetwe
tors enwill
and exhibi
get
THE rentalbutorsparley
under way next Tuesday, July 9,
at the Union League Club in New
York. The conference has been called
by
C. .C. Pettijohn, of the Hays Organization
The exhibitors committee will be
composed of R. F. Woodhull; D. A.
Harris of Pittsburgh and R. R. Biechele, of Kansas City.
R. H. Cochrane, Universal, will preside at the parley. Sales chiefs who
will attend are: S. R. Kent, Paramount; J. R. Grainger, Fox; Ned Depinet. First National; Felix F. Feist,
M-G-M; Claud Ezell, Warner; Al
Lichtman, United Artists; Joseph Merrick, Educational; M. Van Praag, Universal; Lee Marcus, RKO; Phil Reisman. Pathe; Oscar Hanson, TiffanyStahl; Joe Goldberg, Columbia. State
rights exchanges, who are members of
the Film Boards of Trade, will be represented byOscar Neufeld, PhiladelTuesday's meeting will be prelimiphia.
nary. There will be an exchange of
views, after which adjournment will
probably be taken for ten days to permit distributors to formulate their
policy, after which deliberations will
be resumed.

Sound Gives 'Way
To Silent Films
In Two Theatres
Another
Small House
Finds
That Talkie Overhead
Eats lip Profit
Reversion to silent pictures after certain
experimentation with sound product has
taken place in at least three communities,
according to word from correspondent?.
In Napoleon, Ohio, Clarence Young,
owner of the State Theatre, after eight
weeks of decreasing attendance found out
what was wrong when his patrons told him
they preferred silents to talkies. He will
play silent films until Fall when the sound
films will be given another opportunity to
make good before Napoleon picture fans.
A like situation exists at Centredale, R.
L, where Manager Trahan, of the Centredale Theatre has gone back to silents.
In Detroit, Jake Schreiber's unique Blackstone Theatre, a 288-seat house in the downtown district, which grinds continuously
for twenty-four hours and made a nice
showing with silent pictures, is just about
where it was when it started since installing
sound apparatus.

CONFERENCE

ARRANGED

Hays
Office
Responds
To
Request
Of
Woodhull
Adherents for ExhibitorDistributor Meeting
distributoonr
Hays organizati
of the between
members NCE
CONFERE
and exhibitor leaders of the
M. P. T. 0. A. will be held in New York, as
a result of the resolution passed by the
Woodhull exhibitor adherents at their meeting in Washington July 2.
R. F. Woodhull, President of the M. P.
T. 0. A., was appointed a committee of one
to confer with Will H. Hays to arrange a
meeting between theatre owners and distributors to standardize the sale and purchase of films.
Percentage without guarantee will be
sought by the exhibitor group.
Assurance that the meeting between sales
managers and exhibitors would be held to
solve the high sound rental problem was
given by C. C. Pettijohn, of the Hays organization, inthe absence of Mr. Hays, who
is en route to Hollywood.
There was a considerable gathering of
exhibitor leaders in Washington as a re^ult
of the call issued by Abram F. Myers,
President of the Allied States. Some of
them attended the Myers meeting. Others
caucused and decided to hold an all-day
conference of their own under the chairmanship of Woodhull.
A

Brookliart

Bill Condemned

Mr. Woodhull said his meeting was not
prearranged.
Mr. Myers charged that it
was.
The unexpected cleavage meeting roundly
condemned the Brookhart Bill, which Myers
has indorsed in his call for a "protesting
meeting," passed a resolution deploring
"the inauguration of any propaganda to
the effect that small exhibitors favor, or
will be benefitted by, governmental interference in the mechanics of our business,"
and called by formal vote on Will H. Hays
to woi-k out "a system of film rentals based
on a straight percentage of theatre receipts,
predicated upon normal business and
normal profits of the theatre."
Mr. Woodhull said he had been deluged
by telegrams, especially from the West
Coast, asking him to combat the Myers program as announced. He named Ben Berenstein, of Los Angeles, and Thos. D. Van
Osten, of San Francisco, as typical of exhibitor leaders who did not feel they could
afford to come to Washington, but who
wired him proxies to register their sentiments against the injection of the federal
government into the economics of the motion picture business.
Among those present at the anti-Myers
conference were Elmer D. (Jack) Miller,
president of the Chicago Exhibitors Association; C. E. Williams, president of the
(Continued on page 117)
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'
Goes To War'
"She Good
Publix-Saenger Deal Cold;
Business
Nets
Could Not Agree On Terms;
At Los Angeles Run
F. & R. Negotiations Still On 'Careers' Normal Draw; ^Man
Publix
Reported
Ready
For
DeLuxe House Invasion Of
New York Neighborhoods
Against Fox
deal for the acquisition of the 7o
THE
per cent interest in the Saenger Circuit of Theatres, and the outstanding
50 per cent interest in the Publix-Saenger
Theatres, by Publix so that the whole would
be solely a Publix operation is reported as
having fallen through early this week after
three months of negotiation. Julian H.
Saenger stated on Friday that he was leaving that evening for New Orleans and that
as far as he was concerned the deal was
"cold." E. V. Richards, president of the
Saenger Corp., could not be reached at his
summer home at Rye, N. Y., but it is understood that he will remain in the city for
another two months.
Mr. Saenger stated before leaving tlmt
the only reason for the deal falling through
was that it was impossible to come to agreement on the terms of value as to the
Saenger stock.
On the inside, however, it is predicted
that the calling oE of the deal is just a matter of trading and that Publix is determined
to have the circuit, so that there is a possibility that the negotiations will be reopened, especially as Richards is remaining
in the vicinity of New York.
The negotiations between Publix and
Finkelstein and Ruben are being continued
and it is expected that this deal will be
clsed before many more weeks pass. M. L.
Finkelstein and Eddie Ruben are in New
York discussing terms at present.
There is also talk of a deal between Publix and Universal for the theatres that the
latter company still controls.
Fox was at one time reported as dickering
for those houses.
In New York at present there is a strong
indication that Publix is going to enter the
neighborhood field in the Greater City and
buiUl de luxe houses, opposing the theatres
lately acquired by Fox and the Loew holdings which are also Fox-operated.
Publix was ready to do this about three
years ago but at that time entered into an
agreement with the late Marcus Loew not
to oppose his theatres. Within the last few
weeks, however, a cx)mplete survey of the
metropolitan area has been made and possible sites located. Harry Marks, of the
I'ublix staff, has been looking over the territory with a view to picking locations.

"U" To Make "Here's How"
As Screen Musical Comedy
Universal will transfer "Here's How,"
New York musical comedy production, to
the screen as an all-talking and singing feature. Lyrics were written by Irving Caesar
and the score by Roger Wolfe Kahn and
Joseph Meyer. Fred Thompson and Paul
(ierard Smith wrote the story.

Convicted
Of Stealing
Equipment Parts

I Love' And ''B'way' Flop;
'M-GM Revue' Strong

ce to
senten
CONVICTI
serve
from ON
one and
to five
years
in
the Michigan State Penitentiary
was the punishment meted out to
Henry S. Johnson, accused of purloining the receiver element of a loud
speaker from the Western Electric
equipment installed in the Family
Theatre, Monroe, Mich.
This is the first sentence of its kind
and vigorous methods are being
adopted by Electrical Research
Product, Inc., distributors of W. E.
equipment, to bring to justice all guilty
of similar thefts.

Hollywood, July .3.— Leading the Los Angeles grosses during the past week was
"The M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929"
at the Grauman's Chinese where the intake
was $32,000 and the percentage 200. A
Saturday midnite matinee with film and
stage show attracts a capacity house.
"Noah's Ark" and "Madame X," playing their respective first weeks at the Warners Hollywood and the Criterion, both won
a 125 percentage, $17,400 being the gate at

A

Radio Will Use

Spoor Process In
New Musical Shows
Plan Presentations Of These
Shows In Their Natural
Perspective
Several forthcoming Radio Pictures will
be made with the RCA Spoor process of
stereoscopic photography, it was announced
by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of the
company,
Chicago. at Radio Pictures' convention in
The number of musical productions on
the RKO new season schedule is largely responsible for the decision to use the Spoor
j)rocess, as this method would enable Radio
to "shoot" these shows in their natural
prospective, showing complete choruses with
a screen fifty-two feet wide and fully thirty
feet high.
Decision had already been made to do
a large portion of "Rio Rita," all-talking,
singing musical, in Technicolor. Whether
or not this picture will be done with the
Spoor liamprocess
Le Baron. is to be determined by WilThe opening move in Radio's campaign
to secure theatres for adequate presentation
of its musical shows was made by obtaining lease on the Earl Carroll Theatre in
New York City. "Rio Rita" will be shown
there early in the Fall.

F. N. Provides Branches With
Portable Demonstration Sets
Chicago, July 3. — Tom Gilliam, assistant
nmnager of First National's Chicago exchange is in receipt of a portable phonograph which is in line with the company's
policy )to demonstrate theme songs and
ballyhoo records. It is thought that the
machines can be successfully used in lobbies
to exploit current and coming attractions
and it is reported that all First National
branches are to receive the sets.

the Hollywood and $12,500 the Criterion's
figures.
"She Goes To War" got $15,500 at the
United Artists Theatre, which amount was
good for a percentage of 115.
"Careers," playing at the Loew's State,
and "The Four Devils," in its third week
at the Carthay Circle, both netted normal
business. The former brought in $27,000
and the latter $12,300. Beneath the noinial
mark were "The Man I Love," which drew
$21,600, an 88 percentage, to the Paramount
coffers, and "Broadway," which nose-dived
at the Biltmore, taking only $5,500 in its
second week there. Universal may be forcing the Biltmore run for the sake of prestige.

"Cure All" For Exhibitor
Troubles Seen In Corp.
(Continued from page 62)
tract did not provide for this. Where it
was found that the house could not be salvaged they would remove their equipment
and let the exhibitor have the house to do
the best that he could with it.
With the formation of the Exhibitors'
Reliance Corp. there is not removed the
right to buy equipment for cash in the event
that the exhibitor cared to do so, and the
same scale of prices for cash business with
discounts for the installation of two or more
machines for one exhibitor that have been
in force still remain active.
The payments for equipment under the
finance plan make it possible for the exhibitor to contract to pay for his installation in either one, two or three years as he
prefers, with a ten per cent deposit down
with order, and a payment of fifteen percent
of the cost on the day that the installation
is placed in operation. The exhibitor making payment of twenty-five per cent of the
cost of his equipment and the financing corporation caiTying the cyther seventy-five percent for him, on a weekly payment basis for
a i)eriod of one, two or three years.
The directorate of the R^eliance Corporation will be composed of fifty per cent
represenit-ative of the ERPI and a like
number from the finance corporation.
Through this the exhibitor will be assured
that he is safeguarded through KRPI protecting their customers.
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Exhibitors Plan Cut In Play Dates
To Reduce Overhead On Sound Costs
BOOKINGS

TO

FIGHT

BE SLOW

Ohio
Exhibitors
Will Scan
Market Keenly For Best
Buys, Is Opinion
, Ohio, July 3.— Film buyCOLUMBUS
ing will probably be light in Ohio
until August 1 or even later, while
exhibitors scan a keenly competitive market
for the "best buys," it was indicated at
the recent special convention of 150 Ohio
exhibitors here.
The consensus of opinion was that there
will be a distinct "buyers' market" this
year.
While no action was taken at the meeting,
it was evident from hotel lobby conversation of the theatre owners that most of
them plan to seek adjustment of their existing grievance against what they term "exorbitant prices" for sound tilms and score
charges and to throw their bookings to the
producers who make them the best proposition along that line.
The meeting was called to bear the report
of President William M. James and Business Manager P. J. Wood, of the Ohio
M.P.T.O. As exclusively forecast by Motion Picture News, these officers told the
results of their conference with producers
in New York recently on rental charges
and of the willingness of the producers, on
the whole, to meet exhibitors half way in
adjusting price difficulties.
A strong sentiment in favor of percentage exhibited itself among the theatre men.
They expressed a willingness to co-operate
with producers, but scores of those present
declared the exhibitor "must be given a
chance to exist" and predicted the closing
of many more Ohio houses unless "equitable" cost arrangements can be worked out.
The exhibitors believe there will be a
wealth of excellent material on the market
this year, and it apparently will be a
"buyers' market," they said. So exhibitors plan to shop around for the best possible buys in films, particularly in sound
tilms, before placing orders this year.

Soriero Appointed Division
Manager For R-K-0 Theatres
Thomas D. Soriero, well known theatre
executive, has been appointed by Joseph L.
Plunkett, managing director of RKO Theatres, as division manager for that company's houses in Kansas City, St. Louis,
Memphis and New Orleans. Mr. Soriero
will make his headquarters in St. Louis.

J. I. Schnitzer Sailing On
The Leviathan For Europe
Sailing on the S. S. Leviathan last Saturday was Joseph I. Schnitzer, Radio Pictures
president. He will acquaint the RKO foreign exchange managers with first hand information on the Radio production program
for 1929-30.

Mrs. Patterson Operating Theatre In Atlanta
AIKEN
ReFilm pubWeekly ON,
lisher of The PATTERS
view, Atlanta, has taken over the
Tenth Street Theatre in that city. The
house is located in the finest residential neighborhood, and is of the best
type modern construction. It was
built three years ago.
Under Mrs. Patterson's direction,
the theatre is being given the individual showmanship touch and is already known as "the house with a perANNA

sonality."

Columbia Enters
Legitimate Play
Producing Field
Possible
Shortage
Of Good
Material
Given
As
Reason For Move
Believing that there will be a shortage of
play material suitable for motion picture
adaptation Columbia Pictures Corporation
this week announced that the company
would protect itself in this field by actively
engaging
in play production for the next
season.
It is planned to present the stage plays,
which they have under consideration, in
association with Broadway managers and
scripts will be assigned to individual producers whose experience best suits them to
handle a particular type of play. The program will consist of dramas, musical comedies, farces and straight comedies from an
established source. As a first step, the appointment of D. A. Doran, formerly of
Pathe, is announced in reference to handling the situation.
Among other reasons which induced Columbia to enter the stage play producing
field, according to Jack Cohn, treasurer of
the company, was a desire to secure a
Metropolitan audience's reaction to a play
before bringing it to the screen. Commenting further upon the venture, Mr. Cohen
stated:
"This, I believe, is the first time any
picture corporation as large as Columbia
has entered into the Broadway producing
field, working directly with the producers
rather in opposition to them. If the plays
prove to be successes, picture adaptations
will be made; otherwise, they will be
This is not an unprecedented move for a
dropped."
motion picture producing company, Paramount Famous Lasky having entered the
legitimate play producing field some time
ago with the acquisition of Charles Frohman. Inc.

FOR

EXISTENCE

Reduction
Of Overhead
By
Fewer Playing Days And
Booking Of Only 52
Talkies Yearly
curtailment of
playing
by
MOVEMENT
is under
way days
for the
smaller theatres, which, if put completely into effect, will result in a Buyers'
Market for talkies, according to information
received this week.
A

This is not a concerted plan, but it appears to have sprung up simultaneously in
the minds of exhibitors in widely scattered
sections of the country.
It is based, according to information, on
the plight of the small theatre as a result
of sound, and follows the widespread complaints, registered at exhibitor conventions
and elsewhere, on the subject of sound rental and disc costs.
As is well known, the smaller theatre, in
many instances, is now fighting for existence, with its survival in doubt as a general rule, though there will be exceptions.
The plan which has occurred to some
exhibitors is about as follows, as nearly as
could be learned :
The operation of the theatre would be
revised on a three-days-a-week basis. The
exhibitor would book only two features a
week. One of thes'C would be a talkie,
which he would play on Thursday and Friday, while the Saturday booking would be
a silent, probably a Western. The theatre
wouldtwoplay
evening performances only the
first
days.
The overhead would be cut by using
high school or other incidental help; there
would be only two film rentals, and the exhibitor would thus, he figures, keep his
level. almost, if not fully, up to the present
gross
Such a move would give an outlet for
only 52 talkies a year for this type of house
and
would bring about a distinct Buyers'
Market.
Reduction of operating expense would
come about also through the use of extra
operators only two nights a week for the
talkies, instead of five or six, as at present.
Only in this way, it is said, do exhibitors
of this class hope to stay in business and
meet what they term "the greatly increased
film rentals because of sound."
If this plan should be widely adopted, it
would, according to some observers, definitely tend to make the poor talkie very
hard, if not impossible, to market. If a
theatre is booking only 52 talkies a year,
the exhibitor would shop around and spotbook to a much greater extent than ever
before, it is pointed out.
' Because of the pressure of circumstances,
and the new developments brought by the
sound era, plus the fight by many theatres
to stay in business, selective booking will,
it is believed by many observers, become a
fact in the industry.
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Bancroft In "Thunderbolt"
Smashes The Rivoli Record;
Now Holds Two On Broadway
Roxy Drops M. C, After Two
Weeks; ^^Mary Dugan" Gets
$74,256; ''AlibV $16,500,
4 Days; Others Fall Off
GEORGE BANCROFT now holds two
. Broadway records. Last February
with "The Wolf of Wall Street" he
managed to smash the existing record at
the Rialto by doing $57,992 on the first full
week of his run there and achieving a rating
of 200 1/10 per cent in business. Last
week, for the first full week that ' ' Thunderbolt" was at the Rivoli Bancroft hung
up another record. The picture drew
$55,100, which is 195 1/5 per cent of the
average business at that house. The former
record stood at $53,000.
Four other attractions on the street
managed to better the 100 per cent mark
last week, two of them in grind houses and
two among the extended runs. The first
two were "The Trial of Mary Dugan" at
the Capitol, which got $74,256 on the week,
and "Alibi," in its first four days of the
initial popular priced engagement getting
$16,400. Of the run pictures "Four Feathers" at the Criterion pulled $15,300 on the
week for its third week and "The Broadway Melody" at the Astor in its twentieth
week did $14,969.
At the Roxy, where the new Summer
Season of entertainment was inaugurated
two weeks ago with Lou Holtz as master of
ceremonies on the stage, that form of presentation was discontinued this week and
the house slipped back to the regular form
of shows that have been the vogue there.
For the first week of the Summer Season
with "Four Devils" as the screen attraction and a very heavy advertising campaign
announcing the innovation on the stage the
business was $109,300 and the show was
held over with the result that the second
week dropped to $93,227.
"The Wheel of Life" at the Paramount
did not hold up, getting $55,100 on the
week, while the final three days of the five
week engagement of "Cocoanuts" showed
$8,100. "Two Weeks Off" at the Strand
failed to hit and the answer was $28,500
on the week. While at the little Cameo the
second week of "The
played to $5,127.

Extended Runs

Village of Sin"

Are Slipping

Seven out of nine of the pictures playing extended engagements were under 100
per cent in business. Only one of these bettered 90 per cent. That was "Drag" in its
first week at the Warner where $15,273
was the take. "Bulldog Drummond" in its
9th week did $12,632 for second best on
the street. The remaining five were all off.
"Broadway Babies" got $9,982 at the
Central, which was decidedly sour for an
initial week on the street. "The Fall of
Eve ' ' went to $4,789 at the Embassy ; ' ' The
Black Watch" at the Gaiety did a Hose

Talkies
Cost More,
Declares Christie
ed producincreas
have
TALKIES
, protion costs,
Charles
Christie
ducer of talking short subjects
for Paramount, declared this week in
refutation to statements that they can
be made more cheaply than silent pictures.
"In making a two-reel talking
picture," states the producer, "every
organization department and production expense remains the same as
before, except for the added factors,
which include a higher type and more
expensive form of story and play
material, bigger stars and players, plus
the fixed charges for sound installation in studios, music royalties, sound
royalties and extra costs of musicians."
The twenty-four men comprising the
fixed recording crew and other fixed
charges are four times more in proportion than they would be on features,
asserted the producer.

dive to $4,872, while "Broadway" at the
Globe took $10,273. At the Winter Garden
"On With the Show" came through with
$16,031, which, while not great, just about
meets the expense of the showing.

Warner Bros. Will
Issue 6 Vitaphone
Shorts Per Week
During the new picture season six Vitaphone shorts will be released weekly by
Warner Bros. This makes a total of three
hundred and twelve for the season. Talent and novelties will be looked for in Europe and various names in the American
amusement field will be brought into the
ranks of Vitaphone performers. More
than six hundred of the acts have been
made to date.
European artists, who have recently
completed Vitaphone shorts, include Alexander Moissi, actor; Harry Tate, English
comedian who has made three sjketches;
Revva Reyes, Mexican artist. All of the
acts will be filmed at the Eastern Vitaphone
Studios in Brooklyn under the direction of
Bryan Foy assisted by Murray Roth and
Arthus Hurley. Jack L. Warner, vicepresident charge of production, will supervise their filming.

Sarecky New RKO Associate
Producer And Studio Manager
Hollywood, July 3. — Louis Sarecky has
been appointed associate producer and studio manager for RKO, under William Le
Baron, vice president in charge of production.
Charles E. Sullivan, brought to the coast
plant by Joseph P. Kennedy a few years
ago and installed as studio manager, has
resigned from RKO.

Picture

News

Columbia Will
Spend 5 Million
On New Pictures
26

All-Talkies
Planned
Executives En Route
To Convention

Columbia Pictures plans for the 1929-30
season call for production of ten all-talking
specials and sixteen all-talking starring vehicles upon which the company estimates it
will spend over $5,000,000, according to an
announcement on the eve of departure of
home office executives to attend their sales
convention at the Hotel Roosevelt, Los
Angeles, July 8th.
The convention, which will continue for
four days, marks Columbia's initial national sales meeting at which detailed announcements concerning new season product will be made and all phases of production and sales policies for the coming year
discussed.
Those leaving from the home ofSce included Jack Cohn, treasurer of the company Joe
;
Goldberg, general sales manager ;
Clarence McKain, supervisor of exchanges;
Hal Hodes, director of advertising and publicity; Rube Jackter, asst. sales manager;
Pack Bellman and Louis Weinberg. They
will stop en route to pick up delegates from
Chicago, Omaha, Cheyenne and Salt Lake
City. Columbia's district managers, Cecil
Maberry, Richard V. Anderson and E. L.
Tillman and branch managers from all over
the country, including studio officials; will
attend the convention.
Features of the meeting will be addresses
by Jack and Harry Cohn and Joe Goldberg,
demonstration to the sales force how sound
pictures are made, study of advertising,
publicity and exploitation needs and a visit
to the company studio where the delegates
will witness previews of all completed releases.
In addition to the executives already
mentioned the following delegates will attend the convention: H. E. Weiner, G.
Rosenbaum, Nat Cohn, Joe Miller, Herbert
Kaufman, Jack Young, Lee Goldberg, A.
Kaufman, S. Galanty, James F. Sharkey,
Maurice White, F. H. Knispel, W. E. Woinshenker, Barney Rosenthal, Ben Marcus, R.
E. Peckham, C. Gregory, S. B. Rahn,
A. E. Warren, F. J. Baker, R. J. Ingram, J. W. Mangham, Jr., H. T. Peebles,
F. L. Stocker, J. J. Rogers, A. J. Sullivan,
C. L. Tillman, P. Weinstein, Mr. Olson and
A. Cantwell.

Farash Planning Erection
Of New Schenectady Theatre
Schenectady, July 3 — With the announcement that the Strand, Schenectady, had
been leased to a chain store syndicate,
which would take possession on August 1,
there came the announcement during the
past week that Farash Theatres of Schenectady was contemplating the erection of
a $2,000,000 theatre in Schenectady, that
would seat 3,500 persons. Announcement
was made by William M. Shirley, president
of the theatre company.
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Pathe Announces 30 All-Dialogue
Feature Pictures For New Season
52

TWO-REEL

TALKIES

Program
Also
Lists
Large
Number Of Single Reel
Subjects, News And
Novelties
O all-talki-ng two reel comeFIFTY-TW
dies are listed in Pathe's new season
announcement, divided in seven different groups, which bear the brands of
"LeMaire," "Manhattan," "Checker,"
"Variety," "Melody," "Folly," "Golden
Rooster" and "Buck and Bubbles." In
addition to these there will be presented
series of "Talking Topics of the Day,"
"Aesop's Fables," Grantland Rice "Sportlights,"
and sound
and silentPathe
Pathe"Audio
News Review"
reels.
The standard news reel releases will continue with two issues weekly, both sound
and silent. Several weeks ago Pathe began
release of a disc edition of the news reel
and one release weekly will be continued.
The Pathe Review, the film magazine, will
be accompanied by fifteen issues of Pathe
Audio Review, the talking version. The
silent version is to continue.

Novelties In Sound
Topics of the Day, single reel novelty,
will be presented in a new form, all dialogue, with talent from the stage and vaudeville. It will continue to be released weekly.
Twenty-six issues are scheduled.
Aesop's Fables, animated cartoon release,
will also be presented with sound. Twentysix with sound and a like number silent.
There will also be twenty-six releases of
the Grantland Rice Sportlights, produced
with sound and dialogue.
The fifty-two 1929-30 Pathe all talking
comedies are as follows :
George LeMaire Comedies, a series of eight produced
by and starring; LeMaire. Each subject will also
feature a Broadway comedian such as Louis Simon
and Joe Philips among others. The supporting casts
include Audrey Maple, Evelyn Knapp, Olive Shea,
Sue Conroy, Doris McMafaon and Gladys Hart.
Manhattan Comedies, a series of six produced and
directed by George Le Maire starring comedians including Harry Holman, Louis Simon, Veree Teasdale
and Averill Harris.
Checker Comedies, a series of six produced and
directed by George LeMaire and starring Frank T.
Davis, comedian. Davis is also writing his vehicles,
many of them being elaborations of his vaudeville
sketches. The supporting casts include William Frawley, Noel Francis, Helyn Eby-Rock and Evelyn Knapp.
Variety Comedies, a series of eight directed by
Bradley Barker featuring headline artists of vaudeville in the sketches that have won them fame.
Included in this lineup are Alexander Carr, in "The
E?nd of the World," Mackenzie Ward in "Doing Phil
A Favor," and J. Gordon Bostock's product'ons such
as Melody
"Beach Comedies,
Beauties" aandseries
"Amateur
of six Night."
tabloid musical
comedies directed by Harry Delmar.
Folly Comedies, a series of six musical miniatures
produced by Frank T. Davis. Musical comedy favorites will be featured in these subjects, which will
offer in tabloid all the elements of a popular revue.
Golden Rooster Comedies, a series of six subjects
featuring celebrities of the stage and screen. The first
two of the series are "The Garden of Eatin" " and
"Fair
and Foul," starring James and Lucille
Webster Ways
Gleason.
Buck and Bubbles Comedies, a series of six subjects b.ised upon Hugh Wiley's Saturday Evening;
Post "Wildcat" stories featuring Buck and Bubbles,
colored duo of vaudeville, Monty Brice is the supervisor of the series with Nat Nazarro, Paul Powell
and Carl Harbaugh as individual directors. Music
and singing are a feature of this series.

Pathe
Celebrating
Its
25th Anniversary
nt
1929-30
WITHPathethe celebr
atesannou
its nceme
twentyfifth anniversary as a producer
of motion pictures.
A long line of names prominently
identified with this industry have followed the opening of a small office by
J. A. Berst, sent to America by Charles
Pathe, of Pathe Freres, with a steamer
trunk full of films in 100 and 400 foot
lengths. Berst was succeeded by
Messrs. Bonvillain and Rousell. Their
regime was followed by that of Louis
J. Gasnier, with M. Dupuis as coadministrator.
In 1916 Berst rejoined the company
as vice-president and general manager,
and filled that post until 1918 when he
was succeeded by Paul Brunet. In 1919
Elmer Pearson took over feature sales
management, a position which was to
lead to general managership.
In 1923 Merrill, Lynch purchased a
controlling interest in the company,
Paul Fuller, Jr., becoming president.
In 1926 the banking firm sold its interest in the company, Fuller, Jr., becoming president. In 1926 the banking firm
sold its interest in Pathe to Blair and
Co. The following year J. J. Murdock,
of K-A-O, was elected president and in
1928, Joseph P. Kennedy was appointed
unofficial business manager of the firm,
with Colvin W. Brown, as vice-president.

Fifty Per Cent
Of M-G-M's Short
Program Finished
Thirty • Seven
of
Seventy
Subjects
Are
Set
For Release
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer announces the
eampletion of more than 'fifty per cent of
the company's short subject program for
the 1929-30 season, thirty-seven of the seventy subjects called for having been approved for release on the dates specified.
Those reported finished are:

Two of the six groups of Hal Roach comedies starring "Our Gang" in "Saturday's Lesson" and "C.it,
Dog & Co.," and the Laurel and Hardy combination
in synchronized comedies, ".\ngora Love" and "Bacon
Grabbers." All two reels. Completed subjects in the
Roach dialogue series are Laurel and Hardy in "A
Perfect Day;" Harry Langdon in "Hot Stuff"; "Our
Gang' 'in "Lazv Davs"; and Charlev Chase in "Crazy

The two initial releases of the Colortone series which
have been completed are "Climbing the Golden Stairs,"
featuring
CharlieGalvez
King, and
and tango
"Mexicana"
featuring
miila, Triana,
dancers.
They Arare
in Feet."
Technicolor and were directed by Gus Edwards.
The entire fourth series of Metro-Movietone Acts,
for the most part single reels, have been completed
All releases of the various groups of Metro-Gold wynMayer short features for 1929.30 will be available on
the disc system of sound reproduction, with the exception of the Hearst Metrotone News which will be
available on both disc and film.

16 SILENT

VERSIONS

Special
Productions
Are
Included And Company
Plans
Extensive
Use Of Color
ed logue
by Pathe
for pictures
release
feature
all-dia
TYannounc
THIRare
during the 1929-30 season. Color will
be a part of every Pathe feature, it is
stated, and there will be at least sixteen of
the thirty features made with silent versions
for theatres unequipped with sound apparatus. Special productions are included in
the new program.
Among the special productions are "The
Greenwich Village Follies," to be produced
in color; George Gershwin's "Treasure
Girl" and "The Big Shot" by Ben Hecht
ing.
and Charles MacArthur. Figuring prominently as stars are Ina Claire and Ann HardIna Claire is scheduled for two features —
"The Awful Truth" from the stage play by
Arthur Riehman, and "Negligee" from the
European play by Ernest Vajda.
Ann Harding is announced in a group
of three features — "Paris Bound" from
the stage success by Philip Barry, "This
Thing Called Love" from the stage play
by Edwin Burke, and "Her Private Affairs" from the play by the Russian author,
Leo Urvantsov, this to be directed by Paul
Stein.

Productions In Detail
William Boyd will star in a group of
three features; "His First Command" a
story of the U. S. Cavalry by Douglas Doty,
author of "Dress Parade;" "Crashing
Through," from the comedy-drama stage
Kling; and "Officer
play by aSaxon
O'Brien,"
police story by Tom Buckingham.
Constance Bennett, daughter of Richard Bennett,
will appear in three features — "Saratoga," by William Conselman, "Rich People" from the story by
Jan Gelzer whicli ran serially in 'Good Housekeeping"
magazine, and "Clothes," from the Saturday Evening
Post story by Lucy Stone Terrill, the last mentioned
to be directed by Paul Stein.
As one of the specials of the year Pathe will present
"Treasure Girl," the musical comedy success by
George Gershwin, popular composer. The book is T>y
Frederick Thompson and Vincent Lawrence, and the
lyrics by Ira Gershwin. Walter O'Keefe and Bobby
Dolan will be production advisers, Richard Boleslavsky director of dancing and ensemble, and Josiah
Zuro, General Musical
Director.
Another special production will be the "Greenwich
Village
Follies,"
well-known
stage revue
of that
This will be introduced in sound
and color
by name.
RCA
Photophone through special arrangement with Jones
and Green, the Broadway producers. This picture will
be the 10th edition of the "Follies" and supplant for
the season the usual stage presentation.
"The Big Shot" is another picture in the special
class. This picture will be from an original play by
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Production on
this picture will be divided between the east and west
studios of Pathe. Hecht and MacArthur will write the
dialogue of the picture, and also supervise the dialogue
during production. Paul Stein, will probably be director general and Josiah Zuro. director general of
Pathe music, will be musical director. .Ann Harding
and Robert Armstrong are being seriously considered
for the leading roles.
.\nn Harding, William Boyd and Robert Armstrong
will be seen in "War and Women," an American version by William Conselman of the Russian drama
"Zoini I Shenshiny."
In addition 40 this-, group of three pictures else-

(Continued an page 118)
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Tiffany Announces
Equity Not Holding Actors,,
New Season Plans
Says DeMille As Gillmore
At Detroit Meeting
Issues New Order in Battle 26 All-Dialogue Pictures And
Forbids Any Member To Work
In Films
Until Crisis
Is Over
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

July 4.— The first
HOLLYW
ment ,
issued by a producer on
stateOOD
the Equity situation since the initial brief pronouncement by Cecil B. DeMille a month ago, was made today by Mr.
DeMille as president of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers. He declared
that the producers are getting all the players they want despite the Equity ban.
The battle lines were drawn tighter by
the issuance of an order by Frank Gillmore,
Equity chief, declaring that "no member
of Equity may set foot on any stage, set or
location" until the present crisis is over.
This applies particularly to extras who are
members of Equity, and who have been accepting daily calls through the Central
Casting office.
"I am going away for my Summer vacation, which will be a short one," Mr. DeMille said, "and then I am coming back
soon to begin my new picture. I shall be
able to cast it without difficulty. There are
plei/ty of actors. Equity and non-Equity,
available.

Need

No

Sympathy

"The producers do not need any sympathy. We are able to cast and produce all
the pictures we want to produce. We could
perhaps cast and produce more pictures
than all the studios combined plan to produce.
"It would seem to us that if any sympathy is to be extended, it should be extended to those actors who are harassed
and distressed by the unreasonable demands of the Equity Association, and
whose livelihood is interfered with by the
exactions of that association.
"We sympathize with those actors. Our
disposition as producers is to use those who
east their lot with us to the utmost limits
of possibility.
"There are plenty of new faces available, plenty of new talent at hand, and the
public is not averse to new faces and new
talent. But we will naturally stand firmly
behind the artists who are now working in
our studios or applying for work there. We
shall proceed on that basis."
Attendance at the semi-weekly Equity
meetings has shown a substantial increase
on each succeeding occasion, and indications point to the necessity of securing a
larger hall very shortly.
Last Thursday announcement was made
that benefits for the Equity relief fund
were being arranged in New York and
other theatrical centers, and there would
be a series of shows staged locally. It was
stated that the association relief fund would
take care of every worthy case during the
present difficulties. A union official stated
(Continued on page 118)

Equity Votes War Chest
Of $10,000

s that the
the producer
E ofto Actors
NOTIC
Equity to organeffort
ize the actors in that field would
be a fight to the finish, was served by
the Council of the Association at its
regular meeting on Tuesday, July 2.
That meeting voted to place ten thousand dollars at the immediate disposal
of its President, Frank Gillmore, in
Hollywood, and added that it intended
to spend as much more as might be
necessary to bring that effort to a
successful conclusion.

"Rubf' Gives
His Version Of
What Happened
Makes
Statement
On Recent
Episode At Chicago Sales
Convention
With the Hearst newspapers publishing
two-column editorial attacks against statements alleged in Chicago newspaper stories
to have been made by Hiram S. Brown,
President of RKO, about the attitude of his
company toward mergers in the picture
business, and with the agitation of individuals and companies following the publicity
at the RKO sales convention in Chicago
last week, Motion Picture News asked
Leon J. Rubinstein, mentioned in the
papers as contact man for RKO during the
sales meetings, to explain just how the uproar started.
Following is Rubinstein's statement:

The Statement

"What's all the shootin'?" asked the motion picture
business, as a!! sorts of newspaper pyrotechnics came
zooming out of Chicago the week of June 23rd, which
was the official opening date of the R-K-O national
convention at the l)rake Hotel in the windy city. The
shootin' was not of the now accepted Chicago variety
— it broke out in front-page merger stories, special
wires from Associated Press, United and the Universal Wires and all sorts of rumors and trade paper
acrobatics — in short, something from everybody except
the writer. And now let's begin at the commencement,
since the News, properly recognizing that all the excitement was a national publicity stunt, has asked me
to relate the progress of the manoeuvre.
I was engaged by R-K-O to precede them all to
Chicago and get their various arrangements set for
their national convention. Nobody was to accompany
me. I was to go to Chicago and lay the carpet for a
memorable convention. The company w^as out to
impress the managers with the new bigness of their
importance; the production budget for the year doubled
several times all former expenditures, a new strata of
talent and names of advertising value had been acquired and many other phases of activity pointed to
major league stuff on the part of an outfit which had
admittedly been in the low price market heretofore.
Joe Schnitzer and Lee Marcus had taken the greatest
step forward in the history of the former F-Ii-O as
well as their own personal histories, and vours truly
was to help make the managers thorouRhly bigtime
conscious.
Nothing was too big.
On the twentieth I arrived in Chicago and went
about various duties, with the idea that I would later
shoot out an announcement of the conclave. I had

(Coiitinncd on pane 119)

24 Color Films On
Present Schedule

At Tiff^any-Stahl's annual convention,
held at the Book-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit,
June 27th to 30th, it was announced that
the production policy for 1929-30 would
consist of twenty-six all-dialogue pictures,
twenty-four Cojor Symphonies and several
roadshow attractions.
The convention was addressed by Oscar
Hanson, general sales manager. Grant L.
Cook, Vice President, L. A. Young, President, Edward Halperin, of Halperin Productions who are now a producing unit of
Tiffany-Stahl, Arthur Lee, United States
representative of Gaumont Pictures, Ltd.,
and Gainsborough Pictures, Ltd., of England, A. L. Selig, director of publicity and
advertising, Rudolph Flothow, supervisor
of sound productions, and Abe Meyers.
It was also announced by Hanson that a
prize of $10,000 is to be awarded to the
group which leads in sales during the next
selling season.
On Friday night, all the members of the
convention were the guests of Mr. Young
at his home in Detroit, where dinner was
served.
Mr. Hanson was presented with a handsome platinum wrist watch and band in
appreciation for sales efforts the past year.

Pathe To Film "Clothes";
Swanson Not To Make Story
Hollywood, July 4.—' ' Clothes, ' ' by Lucy
Stone Terrill, originally slated as a starring
talker for Gloria Swanson, has been acquired by Pathe. The latter company will
feature Constance Bennett in the production under direction of Paul Stein. Paul
Gangelin is writing the adaptation and dialogue.
Edmund Goulding was first engaged to
write the adaptation of "Clothes" several
months ago, and Goulding was also to direct Gloria Swanson in the talker as soon
as she completed "Queen Kelly." Delays
in arrangements for the dialogue version
ef the latter picture forced the company to
abandon plans for Miss Swanson 's appearance in "Clothes," with Pathe finally deciding to makf it with Miss Bennett.

Earl Crabb New Pacific
Mgr. For Fox West Coast
Seattle, Wash., July 3.— Earl Crabb,
until recently managing director of tht^ central division of R-K-O Theatres with headquarters in Chicago, and previous to that
Publix division manager in Texas, is the
new general manager of the Pacific Northwest division of Fox West Coast Theatres,
Inc., supervising a chain of West Coast
houses in various cities in Washington and
Oregon. He arrived recently in Seattle to
take up his new duties, replacing Charles
M. Thall, who returns to the West Coast
offices in San Francisco.
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Julni P. Harris Memor'ial

Theatre

A nczv standard bearer for the veteran am! well kiunn'n Harris Brothers
Amusement Company circuit of houses has been erected in McKeesport,
Pa., the scene of tile pioneering efforts of this organization in motion
picture exhibition. Pictured above is a viezv of the auditorium sidewaU
treatment of this strictly de lu.ve atmospheric playhouse.

JOHN EBERSON, ARCHITECT

70
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Above, view of Seattle's nezvest theatre and a
recent important addition to the Fox circuit of
de luxe cinemas. Photos showing the general
design of this handsome netv playhouse in an
unfiished state zverc published in the issue of
May 4.

On the left is shou'u the spacious foyer of the
new Seattle theatre. A notable feature of this
house is the feeling of strength ivhich distinguishes the design of the interior, a note cmphasized by the decorative treatment.

FOX THEATRE
Seattle,

Washington
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Above, detailed study of the proscenium and
staye treatment. Draperies and interior decoration ofthe theatre zvere designed and executed
by the decorating department of the National
Theatre Supply Company branch in Seattle.

^'</bt, general %'ie%v of the auditorium as seen
from the stage. The theatre, which now bears
the name of Fox, was originally named The
Mayflower, and was built by Seattle interests.
In equipment it meets the highest standards of
the modern de luxe theatre.
SHERWOOD

H. FORI), ARCHITKCI'
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Prosceniitm and Stage

Inner Lobby

JOHN

Inner Foyer

P. HARRIS
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Mezzanine Promenade

THEATRE
IN McKEESPORT
OF HARRIS BROTHERS

IS NEW STANDARD BEARER
AMUSEMENT COMPANY

T%vcnty-fivt' Hi/fidrcd Scat Atmospheric Playhouse Krectcd as Memorial
Senator Johti P. Harris by Veteraji Picture
Theatre Firm
WITH
the oiiening of the John P. Harris Memorial
Theatre at AIcKeesport, Pa., the latter part o^
April, Harris Brothers Amusement Company introduced
to that important industrial city the type of j^layhouse
which in the days prior to the popularity of motion pictures was known only to the downtown sections of the
.i^reat metropolises of the country. In its design and the
e<|ni|)nK-nt installed for jiurposo of presentation and the
comfort of the patrons, the theatre measures up to the
standard which has come to he known as the "million
dollar theatre."
The Harris Memorial is an atmos])heric theatre designed byJohn Eberson, the architect, in association with
.Architect Charles R. (leisler, of I'ittshurgh. The announced cost of construction is one million dollars.

Introduces Atmospheric to Locality
In its locality this atmospi.eric playhouse is uni(iue, and
something of a novelty, and the same popular favor with
which the colorful open-skv theatres have been greeted
throughout this country and abroad manifested itself in
the interest and evident enthusiasm expressed by the
people of McKeesport for the new amusement resort.
The theatre has a seating capacity of 2,500. It is done
in the gay spirit of a Spanish fiesta, under the blue moonlit sky of the Mediterranean. The scene within the theatre creates the illusion of the out-of-doors, the side-walls
representing a succession of highly colored Spanish buildings, which stand out in bold relief against the horizon.

to Late

Wrought iron balustrades, tiled roofs and the trees and
flowers which decorate the walls add to the realism of
the Spanish ])atio represented in the auditorium design.
The playhouse is located at Fifth Avenue and Market
Street, the main entrance being through spacious foyers
from l'"ifth Avenue at Strawberry Way. This is on the
main artery leading in and out of McKeesi)ort to and
from all the surrounding towns. This location places the
theatre at the doorstep, so to si)eak, of every neighboring
c<jmmunity within a radius of 50 miles.

Dedication .Vuspicious Occasion
The opening was made an auspicious occasion in the
city of McKeesi)ort. A large number of invited guests
of prominence attended the dedication, on h'riday evening,
April 26. Owing to the im])ortance of the event to McKeesport and the entire Monongahela Valley, the dedication of this memorial to the late Senator Harris was
marked by civic ceremonies.
The ceremony of presenting the theatre to the people
was performetl by Mr. Dennis A. Harris, president of
Harris Brothers Amusement Company. Mayor George
H. Lysle. of McKeesport, received the theatre for the
people of the city.
Among the screen i)resentations was a special short
picture descriptive of the evolution of the Harris Brothers
comjiany from its modest beginning in the Harris Musee
theatre on Locust and Jerome Streets, McKeesport, to
the new million dollar iila\house.
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Lounge
and
John

Foyer
P. Harris

Memorial Theatre

At the right, section of the
lounge, an artistically decorated public room executed in
a style faithfid to the atmospheric idea featured throughout the theatre.

Beloic, the iuuer foyer, shozciug arraugcmeut of hold-out
rails to facilitate handling of
overflow croii'ds. On the
right is a tablet erected to the
memory of John P. Harris,
one of the founders of the
Harris Brothers
Company.Amusement

JOHN ARCHITECT
EBERSON.
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Auditorium, Madison Theatre, Albany, N. Y.

SIMPLICITY OF DECORATIVE
MADISON THEATRE,

SCHEME
ALBANY,

FEATURE
N. Y.

OF

Newest Addition to Stanley-Mark Strand Cham Brings De Luxe
Playhouse to Residential Section of City
ALBANY, N. Y., has a new de luxe motion picture
playhouse in the Madison Theatre, which is the
atest addition to the Stanley-Mark Strand Corporation's
:hain of houses. The Madison cost in the neighhorhood
of $250,000, and ranks as one of the finest neighhorhood
theatres in New York State.
It is located in the residential section of Albany and is
the first up-to-date residential theatre to be erected in
that city. The house was opened the first week of June
under most auspicious conditions. It will be devoted to
subsequent runs with an admission charge of 35 cents.
From an architectural and decorative standpoint, the
Madison theatre ranks with the finest. Architect Thomas
W. Lamb designed the house. Its exterior is of tapestry
brick, the interior is in the modernistic style.
Many Attractive Features
The Madison possesses many rather unusual features
adding to its attractiveness. For instance, it is the first
tlieatre to be built, at least in that section of New York
state, under plans and specifications in which the idea of
sound pictures stands uppermost.
There is 3 lining of

])alsam wool between the inner and outer walls of the
theatre, which serves to deaden all sound from without,
%, such as trolley cars, the honking of automobiles, etc., and
at the same time this lining serves to give greater clarity
of sound. The idea of l)ringing about greater clarity of
sound has also been carried out through a special thread
woven in the texture of all draperies. The theatre has
been equipped with a screen consisting of a silk and thread
mixture, which is said to bring about a brighter picture
on the screen.

Has Seating Capacity of 1,400
The house seats about 1,400 all on one floor. It is
equipped with indirect lighting and the color scheme,
while rich, is yet simple, and the few decorations are of
the modernistic type.
When the theatre was opened. Mayor John Boyd
Thatcher was on hand to express in a speech of congratulation just how much such a beautiful residential
theatre meant to Albany.
James J. Nolan, president of the Pine Hills Association, also congratulated the Stanley-Mark Strand Com-
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Shoimi in the photos above is the modernistic style of decoration
carried out in the treatment of the Madison's anditorinni. The
arrangement is notably simple and produces a decorative effect
now highly popular by means of draperies over the proscenium
and the sidcxcalls.

pany on the beauty of the theatre and its value to the
section over which he presides.
Moe Mark, vice-president of the company, and Ah)e
Silver, general manager of the company, were among
those present at the inaugural performance, at which
handsome souvenirs, the work of Charles Smakwitz, manager of the Mark Ritz theatre, and who handles all publicity for the Stanley houses in Albany and Troy, were
given to every one present.
The theatre represents the most advanced ideas with
respect to construction, equipment, sound and talking
apparatus, that the industry can ofifer. The Madison
Theatre is a fitting tribute to the progress of the Pine
Hills section of Albany which ranks as the exclusive residential section of the capital city.
Ach'anced

Design and Constrtiction

l*",\cry detail has been carried out to the end thai
acoustics become the predominating feature. The use of
balsam wool does away with echoes and all other disturbing interferences, making the auditorium ideal for talking
and sound pictures. All drapes have been so i)laced as to
do away with echoes and interferences.
The theatre will have three weekly changes of program
with one afternoon show, while evenings will run continuous from 6:30 P. ^^. to ri 130 P. M.
On the left, a vicM of the outer lobby of the Madison, with
modernistic style of decoration featuring the design and furnishings ofthis nc'iV residential theatre in Albany.

THOMAS

W. LAMB, ARCHITFXT
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At least
Six Million People
are

Manufactured
Weather
help the owners and operators of Carrier Conditioned Theatres exploit Manufactured Weather ... to inform people of the great beneindustrially
fits which Manufactured Weather has already conferred
and for human health and comfort ... a series of full page advertisements
is appearing monthly in The Saturday Evening Post. The second of the series, in the June 15th issue, is shown above.
TO

Millions of people throughout the United States already know and
appreciate the advantages of Manufactured Weather in the theatre — they
have learned to recognize and to feel for themselves the healthful comfort in a Carrier Conditioned Theatre. Millions more, through this educational and good will copy, will be inspired to patronize those houses in
which Manufactured Weather is featured for their health and comfort.
If yours is a Carrier Conditioned Theatre, capitalize on these advertisements. Feature Manufactured Weather to make "Every day a good day"
throughout the year.

Carrier Frtqineerinq Corporation
Offices and Laboratories
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
New

York
Philadelphia
Washington

*IT ISN'TMANUFACTURED

Boston
Chicago
Kansas City

WEATHER

UNLESS

Cleveland
Los Angeles

Detroit

IT'S A CARRIER
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improved Phototone with new synchronous drive for
Powers, Simplex, Motiograph and Holmes
ors. Also Talliafilm, the new Sound-on-Film

IMPROVEMENTS in synchronous
devices have come so rapidly that it
has been difficult for theater managers to
keep pace with them. But through all the
changes and refinements Phototone has
adhered firmly to two policies:
First — to give theater owners the most
practical device at the lowest possible cost.
Second — to protect the interests of every purchaser of Phototone equipment.
The new improved Phototone on which
we are now making deliveries does both of
these things. It eliminates the objectionable features of all early-type synchronizing devices — and it does this without penalizing the forward-looking theater which
has already installed a Phototone outfit.
Whether you do or do not already own
a Phototone machine, you can profit by
our newest and most revolutionary improvements. They give you in this new Phototone a stabilized synchronization never
before possible on any type of equipment.

projectdevice

Phototone^s New
Synchronous Direct
Drive eliminates all
irregularities in the
driving mechanism

New Stabilizing Liiit Base

N e zv s

Production
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Prices — New Synchronous Disc
Phototone with New Drives,
$1850 — Synchronous Disc
and Talkafilni (Sound-onTilm) Attachment, Installed,
$3250.

Write for

Special

Proposition.

Talkafilni (Sound-on-Film) Attachment

improvements
new
which now make Phototone
so outstandingly superior are:
1) New direct synchronous
drive which stabihzes the sjaichronization, even when an old
projection machine is being used.
2) New unit-construction base
which makes it impossible for the
equipment to get out of alignTHE

ment and increases the steadiness of the drive.
3) New one-fourth horsepower special Phototone motor.
Phototone with all of these
improvements is applicable to
Powers, Simplex, Motiograph
and Holmes projectors.
On the three latter machines
they make it possible to install

TALKAFI

the new Phototone sound-on-film
filni) in less than
device
an
hour's(Talka
time.
^
Mail the coupon for the name
of the theater in your territory
where you can hear and see a
demonstration of these improved
Phototone and Talkafilm machmes. We have one in every
princij^al city.
PHOTOPHONE COMPANY
North Vernon, Ind.
Tell me where I can see and hear a demonstration ofthe new Phototone and Talkafilni
equipment.
THEATRE.
MANAGERADDRESS—

LM
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Illustrations on this and the following page show interesting features of the Westinghouse Lighting Institute, Grand
Central Palace, New York City, and are reproduced through the courtesy of the Westinghouse Lamp Company.
Above is the auditorium, 60 by 46 feet, and regarded as a masterpiece in the way of illumination. Overhead lighting
fixtures contain seven separate circuits and produce all types of illumination,
from
direct to totally indirect.

Visual Education in the Applied
Art of Electric Lighting
By Thomas C. Kennedy

THE establishment of the permanent
lighting institute at the (irand Central Palace, New York City, by the
plant during the past several years. PerWestinghouse Lamp Company represents
haps nowhere in the entire scheme of the
one of the most important contributions
playhouse is there more striking contrast
to the advancement of the scientific and
artistic application of lighting in cominerce and industry. This, perhaps, is the
first impression made upon the visitor to
the show place where there is such elaborate demonstration depicting the use of
electric light in all phases of modern life.
The institute no doubt will attract
showmen, architects, electrical contractors
and lighting technicians who specialize in .
inotion pictures. Its engineering facilities— the architect or the theatre builder
there may study and visualize from scaled
models the lighting of various portions of
prospective l)uilding.s — also are certain to
prove a potent force for the improvement
of lighting in the show hou.ses of the
country.
The display at the Lighting Institute
serves to emphasize the vitally important
part played by electrical illumination in
the architecture and decoration of the
modern commercial building, and nowhere
more than in the motion picture theatre.
Modern notions of the showman's responsibility tohis patrons in all matters
pertaining to i>ersonal comfort as well as
Auditorium
showing
side wall lighting
the entertainment he provides have
in 4 colors on draped curtains of Monk's
Cloth and producing rainbow effect
wrought
many changes in the theatre

with the past than in the facilities
possessed by the up-to-date theatre for
lighting both the auditorium and the
stage.
Stage lighting, of course, is one of the
older crafts connected with the theatre as
we know it in modem times. Indeed, as
a means of enriching the dramatic scene,
in addition to providing the necessary
illumination for performances presented
in enclosed auditoriums the craft ante
dates the arc light, the incandescent lamp
and even illuminating gas. A heritage of
more than a hundred years of experimentation and development in stage lighting fell to the motion picture theatre.
The first pretentious motion picture
theatres were content to emulate the legitimate and vaudeville playhouses with
provisions for stages equipped with facilities for lighting
those
days and
the
auditorium
was eft'ects.
lighted In
only
before
at the conclusion of performances merelv
as a convenience, while ])ractical darkness
enveloped the auditailiums during the
screen and stage presentations, with the
result that the patron entering or leaving
the theatre during the course of the show
was constrained to grope about, finding
his bearings as best he could and pausing
now and then to offer apologies to neighbors whose feet he trampled.
The architecture and interior decorations received no particular consideration
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from the lighting, nor were there at that
time any attempts to create moods calculated to put patrons into a receptive attitude for the successful appeal of the picture, the presentation or the overture.
The auditorium then was something separate and apart from the stage.

the most perfect of
R,
HOWEVE
modern mediums for the creation
of illusion, — the motion picture — projected its influence for stimulating reality
by means of authentic atmosphere beyond
the footlights, and the effort to produce
definite physchological reactions by visual
means found its perfect expression in
multi-colored lighting in the orchestra pit.
the auditorium and even the lobbies and
public rooms of the theatre.
As a result of this we find today few if
any theatres with pretentions to modernity which do not include facilities for
elaborate lighting effects to dramatize the
presentations in front of the curtain and
the architecture of the auditorium itself.
Advances made in auditorium lighting
have done much to bring the spectator
into more intimate contact with the stage
and screen. Under proper conditions,
properly applied and controlled, lighting
makes possible the color combinations
which exercize a strong influence over
the emotions of people. According as it
is used, auditorium lighting is capable of
making an audience responsive to the appeal of the play or decidedly resistive to
its particular moods.
Perhaps there is no more convincing
testimony" of the importance which experienced showmen attach to lighting than
the emphasis which architects specializing
in this field place upon their knowledge
of lighting and the skill of technicians
associated with them in the design and
construction of motion picture theatres.
There is good reason for the architect to
be zealous in his pursuit of good lighting

The Public Hall, with architecture suggestive of Old English modernized by appointments
and lighting. Visitors on entering see the interior bathed in a warm flood of amber
light, fronj concealed sources in the ceiling. This changes to a deep green that emphasizes the shadows, then gradually the color turns to pale blue which in turn deepens
to suggest a moonlight, which fades as a white light points to the bust of George West-^
inghouse set in the niche at the end of the hall.

eft'ects, and jealous of his reputation to
provide them in theatres he designs. For
lighting has made possible the popular
type of theatre we have today. The huge
auditoriums built on valuable sites in the
business sections of the metropolis depend
greatly upon lighting to give them the
feeling of warmth and intimacy so essential to the success of screen and stage
presentations. The striking decorations
of the baroque theatre, the dignity and
rich tone of the formal theatre, the colorful romantic setting of the so-called atmospheric theatre, all rely upon lighting
to produce the very effects which make
nem appealing to the mass of the theatregoers.

The Court, 21 by 60 feet, entered through the arch from the Public Hall. The room is
lighted by large pedestals so wired that their lights will play on the ceiling in constantly
changing colors that blend perfectly one into the other. Bracket lanterns complete the
illumination here.
The court serves as a transition from interior to exterior lighting.

The great strides made in lighting control are directly tied-up with the aims and
objectives of leaders in the art of showmanship. Ambitious undertakings toward the refinement of lighting and more
scientific methods of reproducing effects
carefully plotted in accordance with established principles of good practice resulted
in the design and manufacture of the
modern type of switchboard.
If variety is the spice of life, it just as
surely is the life itself of the theatre.
Were the spectator and the auditor content to concentrate upon an unchanging
spectacle or a continuous theme unrelieved byvariation, the work of the stage
director, the dramatist, the scenic artist
and the musical composer would demand
little versatility or imagination of its
practitioners. But changing moods and a
variety of scene is a distinguishing mark
of every successful presentation from
the stage or the screen. Since the showman seeks to produce in the auditorium
the same effects that are operative on the
stage or the screen, it naturally follows
that variations and conti'asts nnist be
accomplished — and lighting alone gives
him the means to this end.
The changing mood of the screen play,
the stage spectacle or the nnisical presentation calls for a corresponding change
in the physical aspects of the auditorium
and the stage setting. The change, however, calls for a treatment in transition as
subtle as that employed by the dramatist
or the composer of music. Successful
practice of the art of lighting calls for a
merging of one predominating color into
another, accomplished in such manner
that the sj^ectator is not conscious of the
change taking place befoi"e his very eyes.
The demand for a variety of color coml)inations by means of lighting, as well as
a perfect control . over light modulation
{Continued on page 113)
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CHICAGO
THEATRE
Chicago
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp
Architects
I

Nightly

24,968,436
theatre patrons are
seated comfortably
in ''American" Chairs

m

^tvERY NIGHT ... in 12,434 theatres the coun^-^ try over . . . and in every nation of the world . . .
24,968,436 theatre patrons are seated comfortably
in "American" chairs. An amazing total that
proves the universal response of the theatre-going
public to comfortable, attractive seating. Further

^

Number 4072 — 3300 of these
chairs were installed in the
Chicago Theatre. Appropriately beautiful to match the
unusual splendor of the
Chicago. Mahogany wood
parts, rose and gray figured
velour back, and dark red
upholstered Moroccoline
seat. Noiseless ball bearing
hinge insures silent and easy
up and down scat movement. Comfortable, enduring and pleasing to the eye.

. . . the exclusive use of this company's seating
by the nation's greatest exhibitors amply demonstrates "American" stimulus on box-office receipts.

American Seating Company
10 E. Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, 111.

113 W. 40th St.
New York City

1211.K Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

77-D Canal St., Boston
Theatre Chair Builders to the American

Public jor Over SO Years
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Clean Equipment Minimizes Servicing
WE

have liad the good fortune to
spend some time with one of
the best service men in the

"talkie" business, one whose hfe seems
to be devoted to an excellent virtue — of
utmost importance with respect to the
operating of apparatus — cleanliness.
At first glance cleanliness is far removed from the electrical, yet, ruination
of a night's performance — ridicule and
disappointment of the talkie industry is
inevitable if the equipment is dirty . . .
Strange is it not — but true nevertheless.
One of the great disturbing influences
in the talkie field is noise, extraneous interference of a character represented by
crackling, frying and sputtering sounds.
A splurge of noise at the inopportune
moment will burst the bubble of illusion
and mar the finest program — cause people
to disparage the "talkie" and make things
more difficult for everyone concerned.
Now, we realize fully that the average
operator cannot coordinate electrical disturbance with dirty equipment, but under
any condition, why permit settlement of
dust, dirt, lint and other extraneous matter upon any equipment, . . . The dirt
serves no purpose. Firmness of position
is not secured by weighing down the apparatus in this manner — instead, the presence of dust and dirt makes the apparatus
pregnant with trouble.
One of the esseiitials of all electrical
circuits is to maintain the flow of electrical energy in the circuits specifically
designed for that purpose. The path of
the current is predetermined. If permitted
to stray, trouble is the only result. . . .
Yet many operators afi;ord a definite jmth
for such leakage by not cleaning their
equipment or at least instituting some
means of keeping the equipment clean.
Referring to the man we mentioned, his
name is Balfoort and he is connected
with the RCA group. We examined an
installation in the Coliseum Theatre.
N. Y., serviced by this man and his
method of procedure is a delight for sore
eyes. The equipment used consists of
three P2 Photophone units, two complete
amplifiers and two complete sets of generators. Cleanliness is the keynote of the
installation. The generator room houses
the two sets of filament and plate sources
of potential, the storage batteries floating
on the filament generator output system
and the remote control apparatus. In
contrast to the usual conditions, the
visitor if he wears flannel trousers may
sit upon the generators without fear of
injury to his clothing. Every unit is spic
and span, like the kitchen of a meticulous

h-j John F. Rider
German "hausfrau." The room is painted
in very pleasing colors. Iiach generator
is painted and one would never believe
that oil is used for lubrication. The
cumulative efifect of such painstaking
methods is minimum servicing. This man
is not a philanthropist. Indeed, he is very
selfish. His years of experience have
shown him that dirt means increased servicing and lack of dirt means minimum
servicing. . . . Why seek work by permitting the accumulation of dirt ? Servicing this generator room is clean work —
which cannot be said of the average generator room. His storage batteries are
clean. . . . No corrosion at the terminals
— no pool of water between the terminals.

storage batterv is a prolific
THE
source of trouble if it remains imattended and dirty. Yet it is surprising to
note how little care must be accorded to
this type of source of filament potential
when precautionary measures have been
instituted to keep the unit clean. Storage
batteries are employed as the source of
filament potential in many installations.
In some cases the batteries float on the
filament generator output svstem. in other
cases they are separate. Now, in normal
operation the positive pole or terminal of
such a battery has a tendency to corrode
or undergo a chemical change or action
due to the electrolyte within the batterv.
This action results in a sediment upon the
positive terminal ; the sediment being
gravish white in color and offering high
resistance to the flow of electric current.
If we reco'T'nize t'-iat the operation of
'-> talkie is based upon minute fluctu-itions in current which are later converted
into sound by means of the speaker, it
stands to reason that we cannot condone
anv situation or conditions where other
nndesired elements cause minute fluctuations in current and consequently undesired noises. This is exactly what takes
place at corroded terminals. As it happens corroded terminals do not ofTer constant resistance to electric currents. Instead the contact at the terminal varies
with respect to resistivity and undesired
''urrent fluctuations are set up in t'^e
'^'ament circuit. It is true that the filament circuit is far removed from the
normal source of sound be it a disc or
film, but any sudden current fluctuations
set up in the filament circuit, react upon
the plate circuit and are carried to the
speaker, to become audible as crackling
and sputtering.

"We believe we are correct in stating
that the usual operating instructions supplied to the operator incorporate corrosion at the positive pole of the filament
storage battery, that he is advised to coat
the terminal with vaseline and avoid corrosion and its detrimental efifects. When
permitted to exist the degree of corrosion
does not remain constant. It becomes
more and more as time passes, caking
harder and harder, until it is actually extremely difficult to change terminals. The
chemical action involved at the corroded
terminal eats the lead connector away, reduces the electrical efficiency of the connection, until- finally the circuit is open.
The fact that the precautionary measure
is so simple, is what makes the picture
appear
bad. battery is not the only
The so
storage
source of trouble because it is not clean.
Dust and dirt between the terminals on
sockets is a frequent cause for crackling
and frying sounds, particularly during
damp weather. The plate potentials used
in many amplifiers are quite appreciable,
many times the usual 1 10 volt line voltage and leakage between grid and plate
terminals via dust and lint, will cause
many

disturbing sounds and even distortion. Some of the large installations
are covered with dustproof covers and
the use of such protection is sufficient
indication of its importance.

unlike
devices
e , with
do not improv
shine, AL
age.moonThe
ELECTRIC
electrical energy in the circuits is continually striving and seeking an exit and when
it finds this exit — it is invariably necessary to call the service man.
Everyday atmosphere attacks terminals, causes oxidation and oxidized terminals mean poor contacts. Replacement
units should be kept in boxes so that
when removed for use the terminals are
new. We make particular mention of
tubes. We have viewed replacement
tubes unboxed and kept on shelves for
months. When placed into socket a contact between the tube and socket prongs
was very poor.
We have visited theatres and have
found several speech amplifiers buried
under a layer of dust and in each case
the speech as made audible by the speakers was not what it should have been.
In one case the action of the amplifier
was mysterious to the operator. With
new tubes and normal operating potentials, he noted that it was necessary to
set the gain control to a much higher level
{Continued on page 99)
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T^HE average talkie installation is called upon to deliver an appreciable quantity of sound, consequently
■•■ the voltages present in the audio amplifier are of fair magnitude.
Recognizing the tj'pe of work involved, perfect operation of the vacuum tubes in the system is imperative, hence every effort must be made
to eliminate distortion.
Distortion may be present under two conditions, with normal signal intensity and with low signal level
and we shall classify the possible troubles in like manner of listing.
DISTORTION
A. NORMAL SIGNAL INTENSITY
6. Excessive Regeneration
1. Tube Overloading
Interaction between various stages in audio ampliSignal voltage excessive for tubes in system.
fiers, bypass condensers in audio amplifiers disconnected or open, disconnected bypass condenser in
Output voltage from pick-up excessive for tubes in
audio amplifier.
eliminator power supply when used.
2. Defect in Scatch Filter
Partial short in scratch filter reduces width of
B. LESS THAN NORMAL SIGNAL LEVEL
frequency band.
3. Insufficient Grid Bias
1. Insufficient Filament Potential
Grid bias correctly applied but insufficient for
Run down batteries, incorrect adjustment of filament control resistance, low line voltage in A. C.
value of signal voltage and perhaps plate voltage.
4. Excessive Plate Potential
installations, low generator output.
Excessive plate potential for normal value of grid
2. Insufficient Plate Potential
bias upsets balance between grid and plate circuits.
Run
down
plate batteries, low B eliminator vol5. Excessive Hum in System
tage, low A. C. line voltage input to B eliminator,
Excessive hum will cause distortion on low frelow line voltage input to generator, low generator
quencies and the possible reasons for excessive hum
output voltage, defective rectifier in B eliminator.
involve unbalanced filament circuits in A. C. instal3. Incorrect Grid Bias
lations, excessive ripple in generator B supply, deGrid bias resistance shorted, low grid bias.
• fective
rectifiers
eliminators
andtubes
poor when
design
of
eliminators.
Also indefective
4. Defective Tube
A. C.
used.
5. Defect in Speaker
Deactivated filament in D. C. and A. C. tubes,
Loose diaphragm, voice coil out of alignment, exdeactivated cathode in A. C. tubes, poor contact becessive hum in speaker supply, parts loose.
tween tube and socket, gassy tube, incorrect tube.
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WIRE

FIXED
RESISTOR

is the most frequently used item in all talking motion picture installations and since its use involves a certain property which is utilized for a
definite pui"pose, let us consider it as such. Wire Avound resistance are used in
various parts of the installation in order to limit the magnitude of electrical
current in a circuit and in order to secure the correct operating conditions.

Wire is classified in two ways. First, we have wire which conducts electricity easily or is a good conductor and second, we have wire which is a poor
conductor of electricity. The second category is usually listed as resistance
wire and is utilized wherever a definite amount of resistance must be added or
incorporated into an electrical circuit. (Carbon and other types of resistance
elements will receive discussion later.) The question now arises relative to the conductivity properties
of the wire. Why should one wire conduct better than another?
What is the basic reason?
The atomic structure is the basic reason. The substance or substances constituting the wire consist
of molecules in a certain formation. Each atom in turn consists of a certain number of atoms in a certain
formation and each atom in turn consists of a certain number of electrons revolving around an ion. The
molecules in any substance are in a continual state of agitation, and in this state of agritation collide with
each other. During the process of collision, electrons are detaclicd from the atoms and drawn into other
atomic structures which have lost an electron. The ease with which an atom parts with an electron is considered to be indicative of the suitability of that material as a conductor of electricity. Consideration of
the molecular activity in a wire explains why a thick wire is a better conductor of electricity than a thin
wire.
VARIABLE
RESISTOR

o

News
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AMPLIFIERS

MOTION

o

P ictur e

The usual symbol for resistance in an electrical wiring diagram is a zig-zag line as shown herewith and
the structure of the line shows the type of resistance. Not the material employed as the resistance but
whether it is fixed in value or may be varied by the operator to fulfill his requirements or to provide the
required adjustment.
The fixed resistance is designated as A and the variable as B. The arrow in contact with the resistance
sign show it is variable. In some instances the arrow runs through the Vesistance sign. With respect to
the symbols, they apply irrespective of the substance used as the resistance element.
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FIELD
THE

operation of many
devices employed
in "talkie"
equipment is
founded upon a certain electrical phenomenon which in this day and
age is taken for granted in literature and seldom discussed.

O

IRON-CORE
TRANSFORMER

PUSH-PULL
FREQUENCY
AUDIOTRANSFORMER

The passage of electric current through any conductor, be it a straight
wire of a coil of wire consisting of a few or many turns, will create around
that wire a magnetic field. If the current flow ceases, the field collapses.
If tke current flow decreases in magnitude, the intensity or the strength of
the field decreases and conversely if the current flow is increased in magnitude, the strength of the magnetic field increases.

Now, if a wire or another conductor
(straight or coiled) is placed
within the magnetic field created around another current carrying conductor, a voltage will be introduced in the second circuit.
However, in order
that a
steady voltage be induced in the second circuit it is necessary that the voltage applied to the first
circuit or the current flow in the first circuit be alternating of a constant frequency and maximum potential.
Herein lies the principle of operation governing the transformers used in the amplifiers and power
packs. The use of coiled conductors instead of straight wires is based upon intensifying the field by using
a coil of wire.

O

The average transformer may be considered to consist of a metallic core, usually in the form of a
square with a number of winding of many turns. The number of windings is governed by the utility of
the unit. The transformers employed in the audio amplifying equipment usually employ two windings, a
primary or plate winding and a secondary or grid winding, the second and fourth designations indicating
the association between the winding and the vacuum tube circuit, wherein is connected the winding.
The usual symbol for such audio frequency transformers is shown herewith, the straight lines located
between the symbols for the windings designating that the core is of a magnetic substance. The purpose
of the core is to provide an easy path for the magnetic field created by the current flow through the primary
winding, so that the maximum voltage will be induced in the secondary winding.
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THE conventional meters employed in talking motion picture installations
^^^ *^^ *^^'" types, voltmeters and ammeters and when designated in a
,y^ wniTMFTFR
,
—{Y )
VOLl Mt. LK
schematic wiring diagram are shown as circles with a designating letter with^"^
in in the ring. In some cases an arrow runs through the circle. The letter V
designates that the instrument is a voltmeter and the letter A designates that
Albeit the similarity all
''^^ instrument is an ammeter or current meter.
AMMFTFR
_/^v\_
\/\)
AM ML
LK
voltmeters and ammeters do not bear the same calibration, the exact arrange^■^
ment of divisions upon the scale being governed by the range of the device,
i. e., the amount of potential which may be measured and the amount of
current flow which may be measured.
The volt is the unit of potential and the ampere is the unit of current, but since the amount of potential present across two point in a circuit is less than a volt and the meters are calibrated in values of
millivolt to indicate thousandths of one volt and microvolt, to indicate millionth of a volt. The same is
true in the case of the current meters. While the current flow in the filament circuit involves amperes, the
plate current flow in a vacuum tube circuit is usually less than au ampere, invariably in thousandths of
or "milliampere."
an ampere
In photoelectric cell circuits the current flow is frequently less than a milliampere and meters in use
in such circuits are calibrated in even small fractions of an ampere, in "microamperes" or millionths of
When expressed in the form of fractions
one ampere.
.000001 or 1,000,000 microvolts = 1 volt
.001 or
1,000 millivolts
= 1 volt
1,000 microvolts = 1 millivolt,
and
.000001 or 1,000,000 microamperes = 1 ampere
.001 or
1,000 milliamperes
= 1 ampere
1,000 microamperes = 1 milliampere
Meters in general are specifically designed for operation on A. C. and D. C. circuits.
The meter designed for D. C. circuits is unsuited for use on A. C. circuits.
However, meters designed for A. C. circuits
may be employed to measure voltage and current on D. C. circuits but the readings will lack a certain
amount of accuracy, about 2 to 3 percent with high-quality instruments.
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N eighteen months Publix Theatres, Inc., has purchased over
70,000 Heywood-Wakefiekl chairs! NOW they order 40,000
more! What finer or more convincing recommendation could be
made for any theatre chair? Before Publix officials ordered the first
70,000, their chemists, engineers, and maintenance men made an
exhaustive study of theatre chair construction, comfort, and style.
The contract was placed with Heywood-Wakefield. NOW, after
70,000 chairs are installed, Publix officials have been so impressed
with the chairs, service, and the installations that they repeal with
an order for 40,000 more. . . . Pantages, Orpheum, Schine,
Saxe, and many other leading showmen in the United Slates are
installing Heywood-Wakefield chairs for good, money-making reasons. Let us tell you and show you why. ... A note to the nearest
Heywood-Wakefield sales office will bring detailed information on
the merits of seating or reseating with these de luxe theatre chairs.

HEYWOOD ^W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seatmg Division
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages

OiTOIf

The map of the United Stales shown here is divided into seven territories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre building as represented for the period from May 15th to June
15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of dollars and
cents rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities; solid, which represents the greatest

\alue of proposed theatres; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation
of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative building ; and the very light areas, where the investment in new theatre projects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics
visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.
The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate
averages of theatre attendance during the period from May 15th
to June 15th, 1929. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at
the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar
or nearly similar conditions.
These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the
Key City Reports, published weekly by Motion Picture News, and
other sources of information gathered by this publication.

SHOWMAN Monthly Survey on new theatre building for the period May 15 to June 15 shows that fifty-one
new theatre projects have been announced which together will cost $17,510,000, and seat, in the aggregate, 71,025.
The averages for these theatres are, cost per theatre, $344,000,
with 1,395 seats, with an average cost per seat of $247. These
figures apply only to the United States, as no new building was
announced for Canada during the period covered by this report.
As compared with the report published in the June Showman,
the figures given above are slightly less than those of last month.
However, the average cost and seating capacities of the theatres
reported for this period are practically the same as for the
preceeding months.
This building divided territorially, as shown in the accompanying map, gives the Central States the heaviest program.
Here $8,440,000 will be invested in twenty new theatres which

together will seat 31,300. The averages for this territory give
1,565 seats per theatre, with a cost of $420,000, and an average
cost per seat of $270.
The second ranking territory is the West Coast, where
$4,500,000 will be spent to build ten houses, seating in the aggregate 13,200. The average house in this territory will seat 1,320,
and cost $450,000, giving an average cost per seat of $343.
The North Atlantic States follow in second position with
$2,830,000 to be invested in nine new theatres, seating 14,000.
The average house in this territory will cost $313,000 seating
1,445, with a cost per seat of $202. The New England States
report two theatres which, together will cost $700,000 and seat
3,400. This gives the average cost per seat of $237.
The South Western territory continues to report relatively
heavy activities in the theatre building. Our report shows
$415,000 will be invested in four new theatres, seating in the
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Theatre Building and Attendance Averages
af!f,e^regate 3,900. These totals give averages per tlieatre of 975
seats and a cost of $104,000, with each seat costing $107.
In the Western States five new theatres are scheduled, calling
for a total investment of $350,000 and a seating capacity of
4,725. This gives $75 as the cost of the average seat and 945
as the average seating capacity per theatre, with a cost of
$70,000.

Ohio Leads in Activity

substantial attractions included no very outstanding examples
of box office power. There were indications in the performances of several of the pictures at the big houses that some of
brand new releases which came along during the period had the
makings of stand-out attractions, but none was suf^ciently
strong to make the peaks in the face of the seasonal opposition.

Attractions Show Box Office Strength

AMONG the offerings were some pictures which under the
one theatre is reported in the South Eastern terriactual test showed a strength which many of the trade obtory. This house will cost $75,000 and seat 500.
servers believed them incapable. The prominent candidate for
Ohio leads all states in building activity for this report. Six
honors as a "surprise" was "Innocents of Paris," the Paramount
houses are reported for construction, calling for a total investtalkie starring Maurice Chevalier. The pre-release showings of
ment of $4,900,000 and a seating capacity of 1 1,400. California
the picture proved it was a work that could bring in patronage
takes second rank with nine new theatres, costing $4,450,000
of cities where Chevalier was known, but there were many — you
and seating 12,200. New York as usual, is one of the leading
can't find them now — who estimated "Innocents of Paris" as a
states, where six new theatres will cost $2,300,000 and seat
good two-a-day attraction but one that would find hard sledding
11,200. Indiana follows, where $1,200,000 will cover the conat the regular picture theatres. Chevalier was not well known to
the bulk of the film fans and there were no picture names to
struction ofthree houses to seat 4,300. ' Illinois takes last rank
in the leading states with an investment of $1,075,000 to cover
appeal to the film fans. That reasoning was not far out of line
the cost of five theatres to seat in the aggregate 7,400.
with what developed, but the surprise ending came through
The new building projects reports for construction during the the fact that "Innocents of Paris" built up strength after the
first six months of 1929 have been on a heavy scale. In order
second day of its showings at a great number of the picture
that a final analysis of this building schedule may be available,
theatres. The inauspicious start, not the absolute rule in the
we are giving in the following, a resume of the totals given in case of this picture but still not an uncommon experience assoeach of the monthly Showman reports during this year :
ciated with its career at the key city houses, does not mean bad
January — Fifty new projects costing $15,400,000, with the weekly grosses in every case, a fact demonstrated again by the
average cost per theatre $308,000.
film starring the personality-man from Paris.
February — Seventy-four new projects costing $19,094,500
The final check-up of the reports on which this department
and seating 124,630. The averages for these theatres are 1,684 relies for its estimate of attendance averages, showed that
seats and a cost of $258,034.
"Innocents of P^ris" made the highest average of any of the
current releases at the key city first runs during the period
March — Fifty-four new theatres costing $15,204,000 and
seating 74,350. The average are $281,555 per theatre, with
May 15 to June 15. In consequence it heads the list of the ten
'
leading
money-getters at the first run box offices during the
1,377 seats.
April — Fifty-five theatres, costing $14,700,000 and seating
72,050. The averages for these theatres show a cost of $145,000
period.
and a seating capacity of 1,055.
Among the Fopular First Runs
May — Forty-five new projects costing $13,945,000, with a
the screen's
Song,"
Desert
is "The
on the
seating capacity of 68,070. The average cost figures $130,000
THEfirst second
offered with all
comedy
musical
a stage
of list
adaptation
and seating capacity 1,513.
its songs and dialogue intact. The colorful, lighter type of enJune — Fifty-five new theatres costing $14,700 and seating
tertainment appears to be in favor with screen fans at present.
72,050.
The talkies tried their wings on the melodrama, of the trialscene sort, and did very well with the experiment. But the
Seasonal Influence on Attendance
reaction appears to have set in and now it's music, jazz, comedy
THEATRE attendance during the period with which this and
plenty of the lighter side of life that attracts and pleases
report is concerned suffered the usual set-back which
the patrons of the audible screen.
comes with the turn of the season into the hot weather portion
That there is no set rule about this, however, was demonof the year. It is a time when theatre-going loses its interest
strated by the business which was done at many of the big
for the public and when the theatre must .start all over again
to build up enthusiasm for the indoor entertainment. The
houses by "Where East Is East," the Lon Chaney, non-talk
melodrama., This foremost character actor, foremost at least
process of shifting itself into a new position is one to try the
in-so-far as popular following is concerned, continues to hold
ingenuity of the showmen, particularly if they are not aided
his public and the strength showed by his newest offering was
by the "breaks" of strong, ballyhoo-making productions to una source of surprise in some quarters, particularly those which
reel before a patronage diminished in quantity and in the quality
con.sider the talking picture the only one with real box office
of its response to theatricals.
appeal at the big houses.
While the let-down in attendance, though an annual event
Another of the musical comedy or revue type of jjroduction
at this time of the year, is always a blow and the cause of
pessimistic business sentiment, and this year no exception, the
which proved a highly popular ofi:'ering during this period was
facts are that based on establi.shed averages the business during
the Fox "Movietone Follies." This picture drew exceptionally
well at the great majority of its engagements in the key cities.
the May 15-June 15 period this year show satisfactory conditions obtain when the key cities are considered as a whole.
The list of the ten most popular films from the box office
The map shows 24 cities at Average, i at Above Average,
standpoint at the first run houses during the May 15 to June 15
and 2 at Under Average ratings. Thus the general tone of
period follows :
theatre business as reflected by the reports of conditions from
1. "Innocents of Paris"
6. "The Pagan"
key cities offers no signs of depressions, and as a matter of fact
points to a promising season, once that season is definitely
2. "Desert Song"
7- "Alibi"
establi-shed.
3. "Fox Movietone Follies" 8. "Glad Rag Doll"
4. "Where East Is East"
9. "The Man I Love"
The film ofl^erings for the period, releases current among
the key city first runs that is, while numbering several good
5. "Show Boat"
10. "Not Quite Decent"
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
Unit For Automatic Control
Of Change-Over Invented

Perfection of a device for automatic
control of projection macliines and called
the Automatic Projector-Operator has
heen announced in Portland, Ore., the
home of the inventor, Howard H. Fenner.
It is claimed that the device will automatically make change-overs from the
l^rojector in operation to the one carrying
the successive reel, at the same time starting the turntable of the idle machine any
desired length of time ahead of the
change-over, thereby allowing the record
to attain full speed before the changeover
is made. Other features are that the device automatically stops the projector in
case of a film break and cuts off the rays
of the arc by means of a shutter that
closes the light hood.

Tinted

Positive

For

Sound

Films From Dupont-Pathe
A new type of positive motion picture
film has recently been perfected by the
Du Pont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Corporation which combines a clear sound
track with a tinted picture area on one
piece of film.
Until recent developments in new types
of tinted stock it has been necessary to
print all sound-on-film pictures on black
and white stock. This was because the
commonly used tints removed such a large
proportion of the rays to which photoelectric cells were sensitive that light
which passed was inadequate to properly
actuate the cell.

Demonstrate Pipe Organ Built to Size of
Concert Grand Piano
The first purchaser of one of the instruments was Rudy Vallee, jazz band
leader, who will use the Organ Unique in
his stage and recording work. Several
other prominent jazz band leaders are experimenting with the organ with a view
to adopting it to their presentations.
Owing to its low cost and compact size
the organ, according to many theatre men
who attended demonstrations, is especially
suited to motion picture theatre uses. The
moderate sized theatre (the instrument
delivers sufficient volume to fill auditoriums up to 1,500 or 2,000 seats), it was
declared, will be one of the fields in which
the sponsors of the organ will seek to
establish it. The facility afforded for the
rendition of jazz music is expected to
make it a popular feature of stage band
act shows, while its compact size gives it
advantages for installation in the lobbies
of de luxe theatres where entertainments

Estey Organ Company. It will be distributed inthe New York territory by the
New York branch of National Theatre
Supply Company. The Estey company
will handle distribution throughout the

The Organ Unique has been submitted
to several tests at recording studios and is
to be installed in several where talking
pictures
and phonograph records are
made.

ITH the motion pictures lOO per
cent, or at a minimum 25 per cent,
audible it was not to be expected that
theatre advertising matter, particularly
lobby displays, would long depend wholly
upon visual appeal for the attention they
attracted and the message they> conveyed.
The "sound lobby display" now is with
us in a stock model product oiYered by
the Libman-Spanjer Corporation of New

\ icw of the Lohbvlono
, showing rei)ro«lu<-«'r
at rear <>( stage for 11 x 14
f'ranio
lobby card

are put on for the benefit of hold-out
crowds.

Audible Lobby Displays New Equipment
Feature for Theatres

w

and

other territories in this country and
abroad.

development in pipe organs
ANEW
which lives up to its name of the
Organ Unique was demonstrated in New
York last week. The instrument, which
produces a true pipe organ tone is no
larger than a concert grand piano, the
casing designed after the style of a grand
piano encloses all the pipes employed to
give the full pipe organ range of which
the Organ Unique is capable. There are
231 pipes ranging up to a full scale 16foot base. The compact design is accomplished bymeans of several entirely
new principles involved in the invention.
It is electrically operated and lends itself
to the playing of jazz music.
One of the great space-saving ideas incorporated in the Organ Unique is the
elimination of the leather pouches. This
and the design of the pipes allows for the
inclosing in a cabinet the size of a concert
grand piano multiple sets of pipes. The
blower, of special design is detached and
may be located in any room or space near
or distant to the organ.
The instrument is manufactured by the

York under the title of "Lobbytone,"
This newest device in lobby display material consists of a three-sided cabinet,
decorated in typical theatrical style, which
afifords display space for several stock
lobby cards and includes two desirable
features frequently employed in various
degrees of makeshift fashion by theatre
men, these being a phonograph, or reproducer for disc records, and an animated
dis])lay set in a miniature stage.
The space provided for display cards
includes a position, at the back of the
stage, for an 1 1 x 22 lobby card. The
lower front panel may be used to show

one 1 1 X 22 or, by reversing the card
holder, four 11 x 14s. The two rear panels, the cabinet is triangular, afiford space
for six II x 14s, three on each panel. In
addition there is a space in front for a
special card sized 7 x 29 inches.
Enclosed in the cabinet is a phonograph
with an electrically operated turntable.
By the use of a repeater device a theme
song record, or any record used in connection with the feature exploited or tieup with local music stores, may be played
continuously as an attractor. Miniature
figures are supplied for the stage. These
are fitted to metallic bases, into which
other figures, special cutouts from stills
specially made by the theatre man if this
is desired, may be fastened.
The dimensions of the cabinet are : 36
inches across front ; 26 inches deep and
743/2 inches high. The company announces that special finishes in gold,
bronze, silver, etc., to suit the decorations
of the individual lobby may be had on
special order of stock models.
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Dozens of

1E
EM
AJ
3F
MOOI
IMSTALI^TIONS
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE COUNTRY ALL REPORT
SATISFACTORY
TEMPERATURE
REDUCTIONS

ASKGEORGE WALSH— Strand Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y.
HARRY SILVER-Palace Theatre, Hamikon, O.
HARRY GOULD- Palace Theatre, Ft. Worth
And learn why KOOLerAIRE has kept their patrons
COOL and COMFORTABLE during the last heat wave

MOOIf«y%J[MlE
Gives Your Patrons 100% Fresh Cooled Air without Recirculation and with a
Complete Change Every 2Vi to 3 Minutes

No
HOT
WEATHER
KOOLER-AIRE.

IS

Engineer

HERE— THERE
SALES OFFICES
818 Stale Lake BIdg.
Chicago

WRITE, WIRE,
PHONE OR MAIL
COUPON.

Required
IS

STILL

TIME

109 West 18th St.
Kansas City

TO
1911

Sales offices in principal cities

KOOLER-AIRE
Division of ARCTIC

ENGINEERING
NU-AIR

INSTALL
SALES OFFICES
Paramount
Bldg.
New York, N. Y.

CO.

CORPORATION

GENTLEMEN:
Without obligation on my part, please send me complete details
and information
covering "KOOLerAIRE"
and its operation.
Name
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New and Improved Equipment
Simplified Chart of Relative Atmosphere
to Be Maintained in Theatres
OWING to the many requests for copies of the cliart below, which appeared in The
Showman, July, 1928, in connection with an article on proper methods for operating air conditioning systems, written by A. C. Buensod, it was decided that the
greatest convenience all around, would be to reprint the data in this issue.
The chart, as will be readily observed, is the most concise and practical for general purposes that has been prepared for the benefit of managers and engineers operating air conditioning systems. The chart was planned and executed by Mr. Buensod
for The Showman.
TABLE

OF PROPER RELATIVE ATMOSPHERE
MAINTAINED IN THEATRE

When outside temp., dry
bulb,
Deg. isF.—
75
Summer

80
85

Wet bulb
inside
house
should

Deg. F.—
register

dry
Deg. F.—
register

73

100 & above

76
74-5
77
78
79-80

30

70-72

Time

Winter Time

Dry
bulb
inside
house
should

90
95

or below
40
50
60
70

72
72
72

below
10°- 12°
bulb
dry

below
15°-16°
bulb

72

TO BE

Humidity
inside
should be

55%-60%
55%-60%
55%-60%
55%-60%
557o-60%
55%-60%

40%-50%
40%-50%
40%-50%
40%-50%

Dew Point
should
be

to

to
38° Min.

50°
55°

simplified lighting control device called Lumitone and developed by the Lumitone Corporation of
America is described in the June issue
of the National Pink Sheet, publication
of the National Theatre Supply Company,
through whom the equipment will be distributed.
Describing the device the Pink Sheet
says in part :
"Lumitone actually 'plays' color, just
as an organ plays music. It brings into
lighting the same exact and delicate shadings that a well played organ brings to
music. It is operated, also like an organ,
■either from a console or from a roll.
Reds, ambers, greens and blues, are no
longer fixed colors. Lumitone blends
them and shades them, accentuates and
retards, and gives them infinite variety.
"With the Lumitone control, the operator is comfortably seated at his console
in the orchestra pit, or other advantageous
point, and easily controls every movement of the switchboard with the result
in full view. He cues light to each particular scene or setting, just as the organ-

0°

ist cues music. Entire acts can be 5 set
up to any number in advance and brought
in by simply touching a button. He can
add additional colors or detract from the
original set-up instantly, if desired.
"The Lumitone control will move the
dimmers in three or more speeds, both
forward and reverse and can be pre-set
to stop the dimmer at any desired fraction
of the entire movement. Thus the operator can intensify or submerge his colors
at will, can blend them in an endless
variety of shadings, as he builds his climaxes in light. The operator performs
with no greater eftort than that of an
organist, and in the same accurate and
versatile manner. Again, for vaudeville
and special effects, he can turn on the
automatic roll by the touch of a button.
The Lumitone roll then relieves him instantly and the program of light, as designed by Lumitone experts, plays on
automatically. In case of emergency, the
switchboard can be operated directly by
hand as the Lumitone control installation
does not in any way interfere with hand
operation."

News

Continued

New Type Speaker Added to
Wright DeCoster Line
Wright DeCoster, Inc., manufacturers
of the Wright DeCoster Speakers for
theatre sound systems, have added a new
model to the line of reproducers from this
source, according to an announcement by
the Edward L. Klein Corporation, sole
Europe.
distributors
for England and Continental
The new model 107 chassis is made for
no or 22 volts and embodies the following features : lo-inch cone, with apex of
cone suspended with leather, thus eliminating die-cut fibre spider previously used
in the Wright DeCoster speakers. An
improved design it is claimed the damping
efifect of leather at- low volume has been
practically eliminated. Speech coil is
wound on a lathe-cut bakelite form, giving
added strength, uniformity and maximum
winding space with minimum weight. The
field supply in A. C. Models is obtained
from a dry-disc full wave high-voltage
rectifier operating on no volts A. C. input. D. C. output is fed to the field coil
through a Pi section filter, the filtering
field supply in combination with a bucking
coil and a copper shading ring at pole
pieces reduces hum, it is claimed. Greater
field strength and higher efficiency of the
speech circuit especially at the lower frequencies. Copper ring on front plate insures positive centering pole piece.

Sound Unit Built For Each
Of 9 Classes of Theatres

Lumitone
Lighting Control Operated
Manually or by Automatic Rolls
ANEW

Picture

Classification of theatres into nine different groups for the purpose of building
stock model synchronous sound units to
suit the individual needs of picture
houses is the method upon which the
Gates Radio and Supply Company of
Ouincy, 111., has proceeded in developing
the present line of Motio-Tone sound
systems.
Equipment is built for each of the nine
different classes of theatres, with prices
ranging from $395 for the smallest unit,
for theatres up to 600 seats capacity, to
$1,595, for capacities up to 3,500 seats.
The Class AA Equipment, the largest
unit, consists of com])lete synchronous
disc reproducer with fading panels, double-channel steel rack and panel amplifying equipment, and a portable horn tower
on which 3 Jensen Auditorium Dynamic
Speakers are mounted back of Celotex
Baffles. The Class A equipment, next in
size and designed for houses up to 2,500
seats, is practically the same, with exception that horns are in easels. The Class
E equipment provides for only one projector, which is furnished with a single
synchronous disc turntable, amplifying
equipment
low as $395. and exponential speaker.
Prices on the latter equipment range as
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Geo. M. Cohans tribute to

THOMAS

;%L^^

In Light's Golden Jubilee, the world finds a
fitting means of paying homage to the father of
modern lighting. For Light's Golden Jubilee is
a tribute of light with light.
The theatrical worid's great success, particulariy that of the motion picture field, has been
influenced by the rapid development of electric lighting.
From this source comes

E0190M

latest song is dedicated
and written
Thomas A. Edison — Miracle Man!

to —

This song will be played in all the leading
theaters in the country. You will surely want
copies of it, for it is an excellent tie-in with the
Light's Golden Jubilee activities you will have
in your theater.

a

Write to Light's Golden Jubi-

glowing tribute to the inventor

lee Committee, Graybar Build-

of the first practical incandes-

ing, Room 2650, New York City,
for your copies.

cent lamp. George M. Cohan's

EDISON
GEN

MAZDA
ERAL

LAMPS

ELECTRIC
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Combination Shopping
Center and Theatre
Building Project
new type of development for
city business section sites
erected in Sydney, Australia
Exterior of the State Theatre and Shopping
Block
building
intralia
Sydney,
Aus-

porates the leading features of the most important buildings in the
United States, of which
Mr. Doyle, and Henry E.
White, Architect, made a
tour in search of the most
advanced ideas in commercial architecture.
The State Theatre,

BUILDING project which perhaps
represents the pioneering effort
along lines which are destined to
find application in large cities throughout
the world was brought to completion in
Sydney, Australia, this year with the
opening there of the State Theatre and
Shopping Block erected by Union Theatres, Ltd., the leading motion picture theatre organization of Australia.
The Shopping Block is a natural development of the large city with its huge
population existing within limited areas
and thus jnittiug an ever increasing premium on ground space. The idea incorptjrated in the Shopping B'lock is simply a

A

building with ii floors of "street space"
by means of upstairs arcades affording
window display space and accessibility to
shops located on upper floors of a building. Space is thus provided for 150 separate shops. With a modern palatial motion picture theatre built in as a unit of
the project, the enterprise constitutes a
complete unit to serve the visitor to the
downtown section of the large city.
The State Theatre and Shopping Block
is the greatest achievement of Mr. Stuart
F. Doyle, managing director of Union
Theatres, Ltd., whose many accomplishments are well known to motion picture
men in this country.
The project incor-

which has a seating capacity of 3,800 persons, was designetl by
John Eberson, Architect, of New York
and Chicago, the designer of several theatres erected in Australia within the past
few years by Union Theatres, Ltd.
The estimated average weekly attendance at the State Theatre of upwards
of forty thousand people is an important
factor in making the
block a desirshopping
able location for the retail merchant and sho]i
keeper.' The project,
therefore, combines in
one enterprise the two
great
cooperative
factors of the shopping
place and the motion
picture theatre. T h e
structure comprises a
ground floor, 1 1 U]:)per
floors, basement a n d
sub-basement. It was
erected at a cost of
more than four millions
of dollars.
The theatre a n d
shopping
block are
locate(l
on Market
Street,
between George a n d
Pitt Streets , and has

ing "at the cross roads of Sydney."
The entrance to the Ground Floor Assembly immediately indicates that this is
an exceptional building. The magnificent
Gothic Hall has deeply coffered ceilings
in bronze and gives access to six express
elevators.
The Gothic style is carried out in the
interior decoration and design throughout
the halls of the building. Each of the
upper floors, arranged in the form of arcade shops, provide many store locations
with maximum show-window display
space for tenants. Six express elevators
carry
visitors district.
to the upper "streets" of
this shopping
^lany special features are incorporated
in the management and conduct of the
building for the benefit and convenience
of tenants and shoppers. One of the important features is The State Information
Bureau, where officials give to visitors allinformation concerning the building and
its numerous shops. In addition, the Bureau supplies brochures associated with
the special business of each tenant in the
building and such service, unique in commercial practice, is designed to promote

*.
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Interior views of the State Theatre, designed by John
Eberson, Architect of New York and Chicago.
Left, a
view of the entrance
h)bby.
Right, a section of the
auditorium.

been exploited as stand-
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Above, ground

floor plan

interest and sales for the shops and at
the same time affords a convenience to
the shopper. All
ing are under a
are given special
of service before
the building.

employees of the buildgeneral supervisor and
training in the essentials
they are given posts in

IN order to carry out the uniformit}'
necessary to accord with the general
scheme of the building all shop fronts
have attractive standard designs, and it
is insisted that tenants shall attractively
dress each shop window as a means of
making each shopping floor appealing to
visitors. No plain windows are permitted
in the arcade shops.
The front three floors have display
windows fronting on Market Street, and
the top floor is occupied exclusivelv as a
cafe. The cafe serves an important purpose in this enclosed shopping center. The
two basements have separate entrances
with independent show windows, both
connected with a large staircase, and, by
arrangement, escalators will be added if
required.
The State Theatre has l)een exploited
in Australia as "The Empire's Greatest
Theatre," and from every standpoint of
luxurious appointment and grandeur in
decorative treatment
the finished work

Above,

may well lay claim to that superlative. It
has been described as "a striking symphony inscheme
fawn, gold
red,"
the color
whichandis cardinal
carried out
in
the auditorium, lobbies and foyers of this
magnificent playhouse, equipped with the
highest standard of apparatus for the
l)resentation of talking pictures, stage
numbers and musical features.
The auditorium is of the so-called de
luxe style of construction, with a mezzanine and balcony. The latter replaces
what is familiarly known as the dress
circle. In the State it is called the Grand
Circle, while the mezzanine is known as
the Royal Mezzanine Circle.

THE auditorium is a huge affair, with
its 3,800 seats distributed over the
three levels of main floor, mezzanine and
balcony. It is done in gold with relieving
notes of cardinal red. There is a large
stage, with high proscenium opening, and
proscenium stairways for use in conjunction with musical or stage presentations.
The entrance lobby is a richly decorated
Gothic hall, which opens on a large grand
foyer, or Main Assembly, with, a grand
stairway leading to mezzanine and balcony levels.
The splendid sweep of the Grand Asseml)ly balustrates opens upon the un-

typical upper

floor plan

usual spectacle of the broad and noble
piazza in gleaming golden marble leading
to the Grand Circle.
The luxurious Louis motif of the Dress
Circle Foyer is repeated in the Auditorium. Entering from the piazza a glorious vista of gold, and red, and ivory engages the enraptured eye and charms the
ravished senses. It is as if the restrained
delicacy of the Royal Mezzanine were
suddenly released in a grand burgeoning
of bold bravura.
The Futurist and College Rooms off the
Foyer complete the picture. The former
conveys a striking impression of the extravagant freakishness of some aspects of
modern art ; the latter in dignified old
English Tudor with massive panelling and
spacious solid comfort symbolises the
wholesome spirit of the public schools,
the crests of which adorn the walls.
Off the stalls foyer in splendid green
and golden marble open the two lounges
the Butterfly and Pioneer Rooms. The
former depicts on its ceiling in delicate
pastel shades four huge butterflies, the
motif of which is continued on the walls.
The Pioneer Room, one of the State's
chief novelties, typifies the spirit and environment ofthe hardy pioneer in a rough
hewn log atmospheric
cabin, repletetouches.
with all the c'afacteristic
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Operating the New Theatre Created
by Sound Motion Pictures
Harold B. Franklin Writes a Text Book and an Estimation of the New Factors of
Showmanship Growing Out of the Talkie Revolution
SINCE the revolution brought on by
sound pictures, the inckistry, particularly those branches connected with
exhibition, has taken to its books as never
before. For here was a practically new
business with many strange and complex
angles to be mastered b'y the technical
-men, the managers and the advertising
specialists of the motion picture theatre.
The studio branch, brought into direct
contact with the engineers trained in the
laboratories where sound was developed,
has had the advantage of personal instruction and assistance in the technic
and manipulation of the new devices for
the recording of sound with pictures. Not
so the rank and file of the theatre men and
the result has been an avid appetite on
the part of the latter for papers, articles,
pamphlets, books on the subject of sound
reproducing machinery and its operation.
The supply has not by any means met
the demand, and therefore the publication
of a new book from the busy workshop
of the indefatigable Mr. Harold B.
Franklin, president and general manager
of the Fox- West Coast Theatres circuit,
may well be expected to find itself in great
demand by the rank and file of projectionists, managers, advertisers and the executives of the theatre field.
'Mr. Franklin set about his task of giving the reader a complete picture of the
new sound development with his usual
thoroughness, and his work covers the
subject from a historical treatment of
sound recording as a special science and
art, through the early experimentation of
couT)ling sound with photographed scenes,
the industry's commercial application of
the accomplishments in this direction, the
special machinery required to exhibit
audible pictures, its various component
parts, their function, operation, the maintenance of the apparatus, the methods of
presentation and exploitation as presently
developed, and the probable future of the
motion picture theatre under the anticipated advances of the comparatively new
medium of dramatic expression.
Thus a preliminary glance at the volume which Mr. Franklin has written
under the title "Sound Motion Pictures"
is sufficient to establish it as the first
really comprehensive text book on sound
thus far offered the industry. Closer
examination reveals the hardly unexi)ccted result that Mr. Franklin, who is
first and la.st a theatre man, places his
greatest emphasis u])on the i)ractical apjjlication of sound pictures to the halls of
j)ublic exhibition. In other words, while
the .sound scene is complete in detail the

major studies composing the picture unfolded in the i8 chapters of the book, are
the factors of sound reproduction in the
theatre and the special technic and showmanship required therefor.
The true significance of the tremendous
change which has been wrought in the
very fundamentals of motion picture presentations and the operating policies
necessitated to accommodate the theatre
to the newer mode is one of the striking
features afiforded the reader bv a perusal
of "Sound Motion Pictures." In true
taken-for-granted fashion the individual
■'ose to the changing scene is less likely to
be appreciative of the full significance of
the complete picture because he has observed its evolution step by step. A true
•^'^rspective comes to such only after another study of the work that has been
done. As the author expresses it in a concluding chapter :
". . .we admittedly have much to
learn. ... I am sure that the reader felt,
as I did, the electric tingle of chanee that
has made itself evident in advertising, in
the emplovment of music and in the complete overhauling of the short subject."

the immense task which faces
AND
the theatre men, executives, technicians and advertisers — in the job of
developing the fullest resources of the
new invention at the point of contact with
the public is clearly indicated in any study
which so comprehensively treats the subject as this book "Sound Motion Pictures." The author sums it up thus:
"Science seems to have done its part.
Now it remains for those within the industry to foster our latest development,
made possible because of the recent new
medium of creative expression. What, in
the simi)lest terms, does the medium
.'imotmt to? This: we have open to us
another sense : we are permitted to cxoloit an additional power of the human
being. For more than a quarter of a century we have wielded an instrument of
amazing potency to charm the eye. We
'"ii-e cast shadows on a screen, and the
millions have coiue to laueh, to weep, to
learn, as at the command of magic. Since
every normal eve .sees what it sees, our
uhantom sneech has become universal
language. That the abilitv to play upon
one of the senses is a field of enterprise
our record already demonstrates beyond
(|uibble. Now our stock-in-trade would
.seem to be doubled."
In its treatment of the technical features involved in the new dispensation
the author adheres to thoroughly prac-

tical lines of text-book writing : "Before
I explain," he remarks in a preface to a
study of the standard sound devices, "or
even, classify, the more important devices at present available, I must offer
some general information. I shall make
no reference to the fundamental theory.

of the
gs to the realm
belonand
T ist
THAphysic
its technical nature
forbids inclusion in a text like the present. I am concerned with the facts as
they may be observed by a clear intelligent and a somewhat more than average
training. I am concerned with the applications that have been made and are lieing made, right in the industry."
And it is readily apparent in the
discussions of apparatus of various types,
the methods of operating them, the type
of advertising which has proved successful, that the author is indulging neither
opinion nor theory but is speaking from
a rich background of experience in the
operation of a large chain of theatres
where sound pictures have been presented
over a considerable period of time.
This feature of the work is reenforced
as the reader delves into the specific details of equipment servicing and maintenance and the presentation methods to be
applied in the sound-policy theatre.
Based on experience at the theatres in the
circuit over which Mr. Franklin presides as
generalissimo there have, from time to
time, issued from the home office special
mstructions for operators in the booths
and managers in the offices of the local
units of the large Fox- West Coast chain.
This work done by his technical department was carried on under the personal
supervision of Mr. Franklin, so it is not
to be wondered at that the author has
made his work highly practical to the uses
of the technical men of the theatre. In
the chapters dealing with advertising and
exploitation the author is equally specific
as to underlying jirinciple and the method
of application.
Those chapters related to the types of
equipment available at present, its servicing and operation, acoustics and the exare :
ploitation of .sound-policy entertainments
The "Survey of Systems," a detailed
treatment of the leading reproducing systems from various comi^anies. "Operation of Various .Apparatus," which deals
with the work of the man in the booth.
"Acou.stics," a detailed discussion of the
scientific princii)les involved and the eflfect
of acoustics on the quality of the enter{Continued on page 112)
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THE FULCO
IS THE PIONEER
LIGHT WITHOUT HEAT
PROJECTOR
Several years ago, Fulco Projector engineers
developed and patented an Auxiliary unit which
operates to deliver under mild pressure, a current
of MOIST AIR along the inner and outer film surfaces within the film gate.
Not only is this the ORIGINAL film cooling system, but it is also the only
one which effectively removes the heat while preserving film pliability, and
preventing dryness and brittleness. Every FULGO mechanism contains the
necessary internal air pipes, permitting this auxiliary cooling unit to be attached.
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every direction and reflects from any obstruction, just like the ripples do on the
surface of any water.

Theatre

Solving Your
Construction Problems
Conducted by

Victor A. Rigaumont
Theatre Architect

XoTE :— This department is conducted
as a general service to exhibitors and as
an aid to them in solznng their various
construction problems (excepting those
which relate to projection rooms). All
correspondence will be treated in strict
confidence and anszvers zmll be identified
by initials only. Address all cofnmunications, Victor A. \Rigaimiont , in care of
Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avewite, New York City. Readers incur
absolutely no obligation through requests
for advice on construction addressed to
this department.

Solving Echo Conditions
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
We recently completed a theatre costing a
considerable figure and find that with the installation of sound pictures there are a great
many seats from which nothing can be heard
plainly. The cause of it has been located as
being due to the echoes in the auditorium. We
have 1,500 seats on one floor and 400 seats in
a small balcony. The ceiling is a smooth surface while the walls are richly decorated with
plastic ornamentation.
What do you think would be a solution for
our delemna? We certainly don't want to feel
that our heavy expenditures have resulted in a
theatre that is not adaptable to sound conditions, when talking pictures are the popular
entertainment of the day.
F. F.
Answering F. F. :

Elevators

Help

Balcony

Business

Dear Mr. Rigauraont:
A contractor is promoting a 3,000 seat theatre
•which we are to rent. We are cooperating with
him so that the house will be in conformity
with our need. Plans are now being prepared
with the intention of having 1,000 of the 3,000
seats in the balcony. Could you give us any
advice as to a practical layout and the advisability of having an elevator? Also, how deep
should we make the stage and the orchestra pit?
M. S. G.
Answering M. S. G. :
It would be a pleasure to assist you but
I can not give much helpful advice without
looking at the sketches you have under consideration. If you will send me these
sketches, I shall gladly study them and give
you my sincere suggestions. I shall take
the utmost care of all sketches and return
them to you by return mail.
I can tell you now of the importance of
elevators. It is my experience that people
do not like to climb stairs. Elevators make
balconies better for business. By all means
install elevators even if you have to cut
down or modify some other item of equipment or decoration. A grand staircase is
mucii less necessary than good elevator
service to your balcony. Patrons will readily walk down but it is good business sense
to make it easy for them to go up.
In a theatre of the size you contemplate
with 1,000 seats in the balcony, I would by
all means install two elevators of ample
capacity. The cars should be located near
the entrance in plain view of patrons as
Ihey enter. This plac(^ment will keep your
crowds from wandering aimlessly about the
lobby and blocking passage. Locate the
eh-vator stops at each cross aisle so that
you can feed each bank in front of the
respective cross aisle. This arrangement
will permit you to control your balcony
patrons and seat them quickly to their and
your satisfaction.

You, evidently, have a house that has a
large ceiling area, uninterrupted with any
ornamentation or depressions, and by the
size of your balcony I judge there is hardly
any overhang to it. In other words, it does
not overhang the main floor very much.
If these deductions are correct, a brief review of the description you submit would
pbce my analysis as follows: That the
walls of your theatre, being decorated with
a great many plaster casts and projections,
do not transmit sound — neither do they reflect sound in the form of echoes. But your
ceilin?' Iieing a smooth, uninterrupted surface, and most likely curved at the walls
or curved all over, presents a surface highly
receptive to reverberations. If your ceiling
is constructed of hard plaster, then I would
say that there is the point of trouble, and
it could be remedied by placing thereon
softening material which would absorb a
great deal of the shock of the sound waves.
The designing of an auditorium for sound
pictures is not an easy problem, and each
case is an individual survey and study by a
sound engineer. The use of acoustical materials, such as soft plaster, or felt, or
asbestos fibre, has been used often with
great success in overcoming bad conditions
such as you mention. It is rather peculiar
to note that large theatres recently built,
having most of the seats on the main floor,
with very little balcony projection, certainly do not have the sound qualities for
transmission and reception that the oldfashioned opera house has with its two
projecting balconies. I know of several
instances where the old-fashioned opera
house makes a delightful sound picture
house. That is due to the fact that the
seats are not so far away from the stage,
and the overhang of the balcony serves as
.sound pockets to prevent the sound from
going back toward the source from which
it comes.
Sound is like water, it travels in

General or Separate Contracts
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
What is the best way to award the contract
for the construction of a theatre? Should the
plumbing, heating and electrical contracts be
let separately from the general contract?
B. W. S.
Answering B. W. S. :
The best way to award a contract for
the construction of a theatre is to let your
Architect handle the entire situation and
confer with you at all times. Naturally,
he will obtain bids based upon his drawings
and specifications. These bids are generally
submitted free of charge.
It is sometimes the practice to award the
general contract for construction of the
building separately from the mechanical
contracts, such as plumbing, heating, electrical and ventilating work.
The advisable method is to place the entire responsibility upon the one head and
award the entire work to the General Contractor under a Grand General Contract.
The General Contractor, being responsible
for the construction of the building, can
coordinate the work of the other contractors in such a way as to fit in with his
schedule and thus deliver the building on
time.
It is most important to remember that
after a building has reached the stage in
which it receives the mechanical equipment,
a lot of money has been invested and this
money is drawing interest and taxes.
Therefore, all chances for delay should be
eliminated because as the job grows older,
these extra expenses grow larger. It is
much more efficient to administer a job so
that the Architect and the owner can look
toward one directing head, who should be
the Grand General Contractor.
Noisy Fans a Talkie Problem
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
I am about to equip my house for talkies.
There is one thing in particular which I fear
will interfere with successful presentation. The
exhaust fans located under the stage are very
noisy and blow directly into the orchestra pit.
I feel sure that your experience in supervising
the remodeling of theatres for talkies will aid
you in offering suggestions for solving my noise
trouble.
J. D. R.
Answering J. D. R. :
Your problem is not hard to solve. However, it is a question whether remodeling
work will prove economical in view of the
fact that there recently have been brought
on the market special fans designed for
quiet operation in houses exhibiting talking
pictures. These fans may be run at any
speed, naturally the slower, the quieter.
But there is no sacrifice of air circulation.
If you are not too limited in expenditures,
you might successfully remodel the system
to make use of present equipment — though
this is a matter which would require consideration ofthe specific conditions in your
individual case. Such remodeling would
call for the relocation of the fans in a room
or a space as far away as possible from the
orchestra pit, and the building of large air
ducts to bring the air high into the room
near the stage end.
Our advice is that you consult advertisers
in this publication. They will, most likely,
be glad to survey your theatre and recommend a certain type of fan best suited for
your particular needs.

J Illy
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Keeping Sound Equipment Clean First
Aid to Prevent Breakdowns
( Continued from page 83)
to secure the output available when the
unit was first installed. The complete
unit was open without covering of any
kind. The lettering on the sockets and
the designating terminals on the transformers and resistances were indistinguishable because of a layer of dust. The
suggestion that conditions would improve
if the dust were removed was received
with doubt. However, 30 minutes of
cleaning proved the statement. The original intensity was not secured, but the
improvement was very evident.
In another instance in a -small upstate
theatre, equipped for cued sound accompaniment of pictures, the trouble was
periodic crackling of extreme intensity.
All circuits were checked and found intact. The equipment in use incorporated
a high voltage eliminator feeding a 50
watt amplifier consisting of four 50 watt
tubes in parallel push-pull. The DC
voltage for the plates of the tubes in the
amplifier was secured from a high powered eliminator mounted upon a panel.
The AC voltage in this system ran as high
as 2,000 volts. The trouble was mysterious. The operator never imagined that
dust could cause the leak until occasion
called for an examination of the rear of
the panel during a test.
The crackling

sound was heard in the speaker and likewise in the rear of the panel. A few
minutes of waiting and again the crackle,
but this time the operator noted a spark
betweeni the high voltage side of the
condenser and the ground terminal to the
can. To all appearances the defect was
mysterious and the spark leaped across
the connections a few moments later. The
fact that the condenser was virtually
buried in dust and lint appeared of little
importance until the dirt was removed,
which operation at the same time removed
the trouble.

Ravages of Dust

The effect of dust and other forms of
dirt upon electrical apparatus is of even
greater importance at the seashore, where
the atmosphere is very moist. In one
instance at a seashore playhouse on Long
Island two rectifying tubes and a power
transformer were burned out because one
of the filter condensers, the condenser
connected across the rectifier output arced
across between the two terminals. Complete covering of apparatus is important
at the sea shore. Aloisture penetrates the
units unless they are covered and reduced
efficiency if not injury is the result.
Now,
in order that various disturb-

All Racon Horns
carry Racon labels.
All others are imitations.

To

Wise

ances of the nature mentioned occur in a
system, it is not necessary that dust be
the cause. In many cases with open wiring it is due to periodic puncture of the
insulation due to moisture absorption and
in other cases to the use of insulated wire
which is not designed to withstand the
potentials present in the circuit. The fact
that a wire is used on a 1 10 volt line and
is standard for house wiring does not
signify that it is satisfactory for use in
circuits operated at 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000
volts. Everything is serene until the
separation between the wire carrying the
high potential and some grounded lead is
reduced to a definite distance — then the
arc — noise and sometimes burn-out of a
complete stage of amplification if not a
We know of one case where water
system.
dripping from a radiator valve penetrated
a cable carrying 450 volts plate supply
for a pair of 250 ouput tubes. The water
damped the wood floor .sufficiently to
short the cable with a pipe. For quite a
period of time the system was noisy and
one fine day it arced across and ruined an
eliminator.
Fortunately the large installations are
designed to carry all wires through conduits, avoiding such conditions, but many
small installations use open wiring. These
are the installations subjected to the
greatest amount of trouble because all the
equipment is open and uncovered. Jacks
employed in various parts of the circuit
{Continued on page 113)
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^VAAl Horns
mean greater popularity and profit. Audiences who "never cared for horn
reproductions" are loud in their praise of Racon.
Reasons?
There are many, including non-vibratory material, one-piece
construction,
and
SUPERIOR
DESIGN
which is not approached by imitators and copyists who trail the leaders.
Under all conditions Racon Horns are supreme. No flat, weak sounds — no jarring — no
unnaturalness. They pour forth faithfully all
human and instrumental tones — full, rich, satisfying.
Treat your audiences to the BEST reproductions of master musicians, famous orchestras and
public speakers — Racon masterpieces that draw
crowds and profits.
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Notes, Reports and Ideas That
Keep You Posted on the Trend of
the Trade from Month to Month
PRODUCTION announcements held the
limelight, despite pyrotechnics of
merger rumors and the Equity-Producer discussions, in the film trade for the
month past. The product for the new year
promises an especially high grade of entertainment for theatres to pass along to the
patrons. And with the really high-powered
exploitation angles that will build around
the advancement in sound and the color
scenes, to say nothing of what may be expected in the way of skyrocketing of stars
due to the new opportunities for the players
in a new vehicle — and that is what the talking pictures really are — there should be an
abundance of advertising material for the
showmen to turn to good account in stepping up and maintaining the interest of the
public in picture shows.

capacities of those manufacturers whose
systems are sought, for this reason or that,
by the theatre men.

New

Product for 1929-30 Season
announcements from major companies to date show that there will he
a total of 288 feature productions made as
talking or sound and talking pictures. 222
of these will be produced with silent versions for theatres unequipped wiith the
apparatus to present synchronized films.
The short subjects, exclusive of newsreels,
will number about 465, the great bulk of
these, according to announcements so far,
to be talkers only. All-color and color sequences will be prominent in the releases to
be offered during the 1929-30 season, and
musical shows, entertainment of the lighter
sort M'ill 7>redominate — though there appears to be a very substantial leaven of the
dramatic style of play. The interest shown
by the public in the musical type of show,
with color sequences, since the producers
made attempts in this direction indicates
that for the coming season at least, this is
the style of presentation capable of producing the greatest reaction at the box office,
though of course the fare cannot be made
constant. Nor will this be necessary, for
theatres will be offered a sufficient supply
of the more substantial drama in productions scaled to both the "special" or roadshow standard of staging and the less elaborate tj^pe of offering, formerly known as the
program picture.

THE

Sound Equipment in Demand
THE effect of production on exhibition —
or, to put it in its true perspective, the
effect on exhibition of new developments as
popularized at the largest of the theatres —
is certain to make itself manifest in the

Apparatus for Theatres

WHAT
other
equipment
are just
ahead
there isrequirements
hardly any
one with the temerity to venture a guess.
The more elaborate type of musical shows
have outgrown the screens of the current
size. Big screens are to be installed at a
great number of the de luxe theatres of the
larger circuits. Producers are experimenting in earnest with a larger size film. The
need for a wide-scope camera permitting
the photographing of group movement closeups— at least close-up enough to give required definition of lip movement and facial
expression to the talking picture — is one of
the technical changes which many predicted
would soon follow the popular establishment of the talkies.

Tells Success Factors for Shows
ON

Attended opening of the new Madison theatre in Albany. Uly S. Hill, managing director, Stanley-Mark Strand houses in Albany
and Troy ; Moe Mark, vice-president, StanleyMark Strand Corporation; Mayor John Boyd
Thatcher of Albany; Moe A. Silver, general
manager, Stanley-Mark Strand Corporation
smaller houses catering to the patrons of
the screen. The strictly silent picture appears to be shaded far into the background
so far as the immediate future is concerned.
No doubt there will be speechless feature
films that will cause a great stir during the
1929-30 season, but the all-silent program,
that is to say the program which affords no
synchronized or talking tilms, shorts or features, hardly can be expected to play to any
great numbers even in the smaller communities. The mere ballyhoo alone will be
sufficient to make the talker the real focus
of public interest for the next year. It is
the performances at the big downtown
houses that builds up "box office" for these
films which prove popular hits in the small
as well as the large playhouses. The stars
and the directors who will be in the limelight next season no doubt will make their
mark for something they have done in the
way of talkie achievements. Thus the demand for sound reproducing equipment for
theatre* will contiiiue to tax the production

the subject of musical comedy, there
was contained in a letter written by
Laurence Schwab, producer of "Follow
Thru" and other recent stage successes of
the musical type, to the New York Times,
and published in the editoi'ial columns of
that paper, some advice which the film producers, and the stagers of miniature revues
at the presentation houses, might find at
least generally interesting.
"From my experience as both an author
and
a producer,"
wrote,with
"I
can attest
that it isMr.
the Schwab
musical show
the simple, uncomplicated, direct plot that
is usually a success. I don't mean that the
plot must be stereotyped. I mean that the
plot must be an interesting love story which
will permit ramification into song and comedy, and which must be subservient to the
music and humor. Numberless authors
have tried to write a so-called sophisticated,
'intelligent' plot for a musical show. Those
shows rarely succeed. A musical show with
a sophisticated book may amuse and tickle
the risibilities of a chosen few, especially in
New York, but will often leave cold, if not
offend, the general public throughout the
United States."

Stage-Screen Merger
THE month past was productive of tlie
first stage-film merger when it was announced by representatives of both parties
to the agreement that Florenz Ziegfeld, producer of musical comedies and revues, and
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reached an era of standardization. In the booth the
sound film has necessitated the
revision of much formerly adequate equipment to meet its new
requirements. . . . The sound
screen, the screen mask, automatic horn lifts, are a few of
the things that the stage of
the "sound house" now needs.
Even in the auditorium the need
for good acoustics has resulted
in the perfection of silent ventilating systems — of scientifically
installed draperies, curtains, and
floor coverings.

J

Today National keeps its undisputed leadership in complete
theatre equipment through its
superior line of sound accessories. Any accessory or equipment unit that is a necessary
auxiliary to sound pictures will
be found at any National Branch
— ready for immediate delivery
to your theatre.
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Under One Flag—
The finest theatre equipment manufactured today is all under one flag — the banner of National Service. Regardless of
what equipment you need, from the complete furnishings of a new house to a
small accessory unit, the National stamp
of approval assures you absolute dependability, expert maintenance service and a
price that's right.
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Samuel Groldwyn became partners in a new
organization which will turn out musical
shows for the audible screens. The first
picture, accordino; to plans then announced,
will be put into production in January, with
Zieg-feld assisting in the direction. Color
will be used — and probably very lavishly —
in the filmin;? of the production.

More Shocks for the Stage
T^ HE talking pictures are causing a great
*- to-do in England and France — or at
least London and Paris. Many prominent
people associated with the theatre are sponsoring an appeal that Parliament provide
"a reasonable grant for a National Theatr," insisting that thus only will the finest tradition of the English stage be preserved in the face of such times as sees the
talking films attracting greater and greater
favor and patronage. Paris took a terrible
shock, according to cabled reports to the
newspapers in this country, when the director of the Comedie Francaise let it be
known that there might be considered the
advisability of the Comedie Francaise itself
making talkies of pieces in its classic repertory, either alone on under the direction of
a regular producing company. The suggestion met with cries of "absurd," a "perilous adventure," etc., and so-forth from the
guardians of art, while in some quarters
the notion seemed to have its merits, perhaps as a means of obtaining world-wide
publicity for France.

Radio Bally boo for Films
D ADIO, and eventually television when
'■^ and if the latter becomes practical for
general broadcasting, will play an even more
important part as aid to the motion picture
during the season ahead. That was made
doubly certain when it was announced that
Paramount had bought a half interest in
the Columbia chain. Since the coming of
tlie sound pictures, with their theme songs,
radio has been more than ever dependent
ufjon the motion pictures as a source of
material of popular appeal. Naturally
radio publicity is a big factor in building
up interest in the screen and in particular
sei-een productions. The weekly broadcasts
of the R-K-0 organization have been a success in point of making personalities for the
box offices of the vaudeville theatres. Now
Paramount becomes a big factor in radio.
There were rumors when the announcement
was made that Columbia would establish its
own outlet in New York, thus dropping
away from WOK, that one of the big picture concerns might form a national chain
with WOR as the New York outlet. At the
time Paramount was mentioned, and so also
was Warner. Now Paramount ties up with
Columbia for its radio activities, thus ac(|uiring an established national broadcasting
system.

Advantages of Tie-Up
THE

mutual advantages of a tie-u() between radio and large theatre circuits
was graphically described by W. S. Paley,
president of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, when the announcement was made
that Paramount had bought into the radio
company. "Spread like a monster blanket
over the country is a great assembly of
motion picture houses. Over the same area

Above, the Universal Portable Broadcast station UMP, equipped with what is said to be
one of the most powerful amplifiers and loud speakers in commercial use, mounted on
a truck. The mobile station contains a complete broadcasting unit and studio room.
Recently completed a cross-country
trip Theatre,
to play aNew
partYork
in theCity
exploitation of "Broadway"
at the Globe
a penetrating network of powerful radio
stations has been engaging the attention of
that same public and catering to its amusement needs in the home. There were gi"eat
possibilities inherent if not actual that these
two dominating forces in entertainment
might find themselves in competition, if not
in conflict. But now they have been welded
together in a master combination of direction, facilities, talent and I'esources and to
the ultimate end that the public is to be
better served and new peaks scaled in the
arts of entertainment."
Concerning television, the same statement
contained the following: "We hear a lot
about television but not many know a great
deal about it. One thing is certain, however. It is coming; whether it be in two
years or five, it is sure to come. And with
this amalgamation of interest we are prepared. Columbia can lean on Paramount
for the new problems entailing actual stage
presentations in full costume, to be broadcast, and Paramount knows it has an outlet
in i)resenting its television features to the

More Broadcasting Outlets?

Iiil)lic.' '
any of the other big proWHETHER ducer
organizations with theatre
affiliations are planning to follow suit and
obtain an interest in national broadcasting
systems, through purchase, affiliation or
merger, there is no telling. WOR, or so it
is considered by many in the radio field, still
offers an important eastern outlet for a
national system. Warner radio programs
have been sent over the east through WOR.
Mention of radio and Warner calls to mind
a squib written by one of the financial reporters during last week, when rumor talk
in connection with the amusement stocks
filled the Wall Street air. "Buying of
Radio Corp.," it ran, "around present
levels (that same day the stock closed at
841/2, slightly off from the preceding day
on a turnover of 49,000 shares) has been in
anticipation of merger developments. . . .

Paramount is being mentioned as the logical
unit. . . . Warner Brothers Pictures, as the
leading manufacturer and outstanding sponsor of talking movies, may also be considered a likely candidate. The fact that the
Victor Co., now owned by Radio, plays a
large part in the production and showing of
all Warner Bros, pictures may mean that
closer relationship between all three is
under way." The heads of big concerns
certainly don't lack for advice on how to
merge and when.

Furnish Campaign Material
To Exploit Cooling
A complete campaign liook furnishing
suggestions for exploitation on air conditioning plants has heen ]:irepared by
D. C. Lindsay, publicity engineer of the
Carrier Engineering Corporation.
The material, which is available to all
theatres equipped with Carrier systems,
covers the entire range of theatre display,
newspaper advertising and publicity.
A large selection of suggested newspaper displays, ranging from single column spaces up to four column displays
are included. The ads were designed and
coi)y ])repared
by one of the leading advertising agencies.

A Correction
In an item published in the June i The
Showman section it was erroneously
stated that the asbestos curtain installed
at the Convention TIall in Atlantic City
had been "installed and decorated by
Peter Clark, Inc." The installation was
made by Peter Clark, but the curtain was
decorated by the Novelty Scenic Studios,
of New York.
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INCANDESCENT

CONTROL

"JQie^ lights^
for Sound Photography

"■ T" HESE new Kliegs use high-canV J. die-power incandescent lamps
I for the light source, furnish brilliant
evenly diffused light high in actinic
qualities, permitting photography
with clearness of detail, full color
values, sharp definition, and freedom
from sound interference. They are
absolutely noiseless in operation and
cause no disturbance in the recording
of sound photography; are efficient
in light control and utilization; afford complete command over the
direction, diffusion, and divergence
of the light beam; can be easily and
quickly handled; operate on a c.
or d. c; are modern in every respect
and adapted to present-day studio
conditions.

Your sound
distribution
as you control
your lights!
This

Powerful,

FLEXIBLE

System Enables You to
Secure Best Results
With Genuine Economy

Write for Bulletin No. 101 which fully
describes^and illustrates these new
Kliegl studio lights — and explains
how they are used in motion picture
and sound photography.

Klieg-Sun: for high-intensity floodlighting ; one
of several different types
of units available.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

321 West 50th Street
NEW

YORK.

N.Y.

POWERIZER

ROCKBESTOS
--tfie asbe

stos covered wive

Motion Picture Cable

2-chaniiel

amplifier

panel, capacity 15 watts per cliaiiiiel

power . . . less power ... as you
MORE
need it. Well balanced, clear reproduction
of voice and music, through POWERIZER
world-renowned units. Of course you're aware
that speech and music in your theater must be,
above all else, clear and understandable. POWERIZER makes this possible, controlling every phase
of your audio-distribution from this simple panel
board, just as you control your lighting.

AND

Send for Bulletin No.

MP1028

POWERIZER
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

SIMPLEX

POWER

PROJECTORS

Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable — the extra flexible cable — is a
small but important part of all Simplex Projectors.
No failure of current, no possibility of fire, a clean fine appearance and fewer replacements when you use Rockbe.stos.
Insist on it. Good insurance.

PRODUCTS

CORPORAT
NEW

NEW
HAVEN,
CONN.
YORK
CHICAGO
On the PaciBc Coast — C. Dent Slaughter

I

ON
PITTSBURG

SUPER

POWER

AMPLIFIERS
Manufactured

Write for Bulletin on M. P. Cable.

ROCKBESTOS

and

RADIO RECEPTOR
106 Seventh
New
York
Licensed

by

COMPANY,

Avenue
City

Radio

Corporation

by

of America

Inc.

307 No. Michigan Blvd.
Chicago, 111.
and

Associated

Companies
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Wire Stringing Called "Oldest Fallacy''
Concerning Acoustical Correction
QUOTING from "Collected Papers
on Acoustics," by Wallace Clement
Sabme, noted authority on architectural
acoustics, to illustrate the "ineffectiveness
of this measure," R. L. Lindahl, Acoustical Department, The Celotex Company,
in a letter to the editor of this publication,
writes in part as follows in reference to
a letter published in the May 24th, 1929,
issue of Motion Picture News, from an
exhibitor suggesting the use of wires
strung about the ceiling of an auditorium
to correct reverberation :

LEADERSHIP

"The suggestion of Mr. M. W. Korach,
manager of the Brighton Theatre, Syracuse, New York, to use wires for correcting the acoustics in a theatre is merely
a revival of one of the oldest fallacies
concerning acoustical correction. We can
think of no better way to illustrate the
ineffectiveness of this measure than by
quoting verbatim from "Collected Papers
on Acoustics," by Wallace Clement Sabine, Harvard University, published by
the Harvard University Press, 1922. Dr.
Sabine was the pioneer in the field of

PROVEN—

by TIME, TEST and SERVICE
PATENt

THe

PERFECT

APPLIED

F«A

CURTAIN

TRACK

F Ic t u r e

N ew s

architectural acoustics and his works are
recognized as the foundation of modern
science of architectural acoustics.
"Two old, but now nearly abandoned
devices for remedying acoustical difficulties are stretched wires and soundingboards. The first is without value, the
second is of some value, generally slight,
though occasionally a perceptible factor
in the final result. The stretching of
wires is a method which has long been
employed, and its disfiguring relics in
many churches and court rooms proclaim
a difficulty which they are powerless to
relieve. Like many other traditions, it
has been abandoned but slowly. The fact
that, it was wholly without either foundation of reason or defense of argument
made it difficult to answer or to meet.
The device, devoid on the one hand of
scientific foundation, and on the other of
successful experience, has taken varied
forms in its application. Apparently it is
a matter of no moment where the wires
are stretched or in what amount. There
are theatres and churches in Boston and
New York in which four or five wires
are stretched across the middle of the
room ; in other auditoriums miles on
miles of v\^ire have been stretched ; in both
it is equally without efifect. In no case
can one obtain more than a qualified
approval, and the most earnest negatives
come where the wires have been used in
the largest amount."

Oscillating Air Diffuser for
Blower System
Vallen has provided, for Your Stage,
added Fireproof, Safety Features, — has
eHminated Noise and Uncertainty from
Curtain Movements.

Invention of an oscillating air diffuser
adapted to the blower type of cooling system has been announced by the Supreme
Heater & Ventilating Corporation, St.
Louis. The oscillating diffuser is said to
increase the eflfectiveness of the blower

Vallen has made possible Screen Surface
Reduction for Sound at the screen.

consists of a set of
by The
50 perinvention
cent.
oscillating vertical blades, to which are
attached horizontal blades staggered to
give proper up and down dififusion of air.
that turn five times per minute through
an arc of 180 degrees. The movement
of the blade is entirely automatic, being
operated by the force of the air forced
through the dififuser by the blower.
According to an announcement concerning the invention, te.sts under normal
conditions show that the oscillating diffuser will concentrate the full force of
the air from the blower in all parts of
the auditorium.
The new feature will be made standard
on all 1929 Supreme Cooling Systems.

Ask the Successful Showman about Vallen
Noiseless
Curtain
Controls
and Tracks;
Vallen Automatic Mask!
He has experienced Vallen Quality, Vallen Service.

Theatre Equipment Officials
Visitors in Chicago
Irving Samuels, of Automatic Devices
Company, Allentown. Pa., was in Chicago
last week. He is visiting several cities in
the West. A. T. Pollock, of American
Silversheet, St. Louis, and O. R. Platter,
of the Platter Cabinet Company, North
Vernon, Ind., were other Chicago visitors
in the interests of better equipment.

il
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Your

It is Here!

Theatre

needs the attraction of
individually designed

UNIFORMS
....

and it costs no more

The MOTIO-TONE

Disc Synchronous Equipment
Complete
Priced as
with Amplifier
00
low as

395

and Speaker

to buy
An
Electrograph

from America's largest uniform
makers: the house with the largest
experience, creators of uniforms for
the finest theatres in the country,
famed for originality of ideas as
well as speed of service. Let us submit estimates and original designs
for uniforming the entire staff of
your theatre!

Product
Perfect
tion
SynchronizaPerfect Reproduction from

T)rownmg King ^ Co.
UNIFORM

DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores
in 26 principal cities from coast to coast.

Chicago's

MORRISON

Projector
to
Screen of
Music and

HOTEL

Corner Madison and Clark Streets

Voice
ELECTROGRAPH
Engineers have now
made it possible for every theatre to install
reliable Sound Equipment

Serviced by all Film Producers
There is a MOTIO-TONE for your particular
theatre at a price that will safeguard your
theatre investment.
Class AA
Theatre

Closest
to
Theatres
and
Railroad
Stations

Closest
to
Stores
and
Offices

A
BA
B
C
D
E

WHY

Seating Capacity
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

3500
2500
1500
1200
750
600
600

The new Morrison, when completed, will be the world's largest
and tallest hotel — 46 Etorles high,
with 3,400 rooms.

Forty-six
Stories
High

1944 Rooms, $2.50 Up
— all outside, with bath, running ice water, telephone,
bed-head lamp and Servidor. A housekeeper is stationed
on each floor. All guests enjoy the privileges of the
hotel's garage. Wire or Write for Reservation

ELECTROGRAPH

GATES

$1,595.00
$1,395.00
$1,095.00
$ 760.00
$ 690.00
$ 645.00
$ 395.00

PAY MORE.?

Your name and address or
to you free, our 32-page
Equipment with wiring
showman should have this
Tallest
in the
World

Price

RADIO

&

coupon will bring
book on Sound
diagram. Every
book.
DIVISION

SUPPLY

CO.

Quincy, Illinois, U. S. A.
Gates Radio & Supply Co., Quincy, Illinois.
without any obligation on our part, send us your 32-page book on Sound Equipment,
Theatre
P

O. Address

Equipment now used

Owner
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New $100,000 State Theatre Stimulates
Interest in Movies at Newark, Del.
LOUIS
HANDLOFl-'S
State Tlieatre,
in Newark, $100,000
Del., has
greatly stinuilat'^d interest in motion pictures in that city. The new house was
opened early in May. It has a seating
capacity of 700, and is located on Main
.Street near the University of Delaware.
It is the only house south of Wilmington
equipped with sound reproducing apparatus.
The theatre has been finished in a Spanish effect. The lights and rainbow decorations of the walls blend nicely with the

motif
of Hennon,
the decorative
scheme.
Hoft'man and
theatrical
architects
of
Philadelphia, introduced a number of
original features in the design of the
theatre. The stage has been so designed
as to provide ample room for the offering
of stage presentations. The theatre is
acoustically correct for the talkie presentations.
It was Mr. Handloff''s first idea to have
the booth small enough to provide room
for extra balcony seats but when he decided on the talking pictures the size of
™™-«^*^-°™

GUILTY

t

P ii, ur e

News

the balcony was cut down. Most oi the
seating is achieved by the spacious ground
or orchestra floor. Two loges have been
built at each side of the stage.
Four huge drop lights from the ceiling
in Spanish design provide light when a
picture is not shown and side lights are
plentifully placed along the side walls in
both the orchestra and balcony sections.
Retiring rooms finished in sunshine
plaster are provided on the second floor.
The manager's office is also on that floor.

Elaborate

Decorations

The principal stage drop is a silver
brocaded curtain. The lobby is tiled and
the side walls are of the same decorative
scheme as the interior.
The box office has been finished with a
black tile base. A marquee extends over
the front of the house and is equipped
with a modern flasher light. Two stores
are part of the building. J. C. Willis, of
Newark,
was the general contractor for
the
building.
Handlofif has lived in Newark for ig
years tures
andeightfirst
yearsbegan
ago. his theatrical ven-

Peacock in Charge of New
Carrier Detroit Office

If Sire should leap out
front your booths
If precious human
are sacrificed »

lives

If your future business
security is ruined »
YOU

ALONE
YOU

HAVE

SENTRY

ARE
ABSOLUTE

RESPONSIBLE^
PROTECTION

SAFETY

MORE
THAN
A MACHINE
MAKING MOTION PICTURE

WITH

CONTROL

— A REAL SAFETY SERVICE
PROJECTOR FIRE IMPOSSIBLE

Distrihntud by All Branrhrs of ISational Theatre Supply Co.

The Carrier Engineering Corporation,
specialists in air conditioning, has opened
a new sales office in Detroit under the direction of Herbert Peacock. The headquarters for the Detroit office is at the
Buhl Building, Detroit.
The company previously maintained
temporary engineering offices in Detroit,
the work in that territory being handled
by the Chicago office. Expansion of the
company's activities in the Detroit territory necessitated the location of a permanent sales and engineering oflice there.

Earl B. Hough Heads Organ
Department

for National

Earl B. Hough, formerly with the Kimball Company and a veteran in the organ
business, has been placed in charge of the
organ department of the National Theatre Supply Company. He will make his
headquarters in Chicago.
Mr. Hough is the designer and manufacturer of the Hough organ lift and the
Hough horn lift. Both i^roducts are beingtional
distributed
exclusively
Theatre Supply
Co. by the Na-

Fulton

1929

Sales Increase

F. A. Van Husan, sales manager of tlie
E. E. Fulton company, is making a trip
to Seattle, Portland and San Francisco.
C. H. Fulton, president, reports an increase in business for 1929 of more than
100
])er
last vear. cent over the first six months of

J III X
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Effect of Talking Pictures on Design
of the Motion Picture Theatre
is no real similarity, from a
THERE
standpoint of architectural treatment, ebtween the motion picture theatre
and the animate theatre, according to the
views of the architectural correspondent
of the London Times as expressed in an
article which appears in the recent Film
Supplement of that publication.
Discussing the development of talking
pictures as a new factor of consideration
in the assigning of motion picture theatres, the writer declares that : "At a first
glance it may seem as if the introduction
of the Movietone might bring the kinema
theatre back into the province of the theatre designed for hearing: but, granting
that the Movietone survives — which is
problematical — there is no real similarity
between provision for hearing from such
different parts of the house as boxes,
stalls, and gallery sounds of widely varying intensity projected from dififerent
depths of the stage, and provision for
hearing sounds projected into a simple
auditorium from an unvarying distance.
The sounds projected from the ]\Iovietone
are, to a fault, all in one plane and of
similar intensity at their point of transmission, ifnot origin.
"The architectural idea of the kinema
theatre is, in fact, extremely simple ; an
auditorium — visitorium would be a belter

Projects
Realistic
Scenes
For Studio Made Movies
A

word — affording a clear view of a movingphotograph projected on to a screen, and
a clear hearing of such sounds as may be
reproduced to enhance the effect of the
photograph, to as large a number of people as possible. For practical purposes
the acoustical provision made for the
orchestra or organ which commonly accompanies the film will be sufficient.
Should the Movietone continue and develop, acoustical refinements may be made
affecting the design of kinema theatres.

A rchltectural R equirements
"Though the fim and Movietone appear
to be outside the scope of this article, they
must be kept in mind because the architecture of the kinema theatre, like that
of any other building, depends, finally
upon what is done in it. That, in style
and ornament, the kinema theatre should
suggest its purpose and that it should
afford rapid and easy exit are obvious
truths.
"The only other architectural requirement is that it should be a decent neighbor, seemly in itself and responding to
some extent to the architectural character
of its immediate surroundings. Anything
else is a matter of putting frills upon the

method of using projected backgrounds showing realistic scenes in motion for photoplays produced on studio
stages has been invented by Yves Le
Prieur, a prominent French inventor, who
recently demonstrated his process in the
United States.
Synchronization of the projector and
the camera photographing the scene taken
against a background supplied by motion pictures of actual outdoor locations,
and the development of a powerful light
source to give high luminosity to rear projection are the two principal factors involved inthe process.
M. Le Prieur uses a screen sized 15 by
12 feet set a distance of 18 feet from
the camera. The actors perform in the
foreground, with projected scenery showing what ever location is desired. The
method, it is believed, will have particular value for the production of scenes
recorded with sound and necessarily produced on indoor stages. Effects ol)tained
with the device include the illusion of a
train, motor car, or other conveyance in
motion, by showing the moving background through a -^indow or door. Other
obvious uses for the process are the production of comic effects such as scenes
showing characters falling through the
clouds, street traffic jams. etc.
{Continued on page iii)

very simple architectural idea."

THE
From 15 to 25 Original, Genuine
DA-TONE

X SOUND

SCREENS

ORIGINAL
^^

DA-TONE
Sound

X

Screens

are being installed EVERY DAY including Sundays, in the biggest and best theatres in
EVERY CITY AND TOWN, North, South, East and West. Besides, hundreds upon
hundreds are going to foreign countries. It is standard equipment with all MOVIETONE
AND VITAPHONE installations.
Now available through distributors or direct from us to exhibitors for use with all makes of
reproducing instruments at

7 5 cents per square foot
Frames to 16' wide 325.00, to 22' wide 330.00, to 28' wide 340.00, to 42' wide 350.00.
Shipments arc made within 48 hours from receipt of order.

THE
922

West

DA-LITE
Monroe

SCREEN

COMPANY

Street

Chicago, 111.
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Publix Building 1500 Seat
Theatre in Montgomery
ACCORDING to plans prepared by
McDonald & Company, architects
and engineers, of Atlanta, the de
luxe theatre which Publix Theatres Corporation isto build at Montgomery, Ala.,
will be one of the handsomest and most
completely equipped houses of its kind in
the South. The house will seat 1,500 and
will be of stadium type. Steel, concrete
and brick will be used in the construction,
the exterior trim being in limestone.

HUB

PRODUCTS

FROM

Light buff will be the color of the brick.
Work already has started, the old
buildings on the lot having been removed
and excavating is now in progress. It is
planned to have the theatre ready for
opening about the first of the year. It
will be located at the corner of Montgomery and Molton Streets and will represent an investment said to be approximately $275,000.
The building will measure 80 feet wide

SERVICE

TO

SOCKET

P ic tur e

News

in front and will extend back about 200
feet. Large spaces, one on either side of
the entrance, suitable for stores or small
shops, are included in the plans.
The lobby, approximately 40 feet long,
leading into the foyer, will be especially
attractive. In the foyer will be located
the manager's office, rest rooms for men
and women. On either side of the foyer
will
be wide stairs leading to the auditorium.

Stage Fully Equipped
A stage, 16 feet deep and 70 feet wide,
is provided and will be equipped with
every modern accessory. Eight dressing
rooms convenient to the stage are also
included in the plans. Under the stage
will be room for musicians, props and
storage.
Especial attention has been given to
the projection room. It will be located in
the center of a space extending the full
width of the building, on either side of
which will be the ushers' room, poster
room and space for the non-syno system.
There will also be a room to house the
generator and other appliances incident to
projection.

100-Ton

Refrigeration

Plant

The ventilating and cooling system will
include a refrigeration plant of 100-ton
capacity, which making jxissible a temperature of 75 degrees even when that
outside is 90 degrees. A well 500 feet
deep is being dug to provide the system
with a supply of water of low degree
temperature, thus obviating a tower on
top of the building.
Another item which is to receive especial attention is the lighting system, which
will embrace all the very latest features
in theatre illumination. Four-color lighting will be possible throughout the house.
The plans call for unusually handsome
decoration of the interior. In both the
lobby and foyer Briarhill stone will be
used. It is one of the most beautiful of
stones and is comparable to marble in
looks and durability.

THE LARGEST
IN THE

HUB

WORLD^S

SWITCHBOARD
BEST PAYING

OPERATES
THEATRE

THE world famous Roxy Theatre in New York City has grossed an average of more
than $100,000.00 a week since its opening on March 11, 1927. It is, doubtless, the best
paying theatre in the world — and its outstanding success is due to its excellent all'round programs — including its marvellous stage presentations.
And the gigantic Hub Switchboard — the largest we have ever installed has played
an important part in the success of this theatre.

Footlights
Border Lights
Stage Pockets
Cove Lighting
Exit Signs

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and Central

OfReam

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2

Down Town Chlcaoo Sales OKIem
Suite 323— 1 56 N. Clark Si.
Phone Bute 7fi66
New York City
1 467 Broadway
Ftione Wisconsin 4843

Toledo, Ohio
1 220 Madlaon Ave.
Phone Adams 5518
Milwaukee. Wis.
1 23 Second St
Phone Grand 1533

Spot Lights
Service Boards
Panel Boards
Usher Signals
Directional Signs
Flood Lights

Time-O-Stat Controls Company Increases Personnel

The Time-0-Stat Controls Company
of Elkhart, Indiana, manufacturers of
automatic controls, announces an increase
in personnel in line with the recent merger of the uVbsolute Con-Tac-Tor Corporation, Time-O-Stat Corporation, Leachwood Company, Cramblet Engineering
Corporation.
Henry S. Wright, of Chicago, has been
appointed Vice i 'resident and Asst. General Manager of the new company. Mr.
Wright will be in general charge of the
establishing and contacting of distributors
of the company. J. C. Henry, connected
with the Cities Service group for a number of years will act as contact man in the
gas burner division of the new company
in the middle west and western states contacting public urilities.
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aof install
t numbeasr well
tions, the newest
as the
THE greates
longest in service, and all the other
honors of lighting control systems
make this @ Major System the
one for any showmen who want
proven control equipment.

^ank *sidam
Send for hooklet—

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

Your public knows
the difference in projection
Patrons never talk about "distortion," "abberration'' or "flatness of
field." But they are quick to notice "eye-strain," "blurriness" or
"clearer pictures." And even the feature film can't hold their enthusiastic patronage unless projection is of the finest type.

TAKE
WITH

NO

CHANCES—

ELECTRIC

POWER

ENSLEN
HYDRO-ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Sufficient Power to Operate Projection
Machines and Lights

IN AN

EMERGENCY—

To obtain absolute assurance of best projection results, leading
theatre operators now unhesitatingly recommend Cinephor lenses.
For definition, flatness of field, illumination, sharp focus and contrast between black and white — Cinephors have proved their superiority in many comparative tests before
experts
in projection.

Approved by
mthee nDepartt of
Labor and
industry at
Harrisburg,

A note from you will bring full information about Cinephor lenses.
Bausch & Lomb will gladly cooperate in solving 3rour own projection problems. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Penna,, on
January 10th
19 22. Ap276.
proval No.

Bausch & Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for Motion

FAILURE

Send for descriptive Booklet.
Pictures

Enslen HydrO'Electric Co^ Inc.
1600 Broadway,
NO

HATTERIES

—

NO

New York, N. Y.
REPLACEMENTS
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Work Rapidly Progressing On Theatre
Now In Construction At San Diego
progressing rapidly on the
WORKnew isFox
Theatre under course
of construction in San Diego, Cal., which
when completed will l)e the third largest
in the state, with its seating capacity of
3250, and it will also he the third suj>erFox house on the Pacific coast. Seattle
boasts the largest and San Francisco the
second, with 4,000 seats, this being opened
on June 28. The San Diego theatre is a
part of the $2,000,000 block which is being built by the Gildred Brothers, the
other portions of the structure being given
over to offices, stores and a large garage.
More than $200,000 will be spent for
the interior and sound equipment in the
new house, which will be opened October
15, according to present plans. The stage
is 50 feet wide and 50 feet deep, unusual
size for a motion picture house, but the
owners are so constructing it that it may
be used for the presentation of legitimate
plays and operas as well as film plays.
The seats generally will be spaced 32
inches from back to back, while in the
loges the distance will be 46 inches. An
entrance from Bi street will lead to the
2,200 seats on the main floor, while another entrance on Seventh Street will lead
to the balcony with its even thousand
seats, of which 700 will be of the loge

DON'T
YOUR

type. One feature of the interior arrangements is to be a huge chandelier 12^
feet in diameter, dropping 18 feet from
the ceiling. It is equipped with a 16-foot
ladder and circular walk in its interior for
the convenience of electricians in cleaning
and replacing bulbs. With the equipment
and arrangements provided by the new
house it is planned to ofifer full prologues
on premier nights as is the rule in some
of the larger houses in the north.

Patron's Suggestion
for
Super-Modern Theatre

Modern as are motion picture theatres
in all features of equipment and architectural design, they are not quite modern
enough to suit certain groups of moderns
among America's rising generation,
judged by some of the suggestions showmen receive in letters from patrons.
One of the most advanced ideas expressed recently through this source of
suggestion came to light in a mid-western
town, where the owner of a theatre was
advised that he should bring his house
up-to-date by providing special balcony
sections for young lovers who like to have
their petting parties with their motion
picture shows.

NEGLECT
HORNS

Through the use of the Littleford Horn
Tower and Flaring Device fine adjustments
can be made easily and accurately from
the stage of your theatre. Horns can be
flared up, down, forward, baqlrward, to right
or left.
Send the coupon for full particulars about
the Big Size Horn Tower and Flaring Device. Our new Bulletin completely covers
installation and operation.

The Big Size

I am Interested In your Horn Tower and
Flaring Device. Without obligation to me
send your descriptive bulletin.

Horn To-jver
77" X 77" -with
adjustable
height from 12
to 18 feet.

Name

Flaring Device.
Equipped
'ivith

of Theatre

Individual
Address
City

State

The letter, with the names deleted for
obvious reasons, follows :
"You may, after you've read this letter
think it rather silly but to some it means
a lot.
"In the Chicago theatres they have galleries and rooms (like they have at the
) partitioned ofif for lovers and
called 'Lovers Galleries.' Why don't you
do the same with the upstairs of your
theatre? It would bring in quite a lot of
money especially from the young people.
"The only people that are allowed in
these galleries are couples and they must
not be married. They are also allowed to
neck to their heart's content.
"I wish you would consider this little
letter and not be so strict on necking in
your
show.
"Thanking
you, I am, A Friend.
"P. S.— Would
you kindly ask Mr.
to sing 'Sweetheart of Sigma Chi'
on this coming Saturday afternoon's pro-

A. I. E. E. Members Inspect
Mastbaum Installation
gram?"
Following a joint meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
Electric Club and the Illuminating Society, at the Rittenhouse Hotel, Philadelphia. June loth, more than 500 members
of the three societies were the guests of
the Stanley Co. of America in an inspection of the entire mechanical equipment
of the Mastbaum, Philadelphia, nearly all
of which is electrically controlled and operated. Every innovation known to electrical science has been incorporated in
the structure of the Mastbaum.

The trip was under the supervision of
H. W. Steinhoff, consulting engineer of
the Stanley Company of America. It began in the upper part of the theatre where
the projection machine and the stage spot
lights were inspected. The central telei:)hone power rooms, with more than fifty
extensions to every part of the house, the
broadcasting station and the air cooling
chambers were next visited. The giant
switchboard, said to be the largest in any
theatre in the world, was demonstrated,
with scores of lights turned on and off
l)y the turn of a lever, also the electrically
operated orchestra platform. The visit
ended with an inspection of the sub-street
floors where the power is generated.

of horns. Don't neglect this part of your
equipment.

Gentlemen:

News

Steinhoff Cofiducts Tour

An excellent sound installation can be
ruined by the use of a makeshift mounting

Littleford Bros.,
504 East Pearl Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Picture

Johnson Representative For
Bruckner-Mitchell
Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc., manufacturers
of stage equipment, have closed a contract with Mr. R. H. Johnson who will
represent the corporation in its business
with theatrical interests.
Mr. Bruckner, president of the corporation, reports a very satisfactory increase
in projected business in the industry.

i
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Projects
Realistic
Settings
for Studio Made Movies
{Continued from page 107)
It is understood that the process will
be used in connection with some elaborate productions soon scheduled for production in France. Locations in which
it is difficult to film actual scenes are to
be photographed on standard film and
projected as backgrounds for the photoplay action in studios. The inventor also
plans to use sound effects recorded at the
actual location and reproduced in synchronization with the projected pictures
to produce audible as well as visual realism for studio made movies.
The process is covered by patents and
is held by the inventor in association with
the Cineromans-Films De France.

BUILT on MERIT

DRAPERIES
STAGE FURNISHINGS
SCENERY and RIGGING
Tell Us Your Problem!

NOVELTY
340 W. 41st St.

New York City

SEAL
&

TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
Subsidiary ofCansolidaledMmmlic Meirhmdisiiuj Corpomlion

723 Seventh Ave.

/^^
R :\ •) '

\^|y

Used Wherever
Tickets Are Sold

New York Cjty

Frank Netschert Inc.

Vandalism and a fire resulted in the los^s
of
tres.Saturday showings at two Akron thea-

61

Climbing to the roof of a hotel in which
the Allen is located, vandals disconnected
the generator providing power for motion
picture machines and poured acid over it
It took 24 hoirrs to effect temporary repairs.
A projection booth fire at the Ideal during a children's matinee destroyed the
booth, machines and film the same day. Two
hundred children stampeded as flames
broke out. The operator fled the building
at the first alarm, leaving Mrs. Ida Palmer,
wife of the owner and the only adult in
the house, to direct the children to safety.

•

!
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New

York, N. Y.

Picture films vary as well as onrrent condlUons. Tour projectionist can a4Jast his arc
current to always give you a clear, brlgbt
picture if you equip with PEBFECTIOM.
Current saving also is a result of PEEFEOTION equipment, for he need not use full
current tiU the actual projection is started.

perfPqtidn
RHEOSTATS

Thomas J. Woodhouse, convicted in Seattle, last July of dynamiting the Embassy
Theatre, Seattle downtown playhouse, in
April, 1928, during a strike and labor dispute, must serve the sentence of from four
to five years at the Washington state penetentiary at Walla Walla imposed upon him
by Superior Judge Malcolm Douglas.
This was decided in Seattle last week,
when Woodhouse 's appeal to the State Supreme Court was denied and a notice ordering him to the penetentiary was received
bv the Sheriff.

BY THE MANUFACTURERS

Barclay St.

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen

Sentenced
to Penetentiary
for Bombing Theatre

P. S, Because they handle the
largest crowds quickly and
easily.

m?n''<^^?A'I"p"'^°^
GOLD
SEAL Registers

Write for copy of our Catalogue No. 7
with illustrations in colors of Artificial
Flowers, Plants, Vines, etc.
Mailed Free on Request

of Saturday Shows

Notice that the
big exhibitors
have
standardized on
REGISTERS

Natural prepared, green, with
15 removable leaves, 48 inches
high, complete $4.00. With
basket pot cover, as illustrated,
$1.50 extra.

Vandals and Fire Cause Loss

SCENIC STUDIOS

GOLD

No. 7773 Kentia Plant

RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
VSED

BY ALL THE LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN

& SOONS

387 First Avenue
Contracting

New York City

Electrtcal Engineers — Moving
ture Theatre
Mfg.Electrical
Divisyyn Specialists

OF

bTABILAPC

MOTOR-GENERATOR

In an early issue of this publication, we will announce a NEW
PRODUCT of Vital Interest to Every Exhibitor, Equipment Dealer
and Drapery House.

AUTOMATIC
739 HAMILTON

DEVICES

STREET

COMPANY
ALLENTOWN,

PA.
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opinion of the present writer that in the
final analysis the machines that do not
allow for interchangeability will eventually lose their market. . . . manufacturers of sound devices have designed their
apparatus so as to permit interchangeability. Neither has progress in this respect
always initiated with the leaders. The
independents, too, have made an important contribution which resulted in an
open market and in the development of

Sound equipment from the United States arrives in Japan.
Above the parade of forty
pieces of talking picture apparatus for the installation of a Western Electric sound system
^t the Hogaku Za heatre in Tokio >vhich exploited a new feature of entertainments at
the big Paramount theatre in that city

Operating the New Cinema Playhouse
],. Created by Talking Pictures
(Continued from page 96)
tainment. "Operating Manual," the complete instruction books on such equipments as the Western Electric, RCA
Photophone, Phonofilm, Bristolphone,
and other leading sound reproducing
apparatus. Maintenance of Exjuipment,"
a discussion of the methods and procedure in servicing the sound reproducer
system. These subjects are grouped
under the main head of "The Theatre."
Under the major heading "Contributive
Factors" are chapters on Advertising,
Music and the Short Subject. Reproductions of newspaper layouts and a detailed
study of the important factors upon
which successful advertising of sound pictures must be based, along with examples
of advertising slogans, catch-lines and
complete campaigns employing both newspaper and stunt exploitation.
It is quite natural that the average
reader attracted to the book as a text
treatment of a new subject and the expression of a leader in the motion picture

MARQUEE

theatre, might well expect personal viewpoints on the sound picture of the present
and its future bearing upon the institution of the theatre. In this the author
does not fail the reader and among the
many interesting phases of the subject receiving passing discussion are such topics
as interchangeability, the effect of sound
on theatre design, television, the effect
of sound pictures on the position of music
in the picture theatre, the jwssibilities of
standardization of sound recording, the
future of the "big screens" and the use of
color in feature productions.
Regarding interchangeability we read
the following: "There appears to be little
question that interchangeability, by reason
of economic expediency, will automatically became a fact throughout the industry. Had the silent picture originally
operated with different types of projection machines running various widths of
him, the progress of the entire industry
would have been arrested. . . . It is the

low-priced equipment. ..."
Concerning the lesson of experience,
necessarily too limited at present to form
decided opinions on the subject of the
relation of theatre capacities to soundpictures, the author tells us : "The sound
motion picture has met with greater success in theatres of medium seating capacity (2,500 to 3,500 seats), and this fact
may have a marked effect upon the design
of newer theatres ; for while satisfactory
reproduction has been attained in theatres of huge seating capacities, yet the
problem in such houses is so formidable
as to require constant and minute supervision. Auditoriums, it goes without saying, will be specially designed with the
greatest regard to acoustical conditions,
and we may well expect — except in theatres located in the very largest communities, where stage entertainment may be
expected at some time to be a part of the
i:)rogramme — to see the elimination of the
present
size stage with
its lofty
As a summation
of what
it allgridiron."
amounts
to, the following excerpt writes a logical
and intelligent conclusion to a study
which merits more than passing notice of
those interested or engaged in the motion
picture theatre field :
"What it all comes to is this : Sound
means not only new equipment in the
motion picture theatre, but, in a partial
sense, a new theatre. . . . One fortunate
phase of the necessity for alteration is
that the building no longer is to be considered for mere passive housing of patrons. Itnow plays a role in their entertainment. Changes made in acoustical
conditions may be looked upon, not merely as additions to rent, but as investment
in improving service and fostering good
will. Like decorative features, they more
than pay their way; unlike them, they
are indispensable. . . ."
T. C. K.

BANNERS
and

VALENCES—
FOR SOUND OR TALKING PICTURES
FUTURE OR ADDED ATTRACTIONS
VERTICAL WALL AND STREET BANNERS
FLAGS AND
PENNANTS— FOR EVERY
PURPOSE
SPECIALTY
IDEAS FOR ADVERTISING
AND
EXPLOITATION

HENRY

JACKSON

141 FULTON

ST.

Phone Cortlandt 0950

NEW

YORK

AND

SIMPLEX
TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF
Service — Accuracy — Quality
USERS
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OUR
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TICKETS JLF

W
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TICKET

1600 Broadway
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in the editorial and sporting department

Chicago

of "The Chicago Daily News." In January, 1928, Mr. Holquist was appointed

Representative

Eastern Representative of "Better Theatres," making his headquarters at the
New York offices.
Mr. Holquist is well known in the
motion picture industry, particularly the
equipment branch. He is in charge of
the Chicago offices of Motion Picture
News, located at 910 So. Michigan Ave.,
'Phone: Harrison 2431.

Visual Education in the
Art of Lighting

its steady patronage through the creation
of an individual appeal to the amusement
seekers. He owns the theatre and controls its destiny insofar as he can compensate for deficiencies in the merit of his
picture presentations by affording patrons
such courtesies and services as may promote good will. The attention he gives
to details of comfort and the appeal of his
theatre is the index of his proficiency and
usually is the measure of the success
which he achieves.
Lighting is an integral part of the entertainment inthe modern motion picture
theatre. It is employed to enhance the
entertainment value of the screen presentations, the stage act or the orchestral
or organ number.

{Continued from page 81)
would be beyond the power of the operator were it not for the machinery which
electrical engineers and theatre experts
have developed.
The great problems with which the stage
director contended in the past have been
simplified and placed within the reach of
the average technician by the specialists
who developed the multi-pre-set remote
control switchboard.

Harry E. Holquist

Harry E. Holquist Chicago
Representative of News
Harry E. Holquist, prominently identified with the equipment branch of the
motion picture industry for several years,
has joined the Motion Picture News
organization as representative in charge
of the Chicago office of this publication.
Mr. Holquist formerly was associated
with the Exhibitors' Herald World, recently resigning that connection as Eastern Representative of "Better Theatres."
With the inauguration of "Better Theatres" in 1923 Mr. Holquist assumed the
editorship of that publication, after two
years' experience as
licity assistant in the
partment of Swift &
He obtained his early

research and pubpublic relation deCompany, Chicago.
newspaper training

In considering the equipment requirements necessary to make the theatre profitable, there is hardly a possibility for the
theatre owner to over-equip his lighting
plant. Even the theatre with modest pretensions must be prepared for advances
which the future may bring to the picture
theatre and increasingly exacting demands on the part of the public.
The cost of equipment that permits the
theatre operator to produce entertainments of his own making and suitable to
the local tastes of his patronage is now
regarded a profitable investment. The
theatre man's projection, his musical instruments and his lighting plant are his
own and over them he can exercise a control which is not given him to effect in the
matter of the motion pictures or even the
stage performances he engages on the
open market. The investment in theatre
property, with a set overhead in building
costs, maintenance and operating expenses
makes it imperative that the theatre operator protect his investment by insuring

You ISever Know You Have
a Stomach When

Digestion Is Good

"If you show pictures — especially Talkies — you need the Transverter."
Sold
in the U. S. A. by
Canadian
Distributors
The National Theatre Supply Co.
Perkins Electric, Ltd.

12694

ELMWOOD

(Continued from page 99)
are prolific sources of trouble because of
dust and moisture absorption. The
trouble mentioned in these pages are simple— so simple that one is very prone to
overlook the possibilities of trouble from
these causes. . . . Bear in mind, you
operators of small installations that all
troubles do not involve complex technical
details — that a small leak may cause a
flood.

TIME-OSTAT
FLASHERS
OS?
The

improved

Time-0-Stat Elec-

tric Sign Flashers, because of their
mercury tube installation, require
no

attention — no

maintenance.

They are the logical solution to the

So with proper current supplv.
The Projectionist rarely thinks about his TRANSVERTER
because it functions so smoothly, quietly and efficiently.
Just a little ordinary care and it operates for years, delivering
uniform current satisfaction.

THE HERTNER

Clean Equipment
Requires
Minimum Servicing

ELECTRIC COMPANY

AVENUE
Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

need for a compact and economical
flasher.
Our new Flasher Catalog is just off
the press. Full details are included. Write for your copy.

Time-O-Stat

Controls

Elkhart, Indiana

Co.

t
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connectio n with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine.
For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided.
To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the nimiber opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Motion Picture News.
SEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descriping arrangements, etc.
tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in
theatres.
SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
CLEANING SYSTEMS
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of surfaces, etc.
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.
DECORATION
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decora(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.
tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draTICKET VENDORS
peries, etc.
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in processes for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
Sound Equipment
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.
LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.
LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.
LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects
and advertising.
LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect
and their uses in
LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control,
of various types
control.

machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
stage effects.

(26) ACOUSTICAL
MATERIAL,
CONTRACTING
(27) AMPLIFIER
(28) HORNS
(29) HORN

ENGINEERING

AND

UNITS

AND

SPEAKERS

TOWERS

(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS

DISC

(31) PICK-UPS
(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR
DISC REPRODUCERS
(33) RECORD

CUEING

(34) SYNCHRONOUS

REPRODUCERS
NON-SYNCHRONOUS

SERVICES
DISC REPRODUCING

(35) SYNCHRONOUS
PRODUCERS

DISC

(36) TRANSFORMERS

AND

AND

UNITS

FILM-TRACK

VOLTAGE

RE-

REGULATORS

switchboards, panel boards, switches
for stage and auditorium lighting

MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, specifications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.

Request Blank
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
Please obtain for me free copies of trQde pub'
lications dealing with the following subjects:

(Insert above

PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify
make and model).

Name

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.

Theatre

SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.

Street

numbers

indicating

subjects)
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Advertisers Index
for the July 6

Kansas Citr

THEATRE

Showman

syourCash

Section

^ but for
rt
how lon^ /
PREY
for every hold-up man, burglar and
bandit, motion picture theatres need the best
protection obtainable for their cash.
Many of the largest chain organizations have
standardized upon the York Round Door Chest
which entitles the owner to the lowest burglary
insurance rate.
Just write your name and address on the
margin of this advertisement for complete
information.

York Safe
and Lock
Company
York, Pa.

Laco Color Hood for
100
to SOO
Watt
Lamps

The following list of advertisers in the
Showman Section has been prepared for
the convenience
of readers and while
care has been taken to make i I correct
it cannot be guaranteed against
errors or omissions.
possible

Adam Electric Co., Frank
American Seating Co
Automatic Devices Co

.... 109

Hub

.... 103

. . . .

Co

International Projector Corp

Achieve Artistic, Colorful Effects
With LACO Color Hoods
There is no substitute for natural
color glass, and LACO natural color
glass hoods produce beautiful color
effects when used for House, Lobby,
Foyer, Border lights. Proscenium
lights or Clusters.
Made in all colors. Permanent — never fade
or wear out. Quickly snap over lamps and
fit snugly. Provide uniform intensity. Economical.
Write for New Bulletin No. 77
J.^SJ

ELECTRIC

COMPANVV^^

Everytfiing in Color for Ligfiting Equipment
2628 W. Congress St.
Chicago, 111.

Jackson,

Elec.

Markus, Fally, Agency
Morrison Hotel
National Theatre Supply Co
Netschert, Inc., Frank
Novelty Scenic Studios
Pacent Reproducer Corp
Phototone Co
Racon Electric Co
Radio Receptor Co

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

Reynolds Electric Co
Rockbestos Products Corp
Sentry Safety Control Corp
Time-O-Stat Controls Co
Vallen

Electric

Co

/^j-'' The
Wurdack
Prc'Set Remote
Control
Stage Switchboard
is a
GOOD switchboard. But Wurdack
engineers are not content to merely
build a good switchboard — they are
constantly striving to build a
BETTER switchboard — and succeed'
ing! Their aim is to make each one
built an improvement over the last —
to anticipate future needs and incorporate inthe Wurdack Stage Switchboard those features which will keep
it constantly a step ahead.

.... Ill
. . . . 89

Q

....

103
91

.... 110
.... 115
.... 105

...78-79
. . . . 99
. ... 106
.... 115
.... 103
. ... 103

Specify the name Wurdack to insure
vour getting the newest and most
advanced developments in remote-control
stage switchboard design. Our new descriptive
bulletin is now in preparation — we will be
glad to place your name on our mailing list
for your copy. Write—

. ... 113

World Ticket & Supply Co

. ... 104
.... 112

THE FALLY MARKUS

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co
York Safe & Lock Co

. ... 115
. ... 115

Aetor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876

SWITCHBOARD

.... 101
. ... Ill

Stage

Motion Picturefor Presentation
AGENCY

STAGE

progressive policy of the Wurdack
QThts
Company — this discontent with past
accomplishments, satisfactory though they
may be; this relentless march toward new
achievements— has won for the Wurdack
Switchboard a recognition of merit among
the leading theatre architects, owners and
managers of the country. A late instance of
this is the selection of a Wurdack Stage
Switchboard for the resplendent new Plaza
Theatre in Kansas City; Boiler Bros., Architects. This switchboard is pictured above.

.... 116
.... 112

Henry

Kliegl Bros. Universal
Lighting Co
Kooler Aire Eng. Corp
Liltlef ord Bros

WURDACK

82

.... Ill
....
Ill
Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
.
...
109
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
....
103
Browning, King & Co
....
77
Carrier Eng. Corp
'.
....
107
Da-Lite Screen Co
. . . . 93
Edison Lamp Works of G. E...
.... 109
Enslen Hydro-Elec. Co
.
. . . 97
Fulton
Co., E. E.
....
105
Gates Radio & Supply Co
....
113
Hertuer Electric Co
86
Heywood'jWakefield Co
....
Ill
Hoffman & Soons
Electric

c5?

T T<^T

T ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

SAIIVT Loris
DISTRICT

ATLANTA
CHICAGO
HOUSTON
FT. WORTH

OFFICES

MIAMI
TULSA
TAMPA
OMAHA
INDIANAPOLIS

KANSAS CITY
LOUISVILLE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
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—The International Projectorhas PLAYED A LEADING AND HIGHLY IMPORTANT
PART IN THE TREMENDOUS DEVELOPMENT
OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

THE VARIED NEEDS OF THE GREAT
MOTION PICTURE PALACES AND
THOUSANDS OF SMALLER THEATRES
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FULLY
SUPPLIED AT A LOW INITIAL COST AND
MODERATE
MAINTAINANCE
EXPENSE
THROUGH

Simplex Supremacy
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
90 GOLD STREET

CORPORATION
NEW YORK
1
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Sound Rental Parley Starts Next Week
{Continued from col. 3, page 63)
Motion Picture . Theatre Owners of
Nebraska and Western Iowa; Fred Wehrenberg, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern Illinois and Eastern
Missouri; Oscar Lehr, executive secretary
of the same association; Mrs. Anna Aiken
Patterson, a leader in the organization of
Georgia exhibitors; M. A. Lightman, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee; R.
R. Biechele, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Missouri and
Kansas ; Henry Needles, a leading Connecticut exhibitor; Fred J. Dolle, operator of inde])endent theatres on a large scale in Indiana. Kentucky and Ohio; Louis Dittrnar, of
Louisville, Ky. ; Dennis Harris, president of
the Harris Amusement Co., operating an
extensive chain of independent theatres in
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Micliigan, and Delaware ;
Julian Brylawski, of Washington; Charles
W. Picquet, president of the North Carolina
Theatre Owners Association, and M. J.
0the
'Toole,
secretary
and Theatre
business manager
of
Motion
Picture
Owners of
America.

Sound Situation

Dominates

The sound situation dominated the conference. All exhibitors were agreed that
the producers must, in order to stabilize
and standardize the economics of the industry, work out some solution of the film
rental problem on a basis which would assui'e to the exhibitor a mutuality of profit
on the best pictures and relieve him of high
charges for pictures which do not prove
box-office attractions.
Two formal resolutions were passed, the
first of which, condemning the Brookhart
Bill to regulate the motion picture industry, read as follows:
"Whereas the transition from the silent
screen to sound pictures has brought about
sales and other economic problems in the
motion picture industry which require swift
concentration and mutual ajiplication of
common sense cooperative effort on the part
of all branches of the business.
"We, the representatives of organizations comprising more than 11,500 exhibitors throughout the United States deplore
the inauguration of any propaganda to the
effect that small exhibitors favor, or will
be benefitted by, governmental interference
in the mechanics of our business.
"We furthermore specifically condemn
the Brookhart Bill to regulate motion pictures as a particular example of the dangers
inherent in legislation which takes no
cognizance of the economic facts of our
business.
"Our s]iecific objections to the Bx'ookhart
bill include :
"1. It abolishes wholesale selling and
throws all pictures on the auction block,
putting the small exhibitors at a disadvantage.
"2. It destroys the present successful
system of arbitration in the motion picture
industry and would consequently mean a
return to the onerous practice of advance
deposits from exhibitors, causing our branch
of the industry to keep millions of dollars
in escrow."
In order to move toward some definite

Merger
Of Projector
Firms Is Denied
REPORTS jectorthat
was to Interna
becometional
a partProof
a merger of several projection
s,
apparatus manufacturer
such as
Holmes, Erneman, Superior and others,
was denied this week by a company
official.
It had previously been reported that
Pynehon & Co., the firm said to be
handling the matter, would soon make
an announcement relative to a move
of this nature. General Electric's experimental work with a new projector
was also linked with the report as a
possible cause of the other firms forming a combine.

easement of the film rental situation in relation to sound pictures, Mr. Woodhull was
named a committee of one to confer with
Will H. Hays, producer head, and arrange
an immediate producer-exhibitor conference. The following resolution was passed:
"Whereas the introduction of sound and
talking pictures has made the present method of buying and S'elling motion pictures
impracticable as it affects the average theatre independently operated, and

Woodhull Appointed
"Whereas we believe a solution of the
exhibitors' present imperative problems
could be effected by the adoption of a system of film rentals based upon a straight
percentage of theatre receipts, predicated
upon normal business and normal profits of
the theatre.
"Be it resolved : that Mr. R. T. Woodhull
is hereby appointed a committee of one to
communicate with Mr. Will H. Hays for
the purpose of arranging an immiediate
meeting of a committee of theatre owners
and a committee from the ^lotion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America for
the purpose of standardizing the sale and
purchase of films;
"And be it further resolved: that a copy
of this resolution be sent to Mr. Will H.
Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America."
All the exhibitors present expressed
themselves strongly on the matter of any
meddling in the mechanics of the motion
picture business at this time.

Paramount Reported Passing
Up Established Scenarists
Hollywood, July 4. — The established
screen writer, who has built up a reputation during the past ten years on adaptations and scenarios of silent films, is being
passed up by Paramount these days in
favor of playwrights and authors, according to inside reports.
Only writers of plays and fiction are now
being considered for single picture assignments and term contracts by Paramount
executives. The list of writers now under
contract to the company seem to bear out
the reports. Of 35 contract writers, 18 are
recent importations from the playwrighting
and fiction fields.

(Contimu'd from col. 1, f>agc 63)
"The time has come," he declared, "to
take stock of our situation. How can we
afford to continue to cooperate in an industry machinery M-hich benefits only the
sellers? The Allied States Association has
formulated its own policy after a thorough
canvass of the situation. The States included in this affiliation have decided to get
behind and support the Brookhart bill; to
discontinue arbitration, and to cooperate
only in measure that will accrue, at least
in some measure, to the benefit of its own
members.
"In other words, these groups have decided that until the producers have given
some tangible evidence of their professed
interests in the welfare of the exhibitors
they will insist on their rights under the
law and will confine their cooperative efforts to measures from which they will
benefit at least in some degree."
Throwing the meeting open to discussion from the floor, Myers and the delegates present for several hours listened to
the picture painted by exhibitors from
various sections of the country, in all of
which they are said to be faced with ruin.
The smaller houses, it developed, cannot
attempt to show sound pictures on the basis
insisted upon by the producers, and most
of the houses which have done so have
been "in the red" continuously. Some of
them have gone back to silent pictures as
a result of the discovery, not yet admitted
by the producers, it was declared, that 100
per cent of the public is not unanimously
in favor of the new type.

Attitude Of Myers Group
While not all of the exhibitors are in
favor of Government control of the industry, it was agreed that the ills of Federal regulations were preferable to the ills
that now exist. It was explained that the
Government would not step in until the
producer had. failed to deal fairly with the
exhibitor and that it was up to the producer, therefore, whether there was Government regulation or not.
State organizations which have not yet
acted were urged to follow the lead of the
Texas association and several others which
have abandoned arbitration and it was indicated that within a short time all of the
member organizations of Allied States will
be lined up solidly against further participation in arbitration under the present
method.
A letter was read from U. S. Senator
King of Utah wishing the Allied States Association success and hoping "that its
members will continue the contest until
there shall be fair and legitimate competition in every branch of the moving picture
A telegram was sent to William Ranbusiness."
dolph Hearst commending him for his recent editorial on mergers in the industry.

Pathe's First All-Musical
Hollywood,
July 4.— on
Pathe's
firstcoast
allmusical
to be produced
the west
will be "Red Hot Rhythm," an original by
William Conselman and Leo McCarey, with
scenario and dialogue by Earl Baldwin.
D 'Keefe and Donlin are writing music.
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Pathe Producing;
Thirty Dialogue
Feature Pictures
(Continued from page 67)
where mentioned, Will Boyd will be starred in a special, "Painted
Desert," a story of the old West, to be
produced
in color.
Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard will appear
in "Big News," from the story by George S. Brooks,
the screen play having been written by Walter de
Leon. This is a story of the power of the press.
Gregory La Cava is the director, with Frank Reicher
director of dialogue. In the cast are Tom Kennedy,
Warner Richmond. Wade Boteler, Sam Hardy and
many other well-known players.
"A Woman Afraid" is a mystery melodrama from a
play by William Hurlburt, and will be under the direction of Spencer Bennet.
Robert Armstrong and James Gleason will be cofeatured in "Oh Yeah," from the Saturday Evening
Post story by A. W. Somerville. The adaptation is by
Mr. Gleason, and the picture will be directed by Tay
Garnett.
.Man Hale will be featured in "Sailor's Holiday,"
from the original story by Joseph Franklin Poland.
Fred. Newmeyer, former director for Harold Lloyd.
is the director. Sally Filers is leading woman, and
George Cooper, Mary Carr, Paul Hurst and Charles
Clary are in the cast. It is a story of a lovelorn
sailor on leave.
Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neill and Jeanette Loff are
featured in "The Sophomore," from the story "Joe
College" by Corey Ford and T. H. Wenning, current
in "College Humor." Others in the cast are Stanley
Smith, Russell Gleason, Sarah Padden, Brooks
Benedict
and Conselman
Spec O'Donnell.
McCarey directed
and William
was the Leo
supervisor.
"The (irand Parade" is from the original minstrel
play by Howard Emmett Rogers, and will be directed
by Fred. Newmeyer.
Eddie Quillan will be featured in 'Play Boy,"
from the Cosinopolitan magazine story by Helen
Hull.
Fred. Newmeyer will direct.
Ouillan will also be featured in "Hot and Bothered."
which will be directed by Leo McCarey and supervised
by William Conselman.
"Red Hot Rhythm" is from the musical comedy by
Walter de Leon, and is a story of New York's "Tin
Pan
Alley." It
be directed
by Leo McCarey
and supervised
by will
William
Conselman.
Robert Armstrong and Carol Lonvbard will be
featured in "Parachute," from the novel by Ramon
Guthrie. This picture will be directed by Tay Garnett
and supervised by William Conselman.
Alan Hale is slated for the featured role in "The
Bachelor's
Secret,"
storyRalph
by Walter
Leon.
Tay Garnett
will from
directtheand
Block dewill
be
supervisor.
Morton Downey, tenor, is featured with Betty
Lawford in "Lucky in Love," the story and dialogue
of which were written by Gene Markcy. This singing
and talking feature was directed by Kenneth Webb
and supervised by Robert T. Kane. In the cast are
also Colin Keith-Johnston, Halliwell Hobbes, J. M.
Kerrigan, Edward McNamara. Richard Taber, Edward
O'Connor.
Mary
Murray,
Mackenzie
Ward,
Louis
Sorin,
Sonia
Karlov,
Tyrrell
Davis and
Elizabeth
Murray.
"Lucky
in Love"
is an Irish romance.
.Armstrong
and"The
CarolRacketeer"
Lombard. will
This feature
is to beRobert
a romance
of a
debonair
pirate
of New
York
night
life.

Younger Stock Players
for P-F-L Film
Para4th. —tion
ng produc
is planniJuly
of
HOLLYWOOmountD,
a college story which will include in its cast the entire group of
younger stock company players. The
cast will be selected from the following list under contract: Virginia Bruce,
Doris Hill, Leone Lane, Lillian Roth,
Phillip Holmes, Jack Luden, Regis
Toomey and others.
Contract writers have been informed
that the company is in immediate need
for a college story, and ideas have
been requested by studio executives.

Sound Studio In
New York City For
Universal Pictures
Uriivtn-sal has decided to establish a
sound studio in New York City, the neces.sity of being in close contact with Broadway talent and novelties being the reason
for the move. Several sites are under consideration and a deal for one is on the point
of being closed. The new studio is expected
to be ready for operation within thirty
days. Dan Lederman, construction engineer
for the company, has been doing the scouting for Carl Laemmle and the latter is expected to arrive in the East the latter part
of this week.
Th new plant will be used primarily for
the production of short talking, singing
and dancing pictures, using Broadway
stage and vaudeville talent, and also for
sound picture novelties. It is also planned
to make certain sound sequences here and
include them in pictures produced at Universal City. It is also possible that feature length pictures
will be produced.

Completing the list
'EM," in which Alan
featured. This is from
Nicholson
and will be
supervised b>- William

of features is "Up and At
Hale and Eddie Quillan are
the musical comedy by Kenyon
directed by Leo McCarey
and
Conselman.

Picture
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Equity Failing
To Hold Actors,
Says
Mille
{ContinuedC.
fromDe
page 68)
he had heard that union members and their
families in Seattle were starting to send
fan letters to various stars and featured
players who had been quoted in the newspapers as opposing Equity, and the letters
would make the recipients think plenty.
At least two thousand persons attempted
to listen to the meeting on Monday of this
week. Loud speakers were installed in the
lobby and outside on the lawn to take care
of the crowds. Frank Gillmore stated definitely that 475 new members in the picture
colony had .Joined Equity since .June 5th;
and in addition to this number, there were
other applications on file that had not been
tabulated.
John ililjan and Eugene Borden were
officially suspended for accepting contracts
with producers since the Equity ruling
effective June 5. Gilmore stated an unofficial check-up revealed that there were
approximately 154 feature comj^anies working at the present time, while the normal
average for this time of the vear is set at
85.
further
'Xiffany-Stahl
was He
finding
it declared
extremelythat
difficult
to casi
two productions because of Equity members turning down ])rofit'ered engagements.
Charles Feeder, rej^resentative of the Electrical Workers uni(m locally, made a short
address, stressing the point that the American Federation of Lal)or was definitely
back of E(iuity in its present battle, and intimated the A. F. of L. would soon put its
"blacklist" into effect among its members,
and the latter and their families would
stay away from motion picture theatres.

Columbia Acquires "The
Melody Man" For Screening
Dialog and motion picture rights to "The
Melody Man," the Broadway stage production in which Lew Fields starred, have
been bon":ht 1)V Columbia Pictures.

Two highlights of Pathe-s annual .sales convention,
at Atlantic
At welcomed
left: Phil Reisman,
sales tomanager
from Mayorheld
Anthony
Ruffo, City.
Jr., who
the Pathe general
sales staff
the city.of Pathe, receives the key of Atlantic City
At right: The welcome is recorded in sound— Mayor Ruffo and Phil Reisman rehearse an address for the key presentation for use with Pathe
Sound News
Note
the lady in bathing suit with the Pathe Rooster in her arras.
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Color Added To
Television Latest
Bell Development
However, Company
Will Not
Predict When Sets Will
Be Commercialized
Addition of natural color without harm
to photographic detail is the most recent development by the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the field of television. This was
demonstrated this week in 'New York City
by the use of wired television apparatus. It
is said, however, that the same results can
be attained through the medium of radio.
Excepting the additional mechanism for
transmitting color, the apparatus used is
practically the same as employed in previous tests. The image of the subject used
for transmission was first observed by the
photoelectric cell eyes and arranged to send
out current which would give the effect of
the primary colors of red, blue and green.
A mirror system at the receiving end
blended these colors into one colored image
with the assistance of the usual televi-^ion
receiving set.
However, even in view of the rapid development being made with television apparatus, itis said that those concerned with
the demonstrations will not make any jiredictions as to when television can be put
to commercial use. At the present time sets
are complicated and costly and experimental costs are difficult at this time to estimate.

S. S. Majestic Passengers
To Hear First-Run Talkies
Passengers aboard the S. S. Majestic, of
the White Star Line of the International
Mercantile Co., will hear the two Universal
first-run talkies, "Show Boat" and
"Broadway," on Western Electric sound
equipment when the liner pulls out from
New York next Wednesday, July 10. On
the eve of the sailing a special performance
will be staged before an invited audience.
Speakers for the occasion will include
Vice-president Franklin, of International
Mercantile; President J. E. Otterson, of
Electrical Research Products, Inc., and
President Carl Laemmie of Universal, the
latter to be heard through the medium of a
talkin": film.

Susan Weyers And G. B.
Darrah In Outdoor Nuptials
Miss Susan Weyers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bruno Weyers of Supawina Farm,
Wayne, N. J., and Gillespie Blaine Dai'rah,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Darrah, of
Macksburg, 0., were wed in an outdoor ceremony at the bride's home before a large
gathering of relatives and friends. Rev. J.
Warren Albison, pastor of the Pompton
Lakes Episcopal Church, officiated. The
bride's father is president of the Hudson's
Bay Co., Inc., and vice-president of Educational Pictures, Inc.

Union
Theatres
And
Hoyts Not Merging
Hoyts
rumor sthatLimited,
of the Theatre
DENIAL
the Union
and
Australian film and vaudeville
theatre circuit, would amalgamate was
cabled by Stuart F. Doyle, managing
director of Union Theatres in Australia,
to Millard Johnson, American representative of Union Theatres. The
rumor was characterized as "absolutely
unfounded" by Mr. Doyle.
A

Sixty Newspapers
Hook Up With New
Universal Newsreel
Plan

Will Enable Theatre To
Exploit Local Slant On
News Events

Universal has arranged a countrywide co-

"Ruby"

Gives His Version
Of Chicago Episode
(Continued from page 68)

discussed the possibilities of an airplane-tri])-toChicago
story for Bebe t)aniels with our publicity department
in Xew York, but it was decided that I should do my
stuff by inspiration on the grounti. The day passed
uneventfully.
June 21. I am called on the phone by a Mr. Leahy
of tlie Chicago Daily News. May he come and see
me? Sure. Later, he arrives. He wants to know
whether there is any big merger coming off. I tell
him that there can be no merger with R-K-O for if we
did anything at all, we would buy; nobody could
merge with us. Then he wants to know which company it would be, and asked point-blank whether it
would be Paramount, as reported from other sources.
Now, here was a big daily, unsought and unasked,
placing a big story right in my lap, and the chances of
a big break looming. The blood which makes publicity
men surged within me, and I certainly rose to the
occasion. My answer simply was that I could give no
information. Finally, he wanted to know how much
money such a deal would involve, and I saw no reason
why 150 million would fail to cover it.
June 22. The Oiicago Daily News breaks on the
front page and uses the proper language to show that
the Paramount part of the story is their own guess,
theirParamount.
exact term It
being
"reliably
and often
as
seemed
to dove-tail
wellreported"
with a
trade-paper item from the Paramount convention at
.Atlantic City which also pertained to such a deal.
In the lobby of the Drake the managers were having a good time with the story. Everyone was elated
with R-K-O importance; the company had crashed
the front
tracts backpage,
home. and that meant big talk and big conJune 23 was Sunday, and all was quiet along the
battle-front.
June 24 the convention opened and in his speech
Schnitzer said that if R-K-O went into any deals with
any other companies it would only be on terms which
would place R-K-O in control. My cue. The newspaper people began to arrive and all were told the same
thing by me — that the convention was not doing any
negotiating, and that there could be no news until
Wednesday. (That was our last day in Chicago). I
told them that if any deals were being made it might
be so without the convention knowing of it, as those
things were often Wall Street affairs. I made clear
the distinction between RCA and R-K-O, and involved
no names of individu.als whatscicver. All further interviews were declared off until Wednesday.
June 25 was Tuesday, and I held all iu'iuiries status
Qiuo. They pressed hard, but I knew nothing and told
them nothing. The (juestion of my own official title
now took on importance, but I said I was merely an
R-K-O contact man. Had I identified myself in any
way with a publicity department the story would have
collapsed.
June 26 was the convention's closing day, and at
noon the reporters and AP were on hand. I fold them
that all deals were off, definitely. This I knew to be
a fact because Mr. Hiram Brown had that morning
addressed the convention and said that the men in the
field are not to worry about anything liappening in
the affairs of R-K-O which might endanger their jobs.
I did not quote Brown to the reporters. Now they
wanted to know what our position signified. My exact words, from a written memorandum in my hand,
were: "We now begin to blast our way to the top
position in the motion picture business; theatre acquisitions and quality production on a big scale will be
only paper to seriously misquote me was the
ourThe
dynamite!"
Journal. Their man was Zolatoroff, who told me he
was the foreign languages editor. He had a good deal
of trouble with his English, and after returning to his
office he called me on the phone to say that his boss
was not able to get his story straight, and he asked
me to repeat some of my words. The Journal is the
paper which hooked Zukor into the story, and cockeyed the dvnamite statement.
During the banquet I was paged by an AP man,
who came to tell me that in New York Mr. Sarnoff had
denied any deals, also saying that he did not know
me. I returned the compliment, saying I didn't know
him either, nor had I claimed to have any communication witli him. Again I explained the difference
between RC.-\ and R-K-O, and when this reporter left
he said he had everything straighteneil out
andUpnobody's
happy
Chicago
Everybody
to the
upon.
stamped
been very
to have
seemed left
corns
end of the convention I heard no word other than
praise for the phenomenal space accorded R-K-O in the
I
York and when
I arrived in New
daily press.

operativeUniversal
means of securing
"local the
slants"
lior the new
Newsreel,
first
issue of which will appear July 31st. Sixty
leading newspapers in practically every
section of the country have joined the hookup and others will be added from time to
time. The tie-ups were made by Fred J.
McConnell under Carl Laemmie 's direction.
The move is seen as a new one in the field
of screen journalism inasmuch as the newsreel will be sold to the public as though
actually put out by the local paper.
The plan is said to be exceptionally flexible, with the expectation of many local
news subjects being included in the various
regional releases to build up local interest
with each newspaper's public, and the exploiting of these local subjects and the
newsreel in general by the newspaper.
Newspapers reported signed include the following:
The .Mbany Knickerbocker Press and the Albany
Evening News, the Atlanta Journal, the Billings
Gazette, the Boston Traveler, the Buffalo News, the
P.utte Standard, the Charlotte News, the Cleveland
News, the Dallas Despatch, the Des Moines Register,
the Detroit News, the El Paso Post, the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram, the Houston Chronicle, the Indianapolis News, the Little Rock Democrat, the Los
Angeles Times, the Memphis Commercial Appeal, the
.Missoula Missoulian, the New Haven Register, the
Evening World, New York City, the Oklahoma News,
the Omaha World Herald, the Philadelphia Inquirer,
the Phoenix Gazette, the Pittsburgh Post Gazette,
the Portland News, the Rochester Times Union, the
Salt Lake Tribune, the San .Antonio Express, the
San Diego Sun, the San Francisco Chronicle, the
Seattle Star, the Spokane Press, the Vancouver, B. C.
Sun, the Washington Star and others.

The Universal newsreel will be a charter
member of the new organization known as
Associated Newsreels, Inc., of Avhich Captain G. McL. Baynes is general manager.
Associated Newsreels will supply the Universal newsreel with much of the worldwide subjects used. The Universal newsreel, under the editorial management of
Sam B. Jacobson, will supplement this service with widespread activities of its own
in cooperation witli the various newspapers
mentioned.
received my check there was also an extra check there,
entirely unexpected my me.
In view of the Hearst tirade (magnificent space) it
quote
is only fair to say here that not only did I not
Mr. Brown nor anybody else, but that I at no time had
Brown
Mr.
with
kind
any communication of any
I am happy to have completed a bang-up job and to
have corraled for my trophy-room that which will ala true publicity man's heart —
national ways befront-page
nearest tospace.

"U" Signs Van Loan To
Do Dialog And Originals
Originals and dialogs will be written by
H. H. Van Loan for Universal pictures, the
Laemmie organization having signed the
author to a contract. He arrived in Uniwork. versal City late this week to inaugurate

Charles S. Webb, author of "Honest
Liars," is another author signed by "U."
He will do original play writing and adaptation.
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General Talking
Picture Suit Vs«
Stanley Co. Of A.
Damages Sought For Alleged
Infringements of Patents
Held By Complainant
A suit in equity has been brought in the
U. S. District Court in Wilmington, Delaware, by the General Talking Pictures Corporation and the DeForest Phonofilra, Inc.,
against the Stanley Company of Amei-ica,
in which it is alleged that the Stanley Co.,
as owners of the Aldine Theatre in that
city, are and have been and threaten to continue to infringe upon nine certain patents
for the projection of sound film which the
complainants claim they hold title to.
The complainants ask that a perpetual
injunction be granted ordering and restraining the defendants from using the films and
other apparatus which, it is claimed, are so
protected by letters of patent to the exclusive use of the complainants and their
licensees. It is also requested by the complainants that all such films and apparatus
now alleged being used in connection with
the letters of patent be delivered up to the
complainants or destroyed, and that an accounting of all gains and profits by the
defendants since the alleged infringement
began be rendered.
The complainants further state that upon
information and l)elief, the specific equipment at the Aldine Theatre is licensed or
sold by the Electrical Research Products
Co., Inc., a subsidiary of the Western Electric Company, and is known as Movietone.
The complainants believe that the films objected to were made under the license of
the Movietone patent, according to their
statement issued this week.
Seven of the patents involved are claimed
as original ones with Dr. Lee DeForest, and
two are held by Elias B. Reis, the rights of
which are said to be in legal possession of
the complainants. The Reis patents are
claimed to involve the "slit light method,"
a practical means of controlling light rays
when projected through a slot to film.
Other patents alleged to be controlled by
the complainants are said to cover the
photography of sound on film and another,
recently said to have been granted after
pending for four years, has to do with the
synchronization
of 'film after film has l)ecn
shot.
Dr. DeForest also has a suit against FoxCase Movietone upon which, it is said, trial
has been delayed owing to crowded conditions of the New York Courts. This has
been pending for approximately two years

Limiting Talk To Plot
Development, Says Bell
rey being
graduall
is
ent, dedevelopm
stricted to plot
clares Monta Bell, Paramount
producer at the Long Island studio.
When the talkies were first produced,
dialog ran approximately a word to a
foot of film. Now it has been reduced
to about one-half word per foot.
"At the beginning of this new era
of screen entertainment," said Mr. Bell,
"everyone thought that as much dialog as possible should be crammed into
a picture and naturally the technique
of the stage predominated. It was not
long, however, until it was found that
more action and less words were required for the proper balance in talkDIALOG

ing pictures."
and is expected to go to trial during September, 1929. The case against the Aldine
Theatre is expected to be called before that
time. Darby and Darby, Xew York attorneys, are handling the complainants side of
the case.

Talkies For FireProof Houses Only
Is Ottawa Ruling
Ottawa, Ontario, July 3. — Talking pietures can only be presented in theatres in
Ontario that are officially deemed fireproof
according to the regulations of the Ontario
Theatres and Cinematographs Act, was the
edict issued last week by Hon. J. D. Monteith. Provincial treasurer of Ontario, who
said that he expects the voluntary co-operation of exhibitors.
Hon. Dr. Monteith has formally advised
a considerable number of theatre owners
in the Province that structural alterations
are now necessary and will be required before installations can be made.
He refers to the fact that twenty-one
theatre fires have occurred in Ontario during the past six months, or four times more
than during the corresponding period of the
four preceding years. The increase is
hirgely due to the fire hazard from the precontests. sentation oftalkies, the provincial treasurer

Breitenstein, Takes New Post
With Consolidated In N. Y.
Sam Breitenstein, formerly with T.remont
Laboratories on the Coast, where he set a
high standard of efficiency with his work
on sixteen and thirty-five m.m. film, has arrived in New York City to begin his new
connection with Consolidated Film Laboratories.

1HAVE

received my Managers' Round Table Club membership certificate and certainly not only treasure it, but appreciate it and feel it
an honor to give it a prominent place on the wall of my office. Many,
many thanks.
I feel that during the coming years our organization will have the
biggest place in the theatrical profession of any such organization — it is
unique^ — it is peppy — well, it has "IT."
HARRY
BROWN, JR.,
Keith's Capital Theatre,
Trenton, N. J.
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N. Y. City Bill
Adding $2,197,000
In Costs Is Vetoed
Mayor
Won^t
Sign Measure
After Chas. O'Reilly T. O.
C. C, Cites Unfairness
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, won
a decisive victory for the Greater Xew
York theatre owners last week through getting Mayor James J. Walker to veto Ordinance No. 13 which had been passed by the
Board of Aldermen and which would have
added $2,197,000 annually to the cost of
operating the motion picture theatres alone
in the greater city.
The measure was originally offered by
Alderman Curley in March of 1928, but was
defeated at that time. This year it was
passed and was up to the Mayor for his
signature. It provided that "All steam
heating apparatus, refrigerating equipment,
air tanks and compressors, fire pumps>
standpipe and sprinkler supply tanks, in
any theatre or place of amusement having
a seating capacity of more than 600 persons, shall, while premises are open to the
public, be under the direct supervision of a
duly
Thislicensed
would engineer."
have meant that two men at
$65 each weekly would have to have beea
employed in 325 theatres in Greater New
York which would have added a gross of
$2,197,000
to the operating cost of those
houses.
President O'Reilly showed the Mayor
that the theatre manager would be compelled to pass on this additional overhead
to the public in the form of increased admissions, and because of this the ]\Iayor
declared the measure unfair and unwarranted.

H

Warners Will Produce
Niunber Of Vitaphone
Shorts in Technicolor
A number of Vitaphone shorts in Technicolor will be presented by Warner Bros,
during the next season. For "flash" acts,
sketches in which girls and costumes are
importantly featured, color shots are expected to greatly enhance the appeal.
The color 'V'itaphone short subjects will
l)e produced at the Warners Eastern studio
under the direction of Bryan Foy and Murray Roth and Arthur Hurley, his assistants.

Radio's Cast Complete For
"Rio Rita" Screen Version
The casting of supporting roles for Bebe
Daniels and John Boles co-starring in "Rio
Kita," has been comj)leted by Radio Piclures and everything is now in readiness
tor shooting on the sci-een version of the
Ziegfeld stage production. Don Alvarado
is Roberto; Eva Rosita is Carmen; Fred
Burns and Sam Nelson are Boles' Ranger
pals; Charles Stevens is one of General
Estaban's aides. Others in the cast include
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Dorothy
Lee and Helen Kaiser.
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By Walter R. Greene
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engineer and sound
PRO
ial ENT
officMIN
has a son who is said to
have a fine voice. At least, the
fond parent thinks so and sees no reason
why his boy should not ' ' crash ' ' the talkies.
The boy hasn't yet, and father is irate.
The official had the boy's voice recorded
to the extent of 22 minutes of sound-onfilm. Everybody in the studio who is anybody was then required to listen to the test,
and all told the official that it was great
stuff, but nobody offered to put the boy into
a feature talkie.
The official, however, still believes that
the boy's voice is great. So much so that on
the former's trips around the country to
supervise the installation and reproduction
tests in theatres, the father takes the 22minute film with him. After carefully testing the 'film for sound in the theatre of the
city where he happens to stop, fond parent
invites the newspaper critics of the town to
listen to the fine reproduction his type of
machine is giving in their city. In every
case, the film used is none other than the
test of son's voice.
Of course, the newspaper men don 't know
the boy, but the official gets a kick out of
showing the film just the same.
And he is still pretty irate because the
production people have not rushed to sign
son at a fancy talkie salary per week.
A

WILSON will pay his wife alimony of $1,500 monthly pending her divorce from the scenario writer. Although
Wilson thought his wife could get along
with one of his four machines, an open car,
Mrs. Wilson explained to Judge Rosenkranz
her social obligations necessitated a closed
one, and she was given a Rolls-Royce from
the collection.
CAREY

"Keeping up appearances" seems to be
costly for a highly rated scenario writer;
Wilson claiming he had to spend $2,100
monthly for that purpose; even though he
had an income during the past year of
$22,500.

FOX studio and West Coast executives
figure that "The Cock-Eyed World" is
a better and bigger attraction than "AVhat
Price Glory," and are going after it on
that premise. The picture was shown to
a group of Fox officials at the home of
Winfield Sheehan last week, and immediately decision was made to spot it in as the
next attraction at Grauman's Chinese following the M-G-M "Hollywood Revue of
1929" now current.

"Our Gang" and Robert McGowan, director of the kids, welcome a new member to the group.
Norman Chaneys his name and he appears to tveigh as much as Joe Cobb.
Perhaps he is
The Lon Chaney.
Thai ivould account for the similarity in names.

LEE TRACY, stage actor who played
the "hoofer" in the New York
j)r()duction of "Broadway," was signed
by made
Fox for
Time"
to
be
on athepicture
coast. titled
Tracy "Big
arrived
in Los
Angeles two days before the picture was
slated to go into production. Production
officials are reported to have immediately
started telling him the story arriving finally
three ' ' knockout ' '
explanation
at anshoes
soft
dances by of
Tracy.
"Me — dance?" questioned Tracy.
"Why certainly, the greatest soft shoes
stuff
ever seen on stage or screen," came
the answer.
"But I'm no dancer," declared Tracy
emphatically.
"Quit kidding, you must be when you
played
was told.the "hoofer" in "Broadway," he
Then Tracy had to persuade them the
only semblance of a dance he did in the
stage production was one entrance of three
quick steps. And then the production officials made a quick change in the story.

rs do not seem to always
FILM produce
be able to make definite decisions on
renewals of certain contract options of
stock players. In many cases, the player is
let go, and then immediately engaged for
a number of pictures by the producing company.
Several months ago, Paramount let option lapse on Fred Kohler, who kept busy
free-lancing. After two recent engagements in Paramount pictures, company executives decided to re-sign him to another
term contract for a long term.

I^'^ILMING of sound pictures has made
necessary
the invention
of many
of noise
eliminators.
The latest
true fox'ms
story
concerns the medals worn by Eric von Stroheini during production of sound sequences
in James Cruze's "The Great Gabbo." In
order to eliminate the tinkling of the medals being recorded, sound engineers had to
equip them with wool shock absorbers.
HB.
"RASTY"
WRIGHT
rated
a tes• timonial
dinner
last week
when
he
assumed charge of Grauman's Chinese Theatre for Fox West Coast. Leading city officials and producers got together to sing
"Rasty's" praises, and tell him how good
a theatre manager he is. Wright has had
charge of Loew's State, Los Angeles, for
the past several years.

Banky Is Making Personal
Appearances With Picture

In conjunction with showings throughout
the country of her newest United Artists
release, "This Is Heaven," Vilma Banky
is making a series of personal appearances.
She left Hollywood on June 27 to begin
her tour.
Her first stop was at Kansas City, where
she appeared at Loew's Midland, July 1st
and 2nd. The star then made appearances
July 3rd and 4th at Loew's State, St. Louis,
Mo. Future appearances will be made on
July 8th and 9th at Loew's State, Louisville, Ky. ; July 11th and 12, Loew's Penn,
Pittsburgh, Pa. ; and July 15th and 16th at
the Stanley Theatl-e, Baltimore, Md.
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Hollywood
Device Eliminates
Camera Retakes
To Number Scenes
Hollywood, .Tilly 3. — An automatic
"take" numboring device for attachinir to
motion pieture cameras is being perfected
l)y the Bell and Howell Co. The dovice
wonld antomatically print a number on the
side of the perforation of the negative while
the latter is in the camera, entails no extensive changes in the camera, and A\ould
replace the system of photographing scene
numbers on a slate after each scene.
The device would also save producers
thousands of feet of negative now used
yearly for the photographing of slate scene
numbers. Bell and Howell has asked the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to conduct a survey among technicians, cameramen, film editors and others
to determine whether or not the "take"
numbering device would be of real service
to the industry. The Academy Avill tabulate
the returns from questionnaires already
sent out, and turn over the results to the
manufacturers, without giving names of individuals replying.
Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby, composers,
are now esconsced at the Radio studio on
the coast where they will write the book,
lyrics and music for "Radio Revels," a story
of a broadcasting station which will feature
Radio's new program.
Walter
O'Keefe
and
Bobby
Dolan,
librettist and composer, have arrived at the
Pathe studio on the coast to write for
Pathe. O'Keefe has written the book and
lyrics for "Just a Minute," and another of
his works, "Up and At 'Em," will be produced in the fall. They will write songs
for Tna Claire's first Pathe talkie.
Rita LaRoy, young actress, is to play
opposite Rod La Rocque in "The Delightful
Rogue." She has been nicknamed "The
Miracle Girl," because in seven months of
picture work she has played seven featured
roles,
Warners have purchased a story by James
Starr for early production. It is called "The
Headlines" and is a comedy-drama of metropolitan newspaper life. Grant Withers
and Marion Nixon will head the cast of this
all-talkie Vitaphone production for which
Joseph Jackson has been assigned the adaptation and dialogue and John .'\dolti the
direction.
Nick DeRuiz, baritone, sings the role of
De Valos in liadio Pictures' screen version
of
"Rio artist.
Rita." He is a Metropolitan Opera
House
John Griffith Wray directs Leatrice
in "A .Must Immoral Lady," the star's
picture for First National-Vitaphonc.
actress recently finished a vaudeville
of the United States.

Joy
first
The
tour

Wesley Buggies has been removed from
the direction of "The Very Idea" and will
instead direct Vincent Youman's "Hit the
Deck" for Radio.
Edwin Justus Mayer, author of "The
hirehrand" and several other works, has
been placed under contract by M-G-M for
dialogue work, title writing, and adaptations.

Girl Idea
Gets
Boss
Out Of Conference
HIGH official of a sound company
ly on"inheads
is
conferen
whengeneral
prodOcti
wantce"to
consult him, so the latter have worked
out a plan which never fails to get
them an audience:
They arrange for several pretty girls
to take voice tests; phone the official
that such is the case, and he arrives
pronto. Then the production officials
have plenty of time to consult him informally on the set when he is not admiring the assembled femininity.
A

Paramount's selections for the cast of
"Illusion" have practically been completed
with the assigning this week of William
Austin, Frances Raymond, Emily Melville,
Katherine Wallace, John E. Nash and
Michael Visarofif.
June CoUyer has been given the role of
the
society girl
"Thein Love
Paramount
talkiein now
work. Doctor," new
in "Red
hisHarry
first Langdon
all-talkingis supported
comedy under
the Hot,"
new
contract with Hal Roach-M-G-M, by Thelma
Todd, Edgar Kennedy and Frank Austin.
The film is an adaptation of "The Messenger," Langdon's vaudeville act. Lewis R.
'Foster is directing.
"Lazy Days" is the title of the new Hal
Roach-M-G-M "Our Gang" talkfilm, filmed
and recorded entirely out of doors by Director Robert McGowan. The Roach Ranch
is the scene of its action.
David Newell, who played in Paramount's
"The Hole in the Wall," has an important
role in Evelyn Brent's first starring talkfilm
for Paramount, "Darkened Rooms." He
has also joined "The Kibitzer," now in
production.
Frank Ross, the singing realtor signed by
Paramount, has been cast for a part in "The
Saturday Night Kid." Charles Sellon has
also joined the cast.
Ivan LebedefF, Russian actor, has affixed
his John Hancock to a five-year contract
with Radio Pictures, following his work
with Betty Compson in "Street Girl."
Baclanova, Russian blonde actress, has
returned to Hollywood with Nicholas
Soussanin, her husband, after a combination
business and vacation visit of six weeks in
the East.
Eugenie Besserer plays in "Fast Company," new Paramount picture, as Jack
Oakie's mother.
Marie Saxon, musical comedy singer and
dancer, has added her name to Columbia's
list of talent. An all-talking-singing-daucing
vehicle will be prepared for her.
Fred Kohler, screen villain, has renewed
liis contract with Paramount.
Jacqueline Logan signed to play in "The
Miglity," George
Bancroft's This
next starring
production
for Paramount.
is Miss
Logan's
first
engagement
by
Paramount
since termination of her term contract with
that company about five years ago.
"The Varsity Show" has been selected by
Universal as title for Red Grange's starring
talker for that company. Nat Ross will
direct.
Wesley Ruggles will direct "Hit The
Deck" for R-K-O.

A Co-Director For
Every Feature On
The Radio Program
Dialog and action will get equal attention
from Radio Pictures directors as a system
of co-directors for all sound pictures has
dio.
been inaugurated at the Radio Coast stuA stage director is assigned to the dialog sequences while a director of silent films
takes charge over all pictorial angles of a
film. This two-directors system will be aptions. plied throughout all future RKO producSeveral of these directorial teams for
future pictures were made by William Le
tion.
Baron, vice president in charge of producA. Leslie Pearce will
lightful Rogue," Rod La
talker. Lynn Shores will
torial director.
Frank R. Craven, who

direct "The DeRoeque's first allbe known as picis to direct and

play in William Le Baron's farce "The
Very Idea," will work with a picture director, William Rosson.
Russell Mack has been assigned as diadirector on "Rio Rita," which Luther
Reed logdirects.
Hal Davitt, formerly with 'Fox, has joined
the Darmour Productions scenario department. His first assignment will be to adapt
a Mickey McGuire comedy.
Monte Blue will co-star with Lupe Velez
in "Tiger Rose" for Warners. George Fitzmaurice will direct the picture, which will
be photographed entirely in Technicolor.
Adaptation is credited to L. G. Rigby.
William Slavens McNutt has been signed
to term contract by Paramount as a writer,
and has given up his short story writing for
various national magazines.
William
Conselman
and Leo McCarey
wrote an original musical. "Red Hot
Rhythm"' for Pathe. Conselman will supervise, and McCarey will direct. Earl Baldwin is writing the scenario and dialogue, and
will later assist in rehearsals of the musical
and dance numbers.
Raymond Griffith and Raymond
McKee
are the latest to be indicted lor alleged fraud
in connection with income tax payments.
Both got into difliculties as clients of Edward Hayden, tax counsellor, who was also
indicted.
Paramount has selected Warner Oland,
Raymond Hatton, O. P. Heggie, Morgan
Farley
as George Bancroft's support in
"The Mighty."
Myrna Loy will be the Burmese girl in
"I'.vidcnce, " the W'arner Bros. Vitaphone
vehicle for Pauline Frederick. William
Courtney, Conway Tearle, Lowell Sherman,
Alec B. Francis and Ivan Sinipson are also
cast.
Lee Kohlmar, stage actor who appeared
with David W arfield, will play 'S'ankel in
Paramount's "Kibitzer." in which Harry
Green is featured in the title role.
Gloria Swanson, now making "The Trespasser" for United Artists, has recorded two
songs, both untitled as yet, for the new
picture. They were composed by Edmund
G(Uilding. who is author, director and dialogue writer.
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Opinions on Pictures
Fashions In Love
The Best Menjou In Five Years
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
THIS looks like the best vehicle that
Menjou has had since "The Woman of
Paris" or "The Marriaj^e Circle." Incidental y, itis the tirst dialogue and sound
picture that this star has done and, from a
box office standpoint, it looks like sure tire;
for the star it should aid materially in repopularizing him. It is a typical Leo
Deitrichstein "Great Lover" type of film.
In the past there are no outstanding
names in support of the stai", but the characters are played with a feeling and restraint that make them seem real. Those
outstanding are Fay Compton as the wife
of the star, Miriam Seegar as the celebrity
crazed wife of a doctor, and John Mil.jan as
the doctor.
The stoi-y deals with a world famed concert pianist and with one of his romances
away from the family fireside. It shows
the much sought after celebrity and the
manner in which he is pampered and cared
for in his home circle so that he may appear
to the best advantage to outsiders and his
pu))lic in general. His wife shows hei'^elf
to be a most "understanding" Avoman who
effaces hel'self most thoroughly so that her
husband may have the limelight to himself
at all times. Delphine Martin, Avife of Dr.
Martin, is one of those women who love to
lionize notables and in this ease she
imagines herself in the throes of a romance
with the pianist. She goes so far as to consent to leaving her husband and spending a
holiday at the mountain lodge of the musician. But her husband, who has been tipped
off, and
he has
the she
pianist's
wife and
knowsas that
both met
he and
have
much in common in the married life, calls
on her and consults her as to the manner in
which they will end the affair. The cure
that they devise is not disclosed to the audience, but is worked out as the story proceeds. Suffice to say that it is effective,
not only in effecting a cure but in producing
entertainment and laughs for the audience.
Drawing Power: The name of the star
and the fact that it is his best picture in
five years as well as his first talking production should l)uild up big business. Menjou not only talks, but talks well and also
sings. He will go a long way toward reestablishing himself with the fans.
Produced and distributed by ParamountFamnus-Lasky. Length: dialogue version,
6,.325 feet; silent, (),024 tci't. Released:
June 29, 1929. Running time: an hour and
ten minuter. From the story by Hcrnianii
Bahr. Adapted by Melville Baker. Directed
by Victor Schertzinger.
THE
Paul (le Remy
Marie de Kemy
Delphine
Martin
Dr. Martin
Miss Weller
Levisohn
Joe
Jane
Valet

C.\ST
Adolphe
Menjou
Fay Compton
Miriam
Seegar
John Miljan
Joan Standing
Robert Wayne
Russ PoAell
Billie Bennett
Jacques Vanaire

Paris Bound

The Constant Nymph
A Poor English-Made
(Reviewed

by Freddie

Schader)

'"pHE CONSTANT NYMPH" was a
1 very amusing play by Mai'garet
Kennedy and Basil Dean. It was adapted
to the screen and made into a picture in
England. The result is a very disappointing affair. the
The playing
story is quite
badly mediocre
"handled asand
to
direction,
the photography terrible. C. M. Woolfe
and Michael Balcon are the sponsors for
the production which is released in this
country by the Big Three Exchange. From
a box office standpoint the only thing in
favor of the picture is its title. It docs not
look like a money getter at any stage of
the game.
The picture is produced in typical English style with the best performance contributed by Ivor Novello. Of the women
the best bet on appearances is Benita
Home. The others are not suited to their
roles with the exception of Mary Claire, in
the role of the fat and flabby mistress of
one of the male characters. Mable Poulton
in the leading role is far from what is desired and she constantly overacts. The direction, for which no credit is given, is decidedly haphazard and old-fashioned in
technique.
The story is based on the lives of Sanger,
a noted composer, and his family, of which
there are four daughters. That is the underlying theme, with the love affair of his
youngest daughter and one of his pupils
M-ho marries a wealthy cousin of the family
as the theme to carry the tale along.
The exterior scenes, shot possibly in the
Austrian Tyrol, are very pretty, but the
photography in them is that of an American made news reel of twenty years ago.
In the interior scenes the photograj)hy is
constantlv fogged and the lighting verv
bad.
Ivor Novello playing the lead gives a
neat pcu-formance, but he is handicapped
by poor direction. Tony de Lungo, in a
minor role, contributes a very much worth
while character performance.
Drawing Power: None in this country
except the title.
Produced by C. M. Woolfe and Michael
Balcon. Silent version only, 7,800 feet.
Running time, an hour and twenty-eight
minutes. Release date, August 1, 1929.
From the ]ilav bv INIargaret Kennedy and
Basil n(>an.
THE

Sanger
r.inda
Tessa
Paulina
Toni
Kate
•Susan
Lewis
Roberto
Ike
Trigorin
Florence
Dr. Churchill

Drama of Marriage
(All-talkhui)

Production

C.\ST

Sangcrs "Circus"

The Others
Peter

Cleorge Heinrich
Mary
Clare
Mahel Poulton
Dorothy
Boyd
Benita Hume
Yvonne
Thomas
Erna
.Sturm
Ivor Novello
Tony de Lungo
Evan
Thomas
Robert Garrison
Frances
Doble
J. H. Roberts

(Reviewed by Edwin Schallerl')
NN HARDING'S debut as a talkie
actress is the event supreme of ' ' Paris
Bound." This won't mean so much maybe
out in the provinces, so-called, but it is
something to talk about in the bigger places.
Miss Harding is an accomplished stage
acrtess, and she is in the vanguard of many
footlighters on whom judgment will be duly
passed sooner or later.
One thing about the stage players, and
Miss Harding very notably, is that they
have the capacity to color words most attractively intheir enunciation of dialogue.
It gives an unusual variety to their recordings, and removes some of that taint of
monotony which pervades many talking pictures that run largely to conversation.
Furthermore, Miss Harding is a distinct
personality. Her pallid gold hair is drawn
about her head with a strange severity.
Her eyes, matching the shade, make her
fascinating and unusual. She has poise and
repression to a degree remarkable even in
screen drama.

A

"Paris-Bound" is a story of married life.
It begins with a wedding, and ends after a
span of years with a reconciliation. Fates
of husband and wife are linked with resj^ective amorous attractions away from the
hearthside, but they decide in the end not
to let this interfere with their marriage.
In spoken drama form the piece was
somewhat more daring than it is on the
screen, and dealt in greater detail with the
two princij)al characters' emotions. The
original of the plot has been preserved on
the screen, without so much of the original
psychology.
Altogether, though, it is a picture for
grown-up audiences, and for those who can
appreciate, beside, a little artiness. This is
because one of the main features of the
production is a phantom ballet, which
evolves the young composer, who is in love
with the wife, is playing a composition of
his at the piano. The effect with shadow
figures going through the dance poses is
very novel.
The plot is evolved episodically. It shows
various stages in the life of the two married
l)eople. The husband's frequent trips to
Eurojje
"Paris-Bound."
It is in explain
France the
that title
he holds
rendezvous
with the other woman. Eventually the wife
discovers the deception, and it is then that
she listens to the love-making of the musician whom she is assisting in the composing
of his dance drama.
Edward H. Griffith directed "ParisBound," and Frederic March, George Irving, Carmelita Geraghty, Leslie Fenton, Ilka
Chase, and Hallam Cooley are some of the
!)rincipal players. March in the important
role of the husband, Fenton and Miss Chase
are responsible for very competent perform{Continued on folloimiy page)
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Behind That Curtain

Paris Bound — Cont.

A Cracker jack Mystery Talker
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

ances, but there is scarcely any role in this
picture that is not efficiently played.
Drawing Power: Acting should attract
discriminating trade especially; unusual
story of married life will probably have
considerable general interest.
Produced and released by Pathe. Adapted
by Horace Jackson from the play by Philip
Barry. Edward H. Griffith, director, and
Frank Reicher, co-directCT of dialogue.
Producer: Maurice Revues. Photographed
by Xorbert Bodine. Length: about 7 reels.
Release date: Aug. 3, 1929.

I'' HE Fox lot has turned out another good
picture. They come so few and far
))etween from this lot that when they do
aiTive they are a novelty. On this occasion
it is again Ii-ving Cummingw who comes to
the front with a hit. He did "In Old
Arizona" after Raoul Walsh was injured
fuid turned out the first outdoor feature
talker. He has repeated in this offering,
and turned out a box office hit that will
stack up with the best from Fox to date.
*' Behind That Curtain" is a screen version of the Earl DeiT Diggers Saturday Evening Post story which was one of the
t'harlie Chan Chinese detective series. The
screen version, however, has been skillfully
;;(lapted so that the love story that was the
basis on which the 'early part of the original
story hinged has been brought to the forefront and utilized as the motivating plot.
A very clever and workmanlike piece of
work.
The manner in which Irving Cummings
took this story and screened it is a worth
wliile achievement and much to his credit.
Cummings has been coming along like a
house afire on his last five or six pictures
and this one will put him up with the
leaders.
In casting also has a very fine jjiece of
work been accomplished. Warner Baxter
cast as the hero of the tale delivers a very
exceptional performance and the surprise
of surprises is the work of Lois Moran.
That girl has developed tremendously and
in talking she handles her lines wonderfully
well and her voice registers delightfully.
Gilbert Emery and Philip Strange also contribute nicely as does Claude King. Strange
as the heavy stands out for his work. The
minor roles are also very well cast and
played.
Atmospherically in scene and sound the
picture is a delight and the desert scenes
ai'e particularly effective.
The story is laid in England, the Persian
desert and in San Francisco. The story
following that sequence as to scene of
a<^tion. Lois Moran plays the role of Eve
Mannering who marries a fortune hunting
Englishman who, to make sure of wedding
her, commits a murder, killing an investigator who was hired by her guardian
to look into the history of the young man.
When she discovers this she flees from him
and joins an old family friend who is exploring the desert. She later deserts him,
for fear that she will cause him trouble and
comes to America and the story follows.
The reason for the tale is the murder of
the investigator and the fact that when he
was found dead a pair of Chinese slippers
that were originally presented to the cx))lorer were found on his feet. This fact
and the general mystery attracts the attention of Sir Frederic Bruce, head of Scotland Yard, who devotes his life to clearing
up the mj'stery. With the inevitable happy
(■tiding resulting.
Produced and released bvFox Film Corp.
Length: souiul version, 8,;!00 feet. Running
time: an hour and thirty-one minutes. Released: June :iO, 1929. From the Saturday
livening Post story by E.'irl Derr Biggers.
Directed bv Irving Cummings.

THE

CAST

Mary Hutton
Jim Hutton
James Hutton, Sr
Noel Farley
Richard Parrish
Nora Cop€
Peter Cope
Fanny
Shipnian
Helen
White

Ann Harding
Frederic March
George Irving
Carmelita Geraghty
Leslie Fenton
Juliette Croshy
Hallam Cooley
Ilka Chase
Charlotte Walker

Short Subjects

(Silent)

"A Close Shave"
(Pathe-Sennett — Two
(Reviewed by Raymond

Reels)
Ganly)

JOHNNY
BURKE, as the goofy Handy
Andy in the Sennett comedy series of that
name, catches just a few laughs with the bait
that they've handed him in this one. He makes
his biggest catch in a scene laid in a barber
shop, but in the other sequences his efforts bring
in but small fry. Assisting Johnny in the comedy work are Vernon Dent and Carmelita
Geraghty.
Occupying
the director'swith
chairCurtis
was
Harry
Edwards,
who collaborated
Benton upon the story.
Burke gets in dutch with Dent when the latter thinks his wife, the pretty Carmelita, is
flirting with him. Later when Dent meets
Burke, now a razor artist, and seems to be
friendly towards him, again Burke causes the
feud to break out when he confides intimately
about the "swell jane" whose tresses he is trimming. When Dent sees that the dame is his
wife, trouble starts brewing for the barber and
the usual chase is executed.
In one of the scenes Burke is sent out to shave
a man, but when he arrives at the house he
finds out that his subject-to-be is a corpse. In
the main the comedy is spotted with the general brand of triangle farce proceedings.

"Sport Afloat"
(Pathe Sportlight — One Reel)
THE thrills partaken by the speed boatman
are well visualized by this Cjrantland Rice
Sportlight which should find a warm spot in
any Ixiatman's heart. It's a fine short for the
summer time, what with glimpses of white caps,
full spread of sail, clever maneuvering over the
briny and a horde of attractive shorts. It has
the tang of the salt sea air about it which betokens a welcome from the summer movie fan. —
RAYMOND GANLY.
THE
John Beethani
Eve Mannering
Sir Frederic Bruce
Sir George
Mannering
Eric Durand
Soudanese
Servant
Hahili Hanna
Scotland Yard Inspector
Alf I'ornick
Ililarv Gait
Gait's' Clerk
Nunah
Charlie Chan

N e zv s

Pictures

on

Opinions

Picture

CAST
Warner
Baxter
Lois Moran
Gilhert Emery
Claude
King
Philip Strange
Boris Karloff
Jamiel Hassen
Peter Gawthorne
John Rogers
Montague
Shaw
Finch
Smiles
Mercedes E.He L. \'alaco
Park

Silent Shorts — Cont.
"Uncle's
Visit"
(Pathe — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
1"^ HIS "Smitty" comedy is like the little f rl
of whom it was written "when she \/as
good, she was very, very good, but when she
was bad she was horrid." When the first
"Smitty'l appeared it looked as if a lively and
clever kid series had made its bow. However,
succeeding comedies did not keep up to the
standard set by the first and they have degenerated into a strange mixture of juvenile incident. Horrid certainly describes the direction
of "Uncle's Visit." It jumps all over the landscape andaffair
continuity
is comes
sadly tolacking.
It'soffa
shrunken
when it
measuring
its laugh-getting tendencies.
When uncle announces he is going to drop in
for a visit, Smitty's parents bundle him and
brother Herbie off to boarding school where
most of the action is centered.
The late Theodore Roberts plays the role of
Uncle. The others in the cast include Donald
Haines and Jackie Combs as Smitty and Herbie,
Betty Jane Graham, William Franey and
Maude Truax.

"The Go Get 'Em Kid"
(Universal Western — Two Reels)
(Reviewed

bv Ravmond

Ganly)

GEORGE derfoot
CHANDLER
is again
tenwho bj' dumb luck
winsthethesappretty
gal, whose coiffure nestles snugly underneath
a sombrero, identifying her as a daughter cf the
West, the victim of the rustlers from whom she
is rescued by our light-headed hero.
By no stretch of the imagination could George
pose as a dashing romantic figure of the cattle
lands, but they cast him as such, and he, it
seems, wins all the fair unmarried daughters
of the cattlemen and saves their stock from
pilferings. It's a practically impossible task for
Chandler to- make the stuff they hand him convincing. By turning cowboy farceur he gets
away with some of it. His work would be badly
exaggerated if he did it with a serious mug.
This one is neither better nor worse than the
other Westerns. It bulges wth all the old humdrum occurrences and therefore it radiates
monotony.

"Faces"
(Universal — One Reel)
JUST glimpses of countenances are seen in
this Laemmle Novelty. Instead of the entire bodily pantomime, the shades of expression on human faces tell the story. The
story is a simple one, and the way it has been
done denotes intelligence and an artistic viewpoint on the part of its director, Jacques Rollens, and Sam Jacobsen, whose idea it is.
.\I1 it portrays is the love of a man for a
maid. He saves her from drowning, courts her,
weds her and grows old with her. Simplicity is
the keynote. It is really a little tone poem done
in celluloid. And it is a creditable one. — I\.\YMOND GANLY.

"Gold

Steel"

(Pathe Cartoon — One Reel)
THI'^ call to arms causes Milton to leave tiie
loving arms of Rita Mouse and leads to
some effective humor on the battlefield thronged
with raging cats and valiant mice. The enemy
cats borrow an idea from old Odysseus and
advance on the mice in a wo<xlen horse, but
Milton gets the horse thirsty and fills it up with
water thus causing the cats to desert their luige
steed. Of course, the mice win and Milton
rides back to Rita like a conquering hero. This
one is a good laugh potion. — R.A.YMOND
GANLY.
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Opinions
Silent Shorts — Cont.
"Getting Buster's Goat"
(Universal-Sterns — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Gunly)
IT'S hard to determine whether even a trifle
of brain work or acumen for laughs went
into the making of this comedy. In comparison
with other juvenile comedies it takes a back
seat. Certainly the kids are not demanding comedies of poor construction. Even their youthful
minds deserve a break and should not be fed
with a punk assortment of gags. Lament tlie
fate of this one. It goes pottering around and
doesn't make much headway.
Buster wins a goat, which, upon arriving at
the Brown home, causes havoc in the family,
culminating its career there when it breaks up a
dinner party.

"Pathe Review No. 27"
(Pa the — One Reel)
for platinum in the wilds of Columbia, Central America (containing a
marvel of a shot of a ship coursing down a
dark hued stream) is the unusual story whicli
opens this Review. The editor seeks the laughs
in the second subject entitled "Our Hall of
Fame" and wise cracking various celebrities.
For instance, Jack Dempsey is elected to the
Hall of Fame because "he never read Shakespeare." There are nineteen titles in all, and
though they are not blazingly witty they should
run ofif with several laughs. Pathechrome shots
of a ballet is an airy finish for the Review. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

M

MINING

A

"Pathe Review No. 28"
(Pathe — One Reel)

PICTORIAL jaunt down Barbados where
the sugar cane ultimately emerges in the
form of Barcardi rum (plenty of pictorial attractiveness enhances these Barbados shots) is
the initial subject of this latest Review. A
parrot, in Pathechrome and in trick photography
whereby she is multiplied many times, is the
novel secondary offering. A sample of Ramsayean humor emerges in the last theme which
is a conglomeration of titles and shots purporting to show the "horrors" of war such as the
navy enjoying itself on the beach at Waikiki and
similar aspects of military life.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"The Danger Line"
(Universal— —Two Reels)
(Reviewed 6v Raymond Ganly)
EDMUND
COBB, as "the obliging Western
gallant who wears the ranger's badge, rescues Regina Doyle and her aunt from plenty of
grief in this Westernette and the gypping fur
thieves who had tried to drive the two gals out
of house and home win a shellacking from the
officer. It's all togged out with the usual Western bunk and just drips with a coating of bosh.
There's not a new idea in it, and that wouldn't
be a disadvantage, if what it does contain had
been done with any degree of intelligence. It
looks sloppy in acting, story and direction.
Doesn't click at all.

"Sporting Courage"
I'rent
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond
Ganly)
ED
BENSON
is pitted against Don
on Cal ford's polo green and comes up a
winner in this new Collegians attired with sound
and quite a successful endeavor.
When the Calford directors decided that the
polo game would have to be played without the
school ponies, Ed's girl, June, knowing that he
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did not have the jack to buy a pony of his own,
successfully carries through a bazaar, and nets
enough money to get her boy friend a mount.
Thus equipped, Ed defeats Don with the mallets and the juniors win another athletic event
at Calford. They probably have a thousand per
cent by this time with the seniors zero. You
can very rightly opine now that Burt L. Siandish's hero is in the movies. It's a good Collegiate yarn, though, in spite of its obvious cut.

"In

His

Cups"

(Pathe Cartoon — One Reel)
OLD AL drinks some hard cider and dozes
off into delightful reveries, picturing prehistoric times, most attractive cave girls who
dote on hm and other details giving the Aesop
man a surfeit of happiness. What a rude
awakening when he finds the cool hand of the
cave girl is but a cow's tongue licking his
dreaming head and that all the other alluring
vagaries were imaginary and induced by the
effects of the drink. Good cartoon material. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

Sound Shorts^ — Cont.
"Pathe Audio Review No. 11"
(Pathe — One

Reel)

THERE'S a little offering embodied in this
issue of the Audio Review that's very nicely
done.
It is entitled "Temple" and shows the
half finished
structure of the Cathedral of St.
John Divine which crowns Morningside Drive
in Manhattan. The photography is A Number
1, likewise the sound shots of the Cathedral
choir rendering "Onward Christian Soldiers."
The other items on Ramsaye's bill of fare are
"Pearls," showing how the Japanese maintain
a thriving pearl industry, and "Babies," showing the young tots in various moods and poses, and
including the famous shot of an infant slowly
drifting off to slumber. An Audio Review that's
sure to please.— RAYMOND GANLY

"Pathe Audio Review No. 12"
(Pathe — One Reel)

(Rice Sportlight — One Reel)
G1 RANTLAXD RICE nods a bit in this
f Sportlight, not as bright and snappily diversified as most of his releases. It sets forth
the modern dance, its various rhythms. While
it's a bit weak there is no fear that it won't
get by. These Sportlights alwavs do. — RAYMOND GANLY.

JO.A.N LOWELL, the young lady who precipitated a controversy as to whether she
was or was not a sailor lass, is interviewed in
this audible Review and she offers quite an
interesting time for the fans. Ramsaye has
labeled her interview "A-Hooey" and some who
listen may concur that her tale is all wet. "La
Tap," in which Arthur Murray illustrates several of the tap dances, and "Speed," showing
the youngsters in tlieir kiddie cars, are the other
items seen and heard in this representative
number of the modern screen magazine decked
out in an attractive musical and verbal ensemble.
—RAYMOND GANLY.

Sound Shorts

"Jail Breakers"
(Pathe Cartoon — One Reel)

"Modem

Rhythm"

"Don't Be Nervous"
(Educational Talkie — Two Reels)
(Reviewed

by Raymond

Gunly)

LLOYD HAMILTON'S latest bubbles over
with some nifty gags. It makes good, reliable entertainment providing laughs to repletion.
"Ham" plays a dual role — that of a gangster
leader just escaped from prison and that of a
double resembling him to perfection. The number romps away with a big handful of laughs
in the scene where "Ham" enters the gangsters'
den and is mistaken by them for the notorious
gunman. When rival gangster try to bump
"Ham" off, the gunman's moll takes him away
in her automobile to her apartment where she
makes love to him also thinking he is her underworld lover. When the real gunman arrives on
the scene, "Ham" is in for an uncomfortable
time and when the two gangs clash outside the
girl's
apartment, he hides in a closet to escape
the tumult.
A riotously funny ending caps the proceedings.

"Noisy Noises"
(Roach-M-G-M — Two Reels)

THIS

Aesop goes rollicking along and cheerily demonstrates its laughter-arousing capabilities. A cat and a mouse bang their jailer
over the head and make their way beyond the
confines of the hoosegow with a myriad of fellow jailbirds in their wake. The cat jailers set
out in pursuit and it is a merry time that follows, the escaped culprits finding themselves
back in the pen when the end arrives. Quite a
few chuckles are bottled up in this one. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"Tiny Housekeepers"
(M-G-M— One Reel)
THIS worthwhile Ufa Oddities introduces
you to the habits and mode of life of the
hamster, a burrowing rat who haunts the grain
fields. The pictures have been neatly photographed, the microscopic lens picking out the
small creature and showing his little bright eyes
and ample cheek pouches. Scenes of two of
the frisky rodents in playful mood provide
laughter. Altogether the film is educational and
novel.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Pathe Audio Review No. 9"
(Pathe Photophone — One Reel)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THIS one is a fairly entertaining comedy
yarn about fat Joe Cobb and his cares and
woes in nursing a roaring tooth and minding
his little baby brother. Between the two of
them Joe is having rough sledding, but he calls
in the Gang and finally baby goes to sleep, and
Joe's
tooth comes out when Farina officiates as
Dr. Dentist.

t^ NTERTAINMENT that exerts a pleasing
J influence on the fan is found in this sound

It glides along pretty smoothly, the laughs
piling up when Wheezer goes on a rampage killing bugs, and Joe's baby brother takes a wild
ride down a steep hiill, miraculously escaping
destruction and giving Joe and the boys quite
a fright.
It'll amuse 'em because it carries plenty of
childish appeal. "Our Gang" has a big audience
of fans, anywa\'.

"Topical Pips"
(Pathe Talkie — One Reel)

Review. The subjects are "Bygones," scenes
of the late '80's, "El Tango," the Carltons doing the graceful dance of Argentina, "Geese,"
the speedy inhabitant of northern marshes. The
musical score and photographic work are both
pleasing.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

THIS Topics of the Day in dialogue form, a
cinema joke book, carries a fairly strong
laugh wallop, radiating some real good ones
during the course of ten minutes or so of intimate exchange of wit and verbal play. A good
noveltv.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
Menjou In ^Tashioiis In Love'' Delights;
Stage Show Is Weak At The Paramount
ADOLPHE MENJOU in "Fashions in
Love," his first talking picture, proved
to be the life saver of the current program
at the Paramount. The stage unit "Let's
Go" proved to be rather tame, but Eddie
Cantor in "The Midnight Frolic," a Paramount talking and sound short subject,
brought a lot of laughs. Close-ups of Cantor's face with the make-up are good for a
screen laugh at any time.
The show runs two hours and twenty-two
minutes. Thirty-nine minutes of this is
devoted to "Let's Go," a Publix Unit in
which the only novelty for a picture house
is the old vaudeville turn of the Five
Braacks. This quintet won hearty applause
recognition for their efforts. There is an
elaborate chorus number with a special
light effect, such as was used in the ' ' Scandals" of about five years ago, which is undoubtedly counted on to carry this unit, but
on Broadway this week it failed to impress
although it may be a novelty for out of
town houses.
Opening with "The Spirit of Liberty," a

special Independence July short running
four minutes, the program was given an atmospheric beginning, following which the
Paramount News held forth for seven minutes with some very nifty shots, after which
two minutes were devoted to the trailer.
"The Midnight Frolic" subject held the
next nine minutes, with Cantor singing two
songs and telling a number of gags. Mrs.
Crawford, unassisted by her husband,
handled the organ in a number of syncopated tunes and played them in her jazziest manner, getting a full measure of applause return for her manipulating of the
console.
Then came the unit with Paul Ash working hard to try to build it up, but even he
couldn't save the day with his salesmanship of the individual turns.
Finally Menjou and the feature came
along and really proved a delight. Menjou talking will be a revelation to many
and the manner in which he utilizes an accent will delight the crowds of his followers and make many new ones for him.

"Behind That Curtain'' SoUd Hit At
Roxy With Old Type Of Show Retained
Massine as the groom and the Roxyettes
ttTlEHIND THAT CURTAIN," a mys•-' tery thriller with a strong romantic
as the maids of honor, with the ballet being a specialty that was decidedly Avorth
side, proved a solid hit at the Roxy. Inciwhile.
dentally, the new "summer entertainment
The principals in a dance duet were
policy" was discarded after a two week
tryout and the house has returned to the
heartily applauded, but a contortionistic
regular style of entertainment that it has
dance at the opening of the offering by
been offering since its inception. For the
George Herman proved easily the applause
hit.
latter we may be duly thankful, for at the
Roxy we at least get something different.
Closing the show the feature held strong
The entire show runs two hours and
entertainment for the audience.
twenty-four minutes, v.'ith the feature con- .
suming an hour and thirty-one minutes of
that time.
Number Of Promotions In
In the program surrounding the picture
there are three outstaiuling features. First,
Universal Theatre Chain
the overture entitled "Pucciniana," a most
Several promotions in the personnel of
pleasing melange of the operatic composithe Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises,
tions of Puccini with "Madame Buttei-fly"
featured over all of them. Then the stage
Fnc, were made last week.
Les Richmond, former manager of the
offering entitled "Divertissement Esi)agnol," which runs twelve minutes following
"U" Charleston, W. Va., house, has been
the overture and which is decidedly effectpromoted to the post of division managerive in dressing and coloring. Dorothy
ship of the Hostettler chain in Nebraska.
Berge, Jose Alvarez, Angelita Loyo and
R. E. Englaiul, fornu'r manager of the Rithe Hernandez lirothers being featured in
alto, Charleston, W. Va., succeeds Richmond
this portion of the bill.
as city manager. John C. Stille becomes
Following the Fox Movietone, which ran
supervisor of the Multnomah Theatres, Inc.,
Portland, Ore., succeeding William Cutts,
ten minutes, came "The Wedding of the
Painted Doll," which proved as fine a piece
resigned. T. R. Gamble, fin-mer assistant
of si)ectacle as has been seen at the house
manager of the Northwestern Theatrical
in some weeks. It had a l)ridal march with
P'literpj-ises, Inc., takes over the division
Patricia Bowman as the bride and Leonide
managership of the Seattle chain.

Fight Films
Draw Heavily
At The Cameo
The first official sound film of a uuijor
fistic event is heavily featured at the Cameo
this week. The house has the "official"
films made by RCA method of the Max
Schmeling-Paulino I^zcudun affair which
took place in New York last week. The
recording is very well done, but the titler
had his fighters mixed-up and was describing Schmeling as Paulino and vice-versa.
The fight films run twenty-six minutes and
proved to be interesting although the fighters themselves show-up as a couple of lumbering dubs who would have about as much
chance with Dempsey at his best, or Tunney right now, as a silent picture has of
getting over on Broadway today.
In addition to this feature there is a
short in sound and color entitled "Trailing the Western Sun," which proved pleasing. It is a Castle Films release.
The feature is "The Constant Nymph,"
a very i)oor English production with Ivor
Novello featured. The story and play were
both pleasing but the screen version of it is
badly acted and directed and the photography particularly bad.
The show runs a little over two hours.

"U" To Release

"Broadway" While
Running At Globe

Universal proposes to try a most unusual
experiment with its ])roduction of "Broadway" in the matter of booking and playing
the production in the houses of the metropolitan area at popular prices while it is
still running at the Globe Theatre at $2 top.
The offer is being made to exhibitors
through M. Van Praag, general sales manager of the company.
There are cei'tain conditions that will be
insisted on by the comi)any and the jirincipal one is that the liouses playing the picture must be equipj)ed with a cooling system. The company doesn't limit distance
by any zoning plan and any house right on
Broadway may play the picture in ojjposition to the Globe if thev care to.

"Playing Around" For White
Alice White's new First National picture
will be "Playing Around," Vina Delmar's
story. "The Girl From Wool wcn-t lis" has
just been coin])leted by the petite star at
the First National-Vitaphone studio.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Alias Jimmy Valentine (M-G-M)

Black Watch, The — Cont

Broadway Melody — Cont.

OTTAWA, ONT.— Rex Theatre (750), 3
days, 15c-20c, Paramount News, Educational
Comedy. Weather, clear and cool. Rating 70%.
AD TIPS — Famous crook story with happy
romance and lots of comedy, Haines playing
one of his best roles. This was a second run
that brought the crowds again. Barr>Tnore in
the detective role deserves special mention.
Audience appeal : all classes and ages. — Rex
Theatre, Ambrose Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

MILWAUKEE,
WIS.- Strand Theatre
(1,267), 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy, Fox Movietone News. Weather,
fair. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Advertised this heavily as McLaglen's first talkie. Audience appeal : for all,
especially those who like high class drama. —
Hipi»drome Theatre, Wm. Watson, Mgr.,
Cleveland, O.

OTT.AWA, ONTARIO— Imperial Theatre
(1,200), 6 days, 15c-50c, "If Men Played
(iards as Women Do," Paramount NewsWeather, clear and cool. Rating, 95%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Lajayette Theatre
(3,000), 6Sc, Vaudeville, Comedy, Fox Movietone News,
Fox Silent News. Weather, warm.
Rating,
140%.

Alibi

(U.A.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rialto Theatre
(2,960). 7 days, 35c-6Sc-75c-85c-$l. Paramount
News and Paramount Sound Shorts. Percentage for the first four days of popular price run.
Weather: hot. Rating, 100% (1st week).
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— California
Theatre (2,358), 7 days, 35c-65c, Fox Movietone. Weather, extreme heat.
Rating 100%.
AD TIPS— Well advertised few days before
as "a super-thrill romance of the night clubs,"
as it also was in the papers, during the week.
Also as "100% talking, singing, dancing and
shooting" affair, together with fact that each
"player a noted stage actor." This appealed
to all.— California Theatre. Nat Holt. Mgr.,
San Francisco.

Betrayal, The

(Par.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-3Sc, M-G-M News,
"Angel Child" (U), "Kidnapped" (Pathe).
Weather, rainy and hot to clear and cool.
Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS— Exploit that this has Cooper.
Jannings and Ralston in featured roles. Tell
them : A ravishing beauty ensnared by two
great lovers ! Sensational — better than the play !
A Paramount picture. Audience appeal : to
all Jannings' followers because he does as good
work as ever and to others for its good drama.
— Loew's Valencia Theatre, Charles Raymond.
Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Black Watch, The (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Gaietv Theatre
(808), 7 days, $l-$2. Two shows daily, three
Sat. and Sun. Fox Movietone News. Movietone special of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Movietone Magazine. Weather: hot. Rating, 52 1/5%
(5th week).
CLEVELAND', OHIO.— Keith's Hippodrome (4,500). 7 days, 25c-50c. Shorts. "At the
Dentist's" (Pathe), Fox Movietone News.
Weather, hot first half ; cool last half. Rating,
86%.
OTTAWA, ONT.— Regent Theatre (1,225),
6days, 25c-60c. "What a Day," Fox Movietone
News, Orchestra Overture. Weather, clear and
cool. Rating, 80%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600).
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Royal
Hawaiian Singers (Fox talkie). Weather,
rainy and hot to clear and cool.
Rating. 90%.

McLaglen's name was used in exploitation
of this picture with good results. He has a
good following. Audience appeal : all types. —
Strand Theatre, Wm. E. Mick, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
This feature had a director who knew howto handle a military subject, and it out-Britishes
the British in the making of a British production. Many patrons insisted that it was better
than any made-in-England feature they ever saw.
Tied up with the local Highland Regiment for
a i>arade to the tlieatre. Audience appeal : all
ages and classes, particularly Scottish. — Regent
Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.
We wanted to get a real treat for you and
we surely have succeeded by obtaining "The
Black Watch," with McLaglen. 100%, all talking, singing, dancing. From Mundy's famous
novel "King of the Khyber Rifles." An oriental
Cleopatra ! An Occidental Caesar ! An Empire at stake. A Love to conquer. Hear the
most beautiful prayer song sung by a world
famous tenor. Audience appeal : strong romantic drama of mystery and intrigue which will
please thousands. They liked it at this theatre.
—New Theatre, Morris A. Mechanic, Mgr.,
Baltimore, Md.

AD TIPS — Presented as the second local run
of the "Screen's First Musical Comedy" and
used the line "All Ottawa is still talking about
it" in newsixiper advertising. Repeated the titles
of the four song hits and suggested that many
would like to enjoy this feature a second time.
Had standing crowds all but one night. Audience appeal : everybody. — Imperial Theatre, Ray
Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.
E.xploit as greatest musical comedy drama
ever screened. — Lafayette Theatre, William
Raynor, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Apollo Theatre
(1,270), 7 days, $l-$2. Two shows daily, three
Sat. and Sun. Paramount Sound shorts.
Weather: hot. Rating, 77 7/10%
(9th week).

Captain Swagger

(Pathe)

TACOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatre
(1,500), 4 days, 25c-75c. Vaudeville Acts,
Talking Collegians, Pathe Sound News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS — Played up romance, action, humor, suspense and stars. — Pantages Theatre,
C. D. Miller, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Broadway (U)

Careers

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Globe Theatre
(1,418), 7 days, $l-$2-$2.50. Two shows daily,
three Sat. and. Sun. Only feature shown.
Weather: hot.
Rating, 50 2/5%
(5th week).

DALLAS, TEX.— Melba Theatre (1,800),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Vitaphone Acts, Rudy
Vallee and His Connecticut Yankees, Bobby

Broadway Babies (F.IS.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Central Theatre
(922), 7 days, $l-$2-|;2.50. Two shows daily,
three Sat. and Sun. Vitaphone shorts. Weather: hot. Rating, 66 1/2% (1st week).
KANS.A.S CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 35c-60c, Vaudeville Acts, Pathe
News.
Weather, rainy. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Three demure and scantily clad
chorus girls were used in the centre of a newspaper advertising layout, along with the line,
'^What a show! What a show! Girls, gags,
giggles !" Audience appeal : all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Broadway Melody (M-G-M)
NEW YORK
(1,120), 7 days.
Sat and Sun.
short. Weather:
week ) .

CITY, N. Y.— Astor Theatre
$l-$2. Two shows daily, three
"Confession," M-G-M talking
hot. Rating. 101 7/10%. (2()th

(F.N.)

Folsum in "Typical Types," Comedy "Presto
Chango,"
Fables,95%.
Melba Talking News.
Weather, Aesop's
fair. Rating,
CLEVELAND, O.— Keith's Palace Theatre
(3,600), 7 days, 35c-75c, Shorts, "Rubbing It
In" (Educ). Aesop's Fables (Pathe), Pathe
Review, Pathe Sound News, Fox News
(silent), Paramount News (silent), Pathe
News (silent). Weather, hot first half, cool
last half. Rating, 88%.
DES MOINES, lA.— Des Moines Theatre
(1,600). 25c-50c, 7 days, 2 Vitaphone Acts,
Movietone News. Weather, rain and hot.
Rating, 90%-.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-50c-65c-75c-$1.00. FanchonMarcotone"Love
School Idea,"
News. Rating,
100%. Rube Wolf, MovieAD TIPS— The big draw of this picture is
Dove, and she should be exploited as such.
Play up Moreno and Beery. Copy used : A wife
casts aside honor for love and social prestige —
the amazing consequences makes a most unusual drama. Copy used on Dove : A voice as
beautiful as her face. "The American Beauty"
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Careers — Cont.

Evangeline — Cont.

talks. Her clear, perfect speech will thrill you
— even as her striking beauty. Audience appeal ;adult patronage. — George S. Baker, Mgr.,
Melba Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

Filmdom's Most Vivid Personality, Dolores Del
Rio, and on the screen — singing in "Evangeline," United Artists' picture. Audience appeal :
to all who love the works of Longfellow. Personal appearance of Miss Del Rio pulled strong
also. — Loew's Stanley Theatre, Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Billed as Dove's first talking picture. Audience appeal : for adults .principally.— Palace
Theatre, Frank A. Hines, Mgr., Cleveland, O.

Fall Of Eve, The (Col.)

Was played up as Dove's first talkie. The
picture especially appeals to the ladies. A well
dressed feature. — Des Moines Theatre, Lionel
Wasson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Embassv Theatre (596), 7 days, $1-$1.50. Two shows daily,
three Sat. and Sun. Columbia-Victor Sound
shorts, and Screen Snap .Shots with sound and
week).
talk. Weather: hot. Rating, 61 2/5% (2ud

Circumstantial Evidence
(Chesterfield)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,500), 6 days, 20c-55c, Pathe News, Bert
in "The Love Pirate," with
Smith Players
chorus
and vaudeville acts, Aesop Fable,
"Caught in a Taxi" (Pathe). Weather, rainy
and hot to clear and cool.
Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS— Exploit this with the words:
Suspense— thrills— mystery— with Helen Foster
and Alice Lake. A drama proving that things
are not always what they seem. Audience
appeal : fine for all classes. — Hippodrome Theatre, Nat Keene, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Close

Harmony

(Par.)

OTTAWA,

ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
News, "Cricus Time."
days, lSc-35c,
3Weather,
clear andFoxcool. Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS— What to emphasize: A story of
musical stage life; hear Carroll and Rogers
sing; hear Rogers 'play half a dozen different
instruments. Not a great feature but it goes
well if played prior to Broadway Melody.
Audience appeal : old and young, all classes. —
Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Cocoanuts

(Par.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rialto Theatre
(1,960), 7 days, 35c-65c-75c-85c-?;i. Paramount
News and Paramount Sound Shorts. Percentage for last three days of five week run. Weather: hot. Rating, 65 4/5% (5th week).
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre
(2,200), 7 days, 15c-50c, Raymond Hatton in
"Dear Vivian," short talkie. Weather, warm.
Rating, 125%>.
AD TIPS — Here's a positive wow! Bill
comedy antics of four Marx brothers and sex
appeal of Eaton and Shaw. Everyone from infant to octogenarian will get a kick out of this
scream. It is well to use cuts of all featured
players in artistic lay-out and stress the fact
that this is a musical comedy in celluloid. Patrons will advertise this one after you've started
the ball rolling. — Strand Theatre, Ed Reid,
Mgr., Providence, R. I.

Dangerous Woman,

A (Par.)

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,700), 65c, Vaudeville, Movietone News,
Fashion News, Fox Silent Film. Weather,
very warm.
Rating, 140%.
AD TIPS — Play up this picture as the greatest modern love drama with Baclanova, Brook
and Hamilton. — Hippodrome Theatre, George
Mason, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Desert Song,

The

(W.B.)

KANSAS
CITY. MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 10c-25c-60c, Vitaphone Presentation, Selected News. Weather, rainy. Rating,
90%
(second week).
AD TIPS — Fact that the picture was such
an atraction it had to be held over a second
week was played up in newspaiper advertising,
along with the line, "The world's greatest romance of the talking, singing, living screen."
Audience appeal : all classes. — Royal Theatre,
C. S. P. Coppock, Mgr., Kansas City. Mo.

Four Devils, The (Fox)
Charles Bkkjord, whom Cecil B. DeMille
selected for the rugged masculine role of the
miner in "Dynamite,' 'a new M-G-M all-talkie

Divine Lady, The

(F.IS.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial (965),
7 days, 25c-35c, Fox Movietone Comedy "Four
Married Men," Fox News Weekly, Topics.
Weather, hot. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— Played historical end and Vitaphone ; also cast. Audience appeal : adults. —
Fox Colonial. Dong. Kimberlev, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.

Divorce Made Easy (Par.)
DES MOINES, lA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100) , 20c-30c, 3 days, Educ. Comedy,
"Helter Skelter," Paramount News, Educ.
Novelty,
"Fighting
and
hot. Rating,
90%.Orphans." Weather, rain
ATLANTA, GA.— Keith's Georgia, Clark
and McCullough (Fox Movietone), Fox
Movietone News.
(Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — The talking part was played up
in this feature and also the name of MacLean
is a draw. — Strand Theatre, George Watson,
Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Drag

(F.N.)

NEW
(1,360),
Sat. and
Rating,

YORK CITY, N. Y.— Warner Theatre
7 days, $l-$2. Two shows daily, three
Sun. Vitaphone shorts. Weather: hot.
95 3/5%
(2nd week).

Eternal Love

(U.A.)

COLUMBIUS, O.— Loew's Ohio Theatre
(4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News,
Loew-Publix Stage Unit, Orchestra, and Organ
Presentation.
Rating, 85%.
CLEVELAND, O.— Allen Theatre (3,300),
7 days, 30c 60c, Shorts, "Berth Mark" (M-GM), "Hen Fruit" (Universal Oswald cartoon).
Fox Movietone News, Fox Movietone Acts.
Rating, 75%.
AD

TIPS — Advertised Barrymore. Audience

appeal atre,
: women
especially.
— Loew's
Ohio O.TheEdw. Melniker,
Mgr.,
Columbus,
Bill boarded this as a big Barrymore production. Audience appeal : for Barrymore fans
and those who are easily convinced, of all ages.
—Allen Theatre, W. E. Burton, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.

Evangeline

(U.A.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days. 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Paramount News, Metro Movietone
Revue, Dolores Del Rio in person. Weather,
rainy and hot to clear and cool. Rating, 129%.
AD TIPS— Use big photo of the head of
l^el Rio as the entire advertisement with the
reading announcement just under the chin in
a box.
Say : Edwin Carewe presents in Person

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Roxy Theatre
(6,205), 7 days, 50c-75c-§l-$1.50. Fox Movietone News, Second week of special summer entertainment program which proved a flop. H.id
Lou Holtz as master of ceremonies and stage
revue. Holtz no longer there. Weather : hot.
Rating, 91%
(2nd week).
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-$1.00-$1.50, Elinors Orchestra, Skeleton Dance musical cartoon, Conan
week
Doyle.) . Alovietone News. Rating, 100% (3rd

Four Feathers (Par.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Criterion Theatre (861), 7 days, $l-$2. Two shows daily, three
Sat. and Sun. Paramount Talking shorts ; comedy Jsong cartoon. Weather : hot. Rating,
113 9/10% (3rd week).

Fox Movietone Follies Of 1929
(Fox)
COLUMBUS, O.— Neth's Grand (1,200), 7
days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, "Naughty
Wink Contest," featuring local girls in sound
picture. Rating, 160%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 Acts Vaudeville
(Jimmie Rodgers, headliner). Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 175^0.
AD TIPS — Advertised as first big sound
revue, cast of 200, played up such stars as
Fetchit, Carol, etc. Audience appeal : all ages
all classes, adults especially. — Grand Theatre,
Columbus, O.

I

This was program which opened new Majestic Theatre in San Antonio recently, and
combines talent of screen and stage. We billed
the Follies as an "all-talking, all-singing, alldancing hit" with 200 entertainers all under 20.
Played up Carol particularly, but the elaborate
revue as a whole. Ran special ads calling attention to the new character of the picture, stating
nothing like it had been seen in Houston before. Appeal is to young and old. and every
class. — Majestic
Theatre,. Houston.

From Headquarters

(W.B.)

SEATTLE, WASH. — Orpheum Theatre
(2,500), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-75c, Pathe Sound
News, Sound Fables, 6 Acts Vaudeville.
Weather, fair. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— Feature star and story of U. S.
Marines. Tell them it's one of the best Blue
lilms in some time. Audience appeal : general.
— Orpheum Theatre, Wm. Hartung, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.

Gentlemen

Of

The Press

(Par.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Ritz Theatre
(1,146), 6 days, 25c-35c, One Vitajphone Act,
Comedy, Pathe Sound News. Weather, fair
and moderate.
Rating, 90%.
OMAHA. NEB.— Rialto Theatre (2,247), 7
days,
Club" 70%.
(Par.). Pathe
News. 2Sc-S0c.
Weather, "Night
fair. Rating.

^1
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Gentlemen

Of The Press^-Cont.

AD

TIPS — Here was a picture that I characterized as the play that was the talk of
Broadway, and in pictures even greater as a
smashing talkie success. Audience appeal : all
classes.- — Mark Ritz Theatre, Charles Smakwitz, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
Used hot news flashes supplied regularly by
World -Herald on bulletin board in front of
theatre. Passed out five thousand complimentary papers with note calling attention to
film and theatre. Audience appeal : general. —
Rialto Theatre, John D. Howard, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Godless Girl, The (Pathe)
DES MOINES, IOWA— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 20c-30c, 4 days. Universal Collegians
Comedy, Pathe Sound News. Weather, warm.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Title is the startling thing about
this picture, which seemed to draw a general
type of audience. The picture did fairly well
against a weather handicap. — Strand Theatre,
George Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Hardhoiled Rose

(W.B.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Warners' Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 5 days beginning Saturday previous, lSc-50c, Kinograms, "Meet the
Family," Bobby Folsum in "Typical Types,''
The Blue Ridgers with Cordelia Rayberry
('Vitaphone
Weather,
to
clear and talkies).
cool.
Rating,
80%. rainy and hot
AD TIPS — Mystery, adventure, excitement.
How much should a girl risk — to shield the
man she loves? See and hear with Loy, Collier,
Jr., Miljan and Brockwell. With Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Audience appeal : general, pleased many. — Warners' Metropolitan
Theatre, C. S. Langue, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

High Voltage

(Pathe)

^HOUSTON, TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654),
25c-50c, 7 days, 4 Vaudeville Acts, Movietone
News.
Weather, hot. RaHng, 90%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbett's Oriental
Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c,
Frazier Players 3 days, Pathe News, Glen
Shelley at Organ, Aesop Fables in sound,
'"Mind Your Business." Weather, hot summer
weather.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Boyd has little following here,
so we called attention to the love story — "two
lovers against the world," snowbound far away
from civilization. Also the talking angle, and
Boyd's speaking voice. Picture is well liked,
especially by young people. — Kirby Theatre,
Houston, Te.x.

His Captive Woman

(F.l\.)

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 2Sc-60c, Kenneth Harlan and RKO
Bill. Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912). 7 days, 2Sc-60c, Fox News,
Fanchon & Marco's "Oddities" including Rubie
Blake and Broadway Jones, 12 Sunkist Beauties playing xylophones, Ali Hassen troupe
acrobats. Weather, hot summer weather.
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Carried names of Sills and
Mackaill, stars of "The Barker," in newspaper
adds. Audience appeal — general. — Orpheuiv
Theatre, R. W. Thayer, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
With special exploitation palms and singing
Hawaiians in theatre lobby made general appeal in warm weather. Played up leads — Sills
and Mackaill.— Fox Broadway, Floyd Maxwell,
Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Idle Rich,

The

(M-G-M)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 25c-75c, Fanchon and Marco's
Presentation, "Idea of Beauty," Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.

Idle Rich, The — Cont.

Man's

AD TIPS — Play up Love and Nagel, feature
picture as an all talking drama. Audience appeal : the usual patrons. — ^Wisconsin Theatre,
W. O. James, Mgr., Milwaukee,
Wis.

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,900), 65c, Vaudeville, Vitaphone Acts, Paramount News, Comedy, Fox Movietone News.
\\'eather, warm.
Rating, 140%.
AD TIPS — Picture played up as "the inside
of Hollywood without a Kleig light." Haines
and Dimn featured in newspaper advertising as

In Old Arizona

(Fox)

TROY, N. Y.— Lincoln Theatre (1,000), 7
days , 25c-35c, 1 Yitaphone, M-G-M News.
Weather,
fair and cool. Rating, 88%.
AD TIPS— Put over as a lOO per cent
worth-while entertainment with scenes taken
amid the desert's splendor and wastes. Audience appeal, all classes. — Lincoln Theatre, Louis
Saperstein, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.

Jazz Age (RKO)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c-60c. 5 Acts of Vaudeville, Pathe News. Weather, rainy. Rating,
AD TIPS — A young man in an evening dress
suit, one leg cocked high in the air and a trapdrum on his knee was used in a newspaper
90%.- along with the line, "Youth rules the
sketch,
world today." Audience appeal : all classes,
especially younger generation. — Pantages Theatre, Louis Charnincky, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Linda

(States Rights)

DALLAS, TEXAS— Majestic Theatre
(2,680), 7_days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville, Movietone News, Aesops Fables. Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Exploit Baxter as big draw of
this picture. In copy state that he is the hero
of "In Old Arizona" and "Through Different
Eyes." Play up Beery and Foster and bill as a
romance of the backwoods. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Majestic Theatre, Sid Henry,
Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Madume

X (M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News. Rating,
125%
(1st week).

Man I Love, The

(Par)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Proctor's Grand Theatre
(1,800), 3 days, 25c-75c, Vaudeville Units.
Weather, fair and moderate.
Rating, 90%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre (3,595), Paramount Orchestra, Milton
Charles organ concert, "Dear Teacher" sound
revue,
Marionettes," Paramount News.
Rating, "Singing
88%.
AD TIPS — -Impressed the people that this
was a 100 per cent talkie featuring Arlen and
Brian. Audience appeal : all classes. — Proctor's
Grand, Joseph Wallace,
Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

Man's Man, A (M-G-M)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone
Acts,
105%. Selected News. Weather, rainy. Rating,
ALBANY, N. Y.— Leland Theatre (1,400),
6 days, 25c-35c, Walt Rosener's Capitolians,
Clark and McCullough in "The Belle of
Samoa," Fox Alovietone News. Weather, fair
and moderate.
Rating, 94%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— Loew's Warfield Theatre (2,671), 7 days, 35c-65c, Comedy,
Fox Movietone and M-G-M News, Fanchon and
Marco Special (last week act with very young
children and O'Neill .Sisters). Weather, extreme
heat, which injured business.
Rating, 100%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,
Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco
"Wheels" Idea. Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
ATLANTA, GA.— Loew's Capitol, Fox
Movietone News, George Dewey Washington
(M-G-M Movietone). Weather, rain all week.
Rating, 75 7o.

Man,

A — Cont.

the stars. Audience appeal ; all classes. — Loew's
.Midland, H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City,
Mo.
In newspaper_ advertising characterized this
picture with Haines starring as stage hit which
everyone had raved about and which was the
finest and most moving romance of the yearAudience appeal, all classes. — Leland Theatre,
.\lec Sayles, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
In spite of heat business good. Haines very
popular so it was found best to play him up as
star, not so much as the 'picture. Audience appeal : all classes, especially the children because
of presentation act. — Loew's Warfield Theatre,
Dick Spier, Mgr., San Francisco, Calif.
Play up Haines' name, and don't bother
much about anything else. The star will get
them, and he's about the whole picture. Audience appeal : all types. — Fox Fifth Avenue Theatre. James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Haines is a good name to exploit. Play up
thrills of Hollywood. — Hippodrome Theatre,
George Mason, Mgr., Buft'alo, N. Y.

Matvas

(State Rights)

SEATTLE, WASH. — Coliseum Theatre
(1.650), 7 days, 25c, Metro Movietone Acts,
Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair. Rating,
80%.
AD

TIPS — Exiploited as another big jungle

him ; listed as successor to "Simba" in interest
and appeal. Audience appeal : general. — Coliseum Theatre, West Coast Theatres, Seattle,
Wash.

M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,023), 75c-$1.00-$1.50, Symphony
Orchestra, "Curiosities." Movietone News.
Rating, 200%
(2nd week).

Mother's Boy

(Pathe)

HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 Acts Vaudeville,
Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Picking Downey's reputation as
a Broadway tenor and the theme songs as the
best bets, we stressed these points in all advertising. Appeal is to young people particularly.— Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Texas.

JSetc Year's Eve (Fox)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Clinton Square Theatre
(800). 6 days, 25c-35c, Paramount News.
Weather, fair and moderate. Rating, 75%
(Double Feature).
PORTL.\ND, ORE.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(657), 25c-35c, 7 days. Fox Movietone News,
Vitaphone
.A.cts. Weather, hot summer weather.
Rating, 80%.
Played story penniless young woman on New
Year's Eve. Featuring Astor. — Blue Mouse
Theatre, Francis Johnson, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
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Noah's Ark

Motion
Rainbow

(W.B.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Strand Theatre
(2,000), 6 days, 25c-50c, Sound Cartoon,
Mickey Mouse, Fox Alovietone News. Weather, fair and moderate.
Rating, 91%.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.— Garden Theatre
(L200), 25c-50c, Comedy, Movietone News.
Weather,
fair. Rating, 95%
(Second Week).
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c, Vitaphone Two Reel Acts,
Comedy and Fox Movietone News. Weather,
very warm.
Rating, 165% (Second Week).
TROY, N. Y.— Troy Theatre (2,000), 7
days, 25c-40c, Sound Cartoon "Mickey
Mouse," Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair
and cooler. Rating, 92%.

TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse (601), 7
days, 25c-7Sc, Vitaphone Act and Movietone
News.
Weather,
hot. Rating, 140%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre
<950), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-75c, Fox Movietone
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 140%
SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIF.-Embassy
Theatre (1,200), 35c-7Sc, 7 days, Vitaphone
Shorts. 'Weather, very warm. Rating, 100%
(Second Week).
LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
Shorts.
Rating, 125%, (1st week).
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c, Vitaphone Acts. Movietone
News, Comedy, and Fox Silent News Reel
Weather, warm. Rating, 150% (2nd week).
^ PORTLA
ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 50c,ND,
Fox News. Weather, hot summer
weather.
Rating, 100%.

AD

TIPS— Advertised as Vitaphone's extreme achievement, an idea that proved very
pqpular all over. Audience anpeal : all ages and
classes.— Embassy Theatre, San Francisco.
Exploited as spectacular production with
Costello as star. The title of the picture was
played up. Audience api>eal : all classes especchurchMihvauk
people.
— Garden
Brin, ially
Mgr.,
te,
Wis. Theatre." L K
Gave out thousands of cards asking people
If they knew that Costello in "Noah's Ark" was
playing at the theatre, and furthermore that
the theatre was always cool and comfortable
, Audience a;pipeal, all classes.— Troy Theatre
Benjamin Stern, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.
^^ Feature title and cast, exploit as picture
made to top any picture ever made," let audience interest carry Inisiness for a while. Audience appeal: all clas.ses.— Music Box Theatre
Bob Murray, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
_ Exploited as the spectacle of the ages, comiJo^/iA*" ^^^ theatre from its record breaking
?2.00 New York and Chicago run. Also featured that the stars were Costello and O'Brien
Audience appeal: all classes.— Mark Strand
Theatre, Frank
Farley, Mgr., Albany,
N. Y.
Played up as not being a biblical story but
pretentious; cost; cast; also played it as Warner's greatest. Audience appeal : not general —
Blue Mouse Theatre, Bed
Edris, Mgr., Tacoma. Wash.

On Trial

(W.B.)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO-B. F. Keith's Theatre (2,596), 6 days, 15c 60c, 5 Vaudeville'
Acts, Orchestra
Overture,
"Ask Dad," Pathe
News Weekly.
Weather, clear and cool. Rating, 75%.

Man, The (Par.)

MILWAUKEE,

Wis.— Alhambra

Shakedown,
Theatre

(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Collegian" Comedy,
Int'l News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre
(3,100), 65c, Paramount News, Fox Movietone and Silent News, Fashion News, Comedy
and Vaudeville. Weather, v.ry warm. Rating,
150%..
OMAHA,
NEB.— Paramount Theatre
(2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Vitaphone Shorts,
"Three o'Clock in the Morning." "Mirth and
Melody," Fox and Paramount News, Overture.
VYeather, fair. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Feature Dowling, the star of
"Sally, Irene and Mary" and "Honeymoon
Lane." Exploit the songs and music of the
picture. .\udience appeal : all classes. — Alhambra Theatre, Harry Wren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Exploit Dowling at his best, singing and
talking. Audience appeal : for all ages — Buffalo
Theatrv, Vincent P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Emphasized Dowling's popularity as a
Broadway star and advertised it as the first
jazzless talkie. Audience app-al : generally
pleasing. — Paramount Theatre, Raymond Jones,
Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Road To Ruin

(States Rights)

ATLANTA, GA.— Rialto Theatre, Vitaphone Act, Pathe Sound News, Pathe Fables.
Weather, rain all week. Rating, 200%.

Children

(F.JS.)

B A L T I M O R E, MD.— Rivoli Theatre
(1,981), 6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News,
Raymond McKee in "Cold Shivers" (Educ),
Mack and Purdy in "An Everyday Occurrence."
Cecelia (Cissy) Loftus in "Famous Impersonations" (Vitaphone talkies). Weather, rainy
and hot to clear and cool.
Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS— Exploit this as Griffith in her
first Vitaphone First National talking picture.
Tells all about the high cost of loving. Shows
in unforgettable drama the saner side of flaming youth. From the famous stage play by
Anderson with Withers, Conti and Tell. Directed by La Cava. Audience appeal : big
pulling power for all classes with its natural
and sympathetic handling of an everyday, realistic subject. The humor drama went over big.
—Rivoli Theatre. Frank Price. Jr.. Mgr., Baltimore, Md,

Scandal
OMAHA,

(U)
NEB.— World Theatre (2,500), 7

She Goes To War (U.A.)
LOS

ANGELES,

CAL.— United

Artists

Theatre
Organ Rating,
Concert, 115%.
"Jed's Vacation" (2.100),
(Christie talker.)

Show

Boat

(U )

BALTIAIORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, Van and Schenck (M-G-M talkie).
After week at Loew's Stanley and week at
Loew's Valencia. Weather, rainy and hot to
clear and cool.
Rating, 108%.

Spite Marriage (M-G-M)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Clinton Square Theatre
(800), 6 days, 25c-35c, Paramount News.
Weather, fair and cool. Rating, 75% (Double
Feature).

Sin Sister, The (Fox)
BALTIMORE,
MD.— Keith's Theatre
(3.016), 6 days, 35c-65c, Universal, Int'l and
Fox Movietone News, Six acts of RKO vaudeville headed by Joe Termini and Jay Dillon
and Betty Parker, Collegians' comedy (U).
Weather,
rainy and hot to clear and cool.
Rating, 75%.
TIPS — Emphasize that it is for those

who enjoy pictures of the calibre of "Street
Angel." Featuring Carroll, Gray and Dunn.
Presented on the Movietone. Audience appeal :
fine appeal for all who like strong drama of
the frozen north with plenty of sex appeal and
a strong climax. — Keith's Theatre, J. Lawrence
Schanberger,
Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

Squall,

The

(F.IS.)

DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400),
7 days, 20c-25c-35c. Charlie Chase Sound
Comedy, Vitaphone Acts. Hope Hampton &
Co., in "A Cycle of Songs," Hollingsworth
and Crawford in Comedy Playlet, Pathe Pictorial News. 'Weather,
fair. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Exploit plot and atmosphere of
the picture, and also that it is 100%) talkingsinging. Play up Joyce and Loy. Describe the
picture as : Charming, irresistable, a Gypsy
gale of passion, a human hurricane, taking love
where she will, from father, from son, stealing happiness, leaving broken hearts. Audience appeal ; adult patronage. — Old Mill Theatre, Al R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Student Of Prague (Aff.
European)

AD TIPS — Played up women's angle, along
with LaPlante, star of "Show Boat," and
Roles' voice. Audience appeal ; women especially.—World Theatre, Ralph Goldberg, Mgr..
Omaha, Neli.

B.VLTIMORE. MD.— Little Theatre (267).
6 days. 35c-50c. Paramount News, Old Harold
Lloyd comedy, "Andean Byways" (Visuagraph
scenic).
Weather,
cool.
Rating,
70%. rainv and hot to clear and

Scarlet Lady, The

AD TIPS— Use the line One Week Only!
i'".xploit Kraus and Veidt in startingly weird
motion picture masterpiece. Greater than
"Caligari." .\ beautiful story from an old
Continental legendj — modcijn in tone — fascinating in atmosphere. Audience appeal : wide
apjK'al to those educated persons who like a
strong symbolical drama well acted and directed.
Little Theatre.
Clyde V. McKay. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

(Col.)

AD TIPS— Featured this as 100% talking
with a 100% cast, as it has plenty of "names,"
such as Frederick, Lytell, Wilson, Breese, Arthur, and others. Announced the first local
apiiearance of several in a "talkie." Did not
play up the courtroom angle because there have
been several such features. Audience appeal :
all above public school age. — B. F. Keith's, J,
M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

On With The Show

Shakedown,

(W.B.)

The — Cont.

days, 25c-60c, F. & M. "Cottage Small" Idea,
"The Belle of Samoa" (Fox), "Wicked West"
(U.) Weather, fair. Rating, 96%.

DALLAS, TEX.— Capitol Theatre (1,044),
7 days, 15c-25c, Comedy, 2 Vitaphone Acts.
Pictorial News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— Exploit De Putti and Alvarado.
Copy used : Symphony of Russian emotion —
red days — flaming nights — an epic of romance
and passion set against a colorful background.
Screen spectacle of Russia in the days just
previous to and following the revolution. Audience appeal : all classes. — Capitol Theatre, Ray
j. Stinnett, Mgr., Dallas. Texas.

XI'.W YORK, CITY, N. Y.-Wintcr Garden
(1,492), 7 days, $l-$2. Two shows daily, three
Sat. and Sun. All Technicolor feature. Weather: hot. Rating, 43%- (5th week).

N eiv s

AD TIPS — Exploit in your show windows
and lobby with the name of the stars — Murray
and Kent. — Lafayette Theatre, William Raynor, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

AD

Saturday's

Picture

The

(U.)

BL'FFALO, N. Y.— Lafayette Theatre
(2,700), 65c, Int. News, Fox Movietone News
and Comedy, Vaudeville. Weather, very warm.
Rating, 140%.

Studio Murder Mystery (Par.)
PR0VID1-:NCE, R. L— Majestic Theatre
(2,400),
days,short.
I5c-50c,
Clark90%.
and McCullough in 7talkie
Rating,
B.\TIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre
(3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone News,
and M-G-M News, Loew's-Publix unit "Theme
of Love," headed by Teddy Joyce, "Cut Ups"

i
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Studio Murder Mystery^— Cont.

Thunderbolt — Cont.

Trial Of Mary Dugan (M-G-M)

(U), "Lumber Jack" (Oswald cartoon), "Princess of Destiny" (Technicolor Great Events
series), Organ. Orchestra. Weather, rainy and
hot to clear and cool.
Rating, 93%.
AD TIPS — A beautiful movie star is murdered amid the glitter and tinsel of Hollywood.
Who is the murderer? Intrigue of movie mecca must be played up big as this is the unusual
feature. Good entertainment that should please
all patrons from 15 up the scale. — Majestic
Theatre, Sol Baunig, Mgr., Providence, R. I.
Emphasize that it is an all talking, thrilling
screen play and ask the question ; "Who killed
the see
Hollywood
Tellloves
them:
You screen
hear
and
the insidestar?"
livfs and
of the

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre
(1,600), 7 days, 15c-50c, George Le Maire in
Comedy
Short (Pathe).
Rating, 85%.
PORTLAND, ORE. — Portland Theatre
(3,068), 7 days, 25c-60c. Paramount News,
Eddie Peabody on Living Screen, Stanleigh
Malotte at organ. Weather, hot summer
weather.
Rating, 85%.

NEW YORK CITY, N,.Y.— Capitol Theatre
(4,620), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c-$l-$1.50. Arthur
Knorr stage production "Blossoms," Dave
Schooler and Stage Band. AI-(j-M, Paramount
and Fox Movietone News. Weather: hot. Picture held over for second week. Rating, 109%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto (1,J50),
7 days, 10c-35c-50c-75c, Fox Movietone Comedy, "Steamboat Willie," Sound Cartoon,
Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS — Played star, stage story, title and
cast. Audience appeal ; adults. — Fox Rialto,
Doug
Kimberley,
Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

stars. Baffling ! A Paramount picture. An
all star cast. Baring the murder and scandal
that rocked the film world. Audience appeal ;
to all, young and old alike. Splendid mystery
element that grips them from start to finish. —
Loew's Century Theatre, Charles Raymond,
Gen. Wgr., Baltimore, Md.

Syncopation

(Radio)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, "Hardboiled Hampton," Fox Movietone Xews. \W-ather, fair.
Rating, 907c.
AD TIPS — Feature as big syncopated musical film with outstanding music and stage stars,
pep, jazz, etc. Play up Waring's Pennsylvanians. Audience appeal : all classes. — Fox
Theatre, Lou Golden, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

This Is Heaven (U.A.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3.800), 7 days, 15c-50c, Keller Sisters on
Movietone.
Rating, 95%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days, 25c-60c, "Confession"
(M-G-M). (Dispensed with organist.)
Weather, 75%
(2nd week).
Banky's
voice of
heard
forADfirstTIPS—
time ^-Beautiful
in a Cinderella
romance
an
immigrant girl. Herald beauty of star and
love element. Pulchritude of Miss Banky fits
in nicely with ad cuts and lay-out material.
Audience appeal : adults who like sentimental
cinema. — Loew's State Theatre. E. J!. McCarthy, Mgr., Providence, R. I.
Light and highly entertaining story of Hungarian emigrant girl. Featured Banky and
supporting cast. Appeal warranted second
week. — United Artists Theatre, J. J. Parker,
MgT., Portland, Ore.

Thunderbolt

(Par.)

COLUMBUS, O.— RKO Palace (3,200), 7
1 days, 25c-50c, Broadway Xight Club Revue,
Orchestra Presentation.
Rating, 100%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rivoli Theatre
(2.2m), 7 days, 35c-65c-75c-85c-|;i. Paramount
News and Paramount Sound Shorts. .Smashing
Rivoli record gives Bancroft record at both this
and the Rialto this year. Weather : hot. Rating, 195 1/5% (2nd week).
DALLAS, TEX.— Greater Palace Theatre
(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix Presentation "Varieties of 1929," Organ Feature, "A
Rain Fantasy," Paramount Cartoon Comedy,
ParauKjunt News. Weather, fair. Rating,
110%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre
I (2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix Unit, ParaI mount News, Organ, Orchestra. Weather, hot.
Rating, 115%o.
DES MOINES, lA.— Paramount Theatre
(1.700), 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Tiffany Color Reel.
Lupino Lane Comedy, "Ship Mates" (Educ),
2 Vitaphone Acts, "The 99th Amendment" and
"The Montrealers," Presentation for "Sleepy
X'alley." Weather, rain and hot. Rating,
100%.
ATLANTA, GA.— Howard Theatre, Lillian
Roth (Paramount Sound), Paramount News,
Screen Song. Weather, rain all week. Rating,
75%.

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,100),
65c, Vaudeville, Movietone News, Comedy,
Pathe News.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 160%.
AD TIPS— Exploit Bancroft big. Also play
up Arlen and Wray. Bill picture as outstanding talking sensation of the season. Copy used:
Dramatic dynamite — drama more powerful
than your imagination can grasp — romance
more enthralling than words can describe.
Audience appeal : adult patronage. — Greater
Palace Theatre, Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr.,
Dallas, Te.xas.
Advertise Bancroft as a talking star, in
smashing underworld story. Audience appeal :
all ages, all classes. — Palace Theatre, Burns
O'Sullivan, Mgr., Columbus, O.
Flay up Bancroft as the highlight of the cicture, stressing underworld angle of the story
and rtcalling "Underworld." Fay Wray helps,
as does Arlen, but Bancroft in virile, he-man
role, is the big draw. Audience appeal : all
classes, especially young people and adults. —
Metropolitan Theatre. Houston, Tex.
Play up the "Wolf of Wall Street" in a
startling drama of the underworld. Don't forget presence of Arlen and Wray in cast for
those who like youth. Audience appeal : all
classes of adults. — Victory Theatre. Matt
Reilly. Mgr., Providence, R. I.
Play up Bancroft in mighty picture. Even
better
"The Vincent
Wolf of
Street."—
Buffalo than
Theatre,
P. 'Wall
MacFaul,
Mgr.,

Two Weeks Off (F.N,)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Strand Theatre
(2,900), 7 days, 35c-S0c-75c. Pathe Sound
News. Tiffany Color Symphony "Songs of
Spain,"
Vitaphone Shorts. Weather : hot. Rating, 82 1/10%,.
OTTAWA,

ONT.— Centre Theatre

(1,200),

6Weather,
days, 25cclear
60c, and
"The cool.
NightRating,
Club," 65%.
Fox News.
AD TIPS — A summery feature, with vacation, amusement park and romantic angles — a
story of a plumtfer who finally wins out in love.
Mackaill and Mulhall were called the best love
team on the screen. An appropriate picture for
the dog days. Audience appeal : from high
school age up. — Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Village Of Sin (Amkino)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Cameo Theatre
(549). 7 days, 50c-75c. Pathe Sound News, Cartoon comedv. Weather : hot. Second Week.
Rating, 86 3/10%
(5th week).

Buffalo, N. Y.

Tide Of Empire (M-G-M)
MILW.AUKEE, WLS— Merrill Theatre
(1,167),
25c- fair.
50c, Rating,
"Sound 75%.
Your A,"
Fox
News. 7 days,
Weather,
AD TIPS — An adventure story of the far
west, played up as a romantic adventure, not as
a story of the west, based on the story by
Kyne. Name of the author was emphasized.
Audience appeal : general appeal. — Merrill
Theatre.
William 1'".. Mick. Mgr., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Time, The Place And The Girl
(W.B.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-40c-50c, Movietone Presentation, selected news. Weather, rainv. Rating, 95%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500). 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy, M-G-M
News.
Weather,
fair. Rating, 90%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-75c, Vitaphone
.Acts, Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 90%.
AD

TIPS — In between halftone cuts of

Compson and Withers the line, "You're just the
girl I've been looking for — that's what Collegiate Jim Crane, football star, said when
he met the girl of his dreams — women were
his weakness, football was his craze, then he
found — ," was used in making a good newspaper layout. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Play up fact that this picture is based on the
old musical comedy; this will appeal to the
folks who remember the play. Also emphasize
the fact that the story is a college play with
good music and a modern theme. This brings
in the young folks. Audience appeal : all types
of adult patronage. — Majestic Theatre, Herb.
Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Play up title and names in cast ; picture
doesn't warrant exceptional exploitation from
other angles. Audience appeal : general. — Blue
Mouse Theatre, John Hamrick, Seattle, Wash.

Weary River (F.N.)
OTTAWA,

ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),

3News.
days,Weather,
15c-35c,clear
"Liberty,"
Movietone
and cool.FoxRating,
80%.
AD TIPS — This is a feature that lends itself
to special exploitation in a tie-up with music
and radio firms. It has plenty of human interest, thrills, pathos and bright lights, with
Barthelmess doing some real acting. Audience
appeal : all ages and all classes. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Wheel Of Life The (Par.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Paramount
Theatre (3,666), 7 days, 40c-65c-75c-85c-$l.
Paramount News, Mack Sennett comedy "The
Big Palooka," Paul Ash and stage band, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Crawford at organ, Publix Unit
"Honeymoon
Cruise." Weather : hot. Rating,
90
4/5 7r.
CLEVELAND,

O.— State

Theatre

(3,400),

7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, "Mme. Q." (M-G-M),
"Five Minutes from the Station" (State
Rights),
ParamountWeather,
News, "Pearls
Bagdad"
(Publix Revue).
hot firstofhalf,
cool
last half. Rating, 80%.
COLUMBlUS, O.— Loew's Broad Theatre
(3,000), 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News. Our
Gang (iomedy.
Rating, 75%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. — Granada
Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 35c to 65c, Fox
Movietone, Pictures .A.ll-talkie, Comedy, Talkie,
"Post
Weather, extremely hot.
Rating, Mortem."
75%.
AD TIPS— Dix's fine talking ability stressed
in all ads. Audience appeal : all. — State Theatre, Sanford Farkas, Mgr., Cleveland,
O.
Dix is a sure fire drawing card; Ralston first
talkie also played, with strong supporting cast.
— Broad Theatre, Columbus, O.
Exploited
as "madyoung
love."
She'sHordes
another's
wife
— he a dashing
officer.
of
wild tribesmen seeking their lives," etc. Audience appeal : common classes and youth. —
Granada Theatre, Smith, Mgr., San Francisco,
Calif.
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Sound And Projection
Conducted By James R.
Oscillation
(Continued from last week)

ION, the feeding back of
REGENERAT
energy from the output to the input
of the same tube, greatly increases
the signal strength. It adds power to the
input of the tube and greatly increases the
signal voltage. The power added to the
input side overcomes more and more of the
resistance in the grid circuit. It is possible to feed enough of the output power
back into the input, or grid side, to more
than overcome all of the resistance in the
grid circuit. We have than passed the
point of maximum regeneration and have
reached the point of oscillation.
Until oscillation is reached, or as long as
we have regeneration only, the grid circuit
is absorbing power because of its resistance.
But when the point of oscillation is reached
we are furnishing more power to the grid
circuit than it absorbs and this circuit then
has an excess of power. This excess of
power is amplified in the tube and increases
the plate current. This increased plate current feeds back to the grid circuit and there
is a still greater increase all over again.
Regeneration gi-eatly increases the signal
strength, but used in moderation it does not
cause distortion. When the circuit starts
to oscillate it may be impossible to hear the
music or speech or, if they can be heard,
they are badly distorted. Regeneration is
desirable but free oscillation must be
avoided. The distinction between regeneration and free oscillation should be kept
clearly in mind.
The tendency to oscillate increases as the
frequency increases or as the wavelength
decreases, other things remaining the same.
This is also true of regeneration. A receiver may deliver very weak signals from
high wavelength stations, which are of low ,
frequency. The same receiver may be
very satisfactory at medium frequencies
and wavelengths and may be almost impossible to control or prevent from howling
at low wavelengths and high frequencies.

Oscillation Tendencies
We may have oscillation with radio frequency amplifier tubes, with detector tubes
or with audio freijuency amplifier tubes.
In a receiver which includes all three kinds
of tubes the greatest tendency to oscillate
is found in the second radio frequency tube
of the third radio frecjuency tube if a third
one is used. The next greatest tendency
toward oscillation is found in the detector
tube. The tubes in the audio ami)lifier
have the least tendency to oscillate.
As a general rule the tendency toward
oscillation is increased by low resistance,

Cameron

that is, by good design in the grid circuit.
It is also increased by using large turning
coils with small condensers, although this
is good practice. The tendency to oscillate
is generally increased by close coupling in
radio frequency transformers because the
close coupling allows a greater transfer of
power and increased signal voltage in the
grid circuit to begin with. Loose coupling
of the antenna circuit increases the oscillation tendency because the loose coupling removes some of the load from the grid circuit of the first coupled tube, or reduces the
loss of energy from the coupled circuit into
the antenna. Tube filaments lighted at
normal brilliancy further increase the likelihood of oscillation.

Plate

Voltage

Increase

The tendency to oscillate is increased by
increase of plate voltage. The higher the
voltage the more easily will the circuit oscillate. Oscillation is increased by connecting
two or more radio frequency or audio frequencj^ stages to the same B battery or
power unit.
Of course, this is the common practice.
The reason for this increased oscillation is
that the resistance of the common power
supply forms a resistance coupling between
the stages and there is a feedback of energy
through this resistance coupling.
The converse of all of the above causes
of increased oscillation will naturally reduce oscillation.
Oscillation may be controlled by four
principal methods. First we may eliminate
couplings through which energy can feed
back from the output to the input circuits.
These couplings may be inductive, such as
the coupling between the coils. They may
be capacitive, as in the coupling between
nearby wires, coils or other parts which are
at different voltages. The couplings may
also be through resistance such as that of
batteries or power units connected to more
than one stage.
A second method of control balances the
feedback with a second feedback whose
effect is the opposite to that of the first one.
Such methods are used in all bridge circuits.
In these circuits we allow the undesired
feedback to take place but add another
feedback which sends energy into the grid
circuit in the opposite direction and in the
same amount as the undesired feedback so
that the two balance each other.
The third method reduces the power
either in the gi*id circuit or in the plate
circuit below the point at which there is
sufficient excess energy to cause oscillation.
With such methods we can use maximum
regeneration but can prevent enough power
or energy from appearing in the circuits to
cause regeneration.
The fourth method introduces resistance
or losses into the circuits, either into the
grid circuit or into the plate circuit.
This

resistance absorbs the excess of power that
is fed back from plate to grid circuit or
absorbs so much power that too little is
left as a feedback to cause free oscillation.
Such resistance is usually put into the grid
circuit since it does its work more effectively here than in the plate circuit.
The introduction of resistance does not
mean only resistances formed by lengths of
resistance wire such as in rheostats, but it
means any added high frequency resistance
or any loss that acts as an effective resistance.
It is possible to increase the tendency toAvard oscillation in several different ways.
Anything that increases the tendency to
oscillate also increases the ability of the
circuit to regenerate before oscillation sets
in. Aids to oscillation which may be controlled so that regeneration is not allowed
to pass into oscillation are desirable, while
aids to uncontrolled oscillation are undesirable.
The first great class of aids to oscillation
is that composed of means to lessen the
resistance in the grid circuit. Lowered resistance in the grid circuit means a great
gain in selectivity, in signal strength, and
in distance-getting ability. The grid circuit resistance is reduced by using coils
made of the proper size wire properly insulated and mounted or built on forms whose
construction and material do not add resistance. Grid circuit resistance is also
reduced by using high grade tuning condensers. A well built tuning condenser in
connection with an efficient coil will always
make a circuit which oscillates readily when
tuned to resonance at the received frequency.

Grid Reduction
Finally the grid circuit resistance is reduced by using less coupling in the radio
frequency transformers or between the antenna coil and the first tuned circuit. This
coupling should be close enough to obtain a
satisfactory transfer of power between the
two circuits but should not be so close that
the high resistance of the antenna circuit or
of a coupled plate circuit is placed on the
grid circuit. We do not want to reduce the
tendency to oscillate by increasing resistance in any form.
The second great classification of aids t(v
oscillation is in the increase of power, and
here again we want to do everything possible to increa.se the power, even though the
receiver will oscillate more readilj'.
Power is increased by using coils of
large induct^ince with condensers of
small capacity in the tuned circuits.
The voltage drop that is impressed is
greater than across a small one and it is
this voltage drop that is impressed on the
grid of the next tube. The increased voltage results in increased signal strength.
(To be continued next ivcck)
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PICTURE NEWS

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

"Good Will, Like Charity,
Begins At Home"
You men who are constantly on
the lookout to establish good-will,
might stop to ask yourselves,
"Have I the good-will of my own
?"
employees
Theatre operation, like any other

Table Of Contents
* * *
^ "Live And Let * Live"
* *
fl F. L. Clawson's
* Ballyhoo
* *
^ The "low-down" on Pete Egan
* * *

well-organized business, requires
co-operative tactics and understanding between the manager and
his different departments, all essential to proper management.
Keeping the cashier happy means
smiles for every ticket sold. Keepthe doorman in good spirits means
a pleasant good-day for every patron who hands him a ticket, and so
on right down the line to the most
unimportant member of the staff.
But there does exist one department of the theatre where goodwill and lOO per cent co-operation
should be paramount at all times.
That is the booth.

^ Lobby Laughs, by Dick Kirschbaum
* * *

In most instances the projectionist of the theatre is a man above
the average,, and one who has
worked hard to qualify himself for
the type of work he is doing. Why
not encourage him, show proper
appreciation for a well-projected
performance, for the many odds
and ends he performs to make his
job and his surroundings more
workable ?
We know of many managers

% Fred Glass Engineers a Clean-Up
* * *

who believe that if they "crab" at
their projectionist for every little
fault, that they are showing their

^ Lloyd
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*
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authority and keeping the men on
their toes continually.
I'm sorry to say that I don't
agree with managers of that kind.
Rather seek for the opportunity
of commending your operators for
a show run without a flaw, for
keeping their equipment in perfect
condition, and for the many other
things that a real prrojectionist is
constantly doing for the house.
After all is said and done, and
this has been said innumerable
times, the booth is the heart of the
present-day theatre, and in it you
have invested many thousands of
dollars, plus the more recent expenditures for sound and talkiesv
It's money in your pocket, plus
many satisfied customers, if your
shows can be run perfectly and efficiently, so why seek to find fault
when there is so many of the nicer
things to be found ?
It is not our intention to place
the projectionists, or anybody, for
that matter, on a pedestal, but we
do, most emphatically, want to encourage co-operation between manwill
pay.
agers and their
employees.
an
investment
of common
senseIt'sthat
Think this one over, boys, and
try to keep in mind that the goodwill of your entire staff, and especially your projectionists, will
work wonders for the theatres and
yourselves, just as good-will among
the merchants and patrons work so
many wonders for your box-office
receipts.
C. E. L.
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Live And Let Live
By An Exhibitor
The following article teas embodied in a letter recently
received from an exhibitor whose name we prefer to
withhold. It contains much of vital interest to the
average exhibitor who is faced with the problem of buying "sound" picures for next season.
We don't mind adding that besides being a timely
topic, this exhibitor certainly shotvs a rare sense of
humor. Read it through and see if you don't find it interesting.
We hope this exhibitor will send us more like it.
C. E. L.

ANOTHER month and we will have representatives of the
various producing companies at our doors, with their
merchandise of sound and talkie films for the coming
season. Lets hope that the sales talk will take a new angle
from a live and let-live viewpoint.
Producing companies can be excused for the past season's
blunders in almost crushing the exhibitors hopes for existence.
The talkies and sound placed everyone in a turmoil. If this
new mode of entertainment was just a passing novelty, or
fancy, it would be different but now that it is to be a lasting
reality it must reach a level of sane sensible business. Exhibitors cannot excuse the producers after this coming season.
Mr. Producer knows what it is all about by this time.
I will try and analyze what I think would be fair in solving
not only the producers problems but the exhibitors so every
one gets a fair break.
First I want to give an example of what we are up against
and demonstrate on the face of it how ridiculous it is. In my
desk is a contract, from one of the leading producing companies— I'll not mention who, as this article is not written in the
spirit of riding some one. — This contract calls for the following— picture, $50; score charge, $37.50.
There is no talking in the picture just synchronized music.

"And We

Grow

TACLt

P ictur e

News
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Now figure that out.
I v/ish I could have the cost of this production and also the
cost of this scoring. Its a lavish production, too. Draw your
own conclusions and figure out how they base the valuation.
In the rental of this picture there is only a difference of $12.50
between production cost and score cost. Surely, Mr. Producer can't make us believe that low percentage exists between
the cost of the picture and cost of the score.
Score charges is the worst evil in the industry today from
a sales angle. Producers must sell films not scores. Sound,
talk and music, are part of production, allocate it any way
you want to, don't make it a joker. It's production any way
you want to call it. We did not pay for title in silent pictures.
We buy a legitimate vaudeville act and pay them a certain
fee. We do not pay addition for their chatter and songs.
In the past in silent pictures we received sets and scenes
that far surpassed in cost the 100 per cent talkie of today.
They did not have an extra rider in the contract for going to
Europe to get atmosphere at Monte Carlo.
I cannot emphasize the point enough that scores are part of
PRODUCTION.
Take sound on film, it's only film after all.
Today Mr. Salesman comes in and talks his pictures 'way
up in A. We accept his picture for the price he asks, say for
example, $100. He gets out his contract, fills it all out and
then, "By the way," he says, "you know Mr. Exhibitor, there
is a slight score charge. This is how slight it is — $37.50 for
three days, $50 for four days" and then for the next hour he
sells dialogue, sound and music. You get two separate sales
lectures, which makes it hard on the scdesman, the producer
and the exhibitor.
There are many little fellows all enthused and are going to
have sound in their houses this fall. Theaters that pay from
$7.50 up to $25 for silent pictures, what chance are they going
to have when a single score charge will cost more than almost
a week of silent features?
Lets take this score charge business from top to bottom.
Take the first run houses who pay $300 for a score charge for
a batch of records then the different runs who pay for them
too entirely out of proportion. Why should a first run house
pay more than a last run, as far as the score goes?
( Coiifimu'd on next page)
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Still Larger

In order to keep up with the tremendous amount of exploitation material, advertising campaigns, theatre operation
tips, etc.. The Managers' Round Table Club now uses a
twelve page section in Motion Picture News every week.
This additional space, through the courtesy of M o t i o n
Picture News, means that material sent to the club will be
given prompt attention and publication. In addition, we
will be able to describe more fully the methods employed
by our members and readers on their various activities.
Keep up the great work boys, and remember the slogan:

"All for one and one for alF'
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We pay score charges, but no one has said, "Well, you
won't have to pay the authors and music composers a tax
every year such as we are obliged to pay now." Why don't
the producers do something about that? What a picnic it is
for song writers and music composers, getting it from all sides
and who pays?
No one else but the exhibitor.
We buy pictures, let us buy them the same as we did silent
ones. That wasn't a bad arrangement. Straight percentage
with or without guarantee is not going to solve the problem.
Producers will not stand for that and you can't blame them,
they are in the bag before the exhibitor. But Mr. Producer,
you can reach a fair bargaining set your valuation including
score charges — lets get score, sound, music, talking charges
out of the industry. Let us once more buy our pictures as we
did. Let all these new riders be part of production and you
are going to solve the most serious problem now facing you
when you go out to sell your new product. Don't make the
business any more complicated than it is. You, Mr. Producer,
are making pictures, we ask only for finished product the same
as we get it out of any factory. We don't care about subsidiary organizations that you have to deal with, not any more
then if we purchase a radio do we care who makes the cabinet
or who manufactures the mechanical device. We buy a radio —
LET US BUY PICTURES.

Here is agestion
distributor's
carried out sugwith
enough added trimmings to
make it ahnost original. But
regardless of where the idea
came from in the first place,
^^^^"^^^^^~^^^~~^"^~~' the credit
for bein^ able
execute it so efficiently belongs to those who know how to
to
act on good suggestions.
Is this not so?
The ballyhoo was built at Ogden, Utah for the Orpheum
Theatre in that city to exploit this production and it was
built under the direction of F. L. Clawson, manager of that
theatre and an active member of our Round Table Club.
At the time this photo was taken it had been loaned to the
Capitol Theatre in Salt Lake City and was driven over the
highway between the two cities thereby being shown to
the people of three counties.

CLUD
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Lobby Laughs" No. 4
By Dick Kirschbaum

F. L. Glawson Gets
Out A Great Ballyhoo With an "Ark"

After it reached Salt Lake City, (its arrival had been
heralded by P. A. Speckart, publicity manager for the Marcus Enterprises, through a telegram from Noah) it proceeded through the main business and residential streets
of the city creating a tremendous amount of interest. The
Ark itself is 35 feet long and the animals were built of
beaverboard cutouts on low trucks. The animals were almost lifesized and following along behind the Ark, the entire
ballyhoo made a most unusual display.
We were not surprised to learn that the picture came
through with big business in both cities where this bally
was used. In addition, while the stunt was passing through
the streets of Salt Lake City they had a man stationed in
the Ark who imitated the roar of a lion, which also added
to its effectiveness.
Come on Clawson, let's hear some more about your latest
activities out there in Ogden, will you? And your own
photo would look great on this enlarged edition of the
Club columns.
Can we expect it? Thanks anyway.

You've all met this one sometime or other!
Someone was interested to
know a little about our
Here's The Lowfriend Pete Egan, manager
Down About Pete
of the Capitol Theatre Regina, Sask., Canada, so here
Egan Of Regina
is whataboutwe Pete
were:
able to
learn
He first started in the show business in Winnipeg with
A. R. McNickol who was running the Lyceum, Starland
and College Theatres in that city. Then he connected up
with the Famous Players Theatres of Canada through H.
M. Thomas, Western Division Manager and handled the
Strand Theatre in Calgary as well as the Capitol in that
town.
About three years ago he moved into Regina, better
known in the Dominion as the Queen City of Western
Canada, where he intrenched himself so firmly into the
hearts of the theatre-goers that Pete, today, is a fixture so
far as theatrical activities are concerned.
Let us give you just a "slight" idea how Pete Egan
stands in his community. He is a member of the Board of
Trade, Retail Merchants Association, Gyro Service Clubs,
Knights of Columbus, Elks Lodge, and is also president
of the Northside Baseball League, of the Regina Junior
Hockey Association which sponsored the Monarchs Champion Juniors of Canada last season.
But in summing up more briefly, Mr. Egan is one of
the most popular citizens of Regina and a distinct credit
to the Theatre Industry.
Oh, yes,
personally?
a happily
married
manabout
with Pete
a most
charming Well
wife he's
and three
fine
boys.
Now we ask you, "What more can we say about him?"
Well, yes, there is one thing more we can say and that is
that we are proud to number him among the many progressive andClub.
representative members of the Managers'
Round Table
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Lloyd E. Sinclair, manager of the New Southern
Lloyd E. Sinclair
Theatre, in Minneapolis,
Perfects A House
Minn., recently worked out
and executed a plan whereby
Distribution Plan
36 square city blocks were
effectively covered for house
to house distribution of circulars, heralds and other theatre
advertising material.
Lloyd has experienced the same trouble on distributing
stuff that most of us have gone through. Namely : the waste
and improper handling of heralds, etc., through lack of
organization of the boys doing the work.
In this plan, Mr. Sinclair shows but one of the sections
which he covers and it clearly shows both the starting and
finishing points for each of the three teams. As simple as
the map and plan may sound to our readers, we would call
your attention to the fact that through various tried-out
plans and methods, this final one took over two months to
perfect. Don't lose sight of the tact that just making the
map and sending the boys out, completes the work. On the
contrary, after the main map had been made, the work just
starts. Before putting out any material over the mapped
out territory, Lloyd drove through each block and approximated the number of houses, apartments and families thereby giving him some sort of an idea of how many pieces of
advertising material each section would take. This served
two purposes. First : as a check on the distributors and
second on the number of people and families he was trying
to draw from.
After this plan was worked successfully, Sinclair checked
further by singling out several people on each block, in the
mapped out territory, and asking them whether they were
receiving the heralds. When reports were not satisfactory
he then knew that someone was lax and he watched the
team himself. Keeping a careful record of the names of
each team and the route they worked made it possible for
him to immediately place his hand upon the boys who handled the distribution.
Like most good ideas, this one requires a lot of patient
work and checking before it is finally perfect, but once put
into operation it will more than pay for itself and the
trouble, by assuring you that your advertising is going into
the homes where you intend they should go.
Altough the NEWS recently gave the details of a countywide distribution plan, this is the first city plan received at
Club headquarters.
It should serve as a model for every

theatre desirous of stopping the waste incidental to hand
distribution of any material.
(TWO

BOYS TO

lAOH ROUTE.)

B.S. -STARTING POINT OT B0T3.
r.r. -FINISHING MINT.

Thank you, Mr. Sinclair, for your kindness in sending
us all of the information on this subject. You may rest
assured that many of your brother members will find it
verv useful.

W. H. Bergmann &
M. F. Gettier Right
On The Job In Neb.

day."

Stanley-Davis-Clark Corp.,
Larry B. Jacobs,
Director of Publicity.

This represents but one
phase of the great campaign
which M. F. Gettier, manager of the theatre, and W.
H. Bergman, field manager
cuit,the
work
for
World
Cired inTheatre
the Colum
-

bus Theatre in Columbus, Nebr. The card, which measured about 4 by 5 inches, was handed to each guest registering at every hotel in the town. They were also placed on
every table in the various hotel dining rooms. This idea is
worth

"I, personally, think the Managers'
Round Table Club the best thing that has
ever been given the Theatre Managers. It
is like presenting them with a nice big income. Isincerely hope it will increase every

News

CLliC

■^■^—^^^—
^^-^^—^^
_

It's a Present,
Says Larry B. Jacobs—

Picture

taking

no-

v-«x-«^v.^i.>.-«— ^«— -«-<-w..<«i^.-«^.-«^«..<i

tice of because it j
is a fact that many
traveling people
when reaching a
town are much too
apt to take it for
granted that the
town does not

VOUR

VISIT

IN COLUMBUS WILL NOT BE COMPLETE
UNTIL YOU SEE

SHOWS
2-7-9 P. M.

EVERYDAY
have aatre good
theor a good
rOLUMBUS
show. Such re—NOW—
THEATRE
ENDS SAT. NITE
minders go further than just selling the particular attraction ; they place in the minds of the

J III X
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hotel guests the thought that there is a place where they
can enjoy a very pleasant evening.
The main campaign consisted of a series of teaser ads
run in all the daily papers ; poster boards were placed on
30 trucks traveling in and out of the city to points fifty
miles from Columbus ; twenty towns were included in the
poster billing campaign, which covered a territory of a
forty mile radius or more. A tie-up was made with a local
dance orchestra to feature the musical hits from the picture. Theatre organist also featured these song hits with
special song slides, in advance of the opening. Special
stickers were attached to every copy of the local paper on
the Sunday previous to the opening of the picture. Special
Broadway Melody Sundaes were featured on the menus of
three of the town's leading restaurants and confectioners.
This is but a brief description of part of the great campaign which these two men put across, but it represents
how their two heads worked out a thorough coverage over
a great radius around the city of Columbus and in fine way
in which they handled it.
More about this aggressive circuit and their managers in
an early issue. Bergmann himself needs no further introduction to our many members and readers. He has always
kept us well posted on his numerous activities.
Passing by the AUerton
Theatre the other morning
Sydney Oshrin Has our attention was immediHis Own Idea About
ately attracted to a large and
impressive
looking sign anSelling Talkies
nouncing "Vitaphone."
"
As you will note from the
picture, the sign was erected above the marquee and close
to the outside part so that other signs on neighboring
buildings did not block the view.
This is just another example of Sidney Oshrin's wideawake method of keeping the bo.x office busy
at the Allerton and we
have ered
rarely
a mostencountpeppy
young manager
Sydney.

than

One point we liked
about this sign and that
was the fact that it's
use was primarily into sell the
"sound"
without tendedusing
now
over worked marquee
valances which every
other theatre in the
country seems to be using. Why they should
all adopt this one method of announcing a
"sound house" is a
mystery to me and
everyone else who has
paid the slightest attention to its use. If one theatre exploited themselves with house-to-house advertising campaigns itwas never a sign every other theatre in the world
do the same thing. But with talkies they all decided to
string banner around their otherwise neat looking marquees. And whats more, the biggest and best ones are
doing the selfsame thing, too.

CLUC
Meet another newcomer
to the Club, via his photo
and one of his latest business
getting stunts. Some day
I'm going to get reckless and
offer cash prizes for members photos and see if that

Introducing P. W.
Anderson And His
Lenox Radiogram

won't wake up the tardy ones in the crowd. My own contention about pictures is t'nis: If you are so bad looking
that you don't want anyone to see your face, then you
should
a circus. But, kidding aside, let's get back to
this newjoin
member.
Fellow members of the
Round Table Club, meet
P. W. Anderson, manager
of the Leno.x Theatre, m
Hartford, Conn. Mr. Anderson is by no means, a
Ijcginner in the showbusiness ; as a matter of
fact he is an old hand at
the game, for this is the
reason why his little contribution to the Club
pages should be worthy of
your attention. The one
he submitted with his first
letter deals with a "Radiogram" looking circular on
"Weary River," and when
folded it reads, in large,
bold
"TO make
YOU."
Glancetype—
a t the
up
and
regardless
of the
wording in the message itself, you will, no doubt, agree with
us that it makes something just a little different to use when
exploiting your picture.
Again we repeat, it is one of

Do

LENOX Radiogram
THEATRE

Albany Avenue - 2-2911

Presents The Latest

iJ^ltSZ-

,^

■

— —

■

Destroy
Not

__

ATTRACTIONS

g^-£-^^jHEAK

Dear Friends:^ — -^
x'W''*./fc.
' will arrive at the LEMOX THEATRE on
Sunday, v'7
May."^y
5tli, 5-6-7
stop and will stay ,a.t the above theatre for three -days In my
latest picture
' '-WEAFY RIVER.''
You will hear me sing the
wonderful tneme song of this production which was specially urltten
for me stop Betty Compson Is my leading lady and as the stoj'y
progresses well--anyhow
Hoping

DICK BARTHELMESS

"WEARY

A SEE and HEAR

that

on

I Hill see you
tho above dates
Sincerely Yours
DlcK Barthelmess

in

RIVER"
Production

Sun.-Mon.-TueSi»May5-6-7

|

those stunts that can be used for any picture you want to
plug. That's what we like about it. It's not married to
any one
particular
picture.
See if ideas
you can't
good use of
this
and watch
for further
from make
Anderson.

I
Please do not forward mats for reproduc- f
I tion on the club pages.
Send us the photo- \
\
graphs
and
we
will
make
the necessary cuts. \
My, but ain't we the inventive industry? What one does,,
the rest duplicates. Come forth ye creators of something
Managers' Round Table Club.
new and get busy.
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Your Theatre Inspection
By Earle M. Holden
This interesting and important article on the proper inspecissue. Due to ita
tion for theatres was started in last tceek's
we hare separated it into three parts of which this
length
Is the second.
Mr. Holden knows his subject and showmen everywhere
will benefit by the advice and suggestions contained in his
^* *■• *"
story.

the orNow weor pass
^ghti
.P
the into
auditorium
ng chestra
Li
House
An important Item
proper. First check all lamps
and replace any that are burned out. Have you the proper
lighting scheme? Are you using soft warm colors for the
cold weather and cool colors for the summer? Watch the
exits especially. Are all exit lights burning?

see
doors and Are
'f ^properly.
work
thev ^'''
"., V-'
rSe WatCned
they blocked from the outside? If so this is serious and should be attended to at
once. Check lights along the side walls. Are they bright.
If so they may hurt the patrons vision when watching the
picture on the screen. And another light of importance is
the one on the organ. This should not be too bright as
it will reflect back into the audience. Then the seats. Are
any of them loose? Check carefully for chewing gum under the seats and see that this is removed. Are any of the

/r
■\Exits
Must

es
Passag
&T»-n7
iJ

seat hinges loose? This might tear a lady's dress. If seats
are upholstered, are they clean and neat? If seat covers
are used, what is their appearance? Have them laundered
frequently.
If you use an orchestra, next check the pit. Is it clean
and tidy? Is the organ console polished, and is it covered
if the organ is not being used? Are the pit musicians lights
neat? Also check these lights for reflection back into the
audience.

having finished with
Drapes the^^^^
s 1 JAnd
Wall
pit turn your attention
T>* xIa.
-r>
j-,1

should
Be Klght
to the walls, the floor and
drapes, if any. Are the floors clean? The uncovered portions of the floors should be scrubbed regularly, and watch
for chewing gum also on the floors. The carpets should

The Real Club Spirit—
"I get a lot of help from the published
communications from other managers who
contribute to the Round Table Club and
hope that mine may be able to help some of
the other fellows. I would be glad to hear
from other managers who wish more details
on any of the exploitation schemes which
I have mentioned."
Carl M. Osborne,
Sigma Theatre,
Lima, Ohio.

Picture

News

CLUD

be cleaned daily with the vacuum cleaner. Are the walls
dirty? If so. see that they are cleaned, and also the drapes
on the walls.

Balconies, Carpets
Need Attention Too

Then pass on up into the
balcony and give this the
same inspection as the lower
floor. Don't forget to also check the aisle lights and see
if all lamps are burning. In the balcony, the carpet coverings of the stairs should be checked carefully to see if
the tacks or fasteners are tight. A loose stair carpet may
cause a patron a bad fall. Also are your stairs properly
lighted?
(This Article Will Be Concluded In Next Week's Issue)

Crashing into the Sports
Column
of his local newsBill Levey Crashes
paper seems to be Bill
The Sports Column Levey's most recent accomplishment, as you will readIn Port Washington
ily agree by casting your
'
weather eye upon the illustration of same. And, no question, you will agree that Bill
has grabbed off some nice juicy publicity for the Beacon
Theatre in Port Washington once again.
Some day when we are full of ambition we are going to
sit ourselves down at our "rusty" typewriter and incorporate
into a neat little story all the various doings that Levey
was mixed up in ever since he hit Port Washington. Those
of you who have followed his activities through these columns know that such a story would be crammed full of
mighty good stuff.

ORT THOUGH
By T. E. A.
t was the sheba's favorite cus*-0Tn to confer a lone-dra-^ -. kiss upon
e thirsty lips of Harold Teen every time
her football hero scored a
touchdown or a field goal. Harold was always a heavj scorer, and the
lip and lip industry prospered heavily Now William A Levey, Beacon
Theatre impressario. vouchsafes the announcement that every time a
Port Washington High School athletic team, male or female, wins its
contest, each and every member of the team will be presented with a pass
for two to the Beacon Theatre Quite generous,, Mr Levey, to originate
such a plan.
If the beaten opposition happens to be flavored with the condiment
of tradition or bigrness, then the boys and girls will be allowed to promenade up and dow3i the soft-carpeted aisles of the Beacon, and even across
the stag:e where whoopee and collegiate yells and aU that sort of thing
will be freely indulged in. The campus spirit will be rampant, and there
mu?t be no ba.=hfulness as a subordinate to the whole odd presentation.
The town folks will undoubtedly approve of the eener-' in- .-"^tufe, and
when the offer becomes effective in September, prevaillKfe for the entire
year, quite an uninterrupted victory^Sftries is expected. " - ^ i^

Bill, I've been so busy lately trying to look after all the
Round Table material for these columns that I can't seem
to get around to writing you a certain letter pertaining to
your Regional Chairmanship. So while writing these few
lines I'll include the subject here. What are you doing to
pep up all those managers on Long Island? How come that
several weeks go by and I get no "dope" about all those
live-wires out there? Better be careful or you'll have me
crashing down on you and Port Washington with my trusty
Pontiac. Lets hear from you real soon and, in the meantime,
best regards.

July

6,
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Gordon W. Reap the livewire manager of the Arcade
and Omar Theatres in Fort
Gordon W. Reap's
Theatre A Bee-Hive Myers, Fla., has now placed
himself in the limelight as
Of Activity Now
one of the Club's
active
""^"^""""• """""^"""^ memb
ers. Gordon, accomplished this feat (if we can call it that) by sending us the
details of a mighty fine exploitation campaign which he
created and executed for "Show Boat" down in Fort Myers.
Besides the usual amount of advertising given to a big
picture by his theatre, Mr. Reap started this campaign off
in a very unusual way by staging a special act on the
Arcade stage a week before the opening of the picture.
This act consisted of three numbers using the song hits
from the production. The first number "Why Do I Love
You" was sung by a young couple in costumes of "Show
Boat" days. This was followed by a dancing chorus of
seven attractive young ladies, doing a dance routine to
"Hey Fellers" the song sung in the Ziegfeld Prologue to
SHOW BOAT. Following this was the singing number
'Here Comes That Show Boat" with the couple seated in
a spot on a shadow box showing in red letters SHOW
BOAT IS COMING. At the end of the song they gestured
to the screen and the sound trailer was flashed on. This
was very effective as the first shot is a Show Boat coming around the bend with its Caliope playing. This little
act cost him nothing and received much favorable comment.
On the Saturday before the picture opened he had a
ballyhoo truck, which you see pictured here, riding all
over the city and suburbs and in this case, Mr. Reap was
very fortunate in
being able to secure a Galliaphone to place
on the truck.
This was kept

11

||gy;^..---^;^M....mr... nT^ 1 d Cl 3 3 1 'K-*.. ■■..'■ W

^Bfmaatm

^^^^^g^gg^^^^^

playingouslycontinuand the
numbers were all
from ''Show
Boat." The back
of the truck carried the theatre,

also announced the special midnight show playdates
for that and
night.
Every street the truck covered was followed up immediately by boys who placed roto heralds in each letter box.
This meant that a complete coverage was effected through
careful planning and direction and this feature alone is a
credit to Gordon and his showmanship.
Here we show
a photo of a window directly across
from the Arcade and you will note how it was dressed

CLUB
to "sell" the picture. Reap tells us
that everyone
coming out of the
theatre had to
pass this display
and it created a
lot
of i n t stopping
e r e st,
hundreds
after each show to
look it over.
Another angle
of the calliaphone
truck was the
placing of it in
front of this double store window
dressing and playing colored lights
upon thethe
truck
while
numbers
were being played.

Although
ture failsthe
to picdo
proper justice to the double window setting, it was nevertheless a mighty effective display and one that stopped
thousands of people passing by. Come on some of you
showmen and wake up to the possibilities of the vacant
store windows in your own towns. They are just begging
to go to work for your theatre and the cost rarely exceeds
a pass or two for the privilege.

Another showman angle brought to our attention by
Gordon Reap was that of the questionnaire card, also pictured here and the caption was written on it when it arrived, so we can only add our own admiration for the
St. Address

[Vi' ame
Phone No.

No. in family

How did you like it?
picture?
do you prefer, silent or sound pictures and why

Have you heard a talking

-

Which

_

Name your two favorite actresses

NEXT

WEEK—

So. African club members
will show how they exploit
pictures!

Name

your

two

favorite

actors

1.

What type of picture do you prefer? Comedy — Comedy-Drama — Drama —
Romance — Mystery — Action
Do you subscribe
. . Fort Myers Press?
to the Tiopical News?
Our aim as a part of this commumtij is to furnish the kind of entertainment in the
Have you any suggestions that would
that pteusi-^ our /mtrons at all times.
maime,
-.—
■
• noble us to increasi oni smice to iiou?

A}}i having one of these cards filled
out by every family
in toimi.

thought which prompted such a stunt. Just think of the
{Conliniie'i on next page)
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(Continued froin prccccdifui pcujr)
mailing list possibilities of this idea, plus the good will
touch that it builds up. The reverse side of this card asked
for the names of all the children in the family and the date
of their birth. Which once again opens up several good
angles for Reap to work on. Play up every chance you
can to attract the kiddies and you have a powerful wedge
for the grown-ups. Ask any manager who knowS his
onions and he will tell you that this statement is a fact
every time.
We also want you to see the fine looking sign which
he built to advertise sound pictures, Vitaphone and Movietone and has hanging over his box
office. This sign is
double faced and
painted in brilliant
colors, thereby
adding to the attractiveness of the theatre.
This will bring
our story about Mr.
Reap to a close, but
we must admit that
we are sorry he did
not include his own
photo so that we could let you all see what he looks like.
How about one by return mail Gordon? Really, we should
have your picture on file here for future use. Shoot it
along right away. Thanks.
You have seen and heard
about programs and other
Hawaii Is Reprethings from most every
sented In Club By
other part of the world
through these Round Table
Henry G. Santos
not lend an
pages,
""■^^^""""^^^^^^""^ eye andso why
an ear to an echo
from Hawaii, where ukeleles are the national pastime, according to the average vaudeville actor.
Here is the way Henry G. Santos, manager of the Tip Top
Theatre in Lihue, Kauai (try to pronounce 'em) makes up
ii

Film Reviews"

The Managers' Round
glad to note how strong our
and readers are for the Film
Motion Picture News each

We suggest you not only read them each
week, but that you file them for future
reference.

CLUC
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SKIPPER"

But he is right on the job in another direction when it
comes to advertising and we found on the back of the envelope which brought this program a teaser ad typed on
"Sunrise" as a coming attraction. You boys who are all so
pepped up with ideas can follow Henry's idea when you
next send out your mailing list and have a coming attraction
to plug. It don't cost you any more than the trouble of
printing
velope. or typing the announcement on the back of the enWe hope to hear a lot more from Hawaii and Henry
Santos, and we want to thank him right through these columns for his thoughtfulness in putting us on the Tip-Top
Theatre's mailing: list.
Albert C. Oliver finally
came
through
with some
long
overdue
information
about his activities.
But as
long as he did come through
with it, then we have not
"~~^^~"~~~^^^^^^~~~~~— ~
cause for further complaint.
One of the most recent stunts pulled by Albert was that
if turning out a tag about the same size and style as used
by the Police to tag parked cars. I am reproducing the tag
because
I want you all to get
<< the "low-down" on this stunt.
Just imagine, if you can, every
U 00.
on
automobile in the downtown section of the city all tagged with

Albert G. Oliver
On The Alert For
Expl(loitation Ideas

t-5u
,

Id

This is especially true of the correctness
of these reviews.

N ezv s

his weekly program. If, by any chance, you can find fault
with it, please remember that he has not got the same facilities as you have to turn out a better program. I personally
think it is darned good work when we stop to consider where
he is located.

Table Club is
many members
Reviews in the
week.

This dependable reviewing service ranks
foremost in the field today and the sign of
close interest has been manifested more and
more recently by comment from members.

Picture

OQ

o

oin
u

o

c

one of these plugs? It's bound to
bring a laugh with a sigh of relief
when the owners of those cars
find them hanging from their
steering wheels. But just the
same we are glad to tell you that
Oliver reported close to normal
business that day despite a heat
wave that made the streets fit to

fry eggs on.
.\s a real summer suggestion,
Mr. Oliver offers his two for one
idea as used in his house. Put<
o
ting them out in the form of ino
vitations adds just the different
slant to the idea that makes it
desirable for all of us. Two for
one ideas are by no means new,
but new angles in connection with
them are always welcome. Here is one. hot off the griddle,
that you can follow word for w^ord with just a change of
Q

I
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theatre name and, presto — you have before you an idea of
how to kick up some business this summer. Albert
tocalcllis Capiliil Uihcalrc
informs us that 300 to 400
of these come in on each
distribution which leads
""
us to believe that he did
'cl'FJiil"""""
"(She fflilb ^a
not flood the city, but
""'="■ --'"
rather distributed them
over a long period. Also
'
uli'"
good judgment for A).
"
We have a copy of the rmCapitol
Theatre's program, which
is the house Mr. Oliver is running up at Arlington, Mass.,
but due to the light printing it is not desirable to try and
reproduce, vje hope, however, that he will send us a few
with darker ink so that we can tell the other members about
his snappy little house organ.
jl.,>,lil.an

anito

ecBrenoOs^

TWO

PERSONS
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won
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Thank You, Boys"

U,
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Fred Glass Also
Engineers A Kids
Tin-Can Matinee

Talking toabout
matinees
help "Tin-Can"
the civic
authorities clean up the
town, and to get the theatre
some
good free publicity?

Well, don't overlook the one
^
pulled by our old friend Fred
Glass at the World Theatre in McCook, Nebraska.
Fred, from the appearances of this photo put it over
in great shape and while all the little details were lacking
(because Mr. Glass happens to be mighty busy right now)
we take it for granted that the youngsters, as well as the
adults, are still talking about the show and the World
Theatre.

CLUB

individual drive of members for m.emTHE
bers resulted in most satisfactory returns
all around, and with many cities still to be
heard from we would not be surprised to be able
to clock an almost lOO per cent co-operative
report.
Never before in the history of this theatre
business has any organization been able to equal
the whole-hearted, marvelous spirit as that displayed bythe large membership of the Managers'
Round Table Club in every move they have made.
The various members, and manv of them busy
and hard-pressed for time, actually go out of
their way, actually sit up after theatre hours, give
unstintingly of their energ}' to work in the interests of the organization.
And the reason is as plain as the proverbial
nose on your face. It's evident from every angle
possible. "All For One And One For All."
That's the slogan that makes busy men find the
time to help the Club. That's the spirit that
prompts one manager to contribute a story to the
Club pages for whatever help it might be to his
brother managers.
Our only regret is that we cover so much territory that your Chairman cannot visit each and
every one of you and express, for the Club,, the
appreciation which is due the members for their
efforts on our behalf.
Keep up this wonderful response, boys, keep
up this marvellous spirit, back up your own organization, and before you are much older you
will witness great things accomplished by the
Club for their enthusiastic members.
C. E. L.

We would like to publish a whole lot more about Fred
Glass and we sincerely hope that he will soon find the time
to again become as active a member as he was until a few
months ago when the finishing of his new theatre took
away so much of his time. But we will be patient and look
forward to hearing about his activities in the immediate
future. How about it Fred? You can answer this one far
better than we can.

agers do
interferes
In this
made the
and when

not want to spend too much on any picture. It
with their bosses appetites.
one you will note w^ith satisfaction that Wolfson
front a mighty nice looking plug for the picture
you see that he carried the same neat and con-

Bill Wolfson of the Publix Strand Theatre in Montgomery, Ala., certainly made
his theatre front and lobby
a fine looking affair when he
finished dressing it up for
^-^—^——^—^——^^^-—
"The Desert Song" recently.
This is but the second time we are able to comment

W. Wolfson Works
Out Very Effective
Atmospheric Front

about a front dressing being particularly effective and neat
due to keeping the thing down to reason. Why some of
the managers try to overdress their fronts is a mystery
because it is not only gaudy and cheap looking when finAny good manished, but it costs a lot of extra money.

servative idea right into the inner lobby then you will
probably admire the job as much as we did. Even the side
walls carried pictures of the production well done and attractive to the eye.
{Continued on next page)
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Once again brains, and not money, truimphs on a good
piece of showmanship. And now we will look forward to
hearing a lot more from Hill and the way he is handling

carrying attractive pictorial displays in conjunction with
the picture and merchandise suitable for Father and Son
sales.

the exploitation for the Strand Theatre. Let's hope we
won't
be looking in vain. What say, B. W.? You answer
it yourself.

Windows in women's shops were secured with the cooperative ideadress
that
Clear The Bases for
women should

To be able to combat one
of the toughest hot weather
Frank Price Jr's
spells of the year and bring
Campaign Is A
in standee business is an accomplishment worthy of all
Complete Success
the space that the telling re---^^^——^----^^^— —-———- quires and for this reason
we do not hesitate to pass on the story of Frank Price, Jr.,
and the way he stood Baltimore on end in his campaign for
"Father
and
Son,"
which he recently

SON"
AND
"FATHER
Star
c;^ ting
^' Mond
•t.M ay
J
. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 R H E
VnsITORS
1
' ' ' '
i

Give Him
A Box

GOOD Ci«4

played in the Rivoli
Theatre of that city.
Despite the hottest
weather spell that has
ever hit the State of
Alafyland in m any
years and the fact that
his is the only first run
theatre in Baltimore
without a cooling system, Frank Price, Jr.,

i

BALTIMORE

1

1

:

THE PENNANT-WINNING

i

!

COLUMBIA

1

j

1 i i
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PRODUCTION

Beginning with Midnight Performance, Sunday, June 16th

RIVOLI

on
"P fo^ Father
his gday. resta
Several
leadin
urant
^j^dows werc lined
up with the thought,
bring the family in
for Father's Day
dinner here.
Aside from these

THEATRE

eighty windows,
the co-operation of
the Western Union
was secured who turned over twenty windows in their local
branches to the theatre, each window carrying large photostatic reproductions of telegrams sent from the stars of
CITY

HALL

9\.\l\

"Father and Son" from the Columbia Studios in Hollywood, inviting all Baltimorians to see the picture.

FATHERS D^-SUNIAY

JUNE IC^j

stepped out and
showed the local gentry how
fill a seat
fourteentohundred
house

at every performance, last week.
Taking
advantage
of the fact that Father's Day, June
16th,
preceded
the day of
the
regular
opening
of the picture. Price arranged for a midnight performance
on Sunday, the sixteenth in honor of this event and brought
out the town to see the only Sunday movie in Baltimore.
His regular advance
newspaper campaign
began two days prior
to the opening of the
picture, announcing
the midnight showing
on Sunday.

rATHERW§€N

On

Friday, a cooperative half page ad,
which we are reproducing, paid for by
local merchants, appeared in the "Post,"
advertising Father's
Day sales items in
conjunction with the
special Father's Day
opening of "Father
and Son" at the Rivoli.
besides this. Price
lined up eighty full
window displays in
the most important
locations in Baltimore
fr o m

leading merchants, the windows

Isaac Hamburg"'

& Sons

Price made a tie-up with the local ball club whereby ten
thousand score cards bearing the theatre's name and date of
the film's opening with an ad cut on the reverse side, were
distributed at Oriole Park each day for one week prior to'
of "Father and Son." This went over big with
the opening
the
baseball fans.

are glad to pass on this campaign of Frank's and certainly hope that he will keep us posted on his further activities in that city and theatre. The beauty of these campaigns
are that they are applicable to other pictures too. The
Father angle is not always confined to just one picture.
We

Neither is the thought that Father's Day must fall around
the time that you play a picture like "Father and Son."
Many, many exploitation and publicity angles i)resent themselves in connection with this picture that makes it just as
desirable at any time of the year. Try it yourself and see
if this is not a fact.
More about Frank Price, Jr., in an early issue.

July

6,
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A. H.R.Miller
Uses A Post Card
With Many Angles

FOUND TACLt

Here
we
are
going
to
show you a cut of a regular Post Card
as sent out
for program purposes by Mr.
A. H. R. Miller, manager of
the Opera
House
in

' Waynesburg, Pa., and to our
way of thinking it possesses three separate and distinct
good points.
First : is the angle of a regular house program. Second
the imprint '^which was in a different color) calling attention to the cooling system in the
theatre, and third : the reading
SAVE THIS PROGRAM
Bring it with you on any of Ihf pictures lis
b«low and gel one adult ticket for

matter under the caption: "Save
This Program." This last one is
At Green«'T?^nty'«
Only /ktT^X Sound
«H-Cool
a good angle to keep in mind to
kick up some business during the
Tl le pera |B|5use
coming warm weather and for
T^'aynesburf . PB-^
ntin^_ljf the fineatQi^nres yet
those weak days of the week.
Mr. IMiller is one of those showIn^d t
(The First Q^oor 100% All
men who keep the pot a boiling
\ Gffat Stofl^Fine Cast
& Schenk' (yaadefl»l*w^bea
(V
by something new all the time. A
different twist here and there ofT h uf^ Prr\ gjgftt- ^lfggl7-2S-29
inadf— A Talkie
ten keeps many a good house
We(L_& Thu
1 Da,vS^.M
1 .2-3-1/
from getting stale and in this case
ah*s
g)
you can recognize the good points
-"3•JSuper
^"'^Special
.A v'itaphone
lello. Omgt OBi
of this, what appears to be, ordiThe Greatest Loce Story
nary post card.
Thurs_ Fri. & Sat- July 11-12-l.i—
The Sensational Hit—
We pass it along with the recommendation that you try to
"I'ncle Toin'i Cabin"
work something out along the
same lines for your own theatres, and we also hope that
Miller keeps us further posted on what he is doing up
there. By the way, we did like the slogan — "At Green
County's Only Perfect Sound And Cooled Theatre." How
about creating something like it for some of your own
HALF PRiqfe^

houses?
done.

Don't fall asleep boys, there is too much

Lorenzo Gelabert
A Recent Visitor
To United States

to be

It was our pleasure to entertain Lorenzo Gelabert, an
active Round Table Club
member, and regional chairman for Porto Rico, on his
recent trip to New York.

CLUD

"What's Wrong With This Picture?"
THE manager of a theatre belonging to a well-known
circuit operating in and around New York City
just left Club headquarters and we must say that
we had a most enjoyable chat with this man.
But, in spite of his cheery attitude at things in general,
we noted a certain feeling of resentment aimed at the
people he was working for. And why? Because they
little realize how much this man could help the organization, morally and financially, but instead of seeking his
help they still stick to the old fashioned idea that they are
better able to run his theatre from the main office rather
than from his theatre.
He told us that in all the time he was with this circuit
they never once said to him — "What can we do to increase
the business of your theatre?" But they have come into
the theatre, very much like master-minds, and asked for
his payroll sheet, his last week's statement and his approximate operating cost for the current week. Then they
started in to see where they could cut down expenses.
They told him, without going into details and facts, that
he could save money here, there and everywhere. They
said he could employ ushers for less money. In fact they
told him how he could do everything — but they never told
him how he could increase the business of the house.
Then he was supjxjsed to find out for himself in spite of
the fact that he was supposed to be working with an
organization that co-operated with their house managers.
"Penny Wise — Pound Foolish" operation tactics have
cost circuits thousands of dollars but they still are fast
asleep in recognizing the most important factor in their
various organizations, namely the house manager : the
man on the firng line who is far better equipped, by
knowledge and experience, to know where to save and
where to spend.
This man we are telling you about, we know from
several cjuarters, is a hard working, conscientious man
who has the interests of his employers at heart all the
time. Properly handled and properly treated he would
be worth his salary several times over in the suggestions
he could offer and execute in the operation of his house.
Yet his immediate superiors never take the trouljle to
solicit his ideas. They rather prefer to tell him his business and how thev want it done.

'
Mr. Gelabert told us many
interesting things about conditions theatrically
down his
way and made us realize that everyone's path was not of
roses, but just the same it did present the thought that
there still exists that almost forgotten exhibitor type: the
manager of fifteen years ago. Not that Porto Rico is fifteen
years behind the times, on the contrary, Mr. Gelabert told
us the day before he sailed home that he had contracted for
one of the best sound plants manufactured. But conditions
down his way compare a whole lot with conditions in this
country and city in years gone by.
Lest you really think that Gelabert's house is an old
rickety place, let us dispel your illusions and show you a
picture of the San Jose Theatre. From our viewpoint, it's
a darn nice looking house and we have found out that the
interior is even more pleasing to the eye.
We are always glad to extend a welcome to any member,
regardless of where he might come from — the further the
better — and in this instance we found Lorenzo as likeable a
chap as you will meet in many a month's travel. He is
young, energetic, progressive and far-sighted, as witness
his gambling with an expensive sound plant down in Porto
Rico.
W e will loi)k forward to hearing a whole lot aliout his
talkie
experiment
as
well
as his
Club
activities
in

that country.
For the present we wil
vou, Gelabert.

sav, lots of luck to
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Some New "Live- Wire" Members!

EARL T. LEAPER is the managing
director of the famous Paramount Theatre, located, as the whole industry
knows, at the cross roads of the world.
Managers'
that the Mr.
It is with
Round
Tablepleasure
Club welcomes
Reaper

into this great organization. We have
introduced him a little more intimately
in a past issue of the Club pages.

ARNOLD DAVIS manages the American Theatre in Newark, N. J., a modern
house seating well over eleven hundred
people right in the midst of that busy
Jersey city. But now listen, Arnold
what's the chances of getting a little information about your previous experience in the show business and a photograph of yourself? Then we will all feel
that
we
about it? 'know you lots better. How
* * *
BOB MILLER. Sometimes we spot
a real "natural" in active members by
their very first letter. We honestly believe we picked a good one when we
spotted Bob, whose business is managing
the Park Theatre in Lincoln Park, Michigan. Now, Bob, please let us have your
photograph and just a little dope about
yourself and the theatre. We want the
other boys to get acquainted with you
in the right way.
Oak?
Thanks.

H. M. ROUDA is the managing director of the Lane Court Theatre in Chicago,
III, and has already gained prominence
by reason of using a Club suggestion recently to very good advantage, but you
will read more about this in a later issue
of the News. For the present we will
be content to await some more information about this new member so that we
can best decide how active he will be.

LARRY B. JACOBS has already been
introduced to the members via some interesting dope about his activities, but as
we said many times before, this is the
introduction department of the Club and
Larry as well as the others must pass
through it.
NATHAN LEVIN is the manager of
the Palace Theatre in Coatesville, Pa.,
and clocks up the second peppy member
from that great little town. It seems to
me that both members in that city
ought to stage a contest to see which one
contributes the best material to the Club.
How about it fellows? Let's hear the
verdict.
W. L. TRASS is kept kind of busy
managing the Andrews Theatre in Salamanca, N. Y., but "when it comes to ballyhoos, you already know from a previous
story about Trass just what he can accomplish. Let's hope he will follow this
up with some more dope about his activities as well as a picture of himself.
What sav W. L.?
Is this Oak?

New Members Are
Urged To Send Their
Photos To The Club
JOHN W. CREAMER is the manager
of the Benton Theatre in Kansas City,
Mo., and boys, we want you to know Mr.
Creamer because he is worth knowing.
What he does and how he does it will be
the topic of many future Club stories.
Just because he is a recent member of
the Club does not matter because he has
followed our activities ever since we
started out. You will hear more about
John very shortly.
ARCHIE C. BETTS managers the
Windsor Theatre in New York and with
all this excitement about sound, talkies
and what have you, he is kept on the
jump to keep his house on the go, especially the box office. But how he "pulls"
'em, into the Windsor is what every
other Round Tabler would like to learn.
Send us the information Archie, will
vou?
Thanks.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

729

Seventh
New
UB"York
E CL
TABLAve.,
apply

for

membership

City
in

Name
Theatre

•' • • •

Address

■• •

City
Policy
Capacity
State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

Here's

the

CHARLES RYAN was introduced a
little more formally through his story
about opening the Buckingham Theatre
in Chicago with sound. But like all
other members we must pass him through
this part of the Club to make it official.
We will, however, wait for his next letter
and hope it tells us more interesting
things about himself and the Buckingham.
* * *
H. A. FOL takes us on a long jump
from New York to the Cinema Palace
in Arnhem, Holland. But since our membership is only as far ofT as the nearest
mail box, we extend a hearty welcome to
our new brother 'Fol. He has promised
to tell us how he sells the picture in Holland and so we will await his first contribution with interest.
G. W. WALKER manages the Capitol
Theatre in Haverstraw, N. Y., and we
told you about his methods of keeping
his theatre and town before the public all
the time. Now we are going to ask
Walker to send us a photo with his
next letter as we are all anxious to see
what he looks like. Can we expect it

G. W.?

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND

I hereby
the Club.

H. E. MILLER manages the Strand
Theatre in Carthage, N. Y. We might
add that if we get many more new members from New York State we will start
a survey to see whether New York or
Ohio has the most Round Tablers. But
more about Miller just as soon as he
favors us with some info about his doings
up there in Carthage, and also a photo
of himself if he will.

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

Blank

JOIN NOW!!

Good.

EDWARD
B. LERMOUNT
is the assistant manager of the Allerton Theatre
up in the Bronx and working under our
friend Sydney Oshrin should qualify Ed
to be a good manager one of these days.
We shall watch for some sign of real
activity from the Allerton from now on
and if we don't hear something real soon,
— look out you birds.
CHARLES A. FEINLER manages the
fine Virginia Theatre in Wheeling, West
Virginia, one of the towns that your
Chairman visited last summer. Only he
failed to see Charles. But we will have
to make up for lost time by getting acfiuainted via the Club pages. Now
Feinler, you will have to pass us some
stufT on what you are doing in that great
city. Start it off right soon or we may
raise a little Cain with you. Oak? Good.
* * *
E. E. BYRNE is the busy director of
the Columbia Theatre in Athens, Ohio,
and clocks up still another member from
that peppy state. Without going into the
matter, we would venture a guess that
Ohio, at this moment, has the most
members. Here is something for the
other states to shoot at. But, E. E., can
us some more information
you send
about
the Columbia and yourself? Thanks
in advance.
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onalNetusfrom Correspaniieii
k.
Fire Destroys
Wash.
House; Seattle Briefs
P"^ IRE
week coniplctely
ruined last
the Tokay,
Raymond,
Wash., according to information
just received from Manager Bernard MulHgan. Repairs to cost
$50,000 will begin mimediately,
however, and the house, dark for
several weeks, will reopen for fall
season. The executive offices and
advertising department of Mulligan's Southern
Washington
chain
of theatres
in the
Tokay Theatre
were destroyed.
Fred Mercy, Sr. and Fred, Jr.,
were Seattle visitors last week,
buying and booking film for their
bouses in Eastern Washington.
Don M. Beckman, for many years
Art Aronson's
with Co.,
associatedPoster
Western
Seattle, was
recently appointed editor of the
"Motion Picture Record," local
trade publication.
R. R. Pratsch, exhibitor of Tacoma, last week launched the
"White Cloud," said to be one of
the finest small sailing yachts ever
built on the Pacific Coast, and is
at present contemplating a trip to
Honolulu.
Offices of the Northwest Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., (Universal
chain) were moved last week from
the Winter Garden to the Arabian,
where Manager Ted Gamble has
furnished spacious and elaborate
quarters. .
K. A. Lamb, manager of the
RKO exchange in Portland, was
a visitor in Seattle over the last
week-end, as was also Art Huot,
former Seattle film man who now
makes his headquarters with Warner Bros, in Portland.
Hirger Gustafson last week arrived from Chicago to become head
bookkeeper at Seattle branch of
National Theatre Supply Co.
Pantages, dark for several weeks
"summer closing"
as part ofwasitsreopened
program,
this week
under a new policy of road show
attractions sponsored by Alexander
Pantages in conjunction with (). D.
Woodward, stock producer in California.
In the meantime, the Metropolitan, veteran "legit" house, has undergone installations of all types
of new sound film projection and
reproduction equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. George Reisberger
of Grandview, Washington, were
visitors on Film Row last week to
look over next season's product.
Fred Norman, representative of
RCA PhotoptKine. returned from
Portland last week, spent two days
in Seattle, left for California, and
is now en route to New York. He
announced future installations in
the Cordova, Pullman, Washington, and Milton Kenworthy's house
in Moscow. Idaho.
Homer Tegtmeir, representative
of the B. F. Shearer theatre equipment house, Seattle returned last
week from a prolonged trip into
Idaho and Montana. He brought
with him the contract for the entire renovating of the Myrtle, Lewiston, Montana, owned by J. H.
Ritch. and the Rialto. Deer I-odge,
Montana, owned by Jens Hanson.

Santa Cruz Acquired

Chicago Notes
LAEMMLE, president
CARL
of Universal, was a visitor in
Chicago enroute to New York from
where he will depart for Europe.
Mr. Laemmle was accompanied by
his son-in-law, .Stanley Bergeman,
and his daughter Rosabelle, who
is now Mrs. Bergeman. While in
Chicago Mr. Laemmle made a talk
on sound pictures over station
WBBM.
Eddie Grossman, formerly Vitaphone district manager with Warner Brothers has joined United Artists in the Chicago office as assistant office manager.
Chicago last week had the pleasof saying apresident
brief "Hello"
to
Pete ureWoodhull,
of the M.
P. T. O. A. and Dave Palfreyman, and Clint Meyer v^'ho stopped
off enroute to attend the theatre
owners meeting at Kansas City.
Folks along the avenue are congratulating Bill Brumberg manager
of World Wide Pictures and Eddie Silverman of Essaness Theatres
on their successful departure from
local hospitals following operations.
The Chicago censors have passed
"The Trial of Mary Dugan" intact
and without any strings attached,
as it were. The same is true of
"Alibi." Both pictures have been
held up while the censors debated
their action.
Film row will miss its human
encyclopedia for the next couple
of weeks. .'\11 of which means that
Tess Heraty of the Exhibitors Association will be absent from the
(iffice enjoying a vacation on the
golf links.
Ted Ferrand, booker at the local
Pathe office, has been transferred
to Omaha.
Eddie Brichetto, who has been
with A/fetro-Goldwyn for several
years, has joined R. K. O. and will
cover the south side territory. Sam
Gorelick, who has been covering
this territory has been appointed
assistant to Herb Washburn, local
manager.
F. H. Knispel and Western Division Manager Cecil Maeberry of
Columbia Pictures Corporation will
leave Chicago July 4 to attend the
Columbia sales meeting which will
be held in Hollvwood beginning
July 8.
G. L. Sears, western sales manager of F"irst National passed
through Chicago last week on his
way to Minneapolis from New
York. Mr. Sears' wife and familv
have left Qiicago to make their
home in New York.
Henri Ellman, midwestern sales
manager for Tiffany-Stahl left
this week for a two weeks' trip
through the territory. Mr. Elhnan
will hold sales meetings in Milwaukee. Minneapolis, St. Louis,
Kansas City and Chicago.
C. Giachetto, who operates the
Lincoln,
Lyric and Vaudette The^'ork. atres at Springfield,
Illinois is back
home again after a trip to New

Three new salesmen have been
added to the Fox staff to cover
local territory. They are Al Goldman, H. Goodamote and E. S.
Flynn.
Joe Hartman, well known Educational salesman is spending his
vacation making a tour of Canada.
Sol Bragin, Educational booker and
Al Halperin, B. & K. booker are
enjoying a trip through the East
as their idea of how a vacation
should be passed.
The Twentieth Century Theatre
on Chicago's south side, which was
recently opened by Sam Ludwig,
closed last week. Ludwig came
here from Milwaukee a short time
ago and took over the Vitagraph
and Midway Theatres in addition
to the Twentieth Century. He has
since given up all of them.
J. L. .Stern, president of the
General Sound Equipment Co.,
makers of the Gennett talking picture device, was a visitor at the
company's
Standard OilChicago
Building.office in the
E. J. Vallen of the E. J. Vallen
Electrical Company, Akron, O..
was in Chicago on one of his peri(xlical trips through this part of
the country.
Chas. Loewenberg, for the past
eight years with Universal in Cincinnati, Pittsburgh. Cleveland, Detroit and other cities has been
named director of exploitation and
publicity for Universal in the Chica.go territory.
The Chicago special service department of National Screen Service has prepared twelve special
cooling system trailers, covering an
entire campaign for selling patrons
the idea of the ccKilness of the theatre.
.\ portion
of Chicago's
Row"
will move
southward,"Movie
it is
revealed in the announcement that
a new Warner Bros, exchange will
he erected at 1307 S. Wabash Avenue. Ground will be broken early
in July. The building has been
designed by Zimmerman, Sax &
Zimmerman,
Chicago architects.
Some 2,000 exhibitors, their
\vi\es. friends and sweethearts,
witnessed a special showing of
"Broadway" at the United Artists
Theatre last Friday night.
Ushers at the Chicago Theatre
are resplendent in new summer
uniforms — consisting of blue pea
jackets trimmed in orange and
white flannel trousers. The theatre
itself is being redecorated and
brightened throughout at a cost
said to be $100,000.
iAscher Le.vy, well known in
film circles here as the former
film buyer for the Orpheum circuit
has purchased a seat on the Chica,go stock exchange.
Tbe Vanity Theatre, Batavia,
III, which is owned by Joe Burke,
has been closed for the summer.
Voisophone equipment has been
installed
in Cap.
Igoe's building.
proiection
room in the
Universal

By Golden State
THEat Santa
new Santa
CruzbeenTheatre
Cruz has
taken
over by the Golden State Theatre
& Realty Corp. who are spending
approximately $75,000 in remodeling and equipping it. The theatre
is being equipped with a Western
Electric sound device.
The city's mayor, on June 27th
rang down final curtain at the Orpheum Theatre, somewhere around
midnight. The Orpheum opened its
doors 42 years ago.
Now the talkies have captured
one more district theatre — this time
the Larkin on Larkin between
Geary and O'Farrell. The house,
newly remodeled, renovated, decorated, is equipped throughout for
the presentation of talking pictures.
Leaving the Warfield are the
Fanchon and Marco revues. The
Warfield becomes an all-picture
house.
Paul Bush spent several hours
with Cass Hayes, chief engineer for
Pantages Circuit, going over plans
for the new Pantages Hollywood.
E. E. Fulton Company have sold
two mirror lamps to Jack Frates,
the Victoria, Gusteen, Cal.
Lawrence B. Wagnon has been
appointed general manager of the
Alarion Davies and Embassy, according to William B. Wagnon,
lessee of the houses. The theatre
executive has brought his brother
over from another of his enterprises to look after the theatres because of the number of obli.gations
he has out of the city. The younger
Wagnon will assume immediate
control of the houses, retaining
present house managers, Frank L.
Pratt at the Marion Davies and
Jack Roberts at the Embassy.
William B. Wagnon departed by
plane for his semi-annual trip to
New York where he will arrange
for his next season's bookings.
Fred Voight, branch manager for
Fox Films, represented San Francisco Fox branch at the annual Fox
Convention
held at New
York

Architects' drawing of the new Warner
Bros, exchange huilding to be erected
at 1307 South Wahash Ave., Chicago.
ArchitectsZimmerman,
are Zimmerman,
Chicago Saxe and
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Columbia Opening Of
Cleveland Exchange
COLUMBIA PICTURES
CORPORATION is openins
its own Cleveland exchange under
the management of Herbert Kaufman. Negotiations for space are
now being made and the exchange
will be open and in operation no
later than July 15th. The Columbia Pictures exchange to be operated by Kaufman will release only
the new Columbia product. The
old Columbia product will continueto be released by W. N. Skirboll.
A. E. Klein has opened an office
in 424 Film Exchange Bldg. for the
sales and distribution of Mellaphone, sound on disc reproducer.
The first Paccnt film attachment
to be installed in Cleveland is in
the Commodore. It is now being
installed and will be in operation
within a week.
John G. Gregory of Springfield,
head of the company which operates the Palace, Washington Court
House, Ohio, recently concluded a
99-year lease in London, O., for
property on which he will build a
new 800-seat theatre at cost of
$100,0(K).
Nocoli Petti, local architect who
designed more than ten of the leading suburban motion picture theatres, died last Thursday at his
home in East Cleveland after a
short illness. He was forty-nine
years old and survived by three
sons and two daughters. Among
the local houses credited to Petti
are the Uptown, Variety, CedarLee, Kinsman and Imperial.

BecomesiBusiness Mgr .
Of Cincinnati Unit.
G. HETTESHEIANDREW
MER, who resigned management of Orpheum, Cincinnati, several months ago, to become supervisor of Keith's Strand, Family and
Gifts for I. Libson, has given up
his post, and has been made business manager of the Greater Cincinnati M. P. Exhibitors, which includes all motion picture theatre
owners in Cincinnati and contiguous territory, and portions of Kentucky. Hettesheimer will represent the organization in Cincinnati arbitration, and will do collective purchasing of supplies.
R. B. Wicks, operating Opera
House, at Burton, Ohio, the Mantua, and the Temple, at Orwell,
has taken over Opera House at
Middletown, Ohio, from H. J. Walters.
Kenneth Hill has been made
manager Rex and Strand, Marysville, Ohio, succeeding Don Loomis.

Two brothers snapped while attending
the Educational get together of sales
forces at Atlantic City last week. They
are Harry SkirboU, Cleveland, and
Jack SkirbaU, Ohio
tive special representa-

The l^reamland, Columbus, Ohio,
closed its doors this week. It
will not be re-opened, Ted. Pekras,
owner, announced. The Dreamland recently was equipped for
sound, but inability to obtain satisfactory films, and decreasing business, led to the closing. It is the
third downtown house to close this
spring.
Retirement of Johnny Jones,
manager of the Majestic, Columbus, O., removes from the local
theatre world one of its most picturesque characters. Johnny was
the guest of newspaper men and
theatre employees at a testimonial
dinner, at which time he was presented with a gold plaque in recogof the dailies.
"good copy"
he has
been tonitionlocal
In return
he
distributed among the guests a rare
collections of curious souvenirs he
has collected.
Biggio's Grand, Steubenville,
Ohio, has installed sound equipment.
Strand Theatre building, Dayton, Ohio, has been sold by the
owner, William J. Love, Jr., and
will be converted into hotel and
garage.
Parties interested in Kaypee, Mt.
Gilead, will confer with local ministers regarding operating house on
Sunday, on account of six day operation showing loss. If Sunday
showings cannot be arranged, house
may be closed.
Ohio, Mansfield, has installed
new cooling and ventilating system, attracting considerable increase in patronage.
Lawrence H. Surnbrock and
Louis A. Snitzer, owners Washington, Cincinnati, made defendants in
suit brought by Irving Berlin, Inc.,
for alleged use of song in theatre
without permission or license of
l)ublishers.
Silvertone Screen Co., has been
incorporated at Columbus, by R. L.
Pfefiferle, Vincent Singer and
others.

Denver,Colorado, Film
Trade Notes
RJ. GARLAND has resigned
• as manager for World Wide
in Denver to accept appointment as
representative for Electrical Research Products, Inc., for Denver
and Salt Lake City.
On Wednesday night June 12th
what threatened to be a serious fire
broke out in the projection booth
in the Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Nebraska. The cause of the fire is
unknown. The damage amounted
to about $3,000.
J. T. Sheffield is now sole owner
of the theatres operated by the
.'\shworth-Sheffield Theatres, Inc.,
having recently purchased the interests of Gordon B. Ashworth.
This company has operated the
Higiilands, Denver, and the Gothic.
iMiglewood, Colorado, for several
months past. Mr. Sheffield has
closed tile Highlands for a short
time pending re-modeling.
E. C. Trieb of the Civic Theatres Company of Roswell, New
Mexico spent several days in
Denver recently, transacting business with exchanges, and purchasing Western Electric sound e(iuipment for his Princess, Roswell.
Mr. Harry Cohen, district manager for RKO, I'Ved Lind, branch
manager for RKO in Seattle,
Washington, and S. D. Wcisbaum,
Denver branch manager for RKO,

left Denver recently to attend the
RKO Sales Convention being held
in Chicago at this writing.
A change of management took
place in the Denver recently when
Mr. Lewis Finske took over the
management from C. C. Perry.
Mr. Finske comes from the Newman, Kansas City, and Mr. Perry
leaves Denver for Rochester, N. Y.,
where he will be managing director
for Publix in that vicinity.
the treasurer's
department
of
theInDenver
when Cecil
Collins was
transferred to join B. Burke in
Dallas, Texas Mr. Collins was succeeded by W. H. Wolover.
Mr. George Loveland, owner and
manager of the Strand, Colorado
Springs, was a Denver visitor.
A change of management took
place at the Tabor Grand Theatre
in Denver a few days ago when
Mark Bennett succeeded Homer A.
Ellison who has managed the theatre since the Bi-Metallic Investment Company took over this
amusement house.
Among exhibitors visiting Denver recently were Hobart Kincaid,
owner and manager of the Rialto,
Florence, Colorado; Ed Schulte of
Casper, Wyoming ; William Ostenberg, Jr., of Scottsbluff, Nebraska ;
C. W. Hine of Ault, Colorado,
Everett Cole of the Rialto Theatre,
Alamosa, Colorado, and B. H.
Snyder, manager of the Princess
Theatre, Crested Butte. Colorado.
The \'ictory, Denver, has been
taken over by the Victory Amusement Co., from J. B. Melton. The
new company, of which Orson
Adams is president, took possession
of the Victory on June 28, 1929.
T. J. Pittman has re-opened the
Pavilion, Cloudcroft, New Mexico,
for the summer.
Other theatres in tourist centers which are opening for the summer season are the Cameo and
Manitou, Manitou ; Colorado and
the Park, Estes Park, Colorado.
Paul Berger, home office representative of United Artists and
Dave Bershon, western division
manager, arrived in Denver June
17th. They left Monday for San
Francisco
by H.
\N'.
Helmbold, accompanied
local United
Artists
branch manager, and Eddie Walton and Abel Davis, salesmen, to
attend a sales convention.

Razing The Grande In
Madison, Wis.
WITH
the erection
Oscar
Rennebohm's
new of
office
and
store building at 204 State Street
Madison is loosing a famous old
landmark. In ' 1907 the Grande,
Madison's first successful motion
picture theatre, was built on the
site. Several months ago the theatre was purchased by Rennebohm,
and is now being torn down to
make way for the new building.
Fischer's Paramount Theatres.
Inc.. recently moved their offices
from
Giicago to isAladison,
andvice
!•'.
J. McWilliams
acting as
l)resident of the corporation.
Henry A. Staab, executive secretary of the Wisconsin M. P. T. O.
association, has been in Madison
fighting the Edwards Arbitration
bill, which would force motion picture tiicatre oi)erators to go before
an arliitration committee to settle
sucii questions as those arising over
film contracts. The Arbitration hill
was killed, but is to be reconsidered
about July 12.

Picture
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Film Row Notes From
Toledo And Canton
assumed GALLAGHER
active management
GERALD
has
of the Palace, Canton, Ohio, recently purchased by ParamountPublix. Gallagher, who came to
Canton from a Publix house in
Des Moines, la., succeeds Marc
Wolf. Wolf, manager of the Palace since it was opened two years
ago, has been transferred to Gary,.
Ind., where he will direct the activities of six Publix theatres. A
new ventilating system now is beIS. ing installed and it is expected that
it will be readv for use about Julv

IV S'

After being dark for nearly a
year, the Alhambra, Canton. Ohio,
was reopened June 29 by Warners,
who purchased
it along with ten

ll
Members of Paramount' s Foreign
Dept., who attended their company's
Atlantic City convention. L. to r.:
Joseph Souhami and his brother, David
Souhami, Eddie TJgast and George N.
Kates
other theatres in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Maryland, from Silverman's, Inc. The house, in which
new seats and lighting fixtures
were installed last fall, has been
completely renovated and will seat
900. ment
The
latest
\'itaphone equiphas been
installed.
A second outbreak in as many
days in the war between Akron
theatre owners and motion picture operators over a new wage
scale was seen in the finding of a
heavily charged bomb at the home
of Frank Ruben, theatre owner,
Scenes
June
27. continue to change for
Marion, O., theatre manager. J. J.
Huebner, formerly of Cincinnati,
has been made manager of the
Publix Palace and Marion. George
Mailers, of Lima. O., has reopened
the Orpheum following remodeling.
The Strand theatre building at
Piquaern hotel.
will be remodeled into mod"Schine's State" will be the
name of Kenton's (O.) new theatre now under construction. Forbor Day.
mal opening has been set for LaSidney Dannenberg, manager of
the Toledo-Paramount has returned
from New York City where he
attended funeral services for his
mother, M»-s. Mary Dannenberg,
76. Ross Weigand. publicity agent,
was acting manager during Danneberg's absence. Weigand recently
succeeded Jack Jackson.
Other changes in the Toltnlo
Publi.x organization include : Promotion of Rollin Smith to assistant
manager; John Cjallery to succeed
Smith as treasurer ; John Friedel
from district manager for the central states division manager for
southeastern states. E. M. Perry
is new district manager.
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2 Albany, N. Y., Houses
Close For Summer
HARMAXUS
- BLEECKER
HALL, Albany, will be closed
for about two months this summer,
during which time it will be extensively remodeled. The Colonial
in Albany, operated by Jules Berinstein, will close on July 6 for two
months.
R. W. Sykes, who operates the
King, Troy, is running on Saturdays and Sundays only, and will
not reopen on full time until September.
Samuel Goldberg, formerly chief
usher at the Troy Theatre, has
been promoted recently to the post
of assistant manager.
The State, Utica, was damaged
to the extent of $20{.),000 by an explosion which took place at 3

An intimate confab while strolling
along the Boardwalk at Atlantic City
where they were prominent participaators in the Educational convention.
L. to r.: F. X. Carroll, domestic sales
dept., and L. V. Valvert, production
managei

o'clock one morning last week in
a grocery store occupying; a .lortion
of the theatre building.
Harry Rose, manager of the
Palace, Oneonta, spent the last
weekend with his parents in Troy,
and announced that the theatre is
operating only two days a week
at the present time.
Maurice Chase, of New York,
was in town during the week. ]-cw
Fischer, exhibitor of Fort Edward,
was also along Film Row during
the week. Clark S. Sanford, exhibitor of Margaretville, was ("ii
Film Row.
The Pep Club, in the M-G-W exchange, Albany, enjoyed an outing
last Saturday afternoon.
Alex Sayles, manager of the Leland, Albany, accompanied by Mrs.
Sayles, left last Saturday on a
three weeks' motor trip and without any particular destination. John
Garry will look after the house
during Mr. Sayles' absence.
Jake Golden, manager of the
Proctor house in Troy, has been
laid up for the past six weeks at
the Samaritan hospital as the result of a peculiar accident. While
running up a flight of stairs, Mr.
Golden hit his leg and it became
infected.
Louis Saperstein, manager of the
Lincoln in Troy, is enjoying a
week's vacation in the White
Mountains, N. H.
James Savage, of Buffalo, wiio
is connected with the Chase exchange in that city, was operated
on last week for appendicitis.
W. W. Farley, one of t!ie heads
of Farash Theatres, Inc., of Schenectady, last week purchased a 28
acre estate just outside of Albanv.
It is said that the house and
grounds cost Mr. Farley about
$110,000.
George Dwore, theatre owner of

Schenectadx-, put in his appearance
on Film Row last week, bringing
Mrs. Dwore and the latest addition
to the Dwore family, a daughter (jf
two or three months of age.
The theatre owned by . Joseph
Burkhart, Fort Leyden, is closed
for the summer. So has the Uptown and likewise the Carleton
Utica.
C. R. Halligan, who recentlv resigned as local manager for Columbia, is now associated with Pop
Linton, of Utica, who is putting
out a sound device.
The Rose, Troy, went over t^i
burlesque this week and if successful itwill be continued.
Dick Hartigan, organist at the
Troy, has forsaken the ranks of
bachelorhood and taken an Albany
girl as his wife.
Charles Smakwitz, manager of
the Mark Ritz, Albany, was in
New York during the week. Jules
Berinstein of Colonial was also in
the metropolis.
Joe Miller, of Buffalo, representing Columbia, was in Albany during week, accompanied by his youngson.
C. H. Buckley, theatre owner of
.\lbany, returned home last week
after spending two or three days
in New York.
Jack Campbell, manager of the
Griswold in Troy, will continue
vaudeville each Monday night and
an amateur program each Thursday night.
The motion picture machine operators of Troy, have just elected
Al LeMay financial secretary for
the nineteenth consecutive term.
Harry Brooks was elected president for the seventeenth successive
term. Charles McCarthy was
elected vice-president ; John Ross
treasurer, and Louis Rinn, recording secretary.
Accompanied by his wife and
daughter, Sam Hochstim of Hudson, was on Film Row' during the
week.

General
News
Briefs
From Salt Lake City
SETH PERKINS, former District Manager for M-G-M and
now manager of the San Francisco
offices for TifTany Stahl, was a
visitor here for a few days enroute to the convention being held
in Detroit.
The Orpheum, Pocatello, Idaho,
operated by Carruthers and Archibald, is having Western Electric
equipment
installed.
Ross Bluck of the RKO Salt
Lake office, is visiting his father
at Durango, Colorado.
Manager Sam Feinstein, of the
Salt Lake RKO exchange, has returned from the convention held at
Chicago.
Fred Gage, salesmanager for
L^nited Artists, left this week for
San Francisco, accompanied by
salesmen H. Levey and Jack Connors, to attend regional sales convention.
Complete equipment for the new
ball room and dance hall called
"Rainbow Palace" recently completed at Jackson, Wyoming, and
built in conjunction with a picture
house there, has been installed.
An Orchestraphone machine was
purchased by the Diana, Copperfield Utah, recently. This house is
operated by Ernest Pappas.
American Blower ventilating
systems were also installed at the

Majestc, Namapa, Idaho, and at
the Royal, Rigby, Idaho.
C. L. Oswald is in Salt Lake
from the New York Publix office,
installing the Publix methcxls and
here.
conferring with representatives
Andy Murdock of the Ideal, Heber City, Utah, spent several days
here lining up pictures.
L. F. Brown of the Grand, Logan, Utah, was among exhibitor
visitors.
"Dad" Rand accompanied by
Mrs. Rand, left for Nevada last
week to enjoy the races and spend
their vacation. Rand is owner of
the Isis, Salt Lake.
S. B. Steck of the Lyceum, Ogden, Utah, is visiting Salt Lake
exchanges.
E. J. Lustig, manager of the Salt
Lake Sheffield exchange, is making
a trip into Idaho branch.
Commissioner Harmon and
Louis Peery are spending a little
time in Salt Lake booking for their
Ogden houses.
C. D. Bucknam, operating the
Ideal, Emmett, Idaho, recently purchased an American Blower ventilating machine.
A. C. Gordon of the Star,
W^eiser, Idaho, also procured an
American Blower machine last
week.
M. Borack, who is to have
charge of the booking department
for Publix in Salt Lake with headcity.
quarters in Denver, is visiting the
Max Gonf, former film man in
San Francisco, is spending several
davs here enroute from New York
Citv.

Plans
Ripe For Des
Moines Tournament
hundred are
than atthree
MORE
expected
the Des Moines
Film Board golf tournament and
picnic to be held on July 21 and
July 22. E. J. Tilton, head of the
Des Moines Film Board, has appointed competent committees to
handle all arrangements so as to
provide a big time for the film men,
exhibitors and their families. E. P.
Smith, president of the Iowa group
of exhibitors, is sending out word
to theatre men over the state that
time will be allowed in the evenings
for a meeting of the motion picture
theatre owners to discuss problems. The meetings are to be held
in the evening so that everyone may
have time to enter in the golf tournament.
T. J. Salmon of the Grand, Decorah, made one of his rare visits
to Des Moines this week and
stopped in to see the managers of
Pathe and Paramount.
The Opera House, Ayreshire, operated by C. H. Cookingham over
a period of years, has been closed
and is to be dismantled. Mr. Cookingham, who has apparently been
operating without the handicap of
near rivals since he is imare than
twenty miles from a city and has
the only theatre in Ayreshire, says
that business has been too ptwr to
warrant continuing operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Sa.ge of the Rialto
at Adel were visitors at the office
of Pathe.
J. E. R. Ridgeway of Coon Rapids and Clayton Baker of the theatre at Creston were callers at the
office of Paramount.
The Grand, Perry, is to be remodelled and enlarged. Sound will

be installed at this theatre also.
More than $9,000 is to be spent,
reports Lew Stanley, new owner.
The Strand, Des Moines, of
which George Watson is manager
for Publix, has reopened after being closed for five days for redecoration and remodelling.
June 19 was the opening night
for the Iowa Theatre at Sheldon,
Iowa. This theatre is equipped
with the DeForest Phonofilm.
The Earle Carroll, is to be
equipped
with sound installation.
New lights, canop'es, lighting
systems, drapes, carpeting and redecorating for the .Strand and the
Garden in Des Moines, classed as
Class B Publix houses, were put in
at a cost of $17,000.
The Cecil, Mason City is installing RCA sound-on-d'sc equipment.
Callers at the office of RKO
were P. F. Madden of the Masonic
at W^hat Cheer, W. B. Franke of
the Humota at Humbolt. Charles
Peterson of the Windsor at Hampton, F. W. Holt of the Princess at
Montezuma, F. R. Bandy of the
Princess at Britt, R. V. Damon of
the Lyric at Fort Dodge, B. S.
Baker of the Grand at Grand River,
A. B. Pettit of the Winterset, Mr.
and Mrs. Smith of the Family at
Earlham and Mr. and Mrs. Lauver
of the Roval at Panora.

Southwest And Texas
Regional Notes
of
W. sonScott,
PaulJR.,
and Mrs.
of Mr.
SCOTT,
PAUL
Dallas, Texas, died suddenly last
week and was buried in Reatland
Memorial Park. Paul Scott is operator of the Haskel, Dallas neighborhood theatre.
H. A. Nivers has joined the sales
department
of Educational at Dallas.
Sol Davidson, theatre and supply
man of Oklahoma City, has purchased the Majestic and Crystal at
Cherokee. Oklahoma.
R. P. Waid has been appointed
Okfahoma representative of the
Artwin Products.
The City Council of Bartlesville,
Okla., voted last week that Bartlesville could have Sunday Movies
and Sunday shows for first time in
its historv.
E. S. Hunt, Dallas, Texas, district manager for .Alexander Film
Co., announces that a deal has been
extension
perfected
der film for
service
over of
theAlexanwhole
Fox theatre circuit.
L. L. Dent, head of Dent Theatres, Inc., Texas, announces that
the proposed deal with Publix has
fallen off and failed as far as Dent
is concerned.

Mack Sennett's representatives who
were cent
among
thoseof present
at thesales
reconvention
Educational
workers at Atlantic City. .L. to r.:
W. B. rrank, N. Y. representative, and
Johnny Waldron, general manager of
the Sennett studio
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Vote In Fla. Town Is
For Sunday Movies
BY

a close margin of 339 votes
against 304, citizens of Winter
Park, Fla., last Wednesday made
possible the showing of Sunday
moving jpictures by voting to repeal two old Sunday ordinances,
one prohibiting the playing of
games and the other the operation
of any kind of busintVs except
selling drugs on Sunday.
The referendum grew out of an
attempt on the part of the Baby
Grand Theater to stage moving
picture shows on Sunday a fewweeks ago which resulted in the
arrest of the theatre management.
Immediately upon announcement
of returns, the management of the
Baby Grand announced the prompt
installation of Vitaphon)e equipment. An invitation was also extended to citizei^s of the city to
lie guests of the theater on last
Sunday.
Jacksonville, Fla., representatives attending the various sales
conventions of their organizations
are expected to return soon.
Scotty Chesnutt, manager of
Paramountts exchange, with J. C.
Duane, as sales manager, and M.
L. Stevens, salesman, will return
Thursday from Atlantic City.
Cowan Bain, manager of Universal's exchange, will also return
Thursday from Atlantic City.
C. B. Ellis, manager of RKO's
exchange, h not expected until
Monday.
District Manager Jesse Clarke,
Publix, and Charles Oswald, Publix booker, attended the Paramount convention in Atlantic City.
W. A. Krause, Jr., manager of
the Empress, is finding business
on the increase Isince his house
went sound.

AI 0 t i 0 It
the Victory, Tampa. George had
everybody guessing who the
couple would be.
N. V. Darley, manager of the
Rivoli, Ybor City, and the Royal,
Tarpon Springs, is spending a
week in Atlanta visiting his partner in the enterprises, Mr. Serf.
Jesse Clark, district manager for
Publix, spent several days in Jacksi.nville recently.
John T. Alsop, Jr., well known
in theatrical circles, has been reelected mayor of Jacksonville.
C. B. Ellis, exchange,
manager of attended
RKO's
Jacksonville
cc.iivention in Chicago.
Scotty Chesnutt, manager of
Paramount's Jacksonville exchange,
attended sales convention of his
organization at Atlantic Citv this
week.
Cowan Bain, manager of Universal's Jacksonville exchange, was
in Atlantic City this week attending
Universal convention.

Events Of Interest To
Baltimore Showmen
THEcombination
Hippodrome,
houseBaltimore,
which hasa
been running first-run pictures with
Bert Smith Players in stock, closed
.Saturday night, July 6, to reopen
about September 1 after it has
been generally overhauled and
sound equipment installed.
The Brodie, residential house in
South Baltimore, Joseph Brodie
Ijroprietor, is to have sound equipment installed.
The Rivoli, Baltimore, managed
by Frank Price, Jr., closed for
several weeks beginning Saturday
night, June 29.
Adelaide Wilson, daughter of
George W. Wilson, Tyrone, Pa.,
head of the Wilson Amusement
Co., operating the Rivoli, Baltimore and other theatres, died at
a hospital in Philadelphia, Pa., the
other day, aged 23.
Charles Raymond, Loew's city
manager, Baltimore, is now on vacation and has gone to Boston, his
home town.
The closing of the Little, Baltimore, operated by the Motion Picture Guild, Inc., and managed by
C'lyde V. McKay, has caused Mr.
McKay to go to the head office of
the Guild in Philadelphia at the
Philly Little.

Snapped on the Boardwalk at Atlantic
City during tlie recent Educational
convention. L. to r.: J. L. Winn, St.
Louis; L. V. Calvert, production manager, and H. P. Brink, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bernard Broome, assistant manager of the Imperial, Jacksonville,
and Miss Gertrude Hilton, of
Jacksonville, were married in St.
Augustine, June 20.
The Rialto, Tampa, dark for
nearly a year, is slated for another try at the musical (shows,
with the grand opening announced
for Saturday, August 31st.
The Rivoli, Ybor City, is packing them in each Wednesday now
with a two for one proposition.
Two adults are admitted for one
full fare ticket, and two children
on a single half fare.
George Peck pulled a record
crowd to see his secret "stage wedding" last Thursday
evening
at

UNIFORMS

W. Stetifey,
be George
on vacation
for two caslv'er
weeks will
and
then will go to the head office in
Philadelphia.
The sound equipment installation
at the Strand, Norfolk, Va., has
been completed and the new policv
of having two pictures a week
started July 1, changing the program Mondays and Thursdays.
.Mthotigh all the nearby resorts
of Norfolk, Va., are now operating full blast, there has been no
visible decrease in the attendance at
city.
the moving i)icture theatres of that
Three Washington, D. C, houses
have closed for the summer, but
according to present plans all expect to reopen in the fall.
The Little, operated by tlie Film
Arts Guild lUKler the management
of George Shute ; The Rialto,
which has been operated by Universal and the National, legitimate
house.
FCMt HOUSE
ATTACHES

The new refrigerating system at
the Metropolitan Washington, D.
C, was scheduled to start working
on July 4.
Airs. Alike Alaloney, wife of the
manager timore,
of had Loew's
Valencia,
Balto be taken
hurriedly
to the Woman's Hospital of Alaryland for a major operation recently.
She is now on the road to recovery.
The Strand, Moundsville, W.
Va., has had the DeForest Phonofilm sound equipment and new seats
installed.
Davis and Cooper have opened
the Vitrolite, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
with 350 seats.
The Advertising Club of Baltimore gave an entertainment for
its members at the Rivoli, Baltimore, Sunday night, ^ June 23,
through the courtesy of Frank
Price, Jr., manager of the house.
E. J. Blanke, architect and designer of the Rivoli, Baltimore and
the Rialto, Washington, D. C, died
recently in the former city.
Aleyer Leventhal has been succeeded as third vice president of
the Alotion Picture Operators'
Union, Local 181, Baltimore, affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, by William Lange.
The Astor, residential house cf
Baltimore, Robert Kanter proprietor, has closed for several weeks
and during the time will have the
Western Electric sound equipment
installed.
The new Central Hotel property
including the Nelvv Theatre, located on Alain St., Elkton, Md.,
was town
sold recentlv
at an attorney's
that
to former sale
Sheriftin
H. Mackey, for '$56,000.

Loew

New

England

Mgr. Injured
PHIL BERLER,
manager for E. AI. district
Loew circuit,
while returning from the Lcsew
Capitol, Pawtucket, at three o'clock
in the morning, went off the road
in Wrentham, Mass., during a
heavy fog and struck a tree. The
big auto owned by Air. Loew was
badly damaged. Berler was placed
on the operating table at the Norwood Hospital where he remained
three hours, four tendons of his
left hand being severed. John Kilroy, officer at the Loew Dorchester,
sustained two broken ribs and Harold Hobert, operator of the Doring up. chester, escaped with a severe shakFred Stone of the E. M. Loew
Colonial, Springvalc. Me., has resigned to join Publix.
The Educational exchange, Boston, has been completely repainted
and redecorated.
Sam Berg, booker for Fox at
Boston, has returned from the New
York convention. He and District
Manager Harry F. Campbell were
the only ones from the Boston exchange present.
The Saturday
Fairhaven,forFairhaven,
\'t..
closed
season.
Branch Manager Fred G. Sliter,
new branch manager for Educational at Boston, has appointed E.
S. Sliaraf and AI Fecke as salesmen.
The Strand, Woonsocket. has
been taken i>\er bv Red Seal ex-

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Picture
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change, Boston, Harry Segal, district manager.
The Strand, Maiden, has adopted
double feature policy for summer.
The Granada, Alalden, has discontinued vaudeville for summer.
Aliss Dorothy Dobbins, bookkeeper at Independent exchange, is
vacationing.
J. A. McConville and Abe Alontague. Independent Films, Boston,
have returned from business trip
to New York.
H. Gordon of the Universal,
Fitchburg, has been appointed manager of the Colonial, Springvale,
Ale.
Alanager Dunn of the Dorchester
has been appointed manager of the
Universal, Fitchburg, E. M. Loew
theatre.
Alanager Weir of the National.
Boston, has been appointed manager
of the Hollywood, Charlestown.
Miss Dorothy Fitzgibbons, inspector at the Pathe exchange,
Boston, and William Stratton, Boston insurance man, were married
last week and are on a honeymoon
trip by auto through New York
State.
Miss Helen McHugh of the
Pathe staff was tendered a shower
Thursday by the girls of the exchange and presented with a purse
of gold. The following day she
was married to J. Donn of Boston.
Jack Jennings, formerly with
Timely Films, has joined Pathe
sales force.
Branch Alanager R. C. Cropper,
Salesman Hadley Warren of
Alaine, C. D. Wilson of Alaine, AI.
M. Ames of Western Alass., and
J. J. Jennings of Rhode Island
attended the convention of Pathe
at Atlantic
ton Alonday.City, returning to BosThree theatres have closed for
the summer, the Day Street, Somerville ; Dreamland, Lynn, and
Alusic Hall, Pawtucket.
Tom Donaldson, AI-G-AI salesman in Southern Alass., has returned to duty after
week's
The AI-G-AI
club held
its illness.
annual
outing to Ferncroft Saturday when
games berswere
and where
memhad an played
opportunity
of seeing
the wrestler, Gus Sonnenberg,
training. After dinner there were
addresses by District Alanager AI.
N. Wolf and President (joldstein.

Amongtion held
those
present
at the City
convenrecently
in Atlantic
by
Paramount. L. to r.: Edward Hollander, of the N. Y. exchange; Robert
Moriarity, of the press sheet dept.;
B. Forney Wyly and John Hewlett,
of the home office publicity dept.

Ed Pollard of the Star, Newmarket, N. H., had narrow escape
from death while fishing in a lake
in Alaine, when his father-in-law
fell overboard and was drowned.
In the attempts to rescue him. Pollard nearly lost his own life.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

M-G-M Holds Southern
Sales Meeting

Situation Wanted

CLOSELY following its national
convention, and in line with

EXPERIENCED LABORATORY and cameraman, 12
years ' experience, desires
position Avitli reliable firm, go
anywhere. Write Box 254.
Wan-en, Ohio.
EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER, who ha.s 10
years' experience and has
be.st references, desires position at once
W^illBox
go anywhere.!Address
566,
care Motion Picture "News.
729 Seventh Ave., New Yoi-k
City.

To Lease

the company's regular policy, a
Southern division sales meeting of
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer began
Thursday, June 27, at the Jung
Hotel, New Orleans, with District
Manager Charles E. Kessnich presiding. The meeting will be m
session for three days.
Those in attendance are : Charles
E. Kessnich, district manager ;
Jack Elwell, manager sales promotion ; Exploiteers Ray Bcall and
Joe Patton ; S. S. Schwartz, auditor, James W. Hanlon, branch
manager, and Sales L. C. Ingram,
Sam Alaclntvre, John Cunningham
and L. B. Butler, of the Atlanta
branch.
LeRoy Bickel, branch manager ;
Tony Philbin, office manager ;
Salesmen C. D. Lyne, H. G.
Krumm and Clyde Houston, from
the Dallas office.

TO LEASE, small theatre
on Long Island, experienced
exhibitor. Box 567, care of
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Ave., New York City.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.
A Man"ufacturing Company of
Sound Reproducing equipment
has need for men who know
how to sell and are able to
furnish reference as to their
ability and knowledge of the
trade. Live-wire film salesmen
or those with experierice in
selling Sound equipment direct
to the theatre owners in the
Middle-West, New England and
South given preference. All replies will be treated strictly
confidential. Box XYZ, care of
Motion Picture News, 729— 7th
Avenue, N. Y. C.

Dickenson Renovating
2 Of His Kans. Houses
GLENN W. DICKINSON will
close his Bowersock, Lawrence, Ky., and his Alarsiiall,
Manliattan, Kas., soon and equip
■them with new seats, decorations,
■will re-open nnder the name of the
Dickinson Theatre. The Uptown,
Junction City, Kas., and the Lewis,
Independence, Mo., are to have
Western Electric equipment installed. The Booth, Independence,
Kas., is preparing for installation
of $15,000 coolins plant.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market
this week were : C. M. Pattee,
Pattee, Lawrence, Kas. ; R. H.
Shrove, Opera House, Winchester,
Kas. ; H. F. Strowig, Lyric, Abeline, Kas.
Gordon C. Rowley, who succeeds Charles Bannon as manager
of the Midwest Division of the
RCA Photophone, Inc., has assumed his new duties at the Kansas City headquarters.

Two promenaders at Atlantic City
■where the Educational forces gathered
for convention. .L. to r.: H. C. Dressendorfer, Indianapolis, and G. C.
Bluinenthal, San Francisco
J. F. Willingham, branch manager Salesinen
;
C. F. McGuire, W.
G. McCorvey, and W. E. Keith, of
the Memphis branch.
C. J. Briant, branch manager ;
George Briant, booker ; and Salesmen J. J. Fabacher and V. H.
Bridges, of the New Orleans
branch.
W. B. Zoellner, branch manager ;
Sam Becker, office manager and
Salesmen J. N. Byrd and WaUer
Dolin, of the Oklahoma City
branch.
J. R. Quails has taken over the
Carolina and Lyric, Burlington, N.
C, from S. S. Stevenson.
Fred Ferryman has taken over
the Ritz, Elizabeth City, Tonii.,
operated by M. Buchanan.
J. U. McCormick is now operating the Artcraft, Lincolnton, N. C,
formerly
operated by C. I. Greshfornia.
The Peoples, Kingston, N. C, is
being operated by James L. Lowery. House was formerly operated
bv E. L. Lewis.
' M-G-M Pep Club in Charlotte,
N. C, is anticipating an enjoyable
time at Wilora Lake on its contemplated picnic.
A. C. Marvin and R. M. Melviii,
connected with the United Ad Mat
are making their headquarService,
ters in Charlotte

EMPIRE
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^
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I to 10
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I I to 50
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R. T. Wade, prominent exhibitor
of Morehead City, N. C, is dead,
according to a telegram recei\ed
here from Richmond. Mr. Wade
had been seriously ill for some
time.
Cameron Price, formerly salesman for Pathe, has been appointed
manager of Pathe's Charlotte, N.
C, branch, succeeding L. J. Duncan, resigned.
Announcement is made that
a new motion picture theatre,
equipped for sound, is to be
built at Alaysville, Ky., by the
Photo Sound Holding and Operating Company, in which a number of Covington, Ky., and Cincinnati, Ohio, business men are
understood to be interested.
Plans are now being prepared by
Marryatt Watkins. The proposed
theater will have a seating capacity of 1,000 and will be known as
the Granada. The company which
is behind the project is said to be
a $200,000 corporation and it is
the intention of the officers to
establish other theaters in various
cities of Kentucky. S. H. Nesbitt will be general manager of
the theater.
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Miles, of
the Eminence, Eminence, Ky.,
were visitors to Louisville, Ky.
The Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.,
has reopened after being completely redecorated and beautified, the
work requiring two weeks. A feature of the new equipment is a
cooling plant.
Floyd F. Smith, Publix city
manager for Chattanooga, and
former
the inarried
Loew's
Palace, manager
Memphis, ofwas
Sunday, June 23, to Miss Eula
Frances Muirhead, dancer. She is
rabury.
the
daughter of Mrs. J. W. MarThe usual summer slump, which
has already made itself felt in all
Memphis loop houses, reached its
climax this week, with amiouncement
of the
closing
of Pantages'
Memphis
house,
effective
Monday.
The Pan will remain dark for the
remainder of the summer.

Milwaukee
Exhibitor
And Sales Doings
the
NER, took
WIES
ED New
, from
Cudahyover
Cudahy
Martin Grimm, July 1st. Miss
Mary Grimm will be manager under new regime.
Glen Wood replaces W. L. Simons as short subjects booker at
the Milwaukee M-G-M branch.
Mr. Simons has been transferred
to Memphis M-G-M branch.
Hugh Rennie has taken over his
duties as manager of Milwaukee
Fox branch. Mr. Rennie was former inanager of Memphis branch.
Out-of-town exhibitors in Milwaukee this week included Theodore Sophie, Norway, Mich. ; Sam
Miller, Gladstone, Mich. ; Dan
Kelliher, Elkhorn ; Charles DePaull the Soo; Tom Smith, Prairie
du Chien; Mr. Peterson, Muscoda.

FILM
MODERATE

723
Seventh
IN.
Py' V1.
A
*°° . Avenue,
.r, 1°

VAULTS

PRICE FILM STORAGE

$ .75
»
40

Over

100

Will Erect $160,000
Theatre In Gait, Ont.
chased in Gait,
for
PROPERTY
has Ontario,
been purthe erection of a new theatre to
cost $160,000, the opening being
scheduled for October 1. A group
of local businessmen, including R.
O. McCullouch, Allan Holmes and
George A. Dobbie, are behind the
project which was undertaken as a
community business feature.
A shake-up in admission prices
was made by Manager Joe Franklin at B. F. Keith's Ottawa, Ontario, following the elimiiiation of
the five acts of vaudeville trom the
program starting June 29, a general reduction of 10 cents in the
scale being made. The admission
for all matinees is 25 cents.
Work of installing sound equipment in theatres of Famous Players Canadian Corp. is proceeding
apace, the latest to be completed
being the Capitol, Petersboro.
Following substantial alterations,
the Francais, Ottawa, has been reopened by Joseph Paquin.
The handsome new Capitol, at
North Bay, Ontario, is completely
equipped for sound presentations.
Manager is Jack Nelson.
With purchase of the Imperial,
St. John, N. B., by Famous Players Canadian Corp. from E. F.
Albee of New York, the theatre has
been
re-named
"Capitol"
the house
is to the
be closed
for and
one
month for improvements to cost
$75,000.

Theatre News From St.
Louis And Mid-West
THE111., Gem
Cairo,
headedTheatre
by I. W.Co.,
Rodgers,
has awarded the contract for its
new theatre to A. H. Gerhardt &
Son, general contractors, of Cape
Girardeau, Mo. The new building
will be three story with basement
50 by 165 feet and of re-inforced
concrete, brick, stone and terra
cotta and tile construction. It will
cost approximately $150,000.
Charles T. Sears and associates
are said to be interested in a new
theatre and hotel building for
Trenton, Mo. Details are not yet
available, but it is understood the
building will cost about $300,000.
Plans for a new theatre in Newton, Miss., have been prepared by
P. J. Krouse, 505 M. & W. Building, Meridian, Miss., for J. T.
Thrash and William Mason of
Newton. The building will be onestorv, 70 bv 110 feet and cost about
John Karzin's Olympia, St.
$25,000.
Louis, been closed until August.
Claude McKean, formerly St.
Louis manager of Affiliated Distributing Co., which last week was
Rosenthal's
Barney
merged with
has reCorp.,
Picture
Columbia
signed as a special representative
for Columbia to accept a position
on the sales staff of the St. Louis
Tiffany-Stahl exchange.

INC.

Containers
month. 20 to 25 reels
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information tis he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
Title
Aellta (Revolt of the Robots).
Bear's Wedding
Flames of the Volga
Krassln
Lash of the Czar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Title
Length
Pel. Date
Mar. 23 . .
May 20. .
Mar. 30. .
Feb. 19.
Feb. 9.
May 11 .
April 13.
Feb. 1.
May 18.

.2900
.7800
.7000
.7000
.6800
.5600

Reviewed

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.6500 feet.
.6500 feet.

Coining Attractions
Title
Arsenal
General Une
Her Way
Jimmie Higglns
Katorga
Man With a Camera
NewBabvion
NewBaoylon

Rel. Date

Star

Length

Reviewed

. .. Russian Cast
nus^an i>ii«

FEATURES
Star

Rel. Date

•tjBacheior Giri, The
Logan-Colller-Todd
.Valll-Glass
Behind Closed Doors
•t§Donovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holt-Revler
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Deianey
*t§Fall of Eve (A. T.)
Miller-Stanlev-Prouty
•tSFather and Son
Holt-Revler-McBan
(Silent Version)
•tJLone Woirs Daughter (D)
LyteU-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
•tTriai Marriage
Kerry-Eilers
(Silent Version)
•tSYounger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette
(Silent Version)

Coming
Title
__
♦tJCradie of Jazz
The (A. T.)

Star
Hodge-Podge
Our World Today
Al All
Cliff Bowes
A. St John
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew
Lupine Lane .
Collins-Dent
Gene Stone
Al Alt
Our World Today.
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent.
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

ALL-TALKIE

•
Russian Cast

COLUMBIA
Title

Question Marks
Richest Street in the World
Rubbing It in
Served Hot
Smart Steppers
Social Prestige
Studio Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise WImmin

Feb.
, ^.
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
Juno
June
Fob.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Length

24. . . .5897 feet
^^
.7200 feet.
11
.5800 feet.
18
.5651 feet.
2
5.
5
18
18
1
10
10
4
4

. . .6439
.6903
..6339
.621 4
.5671
. .6639

Reviewed

Mar. 30
April

6

June 22
feet
feet. . . . .June 8
feet.
.Mar. 9
feet
.iviay 25
feet.
feet

6506 feet

"94 feet

ttSFliohr"' ' *
"
Holt-Graves
Lyon-Mason-Robards
•tSFIylnn Marine, the
Keith-Revier
Light Fingers
to Broadway. The
•SRoad
'

Jan. 13
Feb. 10.
Mar. 31 .

Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
June
Mar.
Mar.

19
30
17
15
30
30

May
June
Dec.
Jan.

25
15
15
12

Rel. Date
Length
^ i. ,-.
Feb. 17 .. .22 reels
reels
April
7 . 2 reels
May 12.
..2 reels
Jan. 13 . , . .2 reels
Mar. 10. , .2 reels
May 19.
June 2. . .2 reels
. .2 reels
July
7. ..2 reels
Jan. 13
May
5.. ..2 reels
June 16. . ..2 reels
.2 reels
Dec
9.. . .2 reels
June 30. . . 1 reel
June 9
Feb. 3. . .2 reels
May 26 . 1 reel
April 14. . ..2 reels
reels
April 21 . . ...2
. 2 reels
June 23..
Feb. 24.. .2 reels
Mar. 17. . ..2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 16
May 18
June 15
Feb. 2
April 27
May 11
June 15
Feb.
June

9
1

Dec

1

Feb.
June
May
May

16
15
18
11

Feb. 18
June \

_

FIRST NATIONAL

Length

Reviewed

Title
*t§Broadway Babies (D).

Star
Alice White

California Mall
*t {Careers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
*tChlldren of the RItz (D)

EDUCATIONAL

f Meant $oand tflecU.

.1 reel
2 reels
.2reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2
reels
. 1 reel
.2reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 2
April 20

SHORTS

§ Meana voice (tnelading dialogae and incidental songs J.
D Meant disc.
F Meant toand-on-Alm.

Rel. Date
June 30

Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard. .
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
SOUND
SHORTS
Dancing Vienna
Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
*1§Dlvine Lady. The (D)
Reviewed
Lenoth
naiB
R,i
c,,,
_.,
Title
Star
Rel.
Date
Length
Reviewed
^^^^^^^ Version)
*t§At a Talkie Studio (F)
Buddy Doyle
• *t§Drag (D)
Barthelmess-A. Day
*t{Columbla-Victor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a month
1 reel
'tSGIri in the Glass Cage (D)
Young-Nye
*t§Failing Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergman-Manning
'tSHis Captive Woman (D)
Siils-Mackaiil
*t5Gay Caballero The (A. T.) (D.) . . Frank Crumit
1 reel
June 8
(Silent Version)
*t5Memorles (D.)
Murphy-Morrison
1 reel
June 8
♦t§Hot Stuff (D)
Alice White
•t§My Wife (A.T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
1 reel
June 15
(Silent Version)
♦tjOid Man Trouble (D)
Jules Beldsoe
1 reel
June 8
♦tSHouseof Horrors (D)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
♦tSTaiking Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
1 reel
Lawless Legion
Ken Maynard
♦tjTalklng Screen Snapshot
Novelty
1 reel
June 8
•tLoveand the Devil
Silis-Corda
(Silent Version)
♦tSMan and the Moment
Billle Dove
(Silent Version)
Title
Star
ReL Date
Length
Reviewed
*t§Prisoners (D)
Corinne Griffith
April 13
(Silent Version)
Air Derby
Reed Howes
Jan. 6 . . .2 reels
.2
reels
Mar. 30
Royal Rider, The
,
Ken Maynard
Auntie's Mistake
Dorothy Devore
Feb. 17. . .2 reels
May 25
Battling Sisters
Lupino Lane
June 2..
♦tSaturday's Children (D)
Corinne Griffith
Jan. 12
Beauties Beware
Jerry Drew
Jan. 27 . 2 reels
(Silent Version)
1
reel
Mar.
30
Best Dressed Woman In World
Our World Today
Feb. 17. .
•tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conkiin-Fazenda
2 reels
Mar. 30
Cloud Patrol. The
Reed Howes
Feb. 24
(Silent Version)
.1
reel
Contented Wives
Al Alt
July 28.
♦tSSmilIng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... .Moore-Hail
Mar. 16
Delicious and Refreshing
Adrienne Dore
April 21 . 1 reel
♦tJSquali. The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Ley
. 1 reel
Mar. 23
(Silent Version)
Dominion of Diversity
Hodge-Podge
Feb. 24 . .1 reel
Dec
22
Dumb— and How
Thatcher-Young
Jan. 27 .
♦tSynthetic
Sin
(D)
Colleen Moore
2 reels
Feb. 3
♦tjTwin Beds (A. T.) (D)
Muihall-Miller.
Fixer, The
"Big Boy"
Feb. 3 . 1 reel
Mar. 30
Four Wheel Brakes
Jerry Mandy
April 7
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)
Mackaill-Mulhall
2 reels
Mar. 30
(Silent Version)
Ginger Snaps
"Big Boy"
Mar. 24
2
reels
Mar.
30
Going Places
George Davis
Jan. 13 .
*t}Weary
River
(D)
Barthelmess-Compson
2 reels
Mar. 16
(Silent Version)
Good Night Nurse
Lupino Lane
April 28
2 reels
May 25
Colleen Moore
*tWhy Be Good (D).
Helter Skelter
"Big Boy"
June 18 . 1 reel
Feb.
2
(Silent Version)
Her Big Ben
Gene Stone
Mar. 10 .
April 20
Her Gift Night
Billy Dale
May 19 . . .12 reel
reels
Coming Attractions
Honeymooniacs
Monty Collins
July 28 .
.2
reels
May 11
Hot Times
Al St. John
May 26.
Title
June 1
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
June 2. . .1 reel
2 reels
Mar 16
Star Jr.-Myers- Young. . .
♦tSCareiess Age, The (A. T.) (D). . . Fairbanks
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
April 21.. 2 reels
Mar. 30
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
Jan.
6
»t§Dark Streets (D)
Mulhall-Lee.
.2 reels
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
July 21..
♦tSFasI Life (D)
Fairbanks Jr.- Young-Morris
.2 reels
April 13
*f JFootiighl and Fools
Moore-Hackett
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
May
5 .
April 13
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our Worid Today
Mar. 24 . 1 reel
*t{Greal
Divide.
The
(D)
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
Mar. 16
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
May
6. .1 reel
♦IJHard toGet (A. T.) (D)
Mackaill-B«rns
1
reel
Feb.
2
Lewls-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match.. Special Reel
Jan. 13
•tJLady Who Dared, The
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
July 14 . . 1 reel
•f §Lilles of the Field (D)
Corinne Griffith
.2 reels
May 18
♦{{Little Johnny Jones
Eddie Buzzeii
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
May 19
Dec 16
•tJMost Immoral Lady, A
Leatrlce Joy
Only Me
Lupmo Lane
Jan. 20. . .2 reels
May 25
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Mar. 24 . . 2 reels
■^tSParis
Irene Bordoni
. 1 reel
May 25
Passing Show of Perak, The
Our World Today
May 19
*t§Sally (A. T.)
Marilyn Miller
Ireel
Feb. 2
Weils Fargo Express
Ken Maynard
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Feb. 24 .

* Mean* tynchronized score,

7.
13.
16.
16.

Length
1 reel
reel
.11 reel

FEATURES

Attractions

ReL
Date
Star
_
__ _
Belle
Baker.

20
21 . .
30 .
10 .,
3 .
23 .
30
17 . .

Mar. 24S.
May
July
Jan.
June
June

.^,1^
*i,. . „ j ,,- » n.>
.-.-.._.
Norton
E. E.star
*t§Ask Dad F & D)
*t§Bees' Bun, The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§Big Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhalil-HIII
*t5Bride's Relations. The (F & D). . . Burke-Gribbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F 4 D)
Johnny Burke
*t§Coid Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
♦tfCrazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*t§Don"t Be Nervous (F& D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Eligibie Mr. Bangs, The (F A D) . . E. E. Morton
*t|HlsBig Minute (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t5Jazzy Mammas (F& D)
Virginia Lee Corbin
*t5Llon's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§Lover's Delight (F & D)
Arthur-Garon
*t§Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Old Barn (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§Ride on a Runaway Train (D) . . Special
*t§Right Bed, The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t5Ship Mates (FAD)
Lupine Lane
*t§Trusting Wives (FAD)
E. E. Horton
*t5Whirlsand Girls (FA D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t jZiplBooml Bangl (FAD)
McKee-Collin-Glass

821 7 feet... Mar. 23

Rel. Date
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
June
Mar.

April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
April
July
June
April
Feb.
May
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
July
Mar
May
May
May
April
Mar.
Feb,
Jan.
July
May
Mav
Jan.
July
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.

7
2.
3
3
17
13
31.
14
21
22
7
3
5
21
28..
7. .
3 .
24. .
24 .
7..
17 .
19 .
5 .
5
14 . .
10 .
17. .
27 .
22. .
26 .
12 .
6 .
14 .
12
28 .
10. .
7. .
17 . .
3..

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

8067 feet
.8435
5944
6426
6296
5683
.991 4
.8993
7642

feet — June t
feet
feet. .. April 13
feet
feet
feet ...Feb.
6
feet
feet . June 29

.7992
.7692
.6774
.7466

feet. ..April 9
feet ..May 18
feet. ..Jan. 19
feel. ..Mar.
9

6700 feel.
.61 09 feet.
.6431 feet.

Sept. 22

.7800 feet.... June

1

.7950
6727
.5405
.5238

4

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..

May

9629feet . May ia
'8081 feet". '.June 29
.6852 feet. .. .Jan. 'l2
Feb. 2
7978 feet
7565 feet
7692feet . ..Jan. 2ft
Length

A. T. after title mean* All Talkie.

Reviewed

151
July

6 ,

19 29

FOX FILMS

Tltls

FEATURES
Title

te
Length
Rel. Date
.'.'.. 8487 feet!
June 30
June 2.
May 26.
Mar. 17. ...5453 feet.
Jan.
6.
...5376 feet.
Jan.
June 9. ...6955 feet.
Mar. 30.
May 26 .
April 28 ... 531 3 feet
April 28. . . .5282 feet. .

Star

*t§Behind That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBIack Magic
*t§Biaci< Watch, The
•tBiue Sl<ies
•tCaptain Lash

Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
Mci^gien-Loy
Tweivetrees-Aibertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan

*tChaslng Through Europe
Christina
*tExalted Flapper
*tFar Call, The
*tFour Devils
*t§Four Devils, The
•t§Fox Follies, The (A. T.)
•tFugitlves.
♦tjGhost Talks, The (A. T.)
•tGlrls Gone Wild
*t§Hearts in Dixie (A. T.)
•T$ln Old Arizona (A. T.)
*tJoy Street
♦tjMakIng the Grade
•tSMasked Emotions
*t§Not Quite Decent
*tNew Year's Eve
*tOne Woman Idea, The
•tPlastered In Parle
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tStrong Boy
•tISpeakeasy fA. T.)
•fTrent's Last Case
•tJThru Different Eyes (A. T.)
•ttrue Heaven

•tJVallanr The (A T.)
*tyelled Woman, The_.
♦tWoman from Hell, The.

..April

8

May
*?'!!
April
April

Fatal Wedding, The
♦tjFrozen Justice
Girl Downstairs, The
•t§Hurdy Gurdy
Joy Street
Lost In the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
River, The
*tiThey Had to See Parle.

Astor-Bard
Ulric-Frazer
O'Brien-Moran
George Jessel
Eaton-Moran-Stuarl
Special Cast
Farrell-Duncan
Nagel-Collyer
Farreli-Duncan

19 . 5537 feet. .. .May 18
If
i •.-..•feet.■.
21 •■ 5442
21 . . . .5489 feet.
May 25
Length

Reviewed

Mar.
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Aug.
April
April

Jan.

6

3 . .
26 . .
21 . .
7. .
23 .. .
9. . .
17 ..
4 .. .
28 . .
20 . .
8 ..
31. . .
17 . .
12 ..
3 .
19 ..
13 ..
28. . .

ReL Date

Royal Hawallans

:iJ5!^i,^L^""
i??.P'£b...:;..u
•tsBath Between
Clark-McCullough
*t{Beile of Samoa ,The (A.T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
•t {Beneath the Uw (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tSBrldge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•tSCorpus Christie
Raquel Metier
•tsDiplomats, The
Clark-McCuilough
•tSDoils and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•t} Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie Lightner
•tSFamiiy Picnic
Raymond McKee
*t§Forget-Me-Note (F)
*t JFriendship (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
•tJFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•tSGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
•tSGhosts
Mutt & Jeff Cartoon
•tJGoing Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
»t {Happy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
*t{ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tjlntervlew, The
Clark-McCullough
'*t§Knife. The (A. T. (F)
Uonei Atwiii
*t§Knights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tsLadles' Man
Chic Sales
•tJMediclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCullough
t§Miller & Farreil (F)
3 Songs
t§Mlnd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
•tJMusic Fiends, The (A. T.) (F)... Clark & McCullough
•tSNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
•♦{Nightie Knights
Clark-McCullough
tSOId Tunes for New (F)
Dr. SIgmund Spaeth
*t50n the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Friedland & Revue
•tSPagiiacci— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
tSRoyal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Song Program
•fSSchubert's Serenade (F)
•tSSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tJSound Your A (F)
•f {South Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawallans
•t§Stewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley

* Meant $ynehronized score,

Length
1
.1
.1
1
.1
.1
1
1
.1
1
1
.1

Reviewed

reel . .
reel ..
reel . .
reel . .
reel . . .
reel...
reel . . .
reel. ..
reel . .
reel...
reel . . .
reel

1, ,^^_
reel
i Jegj
■\ fgei
1 fggi
reel.
■\
.1 reel.

tJWhy Be Serious? (F)

Will Mahoney

Length
1 reel

ir:.L-ivi™;.-;
Feb.
17. .. .1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

June

1

Sept 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . .Jan. 12

f Meant toand effects.

'..'.'.'.'.'.
Sent. 8

'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. /^ ... .

Thru the Breakers
•t§Tlmes Square

Length

Rel. Date

Star
Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubln

Reviewed

6420 feet
6000 feet

Mar. 31..
Jan.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title

Star

•tSAIIas Jimmy Valentine (D)

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent
Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Aivarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)

All at Sea
*t5Bridgeof San Luis Rey (D)
»t{Bellamy Trial. The (D)

•tjBroadway Melody (A. T.) (D)....Page-Love-Klng
China Bound
Dan»-Arthur
♦tDesert Nights (D)
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Deserl Rider
Tim McCoy
•tjDuke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
(Silent
Version)

Rel. Date
Jan. 26.
26. . . .
Jan.
Feb. 9 .
Mar. 30. .
Mar. 30
Mar. 2 ..
Mar. 2 . .

Novarro-Page

•t5GreatPower.The(A.T.)
*t§ldieRich.The,A.T.)(D)
Loves of Casanova
*tMan's Man, A
Morgan's Last Raid
Overland Telegraph
*t§Pagan (D)
single Man. A
Sioix Blood
•tSSplfe Marriage

Special Cast
Nagei-Love-Hyams
Ivan
Mosjouklne
Haines-Dunn
Tim McCoy
Tim McCoy
Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Cody-Prlngl.
McCoy-Frazer
Buster Keaton
(Silent Version)

April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.

•tTrall of "98 (D)

Del RIo-Forbes
(Silent Version)
Adoree-Duryea
Wlllard Mack
(Silent Version) .

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
April

Chaney-Velez-Taylor
Garbo-Asther

SHORT
Star

SUBJECTS

Length
Reviewed
.7803 feet... Nov. 24
7142 feel
5345 feet
7980feet ... May 25
Feb. 23
8268feet .. Feb. 2
7524 feet

April 1....9372feet . Feb.
May 18
6 reels
... April
Mar. 9. . . .7177 feet
Mar. 9
Jan.
May 11
Mar. 16
16...
fee' . April
Mar.
.. . .6236
6201 feet
Jan. 19. . . .9044 feet. . . .Feb.

•tFlyIng Fleet (D)

April20 ...4811 feet
April 6. . . .7047feet
6500 feet

19
20
18

Feb.

2

5. .8799feet
Feb. 9
5. .. .8799 feet Mar. 24 '28
23
6552 feet
13
April 13
. Mar. 23
6500 feet
9235
feet
..April
e
May
4
Feb. 23

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities.

Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Chariey Chase
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

16
20

7351 feet
June 22
205
15
16..
6179teel ..
25
6683 feet
June 8
S
5264 feet
2... 4815feet ..
27.
. . .75596
reelsfeet
Feb. 2
12...

Rel. Date . 1
Mar. 16 .
Mar. 2 . . 1
.2
April 20 . . 1
.1
July
6.
.2
13^315
Babies. .....'....'..'.'.'.... MU
Oddities! ....'.'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .Aug.
.1
Double |„Whoopee
Laurel-Hardy
May 18
Dying Jungle
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 2
.22
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12
Fast Freight
"Our Gang"
May
4
Foundations of Gold
Ufa Oddities
May 11. . . .1
Going Ga Ga
Kennedy-Davidson
Jan.
5 . .21
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30 . .2
Lacquer and Pearis
All Star Cast
May 25 . . .1
Leader, The
Ufa Oddities
April 27 . . .2
Liberty (Silent Version)
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 26. . . 2
Light of India The
Boyd-Godwtn
April 6.. . .2
Uttie Mother
"Our Gang"
June 1.. . .2
Loud Soup
Charley Chase
Mar. 16. .
Manchu Love
Soiln
Jan. 12. . ..2
Movie Night
Chariey Chase
May 11.. ..2
. .1

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
Brown Gold

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
Feb.

5. .
9..
16 .
208. .
2..
13. .
18. .

Length
reel

Reviewed

reel ...
reels. ..
reel
reel
reels. ..
reel
reels. ..
reels.
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel

June 15

June

8

June

1

. .2 reels

. . 2 reels
. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
. .2 reels
. .Ireel
. . 1 reel
. .2 reels

Mar. 23. .
April 13. . . . 2 reels
May 25 . 2 reels
. .1 reel
. 2 reels
Tiny
Housekeepers.
Oddities:;:
;:::;::::::::::june
Unklssed
Man ,The ;::::::::::::; Ufa
Roach
Stars
April 22!
27.
Uphill and Downhill
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 19. . . 1 reel
.
reels
When Money Comes
Roach Stars
Mar. 2. . .2
. 2 reels
Why Is a Plumber?
Roach Stars
Mar. 30. . .2 reels
Wiggle Your Ears (Silent )Verslon. . "Our Gang"
April 6 . 1 reel
Witch Doctor
Ufa Oddities
May 25.

That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees

Reviewed

Reviewed

GOTHAM

Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy Noises (Silent Version)
Off to Buffalo
Oriental
OutlandishMotoring
Manners
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Secret Boozehounds

SHORTS

Star

21 reel
reels

Title

Rel. Date

MOVIETONE

1 reei

Clark
& McCullough
Kebtucky
Jubilee Singers
Lionel Atwill

'tiWhere East Is East
•fWlld Orchids (D)

.Will Rogers
SHORT
SUBJECTS
Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Vartlty
Variety
Variety
Variety

Length

*t§WaltzlngBoyAround (A. T. (F)
»t§Water
*t 5 White Faced Fool

*tTlde of Empire (D)
'tSVolce of the City (A. T.) (D)

.'..'.'..'.'..'.!'....'...'.'......!..!!....!!.!

7313 fert

Date

FEATURES

?'>"'"""'«
Tora-VlncentI
.Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Rel.

Chic Sales
Robert Benchley

Title

6500
...8291
May
Jan. 25...
27. ...5331
Jan- 27. .. 5356
.... 6395
Feb. 24.
Mar. 24. .... 5232
Mar. 10. ...6000
. .
Mar. 10 ... 6650
Jan. 20 ..8724
April 7.....
. 7554
Feb. 17 ... 6024
May 19.
April 7
6 reels
May
4653 feet
May 154
Feb. 24. . .5958 feet. . . .June
June 2
6111 feet ..
June 2
6106 feet . .
Jan. 23 .. .5641 feet . . June
Sept. 291
May 12
5511 feet ..
Feb. 10. . . .6072 feet . .
Feb. 10. .. .6053 feet ..
Mar. 3
51 50 feet
April
«^ B«t ■
"^
M.,-,k--i^,?.!!V-M„;^
Mar. 24... 5775 feet ..Mar. 23
Mar. 31
5809 feet
June
8
April 14 ...4991 feet ...April 20
Jan.
20 ..... 5563
6531 feet
feet .. Feb. 16
Jan. 20.

Star
Farreli-Duncan
Lowe-DanlU-McLaglen

*tiAcrass the Seas

9

Special
Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twelvetrees-Ea»on
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
Lowe-Moran
George O'Brien
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Morton
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
Cohen-Pennick
Burgess-Elliott-Page
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
McLaglen-Joy
?Sir.„?Uo",r„V
L!"*" ^nl'^""^
Page-Lane
Griffith-Day
Baxter-Lowe
O'Brien-Moran
(Silent
Version)

Title
Backwash
Cock-Eyed World, The

Title

..Feb.

. . May 25
Oct. 1 3
feet
June 22
feet.. ..June 1
feet .
feet
feel . . Feb. 23
feet . ..April 27
9
feet.. ..Mar.
feet . Mar- 2
.
Dec
29
feet .
..June
8
feet .
feet .

Coining Feature Attractions

Title
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee, A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth
Harvest The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

'..May 25
Reviewed
June 22

Star

•tsThey're Coming to Get Me
•t§Treasurer's Report

Laurel-Hardy
Chariey Chase
All Star Cast

Coming Feature Attractions
3 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 30

June 30

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 15

2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

*t{Madame X (A. T.)
*t{Marianne (A. T.)

1 reel

3 reels
1 reel
2 reels

Title
♦t§Anna Christie
*t§Bishop Murder Case, The (A. T.)
♦tfCollege Days (A. T.)
*t§Cotton and Silk
Deadline, The
*f {Dynamite (A. T.)
♦t{Eva the Fifth (A. T.)
*t {Five O'clock GIri, The (A. T.). .
*f {Gob, The (A. T.)
*t{Green Ghost. The
•t{Halleiujah
He Learned About Women. . .
*t§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
lA. T.)
Jungle
*f {Last of Mrs. Cheney (A. T.)

SepL

8

Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island, The
•t{Nlze Baby
♦f{Our IVIodern Maidens
*f {Redemption
*t{Revue of Revues (A. T.)
Single Standard, The

Star
Greta Garbo

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Sfarr-Nugent-Montgomery
Duncan Sisters
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
Bickford-Wood
Love-Hacketf-Doran
Davles-Arthur-KIng
Haines-Page
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
Colored Cast
Halnes-Page-Percy
Special Cast
Joan Crawford
Norma Shearer
(Silent Version)
Ruth Chatterton
Davies-Shaw
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy
Hughes-Daly
Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
Crawford-Page-La Rocque
Gllbert-Nagei-Adoree
King-Love-Haines-Crawford
Flash-Gray-Lorralne

§ Meant voice (inclading dialogae and incidental tongs).
D Means disc. F Meant toand-on-film.

June 29
June 1
8806 feet. . . April 2o

A. T. after title meant All Talliie,

May 25
Mar.

2

May

4

152

Motion

Title
Single Standard, The

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Flash-Gray-Lorralne
(Silent Version)
Chaney-Haver
Harry Carey

•tSThunder
*t§Trader Horn
•t§Trlal of fVlary Dugan, The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•tVlkIng, The
Starke-Crlsp
*t§ Wonder of Women, The
Stone- Wood

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

star

Al Wohlman (Dl
. .3 Songs
. .8 Victor Artists
At the Club (D)
Bernard & Henry (D)
..3 Songs
Bernardo De Pace (D). ...
..3 Mandolin Solos
Bernardo De Pace (D)
. Mandolin Soloa
. luiurel-Hardy
*T§Berth Marks iA. T.i
.
.Charley Chase
•5tBlg Squawk, The (A. T.).
Bob Nelson (F)
..3 Songs
Bob Nelson (D)
..3 Songs
. "Our Gang"
=*t§Boxing Gloves IA. T.) ■ ■ ■
. .Dog Act
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
. . Charles King
Climbing the Golden Stairs.
Confession (A. T.) (D)
. Ames-Nye
. .Roscoe Karns
Copy.
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
*t§Dad's
Day lA. T.)(D)
"Our
Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto
2 Violin
Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayers ^F)
2 Songs
Em|i Borneo (D)
3 Songs
Fuzzy Knight (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons iD)
3 Songs
Gllbert-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards Internat'l Review (0).. All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D)
Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
*t§Hay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•tHoly Terror, The
"Our Gang"
tjHurdy Gurdy A. T.)
Roach Stars
Irving Aaronson's Commanders (D). . 3 Band Nos
Jan Garber'sBand (D)
3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
JImtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Songs
^t ^Leaping Love (A. T.J
Charley Chase
•tLlberty
Laurel-Hardy
*t5MadameQ
(A.The
T.) (D)
Man Higher Up,
Marlon Harris (F)

10 reels
April 13
8608 feet. . . .Nov. 17

Length
Reviewed
. .838 feet .
. .897 feet.
.
. .885 feet.
.
J,'**'feet
„.
. .690
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 16
1 reel
June 29
824 feet
2 reels
April 20 . . .897 feet
(T. color). . . 2 reels
April 13
Jan. 12
2 reels
2 reels
April 13
June 1 — 641 feel
reel
Feb. 23.. . 21 reels
June 29. . ..808 feet
Maf. 23. . . . 1 reel
June 22.. .627 feet
June 8. . .608 feet
. . 1 reel
Feb. 2, .
,
Mar. 23. . . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
Feb. 9. . .661
feet
June 22. .
Mar. 2 . .1 reel
April 6 (T. Color) 1043 fL April
Jan. 5 (T. color) 1 reel .
May 25. ...734 feet
April 13
2 reels
Mar. 9 — 2 reels
2 reels
June 29
.793 feet
June 1 . . 1 reel . .
Feb. 9
.888 feet
.K
May II,
.2 reels.
Feb. 16
.
.1
reel. .
Mar. 30
„
.
Jan. 26
i ™*1*
'.
2
reels
May 11 . . . .1926 feet. . . . April 13
Jan. 26 — 1 reel
Rel. Date

April
May
April
Jan.
May

Jocelyn
Lee
Walthall-Edeson
2 Songs

-*t§Men 0' War (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F). . .All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Chariey Chase
•tNolsy Noises
"Our Gang"
*t §Old Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
^,„
. „
, ,. _,
^,. , ^u
*t5Popular People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
"Our Giang"
''t§Railroading (A. T,
flevellers. The (D)...
.3 Songs
.3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)...
.3 Songs
Robert Chlsholm (D).
. 8 Victor Artists
fiube Minstrels (F)..
Chariey Chase
*tRuby Lips
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
ShiD Ahoy (0)
Spltalny Band Revue
*t5Smart Talk i A. T.)
"Our Gang"
♦tJSmall Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Song of the Roses (D)
Gus Edwards Revue
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Blltmore Trio
•tThat's My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThIn Twins
Charley Chase
TIta Rufto (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Ukpleleike (F)
2 Songs
•tSUnaccustomed As We Are (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D).
.3 Songs
. Piano and Orchestra
Vincent Lopez (D). .
. Laurel-Hardy
*t5Vodeville(A. T.).
•tWIggle Your Ears.
."Our Gang"
.3 Songs
>Afllllam O'Neal (D).
. Laurel-Hardy
•tWrong Again
.3 Songs
Yvetle Rugel (D)....

Jan.
April
Jan.
May
Feb.
April
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Jan.
June
April
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Feb.
Feb.
June

6.
18.
13
18
4.

2 reels
26 (T. color) 2 reels
27 (T. color) 2 reels.
19. . . .2 reels
11
2 reels
9
2 reels
2 reels
27. . . .1696 feet
Of
2reels
^ reels
2. . .1 reel.
April 13
13.. .174 feet
.766
feet
25. .
9. . .1 reel
April 13
. 2 reels
19.
.1154 feet
8
2042
feet
20.
June 22
2 reels
2 reels
(T.
color) 1 reel . . .
2.
16.., 2 reels
April
30. .. . 1 reel
April
15. .. .1 reel
2 reels
23 . , .2 reels.
13,., „, ,
18. . 7"5
5. . 1 reel'*"
4.. .465 feet
4. . .2 reels
19... .1 reel
9.. .1 reels
April
27.. .833 feet
16. . .1 reel
2 reels
6
2 reels. .
23
1 reel...
23
2 reels . .
IS
702 feel.

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Star

Title
•tJAble's Irish Rose (D)
"♦tBetrayal, The

Rel. Date

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version)
Jannings-Ralxton-Cooper
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

Jan.
Jan.
May
May 11
Jan.

*t6ehlnd the German Lines (D)
♦t§Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
(F)
Powell-Brooks
Feb.
(Silent Version)
Feb.
*t5Carnatlon Kid. The (D)
Douglas MacLean
Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hall
Jan.
*t§Charmlng Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
•tJChlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
♦♦{Close Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April
*t5Cocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw.. .May
•t§Dangerous Woman, A (A. T.) (F) Baclanova-Brook
May
*t {Divorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F).. . MacLean-Prevost
July
•tJDoctor's Secret, The (A. T.) (F). . Edeson-Chatterton
Jan.
(No Silent Version)
•tSDummy, The (A. T.) (F)
♦t SGenllemen
•TjHole In the
*tHomecomlng,
*t Jlnnocentsof

Bennett-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)
of the Press (A. T.(F).. Walter Huston
(Silent Version)
Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
(Silent Version)
The (D)
Hanson-Pario
Paris, The (A.T.) (R . Maurice Chevalier

* Ueam

tynchromxed score,

f Mtam

Reviewed
..10471 leet ..Nov. 17
5.. .101 87 feet
5..
..Jan. 12
.6492 feet ..May 11
1 1 . .6614
feet ..
Dec
8
12. ...8254 feet

16.
16.
2.
2.
19.

.7171
.5943
.6290
.7156
.7229

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Mar. 23
..Mar.

2

..Jani 19

23. . . .7081 feet
23 . . .7145 feei
13. .. .6500 feet ...Mar. 16
23
8613 feet
June
1
18
Mar. 23
8.
.5832 feet... Feb. 9
26

Mar.

9 .. 5354 feet .. Mar.

May

4

Mar. 23
Feb. 16
May 25

toand effects

7167 feet

9

May 18

.5850 feet ...April 20
8104 feet

Nov. 24
April 20

News

Title
*t§lnterference (A.T.) (F)

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Powell-Brent-Brook
Jan. 5. .. .7487 feet. ..Oct 27
(Silent Version)
Jan.
5
6S43 feet
♦tSLetter, The {A. T.) (D)
Jeanne Cagels
April 13. . . .5886 feet. . . . Mar. 16
(Silent Version).
•tLooDing the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Mar. 18. .6676 feet... Feb. 23
*t§Man Must Fight, A
Rogers-Brian-Arthur
June 29.
(No Silent Version)
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklin
Feb. 2. .5506 feet . . Jan. 28
•tJNIghtClub (A. T. (D)
Brice-Rooney
Feb. 23. .3389 feet
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
DIx-Kane-Hall
April 20. .7256 feet... April 27
*t}Rainbow Man The (A. T.)...Eddle Dowlinq
Sono-Art Prod
.7643 feet... Feb. 2
•tRedskIn (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
Feb. 23.
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23
7402 feet... Dec 1
.7 reels
April 27
*t§River of Romance, The.
Arlen-Brian
May 25.
(No Silent Version)
.7373 feet.
7112 feet
•tJShopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan.
.Jan.
S
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12.
12
Stairs of Sand
*t5Studio
Murder
(A. T.) (F)

Mystery

The

W. Beery-Castle-Conklln

Eldridge-Oland-Conklin
(Silent Version)
SunsetPass
Holt-Conklln
*t5Thunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancrof»-Wray-Arien
(Silent Version)
•tSTong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
*t§Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . Dix-Ralston-Heggie
(Silent Version)
•tSWheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . .Dix-Ralston-Heggie
•tSWild Party, The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
(Sil ent Version)
•tWIngs
Arien-Bow-Rogers
(Silent Version)
*t§Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.)
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
(Silent Version)
•t JWolf Song (D)
Cooper-Velez
(Silent Version)

June

8

June 1 . . . 6500 feet. . . .May
4
June 1 . . . 6070 feet
Feb. 9 ...5862feet
June 22 . . 8571 feet . . .June 15
June 22. . . 7311 feet
June 15
5193
June 15
5305
June 22
April 6. . . .7167
6036
Jan.
5 . . . 1 2267
Jan.
8 .12267

feet . . . Mar. 30
feet
feet
feet. Aug. 26 '27

Feb. 9
6810
Feb. 9 . .6396
Mar. 30 ... . 6060
Mar. 30 . . .7021

feet
feet . .Dec
feet ... Mar.
feet

SILENT SHORTS
Title
Star
Are
Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Jack Duffy
"
Auto Suggestion
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Cow Belles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Flying Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Geld Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Hospitalities
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
His Angel Child (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Joint Affair, A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Ko-Ko's All Wet
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Saxophonles...Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell
Cartoon
iLone
nn^ ^h^ri/
i^raTu
r^Hnnn
Shark, Tho
The
Krazy i^ot
Kat
Cartoon .
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
No Eyes Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Inkwell Cartoon
Off the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
*t§Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A. T.)... .Song Cartoon
Papa Spank (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Petty Larceny
Inkwell Cartoon
Reduced Weights
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Rough Dried (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Sheepskinned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
Tight Places (Christie)
Frances Lee
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie). Bobby Vernon

SOUND
Title

Date
2
6
S
23.
6
19
22
11
19
19
8
16.
16 .
1..
9. .
23 . .
18. .
9. .
20. .
23
6.
134.

Jan.
April 12.
27
Jan. 26.
Feb. 23. .
Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

Length

June 29

1
9

Reviewed

.2
.1 reels.
reel ..
. 1 reel
.2 reels. . .
. 1 reel
.2 reels...
.1 reel
.1 reel
2 reels . . .
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels. ..
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
2

reel
reel
reel
reels
re«I
reel
reels

1.2reel.
reels
2. . .1 reel
25..
.
.1
reel
2. . .2 reels
6 . .2 reels
20 . .2 reels
13. .
30. . , .1 reel
30. . .2 reels
reels
4., ..22 reels
9. . . .1 reel
7. . .2 reels
16
. 1 reel
2.. .2 reels
12. . .

Rel. Date

Special Cast
Borrah
Minnevltch
(No Silent
Version)

*t§Blue Songs (D)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
*t§Carnlval Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
t {Chinatown
Song Cartoon
tJCrooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Giersdorf Sisters
♦tDalsy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
*t§Dear Teacher (A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F) . . Special Cast
*t§False Alarm Ore Co., The (F). . . Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t {Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
t{Favorlte Melosles (A.T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
♦({Florida Nightmare, A (A.T. (F)... Special Cast
•tJFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
♦t§Good Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Hor Husband's Woman (A.T.).. Wilson-Ford
*t{Hlghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*f{Hint to Brides, A (A.T.)
*t{Hls College Chums (A. T. (F)
Eddie Peabody
*t§Hit or Miss fA. T.)
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
*f{Humorous Flights (A.T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*tSlf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t{lnsplratlon
Schubert's Songs
't§lnstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
*t§lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. James Barton
*l{Jeds Vacation (Christie A.T.) (F) Chartes Grapewin

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soaad-on-tibn.

Rel.
Mar.
July
July
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
June
May
Jan.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Mar.
June
Feb.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
May
April

feet .
feet

June 29

SHORTS

star

*t§Adam's Eve (A. T.)
*t}After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
*t§Apartment Hunting (A.T.) (F). ... Special Cast
•tSBIrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
*t§Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
*t5Booklovers (tentatlvel (A. T.)
•t§Boyhood Days (F)

Length

Picture

May 18
Mar. 9

Length

Reviewed

2 reels.
2 reels.
2 reels.

Feb. 16.... 2 reels

Feb.2...

eb. 23. . . .1911 feet
June 15
2 reels
Jan. 26, . . . 1510f eet
Jan.

5....1 reel

Mar.

2

Feb. 23. . . .1V$ reels. . . .Mar. 18
1 reel
Mar. 16
1 reel
June 1
1 reel
May
4... 2 reels
June 1
June 22. . . .2 reels
Mar. 9. . . .1 reel
Feb. 2
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 16.... 1 reel
June 15.... 1 reel
April 27. . . .2 reels
1 reel

Mar.

8

April 6
2
2
April 13. . . .1
2
May 25
2
April 13, ...1

Feb.

2

June

1

reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel

May 11
1
April 20. .. .1
May 25
1
April 13. . . .2

reel
reel
reel
ree s

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

}

153
July

6 .

19 29

Title

Star

.Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
♦tIKIsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tSKnIghts In Venice (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Meet the Missue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*t§Melancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t§Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
•t§Moonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
*tMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
*t§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*t§Of> in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•t§Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t|Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
*t§Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
♦tJRuth Etting
Songs.
♦tjSchubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tISchubert's inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tSSchubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tjSchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSidewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t§Sieeping Porch, The (A. T.)
• Raymond Griffith
*t§Smiies
Song Cartoon
•t§That Party la Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•t§Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t§Two Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
♦t§Two Little Chinese Maids (R . . . Chang-Kuma
•t§Vital Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
♦tJWhat Is It? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Giyn
*tiWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t§Wives on Strike (A. T.)
•tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
♦tVe Olde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•tSZIegf eld MIdnite Frolic {A. T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor
*t§Just One Word (A. f.) (0).

Length
Jan. 26 .. .615 feet
Rel. Date

Reviewed

reels.
Feb. 9... .2
.1 reel. .
Mar. 23. . .
Mar. 30... .2 teeJs

Mar. 16

Feb. 2. . . .22
.2
April 20. . . .1
July
6. ..
Mar. 16. . . .2
Mar. 23. . . .2

Feb.

reels
reels
reels
reel
reels.
reels.

8... .2 reels
6. . . .Hreel
2 . . . .2 reels

June
April
Mar.

Feb. 23 . . .

Jan.

May 11
Mar. 23
Mar. 9

.2 reels.

.1 reel .
1 reel. .
. . . 1 reel . .
. . . 1 reel . .
.. .1 reel. .
..
.1 reel. ..
June 29. ..
. 1 reel . . .
Feb. 2. . . .2 reels. .
.1 reel . .
April
Mar.
May
Feb.

2

Mar.

2

27
30
18.
23 .

5. . . 805 feet

June 1. ..
Feb. 9. . .
June 8...
Feb. 16. . .

1
2
1
1
1

reel
reels
reel
reel
reel

May 11... 2 reels.
1 reel
2. . . 1 reel
4 ..
2
reels
4. . .

Mar.
May
May

Feb. 23
Feb.

2

Mar.

0

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

♦tJBackstage Blues (A. T.)
♦t§Cocoanuts 'A. T.)
*t§Danceof Life. The A. T.)
*t}Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
•tSDarkened Rooms (A. T.)
*t5Fashions In Love (A. T.)
*t§Four Feathers, The

Moran & Mack
4 Mara Bros.-Eaton-Sliaw
Carroii-Skeliy
Bow-Arien
Brent-Powell
Menjou-Compton
Arien-Wray-Poweil-Brook
(Silent Version)
♦tjGay Lady, The
Gertrude Lawrence
*t§Glorifylng the American Giri
Eaton-Healey
*t§Greene Murder Case The (A. T.). Poweii-Eldridge-Arthur
*t§Hungarian Rhapsody, The
Pario-Fritsch-Dagover
♦tjlliusion (A.T.)
Rogers-Carroil-Coilyer
*t§lnsidiousDr. Fu Manchu (A.T.).. Warner Oland
*t{JeaiouSy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels
♦tJLady Lies, The
Huston-Colbert
*t§Mysten'ous Dr. Fu Manchu
Oiand-Arthur
•t§Pointed Heels (A.T.)
Poweli-Ralston-Kane
•tSoul of France, The
Special CasI
♦t§Virginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brian-Arlen
*tfWelcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
♦ffWoman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
♦tSYouth (A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

PARTHENON

Length

Reviewed
June 29

.6829 feet
June 1
.7472 feel
.7472 feet ...April 20

.7 reels

June IS

.May 25

•fBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynoids-So JIn-Girard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

ReL Date

Length
.6 reels
6 reels
.6 reels
May 25. . .6 reels

Reviewed

June 15

PATHE
FEATURES
Title
Forty-Five Calibre War
♦tJGeraldine (F)
•tSGodless GIri, The (F)
Hawk of the Hills
•t§Leatherneck, The (F & D)
♦tSMother's Boy (D & F)
jtNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
•tSNolsy Neighbors
tSOffice Scandal (F)
♦tJSal of Singapore (F)
Ship Comes In, A
*t§Shady Udy, The (F)
Sin Town. .
*t(Square Shoulders (F)
•tSStrange Cargo (A. T.) (R

Star
Coleman-Loff
Quiiian-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)
Irene Rich
Quilian-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schlldkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

SHORT
Title
All Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soil
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways

Date
Length
17
4790 feet
20. . . .5959 feel
20. . . .5587 feet
31 . . . 9328 feet
31 . . . .9019 feet.
17. . . .4840 feet.
24. . . .6965 feet.
24
6898 feet

Reviewed
. Feb.
. ..Mar.
.
. ..Sept.
.
.
.
. April
May

16

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Feb.
12
6015 feet. .
27
5998 feet .
27,
5735 feet
3. . . .651 1 feet .
3.... 6511 feel..
4. . . .6349 feet. . June
4
6902feet .
20. . . .6808 feet. . . Mar.
20
.6132 feet. , Nov.
20. . . .4554 feet. .
31
6438 feet..
31
5477 feet. . ..April
..Feb.
31 ... . 7099 feet. .
31
6134 feet.

9

Rel.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.

Date
13. .
15. .
10. .
3. .
19. .
24. .

May 12

9
i

13
1

7423 feet.

Length
.2 reels
.1 reel

f Mean* toand effect*.

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Mar.
Jan,
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.

Queen Bee, The
"Aesop Fables"
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables".
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper. . ..
Tomato Omelette
KHaines-Combs .

Feb.
May
Mar.
Mar.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
May
.Mar.

Under Tom
Dog. The
Uncle
Water Wonders
Watch My Smoke
Water Cure
White Elephant, A
Wooden Money
Young Hopefuls

"Aesop
Star
CastFables".
Sportiight
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight

*t§At the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . . . LeMaire-Slmon
*t§Black Narcissus
"Buck & Bubbles"
•tClowning the Game (D & F)
Sportiight
*t§Concentration
"Aesop Fables"
*tConditioning
Sportiight
*t§Crystal Champion
Sportiight
*t§Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t§Dancing Around (A.T.) (D & F)..LeMaire-Phillips
•JDInnerTime (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tFaithful Pup (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
■♦tlFowi Play
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Garden of Eatin' (A. T.) (D & F) . The Gleasons
■►tSGo Easy. Doctor (A. T.) (D & F)..LeMaire-Simon
*t§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.). . . Harry Holman
*t§Her New Chauffeur (A.T.)(D&F). Simon-Teasdale
*t§Lincoln (Special reel) (A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
♦ffPathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
♦tSPathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
■►tlPlumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMalre-Simon
*t§Pressing His Suit (D & F)
Topical Trips
•tPresto Changes (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tSkating Hounds (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*§Stage Struck (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*tTopical Nips (A.T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
Three Acts
Sportiight
*t§Whata Day (A.T.) (D&F)
Simon-Mallory
♦tjWood Choppers (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
Title

Jan.
.April
April
Jan.
Feb.
April

Feb. 18

.2 reels
.2
.1 reels
reel

Feb.

2

Jan.
5
Mar. 30
May U
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
16
22

Feb.

8

Feb. 16
June 15
Jan. 17
Mar. 23
Jan.
5
May
4
Mar. 30
April 27
April 13
Feb.
June 1
June 1
Feb. 9

June 1
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
May 11
Mar. 30
April
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

20
30
6
12
2
11

SHORTS

Star

Coming

Jan.
June
June

Reviewed

Rel. Date

Length
Mar. 24 . . .2 reels

June

2

June 9
May
5
May 26

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Mar. 23
June
June
June
April
May
April

1
15
1
27
25
13

2 reels
2 reels
May 19. . . .2 reels

May 11
June 8

Feb. 10

Feb.

June

2

April 28
June
June

2

9.

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel

23

April 27
June

30
17
6
23

Reviewed

May 11
April 13
Mar. 16
Mar. 30

Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Get It
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardboiied
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love in the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
Trail of the Horse Thle»e»
Woman I Leva

Star

Star
Lyon-Sieeper
Bob Steee
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Neil-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
NIxon-Coliler Jr
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry

§ Mean* voice (including dialogue and incidental *ongs).
D KeoAs disc. F Means soand-on-dlm.

\

June St
June 1

Attractions
Rel. Dale

Length

*t§Joe College
Qulllan Loff O'Neill
*t§Flying Fool, The (A. T.) (D & F)..Boyd-Prevost-Gleason
*t§For Two Cents (A.T.)
Robert Armstrong
*t§High Voltage (A. T.) (D & F)
Boyd-Prevost-Haie
(Silent Version)
*t§Lucky In Love (A. T.) (D 4 F) . . . Downey-Lawford
"■tlParis Bound
Harding-Fenton
■^tlSaiior's Holiday (A. T.)
Alan Hale

Title

2

June 1
May U

Reviewed
June 22
May 25

RKO

.2 reels

.1
.1
.1
.1
Mar. 17. . .1
Mar. 31 . . .1

Jan.
Mar.
June
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.

Length
.1 reel
.2
.2 reels
reels

.2 reels
. 1 reel
.1
reel
20. . .1 reel
6.. . .2 reels
17.
2. . .10 episodes
3 . . .1 reel
26 . . . 1 reel
26 . .
.1 reel
28 .
17. .. .2 reels
1 reel
20. . . 1 reel
reel
17.. . .11 reel
10. . .
.1
reel
24. . . . 1 reel
24. . .
3. .. .1 reel
.1 reel
6 . . .12 reel
reels
.
10. . 1 reel
3. .
6 . 11 reel
reel
5 .
reels
31. . .2
.1
reel
6 .
3 . . . 1 reel
.2 reels
23 . .2
reels
10 .
.2
reels
13 . .
.2 reels
1
reel
20 .
1 reel
2. .
2 . . 2 reels
.1 reel
17. .
12 . . .10 episodes
24 . . .2 reels
3 . . .1 reel
9. . , .1 reel
.1 reel
20.
3 . . .1 reel
17.. .2 reels
2 reels
315 .. . 1 reel
27.. .2 reels
21.. .1 reel
.2 reels
7.. 1 reel
13 . .1 reel
10.. .1 reel
28.. .1 reel

FEATURES

SUBJECTS

Star
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlloht

* Mean* tynchronlzed Kore.

Rel.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Rel. Date
9..
.Jan.
Feb.
Feb. 3.
June
.Feb. 10 .
Mar. 3.,
Jan.

Kidnapped
"Aesop
Fables"
Knowing the Ropes
Rice
Sportiight
Lad and His Lamp, A
"Aesop Fables"
Ladies Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Land <f Cotton
"Aesop Fables"
LittI e Game Hunter, The
"Aesop Fables"
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Eilers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Mild or Mighty
Sportiight
Night Watchman's Mistake, The. . . Johnny Burke
No Children
Halnes-Coombs
No Vacation
Haines-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportiight
Polo Match, The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Haines-Coombs

SOUND

PICTURES

Star

StarFables".
Break ofMyDay,
"Aesop
Button
BackThe
Billy
Bevan.
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Billy Bevan
Caught in a Taxi
Cooper-Vance
Circus Time
,
Donald Haines
Close Figuring
Sportiight
Clunked on the Corner
Johnny Burke
Cop's Bride, The
"Aesop Fables"
Cycle of Erosion .The
Educational Film
Dogging It
Sportiight
Don't Get Jealous
Bevan-Dent
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
"Aesop Fables"
Fish and Feathers
Sportiight
Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Dent
Footwork
Sportiight
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Film
GIris Will Be Boys
Sportiight
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. . .Educational Film

Title

FEATURES
Title

Title

Length
ReL Date
Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan,
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Jan.
May

6. . 6361
7. . 5081
13.. 6114
3 . 5264
18
6... 4899
31 . . .5940
3. .
21. . .4783
2. .
10 . 6245
19. . 4781
17. . 4481
3. .
21 . . 6057
7 .
9. . .4750
17.. .4823
13. .
26

Reviewed
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

A. T. after title mean* All TalUe,

Motion

154
Title

SUr

Vagabond Cub
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback, The

Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Dane
T- Moore-Ower

SHORT

Length
Date
Feb. 10... 4717 feel.
Jan. 13...
Jan. 20. . .

Rel.

SUBJECTS

Length

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Star
Curiosities
Al Coolce
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Fob.

Date
30. .
25 .
3..
13..

Casper's
Night Out
Come
Meal
„
,„
., ,
DontSay AInl
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney A
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
*t§Odd Facts
Orienta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Duncan-Hill
Al
Coolce
„
Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Helium-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Aiexander
Helium-Davis
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Curiosities

Mar.
June
,,
July
April
May
June
May
May
April

July
Mar.
Feb.
June
April
Mar.
June
Jan.

113. .
„,
Creels
21. .. .2 reels
24 ... Wee
21
2 feels
11 .
2 feels
7.
J fee
2 feels
fee's
26
21.
2 reels
14 — 2 reels.
19. . 2 reels.
7
2 reels.
12 — 2 reels.
17 — 2 reels.
30 — 2 reels.
7. .. 2 reels.
4 ...2 reels.
1 4. . . 2 reel . .
17
2 reels.
9 — 2 reels.
2 reels.
2
2 reels.
24 — 2 reels.
27
1 reel..
4 .. .1 reel..
10.1 reel. .
13 — 1 reel..
16
2 reels.
17
1 reel. .

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seeing's Believing
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup, Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Aiexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

Jan.
Jan.
July
Jan.
April
July
Feb.
Mar.
June

27
2
14
6
28
9—
24 —
31
23

SOUND
Title

Mickey Yule
. Russ Brown

Length

8

2 reels ■

July

Star

*t§City Streets
*t5Companionate
*t§Night Parade
•tSRlo Rita
*t§Streef Girl, The
•tjSyncopatlon (A. T.)

;••■•,■,;
June 18

L

• ■„

Oct. 20

Rel. Date

Length

7626 feet.

1 Wife
Bye Bye Buddy
Circumstantial Evidence
♦tiChopln's Passion
Dancer of His Majesty, The. .
Duty to be Silent
Exodustothe New World, The. .
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
Great Unknown, The
Guilty
Her Viennese Lover
•t§House of Secrets, The
Just Off Broadway
Miiak of the Snowlands
Our Dally Bread
Poet and Czar
♦tJPrince of Hearts, A
Two Days
Unholy Love
Verdun
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Water The
When Duty Calls
Title

June 22

Reviewed

Mar. 30

FEATURES
Anne Against the World.
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghai Rose
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Halior
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costello-Lease

STATE

Rel. Date
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
April
Jan.

15
1
1
15
15
15
1
15

Length

Reviewed

5261 feet
6092 feet
.5451 feet
.5901 feet
.6539 fee'

.June

8

6242 feet

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
SUr
Appasslonata
Leon Mathol
At the South Pole
Special Cast
Battle of Mens, The
English Cast
Beautiful Blue Danube
Junkermann-Mara..
Behind the Altar
Wilhelm Dietarie
Black Hills
Special Cast
Bondage
German Cast
Broken Barriers
H. Costello-Glass
Cleanup, The
Charles Delaney
Code of the Air
Harian-Mariowe
Daughter of Israel, A
Special Cast
Daughter of Two Fathers
Japanese Cast
Devil Dogs
Holmes-Alt
Devil's Passion, The
Special Cast
Dream Melody, The
Roche-Shelby
Escaped from Hell
Murlat Esterhazy
Faces of Children
French Cast
FortheTermof His Natural Life Special Cast
Fortune's Fool
Emii Jannlngs
Golden
IDawn
WarwickWard
Hearts of
Men
Harris-Keefe
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Into the Night
Agnes Ayres
Jade Casket, The
French Cast
It's Easy to Become a Father.. . German Cast
i?"'"""
^.Tiy,h.r,.V
^'^'^.'^^^,l".;;y.u:
Law of the Mounted, The
Life of Beethoven
Utile Wild Girt, The
Linda
Livingston In Africa
Lucreila Borgia
Man Who Cheated Life
Marie Antoinet'e
Morgane, Ihe Enchantress
Mountain Lovers
Must We Marry'
Mystic Mirror, The

p""","'^ r^,r
R^!!^nr«
S"?'^*,"F*^'
Bob Custer
German Cast
Lee-Landis
Baxter-Foster-Beery
English Cast
Conrad Veldt
Veldt-Krauss
Foreign Cas»
Ivan Petrovttch
Gaston Jacquet
Garon-Eason
German Cast.

* Mean* synchromzed tcore.

Rel. Date
Length
Dist'r
Franco Film
.April 23. 5600 feel.
Pole Pict Corp
8000 feet
British New Era
5500 feet
. .Aywon
Aywoii
Aff. -European "
6200
'-'-''-feet
Big Three
5000 feet
Ufa
6040 feet
Excellent
6000 feel
Excellent
5660 feel
Bischoff Prod
5700 feet
Bell Pict
9000 feet
Shockuchi
Crescent
6608 feet
Arfa
5700 feet
Excellent
5050 feel
Aff. European
8 reels .
Zakoro
8000 feet
Australasian
11 000 feel
cmnff..
•"""
"*'
L. T. Rogers

Conquest
Anchor
Woridart Pict
Raleigh
Cosmos
Ufa

6200
5400 feet

lZl°L
2Sl^^
^^A"".;
Syndicate
Film Art Guild
Hercules

VZ!^'^
Lqni,«f
5??S '?
4580 feet
™"°t«»!

t Me€tn* Moand etfecU.

Reviewed
Mar. 23
" ~

Length
Reviewed
S21Sfeet.
.Sept IS
5573 feet.
5080 feet.
5400 feet
Jan. 28
81 00 feet
6000 feet.
6040 feet .
5927 feet.
5921 feet.
8065 feet.
431 5 feet
6605 feet.
7000 feet.
„„„,„.
.Mar. 23
6300 feet
5700 feet
6941 feet .
5917 feet.
May 25
7300 feet.
5770 feet.
.6500 feet.
4421 feet
.6200 feel.

Star

Rel. Date

Special Cast
Aff. Eurooean
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
Foster-Keefe-Lake. . . .Chesterfield
Robertson-Brinkley
Powers CInephone
Special Cast
Amkino
Maria Aibana
Aff. European
Lyon-Prevosl
Pioneer
Nils Asther
Aff. European
Special Cast
Aff. European
John Loder
Aff. European
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Asther-Noian
Aff. European
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
Special Cast
Amkino
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version)
Imperial
Special Cast
Amkino
Wegener-Petrovitch . Aff. European
Special Cast
Rlchmounl
Derussa
Aff. European
M.Chekhov
Amkino
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern

Length
7 reels
5200 feet

Reviewed
June

1

7000 feet
6 reels
7 reels
7 reels
6 reels
6 reels

7 reels
8775 feet
6500 feet
7 reels
7000 feet
6714 feet

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

•tSAsieep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15.1 reel. . , .
♦t§At the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels. . .
*i5At the Race Track (A. T.).
Martin-Harcourt imperial
. 2 reels
*t§Boney's Boner
Kolortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Club Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abbie Mitchell
IntL DlsL Corp
1 reel...,
'tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jazz Nos
IntL DlsL Corp
1 reel
*t§Could I Be More Polite (A. T.i The Carsons
Imperial
2 reels. . .
*t§Egyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Friend Husband {A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tGaiioplng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon Feb. 1 . . 1 reel . . . .
•t§Hectic Hector
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Hoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawiey & Smith
Incti. DlsL Corp
1 reel...
*t§Kriss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
•t§Marionettes, The No. 1 (F). Novelty
IntL Dist. Corp
1 reel
*t§Marionettes, The No. 2 (F) Novelty
Intl. DlsL Corp
1 reel...
*t|Meal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel...
»t5Meet the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels. . .
*t|Miser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
Intl.
DlsL
Corp
Burr .
2 reels. 1 reel
*t§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
tJMr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.I Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels
t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent
American (A. T.i
Hearn-Weston Imperial
reels
12 reel
*tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon May
_. (D)
._.
tJParty, The
Safrus
1 reel
•tjPikin' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon...
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.
. .1 reel
*t§Radio Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
Song Program
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
*t§Signed, Sealed and Delivered (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tSteamboat Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Jan.
. .1 reel
♦tSThisand That (0)
Safrus
1 reel
*t§Ticket Please (D)
Safrus
1 reel
»tTrip to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
*t§Varietles (D)
Safrus
*t§Vaudevilie (D)
Safrus
*t§Wonderin's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*t§When the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
*tSWhen the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. Dist Corp

SILENT

1
1
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel

June

1 reel

SHORTS

Title
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzoiina
Booster Bonzo
Detective Bonzo
Down Hawaii Way

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15 .1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1 1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15 1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 1 reel
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan.
1.1 reel
Mascot
10 episodes
Fatal
Warning,
H. Costello-Graves
Castle
Feb. 1.1 reel
Flaming
CanvonsThe (Serial)
Color
Novelty
4 Stars
June 29
11 reel
reel.
Gr:ec;"Vhr":7Boughnui
^,^^ and
.„h Pets
do.c Z.^;:.': Color
rnin,
lin^oih.
ro^elt^'
sV^n^c
Kids
Castle
Mar. 15
..Novelty
...
... _
1 reel.
j^^
J
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb.
1 1 reel.
Nature's Tiny Tragedies
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . Jan. 15 1 reel.
1
.1 reel
Peculiar
Households
Ufa Short
Ufa
Eastern
Polo
Bonzo
Bonzo
Cartoon
Roseland
Feb.
Mar. 15 .1 reel.
Sail" watS" Miiiinery; : i:: '.. '.. Ufa shor°t""".':
..;;;.: uK:^^er,,
Jan. 15 .1 reel
Castle
Color Novelty
Sixty Minutes from B'way
spook Bonzo
Bonzo cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15 .11 reel.
reel
|P°"^
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar.
. 1 reel.
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short. .
Ufa-Eastern .. Mar. 1
Feb. 15
Castle
Novelty
ColorShort
the Westsm SuH
Trailing
^^
pj^^j^
U,3
Ufa-Eastern. . .Feb.
15 .11 reel.
reel.

5712 feet
5800 feet
KnnnZZ
""""
'*^'

Firsl
6775
feet
K77Rf!o»
ni i.inri,=, Division
Amer.-Anglo
5799 feet
Mutual
7200 feet
Aff. European .. Feb. 8 6000 feet
Unusual
6000 feet
Franco Film.. . April 8 6800 feel
Conquest
Jan.
. .6500 feet
Trinity
5400 feel
. Ufa
7000 feet

Star
Rel. Date
Devore-Mong
Plaia
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Plot
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
Mosjouklne- Vernon... E. L. Klein
Special Cast
New Era
. HaJI-Garon
Crescent
French Cast
Conquest
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Conway Tearle
Firs* Division
Special Cast
New Era
Carmeilta Geraghty... Chesterfield
German Cas«
Big 3
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
English Cast
Ameranglo
Faire-Glass
Biltmore
.Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod.
Bob Custer
Syndicate.
Nov. 15
Russian Cast
Amkino
Dec
8

SOUND

Reviewed

RAY ART (S. R.)
Title

West of Santa Fe
Yellow Ticket, The
Title
Buying i

3 Moore Bros
Olive Borden
Daniels-Boles
Betty Comoson
Downey- Warings Band

Title
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Passion Song, The
Peacock Fan The
President, The
Q Ships
Rellly of the Rainbow Division .
Reward of FalHi, The
Sajenko the Soviet
Shiraz
Silent Trail, The
Smoke Bellow
Somine,The
South of Panama
That Murder In Berlin
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Thunder God
Underground
Untamed. Justice
U-Boat9

News

Coming Feature Attractions

2 reels.
1 reel. .
2 reels.
2 reels.
2 reels.
2reels.
2 reels.
2 reels.
2 reels.

Rel. Date

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Reviewed

.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels.

SHORTS

Star

*t}Headwork (A. T.)
*t§iVIickey's Midnite Frolic iA. T.i
♦tJYour Own Home Town (A. T.).

Aug.
May
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June

Reviewed

Picture

Jan.
Feb.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Tide
Broadway Fever

Star
O'Neill-Drew

§ Mean* voice (inclading dialogue and incidental *ong*).
D Means disc. F Means *oand-<m-tibn.

Rel. Date
Jan.

1. .

Length
.5412 feet.

A. T. after title mean* AU Talkie.

Reviewed
..Mtr. ia

I

155
y ;( / V

6 .

19 29

Tltel

Star

Devil's ApDie Tree, The
*t§Lucl<y Boy (F & D)

Dorothy Sebastian
Jessel-Quimby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

*t}Midstream 'F 4 D)
♦tSMolly and Me (F& D)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Corfez-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
♦tSReputation (F 4 D)
Keane-Standing
(Silent Version)
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
Sauads Right
Gribbon-Slone
•t§Two Men and a Maid (F 4 D)... Collier Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
*tf Whispering Winds (F 4 D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

June

. . . 8250 feet
7476 feet

April

•t§New Orleans (F 4 D)

June 20

SHORT

'*tSF

Goldestiva of Bagdad. A.
l
''tSJapanese Carnival. A
*t§in a Chinese Temple Garden
Uttle Vagabond
•tLove Charm, The
Lover's Paradise
Maude Muller
*t§Melodle
No Women Allowed
• Harry A
Tenderfoot Tourist,
Tom, Dick or Harry
Twinkle Toes ....
tiWay Down South

Coming

Title

Feature

Feb. 20 . . 6 reels
Feb. 1
June 15
May

Jan.
1
Feb. 15
Feb. 1
Jan. 15

Mar.

Mar. 23

1

Rel. Date

1

Rel. Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel .
1 reel .

Reviewed

June IS

Length

Reviewed

Southern-Pldgeon.
Leo Carlllo
riVirou/inHcn,
Claire Windsor

UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title

Star

•tfAlibI (A. T.) (D)
O'Malley-Busch
*t§Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) (D). . . Colman-Tashman-Love
•t§Coquette (A. T.) (D)
PIckford-Brown-M. Moore
(No Silent Version)
*tEternal Love (D)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl
•tjlron Mask, The (D)
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silenl Version)
•TiLady of the Pavements (D)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
*t§Lummox (A. T.) (D)
Westover-Colller Jr
♦tRescue, The (D)
Colman-Damlta
(Silent Version)
*t§She Goes tp War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
•t§Thls is Heaven (D)
Terry-Petrovltch
•tThree Passions (D) .

Coming
Title
♦tSCIty Lights (D)
*t§Condemned
*tEvangeline (D)
♦tHeil's Angels (D)
♦tiLocked Door, The (A. T.)
*t§Sex Appeal
•tJSong of Broadway. The (D)
•'§Tln Pan Alley ' A. T.)
♦tVenus (D)

Rel. Date
April 20
Mar. 30
April 12

Length
Reviewed
8 reels
Mar. 16
.6767 feet... April 13
Mar. 23

May
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Felt.

11
.8855 feet
9
9. .8659 feet
.8329
16 .7495 feet
feet.
16.

Jan. 28
26
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
July
July
June
June

.7980 feet ..Jan. IS
12.
12. .7910 feet.
.8864
feet . June 15
13.
13.
Feb. 23
!!
7948
feet. ..April 8
22.
1.

Mar. 18

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Charile Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Del Rio-Drew
Lyon-Hali-Nisson
„- ^ „
. . „
Boyd-Stanwyck-La
Rocque
"
"

June 15

Harry Richman
N. Talmadge-Roland
Constance Talmadge

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
*t§Broadway (A. T.)
Burning the Wind
♦tJChariatan, The (F)
*t§Clear the Decks (F)
*f{Cohens and
City, The (F)

Kelleys In Atlantic

Star
Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Length

4786
July 14
9350
Mar. 3. . . .5729
Feb. 10 . . .5202
April 7
April 7
Mar. 3
5740
5792

Reviewed

feet
feet
feet
feet

.7400 feet
7752 feet

Eves of the Underworld

Mar.
Mar.
June
June
April

*MO\T\ on the Barge, The (F)
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
*\iH\i Lucky Day (D)

Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor
(Silent Version)
Wells-Collins
Rex-Perrin
Reginald Denny

Feb.
3 .. .. .6908
7510
Feb. 3.
Jan. 27. . . 4596
4719
June 30

Hoofbealsof Vegeance
*t§ltCan Be Done (F)
*t§Kld's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid. The
*t§Last Warning, The (F)

Silent Version)
.......!!.. "May
...\
.4525 feet.
Rex-Perrin
June 76.
16
6090 feet.
Tryon-Carol
Mar. 24
5729 feet.
Glenn Tryon
Feb. 17
Hoot Gibson
Jan.
6. .5509 feet.
Hoot Gibson
June 23.
Laura LaPlante
Jan.
6
(Silent Version)
Jan.
6. .7731 feet.
.6761 feet.
Tryon-Kent
Jan. 20
6142 feet.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 20
Reginald Denny
May 19
.6589
feet'
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
Jan. 13.
.7980feet.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 13.
.6674 feet.
Hersholl-Crawford-Chase
July
7
(Silent Version)
Leonard-Dunn
July 14
(Silent Version)
July 14 .
Rex-Perrin
April 14. . .4344 teet..
feet..
Denny-Day
Jan. 27. . .6621
(Silent Version)
Jan. 27. . .6621 feet..
Laura LaPlante
April 21 . . .6475 feet...
(Silent Version)
April 21 . .

•tSLonesome (F)
Man Disturber, The
•tjMan, Woman and Wife (F)
*t§Modern Love (D & F) A. T.)
*t}Melody Lane (D 4 F)
Plunging Hoofs
•tJRed Hot Speed (F)
•tSScandal (D 4 F)

* Means synchronized score,

t Means sonnd effects.

.June

1

feel
feet

Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Howes
(Silent Version)
William Cody

*t5Come Across (D 4 F)

17
17
30
30
28

Star

•tSShakedown, The (F)
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder. The
Slim Fingers
Smilin' Guns
Smilin' Terror ,The
Tip-Off, The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman The

Murray-Kent
NIxon-Walling-Nolan
Al Wilson
Bill Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horse)-Perrln
Gibson-Eider

SHORT

Feb. 15 . .6114 feet

Attractions

Star

Miracle, The
*t5Mr. Carillo
•tiTi™". , c i' ri>'
•t5Zeppe,i., (F 4 D)

1

SUBJECTS

Star
..Color Symphony
. Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
.Color Classic
Color Sympnony

nue

Reviewed

6430 feet . . Mar. IB
8653 feet — Jan. 12

1

April

*t§My Lady's Past (F 4 D)

"ntie

Length

Feb. 20 —
Feb. 2

Mar. 23

4208 feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

Jan. 12
.Oct. e

Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Beyond the Smolce
Bottles
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cut-ups
Danger Line
Daring Dude. A
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasia
Fantasia
Farewell
Final Reckoning, A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Half Holiday.
Have
Patience A

.Nov. ID
Title

Feb. 26

April 27

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

Length

Reviewed

10 ... 6753 feet.
20 . . 5809 feet.
13 .. 4364feet.
24 . . .4232 feet.
31 . . . 5270 feet
30
4525 feet.
2
4109 feet.
10. .. .4497 feet.
23
5767 feet.

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake.
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle-Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phillips
Sid Saylor.
Sid Saylor.
^dmund Cobb.
.Bob Chandler
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-USalle
Laemmie Novelty
. .
Laammla Novnltv
Laemmie
Novelty
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlillps
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Uemmie Novelty and Dog
Trimble-Hardwick
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalie
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxle
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb

Hold 'Em Oizie
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Just Monkeys
Just the Type
Kidnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Buster
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-issue)
Newlyweds' Angel Child, The
Newly weds Camp Out, The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Out At Home
Perilous Paths
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of P.inama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup, The
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals .The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Speeding Youth
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
"
"
Tige's Girl
Friend
Tracked
Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Varsity Drag, The
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

RoL Date

Wilsey-Kingslon
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Canine Cast
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
George Chandler
Edmund Cobb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Laemmie Novelty
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Lewls-Gulliver-PhMllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
~
~
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog
Art Accord
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Guliiver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 1....1 reel
Mar. 16
Feb. 25. ...1 reel
Feb. 18
Mar. 23
2 reels
Feb. 23
June 1
July
1 . .1 reel
.2 reels
June 1
June 26.
.2reels
May 11
June 5.
.2 reels
Dec 22
Jan. 19.
.1 reel
April 27
May 20.
June 1
July
6. .2 reels
2 reels
April 27
May 22
2 reels
May 18
. 2 reels
May 27
.2 reels
.Jan. 30.
2 reels
.Aug. 14.
2 reels
July 27. .2 reels
Feb. 2
April 13
. 2 reels
Mar. 23
.2 reels
April 27
May 29
Feb.
3
10 episodes
1 reel
June 15
July 15
.2 reels
June 1
July
3
1
reel
July 29
Feb.'.
April
May
April
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
June
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
July
Feb.
Mar.
July
Mar.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
July
June
May
Jan.
April
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.

4
15
29. .
17.,
24. .
3
28.
3.
4
7
7.
19
8
23.
11. ,
31
16.
1. .
22.
6.
25 .
15.
1.
26.
10.
12
15.
23
17
20
7
20

21 reel
reels
10 episodes.
. 2 reels .
. . 1 reel
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
2 reels
. .2 reels
. .1 reel
2 reels
. . 1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel
. . 2 reels
. . 1 reel
. . 2 reels
..2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. . 1 reel
. 2 reels
. 1 reel
. ,1 reel
.. 22 reels
reels
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels
2 reels.

1 reel
June 24
1 reel
Jan.
9 .. .2 reels
June 29
2 reels
.2 reels
June 29.
.2 reels
Feb. 16
July
102reels
episodes.
June 15
2 reels
April 24
1 reel
April 8
1 reel
Feb. 11
Jan. 12 . 2 reels
Feb. 9 . .2 reels
May
4. . .2 reels
April 27.. . 2 reels
April 6.. .2 reels
reels
July 20
.22 reels
April 15. .
Jan.
2. . .2 reels
Mar. 27. . .2reels
Jan. 14.. . 1 reel
reels
Mar. 13. . .2
.1 reel
Feb. 18. .
reel
June 17. . .12 reels
Jan.
7 . .2 reels
June 24. . , 1 reel
May 13. .
Aug. 21 . . 2 reels
May 27. . .1 reel
.1 reel
Mar. 18. .
Feb. 13. . .2 reels
Feb. 27. . .2 reels
April 10.. .22 reels
reels
June 8. . .2 reels
April 10..
" ■■ 3.. ..21 reel
reels
April
Jan
.22 reels
Feb.
reels
July 28..
5o . .1 reel
May
6
. 1 reel
July 22
.1 reel
Jan. 28
.1 reel
June 10
.2 reels
Jan. 21
.1 reel
Jan. 21

Feb. 2
Mar. 23
June 15

May 18
Dec 22
May 25
Feb. 9
June 29
Feb. 9
Feb. 9
Feb. 23
Mar. 30
May 11
May 11
Mar. 30

Mar. 30
Feb. 18
June 15

June 11
15
May
Mar. 16
Jan. 12
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

12
30
30
16
15

Dec
6
Mar. 23
Dec. 22
Feb. 8
May 25

Jan. 12
May 11
Mar. 18

Jan.

Coming Feature Attractions

*ti(Bargain In the Kremlin, The (A.T.)
t§Barnum Was Right
Born to the Saddle
■►tSBraggart, The
Brides Will Be Brides
♦tJCollege Love (D 4 F) (A. T.)
Crimson Hour, The
*tiDangerous Dimples

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Joseph Schlldkraut .
Ted Weils
Jean Hersholl
Laura La Plante
Lewis-Gulilver-Phillips
De Putti-Mosjukine
Laura La Plante

§ Means voice (intlading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-9n-fiim.

4126 feet. .

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

5

156

Motion

Title
Star
Doubling For Trouble
GIbson-Gllbert
♦tiSDrake Murder Case, The
*tSEmbarrasslng Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Erik the Great
Veldt-Phllbln
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
*t{Flamlng Daughters
Girl Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
*t5Great Cinema Murder, The. .
*f§Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.) . Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson
*t{Klng of Jazz The (A. T.)
Paul Whiteman and Band
*t§LoveTrap, The (D & F)
LaPlante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
*t{Mlnstrel Man. The
Tryon-La Plante
*t§MississippiGambler, The (D&F) Rudolph Schildkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Ijke
*t§One Rainy Night (D A F)
Laura La Plante
Play Goes On, The
James Murray
Points West
Hoot Gibson
•tjPort of Dreams, The
Mary Phllbin
(Silent Version)
♦t§Shannonsof Broadway. The (A.T.1 James Gleason
*t§Show Boat (D AF)
La Plante-J. Schildkraut
♦t§Under the Southern Cross
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Wagon Master, The
Ken Maynard
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny

SOUND
Title

Length

Reviewed

June 29

*f§Alpine Antics (Fl
»t8At the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
♦+5Balley and Barnum
*t§Cross Country Run
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
♦tHen Fruit (F)
•tHold'Em Ozzle(Fl
•t§House Cleaning (A. T.)

Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Vaudeville Act
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
*t§Junior Luck (A. T. (F A D)
*t§KingoftheCampus(A.T. (DA F)
•tSLove Birds
*tLumberjack (F)
*t§Nufs and Jolts
*t§On Guard (A. T.) F) A D)
*t§Rivals.The fA. T.) (FA D)
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*t5Sporting Courage
*tStage Stunts (F)
*tsteamt»at Willie
*t§Stripes and Stars (F)
*tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*t§Three Brox Sisters
*t§Varsity Drag, The (A. T.)
*t§Varsity Drag.The (A. T.) (FAD).
*t§Weary Willies
*tWicked West, The (F)
*t{Zimmerman and Granville

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Pat Rooney and Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulliver-Phiillps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Songs
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

Apr.

Zi

Aug. 30
Mar. 2
Sept. 2!
13 reels
6500 feet

Rel. Date
April
Mar.
Jan.
May
April
Feb.
Mar.
June

April
April
Jan.
May

20
27
26
18

1
25...
11 . . .
27. . ,
29 ..
4. . .
4...
3...

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
2 reels
June 15
1 reel
Mar. 30
1 reel
1 reel
.1929 feet.... May 25

.1 reel
July
8. . .
May 27. . . .2 reels
2 reels
April 1
2 reels.
1
reel
April 15
1 reel
June 24.
2
reels
April 29
reels
April 15
12 reel
Feb. 18
June 24
2 reels
May 13
1 reel
1 reel
May 27.
1 reel
Mar. 18 . . 1 reel
Jan. 14
1 reel
2 reels
July
8 ..2reels
July 22
. 1 reel
June 10
1 reel
Jan. 28
1 reel

June 1
Mar. 30
Mar. 23
May 11
May 11
May

4

May 11
Mar. P
June 29
June 29
May 11

BROTHERS

Star

Conquest
•tIDesert Song, The (D)
•t {Fancy Baggage (D)

Blue-Warner-Wlison
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
♦tJFrozen River (D)
RIn-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)
*t§Gamblers, The
Wilson- Warner-Robards
•JJGIad Rag Doll, The (D)
Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
•tjGreyhound Limited, The (D)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Hard-Bolled Rose (D)
Loy-Collier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
•tSKId Gloves (D)
Nagel-Wlison
(Silent Version)
Little Wild Cat, The
Ferris-Hall-Dawson . . . .,
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D)
Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
•tJMIIiion Dollar Collar, The (D) . . Rln-Tin-TIn
(Silent Version)
My Man
Fanny Brice
♦tJNoah's Ark (D)
D. Costelio-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)
•tJNo Defense (D)

Rel. Date
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May
June
May
June
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Jan.
June

19. .
11..
26. .
23. .
27. .
6. .
20..
28. .
29 .
4..
8 .
9 .
23 . .
30. .
4. .
23 . .
27. .
5. .
22

Length
.4706
11034
6447
5983
6323

feet.
feet.
feet .
feet..
feet..

Reviewed
April 20

..5483 feet.
..6685 feet
.4696
.5610
.4875
..6
6235
UA
.4885
.5161

June

8

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet '..'.'..'.'.'..'
feet
feet

Jan. 12. , 5561 feet
Feb. 9. . .4878 feet
Jan. 12. . 61 36 feet
9478 feet ...Oct. 27
June 15. . 7752 feet ...
.5558
feet ...April 6
April 6 .
May 11
Mar. 16. . . .6243 feet
April 20. .. .4797 feet
July 13
May 25

Biue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
•tJOne Stolen Night (D)
Bronson-Colller Jr
(Silent Version)
*t§On With the Show (A. T.) (D).. . . Comoson-Brown-Fazenda
*tiQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
Mar.
(Silent Version)
April
*t{RedeemlngSln, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagei
Feb.
(Silent Version)
April
t {Singing Fool
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
April
•tjSonny Boy (D)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
April
(Silent Version)
May
•tSStark Mad (D)
Warner-Fazenda
Feb.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
•t {Stolen Kisses (D)
May McAvoy
Feb.
(Silent Version)
April
*tSTIme, the Place and the Girl The(D) Olmsted-Wlthers-Klrkwood. June

16.
14
16.
6.
13
13
18
2
2
23.
13
8

.5424
5236
8921
6145
7444

feet
feet
feet.
feet.
feet

6011 feet.
.6681 feet
.4917 feet
.6273 feet
,5658 feet
. .8 reels

April

Rel. Date

iiile
•tJArgyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Meighan
*t§General Crack D i
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
•tjGlorlous Betsy (D)
D. Costello-Nagei
*tSGold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
'D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
»15Golden D.iwn A. T. D)
Walter Wolf All Technicolor)
•t JGreen Goddess, The (A. T.) (D) George Arliss
•tJHearts In Exile (D)
H. Costelio-Kerry
*t{Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
•tSHottentot, The (A. T.)
Horton-Mlller

* Means tynchronized score,

f Means soand effects.

VITAPHONE

SHORTS

Length

Teb. 23
Mar. 16

May

Reviewed
May 18

7441 feet .... May

WORLD-WIDE

8

6412 feet . . June 8
7 reels
April

N eiv i
Length

Reviewed

June

t

June

1

Length

(D)

Review eu

Rel. Date

After the Round Up
Cowboy Songs
All Girl Revue
Girl Band A Comedienne
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Songs and Jazz Band
Banjomanlac
Eddie Peabody
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Shaw A Lee
Beau Night
El Brendel
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Bobby Folsom
Songs
Bit of Scotch, A
Kitty Doner
Book Worm, The
Harry J. Conley
Bright Moments
Benny-Mario
California Songbirds, The
Beli-Coates
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Giovanni Marllnelll
Character Studies
Florence Brady
Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougat A Company
Violin, Songs A Dances
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead Laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Eleanor Painter
Songs
Evening at Home with HItchy
Raymond Hitchcock
Fair Days
Harris A Howe
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Miljan
Gus Arnheim A His Ambassadors. . .Jazz Band
Harry Delf
Songs A Dances
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernie A Band
High Water
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. A E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls A Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review. . . Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett A Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth A Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican Tipica Orchestra
Instrumental A Vocal Numbers
Miss Information
Wilson-Horton
Morrlssey A Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers A Hanford
Songs A Dances
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
PagllaccI
John Charles Thomas
Pair of Aces, The
TImblln A Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rigoletto— Quartet
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Rudy Vallee and Band
Songs and Orchestra
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs of Love
Sanderson ■Crurnlt
Soup
Harry Delf
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
Three Brox Sisters
Stng Program
Tiny Town Revue
Midget Unit
Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue A U-No
Typical Types
Bobby Folsom
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve). . . Giovanni Martlnelll
When the Wife's Away
William Demarest
Winnie Ughtner
Songs

1 reel
1 reel

June 15
Aug. 25
Oct 13
June 1

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Mar. 18
Mar. 2
Sept.22
July
7
Aug. 2B
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept. 22
June 16
Sept. 29
Sept.22
SepL 1

Hreel

Aug. 25
Aug. 25
Mar. 18

1 reel
1 reel

June
June

1
8

June
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
June
June
Sept.

23
25
16
12
15
23
16
1
8
29

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

Aug. 25
June 23
1 reel

Mar. 16
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
H reel

1 reel
1 reel

^

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
16
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
16
16
23
IP
16

Feb.
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept.
June
Oct.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June
June
June

18
20
16
25
16
15
29
15
13
18
17
25
23
8
15

June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES

FEATURES

6

Coining Feature Attractions
Star

Star
Rel. Date
Ted Lewis and Band
Jolson-Lee
Al Jolson
Ferris-Collier, Jr
E. E. Horton
Jolson-Nixon-Lee
Blue-Compson
Boles-Segal lAII Technicolor)
Velez- Withers
Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)
Star

FEATURES
Title

Title
tjis Everybody Happy?
*t§Little Pal
*t§Mammy
•tsNo Questions Asked (D)
*t§Sap, The (D)
*t5Say It With Songs
♦tjSkin Deep (A. T.) (D)
*t§Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
*t§Tiger Rose (A. T.)
*r§UnderaTexas Moon (A.T.) (D)
Title

July 21
July 21

SHORTS

Star

WARNER

Rel. Date

Picture

Title

Star

•tJBIack Waters
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad
*t§Kitty (D A F)

Klrkwood-Brlan
Norman Kerry
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gilda Gray
Walter Byron
Lerch-George
Thomas-Bankt
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

•tMoulln Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman In White, The

Rel. Date
April 1 . . .
Mar. 17. .
Feb. 2. .
June 29..
Jan. 30
Feb. 17

Length
Reviewed
.7500 feet ...April 13
.7 reels
.6 reels
.9010 feet... June 15
8500 feet
9 reels
Feb. 23
7185 feet
9 reels
7 reels
7000 feet

Feb.

4

Feb.

3. . . .7688 feet
7 reels

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer, The
Whirl of Life, The

Star
DIna Gralla
Special Cast
Miles Mander
DIna Gralla
Louis Lerch

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-tilm.

Rel. Date
8
7
7
8
8

Length
reels. .
reels. .
reels. .
reels . .
reels. .

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

.
. Reviewed
.
.
.

A

SOUND

FILM

for the

PRESENT
and the

I

FUTURE

.N THE early stages of the talkie era Eastman

scientists set

themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound film.
They started from scratch. They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically
measured the fidelity of the sound recorded with their experimental emulsions. They detected and eliminated inaccuracies
and distortions too minvite for the ear to register. They arrived
at a final formula — a definite achievement in the art of sound
....F^astrtian Reprotone ISegative.
Designed specifically, exclusively for sound recording, Reprotone is the logical negative medium for sound at its best.
Because of its inherent and complete rightness it will keep
pace with the other factors in the industry. It was built for
today, but if the demands of tomorrow are still more exacting,
Eastman Reprotone will meet them.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

ImM^^

.i.

^^ Finest in the

FOX

.,

Theatre, 5e^///e
Northwest ^^^

UNIT ORGA!

July 13, 1929

Reg. V. S. Patent Office

mammsm

NOTE!
TO THOSE

EXHIBITORS

CONTRACTED
WYN-MAYER'S

WHO

HAVE

FOR METRO-GOLD'THE LAST OF MRS.

CHENEY/' STARRING NORMA
SHEARER, WE CONVEY THE WELCOME NEWS THAT IT IS ONE OF
THE OUTSTANDING— IF NOT THE
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION OF
THE YEAR.
oc)i.nw>,v7^

PRICE 20 CENTS

Vol.
Copyright.

under acfofMarch' 3 , IB7^'
1929, by Motion Picture News, Inc.

Published Weekly — $3.00 a Year

.Vcic York

Chicago

II

TOO
LATE!
This guy is just
business who
minds until the
just TOO LATE

UNITED

like a lot of fellows in this
can't ever make up their
last minute — and then it's
—and that's JUST TOO BAD.

ARTISTS

PICTURES

are life savers for such fellows because their great value
to any box-office is so obvious they don't have to think
twice. They book 'em at once as the Backbone Service
of their programs and never miss Big Business
OPPORTUNITIES.

Greater than eper

in 1929''30

MADE
FOR

TO
ORDER
PARAMOUNT

^ The coming season of 1929-30 was made for PARAMOUNT!

That's the

opinion of the entire industry. The reasons are simple and convincing.
It's a New and Greater Show Worhl. Talking jiictnres. Singing, dancing,
color. Possibilities of pntting the cream of the acting and prodncing stage
world, as well as the greatest stars of Hollywood, on the screen. ^ PARAMOUNT, the leader, alone has the ultra-modern production organization,
the studios, the roster of stars and the resources to do it. The smart public
of today demands continuous quality. PARAMOUNT

alone can supply it

week after week. This company's record during the past season, and its
1929-30 announcement

prove that.

^ Inferior product and companies not

J

geared up to the dizzy pace of today will fall by the wayside in the coming
season. Quality and leadership will reap the rewards.

Q PARAMOUNT

exhibitors will gather profits that they thought impossible a few months
ago! That's why smart showmen

are getting their names

on PARAMOUNT

1929-30 with unprecedented speed!
TMO«.****

HAROLD

LLOYD

MORAN

AND

GREATEST
NAME
IN
THE NEW SHOW WORLD

MACK

<oc

THE COCOANUTS
THE

DANCE

OF LIFE

DR. FU MANCHU
THE VAGABOND
THE LOVE

MA«

KING

PARADE

GLORIFYING
THE FOUR

THE
AMERICAN

GIRL
52 PARAMOUNT

FEATHERS

THE VIRGINIAN

SOUND

104 PARAMOUNT

NEWS

SILENT NEWS

ILLUSION
Two-Reel shorts

APPLAUSE
THE

CHILDREN

GREENE

MURDER

24 CHRISTIE

CASE

6 PARAMOUNT

SWEETIE
THE GAY

TRAP

CHARMING
POINTED

One-Reel shorts

SINNERS
HEELS

LADY

32 PARAMOUNT

LIES

BEHIND

THE

YOUTH

HAS ITS FLING

PLAYS

TALKING
COMEDIES

LADY

WOMAN

THE

TALKING

12 SCREEN

MAKE-UP

TALKING AND
SINGING ACTS

SONGS

6 TALKARTOONS

KIBITZER
FAST COMPANY
SARAH
RETURN

AND

SON

OF SHERLOCK

HOLMES

ESCAPE
THE LOST GOD

PARAMOUXT
NEW

SHOW

WORLD

HEADQUARTERS

Member Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of Amerito, Inc. T^ill H- Hnysy Pr^s.

TIP FROM
PATRONS

ARE

JOHN

BALABAX

WESTERN
UNION

REQUESTED

Class of Service
This is a full-rate
Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated bya suitable
sign above or preceding the address.

NEWCOMB

TO FAVOR

CARLTON.

THE

COMPANY

BY

CRITICISM

PRESIDENT

AND

SUGGESTION

J. C. WILI.EVER.

CONCE^INING

I201-S

ITS SERVICE

SIGNS
DL = Day Letter
NM

— Night Message

NL = Night Letter
LCO = Deferred Cable
CLT = Cable Letter
WLT

= Week-End Letter

FIRST VIce.PRiaiDENT

The filing time aa shown in the date line on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of receipt at destination as shown on all messages, is STANDARD

Received

at 427 So. LaSalle St., Chicago,

rDdA327 CX

84 NL
CHICAGO

. NEAL

AUDIENCE
LOVE

SPITE

REACTION
SO

OF

BUSINESS

TO

OFFICE
TO

1 1929

EXCESSIVE
Ar®

BUSINESS

SHOULD

TAKE

SOUTH

MENJOU

WABASH

AND

AND

EACH DAY
CERTAIN

YOU

RAIN

IF PICTURE

ADVANTAGE

WOULD

MENJOUS

STOP
OF

ILL

LATEST

PICTURE

STOP

EVERYWHERE

AVE CHICAGO

ALSO HIS

I THOUGHT

HOT WEATHER

AM QUITE

PROFITABLE

THE EXHIBITORS

THAT

IS BUILDING
THAT

1327

ADOLPHE

ENTHUSIASTIC

OUTSTANDING
RUN

ILL JUL

AGNEW
PARAMOUNT

iN

TIME.

III. TeUphcae wabash 4321

WANT

PICTURE
TO

OPENED

KNOW

TO

PERFORMANCE
IS SOLD

A NEW

IT BEST

IN LOVE," CLARA

BOW

IS

PROPERLY

STAR

HAS BEEN

IT

STOP

IN

FINE
SO
IT CAN
BORN

BE
AND

WISHES
JOHN

fl '^FASHIONS

VERY

FASHIONS

BALABAN

in 'Dangerous Curves," GEORGE

BANCROFT

in

"Thunderbolt," CHARLES "Buddy" ROGERS in "River of Romance," AI Christie's "DIVORCE
MADE EASY"_5 BIG JULY TALKERS FROM
*
-,
4
-»
*
-.
-.
-»

PARAMOUNT

Grear News for the Small Exhibilor

PacenfAnnouiice§
for Houses up to 500 Seats
NEW

JUNIOR
TYPE
500

DDA

MODEL

See
These
Pacent
Features:

efpl«)i>UU

SYNCHRONOUS

DISC

i

No

T^HIS new Pacent model for Disc Reproduction gives the small exhibitor
the same wonderful tone quality, the
same outstanding performance that has
made the two large Pacent Systems
Type 2MD A and 4MDA so well known.

Batteries

QUALITY

large as the
the same

PACENT
MACHINES

model a money maker from
the day he puts it in. You
will hear nothing but praise
large Pacent machines, over
600 of which are in service
from patrons about the qualitoday in the United States
ty and range of reproduction
alone. The only essential
delivered by this new Pacent
difference is that this Junior
model, the result of many
model has less
months of engipower because of
neering and reType 2MDA
the fewer seats to
search, to give
be covered.
the small theatre
f«»r I heal res up to
the finest of tone
The small thea2,000 seats
tre owner will find
.S'vfir/irorious Disc
quality at a low
this new
Junior

Double

The Type 500 DDA combines all the features of the

$2,500

All amplification
is from any 110
vol t 60 cycle
source, without
batteries of any
kind.

Channel

Amplification
A reserve amplifier for
every amplifier used to
run a show. Change to
reserve amplifier in a
second's time.

Even Sountt
Distribution
Secured through latest
and most efficient type

J

of powerful electrodynamic speakers.
M ire or }T rite Immediately
for Early Delivery

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
price.

32 Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers in the United States and Canada

.„

Great News For fhe Small Exhibitor

New Modelsf
Deliveries start in August
See
These
Pacent
Features:

NEW

TYPE
500 FDA

$2,500

DISC

and Sound on Film
EVERY
FEATURE
you want in

MODERN
SOUND
EQUIPMENT

3te vhaitivul*
Gear Drive

Con Hi ant Pit eh
and Quality
Constant speed motors
insure constant pitch
and constant quality
of reproduction. No
variation, no whining,
no raspy notes due to
speed changes.
Wire or Write Immediately
for Early Delivery.

FILM CENTER

T^HERE is no complete Sound Equipnient on the market today for small
theatres to compare with this new
Pacent machine.
It gives the small
theatre a complete high quality reproducer for both
disc and Sound on Film at a new low price.

the disc, is extremely simple
to operate. Through long
research Pacent has secured
in this new Junior model
unsurpassed tone quality
with extreme simplicity of
operation. This new Junior
Type 500 FDA outfit plays
variable area and variable
model will prove a hit with the
exhibitor, the prodensity methods
jectionist and with
with equal efficien.
DA
Type 4M
your customers
cy, a feature found
in no other Sound
who pay their
money expecting
for houses 2,000
on Film device.
to 4,000 seals
to hear sound of
The Sound
on
Synchronous Disc
the highest type.
Film section, like

Pacent Disc Reproduction
needs no introduction.
Pacent Sound on Film Reproduction isacknowledged
today as the finest available.
The film section of the new

Perfect synchronization assured. No belts
or make shift methods
of synchronization.

LOUIS GERARD

MODEL

SYXCHRO]\OLTS

New Type
Pick-Up
Entirely new
principle insures
perfect tracking
of all records and
assures full scale
of reproduction

JUNIOR

$3,500

Q)

BLDG., 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

PACENT,

President

Telephone Chickering 7948-49-50-51-52

ANOTHER

GREAT

PATHE

COMEDY

PRODUCER

Gordon Bostock, prominent as a producer
of the highest type of farce comedy acts
of the vaudeville stage for the past 15
years — now brings to the talking screen
via Pathe a series of sure-fire two-reel
ALL-TALKING VARIETY COMEDIES
featuring leading comedy artists in a
brand of rapid-fire laugh-getters that have
passed the acid test before the most critical
audiences on Broadway.

pP-H'-p-w-

ORDON
BOSTOCK
clicks with first release on 1929-1930 program

BEACH

BABIES

A Variety Comedy with Charles
Kemper, Evalyn Knapp and
Naomi Casey, Story by Joe Hayman and Gordon Bostock. Directed by Bradley Barker.

NOW
MARK

PLAYING
STRAND,

AT
NEW

THE
YORK

PATHE
SILVER

ANNIVERSARY

19

2 9

19

3 0

STOP
judging by the old method
— tear away from former
records or performances —
FIRST NATIONAL gives
you a new standard — a
newconceptionof the scope
of motion pictures.
Key your viewpoint to the
levels of new day progress
and step to envied leadership with FIRST NATIONAL'S

OC ^'^*-*- TALKING
I NLOGR I N G
jJl-S CO
^^
7
8

PRODUCTIONS!
ROADS HOWS
SPECIALS

20 BOX-OFFICE

HITS

Not one ordinary picture
but every attraction keyed
to the limit of your box
office possibilities. In the
following pages we give an
insight to the strongest
aggregation of values you
have ever received from

FIRST
NATIONAL

THINK!
of what First National gives you! — when you can
offer 35 Biggest Size pictures in
one season — every attraction a
special to the last word.
I M I N IV I of the pictures which
have done the most for you in the
past — and you think of FIRST

NATIONAL!

Leaders we are! Leaders we stay!
— with this group of amazing values so rich in box office — so strong
in star names — so outstanding in
stories and ideas! .a.
.jl. nnlv

COLOR, VITAPHONE, STAR NAMES,
STAGE STARS, GREAT BOOKS, GREAT
PLAYS, 10070 TALKING—

EXTRA
SIZF
ATTRACTIONS

When stars like —
COLLEEN
MOORE
RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
MARILYN
MILLER
CORINNE
GRIFFITH
IRENE
BORDONI
BILLIE
DOVE
ALICE
WHITE

BUCHANAN
EDDIE

.y

BUZZELL
LOIS
JACK
WILSON
DOROTHY
MACKAILL
LEATRICE
MULHALL
TACK
BROWN
areJOEE.
seen in

JOY
COLOR
the world is at your
door!

FIRST
NATIONAL

•UZl

puts you in the front money
ranks with the radiant magic
of color. Steps ahead — you'll
get pictures of Lilac Time,
Weary River and Barker calibre
in flashing, thrilUng TECHNICOLOR— first and foremost
of all color devices.
.▲
-a.
Just like VITAPHONE built
your grosses to unheard of
proportions so
.▲..▲.
^Ai.

FIRST NATIONAL'S
TECHNICOLOR
pictures will carry your theatre
intake to newer heights than
ever before. a
a.
a.

VlTAPHonii^i

M.

iiflw:i
OF

EVERY PICTURE
WILL BE

k:

'^JT
1S%

^

d^^^

r^

A

^-'^t>^'"S" ^

6^

t\*^ oo

national

•<^\\«ttii^0^
^^

w
fAWlWn

^'

^N

a^^

\0

^t^G

Names that are
known wherever
Films are shown!
The world's
— singing —
stars — they
record for

greatest talking
motion picture
hold a better
consistent performances than any other
set of players in the world.
I
Attractions released by this
company will have the
added appeal of one or
more of these nation fa, mous personalities.

SON

OF

THE

GODS

best sellinf! novel by Rex Beach ^ in
its fourth edition.

I

PLAYING

AROUND

by Vina Delmar, Author of ' "Bad Girl"

A

MOST

IMMORAL

starred Alice

LADY

Brady in New York
two seasons.

for

PARI
New York Comedy — two seasons on
Broadway and then First National
grabbed it.

FOOTLIGHTS

AND

FOOLS

The Great College Humor Story.

I

NO,

NO,

NANETTE

Internationally
famous
comedy success.

HARD

musical

TO

GET

Bv Edna Ferber, author of "Show
Boat" '*So Big", "The Royal Family."

SALLY

Ziegfeld*s
greatest
success will be
another First National triumph.

THE

WOMAN

ON THE

JURY

from A. H. Wood's
well-known stage
success.

BACK

PAY

by Fanny Hurst, author of Humoresque and many other great stories.

THE

I
t

G R E AT

DIVIDE

One
of the best known
American
plays. This will have a musical outdoor background.

TH E

CARELESS

AG

E

Broadw^ay stage success. One of the
most unusual
stories ever written*

THE

ISLE

OF

LOST

SHIPS

Sensational best sellinK story of the
Sargasso Sea most unusual theme
ever put into Talkins pictures — from
the novel
by Crittenden
Marriot.

LOOSE

ANKLES

by Sam Janiiey — as a plav it wowed
Broadway. Great comedy chance with
lines that made
meat for all the
colucnnists.

SONG

OF

THE

FLAME

The glorious musical extravafianza
originally produced by Arthur Hammerstein. This gives production rossibiiities and musical chances never
before attempted
in audible films.

L

FAST

I

F

I'hiy by Samuel Shipman and John B.
Hymer — ran for great season on B' way,

I

THE

F

U

R

I

E

from the great play by Zoc Akins

SPRING

IS

HERE

Great current Broadway musical comedy hit with the songs "There's a
Song in My Heart" and "Yours Sin-

FIRST
NATIONAL

cerely"

jii

FROM

THE CENTER

OF THE WORLDS

rzjA
GREATEST

STAGES COME

THESE

$6.60 personalities — names that have made
ticket speculators rich — are yours in this great
FIRST NATIONAL- VITAPHONE group.
Known from one end of the earth to the other.
Famous through radio, stage and records. Such
glittering personalities as have filled the largest
theatres in the world in some of the biggest attractions the legitimate theatre has ever known,
are coming to you via FIRST NATIONAL.

MARILYN

MILLER

the greatest name in musical comedy — siager, dancer and
gorgeous to beholdl

IRENE

BORDONI

Internationally famous Comedienne — known from Paris
to 'Frisco— her name alone wiU fill every seat in the house.

JACK

BUCHANAN

a sensation when he came over in ' Chariot's Revue*' —
the handsomest man on the English musical comedy stage
— He took America by storm with his voice* personality
and dancing feet.

EDDIE

BUZZELL

Just the mention of his name makes Broadway lafF— now
Main Street will howl over the funniest fellow on two feet*

JOE

E.

BROWN

star of "OnVV'ithThe Show"— Broadway musical starfor
years — he makes you laff as never before — a riotous
comic who steals every show he gets.

EATRICE

JOY

fresh from her sensational vaudeville tourwhich took her
to everv hamlet and city in America. Leatrice Joy is an
established favorite of the American public. You get all
her stage fans and picture fans combined in First Nation*
al's presentations.

OLAND

YOUNG

One of the best known leading men in the world— he'll
bring wonderful stage training toFirst NationalVitaphone
Pictures— the former star of "The Last of Mrs.Cheynev"
and "The Queen's Husband" will give even greater
performances in First National's hand picked stories.

and besides

PERT K ELTON, musical comedy favorite
IAN KEITH, former stage star
CHESTER MORRlS,who starred in" Alibi"
RAYMOND
HACKETT, who scored in
"Mary Dugan" and "Madame X"
JACK OAKIE, vaudeville headliner

FIRST

SALLY

Ziegfield's greatest hit with all
the great songs

With Marilyn color
Miller, Joe E.
Brown, Pert Kelton '^ '^ '^

The biggest hit
New York has
known with all
the original
music and more
besides. -4 -4 -4

PARIS
color

With Irene Bordoni, Jack Buchanan and atantalizing chorus

LITTLE
JOHNNY JONES
With
Eddie Buizell and
great cast
^ ■^ ■^ ^

Atlantic

City

°

C5 iris

*

Gorgeous

Geo. M. Cohan's
great
musical
hit
—"Yankee
a
^

Doodle" songs

II

and all. •< ■< -4

NO
NO
NANETTE
color

background and
c ir 1s

and dances and
comedy.-^
-4 M

*

Girls!

Musical comedy sensation with
great singing cast'4

THE SONG OF
THE
FLAME

'^

'4

'^

A specially selected cast of

color
Biggest of the musical extravaganzas '4 '4 '4 '4 '^ '4

Great tunes,
snappy dancers,
and such delicious comedy.
No wonder

singerscersand
danwill bring
this to vou.'^

<

SPRING
IS
HERE
Will star Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.
andin the
most beautiful
chorus
Hollywood
^ ^

Broadway
let it leave. won't
^ -4

THE

LADY

All Talking

IN ERMINE

All Singing

color

Another
great Broadway
broke the biggest records.

stage

success

that

iVlTAWB^

1

FIRST NATIONAL will march to new conquests under
The Star Spangled Banner —

tl.

THE

BEST

In the minds of America's millions sound is
VITAPHONE. In the hearts of America's millions FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES and
FIRST NATIONAL STARS have been rooted
deep by eleven years of glorious achievement.
By this union of FIRST NATIONAL and
VITAPHONE, you attain the pinnacle of box
office power.

ADVERTISING
Two million dollars spent in nation wide advertising has made the name VITAPHONE a money
maker in itself — and RADIO — weekly broadcast
through twenty-seven stations — has told and is
still telling — sixty five million people about FIRST
NATIONAL- VITAPHONE pictures fifty-two
times a year.

THEME

SONGS

Every First National picture will have a great
theme song published by M. Witmark and Sons
and every First National theme song will be
broadcast to the far corners of the nation via the
popular VITAPHONE RADIO HOURS and
through the great VITAPHONE PICTURES
to come.

COMPOSERS

Today seventeen song writers with some of the
most famous hits to their credit, are writing the
songs for FIRST NATIONAL-VITAPHONE
PICTURES right on the lot. Such songs as "Lilac
Time," "Weary River," "Some Sweet Day,"
"Lady Divine," "I'm Thirsty for Kisses" are
products of these great men. Imagine what they
will do now for the greatest product in history.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^■^K

Fl R ST
O N A L
NAT 1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^Ka.
WILL
THESE
PRESENT

■^■■■^^^H

■■^■^■■■■■■■■■^^■^■^■^■■■■^■^■■■l

S
W
O
H
S
D
A
RO
N ICOLOR

TECH

7
COLL

EEN

MOORE

"FOOTLIGHTS

AND

IN
FOOLS"

With Raymond Hackett of "Madame X"and
"Mary Dugan" — directed by WiiUam Seiter,
music, drama and COLOR.
▲
▲

N

MILLER

IN "SALLY"

MARILY by Joe E. Brown,
Supported
Albertina
Rasch Dancers, Pert Kelton and a great cast.
COLOR.

8

RICHARD
"THE

BARTHELMESS

SON

OF

THE

IRENE
BORDONI
IN "PARIS'
With Jack
Buchanan— and
COLOR.
▲

NO
IN

GODS"

By Rex Beach, will have most colorful Oriental background — made to surpass anything
Dick has ever done — and COLOR.
▲
▲

THE
In

SONG

OF

THE

SPECIALS

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

In a big story— by a big popular author—
with lOO^f talking and a theme song that
will be as big a sensation as "Weary River."

A

MOST

IMMORAL

LADY

Which starred Alice Brady on Broadway for
two seasons will come to you with Leatrice
Joy, Walter Pidgeon, Sidnev Blackmer, star

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

20

GREAT

DIVIDE"

The most popular American drama will come
to you with Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith,
Myrna Loy, Claude Gillingwater, Roy Stewart, George Fawcett, Creighton Hale.

BOX-OFFICE
DOVE

DOROTHY

MACKAILL

in
4 specially selected vehicles.
▲
A

HARD

TO
OF

JAZZ

By F. Scott Fitzgerald.
A
A

ON

THE

JURY

From the great play.
And

THE

othe

— ALL

ERMINE

SINGING—

ALL

DANCING
musical
of
Broadway
for —twoTheyears,
will be sensation
among First
National's finest.

DOVE
▲
A
JOHNNY

"LITTLE

JONES"

George M. Cohan's great musical. Will star
Eddie Buzzell — funniest man on two feet —
and a group of motion picture favorites.
A
A

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

In one of the most colorful stories ever written. Title yet to be decided.
A
A

"ISLE

OF

LOST

SHIPS"

Strangest story of the Sargasso sea will have
Virginia Valli, Noah Beerv, Jason Richards,
Jack Ackroyd.

FURIES

Zoe Akin's great play will introduce Leatrice
Joy talking and singing.

THE

FORWARD

PASS

WHITE

Will be timed for release at the height of the
ti>otbaIl season
and vill feature
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. and Loretta Young.

FROM

This great book will be a greater picture with
Lois Wilson talking for the first time.

GIRL

THE

DARK

SWAN

SPRING

PLAYING

The current musical comedy sensation will
put Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in the starring
class. Singing, Talking and such Dancin<:!

A new angle on the musicals.

AROUND

By Vina two
Delmar,
wrotejazz"Bad
otherswhoin the
style.Girl" and

THE

CARELESS

AGE

on the
great playJr.,"Diversion".
WithBased
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Loretta Young,
Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert.

LOOSE
With Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Chester Morris
of "Alibi", Loretta Young and powerful cast.

COLOR

IN

WOOLWORTH'S

GET

By Edna Ferber.
A
A

QUEEN

ALICE

HITS

will make
4 picked to show off her box office style.
A
A

in successes.
3 outstanding

LADY

THE

SENSATIONAL

BILLIE

WOMAN

"THE

THE

BILLIE

PAY

Fannie Hurst's great story — a love tangle
drama that will grip the hearts of America's
women. To be made with a big cast headed by

▲

In either a big play or story. First National
will claim leadership on this Dove special.

of the current N.Y. success "Mima."

BACK

Holds more records than any musical comedy
ever written. cast
All and
the COLOR.
original music — great

FLAME

COLOR, the greatest musical extravaganza of the age will surpass anything
ever done in picture history.

A

NANETTE

NO

From the Broadway

ANKLES
play that holds the record for laffs.

IN

THE

IS

NEXT

HERE

ROOM

Looks like the finest talking melodrama ever
made — roll all the others into one and you
have a sample of what this will give you.

A^'^

IER
ON showTHE
Will
off the jazz RIV
life of the
continent —
against beautiful French and Italian setting
• Temporary Titlethis one can't miss.

national
»H%S^

TALKING -XrNGINGCOLOR--ALL POWERFUL
PRODUCTIONX
RDr"|929 -'30

* < < <

Stars — Stage Stars — Great Stories — Musical Comedies —
TECHNICOLOR— VITAPHONE— 35 Roadshow pictures—
the greatest gold mine of box office assets ever
assembled under one banner.

FIRST

NATIONAL

is backed by the greatest resources in the world— Unlimited
possibilities for leading motion picture company in the
world — Sound, economic and showman principles will
guide us to carry your theatre to unheard of records,
untouched heights of profits, j^ j^ LET'S GO to new
heights of leadership with FIRST NATIONAL in 1929-30!

NAT

ONAL
IN I929-I930!

The Lion Roars!
The Hyena Howls!
The Elephant Trumpets!
and

all the WILD BEASTS OF THE JUNGLE
WEIRD HARMONY OF SOUND

JOIN IN A

in

''THE

KING
OF
KONGO"

Directed by Richard

Thorpe;

THE

Story by Harry Sinclair Drago

The first wild animal ten-episode serial with dialogue and sound
effects in every episode!
With a special music score and theme song, "Love Thoughts of You" written
by Lee Zahler

Released August 1st

That's enough for a sure-fire boxoffice clean up —
but there's more yet . . .
JACQUELINE LOGAN & WALTER MILLER
featured at the head of a cast that you can advertise to the limit
AND A SOUND TRAILER WITH THE ABOVE STARS WHO
ARE
SEEN
AND
HEARD
IN THIS TALKING
TRAILER

FOR

MASCOT

TEN

WEEKS

CAPACITY

BUSINESS

PICTURES

SEE

CORP.

Nat Levine, Pres.

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

1650 Broadway
New York City
Cable Address: Levpic, New York

THE WIRED GUY TOLD
THE SILENT GUY-

^^Reach for a Talkie instead of a
Squeak* M-G-M has the New Era
Road-Show-Size Talkies for ^29''^30
— the greatest shows on earth T^
47

BUSTER

JOHN GILBERT m
2 ALL TALKERS
"Redemption"
"0(ymf>ia*' {itile lo he changed)

GRETA

GARBO

2 ALL TALKERS
"Anna CKnstie"
Ami One Marc

WILLIAM
) ALL

m

HAINES

VAN
<n

CHANEYm

"The Tuo
liugleMoTf
Sound-."
And
2 ALL TALKERS
Titlef lo he announced

KEMPY
(All Talking)
SONG OF THE SUNSET
(All Talking, Smgmg)
LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY
(All Talking, Singing)

m

THE GREEN
(All Talking)

COLLEGE LIFE
(All Talking, Singing)

MONTANA
(All Talking. Singing)

HALLELUJAH
(Ail Talking, Singing)

m
THE BISHOP
(All Talking)

MURDER

CASE

IRIS
(All Talking)
INHUMAN
GROUND
(All Talking)
LIGHTS AND
(All Talking)

SHADOWS

HAL ROACH

COMEDIES

8
8
8
8
2
2

PLEASURE LOVERS
(All Talking)

MADAME
X
(Ad Taking)

THE ROAD-SHOW
Charles King — Bessie Love
{All Talking, Singing. Dancing)

3 SYNCHRONIZED

NOVARRO

m

TABLOID
(All Talking)
JUDICIAL
(All Talking)MURDER

THE SONG WRITER
(.All Talking)

SISTERS

& SCHENCK

CHAIR

EVA THE FIFTH
{All Talking)

THE PENNANT-WINNING
BATTERY {All Talking, Singing)

2 ALL TALKERS
Tuies CO be announced
2 SYNCHRONIZED
"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle" (tide lo he changed)

RAMON

DUNCAN

HOUSES

THE THIRTEENTH
(All TaHing)

"COTTON AND SILK"
(Title to he changed)
All Talking, Singing, Dancing

"StKcduay"

LON

m

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

THE

m

TALKERS

CRAWFORD

KEATON

2 ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced

3 ALL TALKERS
Titles to he announced

"Naio' Blue"
"SpringboaTd"
And
On^ M-nc
1 SYNCHRONIZED

JOAN

PICTURES FOR WIRED

GHOST

THE SHIP FROM
(All Talking)

SHANGHAI

THE VIKING
(Sound, All Technicolor)
THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
(Sound, Dialog, Technicolor)
DEVOTION
(All Talking)

The Rich Get Richer with

Our Gang (All Talking),
Laurel-Hardy (All Talking)
Charlie Chase (All Talking)
Harry Langdon (All Talking)
Our Gang (Synchronized)
Laurel-Hardy (Synchronised)

26

METRO
ACTS

12

M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES

52

HEARST
NEWS

104 M-G-M

MOVIETONE

METROTONE
INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL

METRO-

AND THE SILENT GUY
TOLD THE WIRED GUY-

^^The only company that I
can rely on in ^29-30 because
theyVe giving me the Quality
Silent pictures — ^^
1^0
THE

BROADWAY

MELODV

MYSTERIOUS

GRETA

ISLAND

LON CHANEY
RAMON

JOAN CRAWFORD

in

"Our Modern hAaidens*
*'jMngIc" {new title to come)

CILBERT

in

WILLIAM

HAINES

in

in

"Speedway"

NOVARRO

m

Tu<o Silfni Pictures
(Titles to be announced)
THE VIKING
{All Technicolor)
THE

^^Redemption'*

"Nax'y Blue"

in

"The Bugle Sounds*' and Two More

{Technicolor)

JOHN

OARBO

One Silent Picture
{Title to he announced)

HALLELUJAH
THE

HOUSES

PICTURES FOR SILENT

GREEN

GHOST

M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu-ice Weekly)

GOLDWYN-MAY

MyroN
SelznicK
Inc.
BANK Of HOLLYWOOD BUILDING
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

m
n
0
0
^A Renewal of Contract

for the
Exclusive Management

MVho Has Just (biripleted
His Firsts

All Talking ProductioiL

TH E VALI AN T
A Fox Movietone Sensation
with PAUL

MUNI

and MARGUERITE

CHURCHILL

Bgncerning^

WEIAMandHisK HOWARD
<!^

<^

(^

<^? ^.X^s?

All Talking'
First
Wm. FoxProducUon

"Again. WILLIAM K. HOWARD has shown his directorial genius There
is about "The Valiant' the same superior touch which has marked every HOWARD
film •■
—BeUy Colfax. ■'GRAPHIC."
" 'The Valiant' has the benefit of decided intelligent direction on the part of
WILLIAM K. HOWARD."
—Rose Pelswick. N. Y. "EVENING JOtTRNAL."
"The first talking picture directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD ranks with
the best and demonstrates his skill in negotiating the new medium with the delicacy as well as the dynamics characteristic of his better pictures among the
silent ones."
— Robert Lusk.
and the
expertly
intelligent
WILLIAM
K. "Sensibly
HOWARD,
pictureplanned
takes by
on athat
dignity
and adirector,
moving MR.
calmness
that is
thoroughly and decently emotional."
—Richard Watts, Jr., "HERALD TRIBUNE."
" 'The Valiant' is a splendid lifelike drama of good taste, charm and power,
made by WILLIAM K. HOWARD, whose memorable "White Gold' stamped
him as a superior director."
—Monroe Lathrop, L. A. "EVENING EXPRESS."
"Something of the fine, high courage implicit in the title of his production.
•The VaUant.' must have been with WILLIAM K. HOWARD when he set about
making a talking picture of it for Fox."
—Philip K. Scheuer, L. A. "TIMES."
'The Valiant' is different
WILLIAM
K. HOWARD."

in theme and

tense in its celluloid

—Irene Thirer, N. Y. "DAILY

handling

by

NEWS."

"WILLIAM K. HOWARD again proves that he is a director who knows how
to turn out a production of depth that is not over the heads of the crowd."
—"FILM
DAILY "
"Director WILLIAM
"WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

K. HOWARD

has done his job well." — "V.ARIETY."

deserves a bow for the direction. "
— Katharine Zimmermann, N Y. "TELEGRAPH."

"The picture was directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD, who has once again
demonstrated his ability to bring simplicity to the screen.with a master touch."
—H. David Strauss, N. Y ."MORNING TELEGRAPH."
j
"In my opinion 'The Valiant' is one of the finest achievements —of "ROXY."
the talking
picture to date."
" 'The Valiant' deserves to be ranked as one of the finest of the talkies."
— Finley Peter Dunn, Jr., N. Y. "WORLD."
"MR.

HOWARD'S

direction is commendably restrained and often quite
— N. Y. "EVENING POST."

"Especially
so WILLIAM
HOWARD,
it must
something
of
a task
to get the
atmosphere K.
of this
playlet toforthe
screen have
and been
HOWARD
has actense."

complished that successfully."
—Freddie Schader, "MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS."

" 'The Valiant' is blessed with considerably more originality than most screen
offerings."
—Mordaunt Hall, N. V. "TIMES."

" 'The Valiant' is one of the greatest thrills I have experienced."
— Jerry Hoffman, L. A. "EXAMINER."

" 'The Valiant,' what power! WILLIAM K. HOWARD directed it with
great skill."
^"HARRISON'S REPORTS."

"Done with a dignity above the average."

" 'The \'aliant' — told with simplicity and sympathy. Credit should go to
WILLIAM
K. HOWARD
for his direction."
—Anabel Lane, "FILM MERCURY."
e \'aliant' — elimination of detail and a powerful dramatic reticence make
—"TIMES."
ure one of the best of the year."

—"THE

NE\\' YORKER."

"WILLIAM K. HOWARD has directed it with the realism of a Saturday
morning suburban
street scene."

Cjeorqe

SIDNEY
AND

Charlie

MURR/Vr
will be seen together again in

mi KE LLYS n
in

SCOTLAND

presented bvj CARL

FOR.WAn.D
Member of Motion

MAra.CH
Picture

LAEMMLE

-v^A UNIVER-SAI.

Prnfiiirer«; and Distributors of America,

Inc. — Will

H. Hays,

President

i
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A Big Service Problem
Proper Theatre Acoustics Vital Necessity
By William A. Johnston
own. After it leaves the sound p/ojector it
must be so regulated as to please the ear.
Houses of length and flat rectangular walls
of the old store type, are most in need of
treatment. Balconies, boxes, shape of ceilings and walls, construction materials, drapes,
even the clothing of the audience help to
absorb and modulate the tones.
Treatment can solve any trouble in any
house; but it won't absorb also the mistakes
of the sound projector and its operation.
What seems the most practical advice we
can get for the immediate situation facing
every exhibitor is this:
First, rehearse the show and tune the sound
device to the empty house. When the people
come in, the amplification must be stepped
up as the house fills to capacity by quarters
or thirds. It would seem, at present, that a
man in the audience must give this information to the operator in the booth.
The exhibitor didn't expect this second
hurdle and he is, in many instances, downRehearsals can only be considered unnecesright disgusted; and you cannot blame him.
sary in the belief that the recording of sound
Yet the situation has to be faced. The is uniform and perfect in all the studios,
trouble right now with sound entertainment which is far from the fact.
is sound, not the pictures. If the public is
Summing up the situation in this all too
to continue to pay for sound entertainment brief way it would appear:
1. That the problem of acoustics can be
there has got to be, all along the line, an
solved
by specialists for any house without
intelligent and apparently a co-operative
solution of the biggest service problem this guesswork and with a guarantee of the best
business has so far tackled.
possible results.
2. That the treatment should not be and
Here, briefly, are the facts as we get them
from competent authorities.
need not be too expensive.
Of all the houses of the country, 75% need
3. That it is so important as to be practicacoustical treatment. Of this number 50%
ally necessary.
need it badly; 25% could be improved a good
4. That, with acoustical treatment, the exdeal.
hibitor will still have to give to his machine
Sound is sound. It travels in a wav of its and its operation the utmost care.

term "acoustical treatment" has
THE
cropped up a good deal of late: but in
our opinion it has not come to the fore
nearly as much as it should and will.
When the engineers got busy and put
fresh cool air into the picture houses, they
added a lot to the billion dollar investment in
brick and mortar ; and we were frank to come
forward on this page and give fill credit to
the importance of air conditioning
Another big job now looms for the acoustical engineers.
It was inevitable that the sound crop should
drive a lot of exhibitors pell-mell into bad
equipment and inefficient operation.
Business has been seriously hurt by it.
But it is now apparent that bad acoustics
is still a worse factor. Bad acoustics will
make bad sound from the best sound equipment.
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"MGM Revue'' Is
Walk-Out Of Chorus Equity
First Among L. A.
Called By Gillmore At Coast;
Feature Attractions
No General Strike Order Issued
Only

Choristers ]\ot Holding
Valid Film Contracts,
Are Affected

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

D, July 11.— A mo.liHed
HOLLYWOO
walk out was called by Equity
Tuesday, when Fi-ank Gillmore
summoned members of Chorus Equity
members to association headquarters and
all those not holding valid contracts were
told to walk out for one day. Others were
informed to work only until the completion
of their current contracts.
There was absolutely no general Equity
walk out. The only one,s affected were
choristers who are Equity Chorus members
and who were rehearsing or working on
dance ensembles for producers on daily
or weekly arrangements without definite
contracts covering a specific period or
picture.
Gillmore definitely stated to Motion
Picture News that Equity expected all its
members, including Chorus Equity, to live
up to previous contractual obligations and
players or choristers holding definite contracts prior to the association's edict of
June 5 must live up to them.
Equity claims the choristers' walk out
affected 18 at First National, .36 at Warners, and 9 at Paramount, but the producers assert only 20 walked, with their places
filled immediately.
After giving receipt for advance payment and contract for time for broadcast
to Equity, radio station KMTR refused
permission to Gillmore to broadcast at reserved time Monday night, the excuse being the station was instructed to refuse to
allow Equity to broadcast. As a result, arrangements were hurriedly made with
KMIC, Inglewood, a much smaller station,
for four one-hour periods during the coming week. I. B. Kornblum, Equity attorney, is taking the matter up and may institute legal action against KMTR.
The p]quity mass meeting moved to the
Legion Stadium Wednesday night, the sessions attracting about three thousand, including many curiosity seekers. Gillmore
announced the Chorus Equity walk out,
also the reinstatement of Gloria Grey and
Jules Cowles after investigation, but sus-

Hollywood
To Honor
Grauman With Dinner

^Dangerous Curves'^ And "Behind That Curtain,'' Both
ISewcomers, Also Make
Out Well

anSid ofGrau11.—
the
showm
D,masterJuly
HOLLYWOOman,
west, and one of the greatest of
all time, will be honored with a testimonial dinner by the motion picture
industry and civic leaders on July 17th.
The tentative committee to stage
the dinner includes Mayor Porter of
Los Angeles; Joseph M. Schenck, Harold B. Franklin, Carl Laemmle. Jr.,
Colonel Harry Baine, James Wood, C.
E. Toberman, Abe Frank, Sam Goldwyn, Edwin Loeb, George G. Young,
Dr. Frank Barham, E. A. Dickson,
Winfield Sheehan, Howard Sheehan,
Loffis B. Mayer , Irving Thalberg,
Charles Christie, Frank Vincent, Harry
Hammond Beall and Bruce Fowler.
Grauman recently retired permanently from the theatre field when he
sold his interest in Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, to Fox West
Coast Theatres. He intends to produce
musical talking productions, and is now
selecting material for his initial picture.

Hollywood, Julv 11. — Again "M-G-M
Hollywood
Revue field,
'of 1929"
the Los
Angeles theatre
grossingled$32,000
in
its third week at the Grauman's Chinese
and flaunting a 200 per cent rating.
Competition for second place among the
week's leaders was pretty keen anion|£^
"Madame X," "Dangerous Curves," "Beliind That Curtain" and "Noah's Ark."
Sagging below the normal mark of business were ' ' She Goes To War ' ' and ' ' Four
Devils." "Broadway" made a slight profit
in its third week at the Biltmore, .$7,000
being its gross.
"Madame X" lured $13,650 to the
cashier tills of the Criterion, these figures
being sufficient to net a 136 percentage.
Next on the list was the Paramount with
' ' Dangerous Curves, ' ' this Bow vehicle being a natural draw. She attracted $30,000

pended Tully Marshall, Anders Kandolf,
Raymond Hatton, Louise Dresser, Anton
Vaverka and Henry Otto.
Gillmore stated Frank O'Connor, Burton
King and Cliff Broughton, all independent
producers, signed agreements to use the
Equity Contract and Shop henceforth.
Gillmore read a copy of a letter addressed to Clara Bow from Central Labor
Council, Seattle. The letter appeared to
be a veiled threat to the star that if tliey
did not have a statement from her within
a reasonable time retracting newspaper interviews against Equity, members of the
A. F. of L. would act accordingly towards
her pictures in the future.

Academy To Survey Sound
Problems At Coast Studios
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

Hollywood, Jnly 11. — A preliminary survey of sound production problems in the
various studios is being conducted under
the auspices of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

IF we had any criticisms or suggestions to offer regarding your Motion
Picture News, we would send them along at this time but we have
none. We look forward each week to the arrival of The News, and
when it comes, we read it from cover to cover, for your editorial department has the happy knack of printing only such items as are particularly
interesting to those connected with this business and we don't have to
read a lot of bunk in order to get at the point which your articles try to
bring out.
(Signed) Liberty Amusement Go.,
J. D. Marpole,
Manager, New Tokay Theatre,
Lodi, Calif.

to get 120 per cent. Loew "s State showed
receipts of $31,500, Warner Baxter proving popular
since vehicle
"In Olda Arizona"
getting
his latest
rating of and
115
per cent. "Noah's Ark," in its second
week at Warners Hollywood, had a normal
week,
CGIltclfifG.$14,000 the gross and 100 the per"She Goes To War" did 90 per cent
business at the United Artists or an $11,000 gate. "Four Devils," in its fourth
week at the Carthay Circle, garnered $10,000 and an 80 percentage.

Moore Finishes Last F. N.
Film; Vacationing Till Sept.
Hollywood, July 11. — With final recording and Moore
filming terminated
of "Footlights
and Fools,"
Colleen
her contract
with
First National and M'ill take a vacation
until September before preparing for another talker for some other organization.
Miss Moore has been with First National
for the past six years, and has been the
leader in "draw" for that company. John
McCormick, husband and producer for
Miss Moore, admitted that negotiations
with other companies were now under way,
and no announcement would be forthcoming until a contract had been definitely
It is understood that Paramount and
signed.
RKO have discussed possible deals for
Miss Moore's future productions, with the
likelihood that final arrangements will be
completed with Paramount.

Tiffany-Stahl Distributing
Lewis-Sonnenberg Sound Film
Sound pictures of the Lewis-Sonnciibert;
wrestling championship bout held last
Tuesday are being distributed by TiffanyStahl. The film records the announcing of
various falls by a well known wrestler who
was engaged to keep up a line of comment
throughout the pictures.
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Broadway Picture Houses Pile Up
$12,607,958 Gross In Six Months
Tremendous Intake Is Poured Into The Box Offices Of 20 Theatres;
Extended Exploitation Runs Garner $3,281,285 In 12 Houses;
8 Grind Houses Get $9,326,673 For Their Portion
By FREDDIE
Copyright, 1929, By Motion Picture News.

TWENTY
of New

SCHADER

Republication Rights Granted Provided Full Credit Is Given

theatres in the Times Square District of the year with $157,267, a very respectable figure
York for the first six months of this for a 500 seat house,

year had a gross admission intake of $12,607,- A week-by-week tabulation of the business in all of
958.
These startling figures are shown in the semi- the eight grind houses, together with the attractions
annual tabulation of Broadway grosses on all pictures played each week is as follows:
playing that district.
Of this huge sum, eight theacameo theatre
tres playing pictures on a grind policy drew $9,326,(sltnT4l!^sciTeTo-?5V.''Sr^'n"^^^^^^^^
673, while in twelve theatres where features were J^ r^en^C'L s^oou tae wohuS6%7oo ""[^tll
shown
for extended
exploitation
runs
the gross ". \l "^Trbfil^'^LoX"^"?^.':^^^!''!'^''::^
t'joo.oo "2 3/i
9-.. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. bItOo'.OO 95 3/6
MlUWeU
c1ir>\H7pH
'-Pl

Feb." 262
"9

oRe
^^,^01,^0^.
"t^ oSt
c j^t
•
"Ji
',1
1
1

Ihree oi the major grmd houses with tremendous • i6
,
n
1 . •
1 ,1
1>
1
"23
seatmg capacities naturally obtained the lions share Mar. i
"8
i-,
it^
r^^
r ^
fN
r .1
They are: the Roxy, which tops : 15
of the $9,326,673.

Boat 9"
"The UV Boat
"The
"Lucretia Borgia"

6,153.00 103 3/5
5,468.00 92

"The Lash of the czar"The Lash of the Czar"
"Behind the German Lines "Ivan the Terrible"
;;That Murder in Benin-

8,o64.oo 1357/10
5,988.00 100 4/5
4,832.00 si 3/10
4,500.00 75 7/10
e.ooo.oo 101

4.590.00 108 1/5
5,500.00 923/5^

the list with $2,653,839.45 ; the Capitol which is sec- ^;^, 29 -:^^^^^^.-, ............................
ond with $1,909,391.25 and the Paramount with $1,- : {2 ::The oodie^ g.rr
896,364.
These figures show that the latter two ^;/|
-^^h^Kls:^^"::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::
houses increased their business over the average which ". J^ •'Hot^s?^fi^°'*^
held for the entire year of 1928. while the Roxy is : ft ::?^^^l^^';i4^^iAii^;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;!;;;;;
running about $350 weekly behind last vear's average. J"?" if -il't^ty^'"* ""^" °^ '^'"'=^"
The Capitol, on the other hand, is $5,37b weekly ahead : i
"SeoflS:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::of
last
year's
average
figures,
while
the
Paramount
is
IvSLg'lTeX'Sr'^^lo.ws'or'^Weekly Percentage Rating 102 9/10.
Average
-ir
mnninrr ^Cf-or. iVi<ii/-l iirooH
running Cf)539 aneaa
/-p,i
r^
,,.,.

WeeKiy.
.
,,
,,.

High Gross:
Low Gross:

Ihe btrand, which is running an all sound policy

VZ'^
e 20000
t^Z
f'^2 w
S:2S

11! 1/1
lot 3/10
^A?^
^% '^'^
^^H^fo

"The Godless Girl" $8,920.00 (First Week of Sound).
"Ivan The Terrible" $4,500.

without stage show, grossed $886,757.30 on the first
(Average week!tTu?LT"^rT928. $68,068.00)
^^lurl'ct'on «"'- 35-5o-75c-$i..$i.5o. Grind^^ucy) ^^^^^^^
six months, giving it a weekly average of $34,106.20, weekEnding
which is a little more than $600 behind its average bus- J^- ^f -wSt of !"'"•'?''"
*l? 695"^ ^90 i/i
iness last year.
Both the Rialto and the Rivoli thea- : ^^ ::^^i^i:-,r;;;;i;:;|;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; f^fgf, il |/fo
tres bettered
their weekly
business
averages,
the ^".''- % "Tr^,°r'98°' '^'^^''"
^tiro'gS I09 1/10
former doing $1 ,975 better each week, while the latter : ^f
tops that figure by having $2,995 weekly over last ^2^- \

::?^^ ?ljis| K'' ■/:•/'::::::::::::::::::::::: fiif&'^ 1^ Vil
"iriSC°^/vaienrine-v.::;:;::::::;::;:::::::: Si'o mf/l

year's
Inwere
both created
houses innew
single
week
rec- April
\ ^5
p
ords
forfigures.
business
the
first jr.L
six
months
^t
^^^^
\ i. i-t.
T-)- 1.1.
r^
-r>
•
ut^i
" 12
OI 1929.
At the Rialto, George Bancroft in
ihe • 19
"26
.lI
•
J J
I." 1
Ci.
\^r^1C
Wolr 01r AXr
Wall11 btreet
hungf up a new record during: the May 3
,
J.
T- 1
-.1
r tv.
iM
"10
week ending reb. 2, With a ffross of $S7,992, while at " i?
.Li
-n1- ?->
1
-I- • 1
,
•
1
YJ/'^-^.
; ,
,,
« 24
the
Rivoli,
Douglas
Fairbanks
IS
the new title holder,
" 318
, .
, ' .
° . ,,„,
^
•,,,,,,.
,
June
his
of i.-.r
The Iron Mask
having
drawn : 22is
.
1
r
^ production
^

':^^^^^;^^^:v::::::::::::::::::::::.
-wiidoJchidT.
.■.';:::::.■.■::::.■.■::::::::::■.::■.■.
"The Duke steps out"
"The Duke steps Out"
-The voice of the city"
"Desert Nights"
"ThePagan"
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey"
-EastisEast"
"A Man's Man"
;;aTheMan's
Rich
Idle Man-

Ill.lo
85:354:00
69,040.65
91,529.95
78.118.35
73,605.55
74,308.40
78,246.10
73,988.00
^4,648. 20
75,180.55
o7,blo.5U
t^'^?^t2

-The Trial of Mary Ougan"

74,256.00 109

for

$56,300

the

ending
.

March

"29

I.

°

"Wild Orchids"

Total Gross for 26 Weeks, $1,909,391.25.

Universal, having the Colony under lease, closed

102 3/10
2^/5°
125
1012/5
1342/5
114 7/10
los 1/10
109 1/10
1149/10
108 7/10
1993/5
1101/2
l/d
o7
l^}^,^

^:i?^^lKl^^e7clifa?e Rating, 107 11/13.
down the house for a number of weeks during the lat- l^lJ^cross!' "'The^SfRidr''^'$57,6'i5*5o'^^^'^^'
ter part of the period on which the grosses were tabucolony theatre
lated, but the house grossed $213,898 on seventeen
(Average weekiy cross, 1928. $11,713.00)
.^1

weeks

U-U-

WniCn

gives

, jK

°a

-^

11

it a weekly

r

rrt»

aVeraere
■' , ^

°

r>

of $I2,c;82
r

as

WeekEnding

against
$11,718
for a season of twenty-five
weeks last
°
^
''
-^

Jan-

•'

Feb.

Vear,

11,

5

""19 12
"

26

2

(Seats,

Attraction

1,980; 50-75c-$1.00; Grind Policy)

"Give and Take"

"The Last waming-

Gross

Percentage

$21,370.00

10,879.00

"Sal of Singapore"

12,127.00

-The Little WiWcat"

182 3/10

15,652.00 1331/2
92 3/5

"The Last Warning"

16.340.00 139

The little Cameo, which installed sound during the : ^l ■■^^^'^''^'^:[\::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ISSS
latter part of the Spring, came through the first half
(Continued on following page)

H
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All But Two Houses
CAMEO
•
Mar.
"
"
«
"
April
«
"
'

"Ned McCobb's Daughter"
1
"The Girl On the Barge"
8
"Geraldine"
15
"The Younger Generation"
22
"Cohens and Kellys at A. C."
29
"The Shady Lady"
T
5
"Clear the Decks"
12
"The Shakedown"
19
"The Charlatan"
26
"Scandal"
(House went dark and remained dark until July 1).
Total Gross for 17 Weeks, $213,898.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $12,582.23.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 107.
High Gross:
"Give and Take". $21,370.00.
I^w Gross:
"Geraldine", $8,699.00.

11,200.00
9,675.00
8,699.00
12,562.00
12,851.00
12,288.00
11,765.00
10,200.00
10,270.00
11,348.00

95
82
74
107
109
104
100
87
87
96

1/10
1/2
1/5
1/5
3/5
9/10
2/5
3/5
4/5

HIPPODROME
(Seats, 4,200; Scale, 25-50-75c; Grind Policy)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
Percentage
April 12
*"Syncopation"
$29,600. 00
100
" 19
"Syncopation"
22,370.00 75 1/2
*At the close of the vaudeville season the big house went into a grind picture policy
for two weeks.
PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
(Average Business for 1918, $72,396.00)
(Seats, 3,666; Scale, 40-65-75-85c-$1.00; Grind Policy)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
Percentage
Jan.
5
"Shopworn Angel"
$82,670.00 114 1/5
" 12
"Synthetic Sin"
65,700.00 90 4/5
" 19
"Strange Case of Lena Smith"
62,200.00 85 9/10
" 26
"Marquis Preferred"
65,884.00 91
Feb.
2
"Interference"
80,187.00 110 7/10
"
9
"The Doctor's Secret"
82,800.00 114 3/10
" 17
"The Doctor's Secret"
80,900.00 110 3/10
" 24
"Strange Cargo"
76,006.00 104 9/10
Mar.
1
"The Carnation Kid"
64,200.00 88 3/5
8
"The Dummy"
66,600.00 919/10
" 15
"The Canary Murder Case"
80,700.00 1112/5
" 23
"The Canary Murder Case"
57,000.00 78 4/5
" 29
"Red Skin"
68,000.00 93 4/5
April
5
"Chinatown Nights"
78,500.00 108 2/5
" 12
"The Wolf Song"
65,700.00 90 7/10
' 19
"The Ho'.e in the Wall"
.58,200.00 80 3/10
" 26
"Nothing But the Truth"
79,300.00 109 1/2
May
3
"The Letter"
88,500.00 122 1/5
" 10
"Betrayal"
81,100.00 112
' 17
"Gentlemen of the Press"
78,700.00 108 7/10
" 24
"A Dangerous Woman"
78,300.00 108 1/10
" 31
"The Man I Love"
73,800.00 1019/10
June
8
"The Rainbow Man"
74,100.00 102 3/10
" 15
"The Studio Murder Mystery"
71,217.00 98 3/10
" 22
"Innocents of Paris"
/0,300.00 97
" 29
"The Wheel of Life"
65.800.00 90 4/5
Total Gross for 26 Weeks, $1,896,364.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $72,937.07.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 100 8/13.
High Gross:
"The Letter", $88,500.00.
Low Gross:
"The Canary Murder Case", $57,000.00 (on second week).
RIALTO

THEATRE

(Average Weekly Business for 1928, $28,696.00)
(Seats, 1,960; Scale, 35-50-75-85c-$1.00; Grind Policy)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
Jan.
5
"Abie's Irish Rose"
$20,570.00
" 12
"Abie's Irish Rose"
14,300.00
" 19
"The Rescue"
26,700.00
" 26
"The Rescue"
22,111.00
Feb.
2
"Wolf of Wall Street"
57,992.00
"
9
"Wolf of Wall Street"
44,700.00
" 16
"■« olf of Wall Street"
_.
42,400.00
" 23
"Wolf of Wall Street"
33.656 00
Mar.
1
"U oil of Wall Street"
24,980.00
8
"Wolf of Wall Street"
18,58,S.0O
" 15
"Lady of the Pavements"
^4,(-00.00
" 22
"Lady of the Pavements"
35,600. 00
" 29
"Lady of the Pavements"
30,800. 00
April
5
"The Wild Party"
54,500 . 00
" 12
"The Wild Party"
32,600.00
" 19
"The Wild Party"
28,600.00
" 26
"The Wild Party"
24,600 . 00
May
3
"Close Harmony"
46,700.00
"
10
"Close Harmony"
31,700.00
" 17
"Close Harmony"
19,950.00
" 24
"Close Harmony" (6 days)
12,700 . 00
" 31
"Cocoanuts"
43,100.00
June
8
"Cocoanuts"
29,400.00
" 15
"Cocoanuts"
29,521.00
" 22
"Cocoanuts"
18,900.00
" 29
"Cocoanuts" (3 days)
8,100.00
Total Gross for 26 Weeks, .«797 ,468.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $30,671.84.
Average Wetkiy Percentage Rating, 109 1/5.
High Gross:
"The Wolf of Wall Street", $57,992.00.
Low Gross: "Abie's Irish Rose", $14,300.00.
RIVOLI

Percentage
71
49 3/10
93
7/10
200
147
87 1/10
158 3/10
117
7/10
1/5
156
64
123 7/10
1/10
107 3/10
7/10
189
3/5
9/10
99 3/5
113
85
162
51 7/10
110 7/10
69 2/5
150 3/5
1/2
102 2/5
102
65 4/5
9/10
65
4/0

THEATRE

(Average Weekly Business for 1928, $28,224.00)
(Seats, 2,200; Scale, 35-S0-75-8Sc-$l.G0; Grind Policy)
Week Ending
Attraction
(iross Percentage
5
The Awakening"
$43,505. 00
1.54 3/10
Jan.
12
The
Awakening"
30,000.
(K) 106 1/5
19
The Awakening"
19,900.00 70 1/2
26
The Awakening"
20,h00.00 73 3/5
Feb.
2
Sins of the Father"
38,681 . (X) 137
9
■Sins of the Father"
29,100.00 101
16
'Sins of the Father"
26,900.00 95 3/10
23
Sins
of
the
Father"
14,970.00
62 1/5
Mar
2
The Iron Mask"
56,300.00 199 2/5
9
16
The Iron Mask"
42,-500.00 1.50 1/2
The Iron Mask"
35,100.00 124 3/10
23
The Iron Mask"
31,500.00 111 3/5
30
The Iron Mask"
28,500.00 100 9, 10
April
The Iron Mask"
30,600.00 108 2/5

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
May
"
May
"
"
June
"
"

News

Show Increase
RIVOLI

THEATRE — Continued

23

Picture

THEATRE — Continued

12
19
26
3
10
17
24
31
8
15
22

"Coquette"
"Coquette"
"Coquette"
"Coquette"
"Coquette"
"Eternal Love"
"Eternal Love"
"This is Heaven"
;
"This is Heaven"
"She Goes to War"
"She Goes to War" (3 days)
"Thunderbolt" (4 days)
" 29
"Thunderbolt"
Total Gross for 26 Weeks, $811,688.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $31,218.76.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 114
High Gross:
"The Iron Mask", $56,300.00.
Low Gross:
"Eternal Love", $14,400.00.

46,700.00
39.990.00
31,800.00
26,500.00
24,300.00
26,200.00
14,400.00
27,800.00
19,700.00
25,421.00
8,193.00
17,228.00
55,100.00

165 2/5
141 3/5
112 4/5
93 4/5
86 1/10
92 4/5
513/5
98 1/2
69 4/5
90
67 7/10
106 4/5
195 1/5

ROXY THEATRE
(Average Weekly Business for 1928, $102,411.00)
(Seats, 6,205; Scale, 50-75c-$1.00-$1.50; Grind Policy)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
Percentage
Jan.
5
"Prep and Pep"
$114,000.00 1113/10
" 12
"Romance of the Underworld"
101,064.25 98 3/5
" 19
"Sunrise"
113,782.75 1111/10
" 26
"In Old Arizona"
142,673.75 139 3/10
Feb.
2
"In Old Arizona"
108,728.50 106 1/10
9
"Captain Lash"
101,015 . 75
98 3/5
" 16
"True Heaven"
107,270.75 104 7/10
" 23
"The Ghost Talks"
111,270.75 1111/2
Mar.
1
"The Spieler"
88,045.25 85 9/10
8
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter"
84,228.25 82 1/5
" 15
"Speakeasy"
136,/54.25 133 1/2
" 22
"Speakeasy"
112,837.50 110 2/5
" 29
"Speakeasy"
97.769.20 95 2/5
April 5
"Strong Boy"
115,289.25 112 1/2
" 12
"Hearts in Dixie"
86,.3.^0. 75
84 3/10
" 19
"Through Different Eyes"
108,0S7.25 105 1/2
" 26
"Giris Gone Wild"
89,796.00 87 3/5
May
3
"The Donovan Affair"
96,631 . 00
94 3/10
" 10
"Not Quite Decent"
86,084.00 83
" 17
"The Valiant"
83..509.25 811/2
" 24
"The Valiant"
88,963.75 86 4/5
" 31
"Fox Movietone Follies"
107,247.25 104 7/10
June
8
"Fox Movietone Follies"
89,979.00 87 4/5
" 15
"The One Woman Idea"
76,901.00 75
" 22
"Four Devils"
109,300.00 106 4/5
" 29
"Four Devils"
93,227.00 91
Total Gross on 26 Weeks, $2,653,839.45.
Average Weekly Gross, $102,070.74.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 99 9/10.
High Gross;
"In Old Arizona", $142,673.75.
Low Gross:
"The One Woman Idea", $76,904.00.
STRAND THEATRE
i,Average Weekly Business for 1928, $34,713.00)
(Seats, 2,900; Scale, 35-50-75c; Grind Policy)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
Percentage
Jan.
5
"Scarlet Seas"
$40,097.00 115 1/2
" 12
"The Home Towners"
27,874 00
80 3/10
" 19
"Adoration"
•
28.156 30
811/10
" 26
"On Trial"
41,276 00
111 9/10
Feb.
2
"On Trial"
30.824 00
88 7/10
"
9
"Naughty Baby"
30.147 00
86 3/5
" 16
"Conquest"
37,32100 107 1/2
" 23
"The Barker"
44,06100 125 7/10
Mar.
1
"The Barker"
3:^,427 00
93 2/5
8
"Aiy Man"
41,572 00
117 1/10
" 15
"My Man"
30,000 00
86 3/10
" 22
"Queen of the Night Clubs"
29,500 00
84 9/10
" 29
"Sonny Boy"
31,000 00
89 3/10
.\pril 5
"Children of the Ritz"
32,000 0(1
92 1 /lO
" 12
"The Redeeming Sin"
30,000 00
86 3,10
" 19
"Weary River"
46,700 00
1.34 1 /2
" 26
"Weary River"
33,U.)U 0(1
95
May
3
"Saturday's Children"
32,0011(10 913/5
" 10
"The Singing Fool"
50,102. 00
144 3/10
" 17
"The Singing Fool"
26,000.00 74 9/10
" 24
"His Captive Woman"
44,000.00 126 4/5
" 31
"The Divine Lady"
oO.OOO.OO 86 3/10
June
8
"The Glad Rag Doll"
30.000.00 86 3/10
" 15
"Careers"
28,400.00 82 3/5
" 22
"The Desert Song"
31,,S0O.0O 91
" Total
29
"Two forWeeks
Off" $886,757.30.
28,.",00.00 ^2 1/10
Gross
26 Weeks,
Average Weekly Gross, $34,106.05.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 97 4 /.>.
High Gross:'
"The Singing Fool ", S.50,102.00.
Low Gross:
"The Singing Fool", $26,000.00 -second week).

Extended runs at a $2 admission scale were played
in twelve theatres on Broadway. Of these, there are
seven houses which formerly played Icg-itimate stage
attractions that are now given over solely to picture
presentations. The five additional were the theatres
that were taken over for a brief time for picture showings.
Of the first seven the Winter Garden, which housed
three attractions in the six months, namelv "The Singing Fool," "Noah's Ark" and "On With'Thc Show,"
owes the fact that it tops the list to "The Singing
Fool" which sent its weekly figures way up during
the run that the feature had there. The total at the

J ul\
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Broadway Melody'^ The Season's Hit

Winter Garden for six months is $683,139.75. The

Astor, which held "AHas Jimmy Valentine" and ''The
Broadway Melody" during the period ran np a gross
of $512,243.75, while Warner's Theatre landed in
third place with $408,866. The Central, at which the
First National product is exploited, was next with
$326,488.25 ; the Gaiety, the Fox exploitation house,
finished sixth with $220,684.75, being beaten out for
fifth place by the Criterion, which grossed $270,799.
The little Embass}^ having a smaller capacity than any
of the foregoing got $181,485.50.
The five theatres which played film features for a
part of the time are the Apollo, 44th Street, Globe,
Harris and Selwyn.
A complete tabulation of the extended exploitation
runs is as follows :
APOLLO THEATRE
(Average Weekly Business on Eight Weeks of Run, $16,254 1
(Seats 1,270; Scale $l-$2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun.)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross Percentage
May 10 "Bulldog Drummond"
$21,200.00 130 1/2
" 17
"Bulldog Drummond"
19,400.00
119 3/10
" 24
"Bulldog Drummond"
18,400.00
113 1/5
« 31 "Bulldog Drummond"
15,400.00 94 7/10
June
7
"Bulldog Drummond"
17,000.00
104 3/5
" 14
"Bulldog Drummond"
14,200.00 87 3/10
" 21 "Bulldog Drummond"
11,800.00 72 3/5
" 28
"Bulldog Drummond"
12,032.00 77 7/10
Total Gross for 8 weeks, $130,032.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $16,254.00.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 99 7/8.
ASTOR THEATRE
(Average Weekly Business for 1928, $14,720;
(Seats 1,120; Scale $I-$2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun.)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross Percentage
Jan.
"
"
"
Feb.
"
"
"
Mar.

5
12
19
26
2

"Alias
"Alias
"Alias
".\lias
"Alias

Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy

Valentine"
Valentine"
Valentine"
Valentine"
Valentine"

$19,333.00 1113/10
14.962.25 1013/5
14,6.58.00 99 1/2
15,051.25 102 1/5
13,123.25 89 1/10

9
"Broadway Melody" (Opened)
16
"Broadway Melody"
25,448. 50
23
"Broadway Melody"
24,969.00
1
"Broadway Melody"
23,198.25
8
"Broadway Melody"
24,137.75
" 15
"Broadway Melody"
24,068.25
" 22
"Broadway Melody"
23,868.25
" 29
"Broadway Melody"
24,770.25
April 5
"Broadway Melody"
24,097.75
" 12
"Broadway Melody"
24,018.75
" 19
"Broadway Melody"
23,988.75
" 26
"Broadway Melody"
23,989.50
May
3
"Broadway Melody"
23,791.25
" 10
"Broadway Melody"
23,354 .75
" 17
"Broadway Melody"
20,433.75
" 24
"Broadway Me.ody"
19,555.75
' 31
"Broadway Melody"
18,758.50
June
7
"Broadway Melody"
17,253.75
" 14
"Broadway Meiody"
16,921.25
" 21
"Broadway Melody"
13,523.00
" 28
"Broadway Meiody"
14,909.00
Total Gross for 26 weeks, $512,243.75.
Average Weekly Gross, $20,489.72.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating. 132.
High Gross: "Broadway Melody," $25,448.50 (House Record).
Low Gross: ".Alias Jimmy Valentine," $13,123.25.

172 4/5
169 3/5
157 1/2
163 9/10
163 1/2
162 4/5
168 1/5
163 7/10
163 1/10
162 4/5
162 9/10
1613/5
loi 3/5
138 4/5
132 4/5
127 3/10
117 1/5
114 9/10
914/5
101 7/10

CENTRAL THEATRE
(Average Weekly Business for 1928, $11,411)
Sun.)
Percentage
(Seat s 922; Scale $l-$2-$2.50; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and
Week Endiu g
.-\.ltraction
Gro.ss
141 1/5
93 1/2
5
"The Barker"
$16,121.00
88 3/5
Jan.
"The Barker"
10,670.00
12
19
"The
Barker"
10,110.00
26
"W'eary River" (Opened)
141 7 10
Feb.
2
"Weary River"
*21,278.00
142 9/10
9
153
3/10
"Weary
River"
21,637.00
16
"Weary River"
23,001 . 25
149 1/10
23
118 2/5
"Weary
River"
22,371
.00
1
Mar
115 2/5
"Weary River"
17,769 . 00
" 158
"Weary River"
17,311.50
99 7/10
9/10
88
- 22
"Weary River"
14,989.00
" 29
"Weary River"
13,309.75
"Weary River"
12,305.75
131 4/5
" 125
April
"His Captive Woman" (4 days)
11,300.00
91
2/5
" 19
82 1/10
88
"His Captive Woman"
13,725,50
"His Captive Woman"
13,216,75
26
80 7/10
"His Captive Woman"
12,108.50
72 4/5
9/10
May
3
123
"Ilis Captive Woman"
10,950.00
10
■The Squall" (2 days)
5,924,50
17
79 3/10
■The Squall"
11,938.00
72 9/10
24
•The Squall"
10,942.50
55
3/10
58 4/5
31
■The Squall"
8,304.50
7
June
•The Squall"
8,829.00
47 4/5
15
•The Squall"
7,177,50

-Continued
CENTRAL THEATRE
Percentage
56 2/5
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
" 22 •'Broadway Babies" (1 day)
1,210.25
66 1/2
" 29 ■•Broadway Babies"
9,982.00
* (WithGross
the opening
the price
scale was raised to $2.50 top over the week ends.)
Total
for 25 weeks,
$320,488,25.
Average Weekly Gross, $13,059.53.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 97 3/5.
High Gross: '•Weary River," $23,001.25.
Low Gross: ••The Squall," $7,177.50

CRITERION THEATRE
((Average Weekly Business for 1928, $13,4241
(Seats 861; Scale $l-$2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun,
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
Jan.
5
•Interference"
$14,127.00
" 12 ■•Interference"
11,467.00
" 19 "Interference"
11,447.00
" 26
"Redskin" (Opened)
Feb.
2
"Redskin"
14,500,00
9
"Redskin"
12,640.00
" 16
••Redskin"
13,071.00
' 23 "Redskin"
12,384.00
Mar.
1
"Redskin"
8,437.00
8
"Redskin" (4 days)
3,318.00
8
"The Letter" (1 day)
5,252.00
" 15
••The Letter"
13,717.00
" 22
"The Letter"
13,178.00
" 29
"The Letter"
12,087 . 00
.\pril 5
"The Letter"
11,455.00
" 12
•'The Letter"
8,372.00
" 19
"The Letter"
9,371.00
" 26
"Innocents of Paris" (1 day)
2,865.00
May
3
"Innocents of Paris"
13,214.00
" 10
••Innocents of Paris"
10,597.00
" 17
•'Innocents of Paris"
11,400.00
" 24
"Innocents of Paris"
11,300.00
" 31 "Innocents of Paris"
8,300.00
June
7
House Dark
" 14
"Four Feathers" (3 days)
6,000.00
" 21
"Four Feathers"
17,000.00
" Total
28
•'Fourfor Feathers"
15,300.00
Gross
25 Weeks, $270,799.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $10,831.96.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 91 3/12
High Gross: '•Four Feathers," $17,000.00
Low Gross: "Redskin," (4 days), $3,318.00.

ercentage
85
2/5

105 9/10
85
1/5
57
94
97 3/5
3/10
1/5
108 4/5
1/10
136
61
102
98 9/10
92
1/10
90
02 9/10
83
62
69 1/10
1/2
3/10
1/5
99 7/10
78 7/10
84 9/10
84

1/10
104
3/5
126
99 3/5
113 9/10

EMBASSY THEATRE
(Average Weekly Business 1928, $7,796)
Percentage
(Seats 596; Scale $l-$2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun.
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
3/5
74
1/10
Jan.
5
••The Viking"
$ 5,726. 00
o2 9/10
" 12
••The Viking"
4,120.50
61
" 19
"The Viking"
4,809.75
137
" 26
"The Bellamy Trial" (5 days)
7,667.00
125 7/10
Feb
2
"The Bellamy Trial"
9,805. 75
111
9
"The Bellamy Trial"
8,729.00
101
" 16
"The Bellamy Trial"
7,928.50
120
51 3/10
9/10
" 23
"The Bellamy Trial" (6 days)
3,472.00
7/10
Mar.
1
"The Wolf Song"
9,384.00
3/5
7/10
9/10
2/5
8
"The Wolf Song"
8,780.00
84 4/5
" 15
"The Wolf .Song"
6,615.00
" 22
"The Wolf Song" (9 days)
6,615.00
112 4/5
" 29
"The Trial of Mary Dugan" (Opened)
151 2/5
April 5
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
11,852.00
87
" 12
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
10,601.50
118
" 19
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
9,199.50
125
1/2
75 9/10
" 26
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
9,799,50
135
113
2/5
May
3
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
8,851 . 50
" 10
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
7,907. 50
88
" 17
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
6,936.00
1/5
9/10
" 24
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
6,860. 00
101
76 9/10
" 31
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
5,947.50
2/5
1/10
June
7
•'Father and Son"
5,230.00
02
" 14
•'Father and Son"
4,872.00
" 21
"The Fall of Eve"
4,987.00
1/2
" 28
"The Fall of Eve"
4,789.00
9/10
Total Gross for 25 Weeks, $181,485.50.
Average Gross on 25 Weeks, $7,259.42.
67
Average Weekly Percentage, Rating 94 1 12.
03
High Gross: "The Trial of Mary Dugan," $11.8.52.00
01
Low Gross: "The Viking," $4,120.50.
44TH STREET THEATRE
125 1/5
(Seats 1,323; Scale $l-$2: Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun Percentage
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
110 9/10
April 12
"Alibi" (6 days)
$10,700.00
118 7/10
" 19
"Alibi"
17,125.00
112 9/10
« 26
"Alibi"
18,320.00
102 9/10
May
3
"Alibi"
17,418.25
91 1/2
" 10
"AHbi"
15,874,00
81
" 17
"Alibi'
14,125.00
90 3/5
" 24
"Alibi"
13,897.00
" 31
"Alibi"
■
12,600.00
83
June Total
8 Gross
••Alibi"
12,819.00
on 9 Weeks, $138,878.25.
Average Gross, $15,430.91.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 101 8/9.
GAIETY THEATRE
(Average Weekly Business for 1928, $9,327)
(Seats 808; Scale $1 $2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun.)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross Percentage
Jan.
5
"TheRiver"
$14,294.00 153 1/5
" 12
"TheRiver"
12,339.25 132 1/5
" 19
"TheRiver"
11,23175 120 2/5
" 26
"TheRiver"
9,135.75 97 9/10
Feb.
2
"TheRiver"
9,060.75 97
"
9
"TheRiver"
9,951.25 106 1/10
" 16
"TheRiver"
12,165.00 136 4/5
" 23
"The River"
11,992.25 128 1/2
Mar.
1
"Hearts in Dixie (one-half week)
6,827 .00 128 1/10
"
8
"Hearts in Dixie"
10,276 25 110 1/10
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TABLE C.
THE figures on this page tell a remarkable
story of the upheaval brought to the per^^^ Talent Engaged
sonnel of the Hollywood studios as a result

The tables were prepared for Motion Picture
News by Edwin Schallert, Editor of The Los
Angeles Times Preview and Special Correspon-

23
47
19
12

ToUl

R
2

-'^0
17

Players Directors -.writers

s.
sound, and, more specifically, talkie
of ^
Fox

42
32
23
16

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer . .
Paramount
Pa the

26
19
14
13

dent of The News. In the article on the opposite
tt* •
a ' "•
page, Mr. Schallert discusses in detail the figures
-rj. ,
„
,,
here presented, draws many interesting compariWarner's
IQ
^
sons with previous years, and offers an analysis
First National
9
6
that cannot fail to prove of great interest throughout the industry. The tables, as well as the acTotals
164
96
companying article, are copyrighted by Motion
Picture News. Republication rights are granted,
TABLE D.
provided full credit is given the author and MoTioN Picture News.
Contracts Discontinued

132

Players Directors Writers

TABLE

A.

Talent Under Contract,

1929

Players Directors Writers

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer..
Paramount
Pathe
R. K. 0
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

56
55
48
21
12
16
15
29
18

Total

36 25 117
31 57 143
23 35 106
15 13 49
11 12 35
9
5 30
7
5
7
9 11 49
11 3 32

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer..
Paramount
Pathe
R. K. 0
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

100
TABLE

39
32
12
9
4
2
6
2
3

392

Total

70
46
33
26
18
8
24
8
15

39 109 248

E.

270 152 166 588
_^
TABLE

Players Directors Writers J^ Total

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer..
Paramount
Pathe
R. K. 0
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National

34
35
41
17
12
16
18
15
18
206

Talent Not Affected by Change
^ t,'^**^-^. ^ „ fr M., ,_.fe IMM

B.

Talent Under Contract, 1928

Total

20 11
12 2
16 5
12 5
12 2
4
2
10 8
5
1
9
3

91
98
56
41

21 41
14 42
14 28
7 10
2
4
10 3
12 6
7
5
8
4

96
91
83
34
18
29
36
27
30

95 143 444

77
T
Fox..."
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer..
Paramount
Pathe
R. K. O
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

Players Directors

14
23
25
5
12
8
10
9
106

Writers

Total

10 102'~~26
12
45
9 16
50
2
1
8
8
2
4 ...
6
3
5
1
56

35

22
12
19
15
197

This represents players, directors and writers
remaining under contract with the same organizations to which they were aligned last year.
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Big Changes In Studio Personnel;
Increase In Talent Of 75 Per Cent
Talkies Chiefly Responsible For Unprecedented
Situation In
Production, With Turnover Of 62 Per Cent In Single Year
Counting All Departments; Turnover Hitherto Of
30 Per Cent A Year Considered Unusual
By EDWIN
Editor,

Los

Angeles

Times

Preview

and

SCHALLERT
Special

HOLLYWOOD, July lo.— Studio personnel is
undergoing terrific changes. Figures showing what has happened during the past year
reveal the extent of what has already taken place, and
even more of an upheaval is prognosticated in the
near future. The talkies are chiefly responsible.
Most significant have been the additions to talent.
In the three branches of writing, acting and directing
there has been a net increase in contracts of 32 per
cent. This does not include supplementary additions
such as song-writers, dancers, etc., for which there
is no precedent in past days in the studios. Leading
studios nearly all have a large group of song-writers
on their staff. In most cases the number is about
twenty.- Then, too. Fox lists about twenty dancers,
apart from their other talent. Several of the studios
also employ large singing and dancing choruses,
which are paid at the rate of $75 a week, and even
more in some cases. It is estimated that with all these
gains fully 75 per cent has been added to the talent,
with what has gone into the technical departments.
Big Increase In Talent
Most interesting are the changes in the regular
branches. Table A shows the talent at present under
contract at nine leading studios, which may be taken
as a barometer of the industry as a whole. Players
total 270; directors, 152; writers, 166; all three
branches, 588. The directors include dialog directors,
who are now componently concerned with production
of pictures, and are therefore logically included.
Table B shows talent under contract last year at
about this time: players, 206; directors, 95; writers,
143 ; total, zH4- ,
The greatest increase has been in directors — 60 per
cent. Players have increased 21 per cent; writers, 16
per cent ; but the writers have been subjected to more
changes in proportion to their number than any other
branch, as is shown by inspection of Tables C and D.
These two tables (C and D) disclose actual changes
that have taken place in studio personnel. It will be
noted that the contracts discontinued (Table D) number 248. This is 56 per cent of the personnel in the
three studio branches that was under contract last
year. The greatest change, as already indicated, was
in writers, amounting to 76 per cent. Players were
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next — 48 per cent. Directors were last — 41 per cent.
Table C (additions to personnel) shows a total of
392 actors, directors and writers, of which 67 per cent
are new. Following is the order : writers, 80 per cent
new; directors, 63 per cent, and actors, 61 per cent.
This evidences that players are holding out the best
of the three branches, but this is partly due to their
larger existent number. There have actually been
fewer changes in directors, because the new additions
are mostly dialog directors. Reference to Table D
will show better the actual conditions. (See also percentages inparagraph above.)
67 Per Cent New
Naturally a number of changes recorded in the
studios are due to talent shifting from one studio to
another. There have been quite a few of such switches
in the past year. Five-year contracts of some of the
players have expired; in other cases options have now
been renewed. This is most strikingly indicated in
the case of Paramount where Bebe Daniels and Richard Dix have gone over to R-K-0. Of the former
Paramount first magnitude stars only three, Clara
Bow, George Bancroft and Charles Rogers, remain.
Richard Dix is still included because he has one more
picture to make for Paramount, but goes to R-K-O
after that. The new list comprises such people as
Richard Arlen, Evelyn Brent, Nancy Carroll, Ruth
Chatterton, Gary Cooper, William Powell and various stage personalities as recently announced. Sevr
eral of these people, of course, were featured players
last year. Adolphe Menjou has left the organization,
though he may do further work on a picture-to-picture basis.
R-K-O has seen a virtual reorganization during the
year, and consequently all their talent is therefore
listed as new. In the case of United Artists the figures are somewhat arbitrary for directors and writers, as a majority of these work from picture to picture.
All in all, the change has been the most momentous
in movie history as it represents a turnover in talent
during a single year of 62 per cent, and in past years
a turnover of 30 per cent would have been considered
very unusual.
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^^The Chiirehman'^'' Attacks On
Hays And Milliken Ignored
By Heads Of The M. P. P. D. A.
Refuse To Comment On Episcopalian Organ^s Designation
Of Them As ''^Window
Dressing'^ For The
Industry
SERIES of editorial attacks against
Will H. Hays, Carl E. Milliken and
Jason Joj^ all executives of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, which have appeared in the
last three issues of "The Churchuian," an
unofficial organ of the Episcopal Church,
through widespread republication have
caused considerable comment both in and
out of the industry, but the objects of the
attacks refuse to comment on them in any
manner.
The initial attack appeared in tlie June
29 issue of "The Churchman" and as it
seemed to be a personal attack on Hays
4t was ignored by Motion Picture News,
the second attack appearing in the issue
of July 6, linked Carl E. Milliken and Col.
Jason Joy, and through this it became an
Association matter.
This in mind. Motion Picture News
sent the following wire to Will H. Hays at
Vermejo Park, New Mexico, where the
General is enjoying a vacation :
"In view of the fact that The Churchman, Episcopalian organ, has printed second attack on you and attacks Milliken
and Colonel Joy's statistics on crime and
pictures in same article we want statement
from you St-op While first attack might be
ignored by you as merely personal, second
attack involves Milliken and Joy as officials of Haj's organization therefore becomes organization matter Stop These attacks are hurting whole industry and
should, we believe, he answered by you
Stop Please wire statement. ' '
In reply to this telegram the following
wire was received from Mr. Havs :
A

A

Talking Gag That
Wasnt In The Picture

, MO., July 11.—
SASof CITY
KANOne
those loud talking men
t
who inhabi motion picture theatres received an editorial jolt in (he
Kansas City Star the other day, but
no names were mentioned. There was
a lull in the speech of the cast in a
talkie, except for some soft orchestration, and it was then that the "loud
speaker" decided to leave the theatre.
"This is where we came in, .so let's
go," he said to his wife.
He arose, then a thought struck him
and he staggered backward.
"Oh excuse me, Honey," he exclaimed, "I haven't given you time to
put your shoes on yet."
It is not difficult to imagine what
<he wife told him when they arrived
home, as everybody in the theatre
laughed loudly.

U. S. Theatres Wired
By W. E. Total 2,119
theatr
in ent
the install
Unitedations
Statesin
D esequipm
SOUN
made by Western Electric to date
total 2,119, states Electrical Research
Products. The majority of the W. E.
installations are for the dual system
of snund-on-film and disc reproduction.
' ' Appreciate your wire and am very glad
for your interest Stop Please communicate
with Governor Milliken who will tell you
about the editor and indicate what notice
if any the association will take of the
Presenting Mr. Hays' wire to Governor
Milliken
Hays' offices the latter
' ' at hethe
matter.that
stated
had no comment whatsoever
to make on the editorials in "The ChurchA third attack in "The Churchman,"
dated July 13, again links the names of
Hays, maMilliken
and Joy.
n. ' '
In its first editorial attack ' ' The Churchman" says:
"One. of the topics for discussion at the annual
meeting of the Editorial Council of the Religious
Press in Washington was: 'What should be the attitude of the religious press towards the movies?* The
fact that the subject was up for discussion was in
itself significant. Certainly the church journals have
carried on no organized propaganda against the
movies. They were willing, like other groups in
America, to accept the statement of the motion picture industry that Will Hays had been employed to
'clean up the movies.' The editors are under not the
slightest illusion that Mr. Hays has done so. And
they appointed a commission to study the motion
picture situation.

Guy Emery Shipler, vice-president and
editor of "The Churchman," showed a
representative of Motion Picture News
a substantial number of clippings from the
daily press of all parts of the country in
which the editorials attacking Hays and
his associates were reprinted, in some instances as news stories and in others used
as the basis for editorials.
Mr. Shipler stated that "The Churchman" was opposed to all forms of censorship and would fight with the motion picture industry against censorship.

Addresses Canadian Meet
Altho 4,000 Miles Away
Ottawa. Ont., July 11.— Tlie two liundrcd
theatre managers and exchange officials at
the Famous Players Canadian Corp. 's convention at Niagara Falls, Ontario, last
week were agreeably surprised when the
voice of N. L. Nathanson, managing director of the company, was heard addressing
them via wireless telephone.
Mr. Nathanson was in Carlsbad, Germany, at the time, but the stunt worked
well and his personal greetings to the
meeting and expressions of good will and
encouragement were easily the most inspiring portion of the convention program.
The Famous Players executives were invited to hold their next meeting in. Ottawa,
the Canadian capital.
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Reed's Censorship
Speech Criticized
By The K. C. Press
(Governor'' s
Reform
Policy
Condemned
Severely In
Leading Newspapers
Kiansas City, Mo., July 11. — W(!stern
Missouri and Kansas theatre owners probably wouldn't admit it, but it is generally
conceded by wise ones in political circles
that the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri
played a trump card in inviting Gov. Reed
of Kansas to speak at the eleventh annual
convention of the M. P. T. 0. K.-M.
The governor announced a campaign for
stricter censorship in his address before
the exhibitors. The very thing which the
exhibitors apparently hoped would happen
did happen. Kansas City newspapers
jumped at the address, printed it on the
front pages and compared the Kansas governor's view on motion pictures with tiiat
of Governor Caulfield of ]\Iissouri, who recently made it plain that he was opposed
to state censorship of motion pictures.
A unique trend of the minds of the two
governors on the same question was forcefully presented by the press, which showed
little mercy for the views of the Kansas
governor, who spoke of the fact that Kansas had pioneered in prohibition laws and
made a "success" of it and that efforts
now
were being of
directed
to "clean admitting
up" the
entertainment
its citizens,
that the screen was the biggest entertainment business in the state. The Kansas
City, Co., papers are the principal mediums
of Kansas.

Friends Creating A
Memorial Fund To
Honor H. H. Lnstig
The many friends of the late Henry H.
Lustig, Cleveland Clinic disaster victim
and prominent Ohio theatre man, are creating a memorial fund to his memory.
Just what form the memorial will take will
be decided by Mrs. Lustig.
All checks for the Henry H. Lustig Memorial Fund should be sent to Ernest
Schwartz, .')l.'l Williamson BIdg., Cleveland,
0.

Revnes Leaves Pathe; Will
Probably Go With Kennedy
Hollywood, .July 11. — ^laurice Revnes,
])roducing supervisor at Pathe studios, resigned i'l'Din that organization Saturday.
Revnes tendered his resignation shortly
after the departure of Benjamin Glazer
from Pathe, and immediately after he had
completed his last two supervisorv efforts,
"The Awful Truth" and "Paris Bound."
It is likely that Revnes will join Glazer in
the latter 's work for .Joseph I^. l^ennedy.
With the departure of both Glazer and
Revnes, Ralph Block and William Conselinan will divide responsibilities as ]iroducers for Pathe, with William Sistrom,
general manager of the stuilio, also supervising several productions during the year.
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Parley On Sound Costs Begins;
Percentage Forecast As Solution
MYERS HOPES AND WARNS
Allied Head, However, Declares
Result Of Sound Conference Had ''Better
Be Good''
'

THREATS of a general investigation
of the industry contrasted with the
hope that the sound cost parley lietween distributors and the anti-Myers exhibitor group would be successful, featured
a statement issued in Washington this
week by Abram F. Myers, president and
general counsel of the Allied States Association.
Judge Myers said the result of the distributor-exhibitor meeting had "better be
good," and declared that the two gi'oups
had "assumed a terrible responsibility, and
if this proves to be merely another effort
to hoodwink the exhibitoi's, their punishment will be swift."
He also charged that "a certain exhibitor organization" was completely subservient to producer interests. His statement read:

Myers' Statement

"I have b.een pressed for a further expresison regarding the amazing performance of a certain exhibitor
organization, dominated through majority control of
the board of directors by theatres affiliated with producers, in hurriedly calling a meeting in the same
hotel and at the same time that the open forum of this
Association was to be held, and then, obviously by
prearrangement, announcing a meeting with a representative of the Hays organization to discuss 'exhibitor
relief.'
"This action on the part of said organization is all
that was needed to demonstrate its complete subservience to producer interest. Even the most conservative trade journals concede that this meeting was
staged for the sole purpose of frustrating any action
which the Allied States Association might take in the
interest of its members or of exhibitors generally.
"This development makes imperative the general
investigation of industry conditions which we had
hoped might be avoided. The exhibitors of the country
and the public are entitled to know and will dem.ind
to be shown the details of this astounding performance.
The facts as to how the meeting was called, how it
was conducted and financed and how the statement
was handled here in Washington, can only be developed
through witnesses under oath. When the chapter is
written the country will be presented with the most
astonishing account of politics, chicanery and intrigue
that has been revealed in recent years.
"The organization in question and Mr. Pettijohti
are going to work out a plan for exhibitor relief. No
one hope more sincerely than I that they will succeed.
If they do, they will have my applause; even though,
as all will recognize, such a meeting — much less such
a result — would have been unthinkable except for the
aggressive campaign inaugurated by the Allied .States
Association. But it had better be good. They have
assumed a terrible responsibility, and if this proves
to be mere'y another effort to hood-wink the exhibitors,
their punishment
will be swift."

Dickinson Absorbs Klock's
Houses In Neodesha, Kans.
A total of twenty-four motion picture
theatres is now held by the Glen W. Dickinson circuit, the two Glen E. Kloek houses
in N.eodesha, Kans., being acquired by the
Dickinson chain last week. The purchase
price was not disclosed. The key house
will be completely redecorated and installed with W. E. Sound equipment, according to Chester D. Bell, general manager of the Dickinson circuit. The opening is spt for September 1.

Sound

Subcommittees
Appointed

are the
G distrib
utorsubcom
FOLLOWIN
exhiand mittees of the
bitor groups who will draft plans
separately for relief of the small exhibitors in the sound situation and
meet later for a joint conference:
Exhibitor Subcommittee appointed
by R. F. Woodhull, President of the
M. P. T. O. A.; Dennis Harris, Pittsburgh: Frank Walker, Comerford Circuit; M. A. Lightman, Arkansas President Tri-State Exhibitor Association;
Charles W. Picquet, North Carolina;
and R. R. Biechele, President M. P.
T. O. of Kansas-Missouri. R. F. Woodhull, chairman ex-officio.
Distributor Subcommittee: S. R.
Kent, Chairman; Claude Ezell, Warner; J. R. Grainger, Fox; Phil Reisman,
Pathe.

Sound Rental
Solution Hope
Of Two Leaders

FOR

"PROMPT

RELIEF"

Distributor
And
Exhibitor
Groups Will Draft Plans
Separately And Meet
Againin Newexhibit
Yorkorsforgota
July 9 and
togetherTORS
DISTRIBU
preliminary meeting to solve the
sound overhead problem of the small theatres. It was a closed meeting and nothing
was given out except a short announcement
by the Hays organization.
Sales managers of most of the film companies met the committee selected by the
anti-Myers group at the meeting in Washington last week. The committee consisted
of R. F. Woodhull, President of the M. P.
T. 0. A.; R. R. Biechele, president of the
M. P. T. 0. of Kansas-Missouri; and Dennis A. Harris, of Pittsburgh.
Each side has named subcommittees to
draft plans. Then another joint meeting
will be held in about two weeks. There
are four members of the distributor
subcommittee and five on the exhibitor subcommittee.
Percentage Solution?

Cole And Richey Insist Reductions And Adjustments
Only Way Out
Col. H. A. Cole, Texas exhibitor leader,
and H. M. Richey, general manager of the
Michigan M. P. T. 0., arc in accord on the
solution of the high sound rental proposition. Reductions in costs and score charges
are the only possible means by which the
future existence of the small town exhibitor can be safeguarded, they believe.
After spending several days in New York
this week, Richey returned to Michigan,
leaving Col. Cole on the ground to carry
on the fight.
In speaking of the idea of percentage
playing, Col. Cole stated that the producers
through insisting on impossible contractural
clauses were making thieves of the exhibitors. "Men who were honest and who
would live up to their obligations in my
territory now lay down on the job and let
a picture die because the producer makes
it impossible for them to make any money
iCrnt'uucd on following page)

Talkies Proves A Godsend
To Blind Pawtucket Man
Providence, R. I., July 11. — Since the
advent of the talking pictures a blind Pawtucket man has been one of the most ardent
patrons of the Leroy Theatre, that city.
He told Manager Harry Storin that for
many years he had attended no entertainment of any sort but finds the new talkies
so expressive that he can follow the story
with ease.

It is generally believed that some form
of percentage booking will finally be
evolved as the answer to the high costs of
sound to the small independent exhibitor.
Whether this will be straight percentage
or percentage and guarantee remains to be
seen.
The announcement by the Hays office
simply said :
"A committee representing the small independent theatre owners of the United
States met today with the sales managers
representing the national distributing companies and with a representative of regional distributors and agreed on the appointment of sub-committee to work out and
report back as soon as practicable some
method of affording prompt relief to small,
independent exhibitors who may now be
operating under uneconomic conditions,
due to the swift growth of sound pictures."

Promotions In Ranks Of
First National Sales Force
Several promotions among First National salesmen were made during the past
week
by Ned E. Depinet, general manag'er
of sales.
W. C. Brimjmer has been transferred
from the Omaha office' to Minneapolis, following the resignation of T. A. Burke.
George W. Taif has been moved from his
Chicago post as salesman to assume the
Omaha branch managership. C. K. Olson,
Milwaukee salesman, succeeds L. J. McCarthy as manager of the Milwaukee office,
the latter resigning to accept a post with
Mid-West Theatres.
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Distributors To Hit
Back When MPTO
Refuse Arbitration
Dallas Film Board Trade Says
Existing Contracts With Tex,
Exhibs, Will Be Enforced
Action of the directors of the Texas M.
P. T. 0. in withdrawing the unit from arbitration, on the ground that the standard
contract is illegal in that State, was followed by a statement from Don C. Douglas, secretary of the Dallas Film Board of
Trade, indicating that distributors intend
to enforce existing contracts with exhibitors.
Douglas' statement also said: "It is a
certainty that distributors are going to require some form of security for their contracts and it is hoped that this present
difficulty will be worked out whereby arbitration may continue to serve as the bulwark to protect the mutual interests of
distributors."
Statement issued by the Texas exhibitor
association said in part:
"In view of the fact that the producing
and distributing branches of this industry
are so co-ordinated and knit together, and
in the hands of comparatively few men, it
has become impossible for any independent
exhibitor to obtain product, unless he signs
a contract, in whose provisions he has no
option ; and in view of the fact that the
entire contract, as written, is absolutely
illegal and non-binding in the State of
Texas, this association feels that it has no
right to lend its sanction and the weight
of its approval to further its enforcement;
especially in view of the inequitable terms
which are being forced upon the theatres in
this state and over the United States."

Exhibitor Leaders Hope
For Solution Of Sound Costs
(Continued from page 193)
and because of this they see to it that the
producer doesn't get any," he said.
"It is impossible for anyone in this business to set a certain figure of percentages
and compel every exhibitor to abide by
them. There are houses that can afford to
play pictures on the basis of a 50-50 split
of the gross, but there are others where a
15 per cent of the gross to the producer
for film rental would be about the proper
proportion if the house is to continue in
business.
"There is every hope that some sort of
a solution will be worked out, but I hope,"
said Col. Cole, "that the general sales
executives will see to it that it comes in
the near future for in the meantime the
exhibitors in the small towns are dying of
thirst. By that I mean that if they fail
to arrive at a solution shortly many a small
exhibitor -will just lock up his house and
quit the business. Just think what it
would mean if between from 4,000 to 5,000
exhibitors in the small towns of the country folded up. What it would cost the
industry in the next three or four years to
revive that business. It would cost them
millions more than they would lose at this
time in reducing rentals."

Motion

Pioneer Sound Theatre
Returns To Orchestra
11.—daMonto
in Cana
firstio,cityJuly
OTTAWA,treal, theOntar
hear sound picture presentations, has now seen a return of the
theatre orchestra. At the Capitol
Theatre, one of the largest and first
to be wired. Manager Harry Dahn has
again installed the house unit, this being a symphony orchestra of 30 players
under the direction of Maurice Meerte
who formerly presided at the conductor's desk. Classical music is presented in concert form at both afternoon and evening performances, guest
artists also being heard. The remainder of the program comprises audible
pictures.

Exhibitor Charges
Publix And Others
With Conspiracy
Dallas, Tex., July 11. — A suit alleging
combination and conspiracy in restraint of
trade have been filed against Publix, Paramount; L. L. Dent, Dallas; L. M. Rideout,
and L. M. Rideout, Jr., Denison, by J. A.
Cuff of the Liberty Theatres in Denison,
Texas.
The plaintiff asks damages of $90,000,
declaring $60,000 of that amount as actual
business injury and $30,000 exemplary
damages. "Conduct designed to injure and
destroy business of all competitors" is
Cuff's charge against the defendants. He
asserts he was not granted equal rights
with the defendant group in obtaining first
run pictures and claims an attempt is being made to monopolize "for their illegal
profit" theof production,
distribution and
exhibition
films.
Cuff alleges he was compelled to retire
from business after having operated the
Liberty for more than a year at $14,595.62
reduction. Under his management profits
were $2,994.38 as compared M'ith $17,390
profits under the preceding ownership.
A denial of Cuff's charges of conspiracy
was made last week by Austin C. Keough,
Publix attorney.

Ashcraft With Sono-Art
James Ashcraft, formerly assistant to A.
Griffith Grey when the latter handled the
Paramount roadshows, has been made publicity and advertising man for Sono-Art
Productions.
George W. Weeks, Sono-Art vice-president and general manager, recently departed from New York for Hollywood
where he will meet Eddie Dowling and
0. E. Gobel, president of the company.
They will plan together for the second
Sono-Art production which will probably
be an adaptation of "Honeymoon Lane."

Mrs. Nat Levine In N. Y.
To Sell Husband's Serial

In New York at the present time is Mrs.
Nat Levine, wife of the serial producer,
Nat Levine. She will make arrangements
for the sale of "King of the Kongo,"
Mascot Pictures' first sound and dialog
serial. Mrs. Levine has been in California
on location while the serial was in production.

Picture

News

New Film Service
Depl. Is Formed
In Washington
Division To Bureau Of Foreign
And Domestic Commerce To
Assist U, S, Films Abroad
Washington, D. C, July 11. — A new motion picture division in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has been
formed to expedite the handling of the increasing amount of work occasioned by
the expanding present and potential
markets for American films and film equipment. Clarence J. North heads the new
division and Nathan D. Golden is assistant
chief.
The primary function of the new bureau
will be to assist the film and allied industries in the development of foreign
markets. It will devote much time to various phases of the domestic industry and
the interchange of industrial and educational films between European and American distributors, and will also keep the industry informed of developments as they
influence sales of pictures and equipment.
Last year the Department of Commerce
had approximately 10,000 requests for such
information.

"U" Acquires "All
Quiet On Western
Front" As Talkie
"All Quiet On The Western Front," the
current best seller translation of the German war novel by Erich Maria Remarque,
has been acquired for screening and recording by Universal Pictures. Maxwell
Anderson, American playwright and coauthor of "What Price Glory," is now
e[n route to Universal City to prepare
dialogue for the forthcoming picture which
Universal plans as a super special.
Carl Laeramle, whp has sailed for
Europe, is undecided whether to film the
story here or in Germany, where Universal
has a producing studio.
Newspaper serialization rights to the
German war book have been acquired for
the U. S. by the King Feature Service.

Vacations At Roach Plant;
Laurel And Handy To Tour
Hollywood, July 11. — Hal Roach Studios
will close for one month on July 27, reopening on August 26th. Roach has installed the monthly closing period as an
annual custom, giving all employees their
vacations at the same time, and eliminating
the
spread of vacations over two or three
months.
Wlien the studios reopen, production will
be immediately started on next season's
program of 32 all talking comedies, 20 of
whicli M-ill also carry silent versions.
During the annual vacation period, Stan
Laurel and Babe Hardy will make a sevenweek personal appearance tour of picture
theatres throughout the East, with openingspot tentatively set for New York City.
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Columbia Schedules 26 Features
And 78 Shorts For 1929-30 Season
THREE

SERIES

OF SHORTS

26 Columbia-Victor Gems; 26
"'Talking Screen Snapshots^*
And 26 Krazy Cat Cartoons
of short feaS proCOLUMBIA'
foram1929-1930 season
tures in sound
will include 26 Columbia Victor
Gems, 26 Talking Screen Snapshots and 26
Krazy Cat Cartoons.
The "Columbia-Victor Gems" are produced jointly by Columbia Pictures and
the Victor Talking Machine Company.
Among the personalities who will appear
in these talking-singing-dancing one reelers are : Frank Crumit, Jules Bledsoe,
Nan Blackstone, Mamie Smith, Buddy
Doyle, Jack Wilson, Grace La Rue, Hale
Hamilton, Boyce Come, Tony Sarg and his
Marionettes.
The "Talking Screen Snapshots," Columbia's fan magazine of the screen, will
be offered with dialogue, sound and music.
This one reeler, which reveals in entertaining fashion intimate scenes and talks
of the stars at work and at play.
The "Krazy Kat Cartoons" will present
the pen and ink character, in. a series of
one reelers produced witli dialogiie, music
and sound effects.

Parker Theatres In
Portland, Ore., Taken
Over By Fox Wesco
Another step in the acquisition of theatres in the Northwest was taken this week
with the completion of negotiations between Fox West Coast and J. J. Parker,
Portland, Ore., theatre operator, whereby
the latter 's interests will be consolidated
with the Fox chain. Properties exceeding
.$2,000,000 are involved in the deal.
Parker will be in charge of all the combined Portland theatres, according to H.
B. Franklin, president of Fox West Coast.
The Astoria and Liberty in Astoria; the
new Alder Theatre, which will be opened
about September 15; and the Fox Broadway, United Artists, Rivoli, Peoples, State
and Fox Hollywood, are the Northwest
houses over which Parker ^\^ll preside.
Floyd Maxwell, city manager for Fox
West Coast, will continue to represent the
organization in this capacity. Charles
Couch, representing the Parker interests,
will continue at his managerial post.

"Rio Rita"' Production Is
Now Definitely Launched
For the next month, "Rio Rita," Radio
Pictures' forthcoming sound and dialoguesinging special, will be in production at the
RKO studio on the Coast. Texas Rangers,
senors and senoritas are now portraying
scenes in the film musical. Bebe Daniels
and John Boles being in the leading roles.
Sequences in Technicolor are to be filmed
during the week's location trip to be made
against Rio Grande background.

Buying Talk Rights For
Remakes Expensive
proallyFilm
ducers are continu
finding
July IL—
HOLLYWOOD,
out how much it is costing to
acquire the dialog rights for remakes
of pictures made in silent form several
years ago. The companies have recently been paying from $500 to $25,000
for dialog rights from authors of the
old pictures; and in many instances
the talking privilege has been held at
a price greater than the price of the
story originally.
One large producing organization
that is continually purchasing published and original story material, recently inserted a clause in the author's
assigrnment giving the producer not
only screen and dialog rights to the
story, but television rights as well.

Columbia Now
100^ National
Organization
Deal With Franchise Holders
Gives Co. Actual Operation
Of All Its Distribution
A deal with Columbia franchise holders
in New England and the Middle Western
states whereby Columbia will handle the
actual operation of the distribution of its
own product throughout that territory was
concluded this week by .Tack Cohen, treasurer of the company.
The new Columbia branch offices created
by the deal are located in Boston, New
Haven, New York, Indianapolis. Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Kansas City and the territory which they cover includes Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island , Connecticut , Lower New
York, Upper New Jersey, Indiana, Ohio,
Kansas and Western Missouri.
Abe Montague, Jack Bellman, Lee Goldberg, William Skirboll and Elmer Rhoden
were the Columbia franchise holders who
concluded negotiations with Jack Cohen
that make Columbia TOO per cent nationally
organized.

Ryan And Hobble Sign To
Write Vitaphone Sketches
Vitaphone Corporation this week signed
Don Ryan and John L. Hobble as members of the Vitaphone Avriting staff which
includes Murray Roth and Edmund Joseph.
They will write original sketches for production at Warner Bros.' Eastern Vitaphone studio. Heretofore, Vitaphone dialog skits have been adapted from vaudeville acts. Both Ryan and Hobble have
written for the newspapers and have also
authored books and plays.

ALL

100%

DLy^OGUE

Virtually
All Features
Will
Have Silent Versions; One
Roadshow, Ten Specials
ion ed
this
week atPICTU
its sales
on
announc
RESconvent
MBIA
COLU
the Coast details of the 26 features
and 78 shorts which will comprise the company's schedule for the new season.
In the 26 features, one will be released
as a roadshow; ten will be specials; and
fifteen will be called "de luxe productions." All will be 100 per cent dialogue,
with music and sound effects. Virtually all
will have silent versions.
Among stars and featured players who
will appear under the banner of Columbia
are Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Belle Baker,
Marie Saxon, Lila Lee, Dorothy Revier,
Bert Lytell, Molly O'Day and Sally
shortly.
O'Neill. Others wiU be made public
Directors and producers under contract
include: Frank R. Capra, Frank Strayer,
Ralph Ince, Erie C. Kenton, George Archainbaud and Joseph Henabery, Irving C.
Ackerman and Rufus LeMaire. Negotiations are also pending for the signing of
several other directors.
Several of the stories will be written
directlynario
fordepartment,
screen including
by Columbia's
sceGene own
Markey,
Howard J. Green, Frederick and Fanny
Hat ton.
James Seymour, Charles Wilson and
Norman Houston head the dialogue writers. Other writers are Dorothy Howell,
Gladys Lehman and John Francis Natteford and Keene Thompson.
The twenty-six features to be released
by Columbia during the new season follow :
ROADSHOW

PRODUCTION

"Flight," all talkie air spectacle. Frank R. Capra,
director. With Ralph Graves and Jack Holt. Produced with the cooperation of the U. S. Marine Corps,
all its outdoor sequences were taken at the San Diego
Marine Base and Naval .Airport. Alan Roscoe, Harold
Goodwin and Jimmy
De la Cruze in the cast.
SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS
"Ladies of the Evening," from the play by Milton
Herbert Gropper. Frank R. Capra will direct, and a
prominent
woman
star will be featured.
"The Melody Man," a drama of Tin-Pan-Alley,
from the combined pens of Herbert Fields, Lorenz
Hart and Richard Rodgers. Although not a musical
comedy, music and songs are an integral part of its
"Song groundof
Love," a life.
mother
story especially
set againstfora backof backstage
Written
Belle
Baker, it will also feature a child star.
plot.
"For the Love of Lil," from Liberty's serial.
"Broadway Scandals of 1930," a musical extravaganza of the revue type. Rufus LeMaire will be
entrusted
with its production.
"Sweethearts on Parade," based on the popular song.
A story has been built around the lyrics and the
melody itself serves as the basis of the symphonic
theme that runs through the picture.
"Murder on the Roof," mystery drama of the
Great
White Way from the story by Edward Doherty,
in Liberty.
"The Soul Kiss," a romantic drama of love and
sacrifice which will feature two stars. "The Squealer,"
a melodrama set in Frisco's Old Barbary Coast. From
the Broadway stage play by Mark Linder. The San
Francisco earthquake and an elaborate all-singingdancing sequence are some of the highlights.

{Continued on following page)
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Utter Collapse In
Plans For Chicago
Theatre Exposition
Slated For Last Spring,
Was
Postponed To Fall And ISotv
Called Off Entirely
The American Theatre Equipment Exposition, which was slated to be held in
Chicago last Spring, and then "postponed
until Fall," has been called off entirely.
William Newbould, general manager, announced that plans for holding the exposition at the Chicago Coliseum were definitely abandoned. Inability to get dates
for the affair later in the season was given
as the reason. Newbould announced that
checks totaling more than $15,000 were
being returned to theatre equipment manufacturers who had signed up for booths.
From other quarters, it is learned that
the exposition faiLed to get the support its
sponsors hoped for, and this is said to be
the real reason for its collapse.

Pacent Details His
New Junior Models
For Smaller Houses
The two new Pacent Junior models are
fully detailed in announcement given out
this week by the Pacent Eeproducer Coi-p.
through Louis Gerard Pacent, president.
The two machines are for houses up to
500 seats.
Type 500 D D A is for synchronous disc
reproduction and sells for $1,500. It has
full double channel amijlification with reserve amplifier for every amplifier used.
No batteries are used in operation. The
amplifiers operate directly from any 110
volt-60 cycle A C source.
The second of the machines is Type 500
F D A, combining synchronous disc and
sound-on-film reproduction. The price is
$2,500 for both disc and sound-on-film.
The features of the disc system are the
same as those contained in the Type 500
D D A machine, including a new type pickup and a mechanical gear drive.
The new models employ the latest type
of electro-dynamic speakers. When disc
is played it is not necessary to thread
through the sound-on-film section it is said.
Deli\''eries on the new models start in
August.

B. C. Exhibitors Want To
Abolish Post War Taxes
Owing to the increased costs incidental to
the showing of motion pictures and other
forms of amusement, it is said that theatremen of Vancouver and Victoria, B. C, are
opposed to keeping in effect the present tax,
which was agreed upon at the close of the
war. At that time it was understood that the
tax was to be gradually reduced and finally
abolished. This was never completed on account of changes in politics. Unless some
measure cf relief is introduced in the legislature itis quite poBsible that the theatregoing public will be called ui)on to pay the
tax the theatremen have been absorbing.

Motion

Calif. Patrons
Rebel
At Silent Film
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

an ES,
IL— Ato large
theatre
Julyclose
Los
ANGEL
LOSsuburb
Angeles, one of the first houses
in Southern California to equip for
talkers over two years ago, recently
booked a silent feature for the regular
week showing.
The picture had a star of high rating
who has always done fine business in
the town. Business on the week
dropped off considerably over the average; and in addition it was stated that
not less than forty per cent of the
patrons complained that the picture
did not have sound or dialogue. Twenty-five per cent of the audience asked
and received refunds during the week's
engagement.
Apparently patrons of that theatre
have become firmly educated to talkers
during the two years of steady bookings of sound and dialogue films into
the house.

The Stage In A Bad
Way
In Louisville,
Talkies Predominate
Louisville, Ky., July 11. — Vaudeville
was featured at only one local theatre last
Saturday — a condition probably without
precedent during the past decade.
Vaudeville is not in an entirely healthy
way in local circles, the hot weather having had much to do with its curtailmen.
The Rialto has abandoned vaudeville, for
the summer at least and is now playing a
talkies policy. The Gayety and Walnut,
both burlesque houses, have closed until
the fall. The Savoy is dark and the Fontaine Ferry Park stage is empty. The
Temple Theatre experimented with "tab"
road shows, lost money and has not reopened. The National has long been vacant,
while the Strand, Mary Anderson and
Alamo are definitely committed to talkies.
The Orpheum is now presenting films, having dismissed its stock company last week.
Loew's State is expected to utilize its stage
later in the year, but now films will be the
attraction. The Hippodrome was the only
house with the stage presentation. The
Brown, of course, is in the running, but
Sunday being a day of rest, it did not
resume shows until Monday.
Conuuenting on the situation. First
Nighter, of "The Louisville Herald-Post"
declared that the scarcity of stage activities
in Louisville is "not indicative of a lack
of interest in the theatre but is directly due
to the ascendency of the talkies, which have
proved to be a revolutionary innovation.

W. B. Lease 1,000 Acres
For Outdoor Locations
Hollywood, July 11. — Wnrner Brothers
have leased 1,000 acres of the former
Lasky Ranch from the Hollingswortli
Realty Co., and will use the property for
outdoor locations and sets of Warner and
First National productions.
The property is located on the north side
of the Hollywood Hills and adjoins the
First National Studios, making it especially convenient for outdoor sets for both
companies.

Picture
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"Blue Noses"
And Exhibitors
Battle In Mo.
Showmen

Use Recent Decision

Of State Supreme Court To
Vindicate Sunday Shows
Kansas City, Mo., July 10. — The
most widespread Sunday opening fight
in years is in progress in Missouri. In all
parts of the state exhibitors are opening
their theatres, then being arrested and in
turn relying upon the recent decision of the
State Supreme Court in Springfield, Mo.,
to vindicate them.
In Independence, Mo., a 10,000 population
city which is a suburb of Kansas City, Warwick T. Boles, owner of the Lewis and the
Elliott Theatres, after being fined $50 for
showing on Sunday, has obtained a temporary injuneti^on against the mayor and
chief of police to prevent any interference
with his shows on Sunday. The writ was
granted Mr. Boles by Judge Stanford A.
Lyon of the Assignment Division of the
Circuit Court.
Boles is contesting a 20-year old city ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows. "Blue
noses" are up in arms. Despite the injunction city officials have threatened to arrest
Mr. Boles again if he operates his theatres
on Sunday prior to the hearing on the writ,
which will be soon. In case Mr. Boles
should be arrested and the writ ignored, the
city officials would be subject to prosecution for contempt of court, say leading lawvers in Kansas Citv.

1

Columbia's Schedule For
New Season Is Announced
(Continued from page 194-.^)

"Hell's Island," a picture of Devil's Island type
featuring, two masculine stars in a story of life in
a penal colony.
DE LUXE
PRODUCTIONS
"Last of the Lone Wolf." another novel in this
series
by LouisLove,"
Joseph from
V^ance
"Borrowed
the has
piaybeenby secured.
Bide Dudley.
"N'engeance," a drama, set partly in the West and
featuring a prominent man star. "Ladies Must Play"
astory
comedy
drama of maritial life. "Jazz Daughters," a
of youth.
"Sisters," a domestic drama, starring Molly O'Day
and "The
Sally Black
O'Neill.
Sheep," a storydeliberately
of a youth
because of a misunderstanding
set who
himself
against love, law and society.
"Paris Nights." Singing and dancing will be one
of its highlights.
"Wall Street." With actual scenes of the Stock
Exchange, Curb Market and other landmarks of New
York's financial district.
"Prince of Diamonds," a story of society and first
nighters, by Gene Markey.
"Temptation," the intensely human story of a girl
whose charm and fascination made all men her adoring slaves.
"Private Property," a triangle story. "Around the
Corner,"
a drama
New set
York.
"Mexicali
Rose," a
story of love
and of
revenge
against
the background
of Mexico.
"Personality," which will serve as a vehicle for a
feminine star.

Mascot Serial Theme

Song

the Kongo."
Nat song
Levine's
new"King
Mascotof serial,
has a theme
and
special musical score written by Lee Zahler. The theme song is "Love Thoughts
of You" and is dedicated to Jacqueline
Logan, the heroine of the story. A talking
trailer in connection with "King of the
Kongo" is also being put out by Mascot.

I
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Public Demands
Sound, But It
Must Be Good
^Kick Back^* From Bad Equipment And Acoustics Now
Being Felt
Demand of the public for sound continues firm, but any kind of sound won't
do. Cases of theatres reverting to silents
are not due to public preference for silent
pictures, it was shown in a sui-vey conducted by Motion Picture News this
week.
While some theatres are going silent because of the usual Summer slump or high
sound costs, it is still more strikingly evident that others are being forced into
silence because they have shown sound programs on unsatisfactory equipment and
under improper conditions, and the public
has rebelled.
In the Chicago territory, for example,
where some of the houses have changed
back to silent pictures, the underlying
cause is inferior equipment or theatres that
are such monstrosities, acoustically, that
patrons readily prefer silent pictures to
the noise which these theatres have professed to call "sound."
In the Denver territory only five houses
have gone back to silents. In nearly every
instance, the reason assigned is poor sound
equipment, although some say the policy of
mixing
so"uad
and silent
pictures
the
cause. In
no instance
is the
entire is
blame
placed on patrons' dislike of talkies.
Half a dozen houses out of a hundred is
the ratio in which, it is estimated, wired
houses in the Des Moines territory have
taken to silents in the Summer. Many of
the theatres have bought sound equipment
which doesn't come up to expectations and
that has been a handicap for those who are
not getting from sound pictures what they
expected.
Reports from other sections are to the
same effect.

Holman Becomes Officer
In Christie Film Company

Long associated with the Christies in
both films and real estate activities, William S. Holman was last week elected a
vice-president of the Christie Film Co. He
is also secretary and treasurer of the Metropolitan Sound Studios, Inc., and is the
manager of the Christie Realty Corp., for
which he has been in charge for the past
several years.
Other Christie officers remain the same,
with Al Christie as president; Charles H.
Christie, vice-president and general manager; E. D. Shanks, secretary, and Fred
L. Porter, treasurer.

Louis Sarecky Appointed
Manager Of RKO Studios
Louis A. Sarecky, an executive at the
RKO Studios for several years, became
studio manager and associate producer last
week, the appointment placing him second
in command. The ranking executive on
the Coast is William Le Baron.
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'Show Boat" At Popular Prices
Proves Smashing Hit At Colony;
All Grind Houses Draw Heavily
^^ Behind That Curtain^^ Held
Dominion Investigating
F. P. Canadian

ment has
Governunder
Canadi
THE
the
an aninquiry
started
Combines Investigation Act into
the operations of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., following the receipt
of complaints of trade discrimination
from certain independent exhibitors in
the Dominion.
The movement was launched by an
exhibitors cooperative organization
which has not made much headway in
a trade sense. J. Earl Lawson, a
lawyer and a member of Parliament,
is acting for the complainants. F. A.
McGregor, of Ottawa, registrar under
the Combines Investigation Act, is
conducting the inquiry into the operations of Famous Plavers Canadian.

Piiblix Leases G-B
Springield, Mass.,
House For 15 Years
Springfield, Mass., July 11. — Publix lias
leased the Broadway Theatre, owned by tlic
G-B Theatres Corp., of which Nathan E.
and Samuel Goldstein are president and
treasurer, respectively, for a term of fifteen years, beginning August 1, 1929. G-B
will continue to occupy the second and
third floors of the theatre building. Publix
will make several improvements, one of
which will be to install a large refrigeration system.
Publix is also building a new theatre in
this city, on the site of the former
Massasoit house. It is expected to be
opened within a few months.
The disposal of the Springfield Theatre
will
no way
affectto G-B's
whichin will
continue
run asother
usual.holdings

Pathe N. Y. Studios Busy
With Comedy Productions
During the month of July, while Robert
T. Kane is in Europe, the Pathe Studios in
New York are concentrating solely upon
the production of short dialogue comedies.
"Beach Babies," a skit laid on the beach
at Atlantic City, has already been completed by J. Gordon Bostock; in its cast
are Charles Kemper, Evelyn Knapp and
Naomi Casey, who were directed by Bradley Barker, Joe Hayman and Bosrock supply the story. The latter 's next comedy
production will be "His Opei-ation."
Harry Delmar has completed "Syncopated Trial," the first of the Folly series.
Barker also directed this in collaboration
with Delmar, who authored the piece with
Lester Lee; among the players are Lew
Seymore, Morgan Morly, Buddy Doyle,
Max Stamm, Hal Beck and Dave Ferguson.
Frank T. Davis is assembling a cast for his
comedy, "Fancy That"; George Le Maire
is preparing to shoot "Barber's College,"

Over; '"''Mary Dugan'^ Second
Week Big; "'Four Feathers^^
Solid Hit; Two NeckAnd-Neck
hot weather over
a siegeof ofJuly,
TpjFoujrth
DESPIthe
Broadway's
picture palaces managed to standthe
off heat and come through with flying
colors. The business all along the line was
better, as far as the grind houses are concerned, than it was the previous week. The
real smashing hit of the street last week
was "The Show Boat," which came into
the renovated Colony and managed to draw
$22,043 in five days at that house. The
other grind houses all held pictures that
drew substantially. At the Roxy "Behind
That Curtain" fared so well at the box
office that it has been held over for this
week. The receipts were $115,462.75, while
at the Capitol "The Trial of Mary Dugan"
showed great strength in its second week
by getting $67,777. The Paramount, which
held Adolphe Menjou, in "Fashions in
Love," came through with $73,300.
The Rial to and the Rivoli theatres ran
almost neck-and-neck in receipts. At the
former "Alibi" drew $38,400, while the
latter with "Thunderbolt" got $37,900.
At the Strand "The Squall," following
its $2 top run, drew $33,500, while "The
Constant Nymph," at the Cameo, fared
rather badly with $4,417.
The outstanding hit of the extended run
pictures is "Four Feathers," at the Criterion. Even though this picture is a silent
production the house is playing to better
than capacity and last week's receipts were
$16,500 for the fourth week of the engagement.
Of the runs the only other offering to top
100 per cent average was "The Broadway
Melody," in its twenty-first week, getting
$15,772.
The others with their receipts are "Bulldog Drummond," Apollo theatre, $10,124;
"Broadway Babies, Central, $10,223.25;
"The Fall of Eve," Embassy, $4,787;
"The Black Watch," Gaiety, $7,493.50;
"Broadway," Globe, $10,465; "Drag,"
Warners', $14,223.25 and "On With The
Show," Winter Garden, $16,564.50.
A recent issue of Motion Picture
News said that "Broadway Babies" received bad notices after its premiere. This
was inaccurate. Four of the New York
dailies gave the picture good reviews, one
of which was a "rave." The other notices
were not favorable.

Great Throng Sees New
Fox Frisco Theatre Open
San Francisco, July 11. — A mammoth
crowd watched the opening of the new Fox
Theatre in San Francisco. The premiere
was a gala event, thousands lining'the streets
in the immediate vicinity of the playhouse
to see the promenade
of stars.

Motion
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THEATRE — Continued

Attraction

15
"Hearts in Dixie ■
22
||Hearts in Dixie"
29
"Hearts in Dixie"
5
"Christina"
12
"ChrisUna"
19
"Christina"
26
"Christina"
3
"Christina"
10
"Christina"
17
"Christina"
24
"The Black Watch" (Opened)
31
"The Black Watch"
8
"The Plack Watch"
15
"The Black Watch"
22
"The Black Watch"
29
"The Black Watch"
Total Gross for 26 Weeks, $220,664.75.
Average Weekly Gross, $8,487.87.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 92 7/13.
High Gross: "The River," $14,294.00.
Low Grass: "The Black Watch," $4,872.00.
GLOBE

Gross

Percentage

8,732.50 93 3/5
8,881 .25 95 1/2
Business so bad receipts refused
13,777.75 147 7/10
7,854.00 84 1/5
8,147 .75
87 3/10
7,850.00 84 1/5
7,027.50 76 2/5
6,481.50 69 2/5
6,231.50 56

THEATRE

10,065.75 106 4/5
9,834 . 00
105 2/5
8,683.00 93 4/5
5,973.00 64
4,872.00 52 1/2

un.)

(Seats 1,418; Scale $l-$2-$2.50; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and S
Percentage
(Money Capacity, $26,500.00 for 16 Shows at this Scale)
Ending
.Attraction
Gross
85 1/5
83
86 4/5
19
The Show Boat" (4 days)
$1 1,000 00
26
"The Show Boat"
17,213 00
3
"The Show Boat"
17,450 00
71
1/2
84
72 2/5
10
"The Show Boat"
16,892 00
17
"The Show Boat"
14,365 00
92 1/10
24 "The Show Boat"
14,560 00
75 4/5
31 "Broadway" (5 days)
13,300 00
58
8
"Broadway"
15,338.00
64 3/5
1/10
15 "Broadway"
12,887.00
50 2/5
22 "Broadway"
11,782.00
29
"Broadway"
10,127.00
Total Gross on 11 Weeks, $154,914.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $14,083.00.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 75 8/11.

Week
April
•
May
"
'
"
"
June
"
"
'

HARRIS

Week
April
"
May
"

THEATRE

(Seats 1,167; Scale $l-$2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun.)
Ending
Attraction
Gross Percentage
19
'The Rainbow Man" (5 days)
$14,000.00 120 3/5
26
"The Rainbow Man"
12,286.00 105 9/10
3
"The Rainbow Man"
13,737 00
118 3/10
10
"The Rainbow Man"
13,398.00 115 2/5

W. B. Plan "Show Of Shows"
As Their Greatest Picture
A super Vitaphone production — planned
as the greatest picture made by the Warner
Brothers — is now in a preliminary stage,
Sam E. Morris, vice-president of Warner
Bros., announcing tentative plans for the
production which will be called "The Show
of Shows," and which will feature every
star from both the Wamer and First National studios. Definite places in the picture, have already been assigned John
Barrymore, George Arliss, Charlotte Greenwood, Irene Bordoni, Jack Buchanan, Winnie Lightner and Frank Fay, the latter to
be master of ceremonies. The film will be
largely musical but there Avill be several
dramatic interludes. It will be made under
supervision of J. L. Warner.

from
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SELWYN
THEATRE — Continued
Week Ending
Attraction
• 17 "The Rainbow Man"
" 24
"The Rainbow Man"
Total Gross on 6 Weeks, $69,630.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $11,605.00.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 99 2/3.

Gross

Percentage
71 7/10
67 9/10

8,331.00
7,878.00

WARNER'S THEATRE
(Averasre Weekly Business for 1928, $15,976.00)
Percentage
181 4/5
(Seats, 1,360; Scale, $1.00 $2.00; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. & Sun.
159 1/6
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross
148
Jan.
5
"MyMan"
$29,047.00
" 12
"MyMan"
25,435 00
137 1/10
" 19
"MyMan"
23,650.25
116 9/10
' 26
"MyMan"
21,825.00
92 3/10
Feb.
2
"MyMan"
18,679.75
70 7/10
9
"MyMan"
14,747.75
84 3/5
" 16
"MyMan"
11,299.75
94
1/10
126
97 4/5
" 23
"The Redeeming Sin"
20,130.26
Mar.
1
"The Redeeming Sin"
15,045.25
59 1/5
8
"Sonny Boy" (5 days)
9,634.00
128 3/5
" 15
"Sonny Boy"
15,634 00
134 1/2
" 22
"Sonny Boy" (5 days)
6,746.75
" 29
"The Divine Lady"
20,546.00
95 1/5
101
1/10
April 5
"The Divine Lady"
21,493.00
78 3/5
" 12
"The Divine Lady"
16,160.25
" 19
"The Divine Lady"
15.216 75
" 26
"The Divine Lady"
12,583.80
152 9/10
110 7/10
May
3
"The Desert Song" (3 days)
10,472 .00
90 4/5
102
1/10
" 10
"The Desert Song"
18,683.75
" 17
"The Desert Song"
16,323.25
92
1/2
70 3/10
* 24
"The Desert Song"
14,615.00
" 31
"The Desert Song" (8 days)
12,836 .00
June
8
"Honky Tonk" (4 days)
8,445.75
95
3/5
57 7/10.
" 14
"Honky Tonk" (8 days)
10,251.50
89
" 21
"Drag" (2 days)
4,091.00
" 28
"Drag"
15,273.00
ToUl Gross for 26 Weeks, $408,866.00.
Average Weekly Gross, $15,725.61.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 106 5/13.
High Gross:
"My Man", $29,047.00.
Low Gross:
"Honky Tonk" (8 days), $10,251.50.
WINTER

THEATRE

(Average Business for 1928, $19,873)
(Seats 1,200; Scale $l-$2; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. and Sun.)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross Percentage
Mar. 15
"The Singing Fool"
*$15,301 . 50
77 2/5
" 22
"The Singing Fool"
12,484.50 63
" 29
"The Singing Fool"
12,692.50 64
April 5
"The Singing Fool"
13,864.75 70
" 12
"The Singing Fool"
11,102.75 55 4/5
'" 19
"The
Singing
Fool"
9,555.25 48 1/5
26
House Dark
May
3
"Madam X" (4 days)
10,300.00 92 1/2
" 10
"Madam X"
18,278.25 92 3/10
« 17
"Madam X"
17,791.00 89 4/5
" 24
"Madam X"
16,970.00 85 7/10
" 31
"Madam X"
14,058.00 71
June
7
"Madam X"
12,694.00 64 1/10
" 14
"Madam X"
10,177.00 513/10
" 21
"Madam X"
8,854.25 44 9/10
Total Gross on 14 Weeks, $184,123.75.
.Average Weekly Gross, $13,151.69.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 69 2/7.
♦ After
26 weeks
Theatre
for six
weeks. at the Winter Garden "The Singing Fool" was moved to the Harris
SELWYN

News

Runs Get High Grosses
(Continued

Week Ending

Picture

GARDEN

THEATRE

(Average Business for 1928, $37,252.00)
(Seats, 1,492; Scale, $1.00-$2.00; Two Shows Daily; Three Sat. & Sun.)
Week Ending
Attraction
Gross Percentage
Jan.
5
"The Singing Fool"
$44,427 00 119 1/5
" 12
"The Singing Fool"
38,196.00 102 1/2
" 19
"The Singing Fool"
36,196.00 97 1/10
" 26
"The Singing Fool"
36,275.00 97 2/5
Feb.
2
"The Singing Fool"
33,835.75 90 4/5
"
9
"The Singing Fool"
31,161.75 83 3/5
" 16
"The Singing Fool"
32,562.25 87 3/6
" 23
"The Singing Fool"
30,743.25 82 1/2
Mar.
1
"The Singing Fool"
21,571.75 57 9/10
"
8
"The Singing Fool"
21,239.00 57
" 15
"Noah's Ark" (3 days)
24,239.00 144 9/10
" 22
"NoahsArk"
32,588.00 87 2/5
" 29
"Noah's Ark"
29,359.75 78 4/5
April 5
"Noah's Ark"
31,457.25 84 2/5
" 12
"Noah'sArk"
27,054.25 72 3/6
" 19
"Noah'sArk"
25,506.00 68 2/5
" 26
"Noah'sArk"
23,133.75 62 1/10
May
3
"Noah'sArk"
22,283.50 59 4/5
" 10
"Noah'sArk"
18,045 00
48 3/5
" 17
"Noah'sArk"
14,062 00
37 7/10
" 24
"Noah'sArk"
14,323.50 38 2/5
" 31
"On With the Show" (4 days)
15,890 00
77 3/5
June
8
"On With the Show"
25,831.50 69 3/10
" 15
"On With the Show"
20,300 25
54 2/5
" 22
"On With the Show"
16,827 .25 45 1/5
" 29
"On With the Show"
16,031.00 43
Total Gross for 26 Weeks, $683,139.75.
Average Weekly Gross, $26,274.60.
Average Weekly Percentage Rating, 71
High Gross:
''The Singing Fool", $44,427.00.
Low Gross:
"Noah's Ark", $14,323.00.

World Wide To
Distribute New
Sennett Talkie
"Midnight Daddies," his first all-talking
feature length comedy, upon which he has
been quitely at work for the past few
months, has just been completed by Mack
Sennett. It will be distributed in the
United States and Canada by World Wide
with pliysical distribution through Educational Exchanges.
In the cast are Harrj' Gribbon and Andy
Clyde, co-featured, and Alma Bennett,
Vernon Dent, Addie McPhail, Katherine
Ward, Rosemary Theby, Jack Coojier and
Natalie Joyce.

Carl Laemmle Sails After
"B'way" Showing On Boat
Twenty-four houi-s following last Tuesday's showing of "Broadwaj'" on the S. S.
•Majestic, Carl Laemmle, president of Universal who sponsored the affair, sailed on
the White Star liner. He goes directly to
Paris and from thence to Carlsbad. His
trip is partly business and partly vacation.
During Mr. Laemmle 's absence Lou
Metzger, general manager of Universal,
will decide
the York.
site of Universal 's proposed
studio
in New
Mr. Laemmle 's party includes Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Bergerman, Mr. and Mrs.
Siegfried Laemmle, Jack Rose, David
Bader, and chauffeur and maid. They will
go directlv to Paris and from there to

Carlsbad. '
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Sound And Projection
Conducted By James R,
Oscillation
{Continued From Last Week)

FORMAL heating of the filament, that
is, operating a filament at its Lormal
rated voltage, will increase the tendency to oscillate when compared with tube
operation at reduced filament heating and
voltage. All tubes should be operated at
their normal filament voltage because it is
then only that the tube works at maximum
efficiency.
Finally we obtain an increase of power
and increase in the tendency to oscillate by
increasing the plate voltage applied to the
tubes. Yet it is only by applying a normal
or proper plate voltage to the tubes that
we can cause a sufficient flow of electrons
in the plate circuit to obtain real volume
and distance-getting ability from the receiver. While it would be desirable to operate all tubes at maximum possible plate
voltage, this cannot always be done because
the power might be so great with certain
designs that no available means could be
sufficient to prevent free oscillation. Therefore, in some well designed receivers, oscillation is controlled by reducing the plate
voltage.
Now we come to the causes of oscillation
which are wholly undesirable and which we
wish to eliminate or counterbalance. They
include all the uncontrolled causes of feeding energy backward from the plate current
to the grid circuit of the same tube or from
the plate of any tube to the grid of another
tube preceding it in the receiver.
A note should be made here that in receivers of the regenerative type there is
provided an intentional feedback from plate
to grid circuit, but this feedback in a regenerative set is under control and is adjustable. Itis used to bring the circuit up
to maximum regeneration while keeping it
below oscillation. In talking of feedbacks
we are not concerned with these intentional
feedbacks but only with feedbacks which
are not adjustable and which are not under
the control of the operator.

Undesirable Feedback
There are three kinds of undesired feedback. One kind occurs through resistances
which are common to more than one circuit
and these are called resistance feedbacks.
Another feedback is caused by coupling between parts which have inductances such
as coils and loops of wire. These are
called inductive feedbacks. Then we have
the feedbacks caused by capacity effects
between all of the various parts in the circuit, that is, between all parts which are
conductors.
Whenever two or more circuits come together at a resistance there is a resistance

Cameron

feedback because we have a resistance
coupling at this point. It will be recognized
that the act of connecting the plate circuits
of two or more tubes to a common B battery
provides a coupling between these tubes by
means of the resistance of the battery.
Whenever we connect the grid return of the
grid circuit of two or more tubes to a common C battery or to the battery side of a
common rheostat we have a resistance
coupling through the resistance of the C
battery or the rheostat. With any of these
resistance couplings there is a chance for
energy from one stage or tube to be transferred back to a preceding stage or tube.

Eliminating Feedback Resistance
Now for the elimination of resistance
feedbacks. It would be possible to use
separate A batteries, B batteries and C batteries for each tube in the set and this
would eliminate many resistance feedbacks.
Of course such a procedure is out of the
question because of the space and expense
involved.
Fortunately it is comparatively easy and
not so very expensive to complete each plate
circuit and each grid circuit without their
going through the B battery or the C battery. In the ordinary receiver the plate circuit may be considered as starting at the
filament. Electron flow is from filament to
plate, then through the plate and the external coupling in the plate circuit which
may be a coil or a resistance. From here
the electron flow is to and through the B
battery or power unit back to the connection to the A battery, and then to the
filament, thus completing the circuit. If
two stages or more are connected to one B
battery or power unit, the electron flow
from both or from all of them is through
the same unit.
The proper procedure is to place a large
capacity condenser across the B-battery or,
to connect this condenser between the tube
filament and the B-battery or power supply
end of the coil or resistance in the plate
circuit. Flow of plate electrons is then
from plate to coupling coil or resistance,
through this large condenser and back to
the filament without going through the Bbattery. When each tube or each stage is
provided with such a by-pass the resistance coupling will be practically eliminated.
The capacity of such a bypass condenser
for radio frequency tubes should be at least
.006 microfarad and may well go as high
as .01 microfarad. The capacity of the bypass condenser in detector and audio circuits should be one microfarad. It is not
sufficient to use only one bypass if the feedback is to be eliminated. A separate bypass
must be used on each stage or tube of the
receiver.
The coupling through C-batteries is eliminated by connecting a bypass condenser
of large capacity, such as one-half to one
microfarad, between the negative filament
tetrminal of each audio frequency tujbal

socket and the filament or "F" terminal
on the audio frequency transformer which
is ahead of this tube. The grid terminal
on that transformer connects to the grid
terminal on the socket of the tube in question.
If the grid returns from the secondaries
of the radio frequency transformers are
connected to the battery side of a rheostat which controls all radio frequency
tubes, there will be a back coupling through
this rheostat unless the bypass condensers
are installed.
It is well known that the magnetic fields
of two coils will couple with each other
unless the coils are a very great distance
apart, a distance greater than could be provided in a radio receiver.
When two coils have their axes in line
their coupling will depend on the separation between the coils. While they are in
line, moving them closer together will increase the coupling and moving them apart
will decrease it.
If the separation of the two coils remains
the same, turning them so that their center
lines or axes are at an angle with each
other will reduce the coupling and when
the two coils are at right angles the coupling will be as near zero as it can be made.
Therefore, one method of reducing inductive feedback due to magnetic fields is to
place the coils at right angles to each
other and another method is to place them
as far apart as possible.

Transferring Magnetic Field
There is a third method of reducing inductive feedback. If two or more coils are
placed parallel to each other, the magnetic
field from one of them will pass through
the other. Whenever lines of force cut
through or pass through one side of the
turns of wire on a coil, and do not also
cut through the opposite side of the same
turns, there will be a voltage induced in
the turns. But if all of the lines of force
which cut through one side of a coil also
cut through the other side, then equal and
opposite voltages are induced in the two
ing.
sides of the same turne of wire. These
voltages balance each other and there is
no induced current and no inductive couplBy inclining the center lines of the coils,
still keeping them parallel but changing
the angle or inclination of the coils from
a line drawn through all of them, more
and more of the magnetic lines of force
sent out by adjacent coils will cut through
both sides.
This angle of inclination may be increased until the point is reached at which
all of the lines of force cutting through
one side of a coil also cut through the other
side. At this particular position there will
be minimum magnetic coupling. The exact
angle for this absence of coupling varies
with the coil diameter and coil length.
(To be continued next week)
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Chicago Papers Tell Hollywood
I have recommended your Blue Book
to the readers o£ my motion picture
column in the Chicago Daily News.^^
Jack Casey, Hollywood Correspondent,
Chicago Daily News.
fcfc

^^'I cannot tell you how great an aid this
directory is to a photoplay critic, not
only in answering questions of ^£ans^
but in getting information about players
in current pictures, to use in writing
reviews, l^m keeping the Blue Book
close at hand.^^^Genevieve Harris,
Photoplay Editor, Chicago Evening Post.

Watch For Other Newspaper Contmeiits

Hollywood Can^'t Afford To Stay Out
of

Motion Picture News

BLUE

BOOK

New Edition Now in Preparation—
Publication Next Fail
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By Walter R. Greene

tRENE

and short story -writmanyof atithors
ers standing have been brought to
the coast during the past year for
talkers that representatives of two nationally circulated monthly magazines recently
visited California to renew Avriter contacts.
One of the representatives admitted most
of America's authors were now living permanently in California; and if not employed in pictures, were located in a cottage somewhere along the coast line from
San Diego to San Francisco. The emissary,
employed by one of the largest circulated
home monthlies, lined up future literary
material among the writing fraternity, and
will make semi-annual tri] s west from now
on.
SO

TACK KEARNS has managed many
" fighters, including Jack Dempsey and
Mickey Walker, and therefore should know
something about using his mitts. Charles
Delaney, screen actor of note, has played
many boxer parts in films, and knows his
stuff.
The pair had a little argument on the
night of July 4th — Kearns came out of the
battle with some black eyes, and Delaney 's
nose needed medical attention. As a result
of the fracas, Kearns is said to have delayed a trip East until hr' looked more
presentable.
THE Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences will confer seven awards
of merit in the production branch of pictures for the year en^ling August 1st;
instead of seventeen as presented last year.
The awards will cover distinguished
achievements for actors, actresses, directors, writers, cinematographers, art director.s, and the company whose production is
■considered the best of the year. In making
the selections, no distinction will be made
between silent and sound productions.

RICH

has been signed by Fox to

1 play opposite Will R-ogers in "They
Had To See Paris." Not much news in
itself, but interesting to the extent that
both players appeared together several
times in the series of feature comedies Will
Rogers made for Goldwyn some years ago.
This will be Rogers' initial talker, but
Miss Rich demonstrated her abilities in
front of the "mikes" a couple of months
t;'red
ago infine.
an independent dialoger, and regis-

Siiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii

\ COAST producer was considering pro- » duetion of a re-make that had originally been produced about ten years ago by
his company. The story was written by a
well-known author, who at the time received $10,000 for liis work. In order to
clear things legally for production of the
story in dialog, the studio requested the
author to set a price for the dialog rights
to his old story. The author smilingly
asked for $20,000 for the talker rightsdouble what he had originally received for
the screen rights originally; which resulted
in the producer forgetting about making
a talker at this time.

Phone Granite 2145

Hotel Roosevell

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'Mj;'

R. GREEISE
News Editor

DOROTHY ARZNER and Robert :\Iilton have worked out an original ari-angement for directorial credit on the pictures they make together for Paramount.
Miss Arzner, who directs the picture, and
Milton, who directs the dialog, alternate
in screen credit for direction. Miss Arzner

Paul Whiteman, famous jazz maestro, dons the
engineer's garb while en route to Hollywood
where he is making a Universal sound special

IN outlining the Pathe production program for the coming season, the
studio executives are preparing the
pictures in groups of five. Each group is
considered as a separate unit, and stories
for the group are planned so that they will
cover a wide range of entertainment. This
system is expected to eliminate all possibilities of producing or releasing two productions of similar theme or background
too close together.
The first Pathe group of five pictures
includes "The Sophomore," a college comedy; "Big News," a newspaper mystery
melodrama; "Paris Bound," a marriage
drama; "The Awful Truth," a sophisticated comedy with Ina Claire; and "Oh
Ycali," a railroad comedy.
IT'S curious the way Hollywood finds out
■ about an exceptionally good picture.
Pathe previewed "The Sophomore" in two
outlying spots, and soon after nearly everyone connected with production in various
studios had heard about it.
"The Sophomore" is excellent entertainment (as stated in the Motion Picture
News review), and in addition to that,
shows how a talker comedy should be handled to get the maximum number of laughs
without the loss of dialog. The timing for
audience laughs was sytematically worked
out — when a laugh came, the characters
continued their action — but silently — and
dialog did not start again until the laughs
had subsided in the theatre. It was a fine
job of dialog writing and direction.

received full credit for direction of ' ' The
Wild Party;" while Milton gets the same
rating
for "Behind
Make Up." So far
the
system
works outthegreat.
NO less than five "sister acts" will be
staged by Warner Brothers in their
musical revue, now being prepared under
the title of "Show of Shows." The five
pairs of sisters who will do numbers for
the production include Dolores and Helene
Costello; Marceline and Alice Day; Viola
Dana and Shirley Mason; Sally Blane and
Lorel/ta Young; and Sally O'Neill and
Molly O'Day.

"Dynamite" Premiere At
Carthay Circle July 25
Hollywood, July 11.— Cecil B. DeMille's
first talker for M-G-M, "Dynamite," will
have its premiere at Fox Carthay Circle
Theatre July 25th at $5 top for opening
night.
De Mille, who is now vacationing on his
yacht,
will return to town especially for
the opening.

Maxwell Anderson Signed
By "U" To Write Originals
Hollywood, July 11. — Universal has
signed Maxwell Anderson to write original
screen stories and dialogue. Anderson collaborated with Laui-ence Stallings in writing "What Price Glory" and is the author
of "Saturday's
Children."

50% o KJi
Of Warner
Warners Vitaphone
Films Finished Or In Work
Hollywood, July 11. — Warner Brothers
have half of next season's list of forty
Vitaphone releases completed or in the
course of production. Pictures now being
prepared are those to be released during
the second half of the 1929-30 season.
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Hollywood
First National To
Use 4,000 People
Daily On Pictures
Company Will Work On 18,
Comprising Its Heaviest
Production Program
First National plans the heaviest production of its history, eighteen pictures being
scheduled to enter work beginning July 13
and carrying through the weeks immediately following. Releases are set between
September 1 and December 9.
In all, First National will be using eighteen directors and stars on the new program of pictures besides 250 technicians,
270 electricians, 3,000 extras and 94 cameramen. Approximately 4,000 people will
be working daily on the Burbank lot at
an estimated operating cost of $100,000,
it is said.
Taking a leading position among the
specials now in work are "Footlights and
Fools," starring Colleen Moore; "Sally,"
Marilyn Miller; "Paris," Irene Bordoni;
"Little Johnny Jones," Eddie Buzzell;
and "A Most Immoral Lady," Leatrice
Joy.
Filming was recently completed on a
number of releases are now in the titling
and editing stage. These include "Smiling
Irish Eyes," "The Isle of Lost Ships,"
"The Great Divide," "Hard To Get,"
"The Careless Age," "Fast Life," "Her
Private Life," "Dark Streets," "Twin
Beds" and "The Girl From Woolworths."
Jni readiness for shooting! are "Young
Nowheres," "The Forward Pass," "Lilies
of the Field," "No, No, Nanette," and
"Loose Ankles."
Ann Harding's second talker feaure for
Pathe will be "A Woman Afraid." Paul
Stein will direct.
James Wilkinson, head of Paramount's
cutting departmen for the past two years,
has signed a term contract with that company.
"The Love Parade" supporting players
include Eugene Pallette, Carl Stockdale,
Albert Riccardi, Lionel Belmore, Margaret
Fealy, Edgar Norton and Russell Powell.
George Marion, stage actor and father of
George Marion, Jr., the title writer, has
been engaged for the role of the old sailor
father
of "Anna
picture
to be made
soon Christie,"
with Greta M-G-M's
Garbo. Marion
created this role for the screen when Blanche
Sweet played Anna.
Allen Kearns, a new face among screen
personalities, plays the juvenile lead in
Radio's "The Very Idea," which Richard
Rosson is directing. Associated with him
as stage director, and also playing one of
the principal roles, is Frank Craven, the
playwright, producer and actor.
Charles Brabin, who transferred "The
Bridge of San Luis Rey" to the screen for
Metro, will direct "Ordeal," Dales Collin's
story of adventure on the sea. No cast
anounced as yet.

Why This Film Player
Joined Equity
A story
s of
Julythe11.—
whichOOD
has, gone
round
HOLLYW
Hollywood, and used by Equity
officials themselves for a laugh runs
as follows:
During the first week of the Equity
battle, an old time picture actor walked
into the Equity oflBces, stating he
wanted to sign up as a member. The
actor, who never rated over $150 a
week when he worked, had not played
in a picture for nearly three years.
After signing an application blank —
also an I. O. U. for the amount of
initiation fees and dues, the actor immediately asked "Now that I'm a member, where is the relief committee?"
Lee Kalman, member of the New York
"Pleasure Bound" company, is playing one
of the principal role for Paramount in the
dialogue comedy, "Kibitzer."
Richard Dix starts working for Radio in
about fifty days. No decision has been
reached yet concerning his initial Radio
vehicle.
Darmour-RKO has begun production on
the second of the H. C. Witwer series, Al
Herman directing. Cast includes Alberta
Vaughn, Al Cooke, George Gray and Lew
Sargent, with support from Jack Richardson,
Fern Emmet and Joe Bonner.
Kay Johnson has been placed under term
contract by M-G-M. Miss Johnson, stage
actress, came west to play the lead in Cecil
B.
Mille's her
talker,
"Dynamite"
for M-G-M,
andDesecured
contract
as a result
of her
performance in the latter picture.
A. Leslie Pearce will direct the dialog
for "The
Delightful
Rogue,"
production of a Wallace
Smith
story.RKO's
Bert Glennon
will be in charge of pictorial direction.
Marilyn Miller is now on the coast to
prepare for her starring Vitaphone version
of "Sally," which First National is producing.
James Brown, Darmour-RKO cinematographer, has been assigned by Larry Darmour, comedy producer, to investigate the
wide screen stereoscopic situation. Brown,
at one time a film camera manufacturer,
has been experimenting along these lines
for some time.
Nena Quartaro, Spanish actress, has a
role in Paramount's "The Virginian."
Rose Tapley, early screen player, is seen
in Pathe's talkie, "Paris Bound."
Evelyn Brent replaces Mary Eaton in the
cast of "Fast Company."
"Sweetie" is the new title for the Paramount story of college life previously
christened "Sis Boom
Barbara."
"The Taming of the Shrew" is being
brought to the screen by Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford with a large cast of
players. Geoffrey Wardwell is Hortensio;
Edwin Maxwell is Baptista; Dorothy Jordan
is Bianca; Joseph Cawthorne plays Gremio
and Clyde Cook is Grumio. Rehearsals are
now in swing and the picture will be
finished before the first of September.
"The Thirteenth Chair" principals are
supported, among others, by Helen Millard,
Moon Carroll, Mary Forbes and Margaret
Wycherly.

"U" To Remodel
Coast Studios At
$1,000,000 Cost
Construction Program Includes
3 New Sound Stages And 3
Sound Projection Rooms
Hollywood, July 11. — ^Universal City will
be immediately remodeled at an expenditure of about $1,000,000. The construction
program includes erection of three new
sound stages, three sound projection rooms,
a laboratory, dressing rooms and property
department, arsenal, drapery unit and garages.
In addition, six portable Movietone
trucks will be constructed at a total cost
of $350,000, and the sound trucks will
serve as auxiliary apparatus to the regular studio recording equipment. Dismantling of many old buldings will take place
to take care of the new construction.
"The Awful Truth," Ina Claire's first dialogue Pathe picture, was completed on June
13 and is now being edited. "Sailor's Holi^
day," in which Alan Hale is the star and
Sally Filers, the leading woman, was completed on the 18th.
"Half Marriage," Radio's second all-talker,
starring Olive Borden, was finished recently.
It was adapted from George Kibbe Turner's
magazine
story, "Companionate."
With the
star are Anderson
Lawler, Sally Blane,
G.
Pat Collins, Morgan Farley, Richard Tucker,
Hedda Hopper and others.
"Ida Sweet as Apple Cider," Eddie
Leonard's famous song, is sung by the
minstrel veteran star in "Melody Lane,"
Universal's all-talkie of vaudeville life. He
also renders "Roly Boly Eyes."
Mai St. Clair recently completed the direction of "Side Street," new Radio talkie
with the Moore Brothers. Arthur Housman
plays a gangster in this film.
"The Storm," melodrama screened by
Universal several years ago, is one of the
stories that the company will produce with
full dialogue and sound.
Universal is co-starring George Lewis and
Barbara Kent in two features dealing with
young love and adventure. They are
"Flaming Daughters" and "Keep on DancHarry Tierney, composer under contract
to Radio, is now writing tunes for an
original screen operetta, William LeBaron,
vice-president of Radio in charge of production, is to do the lyrics for the new
musical film.
ing."
Bernice
Claire, musical comedy star who
sang the leading role in the eastern company of "The Desert Song" has been signed
by First National-Vitaphone to play the
title role in "No, No, Nanette." It gets under way in July with the comedy roles taken
care of by Louise Fazenda and Lucien
Littleficld. William Beaudine will direct.
"Paris" Irene Bordoni's first picture, has
been started at the First National-Vitaphone
studios with Clarence Badger directing.
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Opinions on Pictures
Thunder

Melody

Chaney In Railroad Thriller
(Silent Version)
(Reviewed by Bill Furman)

* tnPHUNDER" has plenty of thrills and
•!• contains a ^eater human interest
story than is usually the case with pictures
that have a railroad background. The
youngsters will eat up the melodrama — so
will the older folks. The story has been
finely produced to carry appeal to all
classes. The combination of Chaney, who
is a natural "draw," with a picture that
is decidedly entertaining, makes "Thunder" a potential box office factor in all
spots. It rates attention for good business
in the weekly change key houses, and
should prove profitable all down the line.
Chaney portrays an old railroad engineer who eats, sleeps and thinks railroading. Chaney takes so much interest in the
welfare of the road and the maintenance
of schedules, that he is looked upon as a
typical grouch, and has been nicknamed
"Grumpy." Both his sons follow his calling.
A very effective opening has been established. Chaney is bringing in the crack
limited through one of the worst snowstorms of the year. While making up time,
he is flagged to pick up a private car on
a siding, but disregards instructions and
starts rolling again. Phyllis Haver, a night
club entertainer, is introduced at the siding. When Chaney refuses to carry her
through to Chicago, she climbs the cab, and
rides in any^vay*. During the trip, the
young fireman falls for Phyllis, and a romance between the pair is started.
There is just enough railroad and melodrama in the picture; and the proper
amount of human interest, to make it decidedly good entertainment. The climax,
showing the relief train plowing through
four feet of water, has been developed to
hold the greatest amount of audience interest.
Lon Chaney does an exceptionally fine
characterization, without the aid of any
special makeup aside from slightly greyed
hair and moustache. Phyllis Haver is excellent as the night club entertainer; while
James Murray and George Duryea turn
in sterling performances as the two sons.
William Nigh's direction was very satisfactory; and the story by Byron Morgan is
out of the usual run of railroad melodramas and finely developed.
Drawing Power: Picture rates as highly
satisfactory box office material, even
though a non-talker.
Produced and released by M-G-M. StCTy
by Byron Morgan. Scenario by Byron Morgan and Ann Price. Directsed by William
Nigh. Titles by Joe Farnham. Photography
by Henry Sharp. Supervised by Hunt
Stromberg. Length: Sound and silent,
7,783 feet. June 25, 1929.
THE

Grumpy
Zella
Jim
Tommy
Molly
Davey

Anderson

Ordinary Program Talker
(All Dialog Version)
(Reviewed by Hanter Lovelace)
EDDIE LEONARD'S initial venture into the field of talking pictures is not a
particularly happy one, the vehicle selected
for him not being at all adapted for the
display of the peculiar talents which have
made him a headliner for so many years.
Since the death of Primrose and the elder
minstrels, Eddie has been the top notcher
of pure minstrelsy, but the producers have
almost ignored this fact, as the only numbers he does are at the very beginning and
the end of the picture. The interval is the
old story of one team member going up to
stardom, while the other languishes in the
valley of "Three-a-day, " interspersed with
numerous renditions by Eddie of a sentimental song entitled "Beautiful," dedicated to his erstwhile partner-wife and
sung to his daughter.
Leonard's age precludes a successful portrayal of the part assigned to him in the
story. He is cast as the husband of the
youthful Josephine Dunn and the father
of a four-year old child, played to "Oh's"
and "Ah's" by Jane La Verne. It's sort
of a rehash of "The Jazz Singer," but
lacking the Jolson touch to put over the
father love theme.
The story opens with Eddie proclaiming
to his wife the signing of a thirty week
contract on carnival time. Disgusted, she
leaves him, taking the child, and enters
stock, while Eddie drifts down to prop
man in the theatre of the leading producer
of the town, Rinaldi, played by Huntley
Gordon. Assisted by his pal, George E.
Stone, capable as always, he enjoys stolen
moments with the child until through his
efforts his wife secures a starring part with
Rinaldi. She then notifies him he must not
see the child any more. The child, essaying a stunt her father has taught her, suffers a fractured skull on Josephine's opening night and she refuses to go on until
soldiered into it by Eddie's plea. While
she plays, he sings the child to sleep and
health, she takes him back and the picture
winds up with him, a star in his own right,
singing "Ida" and "Didn't It Rain."
Drawing Power: The old timers who remember Leonard can be counted on, but
will probably be disappointed. Produced
and distributed by Universal from an original play by Joe Swerling. Adaptation by
J. G. Hawks and Robert F. Hill; dialog
by J. G. Hawks. Directed by Robert F.
Hill. Cameraman, Jerry Ashe. Titles by
Tom Reed. To be released July 14, 1929.
Length, 6369 feet; Running time, 1 hr. 11
THE

CAST

Lon Cbaney
Phyllis Haver
George Duryea
James
Murray
Frances
Norris
Wally Albright, Jr.

Des Dupree
Dolores Dupree
Rinaldi
Danny K
Baby Constance

The Sophomore

Lane

CAST
Eddie Leonard
Josephine
Dunn
Huntly
Gordon
George E. Stone
Lane La Verne

Jamful
Laughs
(100% OfDialog)
(Reviewed by Don Ashbangb)
tt'T'HE SOPHOMORE" is a talking
■■• comedy that carries more laughs to
the foot than any straight talker so far
produced. There is not much plot to the
story, but this is amply made up for by
the rapid succession of double-barrelled
belt-line laughs from start to finish.
Eddie Quillan only needs a couple of
more like this one to place him in the front
rank of "draw" comedians. His work in
ality. Sophomore" stamps him as
"The
a great
little comedian with a wealth of person-

The entire picture has been built up with
a series of comedy sequances that top
each other in turn for laughs. The treatment of the dialogue is especially fine and
has a smoothness of development that is
unusual in current talkers.
There are plenty of laugh gags built on
the college background. A certain radio
announcer of wide reknown may laugh at
a satire of himself broadcasting a big football game, but the audience who have listened to his radio descriptions are going to
howl. The announcer is billed as "Gabriel
McAfee" for the picture sequence.
Pathe can be proud of "The Sophomore." It was built for laughs, and gets
them aplenty. William Conselman supervised; Leo McCarey directed; Joe Poland
adapted, and Earl Baldwin wrote the dialog. This quartette did such an excellent job that Pathp has kppt them as a separate unit to prodaee another original feature talking musieaL individually and collectively, they did fine work on "The
The college atmosphere was retained
Sophomore."
throughout the picture, proving that film
producers can make stories with college
backgrounds without dragging in ridiculous
and unreal situations.
Drawing Power: It's a laugh hit of
campus life. Eddie Quillan steps along as
a film comedian of real ability. Story appeared in "College Humor" as "Joe College"— which might help, but plus fact
it's a great talker comedy with laughs
aplenty.
Produced and released by Pathe. Story
by Corey Ford and T. H. Wenning. Adap>ted by John F. Poland. Dialog by Earl
Baldwin and Walter de Leon. Directed by
Leo McCarey. Photography by Joseph Mescal. Supervised by William Conselman.
Footage and Release date undetermined.
THE
Joe Collins
Margie
Callahan
Tom Weke
Barbara
Lang
Dutch
Mrs.
Collins
Armstrong
Joe's

Nephew

CAST
Eddie
Quillan
Sally O'Neill
Stanley Smith
Jeanette Loff
Russell
Gleason
Sarah Padden
Brooks
Benedict
Speck

O'Donnell
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Big News
Satisfactory Talker Comedy
(All Dialog)
(Reviewed by Hunter Lovelace)
THIS shapes up as pretty good entertainment for your customers once you
get them inside. Pathe has taken the familiar plot of the reporter who gets fired
because of too persistent shellacking of his
interior, afterwards regaining it because of
scooping the town with the big dope expose,
and, by a liberal injection of the wisecracking repartee of the ' ' Is Zat So ? "
school, has evolved a comedy that elicits a
string of laughs. You can't go wrong on
it unless your patronage is composed of
hardboiled newspaper men.
The direction is very good, utilizing, as
it does, about three sets while preserving
motion and space so well that the impression of more is gained. So deft is it that
even the old gag of allowing the villain to
destroy what he thinks is the evidence, but
what the hero proves to be only a copy by
producing the; original, produced a diaphragm shaker from the audience which
saw this picture in first preview form.
Of course, it slips in places, particularly
in the spacing of dialog quite a few
lines being lost in the chuckles of the audience, but this can be forgiven in view of
the naturalness of the delivery of most of
the players. Another point, and one on
which this reviewer would like enlightenment, is the disappearance within an hour
of a very well defined black eye from the
pugnacious physiognomy of the hero,
played by Robert Armstrong.
Drawing Pcwer: Bill it as Armstrong's
funniest since "Is Zat So?" Produced and
distributed by Pathe. From the play by
George S. Brooks. Adaptation and dialog by Jack Jungmeyer and Walter De
Leon. Directed by Gregory La Cava. Camera: John Mascall and Norbert Brodinc.
Length : 5950 feet. Running time, one hour
and 6 mins.
THE
Steve
Banks
Margaret
Banks
Hensel
O'Ne 11
Addison
Joe Reno
Ryan
Phelps
Vera
Pells
Helen
Dekc

CAST
Robert
Armstrong
Carol
Lombard
Louis
Hayne
Wade
Boteler
Charles Sellon
Sam
Hardy
Tom
Kennedy
Warner
Richmond
Cupid
Ainsvvorth
Herbert
Clark
Gertrude
Sutton
James
Donlan

"William O'Neal"
(Metro Movietone — One Reel)
THIS tall, sweet-voiced tenor sings "Lolita,"
"Until" and "Duna" with ea.se and grace.
Anyone who appreciates good concert singing
and such favorite old songs as the above three,
will enjoy Mr. O'Neal's offering. But if you
have a housefull of jazz--craving fans, don't
give them stuff like this, as they are liable to
regard it as too sugary. Nowadays in some
talkie houses the crowds make more noise razzberrying what they listen to than they ever made
i)eforc. It is one of . the little peculiarities
brought about by the talkies — that the audience
must vie with the screen in making noise. Mr.
O'Neal certainly is not deserving of razzberries, but his songs do not carry a universal appeal for fans who care more for a blues song
than ail the "Dunas" ever written. — RAYMON GANLY.

on

Too

Sophisticated For Most
Audiences
(Reviewed by Fred Schader)

OOMERSET MAUGHAM'S delightful
^ story "Charming Sinners" adapted to
the screen by Doris Anderson and most
capably directed by Robert Milton has the
fault that it is "too smart" for the average motion picture theatre audience and
therefore it may not be appreciated as it
should at the box ofiSces around the country. In the larger centers it should attract
business, especially since the cast contains
the names of Ruth Chatterton, Clive Brook,
Mary Nolan, William Powell and Montagu
Love, all players who are known to the
fans. But the prediction is made that the
feature will not bring any record breaking
box office attendance anywhere.
The tale deals with the romance of a
man and woman who are married, but not
to each other. A doctor and one of his
patients. The doctor has been wed for ten
years and his charming blonde patient
makes a set play for him, while his wife,
who is aware of the affair pretends not to
notice it and when the crucial moment arrives steps in and protects both her husband and the woman in the case by lying
to the husband of the latter. Then with
this complication straightened out it
evolves upon the doctor's wife to decide
what punishment she should mete out to
her husband. She very adroitly places the
shoe on the other foot by leading him to
believe that she is going abroad for a six
weeks' holiday with another man, although
in reality she is going alone, and the husband takes his medicine like a man, making
a few faces at the bitterness of it, but
knowing that it will effect a cure.
It is the clever casting of ' ' Charming
Sinners" that makes it although delightful
entertainment for the classes that attend
pieturti/ shows. Ruth Chlatterton as the
doctor's wife scores heavily and j\lary Nolan as the wife with a vamping complex is
almost too natural. Clive Brook gives one
of the most finished performances of his
career and William Powell with but little
to do is more than adequate in the role
assigned him, and Montague Love is right
at home as the "sap" husband of the flirting wife.
Robert Milton Avho directed the picture
iins done a very good piece of vfork in
picturizing the comedy drama, and has
timed his dialog perfectly.
Drawing Power: The title and the cast
of players ai'e the principal box office
assets. Produced and distributed by Paramount Famous Lasky. From the story by
Somerset Maugham, adapted by Robert
Milton. Length, dialog version 6164 feet.
Running time an hour and six minutes.
Release date July 6, li)2!).
THE

News

Pictures

Charming Sinners

Kathryn
Miles
Robert
Miles
.\nne-Marie
Whitley
Karl
Kraley
Mrs. Carr
Helen Carr
George
Whitley
Margaret
Alice
Gregson

Picture

CAST
Ruth

Chatterton
Clive
Brook
Mary
Nolan
William
Powell
I.aura Hope Crews
Horence
Kldridge
Montague
Love
Juliette
Crosby
Lorraine
Eddy
Claude
Allister

Dangerous Curves
Clara Bow In Lukewarm Talker
(100% Dialog Version)
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
T^HERE are only two things that save
•■■ this from going into ordinary program
classification. One is Clara Bow, Paramount's ace star — the other is the fact that
the story revolves around a circus background. Both factors will enable the picture to do satisfactory business — not as
much as the regular run of Bow pictures
during the past year, however.
Clara gets out of her usual "It" role to
portray a sweet little ingenue of a circus
bareback act.
The story is very ordinary, with little to
recommend it. Although billed as an original story by Lester Cohen, it is quite similar in basic theme to "Burlesque," with
minor variations and a different background. In view of the fact that Paramount produced "Burlesque" under the
title of "Dance of Life" and is holding it
as one of the leaders for next season, it
seems that "Dangerous Curves" might
tend to take some of the edge off the former picture when it is released.
Clara struggles through her characterization to most satisfactory results. The
balance of the cast is capable in every spot ;
while the direction can be classed as just
ordinary. Perhaps the basic story weaknesses could not be overcome by Lothar
Mendes when he transposed it 'to tlie screen.
Drawing Power: You will have to depend on draw of Clara Bow name, and
fact this is a circus story. The kids will
go for it, but others will consider it as just
an ordinary picture. Presents a good
chance for circus exploitation to get business, and picture needs extra stunts to
help it over.
Produced and released by Paramount.
Story by Lester Cohen. Scenario by Donald Davis and Florence Ryerson. Dialog
by Viola Brothers Shore. Directed by
Lothar Jlendes. Photography by Harry
Fishbeck. Supervised by B. F. Zeldman.
Running time about one hour and fifteen
minutes. Release date. July L3, 1929.
THE
Pat
Delaney
Larry Lee
Zara Flynn
Tony
Barretti
Col. F. P. Brock
Ma
Spinelli
Pa Sp nelli
Jenn e .'^ilver
"Spider"
Men About Town

CAST
Clara
Bow
Richard
Arleii
Kay Francis
David
Newell
Anders
Randolf
May
Roley
T. Roy Barnes
Joyce Comptwn
Charles D. Brown
Stuart Erwin, Jack Luden

"Roy Sedley Aiid His Night
(Vitaphone
— One Reel)
Club Revue"
ROYconductor,
.S1'"I)LI'1V
is anjazzy
acrobatic,
" typea lot
of
whose
antics "nut
induce
of laughs. He's the whole show in this "Revue" except Beth Miller, a blues singer, who
renders a "hot mamma" tune with wicked, rolling eyes. Roy does several of his eccentric
dances,ber ofand
"Sonny Boy"
gag with
memhishisorchestra
is bound
to areceive
chuckles. It is a jazzv reel, just the thing for
these hot nights.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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Silent Shorts
"Rubbing It 111"
(Educational Silent — One Reel)
A L ALT stars in a Cameo that's fair in the
/I amount of gags it brings forth. He and
Estelle Bradley are the harassed young couple,
who get two tickets for a big show and are determined to use them. Al, while striving to get
suitably dressed for the occasion, messes everything up, hard luck pursuing him everywhere,
so that when they finally arrive at the theatre
they find the show is over and that they must
fork over $29 to the taxi man because Al lost
his collar button while dressing and kept the
taxi waiting.
Fair appeal. Not as effective as the one Wallace Lupino made along the same lines some
time ago. Francis J. Martin directed.

"Top Speed"
(Educational Silent — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
AL ALT, who has only appeared in a few
Educational comedies to date, and Harold
Goodwin, comedy veteran, have an enjoyable
time in this Mermaid. They are rivals for the
smiles of Estelle Bradley, and their dislike for
each other is given an outlet in a free-ior-all
fight that ensues in a department store whither
they have escorted Estelle. This fight is one
continuous laugh and the best thing in the picture. Charles Lamont, the director, can be
seen in a few flashes of clever work. Babe
London is another one who gets over some good
stuff. This is an entirely amusing and fast
number that's sure to send the laughs up to the
prosceniums of the theatres where it is .shown.

"Joy Land"
(Educational Silent — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond
Ganly)
TO
make an ordinary comedy somewhat
peppy, Lupino Lane drags in the lively
acrobatics he used so effectively in "Sword
Points." These lively antics jazz up the piece
considerably and make it half-way effective. It
is primarily for the kiddies. It seems to have
been aimed especially at them, as it deals with
a toy shop apprentice who nods off to sleep and
dreams of Toyland.
While it's quite imaginative for a comedy, it
does not arouse any deep chuckles and i.s one
of the weakest Lupino Lanes to date. Shots
of Lupino diving through numerous trap-doors
make it interesting while they last, but otherwise
it is just kiddie stuff. Wallace Lupino supports
his brother.
Henry W. George directed.

"Lucky Breaks"
(Educational Silent— One Reel)
AL
A]/\' has a good Cameo comedy in
"Lucky Breaks." He is a sailor aboard a
Pullman, who anoys everyone on the train with
his sailor's baggage and nerve. He puts his
stuff up on a rack, but the lurching of the train
sends it tumbling down repeatedly on the chap
aloiigside of him. The other passengers are
subjected to similar torture by the gob, who
finally hangs his hammock outside his Pullman
window to snatch a few winks of sleep. This
one is snapped up with lots of laughs. Francis
J. Martin directed.— RAYMOND
GANLY.
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Chasing
Through
Europe
An

Extended

ISewsreel

{Silent J'crsinn)
(Reviewed by Hunter Lovelace)
THIS one has been kicked around enough
to deserve the title of "The Football
of Hollywood," and with reason. A disconnected, improbable and uninteresting
story, evidently written after the foreio^n
shots were mede, tries to connect some five
reels of news shots with Nick Stuart in
the foreground industriously grinding a
camera. Ireland, London, Paris and Rome
are made to serve as background for the
futile capers of Stuart and Sue Carol.
Stuart, a free lance cameraman, bumps
into Sue as she is about to be forced into
a marriage with her guardian's nephew, to
cover up the former's speculations. He
steals her away from them and the balance of the picture is taken up with the
news shots he gets while sequestering her
from the pursuing villains, culminating in
the customary fadeout kiss.
President Cosgrave, of the Irish Free
State, poses for Nick on a bridge, the
Prince of Wales goes through a review, and
Nick climbs the Eiffel Tower to get some
bird's-eye views of Paris and the Seine.
He also puts Mussolini through his paces
and gets some nice aerial shots of the Vatican, the Coliseum, Vesuvius and St. Peter's.
There is not much chance for an all silent
at tlie box office these days unless it has
merit, and this one doesn't come in that
category. The titles are good, and so are
some of the shots, but the combination
hardly makes a picture.
Drawing Power: If they like silent news
reels, Xick and Sue, play up those factors.
It might get by in double feature houses.
PrC'duced and distributed by Fox from a
story by Andrew Bennison. Directed by
David Butler and Alfred L. Werkcr. Cameramen, Sidnev Wagner, Lueien Andriot,
and L. W. O'Connell. Titles by Malcolm
Stuart Boylan. Released, Juno 9, 1929.
Sunning time, 1 hour.
THE
Linda Terry
Dick Stallings
Pliineas Merrill
Don Merrill
Louis Herriot

CAST
Gustave

Sue Carol
Nick Stuart
von Seyffertitz
Gavin Gordon
E. Alyn Warren

"By Land And Air"
(Pathe Photophone — One Reel)
OLD AL, the cats, mice and all the oth-^-r inhabitants of ^sop land take to the air in
this fairly amusing cartoon. There are some
good gags, such as half a dozen mice riding
along on inflated bolognas. Old Al, in envy,
begins to ride his air bike, but when the projjellor is bitten off by a spiteful bird, he plunges
to disaster and again fades out in a chase over
the hill.— RAYA-IOND GANLY.

"The A. And P. Gypsies"
(Vitaphone— One Reel)
THESE radio favorites play some of the
songs that have made them popular over
the air. "Two Guitars," "Gypsy Sweetheart"
and some other favorites are rendered with
excellent work by the strings. The Gypsies
make a good noveltv number with which to fill
in.— RAYMOND

GANLY'.

Sound Shorts
"Unaccustomed As We Are"
(Roach-Metro Talkie — Two Reels)
'(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THIS endeavor is successful to the extreme.
It attracts laughs at the rate of about one,
two and three a minute. Oliver and Stan are
funny in their first talkie, and that distinctive
Roach humor is felt throughout. All hands
concerned in the making of this one can throw
out their chests a bit.
Hardy's wife (May Busch) walks out on
him when he brings Stan home to dinner. While
wrestling with culinary mysteries the wile of
the cop next door (Thelma Todd) tries to aid
the boys ; in a mishap her dress is burned and
she is forced to hide in a trunk when both
Hardy's wife and the cop (Edgar Kennedy) apThe cop,forces
wise the
to the
a dame
in the pear.
trunk,
boysfactto there's
take her
over
to his own apartment with expectation of making whoopee. His wife takes him completely by
surprise and breaks all the household furniture
over his head.
The dialog and pantomime are loaded with
laughs. When Stan takes credit for demolishing the cop's mug there are sure to be many appreciative guffaws. It has a beaut of a finish
entirely in sound unsupported by pantotnine.
Stan falls down several flights of stairs, and
although you don't see him you hear him and
laugh.
Funny all the way through.

"Beach Babies"
(Pathe Talkie — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

patter, strung
VAUDEV
theme ILLE
of an encounter
at the along
beach the
at
Atlantic City, provides a fair aggregation of
laughs. Charles L. Kempner and Evelyn Knapp
are the principals who meet on the sands and
strike up an acquaintance.
A kid, well portrayed by a talented little girl,
threatens to break up their tete tete, and most
of the laughs are to be had in Kempner's efforts to get rid of her. There is further amusement in the fact that Evelyn's bathing suit has
been hidden by Kempner, and she is forced to
don a precarious newspaper gown. A fair finish comes along when Kempner, anxious to introduce his girl friend to a pal, finds that he has
been playing around with none other than the
latter's wife. Altogether, it is talkie comedy of
a medium grade.

"Screen Snapshots"
(Columbia Talkie — One Reel)
A LITTLE tour of Hollywood is taken by the
garrulous Columbia photographer, who
shoots various of the movie great, keeping up a
continuous flow of comment while gr'nding
away. The Fairbanks, Ben Lyon, Joan Crawford, George Sidney, John Gilbert, Marion
Davies and many others are caught in medium
shots. This Columbia Snapshots is like a talking fan magazine, and surely those who constantly patronize the movies appreciate that.
Good supporting short subject. — R.\YMOND
GANLY.

"A Moving Movie Show"
(Educational Sound — One Reel)
THIS
is a Lyman musical
Howe Hodge-Podge
with
a synchronized
score. It makes
good entertainment, being of a scenic nature,
with comedy interpolated in titles and animated
art work. A little movie show boat travels all
around, seeing and hearing interesting things.
Emits entertainment of a light, pleasing variety.
—RAYMOND
GANLY.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
Strand Has Fair
Lon Chaney In *^*^Thunder" At Capitol
Hot Weather BiU
With ^*^Vacation Days''
Revue
Novelty
the screen about to take an airplane trip
CONSISTENTLY good screen and stage
and while in the clouds jumps from the
Without Any Hit
entertainment seems to be the rule at
plane in a parachute, to come down in the

the Capitol. That the public seems to be
aware of this is undoubtedly shown by the
fact that the house is $5,000 ahead of the
weekly average of business for last year.
This week's program is no exception to
the rule, for with Lon Chaney in "Thunder," a thrilling railroad story that gets
to the audience even though it is a silent
production, and "Vacation Days,'' a very
colorful stage revue, the house is giving the
audiences more than their money's worth.
The show is running two hours and
eighteen minutes; the feature running an
hour and twenty-seven minutes and the
revue forty-two minutes.
There is a novelty opening to "Vacation
Days," with Dave Schooler undergoing an
examination in a doctor's office at the
opening of the revue. Next he is shown on

full stage setting showing a beach with a
bandstand with red-striper awnings in the
background. From then on the revue
moves along in the regulation manner, with
a specialty, a few gags, a band number and
a repeat of the line-up. Kate Smith with
her blues singing easily copped first honors,
but a comedy team, Fritz and Jean Hubert
were a near riot. Hart, Whitestone and
Polly, a burlesque strongman offering, doing the stuff that was long the property of
Collins and Hart, were also in the laughgetting class, while an adagio team, Sally
and Ted, working in costume instead of the
usual
ence. undress, scored heavily with the audiThe line-up of the specialties with the
chorus working hard between numbers
made the show ideal summer entertainment.

Paramount's Program Colorless;
"^^Charming Sinners''
Very "Smart'**
THERE is nothing very colorful about
esque" and "The Dream" among others.
the bill at the Paramount this week.

The feature "Charming Sinners" is a very
sophisticated comedy drama that will appeal to "smart" people but which will be
over the heads of the average picture audiences. The stage revue "Radio Romance"
has but one redeeming feature and that
is Laura Lane, a little soubret type of blues
singer, although the bit of the offering is
carried away by Lawrence Adler, a harmonica player.
The show runs two hours and twenty
minutes and with the thermometer registering tops out of doors it is pleasant
enough inside the big house with the cooling system working overtime. Relief from
the heat alone is worth the price of admission, but the public wants a little more
than that. The feature runs an hour and
six minutes, the revue forty-six minutes,
two shorts, the organ, and news filling in
the balance of the time.
Opening the program Tito Schipa, the
Metropolitan Opera star is presented in a
Paramount singing featurette, a special
frame for the picture being placed in the
projection apparatus. The reel runs six
minutes. Like time is given over to the
Max Fleischer song cartoon "Dixie" which
is neatly worked out for comedy effects.
The Paramount News reel is run five
minutes with the wide screen being used
for the final shot.
Jesse Crawford selected classical music
for

his

program

and

offered

"Humor-

"Radio Romance" is utilized as part of
a plan to acquaint Publix theatre audiences
with the fact that Paramount is now
hooked up with the Columbia Broadcasting
System. There is a thread of a plot that
is explained in the opening scene but then
disappears as the specialties come along.
Paul Ash and his band work hard and
proved to be the real backbone of the
offering. A prediction of television is made
with a song number that is done by Laura
Lane and the chorus of television girls.
Ross and Edwards a tM'o man team manages to get a few laughs although their
routine is of small time calibre.
iThte feature
to interest
" the
audience
and themanaged
performances
presented
by the cast showed how easy it would have
been for the picture to have been ruined
by an inferior company of players.

Powers Cinephone Long
Island Plant Starts Work
Powers Cinephone 's new sound studio at
Long Island City opened last week when
"Hot Tips," one of the comedies being
produced by Harry Delf, was put into work.
This series will be Powers Cinephone product, presented by P. A. Powers. The reels
will be travesties of current news events
and burlesques of the newsreel manner of
presenting them. The working title of the
series is "Powers Pow Wows."

The all-sound program at the Strand for
the current week has no outstanding hit
but proves to be a fair warm weather entertainment. In addition to the feature,
"The Time, The Place and The Girl,"
there are four short sound subjects and a
Pathe Sound Newsreel shown.
Of the shorts the "Screen Snapshots"
released by Columbia seemed to give the
audience a little kick, while a Pathe comedy "Beach Babies" scored on the
strength of a little kiddie that was used in
it. Otherwise the comedy is a typical smalltime flash act. The baby puts it over.
Two Vitaphone short subjects were also
shown. One, Roy Smedley and his Night
Club Revue, seemed rather boisterous comedy at times, but the chances are that the
majority of audiences will like this entertainer, although he does seem to want to
hold the center of the stage to himself at
all times, and he has been quite free in
choosing mannerism that belong to others.
In other words he is a combination imitation of several headliners. Guy Robertson
with his magnificent voice put over "High
Water," a classical selection, in a manner
that satisfied.
The show runs just a little over two
hours with the feature taking an hour and
eleven minutes.

Stage Borrows
From Screen In
New Carroll Revue
The novel case of the legitimate stage
borrowing from the screen was illustrated
recently in New York City when a screen
prologue of Earl Carroll's new "Sketch
Book" revue was shown to a first night audience. This prologue, recorded and reproduced by RCA Photophone, brings both
Carroll and Eddie Cantor before the patrons of the Carroll Theatre at each performance. At the same time. Cantor in person, is playing in the Ziegfeld show
It was originally planned by Carroll to
present Cantor in his new play but the
"Whoopee."'
Ziegfeld engagement prevented this. Accordingly Carroll carried out the scheme
of the talking prologue, a comedy sketch
showing Cantor with Carroll show girls
and a story of how the presentation of the
new show was brought about.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The
Alibi

(U.A.)

Bridge Of San Luis Rey—Cont.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rialto Theatre
(1,960), 35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount News,
Paramount
talking prices
shorts.
shov'ng
of
feature at popular
afterFirst
extended
$2 top
run. Weather, hot. Rating, 133 4/5 7o
ond week).
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— California
atre (2,358), 7 days, 35c-65c, Comedy,
News. Weather, fair. Rating, 90%
week ) .

(SecTheInt'l
(2nd

AD TIPS — Exploited as "Talking, Singing,
Dancing." Chester Morris, the crook, in
"Alibi" is the talk of San Francisco, showing
that it was sensational and the leader well remembered. This helped to a great extent. —
California Theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Pantages
Theatre (2,500), 7 days, 15c-75c, vaudeville,
news events.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Exploited this picture as the
novel sensation of the screen and featured the
fact that it was from Wilder's widely read
book. Carried a line in all newspaper advertising that every scene tingled with romance and
beauty. Audience appeal : mature. — Mark
Strand Theatre, Byron Farley, Mgr., Albany,
N. Y.
W^ilder's prize winning novel. "Love Forgetting All, Giving All, for Love's Sake." Audience : : all classes. — Pantages Theatre, Grant
Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Broadway

Behind That Curtain (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Roxy Theatre
(6,205), Fox Movietone News, stage show,
"Divertissement Espagnol" and "Wedding of
the Painted Doll" very effective, feature got
strong reviews and dailies. W'eather, hot, feature held over for second week. Rating,
112 7/10%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-50c-65c-75c-$l, Francho-Marco
"Dance Moods" Idea, Rube Wolf, Movietone
News.
Rating, 115%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-7Sc, "Madame X," Fox
Movietone News. Weather, warm. Rating,
90%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Fox Theatre
(5,000), 7 days, 35c-90c, Opening, Gigantic
Fanchon & Marco Idea, "California Capers,"
with 100 girls, Walt Roesner, concert-orchestra
leader ; J. Erickson, organ soloist ; Fox Movietone News and M-G-M and Hearst Int'l News.
Rating, 175%.
AD TIPS — Feature semi-mystery angle, alltalking cast, wide range of locales, triangle
idea, desert romance. Recommend entertainment value without fear. Audience appeal : all
types. — Fox Theatre, Lou Golden, Mgr., Seattle,
Wash.

Black Watch, The

(Fox)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Gaietv Theatre
(808), $l-$2, Two shows daily, three Sat. &
Sun., Fox Movietone News and Movietone
shorts. Sir Arthur Conan Dovle in talking interview. Weather, hot. Rating, 80 3/10%
(Sixth week).
BALTIMORE, AID.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Royal
Hawaiian Singers (Fox talkie short). Weather, clear cool to hot, rain one day. Rating, 70%.

Bridge of San Luis
(M-G-M)

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Rey,

The

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Strand Theatre
(2,000), 6 days, 25c-50c, Two Vitaphone presentations. Fox Movietone News. Weather,
variable.
Rating, 95%.

(U)

Broadway Melody

(M-G-M)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Astor Theatre
(1,120, $l-$2. Two shows daily, three Sat. &
Sun., M-G-M talking short "Confession," Feature now nearing the end of long run. Business
still good. Weather, hot. Rating, 107 1/10%
(Twenty-first week).
SANTheatre
FRANCISCO.
field
(2,671), 7CAL.—
days, Loew's
35c toWar65c,
M-G-M and Fox News, Specials, "UnaccusAs We Rating,
Are," Max
Weather,tomed fair.
125%. Dolin on violin.
AD TIPS — Find it is best to explain who
the talkie stars are and that it has color, romance, laughter, and that it is all-talking, allsinging, and all-laughing. — Loew's Warfield
Theatre, Dick Spier, Algr., San Francisco, Calif.

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Globe Theatre
(1,418), $l-$2-$2.50. Two shows daily, three
Sat. & Sun., Feature only shown. Weather, hot.
Rating, 51 7/10%
(Sixth week).

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Apollo Theatre
(1,270), $l-$2. Two shows daily, three Sat. &
Sun., Paramount talking shorts. Weather, hot.
Rating, 72 1/5% (Tenth week).

Broadway

Canary Murder Case, The (Par.)

Babies

(F.N.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Central Theatre (922), $l-$2-$2.50. Two shows daily, three
Sat. & Sun., Vitaphone shorts. Weather, hot.
Rating, 68 1/10% (Third week).
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Empress
Theatre (1,250), 10 to 50c, 7 days, Pathe News,
Pathe News Talking Comedy. Weather, hot.
Rating, 125%.
OMAHA,
N E B.— Paramount Theatre
(2,900), 7 days, 25c to 60c, Al Morey and
Publix stage unit, "Carnival Cocktail," Fox and
Paramount News. Weather, hot. Rating,
100%.
^HOUSTON. TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654),
25c-50c, 7 days, 3 acts, Vitaphone, Movietone
News.
Weather, varied.
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Talking, singing and dancing,
with peerless Alice White in the stellar role,
and leading a chorus of fancy steppers. Melody
that sets your feet a-stepping ; Drama that
starts your heart a-thumping. The picture
crowded them in on Broadway at $2.00. but
here at usual prices. Everybody seeing "Broadway Babies" will be entirely satisfied, as the
picture is a fast one. Audience appeal : all
classes and ages. — Empress Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Week marked the return of Publix stage
shows to the theatre, replacing an all-sound
policy after eight weeks. Directed all advertising to that end, but used Alice White's name
in large type in all ads. Seven column Vitaphone ad, brought a column of space in the
editorial section devoted to pushing the stage
show. Audience appeal : all classes. — Paramount Theatre, Raymond B. Jones, Mgr.,
Omaha, Neb.
Title, Alice White, and "girl show" advertising brought business a bit above average
in trying weather. Appeal is to vouth and
adults.— E. E. Collins, City Mgr., Publix Theatres, Houston, Tex.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Strand Theatre
(934), 2 days (had had previous 7 day run),
Vitaphone presentations, M-G-M News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — ^Advertising based on big houses
and success picture had made in Knoxville on
previous showing at larger house. Powell
played up. — Strand Theatre, John Hannon,
Mgr., Knoxville, Tenn.

Careers

(F.N.)

TROY, N. Y.— Troy Theatre (2,000), 3 days,
25c-40c. One Vitaphone Act, Fox Movietone
News.
Weather, variable.
Rating, 90%.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Capitol Theatre (2.000), 15c-50c, News events and Vitaphone acts. Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
Billie Dove's first speaking role. Audience
appeal : practically any audience. — Capitol Theatre, George E. Carpenter, Mgr., Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Cocoanuts, The (Par.)
BALTIMORE,*^ MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Orchestra, Organ, Raymond Hitchcock
in "Sardines a la Carte," Yvette Rugel in songs
(M-G-M talkie shorts), Paramount News.
115%.
Weather, clear cool to hot rain one dav. Rating,
AD

TIPS— Bill this as all-laughing, singing, talking, dancing, clowning. The Four
Marx Brothers in "The Cocoanuts." Now Paramount's epochal production. With Mary Eaton and Oscar Shaw, Broadway favorites of
"The Five O'clock Girl." The greatest cast ever
filmed. Pioneermg a new epic in talking pictures. A Broadway musical extravaganza at
our regular prices. You'll see the glorious array of girls. You'll roar at the inimitable comic
antics of the world's greatest funsters. A sym-
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Cocoanuts, The — Cont.

Fazil — Cont.

piioiiy of new Irving Berlin hits. Audience appeal :audiences fairly rocked in their chairs with
mirth and nearly went into hysterics of laughter.
— Loew's Stanley Theatre, Charles Raymond,
Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

appeal : adults. — Neth's Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

Constant Nymph

will not be held for a longer run. Audience

Flying

(Big Three)

Erich ['on Slroheim and Betty Conipson, the
two principals in James Craze's all'dialog feature, "The Great Gabbo''

Desert

Fashions In Love — Cont.

(W.B.)

AD TIPS — Final week's advertising based
principally around the fact that the picture
had been good enough to hold over three weeks.
— Royal Theatre, C. S. P. Coppock, Mgr., Kansas City, ^lo.

Drag

(F.N.)

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000).
7 days, 25c to 60c, Count Bernic Vici and RKO
bill, 'Pnthe News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Used fact that world premiere
of the picture was being given it here in advance of eastern or coast showings. Richard
Barthelmess' name played up every ad, and
"Song of the Nile" featured as new song hit.
Audience appeal : general. — Orpheum Theatre.
R. W. Tha\er. Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Eternal Love

(U.A.)

PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days, 25c-60c, Tiffany Color-Fox
Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Wonderful scenery in setting Canadian Rockies. Splendid portrayals characters
including John Barrymore, Varconi and Camila
Horn. Fair api>eal. — United Artists Theaire, J.
J. Parker, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Fall Of Eve,

The

(Col.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Embassv Theatre (596), $1-$1.50, Two shows daily, three Sat.
6 Sun., Columbia sound shorts. Picture moves
to the Capitol next week. Weather, hot. Rating, 62 2/5%
(Third week).

Hear Adolphe Menjou talk and sing and love
with a laugh was the line emphasized in puttin.'i
this picture across, with emphasis on M-iijou
name and picture in advertising. Audience appeal : adult patronage. — Wisconsin Theatrv% W.
W. Warren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

in Love

(Par.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Paramount
Theatre (3,666), 40c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount
News, Weak Publix Unit, "Let's Go." Paul
Ash and stage band, Mrs. Jesse Crawford at
organ.
Weather
hot.
Rating, 101 1/5%.
CLEVELAND,
O.— State Theatre
(3,400).
7 days, 30c-60c, "Rivals" (Universal Collegians), "Brown Gold" (M-G-M), "Nuts & Jolts"
(Oswald cartoon. Universal), "Noise Annoys
Koko" (Paramount), Paramount News, Revue,
"Say It With Flowers." Weather, cool. Rating,
80%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 25c-75c, Fanchon and Marco's
presentation "Cottage Small," Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 75%.

Flying

Fool,

The

(Pathe)

PRON'IDHXCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre
(1,600), 7 davs, 15c-50c. Pathe News. Rating,
85%.
AD TIPS — Timely feature now with so much
aeronautic activity. Boyd cast as a daring
birdman who rides toward fate on the wings
of love. Tie-up with local airports are good
for this one and hand bills scattered from a
plane might create added interest. — Victory
Theatre, Matt Relily, Mgr.. Providence, R. L

Father and Son (Col.)

From

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Libertv
Theatre (1,100), 10c-50c, 4 days, The Collegians in "Sporting Courage," Fox Mo\'etone
100%.
News, Int'l News. Weather, hot. Rating,

KNOXVILLE, TEXN.— Riviera Theatre
(1,053), 3 days, 35c-50c, Vitaphone presentaPathe Sound News. U'eather, rainy.
Rating, tions,
95%.

ALBANY. N. Y.— Leland Theatre (1,400),
6 dnvs. 25c-35c. Musical playlet "Snappy CoEd," A Short Subject "Confession," Milk Fund
Fight Pictures,
F^ox 93%..
Movietone News.
Weather,
variable. andRating,
KANSAS CITY. MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166). 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, Five Acts of
Vaude\ille, Pathe News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 95%o.
AD TIPS — Played up father and son angle,
and exploited that this picture was shown in
New York City at $2.00 top. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma Citv,
Okla.
Declared in all advertising that this was
a drama of the scheming woman, a human interest storyas
thattheplayed
one's emotions
Jack Holt
star.on Audience
appeal :with
all
classes. — Leland Theatre. Alec Savles. Mgr.,
Albany. N. Y.
Jack Holt was given a big play in the advertising ;featured as a talking production,
due to the fact that Holt's talking pictures
have been limited. Audience appeal : all classes.
— Pantages Theatre, Louis Charnisky, Mgr..
Kansas City, Mo.

Four Devils, The (Fox)
Fashions

(M-G-M)

AD TIPS — Had a swell tie-up with current
news because .Spanish flyers were being rescued
in the same manner as ocean aviators are shown
saved in this grand picture. Flying Fleet is
one of the most absorbing features of the year.
.\udience appeal : all ages and all classes. —
Rex Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre (3,595), 35c-50c-65c, Symphony Orchestra.
Milton Charles Organ Concert, Lillian Rotli
and her piano boys, James Barton in "Moonshine." Paramount News.
Ratin.g 120V'.

The

The

ONT.— Rex Theatre (750), 3

days. 15c -25c, "Fire Detective," "Red Hot
Bullets,"
F\)x News. Weather, clear and cold.
Rating, 80%.

Dangerous Curves (Par.)

Song,

Fleet,

OTTAWA,

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Cameo Theatre
(549), 50c-7Sc. Pathe Sound News. SchmelingUzcudun Fight Pictures, "Trailing The Western
Sun" sound and color short. Weather, hot.
Rating. 74 1/5%.

KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone presentation
units, Selected News. Weather, fair. Rating.
857c (3rd week).

1

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthav . Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-$1.00-$1.50. Elinors Orchestra, Skeleton Dance Musical Cartoon, Conan
Dovle, Movietone News. Rating, 80%. (4tii
week.)

Four Feathers

(Par.)

NEW YORK C ITY, X. Y.— Criterion Theatre (861), $l-$2. Two shows daily, three Sat.
& Sun., Paramount talking shorts and sound
song cartoon. Weather. hot. Rating,
122 9/10% (Fourth week).

Fazil (Fox)

AD one
TIPS
first it
talkie
the wayas
this
was— Menjou's
billed. Also
was was
recalled

COLUMBUS, OHIO.— Neth's Grand Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone
News, and screen acts, local girls in "Naughty
Wink" contest talkies.
Rating, 100%.

Leo Dietrichstcin's famous stage success. Audience appeal: for all. — State Theatre, Sanford
Farkas, Mgr., Cleveland,
Ohio.

AD TIPS—
Exploited
"rediAlso
hoti"played
Arahiiin
romance,
and Greta
Nissen.
up
"one week only" and announcement that i)icture

Headquarters

(W.B.)

AD TIPS— Little exploitation used in film.
Advertising feature new refrigeration system
in house. Advertised as coolest place in Knoxville to go and that this picture of the tropics
combined with cool atmosphere would tend to
make one cooler. — Riviera Theatre, David John
Whyte, Mgr., Knoxville, Tenn.

Gamblers, The (W.B.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3.000), 65c-85c, Fox Movietone News. Fox
Silent News.
Weather, warm.
Rating. 160%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,400), 7 days, 15c-50c, Julia Sanderson,
Vitaphone.
Rating, 80%).
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Garden Theatre (1,200), 7 davs, 25c-50c, Comedy, Movietone Xews.
Weather, 'fair. Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS— Play up this very good gambling
play with the names of the stars, Lois Wilson.
H. B. Warner.— Great Lakes Theatre, Frank
Hoffman,
Mgr., Buffalo, X. Y.
Frenzied finance . . . Wall street . . . Romance and Big Business; glamor and glitter
of the Big Street can be worked up into
sizzling ads. Names of Lois Wilson and H.
B. Warner likewise carry weight and should
be used in exploitation. .Appeal : adults of
every age.— Majestic Theatre. Sol Braunig,
Mgr., Providence, R. I.
A Wall street picture and advertised as such,
"Wall street with all its wild glamour," emphasizing the names of Warner, Wilson, Robards and Arthur as principal characters. .Audience appeal : adult patronage, with large percentage of men. — Garden Theatre, L. K. Brin.
Mgr.. Milwaukee, Wis.,

Gentlemen
TROY,

of the Press

(Par.)

X. Y.— Trox Theatre (2.000), 4

days, tone
25c-40c,
One \'itaphone
.Act,cool.
Fox Rating,
MovieNews. Weather,
fair and
100%r.
AD TIPS— Played strong with the press at
the start by sending free tickets to all newspaper men of the city. This was a picture
which has the advantage of favorable comments through the recent stage run and which
carries an appeal for its own. .Audience appeal :
all classes. — Trov Theatre. Benjamin Stern,
.\lgr.. Troy, N. Y.

.^

July

13 ,

1929

Girls Gone

Wild

(Fox)

Hot Stuff — Cont.

Madonna

HOUSTON, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts vaud.. Movietone
News ( Three Ritz Brothers ) . Weather, varied. Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Sue Carol is the big bet in this
picture ; otherwise we followed the same lines

AD TIPS — Went after this by exploiting
it as a talking a.iu singmg picture, a whoopee
picture with Alice White and her gang of
whoopee-makers. Audience appeal : all classes.
— Mar.c Ritz Theatre, Charles Smakwitz, Mgr.,
Albany, N. Y.

of "jazzy youth" advertising. Appeal is to
young people, particularly and adults. — Eddie
Bremer, Mgr., Majestic Theatre, Houston, Tex.

Idle Rich,

Dolores Costello played up in bright lights
and in the advertising put this picture across.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Majestic Theatre,
Herbert Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Dolores Costello and a talking ])icture were
about the only points to play up. Ajipeal was
to Miss Costello's followers (being narrowed
down by bad stories), and young people. — Emil
Bernstecker, Mgr., Metropolitan Theatre, Hous-

Glad Rag Doll,

The

(W.B.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Criterion
Theatre (1,750). 7 days, 10c to 50c, Paramount
Xews, Our Gang Comedy in their first talkie,
Lillian Roth and her piano bovs. Weather, hot.
Rating, 150%.
AD TIPS — A most exquisite picture, beautifully played, and all in cast w«re excellent.
All talking. Dolores Costello "The Glad Rag
Doll" was admired. She's positively captivating— a girl of many loves. — and how beautiful— chic — and delightfully alluring — men called
her marvelous — women said she was a gold
digger, but she had a heart of pure gold.
Just wait till you meet sweet Dolores in this
gay, all-talking romance — she'll win your heart,
too, and you will hum "Glad Rag Doll" for
weeks to come. Also you hear, Ralph Graves,
Andre Beranger, Audrey Ferris, Dale Fuller
and Claude Gillingwater. This is the best picture, of its kind, shown this year. Audience
appeal : all classes and ages. — Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.

Hard Boiled Rose (W.B.)
DES

MOINES,

IOWA— Strand Tl.eatre

(1.100),_3 days, 20c-30c, Educ. Comedy, "Big
Minute," Paramount News. Weather, warm
and rain.
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — The star, Miss Loy, is not well
known and the title of the picture and the story
played up in the advertising. The picture is for
the general type of audience. — Strand Theatre,
G:orge Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

His Captive

Woman

(W.B.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 7 days, 25c-35c, "Crazy Doings," Fox
News, Topics. Weather, warm.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Played up Sills and Mackaill
voices in their first tone picture here ; also
local and dramatic punches. Audience appeal :
general. — Fox Colonia Theatre, Doug Kinsberlay, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.

Hit of the Show

(RKO)

TACOMA, WASH. — Pantages Theatre
(1,500), 4 days, 25c to 75c, Four Vaudeville
.'\cts, Pathe Sound News. Weather, warm.
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Played up life behind scenes of
the great white way. Joe E. Brown and fine
cast. .'\udience appeal : general. — Pantages
Theatre, C. D. Miller, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Hole In The Wall, The

(Par.)

BALTIMORE, AID.— Loew's Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
Inkwell Imps in "Ko-Ko's Crib" (Out of the
Inkwell cartoon), "Under the Russian Moon"
(Song slide), "Newlywed's Pests' (Universal
Newlyweds Comedy). Weather, cool to hot rain
one day. Rating, 48%.
AD TIPS — Exploit this as a Paramount alltalking mystery thriller, with an all-star cast.
Two hours of chills, thrills, laughs and shrieks.
Better than the play. A vivid romance. A lesson in love. Audience appeal : wide general appeal to all who like an underworld story of the
mystery thriller type. — Loew's Valencia Theatre,
Charles Raymond, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Hot Stuff

(F.l\.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Ritz Theatre
(1,146), 6 days, 25c-35c, One Vitaphone presentation, Pathe Sound News. Weather, variable. Rating, 120%.

The

(M-G-M)

COLUMBUS, O.— Loew's Ohio (4,000). 7
days, 25c-50c, Loew-Publix stage unit. Fox
Alovietone News, Orchestra, and Organ presentation. Rating, 100%.
_ TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto (1.350),
7 days, 10c-35c-50c-75c, Special Sound Act
"Makers of Melody," Fox Movietone News.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 105%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,100).
65c, Paramount News, Vitaphone Acts, and
Vaudeville.
Weather,
warm.
Rating, 160%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
( 2,700 ) . 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts vaudeville.
Movietone
News. Weather, varied. Rating,
112%.
AD TIP.S — Bessie Love and Conrad Nagel
exploited, also gave a good play to Leila Hyams.
.-Vudience appeal : all ages, all classes. — Loew's
Ohio Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
Played up Nagel, Love and Hyams, also that
it is sound version of stage success "White
collars." .\udience appeal : general, all classes.
— Fox Rialto Theatre, Doug Kinsberley, Mgr.,
Tacoma, W^ash.
Play up the romance of a stenog, who was
strong for marrying the rich. — Buffalo Theatre,
Vincent P. Mac Paul, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Bessie Love and Conrad Nagel are the selling
points of this film in this territory, although the

Of

Avenue A — Cont.

ton.

Making the Grade

(Fox)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Clinton Square Theatre
(800), 6 days, 25c-35c.
Rating, 80%.
AD^ TIPS — Picture was used with
"Spies" in a first run double feature program
of entertainment. Audience appeal : mature. —
Clinton Square Theatre. Howard Loonev. Mgr.,
Albany, N. Y.

Man

I Love,

The

(Par.)

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre
(2,200), 85%.
7 days, 15c-50c, Paramount News.
Rating,
AD TIPS — Trailers showing Arlen as a
fight champ helped here in Little Rhody where
athletic heroes are applauded to the skies.
In ads use the fact that Arlen and Mary Brian
are two of the best kno\vn younger stars and
that a young girl is forced to battle a vamp for
the man she loves. Appeal : adolescents and
adults. — Strand Theatre. Pro\idence.
R. I.

Man's Man, A (M-G-M)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800),
7 days,
15c-50c,
Movietone
short.
Rating,
85%."The Revellers,"

play, "White Collars," had^ a little weight.
Picture was well liked and will do good business when well exploited. Api^eal is to young
ref)i)le and older ones. — Homer McCallon, Pub.
Dir.. Lnew's State Theatre, Houston. Tex.

AD TIP — Breeziness of Haines should be exploited as adding zest to the summer season.
Here fact that Charles Ray had done the play
in stock was played up by reviewers. Hollywood is the locale of this film and advantage

Lady Of Chance (M-G-M)

should be taken of the many "names" who appear as "Extras." Appeal : all classes of
adults.
— E.Providence.
J. McCarthy,
Theatre.
R. I. Mgr.. Loew's State

DES MOINES, IOWA— Strand Theatre
(1,100). 4 days, 20c-30c. Paramount Singing.
Talkine Novelty "Makers of Melody," Pathe
Sound News,
"Vagabond
Weather,
warmSong
and Novelty
rain. Rating,
100%. Lover.'
AD TIPS — The star. Norma Shearer, is the
draw for this picture and she was played up as
the attraction. The picture met with general
approval. — Strand Theatre, George Watson.
Mgr.. Des Moines, Iowa.

Letter,

The

(Par.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (1,000). 3 days, 10c25c, Vitaphone talkies.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.

Madame

X (M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-S0c-65c. Movietone News. Rating,
136%.
(2nd week.)

Madonna

of Avenue

A

(W.B.)

NEWatre (1,360),
YORKTwoCITY,
Y.— Warner's
The-&
showsN. daily,
three Sat.
Sun., $l-$2, Vitaphone shorts. Weather, hot.
Rating, 89% (Third week).
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre
(2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix unit.^ Paramount News, organ and orchestra. Weather,
varied.
Rating, 100%.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.— Loew's Broad Theatre (3.000), 7 days, 25c-S0c, Vitaphone Shorts.
Fox Movietone Njews.
Rating, 85%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-S0c, Comedy, M-G-M News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 110%.
.■\D TIPS — Played up Louise Dresser and
Dolores Audience
Costello, appeal
in novel
drama.
: all"mother-daughter"
ages and classes.
— Loew's
Broad Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

Man, Woman

and Wife (U.)

TROY, N. Y.— Proctor's Theatre (2.000), 3
days,
units. Weather,
variable. 25c-50c,
Rating, Vaudeville
85%.
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Man,

Woman

and Wife—Cont.

AD TIPS — Featured Norman Kerry and
Pauline Starke in a new angle of the eternal
triangle. Attendance ran better than ordinary
but mainly through the personal appearance of
a winner in the recent Galveston beauty contest. Audience appeal : all classes. — Proctor's
Theatre, Jacob Golden, Mgr.

M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Grauman's Chinese Theatre (2,023), 75c-$l.O0-$1.50, Symphony
Orchestra, "Curiosities," Movietone News.
Rating, 200%.
(3rd week.)

Mother's

Boy

(Pathe)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Proctor's Theatre (1,800),
3 days, 25c-75c, Vaudeville units. Weather,
variable.
Rating, 75%.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (750), 10c-25c, 2 days, Movieton News, Int.
News, Aesop's Fables, Topics of the Day,
Movietone Act "In a Music Shop." Weather,
fair.
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— With this picture I gave a gift
to every child who attended the theatre and saw
it. Audience appeal : all classes. — Proctor's
Theatre, Joseph Wallace, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
A romance that will thrill you, and Morton
Downey's singing will charm you. General
audience appeal. — Folly Theatre, Oklahoma
City.

'Veil; Orleans

(T.-S.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre (3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c, Universal, International
and Fox Alovietone News, Raynor Lehr and his
"Scandals of 1929." Weather, clear cool to hot
rain one day. Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — Bill this as the Miracle singing,
dancing, talking picture with Ricardo Cortez,
William Collier, Jr., and Alma Bennett. Every
human feeling is played on the strings of emotion. Here you have life at its gayest, passions
laid bare 'midst a background of Mardi Gras.
Audience appeal : to all who like a good romance with a novel twist. Our patrons enjoyed
it. — Keith's Theatre, J. Lawrence Schanberger,
Mgr. Baltimore, Md.

ISight Club (Par.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Coliseum Theatre (1,650), 7 days, 25c, "Pusher in the Face," Fox
Movietone News. Weather, warm. Rating,
85%.
AD TIPS — Play up as double feature bill,
with "Night Club" giving intimate scenes of
star performers in the Eastern shows, and lots
of comedy in "Pusher" film. Audience appeal:
general. — Coliseum Theatre, West Coast Theatres, Seattle, Wash.

Noah's

Ark

(W.B.)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Embassy Theatre (1,250), 7 days, 35c-90c, Fox Movietone,
Short Vitaphones. Weather, fair. Rating,
85%.. 3rd week.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Presentation
Motion Picture

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Astor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876

Picture

News

On With The Show — Cont.

Noah^s Ark — Cont.

SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre
(950), 25c-50c-75c, Fox Movietone News.
Weather warm.
Rating, 100%.
2nd week.
TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 25c-50c, second week, long show.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 115%.

ture with Vitaphone symphony orchestra. Audience appeal : tremendous appeal for everyone
of average age. Aclaimed by all who saw it as
a marvelous picture and wonderful entertainment.—Warners' Metropolitan Theatre, C. S.
Langue, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

COLUMBUS,
OHIO— R-K-0 Majestic
(840), 7 days, 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News.
Rating, 100% (first week for this house under
Keith management).

Pagan, The (M-G-M)

CLEVELAND, OHIO— Stillman Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 40c-75c. Weather, cool.
Movietone (Rudy Vallee), Fox Movietone
News, "I Kiss Your Hand, Madame" (Advance
Song Trailer).
Rating, 120%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 110%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
shorts. Rating, 100%.
(2nd week.)
AD TIPS — Second and third weeks not much
advertising except name of show and where.
In specials stated that "all-color, all-talking and
all-singing" production that was a thriller,
helped greatly. — Embassy Theatre, J. Campbell,
Mgr., San Francisco, Calif.
Emphasize the modern angle of story and
tease on flash-back angles. Play up scenic
beauty of production, and elaborateness. Also
feature fine musical setting. Audience appeal :
all types. — Music Box Theatre, Bob Murray,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Played up pretentiousness of picture ; kept
away from biblical end as much as possible.
Audience appeal : adults. — Blue Mouse Theatre,
Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
Cast of 10,000, Dolores Costello and George
O'Brien, and fact that this picture played for
$2.00 price in New York. Spectacular production with massive eflfects. Audience appeal : all
ages, all classes. — R-K-0 Majestic Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio.
Heavy bill board advertising. All downtown
windows had window cards, street car signs and
hangers. Big advance reader notices in newspapers. Audience appeal : for all, especially for
those who enjoy spectacles. — Stillman Theatre,
George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
Second and final week spectacular offering
with continued good business. United scenes of
flood and world war. Dolores Costello and
George O'Brien's great acting. Universal appeal.— Music Box Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr.,
Portland, Ore.

Office Scandal

(Pathe)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, Metro Movietone Revue No. 2 (MG-M), Duci Kerekjeto (M-G-M Violin Short).
Weather, cool to hot rain one day. After one
week at Loew's Century Theatre. Rating, 103%.

Rights)
Pitfalls
of Passion

(States

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (1,000),
Rating,
100%. 15 days, 25c-50c. Weather, hot.

Prisoners

COLUMBUS, OHIO— R-K-0 Palace Theatre (3,200),
Rating,
100%.7 days, 25c-50c, five acts vaudeville.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,
Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco "Oddities" Idea. Weather, warm.
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— Played up Corinne Griffith and
Molnar story. Audience appeal : adults. —
R-K-O Palace Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
Feature star and supporting male lead. Don't
go too heavy on praise. Tease on romance
angles. Audience appeal: general. — Fox Fifth
Avenue Theatre, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.

Queen Of The Night Clubs
(W.B.)
SALT LAKE CITY» UTAH— Victory Theatre (1,287), 15c-50c, News and talking comedy.
Weather, hot. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— All-talking Vitap-hone picture.
"The drama behind the tinsel of night club life."
Audience appeal ; varied classes. — Victory Theatre, Dave Edwards, Mgr., Salt Lake City,
Utah.

(

Rainbow

Man, The

(Par.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— B. F. Keith's (2,596), 6
days, 15c-50c, "Hard Boiled Hampton," Pathe
News
Weather, clear and cold.
Rating, Weekly.
90%.

PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbetts Oriental Theatre (1.600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c, Frazier
Players "Wandering Spooks," Pathe Sound
News, Animal comic, Glen Shelley, novelty organ. Talking
comedy100%.
"Go Easy, Doctor."
Weather,
hot. Rating,

DES MOINES, IOW.\— Paramount Theatre
(1,700), 7 days, 2Sc-50c, Pathe Comedy, "What
a Day," "If Men Played Cards as Women Do,"
Fashion News. Weather, warm and rain.
Rating, 120%.

AD TIPS— Another Phyllis
Gretat Newspaper story. Good
Hatton. Usual good business
betts Oriental Theatre, Walter
Portland, Ore.

AD TIPS —
conectcd with
cast the music
crowds on the

On With The Show

Haver offering.
work Raymond
enjoyed. — TebTebbetts, Mgr.,

(W.B.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Winter Garden
(1,492), Two shows daily, three Sat. & Sun,
Vitaphone shorts. Weather, hot. Rating,
44i/>% (Sixth week).
BALTIMORE, MD.— Warners A/retropolitan
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, beginning Saturday
previous, 15c-50c, Kinograms. This was helped
by large national advertising campaign. Weather, clear cool to hot rain one day. Rating, 225%.
AD TIPS — Something new. something different. "Greatest attraction of the age,'" says
the Press. See and hear "On With the Show."
The first natural color all-talking, dancing and
singing picture with Betty Bronson, Arthur
Lake, Sally O'Ncil, Louise Fazenda and the
Fairbanks Twins. And a chorus of 100 dazzling
beauties.

A Warner

Brothers' \'ifaphon3 pic-

I

(F.N.)

L'sed a single-unit loud speaker,
the projection room, to broadand songs in this feature to the
street. After the first day, called

this picture "The Biggest Hit in Town" and
introduced Eddie Dowling as a refreshingly
new star. Audience api)eal : 90 per cent of
everybody. — B. F. Keith's, J. M. Franklin,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.
The film attraction was played up as good as
"The Singing Fool," and also same tyi)e of
story. Everybody is sure to like this picture,
which has everything to put it over, though the
stars are not played up. — Paramount Theatre,
Jack Roth, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rescue,

The

OTTAWA,

(U.A.)

ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),

3News.
days, 15c-35c,
Movietone
Weather,"Election
Clear andDay,"
cold. FoxRating,
85%.
AD TIPS — A great book' A master film!
Ronald Colman ! Lily Damita ! By Joseph
Conrad!
With thrilling sound I This is the

I
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Rescue, The — Cont.
way to advertise this feature and it took well.
Lily Damita is a dream and everybody says so.
A Conrad story always makes a good film
theme. Andience appeal : all ages and all
classes. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr.,
Ottawa, Ont.

Squall,

Thunderbolt — Cont.

The — Cont.

AD TIPS— The fact that the picture had just
played at $2 top on Broadway was played up,
along with the fact that the picture, a 100 per
cent talkies, was a story of destroyed loves.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Scandal (U.)

Studio Murder Mystery

OTTAWA, ONT.— Centre Theatre (1.200),
6 days, 15c-50c, The Collegians, Fox News.
Weather, clear and cold.
Rating, 70%.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Granada Theatre (2,600), 15c-50c, News events, talking and
singing acts.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 80%.

CLEVELAND, OHIO— Keith's Hippodrome
Theatre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Weather,
cool.
Rating, 80%.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Strand Theatre
(934), 3 days, Arthur Lake talking comedy,
Lloyd Hamilton talking comedy, M-G-M News,
Vitaphone number. Weather, fair and hot.
Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS— Emphasized thai Laura LaPlante
was now appearing in a society drama, the
theme being a scandalous murder mystery. Patrons said they liked Laura better in this one
than in "Show Boat." Huntley Gordon does
good work. Audience appeal : all classes but
mostly adults. — Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.
As this vras first picture under new all-sound
policy at the Strand, this was played in advertising more than the film showing. Exploitation featured John Boles as star of "The Desert
Song" and Laura LaPlante as star of "Show
Boat." — Strand Theatre, John Hannon, Mgr.,
Knoxville, Tenn.

AD TIPS — "An intensely thrilling mysterj'
drama." Audience appeal : mystery fans. —
Granada Theatre, Ray Hendry, Mgr., Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Seven Footprints To Satan (F.IS.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,500), 6 days, 20c-55c, Pathe News, Bert
Smith Players in "The Dangerous Girl" with
chorus and vaudeville acts, Aesop's Fable.
Weather, cool clear to hot, rain one day.
Rating, 65%.
AD TIPS— Exploit this as the thrill of a lifetime with Thelma Todd and Creighton Hale and
a wonderful cast. A mystery thriller that will
hold you spellbound and chill your spine with
weird sensations. See the lovers of this picture
fight their way out of Satan's chamber of horrors chased by a lunatic, a dog-faced man, a
dwarf, a witch and a gorilla. Audience appeal :
to the thousands who love a weird, creepy mystery play. — Hippodrome Theatre, Nat Keene,
Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

She Goes to War

(U.A.)

CLEVELAND, OHIO— Allen Theatre (3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c. Weather, cool. Sick
Cylinder (Universal Oswald cartoon), Movietons acts. Van and Schenck, and Aaronson's
Commanders, Fox Movietone News. Rating,
75%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— United Artists Theatre (2,100), 35c-50c-65c, Organ Concert,
"Jed's Vacation" (Christie talked). Movietone
News.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Advertised this as a screen story
of Rupert Hughes' novel. Audience appeal :
a theme of interest principally to adults. — Allen
Theatre, W. E. Burton, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.

Show Boat, The (U)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Colony Theatre
(1,980), 35c-50c-75c-$l, Direct from its $2 top
run the Globe, first time on Broadway at
popular prices, strong ballyhoo for reopening
of house, did a crackerjack business for first
five days. Weather, hot. Rating 263 3/10%
(First week).

Squall,

The

(F.N.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Strand Theatre
(2,900), 35c-50c-7Sc, Pathe Sound News, Vitaphone shorts. Weather, hot. Rating, 96^%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 35c-60c, five acts of vaudeville,
Pathe News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.

This Is Heaven

(Par.)

(U.A.)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-75c, Vitaphone acts.
Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating,
90%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c Movietone
presentation
fair. Rating, units,
90%. selected news. \\'eather,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Collegians Comedy,
Novelty, Int'l News. Weather, fair. Rating,
85%.
AD TIPS — Play up principally the fact that
Vilma Banky speaks for the first time on the
screen. Also tease on immigration angle. Audience appeal : general. — Blue Mouse Theatre,
John Hamrick, Seattle, Wash.
Publicity on the picture was built around the
fact that it is a story of a little waitress and a
millionaire masquerading as a taxicab driver.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Loew's Midland,
H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
In this picture "The adorable Vilma" talks.
Play this up for it is the first time she talks.
Use Banky's name in large type. Play up
James Hall also. Audience appeal : the usual
patrons. — Alhambra Theatre, Harry Wren,
Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Thru Different Eyes (Fox)
TROY, N. Y.— Lincoln Theatre (1,000), 7
days, 2Sc-35c, one Vitaphone ;, all-talking com95%. edy, Kinograms. Weather, variable. Rating,
AD TIPS — Here was a picture that was 100
per cent talkie and presented a sensational murder mystery, and it was so characterized in all
newspaper advertising. Audience appeal : mature.— Lincoln Theatre, Louis Saperstein, Mgr.,
Troy, N. Y.

Thunderbolt

(Par.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rivoli Theatre
(2,200), 35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount News,
Paramount talking shorts. Weather, hot. Rating, 134 1/5% (Third week).
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone presentation
units, selected news. Weather, fair. Rating,
95%.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Tennessee Theatre
(2,001), 3 days, 40c-5c' Vitaphone presentations.
Paramount News. Weather, hot and fair.
Rating, 75%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Strand Theatre (1,729), 7 days, 25c-60c, All-Talking Comedy, Fox
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS — Most newspaper and other methods of advertising hinged about George Bancroft, the star of the picture. The line, "he
defied any man to take his woman — until he
saw her in another's arms," was used as descriptive matter with a large halftone cut of
the star. Audience appeal : all classes. — Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas
City, Mo.
All that was necessary to put this over was
the name of Bancroft in large letters and the

people flocked in. Audience appeal : general, all
types. — Strand Theatre, W. E. Mick, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Had tieup with morning paper for promotion scheme. Used New York critics' comments
in ads. Played George Bancroft for all he was
worth and more, too. — Tennessee Theatre, W.
F. Brock, Mgr., Knoxville, Tenn.

Tide of Empire,

The

(M-G-M)

OMAHA, NEB.— Rialto Theatre (2,247), 7
days, 25c-50c, "Cold Shivers" (Educational),
Roy Sedley and Night Club orchestra (Vitaphone, Pathe News. Weather, hot. Rating,
75%.
AD TIPS — Featured the song in several music shops downtown. Had five thousand copies
of local paper distributed through courtesy of
theatre, calling attention to the attraction.
Played up Peter B. Kyne as the author. Audience appeal : women particularly. — Rialto Theatre, John D. Howard, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Time, The Place and The Girl
(W.B.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, added talkie. Red
Donahue and his mule, U-No, Jack White and
his Montrealers "Fun in a Nite Club," Albert
Spaulding, America's foremost violinist, playown composition
"Alabama." Weather,
hot. ing his
Rating,
150%.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Tennessee Theatre
(2,001), 40c-50c, 3 days, Vitaphone presentamusical cat cartoon, Paramount News.
Rating, tions,
95%.
DES MOINES, IOWA— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone
News, 2 Vitaphone Acts, including Bobby GilComedy
"Cold100%.
Shivers." Weather,
warm lette,
andEduc.rain.
Rating,
AD TIPS — Loving time — every place — and
what a girl ? Sweet, demure — loving that hardto-make collegian until it hurt. Women were
his weakness — football his craze. But she
changed all that. Hear sweet Betty Compson,
Grant Withers, Gertrude Olmstead and Bert
Roach in one of the most exquisite pictures that
you have seen this year. — Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Manager W. F. Brock exploited Grant Withers as the "talking William Haines." Very
little outside publicity other than newspaper
and billboards used. — Tennessee Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn., William F. Brock, Mgr.
AD TIPS— The title and the stars were both
played up in this feature which appealed especially to the younger type of audience. The picture did well against competition. — Des Moines
Theatre, Lionel Wasson, Mgr., Des Moines, la.

Trial of Mary Dugan,
(M-G-M)

The

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Capitol Theatre
(4,620), 35c-50c-75c-$l-$1.50. M-G-M and Fox
Movietone News, Arthur Knorr production
"Blossoms," Dave Schooler and stage band.
Weather, hot. Rating, 99j4% (Second week).
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To the MANAGERS*

HOUND TABLE CLUB,

Gentlemenj-

We are about to begin work on a press book on Harold Lloyd's
next production for Paramount release, "WELCOME DANGER**, which is a sound
and dialogue as well as silent pictxire. We want to create the ideal press
book - one that every practical showman will agree is the 100^ seat seller.
In this we need your help,
WHAT IS YOUR IDEA OP WHAT THIS 100^ PRESS BOOK SHOULD BE?
IN WHAT FORM SHOULD IT BE MADE UP?
WHAT GENERAL ITEMS SHOULD IT CONTAIN?
HOW SHOULD IT DIFFER FROM ANY PRESS BOOK SO FAR CREATED?
WHAT FIVE EXPLOITATION STUNTS COULD BE WORKED BY ANY THEATRE
THAT WILL HELP SELL HAROLD LLOYD IN •'WELCOME DANGER** TO THE
PUBLIC?
Both Harold Lloyd and Paramount will appreciate it very much
if you will sit down and answer briefly the above questions in a letter.
A CASH AWARD OF $25,00 WILL BE GIVEN TO EACH OF THE BEST TWENTYFITE LETTERS SUBMITTED. Send in only five exploitation ideas.
We promise to do all we can to incorporate your ideas In the
press book on ''WELCOME DANGER**. Letters must be received before July 29, 1929.
Very truly yours.
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

Throw Away Your
Crying Towels"

bilities preall the possire
business,
sent in the theat
we are truely sorry for the
manager or exhibitor who spends
his time deploring- this, that or the
other condition in the industry today.
WITH

"Crying" towels are out of date
and in their place we have "Ideas,"
"Sug-g-estions" and all kinds of
theatre-managers aids to hel]) the
man, who thinks there are no more
new ideas, find out that he is thinking wrong.
Instead of moaning over how
l)ad business happens to be, or howbad you expect it is going to be. we
suggest that you devote just one
half of the time needed by the unprofitable pastimes mentioned
above, to going through the Club
pages in the News every week and
find out that there are plenty of
ways of keeping your theatre on the
profit side of the ledger.
Wake up to what is now becoming- history : that what the other
fellow is doing, you can do. What
the other fellow has created, you
can recreate to meet your own conditions and requirements.
Stop bellyaching and crying and
devote some spare minutes to thinking up new ideas to improve your
theatre, your shows, your service to
patrons, your programs.
T h r o w away your "cryingtowels" and stage a local fashion

Table of Contents
^ Take Some

Tips From

* *
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*

^ J. L. Cartwright Uses Marquee Sign

* *

*

^ Vogel Gettier's Effective Displays
^ "Your
Theatre Inspection," by Earle
M. Holden
^ George Shewell's
Exploitation
* * Great
*
•I Garfinkle's

"Good-Will"

* *
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*
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* *

*
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* * *
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* * *
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* *
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^ Additional New Members

show. Exploit your local dancingschool. Start a i)o])ularity contest.
Throw a midnight show for your
next big' picture.
\it Gods and little fishes, there
are more ways of attracting business to the theatre of today than
were ever thought of in years gone
by and yet there are exhibitors who
are wasting time crying.
If all the managers who are fretting over losing their job because
of poor business were to devote just
part of their worrying time to looking through the Club columns of
the Ne^^'S there would be just that
many managers NOT worrying
about their jobs.
The manager who insists that "it
can't be done" is being outdistanced
bv the boys who ARE doing it.
The managers who are wasting
their time crying are being pushed
into the background by the managers who are laughing and enjoying life because they are on the
lookout for the "other fellow's
ideas," and making use of them,
too.
What's the sense of rehashing
old stories. We have already found
out what a tremendous aid the
Managers' Round Table Club can
be to the wide-awake manager who
is willing to watch our activities
and the endless procession of suggestions that appear every week.

re"
by "livewi
contri
All rs
s to help
manage
are anxiou
whobuted
their brother exhibitors.
Stop crying and get to work.
C. E. L.
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Take Some Tips From Africa!
Now we pass on one which would go well anywhere
in the world. Just grab yourself a load of this one and
then wait the first opportunity that presents itself with the
right turekind
of to
a picand title
try

We really believe that the following stunts deserve all the prominence we give them. Considering the conditions under which many foreign
theatres operate, such exploitation 'shows real
wide-awake attention by the managers and we
hope this story will encourage them to submit
many more.
C. E. L.
It gives the Club unusual
pleasure to be able to present at this time some of the
activities of their South African members. Exploitation
as practised in foreign countries will always be interesting to the boys on this side of the Globe, so these will be
mighty welcome to anyone on the alert for a new angle
to play up their attractions.
The first one we offer is that created and executed by the
Princess Theatre in Durban, S. A., by Manager Moylan.
"The Better 'Ole"
was the picture
and here is the
way he exploited
it at a point some
distance from the
theatre and right
plumb in front of
the ever - busy
Post Office building. The erection

South African Club
Members Pull Some
Marvelous Stunts

and
the "dug-out"
whole
of the
stunt is a credit to
Mr. Moylan and
the way he puts
things over. Seats
for the showing of
the picture were
sold right in this
dugout.
In case you are
wondering how effective this is, just try and picture it in
front how.
of your own local post office. That's the answer.
And
The second one comes from Manager L. Levin of the
Vaudett Theatre in East London, S. A., and shows the
novel ballyhoo he
to sell
used
1
5
*^f,
I "Chang"
to the
I movie fans of that
' ^
I

^^:i,r : ''^V\ I city. No doubt

^TpyF
V
'If '
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on the streets of
East London as it
on Times
would
Square

in

New

in Chicago. So we
can see that the
Vaudette must
have kicked up some good business as a result of this
exploitation.

it in your own cities.
Manager Thorne of
the Grand Theatre in
Pretona, S. A., had
this pair all over the
city and suburbs and
they must
havelotcreated a whole
of
live interest in both
the
picture and
the
theatre.
So, you
American showmen
can now take a tip from some far off foreign manager and
try this one yourselves. Are we right about it being a corking stunt? You bet we are.
For the next one we can only say, "Book 'Simba' and
then send your order to Africa for a group of natives."
After they arrive fix them up with a long pole and a
painted beaverboard cutout of a lion suspended from the
pole, just as shown in the photograph. Then start them
around the town, and boy, oh, boy, what the natives of
your own towns would say would be a wow.

But seriously, don't you think that Manager R. Clucas
of the Rinko Theatre in Waritzburg, S. A., deserves a
whale of credit for putting on a ballyhoo like this? You
bet he does. We only wish we knew a little more about
him so we could play it up as a feature story. He is entitled to such recognition. Showmanship plus, is what he
shows
picture,
and how
don't neat
just and
look attractive
at the bally
itself. from
Look this
behind
and see
his
poster boards and announcements appear. Is there anything wrong with the way the exterior of the Rinko looks?
We think not. We certainly would like to hear a lot more
from this manager because he shows every indication of
being, w^hat we term here, a live-wire, and if this is but a
sample of what he is able to do, then what about something really big that he puts across?
In closing this little story about So. Africa, we must not
fail to thank Mr. J. H. Stodel, the supervisor of the African Theatres Limited chain, for seeing that we had this
material to publish. Mr. Stodel is no slouch himself when
it comes to exploitation and his recent promotion is ample
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testimony that his company recognizes his ability. Now
that he is working with all the different managers there
should be plenty of activities on that progressive circuit.
Mr. Stodel recently succeeded in getting some mighty
good publicity for the appearance of Shura Cherassy when
that personage appeared in Johannesburg for the first of a
series of concerts under the direction of the African Theatres, Ltd. J. H. put over a publicity stunt covering the
exaggerated insurance of this concert stars fingers and
played the stunt up so well that packed houses were the
result. Which just goes to show that even though he is
now spreading his own activities all over the circuit he
still is a good hand at putting across big stunts.
We have more to tell you about Africa in an early issue
of the News and if you find their methods of exploitation
interesting to read about then watch for more stuff from
Mr. Stodel and the S. A. managers.
Manager J. L. Cartwright
made
a fine job of this speJ. L. Gartwright
cial sign above his marquee
Uses Marquee Sign for use with C h a n e y ' s
"Where East Is East."
Very Effectively
It certainly tops every"~~~~~'~~~~~"^'^~^^^"^~ thing else
on the front of the
theatre and therefore can be branded as actually outstanding. Close inspection might show those of you, who are
really interested in this sign, that it is not an expensive
proposition at all. Effectiveness need not, necessarily, be
costl
idea itself in most cases that is important,
y. It's
not the
banktheroll.
Another thing you might note on the marquee sign is
the attraction letters and the wording that J. L. used.
"Hello Chattanoogans, Come And See My Latest Picture."
A darned good catch-line and something to get away from
the routine star and title lettering usually found on such
signs.

It would appear to me that Cartwright is on the job and
looking after his house the way it should be looked after.
What say you? But listen Carty, old top, how about some
of your latest exploitation stunts? The members would
like to know more about your various doings. Send them
along and include your own picture too. Yu have probably noticed that many of the members now send us their
photos so that the other members can see who they are
reading about. It's a good idea, just try it.

GLtC

* 'Lobby Laughs"
By Dick Kirschbaum
Dick wants YOUR
of cartoons.

ideas for this series

If you can think of something that has
happened and gave you a laugh, pass it along,
Dick will do the illustrating and credit you
with the idea.
Shoot your suggestions direct to the Club
and we will transmit them to Kirschbaum.
C. E. L.

Here are two features of

r's Eftiere
el ysGetWe
Vogpla
Dis
^ fective for "Boat"

Vogel Gettier's campaign to
put
across "Show
for
the Capitol
Theatre Boat"
in Grand
Island, Nebr. The first photo

(on the
is a reproduction
of a left)
remarkable
display
which Mr. Gettier erected in his lobby and illuminated with
a battery of baby spots.
This display was so unusual that the Capitol patrons
commented about for a long time after it was taken down,
and to deserve such attention, a good job is necessary.
That, apparently, is what Vogel gave the customers.

The second photo (on the right) shows a picture of the
window dressing which Mr. Gettier succeeded in engineering with one of the largest stores in the city, whereby they
donated the window in exchange for the advertising they
received in the selling of the show boat toys. Since they
both benefited by the tie-up, we will assume that they were
well satisfied with the results of their efforts.
We would certainly like to tell you a lot more about Vogel
Gettier, a corking showman and an active member of the
Round Table Club, too. But we must await information
about his activities before we can pass it on to the members
and readers of the Club columns. How about it V. G.? You
are always putting something new over so why not let uS
all in on the "dope?"
As part of his "good-will" campaign. Manager Al Weiss,
of the Florida Theatre, in Jacksonville, worked with the
Advertising Convention committee in that city. He furnished the acts for the banquet of the delegates and gave
a mid-night showing of "Alibi" for. all the members and
delegates.
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Your Theatre Inspection
By Earle M. Holden
This fine article on Theatre Inspection was
started in the NEW^S three weeks ago. Here is
the third and final part of Mr. Holden's story.
We suggest that, if you have not followed this
article, you read the other t^\■o installments. It
is well worth vour while.
C. E. L.

How About Sound
& Booth Equipment

Then where we have costly sound equipment in the
theatre, the projection room
should also be checked. The floors should be clean, because dust will cause damage to sound track films and
also will get into the important working parts of the outfit itself. Check the machines and also the ecjuipment with
the operators. Look over the battery room also, and see
if the operators are keeping the batteries properly filled
and charged, and be sure to see that no dirt has accumulated on the tops of the batteries and the battery terminals
should be vasolined.

Next we V^.ve the projec*° *^^
^''''''^ ^"^"^
^'"^^ rooms.
^est
Their^^^^
conditio
n

Lounging
&
Rest
IXUUIIlh
/^re
i>ie
XL
TV<-Yf
Are
Rnnm«
is very important, both men's and ladies'. Check the floor
carpet, the side awlls. Many women have a habit of wiping excess lip stick on the walls. Lip stick pads should be
provided, but even then, lip stick will be found on the walls,
especially alongside of mirrors. Wash this off; also, shine
up the mirror and dust all pictures. These rooms should
be well ventilated, all fixtures should be free of dirt and
discoloration and all tile should be cleaned. Porcelainware

should be clean and neat. Have you supplied proper receptacles for waste towels? Loose towels thrown on the
floor look very bad, and besides provide a fire hazard.
See that the soap and towel receptacles are filled at all
times, and check vending machines for sanitary napkins,
[vcep it filled and neat at all times.
The rest rooms of a theatre are important items and care
should be made in their inspection. Both the men's and
ladies' rest rooms should have a thorough inspection daily
by the house manager.

Inspect The Stage
Even If Not In Use

Regardless of whether you
have stage shows or not,

don't skip an inspection of
the stage. If you have sound equipment, the horns should
be looked
over.
Check
the Imm
towers.
Probably
the

Picture

N c zc s

CLUD

horns are covered with ozite, but if not keejj them dusted.
Keep all dressing rooms neat and clean. The l)ack stage
should be scrubbed ever so often to keep down dust that
might work into the horns. The stage should also be inspectedalso
;
the drapes. Also have the stage scrubbed frequently to keep down dust, or if carpets are used on the
stage, see that they are properly cleaned.

Offices & Stock
Rooms Included

All other rooms in the
theatre should next be in-

First the
manager's
office. It should be as clean and tidy asspected.
the
theatre
itself.
People frequently have business with the manager and going from a clean theatre into a dirty manager's office would
not have a very good impression on them. Have no loose
papers around. Keep a filing system, and have things neat.
Other rooms ])robably would consist of the janito;s room,
supply room, art room, and there may also be some vacant
rooms. Keep all of these neat at all times. You may have
occasion to show patrons over your theatre, and a clean
theatre is one that you are proud to show.
. .Follow these few rules and this system of inspection and
it's a sure bet that you will have the cleanest theatre in
town. Once you start a system of inspection, keep to it,
and make it a daily practice.

George Shewell Is
PulHng Great Exploitation Stuff
^^^^^————^"—'••^^^^^
showing

Thatmen areallnottheworking
"good" in
showthe
large towns or big cities,
is rapidly becoming a known
fact chiefly because, through
the Club,
showmen in the
smaller
towns
and cities are

that they too are capable of following the other

man's own.
suggestions and ideas as well as creating some
their

of

This fact was demonstrated again through the receipt
of a fine letter from George Shewell, manager of the Auditorium in Coatesville, Penn. His letter, besides, telling us
a lot about the town and the theatre, vividly descril)es
some of the data he is using to keep that house on the map.
To give you a better idea of the town and theatre we
want you to know that the Auditorium is a theatre seating
about 1,600 people and it is located in a city of 13,000.
Coatesville is only 45 miles from Philadelphia and is
equipped with the latest in sound plants.
The first item we would call your attention to is one
which
Mr. Shewell
secured
through
the pages
of the
Round r able
Club and one
which has been
CC^GI5ATULATI€N/
followed by more
COATESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1929
managers than
To.
AUDITORIUM
Coatesville, Pa.

\

IF THtS SOUND THAOC WTAE
PROJECTED
WOULD EXP-RF-SA
OtJR SINCERE ITLONCRAlXJUATIONS

any other idea
presentedIt this
season.
is the

%)Haf>hone and ^ooielont

The
CLUB,

MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE
is raf)idly becoming one of the most

interesting parts of the "NEWS" each week
and I enjoy reading every word.
G. B. Ed Patiw,
Manager, Capitol Theatre,
Newark, N. Y.

High School
( iraduates Congratulation Card
and w e reproduce it here "^o that you can judge how well it was executed. For this reason, if no other, we respect Mr. Shewell
as a man ready and willing to capitalize on any idea that
will bring his house business regardless of who created
it. It's
a spirit
our
feelings
one many
bit.

of us coidd adopt without hurting

Another interesting feature of his operating tactics is
his clear and concise manner of newspaper advertising
which once again combines regular house copy, exchange

/ u l\
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mats and service borders. All three go a long ways towards making his ads attractive to read. We selected these
three at random from the ones he sent to the Club headquarters.

Garfinkle's GoodWill Show Pays A
Healthy Dividend

"'^~~""~~"~~~~^^^~~^^^^~'

His house organ was made up with the sole idea of
turning out something that pleased and satisfied his patrons, not his own vanity. As he himself explains it—
"Coatesville is a mill town with a large foreign element
who like to find put what's what at a glance." Which is
damned fine judgment in any man"s theatre. What do
\'( )U say? Personally, for the purpose it was created, we
lielieve it is a cracker-jack program. Comments are solicited.

You must all recall the interesting story about Harold
(iarfinkle and his good-will
activities out at the .Midwood Theatre in Brooklyn.
This of story created
quite a
bit
comment among the

members and called forth several requests for information as
to how he accomplished his campaign.
Now here is a follow-up story and picture which kicksf
back to that original story and the thousands of youngsters
who crowded the Midwood for his school show tie-up. He
claimed at that time that the movies he took of the crowds
would result in big returns for the theatre when they were
shown and this photo is the evidence that Harold knew what
he was talking about.
The greatest mob that ever struck the theatre since it was
Iniilt jammed the streets in front of the theatre for blocks
and called for the aid of several policemen to handle them
without accident. This great business continued for the
three days during the run of the local pictures and resulted
in more attention being directed to the Midwood than any
other stunt ever conceived. Showmanship, no matter how
you want to figure it out and to Garfinkle goes a lot of credit ■
for working this one out. both from the good-will angle as
well as the increased box office receipts.

Auditorium I
RICHARD

BARTDElNEil
WeARY RIV£R

MnMrsManlnJonnson

K^^^ i^ Ot^ CHAWCI
'^ ^^

The announcement

card which Mr. Shewell turned out

was to answer a two-fold purpose and we can only lei: you
judfe for yourself whether he accomplished what he set
out to do. He wanted
the public to know
-:- ALDITCI^IUM
-:his po^icv and he utiCOATESVILLE
lized the reverse side
of the announcement
"wucce JOUNi) njvrir>t ntfi"
HOME OF THE WORLDS FINEST
card to state the theTALriNC DICTIJRES
atre's schedule and
VITAPMONE FEATURES
MOVIETONE FEATURES
WORLD EVENTS IN SOUNO
SYNCHRONIZED NOVELTIES
prices.
theTALKINO REVUES AND ACTS WITH FAMOUS STARS
atre Many
which we a have
ALL SOUND

REPROOUCbD

ttV TtlL WtsTF.RN

^Auditorium,
Th9

rytudilorium

ELECTRIC

Coatesville

Opcrmtaa on Etstorn
Ds^Hight
MATINEES DAILY AT 2*0 P. M.
EVENINOS

PrcMnUng

SYSTEM

J'avini

Tin

AT 7KX) lod !>:0O P. M.

a Complete Show After 9.40 P. M.
(8:40 Eaauro Staodard Time)

Saturday. Cootlnuoua

from

1^30 to ll:3S P. M.

You may see a complete show dally after 9:40 p. m.
(8:40 EaaUrn SUndard Time)

REGULAR

ADMISSION

PRICES

visited
in the last
few years could well
afford to adopt this
same idea. It is surprising how many of
you boys have people all over your
towns who have not
got the slightest idea
of how your shows
are run or when they

may see
the last feature showing.
This, but brieny.
describes the fine activities of our brother member up in
Coatesville, Pa., and we are certainly hoping to hear much
more from him in the very near future. How about it G.S. ?
Cttlldren.'Matlaec 15c; Night 25c.

Adultt— Matinee J5c: NIf ht SOc

=Keep This Schedule^

You know the answer. And by the way, why can't you
me your own j^hoto? We would all like to "meet"
shoot
you personally.

Garfinkle, by the way, did not sit tight and expect the
crowds to congregate just because they knew the movies
were going to be shown sometime that week. On the contrary, Garfinkle made sure the most of them would know
the exact date by sending word to the schools, Mother's
Clubs and mentioned it in their regular advertising. Some
follow-up, but it brought results and that's what counts.
AVe are promised more interesting stuff by this active
Round Tabler in the near future according to the latest
word received.
We shall see.

Please Take Note
the Club are open for the publication of
pages of from
THE photographs
both members
and readers.
These
photos may be of theatre managers, theatre fronts, marquee displays, lobby settings, etc.
Due credit will be given
those sending photos to the Club, providing they attach the
proper description and their own names and theatre addresses.
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB.
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Here is an idea that if
J. D. Marpole Uses properly worked and handled
should mean its weight in
A Questionaire
gold to exhibitors and managers everywhere. Besides
With Good Angles
being timely, it strikes a key^~^^^^^^--^— -^--------— — - note that is daily becoming
more evident among theatres : that is the importance of getting audience and patron reaction to the house policies during these unsettled times when talkies are talkies and some
are squeekies.

rA

FREE
TO

PASS ADMITTING
. . . PERSONS . . •

TWO

ANY PERFORMANCE, WILL BE MAILED TO YOU IMMEDL^TELY
IF YOU WILL KINDLY FILL IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AND
^
RETURN TO THE TOKAY THEATRE

The 1928-29 seasditnrthe naotioa picture industry is just coming to a dose,
and in line with our policy of operating the Tokay Theatre along the lines
of a true community enterprise we are asking every resident of the Lodi District the following questions to the end that we may better serve the community during the coming season. Please check these questions carefully,
and then drop the letter in a mail-box.
(NO POSTAGE NEEDED), or
leave at the Tokay Theatre box-office.
These letters will be kept strictly
confidential, their only purpose being to give the management a distinct reflection ofwhat the residents of this community prefer in the way of entertainment.
. Silent

What type of motion picture do you like best? All-Talking
Part-Talking
Remarks:
What type of feature pictures do ^ou enjoy most?
Tragedies

Action Dramas

Dramas

_ Comedies

Mystery

Suge

—

Crook.

What type of short subjects do you like best? Comedies
Cartoons
Reviews
Educational subjects
News reels
_.
What form of advertising assists you in deciding upon the pictures you want to see?
Monthly calendar
Newspaper readers

_ Newspaper display ads
Billboard advertising

Screen Magazines

—

What newspaper do you read? Lodi Sentinel
Lodi News
Stockton Record
Who are your favorite male surs?
Who are your favorite female stars?
Would you rather see first-run programs at present Lodi prices or the pick of both talking
and silent productions a few weeks later (second-run) at reduced admission prices?
Remarks:
Do the above answers represent the general opinion among your entire family?
No
. ._
Remarks:

Yes

What criticisms or suggestions have you to offer regarding the operation of the Tokay Theatre? Remarks:
Name
WE WILL

,
GREATLY

_
Address _
_
_ ;. City
APPRECIATE IT IF YOU WILL FILL IN AND RETURN
CARD WITFON THE NEXT FEW DAYS

.,
TFUS

Jack D. Marpole, manager of the Tokay Theatre in Lodi,
California, conceived the idea that they ought to find out
what their patrons thought of the new style in entertainments because they have had a rather hectic time this season trying to satisfy the customers and keeping the receipts

Thanks to the Club!
Since I get so much good from the club
columns, I thought would try and show some
appreciation by at least sending my name.
Thanking you and the club for many helpful
suggestion.
C. W. Davis,
Manager, Broadway Theatre,
Reidsville, N. C.

Picture

News

CLUB

above
the overhead, a difficult accomplishment everywhere
these days.
The Tokay Theatre will be finished with all their present
contract stulT by the first of August and that will give them
a chance to go out and buy next season's product with a
clean slate. So they decided to put out these questionaires
offering a free pass to all those who fill them out and return
them to the theatre. A business reply envelope accompanied the questionaire so that no postage was required for the
return. Also darned good business when you stop to figure
out the importance of the questionaire and the implied faith
you are showing in your patron's judgment to ask these
questions.
First Or Second Runs?
The main point which Marpole's theatre wanted to find
out was: whether or not there are enough peope in the district they draw from, who would rather wait and see the
pick of the talking and silent pictures at his theatre at a reduced price of admission or whether they would rather
have both theatres in town running a first run policy, at,
naturally, first run prices.
We are all going to be keenly interested in the results of
this survey and hope that Jack furnishes us with the results
as soon as they are all in. Don't forget this Marpole, as this
article is bound to stir up a lot of managers who will wonder
whether the results are really worth while. So you must be
it's ready. upon for the answer. Shoot it along as soon as
depended
Another angle brought out by this form of questionaire,
is the thought that they could go a little deeper while they
were at it and find out what the general public likes best in
the way of entertainment, what paper they read, what form
of advertising assists them in picking out the pictures they
want to see and what their suggestions might be as to the
operation of the theatre.

Good

Will Is Essential

Where a theatre really has the good-will of the community, such an idea is really practical, but if not, don't try it or
you are apt to find the angle ridiculed. From close to five
thousand questionaires sent out, Marpole expects at least a
fifty per cent return. This angle alone is worth finding out
about. The response from the patrons to such an unusual
appeal.
Oh, yes, we must not forget that these questionaires also
ofTer a most profitable return in the way of a direct-contact
mailing list and wide-awake managers know the value of
good mailing lists in every part of the country.
Ernest R. Lim, who aside
from
his theatre activities
Ernest R. Lim
down in Borneo, D. E. L, isEnrolls Two New
the Club's representative,
has sent in another pair of
Members for Club
Club members from that
'
country.
So we take this means of welcoming into our ranks two
showmen whom w^e hope will line up as active and enthusiastic members of the Club.
Mr. M. Cohen is the advertising manager for the Universal Chain in Soerabaja, East Java, Dutch East Indies, and
so we also learn that Universal has a chain down there.
Mr. Cohen's activities should make it possible for him to
send us as much exploitation and theatre tips as the boys
down in South Africa who are working so hard for the Club
under the direction of J. H. Stodel, our Regional Chairman
for South Africa.
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The other member sent in by Mr. Lim is J. Wynberg,
who runs the Rialto Bioscope in Buitenzorg, West Java,
D. E. I., and from him we hope to hear a lot about the way
he is selling the theatre and its attractions to the movie fans
of that community.
Those of us who are always anxious to know what they
are doing in other countries will welcome the opportunity
of learning abut this far off land and its theatre methods.
Let us, therefore, hope that we will get a letter from there
real soon. At any rate we will be looking for some word
from that part of the world.
We won't close this little story as we just learned that
Mr. Wynberg is a manager of some 14 years exj)erience
and he managed first the Royal Standard Bioscope and afterwards the Rialto, the residence of the Governor General
of D. E. I.
Mr. Cohen was formerly manager of the Rivoli Theatre
at Malang, E. J., a theatre of Universal and recently appointed advertising manager of the Chain Theatre for that
company. He was a cavalry officer (captain) in the D. E. I.
army and won the M. W. O., the highest military award
during the Atjeh War and resigned after being severely
wounded. His recent promotion qualities him as being a
clever manager and showman.
Thanks for your interest Mr. Lim and don't forget that
it has been some time since we heard of your own activities
down there. What's new and how are things going? Have
you installed "sound" equipment as yet? Tell us all the
news. And be sure to advise me whether you received your
Membership Certificate in good shape. Do you like it?
The photo with this story

was captioned "Camera Crew
Making
Movies"
(Silent)
and it looks like the "crew"
having a lot of fun at the
The Job At Saranac was
same time. That is, if looks
•^^^~^^^^~—"~—~~^~^^ are not deceiving. But
kidding aside, we want you to meet as nice a crowd of the
"boys" as you will meet in many a moon.
Reading from left to right they are: L. H. Raymond,
manager of the Pontiac Theatre in Saranac Lake, N. Y.;
A. B. Anderson, his assistant; Calvin McCormack, organist and T. J. Wawatch, chief electrician and cameraman.
L. H.. Haymond and
yj.
^^^-^ ,, .
His
l^reW
Are on

CLUB

''A Comparison"
IT is only natural that when a member visits New York
I should take him to some of the larger movie palaces
in this city and in this way I get his reactions to the
types of entertainment he sees and how he compares them
with what he is more accustomed to in and around his
own section of the country.
The last three times I visited the Paramount Theatre
my "company" always expressed his disappointment of
Jesse Crawford's organ specialties.
Now we hold no brief or criticism for Crawford's work
and the way he plays but we do wonder whether New
York, or for that matter, any town, wants the type of
stuff' he is giving them at the gorgeous Paramount.
If I were asked to make a comparison between Jesse
Crawford and Paul Forster of the Eckel Theatre in Syracuse, Iwould vote for Forster's type of organ work as
being
of more use to the house than Crawford's is to the
Paramount.
Why?
Well, because Forster is selling an organ specialty,
while Crawford is solely selling the organ and it's pretty
tones.
I have rarely heard the audience sing in any volume
with Crawford's playing, yet I have heard every person
in the Eckel and Empire Theatres sing to Forster's.
I honesty believe that if the Crawford specialty would
be worked out with a view of making the audience get a
real "kick" out of it, they would make that part of their
program a most desirable one.
Or perhaps I might suggest that Jesse take a trip to
Syracuse and decide for himself whether he still has
something to learn, if not in the technique, then in the
way of showmanship.
It's been heard of before.
C. E. L.
for reproduction, and their method of telling the patrons
a little about the show in each program is a fine way to
create interest in the coming attractions.
Waving
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This theatre is located in the Heart of the Adirondacks
and under the guidance of Mr. Raymond and his "crew"
they are keeping right up to date with their theatre and
their shows.
We also offer, for your own information, a cut of the
house program used by the Pontiac and which suits their
present needs to perfection. The layout is really much better than the cut shows due to the cutting down the size

We have been long awaiting news and advices from the
peppy "crew" up there in the Adirondacks and now that
they have come through with this first one we hope they
will follow it up with many more at frequent intervals.
What do you say Mr. Raymond? Let the whole world
)>
know what's going on up in that glorious country of yours.

'AH For One And One For All
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Here is a suggestion contributed by Fally Markus
Use Local Dancing
the well-known independent
Schools for Great
vaudeville agent in New
York.
Fally has followed the
Box Office Tonic
Club activities for many
— - months and particularly
phones your Chairman to tell him about the following :
Practically every city and town on the map boasts of a
local dancing school where all types of toe and stage dancing- are taught. Tlhese schools, invariably, are always
anxious to show off their pupils and especially so through
the theatre, therefore you are sure to find them in a receptive mood for any suggestion you want to advance regarding an appearance of some or all of their talent.
Fally's original suggestion was that the school furnish
a different girl for each night of a carnival show and this
girl should be used to announce all the vaudeville acts on
the bill by dancing out upon the stage before each act
and doing a short, but snappy, number, then announce
the act, either by talk or via annunciator cards.
The value of tliis idea takes in many dift'erent angles:
First : you lend a different atmosphere to your show.
Second : you create a local appeal which goes even further than just the friends and relations of the girl.
Third : you eliminate waits between acts and add a certain fine continuity to your show that makes it better to
watch than ever before.
Fourth: it gives you something to go out and ballyhoo.
In the theatre where Mr. Markus witnessed this stunt
for the first time, the manager handled it exceptionally
well with the result that the business was great for the
three days that it was put on.
I!ut while we are on the subject of local dancing schools
it might be well to say more about this marvelous angle.
Your Chairman, himself, has used the local dancing schools
at regular intervals throughout the season in several towns
and cities and in every instance the theatre was the better
by hundreds of dollars through the tie-up. The staging of
a semi-annual dance carnival by the school in conjunction
with the regular theatre program, but dropping the vaudeville (if you use it) and playing up the dancing school as
the stage attraction, will bring marvelous results, but be
sure that the school has an interesting program to offer.
Sometimes it may be necessary to add a hoke comedy team
to inject some laughs into the proceedings.
The use of "good" local talent but not confusing such
talent with the expression amateurs, often works wonders
for the box office.
We do not hesitate to urge our members and readers to
follow up this angle and we are quite sure that they will
be more than satisfied with the results as well as the additional good-will that such tie-ups bring about.
Members or readers who have successfully engineered

A Promise Performed!
/ am very interested in the good work that
is carried on by the Club, and hope to become a very active member, I faithfully
promise that you will hear from me very
regular.
George C. Goethals,
Century Theatre,
Jackson, Miss.
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stuff of this type can tell us about their experiences and
we will gladly give them all the space they need for this
purpose. If you want more information about it just drop
us a line and we will be glad to furnish same.

M. K. Moore Props
Up With Another
Publicity Getter
——^^-^^^^^^^^^—-^^^—

Marsline K. Moore bobs
up again after a little silence
with another of his timely
methods of attracting attention and business to the
Worth Theatre in Fort
Worth, Texas.

In this case Air. Moore invited the youngsters of the
Masonic Orphans Home to attend a matinee performance
of "Sonny Boy" and in line with his usual custom he promoted abus to transport the youngsters to the theatre.
What's the use of going into a lengthy discussion of this
great stunt when all we need call your attention to is that
a big attractive bus, as pictured, with impressive banner
and a load of lusty-lunged, makes, what we would venture to call, a mighty good ballyhoo for any theatre.
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The good-will angle alone was worth the effort, the newspaper publicity that such stunts generally bring forth is
still another good angle, but when you tie them all together
you must admit that it makes a darned good way of ballyhooiiig a theatre in any man's country.
What sav you all?
Maybe Moore will follow this one up with some more of
his it"doings"
and startHow
his active
moving as fast
as
used to move.
about membership
it M. K.?

C. T. Perrin Used
Amplified Records
For New Ballyhoo

Manager C. T. Perrin of
the Sterling Theatre in
Greely,through
Colo., sold
"Mother's
Boy"
a novel
phonograph stunt which attracted
much extra business to the
theatre.

C. T. secured a special record of Morton Downey on
which the star sang two numbers and made an announcement about the picture.
An amplifier set was secured and then the record was
played through a loud speaker placed on top of the marquee.
Perrin used about twelve difterent records in his "concert" playing the exploitation record every third time so
that the merchants and hotels on the main street wouldn't
find fault and report the sunt as a nuisance, wdiich might
have hajjpened had he repeated the si)ecial record over and
over.
Another angle is that those who stopped to listen to

I
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the "concert" would have quickly lost interest had the}'
heard the liallyhoo record repeated too often.
He also used this special record over the local broadcasting station, being played several times in advance of the
pictures opening.
Come on you other wizards, tell us how you make use of
amplifying stunts.

Randall J. Jerabek
Believes In Anima
ted Front Displays

Patience is a virtue, as
they would say in the classics, and since we're talking
about classics why not include the Round Table Club?

Who's going to argue the
point anyway?
But, talking of patience, I had to use a little of it in ta'kint;
some of the boys out of their pictures so that we could all
see what they look like. In this case we finally succeeded
in getting one from Randall J.
Jerabek, manager of the Mission
Theatre in San Diego, Calif., and
wdiy so good-looking a fellow
needed so much coaxing, will always be a mystery to me.
But here it is and after all these
months we want you to know
what Randall looks like to the
naked eye. We are more than
ever, certain, that R. J. will continue to be one of the Club's real
active boosters the same as he has
been in the past.
We are also showing you a picture of the Mission Theatre front
but the important part of this picture was not clear enough for
proper reproduction. Anyway, you may be able to make
out — near to the left center of the entrance — two small figures. These figures were cut out from beaverboard and
hand ])ainted, the skirt on the dancer was made of colored
ribbons with a concealed fan playing on
it from the side and
'■'—^-^^—^^^^•^-^^-^^•—

givingableitmotion.
considerBut
whether you can see
the figures or not,
the idea is conveyed
to you just the same.
This animated type
of advertising is a!
ways attractive to
the eye and gets
away from tlie sameness of the stationary display.
We would also call your attention to the fact that these
figures (one of the Barker and the other of the dancer),
were mounted on a platform in front of a miniature circus
tent, and in the tent was concealed a Panatrope playing the
victor record called "The Barker." While it does not show
in the photo, it did cause no end of favorable comment from
the patrons and passerbys.
The simple, yet
Jerabek's marquee
can almost picture
the marquee. The
a searchlight.
Try

attractive "See and Hear" sign above
strikes us as being very efifective. We
it illuminated at night from the top of
white letter would then stand out like
one like this yourself.

Let's hear more from you Randall, and soon too. Thanks.

Managers' Round Table Club
Employment Bureau
Theatre owners, chain executives and any others
interested in making contacts with efficient, dependable house managers are requested to communicate
with this Club.
We have, on our lists, some men, at present employed, with excellent records. They are located in
all parts of the country.
Correspondence will be treated confidentially and
the information furnished will guide you in selecting
the right kind of a manager.
Address your inquiries to Charles E. Lewis, Chairman, at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Managers' Round Table Club.
(Note. — Managers wishing to register in this Bureau should send for proper form to be filled out.)
Here is something new in
the way of advertisings
chains through theatre post
cards, submitted by Thomas
Started A "PostLagaries of the Strand Theacard" Chain Stunt
tre in Palmyra. N. Y. Perhaps by reading it through
it may suggest some sort of a similar idea to you other boys.
Tom was playing "Sunrise" and looking around for another angle to plug the picture with and at the same time
get away from the routine ideas that had been used prior
to this attraction. So he had several dozen of his more intimate friends address these picture post cards of the Strand
Theatre to their friends and to tell their friends, on the

Thomas

Lagaries

card,
what a great picture "Sunrise" was and also not tO'
miss it.

The theatre stamped and mailed the cards and as a return
courtesy to his friends he gave them each a pass for the
theatre. In addition to creating more friends for the Strand
and Lagaries, it built up business very nicely ; so everyone
was satisfied with this new way of getting the customers to
talk about your shows.
We made the picture on the post card into a cut so that
the "gang" might see what the Strand looks like and now
we must admit that it certainly is a fine looking house. It
is surprising how many of the smaller towns have muchj
nicer theatres than many of the larger cities, but I suppose
it's the best way of keeping the folks in the home town by
giving them nice theatres and then nice shows.
Let's hear more from vou real scjon, Tom, will vou?

Motion
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Far be it from me to nose
Kirschbaum Is Good my way into the affairs
of (personal or otherwise)
our esteemed members, but
At Fishing, Twins,
here is one time that I want
Cartooning, Etc.
to let you in on the ground
floor of the best ballyhoo or
exploitation stunt ever conceived or executed.
To stop beating about the bush and getting down to hard
brass tacks we want you to take a good look at "The
Twins." In the flesh
and blood and not
canned. But kidding
aside, don't you think
that they are a couple
of beauties?
Well, we won't keep
you in suspense any
longer. They are the
exclusive property of
Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Kirschbaum (Dick is
our own pet Club cartoonist) of Arlington, N. J.
And now we pass on to the sadder part of our little intimate story about Dick. He was in to see us at Club headquarters only the other day and knowing of his fondness for
fishing we just naturally played into his hands and so the
conversation took a decidedly "fishy" slant until Dick
started to indicate the size of the fish he caught last week.
His indicating process being to stretch his two arms as far
apart as nature would permit.
After much arguing about the
exact size of the fish we finally
talked him out of a picture of
said fish which we present herewith, unbiased, uncensored and
unaltered. You can write your
own caption for it and you may
even have it enlarged and
framed.
What care we.
What would a story about any
member be without bringing the
"Shop" into it somewhere or
other? Well this story is no exception to the rule and we therefor want you to take a peek at
Dick's how!
program.
Neat?
And
Well Nice?
the finished

Picture
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By the way, boys, don't forget that Dick is looking for
suggestions for his series of "Lobby Laughs" cartoons.
You see them, read them and laugh. So just contribute a
suggestion for one yourself.
Boy, this is what we would
term a knock-out display in
which damned good advertising ability was utilized
manship.
plus a mixture of real show■^
What is it all about?

Ollie Brownlee
Knows How To Fix
Attractive Windows

Well you look at the photo and answer it yourself, BUT
should you find the answer difficult, may we call your attention to how effective the cut-outs were arranged by placing Nancy Carroll on top of the real bass drum and fixing
Buddy Rogers up to be playing the traps.
Here is a window display with a B-A-N-G and if it didn't
attract interest galore then we are going to stop recommending anything like it in the future. Note how the different instruments, pictures, song sheets, etc., have been
laid out. See how effective the theatre and picture ad works
out on the bass drum, this drum by the way had a flashing
light inside, which is far better than smearing such propaganda all over the different instruments, etc.

product is even better than the
reproduction which we show
here. It's as nice a program as our large collection boasts,
and that takes in a lot of territory.

NEXT

WEEK—
''14"

We will give you:

"MONEY-MAKING
SUGGESTIONS"
and every one of them are adaptable
to any kind of theatre and city.
—IT'S A GIFT! !

Oh, yes, you do want to know who worked this one out?
Well it was Ollie Brownlee of the New Theatre in Fort
Smith, Ark., and we sincerely hope that this is just the beginning of his contributions to the Club pages. Any showman who can start off like this must certainly have some
corking ideas up his sleeve to say nothing of the stunts he
has pulled in the past few months.
What say Ollie? How about your own picture and some
"dope" about how you are gettin' 'em in to the theatre?

^iL
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If the experiences of every
member were printed in
G. G. Gassady Gan
these columns, together with
Show Us Point On
all the various stages of the
Good Showmanship business through which they
passed, it would undoubtedly
' make extreme fine reading
for anyone connected with the industry.
This is especially true of C. C. Cassady, manager of the
Tivoli Theatre in Spencer, Ind. Mr. Cassady's contributions to these pages have already won him a lot of attention
from the hundreds of exhibitors and managers throughout
the country and it is particularly fitting that we follow it
up with a little more intimate details concerning his experiences in the business.
C. C, as we call him, started in the show game about 14
years ago operating the I. T. SoUers theatre in Dana, Ind.
Later he himself leased three small town theatres in Overdale, Roachdale and Ladoga, Ind. Experience in such
towns and theatres gives an exhibitor angles that stand him
in good stead in his future activities in even larger citiesj
Mr. Cassady has always realized the importance of operating his houses in the smaller towns with as low a overhead
as possible and with such training many a big city manager
would make a more efficient executive for his job. Many
men in the larger towns start off wrong by running their
houses with large overheads and then find themselves in
trouble with the houses going into the red.
But getting back to C. C. After eight years in the operating end of the game he took charge of publicity for the
Pert Theatre in Gilespie, 111., and later handled the same
department for the Liberty Theatre in Terra Haute. Ind.
At that time the house was operated by the Consolidated
Realty Co. He then moved into the Irving Theatre in Indianapolis.

((
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Canadian Page" Soon!

IF JACK ALLEN and the other boys up in Canada
make good their threat you will soon see an exclusive Canadian page at frequent intervals.
We have promised them the page providing they
send the material, and from what we have seen of
Allen's activities we have a hunch that you will see
that page before very long.
Additional Canadian members are enrolling every
day, if your application has not been sent in, do it now!
You
Canadian
boys who
have already enrolled
should get your first material ready and send it in to
the Club marked "For Canadian Page."
holding these things together but you can see the white
painted parts like beacons.
That's our idea of a corking display and since you can
store it away for use with future Jolson pictures, so the effort required to make this one up is well-worth the energy.
Try this one yourself and see if it don't more than strike
your fancy. Several placed on different parts of your marquee or even in front of a block drop on the stage for an
effect will get many a laugh and attract the very attention
you will probably be seeking for the picture to come.

"Experience," says Mr. Cassady, "in different parts of the
country will prove that the same policies cannot be used in
everyent territory."
Anda man
of course,
he hasininvarious
mind the
differconditions which
encounters
towns,
all
calling for different handling of the house to meet that
town's requirements. Another point which he brings out
is, "I have never found a time when it didn't pay to advertise plenty and that the public is always wanting a new idea
and will soon go stale on the same old gags over and over,
again."

But here we have told
you so much about his
past
history
to lose
sight weof don't
one ofwant
his
recent ideas to keep his
theatre from growing
stale. In this case he has
made up a display which
speaks for itself, if ever a
display could accomplish
such a feat without the
aid of a phonograph. You
will note that C. C. has

made a cut-out of Jolson's
hands, lips and shirt front.
This in itself is an attractive piece of work, bat
Cassady has added still
another valuable slant by
painting it with bright
white paint and placing it
on top of the marquee.
Then he uses a baby spot
from a concealed place and result — you can't see the sticks

We also show another group of posters painted by Mr.
Cassady and as fine as you will find in the big city houses.
.A.lso his idea of using the spare tire cover to advertise the
theatre. As long as he rides around the city he figures he
might just as well let the car work for the house too.
We are hoping that Mr. Cassady continues his keen activities on behalf of the Club and he may rest assured thatj
we are always glad to know what he is doing.

NEXT

WEEK—

Read how Guy A. Kenimer
put over ''Blue Ribbon
Month" with a terrific campaign.

— and don't miss it!
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ADDITIONAL
EDDIE B. HALEY, directing manager of the Star Theatre in Concord,
N. H., wanted to know whether his was
the first from the Granite State. Well,
Eddie, no. You are not, but you can be
the first to keep us posted on theatrical
doings in that State. Suppose you look
over the first story we wrote about you
and then follow it up with your own
photo plus some more of your exploitation. Make it real soon.

C. W. DAVIS manages the Broadway
Theatre in Reidsville, N. C, and from
his first letter we judge that he is very
much interested in the Club. We hope he
follows it up with many more contributions and also his own picture. Mr.
Davis, we would like you to know, is a
seasoned showman and a man who knows
tliis business thoroughly, his views and
opinions are the result of long experience
and should therefore command attention
from all of us.

HARRY V. SMOOTS operates the
Vine Theatre in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, and
we are wondering whether he is any relation of the other Smoots we know out
his way. But while waiting to find it out
we would like some dope about you,
Harry, and also your photo, if you can
dig one up for us. Let's get real chummy
and start your membership off with a
nice story in an early issue. Send us the
information and we'll do the rest.

PROPOSED

IRVING STEVENS is the managing
director of the Riley Theatre in Greenfield, Ind., a silent but, nevertheless, progressive theatre. Stevens could show his
good intentions towards the Club by putting us on his mailing list right awaj' and
forwarding some informati.on about himself with his own photograph. These
things are what we need to properly make
a new member known to the other Round
Tablers.
OGDEN H. YEREANCA manages the
Fox Valley Stream Theatre in Long Island and from what little we know about
that house we feel that Ogden should
make a real active member for the Round
Table Club. How he sells the picture
and runs the house will always be interesting and welcome reading for the Club
pages. His own photo, likewise, would
fit in nicely to make him better acquainted
with his brother members.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND

*

*

*

729

Seventh
Ave., CLU
NewB"York
TABLE

I hereby
the Club.

Address

Mr. Wheland, can't you possible find the
time to tell us a little about yourself and
the State Theatre? Thanks a lot. it will
be appreciated.

Capacity

*

*

CHACOS BROTHERS are the operators of the Pastime Theatre in Cosliorlon,
Ohio, and that house keeps them both
busy pulling in the business. But how
they do it and what kind of advertising
and exploitation they employ are the
things we are always on the alert to
find out. The Chacos Brothers could
make their combined membership of great
value to the other members by obliging
with the necessary
information.

for

membership

Theatre
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PEDRO
GELABERT, JR., as the
name will suggest, is a relation of LoGelabert,
a real
active "old-timer"
in the renzo
Club.
Pedro
is connected
with the
San
and
and
that

Jose Theatre in San Juan Porto Rica
we hope he continues the fine work
contributions formerly received from
country.

City
in

,.

City
Policy

* *

«

O. L. TURNER operates the Grand
Theatre in Ilarrisburg, 111., a thousand
seater with all the modern trimmings and
we would very much like to learn a lot
more about him so that his introduction
to the other members would be complete.
Of course, it is up to Mr. Turner himself
to furnish the info. We will then pass it
on.
How about it O. L.?

* *

*

H. TANIMOTO
makes the second
manager to enroll from Hawaii. He manages the Honamu Theatre in Honomu
and we are now going to sit back and
watch. Either Tanimoto or Santos will
stand out as being the most prominent of
the two from Hawaii. We shall judge
them
their'
activities and contribution
to the by
Club
pages.

* *

*

ART SMITH is the directing head of
the Aritani Theatre in Hackensack, N. J.,
and one of the go-getters of that city.
We would like, however, to tell you lots
more about friend Art, if he would but
pass along something about his past and
present experiences in this great game
of ours. Until that arrives we will withhold further opinion about Hackensack
and Art Smith.
What's the verdict Art?
PROPOSED

Name

C. E. WHELAND
operates the State
Theatre in Uhrichsville, Ohio, a house
of about one thousand seats. C. E., according to some "dope" we have J)cfore
us, is a mighty active showman. Listen

'f^
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New Members Are
Urged To Send Their
Photos To The Club

BY FRED E. JOHNSON

LOUIS VELAS the manager of the
Liberty Theatre in Wheeling, West Virginia, happens to be located in a city
where we are anxious to know a lot about
their theatrical activities. Mr. Velas
might start off his membership with a
little letter telling us something about
Wheeling and the Liberty Theatre. How
about it L. V.?

NEW

Picture

BY LEE

J. EUERING

WILLIAM K. NASSES manages the
Hippodrome Theatre in Springfield, Ohio,
and if he follows the example of our other
Ohio members then we are going to learn
a lot about Bill and his methods of exploiting pictures. We shall see. How
about it. Bill?

EDWARD
STITZEL is the manager
of the Princess Theatre in Springfield,
Ohio, and another friend of Lee Euering's. Listen Ed, why not ask Lee what
he thinks about the Club and how interesting it is to keep your brother members posted on your various activities?
Then follow the good example yourself.
(And send us your photo.)

State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

Here's

the

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

Blank

JOIN NOW!!

. WILLARD A. OSBORN is the busy
manager of the Regent Theatre, also in
Springfield, and with a policy of de luxe
talkers we should be able to learn much
of interest from him. Mr. Osborne could
make himself well-known to the many
ither members of the Club if he would
tell us how he is exploiting his shows
out there. His own photo would also be
appreciated and we would then feel that
we know him lots better.

J III V
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Profit by Experience!

f

There is tradition back of showmanship in the talkie field.
Two years of extensive work in the handling of every detail
connected with sound programs at a large circuit of theatres
forms the background for the charting of proved methods for
successful and profitable operation of the new theatre created
by sound.
The knowledge and experience of one of the foremost theatre
executives is available to every exhibitor, every worker in the
theatre field through the publication of the only complete text
book on sound thus far compiled.

SOUND
Motion Pictures

B. FRANKLIN

By HAROLD

President and General Manager Fox West Coast Theatres

Distributed in This Field by

Motion Picture News
729

Seventh

Ave.,

New

York

Three Dollars per copy
Order Now for Prompt Delivery

City

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Enclosed herewith is — check — money
order for $3.00 in full payment for one
copy of Harold B. Franklin's great book
"Sound Motion Pictures," to be sent to
me when published. (Add 20 cents to
cover cost of mailing.)
Name
Street No
City . .

State
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Closed Houses Around
Cleveland Are Many
FRED DESBERG, former general manager of Loew's Ohio
Theatres, accompanied by Mrs.
Desberg and their tliree children
sailed Jiinei 6th on the lie de
France to spend the summer
abroad. They plan to return in
September.
The hot weather is now getting
in its deadly work and film houses
in the Celevlarid vicinity are closing.
Further reports have arrived
listing houses in the territory
which are either closed entirely
during July and August, or are
running
H. Abram's
Mozart part
and time.
Odeon,A. Canton,
are
both closed. Abrams did not stale
when he plans to reopen them.
The Alhambra, Cuyahoga Falls, is
also closed, and announces it will
open again on September 1st. The
Markey Square, Youngstown, is
closed and will remain so indefinitely according to word received
from George Scott, proprietor.
The Ritz, Cleveland, is closed
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday until further notice. The Giffinet, at Rittman is open only
Monday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday of each week during July
and August. John Matthias has
notified Cleveland exchanges that
he is closing the Bijou, New Philadelphia for an indefinite time. The
Kinsman, Cleveland is closed entirely and will remain so until
Labor Day.
Wonderphone, sound reproducer
made in Cleveland by the Film
Sound Corp., has been installed in
the Lyceum, Cleveland. The Strand
at Bellfontaine, has contracted for
a Wonderphone to be installed m
August.
George Gilliam, former manager of Loew's Cameo, Cleveland,
has been made manager of Loew's
Stillman. John Baker succeeds
Gilliam at the Cameo.
Nat Barach and Qiarles Beckerman, Ohio sales managers for Advance Trailer Service, including
the song service and the theatre ad
mat service, drove to New York
last week-end to attend a conference.
The Cleveland RKO exchange is
being redecorated.
Friends of Henry Lustig, victim of the Cleveland Clinic disaster have created a memorial fund
in his honor. Checks may be sent
to Ernest Schwartz, 513 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland, who was
Lustig's
close friend and law partner.
Charles Katz, who came here
from Pittsburgh la9t season to
manage the Stillman, has returned
there as manager of the Penn.
Thieves broke into the Columbia, East I^iverpool, last week and
after breaking open the safe, made
their escape with $85.
M. A. Shea of New York will
build an 1800-seat motion picture
theatre in Jefferson, O. Contract
for the building was awarded last
week to Johnson and Erickson of
Ashtabula.

I. Maynard Schwartz, Pioneer Chicago Film
Man, Dead; Other Chicago Notes
SCHWARTZ,
MAYNARD
I
• pioneer motion picture m'ln
and producer and well known to
exhibitors and film folks throughout the middle west passed away
suddenly last Saturday (July 6).
His death came as a shock to his
many friends in the business, since
Mr. Schwartz had been in apparently good health up to the moment of his death. Mr. Schwartz
has been active in the industry for
the past 20 years. Eight years ago
he opened the Educational Film
Exchange in Chicago. At one time
he conducted his own exchanges
handling Mabel Normand pictures
and other road show attractions.
In addition to his motion picture
activities Mr. Schwartz produced
several plays and conducted a
school of ball room dancing. He
has also produced several short
films.
Mr. Schwartz, at the time of
his death was associated with
Balaban & Katz as manager of
the Central Park Theatre.
Mr. Schwartz was a member of
Crescent Lodge No. 895, A. F. &
A. M. : Dickinson Qiapter, No.
685. O. E. S., Elks and Covenant Club. He is survived by his
widow, Bertha, his father and
mother ; two sisters. Bertha Lindnn, Sarah and William M. and
Jack M. Schwartz, brothers. Funeral services were held Tuesdav,
July 9.
Managers of Great States theatres in the southern district met
this week for a conference at Joliet
under the direction of Tom Ronan,
general manager of theatres at Decatur, III.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Balaban
are the proud parents of a new
baby boy. Mr. Balaban is an nfficial of Balaban & Katz. Mrs.
Balaban is the daughter of D. E.
Rice, Chicago representative of the
Powers Cinephone Equipment
Corp.
toons. and Mickey Mouse carJ. G. Kemptger, office manager
at the Chicago Metro-GoldwynMaver exchange is enjoying a vacation in Michigan.
The Banner, Milwaukee Avenue,
and the Standard, Clark Avenue,
arc two new addtiions to the growing list of theatres that are installing sound.
The Granada, Racine, Wis., exhibited enterprise that won tlie
])Iaudits of its audience when it
took pictures of the patriotic
parade held in Racine on July
4th and exhibited them at the theatre the same evening. The films
were made by the Filmack Company of Chicago.
Sam Meyer, who operates the
Teatro del Lago in Wilmette is
building a new theatre at Devon &
Western Avenue which will be
opened this Fall.
Two mure Chicago film folks
have selected Canada as their vacation spots. R. F. Bradford, city
salesman
for First National
and

Harry Corbett, of National Theatres, Inc., are making the sojourn
together.
Walter R. Early, who has had
a wide experience in newspaper
work as well as in the motion picture industry, has joined Educational Exchange of Illinois to
cover the state.
William Rosenthal, branch manager of United Artists, is spending some time in Milwaukee.
Charles Carpenter, who in addition to operating the Strand Theatre at East Moline, 111., also acts
as mayor of the town, was in Chicago making preparations for rejuvenating his house. Mr. Carpenter will close the Strand until
July 15 during which he will redecorate and install sound equipment.
J. L. McPherson, assistant manager of the National Screen Service, who has been confined to his
home with an injured leg, returned
to his desk this week.
Ascher theatres in Chicago,
which were recently taken over
by Fox are being wired for sound.
Janice Bennett is the name of
the cheery young lady who now
greets visitors from the switchchange. board at the Educational Film ExCharles Lamb and son, who operate the fine Palm Theatre at
Rockford. Illinois were visitors
along Qiicago's Film Row last
week.
J. J. Rubens, vice-president and
general manager of Great States
theatres together with several executives of the company made an
inspection tour of the Fischer and
Palace Theatres at Danville, 111.,
which have recently been taken
over by Great States. Both these
houses will be virtually rebuilt and
re-equipped.

C. Thall, Frisco Film
Personality, Advanced
F^RIENDS
of Charlie
Thall,
who had full
charge of
the
Seattle section, were more than
pleased to see him -in San Francisco recently, and pleased to hear
that he was to be the Assistant
General Mgr., under A. Bowles
in Northern
California.
The warm summer months are
now taking their toll of grief and
'Frisco theatre managers certainly
do feel it.
The Summer season has come
on to take some of the business
away from the San Francisco motion picture houses, but it has not,
to date, hurt much the Fox, Loew's
\\^arfield, California and Granada.
Leon Levy, assist, mgr. of the
Granada, has been appointed manager of that Publix theatre.
Charles M. Kurtzman has been
made Division Manager.
A chair of special design for
the new Fox Frisco Theatre has
been installed.

All Dickinson Houses
In Kansas Wired
Western
equipWITH
the Electric
completion
of
ment in the Uptown, Junction City,
Kas., and the Lewis, Independence, Mo., this month the entire
Glen W. Dickinson Chain of
Theatres will be 100 per cent
Western
Electric equipped.
Although June has seen its customary marriages along Kansas
City's film row, it has been more
a month of funerals than weddings. Nine film men were away
from their offices in one day attending funerals recently.
Frank Cassil, former branch
manager of Associated Exhibitors
in Kansas City three years ago,
who has been with Greater Gestures, Inc., on the West Coast,
has returned to Kansas City as
salesman for the Warner Bros.,
branch. Incidentally, the man
whose name always used to be
confused with that of Cassil —
Frank Cass — also returned to
Kansas City for a short visit, he
being with Universal in Seattle.
Vern Silvesr, manager of the
Grand, Princeton, Mo. ; C. M. Pattee, Pattee, Lawrence, Kas., and
Glen Dickinson, Dickinson theatres, were visitors in the Kansas
City market last week.
An audience in the Mountain
Grove (Mo.), theatre was enjoying a picture peacefully enough
when some one set off two large
firecrackers near a door in an alley.
News of the bombing of several
theatres in Kansas City apparently was fresh in the minds of
most of the audience and a mad
stampede followed, the general
impression being that the theatre
was being bombed. No one was.
injured. City officials are investigating the case. No labor trouble
existed in the theatre.

Bush Leases Egyptian^
San Diego, To Fox
THP'
Egyptian,
San Diego,
Cal.,Bush
owned
and operated
by
G. A. and Kent G. Bush, has been
leased to Inc.
the This
Fox-\\'est
Coasta
Theatres,
house has
seating capacity of about 900 and
is equipped with sound devices.
G. A. Bush, president of the
Bush Theatres, Inc., has been giving much attention the past year
to the development of equipment
to put sound effects and a synchronized musical score to silent
pictures.
The Pacific National Theatres.
Inc., under management of Dwight
L. Hill, have been making extensive improvements in the Sair
Diego house heretofore known as
the California, whereby it has beenpractically made over, including installation of sound equipment. The
name of the house has been
changed to the Aztec. The Mission, another National house, has
also been redecorated. It has recently been equipped for sound
pictures.
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R. Halligan Joins
Albany RKO Force

CR. HALLIGAX, former Al• bany manager for Columbia,
who resigned two weeks ago. has
just joined the Albany sales force
for RKO.
Byron Farley, manager of the
Mark Strand, Albany, has returned after a week's vacation in
the Catskills.
Charles Smakvvitz, assistant
manager for Stanley in Albany
and Troy, is taking a week's vacation and spending it in a rather
novel manner. He is visiting first
run houses in New York, Philadelphia and Atlantic City, and
picking up new ideas.
L. J. Carkey, manager of the
Olympic, \\^atertown, spent a decidedly busy three days last' week,
being general manager of the
Elks three day running horse meet
and air circus.
Robert Rosenthal, who recently
came here from Utica, as manager of the new Madison Theatre,
had his mother as his guest a portion of last week.
Tony Veiller. former manager
of the Mark Ritz, Albany, who
resigned some time ago, left last
week for Canada, where he will
spend the next five or six weeks.
Harry Thompson, manager for
First National in Albany, has as
his guest this summer his son who
is in school on Long Island.
There will be no outing this
summer of the Albany Film Board
of Trade.
Harry Hellman, owner of the
Paramount and Royal, .-Mbany,
sails abroad on July 15, accompanying bis daughter and son-inlaw^ Mr. and Mrs. Jack Little.
On account of many exhibitors
and others being out of town on
vacations, it has been decided lo
dfiscontinue for the present the
campaign in Albany for Sunday
movies.

Oklahoma

And Texas

Regional Items
THE Wallace. Lcveland. Te.xas.
is installing sound equipment.
C. E. Wagner, relief manager
for Griffith Amusement Co., is
now in charge of the Rex and
Crescent, Pampa, Texas, during
the absence of C. B. Akers, who
with Mrs. Akers, and their little
daughter, is in Denver, vacationing.
Cole's. Halletsville. Texas, is
installing sound with Robert Cole
of Roseburg installed as manager.
George Baker, former manager
of the Kirby at Houston, is now
in Dallas as manager of the Melba.
Mart Cole and Carl Milentz have
let contract for a new theatre at
Eagle Lake, Texas.
The Majestic^ Comanche, has
installed sound.
The Palace. Corsicana, has installed Carrier Wash .\\r svstem.
Hubert C. Wales will be in
charge of a new Warner Bros,
branch, to be opened in Memphis.
Tenn.
The Rialto after remodeling has
opened at Harlingen, Texas.
G. A. Hart has opened his new
Roxv, Stratford. Texas.
The Palace. Brya, Texas, has
been remodeled
for sound.
W. E. Callaway, district manager at Dallas. Texas, has opened
a Pathe
office with juriidiction

over branch offices at Oklahoma
City, Dallas, Charlotte and New
Orleans.
Herschel Cutler and Otis King
have resigned their jobs in the R
& R offices at Dallas, Cutler going
with and aircraft company, and
King will enter business at Dallas.
C. E. Lemen and associates have
taken charge of the San Juan,
-San Juan, Texas.
The Cas\ro, Dimmitt, Texas,
has installed sound equipment.
The Crescent at Austin, Texas,
is remodeling for sound.
H. A. and Margaret Day v^'ill
open their new Lawton Theatre at
Lawton,
Okla., August
15th.
The Crystal, Gilmer, Texas, has
discontinued Sunday shows for
present.
G. A. Risken and Son, have
opened their new Arcadia, Woodsboro, Texas.
The Kings Inn. Kingsville.
Texas, is installing sound equipment.
The Leroy. Lampassas, Texas,
is remodeling for purpose of installing sound equipment.
Rob and Rowley have started
construction work on a large theatre building to be located at Corpus
Christie, Texas.
George Sousares has leased the
Palace, Rankin, Texas, from Oskar Korn.
The Howard. Talor. Texas, is
installing sound equipment.
L. E. Matthews has leased the
Lucila. Vici, Okla.
Jack BoAver, branch manager
of U. A. at Atlanta, has been promoted to southern district manager
with headquarters at New Orleans.
Henry Brunet. executive officer
for Tiffany-Stahl. made a business trip to Dallas. Texas, last
week.

was indicated in the case of B. F.
Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, when
Manager J. M. Franklin introduced the all-talkies policy with
the first week of July. The attendance during the week was
practically double that for many
weeks past.
With all Ottawa, Ontario, theatres gone "talkie," there are
rumbles in the local labor world
and a demand has been made for
the installation of two stage hands
in each of the wired houses. The
situation reached an interesting
stage when W. P. Covert, third
International Vice-President of the
I. A. T. S. E.. visited Ottawa for
the purpose of discussing details
with the managers. No action has
been taken with regard to the theatre musicians.
Following the reconstruction of
the Francais, Ottawa, Ontario,
thieves broke into the house and
carried off equipment.
An interesting feature of the
annual Eastern convention of theatre manager of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., at Niagara Falls,
Ontario, and BufTalo, N. Y., on
July 3-5 was the presence in an
official capacity for the first time
of J. A'l. Franklin of Ottawa, general representative in Canada of
RKO
interests.
The new Rex. attractive brick
structure replacing the theatre
which had been burned last spring,
was opened by F. J. Vassio at
Lachute, Quebec, on July 5.
Film hazards and talking picture presentations were subjects
which feataured the annual con\-ention at Ottawa, Ontario; on
July 4 of vention
the Dominion
Fire were
PreAsso. Pictures
screened by the Eastman

Kodak

Co.A bailiff's sale of the assets of
Film DeLuxe, Limited, Montreal,
Quebec, took place July 2.
Shea's Hippodrome, last big
silent theatre in downtown Toronto, Ontario, has been wired, installation being RCA Photophone.
The new Empress, Lloydminster,
Sask., will open its doors in July.

The McWilliams Bros, new theatre at El Dorado, Ark., has installed Carrier Air Washer equipment, and the house, said to be
the finest in southern Arkansas,
will open in about 60 davs.
The Strand, Port Arthur, Texas,
has in«ltalHd large, slow speed
Arctic Nu-Air silent blowers and
other equipment.
Personnel of the Dallas office
of Universal were given a nicnic
narty at Kidd Springs. Texas,
Thursday afternoon with R. C.
Mcllheran,
acting as host.
The Norman. Cuero. Texas, has
installed a 16 foot electric sign.
The Peoples, Beaumont. Texas,
has re-opened.

Theobserved
"Finst All-Canadian
Week"
was
by the 130 theatres
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
starting June 30 by way of celebrating the fact that the corijoration is
now owned and controlled by Canadians. The many Famous Playei s houses across the Dominion
were decorated for the occasion and
productions having Cauadi.^n stars
or British themes were featured.

Wright Resigns As Mgr.
Of Princess, Montreal

Theatre Blaze At South
Bend, Indiana

INTIMATING he was not a
moving picture man, Abbie
Wright, manager of the Princess,
Montreal, resigned after the Consolidated Theatres. Limited, hatl
converted the stage house into a
wired talkie theatre. Joseph Lightstone, formerlv of Sherbrooke,
Quebec, and Toronto, has now
been appointed his successor. Mr.
Wright announces he has retired
from show business.
A director of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. has been honored
bv the Canadian National Exhibition with an invitation to open
the great Toronto Fair on August
24. He is Hon. W. D. Ross, in
public life Lieutenant-Governor of
Ontario.
That the public likes a chanue

ces do not
audien
ATREbecom
THEalways
e panic
stricken
Vvhen smoke and flames are a
menace
to their safety.
More than 100 patrons filed
quietly atre,
outSouth
of Bend,
the Blackstone
TheInd., recently
when fire broke out in the basement. The fire originated in some
discarded material and is beHeved
to have been caused by children
playing with matches. The fire
was extinguished with slight damFor the first time in the history
age.
of Delphi. Ind.. theatre Sunday
shows are being held. A. E. Kendall, new manager of the Arc
theatre has announced that a policy
of two evening shows has be'en
inaugurated.

Paramount Milwaukee
Branch Moves
THE
Milwaukee
Paramount
exchange
is moving
into its
new exchange building on 8th and
Highland within the next week.
At the present time the staff is
busy with plans for the housewarming, which will be held on
the Friday directly after they have
moved. On the following Saturday the staff will report at Lac
LaBelle for an all day picnic.
L. J. McCarthy left for Kansas
City on the 15th where he is going
to manage a theatre circuit. Mr.
AlcCarthy was for many years
manager of the Milwaukee 1st
National branch. C. K. Olson is
taking his place there.
'Eddie Gavin and Ray Wynn
have been added to the Fox sales
staff.
Qiff Gill of the Midwesco advertising staff, left for New York
where he will be assistant to Dave
Flamm. in charge of publicity and
advertising for Fox Theatres.
Gene Smith, formerly with
Paramount branch in Chicago, is
now booking manager for the
Milwaukee branch. He succeeds
Ross Wjilliams' who returns to
Cincinnati branch.
George Panka of. Prairie du
Chien. Ben Brown of Viroqua, and
Louis Lutz of Boscobel, were recent visitors at Milwaukee exchanges.
The Fox-Midwesco Theatres
baseball team, a sand-lot aggregation, flaunting the Midwesco banner, is leading the A. League, with
considerable attendant publicity
for the Midwesco theatres.

"U" Jacksonville Mgr.
Wins Prize
/"tOWAN BAIN, manager of
V^' Universal's Jacksonville office,
and his two salesmen, Harry C.
.Simpson and R. Brenner, won second prize in the Laemmle $3,500
prize sales drive in the Spring,
being given $1,000 in gold at the
Atlantic City convention, the presentation being handled in the
name of Carl Laemmle, Sr., president of Universal, by M. Van
Praag, general sales mana.ger.
A. N. Roy, manager of the
Tampa. Tampa, is vacationing in
N. Y.
Charles A. Sappal, manager of
the Central. Tampa, has decided
against a prolonged vacation this
year, and will take a day off each
week during July and August.
The

Victory, Tampa, has reduced prices for the summer.
St. Petersburg, Fla., is to have
a new neighborhood house. The
house is located on 9th Street, in
a fast growing district, and plans
to give attractive programs at a
10c and 15c scale. The house is
now in construction and will open
on or about the 15th of September.
L. H. Joslin will be manager.
N. V. Darley, manager of the
Rivoli, Ybor City, has returned
from a visit with his partner in
Atlanta.
The Empress, Jacksonville, Fla.,
managed by W. A. Krause, had a
successful opening with sound
equipment recently. The Empress
has been redecorated and presents
a most attractive appearance.
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S. J. Meyer Fox Des
Moines Branch Mgr,
STANLEY
J. MAYER, the
new branch manager for Fox
Films in DesMoines, is well known
in Iowa territory although he has
been for the past six years with
the Fox office in Kansas City
where he was manager of city
sales. Mr. Mayer was manager
in 1927 and 1928 of the Des
Moines Film Supply Company and
at Camp Dodge during the war,
but before that he was salesman
for Paramount.
The exhibitors' convention will
be held this year in conjunction
with the Des Moines Film Board
of Trade golf tournament and picnic and all meetings will be held
in the evening so as to allow everyone to enter the tournament. Reservations for the banquet will be
made at the time that the entries
are made for the tournament and
should be turned in to Miss Margaret McGreavy, secretary of the
DesMoines Film Board. Theatre
men are especially urged to bring
their families and it is estimated
that over three hundred will participate.
The following committees were
appointed : General Arrangements
and Publicit}', J. C. Osserman,
manager of Universal exchange ;
B. J. McCarthy, manager of RKO
exchange, and E. P. Smith, president M. P. T. O. Golf Committee: W. E. Bamford, manager
M-G-M ; R. M. Copeland, manager Paramount, and W. E. Branson, manager Pathe. Regional
Golf Tournament Committee members :Leo Walcott, Eldora ; Charlie Peterson, Hampton ; H. N.
Davies, Spencer; Wayne Dutton,
Manchester; Ludy Boston, Muscatine ;Leo Moore, Centerville ;
A. J. Deibold, Cedar Rapids ; Oscar Johnson, Atlantic, and W. A.
Graham, Knoxville.
A blank of entry to the golf
tournament will be mailed by the
committee to every exhibitor in
the territory. It is requested that
all entries be in the hands of the
committee by July 15 so that arrangements may be completed for
the prizes and the big chicken dinner which will be served free to
everybody who attends the picnic.
The"
held admission
at River
View picnic
Park will
andbe free
tickets will be furnished.
Henry Peterson is the latest for
whom the wedding bells rang along
Des Moines Film Row. Mr. Peterson who is booker at the office
of Paramount was wed last Sunday to Miss Nellie Forbertist.
Thcv were accompanied by the
branch manager, R. M. Copeland,
and his wife to the Little Brown
Church for which the song was
named at Nashua, Io\ya. They
are now honeymooning in Minneapolis.
Harry Gottlieb, salesman for
M-G-M has bought the Crystal at
Greene, Iowa. This house was
formerlv owned by Amos Engalls
who will devote his time to his
print shop at Greene.
Gates and Daley have bought
the Opera House at Ayreshire
which was owned by C. H. Cookingham, who is retiring from the
theatre business to devote more
time to his newspaper work.
George Brown of Cumberland,
Iowa, who is a new man in the
film business, will have charge of
the Lvric at Cumberland.

Motion
The Pomeroy at Pomeroy, Iowa,
changed hands recently when the
house was taken over by V. A.
Noble and A. D. Wakefield.
Officials of the Des Moines exchange of M-G-M added the
Empress at Grundy Center to the
number of houses controlled by
them last week when the house
was bought from E. G. Slater. A
lease was signed for a two-year
period with an option on an eightyear renewal.
Mrs. W. H. Mason and L. D.
Fletcher of Malvern, Iowa, are
erecting a new theatre there which,
it is expected, will be completed
about September 15.
RCA
Photophone has been installed at the Cecil at Mason City.
Lew
Stanley and C. S. Macy
are rebuilding the Grand at Perry,
Iowa.
G. Hales of the Lyric at Madrid, A. C. Schuneman of the Isis
at Webster City, were visitors at
the Des Moines office of Paramount.
RKO entertained among a number of callers in Des Moines over
the Fourth, C. E. Ridgeway of
the Lyric at Boone and Clayton
Bacon of the Strand and Willard
at Creston.
C. L. Niles has bought the Plaza
at Dyersville. This theatre has
been operated by A. V. Lippert
for the past five or six years.
The Royal Theatre at Waterloo
was renamed by Charles Sawyer
when he took over the theatre on
January 1. The theatre was formerly known as the Rialto.
W. O. Galloway, branch manager for Educational, returned this
week from the convention at Atlantic City.
E. P. Smith, head of the Iowa
exhibitors' association, has his
headquarters at 622 Grand Avenue,
having just recently changed his
officeket 2603.
location.
The 'phone is Mar_
Work

is being rushed on the installation of picture equipment in
the Pratt at Winfield, Iowa.
Lou Elman has leased the Forest at Forest City which he will
add to a chain of houses which he
is acquiring. The theatre has been
operated for the past seven years
by M. A. Brown, owner and manager.
Ben F. Rosenberg, district manager for Fox Films, left the Des
Moines office this week after four
months spent here as temporarxmanager. His headquarters will be
at Kansas City.
E. E. Sefif of the theatre at Holstein is havinpf a little controversy
with the sound equipment coihpany over the installation operation at his house.

2 Evansville, Indiana
Houses Close
Two
downtown Evansville,
Ind., theatres have shut their
doors for the summer within the
past 10 days, and a third is not

expected to stay open much longer,
now operating on a week-to-week
basis with the union men.
The New American, Evansville,
Ind., which only a few weeks ago
was reopened as a talkie house by
Southern Amusement, closed for
summer on Saturday night, June
30. Reopening is tentatively set
for Labor Day week. Manager
Maurice Davis has departed to
St. Louis for summer.
The Majestic, Evansville, Ind.,
closed July 7 until the last week
in August, with Manager Charles
Sweeton still considering whether
to try and remain open on Saturdays and Sundays through the
summer. It is the first time the
house has been closed for nearly
15 years, Sweeton said.
The New Grand, Evansville,
now controlled by Loew, is still
open, the latest in the season for
this house to keep running in
years. City Manager Walter DeWitt hopes to stay open through
the summer.
Alfred Hetzel, for past two
years assistant manager of Loew's
Victory, Evansville, is now managing the New Grand. Bernard
Thomas, former manager, is now
working Loew southern circuit as
rqlief manager during vacation.
Ralph Anderson has been named
tory.
assistant manager Loew's VicJ. B. Green, Effingham, 111., and
Edward Theis, Shelbyville, 111.,
have purchased the two-story
building on West Main Street,
Princeton, Ind., formerly occupied
by the Hudson Baking Co., and
will remodel the building as a motion picture theatre. Building was
purchased from Bernard Korbly,
Indianapolis, and W. S. Wenzel,
Cincinnati.
Jacob S. White, Merchants bank
building, Indianapolis, has been
named state agent of the Evansville Operating Corp., New York
corporation formed "to own and
operate theatres and other places
of Large
amusement."
audiences witnessed the
reopening of the Luna, Logansport, Ind., with sound pictures.
The theatre was closed for ten
days for installation and the construction of a new fire-proof projection booth.
The Conley, Frankfort, Ind., has
begun remodeling and redecorating. Work is being done after
hours. The walls are being finished in Art-tex hardening plaster, shaded with various rainbow
tints and finished in whorls and
inverted crescent embelishments.
All stairways and aisles will be
recarpeted and new drapes will
be installed.
The new Muller-Pui^lix Theatre,
located in Anderson, Indiana, is
now taking shape, the steel structural operations having been
started two weeks ago. An Indianapolis firm of contractors, is
handling the job which will extend
well into the fall.
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Bomb Memphis House ;
Southern Notes
IVI
mystery surrounding
]\/p;MPHIS,
Tenn., hadthea madibomb
son, owned by T. A. Ballas, following a fire and discovery of a bomb
with sputtering fuse there Thursday morning.
Ballas himself found the charge,
loaded with enough dynamite to
wreck everything within more than
100 feet, according to police experts who examined it.
A. F. Keely has sold the Majestic, Mebane, N. C, to Karl Al.
Dodson.
Improvements in equipment in
six theaters in Memphis and the
territory, attendant upon or immediately following sound installations, tell a story of rapid recent
advances in the progress of sound.
J. McCluskej'-, manager of the
Linden Circle, Memphis' largest
neighborhood house, has bought a
new and larger sound screen, 15
by 20 feet, to replace his old one^
following sound installation.
The Pacent installation at the
Crescent, Belzoni, Miss., has been
followed by purchase from National of two new Simplex projectors, two Peerless low-intensity
reflector arc lamps, a new Forest
rectifier, and a new three-unit
ticket machine. C. Roy Willis is
manager and H. H. Alexander
owner.
The New, at Dardenelle, Ark.,.
following its McAlpin installation,,
will install tw^o new Simplexes,.
Peerless lamps and a new Hertner
transverter, according to Manager
Lonnie McClure.
Two new Simplex projectors
have been bought by the Arkansas
Amusement Enterprises for their
Rialto, at Camden, Ark., which
has already had its sound for several weeks. The present projectors in the Rialto will be sent tothe Hauber, at Camden, also'
owned by the company.
Tom W. Young is now Fox
manager in Memphis, succeeding
Hugh Rennie, who has been promoted to the branch managershipat Milwaukee. Mr. Young has
been advanced to his new post
from that of salesman.
M. L. Basse, formerly cashier,.
has succeeded H. T. Spears as
booker in the Memphis branch of
Mctro-Goldwyn- Mayer.
Talking films as radio broadcasting subjects are becoming a
regular feature of WREC, Hotel
Peabody, Memphis, Tenn., in cooperation with Loew's Memphis
theaters.
Lee L. Castleberry, city manager for the Crescent Amusement
Co.'s Princess and Capitol, Gadsden, Ala., and the Ritz and Star,
Alabama City, was married to
Miss Gladys York Wednesday
afternoon,
12, at theDr.homeof
the brideJune
in Gadsden.
W.
Frank Price, p;istor of the First
Methodist Church, officiated with
a beautiful ring ceremony.
(Continued on l\ige 226)
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Hippo
In Baltimore
Closed For Renovating
DURING
the dark period of
the Hippodrome, Baltimore,
managed by Nat Keene, which
closed July 6, the place will be
renovated and sound equipment
will be installed. Policy for that
house reopening September 2, will
be stage shows by the original
company of Bert Smith Players
and some from the second company in conjunction with talking
pictures.
J. Louis Rome, of Associated
Theatres Co. and the Royal Amplitone Sales Corp., Baltimore, has
returned from a week's vacation
at Atlantic City.
I. V. Hart, press agent for
Keith's, Baltimore, spent a few
days vacationing at Ocean City,
Md., recently.
Jack D. O'Rear, formerly at
Bethlehem, Pa., with Wilmer and
Vincent, has succeeded George A.
Roberts, as manager of the National, Richmond, Va.
Charles W. Rex has resigned
as treasurer of the National.
R. W. Sherrill has a lease on
the Lincoln, Marion, Va., opened
July 1, and is operating it.
J. Lewis Thomas, Portsmouth,
Va., attorney, has been appointed
receiver to conduct the business of
the Theatres Corp. of Va., which
recently went into voluntary bankruptcy.
Tiie houses involved are Gates,
Portsmouth ; Lyric and Scott,
Hampton ; American, Phoebus,
Capitol, Alexandria ; Attuck^, colored, Norfolk.
Roscoe Drissel has succeeded
Harry Howe as manager of Loew's
Columbia, Washington, D. C.
Rodney Collier has left the
Rialto, Washington, D. C, to become a member of the staff of
the Colony, New York.
Keystone Theatre, Keystone, W.
Va., an Empire Amusement Co.
house, has closed. It was managed by M. R. Moyer.
Princess, Baltimore, formerly
operated by R. L. Byrum, has
closed permanently.
Olympic, Washington, D. C, has
closed.
Star, Baltimore, iias closed to
reopen September 10.
Manchester, Manchester, Md.,
has closed, as has the Leister,
Hampstead, Md.
Theatres in Virginia and West
Virginia that have closed include
Coalwood, Coalwood, W. Va. ; The
Dante, Dante, W. Va., to reopen
September I ; Victorv, Leslie, W.
Va.
Luther S. Rogers is managing a
theatre in Welch, W. Va., for the
Odd Fellows, which has just opened.
A theatre to seat 600 persons is
promised for War, W. Va., by M.
G. Murphy.
The Board of Motion Picture
Censors of Maryland, Dr. George
Heller, Chairman, will have sound
equipment installed in headquarters of the Board at 211 North
Clavert Street, within the next
three weeks it is estimated.
Loew's Theatre, Richmond, Va.,
played host to several hundred
newsboys of the Richmond TimesDispatch Friday, July 5,

UNIFORMS

Maryland have been getting along
very well with the members of
the Censor Board regarding the
dialogue and sound pictures and
while some eliminations have been
made in talking and sound films,
there has been no complaint on
the part of exhibitors it is said.
Hardy Meakin and his wife, the
former publicity representative of
Fox Theatre, Washington, D. C,
have gone to Atlantic City for a
vacation.
Cecil Vogel, assistant manager
at the Columbia, Washington,
D.
C, has gone to Kentucky for a
brief stay.
George Peters, assistant manager at the Palace, Washington,
D. C, has returned from Kentucky after a brief stay.
During the two weeks the Ritz,
a residential house, Baltimore, operated by Louise Gaertner, is
closed it will be overhauled and
renovated.
It will reopen July 22.
As a result of the closing of
the Capitol, Ocean City, Md.,
which attempted to show motion
pictures Sunday night, Maryland's
ancient Blue Laws prohibiting operation of theatres on Sunday is
subject of a stirring fight. Shortlv
before the pictures were to have
been shown Sheriff Walter D.
Dennis, of Worcester county,
threatened to arrest Thomas Conway, owner, unless the theatre
complied to obey the old laws.
Conway did not open the house.
State Attorney Godfrey Child.
of Worcester county, supported
the move of the sheriff. Several
residents of the town have entered
the fray, on the grounds tliat no
effort is being made by the authorities to close boardwalk amusement stands, and alleged gambling
places which come under the Blue
Laws.

Unions
Convene
At
Harrisburg, Pa.
EIGHTY-TWO local unions of
the Fourth District of the International Alliance of Theatre
Stage Employes and Motion Picture Machine Operators of United
States and Canada sent delegates to
the annual convention held in the
Penn Harris, Hotel, Harrisburg,
Pa., June 22 and 23.
Salansky, owner of the Fourth
Street, Easton, has installed sound
devices.
Construction of the Rosetta Theatre, Rosetta, has just been completed by Nick Falcone who announced itwould be opened on July
1. It is a mcKlern little theatre,
seating 400, and is equipped witii
Elmertone.
Manager Hickey, of the Strand
and Capitol, York, returned home
on June 29 after a vacation trip to
the vicinity of Boston, He was accompanied by Mrs. Hickey.
Joseph A. Woodcock has purchased Nick Power's interest in the
Strand, Doylestown, Bucks county.
The two men had constituted the
.Strand Amusement Co., which operated the theatre, and it will continue to be operated under thrt
name. Mr. Power is understood to
have retired because of ill health.
Oscar Altoff, of Berwick, has
closed the Strand in that city, for
an indefinite period.
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Another setback was received by
the movement for Sunday amusements in York, Pa., when Mayor
Jacob E. Weaver on June 26, ordered White Rose amusement park
closed tight on Sundays, sayng he
would use the entire police force if
necessary to see that the order was
obeyed.
Announcement is made by the
North Penn Theatres, Inc., controlled by Comerford chain, that it
will construct a $100,000 two-story
structure on the site of the former Slater Theatre, in Pottsville.
The upper floor will be used for a
dance hall and convention auditorium.
Harold Beswick has resigned as
organist of the Victoria, Shamokin,
to take a similar position in the
Majestic, Tamaqua.
Extensive improvements have
been made to the Music Hall,
Bangor, Pa., which is used as a
picture theatre. New seats and
draperies were being installed and
a Pacent sound machine has been
Among theatres reported closed
put
for in.
the summer are the Grand,
Centralia and the Globe, Bethlehem.
Control of the Victoria, Steelton,
has been acquired by Joseph P.
Donato, from Atlas Gugoff.

Pa. Houses Closed Or
Operating Part Time
, director
LICHEYof
RD relations
HOWA
public
the Latonia and Lyric, Oil City, Pa., resigned July 1 to assume post of
publicity agent for the Colonel
Drake, same city.
A number of Central and Eastern Pennsylvania theatres, recently reported as closed for the
summer, include : Strand, Easton,
owned by Clayton Busse and associates ; Grand, Williamsport,
controlled by Valentine Luppert,
closed for alterations ; Astor, Allentown ; Hippodrome, Pine Grove,
Schuylkill county ; Russell, Harrisburg Washburn,
:
Chester : Gloria, Norristown ; Royal and Savoy,
Reading ; Victoria, Steelton, and
Orpheum,
Lakcsville.
The Opera House, Girardsville.
is operating only one day a week.
The Park, Reading, has discontinued vaudeville for the summer,
and the Lyric, Shenandoah, is open
only on Fridays and Saturdavs
during July and .August. The
Royal, Harrisburg, is running only
two days a week during July and
August, and the National, in the
same city, is open only on Monday, Tuesday. Friday and Saturday nights and Saturday matinees.
The Orpheum, Carlisle, annoimced late in June that it will
operate only on Saturdays.
The Colonial, managed by Lee
Levy, of Wilmer & Vincent, has
adopted for its hot weather slogan : "Harrisburg'h Cooling StaThe Chamberlain Amusement
Co., Shamiikni, has been putting
a policy of retrenchment into effect
among its employes.
George H. Bubb has announced
that the Alajestic. Williamsport,
tion."
of which he is manager, has substituted stock plays for pictures
during the present period.
The name of the Ferrara, Lan-

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

disville, has been changed to Lyric.
Among Pennsylvania theatres
recently equipped for sound are
the Oxford, Oxford ; the Edgemont, Edgemont, and the Clearfield, Clearfield.
A contract has been awarded by
Thomas Proffitt, owner, for extensive alterations at the William
Penn, Chester.
The Capitol and Franklin, Allentown, have been taken over by the
Phoenix Amusement Company,
formerly Penn Theatres Corp., of
which Jacob Friedman is president. Both houses, which formerly were operated by the Mainker
interests, have been closed and
they will be renovated. David S.
Moliver will direct both theatres.

News Flashes Of The
Seattle Film World
e houses
for R-K-0
buyer
chief film
LEVY, vaudevill
JULES
from New York, was a visitor at
Hartung'
A. last
ManagerNewWilliam
week.s
Orpheum
Seattle
Ray Grombacher, well-known
Spokane exhibitor and former president of the M. P. T. O.
W., last week announced that he
had taken over the Dream Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, formerly operated
by N. E. Huff.
George Appleby, manager of the
Seattle Tiffany-Stahl exchange,
left
last sales
week convention.
for his company's
national
The B. F. Shearer Co., Seattle
theatre equipment specialists, last
week were awarded contracts by
the City of Seattle for the furnishing of complete stage illumination
systems, rigging, hardware and
draperies
the city's
Columbia
City FieldforHouse
and Greenlake
Field House.
onAmong
Film the
Rowout-of-town
last weekvisitors
were
Waldo Ives, Anacortes and Mount
Vernon ; Loren D. Wahl, Bellingham ; Raymond Charles, Centralia
and Chehalis ; and J. H. Almos,
Poulsbo.
Two exhibitors from Tacoma
si)ent a day in Seattle on executive business. They were Hans
Tlorkelson of the Lincoln, who
was buying new seats and equipment for his house, and Dominic
Constanti, selecting a screen and
furnishings for his Riviera, soon
to open.
Neal East, manager of the Seattle Paramount exchange, returned
last week
from
his company's national sales
convention.
Another Seattle branch manager
to return from convention was B.
Wallace Rucker, Educational executive.
Reports prevalent on Seattle
Film Row last week indicated that
A. A. mount
Haley,
owner
of the ParaTheatres
in Anacortes
and
Mount Vernon, Washington, was
negotiating with Fox West Coast
Theatres, Inc., for the disposal of
the houses.
Art J. Aronson, head of the
Western Poster Co.'s Northwest
division, returned to his office last
week.
The Bungalow Theatre, located
at La Grande, Oregon, was destroyed by fire recently. The furniture, equipment and the remaining accessories were valued at $10,OCk) with insurance totaling $6,000.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER, who has
10 years' experience and has
best references, desires position at once ! Will go anywhere. Address Box 566,
care Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave., New York
City.
EXPERIENCED MANAGER, small town or city.
Salaiy reasonable. Writes
copy. Box 575, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. C.

To Lease
TO LEASE, small theatre
on Long Island, experienced
exhibitor. Box 567, care of
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventli Ave., New York City.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Giaod condition. $1.40 each.
Mon-is Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.
ARTISTIC THEATRE
FRAMES— Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Gem Frame
Co., 2805 Brighton, Kan.sas
City, Mo.

Theatre
Activities In
And About Cincinnati
PARK, Hyde Park, adjacent to
Cincinnati, will install new
sound device known as Perfectone,
recently developed and manufactured in Cincinnati, by Delton R.
Kautz, Norwood.
William Gallagher and W. H.
Shull, operating Central Ohio
Amusement Co., Newark, Ohio,
have sold their Gem and Rex to
C. E. Price and Sons, owners of
Grand, Newark, who will remodel
both houses and install sound.
John C. Gregory, owner Colonial and Liberty, Springfield, Ohio,
has taken a 99-year lease on London, Ohio, property and will erect
800-seat house.
J. L. Hatcher, Circleville, Ohio,
has taken over Metropolitan, which
he has wired and reopened.
Case of Sam Finkelman, against
Theodore and (]ust Chifos, to oust
defendants as lessees of Opera
House, Middletown, Ohio, has
been settled and dismissed from
Common
i)leas court.
Mansfield Properties Co., Mansfield, Ohio, in connection with a
Chicago syndicate proposes to erect
eight story theatre and hotel building on site soon to be selected.
John Eberson, Chicago, has been
retained as architect.

StanleyTo Build 2,500
Seat Theatre In Pa.
ARCHITECTS are now preparing i)lans for the early erection of a theatre which will be
built bv the Stanley Co. of Anier-

ica in West Chester, Pa. The
structure will be a modern motion
picture theatre seating 2.500, and
will cost approximately $750,000.
It will be located at the southwest
corner of High and Chestnut Sts.
The lot upon which the theatre
will be located has a frontage of
140 feet on Chestnut and 158 feet
on High.
Settlement of the property was
made ( in Philadelphia) by Albert
yi. Greenfield & Co., representing
the theatre company with the
Provident Trust Co., trustee for
the estate of Jane B. Jacobs.
Title to the property was taken
by George E. Stephen, who then
conveyed it to the Stanley Co. subject to a mortgage of $85,000.
The Alhambra, East Liberty,
Pa., recently taken over by the
Warners and which has been dark
several weeks, will probably soon
be reopened with sound. F. P.
Harpster will manage house.
Harry L. Kurtz is dead at the
age of sixty-three years. He had
been secretary-treasurer of the
Harry Davis Theatrical Enterprises Co. for twenty-three years.
More recently he had been private secretary to Harry Davis.
A new building to house a theatre is soon to be erected at Jenkintown,
Pa.
Nat Barach, former Pittsburgh
Goldwyn manager, and now district manager for Advance Trailers, was a recent visitor.
Al Hurteau. office manager of
Pathe, is vacationing in Boston.
Jack Boyd is new assistant feature booker at M-G-M.
David Miller, owner of the Hiland, Homewood, has taken over
the Grand at Phillipi, W. Va.
Employees of the Enright, East
Liberty^ Pa., held an outing at
Bradford
Woods
on June 23rd.
Chris Wagner will remodel his
Paramount, Connellsville. Upon
completion, house will seat 1200.
The Harris Amusement Co. has
taken over the Cameraphone, East
Libert5'. House is being entirely
re-painted. The Harris regime
has instituted two-day runs, and
cut admission price from forty
to twentv cents. Second run pictures. Harry D. Harris is manager. Amplitone is being installed.
Alph Duty has taken over the
Alpha, Lumberport, W. Va.
Recent exhibitor visitors to
Pittsburgh included : Theodore
Mikalowsky, Masontown ; Samuel
Hyman, New Kensington ; Jacob
Smith, Barnesboro : J. A. Nordquist, Galeton ; Edward Beadle,
Canonsburg : John Bixler. Scottdale ; Bart Dattola, New Kensington; J. B. Kane, Pitcairn ; Carl
Becker, Butler and Rudolph Navary, Verona.
Roy B. Holstein has leased the
Princess, Dunbar.
Richard Silverman, son of
Afayer Silverman, president of the
Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Co., was married in Pittsburgh recentlv to Miss Eva Herschfield.

Mgr. Of Publix School
Atlanta Convalescent
BARRY, head of PubJOHN F. Theatre-M
anagers Trainlix
ing School, who suffered a serious
relapse early last month following
an operation on May 27 for acute
appendicitis, was so greatly improved last week that he was able
to take a two hours' auto ride

Thursday afternoon in company
with Willard C. Patterson, district
manager in charge of Publix operations in Atlanta and Birmingham. Since the operation and severe illness, Mr. Barry has been
at St. Joseph's Infirmary. He plans
to leave Atlanta for New York,
later going to the mountains for
complete recuperation.
Exhibitor visitors the past week
to the Film Row of Atlanta included the following :
Carl Gates, the Colonial, Buford,
Ga. ; E. C. Hopkins, the Colonial,
Lawrenceville, Ga. ; Mrs. E. C.
Dietz, the Star, Covington, Ga. ;
N. V. Darley, of Ybor City. Fla. :
W. H. Brewer and Frank Pate, of
Shawmut, Ala., who operate the
Mill.
L. S. Hollingsworth, booker for
First National, made a trip to Carrollton, Ga., during the week.
L. J. Duncan, formerlv Pathe
manager of Memphis, and TiflanyStahl's local branch manager,
joined
First National's sales force
last week.
W. F. Gann. head of First National's poster department, was
promoted to the position of cashier,
succeeding Joe Frank, resigned.
Sales and installations of MoviePhone in the states of George, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee were
taken over this week by The Music Shop, Inc.. Atlanta, Ga., accocrding to H. J. Jenkins, president of that concern. The deal became effective July 1, the appointment of new distributors having
been made by the Goetz MoviePhone Corp., Chicago.
J. B. Dumestre, Jr., formerly
RKO representative traveling out
of the New Orleans branch, joined
the company's Atlanta sales force
this week, succeeding A. E. Groom.
Leslie Culver, Pathe exchange,
tioning.
spent the week in Savannah, vacaMrs. Mamie Newman, member
of Pathe's personnel, is away from
her ofl^ce on vacation.
Flovd L. Stowe. Pathe, booker.
is visiting Monroe. Ga., on his
vacation.
Tom Fernandez, who operates
the Italian Club, Ybor City, Fla.,
recently made a trip to the exchanges.
William G. Minder, Fox's Atlanta branch manager, left Tuesdav for South Georgia.
A. Juran, former operator of
the Casino and Italian Club, Ybor
Citv. Fla., has severed his connection with theatrical business and
will operate freight boat between
Cuba and Florida.
Dan Roberts, ioined the sales
force of Arthur C. Bromberg .Attractions this w'eek and was assigned to the Florida territory.
Arthur C. Bromberg visited his
Charlotte branch last week.
R. E. Lee, who this week joined
the sales force of Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, has been assigned to the Alabama territorv.
Oliver Cooper, manager of the
New Alamo, Atlanta, left last
week for Nashville, Tenn., for a
week's vacation.
Atlanta Film Row visitors last
week included the following :
Mrs. L. W. Holland, of the
Madison, Madison. Ga. ; Carl Cape,
of the Colonial. Buford. Ga. : T.
F. Thompson, f the Palace. Cedartown. Ga. ; J. C. II. Wink, of the
Alanning and Wink, Ettowah.
Tenn. : Clavton Shields, of the
Liberty, Giicamauga, Ga.

Picture

N ezvs

Southern
Regional
News Items
{Continued from page 224)
George A. Johnson, owner of
the Delco, Centre, Ala., has broken
ground for his new house, which
will open in the Fall. He is also
cashier of the Farmers State Bank
at Centre.
The new theatre will seat approximately 500.
Sound entered its second Memphis neighborhood house Monday,
and Western Electric equipment
its first, when the Lamar, Lamar
Boulevard and Kyle Streets, opened with a talkie attraction
Installation of a cooling system
and of two new Simplex projectors bought from the National
Theatre Supply Company to be
used with the new sound apparatus,
was also announced by Joe Masceri and Paul Zerilla, owners.
W. J. Kupper, home office representati\e for Fox, was a Memphis visitor.
H. J. Williams, of the Granada,
Miss., Opera House, visited Memphis Film Row.
Brady Brown, at the Louisville,
Ky., Rialto since October, 1927,
left .Sunday for Tacoma, Wash.,
where he has been offered a position by David E. Dow, former
manager of the Rialto, now manager of a string of Fox theatres
in Washington.
The Rialto, Louisville, inaugurated its new sound policy last
Saturday. \'audeville
has been
discontinued,
thereby leaving
Louisville w'ithout a vaudeville
house at this time.
Leo F. Keiler, of the Strand
Amusement Co., Paducah, has
Mich. to his cottage at Charlevoix,
gone
A. N. Miles, the Eminence,
Eminence, Ky., was a recent visitor to the Louisville exchange.
Pantages. Memphis, Tenn.
closed its doors June 22 to remain
dark for the summer, according to
Manager A. B. Morrison. Retrenchment began at the house a
month before, when vaudeville was
dropped in favor of an all-picture
policy. This did not seem to score
much better with the customers,
however, and the closing was decided upon. The Memphis house
will be completely renovated and
redecorated on the interior. Vaudeville will be back on the stage
when the house opens in the fall.
Hugh Rennie, Fox manager at
Memphis, has been promoted to
the brancjh managership of the
Milwaukee exchange. Tom W.
^'oung. salesman, succeeds him at
Memphis.
Booth Theatres. Inc., theatre operators in a number of East Tennessee cities with the main house.
The Booth, in Knoxville, filed voluntary petition in bankruptcy last
week.
The Booth, the first and on'y
community theatre in Knoxville,
representing an investment of more
than $100,000, will be operated under a receivership. Edward Hall
has severed his connections as
manager.
Tlie has
New, selected
at De\\'itt.
.\rk.,
which
Moviephone
for sound, will install new Peervertor.less lamps and a new Syncro-
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COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
Title
Aellta (Revolt of the Robots)
Bear's Wedding
Flames of the Volga
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
■■Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Rel. Date
Length
Mar. 23 ... . 2900 feet
May 20
7800 feet
Mar. 30 — 7000 feet
Feb. 19. . . .7000 feet
Feb. 9 — 6800 feet
May 11
5600 feet
April 13
Feb. 1
6500 feet
May 18... .6500 feet

Reviewed

Rel. Date

Reviewed

Coining Attractions
Title
Arsenal
General Line
Her Way
JImmIe Hlgglns
Katorga
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Star

Lengtfi

Russian Cast.

Title
Passing Show of Perak, The
Pep Up
Question Marks. .
Richest Street In the World
Rubbing It In
Served Hot
Smart Steppers
Social Prestige
Sole Support
Studio
Pests
,

Star
Our Worid Today
Cliff Bowes
Hodge-Podge
Our Worid Today
Al Alt
Cliff Bowes
A. St. John
Monty Collins
"Big
Jerry Boy"
Drew

Rel. Date
May 19. .
Feb. 24. . ,
Jan. 20, .
April 21 . .
June 30, . ,
Feb. 10. . .
Mar. 3. . .
Dec. 23 . .
Aug. 30.
4 ..
June

Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise WImmIn

Lupino Lane
Colllns-Oent
Gene Stone
Al Alt
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

Mar.
May
Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

ALL-TALKIE

Russian Cast.
Title

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title

Star
Loaan-Oolller-Todd
Valll-Glass

•tiBachelor Girl, The
Behind Closed Doors
•t§Donovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holt-Revler
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
*t§Fall of Eve (A. T.)
Millcr-Stanley-Prouty
•tjFather and Son
Holt-Revler-McBan
(Silent Version)
•tJLone Woirs Daughter (D)
LyteU-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
•tTrlal Marriage
Kerry-Eilers
(Silent Version)
•t§Younger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette
(Silent Version)

Coming
Title
*t5Cradle of Jan The (A. T.)
ttiFlight
•tSFIyIng Marine, The
Light Fingers
•tJRoad to Broadway, The

Rel. Date
Feb. 24.
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Length

Reviewed

.5897 feet.

.7200 feet. ..Mar.
11 .
..April
18 .6800 feet.
2 .5651 feet.
June
6439 feet . .June
5
5. .6903 feet,.
.6339 feet..
Mar.
18.
.6214 feet .
18
5671 feet . May
1
6639 feet .
10
6506 feet..
10
.8217 feet.. .Mar.
4
7394 feet
4

30
6
22
8
9
25

23

Attractions
ReL

Star

Date

Length

Reviewed

Belle Baker
Holt-Graves
Lyon-Mason-Robanto.
Keith-Revier

SOUND

SHORTS

EDUCATIONAL

* Mtan* tynchromzed score,

Rel. Date

*t5Ask Dad (F& D)
E. E. Horton
'*t§Bees' Buzz, The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§Big Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhalll-HIII
*t§Bride's Relations, The (F & D). . Burke-Gribbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§Buying a Gun A. T.) (0 & F)
Lupino Lane
i-f ICold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
♦tjCrazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*t§Don't Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Ellgible Mr. Bangs, The (F & D) . . E. E. Horton
*TSHis Baby Daze iA. T.) (F & D).. Lloyd Hamilton
*t§HisBig Minute (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Jazzy Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin
*t|Lion's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§Look Out Below IA. T.)(F&D)... Raymond McKee
*t§Lover's Delight (F & D)
Arthur-Garon
*r§Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Old Barn (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§On the Streets iD)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Ride on a Runaway Train (D). . , Special
«-t5Right Bed. The (F & D)
E. E. Horton".
*t§Ship Mates (F & D)
Lupino Lane
♦iJTrusting Wives (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Whirisand Giris (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§ZipIBoomI Bangl (F & D)
McKee-Collin-Glass

Feb.
April
May
Jan.
Mar.
July
May
June
July
Jan.
Aug.
May
June
Dec
Aug.
June
June
Feb.
July
May
April
April
June
Feb.
Mar.

17...
7. . .
12. .
13 . ,
10...
14 .
19. . .
2. . .
7..
13. . .
18 .
5..
16 .
9
18
30. ..
9 ..
3...
21 . ,
26.
14..
21..
23,.,
24 .
17, .

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
2

Length
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

.2
.2
2
.2
.2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

,2 reels
.2 reels
.22 reels
reels
.2
.1
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2

reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reels

,2 reels

2reels
,2 reels

June IS
Mar. 30
Mar. 36

May
June
Dec.
Jan.

25
IS
15
12

Reviewed
Feb. 16
May 18
June 15
Feb. 2
April 27
May 11
June 15
July
6
Feb. 9
June

1

Dec

1

Feb. 16
June 15
May 18
May 11
Feb. 18
June 1

NATIONAL

*t§Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall

Alice White
Ken Maynard

*t}Careers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
♦tChlldren of the RIti (D)

Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalll-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)

te
Length
Rel. Date
...8067 feet
June 30
April 7 ...8435 feet,
June 2 ...5944 feet.
Feb. 3 ...6426 feet.
Mar. 3
Feb. 17 ...6296 feet
..5683 feet
Jan. 13
...9914 feet..
Mar. 31 .. 8993 feet
April 14 .7642 feet

*t§Drag (D)
•t§Glri In the Glass Cage (D)
*t5Hl8 Captive Woman (D)

Barthelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sills-Mackaill
(Silent Version)

July 21
June 22
April 7.
Feb. 3

♦tSHot Stuff (D)

Alice
(SilentWhite
Version)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Sills-Corda
(Silent Version)

May
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

•t}Man and the Moment

Blllle Dove
(Silent
Version)

July
Mar 177.

♦tJPrisoners (D)

Corinne
Griffith
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Corinne
Griffith
(Silent V?rsion)

May 19.
May
5
May
5
April
14
Mar. 10.
Feb. 1 7
Jan. 27.
July 22
May
Mav 26.
12.

Title

Star
Rel. Date
Length
star
*t§At a Talkie studio (F)
Buddy Doyle
,■
*t|Columbia-Victor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a month...
""^
*t§Falling Stars i A. T.) (D;
Bergman-Manning
♦tSGay Caballero The (A. T.) (D.) . . Frank Crumit
1 reel,
*t§Memorles (D.)
Murphy-Morrison
1 reel.
•t§My Wife (A.T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
1 reel.
♦tjOid Man Trouble (D)
Jules Beldsoe
1 reel,
*t§Talklng Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
1 reel
♦tjTalklng Screen Snapshot
Novelty
1 reel.

Star
Air Derby
Reed Howes
Auntie's Mistake
Dorothy Devore
Battling Sisters
Lupine Lane
Beauties Beware
Jerry Drew
Best Dressed Woman In World
Our World Today
Cloud Patrol, The
Reed Howes
Contented Wives
Al Alt
Delicious and Refreshing
Adrienne Dore
Dominion of Diversity
Hodge-Podge
Dumt) — and How
Thatcher-Young
Fake Flappers
Jerry Drew
Fixer, The
"Big Boy"
Four Wheel Brakes
Jerry Mandy
Ginger Snaps
"Big Boy"
Going Places
George Davis
Good Night Nurse
Lupino Lane
Helter Skelter
"Big Boy"
Her Big Ben
Gene Slone
Her Gift Night
Billy Dale
Honeymoonlacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
Joy Land
Lupino l.ane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our Worid Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match. Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupino Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent

Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17

FEATURES

Title

Title

.2 reels
,2 reels
. 1 reel
.2
reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels

Reviewed
May 25
Feb. 2
Feb. 2
April 20

SHORTS

Star

FIRST

17 . . .
5. ..
24 . .
7. . .
13. . .
16. . ,
16..
13. .,
10. ..
31. . .

Length
, 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels

Rel. Date
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
May
July
Aug.
May
June
April
Jan.
July
May
Mar.
May
Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.

6. .
17.
2. .
27. .
17..
24..
28..
21 . .
24 .
27 .
18
3. .
7 .
24 .
13 .
28 .
16
10 .
19. .
28. .
11
26. .
2. .
21 . .
6. .
21 ..
6..
24 . .
6..
13 .
14. .
19. .
20. .
24 .

f Meant tound effect*.

Length
.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
, 1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels ...
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
,2 reels
1 reel
,2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
2reels
.2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

.June 8
.June 8
.June 15
.June 8
June

8

Reviewed
April
Mar.
May
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

13
30
25
12
30
30

Mar. 18
Mar. 23
Dec. 22
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.
April

3
30
30
30
16
25
2
20

May 11
June 1
Mar 18
Mar. 30
April 13
April 13
Mar. 16
Feb.
2
May 18
Dec IS
May 25

Dancing Vienna
•tjDIvlne Udy, The (D)

*t{Houseof Horrors (D)
Lawless Legion
■►tLoveand the Devil

Royal Rider, The
♦tSaturday's Children (D)

Star

*tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)

Conklin-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
♦tSSmllIng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D).... Moore-Hall
*t5Squall, The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)
♦tSynthetIc Sin (D)
♦tSTwIn Beds (A. T.) (D)
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)
♦tJWeary River (D)
♦tWhy Be Good (D)

Colleen Moore
Mulhail-Miller
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent VerslonI*
Barthelmess-Compson
(Silent Version)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Coming
Title
*t JCareless Age,
*t§Dark Streets
*t§Fast Life (D)
*t§Footllght and
*t §Great Divide,

Jan.'
July
May
April
Feb.
. . April
Mar.
Mar.

21B
28
7.
3
24
24.

6
14
12
28
10.
7.
17
3.

.7992 feet
feet.
.7692
.6774 feet
.7466
.6700
.61 09
.6431

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

Reviewed

. .June

1

..Aprina
..Feb.
6
.June 29
Jan. 19
April 9
May 18
Mar. 9
.Sept 22

.7800 feet... June

1

,7950 feet.
.6727 feet.
.6405 feet.

4

.May

.5238 feet.
.Feb!
.9629 feet... May 18"2
.'6852 feet.'. .'.Jan. V2
,8081 feet , ,June29
,7978 feet..
.7565
feet,.
.7692 feet... Jan. 28

Attractions

SUr

Rel. Date

Length

The (A. T.) (D). . . . Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young
(D)
Mulhall-Lee
Fairbanks Jr.- Young-Morris
Fools
Moore-Hackett
The (D)
Mackaill-Keith-Loy

♦tSHard to Get (A. T.) (D)
Mackalll-Burns
.'.'.'..',','
§ Meant voice (inclading
dlalogae and incidental tongs).
A. T. nhtrr title meant All Talkie.
D Meant disc.
F Means soand-on-film.

Reviewed

Motion

228
Title

star

•tjLady Who Dared, The
•tjUlles of the Field (D)
*UI-illle Johnny Jones
•tJMost Immoral Lady, A
♦tSParls
tSSally (A. T.)
Wells Fargo Express

Rel Date

Length

Reviewed

Dove-Pldgeon-Todd
Corlnne Griffith ....
Eddie Buzzell
Leatrlce Joy
Irene BordonI
Marilyn Miller
Ken Maynard.

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title

Star

*t§Behind That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBIack Magic
»t§Blacl< Watch, The
•tBIue Skies
♦tCaptam Lash
♦tChasing Through Europe
Christina
•tExalted Flapper
♦tFar Call, The
♦tFour Devils
*f§Four Devils, The
•tJFox Follies, The (A. T.)
•tFugitives
•tJGhost Talks, The (A. T.)
♦tGlrls Gone Wild
•tJHearts In Dixie (A. T.)
•T}ln Old Arizona (A. T.)
•tJoy Street
•tjMaklng the Grade
•tJMasked Emotions
•tjNot Quite Decent
•tNew Year's Eve
♦tOne Woman Idea, The
•tPlastered In Paris
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tSfrong Boy
•tJSpeakeasy (A. T.)
♦tTrenl's Last Case
*t§Thru Different Eyes (A. T.)
•tTrue Heaven
♦t§Valfant The (A. T.)
•tVeiled Woman, The
•tWoman from Hell, The

Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLaglen-Loy
Tweivetrees-Albertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twel^etrees-Eaton
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
Lowe-Moran
George O'Brien
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Morton
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
Cohen-Pennick
\ .. .Burgess-Elliott-Page
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
Page-Lane
Griffith-Day
Baxter-Lowe
O'Brlen-Moran
(Silent Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-Vincentl
Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)

Length
Reviewed
.8300 feet
July
6
30 . .
2. .
26. . .8487 feet... May 25
17. .
Feb. 9
feet.
8. . .6453
'5313 feet.
feet
6. . ..5376
9 .
30.. .6955 feet... April 8
26 . .
28. .
28. . .5282 feet.
May 25
Oct. 13
6500 feet — June
June 221
.8291 feet..
25 .5331
feet..
27. .5356 feet..
27.
Feb. 23
24. .6395 feet..
April 279
24. .5232 feet . Mar.
10. . 6000 feet..
. 6650 feet .
10
Dec 292
Mar20. .8724 feet.. .June
8
7. .7554 feet..
17. .6024 feet..

Rel. Date
June
June
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April

May
Jan.
Jan
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
Feb.
May 19
April 7
Feb.
June
June
Jan.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
Jan.
Jan.
May
April
April
April

6 reels
May
4653 feet
.5958 feet.. .May
24. . .6111 feet..
2. . 6106 feet.. .June
2. .
23 . . .5641 feet.. June
Sept.
feet..
12 . .5511
.6072 feet..
10. .
10.. .6053 feet..
.5150 feet..
3.
April
5526 feet.
24. . . .5775 feet. . . Mar.
31 . . . .5809 feet . . . .June
14... 4991 feet ...April
20
5531 feet
Feb.
20 . .5563 feet
19. .. .5537 feet. .. .May
14
21
5442 feet
21
5489 feet
May

Star

Backwash

Farreli-Duncan
.'.'.Lowe-Danlta-McLagl'en .'.'.'
Astor-Bard
Ulric-Frazer
O'Brien-Moran .
George Jessel
Eaton-Moran-Stuart.
Special Cast
Farreli-Duncan
Nagel-Collyer
Farreli-Duncan
Will Rogers

SHORT
Alpine Pastoral, An.
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee, A
Changing Seasons
Details on Ongs
Down The Mississippi. . .
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

25

MOVIETONE
Title

Reviewed
.'.'.'.".'.'.'

Length
Reviewed
3 . . .1 reel.
reel.
26. . .1_ _^^_
21. .
\ fggj
7. .
■f fggi
23 . .1 reel
1 ,gg|
9.
1 reel
17.
4 . .1
.1 reel
reel
28.
.1 reel
20.
. 1 reel
6.
1 reel
31.
17
1 reel
12
1 reel
reel '.!".'. '.
3
19 . 11 reel.
reel
13 .
28. . .1 reel.

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Royal Hawailans
1 reel
Joe Cook
Clark-McCullough. .
Feb. 17 . 1870 feet
Moran-Clark & McCullough
2 reels
June 1
Clark & McCullough
2 reels
Mary Duncan
""
Raquel Meller
Sept. 8
Clark-McCullough
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . Jan. 12
Nancy Drexel
Winnie LIghtner
Raymond McKee
June 30
3 reels
Gallagher-Edeson
2 reels
Robert Benchley
2feels
Interview
June 30

•tSGhosts Home . .
Mutt&
Cartoon
♦tJGoIng
KebtuckyJeffJubilee
Singers
•tJHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
♦t}ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tslnterview. The
Clark-McCullough
*1§Knife, The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Alwlll
♦tSKnights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦t5Ladlo.s' Man
Chic Sales
•tSMedicine Man. The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCullough
tjMllier 4 Farrell (F)
3 Songs
tJMInd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
♦tSMusir Fiends, The (A. T.) (F) . . . . Clark & McCullough
•tSNapoioon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
•♦{Nightie Knights
Clark-McCullough

* Meant tynchronized tcort.

Star

*tSAIIas Jimmy Valentine (D)

.'

f Means toand eHects.

reel
11 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

June 15

1 reel

3 reels.
1 reel. .

Sept

8

2 reels.
1 reel. .
2 reels.
1 reel..
Sept. 8

Length
Rel. Date

Reviewed

.6420 feet.
Jan.
Mar. 31 . . 6000 feet.

All at Sea
♦tjBridge of San Luis Rey (D)

•tFlyIng Fleet (D)
♦tJGreat Power, The (A. T.)
*t§ldle Rich. The (A.T.) (D)
Loves of Casanova
*tMan's Man, A
Morgan's Last Raid
Overland Telegraph
*t§Pagan (D)
Single Man. A
Sioux Blood
*t§Splte Marriage

•tTldeof Empire (D)!
•t§Volce of the City (A. T.) (D)
..nuv.^
r ,, r ^
Itffi'^f Im* '?^,^^*^
'tWild Orchids (D)

Rel. Date
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
April
April

^*u'®"' ^w''?'°"t 'i
Chaney-Velez-Tay|or
Garbo-Asther

im
May
Feb.

star
Ufa Oddities.

Rel. Date
Length
1 reel
Mar. 16 .
Mar. 2 . .1 reel

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Ancient
Art, An'.'
Big Business
Brown Gold
Deals In Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight
Foundations of Gold
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Leader,
Lacquer The
and Pearis
Liberty (Silent Version)
Ught of India The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
April

6201 feet.
9044
6236 feet
fee*

April 20
.Feb. 16

7351 feet
6179 teet
.6683 feet

June

4815 feet
.7 reels
5596 feet
4811 feet

June 22-

.5264 teet

Feb.

2

7047 feet
Feb. 2fr
6500 feet
6. . . . 8799 feet
S.
feet Mar. 24 '28
.6552 feet.
23. ..8799
Mar. 23
1»
April
13
6500 feet
'i
4
.9235 feet
April »
23
Reviewed

2 reels

'.'.'.'. ...Ufa
Oddltl
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities.
Ufa Oddities.
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Star
Oddities
All
Cast
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwin
"Our Gang"
Chariey Chase
Sojin
Chariey Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Off
Buffalo (Silent Version) .
Chariey Chase
Noisyto Noises
Oriental Motoring
Ufa Oddities
Outlandish Manners
Ufa Oddities
Pair of Tights
Roach Stars
Persian Wedding, A
Ufa Oddities
Secret Boozehounds
Ufa Oddities

April
July
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
Feb.

That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Laurel-Hardy
Thin Twins
Charley Chase
Thundering Toupees
All Star Cast
Tiny Housekeepers
Ufa Oddities
Unklsscd Man ,The
Roach Slars
Uphill and Downhill
Ufa Oddities
When Money Comes!!.. ...... .....Roach Stars
Why Is a Plumber?
Roach Stars

Mar.
April
May
June
Jan.
April
Mar.
Mar.

Wiggle
Your Ears (Silent )Ver$lon.. Ufa
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Witch Doctor

26.
26
9
30
30
2
2.
1.
18.
9.
9
11
16
16
19
20
15
16
25
5.
2.
27.
12.
20
6.

Length Reviewed
.7803 feet... Nov. 2«
.7142 feel
5345 feet
7980 feet .. May 25
Feb. 23
.8268 feet ...Feb. 2
7524 feet
.9372 feet ...Feb. 16
.6 reels
April 20
.7177 feet
Jan. 19

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)
Page-Love-KIng
Dane-Arthur
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
Novarro-Page
Special Cast
Nagel-Love-Hyams
Ivan Mosjouklne
Halnes-Dunn
Tim McCoy
Tim McCoy
Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Cody-Prlngle
McCoy-Frazer
Buster Keaton
(Silent Version)
Del RIo-Forbes
(Silent Version)
Adoree-Duryea
Wlllard Mack

Title

6

Reviewe(>

FEATURES
Title

Allah 'L Allah
Jan.

Length

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Desert Rider
•tSDuke Steps Out (D)

Rel. Date
Mar.
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Aug.
April
April

Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubin

291

SUBJECTS

Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varfety
Variety
Varilty
Variety
Variety
Variety

•tJAcross the Seas
•t}At the Ball Game
•tSBath Between
♦tJBelleof Samoa,The(A.T.) (F)...
•IjBeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
•tjBrldge at Midnight
"
•tjCorpus
Christie
•tsDIplomats. The
♦tJDolls and Puppets
•tJEverybody Loves My Girl
•tSFamiiy Picnic
*t§Forget-Me-Note (F)
♦tsFriendship (A. T.) (F)
♦t{Furnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
•t§George Bernard Shaw

Lengtti

7313 feet

star

Title

Thru the Breakers
*tJTImes Square

•tlrall of 98 (D)

Ret. Date

Cock-Eyed Worid^ The.' .'.'
Fatal Weddlnq. The
♦tIFrozen Justice
Girl Downstairs, The
•t§Hurdy Gurdy
Joy Street
Lost In the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
River, The
•t5They Had to See Paris

star

♦t§Broadway Melody (A.T.) (D)
China Bound
•tDesert Nights (D)

18

Date

FEATURES

Title

*t{Bellamy Trial, The (D)

6
23
8
20
16

Rel.

News

GOTHAM

4
15

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Title
Star
t{Old Tunes for New [f)
Dr. SIgniund Spaeth
*t}On the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Frledland & Revue
•tjPagllaccI— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
tJRoyal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Song Program
*t}Schubert's Serenade (F).
'tSSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
t§Saund Your A (F)
•tJSouth Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawailans
•t§Slewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
♦tSThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•tJTreasurer's Report
Robert Benchley
•t§Waltzlng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦t§ Water Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
♦tS White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
tSWhy Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

Picture

20 .
6 .
183.. .
2
12.
4.
11.
5.
30.
27
25
26. .
6. .
1. .
16. .
12. .
11 . .
5
9
16
20
8
2
13
16

.1 reel
. 1 reel

.2 reels
.1
.2
.2
.1

reel
reels
reels
reel

.1
.2
1
.2
2
.2
.2
.2

reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

.2 reels

June ^S•

. 1 reel
.2
.2 reels

June 8'

.1
1
.2
..11

June

t

July

6.

.2 reels

reel
reel
reels
reel
reel

.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels.

23
13
25
22 . . 1 reel
2 reels .
19
1 reel .
27.
2 reels
2
30
.22 reels.
April
1 reel .
May 256

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

*t§Anna Christie
Greta Garbo
*t§Bishop Murder Case, The (A. T.)
*t JCollege Days (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
*t|Cotto'n and Silk
Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
*f§Dynamlte (A. T.)
Bickford-Wood
♦tjEva the Fifth (A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
»t§Flve O'clock Girl. The (A. T.).. . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
*t§Gob, The (A. T.)
Halnes-Page
*t§Green Ghost. The
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
•tJHallelujah
Colored Cast
He Learned About Women. . .
Halnes-Page-Percy
*t§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
lA. T.)
Special Cast
lungte
Joan Crawford
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheney (A. T.)
Norma Shearer
(Silent Version)

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Alm.

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

Revleweit

June 2»
June

t

I

Jul V

13,

229

19 29
Title

Title

Star

Ruth Chatterton
Davies-Sliaw
(Silent Version)
fVlasl<ed Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
Mysterious island. The
Hughes-Daly
*t§Nlze Baby
Gordon-Hoitz-Waidrldge
*t§Our Modern Maidens
Crawford-Page-La Rocque
*t§Redemption
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
*t|Revue of Revues (A. T.)
King-Love-Halnes-Crawford
Single Standard, The
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Single Standard. The
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
(Silent Version)
•tSThunder
Chaney-Haver
*t§Trader Horn
Harry Carey
•t§Trial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Wamer-Hackett
•tVII<lng. The
Starke-Crisp
♦tSWonder of Wemen, The
Stone-Wood

Rel. Date

Length

•tSMadame X (A. T.)
♦tjiVlarianne (A. T.)

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

Star

.3 Songs
Al Wohlman (D>
At the Club (D).
Victor Artists
Bernard & Henry (D)
3 Songs
Bernardo De Pace (D)
.3 Mandolin Solos
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Mandolin Solos
*t§Berth Marks (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
§tBig Squawk. The (A. T.)
Charley Chase
Bob Nelson (F).
3 Songs
Bob Nelson iDi
3 Songs
*f §Boxing Gloves (A. T.) . . .
"Our Gang"
Dog
Act
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Climbing the Golden Stairs.
Charles King
ConfessFon (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Copy. -.
Roscoe Karns
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
*t§Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayers \F)
2 Songs
Emil Borneo (D)
3 Songs
Fuzzy Knight ID)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons I D)
3 Songs
Gllbert-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (0) Song Program
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards InternafI Review (D).. All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D)
Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
*i§Hay Fever (A.T.)
Charley Chase
•tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
*t§Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.)
Roach Stars
Irving Aaronson's Commanders (D). .3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jmtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Sonqs
*t|Leaping Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
♦tUberty
Laurel-Hardy
*t§Madame Q (A.T.)
Jocelyn Lee
Man Higher Up. The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
Marlon Harris (F)
2 Songs
*x,..«
.^. ,., /«T>
I
,u ^
*t§MenO War (A. T.).. Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (O.. .All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Chariev Chase
*fNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
*t 50ld Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March ( F)
William O'Neal
♦♦jPopuiar People (A.T.)
Chariey Chase
*f§Railroading fA. T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers. The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlsholm (D)
3 Songs
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
♦tRuby Lips
Chariey Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
Ship Ahoy (D)
Spltalny Band Revue
*t§Smart Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
*t§Small
TalkRoses
(A. T.)
"Our Edwards
Gang" Revue
Song of the
(D)
Gus
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Biltmore Trio
♦tThat's My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThIn Twins
Chariey Chase
TIta Rufto (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Ukeleleike (F)
2 Songs
♦tJUnaccustomed As We Are (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Sonqs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
Vincen I Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
*t}Vodeville (A.T.)
Laurel-Hardy
•tWIggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
*tWrong Again
Laurel-Hardy
Yvette Rugel (D)
3 Songs

PARAMOUNT

8806 feet. . . .April 2o
May 25

Star

•tJAble's Irish Rose (D)
♦tBetrayai. The

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version)
Jannings-Ralxton-Cooper
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

2

May

4

ReL
Date
Jan. 26

*t§Gentlemen of the Press (A.T. (F).. Walter Huston
(Silent Version)
Colbert-Robinson

May

(Silent Version)

Mar.

9

June
June 29
29
4

Length
Reviewed
5832 feet .. . Feb. 9
5354
.6325
.6024
.7167

feet
feet
feet
feet

Mar.

fr

July

6

May 18

Mar. 23. . . .5850 feet. . . April 20

*tHomecomlng, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
Feb. 16
8104 feet
Nov. 24
*t§lnnocents of Paris, The (A.T.) (F) . Maurice Chevalier
May 25
April 20
*t§lnterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
Jan.
'eet. .. . .Oct. 27
(Silent
Version)
Jan.
55. . . .7487
6643 feet
*t§Letter. The (A. T.) (D)
Jeanne Eageis
April 13 .. .5886 feet. .. Mar. 16
(Silent Version)
10 reels
April 13
•tlu)ODlng_
the Loop. (D)
Werner Krauss
Mar. 16
6676 feet
Feb. 23
8508 feet. .. .Nov. 17
*t§Man Must Fight, A
Rogers-Brian-Arthur
June 29
(No Silent Version)
.5506 feet — Jan. 26
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklln
Feb. 2 . .3389 feet
Rel. Date
nSNIght Club (A. T. (D)
Brlce-Rooney
Feb. 23. . .7256 feet.... April 27
Length
Reviewed
„.
,
Nothing
But
the
Truth
(A.T.)
Dix-Kane-Hall
April 20..
April 6.
838feet
'tlRainbow Man The (A. T.)...Eddie Dowlinq
Sono-Art Prod
May 18
™n***
'tRedskin (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
Feb. 23.. .7643 feet... Feb. 2
685 feet
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23.. .7402 feet.... Dec 1
April 13
Jan. 18
April 27
Ifee'
*f|Riverof Romance. The
Arlen-Brian
May 25.. .7 reels
690 feet
(No Silent Version)
May
4
.7373 feet.
.Jan. 8
2 reels
•t§Shopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan. 12. .7112 feet.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12 .
2 reels
.June 8.
Mar. 16
1 reel
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln.
June 29
824 feet
.6500 feet.
*t§Studio
Murder
Mystery
The
.May
4
2 reels
(A. T.) (F)
Eldridge-Oland-Conklin
June 1 . .6070 feet.
April 20
897 feet
(Silent Version)
June 1 . .5862 feet
.June 15
(T. color). . .2 reels
April 13
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklin
Feb. 9
.8571 feet
Jan. 12
2 reels
*t§Thunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancroff-Wray-Arien
June 22.
7311 feet
(Silent Version)
June 22.
2 reels
April 13
June 1
641 feet
•t§Tong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
.June 29
*f§Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . Dix-Ralston-Heggie
June 15
5193 feet. ..
2 reels
Feb. 23
1 reel
l^Silent Version)
June 15
5305 feet
June 29
808 feet
*t§Wheelof Life. The (A.T.) (F)... Dix-Ralston-Heggie
June 22
Mar 23... 1 reel
•tjWIld Party. The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
April 6. . . .7167 feet. . . .Mar. 30i
June 22
627 feet
(Sil ent Version)
6036 feet
June 8
608 feet
•tWIngs
Arien-Bow-Rogers
Jan.
5 .12267 feet
Feb. 2 — 1 reel.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
5 . .12267 feel. Aug. 26 '27
Mar. 23
"■««•
•t§Wolf of Wall Street, The (A, T.)
.6810 feet
11 reel
Feb. 9.
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
Feb. 9. .
661 feet
Dec
(Silent Version)
Feb. 9. . .6396 feet
June 22.
. 1 reel
.6060 feet
Mar.
Mar. 2
•tSWolf Song (Dl
Cooper-Velez
Mar. 30. . .7021 feet
April 6 fT. Color) 1043 ft. April
(Silent Version)
Mar. 30. .
Jan. 5 (T. color) 1 reel
Length
May 25
734 feet
April 13
SILENT SHORTS
2 reels
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Dale
Mar. 9
2 reels
.2 reels. . .
2 reels
June 29
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Mar. 2.. . 1 reel
Auto Suggestion
Krary Kat Cartoon
July
6. . .1 reel
June 1
793 feet
Cow Belies
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jan.
5..
Feb. 9 .888
1 reel
feet
. .
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Mar. 23 . . .2.1 reels.
May 11.
rtel....
Feb. 16. . .2 reels
Flying Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Feb. 6..
.2re«|j...
Mar. 30.
.1 reel
' ''«9'
,_;
Footllght
FrancesKatLeeCartoon
Feb. 19
K
Fur
Peace Fannie (Christie)
Krazy
June
22. .. .1 reel
Jan. 26
2 reels
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May 11.. .2 reels. ..
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Jan. 19 . .1 reel
'
2 reels
May 11 . . .1926 feet. . . April 13
Hospitalities
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jan. 19.. .1 reel
Jan. 26 — 1 reel
->
1
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
June 8.. .2 reels. . .
. 1 reel
.....
.2
reels
..
.
His
Angel
Child (Christie)
Bobby
Vernon
Feb.
Jan. 26 (T. color) 2 reels
Joint Affair. A
Krazy Kat
Cartoon
Mar. 16..
16,
.1 reel
April 27 (T. color) 2 reels.
Ko-Ko's All Wet
Inkwell Cartoon
June 1 . . .1 reel
Jan. 19 . . 2 reels
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
Feb. 9.. . 1 reel
May 11
2 reels
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon
Mar. 23.. .1 reel
Feb. 9. . . .2 reels
July
6
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon
May 18. . .1 reel
2 reels
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
Mar. 9. . . 1 reel
April 27. ... 1696 feet
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
April 20. . .1 reel
2 reels
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
Feb. 23.. .1 reel
2 reels
KoKo's Saxophonles. . ."
Inkwell Cartoon
April 6. . . 1 reel
Mar. 2
1 reel
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell Cartoon
May
4. . . 1 reel
April 13. . . .174 feet
April 13
Lone Shark, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
April 13.. .2 reels. ..
766 feet
May 25
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
April 27 . .1 reel
April 13
Mar. 9. .1 reel
No Eyes Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Jan. 12. . .1 reel
.2 reels
Jan. 19.
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Inkwell Cartoon
Jan. 26. .
June 8. . 1154 feet
2 reels...
Off the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Feb. 23
2042
feet
April 20.
*t§Oh,
You
Beautiful
Doll
(A.T.)...
Song
Cartoon
1 2reel.
reels
June 22
Feb.
2.
Papa Spank (Christie)
Jack Duffy
2 reels
. .1 reel
.-•••uo,,
..inn 11 Cartoon.
\j , uviii
May 25
Petty Larceny
Inkwell
. .1 reel
2^reels
Feb. 2.
(T. color) 1 reel
R^'iced' Wefghts . '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.. '.Krazy kar'cartoon .'.'!!!!!!'.!!! Feb. 2 ' '. .2 reels
Mar. 16.
.2 reels
Mar. 30.
f ''*^'
• iV a
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Frances Lee
*
April 6. .
'
'"^l
J""
°
Rough Dried (Christie)
Billy Dooley
April 20.. .2 reels
June 15
''^^\
'^1"" '
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
April 13 . , .1 reel
Mar. 23
i'^^\^
Sheepskinned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Mar. 30.. .2 reels
April 13. . . 2 reels
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Mar. 30..
.465 feet
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
May
4. . . ..2
May 18. . 1 reel
reels
June 29<
2 reels
Jan.
5
Tight Places (Christie)
Frances Lee
Mar. 9. . . .1 reel
May
4 .465 feet
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon
April 7. . .2 reels
.
2
reels
May
4
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Mar. 16. . .1 reel
Jan. 19 . . 1 reel
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Mar. 2. . 2 reels
Mar. 9. . . 1 reels
Why
Gorillas
Leave
Home
(Christie).
Bobby
Vernon
Jan.
12 .
April
April 27 .833 feet
Length
.1
reel
Feb. 16
SOUND
SHORTS
ReL Date
2 reels
Reviewed
2 reels .
Title
Star
April 6.
1 reel . .
2 reels
2 reels
Feb. 23.. .2 reels .
*t§ Adam's Eve (A.T.)
Feb. 23. ,
*t5After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
May 18. , .2 reels
June 15. . .702 teal.
*t§Apartment Hunting (A. T.) (F). . . . Special Cast
Mar. 9. .
*t§Blrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
Feb.2...
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
Fob. 16. . .2 reels
♦t§Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
Length

Reviewed
10471 teet
17
Jan.
55 .. .10187 feet ..Nov.
. Jan. 12
Jan.
.6492 feet
May 11
May 11 . 6614 feet ..
May 11
.
Dec
8
Jan. 12. . .8254 feet.
Rel. Date

*tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
•tSCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
(F)
Powell-Brooks
Feb.
(Silent Version)
Feb.
*t§Carnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
Case of Lena Smith. The
Ralston-Hall
Jan.
*t§Charming Sinners. .
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
•tSChinatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
*t§Close Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April
*t5Cocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. . .May
*t§Dangerous Woman, A (A.T.) (F) Baclanova-Brook
May
•tSDIvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F). . MacLean-Prevost
July

* Mean* tynchromzed score,

Mar.

Star
*t§Doctor'8 Secret. The (A. T.) (F). . Edeson-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)
•tSDummy, The (A. T.) (F)
Bennett-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)
*t§Fashions in Love (A. T.)
Menjou-Compton
(Silent Version)
*T§Hole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)

FEATURES
Title

Reviewed

16
16.
2.
2.
19.

.
.
.
.
.

.7171
.5943
.6290
.71 56
.7229

feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet

. Mar. 23
..Mar.

2

.Jan. 19

.7081 feet...
23. ,
23 . .7145 feei ..
Mar. 16
13. . .6500 feet..
June
1
8613 feet.
23
18
Mar. 23
6

f Means soand effects.

*t jBooklovers (tentative) (A. T.)
*t§Boyhood Days (F)

Special Cast
Borrah
Minnevltch
(No Silent
Version)

eb. 23. . .1911 feet
.2 reels
June 1 5 . .1510feet
Jan. 26. .

*t§Blue Songs (D)

Ruth Silent
EttingVersion)
(No

Jan.

*t§Carnlval Man. The (F)
Walter Huston
*t§Chinatown
Song Cartoon
t§Crooning Melodies (A.T.) (F)
Giersdorf Sisters
♦tDaisy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
*t§Dear Teacher (A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F) . . Special Cast
*t§False Alarm Fire Co.. The (F). . . Smith-Dale
*tiFaro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t^Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
t§Favorite Melosles (A.T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
*t§Florida Nightmare, A (A. T. (F)... Special Cast
*t§Framing
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (R
Colored Cast
*t§Good Bye. My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.). . Wilson-Ford

§ Meatis voice (Inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-dlm.

5. .
.1 reel
Feb. 23.. . .154 reels
1 reel .
Mar. 16
1 reel.
June 1 . . .
.1 reel
reels
May
4... .2
June 22. . .. .2 reels
.
.1
reel
Mar. 9.
2 reels.
2 reels
Mar. 16.... 1 reel
June 15.... 1 reel
April 27. . . .2 reels
1 reel

A, T. after title means All Talkie.

Mar. 2Mar. 16
June

1

Feb.

2

Mar.

9v

.230

AI 0 t i 0 n

Title

Star

*t§Hl9hlowbrow (F)
*t§Hint to Brides, A (A. T.)
•tJHIs Coileoe Ctiums (A. T. (F). . .
*t§Hitor Miss A. T.)
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
*tSHumcrous Flights (A. T.) (F)
*ii\f Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
*t}lnsplration
♦tllnstalment Collector The (F)
*t§lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F)...
*t§Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F)
♦tjJust One Word (A. T.) (D)

Donnelly-Shannon

Length

Rel. Date

Reviewed

reels... ..Feb.
6.. .2
.2 reels . .
April 13. . , .1 reel
.2 reels . .
May 25. . .2 reels. . . .June
.1
reel
April 13..

2

April

Eddie Peabody
Fazenda-Arthur
Donald Ogden Stewart
Special Cast
Schubert's Songs
Fred Allen
James Barton
Charles Grapewin
Special Cast

1

May 11..,

(No Silent Version)

♦tSKIsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
♦tSKnIghts In Venice (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Meet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*tiMelancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t{Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
♦tjMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦fMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
*t§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
♦t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*tSOfl in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tSOId Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
*t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
♦fJPusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tJRuth Etting
Songs
*t§Schubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tSSchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tSSchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
*tSldewalk8 of New York (D)
Novelty
*t§Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
♦t§Smiles
Song Cartoon
•tiThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
*t§Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
♦t}Two Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
*t§Two Uttle Chinese Maids (F). . . .Chang-Kuma
•tJVItal Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
♦tSWhat Is It? (A.T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
♦tSWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
♦tjWiveson Strike (A.T.)
•tVankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
♦fVeOlde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•tSZIegfeld MIdnlte Frolic (A.T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

. 1 reel . . .
.1 reel...
20. . , .1 reel...
25...
.2ree8..
13. . . .615 feet.
26...
.2 reels. .
Feb. 9. .
Mar. 23 . . 1 reel . . .

April
May
April
Jan.

Mar. 30..

.2 teals.

2. . , .2
2
April 20.., .2
July
6. . .1
Fob.

reels.
reels
reels.
reel. .

.Mar. 16
.Feb.

2

Mar. 16. . .2 reels.
.2 reels.
Mar. 23. .
June
April
Mar.
Feb.
April
Mar.
May
Fell.
June
Feb.
Jan.

8.., .2 reels.
6..
reels.
2 . . .2
.14 reel
.2 reels.
23 . .
.1 reel
1 reel.
27. . , .1 reel.
30 . . .1 reel.
18. . . .1 reel.
23 . . .
29. .. . 1 reel . . .
.1 reel...
2. . . .2 reels..
. 1 reel . .
5... .805 feet.

June 1 . . .
Feb. 9. . .
June 8...
Feb. 16...

.1 reel .
reels. .
.12 reel.
. 1 reel . .
. 1 reel . .

. May
Mar. 11
23
.Mar. 9

Mar.

2

.Feb. 23

.feb.

i

May 11 . . . .2 reels.
Mar.
May
May

. 1 reel . .
2...
4... .1 reel..
4. . . 2 reels.

.Mar.

0

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

•♦{Backstage Blues (A. T.)
♦tjCocoanuts (A. T.)
■■*t§Dance of Life. The I'A. T.)
•tJDangerous Curves (A.T.)
•+5 Darkened Rooms (A. T.)
*t§Four Feathers, The

Moran & Mack
4 Marx Bros.-Eaton-Shaw
Carroii-Skeily
Bow-Arien
Brent-Powell
Arien-Wray-Powell-Brook
(Silent Version)
•t}Gay Lady, The
Gertrude Lawrence
*t§Giorifying the American Giri
Eaton-Healey
*t§Greene Murder Case The(A. T.)..Poweil-Eidridge-Arthur
*t§Hungarian Rhapsody, The
Pario-Fritsch-Dagover
•tSMIusion (A. T.)
Rogers-Carroil-Collyer
*t|lnsidlous Dr. FuManchu (A.T.)... Warner Oiand
•tjjealousy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels
♦tjLady Ues, The
Huston-Colbert
♦t§Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
Oland-Arthur
♦tJPoinfed Heels (A. T.)
Poweii-Ralston-Kano
•tSoul of France. The
Special Cast
*t§Virginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arion
♦tfWelcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
♦tfWoman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
*f 5Youth (A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

PARTHENON
'tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Reviewed

...........June 29
.7472 feel
.7472 feet... April 20

.7 reels

June IS

.May 25

PICTURES

Star
Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So JIn-Girard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Rel. Date

Length
.6 reels. . .
.6 reels.

May 25. .

•6 reels
6 reels

Reviewed

June 15

PATHE
FEATURES

'ntle

Star

Forty-Five Calibre War
♦tJGeraldlne (F)
♦tJGodless Giri, The (F)
Hawk of the Hills
♦tSLeatherneck, The (F & D)
•tJMother's Boy (D & F)
»tNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
*tiNoisy Neighbors
•tSOfflce Scandal (F)
•15Sal of Singapore (F)
Ship Comes In. A
•tSShady Udy, The (F)
Sin Town
•tiSquare Shoulders (F)
♦tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

Coleman-Loff
Quillan-NIxon
(Silent Version)
Basquelle-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)
Irene Rich
Quiilan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schlidkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silcnl Version)
Alien-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

* itf<anj tynchronized score,

Sweet Adeline
Taxi Spooks
Tomato Omelette
Under Dog, The
Uncle's Visit
Uncle Tom
Water Wonders
Watch My Smoke
Water Cure
White Elephant, A
Wooden Money
Young Hopefuls

Rel. Date
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

17. .
20. .
20. .
31 . .
31 . .
17 .
24..
24 .

May 12..
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
-June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Length
4790
.5959
.5587
.9328
.9019
4840
.6965
.6898
.7423

Reviewed
Feb. 16
feet
9
feel. ..Mar.
feet
feet . . Sept. i
feet,
feet
feet.
feet
April 13
feet
May 1

Feb. 8
6015 feet
12 . 5998 feet
27.
27, . '™°c7"V
3 . . RRH »Lo.
3
e-VII...
204
.6902
4
feet . June 23
6349 feet
6808 feet .. Mar. 30
20
6132feet . Nov. 17
.4554 feet
20
5438 feet
31
5477 feet ...April 6
31 .
.7099feet .. Feb. 23
31
31. .6134 feet

f l^'ont toand effects.

"Aesop Fables" .
Jack Cooper. ...
KHaines-Combs. .
"Aesop Fables".
Haines-Coombs
Star Cast
Sportllght
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

SOUND

SHORTS

Star

*t§At the Dentist's (A.T.) (D & F). . .LeMalre-Slmon
*t§Black Narcissus
"Buck & Bubbles"
•tClowning the Game (D & F)
Sportllght
*t§Conceniratlon
"Aesop Fables"
♦tConditioning
Sportllght
*t§Crysfal Champion
Sportllght
*t§Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
♦tSDancing Around (A. T.) (D 4 F). LeMaire-Phlllips
•tDlnner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tFalthful Pup (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Fowl Play
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Garden of Eatin' (A. T.) (D & F) The Gieasons
*t§Go Easy. Doctor (A. T.) (D & F)..LeMaire-Slmon
*t§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.). . . Harry Holman
•tSHer New Chauffeur (A.T.)(D&F). Slmon-Teasdale
*t§Jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Llncoin (Special reel) (A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
*tModern Rhythm
Sportllght
*t§Pathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
♦tSPathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t§Plumbers Are Coining (A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMalre-Slmon
»t§Presslng His Suit (D 4 F)
Topical Trips
•tPresto Changes (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tSkatlng Hounds (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*}Stage Struck (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Topical Nips (A.T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Toplcai Pips (A.T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
Three Acts
Sportllght
*t§Whata Day (A.T.) (D 4 F)
Simon-Mallory
*t§Wood Choppers (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"

Coming

Title

News

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
All Aboard
Halnes-Coombs
April Showers
"Aesop Cartoon"
Baby's Birthday
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Back to the Soil
"Aesop Fables"
Bail Park, The
"Aesop Fable"
Big Burg, The
"Aesop Fables"
Big Shot, The
"Aesop Fables"
Black Duck, The
"Aesop Fables"
Bridle Bvways
Sportllaht
Break of Day, The
"Aesop Fables"
Button My Back
Billy Bevan
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Billy Bevan
Caught in a Taxi
Cooper-Vance
Circus Time
Donald Haines
Close Figuring
Sportllght
Close Shave, A
Burke-Dent
Clunked on the Corner
Johnny Burke
Cold Steel
"Aesop Fables"
Coo's Bride, The
"Aesop Fables"
Cycle of Erosion .The
Educational Film
Dogging It
Sportllght
Don't Get Jealous
Bevan-Oent
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
"Aesop Fables"
Fish and Feathers
Sportilg'it
Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Dent
Footwork
Sportllght
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Film
GIris Will Be Boys
Sportllght
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. . . Educational nim
In His Cups
"Aesop Fables"
Kidnapped
"Aesop Fables"
Knowing the Ropes
Rice Sportllght
Lad and His Lamp, A
"Aesop Fables"
Ladles Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Land o' Cotton
"Aesop Fables"
Little Game Hunter. The
"Aesop Fables"
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Eliers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Mild or Mighty
Sportllght
Night Watchman's Mistake, The. . . Johnny Burke
No Children
Halnes-Coombs
No Vacation
Halnes-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportllght
Polo Match, The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Haines-Coombs
Queen Bee, The
"Aesop Fables"
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping
the Whip
"Aesop
Fables'
Sport
Afloat
Sportllght

Title

FEATURES
Title

Length

SHORT

Picture

Attractions

I'Nelii
Star

Rel.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.

Date
13. .
15..
10. .
3
19. .
24. .

Length
. .2reels
. .1 reel

. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
..1 reel
reel
Mar. 17. . . .1
.1 reel
Mar. 31 . . .. .1
reel
Jan. 27. . . .2 reels
Feb. 24 .. ..2 reels
Feb. 3. . . 2 reels
June 9... ..2 reels
Feb. 10. . .. .1 reel
Mar. 3. . ...2 reels
reels
Jan. 6. . ...2
. .1 reel
July
7... ..1 reel
. .1 reel
Jan. 20... . .1 reel
Mar. 17. . .2
. reels
June 2... ..10 episodes
Mar. 3. . .
. .1 reel
May 26. . . .1 reel
May 26. ... .1 reel
April 28...
Mar. 17. . ...2 reels
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
Jan. 20. . .
Feb. 17. . ..Ireet
.
Feb. 10. . ., .1 reel
.Ireel
Feb. 24... .1 reel
Mar. 24...
Feb. 3. . ., .1 reel
..Ireel
June 30. . .
. .1 reel
Jan.
8. . ., .1 reel
.1 reels
reel
Mar. 10... ...2
Mar. 3...
.
.
1
reel
Jaik 6. . .
May
5.. .. .1 reel
reels
Mar. 31 . . ...2
. .1 reel
Jan. 6... .1 reel
Feb. 3. . .
.2 reels
April 23...
reels
Mar. 10... .2
.2 reels
Jan. 13. . .
.2 reels
Jan. 20... .1 reel
June 2... .1 reel
June 2. . . .2 reels
.1 reel
Feb. 17. . . .10
episodes
May 12. . . .2 reels
Mar. 24. . .
.1
reel
Mar. 3 . . .
June 20...
9... .1 reel
Jan.
.1 reel
July 7... .1 reel
Feb. 3... .1 reel
Feb. 17... .2 reels
May
5... .2 reels
Mar. 31... .1 reel
June 30. .. .2 reels
Jan. 27... .2 reels
April 21... .1 reel
.2 reels
April 7...
1 reel
.1 reel
Jan. 13
.
1
reel
Feb. 10
.1 reel
April 28
Rel. Date

Length
Mar. 24. . . .2 reels

May 11
April 13
Mar. 18
Mar. 30
Feb. 18
Feb.

2

July
6
Jan. 5
July
6
Mar. 30
May 11
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
18
22

Feb.

9

Feb. 16
July 6
June IS
Jan. 17
Mar. 23
Jan. 5
May
4
Mar. 30
April 27
April 13
Feb. 2
June 1
June 1
Feb. 9

June 1
Jan. 19
July
6
Jan. 26
May 11
Mar. 30
July 6
April
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

20
30
6
12
?
11

Reviewed
Mar. 23

June

2
1 reel
1 reel
June 9
1 reel
May
S. . . .1 reel
May 26
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

June
June
June
April
May
April

2 reels
2 reels
May 19. . . .2 reels
July
7
1 reel

May 11
June 8
July

6

Feb. 10.... 1
June 30... 1
1
1

Feb.
July

2
6

reel
reel
reel
reel

2 reels
2....1 reel
1 reel
April 28
1 reel
1 reel
June 2 ...1 reel
June 30
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
June 9
1 reel
June

Rel. Date

Length

1
15
1
27
25
13

June 1
May 11
April 27
June
July

June 15
June 1
Reviewed

May 28
3 ...7 reels

July

R KO

FEATURES
Title
Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond

Star
Lyon-Sleeper
Bob Steee

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Keans disc.
F Means sound-on-film.

1
6

June 22

Aug.

Rel. Date
Jan.
April

i

..2 reels

♦tJBig News (A. T.)
Armstrong-Lombard
*t§Fiying Fool, The (A.T.) (D 4 F)..Boyd-Prevost-Gleason
♦tJHigh Voltage (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent Version)
♦tSLucky In Love (A. T.) (D 4 F). . .Downey-Uwford. . .
*t§Paris Bound
Harding-Fenton. . .
*t5Sallor's Holiday (A. T.)
Alan Halo
Quillan Loff O'h
T.)
(A.
♦tjSophomire, The

Reviewed

Length

6 .. 6361 feet.
7 .. . .5081 feet.

A. T. alter title mean* AU Talkie.

Reviewed

6

I

I
I

231

1929

Jul

Title
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Get It
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardboiled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Uttie Savage
Love in the Desert
One-ManDog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
Trail of the Horse ThIevM
Woman I Love
Vagabond Cub
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback. The

Star
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom iVIix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Neli-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler. ...
Nixon-Collier Jr
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Dane
T. Moore-Owen

SHORT

Date
Length
13
6114 feet
3. . . . 5264 feet
18
8 . . . . 4899 feet
31
3. . . .5940
„^_ feet
. ,
21
^'83 feel
2
10. . . .6245 feet
19. . . .4781 feet
17. . . .
3 .... 4481 feet
21 . . . .6057 feet
7 . . . .^
,X ' • '''''' '***
JJ. . . . .^^
13. . . .4823 feet
26. . . .
10. .. .4717 feet
13
20

Reviewed

Date
30
25 ...
3
13

Reviewed

Star
Cariosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.

Casper's
Night Out
Come
Meal

Duncan-Hill
Al
Cooke

Mar. 113
June

Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney. A
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•t§Odd Facts
Orienta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Hiil-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Aiexander
Curiosities
Hiil-Duncan
Heiium-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Aiexander
Heiium-Davis
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Hellum-Oavis
Curiosities

July
April
May
June
May
May
April

21 .
24 .
21.
11.
7.
28.
21.

Aug.
May
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan,
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June

14. .
19 .
7..
12. .
17. .
30. .
7. .
4..
14
17..
9. .

July
Mar.
Feb.
June
April
Mar.
June
Jan.

2.
24.
27 .
4.
10.
13.
16
17.

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparky. Slide
Smile, Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Heiium-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Aiexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

Jan.
Jan.
July
Jan.
April
July
Feb.
Mar.
June

27
2
14 ....
6
28
9
24.
31 .
23.

SOUND

reels
22 reels.
2 reels
•1 feel
2 reels
•2 reels
■I '661
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
•2 reels
2 reels
■2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
•2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
■ 2 reel
•2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
•2 reels
2 ree s
• feel
] feel
] fee
■Jfeej
2 reels
... 1 reel
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

June 18
« ••i;20
.Oct.

reels
reel.
reels
reels
reels
reels
feels
feels
feels

Rel. Date

(A. T.)
Midnite Frolic (A. T.). Mickey Yule
Marc Connelly
The (A. T.)
Home Town (A. T.). . .Russ Brown

July

8

Length
2 reels
1 reel

Reviewed
June 22

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

*t{Companionate
Olive Borden
*t§Damaged
Betty Compson
*t§Dance Hail
*t§Deiightful Rogue, The
Rod La Rocque
*t§Framed fA. T.)
*t§Half Marriage
Borden-Blaine
*t§High River
*t§Hit the Deck (A. T.)
*t§Hunted
*t§Jazz Heaven
Blane-Trevor
*t§Ladies of the Past
Betty Compson
*t§Love Captive. The
Betty Compson
*t§Nighl Parade (A. T.)
*t§Radio Revels (A. T.)
*t§Rio Rita (A. T.)
Daniels-Boles
*t§Sensation (A. T.,
Side Street
3 Moore Bros
•tSSfreet Girl. The
Betty Comoson
•♦{Syncopatlen (A. T.)
Downey-Warings Band
7628 feet. . . Mar. 30
*t§Tanned Legs
'
»
». »»
*t§Upperworld (A T)
*t§Va9abond
■.'.\' .'.'.'.' .\.\' .'.■.■ ■.\.'.\'.\' .■.'.'.'.■.■.■.■..'.■.' ^^
*t§Very
Idea, Lover.
The (A.The
T.) (A. T.)'.. !! :Rudy
Frank Valiee.'..'.'.
Craven.
*t§Wild Heart (A. T.)
Bebe Daniels.

RAY ART (S. R.)
FEATURES
Title
Anne Against the World
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghai Rose
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

SUr
Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Raiston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costeiio-Lease

STATE

Rel. Date
Length
April 15. .
.5261 feet.
Jan.
1
.6092 feet.
Feb. 1
.5451 feet.
Mar. 15
Mar. 15
.6539
.6901 fee*.
feet.
Feb. 15
April 1
.6242 feet.
Jan. 15

Reviewed

.June

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Tllle
Star
Appasslonata.^
Leon Mathot
At the South (>ole. ............. Special Cast .

* Means synchromzed score.

Dlsfr
Rel. Date
Length
Franco Film . .. .April 23. .5600 feel
Pole PIcL Corp
8000 feet

t Means loand ttfecU.

Reviewed

8

Reviewed

Rel. Date
British New Eta
. .Aywon
Aff. European
Big Three
Ufa
Excellent
Excellent
BIschotf Prod
Big 3
Aug.
Beii Pict
ShockuchI
Crescent
Arfa
Excellent
Aff. European
Zakoro
Australasian
L T. Rogers
. Conquest
Anchor
Woridart Plot
Raleigh
Cosmos

It's Easy to Become a Father.. . German Cast
Ufa
Jazzland
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Krassin
Russian Cast
Amkino
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amkino
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Ufe of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
Utile Wild GIri. The
Lee-Landls
Hercules
Unda
Baxter-Foster-Beery . . First Division
Uvlngston
In Africa
. Amer .-Anglo
.English Cast.
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
Man Who Cheated Ufe
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European .. Feb.
Marie Antoinette
Foreign Cast
Unusual
Morgane, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film.... April
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Must
Marry'The
Garon-Eason
Trinity
MysticWeMirror
German Cast
Ufa
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
Passion Song, The
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Peacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
President. The
Mosjoukine-Vernon..
E. L. Klein
q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
RelMy of the Rainbow Division. . Hail-Garon
Crescent
Reward of FaWi, The
French Cast
Conquest
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Smoke Bellow
Conway Tearle
Firs* Division
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
soutti of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty. . . . Chesterfield
That Murder In Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
Untamed Justice
Faire-Glass
Blitmore
U-Boat 9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
YeliowTlckeL The
Russian Cast
Amkino
Title
Star

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

star

Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Circumstantial Evidence
Foster-Keefe-Lake
*t5Chopin's Passion
Robertson-Brinkley . . .
Dancer of His Majesty, The. . . Special Cast
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Exodus to the New World, The. . . Lyon-Prevost
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
„
n ^
■.!
c
ii^
.
Special Cast
5*""*? Underworld
John Loder
Great Unknown, The
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
•t§House of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Just Off Broadway
Keith-Christy
Miiak of the Snowiands
Special Cast
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Poet and Czar
Special Cast
♦t§Prince of Hearts. A
Kerry-Worth
(Silent Version)
Two Days
Special Cast
Unholy Love
Wegener-Pefrovltch . .
Verdun
Special Cast
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Water The
M.Chekhov
When Duty Calls
Special Cast

SOUND

.8500 feet.
6200
5000
6040
6000
5660
5700
1 . .7800
9000

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet

Rel. Date

Aff. Eurooean
Hercules
Chesterfield
. Powers Clnephone
Amkino
Aff. European
Pioneer
Aff. European
«£. .Aff. European
Aff. European
Ufa-Eastern.
Aff. European
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European
Amkino
Imperial
Imperial
Amkino
. Aff. European
RIchmount
Aff. European
Amkino
Ufa-Eastern

..Mar. 23

July

5712 feet.
5800 feet.
6000 feet
5700 feet.
7 reels. ..
6290 feet.
4580 feet
7000 feet.
5300 feet.
6775 feet.
5799 feet .
7200 feet
8. .6000 feet
6000 feet.
8. .6800 feet
. .6500 feet.

Jan.
Feb. 12
Ifr

.Jan.
26^
SepMS-

Mar. 29

May 2&

Length
7 reels
5200 feet

Reviewed
June

7000 feet
6 reels
7 reels
.f
7 reels•
6 reels
6 reels. . .

7 reels. . .
8775 feet.
6500 feet.
7 reels. ..
7000 feet.
6714 feet.

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Dale
Length
Reviewed
•tJAsleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15 .1 reel. . . .
.4*,..,.
ou .
u
/a t >
'tfA the Photographers (A. T.)
^tiL*;,; d
V
V VV tV ' ' tl*"?' RS" ■ ■ i
P*"**- •,
I"**
ttfS "'^''|'=« ^'^'='' <*• ^•'Martin-Harcourt
'jnpenai .
2 reels
*t§Boney8 Boner
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel.
*t|Club Aiabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
Intl. DIsL Corp
1 reel.
Sextet
(F)
Jazi
Nos
IntL
DIst.
Corp
1
reel . . .
't^'y^' 9c?" * "'* ^*»'"'''°"*
„
""tSCould I Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
Imperial
2 reels. .
*t JEgyptlan Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Friend Husband (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tGalloplng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon Feb. 1 . . 1 reel . . .
♦tSHectic Hector
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel. ..
♦t§Hoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
Inctl. Oist Corp
1 reel. . .
*t§Krlss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel. ..
•t§Marionettes, The No. 1 (F) . . Novelty
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel . . .
*t§Marionettes, The No. 2 (F) . Novelty
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel . . .
♦tJMeai Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
IntL Dist. Corp
1 reel...
•t§Meet the Family (A. T.) (F). . Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels, .
*t§Miser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
Intl. DIsL Corp
1 reel. . .
*t§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t§Mr. ConnandMr. Sapp(A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels. .
*t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent.
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Weston I mperiai
2 reels . .
*f Opry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon May
. . 1 reel . . . .
*t§Party, The (D)
Safrus
1 reel...
*t§Plkin' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.
. .1 reel
♦tJRadio Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
Song Program
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel
*t§Signed, Sealed and Delivered (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tSteamboat Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Jan.
. . 1 reel
♦tjThls and That (D)
Safrus
1 reel. . . .

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Slm.

6;

6608 feet.
6700 feet.
5050 feet.
8 reels. . .
8000 feet.
11000 feet.
6100 feet.
6200feet.
5400 feet.

5400
feet.
7000feet.
5215 feet.
5573 feet.
5080 feet.
5400 feet.
8100 feet.
6000 feet.
6040 feet.
5927 feet.
5921 feet.
8065 feet.
4315 feet.
6605 feet.
7000 feet.
6300 feet.
5700 feet.
6941 feet.
6917 feet.
7300 feet.
5770 feet.
6500 feet.
Nov. 15 4421 feet.
Dec
8. 6200 feet.

Coining Feature Attraction*

SHORTS

star

•tJHeadwork
*t§Mickey's
*t§Traveler.
*t}Your Own

Length
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel

T„|e

Battle of Mons, The
English Cast
Beautiful Blue Danube
Junl<ermann-Mara..
Behind the Altar
Wllheim DIetarle
Biacl< Hiils
Special Cast
Bondage
German Cast
Brolten Barriers
H. Costeiio-Glass
Cleanup. The
Charles Deianey
Code of the Air
Harlan-Mariowe
Constant Nymph
Ivor Noveiio
Daughter of Israel. A
Special Cast
Daughter of Two Fathers
Japanese Cast
oevli Dogs
Holmes-Alt
oevil's Passion, The
Special Cast
Dream Melody. The
Roche-Shelby
Escaped from Hell
Muriat Esterhazy
Faces of Children
French Cast
FortheTermof His Natural Ufe. Special Cast
Fortune's Fool
Emii Jannlngs
Golden Dawn
Warwick-Ward ...
Hearts of Men
Harrls-Keefe
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Into the Night
Agnes Ayres
Jade Casket, The
French Cast

SUBJECTS

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Title

Length

Rel.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
July
l"""
Feb.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

A. T. after title mean* All Talkie.

Motion

232
Titer

Star

Rel. Date

*t§Tlcket Please (D)
Safrus
*tTrlp to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Intl. DIst. Corp
*t{Varletles (D)
Safrus
*t§Vaudevllle (D)
Safrus
*t§Wonderin's
Kolorlone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
♦tlWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
•tSWhen tfie Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. DIst. Corp

SILENT

Length
1
1
1
1
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Reviewed

June

ntle
Burning the Wind
*t§Chariatan, The (F)

8

1 reel

SHORTS

Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15. .1 reel
Bonzoilna
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1.1 reel
eooster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15. .1 reel
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1.1 reel
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
,
Castle
Jan.
1.1 reel
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
H. Costello-Graves. . ..Mascot
10 episodes
Flaming Canvons
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1.1 reel
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1 reel
June 29
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15 .1 reel
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Jan.
Feb. IS1.1 reel
Nature's Tiny Tragedies
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . .Jan. 15. .1 reel.
■Peculiar Households
Ufa Shert
Ufa Eastern . Jan. 1 1 reel.
Polo Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
. . Feb. 1 1 reel.
Mar. 15 1 reel.
Salt Wafer Millinery
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern .
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 15 .1 reel.
Spook Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15 .1 reel.
Sunshine
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1.1 reel
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . Mar. 1.1 reel
Trailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15. 1 reel
•We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . Feb. 15.1 reel

TIFFANY-STAHL
Title

Star

-Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
♦t§Lucky Boy (F & D)

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessel-Qulmby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

♦tJMldstream (F& D)
♦tJMoily and Me (F& D)
*t§My Lady's Past (F & D)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
*t§New Orleans (F & D)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
*t5Reputalion (F & D)
Keane-Standing
(Silent Version)
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
Sauads Right
Gribbon-Stone
•t§Two Men and a Maid (F & D). . Collier Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
♦tJWhIsperIng Winds (F & D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)

SHORT
Title

Length

Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony

June

1

April
April

8250 feet
7476 feet
1

Star

Miracle, The
♦tJMf. Cariilo
•fJZeppeiln (F & D)

Feb. 15

6114 feet

Feb. 20. . . .6 reels
Feb, 1
June 15
May

Mar. 23

1

Rel. Date

Length

1 reel
1 reel
Jan.
1
1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
Feb. 1....1 reel
1 reel
Jan. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
filar. 1
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

June 15

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title
Star
♦tSAIIbi (A. T.) (D)
O'Malley-Busch
•t§Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) (D).. Colman-Tashman-Love
•tJCoquette (A. T.) (D)
Plckford-Brown-M. Moore
iNo Silent Version)
•tEternal Love (D)
Barrymore-Horn-VarconI
•tSlron Mask, The (D)
Douglas Fairbanks
'Silent Version)
•rSUdy of the Pavements (D)
Boyd-Vetez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
♦tSLummox (A. T.) (D)
Westover-Coiiler Jr
•tRescue, The (D)
Colman-Damlta
'Silent Version)
■►tSShe Goes to War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
'Silent Version)
♦tJThlsIs Heaven (D)
Banky-Hall
•tthree Passions (D)
Terry-Petrovltch

Coining
Title
*t§Clty Lights (D)
*f {Condemned
•tEvangcline 'D)
•tHoii's Angels (D)
*t{Lockod Door. The (A. T.)
*1 5Sex Appeal
•tiSong of Broadway, The (D)
**§Tln Pan Alley (A. T.)
•fVenus (D)

Rel. Date
Length
April 20. . . .8 reels. . .
Mar. 30
6767 feet.
April 12

Reviewed
. . Mar. 16
..April 13
..Mar. 23

May 11
...Jan. 26
Mar. 9. . . .8855 feet. ...Jan. 26
Mar. 9 ...8659feet
Mar. 16
Feb. 16. . . .8329 feet.
Feb. 16. . . .7495 feet
Jan.
Jan.
July
July
June
June

12
7980
12. .. .7910
13. ..8864
13
22. .. .7948
1

feet. ...Jan. ig
feet.
June 15
feet.
Feb. 23
April e
feet.

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Charlie Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Dei Rio-Drew
Lyon-Hail-Nlsson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque

Reviewed

June 15

Harry Rlchman
N. Talmadge-Roland
Constance Talmadge

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
*tSBroadway (A. T.)

Star
Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)

* Means gynehronized score,

*t§Melody Lane (D & F)

♦tSShakedown, The (F)
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skidder, The
Slim Fingers
SmIIln' Guns
Smilin' Terror , The
Tip-Off, The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman. The

Rel. Date
Length
July 14 . . 4786 feet
9350 feel
Mar. 3. . . .6729 feet

f Meant toand effects.

Reviewed
June

1

Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Beyond the Smoke
Bottles
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cut-ups
Danger Line, The
Daring Dude. A
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle
Farewell
Final Reckoning, A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Half Holiday, A
Have Pallence
Hold 'Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Just Monkeys
Just the Type
Kidnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Busier. .^.
Love and Sand
'.
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Newiyweds' Angel Child, The
Newiyweds Camp Out, The
Newiyweds' Excuse
Newiyweds' Headache, The
Newiyweds in Society
Newiyweds' Hoflday
Newiyweds' Pests, The
Newiyweds' Visit
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Ou'. At Home
Perilous Paths
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup, The
Rag Doll
.•
Range of Fear, The
Range Wnlf
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals .The
Sailor Suits

Mar. 3
Mar.
Mar.
June
.June
April

17.
17
30
30.
28.

.
.
.
.
.

Feb.
Feb. 3.
3 . ..
Jan. 27. .
June
May
June
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
June
Jan.
'.. . Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Jan.
July

30. .
26. .
16. .
24. .
17. .
6. .
23. .
6. .
6. .
20. .
20 .
19
13 .
13. .
7. .

July
July
April
Jan.
Jan.April
April
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

14..
14. .
14. .
27 .
27. .
21 . .
21 . .
10. .
20. .
13 .
24. .
31 . .
30. .
2. .
10 .
23. .

5740 feet
5792 feet
.7400 feet

Reviewed

Mar. 23

7752 feet.
4208
7510
6908
4596
4719

feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.

.4525 feet.
6090 feet
.5729 feet.
.5509 feet.
.7980
.7731
.6761
.6142

feet ...Jan. 12
feet
feet ...OcL
6
feet
Nov. 10
.6589 feet.
.6674 feet.

.4344 Jeet
6621 feet ...Feb. 2b
.6621 feet
.6475 feet... April 27
.6753
.5809
.4364
.4232
.5270
..4525
.4109
.4497

feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.

.5767 feel

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewls-Guiiiver-Phllllps
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Laemmie Novelty
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Guiliver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog
Jack Hoxle
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalil
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Wilsey-Kingston
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Canine Cast
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
George Chandler
Edmund Cobb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor

§ Means voice (incl ading dialogue and incidental songs).
disc.
F M
eans soand-»n-fHm.

D Means

News

Rul. Date
Length
Feb. 10 . . .5202 feet
April 7
April 7

Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Rex-PerrIn
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Murray-Kent
Nlxon-Walling-Nolan
Al Wilson
Bill Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horse)-Perrln
Gibson-Eider

SHORT

Southern-Pldgeon.
Leo Carlilo
Claire Windsor. . . .

UNITED

Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor
(Silent Version)
Wells-Collins
Rex-Perrin
Reginald Denny
rSiient Version)
Hoofbeatsof Vegeance
Rex-Perrin
*t§it Can Be Done (F)
Tryon-Carol
*t§Kld's Clever, The
Glenn Tryon
King of the Rodeo, The
Hoot Gibson
Lariat Kid. The
Hoot Gibson
*t§Last Warning, The (F)
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
*tSLonesome (F)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
Man Disturber, The
Reginald Denny
*t 5Man, Woman and Wife (F)
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version). . .-.
*t§Modern Love (D & F) (A. T.). . . . Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
(Silent Version)

June 20

Coining Feature Attractions

Title

*t§Girl on the Barge, The (F)
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
*t§His Lucky Day (D)

♦tSScandal (D & F)

Reviewed

Jan.
1
6412 feet
Mar. IB
Feb. 20
6430 feet
Mar. 18
Feb. 2. .. .8653 feet. .. Jan. 12

SUBJECTS

Star

*t§Feslival of Bagdad, A
Gold
■"■tSJapanese Carnival. A.
*t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden
Uttle Vagabond
♦tLove Charm, The
Lover's Paradise
Maude Mulier
*t{Melodie
No Women Allowed
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
Twinkle Toes
tjWay Down South

Rel. Date

Star
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)

'*t§Clearthe Decks (F)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
"tiCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic
City, The (F)
Sidney-Gordon-Price-SwaIn
(Silent Version)
♦t§Come Across (D & F)
Basquette-Howes
(Silent Version)
Eves of the Underworld
William Cody

Plunging Hoofs
•t{Red Hot Speed (F)

FEATURES

Picture

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 1. .. .1 reel
Mar. 16
Feb. 25... 1 reel
Feb. 18
Mar. 23
2 reels
Feb. 23
July
1
1 reel
June 1
June 26. . . .2 reels
June 1
June 5
2 reels
May 11
Jan. 19
2 reels
Dec 22
May 20
1 reel
April 27
2 reels
June 1
July
.2 reels
April 27
May 22.
2 reels
May 1 8
.2 reels
May 27.
Jan. 30.. . 2 reels
Aug. 14.. . 2 reels
.2 reels
reels
July
6
July 27.. .2
Feb. 2. .
April 13. . .2 reels
Mar. 23
April 27
May 29. . .2 reels
Feb.
3 . . .10 episodes
July 15 . 1 reel
June 15
July
3.. .2 reels
June 1
July
6
July 29. . .1 reel
1 reel
Feb. 2
Feb. 4 . . .2 reels
April 15 . 10 episodes. Mar. 23
May
8. . 2 reels
April 29 . . 1 reel
June 15
July 17.. .2 reels
July
6
July 24. . .2 reels
.2
reels
July
6
Aug. 3
Aug. 28.. .2 reels
.1 reel
May 18
June 3.. .2
reels
Feb. 6. .
Mar. 4. . . 1 reel
Dec 22
Jan.
7. . .2 reels
.
Jan.
7. . .1 resi
May 25
June 19. . .2 reels
.
1
reel
July
8. .
Feb. 23.. .2 reels
Mar. 11.. .2 reels
Feb. 9
June 29
July 31 . .2 reels
Feb. 9
Mar. 16.. 2 reels
2 reels
April 1.. .1 reel
April 22. .
Feb. 9
Mar. 6 . . 2 reels
. 1 reel
Feb. 23
Mar. 25 . . .1
reel
April 15. .
Mar. 30
May
1 . . . 22 reels
reels
Jan. 26..
.2 reels
July 10 . 2 reels
May 11
June 12
2 reels
May 11
May 15
2
reels
Jan. 23 .
reels
Mar. 30
April 17. . .2
.2 reels
Mar. 20 . .2 reels
Aug.
7. . 2 reels.
Feb. 20
1 reel
Mar. 30
June 24
Jan.
9. ..21 reel.
reels
Feb. 18
June 29 ..22 reels
reels
June 15
June 29.
. 2 reels
Feb. 16.
July
8 .10 episodes . June 15
May 11
June 15. . .2 reels
April 24. . .2 reels
April 8 . .1 reel
Mar. 18
1 reel
Jan. 12
Feb. 11
2 reels
Jan. 12.
Feb.
9. .2 reels
Jan. 12
May
4. .2 reels
Mar. 30
April 27. . 2 reels
Mar. 30
April 6. .2 reels
Mar. 18
July 20
2 reels June 15
.2 reels.
April 15
Dec. 8
Jan.
2. .2 reels

A. T. after title means All Talkie,

Julv

13,

19 29

Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Seeing Sights. .
Shadows
She's a Pippin..
Sick Cylinders..
Society Circus .
Speeding Youth

Sid Saylor
Laemmie Novelty
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Lewis-Gulllver-PhlMlos

Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Jan.

27
2 reels
14... 1 reel
13. . . .2 reels
18.... 1 reel
17
1 reel
7 .. 2 reels

Sporting'courage
Stage Stunts
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
TakeYourPick
Television George
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
Tige's Girl Friend
Tracked Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Varsity Drag, The
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
June
May
Oswald Cartoon
Aug.
Trimble and Dog
May
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Feb.
Young-La Salle
Sid Saylor
Feb.
Young-La Salle
April
George Chandler
June
Young-La Salle
April
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog. . . .April
Art Accord
Jan.
Feb.
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
July
Laemmie Novelty
May
Oswald Cartoon
July
Arthur Lake
Jan.
Oswald Cartoon
June
Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps
Jan.
Oswald Cartoon
Jan.

24
reels
— 21 reel
13 —
21 — 2 reels
1 reel
27
18 — 1 reel
13....2reels
27. . . .2 reels
10. . . .2 reels
8 — 2 reels
10 — 2 reels
3 — 1 reel
5 ...2 reels
28. . . .2 reels
8
2 reels
6 — 1 reel
22 — 1 reel
28 — 1 reel
10.... 1 reel
21 — 2 reels
21 — 1 reel

TlUe

Reviewed
Mar. 23
Dec. 22
Feb. B
May 25

Jan. 12
May 11
Mar. 18

Jan.

5

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
*t}Bargaln In the Kremlin, The (A.T-)
*t5Barnum Was Right
Born to the Saddle
*t5Braggart, The
Brides Will Be Brides
*t JCollege Love D & F; (A. T.)
Crimson Hour, The
*t}Dangerous Dimples
Doubling For Trouble
*t5 Drake Murder Case. The
♦t§Embarrassing Moments (D & F).

Star
Joseph Schlldkraut
Ted Wells
Jean Hersholt
Laura La Plante
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
De Puttl-MosjukJne
Laura La Plante
GIbson-Gllbert

Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Erik the Great
Veldt-Phllbin
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
*t}Flamlng Daughters
GIri Dodger. The
Arthur Lake
•tjGreat Cinema Murder. The
*f§Harmony Lane iF & D) (A. T.). . .Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson
•tSKIng of Jazz The (A. T.)
Paul Whiteman and Band
*t8Love Trap The (D & F)
LaPlante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
♦tJMInstrel Man. The
Tryon-La Plante
*t§Mississippi Gambler, The (D & F) . Rudolph Schildkraut
(siieni version;
Navy Blues
Arthur ^!.T""
♦tjOne Rainy Nlghl(D 4 F)
Laura La Plante
Play Goes On, The
James Murray
Points West
Hoot Gibson
»t§Port of Dreams, The
Mary Phllbin
(Silent Version)
*t{Shannons of Broadway. The (A.T.> James Gleason
*t§Show Boat (D & F)
La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
♦tjUnder the Southern Cross
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Wagon Master. The
Ken Maynard
wZ"h'M"'s„'';j"°
Poi^'irirMn-pn^i
Watch
My Speed
Reginald
Denny

SOUND
Title
*t§Alpine Antics (F)
♦t§Atthe Nightclub (A.T.) (F)
♦tjBalley and Barnum
♦ffCross Country Run
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
•tHen Fruit (F)
•tHold 'Em Ozzle (F>
*t§House Cleaning (A. T.)

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

4126 feet

June 29

.*

Star

Apr.

Aug. 30

13 reels
6500 feet —

April
April
Jan.
May
"'

Rel. Date
April
Mar.
Jan.
May
April
Feb.
Mar.
June

1 .
25..
11..
27..
29 . .
4 ..
4 ..
3. .

*tS?S%''h".''u^*'n
nr^lnr^rt^^::
'^Touicide
bheiks F) ^'''
Oswald Cartoon
•tIThree Brox Sisters
Songs
'*t§Varsity Drag. The lA. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t§Varsity Drag. The lA.T.) (F 4 D). Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t§Weary Willies
Oswald Cartoon
■^tWicked West, The (F)
Oswald Cartoon
'tiZlmmerman and Granville
Vaudeville Act

m,*^^«
Mar. 18. ■■■lr««!
. . .1 reel
Jan. 14
1 reel
2 reels
July
8 ...2 reels
July 22. . . .1 reel
1 reel
June 10
. 1 reel
Jan. 28.

*f {Frozen River (D)
•t{Gamblers, The
•{{Glad Rag Doll, The (D)
•t{Greyhound Limited, The (D)
*t{Hard-Boiled Rose (D)
•t{Kld Gloves (D)
Little Wild Cat The
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D)

Star
Blue-Warner-Wllson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
Dolores Version)
Costello
(Silent

Rel. Date
Jan. 19 .
May 11 .
Jan. 26. .
Feb. 23 .
April 27 .
June 6 . .
April 20..
May 28..
June 29 .
May
June
84...

Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Loy-Collier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
Nagel-Wllson
(Silent Version)
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Jan.
June

* Means synchronized score,

.„„„ i
-"""e I
Mar. 30
Mar. 23
May 1 1
""""
July
May

"^"^^^
Mar. fl
June 29
June 29
May 1 1

BROTHERS

FEATURES

'*t§From Headquarters (D)

20
27
28
18
""

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
,
I
. 1' '**'
reel
2 reels
June 15
1 reel
Mar. 30
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1929 feet... May 25

.
I
July
8.. !,:„
May 27. . ^'^^'^
April 1. . .2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
April 15
.1 reel
June 24.
2 reels
April 29
April 15
' reel .
Feb. 18
2:*e|"
2 reels
June 24
. 1 reel
May 13
1 reel

Title
Conquest
♦tjOesert Song, The (D)
•t {Fancy Baggage (D)

21

Mar. 2
Sept. 22

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Junior Luck A. T. iF & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*f§Kingof theCampus(A. T. (D& F) Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
•tSLove Birds
Pat Rooney and Family
*tLumberjack (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tJNuts and Jolts
Oswald Cartoon
*f§On Guard A. T.) F) & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t§Rivals.The (A. T.) (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*tSick Cylinders (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Sporting Courage
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
*tStage Stunts F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tSteaml»at Willie
Oswald Cartoon

WARNER

Rel.

9 .
23 .
30 .
4 .
23 .
27. .
5..
22..

f Means sound effects.

Length
4706
11034
6447
.5983
6323

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Reviewed
April 20

.5483 feet.
.6685 feet
6114
4696
5810
4875
. 6235
.4885
.5161

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

June

8

Date
12.
9.
12.
15.

Length

. . .5561
. . .4878
.. .6136
. . .9478
7752
6. . . .5558
11
16. . . .5243
20. . . .4797
13
16.
14.
16 .
6.
13.
13.
18.
2.
2.
23.
13
8.

.
.
.
.
.

feet
feet
feet.
feel.
feet
feet.

Reviewed

Oct 27
!April

6

feet
feet

.5424 feel.
.5236 feet.
.6921 feet.
..6145
..7444 feet.
.6011 feet.
.6681 feet
.4917 feet
6273 feet
.5658 feet
.6 reels

May 25
April 6
.Feb. 23
Mar. 18

May

Coming Feature Attractions
I iile

Star

Rel. Date

•t§Argyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Meighan
*t§General Crack (D1
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
•UGlorious Betsy (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•tJGreen Goddess. The (A. T.) (D). George Ariiss
•tJHearts in Exile f D)
H. Costello-Kerry
*+§Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
•tSHotlentot, The (A. T.)
Horton-Mlller
t}ls Everybody Happy?
Ted Lewis anJ Band
*t|Little Pal
Jolson-Lee
*f§Mammy
'
Al Jolson
•tsNo Questions Asked (D)
Ferris-Collier, Jr
*t§Sap, The (D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Say It With Songs
Jolson-Nixon-Lee
*t}Skln Deep fA. T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
*t§Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal All Technicolor)
*t§Tiger Rose fA. T.)
Velez-Withers
*(§UnderaTexas Moon (A. T.) (D) . Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

VITAPHONE
July
July 21
21 . . . .'

SHORTS

Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Vaudeville Act
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

Star

•tSMIIIion Dollar Collar, The (D). . .RIn-Tln-TIn
Jan.
(Silent Version)
Feb.
My Man
Fanny Brice
Jan.
*t5Noah's Ark (D)
D. Cosfello-O'Brlen
June
(Silent Version)
•tjNo Defense (D)
Blue-McAvoy
April
(Silent Version)
May
•tJOne Stolen Night (D)
Bronson-Colller Jr
Mar.
(Silent Version)
April
*t50n With the Show (A. T.) (D).. . .Comoson-Brown-Fazenda
July
•tSQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
Mar.
(Silent Version)
April
•t {Redeeming Sin, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
Feb.
(Silent Version)
April
tfSinglng Fool
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
April
•t§Sonny Boy (D)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
April
(Silent Version)
May
•tJStark Mad (D)
Warner-Fazenda
Feb.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
•tSStolen Kisses (D)
May McAvoy
Feb.
(Silent Version)
April
*tiTlme, the Place and the GIri The (D) Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood. .June

SHORTS

Title
After the Round Up
All Giri Revue

Star
Star
Cowboy Songs
Girl Band & Comedienne

^„„ ^^^^ ^„^ ^^^ B^^ P,,^^^
Roninm,„i<.,.

S„„g^ Po->hnHu
^^^ j^
FrfHio

Banjomanlac
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Aida (Alda)
Celeste Alda (Alda)

Eddie Peabody
Shaw & Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Songs
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coales
Giovanni Martlnelll
Giovanni Martlnelll

Chief
Caupollcan
i«,, Band
d„^a
Jazz
W. 4 E. Howard
Ulls 4 Clark
Phil Baker
The Paragons (Quartet)
Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs and Dances
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Dance Numbers
Hobart Bosworth
Interview.
Frank Orth 4 Co
Fred Ardath
Instrumental 4 Vocal Numbers
Wllson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Howard Bros
Songs 4 Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
Frank Crumit
John Charles Thomas
Tlmblln 4 Raymond
Bennett-Caron
Accordion Solos
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Songs and Orchestra
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumlt
Harry Delf

§ Means voice (including dialogne and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means sonnd-on^dlm.

Reviewed
May 18

7441 feet. . . . May

B

>
6412 feet. . . .June 8
7 reels
April 2

(D)
Rel. Date
Date
Rel.

June

1

June

1

Review eu
Length
1 reel
1 reel

B^„^

Character Studles
Florence Brady
Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougat & Company
Violin, Songs & Dances
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead Laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Eleanor Painter
Songs
Evening at Home with HItchy
Raymond Hitchcock
Fair Days
Harris & Howe
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlgins-Leah
Give Us a Uft
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Oeef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Miljan
Gus Arnhelm 4 His Ambassadors. . Jazz Band
Songs & Dances
lj«.« r«„«.
Harry
Delf. the Showboat
Here Comes
Dave Bernie 4 Band
High Water
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian
B^ntone,
The
i „„„„..„>
ti,„
Ingenues,
The
In a Casting Office
In Du ten
In Spain
In the Tropics
Jack North, the Ban-Jokesfer
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Lash, The
Mai Halleft 4 Orchestra
Man of Peace, A
Max Schmeling
Meet the Wife
Men Among Men
Mexican Tipica Orchestra
Miss Information
Morrissey 4 Miller
Music Makers, The
Myers 4 Hanford
Night Court, The
Non-Support
One Man Glee Club, The
PagllaccI
Pair of Aces, The
Papa's Vacation
Phil Baker
Question of Today, The
Realization
Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto— Quartet
Rudy Vallee and Band
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup

Length

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 15
Aug. 2S
Oct. 13
June 1
Mar. 16
Mar. 2
Sept22
July
7
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept.22
June 16
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept 1

H feel

Aug. 28
Aug. 25
Mar. 16

1 reel
1 reel

June
June

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

1
8

June 23
Aug. 2S
Feb. 18
Jan. 12
June 15
June 23
June 16
June 1
June 8
Sept2S
Aug. 25
June 23

1 reel

Mar. 16
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
H f eel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
16
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
16
16
23
IP
18

Feb.
Oct
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept
June
Oct
Mar.
Nov.

16
20
16
25
18
18
29
15
13
16
17

Motion

234
Title
Star
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
Three Brox Sisters
Seng Program
Tiny Town Revue
Midget Unit
Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue & U-No
Typical Types
Bobby Folsom
Va Prononcer Ma Mori (La Julve).. .Giovanni Martlnelll
When the Wife's Away
William Demarest
Winnie Ughtner
Songs

WORLD-WIDE

Rel. Date

1 reel
1 reel

•t§Black Waters
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad

Title
*t§Kitty (D & F)
♦tMoulIn Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman In White, The

PICTURES

Star
KIrkwood-Brlan
Norman Kerry
Monte Banks

* Means synchronized score,

Reviewed
Auo- 25
June 23
June 8
June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

FEATURES
Title

Length

Rel. Date

News

Rel. Date
Length
Rev.ewct
June 29. .. .9010 feet. . . June 1&
8500 feet
Jan. 30
9 reels
Feb. 23.
Feb. 17
7185 feet
9 reels
Feb. 4
7 reels
7000 feet
Feb.

3

7688 feet
7 reels

Coining Feature Attraction*
Length

April 1 . . . 7500 feet.
fiflar. 17. . .7 reels. .
Feb. 2.. .6 reals. .

f Means'soand effects.

Star
Brody-Stuart
fSilent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gllda Gray
Walter Byron
Lerch-George
Thomas-Bank*
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

Picture

Reviewed
. .April 13

Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer, The
Whirl of Life, The

Star
Dina Gralla
Special Cast
Miles Mander
Dina Gralla
Louis Lerch

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means sonnd-on-film.

Rel. Dale

Length
8 reels. .. Reviewed
7 reels...
7 reels.. .
Steels...
8 reels...

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood
Metro's "The Thirteenth Chair" will have
Margaret Wycherly, Lelia Hyams, Mary
'Forbes, Holmes Herbert, Moon Carroll, Cyril Chadwick, John Davidson, Joel McCrea,
Clarence Geldert, and Frank Leigh. Picture
will be all-talking from play by Rayard
Veiller, with Tod Browning directing.
Hal Roach Studios have produced a total
of fifteen two reel all-talking comedies within the past twelve weeks. Four production
units have been using two sound stages and
one portable sound truck to make that number of pictures during the period.
Harold Shumate is writing the adaptation
for
Night," Universal talker to
star "One
Laura Rainy
La Plante.
"Here's How," musical comedy presented
on Broadway last year, has been purchased
by Universal for filming. Story is by Fred
Thompson and Paul Gerrard Smith. Irving
Caesar wrote the lyrics, with the music by
Roger \Volfe Kahn and Joseph Meyer.
Monte Blue will be starred by Warners in
"Isle of Fscape," from stage play, by G. C.
Dixon. James Starr is writing dialogue, and
production will be supervised bv Lucien
Hubbard.
Richard Thomas, identified at various
times with film producing atid directing, has
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy listing liabilities at $42,017.
First National will feature Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in a college football picture under
title of "The Forward Pass." Fddie Cline
has been signed to direct the production.
Paul Leni, Universal director, is recovering from serious illness caused by an infected tooth. Leni will take a vacation trip
to Hawaii before starting another picture
for Universal.
Western Electric is taking scenes of various coast studios that are using the WE system of sound recording for talking pictures.
It is expected the films will be cut and issued
as an advertising trailer in theatres.
Santell
will direct
"Conquistador"
hisAlfirst
all talker
for Fox.
Warner Baxteras
will be featured with story reported similar
in locale to "In Old -Arizona." Production
slated for middle of June.
Belle Baker's first talking and musical feature for h.dward .Small has been titled "The
Cradle of Jazz." Story by Howard J. Green
and Ilcnry McCarthy. Present plans provide for release through Columbia.
Eugene Pallette has signed a new Paramount contract. At present he is working
in "The Love Parade."
John Miljan has been placed under term
contract by M-G-M.
Howard Jackson will write the musical
score and conduct the orchestra for Fox's
"Suimyside Up." Jackson recently completed a similar assignment for James
Cruze's "The Great Gabbo."

Cliff Edwards, of "Ukclele Ike" fame has
taken an option on a new house in Beverly
Hills.
James Gruen will write adaptation and
script for RKO's "The Night Parade."
Evelyn Brent will be starred in "Darkened
Rooms" for Paramount. The story is by Sir
Phillip Gibbs, with Louis Gasnier and Melville Baker assigned to adapt and direct.
William R. Irwin has formed his own
producing company, and intends to make
a historical epic with both sound and dialogue as his initial picture. Irwin was with
Universal Studios for several years in various departments.
Howard Higgin, Pathe director, produced
a single reel subject which introduced Pathe
stars, players and directors to the Pathe
sales force assembled in Atlantic City. Higgin prepared the reel at the Hollywood
Pathe studio to give the sales department a
glimpse of those responsible for next year's
product.
Fox Studio technicians have arrived in
Claremore, Okla., home town of Will
Rogers, to take pictures of the community
for the cowboy comedian's next film, 'They
Had To See Paris.' A special baggage car
brought all the necessary sound equipment.

Dorothy Revier is to play an important
role — that of a gangster moll — in "Mighty,"
the George Bancroft Paramount vehicle.
Morgan Farley, who created the leading
role on the stage in "An American Tragedy,"
and who is now playing in "The Mighty,"
has been signed to a long-term Paramount
contract.
Ring Lardner's "Fast Company" is being
brought to the screen by Paramount, who
last week assigned Eugene Pallette, Chester
Conklin and .A.rthur Housman to important
roles. Evelyn Brent, Jack Oakie, Sam
Hardy,LeeRichard
Gallagher and
Gwen
head the"Skeets"
cast.
Harvey Thaw, scenarist, has signed a newlong-term contract with Warners. He has
written the script and dialogue for several
of next year's VVarner specials.
Jean Arthur, young Paramount actress,
has a leading role in "Darkened Rooms,"
Evelyn Brent's first starring picture.
Fred Niblo, director, has been signed to a
new long-term contract by M-G-M and is
now bound for the western part of California
as the first leg of a three months' automobile tour. Enid Bennett, his wife, accompanies him. of"Redemption"
is the director's
latest piece
megaphone work.

Basil Dean, stage director, has been assigned by Paramount to direct "The Return
of Sherlock Holmes." Bartlett McCormack.
who wrote "The Racket," is writing the
adaptation in collaboration with Dean.
Robert Montgomery, who played various
juvenile roles on the N. Y. stage, has the
featured part opposite Joan Crawford in
"Jungle," her first talking picture for
M-G-M.
Jack Conway is directing.
Nick Cogley, veteran actor, has been cast
by Paramount as the priest in "Woman
Trap," the Evelyn Brent-Hal Skelly-Chester
Morris vehicle now in production under the
directorial guidance of William Wellman.

Clara Bow, star of the Paramount fold,
will be "The Saturday Night Kid" in her
next picture of that name. Supporting her
will be James Hall. Edna Alay Oliver,
stage character actress, will play a role.
John V. A. Weaver and George Abbott collaborated on the story which Richard
Wallace will handle.
Doris Eaton, sister of the famous Pearl,
also an RKO worker, has been signed by
Radio for a specialty song atid dance in
"Street Girl."
Dorothy Cummings will play the role of
the Mother Superior in "Applause," Beth
Brown's story which Paramount is screening
with Helen Morgan starred.
Hal Davitt, formerly of the Fox scenario
writers, has joined the Darmour script department, lie has been assigned the adaptation of a Mickey McGuire cartoon.

Miriam Seegar, blonde actress with
Adolphe Menjou in "Fashions in Love," is
one of the feminine leads in Richard Dix'
new
starring
"The for
LoveParamount.
Doctor."
Melville
Brown talkie,
is to direct

has started
"Handcuffed,"
first
of Rayart
a new series
of talkies.
Virginia the
Browne
l'"aire and Wheeler Oakman are co-starred.
Duke Warne is directing. Recording is on
discs.

Wesley Ruggles will direct "Condemned,"
Samuel Goldwyn's next United Artists production. F. Richard Jones, originally handed
ihe assignment, has been ordered by his
doctor
to take a with
two months'
will collaborate
Dudley rest.
Digges,Ruggles
stage
star and director.

Paramount, during the past few weeks,
has signed to new contracts the following:
Jack Oakie, Fay Wray, Edward Sutherland,
Walton Butterfield and Howard Estabrook.

Wm. Courtenay, stage actor, will perform
in
W. vehicle.
B.'s "Evidence," a Pauline Frederick
talkie

Helen Kane, baby-voiced singer of popular
songs, is now in Hollywood where a babv
buggy greeted her as a special conveyance.

Radio Pictures' "tin pan alley" will be
housed in a special building, now in construction. Victor Barravalle, musical director for Radio, will be the first to occupy
the new quarters. Sidney Clare and Oscar
l.event will likewise occupy offices.
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SOUND

FILM

PRESENT
for the

and the

I

FUTURE

.N THE

early stages of the talkie era Eastman

scientists set

themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound film.
They started from scratch. They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically
measured the fidelity of the sound recorded with their experimental emulsions. They detected and eliminated inaccuracies
and distortions too minute for the ear to register. They arrived
at a final formula — a definite achievement in the art of sound
....Eastman Reprotone iSegative.
Designed specifically, exclusively for sound recording, Reprotone is the logical negative medium for sound at its best.
Because of its inherent and complete rightness it will keep
pace with the other factors in the industry. It was built for
today, but if the demands of tomorrow are still more exacting,
Eastman Reprotone will meet them.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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BE NERVOUS

SHIP MATES"

Lupino Lane is a laugh riot in his first

Sure fire. There's a finish in this one
guaranteed to make any oudjence
roar. It puts the picture over big . . .
This sob scene is a riot. Should be a
hit onywhere.
""

—THE

FILM DAILY

Another Educational riot.
—EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW and
MOTION PICTURES TODAY

ACK
ALKING

BIG

SEXNETT
"THCOMEDIES
E
//

PALOO

KA

(Reviewed at Paramount Theatre, N.Y.)
Mock Sennett has been turning out
some dandy comedies since tackling
sound.-.entertoinment average unquestioned. —VARIETY
One of the best all-talkie hvo-reeiers
made to date... This should prove a
screom in all vyired houses.
""
—THE BILLBOARD

all -talking comedy. Ship Mates." If
this first picture is a criterion, all of
his fun films should prove rare treats.
—HARTFORD (CONN.) TIMES

HEY'RE more
than

funny.

They

are

The best all-talking comedy v^e have
played thus far. Quite elated v/hen
the patrons stopped to tell us how
much they enjoyed this subject.
—HARRY AA. PALMER

riots,
gems,
pips,
"screams."
They make
your patrons talk — and
ask for more. That's real
money in your bank.

"THE

Resident Manager, Anderson
Theatrical Enterprises, Anderson, Ind.

MSRMAWdies

And the cheering is unanimous—from trade paper
editors, newspaper critics,
and exhibitors.

CRAZY

NUT"

Quite the dizziest piece of riotous slapstick seen in ages. ..It may be awfully

These comments on EDUCATIONAL'S newest releases explain why most

—THElaughing.
BILLBOARD
silly, but you can't help

It has a pip of a finish, which will make
them talk.
—THE FILM DAILY

of the country's big wired
theatres are playing

^duj(XJiiicmaJCs3alki^
JACK W/IITE
TALKING
COMEDIES

"TRUSTING

TALKING

EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS,

A gem

COMEDIES

FILM
Inc.

"COVERS'

President

WIVES"

of comedy. Any time you get

Horton in a talker, you're in for a treat,
and this is no exception. It's a peach
of ^ comedy with clever lines and
fine acting.-.Ahiqh class comedy gem.
—THE FILM DAILY

A very pleasing end amusing comedy
short. ..This rib-tickling situation ends
the short on a crescendo of laughs.
Arthur and Miss Garon possess clear
voices and ore capable farceurs.
—THE BILLBOARD
voi'

DELIGHT''

L
Member,

Motion

Picture Produrcrs and Distributors of

AmericM. Inc.. WlLl. H

Hays, {'reiiidrni

Li
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52 WEEKS OF
ROAD-SHOWS!
EVERY theatre may now
OFFER its patrons $6.60 worth of
ENTERTAINMENT every day!
MJ-G-M's New Era Talkies plus
COLORTONE Revues, Movietone Acts,
TALKING comedies. Sound Newsreels—
INSURE you 52 weeks of Road Shows
WITH

Metro-Gold wyn-M ay er's

THE GREATEST SHOWS
ON ^^ EARTH
Vol. XL

No.

PRICE 20 CENTS

red as second-ci
Copyright, 1929, by Motion Picture New.'
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EMANUEL COHEN
Editor
Paramount Sound News
Paramount Silent News

Demanding

ality, greater
greater speed, greater qu
ing, sound.
showmanship. Talking, sing
ideally met
q PARAMOUNT alone has
atures and
this demand in talking Fe
reaped sensaShorts. Exhibitors have
UNT
tional profits, n Now PARAMO
new and
fulfills the demand for a

\(\

Reel-PARAgreater Sound News
Backed by
MOUNT SOUND NEWS! ^
of the greatest n\
the giant resources
DI2
in the world.
amusement enterprise
and perfected
Issued by an enlarged
Headed by Emanuel
organization.
brain in the
Cohen, leading news reel
Fifteen years editor of
business.
ra- >0
Pa
t
pu
o
wh
n
ma
e
Th
Pathe News.
th«
mount Silent News far ahead of
field in record time.
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I PARAMOUNT

SOUND

NEWS

is not

I promise. It's here! Sample issues
A^ere shown at Paramount's sales coni^entions. And greeted with wild en^
keen news sense !
thusiasm. What
What speed of delivery! What

mar-

recording! You'll recogIv^elousnizequality
the difference between it and its
competitors instantly. ^ PARAMOUNT
NEWS

SOUND

personnel have been

on the job throughout the world for
months.

With improved

and ultra-

modern equipment that no other organization can touch. With facilities for
putting real NEWS

Paramount Sound Netvs
Paramount Silent Neics
Laboratory, New York City.

events on your screen

f

in sound with a lightning speed that will
amaze you! ^ You can't put on a quality
sound show without it. See your Paramount sales representatives

at once!
-irw.
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SOUND has brought about the New Day of the Short
Feature. The talking film has given new life, new appeal,
new strength to no other type of screen entertainment so
generously as to the short comedy. And in turn it has brought
to your screen
no greater gift than the sound comedy.
Recall the march of events in the brief six months since
Educational began releasing its talkmg comedies: comedies
back in the de luxe first run houses, exhibitors '24-sheets on
Educationals two-reel comedies,- a steady stream of theatre
ads in which the comedy breaks even with the longer feature,
or tops it; a rapid decline in the use of stage presentations in

\

T

JEWELS
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TE
EN r GH RTAINMENT
r
ft

rf

■HfeadiMMte

i5^'r4^T4^X4^"T'4^-r^^-)|^
favor of the more economical and more entertaining fun film.
Educationals
a new

and

bigger money

talking comedies

are already established as

greater entertainment for the public and
maker

for exhibitors. The program

a

outlined

here is not just a promise. Every series of two-reel talking
comedies named, with one exception, is already playing in
hundreds of the country's leading theatres. And every week
sees scores of big wired theatres added to this imposing list.
WhereverEouCATlONAL

Stalking comediesareshowingthe pub-

lic isleaving the theatre saying/'that short comedy was the best
thing on the program." And everywhere exhibitors are saying,
"I can't go wrong with one of Educational'S talking comedies."

*p

BRIGHT

JEWELS.

OF

ENTEaXA

^AJ^

M E N T

MACK SENNETT has been a ''king
of comedy'' since the earliest days
of screen entertainment. But he has
never, in all these years, made any
pictures of such sure-fire audience
appeal or such certain box-office
value as these talking comedies.
Available Now

"THE LION'S ROAR

"

THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS'
"THE OLD BARN "
"WHIRLS
Recorded by RCA

AND

"BROADWAY

GIRLS"
BLUES '

"THE' BEES' BUZZ"
THE BIG PALOOKA"

HARRY GRIBBON
ANDY CLYDE
THELMA HILL
JOHNNY BURKE
VERNON DENT
DAPHNE POLLARD
RUTH KANE
and other favorites

B H I G

H T

J vm
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ENTERTA
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MENT

.'-2 ;■ .*.-!*.

J&a^

UOXD HAMILTbM
TALRINC

COMIDfii^

/ft

LLOYD
HAMILTON'S name
has made more money for
exhibitors more consistently
for more years than that of any
other short feature star. His talking
comedies multiply HAMILTON d
box-office worth many times over.
!^^H Available

Now

"HIS BIG MINUTE"
"DON'T BE NERVOUS"
Produced

by

Harry D. Edwards

Recorded
Western

by

Electric^S>rsteni

•THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

#
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JACK WHITE
talking;

comedies
TW

As a thoroughbred ^
leaps into the race at ^
the springing of the
barrier, they start off with a dash of
action and a burst of laughter— and
they never let up. There is an unfailing, hilarious vigor, in the sound as
well as in the picture, that makes JACK
WHITE'S

comedi
es absolutely unique.'
Recorded by RCA Photophone

Available Now

''ZIP! BOOM! BANG!''
"COLD SHIVERS"
"LOVERS' DELIGHT"
Featuring

RAYMOND
JOHNNY

McKEE
ARTHUR

and other popular stars

B a I G HT
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LUPINO LANE
is comedian,
/■
pantomimist, acrobat, artist^with
years of success on the speaking
and singing stage, as well as on
the screen. His silent pictures have
been an unbroken line of comedy
masterpieces. But it took the sound
film to release all his talents.
Now you have them 100 per cent.
Available Now

"SHIP MATES"
"BUYING
A GUN"
Recorded by RCA Photophone

f^<^i<L<.<vtu:,ncd Utatu

E OF THE

PROGRAM"

^^-

Sparkling with wit,
CORONETS are the
smartest thing in talking comedies. Screen
playlets of class " with
snappy dialogue, telling clever farce stories
by well known authors, played by casts
of real distinction.
They open up a whole
new field of humor.

.•*M:''"* ■>

Available Now

"THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS

"

ASK DAD'
THE RIGHT BED'
"TRUSTING WIVES "
Supervised

by

Sidney

B. Brennecke
i*^^

Recorded by Western Electric Systen.
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THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

"MERMAIDS" started on Educational's
first comedy schedule. They've played
most of the theatres in the country since
then. Now they talk; they have new
casts, of famous stars; their stories are
better and funnier than ever. And so this
famous old name becomes greater still.
ftvailable Now

Jack White
Productions
Recorded

by RCA

'THE CRAZY

NUT'

I
FRANKLIN

Photophoi

JOHN

PANGBORN

T. MURRAY

VIVIEN

OAKLAND

BRIGHT

JtWtLS

OF

ENttRTAlNMENT

6
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ittg Comedies
TH^

Jack White
Productions

/

i

JfUSMJLS

Both stogeond screen vfill
contribute from their best
kno>vn comedy players
to the great casts of the
first series of TUXEDO
Talking Comedies. Another group of snappy
all-talking comedies done
in the most modern maniner, with a name that
has been popular ^ith
\ the millions for years.
Recorded
RCA

by

Photophone
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The Screen^ First
All- Color
All-lalkina

I

Comeffi y

NIA LEE CORBIN
«//?«/ VERNON DENT
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A t^o-reel comedy special personally
^->A
directed and 'presented
by
*'
^"^
r
v
*
.
T
A

Always the pioneer, always the leader. Educational is now first
to give you a comedy photographed in the true natural colors
as well as complete with talking and sound effects. As beautiful
as it is funny; as funny as it is novel^and it is the short feature novelty of the year! Here is a ^^naturaP^ for exploitation.
Photographed

by Multicolor Process

Recorded

by RCA

Photophone
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Now you hear the things you see in
HODGE-PODGE-the tom-tom of a savage war dance— the roar of a mighty
cataract— the noises of a busy city or
the music of nature. The thousand and
p-i^

Available Now

"A MOVING

MOVIE

SHOW"

.

THE SPICE

OF THE
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one things for which Huuut-KUUGE
searches the four corners of the globe
are now a thousand and one times
more realistic and more impressive.
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PROGRAM"

1
KINOQRA

Twice ' a «w>imk j

NEWS

REE

The world moves, and
KINOGRAMS takes you and your
patrons with it. Keeping up to the
world's dizzy pace with remarkable speed and consistency. Whatever may be commanding public
attention— politics, a disaster, hero
worship, sports — KINOGRAMS
gives you unparalleled service in
quick showing of all the newsi*
wisely edited and entertainingly
presented.

EduCATIONAL'S domination of the comedy field is greater
in this New Day of the Short Feature than it has ever
been before in years of leadership in this field.
The reason is not hard to find. Experience, courage,
consistency.
There is no other great distributing organization in the
industry today that is primarily interested in Short Features. Educational alone stands for quality in Short
Features above everything else— for their permanent
value to the screen as against any temporary profit.
Yet v/hen the tidal v^ave of sound struck, great w^as
the rush to turn out ''sound shorts." Silent comedies
and novelties put to sound over night — hastily throv/n
together skits and acts — a v/hole flood of them.
Educational refused to be stampeded. Backed by its
unparalleled experience, it moved sanely and surely
»'•>
>.

tov/ard the production of talking comedies that would

M

make permanent friends for the theatres rather than
a quick gain for EDUCATIONAL
Then, a few months ago, came Educational'S first
talking comedy releases. The rest is history.
Trade paper editors greeted them with such comments
as, "the rebirth of the humor

of the screen" and

"comedies are back in style."
Exhibitors greeted them with marquee lights, and 0.4sheets, and big display newspaper ads.
The public greeted them with the greatest wave

of

laughter that has ever shaken the rafters of the country's theatres, and with the biggest additional boxoflFice patronage that any Short Features have ever
attracted.
With the resources of three of the biggest and best
equipped sound studios contributing to its program,
Educational

now

adds quantity to the quality that

.-r*?*!
M*
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I
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brought comedies back into style— and competition isall but wiped out.
The real test is play dates. And here, if you
would make comparisons with the showing
of Educational'S talking comedies, you cannot consider any one other company. You
must add together the talking comedy bookings of ALL OTHER COMPANIES.
The record is clear. The history of the last
six months proves that it is EDUCATIONAL'S
talking comedies that have ushered in the
New

Day of the Short Feature. It is the day

of Educational Pictures.
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THE SPICE

EDUCATIONAL

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

FILM EXCHANGES,

E. W. MAMMONS,

President

id Dlitribulors of America,

Int., Will H. Hoyi,

Pretldenl

Inc.

The World^s First
Talldi^ Serial
(No. 646 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
THOSE

WERE

REMEMBER

THE
WHEN

HAPPY
YOU

The ONE and ONLY

DAYS!
USED

TO

SHUFFLE

OUT

AND

grab the big serials as fast they were announced? Those were the
happy days. The days when chapter play was king.
GLORY BE! HOW YOUR BOX>OFFICE USED TO RESPOND
week after wonderful week. And how the people used to come back
again and again.
YES SIR. THOSE WERE THE HAPPY DAYS. AND UNIVER>
sal gave them to you.
AND NOW THESE ARE THE HAPPY DAYS AND UNIVER>
sal is giving them to you as usual, with the first talking serial the world
ever saw or heard, The Ace of Scotland Yard.
IT WILL RE-ESTABLISH THE
theatre as the ace of money makers.

CHAPTER

PLAY

IN YOUR

IT WILL BE THE SAME BOX-OFFICE SENSATION
that the big money making serials were in the old days.
THE

ACE

OF SCOTLAND

YARD

1929-30 PRODUCT

IS A DE LUXE

TODAY
TALKING

picture made for continuous runs. Split up into episodes, ten of them
—big, glorious, fine, wonderful.
TWENTY GRAND AND GLORIOUS REELS, EVERYONE
crammed with life and action, romance and adventure and dialogue.
BOOK THE ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD,
that crackles, with suspense and lighting action.

WITH

BOOK THE ACE OF SCOTLAND
something new in talking pictures.

AND

YARD

DIALOGUE
GIVE

THEM

BOOK THE ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD, A NATURAL OF
naturals, a smashing, crackling, adventure picture with talk; grand,
glorious talk, and tender, lovely, romantic talk, and mysterious sounds,
and music, and thrilling action, and everything that goes to make a
box'office big one even bigger.
YES, THESE ARE THE HAPPY DAYS. AND UNIVERSAL
is making them bigger with big shots like THE ACE OF SCOTLAND
YARD, the first talking serial on earth.
THAT'S WHY WE SAY FORWARD MARCH WITH UNIVERs^l because Universal has what you have got to have this year.

BROADWAY
SHOW

BOAT

PAUL WHITEMAN
in KING OF JAZZ
COLLEGE LOVE
THE STORM
MEN IN HER LIFE
THE COHENS AND
KELLYS IN SCOTLAND
THE LAST PERFORMANCE
THE SHANNONS OF
BROADWAY
TONIGHT AT TWELVE
LAURA

LA PLANTE in 3

JOHN BOLES in 2
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
in 3
MARY NOLAN in 4
REGINALD DENNY in 2
GLENN TRYON and
MERNA KENNEDY in 3
GEORGE LEWIS and
BARBARA KENT in 2
GIRL OVERBOARD
THE DRAKE CASE
THE CLIMAX
BRAWN OF THE SEA
SHE BELONGS TO ME
KEN MAYNARD in 8
HOOT GIBSON in 8
TALKING

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

and SILENT VERSIONS
ALL PICTURES

ON

with Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neill and a
great cast including Jeanette Lojf, Stanley
Smith, Russell Gleason, Sarah Pa den. Brooks
Benedict, Spec 0' Donne II. From the story by
Corey Ford. Adapted by Joseph Franklin
Poland. Supervised by William Conselman.
Directed by Leo McCarey.

ALL
TALKING
ALL BOX OFFICE

RAH!
Eddie
lit

Quill

ait arrives
J. Ke v3oplt oittore 9 9
FILM

MERCURY

i

Another outstanding
Pathe Personality
established as one of
the biggest box-office
bets of the new season.

ELddie Quillait in "Tke Sophomore"
Mercury's

clicks ifvlth Film

expert revieiiver, M^ko goes on to says

''A sure-fire hit for all runs and Eddie Quillan's
first legitimate hid for the hig houses. Will go over
hig ^vith any type of audience. Booh
all

meansy

»7

sho^wmen,

and

ntahe

son&e

this one hy
n&oney

for

yourselves.

PATHE
SILVER

AT^NIVEMSAMY

i929

-

l930

vertime./T
for your ticket reqister
Sound as a novelty is out of the running. The
day of quality is here. Poor reproduction drives
the public away. Good reproduction draws it in.
Inevitably, therefore, the public is responding to
RCA Photophone with a patronage that keeps
ticket registers clicking overtime.

Corporation of America, the General Electric
Company and the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of
•R«CA Photophone. It follows that the sound
equipment of these manufacturers permits of
value-giving in excess of every other standard.

Created by a group of electrical and acoustical
manufacturers who have contributed most to the

When you purchase an RCA Photophone, you are
buying more than merely a sound system. You
are making a lasting investment in a quality
tone system that will give you a sense of security
at all times — that is built right and priced right.

public's appreciation of tone quality, RCA Photophone represents the furthest advances in the
art of sound recording and reproduction.
In no other organizations in the world is everv
other consideration more completely set aside for the attainment of the highest possible
(}uality and precision than in
the laboratories of the Radio

For .sound, as it should sound, contract now for
RCA

Photophone. It will enhance the prestige of your house
. . . and expand your profit
account.

«.lll'I.J^IIIJ»U'LJ

Address All Inquiries to Commercial Department

RCA.

PHOTOPHO:irE^
rATRlISi

FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW

Inc.

OK

AMKKIfTA

YORK

CITY

4i I
OfWk'f/?;

8I7-I7TH

STREET

SAN

FRANC/SCO:

21S

MONTGOMERY

STREET

C///C/4C0;

lOO W. MON

ROE

STREET

/CAA/ SAS C/rr, MO:

DAV\DSOH
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WHEN WILLIAM RANDOLPH
HEARST STARTS A
NEW ENTERPRISE
The whole world watches!
And now he has set in
news forces to bring
Sound-Newsreel, more
than has hitherto been

motion his globe'circling
the industry a Supercomplete and amazing
possible to produce.

THE MESSAGE
HEARD
'ROUND THE WORLD—to every corner of the glohe, to
every member of the vast news^
gathering organization of Hearst,
are flashed the momentous plans
formulated at an historic meeting of
the Hearst general staff announcing

HEARST
METROTOME
NEWS
starting a New Era in the progress
of Sound Newsreels

WILLIAM
RANDOLPH
HEARST

0

The General Staff
lays its world-wide
campaign to sp>an
the globe with men
and equipment to
bring you a greater
Sound Newsreel
than you believed it
humanly possible to
obtain.

ETR

HEARST

METROTONE

NEWS

For Release Once Each Week
on Disc or Film
STARTING SEPT. 28th
FROM the first issue of the Hearst Metrotone News this industry will witness
a new conception of Sound Newsreels. Tradition counts for nothing. Just as
the Talking feature-length production has outgrown its swaddling clothes, so it is
with the New Era Sound Newsreel, the Hearst Metrotone News which brings radical
new developments in audible news to your public. The mighty machine of Hearst
is full steam under way. Every element of this world-wide power is straining to the
task of producing the wonder Sound News of all. It is the only Sound News
produced by a news-gathering organization. Personalities and events hitherto
inaccessible now become available for the sound screen. Every theatre
which prides itself on being abreast of the latest marvels of the
Talking films will be ready to show Hearst Metrotone <
News starting September 28th. ^^^ IP
Hearst Metrotone Sound
trucks are being readied
and shipped to all parts
of the world. They combine new features and impTOvemeius to bring you
the Sourui Newsreel of the
New Era.

"i;

THE GREATEST
THE GREATEST
'HE combination of the staffs and
resources of the M-G-M News
with those of International Newsreel into the M-G-M International
Newsreel means that no other
newsreel can hope to compete in
world coverage with this colossal pooling of
forces. No longer is there any question of which
is the greatest newspaper of the screen. By
the sheer weight of its resources and connections
the M-G-M International Newsreel becomes the
one newsreel which all audiences will demand
and which all theatres will provide.

SOUND NEWS plus
SILENT NEWSREEL=

-G-

International
NEWSREEL
Twice Weekly Starting July 31st

O-GOLDWYN-MAYER
n

THE GREATEST
SHOWS ON EARTH
47
JOHN

GREATEST

SHOWS

WIRED

GILBERT

in

THE

2 ALL TALKERS
'*Redemption"
"Olympta" (liiU to bechatifeH)
GRETA
GARBO
m
2 ALL TALKERS
"Anrui Chrtittc"
And

On*

Mrn'i'

WILLIAM
} ALL

HAINES

SHOW

BUSTER
KEATON
1 ALL TALKERS
Titles (o he announced

in

DEVOTION

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
SISTERS

tk SCHENCK

irv

MURDER

IRIS (All Talking)
TWELVE
HOURS

OF

LOVE (AH Talking)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)

in

THE
PENNANT. WINNING
BATTERY (All Talking, Singing)
MADAME
X (All Talking)
COLLEGE
LIFE
(All Talking, Singing)
THE ROAD-SHOW
Charles King — Bessie Lo\e
{Alt Talking, Singmf, Oancing)

HAL
8
8
8
8
2
2

ROACH

COMEDIES

Our Gang (All Talking)
Laurel-Hardy (All Talking)
Charlie Chase (All Talking)
Harry Langdon (All Talking)
Our Gang (Synchronised)
Laurel-Hardy (STnchronized)

26 METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
12 M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES
52 HEARST METROTONE NEWS
104 M-G-M INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL

HALLELUJAH
(All Talking, Singing)
THE
BISHOP
MURDER
CASE
(All Talking)

16

(All Talking)

JUDICIAL
(All Talking)

"COTTON AND SILK"
( T< t le to be chanced )
All Talkinc, Sin(in£, Oancin;

VAN

(All Talking)

TABLOID

3 ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced

THE DUNCAN

LOVERS

SHANGHAI
(All Talking)
THE VIKING
(Sound, All Technicolor)
THE MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND
(Sound, Dialog, TecHnicolor)

in

2 ALL TALKERS
Tides to be announced

OF
WORTH
$6.60
ENTERTAINMENT!

THE GREEN
GHOST
(All Talking)
MONTANA
(All Talking, Singing)
THE SHIP FROM

in

NOVARRO

WRITER

PLEASURE
(All Talking)

in

J SYNCHRONIZED
"The Two
Buf^leMore
Sounds"
And

RAMON

(All Talking)

KEMPY
(All Talking)
SONG
OF THE SUNSET
(All Talking, Singing)
LORD BYRON
OF
BROADWAY
{All Talking^ Sinking)

in

2 ALL TALKERS
Titles to he announced
2 SYNCHRONIZED
*'Our hAodern Maidens"
*'Jungle" (tUle to be changed)

CHANEY

HOUSES

THIRTEENTH

THE SONG
(All Talking)

TALKERS

"Speedwa'i"
JOAN
CRAWFORD

FOR

CHAIR
(All Talking)
THB GIRL IN THE

"Navy Blues"
" Springboard"
And
One More
I SYNCHRONIZED

LON

ON EARTH

GREATEST

SHOWS

FOR

SILENT HOUSES

THE
BROADWAY
MELODY

WILLIAM
LON

HALLELUJAH

HAINES

"t^avy Blues"

in

"Sptedway"

CHANEV

m

THE

"The Bugle Soundi" and Tuyi Mure

MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND
(Technicolor )

Two Silent Pictures
(Titles to he announced)

RAMON

JOAN
CRAWFORD
m
"Our Modern Maidens"
"JungU" (nru' title to come)

JOHN

GILBERT

in

"Redemption"

GRETA

GARBO

One Silent Picture
(Title to he announced)

m

NOVARRO

THE VIKING
{All Technicolor)
THE

GREEN

Leo gives your
patrons every day
in the year the

GHOST

in

equivalent intertainmenten-ofa
$6.60 Broadway
Show!

M^-M
INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu ice Weekly)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

EP
'V
am
fr
ot
Br
Moare
Nm Series of SENSATIONAL
JUUUUU
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Sound Novelties £>y Ae
Creator of 'MICKEY MOUSE"

e
M
G
N
I
piAY
kk

The SKELETON

DANCE''

The £iv8t o£ the New ''SILLY SYMPHONIES''

Series

Sound Recorded by Powers Ginephone System on Film and Discs

In 5 BROADWAY

Theatres THIS WEEK

The ROXY— The STRAND— The HIPPODROME
The CAMEO and The CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE
are ALL Showing DISNEY CARTOONS This Week

DISNEY

CARTOONS,
PITTSBURGH—

PHILADELPHIA— 1331 Vine St.
CHICAGO— 828 So. Wabash
MILWAUKEE— 723 Wells St.
SAN FRANCISCO—

723 7th Ave., New York

1024 Forbes St.
BOSTON— 44 Church St.
LOS ANGELES— 1928 S. Vermont Ave.
CLEVELAND— Film Exchange Bldg.
DETROIT— 2310 Cass Ave.
BUFFALO— 257 Franklin St.
209 Golden Gate Ave.
SEATTLE— 2418 2nd Ave.

I

I Wonder What
;^^ NEWSPAPER ^^Atf Wn^^ALLTHENEWS
o/'FILMDOM ^^rmtk^ ^ ^^ALLTHE TIME

Will
Say About It?

What About Television?
I5 Television going to he the next step? Every
exhibitor should he interested in knowing as
much as possible about Television* This is
but one of the many interesting chapters in

SOUND
Motion Pictures
B. FRANKLIN

By HAROLD

President and General Manager Fox West Coast Theatres

Distributed in This Field by

Motion Picture News
729

Seventh

Ave.,

Nev^

York

Three Dollars per copy
Order Now for Prompt Delivery

City

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Enclosed herewith is — check — money
order for $3.00 in full payment for one
copy of Harold B. Franklin's great book
"Sound Motion Pictures," to be sent to
me when published. (Add 20 cents to
cover cost of mailing.)
Name
Street No
City

Stale

FiRiT National First
\ltf a Fact not a phtase f
■ReWah/yon/
COLLEEN

MOORE

FOOTLIGHTS

AND

/^

with

FOOLS

A Technicolor Roadshow.

MARILYN

A MOST

IMMORAL

Leatrice Joy.

MILLER

■with Joe E. Brown. A Technicolor
Roadshow.

BARTHELMESS
in

THE

SON

OF THE

♦n

GREAT

DIVIDE

GODS

NO,

NAN

THE

LADY

LOOSE

LITTLE

QUEEN

OF

ISLE

IN ERMINE

JOHNNY

JONES

THE SONG

OF THE FLAME

The greatest of all stage operettas.
A Technicolor Roadshow.

RICHARD

DOROTHY

SHIPS

Akin's

JOY.

From Zee

great play.
A
Star Hit.

Box-Office

THE

MACKAILL

FORWARD

PASS

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Loretta Young. A Box-Office Star Hit.

ALICE
WHITE
in THE
GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS

with LOIS WILSON. From the famous book. A Box-Office Star Hit.

A new angle on the musicals. A
Box-Office Star Hit.

IN

BILLIE

V

with LEATRICE

FAST

LIFE

WHITE
and

dancing in a

DOVE

WHITE

PLAYING

AROUND

ALICE

DOVE

in a Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

ALICE

THE

V

THE

SWAN

NEXT

ROOM

SPRING

IS

HERE

the musical comedy sensation with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and a great
A Box-Office Star
supporting cast. Hit.

WHITE

in a story that will do justice to her
excellent talking, singing and dancing ability. A Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

(/oui/ qe^ them ALL

DARK

with an exceptionally powerful cast.
A Box-Office Star Hit.

by Vina Dclmar, famous author of
"Bad Girl" and others. A Box-Office
Star Hit.

in a Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

GRIFFITH

ON THE JURY

in another great vehicle. A BoxOffice Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

BILLIE

Fannie Hurst's great story with

THE WOMAN

FURIES

THE

A Box-Office Star Hit.

bigger story than"Broadway Babies"
A Gigantic Special,

PAY

A Gigantic Special

LOST

MACKAILL

with Virginia Valli, Noah Beery,
Jason Richards, Jack Ackroyd.
A
Gigantic Special.

Singing, talking

in a story as big as "Weary River"
and "Drag." A Gigantic Special.
Title to be announced.

CORINNE

OF

ALICE

BARTHELMESS

BACK

GRIFFITH

DOROTHY

ANKLES

From the great play that was a Iaugh>
riot on Broadway.
A Box-Office
St»r Hit.

JAZZ

By F. Scott Fitzgerald. A Box-Office
Star Hit.

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta
Young and Chester Morris. From
the sensational Broadway stage play.
As dramatic as anything ever
produced. A Gigantic Special.

A Technicolor Roadshow.

AGE

MACKAILL

in one of the most colorful stories
ever written. Box-office title to be
decided. A Gigantic Special.

ETTE

CARELESS

DOROTHY

CORINNE

NO,

THE

the most beautiful star on the screen
in a Gigantic Special.
Title to be announced.

IRENE

From the musical comedy stage sensation. A Technicolor Roadshow.

MACKAILL

in a picture as big as "Broadway
Babies." A Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. and
LorettaYoung. ABox-OfficeStarHit.

DOVE

Rex Beach's Great Novel. A Technicolor Roadshow.

Prom the sensational stage success.
A Technicolor Roadshow.

♦♦.

WHITE

in "HARD TO GET." An Edna
Ferber Story. A Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

George M. Cohan's great musical
success with EDDIE BUZZELL.
A Gigantic Special.

BORDONI

ALICE

DOVE

in a Box-Office Star Hit.
Title to be announced.

DOROTHY

with DOROTHY MACKAILL.
A Gigantic Special.

BILLIE

RICHARD

A Gigantic

Special.

THE

B I L L I E

LADY

ON

THE

RIVIERA

With a cast that will do justice to

V

this great story of the Continent.
A Box-Office Star Hit.

Jrom.
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The Small Theatre
Certain Hopeful Signs On

The Horizo7i

By William A. Johnston
ONE thing we do not want to do is to
give any guff to the harassed small
theatre — to hold forth hollow hopes and
theories. The small house today is looking
defeat gravely in the eye and wants immediate
and practical relief.
There are some things to be said, however.
If the small house can, some way, somehow, carry through and over its present crisis,
there are certain hopeful signs on the horizon.
If all picture theatre entertainment is to be
sound entertainment — to consist, in other
words, of sound projection, then the small
house can furnish just as good a show as its
big competitor.
The acoustical engineers, in fact, tell us
that a finer quality of sound — and that is going to count tremendously — is possible in the
small house. It lends itself much more easily
to acoustical treatment and to control of the
sound machine.
*

«

*

The first question, then, is the expense of
installation. If the small house is to compete
in quality of sound it wants quality equipment. That costs money; there is no substitute. But already financing companies are
in the field and the small houses will be able
to buy a machine as a man of limited means
now buys a car.
Again, to the end of quality of sound,
there must be good acoustics. This, however,
is not a big item. The problem is being
worked out by competent concerns, with the
resources of the small theatre in mind. Drapes
are used, at moderate expense, that not only

give the right sound absorption but also beautify the interior.
Next is the problem of operation. That is
a matter of service from the sound equipment concern but also of the exhibitor's own
study and care. No exhibitor today can afford
not to acquire a good working knowledge
of sound projection.
»

«

»

The big hurdle today is sound rental and
score charges.
The small theatre owner is told that as
more houses are wired these charges will be
reduced. They will be reduced, I believe, but
not for this reason.
All prices are matters of but one thing —
and that is supply and demand.
Sound pictures have been getting big
money because the demand is heavy and the
supply is light.
As more sound pictures are made — and
they will be — the prices will go down. They
will go back to the prices charged for silent
pictures. Let us only hope that they won't
also go back to the program type that is the
inevitable result of factory production.
»

«

»

Summing up, then: the small theatre owner's hope is a weekly cost, covering his equipment payments and his picture rentals that
come within the capacity income of his house.
This, it would certainly seem, is possible
and most probable because it will be a result
of competition between the equipment and
picture producing companies.

m

Motion

Picture

X ctus

Grauman Feted
Western Electric In Position
By Film Leaders
To Install 5,000 More Theatres
At Coast Dinner
Within the Next Twelve Months Showman Honor Guest At The
Patronage Fails to Keep
Pace With Talkie Cost

Company^s Total Sound Investment $40,000,000; Carrying
$14,000,000 In Exhibitor
Credits
WESTERN ELECTRIC, within the next
year, will be able to equip 5,000
more theatres with sound devices.
This fact was learned by Motion Picture News on first rate authority this
week. E.R.P.I., the Western Electric subsidiary in the sound 'field, has already
equipped over 2,000 houses. With greater
speed now being made in the manufacture
and installation of equipment, E.R.P.I.
hopes, within the next twelve months, to
have completed installating more than
7,000 theatres.
The magnitude of the Western Electric
investment in sound can be understood
from the statement, also made on very high
authority, that this total has now reached
$40,000,000. Included in this sum is $14,000,000 which the company is carrying in
exhibitor credits.
That the saturation point in sound installation has by no means been reached is
shown in E.R.P.I. 's plans to equip 5,000
additional theatres within a year.
Western Electric is said to be spending
a million dollars a year in research work.

House Renovation
Accompanies Talkie
Device Installation
Generally an exhibitor having a talking
picture device installed in his theatre also
goes in for complete renovating and house
cleaning, it has been observed by Irving
Lesser, sales manager of General Talking
Pictures Corp., manufacturers and distributors of Phonofilm.
In the survey made by Mr. Lesser it appears that the sound installation is immediately seized upon by the exhibitor as a •
favorable
opportunity
for improving
the
appearance of a theatre.
There are but few cases where a house
has to be renovated for purposes of sound
installation.
It is usuallv the case that
IN my

experience as manager

Many
ORE.,
itors July
ted
ND,exhib
rever
have 17.—
Oregon
PORTLA
to silent pictures after a few
weeks of talkies, because, they say, expenses have increased 75 to 100 per
cent and patronage only 10 to 20 per
cent.
In going back to silents, some suburban houses are using two silent features at 15c top to better business than
one talkie feature at 25c. Other houses
are successfully using a split week policy, with talkies the first three days
and the balance of the week silent, with
two features and news reel.
The talkies are popular, but exhibitors claim rentals are prohibitive.
with a new sound device in his house, an
exhibitor improves it both inside and out,
looks into his projection booth and otherwise enhances the efficiency and comfort
offered his patrons.

Universal Denies Paul
Whiteman
Is Not To
Make Picture At All
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

Hollywood, July 18. — A report that Paul
Whiteman, who has not yet started on his
picture for Universal, will not make the
picture at all was in circulation here this
week. It was said that a settlement had
been effected on his contract without making the picture.
The Universal studio denied the reports,
and said that work on the film would be
started on Monday at the latest.

Bank Messenger Robbed
Of $5,000 Theatre Cash
Hollywood, July 18. — Two of the three
holdup men who robbed a bank messenger
in front of the Chinese Theatre Monday
morning are still uncaptured.
The first report stated that the bandits
obtained $15,000 of the theatre's box office
receipts, but it is now admitted that the
loss was only $5,000. The third bandit
was M'ounded and captured.

for the past 12 years, I found that the

greatest "enemy" a manager can encounter is "falling into a rut of daily
routine." The Manager's Round Table Club is the best medicine in the
world against this. With all the splendid ideas sent in by the various
members, it is a real "Manager's School" and the lessons are a great aid
to each and every member. The ideas on exploitation are all practical
and can be used by everyone.
MAXWELL
MELINCOFF,
E. M. Loew's Theatres,
Pawtucket, R. I.

Film Colony^s Biggest
Testimonial Affair
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

Hollywood, July 17. — Sid Grauman, who
has retired from exhibition to devote his
attention to production activities, was
feted at a testimonial dinner at the Biltmore Hotel tonight with three hundred
present, including leaders in the industry
and civic affairs.
Mayor John Porter, George L. Eastman,
Col. Harry Baine and Joseph Scott spoke
on Mr. Grauman 's importance in civic
affairs on account of his outstanding showmanship. Harold B. Franklin presented a
golden pass key to all the Fox West Coast
Theatres for Mr. Grauman 's mother.
Joseph M. Schenck, Jesse L. Lasky and
Jack Warner sounded praises for "the
motion pictures."
shoAvman of
gfreatest highlights
Comedy
on the speeches were
supplied by "Bugs" Baer, George Jessel
and Harry Riehman, while Al Jolson sang
and then ran to catch a train for New
York. Jack Benny was toastmaster and
Frank Fay master of ceremonies.
The wealth of entertainment features included numbers of Rube Wolf, Charles
Bee Palmer, FanchonCharles
Judel,
Marco acts andKing,
dance ensembles.
It was undobutedly the greatest testimonial ever staged in Coast circles and a
remarkable tribute to a man who has numberless friends in all walks of life.

Keith's In Syracuse, N. Y., Is
Taken Over By Orpheum
Syracuse, N. Y., July 18.— An event of
interest on the Syracuse rialto this week
was the
of to
B. the
F. Keith's
here
fromtransfer
the Keith
Orpheum Theatre
group,
a transfer which makes Syracuse the eastern frontier of the old Western circuit once
headed by Marcus Heiman of this city.
This new alignment means several things.
First, that, beginning in September, B. F.
Keith's will eliminate the split-week policy,
playing bills instead a full week. Second,
that George A. Godfrey, chief of the R-K-0
vaudeville exchange, will personally supervise the Syracuse programs. Third, that
acts will start their transcontinental tours
to the Coast in Syracuse.

McNichol Gives Millions
To The Canadian Charities
Ottawa, Ont., July 18. — Another million
dollars has been presented to various charities in Canada by A. R. McNichol, pioneer
moving picture exhibitor of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, this following his gift of $1,000,000 to a group of Welfare organization
two years ago. No distinction has been
made by Mr. McNichol in his philanthropic
work with respect to creeds. He has varied
business interests in the Canadian West,
but his fortune was started with the operation of a group of theatres in Winnipeg.
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Hearst Now Investigating Industry
Trying To Get Monopoly Evidence
WANTS

FACTS

FOR

GOV'T.

Publisher-Producer^s
News
Men Looking Into Affairs
Of Distributors And
Exhibitors
RAXDOLPH HEARST
WILLIAM
is reported as conducting a
private investigation of the motion picture industry. The publisher-picture producer has a number of men detached from his various papers all over the
country delving into existing conditions in
the distributing and exhibiting field of the
picture business in an effort to pin down
the charges that he has made that the industry was rapidly approaching a state of
monopoly.
Efforts to reach Mr. Hearst in person
and via telegraph by the Motion Picture
News within the last two weeks in order
to obtain from him a statement as to his
basis of charging that a monopoly was developing within the industry have been unsuccessful insofar as obtaining any word
from him is concerned.
In two recent editorials Mr. Hearst's
papers have made the charges of monopoly
approaching. He did not, however, point
out which of the factors in the industry
were bringing about the condition. A telegram in an effort to clear up this point has
been ignored by him.
This week, however, it was learned that
Mr. Hearst was conducting his own private
investigation of the industry in an effort
to locate evidence on which he might substantiate the charges that he has made.
Whether he wants this information for his
own sati.?faction or for the purpose of a
Government investigation could not be
learned.
It is quite possible that the Government
officials have taken the Hearst editorials
and asked the publisher to be more specific
as to his monopoly accusations.
Several of the Hearst high-powered editorial folk have been on tours of motion
picture centers in various parts of the
country, particularly in the northwest interviewing exhibitors in the independent
field. Others have been pursuing a like
course in the east.
(Continued on follounng page)

Love Is Recovered From
Accident, Now At Work
Bessie Love, who recently figured in an
automobile crash, is fully recovered from
the mishap. The bandages were removed
from her head this week and fear tMt she
might have been scarred in the crash
were dispelled. The star is now rehearsing
at the studio for "Road Show," in which
Charles King will play opposite her.
Charles Reisner will direct from a story
prepared by Bess Meredith. The picture
will have a musical theme and a backstage background.

Ray Rockett and Marin
News)
Resign Bureauy
At Motion
FirstPicture
Nat'
I

(Hollywood

isor
ed 18.—
Ray Rockas superv
finish
ett has ,
July
HOLLYWOOD
for First NationaL although he
was in charge of "Sally," now in production. Ned Marin presented his resignation two weeks ago and leaves
for a European vacation in September.
He has agreed to stay until the completion of three productions which he
is now supervising.
It is reported that Jack Warner is
looking for capable supervisors for
First National as only Robert North
and Al Rocket now remain. The latter
is ill at his home and will probably
not be able to return to the studio for
three weeks.

John Golden To
Roadshow Talkies
Of Legit. Plays
Producer's Plan Includes Playing Of The Small Totvns
At A $1 Top Price
John Golden, prominent theatrical producer, is going into the production and
roadshowing of talkies on a big scale, it
was learned this Aveek. Financially interested in the enterprise, according to reports, are, John Hertz, Chicago multimillionaire taxieab king, and Albert D. Lasker, formerly of Lord & Thomas and the
U. S. Shipping Board.
The plan is to make all the Golden stage
successes into talkies, which will be roadshowed in legitimate houses throughout the
country. The producer also plans to send
out a number of road companies into the
smaller un wired towns where the Golden
talkies will be played at a dollar top.
The RCA Photophone process will be
used, the reports further say.

Tabares Back From Britain
Where He Edited Talkies
Arthur Tahares, formerly chief film editor for First National Pictures, has returned to New York from England, where
for the past two years he has been head of
the film editing department of Gainsborough Productions.
Mr. Tarbares is well-known in the producing fraternity of Los Angeles and New
York for his editing of such productions as
"Flaming Youth," "Lilies of the Field,"
"So Big" and "The Lost World."
His activities in the last six months have
been almost entirely with the editing of
sound versions of current British productions.

FLAYS

FILM

ASSOCIATES

Menjou's Charges Of Blacklist
Bring A Scathing Editorial
In Hearst Papers Here
And On Coast
in
appearing
editorialpublicatio
unsigned trolled
IXthean Hearst-con
ns in
New York and on the Coast this week
the motion picture producers were openly
advised that they had best watch their
step and not give the actor cause to need
unionization and organization within the
studios. The reason for this outburst was
a telegram that was sent to Hearst direct
last Sunday by an executive of the American Sound Recording Studios, which had
just placed Adolphe Menjou under contract. The telegram was an open bid for
publicity and it flattered the publisher in
glowing terms so that he could not pass it
up, and the result was that he gave the
promoter of the Menjou contract just
what they wanted in the way of publicity.
The Hearst editorial followed a number
of interviews given out in New York by
Menjou to the effect that he was being
"blacklisted" by the organized and recognized motion picture producers. Atop of
this was news that the* star had signed a
contract with an independent producing
company.
This company, through an executive, let it
be known that it would surround the star
with an all-Equity cast, and stated that
they had been "threatened" by the "big
boys" in the industry to the extent of refusal of booking for any picture they
might make with Menjou.
E. E. Smith, executive secretary for the
American Sound Recording Corp., denied
this via telephone on Wednesday, but later
the same day a copy of a telegram that
was sent to Mr. Hearst over the signature
of Alfred Walker, vice-president of the
corporation, was found to contain charges
that a trust existed in the industry and
stated : ' ' Their threat to us is ' What are
you going to do with the pictures after
they are made?' " also inferring in the
telegram that the "trust" had refused
bookings for a Menjou production.
(Continued on following page)

"U" Supplies New Service
On Pictures To Operators
A volume control and change over sheet
on all Universal sound films are being supplied operaitors by Universal, H. M.
Messiter, in charge of sound activities of
Universal exchanges, stated this week.
The volume control and turn over sheets
started with the sheet for "Show Boat"
and is now in every exchange to go out in
all reel boxes of the feature. Sheets have
also been supplied for "Broadway." The
service will be used on every Universal
sound picture from now on.
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$67,000,000 Equipment Merger
Is Announced; Third Dimension
Machines Are To Be Marketed
Grandeur, Inc., One Of Combine, Believed To Be A
Fox Alfiliation
$67,000,000 equipNEWLYmentformed
combine, which
has for one
of its purposes the marketing' of
new third dimension cameras and projectors was officially announced this week.
H. L. Clarke, President of the International Projector Corp. and National Theatre Supply Co., two of the seven units
in the merger, and President of the Utilities
Light & Power Co., heads the combine,
which is called General Theatres Equipment, Inc.
The new concern, which has been incorporated in Delaware, will acquire fifty per
cent of the outstanding stock of Grandeur.
Inc. The latter is believed to be controlled
by Fox, though this has not been confirmed.
It is reported, however, that Grandeur has
made a contract by which the Fox Theatres Corp., or any affiliated company, will
lease from Grandeur all of its requirements of the new type projector.
Financial details of the merger were arranged by a banking group consisting of
the Chase Securities Corp., Pynchon & Co.,

A

Halsey,
Stuart& &*Co.,
West & Co. and W.
S. Hammons
Co.
The principal companies included in the
merger are the International Projector
Corp., the National Theatre Supply Co.,
Grandeur, Inc., Strong Electric Co., J. E.
McCauley Manufacturing Co., Hall & Connolly, Inc., and the Ashcraft Lamp Co.
The board of directors of General Theatres Equipment, in addition to Clarke,
consists wholly of bank representatives.
They are Murray W. Dodge, vice-president
of Chase Securities Corp. ; William F. Ingold, of Pynchon & Co. ; E. W. Niver, of
Halsey, Stuart; William W. Watson, Jr.,
of West & Co., and Walter S. Hammons, of
W. S. Hammons & Co.
Grandeur, Inc., will acquire directly or
through wholly-owned subsidiaries all of
the business and assets of the Mitchell
Camera Company.
The announcement pointed out that the
new combine will market several new picture machine devices which are expected
to revolutionize the industry.
Prominent

Real Estate Brokers File
Suit Against Poli
, CONN., July 18.—
NEWSuit HAVEN
for $1,300,000 against Sylvester Z. Poli, alleging that
amount due them as commission in
sale of the Poli circuit to Fox for
$26,000,000, has been filed here by Edward P. F^gan, real estate broker, and
two Springfield brokers. They claim
that they were retained by Poli to find
a purchaser for his chain.

Frisco Union Musicians
Sue Theatre Chain
Seen
18.— simiISCO,
ner July
FRANC
of other
forerun
as the
SAN
lar actions, the first damage suit
growing out of the recent fight between union musicians and owners of
"Talkie" houses, was filed in the Superior Court, San Francisco.
The complainant, seeking to recover
$2,839.22, was filed against the Consolidated Theatres, Inc., owners of
the Alhambra Theatre, and George
Nasser and M. A. Nasser. The complainant is Edwin B. Leve, leader of
the five-man orchestra which played
in the Alhambra prior to its conversion into a talking picture house last
March. The amount asked is said to
represent the difference between the
orchestra's earnings since its discharge
— by the theatre and the sum alleged to
have been guaranteed it under contract.

among these will be the third dimension
camera and a new type projector which, it
it said, will give full-stage proportions to
pictures when shown in theatres.

Hearst Flays Film Producing
Associates; Defends Menjou
{Conlinncd jrom page 17^)
Mr. Smith also stated that there was no
agreement with Equity that Menjou would
appear with an all-Equity company, but at
the Equity office there was a letter on file
in which he definitely stated that none but
Equity players would appear with the star.
In part the Hearst editorial which appeared on Wednesday in the "N. Y. American," said:
"As though there were not trouble
emfouigh in;' the motion picture industrj',
word comes of an alleged combination of
producers against one of the most distinguished and most popular stars of filmdom.
... If there is, as has been alleged, any
combination of producers against Mr.
Menjou, those producers are taking a very
foolish step atof a producers
very critical
combination
is time."
formedIf toa
discipline actors, there will certainly be a
combination! of actors to protect themselves, and there should be. It is possible
that certain moving picture producers are
importing into the industry too many foreigners and too many stage actors. That
is their business, but if they have any difficulties in consequence of such importation,
the burden of them should not fall upon
.'Vinerican actors long tiained to the screen.
. . not
. Thebeen
reason
that theonActors'
Equityis
has
successful
the screen
because there has not been much reason
for its existence in that Held. Why proreasons?"did not mention the company
Mr. vide
Hearst
that had signed Menjou or the executive
of the company that had sent him the
telegram
of protest against the blacklisting
of
the star.
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Paramount Profits
For 2nd Quarter
Are $2,550,000
Estimated Figures Set Record
For Company; First Halfs
Figures Ahead Also
A record second quarter — consolidated
net profits of $2,550,000 — are estimated by
Paramount Famous Lasky Corp. After all
charges and taxes have been deducted, the
company reckons that for the period of
1929 ending .June 29 profits amount to $1.14
per share on 2,242,862 shares, the number
of shares outstanding at the end of the
This profit is approximately 58 i>er cent
quarter. than the profit for the correspondgreater
ing period of 1928, which was the company
previous record second quarter.
The profits for the second quarters of
1929, lows : 1928 and 1927 are compared as folSecond Quarter's Earnings — 1929 —
$2..5.'>0,000 (estimated); 1928^$1, 609,000;
—$0.76.
1927— $1,465,000. Per Share Earnings—
1929— .$1.14 (estimated); 1928— $0.78; 1927
Profits for the first six months of 1929
also create a new figure for Paramount,
being 32 per cent ahead of 1928 's first half,
which was the previous record first six
months of the companv.
for compared
the first' half
of 1929, 1928
andProfits
1927 are
as follows:
Six months' earnings— 1929— $5,112,000
(estimated); 1928— $3,873,000 ; 1927-^3,532,000. Earnings per shar<--1929— $2.30
(estimated); 1928— $1.88; 1927—^1.87.

Hearst Investigates Film
Industry, Is Latest Report
{Continued from page 273)
Mr. Hearst was asked by wire to clear
up the purpose of his investigation but has
refused to either affirm or deny that he
was conducting such a proceeding. Word
was received from the Coast that the wire
requesting this information had been forwarded direct to him at his California
ranch, but seemingly he has elected to
igru)re it.
Hearst is known to have deeply
sale of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
William Fox. At the time of the
together with Louis B. Mayer and
of associates, were ready to take

felt the
Corp. to
deal he,
a group
over the

property.
finala distinct
closing with
said to haveThebeen
blow Fox
to theis'
publisher-producer. Likewise Hearst is
said to have never fully forgiven Adolph
Zukor after they had a break over releasing arrangements for the Cosmopolitan
Productions and the Marion Davies
In the industry it is common gossip,
pictures
since the printing of the Hearst editorials,
that the publisher still hopes to block the
consummation of the M-G-M deal with Fox
through GoveriMuent disapproval of the
merger, in which ev(>nt he and his associates would undoubtedly step in and take
over the organization as they had originally
planned.

July

20,
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Zukor Turned Down $90,000,000
For Paramount Holdings, Report
$65,000,000

CAPITAL

Sale Would Not Have Meant
Control Of Company; Could
At This Time Recapitalize
For $200,000,000
ZUKOR is reported to have
ADOLPH
refused $90,000,000 for his holdings
in the Paramount - Famous - Lasky
Corp. The offer, said to have been made
by a banking group which was undoubtedly
acting in behalf of either one of two factors in the industry, was for the outright
sale of all the Zukor interests in a corporation which is capitalized at only $65,000,000
and the deal, had it been consummated,
would not have meant the passing of the
control of the corporation. Zukor turned
it do^vn cold.
The actual possibilities of recapitalization of Paramount at this time are about
$200,000,000 in the event that those in control of the company wanted to go into the
Street for money. But that seems a remote possibility. It is known that several
years ago Paramount made a deal with a
number of realty associates whereby the
latter were to advance $20,000,000 annually
for a period of five years for expansion
purposes". To date. Paramount has utilized
only about $20,000,000 of this amount.
Atop of this Paramount is known not to
have any outstanding obligations to any of
the banks.
The closing of two deals in the theatre
field this and last week by Publix, a Paramount subsidiary, involved $22,000,000, but
they were completed on an exchange of
stock basis with very little cash necessary.
Zukor 's refusal to consider the $90,000,000 offer made him shows that he is determined to remain at the helm of Paramount
as he stated exclusively to Motion Picture
News several weeks ago and later reiterated at the sales convention of the Paramount-Famous-Lasky organization.

Is American Firm Behind
Comedie-Francaise Plan?
By L. C. MOEN
(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, France, July 6. — A large American
company is mentioned as collaborating with
the plan to produce the entire repertoire of
the Comedie-Francaise in talkie form,
which rumor has provoked wide discussion
in the French capitol.
Conservative elements have protested
against this "profanation" of an institution which is held almost sacred by France.
Supporters of the plan, however, have
pointed out that practically all of the plays
in the Comedie-Francaise repertoire are
now out of copyright and can be, and perhaps will be, produced with easts far inferior and that for that reason it is better
that the state endowed theatye should itself film them.

Uses Slides To
Tell
Fans Of Censor Cuts
Franklin,
mana,ger
the J.B. M.
F.
Julyof 18.—
. ONT.
OTTAWA
's Theatre, has adopted a
Keithod
novel meth
for the education of the
public with regard to deletions made
by censors in sound-on-disc productions. This consists of stereopticon
slides which are thrown on the screen.
The words: "dialog deleted by the
censors" appear in the actual picture,
generally between the figures on the
screen. This is done by separate
projection from the operator's booth.
Whenever a "black-out" occurs, announcement isflashed that "the scene
hasMr.been
delted by
the censors."
Franklin
declared
that he had
no quarrel with the censors but that
he desired to advise his audiences as
to the reasons for the film or sound
cuts. The arrangement is only temporary, he pointed out.

Ideal To Handle
RKO Productions
In Great Britain
Sehnitzer Completes Deal In
London For Distribution
By English Company
An important international deal between
RKO Export Corp. and Ideal Films, Ltd.,
London, whereby the latter company will
handle the 1929-30 product of Radio Pictures in the United Kingdom, was coneluded last week in London.
Joseph I. Sehnitzer, president of RKO
Productions, now in London, Ambrose S.
Dowling, export manager, and Sol G. Newman, British representatives, acted for
RKO, and Simon Rawson acted for Ideal.
Ideal is one of the affiliations of the Gaumont British group which controls over
three hundred British motion picture theatres, and the RKO product will be released
through this outlet.
Mr. Sehnitzer is now toui'ing the Continent and will visit all of the principal
foreign exchanges.

Fox Wesco Theatres Plan
For Greater Movie Season
Hollywood, July 18.— Fox West Coast
Theatres will celebrate annual Greater
Movie Season in all houses on the circuit
during the month of August. Extra advertising and exploitation will be utilized in
each city and town where a Fox West
Coast theatre is located. Frank Whitbeck,
advertising and publicity head of the circuit, has prepared special newspaper and
billboard display advertising.

GIANT

MERGER

COMING?

Belief Strong That Zukor Will
Head Combine That Will
Take In At Least
Three Others
industry
picture
motion
THE
into
downapparto nai-row
ently is going
a battle between two groups. The
line-up as predicted for the future is that
one group will be headed by Adolph Zukor
and the other by William Fox. Events of
the past six months have pointed to a
naiTOwing down of important factors in the
producing, distributing and theatre operating branches of the industry, with constant rumors of further mergers to come.
The lalest developments point to the
possibility that Adolph Zukor will be at
the head of a combination that will control
the destinies of the Warner Brothers, First
National and Universal organizations, in
addition to Paramount-Publix. On the
other hand. Fox will be on the other side
of the fence with his own organization and
that of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Loew.

Predict

New

Order

The sharps who have been watching the
turns within the industry in the past few
months predict that the new order of things
will be definitely set within the next
eighteen months.
The only other factor in the situation,
it appears, is the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Circuit and RKO Pictures, which have the
backing of the Radio Corporation of
America.
As far as the theatres of this organization ai'e concerned, it seems that the only
policy that they can follow at this time is
a return to big time vaudeville. In the
situations where they are playing a combination policy of vaudeville and motion
pictures they are running into the opposition of the talking picture in the regular
picture theatres. The public seemingly is
tiring of canned vaudeville, these acts being at best just a makeshift that was resorted to during the first days of the development of the talking picture in a commercial way. Now, with the development
of the feature talkers, it seems certain that
as far as most cities are concerned, outside of the bigger centers such as New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, etc.,
the legitimate theatre stands little or no
chance, for in the first place the theatre
will be unable to meet the price competi(Confintted on following paqe)

Show Boat Along The Ohio
River Shows Films Nightly
Cincinnati, Ohio, July 18. — Additional
opposition has come up in Cincinnati. A
show boat is touring the Ohio River, featuring silent movies and other entertainment and gives nightly showings at different locations along the river front.
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William Fox Severely Injured
In Auto Crash; Condition Is
Not Alarming. Says Physician
Fear
Of Skull
Fracture
At
First: Had Blood Transfusion; Chauffeur Killed
FOX, head of the Fox
M
WILLIA
Film Corp. and the Fox Theatres,
was severely injured in an automobile accident which occurred on LongIsland on Wednesday morning. The chauffeur of the Fox car was instantly killed
and J. S. Rubenstein, who was in Mr. Fox's
car, was also injured. The three girls in
the small car which crashed into the Fox
machine were not hurt and their Chrysler
practically unscratched.
Mr. Fox was immediately taken to the
Nassau Hospital where Dr. Wilfred Post
in charge stated: "I am certain that he is
badly hurt," adding "critically hurt."
This information was given to the Associated Press, Dr. Post having stated that
he found Mr. Fox was suffering from a
brain hemmorhage, his face being so
scratched and swollen that it was impossible to state what damage had been done
to the facial bones, but there were indications of a skull fracture.
After the accident, Mr. Fox, who was
conscious, insisted that one of the executives of the Fox Company be summoned
and through him he gave out the news
that his injuries were slight and that he
would be about again in a few days.
After the arrival of several Fox executives at the hospital, the trend of the reports about Mr. Fox's condition was decidedly more optimistic.
On Thursday Mr. Fox was reported as
resting easily at the hospital, and Dr. Post,
who ordered a blood transfusion on Wednesday night, which was carried out, -said
that the patient "had spent a good night"
and that his condition was "in no sense
alarming and was much better than was
to have been expected at the time of his
first examination when Mr. Fox was first

brought to the hospital."
It was stated that Mr. Fox was given a
pint of blood in the transfusion, which took
place at 7..30 on Wednesday night.
There was a flurry in the Fox stock in
the market on Wednesday when the accident was first reported, but the stock after
going off about five points, recovered somewhat in thte afternoon, and on Thursday
morning opened stronger than the closing
of Wednesday.
James R. Grainger, general sales director
for Fox advised all of the employees of
the organization throughout the world that
the condition of the head of the company
was not a serious one. At the hospital immediately follo\ving the news of the accident reaching New York a number of Fox
executives called and Adolph Zukor also
went to the hospital to inquire a< to the
condition of Mr. Fox.
Miss Dorothy Kane, who was driving the
car which struck the Fox auto was summoned for driving without a license and

French Merger Results
From Contingent Fight
the
6.— With
E, July
S, FRANC
PARImerger
Natan
of Patheand Cinromans-Films de France, now a
fact, despite vigorous denials, as was
predicted some time ago in this publication, practically all of the power in
the French film industry is now solidified in the newly amalgamated companies and the France-Film-Aubert
group. This is said to have come about
largely as a result of the American
fight against the contingent, and there
is considerable talk of a cartel which
would fuse these two groups into one.
According to Jean Sapene, head of
Cineromans, each company preserves
its own individuality rigorously, and
the cartel is merely to fuse the operating strength of the two groups.
The first result will undoubtedly be
the transformation of the cineromans
studies at Joinville into sound studios.
Pathe-Natan has had a commission in
America studying this situation.
lier sisters, who were passengers in the car
with her, are to appear before the Grand
•Tury in Nassau County on Tuesday to give
their testimony in the investigation of the
accident.
Mr. Fox's nurse stated that he was getting along nicely and was responding to
treatment. Asked whether his recovery
might be expected shortly or whether there
was danger of complications, she responde :
"Mr. Fox has been seriously injured and
lias lost a considerable quantity of blood.
However, he is expected to be out in a
comparatively short time."

4 Photoplays Pull
Down Good Scores
At L. A. Theatres

F ic tu r e

News

American Talkies
Get Panning From
British Newspaper
Article Defines
U. S. Film
Product As '^Obsessed By

Year Old Mind''

12 slap is taken at the American
A sharp
talkie by a writer in the Manchester
Guardian, a British publication. Even
with the advent of dialog the American
film continues to be "obsessed by the
twelve year old mind," says this writer
whose
Literaryarticle
Digest. is quoted in last week's
Writers, directors and actors are unable
to cope with the new technique of the
talkie, according to the article, and they
are reproducing stage drama word for
word and gesture for gesture. It would be
absurd for the screen to cast aside all the
natural advantages in technique it has acquired in a quarter of a century, the writer
states.
"Producers of talking movies are doing
a painfully bad job and one for which they
cannot quite be forgiven," the article continues. "Their imitation of the stage is
an awkward and embarrassed one. Few of
the producers, directors or actors have had
any extended experience in drama. Much
has been said recently about the talkies
stealing all the stars from Broadway, but
this has not happened and will not. Their
training and experience (of stage actors)
are of some value, but of less than might
be supposed; they have a tendency to overact before the camera, and to shout int >
the microphone in a painful way. ' '
After stating that many better-known
dramatists have gone to Hollywood to write
for the talkies, only to come back to Broad ■
way vowing "never again," the writer
asserts developments in the talkies during
the past year have been few and almost all
{Continiwd on page 282)

Revival Of Big Time Vaud.
By RKO Seen As Possibility

Fine business, showing no decrease from
the figures of previous weeks, were to be
had at Grauman's Chinese Theatre where
"M-G-M Hollywood Revue" nabbed $32.nOO (200 per cent). "The Gamblers."
showing at Warners Hollywood, sold
plenty of tickets, the gross being .$21,000

{Continued from. Page 275)
tion of the motion picture producers for
the last of the legitiiiia.le players.
There will always be a certain amount
of demand for flesh and blood actors and
logically vaudeville it would seem will be
the media to supply this demand. If the
heads of RKO are far seeing enough at
this time to take advantage of the situation
and start building up the return of big time
vaudeville with shows of possibly ten acts,
five of these to be names of box office
drawing calibre, thej' can possibly within a
year win a tremendous following for this
form of entertainment.
As far as the calculation of the prediction experts are concerned, Radio-KeithOi*pheum will, within not less than three
years, be aligned with the Zukor side of
the line-up which the future is to bring
about.

(1.50 "per
"So This
Is Heaven"
netted
the cent).
United Artists
$17,800
(1.3,5 per
cent). "Madame X." in its third week at
the Criterion, drew big business that
showed
no decrease from previous -weeks.

However, in the meantime, by bringing
l)ack big time vaudeville they will establish
their houses so that there will be an added
value of those ])roperties.

Los Angeles, Julv 18.— "The M-G-M
Hollywood Revue of 1929." "The Gamblers," "Madame X" and "So This Is
Heaven" were the top-notchers among the
films at the various theatres last week.
Doing below normal business were "The
Four Devils," and "Fashions in Love."
"Broadway" and "The Last of Mrs.
Cheney"
ness mark.both went over the normal busi-
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Publix-Saenger And F. & R. Deals
Closed; $22,000,000 Total Involved
F. & R. GETS

$10,000,000

Three For One Stock Deal For
Northwestern Circuit Gives
Publix Complete Control
Of Territory
THEATEE;S CORP. have
PUBLIX
coneluded the negotiations with
Fiukelstein and Ruben for the acquisition of the Northwestern Theatre
Circuit. The price agreed on is said
to have been slightly in excess of .$10,000,000, on an exchange of stock basis, three
shares for one. It is known that Paramount had a deal set for these houses several years ago at a price of $9,500,000 and
Fiukelstein and Ruben have improved
their situation and holdings to the extent
of about .$1,000,000 since that time.
The obtaining of control of the Fiukelstein and Ruben circuit gives Publix tlic
control of the northwest territory. There
are about one hundred and fifty theatres
in Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and
western Wisconsin involved in the transaction. The company controls eleven first
runs in Minneapolis and 8t.~Paul alone.
M. L. .Fiukelstein and E. Ruben have
been in New York for several weeks conducting the negotiations with Publix with
the final terms agreed upon late last week.
Publix has held an interest with F. & R.
in the past as far as the eleven first runs
were concerned, but the present deal puts
them in control of the entire circuit and is
part of the general expansion program on
the part of Publix tending toward a 100
per cent control of all the deals in which
they are interested as partners.

Gibson Signs Million
Dollar "U" Contract;
WiU Do 8 Westerns
Following the expiration several weeks
ago of his contract with Universal, Hoot
Gibson, star in western films for the company for a long period of years, last week
signed a reputed million dollar contract
with Carl Laemmie, Jr., general manager
of Universal. He will make eight all-talking westerns, it was announced.
Gibson has his own unit and will make
the pictures himself. One will deal with
the big Salinas rodeo and another story
will be filmed in and around Honolulu.
The star is now negotiating with Sally
Filers for the lead in "The Long, Long
Trail," his first under the new contract, on
which production is set to start on July 18
under the direction of Arthur Rosson.
Jay Merchant will be contact man for
Carl Laemmie, Jr., in connection with the
Gibson and Ken Mavnard westerns.

Publix Dickering For
Aztec, San Antonio
18.—
ng
ative, ofJuly
g the
buildi
altern
Facin
TEXAS
NIO,
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SAN
a new theatre here or securing
an established house, Publix is dickering for the Aztec Theatre, modern
independent house seating 2,500.
Leases on the Princess and the Empire, both Publix houses, expire by
next January 1 and they will not be
renewed.
Publix has taken care of one of these
theatres by leasing the Old Majestic,
seating 1,700, which has been dark
since the Interstate circuit opened the
Greater Majestic. The Publix deal for
the Aztec has been on for some time.
The hitch, it is understood, is over the
Palace and the Rialto, two smaller
houses, operated by the owners of the
.\ztec. Publix does not want these
smaller houses, it is said.

Publix Now Takes
Over Two Omaha
Downtown Houses
Gives Them Control Of First
Run Situation In That
Part Of City
The World Realty Company has confirmed the lease of the Sun and World
theatres to the Publix Theatres Corp. This
gives the corporation four downtown Omaha
houses and places them in control of the
first-run situation in that city. The Orpheum Theatre is the only house that is in
opposition
to those that are now Publix opcrated.
The World and Sun theatres were oper;ited by the Goldberg Brothers.
The World has been playing pictures
and the Fanchon and Marco units and has
been hurting the business at the local Publix house. The Sun has been dark for the
past two years.
The Rialto, Publix operated, opposite the
World theatre, will be remodeled into a
business
building
according
to report.

Capitol, Springfield, Mass.,
Is Bought By Interstate
Springfield, Mass., July 18. — The Interstate Theatres Corp. has purchased the
Capitol Theatre of this city, according to
an announcement made by David Stoneman, operator of the Boston chain. It is
indicated that the personnel will be changed
slightly, but that Walter Markel, present
manager of the theatre, will be retained.
The actual transfer of operation will be
completed sometime this week.

FOR SAENGER,

$12,000,000

Will Take Over Southern Circuit With E, V, Richards
Remaining At Helm
the
over was
taking
r for
the by
Publix
Circuit
deal
THESaenge
ed
over the week-end
finally complet
at the "farm" of Adolph Zukor in upper
New York. Zukor, Sam Katz, E. V. Richards and Julian Saenger were present for
the final talk on the valuation of the circuit. The price is reported as being in the
neighborhood of .$12,000,000 for the
Saenger Circuit in Louisiana and Texas
and the holdings that the corporation has in
the Publix-Saenger circuit in Florida and
the Consolidated Theatres which operates
about fifteen houses in that state.
Three weeks ago, it appeared as though
the "deal" with Publix was off because
of the inability of the traders to agree on a
valuation of the Saenger holdings. At
that time, Julian Saenger was reported as
returning South, although E. V. Richards
was to remain in New York after having
been here for three months on the deal. It
was also stated at the time that the Publix
deal having fallen through, Richards was
ready to do business wuth Fox. This latter
phase of the trading may have had the effect
of bringing about a reconsideration on the
part of Publix and decided them on more
liberal terms.

Richards To Remain
Publix, it is said, would not have wanted
Fox for a partner in their Southern enterprises, which would have been the case in
the event that the Fox interests were able
to purchase the Saenger interests. Fox
undoubtedly would have been willing to
pay any price to have secured the Saenger
interests which would have given control
of the theatres and made Publix the minority stockholder in them. This would have
created a situation that would have placed
Publix in a position that it would have
taken them a long time to work out of.
With the report of the sale being closed
it is said that E. V. Richards is to remain
at the helm in the operation of the theatre
properties for Publix for a period of years.
It is known that the Saengers, with Richards, intend to actively enter the air transportation field and propose the establishment of air lines between New Orleans and
Central and upper South American points.
AVhile in New York they have been in negotiation with a number of aerial transport companies and inspecting the airports
in the vicinity of the city.

P. L. Thomson

To Europe

p. L. Thomson, director of public relations for Western Electric, is sailing this
week to attend the international advertising
men's convention, in Berlin.
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Paramount Magnafilm Showing
Complete Surprise To Industry;
Four Reel Talker On Wide Film
Publix
Unit
With
Burke
Is First Production Made;
Runs 36 Minutes;
Other Scenes
FAMOUS LASKY
PARAMOUNT
pulled a surprise on the industry on
Thursday afternoon by closing down
the regular performances at the Rivoli
Theatre, N. Y., for that afternoon in order
to give a special showing of its Magnafilm
to a selected audience. The showing itself
lasted a little more than three quarters of
an hour. A number of still shots were
shown, after which a four reel subject in
sound and dialog, singing and dancing,
was disclosed.
The Magnafilm is the result of experimental work that has been carried on for
Paramount by Lorenzo Del Riccio, who was
the inventor of the Magnascope, a camera
attachment whereby it was possible to take
the ordinary sized picture and throw it on
a large screen.
Adolph Zukor originally, with Edwin S.
Porter, started experimenting with wide
film about fifteen years ago at the old
Famous Players Studios on West 26th
Street, but the results of their experiments
were destroyed in the fire which wrecked
that building some years ago.
Then Del Riccio developed the Magnafilm which is 56 mm. wide and 19i/2 dmhwide.
In comparing it with the Spoor wide
film shown some weeks ago it was noticeable that the Magnafilm did not have as
much flicker as did the former.
The first feature production made with
this process is entitled "You're
In The

Chas. McCarthy Heads
All Par am* t Publicity
rthy has been

CHARLES E. McCa
designated head of all publicity
and public relations for Paramount and all of its subsidiary enterprises, including Publix theatres. He
took over his newly created post this
week.
Mr. McCarthy has been with Paramount for more than twelve years,
being connected during all that time
in the publicity department, becoming
head of that department upon the
resignation of John C. Flinn.
Earl C. Wingert, formerly general
director of West Coast studio publicity
for F'ox, succeeded McCarthy in charge
of publicity for Paramount productions and sales. He lately returned
from the Coast and was attached to
the Astoria studio in harge of publicity.
Harold Flavin, who has been assistant to McCarthy, will be placed in
charge of radio publicity for the organization in connection with the
Columbia broacasting chain and will
supervise programs and the broadcasting of propaganda for the company.

Talkies Boost Grosses
Of St. Louis Stage
Interest
18.—tly
MO.,hasJuly
the stage
apparen
been
ST.in LOUIS,
revived by the talkies. The splendid business now being enjoyed by the
St. Louis Municipal Opera and the
Garden Theatre in St. Louis County
seems to indicate this. With the leading first run and neighborhood movies,
a decided slump in receipts has been
experienced. Several Missouri and
Southrn Illinois theatres are now said
to be booking stage shows an vaudeville bills for one, two and three night
stands.
The management of the St. Louis
Municipal Opera Association attributes
their increased business to the influence of the talkies. That is the only
way they can account for their increased business. A case is on record of a sound picture attracting only
2,000 patrons in a Southern Illinois
town while a silent feature drew 7,000.
In St. Louis it is reported that the
Cinderella
to
silents. and the O'Fallon will return
Army Now." It is the Publix stage unit
that has Johnny Burke as its star. The;
picture was made at the Astoria studios
of Paramount and runs a little more than
thirty-six minutes. It contains the dialog,
songs and dances as in the stage production. It shows the possibilities of presenting the regular Publix shows around the
circuit on the wide film and thus obviate
ihc necessity of railroading the acts.
Just before the completed production
was flashed on the screen there was a showing of a number of odd out-of-doors shots
without sound. The first was of the surf
at one of the beaches, then a rural scene
showing a winding road through a number
of trees, then a number of cloud scenes,
and finally a wooded dell with a lake. In
these a distinct stereoscopic value was
shown.

Continental Talking
Pict. To Produce
8 Dialog Features
Eight talking features — to be made from
well known Broadway plays, published
books and syndicated magazine stories —
are planned for production this season by
the Continental Talking Pictures Corp.
The company has ofSces in New York and
studios on Santa Monica Boulevard, in
Hollywood. The eight pictures are planned
for release on the independent market during the 1929-30 season.
"The Rampant Age," by Robert Carr,
will be the first story to go into work.
"Burned Evidence," by Mrs. Wilson
Woodrow, will be the second. The pictures
will be made on RCA recording equipment
and will be available in sound-on-film and
disc prints as well as in silent form.

P i c t u re

News

Warners Taking
Over Complete
Circuit Operation
Fabian,
Crandall,
Sablosky
Quitting; Important Post
For Weshner
Important changes in the executive personnel of the Stanley-Warner Circuit, and
affiliated concerns, happened this week. Si
Fabian, son of the founder of the Jersey
chain, sold his minority interest in the
Stanley-Fabian Corp. and resigned from
the Stanley Co. of America. Abe Sablosky,
of Philadelphia, long a Stanley executive
resigned. And Harry M. Crandall will retire from the Stanley-Crandall Corp. on
August 1.
Spyros Skouras is head of all theatre operations for Warners, which control the
Stanley Circuit. G-eorge Skouras is his
assistant.
Announcement was made of the appointment of David E. Weshner as general manager of the Stanley-Fabian Corp. Mr.
Weshner was elevated to this executive
position from the post of director of advertising and publicity. His selection for
the general managership at the age of 34
makes him one of the youngest executives
in the industry.
The taking over of complete control of
the Stanley-Fabian Corp. by WarnerStanley also resulted in other changes.
Joseph Stern, whose chain was absorbed by
Stanley-Fabain and who has been operating
it, has resigned. Sol Ullman, film buyer
and Gordon Reid, district manager of theatres in downtown Newark, are also out.
A shakeup affecting several district managers and about half a dozen house managers of Stanley-Fabian was also a development of the week.

Pathe Is Releasing
21 Silent Films For
Unwired Theatres
To meet the requirements of unwired
theatres, Pathe will issue twenty-one silent
versions of its thirty talking features
scheduled for the 1929-30 season.
The features that will be available in
silent as well as talkie form are as follow:s: "Negligee," starring Ina Claire;
"This Thing Called Love," with Ann
Harding; "Painted Desert," (all color),
"His Fii*st Command," "Crashing
Through," and "OfBcer O'Brien," all William Boyd vehicles; "Clothes," starring
Constance Bennett; "Saratoga," "Rich
People," "The Big Shot," a special by
Ben Hecht and Chas. McArthur; "War and
Women," with William Boyd, Ann Hardand Robert
Armstrong;
"Parachute"
and ing"The
Racketeer,"
featuring
Robert
Armstrong and Carol Lombard ; ' ' Oh,
Yeah," with Robert Armstronir and James
Gleason; "The Sophomore." "Play Boy"
and "Hot and Bothered." all Eddie Quillan vehicles; "Sailors' Holiday," with
Alan Hale; "Red Hot Rhythm," a Tin
Pan Alley story; "The Grand Parade," a
minstrel story; and "A Woman Afraid,"
mystery melodrama.
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Indianapolis And
Dallas In Move To
Renew Arbitration

x4djustment Plan For Exhibitor
The Distrib
ints
Compla
n OfIs Sound
Crisis
Rentalutors'
Solutio

Mayor Of Former City Will Be
Asked To Select A Board
From Exhibitor List
Efforts to resume the arbitration system
at points where it was left suspended in
mid-air by the arbitration "walkout" of
the Allied States Association have been
made in Dallas and Indianapolis, with the
signs pointing to other zones involved following whatever plan is ado,pted by Dallas
and Indianapolis. Allied is quitting arbitration to compel a showdown on sound rentals.
Having decided to continue arbitrating
in Dallas with or without members of the
state unit present, the Dallas arbitration
board will try and heal the breach created
by the withdrawal of the Texas exhibitor
association from arbitration practice.
In Indianapodis Mayor Slack will be
called upon to select a board of arbitrators
from a selected list of non-members of the
exhibitors state unit. The Indiana exhibitor body, as a member of the Allied State
group, has also withdrawn from arbitration.
The situation is different in Minneapolis,
it not having been decided as yet to restore
arbitration in that territory. As a result
of the withdrawal from arbitration of the
Northwest exhibitor unit, the Minneapolis
arbitration board is without exhibitor members.

Fox Metropolitan
Houses Discontinue
Advertising Till Fall
Every manager on the new Fox Metropolitan Chain, New York City, has been
instructed to stop all advertising immediately, itis reported. This includes, posters,
heralds, programs, and all forms of advertising.
According to one manager, if his patrons
want to know what's playing they have to
walk to the front of the theatre or telephone him.
The publicity director of the Fox Metropolitan houses is going to let this order
stand, it is said, until the opening of the
new season about Labor Day when everything will be standardized in all the houses
on the chain. This will include poster programs, etc., as well as newspaper ads.

Mohr Will Be Camerman
For "The King Of Jazz"

Hal Mohr, cinematographer responsiblr
for the camera effects of "Glorious Betsy,"
"Heart of Maryland," "Little Annie
Rooney," "Old San Francisco," "Noah's
Ark," and "Broadway," has been entrusted with the photographic work for
"The King of Jazz," the Paul Whitemaii
sound special which Universal will make
this year.

Paramount Sound News
On Discs And Film
for
iment Reel
d News
soundt acco
Sounmpan
Paramoun
THE
will be available to exhibitors
either in sound-on-film form or on
disc, it was announced this week by
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount
Sound News.

Drastic Change
In U. A. Foreign
Policy Reported
To

Dispose

Of

Distribution

Offices In Non-English
Countries
United Artists, it was learned this week,
is about to dispose of its distribution offices
in non-English speaking countries. The
reason is said to be the inability of nonEnglish countries to absorb American
talkies. A deal has been made with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer by which the latter will
handle physical distribution-of U. A. product in the Far-East.
In future, it is reported, United Artists
will dispose of rights to its pictures in all
non-English speaking countries, on a flat
price basis, rather than on a percentage.
The trip of Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president, abroad, while announced as a study
of conditions, is believed to be in connection with the details of this change in distribution for U. A. product in non-English speaking nations.
The reported deal with M-G-M comes as
a surprise in view of the fact that United
Artists has recently formed an affiliation
with Paramount, through the purchase by
Corp.
the latter of an interest in Art Cinema

Exhibitor Is Found
Guilty In Test Case
In Canadian Court
Ottawa, Ont., July 18. — A test case involving the new Quebec Provincial statute
prohibiting the admission of children under
16 years of age to any moving picture theatre in Quebec cities and towns has been
settled at Quebec City where the Court of
Sessions has found Arthur Drapeau, proprietor of the Imperial and Princess Theatres, guilty on five counts.
Tn finding Mr. Drapeau guilty of the five
charges under the act, Judge Choquette imposed nominal fines, remarking that Drapeau would have to pay the large costs.

Propose
To
Use
Present
Machinery Of Arbitration
Boards; Parley Next
Week
the
represen
two committe
THEproducer
butors
s-distries,
and ting
the exhibitors, formed for the purpose of
working out a plan for the reduction of
sound film costs, will have a final meeting
on Tuesday for the cross-discussion of the
various plans offered. The sub-committee
of the producers-distributors, composed of
S. E. Kent, Phil Reisman. Claud Ezell and
J. E. Grainger, after their meeting on
Wednesday reported to the full committee
of their division of the industry on Friday.
The plan that they will present to the
exhibitors will be one whereby the present
machinery of the Arbitration Boards can be
utilized for the presentation of exhibitors'
complaints and to work out the necessary
adjustments in contracts so that it will be
possible for the small exhibitor who has
installed sound to continue in business.
One of the ex-office members of the subcommittee stated after the Wednesday
meeting that the method that will be followed will be for the exhibitor to make a
request for an adjustment of his contract
difficulties through the secretary of his local
Film Board of Trade. This request will
be brought before the board consisting of
all of the managers of the local exchanges
and acting on the facts presented to them
as to the actual business conditions existing in the case of the exhibitor an adjustment of the contract will be made. It
may be necessary to set up an auditing
system, or some other form whereby the
exchange managers can arrive at the actual
business conditions in the house controlled
by the exhibitor making the request for a
reduction. Just what that will be has not
been decided as yet.
At next week's meeting the plan of the
exhibitors, in the event that they present
one, will be taken under consideration. No
mention is made thus far as to what steps,
if any, will be taken to reduce or wipe out
score charges which seem to be the principal
exhibitor complaint.

M-G-M Scraps "The Gob";
"Navy Blues" Haines' Next

Hollywood, July 18. — Scrapping all work
that had been previously done on "The
Gob," M-G-M has prepared a new story
with a naval background under title of
"Navy Blues" to star William Haines.
Clarence Brown will (^irect the production, which will be an all talker and
sounder. In accepting this assignment,
Brown undertakes direction of a picture
decidedly different from the type he has
been identified with. Production of "Anna
Christie," starring Greta Garbo, which
Brown will direct, will be held up pending

completion of "Nav.y Blues."
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New Seat Device
Warners Reported Buying
Enables Deaf Fan
Harms Music Publishers
To Enjoy Talkies
And Affiliated Companies FF. E. Equips Section Of The
Price Said To Be $8,000,000
For All Holdings; Would
Give Them Interest In
Eight Firms
TENT report to the effect
APP]RSIS
that the Warner Bros, were buying
the holdings of Max Dreyfus, of the
Harms Music Publishing Co., at a price of
$8,^000,000 would not down despite the
denials of those close to the head of the
music publishing corporation. Several
months ago there was a report to the effect
that the books of the Harms Co. had been
audited by Warners with a view toward
the purchase of the publishing house. At
that time the negotiations are said to have
come to naught, only to be revived within
the last ten days.
The renewed interest on the part of the
picture producers is said to be because of
the fact that they have recently signed a
number of composers to write for them,
only to find that these composers, because
of prior contracts, must turn their works
over to Harms for publishing.
Harms, Inc., which is the old publishing
house founded by T. B. Harms, which had
as its first tremendous hit the publishing of
the music for "Florodora" in this country, was taken over by Max Dreyfus and
his brother, who had been employees of
Harms'.
At present the comjiany is said to hold, a
fifty per cent interest in the Remick Co.,
a twenty per cent interest in DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson, which has the publishing of all the Fox theme numbers ; fifty
per cent interest in the Famous Music Co.,
which has a like deal with Paramount and
of which Paramount owns the other half
interest; and intei'ost in the Donaldson,
Douglas and Gumble firm and the ChappellHarms Co.
The Famous company has an interest in
Spier and Koslow, while DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson tried several weeks ago to
obtain a twenty-five per cent interest in
the firm of Green and Steppe for $25,000.
Whether they were successful or not in
accomplishing this is not known.
Picture producers who have been making
contracts with composers
and writers of

How A Misspelled Word
Brought Publicity
18.—
one which
tame July
AS a CITY,
rather MO.
Here's
KANS
might prove of advantage to
press agents in the future. Prior to
Vilma Banky's personal appearance at
the Midland Theatre one of her publicity representatives admitted he had
received a telegram from her to purchase some cats. He met her at the
station with seven little cats. Miss
Banky, in amazement, exclaimed the
telegram had been intended to read
"caps." And daily newspapers fell on
that press agent's neck for half a column and better, "by heck."
lyrics have been pretty much in the air
over the situation which they found existing under which the composers and writers
were under contract for publishing with
various companies. As an instance, the
Warner contract with Sig Romberg for the
composing of four scores called for $800,000, and they found that Harms had the
first call on the publishing rights. Paramount-Famous-Lasky ran into a like situation in the case of the Cole Porter contract,
and even though they are 4n partnership
with Dreyfus in the Famous Music Company, he insisted on his contract with
Porter remaining^ in forice whereby the
Harms Co. would publish the score that
he was to write for Paramount.

Bennett To Supervise
Paramount Musical Comedies
Dave Bennett, one of Broadway's foremost musical comedy and dance directors,
has been signed by Paramount to stage its
dance ensembles and supervise musical
comedy productions in Hollywood. For
many years general director of Charles B.
Dillingham's musical productions, INIr.
Bennett was finally induced to enter the
film-production field by William Stephens
of the M. S. Bonthan office, who arranged
a long term Paramount contra,ct running
well into six figures.

I acknowledge with thanks the framed Membership Certificate in the
Managers' Round Table Club.
The first thing that I ordinarily turn to in the News is the Round
Table Club and to me this is the most important, most beneficial section olt
any trade journal.
Please keep up the good work, which is helping many exhibitors pull
through probably the hardest time that the show business has ever known.
A. F. SAMS, JR.,
Forsyth Amusement Corp.,
Piedmont Amusement Corp.,
Winston-Salem, N. G.

Brooklyn Paramount With
Special Headphones
The deaf fan who patronizes the motion picture need not look with ill favor
upon the talking picture as scientists of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories have devised a headphone for him whereby he
will be able to sit in a theatre seat and
hear every word as it is spoken by the
characters on the screen.
Letters complaining of the talkie and
the fact that it cannot register with the
(leaf fan have been appearing constantly in
the daily papers. By means of a Western
Electric receiver with a wire headband and
a potentiometer which regulates the sound
volume, those who have heretofore complained of their inability to hear the talkies
will now be gratified.
As an indication that this plan of providing for the deaf fan will become more
widespread as time elapses, the Paramount
Theatre in Brooklyn, Robert Whiteman,
manager, will ecjuip a number of seats with
the special acoustical apparatus. Installations at the Paramount will be in readiness
about July 20.
The equipment is attached to a wire at
the back of the seat which makes the
necessary connection with the sound reproducing equipment in the theatre. The device was tested at the Cleveland meeting
of the American Federation for the Hard
of Hearing by Dr. Harvey Fletcher of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories and representative of ERPI.

Cox Promoted By
"U" To Supervise

All Its Exchanges
With Charleg M. Steele, for the past year
supervisor of Universal exchanges, resigned because of ill health, Universal has
aj)pointed E. F. Cox as new supervisor of
exchanges. In an endeavor to recoup, Mr.
Steele has gone to Michigan.
Mr. Cox has been a Universal worker for
the past five years, practically all of his
business career having been spent in the
various branches of the Universal home
office exchange system. He assisted Douglas Leishman when the latter was supervisor of exchanges and was also aide to
Mr. Steele. He assumes his new office on
July 20. .

Qualitone Enlarges Plant
And Augments Sales Force
Hollywood, July ]8. — With definite plans
under way for international distribution of
(Lhialitone sound reproducer, Samuel FreediiiMu, president of Qualitone Corporation, is
enlarging the manufacturing plant and expanding the firm's sales force.
The (Qualitone theatre equipment is supplied with both sound-on-film and disc re])roduction devices.
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Equity To Stage
Coast Carnival
To Help Needy
Plan

To Raise $20,000 At
Edgewater Gables Club
Benefit Affair

(Hollywood Bareau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, July 18. — In order to raise
funds for relief work among needy members, Actors' Equity Association will stage
an Equity carnival at the Edgewater Gables
Club on Saturday, August 3rd.
This announcement was made at the general mass meeting of the association at the
Legion Stadium Monday night by Sam
Hardy, who has assumed entire charge of
the affair. Hardy stated he expected members of the organization to sell about 10,000
tickets to the affair, with the admission
price scaled at $2 per person. RoUin Edwards was credited with the idea of a
carnival as a means of raising funds, and
Hardy declared that there was no reason
why it could not be staged as an annual
affair from now on.
Members who canvas to sell tickets will
receive ten per cent on all sales made, and
a grand prize of $100 will be awarded to
the member selling the greatest total of
tickets.
The list of events as planned by Hardy
include — personal appearances of stars of
both the stage and screen; a monster air
circus over the water under the direction
of Ben Lyon; a parade of bathing beauties; a weinie roast; dancing in the ballroom with the stars ; bathing contests in
the indoor pool ; songwriters contest in the
2,000-seat club theatre; fortune tellers;
hula dancers; and other similar side shows.
Hardy declared his intention of calling
on Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewis to donate their services in supplying the musical
portion of the entertainment; and everything would be staged and operated by
Equity members to insure the greatest
amount of profit.
Carnival head()uarters have been opened
under Hardy's dii-ection at 1614 Cahuenga
Avenue, and tickets were distributed for
sale by members on Tuesday.

W. B. Add 29 More Stars
To "Show Of Shows" Cast
To the six stars — ^.John Barrymore,
George Arliss, Beatrice Lillie, Irene Bordoni. Jack Buchanan, "Winnie Lightner and
Frank Fay — announced last week for the
cast of the Warner Bros, special Vitaphone
production, "The Show of Shows,"
twenty-nine more names were added this
week. The new selections include Dolores
Costello, Marilyn Miller, Monte Blue,
Myrna Loy, Grant Withers, Ted Lewis and
His Band, Sally O'Neill, Lila Lee, Tully
Marshall. Marion Nixon, Patsy Ruth Miller, Noah Beery, Lloyd Hamilton, Ben
Turpin, Harry Gribbon, Edna Murjihy,
Marion Byron, Viola Dana, Loretta Young,
Lee Moran, Lupino Lane, Bert Roach, Alice
Day, Molly O'Day, Betty Bryon, Shirley
Mason, Bull Montana, Ike Rose Midgets
and the Adagio Dancers.

Settlement Of Differences
Between Equity And Producers
Coming Soon, Is Report On Coast
Boss Burns Up When
P. A. Gets Praise
are seldom glorified.
PRESS agents
Sometimes, they don't want to be,
anyhow. That was the situation
the other night at the opening of a
new circuit house.
A city official was expected to make
a spreadeagle speech, paying all kinds
of compliments to the circuit owner,
but the official didn't show up. The
press agent scurried around and got a
prominent actor to do the honors. The
actor wasn't very well acquainted with
the circuit personnel, so the P. A.
carefully
out and
the gave
owner's
on
a piece wrote
of paper
it toname
the
actor, with the injunction to be sure to
give the circuit executive plenty of
praise in his talk.
The actor promptly put the paper in
his pocket. When the moment arrived,
he hadandforgotten
the circuit
head's
name
started going
through
his
pockets
paper. somebody
He couldn'tin
find it. to
He find
had the
to praise
the circuit, and the only name he could
think of was the press agent's. So he
gave the P. A. a great send off, while
the circuit owner sat in the audience
and burned up.
Now, the P. A. is wondering how he
will ever explain the thing to the satisfaction of the boss.

RKO Negotiating
To Buy Schwartz
Chain Is Report
Circuit
Owner
Refuses
Comment On Rumors
Of

To

Deal

RKO is negotiating for the A. H.
Schwartz Century Circuit of 26 houses in
Brooklyn and Long Island, according to
reports widely current in New York this
week.
When the rumored deal was brought to
the attention of Mr. Schwartz, he declined
either to confirm or deny it.
In other quarters it was said that Warners were also negotiating for the circuit.
It is known that Fox made a bid for the
chain, but apparently nothing came of it.
The Schwartz houses are among the best
in the metropolitan neighborhood area.

First Hearst Metrotone News
Truck Due On Coast Soon
Hollywood, July 18. — Hearst Metrotone
News will have delivery of its first sound
truck on the Pacific coast by July 20th,
with four more portable trucks slated to
follow within the following month.

Significance Attached To Turner's Arrival; Edict Is
Extended To Silent
Pictures
( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

nificance isattached to the arrival
sigJuly, 18.— Great
OODN., Turner
HOLLYW
general counsel
of Paul
for Equity, on Sunday night, and Equity
members seem to feel that Turner's trip
west is occasioned by undercover events
that indicate that there will be a swift
settlement of the differences between
Equity and the film producers.
In other quarters, it is assumed that
Turner came west to assist Gillmore in his
attempts to force the producers to accept
the Equity shop and contract, and that
Gillmore had not found conditions exactly
in accord with his previously planned
campaign.
The edict of Equity, forbidding members
to work in talkies, except in all-Equity
casts,
week. will extend to silent pictures this
Turner made his first appearance at the
weekly mass meeting of Equity at the
Hollywood Legion Stadium. In a brief
talk, he stated that he was only in California for his regular yearly vacation, but
would assist the organization in ironing out
the present difficulties if he was called on
or if the opportunity presented itself.

Gillmore' s Flea

As usual, Frank Gillmore was in charge
of Monday nights gathering. He read a
letter froim a committee of extras who
claimed that the Central Casting offices
were being run on an unfair basis, and conditions were worse now than ever before.
Gillmore then spent some time in arguing
for members to stick together and keep up
their morale. He declared the organization
had a great task before it, and there was no
possibility for Equity to win in a moment.
He stressed the fact that Equity would
take up the elimination of existing evils
just as soon as the battle was won, but
members would have to be patient and not
expect the officials to cut down all the trees
in the forest at one full swoop. He pointed
out that each tree representing an abuse
would have to be taken separately, and this
would naturally take some little time.
Gillmore then reinstated Henry Otto
who had been suspended last week, and
added to the list of suspensions the names
of Phyllis Grey and Eugenie Besserer.
Claude King followed Gillmore, and flayed
those of his British fellow-countrymen who
were safe behind long-term contracts and
who had refused by their silence to support
P]quity during the present situation. Jetta
Gondal and Laurence Grant followed King
with brief talk exhorting the gathering to
victory.together until Equity goes over to
stick
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'Thunder," Lon Chaney Silent,
Causes Capitol Gross Drop;
Heat Affected All The Others
^Charming Sinners'^ At Paramount Does Best Comparative Business; Second
Week At Roxy Off
SS all along Broadway was
BUSINE
effected to a great extent by the hot
wave of last week. The Capitol however was the heaviest loser through the Lon
Chaney silent production "Thunder," causing the receipts there to fall to $64,694,
which brought the house average down to
95 per cent. As against this the best business done by a grind house on the street
was at the Paramount, where "Charming
Sinners" managed to play to $7,700 for a
99 per cent rating. At the Roxy, where
"Behind That Curtain" was held over for
a second week there was a drop from the
$115,000 mark that the picture hit the
fii-st week to $86,834, with the percentage
there dropping to 84 6/10.
The Strand with "The Time, The Place
and The Girl" was away off with 61 per
cent through receipts of $21,247.
At the Colony "Show Boat" in its second week played to $14,792, getting better
than a 125 per cent rating, and that looks
good at this house, especially as there is no
stage show being given.
The Rialto with "Alibi" played to $25,100 and the Rivoli with "Thunderbolt"
came through with $26,200.
In the extended runs "Four Feathers"
at the Criterion remained in the forefront
with $12,700, but even this figure is decidedly off after the fine start that this picture
here.had"The
at the made
Astor
the Broadway
worst weekMelody"
of its
lengthy run with $12,787, while "Drag" at
the Warner showed up fairly well with
$12,675.75 to its credit.
"Broadway Babies" at the Central did
a nose dive, getting $5,352, and at the
Gaiety "The Black Watch" had $5,927 to
its credit when the final count was made.

Roach Plans 20 Silent
Versions Of Comedies
demand of foreign
satisfy
To and
smallthetown exhibitors and
distributors for silent product,
Hal Roach has decided to make silent
versions of twenty of the thirty-two
all-talking comedies he has scheduled
for the year's production program.
Originally the producer decided to
make talkies only.
Besides the eight talkies apiece that
will be made by the Laurel-Hardy,
Chase, Langdon and "Our Gang" units,
the studio will release synchronized
versions of four recently finished silent
comedies, Laurel and Hardy's "Bacon
Grafters" and "Angora Love," and
"Our Gang's" "Saturday's Lesson" and
"Cat, Dog and Co." One and one half
million dollars is the scheduled cost of
production for the coming year's program.

"Screen
Voice Is The
Bunk*' Says DeForest
bunk,"
voice is all the Lee
CREEN
iiC^
De
in the opinion
1^
Phonofilm
inventor oftheDr.
^~^ Forest,
and authority on sound pictures. "If
you can't project your voice over the
mike for talking pictures," says he,
"you probably couldn't make yourself
d over a telephone either."
understoo
A good machine
for sound recording
will give back exactly what it gets,
believes the inventor. If the voice
doesn't sound good when it is projected, the fault usually lies with the
sound projector or with the recording,
granting that care was taken in the
choice of the voice to be recorded.
The greatest difficulty comes when an
otherwise good voice is handicapped by
the extreme nervousness of the
speaker. This Mr. DeForest believes
to be the underlying fault with some
voices on the screen today.
Dr. DeForest recently made a numdios. ber of voice tests at the DeForest stu-

The final week of "Broadway" at the
Globe had the receipts a little better than
the previous week, $12,412 being taken. At
the Winter Garden "On With The Show"
is holding on with $14,018 last week.
The Embassy remained dark when "The
Fall Of Eve" was withdrawn to go into
the Capitol for the current week. In its
last six days the feature at $1.50 top did
less than $4,500.

Columbia Plans
3 Roadshows And
26 Color Shorts
In addition to the 26 features, 26 Columbia Victor Gems, 26 talking screen comedies and 26 Krazy Kat cartoons, Columbia
this week announced that three road productions will find a place on its new program, and that 26 color singles will also be
released during the season of 1929-30.
The first of the three road show productions will "Flight," an all-talking air picture, which will reunite the "Submarine"
trio — Frank Capra, Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves. It will be produced with the cooperation of the U. S. Marine Corps, and
outdoor sequences will be taken at the San
Diego marine base and naval airi^ort.
"Ladies of the Evening," from the play
by Milton Herbert Gropper, produced by
Belasco, to be directed Ijv Capra with a
prominent woman star, as yet uncast, and
"Song of Love," a mother story written
for Belle Baker, will be the other two Columbia road shows.
The color singles will be made entirely
in color, and will present stars of the stage
and screen. They will be single-talkingdancing one-reelers.
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Fans Vote 3 To
1 For Talkies In
Test Questionaire
New Tokay Theatre, Lodi, CaL,
Finds Out What To Book;
Over 2,000 Fans Answer
Jack D. Marpole, manager of the New
Tokay Theatre in Lodi, California just
compiled the results of a questionnaire
which he distributed among the patrons
and residents of his city and suburbs.
Forty-four hundred of these questionnaires were distributed and a check up on
the returns showed that over two thousand
filled in the questions and returned the
form to the theatre.
The Tokay was anxious to learn several
things which they felt was of great importance inlining up product for next season, and as this is the time of the year
when they do their buying they had to
work quick. Among the important points
was, whether the public of Lodi wanted
talkies, silent, or part talk and silent pictures.
To this question the answer was Talkies
and the vote was three to one in favor of
them. Surprising as it may seem, the theatre was not certain from their experiences
up to this time as to whether the people
really did want the talkie type of pictures all the time. The questionnaire
answered it to their entire satisfaction,
with the result that the Tokay is now in
a position to look over the coming season's
product knowing just the kind of pictures
they
trons. will have to buy to satisfy their paAnother point brought out by this
questionnaire was what method of theatre
advertising gave the patrons greatest assistance in selecting the show they w^anted to
see, and to this one the patrons answered :
"The Theatre Program" mailed to the
home. Which further bears out the oftrepeated claim of many leading exhibitors
that a large mailing list is a powerful factor in selling the pictures to the average
American family.

American Talkies Get
Panning From British Paper
(Continued from Page 276)
purely of a technical nature. He lists better reproduction of sound, the elimination
of the lisp, more natural sound effects, the
voice 'fade in' and 'fade out,' etc. "This
is, however, the end of the catalog and,
generally speaking, the twelve year old boy
continues to reign."
Regarding the future, the correspondent
declares most films will use dialog and will
caiTy their own musical accompaniment
and that American talkies will be made in
the "American" language for the American market. "The English-speaking world
will be a secondary outlet, which the producers will retain if they can, but will surrender if they must, rather than alter the
accent of their players and risk impairing
value of their films to the 20,000 cinema
theatres at home."
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Sound And Projection
Conducted By James R.
Oscillation
determine the proper angle for any
receiver the quickest and most practical method is to try various inclinations while receiving a station whose
wavelength is around 350 or 400 meters.
There is another kind of inductive feedback. This is an inductive feedback
through closed loops in the wiring.
A closed loop is formed whenever the
wire for the positive side of any circuit
is some little distance from the wire for
the negative side of the same circuit. This
applies to all of the filament circuits, that
is, to all circuits connected to the A-battery. It also applies to all plate circuits
or circuits connected to the B-battery and
finally it applies to grid circuits or circuits connected to the C-battery.
It is very easy to eliminate this form of
coupling by bunching or cabling the battery
wires. It is true that connections between
coils and grids of the tubes should be well
separarted from all other leads. It is also
very desirable that all connections attached
to the plate terminal of tube sockets be
well separated from all other wires. But
all the remaining wires which run to or
from any of the batteries should be run
close together, in fact it is best to use insulated conductor and to actually bind all
of these wires together into one cable. It
is better to make the battery leads long
and cable them than to make them short
and have them run by themselves.
Various remedies and preventatives for
most of the feedbacks have been succested.
There is one method that has not yet been
mentioned. It is not only the most effective method of preventing capacity couplings between coils or condensers but also
of preventing the least trace of inductive
coupling between coils. This method consists of using metal shields between the
parts which must not couple. Shielding is
generally made of copper or aluminum and
the shields are grounded.
To

Capacity

Feedbacks

Capacity feedbacks are the most troublesome of all because they are hardest to
locate and hardest to remedy. It is unfortunate that a certain capacity feedback
in a receiver becomes worse and worse the
higher the frequency or the lower the wavelength. There are capacities inside the tube
between filament, plate and grid; also between the windings of transformers and
of all coils. There are also capacities between condensers and between all of the
separate wires in a receiver. At ordinary
broadcast frequencies some of these capacities form a path almost as easy as a
piece of metal for the high frequencies to
follow.

Cameron

Much of the work in preventing oscillation is in attempts to avoid a feedback
of energy from the plate crcuit of a tube
to the grid circuit of the same tube. Yet
within the tube itself there is a fairly
large capacity between the plate and the
grid. This capacity varies somewhat with
different tubes but always amounts to a
few micro-microfarads and is plenty large
enough to carry considerable high frequency current from the plate back to the
An effective way to overcome the feedbetween plate and grid is to use angrid. back
other feedback which sends energy in the
opposite direction through an additional
circuit outside the tube. This is the principle used in all bridge circuits and balanced circuits. The external feedback,
which is to balance out the internal feedback in the tube, is made of opposite phase
to the tube feedback. Each positive alternation passing through the tube capacity
is balanced by an equal negative alternation through the external feedback.

Self Neutralized Receivers
It is said of many receivers that they are
self neutralized or that they do not require
special control of oscillation. Such receivers contain sufficient resistance or loss in
their circuits to prevent oscillation.
There is an inductive feedback caused by
the magnetic fields of coils, also a capacity
feedback between coils. Any two coils
wound with metal wire and separated by
an air space form the two plates of a condenser separated by the dielectric air.
There is an electrostatic field. This capacity is reduced by separating the coils a
greater distance.
Toroid or closed field coils of any type
have practically no inductive coupling because they have practically no external
magnetic field, yet two such coils have a
capacity coupling in proportion to their
size and nearness to each other. The less
the bulk of two coils the less will be the
capacity between them and the greater
their distance apart, the less will be the
capacity between them.
Finally we have capacity feedbacks between the different wires in a receiver. The
most troublesome are between plate and
grid wires. Such feedbacks are easily
eliminated by keeping all plate and grid
connections as far apart as possible and,
when they must come near to one another,
running plate wires at right angles to grid
wires or at least running them so that they
are not parallel with grid wires. It would
be far better from the standpoint of reception to run plate and grid wires as
directly as possible between the two points
they connect and not to lengthen them and
run them all parallel.
The tuning condensers should be placed
at the greatest possible distance from each
other.
The tuning condensers include large
masses of metal and if condensers are in
successive stage are close to each other,

there will be a large capacity feedback between them.
The primary and secondary windings of
radio frequency transmitters may be closely coupled inductively, but should have a
very loose capacity coupling because there
will be a considerable feedback with close
capacity coupling. If we can make the
coils small and compact and then keep
them far apart, we will have little capacity
coupling.
Capacity coupling between two coils or
between the primary and secondary of a
radio frequency transformer is determined
by the size or surface area of the two coils
and by their closeness to each other. The
greater the size or surface area the greater
will be the capacity coupling and the
closer these comparatively large bodies are
together the greater will be the capacity
coupling. It is not practical to make the
secondary coil of very small size, because to
do so would mean the use of super-imposed
turns or very small sizes of wire. These
things would increase the distributed capacity or resistance of the coil which would
mean greater losses.
Resistance in the transformer primary
circuit is of no great importance, and it
may be increased considerably without any
great harm resulting. Therefore the
primary should be made small in size. At
the same time the primary may have a
great deal of inductance, because it may be
made of a large number of turns of very
small wire and these turns may be wound
one over the other. A primary made in
this way will have a very small surface
area and regardless of how close it is
placed to the secondary the capacity
coupling between the two will be small.

Radio Frequency Transformer
In a radio frequency transformer the
inductance and distributed capacity of the
winding connected to the plate may form
a circuit which is resonant at some high
frequency. The tube will then oscillate
freely at this frequency. The winding may
be made of less inductance, the change
preventing this self-turning effect.
The radio frequency transformer using
moderately close coupling or very close
coupling the primary winding cannot be
considered as entirely separate from the
secondary. Tuning of the secondary winding with a condenser really serves to tune
the primary winding to the same frequency
when the coupling between the two is close.
Under this condition the tube connected to
the primary winding will oscillate when the
secondary is tuned to the same frequency
as the grid circuit of the preceding tube.
Disagreeable howling is often caused by
feedbacks from the audio frequency stages
to preceding amplifying stages. Such
trouble may be avoided by using short wiring connections in the audio amplifier.
(To Be Continued Next Week)
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Listen To This!
''The Motion Picture News Blue Book is
the publication that I keep closest at
hand in my work and I look £oi*ward
with interest to the new publication. I
use it exclusively as a reference volume
and I suppose there is not a day that I
do not consult it.
i'

''I may add that it is my honest opinion
no other advertising in the world
promises such large returns in public**
ity to a screen player as that in the
Blue Book^ (or it has become the standard reference work £or photoplay
editors.^^— Dennis R. Smith, Photoplay
Editor, Canton (Ohio) Daily News.

Watch For Other Newspaper Comments

Hollywood Can^t Afford To Stay Out
of

Motion Picture News

BLUE

BOOK

New Edition Now in Preparation—
Publication Next Fall
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By Walter R. Greene
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THE case of Frank Grandon, pioneer
tilm director who died last week in
Hollywood, provides one of the most excellent reasons why the Motion Picture Relief Fund should be supported wholeheartedly by the picture colony and the industry at large. Grandon was a big director
fifteen years ago. As director-general of
Selig studios he brought many of our
present-day stars and directors into pictures. He directed the first serial, "Adventures of Kathlyn," and many early
feature successes.
Gradually he found the business slipping
away, and he finally disappeare'd from
Hollywood. The Motion Picture Relief
Fund finally found him in 1926, suffering
from a paralytic stroke and penniless, in a
northern hospital. He was brought back
to Hollywood by the fund, and provided
for until his death.
The Motion Picture Relief Fund has several such cases now under its wing. The
Fund actually needs $100,000 yearly to
take care of the business properly. Up to
the present, only a few have carried the
burden, but it's about time that everyone
connected with the production end of pictures should assume a small part of the
burden.
WfTH the introduction of original songnumbers in film musicals, and the
widespread popularity of picture "theme
songs," film producers are adding potential legal "headaches" to their already
long list of responsibilities.
According to a man long connected with
the song publishing business, producers
will shortly find the many charges of story
plagiarism a small total in comparison to
what is on the horizon in the music field.
He feels that the connection of original
songs in pictures will boost the asking
prices in damage suits sky high over previous list prices.
It was pointed out that plagiarism suits
were threatened on a recent original composition plugged in a filmusical. No less
than four song writers claimed the music
was stolen from their published material,
while another contended the title was lifted
from his song published nearly five years
ago.
T^ HE microphones used for recording (in
* Sound stages are hghly delicate instruments, and even variations of heat affects
their tonal qualities. RKO studio sound
engineers have perfected a thermos covering to protect the "talker" from excessive
heat and also to keep them at an even
temperature.

L

Hotel Roosevelt

CLARA

BOW announced her engagement last week to Harry Richman,
musical comedy star and night club owner
now on the Coast to produce a filmusical for
United Artists. Richman was married once
before, while Clara Bow got no further than
the "engaged" stage with Victor Fleming
and Gary Cooper. Hollywood wise-crackers
have set the odds at even money that Paramount's "It" girl will step to the altar
with Richman.
ALTHOUGH the Douglas FairbanksMary Pickford co-starring talker
"Taming of the Shrew" will be entirely in
sound, silent closeups are being made
throughout the picture for audience laugh
protection. Sam Taylor, directing the production, devised the scheme which provides
that the silent closeups can be inserted in
the picture after it is completely cut, and
after the audience laugh reactions have
been spotted. Taylor feels the silent closeups inserted where needed will give the
audience time to laugh, and still not disturb
the following dialog:.
ANN HARDING pulled one on Paul
Stein last week that gave the director
several anxious minutes. A group including the pair went into the sound projection room to see and hear rushes of an
important scene that had to be retaken.
Miss Harding had a prop man located with
a muffled cuckoo horn in the corner of the
room, working the contraption during the
running of the sound scenes. Stein went
wild when he heard the "interference" and
was about ready to order another day of
retakes when the joke was explained.

R. GREENE

News Editor

Phone Granite 2145

'T' HE marital bark of one of Hollywood 's
•■■ recently man'ied film stars nearly
crashed on the rocks last week, according
to inside reports. After a hot argument,
the wife started packing her bags at midnight, preparatory to moving into a hotel.
She is said to have cooled off, however,
deciding to stay where she was.
On the following day, production on the
star's picture was delayed for a couple of
hours due to the necessity of changing
lights and microphones on the set. When
everything was ready to shoot the scheduled scenes, the star sent word from his
dressing room that he was not feeling well
and could not work any more that day.
ly/f ANY of the most prominent of the pic^^'- ture colony have established summer
homes at Malibu Beach, about thirty miles
from Hollywood. With no telephone connection through to the beach, it has been
necessary for studios to send special messengers to players if a change is made in
their studio calls. Warner Brothers have
eliminated the messengers to any of their
players living at Malibu. Through the
Warner radio station, KFWB, any change
in time is announced via the air at a specific hour each morning, and the actors
listen-in through their own radio sets for
possible change in call time.

'T' HE 18 day diet is one of the most popu* lar fads that has ever struck the coast
player colony. There are any number of
writers and directors going through the
routine, in addition to several producers
and supervisors.

An elaborate night club singing and dancing sequence in the RKO
Girl," starring Betty Compson

musical talker, "Street
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16 Units Working At
Paramount Plant On
New Talkie Dramas
Sixteen new feature productions are being brought to the screen at the Hollywood
studios of Paramount at the present time.
All of them are talkies.
Seven units now in operation include
"The Love Parade," with Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald, Ernst Lubitsch directing; "The Virginian," with
Gary Cooper, Walter Huston, Richard Arlen and Mary Brian, Victor Fleming directing; "Woman Trap." with Hal Skelly,
Evelyn Brent and Chester Morris, William
Wellman directing; "The Mighty," George
Bancroft starring with John Cromwell directing; "Illusion," starring Buddy Rogers
with Nancy CaiToil and June Collyer, Lothar Mendes directing; "Kibitzer," with
Harry Green, Neil Hamilton and Mary
Brian, Edward Sloman directing; and
"Fast Company," which Edward Sutherland is making.
Besides these seven in work, four other
units are rehearsing, due to start Avithin a
week. They arei "The Saturday Nigh|t
Kid," starring Clara Bow; "Behind The
Make-Up," presenting Hal Skelly, Esther
Ralston and William Powell; "The Love
Doctor," a Richard Dix vehicle; and
"Sweetie," starring Nancy Carroll with
Helen Kane supporting.
Five productions are being made ready
in the cutting rooms. They include "The
River of Romance," a Buddy Rogers stellar vehicle, to be shown nationally soon.
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Bern Sees Talkie
Possibilities In

Goulding
Sees Saving
In Shooting Time

Many Old Films

e will
g featurwithi
entire talkin
n ultitwo
mately be filmed
hours, in the opinion of Edmund
Goulding, author and director of "The
Trespasser," Gloria Swanson's initial
talking-singing vehicle, just completed
for United Artists release.
A development of the immediate future will be a variety of sets which
may or may not be constructed to adjoin each other so that the story may
be filmed in three or four "acts," each
to be photographed sight and sound
without pause, Goulding believes.
Goulding photographed sequences of
nine or ten scripts simultanously in
"The Trespasser," using as many as
ten cameras, with synchronized microphones, to shoot the actors as they
moved back and forth through four
and five adjoining sets, instead of having to wait for new camera and microphone set-ups for shooting each scene
separately.
This method is said to have saved
6.5 per cent of time, a three-days' shooting schedule under the previous system
being disposed of in a single day.
AN

The other four, productions of the new season, starting August 1, are "The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," with Warner
Oland; "The Greene Murder Case," with
William Powell; "The Dance of Life," cofeaturing Nancy Carroll and Hal Skelly;
and "Why Bring That Up," the first screen
appearance of Moran and Mack.

Many old pictures will be remade with
sound and dialog, believes Paul Bern,
M-G-M producer, who for many years occupied the position of scenario editor, and
who is well qualified to speak on the talkie
possibilities of bygone films.
Having filmed "Alias Jimmy Valentine"
and "Madame X" as talkies, M-G-M can
turn to "The Merry Widow," "The Student Prince," and similar pictures, as offering greater possibilities Avith talk and
song than in their original state, declares
the producer. "Salome," with the Strauss
music, "La Boheme," "Kismet," "Omar,
the Tentmaker," "The Christian," "Scaramouche" — all offer a new life with the
development of the talkie.
"Monsieur Beaucaire," "The Count of
Luxembourg," "Bardelys, the Magnificent," and many of D. W. Griffith's productions could be remade in the new medium, says Bern. He mentions many others,
among them "The Covered Wagon,"
"Robin Hood" and "The Thief of Bagdad." The vehicles of Chaplin, LJoyd
and Keaton have been so essentially silent,
in this producer's opinion, that they could
not be transferred to the talking screen
with aclvantage. He sees many popular
stage hits as offering ideal material for
talkie photoplays.
Regarding stage plays for the screen,
Mr. Bern declares that the studios must
fight to keep their movie technique.

The Screen Colony^s Largest and
Finest Hostelry
WHEN you come to Hollywood plan to stop at the Roosevelt
Hotel. Here in the heart of the film colony you will enjoy your visit to the fullest. Nearby are Hollywood's film
studios; within walking distance are beautiful motion picture and legitimate theatres; the center of metropolitan Los
Angeles is but a half hour away by bus or rapid transit. In
the famous Blossom Room of the Roosevelt you may dance to
the music of a nationally known orchestra, as you mingle
v^ith luminaries of the films. You will enjoy the Roosevelt
College Inn, after-midnight rendezvous of the stars. You
will like the atmosphere of the Roosevelt, and once here your
stay will be too short no matter how long.
400 beauiifully appointed rooms, all with bath,
single, ensuite, and a number of kitchenette
apartments, at surprisingly reasonable prices.

ROOSEVELT

HOTEL

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, PRES.
For reservations ivrite or wire Eugene Stark, Managing Director
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And
Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Air Legion^ The (RKO)

Black Watch, The — Cont.

SALT LAKE CITY— Gem Theatre (1,200), 10c-35c, 7 days, color classic, cartoon,
comedy and news. Weather, fair. Rating,
85%.

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto (1,350),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Fox Movietone News,
comedy, "Men's Card Game as Women Would
Play it." Weather, too nice. Rating, 100%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Liberty
Theatre (1,800), 10c-25c-50c, 7 days, Clark &
McCullough, Movietone Comedy, "Beneath the
Law," Movietone News, Int'l News. Weather,
rain and warm.
Rating, 100%.

AD TIPS— "A powerful story of the U. S.
Airmail," "thrills, romance, drama." Audience
appeal : children and air fans especially. — Gem
Theatre, W. E. Shipley, Mgr., Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Behind That Curtain

(Fox)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 50c-75c, Fanchon and Marco
presentation, "Indian Summer/' Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 105%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Keith's Hippodrome
(4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Weather, moderately
warm with showers, shorts, Schmelling-Paolino
fight pictures. Fox Movietone News. Rating,
85%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-75, Fox Movietone News and Silent News. Weather, warm.
Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS — Warner Baxter was featured,
tagged as the "Cisco Kid of 'In Old Arizona.' "
Mention also was made of fact that the picture was adapted from the Saturday Evening
Post story by Earl Dorr Biggers. Audience
appeal : all classes. — Wisconsin Theatre, W. O.
James, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
In advertising stressed the cast and the
author, all of them very well known. Also gave
type of picture. Audience appeal : all. — Hippodrome Theatre, Wm. Watson, Mgr., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Bellamy Trial, The (M-G-M)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-5Oc-60c-75c,
Fox Movietone News, Eddie Peabody in a
Fanchon-Marco stage unit. Weather, hot.
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Stage show was featured above
film because of star, but film has good angles
in cast, story, etc., that can be used. Audience
appeal : general types. — Fox Fifth Avenue Theatre, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Betrayal,

The

(Par.)

DES MOINES, lA.— Strand Theatre (1,100), 3 days, 20c -30c, talking comedy, "Dear
Vivian," Para. News. Weather, warm. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — The star was played up in this
feature. It is not the star's strongest feature,
but did very well against competition. For older
fans.— George Watson, Mgr., Strand Theatre,
Des Moines, la.

Black Watch, The (Fox)
OMAHA, NEB.— World Theatre (2,500), 7
days, 25c-60c, Winnie Lightner (Fox), Fox
News, F. & M.'s "Sweethearts" idea. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 105%.

AD

TIPS — McLaglen again, the unforgettable Captain Flagg of "What Price Glory"
fame. Title is strong but McLaglen's name
should overshadow all. He again appears as
a gay soldier embroiled in amorous intrigue,
etc. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Used giant lettering on marquee in playing
up title of picture. Increased Newspaper space
in plugging McLaglen's name and the thrills of
a military advenKire story. Audience : general
appeal. — World Theatre, Ralph D. Goldberg,
Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Black Waters (World Wide)
CHICAGO, ILL.— State Lake Theatre (2,750),
days, 35c-50c75c, five acts vaudeville.
Rating,7 95%.

Broadway Babies

(F.IS.)

Broadway Babies— Cont.

Exploit Alice White and the fact that it is a
100% talking, singing, dancing picture with
a bevy of Broadway beauties and a great singing and talking cast. Billed the picture as An
Eye-ful, An Ear-ful of Melody Drama. Audience appeal : all classes. — Old Mill Theatre, Al
R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Tex.

Broadway Melody

(M-G-M)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Loew's Warfield (2,671), 7 days, 35c-65c, Max Dolin on
violin "A Riot" (talking comedy), M-G-M
and Fox talkies. Weather, fair. Rating, 150%
(second week).
SEATTLE, WASH.— Coliseum Theatre (1,650), 7 days, 25c, Metro Movietone Acts, Fox
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 95%.
(Third run downtown.)
,
AD TIPS — We found it especially profitable
to advertise it as a Broadway and New York
York show having all the essence of gay life in
it. Audience appeal : all ' classes and ages. —
California Theatre, Dick Spier, Mgr., San
Francisco.
Just tell them you've got "Broadway Melody" and they'll come — some to see it for the
first time, but more to see it again. This was
the third run in the downtown loop. Audience
appeal : everyone. — Coliseum Theatre, Fox
West Coast Theatres, Seattle, Wash.

Careers (F.N.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Granada
Theatre (2,600), 15c-50c, 7 days. News events.
Collegians series. Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.

COLUMBUS O.— RKO Palace Theatre (3,200),
Rating, 7 days,
90%. 25c-50c, 5 acts RKO vaudeville.

DES MOINES, lA.— Paramount Theatre
(1,700), 7 days, 25c-50c, Publix stage show,
"Harvest Time," with Lindy Coons as director, orchestra overture, "Musical Cocktails,"
Para. News.
Weather, Warm.
Rating, 120%.

PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox News, Fanchon & Marco's "Beach Nights" Idea, including
The Kitaros-Larue & Davis-Roy Bradley, Sam
Jack Kaufman and his Band, Devaney at Wurlitzer. Weather, hot. Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS — Featured Billie Dove. Audience
appeal : all ages, all classes. — RKO Palace Theatre, Columbus, O.
Billie Dove in first talkie. Story, diplomacy
and love. Very well received. Stage show hot
weather tonic. — Broadway Theatre, Floyd Maxwell, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

CLEVELAND, O.— Keith's Theatre (3,600), 7 days, 35c-75c. Weather, moderately
warm with showers. Shorts, our World Today
(Educ), Pathe News (sound), Pathe Review
(sound), TEsop's Fables (Pathe, sound), Pathe
News (silent). Fox News (silent). Para.
News
(silent).
Rating, 90%.
DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400),
7 days, 200c-25c-35c, Laurel and Hardy in
"Double Whoopee," Pathe News, two Vitaphone acts. Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
AD

TIPS — Alice White's first musical revue, "A Beautiful Romantic Drama," with a
background of "Syncopated melodies, "Dance
Spectacles." Audience appeal : pleases the average audience. — Granada Theatre, Ray Hendry,
Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Advertised this as an all-talking, all-singing,
all -dancing melodrama of the Great White
Way, and as a special attraction had Roy
Mitchell and Byron Newcomb, who had just
broken an airplane endurance test, as added
stage attraction. Audience appeal : for the
young and those who want to keep young —
Palace Theatre, Frank A. Hines, Mgr., Cleveland, O.

Children Of The Ritz (F.N.)
PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbett's Oriental
Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c, Frazier Players, Pathe Sound News, Aesop's Fables— Universal Appeal, Shelley, Dean of Organists, Shorts, "Happy Birthday," "Across
Seas."
Weather, hot. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Especially good work Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackail. Williard's stage
success "Fog" — Ship Adrift Ofl^ Coast. Fair
appeal. — Tebbetts Oriental Theatre, Portland,
Ore.

Cocoanuts,

The

(Par.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Capitol Theatre (2,000), 15c-50c, 7 days. News events,
singing and talking acts and all -talking comedy. Rating, 110%.
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News

Cocoanuts, The—Cont.

Evangeline— —Cont.

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 2Sc-S0c, Vitaphone presentation units, selected news. Weather, rain. Rating, 120%.
SAN FRANCISCO — California Theatre

AD TIPS— Had Dolores Del Rio appear in
person at four performances daily. Also arranged a personal publicity campaign for her,
which gave both star and picture exceptional
newspaper space. Had daily interviews with
star in all papers, a luncheon by Press Women's
Club, and an elaborate Library tie-up. Advertised for a secretary pro tem for the star, and
held contest to select her. For this tied-up
with leading papers' "Classified Ad" section.
.Audience appeal : for those who appreciate fine
drama, splendid photography and dramatic portrayal.—
Cleveland,Allen
O. Theatre, W. E. Burton, Mgr..

(2,358), 7 days, 35c-6Sc, In't News, special
Irving Berlin music. Weather, fair. Rating,
150%.
DALLAS TEX.— Palace Theatre (2,350), 7
'days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix presentation, "Carnival Cocktail," with Jimmy Ellard and stage
band, Billy Muth, organ solo, Para. News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS— "100% talking and singing, and
1,000% funny screen extravaganza." "An $8
-show at popular prices." Audience appeal : all
-ages and classes. — Capitol Theatre, George B.
Carpenter, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
,
Virtually all of the advertising and lobby display was built around the Four Marx Brothers,
and the fact that the picture is a talking production. Audience appeal : all classes. — Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas
City, Mo.
Considered best of the new comedian pictures on the local screen, and the way it was
put on by manager and advertising manager,
approved by all in city and nearby. Picture
advertised as all talking, singing, laugh riot,
which all approved it to be. Advertised as a
$6.60 show in New York, which attracted
thousands. Some going second week. Management praised for having radio in front of
theatre, which sang all the songs on this talkie,
and also showed how the audience laughed and
clapped over the Marx Brothers, who also were
played up in the picture. Appeal : all ages and
•classes. — California Theatre, Nat Holt, Mgr.,
San Francisco,
Cal.
Exploit the Four Marx Brothers as the big
draw of the picture. Play them up as Broadway's funniest comedians in a riot of fun.
Newspaper copy used — all-talking, singing,
dancing. Comedy with music — with Mary
Eaton and Oscar Shaw. Also mention the
fact that the music is by Irving Berlin. Audience appeal : all classes. Greater Palace Theatre, Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas, Tex.

College Love (U)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Hawaiian Love Call,"
Int'l. News, Color Novelty. Weather Fair.
Kating, 105%>.
AD TIPS— A feature with the "Collegians"
making up the cast — a college picture with college atmosphere ; 100% singing and talking,
with the University of California Glee Club.
Audience appeal : all types. — Alhambra Theatre, Harry Wren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Come

Across (U.)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Pantages Theatre (1,800), 25c-50c, Stage show headed by Ray West
and Jazz Band, Billy Fields Co., Talking "Collegians" in "Varsity Drag." Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%,.
AD TIPS — Played up Lina Basquette and
all-star cast. Good appeal considering hot
weather. Stage show drew well. — Pantages
Theatre, J. J. Johnson, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Coquette

(U.A.)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO— Avalon Theatre
(990), 3 days, 15c-35c, Fox News, Educational
comedy.
Weather, fine and hot. Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— Used the line "You'll love her
all over again" in all advertising, because of the
come-back performed by Mary Pickford in
talking pictures. The picture is sad in spots
but not enough to worry about. Made it clear
that feature was all taking. Audience appeal :
all above public school age. — Avalon Theatre,
P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Exalted Flapper, The
Robert Armstrong and his wife outside their
Hollyivood home. Pathe is starring him in
"Big News"
and several other talkie dramas

Dangerous Woman,

A

(Par.)

BALTIMORE MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
Topics
the Day (Pathe), "Joyland (Educ).
Rating of
52%,.

(Fox)

BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News. Weather,
clear and torrid to cool, some rain. Rating,
80%c (double feature).
AD TIPS — Synchronized with music by
Roxy Symphony Orchestra, with Sue Carol, the
star who put the folly in the Fox Follies, and
puts the flap in the flapper and how! A rollicking romance of royalty. Audience appeal :
very entertaining story well acted and directed
pleased generally. — New Theatre, Morris A.
Mechanic, Mgr., New Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

AD TIPS— 100%, all-talking thriller, with
Baclanova. The lovely, lonely wife, who recognized no barriers to love, with Clive Brook
and Neil Hamilton. A Paramount hit. Audience appeal : to all who like a fine, sexy love
drama. — Loew's Valencia Theatre, Charles
Raymond,
Gen. Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

Fall Of Eve,

Donovan

AD TIPS — The first all-talking and singing
farce comedy made for the screen 100% talking picture, with Patsy Ruth Miller, Ford Sterling, Gertrude Astor and Arthur Rankin. Directed by Frank Strayer. You, too, will fall
for this tantalizing maiden — who, though
naughty, is nevertheless nice. It is played in
New York for $2 a seat. Audience appeal :
general appeal for all classes. Our patrons enjoyed itvery much and laughed heartily all the
way through it. — Keith's Theatre, J. Lawrence
Schanberger, Mgr., Baltimore, Md .

Affair, The (Col.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (1,200), 10c-2Sc, 4 days, Chic Sale Movietone act. Movietone News,^ ^^sop's Fables,
Topics of the Day, Int'l. News. Weather, rain
and warm.
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — Advertise as a sensational, gripping mystery drama featuring Jack Holt,
Dorothy Revier and William Collier, Jr.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Folly Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Duke Steps Out, The (M-G-M)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Majestic
Theatre (700), 15c, 3 days, Pathe News, Vitaphone short subjects. Weather, warm, rain.
Rating, 100%o.
AD TIPS — Picture drew well, and pleased
all seeing it. Haines and Crawford were both
good. — Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Eternal Love (U.A.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c, shorts, "Our
Gang" talkie.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, "Lumber Jacks" (Universal Oswald
Cartoon), Raymond Hitchcock in "Sardines a
la Carte" (MGM talkie short). Second run
after one week at Loew's Stanley. Clear and
torrid to cool, some rain.
Rating, 57%.
AD TIPS — Barrymore's magic still holds
good in Providence at least, and this picture,
although weather was sizzling, did good business. Impossible to overplay Barrymore in ad
tie-ups. We also stressed the fact that "temperature isalways ideal." Should appeal to all
classes of adults, but is too heavy for the kiddies.— E. J. McCarthy, Mgr., Loew's State
Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Evangeline (U.A.)
CLEVELAND,

O.— Allen Theatre (3,300),

7 days, 30c-60c, shorts, "Lumber Jacks" (Oswald cartoon. Universal), Fox Movietone
News, Movietone acts. Weather, moderately
warm with occasional showers.
Rating, 123%.

The

(Col.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre (3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c, Universal, Int'l. and
Fox Movietone News, 5 acts of RKO vaudeville, headed by Wesley "Freckles" Barry in
person vvith company. Clear and torrid to cool,
some rain.
Rating, 75%.

Far Call, The (Fox)
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.— Merrill

Theatre

(1,167), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Confession," "Whirls
60%,.
and Girls," Fox News. Weather, fair. Rating,
AD TIPS — A story of love and adventure,
featuring Morton and Hyams. Mention also
may well be made of the unusual settings and
photography of this picture. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Merrill Theatre, William E. Mick,
Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Father and Son (Col.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre (2,200), 7 days,
15c-50c,
ietone. Rating,
80%. Paramount News, MovAD TIP.S — Significance of title can be
stressed in publicity with cuts of Jack Holt and
Mickey McBan in father and son poses. Shops
can be urged to put on "Father and Son" sales,
etc. Has appeal to both adults and children. —
Strand Theatre, Ed Reid, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Fashions In Love (Par.)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre (3,595), 35c-50c-65c, Walter Huston in
"Two Americans," "Festival of Bagdad," Oswald Cartoon, Paramount News, Paramount
Orchestra, Milton Charles, Organ Concert.
Rating, 72%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Portland Publix Theatre (3,068), 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News,
Paramount Shorts — Talking .\cts "Highbrow,"
"Hot Lemonade," Lillian Roth and F'iano Boys,
Stanleigh Malotte Novelty Organ Numbers.
Weather, hot. Rating, 75%,.
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Fashions In Love—Cont.

Idle Rich, The — Cont.

COLUMBUS, O.— Loew's Broad (3,000), 7
days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone shorts. Fox Movietone News. Rating, 100%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle Theatre (3,150), 7 days, 25c-3Sc-50c-60c, "Vital Subjects,"
■"Apartment Hunting," Paramount News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — Menjou in a clever talking picture; billed it as "the season's smartest." Audience appeal : all classes, adults especially. — ■
Loew's Broad Theatre, Columbus, O.
Adolphe Menjou proved versatility in first
all-talkie. Played up singing of song "Delphine" and creditable at piano. Fay Compton
singing "I Still Believe in You" one of high
lights. Fair appeal. — Portland Theatre, John
C. Smith, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Play up Menjou in his first talkie, with good
support, songs, etc. Tease on "how to love"
angles, etc. Audience appeal : better type of
adults, who appreciate subtlety and sophistication.— Seattle Theatre, Bob Blair, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

The picture was exploited as being from the
stage hit, "White Collars," and played up as
a 100% talkie, in which a pretty stenographer
marries her wealthy employer. Audience appeal : all classes. — Loew's Midland Theatre, H.
H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Play up this very good show with its great
star, Bessie Love. — Buffalo Theatre, Vincent
P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Flying Fool,

The

(Pathe)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre (3,067), 7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News,
vaudeville acts. Weather, rainy.
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — A large wedding ring, in which
were shown William Boyd, Marie Prevost and
an airplane, was used in newspaper advertising,
along with the line, "Lord of the air and
women until he met the one and only woman."
Audience appeal : all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City,
Mo.

Four Devils, The (Fox)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre (1,650), 7Sc-$1.00-$l.S0, Skeleton
Dance musical cartoon, Conan Doyle, Movietone News, . Elinor's Orchestra. Rating, 78%.
(Sth week.)

Camblers, The (W.B.)

Madonna

Of Avenue

CLEVELAND,

A

(W.B.)

OHIO.— State Theatre (3,-

400), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts: "Buster's
Spooks" (Universal), "Suicide Sheik" (Oswald
cartoon. Universal), Para. News, Movietone,
"Parisian Life" (Loew Revue). Weather:
Moderately warm with showers.
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— Used advertising space, stressing
the fact that Dolores Costello talks. Audience
Appeal : For anyone who is not hyper-critical.
— Stateland, O. Theatre, Sanford Farkus, Mgr., Cleve-

Innocents Of Paris (Par.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— St. Francis
Theatre (1,435), 7 days, 35c-65c, Cohen's allcolored comedy. Weather, fair (eleventh
week).
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Play up personality of Chevalier and that picture has all the essence of life
in it. That he is best comedian of age. Appeal
to all classes and age. — St. Francis Theatre,
San Francisco, Cal.

Joy Street

(Fox)

DES MOINES, lA.— Strand Theatre (1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c, U. comedy, "Junior
Luck," Pathe
Rating,
100%. Sound News. Weather, warm.
AD TIPS — The title was played up in this
feature which stars Lois Moran. The comedies are also a good draw and receive favorable
comment. Appealed to younger crowd. — Geo.
Watson, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Des Moines, la.

Last Of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy, M-G-M
News.
Weather, fair.
Rating, 130%.
OMAHA, NEBR.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000), 7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News and five acts
RKO
100%. vaudeville. Weather, warm. Rating,
LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-5Oc-65c-75c$1.0O, Movietone
News, Wolf
Fanchon-Marco
Idea, "Sweet
Rube
and Band. Rating,
108%. Cookies,"

Man's Man, A (M-G-M)
OMAHA, NEBR.— Rialto Theatre, (2,247),
7 davs, 25c-50c, "Hot Lemonade" (Para.),
Irene Franklin (W.B.), Pathe News. Weather : warm.
Rating, 85%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News and M-G-AI News, Loew-Publix Unit
"Rah-Rah-Rah" headed by Teddy Joyce, orchestra, organ, "Light of India" (M-G-M Color
Classic), "Iceman's Luck" (Universal Oswald
Sound Cartoon), Pathe Review. Weather:
Clear and torrid to cool, some rain. Rating,
110%.
AD TIPS— Smart aleck Bill Haines, though
popular here, was hurt by a tedious picture in a
house accustomed to playing talkers. Played
up star's name in ads to best advantage. Audience Appeal : General. — Rialto Theatre, John
Howard, Mgr., Omaha, Nebr.
Whoopla ! The screen playboy f reshie — more
lovable than ever. William Haines in "A
Man's Man" with Josephine Dunn and all the
big Hollywood stars in action. You'll love this
flaming youth hit. An M-G-M picture. Audience Appeal : Particularly to the younger element— they ate it up and wanted more. A good
story with Haines at his best. — Charles Raymond, Gen.
Baltimore,
Md.Mgr., Loew's Century Theatre,

Marriage By Contract
DALLAS,

(T.-S.)

TEX.— Capitol Theatre (1,044),

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,400), 7 days, lSc-50c, Dave Bernie's Band,
Movietone.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Beauteous Dolores as a fascinating chorus girl in a film brimful of tunes and
comedy. Those who like sophisticated film
fare will rally to "The Glad Rag Doll."^Majestic Theatre, Sid Braunig, Mgr., Providence,
R. I.

AD TIPS — Norma Shearer talking in her
first starring vehicle of the year, the picture
adapted from the stage success ; two phases to
be stressed in putting the picture over. Audience Appeal : The usual adult patronage. — Majestic Theatre, Herbert Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Picture extensively plugged in newspaper ads
and on wastepaper boxes throughout downtown section. Legitimate play's success is good
angle to boost the picture. Star's name also
good for draw here. — Orpheum Theatre, Ralph
Tliayer, Mgr., Omaha, Nebr.

7 days, 15c-25c-35c, Alberta Vaughn in "Racing
Blood," Vita. Act, Jack Goldie in "Funster,"
Int'l. News.
Weather : fair. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— Patsy Ruth Miller and Lawrence
Gray will bring in their share of the business
but the big draw is the title if it is played up
big. Newspaper copy used to do this — Daring
Revelation — vital, heart stirring drama in the
story of a companionate wife who thought she
was lucky to have a modern marriage contract —
but found the human equation made it worse
than the old fashioned marriage certificate.
Sensational expose — will trial marriage cheapen
women — -Why? Audience Appeal: Adult patronage.— Capitol Theatre, Ray Stinnett, Mgr.,
Dallas, Texas.

Hearts In Dixie (Fox)

Lonesome

Masked

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonal (965), 7
days, 25c-35c, "Our Gang" in "Small Talk."
Weather, too nice. J^ating, 90%.

TACOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatres
(1,500), 4 days, 25c-50c, five acts vaudeville,
"Talking
Talking News. Weather :
Too nice. Collegians,
Rating, 55%.

LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
Shorts. Rating, 150%.

Clad Rag Doll, The (W.B.)

AD TIPS — Played up spirituals, jazz and
negro comedy. Audence appeal : general. — Fox
Colonial, Doug. Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.

idle Rich, The (M-G-M)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Pantages
Theatre (2,500), 15c-50c, 7 days, vaudeville and
News Items. Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Movietone presentation units, selected news. Weather,
rainy.
Rating, 90%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,000), 6Sc, Vaudeville, Vitaphone Acts, Fox
Movietone News and Silent News. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 160%.

AD

TIPS — "The finest voice in talking pictures (Conrad Nagel) ; picture adapted from
the stage success "White Collars." Audience
appeal : all classes.— Pantages Theatre, Grant
Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

(U)

AD TIPS — Featured summer amusements,
also Kent and Tryon. Audience Appeal : Not
general.^Pantages Theatre, C. D. Miller, Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wash.

Emotions

(Fox)

BALTIMORE. MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fo.x Movietone News. Weather : Clear and torrid to cool, some rain. Rating,
80%
(double feature).
AD TIPS — Synchronized with music by the
Roxy Symphony Orchestra. With George
O'Brien,
nationally acclaimed
star of "Sun-

Love And The Devil (F.N.)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH — Victory
Theatre, (1,287), 15c-50c, 7 days. Comedy,
Sound News and Vita. Acts. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— "This popular star (Milton Sills)
in an entire novel role." "The aristocratic lover
of the fiery Maria." Audience Appeal : Practically any audience. — Victory Theatre, D. Edwards, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Madame

X (M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News, Laurel
&(3rdHardy
in "Berth Marks."
Rating, 130%
week).
,
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Masked

Emotions — Cont.

Picture

News

Noah's Ark — Cont.

Shakedown,

rise" and "Noah's Ark." A Damon and Pythias
story of brotherhood with a romantic background of family fued like that of Romeo and
Juliet. Audience Appeal : Dramatic romance
which holds interest from start to finish. Finely
done. — Morris A. Mechanic, Mgr., New Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Emphasize the modern angles of story, and
not too much biblical stuff. Play up massive
sets, action, etc., and use slogan "Made to tap
any picture ever made," which is a little too
strong. Feature star's popularity. Audience
appeal : all classes. — Music Box Theatre, Bob
Murray, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Masquerade (Fox)

On With The Show

AD TIPS — The people are all worked up
over the Turner Valley oil boom and so the oil
well angle was particularly emphasized, the
picture giving some excellent shots of oil fields.
The prize-fighter theme was also boosted to
bring in the male patrons who responded nicely.
This picture has lots of action. Audience Appeal : All ages and all but the highbrow class.
— Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ont.

SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350), 7 days, 25c-3Sc-50c-60c-75c, "Berth
Marks," Fox Movietone News, Arthur Conan
Doyle.
Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Play up comedy-drama angles,
and double role of star. Don't waste too much
on unknown cast. This was made a "Surprise
Week" at this house. Audience appeal : adults.
— Fox Theatre, Lou Golden, Algr., Seattle,
Wash.

(W.B.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Warners' Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 5 days, 15c-50c, Kinograms, "No Defense" advance trailer, organ.
Weather : Clear and torrid to cool, some rain.
Rating, 150%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 25c-50c, Fox News, Vitaphone Acts,
Burns and Ash, Organists. Weather, hot.
Rating, 95%.
AD

M-G'M Hollywood Revue Of 1929
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese Theatre (2,023), 75c-$1.00-$1.50, Curiosities, Movietone News, Symphony Orchestra.
Rating, 200%. ,

Movietone Follies Of 1929 (Fox)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Regent Theatre
(1,225), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone News,
"Stewed, Fried and Boiled," Orchestra Overture. Weather : Fine and hot. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Played this up as the nearest approach yet to a complete musical comedy on the
screen and listed the song hits together with
the suggestion that the local public should learn
"The Breakaway," the new dance step. What
a show ! And it does not disappoint anybody.
Audience Appeal : Everybody. — Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Noah's Ark

(W.B.)

COLUMBUS, O.— RKO Majestic Theatre
(850), 7 days, 2Sc-50c. Rating, 110% (second
Week).
CLEVELAND, O.— Stillman Theatre. (1,800), 7 days, 40c-75c, Shorts, Rudy Vallee
(Movietone), Fox Movietone News, "I Kiss
Your Hand Madame" (song trailer). Weather:
Moderately warm, with intermittent showers.
Rating, 110%
(second week).
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre
(950), 35c-50c-75c, Fox Movietone News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 85%.
(3rd week.)
AD TIPS — Dolores Costello, in massive production, huge effects, unusual photography,
popular prices on show which cost $2,00 in
New York. Audience Appeal : All ages, all
classes. — RKO Majestic Theatre, Columbus, O.
In addition to heavy billboard campaign, had
an exceptionally fine library book display in all
branches. Audience Appeal : For all who enjoy fine productions done on elaborate scales,
with food for thought. — Stillman Theatre, Geo.
Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, O.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

TIPS — Played up all-singing, all-dancing, all-talking, all color. Good work Joe
Brown, Betty Compson and Sally O'Neil.
Number snappy songs well received. Universal
appeal to splendid summer business. — Music
Box Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland,
Ore.

Piccadilly

(World Wide)

CHICAGO, ILL.— State Lake Theatre (2,750), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c, Star, Gilda Gray made
personal appearance, 5 acts vaudeville. Weather : Favorable. Broke record for a single day
this year.
Rating, 130%.

Pitfalls
Rights)Of Passion

(States

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (750). 16 days, 50c. Weather: Warm, rain.
Rating. 100%.

Saturday's Children

(F.N.)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Avalon Theatre
(990), 3 days, 15c to 35c, Fox Movietone News,
"The and
Nightwatchman's
Mistake." Weather :
Fine
hot. Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS — This is a stage play and film
feature that has aroused wide discussion and
interest. It played here first when presented by
a local stock company, but this helped the picture because many came to see how the theme
would be treated on the screen. Found it was
popular among higher type of people. Audience
Appeal : Particularly adults with intelligence.
■— Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Scandal (U)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, five acts of vaude95%. ville, Pathe News. Weather: Rainy. Rating,

for

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Astor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876

She Goes To War (U.A.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Imperial Theatre
(1,220), 6 days, 15c to 50c, "Sardines a la
Carte," 70%.
Para. News. Weather: Fine and hot.
Rating,
PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days, 25c-60c, Tiffany Color, Fox
News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 70%.
,
AD TIPS — This made a timely picture with
many soldiers going to summer camps. Took
every opportunity to mention this was a Rupert
Hughes' story dealing with the war from a
woman's standpoint. Gave a list of the unusually large cast and called it an adventure
with laughter. Audience Appeal : All classes
and all ages. — Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.
Part Talking. Leads Eleanor Boardman and
John Holland. Based on story by Rupert
Hughes. Only fair appeal account of its being
another war story. — United Artists Theatre,
J. J. Parker, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Studio Murder Mystery (Par.)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 25c-50c, Harris and Howe
and Roy Sedley Revue, Vitaphone Acts. Educ.
Talking
Comedy,
Nervous,"
Fox
Movietone
News. "Don't
Weather Be
: Warm.
Rating,
120%.
COLUMBUS. O.— Loew's Ohio (4.000), 7
days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Publix
stage show, orchestra, organ. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — The mystery angle is the draw,
of course, and the title was played up. also the
fact that the story had recently appeared in the
news. General appeal. — Lionel Wasson, Mgr.,
Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
"Behind the scenes at Hollywood," played on
natural curiosity of public about picture making, and present flair for mystery drama. AudiOhio Theatre,
ence Appeal : Columbus,
All ages,O.all classes. — Loew's

This Is Heaven (U.A.)
SEATTLE. WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950). 25c-35c-50c-75c, Vitaphone Acts, Fox
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
(2nd week.)
,
LOS

ANGELES.

CAL.— United

Artists

AD TIPS — Laura LaPlante, who is a
favorite with Kansas City patrons, was given a
good play in all advertising, along with the fact
that the production is a talk'ng picture. Audience Appeal : All classes. — Pantages Thearte,
Louis Qiarninsky, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Theatre
"Dear Vivian"
(Christie),(2,100),
Oswald 35c-50c-65c,
Cartoon, Movietone
News,
Organ Concert.
Rating, 135%.
AD TIPS— Play up Vilma Banky in her
first talking role. Tease on immigration angle
and its results. Use art on star. Audience appeal : general. — Blue Mouse Theatre, John
Hamrick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Shady Lady

Three

(Pathe)

OKLAHOAIA CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, 4 acts Vaudeville, Fox News. Aesop's Fables, Topics of the
Day. Weather : Rain and warm. Rating,
100%.
AD

Motion Picture Presentation

The — Cont.

TIPS— Advertise Phyllis Haver; an excellent box office picture. Audience Appeal :
All classes. — Orpheum Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Shakedown,
OTTAWA,

The

(U)

Passions

(U.A.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Garden Theatre
(1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy, Movietone
News.
Weather : Fair. Rating, 85%;.
AD TIPS — The names of Terry and Petrovitch were used in advertising tlie picture ; also
that it was a Rex Ingraham prcxluction. "God,
Gold line
and emphasized.
Women six;llAudience
the threeAppeal
passions"
was
the
: Adult
patronage. — Garden Theatre, L. K. Brin, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Thunderbolt

(Par.)

ONTARIO. — Centre Theatre

(1,200),
15c to: 50c.
Fox
News.6 days.
Weather
Fine"Furnace
and hot. Trouble,"
Rating,
75%.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Strand Theatre (1,297),
Fox week).
News.
Weather:25c-60c,
Fair. "Wliat
Rating, a 90%Day,"
(second

/ u Iy
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Thunderbolt — Cont.

Trial Of Mary Dugan — Cont.

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Capitol
Theatre (1,200), 10c-25c-50c, 7 days, Leo Reisman and Hotel Brunswick Orchestra, Bobby
Folsom, typical types, Pathe Talking News.
Weather:
Warm, rain. Rating, 150%.
OMAHA, NEBR.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Para, and Fox News,
orchestra, organ, Fashion News and Publix
unit, "Bits of Broadway," with Cliff Nazarro.
Weather:
Warm.
Rating, 1007c.

AD TIPS — Exploit as Norma Shearer's first
talking picture. The picture is excellent and
famed from coast to coast. When the voice of

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 2Sc-60c, Fox Movietone and
Para. News, orchestra, organ, P]iil Spitalny
and his band (M-G-M musical act). Weather:
Clear and torrid to cool, some rain. Rating,
112%.
AD TIPS — One of Paramount's very best
pictures — Bancroft speaks again in "Thunderbolt," and what a man is Thunderbolt — fighting
his own battles — and loving his girl with his
whole being — imagine his anger when some one
stole her. . . . imagine his terrible vengeance.
. . . never has Bancroft appeared in such a
stirring role. . . . never have you witnessed
such a surprising story. The supporting cast,
Richard Arlen and Fay Wray, were also excellent. This is a mighty good picture to book.
Audience Appeal : All classes and ages. — Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Paramount's all-talking triumph. Dramatic
and dynamic. George Bancroft in "Thunderbolt" with Fay Wray and Richard Arlen. Different— New — Without equal. Better than "The
Wolf of Wall Street," more punch than
"Underworld," more thrills than "The Drag
Net." » Screen's greatest drama of ruthless 1o\'p.
Audience Appeal : Everyone liked this with
George Bancroft gaining more followers every
day. — Charles Ravmond, Gen. Mgr., Loew's
Stanley Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Plugged big as Bancroft's second talker with
greater thrills than "Underworld." Cast and
director's fame also played up in advertising.
Audience Appeal : Liked better by men. — Paramount Theatre, Charles Pincus, Mgr., Omaha,
Nebr.
Play up the name of Bancroft in big letters
and the picture will go over. Audience Appeal :
The usual patrons.— Strand Theatre, W. E.
Mick, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Time,
The

The Place And The Girl,
(W.B.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 2Sc-50c-75c, Comedy, "Fresh
from Hollywood," Night Gub Revue, "Blondes
Gentlemen Prefer," Sound News. Weather :
Too nice. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Played up music and old stage
popularity ; also cast. Audience Appeal : Good ;
all classes. — Blue Mouse Theatre, Ned Edirs,
Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Toilers,

The

(T.S.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Orpheum
Theatre (1,750), 7 days, 10c-50c Fox News,
Aesop's Fables. Topics of the day, Alex Hyde
and His Int. Orchestra and Alex Hyde's Festival. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
OTTAWA, ONT.— Regent Theatre (1,225),
6 days, 25c-60c, Rivers of Romance, Fox Movietone News, "Amateur Night," Local Topical
picture. Weather, clear and cold. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Used this as a feature for an
All-Canadian Week, Norma Shearer being a
Canadian. Featured it as the ultimate in courtroom sensations and used the names of Lewis
Stone and H. B. Warner prominently. Used
the line : "The great stage hit is now greater
as an All-Talking Picture." Audience appeal :
all above public school age. — Regent Theatre,
T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Trial Of Mary Dugan (M-G-M)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 10c-25c-50c, 7 days. Para.
News, Movietone Short Subjects. Weather:
Warm, rain. Rating, 110%.

Mary Dugan speaks to j-ou you'll never forget
her pitiful story — never will you hear a more
thrilling trial. . . . never will thrill again as
you will now. . . . and never again will you
experience such a smashing climax. . . . unusual and the real thing. Lewis Stone and
H. B. Warner's voice? and Miss Shearer's part
excellent. Audience Appeal : All classes. —
Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Two Men And A Maid (T.-S.)
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre (2,680), 7 days. 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville,
Station KRLD and Majestic Radio Revue,
Movietone News, Fables. Weather : Fair. Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS— Exploit William Collier, Jr.
Also play up Alma Bennett. Bill the picture as
a romantic triangle in the wastes of the desert.
This picture cannot be billed as a talkie but the
mentioning of the talking scenes in newspaper
copy will help get the business. Audience Appeal : Adult patronage.— Majestic Theatre, Sid
Henry, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Two Weeks Off (F.N.)
KNOXVILLE, TENN. — Riviera Theatre
(1,053), 3 days. 35c-50c, Vitaphone presentations, Walter Huston dramatic sketch, Pathe
Sound News. Weather, fair and hot. Rating,
95%.
AD TIPS— Exploited Dorothy MackaillJack Mulhall combination. Ran trailers in
Tennessee theatre at same time. Several thousand napkins distributed free. Audience appeal :
from 17 to 35. This largely due to lobby displays of Mulhall with chorus girls in a shot
that didn't show in film at all, according to
management. — Riviera Theatre, David John
Whyte, Mgr., Knoxville, Tenn.

Valiant,

The

(Fox)

COLUMBUS, O.— Neth's Grand (1,200), 7
days, 25c-50c, Fox News, Vitaphone .Shorts,
Dialog Comedy "Shipmates."
Rating, 100%.
OMAHA. NEB.— World Theatre (2,500), 7
days, 25c-60c, Vince Silk and F tS: M "Indian
Summer" idea, Sound Your "A' (Fox).
Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox News, Animal Comic, Fanchon & Marco's "Eddie Peabody's Fiesta" idea, E. Decaney at Wurlitzer,
Sam Jack Kaufman, M. C. Weather, hot.
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Picture good but title is too high
class. Majority of audience didn't understand
its meaning, and it works to the disadvantage of
the picture. Featured the stage show over the
film this week. Audience appeal : to the adult
and intellectual minded. — World Theatre, Ralph
Goldberg, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Played up Eddie Peabody and stage show
ahead of screen offering. Big exploitation. Universal appeal broke house records for summer
business. Screen offering finest offering of
year, telling in sight and sound vital story human lives. — Fox Broadway Theatre, Floyd
Maxwell, Algr., Portland, Ore.
AD TIPS— Paul Muni, star of stage, should
be featured. A truly artistic production. AudiAppeal : Cnlumbus,
.'Vdults ; all
Grand ence
Theatre,
O. classes. — Neth's

Voice Of The City, The (M-G-M)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— B. F. Keith's
Theatre (2,596), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Old Man
Trouble," "Hurdy Gurdy," Pathe News Weekly. Weather : Fine and hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — The people like dialog in pictures
and gave this to them as an all-talking production with Willard Mack bringing new effectiveness to the screen in both acting and direction.
Censors chopped the picture and had to explain

Voice Of The City^—Cont.

why the breaks occurred in film or dialog.
Audience Appeal : Those over public school
age.— B. F. Keith's, J. M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Wheel Of Life, The

(Par.)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle Theatre (3,150), 25c-35c-50c-60c, "Jed's Vacation," Eddie
Peabody Rating,
short, 75%.
Paramount News. Weather,
warm.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(3,000), 65c, Vaudeville, Comedy, Vitaphone
acts, Fox Movietone News. Weather, warm.
Rating, 120%.
PORTLAND,

ORE.— Portland Theatre (3,-

News, "BookParamount
068) , 7 days,
lovers,"
"Post25c-60c,
Mortems"
with Raymond Griffiths and James Barton in "Moonshine" as talking acts on silver screen. Stanleigh Malotte in
novelty organlogue. Weather, hot. Rating,
90%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,700), 65c, Vaudeville, Comedy, Vitaphone
News and Fox Movietone News. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 170%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre (900),
7 days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone Presentation Units,
Selected News.
Weather : Rainy. Rating, 90%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre (1,600), 7 davs, 15c-50c, Fox News. Rating, 85%
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Empress
Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 25c-50c, Pathe News,
"The
Rating,Big
88%.Palooka." Weather: Warm, rain.
DALLAS, TEX.— Melba Theatre (1,800), 7
davs, 25c,-35c,-50c, Vitaphone Acts— Roy Sedley and His "Night Club Revue," Ray and Dot
Dean in "He's a Devil," Paramount Song Cartoon "Daisy Bell,"
LupinoMelba
Lane Talking
in "Shipmates,"
an all-talking
comedy,
News.
Weather:
Fair. Rating, 100%.
AD

TIPS— Feature Dix and Ralston. Emphasize foreign locale. Tease on triangle situation. Audience appeal: general. — Seattle
Theatre, Bob Blair, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Dix and Ralston are two good stars to exploit ;the background is a great love and draina
affair. — George Mason, Mgr., Hippodrome Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Another Dix picture in which popular screen
idol fits role as veritable Adonis. Only fair appeal-Portland Theatre, Charles Pincus, Mgr.,
Portland, Ore.
Exploit Richard Dix as star in this picture
in his funny mood. — Hippodrome Theatre,
George Mason, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
The star, Richard Dix, as a dashing, gallant soldier in love where Cupid has no right
to call. Splendid scenes of tribal uprisings. Dix
in another heroic role is great." Play Dix all
over the lot as his appeal is sure-fire. This film
goes good with all classes of adults. — Matt
Reilly, Mgr., Victory Theatre, Providence, R. I.
Play up the name of Dix. He has a large
following and draws good houses, and Esther
Ralston, also popular. The picture very good.
Audience Appeal : All classes. — Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
A large cut of Richard Dix was used with
the lines, "What a Show !" and "Dix in his
best picture — mad love for his best friend's
wife." Audience Appeal : All classes. — Royal
Theatre, C. S. P. Coppack, Mgr., Kansas City,
Mo.
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Wheel Of Life, The — Cont.
Richard Dix is the business getter of this
picture. Also play up Esther Ralston and feature the title big. Stress the all-talking ang),?.
In newspaper copy portray Dix as a dashing
lover, winning hearts and furnishing plenty of
thrills. Audience Appeal : All classes. — Melba
Theatre, Mr. Baker, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Where East Is East (M-G-M)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Imperial Theatre (1,200), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Music Fiends," Paramount News, "Seeking Steel Heads." Weather,
clear and cold.
Rating, 90%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix unit
"Wall Street Blues" headed by Teddy Joyce,
Orchestra, Organ, "Top Speed" (Educational
Mermaid Comedy), "Sports of Many Lands"
(Tiffany-Stahl Color Classic), Pathe Review,
"Lumber Jacks" (Oswald Cartoon).. Weather,
clear cool to hot rain one day. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Lon Chaney is liked better in this
feature by lady patrons than in most of his
previous pictures. The characterizations are
unique all through and the Asiatic background
is absorbing. Both Lupe Velez and Estelle Taylor are fascinating. Advertised it as Lon
Chaney's greatest thriller. Audience appeal :
there is something in this feature for everybody.— Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr.,
Ottawa, Ont.
Mystery, thrills, chills I Unforgettable romance! The screen's greatest character actor
back in a role you'll never forget. Lon Chaney
in "Where East Is East" with Lupe Valez and
Estelle Taylor (Mrs. Jack Dempsey), in the
greatest part, an Oriental siren, that she has
ever portrayed. Romance, action, exotic beauty,
all set to a thrilling musical theme. Audience
appeal : held them spellbound. They hardly
breathed, so intense was the attention of the
audience. A great box office picture. — Loew's
Century Theatre, Charles Raymond, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Woman

From

Hell

(Fox)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Merril Theatre (1,167), 7 days, 25c-50c, "The Belle of Samoa,"
Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 65%.

Younger Generation, The (Col.)
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Keith's Palace (3,600), 7 days, 35c-75c. Weather, cool. "Many
Wings" (Educational, silent), "A Cup of Coffee" (Fox Variety, silent), "Old Black Joe"
(Paramount, sound), Pathe News (sound),
Pathe Review (sound), Pathe Topics of the
Day (sound), Pathe News (silent). Fox News
(silent), Paramount News (silent), 5 acts
vaudeville.
Rating, 85%.

Hollywood
Clarence Badger, director, has been signed
to a long-term contract to make First National-Vitaphone pictures. He is now directing Irene Bordoni in "Paris."
Joseph Franklin Poland has joined the
ranks of Pathe producers. He has just finished the original story and adaptation of
"Sailors' Holiday," in which Alan Hale will
star.
Bradley King and Marion Nixon will again
have a hand in the making of a new Richard
Barthelmess. King has adapted "Young Nowheres" to the screen as the star's next for
First National-Vitaphone and Miss Nixon
will appear as his leading lady.
Leo McCarey has been placed under a
new Pathe contract because of his direction
of "The Sophomore."
Trem Carr will produce his series of independent features at Darmour Studios, moving over this week from the Mack Sennett
plant.
Joel McCrea has been signed to a long
term contract by RKO.
Olive Tell signed with RKO

for one of

the featured roles in "The Very Idea" which
Frank Craven and Richard Rosson are directing.
Louise Fazenda will be featured by First
National in the Vitaphone musical production of "No, No, Nannette."
Jean Arthur has been assigned to a prominent part in "The Saturday Night Kid."
Beatrice Lillie, English comedienne, will
present a specialty number in Warner Brothers revue
"The Show of Shows," with John
Adolfi
directing.
Daphne Pollard has been signed by Fox
to play the comedy ingenue lead in two
musical talkers, "Big Time," and "The Sky
Reginald Barker has been signed by UniHawk."versal to direct "The Mississippi Gambler"
with Joseph Schildkraut. Barker returns
to Universal after five years with M-G-M and
a year with Tiffany-Stahl.
Samuel Goldwyn apparently feels that
Vilma Banky, his Hungarian star, will continue to be as big a bet in the talkers as she
was in silent productions. With that thought
in mind, Goldwyn has signed Miss Banky
to another five-year contract.
Universal will produce "Skinner's Dress
Suit" as a talker comedy with Glenn Tryon
starred. The picture was made in 1916 by
Essanay with Bryant Washburn, and again
Denny. years ago by Universal with Reginald
several
Jeanie MacPherson and Norman Kerry are
the latest film celebrities to face income tax
liens by the government, according to notices
filed in Federal Court.
Donald Novis, winner of the Atwater Kent
national contest for singers under 25 years
of age, has been signed for a singing role in
"Tin Pan Alley," Norma Talmadge's initial
starring talker for United Artists.
Wally Van plans production of a series
of two reel talking and sound comedies starring himself. Six feature comedies are
slated to follow completion of the two reel
series.

Grant Withers, young screen player who has
come to the fore with the talkies.
His current
vehicle is "Time, Place and the Girl," First
National-Vitaphone release

Nita Martan has been added to cast of
M-G-M's "Road Show" featuring Bessie
Love and Charles King. Charles Rcisner is
directing from original by Bess Meredith.
Robert Hopkins wrote the dialog.

Picture

N eivs

Briefs
Tom Patricola, vaudeville and "Scandals"
headliner, has been signed by Fox for featured roles in two musical productions, "Married In Hollywood" and "Words and MuAl Rogell will direct "The Web," a talker
adaptation of the book by Arthur Tramster,
for Universal. Len Fields is w-riting the
adaptation, and Carl Laemmle, Jr., will supervise.
Hugh Herbert, who wrote the screen
story of "The Great Gabbo" for James
Cruze has been appointed chief of the
Cruze scenario department.
sic."
Edmimd Goulding is directing "The Trespasser," Gloria Swanson's initial talker for
United Artists release. Cast includes Robert Ames, Henry B. Walthall, William
Holden, Blanche Frederici, Purnell Pratt,
Kay Hammond, Wallie Albright, Mary
Forbes and Marcella Corday.
Constance Bennett will be featured by
Pathe in "Rich People" from story by Jan
Gelser. E. H. Griffith will direct.
Mel Brown is ready to start direction of
"The Boomerang," Richard Dix's final pictture under his Paramount contract. Cast
includes June Collyer, Marion Seegar and
Regis Toomey.
Jean Hersholt may make a short vaudeville tour pending the settlement of difficulties between Equity and the producers.
Dan Kelly, former casting director at
First National, is temporarily acting in the
same capacity for Gloria Swanson unit at
Pathe Studios.
Dorothy Revier has been loaned by Columbia to Paramount for "The Mighty,"
George
next starring
talker.
Others inBancroft's
the cast include
Esther Ralston,
O. P. Heggie and Raymond Hatton. John
Cromwell will direct.
Tiffany-Stahl is preparing for production
of "Troopers Three," original of the army
by Arthur Guy Empey. The company reports that U. S. cavalry and various army
posts throughout the country will be used
for locations, with production cost set at
about $500,000.
Richard Arlen's first starring production
for Paramount will be "The Lost God,"
adapted from John Russell's "Where The
Pavement Ends." George Abbott is writing
the adaptation and dialogue and will later
direct the picture. Fay Wray will play opposite Arlen.
Sally O'Neill and Molly O'Day have been
signed by Columbia to co-feature in "Sisters," which Rufus Le Maire will direct.
"A Singer of Seville" is slated as Ramon
Novarro's next starring production for
M-G-M. Story is an original by Dorothy
Farnum.
Monte Brice is enroute East to become
supervisor of all short talker comedies to
be produced
in Paramount's
Long Island
studios.
Brice
recently supervised
the
"Wildcat" series of two reelers for Pathe.
James Ashmore Creelman, Jr., has been
promoted to the post of writing supervisor
for J^KO, and will have charge of adapting
and supervising "Hit The Deck" and
"Vagabond Lover" as his initial assignment.
FranklsTi Warner will produce a series
of talker two reelers and features, using
Western electric recording. First two reeler
will be directed by Phil Rosen under title
of "Father's Advice." Cast includes Will
King, Lester Cole, B. B. B., Olive Hasbrouck and Ann Brody.
(Continued on page 318)
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
"Pleasure Crazed'' Clara Bow In ^Dan^erous Curves' On
Paramount Bill With Tirate Of Melody
And "Victory BalF CLARA
rather farfetched title attached to a stage
BOW in her second all-talkie
unit that does not live up to it, except
"Dangerous
Curves"
heads
the
ParaOffered
By
Roxy
for a brief moment when a trio of girl
mount
bill
with
"Pirates
of
Melody"
a
Sam Rothafel let his military complex
get the best of him again and the result
is the tone-poem "A Victory Ball" staged
at the house this week. As entertainment it
is rather dire and depressing. When four
dead men gazing out over dancing festivities, and the showing of .endless crosses
marking the graves of the dead in battle
constitute entertainment on the stage it is
time to go elsewhere than to the theatre to
be amused. This oiifering followed by
"Pleasure-Crazed," a feature in dialog that
fails in sjispense to such an extent that it
becomes a comedy in the eyes of the audiences, does not make the show particularly
worth while.
The best thing offered in the little more
than two hours that the program runs is
a Walt Disney cartoon comedy, "The
Skeleton Dance," that comes early in the
bill. Mayhap those skeletons are the bones
of Russell Market girLs who have tried
and failed. At that, if they should happen
to be, their bones are more welcome than
the beefiness that the current crop of dancers at the Roxy are developing in the
neighborhood of the thighs.
For four minutes at the opening of the
show. Lew White at the organ offers "In
A Persian Market" with the cartoon following. Then in full stage there is a divertisement entitled "A Song Of India"
with a dancer named Maneyo walking off
with all of the honors. The stage picture
and singing meant absolutely nothing until this dancer appeared and presented her
graceful postures and acrobatic antics.
Then Ethel and Dorothea Ponce, the radio
singers, with Lew White gave the bill its
touch of the music of today by singing
three numbers and scoring nicely. Starring
with "Oh Baby, Where Can You Be" the
girls had the audience with them.
Market's Roxyettes gave a rather mild
and uninteresting imitation of the colored
chorus in "Blackbirds" in the "BangoBoo" number.
"The Ballet Master and the Ballerina,"
a pantomimic bit, was colorful.

M-G-M Gives New Titles
To 2 Talkie Productions
"The Girl in the Show" is the new title
given M-G-M screen version of Edward
Selwyn's "Eva the Fifth," the producer's
initial venture into the sound film field.
Bessie Love and Raymond Hackett are the
co-stars. The story concerns an "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" troupe. "Twelve Hours of
Love" is the new title for "Inhuman
Grounds," William De Mille's talkie.

Frank Cambria stage production proving
to be a fairly weak sister. In all the entertainment israther a disappointment. The
Bow picture does not live up to its title.
Clara speaks and the chances are that if
the "Curves" were there they would speak
for themselves, but strangely enough they
are missing.
There are in all two hours and seventeen minutes of rather uninteresting entertainment.
The show starts with a trailer for the
cooling system which is followed by another announcing next week's show, then
nine minutes of the news weekly with another trailer for the next picture included.
Then Jesse Crawford at the organ for
three numbers, "I Want To Meander In
The Meadow," "Hawaiian Sandman" and
"Lovelit Hollow."
"Pirates
of Melody"
proves to be a

musicians play a couple of numbers, but
these are not announced so the public is
left in the dark as to what the original
number was, and the subsequent numbers
that were lifted from it. At the finish, a
couple of tawdry chromos of famous musicians are shown and they fail to mean
anything.
Those in the revue are Jimmie Dunn,,
who is altogether out of place in a theatre
with as much class as the Paramount. His
is small timey and his material has whiskers. Smith and Hadley are bad, while Jue
Fong, a Chinese youth manages to sing a
couple of numbers fairly well. The GambyHale ensemble has ten girls and five boys.
The latter put on a hoofing routine that
was easily the hit of the offering.
It's lucky that they have Paul Ash at
the Paramount this week or there wouldn't
be any show at all.

Strong Show, Weak Feature At Capitol;
'Sins of 1929' and 'Fall Of Eve' Offered
IT is a strong stage show in "Sins of
1929 ' ' offered at the Capitol this week
that will keep the business of that house up
if anything does. The feature "The Fall
of Eve" does not seem to have any draft
at the box office. In the screen program the
outstanding picture was the Hal Roach
Stan Laurel-" Babe" Hardy comedy "Perreceived roars of laughterfect
fromDay,"
the which
audience.
The show runs two hours and twenty-nine
minutes.
The Fox Movietone contributed two clips
to the news. The comedy followed, preceding the "Sins of 1929."
Starting with "Do Do Something" the
chorus worked up the number so that the
Pari Sisters walked on and pushed the song

over to a hit for the introduction of eight
girls depicting the "Sins" of the year, including among them Grover Whalen's traffic regulations, which got a laugh from the
house. The Three Samuels Brothers in a
routine of dancing following pulled down
sufficient applause to warrant them to be
classed as a hit.
"Walking With Susie" by the Capitolians with Dave Schooler conducting proved
a neat orchestra number and a single by
Roy Evans which followed got over nicely,
he offering "Louisiana Louise" and "St.
The Blues."
real hit of the revue however went
Louis
to Dare and Wahl, with their comedy acrobatics. These boys just about mopped
the works in the way of laughs and applause.

Eddie Leonard Personally Appearing
WithLEONARD,
Univer
Lane''
Film
salis "Melod
y however,
The feature,
does not
look as
assisted by a com-

EDDIE

pany of foizr dancers and three musicians is making personal appearances in
connection with the Universal Production
starring him at the Globe Theatre. Leonard
does his former vaudeville act just ahead of
the picture, introducing a number of old
favorites that he has sung in the past and
one of the numbers from the picture.

though it would remain long at the extended run house. The prices have been
reduced there from 2.50 to $1.50 top with
the coming of this picture. That in itself
should be the tipoff as how Universal regards the drawing possibilities of the picture.
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Opinions on Pictures
Twin Beds
Fails To Register Langh Kick
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{Dialog)

MAYO'S stage farce that
MARGA
an uproarious laugh producer
wasRET
falls short of being that on the screen. The
■original cannot be blamed, but the manner
in which the dialog adajitation was made
for the screen must shoulder the blame to
a great extent. Still there were a few
laughs that could not be killed and they
remained. From a box office standpoint
this picture, with Jack Mulhall starred and
Patsy Ruth Miller featured in his support,
ranks as fair program material.
The story in its present shape concerns
the romance of a song-writing doctor of
musical comedies, played by Mulhall, and
a telephone switchboard operator. Patsy
Rutlii Miller. The two meet when she
enters his office to have a wrenched ankle
bound up and he takes her to a real doctor
and then home. They are finally maii-ied
and on their wedding night the husband
is compelled to attend an all night rehearsal of one of his shows. The apartment is situated in the furnished apartment
house where the leading man of the company is living and when he returns home
soused, he wanders into the wrong apartment by mistake. Then the complications
start. The bride on awakening discovers
that a strange man has slept in her apartment all night and when the groom comes
in a few moments later she hides the singing Romeo in a clothes chest. All of the
action that follows is in trying to get the
singer out of the apartment without the
husband discovering that he has been
there. In the end, when the Romeo is discovered by the groom and his own wife,
the little bride tries to explain, but Romeo
finally straightens matters out nicely.
Armand Kaliz and Zasu Pitts, the former
as the singing Romeo and the latter as the
maid to the newly wedded couple, run
away with the picture and give the outstanding performance of the cast. The
part was made to order for Kaliz. Gertrude Astor playing his wife does very well
with what is assigned her. Eddie Gribbon
and Ben Hendricks, Jr., in several of the
early scenes get over in good shape, as
does Knute Erickson.
Al. Santell is responsible for the direction of the picture and he has made it a
rather slow moving romance.
Produced by Fii-st National. Distributed
by Warner Brothers. Running time: an
hour and twenty minutes. Released: July,
1929.
THE
Danny
Brown
Elsie Dolan
Monty
Solari
Mrs.
Solari
Pa Dolan
Ma Dolan
Mazie
Dolan
Bobby
Dolan
Tillie
Red Trapp
Pete Trapp
Jason Treejohn
Mrs. Treejohn
Edward J. Small

CAST
Jack Mnlliall
Ruth Miller
Armand
Kaliz
Gertrude
Astor
Knute
Erickson
Edythe
Chapman
Joeelyn Lee
Nita Martan
Zasu Pitts
Eddie Gribbon
Ben Hendricks,
Jr.
Carl Levinnes
Alice Lake
Bert Roach
Patsy

Pleasure Crazed

Street Girl
RKO'S
(Reviewed

First Musical Talker
by Freddie
(All Dialog)

Schader)

A

Suspenseless Crook
Melodrama
(Dialog)
(Reviewed by
Freddie Schader)

T F "Street Girl," which is the initial all■^ talkie offering of the new program of
production by RKO, is an indication of the
type of pictures that this company is going
to turn out, then one can rest assured that
a new factor has entered the field of making pictures. This production has a real
wallop. The story is not very heavy, but
it is so deftly handled, so humanly portrayed, and so skilfully directed that it
makes it ring true at all times.
Incidentally, in one particular spot in the
picture there is about the best piece of
voice recording that has been heard to date.
It is the opening number at the introduction of the big night club scene toward the
end of the picture where Miss Eaton sings.
From a box office standpoint the picture
has everything to draw audiences. It is
strong enough for a $1.50 extended run,
but if the RKO executives are wise they'll
give it to the picture houses right off the
bat and let them see what box office effect
their new product is going to have. They
can't miss with this one.
The story, based on the rise of a musical
quartette in the night clubs through the
efforts of the girl from Aregon, has a
naturalness and sincerity that is lacking
in most sounders with musical backgrounds.
Betty Compson has starring position,
and gives an effective characterization of
the girl musician, equalling anything she
has so far done in the talkers. In her role,
Betty is called on several times to play the
violin. Whether or not a double is used is
secondary to the fact that her fingering of
the instrument is perfectly synchronized
with the tones secured, and none except
experts could detect a substitution, if one
were used.
John HaiTon, as male lead opposite Miss
Compson, turns in a fine performance that
makes him a potential featured player in
future talkers.
Wesley Ruggles provided a smooth
tempo in the direction, and handled the
story in a manner that got every possible
bit of audience interest out of it. The
screen play credited to Jane Murfin was
nicely developed.
Draiwing Power: Betty Compson and
capable cast in RKO's first talker production. You can safely promise fine entertainment including a good story and much
tuneful music.
Produced and distributed by RKO. From
"The Viennese Ciiarmer" by W. Carey
Woiidcrly. Screen play by Jane Mm-fin.
Directed by AVesley Ruggles. Supervised
by Louis Sarecky. Length 8 reels. Release

'T'HE Monckton Hoffe stage play "The
-'■ Scent of Sweet Almonds" comes to
the screen via the Fox route under the
title of "Pleasure Crazed." Why and
wherefore, no one will ever be able to tell.
The screen adaptation proves to be a suspenseless melodrama regarding a trio of
crooks, a faithless wife and her lover and
a husband who falls in love with the lady
crook of the trio. The resulting complications make for a crook melodrama that the
public looking at it knows exactly what is
going to happen minutes before the players arrive at a piece of business. The
answer is that when the bits arrive accord-

date, August 11,"THE
1929. CAST

Nora
Wcstby
Capt. Anthony
Dean
Alma
Dean
Gilbert Ferguson
Nigel Blaine
Colonel Farciuar
Holland
Peters
Maid

Frederika
Joyzelle
Mike
Fall
Happy
Winter
Joe Spring
Pete Summer
Keppel

ing to schedule as doped in the audience's
minds there is a laugh from them. However, the picture should do a little better
than the average of the Fox product.
A writer and his wife lease a home in
California from a trio of crooks. One,
the girl of the trio, is left in charge as the
housekeeper. The new lessees arrive and
the audience is immediately apprised of
the fact that the husband has brought his
wife from the east to the west coast to get
her away from a lover. But the lover fools
him and follows. Then the husband finds
out what is what at the last minute. He
has fallen in love with the girl crook and
she with him, while the wife has been playing around with the lover, and was even
willing to see her husband poisoned if she
could
lover
and her husband's
wealth have
at thehersame
time.
It's a hokey-pokey tale at the best.
In the cast are Marguerite Churchill as
the ingenue heroine, with her voice recording as harsh as though it was coming over
a rough file; Dorothy Burgess as the faithless wife giving a worthwhile performance
and registering as to looks and voice very
nicely indeed. Kenneth MacKenna plays
the husband, Douglas Gilmore the loverheavy, while Henry Kolker and Campbell
GuUan are the crooks, all giving perfect
imitations in dialect of Lambs Club Englishmen. Frederick Graham playing the
butler really gives the best jx-rformance.
The direction of the picture is credited
to Donald Gallagher, who, while having
turned out a picture, has fallen short of
the mark in delivering anything that might
be classed as worth while. Pictorial direction by Charles Klein fails in having
anything} to recommend it. Douglas Z.
Doty contributed the screen adaptation
with Clare Kummer doing the dialog.
Produced and distributed by the Fox
Film Corp. .Running time: one hour. Released: July, 1929.
THE

Betty Compson
John
Harron
Ned
Sparks
Jack
Oakie
Guy Buccola
Joseph Cawthorn

CAST
Marguerite
Churchill
Kenneth
MacKenna
Dorothy
Burgess
Campbell
Gullan
Douglas
Gilmore
Henry
Kolker
Frederick
Graham
Rex
Bell
Charlotte
.Merriam
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Opinions
Piccadilly
A Fair Melodrama Of London Life
(Reviewed by Fredrlie Schader)
(Sviirhroiiiccd)
"PICCADILLY"
BritishGray
Inter*
national Film is
witha Gilda
as
the star. It has a .jhort four-minute prolog in dialog and the balance of the picture is silent although synchronized with
music. Gilda Gray may have the star
billing of the picture but it is Anna May
Wong who runs away with all the honors.
From a box office standpoint the title of the
picture, coupled with Gilda Gray's name,
should get some money. , It won't prove a
box office smash, but at the little Carnegie
Playhouse it was playing to standing room
toward the latter end of its week's run.
The story is an original by Arnold Bennett, and it deals with the night life of
London. This gives opportunity to show
the "smart" night clubs of London's
West End and the dives of Limehouse.
A. E. Dupont, who directed, has done a
very neat piece of work.
The prolog has the meeting of two
former Londoners. One is running a small
suburban pub, while the other has just
returned from China. The latter recognizes
the former as the one who at one time conducted London's most "smart" and famous night resort. His reason for having
deserted the gay life of the city for the
rural pleasures lies in the tale which he
relates to his former friend.
Gilda -Gray as Mabel Greenfield was his
mistress and the dancing attraction in the
Piccadilly Club, but her drawing powers
had begun to wane and so he took a little
Chinese girl from the scullery, elevated her
to the dance floor and the result was that
business again took on a spurt. But the
secret Chinese lover of the girl resented
the attentions of the night club proprietor
and he killed her. However, it first appears as though the former mistress was
responsible for the girl's death. The
Coroner's inquest finally brings to light
the real killer, when he makes a confession.
Whoever permitted Gilda Gray to take
the role that she plays at Picadilly showed
very poor business judgment for Anna May
Wong's role entirely overshadows that of
the Golden Girl of the box office. The little
Chinese player troupes like a house afire
and makes the most of the opportunity
given her, and what is more she looks
decidedly good. Incidentally, the Chinaboy played by King Ho-Chang is very well
done and there should be a chance for him
before the camera. Jameson Thomas as
Valentine Wilmot, the night club owner,
contributes a decidedly worthwhile performance
Produced by British International Films.
Distributed by World Wide Pictures. From
an original story by Arnold Bennett, directed by A. E. Dupont. Length: Nine
reels. Running time: an hour an thirtyseven minutes.
Released: July 1.3, 1929.
THE
Mabel Greenfield
Valentine
Wilmot
Shosho
Jim
Victor Smiles
Bessie
Night Club Hawk

CAST
Gilda GrayJameson
Thomas
.^nna May
Wong
King
Ho-Chang
Cyril Richard
Hannah
Jones
Charles Loughton
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Picture
"Flying
High"
2 Reels)

"Jazz Mammas"
(Educational Talkie — 2 Reels)
THIS new Sennctt talkie, filmed entirely in
Technicolor, is a treat for the ej-e. The
scenes are laid along a California beach, where
the silvery colored surf breaks, where Sennett
bathing girls disport themselves in bright bathing apparel, and where sea gulls, seen as gray
shadowy shapes, who become, infused with
golden light when the sun gleams on their
wings, fly gracefully against a variety of sky
colors. The beauty in color work greatly augments the dialog and pantomime.
This one is entirely different from the usual
talkie short. It is just the thing for warm
weather, and its bookings will probably cause
Educational no end of joy.
Jack Cooper, Vernon Dent and Virginia Lee
Corbin are the starring trio — Dent going over
great with a characterization of a German detective-crook. He and his band of fellow
crooks go to the Cooper home when a pearl
necklace disappears. It has been stolen by one
of the Dent band, who have their own method
of drumming up trade for the lax detective
business. Virginia and her boy friend, however, see through the ruse, regain the necklace,
and Cooper gives Virginia, his daughter, his
consent to marry.
The plot is a typical Sennett burlesque, the
characters all having a good time acting quite
dippy. With its color, Dent's work and the
Sennett name, its fortunes should be rosy. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

"Buying A Gun"
(Educational Talkie — 2 Reels)
THE Lane Brothers — Lupino and Wallace —
indulge in lengthy and typical English
conversations, spotted with some laughable
lines in this talkie skit, the scene of which is
a fun shop and the theme of which is indicated
in its title. Lupino is the extremely garrulous
and monocled chap who enters the shop and
tortures the proprietor with the most asinine
assortment of questions and other fol-de-rols.
The verbal chatter is very profuse, and is not
relieved sufficiently by pantomime, except in a
scene where the two of them struggle with a
gun, Lupino insisting on firing the weapon. He
finally does so with disastrous results, as the
whole store goes up in smoke when the shot
discharged from the gun ignites the boxes of
cartridges. The skit is built up around a slender idea and it is typically English. For that
reason, perhaps, it will not click so well with
American movie patrons.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"High Waters"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)
GUY ROBERTSON, baritone, tells his listhow thehow
poem,
Waters,"'
to be writteneners and
his "High
accompanist
set came
it to
music. He takes up quite a bit of time in relating all this, but his voice, when raised in the
strains of the song, lifts the piece. Several
added newsreel shots of the late Mississippi
Flood (around which the poem is written) lend
appeal to his singing. All in all it is fairly good
entertainment.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Pathe Audio Review No. 14"
(Pathe Sound Short — 1 Reel)
a marionette show and a GerTHE Riviera,
man peasant wedding mingle to make a
sound reel of good strength. The music is
bright and sparkling, "Riviera" offering scenery
and
crowds aand
gayety,
giving
the
marionettes
chance
to do"Whimsy"
a fine little
act, and
"Svlvan Jov" introducing the sights and customs of the Rhineland.— RAYMOND GANLY.

(Universal

Sound

Collegians —

LINDBERGH
wouldn't
stand ofa Calford.
chance
against the super
air pilots
Due to the ingeiuiity (so convenient in the
movies) of Churchill Ross an airplane device is
perfected which will enable an untrained flier
to
do theLewis
most does
amazing
That's
George
whenairhetricks.
goes up
in a what
ship
in competition with Eddie Phillips. His plane
goes wild, and the groundlings are amazed at
the skill with which the plane is handled,
imagining that Lewis is a crackerjack airman.
That is the gist of the yarn — not a very appealing one and smacking too much of the make
believe. However, these shorts have built up
an enviable following and it shouldn't matter
much if a weak sister trips along every once in
awhile.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

(Universal

"Jungle Jingles"
Sound

Cartoon — 1 Reel)

v^ title of this
which
is abewow
»'/^SWALD
IN cartoon
AFRICA"
might
t'ne
because of the amount of laughs it contains. It is easily tine of the cleverest of the
series to date and all who see it should find it
relishing. The bunny meets a baby elephant
playing golf with his trunk. Oswald gets into
a fight with Mr. Pachyderm and worsts him.
When the huge parent of the elephant is about
to smash
him, aaway
mouse
to the Another
rabbit's
aid
and scares
bothcomes
elephants.
laugh producing incident makes its bow when
Oswald meets a lion, obtains his false teeth
and pursues the toothless animal, biting him
with his own molars. Mighty clever work. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

"An Evening At Home

With

(Vitaphone — One Reel)
old-timer on the American stage^Raymond Hitchcock
— hy
cracks
" a joke, sings a
Hitc
song and gives the movie fans similar helpings of his stock of entertainment. He appeared in films not so long ago, so his name
is probably familiar with a large gathering of
moviegoers. The younger generation will not
be very "hot" for Hitchcock, but plenty of
adults will enjoy his offering. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

AN

"Modern Rhythm"
(Pathe Sound Sportlight — 1 Reel)
BALLET dancing, the dance of the veils,
the Charleston, social dancing, the Hula
Hula — practically all forms of dancing rhythm
are explored in this well presented sound Sportlight. The strong accentuation that the Hawaiians place upon their dancing through the
graceful use of the hands and fingers is brought
out in the scenes on the Waikiki beach. This
Sportlight stands in no need of support from
surrounding shorts. It is quite a nice little
feature all by itself.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Bugville
College Days"
(Pathe Sound Cartoon — 1 Reel)
THIS sound cartoon is really a festival of
the bugs — all Bugville celebrating the joy
of life. Freddy Fly races against Slick Sam
Spider for the honor of wedding Annie, the
belle of Bugville. Freddy defeats his competitor, who is not spider enough to take his
defeat as an upright, honest spider would.
When he tries to steal Annie back, he is foiled
properly and the lovers rejoice. Ingenuous and
bright ideas in cartoon form to trap laughs
aplenty.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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"The Barber's Daughter"
(Educational Talkie — 2 Reels)

Sennett talkie featuring the woes of
ANEW
a flapper's barber father. Andy Clyde,
as the worried razor manipulator, Thelma Hill,
as his petite flapper offspring, Vernon Dent, as
a German neighbor, whose son is attracted by
Thelma, and several others of the present Sennett school work in this one, which is a fair
Sennett himself directed.
talkie comedy.
Some laughs of the genuine brand come popping up in Clyde's scenes. One of them is laid
in a kitchen, and shows him, his head entirely
covered with a lather of soap, trying to handle
a panful of burning bacon and eggs. Not being
able to see he encounters many mishaps. Another good scene shows Clyde puzzling over a
human face which has been painted on the
bald head of one of his customers. He is just
about to shave the false face when he notices
that it has no protruding nose. This scene is
to get a great response. — RAYMOND
going
GANLY.

"Trusting Wives"
(Educational Talkie — 2 Reels)

CLEVER piece of work, as smart as
anything on Park Avenue, and just the
talents of Edward Everett Horthing for therable
charm lurks in its lines and
ton. Conside
slender plot. Adult audiences will appreciate
its subtlety and enticing appeal.
Horton is a poet. His wife knows that he is
women-ridden, and that a new flame is continually causing him to rewrite his sonnets
and entrap another feminine heart. The wife,
however, is unperturbed, splendidly so, and
when an outraged husband bursts into her home,
armed, and vowing to kill her poet spouse, the
wife calmly begins to soothe his fears and those
of his wife and to make them feel quite foolish.
Slick in its garb of polished dialog, this one
hits right home.— RAYMOND GANLY.

A

"Pathe Audio Review No. 16"
(Or Pathe Disc Review No. 209)
(Pathe Sound Short — 1 Reel)

mighty Mississippi rolls majestically
THE
along in "Big River," the first half of this
Pathe Audio Review. "Nautical Styles in
Scarfs," the second half, shows feminine garb
decorated with marine embellishments. The
Mississippi subject is very good and the women
folks will surely be interested in the new styles.
So this reel can be sized up as suitable sound
film fare.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"A Midsummer's Day"
(Pathe Sound Cartoon — 1 Reel)

DOG and a duck annoy the life out of the
much abused Al Falfa. So the old man
seeks relief in sleep. He dreams a pleasant
dream in which beautiful maidens stroke his
brow and kiss him passionately. Old Al eventually wakes up and finds that he has been kissing
a pig during the dream. Good cartoon, with
music to amuse the crowds.— RAYgags andMOND
GANLY.

A

"Pathe Review No. 32"
(Pathe Silent Reel — 1 Reel)
scenes of the Connecticut
BLOSSOMS,"
apple orchards in all their glory ; "Submarine Cinematics," underwater camera work
done in Pathechrome, and "Back to Nature,"
day girl's lightweight dress, comor the presentbine to make this Review a strong little short.
The Pathechrome underwater shots were obtained at Silver Spring's, Fla., and they are
very attractive. This reel should realize a successful conquest.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

on
"The

(Pathe

N c iv s

Picture s

Black Book"

Serial — 10

Picture

Episodes)

THE Black Book — the key to a mysterious
code, upon the unraveling of which hinges
matters
of great
the efl'orts
of
Allene Ray,
girl import,
detective,attracts
and Walter
Miller,
her adoring lover, and a band of desperate
criminals, and starts ten episodes of turmoil
and intrigue with constant danger threatening
the indefatigable two, and a constant play of
heroics and villainy supplying thrills for the
kiddies and others who cater to the serial
mellers.
The director of this chapter-play (it is
Pathe's last — the last of a mighty long line of
serials dating right back to the early days of
the flickers) is Spencer Gordon Bennett, who
has turned out an innumerable quantity of this
type of film. Tom Storey assists him. Joseph
Anthony Roach supplied the story. The photography, by Edward Snyder, is good and capable acting is to be had from Ray and Miller
and their support — Frank Lackteen, Edith London, Marie Mosquini, Willie Fung, Edward
Cecil, John Webb Dillon, Paul Panzer, Fred
Malatesta, Floyd Dillon, Paul Panzer, Fred
Frazer, Clay de Roy and Evan Pearson — a
goodly assortment of movie rogues with mustaches and all.
The first three episodes take their time in
arousing the interest, but judging by what they
contain the prediction can be hazarded that this
will be just an ordinary affair, suitable for the
usual serial worshippers. Undoubtedly there
are some thrills forthcoming in the next
seven chapters. It should get the average reaction.—RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Newlyweds' Pests"
(Universal-Stern Silent — 1 Reel)
SNOOKUMS
and the Newlyweds should
ainuse the average movie-goer who passes
through the doors of the neighborhood theatre.
It has the kid raising mischief wherever he goes
and Mr. Newlyweds tearing his hair and otherwise acting distraught when he discovers the
extent of the darling's playfulness. After the
peace
and by
quiet
of his father's
has been
disturbed
Snookums
so that office
the board
of
directors leave in a rage, the Newlyweds go
home and are besieged by a food utensil salesman. The latter is making his demonstration in
the parlor filled with invited neighbors and he
is progressing nicely until Snookums begins to
bawl up the works and makes the demonstration an ignominious flop.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Stop
Barking"
(Universal -Stern Silent — 2 Reels)

"The Cut-Ups"
(Universal-Stern Silent — 2 Reels)
SOME movie fans will laugh at anything and
that must be the knowledge upon which
many comedies are produced. Kids love to
chortle, so do the majority of adults and so the
occasion for laughing is not overlooked in comedy making even though it be as old as Ann.
Sometimes it's still effective.
This Sid Saylor comedy of the "Let George
Do It" series is not so very attractive when its
laugh output is compared to innumerable other
comedies now going the rounds. George and
his friend think that they have inherited a
fortune, so the friend invites a girlie to dine
with him, George acting as butler, waiter, chief
cook, etc. The girlie arrives with her wh^le
family and George has to do some snappy work
to feed the mob and launch his gags. When
the party has reached its pitch, the boys receive
they Curtain
hadn't inherited
aa telegram
million buttelling
only that
one that
dollar.
descends
upon their struggles with the creditors who
have stripped them of house and home and the
clothes on their backs.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Stepping High"
(Universal Silent — 1 Reel)
ARTHUR
struggles
alongand
in gets
this
Horace inLAKE
Hollywood
comedy
about half a dozen opportunities for laugh making as the fruit of his efforts. While on the
picture set he is the cause of several retakes
when the camera unit shoots a bedroom scene
unconscious of the fact that he is fast asleep in
the bed. After this difficulty, Horace takes up
Apache dancing before the cameras and is
hailed as a "discovery" by a supervisor. This
Arthur Lake vehicle is not much, considering
the talents of the star. At best, it is good for
the lesser grade houses. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Three Game Guys"
(Pathe Silent Cartoon — 1 Reel)
and a Almouse
dogFarmer
CAT,
A
enemiesa of
— turn— all
theirfriendly
hands
at hunting. Among the things they shoot is
old Al's hat and worst of all they shoot it
while Al's head is inside of it. This starts a
chase but the animals elude Falfa who gets
stuck in a log into which his tormentors have
fled. A bear also goes inside the log and to
make matters sadder for Al, the cat, mouse and
dog roll the log down the hill. Cartoon antics
which will draw the laughs.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

THE

"Just In Time"
(Universal Silent Western — 2 Reels)

pull out Tige's tooth by themselves. This section
of the two-reeler is good laugh stuff, but the
quality deteriorates in the second reel which
shows the children and the dog cutting up at
the hotel of Buster's dad. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

Edrange with
Western
\T ILLAINY
mund Cobbonto astall
off danger.
It makes
a pretty good Western feature, with some fast
action and scenic values to give it an interesting time. Edmund Cobb stars as the ranger
who rescues the daughter of a mining engineer
threatened by some escaped criminals. Well,
the ranger does his work, the criminals are
ultimately jailed and all ends happily. Doran
Cox was the director.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"The
Right
Technique"
(Pathe Silent Sportlight — 1 Reel)

Pathe Review No. 30"
(Pathe Silent Short — 1 Reel)

latest Buster Brown comedy has several laughs amongst two reels of average
stufl^. Tige, the dog, has a toothache sd
Buster and
and finding
Mary the
Jane dentist
bring him
to lunch
the dentist's
office
out to
try to

RICE shows how the
GRANTLAND
adepts in the sports of horseback riding,
golf and archery excel. Scenes of their approach, execution and their carrying through
with the least amount of waste motion enable
the mere spectator to appreciate the subtleties
of the various games. Some of the scenes arc
done in slow motion. Interesting, clean-cut and
worthwhile.- RAYMOND GANLY.

Lake region in upper New
THEYork Mohunk
State is offered as a nice bit of scenic
fare. The mixture of trees, water, hills and
sky are a grand sight. Then as a contrast,
"Borneo," the land of the South Seas pygmies,
g. "Dutch,"
unusually
It is
is seen. the
s,
showing
buxom
maids interestin
of the Netherland
is a fresh note to an altogether delightful reel.
ND
—RAYMO
GANLY.
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Conducted
'language?"

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitors

RECENTLY a very close
' friend, not in the theatrical
business, accompanied me
on a short trip outside of New
York to visit about a dozen theatre
managers. On the return trip, as
we were nearing his home, I asked
him what he thoug'ht of the different men we had met and he replied— "They all seemed to be wellbred men but their language was
terrible."
So now we are seeking for that
certain someone who will undertake to revamp the vocabulary of
the theatrical profession.
Boy, — what a job that man could
have. Rebuilding the City of New
York would be a far simpler task,
if you ask me.
Take, for example, performers
back-stage in the theatre. They
are in a world by themselves and
conduct themselves with a freedom
that was born of long association
back of the footlights. Away
from the stage and among the
other folks in life they conduct
themselves as ordinary human beings.
Well, the same is true, to a certain extent, about theatre managers. When they get together
you will find certain expressions,
certain words, and a certain
phraseology that would not be evident were you to meet these same
men among strangers.
But let us dissect the so-called
theatrical language and see what
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this friend of mine took exception
to.
"Lousy" is, perhaps, one of the
most endeared expressions in this
uplifting business of ours. For
some reason or other it expresses
certain things far more eloquently
than any other word.
"Punk" of course comes in
mighty handy when talking about
certain pictures, "Rotten" also fits
in for the same purpose. "Crabby"
is generally used in talking
about

one's bosses around the theatre.
Etcetra, right on down the line.
But, somehow or other, when
they get together among themselves these different expressions do
not sound so off-color. Perhaps it
has taken root so deep that we
would feel that the language was
foreign without them, so we therefore pay no particular attention.
But when an "outsider" hears
these words in the course of a conversation he is apt to misjudge the
individuals or the group using
them. Maybe that is why there
are so many people who still believe that theatrical managers are
a coarse and uneducated crowd,
when, as a matter of fact, a great
majority of them are better educated than the average layman.
Don't for the love 'o Mike, (another sweet expression) misconstrue this little chat to be meant as
a criticism. It's just your Chairman's own little way of filling up
space (?) Believe it or not.
C. E. L.
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Suggestions"

f^V,

A group of suggestions adaptable to any theatre, whereby
you can stimulate added interest in the theatre and receipts.
c^V.

c^V,

f^V>

y These suggestions were offered by Bennett Brandon, of the Playhouse, Great Neck, L. I., and were used by him at various stages
of his career in the show business. Your Chairman added some angles to
,
f-'SV,
the suggestions of Mr. Brandon
andc-^Vwe
honestly believe you can cash in
^ on any number, or even all, of these "Specialty
Weeks."
f^Vj
1. DANCE WEEK.— Tieing up with local dance teachers,
schools, etc., and offering a different type of dancing each night,
possibly with an audience vote as to the best dancer and using
the winner of each night's show for a grand finale on the last
night. Interpretive Greek, Classic, Ballet, Ballroom, Stage and
other types of dancing can be incorporated into this marvelous
suggestion.
2. WEEK OF ALL NATIONS.— In which each night could
be devoted to playing up the folk dances, in proper costume, of
the different country. On this angle you could probably secure
the assistance of local school teachers, children committees of
your Chamber of Commerce, etc.
3. HISTORICAL WEEK.— In which you could have various
groups, in costume and song, presenting historical tableoux and
high lights of history.
4. CHORAL WEEK. — Your local community in song with
the aid of the various church and glee clubs. A sure winner in
any city where singing and choral work is supported.
5. DRAMA WEEK.— In which a different short one act
playlet should be presented by the various dramatic and other
organizations.
6. ORATORICAL WEEK.— A new angle, but one that
opens up a wide assortment of ideas to stimulate business and
get them talking about the theatre. Get the champion orators
of the town or community to compete each night in different
groups. This could also end up in a grand finale talk-fest with
many humorous angles if a wide-awake showman gets behind it.
7. COMPOSERS' WEEK.— Every town in the world has its
share of music composers. Some good, some bad and some
rotten, but if assembled into a specialty week of this kind you
will find that they will bring you money. The "classy" side
might be a special prize for the best musical f^composition
renSV,
dered.
c^V>

^

r

8. CARTOON WEEK. — Like composers, every town has its
share of cartoonistists. Work this up to get them on the stage
in groups each night to make up charcoal cartoons and sketches.
These can be placed in the lobby on display.
9. COMMUNITY SINGING WEEK.— 10 or 15 minutes each
evening for community singing under the leadership of a different well-known music teacher or choral leader. Many good
angles present themselves with this idea if you will sit down
and see what you can make out of it.
10. MUSIC WEEK.— This is perhaps one of the best suggestions because it fits into any kind of house anywhere. Music
always has its following no matter how highbrow or lowdown
the community may be. Presenting a specialty week of music
can be elaborated upon to work out a mighty fine and interesting
program for every night of the week.
11. NOVELTY WEEK.— Can be juggled around in many
different ways. The presentation of magical or other novelty
numbers for each night will stir up added interest and if you
happen to be playing vaudeville then you can always work out
some novelty among the acts on the bill.
12. BAND WEEK. — While not new, this one may have been
worked on the basis of a one or two night proposition. Like
the Dance Week, it can be used to select the local band that
wins the most applause as the most popular and best liked
band in the town.
13. SONGS AND DANCES
OF YESTERDAY.— Presents
many valuable thoughts in connection with such a specialty
week. The offering of a different type of dancing of the past
years in proper costume and with song numbers typical of the
period, would make a mighty fine presentation for any house to
stimulate business.
14. FASHION WEEK.— An elaboration of the Fashion Show
idea in which you line up a group of modists, instead of just
one or two, and present them in the proper manner, surrounded
by some song and dance numbers. An effective tie-up idea
which will bring much favorable comment from any audience.
f^V.

This list of "Specialty Weeks" covers a wide range of ideas and they all lend
themselves to some sort of local co-operative tie-ups. This in itself makes the
suggestions valuable because we all know the great value of local connections in
conjunction with the theatre, and this goes for the big cities as well as the smaller
towns.
Managers* Round Table Club
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''Lobby Laughs" No. 5

Winner"

Bv

Dick

Here we present the story of Guy Kenimer's marvelous "Blue Ribbon
Month" campaign, which bears out our oft-repeated statement: that
anybody's idea is good providing it reaches the attention of a showman
capable of making capital out of it.
Mr. Kenimer does not claim any credit far originating the idea. But
we claim he deserves plenty of credit for engineering it the way he did.
"Real" showmen on the alert for something to stimulate a "dead"
or
quietup.town may find, in this story, just what they need to "pep^'
things
Due to its length, and our limited space, we are running it in two
parts. The second will appear in next week's issue. Read it through
from beginning to end and then file it for use when the opportunity
arrives,
C.E.L,

Kirschbaum

' PY£ WANMA5EE MisBlRTH
STIFICATE?

TH' IDEA'

IV£ NEVER PAID FULL ,
PRICE FOR HIM- NEVER:
WHy-HE'5 0lNLVA

BEEN A PATRON HERE
C1-IILPMma6ine'
its
AN
OUTRAGE / 1VE

FOR YEAWWHy- HE'S.

JU5T PA5SEP lilfiE^^

Planning A Blue
Ribbon Winner

Guy Kenimer, general
manager of the Consolidated
Amusement Company, operating the Tampa, Strand, Victory, Seminole and Franklin
theatres, Tampa Fla., comes
through the Club pages with
the story of a splendid campaign which was conducted
under the name of "Blue Ribbon Month" in the city of
Tampa. Mr. Kenimer does not
claim originality of the idea;
rather does he give credit for
his inspiration to an outline of
a somewhat similar campaign
which appeared in "Publix
Opinion," house organ of Publix Theatres, and credited to
Greater States Theatres. However, Kenimer's elaboration of
the idea was considerably different, more pretentious and
extensive and his plan's success was entirely due to his
initiative and the hearty support extended him by associate
managers of Consolidated and
the merchants and newspapermen of Tampa.
The Mediterranean fruit fly,
a devastating little insect
which raises havoc with the
citrus crop wherever a flock
of them happen to migrate,
brought about an off-business
season in Tampa and was the

means of Kenimer's appearance
before
the Tampa
Merchants'
Association
with his
plan to
generally stimulate trade conditions. That it was not entirely
a philanthropic move, he admits, business at his theatres
having suffered by the depression and the move was an
outgrowth of a less pretentious effort he had in mind for
the five houses under his supervision.

All Merchants

Go-

^is

plan

was

this:

all

members of the Merchants'
J.
ci^
r\
4- ^ On
r^^ ted
Opera
Stun
t Association were to celebrate June as "Blue Ribbon Month." The idea back of the
movement was to offer greater values in merchandise, featuring "Blue Ribbon Specials," "Bigger Bargains for Your
Money," etc. For instance, the five theatres participating
would offer the best programs securable — the best that
Tampa movie fans ever had an opportunity to witness during the month's period. A blue ribbon with a badge at the

'Aint It The Truth ^ Boys?'
top (as reproduced on this page) would be the standard
insignia which was to be prominently displayed in every
possible place. Store windows and newspapers would contribute their share of publicity for the campaign ; hundreds
of hangers, window cards, inserts, cutouts and window
decorations were to be liberally used to carry out the "Blue
Ribbon" idea. Kenimer's plan to boost business was enthusiastically accepted by the Association and everyone concerned bent their backs to the task.

aign

Started

^he

newspapers

fired the

CampWlin i-k Jjdng
V^ll
paign and gun
scored
camof athebuUseye
W/i'fVi A ITonrf opennig
CiH
by breaking two-column stories on front pages. Both papers also generously gave advertising space and used special write-ups from time to time over the period. The
nature of the copy was to call attention of both local and
OLit-of-town patrons to the slashed prices on merchandise
dLiring "Blue Ribbon Month." It Lirged the out-of-towners
to come to Tampa and take advantage of the great sales
advertised by practically every business man in the city.
The papers also carried single column stories on the front
page tisedcalling
attention
"Blue RibbonwasSpecials"
in the issue.
Everytoadvertisement
set apartadverfrom
regular
run of copy by carrying the "Blue Ribbon" badge
of
the campaign.
At the same time Tampa's radio stations were broadcasting tidings of the campaign throughout the entire district.
This was done a week in advance.

theConsoli
The five
Theatr
Q.
. es'
xj-' • Gun
. s
atres,
headed
by dated
Kenmier
^tart l^iring
who was assisted by A. M.
Roy, George Peck, A. B. Heston and O. G. Finley, heralded
the fact that "Blue Ribbon" month was at hand with bigads in the newspapers listing the extraordinary attractions
for the period. The first large a.ds were consistently fol(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
lowed up by smaller ones, all sellin.^ the Blue Ribbon idea.
Trailers were runin advance in all theatres, announcing
the event, and these were followed up with "Blue Ribbon"
trailers on the first week of "The Month." The Franklyn
Theatre inaugurated "Gift Night," every Friday and the
Strand Theatre used "Country Store" during the campaign.
The merchants of Tampa put their shoulders to the wheel
in great style, carrying page ads in the papers, making use
of their windows and other mediums until all Tampa knew
that there surely was a Blue Ribbon campaign being carried on. In fact, everyone entered into the spirit of the
occasion and there wasn't anywhere in the city where anyone could get away from the "idea."

Blue Ribbon Specials at O.Falk's!
^^"LTV. ... w ^-,z. ^,.
A Special Purchase —

iBeginning Today Friday — An Unparalleled Event!

12000 New Frocks

Kiischbaum & Clothcraft
Trupical Worsted Suits

Picture

News

Among the merchants, Tampa's largest department store,
came in on the idea strongest of all. Discs were carried on
sides of all delivery trucks, announcing the event; "Blue
Ribbon" panels were placed in every window (the store
occupies approximately two city blocks of show windows)
price marks on every counter carried the campaign insignia
and all employees wore a Blue Ribbon badge. Blue Ribbon
specials were featured every day, announced on large easels
at every entrance to the store.

^hat Kenimer and his asWas sociates
Ribbon"
"Blue
r-\
T7
1 .
a tremendUn
Everyt
hing
ous. part,played
in .carrying,
the
plan over the top is attested to by the following ideas carried out by the five theatres:
In addition to the
special newspaper
stories and ads a
"Blue Ribbon" special edition was
gotten out. Hangers were placed inside all theatres for
a week in advance.
Hangers were also
placed outside the
houses, and around
borders of all marquees at the opening of the campaign and during
the month. Cutouts
of the insignia, on
which coming attractions were announced, were used
a month in advance
inside each house.
They were moved
outside after the
first week.
Three thousand
hangers (as reproduced here) were
put out all over
Tampa
reading
"WITH US" (at
top of hanger in
blue with white
background) and
underneath, ( i n
white with blue
background)
"JUNE IS BLUE
RIBBON
MONTH." Blue
and white lights
were used on fronts
of all theatres and
blue ribbon decorations were arranged around the box
offices. Four hundred tack cards and approximately eighteen thousand "Blue Ribbon" stickers were stuck on the
heads of bills going out on the first of the month from the
leading merchants of the town.
{To Be Concluded Next IVcc'k)

This will give you some idea as to how the merchants co-operated
on the "Blue Ribbon Month."
Note the way they Imve played up
the title above everything else.

"All For One And One For All
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Here is the latest product
from the fertile brain of that
Lee J. Euring
ever inventing young genius
Lee J. Euering, enterprising
Creates An Eyemanager
of the Majestic
catching Display
Theatre in Springfield, Ohio.
^^— ^^-^— — ^^^^-^^^^— - After that outburst about
Lee, which was really sincere, we must stop long enough
to remind you that he is the youngest manager on the
Chakers Circuit of that state and possibly one of the
youngest in the entire state itself.

This picture will serve to give you a good idea of how
Lee designed a special front display on "Desert Song" for
the Majestic and also how well it was executed by Al Landes the house artist. We must never forget the artist hereafter because we happened to overlook their part of the
display on one occasion and it's lucky we are to be alive
to tell you about it.
But to get back to the serious business on hand. We
want you to know more about this fine piece of work because itnot only is effective but it is also quite inexpensive.
You can figure it all out for yourself by reading the following: Over the box office is a beaver-board panel resembling adesert background in orange and tan. The letters are raised two inches from the background and are
silvered with metallics. If you know this stunt in sign
painting then you can easily recognize the attractiveness
of this part of the display.
The Shadow Box on the lloor resembles a miniature stage
with amber and blue lighting effects, this was also done in
oil paints. This portion of the display was particularly
good and combined with the raised letters on the background, they both created a most satisfactory effect for the
front of the house. Of course Lee gets this break : all of
his displays are set back in an open front lobby and are
not subject to the usual weather troubles that many of us
encounter by having to work on top of marquees, etc.
Another stunt used to great advantage by the entire
group of Chalkies houses in Springfield is the complimentary card which we are also
picturing. This card is sent to
all newsccmers to the city,
sent to patrons on their birthdays, anniversaries, wedding,
etc. Its better to just call
them "Good - Will" messen
gers. That's a nicer way of
putting it, and you boys on

CLUB

the alert for such suggestions should sleep over this one
for a night and then use it.
Now listen Lee, you can't alibi yourself for keeping silent
for any long stretches. We know, and right from your
own boss too, that you are always pulling something new
out there and we want to pass it along to every other member and reader of these Club pages. So, lend me a willing
ear and see that I am supplied with all the news about
your theatre and yourself. Oak?
Loew's State Theatre in
Houston, Texas, through the
Taylor & McCallon efforts of W. V. Taylor,
Arrange A Fine
manager, and Homer McCallon, Publicity Director,
turned
out
an unusually atFront On "Melody"
tractive front for that theatre when they combined their ideas to bring forth the
"Broadway Melody" front pictured here. Mr. Taylor is
shown on the extreme right, and while on the subject we
would correct a possible wrong impression by telling you
right now that it is NOT Joan Crawford in the Box Office.
But, kidding aside, it does look a lot like Joan. Doesn't It?
Besides this part of his campaign. Mr. McCallon put over
some very effective exploitation through the co-operation
of the Western Union Telegraph Co. by sending out telegrams to over 100 presidents of the various Houston Clubs
at the time of meeting. These messages invited the members to attend the showing of the picture. The serial story
of the picture was run with mats in the Houston Press over
a period of three weeks and proved to be one of the highlights of the entire campaign.
A midnight preview of the picture a week in advance of
the showing brought a capacity house and resulted in much
favorable mouth to mouth advertising.
Layouts in three

daily papers, tie-ups with music firms and exploitation of
the theme song via local radio stations also directed much
good publicity towards the picture and the theatre.

"The Birth Of A Merger Rumor"
Rumblings of a proposed merger between Paramount, Metro and Fox were heard along Broadway
only recently, just because the current Paramount program features Metro's "Broadway Melody"
hit, "Wedding of the Painted Dolls" and "That's You
Baby" from Fox's Movietone Follies.
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Bob Mitchell, whom we
have
mentioned previously
Bob Mitchell A
in issues of the Club pages,
Combination Organ- and who is the popular radio
organist, and now manager
ist And Manager
of the Riverside Theatre in
^~^~'^^—^^'"^^~^^'~^~" Jacksonville, has been pulling many interesting stunts as a combination organist and
manager.
We are trying now to coax Bob to send us the details
of his activities so that we may in time pass them on to
the large membership and readers of the ROUND TABLE

pages.
Supposing you stop keeping everything
and tell us all about what you are doing
the Riverside in Jacksonville? We will look
early reply, but thanks in advance just the

R. D. Hutchings of the
Portage Theatre in Portage,
R. D. Hutchings Is Wise, a link in the Brin
Theatre Chain, recently
Using Many Novel
came forward with some of
Exploitation Ideas
his latest stunts, and we
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ thought
^"-^-^^^^^——^^^-^^^^
they were particularly well designed for use on the Club pages. Hutchings
has been keeping his nose to the grindstone and causing
the customers to flock to the Portage for their entertainment, which left him very little time to write us about his
activities.
But the delay was
XriK^S^^

\

Ju^Hanging Arouhd Your
Door Knob to Tell You Not
to Miu Seeing th«

MnVlP

'

worth the stuff he finally did send
The tag, which we show here,
was distributed as a plug for the
Movie Baby Contest which he
staged at his house with great
success and the wording lends itspirit
good
^^'^ ^° promoting
among the fans who come
out

Havc 20 adult, read ihia announceineiil and iiga, and
briog to the HOME Theatre Sunday night. Ma, 12th and
you and your pal will be admitted lor one paid admiwton.

I STARTING

SUNDAY,

HOME

12th

THEATRE

"KING OF

The GreatMt Serial Play Ever Offered

THE

nd the Beat in Sdent Drai
10 Week! of Stunts and TbiiUi
Bigger than Tarzi
We the Undertigned Have1 the
Reul
the Above
Migbty"

JUNGLE"—

you
them thereafter.
watch
Don'tof
praisetell
a picture
to the skiesBut
unless
it isyour
reallystep.
worthy
such praise and your patrons must go home satisfied that
what you have told them is the truth.

A. R N I N O I
Don't let tlie greatest talking, dancing, singing picture of all time* slip from
your grasp without seeing it

STARTS TOMORROW

A stfatotit from the shoulder open letier from R. D. Hutchings. Mgr.
Brin's Portage Theatre

StmA toe time t have been In theatre business I have always wanted
ta. be connected with a, theatre that is Qrst with the best, and NOW.
my- very dreftm has been answered.- I have the privilege ol showing
day atad date the plctore that BROADWAY Is clamoring to see and
Rear at %Z.^9 a seat and the Madi^n and Milwaukee Brln Theatres
are standing people in long lines for every performance. } am proud
to present to you in yrtur own theatre THE GRANDEST TALKING.
SINGING production ever put on. lt'6 vmrlh $2,6i> a seat. yes. and even
more but will be showa at NO ADVANCE IN PRICES.

I

have, however, seen some worked
Wednesdayjhursday
so bad that the theatre only
and Friday
brought down a lot of hard feelings from the parents of the baApril 10, n and 12
bies. So unless you know how to
Come and Help the Comhandle this one, lay oflf until you
mittee Select tiie Wintner
get some dope. Plenty of advice
of Oui- Baby Movie Co8te»t
here at Club headcjuarters and
more to be had from the members
who have handled it. So get posted before you get into
trouble.

FOR 3 BIG DAYS

Come early for the best seats

most always bring packed houses

to the theatre staging them.

Saturday afternoons. And
maybe you will need some
sort of a stimulant at that.
Kiddy shows are getting kind
of hard to handle with sound
pictures robbing the kids of
their favorite westerns and
slapstick comedies, etc. But
the wide-awake manager can
still pull 'em in if he uses his
head plus the right stuff to
show them. Right?
Here we show you one of
R. D.'s newspaper ads and we

want you to note the "personal" message which Hutchings used in connection with
this ad. This is the type of publicity that is bound to attract attention of the theatre-goers and if you deliver the
goods they will place implicit confidence in anything else

Contest
wui.v
on the door
va
Ihis
typeging
^ h^r^
of contest,
pro-f^^^^it^
t knob.
ntes
Baby Co
perly handled and publicized, will

Portage[e Theatre
iheatre

MAY

AT

a^Mwj

n's
_ At Bri__

News

On the serial stunt, Mr. Hutchings, used an old gag
with a new slant and no doubt about it clicking. Just read
it over and the story is better explained than were we to
go into a lengthy description
of it. You can work it very
BOYS and GIRLS
well
to pull 'em
into this
the summer
kiddie matinees
on

THE

a secret. Bob,
down there at
forward to an
same.

Picture

TM£

100% ALL
TALKING,
SINGING,
DANCING

LV

R^DESERT^
^

Come prepared to,see and hear the supreme achievement of modern motion picture production!

Another Stamp of Approval!
"/ have been reading the ROUND
TABLE pages in the NEWS for sometime
and have found them most interesting and
profitable^ and shall do my share towards
helping make them more so, if at all possible.
Dick Lender, Mgr.
Homestead Theatre
Lakewood, Ohio

Owing to the (ength of the production shows' wilt start promptly at 7:00 4 9:30.

PORTAGE

Last Time Tonight

STARK MAD
100*?^ All Talking

We

Ooors open at 6:45

TONIGHT
IS
LADIESGLASSWARE NIGHT

rather like the stuff which Mr. Hutchings contributed to the Round Table pages and sincerely hope that he

follows it up with some more. It's the type of material
that lends itself to use in most any theatre anywhere and
that is what we are constantly on the alert for. We would
also like to get his picture for use with the next article
we run about him and the Portage Theatre.
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da Found
H M Roii
V;
MO
^*T
"NeWS
Story Good
For B. O. Results

How

KOUND TADLt

a manager,

always

^^^""^ ^° ^""^ ^°^ ^^ ^^" '"^"

prove business in his theatre, took advantage of such
an opportunity, could be
blended right here into a
^"^^"^■^^^^""^^^^"^ corking good feature
story.
But truth and frankness compel us to merely sit back
and grin with satisfaction because we feel that we completed our task, in this particular instance when this manager made money, and still continues to make money,
from one of our ideas.
Mr. H. M. Rouda created quite a stir when he passed
on the good word that "Brownie Club" matinees had
brought him many extrk dollars.
Rather than go too deep into the subject we prefer to
reproduce his own letter. There is only one point that
we wish to correct. Mr. Rouda's idea for the Brownie
Club was not printed in the Club pages but appeared in
the front of the book as a feature story.
J

RATOAN 1UOI.F

(iiosKis SEinqoi-D
H m Roudd, tTldndqer

LANE COURT
CEnlER

THEATRE

STTiEET. HEAR CLARK

CHlCAqO

t.:r. Charles E Lewie,
Chairman & Editor
"lianagere' Round Table Club"
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave.
i-iew York,
Dear i«r .Lewie;

Although I aD practically a tall ender
"dope"
Club,nevertheleB«Tl-rea(J-your
In
everyJoining
week. your
In fact
It 1b the first page I turn to
when your paper reaches me.
I enjoy reading this section and have
found some very -helpful Ideas, especially so' Cliff C.
Chellew's
"Brownie Club". I hav« followed his Ideas
on this club and have Increased my bua^jiaaa every
i:e you
Saturday. The'enclosed sheet and card will give
the "low down" on It.
Trusting you will keep up the good work,
"111 do' all In my power to prove a worthy member,
.vishlng you success,!

am

„,

Very truly yours

LANE COURT TH"ATR-;

We hope to hear many more nice things from Air.
Rouda, who is now an active Round Table member. How
he keeps the business up to par is what the other boys

CLUB

that Fred keeps us all informed, via the Club columng, oK
every detail of this change.
The

STATE

Stage Presentations
AM A MapvcO*
FoOcC ti Co.
Ai B
Kno(0(es a Horsl
A« c
BoseboU Four

AalB

Snuthem O Sttrit
MUtodo Kamblers

We also received a copy of the anniversary program
which Mr. Schmuff turned out recently, but due to the
colors used it would be very difficult to reproduce, however,
we will just tell you this: it was as fine a piece of Avork as
we have ever seen and certainly was a credit to Mr. Schmuff
and the State Theatre. His regular weekly program we are
showing with this little story, and you will agree with us
that it is interesting and well laid out without being cramped
too much. The stage attractions are carried on the back
page and do not conflict with the screen part of the entertainment, in this way they do not clash and confuse the
patrons who may be trying to decide which is the best part
of the show, the picture or the vaudeville.
We would like to hear from the State Theatre quite often
in the future and if we head in a southerly direction this
summer, then Fred will have to play host to your Chairman.
What do you say F. G.?
Is that O. K. with you?

Tom E. Roberts, Jr.,
Now At Palace In
Jamestown, N. Y.

Tom

E. Roberts, Jr., formerly of the Ritz Theatre in
Mansfield, Ohio, has now
become affiliated with the
Palace and Winter Garden
Y.
Theatres
in Jamestown, N.

Tom, as we said once before, is a "chip of the old l)lock"
when
comes to theatre
His indad,
"Tim"
Roberts,it connected
with the management.
Madison Theatre
Mansfield
until it burned down last year, was one of the keenest
showmen we met in many miles of our travels.
Tom Roberts is now the advertising manager for the
two theatres named above and in addition he is the assistant manager of the Palace.
The Round Table Club extends to Tom their best wishes
for all the success he deserves in his new position and we
are sure that he will more than make good. As advertising manager he should be able to furnish the Club with
the details of many interesting* stunts and campaig-ns.
How about it, Tom. And best regards to the Dad. We
hope to meet him up at Cedar Point next month.

will be glad to read about. Let's have all the glad tidings
H. M. and your own picture as well. Thanks in advance.
Fred G. Schmuff, managing director of the State
Fred G. Schmuff
Theatre in Baltimore, Md.,
was another showman from
Uses Real Showthat
city to enroll in the Club
manship For State
just recently. The State has
""""""^^^^■^"""""■"^^^ gone into "sound"
pictures
since May 27th, in addition to their regular policy of vaudeville and it will be interesting to learn how the Box Office
reacts to the new addition to the State policy, we only hope

"/ wish to thank you very kindly for my
membership TABLE
certificateCLUB.
in the MANAGERS'
ROUND
Is made up
beautifully and occupies a prominent space in
my office.
G. B. DePauw
Capitol Theatre
Newark, N. Y.
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Activities among the
J. Real Neth Theatres, in
Cohimbus, Ohio, continues
reaj'ardless of the weather.
Which is just exactly as it
should be. And from that
— '——^— '"'——''-— ^^^ go-getting
organization we
have before us some of the recent exploitation and other
stuff engineered by Jean La Roe, their energetic publicity
director. Believe it or not, but Miss La Roe can teach a few

You Can Take Some
Tips From Miss
Jean La Roe, P. A.

cards and spades to a lot of us "he-men" a who
cornerthink
on we
all have
eood
NeTHS'
ideas.
Which should call
for some sort of an
explanation, i. e., —
Just recently one of
the largest department stores in Columbus advertised in
their daily newsTRIUMPH

H>^

LnuraiHPlANTE
&
JOSEPH ICniLDKRHUT
^
AINA RUBEHS
COHBIHIHG

THE SONC

WITH THE BOOK

HITS rROM
BY

EDNA FERBER
CCC

*^

''HI ORIGINAL UEGFELD

MCAI» "'L^ MORGAN

■•■

AUNTJSniNa

STARS

JflLES BUDSOE

---'"

Hovirroiuws
HO «■>¥«■« ID rVICBS

.

''^"

"The
paper ad that would
Red Dancer"
appear at the store
through the courtesy
at the Grand Theatre where the
Dolores Del Rio picture of that name
was playing. Appearing incog., thif
dancer grabbed off a
lot of publicity for
the theatre and the
picture and, just to
make it still more interesting, this same
dancer appeared in

one of the restaurants of Columbus, also causing quite a
stir, both in the restaurant and in the newspapers.
Another eft'ective tie-up of Miss La Roe's was on Davey
Lee m "Sonny Boy," through which kiddie shops, department stores and other merchants were sold on a co-operative
publicity stunt. All meaning in our own 'langauge"Business."
But we do not want to pass up attention to this ad which
we might caption "A Study In Black And White," by
M. F. Bragdon, who specializes in the ad copy for the Neth
Theatres. Although this ad was run 3 columns by 9 inches
deep, our own reduction of it for reproducing purposes
shows how effective an ad it is as in much smaller space;
and thereby, again, hangs a tale quite old, but always appropriate. Awell laid out ad does not, necessarily, need smearing all over the newspaper page to be attractive.
Since his story about "The
Carl M. Osborne
Letter," there has been quite
a little silence from Carl M.
Contributes Some
Osborne of the Sigma Theatre in Lima, Ohio, but we
New Exploitation
felt that sooner or later Carl
would come into the limelight again and so we bidded our time. "Success" has
crowned our wait. Just the other day the mailman pulled
up at Club headquarters with as nice a member-letter as
we have received in a long time and he deposited said letter upon our anxiously waiting desk and we perused it from
beginning to end and re-perused (we like that word) it
until it's entire contents were digested.
So now we feel physically able and ready to pass the

TACLt

P i c t ii re

N eiv s

CLtC

news on to our many members and readers. And how. . . . ?
With illustrations 'n everything. That's the way we like
to hear from the boys. With photos, samples of the various stuff they use, etc.
Carl sold "Movietone Follies" with a mighty fine campaign which took in about everything of interest in and
around Lima. Confectioners were lined up who imprinted
all their paper bags with copy that struck the right note.
You can judge for yourself on the cut with this story.
Restaurants all over the main street in the town served
their customers with napkins nicely imprinted to give the
picture and the theatre a good boost. An attractive exchange heralds on this picture was also showmanlike imprinted with good business getting copy. We might add
that he furnished a lot of the imprinted paper bags himself
and that gave him an entree into the chain store, a class
of store that is almost impossible to get a plug into. But
Carl managed by furnishing the bag for their candy departments.

NOW

IS YOUR

CHANCE

TO CO TO THE

•FOLLIES OF 1929'
OC Coot,, ,t, a. .h.

Take a Bag of Gi-antV
PURE
CANDIES

SIGMA

(^'M.ylib#^4

Because In The Greatesi 100% Singing, Dancing
Musical Sensation Evei Produced

Talking

SEE

THEN

You-1) War.r

Tht

MuMi

o1 tht

Wondetlul

Them-

"B

Al The

''% vKf tIi1|M

V ^W^

\

SIGMA

All Talking. Singing, Dancing

rw^

^ j&BtBil
^^^^rti

B^^QI

^"

Wilh Vou T<i
and HEAR

FOLLIES of 1929

Sonp*

1

lOIIIIS

-Ted.B»ii
THE LJt^Gl «i;EnFTI]iBAM>

Buy the Thetne Songs
S^ccladc
At Our Music Counter
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\
\
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CHEVALIER

\

/

"Innocent* CM Pam"

\/

V

On the "Follies" herald, he also effected some music
store tie-ups whereby he added their names to some of
the heralds. This brought about a co-operative stunt
through which nine music stores, 10c stores and department stores distributed these heralds and mailed them to
their large mailing lists. Not so bad.
On "Innocents of Paris" he used handkerchiefs containing what I suppose was the French definition of what each
use of the "kerchief" meant in that country. At any rate
it finished up with "going to see the picture" and since the
hanky could stand a couple of blows, I suppose they were
in demand.
Don't remain silent too long Carl. We like your stuff
and don't forget your promise for the campaigns you work
out on "Noah's Ark" and "On With The Show." They
should be eood.
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We told you a lot about
this young man just recently
via an interesting story
about his activities at the
Benton Theatre out in Kansas City, Mo. Now you can
"^■^^^"■^^^^■^^^^"■■^~ meet him "face
to face"
through a photo taken a few years ago while he was visiting the Paramount Studios on the West Coast. As a matter of fact he is standing at the entrance of the studios in
this photograph.
Jno. W. Creamer represents the newer and more

Please do not forward mats for reproduction on the club pages. Send us the photographs and we will make the necessary cuts.
Managers' Round Table Club.

Just To Give You
An Idea Of How
J. Creamer Looks

aggressive
type of today.
showman in the industry
\ot that the old-timers
need any pepping up, they
too have, in most cases,
kept stepping with the
younger bloods, but J. W.
is really typical of the gogetting manager.
Just as you read with
much interest about his
recent activities out at
the Benton, so you will
read about his future doings as fast as he "shoots"
them into Club headquarters. We are always glad
to play up the kind of exploitation that Creamer
puts over and we know
that our members and
readers have much to look forward to in the immediate
future. Keep your weather eye pealed for his ideas and
see if you can't play around with them so that thev fit
your theatre and requirements. It won't cost you anything
but the time, and, who can tell, it may bring you some
added business.
If you are on the lookout
for
attractive art work, perAI Weiss Turning
mit us to reproduce
three
Out Some Fine Dis- composite
photographs
showing
but a very slight
plays For Theatre
type of this work
the
of
idea
^_^^_^___^_^_^^^^^^
^-^— — ^-^— ^^— — ^
^Q^ being done under the
supervision
and according
to the ideas of Manager
Al
Weiss, of the Florida Theatre, in St. Petersburg, Fla.
These photos, if you can make them out, show a variety
of cut-outs, silk screened processed window cards and one
sheet art i:)anels, among other disjilays.

It is this type of stuff which is going a great distance
keeping Mr. Weiss' theatre before the public continuously.
And perhaps accounts, to a large extent, for the great
measure of success that the Florida Theatre has achieved
in St. Petersburg.

CLtC

G. B. Ddlum Gives
Some New Slants
On
Advertisements
^—^

Here's one from our old
friend "G. B." Odium, who
is now running the Capitol
Theatre in Elmira, New
York.

—^^—-^—'^—-—^^—— another
crowdis
_
"G. B."oneby ofthetheway,
for
pin
or
butt
a
of
sort
some
upon
insis
are
who
on
ting
all managers to wear so that they can immediately be
identified to each other. This especially applies to visiting
managers from other towns. However, G. B., do not despair, we are hard at work on this phase and hope to have
some news for you and the rest of the boys shortly.
We don't want to finish up anything about G. B. without showing something he has done up in his theatre.
This time we just suggest that you look over the three
teaser ads which we are reproducing on this page.

A LOAD T

YOU'LL
FORGET

THE HEAT
OF THE
STREET

When You See

"ALIBI"
'

At The

CAPITOL
All Next Week
Starting 11 P. M.
SATURDAY
After Regular Show

The Next SpeciaUy
'
OF Selected
De Luxe
Entertainment
•
THISAt The
CAPITOL
IS ALL
TALKING
TINGLING
THRILLS

"ALIBI"
starts 11 P. M.
Saturday After

ALLRegular
NEXT Show
WEEK

IT'S A 1
HIT

>

TALKING
ALL
TINGLING
THRILLS

"ALIBI"
Starting at The

CAPITOL
11 p. M. Saturday '
After Regular Show
ALL NEXT WEEK

Instead of running these teasers in the customary way,
pushed into any part of the paper that suited the local
compositor's frame of mind, they were worded and designed for some specific spot. One was on the sport page,
another on the society page, while the third was the home
section of the paper. This type of teaser advertising is
generally efi:ective and we recommend it to all those who
have a i)icture that lends itself to such advertising.
Regarding the rest of your letter, G. B., you will read
more about it on the Club pages in the near future.

MONTAGUE SALMON
and his activities in Macon,
Ga., will be one of the outstanding features of the Club
pages next \¥eek.

Watch For It!
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WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

FRANK HAMERMAN
is the managing direcior of the Savoy Theatre in
Bethlehem, Pa., a house specializing in
tlie presentation of sound pictures.
Which, ■ in our language means: some
good stuff to look forward to from
Frank. What say, are we right or are we

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S
729

ROUND

LE CLUB"York

TAB Ave., New
Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

apply

for

right?photo
But so
listen,
Hamermann,
we'd you
like
your
the boys
can see what
look like. Suppose you send it along
right away so I can use it in an early
issue. Thanks.

City

membership

in
M. COHEN'S introduction into the
M. R. T. C. takes us on a long jump
to Soerbaja, East Java, D. E. I., and
that's traveling some, we'll say. Mr.
Cohen is connected with the Universal
Theatres, in East Java, and from reports
received here at Club headquarters, his
record is perfect. We hope his membership will mean as much to him and we
fellows in the U. S. A. as the So. African
group.
We
hope so, anyway.

Theatre
Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

Here's

the

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

J. WYNBERG
is another distant
member. He is managing the Rialto
Bioscope, away of? in Buitenzorg, West
Java, D. E. I., and is another new member from Mr. Lim's territory. We can
only repeat about Wynberg what we
had to say about Cohen. They certainly
should be able to pass on some mighty
interesting "dope" to the rest of us.

Blank

JOIN NOW!!
AN

ORGAmZATION

OF
BY
FOR

MEMBERS!
CHARLES N. MUSSER hails from
the Opera House in Shepardstown. W. Va.,
and only a short juinp from Washington,
D. C. which puts him in a pretty active theatrical territory and therefore an interesting
location from the Club viewpoint. Listen
Charlie, can you shoot us some of your
recent exploitation stunts? Photos too, if
you have any. But remember, to be active
you must keep in touch with the rest of the
gang through the Club columns. It's up to

*

* *

THOMAS
HUNGERFORD
handles
>ou.
the Crawford Theatre, in Chicago, 111., a
sound house of some 1.200 seats. How
the boys in Chicago are selling the pictures to the public should make interesting reading for the other members.
Mr. Hungerford can start ofif as an active
member if he would oblige us with some
details of his more recent campaigns.
How about it, T. H.? Thanks, anyway,
in advance.
IRVING BARR happens to be a manager whom we have Jieard about several
times, and so we are unusually glad to
welcome him into this great organization
of showmen. Somehow or other we feel
that Irving belongs right with us. His
particular job is managing the Windsor
Theatre, in Chicago, and from that theatre we will look forward to receiving
some interesting and profitable suggestions. How about it, Barr?
HARRY HILMS is the head of the
West End Theatre, in Chicago, and doing very well at the game of attracting
business to that house. How he does
it and what means he employs to put
his exploitation in the front rank is
what your Chairman and the other members are anxious to find out. So, Harry,
it's up to you to furnish the details.
Make it by return mail and then see that
your photo is included.
Thanks.
PHILLIP SOLOMON
manages the
Paramount Theatre, in Chicago, also
with a sound policy. But Phil might
loosen up and tell the "gang" how he is
pulling the customers into that house of
his. And a little more information about
himself would also help us to properly
introduce him all around. Make it real
soon, will you, Solomon?
Thanks.

AND

THE

News

Proposed by Samuel Goldbatt:

Name

I'

Picture

MANAGER
— OUR

**ALL FOR

SLOGAN

AND

ONE

ONE

FOR

—

ALL**

ALEX. BINENFELD is the managing director of the Pershing Theatre,
out there in Chicago. But in order that
we may tell the other Round Tablers
more about him we are going to try and
coax some information out of Alex.
Start your membership off with a nice
short letter about yourself and your past
experiences in the show business and we
will then know what to expect in the
way of an active member. We gcnerallv
can judge their future value to the Club
by their first letter. Maybe we are
\\rong sometimes.
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Baltim
ing
Repair
e 's
st The
atrore
Olde
FORD'S seTHEATRE,re, historic
playhou
of Baltimo
which
has just been taken over by A. rC.
Erlanger interests, is being renovated thoroughly and the work is
progressing on sand cleaning the
facade. When the work is completed the natural color of the
beautiful red brick will be shown
giving it an appearance which it
has not had foi years.
A decree directing that $12^S,000
be paid to Mrs. Claire J. Ulrich
Whitehurst by the executors of
the estate of the late Charles E.
Whitehurst, former theatrical magnate of Baltimore, was signed recently by Judge Eugene OTJunne
in Baltimore.
A new feature on the amusement page of The Baltimore Daily
Neivs, each, day, is a box headed
Movie Clock in which the first run
theatres and their attractions are
listed with the starting times of
the performances.
Harry Van Hoven has resigned
as publicity representative for the
New, Baltimore, Morris A. Mechanic, proprietor,, due to pressure of work at Carlin's Amusement Park, Baltimore, in which
Mr. Van Hoven has an interest.
E. E. Pensel, resident manager
of Loew's Stanley, Baltimore, has
gone on a vacation and during his
absence his work will be done by
Harry Werner, assistant resident
manager
at Loew's Century, Baltimore.
Charles Raymond, Loew's city
manager, Baltimore, in charge of
Century, Stanley, Valencia and
Parkway, has returned to his work
following a two weeks' vacation at
a shore near Boston, his home
town.
Mrs. Mike Maloney, wife of the
manager of Loew's Valencia, Baltimore, has returned to their home
from the Woman's Hospital of
Maryland, where she underwent a
major operation.
Two more residential houses in
Baltimore will soon be wired for
showing sound and talking pictures. They are Pacey's Garden,
South Baltimore, operated by Walter Pacey and The Dunbar, colored.
The Astor, a residential house,
Baltimore, operated by Robert
Kanter, reopened to the public
July 15 with sound equipment.
During the two weeks it was
closed, the house was renovated
thoroughly and Mr. Kanter had
new linen covers placed over the
chairs and a new curtain hung
from the proscenium arch on the
stage.
A fortnight's vacation is being
enjoyed by M. J. Cullen, managing director the Palace and Columbia, Washington, D. C, at
Newport and Narragansett.
Randolph Winslow Shellman, 8,
son of J. M. Shellman, motion
picture editor of The Baltimore
Sun, had to have anti -toxin shot
into him recently after having had
both feet punctured with rusty
nails while playing.

k

Fox Branch Mgrs. And Salesmen Congregate
At Chicago Hotel For Sales Discussion
have closed their doors indefinitely.
W'alter Altland has joined the
Chicago sales force of First National and will cover Western Illinois.
A change in territories places
Roy Nolan in Chicago suburban
districts for Pathe while Sig.
Decker will cover the North side.

managers
FIVE branch
SIXTYand salesmen
representing Fox
exchanges in the Middle West,
gathered at the Stevens Hotel last
Saturday and Sunday (July 13 and
14) for a two-day meeting, during
which the company's new product
was reviewed and sales policies discussed .Speakers at the sessions
were John Nolan, E. C. Grainger
A. B. McCullom, "the flying exand C. W. Eckhardt, Chicago manhibitor," was in Chicago last week.
ager. Victor McLaglcn, who has
McCullom, who has a reputation
been in Chicago for several days,
for erbeing
minded,"
is the ownand who is touring the country on
of two "air
planes
and between
these
a vacation, was guest of honor at
and his theatres in Hoopeston is
a busy man these days.
a dinner Saturday. Exchange representatives were present from the
Fred Bartow, manager of the
is,
ng
followi
cities : Minneapol
Ohio, Lima, O., paid a visit to the
Milwaukee, Omaha, Des Moines,
Motion Picture Nezvs office in CliiKansas City, St. Louis and Chicago in quest of the past two iscago.
sues of the magazine, which he
missed since starting on a vacation
Walter Scates, pioneer film man,
who died in Boston last week, was
tour that is taking him to the cool
spots of Northern Wisconsin. The
well known to many of the oldtimers in Chicago. Many years
Ohio has been closed for the summer.
ago Scates conducted the Theatre
Film Service here in association
Ann Cushman, formerly booker
with Sam Hutchinson and Fred
at RKO, has taken up new duties
.Aiken.
with United Artists Corp.
Great States Theatres has closed
W. O. Butts, general manager of
the Plum and Lyric theatres at
the Crystal, Joliet, 111., and this
Streator, 111., for Great States
property will be converted into a
Theatres, has gone to California
store. The Orpheum will be refor a month. Don Hoobler, formodeled and reopened with a polmerly at Bloomington, 111., is tak- . icy of silent pictures, while the
ing his place in Streator.
Princess, temporarily closed, pending the installation of sound, will
A tremendous cheering was
heard all along Film Row early
play a program of sound pictures.
Monday morning, emanating from
The booking department of First
National has been moved from the
the Universal building in such volsixth to the fifth floor and will be
ume and gusto that folks inquired
of one another if the football seaoperated under the direct supervison had been prematurely opened.
sion of R. C. White, office manaInvestigation, however, disclosed
that the celebrants were a part of
ThewillSheridan
on Chicago's
side
open August
2 under north
Fox
the Columbia Pictures Corp. delemanagement with a program of
gation just back from their sales
ger.
talking pictures and Fanchon &
meeting in Hollywood, who had
Marco stage shows. The Sheridan
adopted college tactics to give the
avenue some idea of their enthuis one of the city's de luxe houses.
The Parthenon Theatre, Berwyn,
siasm over their new line-up.
Those in the party were Jack Cohn,
111., which has been in the hands of
vice-president and treasurer of
receivers for some time and operated by the Chicago Title & Trust
Columbia ; Rube Jackster, assistant sales manager ; C. Mackain,
Company, passed into the hands of
superintendent of exchanges ; Al
the L. & T. division of Balaban &
Hodes, advertising manager ; Jack
Katz last week. The Parthenon
Bellman, district manager of
and two other houses originally
Greater New York, and Joe Mc
built by Gregory
Bros.
Conville and Abe Montague, in
Added to the list of vacationers
charge of the New England terriare : S. J. Vail, credit manager
tory. Others in the party were F.
of the E. E. Fulton Co. ; George
H. Knispel, Chicago; Sam GilPratt, poster man at Pathe ; J. N.
lanty, Washington ; Harry WerHowland of First National and
ner, Philadelphia Joe Miller, Bufwife, and R. C. Herman and famfalo ;Harry Astor, New Haven ;
ily, also of First National.
Jack Young, Detroit ; J. Sharkey,
Two theatres in Kenosha, Wis. — •
Pittsburgh ; Lee Goldberg, Louisthe Roosevelt and the Vogue — have
ville ;Abe Kaufman, Indianapolis ;
been closed except for Saturdays
George Rosenbaum, Albany ; Wm.
and Sundays.
Weinshanker, Milwaukee, and
The Auditorium, Libertyville,
Louis Weinberg, New York.
111., has been renamed the La Villa.
Sound is now being installed.
Everything indicates that a record-breaking crowd will turn out
Tom Ronan, general manager for
at Linconshire Country Club on
Great States Theatres at Decatur,
111., has been transferred to DanFriday of this week for the Midwest Film Golf Tournament.
ville in the same capacity. Paul
The River Terrace, River Grove,
Witte, assistant to Decatur, succeeds Mr. Ronan.
111., and the Montclair,
Chicago,

ColumbiaBuysSkirbolI
Cleveland Branch
RES
CORP.
has PICTU
bought out
the
MBIA
COLU
Cleveland Columbia exchange,
owned and operated by W. N.
Skirboll. Negotiations were definitely closed last week. The new
Columbia exchange will be opened
on the sixth floor of the Film
building late in July, with Herbert
Kaufman as branch manager. L.
F. Weintz, office manager under
the Skirboll regime, will continue
with the organization in a similar
capacity, as will also the entire
office and sales force.
Ideal Theatre, Akron, was
wrecked last week bv bombing, and
the Liberty was threatened with
similar action. Special police protection was ordered for all neighborhood theatres.
Charles Kranz, local United Artist sales manager, was host to some
hundred guests at dinner at the
Hollenden Hotel last Thursday
night.
Milton Bryer, one time owner
of a string of six theatres in Akron, last week sold the Waldorf to
Max Fedehar.
Carl Hohage, formerly booking
manager for Ohio Amusement, has
joined the local Fox organization.
He has charge of the sale of the
Fox silent product in Cleveland and
Akron.
Earl Seitz last week purchased
the Star, Sandusky, from his
father, William F. Seitz.
The Strand, Smithfield, is
closed, according to report, and will
not reopen.
Jack O'Connell, who as manager
of the Vita-Temple Theatre, Toledo, has made a name for himself
through his clever exploitation
campaigns, resigned last week. He
has formed a connection as general manager of a large theatre
chain, but will not make a formal
announcement of this connection
until September. He is spending
the rest of the summer abroad,
sailing on the Aquitania on August 4th. Jim Manton, assistant
manager of the Vita-Temple under
O'Connell, succeeds as manager.
Lester Zucker and Jack Flannery are two new managers of the
Cleveland United Artist's force.
Flannery was transferred from
Cincinnati.
M. A. Malaney, in charge of
publicity at Loew's theatres, was
presented with a pen and pencil .••.et
by Dolores Del Rio last week.
Howard Price Kingsmore, general announces
manager of that
Loew's
theatres,
the Ohio
Mall
will inaugurate change of policy
on July 29th, when the second runs
with two changes a week will be ,
superceeded by first run policy,
only one picture a week.
Frank Hines, manager of the
Palace, and Paul Brokow, exploitationist. were hosts to a number
of friends and newspaper men last
Wednesday at the Cleveland Airport, where they enjoyed airplane
rides with Roy Mitchell at the
controls.
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The El Capitan, Frisco
Enjoys 1st Birthday
BIRTHDAY! That
HAPPY
is what Manager J. J. Cluxton said to all his help at El
Capitan July 6th. For the large
Mission house is now one year old.
The theatre, which was almost two
years in the course of constructi'ii,
has enjoyed unusual business since
its opening.
Friends of J. Campbell, able publicity manager of the Embassy and
Marion, were sorry to hear of his
auto injuries, recently. He is
slowly getting better.
Karl Kruegar, formerly at the
Opal, Hollister, is managing the
Case Grande, Santa Cruz, for T
& D Jr. Enterprises.
Bob Hazel spent a very pleasant
week with John Cluxton, manager
at the El Capitan.
Jimmie Woods, of Reading and
Red Blufif fame, was very busy
along Film Row getting everything all set for the opening of
sound in both theatres. The Red
Bluff Theatre opened June 23, and
the Redding followed on June 27.
Jack Marpole, manager of the
Tokay, Lodi, was a recent Sun
Francisco visitor.
Al Oxtaby has returned from a
trip to Sonora. where he attended
the opening of sound pictures.
Mrs. Yates, operating the Empress, Alturas, was in San Francisco recently looking over sound
equipment.
Mrs. Geer, manager of the California, Turlock, spent several days
in San Francisco recently.
Tocchani Brothers, managers of
the Strand and Rose, Santa Rosa,
visited Film Row recently.
Lou Harris of the Rialto, Stockton, was in town last week.
Horatius Harvey, Operator of
the Pajaro, Watsonville, visited
Film Row recently.
J. Roberts has been made manager of the Embassy Theatre, Sm
Francisco. He is voung and popular.
A. Court and his son, manager
of the Court, Livingston, were in
San Francisco looking over sound
equipment.
Leo Weiss, who operates the
Lakeport, called on friends along
Film Row recently.
Billy Citron is taking a few
days respite from his duties and is
at Richardson Springs.
C. A. Dickersbn, who operates
the Isleton, Isleton, paid a visit
to the local Film Exchange recently.
Mrs. Bates, owner and manager
of the Setab, Portola, visited Film
Row recently.
(ius Jolinson of Newman was
seen along Film Row recently.

Seattle, Wash., Theatre
Exchange Briefs
ANN()UN("EMENT
been
rcce'ved from J. T. has
Spickett,
prominent exhibitnr of Alaska, to
the effect that he has sold his Palace, Juneau, to Mary Pauly, the
transfer to become effective immcdiatclv. Miss Pauly is the daughter of the owner of the Gateway
'I'heatreburbaninhouse.Kirkland, Seattle .suSeveral hundred Northwest exhibitors, film exchange people and
press representatives were guests
of Manager Bob Blair of the Seattle Theatre and Neal F.ast, man-

ager of the Paramount exchange,
at a midnight preview last week.
Joe Cooper, genial press representative and advertising director
of
William
A. Hartung's
Orpheum
Theatre,
last weekNewpassed
the cigars in honor of the arrival
of 9-pound Joe, Jr.
Dominic Constanti's new Riviera,
Tacoma, Washington, was opened
to the public last week, following
the final decorator's touches, as
aijplied by Carl R. Berg of the
National Theatre Supply Company, under whose direction the
theatre was furnished, equipped
and decorated.
This has been vacation week for
the bookers, with Jimmy Brooks
of Fox and Al Carlson of Pathc
both departing for their annual
rest periods. Brooks plans an intensive fishing campaign, and Carlland. son will visit his family in PortArchie Holt, right hand man for
Frank Bligh of Salem, Oreg(jn,
spent a few days on Film Row
last week in the interests of his
southern circuit.
Other exhibitors who appeared
on the Row included Carroll Barney of Arlington and Marysville :
C. D. Stickney of the Concrete
Theatre at Concrete ; and Kern
Spears of Randall and Onalaska.
Another theatre opening last
week was that of the Monroe Theatre at Monroe, Washington, operated by Mr. Beardsley. Work
on this house was also handled
by the local office of the National
Theatre Supply Co.
Guy G. Maxey, manager of the
newly instituted Vitaphone exchange, arrived here last week to
take on his new duties, after
spending several weeks at the Vitaphone office in San Francisco,
learning the ropes.

Exhibitor News Notes
From Portland, Ore.
CONSIDERABLE changes and
shake-ups have been made recently in the ranks of musicians,
and organists. Many have taken
to the parks.
One of the farthest north picture houses, the Palace, Juneau,
Alaska, has been purchased by
Miss Mary Pauly. For a number
of years past she has acted as
chief operator at her Dad's house.
Gateway, Kirkland.
R. J. Stumbo, has taken over
the Hollywood, Salme, Ore., and
has had samei thoroughly renovated.
Some months ago the Rialto,
Glendive, ' Mont., was robbed of
$450. It was found that four were
in the bunch who committed the
robbery. One turned states evidence. He was given from 20 to
40 years in the penitentiary at
Deer Lodge, while the others each
drew 40 years.
J. F. Bradley has purchased the
Rose, Garbaldi, Ore., from A. B.
Curtis. W. LaMinter has taken
over the Highway, Redmond, Ore.,
from C. E. Wicks. Fortna and
Warren have purchased the Columb'a, Arlington. H. S. Oleson
was former owner.
Bieger Gustafson, formerly with
the National Theatre Supply Co.,
Chicago, has been transferred to
the Pacific Coast and will call
on the trade in Oregon and Washington.
Rav Grombacher, Spokane, has
added to his chain of theatres by

taking over the house at Coeur
D'Alene, Ida., which will be
equipped with sound entirely renovating and renamed "Grombacher"s Audian."
Pantages is replacing vaudeville
and pictures in tlieir houses on
the Pacific Coast with legitimate
road shows during the summer.
United Artists and Rivoli
houses, under management of J. J.
Parker, have dispensed with their
organists.

Several Utah Theatres
Install Sound
of edQua'iations
install
durinstall
been
toneD have
SOUN
ing the past few weeks at a large
number of Utah theatres including
the Lyceum, Ogden, Utah ; the
Strand, Prove; the Star, Payson
and the Orpheum, Cedar City,
Utah. It is announced that twenty
other installations are to be completed by August 15th.
E. Hugo Strickland former manSalt Lake
branchager ofoffice
here, Tiffany-Sta'd
and now in
charge of San Francisco branch,
was a visitor enroute east.
The Cameo Theatre at American Fork, Utah opens with sound
this week. The Springville, Utah,
also opens this week with sound.
The theatres at Price and Helper, Utah, are reported to be undergoing sound installations, as is
the theatre at Midvale, Utah.
A. Brown, District
for M. Tiffany-Stahl,
was Manager*
in Salt
Lake City a short time ago.
Clarence Brown of Smithfield,
Utah, is among exhibitor visitors.
B. G. Thatcher of Logan, Utah,
and G. W. Thatcher also of Logan,
accompanied by Assistant manager
S picker were visitors along film
row.
The Strand, Provo, is opening
with sound equipment.
David McElhinney, for some
time connected with Pathe as Montana sales representative, has become associated with the Fox Film
Corporation this past week and
will cover the Montana territory
Ben T. Ritchie of the Great
Western Film Laboratories here,
is reported to have just incorporated the business. Eight more
salesmen have been added to the
sales force recently.
Allen Usher, in charge of the
Salt Lake Paramount exchange,
left a few days ago to take up his
managerial duties at the Minneapolis branch office. The managership at the local exchange has been
assigned to S. F. Gulbransen.
Wilford Williams, operating the
Victory, Kemmerer, Wyoming, has
been visiting Salt Lake exchange
managers.
Mell Stringham of the Colonial,
Ogden, Utah, and S. B. Steck of
the Lvceum, Ogden, were anion:;
exhibitor visitors seen along Film
Row liere recently.
J. 1^. Thamert, exhibitor of
Boise, Idaho, spent a few days in
Salt Lake this week.
Carsten Dahnken, formerly associated with the American, Salt
Lake, and at this time connected
with the operation of the Egyptian, Boise, Idaho, became the
proud father of a baby girl this
past
Theweek.
local Tiffany-Stahl office
personnel here expects to be in the
new building wh'ch is being constructed along Film Row here, by
about Julv 25th.

Mo.
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Voters
Endorse
Sunday Shows

"I 7 0TERS

of Maiden, Mo., on

y

July
12 shows
endorsed
motion
and Sunday
other Sunpicture
day amusements by a vote of 224
to 202 at a special election. The
vote was taken after Protestant
clergymen and others of the reform element had conducted a
campaign
against Sunday amusements.
The Clayton, Mo., Methodist
Church is using motion picture to
promote local interest in the
church and to increase collections,
etc. Recently a Homecoming Sunday was observed and motion pictures were taken of the 'Sunday
School and the general congregation. These will be used as a permanent record for the future.
The Skouras-Warner organization plans to return Ed Lowry as
master of ceremonies at the Ambassador. Harry Rose, who substituted for Ed, has already returned to the Missouri and Frankie
Masters is back at the Granada
after handling the Missouri stage
shows in the absence of Rose.
Lowry is about to set an all-time
record as a master of ceremonies
at the Ambassador. He put in his
appearance at the Skouras house
on September 7, 1927.
Bids will be closed July 20 on
the Robinson Realty & Investment
Co. new theatre at Robinson, 111.
The house will be one-story on a
site 50 by 145 feet and seat 850
persons. It will cost about $30,000.
Barney Rosenthal, manager for
Columbia Pictures Corporation returned July 15 from the Hollywood, California, convention.
Harry Strickland, f <i r m e r 1 y
salesman
for Tift'any
Pictures Mo.,
and
Bill Karstetter
of Columbia,
have gone to New York on business.
Out - of - town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row during the
week included: Mrs. I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111. ; John Rees, Wellsville.
Mo. ; John Goodnight, De Soto.
Mo. ; Ralph Zimmerman, Warrenton, Mo. ; Bob Cluster, Johnston
City, 111.;
Ta_\ lorville.
111. Dominic
; Logan Fresena,
Wood, Jappa.
111.; C. Qine, Ellington, Mo.; Elvin Weeks, Staunton, 111.; S. Roman, Benld, 111.; Rav Peart, Gdlespie, III; Ed Fellis. Hillsboro.
111., and Bill Porter of Louisiana.
Mo.

Pincus Becomes Mgr.
Of Omaha Paramount
r^ HARLES PINCU.S, cousin oi
^^ Harry David, Publix division
manager, has succeeded Raymond
B. Jones as manager of the Omaha
Paramount. Mr. Jones has been
transferred to the Metropolitan,
Houston, Texas.
Miss Eva Mahoney of The
World Herald staff is temporarily
doing publicity for the World
since recent resignment of W. D.
Meek.
Milton Schwarzwald. general
nuisical direction RKO and stej)father of Edgar C. Zane of the
Omaha World Herald photographic staff, inspected the orchestra of the Omaha Orpheum
Theatre last week. He conferred
with Manager Ralph W. Thayer
and Division Manager ClaudeSaunders of Minneapolis.

Julx
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Indiana Theatre Bldg.
Bought By O. Co.

Provident Savings &
11 HE
Trust Co., of Cincinnati, O.,
d the Lawrence Thehas purchaseng,
atre buildi Richmond, Ind., on
a bid of $54,395.36. The company
recently brought foreclosure proceedings against the H. B. Jenkins, Inc., Los Angeles, owners.
Ted Pence, manager of the
Messner and Orpheum, Attica,
Ind., for a number of years, will
take over the management of the
Strand and Lyric, Monticello.
These two theatres have been in
charge of Clinton McFerren, who
was connected with Attica for a
long period. Air. McFerren will
be placed in charge of the Alessner
and Orpheum, and Mr. Pencg will
divide his time between the two
cities, overseeing the business and
operations of the four.
Judgment for $10,000 is asked
by Lena McCart in a suit for damages filed in Muncie, Ind., Circuit
Court against George S. Challis,
operator. Claim is made that the
plaintiff on April 9, when she visited the theatre, fell against a seat
and was injured and later had to
undergo an operation as the result
of her injuries.
D. B. Cockrill, Newcastle, Ind.,
theatre man, has accepted a position as manager of the Delaware
district of the Stanley Company of
America. He will supervise sixty
Stanley theatres.
A contract for decorating the
new Paramount Theatre, Anderson, Ind., has been awarded to the
Instrum, Huhrke Co., of Chicago.
Y. U. X. Young, of Gary, flew
here in his Monocoupe recently and was joined by the
architect and contractor and others
building the theatre. The theatre
will be decorated in Spanish atmosphere. It is planned to open
for business in August.

Changes In Policies Of
Several Fla. Houses
MANAGER
HI>:STON, of the
Strand, Tampa, decided to
change his schedule of two changes
of program weekly, to three, for
the summer months. New arrangement is pulling increased receipts.
The Italian, Ybor City, is going
to take another try at tab shows,
starting next Sunday. Summer
business has been showing up decidedly "off."
Cecil Ross, owner of the Apopka, Apopka, is branching out. He
has taken over the Isis, Orlando,
which has been dark for the past
six months, and expects to get results with an offering of big pictures, second run, at 10c and 15c
prices.
The Rivoli, Ybor City, are also
making special summer prices.
Regular scale of 15c and 3Sc was
cut this week to 10c and 25c. The
usual Wednesday, two for one
offer, will be continued. On this
day each week two people are admitted with one ticket.
Ralph E. Phillips, who came to
E. J. Sparks
when
the Arcady.
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Jacksonville, was taken over by
that company from Publix, is in
charge of both the Rialto and
Republic theatres during the Summer.
The orchestra of the Florida,
is still out. The orJacksonville,
chestra has been reporting to the
theatre twice daily.

C. B. Ellis, manager of RKO's
exchange ; Scotty Chesnutt, manager of Paramount's exchange, and
Cowan Bain, manager of Universal's exchange, have all returned
to Jacksonville, from national conventions of their organizations and
are back at work.
M. Kauffman and T. J. Hicks,
business men of Copperhill, Tenn.,
have taken over the Ocoee Thea'tre, formerly owned by W. C. Sullivan. The name has been changed
to Cherokee Theatre.

Fire Damages Dixie Li
Uniontown, Pa,
FLAMES on July 8 destroyed
the rear of the Dixie, Uniontown, Pa., causing a loss of about
$30,000. TTie fire was confined to
the stage and adjacent parts of
the building, having been checked
on the auditorium side by the asbestos cur^tain. The building_ is
owned by Jacob Davis, of Uniontown, and leased by the Penn-State
Amusement Co.
Announcement has been made
that the Harris Amusement Co. of
Butler, has increased its capital
stock from $60,000 to §350,000.
Don W. Ross, manager of
Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, accompanied byMrs. Ross and their
three children, Donald, Kingsmore
and Gloria, motored to Canton,
Ohio, on a vacation trip of two
weeks, early in July. The Regent
was meanwhile managed by Charles
McLeary, assistant manager of
Loew's State, Providence, R. I.
Announcement is made by the
Comerford Amusement Co., Scranton, that when the Poli, WilkesBarre, and the Capitol, Scranton,
both Comerford houses closed for
the summer, are reopened about
Labor Day, they will be fully
equipped with latest sound devices.
Samuel H. Ronen, assistant

toona, the system was put into
operation for the first time on the
morning of Saturday, July 13, and
worked splendidly. There were
special ceremonies to dedicate the
device. Mayor John J. McMurray,
of Altoona, turned on the power and
made a few appropriate remarks.
The auditorium in the two-story
building being erected by the Comerford Amusement Company, which
adjoins
has been the
leasedComerfords'
to William Capitol,
Golden,
manager
of
the
Park
Hotel,
Pottsville.
Announcement has been made b\the Comerford interests that they
have acquired control of the Keystone, Williamsport, and will take
over its operation.

Rochester Theatre Now
In Control Of H. HaU
I'i^ ULL
control
the Rochester
last week
was ofpassed
to Henr\Hall, vice-president of the Greater
Rochester Properties, Inc., owners
of the house, by agreement of other
officials of the firm. H. M. Addison is retained as manager.
After seven months as city manager of the three Publix houses,
the Eastman, 3,400; Picadilly,
2,259, and Regent, 1,510, Melvin
J. Murphy last week was transferred to New York, leaving affairs of the three houses in the
hands of resident managers. It
was said at the time of Murphy's
him.
transfer
that no one would replace
Fay's Theatre, first house in
Rochester to launch an all-sound
policy, closed last week for the
summer. Repairs and renovations
will be made before the reopening
in August.
Martin Dryer, manager of the
Publix Regent, is on his honeymoon in Pennsylvania and Eastern New York with the former
Miss Margaret Morgan of Rochester. They were married in Rochester.

Kans. Bombing Leads
To Conviction
ANOTHER
warning
was issued
to stench bomb
throwers
last
week when Bob Wharton of Junction City, Kas., was fined $200 and
sentenced to sixty days in jail for
throwing a stench bomb in the
Marshall Theatre, Manhattan. Kas.

manager of Loew's Midland, Kansas City, has returned to his home
in Harrisburg and announced he
has quit the tlieatre business.
Sound equipment has been inPreparations are being made for'
a division meeting of M-G-M manstalled in the San Toy, neighboragers and salesmen from Denver,
hood theatre in Reading, controlled
Des Moines, St. Louis. Omaha and
by Equity Theatres, Inc.
Kansas Citv in Kansas City June
A Pennsylvania charter of in29 and 30.
corporation was granted at the
In this day of low-priced synCapitol in Harrisburg, on June 25,
chronous devices the Crane, Carto the West End Amusement Co.
thage, Mo., has purchased an Orof Pittsburgh. The corporation is
chestraphone.
capitalized at $5,000. Samuel
The Apollo, suburban house of
Gould, Pittsburgh, is treasurer, and
the incorporators are : H, M.
Kansas City, has closed for sum mer.
Hauck, Bellevue ; G. Schwartz,
The Gladstone, suburban house,
Pittsburg; and B. Strauss, Pittsburgh.
has purchased Western Electric
Three Reading theatres, the Rex,
equipment and a new Simplex proRivoli and Victoria, curtailed their
jector. The Lindbergh, also suburban house, has inaugurated a talkperformances during the hot weather of July to the extent of being
ing policy.
Mrs. Charles H. Barron, wife of
open only on Saturdays.
the
owner
of the Kansas and Cozv,
After eight weeks of work rePratt, Kas., wasted
no time in
quired to install an elaborate aircoming to the Kansas City market
cooling and cleaning svstem, at ?
cost of $30,000, in the Strand, Al- this week, traveling by airplane.
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

News From Pittsburgh
Pa., Film Row
RICHARD
JENNINGS
completed
plans
for
the has
rebuilding of his Grand,
Greensburg,
destroyed by fire last February.
The Vitaphone office in Pittsburgh is now opened. Heretofore
discs had been furnished to local
theatres by the Philadelphia
branch.
Overriding the opposition of the
Ministerial Association, the Women's Qiristian Temperance Union,
and other reform agencies, the
Citizens' Board of Huntington, W.
Va., have voted 14 to 6 to veto
an ordinance prohibiting Sunday
P'cture shows.
The Calvary Episcopal Church,
one of the leading churches in
Pittsburgh, is presenting motion
pictures each Sunday evening in
lieu of a sermon. Policy will obtain during the summer.
Jerry Castelli is the new owner
of the Liberty, East Canonsburg,
formerly conducted by Mrs. Arcuri.
David Miller , popular theatre
owner of Homewood, has taken
over the Grand, Phillippi, W. Va.
The Colonial, Sharon, is being
extensively remodeled. Peter Pegadiotes is manager.
Mary Starr, cashier at the Ritz,
downtown Pittsburgh, frustrated
an attempt to palm off a fake $10
bill at the box office recently. An
aught had been glued on a $1 bill.
The man was arrested.
City Council,. Pittsburgh, has
tabled the Mayor's suggestion that
pictures be shown in city parks on
Sunday evenings.
Ralph Walsh, zone manager for
the Warner theatres, has been
transferred to Cleveland.
Audrey Littell, secretary of the
Film Board here for eighteen
months has been transferred to
Chicago. She is succeeded by
Leone Matthews.

All But 4 Of Famous
Ont. Houses Wired
owned and
operated
by
ALL buttario,
four
theatres
in OnFamous Players Canadian Corp.,
have been wired for sound pictures, according to Qnarles Dentelbeck. Famous supervisor of projection just prior to his departure
for St. John, N. B., to provide for
the installation of equipment in the
Imperial, recently acquired from
E. F. Albee and closed for installation and other changes.
Immediately after the closing of
the new Capitol, Cornwall, Ontario, for a sound installation, the
Palace was re-opened after beingdark for months with a silent picture policy. The Palace will continue to operate after the Capitol
gets under way again.
To provide for the wiring of its
14 theatres in and around Montreal,
way
United Amusements, Limited,
Montreal, has offered important
stock rights to its common shareholders in the ratio of one new
share at $25 for each four held.
The installations are already under
wav.
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CUSSIFIED ADS

Cincinnati
TheatreExchange Building

Situation Wanted

CINCINNATI will have a new
$500,000 building on Central
Parkway, which will include a
thoroughly modern theatre, together with space for various
branch exchanges, included in
which will be Fox, AI-G-M, Universal, RKO, United Artists,
Pathe and Educational. Projection
rooms equipped for both silent and
talkies, will be installed in connection with the branch ofiice

EXPERIENCED M A NAGER, small town or city.
Salary reasonable. Writes
copy. Box 575, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. C.
MANAGER : Twelve years
experience in all classes of
theatres. Ten years with one
chain organization. Married,
sober, reliable, honest. Can
give best references. Address
Box 560, Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Val■entine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.
, ARTISTIC THEATRE
FRAMES— Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Gem Frame
Co., 2805 Brighton, Kansas
City, Mo.

Southern
Exhibitor
Trade Briefs
SAENGER'S Strand, New Orleans, became a talking and
sound house Saturday.
Paramount's Memphis branch is
planning to move into new and
larger quarters, the company having signed a long lease on a structure n<iw being built on South Liberty Street near Cleveland Avenue.
J. P. Masters, manager of the
Capitol, Bowling Green, Ky., has
had the aisles and promenade on
the first floor and also the aisles
on the balcony re-carpeted with
Ozite. The panels of the walls
have also been covered with Ozite
beneath the beautiful tapestry just
hung. Draperies have also been
placed off the balcony and just
above the ground floor and to the
rear of the balcony. The stage has
been draped to meet these sound
conditions.
The Gaines, Pineville, Ky.. is
soon to inaugurate sound policy.
The projection booth is being enlarged, new seats are to be installed
and other improvements are to bo
made.
The Odeon, Augusta, Ky., has
gone in for sound, having instalkd
Movietone.
Sam and Harry Switow, of the
Switow Theatrical Enterprises,
Louisville, spent the week end at
Crab Orchard Springs, Crab Orchard, Ky,
Four student managers, enrolled
in the Publix Training School, left
Knoxville, Tenn., Sunday, June 30,
to return to New York for resumption of their class work and studies
there. They have been in Knoxville for a month receiving practical instruction under City Manager William Drumbar, and Managers Dave Whyte, W. F. Brock,
and John Hannon.

space.
Gus Lambrigger, exhibitor, Orrville, Ohio, recently injured in an
nicely.
automobile
accident, is progressing
Kaypee, Mt. Gilead, Ohio, will
have Sunday shows hereafter, according to agreement reached between management and local ministers.
Report current in Hamilton,
Ohio, will have Sunday shows
hereafter, according to agreement
reached between management and
local ministers.
Report current in Hamilton,
Ohio, that newly-formed Hamilton
Theatres Corp., has leased new
house to Fourth Avenue Amusement Co., Louisville, Ky., for 20
years. Work on new theatre expected to begin soon with completion early in 1930. Policy, vaudeville and pictures. 2,000 seats.
John Schwalm, manager Rialto,
Hamilton, is proud of his two sons
now at Culver, Ind., military college. Both boys are officers.
Ralph E. Reisinger and Chris.
Chacos, exhibitors, Coshocton,
Ohio, were arrested for Sunday
showings. Held under $200 bonds
awaiting grand jury action.
Box-office safe of the Columbia, East Liverpool, Ohio, was
wrecked by yeggs, who fled with
approximately $100.
Oxford, Oxford, Ohio, Ed.
Keen, manager, will be remodeled
throughout, and talkies installed.
Keen will also build new $50,000
house.
John Krupa, featured organist,
Capitol, Steubenville, Ohio, resigned and returned to Pennsylvania, where his parents operate
theatre.
H. P. Harpster, formerly with
Warner Bros.' house in Pittsburgh,
was made manager of Alhambra,
Canton, Ohio, recently acquired 'ny
Warners.
Strand, Piqua, Ohio, is being remodeled into hotel by William J.
Love, Jr.
Mechanicsburg, Ohio, joined
ranks of Sunday shows. Byerly
Bros, owners Rainbow, opened for
Sunday performances for first time
in liistory of the town.
Family, Cincinnati, is installing
Vitaphone and Movietone, new policy of talkies to start July 20.
Thia( makes Libson's Cincinnati
houses 100 per cent sound.
GockI-AH Talkie Sales Co., recentlv incorporated in Cincinnati to
handle sound devices and theatre

EMPIRE

equipment. W. A. Kaiser, L. A.
Snitzer and Max Friedman interested.

Containers
"
"

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

N ew s

Margaret Ware, of the Rose,
Thompson, Ga. ; Charlie Powell, of
the Strand, Moultrie, Ga. ; H. H.
Macon, formerly of the Pal, Vidalia, Ga. ; L. G. Hobgood, of the
Dixie, Bowden, Ga. ; R. L. Martin,
of the Martin theatres at Columbus, Ga. ; L. H. Joslin, of the
Nmth Street, St. Petersburg, Fla. ;
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Wallace, of
the ;Langdale, Langdale, Ala. ; W.
Ga.
C. Sullivan, formerly of the Ocoee,
Copperhill, Tenn.; Charlie Jabaley, of the Jabalex, La Grange,

The Strand, Bellefontaine, O.,
has been equipped for sound pictures.
J. M. Schine, head of Schine
Theatres, Inc., conferred last week
with Attorney Clay Huston at
Bellefontaine, O., relative to the
proposed erection in Bellefontaine
of a 1,200-seat talking picture and
vaudeville house.
J. N. Weiss, manager Victor.
Columbus, Ohio, has obtained five
year lease on house from Frankel
Amusement Co., Cincinnati.
L. C. Swank has purchased
Dreamland, Minerva, Ohio, from
H. B. Betz.

Oklahoma And Texas
Regional Notes

James Resigns As Mgr.
Of Capitol, Atlanta

rp OR the first time in many
*• years, Newkirk, Okla.,
has
turned into a twice-a-week movie
city. Newkirk's only theatre will
show only.
on Saturday and Sunday
nights

THOMAS
JAMES,
ui
the best H.known
and onemost
popular showmen in the Atlanta
district, has resigned as manager
of Loew's Capitol, a position he
had held since last August.
Mr. James has made no announcement as to his plans for the
future and, up until Friday of this
week, his successor had not been
named. Until a new manager is
selected, Lionel H. Keene, Southern division manager of Loew's,
Inc., will operate the Capitol.
E. C. Collins, formerly of the
Biltmore Theatre at Buena Vista,
Fla., while on a visit to Atlanta,
announced that he has taken over
the Pal at Vidalia, Ga., formerlv
operated by H. H. Alacon, and
that the house will be under his
active management on and after
July 22. The Pal is to be redecorated and will have ventilating system improved.
That the Summer demand for
equipment continues brisk is evidenced by the following orders reported this week in Atlanta.
Oscar Saliba, Lincoln, Dothan,
Ala., rebuilt Motiograph projector
equipped with Mazda lamphnuse
and regulator ; L. D. Joel, Ritz,
Jacksonville, Fla., Hertner transverter, 2-unit Simplex ticket seller, Newman ticket chopper and
coin changer : Ray Howell, Hartselle, Hartselle, Ala., two Simplex
machines equipped with Peerless
reflector arc lamps, Hertner transverter, American sound screen,
Cinephor projection lens and 316
chairs: Mrs. M. K. Ware, Princess, Thomson, Ga., carpets for
aisles and foyer, with Ozite padding ;American sound screen with
frame and tw.o motors for Simplex
projectors; O. C. Lam, DeSota,
Rome, Ga., complete heating and
cooling system, lighting fixtures,
lobby display frames, two Simplex
machines.
Visitors to the Atlanta Film
Row recently included :
E. R. Collins, who recently
bought the Pal, Vidalia, Ga. : Mrs.
H. t. Wood, of the Strand, Washington, Ga. : Leon Cazin, of the
Cazin, West
Tampa,
Fla. ; Mrs.

FILM
MODERATE

I to 10
II to 50
51 to 100

Picture

VAULTS
PRICE

$ .75
50
40

FILM

Over
Cases

100
per

STORAGE

J. W. Colvin and associates of
Houston will erect a new theatr.at Fort Worth, Texas, to cost
around $200,000 and to seat 1,750.
Gene Segall has purchased half
interest in the King Scenic and
Supply Co., Dallas.
The Palace, Fayetteville, Ark.,
has nistalled one of the new type
slow speed cooling systems.
_ The BuflFalo Engineering Co. has
mstalled a large type Arctic NuAir slow speed cooling system in
the Regal, Gatesville, Texas.
Ralph A. Morrow, southern division supervisor of Tiffany-Stahl,
with Jack Huey, Dallas manager,
L. C. Baxley, New Orleans and
Jack Groves, Atlanta manager,
have gone to Detroit, Mich.
Lee Riley has opened a new
business in Dallas, Texas, under
name of Special Pictures Co., and
will distribute independent and
otherwise.
H. C. Houston has purchased the
Astor, Rusk, Texas.
Abe Silverberg has closed his
Crown, Houston. Texas.

Rob Milwaukee House
For Third Time
THEwas Oriental,
Milwaukee,
again
the scene
of a hold-up
on Sunday night when two voung
bandits walked off with $1200.
This is the third time in 13 months
that the Oriental has been robbed.
Stanley Gross, manager, his assistant manager, and an usher were
compelled to kneel on the floor
while the bandits piled the cash
into a laundry bag.
Sam Ludwig and M. Kaufman
have taken over the Rex, Kaukauna, from Mrs. Lydia Andrews.
L. C. Schrader, manager of the
Lyric, is arranging for the instalment. lation of Mastertone sound equipLou Christ, manager of the Columbus Club. Green Bay, spent
Tucsdav in Milwaukee exchanges.
waukee, returned
two
J. B. Cullen
of thefrom
Studio,a 'Milmonths trip through Europe.

INC.

Containers.
month, 20 t o 25 reels

$ .35
1 .00

Bryant 2180-2181-2182

July

20,
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RELEASE CHART

COMPLETE

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
yitlj
AellU (Revolt of the Robots)
Flames of the Volga
In Old Siberia iKatorga)
Krassin
Lash of the Ciar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchanko
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Casr
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Rijsslan Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coining
Title
Arsenal.
General Line, The
Her Way
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Length
Rel. Date
Mar. 23 ... . 2900 feet
Mar. 30 — 7000 feet
July 20 . 6500 feet
Fel). 19 . . .7000 feet
Feb. 9 — 6800 feet
May 11 — 5600 feet
April 13 . . . .7000 feet
1^"'^?
^,^.^
Feb. 1 . . .6500 feet
May 18. . . .6500 feet

Title
Passing Show of Perak, The
Pep Up
Question Marks
Richest Street In the World
Rubbing It In
Served Hot
Smart Steppers
Social Prestige
Sole Support
Studio Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise Wimmln

Reviewed

Attractions
Rel. Date

Star

Length

Reviewed

.8000 feet

Russian Cast.

ALL-TALKIE
Title

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title

Rel. Date

Star

•tIBachelor Girl, The
Loqan-uollier-Todd
Behind Closed Doors
Valll-Glass
♦tSDonovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holt-Revler
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
*t§Fallof Eve (A. T.)
Miller-Stanlev-Prouty
•t§Father and Son
Holt-Revler-MeBan
(Silent Version)
•tSLone Wolf's Daughter (D)
Lytell-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
•tTrlal Marriage
Kerry-Ellers
(Silent Version)
*t§Younger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette
(Silent Version)

Length

Reviewed

Feb. 24.

.5897 feet

April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

.7200 feet
...Mar.
.5800 feet ...April
.5651 feet
...June
6439 feet
June
.6903 feet
.6339 feet ...Mar.
.6214 feet
.5671 feet . . May
.6639 feet
.6506 feet
.8217 feet ...Mar.
.7394 feel

11 .
18
2
5
5.
18.
18
1.
10.
10.
4.
4.

30
6
22
8
9
25
23

Coining Attractions
Title
♦tSCradle of Jaz2 The (A. T.)
ttSFIIght
•tjFlyIng Marine, The
Light Fingers
•tjRoad to Broadway, The
TlUe

Star
Belle Baker
Holt-Graves
Lyon-Mason-Robards.
Keilh-Revier

SOUND
Star

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

FIRST

Reviewed
May 25
Feb. 2
Feb. 2
April 20

Rel. Date

Reviewed
Feb. 16
May 18
June 15

Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17
June 15
Mar. 30
Mar. 30

May
June
Dec.
Jan.

25
15
15
12

Feb.
April
May
Jan.
Mar.
July
May
June
July
Jan.
June
Aug.
May
.June
Dec.
Aug.
June
June
Feb.
July
May
April
April
June
Feb.
Mar.

Length
.2 reels
17... .2reels
7... .2 reels
12. . . .2 reels
13. .. .2 reels
10... .2 reels
14. . . .2 reels
19... .2 reels
2... .2 reels
7...
reels
13. . .. .2
.2 reels
9... . .2 reels
18... .2 reels
5... ..2 reels
30.. ...2 reels
9... . .2 reels
18. .. . .2 reels
31... . .1 reel
9. ..
reels
3... ..2
. .1 reel
21...
.
.1
reel
26..
14.. ..2reels
. .2 reels
21.. . .2 reels
23..
24. . .2 reels
..2 reels
17..

NATIONAL

Feb.

2

April 27
May 11
June 15
July
6
Feb. 9
June

1

Dec.

1

Feb. 16
June 15
May 18
May 11
Feb. 18
June 1
'..Apriin

FEATURES
Rel.

Date

*t§At a Talkie Studio (F)
Buddy Doyle
*tiColumbia-Vlctor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a month.
*t§Falling Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergman-Manning
*t§Gay Caballero The (A. T.) (D.) . . Frank Crumit
*t§Memorles (D.)
Murphy-Morrison
»t{IVIy Wife (A. T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
*t}Old Man Trouble (Dl
Jules Beldsoe
*t§Snappy Co-Eds fA. T. (D). .
Nan Blackstone
*t§Talking Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
*t{Talklng Screen Snapshot
Novelty

Length

Reviewed

.1 reel.
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. .1 reel
.1 reel

June 8
June 8
June 15
June 8
June

8

EDUCATIONAL

* Meant lynehromzei score,

Length
Rel. Date
. . 1 reel
May 19.. . . 1 reel
Feb. 24 . . . . 1 reel
Jan. 20.. ..1 reel
April 21 . . . .1 reel
June 30 . . .1 reel
Feb. 10 .
.2 reels
Mar. 3. . .2 reels
Dec 23 . . . .2 reels
Aug. 4. . . .2 reels
June 30. .
Mar. 17. . ..2 reels
. .2 reels
May
5.. . .1 reel
Mar. 24 .
reels
July
7. . ...2
. 1 reel
Jan. 13.. .2 reels
June 16. . . .1 reel
June 16..
Jan. 13. . . .1 reel
reels
Feb. 10. . ..2.2 reels
Mar. 31 . .

SHORTS

Star

*t§Ask Dad (F& D)
E. E. Norton
*t§Bees' BuTZ, The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§Big Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhaill-HIII
*t|Bride's Relations. The (F & D). . Burke-Gribbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t|Buying a Gun (A. T.) (D & F)
Lupino Lane
*t§Cold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
♦tjCrazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*t§Don't Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t5Eliglble Mr. Bangs, The (F & D) . . E. E. Horton
*t§Girl Crazy iF& Di
Clyde-Bennett
*t§HisBaby Daze (A. T.) (F & D).. Lloyd Hamilton
*t§HisBig Minute (F& D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Jazz Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color).
*t§Lion's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§Look Out Below (A.T.)(F&D). . Raymond McKee
*t§Lover's Delight (F & D)
Arthur-Garon
♦t§lVloving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Old Barn (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*i§On the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Ride on a Runaway Train (D). . . Special
•t§Right Bed. The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Ship Mates (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Trusling Wives (F & D)
E. E. Horton
♦tSWhirls and Girls (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§ZiplBooml BangI (F & D)
McKee-Coliin-Glass

SHORTS

Title
Star
Air Derby
Reed Howes
Aunile's Mistake
Dorothy Devore
Battling Sisters
Lupine L^ne
Beauties Beware
Jerry Drew
Best Dressed Woman In World
Our World Today
Cloud Patrol. The
Reed Howes
Contented Wives
Al Alt
Delicious and Refreshing
Adrlenne Dore
Dominion of Diversity
Hodge-Podge
Dumb — and How
Thatcher-Young
Fake Flappers
Jerry Drew
Fixer, The
"Big Boy"
Four Wheel Brakes
Jerry Mandy
Ginger Snaps
"Big Boy"
Going Places
George Davis
Good Night Nurse
Lupino Lane
Helter Skelter
"Big Boy"
Her Big Ben
Gene Slone
Her Gift Night
Billy Dale
Honeymoonlacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent.
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens ol Screen.. Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match . . Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupmo Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent

Star
Our World Today
Cliff Bowes
Hodge-Podge
Our World Today
Al Alt
Cliff Bowes
A. St. John
Monty Collins
"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
Lupino Lane
Collins-Dent
Gene Stone
Al Alt
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

Rel. Date
Jan. 8..
Feb. 17. ..
June 2. .
Jan. 27. .
Feb. 17. . ,
Feb. 24 . .
July 28. . .
April 21 . .
Feb. 24 . .
Jan. 27. .
Aug. 18. . ,
Feb. 3. .
April 7. . ,
Mar. 24 . . .
Jan. 13 .
April 28 .
June 16 .
Mar. 10 . .
May 19 . .
July 28. .
Aug. 11. .
May 28..
June 2. . .
April 21..
Jan.
6. . ,
July 21..
May
5. .
Mar. 24. .
May
5. .
Jan. 13..
July 14. .
May 19. .
Jan. 20 .
Mar. 24. .

f Meaiu toand eiftcts.

.2
.2
2
2
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.1
.2

Length
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels

2 reels

2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Feb. 3
Mar. 30
Mar. 30

Mar. 30

Mar. 16
May 25
Feb. 2
April 20
May 11
June 1
Mar 16
Mar. 30
April 13
April 13
Mar. 16
Feb.
2
May 18
Dec IS
May 25

Title

Star

*t§BrDadway Babies (D)
California Mall
*t}Careers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
♦tChlldren of the Rllz (D)

ReL Date

Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalll-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
Dancing Vienna
Lyon-Mara
♦tiDlvlne Lady, The (D)
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)
*t§Drag (D)
Barthelmess-A. Day
•tJGIrl In the Glass Cage (D)
Young-Nye
*t§Hi8 Captive Woman (D)
Sills-Mackaill
(Silent Version)
♦tSHot Stuff (D)
Alice White
(Silent Version)
♦tJHouse of Horrors (D)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Lawless Legion
Ken Maynard
♦tLove and the Devil
Sills-Corda
(Silent Version)
*tiMan and the Moment
Bllile Dove
(Silent Version)
♦tJPrlsoners (0)
Corlnne Griffith
(Silent Version)
Royal Rider, The
Ken Maynard
♦tSaturday's Children (D)
Corlnne Griffith
(Silent Vsrslon)
*tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklin-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
♦tSSmllIng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D). . . .Moore-Hall
*t5Squall, The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)

June
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
April
July
June
April
Feb.
May
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
July
Mar
May
May
May
April
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
July
May
Mav

♦tSynthetle
•t}Twln BedsSin(A.(D)T.) (D)
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)

Jan.'
July
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.

*t5Weary River (D)
*tWhy Be Good (D)

Colleen
Moore
Mulhall-Miller
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
Barthelmess-Compson
(Silent Version)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Coming
Title
*t5Careless Age, The (A. T.) (D)
♦tSDark Streets (D)
*t|Fast Life (D)
*t§Footllght and Fools
*t|Great Divide. The (D)
*t JHard to Get (A. T.) (D)

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

Fairbanks Jr.-Myers-Young
Mulhall-Lee
Fairbanks Jr.- Young-Morris
Moore-Hackett
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
Mackalll-Burns

§ Means voice (including dialogne and incidental gongtj,
D Meant disc.
F Means soand-on-Hlnt.

Length

Reviewed

30. . .8067 feet.
7..
2.. .8435 feet. ..June 1
3.. .5944 feet.
3 . . ..6426 feet.
17. . .6296 feet
feet
13. . .5683
.9914 feet
31 . .
14. . .8993 feet.
Feb. 6
.7642 feet.
.June 29
21 .
22. .
7. . ..7992 feet. ..April 9
3. . .7692 feet. ..Jan. 19
6 . . .6774 feet. ..May 18
21 . . , .746efeet. ..Mar.
9
28 .
7 . .6700 feet.
3 . .61 09 feet.
.6431 feet.
Sept. 22
24. .
24..
7. .
17 .
19. . 7800 feet. ...June 1
5. .
5. .
.7950 feet.
.May
4
14 . .
10 . .6727 feet.
17. . .5405 feet.
27 . .5238 feet.
22. .
9629 feet... May 18
26..
12. .
.6852 feet... Jan. 12
146. . . . .
12 . .8081 feet
June 29
28 .
10.. .7978 feet.
7. .
Feb. 2
.7565 feet.
17..
3..
7692 feet... Jan. 28
Length

A. T. tiher title mean* All Talkie.

Reviewed

Motion
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Title
•tSLady Wtio Dared, The
•tfuiles of the Field (D)
Johnny Jones
*t5Llttie Immoral
•tJMost
Lady, A
♦tJParis
*t§Saiiy (A. T.)
Wells Fargo Express

Star

Rel Date

Length

Reviewed

Dove-Pldgeon-Todd
Corlnne Griffith
Eddie Buzzeii
Leatrlce Joy
Irene BordonI
Marilyn Miller
Ken Maynard

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title
*t§Behind That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBlacl< Magic
*t§Biacl< Watch, The
•tBiue Sl<ie3
•fCaptam Lash
♦tChasIng Through Europe
Christina
♦tExaited Flapper
♦tFar Call, The
♦fFour Devils
*t§Four Devils, The.
♦tJFox Follies, The (A. T.).
•tFugitlves.
•t§Ghost Talks, The (A. T.)
*tGlrls Gone Wild
*t§Hearts in Dixie (A. T.)
•tJin Old Arizona (A. T.)
♦tJoy Street
•tSMaking the Grade
•tSMasked Emotions
*t§Not Quite Decent
*tNew Year's Eve
*tOne Woman Idea, The
•tPlastered In Paris
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tStrong Boy
•tSSpeakeasy (A. T.)
•tTrent's Last Case
♦t§Thru Different Eyes (A. T.)
•ttrue Heaven
*t§Valiant The (A. T.)
•tVeiled Woman, The
•tWoman from Hell, The

Star
Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLagien-Loy
TwelvetrBes-Albertson
Victor McLagien
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twelvetrees-Ea'on
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
Lowe-Moran
George O'Brien
Coilyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Morton
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
Cohen-PennIck
Burgess-Elliott-Page
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
Page-Lane
Griffith-Day
Baxler-Lowe
O'Brien-Moran
(Silent Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-VincentI
Astor-Armetrong
(Silent Version)

Length

Rel. Date
June
June
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April

30. . .8300
2. .
26 . . .8487
17..
.5453
6. .
6. . .5376
9
.6955
30.
26
28
5313
28. . . .5282

feet.

feet... May 25

feet..
feet. .

Feb.

9

feet... April

8

feet
feet. . . . May
Oct.
feet . June
feet . ..June
feet..
feet
Feb.
feet..
feet.. ..April
feet.. ..Mar.
feet .
feet.. .MarDec
feet.. ..June
feet..

6500
25 ...8291
27. ...5331
27 ...5356
24 ...6395
24 ...5232
10 ...6000
10. ... 6650
20 ... 8724
7.....7554
17 ...5024
19
7
6 reels
4653 feet
Feb. 24. . ...6111
.5958 feet.
feet. .
June 2
June 2 ..6106 feet.
Jan. 23 .5641 feet.
May 12 .5511 feet.
Feb. 10 .6072 feet.
Feb. 10 .6053 feet.
.5150 feet.
Mar. 3
5526 feet.
.5775 feet..
Mar. 24.
5809 feet..
Mar. 31 .
4991 feet. .
April 14.
.5531 feet..
Jan. 20.
.5563 feet..
Jan. 20.
5537 feet..
May 19.
April 14.
April 21.
.5442
feet.
April 21 . .5489 feet.

May
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
Feb.
May
April

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

Title
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding. The
*t§Frozen Justice
Girl Downstairs, The
•t§Hurdy Gurdy
Joy Street
Lost In the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
River, The
•t§They Had to See Paris

Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee. A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton 7 . '
Magic of
Sands
North
the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

tjAcross the Seas
•tSAt theBetween
Ball Game
•tSBath

23
27
9
292
8

Variety
Variety...'
Vari
Ity
Variety
Variety
Variety

Feb.
May
Feb.
Aug.
April
April

SHORTS

Star
Royal Hawallans
Joe Cook
.
Ciark-McCullough

*t§Belle of Samoa ,The (A. T.) (F) . . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
♦tJBeneath the Law (A. T. (10
Clark & McCullough
♦tSBridgeat Midnight
Mary Duncan
•tSCorpus Christie
Raquel Meller
♦tSDipiomats, The
Clark-McCuilough
•tSDoils and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•♦§ Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie Lightner
*t}Family Picnic
Raymond McKee
*t§Forget-Me-Note (F)
»t§Friendship (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
♦tJFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•tSGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
*t5Ghost8
Mutt& Jeff Cartoon
*t{Going Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•tSHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
*t}ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦tjinterview. The
Clark-McCuiiough
*t§Knife. The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwiil
♦t§Knights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦tjLadles' Man
Chic Sales
•tjMedicine Man, The (A. T.) (F). . Clark & McCullough
t{Mllier & Farrell (F)
3 Songs
t§Mlnd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
*t§Muslc Fiends, The (A. T.) (F)... Clark & McCullough
•tJNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
*tiNightle Knights
Clark-McCullough

* Meant $ynchronized score,

Rel. Date
Mar. 3 .
May 26.
July 21.
July
7.
June 23
June 9.
Mar. 17. .
Aug 4
Oct. 28..
Jan. 20 .
Jan.
6..
Mar. 31 . .
17.
12.
3
19
13
28.

Rel. Date

.
..
.
.
.

4
. .June
May 15
Sept. 29
June 1

April 6
. Mar. 23
.June
8
April
Feb. 20
16
.May 18
May 25

Length

Length

Review ■

1 reel

3 reels
1 reel

SepL S

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Sept.

d

Rel. Date
Jan
Mar. 31

Length
6420 feet
6000 feet

Reviewed

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title

Star

•tJAIIas Jimmy Valentine (D)
All at Sea
*t5Bridgeof San Luis Rey (D)

*t5Broadway Melody (A. T.) (D)
China Bound
•tDesert Nights (D)
Desert Rider
♦tSDuke Steps Out (D)
•tFlyIng Fleet (D)
*t{Great Power, The (A. T.)
*t§ldle Rich . The (A. T.) (D)
Loves of Casanova
*tMan's Man, A
Morgan's Last Raid
Overland Telegraph
*t§Pagan (D)
Single Man, A
Sioux Blood
♦tJSpite Marriage
*tTrall of '98 (D)

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)
Page-Love-KIng
Dane-Arthur
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
Novarro-Page
Special Cast
Nagel-Love-Hyams
Ivan Mosjouklne
Halnes-Dunn
Tim McCoy
Tim McCoy
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Cody-Pringle
McCoy-Frazer
Buster Keaton
(Silent Version)
Dei Rio-Forbes
(Silent Version)
Adoree-Duryea
Mack
Wlliard Version)
(Silent
Chaney-Velez-Taylor
Garbo-Asther

SHORT

Sept. 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . Jan. 12

f Meant toand effects.

Star
Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubin

Title

1

Date

FEATURES
Title
Thru the Breakers
•tSTImes Square

'tlVoice of the City (A.T.) (D)
.tiiA/i,„„ c. .. c.
!lffi^*
A?!'. 'L^.*''
•tWIld Orchids
(D)

Reviewed

.June

Rel.

News

GOTHAM

*tTldeof Empire (D)

Length
Reviewed
1 reel.
_ _^^_
•Jfggj
1 fggi
^ fggi
1 foel
^ rggi
1 f-Bl
1 reel
f pggi
f fggi
■J fggi
f fgg|
1 fggi
,op|
11 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel.

1 reel
i-' L' 17.
ii- ..
• • .1870
iiin-.feet
Feb.
2 reels
2 reels

Star

t§Old Tunes for New (F)
Dr. Slgnmnd Spaeth
'tSOn the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Frlediand & Revue.
tSPagliacci—
Prologue
(F)
Richard Bonelii
.
-^•■^ •
tJRoyal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Song Program
♦tJSchubert's Serenade (F)
•tsSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tSSound Your A (F)
•tjSouth Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawallans
•tiStewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•tSThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•t {Treasurer's Report
Robert Benchley
»t§Wait2lng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
*t§Water Boy
Kebtucl<y Jubilee Singers
•t5 White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwiil
tJWhy Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

♦tSBeilamy Trial, The (D)
May

Rel. Date

SUBJECTS

Star
. Variety
.Variety
Variety
.Variety
Variety
.Variety
. Variety
.Variety
Variety
.Variety
.Variety
. Variety

MOVIETONE
Title

25
13
22
1

Length
Reviewed
Farreil-Duncan
Lowe-Danlta-McLaglen
Asfor-Bard
Uiric-Frazer
O'Brien-Moran
George Jessel
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
Special Cast
Farreil-Duncan
Nagel-Collyer
Farreil-Duncan
7313 feet — Jan.
Will Rogers

SHORT
Title

Reviewed
..July
6

Title

Picture

Rel. Date
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
April
April
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
April
May
Feb.

Length
Reviewed
.7803 feet... Nov. 24
26 . . .7142 feet
28.
.5345 feet
9
7980 feet ...May 25
30
30
Feb. 23
.8268 feet... Feb. 2
2.
7524 feet
2.
.9372 feet... Feb. 16
1 . .6 reels
April 20
18.
.7177 feet.
9.
9
Jan. 19
11
.6236 feet... April 20
16.
16
6201 feet
.9044
feet ...Feb. 16
19.
20.
June 22
7351 leet
feet
15
.6179
16.
.6683
feet
June
8
25.
.5264 feet
5.
4815 feet
2.
.7
reelsfeet
Feb. 2
27.
.5596
12.
.4811 feet
20 . .7047 feet
6.
2
6500 feet
Feb
6. . . .8799 feet. . . Feb. 9
6. . . .8799 feet Mar. 24
23
6552 feet.
13.
Mar. 23
April
13
4. .6500 feet..
23. .9235 feet..

SUBJECTS

Star

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
Brown Gold
Deals In Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight
Foundations of Gold
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty (Silent Version)
Light of India The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy Noises (Silent Version)
OfftoBuffalo
Oriental Motoring
Outlandish Manners
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Secret Boozehounds

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godw!n
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Sojin
Chariey Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
CharieyChase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

That's
My Wife (Sllei\f Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny
Housekeepers
Unklsscd
Man, The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?

Laurel-Hardy
Chariey
Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa
RoachOddities
Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars

Wiggle
Your Ears (Silent )Verslon. . ."Our
Gang"
Witch Doctor
Ufa Oddities

April
Rel. Date

.1
.1
2
.1
.1
.2
..21

Length
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels

.2
.1
.2
.1
.2
.1

reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel

.2
2
2
.2

reels
reels
reels
reels

.2
.2
.1
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2
Mar.
23.
April 13
.2
May 25
.1
.2
June
April 22
27. . . 1
Jan. 19, .
Mar. 2. . . .22
Mar. 30. . . .2
April 25.
6... . . 1
May

reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels

Mar.
Mar.
April
July
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
May
April
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
Feb.

16. .
2. . .
20. . ,
6. .
3. .
18. ..
2. . .
12. .
4..
11. .
5. .,
30. .
25 . .
27. . ,
26. .
6..
1. .
16. . .
12. .
11. .,
5. .
9. .
16..
20. .
8 . .
2 .
13. .
16

e

Reviewed

June 15

June

8

June

1

July

6

reels
reel

Coming Feature Attractions
June 30
3 reels
2 reels
2 reels.

June 30

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
3 reels.
2 reels

June 15

Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

'tfAnna Christie
Greta Garbo
*t§Bishop Murder Case, The (A. T.).
*t§College Days (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery.
*t|Cotton and Silk
Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorraine-Gray
*t§Dynamite (A. T.)
Bickford-Wood
♦tJEva the Fifth (A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
•t §Flve O'clock GIri, The (A. T.). . . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
*t§Gob, The (A. T.)
Haines-Page
♦t§Green Ghost. The
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
•tSHallelujah
Colored Cast.
He Learned About Women
Halnes-Page-Percy
*t§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
tA. T.)
Special Cast
Jungle
Joan Crawford
*t {Last of Mrs. Cheney (A. T.)
Norma Shearer
(Silent Version)

§ Means voice (tncladlng dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Rlm.

4. T. after title means All Talltie.

Reviewed

Jun»^
June

1

July

20 ,

19 2 9

Title
•tSMadame X (A. T.)
•tJMarianne (A. T.)
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island, The
*t§Nl2e8aby
*t§Our Modern Maidens
♦t§Redemption
*t5Revue of Revues (A.T.)
Single Standard, The
Single Standard, The..-.

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Ruth Chatterton
Davies-Shaw
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy
Hughes-Daly
Gordon-Holti-Waldrldge
Crawford-Page-La Rocque
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
King-Love-Haines-Crawford
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
(Silent Version)
Chaney-Haver
Harry Carey

SOUND

Reviewed

8806 feet .... April 2o
May 25

♦tJThunder
*t§Trader Horn
•t§Trlal of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•tVlkIng, The
Starke-CrIsp
*t§Wonder of Women, The
Stone-Wood
Title
Al Wohlman (D>
At the Club (D)
Bernard & Henry (D)
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Bernardo Dr Pace (D)
*t§Berth Marks (A. T.)
*5tBig Squawk, The (A. T.)
Bob Nelson (F)
Bob Nelson (Di

Mar.

2

May

4

10 reels
April 13
8508 feet. . . .Nov. 17

SHORTS

Star
3 Songs
8 Victor Artists
3 Songs
.3 Mandolin Solos
Mandolin Solos
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
3 Songs
3 Songs

Rel. Date
April 6...
May 18. ...
April 13...
Jan. 18
May
4
Mar. 16
June 29

Length
838 feet
897 feet
685 feet
1 reel
690 feet
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
824 feet

Reviewed

*t§Boxing Gloves (AT.)
"9ur Gang"
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Dog Act
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Charles King
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Copy
Roscoe Karns
Craig Campbell (Di
3 Songs
*1§Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayers (F)
2 Songs
Em|i Borneo (0)
3 Songs
Fuzzy Knight ID)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons D)
3 Songs
Gilbert-Sullivan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards Internat'l Review (D).. All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D)
Special Cast
Hapolness Boys (D)
4 Songs
*t§Hay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
*tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
*t§Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.)
Roach Stars
Irving Aaronson's Commanders (D)..3 Band Nos
Jan Garber'sBand (D)
3 Band Nos
Jan Garber'sBand (D)
3 Band Nos
Jmtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Songs
*t§Leaping Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•tLlberty
Laurel-Hardy

2 reels
April 20 ...897 feet
(T. color).. .2 reels
Jan. 12
2 reels
2 reels
June 1
641 feat
2 reels
Feb. 23
1 reel
June 29
808 feet
Mar 23 — 1 reel
June 22
627 feet
June 8
608 feet
Feb. 2
1 reel
Mar. 23... 1 reel
Feb. 9.. .1 reel
June 22
661 feet
Mar. 2.1 reel
April 6 rT. Color) 1043 fL
Jan.
6 (T. color) 1 reel
May 25
734 feel
2 reels
Mar. 9
2 reels
2 reels
1 .793 feet.
June
. . 1 reel . . .
Feb. 9.. .888 feet.
May 11.. . .2 reels. .
Feb. 16..
Mar. 30.. .1 reel.

*t§Madame Q (A. T.)
Jocelyn Lee
Man Higher Up. The (D)
Waithall-Edeson
Marlon Harris (Fi
2 Songs
*t§Men 0' War (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F). . . All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Charley Chase
*tNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
*t{Old Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
*t§Popular People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
*t§Railroading (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers. The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlsholm (D)
3 Songs
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
•tRuby Lips
Charley Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
Shlo Ahoy (Dt
Spitalny Band Revue
*t§Smart Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
*t§Small Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Song of the Roses (D)
Gus Edwards Revue
Spitalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Biltmore Trio
•tThafs My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThln Twins
Charley Chase
TIta Rutio (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele ike (F)
2 Songs
UkPleleIke (F)
2 Songs
*t§Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
Vincent Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
*t5Vodeville (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
•tWIggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
tWrong Again
Laurel-Hardy
Yvette Rugel (0)
3 Songs

'.
2 reels
May 11 . . . .1926 feet. . . .April
Jan. 26
1 reel
2 reels
Jan. 26 (T. color) 2 reels
April 27 (T. colon 2 reels
Jan. 19. .. .2 reels
May 11... 2 reels
Feb. 9. . . 2 reels
July
2 reels
April 27. .. .1696 feet
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 2
1 reel.
April
April 13 .174 feet
.766
feet
May 25
April
Mar. 9 ..1 reel
. . 2 reels
Jan. 19
June 8. .1154 feel
April 20 .2042 feet
June
2 reels
2 reels
Feb. 2
(T. color) 1 reel
2 reels
Mar. 16.
.1 reel
April
Mar. 30.
.
1
reel
April
June 15
2
reels
Mar. 23
2 reels.
April 13
465 feet
May 18
.1
reel
Jan.
5.
May
4. .465 feet
.2 reels
May
4. . 1 reel
Jan. 19.
Mar. 9.
April 27.
1 reel
feet .'.'.' ..April
Feb. 16. .833
2 reels
April 6
2 reels
Feb. 23
'"■eBJ
Feb. 23
i'St_
June 15
.702 feel

Jan. 26

April 13
April 13

April 6

FEATURES
Star

*t5Able's Irish Rose (D)
♦fBetrayai, The

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version)
Jannings-Ralxton-Cooper
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

June 29

2 reels

K
13

6

13
13

22

Length
Reviewed
.10471
feet. ..Nov. 17
Jan.
5.
Jan. 12
Jan.
5... .10187 feet.
6492 feel. ..May 11
May 11..
6614
feet
..
May 11
Jan. 12. ....8254 feet.
.Dec
8
Feb. 16. . .7171 feet.. .Mar. 23
Feb. 16.. 5943 feel .
Mar. 2.. .6290 feet.. .Mar. 2
Mar. 2. . 7156 feet .
Jan. 19. . .7229 feel.. Jan. 19
Rel. Date

•tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
*t§Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
(F)
Powell-Brooks
(Silent Version)
*t5Carnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
(Silent Version)
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hall
*t§Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
*t§Chlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vidor-Oland
Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
*t5Close Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April
♦tjCocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. . .May
*t§Dangerous Woman, A (A. T.) (F).Baclanova-Brook
May
•tSDivorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F).. . MacLean-Prevost
July

* Means synchronized score,

.7081 feel
23 . 71 45 f eei
23
13.. .6500 feet... Mar! 16
.8613 feet
June
1
23
18
Mar. 23
6

f Means sound effects.

Star
•t 5 Doctor's Secret, The {A. T.) (F) . . Edeson-Chatterton
(Nn Silent Version)
Bennett-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)
Menjou-Compton
(Silent Version)
*t§Gentlemen of the Press (A.T. (F).. Walter Huston
(Silent Version)
♦tSHole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
(Silent Version)
•tHomecomIng, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
♦tSlnnocentsof Paris, The (A.T.)(F). Maurice Chevalier
•t jinterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
(Silent Version)
♦tSLetter, The (A. T.) (D)
Jeanne
Eagels
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Jan. 26. .. .5832 feet. .. Feb. 9

•tJDummy, The (A. T.) (F)

Mar.

*t§Fashions in Love (A. T.)

June 29. . . .6325 feet . . July
6
June 29
6024 feet
May
4 . . .7167 feet. . May 18

9. . . .5354 feel. . . Mar.

9

Mar. 23. . . .5850 feet. . . April 20
Feb. 16
8104 feet
Nov.
May 25
April
Jan.
5. . . .7487 feet. . . .Oct.
Jan.
5
6843 feet
April 13. . . .5886 feet. . . .Mar.

24
20
27
18

•tLooDing the Loop (D)
•t§Man Must Fight, A

Werner Krauss
Mar. 16
6676 feet
Feb. 23
Rogers-Brian-Arthur
June 29
(No Silent Version)
5506 feet ...Jan. 26
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklin
Feb. 2
.3389 feet
♦tJNIght Club (A. T. (D)
Brice-Rooney
Feb. 23
.7256
feet... April 27
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
DIx-Kane-Hall
April 20
♦tjRainbow Man The fA. T.)... Eddie Dowlinq
Sono-Art Prod
!7643feei;;!>eb^ 2
•tRedskIn (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
Feb. 23
.7402 feet.... Dec 1
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23
.7 reels
April 27
*t5River of Romance, The
Arlen-Brlan
May 25
(No Silent Version)
*t§Shopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan. 12
7373 feet
Jan. 8
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12 .. .7112 feet
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
June 8
*t§Studio
Murder
Mystery
The
.6500 feet..
(A. T.) (F)
Eidridge-Oiand-Conklin
June 1 . . . .6500
feet. . . . May
4
6070 feet..
(Silent Version)
June
'
feet..
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklin
Feb. 91 .5862
8571 feet. ...June 15
7311 feet
*t§Thunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancroft-Wray-Arien
June 22
(Silent Version)
June 22
•t§Tong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
*t§Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . Dix-Ralston-Heggie
June 15 .. .5193 feet. . . .June 29
(Silent Version)
June 15
5305 feet
*t§Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . Dix-Ralston-Heggle
June 22
•t§Wild Party, The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
April 6. . . .7167 feet. . . . Mar. 30
(Silent Version)
6036 feet
♦tWIngs
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
Jan.
5 .12267 feet
(Silent Version)
Jan.
5 .12267 feel, Aug. 2»'27
•t§Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.)
.6810 feet
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
Feb. 9.
Dec.
(Silent Version)
Feb. 9. . . .6396 feet
feet
Mar.
*t SWolf Song 10)
Cooper-Velez
Mar. 30 . . . .6060
(Silent Version)
Mar. 30. . . .7021 feet

SILENT

April 13

PARAMOUNT
Title

313

Title

Tlt'e
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Auto Suggestion
Cow Belles
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Flying Yeast
Footlight Fannie (Christie)
Fur Peace
Gold Socks
Happy Heels (Christie)
Hospitalities
Hat Aches
His Angel Child (Christie)
Joint Affair, A
Ko-Ko's All Wet
KoKo Beats Time
KoKo's Crib
Ko-Ko's Focus
KoKo's Hot Ink
KoKo's Knock-down
KoKo's Reward
KoKo's Saxophonles. . . ' '
Ko-Ko's Signals
Lone Shark, The
Love Spats
No Eyes Today
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Off the Deck (Christie)
*f§Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A. T.)...
Papa Spank (Christie)
Petty Larceny
Reduced Weights
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Rough Dried (Christie)
Sappy Service (Christie)
Sheepskinned
Single Bliss (Christie)
Stage Struck Susie
Tight Places (Christie)
Torrid Toreadors
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Vanishing Screams
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie).

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

Star
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Song Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Frances Lee
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Bobby Vernon

Length
ReL Date
Mar. 2 . .
July
6. .
Jan.
5. .
Mar. 23 . .
Feb. 6 . .
Feb. 19. .
June 22. .
May 11. .
Jan. 19 . .
Jan. 19. .
June 8. .
Feb. 16 . .
Mar. 16. .
i.. .June 1..
Feb. 9..
Mar. 23..
May 18 .
Mar. 9. .
April 20. .
Feb. 23. .
Anrli 6. .,
Mav
4. . .
April 13. .
April 27 .
Jan. 12. . .
Jan. 26. .
Feb. 23.
Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
IVIar.
Jan.

2..
25..
2. .
6. .
20 .
13 .
30. .
30. .
4. .
9 .
7. .
16 .
2. .
12 .

Reviewed
.2
.1 reels.
reel . .
.1 reel
.2.1 reels.
. .
reel....
.2 reals...
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

reels. . .
reel
reel. . . .
reels. . .
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

.2 reels. ..

.1 reel
.1 reel
2 reels. ..
1 2reel.
reels
. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2 reels
. . 1 reel
.2 reels
. .2 reels
. 2 reels
. . 1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel
.2 reels

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

2'reels
Length. . . Reviewed
2 reels. . .

*t§Adam's Eve (A. T.)
*t§After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
*t§Apartment Hunting (A. T.) (F)... Special Cast
*t§Bird
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
*t§Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Wall r Huston
(No Silent Version)
*t §Booklovers (tentative) (A. T.)
Special Cast
*t§Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah
MInnevltch
(No Silent
Version)

June 1 5 . , 2 reels.
Jan. 26.. ISlOfeet.

*t§Blue Songs (D)

Ruth Silent
EttingVersion)
(No

Jan.

*t§Carnlval Man, The (F)

Walter Huston
Song Cartoon
Giersdorf Sisters
Song Cartoon
Special Cast
Special Cast
Smith-Dale
Louise Fazenda

Feb. 23.

.1>2
1 reelreels
.
Mar. 16
1 reel
June 1.1 reel
May
4
2 reels
June 22... 2 reels
Mar. 9. ...1 reel
reels
22 reels.

Ruth Etting
Special Cast

Mar. 16
June 15.

1 reel.
.1 reel

Colored Cast
Song Cartoon
Wilson-Ford

April 27.

2 reels
1 reel

*t§Chinatown
t§Crooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
*tDaisy Bell (D)
*t§Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
*t§Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F).
*t§False Alarm Fire Co., The (F). ..
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
t§Fat.Tl Forceps, The (A. T.)
tIFavorite Melosles (A. T.) (F)
*t§Florida Nightmare, A (A. T. (F)..
*t§Framing
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
*t§Good Bye, My Lady Love
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.)..

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-fihn.

June 29

May 18..
Mar. 9..

.2 reels. ..

Feb. 16..

. 2 reels

eb. 23..

Feb.2 . . .

.1911 feet

5. . .1 reel

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

Mar. 2
Mar. IB

June

1

Feb.

2

Mar.

ft

Motion

314
Title

Star

•t§Hlghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t§Hititto Brides, A (A. T.)
♦tSHis College Chums (A. T. (F). . . .Eddie Peabody
*t§Hitor Miss (A. T.)
•t§Hol Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
*t§Humorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*U\f Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§lnsplratlon
Schubert's Songs
*t§lnstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•t5lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. .James Barton
•t§Jeds Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) Charles Grapewin
•t§Just One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
»t5Klsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
♦tJKnights in Venice (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Meet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*t}Melancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t§Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
•tJMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•tMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
*t$Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
♦t§Oft in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.)(F)
SpeclalCast
•t§Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
•t§Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tSRuth Etting
Songs
•tjSchuberfs Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t{Schubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSldewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t§Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
*t§Smiles
Song Cartoon
•t§That Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
*t§Trafflc Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
♦tJTwo Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
•t§Two Little Chinese Maids (F) . . . . Chang-Kuma
♦tjVltal Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
♦tJWhat Is It? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
*tiWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
♦tjWiveson Strike (A. T.)
•tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•JYeOlde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
♦t§Zlegfeld MIdnlte Frolic (A.T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

Length

Rel. Date

2
6. . . 2
1
April 13. . . 2
May 25. . . 21
April 13...

April

reels.
reels.
reel
reels.
reels.
reel

Reviewed
.. ..Feb. 2
. .
. .
..

.June 1

May 11 . . .
April
May
April
Jan.

. 1 reel. ..
.1 reel...
20. . . ,1 reel. ..
25... 2 rees..
13. . . .615 feet.
26...

Feb. 9. . . 2 reels .
Mar. 23. . . ,1 reel . .
Mar. 30. .. 2teeJs.
2. . . 2 reels.
2 reels.
2 reels.
April 20. . .
July
6 . . . , 1 reel . .
Feb.

.Mar. 16
Feb.

2

Mar. 16. . . 2 reels.
Mar. 23. . . .2 reels.
June
April
Mar.

8... 2 reels.
reel .
6... ..2'Areels.
2. . .

Feb. 23. . . 2 reels.
1 reel .
.
. .
April 27 . . 11 reel
reel . .
Mar. 30 . . 1 reel . .
May 18 . . 1 reel. .
Feb. 23 . .
June 29 .. 1 reel . . .
1 reel . . .
Feb. 2. . . .2 reels. .
. 1 reel . .
Jan. 5... 805 feet.
1 reel . .
June 1 . . .
Feb. 9. . .
June 8...
Feb. 16. . .

2
1
1
1

reels.
reel . .
reel . .
reel. .

.May 11
. Mar. 23
.Mar. 9

Mar.

2

Feb. 23
Teb.

2

May 11... 2 reels.
Mar.
May
May

. .
2... .11 reel
reel . .
4...
A... 2 reels.

.Mar.

0

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

*t§Backstage Blues (A. T.)
♦tJCocoanuts (A. T.)
*t§Dance of Life, The (A. T.)
*t§Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
•tjDarkened Rooms (A. T.)
•tJFour Feathers, The

Moran & Mack
4 Marx Bros.-Eaton-Shaw
Carroll-Skeliy
Bow-Arlen
Brent-Powell
Arlen-Wray-Powell-Brook
(Silent Version)
•tjGay Lady, The
Gertrude Lawrence
*t§Glorifying the American Girl Eafon-Healey
•t§Greene Murder Case The (A. T.). Powell-Eldridge-Arthur
♦fJHungarian Rhapsody, The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
*t§lllusion (A. T.)
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
*t§lnsidious Dr. Fu Manchu (A. T.). Warner Gland
•t§Jealousy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels
♦tJLady Lies, The
Huston-Colbert
*t§Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
Oland-Arthur
•t§Pointed Heels (A. T.)
Powell-Ralston-Kane
•tSoul of France, The
Special Cast
*t§ Virginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
*t§Welcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
*t§Woman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
•fiYouth (A. T.)
HershoK-Wray

PARTHENON

Length

Reviewed
June 29

.7472 feet.
.7472 feet.

..April 20

SOUND
.7 reels

June 16

May 25

PICTURES

tBachelors' Club. The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Star
Talmadge- Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So JIn-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Rel. Date

Length
.6 reels

.6 reels
.6 reels
May 25. . .6 reels

Reviewed

June 15

PATHE
FEATURES
Title
Forty-Five Calibre War
•tSGeraidine (F)
*t§Godless Girl, The (F)
Hawk of the Hills
•tSLeatherneck, The (F & D)
♦tJMother's Boy (D & F)
jtNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
*t}Nolsy Neighbors
*t}Office Scandal (F)
•tJSal of Singapore (F)
Ship Comes In, A
•tSShady Udy, The (F)
Sin Town
*tiSquare Shoulders (F)
•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

Star
Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Morion
Downey
(No Silent
Version)
Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schlidkraut
Phyllis Haver
iSllenI Version)
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

* Means tynchronized score,

Rel. Date
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Length Reviewed
.4790 feet ...Feb. 16
.5959 feet ...Mar. 9
.6587 feet
9328 feet ...Sept 1
.9019 feet
4840 feet

17. ..
20. . .
20. . .
31...
31 . . .
17 . .
24 . . .6965 feet. . . April 13
24
. 6898 feet

May 12 . . 7423 feet. .
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

May 1

«'t§At the Dentist's (A. T.) (D A F) . LeMaire-Slmon
*t§Black Narcissus
"Buck & Bubbles"
•tClowning the Game (D & F)
Sportllght
*t§Conceniration
"Aesop Fables"
*tConditionlng
Sportllght
■"tlCrystai Champion
Sportllght
*t§Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t§Dancing Around (A. T.) (D & F). LeMaire-Phlllips
♦tDlnner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tFalthful Pup (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
■►tSFowl Play
"Buck* Bubbles"
*t§Garden of Eatin' (A. T.) (D & F) The Gleasons
*t§Go Easy. Doctor (A. T.) (D & F)..LeMalre-Simon
*t§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.). . . Harry Holman
♦tlHer New Chauffeur (A.T.)(D&F). Slmon-Teasdale
*tiJail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Llncoln (Special reel) (A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
*tModern Rhythm
Sportllght
♦t§Pathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
♦tSPathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*f§Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMalre-Simon
*t§Presslng His Suit (D & F)
Topical Trips
•tPresto Changes (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tSkating Hounds (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•{Stage Struck (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Topical Nips (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Pips (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
Three Acts
Sportllght
*t§What a Day (A. T.) (D & F)
Simon-Mallory
♦tjWood Choppers (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
Title

Attractions

eels
Length
eel

.May 19.
Mar. 24.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
July

17. .
31 . .
27..
24 .
3. .
9..
10. .
3. .

20
17.
2.
3
26.
26.
28
17.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
June

20. .
17..
10. .
24. . .
24 . . .
3..
30. .

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.

9 .
10. .
3..
6. .
5 .
31 . .
6. .
3. .
23 .
10. .
13..

Jan.
June
June
Feb.
May
Mar.
Mar.
June
Jan.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
Mar.
June
Jan.
April
April

20 .
2. .
2. .
17. .
12 .
24..
3. .
9. .
20. .
7. .
3. . .
17..
5. .
31. .
30. .
27..
21 . .
7..

eel
eel
eel

May 11

eel
eel
eel
eel

April 13
Mar. 18
Mar. 30

eels

Feb. 18

eels

6. .
7..

Jan.
Mar.
June
Mar,
May
May
April
Mar.

Reviewed

eels

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

eels
eel

Feb.

eels
eels
eel
eel
eel
eeis
episodes
eel
eel
eel
eels
eel
eel

July
6
Jan.
6
July
6
Mar. 30
May 11
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
16
22

Feb. 9
Feb. 16

eel
eel

July 6
June IS

eel
eels
eel

Jan 1?
Mar. 23

eel
eel
eels
eel
eel
eels
eels

Jan.
S
May
4
Mar. 30

eels
eel
eel
eels
eel
episodes
eels
eel
eel
eel
eel
eel

April 13
Feb. 2
June 1
June 1
Feb. 9

April 27
.

eels

eels

eels
eel

eels
eel
eels
eel
eel
eel
eel

Jan. 13. .
Feb. 10..
April 28. .

2

eel
eel
eel
eel
eel

Star

Rel. Date

Length
Mar. 24. . , .2 reels

June

2

June 9
May
5
May 26

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

2
2
May 19. . . .2
. .1
July
7.
.1
Feb. 10.
.1
June 30.
1
1

June 1
Jan. 19
July
6
Jan. 26

May 11
Mar. 30
...July
6
April
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

20
30
6
12
2
11

June
April
June
June
June

June
June
June
April
May
April

1
16
1
27
25
13

May 11
June 8
July

6

reel
reel
reel.
reel

Feb.
July

2
8

2 reels
2. . . .1 reel
1 reel
28
1 reel
1 reel
2
1 reel
30
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
9
1 reel

Rel. Dale

Reviewed
Mar. 23

reels
reels
reels.
reel

Length

•tJBig News (A. T.)
Armstrong-Lombard
*t§Flying Fool. The (A. T.) (D & F)..Boyd-Prevost-Gleason

ale
Boyd-Prevost-H
*t§Hlgh Voltage (A. T.) (D & F)
F«h
12
6015
Feb.
8B
ffl«t
Knis feet
(Silent Version)
27. . eSiol!
27, .
°-V,"-7*V
»t§Lucky In Love (A. T.) (D & F) . . . Downey-Uwford
*t§Paris Bound
Harding-Fenton
3 . R?n #1.»
3. , fiKii «.i.
Hale Loff O'Neill
Alan Quillan
*t5Sailor's Holiday
"" '**'
•tSSoptiomore,
The (A.
(A. T.)
T.)
4 .. 6349 feet
4
6902feet ..June 23
20 ... . 6808 feet. . . . Mar. 30
20
. 6132 feet .. Nov. 17
FEATURES
20 .. 4554 feet
31 . .5438 feet
Star
Title
31 . . 5477 feet .. April 6
Air Legion
. Lyon-Sieeper
31 .... 7099 feet ...Fet>. 23
Bob Steee
31
6134 teet
Amazing Vagabond.

f Meant soatiA effect*.

Rel. Date
Jan. 13. .
June 15..
Mar. 103. .
Jan.

SHORTS

Star

Coming

News

SUBJECTS

Title
sur
All Aboard
Haines-Coombs
April Showers
"Aesop Cartoon"
Baby's Birthday
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Back to the Soil
"Aesop FabI
Ball Park, The
"Aesop Fable"
Big Burg, The
"Aesop Fables'
Big Shot, The
"Aesop Fables"
Black Duck. The
"Aesop Fables"
Bridle Bvways
Sportiiaht
Break of Day, The
•.
"Aesop Fables"
Button My Back
Billy Bevan
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Billy Bevan
Caught in a Taxi
Cooper-Vance
Circus Time
Donald Haines
Close Figuring
Sportllght
Close Shave. A
Burke-Dent
Clunked on the Corner
Johnny Burke
Cold Steel
"Aesop Fables"
Cop's Bride, The. ...
"Aesop Fables"
Cycle of Erosion .The
Educational Film
Dogging It
Sportllght
Don't Get Jealous
Bevan-Dent
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
"Aesop Fables"
Fish and Feathers
Sportllght
Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Oent
Footwork
Sportllght
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Film
Girls Will Be Boys
Sportllght
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. ..Educational Film
In His Cups
"Aesop Fables"
Kidnapped
"Aesop Fables"
Knowing the Ropes
Rice Soortllght
Lad and His Lamp, A
"Aesop Fables"
Ladies Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Land o' Cotton
"Aesop Fables"
Little Game Hunter. The
"Aesop Fables"
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Eilers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Mild or Mighty
Sportllght
Night Watcnman's Mistake, The. . . Johnny Burke
No Children
Halnes-Coombs
No Vacation
Halnes-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportllght
Polo Match, The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Haines-Coombs
Queen Bee, The
"Aesop Fables"
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportllght
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Tomato Omelette
KHaines-Combs
Under Dog, The
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Haines-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportllght
Watch My Smoke
Haines-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportllght
Title

FEATURES
Title

SHORT

Picture

June 1
May 11
April 27
June
July

June 15
June 1
Reviewed
June 22
May 25

Aug.

3. . . .7 reels

July

RKO

§ Keana voict (inelnding dialogae and incidental songi).
D Keant disc.
F Meant tonnA-on-Rlm.

1
6

Rel. Date
Jan.
April

Length
.6361 feet
8 . .
7 . 5081 feet

A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

Reviewed

6

J uly

20 ,

192

315

9
Length

star
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Neil-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
NIxon-Colller Jr
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
Buzz Barton

Ret.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May

Date
13 . . .
3. . .
18. . .
6. ..
31 . .
3.
21
2. ..
10. . .
19

M_ar
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Jan.
May
Feb.

17. . ...4481
. ;,;,^, ,feet
_,
3.
.6057 feet
21.
7..
9. .4750 feet
17.
13. . .4823 •,■ ■ ;
'**'
26
10 — 4717feet.

Voice of the The
Storm
Yellowback,

Sleeper-Dane
T.
Moore-Ower

Jan.
13
Jan. 20

SHORT

.6114 feel.
.5264 feet.
,4899 feet
^aknV "t
27HTfo«f
4/tijreei
.6245 feet
4781 feet

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.

Casper's
Night Out
Come Meal

Duncan-Hill
Al
Cooke

Mar. 113.. ... .
June

Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney, A
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
.*.
Just a Stall
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh. Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•t§Odd Facts
Orienta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Helium-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Helium-Davis
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Curiosities

July
April
May
June
May
May
April
Aug.
May
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June

21..
24. ..
21 . . .
11. ..
7...
.2J'*^|
reels
26 . . . .2 reels
21 . .
.22 reels
reels.
14.
19. . .22 reels.
reels.
7 . .2 reels.
12. .
17. . ^ 'B*'*
reels
30.. .2
.2 reels
7. . .2 reels,
4. . . .2 reel
14. .
.2 reels
17..
9. . ? l^^l^

July
Mar.
Feb.
June
April
Mar.
June
Jan.

2. . .
24...
27. . ,
4. .,
10. . .
13..,
16, . ,
17. . .

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill .
Hill-Duncan .

Jan.
Jan.
July
Jan.
April
July
Feti.
Mar.
June

27...
2. . ,
14. . .
6...
28. . .
9 . .
24. ..
31.
23.

SOUND
Title

Length
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed

June 18

Oct. 20

.2 reels

.25 ^**',^
reels
.1 reel.
.1 reel
,' '*^ ,

:

''**'
.2' reels.
. 1 reel . .
.2 reels.
.
.
1
,
5 '^^\^
; "*'
,,
.2i'^"'}
reels.
.2 reels.
2 reels.

ReL Date

*t§Clown Topics (A. T,
*t}Headwork (A. T.).. (F).
*t§Low Bridge (A. T.) (F)
*t§Mickey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.) . . Mickey Yule
*t§Palooka Flying School {A. T.) (F)
*t§Strange Interview The (A. T.) (F) Sherwin-Knowles
*t§Traveler, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
*t§What Next ! A. T.) (F)
•t J Your Own Home Town (A. T.) . . . Russ Brown

July

8

Length

2 reels

Reviewed

June 22

1 reel

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

,t,P„„„,„.„„,,„
•nCompanionate
*t§Damaged

Title
Appasslonata

Star
.LeonMathot

At the South Pole
Battle of Mons.
The
Beautiful
Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
Broken Barriers
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel. A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
„.„„„,
Dream ,,.c.mu
Melody. The
.,.„

Special Cast
Pole Pict-Corp
English Cast
British New Era
Junkermann-Mara..
..Aywon
Wilhelm DIetarle
Aff. European
Special Cast
Big Three
German Cast
Ufa
H. Costello-Glass
Excellent
Charles Delaney
Excellent
Harlan-Marlowe
BIschoff Prod
Ivor Novello
Big 3
Aug.
Special Cast
Bell Pict
Japanese Cast
ShockuchI
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
Special Cast
Arfa
Roche-Shelby
Excellent
,.vvi,c-.>i.c,..
.-«v,o„o.,.

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Star
nii„o R,.,rfo,.
Olive Borden
Betty Compson

DIst'r Rel. Date
Length
Franco Film... April 23. .5600 feet.
8000
5500
6200
5000
6040
6000
5660

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

feet.
feet.
5700 feet.
1.. 7800 feet.
9000 feet.

Conning Feature Attractions

Title
Buying a Wife
Bye Bye Buddy
Circumstantial Evidence
•tSChopin's Passion
Duty to be Silent
Exodus to the New World, The. .
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
Great Unknown, The
Guilty
Her Viennese Lover
*t§House of Secrets, The
Just Off Broadway
Milak of the Snowlands
Our Daily Bread
*t§Prlnce of Hearts, A

Unholy Love
^, ^
Vera MIezewa 'tentative)

Carmellta Geraghty ... Chesterfield
German Cas»
Big 3
Ulllan Harvey
Ufa
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
English Cast
Ameranglo
Faire-Glass
Biltmore
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Russian Cast
Amkino

Reviewed

Mar. 23

July

6300 feet
5700 feet
6941 feet
5917 feet
7300 feet
5770 feet
6500 feet
Nov. 15 .4421 feet
Dec
8..6200feet

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Special Cast
Aff. European
. .7 reels
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
Foster-Keefe-Lake. . . Chesterfield
5200 feet
Robertson-Brinkiey,
Powers CInephone
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6 reels
. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version)
Imperial
Wegener-Pelrovltch . . Aff. European
Special
Rlchmount
Aff. European
7 reels
Derussa Cast
Ufa-Eastern
6714 feet

Jan. 12
Feb. IB

Sept. 19
Jan. 28

Mar. 23

May 25

Reviewed
June

SOUND SHORTS
spedaicast
*t§Framed
fA. T.)
::::::::::RodURocque.-.::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::^^ whenoutycaits
*t&t^'Uue,The:
*t§Half Marriage
Borden-Blaine
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
*t§High River
Roseland
Mar. 15. .1 reel
*t|Hit the Deck (A. T.)
»t}Asleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
*f8Hunted
*t§At the Photographers (A. T.)
*t§Jazz Heaven. ...... '.'.'....'..'.'.'. .Blane-Trevor
.'.'.'."..'.'.".'.".'.[.....'.'..'..[[.'........'■ (F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels
*t§Ladies of the Past
Betty Compson
.
*t§At the Race Track (A. T.).. . Martin-Harcourt
Imperial
2 reels
*t§Love Captive, The
Betty Compson
'tlBoney's Boner
Koiortone Cartoon
Kolorione Prod
1 reel .
*t§Night Parade (A. T.)
*tiClub Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel
*tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
*t§Radio Revels (a!t.) !'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'... '.'...'.
*""'
° ""' "
"""' Jazz Nos
Sextet (F)
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel..
*t§Rio Rita (A. T.)
Daniels-Boles
*t§Could I Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
Imperial
2 reels.
*t§Sensation (A. T.)
Side Street
3 Moore Bros
*t §Egyplian Gyp, An
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod 2 reels
1 reel . .
Burr
•tjStreet Giri, The
^Betty Comoson
*t§Friend Husband (A. T.)
.7628feet
..Mar.
30
♦tGalloping
Gaucho
Mickey
Mouse
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Feb.
1.1
reel
♦♦{Syncopation (A. T.)
Downey-Warings Band.
*t5Hectic Hector
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Tanned Legs
*t5Hoak
(A.
T.)
(F)
Frawley
&
Smith
InctL
DisL
Corp
1
reel
.. .
*t§Upperworld (A. T.)
*t§Krlss Krosses
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Vagabond Lover, The {A. T.)
Rudy Vallee. .
*t§Marionettes,
The
No.
1
(F).
Novelty
Intl.
Dist.
Corp
1
reel...
*t§Very Idea, The (A. T.)
Frank Craven.
*t5Marionettes, The No. 2 (F) Novelty
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
*t5Wild Heart (A. T.)
Bebe Daniels.
*t§Meal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
Intl. DisL Corp
1 reel . . .
•tiMeet the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels...
*t§Miser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
Intl. DisL Corp
1 reel....
*t§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t§Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels. ..
FEATURES
*t§0ne
Hundred
Per
Cent.
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Weston I mperial
2 reels . . .
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
*tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon May
. . 1 reel
Anne Against the World
Mason-Mower
April 15. .
♦tJParty, The (D)
Safrus
1 reel...
Black Pearl, The
Lee-Hallor
Jan.
1 . . .5261 feet.
♦tjPikln' Pirate A
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
Brothers
Keefe-Bedford
Feb. 1.. .6092 feet.
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon.Mar.
. .1 reel
.5451 feet.
Devil's Chaplain, The
Keefe-Faire
Mar. 15. .
*tiRadio Franks & Four BachShanghai Rose
Irene Rich
Mar. 15. .
elors (F)
Song Program
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel
.June
8
6539 fee*.
.5901
feet.
*t {Signed, Sealed and Delivered (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
Some Mother's Boy
Carr-Raiston- Robards
Feb. 15,.
Two Sisters
Dana-Lease
April 1..
♦tSteamboat Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoan.Jan. 1 reel
When Dreams Come True
Costello-Lease
Jan. 15. . .6242 feet
*t5Thls and That (D)
Safrus
1 reel. . . .

RAY ART (S. R.)

* Means synchronized score,

f Means toond effects.

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-Alm.

6

5606 feet.
5700 feet.
5050 feet.

Escaped'from
He'l'l"." . . '. '.
'.'.'.Murial"E'sTerhazy . '.'.'.'.'. Aff" European! .''.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.rreel's"
Faces
of Children
French Cast
Zakoro
8000 feet.
For the Term of His Natural Life. Special Cast
Australasian
11000
feet.
Fortune's Fool
Emil Jannings
L T. Rogers
61 00 feet.
Golden Dawn
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
6200 feet.
Hearts of Men
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feet.
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Worldart PIct
Into the Night
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
571 2 feet.
Jade Casket, The
French Cast
Cosmos
5800 feet.
It's Easy to Become a Father. . German Cast
Ufa
6000 feet
Jazzland
Reynolds-Nye
Carios
5700 feet.
Krassin
Russian Cast
Amkino
7 reels . . .
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amkino
6290 feet.
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4580 feet.
Ufe of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
7000 feet.
Little Wild Giri. The
Lee-Landis
Hercules
5300 feet.
Unda
Baxler-Foster-Beery
. . First Division
6775 feet.
"
.5799 feet.
Livingston In Africa
English Cast
Amer .-Anglo.
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
7200 feet.
Man Who Cheated Life
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European .. Feb. 8. 6000 feet.
Marie Antoinette
Foreign Cast
Unusual
6000 feet.
Morgane. the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film
April 8 6800 feet
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
. .6500 feet.
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
6400 feet.
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa
7000 feet.
No Babies Wanted. . . .
.... Devore-Mong
. . . . . Plaza. . .
.
. . . . .5215 feet.
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
5573 feet.
Passion Song, The
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
5080 feet.
Peacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
5400 feet.
President, The
Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein
81 00 feet.
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
6000 feet.
~
~
■
"
"........... Crescent
".
.6040 feet.
Rellly
of■ the Rainbow
Division
, Hall-Garon
----Reward
of Fai'h,
The
French
Cast
Conquest
5927
feet.
-.5921 feel.
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
8065 feet
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
431 5 feet
Smoke
Conway
Tearle
Firs* Era
Division
6605 feet
feet
Somme. Bellew
The
Special Cast
New
7000

South of Panama
That Murder in Beriln
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Thunder God
Underground
Untamed Justice
U-Boat 9
West of Santa Fe
Yellow Ticket, The

SHORTS

star

RIGHTS

FEATURES

SUBJECTS
Date
30. .
25 . . .
3. ..
13. ..

STATE

Reviewed

Title
Big Diamond Robbery.
Come and Get It
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal .
Hardbolied
Idatio Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Utile Savage
Love In the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
Trail of the Horse ThIevM
Woman I Love
Vagabond Cub

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Motion

316
Tltel

Star

Rel. Date

*t{Tlcket Please (D)
Safrus
•tTrIp to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Intl. DIst. Corp
♦tSVarletles (D)
Safrus
♦tiVaudevllle (D)
Safrus
*t§Wonderin's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*t§When the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
•r§Whpn the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. DIst. Corp

SILENT

Length
1
1
1
1
1
1

Iltle
Burning the Wind
♦tJChariatan, The (F)

Reviewed

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

♦tSCIear the Decks (F)
June

*t{Cohens and
City, The (F) . :

8

1 reel

SHORTS

Eves of the Underworld

Length
Reviewed
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
10 episodes
. 1 reel
1 reel
June 29
. 1 reel

*t5Girl on the Barge, The (F)
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
*t§His Lucky Day (D)
Hoofbeatsof Vegeance. . .'
*t§lt Can Be Done (F)
♦tSKId's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid, The
*t§Last Warning, The (F)

.1 reel

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
1
.1

reel
reel
reel . .
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

♦tSLonesome (F)
Man Disturber, The
•t{Man, Woman and Wife (F)
*t§Modern Love (D 4 F) (A. T.)
*t§Melody Lane (D 4 F)

TIFFANY-STAHL

Plunging Hoofs
•tSRed Hot Speed (F)

FEATURES

Title

Star

Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
♦tSLucky Boy (F 4 D)

Rel. Date

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Seba3tlan
Jessel-Qulmby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

♦tSMIdstream 'F& D)
♦tSMoiiy and Me (F & D)

June

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
*t§New Orleans (F & D)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
*t5Reputation (F & D)
Keane-Standing
(Silent Version)
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian- Kent
Squads Right
Gribbon-Stone
•t}Two Men and a Maid (F& D). .Collier Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
♦tSWhispering Winds (F & D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)

SHORT

April

8250 feet
7476 feet
1

Feb. 15

Title
8114 feet

Feb. 20. . . .6 reels
Feb. 1
June 15
May

Mar. 23

1

SUBJECTS
Rel. Date

Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony

Jan.
1
Feb. 15
Feb. 1
Jan. 15

Mar.

1

Length

Revlewid

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 15

Miracle, The
*15Mr. Carillo
•tSZeppeJhi (F4D)

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Revlewet

Southern-Pidgeon
Leo Carillo
Claire Windsor

UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES

Title
Star
•tSAIibi (A. T.) (D)
O'Maliey-Busch
•tSBuiidog Drummond (A. T.) (D).. .Colman-Tashman-Love
*t§Coquette (A. T.) (D)
Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
(No Silent Version)
•tEternal Love (D)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl
•t§lron Mask, The (D)
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silent Version)
•tjLady of the Pavements (D)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
♦tJLummox (A. T.) (D)
Westover-Colller Jr
•tRescue, The (D)
Colman-Damlta
^Silent Version)
♦tjShe Goes to War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
fSilent Version)
♦tJThls Is Heaven (D)
Banky-Hall
•tThree Passions (D)
Terry-Petrovltch

Conning
Title
•tSCIty Lights (D)
♦tJCondemned
♦f Evangeline (D)
♦tHeli's Angels (D)
■►tSLocked Door, The (A. T.)
*t5Sex Appeal
•tISong of Broadway, The (D)
♦tJTIn Pan Alley (A. T.)
•tVenus (D)

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 20. . . .8 reels
Mar. IB
Mar. 30. .. .6767 feet. .. .April 13
April 12
Mar. 23
May 11
Mar. 9. . . . 8855 feet.
Mar. 9
8659 feet
Feb. 16
8329 feet
Feb. 16 .. 7495 feet
Jan.
... Jan.
July
July
June
June

..Jan. 28
..Jan. 26
Mar. 16

12
7980 feet
12. .. 7910 feet
13. . . 8864 feet
13
22. . . .7948 feet. . .
1

Jan. 19
June 15
Feb. 23
April B

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

Charile Chaplin
Coiman-Harding
Del Rio-Drew
Lyon-Hall-Nlsson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque.

Length

Reviewed
.June 15

Harry RIchman
N. Talmadge-Roland
Constance Talmadge

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
•tJBroadway (A. T.)

Star
Jack Dougherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)

* Means synchronized score.

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
July 14 .4786 feet
9350 feel. . . .June 1
Mar. 3
5729 feet

t Means soand effects.

Rui. Date
Length
Reviewed
Feb. 10... 5202 feet
April 7. . .
April 7. . .
Mar. 3... .5740 feet.

Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Howes
(Slleni Version)
William Cody

Mar.
Mar.
June
June
April

Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor
(Silent Version)
Wells-Collins
Rex-Perrin
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Tryon-Caroi
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
(Silent
Version)

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
June
May
June
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Jan.
July

7400 feet.
17 . . .
17. . . 7752 feet.
30. . .
30. . .
28... .4208 feet.
.7510 feet.
3. .. .. .6908 feet.
3.
.4596 feet.
27. . .
.471 9 feet.
30...
26...
.4525 feet.
16. . . .6090 feet.
24...
.5729 feet.
17. . .
6. . . .5509 feet.
23. . .
6 . . . .7980 feet...
6... ,7731 feet
.6761 feet...
20. .. .6142
feet
20. ..
19. .
13. . . .6589 feet.
13... .6674 feet.
14...

Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Murray-Kent
Nixon- Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
Bill Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horsel-Perrln
Gibson-Elder

July
July
April
Jan.
Jan.
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

21...
21 . . .
14. . .
27 ..
27. . .
21 . . .
21 . .
10 . .
20 . .
13 . .
24 . .
31 . . .
30. ..
2. . .
10...
23...

SHORT

5792 feet.

Al pine Antics
At the Front
Beyond the Smoke
Bottles
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cut-ups
Danger Line, The
Daring Dude. A
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Eariy lo Wed
Faces
Fantasle
Farewell
Final Reckoning. A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Half Holiday, A
Have Patience
Hold 'Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Just in Time
Just Monkeys
Jus' the Type
Kidnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The.:
Knockout Buster
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-issue)
Newlyweds' Angel Child, The
Newly weds Camp Out, The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Watch. The
Nuts and Jolts
Out At Home
Perilous Paths
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup, The
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals ,The

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..

6753
.5809
4364
.4232
5270
.4525
.4109
4497

feet \
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet.,
feet. .
feet..

Jan. 12
OcL

6

Nov. 10

Feb. 26

April 27

.5767 feel..

Rel. Date

Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble and Dog
LaSaiie- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllos
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Laemmie Novelty
Trimhie-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Guliiver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and Doq
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxie
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Wilsey-Kingston
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Canine Cast
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
George Chandler
Edmund Cohb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllos

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Mearu soand-m-film.

.4344
6621
.6621
6475

Mar. 23

SUBJECTS

Star

•

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

♦tSShakedown, The (F)
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder, The
Slim Fingers
Smilln' Guns
Smilin' Terror ,The
Tip-Off, The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman. The

June 20

Star

'*t§Feslival of Bagdad, A
Gold
♦tSJapanese Carnival, A
*t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden
Uttle Vagabond
*tLove Charm, The
Lover's Paradise
Maude Mulier
*t§Meiodle
No Women Allowed
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry...
Twinkle Toes
tjWay Down South

*t§Scandal (D 4 F)

Revlewec

1

April

*t5My Lady's Past (F & D)

Title

Length

Jan.
1
5412 feet . . Mar. 18
Feb. 20. . .6430 feet
Mar. 16
Feb. 2. .. .8653 feet. .. Jan. 12

News

Star
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Kelleys In Atlantic

*t5Come Across (D 4 F)

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15.
Bonzollna
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1.
Booster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15.
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 .
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Caslle
Jan.
1.
Fatal Warning. The (Serial)
H. Costello-Graves. . ..Mascot
Flaming Canvons
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1 .
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Caslle
Mar. 15
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb.
1.
Nature's Households
Tiny Tragedies
Ufa Short
Short
Ufa-Eastern.
Jan. 151
Peculiar
Ufa
Ufa
Eastern... Jan.
Polo Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb.
1
Salt Water Millinery
Ufa Short
Ufa-Easlern . . . Mar. 15 .
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 15
Spook Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15
Sunshine
Color Novelty
Caslle
Mar. 1
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . Mar. 1
Trailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15
We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. 15

Picture

April
Feb.
Mar.
July
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Aug.
July
Feb.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July
Feb.
April
May
April
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
June
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
July
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.
July
Mar.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
July
June
May
Jan.
April
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.
June
Jan.
June
June
Feb.
July
June
April
April
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
April
April
July
April

Length
Reviewed
Mar. 16
1 . . . .1 reel
Feb. 18
25.. . .1 reel
Feb. 23
23.. .2 reels
June 1
1.. . .1 reel
June 1
26. . ..2 reels
May 11
5. . . .2 reels
Dec. 22
19. . .2 reels
April 27
20 . . . .1 reel
.2
reels
June
1
6 .
April 27
22 . 2 reels
.
2
reels
18.
reels
27.. .. .2
.2 reels
30..
14. . ..2 reels
July
6
27. . ..2 reels
..2 reels
2..
Mar. 23
13. . .2 reels
29 . .2 reels April 27
...
3 . . . .10 episodes .
June IS
15 . . 1 reel
reels
June 1
3. . ..2
July
6
29 . . .1 reel
. . 1 reel
Feb.
2
4. . . . 2 reels
episodes.. Mar. 23
15. . .. .10
2 reels
8 .
29. . . . 1 reel
June 15
17.. . .2 reels

.2 reels

July

6

24. . .2 reels
July 6
3 . . .2 reels
28 . . .1 reel
May 18
3. .
. 2 reels
6 . . . . 1 reel
4. .
Dec 22
7 . . . .2 reels
7. . . .1 re^l
. . 2 reels
May 25
19 .
. .1 reel
8. . . . 2 reels
23 .
.
17 . 2 reels
Feb. 9
11 . . ..2 reels
2
reels
June 29
31 .
Feb. 9
16. . .2 reels
.2 reels
1 ..
22 . . 1 reel
Feb. 9
6 . . 2 reels
Feb. 23
25 . . . . 1 reel
,
.1
reel
15. .
Mar. 30
1 . . . .2 reels
26 . . .2 reels
. 2 reels
10 . . 2 reels
May 11
12 . . 2 reels
May 11
15. . . .2 reels
23. . . .2 reels
Mar.
30
17 . .2 reels
20 . . .2 reels
7. . . .2 reels
20. .
. . 1 reel
Mar. 30
24.. . . 1 reel
9. . ..2 reels
Feb. 16
29 . . .2
.2 reels
reels
June 15
29. .
16.. . .2 reels
8. . .10 episodes . June 15
May 11
15 . . .2 reels
24 . . 2 reels
Mar. 16
8 . . 1 reel
Jan. 12
11 .. 21 reel
reels
12 .
Jan. 12
9 . . .2 reels
Mar. 30
4 . . . 2 reels
27. . . .2 reels
Mar. 30
8. . . .2 reels
Mar. 18
2
reels
June
IS
20 . . 2 reels
15. .

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

July

20 ,
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Title
Sailor Suits
Saucy Saucy
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Youth
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
TIge's Girl
Friend
Tracked
Down

Star
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Laemmie Novelty
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur l^ke
Arthur Lake
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Trimblo-Hardwick
and Dog ....
Art
Accord

Rel.
Jan.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Aug.
Jan.
June
May
Aug.
May
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
April
June
April
April
Jan.

Date
2 .
19
27..
14. .
13. .
18. .
17.
12. .
7. .
24..
13. .
21 . .
27. .
18..
13. .
27. .
10..
8..
10 .
35 ..

Length
.2 reels
1 reel
.2reels
.1 reel
. 2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
reel
.1
2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels

Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag, The
WailoD. The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Harry Carey
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
OsWald Cartoon

Feb.
Aug.
July
Aug.
May
July
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.

28..
19.
8 .
24. .
6. .
22 .
28 .
10..
21 . .
21 .

2
2
2
.1
.1
.1
.1

Reviewed
Dec. F
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Feb. 9
May 2S

Jan. 12
May 11
Mar. 16

.2 reels

reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel

2 reels
1 reel

Jan.

5

Coining Feature Attraction*
TlUe

Star

Rel. Date

Length

SOUND
Title
*t{Alpine Antics (F)
•t§At the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
*tSBalley and Barnum
*t {Cross Country Run
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
♦tHen Fruit (F)
•tHold 'Em Ozzle (F)
♦tjHouse Cleaning (A. T.)

Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Vaudeville Act
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

*t{lce Man's Luck (F)
*t{Junior Luck (A. T. (F & D)
' {King of the Campus (A. T. (D & F)
•tSLove Birds
■^tLumberjack (F)
*t{Nuts and Jolts
*t{On Guard (A. T.) F) & D)
*t{Rivals.The (A. T.) (F & D)
*tSaucy Sausages
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Sporting Courage
*tStage Stunts (F)
*tSteamI)>at Willie.
*t{Stripes and Stars (F)
♦tSuicide Sheiks (F)
•t{Three Brox Sisters
*t{Us6 Your Feet (A. T.) (D& F).
*t§Varsity Drag, The (A. T.)
*t {Varsity Drag, The (A.T.) (F& D).
*t{Weary Wiilies
*tWicked West, The (F)
•tSZImmerman and Granville

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Pat Rooney and Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Songs
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

Title
Conquest
*t{Desert Song, The (D)
•t{Fancy Baggage (D)
*t{From Headquarters (D)
*t{Frozen River (D)
•t{Gamblers, The
'{{Glad Rag Doll, The (D)

■.
■•
June
29

July 30

Apr.

21

Aug. 30
Mar. !
Sept. 22
Aug. 18

4380 feet

July 28 . .13 reels
6500 feet

Rel. Date
April
Mar.
Jan.
May
April
Feb.
Mar.
June

Blue-Warner-Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
Dolores Version)
Costello
(Silent

1. .
25...
11...
27. .
29 . .
4 ..
4...
3. ..

April
April
Jan.
May

20
27
26
18

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.2 reels
June 15
1 reel
Mar. 30
. 1 reel
.1 reel
...
.1929 feet... May 25

.1 reel
July
8. .
May 27.. .2 reels
.2 reels
April 1
2 reels .
April 15
1 reel
June 24
1 reel
April 29 ...2 reels
April 15... 2 reels
Aug. 19.1 reel
Feb. 18... 1 reel
June 24
2 reels
May 13
1 reel
1 reel .
.1 reel
May 27. . .1
reel
Mar. 18
. 1 reel
Jan. 14 . 2 reels
Aug. 19. . .2 reels
July
8 . .2 reels
July 22. . .1 reel
1 reel
June 10
1 reel
Jan. 28.

Length

Rel. Date
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May
June
May
June

19.
11 .
28.
23
27.
6.
20
26
29
4
8.

f Means sound effects.

*t§No Defense (D)

April
May
Mar.
April
July
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
April
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April
.June

16
14.
16 .
8.
13.
13.
18.
2.
2.
23.
13.
8.

*t{Greyhound Limited, The (D)
♦tSHard-Boiled Rose (D)

Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
Bronson-Colller Jr
(Silent Version)
*t§On With the Show (A. T.) (D).. . .Comoson-Brown-Fazenda
*t$Queen of the Night Clubs lA. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)
•t {Redeeming Sin. The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
tSSinging Fool
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
•t {Sonny Boy (D)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
(Silent Version)
•tJSlark Mad (D)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
»t{Stolen Kisses (D)
May McAvoy
(Silent Version)
»t{Time. the Placeand the Girl The(D)Olmsted-Wlthers-Klrkwood.
•t§OnB Stolen Night (D)

Rel.

Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
June

Star
Rel. Date
ifle
»t{Argyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Meighan
*t§General Crack (D)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
•♦{Glorious Betsy (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•t{Green Goddess. The (A. T.) (D) . George Arliss
*t{Hearts In Exile (D)
H. Costello-Kerry
*t{Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
♦t{Hotlentof,
The
(A.
T.)
Horton-Mlller
t{ls Evervbodv
Everybody Haoov?
Happy?
Ted
Lewis anJ
an J Band
Band.
His
Ted
Lewis
*t{Little Pal
Jolson-Lee
*f {Mammy
Al Jolson
•rsNo Questions Asked (D)
Ferris-Collier, Jr
*t{Sap. The (D)
E. E. Horton
*t{Say If With Songs
Jolson-Nixon-Lee
♦tjSkin Deep (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
*t§Song of the West tA. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t{Tiger Rose (A. T.)
Velez-Withers
*t{UnderaTexas Moon (A. T.) (D). .Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

VITAPHONE

July 28
July 28

June 1
Mar. 30
Mar. 23
May 11
May 11
July
May

6
4

May 11
Mar.

8

June 29
June 29
May 1 1

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Star

* Means synchronized score,

7

SHORTS

Star

WARNER

Reviewed

4126 feet

July

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Jan.
June

Star

.5424
.5236
.6921
.6145
..7444

feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.

..April 8
Feb. 23

.6011 feet.
.6681 feet
.4917 feet
.6273 feet
.5658 feet
.6 reels

Mar. IB

Mav

Coming Feature Attractions

♦tSBargaIn In the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkrauf
*t}Barnum Was Right
Born to the Saddle
Ted Wells
*t}Braggart, The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Wil I Be Brides
Laura La Planle

•({College Love ' D & F) (A. T.)
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Crimson Hour, The
De Putti-IYIosjuklne
*t§Dangerous Dimples
Laura La Plante.
Doubling For Trouble . .
Gibson-Gilbert
♦UDrake
Murder Moments
Case. The^ . .
„ . ,^ ■,
*t§Embarrassing
(D&F)..Regmald Denny
(Silent Version)
Erik the Great
Veldt-Phllbin
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
♦t} Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
Girl Overboard
Mary Philbin
•tjGreat Cinema Murder. The
*t{Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.).. Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson
•tjKlngof Jazz The (A. T.)
Paul Whiteman and Band
*t§LoveTrap.
D & F)
La Plante-Hamilton
(Silent Version i
*t{Mlnstrel Man. The
Tryon-La Plante
*t {Mississippi Gambler, The (D & F) . Rudolph Schildkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
*t{One Rainy Night (D & F)
Laura La Plante
Play Goes On. The
James Murray
Points West
Hoot Gibson
*t{Port of Dreams, The
Mary Philbin
(Silent Version)
Riding Demon, The
Ted Wells
*t{Shannonsot Broadway, The (A.T.I James Uleason
*fSShow Boat iD & Fi
La Plante-J. Schildkraut
*1{Under the Southern Cross
Special Cast
'Silent Version)
Wagon Master. The
Ken Maynard
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny

Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Loy-Collier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
•tJKId Gloves (D)
Nagel-Wllson
(Silent Version)
Little Wild Cat. The
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D)
Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
{Million Dollar Collar, The (D). . Rln-Tln-Tin
(Silent Version)
My Man
Fanny Brice
*t JNoah's Ark (D)
D. Costelio-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)

Reviewed
Date Length
.6114 feet.
feet.
.4696
9.
23
.5610 feet.
30 .
4. .4875 feet.
.6235 feet.
23 . .4885 feet.
27.
5. .5161 feet.
22.
..5561 feet
12.
9. ..4878 feet
12. .6136 feet
.9478 feet... Oct. 27
15. .7752 feet...
B. ..5558 feet... April 6
11 .
16. .6243 feet... May 25
20. ..4797 feet...
13.

Title

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.4706
11 034
.6447
.5983
.6323

feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.

Reviewed
April 20

.5483 feet.

6685 feet

June

8

SHORTS

Title
Star
After the Round Up
Cowboy Songs
Ali Girl Revue
Girl Band & Comedienne
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Songs and Jazz Band
Banlomanlac.
... Eddie Peabody
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Shaw & Lee
Beau Night
El Brendel
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Bobby Folsom
Songs
Bit of Scotch, A
Kitty Doner
Book Worm, The
Harry J. Conley
Bright Moments
Benny-Mario
California Songbirds, The
Bell-Coales
Ceipste Alda (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Cele,ste Aida (Alda)
Giovanni Marlinelll
Character Studies
Florence Brady
Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougal & Company
Violin, Songs & Dances
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead Laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Eleanor Painter
Songs
Evening at Home with HItchy
. Raymond Hitchcock
Fair Days
Harris & Howe
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Miijan
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors. . .Jazz Band
Harry Delf
Songs & Dances
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernle & Band
High Water
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
UIIS& Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review. . . . Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican Tipica Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Miss Information
Wilson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
PagllaccI
John Charles
. _,
.,,„, Thomas.
,...,..,„
Pair of Aces, The
TImblln & Raymond
Papa'sBaker
Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil
Accordion
Solos

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means sound-on-film.

Length

Reviewed
May 18

7441 feet.... May

B

6412 feet. ...June
8
7 reels
April 2

June

1

June

1

(D)
ReL Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Revleweu
June 15
Aug. 25
Oct. 13
June 1
Mar. 18
Mar. 2
Sept.22
July
7
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept.22
June 18
Sept. 29
Sept. 22
Sept. 1

H'oel

Aug. 25
Aug. 25
Mar. 18

1 reel
1 reel

June
June

1
8

June
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
June
June
Sept.

23
25
18
12
15
23
16
1
8
29

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

Aug. 25
June 23
1 reel
•

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
18
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
18
18
23
16
18

Mar. 16
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
i reel
1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Feb. 18
Oct. 20
.Mar. 18

Motion

318
Title
Question of Today, The
Realization
Regular Business Man, A
RIgoletto— Quartet
Rudy Valleeand Band
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Tiny Town Revue
Traffic Muddle, A
Typical Types
Va Prononcer Ma Mort {La Julve)..
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Ughtner

Star
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
Gigll-Taliey-de Luca-Gordon
Songs and Orchestra
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumit
Harry Delf
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Midget Unit
Donohue & U-No
Bobby Folsom
Giovanni Marlineill
William Demarest
Songs

WORLD-WIDE
TIHe
•tSBIack Waters

Length

1 reef
J^ reel

1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 26
June 16
Sept. 15
Sept. 29
June 15
OcL 13
fVIar. 18
Nov. 1 7
Aug. 25
June 23
June 8
June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES

Star
KIrkwood-Brlan

* Means synchronized score,

Rel. Da'e

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 1 . .7500 feet . .April 13

f Means sound effects.

Title
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad
♦tSKitty CD & F)

Star
Norman Kerry
Monte Banl<s
Brody-Stuart
fSilent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Cheltova
Giida Gray
Walter Byron
Lerch-George
Thomas-Bank*
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

♦tMoulln Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman In White, The

Picture

News

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Mar. 17
7 reels
Feb. 2
6 reels
June 29. .. .9010 feet. .. .June 15
8500 feet
Jan. 30
9 reels
Ftb. 23
Feb. 17
71 85 feet
9 reels
Feb. 4
7 reels
7000 feet
Feb.

3

7688 feet
7 reels

Coining Feature Attractions
Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer, The
Whirl of Life, The

Star
DIna Gralia
Special Cast
Miles Mander
Dina Gralia
Louis Lerch

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

Rel. Date
8
7
7
8
8

Length
Reviewed
reels...
reels. ..
reels. . .
reels...
reels. . .

A. T. after title means All Talltie,

Hollywood
Jean Arthur will be Clara Bow's sister in
"The Saturday Night Kid," soon to ro into
work at the Paramount Coast plant under
the direction of Richard Wallace.
Lilyan Tashman is the first player cast
by Warners for "Hold Everything," a new
natural color musical to be placed in production soon.
Dennis King, singing stage star, is now
in Hollywood to start work in "The Vagabond K'inf?," Paramount version of the
stage production in which King achieved
fame.
Florence Arliss, wife of George Arliss,
stage and screen actor, will play opposite
her husband in "Disraeli." She will appear
in the role of Lady Beaconsfield.
Kay Francis, actress from the New York
stage who is now appearing in Paramount
talkies, will have the role of the other
woman in "Behind The Makeup," a talkie
dealing
with
vaudeville
life.
William Courtenay, stage star, will perform in Warner Bros.' "Evidence," a new
talkie vehicle for Pauline Frederick. John
Adolfi is now directing the play.
Paramount last week added Jeanette MacDonald to its list of contract players. She
sings the feminine lead role in "The Love
Parade," which Ernst Lubitsch is megaphoning.
Al Dubin and Joe Burke arc the composers of the theme song in Warner Bros,
new Vitaphone production, "In the Headlines," co-featuring Marion Nixon and
Grant Withers.
Stanley Smith, ex-leading man from the
Broadway stage, is to play opposite Nancy
Carroll in "Sweetie," George Marion, Jr.'s
musical
comedy
story
of campus
life.
Joseph Depew has also been given a role.
"A Year From Today" is the title under
which "Tin Pan Alley,," the New York
stage play by Hugh Stanislaus Stange, will
be made into Norma Talmadge's first alltalking picture for United Artists.
Moran and Mack, who have finished their
first talking film for Paramount, "Why
Bring That Up?", have returned to Hollywood to begin their second talkie.
Warners are casting "Disraeli," the stage
play
which
be Michael
George Arliss'
talkie.
Lastwill
week
Visaroffinitial
and
Norman Cannon joined the cast. George
Cooper and Francisco Maran were added to
the players appearing in "Under a Texas
Moon," while Lee Moran, Johnny Arthur,
Phillips Smalley, William Norton Baile and
H. A. Morgan will play in "The Aviator."
Bull Montana was assigned a role in "Tiger
Rose."

David Burton, Broadway stage director
now under contract with M-G-M, will start
work in the near future at the Coast studio
where a half a dozen other stage directors
are now engaged in picture work.

Harry Langdon, now engaged
of talkie comedies on the Hal
for M-G-M release, will play the
airplane stowaway in his second
The title of the first Langdon

"The Lost God," romantic action story of
the South Seas by John Russell, will be
Richard Arlen's first talking picture for
Paramount. Mary Brian will be the heroine. George Abbott will direct them.

been changed from "Red Hot" to "Hotter
Than Hot." Lewis R. Foster will again
direct Langdon. Dialog is by Harlev M.
Walker.

Theodore Von Eltz has been signed by
William Le Baron, vice-president in charge
of production at the RKO studios, to play
one of the major roles in Radio Pictures'
all-talking version of Le Baron's stage play,
"The Very Idea."
Joseph Franklin Poland, young producer,
joins another former city editor of the Los
Angeles Times at the Pathe studio where
he has been engaged for production activities. William Conselman will supervise
the Poland pictures. These two turned out
"The Sophomore," Pathe's newest Eddie
Quillan vehicle.
M-G-M last week changed the titles of
two feature productions. "Navy Blues" will
be the title of William Haines' latest feature
comedy and "The Ship From Shanghai"
succeeds "The Ordeal" as the title for Lon
Chaney's sea adventure film.
Doris Hill will play the part originally
assigned Jean Arthur in "Darkened
Rooms," in which Paramount is introducing
a new star — Evelyn Brent.
"The Song Shop," a M-G-M Colortone
Revue, will introduce many composers of
jazz music. Seen in the sound short will
be Fred Fisher, Raymond Klages, Arthur
Freed and Nacio Herb Brown, Dave Dreyer, Roy Turk and 'Fred Ahlert. The 19year-old radio announcer. Buster D.ees, has
a featured role and Jack Benny is master of
ceremonies.
Prank Craven,
hearsing with the
"The Very Idea,"
camera and mikes

following weeks of recast for Radio Pictures'
is now ready to face the
with his unit.

"Jungle," Joan Crawford's first M-G-M
talkie, has gone into production under Jack
Conway's direction. Her husband, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Rod La Rocque and
Anita Page are featured players.
Wallace MacDonald, veteran screen character actor, was recently signed by Paramount for the role of the football coach in
"Sweetie."
Sally Blane has been given her second
role under her long term contract to RKO
Studios. She will appear opposite Hugh
Trevor
in "The
now under
way. Very Idea." Rehearsals are

m a series
Roach lot
role of an
featurette.
talkie has

Fred Datig, Paramount casting director
"U"
for
thestudio.
Coast studio, signed a new contract
last week. Before joining Paramount three
years ago, Datig was casting director of the
William Boyd will be starred by Pathe in
"Officer O'Brien," story of the New York
police department.
Tay Garnett will direct.
Fox will produce a musical film operetta
as a remake of "Cameo Kirby." Norma
Terris, Harold Murray, and Stepin Fetchit
will be featured, with Irving Cummings
listed to direct. Marion Spitzer is writing
the book, while Harlan Thompson will
supervise and write lyrics. Dave Stamper
will compose musical numbers.
M. H. Hoffman, recently with TiffanyStahl, arrived from New York by auto last
week. While in the East, Hoffman stated
he had purchased several stories to be used
as starring vehicles for Joe E. Brown.
Eugenie Besserer has signed term
optional contract with M-G-M.
Buster Dees, radio singer, signed to term
contract by M-G-M for appearance in film
musicals of that company.
Al Boasberg is writing the dialog for
"Cotton and Silk," the Duncan Sisters' first
talker for M-G-M. Original story and
adaptation was. written by Byron Morgan
and Al Block.
Sam Wood will direct.
Alice Gentle, grand opera singer, has been
signed for
featured role
in "Golden
Dawn,"
the aHammerstein
operetta
to be
produced by Warner Brothers.
Joe Jackson, in completing the adaptation and dialog for "Second Choice," a
Dolores Costello starring picture for Warners, has worked on a total of thirty-two
stories for that company since he joined
the scenario staff over two years ago.
Aggie Herring replaces Kate Price in the
cast of "Kathleen Mavourneen," the Tiffany-Stahl all-talking and all-singing prostarring Sally
O'Neill.
CastPerry,
also
includes duction
Charles
Dclancy,
Walter
Jim Kelly, Robert Ellis and Lydia Yeamans
Titus.
Albert Ray is directing.
Sono-Art have purchased the rights to
"My Melody Girl," co-authored by Tom
Waring, of Waring Pennsylvanians, and
Pat Ballard, and will make it into a screen
musical comedy.

A

SOUND

FILM

for the

PRESENT
and the

I

FUTURE

.N THE early stages of the talkie era Eastman scientists set
themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound film.
They started from scratch. They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically
measured the fidelity of the sound recorded with their experimental emulsions. They detected and eliminated inaccuracies
and distortions too minute for the ear to register. They arrived
at a final formula — a definite achievement in the art of sound
....Eastman Reprotone Negative.
Designed specifically, exclusively for sound recording, Reprotone is the logical negative medium for sound at its best.
Because of its inherent and complete rightness it will keep
pace with the other factors in the industry. It was built for
today, but if the demands of tomorrow are still more exacting,
Eastman Reprotone will meet them.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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IN KEY POINTS!

^ It proves that Paramount's New Show World Policy
for 1929-30 brings sensational box office results! The
fact that all the big stars of the stage are under one
banner — Paramount — means history-making profits
for exhibitors. ^ Imagine! The Marx Brothers.
($8.80 a seat on Broadway.) Oscar Shaw and Mary
Eaton. (Also $8.80.) In one big lavishly produced
talking, singing, dancing musical comedy.

Music

by Irving Berlin. A picked chorus from all the
Broadway shows. On the screen at popular prices!
No wonder audiences love it ! ^ And it's just the
start of what you can expect from Paramount.

■• *
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HESE FEiVrURES

Mean
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Better Sound

Programs

NO BATTERIES— Amplification direct from any 110
volt 60 cycle A C source.
FULL DOUBLE CHANNEL AMPLIFICATION— A
reserve amplifier for every amplifier used to run a show.
MECHANICAL
GEAR DRIVE— Perfect synchronization assured. No belts or makeshift methods of
synchronization.
NEW
TYPE PICK-UP — Entirely new principle
gives perfect tracking of all records.
EVEN
SOUND
DISTRIBUTION — Through use of
powerful electro-dynamic speakers.
CONSTANT SPEED MOTORS— Constant pitch and
constant quality of reproduction assured.

NEWJUNIOR

MODELS

For houses up to 500 seats

DISC $1,500

TYPE 300 DDA
S YNCHRONOUS

AND

DISC $2,500
SOUND

ON

FILM

UTILE JQ5J DOWN

PACENT
Film
32

Center

Sales

and

REPKODIJCER
iluilfliii;«
Service

Representatives

Delivery

COHPOHATION
030

in

the

Ninth
United

Avonne.
States

Now
and

j)erformance of
Pacent equipment.

For Larger Theaters

Types
2MDA
and
4MDA

SynchronousDA
2M
DISC
Type

$2,500

-15% i;^JrJ'<!r.'.?2S 10 MONTHS

Wire or Write for Immediate

quality and better
sound programs ask
any exhibitor using
Pacent. Or, hear a
Pacent Re])roducer
System in actual
service. The features outlined here
are largely responsible for the outstandingly high

for houses up to 2,000
seats

There is no complete Sound Equipment on the market today for small theatres to compare with this new Paeent
machine. High quality reproduction at a new low price.
Sound on film section of the Type 500 FDA outfit plays variable area and variable density methods with equal efficiency.
AS

what Pacent features mean in better

Over 600 in service
throughout the
world

The small theatre owner will find this new Junior Mo<lrl a
money maker from the day he puts it in. It combines all
the features of the large Pacent machine, over 600 of M-hich
are in service today in the United States alone. The Junior
Model 500 DDA has every feature you want in modern sound
equipment.

TYPE 500 FDA
S YNCHRONOUS

IF
YOU WANT
TO KNOW

Vork
Canada

Synchronous
DISC
4MDA
Type

$3,500

for houses up to 4,000
seats
Dt'scriplive Literature
oil Request

The Freak of
The Industry
(No. 649 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
THEY TOLD ME NEW YORK CITY HAD BEEN "SHOWBoated to Death."
THEY SAID THAT THE TWO YEAR RUN OF ZIEGFELD'S
stage show of that title, plus the $2 run of Universal's own "Show
Boat", had used up all the people who wanted to see Edna Ferber's
great story on stage or screen.
THAT'S

WHAT

THEY

TOLD

ME— THE WISE ONES.

NEVERTHELESS, WE ANNOUNCED THAT "SHOW BOAT"
would open at the Colony theatre at popular prices. I don't mind
telling you that the Colony theatre, because of its location away from
the big transient trade, has been a tough theatre to succeed in. Some ot
the best pictures ever produced by various companies had failed to draw.
THEN ALONG CAME "SHOW BOAT"— AND
is so sensational as to be almost beyond belief.

THE

RESULT

WE OPENED UNDER ALL KINDS OF DIFFICULTIES, ONE
of which was the fact that the necessary license to operate the theatre
was not delivered on time and we had to dismiss the audience which
packed the house from top to bottom and refund every cent we had
taken in.
AS SOON AS THE LICENSE WAS DELIVERED
again and then the sensation started to sensatel

WE

The ONE

and ONLY

BROADWAY
SHOW

BOAT

PAUL WHITEMAN
in KING

OF JAZZ

COLLEGE LOVE
THE STORM
MEN

rN HER LIFE

THE COHENS AND
KELLYS IN SCOTLAND
THE LAST PERFORMANCE
THE SHANNONS
BROADWAY
TONIGHT

OF

AT TWELVE

OPENED

LONG LINES OF EAGER FANS AWAITED THEIR TURN
to get in. Instead of starting at noon as we had intended, we opened
at ten o'clock in the morning and kept grinding through until midnight.
AND THIS, MIND YOU, IN HARD-BOILED NEW YORK CITY
which everyone said had been "Show-Boated to death"! All this, mind
you, in spite of the fact that for more than two solid years thousands
upon thousands had been jamming Ziegfeld's theatre to see the great
and glittering success which that master showman had devised for
their entertainment.
"SHOW BOAT" PAYS NO ATTENTION TO FORMER RFCords. The people who want to see it pay no attention to their former
habits.
"SHOWBOAT"
of blistering heat —
a hot oven to tread
the humidity was so

1929-30 PRODUCT

PACKED THE COLONY THEATRE IN SPITE
during days when it was like walking on top of
the sidewalks of New York — during days when
intense that it was hard to breathe!

"SHOW BOAT" WILL SMASH YOUR OWN RECORDS JUST
as it is smashing those of scores of theatres throughout the world.
IT IS THE FREAK OF THE INDUSTRY AND NOTHING CAN
keep it from rolling along!

LAURA

LA PLANTE

in 3

JOHN BOLES in 2
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
in 3
MARY NOLAN in 4
REGINALD DENNY in 2
GLENN TRYON and
MERNA KENNEDY in 3
GEORGE LEWIS and
BARBARA KENT in 2
THE DRAKE CASE
THE CLIMAX
BRAWN

OF THE SEA

SHE BELONGS
KEN MAYNARD
HOOT GIBSON
TALKING

rhese pictures zvere recorded under the Western Electric System, using the finest equipment in the world.
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

TO ME
in 8
in 8

jnd SILENT VERSIONS
ALL PICTURES
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YOUR LIST OF
BIG HITS 1929-30
"''^'^'"uls'^""^ delightf
^^^^^"'"^g^^^^,
NDiV p^.;.^
BOUiJ±>
PARIS XJV^

^^^^^^^

•

play produced hy Arthur Hopkins. Fredric March and Leslie
Fenton are in it. Maurice Revnes was the supervisor and E. H.
Griffith directed it.

imitable music comes

in,
to the stage for the first time. GIRL
Book by Frederic
Gershwin's and
George Thompson
RE
TREASU
Vincent
Lawrence. Lyrics fcy Ira Gershwin. Produced by the
noted stage director Richard Boleslavsky with incidental music by
Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan. Josiah Zuro, musical director.

THE SOPHOMORE

^^i;^^}^^

and Jeanctte Loff in Corey Ford's refreshing story of university
life from College Humor. Directed hy Leo McCarey. Dialogue
by Joseph Franklin Poland supervised by William Conselman.

•

"Rir^ i-^A^
1\JP\56^^
^'C'^ Robert Armstrong and Caro
UXVJ
VV C» lomhard.Thc
mysterious death of
a prominent editor stirs newspaper circles in George S. Brooks'
exciting play. Gregory La Cava directed it. Walter De Leon
wrote the dialogue, ]ack Jungmeyer adapted it and Ralph Block
is the supervisor.

THE

AWFUL

TRUTH

V^A X, \^V?
A J^-£A1.xTTT
X. Pathe
jj^jYo/ scores
stage buddies
r^TT
a coup!ofThat
popidar
"Is Zat
So?"
fame Robert Armstrong and James Gleason come to the screen
for the first time together as two genial, w^scrupulous brakemen
from A. W. Somerville's Saturday Evening Post Story. Dialogue
version adapted by James Gleason and direction by Tay Garnett.

Morton Downey, Betty

w,h
Amerr
Lawford
and a distinguished
cast.ylr.s
Storyhtale
by Gcnd
E
IN LOVBroadway
LUCKY
Markey with original songs by Bud Green and Sam H. Slept.
Directed hy Kenneth Webb and supervised by Robert T. Kane.

A

Starrmg Ina Claire. Arthur Richman's stage success with Henry
Daniel and a distinguished cast includmg Theodore von Eltz and
Paul Harvey. Supervised by Maurice Revnes and directed by
Marshall Neilan.

WOMAN

William Hurlburl's stage play "On the Stairs", one of Broadways
greatest successes — has everything — real thrills, real mystery —
a real love story.

RED
SAILOR'S
With Alan Hale and Sally

HOLIDAY

Filers, and an all star cast. The
funniest gob is coming ashore to see his gal in Joseph Franklin
Poland's original story. Dialogue version adapted hy Ray Harris
and directed hy Fred hJewmeyer.

HER

PRIVATE

AFFAIRS

Starring Ann Harding. Herman Bertxstein has made an adaptation ofthe stage play "The Right to Kill". Directedby Paul Stein.

RICH

PEOPLE

with Constance Bennett. A
best selling novel in a jazz

HOT

RHYTHM

TKe fascinating musical comedy success by Walter Dc Leon,
showing the laughable lovable people of Tin Pan Alley in their
fads, foibles and flops. Directed by Leo McCarey and supervised by William Conselman.

THE

RACKETEER

HIS

FIRST

\^ ^ Roi,e« A.m.

strong and Carol
Lom.bard. The romance of a swashbuckling pirate of the nightlife
of New York, who loves and loses in his reckless battle with
authority. Story by Paul Gangelin.

Starring William

COMMAND

Boyd. An original story by Douglas Doty

setting, by Jan Gelzer from Good Housekeeping Magazine.

laid in the famous U. S. Cavalry School. "His First Command"
is a dashing attraction — Bill Boyd at his best.

GREENWICH

THE

VILLAGE

"p/^T
T TpQi^ An
elaborate
reproduction
of one of
Broad"*■
VVX-<X-«x
way's
most famowi
institutions.
Through
Special arrangement with Jones and Green the most brilliant
sketches of the Follies will be retnoduced in sound and color.

^k

AFRAID

Your

Guide

GRAND

PARADE

A brilliant fascinating background for a great play and human
love story by Howard Emmett Rogers, showing the blazing hate
and strife in the merry world of fun and make-believe. Directed
by Fred Newmeyer.

to Box-Ojjice

Qiiality

'4||>

WAR

AND

WOMEN

William Boyd, Arm Harding, Robert Armstrong in an all star
road show special.

THE BIG SHOT

Ben Hecht and Charles
'MacArthur, who wrote

the out:>tanding stage .success, "The Front Page" , have written an
original story for dialogue pictures based on the life of one of
Broadway's most sensational characters.

CLOTHES

with Constance Bennett.
Lucy Stone
Terrill's Saturday Evening Post Story
dealing with the temptations of the fine feathers and furbelows
of woman's raiment.

THIS THING

CALLED LOVE

Starring Ann Harding. Edwin Burke's successful stage play
about a strictly modern wife in the days of companionate marriage.

in
good the
ne'er-do-well makes
town
^^^
In which
'^'^'^ ^'^'^'^ Quillan.
BOY
PL A Y
Helen Hull's story in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
Dialogue
version directed by Fred hlewmeyer.

NEGLIGEE

Starring /na Claire. An adaptation
of the sensational European stage

success by Ernest Vajda.

PAINTED

DESERT

With William Boyd. An all color production in the famous
C A T? A '^C^(~^
^'t'^
Constance Beimett. An origiOi^XVXX
X KyyjJn.A
^^j ^^^^^
^^- ^ p^^igree and its
consequences by William Conselman. It deals with high society
in a refreshingly new marxner.

OFFI
CER O'BR
^»f=AT
story of the police force
hy Tom IEN
Buckingham,
in which;llS
Carol
Lombard

HOT

also appears.

AND

Romantic Boyd in another great role.

BOTHERED

with Eddie Quillan portraying the zest, the danger, the humor
of youth's coming of age. Story by William Conselman and
directed by Leo McCarey.

mor in and
thisgood
smart
hu.
^U fun
'EM
AT
AND
UP
musical
play by Kenyon l^icholson, featuring Alan Hale and
Eddie Quillan. Directed by Leo McCarey and supervised by
William Conselman.

Pathe'chrome color process, in which a stirring romance is
blended with the adventurous spirit of the West. Supervised
by Ralph Block. Story by Jack ]ungmeyer.

THE BACHELOR'S

SECRET

tfith Alan Hale. A dialogue adaptation of Walter De Leon's
delightfully amusing farce in which a young man lies about his
past, with inconci-ix'ahly funny results. Directedby Tay Carnett
and supervised by Ralph Block.

CRASHING

THROUGH

Starring William Boyd. A comedy drama staye J'lay I v Saxon
Kling dealing with t'le contran of love, riches a i ! poverty. Full
of daring action and hearty laughter.

PARACHUTE

with Robert Armstrong and
Carol Lombard. The story of

a war aviator's struggle to adapt himself to life in hishomcland
as revealed i^x Ramon Guthrie's best selling novel. Directed by
Tay Carnett.

First Pathe

Feature Releases

Click

'^^ ^^Ann Harding's debut as a talking actresses the event supreme of Paris
M. Bound'
P. NEWS".
"^^

''First all tallying college picture 'The Sophomore' ts a riof\

"^^ " Big News' — Armstrong's funniest since 'Is Zat So' ".

PHOTOPLAY

M. P. NEWS

PATHE
SILVER

ANNIVERSARY

1929-1930
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THIS THEATRE
IS EQUIPPEDWITH

SVStEM
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This lobby plaqtte
isWestern
furnished
Electric

Sound Pictures at their Best!

equipped
to
identifytheatres
themselves with the
only
sound
system
that is
nationally
advertised.

Here's the Solution
of the Small Theatres' Problem
FOR a modest initial payment and as little
as $30 weekly over a three-year period,
depending upon the type of equipment required, any theatre, under the new plan of
financing through the Exhibitors Reliance
Corporation, can now secure the installation
of a Western Electric Sound System.
Its quality has never been questioned. Its
superiority has been universally accepted.
Today it is being offered on terms of payment that place it within the means of even
the smallest houses.
The same superior design of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and the same high quality

of manufacture l)y the Western Electric
Company that have made it the standard
sound system equipment of the motion
picture industry —
Serviced by Electrical Research Products'
nation-wide staff of 735 technical men — your
insurance against breakdowns and costly program interruptions —
This is the Western Electric Sound System,
now offered on a basis that enables exhibitors
to finance its installation in part out of the
in(;ome it will produce.
Our representative will be glad to supply

complete details.

Electrkat Research Products fnc
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
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THA
SHA
THING!
But first he absolutely sure each
ingredient is perfect —
FEATURE

ITS TOO LATE TO
MAKE EXCUSES
YOU'VE
AFTER
SERVED THE FOLKS
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THE PUBLIC GETS A KICK
OUT OF A PERFECT SHOW
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Make it a point to see that everything
on your program is top-notch.
Remember that in these days there's
no reason why your show shouldn^t be
the same as Broadway's best.

A poor course spoils a meal —
A had ingredient ruins a cocktail —
A lousy picture slaughters a program

METRO - GOLDWYN

- MAYER

is presenting a year of weeks
of the Greatest Shows on EARTH
(and "Earth" is a large place)

STOP RUINING A
GOOD SHOW WITH
INFERIOR SHORTS!
AMATEURISH talking comedies and mediocre Talking Acts are running
wild in this industry today! They are dragging down good shows and
cheapening theatres. Lay off them before they ruin you! There's a new
type of talking short now that has kept pace with the intelligent progress
of talking feature pictures, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, who sounded the deathknell of experimental, laboratory fulUength talkies to give the industry the
New Era, Road-show-size talkies, now assures exhibitors that they need no
longer book old-fashioned, childish talking shorts into their theatres. The
day of M-G-M's New Era, Road-show Quality Talking Shorts is here!

WHEN

THE SHOW

IS PERFECT

You^ll
to makefindit that
sol M-Q-M^s New Era Shorts help
HAL ROACH
TALKING
COMEDIES
These are the class talking comedies that play the big Capitol
Theatre, N.Y., and similar de luxe
houses everywhere. Hal Roach
gives to his talking comedies talent, care and resources comparable to that which goes into the
making of feature pictures.

26 METRO
MOVIETONE
ACTS

I
8 OUR GANG
There's nothing in (he comedy field to compare with the
charm and delight of the
Gangtalking! Theyhavewon
a new fame and following in
talking comedies.
2 OUR CANQ
( Synchronized)

Only the Biggest Names with
established drawing power in
Metro Movietone Acts. Theatres
have learned that M-G-M class
and quality differentiates these
Acts from all others.

12 M-G-M COLORTONE

8 LAUREL-HARDY

8 CHARLIE

Their talking comedies, "A
Perfect Day," booked into
the Capitol, N.Y., and other
d« luxe houses is the first of
their class talking comedy of
the new season.
2 LAUREL-HAROV
(Synchronized)

Charlie Chase brings to the
talking screen talents of song,
dance and mimicry that make
his persotiality more winning
than a ever.
"Leaping Love" is
iusi
sample!

NEWS

The world's greatest publisher has placed his worldwide resources behind the creation of a Super-Sound
News. Once a week starting September 28th, on disc
or film. The only sound newsreel produced by a
news-gathering organization.

LANGDON

Langdon is to be the surprise
talkie star. His first dialog
comedy reveals a comic manner of speech that is irresistibly funny. Credit Hal Roach
with another money hunch !

REVUES

104 M-G-M
INTERNATIONAL
^1 ^B

8 HARRY

AMONG THE HEADLINERS IN METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
Van & Schenck
Ukelele Ike
Raymond Hitchcock
Irving Aaronson &. Commander$
Phil Spitalny
Happiness Boys
Titta RufFo
Yvette Rugel
Gus Edwards, etc.

These tabloid musical and dancing entertainments put your theatre in the Broadway de luxe
class. Only M-G-M gives you revues of this kind with names like Charles King featured, and
with dance experts like Sammy Lee and creators like Gus Edwards. Gems of beauty entirely
in color and all-talking, singing, dancing.

52 HEARST
METROTONE

CHASE

a a^

^^BiBHB

NNewst and
W International
o R c. t Newsreel
L

>.. o.
bincd

staffs

M - (j -M
"""f \T^'T,
represented in the
or

as
M-G-M International Newsreel means that no other outfit
can begin to compete in world news coverage. Twice
Weekly starting July 31st.

SAMMY
LEE

CHARLES
GUS
KING
EDWARDS

Everybody's
happy when
you've got —

^

^cmwun

Jetro-

GREATEST
SHOWS
ON
EARTH

1929-30

47
JOHN

GREATEST

GILBERT

in

; Al I. TALKERS
■■Rfdenipnon"
"OKmpia" 'lii/f lo (x ihangol}

GRETA

GARBO

<n

I ALL TALKERS
"Anna Christie"
Arxi One More

WILLIAM

HAINES

VAN & SCHENCK

m

THE
PENNANT-WINNINt;
BATTERY (All TaHiinr. .Sin«;in«l

MADAME

X

COLLEGE

LIFE

tAIITallcmg)

in

THE

ROAD-SHOW

(Jharles King — Bes^tc Lme
{All Tatkmg, Singini^. Dammj;)

CRAWFORD

in

m

» SYNCHRONIZED
'The Two
BunleMore
SounJv"
And

RAMON

NOVARRO

BUSTER

KEATON

m

2 ALL TALKERS
Titles to Ik announced

I ALL TALKERS
Titles to be announced

CASE
THE

lAllTalk.ng^
THIRTEENTH

KEMPY
I All Talking)

SO>lG OF THE SUNSET
m

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

3 ALL TALKERS
Titles to l>e announced

SISTERS m

"COTTON AND SILK" (Title to he
Ati Talking, Sinking, Oancin;

(All Talking. Singing)

LORD BYRON
BROADWAY

OF

(All Talking, 5ingin?)

PLEASURE

FOR

HOUSES
THE

SHIP

FROM

SHANGHAI
(AiiTaiking)
THE VIKING
{Sound, All Technico/nr)
THE MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND
(Sound, Dialog, Trihnicol<n,i
DEVOTION
(All Talking)

TABLOID

* ^^
In
g^

^^

HOUSESFOR
SILENT

GREATEST SNOWS

THE BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
The mysterious ISLAND
(Technicolor)

JOAN CRAWFORD m
"Omt Modern
Mauiens"
"Jungle"
(new tide
to come)

(All Talking)

I All Talking. Singing)
THE
BISHOP
MURDER

CHAIR
(All Talking)
THE GIRL IN THE
SHOW
(All TalkingI
THE SONG
WRITER
(All Talfcms)

"Jungle" liiile to he changed)

THE DUNCAN

WIRED

HALLELUJAH

2 ALL TALKERS
Tif/es to /t announcetf
2 SYNCHRONIZED
"Our Modern Maiden.*"

LON CHANEY

ON £ARTH

lAII TalUim. Singing)

1 ALL TALKERS
"Navy Blues"
"Springboard"
And One More
1 SYNCHRONIZED
"Sixedway"

JOAN

SHOWS

LOVERS

tAll Talking)
THE GREEN GHOST
(All Talking)
changed)
MONTANA
lAII Talking. Singing)

JUDICIAL
MURDER
IRIS
(All Talking)
(All Talking)

TWELVE HOURS OF
LOVE (AH TaU.ng)
LIGHTS
AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)
HAL ROACH
8
fl
8
2
2

COMEDIES

Our
Gang (All(All
Talking)
Laurel-Hardv
Talking) '
Charlie Chase (All Talking)
Harry Langdon (All Talking)
Our Gang (SynchroniTol)
Laurel-Hardy (Synchronised)

26 METRO MOVIETONE
ACTS
12 M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES
S2 HEARST METROTONE NEWS
104 M-G-M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

JOHN GILBERT "^
WILLIAM HAINES ,n
"Redemption''
"Naty Blues"
"SfKcdway"
GRETA GARBO m
Onf Silent Picture
(Title to be announced)
LON CHANEY >n
"The Bugle Sounds" and Two More
RAMON NOVARRO in
Two Silent Pictures
(Titles to be announced)

THE VIKING
(All Technicolor)

THE GREEN GHOST
M-G-MINTERN AT|ON AL
NEWSREEL
(TuiceWeeklj)

METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER
Reach for a Talkie instead of a Squeak!

They Didn^t Know Their Beachl
Just like some exhibitors who don^t know
their pubUc^
Today, PubUc Demand must be watched and
gauged as never before* The exhibitor who
isn^t paying strict attention to pubUc tastes is
sure missing the Big Things that should be
coming his way*
Wh>' do the country^ s wisest exhibitors make

UNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURES

the backbone service of their theatre's programs?

Because they are the best- -and meet that PubUc Demand

i.

Keep your eyes on-

Now the greatest box-office star in pictures takes on a double appeal. Just her
shadow self has wrecked hundreds of

Colleen sings
"Smiling Irish

box-office records. Imagine her drawing
power when she SINGS in "Smiling Irish
Eyes." Presented by John McCormick.
A William A. Seiter Prod.

With James Hall.

BIG OPENING LAST TUESDAY, CENTRAL
THEATRE, NEW YORK, AT $2.00 TOP

A FIRST NATIONAL

— two Witmark
''A
Eyes" andLove"
Bit O' that
Wee
Winners
are copping the
cream of radio
time.
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The Road of Progress
Technical Advances Are One Milestone; Percentage Another
By William A, Johnston
man, who came pretty near to ruling
this business, once told the writer that
if only he could get hold of some
radical improvement in the screening of
pictures he could get just the grip on the
business he wanted.
That was some time ago; conditions are
ONE

greatly changed today. There's theatre control, for instance, in big national groups.
And already we've had one mighty technical
advance, in talking pictures, enough to turn
the industry upside down.
Anything that adds vitality to the screen,
that gets it away from its limitations and
nearer reality, is a most important factor.
Last week Paramount took off a regular
matinee at the Rivoli Theatre, New York,
and without any trumpeting — and adroitly
so, showed Magnafilm.
Magnafilm fills the proscenium arch,
makes the screen look just like the stage in
size and further adds third dimension, in an
impressive degree.
Exhibitors will want Magnafilm or something as good or better. The public will
patronize such a screen because, simply, it is
more lifelike. Winchell Smith said that the
beginning and end of the show business was
expressed in this one sentence: "Make 'em
believe it."
Just recently a scientist said to the writer:
"The screen is on its way. Pantomime has
been greatly developed ; now you have sound,
and that will require much development; and
then you will also have breadth, depth and
natural color. One of these days a person
coming into a picture theatre will think, for
the moment, that he is seeing and hearing
living beings, life itself."
That, it would seem, is the inevitable des-

tination of motion pictures; such technical
advances are the milestones along the way.
AN

exhibitor writes us a long letter, which
opens with a criticism of our stand in
favor of percentage and then gives an interesting detail of his costs and how it is impossible for such a theatre to make expenses
today in view of high rentals.
Which is simply an excellent argument for
percentage, where rentals are based upon the
box-office intake, and upon nothing else.
There seems still to be a good deal of fog
about percentage playing.
In our opinion and by every sign, it is here
already; it is here because it is economically
sound and fair. Consequently, it would seem
the job of everyone concerned to give it his
most intelligent unbiased appraisal.
Our contemporary, The Film Daily, quotes
a showman
the subject
as follows:
wise does heon(The
Exhibitor)
become a"Likepoor
showman, because the more effort he puts
behind an engagement the greater the return
— for the distributor."
Nothing, it seems to us, could be further
from the truth. If all humans felt this way
about work we would, practically all of us,
lay down our tools and quit. Very few of
us work for ourselves alone.
Take our large and formidable army of
theatre managers known as the Managers'
Round Table Club. If you put the question
to anyone of these alive showmen I am positive he would tell you that, under percentage
olaying, he will work harder than ever for
the box office results — and for the sake of his
house and himself, even if the distributor is
also benefited.
That's business — good business. The other
idea is a business of hate^and that's mighty
poor business.

Motion
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Producers Feeling Tightness
Of Play and Story Material
In Scheduling Productions
Authors Fighting Shy Of Coast
May Ask New Form Of Contract; Producers Hunting
For Material
DEARTH of story and play material
suitable for filming in sound has
struck the industry with the bigger
))roduc'ers all behind on their schedules of
l)roduction for many of their stars. In laying out the produftion sheets for several
months hence, which makes necessary that
the ])lay or story be in work this far in
advance, they have come to the realization
that they will have to develop new sources
for food for the caniera-mike combination.
The principal trouble seems to be that
the producers do not know what they want.
This, undoubtedly, because they have not
yet fathomed the new medium that they
are dealing with. Sound has changed all
the angles for them and a story that heretofore might have been knocked out against
time by some hack writer on the lines of a
well known formula that had been tried
and used time and again, now turns out to
be totally unsuited. The medium of dialog
necessitates the development of a character
along different lines than were heretofore
possible, and the producers have likewise
discovered that they cannot take a dialog
writer who has been -writing for the stage
and shut him up in a room with a type\\Titer and order him to grind out "something." Worthwhile "somethings" aren't
developed under that system.
On the other hand, the authors are asking why they should devote a lot of time
and thought to something worthwhile under
the present system. If they develop a play,
all that they get out of it is the weekly
stipend that the producers see fit to hand
them, and any moment after they have
turned out a hit they may be out of the
lot.
They are searching for a royalty plan
similar to that which prevailed in the theatre.
One that is suggested is that writers
under contract will receive weekly drawing
A

Director — Aides, Script
Clerks Unionizing
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

, July 25.— The latest
HOLLYW
of studio workers to start
groupOOD
a union of their craft is reported
to be the assistant directors and script
clerks. Those interested in organizing
the group are telling prospective members that the union will ask for a wage
scale minimum of $225 weekly for all
assistant directors and $125 for second
assistants.
The script clerks have decided that
they should have a minimum wage
scale of $75 weekly when the union is
organized sufficiently to demand that
rate from the producers.

Paramount
Acquires
Property For Theatre
ADDITIONAL
property
the New
rear
of the Criterion
Theatrein and
York theatres, located in the
Times Square section of Broadway,
facing the Hotel Astor, has been purchased by the Seneca Holding Corp., an
affiliation of Paramount.
The purchase is reported as clearing
the way for the erection of a 6,000
theatre office building on the Criterion and New York sites, to include
almost a quarter of the block in the
rear and to extend from 44th to 45th
Streets. The pending construction of
this theatre has been rumored from
time to time.

account of advance royalties against their
share
of the ultimate earnings of the pi-oductions.
In the theatre they received their royalties
"picturefrom
rightstheas spoken
velvet. stage
Now and
withhadthethe
screen
speaking they sell both screen and dialog
rights in one fell swoop.
Seemingly it would be the idea for the
producers to put writers under contracts
with drawing accounts ranging from $12,500 to $25,000 or more annually, as against
a royalty return on the sales of the pictures. This would be an incentive for the
writers to develop material for the talking
screen and not force them to hack work,
such as a lot of the rewriting that they
are now doing. A scale of royalties could
be worked out whereby an author would
get a certain percentage for originals and
a lesser one on a rewrite or doctoring job.
At the end of each quarterly period a
settlement could be made with him with his
drawing account to that time charged
against his earnings. With the author figuring that in turning out a real hit his income would be enhanced he would certainly
take his writing more seriously then he
would if he knows that no matter how good
his work is he will only get the same
amount of return that he would receive If
he turned out a bad piece of writing.
The Dx'amatists League has been giving
the matter of a royalty basis for pictures
long and serious thought during the past
few months and will undoubtedly develo)) a
new form of contract in the near future
to meet the new situation.

Louise Brooks In German
Film, Being Made In Berlin
Paris, France, July 15. — The productio)i
in Paris of "The Beauty Prize," written
by Heinrich Fraenkel, Berlin correspondent
of Motion Picture News, having been
postponed, Louise Brooks, who was to have
played the starring role, has gone to Berlin, where she is appearing in "The Diary
of a Lost One," directed by G. W. Pabst,
who directed her in "Pandora's Box,"
and produced by Sofar, which was to have
made "The Beautv Prize."
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Texas Exhibitors
Offer Services To
Arbitration Board
While Steffes In N. Y. Announces Allied^ s Anti-Arbitration Move Is Permanent
The Dallas Film Board found that arbitration will not be abandoned by the exhibitors as more than twice the number of
exhibitors necessary are said to have volunteered their services to the arbitration
board.
"Exhibitors, both members and nonmembers of the M. P. T. 0., having claims
against distributor members of the Dallas
Film Board of Trade may continue as they
have in the past, to file claims direct with
the Film Board for prompt disposition,"
Don C. Douglas, secretary of the Dallas
board, stated when his board began its
second session since the action by Allied.
Personal presentation of their claims was
urged by Mr. Douglas in his statement to
exhibitors. He declared that if an exhibitor entertaining doubts concerning the integrity of the board would present himself
at one of the regular bi-monthly meetings,
it is quite likely that he can be appointed
to serve on the board.
Speaking
Alliedsaid
's this
anti-arbitration
move
W. A. of
Steffes
week that
the Allied would remain permanently withdrawn from arbitration. He inferred that
it may possibly be resumed by Allied with
adjustment of the system suitable to the
Myers group. No plans for the resumption
of arbitration have been made in Minneapolis, he declared.

Harry M. Crandall
Retiring From Film
Business August 1
Harry M. Crandall, for twenty-one years
actively interested in the motion picture
business, and at present executive vicepresident of the Stanley-Crandall Co.. of
Washington, Avill retire from the film field
on August 1. His future plans will be announced after his return from a longawaited rest trip.
The Stanley-Crandall Circuit was started
by Mr. Crandall with an 80-seat theatre
and has grown to an approximate seating
capacity of about 50,000. Assuming the
post left
by Mr. Crandall
retirement,vacant
John J. Payette
becomes 'sgeneral
manager of the Washington and surrounding territorv for the Warner Bros, theatres.

Marietta Milner, German
Film Star, Dies Suddenly
Paris, France, July 15. — ^larietta Milner, one of the most promising of the young
feminine players in Germany, recently died
very suddenly while vacationing at a German watering-place.
She made one picture for Universal in
America. Having returned to Germany recently, she had just completed a role opposite Mosjoukine in "The Tzarevitch. "
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Bankers Ordering Drastic Cuts
In Production Costs, Coast Hears
NEW

YORKERS

IN DARK

Film Executives In New York
All Plead Ignorance of
Any Concerted Plan
of motion picture execuNUMBER
tives in New York, when broached
and asked regarding the advices
from the Coast as to the orders issued by
the bankers, stated that they were in complete ignorance of same. All denied that
there was any concerted plan afoot whereby
the studios were to make wholesale reductions in an effort to cut their overhead.
It was thought that the hurried conference in New York of two important Coast
production officials was brought about as a
result of the orders from the bankers in regard to their studio. This studio incidentally has been turning out the most consistent box-office product of any of the bigger
producing organizations. Lately the control of the organization passed into other
hands, and it may be that this is to be the
first open clash as to authority in the matter of making pictures.
The older company of the two has been
trying for several years past to improve
the standard of its product, and has in some
measure succeeded, although it is far from
approaching the quality of product that
the newly-acquired company has been steadily turning out.
The last effort on the part of the producers about two years ago to effect a cut
in operating expenses on the Coast almost
met with a revolution, and after a brief
time the proposed reductions were not
enforced.
A

Educational Completes 3
New Talkie Comedy Shorts
"Fire Proof," "Ticklish Business" and
"The Bug Man," three new talking comedy shorts, were recently completed at the
Educational studios. Two other subjects
are scheduled to follow them into production.
Lupino Lane stars in "Fire Proof," his
third talkie; the cast includes Wallace Lupino, Betty Caldwell and Lorraine Rivero,
Henry W. George directing. A cast composed of Monty Collins, Vernon Dent,
Jerry Drew and Addie McPhaill appears in
"Ticklish Business," a Mermaid comedy.
In the cast of "The Bug Man," the first
Tuxedo talkie, are Raymond McKee, Cissy
Fitzgerald, Marion Byron and Billy Engle.

Harry Langdon To Wed In
Hollywood On July 27th
Harry Langdon and Helen Walton will
marry on July 27th at the Hollywood home
of Alice Calhoun. The ceremony will be
recorded by the sound cameras and will
take place at the close of Langdon 's current comedy now in production at the
Roach studios.

Wm. Fox Recovering;
May Be Out This Week
is recove
FOX
s sustai
ned inring
fromMinjurie
an
WILLIA
automobile accident on Long
Island on Wednesday of last week. At
the Mineola Hospital, where he is still
a patient, it was stated that the doctors did not know just when the film
magnate would be able to leave the
hospital but it might possibly be this
week.

Production Cost
Up 30 Per Cent,
Hays Declares
Equity Situation Outside His
Jurisdiction, M,P,P.D.A.
Head Also Says
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, July 25. — Will Hays arrived
in Los Angeles, after a short vacation at
Vermejo Ranch, Xew Mexico, on his trip
west.
Hays expressed ignorance of the present
Equity situation, and stated it was entirely
outside his jurisdiction, and everything
was in the hands of the coast producers.
He claims that his visit had no particular
significance beyond the fact that it was his
yearly July trip to the coast to attend the
annual
meeting of the producers' association.
A general statement was released to the
press by Hays, who said :
' ' There is no longer any doubt, of course,
about the great public appeal of sound
pictures. "Thirty per cent more is being
spent on production this year than ever
before. Since May 15th, we have been at
the peak in the number of persons em-"
ployed and the number of pictures produced and we are, of course, attaining a
new high mark in quality of entertainment.
In all English-speaking countries exhibition
is increasing this year aboutf 30 per cent.
' ' We are, however, going through a
period of trial and adjustment and it will
take another year to reach a level of production and exhibition. As always, the
public will be the final judge and decide the
character of entertainment it desires. All
producing factors realize the situation,
which is serious and difficult, and all are
cooperating earnestly and unitedly to work
it all out in the best way."

M-G-M Buys Talkie Rights
To Sheldon's "Romance"

The play by Edward Sheldon entitled
"Romance," which was produced as a
silent film in 1920 and was first presented
on the New York stage in 1913 with Doris
Keane in the starring role has been purchased bv M-G-M.

35 PER CENT

INCREASE

All Studio
Groups,
Except
Contract Players, Expected
To Be Affected
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

in
diate and slashing reduction
, reJuly 25.— An immeHOLLYW
ng pictu
costs in several of
talkiOOD
the large coast studios is indicated as the
result of definite ultimatums to studio
heads from Eastern, officials within the
past few weeks. It is understood that the
bankers are dissatisfied with the terrific
increase in general studio overhead and
individual production costs, and have decided to apply the brakes.
The cuts will affect producing executives,
directors, writers and all other groups in
the studios with the exception of contract
players. The latter will be retained in
practically every case when an option
comes up for renewal until present difficulties with Equity clear up. It is unlikely
that the studios will endeavor to reduce
salaries of employees as was attempted two
that the payit is expected
ago,
years rolls
will bebutmaterially
reduced by letting
out enough employees to get the weekh
overhead down to normal.

Cost Up 35 Per Cent
It has been admitted that the general
cost of production of talking pictures has
increased at least 35 per cent in most of
the studios during the past six months.
Although some of this increase can naturally be charged to the newly installed sound
departments and staffs, nearly all of the
increased overhead has resulted from the
wholesale signing of stage players, stage
directors, play\vi-ights, and song writers.
In contract players alone, the eleven
major companies have increased their list
of long term actors nearly one hundred
per cent during the past year. In July of
last year, these studios were carrying about
210 players on contract; while the total
Of the intoday is near the 375115mark.
are former stage
creased number, about
players signed since the first of January
for the talkers.
Contract lists of directors have increased
in the same manner. Several of the studios,
Fox, M-G-M, have innotably Paramount, of
contract directors
creased the total
nearly 100 per cent, with the new men
mostly recruited from the stage. The same
dialog and scenawriters, toboth
goes rio.for
these increases, a new
In addition
group have been brought into pictures
through the production of filmusicals,
namely the song writers and lyricists. At
the present time, there are nearly two hundred song writers of all classes in Hollycontract to vaunder
most ofat them
wood,studios
al salaries.
substanti
rious
When producers as a whole first got into
production of talkers and sound pictures,
it was found that this type of picture could
(Continued 'on joUov'ing page)
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Brooklyn M.P.T.O.
Absorbed By TOCC
Former Disbanded
Charles
O^Reilly Leadership
Brings About Amalgamation
Of Two Organizations
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Brooklyn became a part of the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce this week.
The Brooklyn organization, with about 70
members, decided to disband and join as
individuals in the New York organization.
The reason for this move is the renewed
activity on the part of the T. 0. C. C, due
to the return to the leadership of that organization of Charles L. O'Reilly. The
Brooklyn organization had been in existence for about six years.
Since his return to the presidency of the
T. 0. C. C. two months ago, O'Reilly has
instilled new life into the organization and
started it on a militant campaign to protect
the interests of its members. The first
step was the obtaining of a veto by the
Mayor of a bill which had been passed by
the Aldermanic Board which would have
increased the theatre operating cost in
Greater New York by more than $1,000,000
annuallv.

Asher And Rogers
Ready To Launch
New Productions
Asher and Rogers are lining up filming
material for production. Two vehicles
practically ready for easting at the present time are "Carnival," from the stage
play by William R. Doyle, and "The
Cabaret Boys," by Sam Shipman and John
B. Hymer. Asher and Rogers have decided
to' produce six talkies altogether without
endeavoring so far to have releasing arrangements guaranteed beforehand.
Regarding this production system, Eph
Asher states :
"The theatre situation as created by the
advent of talkies, was never better for the
independent producer. Producer-owned
theatres, for example, which presented an
insurmountable booking snag for the small
independent producer during the era of the
silent film, are now an available market
for any producer who can produce good
talking pictures. This condition is undoubtedly caused by a dearth of talkie material as related to the demand."

White Engages 4 Players
For Roles In Tuxedo Talkie
Jack White has selected the cast for the
initial all-star Tuxedo talkie comedy, which
is being directed by Charles Lamont under
White's supervision. In the line-up are
Cissy Fitzgerald, Raymond McKee, Marion
Byron and Billy Engle. Both Miss Fitzgerald and McKee are veteran film workers,
Fitzgerald having appeared in one of the
first pictures made in the U. S. and McKee
having appeared in the first talking picture
ever made, an early Thomas Edison tost.
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Musicians
To Appeal
To Supreme Court
ISCO,
ans' CAL.,
SAN
TheFRANC
Musici
Union July
of 25.—
San
Francisco filed notice that it will
carry its fight against Nasser Bros.
Theatres to the State Supreme Court.
According to the notice, filed by President Walter A. Wever, of Musicians
Local No. 6, the recent decision of Superior Judge J. J. Trabucco ruled
against the musicians, who sought an
order to compel Nasser Theatres to
carry out an alleged contract with the
Union.
The contract was violated, the musicians alleged, when the theatres installed talking apparatus and discontinued their orchestras.

Adjustment Plan
Under Attack By
Myers, Of Allied
Charges
Effort To Smother
Organization Which
He Heads
In a statement headed "Exhibitor Relief
— or Bondage?" Abram F. Myers, president of Allied States Association, this week
attacked the -adjustment plan which, it was
reported last week, the distributors would
propose as a relief method of sound rentals.
' ' The plan is fundamentally wrong because, instead of providing for fair prices
and terms for all alike, it merely provides
eleventh-hour relief for the exhibitor who
has been gouged until he can no longer
meet
his obligations," said the Myers
statement.
The statement continued: "It has been
made apparent in the past few months that
the Hays organization will not tolerate an
exhibitors' organization which it cannot
control. In its efforts to smother the Allied States Association it has resorted to
measures which may involve all its members in serious consequences."

2 Big Dailies Join
Newsreel Combine
Of Universal Pict.
The IMinneapoIis Tribute and the Kansas
City Journal-Post were added this week to
the pul)lications affiliated with Fniversal
Pict. Corp. in a newsreel combine.
Altogether, thirty-eight dailies, representing more than 20,000,000 readers, arc
reported as allied with Universal in establishing newsreel service, which will be distinctively a ne^vspaper film to be ri'leased
in each territory under the nniuc of its
newspaper affiliation.
All of the dailies affiliated are planning
a newspaper campaign in their advertisinii
and text columns. The initial campaign, to
start about ten days before the first re111' ■ul lease,
copy.
on July 31, will consist of 6,070 lines

Picture

News

Failure Of Fla.
Business Causes
Sparks Closings
Orders Shut Down Of 7 More
Theatres; The Edward In
Sarasota On Part Time
Jacksonville, Fla., July 25. — E. J. Sparks
has ordered closing of theatres in seven
towns. The houses are to remain closed
indefinitely, it is understood, until the present depressed business conditions of Florida change for the better.
The theatres affected by the order are
the LjTic, Gainesville; the Omar, Fort Myers; the Queen, Fort Lauderdale; the Sarasota, Sarasota; the Republic, Jacksonville; the Wallace, Bradenton, and the Orpheum, St. Augustine. Besides closing the
above, Mr. Sparks has ordered a four-day
week only for the new Edward Theatre,
Sarasota, Avhieh has sound equipment. This
is the first time during twelve years that
Sarasota has been without a daily operated
theatre. Heavy weekly losses averaging
from $800 to $900 per week are understool to be the reason behind the shutdown.
If business conditions continue to grow
worse, it is possible that Mr. Sparks will
have more than fifty per cent of his houses
closed and these will probably not be reopened for the Winter months.
An official of the Sparks organization has
declared that the present Summer's business in Florida is worse than any similar
period in the past fifteen years.

Bankers Reported Ordering
Cut In Production Overhead
(Continued from page 339)
be turned out cheaper than the general
run of silent features. Reason for the reduced cost was attributed to the lesser
number of sets needed for a dialog picture, also the smaller number of players
and extras required in comparison to a silent film. This lowered cost greatly exceeded the expenditures for the sound in
the pictures, giving the producers a smaller
negative cost than before.
Shooting time on dialog pictures generally has been greatly reduced over the
schedules previously required for silent
productions. One of the large companies
recently finished a big special from a well
known stage play in eighteen days of actual
shooting. The cast was rehearsed for about
ten days before the picture started, but
this brings the total time up to 28 days,
which was far below the general schedule
of the studio for silent "specials." In another instance, the same company rehearsed
the cast of a program picture for one week,
and then spent only twelve days in shooting. A year ago, in silent form, the picture would have easily ran on a schedule of
about 24 days.
In carrying out the instructions from
New York to immediately reduce overhead
and production costs, two of the largest
companies on the coast are planning wholesale
in their writing and directorialreductions
staffs.
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Nation-Wide Labor Demonstrations
In Theatres To Aid Equity Now Souglit
EQUITY

FILES TEST

CASE

Sues
Tully
Marshall
And
Warners In Los Angeles
Court On ^'Sanctity Of
Contract'''
(Hollywood
Bureau, Motion Issue
Picture News)
, July 25.— A test case
OOD
HOLLYW
in Superior Court against
filed
Tully Marshall and Warner Bro-.
Pictures by Equity will determine whether
members of Actors Equity Association can
enter into contracts with producers except
with the sanction and approval of the organization. The case has far reaching importance in the relation of labor unions
and employees, and it is understood that
Equity has the unqualified backing of the
American Federation of Labor to carry the
case to the United States Supreme Court.
Equity named the actor and producer as
defendants in the suit, which asks for an
injunction to prevent Marshall from working except under an "Equity contract" in
addition to damages of $1,000,000. The
complaint revolves on an employment contract said to have been entered July 1st between the actor and producer which was
not in conformity with the rules and regulations of Equity.
Marshall became a meml)er of Equity in
1913, according to the complaint, and at all
times has been subject to the orders, rules,
by-laws and constitution of the association.
Equity recently promulgated a ruling to
the effect that no member of the association
was permitted to work in a talking or
sound picture except under Equity regulations.
Both Warner Bros, and Marshall were
advised of this rule of Equity, the complaint states, adding in spite of this regulation, the defendants conspired to induce
Marshall to break his Equity agreement by
entering an employment contract not sanctioned by the association. Since Marshall's
break with Equity, it charged, other actors
have been induced to sign contracts contrary to Equity's ruling, which threatens
the entire structure of Equity unless the
court grants the injunctions prayed for.
(Continued on jollowing page)

Chaney El; Thalberg WiU
Decide On Delay Of Vehicle
Hollywood, July 25. — Lon Chaney was
suddenly stricken this week with an attack
of tonsilitis which necessitated an operation. M-G-M, consequently, has been forced
to delay production on "Bugle Sound,"
which George Hill is to make. The picture
was to have started Monday, with several
members of the cast already engaged. A
three months' rest is reported ordered by
the doctors for the star. The studio is getting in touch with Irving Thalberg, who is
now in the East, to decide whether to
postpone production or to substitute another star for Chaney.

Producer's Troubles On
All-Equity Provisions
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
25.— The
YWOO
er who
HOLLof
the D,
producJuly
has path
accepted the provisions of allEquity cast is not entirely smooth, according to reports at Tec Art Studios,
where Burton King is producing a picture independently.
King signed all his players on Equity
^ standard contracts, and started work
on the picture. F'or one sequence he
required a number of Mexicans for atmosphere, and arranged to get the
necessary extra people in the manner
formerly used. When Equity was informed of King's intentions, the producer is said to have received instructions that every extra used as atmosphere must belong to Equity to carry
out the provisions of his agreement.
King consented to do this if Equity
would deliver him the necessary number of Mexicans and Spaniards to dress
the set, otherwise he would be forced
to carry out his original plan.

Coast Hears Of
Dissatisfaction
In Equity Ranks
Some Members Said To Feel
They Are Bearing Brunt
Of Fight
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

Hollywood, July 25. — Regardless of the
genuine and manufactured enthusiasm displayed at the various weekly Equity meetundercurren
is a strongagainst
there members
t "of feelsitthe present
ingings,
among
uation that might explode at any minute.
Many members of the association, both film
actors and players recently from the stage,
feel that they are being made to bear the
brunt of the fight while all contract members are sitting pretty with fat weekly pay
checks. Adverse criticism is also heard
about the Equity policy in apparently allowing prominent members to hide behind
the excuse that present picture engagements were signed before June 5th. In one
case, Equity membei*s declare that a cast
contains at least four members of the association, while the writer of the script was
not engaged by the studio until about the
10th of June, and casting did not start
until the tirst of July.
Equity has established a total of eight
branches around Hollywood to take care
of the work of various committees. Besides
merchants who display signs welcoming the
patronage of Equity members and eating
places that give discounts on display of
proper credentials, there appeared Equity's
official gas station, where gasoline can be
(Continued on following page)

AIMED

AT

SIX STARS

Unions
Throughout
Country
Asked By L. A. Council To
Aid Equity Campaign;
Letters Sent Out
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

ment to create demonstrations in
moveJulyut 25.—
OOD
res ,
ry
theat
througho
the A count
HOLLYW
against players opposing Equity officials in
the present campaign has been launched
by the Los Angeles Central Labor Council.
Communications have been addressed to
city labor councils and state federations of
labor signed by J. W. Buzzell, secretarytreasurer, of the Los Angeles Labor Council.
It advises recipients that Equity is in
controversy with picture producers and
that certain actors have denounced Equity.
Accordingly, the letter calls on labor councils to adopt resolutions supporting Equity
and condemning the actions of Conrad
Xagel, Clara Bow, Lionel Barrymore,
Louise Dresser, Marie Dressier and Noaii
Beery. It requests that copies of resolutions be forwarded to those actors and suggests that each labor council have a committee call on local theatres asking them
not to show pictures in which those players
appear, adding: "It would be extremely
helpful if, when pictures with these performers in them are shown, a demonstration was made in the theatre of disapproval
of those actors and actresses and it
wouldn't hurt any at these demonstrations
if a large part of the audience walked out
of Capt.
the theatre."
Irving O'Hay, veteran of eight
wars and long time actor, dominated the
Wednesday mass meeting of Equity. He
made a fiery speech and received rounds of
applause. Frank Gillmore, Equity president, introduced several groups seated together around the hall, each rising at the
introductions. In the "Cowboy Division,"
there were approximately 30; "Indian Division," aobut 29; "Mexican Division, 30;
"Russian Division," 25; "Arabian," 10;
Chorus Equity, 40; Ex-Service Men, 35.
Gilmore announced the suspensions of
Nita l\TarGilmore,pa<ie}
Trevor, Helen
Norman ( Continued
on follozi'ing

St. Louis Bars 18-Year
Old Show Boat As Unsafe
July 25.— Building ComSt. Louis, Mo.,
missioner Aegerter of St. Louis, Mo., on
July 18 ordered the police to prevent D.
Otto Hitner's old-time show boat moored
in the Mississippi River near the East
Bridge from giving performances in the
city. He claimed that the floating theatre
was unsafe and didn't have sufficient number of fire extinguishers. The boat has a
nuiximum seating capacity of 700 persons
and played to two capacity audiences prior
to the interference by Aegerter. Hitner
said that Aegerter 's charges were unfair.
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N. J. Exhibitors
To Test Legality
Of Protection
Unit Re-elects Seider; Decides
On Cooperative Buying Of
Sound Devices
Declaring' that the "compound pi'otection" enjoyed by Stanley-Fabian in their
state is illegal, the New Jersey exhibitors
at their convention in Atlantic City authorized President Joseph M. Seider to engage
counsel to test protection in that state.
The members plan cooperative buying of
twenty sound equipment devices, the equipment to be bought by the body as a unit.
The convention re-elected Seider president, despite his wish to retire from the
post. Other officers elected were Leon
Rosenblatt, Bayonne, secretary; Frank
Warren, Princeton, treasurer. Directors,
who will name the vice-presidents, are :
Jacob Fox, Riverside; Peter Adams, Paterson; Charles Robinson, Newark; I. M.
Hirshold, Toms River; Louis Gold, Newark; I. M. Roth, Morristown; Moe Kritel,
Newark; J. Danzig, Jersey City.
The action to test protection followed
reconmnendation of Seider who branded as
illegal the "compound protection," which
he claims is secured by Stanley-Fabian
over independents.
Thirty-five exhibitors, representing about
seventy theatres, attended. The session
lauded Seider for his work in securing
passage of the law permitting the admission of children from fourteen years and
older to theatres. Seider stressed the need
for immediate relief on high overhead and
optimistically painted next season's product, predicting that independents who had
difficulty in getting quality product last
year, next season will have Fox and M-G-M
product to draw from, which, he pointed
out. is being sold away from the StanleyFabian houses.

Dissatisfaction In Equity
Ranks Reported On Coast
(Continued from page 341)
obtained by members at a discount.
While Equity holds the center of the
stage, the producers continue their silence.
Difficulty is being encountered in various
spots to obtain the actors that a director dv
producer would want to have, but the casts
are being filled from the thousands of nonEquity applicants. The present situation
has brought back many old time film favorites and supporting players that have gone
into other lines of business dtiring the past
five years. Many of these are finding it
extremely easy to keep working steadily.
Studio casting offices are working together,
and tipping each other off when capable
part and bit players arc finishing at particular studios. Besides, the producers are
ter-changing contract players among themselves just as much as possible, and it is
estimated that the studios have available a
total of nearly five thousand capable feature players, part and bit actors, and
others, which is far in excess of requirements, even at the height of production.

Yegg Killed, Robbing
Portland Theatre
rob
to was
pt re
attem
and ul
Theat
Publix
Portlcessf
AN the unsuc
made for the third time last
week. The robber had paid his way
into the theatre and had forced his
way into the office of J. C. Smith, manager. He was in the act of leaving,
after having forced Smith to turn over
$4,000, when officers who had been
summoned opened fire on him. A regular gun battle commenced, but the
patrolmen's shots had some effect, the
robber dying in an ambulance while
being rushed to the hospital.
The theatre has proved to be the
jinx of three hold-up men. The first
two who tried to rob it are now serving terms in the Oregon state prison.

Georgia Exhibitors
Prepare To Fight
Discriminating Laws
Atlanta, Ga., July 25. — With the introduction last week of a bill in the Georgia
legislature intended to impose a tax of 5
per cent on theatres and all other forms of
amusement in the state, exhibitors indicated
that they would oppose any measure which
singled out theatres for special taxation.
Exhibitors also indicated that they would
not oppose any general tax imposed equally
and fairly on all lines of business.
The board of directors of the Georgia
exhibitor body, meeting in Atlanta, appointed a special committee to handle tax
matters in the interest of the organization.
Committee is composed of Mrs. Anna
Aiken Patterson, of Atlanta, chairman;
Alpha Fowler, of Douglasville, and R. B.
Wilby, of Atlanta.
The bill imposing the tax on theatres was
introduced in the House of the Georgia
General Assembly by a representative of
Campbell county, who is owner of the
Dixie Lakes and amusement properties.

Demonstrations in Theatres
To Aid Equity Cause Sought

(Continued jrom page 341)
tan, Martha Mattox, Phillips Smailoy. D.
R. Hatswell, Harry Kelsey, Marion Dahney, Sady Campbell, and three from Chorum
Equity. A wire was read from Marion
Davies wishing good luck and sending a
check for $1,000. Mae Murray contributed
A letter from Harry Ohlsen, agent of the
$2,500.
Sailors Union of the Pacific, stated that
no marine union would furnish ci'ews for
any vessel used for pictures until the
trouble was settled or Equity notified the
union that everything was 0. K. Ohlsen
said that, as far as he had learned, Columbia had not been able to man the vessel
"Bohemia" for the shooting of scenes for
the picture "Hui-rieane," but another report said that the company has been shooting successfully with another crow.
Gilmore made a plea that Equity members stick together, and said he felt things
looked better than ever before for victory.
Other speakers were: Sam Hardy, Willian\
La Plant, Jetjta Goudal, George Walsli,
Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant and
Reginald Denny.

Picture
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Academy Survey
To Attempt Screen
Standardization
Co-operation Of Every Branch
Of Industry To Be Asked To
Decide Sound Problem
Hollywood, .July 25. — In an attempt to
standardize theatre screen and projection
machine aperture proportions, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is
launching a nation-wide survey in cooperation with producers, exchanges, theatre circuits and motion picture technical
organizations.
Steps toward securing a standard screen
proportion for theatres equipped to projection sound by both sound and disc, will
form the basis of the national survey. It is
hoped that some specific standardization
will be secured that will act as a guide to
producers during the making of pictures,
and also coincide with the manner in which
the theatres arrange for projection of the
sotind films.
In a brief statement, Frank Woods, secretary of the Academy, pointed out that
theatres equipped for both disc and film
sound projection are confronted Avith a
problem on the shape of their screens.
Representatives of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, the American Society of
Cinematographers, and the American Projection Society met with the executive committee of the Academy Technicians branch
last week, at which time it was decided to
hold a series of meetings on the problem,
starting' Ausjust 1.5.

Equity Files Suit Against
Tully Marshall And Warners
(Continued from page 341)
The suit asks temporarj^ restraining orders, and later permanent injunctions
against the defendants, enjoining them
from their asserted efforts to enter into emthe sancnegotiations without
tion of the ployment
association.
The complaint was
taken before Acting Presiding Judge McComb on Saturday, and Marshall was ordered to appear before Superior Judge
Gates on the 29th to show cause why his
asserted agreement with Equity should not
be enforced. No temporary restraining orders were issued, however, and further action awaits the hearing before Judge Gates.
The Tully Marshall case has significance
of utmost importance, in that the labor
union as represented by Equity Avill attempt to enforce its regulations on a member, and attempt to have a ruling that the
member's obligation to the union or association takes precedence over any contracts
for employment that might be signed.
Attorney I. B. Kornblum, who filed the
action for Equity, stated that this was tiie
first suit to his knowledge in which labor
had turned to the "sancity of contract"
for redress against the employer. Kornblum also stated that Equity would immediately start similar suits against all memhad accepted producer-contracts
bers
contrarv whoto the association ruling.
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Rental Reduction Plan Evolved;
Warners Walk Out On Conference
FOR INDEPENDENTS

ONLY

Chain And Affiliated Theatres
Will Have To Work Through
Present Channels; Local
Adjustments

PLAN for the reduction of sound
film rental prices on existinj? contracts has been agreed upon between
the committees representing the sales and
distributing executives of the various producing organizations and the exliibitore as
represented by the M.P.T.O.A. after a series of meetings lasting three days.

A

The final meeting at which the agree- '
ment was reached was held on Thursday
afternoon, and the details of the machinery under which the adjustment bureau of
sound film rentals will be operated then
remained the only point to be decided on.
The only exhibitor which the agreement
affects is the independent theatre operator
who has installed sound equipment and
has contracted for sound pictures at prices
which make it impossible for him to continue operation at a profit. All of the chain
theatre operators and such independents as
are affiliated with chains will have to seek
adjustments though the machinery now in
operation as no new provision is made for
them in the newly created order resulting
from the recent meetings of the representatives of producers and exhibitors. All
of the rental and contract adjustments will
be handled by the heads of the exchanges
in the various centers acting as a group.
The final meeting at which agreement
was reached on the manner in which the
adjustments should be worked out was held
in the offices of the Hays Association on
Thursday afternoon, and lasted for more
than an hour and a half. The representing
committees had been in session since Tuesday. No statement was issued at the conclusion of the meeting. But it was stated
unofficially that the sales heads of various
organizations, knowing in advance what
the plan would be as eventually acceptable
to the exhibitor representatives, had instructed their local exchange managers to
grant reductions in the cases where it was
found that an exhibitor could not meet the
prices that he had contracted for and continue to operate. These instructions had
been issued as long as three weeks ago.
• Another meeting of the interested parties was held Thursday at which the details -of the general operation of the adjustment boards were decided on.
In reciting cases that had also been adjudicated it was stated that in one instance
an exhibitor who had contracted to pay a
rental price of $90 a day had had this contract cut to $30 daily, , and another ease
in which an exhibitor had contracted to
pay $80 daily had been granted an adjustment of 2.5 per cent which cut his rentals
to $60.
That is the manner in which the general
idjustmen-ts wHl -work out.

W.

E.'s Installations
Total 2,169

instala
more
Y been
FIFT
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United States since the publicaon the
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ed. numThe
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devices
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ber ofof ERPI's
total is now 2,169. The installations
are spread mostly throughout the East,
although many of them are also in
the Middle West and along the West
Coast.

Patent Pool May
Solve Internat'l
Talkie Situation
Large Banking Interests Trying
To Bring About Accord In
Sound Tangle
The international tangle, resulting from
overlapping patents in the sound recording
and reproduction field, which brought about
a number of suits for injunctions in the
German courts, may result in the formation of an International Patent Pool, if
the banking interests that have taken a hand
in the situation have their way. It was
reported this week that a satisfactory
agreement had been arrived at between
the Western Electric and the RCA and the
German patent holders.
The group of Germans representing the
Tobis-Klangfilm and the Tonbild Syndikas
A. G., who have been in New York for
several weeks carrying on their negotiations, are returning to Europe this week.
The negotiations are said to cover an interchange of patents and the interchangeability of films.
Bankei-s representing the Tobis-KIangfilm combination are trying to bring about
a merger of the sound film activities and
patents of the General Talking Pictures
Corp and the British Talking Pictures, Ltd.,
with their German clients.

Stricter Censorship Of
Film Ads In Quebec Streets
Quebec, July 25. — Following the decision
of the Quebec Provincial Government to
censor all moving picture posters and still
photographs at the time the film features
are being examined, the City of Montreal
has an'anged for a censorship of all other
display material. It has also been decided
that no posters or advertising cards can be
tacked to street poles.

Hammons

Ends Conference

E. W. Hammons, Educational president,
concluded his annual conference with British associates last Wednesday when he embarked on the S. S. Majestic for the
United States.

SILENT ON DEFECTION
MPPDA Executives Refuse To
Discuss Defection of Vitaphone
Organization;
Warners Won't Talk
of the s Warner
to thetatives
joint meetinjr
of the
THEBros,represen
producers and exhibitors committees
seeking to find a basis for the reduction
of rentals for sound films under contracts
now in force, walked out of the meeting
that was held on Wednesday afternoon of
this week in the Union League Club and
refused to be a party to further negotiations. Their reasons could not be learned.
No one connected with the Hays organization, under whose sponsorship the meetings
Avere held, would discuss the defection of
the Warner representatives from the meetings. The exhibitor representatives like^
wise refused to talk, and repeated efforts
to reach Sam Morris, general manager of
the "Warner Bros., after his secretary had
informed him of the purpose of the interview sought, were unsuccessful.
The "walkout" on the part of the Warners on a situation in which all of the
other members of the M.P.P.D.A. were in
accord is the first sign of a rift in the organization since Hays has been at the head
of it, which is almost eight years.
No one seemed to know, or at least be
willing to state the reason for the refusal
of the Warnei-s to continue to be a party
to the discussions with the exhibitor committees on the question of price reduction.
Sam Morris was reported to have been
in conference all through Thursday afternoon with Harry Warner, but when the
meeting in the Hays offices convened at
four o'clock no one representing the Warners was present.
After the meeting S. R. Kent, on leaving,
was asked regarding the Warner defection,
but stated that he could not talk about it
in any manner. R. F. Woodhull, president
of the M.P.T.O.A., who left the meeting
later, said that he did not know anything
about it.
The exhibitors' committee held a further
meeting on Thursday night at which a plan
of operation was to be discussed.

"Clock" Device Eliminates
Vitaphone Camera Box

The camera box is eliminated from the
Vitaphone recording equipment in the new
development of sound film apparatus at the
Warner Bros, studio. The new device that
takes the place of the unwieldy camera box
is called the "camera cloak," said to be
equally effective to deaden extraneous
noise and much more compact.
The "camera cloak" is constructed of
heavy felt, fits over the camera and completely eliminates the sound of its moving
parts. The "skirts" of the "camera
cloak" consist of another felt shroud
which encloses the tripod.
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Settlement Of
French Quota
Now Promising

Sternberg
To
Direct
Jannings In Talkie
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Chamber Syndicate Proposes
System Of Licenses And
Import Duties

This is slated as Jannings' first
talkie, even though it will be recorded
in German only.

It now seems possible that tlu; French
quota tangle may be amicably adjusted. A
new system of licenses and import duties
has been proposed to the American trade
by the Chambre Syndicale, representing
major portions of the French film industry.
The new system for American producerdistributors is coupled with a percentage of
films admitted free on the basis of the
1928-29 requirements of the French market. The outlined remedy takes in three
major provisions, as follows :
France will admit a percentage of films
without restrictions of any nature, the percentage to be computed on market needs
for 1928-29. Thirty per cent is reported
as acceptable to the French.
For every picture made in France thi;
producer is to be granted four import
licenses which would admit that many foreign productions without any limitations
whatsoever.
All other imports, whether negatives or
positives, would enter France under an import duty. A stiff increase is being sought
by French producers in the present tariff
of one franc for every meter of film. French
exhibitors are opposed to this increase, because, they argue, they will ultimately
carry the increased burden in the form of
bigger rentals.
The new proposals are designed to cover
five years.
Several American film exceutives — including E. E. Shauer, foreign manager for
Paramount; Ambrose Downing, RKO export manager, and Arthur W. Kelly of
United Artists — are on the Continent and
are expected to act as an unofficial delegation for American distributors in working
out the plan after the French have submitted itin detail to the Paris representatives of the American firms.

Tierney Writes New Songs
For Radio Pict. "Rio Rita^'

Two new songs, "Sweetheart, We Need
Each Other," and "You're Always In My
Arms," have been composed by Harry
Tierney for incorporation into the story of
"Rio Rita," the Radio Pictures picturization of the Ziegfeld show now in its
last stages of recording and filming at the
RKO Hollywood studios. Other songs
from the stage production — "Rio Rita,"
"Following the Sun Around," "If You're
in Love You'll Waltz," and "Kinkajou"—
are being retained.

Warners
Not Trading
For Harms Co,
WARNER stated this week
HM.
, that his organization was not
negotiating for the purchase
of the T. B. Harms Music Publishing
Co.
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Paramount to UFA to direct
Emil Jannings in a German talking
picture production.

Charges By Stanley
Stockholders Are
Denied By Warner
Wilmington, Del., July 25. — A denial of
charges brought by three Stanley stockholders that the Stanley Company of America is operated to the disadvantage of the
company and its stockholders was filed by
Attorney William H. Coulk, the denial
containing the signature of Albert Warner,
vice-president of Stanley Company.
The three stockholders — Andrew L.
Logan, Joseph Halpern and William Goodis,
of Philadelphia— declined to change their
Stanley stock for Warner stock after Warners had taken over the theatre company,
asserting that Stanley stock was listed on
the New York Stock Exchange at approximately $50 per share prior to the WarnerStanley deal, and that now it has fallen to
$26 a share.
The three stockholders seek to have the
company compelled to permit them to examine its books and records. The Warner
statement denies that the examination of
the books is desired for any proper purpose, and states that it is wholly a matter
of conjecture to what effect, if any, the acquisition byWarner of the Stanley stock
has had on the market value and sales of
Stanley stock.
Charges brought by the three stockholders also stated that contracts between Warners and Stanley for the showing of
Warner pictures in Stanley houses are exorbitant. This and the charge that the
sound devices in Stanley houses are manufactured by Vitaphone were denied in the
statement bv Albert Warner.

Effort To Reserve Vote
For Movies Unsuccessful
Tampa, Fla., July 25. — Citizens of Winter Park, at an election recently, placed
their OK on Sunday movies. The results
did not meet with the approval of Dr. N.
L. Bryan, of that city, and he applied for
au injunction prohibiting the Sunday
shows upon the grounds that they were "in
violation of the state law and constituted
a nuisance."
Orlando Enterprises, Inc., who own the
local theatre, filed a demurrer against the
establishment of the injunction, and Circuit
Judge Frank A. Smith sustained the demurrer this week and Winter Park will
continue to have their Sunday entertainment.

Harry Zehner Married
Hollywood, July 25. — Harry Zehner, assistant general manager of the Universal
studios, was married last week to Mrs.
Mary Terry-Gantt in this city.

Picture

N e ivs

Producers Sign
206 Free Lancers
For Picture Work
This Number Engaged During
One Month Is Normal Says
Datig, Casting Head
Hollywood, July 25. — Forty-two film
players have been signed to the regulation
standard contract since June 30th, according to Fred Datig, head of the casting directors' committee. These are in addition
to a total of 164 signed between June 5th
and June 30th, the former date being the
deadline for signing in accordance with the
ultimatum of Frank Gilmore, Equity president.
The engagement of over two hundred
free lance players during the period of one
month is about normal for this time of the
year, according to a prominent casting director. He pointed out that producers were
behind in production in certain studios on
account of the late sales announcements of
next season's releases by all companies,
and also because of production of talkers
which
holdups.had been delayed through equipment
The forty- two players signed by the
eleven major producers since June 30 include Alice Day, Anders Randolf, Irene
Rich, Daphne Pollard, Jacqueline Logan,
Zasu Pitts, Lew Dunbar, Ethel Stone, Donald Reed, Duke R. Lee, Peter Gawthome,
Louis Natheaux, June Dunlap, Georgia
Snedeker, Ann D'Vorak, Helen Splane,
Hazel Steglett, Paul Vann, Tom Matson,
Paul Hurst, Charles Hamilton, Budd Fine,
Frank Hagney, Harry Tyler, Irving Bacon,
Richard Alexander, Frank Chew, George
Du Cont, Babs Norman, Sam Nelson, Eva
Rosita, S. J. Sanford, Charles Ryer, Dorothy Phillips, Fred Burns, Patsy 0 'Byrne,
Louise Beavers, Hayes Robinson, Gertrude
Sutton, Eugene Borden, Mildred Van Dorn
and TuUy Marshall.

Brice Will Use Jackson
Story As U. A. Vehicle
Fannie Brice will utilize "The Champ,"
an original by Joseph Jackson, as the vehicle with which she will make her first aj>pearance under the United Artists banner.
"It's A Pleasure" will be its screen title.
Jackson, borrowed from Warners by John
W. Considine, Jr., of U. A., originally wrote
the story with a masculine star in mind,
but with the development of the plot the
character of the woman materialized so
strongly that he submitted his work for a
female star. Orville Dull will be production chief over the Brice unit. The film will
be all dialog and singing.

Quebec Theatres Sold 2,813,238 Tickets In Year
Quebec, Ont., July 25. — During the year
ending July 1 a total of 2,813,238 people
boueht amusement tax tickets in the City
of Quebec, this being an increase of more
than 250,000 over the previous 12 months.
The improved showing was due to the introduction oftalking pictures some months
ago, it is stated.
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Inde. Obtains
M.P.T.O.A. Controlled By Hays
Houses While
Organization^ Stef f es Charges
Giants Battle
W, B. And RKO Seek Strand
In Syracuse, Carragien Getting 3 Theatres There
Syracuse, N. Y., July 25. — While Warner
Bros, and Radio-Keith-Orpheum battled
each other for the acquisition of the Strand
Theatre here in order to combat Fox, who
has the Loew's State and Sehine-Eckel
Theatres, three local theatres were acquired
by James B. Carragien, who is building a
theatre chain of his own.
The Carragien negotiations for four
Syracuse houses have been on during the
last four months. Three of the houses
definitely acquired by Carragien are the
Empire, the Savoy and the Brighton. The
fourth theatre, while not yet announced, is
believed to be the Syracuse. Negotiations
for this are still pending.
The new chain will be known as the Empire Chain Amusement Company. It will
remodel the Savoy, spending about $25,000.
A new front, lobby and stage will be constructed. Pantages vaudeville will be featured at the house. The Empire will show
two vaudeville acts with the regular weekly
film bill. The Brighton will show secondrun films and will also be redecorated.
The Strand, an independent house, is being sought after by Warners and R-K-0,
but the owners of the house have so far
refused all offers. Keith enjoyed vaudeville supremacy in Syracuse in the past, but
with Fox sending vaudeville into both
Loew's, and with Pantages vaudeville
scheduled for the Savoy, Keith's no longer
enjoys a dominating position among local
houses.

Mastbaum Estate
Is Appraised At
$5,565,000 Value
Philadelphia, Pa., July 25.— Jules E.
Mastbaum, late president of the Stanley
Company of America, left an state of approximately $5,565,000, exclusive of real
estate, according to appraisal returns filed
with the State Inheritance Tax Department.
Most of his estate, which included large
real estate holdings in addition to insurance, was left to his widow, Mrs. Etta W.
Mastbaum, and three daughters.
Of the total over $2,000,000 was in life
insurance, of which the Stanley Company
of America received $1,000,000 and the real
estate firm of Mastbaum Bros. & Fleisher
$500,000.

M-G-M- Int'l Newsreel To
Be Inaugurated July 31
M-G-M News and International Newsreel, both produced by William Randolph
Hearst, will make their first appearance in
combined form on July 31. The laboratory
shipping date of the first issue, under the
new name, M-G-M International Newsreel,
is July 30.

_

In Speech at Denver Convention

Paramount*
'Find* Now s InItalian
N. Y.
an INI,
whoseand actor
tenor twent
y-six-year
MART
O Itali
NINold
signing byvelyParamount was reby Motion Picture
ported exclusi
News in the issue of June 22, 1929, arrived last Tuesday in New York on
the He de France. He will sing in
Paramount films, appearing principally
in romantic musical operettas.

RK:0-Pantages
Deal Expected
To Be Closed
Radio

Circuit
Also
Active
In Other Theatre
Activities

RKO theatre deals, closed or pending,
were reported this week from several cities.
The deal with Pantages, long under negotiation, isnow said to involve six theatres,
located in San Francisco, San Diego, Salt
Lake City, Tacoma, Spokane and Portland.
Joseph L. Plunkett, general manager of
the RKO Circuit, who inspected the Pantages Theatres in the Portland section recently, said, while in that city, that the
RKO-Pantages deal was pending and would
probably be closed shortly.
The Erlanger Theatre, Philadelphia, has
been leased by RKO for the new season.
The house is owned by Stanley- Warner,
who have leased it to RKO.
In St. Louis, RKO has added to its holdings by purchase of the St. Louis Theatre
from Metropolitan Theatres Corp. at a reported price of $2,000,000. RKO had previously been operating the house. The company's two other St. Louis houses are the
Grand Opera and Orpheum.

Committee Of Directors To
Collaborate On Warner Film
A committee of directors will collaborate
on the production of "The Show of
Shows," Warner Bros, color Vitaphone
special, which will employ several scores
of stellar names.
Darryl Zanuck, associate executive, has
been appointed by J. L. Warner as supervisor. His aide will be Jack Haskell, stage
director, who put on "Sally" and more recently "Hold Everything" at their Broadway presentations. Larry Ceballos and
Max Scheck, stage revue experts, will direct the dance numbers. Various sequences in the productions will be handled by
Lloyd Bacon, Roy Del Ruth and John
Adolfi.

Exhibitors Of Rocky Mountain
Region Hold Meeting; Delegate Cautions Against
Overbuying
that
Motion
charge
A direct Theatre
25.— Picture
R,the July
DENVE
Owners of America is controlled
by the Hays organization was made by
W. A. Steffes, of the Allied States Assoinanof the
ciation,vention
hour's
speech
the conM. P.
T. 0.before
of Colorado
and the Rocky Mountain region. The convention was attended by eighty exhibitors
from Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico,
Western Nebraska, South Dakota and the
Texas Panhandle.
Steffes made a scathing denunciation of
the uniform contract arbitration clause and
the present methods of arbitration in the
industry, explaining in detail all the grievances of Allied against the Hays organization. He pictured the Allied as the only
ray of hope left for the independent exhibitor. This was coupled with his accusation that the M. P. T. 0. A. is controlled
by the Hays office.

Join Allied
Denver, July 25. — The convention of the M. P. T. O. of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region voted this afternoon to join
the Allied States Association.
The convention was presided over by
President Harry E. Huffman. Mayor B. F.
Stapleton, of Denver, made an address of
welcome. Hobart Kincaid, of Florence,
Col., cautioned against overbuying and suggested that exhibitors delay buying until
the present New York conference on sound
rental relief is over, so that the exhibitors
can take advantage of any beneficial results
that come out of the conference.
The Wednesday morning session was devoted to the evils of tent shows and carnivals, the discussion being led by William
Ostenberg, Jr., of Scotts Bluff, Nebr. This
was followed by an address on the uniform
contract by Judge Emmett Thurmon,
counsel for the M. P. T. 0.
A talk on sound in small towns was made
by E. H. Hardwick, of Clovis, N. M., who
advised small exhibitors to test the
acoustics of their theatres with an electrola
before installing sound. He told of an
experiment now being conducted in his
theatre of the installation of several sets
of head phones for the use of deaf patrons.
E. P. Hawkins, of RCA Photophone,
spoke cesson
his small
company's
of the
theatre.interest in the suc-

First Division Moves
Space on the seventh floor of Film Center Building, New York, has been leased
by First Division Pictures, Inc.
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Last Week's Outstanding Hit
On BVay Was Clara Bow In
"Dangerous Curves", Held Over
All Other Grind Houses Under
100%; ''Black Watch" Hits
Law Gross; ''Pleasure
Crazed" Flops; New
Ones Coming
outstanding hit on Broadway
THE
last week was Clara Bow in her latest all-dialog feature "Dangerous
Curves." At the Paramount, with a rather
weak show on the stage, the figures for the
week were $82,300, which gave the red head
from the Gowanus Canal a percentage rating of 113 6/10% to top the street. All
the other grind houses were under 100%,
with "Twin Beds" at the Strand doing
the worst business of the big ones with
$23 000.
At the Capitol "The Fall of Eve," which
Columbia showed at the Embassy for five
weeks, managed to do $57,357.50, while at
the Roxy "Pleasure Crazed" was rather
badly off with $97,872, which amount was
pulled by the good notices that the daily
papers handed the stage show at the house.
"Thunderbolt," at the Rivoli in its fifth
week with one afternoon performance out
when the house was given over to a special
performance of the Magnafilm, did $26,800,
while at the Rialto "Alibi," in its fourth
and final week, pulled $24,500.
Universal's "Showboat" at the Colony
held on nicely for the third week getting
$10,273, while at the Cameo Raquel Miller
in "The Oppressed," a Spanish-made film,
did $5,276.
In the ecxtended runs the low gross was
hit by "The Black Watch" in its eighth
week with $4,763, while "Broadway
Babies" at the Central ran it a close second with $5,713. They were only $1,000
apart. "The Broadway Melody," after
having dropped under the 100 per cent
mark, managed to recover and came
through with $14,986. "Bulldog Drummond" at the Apollo is in its final and last
week the receipts were $9,429, while
"Drag," in its final week, got $13,812.50.
"On With TTie Show," at the Winber
Garden, came through with $15,726.25 on
the week.
"Melody
Lane,"
which came into the

Theatre Named After
U*s ''Show Boat'*
, PA, July 25.—
PHILAD
's HIA
HuntELP
"Show Boat" Theatre,
Ocean City, N. J., erected by
Camp & Co., of Philadelphia, in record
time of 64 working days, is probably
the first theatre in the country to be
named for a picture. While Universal's talking triumph did not open the
new house, it will be an early attraction there. The "Show Boat" is a 2000seat house designed by Ritter and
Shay, Philadelphia architects. It is
equipped with De Forest Phonofilm.

"Street Girl" Premiere
At Globe July 30
screen
new on
, will Girl,"
s "Street
be shown
the
RKO'musical
screen of the Globe Theatre,
Broadway, for the first time on the
evening of Tuesday, July 30. At its
Broadway debut, "Street Girl" will be
accompanied by RKO sound subjects
presenting Marc Connelly, playwright,
and Godfrey Ludlow, violinist. Connelly will appear in "The Burglar," a
short skit. "Street Girl" is a vehicle
for Betty Compson.
Globe last week with Eddie Leonard making personal appearances with the picture,
played
$14,390, scored
while "Four
Feathers,"
at the to
Criterion,
nicely in
its fifth
week with $13,100.
Colleen Moore in "Smiling Irish Eyes"
came into the Central on Tuesday night of
this week, and Al Jolson's latest, "Say
It With Songs," is due at Warner's on
Aug. 6.
The Embassy is dark for the present
with King Vidor's "Hallelujah" due there
as the next attraction and the exploitation
for "Hell's Angels," which is to come
into the Cohan in September, has started in
a mild way with house signs.

Additions And
Changes To Sales
Force Of Columbia
A number of additions to and changes in
the executive forces of the Columbia selling organization have been made. They
include the opening of a new exchange and
the promotion and transfer of several manJack Williams has been elevated from
agers.
branch manager of (the Portland, Ore.,
branch to West Coast District manager,
C. E. Tillman succeeding him in Portland.
Joseph A. McConville and Abe Montague,
former franchise holders and heads of the
Independent Film Corp. in Boston, have
been made New England District managers.
Jock Bellman, former president of Hollywood Pictures Corp., and a Columbia franchise holder, becomes district manager for
Greater New York. Charles E. Gregory,
former manager of the Omaha branch of
Columbia, has been transferred to Kansas
City, where he will open a new office for
the company. He is succeeded at Omaha
bv Lee C. Durham.

H. Innes Paramount Home
Office Production Manager
Hiller limes, employed for three years
with RKO Productions, has been appointed
manager of the home office production department of Paramount, succeeding John
Fingerlin.

Picture
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Another Texas
Exhibitor Files
Restraint Suit
Char ges In N ew Petition
Are The Same As Those In
Recent Cuff Action
A suit, similar to that filed recently by J.
A. Cuif, Denison, Texas, theatre owner, has
been filed in Dallas by B. Legg, a former
exhibitor of Denison. Publix, Paramount,
L. M. Ridout, L. M. Ridout, Jr., and L. L.
Dent are charged with conspiracy and damages to the extent of $120,000 are alleged
in the Legg suit.
Damages of $80,000 are specified as actual in the suit and $40,000 as exemplary.
Legg declares an annual profit of $12,000
yearly from the operation of the Superba,
Dennison, which he operated before purchasing the Lyric at Van Alstyne, has been
lost, as well as $6,800 from the cash investment in lease, equipment and physical
property. His petition states that the business prior to the alleged interference by the
defendants was of a reasonable value of
$40,000.
The alegations in the Legg petition are
almost the same as those in the Cuff petition seeking recovery of $90,000, both petitions alleging that because of the control
exercised by the defendants the petitioners
were deprived of first run pictures. Legg
charges that L. M. Ridout, one of the defendants, told him that he would be unable
to obtain such pictures.
Publix is not involved in any conspiracy
in Texas or elsewhere, Austin C. Keough,
Publix attorney, emphasized when the Cuff
suit was made public.

Peggy Mastbaum Will Wed
B. N. Colder In The FaU
Philadelphia, Pa., July 25. — Formal announcement was made on July 19th of the
engagement of Miss Peggy Mastbaum,
daughter of the late Jules E. Mastbaum,
president of the Stanley Co. of America, to
Congressman Benjamin N. Golder, head of
the law firm of Golder and Felger. Miss
Mastbaum will be twenty in August; she
is very much interested in charitable work
and is chairman of the Women's Auxiliary
of the Business Men's Council of the Federation of Jewish Charities. Congressman
Golder is in his thirty-eighth j'ear and is a
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.

Powers Grants Franchise
For Cinephone In Britain
Cinephone equipment mIU be sold in
Great Britain by Powers Cinephone Equipment Syndicate, Ltd., London, which this
week received a franchise from P. A. Powers. Several installations in London and
other parts of England are reported for
Cinephone by Mr. Powers, whose device
was recently passed on by Capt, J. W. Barber, C. B. E., of the Brownie Wirel^^^SjI^td.,
London.
j\;' „^f
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^^Gamblers'' And
*^^This Is Heaven"
Score On Coast
^Hollywood Revue" And ^Madame X' Still Lead; ^ Black
Watch' And '^Drag^ Good
Hollywood, July 25.^Despite hot weather
general business is still good along Hollywood movie rialto, where seven out of
eight features last week went over the 100
per cent mark, Grauman's Chinese with
"M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929" being
the highest scorer of all and "The Four
Devils," in its siicth and final week at the
Carthay Circle, being the lone exception to
the trend of good business.
In its fifth week, "Hollywood Revue"
netted $30,000 (192%); it is still smashing
records at the Chinese. "The Gamblers,"
in its second week at the Warners Hollywood, profited with an intake of $18,000
(130%). "Madame X," in its fourth week
at the Criterion, six day.s, attracted $10,000
(120%).
"This Is Heaven," in its second week,
6 davs, at the United Artists, got $15,000
(110%). "The Black Watch," at the
Loew's State, realized $26,000 (108%) as
the week's taking. "Drag," at the Paramount, drew $26,000 (105%). "Broadway," showing at the Biltmore in its fifth
week, garnered $6,200, a small profit.
Only $7,500 (60%) was the gross at the
Carthay Circle for "Tour Devils."

M. C. Levee Gets
Paramount Post;
Gain Is Promoted
The appointment of M. C. Levee as executive manager of the Paramount West
Coast studios and the prf)motion of J. J.
Gain to a special executive post, supervising the operation of both the Paramount
Western and Eastern studios occurred this
week.
Levee is resigning as general manager of
the United Artists studios, it being understood that arrangements for Levee joining
Paramount were made by Lasky with
Schenck, as Levee and the latter have been
business partners in many ventures.
Gain will continue his present post until
Levee goes over to Paramount, which will
be about the first of September. His new
duties will call for a division of his time
between the East and West production
plants.

Kiddies See "Melody Lane"
At Universal's Invitation

Universal will act as host to several hundred New York children at each matinee
this week of Eddie Leonard's "Melody
Lane," now showing at the Globe. The invitation to the tots was extended through
the M. P. P. D. A. The children will be
chaperoned by workers from each of the
institutions they come from.

Hearst To Aid Independents
In Exhibiting Field Providing
Practical Plan Is Worked Ont
Radio Films Not To
Use Theme Songs
the action
retards
song in
THEof theme
a picture,
the opinion
of
William Le Baron, RKO production executive, who has turned thumbs
down on recurrent ditties throughout
his companys films. '
"Street Girl," the Radio talkie-singing release, is without a theme song.
There are several melodies, composd
by Oscar Levant and Sidney Clare,
sprinkled throughout its action, but
none of them are classified as the
theme song. Mr. LeBaron believes that
the technique of the stage musical will
not do for motion pictures in which
action should predominate.

Cook On Coast
Will Reorganize
T.-S. Production
With Co. Showing Increased
Sales, Executive Figures To
Augment Studio Staff
Hollywood, July 25. — Grant Cook, representing L. A. Young in the operation of
Tiffany-Stahl, arrives in Hollywood Friday
for an extended stay of six months. During that period it is understood that Cook
will undertake a general reorganization of
the entire production department in the
local studios of Tiffany-Stahl.
It is said that the company's revenue
has greatly increased during the past six
months with the present sales organization,
and Cook now figures to turn his attention
to the production branch to build up an
organization that will insure delivery of
quality talking pictures within reasonable
costs.
Tiffany-Stahl studios will have a total of
four sound stages in operation within the
next month. Construction has been completed on these stages, and the RCA recording equipment is now being installed.

Universal Engages
D. H. Broekman To
Supervise Music

David H. Broekman, musician, (ioiidnctor
and recording artist, has entered into a fiveyear contract with Universal Pictures, and
will take entire charge of musical matters
at the Universal City studio.
He is now en route for the Coast with
his musical staff and library, which he has
assembled over a period of years during the
time of his musical activities.

Publisher-Producer
In Sympathy With Independent Theatre Owners; Wants Them
Continue In Business
thy HEAR
is hearti
in sympa
with ST
the
OLPH
M lyRAND
WILLIA
independent theatre owner in motion pictures and wants to see them continue in the business, according to one of
the executives of the Hearst organization.
This statement was made when the executive was seen and asked whether or not he
thought that Mr. Hearst might be interested in furthering a compact organization
ndent motion picture theatre ownof indepe
ers of the country.
As a picture producer Hearst is an independent, making his product with his own
capital and releasing it through organizations that are controlled by others than
liimself. In all the years that he has been
in the business he has neV'er had his own
releasing organization.

Hearst's Angle
The Hearst motion picture activity has
cost the publisher millions of dollars according to his own statements, but he believes that the screen is closely allied with
his newspaper publishing activities and
therefore he is determined to remain active
in the, picture producing field. His pet
screen hobby has always been his newsreels and any condition within the industry
that might threaten the distribution of this
particular product would undoubtedly find
Mr. Hearst ready to put up a tremendous
fight to protect it.
The wiping out of a tremendous number
of smaller picture theatres, due to the increase in operating cost because of the
coming of sound pictures brings up just
such a situation. Not only Mr. Hearst, but
all of the sales executives of the larger
companies realize that they are faced with
a situation that will, if permitted to develop, mean that the industry will face a
loss of revenue of some $40,000,000
annually, it is said.
It means the passing of hundreds of
small independent theatres in all parts of
the country, theatres that will not be reopened, and exhibitors who will seek other
lines of endeavor. If the industry were to
make an effort to revive this business once
it was permitted to be lost it would cost
millions of dollars to replace it, and it is
doubtful if it ever could be replaced.
With this situation before him the executive of the Heai"st organization stated that
he felt cei'tain that if any practical plan
were proposed whereby these small exhibitoi's could be continued in business it would
undoubtedly find wholehearted support on
the part of Mr. Hearst and his whole newspaper as well as' film organization.
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Sid
Qrauman
—
Showman
Qenius
Now that Sid Grauman, showman genius of the Pacific Coast, is retiring permanently from exhibition to devote his great abilities to production,
it is fitting that the industry give expression to the high regard in which he
is held. Motion Picture News is glad to join in a testimonial to his achievements as a showman and his fine qualities as a human being.

WILLIAM A. JOHNSTON
^1
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Night view Crauman's Chinese Theatre,

Hollywood

Sid Orauman's Iheatre History

SID GR.A<UMAX, in association with
his father, the late D. J. Grauman,
opened a little theatre in a remodeled
store on Market St., San Francisco, and
named it "The Unique." This was about
1904, when films came in short lengths
and were used mainly to clear the house
between vaudeville shows.
The Graumans started out with a
vaudeville bill of six acts for an admission of ten cents. A little later, Sid
left his father at the Unique, and opened
a house in San Jose, a nearby town. This
theatre was sold at a nice profit, and Sid
rejoined his father. Then the San Francisco fire of 1906 hit them. The Graumans opened a tent show seating 1,500
while the ashes of the ruins were still
smouldering.
At that time, Sid had a bankroll of
about $15,000 and decided to look over
the theatre possibilities in New York. He
went East, and finally took over a theatre
on 125th Street, opposite Proctor's large
vaudeville house. After he paid a deposit on his lease, and remodeled the
theatre, most of his original capital was
gone. When he attempted to open, the
city officials cited so many violations
against the house, that he was forced to
close the first night. He remembered an
old Klondike friend of his father named
Murphy, and sought him out. Murphy,
a political power, soon had the theatre
open for Sid, but for some reason or
other the house could not get out of the
red.
Discouraged and ready to quit, Grau-

by Walter Qreene

man heard about two men, Sullivan and
Considine, who were then forming a
vaudeville circuit through the Middle
West. Sid jumped to Chicago, and finally sold them a half interest in his theatre for $15,000. After a year, the house
could not get over, and Sid sold his other
half for $300 and re-joined his father in
San Francisco.
The Spreckles interests then backed
D. J. Grauman in the building of the St.
Francis Theatre, a modem playhouse
which is still a key first run in San Francisco. Even at that time, Sid had the
idea of building up a circuit of theatres, and several San Francisco houses
were taken over, in addition to theatres
in cities of central California.
.All the theatre interests were disposed
of by the Graumans in San Francisco
and they moved their operations to Los
Angeles to take over operation of the
way.
Million Dollar Theatre oc upper BroadA short while later, the Graumans purchased and remodeled the Rialto Theatre,
which also piled up immediate profits.
Both father and son had explicit faith in
the future of both motion pictures and
the city of Los Angeles, and they laid
plans
for the construction
Grauman'sof
Metropolitan,
with a seatingof capacity
3,400. Building of the Metropolitan was
delayed, however, during which time the

Graumans turned to Hollywood as the
site for another pretentious cinema
temple.
Before either theatre could be completed, D. J. Grauman passed on, and Sid
carried the entire burden alone. The film

world was startled when Grauman's
Egyptian opened October 18, 1922, presenting Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
Hood," together with an expansive prolog and a large symphony orchestra. This
de luxe theatre was an instantaneous success with two performances daily and
prices scaled to $1.50.
Grauman's Metropolitan, in downtown
Los Angeles, was opened on January 26,
1923. It carried a type of architecture
entirely new to the theatre. When the
house opened, it assumed the premiere
spot among the weekly change theatres,
with Grauman switching the policies of
both the Million Dollar and Rialto to
extended runs. Late in 1923, Grauman
sold his interests in the three downtown
theatres to Famous Players-Lasky Cor^
poration, confining his activities to the
Hollywood Egyptian.
: ■ Not content with the latter house, Sid
laid plans for the construction of another
cinema temple in Hollywood, and after
months
of planning,
was opened
on May Grauman's
18, 1927, Chinese
with a
premiere showing of "The King of
Kings." Shortly after this event, Grauman disposed of his entire interest in the
Egyptian to West Coast Theatres, who
immediately switched the house to a
weekly change policy.
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Graiiman's Vision
and Hollywood
By Col, Harry M. Baine
President, Hollywood Boulevard
Association

it comes to the matter of
WHEN
visioning the future, whether it
be in theatrical or business
ss,
many people believe that Sid
progre
Grauman has a sixth sense, so successful
has he been in anticipating the trend of
events.
The city of Hollywood, and particularly Hollywood Boulevard, owes more
to the genius and foresight of this man
than probably any single individual, at
least anybody in the entertainment field.
Not long after he was called to Los
Angeles with his father, the late D. J.
Grauman, to build Grauman's Million
Dollar theatre, his attention was directed
to Hollywood as an unexploited field.
Fulfilling their fondest desires, the
Egyptian was a pronounced success from
the very opening. People not only came
from all parts of Los Angeles, but as soon
as the f'Sme of its unique architecture and
magnificent productions spread, from all
parts of the world.
Probably no single structure ever
erected in the film capital did more to advertise Hollywood to persons in all parts
of the country than this palatial theatre.
A large portion of the block between
Orchid and Orange avenues and fronting on Hollywood boulevard was among
the purchases made in collaboration with
members of the Lasky family.
It is very probable that at the time of
this purchase that Sid Grauman already
had envisioned the development of the
film capital and had in mind the erection
of another great palace of entertainment.
In the fall of 1926, he again made the
populace look up when he announced
plans for another and more pretentious
playhouse to be located on the Orchid
avenue block.
This playhouse, patterned after the
architecture of ancient Chinese dynasties,
and much more elaborate than the
Egyptian, was opened to the world as
Grauman's Chinese Theatre, on May 18,
^927. ,
.
,
Sid Grauman, since his first mtroduction to Hollywood, has put his shoulder
to the wheel and been instrumental in
putting through almost every progressive
movement made in the film capital.
It is largely through his efforts that
Hollywood boasts of Roosevelt Hotel, a
magnificent hostelry that has come to be
the rendezvous for famous folk and
world travelers who come from afar as
well as an assemWage point for stars and
executives of the film industry.
Sid Grauman's retirement from the
theatrical producing field will be regretted
by many, but those who know him best
realize that hfe will continue to give of his
time and talents for the future glory of
Hollywood.
-.'.• :'......^ •;....■

Sid Famous
As
Practical Joker

Picture

Sir Sidney Is A
Great Boss
By Harry Hammond

MAN is famous throughSID GRAU
out the industry for his "gags"
and practical jokes. Some of the
best known are:
One morning at two o'clock, Sid, disguising his voice as a woman's, excitedly called up Alexander Pantages, saying a ring had been lost in the theatre.
Pantages said the cleaners would find
it in the morning, but Sid said it must
be found at once. Pantages went looking for it. PMfteen minutes later he
reported he had been on his hands and
knees all over the orchestra floor and
couldn't find it Sid said: "Not in the
orchestra; in the balcony." Pantages
looked there; then reported again he
couldn't find it- Grauman got into an
hot argument, panning the theatre;
then hung up.
When Colleen Moore started toward
stardom, John McCormick took her
one evening to meet Grauman. Gloria
Swanson was in an adjoining office and
Sid gave her an old hat and Gloria sat
at the piano. When John an'l Colleen
entered, Gloria was introduced as
"Jenny Fazey," there for a song tryout. Gloria went through the song,
deliberately terrible. John and Colleen walked out without wanting to
hear more. Then Sid sent an usher
to bring them back to meet Miss Swanson who, meanwhile, had discarded the
hat.
Frank Urson, Miss Swanson and Sid
were en route to dinner one night
UrsonWhile
stopped
a tailor's
for
awhen
fitting.
Ursonat and
the tailor
were in a back room, Gloria stepped
into a window and posed for fifteen
minutes as a mannikin, with the
crowds unaware of her identity. Sid
hurriedly painted a sign reading: "On
sale tomorrow — $.50" and placed it on
an expensive gown in the window. The
tailor found 500 women storming the
store next morning.
One of Sid's most famous jokes was
sprung ten years ago on T. L. Tally,
then a prominent Los Angeles exhibitor. Grauman phoned him excitedly,
telling Tally there was a group of exhibitors in his office wanting to know
how Los Angeles theatres combatted
attempts to close their houses on account of the flu epidemic. Tally pleaded
he could not come, but Grauman insisted. Sid had placed a group of wax
figures around the table in his dimly
lighted office. Tally arrived and Sid
introduced him to "the exhibitors."
Tally, Who was nearsighted, went into
half an hour's oration. Sid finally
nudged one of the dummies which fell
in front of Tally. The latter was
scared stiff and ran out yelling "Man
'
Recently .]''-"
Sid sent a trained
goose to
dead."
Doug Fairbanks and Mary Pickfbrd
when they were starting a trip East.
The goose was taken along. Then Sid
started wiring Fairbanks to return the
goose, claiming it was especially
traijied for motion pictures and getting
$25 daily salary. Doug wired back:
"Goose gone, already roasted and fine
eating." Sid kept up the joke by wiring the authorities in various cities
asking them to search for a trained
goose lost en route East-.

N ezvs

Beall

his pay-roll now,a great
so what
I write
SIDoff GR.\fUMAN'S
boss!
Em
is
from
the
heart,
with
all
"yesman" stuff deleted by censor.
Sir Sidney, as he is affectionately referred to by his intimates, felt it imperative that he should have stellar available
publicity advertising and exploitation talent when he decided to venture into the
wilds of Hollywood and present pictures
twice daily at $1.50 top, in a then minor
league community, where 25 Cents was
high scale and no production was shown
for more than 2 days.
He, therefore, sent for the modest
author of this tribute, who has publicized
all of the Grauman Hollywood ventures,
including
Egyptian and Grauman's Grauman's
Chinese Theatre.
A publicity man has to hit the ball to
keep Grauman happy, but the nice thing
about it is that when you knock a home
run or even a three bagger you'll find the
"ole George boss" right in the front row
of the grandstand giving you a cheer.
He's one hundred per cent appreciative.
we Another
call himgreat
that,thing
too, about
is that"the
he chief."
is full
of ideas that newspapers seem to like.
He
"gageroo"
as eye
he
wouldcantermthink
it, inupthe atwinkling
of an
and the next thing you know, the Associated Press and International News
Service are broadcasting it to the four
corners of the earth. A boss with real
ideas helps a lot.
Rewards

P. A.

Results

T have never worked for a more liberal
man. who was always willing to lay the
dough on the line if you could show him
results in the offing.
Newspaper folks of Los Angeles and
Hollywood fairly worship Sid, and Eastern press representatives who come to
the film capital always find him ready to
receive them with sincere courtesy, and
with ''copy"-laden conversation.
Mr. Grauman always knew enough to
let his executives use their own judgment
in running their departments. If a man
failed to make good naturally hf was
given the well known "air," and replaced
by another in whom the chief could. impose confidence.
He was- always d liberal advertiser,
which
madeat abest,
press
agent's
too
smooth
at little
less path,
rough, none
atid
any legitimate attache of a newspaper or
magazine was always welcome at the
portals of the Grauman playhouses, upon
larity.
proper identification. Such a policy did
not detract from the Grauman press popuI found Sid Grauman one hundred and
one per cent human, humane, thoughtful,
courteous, and gracious always. Perhaps
a little too. generous for his o\vn.go6d.
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Molly wood's Iribute lo Orauman

The testimonuil dinner to Sid Graiiman which was held at the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel on July llth, 1929. At the speakers' table, seen in the
background, were left to right: Harry Richmond, District Attorney Buron Fitts, Samuel Goldwyn, O. O. Mclntyre, Irving Thalberg, H. B. Franklin,
Jesse L. Lasky, Mr. Grauman, Jack Benny, Joseph M. Schenck, Winfield R. Sheefian, Mayor Porter of Los Angeles, Joseph Scott, George L. Eastman
and Arthur "'Bugs" Baer
Sid and am certain that he will make a
man's
for
a
premiere. And no producer
Kept Faith With Patrons
tremendous success of any enterprise he
who
has
been
fortunate
enough
to
see
that
Sid Grauman will remain for all time
may take up. — Jesse L. Lasky.
hope realized will ever forget the supi'eme
as a shining example of a man who made .;
thiill of the opening night.- — Irving G.
Thalberg.
fortune serving the public on a platform
Advanced Art Of Theatre
of truth, honesty, and full measure of enI have known Sid since the first days of
tertainment for every dollar expended.
Showed Way To New Ideals
my film activities. It has been a keen pleasAnd always he gave to the public the very
ure to watch him pioneer, to see him lead
Sid Grauman is a part of the history of
last atom of his genius as a showman. —
the way for exhibitors in all parts of the
our industry. He pioneered that which is
Louis B. Mayer.
world. The world always admires a man
ideal in showmanship on the screen today.
Dominant
He
paved
the
way
to
the
great
film
palaces
who is willing to jump in "where angels
Unique — Alonefear to tread." And Sid Grauman has
in our larger cities ; his courage first feaNo manager witli tlie tine traits of Sid
always l)een that type. When new things
tured the talking picture as a major atGrauman can be anytliing but a success . .
were done in direction, photography and
traction
in
a
theatre;
his
novelties,
somefor no man . . or woman . . can — or will
acting,
Sid always equalized matters by
times held radical, stood the test of showspeak unkindly of him. As an exhibitor ot
making a similar advance in tlu' Held of
manship and opened up new lines for the
motion pictures Sid Grauman is unique . .
the theatre. — Cecil B. De Mille.
enterprising
theatre owner. — King Vidor.
alone . . dominant. As a producer of [)iitures . . he can be nothing less. — Harold
B. Franklin.
Films Extra Palatable
Made
Genius An Aid To Producer
Sid Grauman has been so busy making
(Cable to ^lotion Picture News from
films extra palatable for the public that he
The Industry Expects
Nairobi, British East Africa.) As one who
has never been able to gain any great
The great genius and undershinding
has profited by Sid Grauman 's genius wish
amount of personal fun out of the attracwhich have made Sid Grauman the outto join friends in wishing him luck in new
tions he has put on. Never has there been
standing showman should also place him in
undertaking stop Trader Horn company
a man who threw so much creative energy
the front ranks of producers, and the injoins me in sincere welcome to producing
into the exhibition of any form of theatridustry expects great things of him. Confold.— W. S. Van Dyke.
cal entertainment. — Harry Rapf.
gratulations and -success, Sid. — Carl
Laemmle, Jr.

A Heritage Of Great Value

Grauman^ s Success Earned

To wish Sid good luck is unnecessary, for
no matter in what sphere of activity he
(Chooses to devote himself, he will certainly
achieve success paralleling that which
jiiarked his career as a showman. — John
McCormick.

The influence that Sid Grauman 's wor
has had upon the film industry is something that cannot pass. Though he may
go into other lines of endeavor, his example and showmanship remain behind
with us as a heritage of great value. —
Clarence Brown.

A Leader In Showmanship

Reputation Well Merited

It is with profound regret that we have
learned of Sid Grauman 's definite decision
to discontinue his brilliant career as a motion picture exhibitor. No producer has
started out on a picture without harboring a secret hope that it will land in Grau-

1 have known Sid Grauman since the
motion picture industry really was in its
infancy. As a friend, I have found him
one of the mOst thoughtful and kindly men
in our great business. As an exhibitor, his
reputation certainly is merited. I admire

Developed Greater Theatre

Sid Grauman has filled a place unique
in the motion picture industry. His showmanship and forward-looking policies have
raised the art of theatre presentation of
films and have pioneered many of its finer
forms today. — Harry Beaumont.

Regrets Retirement
No doubt Grauman 's de])ai-ture from the
exhibiting business will be regarded regretfully bytheatre-goers as well as people
within the industry. But with him identified on the production side of the business,
we may expect new accomj)lishments from
this genius. — John Gilbert.
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oid trrauman And
the transfer of the operaWITH
ood
Grauma
HollywCoast
e n's
e of Theatr
Chinestion
to West
Theatres, Inc., Sid Grauman, maestro of
the prolog and the creator of palatial
playhouses devoted to the presentation
of pictures definitely severed his connection with this form of entertainment production.
Patrons who can remember the illustrated songs and tin piano solos of the
nickelodeon days of motion picture exhibition owe the brilliant musical programs they hear today to his foresight.
He was the first individual to introduce a concert S)Tnphony orchestra to a
motion picture audience and is credited
with setting the standard of having a
fine pipe organ costing into the thousands
of dollars as part of the equipment of
every leading picture playhouse.
The distinction is his of having aggrandized the picture play prolog from
a mere collection of vaudeville acts into
a great atmospheric stage introduction rivalling the most brilliant extravaganzas
of the legitimate stage.
He chose an auspicious time to retire
when the fullest share of glory was his.
"The Broadway Melody," the last picture he staged, broke all records in the
far West for continuous sellouts and
played to a total of 479,558 paid admissions in twice daily performances for 20
weeks.
For this effort he went to New York
aand brought back to the Coast Albertina
Rasch and her famous ballet of "Follies"
fame to put on a sextet of gorgeous dance
ensembles. He added to his cast Buster
and John West, late of George White's
"Scandals," Alfred Latell, the famous
dog impersonator ; the Pasquali Brothers,
noted European acrobats ; Jerry Coe, of
eccentric dance fame and others.

N c zv s

Showmanship

In this number, the withdrawal of the
curtains revealed a huge stairway the full
width of the huge Chinese stage reaching nearly to the proscenium arch with a
gigantic flower creation in each wing as
part of a Spanish setting.
Tiers of beautiful girls with Spanish
shawls marched down the long stairway
until the steps were completely filled with
feminine pulchritude. As the orchestra
reached the crescendo of the number, they
sat down and simultaneously leaned back
into a reclining position. At the same
time they spread their shawls, revealing
a gay comforter pattern, with only their
heads visible, like the entire ensemble
were reposing in one mammot bed.
The "Pageant of the Allies" from
"The Big Parade" is another number that
has contributed to his fame. The allied
nations were represented by beautiful
models adroitly characterizing each country. The United States was presented in
the figure of Columbia represented by a
gorgeous maiden with 48 little girls peeping their heads through slots in her train
to represent the stars in the flag.

of an eye to open a curtain without elevating it, through the use of powerful
electric motors actuating a series of shutters. He refused to patent the device saying that he would donate it to his fellow
exhibitors.
Grauman showed the first successful
talking pictures for the first time in a
theatre in presenting the Vitaphone records of opera stars, Al Jolson, George
Jessel, Reinald Werrenrath and others
in connection with the presentation of
Warner Brothers' "Don Juan" and "The
Better 'Ole." He was the first independent showman on the Pacific Coast to
equip his theatre for both Vitaphone and
Movietone projection.
Grauman. is as famous for his exploitation methods as for his prolog and
playhouses. After an intombed miner had
been rescued, while the whole nation had
followed the efiforts to save his life, he
scored a coup on his competitors by
bringing him to San Francisco for daily

appearances.
More recently he obtained the first
contract for appearances of George
Young, the hero of the Catalina Channel
Charlie
"The Circus,"
he For
staged
one Chaplin's
of the cleverest
indoor ^swim. Grauman refused to take advantage of the contract he made with the
sawdust ring performances ever given,
with Poodles Hannef ord and his horses ; Canadian youth and after releasing him
the Rooneys of aerial trapeze fame : from the agreement went so far as to
aid him in bargaining with other showPallenberg's educated bears, and a host
men and motion picture producers.
of other artists of big top fame.
His
stunts in bringing whole tribes of
Among the unique stage devices he has
plains
Indians to Los Angeles to adverinvented is the enlargement of the Venetian blind principle on a mammoth scale,
tise "The Covered Wagon" and later
"The Iron Horse" are well known. He
by which it is possible in the twinkling
achieved fame in connection with the latter picture by transporting an. 18- ton
locomotive, the first to haul a transcontinental train, from the state park at Sacramento and setting it up in the forecourt
of the Egyptian to attract crowds of
sightseers in Hollywood.
Other {Continued
unique features
created
on page
368)by Grau-
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M
A day at ihc beach: Sid Grauman and Harry
Leonhardt (A bit of Sid's clowning)

Picture

Mrs. Rosa (D. J.) Grauman, mother of Sid
Grauman and his greatest inspiration

m
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Sid Grauman, Major Mite and Mayor James
Rolph, Jr., of San Francisco

1
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To my good friend

Sidney ^^Sunshine^^ Grauman

Affectionately

Joe Schenck
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SID

G R A IJ M A N
GREETIISGS

IV f honor you ns <i shotvmim . . .
fearless, n pioneer in the field — you
cut a path for others to follow!
War. your (iccomplishrnents ■*■'in
!; the
fi°ltl of production excel your success
lis nil exhibitor!

'•'■'i-.

Good Luck!
HAROLD

%:

B. FRAISKLIN,
President.

«:
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Circiiif of Theatres
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GRAUMAN

He gave me my first good break.
All honor to him for recognizing merit —

Always your sincere booster,

JO-JO THE TRAINED GOOSE
A laugh in every honk

"Cooked or raw — it's a loud guffaw"
Owner — Webb Tredway.

^
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TO SID QRAUMAN
The truest test of the love, honor

and

respect in which a man is held conies
when a whole industry such as our own
great motion picture industry rises as one
to offer its hand and heart. Such a man
is Sid Grauman, a gracious gentleman and
a keen, upright business man. It is a
source of pride to me that I can say he is
my friend and add my own sincere wishes
for his continued health, happiness and
success in whatever new ventures he
undertakes.

Picture
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To Sid Qrauman
with all good wishes
Louis B. Mayer
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Best Wishes
to

Good

1' i c t ii r r

Lucl4

Sid

SID GRAUMAN

from

from

BERNARD

HYMAN

HARRY

RAPF

Best Wishes to

M\ Pal $id!

SID GRAUMAN
Master Showman
The name of Sid Grauman occupies a
prominent place in motion picture history.
It is synonymous with brilliant achievements in showmanship. It represents the
last word in entertainment. It signifies
ships.
sincerity, honest of purpose, warm friendIt means success.

HUNT

STROMBERG

IrWng G. Tlialberg

X c w s
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My Pal, Sid
SHOWMAN— ARTIST— MUSICIAN
(The only Persian who
ever played on a harp.)

Jack Conway

THE

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING
To

SID GRAUMAN
Is The
Sincere Wish

RAMON

of
NOVARRO
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YOUR MOTHER

AND MINE

News

Wishing

Sid Old Pal:
Here's to

Picture

SID GRAUMAN
Every Success in Any
Ventures He May Undertake

JOE GOODWIN
HOLLYWOOD
M-G-M

Lyricist
REVIEW

OF 1929

and other
PRODUCTIONS

"S?

Best

Wishes

The Best of Luck Ever

to

Sid Grauman

To My Friend

SID GRAUMAN
Hugo

Riesenfeld

MARIE

DRESSLER

J Uly

27 ,

ibV

1 9 29

To

Sid

The World's Greatest Showman
CONGRATULATIONS

and SUCCESS

Junior Laemmle

SID
H ere's To You
Paul

Whiteman
9
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WISHES

to our beloved

1

SID

GKAUMAN
from the

ALBERTINA

RASCH

DANCERS

All Qoodto Wishes

Dear Sid
The Qoose Hangs High

MIKE

•

SID
GRAUMAN

LEVEE
INSPIRATION

PICTURES,

INC.
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Good Lack Sid!
JACK

RO

BBINS

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

LOS ANGELES

BILTMORE

With Best Wishes to Sid Grauman
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HOTEL

^^Hollywood^s Home of the Stars'^
extends congratulations and best wishes for success in the
producing field to

MR. SID GRAUMAN
and takes this occasion publicly to express appreciation of the master
showman's invaluable assistance in contributing to the success of this
hostelry as a vice-president of the corporation.
It is largely due to his unstinted efforts that the

ROOSEVELT

HOTEL

occupies its commanding position today in filmland's capital.

EUGENE

STARK

Managing Director

RETIREMENT
From Grauman's Chinese Theatre of

SID GRAUMAN
Whose publicity, exploitation and advertising
I have directed for the past six years now
makes it possible for me to serve a limited number of motion picture stars, directors, executives and writers who appreciate the same high
class type of representation this office was able
to afiford Mr. Grauman, to whom we refer by
permission.
Consultation by
appointment only.

HARRY

HAMMOND

Telephone
Granite 4123

BEALL

6605 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 202

Dear Sid:
Our sincere wishes for your
continued prosperity.
Mendel Meyer
MEYER &. HOLLER

I
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
Talkies Have
^Lucky Star'^ A Weak Feature At Roxy
But Gaynor And Farrell Team Draws
Boosted Legit.
nr HIS week the Roxy is giving proof that
man are the principal dancers and in the
•^ star names are a draw no matter hoAv
matter of coloring the background for their
Stage Receipts poor a story they are presented in. That individual performances is most impresSu

Louis Opera
And Stock
Thrive While Movies
Are In A Slump

St. Louis, Mo., July 25. — Interest in the
stage has apparently been revived by the
talkies. The splendid business now being
enjoyed by the St. Louis Municipal Opera
and the Garden Theatre in St. Louis County seems to indicate this. With the leading first run and neighborhood movies, a
decided slump in receipts has been experienced. Several Missouri and Southern Illinois theatres are now said to be booking
stage shows and vaudeville bills for one,
two and three night stands.

Russian Film Of
Only Slight Appeal
Heads Cameo Bill
"In Old Siberia," a Russian made feature in silent form, heads the bill at the
Cameo, having but slight box office appeal
other than the title itself. The print shown
is synchronized and there are moments
where singing has been added to the picture. In addition to the feature there is an
excellent two reel Fox Movietone production entitled "The Hut." It is one of the
earliest production efforts made with Movietone, but still is an excellent example of
what can be done with sound. Nina Tarasova and the Russian Cathedral Choir are
presented in the picture. It is an excellent
short for any bill on which there is a Russian feature.
The other offerings on the bill are the
Pathe Sound News and a Mickey Mouse
cartoon comedy entitled "The Barn
Dance."

Tiffany-Stahl Plans For
"Journey's End" Screening
Preparations are now being made for
immediate screening and recording of
"Journey's End," the English stage play
of the war, which Tiffany-Stahl acquired
for its production program for the new
season. The company plans it as an all
dialog road show.

Corbett In Vitaphone Sketch
James J. Corbett, ex-heavyweight champion, and Neil O'Brien have made a short
Vitaphone subject at the Warners' Eastern
studio, Bryan Poy directing.

happens to be the manner in which the
combination of Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell in "Lucky Star" is working out
at the house. Business is good because the
public are flocking to see the two screen
favorites, but the picture itself is decidedly weak. Of necessity, one makes comparisons with "Seventh Heaven" and
"Street Angel" and the result is that
"Lucky Star" is not only found wanting,
but so inferior to those two productions
that at the best one can only class it as
a program pictui'e, nothing more, even
though Frank Borzage did direct it.
Without an overture the show is running
two hours and twelve minutes, with the
feature taking about an hour and a half.
"In A Chinese Temple Garden" played
by Lew White at the Kimball organ has
four minutes at the opening of the program. From this the show goes right into
the "Dance of the Hours" from "La Giaconda" with the Roxy Ballet and the
Roxyettes taking part in the dance offering. Leonide Massine and Patricia Bow-

sive. Ten minutes is given over to this contribution to the bill.
Nine minutes of Fox Movietone News
came next.

Berinoff and Eulalie, a pair of extraordinary adagio dancers, are spotted as an
individual unit in the bill and are worthy
of this distinction. Their work is cleanly
defined and highly sensational in the manner in which it is performed. Berinoff is a
tremendously built man and a most capable understander and catcher and the woman of the pair performs splendidly in her
leaps and whirls. They are easily the hit
of the show.
Prior to the feature a stage unit entitled
"Melange Italienne" was presented. It
proved to be a most colorful presentation
and here the honors went to the Roxyettes
who appeared in the finale in what seemed
to be an endless ocean of waves of spagetti tumbling out of a huge chafing dish
onto the stage. The effect won a hearty
hand.

Capitol Has Evenly Balanced Show,
'Wonder Of Women,'
'Yachting Party'
he is going to be grabbed and spotted in a
A TRIO of featured names, Lewis Stone,
Peggy Wood and Leila Hyams in
"Wonder of Women," a very impressive
feature picture and "Yachting Party," a
stage revue, makes the program offered at
the Capitol this week very acceptable entertainment. Business during the forepart of the week looked as though a very
marked increased over the two previous
weeks was to be noted.
The show runs about two hours and
twenty minutes, with the feature running
an hour and thirty-two minutes, about
forty minutes of this being in dialog.
"French Echos" by the orchestra for
nine minutes under the direction of Yasha
Bunchuk was very enthusiastically received
by the audience. Eight minutes of new pictures brought shots from the M-G-M and
Fox Movietone News reels.
The stage revue "Yachting Party" was
just a little short of a half hour in its duration, the outstanding hit being Karavieff,
a Russian dancer, who has taken to tapstepping. After one look at him one can
advise the tap dancers of vaudeville to
throw away their dancing shoes and start
all over again for they don't know no thin'.
Boy, how that Karavieff can and does
dance. He's a revelation and undoubtedly

revue where he will undoubtedly be the hit
of the show as he was here.
Next in the point of honor came Nancy
Decker, who handles a couple of numbers
in a manner which shows that a finished
musical education can be utilized in putting over popular tunes of today to advantage. This girl has a voice and a lot
of personality and it wouldn't be surprising to see her back at the Capitol again
in the very near future in the event that
she isn't held over.
Rome and Gaut proved a little too rough
for this house, although some of their
pranks brought laughter.
Dave Schooler and his boys are "there"
as they usually are and their efforts were
rewarded by those in front.
Altogether a very fair show indeed.

Clive Brook In N. Y.
Clive Brook, who was recently signed to
a new Paramount contract, is now in New
York, where he will shortly begin working
as the Sherlock of "The Return of Sherlock Holmes," which Paramount will produce as an all-talkie with Basil Dean directing the pix;ture at the Astoria studio.
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A Leader Writes The Leading Book On Sound
Ready soon! — The manual of theatre operation awaited by Showmen, Technicians
and Theatre Advertising Men since the Talkies became a leading attraction at box
offices of the picture theatres.

SOUND

Motion Pictures
by HAROLD

B. FRANKLIN

NEVER

was the theatre man more in need of information and guidance concerning the very essentials of operation and selling methods than at the present
time when -an entirely new and revolutionary combination of science and art
has revolutionized the business of motion picture exhibition.
Never has a want been
better fulfilled than in the exhaustive manual which has been prepared for workers
in every branch of the theatre field.
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By Walter R. Greene

A FE\y months ago, a film director used
sequence
a feature across
showinga
a^~*
racea gag
between
two for
caterpillars
board. When the scenes were shot, the
director only took the long shots, figuring
to get the necessary closeups to intercut
later.
When the picture was finally finished,
the director decided to pick up all needed
inserts, and instructed the production department to get the caterpillars for the
race. Then the prop department discovered
that the caterpillar season had passed, and
none of the crawlers could be found in
Southern California. After weeks of delay, the director was finally forced to use a
couple of imitation caterpillars for the
closeup shots — and was burned plenty.
/^LIFF EDWARDS, "Ukelele Ike" of
^-^ record and vaudeville fame, leased a
furnished Hollywood bungalow of 14 rooms
a few months ago. Cliff finally became so
lonesome in such a large place that lie
<lecided to move. He looked around for
another house, and found it hard to obtain
.just what he wanted. After a long search,
he rented a place out in Beverly Hills —
containing eighteen rooms and a swimming
pool!
A FTER Harry Langdon announced his
■^* engagement recently to Mrs. Helen
Walton, someone suggested that the comedian have the coming marriage recorded
in both sound and film. Harry went for
the idea, and has already arranged for the
Hal Roach sound truck to photograph the
cerenionv both wavs.

Phone Granite 2145

AND CHARLES CHRISTIE are
sponsoring the opening performance
of Octavus Roy Cohen's play, "Come
Seven," which will be presented by the
Lafayette Players at the Orange Grove
Theatre, Los Angeles. The Lafayette Players are a colored stock company that have
been playing for the past year in the
colored section of the city. Patronage of
whites has grown to such an extent, however, that the troup have been moved into
a theatre in the center of the city. The
Christie boys are keenly interested in the
group because the stock company is being
used by the film producers for the casts of
the Octavus Roy Cohen series of comedies
being produced for Paramount release.

Y^ HEN Howard Hughes started pro' '^ duetion on "Hell's Angels" two
years ago, the dramatic sequences wore
shot first and the air stuff left until later.

Hughes' decision to dialog the picture
delays the intended release date until after
the first of the year, although the producer
had already contracted for a Broadway
theatre beginning October first.

Ediior
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But Hughes' airplane shots took him on .1
high ride for eighteen months and two million dollars. When it was finished, he
found that the dramatic episodes would be
worthless without addition of dialog, so he
is scrapping all that footage made ))re\iously in silent form for a remake. Ben
Lyon and James Hall will be called back
for the dialog remakes, but another player
will have to be secured to take the place of
Greta Nissen, who played the feminine lead.

R. GREEINE

News

William Boyd, Carol Lombard and Diane Ellis
(center) in a scene from "High Voltage,"
Pathe's drama of a group of people marooned
in the Arctic. Boyd has the role of an escaped
criminal

HENRY'S,
Brown
and other
Hollywoodthecafes
thatDerby,
now attract
the
night hawks of the film business are due to
have some stiff competition with the opening of Bobby Berman's basement dine and
dance on Hollywood Boulevard.
Herman, entertainer and wise-cracker at
Coffee Dan's in Los Angeles for several
years, will open a replica of the latter to
cater to the numerous song writers and
stage players recently here from the East.
Berman will depend on extemporaneous entertaining by paying guests to help attract the crowds, besides a small dance floor
provided
hoofing. for those who want to do some

BENNY RXJBIN, former picture house
master of ceremonies, and lately in
talking pictures, just finished a comedy
part
in Marion
Davies'
and
was invited
to the
Hearst "Marianne,"
ranch on a week
end party. Rubin was so bewildered by
the ranch and house that he forgot his
usual line of wise cracks. Back in Hollywood this week, the comedian told his
friends everything went fine until he was
ushered into a guest bedroom the size of a
studio sound stage, and found the beds so
high he had to get a stepladder in order
to crawl in.
JACK GILBERT and Ina Clair, recently
married, are the first film celebs to
travel East over the newly established T.
A. T. air-mail line. Gilbert and his bride
are enroute to Europe for a honeymoon,
and hopped off from Los Angeles by airplane, changing over on the trip East for
night travel via trains. This method of
travel cuts the time betwe€n Los Angeles
to New York to only two days.

MUSICAL research expert who is
familiar with 12,000 different compositions, and can distinguish the characteristics of perhaps 10,000 more, has been
placed under contract by M-G-M. The expert is Herman Frommel, who will assist in
musical synchronization of M-G-M production besides watching closely the
musical copyrights on all original song
numbers published in connection Avith the
company's film productions. Studio officials expect Frommel to distinguish the
possible similarity of original songs written for M-G-M productions with previously
to prevent possible inworks
copyrighted fringement
and damage suits.
A

Franklin Signs Endurance
Flyers While They're In Air

Hollywood, July 25. — Mendell and Reinhart, endurance flyers who finally came to
earth after continuous flying of 246
hours, went into Loew's State Theatre as a special attraction for one week.
Following this, the two flyers appear at
Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, for a
week,
then Coast
make key
a six
weeks' tour of
the FoxandWest
houses.
Arrangements for the eight weeks' appearances for Fox West Coast were made
on Thursday afteimoon, while the flyers
were still in the air. Harold B. Franklin,
president of West Coast, sent up a contract
via the refueling plane, which the flyers
immediately signed.
Fox West Coast are paying the record
breakers $.3,000 a week for the eight weeks
of theatre appearances.

Harry Pollard will direct "Tonight at
Twelve" for Universal with cast including
Madge Bellamy, Robert Ellis, Margaret
Livingston, Mary Doran, Vera Reynolds,
Morma Trevor, Hallam Cooley, George
Lewis, Madeline Seymour, Josephine Brown,
and
Story is from ■ Owen
Davis'Don
stageDouglas.
play.
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Hollywood
Christies Continue

M. P. Relief Fund ReElects Officers; Will
Stage Own Benefits
Hollywood, July 25. — Mary Piekford hns
been re-elected president of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund, following the fifth
annual meeting of the organization. All
other officers were re-elected, including
four vice-presidents — -William Fox, Joseph
M. Schenck, Will H. Hays and Cecil B. De
Mille — Donald Crisp, treasurer, and A. W.
Stockman, secretary.
The Relief Fund has resigned from the
Los Angeles Community Chest effective
October 31 of this year, and will conduct
benefits and appeals for funds among picture people. Miss Piekford stated it was
her intention to -give a charity ball this
fall in behalf of the fund, and expected to
raise $40,000 in this manner.
Plans were already under way for the
production of a series of one-reel features
by each of twelve studios — all revenue on
the series to be turned over to the Fund
for relief work. Harold B. Franklin and
J. J. Murdock were appointed a committee
to seek cooperation and coordination in the
relief activities affecting the Actors Fund,
the N. V. A. and the Motion Picture Relief
Fund.
William Wellman will direct "Young
Eagles," an air picture starring "Buddy"
Rogers. Original story is by William
Slavens McNutt and Grover Jones, and the
team will also prepare the adaptation and
dialog.
Roy del Ruth has been assigned by Warners to direct "Hold Everything," a musical
comedy from the stage hit of the same
name. Del Ruth is enroute to see the play
and was accompanied by Robert Lord, who
will write the adaptation and dialog.
Already signed for the picture are Joe E.
Brown,
Sally O'Neill, Marion Byron and
Lilyan Tashman.
Eddie Nugent has been added to the cast
of "Jungle," an M-G-M talker starring Joan
Crawford.
Jack Conway will direct.
David Burton, Broadway stage director,
has been added to the M-G-M directorial
staff.

Hobart Bosworth is being featured by
Columbia in "Hurricane," a sea epic. Supporting cast includes John Mack Brown,
Lelia Hyams, Tom O'Brien, Alan Roscoe,
Edward Chandler and Joseph Bordeaux.
Story is by Norman Springer, with dialog
by Norman Easton. Ralph Ince is directing.

10,000 in Operation

GOLD SEAL
REGISIERS

® TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.

Lining Up Material
For Talkie Shorts
Hollywood, July 25. — Christie Film
Company are lining up stories for production as talking comedies for next season's
release. "Faro Nell" has been purchased
to feature Louise Fazenda and "Wives On
Strike" will carry an all-featured east.
Florence Ryerson's "Adam's Eve," a
comedy sketch, has also been secured for
early production.
Christies are steadily adding to their
list of featured players of both stage and
screen players to be seen in their releases
during the coming year. The group includes
Louise Fazenda, James and Lucille Gleason, George Sidney, Raymond Hatton,
Marie Dressier, Eddie Nelson, Sam Hardy,

Sid Grnumnn caught in a cloivning moment at
the De Mille studio tvith a harp from "'The
King of Kings."

Sid Grauman

And

His

Style Of Showmanship
(Continued from page 352)
man inchide his sjallery of cinema fame
in the forecourt of the Chinese Theatre,
where such celehrities as Marv Piekford,
Constance and Norma Talmadge, Douglas Fairhanks, Gloria Swanson, Colleen
Moore, Norma Shearer. Bill Hart, Bebe
Daniels, Marion Davies. Harold Lloyd
and other stars have recorded their foot
and hand prints in endurino^ concrete.
All day long^ stage and screen struck
maidens mav be seen shyly tryinsf to fit
their shoes into the prints of their film
favorites in the forecourt flagging.
Grauman has always sought to give his
patrons something unusual and surprising. For example, the foyers of his
Chinese Theatre have animated wax
statues standing in the corners that are
difficult to detect from his ornately
garbed living attendants.
On the opening of the Chinese he
evolved an uninue exploitation stunt by
having Marv Piekford christen a huge
airplane fabricated to represent a dragon
t'^nt visited nearby towns advertising
"The King of Kings."
Grauman alwavs has given liherallv of
his talents in aiding charitable enterprises
and helping to insure the success of great
civic projects by contributing his ideas on
showmanship.
It has always been an axiom with
Graumnn that the public demands both
ej'^e and ear entertainment in its theatres.
At any rate the amusement world, tempornrilv at least, b'ls lost one of its most
brilliant and beloved genii.

Ruth Taylor, Ford Sterling, Taj-lor
Holmes, Frances Lee, Buster West and
Charlie Murray. The latter will be starred
in Vernon Smith's story, "The Duke of
Charles Grapewin and Anna Chance have
just
completed another talking play for
Dublin."
Christie
titled with
"Ladies'
Choice."
Burns directed,
story by
Grapewin.Neal
Lola Lane, Fox contract player, signed
deposition asking Superior Court to cancel
her two-year contract with Lyons and
Lyons, New York agents. The actress
claims her agents received commissions
from her, but made no effort to obtain
picture work for her. She furthep stated
she secured her long-term contract with
Fox through her own efforts.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And
Showmen's
Ad,
Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The
Alibi (U. A.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rialto Theatre
(1,960), 7 days, 35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount
News and Sound Shorts. Weather : Clear and
cool.
Rating, 85 3/10% (4th week).
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Regent Theatre
(1225),Movietone
6 days, 25-60
cents.Orchestra
"The Ladiesoverture.
Man,"
Fox
News,
Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — Emphasized the fact that a number of the principal players were entirely new
to the screen in this feature and called it an
ultra-modern all-dialog thriller. The people are
certainly attracted by all-talking features having a cast that can be classed as "all star."
Audience appeal — All above public school age.
Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Behind That Curtain (Fox)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre,
(1,600), Karl Dane in talkie short. Rating,
85%.
DALLAS, TEXAS. — Majestic Theatre
(2,680), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville, Movietone Acts— Pat Rooney and His
Family in a Dance Medley, and Kentucky Jubilee Singers, Movietone News and Fables.
Weather fair. Rating 100%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-S0c, Fox Movietone News, Fox current events, Clark and McCullough "Waltzing
Around" (Fox Talkie). Weather, clear and
cool ; fine for business. Rating, 125%.
AD TIP— "Who killed the bright young
London barrister?" Everyone takes a guess
but the denouement will baffle one and all —
strong mystery stuff well handled. Audience
appeal : To every adult fan this film will be
interesting. Matt Reilly, Mgr., Victory Theatre, Providence, R. I.
The title is a big business getter and should
be exploited as such. Warner Baxter deserves
as much and Lois Moran and Gillert Emory
should be included in copy. Stress the love
mystery angle and the fact that it is an alltalking picturization of the novel by Earl Derr
Riggers. Copy used — A Love Mystery of Scotland Yard. She Fled To The Desert With The
Man She Loved. Audience Appeal : Adult patronage. Sid Henry, Mgr., Majestic Theatre,
Dallas, Texas.
"Best produced all-talking picture of the
year," says New York. Feature Warner Baxter, as the star of "In Old Arizona" and Lois
Moran in "Behind That Curtain." The most
gripping mystery story by that master of
"thrillers," Earl Derr Biggers. Tense love
drama! Teeming mystery! Beautiful women!
Daring men ! A new angle of the eternal triangle. A capricious daughter — her cad of a
husband — her fearless lover. Audience appeal :
excellent for every age and class. They all enjoyed ithugely and went away thoroughly satisfied with the entertainment and sent others in
to see it.— New Theatre, Morris A. Mechanic,
Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Black Watch, The (Fox)

Bridge Of San Luis Rey — Cont.

HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 vaudeville acts. Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.

Torrence, Raquel Torres, Don Alvarado. Audiencehomaappeal
all classes. — Capitol Theatre, OklaCity, :Okla.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-50c-65c-75c-$1.00, Movietone
News.
Fanchon-Marco
"Speed Idea," Rube
Wolf.
Rating,
108%.

Broadway

PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox News, Fanchon & Marco's "Opportunity Idea," featuring
Margaret Benson, known as Miss Portland ;
Mueseler & Badger, novelty song numbers ;
Cliff Jones, dancer; Sam Jack Kauffman, m. c.
and Broadway stage band, Devancy on Wurlitzer. Weather, fair and cooler. Rating, 120%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Gaiety Theatre (808), 7 days, two shows daily, three Saturday and Sunday, $l-$2. Movietone, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle short. Weather, clear and
cool.
Rating, S\% (8th week).
AD TIP — McLaglen's first talking picture is
selling point of importance. The weird nature
of the story, and the fact that McLaglen is
again cast as a soldier appeals to everybody.
Young people and adults like the picture. Majestic Theatre, Houston, Tex.
Played up fine acting of McLaglen. Excellent
entertainment. Invited British colony, special
night. Supporting cast adequate. Universal appeal.— Broadway Theatre, Floyd Maxwell,
Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Black Waters (World Wide)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Centre Theatre
(1,200), 6 days, 15-50c. The Collegians, Fox
News.
Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS— Played this as the first talking
feature to strike the city having a real international flavor, with an English director, English cameraman, U. S. and British players — a
story of the San Francisco waterfront, handled
by Herbert Wilcox. There are various production angles that make it a press agent's dream.
It's a curdling thriller. Audience appeal : All
classes from 12 years up — Centre Theatre, Don
Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Bridge of San Louis Rey,
(M-G-M)

The

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Capitol
Theatre, (1,200), 7 days, 10-25-50c. "The 99th
Amendment— The Blue Ridgers. Movietone
short sketches. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — A crash — a shriek — and five people were hurled into eternity. What was their
story? View this most excellent picture and
see. The cast includes Lila Damita,
Ernest

ON

Babies

(F.N.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Central Theatre (922), 7 days, two show.s daily, three Saturday and Sunday, $l-$2-$2.50, Vitaphone
shorts. Weather, clear and cool. Rating, 38%
(5th week).
,

Broadway Melody

(M-G-M)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Astor Theatre
(1,120), 7 days, two shows daily, three Saturday and Sunday, $l-$2, M-G-M short, "Confession." Weather, clear and cool. Rating,
101 8/107o (23d week).

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Apollo Theatre (1,170), 7 days, two shows daily, three
Saturday and Sunday, $l-$2. Paramount talking
shorts. Weather, clear and cool. Rating,
71-1/10% (12th week).

Careers (F.IS.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre,
(2.700), 65c, Vitaphone, Paramount News and
Talkie Comedy, Vaudeville. Weather, warm.
Rating, 145%.
AD TIPS — Antonio Moreno and Noah
Berry are the names to exploit in the picture.
Follow up with the great voice of Billie Dove. —
Hippodrome Theatre, George Mason, Mgr.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Cocoanuts, The (Par.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — California,
(2,358), 7 days, 35c-75c, Int. News, Overture,
Exerpts from "Faust," Publix News, "Mother
Pin a Rose on Me," Par. Song Cartoon Novelty.
Rare Collections of Color Scenes. Weather,
pleasant. Rating, 125%.
(Second week.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 13c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, Phil Spitalny and his band and Bernardo
De Pace (M-G-M musical acts). Weather,
clear and cool ; fine for business. After one
week
137%. at the Loew's Stanley Theatre. Rating,
AD

TIPS — Found it very valuable to explain who the Four Marx boys, the talkie stars,
are and that every one in N. Y., where the
picture sold for $6.60, continued to laugh and
be pleased through entire show. Advertised as
"All Talking, Singing, Dancing, Laugh Riot."
Audience appeal: all classes. — California Theatre, Nat Holt, Mgr. ; J. B. Hensen, Adv. Mgr.,
San Francisco, Cal.

the following pages you will find what your brother exhibitors
have to say about the Best Sound in Town. Don't fail to read the
excerpts from their letters. It's the real dope from men who want to
steer you right. See pages 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375 and 376.
Adv.
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College Love (U)

Dangerous

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Liberty Theatre, (1,800), 7 clays, 10c-25c-50c, Movietone
News, Int. News, Robert Edeson in "Friendship," Movietone dramatic playlet. Weather,
hot. Rating 100%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre (3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c, Int'l, Universal and Fox
Movietone News, with Raynor Lehr and his
all new revue presenting "Nothing But the
Truth." Weather, clear and cool ; fine for business. Rating, 85%.

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Palace Theatre, (2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix Presentation
"Harvest Time" with Jimmy Ellard and stage
band. Billy Aluth in organ novelty. Paramount
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
SEATTLE, WASH,— Seattle Theatre (3,150), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c, Paramount
sound shorts, Paramount News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 25c-50c, Irene Franklin
and 2 Vitaphone Acts, Movietone News (Fox).
Weather, warm.
Rating, 120%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,100),
65c, Vaudeville, Comedy (Pathe), Fox Movietone News and Silent News. Weather, warm.
Rating, 160%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Portland Theatre (3,068), 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News, "Dear
Vivian" short with Hatton and Hardy StanIcigh Malotte novelty organ numbers, including
community singing. Weather, fair and cooler.
Rating. 100%.
AD TIPS — Advertised heavily as Clara Bow
talking with Arlen's name also used extensively.
.A.udience appeal : general. — Paramount Theatre,
Charles Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Clara Bow and title are best selling points fur
this picture. Circus atmosphere and backgrounds also of interest. Appeal is general.
— Metropolitan Theatre, Houston, Tex.
Feature Clara Bow and Dick Arlen. Tease
on circus angles. Tease on title in connection
with star. Use plenty of Bow art in ads. Tell
them its one of the best she ever made. Audience appeal : all classes. — Seattle Theatre, Bob
Blair, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Found it best to play up Clara Bow and to
advertise picture as, "The Red-Headed Bonfire
—A Flame— And Oh Baby." Also "What
Lines. What Life."— Granada Theatre, Leon
Levey, Mgr., San Francisco, Calif.
Clara Bow should be exploited as the big
draw of this picture and Richard Arlen should
be given due prominence in all copy. The title
of the picture is a good drawing card but is a
let-down to patrons after viewing the attraction. Copy used — You Don't Know the Half
of "It" Until You See and Hear Clara Bow
in Her Second Paramount All-Talking Sensation "Dangerous Curves" with Richard Arlen.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Palace Theatre,
Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
Clara Bow is a big draw and was played
us as such. Younger audience especially. General appeal. — Des Moines Theatre, Lionel Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.
Clara Bow, the famous "It" girl, is the best
item to play up. — Buflfalo Theatre, Vincent P.
McFaul, Mgr.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Clara Bow, the "It" girl — 100% speaking part,
circus thrills and good story circus lot. Good
work Richard Arlen. Only fair appeal. — Portland Theatre, John Smith, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

AD TIPS— Red-hot youth aflame on the
campus. A football game that will thrill you
to the core. College chatter that will surprise
you. See and hear George Lewis, Dorothy Gulhver, Churchill Ross, Hayden Stevenson in the
hottest film that ever sizzled on the screen.
Its a Universal picture and a mighty good one.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Liberty Theatre.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
The first all-talking and singing college picture made. Hot tunes ! Jazz ! Pep ! Cheers I
With George Lewis, Dorothy Culliver, Churchill Ross, Hayden Stevenson. High stepping
youth rafin' to go — and going! Snappy, up-tothe-minute dialog and hot tunes by the University of California Glee Club. The most suspenseful game you ever saw — and heard! A
picture that tingles with excitement and the
spirit of today. See it. Audience appeal : Especially to the younger generation and those
who are going to school and colleges. To those
who have been to colleges. And to all who
like a romantic, actionful youth story. — Keith's
Theatre, J. Lawrence Schanberger, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Come

Across (V.)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Pantages Theatre (1,800), 25c-60c, 7 days, "Collegians" in "Varsity
Drag," Ray West and Jazz Band, headliner,
Pathe News, Little Madeline, gypsy singer,
clever selection of songs. Weather, fair and
cooler. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Featured Lina Basquette, who is
popular here. Extra shows Saturday for children. Universal appeal to good business. —
Pantages Theatre, J. J. Johnson, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Dangerous

Curves

(Par.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Paramount
Theatre (3,666), 7 days, 40c-65c-75c-85c-$l,
Paramount News, Jesse Crawford, organist,
"Pirate of Melody" Publix Unit. Weather:
Clear and cool. Rating, 113 6/10'/o (Feature
held over).
OMAHA. NEB.— Paramount Theatre, (2,900),
7 days, 25c-60c,
Publix
unit ; Paramount
and Fox
News."Chinatown"
Orchestra
&

Organ.
Weather, warm.
Rating 120%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre,
(2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix unit. Paramount News, organ and orchestra. Weather,
hot. Rating, 100%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Granada Theatre, 7 days, 35c-75c, Paramount News, Symphony Concert. Weather, pleasant. Rating, 90%.

Donovan

Curves — Cont.

Affair^ The

Donovan

(Col.)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO— Avalon Theatre,
(900), 3 days, 15-35c, Fox Movietone News,
"Button 75%.
My Back." Weather, fine and>warm.
Rating,

Picture

Affair,

N c zv s

The— Cont.

AD TIPS— Called this an all-dialog feature
with 12 stars, emphasizing the unusually large
combination of outstanding players in the one
picture. This is a fascinating mystery romance
and mention should be made that it is based on
Owen Davis' stage success. Audience appeal :
all classes but not children. — Avalon Theatre,
P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Drag (F. N.)
NEWatre (1,360),
YORK7 days,
CITY, two
N. Y.—
Warner's
Theshows
daily, three
Saturday and Sunday, Vitaphone shorts.
Weather, clear and cool. Rating, 86 4/10%
(5th week).
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre, (3,067), 7 days, four vaudeville acts; Pathe
News, 25c-S0c. Weather, rainy. Rating, 90%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre, (2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c.
Fo.x Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco "Beach
110%.
Nights" stage unit. Weather, hot. Rating,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre
(3,595),
35c-50c-65c,
"Oft in News,
the Silly
Night,"
Oswald Cartoon,
Paramount
Paramount
Orchestra, Milton Charles, organ concert.
Rating, 105%.
AD

TIPS — The thought attempted in all exploitation was that the picture is "so big, so
true to
life,
it couldn't
be better."
tone cuts
of that
Richard
Barthelmess
and HalfAlice
Day were used. Audience appeal : all classes.
— Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Play up as best Barthelmess film in many
seasons. Feature Lila Lee and others in cast.
Tell about humanness of story. Tease on
"drag" angles and theme. Audience appeal :
intelligent adults.— Fox Fifth Avenue Theatre,
James Q. Clemmer. Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

East Is East

(M-G-M)

DES MOINES, lA.— Paramount Theatre
130%.
(1,700), 7 days, 25c-50c, Publix stage show,
"Bits of Broadwav," Paramount News. Rating,
AD TIPS^The stage show was played up
as the attraction. Lon Qianey in an exciting
story was exploited but not considered the big
draw. The men were attracted to this feature.
— Paramount Theatre, Jack Roth, Mgr., Des
Moines, Iowa.

Fall Of Eve, The

(Col.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Capitol Theatre (4,620). 7 days, 35c-50c-75c-$l-$1.50,
M-G-M and Fox Movietone News, Roach ComDay,"and
on stage
"Sins of 1929"
and :
Daveedy "Perfect
Schooler
Capitolians.
Weather
Clear and cool.
Rating, 84 2/10%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Hippodrome Theatre, (4,500), 7 days, 25c, 50c. Weather, clear,
cool. Shorts : Eddie Cantor in "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic," (Paramount) Fox Movietone
News — "Moonshine" (Paramount). Rating,
86?^%,.

Fashions In Love (Par.)

THE opening picture was "The Leatherneck" in sound, which we
played on Friday and Saturday. We followed this with a sound
picture "Lucky Boy" with George Jessel on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.

DES MOINES, lA.— Strand Theatre (1,100%. 3 days, 20c-30c, Paramount Comedy, "Oft
100),
in the Silly Night," Paramount News. Rating,

Both of these pictures have played down town, "The Leatherneck"
in the Victory Theatre on an R. C. A. Machine, and "Lucky Boy" in
Loew's State on a Western Electric.
I invited people connected with hoth of these theatres to hear my
equipinent, they stayed through the whole performance, and admitted
to me, after they had heard it, that it was by far superior in reproduction,
than either one of the other machines.
JACOB CONN,
Conn's Olympia,
Providence, R. T.
Adv.

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre,
(900) ; 2Sc-50c ; Vitaphone presentation acts ;
selected news ; weather, rainy. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — The title was played up for this
feature which is destined to draw the women
especially. Did fairly well for general run. —
Strand Theatre, George Watson, Mgr., Des
Moines, Iowa.
The star, Adolphe Menjou was played up
and the of
pictlire
was billed
as the appeal
latest :"It"
picture
the season.
Apdience
all
classes. — Royal. Theatre, C. S. P. Coppock,
Mgr.. Kansas City. Mo.
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Flying Fool, The (Paths)

Four Devils, The (Fox)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-$l-00-$l-S0, Skeleton
Dance, Musical Cartoon, Conan Doyle, Movietone News, Elinor's Orchestra. Rating, 60%.
(6th wetk.)

Four Feathers (Par.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Criterion Theatre (861), 7 days, two shows daily, three Saturday and Sunday, $l-$2, Paramount talking
shorts. Weather, clear and cool. Rating,
97 5/10%
(Sth week).

Fox Movietone Follies Of 1929
(Fox)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Fox Theatre,
C 5,000), 7 days, 35c to 75c, Fox Talkie News
and AI-G-M News. Special Fanchon & Marco,
"Thru The Gates," stage-idea. Special program
on world's largest organ by Henri Le Bel.
■'Acres of Parking Space, Free," advertised.
Weather, pleasant. Rating, 110%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre,
(1,350), 7 days, 25c, 3Sc, 50c, 75c. Sound Cartoon, fashion reel in colors and sound, Fox
Movietone News. Weather, quite warm. Rating, 135%.
AD TIPS — Exclusive advertising copy found
both valuable and non-valuable, as the printing
is too small, even though neat and exclusive.
The picture not exceptional and shown en too
small screen, which easily could be enlarged.
It also could be stronger. Audience appeal :
classes who like the wrong doer to get it in
neck — Fox Theatre, Herman Kenken, Mgr., San
Francisco, Cal.
Exploited song hits, principal players, big
chorus, dancing, beauty of scenics, and the fact
that this is the first of its kind in the sound
follies ; Float in Fourth of July parade ; radio
contest ; miniature photographs of girls ; small
booklets ; erect display on theatre front. Audience appeal : general. — Fox Rialto Theatre,
Doug Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Gamblers, The (W. B.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days; 25c-50c ; Vitaphone presentation units ; selected news. Weather, rainy. Rating, 95%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— State Theatre, (3,400), 7 days, 30c-60c. Shorts: "Sporting Courage" (Universal) — "Ice Man's Luck" (Universal)— "Reduced Weight" (Paramount) — Paramount News — Fox Movietone News — -"Castle
of Dreams" (Revue). Weather, fair, cool.
Rating, 79%.
LOS
Shorts.

ANGELES, CAL.— Warners' Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
Rating, 130%.
(2nd week.)

AD TIPS — The line, "A born gambler, cards,
horses. Wall Street — now the greatest gamble
of all — with another man's woman," was used
in newspaper advertising, along with large halftone scenes of the picture. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
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Hole In The Wall — Cont.

0^

AD teryTIPS
— Herald
this as
"different"powers
mysfilm which
will baffle
thea sleuthing
of all amateur detectives. Names in this don't
mean so much. It must be carefully exploited
but will do well with the proper start. Appeal ;
all classes. — Strand Theatre, Ed Reid, Mgr.,
Providence, R. 1.

Idle Rich, The (M-G-M)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatalkie.tre, (3,800),
Rating,7 days,
90%. 15c-50c. Charley Chase in

Last of Mrs. Cheyney, The(MGM)
HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre,
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts vaud. Moviet. ne news. Weather, hot. Rating, 120%.
AD TIPS — Norma Shearer lovelier than ever
in her finest role, .a play of sparkling repartee,
clever direction, excellently played. Our patrons welcomed this picture as one of real
drama and real plot, and without ballyhoo of
dancing, singing choruses, and theme song. Apis to young
people Texas.
and adults. — Loew's
State pealTheatre,
Houston,

Letter, The (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— B. F. Keith's Theatre, (2,596), 6 days, 15-50c. "At the PhoWeather, finetographers,"
and"Ship A'hoy,"
warm. Pathe
Rating,News
85%.Weekly.
AD TIPS — Distributed facsimile copies of
the letter written in the story through the mail
to every house in selected districts of the city
and made a big play with the name of Jeanne
Eagels as the star of the attraction. Also made
it known far and wide that it was an all-talking
picture. Audience appeal : all adults.— B. F.
Keith's Theatre, J. M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Lone Wolfs Daughter, The (Col)
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Keith's Palace Theatre, (3,600), 7 days, 35c, 7'c. Shorts: "When
Caesar Ran a Newspaper" (Paramount) —
Pathe Sound News — Pathe Sound Review —
Pathe Sportlight— Pathe News (silent— Para100%. mount News (silent)— Fox Silent News, 5
acts vaudeville. Weather, clear, cool. Rating

M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(M-G-M)

AD TIPS— Don't fail to play up Conrad
Nagel and Bessie Love who have big followings
in most places. Story of a rich young fellow
and a girl afraid of money. Must be well advertised and stress fact that the picture is made

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,023), 75c-$1.00-$1.50, Curiosities,
Movietone News, Symphony Orchestra. Rating,
1927c. (5th week.)

from stage comedy, "White Collars." Audience appeal : everyone from 17 up. — Loew's
State Theatre, p:. J. McCarthy, Mgr., Providence, R. I.

Madame

Joy Street (Fox)
CHICAGO, ILL.— Monroe Theatre (986),
35c-50c. Movietone News. Weather, favorable.
Rating, 85%.

X (M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 3Sc-50c-6Sc, Laurel-Hardy in "Berth
Marks," Movietone News.
Rating, 120%.

Madonna Of Avenue A, The (WB)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre, (2,000), 10c-25c-35c-50c, 7 days, Paramount News. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
in "Berth Marks," Movietone short and Conney
Hughes, Criterion's singing usher in "When
My Dreams Come True." Weather, hot. Rating 125%.
AD TIPS — One of the best and most entertaining pictures ever produced. A treat for
your eyes, your heart and your senses — a delight
to witness the vivacious grace of this fiery little

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH — Granada
Theatre, (2,600), 15-50c, 7 days. Vitaphone
acts. Pathe Sound News, talking-singing novelties. Weather, fair. Rating, 88%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre,
(950), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c. Vitaphone acts, Sennett sound comedy (Educ), Fox Movietone
News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — "A Romance so Tender and
Sweet it will live in Memory forever." Audience appeal : all classes. — Granada Theatre, Ray
Hendry, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Exploit Dolores Costello principally, as she is
the whole thing. Use plenty of art on her, and
don't tell much else. Audience appeal : general
classes. — Blue Mouse Theatre, John Hamrick,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

girl,
realwith
thrillLupe
to watch
"getBoyd,
her man."
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Wm.
Jetta

Man And The Moment, The (FN)

Goudal. Hear Lupe sing Irving Berlin's number, "Where Is the Song of Songs For Me."
.A.udience appeal : all classes. — Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre, (1,200), 10-2S-50c, 7 days. Pathe
News, Pathe Talking Comedv. Weather, hot.
Rating, 125%.

Lady Of The Pavements, The
(U. A.)

OUR CAPITOL is equipped with DE FOREST ... it has proven its
worth ! The future of theatres so equipped is secure . . .
We are not Enthusiasts : we let it work for three months so as to
develop Pains. (IT DIDN'T) . . . we now enclose an order for another
PHONOFILM complete: this to replace in our Odeon Theatre what
we considered the BEST of the MANY others.
J. P. MURRIN,
Fort Worth, Texas.

(Pathe)

CHICAGO, ILL.— State-Lake Theatre, (2,750), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c. Five acts vaudeville.
Rating, 100%.

Hole In The Wall, The (Par.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre,
(2,200), 7 days, lSc-50c. Paramount News.
Rating, 85%.

r
1
1k
^

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre, (3,000)
7 days, 25c-60c. Pathe News, 5 acts RKO
vaudeville. Weather, warm.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Aided in exploiting commercial
aviation by making appeal to air-mindedness in
advertising. G( od title, and some star draw. —
Orpheum Theatre, Ralph Thayer, Mgr., Omaha,
Neb.
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Man And The Moment— Cont.

On With The Show — Cont.

AD TIPS — Love scared. To escape from
man she made a loveless marriage with another,
and to escape Him, she sought reckless dissipation in the fastest smart set this side of life.
See what happens when the husband breaks the
"No Love" clause in the contract. Billic Dove
and Rod La Rocque splendid in this gripping
and thrilling picture. Audience appeal : all
classes. Empress Theatre, Oklahoma Citv,
Okla.

CHICAGO, ILL.— Monroe Theatre (986),
35c-50c,
Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 85%.

Play up the gayeties of wild life on Broadway.— Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
A new milestone in film progress. Thrills of
a big show featuring Betty Compson, Joe
Brown. Word of mouth advertising strong.
Universal appeal. — Music Box Theatre, Andrew
Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Here is a fast-moving, crackerjack story of
the stage with natural-color photography that
stood up here. Bill its many stars and play up
title which is good in itself. Appeal: All classes
of adults.^Sol Braunig, Mgr., Majestic Theatre, Providence, R. I.
We advertised this as the first all-color, allsinging, all-talking, all-dancing picture, an extravaganza of youth, color, girls, and beauty.
Reviewers stressed the meaty plot as well as
the specialty numbers and color. This is a
great picture from every standpoint, and easy
to pot over. Appeal is to young and old alike.
— E. E. Collins, Publix Theatres, Houston,
Texas.
A technicolor production, All-talking, singing
and dancing. A momentous event in the history
of motion pictures. "A most amazing triumph
in entertainment history." Audience Appeal :
Practically all classes. — Capitol Theatre, Geo.
E. Carpenter, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Tell all about all-color, singing, dancing, fine
cast, excellent stage story, stars, etc. Plenty
of angles for everyone. A real hit to exploit in
every way. Audience Appeal : All classes. —
Music Box Theatre, Bob Murray, Mgr., Seattle. Wash.

On With The Show

Oppressed, The (States Rights)

Melody Lane (U.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Globe Theatre
(1,418), 7 days, two shows daily, three Saturday and Sunday, $1-$1.50, Eddie Leonard appearing in person. Weather, clear and cool.
Rating, 71 1/10% (1st week).

Noah's

Ark

(W.

B.)

CLEVELAND, O.— Stillman Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 40c, 75c, Shorts: "I Kiss Your
Hand, Madame," (Advance Song Trailer) —
Fox Movietone News. Weather: Clear and
cx)ol, especially cool evenings. Rating, 90% (3rd
week).
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Embassy Theatre (1,250), 35c-75c, Fox Movietone News,
Vitaphone. Shorts. Weather, pleasant. Rating,
95% (4th week).
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Melba Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Vitaphone Act, Sanderson and Crumit in "Words of Love," Paramount Song Cartoon "Ye Olde Melodies" and
Melba Talking News (Movietone). Weather,
fair. Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Extensive library book display —
one sheets — extra newspaper advertising and
good reader notices. Audience Appeal : All —
Stillman Theatre, George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
The best exploitation angle of the picture is
the title which should be featured big in both
newspaper copy and lobby display. Play up
Dolores Costello big ; George O'Brien and Noah
Beery will bring in their part of the business if
given due space in copy. Copy used — Amazing
All Dallas, The Talking Spectacle of The Ages
Told by Two Glorious Lovers Who Loved for
All Eternity. A clossal Cast of Ten Thousand
Audience Appeal: All classes. — Melba Theatre,
George Baker, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
Did not need to advertise to great extent as
it was done previously. Scenic was elaborated
on, etc. — Embassy Theatre, Campbell, Mgr.,
San Francisco, Cal.

/Vo Defense (W.B.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Warners' Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 6 days, starting Saturday
previous, 15c-50c, Kinograms, Lupino Lane
"Ship Mates," Baby Rose Marie and Frank
Silk, Vitaphone talkie. Weather, clear and
cool ; fine for business. Rating, 175%.
AD

TIPS— See and hear Monte Blue and

May McAvoy in "No Defense," with William
Desmond and Katherine Carver. Vitaphone
talking picture. What would you give to have
these beauties crazy about you? But what would
this hard-boiled westerner give to put a mile
between himself and their charm? Audience
appeal : fine for followers of Monte Blue. —
Metropolitan Theatre, C. S. Langue, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Sally Starr, a vivacious ingenue find of M-G-M
who tvill be featured in several of the companies new talkies

One Woman

Idea (Fox)

(W. B.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Winter Garden (1,492), 7 days, two shows daily, three
Saturday and Sunday, $l-$2, Vitaphone shorts.
Weather,
clear and cool. Rating, 60% (8th
week).

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Cameo Theatre,
(549), 7 days, 50c-75c, Pathe Sound News,
Talking Shorts. Weather, Cool and Fair. Rating, 88 2/10%.

OMAHA, NEBR.— Rialto Theatre. (2,247),
7 days, 25c-60c, "Kings and Queens of the
Jungle," Pathe News. Weather, warm. Rating, 300%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre,
(950), 50c-75c, Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 140%.

Phyllis Of The Follies (U.)

SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH.— Capitol
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 15c-S0c, News events,
singing and talking acts and talking comedy.
Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 50c, Fox News, Burns and Ash, Organists. Weather, fair and cooler. Rating,
95%.
(2nd week.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c, Fox Movietone News and Fox
Silent Film, Fashion News and comedy.
Weather, warm. Rating, 175%.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Kirby Theatre, (1,654), 25c-50c, 7 days, 3 Vitaphone Acts, Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 150%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,400), 7 days, 15c-50c, Duffie and Gleason,
talkie. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Extensive campaign for two
weeks' showing included tie-ups with Union
Pacific and Northwestern railroads, who distributed dodgers within a 75-mile radius of
Omaha. Widespread billboard advertising, using 500 1-sheets, 300 3-sheets, and increasing
newspaper space. Sent out 500 postcards to
preferred mailing list. Tied-up all tunes with
music stores. Audience Appeal : General. —
Rialto Theatre, John Howard, Mgr., Omaha.
Nebr.

WE GAVE OUR FIRST PERFORMANCE THIS AFTERNOON
AND EVENING WITH SOUND ON THE DEFOREST PHONOFILM
AND WE HAVE HEARD NOTHING IN liUFFALO THAT IS BETTER THAN WE HAVE AT THE PLAZA. WE WISH TO EXPRESS
OUR ENTIRE SATISFACTION.
L. MICHAELS,
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Adv.

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Capitol Theatre, {\,044), 7 days, 10c-15c-25c, Universal Comedy,
Vitaphone Acts, Al Lyons, and Dora Maughon.
Int'l. News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — The title of the picture received
the greatest amount of space in copy. Lillyan
Tashman, Edmund Burns, Matt Moore and
Alice Day all received due prominence. Copy
used — He Was a Man-About-Town and She
Was a Follies Girl, but They Knew Real Love
When It Came to Them. Daring — Thrilling.
The story of a Follies Girl Who Used Steam
Shovel Methods in Digging Her Gold. Audience Appeal : All classes. — Capitol Theatre,
Ray J. Stinnett, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Physician, The (Tiffany-Stahl)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Hippodrome Theatre,
(2,500), 6 days, 20c-55c. Pathe News, Bert
Smith Players in "The W"hole Town's Talking," with chorus and vaudeville acts, "Don't
Get Jealous"
(Pathe). Weather, clear, mild to
hot.
Rating, 50%.
AD TIPS — Exploit as the soul-stirring
drama of the year with an all-star cast. Can a
man rise higher than a woman's ambition for
him? In this man's life were two women. One
Bad and One Good. Which influence dominated his strange, dual personality? Audience
Appeal : Has fairly good appeal. Teaches a
good moral. — Nat Keane, Mgr., Hippodrome
Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Pleasure Crazed (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Roxy Theatre
(6,205), 7 days, 50c-75c?l-$1.50. Movietone
News, "Victorv Ball" stage show. Weather :
Clear and cool.
Rating, 95 5/10%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Fox Sound Comedy, Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — Feature "triangle" theme, and
tease along lines of husband leaving wife for
another woman. Audience Appeal: General
class of adults. — Fox Theatre, Lew Golden,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
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Prisoners (F.N.)

This Is Heaven — Cont.

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
"Parlor Pests" (Educational). Weather, clear
and cool ; fine for business. Rating, 52%.

TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre,
(601), 7 days, 25c-S0c-75c, Three Vitaphone
acts : Phil Baker ; Vallee and His Yankees ;
HoUingsworth and Crawford. Novelty, "Run85%. away Train." Weather, quite warm. Rating,
AD TIPS — Emphasized Vilma Banky, the
loveliest woman in the world, whose voice is

AD TIPS— Exploit this as a Corinne Griffith talking picture. Tell them they will love
her in this sensational sophisticated romance. A
First National picture from the world famous
novel by Ferenc Molnar. A compelling love
story of modern Venice. Audience appeal : to
all Corinne Griffith fans and to the host of others who like a strong love story. — Loew's Valencia Theatre, Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr.,
Baltimore, Md.

Royal Rider,

The

(F. IS.)

KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Strand Theatre
(934), one day, Vitaphone presentations, sound
comedy. Weather, stormv and sultry. Rating.
90%.

Marian Nixon has a talkie voice as nice as her
screen personality. She has the jeniinine lead
in "General Crack," Warner's new dialog film

Scandal

Someone

(U)

TACOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatre, (1.500), 4 days, 2Sc-50c-75c, Five acts of vaudeville, Pathe Sound News, talking Collegians.
This show gave way to the roadshow production "Dracula." Weather, quite warm. Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS — Regular newspaper exploitation.
Weather against crowds. It registered as a
popular sound picture. Audience Appeal : All
classes. — Pantages Theatre, C. D. Mills, Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wash.

7 Footprints

To Satan

(F.N.)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbetts Oriental
Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c, Frazier Players, Scoop-Landing of Angelo at Culver City, Pathe Talkie News. Weather, fair
and cooler. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — The biggest mystery thriller yet.
Crowded houses the rule. — Oriental Theatre,
Walter Tebbetts, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

She Goes To War

(U. A.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-S0c, Movietone
presentation units. Selected News. Weather,
rainy.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— The fact that the story was taken
from the book by the celebrated novelist, Rupert
Hughes, was played up. The leading characters
were played up in newspaper advertising by
using halftone cuts of them in the center of 3inch stars placed about in the ad. Audience
Appeal : All classes, principally adults. — Loew's
Midland Theatre, H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Showboat, The (U.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Colony Theatre (1,980),Weather,
7 days, 35c-50c-75c-$l,
Int'l. Rating,
News,
no show.
Clear and cool.
87 6/10% (3d week).

Singing Fool, The

(W. B.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Imperial Theatre (1,220), 6 days, 15c to 50c, Paramount News and
comedy. Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Mention wa^ made of the fact
that a parody of "Sonny Boy" was used by the
Conservatives in recent general elections in
British, Isles. Featured it as a return engagement to satisfy the local demand, and both Al
Jolson and Davey Lee had the play in all advertising. Audience Appeal : All ages and all
classes. — Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr.,
Ottawa, Ont.

Someone

To Love (Par.)

DALLAS,
400), 7 days,
Pathe News,
fair. Rating,

TEXAS.— Old Mill Theatre (1,20c-25c-35c, Hal Roach comedy,
two Vitaphone Acts. Weather,
90%.

To Love — Cont.

AD TIPS— "Buddy" Rogers and Mary Brian
should be used as the backbone for all publicity as it falls to their lot to bring them in on
this picture. The title will bring in the younger
set which is the class to be appealed to on this
attraction. Audience Appeal : Younger set. —
Old Mill Theatre, Al R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas,
Tex.

Stairs Of Sand (Par.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Coliseum Theatre (1,650), 7 days, 25c, Metro Movietone acts. Fox
Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Feature Zane Grey story, and
Beery in cast. These are the two leads onto
which to tie all angles. Audience Appeal : General groups and youngsters. — Coliseum Theatre,
Fox West Coast Theatres, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Strong Boy (Fox)
DES MOINES, lA.— Strand Theatre (1.100), 4 days, 20c-30c, Paramount Act, "Book
Lovers
100%. ;" Pathe News. Weather, warm. Rating,
AD TIPS — Victor MacLaglen was played
up in this feature which was a comedy which
met general appeal. — Strand Theatre, George
Watson, Mgr., Dcs Moines, Iowa.

This Is Heaven

AD TIPS— Exploited first talker. Banky
popular, but weather and vacation counted
against big houses. Audience Appeal : General.
—Blue Mouse Theatre, Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Three Passions (U.A.)
PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 25c-60c, Tififany color short. Weather, fair and cooler. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Featured power, love and riches.
Only fair appeal.— United Artists Theatre, J. J.
Parker, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Thru Different Eyes

(Fox)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, five vaudeville acts,
Pathe News.
Weather, rainy. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — "What happened in Manning's
room on the fatal night?" was the line played
up in all advertising along with the announcement that the picture is an all-talkie. Audience
.-Appeal : All classes. — Pantages Theatre, Louis
Charninsky, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Thunderbolt

(Par.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rivoli Theatre
(2,200),and7 Sound
days, 35c-6Sc-75c-85c-$l,
News
Shorts. Weather : Paramount
Clear and
cool.
Rating, 94 9/10%
(5th week).
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Allen Theatre (3,300),
7 days,
30c-60c,Sisters
Shorts:and"Leaping
(M-G-M)
— Keeler
BiltmoreLove"
orchestra (M-G-M Movietone), Fox Movietone
News.
Weather, fair, cool. Rating, 85%.

(U.A.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Orchestra, Organ, Tita
Ruffo and the Happiness Boys (M-G-M sound
shorts), "Small Talk" (Talking Our Gang
Comedy). With Vilma Banky in person Monday and Tuesday. Weather, clear and cool ; fine
for business. Rating, 110%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — United Artists
Theatre
"Dear Vivian"
(Christie),(2,100),
Oswald 35c-50c-65c.
Cartoon, Movietone
News,
Organ Concert.
Rating, 110%.
(2nd week.)

WE

heard
the first
time in
in person,
"This Is
Heaven."
If MissforBanky
is there
exploit
that
fact in large type. Use large head cut of
Banky. Tell them she plays a heart-tugging
role of an immigrant girl who wins happiness
and love in the great land of her adoption. Audience appeal : personal appearance pulled strong
and Miss Banky proved highly oleasing to public. Picture was liked thoroughly for its romance, comedy Charles
and action.
— Loew's
Stanley Theatre,
Raymond,
Gen.Stanley
Mgr.,
Baltimore, Md.

Trail Of '98, The (M-G-M)
OTTAWA,

ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),

3 days, : 15c-35c,
Fox News,
Weather
fine and warm.
Rating,"Ruby
75%. Lips."
AD TIPS — Told them this was a coldweather drama to relieve the summer's heat — a
Big Parade of the Klondike over the Chilkoost
Pass. The name of Robert W. Service is
always a draw when it comes to stories of remote lands, but it is not a dancehall story —
rather one of severe hardships. Audience Appeal : All ages and all classes. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

have been using our DeForest Phonofilm for seven weeks and
are so well satisfied with it that we wanted to write and congratulate you on this installation.
In making comparison of sound equipments, the DeForest as against
other sound equipments, and I have heard no less than forty, I believe
that it cannot be surpassed. We believe that any exhibitor, figuring on
sound equipment, should give DeForest serious consideration and if
there is any question we should be very glad to give them a demonstration
of ours and explain anything regarding it to the best of our ability.
HARDWIGK BROTHERS,
Lyceum Theatre,
Glovis, N. M.

Adv.

.1/ (> t
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Trent's Last Case (Fox)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Orpheum
Theatre (1,500), 10c-25c-50c, 7 days, Bert
Smith Review, presenting "The Gingham Girl,"
Vi' Shaffer, Al Declercq-Hoyte Smythe, etc.,
Topics
the Day,
Aesop's
Weather,of hot.
Rating,
100%. Fables, Fox News.

Twin Beds (F.IS.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Strand Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c, Pathe Sound
News, Vitaphone Shorts. Weather : Clear and
cool.
Rating, 66 2/10%.

Wheel Of Life, The (Par.)
BALTIMORE. MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 0 days, 2Sc-'60c, Fox Movietone
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix Unit "The
Surprise Party," headed by Teddy Joyce and
Zelaya ; Orchestra, Organlogue, Pathe Review,
"Tiny Housekeepers" (M-G-M Oddity), Industrial Telephone and Telegraph Reel, "Stop
Barking"
(Universal).
Rating, 99%.
AD TIPS— Exploit Richard Dix with big
head cut and tell them it is his second great
100% all-talking hit, "The Wheel of Life,"
with Esther Ralston, the screen's most beautiful star. A Paramount picture crammed with
romantic and thrilling action. Audience appeal :
excellent romantic interest for the younger
generation, plenty of dramatic action and excellent dialogue rendition, — Loew's Century
Theatre, Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimorf, Md.

Where East Is East (M-G-M)
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 4 days, 25c-35c, Topics, Sound Comedy.
Weather, quite warm.
Rating, 85%.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Pantages
Theatre, (2,500), 15c-7Sc, 7 days. Vaudeville
and tiews events. Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Exploited star, p'cturesqueness of
story and cast. Audience Appeal ; .Adults. —
Fox Colonial Theatre, Doug Kimberley, Mgr.,
Taconia, Wash.
"A Love Episode '-f the Orient" with "The
Screen's Greatest Character Actor" (Lon
Chaney). Audience Appeal: Silent film fans
and admirers of (Thaney. — Pantages Theatre,
Grant Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Woman

I Love, The (RKO)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Gem Theatre (1.200), 10c-35c, 7 days. News Events, Review, Cartoon and Comedv. Weather, fair. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— "A romant'c drama of Life Itself." "A husband's blind love pitted against
the ruthless cunning of another man's desire.
.\udience Appeal : Most all classes. — Gem
Theatre, Salt Lake City. Utah.

Younger Generation,

The

(Col.)

OMAHA, NEBR.— World Theatre (2,500),
6 days, 25c-60c, "Fried, Stewed and Boiled"
(Fox), F.warm.
and M.'s
"Bows
Weather,
Rating,
85%. and Beaus" idea.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Follv Theatre (1,200), 10c-15c-25c, 4 days, Int'l. News,
Aesop's Fables, Topics of the Day, Movietone
News, Miller and Farrel in Movietone act.
Weather, hot. Rating, 75%.

Hollywood
Reid-Broughton-Kent

Productions

are

P i it u r c

X c zi' s

Briefs

preparing
" i he with
Dude
talking leature
Joe \\ E.rangier,"
Brown, an
and allan
all Equity cast.
Richard Thorpe will direct.

Mendes from
will direct
"The Children"
forLothar
Paramount,
adaptation
by Doris
Anderson. B. P. Fineman will have ciiarge
as associate producer.

Seena Owen, Marceline Day and Barry
Norton have been signed by RKO for
"Tanned
will
direct. Legs," which Georg'e B. Seitz

Dolores del Rio will star
make of either "The Dove"
from Paris," as her next for
Both stories are now being

"The Girl in the Show" is the new title of
M-G-M's "Eva the Fifth," featuring Bessie
Love under direction of Edgar Selwyn.

Estelle Taylor is planning a vaudeville
tour over the Orpheum circuit just as soon
as she recovers from a tonsil operation.

William De Mille's current talker production for M-G-M has been definitely titled
"Twelve Hours of Love." Clara Beranger
wrote the script.
George Crone will write the dialog and
direct "A Year and a Day," starring Eddie
Dowling for Sono-Art.

in a lalker reor "Her Sister
United .\rtists.
considered.

Jack Dempsey, Miss Taylor's husband, is
now appearing in a sketch over the Pantages
circuit.
Clarence Badger has been signed to a
long-term contract by First National, and
will direct "No, No, Nanette." as the lirst
picture under the agreement.

play opposite Hoot Gibson in "The
Ramblin' Kid," his next western talker and
sounder for Universal.

Monroe Salisbury will be starred by Universal in "The Jade Box," a ten episode
talking serial. The cast will include Francis Ford, Jack Perrin, Louise Lorraine and
Leo White.

Eddie Quillan will be starred in "Play
Boy," by Pathe, under direction of Fred
Newmyer. Picture is adaptation of Cosmopolitan magazine story by Helen Howell.

Jack Mulhall
has Brothers
been loaned
by a l-'irst
National
to Warner
to play
featured
role
in
"Second
Choice,"
starring
Dolores Costello.

Sally Eilers and Kathryn

McGuire

will

Hamilton McFadden, New York stage
director, has joined the Fox directorial staff
in the Coast studios.

Lesley Whalen, eastern representative for
Harold Lloyd, is visiting the Coast for a
few weeks and taking up releasing details

Gaston Glass has been loaned by James
Cruze to Warner Brothers for a featured

with the Lloyd organization on "Welcome

role in "Tiger Rose," starring Lupe Velez.
George Fitzmaurice is directing.

Lloyd Bacon has started direction of
"She
Ci:)uldn't Say No," a musical starring
Danger."
Winnie Lightner for Warner Brothers.
Bacon will also direct Jack Buchanan and a

Zoe Atkins, magazine writer, has been
signed by Paramount to write the adaptation and dialog for "Sarah and Son."
Warner Brothers have exercised option
on contract of Vivienne Segal, and have
placed her under term contract for musical
Vitaphone productions.
William Seiter has been assigned by First
National tu direct Dorothy Mackaill in
"The Woman on the Jury." Sidney Blackmer and Alice Day will be featured.
Anita Stewart was married on July 24th
to George Converse, New York banker.
Miss Stewart gave her age as 28 and Converse admitted 29 years.
Georges Carpentier, French heavyweight
boxer, is slated to appear in a number of
Warners' "Show of Shows" musical revue.
An attempt will be made to get Jack Dempsey to apear in the number wil>h Carpentier.
Harry Green will play a featured role in
Paul \Vhiicman's
of Jazz"
for parts
Universal. Green has "King
had several
comedy
Paramount talkers.

in recent

IT has now been four weeks since the Phonofihn was installed in this
theatre. It has been in operation every day from one to eleven o'clock
and has been working perfectly.
We are very much pleased with this installation and consider the tone
more mellow and pleasing than the Western Electric System installation
at a competitive theatre in this city.
S. N. NEALL,
Isis Theatre,
Kokomo, Indiana.

quartette in a special number for the "Show
of Shows," W^arners big revue.
Phil Ryan, former general manager of
Metropolitan Studios for Pathe, has joined
the Christie production staff.
James Tynan has been added to the Darmour-RKO comedy scenario staff.
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., and Frank Dazey
are credited with the scenario and dialog
for Universal's "King of Jazz." starring
Paul Whiteman and his band. The original
story was prepared by the entire studio
scenario staff.
Frank Tuttle, Paramount director, has
had option renewed on his term cotitract
with that company.
Wesley Ruggles has been loaned by RKO
to Samuel Goldwyn to direct Ronald Coleman in "Condemned." F. Richard Jones
had the assignment, but was taken ill during preparations and had to be replaced.
By switching over to "Condemned," Ruggles loses the assignment to direct "Hit the
Deck" for RKO, with Luther Reed nowspotted
to direct the musical.
Carey Wilson has joined Tiffany-Staiil
production staff as a supervisor. His first
assignment will be "Mr. .Antonio" with
Leo Carillo starred; and "Peacock
Alley,"
Ann Harding's second all-talking vehicle
for Pathe, "A Woman Afraid," was put into
liroduction at the Culver City studio on June
13 with Paul Stein directing. In the cast
arc Harry Bannister, Kay Hammond, .-Xrthur
Hoyt, Elmer Ballard and John Loder.

July
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Opinions on Pictures
Lucky Star

In Old Siberia

Smiling Irish Eyes

Stars Will Draw At Box Office
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{Part Dialog)

A Series of Character Studies
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{Silent)
THERE is no story value to this Russian
made feature which is distributed by
Amkino in this country. It is however, an
exhaustive study in the art of make-up and
characterization. As the picture unreels
one watches always with the expectation
that something is going to happen and when
it is all over one is still waiting. There
is no box office appeal to the picture except
the title.
The picture shows the manner in which
political prisoners and criminals were
treated in the old days of the Czaristic regime in Russia. Undoubtedly it was created for the purposes of home propaganda
in Russia of today to remind them that
things were much worse in the olden days.
The prison life under two types of w^ardens is the background. Under one, a huge
flabby man, who stood in awe of his "politicals" and granted them special privileges,
there was an escape. A lone "political"
got away and the result was that another
warden was appointed. This one, a foppish pop-in-jay, cruel in the extreme, ordering floggings with the knout and trying
to "make" the fat prison cook, finally is
ousted by the revolutionaries.
A touch of suspense is added through the
fact that the leader of the politicals, who
have gone on a hunger strike because they
have been placed in cells with the criminals
and compelled to do hard labor, has decided
that one of their number must die in order that the outer world may know of the
teri'ible conditions within the prison walls.
He elects himself for the task, but before
he takes the poison his comrades who have
been freed rescue him.
Two character performances by V. Popoff
and V. Taskin are the outstanding highlights of the film.
Produced by the U. S. S. R. Co. Gosvojenkino. Released by Amkino. Length,
6,500 feet. Running lime an hour and ten
minutes. Released, July 29, 1929. Story
by S. Yermolinsky. Directed by J. Reisman.

Colleen Moore At Her Worst
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)

T^ HE combination of Janet Gaynor,
* Charles Farrell and Fi-ank Borzag-e
will undoubtedly be enough to brina: the
fans to see this one, but soon as they begin
to make comparisons with ' ' Seventh
Heaven" and "Street ^ Angel," they are
going to be disappointed in the picture itself. The stars work wholeheartedlj^ and try'
every minute that they are in front of the
camera. Frank Borzage's direction is all
that could be asked for, but the story itself
is the weak point, in so far as this picture
is concerned. It looks as though they
originally started out on the Fox lot to
make this a silent production, and changed
their minds at the last minute and added
talk. The result is a part talkie that is
rather wishy-washy and unimpressive. For
a quick flash, in and out, it will do, but do
not try to force it for any greater time
than the usual week, for the business won't
build or even hold its own.
Tristram Tupper is responsible for the
story, which concerns the physical regeneration of a maimed soldier brought about
through his love for a little farm girl.
Charles Farrell is the soldier and Janet
Gaynor the heroine. There is also a heavy ;
in this case it is "Big Boy" Williams, who
is rather unconvincing in his role.
The tale opens showing Janet as the
slavey of all work on the farm of her
widowed mother. The child, uneducated
and under-developed morally, steals, fights
and lies. Then comes the war and the telephone linemen of the neighborhood hustle
off to enlist. The boss lineman , becomes a
sergeant in his outfit and Charlie is one of
his men, just as he was with the telephone
company. The sergeant shirks his duty
when it is time to go up to the front line,
and Charlie takes his place and is wounded,
losing the use of his legs. Then back to the
home town again, and the little girl and the
wounded ex-soldier first become friends
and finally sweethearts, so that when the
mother insists on her daughter marrying
the burly sergeant, the hero miraculously recovers th^ use of his legs in time to sock
the sergeant on the chin and take the girl
into his arms.

Drab and dull, bearing the earmarks of
having been written in a hurry and under
pressure to meet the production schedule
for the stars.
Produced and distributed by Fox Film
Corp. Story by Tristram Tujpper, dialog
by John Hunter Booth, directed by Frank
Borzage. Length, sound, 8,400 feet; silent,
silent, 7,000; running time an hour and
35 minutes.
Released: August 18, 1929.
THE
Timothy
Osborn
Mary Tucker
Ma
Tucker
.Martin Wrenn
•Joe
Flora
Pop Fry

CAST

Guin

Charles
Farrell
Janet (iaynor
Hedwiga
Reicher
"Big Boy" Williams
Paul
Fix
Gloria Gre ,Hector V. Sarno

THE CAST
Chief Overseer, Chernyak
The Warden of the Prison, Peshehodov
Ilya Bertz, The spokesman
for the
political prisoners
O'strobeylo, the new warden
One of the political prisoners

V. Popoff
P. Torara
A.

Zhilinsky
V. Taskin
B. Lifanoff

IF First National figured this as a good
vehicle for Colleen Moore, it would
appear that they are badly mistaken
How anyone, with a piece of box
office material as valuable as the personality and following of this star, could permit
so utterly a poor picture to be released is
beyond comprehension.
Not only is Miss Moore seen to disadvantage, but the story, the dialog, direction
and support are all bad.
Jimmie Hall is featured with Miss Moore.
He has the role of Rory 0 'Moore, an Irish
lad with a talent for fiddling and poetry.
Jimmie hasn't done anything quite as bad
as this in his whole picture career.
Then the two roles played by Claude Gillingwater and Robert Homans, which are
supposed to supply the comedy relief. If
they don't bring down the wrath of the
Irish societies in America on the heads of
everyone connected with the picture then
we are very much mistaken.
In continuity and construction it is hard
to find anything that is worthy of even
the slightest praise. Just as an instance,
Colleen Moore walks out of the stage door
of a theatre on Broadway and the next shot
shows her walking down the road back in
Ireland in exactly the same outfit, hat,
dress, shoes and all, worn at exactly the
same angle as they were in America a
second before. One sequence supposedly
showing a ride through the streets of New
York in a taxicab, which really is a whirl
through the streets of Los Angeles either
on a Police Ambulance or a fire engine,
is the only thing that stands out in the
whole production.
Oh, yes. Colleen Moore talks and sings.
Her voice is a surprise, it registers nicely
and is quite acceptable. Jimmie Hall's fiddle playing is terrible, even though doubled,
for Jimmie doesn't know even how to hold
a violin. When his first fiddle was smashed
the audience heaved a sigh of relief, only
to start laughing aloud when he is presented with another one a few minutes
later, for they realized that there was no
escaping further torture.
Produced and distributed by First Na{Continiicd on Jollozt'Dig page)

I OPENED AT \\Y REGENT THEATRE WITH DEFOREST PHONOFILM AND PHONODISC. IT IS INDEED THE BEST SOUND
IN TOWN AND I AM PROUD TO BE THE FIRST IN THE CITY
OF LOS ANGELES TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF YOUR WONDERFUL REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT STOP MY RECEIPTS SINCE
OPENING WITH YOUR EQUIPiMENT INCREASED MORE THAN
SIXTY PER CENT STOP VOLUME, TONE AND YOUR SERVICE
ARE EXCELLENT.
R. W. McKINNEY

REGENT THEATRE,
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

Ailv.
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Opinions
Dynamite

De Mills Does It
(All-ralking)
(Reviewed by Edwin

Schallert)

C MASHING effects, spectacle, drama and
*^ thrills — these are all combined in Cecil
B. De Mille's first sound and dialog picture, "Dynamite." It is big box-office stuff.
The new medium has proved no impedim^ent whatsoever to the De Mille ability
to achieve sensational theatrical results.
Even at this date he is bound to be reckoned a pioner in talkies because of some
of the remarkable things that his picture
presents.
Two of the main events are the novel
and stirring aero race (huge hoops in which
girls are fastened and roll head over heels)
and the crashing finish of the cave-in that
takes place in a coal mine. Both of these
are extraordinary innovations, and reveal
in an amazing way what can be done in
blending photography and sound. The picture discloses daring in the accomplishing
of exactly those things that might be done
in the silent medium with far less effect.
The plot relates to a society girl's wedding to a man sentenced to be hanged in
order to fulfill the terms of a will. De
Mille is at home, of course, with a glittering idea of this sort. The reality of the
plot is not overwhelming, but the situations
are exceptionally good. There is a constant
contrast between giddy cocktail parties on
the one hand, and the sordid experience of
the hero in prison and his life as a worker
in the mines.
The earlier portion ^ is colorful and rapid in action, with a smooth shifting of
scene that sets a pace for variety in photography and synchronized effects. A very
brief court-room sequence well carried out
introduces the plot. The action quickly
swings to the girl arguing with the executors of the will, declining to be married
according to their wishes because she is
waiting for the husband of another woman
to secure a divorce. On the heels of this
comes the aero race, with the wife and the
girl entering the competition to find out
how dom
much
will be.the price of the husband's freeThen there is the marriage in prison, followed by the revelation of who really committed the crime, and the released man's
visit to the home of his wife, culminating
in a terrifice battle between them. The
marriage scene is especially effective, for
while the ceremony is going on, a plaintive
love song is rendered by one of the condemned men, the while one also hears the
hammers at work on the gibbet. The handl-

on

ing of crowd's voices is another surprise.
The picture is surpassing in this respect.
However,
the final scene of the cave-in
holds the greatest punch.
"Dynamite" will only meet critical disapproval by those who examine too closely
certain phases of its plot. It is not proof
against detailed inspection in this regard,
but as a show it is unquestionably a, if not
the, top notch event. Conrad Nagel, Kay
Johnson, Charles Bickford and Julia Faye
are the leading players. Miss Johnson reminds of Anna Q. Nilsson. As an actress,
especially as regards the use of her voice,
she is exceedingly fine. Bickford makes a
forceful impression on the cave-manish part
he plays. Nagel is very excellent. Nearly
all of the drama centers around these three.
Produced and distributed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Directed by Cecil B. De
Mille. Length: in Sound, 11,584 feet. National release date not set. Story by Jeanie
Macpherson; Dialog by John Howard
Lawson, Gladys Unger, and Jeanie Macley.
pherson; Photographed by Peverell MarTHE CAST
Towne
Conrad
Nagel
Crothers
Kay Johnson
Derk,
Charles Julia
Bickford
Towne the "Fire Boss"
Faye
Derk
Mupriel
McCormac
the "Sheik"
Joel McCrea
Wise Fools .... Robert Edeson, William Holden
Henry Stockbridge
Young "Vultures". .. .Leslie Fenton, Barton Hepburn
The Life of the Party
Tyler Brooke
The Judge
Robert T. Haines
Bobby
Douglas
Frazer Scott
His Mother
.'
Jane
The
Doctor
Fred Keckley
Walton
Roger
Cynthia
Hagon
Marcia
Kacti
Marco,
Three

A Human

Of Women
Story Well Told

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(Part Dialog)

THE Herman Sudermann novel "The
Wife of Stephen Tromholt" has
found its way to the screen under the title
of "Wonder of Women," with Lewis
Stone, Peggy Wood and Leila Hyams enacting the three principal roles. The production isa part dialog picture directed by
Clarence Brown, who has developed a most
interesting picturization of a very human
tale, one that should attract money at the
box office and hold the interest of audiences..
There has been a tremendous amount of
.attention paid to production detail in the
making of the picture and the sets and
atmosphere of the picture in general are
perfect.
The storv of the love tale of the noted

The Price:
for the STANDARD

(Combination Phonofilm
isc) $5500

Phonodseating less than 750
""^theatres
for the Junior
Combination,
for
5
97

$4

General Talking Picture Corp.
Adv.

N e zvs

Pictures

Dynamite
(Continued)

Wonder

Picture

218 W. 42 St., N. Y. G.

Wonder

Of Women

(Continued)
pianist and composer who falls in love
with a widow, who has three children and
who believes that he is submerging his
genius in order to grind out compositions
to keep the potboiling, and longs for his
freedom to go out in the world and make
merry again, only to discover in the end
that he really was much better off fn his
little love-cote by the sea with his hausfi"au
who watched him carefully to see that he
didn't catch cold, spent a regular number
of hours working each day, and who saved
his money for him, is disclosed in so smooth
a running fashion that one fails to note the
length of time taken in the telling of the
tale. That itself is proof of a good picture.
The casting of Lewis Stone as the composer was a most happy thought, and Peggy
Wood, of musical comedy fame, makes a
most chartming hausfrau, reminding one
very much of Irene Rich in the characterization that she presented. She has a brief
moment or two where she is permitted to
disclose the fact that she has a singing
voice and does so most charmingly. Leila
Hyams as a prima donna vamp looked
lovely, and gave a very finished performance.
But there is a little youngster, Wally
Albright, Jr., in the picture who certainly
is a find as great as little Davey Lee was.
That youngster will creep into every
woman's heart and make a place for himself. Harry Myers, Sarah Padden, George
Fawcett and Blanche Frederici are also in
the cast and contribute materially toward
the whole success.
Produced and distributed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. From the novel by Herman Sudermann, directed by Clarence
Brown. Length: sound version, 8,796 feet;
silent, 6,835. feet Running time: an hour
and thirty-two minutes. Released: July
31, 1929.

THE
Stephen
Tromholt
Karen
Brigette
Bruno Helm
Anna
Doctor
Trombolt's
WuUe-Wulle Housekeeper
Lottie

CAST

Lewis
Stone
Leila Hyams
f eggy
Wood
Harry
Myers
Sarah Padden
George Fawcett
Blanche
Frederici
Wally
Albright,
Jr.
( Carmencita Johnson
\ Anita Louise Fremault
( Dietrich
Haupt

Kurt

(Ullrich

Haupt

Smiling Irish Eyes
(Continued from preceding page)
tional. Story by Tom J. Geraghty. Length,
8,550 feet.
Running time: an hour and
twenty-nine minutes.
Released:
July 31,
1929. Directed by William A. Seiter.
THE
Kathleen O'Connor
Rory O'More
Micliael O'Connor
Shamus O'Connor
Granny
O'.More
Frankie West
Goldie Devore
Sir Timothy
Ralph
Prescott
Black
County Barney
Fair Manager
Fortune Teller
Taxi Driver
Landlady

CAST
Colleen Moore
James Hall
Claude Gillingwater
Robert Honians
Aggie Herring
Betty Francisco
Julanne Johnston
Robert E'ramett
O'Connor
Edward
Earl
Tom
Fred O'Brien
Kelsey
Madam Bosocki
George Hayes
Ann Schaefer

J uly
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Fight On"

any kind of a
T
WITHOU
check-up we already know
of some Round Table Club
members who have been advanced
from house managing to supervising, exploitation and advertising
positions.
What does this mean to you?
To a smart showman it distinctly
shows that attention to the ideas
exchanged on the Club pages puts
your theatre away in the front in
the estimation of the "higher-ups"
of the progressive theatre organizations.
Theatre heads are not concerned
with anything but results these
days. They are not a bit interested
ifn who originated an idea. But
they are satisfied if the ideas used
by their house managers bring results.

Almost every honest-to-goodness publicity director connected
with the many chains and circuits,
follows the activities of the Round
Table Club each week regularly.
Many of them are members. The
rest will be before very long. Of
that we are confident.
We asked one of these promoted
members, who stopped off at Club
headquarters for a few words,
whether he felt he could handle his
new exploitation job. His answer
consisted of opening a brief case
and showing us a folder containing
all past issues of the Club pages for
the last four months and he said —
"With this stuff I could keep any

theatre going with something new

Table Of Contents
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^ David M. Brotman Speaks His Mind
* * *
^ Max Melincofif's Baseball Team
q A Real "Show Boat" Exploit
* * *
^ Roy Thinks Fast In A Pinch
* * *
CI F. C. Croson A Club Rooter
* * *
^ Glenn Thompson Puts Over A Good
Campaign
* * *
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* * *
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^ "Every Employee A Salesman"
* * *
«I Wm. A. Levey's "Open-Letter" Advt.
* * *
^ Dick Lender Now Plugging For The
Club
* » *
fl Chas. M. Welstead Joins Club
if

*

*

^ Thos. J. Kane *Peps* Up
* Redwood City
^ Warren Irvin Uses Broadcast Idea

all Then
the time."
why stick to that old-fashioned theory that the only ideas
practical for your theatre are the
ones you originate?
You are entitled to as much credit for making use of someone
else's idea in your town and theatre
as
idea.the man who first created that
Why not try to step out in front
of every other manager on your
circuit (if you are connected with
a chain theatre) by reason of the
"high-powered" exploitation you
can find in every issue of the Club
pages in the NEWS?
Is there any reason why YOU
cannot step higher and draw a bigger salary?
Is there any reason why you
must stand still and stay in a rut
all your life?
LIKE HELL THERE IS!
Fight on until you get what you
want — and where you want to get.
rial.We provide you with the mateTake this material, add a little
of your own ideas, mix well — and
watch for early results.
They day.
will come as sure as night
follows
But don't be a piker.
Just as you make use of the other
fellows' ideas, send in some of your
own so they can, in turn, make use
of yours.
It's the old game of Give And
{Continued on Next Page)
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Take, but at least you get more than an even break with
this one.
If you can't see the handwriting on the wall, we can only
try and point it out to you.
If you have any initiative, we will provide the fuel to make
it function one hundred per cent.
If you have none then we canSt single you out to inject it
into you.

TACLt

Picture
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cinnati, up and down the river, certainly must have attracted alot of attention and gave the picture quite a lot
of extra, free publicity and advertising. Theatres in the
vicinity who had the picture booked, were quick to grab
the opportunity of capitalizing on this tie-up, and cashed in
plenty when they played tK.« picture up properly.

Who was it said — "Heads should be used for purposes
other than to hang hats upon."?????
C. E. L.

David M. Brotman
One Of Youngest
Theatre Managers

David M. Brotman, terms
himself,
"THE
YOUNGEST

BUSINESS'
MANAGER

AND

EXHIBITOR," because he started managing
at fifteen, and is still going
''■^~~"'~~—^^^~'"~~"~~~~
strong at twenty-two,
Dave rather likes our stories on the Club pages, but
thinks we ought to try harder to eliminate the uninteresting or old gags, as he puts it.
Now listen, Dave! Why not be reasonable and remember that what may be applesauce to you might be gold
dust to your brother managers. So try and take the view
point that even if some one or two articles hold no interest
or value to you, think of all the articles that do carry an
idea that may mean box office results to your and your
theatre.
After all this is one of the signs of real showmanship,
and be a good sport and see if you can't be a little bit
more tolerant with your brother members and the suggestions they submit. I am going to look forward with
very much interest (and suspense) to the article which
you promised at an early date. You know the one I mean ;
the one you are working on at present. Until we get
it we will take leave with the kindest regards.

Maxwell Melincoff, of the
E.
M. Loew Theatres, in
Max Melincoff Is
Pawtucket, Rhode Island,
writes to tell me that he is
Boosting A Theatre
going to have some pictures
Baseball Team
E. M. Loew's
^^^"■""^"^"^■^"^■^^^^
takenes'of thebaseba
Theatr
ll
team,
which is in the local intercity league.
Now while baseball teams may not appeal to you at
this moment for exploitation, it nevertheless carries a darn
good angle which you might pay a little attention to. The
forming of the inter-theatre ball teams in towns where
you have enough employees to make up a team, would add
a lot of fun and a lot of pep to the staff by staging a game)
with the crew of another theatre, either in the same town
or located close by.
We will await with interest Mr. Melincoff's champions,
and
that Max.
it comes through very soon. Here's looking
and hope
hoping.
What we would term exwith a "Bang," is
Here's A Real Boat about the ploitation
best way of deExploiting The
scribing the way that Universal picked up a lot of inPicture 'Show-Boat' terest in "Show
Boat,"
^^^""■""■^"■""^^^^^^^ throu
gh a comparative tieu^ with the Cincinnati Commercial Club, through which
the Club took their annual outing on a steamer especially
"Show Boat," and which we picture with this
rena
articlmed
e.
The cruising of this boat over a large area around Cin-

■'•"W

.".-^-"■^-.s H aw

eb AT V-tI;— «—- a«
in~tn-riP«»^« «•■•;«>■"
!::
JS^i9«jKM^B(«X.

Here is the way Manager
Roy, of the Tampa Theatre,
RoyA Thinks
in Tampa, Florida, hit upon
In
Mighty Fast
an idea that saved one of his
matinees
from
going
enTough
Situation
^^^"
^^^"
■^^^"^^^"^^^ cally
tirely all
to the
dogs.
Practiof the business
houses in Tampa adopted the Thursday afternoon closing
idea, giving their employees a half holiday. Inasmuch as
this has hurt business terrifically, due to the fact that many
of the shoppers coming downtown formerly attended the
theatres, Mr. Roy knew he had to do something and do it
He devised a plan which we describe and show here. Each
quick.
week he had printed a special coupon with the name of the
current attraction and the offer to allow the bearer of the
coupon to see the show for the coupon plus twenty-five
cents, on these Thursday matinees only.
On Wednesday evening at closing time, all the employees
of the larger stores were presented with one of these coupons, and we have been informed that the way they respond
is truly a sight for sore eyes.

SPECIAL MERCHANTS'
THURSDAY
MATINEE
This Coupon with

TAMPA

25c

Will Admit One to the

THEATRE

Mati-nee Performance Between the Hours of
1:00 and 5:00 o'clock to see

BILLIE

DOVE

with

"The Man and the Moment"
ROD

LA ROCQUE

Another Talking Triumph for Miss

Dove

By continuously plugging the
Thursday
noon idea, heafterhas
worked velous
up trade,
a marand
many of the folks
shopping in
the
morning,
come
direct from the
department,
other stores, and
to

the theatre for
the performance.
OFF.'
•Mr. Roy deserves
a lot uf credit and praise for the way he has handled a
situation which called for fast thinking, as it was costing
the theatre ])lenty of money in lost business.
We call your attention to the wording of the coupons,
which he distributed, as well as the entire idea, and knowing so many towns that are up against the same condition,
we feel that they should take advantage of what Mr. Roy
did, and, if possible, cash in on his original idea. We would
like to hear more from him in the immediate future.
Thursday, July 11
ENJOY YOUR AFTERNOON

/ H IX
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And now it gives us great
pleasure to introduce to the
many members and readers
of the ROUND TABLE
CLUB,
Mr. F. C. Crosou,
of the Fremont
Manager
"~~'~^"^~~^~^~^^^^^'"" Theatre, Fremont,
Nebraska.
Mr. Croson only recently joined the Club, and has passed
on to us his gratitude for havirig received the nomination
into our organization.
We can only reecho his own
statement — that
he will be a valuable member.
And how he can
do this, is by
simply following
t h e activities o f
the ROUND TABLE CLUB, and
contributing t o
these pages himself. How about
it F. C? Why not
let us know a little more about
Nourself and what
you are doing in
Fremont.
How
you
exploit the little and
big pictures. How
you are handling the house itself, and also how you engineer your exploitation.
There are so many things that the average house manager must do in the house of a days' work that F. C.
should have very little difficulty in doping out what to
tell us about himself and the Fremont Theatre. You can
answer these things better than we can, so come through
Croson. Thanks.

F. G. Groson Now
A Hearty Rooter
For The M.R.T.G.

PLEASE
ANY

NOTIFY
CHANGE

CHAIRMAN
OF
OF ADDRESS

As a fitting demonstration
to our oft used expression ;
that any town regardless of
Glenn Thompson's
its size can go out after a
"Dugan" Gampaign
picture, we are oflfering for
Was Real Effective
3'our enlightment a brief
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^
synopsis
of how
Glenn
Thompson, owner and manager of the Thompson Theatre
in Healton, Okla., sold "Mary Dugan" with as nice a campaign as any theatre in a much larger city could possibly
conceive or execute.
Mr. Thompson made a tie-up with the Heraldton Journal, which, in spite of being only a semi-weekly publication,
nevertheless boasts of the largest circulation in the southwest for this kind of a paper. It also finds its way into all
the small oil cities in that territory.
Through the tie-up, a star contest was conducted with
many interesting inducements being offered to stimulate the
ried a four-column story with two column art work.
In addition to this newspaper campaign, Mr. Thompson
posted his paper seven days in advance of the opening date

CLUC

"Thanks For The Gompliment"
Larry Cowan, publicity director for the Schwartz
Century Circuit pays the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB a mighty fine tribute when he, speaking editorially from the Century Circuit's House Organ, instructs the managers to send their suggestions
to him and "let the Managers' Round Table Club wait."
If Larry is as smart as we think he is, he will advise
the house managers to read the Round Table Club
pages every week and thereby improve their knowledge of exploitation and advertising.
And incidently Larry, you can improve your own
knowledge of this game of ours if you keep on reading
the pages yourself every week, just as religously as you
have in the past.
C. E. L.
in all surrounding oil towns; all highways leading into the
city carried twenty-four sheets as well. Four thousand circus heralds were used besides. These were distributed three
days in advance.
Another effective angle of his exploitation was with the
local baking company who used five thousand special circulars captioned : "The Verdict — ^Heraldton White Lilly
bread meets all the pure food laws. It speaks for itself." —
"What will be the verdict at the Thompson Theatre Sunday
for 'The Trial of Mary Dugan?" — Our screen speaks for
itself," etc. This particular part of the stunt brought the
county.
theatre's message into every small town surrounding the
We are always glad to learn about this type of exploitation because it proves beyond a doubt that even the smaller
towns can exploit their attractions and make a play for extra
business. We have no use for the smaller town manager'
who claims that there is only "just so much business and
no more." There is always more if you want to go out and
try for it.

Harry Shaw^ Now
Managing Earle
In Philadelphia

Harry Shaw, formerly of
the Lincoln Theatre, in
Trenton, New Jersey, has
just become managing director of the large Earl
Pa.
Theatre,
in
Philadelphia,

The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB hastens to
extend their sincerest congratulations and wants Mr. Shaw
to know that we feel that he will achieve great success in
his new location.
Don't forget, Harry, that the rest of the crowd are more
than ever alert to know what you are doing and how you
are handling that big house.
So keep us posted.

Truthfully Speaking—!

"The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB has been one of the greatest of all
my sources of information. I wish to thank
the MOTION PICTURE NEWS for giving
us this valuable department.
R. L. Nellis, Publicity Manager,
Vonderschmidt A musement Enterprises,
Bloomington, Indiana.
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Here is the way G. B. DeG.B.DePauw Works Pauw, the manager of the
Capitol Theatre, in Newark,
New York, put across a tinOut A Good "Tincan or clean up matinee. But
Can" Kids Matinee why go into a lengthy de■■^■~"^~~~""~~'~~~~~^~" scription of the stunt at this
time when the picture speaks so eloquently and shows in
black and white how successfully the idea went across.
Neither is it necessary to go into the details of these tincan matinees.
Their value has already been raved about

Picture
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Eighteen Day Diet
Can Be Used Many
Ways
For Publicity
^^~~^^^^^~~~"~~^"^^~

With the present craze
about the eighteen day reducing diet, many theatres
can capitalize on this much
publicised idea, by tying the
eighteen
day diet into
some
of
their advertising
material,

newspaper ads, programs, or even trailers. It is a great
way of attracting attention, and since everyone is talking
about the eighteen day diet, why not see if you cannot
grab something out of it yourself? (Besides losing weight.)
For the benefit of those who might be on the alert to
take advantage of this suggestion, we are listing here the
entire eighteen day diet, and we suggest you make use of
it at an early date:

EIGHTEEN DAY REDUCING DIET
{Ideal Hot Weather
Diet)
First Day
BREAKFAST THE SAME
EVERY
DAY
BREAKFAST — One-half grapefruit, coffee (.no sugar) Melba toast
coffee grapefruit, 1 egg, 6 slives ucumber, 1 slice Melba toast,
LUNCHtea— or
One-half
DINNER — Two eggs, 1 tomato,

on the Club pages in the past, many managers having
taken advantage of this type of publicity stunt. The
Mayor of Newark himself attended the performance, and
you can see him in the center of the picture with Mr.
DePauw, (that is if you look close enough.)
The photo on the left side shows the front of the Capitol
Theatre with their special sign for the "Broadway Melody" showing, and also their advertising truck parked
immediately in the front. This truck earned more than its
keep for the advertising it spread in and around the city
of Newark.
Watch for some more interesting stufif about our good
friend Mr. DePauw and his Capitol Theatre.
Leon Mumford, the ManTheatre, m Summit, N. and
J.,
ford Finds That %^' ,^^ '\ Roth-str
Mum
A Merchant
lie-Up
has now started to pick up

additional business by reaBrings Business
son of giving away a Gen^
eral Electric Refrigerator,
installed in some patron's home, absolutely free. He's playing this angle up to great advantage, and we have every
reason to believe that it will be productive of plenty of
extra business for the Roth-Strand Theatre.
You have been kind of quiet lately, Leon. Supposing
you make up for lost time by telling us a whole lot about
what you are doing out there in Summit, and the theatre
you are running. Don't forget us, will you, Leon, we are
anxious to hear from you early and often.

yi head lettuce, Yi grapefruit, coffee

Second Day
LUNCH — One orange, 1 egg, lettuce, 1 slice Melba toast, tea
or —coffee
DINNER
Broiled steak (plain), Vz lettuce, 1 tomato, Yi grapefruit,

LUNCH — One-half grapefruit, 1 egg, 8 slices cucumber, tea or coffee
DINNER — One lamb chop (trim fat before cooking), 1 egg, 3 radishes.
olivesi, Yi grapefruit, lettuce, tea or coffee

NEWS."

Edward A. Batlan,
Stanley Theatre,
Newark, N. J.

2

Fourth Day

LUNCH — Pot cheese, 1 tomato, % grapefruit,
DINNER — Broiled steak, lettuce, Yt grapefruit

IMelba

toast, tea or coffee

Fifth Day
LUNCH — Orange, 1 lamb chop, lettuce, tea
DINNER — One-half grapefruit, lettuce, 1 tomato,

Sixth Day

2 eggs,

tea

LVNCiJ— Orange, tea
DINNER — Otte poached egg, 1 slice Melba toast, orange, tea

Seventh Day
LUNCH — One-half grapefruit, 2 eggs, lettuce, 1 tomato, 2 olives, coffee
DINNER — Two chops, 6 slices cucumber,
2 olives, 1 tomato, lettuce,
grapefruit, tea or coffee

%

Eighth Day
LUNCH — One broiled chop, lettuce, grapefruit, coffee
DINNER — Tzvo eggs, plain spinach and 4 stalks of asparagus, yi grapefruit,
1 slice toast, tea

Ninth Day

LUNCH — One egg, 1 tomato,
DINNER — Any meat salad

Yi grapefruit,

tea

Tenth Day

LUNCH — One-half grapefruit, 1 lamb chop, lettuce, tea
DINNER — One-half grapefruit, 1 lamb chop, lettuce, tea

Eleventh Day
LUNCH — Cinnamon toast, tea
DINNER — Broiled steak, celery, olives, tomato,

"/ have followed up the movement of
the ROUND TABLE CLUB, for some time,
and the different suggestions I have read
were very helpful in a number of cases where
I have played the picture after seeing a stunt
on the pages of the MOTION PICTURE

tea

Third Day

tea

Twelfth Day
LUNCH — Lobster or crab, crackers, grapefruit, coffee
DINNER — Broiled chops. Cole slaw, tomato, 1 orange, 3 olives

Thirteenth Day
LUNCH — One egg, 1 slice toast, grapefruit
DINNER — Broiled steak, lettuce, celery, grapefruit, coffee

Fourteenth Day
LUNCH — One egg, toast, grapefruit, coffee
DINNER — Broiled steak, tomato, grapefruit,

coffee

Fifteenth Day
LUNCH — One egg, tomato, grapefruit, 1 slice toast
DINNER — Two chops, Y' spoonful tomato catsup, 1 slice toast, grapefruit

Sixteenth Day
LUNCH — One egg, 1 tomato, grapefruit, coffee
DINNER — Broiled steak, plain spinach, orange

July
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Seventeenth Day
LUNCH — One chop, lettuce, grapefruit
DINNER — Broiled steak, tomato, celery, olives

Eighteenth Day
LUNCH — One egg, tomatoes, Vi grapefruit, coffee
DINNER — One broiled Ush, plain spinach, yi grapefruit

Even while preparing this article for publication, there
are a half dozen ideas which suggest themselves to us, in
which this stunt could be tied in and connected with. In
fact there are so many ways it can be used, that the live•w'lre
manager
can easily devise his own stunt without any
further
suggestions.

i(

Guy Kenimer's
Blue Ribbon Campaign"
The splendid campaign engineered by

Mr. Kenimer was started in last week's
issue.
This concludes the story.
Read it all the way through.
G. E. L.
Other stunts put over by Kenimer and His Gang included
the placing of large discs
inside extra tires on all
busses and taxicabs operating in and out of
Tampa. A leading milk
company used hangers
on every bottle of milk
delivered during the
month. A Saturday
morning was devoted to
the holding of an "automobile parade" in which
practically every auto
dealer participated with
a showing of their "Blue
Ribbon" models.
Another good publicity stunt was the employment of two girls, a
week in advance and
during the first week of
the campaign, to make
'phone calls to Tampans
telling them of the "Blue
Ribbon" attractions at the theatres. Cards with the insignia
were also placed on the fronts of all street
cars and city
officials gave permission to place additional cards on every
lamp post in town. Blue Ribbon badges were worn by all
theatre employees and every other person that could be
persuaded to attach one to his or her coat lapel. Announcements of the campaign were made at all luncheon clubs and
Consolidated also gave prizes to a local dance hall which
featured a "Blue Ribbon Dance."
Still another sure fire

"Synopsis Contest"
A Novel Idea

stunt was a "Synopsis Contest" in which prizes were
given by the theatre for the best synopsis written on the
best picture played during "Blue Ribbon Month." This
was done in the Tampa, Victory and Strand theatres and
announced in newspaper ads, thousands of throw-a-ways
and on the screens of all theatres. A "Blue Ribbon Wedding" was also carried out on the stage of the Victory and

CLUC

local merchants contributed about $500 worth of gifts. The
identity of the couple was kept secret and announcements
of the event read : "Who are the well known boy and girl
who will be married at the Victory Theatre on June 27th
Is it your son, brother, sister, etc.?
Kenimer admits that all this sounds like a heap of work
but explains that by dividing the duties between the five
managers and himself it did not throw such a great amount
on any one person.
As to the net results of the campaign, every merchant
expressed their appreciation to Kenimer and his aides, and
all were highly pleased with the amount of trade brought
in during the month. Kenimer states that business for all
five houses was better than it had been in a long time.

Boil It Down To
Suit Yourself

Now, some of you fellowmanagers may get the impression that this is too elaborate a campaign to stage in some communities. And it may
be — in some. But the idea is to give you every step of Kenimer's campaign and then have you fit it to your own locality. The main idea is to be in a position, like Kenimer's —
to be on terms with local business men which will permit
your going before them to present such a plan. Every member of the Club should enjoy the same prestige in the business world that Kenimer can claim with the merchants

of Tampa. If you don't occupy the same standing as Kenimer does, start in right now to cultivate that "Good Will"
— the most important asset a theatre manager can have.
As one of the executives on a Tampa daily newspaper
pointed out: "aside from generally stimulating business,
the Blue Ribbon" campaign proved beyond a doubt that if
all merchants worked together on an idea of this kind, they
would all profit by it."
During July Kenimer plans to celebrate the month by a
work-out of another idea of his entitled "These Changing
Times," another business stimulator, and the Club will expect to hear again from him as to results. Don't forget
now, Kenimer, let's have it as soon as possible.

F. M. Boucher To
Cover Different
Territory For Club
•^~''^

F. M. Boucher, who acted
as regional chairman for the
ROUND TABLE CLUB, in
Virginia, will now handle
the zone of the ROUND

^—^^—^-^'^-^—^^-

in
WesternCLUB,
take
Maryland
which
TABLE
, Eastern West Virginia, and that portion of Pennsylvania bordering on the Maryland State Line.
The reason for this switch was caused by Mr. Boucher
accepting a post with the Warner Stanley Chain of Theatres, and he is now located at Hagerstown, Maryland, as
City city.
Supervisor of the Warner Theatres in and around
that

The ROUND TABLE CLUB is always gratified to be
able to announce the advancement in the business of some
one of its members, and in the case of Mr. Boucher, we
know from his past contributions that he is a go-getter,
and will more than make good in his new connections.
In spite of his many new duties, and the added responsibilities, he has not forgotten his ROUND TABLE CLUB
spirit, and has volunteered to serve as regional chairman
at his new location. We shall expect many interesting
things from that portion of the country, in the immediate
future.
Lots of luck, F. M., and let's hear from you soon.

"All For One And One For All"
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Real Exploitation
Wp have decided to run this story
about Montague Salmon's activities
over fi period of several weeks. Believing that our members and readers ivill derive more good out of
following his different campaigns
on the various pictures he has exploited, rather than cramming the
entire story into one issue.

P Ictu re
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Another point of the campaign on the Desert Song, is
two mounted men riding through the streets of the town.
Now, of course, Montague was rather fortunate in getting
away with anything like this, because we can recall a
revival of some years ago on the Birth of A Nation, when
a very good friend of your chairman, attempted the very

There is a wealth of material for
the live-wire manager ivho claims
he is having trouble digging up
something neiv in the line of exploitation, and ive are grateful to
Mr. Salmon for sending us these
U contributions. C. E. L.

It is indeed very rare that
the ROUND
TABLE
CLUB has the opportunity
of presenting to its hundreds of members and readers, the details of how any
^^"""""^^"^^^""■"^^^^^ one manager
puts across
some of the finest exploitation ever brought to our attention. There is behind all of the stunts that we will go into,
in the course of this article, a certain fineness of creation,
a certain completeness in the execution of the ideas, that
was at least seventy-five per cent of the success of each
and every stunt, even before they were finally terminated.
Montague Salmon, the manager whom we have reference to, was formerly connected with the West Coast Theatres, Los Angeles, and it was while in that City that he
first joined the ROUND TABLE CLUB, many months
ago. For quite a while we heard nothing from or about
him, and finally we located him at the Publix Theatre in
Macon, Georgia. He is now the City Manager for the Publix
Houses in that town, which takes in four active wide
awake playhouses.
In discussing the various activities of a man like Salmon,
it perhaps would be best to refrain from trying to go in too
deep, and to the complete details of the various exploitation cam])aigns which he successfully executed.
We would rather select the highlights, and properly
illustrated, we believe they will go a great deal further in
conveying to our many members and readers the points
which we are trying to bring to their attention.
Starting off with the Desert Song, we find several
interesting notes.
First, the cooperativetie-up,
which we picture
here, through the
Southern T e 1 e phone and Telegraph Co., whereby they installed
a switchboard and
operator in the
lobby of the theatre. Above this
switchboard you
will note the banner which thoroughly tells the
story torons.the
patThis idea

Montague Salmon
Exploiteer-Manager
Of Macon, Ga.

has been very successfully used many times in the past,
but is a distinct credit to Mr. Salmon in the manner in
which it was handled in Macon.

same idea with six men on horseback and in imitation
Klan costumes. The result might best be described when
we say that they all spent the night in the lockup. However, to get back to Montague Salmon's story you will see
how well he put this idea across in Macon, and he is therefore entitled to
all the credit
that working
such atitlesstunt
him to. enYou will also
note that he has
successfully used
the trolley car
banner idea
which has found
its way on our
occasions
in the
pages on several
past fcAv months, and he has successfully used the trollcv
car tie-up in more than one picture, as you will note in
the course of this story.
Perhaps one of the most complete campaigns of all submitted was that on Show Boat. Summarizing what he ac-

M)t Harnn ©plegrapli
See "Shot4; Boat^\u Rialto All This Week
Quaint Floating Theaters
Came Into Being In 1827\

what Do Voii Kilou Aboiil "Shoir Bcwit".' || l.j..s».»i
$50.00 IN GOLD
AND

100 TICKETS TO lUALTO THEATRH
53 PKlZtS-HOW TO WIN PKIZES

Ch.yScn<K.Su,

I l> T<kn(«l Mu..

w^
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complished in the exploitation of this picture, we find a
cooperative merchants and newspaper tie-up with the Macon Telegraph,, the leading paper of that City, whereby a
special Show Boat section was published. You will note
how the front page of this section was handled, and the
captions in the form of a flaming headline across the top
sheet, certainly is eye arresting and will attract attention
anywhere. We also take this occasion to show^ part of
the merchant tie-up page contained in that special section.
* WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT "SHOW

y0BOAT"?
l

Lower Cut Price*

* »»»■»« "

you to see what the front of the Rialto Theatre looked like
with the large special sign which was arrested above the
marquee.
Contrary to what you may believe is the case,
this is not a perwork formanent
a sign,
framebut has been
erected especially
for this picture. If
you
will Dugan
watch
the Mary

»>i.l

Do Von KnoAbout The
New CHEVROLET Si.

Dinacitbtrj't Sboc DtpL

Frigidairc

story we
you mean.
will see
what
We want to
stop long enough
at this point to
emphasize the
fact that we are
only selecting the
illustrated high-

*io= »<>»■••

lights
of Mr.various
Salmon's

•—.0*

^^

Midland Pliarmaey

AT CABLES

Show Boat

Excepttonal

TIBXS

Central Tire Company

Dependable
USED
CARS
SHOW
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THE NEW

BOAT
Claiitttme

RECORDS

Red Hot Seller!

TbeSkew
Sidr Luggage
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Cable Piano Co
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SHOW BOAT

IWhat Do You Know About A. G.RHODES

n n

U SON'S NOTHING-DOWN

B««I

FURNITiniE SALE:

ilSlisr^Sli I

All these merchants fell in line and were glad to work out
the idea which completely follows:
A series of questions were asked on what do you knowabout Show Boat. Each question was numbered and the
answers to the questions had to be found in the window or
in the store of the merchant with whom that particular
question was identified. You will note in the advertising
on the cooperative
page, although the
type is rather
small, due to the
reproduction, that
they mention that
the Show Boat
question and
answer No. soand-so, can be
found at such and
such a store. Naturally this created
atremendous
amount of interest
in the contest, and
in the entire idea.
Another part of
^Ir. Salmon's camjjaign on Show Boat took in a truck
which we picture here, riding throughout the city and
suburbs
Macon, playing
ShowtheBoat
This' must
have
beenof effective
to judgethefrom
loudhits.
speakers
and
the sign on the truck.
Another feature was a neat
card of sound
HERE'S X SCENE
picture, rather
Mipjud from thi- Sijoctaciilnr
sound film. The
wording of this
"SHOW BOAT"
I'niversnl's Talking and Sinuint; Triumph!
card is self-explanatory and
I..' .-;■* -' we reproduce it
Kialto (Elieatre
as part of the
story
NOW!
Boat. on Show
|2<^.7 -

B

You

never

dicamcd

"nich

cnt.'rlninnunt

^cicivcl as you will sec in "SHOW
Si-c H At

toutil

•>(.

»0.\ f."

"WliPi-fi Everyone Sees the Picluios"

We

campaigns.
Wereto
we to attempt

E.T.WATSON

also want

vidual campaign
go into each
indicompletely and
thoroughly we are rather afraid it would take up all of
the Club pages for the next few issues. So we content ourselves with selecting the finest points and calling them to
your attention. Any further information or details required
will be cheerfully furnished by application direct to the
Club. In fact we would be delighted to send a complete
summary of any of Mr. Salmon's campaigns upon request.
{Another part of Mo)itoijiir Salmon's acthities zcill appear in
next zveek's issue of the Round Table Pages. Watch for it.)

Every Employee
A Salesman
Here is a little item whirh ue ran in the May I8th
issue of the Club pages.
It has created so much comment and has been
copied by so many different people, that tve have
responded to the request that ive repeat it.
While its use may seem excellent for Chain organizations, we .suggest that every theatre manager post
this in some conspicuous part of his theatre where
every employee in the house can see it.
C. E. L.

\
1\

CORPORATION may spread itself over
the whole world, and may employ a
hundred thousand men, but the average person will usually form his judgment of it
through his contact with one individual. If
this person is rude or inefficient, it will take
a lot of kindness and efficiency to overcome
the bad impression. Every member of an
organization who in any capacity comes in
contact with the public is a salesman, and
the impression he makes is an advertisement,
good or bad.
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original request, shows
that he is on the alert and
has all the qualifications
of an active member.
We also want to see
the simple but impressive
program which Mr.
Lender has made up for
the Homestead Theatre.
For simplicity and punch
as far as the attractions
are concerned you would
have to go a long way to
beat this one. What do
you think
about it yourselves, boys?

We haven't the slightest
idea where this original idea
came from, so we can't say whether it original with Bill,
or whether he just elaborated on someone else's angle.
However, that is of very little importance when the final
results are the things that count. If you will read over
this letter and see how marvelously it ties in with the picture "The Valiant," then you will agree that it serves its
purpose. This letter appeared as a large quarter page ad
in the local Port Washington newspaper.

'^^—^•^—^^^^^^—•—^—^^^

^Ve trust
that Mr.
Lender
will keep
us
posted
on all of the
activities of himself and the Homestead Theatre,
at the
p"l*and
!i%c
0 of
same time find the contributions of the other members

An Open Letter
BEACON THEATRE
MAIN
PORT

HOMESTEAD

AND BELLEV4CW AVENUES
WASHINGTON. NEW YORI^

■■Ukewood;

TeLtPHONE
PoPT Washington
OFnCE

OF THE

' July

TUC.

APR. 30-MATf

1218

MANAGS.TI

5. 1929.

E,vtrgetaspeedfkl«t?

DOIPUMU

Honorable Sir:

JUNE COU.YER

When a rapidly progressing community singles a man out 'o
place him in high office and that man proves himself to be unusually
qualified for \\\c work entrusted to him. his opinions on matters of
public welfare have immeasurable value Such a question confronts
all the people of Port Washinelon. It demands the consideration of
the State — in fact, the entire Nation.
Judges. Senators. Congressmen. Governors. Mayors, police officials, lawyers — all who are concerned with the making, administration
and interpretation of law — are giving increasing attention to the
oroblem of caoita! punishment. It is earnestly believed that the
following questions rnerit your profound consideration.
Should the State continue to inflict capital punishment* Is it in
the best interest of the commonwealth) Is it in the best interest- cf
any civilized community? Cannot leaders of public opinion find i
better method of exacting retribution to satisfy the requirements t>f
i.-\w? Do we want justice to wear the cloak of vindictiveness — or dn
we want justice to be soundly reasoned, sensibly balanced and
hu
Everybody

WCD.

THEATRE

/nfimof. Playhou

Hon, Arthur W. Jones.
Justice of the Peace.
Port Washington. N. Y.

in Port Washington

answer. Th-- subject
Valiant" is shown at
July 1 1 and 1 2, The
storv which presents
ment.

N c z^-s

CLtD

Here is one from our old
friend William A. Levey,
Manager of the Schwartz
Beacon Theatre in Port
Washington, N. Y.

Wm. A. Levey's
"Open Letter"
Ad
Proved
Profitable

Picture

will be interested in vnur

will be broneht to mind afresh when "The
th« Beacon Theatre on Thursday and Frid^v,
manaa<>ment invites ycu to see this^Jramaiic
forcefully a document against capital punish-

EnrloBed please find a pass for yourself and family.' Mr. A, H.
Schwartz, the executive manager of the Century Circuit of Theatre?,
will feel honored to have you as a guest during the preseMs^tion of
^ this mighty prcture.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) WILLIAM

A. LEVEY.

Manager ■

WALTW

DENNY
R

E C

I IV A

L O

Here, Brother ROUND
TABLERS, we want you to
make the personal asquaintance of Dick Lender, who
manages
the
Homestead
Tbeatre,
in Lakewood,
O.
"^"^""■^^^^■^— """""^ Mr. Lender
has just recently become a member of the ROUND TABLE CLUB,
and his prompt comeback with this letter and photo to our

,

<. AUCZ WHm
Scenic

* CnMedy

interest and value to
interest and value to him and the theatre.
Let's hear again
from you,
ou, Dick, will you? Thanks.
When we received the
membership application of
Ghas. M. Welstead
Charles M. Welstead, of
Starts Off His ^^^ Hunley's
Theatre, in Hollyorgan.
wood, California, he also enActive Membership
closed a copy of his house •
We are therefore reproducing, for the benefit of our
many members and readers, the program of this peppy
little theatre, and if you find anything in its makeup or
contents which can be of any use to you, then we have not
published it in vain.

We would certainly like to have some comments from
our members regarding this letter, and what they think
of this type of advertising.
Keep up the good work, Bill, we are always glad to pass
on your stunts and suggestions to the other members.

Dick Lender Will
Be A Real Active
Member For R.T.G.

CONBAI

Abt Snt ait Air Tat

''

TO oL'm IrAnoKs

SUNDAY - MONDAY, MA\ I

We would like to hear a whole lot more from Mr. Welstead, and the way he is exploiting the pictures in the
Film Capitol of California. How about it, Charlie? Suppose you get a little better acquainted with the rest of the
boys through the pages of the ROUND TABLE CLUB.
It's a peach of an idea, as you'll learn very soon.

J Illy

27 ,
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You just can't keep a good
man down ! And to prove
it we present (as they say
in the movies of today)
Thos. Kane's latest wrinkle
of showmanship.
Not
so
^^^^~^~~^~~^^^^^~^~~
much new as it is effective.
But who cares so long as it get's the theatre a break and
brings the shekels to the old B. O.

Thos. J. Kane Has
Injected Some Pep
Into Redwood City

Here is the way Mr. Kane (my ain't we gettin' polite)
sold the local newspaper and merchants on a co-operative
full page tie-up for the
picture mentioned
thereon. That it hits
the reader right
square in the eye is
the best recommendation we can make. But
one thing is certain.
It let the whole populate know that the
"Sequoia" (how the
hell do you pronounce
this one Tom?) Theatre was playing that
picture out in Redwood City, California,
and that's what they
wanted to tell them.
Another recent
stunt of Mr. Kane's
was the staging of a
local wedding right on
the stage of his theatre and boy, oh boy, those of us who have seen anything
like it know what a business getter such a stunt is. We
also want you to see how they told the public about it
and reproduce one of the special circulars which the theatre distributed throughout the entire city. Now we are
sitting on an anxious seat awaiting the results of the
wedding so far as business was concerned. We are also
wondering whether Tom kissed the bride — and how? But
we will pass on the glad tidings when they make their
appearance.
Ever since Thos. J. Kane joined the Club we have been
posted on his numerous activities and in most cases a story
about something he hate successfully executed brought
quite a bit of comment from other members, which is exactly as it should be. But don't think that Tom has no
sense of humor. Just to prove it we must call attention to
an unavoidable happening when we sent out the first few
hundred membership certificates. Out of this great shipment, there were but three that were wrongly addressed,
due to rushing the packing boys, and when Tom's package
arrived, well — let him tell it to you in his own way:
Dear Mr. Lewis :
CERTIFICATE RECEIVED— BUT HOW!
WAS THE GLASS BROKEN— YOU TELL 'EM !
WAS IT MY CERTIFICATE?
IT WAS NOT! ! !
IT WAS MADE OUT TO RAY C. HICKMAN (and
addressed to me)
KINDLY ADVISE, AS WE ARE SIMPLY BREATHLESS.
Sincerely,
THOS.

J. KANE

Now Tom, we are advising you, not only through the
mail but through the Club column and this story.

CLtC

A thousand apologies and you can bet we will see that
you get your own certificate, and how — ? ? In perfect condition and ready to fulfill your desire to hang in your office.

'DESER T SONG' A T SEQUOIA FOR 3 DA YS
the wonderful photographic

the gorgeous costumes in the
DESERT SONG are NOT unrivalled!

-ffect»uein antheinspiration.
"Desert Song"

Take Photographs
Get a Camera Today ^
YOURSELF

We have a speech

iRfiaoobCitu California

to make!

Enlarging

KODAK WORK
Hart

Schaffncr & Mirx
Sum •! SIS.OO

Developing - - Printing
Bear Photo Service

M^USSgvJ^D|llG CO. 1

er's
Gardin
The

They Wear

SANDALS

!■ cotning SONG"
to
"DESERT
Redwood City!

DEAUVILLE
SANDALS

We hAve be«n
estkbliihed in
Redwood City for

25 years
The Concrete Form of Beauty
That Endures

r J(Kk hut %mii

is Best Expressed in Jewels
In Sittings of Precious Metals

Hull Bros., Inc.

Reinhard & Co.

Shoe Store

Gardiner's
Really, we can't blame Tom for feeling upset about it.
So would you if you received one of those fine certificates
and then found that you had to ship it back. But we promise it won't happen again.
So long Tom, and don't forget those details about the
stage wedding.
If you are able to get a
look-in
through your local
Warren Irvin Uses
radio broadcasting station
A Radio Broadcast
then this one might interest,
put it away for
To Stimulate B. O. otherwise,
future reference.
^^^^^^^^■^^^~^^^"^^~ Manager Warren
Irvin of
the Carolina Theatre in Charlotte, N. C, had an act known
as Bailey & Barnum on his bill and he had them broadcast
from his local station during the hour when almost everyone
in the town were listening in. Their act is something like
the "Two Black Crows" and therefore very amusing, so he
had them do their stuff and at the same time plug the theatre
and the current picture at the Carolina.
Many managers would do well to see how they can work
out something in the way of a tie-up with local broadcasting
station, as this angle offers many useful possibilities.
Broadcasting of the organ at certain hours, announcement
of the theatre's attractions, etc., are all ways and means of
bringing your theatre to the public's attention and that is
what we are constantly on the job for. It would cost nothing more than the energy to looking into this angle if you
are not using it already.
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FRANK C. FORESMAN manages
the Alexander Theatre, in Electric Mills,
Miss. The next thing 'Frank should do
to warm himself up to the other memsome "dope"
about
himselfbers, is to
and send
his us
theatre.
But enclose
your own photo at the same time. Do
this right away, will you Foresman?
Thanks a lot.

WILL
EVER

Proposed by Samuel Cohen:
DENNY BERKERY manages the
69th Street Theatre, also in Philly, but
that is just about the extent of what we
know
now facts
it's up
him toabout
send Denny.
us some Soreal
aboutto
himself and his past activities in the
show business. Can we expect it by return mail, Denny?
And also your own
*
*
*
photo.

MAKE--

JOIN NOW!!
the

Blank

APPLICATION FOR
MEIVIBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND
729

CLUB"York

TABLE
Seventh
Ave., New

I hereby apply
the Club.

NEWEST

CHARLES
M. WELSTEAD
is the
managing
director
of
Hunley's
Theatre
located out in Hollywood, California. Of
course we won't hold that against him,
but he should tell us how he is exploiting in pictures he is running out there in
the Film Capitol. That's what we are
always on the lookout for. And some
more information about himself would
also give us the opportunity of telling
more about him.

SMARTEST

Here's

KOLND TACLe

for

membership

City
in

Name
Theatre
Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

ISADORE WIERNICK is the manager of the Strand Theatre in Philadelphia, Pa. With his 1,700-seat house running the best in pictures we see no
reason at all why he cannot pass on
some valuable tips to his brother members on how he exploits these shows.
Perhaps he will favor us with an early
letter. We shall see.
SAM WARONKER is the manager of
the Iris Theatre in Philadelphia and increases the membership in that city to
still another active Round Tabler. Looks
like we will soon have everyone in Philly
'cept Phil Wolfsohn, but we have not
dispaired of even Phil. But listen, Sam,
how about your photo and a little letter
telling us something about yourself?
Atta boy.
Shoot it right along.
ROBERT KESSLER is the managing
director of the Allegheny Theatre in
Philly and from this new member we
would certainly like to be able to pass on
some valuable tips to our other members.
Mr. Kessler should be competent to tell
us many important things about big theatre management which we could afford to
listen to attentively. However, we will
sit tight and see what develops in the
line of activity from him.
* * *
MARTY ANNISMAN, manager of
the Glenside Theatre, in Glenside, Pa., a
theatre of some one thousand seats.
Marty ought
to follow
SamClubCohen's
example
and display
some real
spirit
by sending us his own photo and some
information about his past and present
activities. Such a story would make him
better known to the other members.
What do you say, Annisman? Surely
you
can anyway.
find time for that little request.
Thanks

Picture

N ezvs

CLIJC

MEMBERS!
Proposed
by Tony Sudekum:
J. P. MASTERS, manager of the
Princess Theatre, a thousand-seater located in Bowling Green, Kentucky. Mr.
Masters should be able to pass on some
valuable tips to his brother members on
how he exploits the pictures and shows
down there. His own photo wobld give
us a chance to see what he looks like.
How about it, J. P.?
* * *
H. A. LAWRENCE is the directing
head of the Capitol Theatre in Paris (not
France), Tenn., but just knowing so little
about him will never do. Mr. Lawrence,
why not drop us a few lines and give us
a little "dope" about yourself and your
past activities. We are all anxious to
know
better
and that's
best And
way
we canyoufeel
acquainted
withtheyou.
your own photo would look fine on the
Club pages.
What say?
W. E. HARMON manages the Capitol
Theatre in Dyersberg, Term., and now
that we are getting so many new members from that state, we would certainly
like to know what they are doing down
there to sell the picture to the public.
Come through, W. E., and tell us some
of the things we want to know. And a
little about yourself, too. Don't put this
off too long or we'll be pestering you
again.
Thanks in advance.
* * *
A. L. COX makes the third Capitol
manager in a row. But this Capitol is
located in Union City, Tenn., so we are
wondering which one of all the Capitol
managers will make the most active new
members. Come on, fellows, and get
into the swim with the rest of us. Shoot
us a letter, some of your programs,
newspaper ads, etc.
* * *
Proposed by T. J. McSpadden:
TOM FEARER manages the Peerless
Theatre, in Kewanee, 111. But with so
little to tell about him we are at a loss
on how to properly introduce him to the
hundreds of other Round Tablers. Be a
good sport, Tom, and drop me a few
lines telling about your past and present
experience in this showgame of ours.
And don't forget to include your photo
with the letter. * * ♦
JOE ROSS, managing director of the
Empress Theatre, in Canton, 111., should
make an ideal active member for the
Club. His theatre is right on the top
with all the new productions and putting
the pictures over as he is doing should
mean that his suggestions are worth paying attention to. What we would like
from Joe are some newspaper ads, programs and his own photo. Then we will
tell you more about him.

New Members Are
Urged To Send Their
Photos To The Club

J ul-y
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Baltimore
Residential
House Reopens
New Preston, residential
THE
house, Baltimore, managed by
G. McDonald, which was recentl\
closed for sound installation and
improvements, reopened to the
public July 22, with the DeForest
Equipment. McDonald has been in
the movie business for many years.
Upton S. Brummel, one time
manager of the Century, Baltimore,
and now manager of the Salisbury,
Md., branch of Montgomery Ward
and Company, was in Baltimore
recently on vacation.
William M. Whitehurst, former
general manager of the New Theatre, when it was controlled by
the Whitehursts, has just been released from a Baltimore hospital
•where he underwent a major operation.
After being closed for some time
during which alterations costing
about $48,000 were made, the
Richmond Theatre, Alexandria.
Va., was reopened July 15, to the
public. This house has a seating
capacity of 800 persons and that
and the Ingomar, also of that city,
are controlled by a company of
which G. Harmon Reed, is president. Sidney Lust, Washington.
D. C., theatre and exchange man,
supervises both houses.
A wrist watch was presented to
George Dembow recently by the
office staffs of the exchanges of
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington and Charlotte of Metro,
over which he has control.
A new theatre is to be built at
Laurel, Md., by Sidney Lust of
Washington, D. C, and others associated with him. The seating capacity will be 750.
Two hundred additional seats
have been installed in a balcony
which has been erected in the S-C
Home Theatre, Washington, D. C.
reopened to the public July 20.
Gustav Klemm, motion picture
critic of the Baltimore F.vcninq
Sun and his wife are now on vacation. Mr. Klemm, also a musician and composer, has just had a
new number entitled "Little Moon."
Junior McGeehan, Loew publicist
in Baltimore, has left on a vacation.
Vernon Nolte, manager of the
Boulevard Theatre, residential
house, Baltimore, is now on vacation.
The Brodie, residential house of
south Baltimore, operated by Joseph Brodie, is having RCA Photophone system installed.
Western Electric equipment being installed at Pacey's Garden,
South Baltimore, operated by Walter Pacev, will be completed soon.
The Waverly, residential house
in northeast Baltimore operated by
Peter Oletzky and son, is now
closed for alterations and improvements.
A. Ullman, manager of Ullman's
Opera House, Salisbury, Md., is
preparing to have an advertising
curtain placed on the stage and to
have drapes hung about the theatre.

Hess Leaves Marks Bros. For Post With
RKO; W. H. Adler His Assistant
HESS, for the past
JACQ
twoUES
years director of publicity
sing for Marks ,Bros."
and
adverti
Granada
and Marbro
theatres Chicago, has resigned from that position to accept one with RKO. On
Alonday, July 29, he will be established at the Radio Keith Orpheum executive offices in the
State Lake building to take over
his new duties.
In the past, there have been two
publicity and advertising departmerits functioning, one handling
the Chicago Radio Keith Orpheum
circuit, and the other, the Western
Vaudeville Managers Association.
These two have now been consolidated and will be under the
supervision of Hess.
Previous to
h i s engagement with
Marks Bros..
Hess was director of publicity and advertising for
t h e Lubliner
and T r i n z

Jacques

ers Lasky
William
associated

chain, w'as alsonerwith
Bros.,Warand
for m a n \
Hess
V e a r s , with
Famous PlayCorporation.
H. Adler, who has been
with Hess as his assistant at the
Marks Bros.
theatres for
the past year,
and previous
to that had
h a n d 1 e d the
publicity and
idvertising for
the Lubliner
and T r i n z
chain in Chicago, will go
with him to

Wm. H. Adler
Gibson Studios

the new position as his assistant. Hess
states that there will be no changes
in the personnel of the Radio
Keith Orpheum and Western
Vaudeville Managers Association
department, the present personnel
being retained.
Nat Wolf, for the past six years
identified with the Orpheum circuit as film buyer for the entire
organization has resigned to establish the Illinois Film Booking
Corp. which he now heads. The
new concern will handle film buying and booking in the states of
Illinois, Indiana and Iowa, devoting itself to the interests of the
independent exhibitor. The newbooking corporation has leased a
suite in the Standard Oil Building.
Negotiations are now pending
whereby the Wolf organization
will shortly take over the buying
for a large group of city and
down state theatres.
Joseph Hopp, supervisor of play

dates for Universal and nationally known among exhibitors, left
Chicago last week on a visit to
Universal exchanges in the Atlantic and Mississippi states.
Harold Kaplan, manager of the
Plaisance Theatre, Chicago, was
held up by two armed bandits as
he was in the act of closing his
house for the evening. The thugs
escaped
the day's receipts
amountingwith
to $350.
John Koletis, who operates the
American Theatre at Rock Island,
111., has taken over the Majestic
Theatre in the same city which
he will operate as a combination
house.
Eddie Roscan, country salesman
for RKO is confined to his home
as a result of injuries sustained
in an automobile accident last
week.
Harry Neal, formerly with
Paramount and recently with
Vitaphone in Dallas, Texas, has
been transferred to Chicago to take
charge of short subjects and score
sales for Warner Brothers.
Murray K. Ross, has joined the
real estate firm of McMenemy &
Martin, Inc., to specialize in the
leasing of shops and theatres.
Ross was formerly connected with
Paramount - Famous - Lasky and
Fox.
L. V. Kuttnauer has taken over
distribution of the Gennett Synchronizer system made by the
Starr Piano Co. of Richmond, Ind.,
for four states in the middle west.
The company has opened offices at
910 S. Michigan Avenue.
H. C. Young, in charge of the
Chicago division of National
Screen Service left this week for
a vacation which will include a
visit to the home office of the
company and a call on many
friends in New York.
Henri Ellman, head of the Tiffany-Stahl branch in Chicago returned this week from a visit to
New York.
The Easterly Theatre on Lincoln Avenue is now under the
management of Julius Hirschberg
who also operates a theatre at
Lyons, 111.
Harvey Day, former Chicagoan.
now head of Kinograms, visited old
friends in the Windy City when
he stopped here last week enroute
to Minneapolis.
Melvin Murphy, who for a number of years acted as manager
around Chicago in such theatres as
Marks Bros. Granada and the Varsity Theatre in Evanston, is now
associated with the construction
department of Publix and passed
through Chicago en route to
Omaha.
W'illiam Bruniberg, supervisor
of the World Wide exchange announces the appointment of Paul
de Outa as manager of the World
Wide exchange in Milwaukee.
Mr. de Outa has been associated
{Continued on page 390)

Theatre Expansion In
Montreal, Quebec
FURTHER
expansion
is noted intheatre
Montreal,
Quebec, where Confederation Amusements, Limited, is completing the
Outremont Theatre. This house,
which seats 1,500 people, will open
August IS. A new theatre is under way on St. Catherine Street
East, the owners being Lazanis
Bros. This house will cost $178,000. It has a frontage of 78 feet
and a depth of 200 feet.
The Capitol Theatre at Moose
Jaw, Sask., has re-opened as a
talking film house under the continued management of E. P. Fields.
The re-opening was featured by
an address by Mayor James Pascoe.
Three attempts were made to
burn the moving picture theatre
at Beamsville, Ontario, during a
performance on Saturday when
the house was filled with patrons.
After an investigation, Mrs. William Cosmos who conducts a hdtel
adjoining the theatre was arrested
on a charge of arson and was
lodged in the jail at St. Catharines. The Beamsville is a wooden
structure and firemen declared
that it would have been quickly deheadway.
stroyed had the flames gained
A new theatre costing $150,000
and seating 1,038 persons is being
constructed at Gait, Ontario, by
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
the plans having been prepared by
Murray Brown of Toronto. C. E.
A. Dowler is in charge of construction.
Victor McLaglen, motion picture star and former mining man
of Ontario, renewed acquaintances
at Toronto when he made a personal appearance at the Tivoli
Theatre.
The Lyceum Theatre, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, one of three local houses
operated by Canadian Universal, is
being wired with Western Electric
equipment.
Talking pictures have formally
invaded the newspaper field in
Canada. Will AIcLaughlin, veteran motion picture critic of the
Ottawa Journal, is conducting a
special column devoted to audible
picture matters under the heading
of "Echoes from the Sound StuAfter serving as assistant to the
director of the Canadian Government Motion Picture Studio at
Ottawa for 10 years, Douglas G.
Keith has been appointed Publicity Agent for Canada at London,
England.
A serious accident occurred at
the dios."
Majestic Theatre, Halifax, N.
S., during constructionanl operations when a heavy beam fell from
the roof, carrying a oortion of the
structure with it. Six workmen
were buried in the debris and received extensive injuries which
necessitated their removal to the
hospital. The Majestic, an old theatre, is to be entirely demolished.
Sound installations at United
Amusement houses, Montreal, are
alread}' under wav.
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In Atlanta
Changes
Personnel Of Publix

ganization, with headquarters at
Jacksonville, Fla.; Adolph Gortatowsky of Albany, prominent South
Georgia exhibitor ; Edgar Boyd, of
the Majestic Theatre at Adel, Ga. ;
D. E. Ponder of the Rainbow Theatre at Opelika, Ala. ; Ernest Ingram, who operates the Ingram
Theatre at Ashland, Ala.; J. B.
Polhill, Jr., of the Shadowland
Theatre at Louisville, Ga.
John W. Mangham, Jr., head of
Columbia's Atlanta branch, returned Tuesday from Hollywood,
where he attended the Columbia
sales convention.
Fred M. Jack, Atlanta branch
manager for First National, left
the first part of the week for a
ten day trip through Florida.
E. J. Sparks, well known Florida theatre operator, visited Atlanta this week and conferred with
Sparks AtEd Brown,
lanta office. head of
James Cooper has succeeded B.
F. Byrd, resigned, as poster clerk
and assistant
lanta branch. booker in RKO's At-

''PHROUGH a re-alignment in
i the Atlanta district of Publix Theatres Corporation, Wm. K.
Jenkins, who several months ago
became district manager, has been
transferred from the operating department to the real estate department of which Theo. C. Young is
the head; Emmett R. Rogers, formerly district manager in Tennessee, but more recently head of the
southeastern production department, succeeds Mr. Jenkins; and
C. B. Stiff, who came to this territory some time ago as personal
representative for Division Manager L. E. Schneider, has been
transferred to Salt Lake City,
which falls into the division to
which Mr. Schneider recently was
transferred.
Mr. Jenkins is estalbishing his
district real estatae office in the
Howard Theatre Building where
the various departments of the
Publix district organization mainE. S. Haynes, of the Central
tain headquarters.
Park Theatre at Birmingham, Ala.,
taken
has
already
was a visitor to Atlanta Film Row.
Mr. Rogers
Louis Rosenbaum, of Muscle
over the group of theatres forJenkins.
Mr.
by
Shoals Amusement Co., Florence,
merly supervised
Mr. Stiff left Atlanta early this
Ala., paid a visit to Atlanta.
week for his new assignment in
of RKO's
head Rome,
Salt Lake City.
Peavey,visited
C. L. branch,
Ga.
Atlanta
Messrs. DeWeiss and Katz, of
The Atlanta Joint Board of Arbitration had approximately 80
the Tivoli Theatre at Montgomery,
cases on the calendar at its meetAla., visited Film Row during the
ing last Tuesday, but only disposed
week.
of seven, due to the fact that considerable time was taken up with
the introduction of evidence and
arguments presented by both sides
in each case. It is expected that,
as a consequence, the next meeting
eAmusKy.,
ue le,
Avensvil
Co., Loui
Four
mentth
THE
of the board will consume several
which operates a chain of theatres,
days.
Hank D. Hearn, well known in
is to open a 2000-seat house at
Hamilton, Ohio. The theatre,
film circles throughout the Southwhich is expected to be built and
east, joined the sales force of the
ready for opening in ten months,
Atlanta branch of First National
will, it is understood, represent an
this week, being assigned to the
investment of about $750,000.
Tennessee and North Georgia terScreen offerings will include sound
ritory by Branch Manager Fred M.
Jack. Mr. Hearn left Monday for
pictures.
An interesting account of the
Nashville, Tenn.
theatrical career of Robert Wayne,
John J. Friedl, newly appointed
a former resident manager of the
southeastern division manager for
Strand Amusement Company's inPublix, is now in Atlanta completterests in Owensboro, Ky., aping his first tour of inspection of
the various Publix houses in this
peared in a recent issue of the
division. He already has been
Daily News of Washington, D. C.
Mr. Wayne has a role in Menthrough Florida, Georgia, and Alabama, and now is in Tennessee.
jou's latest picture.
The Hollywood Theatre at
From there he will cover North
Maysville, Ky., owned and manand South Carolina before returnaged by Hubbard and Peebles, has
ing to his New York headquarters.
undergone extensive alterations and
Mr. Friedl took over the southeastern division succeeding L. E.
improvements, with seating capaSchneider who was transferred to
city increased to 400. Rest rooms
for men and women have been
another division.
added.
Visitors to the Atlanta, Ga., Film
The Leeds Theatre at WinchesRow last week included the following :
ter, Ky., which has inaugurated a
sound
policy, is using Western
J. J. Powell, of the Star TheaElectric equipment.
tre at Toccoa, Ga. ; Nat M. Williams, of Thomasville, Ga. ; Walter
Paul Saunders, of the Alhambra Theatre at Campbellsville, Ky.,
J. Brackin, who operates the Calvisited Louisville this week.
lahan Theatre at Bainbridge, Ga. ;
Sara Goldberg, biller for Big
O. C. Lam, head of Rome EnFeature Rights Corp., Louisville, is
terprises, Rome, Ga. ; Roy E. Marspending her vacation in Cleveland,
tin of Columbus, Ga., head of the
Martin chain of theatres; Love B.
Ohio.
George Duncan, of the Lyric
Harrell, secretary-treasurer of the
rs
assoc. and of the
Ga. exhibito
Theatre at Carlisle, Ky., accomLyric and Orphcum theatres at
panied bv his wife, spent last Mondav in Lexington.
Waycross, Ga. ; Charles Oswald,
booker for Publix at Jacksonville,
The new theatre now under construction atHartselle, Ala., is rapFla. ; S. H. Thomas, of the Booth
Enterprises at Knoxville, Tenn. ;
idly nearing comnletion and Manager Ray N. Howell has purthe ;Strand
of Ala.
William atGn'iffin,
Frank
Cullman,
Theatre
chased talking equipment, soundon-disc, from Jack Marshall,
of
Rogers, of the E. J. Sparks or-

Southern
Regional
Film Trade News

the North Birmingham Theatre,
who is marketing his own invention. The Hartselle house, which
will seat 500, will be of fireproof
brick and cement and will be outfitted with the most up-to-date
equipment. It is understood that
Mr. Howell has not yet determined
whether he will continue to operate the present Scenic Theatre or
will close and dismantle it after
the new house is opened.
Robert J. O'Donnell, general
manager of Inter-State Amusements, Dallas, Tex., visited Birmingham the past week and conferred with Managers Vernon
Reaver of the Ritz and George
Steele of the Trianon.
Willard C. Patterson, district
manager for Publix, visited Birmingham and conferred with Charles
G. Branham, city manager for
Publix, and C. D. Haug, manager
of the Strand.
Frank V. Merritt, general manager of the Marvin Wise Circuit,
who has been attending Johns Hopkins hospital in Baltimore for the
past two
turn next weeks,
week. is expected to reBert Hollowell, popular orchestra leader and manager of the Empire, who was taken to Hillcrest
Sanitarium the past week to be
operated on for mastoid trouble,
is
tion.reported to be in serious condiSidney Dannenberg, former manager of the Alabama Theatre,
Birmingham, and now city manager for Publix in Toledo, Ohio,
lost his mother a few days ago.
Among film representatives in
Birmingham, Ala., the past week
were A. R. McRae of RKO. O. K.
Bourgeois of Pathe, Alex Callen,
sound representative,
F. N.

Picture

N c zvs

News Of Trade From
Okla. City Row
CHARLES
H. BARRON
erect a large
new theatrewillat
Pratt, Kan., in the near future.
I. W. Rogers will erect a new
theatre at Cairo, 111., to cost about
$150,000, and will be wired for
talking pictures.
Phil H. Pierce, Photophone distributor, has returned to Dallas
from a general swing through
largetralportions
of south and cenTexas.
The M.P.T.O. of Texas have
completed their move into newly
fitted quarters directly on film row
at Dallas, Texas.
A. Russell, DeForest representative at Dallas, made a flying trip
through west Texas last week, reporting much new business.
Ernest P. Herber, manager of
the Herber Bros. & Wolf, is ir»
St. Paul's Sanitarium, Dallas,
Texas, following operation for appendicitis, but is reported as doing
very well and hopes for full recovery soon.
The new $88,000 State Theatre
at Garden City, Kansas, has opened with vaudeville and all-talking pictures.
Gardenof CityAmusement
Co.The
is owner
the
house.
Maurice Block, father of T. D.
Block, owner of the Dixie Theatre
at Odessa. Mo., died July 1, of
acute indegestion.
Lucy Sickman, owner of the
Auditorium Theatre at Montrose,
Mo., passed away June 28th.
W. E. Callawav, southern district manager of Pathe. at Dallas.
Tex., recently returned from the
P^the sales convention.

Your public knows
the difference in projection
Patrons never talk about "distortion," "aberration" or "flatness of
field." But they are quick to notice "eye-strain." "blurriness" or
"clearer pictures." And even the feature film can't hold their enthusiastic patronage unless projection is of the finest type.
To obtain absolute assurance of best projection results, leading
theatre operators now unhesitatingly recommend Cinephor lenses.
For definition, flatness of field, illumination, sharp focus and contrast between black and white — Cinephors have proved their superiority in many comparative tests before experts in projection.
A note from you will bring full information about Cinephor lenses.
Bausch & Lomb will gladly cooperate in solving your own projection problems. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Bausch & Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for Motion Pictures

J Illy
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Sound
Installations
In Des Moines Area
ELECTRIC announce the following installations of sound equipment made in
Iowa territory, Ames, Ames ; Rialto, Boone ; Rialto, Burlington ;
the Riviera and Strand, Waterloo ;
Capitol and Princess, Sioux City ;
Palace, Muscatine; Capitol, Newton ;Casino, Marshalltown ; Palace,
Mason City ; Englert, Iowa City ;
Strand, Fort Madison; Rialto,
Fort Dodge; Majestic, Dubuque;
Capitol and Strand, Des Moines ;
Rialto, Clinton ; Broadway, Council Bluffs ; Capitol and Strand, Cedar Rapids; Rialto, Clinton.
Mr. Stanley, who is reopening
the Grand, Perry, as soon as he
completes the extensive changes
which will make it the largest
house there, is also owner, of the
Foxy, Perry. Last week Mr. Stanley bought from the Des Moines
Theatre Supply Co., equipment and
furnishings, including drapes, carpets, scenery, stage equipment, and
seats that will give the theatre a
capacity of between 600 and 650
seats.
W. E. Banford, manager for
M-G-M returned from the exchange managers' convention in
Chicago and from there went to
the national convention at Kansas
City. He was accompanied to the
convention by D. G. West, booker,
and salesmen Lou Levi, D. C. Kennedy, L. L. Wells.
Frank Wewurke of the theatre
at Cresco, Iowa, purchased a generator and two Simplex machines.
Laurel, Iowa, is to have an outdoor show this summer. A rebuilt
machine was bought by the Commercial Club there, reports Manager Thiele of the Des Moines
Theatre Supply Co.
RKO entertained a number of
callers last week including A. B.
Pettit of the Iowa at Winterset,
Mrs. Fair of the Elite at Lorenz
and Howard L. Hultz of the Princess at Glidden.
Two rebuilt Mazda units were
bought by Claire Mosher of the
Orpheum at Rockford.
The City Auditorium at Ced.ir
Rapids is to have a motion picture
show after a lapse of some time.
The theatre will start operation
soon, reports Frank Whitney who
was in Des Moines to purchase
Cinephor lenses to add to booth
equ'pment.
H. G. Simpson of the Garden at
Sigorney and the Strand at McGregor was a visitor at the office
of Fox last week.
William C. Finter who was married on June 29 to Miss Faye Moss
at Grace Methodist church in Des
Moines, is one of the veteran film
salesmen in this territory. He has
been with First National since the
beginning.
F. A. Worrell who has had the
management of the Strand, Casino
and Odeon, Marshalltown, for the
Universal chain has resigned this
work to devote his time to raising
livestock. He has been at the Marshalltown houses for the past eighteen months.
John Waller opened up the
new Strand Theatre at Leon,
lovva on June 28. This theatre,
which was completed after several
months
of hard work, was built
WESTERN

UNIFORMS

on the site of the old theatre. The
interior work and decorating was
rushed through in short order.
Several apartments are built over
the front of the theatre. The building site is 44 by 132 feet. Two
small store rooms occupy the space
on each side of the theatre entrance
and a wide lobby leads to the theatre interior. The house seats 450
in the main auditorium and 150 in
the balcony. A combined heating
and ventilating system has been
installed.
Mr. Waller, who is in partnership with Mr. Michael at the Leon
house, has five theatres which he
operates with his partners. He is
interested in the State and Strand
at Jefferson, the Lyric at Seymour,
the Strand at Leon and the Lyric
at Osceola.
All exhibitors are asked to put
aside July 22 and July 23 for the
golf tournament and picnic. The
exhibitor's meeting will be at the
Hotel Savery in the evening and
tjie picnic at Riverview Park. The
golf tournament is to be held at
Grand View Park.
Two rebuilt machines were sold
last week to Charles Peterson for
his house at Hampton, known as
the Windsor.
Tom Arthur of the Cecil Theatre at Mason City bought a new
film cabinet last week.
The Strand Theatre at Cedar
Rapids, owned by C. D. Hoon, was
equipped with a rebuilt machine
recently.
Strong rectifiers were added in
the way of new equipment by A. J.
Debolt of Cedar Rapids.
A Blizzard fan was purchased
by Mr. Biggs of the Adair Theatre at Adair.
Manager Thiele of the DesMoines Theatre Supply Co., reports the sale of a rebuilt head for
the Lake View Theatre at Lake
View, Iowa, owned by Wilcox and
Miller.

New Warner Exchange
Planned For Cleveland
exBrothe
r will
Warne
ANEW
change building
bersadded
to the film group now rising in the
Payne Ave. district, Cleveland, according to building reports. Property near East 21st St. has been
acquired by the company.
Isadore Lidman, former manager
of Loew's Hillside Theatre, New
York, has been named manager of
Loew's Allen Theatre, Cleveland.
He succeeds W. E. Burton who
resigned to join the M-G-M organization in New
York.
John R. Cox of the Oliver M.
P. Supply Co., has gone to Denver to attend the Rocky Mountain
M. P. convention where he will
demonstrate the Oliver Reproducer
and the Superior projector.
Frank Porozynski has purchased
a Mellaphone sound on disc sound
reproducer for his New Victory
Theatre. Cleveland. J. Stein has
also bought a Mellaphone device
for the Penn Square, Euclid Ave.,
and East 55th St.
J. L. Damm will continue to operate the Opera House, Ashland,
O., for the next five years. In
competitive bids for the lease,
Damm won the house, having offered the highest bid for the pro-

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

perty. The new lease becomes effective April 1, 1930 at which time,
according to the terms of the lease,
extensive alterations will be made,
making the theatre thoroughly
modern. At this time, too, its
name will be changed.
The Windameer Theatre, Cleveland, which has been playing sound
policy for the past two months, has
reverted to the silent policy for
the rest of the summer.
Ted Pekras' new house in Picqua will be completed the middle
of August.
Michael Sanders, 18, was fined
|25 and costs by Municipal Judge
Burt W. Griffitli last Thursday for
throwing a stench bomb in the
Yale Theatre, belonging to Theodore Vermes.
Nate Schultz of Ivanhoe Film
Co., and Fred Schram, formerly
of Security Pictures Co., have
formed the Disney Cartoons of
Ohio for state wide distribution of
the Disney Mickey the Mouse cartoons with offices in Qeveland
Film Bldg. They have also been
appointed sales representatives for
Cinephone.
Lee Chapman, former associate
of Fred Schram in Security Picturesafter
Co., has
to almost
Cleveland
an returned
absence of
a year. Chapman left for a trip
abroad.
Herbert Kaufman, manager of
the Columbia Cleveland exchange,
has returned from the Columbia
convention on the West Coast.
The Grand Theatre, Mas>ilon,
is closed for five weeks for complete overhauling, which will include installation of new equipment, installation of sound equipment and new decorations.
J. E. Flynn, M-G-M district
sales manager,
is at St. John's
Hospital,
Cleveland.
Keith's Palace has booked the
Disney cartoons first run in Cleveland. Keith's East 105th St. will
play the cartoons second run.
Vocaphone Talking Equipment
Corp., of St. Marys, O., has been
incorporated in Columbus with reported capitalization of $10,000,
device to be manufactured for use
in small theatres. Incorporators
are David Armstrong, D. Deitch
and L. Springer.
Mark Goldman, at one time active in the management of some of
the Cleveland Loew houses, and
a stockholder in Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., has recently returned
from wintering in Florida, and is
now with Equitable Life.

Rochester House Starts
Operation Of Ice Plant
THE Piccadilly,
Rochester Pubiixdowntown
house seating
2.259, has begun operation of its
new $50,000 refrigeration plant.
The Piccadilly is under management of Herbert Chatkin.
Members of the Rochester Motion Picture Studios, amateur organization, last week were guests
of the Eastman Theatre.
Manager Jerome Gustadt last
week closed the State in Waterloo,
N. Y., to install sound equipment.
The house will be the first in the .
village to offer sound and talking
films. New light fixtures also are
being installed.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRISDfTATKMi

O. House Runs Sunday
Shows Unmolested
KAYPEE,
Mt. Gilead,exchequer
Ohio, is
swelling box-office
with Sunday movies inaugurated
after submission by local ministers,
who concurred in arrangement after management proposed to convert house into combination skating rink and dance hall for Sunday amusement.
With his infant daughter asleep
in the automobile. Earl J. Winters, Secretary of Stage and Screen
Scribes, Cincinnati, parked the
car at the curb while he went
into a local hospital for a moment. During his absence car was
stolen. Several hours search led
to recovery with baby unharmed.
Elmer A. Shard, president Montgomery Amusement Co., and Pela
Theatre Co., Cincinnati, caused
arrest of two local youths on
charges
hurling causing
"stink abomCs"
in Monte ofTheatre,
nearnishings.
panic and damaging floor and furPalace, Hamilton, Ohio, is discontinuing vaudeville account of
opening soon with Vitaphone.
Rialto, Hamilton, is being wired
for talkies. Will begin featuring
Movietone within next fortnight.
Strand, Bellefontaine, Ohio, is
latest small house to install sound.
Doris Stecker, manager Forest,
Cincinnati neighborhood house, is
sojourning along the St. Lawrence River, and will spend part
of her vacation in other portions
of Canada.
Fraternal Order Eagles, St. Bernard, Ohio, adjacent to Cincinnati, will erect «;200,000 community theatre, on which work will
begin about November L
State of Ohio said to be negotiating for purchase of $6,000,000
American Insurance Union building. Columbus skyscraper, in which
Keith-AIbee Theatre is located
Manager Erk, May's Opera
House, Troy, Ohio, was host
to
several hundred wards of local
children's home.
Elniwood Place, Cincinnati suburb, will have new theatre for
winch Rendigs, Panzer and Martin have been retained as architects.

Pekin Theatre Co., has been incorporated inCincinnati bv Bert
M Cohen, with capital of $25,000
New house is
d for Steubenville. Ohio, reporte
on North Fifth
Street location.
The lobby and front of the Pantheon. Toledo, are being redecorated. A new sign will announce
future attractions. Regular shows
are
being
teratio
ns. conducted during the al-

Construction is to start immediately upon a 1.200-seat theatre
on the University of Michigan
campus at Ann Arbor, Mich on
the site of a theatre destroyed by
hre last winter. The theatre is to
be built by the W. S. Butterfiekl
1 heatres. Inc.
Another theatre recently equipped
for sound theatres is the Strand in
Bellefontaine, Ohio. Sound films
will soon be a reality at the Family
1 heatre, Cincinnati, a Libson house
All the other Libs
already been wired. on houses have
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED M A NAGER, small town or city.
Salary reasonable. Writes
copy. Box 575, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. C.
PRODUCTION M A N AGER, acts as master ceremony. Novelty Nites, Assistant, produces novelty numbei-s, writes material for deluxe picture theatre stage
shows. Box 580, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.
THEATRE MANAGER
experienced in managing
vaudeville and motion picture
theatres. Best character and
ability references. Formerly
an organist. Box 570, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.

News

Flashes
From
Frisco's Row

s
M-Gg-M'her
ract HIR
k, isL,sijendin
clerREL
contY
PEGG
vacation in Washington and Canada.
Chas. Kaufifman, the duck-hunting exhibitor of Colusa, was seen
along Frisco's Film Row recently.
Lawrence Killingsworth, proprietor of the Rialto Theatre, Willows, called on Film Row recently.
J. W. Lubkert, who is the new
proprietor of the Soledad Theatre
at Soledad, California, visited the
Row recently.
Phil Weinstein is in Los Angeles at present attending the annual Columbus convention.
Three Oakland youths were
charged July 4 with causing a near
panic in a motion picture theatre
by shooting off fireworks which
caused a small blaze.
Nadine Amos, secretary to G. C.
Parsons at the local M-G-M exchange, isvacationing at Carmel.
Fred Buick, former manager of
the Princess Theatre, is now in
charge of the Harding Theatre.
Moe (irubstack succeeds Buick at
the Princess.
Freddie Woldenberg is now connected with the Fox Film Excliange.
Bob Hazel is now managing the
L>ccum for Sol Lesser.
Ben Girous, manager of the
American Theatre, San Jose, w-as
seen along the Avenue last week.
Mel Hulling is back in the Frisco exchange after attending Warner Brothers' convention.
Everett Howell, manager of the
Monache Theatre, Portervillc, visited friends along Film Row last
week.

Chicago
Exhibitor
Film Row News
{Continued from page 387;
with Universal, Paramount and
Fox in the past, during which
time he spent three and one-half
Cuba as Uniyears in
versal Havana,
manager.
A packed house turned out for
the initial performance at the Regent Theatre on Sheridan Road
when that house inaugurated its
first talking picture program last
week.
Harry Corbett, assistant to
Coston cirJamescuit ofCoston
theatresofisthe
back from his

nounces that they have installed a
cashier at the Chicago office, and
efifective August 1, local accounts
will be received weekly instead
of monthly. The billing formerly
was done at New York.
All theatres in the Great States
Theatres circuit will be wired by
September 1st. Of the 45 theatres
in the circuit, thirty-one are already equipped to play sound and
talking pictures and with the completion iif the present wiring ])rogram the circuit will be 100 per
cent equipped for sound. The only
exceptions will be two of three
houses which have been dark for
the summer and which will not be
reopened. Several theatres which
have been temporarily closed during the hot months will get under
way again with sound programs in
September.

Marks Made TiffanyStahl K. C. Supervisor
T ERRY

Quality

PRIffTING MOTION

MARKS,

who has been

•J appointed Fifth District Supervisor for Tiffany-Stahl, will
make his headquarters at the Kanzation.sas City Branch of that organiReuben Jc sephson of Kansas
Citv has announced that he intends to build a new $100,000 theatre in Trenton, Mo.
The number of theatre in the
Glemi Dickinson Circuit has been
increased to twenty-four by the
addition of two houses of G. E.
Klock in Neodesha. Kas. The
houses will be redecorated and
equipped
with Western Electric,
sound devices.
The changing of the name of
the Bowersock Theatre, Lawrence,
Kas., to the Dickinson Theatre,
following the acquisition of that
theatre by Glenn W. Dickinson,
proved the foundation of a big
opening campaign last week which
packed the house. The campaign
was under the supervision of
Che.ster D. Bell, general manager
of the Dickinson Circuit.
Charles H. Barron of Pratt,
Kas., announced that construction
on his new theatre in that town
would begin within a few days.
The structure will be one of the
most outstanding theatres in Kansas, being of Spanish design patterned after theatres in California.
The new $88,000 State Theatre
at (iarden City, Kas., has opened
its doors to the public. The house,
owned by the Garden City Amusement Company, was built by the
Midwest Engineering and Construction Co., of Omaha, Neb.
A 1-storv building is to be built
at 1804 Wyandotte Street, Kansas
Citv, and leased to the Charles M.
Stebbins Picture Supply Co. C.
H. Badger is vice-president and
general manager.
Picnics were in vogue last week
for personnels of exchanges in
Kansas City. The first National
force retreated to Wildwood Lake,
while \\'innwood Lake was the
site selected by the M-G-M staff.
Half-day holidays were declared
on Monday and Wednesday, respectively.
Ed Rehrhorst former booker at
the Kansas City First National
branch, has been promoted to the
sales force, while Elmer Dillon,
former
shipper, has been promoted to booker.
Closed for the summer is the
Apollo, a suburban Kansas City
house.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES
N. Y.
DEVEIjO?ING
and
723 Seventh Ave.,

X c zc s

ting Sunday shows which was
passed by the City Council on July
1. The time for vetoing the ordinance has expired.
The Reed, Yemm & Hayes Circuit has had plans prepared for a
$250,000 motion picture house to
be erected in Mount Vernon and
it is now certain the project will
materialize as construction was
contingent on securing the privilege of Sunday shows.

vacation, properly tanned and looking fit as the proverbial fiddle.
Folks along the film row had a
hearty smile and a big hand for
Bill Pearl, whose activities in the
industry in these parts dates back
twenty years, when Pearl paid a
visit along the avenue. Pearl built
the Highland Park Theatre in
Highland Park, 111., and later the
BIDS were opened July 20 on
the Robinson Realty & InvestAlcyon on the north side.
Fred A. Bartow, who has had
ment Company's new theatre at
Robinson, 111., and contracts proba wide experience in newspaper
ably
will be let late this week.
and motion picture work has been
The
new
house will seat 850 perfor
manager
appointed publicity
sons and cost about §50,000.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in the ChiP. J. Krouse of Meridian, \Iiss.,
cago district.
has prepared plans for a new theIrving Thalberg, head of proatre to be erected in Newton, Miss.,
duction for M-G-M on the west
coast, was a visitor in Chicago this
by J. T. Thrash and William Mason. The building will be twoweek, stopping at the local exstory, 30 bv 70 feet and cost about
change on his way to New York.
Several Chicago theatres are inH. Fisher of the Fox Theatrical
$35,000.
stalling— or will soon begin inEnterprises has been appointed
stallation of sound equipment.
temporary general chairman of the
These are the Adelphia on the
Grand Improvement Assoc.
north side, owned by Louis SussSt. Louis Amusement A stock
man, the Studebaker on Michigan
dipped into a new low record on
Avenue and the Woods Theatre in
the St. Louis Stock Exchange durthe down town district.
ing the week ended on July 22
Josephine Halik is the name of
when it was held at $15 a share
the young lady with the smiling
bid. This is far below what the
voice who is now at the switchstock was quoted at during 1928
board and information window of
and 1927. Skouras A closed at
the Chicago office of the National
$31.50 bid and $40 asked. The
Screen Service.
high for this stock in recent months
John F. Kempton, office manager
was $51.25 a share.
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is back
The Missouri is now rolling its
from his vacation which he spent
own so far as stage shows go, as
at Dowagiac,
Michigan.
Publix Circuit B of which it forThe Avaloe Theatre in Diversey
merly was a part has been abandParkway, has installed sound
oned.
equipment which will be used two
With
the arrival of extremely
(lays each week. David Brockman
hot weather St. Louisians are
is manager of the house.
Miss Alma Walton, secretary of
keenly disappointed with the failure of the St. Louis Amusement
the film Board of Trade of MemCompany and other leading motion
phis, Tenn., was a visitor in Chipicture exhibitors to open their
cago on her way to New York.
open air theatres commonly known
.'\aron Saperstein, treasurer of
as airdomes or skydomes. The arthe exhibitors association and ownrival of the talking picture has
er of the Garfield Theatre left last
changed all that and the airdome
week with his family for a vacahas been thrown into the discard.
tion at Soiith Haven, Mich.
The Mount Vernon, 111., City
A new theatre which will seat
Council by a vote of 6 to 4 has
000 will open early in August at
Southport & Addison Streets. The
passed an ordinance legalizing Sunday motion picture shows. The
theatre was built by Jacob Lasker
and will be known as the Music
Mayor is expected to veto the
ordinance.
Box.
Gollos Bros, have taken over
The Sunday motion picture show
the Ellantee Theatre. In another
controversy which has divided
Mount Vernon, 111., for several
cJiange of management Essaness
weeks was terminated when the
theatres circuit has acquired the
Twentieth Century Theatre from
Legal Department for the city
. ruled that Mayor H. M. Swift had
Cooper Bros.
National
Screen
Service
annot vetoed the ordinance
permit-

Plan New
Playhouse
At Robinson, 111.
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COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART

f'roductions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
1 short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are com^ing.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming

Attractions"
Title

Star

AMKINO
Title
Aellta (Revolt of the Robots).
Flames of the Volga
In Old Siberia ^Katorga)
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
Moscow Today
,
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchanko
Two Days
Village of Sin. The

star
. Russian Cast
. Russian Cast
Russian Cast
.Special Cast
.Russian Cast
. Pictorial Film
. Russian Cast
■
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coming

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

Date
Length
23 ... . 2900 feet
30
7000 feet
20 .. . 6500 feet
19
7000 feet
9
6800 feet
11 . . . .5600 feet
13 — 7000 feet
10
1
6500 feet
18. . . .6500 feet

Reviewed

Attractions

Title
Arsenal
General Line, The . .

Star

Man With a Camera.
New Babylon

Russian Cast

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Her Way

8000 feet

FEATURES
Star

•tJBacheior Girl, The
Logan-Ooiiier-Todd
Behind Closed Doors
Vaiil-Glass
•tSDonovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holt-Revler
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
*t5Fail of Eve (A. T.)
Miller-Stanley-Prouty
•tJFather and Son
Hoit-Revler-McBan
(Silent Version)
•tSLone Woirs Daughter (D)
LyteU-Oimstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
•fTrlal Marriage
Kerry-Eliers
(Silent Version)
*t§Younger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Feb. 24. . . .6397 feet
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

11 . . . .7200
18 — 6800
2 — 5651
.6439
5. .6903
6.
.6339
18.
18. .6214
.5671
1.
10 . .. 6639
.6506
10.
4. .8217
4 . .7394

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet..
feet..
feet .
feet .
feet .
feet..
feet..
feet .

.Mar. 30
.April 6
June 228
.June
.Mar.

9

May 25
.Mar. 23

Coining Attraction*
Title

Star

.t}CradleofJazzThe(A.T.)

RaL

Data

Length

Reviewed

Belj«Bak«r

Title

Rel.

Date

*t§At a Talkie Studio (F)
Buddy Doyle
*t {Columbia-Victor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a month
*t§Failing Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergman-Manning
•tJGay Cabaiiero The (A. T.) (D.).. Frank Crumit
•{{Memories (D.)
Murphy-Morrison
n§My Wife (A. T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
•tiOld Man Trouble (D)
Jules Beidsoe
*t§Snappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
Nan Biackstone
♦tJTalking Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
•tjTaikIng Screen Snapshot
Novelty

Length

Reviewed

1 reel.
1 rael.
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel.

.June 8
.June 8
.June IS8
.June
.June

8

EDUCATIONAL
Title

• Mtam

Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
AI Alt
Adrlenne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher- Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Gene Stone
Billy Dale
Monty Collins
Collins-Dent
A I St. John
Collins-Dent
Davis-Dent
Wallace Lupino
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Our World Today
Billy Dale
Special Reel
AI Alt
Jerry Drew
Lupmo Lane
Collins-Dent

tynchxotdzei tcore.

Title

Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
May
July
Aug.
May
June
April
Jan.
July
May
Mar.
May
Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.

Length
6 . . .2 reels
.2 reels
17. . .2 reels
2. .
27. . .2 reels
.1 reel
17
24 . .2 reels
.1
reel
28..
21. . 1 reel
.
1
reel
24
. .1 reel
27. . .2 reels
18
.2 reels
3
7. . . 1 reel
.2 reels
24
13. . . 2 reels
28. . .2 reels
2 reels
16
10 . . 1 reel
19. . , .1 reel
28.. . .1 reel.
11.. 2 reels
26. . ..2reels
2 . .1 reel
21 . . . .2reels
6 . . 2 reels
21 . .2 reels
..2 reels
5. .
24 . .1 reel
5 . . . .1 reel
, .1 reel
13 . . 1 reel
14 . .2 reels
19
20 . , .2 reels
. 2 reels
24. .

f Meant toand effects.

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30

May 25

Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.
April
May
June
Mar
Mar.
April
April
Mar.
Feb.
May
Dec
May

.1
..11
.1

19 .
24. . .
20
21 .
30
10. ..
3 .
23...
4. . .
30. ..
17. ..
5. . .
24
7
13. . .
16
16. . .
13 . .
10
31 . . .

Rel. Date
Feb.
April
May
Jan.
Mar.
July
May
June
July
Jan.
June
Aug.
May
June
Dec
Aug.
June
June
Feb.
July
May
April
April
June

17 .
7
12
13
10...
14
19
2
7
13
9
18
6. . .
30
9
18
31 . . .
9
3
21...
26
14
21
23

Grlbbon-Clyde ....;..:: ::::;F-eb: r4:;
Mar. 17..
McKee-Coilln-Glass

Star
Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dov^Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalii-Mulhall
(Silent
Version)

Dancing Vienna
*t{Dlvlne Udy, The (D)

Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)

*t§Drag (D)
•t{Glri in the Glass Cage (D)

Bartheimess-A. Day
Young-Nye
(Silent
Version)
Sills-Mackalll

(D)

reel
reel
reel
reel

1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels
, 1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
reels
22 reels

Reviewed
May 25
Feb. 2
Feb. 202
April
Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17
June 15

Mar. 30

Mar. 38

May
June
Dec
Jan.

25
15
18
12

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 16
May 18
June 15

Feb.

2

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
22 reels
reels

April 27

May 11
June IS
July 6
Feb. 9

2 reels

2 reels

June 1

reels
22 reels

Dec

2 reels

1

2 reels
1 reel

21 reels
reel

Feb. 16

1 reel
2 reels
2 reels

June 15
May 18
May 11

2 reels
2 reels

Feb. 18
June 1

2 reels

FIRST NATIONAL

*t§Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall
♦tJCareers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
♦tChlidren of the RItz (D)

•t{Hls Captive Woman
Rel. Date

Star

Air Derby
Auntie's Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol, The
Contented Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
Fake Flappers
Fixer, The
Four Wheel Brakes
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Heiter Skelter
Her Big Ben
Her Gift Night
Honeymoonlacs
Hot Sports
Hot Times
Household Blues
Howling Hollywood
Husbands Must Play
Joy Land
Joy Tonic
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen..
Kitty Kitty
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match..
Lucky Breaks
Only Her Husband
0"ly Me
Parlor Pests

May
Feb.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
Aug.
June
Mar.
May
Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

FEATURES

SHORTS

Star

Length
.1 reel

SHORTS

Star

*t{Ask Dad (F & D)
E. E. Norton
•tjBees' Buzz, The (F & D)
Grlbbon-Clyde
*t§Big Palooka. The (F & D)
GrIbbon-McPhalll-HIII
*t {Bride's Relations. The (F 4 D). . Burke-Gribbon
♦tlBroadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*f§Buying a Gun (A. T.) (D & F)
Lupino Lane
*t§Cold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
•tjCrazy Nut. The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*t§Don't Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t{Eilgibie Mr. Bangs, The (F & D) . . E. E. Norton
*t§Girl Crazy (F & D>
Clyde-Bennett
♦t§HisBaby Daze (A. T.) (FA D).. Lloyd Hamilton
*t§His Big Minute (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Jazz Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
♦tjLion's Roar, The (F& D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§LookOutBeiow(A.T.)(F4D). .Raymond McKee
*t§Lover's Delight (F 4 D)
Arthur-Garon
*f§Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
♦tjOid Barn {F4 D)
Johnny Burke
*t§On the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Ride on a Runaway Train (D)
Special
*t}Right Bed. The (F 4 D)
E. E. Horton
♦tjShip Mates (F 4 D)
Lupino Une
't}Trusting Wives (F 4 D)
E. E. Horton

*t}Whlrls ^d Girls (F 4 D)
•tjapIBoomlBangKF&D)

;;;:;:.LyolMa^^^^^
Marine, Th6:;;:;;
mnytg
Light Fingers
Kelth-Revier
•tiRoad to Broadway, The

SOUND

Our World Today
Cliff Bowes
Hodge-Podge
Our World Today
Ai Alt
Cliff Bowes
A. St. John
Monty Collins
"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
Lupine Lane
Collins-Dent
Gene Stone
Ai Alt
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

ALL-TALKIE
Title

COLUMBIA
Title

Passing Show of Perak, The
Pep Up
Question Marks
Richest Street In the World
Rubbing If In
Served Hot
Smart Steppers
Social Prestige
Sole Support
Studio Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise Wimmln

Rel. Date

Length
Rel. Date

June 30. . .
April 7
.8435 feet..
.5944 feet.
June 2
Feb. 3
.6426 feet.
.6296 feet.
Mar.
3
Feb. 17
.5683 feet.
9914 feet..
Jan. 13
.8993 feet.
Mar.
April 31
14
.7642 feet.
July 21
June 22
7992 feet.
7692 feet
Feb.
April 37 ' '
6774 feet.
7466 feel.
April
May 218 "
6700 feet.
April 287
April
6109 feet.
Mar. 3
6431 feet.
.!Mar.
24
Feb. 24

*t5Hot Stuff (D)
*t{House of Horrors (D)

(SilentWhite
Version)
Alice
Todd-Haie-Fazenda
(Silent Version)

Lawless Legion
♦tLoveand the Devil

Ken Maynard
Sills-Corda
(Silent Version)

•t{Man and the Moment

Blilie
(SilentDove
Version)

July
Mar 177...

*t{Prisoners (D)

Corinne
Griffith
(Silent Version)

May 19.
May
5 . .

Reviewed

8067 feet.

.June 1
!April 13

.June 29
Jan.
April 199
Mar.
May 189
.Feb.'
Sept. ■228

.7800 feet.... June

1

Royal Rider, The
Ken Maynard
May
5
6727 feet
♦tSaturday's Children (D)
Corinne
Griffith
April
(Silent Vsrsion)
Mar. 14
10
.5405 feet
3
.5238
30
♦tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklin-Fazenda
Feb. 27
17... .7950 feet
feet!!. May "4
(Silent
Version)
Jan.
30
30
♦tSSmliing Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)....Moore.Hall
July 22
16
*t{Squail, The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
May
(Silent Version)
Mav 26
12
9629 feet... '.May is
25
2
6852 feet.' ...Jan. 12
♦tSynthetic Sin (D)
Colleen Moore
Jan.' 6
20
--., ..
*t{Twln Beds (A. T.) (D)
Muihali-Miiier
July 14 " '
(Silent
Version)
April
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)
Mackaili-Mulhaii
May 28
12 . . . 808i"feeV.'.'.'. jiiiie 29
11
(Silent Version)
April
7 . . .7978
7565 feet.'
feet '..''pebi ' '2
*t{Weary River (D)
Barthelmess-Compson
Feb. 10.
1
16
*tWhy Be Good (D)
Colleen Moore.
.....Mar. 17 J "
30
(Silent Version)
Coming
Attractions Mar. 3. . . .7692 feet. . '..Jan. ' 28
Title
13
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Star
13
.Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young.
16
♦tJCareless Age, The (A. T.) (D)
2
»t{Dark Streets (D)
Muihaii-Lee.
*t{Fast Life (D)
Fairbanks Jr.- Young-Morris. .
18
*t{Footllght and Fools
Moore-Hackett. . . .
16
*t§Great Divide. The (D)
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
25
♦t{Hard to Get (A. T.) (D)
Mackalil-Burns

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-fihn.

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Motion

392
Title
•tSUdy Who Dared, The
•tiLllles of the Held (D)
*tSLIttle Johnny Jones
*tilVlost Immoral Lady, A
•tSParis
•tSSally (A. T.)
Wells Fargo Express

Star

Rel Date

Length

Reviewed

Dove-Pldgeon-Todd.
Corlnne Griffith
Eddie Buzzeil
Leatrice Joy
Irene BordonI
Marilyn Miller
Ken Maynard

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title

Star

*t§Behlnd That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBlacl< Magic
•t§Black Watch, The
*tBlue Skies
•tCaptain Lash

Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLaglen-Loy
Twelvetrees-Albertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twelvetrees-Ea»on
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
Lowe-Moran
George O'Brien
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Morton
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
Cohen-Pennick
Burgess-Eliiott-Page
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
Page-Lane
Griffith-Day
Baxter-Lowe
O'Brlen-Moran
(Silent Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-VlncentI
Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)

•tChasIng Through Europe
Christina
•fExalted Flapper
•JFar Call, The
*tFour Devils
*t§Four Devils, The
•tJFox Follies, The (A. T.)
•tFugitlves
•fSGhost Talks, The (A. T.)
•tulrls Gone Wild
•tSHearts in Dixie (A. T.)
•tJin Old Arizona (A. T.)
♦tJoy Street
•tsMakIng the Grade
•tSMasked Emotions
•HNot Quite Decent
•tNew Year's Eve
♦tOne Woman Idea, The
•tPlastered In Paris
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tStrong Boy
•tISpeakeasy (A. T.)
•tTrenfs Last Case
•tjThru Different Eyes (A. T.)
•tTrue Heaven
•tjVallant. The (A. T.)
•tVelled Woman, The
•tWoman from Hell, The

Rel. Date
June
June
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April

Length

30. . . . 8300
2
26. . . .8487
17
8 — 6453
8. . . .5376
9
30 — 6955
26
28 — 5313
28. . . .5282

Reviewed

feet. . . July

6

feet. . . . May 25
feet —
feet

Feb.

9

feet —

April

8

feet
feet. . . . May
Oct.
feet — June
feet.. ..June
feet..
feet
feet.. ..Feb.
feet.. ..April
feet.. ..Mar.
feet..
feet.. ..Dec.
.Marfeet.. ..June
feet..

6500
May 25 ...8291
Jan. 27 ...5331
Jan. 27. ...6356
Feb. 24 ...8396
Mar. 24 ...5232
Mar. 10 ...6000
...6650
Mar. 10 ...8724
Jan. 20
April 7 ....7554
Feb. 17 ...5024
May 19
April 7 — 6 reels
May
4653 feet. .
. . May
Feb. 24. . , .5958 feet. . ..June
June 2 — 6111 feet..
June 2
6106 feet. .
Jan. 23
5641 feet. . ..Sept.
. .June
May 12 — 5511 feet. .
Feb. 10. . . .6072 feet. .
Feb. 10. .. .6053 feet. .
Mar. 3
5150 feet. .
April
5526 feet.
Mar. 24. . . 5775 feet. . . . Mar.
Mar. 31 . . . .6809 feet. . . .June
April 14. . . .4991 feet. . . April
Jan. 20
6531 feet
Feb.
Jan. 20. . . . 5563 feet
May 19 . . 6537 feet. . . .May
April 14
April 21 . . . .5442 feet
April 21 . . . .5489 feet. . . .May

25
13
221

Backwash
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding, The
•^{Frozen Justice
Girl Downstairs, The
•tJHurdy Gurdy
Joy Street
Lost In the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
Blvec, The
•tjThey Had to See Pari*

TlUe
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee. A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The MIsfilsslppI
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cntinn
magic aanos.
Maoic ofSands
North
the Battery.
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky. .
Vest Pocket Republics.

Star

23
27
9
292
8

Star
Star
Livingston-Herbert
Oay-Lubin

Thru the Breakers
'tiTlmes Square

METRO-GOLD
Title
*t§Allas Jimmy Valentine (D)
All at Sea
*t§Bridge of San LuJs Rey (D)

4
15

•tjBroadway Melody (A. T.) (D)
China Bound
•tDesert Nights (D)

29
1

Desert Rider
*tiDuke Steps Out (D)

6
23
8
20
18
18
25

•tFlyIng Fleet (D)
•tSGreat Power. The (A. T.)
*t§ldie Rich, The (A. T.) (D)
Loves of Casanova
♦tMan's Man, A
Morgan's Last Raid
Overland Telegraph
*t§Pagan (D)
Single Man, A
Sioux Blood
*t}Splte Marriage

Reviewed

•tTldeof Empire (D)
•t§Volce of the City (A. T.) (D)
,*.u,u^
n ., r ^
l^? '^n^*"*
IIJ^.^'J?
tWlId Orchids
(D)
•tWIld Orchids rO^
Title

SHORTS

Star

* Meant synchronized score.

Rfll. Date

Length
1 reel

Feb. 17

1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

June

1

Sept. 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . .Jan. 12

t Mean* tound effectt.

June 30
3 reels.
2 reels
2 reels.
1 reel
1 reel

June 30

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
3 reels,
2 reels

Review ttf

3 reels
1 reel

SepL

8

2 reels
1 reel
2 rests
1 r«e1

Sept. S

Length
Rel. Date
6420 feet.
Jan.
Mar. 31... 6000 feet.

Reviewed

WYN-MAYER

June 16

Star

Rel. Date

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Page-Love-KIn;
Dane-Arthur
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
Novarro-Page
Special Cast
Nagel-Love-Hyams
Ivan Mosjoukine
Halnes-Dunn
Tim McCoy
Tim McCoy
Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Cody-Prlngie
McCoy-Frazer
Busier Keaton
(Silent Version)
Del Rio-Forbes
(Silent Version)
Adoree-Duryea
Wlllard Mack
1?J^"' ,f ?'°"i
Chaney-Velez-Taylor
Garbo-Asther
Garho-Aslher

April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
April
April

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
7313 fee»
Jan. B
Brown Gold
Deals In Babies
Double Whoopee
SHORT SUBJECTS
Dying Jungle
star
Rel. Data
Length
Reviewed
Election Day
..Variety
Mar. 3. ...1 reel
_
. ,.- « ,.
Fast
Freight
Foundations of Gold
May 28.... 1 reel
.. Varied
Ga
Ga
Going
reel
1
21...
July
..Variety
Jungle Orphans.
July 7....1reel
..Variety
Ucquer and Pearls
June 23. .. .1 reel
..Variety
.Variety
June 9... 1 reel
hSf^'l^'Je'?,' Vi,
■•;
.Variety
Mar. 17 .. 1 reel
Lberty (Silent Version)
. Variety
Aug
4■
free!
Light of India The
.Variety
Oct 28
'■] reel
Little Mother
.Variety
Jan. 20
I reel
Loud Soup
.Variety
,....Jan.
8
'] regi
Manchu Love
.Variety
Mar. 31
I reel
Movie Night
.Variety
Feb. 17
1 reel!!!!!!!]!!!]!! Napoleon's Homeland
.Y^f.''
IT"?'
'f
'""'.'
no
>n R,.H»in
Noises (Silent Version)
Noisy
reel
1
12
Mav
Varied
.Varilty
Feb. 3
Off to Buffalo
Variety
Aug. 19. . 1 rggi
oriental
OutlandishMotoring
Manners
reel!!!!!!!.!!!!!!
!l
.1
reel.
Variety
April 13..
Pair of Tights
Variety
April 28. . .1 reel.

*^|Across the Seas
Royal Hawallans
•tiAt the Ball Game
Joe Cook
•tSBath Between
Clark-McCuliough
•tSBelle of Samoa ,The (A.T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
•IjBeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
*t(Brldge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•ttCorpus Christie
Raquel Melier
•tsDIpiomats, The
Clark-McCullough
•ti Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•♦{Everybody Loves My Girt
Winnie Lightner
•tJFamiiy Picnic
Raymond McKee
•tf Forget-Me-Note (F)
•tsFriendship (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
•tJFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•KGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
•tjGhosts
Mutt& Jefl Cartoon
•tSGoIng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
»tJHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F).
•{{In Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•ttlnterview. The
Clark-McCuliough.
•tJKnife. The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwill
•tlKnlghls Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•ts'Ladres' Man
Chic Sales
•tiMediclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCullough
t}Mllier & Farreil (F)
3 Songs
tJMInd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
♦{{Music Fiends. The (A. T.) (F).... Clark & McCullough
•tsNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matieson
•tiNlghlle Knights
Clark-McCuliough

Length

1 reel

FEATURES
Title

•tTrall of '98 (D)
Length

Date

GOTHAM

♦tSBellamy Trial, The (D)

Farrell-Duncan
Lowe-Danlta-McUglon
Astor-Bard
Ulrlc-Frazer
O'Brien-Moran
George Jessel
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
Special Cast
Farrell-Duncan
Nagel-Coliyer
Farrell-Duncan
Will Rogers

MOVIETONE
Title

Rel. Date

Rel.

News

FEATURES

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title

Title
Star
tSOId Tunes for New (F)
Dr. SIgniund Spaeth
•tSOn the Beach at Atlantic City (F) .Friedland & Revue
•tjPagliacci— Prologue (F)
Richard Boneiil
tjRoyai Hawaiian Singers (F)
Song Program
•tJSchubert's Serenade (F)
•tSSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tSSound Your A (F)
'tSSouth Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawallans
•ttStewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•tSThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
*t}Treasurer'8 Report
Robert Benchley
♦tiWaitzIng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦tjWater Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
*t{ White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
tJWhy Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

Picture

Ufa OddlHes
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities.
Laurel-Hardy.
Ufa Oddities. .
"Our Gang". .
,,.
"Our „j....Gang". .
Ufa Oddities
Kennedy-pavldson
Wa0dd\t\6s
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddlti^
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwin
"Our Gang"
Chariey Chase
Sojln
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
rh^riou
rh.c
Chariey Chase
Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars

Persian Boozehounds
Wedding. A
Secret

Ufa Oddities

That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
Unklssed Man, The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?

Laurel-Hardy
Chariey Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars

Wiggle Your Ears (Silent )Verslon. . ."Our Gang"
Witch Doctor
Ufa Oddities

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
April
m
May
Feb.

Length
Reviewed
26... .7803 feet... Nov. 24
28. . . 7142 feel
9. .. 5345 feet
7980 feet ...May 25
30
30
Feb. 23
.8268 feet
Feb. 2
2
2
7524 feet
.9372 feet ...Feb. 18
1 .6
reels
April 20
18.
9 ..7177 feet.
9
Jan. 19
11
16. . . .6236 fee*. . . .April 20
16 . . 6201 feet
19. . . .9044 feet. . . .Feb. 18
20
15 . . .7351 feet. . . .June 22
16. .. .6179teet
25
6683 feet
June 8
4815
5
5264 feet
2.
.7 reels
Feb. 2
27.
.6596 feet
12.
4811 feet
20.
.7047 feet
8.
6500 feet
Feb.
Feb. 28
5. . . .8799 feet
5. .
feet Mar. 24 '28
23.. .6552
.8799 feet
April 13
13
Mar. 23
4.. .6500 feet.
23. . .9235 feet

Length
. 1 reel
Mar. 16. . . 1 reel
Mar. 2. .2 reels
April 20.
. 1 reel
July
6. . 1 reel
.2reel8
Aug. 3
.1 reel
Feb.
2 .
May 18.
.2reels
Jan. 12 .
.2reels
.1 reel
May 4.. .2reels
May 11..
Jan.
5.. . 1 reel
Mar. 30.. . 2 reels
. 1 reel
May 25
.2 reels
*>"" SI
. 2 reels
i'^:,^
April 6. .2reels
June 1. .2 reels
ReL Date

Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
r.h
Feb.

16
12.
11.
9..
5.
16...

23 . .
13. .
25. .
22..
27..
19 .
2. .
30. .

June IS

.2 reels

.2
reels
. 1 reel

June i

.2reels

.2 reels
. 1 reel
June
8. . . . 1 reel
July 20...
Feb. 2... . 2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
.'April
13. ... . ..2reels
Feb. 16.
Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

April e
Reviewed

reels
. .2
. 2 reels
.
.1 reel

June 1

July

6

, .2reels

. 1 reel
. 2 reels
. .2 reels
.
.2reels
April 6..
May 25. . . .1 reel

Coming Feature Attraction*
Star
Title
.Greta Qaibo
'tlAnna Christie
*tSBIshop Murder Case, The (A. T.).
♦t {College Days (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery.
♦tJCottonand Silk
Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorraine-Gray
tSDynamite (A. T.)
Bickford-Wood.
*t jEva the Rfth (A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
•tJFIve O'clock Girl, The (A. T.).. . .Davles-Arthur-Klng.
♦tJGob, The (A. T.)
Haines-Page
*tiGreen Ghost. The
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
•t}Hallelu)ah
Colored Cast.
He Learned About Women
Halnes-Page-Percy
*|§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(A. T.)
Special Cast
Jungle
Joan Crawford
♦tSLast of Mrs. Cheney (A.T.)
Norma Shearer
(Silent Version)

§ Means voice (Inclnding dialogne and mctdenlal iongs).
D Means disc. F Means soonJ-on-ZUm.

Rel. Date

Length

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

Junel29
June_1

J uly

27 ,

Length

19 29

Title

Title
Star

Rel. Date

•tJMadame X (A. T.)
♦tSMarianne (A. T.)

Ruth Chalterton
Davles-Shaw
(Silent Version)
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The
Hughes-Daly
•tJNIze 8aby
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
•t}Our Modern Maidens
Crawford-Page-La Rocque
•tlRedemplion
Gllbert-Nagel-Adoree
•t§Revue of Revues (A. T.)
King-Love-Haines-Crawford
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Single Standard, The
Single Standard, The
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
(Silent Version)
•t§Thunder
Chaney-Haver
•tjTrader Horn
Harry Carey
•tJTrial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)
(0)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•tVlkIng, The
Starke-Crisp
♦tSWonder of Women, The
Stone-Wood

Length

Reviewed

8806 feet . . . .April 2o

•t§Doctor'8 Secret, The (A. T.)

May 25

•tSDummy, The (A. T.) (F)

Mar.

2

*t§Fashfons in Love (A. T.)

May

4

Star
. Edeson-Chatter Ion
(No Silent Version)
Bennett-Chatterlon
(F). (No Silent Version)
IVIeniou-Compton
(Silent Version)

Rel. Dale
.S832feet.
Jan. 26. ..
Mar.

9...

393
Reviewed
..Feb. 9

63S4 feet.... Mar.

S

.6325 feet
July
6
June 29. ..
June 29. . . .6024 feet
May 18
.7167 feet
May
4. . .
„
Mar.
Mar. 23
23.. .. .. .5850 feet. . . April 20

■*t5Gentlemen of the Press (A.T. (F).. Walter Huston
(Silent Version)
Colbert-Robinson
Colbert-Robinson
(Silent Version)
•tHomecomIng, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
Feb. 16. ...8104 feet. .. .Nov. 24
*t§lnnocents of Paris. The (A.T.) (F). Maurice Chevalier
May 25
April 20
•tjlnterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
Jan.
5
7487 feet
Oct 27
(Silent Version)
Jan.
5... .6643feet
•tJLetter, The (A.T.) (D)
Jeanne £agel8
April 13 — 5886 feet — Mar. IS
10 reels
April 13
(Silent Version)
8508 feet
Nov. 17
•tLoooIng the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Mar. 16
6676 feet
Feb. 23
»t}Man Must Fight, A
Rogers-Brian-Arthur
June 29
(No Silent Version)
SOUND SHORTS
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklin
Feb. 2
5506 feet
Jan. 28
star
Rel. Date
I onnfh
RbvIouimI
•t§Nlght Club (A. T. (D)
Brice-Rooney
Feb. 23. . . .3389 feet
niie
LBngrn
nevieweu
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
Dix-Kane-Hall
April 20. . . .7256 feet. . . .April 27
Al Wohlman (D)
3 Songs
April 6 . •o38 feet
'tSRalnbow Man The (A. T.). ..Eddie Dowlinq
Sono-Art Prod
•
At the Club (D )
8 Victor Artists
May 18.. »7teet
'tRedskln (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
Feb. 23... 7643 feet.... Feb. 2
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23. ...7402 feet. ...Dec
1
Bernard & Henry (D)
3 Songs
April 13.. 685feet
Bernardo De Pace (D)
3 Mandolin Solos
Jan. 18. . ' f«el
*t§River of Romance, The
Arlen-Brian
May 25. . . .7 reels
April 27
(No Silent Version)
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Mandolin Solos
May
4. . 690 feet
*t§Berth Marks (A. T.)
Uurel-Hardy
2 reels
•tJShopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan. 12
7373 feet
Jan.
8
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12. . . .7112 feet
•StBig Squawk. The (A. T.)
Chariey Chase
2 reels
.June 8.
Bob Nelson (F)
3 Songs
Mar. 16 ... .1 reel
stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln.
Bob
Nelson
(D)
.May
4
~SSongs
June 29
824feet
- ■
-*t§Studio
Murder
Mystery
The
.6500 feet.
*t§Boxing Gloves (A. T.). .
"Our Gang"
2 reels
(A. T.) (F)
Eldridge-Oland-Conklin
June 1 . . .6070 feet.
(Silent Version)
June 1 . . .5862 feet.
Dbg Act
April 20 ... 897 feet
Cari Emmy's Pets (D). . . .
.June 15
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Charles King
(T. color). . . 2 reels
April 13
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklln
Feb. 9.. .8571 feet.
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Jan. 12 — 2 reels
*t}Thunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancroft-Wray-Arien
June 22. . 7311 feet.
Copy
Roscoe Karns
2 reels
April 13
(Silent Version)
June 22. .
.June 29
Crafg Campbell (D)
3 Songs
June 1 ... .641 feet
•tSTong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nighte)
.5193 feet.
*t|Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . . Dix-Ralston-Heggle
June 15. . .5305 feet.
■t§Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels
.1
reel.
Ducide Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Feb. 23
(Silent Version)
•.
June 15. .
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
June 29.
808 feet
•t}Wheel of Life. The (A. T.) (F).. . . Dix-Ralston-Heggle
.June 22^
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayers iF)
2 Songs
M«r. 23. .1 reel
•tJWIld
Party,
The
(A.
T.)
(F)
Clara
Bow
April
6. . . .7167 feet. . . . Mar. 30
.627 feet
(Sil ent Version)
6036 feet
EmJI Borneo (D)
3 Songs
June 22.
608 feet
Fuzzy Knight (D)
3 Songs
June 8
•tWIngs
Arien-Bow-Rogers
Jan.
S..
12267 feet
. 1 reel
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
Feb. 2
(Silent Version)
Jan.
S .12267 feel. Aug. 26 '27
'feel
n JWolf of Wall Street, The (A, T.)
George Dewey Washington (D)
SSongs
Mar. 23.
.6810 feet
1 reel
George Lyons iD)
3 Songs
Feb. 9.
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
Fel>. 9. .6396 feet
Dec.
681
feet
(Silent Version)
Feb. 9
Gllbert-Suiiivan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
June 22.
.6060 feet
Mar.
1 reel
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 2
•t
{Wolf
Song
(D)
Cooper-Velez
Mar.
30
.
.7021
feet
(Silent Version)
Mar. 30.
Gus Edwards internat'l Review (D).. All-star Cast
April 6 (T. Color) 1043 fL April 6
Gus Edwards Song Review (D)
Special Cast
Jan. 5 (T. color) 1 reel
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
May 2S
734 feet
April 13
SILENT SHORTS
Length
Reviewed
*t§Hay Fever (A. T.)
Chariey Chase
2 reels
Title
S ar
ReL Date
•tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
Mar. 9 — 2 reels
.2 reels. . .
»t§Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.)
Roach Stars
2 reels
June 29
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Mar. 2 . .1 reel
.793 feet
Auto Suggestion
Krazy Kat Cartoon
July
6. . .1 reel
Irving Aaronson's Commanders (D). . 3 Band Nos
June 1
.1 reel. .
Cow Belles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jan. 5.. .2Ireel....
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Feb. 9
reels
.888 feet
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Billy Oooley
Mar. 23...
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
May 11.
Jmtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
Feb. 18
. 2 reels
Flying Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Feb. 6.. .2rMls...
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 30
' 'e«'
-^
Footlight Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Feb. 19. . .1 reel
*t {Leaping Love (A. T.)
Chariey Chase
K
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon
June 22. . .1 reel
•tLlberty
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 26
2 reels
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May 11. . . 2 reels . . .
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Jan. 19 . .1 reel
•tJMadameQ (A. T.)
Jocelyn Lee
2 reels
Hospitalities
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jan. 19.. .1 reel
Man Higher Up, The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
May 11 . . . .1928 feet. . . April 13
Marion Harris (F)
2 Songs
Jan. 28 — 1 reel
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
June 8. . .2 reels. ..
.1 reel
His Angel Child (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Feb. 16. . .1
*t§Men 0' War (A. T.)
Uurel-Hardy
2 reels . . :
reel
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F).. .All-star Cast
Jan. 26 (T. color) 2 reels
Joint Affair, A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Mar. 16. . .l.'reel
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
April 27 (T. color) 2 reels
Ko-Ko's All Wet
Inkwell Cartoon
June 1 . .
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
Feb. 9. . .1 reel
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
Jaik 19
2 reels
•tMovIe Night
Charley Chase
May 11
2 reels
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon
Mar. 23. . .1 reel
•tNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
Feb. 9
2 reels
July 6
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon
May 18.. .1 reel
•tjOid Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
2 reels
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
Mar. 9. . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
April 27. . . .1898 feet
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
April 20. . .1 reel
•t {Popular People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
2 reels
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
Feb. 23.. .1 reel
•t§Railroading (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels
KoKo's Saxophonles..."
Inkwell Cartoon
April 6..
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 2
1 reel
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell Cartoon
May
4.. .1 reel
Revellers. The (D)
3 Songs
April 13. ...174 feet
April 13
Une Shark, The
,. Krazy Kat Cartoon
April 13.. .2 reels. ..
Robert Chlsholm (D)
3 Songs
May 25
766 feet
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
April 27. . .1 reel
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
Mar. 9. ... 1 reel
Apnl 13
No Eyes Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Jan. 12. . .1 reel
•tRuby Ups
CharleyChase
Jan. 19 .2 reels
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Inkwell Cartoon
Jan. 26.. 2 reels. ..
Sardines A La Carte (0)
Raymond Hitchcock
June 8. .1164 feet
Off the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Feb. 23.
2 reels
Ship Ahoy (0>
Spltalny Band Revue
April 20 .2042 feet.
*t50h. You Beautiful Doll (A. T.).. . .Song Cartoon
1 reel.
June 22
Papa Spank (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Feb. 2. .1 reel
•t{Smart Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels.
.1 reel
_2^reels, ,,
,
Petty Urceny
Inkwell Cartoon
May 25. .
•t{Small
TalkRoses
(A. T.)
"Our Edwards
Gang" Revue
Song of the
(D)
Gus
Feb. 2. .(T.color)
1 reel
Reduced Weights
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Feb. 2.. .2 reels
Spltalny and His Orchestra (0)
Band Nos. and Revue
Mar. 1 6 .
? '**»
;••;,■ i
Reckless Roslo (ChrlsMe)
Frances Lee
April 6 . .2 reels
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Mar. 30.
•] 'e*
*>"■
f
Rough Dried (Christie)
Billy Dooley
April 20.. .2 reels
Taking the Air (D)
BlltmoreTrio
June 15.
J,f««
'^P"' 8
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
April 13.. .1 reel
Z ree s
Sheepsklnned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Mar. 30. . . 2 reels
•mat's My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
Mar. 23
•tThIn Twins
Chariey Chase
April 13
■2reels
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Mar.30.. . .2 reels
June 29
TIta Ruflo (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
May 18.
.465 feel
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
May
4.. . 2 reels
. .1 reel
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Jan. 6.
1/**'
■
Tight
Places
(Christie)
Frances
Lee
Mar.
9..
.2 reels
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
May
4.
2" '?*'
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon
April 7. .
*t}Unaccustomed As We Are (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy
May
4.
2 fee 8
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Mar. 16. . .1 reel
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Jan. 19.
• I 'eel
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Mar. 2. . .2reel8
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Mar. 9.
1 ""ee"
; V,- o
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Chri8tle).Bobby Vernon
Jan. 12. .
.833
feet•
April
B
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
April 27.
^"*'
VIncenlLopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
Feb. 16.
SOUND SHORTS
•t{Vodevllle (A. T.)
Uurel-Hardy
2 reels
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
•tWlggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"
April 6
2 reels
William O'Neal (D)
SSongs
Feb. 23.
\ 'eel
*t{Adam's Eve (A. T.)
2 reels
*tWrong Again
Uurel-Hardy
Feb. 23.
i-'ee" •
*t{After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
May 18. .. .2 reels
Yvette Rugel (D)
3 Songs
June 16.
"'2 feel
•t{Apartment Hunting (A. T.) (F). . . . Special Cast
Mar. 9
*t{Blrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
.2 reels
Feb.2.
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
Feb. 18
*t{Blshop'8 Candlesticks The (A. T.)
.1911 feet
(D)
Walt Silent
r Huston.
eb. 23
(No
Version)
FEATURES
.2 reels...
*t{Booklovers
(tentative)
(A.
T.)
Special
Cast
June
15
.1510feet.
Length
Reviewed
Title
Star
Rel. Date
*t{Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah
MInnevltch
Jan. 28.
(No Silent
Version)
..Nov.
17
5... 10471 feet.
*t{Able's Irish Rose (D)
Rogers-Carroll
Jan.
.1 reel
Mar. }
(Silent Version)
Jan. S... 101 87 feet
Jan. 12
•t§Blue Songs (D)
Ruth Silent
EttingVersion)
Jan. 6
(No
.6492 feet ...May 11
*tBebrayal, The
Jannlngs-Ralxton-Cooper
May 11
.IK
reels
Mar.
16
(Silent Version)
May 11 . . . 661 4 feet...
*t§Carnlval Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
Feb. 23,
...Dec.
8
*t§Chinatown
Song Cartoon
1 reel
•tBehInd the German Lines (D)
Special Cast
Jan. 12. .8254 feet..
t§Croening Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
Mar. 16. ...1
. 1 reel
•tjCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
(F)
Powell-Brooks
Feb. 16. .7171 feet . ..Mar. 23
*tDaisy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
June 1. .2 reels
June 1
(Silent Version)
Feb. 16. .5943 feet..
*t{Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
May
4. .2 reels
*t{Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F). . Special Cast
June 22.
•t{Carnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
Mar. 2. .6290 feet.. !..Mar. 2
Ireel
Feb. 2
(Silent Version)
Mar. 2. .71 56 feet..
*t§False Alarm Fire Co., The (F). . . .Smith-Dale
Mar. 9.
.Jan! 19
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hall
Jan. 19.
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Uuise Fazenda
2 reels
.7229 feet..
*t§Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
2 reels
♦t {Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
t{Favorite Meiosies (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
Mar. 16. ... 1 reel
.7081 feet.
•t{Chlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
Mar. 23.
(Silent Version)
Mar. 23.
*t§Florlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F)... Special Cast
June IS.... 1 reel
.7145feBi .
.6500 feet.
♦t{Framing
of the
Shrew
The
•tSCIose Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April 13.
Mar. 161
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
April 27. . . .2 reels
Mar.
.June
.8613 feet.
*t{Cocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. . .May 23
*t§Geod Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
Ireel
*1§DanQerous Woman. A (A. T.) (F).Baclanova-Brook
May 18
Mar. 23
•t{Dlvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F). . . MacLean-Prevost
July 8
*t{Her Husband's Woman (A. T.).. .Wilson-Ford
•tSHole In
•tSHole
In the
the WalKA.
Wall (A. T.)
T.) (D)
(D)

PARAMOUNT

* Meant tynckromzei tcore.

f Meant toand effectt.

§ Meant voice (inclading dialogae and incidental tongt).
D Meant dite. F Meant loand-on-Ubn.

A. T. otter title meant All Talkie.

Motion
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star

Title

Length

Rel. Date

•tJHIghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
•t§Hint to Brides. A (A. T.)
•t§Hls College Chums (A. T. (F) . . . . Eddie Peabody
*t§Hit or Miss i,A. T.I
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
•tJHumorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*tilf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*tilnsplration
Schubert's Songs
♦t§lnstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•tjit Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. .James Barton
*t§Jed'8 Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
•tiJusl One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•tjKlsses (A. T.) (F)
Soeclal Cast
♦tJKnlghts In Venice (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Meet the Missue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*tsMelancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t§Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
*t§Moonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•tMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•tS Music Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*t§Oft In the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•tJPost Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
•t§Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tSRuth Ettlng
Songs
•tjSchubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tSSchubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
*tiSchubert'8 Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
*tiSchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSidewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t§Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
•t§Smiles
Song Cartoon
•tiThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•tiTraffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t§Two Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
•t§Two Little Chinese Maids (F). . . .Chang-Kuma
•tSVItai Subjetcs (A.T.) (F)
Butterworth
•t{What is it? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Giyn
*tiWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t§Wives on Strike (A. T.)
*tYankee Doodle Boy, A (0)
Song Cartoon
*tYe Oide Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•tiZlegfeld MIdnite Frolic (A. T.) (F) . Eddfe Cantor

.2
6. . .2
.1
April 13. . .2
.2
May 25. . .1
April 13..
April

reels. ..
reels
reel
reels. ..
reels
reel

Reviewed
..Feb.

2

.June

1

May 11..

. 1 reel . . .
.1 reel...
20. . .1 reel...
25.. .2ree8..
13. . , .615 feet.
26..
.2 reels. .
Feb. 9. . . 1 reel . . .
Mar. 23. .
Mar. 30. ., .2 teals.

April
May
April
Jan.

2. . .2
.2
.2
April 20. .
July
6. . . 1
Feb.

reels.
reels.
reels.
reel . .

Mar. 18
.Feb.

2

Mar. 16. . , .2 reels.
Mar. 23. . .2 reels.
June
April
Mar.
Feb.
April
Mar.
May
Feb.
June
Feb.
Jan.

8.., .2 reels.
6. . .2 reels.
2 . . .hi reel.
.2 reels.
23 . . .
. 1 reel .
.1 reel.
27. . . .1 reel.
30. . . .1 reel.
18. .. .1 reel.
23 . . .
.1 reel. ..
29. ..
reel...
2. . . .1
.2 reels..
. 1 reel . .
5. . . 805 feet

.1 reel. .
.2 reels.
June 1. ..
reel..
Feb. 9. . . .1
.1 reel..
June 8... .1 reel..
Feb. 16. . .
May 11 . . . .2 reels.
.1 reel..
Mar. 2...
May
4... .1 reel. .
May
4 . . . 2 reels.

.May 11
Mar. 23
.Mar.

9

Mar. 2

.Feb. 23

.rtto.

.Mar.

2

0

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rei. Date

•tiBackstage Blues (A. T.)
'tiCocoanuts (A. T.)
*t§Dance of Ufe, The (A. T.)
*tSDangerou8 Curves (A. T.)
*t§Darkened Rooms (A. T.)
•tJFour Feathers, The

Moran & Mack
4 Marx Bro«.-Eaton-Shaw
Carroii-Skeiiy
Bow-Arien
Brent-Powell
Arien-Wray-Powell-Brook
(Silent Version)
•tJGay Lady, The
Gertrude Lawrence
♦tSGIorifying the American Giri
Eaton-Heaiey
♦tJGreene Murder Case The (A. T.). . Powell-Eldridge-Arthur
♦t{Hungarian Rhapsody, The
Pario-Fritsch-Dagover
♦tjiiiuslon (A. T.)
Rogers-Carroii-Coiiyer
♦tilnsidious Dr. FuManchu (A.T.)... Warner Oland
•t§Jealousy (A.T.)
Jeanne Eagels
•t§Lady Lies, The
Huston-Colbert
*t{Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
Oland-Arthur
•tSPointed Heels (A. T.)
Powell-Ralston-Kane
•tSoul of France, The
Special Cast
*t§Virginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
♦tlWeicome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
•tfWoman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
•ttYouth (A. T.)
HershoK-Wray

PARTHENON

Length

Reviewed
.June 29

.7472 feel
.7472 feet.... April 20

.7 reels

June 16

.May 26

PICTURES

• tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Star
Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So Jin-Girard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

ReL Date

Length
Reviewed
6 reels
. 6 reels
""'"'"

.6 reels

May 25. . .6 reels

June 15

PATHE
FEATURES
Title
Forty-Five Calibre War. . .
•tSGeraldine (F)
•tJGodless Giri, The (F) .
Hawk of the Hills
•t{Leatherneck, The (F & D)
•t}Mother's Boy (D & F)
*tNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
•tSNoisy Neighbors
•tSOffice Scandal (F).
•tJSai of Singapore (F)
Ship Comes in, A
•tJShady Udy, The (F)
Sin Town
*t{Square Shoulders (F)
•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

Star
.Coleman-Loff
.Qulllan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
. Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)
Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schlldkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

* Meant tynchronized tcore.

Clunked
Johnny
Cold
Steelon the Corner
"Aesop Burke
Fables"
Cop's Bride, The
"Aesop Fables"
Cycle of Erosion .The
Educational Film
Dogging It
Sportllght
Don't Get Jealous
Bevan-Dent
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
"Aesop Fables"
Fish and Feathers
Sportllght
Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Dent
Footwork
Sportllght
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Film
GIris Will Be Boys
Sportllght
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. ..Educational Film
in His Cups
"Aesop Fables"
Kidnapped
"Aesop Fables"
Knowing the Ropes
Rice Sportllght
Lad and His Lamp, A
"Aesop Fables"
Ladles Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Land o' Cotton
"Aesop Fables"
Little Game Hunter, The
"Aesop Fables"
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Eliers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Mild or Mighty
Sportllght
Night Watchman's Mistake, The
Johnny Burke
No Children
Haines-Coombs
No Vacation
Haines-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportllght
Polo Match, The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Haines-Coombs
Queen Bee, The
"Aesop Fables"..
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Shore Lines and Shore DevelopmenL . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportllght
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Tomato Omelette
KHaines-Combs
Under Dog, The
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Haines-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportllght
Watch My Smoke
Haines-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportllght

Rel.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Date
17. . .
20. . .
20...
31 . . .
31 . . ,
17. . .
24. . ,
24 .

May 12. .
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Length
.4790
.5959
.5587
.9328
.9019
.4840
.6985
.6898
,7423

Reviewed
feet. ..Feb. 16
9
feet. ..Mar.
feet.
feet. ..Sept i
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
April
May 131
feet

Feb. 9
.6015 feet.
12. . .
27 . . . .5998 feet.
27, . . „,,;','!>''„','
3...
43... cc, , /®,
BKii i.i.
4 .. .6349
feet
20
.6902
fflBi . .June 23
6?49 feet
20.. .5808 feet. ..Mar. 30
.6132 feet. ..Nov. 17
20.. .4554 feet.
.6438 feet.
31
31 . .5477 feet.
April 238
.7099 feet.
Feb.
31 .
31. ..6134teet

f Mean* tonnd effect*.

Title

Rel.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.

■ntie

SHORTS

Coming Attractions
Star

Jan.
June
June
Feb.
May
Mar.
Mar.
June
Jan.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
Mar.
June
Jan.
April
April

reels!. '!!.'!AprlVi3
.Ireel
Feb. 2
20. . . !2
.Ireel
June 1
2... .2
reels
June 1
2. . .
.Ireel
Feb. 9
17... .10 episodes
12. . . .2 reels
24. . . .Ireel
3. . .
June 1
9... .1 reel
reel
Jan. 19
20... .1
.Ireel
July 6
7
.1 reel
Jan. 28
3. . . .2 reels
17. . .
May 11
5. . . .2 reels
Mar.
31 . . . .1
.2 reel
reels
July 306
30... .2 reels
27. . .
April 20
21 . . . .1 reel
reels
Mar. 30
7... .2
.1 reel
April 8

.'...' .Jan.
July

Star

F)
George Billings
*tModern Rhythm
Sportllght
*t}Pathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
*t5Pathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t§Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMalre-Slmon
♦tJPressing His Suit (D 4 F)
Topical Trips
•tPresto Changes (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tSkating Hounds (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦{Stage Struck (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*f§Topical Nips (A.T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Pips (A.T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
Three Acts
Sportllght
*t§What a Day (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Simon-Mallory
♦tJWood Choppers (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.

Date . .2 reels
Length
Reviewed
13. . . .1 reel
..2reel8
15 .
10. . . .1 reel
3 . .1 reel
May 11
19 ..1 reel
24. . ..Ireel
April 13
. .1 reel
Mar. 18
17
Mar. 30
31 ..1 reel
. .1 reel
27 .2 reels
Feb. 18
24 . ..2 reels
3 ..2 reels
9
reels
Feb. 2
10. . .2
. .1 reel
3. . ..2 reels
July
8
..2 reels
Jan. 8
..Ireel
July 6
6 .
7..
. . 1 reel
Mar. 30
. .1 reel
20. . . .1 reel
17. . ..2 reels
May 11
2
3. . ..10 episodes
. .1 reel
May 18
26.. ..1 reel
May 18
28. .
.1 reel
May
4
28. . .
reels
Mar. 18
17... .2
.1 reel
June 22
.1 reel
20. . .
.Ireel
Feb. 8
17. . . .1
reel
10 . . .
.1 reel
Fab. 16
24. . .
24. . . .1 reel
3...
..Ireel
July 6
30
. .1 reel
June IS
9 .. .1 reel
Jan. 17
.2 reels
reel
Mar. 23
10... ..1
3...
reel
Jan. S
8... .1
.1 reel
May
4
6... .2 reels
Mar. 30
31 . . . .1 reel
8...
3 . . . .Ireel
.2 reels
April 27
23... .2 reels
10. ..
13. . . .2 reels

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Mar.

♦t}At the Dentist's (A. T.) (D 4 F). . . LeMalre-Slmon
*t§Biack Narcissus
"Buck & Bubbles"
•tClownIng the Game (D 4 F)
Sportllght
*t§Concenlration
"Aesop Fables"
*tConditloning
Sportllght
♦tJCrystal Champion
Sportllght
*t§Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
♦tJDancing Around (A. T.) (D & F). . LeMalre-Phlliips
•fDlnner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tFaithful Pup (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Fowl Play
"Buck & Bubbles"
♦tSGarden of Eatin' (A. T.) (D 4 F) .The Gleasons
*t5Go Easy, Doctor (A. T.) (D 4 F).. LeMalre-Slmon
•tSHard Boiled Hampton (AL T.). . . .Harry Holman
•tJHer New Chauffeur (A.T.)(D4F). . SImon-Teasdale
*t§Jail
Breakers
*t§Uncoln
(Special reel) (A. T.) (D 4 "Aesop Fables"

Title

News

SUBJECTS

Star
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlioht
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent

SOUND

FEATURES
Title

SHORT
Title
All Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soil
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways
Break of Day, The
Button My Back
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught in a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shave, A

Picture

Jan.
Mar.
June
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
June

Jan. 13... .1 reel
Feb. 10... .Ireel
April 28. . . .1 reel
Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Mar. 24. . . .2 reels

Mar. 23

June

2. .. .1 reel
1 reel
June 9
1 reel
May
5. . . .1 reel
May 26. . . .1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

June
June
June
April
May
April

2 reels
2 reels
May 19. . . .2 reels
July 7
1 reel

May 11
June 8
July

8

Feb. 10.... 1 reel
June 30
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Feb.
July

2
8

June
April
June
June
June

2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
28. . . .1 reel
1 reel
2
1 reel
30
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
9
1 reel
2

Rel. Dale

Length

♦tSBIg News (A.T.)
Armstrong-Lombard
*t|Flying Fool, The (A.T.) (D 4 F)..Boyd-Prevost-Gleason
•f SHigh Voltage (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent Version)
*t}Lucky in Love (A. T.) (D 4 F). . . Downey-Uwford
*tsParis Bound
Harding-Fenton
*t{Sallor'8 Holiday (A. T.)
Alan Halo
Quillan Loff O'Neill
*t§Sophomore, The (A. T.)

Jan. 12
Feb. 2
May 11

1
15
1
27
25
13

June 1
May 11
April 27
June
July

June 15
June 1
Reviewed
June 22
May 28

Aug.

3

7 reels

July

RKO

FEATURES

Star
Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond

Lyon-Sleeper .
.Bob Steee

§ Meant voice (inclading dialogae and incidental longt).
D Meant ditc. F Means toand-on-fibn.

1
8

Length
Rei. Date
.Jan. 6.. .6361 feet.
April 7. .5081 feet.

A. T. after title meant AU Talkie.

Reviewed

6

395

1929

J Ulv

Title
8lg Diamond Robbery.
Come and Gel It
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal.
Hardbciled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Uftle Savage
Love In the Desert
One-Man Dog
awed.
Ou
Pals
of tl
the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
Trail of the Horse Thieves
Woman I Love
Vagabond Cub
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback, The

Star
.Tom Mix
.Bob Steele
.Tom Mix
Ranger
. Buzz Barton
O'Neil-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom
Mrx.
~
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
NIxon-Coiiler Jr
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Dane
T. Moore-Oweii

SHORT
Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman.
Big Hearted Toots. . .
Birds and Beasts. . ..
Casper'sMeal.
Night Out. .
Come
Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney, A
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's In Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•t§Odd Facts
Orients
Pace That Thrills. The
Pot Pourri

Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Helium-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Helium-Davis
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Curiosities

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
HIil-Duncan

Title

Date
Length
13. . 6114 feet.
3. . . .5264 feet.
18
6. . . .4899 feet.
31
3.
5940 feet.
21 .4783 feet.
2
10. . . .6245 feet.
19
4781 feet.
17
3
4481 feet.
21 . . . .6057 feet
7.
9. .4750 feet.
17.
13.
26. .'4823 feet.'
10 — 4717 feet.
13
20

«

Title
Star
Appassionata
Leon Malhot
At the South Pole
Special Cast
Battle of Mens, The
English Cast
Beautiful Blue Danube
Junkermann-Mara..
Behind the Altar
Wilheim DIetarle
Black Hiiis
Special Cast
Bondage
German Cast
Broken Barriers
H. Costeilo-Glass
Cleanup, The
Charles Deianey
code of the Air
Harlan-Marlowe
Constant Nymph
Ivor Novelio
Daughter of Israel. A
Special Cast
Daughter of Two Fathers
Japanese Cast
Devil Dogs
Holmes-Alt
Devil's Passion, The
Special Cast
Dream Melody. The
Roche-Shelby
Escaped from
Hell
Murlat Esterhazy
„v«p.™
,.^
..i.
.•■»..«....»»..
..^
Faces
Children.".'!
!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Cast""."*'.'.'.'.'.'
For the ofTerm
of His Natural
Life..'TrencTi
Special Cast

Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
Jan. 30. . .1 reel
June 25.. . 2 reels . . .
Feb. 3 . . .2 reels.
Feb. 13..
■■**'
Mar. 3. . . . 2J reels
June 11 . . . .2 reels
..2 reels
July 21 . .
April 24. . . . 1 reel
May 21. . . .2 reels
June 16
June 11. . .2 reels
May
7.. . . 1 reel
. .2 reels
May 26.. .2 reels
April 21. .
2 reels
Oct. 20
Aug. 14
2 reels
2 reels.
May 19.
...2 reels.
Aug. 7.
. . .2 reels.
May 12. . . . 2 reels .
Feb. 17.
reels.
Jan. 30. ...2
. . .2 reels.
July
7. ...2
reels.
June 4.
reel..
Apr. 14. ...2
.2 reels.
Mar. 17.
.2 reels.
June 9.
2 reels.
July
2..
reels
Mar. 24.. .2\ "'^^^
Feb. 27. . .1 reel.
June 4. . .1 reel.
.1 reel.
April 10. .
Mar. 13.. .1 reel.
June 16. . .2 reels
Jan. 17.. .1 reel
.2 reels
Jan. 27. .
Jan.
2. . . 1 reel,
July 14. . ,
Jan. 6. . • % '■^* '
April 28.. I "*'*
July
9. . ; '^* '
Feb. 24.. ^[**j|
.2 reels.
Mar. 31..
June 23 . . . 2 reels .

SHORTS
Rel. Date

Star

*t§Clown Topics (A. T.) (F)
•t jHeadwork (A. T.)
*t§Low Bridge iA. T.) (F)
*t§Mickey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.) . . Mickey Yule
*t§Paiooka Flying School (A. T.) (F)
''■t§Strange Interview. The (A.T.) (F) Sherwin-Knowles
•t§Traveier, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
*t§What Next (A. T.) (F)
•f JYour Own Home Town (A. T.) . . . Russ Brown

July

8

Length

2 reels

Reviewed

June 22

1 reel

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

„,r.„„„,„i„„„,„
•^Companionate
♦tiDamaged

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Star
Pnrrf...
n\i^c Borden
Olive
Betty Compson.

:::::;RodLaRocque.'.;::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;:::::
♦t§Framed
(A. T.)
4&tSUue.'The:::::
*t§Haif Marriage
Borden-Blaine
*t§High River
*t§Hit the Deck (A. T.)
*t§Hunted
♦tJJazz Heaven .... .. .'.'....'.'.'.'.'. '.[Biane-trevor ^'.'.'.'.'.'. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'...'..'...'.'......'...'.'.....'..' '■
■►tlLadies of the Past
Betty Compson
•tiLove Captive, The
Betty Compson
•t§Night Parade (A. T.)
'.'.'.'.'.'...'.'.'.'..'..'.
*t§Radio Revels (A. T.) . .
. .•
*t§Rio Rita (A.(A.T.)
' . . Danieis-Boles .................
*t§Sensation
T.)
Side Street
3 Moore Bros
*t§Street Girl, The
Betty Comoson
Mar. 30
•tJSyncopatlen (A. T.)
Downey-Warlngs Band
7626 feet.
*t§Tanned Legs
■^tlUpperworld (A. T.)
■'tlVagabond Lover, The (A. T.)
Rudy Vallee
'*t§Very Idea, The (A. T.)
Frank Craven
*t§Wiid Heart (A. T.)
Bebe Daniels

RAYART

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Anne Against the World
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain. The
Shanghai Rose
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

Star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Halior
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costello-Lease

* Means synchronized score,

Rel. Date
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
_..
Feb.
April
Jan.

16..
1. .
1 .
IS..
IS
.. .
15
1
16

f Means sound effects.

Length

Reviewed

5261 feet.
.6092 feet.
.5451 feet.
.6539
.5901 fee*.
feet.
..6242 feet

STATE
RIGHTS
FEATURES

Reviewed

SUBJECTS

Star
CDrloslUes
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities
Duncan-Hill
Al Csoke

SOUND

Rel.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

.June

8

Dist'r
Rel. Date
Franco Film. ..April 23..
Pole Pict. Corp
British New Era
. .Aywon
Aff. European
Big Three
Ufa
Excellent
Excellent
BIschoff Prod
Big 3
Aug. 1..
Bell PIct
ShockuchI
Crescent
Arfa
Excellent
Aff. ..„.„kv^,.
European
^,..

'Australasian
'Za'ko7o! ""!""'."!
Fortune's Fool
Emil Jannings
L T. Rogers
Golden Dawn
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
Hearts of Men
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Worldart PIct
Into the Night
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
Jade Casket, The
French Cast
Cosmos
It's Easy to Become a Father... German Cast
Ufa
Jazzland
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Krassin
Russian
Cast
Amkino
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amkino
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Ufe of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
Uttle Wild Girl, The
Lee-Landis
Hercules
Unda
Baxter-Foster-Beery . . . First Division
Livingston in Africa
English Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
Man Who Cheated Life
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European.
Marie Anfoinefe
Foreign Cast
Unusual
Morgane, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
Passion Song, The
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Peacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
President, The
Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . .E. L Klein
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
Reiily of the Rainbow Division. . Haii-Garon
Crescent
Reward of Fal»h, The
French Cast
Conquest
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Smoke Beilew
Conway Tearle
First Division
SQmme,The
Special Cast
New Era
Soulti of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty... Chesterfield
That Murd?rln Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
Underground
Untamed Justice
U-Boat 9
West of Santa Fe
Yellow Ticket, The

Unholy Love
Verdun..
v/ord,in
Vera MIezewa (tentative)

when Duty caiis

6200
5000
6040
6000
5660
5700
7800
9000

.Feb.
April
Jan.

7300
5770
6500
Nov. 15 .4421

Russian Cast

Amkino

Dec.

Star
Rel. Date
Special Cast
Aff. Eurooean
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
Foster-Keefe-Lake
Chesterfield
Robertson-Brinkley. . . Powers CInephone
Maria Aibana
Aff. European
. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Nils Asther
Aff. European
Special Cast
Aff. European
John Loder
Aff. European
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Asther-Noian
Aff. European
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
Soecial Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mary Nolan
Aft. Eurooean
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version)
imperial.
Wegener-Petrovltch ... Aff. European
Special Cast
Cast
RIchmount.
Snwlal
Derussa
Aff. European

ufa-Eastem
SHORTS

feet
feet
feet
feet

May 25

8. 6200 feet
Length
7 reels
6200 feet

Reviewed
June

1

6 reels
7 reels
7 reels
6 reels
6 reels

7 reels

7 reels.

67i4feet
Rel. Date
Length
. .Mar. 15. .1 reel

Star
'tfAsleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
*tJAt the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
''tSAt the Race Track (A. T.). . . Martin-Harcourt
Imperial
*t§Boney's Boner
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*t}Club Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
Intl. Dist Corp
*tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet I(F)
Jazz Carsons
Nos
Intl.
DIst. Corp
*t§Couid
Be More Polite (A.T.) The
Imperial
*t§Egyptlan Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*t§Friend Husband (A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tGalioping Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon Feb.
*t§Hectic Hector
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*t§Hoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
Inctl. Dist. Corp
♦tJKrIss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
♦tfMarionettes, The No. 1 (F). Novelty
Intl. DisL Corp
♦tJMarionettes, The No. 2 (F) . . Novelty
Intl. DIst. Corp
♦tJMeal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
Intl. Dist. Corp
»t|Meet the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
♦tIMiser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
Intl. DisL Corp
*t§Monkey Squawks fA. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t§Mr. ConnandMr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
*t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent.
American (A.T.)
Hearn- Weston
Imperial
•tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Disney Cartoon May
*f §Party, The (D)
Safrus
*t§Plkln' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Disney Cartoon.Mar.
*t§Radlo Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
Song Program
IntL DIst. Corp
•t§Signed, Sealed and Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tSteamboat V^llle
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Disney Cartoon.Jan.
♦tjThls and That (D)
Safrus.

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-ott-Hlm.

8

5712 feet.
5800 feet.
6000 feet.
75700
reelsfeef.
6290 feet
4580 feet
7000 feet
5300 feet
6775 feet
5799 feet
7200 feet
Jan. 12
8 .6000 feet. .. .Feb. 18
6000 feet
8. .6800 feet
. .6500 feet
5400 feet
7000 feet
6215 feet
5573 feet
Sept. IB
5080 feet
6400 feet
8100 feet
Jan. 28
6000 feet
6040 feet
5927 feet
5921 feet
8065 feet
4315 feet
6605 feet
7000 feet
6300 feet
5700 feet
Mar. 23
6941 feet
591 7 feet

Ameranglo
Blitmore
Jofa Prod
Syndicate

spedaicast
SOUND

July

6606 feet.
5700 feet.
6050 feet.
8 reels.

English Cast
Falre-Giass
Foreign Cast
Bob Custer

Title

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.SOoTfeet!
11000 feet.
6100 feet.
6200 feet.
5400 feet.

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Buying a Wife
Bye Bye Buddy
Circumstantial Evidence
*t5Chopin's Passion
Duty to be Silent
ExodustotheNew World, The. .
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
Great Unknown, The
Guilty
Her Viennese Lover
*t§House of Secrets, The
Just Off Broadway
Miiak of the Snowiands
Our Daily Bread
*t§Prlnce of Hearts, A

Length
Reviewed
5600 feet
8000 feet
5500 feet. . . . Mar. 23

2
2
1
1

reels
reels
reel.
reel.

12 reels
reel.
1 reel.
1 . .1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

reel . .
reel. .
reel..
reel..
reel. .
reel . .
reel. .
reels.
reel. .

2 reels.
2 reels.
. . 1 reel . .
1 reel . .
1 reel. .
. .1 reel. .
1 reel. .
. . 1 reel . .
1 reel. .

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

Mot

396
Tltel

Star

Rel. Date

Length

♦tSTIckel Pleaje (D)
Safrus
•tTrlp to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
I ill. DIs . Corp
•tSVarletles (D)
..Silrus.
•tjVaudeville (D)
Safrus
•tjWonderin's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
*t{When the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
•rSWhrn the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. DIst. Corn

SILENT

1
1
1
1
1
1

reel....
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Reviewed

*t {Clear the Decks (F)

.June

8

*tiCohens and
City, The (F)

1 reel

Eves of the Underworld

Reviewed
Length
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
episodes
reel.
reel
June 29
reel.
reel.
reel
reel .
reel.
reel

*t5Glrl on the Barge, The (F)
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
*t§His Lucky Day (D)
Hoofbeats of Vegeance
♦tSIt Can Be Done (F)
*t§Kid's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid, The
*t§Last Warning, The (F)
♦tJLonesome (F).
Man Disturber, The
*t5Man, Woman and Wife (F)

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

*t§Modern Love (D & F) (A. T.) .
*t§Meiody Lane (D 4 F)

TIFFANY-STAHL

Plunging Heofs
•t{Red Hot Speed (F).

FEATURES

Star

Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
•tSLucky Boy (F & D)

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessel-Quimby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Bennetl-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

*tSMIdstream (F & D)
*t{Molly and Me (F & D)
*t§My Lady's Past (F & D)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Dorothy Sebastian
Keane-Standing
(Silent Version)
Sebastian-Kent
Grlbbon-Stone

•tJNew Orieans (F 4 D)
Rainbow, The
*tiReputation (F 4 D)
Spirit of Youth
Squads Right

Rel. Date

Length

•t}Scandal(D&F)....

Reviewed

Jan.
1
5412 feet
Mar. IB
Feb. 20 . . . 6430 feet
Mar. 18
Feb. 2. . . .8653 feet. . . .Jan. 12
June

1

April
April

8250 feet
7476 feet
1

•tiShakedown, The (F) .
Sifks and Saddles
Sky Skldder, The
Slim Fingers
Smilln' Guns
Smiiin' Terror ,The
Tip-Off, The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman . The

Star
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Rui. Date
Feb. 10
April 7
April 7
Mar. 3

Sidney-Gordon-Price-SwaIn
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Howes
(Silent Version)
William Cody

Mar.
Mar.
June
June
April

Hershoit-O'Neii-McGregor
(Silent Version)
Wells-Collins
Rex-Perrin
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Rex-PerrIn
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPianfe
(Silent
'"" ■ Version)
•• ■ Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Hershoit-Crawford-Chase
(Silent Version)

Feb.
3.
Feb. 3.
Jan. 27.

Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Rex-PerrIn
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Murray-Kent
Nixon-Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
Bill Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horse)-Perrln
Gibson-Elder

SHORT

June 20
Feb. 15

Title

6114 feet

Feb. 20. .. .8 reels
Feb. 1

Alpine
Antics.
^
Atttie Front
BBvnnrt »h« <imoi<W
IS

Mar. 23

F ic t u r c

30.
26
16.
24.
17.
23. .
8,.
6. .
20. .
20. .
19.
13.
13. .
14. .

July
July
April
Jan.
Jan.
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

21..
21 . .
14. .
27. .
27. .
21 ..
21 . .
10. .
20 . .
13. .
24. .
31 . .
38. .
2. .
10. .
23.

June 15

Bustw's Spooks ' "

May
ki'-i 1

';'.'.'.!".'.".'.'.'.'.June
;;;!!!!!'.USaTl"elYoung"
Chaperones....!!!!;!;;!;
claim
Jumpers, The
Edmund Cobb
Jan.
Cleaning Up
Arthur Lake
May
Close Call, A
George Chandler
July
Close Shaves
Sid Sayior
May
Cowboy Pluck
Bob Curwood
May

Title

SUBJECTS

Star

ReL Date

Length

Reviewed

1 reel
Color Symphony
♦t§Fe8Uval of Bagdad. A
Gold
Color Classic.
1 reel
♦tSJapanese Carnival, A
Color Symphony
Jan. 1....1reel
June 15
Feb. 15.... 1 reel
Color Symphony
*t5ln a Chinese Temple Garden
Uttle Vagabond
Color Classic
Feb. 1....1reel
•tLove Charm, The
Color Symphony
1 reel
Jan. 15.. ..1 reel
Color Classic.
Lover's Paradise
1 reel
Color Classic
Maude Muller
•tSMelodle
Color Symphony
1 reel
1 reel
Color Classic. . .
No Womep Allowed
1 reel
Color Classic
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
Color Classic
1 reel
Mar. 1....1reel
Color Classic
Twinkle Toes...
tlWay Down South::;;.\\::::::::Color Symphony.";::'.;:::;:'. ;■.... :...'.;.'l reel.' .■.■.; .;.■.■.■.■.■.■.■

Coming Feature Attractions

Title

Star

Miracle, The
•t}Mr. Carillo
•tJZeppelln (F 4 D)

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Southern-Pldgeon
Leo Carlllo
Claire Windsor

UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length
Reviewed
8 reels
Mar. 16
April 20. . .
Mar. 30... 8767 feet... April 13
April 12
Mar. 23

•tSAIibI (A. T.) (D)
O'Malley-Busch
*tSBulidog Drummond (A. T.) (D).. .Colman-Tashman-Love
*tSCoquette (A. T.) (D)
PIckford-Brown-M. Moore .
(No Silent Version)
•tEternal Love (D)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl
May 11
*t{lron Mask, The (D)
Douglas Fairbanks
Mar. 9
8855 feet
(Silent Version)
...Mar. 9. .. .8659 feet
•tSUdy of the Pavements'(D)
♦tJLummox (A. T.) (D)
•tRescue. The (D)
♦tjShe Goes to War (F)
•tJThls is Heaven (D)
•fthree Passions (D)

Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
Westover-Coliier Jr.
Colman-Damlta
(Silent Version)
Boardman-Rubens-Holiand
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
Terry-Petrovltch

Coming
Title
•tjCity Lights (D)
♦tJCondemned
♦tEvangcllne (D)
•tHell's Angels (D)
•tSLocked Door, The
*t5Sex Appe.il
,.^;,„
_,
•tiSong of Broadway,
•t}Tln Pan Alley (A.
•fVenus (D)

(A. T.)
_. ,„,
The (D)
T.)

Jan. 26
Jan. 28

Feb.
Feb. 16.
16. .. .. .8329
.7495 feet.
feet . . .Mar. 18
Jan.
Jan.
July
Juty
June
June

12
7980
12. .. .7910
13. . .8864
13
22. . . .7948
1

feet
Jan. 19
feet
feet. . . .June 15
Feb. 23
feet. . . April 8

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Charile Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Del Rio-Drew
Lyon-Hall-Nlsson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque

Reviewed

June 15

,,
_, .
Harry Richman.
N. Taimadge-Roiand
Constance Talmadge

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch. The
•tjBroadway (A. T.)

Star
Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)

* Means synchronized score.

Rel. Date
July 14
Mar.

Length
.4786 feet

9350 feet.
3. . . .6729 feet,

t IHeaiu soand effects.

Reviewed
..June

1

Cross Counfjv Run
Crushed Hats
£"'""''*i •
Vu
Danger Line. The
Daring Dude. A
ST ° ''''u"^^- :.
Rf"^^'■'H«»i^^°''T2
Diamond Master, The
?°f ? TL'lliP"
Early to Wed
l^<^^ ,
Fantasle
S^'T'S":- •.■•.•■,;>• J Vv
nnal Recl«nlng
Rnlshing
School a (SerW)
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Half Holiday, A
Have Patience
Hold 'Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Just in Time
Just Monkeys
Just the Type
Kidnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Buster
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Newiyweds' Angel Child, The
Newlyweds Camp Out, The
Newiyweds' Excuse
Newiyweds' Headache, The
Newiyweds In Society
Newiyweds' Hoflday
Newiyweds' Pests. The
Newiyweds' Visit
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Ou'. At Home
Perilous Paths
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup, The
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals .The

.4208
.7510
.6908
.4596
.4719

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.4525
.6090
.5729
.5509

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.7980
.7731
.6761
.61 42

feet.
feet
feet.
feet.

.6589 feet.
.6674 feet.

. Mar. 23

Jan. 12
.Oct.

.Nov. 10

.4344 (eet..
.6621 feet..
.6621 feet..
.6475 feet..
.6753
.5809
.4364
.4232
.5270
..4525
.4109
.4497
.5767

April 27

feet!!
feet..
feet .
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..

Length
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
Mar. 18
Feb. 18
Feb. 23
June 1
June 1
May 11
Dec 22

6
19
20... 1 reel
6
2 reels
2 reels
22.
18. ..2 reels
..2 reels
I"*" 27. ..2 reels
Lewls-Gulllver-Philllps
|2|'"""
i""- Vi ..2reels
I'^^'TnKi:
i i^" i? ..2 reels
July 27. . .2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
l**t:,,l ..2 reels
xl 21"^. "^ . L' h n
m
12 ..2 reels
May 29. . .10 episodes
Trlmtjle-Hardwlck and Dog
Feb. 3.
Lorraine-Stevenson
. .1 reel
5'"''" ."^c *„.
^Vi*' I ..2 reels
3. ..Ireel
July
Young-LaSalle.
29.
July
. . 1 reel
Uemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
t.Wi' ..2 reels
Feb. *
Lewis-GuMlver-Phllllos
.10reels
episodes..
.. .2
April
Lorrame-House
Young-La
Salle
May 158
Oswald Cartoon
April 29. . . . 1 reel
Sid Sayior
July 17. ..2 reels
reels
Trimble and Dog
July 24. ..2
..2 reels
George Chandler
Aug. 3. . .2 reels
Young-La Salle
Aug. 28.
Laemmie Novelty
June 3. ..1 reel
..2 reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Feb. 6. . .1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Mar, 4.
Young-La Salle
Jan.
7. ..2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 7. ..1 resi
Sid Sayior
June 19. . .2 reels
. . 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
July
8.
Edmund Cobb
Feb. 23. ..2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Aug. 17. . .2 reels
Laemmie Novelty
Mar. 11., ..2 reels
Young-LaSalie
July 31. . .2 reels
reels
Bob Curwood
Mar. 18. ..2
.2 reels
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
April 1 . . . . 1 reel
Arthur Lake
April 22.
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Mar. 6. . . 2 reels
Arthur Lake
Mar. 25. .1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
April 15., . .1 reel
reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
May
1. .. ..22 reels
Jack Hoxle
Jan. 26. . .2 reels
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
July 10.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
June 12. . .2 reels
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
May 15. . . ..2reels
2 reels
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll... .Jan. 23.
. 2 reels
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
April 17. .. .2
reels
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Mar. 20. . .2 reels
2 reels.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Aug. 7.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Feb. 20.
Arthur Lake
1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
June 24 — 1 reel
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan. 9
2 reels
Edmund Cobb
June 29 — 2 reels
Edmund Cobb
June 29. . . .2 reels
Feb. 16
2 reels
Wilsey-Kingston
July
8, . .10 episodes.
Bob Curwood
June 15. .. .22 reels .
Sid Sayior
April 24
Canine Cast
April 8. .1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
Feb. 11. .1
.2 reel
reels
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12.
Bob Curwood
Feb. 9.
reels
George Chandler
May
4. .2
.2 reels
Edmund Cobb
April 27.
2reels
George Chandler
April 6 . .2 reels
Bob Curwood
July 20. .2reel8
.2 reels
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps.'
April 15

§ Means voice (incladiag dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-Alm.

8

Feb. 26

Rel. Date
April 1 . .
Feb. 25...
Mar. 23 . . .
July
1...
June 26. . .

•t§Whlsperlng
4 D)
,ct^,^
iu, A (F
I Winds
»«u/i.i

SHORT

.7400 feet.
.7752 feet.

SUBJECTS

star
. .Oswald Cartoon
..Arthur Lake
. . Edmund Cobb
..Laemmie Novelty
.Trimble and Dog

♦tjTwo Men and a Maid (F 4 D). . Collier Jr.-Bennett

Southern-McGregor
i^"?K*^*Mn'
(Silent Version) .

Reviewed

5740 feet
5792 feet

17.
17.
30.
30.
28.

June
May
June
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Jan.
July

iV ezvs

Length
5202 feet.

Kelleys In Atlantic

*t§Come Across (D & F)

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15. .1
Bonzoiina
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1.1
eooster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15. .1
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. I. -1
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 1.1
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
H. Costeiio-Graves — Mascot
10
Flaming Canvons
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1..1
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15 1
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. 1 1
Nature's Households
Tiny Tragedies
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern.
. .Jan. 151 1
Peculiar
Ufa
Shert
Ufa
Eastern ..Jan.
Polo Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 1 11
Salt Wafer Millinery
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Mar. 15 1
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 15. .1
Spook Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15.1
Sunshine
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1 .1
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . Mar. 1 .1
Trailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15 1
We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. 1 5 .1

Title

Title
Burning the Wind
*t5Chariatan, The (F)

I O II

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

April 27
June 1
April 27

July

6

Mar. 23
April 27
June 18
June 1
July 6

Feb.

2

Mar. 23
June 18
July 6
July 8
May 18
Dec 22
May 28

Feb. 9
June 29
Feb. >
Feb. I
Feb. 23
Mar. 30
May 11
May 11
Mar. 30

Mar. 30
Feb. H
June 18
-_
June 15
May 11
Mar. 16
Jan. 12
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

12
30
30
18
15

J III \

:2 7 ,
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19 29

Title
Sailor Suits
Saucy Saucy
Seeing Sights
Sliadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Youth
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
TIge's Girl
Friend
Tracked
Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag, The
Wallop, The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Length
Star
Rel. Date
Sid Saylor
Jan. 2. .
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 19. .
.Sid Saylor
Mar. 27. .
Laemmie Novelty
Jan. 14. .
Young-La Salle
Mar. 13..
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 18..
.Arthur Lal<e
June 17. .
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12..
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Jan.
7. .
Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps
June 24 . . .
Oswald Cartoon
May 13. ..
Trimble and Dog
Aug. 21 . .
Oswald Cartoon
May 27. . .
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 18...
Young-La Salle
Feb. 13. .
Sid Saylor
Feb. 27..
Young-La Salle
April 10...
George Chandler
June 8...
Young-La Salle
April 10. . .
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog .... Jan.
April 5.
3 . .. .
Art
Accord
Fell. 28. . ,
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Aug. 19. .
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
July
8. .
Harry Carey
Aug. 24 . .
Laemmie Novelty
May
6...
Oswald Cartoon
July 22..
Arthur Lake
Jan. 28.
Oswald Cartoon
June 10
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Jan. 21
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 21

.2
.1
.2
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.2

Length
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels

Reviewed
Dec
F
Mar. 23
Dec. 22
Feb. 9
May 25

.2 reels

.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2reels
.2 reels
.2 reel*

Jan. 12
May 11
Mar. IB

.2 reels

.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
1
1
2
1

reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel

Jan.

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

»t}Bargaln In the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
•nBarnum
i. v,.,
„
Born to the Was
SaddleRight
Ted
Wells.
*tjf raflgart. The.
Jean Hersholt
Brides Wll Be BrIdM.
Laura La Plante
•fIColiege Love (D & F) (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
„ „^, „
,.,
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosiuklne
♦tSDangerous Dimples
Laura La Plante
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
•tjDrake Murder Case. The
■■••■••■.:._
♦t§Embarrassing Moments (D&n.. Reginald Denny
,',^lL?Ly,?K?'°"'
.
^.^.^
P"* the Great
Veldt-Phlibin
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke.
♦tSFIamIng Daughters
GIri
The
Girl Dodger,
Overboard...
•tSGreat Cinema Murder. The. ... .
Hell Wrecker, The
l!.l^"?.^™"L'-xul<'^*°''*-^-'•tSKIng of Jazz. The (A.T.)
*t§Love Trap, (D & F)

Rel. Date

Aug. 30

SOUND
Title
*t§Alpine Antics (F)
•t§At the Night Club (A.T.) (F)
*t{Balley and Barnum
•t§Cross Country Run
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
•tHen Fruit (F)
•tHold'Em Ozzle(F>
*tiHouse Cleaning (A.T.)

Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Vaudeville Act
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Junior Luck (A. T. (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t§King of the Campus (A. T. (D & F) Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
•t§Love Birds
Pat Rooney and Family
"^tLumberjack (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t{Nut8 and Jolts
Oswald Cartoon
*t§On Guard (A. T.) F) & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
*t§Rivais. The (A. T.) (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
""tSaucy Sausages
Oswald Cartoon
*tSick Cylinders (F)
Oswald Cartoon
"■tlSporting Courage
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*tStage Stunts (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tSfeamb«at Willie
Oswald Cartoon
'*f§Sfripes and Stars (F)
Oswald Cartoon
■^tSuicide Sheiks (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•t§Three Brox Sisters
Songs
■'tSUse Your Feet (A. T.) (D&F). ..Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
■^tlVarsity Drag, The (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t§Varsity Drag, The (A. T.)(F&D).. Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t§Weary Willies
Oswald Cartoon
♦tWicked West, The (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•ttZimmerman and Granville
Vaudeville Act

WARNER

•

star

.Apr.

21

Mar. 2
Sept. 22
4380 feet

July 28... 13 reels
6500 feet

April
April
Jan.
May

20
27
28
18

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date
April
Mar.
Jan.
May
April
Feb.
Mar.
June

1. .
25. .
11. .
27. .
29..
4..
4..
3..

Length
Reviewed
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.2 reels
June 15
. 1 reel
Mar. 30
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1929 feet... May 25

" fee'
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
15
.1 reel
24.
. 2 reels
29
.2 reels
15
.1 reel
19.
.1
reel
18.
.2 reels
24
1
reel
13
1 reel
27.... 1 reel
18 . . .1 reel
14 .. .1 reel
19 ...2 reels
2 reels
8
2 reels
22 ...11 reel
reel
10 . .1 reel
28 .

July
8. .
May 27..
April 1 . .
April
June
April
April
Aug.
Feb.
June
May
May
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
July
July
June
Jan.

June 1
Mar. 30
Mar. 23
May 1 1
May 11
July
May

6
4

May 11
Mar.

6

June 29
June
29
May 11

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title
Conquest
*t§Desert Song, The (D)
•tSFancy Baggage (D)
•tJFrom Headquarters (D)
♦t§Frozen River (D)
.'.'.r^^J^^^'I''.? .;..■;.:.;
55Glad Rag Doll, The (D)

Star
Blue-Warner-Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Rin-Tln-Tin
(Silent Version)

Length
Rel. Date
.4706 feet
Jan. 19. .
11 034 feet
May 11 . . .6447 feet
Jan. 26. . .5983 feet
Feb. 23..
.6323 feet
April 27. .
June 6..
.5483 feet.
April 20 .
May 28

Wilson-Warner-Robards
Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)

June 29
May
4. . . .6685 feet . . . .June
June 8

* Means synchronized score,

-f Means soand effects.

Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
Bronson-Colller Jr
(Silent Version)
*t50n With the Show (A. T.) (D).. . .Comoson-Brown-Fazenda
•tJQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(0)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)
•t {Redeeming Sin, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
•tSSinglng Fool
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
•t§Sonny Boy (D)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
(Silent Version)
•tSStark Mad (D)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
•tSStolen Kisses (D)
May McAvoy
(Silent Version)
•tSTime. the Place and the Girl The (D) Olmsted-Withers-Klrkwood .

Date

Reviewed
.6114
.4696
.5610
.4875
.6235
.4885
.5161

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.5561
Jan. 12. . . .4878
Feb. 9. . .
Jan. 12. . . .6136
June 15. . . .9478
.7752
April 6... .5558
May 11

feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feel.
reet.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Jan.
June

9. . .
23. . .
30. . .
4. ..
23 .. .
27. . .
5. . .
22. ..

Oct. 27

April

Mar. 16. . . .5243 feet
April 20. . . .4797 feet
July 13
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
April
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April
. June

16..
14..
16.
6. .
13. .
13. ,
18. .
2. ,
2. ,
23..
13. .
8.

Rel. Date

^{Argyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Meighan
iitle
*t§General Crack (D)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
•tjGlorlous Betsy (D)
D. Costeilo-Nagel
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Penningfon-Tearle (All Technicolor)
..
.- T.
- (D)
.-.
....
■?......._
*t§Golden
Dawn
(A.
Walter
Wolf (All Technicolor)
•tJGreen Goddess, The (A. T.) (D) George Arliss
'tSHearts In Exile (D)
H. Costello-Kerry
»t§Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
nSHottentot, The (A. T.)
Horton-Miller
tils Everybody Happy?
Ted Lewis ani Band
Jolson-Lee
*t§LittlePal
*t§Mammy
Ai Jolson
•t} No Questions Asked (D)
Ferris-Collier, Jr.
*t5Sap,
E. E. Horton.
, ^__^ The
,„„,„,(D)
>..>_,
lu, ,u.<
*t*5S°ay' ItWl'th
■.■.■.■.'.". ■.'.■.'.■.V.Tol^n'Nixd'n-Lee;
♦tJSkln
Deep (A.Songs'.
T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
*t§Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t5Tiger
(A. Moon
T.)
Velez-Withers
*t§Under Rose
a Texas
(A. T.) (D) .. Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
(All Technicolor) .
Title
VITAPHONE SHORTS (D)

■.•.■%«
July
30

Aug. 18

*t5No Defense (D)

•t§One Stolen Night (D)

Star

Reviewed

-"""^^^

Points West..'.
•t}Port of Dreams, The

Hoot Gibson
Mary Philbin
(Silent Version)
Riding Demon, The
Ted Wells
*t{Shannonsof Broadway, The (A.T.) James Gleason
*t§ShowBoat (D&F)
La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
•tiUnder the Southern Cross
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Wagon Master, The
Ken Maynard
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny

Length

July-7

July 28
July 28,

MonteStarBlue
(Silent
Version)
♦tJHard-Boiled Rose (D)
Loy-Collier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
•tSKId Gloves (D)
Nagei-Wllson
(Silent Version)
Little Wild Cat, The
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D)
Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
{Million Dollar Collar. The (D) . . . Rin-Tln-TIn
(Silent Version)
My Man
Fanny Brice
♦tJNoah's Ark (D)
D. Costeilo-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)

.5424
.5236
8921
.6145
.7444
.6011

May 28

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.April 6
Feb. 23
Mar. 18

.6681 feet
.4917 feet
.6273 feet
.5658 feet
.6 reels

Mav

Coming Feature Attractions
iiiiV;
4126 feet

Arthur
Lake
Mary Philbm
. .... ■■■•■•■
Hoot Gibson
S'^l'ri;!''"*"*
Paul Whiteman and Band
La Piante-Hamiiton
(Silent Version)
•tSMInstrel Man, The
Tryon-La Plante
*t§Mississippi Gambler, The (D & F) . Rudolph Schlldkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
♦tSOne Rainy Night (D 4 F)
Laura La Plante
Play Goes On, The
James Murray

Rel.

Title
*tiGreyhound Limited, The (D)

Reviewed
April 20

8

After the Round Up
Cowboy Songs
All Giri Revue
Girl Band & Comedienne
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Songs and Jazz Band
Banjomaniac
Eddie Peabody
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Shaw & Lee
Beau Night
El Brendei
Bernie Cummins Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Bobby Folsom
Songs
Bit of Scotch, A
Kitty Doner
Book Worm, The
Harry J. Conley
Bright Moments
Benny-Mario
California Songbirds, Ths
Bell-Coates
Cetesfe Alda fAida)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Character Studies
Florence Brady
Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougat & Company
Violin, Songs & Dances
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Eleanor Palntor
Songs
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Raymond Hitchcock
Fair Days
Harris & Howe
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Ba-rios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Uft
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Miljan
Gus Arnheim & His Ambassadors . . . Jazz Band
Harry Delf
Songs & Dances
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernie & Band
High Water
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra. .. .Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupoilcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls & Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Max Schmeiing
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican Tipica Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Miss Information
Wilson-Horton
Morrissey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
PagllaccI
_
John Charles Thomas..
Pair of Aces, The.
TImblln & Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos

dialogue and incidental songs).
D% Means
Means voice
disc. (inclading
F Means soand-on-Alm.

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed
May 18
.7441 feet.... May
I

6412 feet...
7 reels. . . .

June

8

.April 2
.June

1

.June

1

Revleww
Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 15
Aug. 28
Oct. 13
June 1
Mar. 18
Mar. 2
Sept22
July 7
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept 1
Sept 22
June 18
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept 1

H reel

Aug. 28
Aug. 28
Mar. 18

1 reel
1 reel

June
June

1
8

June
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
June
June
Sept

23
28
18
12
15
23
18
1
8
29

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

Aug. 28
June 23
1 reel

Mar. 16
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
Ireel...
i reel. . .

A. T. after title means All Talkie

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
18
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
19
18
23
18
IB

Oct 20
Feb. 18
Mar. 18

Motion

398
Title
Question of Today, The
Realization
Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto— Quartet
Rudy Valleeand Band
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Tiny Town Revue
Traffic Muddle, A
Typical Types
Va Prononcer Ma Mart (La Julve)..
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Lightner

Star
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Songs and Orchestra
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumit
Harry Delf
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Midget Unit
Donohue & U-No
Bobby Folsom
.Giovanni Marllnelli
William Demarest
Songs

WORLD-WIDE
Title
•tSBIack Waters

Length

1 reel
J^ reel

1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 25
June IB
Sept. 15
Sept. 29
June 15
Oct 13
IWar. 18
Nov. 17
Aug. 26
June 23
June 8
June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES

Star
KIrkwood-Brian

* Means synchronized score,

Rel. Dae

Length
Rel. Date
Reviewed
.7500
feet . .April 13
April 1 . .

f Means sound effects.

Title
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad
♦tSKItty (D & F)
•tMoulln Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman In White, The

Title

Star
Norman Kerry
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
fSilent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gllda Gray
Walter Byron
Lerch-George
Thomas-Bankt
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

Picture

Rel. Date
Length
Rev ewed
Mar. 17
7 reels
Feb. 2
6 reels
June 29. .. .9010 feet. . . .June 15
8500 feet
Jan. 30
9 reels
Feb. 23
Feb. 17
7185 feet
9 reels
Feb. 4
7 reels
7000 feet
Feb.

3

7688 feet
7 reels

Coining Feature Attractions
Star
Rel. Date

Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer, The
Whirl of Life, The

DIna Gralla
Special Cast
Miles Mander
DIna Gralla
Louis Lerch

§ Means voice (inc lading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

News

Length
8
7
7
8
8

Reviewed

reels. . .
reels...
reels. ..
reels...
reels. ..

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood
Paul Powell will direct "Treasure Girl,"
George Gershwin's musical operetta, for
Pathe. Josiah Zuro will supervise musical
end.
Jack Jungmeyer and Ray Harris are writing
originals, "His 'First Command," for Pathe.
William Boyd will be starred, with direction
by Gregory La Cava and supervision by
Ralph Block.
Jack Conway started rehearsals for
"Jungle," starring Joan Crawford for M-GM. Willard Mack wrote the adaptation and
dialog.
Columbia is remodeling two silent stages
for sound, which will give the studio three
fully equipped sound-proof stages available
for production of next season's schedule.
Robert Lord, adaptor and dialoger, has
been assigned to write script and dialog for
"Hold Everything," Warner Vitaphone musical scheduled to go into production this
fall.
Hal Roach Studios will complete a total
of twenty talker comedies in the eighteen
weeks ending July 27th.
Lewis Stone remains with M-G-M for another six months. Company renewed option
for that period on his long term contract.
William Bakewell who was Alice White's
leading man in "Hot Stuff," will serve in a
similar capacity in the star's new First National-Vitaphone vehicle, "Flying Around."
"Tonig:ht at Twelve" is the second Laemmle special to get under way at the Universal studios. It is an adaptation of Owen
Davis' stage play and will be produced by
Harry Pollard as an all-talkie. Madge Bellamy and George Lewis will be the principals. In addition Margaret Livingston and
Robert Kllis, and Norman Trevor, Don
Douglas and Madeline Seymour will have
parts.
Jeanette Loff, blonde Pathe star, has had
her contract renewed by Pathe. She plays
in "The Sophomore."
Allen Lane and Bert Rome have been cast
for First National-Vitaphone production,
"The Forward Pass," featuring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. and Loretta Young.
Eugene Pallette was recently assigned
featured roles in the two new Paramount
talking productions, "Kibitzer" and "The
Lost God," the latter vehicle to star Richard
Arlen.
Aggie Herring is one of Eddie BuzzcU's
support in "Little Johnny Jones."
Colleen Moore sings four songs in "Smiling Irish Eyes." They are: "A Wee Bit O'
Love," "Then I'll Ride Home With You,"
"Come Back to Erin" and "Smiling Irish
Eyes."

Charley Murray, screen comic, has been
signed by Al Christie to appear in one of
the Christie talking plays for Paramount
release. The production will be made from
an Irish story by Vernon Smith. Al Cohn
is preparing the screen play and will supervise the screening. Murray has been starring on the vaudeville stage and will be back
in Hollywood at the end of August.
Anita Page, young and fast-rising M-G-M
starlet, who has just completed the feminine
lead in William Haines' "Speedway," will
appear
star inthis
"Navy
Blues."
Clarenceopposite
Brown that
will direct
all-talkie.
"Young Eagles" is the title of the next
starring Paramount vehicle for Buddy Rogers. The piece is the work of William Slavens McNutt and Grover Jones and will be
directed by William Wellman. The two
authors also collaborated on the dialog of
this story which deals with aviation in the
closing days of the late war.
Sally O'Neill will have the leading role in
Warners' "Hold Everything," roadshow attraction in Technicolor. Marion Byron and
Joe E. Brown have also been assigned
places.
Virginia Valli is to play opposite Leo
Carillo in the stage star's first all-dialog
production for Tiffany-Stahl, "Mister Antonio." James Flood is director.
"Say It With Songs," Al Jolson's new picture, introduces six new songs and also
renders "Back In Your Own Backyard." The
six new ones are "Crazy For You," "Used
To You." "Little Pal," "Seventh Heaven."
"Just One Sweet Kiss" and "Why Can't
Charles Sellon's initial role under his recent Paramount contract will bo in support
ofYou."
Clara Bow in "The Saturday Night Kid."
Warners arc co-starring Monte Blue and
Myrna Loy in their screen version of Tack
McLaren's novel, "Isle of Escape."
Carey Wilson, scenarist, has signed with
Tiffany-Stahl and his first assignment will
be to supervise "Mister Antonio" and "Peacock Alley," the latter starring May Murray.
Nina Quartaro is the newest actress to
join
cast ofThe
"Golden
Dawn," are
starring
WaltertheWoolf.
color cameras
now
ready to begin shooting on this all n.itural
color production over which Ray Enright
and Larry Ceballos preside as directors
Frank Tuttle was signed recently by Paramount to a new contract. He directed "The
Studio Murder Mystery." His next production is "Sweetie."
Winter Hall, screen character actor, has
been added to the cast of "The Love Parade," which Paramount is producing.

Warners' "Tiger Rose" co-starring Monte
Blue and Lupe Velez, has a theme song
composed by the latest Warner song writing
combination. Herb. Magidson, Ned Washington and Michael Cleary. The song is
"The Day You'll Fall In Love."
Louis Wolheim, stage and screen performer, has joined Ronald Colman, Ann Harding and Dudley Diggs in the cast of "ConCohnan's second all-talkie picture
for Samuel demned,"
Goldwyn.
Clive Brook, who has been starred in several of Paramount's foremost talkies, was
last week signed to a new contract. He is
leaving Hollywood for the Astoria studio to
make "Sherlock Holmes." Following that he
will plaj' in "Escape."
Joan Bennett, Ronald Colman's leading
lady in "Bulldog Drummond," occupies a
.similar niche in the cast of "The Song of
Broadway," Harry Richman's forthcoming
United Artists production.
"General Crack," John Barrymore's first
Vitaphone talkie, was dialoged by J. Grubb
Alexander, who also did the screen play.
Walter Anthony adapted the story from the
Preedy novel.
O. P. Heggie, stage actor now under contract to Paramount, was chosen recently by
Ernst Lubitsch to play one of the first roles
in "The Love Parade."
Jobyna Ralston becomes the second feminine lead in "The College Coquette," the
Columbia all-talkie now in production under
George
direction.
are
Ruth Archainbaud's
Taylor, William
Collier, Featured
Jr., and
John Holland.
Paulina Frederick will be starred by W'arners in two all-takies. The first will be "I'lvidence," now in work under direction of John
Adolfi, and the second will be "A \\'oman's
Lawford Davidson has been cast for a role
in "The Love Doctor," new Richard Dix
vehicle.
Chester Morris, who won his talking spurs
Game."
in "Alibi" after many successful stage roles,
will be Dolores Costello's leading man in
her all-talking piclulrization of Elizabeth
Alexander's Saturday Evening Post serial
novel, "Second Choice."
Leo Birinski, young German writer and
playwright, is a new Pathe acquisition, having been signed to do original stories and
dialog for talking pictures. His best known
picture in .America was "Variety." He has
authored
"Rasputin,"
"The Merry
Martyr," "The
plays. Mad Dance" and
Lew Hearn, comedian, has been engaged
by Pathe for featured roles in the George
LeMaire series of comedy shorts.

A

SOUND

FILM

PRESENT
for the

and the

I

FUTURE

.N THE early stages of the talkie era Eastman scientists set

themselves to the task of evolving a special negative sound film.
They started from scratch. They studied the fundamental
requirements of sound recording film. They took into account
all the essential properties of such a film. They scientifically
measured the fidelity of the sound recorded with their experimental emulsions. They detected and eliminated inaccuracies
and distortions too minute for the ear to register. They arrived
at a final formula — a definite achievement in the art of sound
,,.. Eastman Reprotone Negative.
Designed specifically, exclusively for sound recording, Reprotone is the logical negative medium for sound at its best.
Because of its inherent and complete rightness it will keep
pace with the other factors in the industry. It was built for
today, but if the demands of tomorrow are still more exacting,
Eastni{in Reprotone will meet them.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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GET WISE OR
GET LEFT!
Today's public is educated up to a $6.60 brand
of show, thanks to M-G-M's New Era Talkies,
Colortone Revues, Hearst Metrotone News,
Hal Roach Talking Comedies, Metro Movietone Acts. While other producers are offering
you just another year of product, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is bringing you 52 weeks of
entertainment the same as Broadway's best.
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THE

FIRST SIX OF

"THE CELEBRATED

EIGHT"

Produced On the Famous RCA Photophone —
Box Office Attractions of Broadway Calibre —
Titles That Mean Money —
Stars With Drawing Power —
Celebrated Authors
No. 1
^THE PHANTOM IN THE HOUSE"
A Novel By Andreiv Soiitar

No. 2
"THE RAMPANT AGE"
A Novel By Robert Carr
No. 4

No. 3
^^BURNED EVIDENCE"
A Novel By Mrs. Wilson Woodrow

"WORLDLY GOODS"
A Novel By Andreiv Soutar

No. 5

No. 6

^THE UNFORBIDDEN SIN"
A Novel By Roy Vickers

"A LIFE FOR SALE"
A Novel By Sidney Horler

All Theme Songs Published By Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.

bE

Franchises Are Being Taken Up Rapidly
If Interested Communicate Immediately With
Offices
1560 Broadway
New York City

CONTINEISIT/iL
■>ICYIIR.ES

Studios
5823 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood

"^

ANNOUNCINQ

Xhe Mysterious

DR. FU
MANCHU

T^

equalled the all-time box office record at the Rialto
Theatre,

New York,

because

it is a fine

picture

PROPERLY
ADVERTII^ED

^:<^^ /t^^^

E5CrniV« TEASEU
ABS like the above ran
in all the New York newspapers in advance of the
Riallo engagement

of

'The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Vlanchu."

stream of cash customers

poured into the

Rialto, New York — and still is. This page and
the two following shows the at'vertising thai
was largely responsihle.

55

HOW

''DR. FU" WAS

SOLD

^ The Rialto Theatre handled "The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu" as a big special, which it is* Everything in the
campaign emphasized mystery, suspense. ^ No Chinese
decorations or Chinese atmosphere were used in art work
or ad copy.

EVE-CATCHIIVG DISPLAY built
around the Broadway stage entrance of the
Rialto.

«^^i

.,_^..._

WEIRD,

HIYSTERIOrS

BLACK

AAD

W^HITE

P A:\ELS

in front of the theatre stopped the sidewalk throngs and sent them to
the fantastically decorated box office. Backgrounds of the panels are
€ai-fl A

Card B

enlargements of pages from Sax Rohmer's novel, on which picture
is based.

DANGER-MYSTERY-SCREANS-THRIUS
You'll never forget
V

DnFU MAHCHU
Card C

Card D

T K A S E R ITI A I L I j\« C A R DS.
Sent out in the order given above. The
backs of the cards blank, except for
Card D, the back of which contains
selling talk on the picture, theatre,
dates, etc.

New

NEIL HAMILTON. JEAN ARTHUR
c)»^WARNER OLANO

SI - NIIEET.
Playing up mystery- thrill angle of ''Dr. Fu Manchu
and a dash of romance.

Show World

Showmanshif

TO S.R.O. ON BROADWAY
f^ajnoura

^ The color scheme used in the entire Rialto Tlieatre campaign was black and white. This added to the mystery

f^l PRESS 4 SHltT \]^2
''THE MYSTERIOUS DR. FU
5.7JSCS

appeal of the picture more than flashy colors could possibly

mAllullll
UAIIPUil"

do. ^ Many of the panels in front of the theatre were fitted

'^^^

t-jsajsg

l.I\h.S
ON nil. GREVr
I\I.KIN<;(.UMtACTKK
S( lUlKN
''^'^ ROHMKH'S
Film Fa«ts

Ih.

\I.i,i Thrifli„B »h.

with moving faces of "Dr. Fu Manchu" himself (from stills)
alternately appearing and disappearing. ^ See July 27th
issue of Motion Picture News and Aug. 3rd issue of Exhibitors Herald-World (Paramount ad) for very effective painted
sign used above Rialto marquise. This was also black
and white.

IM

Of .>«. ThrUW

»

- . •.

■.

i

PRESS
SHEET on "Dr. Fu
Manchu" contains a wealth of
valuable showmanship ideas.

Wh

eff^M t€4*rv aii Hieing!

T/ie Wysterious \
W'm* tu thBMv thai vranm him
|Hif A . . . hit! rt>FPugp Im narv.
ktriti and nitfni:
j Evt.ry*.h(j-e walchlnj:. >»ait(i4:. ()I.-xii.
jnioj!. Mj* thai iuo»t <]Hu«;(>r«u^ of
fhunuui l>i-inpt ., . n muu tumctl nintntac! Hr ha<l tlcfiefi ihe woi-td'K gri'«lf*il
nrt«ln v«: for vearn, tiiii Koriiblr plujif.
iHcnl on nnclM-cL^.a: A ihou^niul
pUciil. Hcinfiy vXovt^ 'wi-rc al hh otunWan<II Slrnnge and ruriniiH W3>*lf>
Mid hid fiitldiiig: AU tlit.> Uixn^IitV of
jMitf m\>leri(ms Orii»ot i»i»ft his . . . itn
hecrrU. i(g poi^-ont. . . . i(,^ liorrit.)r
jmrtiiod of imjKiwu^ will *)j> will!
i Even now he hold*, a Wnulifnl jrirl

,."*^"

^ 1...."«'>""

SPECIALL.T DElSI«i\ED
liARCiE SPACE ]¥E1VS.
PAPER ADS. AvaUable on

pmcalh hl» hypm>lt« tHn'\ \vhile her
Suteih^-art and Scollnml ^'aMrs finrsi
jdelccliTes uvV. to rr-ftnic her — lo He]pmj) hift lerrihle power!

cooperative basis to exhibitors

llVlyi/moi/j

This ia a supfr-JhriUpr, if ihfre .^cr hom vnel Yon
Iflcrnlly (cA Ihr subtlfj Oricolal inOnmrr n( ihfl
i>inisicv Mnitteriiimd. Vuii hliit-cr wilh fttir. and

lDR.ri3 MANCHU

playing "^The Mysterious Dr, Fu
Manchu'' on percentage. Ask
your Paramount representative.

tjiiivtr >*iih »iyin)<nlh> for Ihi' yitiiuf: lovrrft in llicir

*h »iM rat4- 6ln»Bx'< ■ '/ }'*" "'••■«'■ "^^^^ "^ ltK.iR
nitolhir pictitn: iJnn'l nii>ii thii^
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; PAUAMot ;^ i s
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PARAMOUNT

NOW
HAS

THE

NEW

SHOW

WORLD

A SOUND

NEWS

REEL!

wm^

J*"--*"'**"- --i*

PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS
Starts Saturday!
One issue per week.

PAllAMOUNT

Film and disc

QUALITY SILENT
Twiee W«ekly

NEWS

A

". . . FANCHON & MARCO'S 'IDEA'
GOBS OF JOY ... IS STOPPING
THE SHOW FOUR TIMES EACH
PERFORMANCE AT B. F. KEITH'S
PALACE THEATRE (New York)
. . . THAT'S A GUARANTEE THAT
GOES WITH TH[S UNIT OF 20
PEOPLE ... A LESSON IN PRODUCING . . SELLING OF TALENT
. . . SHOWMANSHIP . . . SPEED . . .
SPEEDY PEOPLE . . . SPEEDILY
ROUTINED

. . .'

all of this a pari of one of the
best — and sweetest — notices
printed

in

"Variety."

ARE A AT/r
EEAST

"HEART

ACTION

SPLENDID,

YOU^RE IN GREAT

SHAPE"

"Yes, I worry less than I used to. I play
Metro 'Goldwyii' Mayer pictures now*'

HES GOING TO FEEL
BETTERTHAN

EVER^n 29 30

Enjoy that Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer feeling
with the One and Only Product!
".SK
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JOHN

GREATEST

m

2 ALL TALKERS

THE DUNCAN

"Rc<lemtiiton"
"ONmpiu" (Mfff 10 /»c channel!)

GARBO

in

I ALL TALKERS
•'Anna Ch,i<:,c"
And One More

WILLIAM

HAINES

i ALL TALKERS
-No.-, Blues'
" Sl» :ng^^narl^

& SCHENCK

in

THE PENNANT WINNING
BATTERY
lAII TdH.ng, S.ngme)

MADAME
X (AllToH.ns)
COLLEGE LIFE
(All Talkmg. S.nuing)

in

Clxutl..
/<.MK-n.-..HL<nx'
(All TuHinJ.
S.n«...i!. Dun.ing)

HALLELUJAH

m

(All TuHing, .Singing)

2 ALL TALKERS
T.rlciin/,,. un..ni,n..-d
2 SYNCHRONIZED
■■0..r M..J.Tn Mji./i-n.."
■■Jii..|ll." (i.il.(i>).e.(.Unj.-J|

THE BISHOP MURDER
CASE
THE

in

J SYNCHRONIZED
Tiilf. 1.. V
unn.>un,<^2

RAMON

NOVARRO

BUSTER

KEATON

<n

2 ALL TALKERS
T.rl.'i to he af,j,uu,„frJ
! ALL TALKERS

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
> ALL TALKERS

m

THE ROADSHOW

"SpffUuu-y"
JOAN
CRAWFORD

CHANEY

SISTERS

(All TuHing)
THIRTEENTH

CHAIR
(All T.iHing)
THE GIRL IN THE
SHOW
lAIITuHing)
THE SONG WRITER
(All Tiilling)
KEMPY

m

SONG

lAIITullmg)

OF THE SUNSET

(All TiiHing. Singing)

LORD BYRON
BROADWAY
lAli TulAing

PLEASURE
(AH r.i/ii.ig)

OF

.Singing)

LOVERS

FOR

HOUSES

"COTTON AND SILK"
(T.i/.i..
h.i».un(..-Jl
All
TciH.ng.
Smgmii. Danemg

VAN

And
Onf Mm.1 SYNCHRONIZED

LON

ON EARTH

WIRED

GILBERT

GRETA

SHOWS

16

OREATCST

MONTANA

(All ToUing. Singing)
FROM
(All Taking)

theViking
(SounJ, All TtidniraloT)
the mysterious
ISLAND

DEVOTION

(All Tolling)

TABLOID
(All Tailing)
JUDICIAL MURDER
(All Tolling)
IRIS (AIITnlling)
TWELVE
HOURS
OF
LOVE
(All Tolling)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Tolling)

HAL
«
8
S
«
2
2

BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
THE MYSTERIOUS

ROACH

COMEDIES

Out Gnna (All Tolling)
Li.,itcl.H.irJv (All Tolling)
ChathcClin.c (All Tolling)
H..ttv LangJnn (All Tolling)
OurC;.in«I.S7nchr.ini!.J)
L.iutclll»rJv I.S-,n,hr,m,:r.l)

26 METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
12 M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES
52 HEARST METROTONE NEWS
104 M-G-M INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL

METRO-GOLDW
Good for what ails you!

ISLAND

(T.chni.olo.)

JOAN

{Sound. Dtalni, Teehnieolfn)

FOR

SILENT
HOUSES
THE

UNHOLY
NIGHT
(All TuHing)
THE SHIP
SHANGHAI

"No
SHOWS

CRAWFORD

■■l„„l:l,-(ncu',.de,oeome,
"Out Mndi^n Moi.l.n."

JOHN

•■R.-.l.m;.,™"
GILBERT

GRETA

GARBO

m

fJ)

HAINES

in

, HI,..

LON

CHANEY

THE FIRST
COMBINED
ISSUE
OF

m

On.- SiLiil Piaurc
(Tiilt to h.- onnounccif)

WILLIAM

m

NOW
PLAYING

In

Sil.n.
r...Tu.n....■!Si NOVARRO
1T..I.. 1.1 K.innin.
If I
RAMON
m

M-G-M
International
Newsreel
The One Important
Neivsreel Service

,he„

THE VIKING

(AIIT.■.^n..<.U)

(Toll.
UNHOLY
NIGHT
M-G-M INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(T...,ott\oll-.)

lAYER

Twice weekly.
for alltres.leading
thea-

.

LET

PATHE

BE

YOUR

CRITERION

OF

BOX-OFFICE

QUALITY

FOR

1929-1930

THE

PARIS
BOUND
starring Ann Harding with Frederic
March and Leslie Fenton, from the
stage play by Philip Barry, produced by
Arthur Hopkins. Adapted by Horace
Jackson, supervised by Maurice Revnes,
and directed by Edward
H. Griffith.

SOPHOMORE"

with Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil and a great
cast including Jeanette Loff, Stanley Smith,
Russell Gleason, Sarah Paden, Brooks Benedict,
Spec O'Donnell. From the story by Corey Ford.
Adapted bvjoseph Franklin Poland . Supervised by
William Conselman. Directed by Leo McCarey.

First
2f
From
PatKe
Already conceded two biggest
talking hits of the current season

PATH
SILVER

ANNIVERSARY

E
9

2

9

19

3

0

Universal Newspaper Newsreel
Scores Big Triumph in Key Cities
of the United States and Canada

World's Greatest Newspapers Boosting
Your Newsreel
EVENING WORLD
(New York, N. Y.)
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
LOS ANGELES TIMES
THE PHILA. INQUIRER
THE DALLAS DISPATCH
THE PORTLAND NEWS
THE SEATTLE STAR
CHARLOTTE NEWS
THE VANCOUVER SUN
THE EVENING STAR
(Washington, D. C.)
THE DETROIT NEWS
THE SPOKANE PRESS
BOSTON TRAVELER
THE SAN DIEGO SUN
THE OKLAHOMA NEWS
EL PASO EVENING POST
THE SAN ANTONIO NEWS
THE CLEVELAND NEWS
SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS
ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT
(Little Rock, Ark.)
THE ATLANTA JOURNAL
ALBANY EVENING NEWS
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS
TIMES-UNION
ROCHESTER
THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
THE WORLD-HERALD
(Omaha, Neb.)
THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE
THE DAILY MISSOULIAN
THE BILLINGS GAZETTE
THE MONTANA
STANDARD
(Butte, Mont.)
EVE. GAZETTEPHOENIX
NEW
HAVEN EVE. REGISTER
THE KNICKERBOCKER PRESS
(Albany, N. Y.)
FT. WORTH
STAR-TELEGRAM
PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE
THE HOUSTON
CHRONICLE
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
(Memphis, Tenn.)
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
THE TIMES-STAR
(Cincinnati, Ohio)
YOUNGSTOWN VINCATOR
KANSAS CITY
THE

JOURNAL-POST
THE MINNEAPOLIS
TRIBUNE

great
opening
— DATE
the31BIG
in
JulyThe

day — now a matter of record as
NEWSREEL HISTORY!

Amazing
For the —first

time a newsreel with Spot Neivs, gathered and edited by newspaper men for newspaper
readers.

—
ue first
UniqThe
company

and only combination of a motion picture
with the greatest newspapers of the world
to issue a newspaper newsreel.

Exclusive
—
Five hundred

cameramen stationed in every quarter
of the globe to bring to the screen exclusive news of
vital interest and importance.
_^

Sensation —

Forty-three publications with^ 20,000,000 readers
daily advertising YOUR newsreel to YOUR public —
making YOUR audiences.

Carl Laemmle presents

Wow Showing Stfcrj^here

(

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc. — Will

II. Hays,

President
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The Adjustment Plan
A Serious, Vital Undertaking And Sorely Needed
By William A. Johnston
GIVING the little theatre a chance to
live has now become an established
policy of the industry. This is our deduction from the announcements made after
the parleys held in New York last week.
Adjustments with exhibitors are to be made,
where deserved, by branch managers after
communication with their home offices.
The adjustment method is, of course, not
new.- It has been in vogue, unofficially but
none the less actually, for a long time. It is
not the method which is important, but the
spirit that lies back of it. The public acknowledgement ofthe necessity for relief of
exhibitors harassed, if not imperilled, by
the sound revolution, is a step of the first
significance.
Nobody, we suppose, would claim that the
adjustment plan is a cure-all, for the very
good reason that the facts would prove otherwise. As a matter of plain truth, the little
theatre was in a struggle for existence before
sound came along.
The economic factors which caused this
were varied. We have pointed them out often
on this page: the building of de luxe houses
in nearby cities or larger trading centers;
the almost universal use of the automobile
which makes the population mobile, instead
of anchored to its own community; the corresponding expansion of the good roads
movement.

But when sound came along, the struggle
was highly intensified and brought many
theatres to the brink of oblivion.

It is true, however, that the little theatre,
with sound, can give a big show, a show of
variety and appeal almost equal to that of the
larger house. This is a new and mighty economic factor which makes the little theatre's
chance of survival infinitely greater.
It must, of course, have a chance to get
acclimated to the sound era. The adjustment
plan, as announced, is a definite recognition
of that fact.
The test of the value of the plan will come
in its application. No exhibitor deserving
of relief should be refused it. Every effort
should be made by the distributors to see that
the plan is applied with justice and speed.
On the other hand, the exhibitor who does not
deserve relief should be refused it with equal
emphasis.
The operation of the plan gives an opportunity for fair dealing and a definite application of good business methods. It is an
opportunity of first rate importance. From
statements already made by leading distributors, itappears there is every intention on
their part to make the plan of genuine benefit
to the many exhibitors who sorely need relief.
Of course, relief from excessive costs will
not, of itself, guarantee success for the small
theatre. There must be showmanship and
vigorous, hard work on the theatre man's
part, if his house is to make money.
The whole industry will watch to see just
how the plan will work. It is a serious, a vital
undertaking. And everybody who has the
best interests of the industry at heart will wish
it complete success.

Motion
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t
niza
trick Orga
ElecBroo
ence Won'
rfertion
Inte
In Sales
On Part Of Hays Association
RCA Resents ''Meddling'' In
Its Deals With Exhibitor
Assn, And Tells Hays
Attorney To Lay Off
CLASH between the RCA interests
and the Hays Association has occurred. The cause is said to have
g"
on the part of the Ha^^s
been "meddlin
attorney, Gabriel L. Hess, with plans that
the RCA had for the selling of its sound
reproducing installations in a block to the
organized exhibitors in Michigan. An executive of the RCA when .called on the
phone from the Hays office and asked regarding the deal is said to have informed
the Hays representative that it was not
a matter that interested the Hays organization, and that if the organization made it
a matter of their interest the RCA would
withdraw from the Association.
H. M. Richey, secretary and general manager of the Michigan M.P.T.O., while in
New York several wrecks ago, entered into
negotiation with RCA Avith a view toward
installing their device in the theatres of
the members of the Michigan organization.
He arranged for discounts, etc., because of
the collective buying on the part of the
organization and later is said to have
shown this proposed agreement in the home
office of one of the smaller of the producing and releasing organizations, where he
was trying to put through a similar deal
for their product.
The Hays organization is said to have
been apprised of the Michigan-RCA deal
shortly after Richey left the offices of the
picture company and as a result Gabriel
Hess, attorney for Hays, is said to have
phoned RCA and asked for the details of
the deal between the electrical corporation
and the Michigan unit of exhibitors.
Instead of giving Hess the information
that he desired he was informed, so it is
reported, that the details were a matter
between the RCA and the Michigan organization and not of interest to the Hays
Association, and that if the Association
persisted in making it a matter in which
they were interested the RCA would withdraw from the association.
A

Moss Resumes Advertising
Post With Columbia Pictures
Alex Moss has resumed charge of Columbia Pictures' publicity and advertising
department after doing special work for a
period of four months in the company's
Eastern story and scenario departments and
the issuing of the annual campaign book.
Hal Hodes, who held Moss' old position
during his absence, has been appointed
chief of the newly created Saks Promotion
Department, designed to bring about closer
contact between sales and advertising divisions. A new house organ, to be known as
the Columbia Beacon, will be launched immediately.

135Houses
Of Canada's
Are Wired930
nt
R, preside
A. COOPE
JOHNMotion
COL.
DistribuPicture
of the
tors and Exhibitors of Canada,
has announced that 135 theatres, out
of the 930 houses in the Dominion,
have already been wired, this representing one-seventh of the theatres in
the country. All of the larger houses
are now equipped for sound presentations so that the ratio is really much
larger in point of seating capacity.

P.F.L. Announces
Acquisition Of
Saenger Theatres
Deal Effected
By Exchange
Of Stock; E. V, Richards
Becomes Publix V,-P,
Forecast by this publication over a period
of several weeks. Paramount Famous
Lasky Corporation this week announced
that it had made arrangements to acquire
by exchange of stock all of the issued
outstanding preferred stock and at least
90 per cent of the Class A common stock
of Saenger Theatres, Inc., with headquarters in New Orleans. This Company owns
and operates theatres in the eleven southern
states. Central America and the West Indies.
E. V. Richards, who has been general
manager of Saenger Theatres, Inc., becomes
a vice-president of Publix Theatres, Inc.,
the theatre operating subsidiary of Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation.

W. E. Will Aid Stanley
Co. In Suit By General
Western Electric 's legal staff will' take
part in the conduct of the defense in the
patent suit brought against the Stanley
Co. of America by General Talking Pictures.
Western Electric bases this move on the
fact that its sound equipment has been in
operation in the Stanley Company's Aldine
Theatre, Wilmington, Del., the only theatre
mentioned specifically in the complaint.

Gloria Swanson In New York
Sailing for Paris on the Olympic August
lOlli, Gloria Swanson arrived in New York
City July 30th and will spend the intervening time at the Plaza Hotel. During her
stay in New York, Miss Swanson will make
phonograph recording for Victor of songs
she will sing in her first all-talking picture,
"The Trespasser," recently completed under the direction of Edmund Goulding.

Picture

News

W. E.-ERPI Suit
Against Pacent
Cos. Dismissed
Judge Holds They Should Not
Have Joined As Plaintiffs
With The A. T, & T.
Decision to dismiss the bill of complaint
against Pacent Reproducer Corp. and Pacent Electric Co. in the patent suit brought
against the two companies by Western
Electric, Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
and the American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., was handed down this week in the U.
S. District Court, Southern Distric|t of
New York.
Judge Coleman, giving the decision, held
that Western Electric and ERPI should not
have been joined as plaintiffs with the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. on
the grounds that these two former companies, as non-exclusive licensees, had not sufficient interest in the eight patents in question to bring suit. American Telephone
and Telegraph's assignment of May 5 last,
which, it appears, gave Western Electric
and ERPI such rights as they have under
the patents, was summarized by Judge
Coleman as follows :
"It is clear therefore that the Plaintiffs
Western Electric Co., Inc., and Electric
Research Products, Inc., have nothing in
the nature of an exclusive license."
Plaintiffs plan to appeal the decision immediately. They claim neither the validity
of the patents involved nor their alleged
infringement by the defendants' apparatus
is involved in the decision which Avas on a
motion to dismiss the bill of complaint because of the alleged misjoinder of the parties plaintiff.
The previous suit of Western Electric
against Pacent was dismissed last July 6
on the grounds that the plaintiffs were not
proper parties plaintiff in the action.

Rockett Resigns
Managerial Post
With First National
Al Rockett, general manager in charge
of production for First National, handed in
his resignation this week, giving ill health
as the reason. Rockett has been suffering
from ill health for the past three weel^s
and only recently returned to studio duties.
His resignation ends a six-year affiliation
with First National. He plans a recuperative trip to Europe.
Jack Warner, assisted by Hal Wallis and
C. Graham Baker, will continue to direct
First National studio affairs on the Coast.

Rosefield In South For RCA
RCA Photophone, Inc., announces the
appointment of Henry I. Rosefield as southern district manager in charge of sales.
Rosefield 's headquarters will be in Atlanta
and
ritory.he wall supervise a sales force which
will cover a large section of Southeast ter-

August
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Producers and M.P.T.O.A. Members
Agree On Rental Adjustment Plan
POLICIES

ANNOUNCED

Forecast $10,000,000 Net
From Loew's, Inc.

Warners Have Six Adjusters
In Field; First National
Also Aiding Exhibitors
In Crisis
SAM E. MORRIS, general sales director
r Bros.,' stated that his
Warne
for
on had
izati
six men in the field
organthe
to survey conditions and make adjustments
where the condition of the exhibitor's business warranted it, before the exhibitorproducer plan was agreed on.
"At no time have we ever set out deliberately tohurt any exhibitor no matter
how small he was.
"In the making of adjustments our plan
of operation is very broad and predicated
on the good faith of the exhibitor. The
facts relative to his business are secured,
questionnaires filled out and aid extended
wherever the circumstances demonstrate
adjustments are in order.
"As further proof that we are doing
everything we can to help the exhibitor,"
continued Mr. Morris, "we are releasing
right in the hot w^eather three pictures that
we consid'er to be three of our biggest productions. They are ' Noah 's Ark, ' ' The Gamblers' and 'On With The Show.' These
could have easily been withheld until the
Fall."
Ned Depinet, general sales manager for
First National, also stated that his organization was acting on adjustments in the
field. He said :
"All claims are being probed. The mere
statement that he has been hurt is not sufficient to bring an exhibitor relief. He must
prove by his books and by audited accounts
that he is entitled to adjustment. Then
action is prompt and efficient."

RKO Closes With
Two More Foreign
Film Distributors
RKO Productions, Inc., producers of Radio Pictures, have further increased distribution facilities abroad with the recent
signing of a contract with Kinemas Limited, of South Africa, for the handling of
the company's entire 1929-30 program,
according to advice from Joseph I. Schnitzer, now abroad. The deal was consummated
in England between Mr. Schnitzer, Mr.
Dowling and Sidney Hayden.
Another deal for 1929-30 product has
also been effected between RKO and
Madan Theatres, picture distributors
throughout India, Burma and Ceylon.
This was consummated in New York City
through Major Burjor Madan. These are
in addition to deal with Ideal Films which
will give RKO distribution in over three
hundred theatres in the United Kingdom.

d toforyield
expecte000
the
a net
INC., ofis $10,000,
S, return
LOEW'
fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1929,
according to predictions being made in
New York City's financial district. The
forty weeks up to June 2nd, 1929, already report a net profit of $8,215,034.
Last year the earnings totaled $8,568,162 for the entire period and in 1927
the returns were $6,737,205.

WoodhuU Says
Present Plan Of
Adjustment Sound
//

Proven
Unsatisfactory
Another Means Will Be
Worked Out. He Adds

Declaring that the adjustment plan is
sound, R. F. WoodhuU, President of the
M.P.T.O.A., this -week said that the distributor and exhibitor committee remain intact to modify the present plan or work out
a new one, if necessary.
"I think the present plan is sound,"
said WoodhuU. "In a short time it will
be possible to tell how it is working out.
If it is not satisfactory there is bound to
be an outcry. From certain quarters, of
course, there will be yelling, anyway.
There always has been. You cannot satisfy
a person seeking a ballyhoo instead of a
constructive solution.
"Our committee remains intact and
ready to operate on any new plan of modification of the present one that may come
up. Immediate relief, as I said before, is
imperative if the small exhibitor is going
to stay with us. It may mean a loss of
money to the distributor, is bound to in
certain cases, but the small loss will be
more than made up when the individual
exhibitor is once more on his feet, has recovered from the effects attendant on the
advent of sound pictures, the enthusiastic
seller meeting the eager buyer, always a
fatal combination."

Pasadena Officials Refuse
"Rose Bowl" for "Sweetie"
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Giving a reason that
they wanted to be entirely neutral during
the present controversy between Equity
and film producers, Pasadena city officials
have canceled a permit granted for the
shooting of certain scenes of Paramount 's
forthcoming production "Sweetie" in the
"Rose Bowl," widely publicized athletic
institution of Pasadena.

SITUATION

RELIEVED

WoodhuU Group Accept Plan
Offered By Hays Members
After Parley Lasting
Two Weeks
s
senting
state
organi
repretors zation
exhibi
E variousof
ITTE
COMM
A
n Picture Theatre
of the
Motio
Owners of America, the organization
headed by R. F. WoodhuU, and the committee of the principal producers and distributors ofwhich S. R. Kent was the head,
last week agreed on a plan for the immediate relief to the independent and unaffiliated exhibitor who has overbought on sound
films. The plan was worked out by the
sub-committee of the producer-distributor
committee on the whole, and when presented
to the exhibitor representatives last Thursday it was accepted by them after a brief
parley. The exhibitor organization men
had been in New York for about ten days
working on a plan of their own, some of
the features of which were incorporated in
the producer plan.
Immediately on the agreement being
reached as to the plan itself and its operation, the producers informed all of their
exchange managers, who will be the ones
to effect the adjustments with exhibitors,
that they were to extend every effort In
assisting exhibitors who were overbought to
an extent that made it impossible for them
to continue to operate their theatres except
at tremendous losses.

Relief For

Overbought

The plan provides that an independent
exhibitor, who is not affiliated with any
chain of theatres, who can prove that he
has overbought in the matter of sound
pictures, having jumped in while the first
rush was on and exhibitors were willing to
sign almost any form of contract no matter
what the price stipulations were as long as
they could get sound pictures, will receive
an adjustment providing he will show his
books or an audit of them which discloses
that he is operating at a loss.
ning.
The purpose of the plan is to keep exhibitors in business and their houses runAfter the meeting S. R. Kent made the
following statement:
' ' Our subcommittee and our committee
of the whole, embracing all of the members
of the national producers and distributors,
have been in almost continuous session for
the past ten days on the problem of an
organized industry plan offering relief to
the small, independent, unaffiliated exhibitors of the industry, whose business has
been affected with the sudden advent and
swift growth of the use of sound with moKent
stated that while it had beeen imtion pictures."
possible to work out up to the present time
{Continued on page 467)
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Gaynor-Farrell Draw $132,314;
'TuManchu" $56,950 At Rialto;
"Noah's Ark" At Strand $36,272
Radio Has Hit In ^^ Street Girl;^^
'^ Evangeline^' Doesn^tGetOver ;
''Black Watch" and ''Irish
Eyes" Fall Down
LITTLE Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell are responsible for a record
summer week at the Roxy. These
two star names coupled with that of Frank
Borzage as director pulled $132,314 to the
big house last week. It wasn't the production "Lucky Star" that was responsible
for the big money, for the picture isn't
up to the standard of either "Seventh
Heaven" or "Street Angel." At the
Rialto "Dr. Fu Manchu" proved to be a
terrific box office hit getting $56,950 on the
week. This is the outstanding money wallop of the street and in percentage comparison the Paramount release got 198 4/10
at the Rialto against 129 1/10 at the Roxy.
"Noah's Ark," in its first week on Broadway at popular prices, drew $36,272 to the
Strand.
The second week of Clara Bow in
' ' Dangerous Curves ' ' at the Paramount
showed $65,500, while at the Capitol "Wonder of Women" did not fare as well at the
box office as the picture deserved with the
receipt being $64,396.80.
"Evangeline" with Dolores Del Rio
which came into the Rivoli last week proved
a disappointment getting only $24,500 on
its first week.
At the Colony Universal has made the
mistake of holding in "The Showboat" a
little too long. The picture dropped to
somewhere around $6,300 last week, its
fourth at the house. Three weeks should
have been the length of the run. "In Old
Siberia" at the Cameo Avas held over for
a second week at that house, although the
business of around $5,275 did not warrant
it.
Only one of the extended run pictures
managed to hold its own last week. That
one was ' ' Four Feathers ' ' at the Criterion,
where the business was $14,400 on the week.
"Smiling Irish Eyes," which came into the
Central, failed to click and got only $9,900
on its first week. "The Black Watch," at
the Gaiety, has about petered out after
nine weeks.
"Melody Lane," which was at the Globe,
lasted but two weeks there, getting $13,460
on its final week with ICddie Leonard, the
star, making personal appearances. The
picture was replaced this week by what
looks like a real hit, "Street Girl."
"The Broadway Melody" at the Astor
has but another week to go and then is to
be replaced by the "Hollywood Revue."
Last week, the twenty-fourth for the picture on Broadwav, found the receipts at
$12,953.
"Drag"\at
Warner's
this
week to make
room for
the newfinishes
Al Jolson
picture "Say It With
ner receipts last week
"On With The Show"
den came through with

Songs." The Warwere $12,111, while
at the Winter Gar$15,225.

Talkie Ousts Legit
Tilt On Coast
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stage
at the Belasco Theatre, while Mary
Pickford's talker of the same name was
playing the second run neighborhood
theatres. The stage show attracted less
than ordinary business, according to
reports, and finally closed a week before originally intended. A company
official attributed the poor showing of
the play to the competition of the
talking production, which did a tremendous business in every locality.

Radio Pictures
Enter Big Time
With B Vay Run
Premiere Of "Street Girl" At
Globe Theatre Signalizes
New Policy
With the opening of "Street Girl" at
the Globe Theatre, New York, this week.
Radio Pictures made its big time Broadway debut. Important officials of the
Radio Corporation of America, and allied
interests were present to emphasize the
significance of Radio's vital interest in the
picture business.
Many people prominent in finance, industry, radio and the theatre attended, ineluding:
Major General James G. Harbord, president of Radio Corporation of America ;
David Sarnoff, chairman of the board,
R-K-0 ; Owen D. Young, president of Westinghouse Electric; Paul Cravath, of the
Equitable Bank; Merlin H. Aylesworth,
president of National Broadcasting Co. ;
Hiram S. Brown, president of Radio-KcithOrpheum Theatres, Inc. ; Colvin Brown,
executive vice-president of Pathe; Sam
Katz, head of Publix Theatres ; Harry Warner; Spyros Skouras; Messrs. Edward W.
Harden, Edwin M. Herr and Edward
Hayes, directors of RCA; Paul Mazur,
member of the RCA Board; Joseph P. Kennedy, president of Pathe; Joseph Plunkett,
general manager of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Theatres, Inc.; J. J. Murdock; Mo. Dreyfuss, head of Harms, music publishers; Dr.
Goldsmith, president, and Mr. Buscher, general manager, of RCA Photophone; Richard Currier, of RCA Photophone; Owen
Davis, playwright; Frank Craven, playwright and star; Henry B. Forbes, Broadway producer; Miss Ann Caldwell, librettist; and Herbert Brenon.

Picture

News

''Show Boat" Big
At 1st Coast Run
With Pop. Prices
"M-G-MHollywoodRevue"

Still

Leads; "Four Feathers" And
"Honky Tonk" Gross Well
Hollywood, August 1.— With the "M-GM Hollywood
1929"
still the
hit
of
the local Revue
movie of
row,
playing
to big
crowds in its sixth Aveek at Grauman's
Chinese, four other film attractions enjoyed very good business the past week,
with three houses making out average.
The four features that netted good returns were "Show Boat," in its first week
at the Criterion at popular prices; "Four
Feathers," in its first week at the United
Artists
at popular
"Honky
Tonk,"
in its first
week at prices;
the Warners
Hollywood
at popular prices; and "Dynamite," showing at the Carthay Circle.
Playing to normal business were "The
River of Romance," at the Paramount;
"Wonder of Women," at the Loew's State,
and ' ' Broadway ' ' in its sixth week at the
Biltmore, where the picture grossed just
enough to get the house out of the red.
The grosses of the pictures and their
percentage ratings are as follows : ' * M-G-M
Hollywood Revue of 1929 "—$29,000
(190%); "Show Boat— $18,000 (180%);
"Four Feathers" — $24,000 (175%);
"Honky Tonk"— $22,000 (155%); "Dynamite"—$18,000 (147%); "The River of
Romance "$26,000 (104%); "Wonder of
Women "—$27,000 (100%). "Broadway"
did $5,000 business.
The past week for the Cathay Circle was
its biggest in months while the business
done by the Criterion was tremendous after
"Show Boat's" Biltmore run. Charles
"Buddy" Rogers appears to be building
into a good draw, to judge by the business at the Paramount. The first week of
"Four Feathers" indicates that that picture Avill stay at the United Artists for a
six- weeks' run.

Jensen Re-entering Seattle
Downtown Theatre Area
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 1. — Claude S. Jensen^ member of the firm of Jensen-Yan
Herbcrg, once the "king pins" of the motion picture industry of the Pacific Northwest territory, arrived in Seattle last week
and announced that he and IMr. Yon Herbcrg were planning to reopen the Liberty
Theatre, downtown playhouse which they
operated for many years prior to disposal
to West Coast-United Artists, and its subsequent closing almost two years ago. The
house will be reopened in September and
will have the first full-stage size screen in
the Northwest for the projection of "true"
motion pictures.
This will be Jensen- Von Herberg's first
downtown venture in Seattle in twenty
months. Thej' now operate several neighborhood theatres.
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Allied States Declares War
Myers Decries
Good Faith Of
On Arbitration Method; Iowa
Exhibitor Plan
Statement
Issued
By
Allied
States Leader Infers
A Smoke Screen
Washington, Aug. 1. — A statement issued
from the offices here of the Allied States
Association of Exhibitors, under the signature of Abram F. Myers, decries the form
of exhibitor relief as proposed by the plan
which the producers and the exhibitor organization opposed to the Myers' association have agreed on. He intimates that the
plan is but a smoke screen for the time
being to drown out the voice of the independent exhibitor "giving utterance to his
just grievances."
In. his statement Mr. Myers says :
"The dust which was kicked up in an effort to obscure the meeting held by this Association in Washington on July theatre
2 havingowners
fettled,of there
is "revealed
to the
independent
the country
a r'an
of

Joins; Texas Seeks Injunction

P. F. L. Spikes Rumor
Bow Leaving Company
hed
publisBow
reportClara
to a that
RY wood
CONTRA
in Holly
would leave Paramount Famous
Lasky Corporation when her current
picture was completed, the company
this week issued a statement that she
would remain a Paramount star for
several years to come.
Miss Bow recently signed a contract
with the company which will continue
her services until October, 1931. Four
Bow pictures are planned for next
year. One of these, "The Saturday
Night Kid," went into production at
Hollywood this week. It is based on a
story by John Van Alstyne Weaver and
Paul Abbott and will be under the
direction of A. Edward Sutherland.
James Hall will be leading man.

'exhibitor relief of a type with which they are entirely
familiar.
"The producers, members of the Hays Organization,
will undertake, through their branch managers to make
adjustments with the expiring independents, whenever
the latter can 'produce justifiable reason for the reduction of score charges and film rentals'; i.e. justifiable
in the eyes of the branch managers.

Hays

Criticism

"The Hays. Organization whenever confronted by an
issue which cannot be otherwise evaded calls a conference of amenable producers and alleged independent exhibitors and works out an informal program, always voluntary on the part of the producers, to tide them over
the crisis and which may be thrown into the discard as
soon as the pressure abates.
"The manner in which the high purpose of the Trade
Practice Conference was subverted to industry politics
is green in the memory of the exhibitors. The producers would not agree to any binding resolution on
the all-important subject of block booking. They
'voluntarily' agreed, among other things, that 'news
reels and short subjects will not be included in any
block features, and the lease of news reels or short
subject blocks will not be required as a condition of
being permitted to lease feature blocks or vice versa.'
And yet I have affidavits from numerous exhibitors
affiliated with this Association to the effect that producer-distributors, parties to this 'statement of policy'
are, as a matter of fact, demanding that exhibitors
take their talking acts and news reels as a condition
to obtaining feature pictures.
"These dertooksame
the same auspices
unto ban producers
all mannerunder
of substitutions
and misleading advertising; yet on the basis of information
collected by this office, and well known to all engaged
in the industry, these abuses now flourish as never
before.

Independent

Justified

"The independent exhibitor, therefore, is justified in
looking askance at this latest 'voluntary' undertaking
by the producers, and in concluding that the whole affair was cooked-up to drown his voice in giving utterance to his just grievances. He knows that a mere
undertaking to adjust scoring charges and film rentals
which are too high lor him to pay is wholly unscientific
and must inevitably lead to injustice, favoritism, discrimination— and eventual disuse. There is great ability in the ranks of the producers thoroughly competent
to deal with this matter if unembarrassed by prevailing political methods. The pictures are budgeted and
their cost ascertainable within reasonable limits, their
distribution can be fairly calculated on the basis of
theatre equipment, and the theatres can be classified
according to earning power.
"Based on these factors the producers, if freed of
their commitments to each other through the Hays
Organization, could work out a schedule of prices
which would yield them a fair return on investments,
enlarge the field of distribution, and permit the independent theatre owners to remain in business at a
profit. This would be sound economics and good business and could be prosecuted along lines approved by
reputable accounting and appraisal companies. Also
it would avoid the vicious favoritism and discrimination
inherent in the scheme just announced by the producers."

RKO Expanding
Theatre Deal With
Pantages Circuit
Purchase
Announcement
Of
6 Followed By Report
Of Another Deal
On the heels of an announcement by F.
W. Vincent, Los Angeles representative of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum, that his company
would take over Pantages properties
amounting to six theatrs in the West by
Sept. 1, comes a report that EKO is also
negotiating for Pantages houses in four
other Western cities.
In the deal which was announced would
be closed by Sept. 1st, it is said that Pantages houses in San Francisco, Salt Lake
City, Portland, Ore., San Diego, Spokane
and Tacoma will be included. The present
negotiations are said to apply to Pantages
theatres in the cities of Los Angeles,
Seattle, Fresno and Vancouver. Joe Toplitsky, agent in the first deal, is also reported
to be handling purchase of the second lot
of houses for the further distribution of
RKO product.

Universal Signs Harry
Greene
Forwill"King
Jazz"of
Harry
Greene
play in Of
support
Paul Whiteman in "The King Of Jazz,"
Universal special now under way at Universal City. Greene will have the comedy
role of a theatrical agent. The only other
player signed to date is Andre Beranger,
who will have a part opposite Whiteman.
Plans for the actual shooting of the picture
are rapidly taking shape.

Steffes Claims Fifteen States
Are ISow Lined Up In Move
Against Present
System
Association has
Allied States
THE
declared war on arbidustry. apparently
tration as it now exists in the inW. A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitor
leader and an official of Allied, told the
Rocky Mountain States convention in Denver last week that "we (meaning Allied)
are out to break up arbitration, because it
is arbitration that has made a trust of the
Steffesbusiness."
claimed that Allied has now on
picture
its list 15 states in which exhibitors refuse to settle their differences through this
method, "and we hope to add the five
states in this territory to the others."
His statements are in line with an announcemerit made by Abram F. Myers,
president and general counsel of Allied,
early in July, in which he said that his organization would quit arbitration to force
a show down and seek negotiation of a
new uniform contract.

Wants Different Brand
"We are not opposed to arbitration," he
said. "We want arbitration which the industry has never had. The present contract is unfair and one-sided. All the
advantages are with the producer, none
with the exhibitor. We say until there is
a fair contract and a true arbitration we
The exhibitor association of Texas, after
recently
out on arbitration pro''
withdraw.walking
ceedings, now seek an injunction against
film exchanges from imposing a deposit
penalty on those exhibitors who have refused to accept the present method of arbitration. However, arbitration at Dallas
is being continued by distributors with a
board of exhibitors appointed by the city's
Mayor. Members of these proceedings have
so far expressed their approval of decisions rendered.
In tion
Iowa,
Iowa Exhibitor's
Associahas alsothewithwrawn
from arbitration
and, like the Texas group, doubt that the
present form of standard contract is legal
in their state. They have expressed their
desire for a new form of contract. At the
late convention of this organization members gave unanimous support to Senator
Brookhart's bill and agreed to lend full
support towards
its enactment.

Columbia

Buys Stage Play

Columbia Pictures announces acquisition
of the Bide Dudley stage play, "Borrowed
Love" and will class it among the fifteen
productions on the new season program
listed as de luxe pictures.
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Warners Will Celebrate
Anniversary Of Vitaphone
By Showing New Jolson Film
4ug, 6 Marks Third Year Since
"'Don Juan" Was First Shown;
''Say It With Songs'' Is
Jolson's Latest
THERS will celeWARNER brate theBRO
third anniversary of the
introduction of Vitaphone to the
public on next Tuesday night, August sixth,
with the premiere performance of Al Jolson's latest production "Say It With
Songs" at the Warner's Theatre, the
same house at which Vitaphone received its
first public demonstration on August sixth,
1926.
A revolution has convulsed the motion
picture industry in the three years since
that night. The revolution was predicted
by those who witnessed the first performance of John Barrymore in "Don Juan"
with its synchronized score play by the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra via
Vitaphone, and the accompanying short
subjects that were shown with it.
The initial program consisted of a speech
of welcome by Will H. Hays, the overture
from "Tannhauser" played by the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra; Marion Talley singing ' ' Caro Nome ' ' from ' ' Rigoletto"; Efrem Zimbalist and Harold Bauer
playing Beethoven's "Kreutzer Sonata";
Roy Smeck and his "Pastimes"; Anna
Case in "La Fiesta"; Mischa Elman playing "Humoresque" and Giovanni Martinelli singing "Vesti la Giubba" from "I
Pagliacci." It was a demonstration of a
mechanical sound reproduction device
coupled with the motion picturfe that was
at once startling and tremendous in its
scope. It presaged a new era in the motion picture industry and paved the way
for the present-day "talkie" craze which
has swept the country.

650 Shorts Produced
In the thirty-six months that have
elapsed since this first performance the
Warner Bros, have produced more than.
650 short subjects covering a range from
grand opera, instrumental music and
vaudeville specialties that have brought to
the screen hundreds of the famous artists
and players of the stage and operatic
world.
But more important still is the use that
Warner Bros, have made of Vitaphone with
full length pictures. Following the synchronization of "Don Juan," Vitaphone
was employed for the complete scoring of
34 other Warner productions. By the time
this group was finished, the company was
convinced that the future of Vitaphone
features should be developed by the incorporation of songs and dialog into the action
of the story. Al Jolson in "The Jazz
Singer" was the first attempt along these
lines. Because of its overwhelming success,
more ambitious use of Vitaphone was made
until the first all-talking feature picture.

Weekly First National
Hour On Radio
RES
NAL anPICTU
NATIO
ve
T soon
extensi
launch
will
FIRS
radio hook-up in conjunction with
station KFWB at Los Angeles. Every
Monday evening between nine and ten
o'clock there will be a First National
hour introducing company stars. It is
probable that Mervyn LeRoy, First
National director, will act as Master
of Ceremonies.

ERPI, RCA And
Academy Move For
Sound Instruction
University Engineers And
Professors
Will Lend
Their Cooperation
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Aug. 1. — A plan has been
effected between Electrical Research Products, Inc., the Radio Corporation of America and the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Science whereby university engineers and professors will cooperate in the
formation of an instructional school for all
employees of the motion picture industry
who are engaged in operation or projection
of sound picutres. The movement developed from a meeting of sound engineers
at the Academy on Wednesday night of
this week.
It is expected that text books, outlining
a course of instruction on sound and other
means of teaching theatre operators the
proper method of operating sound apparatus, will result from the move. ,
"Lights of New York," was given its
premiere at a midnight performance at the
Mark Strand Theatre, on Broadway, Julv
6, 1928.
To date, in addition to the 650 Vitaphone
shorts and the 34 synchronized features,
Warner Bros, have completed 54 Vitaphone
talking pictures. The scope of Vitaphone
production has increased a hundredfold
since August, 1926, until today it covers all
types of dramatic and musical material,
including operettas and other classifications
of entertainment hitherto impossible for
the motion picture camera to utilize.
Through Warner Bros, pioneering, natural
color is now being aded to the wonders of
Vitaphone so that mechanically the Warner
product has today reached the ultimate
perfection.

Picture

News

Fox Will Make
Silent Versions
of 1929-30 Films
Revises
Plans
On
All But
Musical Shows; Will
Re-edit Others
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Fox will not only
make silent versions of practically all
talker productions to be released during
the
willhave
alsobeen
re-edit
and
title coming
several year,
talkersbutthat
released
in the past several month. This decision
was reached by Winfield Sheehan after it
was found that the company was losing
revenue on talker productions by not providing silent versions.
John Stone, who has been with Fox for
several years as a scenario writer, has
been placed in charge of the silent version
department, and will be assisted by Wilbur Morse, Jr.
In making the silent versions of pictures
produced as aU talkers. Fox will make additional scenes, if these are found necessary. The musical productions to be made
luring the coming year will not carry silent
versions, as it is admitted that those pictures depend mostly on music and not on
story background.
A company statement declared that Fox
would make the silent versions to take
care of the requirements of the 12,000 or
more unwired theatres in this country, in
addition to the thousands of houses in foreign countries. Winfield Sheehan said that
silent prints would be made until all theatres in the country are wired, which he
estimates will require three to four years.

Waxman Appoints Harvey To
Warner Advertising Post
George Harvey has been appointed to
handle advertising copy on Warner Bros,
forthcoming schedule of Vitaphone productions. The appointment was announced
this week by A. P. Waxman, director of
advertising and publicity for the company.
Mr. Harvey will work under Mr. Waxman 's
supervision in the post recently resigned
by George Brown. Brown left for the
Coast last Friday to become Harold Frankatres. lin's director of publicity for Wesco TheHarvey goes to Warners with a long record of experience in the film business, recently having been in charge of advertising for Pathe. He is also president of the
A. M. P. A.

F. Meyer In N. Y.; U Chain
Plans Wisconsin Expansion
Fred Meyer, general manager of the Universal Chain subsidiary, the Milwaukee
Theatre Circuit, is now in New Yoi'k for
conference with Universal home office executives regarding the film buy for his
chain.
few days.He returns to Milwaukee after a
Accompanying him to Milwaukee will be
Louis Cohen, real estate chief for "U, "
who will investigate several Wisconsin situations to fit in with I-niversal's expansion.
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RKO Has Plan
For Solution Of
Foreign Tangle
Decides On Use Of Prologues
And Interpolations In
Several Languages
RKO Productions, Inc., have hit upon a
■neat solution of the problem of making
American-made pictures understandable in
the foreign market. It is all done with a
prologue and a "master of ceremonies"
and the company believe? it has a most effective method of combating the present
difficulties.
Foreign actors have been engaged by
Randolph Bartlett, Radio Pictures title editor, to speak prologues and interpolations
to RKO features in their native languages.
The general plot of the story, its characters and the key situations are described in
a prologue in the language of the country
where the film is to be shown. Then at the
end of each reel, the picture again cuts to
the "master of ceremonies" who describes
the change of scene and the dialogue that
is to follow.
The first members of Bartlett 's foreign
staff to be engaged are : Pierre De Ramey,
a Frenchman, with the Gaumont Film Company, Hans Von Morehardt, German actor;
Manuel Paris, of Barcelona, Spain; and
Robert Wahlberg, of Stockholm, Sweden.
"Street Girl," now being given its premiere at the Globe Theatre, New York, is
the first of the Radio Pictures to have
been given this service for the foreign market since it is the first Radio Picture to have
been released.

L. A. Musicians' Union Aids
Equity Fight; Gillmore Policy
Held Wrong By Some Members
Hearing on Equity Suit
Scheduled Aug. 12
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Warner
1. — all,
Aug. Marsh
, TuUy
ers and
deBrothOOD
HOLLYW
inEquity's court action
fendants
to prevent the actor, a member of the
association, from working for the producer through the medium of a permanent injunction must go to court on
August 12th to show cause why Marshall should not be enjoined from
working for Warners.
The suit is an innovation in legal
circles inasmuch as Equity contends
Marshall's membership in Equity constitutes a contract in itself, and his
signing a term agreement with Warner
Brothers constitutes a breach of that
contract.

Interchangeability
Settled Abroad For
Seven U. S, Firms
Bitterly Contested Issue Settled
With Declaration Of
A Truce

J. D. Williams Returns
From Trip To Continent

The interchangeability issue in Great
Britain is settled, according to cable advices this Wieek, so far as seven American
companies are concerned. Paramount, Fox,
M-G-M, United Artists, Universal, Warners and First National issued a joint statement July 31 in London, declaring a truce
on the issue.
It was announced by these companies
that their sound pictures may be shown
over any make of reproducing equipment so
long as the equipment meets the approval
of a committee of indpendent experts which
will be appointed.
The interchangeability issue has been
bitterly contested in Great Britain, and at
one time it threatened to become a matter of legislation by Parliament.

Metropolitan Building New
Sound Stage On West Coast

Rayart Officials Celebrate
Company's
Fifth Anniversary
The fifth anniversary of Rayart Pictures

J. D. Williams, World Wide Pictures
executive vice-president, arrived in New
York on the Berengaria this week, returning from a two months' business trip to
England where he promoted a talking
studio proposition.
Alexander Aronson, World Wide European representative, is expected back from
the continent this month; he has been
abroad assembling talking picture product
for his company.
With Mr. Williams at the helm and Mr.
Aronson 's pending return, World Wide
activities will be at once resumed.

Metropolitan Sound Studios are expanding their Hollywood plant with the construction of another 100 x 200 complete
sound stage which will provide additional
shooting area of more than 20,000 square
feet. Metropolitan is said to be the only
independent leasing studio equipped with
Western Electric recording devices. Companies now producing in these studios include Harold Lloyd, Sono-Art, Caddo, Cliff
Broughton, Coronet Comedies, Lloyd Hamilton Comedies, Bercowitz Productions, and
Robert Bruce Productions.

Corporation, created by W. Ray Johnston
on July 24th, 1924, was celebrated on the
same date last Wednesday. Since its formation the company has made five consecutive seasons' programs.
Richmont Pictures, Inc., who from the
beginning have handled the company's
product abroad, will continue to distribute
for the foreign market during the 1929-30
season. The program will consist of alltalkies and details will shortly be announced.

Undercover
Player
Group
Meet Daily In Beverly
Hills To Solve
Situation
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

still working to force the producers
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 1.— With Equity
to accept its terms, there were two
devel
week. opments of major importance this
The first was the report that prominent
stars, members of Equity, who are against
the methods being used by Frank Gillmore,
Equity head, have held under cover meetings at Beverley Hills homes in an effort
to work out their own solution of the impasse. They are reported as particularly
opposed to the banning of the small actor
and feel that this method is entirely in
the AVT'ong.
The second development was a speech
by J. W. Gillette, head of the Los Angeles
Musicians Union, in which he declared that
Equity had given an impetus to the whole
labor cause in Los Angeles and for this one
point alone the American Federation of
Labor would insist that Equity demands be
met by the producers. Gillette closed his
remarks with a donation of $1,000 to the
Equity fund.

Announce Suspended Players
Tbe Stadium meeting attracted about
five thousand persons with speakers generating the enthusiasm. The suspended
Equity members announced were : Louis
Mercer, Edith York, Otto Matiesen, Louise
Gaval, Harry Wood, Agnes Riley, C. B.
Steele and Elmer Hawley. William Orlamend was announced as reinstated. Gillmore claimed there was no doubt concerning the ultimate and entire victory for his
organization in the near future. Paul
Turner read a report to the New York
council to the point that new Equity members totaled 2,000 up to last Friday, with
about fifty being added daily. It was also
claimed that investigations showed that
casting is becoming increasingly difficult
for producers and it was intimated that
several producers were facing a real pinch.
It was further declared that non-Equity
players hitherto engaged in silent film production were not properly filling talking
parts. The enlisting of local labor organtionalizations
appeal.was cited as a great bid to naIn reference to treatment of stars by
film producers George Arliss stated that
they have no complaint to offer. The producers had done everything for them, he
said, and he personally had the highest
praise for the Warner Brothers for treatment accorded him while working on two
productions. Other speakers included
Louis Wolheim, Emma Dunn, Lottie
Pickford, James Young, Clark Silvernail,
Major Pease and Capt. 0 'Hay.
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Eastern Mo, And
Southern 111. T. O.
Convene Aug. 19
Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, Will
Be Scene Of Gathering Which
Will Last 2 Days
St. Louis Mo., August 1. — Fred Wehrenberg, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois has announced that the annual
convention of the organization will be held
at the local Jefferson Hotel, on August 19
and 20.
Although the complete program for the
gathering has not been decided on as yet
it is certain that several men prominent
nationally in motion picture affairs will be
included in the speakers. The program
committee composed of President Wehrenberg, Oscar Lehr, Ralph Goldman and L. C.
Hehl are negotiating with a number of
outstanding men with a view of having
them address the convention delegates.
It is also certain that the sound picture
situation will be gone into very thoroughly.
There are many theatres in the territory
covered by the organization that are in
real distress because of the new conditions
that have developed in the industry since
sound pictures were introduced.
Another feature of the gathering will be
the banquet to be held on the evening of
August
19.

"U" Forms Syndicate
To Handle Newsreel
Stories For Papers
The latest development in Universal 's
newsreel tie-up with a large group of indepently owned newspapers in various parts
of this country is the formation of a syndicate known as The Newspaper Newsreel
Syndicate, with headquarters at 3 West
56th street, New York City.
The syndicate will handle all newsmatter
for the printed columns of the various journals and maintain photographic service to
supply the publications with still pictures
of all news events which are shown in the
newsreel. The cameraman employed will
take snapshots or time exposures of the
same events that appear in the newsreels
and these will be sent to the syndicate by
air mail or other rapid transit to insure
publication at the earliest possible moment.
Forty newspapers are in the tie-up and the
first of the newsreels was shown in key
cities July 31.

Columbia Signs Margaret
Livingston For 6 Pictures
Margaret Livingston's name was added
to Columbia's list of players for a series
of six talking pictui'e productions on the
1929-30 program. Among outstanding dialog pictures Miss Livingston has appeared in are "The Last Warning," "Beware of Bachelors" and "The Bellamy
Trial."

Vancouver Newspaper
Attacks Censorship
a recent
in rship
Sun,censo
Vanco
ial uver
on the
of
THEeditor
talkies, states that a situation has
been created which is "intolerable":
The paper holds, "that the box office
constitutes the best censorship any picture can have.
"Wholesale butchery on the part of
censorship boards is bound to destroy
the nice synchronization between sound
and picture and by the time a talking
picture gets through the hands of nine
different censorship boards, each with
a different standard of appraisal, the
picture is just about ruined."
The editorial also asks why, if censorship is at all necessary, should
Canada have nine boards picking over
all
ion. pictures that come into the Domin-

Work Of Screen
Technicians Leads,
Coast Paper Finds
Screen Writers^ Bulletin Bases
Survey On News^ Check-Vp
And Sees Movie Talent
Supreme
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Of thirty-tive all
talkers doing better than normal business
at the theatre box office for the first three
and a half months of this year, twenty-five
are the product of screen technicians
throughout, as well as featuring screen
players exclusively.
This is pointed out in a recent issue of
"The Screen Writers' Bulletin," Hollywood, which bases its compilation on and
credits the box office check of Motion
Picture News for the three and a half
months ended May 31, 1929. This check up
was printed in a recent issue of the News.
Continuing, "The Screen Writers' Bulletin" says: "The actor's bogie, Voice Test,
is not so ogreish as was anticipated. In
fact, only five of the leaders feature stage
personalities, two of these being Jolson's."

M-G-M Secures Mayan House
For Marion Davies' Picture

Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Due, it is claimed,
to congested bookings at the Chinese,
Carthay Circle and Criterion theatres in
Hollywood, M-G-M has taken over the
Mayan theatre in Los Angeles for the presentation of Marion Davies' first Lalking
picture, "Marianne."

G. R. O'Neill Heads Pathe
Advertising And Publicity
G. R. O'Neill, formerly head of advertising and publicity for Pathe International Corp., becomes the new director of
advertising and publicity of Pathe Exchange, Inc., succeeding George W. Harvey, resigned.

Picture
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Film Exports Show
Large Gain During
First Half Of 1929
Anxiety
To
Market
Silent
Prints Seen Among
Other Reasons
In a communication from the Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C, N.
D. Golden, assistant chief of the motion
picture division points out that American
motion picture exports for the first six
months of 1929 show an increase of 9,058,284 linear feet over the corresponding period of 1928.
This is accounted for, the Department
thinks, for the facts that American distributors are anxious to market as many silent
prints as possible in Europe before the desire for talking pictures becomes as firmly
implanted there as in this country, and
that our exports of talking and sound pictures have made it necessary for American
distributors to print their talking versions
in this country as the European printers
are not yet equipped to print positive prints
from negative sound films. Probably this is
substantiated by the large increase of imports by the United Kingdom during the
first six months of 1929.
By this increase the United Kingdom becomes our second leading purchaser and as
always, remains our leading revenue market. For the six month period Europe has
supplanted Latin- America as our chief user
of American pictures, the latter, however,
being close on Europe's heels.

Taylor Installed As
Ass't General Sales
Mgr. For Universal

The establishment of a Western sales
executive in New York — a new move for
Universal — was made last week by the
Laemmle organization, Harry Taylor, who
has been Mid-West division manager for
U in Kansas City, being named as assistant general sales manager by M. Van
Praag, U sales chief.
Under Van Praag, Taylor will have
jurisdiction over the Western half of the
U. S., his
including eighteen Universal territory
exchanges.
The Eastern half of the country, including 22 exchange territories, remains under
the jurisdiction of Ted Schlanger, U's other
assistant general sales manager. The
('anadian offices are included in Schlanger 's
jurisdiction.

Four More Vita Shorts
Completed by Warner Bros.
Among the recently completed WarnerV^itaphone short subjects are four more
from well known artists. From Irene
Franklin is a sketch entitled "Those Were
the Days" and she sings "The Belle of
the Beach." Flournoy and Miller have
completed a skit "They Know Their Groceries," Cariena Diamond, harpist, another,
and Nan Halperin, a singing number in
coniedv stvle.
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Pictured above is the yraiid lobby of the newest playliou.w built in .lustralia by Hoyts Theatres. Ltd.. and regarded the most beaiitiju'l theatre
in that country. The Regent tvas opened March 15, 1929. The architectural style is Gothic. It is built on a duplex plan, the building housing
also a smaller theatre called the Pla::a and devoted to long runs, while
the main theatre, zvifh 3,300 seats, operates on a weekly change policy.
CEDRIC H. BALLANTYNE & ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
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THEATRE

Melbourne^
CEPRIC H. BALLANTYNE

Australia

AND ASSOCIATES. ARCHITECTS
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Belozv, Cross View
Rear of the Regent
Auditorium.

THE Regent Theatre in Melbourne, Australia, is operated by Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., and takes rank among the
most stnkmg of the palatial motion picture houses of the world. The Regent is built on the duplex plan
with another, smaller capacity, playhouse underneath it. The smaller theatre is called the Plaza and has seatino'
accommodations for 1,300 people, all on one floor. The Regent seats about 3,300. The former is devoted
tt
long-run engagements, while the Regent operates as a weekly change house with admission prices ranging from
^6
cents to 60 cents for matinees and 36 cents to 78 cents for evening performances. At the time the photos above
were taken the interior had not been completed.
The Regent was formally opened last March
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FOX— A NEW MOTION PICTURE PALACE OPENS
ITS DOORS TO THE SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC

Huge Auditorium for Sound Film and Allied Efitertaintnent Has Seating
Capacity
opening of the Fox
AL
FORM
tre, San Francisco, took
Thea
place, amid the celebrative events
and glamor usually attending the dedication of the super-type theatre, on the
evening of June 28th. And, as the
motion picture trade already knows,
the new playhouse lives up to those
standards of capacity, sumptuousness
and modern service features whidli

of 5000 — Dedication

Held

June

Against it are painted, here and there,
striking golden pheasants.
And the focus of the 5,000 pairs of
eyes whose owners may be seated in
this tremendous hall, is the curtain.
Mere the brocade design of the ceiling
is reproduced in colored jewels against
a neutral background of satin plush.
Augmenting the color of the jewels
are patterns of scintillating metallic

stamp the newest achievements of architects who specialize in the planning
and construction of motion picture
theatres.
The new Fox in San Francisco

matches in seating capacity the theatres recently opened under the Fox
Theatres banner in St. Louis and Detroit. There are accommodations for
5,000 persons in this huge, vaulted auditorium. The new house was designed by Thomas W. Lamb, Architect, of New York.
Built in modern block style, the theatre is undecorated on the exterior except for the towering cathedral facade
of the entrance. So cleverly is its auditorium planned that the occupants
of one section need hardly know the
othel" sections exist.
In a special mezzanine circle between the first floor and balcony, is the
de luxe portion — the diamond horseshoe. Cream colored paneling on walls
and ceiling, ornamented with the soft
pastels of French Renaissance, appear here in the soft glow of subdued
and modernistic sidelights. In this
circle are 350 deeply upholstered seats.
In the balcony above, seats are divided into three distinct sections, each
drawing in to itself the surrounding
decoration so that none is lost in the
immensity of the whole. The first six
rows contain 250 loges, the next section is the first balcony, and al)ovc the
second balcony.
Spacious and well ventilated
throughout, the topmost row of the
theatre lacks not a whit of the finished
decoration t'.iat distinguishes the diamond horseshoe, h'rom this row to
the screen is a magnificent sweep of
235 feet.
Gold and vvahiut is the color scheme.
A deep-set arched panel, heavy with
dull gold fresco work and gold-etched
columns Hank the stage on either
side, and is repeated eight times down
the length of the theatre. The immense center dome, surrounded by six
smaller domes, is colored by indirect
lighting, and the remainder of the ceiling is painted to match the brocaded
panels in other parts of the theatre.
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follow

the

brocade

of projection
EAT s battery
ACjRmachine
and spotlights occupy
a long room behind the topmost row.
High up in the theatre, also, is the aircooling room, where the huge intake
ducts direct air through a cool shower
of fresh water before it passes into the
the theatre. Above is a whole floor devoted to radio broadcasting rooms, preview rooms and sound-proof ofifices
for certain of the 150 members of the
persoimel.
Half a dozen elevators convey patrons to and from the balconies.
There is even a special sliding panel
in the side of the cars to permit passengers to pass from one elevator to
another in case one should become
stuck between floors.
On the mezzanine is a beautiful
suite of rooms that compose a women's
lounge. A beautiful, delicately-toned
room with a fireplace and delightful
chairs is flanked by a smart, modern-

28th

istic smoking room and lighters are
provided in profusion. In the cosmetic room the walls are all of mirrors,
beautifully designed, and a number of
them carved underneath the surface in
bizarre, fanciful patterns.
Another suite of women's rooms,
equally beautiful, is located on a mezzanine floor. Above the upstairs
women's lounge is one of the men's
clubrooms, where hunting prints and
leather chairs give a pleasant masculine atmosphere enhanced by carved
woodwork and a rich Oriental rug.
DOWNSTAIRS
a hospital
room with full is
equipment
for
emergency cases. In the basement is an
imense boiler room, containing the
h.eating plant, another containing the
refrigerating plant for all the water
that bubbles upward to a score of
tiled drinking fountains in the theatre
above.
There are 3 organs of the highest
grade, one in the lobby.
With its opening June 28, A. M.
Bowles of Fox West Coast Theatres,
decided definitely that the policy of the
palatial Fox Theatre will be consonant
with that of the spacious Roxy Theatre of New York. By this accordance, the San Francisco playhouse
presents a combined program of stage
and screen entertainment. Fox and
Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer films will be
shown chiefly, while Fanchon and
Marco will provide foothght numbers.
The popular schedule of five complete or so-called "de luxe" shows has
t)eei: adopted for Saturdays, Sundays,
and holidays, and four complete shows
daily for the balance of the week.
The theatre was dedicated to the entire state of California at the openingceremony, which occupied the greater
part of Friday, June 28th.
Seats for the dedicatory performance went on sale one month in advance of the opening, scaling at $2, $3,
and $5. Saturday, June 29th, the Fox
opened on regular schedule with the
same show at popular prices.
Heading the list of screen celebrities
on hand opening night were Will
Rogers, who acted as master of ceremonies during the entire program :
William Collier, Sr., Janet Gaynor,
Marion Davies and Warner Baxter
and Lois Moran who are starred in the
world premiere showing of "Behind
That Curtain," Farl Derr Bigger's
adventure-romance
of San Francisco
and Hawaii. Others whose arrival
was noted are Loretta Young, Lois
Wilson, James all, Charlie Chase.
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In San Antonio

Above: The twenty-one story Milam
Building, in which Manufactured Weather
makes ''Every day a good day" in all offices, shops and restaurant. Left: The
Texas Theatre, in which Manufactured
Weather assures San Antonio theatregoers a cool, comfortable atmosphere the
year 'round.

Manufactured Weather for Health and Comfort
/'"OUTSIDE . . . the scorching August
sun . , . thermometer climhing past
^^
100° . . . streets sizzling hot with little relief afforded hy the shade ...
And inside . . . patrons in the Texas Theatre enjoying the performance ...
occupants of the Milam Building going about their daily tasks . . . giving no
thought to the heat.
They are enjoying Manufactured Weather — a cool, clean,
comfortable atmosphere, regardless of outside weather conditions.

v;--^:-

The heat in San Antonio, although more intense over a longer period, is no
worse than in New York, in Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Cincinnati, or in
hundreds of other cities throughout the country.
And in many of these cities
Manufactured Weather
is increasing patronage and building good will . . . not
only in theatres, but in office buildings, banks, department stores, hotels, restaurants, and public and industrial buildings in which the health and comfort of

T':,^

occupants

-

, ;.

assume

a place of first importance.

r- ' ^Ji-ic- .'. If you are contemplating building, and not giving serious consideration to
-.'■ ' Manufactured Weather, as provided only through the Carrier System for Air Con• ;,^,'. '^^^'l':'_ ditioning, you are threatening your structure with early obsolescence. Write
-' ;:;;:;• 7 ^^^ ^ copy of Bulletin TS-12 which has been prepared to give those interested
■■'^v-.

.{' .

a general knowledge of Manufactured

Weather and its applications.

Carrier Fnqineering Corporation
Offices and Laboratories
NEWARK,
NEW
JERSEY
New

York
Philadelphia
Washington

Boston
Chicago
Kansas City

Cleveland
Los Angele&

Detroit
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The Big Screen — Next Development to
Find Application in the Theatre
Many

Companies Perfecting Methods to Photograph Scenes at Least
ST
Width of Present Standard
— Will Aid Realism of Talkies

Double

the

-1

RECENT demonstrations have made
it, evident that the day of tlie
"big screen" — big at any rate in
comparison to the picture sizes which
have been standard these many years —
is the newest technical development that
will find practical application in the theatre at a not distant date.

ilHI^^HI
-
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For years motion picture men, producers as well as engineers, have had the
ideal of a larger projected image, as well
as a larger photographed image. Attempts
to enlarge the size of the projected
scene were made many years ago. The
most recent, and most practical method
of so doing, came forward in the develof theParamount
so-called "Alagnascope."'
developedopment by
engineers, and
used with excellent dramatic effects in
connection with showings of "Old Ironsides" and "Chang." A later applicati )n
with an added novelty of effect was
M-G-M's "Fantom Screen," which, like
Magnascope, employed the wide-angle
lens to enlarge the standard size film in
projection, but used a movable screen,
which traveled down-stage as the growth
of the picture took place. This was used
with the Broadway showing of "Trail of
'98" at the Astor Theatre, New York
City.
These efforts no doubt gave new impetus and added interest to movements
toward making the picture bigger, by one
method or another. However, the development of sound pictures, and particularly the talkie brought with it the necessity of photography of wider scope, since
for the highly dramatic scene the talking
picture, unlike the silent, is not dramatically enhanced by the use of the closeup. Long shots, on the other hand, reduce
the figures to such small proportions that
much of the actor's facial expression and
the definition of lips are lost. Consequently there was set in operation nnich
experiment with methods to use a larger
film.
Several "wide film" methods, therefore
have been brought forth. One of these
is the application of developments by
( xeorge K. Spoor, a pioneer producer who
retired from production to spend his time
in the laboratory on e.xperiments with
stereoscopic cine photography. Some
years ago the Spoor film was believed to
have reached the stage of perfection as
a method of producing stereoscopic pictures. But, efforts to use the method in
the production of a photoplay showed
that there still was room for development
and improvements.
However, since a film double the width
of the standard film was one of the basic
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A comparison of standard, 35nini, film 'tvith the S6nim Paramount
MagnafUm
demonstrated recently at the Rivoli Theatre, New York, and projected on a full-stage
screen.
Sound tracks on both films, it will be noted, are of the same standard
width of Movietone recording

elements involved, there resulted the development of a means of projecting this
larger film, and improvements in the process worked out by Spoor were productive of the application of his process.
The Spoor camera and projector, with
provision for showing a large film are
now in use by RCA, and demonstrations
of pictures made by this process were
made in New York recently.
Other wide-film methods which are being developed are the Magnafilm which
Paramount demonstrated in July, and the
much discussed Grandeur film on which
l'"ox engineers have been working for
some time. Both the Spoor film and the
Magnafilm give an effect of depth, or a
"stereoscopic" effect, because there is less
distortion and the larger picture on the
larger screen creates an illusion which
gives the spectator a sense of depth.
Both of these two processes use a singlelens camera. The Fox Grandeur process,
it is understood, employs a camera having
a double lens. These are theoretically
the two eyes of the human. The image
photographed by one lens is superimposed
upon that registered by the other objective. However, this superimposition is
not in exact register, thus the stereoscopic
principle is applied in the camera. However, the process calls for black and
white photography, and the projection
by a single-lens projector, the image thus

projected having a softness of outline
which gives the stereoscopic effect. No
demonstrations of the Grandeur film have
been made to others than those within the
organizations developing the method of
photographing and projecting these pictures.

OTHER method for producing a
bigger screen picture recently announced isthat perfected by Capt. Ralph
G. Fear, head of the cinema Equipment
A

Co. of Hollywood. Fear's method will
produce a picture two and one-half times
the size of the present motion picture. His
method differs in that the standard film
is used, the photographed image being
double the width of the standard. This
is accomplished by the use of an optical
system which turns the photographed object from the vertical to the horizontal
position, in which it is recorded on the
film. Thus the length of the film is used
to give added width to the picture. Application ofan optical system the reverse
of that used in the camera fits the standard projector to project these pictures.
The most striking feature involved here
is the fact that studio camera equipment
and the projectors in theatres may be
equipped to photograph and project the
Fear wide-film simply by the substitution
of a new optical system for the old.
Demonstrations of the pictures made by
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KERSTEN
The Large Horn Builders

Paper Cones vs Exponential Horns?
The Cone maker shouts that cones are best.
The Horn maker shouts that horns are best.
Consider this fact:
There are two companies in America that make
both paper cones and exponential horns. BOTH
OF THESE COMPANIES RECOMMEND
HORNS FOR THEATRE WORK.
KERSTEN is one of these two companies.
Either of them could charge you more for the
additional cone speakers that would be necessary to match exponential horns in space coverage, but knowing that it is the exponential
horns ability to give clear, natural reproduction
that is selling the "talkies'^to the public they
recommend and sell only such equipment that
they know to be best for the purpose.

KERSTEN HORN
No. 5301

All Kersten Horns are built under

KERSTEN

Electrodynamic Speaker

PATENTS

With the Kersten Horns you can give YOUR
PUBLIC the same quality of Voice and musical
reproduction that makes them stand in line in
New York, Chicago, Detroit or Los Angeles.

No. 70K

So reasonably priced that even the small theatre
may now get results that compare favorably
with large theatre installations.
May we help you?
Write for complete information.

KERSTEN
MADE
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EQUIPMENT,

1410 FULFORD ST.,
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the Fear process, on which patents, it is
said, have been applied for, were made
privately in Hollywood according to report.

ONE of the major difficulties involved
in the projection of a film double
the width of the present standard film is
the result of tendencies for the film to
buckle. What new devices have been developed for the Grandeur film projectors,
which are being made by International
Projector, or the Spoor Natural Vision
pictures which RCA is using, have not
been revealed to the public. When Mr.
Spoor demonstrated his process to certain technical men several years ago in
Chicago, the projector used to show the
wide film was equipped with an air compressor and a jet of air under high pressure was used to press the film flat against
the apperture, according to reports that
were then current.
Before going into further details concerning the wide film processes which
have been demonstrated and those which
have been described by the sponsors
thereof, it might be of interest here to
detail the method used to give enlarged
pictures from standard film as applied in
the Magnascope, which development is
credited to 'Lorenzo Del Riccio, Paramount engineer who also is credited with
the development of the new Magnafilm.
No new principles were involved in the
Magnascope. However, efiforts made long
years before had failed, while the Paramount engineers succeeded in producing
a large picture from standard film. The
Magnascope was used for the first time
in a public presentation at the Rivoli
Theatre, New York, in the latter part of
1926.

The equipment required and the
method of projecting large pictures from
standard film were described by H. Rubin, supervisor of projection of Publix
Theatres, in a paper read before the S.M.
P.E. meeting in Hollywood in 1928, and
which in part is quoted below :
"A large screen, covering practically
the entire proscenium opening, is used
with the side and top maskings set at
the proper size for a small picture.
"A warning is given back stage about
two minutes before the large screen is
to be used; instantaneously with the
change-over, back stage is given a signal
and the side maskings and top border or
maskings are brought to the desired location for the large picture. During this
operation the portion of the picture for
the large screen, which is being projected
on the black maskings, does not show up
and therefore the illusion is created that
the picture is gradually becoming larger.
"The bottom masking for both large
and small picture shoulcl be the same and
all projectors set to hit this masking.
The bottom masking of the sheet should
be stationary. This masking may be either
black velour or velvet attached to the
drop or screen. Two black side maskings,
or draw curtains, on a traveler will serve
as the side masking for both the small
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Magnascope Screen Masking Layout
Reproduced from the Transactions of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers

and large picture. In order to keep the
picture edge of these maskings straight,
a straight edge frame is put on the picture edge with masking firmly lapped
around it. The top masking or border of
the screen must also be movable and
shduld be of black velour or velvet with
an iron or wooden edge frame to keep
the bottom edge straight. All masking
should be as close to the screen, or drop,
as- possible.
"A third projector equipped with a
special intermittent movement and special lens is necessary ; the change-over
from regular machine is made when the
special scenes are to be shown.
"In the enlarged picture, having an
area approximately four times that of the
smaller one, it is essential that a maximum amount of light be projected to the
screen. For this reason, a special 72 degree Simplex intermittent movement was
developed by the International Projector
Corporation. This movement is designed
to move the film more rapidly between
exposures, thereby permitting a longer
exposure of the film upon the screen.
"When a 7-inch lens is used to secure
a picture 18 feet in width, and it is desired
to secure a picture twice this width, a
31^-inch lens is necessary. Only the highest grade of lens should be used.
4 <rp HE revolving .shutter blades
X must be trimmed down as close
as possible without devolping travelghost. Where the diameter of the light
beam is small, a shutter lilade about 75
degrees will be found sufficiently wide.
"Change-over from small to large picture should never be made on a title.
The beginning of the reel which is to be
shown on the large screen should be a
.scene in which the action is in the center
of the frame.
"Massive scenes such as the naval battle in "Old Ironsides" and the elephant
stampede in "Chang" are recommended."
m which Paramount deThe Magnafil
monstrated at the Rivoli Theatre, New
York, last month, produced a picture that

filled the entire width of the stage. The
pictures, photographed on a fifty-six millimeter film, were projected on a screen
forty feet wide and twenty feet high.
(Standard film is thirty-five millimeters
wide and the normal size of picture
shown on the regular screen at the Rivoli
is seventeen feet, four inches wide and
thirteen feet, six inches high.) The pictures shown, of course, were synchronized with sound, the recording being by
the sound-on-fifilm method. The sound
track on tne magnafilm is the size as that
on standard film.

T~

< < T N building this camera one of oiir
1. most important problems was to
get the proper photographic lenses," explainedbecause
Mr. Delheretofore,
Riccio. "This
essary
lenses was
have necnot
been designed that cover an area greater
than the standard film, which is approximately one inch. In the past si)ecial
prisms, revolving lenses, and auxiliary
elements have been employed.
"This meant that a good deal of time
had to be spent in research and lens development and we have now a new type
of photographic
lens as well as projection lens equipment.
"For the first tiine in the history of
the motibn picture business, projection
lenses have been made which correspond
in formula and design to the type of lens
in Paramount
photographing
the picture."
IMagnafilm
gives third dimension to the picture on the screen diie
to the increased area, Mr. Del Riccio
pointed
"The out.
observer focusses his attention
upon the center of action in the screen
and in so doing the other portions of the
]MCture resolve themselves into the original planes occupied by the characters qr
properties," he explained. "Thus the observer gets a new feeling of the relationship of planes that has not been evident
on the smaller screen wher th eye of tl>e
observer could embrace the entire screen.
This new area does not produce any e\(e
{Continued on page 454)
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an era oi stan
ardization. In the booth the
sound film has necessitated the
revision of much formerly adequate equipment to meet its new
requirements. . . . Ihe sound
screen, the screen mask, automatic horn lifts, are a few of
the things that the stage of
the "sound house" now needs.
Even in the auditorium the need
for good acoustics has resulted
in the perfection of silent ventilating systems — of scienlificaily
installed draperies, curtains, and
floor coverings.

a:

Today National keeps its undisputed leadership in complete
theatre equipment through its
superior line of sound accessories. Any accessory or equipment unit that is a necessary
auxiliary to sound pictures will
be found at any National Branch
— ready for immediate delivery
to your theatre.

/

DeLux-Strong Changeover ^
merican Rlower

Under One Flag —
The finest theatre equipment manufactured today is all under one flag — the banner of National Service. Regardless of
what equipment you need, from the complete furnishings of a new house to a
small accessory unit, the National stamp
of approval assures you absolute dependability, expert maintenance service and a
price that's right.

National Theatre Supply Company ^^
'<
^ OFFICES

IIM ALL PRINCIPAL

CITIES
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Sound Has Taught Lesson Long Preached
by Leading Projection Engineers
Projection Room

.■<r
Resign Allowing for
Future Developments ■ Would Have

o

Reduced Industry's Bill for Talkie Installations
CONSIDERING the extensive alterations to protection booths made
necessary by the installation of
sound apparatus, with its requirements
for added space and working room for
the operators, there has been surprisinoly
little crowing of "I Told You So" on the
part of projection engineers who for
years have urged theatre builders to give
more attention to projection room design.
Estimates of the amount of money the
theatre men have spent to make their
booths over in order to install sound
equipment cover too wide a range to be
quoted. However, it is needless to say,
the total bill to date for alterations —
which would not have been necessary
had the builders followed the advice of
projection engineers and made provis on
for possible developments — amounts to a
liandsome sum.
I'ossibly the experience will have its
value as a corrective to mistakes of tlie
past in future building plans. At any
rate, it cannot be regarded as anything
but the utmost folly for builders of new
theatres, or those renovating older houses,
to fall into the old error of providing for
everything well except that most important of all the picture show house requirements, the projection room.
In planning the new theatre it is seldom
that the architect is called upon to give
detailed specifications of projection room
equipment in which the various types of
light projectors and motion picture projectors are included. In a number of
respects this is fortunate because thfe
planning of the projection room and the
selection of equipment which will be
housed in this room represents a specialty
within a specialty and calls for highly
expert judgment if serious errors are to
be avoided.
In those cases where the architect is
entrusted with the work of designing the
projection room and then specifying the
equipment to be used in it he can relieve
himself of much serious responsibility by
enlisting the aid of outside parties, who
because of their specialized training, are
better able to take care of such details.
If this is done many of the errors
which bespeak the inexperience of the one
who designed the projection room and
selected its equipment will be prevented.
Such errors, even though relatively small,
have a serious effect upon the operation
of the theatre after it is once opened.
The modern motion picture theatre is
an extremely specialized piece of work
and its operation appears to the average
person to be enshrouded with mystery
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of the Tennessee Theatre, KnoxviUe, Tenn., a Publix Theatre

and magical workings. The design of
these theatres is entrusted ordinarily only
to those architects who have specialized
in this class of structure and who, by virtue of such experience, have learned how
to combine a high degree of artistry with
practicability. The capacities of even
these architects are taxed to the utmost
by the structural details of the theatre and
outward appearance. For the more technical features which bear directly on the
operation of the theatre reliance must be
placed upon specialists in the employ of
either the architect, the owners (where a
large circuit is involved), or upon some
outside consultant who, more frequently
tive.
than not, is a manufacturer's representaWhere the stage and its related equipment icsoncerned, experienced architects,
for the most part, are quite capable of
handling, within their own offices, the
specifications and where detailed information on special apparatus is required the
manufacturer is always ready to lend his
assistance. Partly because of its relative newness, but principally due to its
extremely specialized technical nature,
the work of specifying projection room
equipment is beyond the capabilities of
the architect so that in this part of the
theatre, at least, outside assistance is absolutely necessary.

^^

This assistance is available in a number of directions if the architect will but
avail himself of it. Practically all of the
large theatre circuits have supervisors of
projection, whose duty it is to plan for
new installations aside from their regular
duties which involve supervision of theatre projection rooms already in operation.

large circuit, for example, which
ONEoperates
nationally, has gone so far
as to form a standardization committee
composed principally of district supervisors and it is the duty of this committee to
adopt suitable standards which are applied to all theatres controlled by the circuit.
In such cases, the architect has nothing
to do with the projection room except to
take the recommendations and designs
which are furnished to him and then incorporate them in the general design of
the theatre.
Even in the case of individual theatres it is not at all uncommon for the
owner to rely entirely upon one of his
projectionists and charge him with the
work of laying out the projection room
and the selecting of the equipment. Here,
too, the architect is relieved of the work.
This method — where a capable projectionist or supervisor of projection plans
{Continued on page 463)
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Dozens of

MO INSTALUITIOMS
OIf»AJMlE
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE COUNTRY ALL REPORT
SATISFACTORY
TEMPERATURE
REDUCTIONS
A Few Recent Installations
Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Warwick Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
Riviera Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Majestic Theatre, Providence, R. I.
Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.
Publix Palace, Fort Worth, Texas
RKO-Palace Orpheum, St. Paul, Minn.

Little

Carnegie Playhouse, New York,
N. Y.
Publix Strand, Yonkers, N. Y.
Fifty-Fifth Street Cinema, New York,
N. Y.
Arena, New York, N. Y.
Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.
( )ak Park, Kansas City, Mo.
Publix Lyric. Minneapolis, Minn.

Publix Capitol, Little Rock, Ark.
Publix Royal, Little Rock, Ark.
Lincoln, Springfield, 111.
Schine's State, Sandusky, Ohio.
Schine's Ohio, Lima, Ohio.
La Roy Theatre, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Lincoln Theatre, Massillon, Ohio.
Morri.son Theatre, Alliance, Ohio.
Publix Homewood, Minneapolis, Minn.

MOOIf«AJMlE
Gives Your Patrons 100% Fresh Cooled Air without Recirculation and with a
Complete Change Every 2'/2 to 3 Minutes

No Engineer
HOT
WEATHER
KOOLER-AIRE.
WRITE, WIRE,
PHONE OR MAIL
COUPON.

IS

HERE— THERE
SALES OFFICES
818 Sute
Lake Bldg.
Chicago

Required
IS

STILL

TIME

109 West 18th St.
Kansas City

TO
1911

Sales offices in principal cities

KOOLER-AIRE

ENGINEERING

INSTALL
SALES OFFICES
Paramount
Bldg.
New York, N. Y.

CO.

GENTLEMEN:
Without obligation on my part, please send me complete details
and information
covering "KOOLerAIRE"
and its operation.
Seating
Name
Address
City

Capacity
State
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
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Radio Receptor Assembly
two-Channel

Amplifier

Radio Receptor
Introduces
New Style Amplifier Rack
AMPLIFIER racks and control panel equipment for centralized use in
theatres, stadiums and other places w'here
music or voice is to be "piped" over lari^e
areas, have been introduced by the Radio
Receptor Company of New York City.
This equipment is of the panel or vertical
rack type, although made up essentially
of the well-known powerizer units. In
the case of the two-channel assembly, it
stands 6 feet high by 20 inches wide,
comprises six panels, and weighs 200
])ounds complete.
The two-channel amplifier assembly,
which is designed to meet the popular demand by theatre men, comprises a PXP250 powerizer, made up of two units, for
each channel. Thus the panel assembly
represents a monitoring loud-speaker and
distortion meter for the top panel ; a
switch and pilot light for the PXP-250 or
power output unit, representing the second panel ; a switch and pilot light for the
voltage amplifier or PXP-171 unit; representing the third panel ; the fourth panel
contains the main switch and throw-over
switch from one channel to the other, the
A. C. field switch for the dynamic speakers and a throw-over input switch from
synchronous to non-synchronous ; the
fifth contains the second PXP-171 ])owerizer and its switch ; and the sixth contains the PXP-250 and its switch. The
assembly is so arranged that any of the
complete units with panel may be re-

moved and another unit substituted, such
as a monitor, or a radio set \vith amplifier
and microphone panel, which, of course,
would take care of the microphone meter and switch. The power units are the
standard powerizers arranged for bracket
mounting. All audio wiring is carefully
shielded, so that these units are found
very quiet in operation.

New Model Amplifiers Now
Offered by Gates Co.
AMPLIFIER
unitsrecently
designedhave
for been
theatre uses which
brought on the market by the Gates Radio and Supply Company, Quincy, 111.,
include the Model P40 and Model MT70-2C, the former for theatres up to 750
capacity and the latter designed to give
amplification sufficient for auditorium up
to 3,000 seating capacity.
The Model P40 its sponsors declare
when operated with the proper reproducer system and the auditorium having
reasonably accoustical conditions will
easily fill a seven hundred fifty seat auditorium and has an output of five watts
using one UlY 227 in the first stage of
amplification and two UX 245 tubes in
the second push-pull stage of amplificarent. tion. A UX 280 rectifies the plate curThe input transformer will capably
handle all standard pickups and both
33 1/3 RPM and 78 RPM records. The
output transformer will handle either
high impedance speakers such as air columns and standard dynamics or low impedance speakers such as dynamic speakers of special construction without selfcontained transformers.

Gates Model MT70-2C

three-stage amplifier

Model MT70-2C equipment is a double
channel three stage amplifier installation,
capable, when the proper reproducer system is used and providing accoustical
conditions are satisfactory of filling a
3,000 seat auditorium, having an output
of fifteen watts, and is capable of handling any number of dynamic speakers
within reason and likewise is true with
dynamic horn speakers. It is featured
with graduated fader controls, individual
speaker controls, current reading meters
for each amplifier, has blaster A C and
Change Over Panel all constructed in a
steel rack. All equipment is inclosed on
sides and top with a steel netting, allowing a perfect air circulation and ample
protection to equipment.
Special switches are incorporated
which can be thrown into operation in
case the exhibitor is supplied with a worn
record or defective film in case sound en
film is used, that would create a surface
noise noticeable in the reproduction.

Time-O-Stat
Issues Series
Of New Catalogues
THE Time-O-Stat Controls Company,
manufacturers of automatic controls, recently has issued new catalogues
describing equipment in the line made by
the comi)any. The new catalogues cover
the following subjects:
Above, the oscillating air diffuser perfected
by Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corporalion and adopted as >tandard feature of 1929
Supreme Cooling Systems

Oil Burner Controls, Gas Burner Controls, Co.tl Burner
Controls,
Mercury^
Switches. Electric Sign Controls, Electricj.:
Flasher Controls.
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Nationwide Endorsement

of

These New Phototone Products
The New Improved Phototone for Stabilized Synchronization, and Talkajiltn,
our new Sound-on-Film Attachment, sweep the country by storm. Phototone,
with three tremendously important improvements, attaches to either Powers,
Motiograph, Simplex or Holmes projecting machines
t one month ago
JUST abou
deliveries were started
on the new improved Phototone and Talkafihn devices.
Success was instantaneous.
Installations were made in at
least one theater in every
principal city in the United
States. Representative exhibitors from the surrounding
ies were invited in to
itor
terr

In spite of the superiority

.see and hear the first demonstrations that had ever been

of these new

made of real stabilized synchronization.

Their

products, we

have not lost sight of Phototone's original policy : sup-

^

*

%

verdict was unanimous. Never before liad they

plying superior equipment at
a moderate cost.
The Improved Synchronous
Phototone is priced at $1,850.
Talkafihn (Sound-on-Film
attachment, Si, 350.

)

Owners of previous Phototone devices will find our special proposition to them protects their previous
investment in Phototone equipment.
Nexc Stabilizing Unit Base

seen a piece of apparatus which made
it possible to get a steady- synchronization of siglit and sound, even when
an old projection machine was used.
The new Phototone is easilj^ applicable to Powers, iNIotiograph, Simplex and Holmes projectors.
On all except the Powers machine,
an hour's time at any later period adds
Talkafihn (Sound-on-Film) at only
S1.S50 extra expense.

The new
include :

Phototone

improvements

1 ) New direct multiple V-belt thivc.
which st-jihilizes the synchronization, even when an old pror

Whether you do or do not
own Phototone equipment,
mail the coupon for information as to
where you can have a demonstration
of this improved Phototone.

jection machine is being used.
2) New unit-construction base,
which makes it impossible for

PLATTER CABINET COMPANY
NORTH VERNON, IND.

the equipment to get out of

I want a demonstration of your New Improved Synchronous Disc andTalkafilm (Soundon-Film) device.

alignment and increases th<'
steadiness of the drive.

NAME

S ) New one-fourth horsepower special Phototone motor.

^HotOtoMt
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Getting the Proper Volume Levels in
Recording and Reproducing Sound
y
y this
LET gladmeto say
tunitmight
opporI'm
the that
havefirst
view
ds
me to talk to
affor
inter
the theatre man. I don't think tliere ever
was a time in the development of the
motion picture when there existed a
greater need for the spirit of cooperation
and understanding between the production end and the exhibition end of this
industry.
For the problems that the theatre manager and the theatre technician has had
thrust upon him by the sound development in at least equal measure have arisen
to confound the producer, the director
and the actor.

B}' ], Leo Meehan
as told to
Thomas G. Kennedy

ground or atmosphere and the action of
the play. Under such circumstances we
have our problems in placing microJust as the showman must rehearse his
phones.
sound program before he offers it at
regular perforrnances for his patrons, we
must rehearse our scenes and work for a

Reproducing sound at the proper volume, or level, to give uniform results in
hearing to patrons in all parts of the theatre is one of the great problems encountered bythe projectionist. Not to
furnish proper volume, or to cause distortion of the speech or music — it is
agreed by theatre men — is to take a sure
road to diminished patronage and ultimate failure. It would be a very simple
thing to produce the proper volume level
were there a way to so standardize the
individual machine and the individual
print that the man at the gain control
could set his faders at a certain number
and "let 'er go."
In the production of the latest completed work I directed at the RCA studios in New York, the Rudy Vallee
starring film now titled "Campus Sweetwe wentsound
to the
to recordhearts,"the
at greatest
a level lengths
that is
standard throughout the entire production. We are more than pleased with the
results the rushes have proved we have
obtained.
As I see it the projectionist no more
should be called upon to compensate for
varying levels of recording than he should
be to compensate for out-of-focus photography. Itis practically the same thing
to ask the projectionist to correct the
out-of-focus sound by stepping up or toning down his volume on the amplifier, as
it is to ask him to change the focus of
his projector lens to correct out-of-focus
camera work.
Of course, there are at times seemingly insurmountable difficulties facing the
director and the sound engineer in getting
"matched levels." Were it possible always to have the source of the sound to
be recorded, speaker or musician, exactly
two feet from the microphone, there
would be no more trouble getting even
volume throughout a production than
there is to broadcasting radio at the even
volume sent out from broadcasting stations. But on a set we have action, we
have properties necessary to the back-

J.

Leo

Meoliaii,

Uircclor

RCA Photophone Productions

precise setting of each microphone to be
used in the course of the action. We musr
"chase echoes" on each set. The theatre
man chases them once, finds them and
does the necessary acoustical co'rrectioii
work, and he is through. The theatre
man, however, has a somewhat similar
problem in varying his volume to meet
the changing conditions of reproduction
brought about by the emptying and filling
of his auditorium. Those theatres which
I have observed to be most successful in
giving faithful reproduction are houses
in which the management employs a man
to go about the auditorium constantly
during the performance and report back
to the projectionist on sound conditions
which vary as the several sections of the
house fill or empty.
There is another potential evil that
that might grow up to nullify the best efforts obtained by the director in condi-

tions which invite projectionists to vary
the levels in a given production, be it a
short subject or a feature length production. This is the tendency to form a habit
of trying to improve on the work of the
director, the sound engineer and the actors in the rendition of the lines of the
play. It is essential to the success of a
play that the director assume full responsibility for the dramatic treatment.
The actor of course is responsible for
the interpretation of the part he play.s.
If
the pitch
of the lines
actor'salters
voicefrom
in the
rendition
of certain
his
normal volume and tone, that is part of
the actor's dramatic portrayal. He doei
it that way because his study of the part
and his knowledge of his art tells him that
that is the way it should be to fit the
particular characterization. Just as the
director changes the tempo of a certain
scene to suit the action and dramatic effect he is building up in the drama, he
may direct the players to adopt an excited manner of speech, which ordinarily
would necessitate a louder tone. Or the
scene, the mood of the play, may call
for a general air of repression affecting
all the players and manifested in the
hushed tones in which they address one
another. Now if it becomes anybody's
guess as to the right mood, as expressed
in the volume of the speech or the sound
effects, every picture is subject to what
amounts to an individual interpretation.
In other words, a certain picture seen
and heard at this theatre may differ from
the same picture at another playhouse.
The projectionist does not speed up the
action of a scene by speeding his projector for that particular sequence. And
the projectionist should not be called
upon to step-up the volume of a certain
speech in order to get it "sufificientlv
The work of the studio people, producer, writer, director and actors, is in
the lap of the theatre managers and their
technical men once the print is turned
over to the theatre for presentation. The
finest
work in photography can be ruined
loud."
even more seriby poorously projection.
can the finest But
dramatic treatment
be ruined if the sound reproduction is
not capably done. That is why, for the
success of the talking pictures and the
sound pictures in holding the public interest and commanding its continued patronage, Ithink now above all times there
should be a concerted effort on the part
of the production and exhibition branches
to cultivate a spirit of cooperation and
understanding, so that whatever we do
we have in mind the best interests of the
other fellow in order that we all may
promote the best interests of our mutual
good friend, the motion picture.
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TANDEVGin back of every equipment

sold, is an

whose sole aim is to lift all sound worries
tors' shouklers. . . . Q From a humble

organization

from the exhibi-

beginning seven months

ago, Royal has grown to be one of the largest independent manufacturers in the sound industry. . . . ^ On its merit alone it has attained an enviable reputation for honesty and integrity. It has
never promised anything it has not delivered; it has never made
a false or misleading statement. . . . ^ Royal has drawn to its standards a staff of sound engineers second to none; these engineers
have developed an equipment that dollar for <lollar, part for part,
we honestly believe gives more value than any equipment on the
market today. . . . ^ Royal's clientele comprises some of the most
representative showmen in the business who have found that Royal
sound systems deliver perfect tone and faithful reproduction from both film and disc recordings.

^\^/2s62^^
^

^^
(piTONE
ROYAL AMPLI
109 WEST

64th STREET

NEW

Corp.
YORK

CITY

SOUTHWESTERN
ROYAL
AMPLITONE
CO., 308 Harwood
St., Dallas, Tex
AMERICAN MOTION PICTURE CO., Alamo Theatre Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
ROYAL AMPLITONE SALES CO., Court Square Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
G. A. DOERING, 421 Dryades St., New Orleans, La.
ROYAMP SALES CO., New York City
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IN AUDIO

AMPLIFIERS
Tubes Do Not Light

700.51

1. Defective Tubes — Tube filament burned out. Tube filament circuit open.
2. Filament Transformers— Line supply circuit open. Line supply protective fuse bloAvn
Transformer
primary open.
Transformer primary tap contacts open.
Transformer secondary open.
ment winding shorted.
Poor contact between filament winding and filament circuit wiresTransformer fila
3. Batteries — Run down batteries.
Corroded terminals.
Poor contact.
4. Generators — Open circuit.
Short circuit.
5. Filament Circuit— Open filament control switch. Defective filament control switch. Open
filament
meter and circuit. Open in wiring. Short circuit in wiring. Defective filament control
resistance Poor
contact between tube and socket.
Tubes Light But No Signal
1. Lack of Plate Potential— Open in plate circuit. Defective B eliminator. Open in generator circuit. Generator not operating. Open in cable supplying plate potential. Poor contact between tube and
socket, bhorted bypass condensers in plate circuit. Open in plate coupling unit. Open in output unit
Open in speaker circuit.
Shorted plate coupling unit.
2. Batteries — Incorrect polarity. Lack of plate potential.
3. Tubes— Defective tubes. Deactivated filaments. Poor contact between tube and socket Open elements. ^

o

4. Coupling Units— Open primary winding. Shorted primary winding. Open secondary winding
Shorted secondary winding. Grounded secondary winding. Shorted output choke. Shorted bypass
condensers. Shorted isolating condensers. Open jacks. Shorted jacks. Open meter jacks. Shorted meter
jacks.
Open resistances.
Shorted resistances.
Shor'ed
Noise sockets.
1. Filament Circuit— Imperfect contacts. Poor contact between elements of filament control resistances. Poor contact between tube and socket. Defective A battery. Corroded terminals. Arcing in filament voltage supply unit. Noise in line supplying A eliminator, if used. Defective rectifier in A eliminator if used. Poor contact between brushes and commutator in filament voltage generator. Defect in
filter system if used. Poor ground.
2. Plate Circuit — Poor contact between tube and socket. Defective transformer primar. Defective
plate resistance. Defective plate choke. Leaky coupling condenser in shunt plate system. Poor connections. Loose terminals. Defective resistance in B eliminator. Overloaded resistance in B eliminator.
Defective B batteries.
Run down B batteries.
Defective rectifier in B eliminator.
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1. Filament Circuit — Incorrect adjustment of filament shunt resistances in A. C. systems. Excessive
hum in output of A eliminator, if used. Incorrect filament transformer centre tap. Open filament shunt
resistance.
Coupling between filament wiring and remainder of amplifier.
2. Grid Circuit — Open grid bias resistance bypass condenser. Lack of grid bias resistance bypass
condenser. (This condenser is freciuently omitted in pussh-puU systems, which is quite in order because
of the characteristic of the circuit.) Open grid circuit filter bypass condenser. Lack of grid circuit filter
bypass condenser. Insufficient grid bias. Open secondary winding. Grounded secondary winding. Lack
of ground on core and cases. Insufficient capacity for grid bias resistance bypass condenser. Open grid
circuit.
Pick up of external hum by units in grid circuit.
3. Plate Circuit — Insufficient plate potential. Excessive plate voltage. Excessive hum in B eliminator,
if used.
Defective rectifier in B eliminator.
Defective filter in B eliminator and in general circuit.
4. Lack of Ground on Cores and Cases — Transformer cores and cases. (This is a matter of design and
reference to the wiring diagram will show if such grounds are necessary.) Grounds on condensers cases
and shields.
5. Reversed Power Supply Plug. 6. Coupling Between Power Supply System and Amplifier. 7. Coupling Between A. C. Power Supply and Speaker Cable. 8. Defective Rectifier in Speaker Power Supply,
t). Defective Tubes in Amplifier. Howling
^i^''T'~aA-^i

o

1. Coupling Between Stages— Transformers too close to each other. Plate and grid leads too close to
each other. Speaker cable too close to amplifier leads. Lack of ground on cores, cases and shields.
2. Microphonic Tubes — Loose elements within tubes. Operation of speaker directs sound waves towards
tubes and causes vibration of complete structure. Tubes loose in sockets. 3. Open Circuits — Open input
winding, primary of inout transformer. Open grid bias resistance condensers. Open plate circuit bypass
condenser.
Lack of grid bias. Insufficient grid bias.
4. Defective Sources of Potential — Run down A battery. Run down B batteries. Run down C batteries. Open bypass condenser in voltage divider network in B eliminator, if used. Open in groun system. Defective filter design for generator or B eliminator.
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K' LUCTUATIXG nipter needles mean trouble, unless the meter is arranged to show transfer of energy
■T^thefrom
one motion
circuit to
another
circuit at
frequency. This apparatus however, is seldom found
in
talking
picture
apparatus
usedan inaudio
theatres.
Let us take as an example the meters used to indicate current in the filament circuit. Some of the
amplifiers are so arranged that the filament are wired in series and control of filament brilliancy is accomplished inconjunction with a meter which indicates the magnitude of current in the filament circuit.
In order that the tubes operate in correct manner, it i>; imperative that the filament cun'ent be constant
during operation. This means that the filament current meter must show a steady indication. Fluctuations during operation indicate unsteady filament current, which state of operation may be due to several
defective conditions.
First, to a poor contact in the filament circuit, either in the amplifiers or in the circuit between the
source of filament current and potential and the amplifiers. Second, it may be due to corroded battery
terminals, if batteries are used to supply the filament current. Third, it may be due to poor contact between one of the tubes and the socket. Fourth, it may be due to poor contact at the meter. Fifth, it may
be due to imperfect operation of the generator supplying the filament current and the potential. Sixth,
it may be due to poor contact at the brushes supplying the filament voltage.
Another current circuit is the plate circuit of the vacuum tube. Of course each tube in the system
has its own plate circuit and meters are usually so arranged that it is possible to measure the plate current
flow in each tube plate circuit. Relative to these readings, it is necessary to remember that in addition
to steadiness of operation, the magnitude of current indicated upon these meters affords an idea of the
electrical condition of the tube. Fluctuating plate current may be attributed to several faults. First,
overloading of the tube will cause fluctuation of the plate current meter needle. By overloading we mean
the application of excessive input signal voltage and the inability of the tube to handle the signal voltage. The result is distortion. Second, imperfect contact in the plate, grid or filament circuit will cause
a fluctuation upon the plate current meter because these circuits are allied with the plate cun-ent meter
and reflect upon the plate circuit. Third, imperfect operation of the unit which supplies the plate potential
will cause a fluctuation of the plate current meter needle.
With respect to the magnitude of indication, the plate current meter should indicate a certain value
of plate current. Lower indication may be attributed to incorrect operating potential, which values may
be determined by the potential indicating devices, b'>t in addition, the low plate current may be due to a
defect in t|ie tube, usually low electronic emission.
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action of rectification is best illustrated by showing a two element tube circuit with two sets of batteries available for connection to the plate. One set of batteries places a negative charge upon the
plate and the other set of batteries places a positive charge upon the
«ll|l|l|l|lhi
plate. The choice of charges upon the plate is made available by means
of the switch. The meter G indicates current flow in the plate circuit.
Manual operation of this switch shows that current flows in the plate
circuit when the plate potential is "positive" and that a state of zero
plate current exists when the plate potential is "negative."
The manual operation of this switch is somewhat similar to the
action of alternating current. In the case of A. C. applied to the plate,
the source of potential would be a transformer. Alternating potential
when represented by a curved line such as that shown herewith is
usually interpreted as having two polarities. The alternations above
the zero line are used recognized as being positive and the alternations below the zero line are recognized
as being negative.
Two complete cycles of A. C. are shown by the solid line curve.
When this potential is applied to a two element rectifying tube, current will flow in the tube plate circuit during the moments when the voltage alternations above the zero line are applied to the plate. This
flow of current is indicated by the dashed line associated with each positive. This current flow is always
in the same direction and is consequently representative of D. C.
However the current output from a rectifying system is not pure
D. C, instead a combination of D. C. and A. C. To provide pure D. C.
VOLTAGE"
INPUT SINE WAVE
it is necessary to apply a filter system which will separate or remove
the A. C. component from the D. C. The usual rectifying apparatus
used in connection with talkie equipment provides full wave rectification, wherein both halves of the A. C. wave are rectified. This is
accomplished by using two half wave tubes or one tube designed to
provide full wave rectification. In this case, the alternation above
the zero line is positive for one tube and the alternation below the
CURRENT
OUTPUT
zero line is positive for the other tube.
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The Authentic Biography of the
Myth About Wire Stringing
Probably because there is neither rhyme nor reason for their use in
this application the argument that wire-stringing is the cure-all for
acoustical faults is apparently most difficult to meet. This myth is
one which persists, despite persistent presentation of the facts by engineers and authorities on acoustics. Consequently We offer here the
truth about how the wire- stringing notion came into existence, as
prepared for this publication by a leading acoustical engineer.

B}' Raymond
V, Parsons
Acoustical Engineer
Johns-Manville

Corporation

this time when many theatre
owners are instaUing sound film
equipment and are faced with the
problem of improving the acoustical conditions of their theatres, it is perhaps not
extraordinary that every old exploded
theory of acoustics should he dragged into the discussion of the acoustical problems.
Probably the least effective, but most

AT

persistent, "cure-all" is the stringing of
wires, and simply because there seems to
be no rhyme or reason for their use the
argimient is apparently a difficult one to
meet.
Literally miles of wire have been
strung in auditoriums without any measurable improvement. There are apparently two theories in vogue to account
for their use.
One theory is that the wires ])ick up
and carry the sound from one end of the
auditorium to the other. Of course, wires
do not carry sound in the telephone and
telegraph. The wires simply convey electrical energy, and the fluctuations and
energy caused by variations in the resistance of the carbon granules in the tele])hone transmitters with the movement of
the diaphragm.
Kvery school boy is familiar with the
home made telephone, consisting of two
tin cans over which skin or parchment
has been stretched, and connected by
strings fastened to the center of the
parchment like diaphragms. When the
string is held taut, the vibrations of the
diaiihragm caused by talking in one of
the transmitters, moves the second dia])hragm and sets up rather feeble sound
waves, but the sound is not transmitted
through the cord. Rather the cord acts
as a structural tie between the two diaphragms.
This can be proved easily. The panes
of two windows in office buildings facing
each other across a rather wide street can
be similarly connected by a wire and
sound i)roduce(l in the room of one building can be heard in the other building so
long as the wire coimecting the two panes

Picture

News

Symphony Synchronizer Unit
For Talkies And Sound
AMONG
the several features of the
Symphony Synchronizer, a disc reproducer for motion picture theatres,
manufactured and sold by the Symphony
Sales Corporation, of Detroit, Mich., is
the fact that this unit can be fitted to any
motion picture projector. The turntable
is geared to the projector's main drive
shaft, such direct connection of the synchronizer to the projector's shaft eliminating the possibility of its getting out
of synchronization.
Ball and roller bearings on the gears
and careful balancing and hand fitting
of all moving parts keep friction down to
a very low point.

of glass is taut. However, if in the center
of the wire a steel spring is inserted that
through its resiliency, would take up the
vibrations, there would be no transmission of the vibrations of either diaphragm, showing that the sound is not
carried through the wire itself.
Another theory that has been advanced
is that the stringing of wires "breaks
up" the sound waves. Wires could have
no more effect in lireaking up sound
waves than they could have on the current of a river through which they were
stretched.
Even a wire mesh a's fine as a sieve is
transparent to sound. One can experience
the absolute transparency of the wire
grating or netting in any bank, by talking
to the teller through a window.

the best of our knowledge wire
stringing originated in this fashion.
The old French Opera House in New Orleans was extremely reverbant and so
much so in fact that when it was first
completed it was found too reverbant for
anything but fancy balls, and was used
only for that purpose for some time. At
the time "The Pretender" came to New
Orleans the French population planned
to give him a grand ball, and the Opera
House was decorated with flags and bunting. In order to support these decorations wires were strung throughout the
theatre, and the material was draped on
the wires. Oddly enough the acoustics
of the theatre were tremendously improved. This was, of course, due to the
absorbing power of the draperies.
As time went on, the flags and bunting
dropped off or rotted away, leaving the
wires exposed, and the new generation
probably concluded that it was the wires
that had effected the improvement.
Regardless of the utter failure of wires
in any room in which they have been
used, they are still to be found in many
churches and other auditoriums.
Instance after instance can be cited
where literally miles of wire have been
installed and any slight value that might
be attributed to them immediately after
installation, can only be ascribed to the
psychological effect that the mere act of
wire stringing had on the auditors who
were anticii^-iting improvement.

TO

This repr(j(lucer unit uses a specially
designed amplifying pack, built on new
principles and not employing the "pushpull" system of amplification. The amplifier, it is said, is developed along lines
which make for simplicity of operation,
dependability and long life. It is also
declared that the amplifier design eliminates the trouble caused by unbalanced
tubes. Also, it is claimed, the Symphony
pack reproduces tone within the complete
cycles of music and its harmonics without
the frequent ionizing of the tubes and
the burning out of resistance.
The reproducers are dynamic speakers.
Four of these speakers are mounted on a
sounding board.

Fox Seattle Stage Equipped
By Armstrong Studios
The entire stage equipment, including rigging, front curtain, valance and
all stage drapery of the Fox Theatre in
Seattle, Wash., was supplied and installed
by the .\rmstrong Studios. Inc., of Los
Angeles. The auditorium drai:)ery
throughout the theatre was designed and
executed by the George Sagar Co., also
of Los Angeles, and a subsidiary of the
.\rmstrong Studios.
It was erroneously stated in connection
with the reproduction of interior views
of the Fox Seattle, in The Showman
Section of July 6, that the interior decoration was designed and executed by the
National Theatre Supply Company.
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CITY
SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
•Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif .
Seattle* Wash.

OVER 4,000 Heywood-Wakefield seats are pleasing patrons at the
Warner Theatre in Atlantic City. Warner. Brothers were very
particnlar in selecting the chairs for this newest and most magnificent showhouse in their chain. They wanted only the finest in theatre
seating — and after weeks of investigation awarded the contract to
Heywood-Wakefield. At the same time, another order for the 3,000Many other leadseat Warner Circle in Philadelphia was placed
ing showmen have become convinced that Heywood-Wakefield theatre
seating has the extra comfort, class, and box-office appeal needed in
the show bnsiness today. Pnblix has ordered over 110,000 H-W chairs
in less than two years; Pantages, Orphenm Circnit, Schine, and a host
of others have installed thousands and thousands of these stylish and
comfortable seats
Before seating a new house or reseating an
old one, it will pay you to investigate the merits of Heywood-Wakefield
theatre seating. A note to the nearest H-W sales office will bring you
detailed information on the advantages of these popular theatre chairs.

HEYWOOD^WAKEHELD
Theatre Seatihd DiVisibn
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages
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The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven territories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre building as represented for the period from June 15th to July
15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of dollars and
cents rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities; solid, which represents the greatest

value of proposed theatres ; heavj- stipple, which is second in valuation
of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative building; and the very light areas, where the investment in new theatre projects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics
visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.
The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate
averages of theatre attendance during the period from June 15th
to July 15th, 1929. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at
the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar
or nearly similar conditions.
These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the
Key City Reports, published weekly by Motion Picture News, and
other sources of information gathered by this publication.

REMODELLING and renovation seem to have taken the
place of new building for the summer season in the theatre field. Where we have been accustomed to reportfrom
ing
fifty to seventy new theatre projects for each thirtyday period, the number for this report is only thirty-five.
However, in compiling these statistics, it was noted that unprecedented large number of remodelling jobs were under way
and that the estimates on these jobs ran from ten to three
hundred thousand dollars, being practically equivalent to the
building of a new theatre.
Probably one reason for this heavy remodelling has been
the advent of sound requiring certain characteristics of theatres which were not inherent in houses built in the past.
Also, many of the finer theatres of a few years ago have become antiquated but remodelling is bringing them back practically on a par with the new theatre being built.

The actual new building figures for the period of June fifteenth to July fifteenth show the United States and Canada
with a total of $7,895,000 to be invested in 44,660 seats to be
incorporated in thirty-five theatres. Only two of these houses
will cost over a million dollars while two will run in the range
l)etween $500,000 and a million.
The North Atlantic States wiiilc not reporting a schedule as
lieavy as previously, yet leads all territories with an investment
of $3,200,000 for six theatres to seat 12,500. One theatre will
cost over a million and one between $500,000 and a million.
The Middle States, ranking second, show a decline over
their other building reports with a volume of $2,595,000 for
sixteen houses to be invested in 17,900 seats. One of these
houses will cost over $500,000.
The West Coast similarly shows a decrease where $1,230,000
will be invested in four theatres seating 4,800, one of which
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WITH

SOUND
UP"

HOOK

—SO said a technical executive, connected with
one of the most widely
known sound reproducing corporations, after
inspecting a group of
four F u 1 c o Projectors
equipped with his company's sound system.

C. H. FULTON, President
F. A. VAN HUSAN, V. P. & Sales Mgr
A. G. JARMIN, Treasurer

/

/

BRAISCHES
CHICAGO — 1018 So. Wabash Ave.
NEW YORK— J 15 W. 45th Street
BOSTON — 65 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA— i337 Vine Street
ATLANTA — 746 Walton Street

ST. LOUIS— 3232 Olive Street
INDIANAPOLIS — 340 IS. Illinois Street
MILWAUKEE — 151 Seventh Street
SAN
FRANCISCO — 255 Golden
Gate Ave.
LOS ANGELES — Film Exchange Building

FACTORY
2001-2007 S. CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO, ILL.

E. E. FULTON

AVE.

/

CO.

^
.♦'^A*
^ / >^
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EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS
1018 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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theatres will cost over a million dollars. The other territories
report building on a very light scale. Xew England shows
$225,000 will be invested in 2,400 seats for two theatres, while
the Western territory reports only one house to cost $100,000
and seat 1,000.
The above figures analyzed for averages determine that the
North Atlantic States will build the larger and more costly
houses where each project represents $533,333 for a theatre of
2,085 seats and an average cost per seat of $256.
The West Coast ranks second where the average house will
cost $307,500, seating 1,200 with a cost per seat of $260.
In the Middle States $162,190 will be spent on each theatre
seating 1,120 with a cost per seat of $145.
In New England $112,500 will be spent on each theatre
seating 1,200 with a cost per seat of $93.75.
Canada has revived somewhat in building activities where
three houses will be erected at a total cost of $360,000 and will
seat 3,900.
A reaction was felt in the equipment field through the falling off of sales during the month of July. Up till the middle
of June of this year, the sales of general equipment were making records each month and even with the slack six weeks
which have been experienced during this summer, the volume
to date has exceeded that of the first seven months of any
previous year.
As these statistics are compiled, reports come to hand indicating that equipment sales are beginning to quicken; and
opinions are optimistic for the sale of equipment during the
month of August and for the rest of this year. The curtailment in the sale of equipment has even extended to sound apparatus where it is apparent that a number of exhibitors have
decided to withhold the making of their sound ins,tallations until August or the early Fall. This has probably been caused by
the cost involved and the fact that business is generally slack
during the Summer.
Manufacturers and distributors of equipment are making
their plans for a record-breaking Fall business and it seems
timely to advise exhibitors to place their orders early in order
to assure deliveries at the time planned for installations.
THERE

was little or nothing to indicate the trend of business in reports on attendance at key city first run theatres
during the period June 15 to July 15. Other than developments
which showed a normally, for the season, fluctuating business
at the picture houses, the information issuing from the box
offices during the four weeks covered in this report was onlv
what might be expected as summer heat and humidity swung
into its best form as a depressant to trade in the halls of motion
picture exhibitions.
The news coming in week by week was productive, as has
been the case during the past year at off-season, of many indications that theatre business could reach high levels of volume
and profit under added stimuli, such as an exceptionally strong
box office attraction, personal appearances of stage or screen
stars, or local events which attracted extra crowds to the cities.
However, the picture supply current among the first runs
during the period under consideration was not marked by a
much more than usual content of especially strong attractions,
and it takes, under the conditions, a fairly good string of specially powerful box office pictures to give the theatres a high
rating of attendance averages during a one-month period.
The scorching weather which hit most of the towns the first
and second weeks of July was too much for the average theatre program to triumph over, though there were several instances where the favor of the local fans for a particular star
on the screen or stage portions of the entertainment succeeded
in running up good grosses in isolated cases.
It was a period marked by several theatre closings. Several
downtown houses lacking the cooling equipment to make them
good summertime performers were precipitately shut down for
the "balance of the summer" after efforts to keep running
through to the opening of the new season. In cities where
several of these smaller houses of the downtown group were
closed the theatres left to carry on immediately showed an
improvement, as naturally would result.
In .Albany there were six theatres to close for the rest of the
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lluffalo has three dark theatres in its ddwntown

(Hstrict, and two downtown houses in Baltimore s'.'.ut down,
during the period covered by this report.
As may be seen by the map the attendance averages over
the country, at the key cities at any rate, for the period of this
report held up to a good general level. These, of course, are
based on the averages of theatres for similar periods in previous years.
Cities which dipped below average in the majority of cases
are those which suffered most from weather conditions. Cleveland, for example, was hard hit by heat waves. Albany theatres
could not make progress in bringing in patrons in the face of
weather conditions that only some very extraordinary attractions exploited on an extensive and expensive scale might offset. New York City theatres felt the pinch as well.
THE all-sound policy as a summer attraction as yet cannot be
judged, for the adverse conditions affecting some theatres
offering this type of show have been felt equally by the houses
where the combination screen ind stage bill is presented. It
is a difficult matter to judge whether the slow-down in business at some of the bigger theatres offering sound only bills is
due to the type of offering or the natural seasonal influences.
However, there is a growing tendency by trade commentators
to lean toward the view that the big theatre still must dei)end
for variety and balance of programs on some acts or presentations.
One factor which must be taken into account before the allsound program is decided to be weak is the improving quality
of the short films which are now being made with sound. The
entry into the field of all the big companies has resulted in a
procluction program which will give a great amount of variety
to the releases available for rounding out the bill headed by
feature-length films.
The feature attractions which scored the greatest number of
''above average" weeks at first run key city theatres during
the June 15 to July 15 period cover a wide variety of story
and production styles. However, before discussing the pictures which brought profitable business to the theatres, it
might be well to point out that one of the .star attractions,
based on the reports of theatre men and observers close to the
situation, during this summer period is the modern air conditioning and refrigerating plant.
This year more perhaps than any previous season, the theatre
men have exploited with consistent advertising effort their
cooling systems, and the results are what might be exi>ected,
a more thriving business under conditions of weather and the
grade of shows offered than in other years. The ]ui])lic of the
United States is becoming "atmosphere" conscious as a result
of the thetatre advertising and that of large department stores
and restaurants, which have taken their cue from the bigger
picture theatre operators and installed the means for providing
comfortable atmospheric conditions during the hot months.
National campaigns by the manufacturers of air condititMiing
systems also are proving an important factor in educating the
public to the desirability of attendance at theatres and other
public places where air conditioning is provided.

THE. feature attractions which ran up the best marks as box
office draws during the month include "Thunderbolt."" the
leader on the last of the "10 best of the month," w! ich this
department compiles from the attendance reports from key
cities. "Noah's Ark," which has been on the list of general
releases only a short time, attained second place, while third in
position comes the "Fox Movietone Follies." Two pictures
which have made remarkable records during the month, but
which did not have a sufficient number of regular showings to
figure in the compilation for this period, are " Dangerous
Curves" and "On With The Show."
The list of ten leading attractions for the period at the key
citv first run houses follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Thunderbolt"
6.
"Noah's Ark"
7.
"Fox
Movietone
Follies" 8.
"Broadway Babies"
Q.
"The Cocoanuts"
10.

"This Is Heaven""
"A Man's Man"
"Careers"
"Behind That Curtain'"
"The Studio Murder
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BLiSllit^s Golden
A M"orld-wide
THIS

YEAR

marks

Tribute to THOMAS
the fiftieth

anniversary of Thomas Alva Edison's
invention of the first practical incandescent lamp.
As we look back to 1879 we marvel at
the progress the world has made in
this comparatively short space of
time.
Because of Mr. Edison's inventions,
great industries have been born and
have expanded. Our social
activities have broadened,
new entertainments made
possible.
The motion picture industry could have never

EDISON
GEN

Hubilee
ALVA

EDISOI^

come into existence but for Thomas
A. Edison; were it not for his invention of practical electric lighting in
1879, or his invention of the motion
picture camera in 1891.
Is it any wonder that the world
echoes and re-echoes with words of
praise for the man whose great invention has so touched the lives of men
and made them brighter?
Is it not a privilege for
the world's great industries to join in laudation
to Thomas Alva Edison for
his great invention?

MAZDA
LAMPS
ERAL/i^^ ELECTRIC
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Solving
Theatre

Your

Construction

Problems

Conducted by

Victor A. Rigaumont
Theatre Architect

Note: — This department is conducted
as a general service to exhibitors and as
an aid to them in solving their various
construction problems {excepting those
zvhich relate to projection rooms). All
correspondence will be treated in strict
confidence and answers will be identified
by initials only. Address all communications, Victor A. Rigaumont, in care of
Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City. Readers incur
absolutely no obligation through requests
for advice on construction addressed to
this department.

Standardizing

of

Chain

Houses

Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
This corporation intends to go into five towns
in the States of
and
, and
build in each town a theatre seating about
1,200.
We are thinking of, building all the theatres
alike — according to the same plans and specifications— because our policy will be the same
for all. The towns wherein we plan to build
are all manufacturing centers and are some
distance apart from one another. The proposed
theatres will be located in the store sections
and should have stores In the buildings.
Before embarking upon this proposition, we
would appreciate your advice upon several
questions. Would we save money by building
the five theatres each according to the same
plan? Would this similarity of structure hurt
business? Can you offer us some general advice
upon the proposition.
Thanking you for your helpful service in the
News.
I. T.. INC.

Answering I. T., Inc. :
You have hit upon an economical and efficient scheme. You most certainly will
save considerable money by standardizing
all the theatres. There is no question about
that.
There are no reasons that come to my
mind why you can not build all five theatres alike and equip them identically. The
States you mention are identical in general
types of patrons and the type of house that
will appeal to the potential patrons in one
locality should determine your proposition
for all five towns.
Particular care should be exercised in acquiring plots as nearly similar in size as
is possible in all localities so that the standardized theatre building will fit the respective plots without any, or at least a minimum, waste of space.
Before undertaking your plans for your
standardized theatres, make sure that your
architect is a specialist in theatre projects.
Every detail must be right — for every mistake in plans or specifications will be multiplied by five and burden each of the five
houses with expenses that may make you

go
considerably
over your original estimates.
When your plans are ready, you will
undoubtedly seek numerous bids. I believe
you will save a considerable amount of
money by having the same contractor or
contractors build and equip your entire
chain of houses. It is obvious that savings
can be made through the combined buying
of material, equipment, etc.
Color adds to the beauty of any theatre —
inside and out. Through color you can get
a variety in your houses even though their
construction is identical. The color scheme
of decorations and furnishings can be different in each house.
If you build the five houses as contemplated and secure variety by the use of individual color schemes, I am sure that the
editor of the Showman would welcome
l)hotographs of the houses. I shall look
forward to hearing about the success of
your proposition. * * *
Remedying Poor Air Condirions
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
We are the owners of two theatres which are
located in the borough of
, state of
and we have had a great many complaints from our patrons that the air conditions
in the theatre are not very good.
In fact, we have two fans in each theatre
withdrawing the air from the aUey into the
theatre above the organ grille. But somehow
we are not able to cool the theatre at all and
the result is that we are suffering from a severe
loss of business.
Is there anyway in which we could better
the conditions? We thought it might be possible to put the fan equipment in the basement
under the auditorium?
J. A. J.

Answering J. A. J.:
Your location is such that it .indicates
ji relative high humidity condition, as well
as a great deal of heat in Summer. Theso
two factors put together are enough to
cause any theatre to lose business. It is
only within the last three years that the
New York theatres have adopted a method
of air conditioning that has been prevalent
in Chicago for many years, and anyone can
notice the difference in their box-oflficc
receipts. In fact, sometimes, a theatr is the
coolest spot in, which to spend a part of a
very warm day.
There are cooling systems and there are
air conditioning systems. The difference
between them is that one brings down the
temperature a few degrees, whereas the
other actually conditions the air as well as
cools it. In other words it removes the
humidity that causes discomfit, more than
actual heat.
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There are several cooling systems which
use an air washer. In other words, the system is to draw in the fresh air from the
outside and blow it through a spraying
curtain of water, the water being cooler
than the air. After passing through this
spray of water, the air is naturally reduced
in temperature and is distributed throughout the theatre. Some of these systems arc
equipped with recirculating pumps so that
you may re-utilize the water that hasalready gone through the spray, providing
it has not become too warm. In which
case, the thermostatic control automatically
turns on colder water of a temperature
equal to that of the water in the main. Thl^.
system, however, does not produce sufficient cold water to remove an excess
humidity which may be in the air, and may
cause the humidity to become greater,
although that is a question of experiment.
If your water in the mains is sufficiently
cool, you would be surprised how much
you can bring doAvn your temperature.
There is one thing to guard against and
that is getting too cold air into the theatre. I know of many instances where
complaints have been made that when a
person comes in from a very warm exterior
into the very cool interior, the reaction is
not pleasant. Oftentimes, there is complaint of draft, of cold, and the like. Also,
the serious discomfit of suddenly walking
out from a cool theatre into the warm air
is one point which must not be neglected.
The distribution of the air, as well as the
manipulation of the machinery, is most
important, and there is no piece of mechanical equipment that will answer an>
purpose unless it is operated correctly acto the engineer's and manufacturrectly.er'scordingrecommendations.
Therefore, if you
do put in a plant, be sure to run it corIf you will glance through some of the
advertisements in Motion Picture News,
you will find several manufacturers who
who good products. Let me sound a word
of warning that you by all means try to
obtain an installation which will be free
from noises — that might affect your talking picture situation.
Cannot

Guarantee

Cost

Figure

Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
As preliminary to erecting a theatre, I am having a set of plans prepared and felt it rather
advisable to know what the guaranteed cost
might be. I have been trying to obtain from
the Architect an outside guaranteed cost figure.
However, he teUs me that a guarantee is not
possible although an approximate cost can be
pretty closely estimated. Can you tell me of
any one of your acquaintances who have had this
similar experience, and what the net results has
been?
J. S. T.

Answering J. S. F. :
It is difficult for an architect to guarantee the cost of a theatre or of any other
kind of building, because prices fluctuate
considerably and the element of competition between contractors is not always the
same. Furthermore, a reputable architect
is not permitted by the Code of Ethics to
guarantee the cost of a job. A capable theatre architect generally can estimate pretty
closely, within a reasonable percentage,
what the operation will cost. You should be
guided by his experience and his advice
and, if you have only a limited amount of
money to spend — as mostly everybody has
— then, he will tell you pretty closely what
you can get for that money and what you
must forget about and eliminate from your
building in the matter of luxuries.
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CHICAGO
THEATRE
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp
Architects

Nightly

24,968,436
theatre patrons are
seated comfortably
in "American" Chairs
si
^^ERY NIGHT ... in 12,434 theatres the coun^^ try over . . , and in every nation of the world .x.f.
24,968,436 theatre patrons are seated comfortably

^^

Wk

in "American" chairs. An amazing total that
proves the universal response of the theatre-going
public to comfortable, attractive seating. Further
. . . the exclusive use of this company's seating
by the nation's greatest exhibitors amply demonstrates "American" stimulus on box-office receipts.

Number 4072 — 3300 of these
chairs were installed in the
Chicago Theatre. Appropriately beautiful to match the
unusual splendor of the
Chicago. Mahogany wood
parts, rose and gray figured
velour back, and dark red
upholstered Morocco line
seat. Noiseless ball bearing
hinge insures silent and easy
upand down seat movement. Comfortable, enduring and pleasing to the eye.

American Seating Company
Chicago, 111.

10 E. Jackson Blvd.

121 l-K Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

113 W. 40th St.
New York City
77.D Canal St., Boston
Theatre Chair Builders to the American

Public for Over 50 Years
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Home Television — Will It Increase
Or Curtail Theatre Patronage?
Promised Perfection Of New Development of Science Is Subject Of Much Speculation
In Show Business — Prominent Theatre Men Optimistic
new announcement conEVERY
cerning further developments in
television sends its reverberations
through the picture trade, largely in the
form of conjectures as to how theatre
attendance is likely to be curtailed as a
result of the competition of sight and
sound entertainments in the homes of the
land via radio. Were it not for the amazing fact that much of this conjecture
leads to such gloomy notions of the future, itwould hardly be worth while to
go to more than the briefest lengths to
point out that experience seems to prove
that the results of scientific findings are
progressively favorable to established activities in industry and trade.
Indeed, many of the most progressive
showmen hailed announcements that
television in the home would be realized
within a comparatively few years as the
promise of a new and valuable extension
of the resources of the showmen. Roxy
was one of those who told this correspondent that he looked forward to the
day of television in the home as a new
force for creating a wider popularity for
motion picture theatres. "At present,"
he said, "we must depend upon still pictures published in the newspapers to attract the public to our shows. Television
will enable us to show vast numbers a
far more interesting sample of the entertainment, both visual and auditory, that
awaits them at our theatres."
In a chapter discussing television Harold B. Franklin in his book "Sound Motakes an
equallythere
optimistiction
view Pictures"
of a future
in which
will
be both home television and motion picture theatres. "I do not look for immediate readjustment within our industry
because of television ; nor do I fear any
great loss through competition after the
first wild rush," he says. And he adds,
"until the race loses all social instinct
the theatre need know no dread of extinction. Who knows, who can say, that
television may not indeed make its home
— or its bow — in the auditorium?"
According to C. Francis Jenkins, well
known inventor who has done extensive
development work in television and whose
system for broadcasting radio movies is
now being employed in daily transmissions
from a station in Washington, D. C, in
an article in The Saturday Evening Post
states that "By autumn of 1929 television
will be in the home . . ." The programs,
he says will at first be very simple blackand-white motion pictures. Discussing the
possible conflict between picture theatre
shows and television broadcasts, Mr. Jenkins in the same article says that home

television will not approach the "crystalclear reproduction" of the modern picture theatre presentation.
Thus, television is an established fact.
Still an experimentally established one it
is true, but nevertheless possessing potentialities so extensive as not to prohibit
even the wildest conjectures concerning
its ultimate appHcations. And thus it is
that conjectures in the minds of many
in the motion picture industry range all
the way from the complete abolition of
all motion picture theatres in favor of
the showing of television pictures in the
home, to a more beneficial advantage, of
adapting radio movies to the present theatrical system and incorporating the new
baby as a member of the moving picture
family as was done with the talking picture child.
IN the words of one producer, there is
nothing to fear from a successful conclusion of the current television experiments because each new discovery of science has acted rather to the benefit of existing industries rather than restricting
them.
A sufficient number of examples are
close at hand to support this line of reasoning. Radio broadcasting, at first, was
a serious competitor of moving pictures
and became even a greater one as its perfection progressed to a high state, until
it was eventually incorporated with the
vantage.
motion picture to the latter's great adIn the industrial field, the invention of
labor saving devices and systems invariably have resulted in opening up new
fields of employment because the lowered
prices coming from mass production have
greatly augmented the demand by making
hitherto unobtainable products available
to all.
True, there is always a readjustment
period which must be passed which, for
the time being, makes it appear that advantages have been gained at the expense
of a welfare of a large group of people
whose services have thus been dispensed
with but in the end each person finds a
niche in the new order of things and one
more step has been recorded in the progress of the world .
There are many who believe, however,
that successful television will ultimately
spell doom for the motion picture through
its ability to reproduce in the home the
same show that can be staged in the theatre.
Whether or not this will happen is
purely a matter of guesswork and one
which will be decided bv future inven-

tions and discoveries. At the present time,
this eventuality appears so remote as to
cause little worrj'.
The most optimistic enthusiasts of television claim that successful home installations are a matter of but months while
its more conservative proponents promise
successful results in the home this very
Either estimate is sufficiently
close to
■<
year.
place the day of reckoning in the immediate future and so provide food for
serious thought.
At the present time television pictures
are being broadcast by a number of stations in this country and abroad. These
pictures, as may be surmised from the
very newness of the thing, are comparatively crude and less sharply defined than
newspaper photographs. Some are merely
silhouettes and quite poor ones at that.
These first results, however, should not
be taken as being indicative of the ultimate for it will be remembered that radio
broadcasting had its beginning in much
the same fashion. Perfection, within the
limits of human ability, is almost certain
to follow because of the intensive research now in progress by innumerable
companies and individuals.
The best results at present show a picture about six inches square consisting
of 60 lines to the inch. Most of the
transmitters now used are for pictures
varying from 24 to 48 lines to the inch.
The distinctness of the television picture
depends upon the number of lines to inch,
those pictures having more lines to inch
being more distinct.

of a
consist
picturelines
ion These
H televis
are s made
of lines.
EACseries
up of white dots on a black background
and are similar to a newspaper photograph view through a magnifying glass.
Photographs in the average run of
magazines average about no lines to the
inch and engravings printed on calendered
paper run as high as 150 lines to the inch.
In this way, a comparison of television pictures with magazine photographs
may be had and will serve to show the
field.
progress
that has been made in this new
It may seem a far cry from a photograph six inches square and of a quality
comparable to that of the ordinary newspaper photograph to one 18 or 20 ft. in
width and of a quality equal to that shown
in the modern motion picture theatre.
It should be remembered, however, that
a picture several feet in width will be
ample for showing in the average home
(Continued on page 460)
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The new Bell & Howell Engineering Development Building, Belle Plaine and Rockwell Streets, Chicago

"Dedicat
ed
to PICTURE
the ^develop
ment of the
MOTION
INDUSTRY
A

MONUMENT to the future progress of America's third industry now stands in Chicago. It is the Bell &
Howell Engineering Development Building.

For twenty-two years Bell & Howell have been associated with the development of motion picture making
and projection. For twenty-two years this company has sponsored improvement after improvement in cine
cameras and projectors. And today its obligation for study, research, experiment, and invention has outgrown
the quarters allotted in the Bell & Howell production building.
Hence this new structure of more than 35,000 square feet
of floor space, costing more than a half million dollars,
and equipped with the latest machines and facilities.
Here a competent staff of motion picture engineers,
under the direction of Mr. A. S. Howell, has the equipment for even greater endeavors, for still more important
contributions to the advance of motion pictures.
The new Bell & Howell Engineering Development
Building has been erected for and is put at the disposal
of the entire industry. Assignments on any phase of new
motion picture development are invited.

BELL & HOWELL
BELL
The Bell & Howell Production Building, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

NEW

&
YORK,

HOWELL

CO.,
1801
LARCHMONT
CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

HOLLYWOOD,

LONDON

AVENUE

(B. & H. CO.. LTD.) ESTABLISHED

1907
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Pubhsh Book DeaHng With
Picture Theatre Acoustics
The Celotex Company, manufacturers
of Acousti-Celotex and specialists in
acoustical correction, soon will publish a
booklet dealing with acoustical correction
of sound picture theatres. The publication has been prepared to cover the subject in its entirety both from a technical
standpoint and from a box office stand-

View of the theatre building now under construction in Singapore,
China. The Capitol Theatres, Ltd., are the builders. The plans by
Keys and Dowdeswell. Architects, call for the most modern theatre
in the Orient, the building to house 16 shops and two floors of
apartments, a cafe and restaurant in addition to a theare equipped
wih a modern air conditioning system, sound film apparatus, elevators, and luxurious appointments throughout. The project is said
to involve an outlay of $1,300,000.

Organ Music Is Demanded By Public
Rudolph Wurlitzer Declares
H. WURLITZER,
RUDOLPH
president of the Rudolph WurHtzer Co., manufacturers of theatre organs recently returned to his headquarters inCincinnati from an extensive
tour of the country to survey the situation facing theatre owners and the position of organ music in picture theatres
where sound pictures are shown, declared
that actual experience is proving to the
conviction of showmen and organ manufacturers that the public continues to demand this type of music in programs,
whether sound or silent pictures make up
the screen portion of the bill. Mr. Wurlitzer embodied his impressions regarding the future of organs in motion picture theatres in the following statement :
"I have watched with no little interest
the development of the talking picture
and its eflfect on organ music in the motion picture theatres. No use denying
that at first I, together with others, engaged in the organ business, was apprehensive as to the future. Last winter we
all believed that synchronized music
would eliminate the theatre organ.
"Today I am in a position to look to
the future with much greater equanimity.
Reports throughout the country prove
that the organ cannot be eliminated from
theatres. There are two reasons for this.

Long Accustomed to Organ
"The public, long accustomed to the
organ and its favorite organist, will not
stand for this elimination. It preserves
for them the feeling of reality, the human, personal touch with their amusement which they have come to regard
as a necessity. We have received thousands of letters from motion picture pa-

trons throughout the country, requesting
us to redouble our efforts to make theatre
managers continue to give them organ
music.
"In the second place the organ has now
even more importance as a filler-in. When
the film breaks, when the tubes blow,
when anything at all happens in the house
it is up to the organist to keep the attention of the audience. The organ, as a soft
accompaniment to the sound film, brings
about a natural tonal effect that adds to
the interest and charm of the sound film.
And most important of all, theatre managers are now using the organ where the
orchestra served them before. The
mighty peals of the organ are heard between changeovers from newsreel to
comedy, from comedy to feature.
"When the day comes that silent pictures will be entirely a thing of the past,
the organ will still survive and mean
additional dollars and cents in the pockets
of the exhibitors."

The title of the booklet is "Improved
Sound Rei)roduction Means Greater Box
point.
Office Receipts." One portion of the
work is devoted to a description of the
technical procedure in making an acoustical analysis for a theatre. There is also
a chapter discussing design, furnishings
and interior finishes for theatres. The
sources of noise in theatres — ventilation
apparatus, motors and other mechanical
equipment
incident
to the
— are
set forth and
remedies
for theatre
overcoming
such noises are suggested.
Copies of the booklet will be available
free to theatre owners and managers and
may be obtained by application direct to
The Celotex Company, 919 North Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Office Established In N. Y.
By Time-O-Stat Company

The Time-O-Stat Controls Company,
with general offices and factory at Elkhart. Indiana, has recently opened New
York offices at 11 West Forty-second
Stre«t, in the Salmon Tower Building.
This ofiice will be the headquarters for
all Eastern salesmen contacting Eastern
and Atlantic Coast States manufacturers.
A large organization of sales engineers
and service men will operate from the
New York office as well as from the Chicago Sales office and will contact, aid
and assist manufacturers who are interested in automatic controls.
Carl W. Scholle is in charge of the
offices and will act as contact man

r .,y

throughout the Eastern Part of the country, representing the new company. Mr.
Scholle has long ~rA
been identified with
2^
merchandising and sales
in /the Eastern
and Atlantic Coast
States.
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Sentry Co. Ready To Launch
Automatic Changeover
ACCORDING to an announcement
by Edwin Schweriner, ,vice president, the Sentry Safety Control Corporation soon will place on the market an
automatic changeover designed for the
control of projector speeds and accuracy
on sound picture machines. It is said the
new device regulates also the synchronization to give perfect timing between the
picture and the related sound.
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Mechanism of the Autodrapc curtain rontrol.
May be located in fl.y gallery, sidewall, sta^e
floor or under stage. Opening and closing
speed up to 3J^ ft. per second. It operates
on the elevator type of traction drive.
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AU Rmeon Horn*
carry Raeon labelt.
An »thmrt are imitation:

No Substitute for

^VAAl Horns
Theatre owners who have, for the sake of a few dollars, installed im'talions
of Racon Horn8, have been obliged to throw them into the discard.
Squeaks, vibrations and unnatural tones that distort
vocal and instrumental reproductions cut down cash
receipts and bank balances.
Theatre patrons these days demand perfection —
non-vibratory material, one-piece construction and
scientific design are a few of the factors which accomplish this.
And they are exclusively Racon. All Racon products are fully protected by patents, and warning is
hereby given that all those making, selling or using
articles infringing these patents will be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law.

\^AN

ELE^TKI^^

No. 4320
Air Column
10 feet
Depth 34 inches

SMALL DYNAMIC
U. S.HORN
Pat. No. LNIT
1,711,514
Oiant Dynamic Unit can
be supplied with A C
operated Field Exciter,
guaranteed without a hum

VA.

lAJ^.

Specialitta in Acouatie Chamber*
FACTORIES

Bell 40 in. by 40 in.
Weight 45 pounds

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 3 Mutual St., Toronto, Canada
WRITE FOR CATALOG

THE ORIGINAL
DA-TONE

X SOUND

SCREENS

DA-TONE
Sound

X

Screens

are being installed EVERY DAY including Sundays, in the biggest and best theatres in
EVERY CITY AND TOWN, North, South, East and West. Besides, hundreds upon
hundreds are going to foreign countries. It is standard equipment with all MOVIETONE
AND VITAPHONE installations.
Now available through distributors or direct from us to exhibitors for use with all makes of
reproducing instruments at

7 5 cents per square foot
Frames to 16' wide 325.00, to 22' wide 330.00, to 28' wide $40.00, to 42' wide 350.00.
Shipments are made within 48 hours from receipt of order.

THE
922

West

DA-LITE
Monroe

Street

SCREEN

COMPANY
Chicago, 111.
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Notes, Reports and Ideas That
Keep You Posted on the Trend of
the Trade from Month to Month
EASILY
the most important trade
development of the month past,
and an encouraging sign that the
industry is making real progress along
the road of readjustment to the newer
order ushered in by the sound revolution,
v^'as the plan worked out after ten days
of conferences between representatives
of distributors and exhibitor organizations to adjust rental prices. The plan
which evolved from the conferences, held
under the auspices of the Hays organization, affords the machinery for the
adjustment of rental prices in the territory itself. The agreement entered into
by representatives of all the large distributors, save the Warner company, is
directed toward a movement to bring
relief to "the little fellow," the one most
in need of assistance in the matter of obtaining sound pictures on a basis he can
afford to pay and still have a little profit
left for himself after charging off rental
and overhead costs. The chain theatre
and the chain affiliated theatre operator
must settle his difficulties in connection
with score charges, and sound film
rentals, through the regular channels.
The small operator is to be furnished
the means of making adjustments in his
own exchange center, the point of contact between the distributor and himself
and therefore the place where his situation is most likely to be handled with the
greatest understanding and the cooperative .spirit.

Sound Patent Suit
THE
Western Electric Company,
E.R.P.I., American Telephone and
Telegraph Company group's attempt to
establish eight patents alleged to be infringed by the Pacent Reproducer Corporation met with its second dismissal
last week when by a decision in the
United States District Court, Southern
District of New York, United States District Judge Frank J. Coleman granted
the Pacent plea for a dismissal on the
grounds that the plaintiffs, as nonexclusive licensees, had not sufficient interest in the eight patents in question to
bring suit. The rights Western Electric
and E. R.P.I, have under the patents were

secured through an assignment by the
parent company, American Telephone &
Telegraph Company. The first suit in
the action was dismissed on June 6 by
Judge William Bondy on the grounds
that Western Electric and E.R.P.I. were
not proper parties plaintifif in the action.

More

on Sound Costs

11 7INFIELD

R. SHEEHAN,

gen-

V V

eral manager of Fox Film Studios, discussed some phases of the increased cost of producing sound pictures
in an interview by Mordaunt Hall published in The New York Times of Sunday, July 28. The producers, Mr. Sheehan says, have spent $50,000,000 for
equipment to make talkies. Productoin
costs have increased 25 to 35 per cent.
Equipment costs, he said, would be written off in five or ten years. Answering
the oft-repeated question, "Who will pav
the industry's bill for sound," Mr. Sheehan is quoted as follows : "The average
theatre now is doing 30 per cent more
business than last year, and we expect it
to be increased from 30 to 50 per cent
more next season, beginning in August,
over any previous season." Further on
the producer declares that never before
has the theatre manager assumed the importance which he holds now, for the
efficiency of the theatre technicians in operating the projectors and reproducers is
often the index of the success which tiie
picture attains with the public. To encourage careful and proficient -projection and sound reproduction, Mr. Sheehan told the Times interviewer, his company plans to offer a gold medal as an
award for the most capable handling of
singing and dialog pictures.

A

Shonsoman' s Sho-wman

Retires

AN'S retirement from
GRAUM
SIDexhibiti
on to engage, after a vacation abroad, in production enterprises,
was an event of the month not to be
passed by without a second glance. Grauman was a "showman's showman," and
he has become something of a legend in
the industry. The center of his activities was the picture producing center of
was a noveltv
Hollvwood
the world.

when (jrauman invaded it and made
himself its leading exponent of the art
of motion picture presentation. Under the condition,s Sid's showmanship
had to strike out in two directions
if it was to hit the target on wh.ich he
trained his guns. He was called upon
to devise ideas of exploitation and
picture presentation that would excite
the interest of the "showmanship conscious," atask he tackled with the greatest courage and one which he usually carried off with the greatest success. He
made the producers, the directors, the
stars all pay attention to his showmanship and through them he reached out
to the public so successfully that a visit
to a Grauman theatre was on the lists of
all sightseers attracted to the West Coast
city by pictures and picture people. He
surrounded his "Grauman Premieres"
with a glamor and professional importance that made them events of transcending importance in Hollywood. Sir Sid
had many admirers and many friends in
the film capital and they are all wishing
him well when he enters upon his career
as a producer.

Critics

Vs. the Public

sly for
moniou
two
was upset
"dope"
critical
THEuncere
running in New York last month.
first place the boys and girls who
the movies for the New York
were not the least enthusiastic over

weeks
rathc-^
In the
cover
dailies
Clara

Bow's newest effort "Dangerous Curves."
But the Bow girl has her fans and those
who snapped their fingers at the critical
estimates went and saw and were con,
Bowthe girl's
quered, apparently
first
during
well the
on so for
picture carried
half of its first week at the Paramount
that the rulers got together and decided
week
anothe
Square
Times Curves"
big rous
hurtofthe"Dange
would r not
picture palace one bit. And the second
week's business proved they were not
guessing badly. A week later the critics
who covered the Roxy show could nor
get hot about "Lucky Star," the Fox
picture co-starring Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell. But Roxy found that
(Continued on page 459)
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New Developments in Wide-Film Photography Indicate
Early Adoption of Full-Stage Screens
(Continued from payc 430;

strain because it is still less tlian the entire angle of vision of the normal eye.
Stereoscopic values are also evident in
Magnafilm due to the new methods of
on the smaller screen where the eye of the
wider angles now made possible."
"While in many instances angles have
enhanced the photographic value of the
picture and have added a certain amount
of atmosphere, the break in the action
has had its effect upon the attention of
the audience," Mr. Del Riccio said. "With
Magnafilm the director will be able to

complete his action without breaks which
will be es{)ecially valuable in musical pictures where the additional screen area is
of great value in picturing ensemble numThe new process announced on the
coast by Capt. Fear has been named the
Fearless Super Pictures. The inventor in
announcing
his new process declares that
bers."
of the many suggestions that have been
made for the improvement of the present
pictures, the most logical is to increase
the width of the film.

NOW-A NEW AND GREATER SPEED!
Curtain Operation at 165 feet per minute.

NOISELESS
DISC
CLUTCH.
O STARTING
SWITCH
Constantly Better,
Proven by Time

The Original High
Speed Control

CONTROL

STATION

START
STOP
REVERSE

Indicating System

Oft

OPERATED
ALL WITH ONE BUTTON

The Vallen High Speed Curtain Control offers the best in
speedy, steady control of curtains, essential where proscenium requires large drapes or vaudeville is offered.
Used conjunctively with Vallen Noiseless All-Steel Safety
Track the result is an incomparable, permanent investment.

VALLEN

"Last year," he continues, "I designed
a camera to accommodate a film double
the width of the present standard film.
The dimensions of the picture photographed on this film were .910 x 1.840.
The stroke of the camera was .936. The
picture was placed to one side of the film,
leaving room for a sound track .200 of
an inch wide. While this picture is ideal
in size, as far as the photograph itself is
concerned, there are a number of disadvantages toits begin
commercial
application."
The difficulties
at the
time raw
film is made and continue through photographing and processing of the film.
There is a tendency for the film to curl
in making, special slitting is required to
secure the double-width film, special perforators are required, special cans, new
camera and projector mechanisms, developers, inspection machines, etc., with the
great expense of such change saddled on
the industry, he points out.
In his announcement of the invention,
Capt. Fear summarizes the chief points
of his new discovery as follows :

ELECTRICAL

The process gives a larger picture on
standard film. Gives more natural picture on screen because it more nearly
approaches the normal angles as seen by
the human eye. Gives a wider sound
track for recording sound photographically on film, which improves the actual
sound record.
Gives a sound track approximately 2^/2
times as long as the present sound track,
therefore gives greater sensitivity in recording, because with the present light
valves the sound record for each vibration is twice as long. Broadens the sound
recording scope by giving increased
length for recording, thus allowing recordings of twice the present frequencies
now recorded.

vrz. ^^

D

News

Wide Picture o?i 35 mm

"NEW
FtATURES",
HIGH SPEED.

Obtainable with

Picture

COMPANY,

Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.

INC.

Can be projected through the standard
projectors now in use. Can be printed on
standard printers. Standard reels are
used. Standard developing machines,
waxing macliines, polishing machines, in
fact all standard equipment now cmployed may be used.
Can be projected in any theatre having
present equipment when slight alteration
to projector has been made. Standard
cameras can be used after minor alterations have been made.
Gives a soinid picture that is approximately ?'^ inches by ij.s inches. Gives a
silent picture that is approximately .'^i/.V
inches by 1% inches.
The pictures are taken upon standard
motion i)icture film and are approximately
.008 of an inch wide and is on the edge
of the film. The picture is photographed,
either in a vertical plane by use of an
oi^tical system that turns the image
through an arc of 90 degrees and places
it in a position on the film with the top
of the picture parallel to the edge of the
film, or it may be photographed directly
upon the film without the use of any optical system. In the latter case the film
runs horizontally past the aperture plate.
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PHOTOPHONE
INC

SOUND

T

EQUIPMENT

traditions

Upholding the

of Great Nawnes

'HE two outstanding i.ssues oonfronling the
motion picture theatre owners of America to-

To achieve this in the sound equipment field,

day are those of the quality and price of the motion picture sound equipment which they install.

apparatus. This extra year has made RCA Photo-

Quality comes first, because correct sound reproduction is necessary to attract and hohl business,
but price is a close second.
RCA Photophone meets both of these issues as
does no other sound equipment. It is the lowestpriced, high-quality apparatus in the field.
The makers of RCA Photophone have stood at all
times for maximum quality at minimum
consistent with that quality.

RCiH
Denver:

H7-\7JH

street

FIFTH

san francisco:

phone the ''years ahead" equipment in precision,
tonal ([uality and value-giving. It is so recognized
by all who really know.
Then

they set about introducing production

economies that have made possible price reductions of from $1,500 to $2,000— and a differepce
of several thousand dollars in comparison with
the prices of other equipment approaching RCA
Photophone in excellence.
Quality and price close the argument for RCA
Photophone — and open the door to profits for you.

PHOTOPHOJirE^

StJKSIDlARV
4ll

prices

they spent an extra year in the perfection of this

2zs

OK

RAlHd

rmrPTrRA-IIO

AVENUE

Montgomery

-

street

NEW

N

Inc.

(IK AMTTTTT^
YORK

c/y/c>ico; ioo w. monroe

CITY

street

/can sas city, mo: oa\/\dsoh

hoc.
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Claims Discovery of Sound Absorbent
Plaster for Acoustical Treatment
nor to turn it over to a large company
EN, 60-year-old Tofor distribution. He wishes no more
HARRY ledo,GRE
s
O., man claim he has i^erfected a powder which he says
work than he can personally superintend.
will eliminate the echoes in halls and
Green, who is an interior decorator,
auditoriums. Green already has ai)])lied
was much interested when talking pictures were introduced. More so than
his process to correct reverberation in a
small neighborhood house which was said
when he first began studying the problem
of echoes 35 years ago. That long ago
to have been so noisy that sound equipment installed there had been a failure. ' he conceived the thought there must he
But the inventor, who is keeping the
some way in which auditoriums already
process a secret, has shown little sign of built might be made free from echoes
that muffled the words of speakers and
profiting from his discovery. He has expressed no desire to patent his process
stage folk. As a friend of a Cleveland,

The Burt Reproducer for Talking Motion Pictures

Picture

News

O., minister, he had engaged in discussions of church architecture and sound
He experimented with plaster board,
prof>erties.
applying substances to each side and then
rapping upon it to note the effect. In
addition he kept in constant touch with
government experiments in acoustics,
^'ow,
years which
later, hehe claims
discovery— a35secret
fears a may
be
taken from him as he alleges another was
once stolen from him. Several years ago
he invented a lacquer preparation, the
rights to which were wrested from hiin,
he declares.
He refuses to sell any rights in the process he now claims. Only his daughter
shares his secret. He personally mixes
all the substance which is kept in powder
form until he is ready to use it.
Buttermilk and glue are two ingredients used, Green says, but the effectiveness depends upon a third ingredient
which he adds just before applying the
texture to the walls.

discovery ofis
of Green's
The onprinciple
bing properties
based
the echo-absor
the texture, which looks like decorative
plaster and which can be worked into
designs. The sound traveling outward is
caught in the rough surface of the walls.
Hollow walls are more effective than
solid walls for subduing sound, he says.
Iron and brass railings are covered with
velvet or similar material.
Much of Green's experimental work
in Detroit where he was a decwas done
orator for 25 years.

Adam Electric Co. Bulletin
on Fuslok Switchboards
A bulletin describing in detail the design and special applications of the new
Fuslok Switchboard, recently introduced
by the Frank Adam Electric Company
of St.company.
Louis, Mo., has been published by
that
Burt Repkodicer on Powers Projector

Features
SYNCHRONotis Motor Drive (110 or 220 volts, .SO or 60 cycles).
Prevents varialion in
speed from variation in line voltage, or projection load.
The Super Cells used require only two stages in head amplifier, hence less distortion.
Ease of Threading. When running disk or silent, the Sound-on-Film unit is not threaded.
Sound-on-Film threads as easily as through a Powers gate.
Turn Table Is Accessible, being up high at the side of the machine.
Easy to Install.
Installation can be made by the ordinary operator, and wire man.
Projector Head is driven by its main drive gear and is not required to drive any part
of the sound equipment.
Only Three Shafts:
(1) Motor Drive Shaft, (2) Sound Film Shaft, (3) Disk Table

Shaft.

Variable Speed can be used for making schedule by driving the head off the Powers
Motor, when running silent.
Change from synchronous drive to variable speed
drive requires about ten seconds.
No Universals — No flexible couplings, flexible shafts, or long unsupported shafts are
used, as these produce tremolo.
Fire Hazard Is Decreased by use of this equipment.
Failure of take-up does not cause
film to pile up in light.

Write for BidleUn ISo. 291
Manufactured by

R. C. BURT

SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES

900-904 E. California St., Pasadena, Calif.

Fuslok switchboards are built up of
the required number of Fuslok switch
units in accordance with the specifications of the particular job for which they
are designed. The switchboards are built
upon formed steel vertical angles extending the full height of the board. These
vertical supports are riveted and bolted
to a formed steel channel base. The
switches are made in capacities from 30
to 600 amperes, 250 volts A.C. or D.C.,
and 30 to 200 amperes, 500 volts A.C.
Switches are of the brush contact type
with positive-acting, quick-make and
quick-break mechanism.

Fulton Co. Establishes New
Office in Philadelphia
The Philadelphia office of the E. E.
Fulton Company is now established at
1337 ^^ine Street,
in charge
of Mr. in
T. the
D.
McAuliffe,
who has
been engaged
industry for several years past. He
joined the Fulton organization recently
and was immediately assigned to the
Philadelphia Branch.
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Bulletin — just issued

M

KLIEGL

kjvlusic Stands/
"PRESENTING
the very
^ latest designs
in
music and leader stands
.... with light fixtures . . .
many novel and unusual
features . . . .modernistic
conceptions for stage
bands and jazz orchestras . . . special stands for
motion picture theatres
.... others for travelling
companies .... also piano
and organ lights ....
Secure a copy of this
interesting and valuable
bulletin.

CONTROL
Your sound
distribution
as you control
your lights!
This Powerful, FLEXIBLE
System Enables You to
Secure Best Results
With Genuine Economy

Write or ask for Bulletin No. 103.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

321 West 30th Street
N EW

YORK,

NY.

ROCKBESTOS
--tfie asbesto

s covered wire

KXieglights
The new noiseless kind
built especially for use
in "talking movies," are
equipped
Rockbestos Motion with
Picture
Cable
— the extra flexible cable.
Every projecvionist,
every electrician knows
Rockbestos and specifies
it.
Cuts replacement costs
and is good insurance.

POWERIZER

ROCKBESTOS

PRODUCTS

CORPORAT
NEW

NEW
YORK

I

HAVEN,
CONN.
CHICAGO

On the Pacific Coast-^Anaconda

ON
PITTSBURG

Wire & Cable Co.

amplifier

power . . . less power ... as you
MORE
need it. Well balanced, clear reproduction
of voice and music, through POWERIZER
world-renowned units. Of course you're aware
that speech and music in your theater must be,
above all else, clear and understandable. POWERIZER makes this possible, controlling every phase
of your audio-distribution from this simple panel
board, just as you control your lighting.
Send for Bulletin No. MP 1028

POWERIZER
Reg. U. S. P«t. Off.

SOUND

SYSTEMS
Manufactured

Write Jor Bulletin on JI. P. Cable.

2-channel

panel, capacity 15 watts per channel

RADIO

RECEPTOR

by

COMPANY,

106 Seventh Avenue
Sales and

Service

Agencies

in Important

Inc.

New York City
Cities

Licensed by Radiio Corporation of America and Associated Companies
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Solving Projection Puzzles to Produce
Novel Presentation Effects
THE post of chief projectionist at
the world's largest motion picture
theatre is one that the most ambitious of the practitioners of the craft
might well regard one of the select few
assignments representing the very top of
the ladder in the world of projection.
The present incumbent is the same Art
Smith who for several years has been the
chief projectionist for Roxy.
Smith has a "big job," and like all sucli
there goes with the assignment many

"big" undertakings. So the projectionist
who is working his way up now may be
reminded that his chosen career exacts of
him a great amount of specialized knowledge and ability, just as every occupation
asks much of those who climb to the top
thereof, this little account of one of many
problems that are faced right along by the
chief projectionist at the Roxy is recounted here.
This correspondent met Art Smith one
day last week, and in the course of the

ANNOUNCING THE

NEW
SAMUELS

AUTODRAPE
A JUNIOR

CURTAIN CONTROL
AT A REAL

JUNIOR PRICE
For Theatres, Schools, Lodges and Auditoriums

'"-rlo

VZ^

N-^r?^OBTAINABLE THROUGH EQUIPMENT DEALERS AND DRAPERY
HOUSES EVERYWHERE
Without an Equal in Economy
. . . Silence
. . . Ease of Installation
. . . Reliability
of Operation.
BY

THE

MANUFACTURERS

OF

bTABILAPC
MOTOROCNERATOR

AUTOMATIC
739 HAMILTON

ST.

DEVICES

CO.

ALLENTOWN,

PA.
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conversation learned that Art was working on a little problem that, sketchily,
runs something like this :
Next week Roxy is featuring "The
Cock-Eyed World" on the screen. He
has decided to introduce the picture with
a screen presentation expressive of the
title and suggestive of an effect that will
give the picture its best opportunity to
find the audience in a receptive mood.
His screen will be a huge globe, representing the whole world. On that screen
he will project an intricate pattern of
changing effects, aeroplanes in flight,
locomotives, men running, children playing, factory smoke stacks belching smoke,
battle ships firing salvos, a veritable
crazy-quilt of motion, with one scene dissolving into another, but the entire scene
made up of a composite of various scenes.
That is the "over-all" pattern. High up
on the globe, at either side, there will appear a jagged "insert," in which news
scenes, showing Col. Lindbergh, the signing of the Kellogg pact, and a series of
similar events will be disclosed in sequence, but, mind you, two such insert
screens are to be occupied simultaneously.
The finale shows this representation of
■'The Cock-Eyed World" fading into a
huge colored reproduction of the Marine
Corps insignia. To give greater realism
to the show and make the globe appear
to be floating in space, there will be a
cloud
screen. effect constantly playing over the

4 Projectors and 2 Effects
So the problem presented to Smith by
his boss, Roxy, was to evolve the way to
use four
projectors
eft'ecton machines at once,
all of and
them two
playing
the
same screen. Just how it was finally
worked out will be related in the next
issue of The Showman.
This little incident gives a rough idea
of the sort of thing that the projectionist
must do when he is part of the organization that is directed by the most imaginative showman in the picture theatre.
Roxy is too well versed in the resources
of the theatre to try the impossible when
it comes to the presentations he offers
patrons. At the same time he is ever on
the move to increase the resources of his
show house and its personnel, and he refuses to allow "what has been done" to
limit his efforts. So his assistants in the
various departments of the Cathedral of
the Motion Picture must be on their toes
and ready to work out the details of the
jol) he assigns them.

Describes Electric Plant Of
Atlantic City Hall
Circular 1850 has been released by the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company on the electrification of the
Atlantic City Convention Hall. This
booklet with many illustrations describes
the est
lighting
the exterior
World's floodlarghall. The scheme
interiorofand
lighting as well as the control system for
all the lights is explained and illustrated.
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Your

Theatre

needs the attraction
of
individually designed

UNIFORMS

.... and it costs no more to buy
from America's largest uniform
makers: the house with the largest
experience, creators of uniforms for
the finest theatres in the country,
famed for originality of ideas as
well as speed of service. Let us submit estimates and original designs
for uniforming the entire staff of
your theatre!

T)rownmg Kiiig ^ Co.
UNIFORM

DEPT:

R
WE
PO
ANPLIFICATION
Price $195
(without tubes)

.ei
Theatres
Ainlitoriiitns
Summer Resorts
DaiK-e Halls
Farlories
Clubs an<l Schools

th.

IK^*^

are intereslod in hriiiijiiig music or
speeches to great crowds of people
and slioiil<l Uiiow about

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores
in 26 principal cities from coast to coast.
POWER

C: l-l ■ C: >^ €3^ O
AMPLIFICATION

A \\ KBSTKR power aiiiplilier with a good radio

TAKE
WITH

NO
ELECTRIC

CHANCES—
POWER

FAILURE

ENSLEN
HYDRO 'ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee SufiBcient Power to Operate Projection
Machines and Lights

IN

AN

EMERGENCY—
Approved by
the Departm e n t of
Labor and
industry at
Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th
19 22. Approval No.
276.

Send for descriptive Booklet.

Enslen Hydro-Electric Co^ Inc.
1600 Broadway,

L

NO

BATTERIES

— NO

New York, N. Y.
REPLACEMENTS

or f)honograph rcprodiiccs the voice or iiistniiiiciif , thru a scries of speakers, with marvolous
acturacy. Not a note or a syllable is slurred
when Webster amplifiers supply the power.
These instruments are designed by engineers
skilled in the science of audio amplification, who
have had many y(>ars of practical experience in
this field. The manufacture is done in a plant
that has for years spiH'ializcd in the making of
power S!if)pli(s for radio. The name WEBSTER
is a guaran'ee of accurate design, <l('pendal)lc
operation, and superior workmanship.
WEBSTRR power amplifiers ;irc manufactured in a
variety of models to sui^ alipost any requirement.
Whether the purpose be simply to improve the volume
and tone of a home radio set, or whether it is desired
to provide music and speech thru a series of speakers
to great crowds of people in theatres or other public
gathering places, WEBSTER amplifiers will supply the
necessary p)ower amplification to radio set, phonograph,
or microphone with marvelous accuracy.

WRITE FOR
INFORMATION ABOUT
OUR COMPLETE LINE

Motion
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No. 7773 Kentia Plant

Write for copy of our Catalogue No. 7
with illustrations in colors of Artificial
Flowers,
Plants, Vines, etc.
Mailed Free on Request

Frank Netschert, Inc.
New

York, N. Y.

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as well as current conditions. Your projectionist can adjust his arc
current to always give you a clear, bright
picture if you equip with PEBFECTIO*.
Current saving also is a result of PEEFEOTION equipment, for he need not use full
current tiU the actual projection Is started.

PERFKTION
RHEOSTATS

RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE
CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED
Sold

BY ALL THE LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN

& SOONS

387 First Avenue
Contracting

New York City

Mfg. Division
Electrical
Engineers — Moving
ture Theatre Electrical Specialists
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])lifier which feeds through the Fader directly into the power amplifier which may
be any standard make of three-stage
power amplifier. Two photo-electric cells
are supplied with each head in one case,
and in the event that one cell ceases to
function the other may ])e put into operation by simply rotating the cell case onehalf turn. No amplifier tubes are used in
the cell case or on the machine itself.
The wires from the photo-electric cells
are brought out to a jack which plugs
into the iiead amplifier. Another jack on
the disk pick-up arm plugs into the same
head amplifier and thereafter control is
had by means of the switch on top of the
head amplifier. When this switch is in

Natural prepared, green, with
15 removable leaves, 48 inches
high, complete $4.00. With
basket pot cover, as illustrated,
$1.50 extra.

61 Barclay St.

Picture

CO.
New York City

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

R. C. Burt Dual-System Unit
for Synchronizeei Films
system
dual producer,
ANEW
tation refor the syncli
presenronnus
of
disc and sound-track recorded pictures,
recently brought on the market, is the development of the R. C. Burt Scientific
LaI)oratories, Pasadena, Calif.
This system has many unique features
to recommend it to the interest of the
theatre man. The unit consists of a main
frame which is an one-piece casting and
is bolted to the projector base. On this
frame is placed a standard projector head.
The lamp house is raised a corresponding
amount and this completes the mechanical installation. On the front of the main
frame, at the right of the machine, is a
self -starting synchronous motor. This
motor drives a pair of spiral gears housed
in an oil-tight gear case. These gears
drive the main cross-shaft which carries
the sound-film sprocket and sound-film
mechanical filter. From this shaft three
idler gears connect the main transverse
shaft with the projector head. The
projector head is driven through its
main drive gear. This synchronous drive
is accomplished without interfering with
the regular Powers Drive which is retained for the purix)se of variable speed
projection, enabling the operator to speed
up or slow down on silent films for the
purpose of meeting a designated schedule.
The disk is driven through a large
worm gear submerged in grease and is so
mounted with springs and rubber cushions.
The optical system is extreiiiely simple
and accessible; the only adjustments required are when changing exciting lamps.
Even then adjustment is rarely necessary,
as a standard automobile head light bulb,
manufactured under conditions of standardization which locate the filament quite
accurately, is used.
When using silent films or disk the
sound film mechanism is not threaded,
the film dropping directly from the lower
sprocket on the head into the magazine.
The photo-electric cells used have such
a high output that only two stages of amplification are required in the head am-

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIOIIS

a vertical position everything is "off";
when switched to the left the disk is connected to the Fader; when switched to
the right the head amplifier filaments are
lighted and the Sound-on-Film pickup is
connected to the Fader.

Will Television Increase or
Curtail Patronage?
(Continued from page 448)
and that the quality of the average motion
picture as projected in the theatre is far
below that of good printing in tlie better
class of magazines.
Serious eflforts are now being made
to circumvent that bugbear of all radio receivers — static. Wired radio seems
to be the logical solution and measures
are being taken to transmit radio programs to millions of homes over the regular house lighting power lines. This is
right in line with the development of television reception and besides providing a
ready means for the elimination of static
interference, it also furnishes a method
of collecting revenue from the receivers
of programs.
Under a plan now being formed by a
large company, radio receivers will rent,
on a monthly basis, to customers who
will receive their programs over electric
light wires.
This last named consideration is probably the most important of all as concerns
both audible radio and television. It provides a stimulus for presenting programs
rendered by the best talent available and
at same time giving all of the expensive
trimmings now used in the motion picture theatre. In other words, audible radio and television, logically combined as
were motion pictures and sound, will be
definitely placed upon a commercial basis
— a pay as you receive basis — which will
make it well worth while for the producers of such programs to present the very
best talent which can be obtained.
That is the dream and also the possible
outcome of it, which is fostered in the
minds of those persons now intensively
engaged in promoting audible radio and
television programs.

BROOKS

1437 B'wa;
New

York
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On with the Show !
^O
Question
but that talkies have come to stay. We insist, however, that the wise
showman should watch his public carefully so as to not disappoint them in other directions,
for instance lighting your house and stage. Surely people do not forget overnight all the
other things they liked before the talkies arrived.
Think it over.

Send for the @

Major Book. —

Free for the

^ank M.dam
ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. T.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas

Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Seattle, Wash.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Tulsa, Okla.
Montreal,
Que.
Omaha, Nebr.
Toronto,
Ont.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Vancouver, B. C.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
V/alkerville,
Ont.
San Francisco, Calif. Winnipeg, Man.

Helps put over
the -^^ talkies!
MARQUEE

and

BANNERS

VALENCES—
FOR SOUND OR TALKING PICTURES
FUTURE OR ADDED ATTRACTIONS
VERTICAL WALL AND STREET BANNERS
FLAGS AND PENNANTS— FOR EVERY PURPOSE
SPECIALTYIDEAS FOR ADVERTISING AND EXPLOITATION

HENRY
141 FULTON

Manufacturer

NEW

YORK

Phone Cortlandt 0950

W

TICKETS MJ
AND

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF
Service
— Accu
racy
— ADVERTISEME
Quality NT
USERS
ARE
OUR
BEST

SATISFIED

WORLD

TICKET

& SUPPLY

1600 Broadway

The fine projection lens soon makes itself felt in actual cash returns.
"Clearer pictures" and "no eye-strain" are more important in building sustained attendance than the best of feature filpxs.

JACKSON

ST.

A hidden factor
in box office returns

CO., Inc.
New York

That's why leading theatre operators recommend Cinephor lenses
without qualification. In repeated tests before experts, Cinephors
have proved their superiority of definition, flatness of field, illumination and contrast between black and white. They are highly corrected and can be brought to a clear, sharp focus with greatest ease.
A note from you will bring full information on these perfected projection lenses. Bausch & Lomb experts will gladly cooperate in
overcoming your own projection difficulties. Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co., 653 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Bausch & Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for Motion Pictures
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{Continued from page 452)

$15.00

"Lucky Star" had so many takers at the
l)()x office the first week that he decided
to give them all a chance and the film was
held over for a second week.

$15.00

A Distinguished Dramatist Says
RECO

Color Plate
RECO

only annipicture
THE motion
hilate itself"
by a "can
continuance of
the practice of making- its actors talk,
declares Luigi Pirandello, distinguished
Italian playright, says in his critique of
the sound pictures published in The
Times Magazine of Sunday, July 28.
For the sound picture, however, Pirandello foresees a most promising future
and a useful place in the world of art
and entertainment. Just what form ultimately the synchronized motion picture
will take as a medium of dramatic expression is now most anybody's guess.
However, the public is the dictator and
the picture theatre men know by the
votes cast at the box office that now the
public is interested in hearing the shadowy images talk — and judging by the
way some of the gain-controls are turned
up, the public likes them to talk OUT
LOUD.

Color Hood

Valuable Lighting Is
Colorful Lighting
Theatre lighting needs color. The RECO line
of Color Hoods, Color Plates, and Color Cylinders meets all lighting needs — inside, outside,
backstage. A complete color line, and high
quality glass of permanent, natural color,
make these RECO supplies superior.
New

informative Bulletin No. 77 on request.
M^^J

ELECTRIC

COMPANV

j.^^^

Everything in Color for Lighting Equipment.
2628 West Congress St
Chicago, lU.

Swift, Safe and Silent

GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS ® TICKETS
Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.

THE OLIVER
SPEEDOMETER
An accurate instrument for
use with projectors, recording feet per minute and
minutes per thousand feet.
An absolute
No

necessity in Sound
Projection
Easily installed.
wear on shutter shaft — Sold by
all supply dealers,

OLIVER

CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

Standard

Another Stage-Screen Merger?
satishe quite
seems
BROADWAY
fied that there
has tobeen
an affiliation between the Warner Bros, and Jed
Harris, producer of several of Broadway's biggest hits of the past couple of
seasons. Reports that there was to be an
association of interests between these
two organizations have been current for
some time. It is said that Jed Harris,
who has been abroad now, and the Warsignedago.
nersweeks
things up between them several
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MARKUS
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Astor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876
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A Product Proved Through
200 Installations
\Vk.
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We
specialize on quality sound
equip■ment. We have been building the turntubles
for well known sound eqnipment companies.
The product
proved out in
We specially
ful installation

we are marketing has been
over 200 actual installations.
solicit the business of successcompanies, who want a qual-

ity product.
The price is $500.00 complete with pick
ups and fader.
Special prices to dealers.

Weber Machine Corp.
59 RUTTER
ROCHESTER,

STREET
N. Y.
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DRAPERIES
STAGE FURNISHINGS
SCENERY and RIGGING
Tell Us Your Problem!

NOVELTY SCENIC New
STUDIOS
York City

340 W. 41st St.
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Projection Room Design and
Future Developments

HUB

PRODUCTS

FROM

SERVICE

TO

SOCKET

{Continued from page 432)
the installation — appears to be the most
satisfactory one because the problems of
the particular theatre are solved by men
who are presumed to have expert knowledge of the work and who, later, will
have to be responsible for its continued
satisfactory operation.
Unfortunately, projectionist assistance
is not always available to the architect
for a number of reasons. It may be that
the owner has no faith in any of his projectionists and feels that they are incapable of sound judgment. Or, like "the
poet without honor in his own land" the
owner may actually slight him, mistakenly thinking that he is incompetent.
Whatever the reason, the architect may
well turn to the local supply dealer whose
advice should be solicited even though the
actual details of design and equipment
are left in the hands of someone else.
Reliable supply dealers are will fitted
for such service and it is customary for
them to furnish complete specifications
and technical advice bearing on all phases
of projection and back stage work.
Under this arrangement, the architect
is assured of a practical design and also
that the theatre will be opened according
to schedule and will then be kept open
because the dealer is charged with responsibility ofseeing to it that no failure
of equipment will affect the theatre's operation.
Each dealer handles — or tries to handle
•— a distinctive line of equipment in order
to place competition on something other
than a purely price basis. It is the fond
hope of every dealer to ht able to offer
quality equipment at a figure which compares favorably with more cheaply constructed or poorly designed apparatus.
If he can do this he stands a good chance
of equipping the theatre.
This will serve to prevent mistakes
such as the one where an architect, at the
dealer's suggestion, specified the use of
half size projection lenses having a focal
length of 4 inches, not knowing that the
promised increase in screen illumination
would be obtained through a great sacrifice in picture definition.
Incidents, such as this, are not frequent
occurrences, yet when they do happen
they serve only to create annoyance and
lack of confidence in the person making
the recommendation.
If such mistakes are not later corrected, they create more serious damage
to the picture presentations and this, in
turn, directly affects the success of the
theatre.
The projection room and its equipment
is of sufficient importance to warrant the
architect's closest attention and he should
make it a point to solicit reliable recommendations inorder to avoid the mistakes
which often remain incorrected, once they
are made.

Hub Switchboard 100% Perfect
After Explosion and Fire
'TPHE
-'*- to photograph
the right
shows a Hub Switch
board which remained in perfect
working order after
a terrific explosion
and the subsequent
fire had demolished
the entire theatre
building.
The switchboard
was intact and not
a single piece of its
mechanism was
even slightly damaged. A test showed
that the board still functioned at its customary

lOU^o efficiency.

Sturdiness and durability are built into every Hub product. Our long
and varied experience in designing and producing motion picture theatre
lighting equipment places us in a most favorable position to serve your
best interests.
We welcome an opportunity to discuss your theatre lighting problems
with you.

iLEcmieto
Footlights
Border Lights
Stage Pockets
Cove Lighting
Exit Signs

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2Toledo,

Down Town Chicago Sales Offices
Suite 323—155 N. Clark SL
Phone
State 7986
New York City

1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4843

Smooth

Out Your

Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 5518
Milwaukee, Wis.
123 Second St.
PboDe Grand 1533

Spot Lights
Service Boards
Panel Boards
Usher Signals
Directional Signs
Flood Lights

Projection Problems
with the Transverter

Makes clear, steady and artistic projection possible. Changes
alternating current into direct current, greatly increasing the
candle power of an alternating current arc of the same amperage.
— and especially if you
If you show Pictures
run Talkies — you need the Transverter.
Sold in the U. S. A. by
Canadian Distributor
The National Theatre Supply Co.
Perkins Electric, Ltd.

THE HERTNER

ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine.
For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided.
To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Motion Picture News.
SEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descriping arrangements, etc.
tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in
theatres.
SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
CLEANING SYSTEMS
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of surfaces, etc.
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.
DECORATION
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decora(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.
tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draTICKET
VENDORS
peries, etc.
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in processes for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications tor uses and operation.

Sound Equipment
(26) ACOUSTICAL
MATERIAL,
CONTRACTING
(27) AMPLIFIER

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.
LIGHTING. PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.

(31) PICK-UPS
(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR
DISC REPRODUCERS

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front eflfects
and advertising.

(33) RECORD

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
and their uses in stage effects.
LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
(12-a) Emergency Lighting Plants.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, specifications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT
(15) Theatre organ of various types fr.r large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.
PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.
PROJECTION
(19) Operating
instructions,
make and model).

parts

for

machines

(specify

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.

AND

UNITS

(28) HORNS
(29) HORN

ENGINEERING

AND

SPEAKERS

TOWERS

(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS

CUEING

(34) SYNCHRONOUS

DISC

REPRODUCERS
NON-SYNCHRONOUS

SERVICES
DISC REPRODUCING

(35) SYNCHRONOUS
PRODUCERS

DISC

(36) TRANSFORMERS

AND

AND

UNITS

FILM-TRACK

VOLTAGE

RE-

REGULATORS

Request Blank
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New York City
Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing with the following subjects:
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Advertisers Index
for the Aug. 3
Showman
Section

WUHDACK

Flashing
the

Small

Sign

Here is a new addition to the line of
Time-0-Stat Silent Electric Sign Flashers.
It is a rotary type flasher using an induction disc rather than a motor and it is
much more simple than a motor-driven
machine. Through an ingenious arrangement the mercury to mercury contacts are
made and broken all within one tube and
will give a beautiful and lasting traveling
border effect. Full details about this
flasher or any of the others of the complete line will be furnished at your request.

TIME-O-STAT

CONTROLS

ELKHART,

INDIANA

ut lour
Pwhere

he cant
^etit/

The inner door or
hold up" partition
shown on the chest
illustrated below
will permit the
depositing of all
money, except
enough to make
change, thru the
slot where the thief
cannot get it.
As no one but the
manager has the
combination, the
hold-up man cannot force any employee to give up
the cash.

YORK SAFE d?
LOCK CO.
York, Pa.

CO.

The jollowing list of advertisers in the
Shoivman Section has been prepared for
the convenience of readers and while
care has been taken to make it correct
it cannot be guaranteed against possible
errors or omissions.

Adam Electric Co.. Frank
461
American Seating Co
447
Automatic Devices Co
458
Automatic Ticket Register Corp. . . 462
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
461
Bell & Howell
449
Brooks Costume Co
460
Browning, King & Co
459
Burt Scientific Laboratories
456
Carrier Eng. Corp
427
Chalmers Pub. Co
460
Da-Lite Screen Co
451
Edison Lamp Works of G. E
445
Enslen Hydro & Electric Co
459
Franklin Book
466
Fulton Co., E. E
443
Hertner Electric Co
463
HejTvood- Wakefield Co
441
Hoffman & Soons
460
Hub Electric Co
463
Ititernational Projector Corp
453
Jackson, Henry
461
Kersten Radio Equip., Inc
429
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Elec. Stage
Lighting Co
457
Kooler Aire Eng. Corp
433
Markus Agency, Fally
462
National Theatre Supply Co
431
Netschert, Inc., Frank
460
Novelty Scenic Studios
462
Oliver Mfg. Co
462
Phototone Co
435
Racon Electric Co
451
Radio Receptor Co
457
RCA Photophone, Inc
455
Reynolds Electric Co
462
Rockbestos Products Corp
457
Royal Amplitone Corp
437
Time-0-Stat Controls Co
465
Vallen Electrical Co
454
Weber Machine Corp
462
Webster Co
459
World Ticket & Supply Co
461
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co
465
York Safe & Lock Co
465

STAC.E

.SWITCHBOARD

/^l In this age of rapid changes,
-" obsolescense takes a heavier
toll of machinery and equipment
than wear. A battle cruiser is scarcely finished before it becomes obso'
lete — a motor car is scarcely paid
for before a newer and better model
is announced. Particularly is this
true in the theatrical field, where a
theatre MUST be kept up-to-date
to hold its patronage.
/^I No piece of theatre equipment
-" is more essential than the stage
switchboard. No other single piece
ofequipment is quite so costly. How
important it is then, when selecting
a stage switchboard, to specify one
which is not only scientifically designed and sturdily constructed, but
also one in which the element of
probable obsolescense is reduced to
the utmost.
Qln designing a Wurdack Stage
Switchboard for your theatre,
our engineers scrutinize the future
to anticipate your needs for years
to come. Not only has our product the stamina and capacity to
meet the demands of today, but
likewise the reserve capacity to amply serve your future requirements.
When you insist on placing a Wurdack Stage Switchboard in your
theatre, you are investing in a piece
ofequipment that will be as modern
and serviceable a decade hence as
it is today.

?"<^T

"electric
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Ready for You Now!
and ready always, as long as its pages last, to help — advise —
suggest — inspire you in the solution of your sound problems and
show the way to more and greater accomplishments in operation.

SOUND
,
Motion Picteres
By HAROLD
President and

B. FRANKLIN

General Manager Fox West Coast Theatres

"The Book of The Talkie Age"
Manager — Projectionist — Exploiteers— need
this practical manual of the sound theatre.

Order Now For
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Three Dollars per copy
Use This Coupon

I

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

_

Enclosed herewith is — check — money
order for $3.00 in full payment for one
copy
of Harold
Franklin's
bookto
"Sound
Motion B.
Pictures,"
to great
be sent
me when published. (Add 20 cents to
cover cost of mailing.)
Name
Street No
Citv

State

August

3 ,

Mayer Declines
Ambassadorship
Offer To Turkey
M-G-M Executive Tells Hoover
Business Affairs Do Not
Permit Him Taking Post
Louis B. Mayer, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
<>xeeutive in charge of production whose
name has been mentioned in the past a,s a
possible ambassador to Turkey, this week
announced that he declined the appointment, according to a report published in
the
'
'
New
York Evening Tefegram, ' ' Aug.
first.
Mayer journeyed to Washington from
the West Coast to inform his friend, President Hoover, that his business affairs made
it impossible for him to consider the post.
It is understood that he was offered the
choice of either the Turkej- ambassadorship or an equally good diplomatic assignment. ,
The President will probably announce his
selection for the Turkey and other
diplomatic posts on August 19, the ' ' Telcgi'am" stated.

RKO
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Calls Off
Deal For Strand
Theatre Syracuse

Collapse .of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
negotiations for the Strand Theatre in
Syracuse, N. Y., results from vaudeville's
close study of the film situation, it was explained this week.
Surveying the picture field, the R-K-0
executives found that it would l)e short of
features for a second first-run house in
Syracuse.
For the new film year, Keith 's here will
require a minimum of 52 features, the
house shortly adopting a full week policy
in place of the split week program now in
vogue. These Radio and Pathe will be in a
position to supply. They will not, however, have sufficient surplus to keep another
de luxe house in operation.
With the decision to drop the deal for
the Strand, it is understood RKO also has
called off negotiations fer a neighborhood
second-run
house.

Columbia Completes Ten
On Victor Gem Schedule
Columbia Pictures have finished sevoi
of the twenty-six Victor Gem productions
on the new season schedule. These were
couLpleted at the Camden Studios and three
more are scheduled to be finished sometime
this week.
Those ready include "The Gav Caballero," with Frank Crumit; "Old Man
Trouble," with Jules Bledsoe; "My Wife,''
with Jack Wilson; "Memories"; "At A
Talking Studio," with Buddy Doyle; "Falling Stars," with Henry Bergman, and
"Parlor Pest," with Betty Combe. The two
completed this week are "Snappy Co-Eds,"
with Nan Blackstone, and "Jailhouse
Blues," with Mamie Smith.

Tif f any-Stahl Announces Ten
Features; Year's Program Will
Include Twenty-Six In All
Paramount Sound News
Debut On Aug. 3
first issue of Paramount Sound
THENews
will make its bow in theatres throughout the country on
t
Augus 3, Emanuel Cohen, editor of
Paramount News, announced this week.
The new sound newsreel will be released once each week. The sound
accompaniment will be furnished theatres in both film and disc form.
Mr. Cohen's organization has been
working during the past year on the
Paramount Sound News. Collaborating
with him have been the laboratories
of the Bell Telephone Co. The sound
recording
new
type. process is said to be of a
The silent Paramount News will continue to be released twice weekly.

Three Roadshows Scheduled:
Total Production Outlay
$15,000,000
this
unceofd their
specials
ten anno
first L
the TAH
weekY-S
TTFFAN
feature program of twenty-six. The
other sixteen will be made public within a
short time.
The announcement said the program entails an outlay of $15,00,000. All productions will be made at the sound studios in
Hollywood, will be 100 per cent dialog and
sound and synchronized by RCA PhotoThere will be three i-oadshows : '." Jourphone. ney's End," from the stage success l)v R.
C. Sheriff; "The Lost Zeppelin" and "Encolor.
chanting Melodic," the latter to be allThe ten specials for fall release are :

Exhibitors And
Producers Agree
On
Adjustment
(Continued from page 413)
an organized industry plan acceptal)le to
everybody, that all of the companies had
authorized him to assure the exhibitors'
committee that immediate instructions
would be sent to every branch manager,
that immediate relief be given to any small,
independent, unaffiliated exhibitor, who
could produce justifiable reason for the
reduction of score charges and film rentals
of sound pictures; that all managers will
be instructed to give this their immediate
and serious consideration, to give adequate
and proper relief where the facts and circumstances warrant.
After presenting the plan Mr. Kent
stated that the companies pledged to abide
by the plan were Paramount, Pathe, Fox,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, R-K-0, First National, Columbia, United Artists, Universal,
Warner
Bros., Educational and TiffanvStahl.
The exhibitors' committee comprised
M. A. Lightman, president of the M. P.
T. 0. of Arkansas, Tennessee and ilississippi, chairman of the exhibitor group;
R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P.
T. 0. A. ; Charles Picquet, president of the
M. P. T. 0. of North Carolina; R. R.
Biechele, president of the M. P. T. 0. of
Kansas and Western IVIissouri; D. A. Harris, of Pittsburgh, president of the Harris
Amusement Co., and Frank C. Walker,
vice-president of the M. P. T. 0. of Northwestern Pennsvlvania.

Distributors For Continental
Continental Pictures' eight features,
scheduled for the new season, will be distributed by Hollywood Pictures Corp.

PEACOCK ALLEY, starring Mae Murray, an
original story written by Carey Wilson, adapted for
the screen by Frances Hyland, with dialog written
by Wellsproblem.
Root. The story is a treatment of today's
divorce
TROOPERS
Empey. a story
picture of its
sound. Arthur

THREE, written by Arthur (iuy
of the United States Cavalry, the first
kind to be produced in dialog with
Guy Empey is the author of "Over

PAINTED FACES, with Joe Brown, Helen Foster,
Virginia Bradford in the leading roles. An original
the
storyTop."
by Frances Hyland; a story of the circus.
DANGEROUS BUSINESS, by Edwin Balmer, editor of the Red Book Magazine. The story depicts
how girls are used as decoys by big business houses
for the entertaining of buyers. It is to be a Ilalperin
Production, directed by Victor Halperin. "Dangerous
Business" was published serially in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine and ran into several editions as a novel
published by Dodd, Mead & Co.
KATHLEEN
MAVOURNEEX. starring Sally
O'Neill, tlie supporting cast including Charles Delaney, Robert Ellis, Aggie Herring, Walter Perry and
Francis Ford, based on the stage play of the same
name by Dion Boucicault. Continuity and dialog by
Frances Hyland.
THE MEDICINE MAN. from the successful stage
play of the same name by Elliot Lester. The stoo' of
a snakevania oil
town. salesman and his adventures in a PennsylWOMAN TO WOMAN, from the stage success of
the same name by Michael Morton, the well-known
English playwright. To be directed by Victor Saville.
A tremendously dramatic story of before and after
the Great War.
MISTER ANTONIO, from the Booth Tarkington
stage play made famous by Otis .Skinner, Leo Carrillo
and Virginia Valli starring for the screen version.
The storv of a traveling hurdv-gurdy man.
THE LOST ZEPPELIN. A melodrama of the
South Pole, with Conway Tearle, Ricardo Cortez and
N'irginia Valli in the leading roles. Directed hy Regianld Barker, with dialog direction by Edward
Sloman.
ENCHANTING MELODIE. The first of the Tiffany-Stahl all-color Technicolor
features.
The announcement also states that there are to be
twenty-four Color Symphonies, the first twelve for
fall release being 'X'iennese Melody," "Songs My
Mother Taught .Me," "Minuette," "The Cossack's
Bride," "The sacred Hour," "Temple Bells," 'Tales
of Araby," "A Modern Cinderella,'' "The Mountain
King," ".\ Song of India," "Pharaoh's Dauahter,"
"In Old Madrid."

Charles Hastings Photoplay
Editor Of The Brooklyn Times
Charles Edward Hastings, veteran newspaper and trade paper man, has been appointed Photoplay Editor of "The Brooklyn Daily Times." Hastings is well known
in the industry, having been prominent on
the editorial staffs of several trade papers,
besides having handled publicity for stars.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
^River Of Romance' Greeted With Glee
By Paramount Audiences This Week
A

CHECK-UP at two performances at
which "The River of Romance" was
presented at the Paramount this week
showed that the audience on both occasions
found much to laugh at in the dialog of
the Southern love tale of pre-Civil War
days. When the picture was first seen it
was believed that an extra wise Broadway
crowd was present and so a second visit
was made to the theatre only to discover
that this latter audience found much more
humor where it shouldn't be in the picture.
They were ahead of the players on the
screen as far as the lines went and on several occasions spoke the words before the
players had a chance to.
On the whole the show is not a very hot
one, but still pleasing enough in entertainment to make it worth while to spend a
couple of hours in the theatre if for no
other reason than to get away from the
heat.
The stage show has a good laugh in it
supplied by Senator Murphy, who incidentally would be a good bet on the talking

screen in the old Sam Bernard roles. With
his humorous discussion of political topics
of the day in his broken German accent,
Murphy had the audience roaring at times.
The title of the Publix Unit which he is at
the head of is "Vacation Days," which
also has Zastro and White, Bernice Marshall, Sunny Schuck, the Wisner Sisters,
and Frankie Hamilton. A set of Dave
Gould girls are the chorus background.
Paul Ash and his band keep the show
moving at all times. Ash is finally coming
into his own as far as Broadway is concerned. He is a good showman, has a lot
of personality and manages to get his lines
over in making the introductions or handling a straight bit. The chances are that
when he was first brought to Broadway he
was oversold and the public expected too
much from him.
Jesse Crawford at the organ contributed
"The Long Wav Home," 'Evangeline" and
"The Breakaway."
A Paramount news reel completed the
bill.

Overture Stands Out As Hit At Capitol
With The Smgle Standard'
On The Bill
"When the One That I Love, Lovos Me"

THE unusual spectacle of an overture
running away with the hit honors of a
motion picture house program is afforded
at the Capitol this week. "Echoes from
France," played by the Capitol Grand Orchestra under the direction of Yasha Bunchuk, scored so successfully the previous
w.eek that it was retained for the current
one at every performance was so heavily
api)hiuded to make an encore necessary.
The Capitol is drawing strongly this
week with Greta Garbo in "The Single
Standaid" by Adela St. John as the attraction. The theme of the picture is "big
city stulf" and rather too broad for the
smaller towns or the younger element of
picture house audiences.
There is almost two hours and a half of
show presented opening with the overture
which without the encore runs about ten
minutes. Nine minutes of shots from the
Fox Movietone and M-G-M news reel follow.
"Frozen Kapers" is the title of the stage
revue. It is a good hot weather novelty.
The orchestra on the stage and chorus open
the offering, with Dave Schooler making his
appearance on the piano platform from the
pit at the conclusion of the opening number. He is followed by Jimmy Ray, and
then
another
hot
orchestra
selection.

being selected for the number. Rosemary
slips over a neat little hit in the next spot
and Ben Blue and his comedians are sure

fire laugh producers. For a finish flash Mulroy, McNeece and Ridge with their ice
skating offering on artificial ice proved a
real smash. The chance that the girl in
this act takes in adagio stuff on skates
caught the fancy of the audience and they
accorded her a heavy round of applause.
The feature runs an hour ant] eleven minutes arid a Hal Roach "Our Gang" comedy
entitled "Railroadin' " finished off the bill
with a laugh. There are moments when
the dialog in the two reeler was inaudible,
but the antics of the kids scored.

Ideal Films Ltd. Purchases

Little Playhouse
Features Silents
And Does Business
The 55th Street Playhouse which seats
about three hundred all on one floor and
presents foreign films principally, is featuring the fact that it is showing all silent
programs within a stone's throw of Broadway where all the other houses are showing
sound and talking films. The surprise is
that the house is doing a corking business,
getting 50c admission for the matinees, 75c
at night and $1 ove? the week-ends. And
always crowded at the night performances.
For the current week the bill at the house
is headed by "Nana," a Moviegraph release made in France, directed by Jean
Renoir, who has worked out a rather unusual technical treatment for the picture.
The running time of the feature is an hour
and thirty-three minutes and to smart audiences should be rather a good comedy
because of the directorial manner in which
it is handled.
A freak on the program is the opening
line of the order of the show, which reads:
"Overture" (Silent). Maybe it was but
it seems that one heard the organ, anyway.
A Universal Pictorial Newspaper held
the interest for the next ten minutes, and
this was followed by an Oswald cartoon entitled "The Wicked West," which got a
few laughs.
"Beautiful Japan," a scenic, held the
interest.
Business on a hot evening during the
week was almost capacity at a late hour.

Sound-Films Corp. Handling
Castle Color Novelty Series
Sound-Films Distributing Corp. is handling the Castle Color Novelties synchronized with music and song. Among the first
of the series set for immediate release are
"Kids and Pets," and "Down Hawaii
Way." These are to be followed by "Flaming Canyons," "Trailing the Western
Sun," "60 Minutes from Broadway" and
others. Sound-Films is also releasing the
Walt Disney "Whoopee Sketches," starting about Mav 20.

Rights To "Mickey Mouse"
Walt Disney's
"Mickey Mouse"
sound
cartoons
will be distributed
in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain by Ideal Films,
Ltd., of London, England. Ideal Films, Ltd.,
recently having contracted for the distribution rights. Charles Giegerich, Eastern
representative for Disney Cartoons, and
Arthur Lee, representing Ideal Films,
signed the papers.

Handling Columbia Shorts
Nat Colin and Irving Wormser, formerly
heads of the Big Three Exchange, who recently joined the force of Columbia, will
handle all sales of Columbia's 104 onereel shorts in the New York territory, comprising Greater New York and Northern
New Jersev.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Alibi (U.A.)

College Love — Cont.

PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbetts Oriental
Theatre (1,600), 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News,
Frazier Players 3 days, Glen Shelley on Wurlitzer. Weather, fair and warmer. Rating,
105%.
(2nd run.)

AD TIPS — The Collegians have come back
strongly in their talking series. Their many
followers were anxious to see them in a feature-length talking picture. The young people
raved over it. No sport tie-up was possible because "College Love" revolves around a football game. Audience appeal : everybody under
22 years.— Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr.,
Ottawa, Ontario.

AD

TIPS— Roland West's all dialog adaption of "Night Stick" Musical interpolation
and excellent cast. Universal appeal. — Tebbetts
Oriental Theatre, Walter Tebbetts, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Dangerous Curves

Bachelor Girl, The (Col.)

(Par.)

BOSTON, MASS— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c, Co-features,
"The House of Secrets," Pathe News. Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Paramount
Theatre (3,666), 7 days, 40c-65c-75c-85c, Paramount News, Paul Ash specialty show for second week of feature, Jesse Crawford, organist.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90 4/10%;.

Behind That Curtain (Fox)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, talking presentation
acts
Weather, hot.
Rating,
100%;.; selected news.

BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Clark
and McCullough in "Waltzing Around" (Fox).
Weather, clear and torrid. Monday cool. Second consecutive week. Rating, 80%.

Broadway Melody — Cont.

Black Watch, The (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Gaiety Theatre
(808), 7 days, 2 shows daily, 3 Sat. & Sun.,
$l-$2. Looks like this Ingersoll has run down
and stopped. No use rewinding. Weather, hot.
Rating, 49 7/10%.
(9th week.)

Blockade (RKO)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Pantages Theatre (1,575), 7 days, 3 shows daily, 25c-50c-75c,
Pathe Sound News, 5 Acts Vaudeville. Weather, hot. Rating. 70%.
AD TIPS— We played up this picture from
the angle that Anna Q. Nilsson was making
it her comeback vehicle. The second play centered about the romance, adventure and thrills
of the film. In our newspaper advertising we
whooped this cinema offering up as "The Colossus of Sea Thrilers." — Pantages Theatre, E.
C. Bostick, Mgr., Minneapolis, Minn.

Broadway Melody,

The

Leila Hyams, M-G-M pluyer, iv'iose latest role
is that of the prirnadonna in "Wonder of Women," neiv M-G-M release

(M-G-M)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Astor Theatre
(1,120), 7 days, 2 shows daily, 3 Sat. & Sun.,
$l-$2, "Confession" M-G-M talking short.
Weather, hot. Rating, 87 9/10%.
(24th week.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Loew's Warfield Theatre (2,671), 7 days, 35c-75c, Max
Dolin on violin, "A Riot" (talking comedy), MG-M and Fox talkies. Weather, fair. Rating,
150%.
(2nd week.)
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400), 7 days, 20c-25c-35c, 2 Vitaphone Acts,
Hal Roach Comedy, Pathe News. Weather,
fair. Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS— Tell them that it shows the gay
life of New York. Audience appeal : all ages,
all classes.— Loew's Warfield Theatre, Dick
Spier, Mgr., San Francisco, Cal.

The title received practically all of the exploitation as this was a return engagement for
this picture here and the first showing brought
good business and received a box office name.
Copy used — The Season's Greatest Triumph.
The Gripping Melody Drama of Behind the
Footlights on Broadway, with Broadway's Favorite Son, Charles King, and Bessie Love and
Anita Page. Audience appeal : all classes. — Old
Mill Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

Charlatan, The

(Col.)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Pantages Theatre (1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days, "Gigloo of Paris" headliner. The Collegians in "Flying High," Aesop's
Talking Fables, Catherine Chester on Wurlitzer.
Weather, fair and warmer. Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS — Unusual exciting mystery story,
based on Broadway play. Holmes Herbert
plays lead. Fair appeal. — Pantages Theatre,
J. J. Johnson, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Cocoanuts, The (Par.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— California Theatretoon.
(2,538),
7 days,
Weather,
fair. 35c-75c,
Rating, Int'l
150%.News, CarAD TIPS — This picture, which is in its third
week crowded this house. In advertising, found
best to play up the "Cocoanuts" as especially
good together with the 60 beauties and music
by Iriving Berlin. — California Theatre, Nat
Holt, Mgr., San Francisco.

College Love (U.)
OTTAWA,
ONTARIO.— Centre
Theatre
(1,220),
6
days,
15c-50c,
"House
Cleaning,"
News.
Weather, clear and hot. Rating, Fox
70%.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Allwn Theatre (3,300). 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, Men of War (MG-M, sound). Fox Movietone News, M-G-M
Movietone Acts. Weather, very hot without interruption. Rating, 100%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Granada Tlieatre (2,900) 35c-75c, 5 Acts, Fox Talkies and
M-G-M Comedies. Audience appeal : tliose who
l.ke the girls. Rating, 100%.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Minnesota
atre (4,025), 7 days, 30c-404c-75c, Publix
("Bright Lights"), Organ Presentation,
Band, Movietone News, Selected Short
jects. Weather, hot. Rating, 79%.

TheUnit
Stage
Sub-

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 10c-50c, 7 days, Frank Silyk,
The Rangers, Cooney Hughes, the Criterion
Singing 125%.
Usher in "Am I Blue." Weather, hot.
Rating,
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
( 1,350), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c, Conan Doyle (Fox
Movietone talkie). Movietone News and Ruth
Etting
"Songs of Spain." Weather, fine.
Rating, in
170%.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.— RKO Palace The(3,200), 7 100%.
days, , 2Sc-50c, Pathe Sound
News. atreRating,
AD

TIPS — Eight poses of Clara Bow were

used, each advertising,
showing aalong
different
"curve,"
in
newspaper
with the
line that
the "It" girl is better than ever in this picture. Audience appeal : all classes. — Newman
Mo.
Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas City,
Advertised extensively this as "another Clara
Bow picture." Audience appeal : interesting for
all ages. — Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman, Mgr.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Stressing the fact that dangerous curves
could mean a lot of things and that Clara Bow
talks again in this picture is enough to bring
the Bow fans into the house. The picture was
ballyhooed almost entirely upon the title and
the star's name. — Minnesota Theatre, Harry
Watts, Mgr., Minneapolis, Minn.
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Dangerous Curves— Cont.

Drag — Cont.

Exalted Flapper,

Clira Bow talks ag;ain in "Uana^croiis
•"nrves." She gets her man in an entirely different way — she blossoms out with a new per■on-'lity and a new technique — you'll learn
plenty when the fascinating darling of all the
world spends "her mad money and goes on with
the chase." Richard Arleen and the entire cast
are all good. Audience appeal : all ages and
classes. — Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Played up her second talking triumph. Used
newspaper, billboard and radio advertising extnesively. Audience appeal genreal. — Fox
Rialto Theatre, Doug. Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma. Wash.

.\D TIPS — Richard Barthelmess brought
business a bit above average for us. His name,
and the catch line "Man enough to admit he
married the wrong girl — courage enough to
fight for the love of the right one," were the
best advertisements for us. Appeal is general. —
Publix Theatre, E. E. Collins, City Mgr.,
Houston, Texas.

Lewis,
tabloid.

Clara Bow in a "new model" picture — with
a role entirely different from anything she has
been doing. Audience appeal : all of Clara
^ow's audience. — RKO Palace Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

Divorce Made Easy (Par.)
BALTIAIORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia
Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
Pathe Review, "Sports Afloat" (Sportlight),
Topics of the Day. Weather, clear and torrid ;
cool Monday.
Rating, 64%.
AD TIPS — Paramount's great all-talking
farce-comedy romance. Douglas MacLean, Marie Prevost, Johnny Arthur, Frances Lee in
"Divorce Made Easy." Doug., the friend of a
married couple, becomes a co-respondent by request, to help the couple get some money from
hubby's aunt. But his sweetheart discovers him
in the other woman's arms. Oh, what a mixup ! Audience appeal : wide general appeal and
has many laugh-provoking situations. They
liked it. — Loew's Valencia Theatre, Charles
Raymond, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Drag (F.I\.)
XEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Warner's Theatre (1,380), 7 days, 2 shows daily, 3 Sat. &
.Sun. Barthelmess a draw in the best one that
he has had lately. Weather, hot. Rating,
75 8/10%.
(6th week.)
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre
(2,512), 7 days. 25c-60c, Publix Unit. Para.
News, Organ and Orchestra. Weather, fair.
Rating, 110%.

Dynamite
LOS

(M-G-M)

ANCiELES,

CAL.— Carthav

Circle

Theatre (1,650), 75c-$l-Sfl.50, "Madam Q" (MG-M), Movietone News, Elinor's Orchestra.
Six days of first week. Rating, 147%.

Duke Steps Out, The (M-G-M)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Avalon Theatre
(990), 3 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone News,
"Matchmaking
Rating, 75%. Mama." Weather, clear and hot.

I' I (■ I II r c

The

wrestling
film.
Weather, hot.

Cont.

Movietone
all-singing
Rating, 1007<:.

AD

TIPS— Her Royal Highness, "The Exalted Flapper" (Sue Carroll) goes adventuring
among Broadway's bright lights. American jazz
in a Stately Kingdom, featuring that vivacious
charmer of Movietone Follies, Sue Carroll,
with Barry Norton and Irene Rich. The picture is par excellence and everybody seeing it
will want to tell their friends about it. Audience app'.al : all ages and classes. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. ,

Evangeline (U.A.)
NEW ^'ORK CITY, N. Y.— Rivoli Theatre
(2,200), 7 (lays, 35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount
Xtws and Paramount Sound Shorts, Dolores
Del Rio as star failed to pull. Weather, hot.
Rating, 86 8/10%.
(1st week.)

.\D TIPS — A fast-moving, realistic jjortrayal
in which the cliinax is a prize fight which is
more exciting than a real bout. Talking helps
considerably in providing realism and Haines
and Joan Crawford are at their best. This
proved to be an excellent hot- weather attraction. Audience appeal : all ages and all classes. —
.\valon Theatre. P. J. Norton. Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.
,

Fashions In Love (Par.)

Eternal Love (V. A.)

AD TIPS — Adolphe Menjou's first talking
picture and should be played up this way. Menjou sings and plays also. Appeal general. —
\''ictorv Theatre, Matt Riellv, Mgr., Providence,
R. I.
We ballyhooed this picture as the first talking
picture made by Menjou. We stressed that if
he was good in the silent films he was a wow in
the talkies. The patrons believed us. — Lyric
Theatre, E. C. Prinson, Mgr., Minneapolis,
Minn.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— B. F. Keith's
Theatre (2,596), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Go Easy,
Doctor,"
and
hot. Pathe
Rating,News
55%. Weekly. Weather, clear
.A^D TIPS — Advertised popular matinees at
25c to encourage female patronage with John
Barrymore as the star but the people froze
against it because it was merely a sound production. They are demanding dialog features.
"Eternal Love" is a peasant costume photoplay
with pl.nty of atmosphere but the talkies have
the day. — B. F. Keith's Theatre. J. M. Franklin,
Mgr.. Ottawa, Ontario.

Exalted Flapper, The (Fox)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Liberty Theatre (1,800), 10c-50c, 7 days. Movietone News,
Int"l News,
Gus
Sonnenberg
and
Strangler

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victorv Theatre (1.600),
days, Rating,
15c-50c,
Weather,7 hot.
80%.Pathe Sound News.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Lyric Theatre
(1,238), 7 days, 7 shows daily, 15c-25c-35c,
Movietone News, Vitaphone and Movietone
shorts. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.

Father And Son (Col.)
OMAHA,

NEB.— World Theatre (2,500). 7

days,
Horace
F &
M unit.25c-60c,
Weather,
hot. Heidt's
Rating,Californias
85%.
AD TIPS— Picture hurt by heat and title.
Exploited theme of picture, designing .woman
coming between father and son. Played up
Holt's name. — World Theatre, Ralph Goldberg.
Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Four Feathers

(Par.)

NEWatre (861),
YORK
CITY,
N. Y'.—daily,
Criterion
The-&
7 days,
2 shows
3 Sat.
Sun., $l-$2, Paramount talking shorts. Weather, hot. Rating, 107 2/10%.
(6th week.)
LOS
ANGELES,
CAL.— United
Artists
Theatre (2,100), 35c-50c-65c, "Hold Up," "High
Hat," Movietone News, Organ Concert. Ratinsr,
175%o.
(1st week.)

Flying Marine,
KANSAS

CITY,

The

(Col.)

MO.— Pantages Theatre

(2,166),
7 days,
5 ActsRating,
of A'audeville,
Pathe
News. 25c-S0c-75c,
Weather, hot.
88%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatre (1,500), 4 days, 25c-30c-50c-75c, 5 vaudeville acts,
talking
news and
fine. Rating,
85%.Pathe Sound News. Weather,
.■\D TIPS — The fact that the picture contains an unusual story on flying, featuring Ben
Lyon and Shirley Mason, was featured in new^pai>er advertising. Audience appeal : all classes.
—Kansas
Pantages
Louis Charninsky, Mgr.,
City, Theatre,
Mo.
Exploitation was the regular newspaper and
billboard space. Audience appeal: general.—
Pantages Theatre, C. D. Miller, Mgr., Taconia.
Wash.

Frozen River (W. B.)
Radio Pictures' "Street CirF' unit jioes musicdl.
Besides the star, Betty Conipson. who plays
the violin. Director Wesley Rupples plucks the puitar strinss.
Left to rifihts Jack Oakie, Ouy
Buccola, Miss C.ompson, Director Rujiples, John Harron and ISed Sparks.
"Street Cirl" opened
for a Broadway run at the (ilohe Theatre last Tuesday evenini;

i

KANSAS CITY, MO— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,()(i7), 7 days, 2Sc-S0c, Vaudeville Acts.
Pathe News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.

;
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Frozen River — Cont.

Last Of Mrs. Cheyney—— Cont.

AD TIPS — Davey Lee was played up as Al
Jolson's "sensational find as 'Sonny Boy,' " in
newspaper advertising. Personal appearance of
Davey in conjunction with the picture was
played up big, also. Audience appeal : all ages,
esi)ecially younger generation. — Mainstreet Theatre. Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas Citv.
Mo.

BALTIMORE, Md.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Laurel and Hardy in
"Berthmarks" (M-G-M Roach talking comedy). Fuzzy Knight and Charles Chisholm (MG-M short acts). Orchestra, Organ. Weather,
clear and torrid, cool Monday.
Rating, 105%.

Gentlemen

Of The Press

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Greater Palace Tlieatre (2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix Presentation "Bits of Broadway" with Jimmy Ellarder,and
Paramount News. Weathfair. stage
Rating,band.
110%.

(Par.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Imperial Theatre (1.200), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Jimtown Cabaret,"
"When Day Is Done" (scenic). Weather, clear
and hot.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — This is far removed from the
usual type of newspaper story and it holds much
human interest. Those responsible certainly
knew their "boiler plate," and the fact that it
was all-talking helped business. Everybody liked
it. Audience appeal : all ages ^nd classes. —
Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone
liresentation
Rating, 90%. acts, selected news. Weather, hot.

hid Cliiire and John Gilbert, netiiyueds, arriving in l\en! York preparatory
to their trip to
Europe

Geraldine (Pathe)
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Capitol Theatre (1,044), 7 days, 15c-25c-35c, Vitaphone Acts, Collegians, Int'l News. Weather, fair. Rating,
W%.
.\D TIPS- — Exploited this picture as a tense
drama alloting due space to Marion Nixon and
Eddie Quillan. Copy used — Tense Drama spiced
with rich comedy — a love romance that is vastly
different — a charming picturization of Booth
Tarkington's delightful story. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

Ghost Talks, The (Fox)
COLUMBUS, O.— Neth's Grand Theatre
(1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, Lloyd Hamilton talking comedv (Educ. ), Movietone News.
Rating,
909r.

AI) TIPS— .Stepin Fetchit played up in publicity for thrilling comedy. Audience appeil :
all ages, all classes. — Neth's Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

Girls Gone Wild (Fox)
TACOMA. WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 3 days, 25c-35c, Sound Comedy, Movietone News, -Sound Review. Split week. Weather, fine. Rating. 90%.
.\D TIPS— Exploited Sue Carroll as the
Rnakaway girl from the Follies, here before.
Used newspaper and billboards, .\udience appeal: general. — Fox Colonial Theatre, Doug.
Kimberley,
Mgr.. Taconia.
Wash.

Greene Murder Case, The

(Par.)

BOSTON, MASS.--Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, Publix presentation,
Italian R vue, Paramount News, Organ specialties. Weather, fair. Rating, 120%.
.\IJ TIPS — Emphasized as mystery drama
brought to the talking screen; also that its author was S. S Van Dine, famous detective story
writer. Gave special morning showing to groups
of boys at opening, creating big demand ainong
all boys to s.e picture. — Metropolitan Theatre,
Larry Rearg. Mgr.. Boston, Mass.

Honky Tonk

(W. B.)

LOS AX(iELES. CAL.— Warners' Hollvwood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
Shorts,
Rating, 155%.
(1st week.)

Idle Rich, The (M-G-M)
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadwav Theatre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-6Dc, Fox News, Fanchon & Marco's "California Cai>ers" with 16
line girls and s])ecialists. Sam Jack Kaufman
and Broadway State Band. Weather, fair and
warmer.
Rating. 128%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), (, days. 25c-60c, Fox Movietone

Idle Rich, The — Cont.
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix unit "Honeymoon Cruise," headed by Teddy Joyce and Joe
Penner, Orchestra, Organ, "Frontier Romance"
(M-G-M Color Classic), "Honeymooniacs"
(Educational). Weather, clear and torrid, cool
one day.
Rating, 104%.
AD TIPS — Exploit Bessie Love as the star
of "Broadway Melody" with Conrad Nagle and
Leila Hyams and an all star cast in the alltalking version of the great stage hit "White
Collars." M-G-M's dramatic film milestone.
Hear it. See it. Audience appeal : everybody
will like this excellent talking picture but it
will ap]).al particularly to the middle classes
just as it did at the Century. — Loew's Century
Theatre, Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.
Conrad Nagel and Bessie Love score again.
Story from "White Collars." Romance in business and home. Universal and sympathetic appeal. Played up as exceptionally gooc' comedy.
— Fox Broadway Theatre. Floyd Maxwell.
"Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Innocents Of Paris, The
SAX

FRANCISCO,

(Par.)

CAL.— St. Francis

Theatre Conied\
(1,435),. 7Weather,
days, 35c-65c,
Cohen's 85%.
AllColored
fair. Rating.
(11th week.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO— R. gent Theatre
(1,225), 6 days. 25c-60c. Mov.etone News,
Clark and McCulIough "Medicine Man."
Weather, clear and hot. Rating, 95%.
Al) TIPS— Played up personality of Maurice Cheavlier and that jilture has all of life in
it. That lie is best comedian of age. Appeal :
all clas.ses and ah ages — St. Francis Theatre,
San Francisco.
Used window cards in tlie French language
extensively tliroug;hout the city, the words
"Folies de B, rgerc" appearing prominently in
the type with Maurice Clie\'alie." s name. .Audience appeal: every man and wom.m ,n ( )tt iwa.
but no children, — Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

In Old Siberia (Amkino)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Cameo Theatre
(549), 7 days, .S()c-7.Sc, Pathe Sound News,
Cartoon Comedy in sound. Weather. Imi.
Picture held o\er lur second week. Ratin'j.
88 8/l()'/r.

Last Of Mrs. Cheyney, The
(M-G-M)
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3,700), 7 days, 30c-50c, Stage Numbers and
90%.
Vaudeville, Fox News. Weather, fair. Rating,

PROVIDENCE, R. I— Lo-w's State Theatre (3,500), 7 days, 15c-50c, Laurel-Hardy
Comedy, Organlogue and Fox Movietone News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.— Loew's Broad Theatre (3,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Movietone News,
Vitaphone Shorts.
Rating, 110%.
DES MOINES. IOWA.— Paramount Theatre (1,700), 25c-50c-65c, 7 days, Publix show,
"Chinatown" with Lindy Coons, stage band director. Paramount News. Weather, warm and
warmer.
Rating, 120%.
.\D TIP.S — M-G-M presents a new screen
epic, the all-talking triumph. Norma Shearer
in "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney." Greatest cast
ever presented in any talking film. If you liked
her in "The Trial of Marv Dugan" you'll love
her
this one.
Frederick
Lonsdale's
superb
stageinsuccess
transferred
to the
screen with
all
the stage brilliance. .Audience appeal : here is
a brilliant, sophisticated comedy drama that the
masses, strange to say, enjoyed as much as the
sophisticates. — Loews Stanley Theatre, Lnaries
Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltmore, Md.
Norma Shearer is the big draw of tlie )>icture and should be exploited as such. "The
Trial of Mary Dugan" established Norma
.Shearer as one of the premier- stars of the
talkies, and her cultured voice and vivid personality will always be reflected by the box office.
Copy used: B autiful Norma Shearer — Brilliant Star of "The Trial of Mary Dugan" in
Her Second
Talking
Hear ofNorma's
Glorious
Voice
in ThisSensation.
Radiant Tale
LoveShe Speaks Like a Queen. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Grater Palace Theatre, Dallas,
Texas.
Reference is made to Norma .Shearer's recoril
in "The Trial of Mary Dugan," in conjunction
with the statement that the current picture includes "th greatest cast ever assembled on the
screen." A cut of Miss Shearer and two
scenes of the picture are used in newspaper
advertising. Audience appeal : all classes. —
l.o w's Midland Theatre, H. H. Maloney, Mgr.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Play up sophisticated angle and stress magnificent drawing room drama. Appeal should be
made to adults. Feature Norma Shearer as
having great voice. — Loew's State Theatre,
John P. McCarthy. Mgr., Providence, R. I.
.A reall} smart talking picture, featured stage
success on which it was founded, and comparison of work of Norma Shearer in title role with
that of Ina Claire on stage production. Audience appeal
: adults, O.
all classes. — Loew's Broad
Theatre,
Columbus,
Norma Shearer as the star is a draw and the
comedy feature was played up. The picture
was V ry well Kked and it won an increasing
round of laughs. The very few unfavorable
comments were to the effect that the picture
dragged a little at the end. Good for general
type of audience. — Paramount Theatre, J. D.
Braunagel, .Asst. Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Last Warning, The (U.)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly The:itre (1,200), 4 days, 10c-25c, "A Chinese Temple Garden," Movietone Acts, Aesop's Fables,
Toi)ics
the Dav, Int'l News. Weather, hot.
Rating, of
100%.
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AD TIPS — A scene showing the mighty
flixxi, along with the statement in large type

TACOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatre (1,500), 3 days, 25c-30c-50c-75c, 5 acts of vaudeville, Pathe Sound News. Talking Collegians.
Weather, fine. Rating, 65%.
AD TIPS — Exploited Lone Wolf series and
stars in speaking parts. Audience appeal : general. Story was well liked by those who saw
it.— Pantages Theatre, C. D. Miller, Mgr., Tacoma. Wash.

to the effect that the picture is "the greatest
spectacle of the living screen," were used in
newspaper advertising. Dolores Costello also
was featured as the star. Audience appeal :
mostly adult. — Royal Theatre, C. S. P. Co])pock, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Not Quite Decent (Fox)

Lucky Star (Fox)

Madame

X (M-G-M)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Fox Movietone News, inusical specialties. Weather, warm. Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS — Feature advertised under title of
"There Is No Sin," with strong teaser campaign a week ahead on this title. Feature star's
work, direction by Barrymore, well-known plot,
etc. Audience appeal : intelligent adults. — Fox
Theatre, Lou Golden, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Madonna

Of Avenue A (W, B.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Warner's Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 6 days, starting Saturday
previous, 15c-50c, Kinograms, Willie and Eugene Howard in "Music Makers" and Guy Robertson singing "High Waters" (Vitaphone acts).
Lyman Howe Hodge Podge. Weather, clear
and torrid, Monday cool. Rating, 85%.
AD TlPS^See and hear Dolores Costello in
"Madonna of Avenue A" with Louise Dresser
and Grant Withers. Drama so intense — romance so tender — love so beautiful — reaching
the pinnacle of unparalleled entertainment. Audience api>eal : will bring in Dolores Costello's
followers. Romantic drama of innocent girl in
underworld surroundings that will appeal to
many. — Warner's Metropolitan Theatre, C. S.
Langue, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Man And The Moment, The (FN)
OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 25-60c, Anatole Friedland Night Club
revue, RKO imit, Pathe News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654),
25c-50c, 7 days, 3 Vitaphone Acts, Movietone
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Used name of Billie Dove and
romantic theme of picture for good draw. Audience appeal : mostly women. — Orpheum Theatre, Ralph Turner, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

SEATTLE,

Jerry Drew, exponent of the ninsculine comedy
flirt, gets into some difficuUies in "Studio
Pests," recent Educational release. Drew is one
of the stars in "Ticklish Business," a new talkie

Melody Lane — Cont,
revue "Raynor's Big Idea," orchestra, organ.
Weather,
ing 80%. clear and torrid, Monday cool. RatAD

TI PS—Exploit Eddie Leonard with Josephine Dunn in the all-talking and singing picture, "Melody Lane," the biggest hit since Jolson went into pictures. Hear Eddie sing the
old songs and plenty of new ones. This picture opened on Broadway, New York City, at
the Globe, and played for $2 top. See it here
at our regular prices. Audience appeal : great
for Eddie Leonard followers. And also a good
drama of pathos and human interest. — Keith's
Theatre, J. Lawrence Schanberger, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

M-G-M Hollywood Revue Of
1929, The (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,023), 7 days, 75c-$l-$1.50, "Curiosities" (RKO), Fox Movietone News, Symphony Orchestra. Rating, 190%.
(6th week.)

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,
(Par.)

The

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rialto Theatre
(1,960), 7 days, 35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount
News, Paramount Sound Shorts. Weather, hot.
Rating, 198 4/10%). (1st week.)

New

Orleans

(T.-S.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
Theatre
(1,500),
7
days, 10c-50c,
Bert Smith's
Revue with 40 musical
artists, featuring
Vi
Shaffer-Al Declercq-Hoyt Smith, Int'l. News,
vEsop'sRating,
Fables,100%.
Topics of the Day. Weather,
hot.

Bill Elinor Glyn's name equally with Billie
Dove's and play up the story as a typical Glynn
romance. Stress the play ;mgle of the story,
and give Rod La Rocque billing also. Appeal is
the young people primarily, but picture will be
generally liked. — Publix Kirby Theatre, E. E.
Collins, Mgr., Houston, Texas.

Man's Man, A (M-G-M)

City, Okla.

BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Tlieatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 Acts Vaudeville, M-G-M News, Fox Movietone News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 110%.

Noah's Ark (W. B.)

(IJ»)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Globe Theatre
(1,418), 7 days, 2 shows daily, 3 Sat. & Sun.,
$l-$2, Eddie Leonard, star of picture, in i)crsonal appearance. Stayed two weeks only.
Weather, hot. Rating, 67%.
(2nd "week.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre (3,016),
6 days,News,
35c-65c,
Universal
Movietone
with In't.,
Rajnor
Lehr and
and Fox
his

WASH.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Strand Theatre
(2,900), 7 days. 35c-50c-75c, Pathc Sound
News, Vitaphone Shorts, First Showing in
New York at iwpular prices. Weather, hot.
Rating, 104 4/5%.
(1st week.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Scollay Square Theatre
95%.
(3,000), 7 days, 25c-75c. 5 acts vaudeville, comedy, Paramount News. Weather, fair. Rating,
KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c, sound presentation
115%. selected news. Weather, hot. Rating,
units,

— Coliseum

Theatre

(1,650),
25c, "Napoleon's
Barber,"
Fox 85%.
Movietone News.
Weather, warm.
Rating,
AD TIPS — Tease on title. Feature Louise
Dresser in cast. Talk about stage angles, backstage stufT, etc. Audience appeal : general. —
Coliseum Theatre, Fox West Coast Theatre,
Inc., Seattle, Wash.

On With The Show (W. B.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Winter Garden
(1,492), 7 days, 2 shows daily, 3 Sat. & Sun.,
$l-$2. Production in all Technicolor. Weather,
hot. Rating, 57 9/10%.
(9th week.)
OAL\HA, NEB.— Rialto Theatre (2,247), 7
days, 25c-60c, Pathe News, "Kings and Queens
of the Jungle" (Educ). Weather, hot. Rating, 135% (second week).
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 10c-7Sc, Paramount
News, Tom Howard in "Hold Up" (Par.).
Weather, hot. Rating, 225%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre
(950), 50c-75c,
warm.
Rating, Fox
115%.Movietone News. Weather,
TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601),' 7 days, 25c-S0c-75c, Movietone News,
Pathe Review.
Weather, fine. Rating, 160%.
CLEVELAND,

AD TIPS — Every human feeling is played
in the strings of emotion. Here you have life
at its gayest, passions laid bare amidst a background of Mardi Gras, as only can be shown
in New Orleans. Bill this picture as all-talking,
dancing and an excellent entertainment, with
Ricardo Cortez, William Collier, Jr., and Alma
Bennett in the cast. All patrons seeing the
picture will like it and will recommend it to
their friends. — Orphetnn Theatre, Oklahoma

Melody Lane

N e w s

Noah's Ark — Cont.

Lone Wolffs Daughter, The (Col.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Roxy Theatre
(6,205), 7 days, 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, Fox Movietone, Stage Show directed by Roxy, Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell given credit for the
draw rather than the picture. Held over for
second week. Weather, hot. Rating, 129 1/10%.
(1st week.)

Vict It r e

OHIO— Stillman Theatre

(1,800), 7 days, 50c-75c. shorts. "The Man
Higher Up" (M-G-M, sound). Fox Movietone135%.
News. Weather, very hot all week. Rating,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— State Theatre
(2,300), 7 days, 5 shows daily, 25c-50c-60c,
Movietone News, selected short subjects.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 35%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Olympia and Fenway
Theatres (2,500 and 1,500), 7 days, 25c-75c,
Vitaphone features, Publix specialties. Movietone News. Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.— RKO Majestic Theatre (800), 7 days, 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News.
140%.
(2nd week.)
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 50c, Vitaphone Acts, Fox Movietone
News, Organ Solos. Weather, fair and warmer. Rating, 110%.
(3rd week.)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 25c-50c-65c, 7 days, U. Cartoon,
"Oswald the Rabbit," Fox Movietone News.
Weather, very warm.
Rating. 140%;.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c, Movietone News, Fox Silent
News, Comedy and Vaudeville presentations.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 170%;.
AD

TIPS — Continued an extensive campaign, including tie-ups with music and department stores, railroads, etc., also ballyhooed the
"hold over" on the picture. In all ads copy
read that in this picture Warner Bros, had
revolutionized natural colors. Audience api)eal:
general. — Rialto Theatre, John Howard, Mgr.,
Omalia, Neb.
Warner Bros', greatest picture. Something
new — something different. All-talking, singing,
dancing, musical comedy. Hear the hit songs,
".A.m I Blue," "Let Me Have My Dreams,"
"Birmingham Bertha." Enjoy its keen comedy,
thrill to the beauty of the choruses, the tremendous ensembles, the marvelous settings —
every scene is done in gorgeous, natural colors.
Hear the fine cast. Betty Compson, Sam Hardy,
Louise Fazenda, Sally O'Neill. .Xrthur Lake,
Joe
and See
the the
i'amed
negrd Twins,
jazz -singer,
EthelBrown
Waters.
Fairhank
and a
chorus of 100 dazzling beauties.
.Xudience ac-
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On With The Show — Cont.

Show Boat, The

peal: all classes and ages. — Criterion Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Feature as big Technicolor, musical show
with fine cast, good songs, stage stars, etc., etc.
Audience appeal : everyone. — Music Box
Theatre, Bob Murray, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.^
Augmented electrical signs ; added newspaper advertising and publicity ; exploited premier Technicolor sound film in Tacoma and
cast, together with theme of story. Audience
appeal : general, excellent. — Blue Mouse Theatre, Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
Advertised this heavily a^ the first all-singing, all-dancing, all-talking, all-color screen attraction. Full-page newspaper ads, advance
billboard display, and generous news readers in
the papers. Audience appeal : for all. — Stillman
Theatre, George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
We played up the fact that this film was the
first 100% all-talking, singing, color and dancing film to be offered. We inferred that public
demand was responsible for its being held over
for a "second smashing week." — State Theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn., Gordon Greene, Mgr.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News. Rating,
180%.
(1st week.)
NEW
YORK
CITY, N. Y. — Colony
Theatre (1,980), 7 days, 3Sc-50c-75c-$l, Universal News Reel and feature. Weather, hot.
Rating, 43%.

Great cast in world's first all color, singing,
dancing, talking picture. Featured fact that
local advertising man with wide local acquaintance wrote this play. Audience appeal, all ages,
all classes. — RKO Majestic Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio.
Excellent story of typical stage producer.
Unanimous opinion best in years. Word of
mouth advertising very strong. — Music Box
Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
The natural colors used for this feature were
played up and they proved a big drawing card
in the midst of a very hot stretch of weather.
Outdoor advertising was also used. This appeals
to all types of audiences and the young people
especially like it. The cast is also a draw.—
Des Moines Theatre, Don Allen, Asst. Mgr.,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Pleasure Crazed (Fox)
BOSTON, MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 2Sc-75c, 5 acts vaudeville,
Pathe News, personal appearance William Desmond. Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Hippodrome Theatre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, shorts, "The Big
Palooka" (Educational), "Now and Then"
(Paramount), "Sugared Songs" (Paramount),
Fox Movietone News. Weather:, very hot.
Rating, 69%.
AD TIPS — Advertised it as another alltalking triumjih, stressing its jazz theme and
its thrills. Audience appeal : adults. — Hippodrome, William Watson, Mgr., Cleveland. O.

Prisoners (F. IS.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre (2,200), 7 days, 15c-50c, Paramount News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Story is weak and ads should
stress Corinne Griffith, orchid lady of screen,
appearing in talking production. — Strand Theatre, Ed Reed, Mgr., Providence, R. I.

River Of Romance, The (Par.)
OMAHA, NEB.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c,"Bubbling Over," Publix
unit, orchestra and organ. Paramount News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle Theatre (3,150), 25c-35c-50c-60c, Paramount Sound Shorts,
Paramount News, musical specialties. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 95%.
CLEVELAND, O.— Palace Theatre (3,600),
7 days, 35c-75c, shorts, "Her Gift Night" (Educational), "Schubert's Inspiration" (Paramount), Pathe Sound News, Pathe Audio Revue, .tsop's Fables (Pathe), Pathe News
(silent), Paramount News (silent). Fox News
(silent). Weather, very hot all week. Rating,
100%.

(U.)

Single Man, A (M-G-M)

Rod La Rocque, starring in the neiv Radio Pictures talkie feature "The Delightful Rogue"
listens to instructions from A. Leslie Pearce and
Lynn Shores, dialog and pictorial directors
respectively

River Of Romance,

The — Cont.

PORTLAND, ORE.— Portland Theatre (3,068), 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News, Tom
Howard in "Hold Up," Alice Bowden in "High
Hat," Illustrated Song on reel "Honey," Stanleigh Malotte, organ solos. Weather, fair and
warmer.
Rating, 125%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre (3,595), 35c-S0c-65c, "Vital Subjects" with
Charles Butterworth, "Her Husband's Woman,"
Paramount News, Symphony Orchestra. Rating, 104%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,100),
65c, Vaudeville, Comedy, Movietone News.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 160%.
AD TIPS — Played up the team of Brian and
Rogers in a Southern romance together — others
in cast also good for draw. Reminded patrons
that picture was based on Tarkington's famous
story, "Magnolia." Audience appeal : general.
—Paramount Theatre, Charles Pincus, Mgr.,
Omaha, Neb.
Feature star in his best role. Mention as
first of new season's big productions. Tease
along Southern locale angles. Mention wonderful work of fine cast. Audience apix;al : all
classes. — Seattle Theatre, Bob Blair, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.
Advertised this as taken from Booth Tarkington's popular book, "Magnolia." Audience
appeal : for those who like costume and period
plays. — Palace Theatre, Frank Hines, Mgr.,
Cleveland, O.
Good work of Buddy Rogers and Mary Brian.
Sure shot with young girls dreaming of love.
Beautiful background. Wide appeal. — -Portland
Theatre, John Smith, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Play up this picture the best romance show
in the run this year. — Buffalo Theatre, Vincent
P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sally Of The Scandals (RKO)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Rex Theatre (750), 3
days, 15c-20c,. "Tarzan." Paramount News,
"Button 70%.
My Back." Weather, hot and clear.
Rating,
AD TIPS — Boosted this as the equal of
"Broadway Melody," and played up the name
of Bessie Love, a star of "Broadway Melody."
Rex audiences have not had too many stories
of the revue stage and it was highly acceptable,
with fair crowds despite the heat. — Rex Theatre,
Ambrose Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

She Goes To War (U. A.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 25c-35c-50c-75c, Mack Sennett Comedy,
Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone News. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Play up idea of woman that goes
into trenches to redeem her sweetheart. Use
art of star with army suit on. Tease on war
angles. Audience appeal : general. — Blue Mouse
Theatre, John Hamrick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 20c-30c, 3 days, Educ. Comedy "Buying a Gun," Paramount News, Paramount song
feature 70%.
"Two Americans." Weather, warmer.
Rating,
AD TIPS — This picture was not advertised
and it was evident that it suffered. Lew Cody
fans, not strong following, but faithful. — Strand
Theatre, L. A. Carter, Mgr, Des Moines, Iowa.

Smiling Irish Eyes

(F.IS.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Central Theatre (922), 7 days, 2 shows daily, 3 Sat. & Sun.,
$l-$2-2.50, Vitaphone Shorts. Weather, hot.
Rating, 65 9/10%.
(1st week.)

Sonny Boy (W. B.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto The(700), 4 100%.
days, Vitaphone acts. Weather,
hot. atre
Rating,
AD TIPS — Davey Lee, the wonder child of
the "Singing Fool," starring in a singing and
talking hit, with Edward Everett Horton and
excellent supporting cast. Audience appeal : all
classes and ages. — Rialto Theatre. Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Spite Marriage

(M-G-M)

COLUMBUS, OHIO.— Loew's Ohio Theatre
(4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Publix road show, orchestra, organ presentation. Fox News. Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS — Buster Keaton is chief point for
this film. Audience appeal : all ages, all classes.
— Loew's Ohio Theatre, Columbus. Ohio.

Strange Cargo (Pathe)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c, U. Collegians Comedy
"Cross Country Grades," Pathe Sound News,
wrestling match news feature. Weather, very
warm.
Rating, 90%.
.A^D TIPS — The unusual story and the news
feature were played up for this bill which had
a variety of pwints of appeal. General type of
audience. — Strand Theatre, L. A. Carter, Asst.
Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

This Is Heaven (U. A.)
DALLAS, TEX.— Melba Theatre (1,800), 7
days, 25c-35c-50c, Vitaphone acts, "The Varsity
Three," Sinclair and Lamar in "At the Seashore," and Movietone News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Vilina Banky and James Hall
are the business getters for this picture and were
exploited equally. The fact that they both talk
was played up. Copy used, "Take a Skyline
Trip to Loveland." The romance of an adorable flapjack flapper who found love and luxury in the bustle and excitement of New York.
Screendom's most beautiful actress at her supreme best. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Melba Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Thunder (M-G-M)
CLEVELAND,

O.— State Theatre (3,400),

7 days, 30c-60c, shorts^ "Crazy Doings" (Paramount), "Dealers in Babies" (M-G-M), Paramount News (silent). Fox Movietone News
(sound), "Seashore Follies," stage revue.
VVeather, very h'ot all week.
Rating, 74%.
BUFFALO, N.Y.— Hippodrome Theatre (2,900), 65c, Vaudeville, Movietone News, Comedy
175%.Fashion News. Weather, warm. Rating,
and

Motion
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Thunder — Cont.

Two Weeks Off — Cont.

AD TIPS — Stressed Chaney's versatility in
the advertising. Audience appeal : for those
who like thrillers. — State Theatre, Sanford Farkas, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
Be sure to exploit this good star, Lon
Chaney, the master of make-up. This play is
one of the best Chaney made. — Hippodrome
Theatre, George Mason, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

AD TIPS — Point out as being first Jack
Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill talking picture.
Appeal general. Stress comedy angle also. —
Sol Brauning, Mgr., Majestic Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Thunderbolt (Par.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-3Sc, Fox Movietone
News, Happiness Boys (M-G-M act), after one
week at Loew's Stanley Theatre. Weather,
clear and torrid; Monday, cool.
Rating, 103%.

Two Men And A Maid (T.-S.)

Valiant, The (Fox)
DALLAS, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,680),
7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville,
Movietone News, Fables. Weather, fair. Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — The title of the picture was exploited as the best box-office attraction, together with the fact that William Fox had endorsed the picture as his greatest success. The
names of Paul Muni, John Mack Brown and
Marguerite Churchill appeared prominently in

HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c. 5 Acts of Vaudeville,
Movietone News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— With no players well known
enough to be advertised as "stars" it is
best to play up the triangle angle of
this story as the best selling point. Appeal is
chiefly to young people and the romantically inclined.— Majestic Theatre, Houston, Texas.

all copy. Copy used. The Screen's Best Dramatic Talkie, the picture that played Two Record Weeks at the Roxy Theatre in New York.
Hear and see this powerful drama of the
weakling who proved himself a valiant in the
strangest test of courage man was ever called
upon to face. Audience appeal : general.^— Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Twin Beds (F.IS.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 2 shows daily.
From Monday to Saturday reserved seat policy.
Sunday, continuous, 25c-50c-75c, 6 acts vaudeville. Weather, hot.
Rating, 66%.
AD TIPS— We billed this photoplay as a
thrilling romance of the underworld. Stress
was laid on the fact that it was a hundred per
cent talkie and on its title. — Hennei)in-(^rpheuni
Theatre, Edward .\. Furni, Mgr., Minneapolis,
Minn.

PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre
(957), 7 days, 25c-60c, Metro. Acts, Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair and warmer. Rating,
95%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Filth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 25c-35c-5Oc-60c-75c, Fox
Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage unit.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Tease along "right bed but
wrong room" idea. Tease about bedroom
angles. Feature talking of stars. Mention
music and stage sequences. Audience appeal :
lighter elements and youths. — Fox Fifth Avenue Theatre, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle,
Wash.
It is an entertaining comedv ably handled
by Jack Mulhall and Patsy Ruth Miller. Old
story brought up-to-date with added flavor. Llniversal appeal. — L'liited Artists Theatn-, J. J.
Parker, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Two Weeks Off (¥. IS.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,200). 7 days, 15c-50c, Fox Movietone News.
Weathir, hot.
Rating, 95%.

Voice Of The City, The (M-G-M)

Wonder Of Women, The (M-G-M)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Capitol Theatre (4,620), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c-$l-$1.50, MG-M and Fox Movietone News, Dave Schooler
and Capitolians, "Yachting Party" stage unit
with specialty acts. Weather, hot. Rating,
94 5/10%.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2.418), 35c-50c-65c-75c-$l.O0, Movietone
News, Fanchon-Marco's "Melon-Cholv Blues
Idea" and Rube
HOUSTON,
atre (2,700), 7
90%. ville, Movietone

Wolf.
Rating, 100%.'
TEXAS.— Loew's State Thedays, 25c-60c, 5 Acts VaudeNews. Weather, fair. Rating,

P i c t u re

News

J. M. Seider In Deal For
2 Houses Of Glynne Chain
The Patchogue and the Rialto, both located at Patchogue, L. I., are reported purchased by Joseph M. Seider, who closed the
deal last week with Mike Glynne. He is
now said to be after the other L. L houses
of the Glynne circuti, as well as the Bay
Shore, Bayshore, L. I., although he denies
that he is seeking control of the latter
house.
Seider already operates the Regent at
Bayshore; the Babylon at Babylon, L. I.;
and the Sound at New Brighton, Staten
Island. He is also interested with Leon
Rosenblatt in eight theatres in New Jer-

Springer Chain Absorbs 4
Cocalis Houses In Bronx
The Jack Springer circuit last week acquired four Bronx houses of the Cocalis
chain, S. D. Cocalis becoming broker and
buyer of the other eight Springer theatres
under the terms of the deal in addition to
the six Cocalis Bronx houses, the four at
Yonkers and the three at Elizabeth, N. J.
The Bronx theatres merging with the
Springer chain are the Castle Hill, Interborough, Marble Hill and Rosedale. Springer gets a two-year lease, with option for
eight additional years, according to the
terms of the transaction.

Schwartz Opens His 27th
Theatre — The Sheepshead
The Sheepshead Theatre, an A. H.
Schwartz house located at Sheepshead Bay,
was opened on Friday evening, July 12.
The house has been constructed primarily
for the presentation of sound pictures. It
makes the twenty-sixth link in the Schwartz
Century Circuit.
The Homack Construction Co., of which
Mr. Schwartz is also the president, built
the play house. Walter League, an exPublix man, is house manager and he will
be supervised by William Applegate, district manager, and Larry Collins, publicity
agent for the Century circuit. "Coquette"
was the feature shown at the premiere.

Union Theatres Acquire
2 More Australian Houses
A cable to the effect that Union Theatres. Ltd., of Australia, have acquired the
St. James Theatre, Sydney, and the Princess Theatre, Melbourne, was received in
New York recently by Millard Johnson,
American representative of Union Theatres,
from Stuart F. Doyle, managing director
of the Australian theatre circuit. The St.
James and Princess are two of the largest
h'gitiniate theatres in Austi'alia. They will
1)(' used for the presentation of talkies and
legitimate theatrical attractions.

Fox Adds 2 More Houses
To Metropolitan Circuit

^>ce«fi from "The King of the Ktmpo" ii 'r>nfile chapter with dinlofi and sound presented by \aJ
Levine through Mascot Pictures. Jacqueline Logan and ff alter MilUr are thte principles above
unaware oj the "menace" on the riglit

Fox ^Metropolitan Playhouses has aci|uire(l the Plaza Theatre in Englewood,
N. J., and the Great Neck Playhouse in
Great Xcck, L. I. The Great Neck house is
now Ix'ing oj)erated as a stock house under
the direction of Louis F. Werba.
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CHARLES CHAPLIX has temporarily
suspended work again on his current
comedy, "City Lights." This time
the trouble is attributed to the noise of
steam shovels at work widening the street
outside of his studio, and Charlie will wail
until the contractors get through with their
noise before going on with the picture. A
couple of weeks ago, the picture was suspended when Henry Clivc, the artist who
a small part in "City Lights,''
was taking
refused to jump into a tank of water.
Rather than make the dive, the artist
walked out, and Chaplin had to get another
actor and retake the scenes already shoi
with Clive. Regardless of reports, "City
Lights" is being made in silent form, but
Chaplin may change his mind later and
decide to add either sound or dialog — oi
both.

A

SONG writei- working in one of the
studios took a week end trip to Agn:i
Celiente at the invitation of a film friend.
Late Sunday afternoon, the friend told his
writer guest that luck had been terril)le at
the gaming tables, and asked for a small
loan. Instead, the song writer tried to
give him a lecture on gambling in the
casino, and to impress him stopped an official of the house who was walking past.
"Pardon me," said the song writer,
"You're connected with the casino, aren't
you?" The man replied he was the floor
manager.
' ' Then tell me, did you ever see a person spend two days at your casino and not
gamble in that time?"
The floor manager stated he had never
seen such a man.
"WeJl, you're looking at one now,''
stated the song writer, who slowly walked
away with his friend to buy another drink.

ALICE WHITE, First National's flap■^* per star, probably tigures that Sanhi
Claus has changed his yearly trips to July
instead of December. Last week, she was
given a new contract calling for $1,500
weekly, instead of $600 as called for under
her own agreement with First National.
In addition, it is reported, but not confirmed, that Jack Warner presented her
with a new Cadillac coupe when the new
contract was signed. Whether the company bought her the new machine or not,
Alice is driving a new boat with special
fittings.

p
PERKINS,
headFirst
of the
song and
de* ^ AY
partments
for both
National
Warner studios, finds time to write an
occasional musical score or song even with
the large amount of executive work connected with his department. Perkins, Avho
is a song writer of note, has just completed
the song numbers for Warner's "Under
the Texas Moon" and First National's
^[oore.
"Smiling
Irish Eyes" starring Colleen

''Flight," Columbia's air special, tvill. it is expected, have in abundance the masculine virility that ivas a feature in ''Submarine." In the
above scene jrorn 'I'lif^ht," Harold Goodwin
and Ralph Graves [left and right) seem to be
about to scrap, while Jack Holt (center) acts
as peacemaker
T^ HE electric companies do not obtain all
*■ of their revenue from the film producers from talker equipment and servicing. It is estimated that an average of at
least one thousand dollars a day is spent
by all of the studios on the Coast for telegraph and telephone messages to New York
and other Parts of the country. Practically
every studio head talks on the 'phone to
Eastei-n headquarters every day, with
charges ranging from $25 to $500 per call.
Then there are the regular quantities of
straight wires and night lettei's via telegraph that run up into hundreds of dollars
per day.
Several studios have direct telegraph wire
service to take care of their incoming and
outgoing wires. The direct s.prvice is installed gratis by Western Union, with the
studio paying the salary of the operator.

Sam Coslow, of the firm of Spier and
Coslow, writing musical numbers for Paramount, has just completed the original
score for "The Vagabond King" the
I'ompany's first film-musical operetta.
The Roosevelt Hotel is headquarters for
the song writers and melody makers who
have been imported to California for
musical films. With the musical contingent
gathering in the hotel lobby, the place takes
on a distinct Metropolitan air. The other
night, one of the song writers, ajopearing in
the lobby earlier than the rest, walked over
to the early,
assistant
little
but manager
you can and
checksaid,
me "I'm
in thea
lobbv for the night."
One of the outstanding numbers in "MG-M Hollywood Revue of 1929" from a
musical standpoint, started off slowly, but
is gradually hitting a stride that indicates
its appearance in the "hit" class within
a few months. The number, "Low Down
Rhythm," written by Jesse Greer and Raymond Klages, is showing strength in sheet
music sales locally, and is now being called
for by the record manufacturers for dance
band recordings.
An original rhapsody for a forthcoming
Fox production has been written by Con
Conrad, of the song writing team of Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler. A symphonic
orchestration and arrangement is being
written, for concert rendition by Howard
.Jackson.
.
.

T^ WO leading men were called on to stage
' a rough and tumble fistic battle for
scenes in a production now being made.
The boys, both former athletes, put on a
sequence that was realistic. On account
of the necessary sound recording, the battle
was waged at intervals ovei- a period of
about four hours. After the boys had done
their stuff" to the satisfaction of the director, afinal shot of the sequence called
for the leading lady to walk on and sla]i
one of the boys in the face. She did — but
gave him a crack that nearly bowled him
over, and the side of his face was red for
two hours after. It was the only mark of
the day's battling!

Mabel Wayne is writing the melodies,
and Vincent Rose the lyrics for the group
of new songs that will be used in Paul
Whiteman's "The King of Jazz" for Universal.

James Starr has been given a new contract by Warners to write dialog, titles and
original stories.

Several original song numbers are being
(Continued on follozving page)

Ballard McDonald is working at M-G-M
in association with Dave Dreyer writing
the original songs for the Duncan Sisters'
first musical film, "Cotton and Silk."
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News

Hollywood
Elaborate Plans
In Progress For
"Show Of Shows"
In line with company plans to make n
super-special of "Show Of Shows," Warner Bros, entire song department, consisting of fourteen composers, will contribute
melodies for the singing and dancing acts.
Those now at work include Ray Perkins,
Norman Spencer, Joe Burke, Harry Akst,
Grant Clarke, Al Dubin, Al Bryan, George
Meyer, Michael Cleary, Dave Silverman, M.
K. Jerome, Louis Silvers, Lester Stephens
and Eddie Ward.
The total of screen notables who will appear in the "Show" now include Johii
BaiTymiore, George Arliss, Alice White,
Helene Costello, Albert Gran, Wheeler
Oakman, Michael Bohnen, George Carpentier, Dolores Costello, Beatrice Lillie, Marilyn Miller, Irene Bordoni, Frank Fay, Jack
Buchanan, Monte Blue, Ted Lewis and His
Band, Myrna Loy, Grant Withers, Sally
O'Neil, Lila Lee, Tully Marshall, Marian
Nixon, Patsy Ruth Miller, Noah Beery,
Winnie Lightner, Lloyd Hamilton, Ben
Turpin, Harry Gribbon, Edna Murphy,
Marion Byron, Viola Dana, Loretta Young,
Lee Moran, Lupino Lane, Alice Day, Bert
Roach, Molly O'Day, Betty Byron, Shirley
Mason, Bull Montana, the Ike Rose Midgets and the Adagio Dancers.
Natural color sequences will also be used
in this production. Three acts have so far
been completed.

U. A. Pushing Popularity
Of Velez In Talking Parts
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — United Artists are
figuring to push the popularity of Lupe
Velez by scheduling her far in advance for
talker productions. The Mexican star is at
present finishing "Tiger Rose" for Warners, and will then be loaned to Henry King
for the featured role in "Out of the Night"
for Inspiration. Upon completion of the
latter, she will return to the United Artists lot to be starred in a talker to be produced by Roland West. West is now pre]:)aring the story and dialog.

Paramount Plans For Big
Musical Revue Under Way
Hollywood, August 1. — Paramount is lining up material and players for a mammoth
musical revue, which will include all contract, stars and players of the organization. Warner Brothers have already started
production of their musical revue under
title of "Show of Shows," and it is understood that M-G-M and Fox also have revues
in preparation.
Stewart Erwin, the lazy reporter of
"Speakeasy," has been assigned the role of
Helen Kane's boy friend in "Sweetie," Paramount's iilmusical of campus life.
Conrad Nagel will be Greta Garbo's leading man in her next picture which Jacques
I'^cyder
directing.
Costello will
also
haveis an
importantMaurice
role.

4 Stages Ready
For
Educational Program
With
able four
avail
largeOOD
sound
for
Aug.s L—
. stage
HOLLYW
sound production, Educational
Studios are preparing to start work
on the thirty-six talker comedies listed
for next season's releases. More than
$300,000 was expended for installation
of RCA Photophone equipment for the
four stages.
Of the 36 sound comedies, 22 will
be produced under the personal supervision of Jack White, director-general of Educational. Included in this
list are six Jack White specials: eight
Mermaid comedies; and six Tuxedo
comedies.

Radio Completes
Seven New Films
For Fall Release
Seven out of thirty pictures listed on the
1929-.30 production program of Radio Pictures have been completed, according to a
recent announcement by William Le
Baron, vice-president in charge of production.
The first to reach the screen will he
"Street Girl," all-talkins:, singing, dancing musical, with a premiere at the Globe
Theatre, New York City, July 30th-, "The
Very Idea," is set for Sept. 1; "Side
Street" will be released Sept. 8th; "Rio
Rita," Sept. 15th; "The Delightful
Roe:ue, " all-talking sea picture, Sept. 22nd;
"Tanned Le^s," Sept. 29th, and "Half
Marriage," Oct. 13th.

Acting Schools Receive
Attention From Prosecutor
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Alleged fraudulent
film "actinff" schools operating in Los Angeles and Hollywood will be the targets of
City Prosecutor Lloyd Nix, who has invited officials and attorneys for all the major studios to discuss ways and means of
legally abolishing the film training schools.
Nix has received hundreds of complaints
about several of the schools from persons
who asserted thev paid money for tuition
under
promises
that studios
they would"
with one
of the big
as soonbe asplaced
thev
finished their courses. But the jobs failed
to materialize. Nix will endeavor to close
up the schools for violation of citv ordinances now in effect, and if that is not possible, he will ask the city council to pass
regulations that will force the schools out
of business for all time.

Geraglity To Europe For Fox
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Tom Geraghty, well
known author and scenarist, will spend several months in Europe for Fox Film Corporation seeking suitable material for dialog productions to be made by Fox
TTpon his return from abroad, Geraghty will
make a special tour of the United States
for the same purpose.

Several Writers
Leave Paramount
Under New Policy
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — With scenarios prepared for the next three months' production. Paramount is making wholesale reductions in its studio writing department. It
is understood that the studio has established a set policy of non-renewal of writers' contracts when options come up, unless the particular writer has assignments
on stories or dialog for at least three
months of the new contract period.
Under this policy four writers are leaving within the coming month : Sam Mintz,
J. Walter Ruben, George Manker Waiters
and F. Hugh Herbert. Mintz and Ruben
have each been with the company for three
years, and Watters was considered an ace
writer through his adaptation and dialog of "Dance of Life." Herbert joined
Paramount about a year ago, going over
from M-G-M.
It is understood that plans call for the
reduction of Paramount 's writing staff to
at least fifty per cent of its present size,
with several other term contract writers
slated to leave at expiration of their current contract periods.

Ben Jacksen Again Heads
Fox Movietone Production
Hollywood, Aug. 1. — Ben Jacksen, former business manager of Fox Studios, and
later in charge of all Movietone production
for that company, returns to the organization as head of all musical productions to
be made at the local studios. Jacksen has
been in the employ of William Fox for
about twenty years, and much surprise was
occasioned on his departure from the company several months ago.
With
return,
Keith Weeks still
remains Jacksen
as head 's of
Movietone

M-G-M Will Make All-Talker
Out Of Gross' "Nize Baby"

Hollywood, August 1.— M-G-M will revise the screen story of "Nize Baby" and
make another start on the production as
an all talker with Benny Rubin featured.
The picture was originally launched about

Hollywood
Melody Makers
{Continued from prcccdin;/ page)
written for presentation in Joan Crawford's next starring picture for M-G-JI,
"Jungle." Joe Goodwin and Lou Alter
composed "That Wonderful Something
Called Love"; and Naeio Herb Brown and
Arthur Freed are responsible for "The
Jungle Song."
Raymond Klages and Jesse Greer, song
writing team recently with M-G-M, is the
first duo of melody makers to operate as
free lancers in Hollywood. They have decided to take individual picture assigntracts. ments, instead of long4erm studio con-
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Opinions on Pictures
Nana

River Of Romance

A Foreign Made Freak Costume Film
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{Silent)

Romance That Makes ^Em Laugh
(Reviewed by
Freddie Schader)
{Dialog)

'T' HE Emile Zola novel has been brought
■'■ to the screen in France by Jean
Renoir, son of the impressionistic painter,
who has treated the visualization of this
romance of Paris in the days of Napoleon
III much in the manner in which his father
would undoubtedly have painted a scene
of that day. The result is a picture that in
effect is comedy yet with an underlying
romantic tragedy. Where the audiences
will appreciate the comedy side of the production itwill go well enough, but it is only
a freak that can be shown in this little type
of theatre, such as the 5.5th Street Playhouse is. Stuff of this nature can be made
a fad in certain communities, but for the
general run of picture houses it will not do.

f F you all want to giggle at some of the
*■ customs that were prevalent below the
Mason and Dixon Line in the days "befo*
the wah" then you better get a load of the
screen version of the Booth Tarkington
play, "Magnolia,"
as presented
by Paramount. In silent form
it would have
been

The Single Standard
A

Very Sophisticated Drama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{Synchronized)

("^ RETA GARBO is always surefire at
JT the box office. This latest picture
starring her isn't going to prove an exception to the rule even though it is silent,
but the story by Adela St. John Rogers is
highly sophisticated and in the main only
suited for the big city houses; in the smaller towns it will appeal to the younger generation, but the elders will undoubtedly
frown on it's altogether too free an exposition of sex with the heroine maintaining
the right that a single standard of conduct
applies to women as well as men and proceeding to put her theory into elTect.
Greta, as the heroine, refuses to take
seriously the proposal of one of the boys
in her own social set and "steps out" witli
the good looking family chauffeur. After
he commits suicide, when the two return ut
a late hour after carrying on their romance
on the banks of the river, her next step i.-^
to devote herself to an ex-prizefighter, peer
and artist with whom she takes an unchaperoned trip to the South Seas whicli
lasts several months. He, however, fears
that she is interfering with his creative
work and brings her back home and then
she marries the boy who first proposed to
her.
But the story doesn't end there; She hecomes a mother and the South Sea loveireturns and for a time it is touch and go
whether or not she will desert her husband
and child and return to him. In the end
it is the child that wins out and causes
her to return to the family hearth.
It is rather strong meat for the average
picture house audience in the smaller
towns and the chances are that there will
be a hue cry raised against it in spots.
Grela Garbo appears a little too old to
be the typical flapper that would tackle a
sex problem of this sort in the earlier portions of the picture. In the later scenes,
however, she manages to endow her perjalt
formance with a wealth
of "it."
Nils
sue her,
Asther, playing opposite
gives a very
good account of himself, while John Mack
Brown as the husband proves adequate to
the requirements of the role. Dorothy
Sebastian and Kathlyn Williams have supporting roles. None of the men in the; cast
other than the two mentioned contribute
anything worth while.
John S. Robertson, who directed, handled the rather difficult subject with a
great deal of tact and turned out a picture
that carries the story along in a consistent
manner.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Story by Adela St. John
Rogers, directed by John S. Robertson.
Length: Sound, 6,574 feet; Silent, 6,474
feet. Eunning time: an hour and eleven
minutes. Released: July 29, 1929.

The title role of "Nana" is portrayed by
Catherine Hessling, who suggests a young
Mae Murray. Of course her exagtrerated
gestures and hideous period costumes detract from the girl, but she has something
that gets to audiences and if she can speak
English sufficiently well to get over in this
country she might be a bet worth watchinij.
Werner Krauss, in the role of the Court
Chamberlain of Napoleon III who falls foithe little actress of the Varietie stage,
gives an excellent if rather wierd performance. The numbers of the Moulin Rouge
ballet in a "cancan" of fifty years ago
were a scream to those who follow the
present-day trend in revues.
The story is that of a girl who plays iasl
and loose with the affairs of three men.
Two of them are ruined and commit suicide
and in the end the girl is about to pass out
of small-pox in the arms of her wealthy
protector who has deserted his wife in
order to be with her. Not a particularly
edifying tale for the screen, but with Zola's
name it should be worth something in the
centers where they go in for "art" and
ancient literary efforts.
Produced in France by Jean Renoir. Released by the Moviegraph Co. Length,
about 8,700 feet. Running time, an hour
and thirty-three minutes.
THE
Nana Muffat
'
Conite
Comte de \andeuvres
Comtesse
MufTat
l'"auchery
Georije Hugon
Bordenave
Zoe, Nana's maid

Catherine
Werner Hessling
Krauss
Jean Angelo
Jacqueline Forzane
Claude
Moore
Raymond
GeurinCatelain
Pierre Philippe
Valesca Cert
THE

Arden Stuart
Packy Cannon
Tommy
Hewlett
Mercedes
Ding Stuart
Anthony
Kendall
Mister Glendenning
Missus Glendenning
Missus Ilandley

CAST

CAST
Greta Garbo
Nils .\sther
John Mack
Brown
Dorothy
Sebastian
Lane Chandler
Robert Castle
Mahlon
Hamilton
Kathlyn Williams
Zeffie Tilbury

developed into a wow of a picture. The
opportunities that presented themselves for
making this a really worth while production in the old form of screen art are innumerable, but with talk it just developed
into a good comedy.
A check of two audiences at the Paramount Theatre, New York, reveals the fact
that both of them laughed uproariously at
the more serious moments of the picture.
As far as the dialog was concerned they
were ahead of the players and on the
latter occasion that the picture was viewed
they would speak the lines before they
issued from the mouths of the actors. That
naturally made for more laughter.
"River of Romance" has Charles
"Buddy" Rogers, Mary Brian and June
Collyer as its principal players, with Henry
Walthall, Wallace Beery, Fred Kohler and
Walter McGrail supporting them. It is a
cast of names that in the old days Avould
have been designated as "all star." Rogers
and Mary Brian carry the romance of the
story, while June Collyer has a role that is
rather unsympathetic, yet she handles it in
a manner that makes her stand out among
these veterans. Natalie Kingston, in a
minor character role, also caught the atleiition and held it.
The tale is based on the swaggering,
swashbuckling type of Southerner of the
mid-nineteenth century. Those boys who
carried a feud to a graveyard finish, and
who were ready to fight to protect their
"honor" at the slightest provocation. Because he will not consent to a duel with a
fire-eater, Rogers, in the role of a youngson of a Southern gentleman who has been
reared and educated in the North, is
branded a coward and turned out of his
father's home. He wanders into a town
and there in a gambling house discovers
from the tutoring of a reputed fire-eater,
played by Wallace Beery, that half the
battle is the planting of the reputation that
you are a bad man, the chances are that
most people will believe it and take water
when you bluster, roar and threaten. Seemingly that plan proves a good one for the
youngster who finally goes home and makes
irood in the eyes of his dad and is welcomed
to the family fireside again and likewise to
the arms of the girl who has always been
in love with him.
Produced and distributed by ParamouutFamous-Lasky.
From
the play "Magnolia" by Booth Tarkington, directed by
{Continued on following page)
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Opinions
"Frances Shelly"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)

SHELLY is one of the girls
FRANCES
that are typical of the night club variety
of blues singers. She is assisted by the Four
Eaton Byus. Boys, did you say? Well anyway they are dressed in Eaton collars and
jackets, so what does it matter. With Frances
seated atop of a piano and the quartet draped
about her they sing "The Long Way Home."
Okeh ! Then Frances solos doing "Fall m Love
with Mc," a number not so hot and not so well
done bv her. Then for a third number she
sings "Am I Blue?" with the b'vs joining her
again. Just a passable recording. Running
StHADhK.
time eight nr'nutcs.— FRED

"Rhythm"

(I'athe Sound Sportlight— 1 Reel)

, the secret of
SMOOTH,n undulating rhythm
and music, is the theme
motio
of the Grantland Rice Sportlight, for which
Gene Rodemich's orchestra has supplied anin
extra-fine musical accompaniment. Rhythm
sports and in the dance— rhythm everywhere is
discussed in an intelligent fashion, the verbal
discourse mingling very well with the camera
shots and musical background. This one
shapes up as a first-rate short of sufficient
calibre to rate first-run showings.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Saucy Sausages"
— 1 Reel)
(Universal Sound Cartoon packs
a mean

THIS new Oswald cartoon
garlaugh wallop. It goes jauntily along,
nering the laughs without hesitation. Oswald,
adopting a cat from a nearby orphanage, lives
to regret his action. The cat plays havoc with
the rabbit's butcher shop and finally brings
over a horde of brother orphans who demolish
the store and run off with its contents. A good
gag is to be had when Oswald falls into a meat
chopper and the cat maliciously turns the
handle with the result that half a dozen little
Oswalds emerge from the meat chopper in place
of the sound and normal sized bunny who went
into it.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Lone Rider"
(Universal Silent Western — 1 Reel)put

and Regma Doyle
BOB CURWOOD
over the usual Western plot and George
Chandler is seen for a few feet of comedy relief. Bob poses as a hand on the girl's ranch
the girl's
g forema
a rustlin
bossedis by
Mr.
the crooks,
by When
away n.
rustled
being
herd
up the
beats
Hero arrives in the nick o' time, the eves
of
villain and smiles triumphantly into
The usual western hash.— RAYthe s\r\.
MOND GANLY.

Th«' River Of Romance
(CoHtiniird j'rniii l^icccdinii pttfic)
7.()()>>
Sound,
Length,:
Wallac-o.
Richard
foot. Silent, 7.022 feet. Released, July 2S),
1929.
THE

CAST

Charles "Buddy'- RoRers
Tom Kumford
Kog/rs
The Notorious Colonel Blake. .Charles "Buddy
Mary Hnan
Lucy Jeffers
Ju'ic Collyer
Klvira Jeffers
B. Walthall
Henry
r.en. Jeff Rumford
W allace Beerv
Gen. Orlando Jackson
Captain
Blackie
Fred Kohlcr
Mexico
Natal e Kinustci
Major
Patterson
Walter
McCrail
Joe Patterson
Anderson
Lawlcr
Madame Rumfr.rd
Mrs. George Fawcctt
Rumbo
GeorRe
Ree.l

on
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Pictures
"Don't Get Nervous"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)

"Honeymooniacs"
(Educational Silent — 2 Reels)
MONTY
COLLINS is a benedict of a feu
hours who is taking the train to Niagara
with Betty Boyd, his newly acquired bride. This
wasn't any blissful journey for Monty, a trip
wrapt in reveries and pleasant dreams. On thr
contrary it proves to be an ordeal which an^
audience will take delight in.
Monty has that facility for doing everythin.:
wrong and he provides some fine booby antic^
Harold Goodwin and Maxine Jennings, an
other couple on the train, are at swords points
with him because Monty cannot, it seems, d'l
anything without annoying his fellow passengers.
They have a pip of a gag right in the beginning. Monty, carrying some water to his wifL'.
spills it <,n a meek-looking male when the train
lurches. Again while passing this chap he sit>
on his hat, by mistake, of course. Again whe.i
he has his hands full of gooey, sticky candy h'
is passing down the aisle near this fellow's seat.
The train lurches and Monty's sticky candy iseen all over the face of his now furious victim. It is the good old slapstick, an indispensable asset for screen comedy. They like thi^
type for
of fun
ask
more.and they'll just eat this one up and

GEORGIE PRICE, of vaudeville fame, in a
couple of songs and some chatter. Not
very hot, as it is badly lighted and just about
as badly directed. Georgie walks into a set
at the studio and refuses to work in front of
the "mike" because of the lack of audience.
One is provided, by lining up the mechanical
crew. Then Georgie sings a si ng, does a
little chatter and then another song. The running time is ten minutes. — FRED SCHADER.

"Pathe Review No. 31"
(Pathe Silent Short — 1 Reel)
SPRING and how it affects various cities of
the United States forms the unusual offering that is a part of the Review. Dare deyiltrv
and adventure lend a tingling air to the sequences in "Shooting the Hodzu Rapids,"
Japan's
rushing, tribe
tumbling
river.whoIn have
"Warrior,"'
the Kavirondos
in Africa,
before
shown their faces in previous Reviews, a-e
shown imbuing themselves with the warlike
spirit preparatory to taking the war path. The
subject's out of the ordinary and should
catch
interest of fans evervwhere. — R.•\^"
MOND theGANLY.

Stephen Roberts directed very capably,
fohn Shepek did the photographv. — R.\YMAN fiANLY.

"Contented Wives"
(Educational Silent — 1 Reel)
AL

"Sole Support"
(Edueational

.Silent — 2 Reels)

< t T3'G BOY" i> a dandy funmaker that's
O fast and sure to please 'em. The kid
spends his morning in a country store managed
by A! Thompson. He has a grand time knocking down the pedestals of canned goods, spilling
bags of fiour over the floor, getting molasses,
broken eggs and similar stick.\ substances
astrew all over the place. This one never ebbs ;
it's a constant flow of ftinny proceedings with
good gag development.
Charles Lamont again elicited a gofid performance frt)m "Big Boy," who is supported b.\
little Lorraine Rivero and Jackie McHugh.
William Hyer handled the camera crank. The
second half of the comedy outdoes the first.
Two crooks endeavor to rob the store, and
"Big Boy," alone among the cans and bags of
goods, has an orgy of fun frustrating them.
He finally lands them in the safe, and all ends
well.

ALT enacts the frantic husband, hemmed
in by household worries, an indolent wife
and two bothersome kiddies. He goes into the
kitchen to prepare breakfast, and everything
that could possibly happen to annoy him comes
to pass. The doors of the closet refuse to stay
shut, the legs of the folding table won't stand
straight, and similar aggravating kitchen utensils make him quite crazy. Of course, the man
goes mad. His troubles will give you several
really good laughs. A Cameo that carries considerable snap— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Housecleaning Time"
(Pathe Silent Cartoon — 1 Reel)
THERE is not too little of the customary
cartoon tricks in this Aesop Fable which
carries kick enough to amuse thoroughly fans
of all ages. Old Al and the whole menagerie
of Aesop animals play their merry pranks upon
one
another.
Twinkling and rapid fun. — R.\^'MOND
GANLY.

Warner Studios Complete 5
Vitaphone Talkie Specials
Five new "S'itaphone talking speeiaN
were completed recently at the Western
Vitaphone studio of Warner Bros. The five
included "General Crack," starring John

i_ 'i

Barrymore; "Sono:^of the West," a 100
per cent Technicolor film witli a cast headed

^ f V
^

7

f

,#ipatfe*|[-* ^ ►

by Vivienne Septal and John Boles; "Is
FA-eryl)ody Happy"?" starring: Ted Lewis
and iiis Band; "Evidence," starrinj^ Pauline Frederick with William Courtenay and

W

r(>ct('d hvTearle;
lilovd and
Bacon.
Conway
"So Long: Letty," di-

(liristie Begins A New
Paramount Talkie Crop

^

The two Moore Brothers — Owen and Matt — entertain Mai St: Clair, their director in "Side
Street," on a roof fiarden over lookin;^ a set
depicting the skyline of ISew York. Tom Moore
is also featured in this all-dialog Radio Pictures
production

^

Hollywood. Aiii; 1. — Chri>tic Film Cninpany has started i)roduction on a new group
of 24 all-talking comedies for Paramount
distribution starting^ in September. Three
producing' units are now working on various series, and will continue until the entire
24 subjects are completed. Selection of new
story and short play material is now being
made bv Al Chri-^tie and Alfred
A. Cohn.
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Sound And Projection
Conducted By James R.
The Photo-Electric
CeU
most common forms of energy
THE
are mechanical energy, heat, chemical, electrical, magnetic, sound and
light energy. Some of the things Ave wish
to do with these forms of energy are: to
capture them from their natural sources,
to store, transport, transmit, measure,
record, observe, control, transform them
into other forms of energy, and to control
one form of energy by another. For example, mechanical energy exists in the form
of water flowing in streams. We capture
this from nature by hydraulic turbines. Wo
store this by holding the water at an elevation in reservoirs. Mechanical energy is
carried in storage by everyone who has a
watch.
The eft'ects
of mechanical
common
to observation.
Its energy
control areis
commonly by clutches, brakes, etc., and it
controls other forms of energy by means of
eleeti'ical contacts, triggers on guns, etc.
That is to say, a small amount of mechanical energy applied to the trigger of a rilie
controls a large amount of chemical energy.
A similar story might be written about
other forms of natural nergy. But when
we come to energy in the form of light,
we ttnd that the story is rather brief in
spite of the fact that light energy is perhaps one of the most important to the
human race.

Light Energy
Light energy is captured from nature
almost solely by plant growth. To store
it, except in minute amounts by phosphorescent chemicals, is impossible. Since it
canot be stored, it cannot be transported
in storage. It transmits itself, but its
measurement is a thing of considerable
difficulty, and recording is even more diflieult. To control its formation from other
forms of energy is usually relatively easy,
but for it to control any other form of
energy is very difficult. Its transformation
into other forms of energy is greatly
limited by lack of suitable means.
In this discussion of light we must not
forget that light, as ordinarily accepted, is
distinct from radiant heat, and hence the
energy as light is really quite small. If
heat be absorbed out of sunlight, the remainder of a very small amount of enei'gy.
This energy cannot be transformed into
usable mechanical enei'gy. It may be transformed into heat, but the resulting heat is
very small. It is transformed into chemical
energy by many natural processes of growing tissues, especially in plants. It never
makes a sound, it has no magnetic effect

Cameron

which can be detected by ordinary magnetic detecting devices, and it is transformed
from one wave length of light to another
with extreme difficulty.
From this one sees that while light energy is of such great importance to the
human race, the things which it can be
made to do are greatly limited. It can
make us see, it can be recorded by a camera and it can be transformed into electrical energy by the Photo-electric cell.

The Photo-Electric Cell
How brief a recital this makes compared
with the recital of electric energy, which
can be transformed quickly into other
forms of energy, which by simple means
controls almost any form of energy, and
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yet which itself is by nature so infrequently applied to the human system. It is
very fortunate for us that one of our lirst
light detecting instruments — the photoelectric cell— controls so universally applicable an energy as electricity. The human
face has had for many years mechanical
prime movers, mechanical legs and arms,
and it has had electrical heaters, chemical
heaters and so on, but the human race has
been dependent upon the human eye for
its detection and record of light. If the
photo-electric cell can be made by a simple
process to take the place of the human
eye in certain places, it can be of great
service to mankind.

The Photo-Electric Effect
The photo-electric processes are wellknown to most of us. Such processes are
common in plants, and have been brought
to a high degree of perfection in photographic materials, but these processes usually have a time element involved whic.
is too long to permit their use in the quick
(•ontrol of things we wish done on the spur
of the moment. For instance, we can arrange a camera to record the motion of a
thief in a room, and that may be of assist
ance in tracing him after the theft has been
committed and the thief has made his getaway; but how much better it would be if
we had a photo-'electric watchman to turn

in the alarm when the thief entered the
building, instead of waiting, perhaps hours,
before turning in the report. It is for
purposes of this kind that the photo-electric
cell may be of value to us.

Photo-Electric Cell Process
The Photo-electric cell process is distinct
from the photo-chemical process in that
light and electrons alone take part in it.
If a zinc plate be suspended by a silk
thread and charged with electricity from
a static machine, it will hold its charge
for a long time. If, however, the light from
an are lamp be allowed to shine upon the
zinc plate_, it will be found that, if the
plate is charged negatively, it will lose its
charge very rapidly under the action of
the ultra violet light from the arc lamp;
but, if the plate is charged positively, it
will retain its charge quite as well when
the light is allowed to shine upon the plate
as when the light does not shine upon it.
This simple experiment will serve to illustrate the effect known as the photo-electric
eifect. Since the plate loses the negative
charge, but not the positive, it is ^evident
that the light causes the zinc to release electrons which are expelled from the zinc by
its negative charge, just as heating the filament in a vacuum tube allows the filament
to release electrons.

Other Metals
Different metals than zinc will also release electrons when the light shines upon
them. Experiments have shown that the
light most powerful in its ability to release electrons from metals is the light of
highest frequency, that is violet or ultra
violet. The common metals such as iron,
copper, gold and platinum will release electrons only under the action of strong light
in the extreme ultra violet ; whereas experiment has also shown that certain of the
metals, such as sodium and potassium, will
release electrons under the action of visible
The difference in the willingness of the
various metals to release electrons is probabl}^ in part responsible for their chemical
activity. It is quite evident that gold and
platinum are less active chemically than
/.inc, and in the same way zinc is less active
chemically than are sodium and potassium.
In fact, sodium and potassium are so active
they cannot be kept in the atmosphere
without quickly combining with the oxygen
and the water vapor of the atmosphere, and
this combination renders their surface
insensitive photo-el'ectrically to visible
light. It is for these reasons that photoelectric cells are made of sodium, potassium or similar metals and are made in
the form of vacuum tubes, so that their
surface m.ay be preserved from chemical
combination which will impair its photoelectric sensitiveness.
{Cant'mued on foUoimng page)
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The Four Variables Of PhotoElectric Cells
In the use of photo-electric cells we have
four variables ; they are light energy, wave
length or color, applied voltage and current.
Fig. 1 shows the relation between current
and wave-length. Curve 1 is for a light
atomic weight alkali like sodium or lithium,
and 2 for a heavier atomic weight material
such as potassium and rubidium, ^o is in
each of the long wave length limit and ^'"
is the wave-length at which maximum current is delivered. This cui-ve is the result
of a number of phenomena, including the
velocities considered last time, and also
absorption coefficients for the different wave
lengths. Value of ^m given by experiment
on certain cells is as follows :
Lithium
4050A°
Sodium
4190A°
Potassium
4400A°
Rubidium
4730A°
Caesium
5390A°
For convenience of engineers, let it here
be explained that one inch equals 2.54 centimeters ;one centimeter equals 10 milimeters, equals 10,000m, equals IOVm, equals
10** A° and A° is the symbol for Angsti'om.
These are all used as units of wave-length,
but there should be no confusion because
they are all multiples of ten of the standard centimeter length.
Fig. 2 is the voltage current relation. A
is a vacuum type cell at high illumination
and B is a vacuum type cell at about onethird this illumination. These curves are
similar in shape, only differing in height
over a range of at Least, 10,000 fold in
light intensity. Curves C and D are similar curves for a gas cell; at higher voltages the cell is unstable and likely to arc.

Uses For Photo-Electric Cell

H

Having such a photo-'electric, what can
it be used for"?
At the present time it seems as if the
photo-electric cell might prove useful for
the same things that the human eyes are
used, and many things that the eye cannot
be used for. Many things have been suggested, but the surface has hardly be'en
scratched. Photo-cells are suggested for —
Counting and timing of passing objects,
transmission of spee<}h and signals over a
beam of light, sunshine detector, sign control and illumination control, burglar alarm,
storm detector, measuring photographic
plates and spectograms, transmission of
pictures by wire and wireless picture movies, reading common print to the blind,
photometry, pyrometry, registering smoke,
measuring gas chart, control of lighthouses
and light buoys, ultra violet light houses,
ultra violet burglar alarms, sorting objects
by color, talking motion pictures and phonographs. We will now proceed to take up
a few of these in brief detail.

Counting And

Timing Of Passing
Objects
Such for instance as the counting of

automobiles passing through a tunnel or by
a given intersection; or the counting of a
certain type of carton passing down an
endless belt in a manufacturer's packing
room, or the timing of races from the fast-
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est to the slowest, or the measurement of
the muzzle velocity of a projectile; these
are all done in a similar .way. A beam of
light is thrown into the photo-electric cell
causing the current to flow. When an object passes, the light is interrupted and the
interruption of the current allows the relay to close which registers the time of the
count.

Transmission Of Speech And Signals
Over A Beam Of Light
If a shutter is placed in a searchlight
beam, and the searchlight is aimed at a
photo-electric cell, the shutter may be operated in the form of telegraphic code, and
the photo-electric cell will respond to the

ted on a weather vane so that it would always point to windward. A similar application is the burglar alarm in which an
automobile spot light is placed in one part
of the room and its beam reflected back
and forth by mirrors until it has traveled in
the form of a lattice across doorways and
windows, it is finally reflected by the last
mirror into a box containing a photo-electric cell. Light shining upon this photoelectric oell holds a balanced relay fro!u
turning in the alarm; should the light become stronger or weaker the alarm will respond. If a burglar enters the building lie
must pass through at least one beam of
light and that is sufficient to turn in the
alarm. If he tries to fool the alarm by
putting his flashlight in, it will set off the
alarm. Smoke from a smoldering fire will
likewise set it off. This device may also be
made
filters. invisible by the use of ultra violet

Measuring Photographic Plates And
Spectograms

This requires only a sensitive recording
instrument, a source of light and a slit.
Such devices are extremely useful because
the line characteristics in the spectogram
is translated into an enlarged curve of
density on which the maxima and minima
are easily located.

Every Projector In Pa. Must
Have An Okayed Device
light impulses giving electric impulses
which can be recorded. The light from the
searchlight beam can be made invisible by
passing it through an ultra violet filter.
Speech may be transmitted in this way by
causing the light from the searchlight beam
to vary in accordance with the voice currents in a telephone line. The resultant
variations picked up by the photo-electric
cell are translated into audio currents.

Sunshine Detector
This is probably the simplest use of a
photo-electric cell. Nothing is required but
a sensitive meter and batteries. When the
sun shines brightly on a photo-cell, the battery will be permitted to send a large current through the meter. Wheij darkness
comes the current through the meter will
cease. This can easily be applied to recording instruments, or it may operate a
relay controlling an electric sign, or an illumination system, so that should the amount
of sunshine drop below a certain value, the
signs or illumination would automatically
turn on.

Storm Detectors
These can be made by a simple extension
of this idea. The photo-electric cell may
be placed at the ejid of a long, black tube
and aimed at that part of the sky which
grows black when a storm is brewing. A
relay and bell then gives warning of an
approaching storm, or in localities where
storms come from many directions, the
black tube and photo-cell could be moun-

The IndusHarrisburg, Pa., August 1.—
trial Board of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, announced on
July 16 that it has adopted a requirement
that an approved device must be placed on
every motion picture projector used in the
State, "the function of which will be to
eliminate the occuriience of film fires that
persons in the theatre."
would
Five menace
different devices already have received the stamp of approval of the Board.
They were submitted by Robert Fine,
Wilkes-Barre ; John C. Pfeil, Johnstown;
The Sentry Safety Control, Philadelphia;
George A. Mears, Williamsport, and the
Pyrene Manufacturing Company, Newark,
N. J. In order to give these manufacturers sufficient time to put their devices on
the market, the Board deferred the enforcement of this regulation until February 16,
1930.

Loew's New Brooklyn House
Will Hold Premiere Aug. 24
Loew's King Theatre, the largest residential bouse in Brooklyn, N. Y., and one
of the largest residential motion picture
theatres in the country, will hold its premiere on tlie night of August 24, it is announced by E. A. Schiller, vice-president of
Loew's circuit.
The new hous^e has a seating capacity of
3690, all seats on the ground floor with the
exception of a mezzanine loge containing
accommodations for 897. Rapp and Rapp
are the architects and construction work is
being done by the Thompson-Starrett Company under direction of Leon Fleischmann,
supervisor of Loew's theatre Construction.
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''You Might Call
This A Sermon"

organization like the
AN
MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB cannot
undertake to set forth any rules as
to what is or what is not g^ood
showman conduct. We cannot
nominate ourselves, either individually or " collectively, a judg'e of
t this or that manag-er should
wha
do.

But we most emphatically do
subscribe to the idea that theatre
mana.s;-ers, and others, connected
with the operation of theatres,
should adopt certain set principles
in the execution of their duties;
that they conduct themselves in a
manner befitting- the important
position which they occupy in the
theatrical world today.
Many years ago every chorus
and show girl was branded as "no
good" because certain members of
that profession conducted themselves, outside the theatre, in a
manner which was detrimental to
the group as a whole. Today their
status is quite well known, and
they are recognized for what thev
really are. Respectable, welltrained dancers and performers of
merit.
This same applies to the theatre
manager. Go into any town where
the local manager has conducted
himself in a way that brought
about criticism and you will find
that is their impression of all thea-
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tre managers.
man'sis thoughtless conduct or One
actions
a reflection on everyone of us in the showlousiness.
How easy it is to make your
position one highly respected in
your town or community. How
simple a matter it really is to have
every inhabitant in your town look
up to you as an example of what
the theatre stands for today. And,
also, how simple a matter it would
be to make them shtm you as a
bad odor or a reflection to the
whole community.
You are not only what you make
of yourself, but what you make of
every other manager in the business, so try to wean yourself away
from some of those antiquated
ideasmust
that stand
to be around
a ''goodthefellow"
you
lobby
smoking bad smelling cigars while
swapping stories, or go to the Club
every night and make a show of
yourself.
You can still be a good fellow by employing common sense
and tact. You can mix with the
rest of the crowd without over doing it, and can leave behind the im])ression that you represent a highly respected business enterprise
and one that merits the patronage
of the people who, in the long run,
are really paying you your salary.
Who was it that said something
about — "However you make your
bed, YOU

must sleep on it"?
C. E. L.
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MANACeKl'
Here's A Picture
Of Tom MacDonald
From Los Angeles

KOUND TACLt

Here he is boys. Step
right up and shake hands
with one of the squarest
shooters in this great big
business of ours, Tom MacDonald, manager of the Fox
Westlake Theatre out Los

Angeles
way outfit.
and one of the live-wires of Harold Franklin's
AVest Coast
After the many

this introduction is almost superfluous,
but just the same
we know you will
feel the same
about Tom as we
do. That is— he
is a real manager
and a regular guy
besides.
Your chairman

West Coast nieml)ers, through correspondence, tobe
one of the best
showman groups
in the entire country. This we say
without reflection
on any other part
of the world, but
checking up on
the activities of
the various regions
reveals that for the number of members in each section,
California chalks u\) the largest number of active members.
Perhaps you have noticed their activities in the Club
columns from time to time. If not, you have but to keep.
your eyes open and you will soon find that what we say is
the truth. If we are ever able to get away from the headquarters long enough at one stretch we will certainly make
California if we have to walk all the way. And boy, when
we get there, watch the Club's smoke.
We hope Tom will continue to keep us posted on how he
is keeping the Westlake on the map so that we can pass
the "dope" on to the many other members who are constantly on the lookout for new ideas or new slants to the
old ones.

Dick Ryan Now
At Sunnyside In

Our old friend, Dick
Ryan, formerly of the
Century Circuit, in Brooklyn, is now running the

for the
SunnysldeFox Theatre
City
Island
Long
new
Metropolitan
^^^^"^^"""^^"^^"■^^^^^
Chain.
The Sunnyside is a corking house and we do not doubt
that Dick will start things humming as soon as the new
season rolls around, especially with big-time vaudeville and
pictures.
At the present time, he is laying low and getting things
around the house in shape, but they expect to start ofF
around Labor Day with a bang. Here's hoping that Dick
meets with all the success he deserves, because he is a real
showman.

A' e w s

CLUB

We happened across this
following
interview
on the
desk of the managing editor
and after reading it through
we decided that its contents
_
held far greater
value
to
~
this part of the NEWS than
anywhere else in the book.
So we talked him out of it and
herewith
readers. present it to our large following of members and

Some Good Advice
From Ray Goats
Of San Diego Sun

things you have read about Tom

will take this occasion to say that
he has found the

lilt

Picture

But remember,

Dick, "Don't forget the Club."

The personality of a star, properly exploited by illustrations,
commonly knotvn as "art" in neivspaper lingo, is the most essential single quality in effective motion picture advertising, in the
opinion of Ray Coats, in charge of all theatrical advertising for the
San Diego (Calif.) Sun.
"From my observations over a long period of time," Coats told
a representative of the Motion Picture News, "/ can say without
much fear of contradiction that personality is the mainspring of
motion picture advertising because it is the thing in which the
public is most vitally interested.
"In the final analysis the same principles of neivspaper writing
are applicable to motion picture advertising because they both
strive for a common goal — the public ear.
"Personality is the motif of every great neivs story. As Al
Smith caught the public's fancy because of his colorful personality,
so can exhibitors, in my opinion, hope to capture the public favor
by exploiting the personality of various well-known stars. In this
the studios, the motion picture magazines and the netvspapers
help tremendously by circulating feature stories with the result that
the lives of stars are household tvords."
Coats said that the intelligent use of "art" in motion pictura
advertising could not be overstressed because it was far more
important than either position, type or size.
"Get a clever artist, or use cleverly conceived mats, push the
star's name, and the box office will take care of itself," was the
way Coats .summarized his unique theory.
Then the advertising man began to quote examples to prove the
truth of his hypothesis.
"In Los Angeles at a prominent house the managers thought they
could pull "Through Different Eyes" by stressing the story. They
did, and it flopped. Other managers, seeing what had happened
and the fallacy involved, exploited the personality of the stars,
Edmund Lowe and Warner Baxter, made famous by "in Old Arizona," and the picture went over big," Coats pointed out.
"Again there is the case of "The Desert Song," Co(tts continued.
"Lacking any outstanding stars, it had to be exploited as a musical
success. Spotty returns shoiv that it lacked the impetus of a real
star's personality. People like the stars rather than the story
because they are colorful, and lend themselves to the favorite trick
of self-emulation, and self-identification.
"I have often heard managers say, and its true unquestionably,
'Put Clara Rmv in any old thing, and she'll pack the place."
"Of course there are extenuating circumstances. For example
"Show B)>at" went over simply because of the fame of its author,
but again it resolves itself into personality. It ivas Edna Ferber's
personality instead of a star's, that teas all.
"In my opinion, based on observation and some experience, I
would rate the various advertising pulling points in motion picture
exploitation as follows: 1. star (personality) 2, story, .3, novelty
and 4, mystery (occasionally).
"As far as the neivspaper angle is concerned, I would say that
"art" is the most important feature of a good advertisement , tvith
size second most important. Position is not so important because
with art and size, .stressing personality, the public will see it, don't
worry about that.
"It is possible to cultivate a distinctive type face by consistently
using it so that the reader ran automatically knotc what theatre it
is by the type. Yet what good would that do if you didn't have a
dynamic personality, {feminine preferred)
to exploit?"

W liile the above story carries a lot of weight for the
larger cities and theatres, there is much in what Mr. Coats
says that is just as good logic for the mass of smaller towns
and theatre. We would like to get some more of his opinions on various phases of theatrical advertising.

"All For One And One For AU
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Our hats are off to Mr.
Phi^ Chakeres, head of the
'^^•il Ghakeres
Chakeres Amusement Co.
of Springfield, Ohio, for the
Wins Spri
fisp
elec
d'ts
finest goodwill stunt ever
Th
anks & ngRe
put across in some time.
■
Briefly the idea was this:
In the early part of July two Springfield detectives fought
out a gun battle in a local hotel with a Kentucky gangster.
During this conflict one of the detectives was shot to death
and the other mortally wounded. Both of these men \ei^
families of four children under the working ag'p
The very next night Mr. Chakeres called a special meeting of the employees of the three larp'est houses, the State,
Majestic, and Regent, and asked them to donate their services for a special benefit show to be held on Wednesday
evening, the proceeds to go to the families of the slain
and wounded officers. Every man and woman offered their
services.
Clergymen, fraternity and other organizations in Springfield announced this worthy benefit, and the greatest surprise came from the newspapers. They had not been
working any too well with the theatres for a long time,
so you can imagine Mr. Chakeres' and his organization's
surprise, when the papers came out with a two column
story on the front page every day for six days. And not
only that, but they sent their photographer down on Saturday to take a picture of the employees who were donating their services. This photo was run in their Sunday
edition.
Tickets for the benefit show went like hotcakes, some
people sending in twice the regular amount for what the
tickets called for. The film exchanges in Cincinnati got
behind the idea and donated first run pictures for the occasion.
Xothing was announced as to what was being shown,
and that kept the people guessing. Several musicians and
vaudeville actors also ofi'ered their services free. The
morning of Wednesday, the 10th. the Masonic Home,
which is the largest in the State of Ohio, sent its band to
parade the city streets along with the employees and managers— and what a parade it was!
On Wednesday night, long before the time for the show
which was held after the regular evening performance,
lines of peoole were gathered at all three houses waiting
to get in. Special nolice officers were stationed at each
theatre to help handle the crowds. All the receipts taken
at these shows were turned over to the president of a local
bank, who was collecting funds for these families. It surely
elevated Mr. Chakeres more than ever in the eyes of the
Springfield citizens.
It certainly gives us extreme pleasure to broadcast to
the entire industry the action of Mr. Chakeres in taking
the lead in so worthy a cause, and we are certainly proud
that many of his house managers belong to THE ROUND
TABLE CLUB, and he himself has been an interesting
follower of our activities.
We are certainly due to
send
an apology to our
George Allison
friend George Allison, formNow Operating The
erly in the Uptown Theatre,
in New York, and now operWestwood in N. J.
ating the Westwood Theatre, in Westwood. N. J.
Theatre
he
Before George
reopened the Westwood
stopped in to say hello, and I at that time promised that I
would announce his change. However, George must overlook my negligence at this time because things have been
humming so fast at the Club that the card containing the
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Lobby Laughs" No. 6
By Dick Kirschbaum
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Saturday Matinees — Bless 'em.
notation was misplaced
However. George, if
about your advertising
will give it prominent
let us redeem ourselves.

and only just turned up.
you will send us some information
and exploitation in Westwood, we
space in the News. Come on and
Oak?

Jack O'Gonnell
Leaves Vita-Temple
After Two Years
tion, has resigned his position.

Jack O'Connell, for many
years at the head of the
\'ita-Temple Theatre in Toledo, Ohio, and generally
credited with having put
that house on the map, over
the toughest kind of opposi-

Mr. O'Connell is leaving for Europe and will remain
there for the rest of the summer. Upon his return he will
assume the duties of general manager of a chain of houses.
The exact nature of Jacks new connection has not been
made known, but since he is an active member of the
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB, this organization
hastens to extend to him its heartiest congratulations.
Don't forget Jack, that as soon as you are back in harness again the ROUND TABLE CLUB wants to know
what you are doing. Best of luck.

"/ am very much interested in the Club,
and never miss the MOTION PICTURE
NEWS and the ROUND TABLE CLUB
department. I find many helpful angles for
real showmanship."
Mac Glazier
Crescent Garden Theatre,
Revere, Mass.
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Salmon's Fine Work!

This is the second installment detailing the exploitation activities of Montague
Salmon
in
Macon, Ga.
The first appeared in last week's
issue and the final part will be published next
week.
Wise
showmen
will keep these suggestions
handy for use in the immediate future.

i

C. E. L.

i
I

j

On the cainpaign for the Trial of Mary Dugan, perhaps
the most outstanding of all the stunts was that of a card
containing the picture of a newsboy. The arm of this boy
was cut in such a way that the miniature edition of the
newspaper itself was folded and tucked under his arm.
This entire card measured but a few inches, yet it was
very ei¥ective and was bound to be read by anyone who
secured one of the cards. The way we have pictured it
shows the paper folded and tucked under the boy's arm
and then on the right side we show the newspaper open
and exactlv what it contained.
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Here again the trolley stunt was employed by Mr. Salmon with the usual good success. At the time this photo
was taken it was passing through one of the most important business streets of Macon, thereby attracting attention of everyone in the downtown section. We rather
think this is mighty good publicity.
You will note here that the sign above the Rialto marquee for this picture differs from that used on Show Boat,
and thereby
brings out a
point which we
told you about in
that portion of
the Salmon

from

jjaint dried, thereby
brilliant appearance.

giving

the background and all the
lettering has been
sprinkled with
tinsel before the
the figure an animated
and

(The final portion of this member's activities will appear
in next week's issue. Be sure and read it!)

Bill Slater Gets
Married And Clicks
For A Full House

A novel slant was added
to the opening of the sound
system at the Uptown Theatre in Junction City, Kansas
City, on July 10th, when a
stage with
wedding
put
across
Williamwas
N. Sla-

story. Thisrangement ofthe
arsign does not become monotonous
to
passerbj's
and naturally is
attractive b e cause it is different and varied
on the different
pictures which
they
On show.
Strong

"~"^^^^^^"^^^^^~~~~^

Boy you
note
that will
Mr.
Salmon employed an entirely different
idea

The ROUND TABLE CLUB extends its heartiest congratulations and best wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Slater (and
since your Chairman has only just embarked upon the sea
of matrimony himself, he can also add his own sympathy?)
Let's hear from you some more, will you, Bill? So long.

ter, the House Manager and Miss Helen Rupp, of Los
Angeles, playing the principal roles.
This ceremony was performed by a local Reverend, in
the presence of a capacity, packed house. Bert Moore,
well known member of the managerial staff, for the Dickinson Theatres acted as Master of Ceremonies, and a wedding present in the form of a midnight banquet for thirty
invited guests was given by Mr. Glen W. Dickinson, the
president of the Circuit.
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Our old friend, Doug,
"Doc," Kimberley of the
"Doc" Kimberley
Fox Rialto Theatre in TaPrescribes Bathing
coma, Washington, is a
Beautes And Floats great believer in beautiful
women
and floats. And if
'^^^^^^^^~^^^^^^^^~~" you don't
believe it you have
but to cast your eyes on the illustration accompanying
this story.
Here is an idea that won't cost you a million dollars,
regardless of how large or small a scale you want to go
in for,onandearth.
the girls, God Bless 'Em, are available in any
town
Just doll them up in sh,ort (the shorter the better) bathing suits, and if they are at all attractive, you can rest
assured that your ballyhoo will command more than passing attention.

We are certainly grateful for "Doc" Kimberley getting
back into the active fold once more, and we are going to
place faith in what he tells us in his letter; i.e., that he
will keep us posted on all his future activities. We happen
to know from various inside reports that Mr. Kimberley
has been engineering some mighty fine exploitations.
Which means that the ROUND TABLE CLUB is going
to have something for you other fellows to read about.
Don't forget the promise "Doc," and please keep us
posted on everything that you put over in Tacoma.

Ed. Batlan Uses
His Head To Work
Out A Great Idea
to the other members.

Edward A. Batlan, the
Manager of the Stanley
Theatre, in Newark, New
Jersey, just recently joined
the Club. And there was
one little thing about him
that we wanted to pass on

"Using His Head" would be a good caption for this little
story. But at any rate I will put it to you the way he put
it to me, and transfer a part of his letter to this article:
/ am prowl of the fact that we are the only suburban theatre that
has a double organ console due to a very unexpected cause. One
morning, right after rehearsal, we discovered a fire due to a short
circuit in the console. It practically destroyed the mechanism inside. When the fire adjusters came in they decided that it could
not be salvaged. So we received a new console. The burned console seemed to be in the zvay.
One day I decided to see zvhat we could do with it, and had one
of the mechanics look it oz>er. He said he could do it on his own
time for a fraction of what I thought it would cost. We painted
the console zvhite with gold trimming; the mechayiic fixed it up so
that it plays just o.f zvell as the new one. We then put it on the
stage and we have had the greatest success zvith it. I happen to

CLUB

Efficiency?
the
by name
mention
hate orto the
should
we have
whom either
executive
circuit
chain
reference to in the following little story, but
it would appear on the surface that when an organization has attained a certain great height, both in the
industry and in the minds of the public, they would
not stoop to what is generally termed petty ideas in
the operation of their houses.
We have particular reference at this time to a certain house manager who was faithfully discharging
his duties and whose wife had but recently presented
him with a baby boy, which took about all the reserve
capital that that man was able to put aside against
the coming of the youngster.
However, he got in bad with certain powers that be,
with the result that within two weeks after his wife
had passed through the most dangerous stage of childbirth which necessitated an operation, this manager
was punished for what he was supposed to have done
that did not meet with the approval of certain executives and he was taken out of the house, which was a
large prominent, first run, and moved to a town far
distant, in charge of a small three change neighborhood theatre.
As far as we could judge from what we learned, we
could not find any great crime that was committed by
this man, other than to incur the displeasure of this
certain executive. But it would appear to us that if
this executive was as big a man as he himself thinks
he is, he would not have stooped to such a petty way
of punishing a man whose chief crime consisted of
having the courage of his own convictions.
Big circuits like big business are generally judged
by their methods of conducting themselves, and it
would take more than just calling themselves a big
organization to live down actions of this kind which
we can honestly say are not new with this particular
organization.
C. E. L.
WE

have a man
twin organ
This, of
think is an

and woman organist and everytime we presented these
minibers, zve have had some very fine comments.
course, is just a suggestion that sometimes what we
absolute loss turns out to be very profitable.

The Stanley Theatre, incidentally, is a Spanish type
house, all on one floor, and the realistic points have been
carried out in full detail. The seating capacity is a little
over 2,000.
We will tell you more later about this new member, and
one whom we believe is going to turn out to be a real active
ROUND TABLER. Welcome to the Club, and let's hear
from you early and often, Ed.

"Please accept my congratulations upon
the interest your magazine has given to the
problems of the exhibitor. I am sure that
we are all hoping that this continues. Assuring you of any cooperation on my part that
you may ask, I am.
Ernest L. Miller
Citizens Theatre Co.
Brazil, Indiana
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Here is the way Manager
E. F. Coppack, of the Publix
Royal Theatre,
in Kansas
City,
Missouri,
advertised
his
Educational
Comedy
"Bee's Buzz."
Unless the
camera was kidding us, this
is one of the most
attractive
fronts
we have seen in a
long time, and it
is a distinct credit
to Mr.
Coppack
that
its appearance remains as
good tect
as intended
the archiit to
be.
We also wish
to commend him
for the way he
keeps plugging
h i s attractions
and does not lose
sight of the short
talking features
which are becomi n g such important subjects
on all modern
theatre programs
today.

We hope to hear more from and about Mr, Coppack very
shortly.
Our good friend, Fred E.
Johnson,
of the
Colonial
Theatre, in Cambridge, Ohio
writes to tell us that he has
finally decided to send me
a picture of himself, because
he feels that his "mug," as
he puts it, has as much right there as anyone else's and
in this respect Fred is quite right. We would be delighted
to publish his photo as soon as we receive it.

Fred E. Johnson
Is Working Hard
For Smmer Trade

But to get to the more serious side of Fred's communication, Iam going to reprint a section from his letter,
in which he tells what he is doing to inveigle the customers into his theatre during the warm weather. As it is
kind of hard to get anything out of Fred we generally like
to play up every little thing he sends us, so we w^ill run
this story and in the meantime await with much interest
the receipt of the photograph as promised in the beginning
of his letter. Here's hoping it comes true very soon.

'*As a member of the ROUND TABLE
CLUB, of MOTION PICTURE NEWS, I
wish to thank you for my certificate of membership in this Club. I am very proud of it
and have placed it in the most conspicuous
place in my office, and no one can enter the
office without seeing it."
Gordon W. Reap, Manager,
Arcade and Omar Theatres,
Fort Meyers, Florida.

Picture

N eiv s
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And by the way, Fred, do we go to Peelee Island this
summer or do we stay home and keep our noses to the
grindstone.
You answer this, you're better able to than
I am.
"Going to send you a picture of meself anyway as I
sec all the other boys are having their mugs published.
Here is zuhat I have done to inveigle the ctistomers into
the house during the summer months. Green lights in
marquee denoting coolness: hanging baskets under marque, Japanese lanterns on all lights in outer entrance to
lobby; lobby has trellace over lights and morning glory
vines tunned around them; inside of house, have trellis
clear across back of house extending to ceiling on which
life have climbing roses in center section and morning
glories on each side, jingle glass bells over archway at each
aisle ; green lights with hanging baskets around and small
Japanese lanterns under ceiling lights at rear. Makes a
very pretty and pleasing effect and gives house a refreshing, cooling appearance. ICE WATER is ahvays on Tap
and zve keep them rather cool with big small fans plus the
big blozver from basement. Always have a large bouquet
of natural flowers in a basket at entrance on nice stand
and one or two in the box otfice zvindon'. These flowers
I raise in my own flower garden. At the Strand, my organist, Miss Dorothy Doughty, keeps the box office supplied with beautiful flowers from their gardens.
Think I tmll run a rose matinee again next u-eek."
(Three Cheers! We've just received the promised photo,
so turn to the Club pages first thing next week and see Fred
in the flesh, not canned.)

Police Angle Always A Good Way
To
Grab
Publicity
^^~~'^^'^'^~~~^^^^^^^~'

You've read about Larry
Jacobs only a short time ago
and also about some of his
activities. But they covered
mostly marquee dressing,
etc., so him
we do not hesitate to
bring
back on the dais

to tell you something else. In selling "Donovan Affair" to
Pittsburgh, Larry run a special preview of the picture betore some of the detectives on the force and this is the front
page story that Jacobs won through his idea.

MYSTERY BAFFLES LOCAL DICKS
Only Two Out of Fivej
'The Donovan Affair," a Talkie at the Stanley. Is Solved by
Reels.
Five
Pittsburgh Detectives After
aie pr^
, 1910- Frank J Dodson, 402 Wabara ■ come the death ol Donovan
.r
David Corbelt. chief of llic homlat the dinneril„
a detective tor a, : entDuring
St who has been
n(
course
the
Ehner
and
o[ a century,
five miarter
(if squad, yeslerdny detaik-d
]Donovan exhlbiLs
student
a
ave..
mystlie
Penn
5602
of
unravfl
to
Henry
men
Qis bpsi
All |which he owns and
for over 15 years.
Thc
Donovan
atnea of crimesplausible
,.ic\v
ol theAITan,"
all-ialki
solutions, but none i larlj' supposed l^
; oRert;d
pens at llie Stanley ! rnnespondrd exacllv »ith Iho'.e em- tion over wog— »^
Affair
Jpved bv OMcn Davis m writing the

Now we don't think anyone will step forward and claim
that this is bad publicity. Hardly. We are all too anxious
to crash the front page ourselves and so we naturally admire
anyone who succeeded in so doing.
There have been several fine pictures released during the
later part of the season which lent themselves to such exploitation and it always pays to put over a special preview for
the police, press, etc., in connection with the proper stories.
Besides getting 'em to go out and talk about your coming
picture, it opens up an angle whereby the newspapers can
.make good copy of it.

.1 /( g u st
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Adding an entirely new
slant to an old idea was the

"Social" Telegrams
A Great Angle
For Ed. Hiehle

accomplishment of oui* good
friend, Ed. Hiehle out in the
Midland Theatres of New-^—
^ ^-^^—————^^^^^ afk,YouOhio.
all read about the
congratulation angle for high school students as used by
several members and readers from the original suggestions
contained in the Round Table Columns of the News. Well,
here is the way Ed added his own idea and put a mighty
fine touch to the whole
idea.

MIDLAND

THEATER

These "Social Messages" were delivered to
everyed much
graduate
and caustalk about
the
Midland Theatre plus
some fine newspaper
space telling the whole
city of this fine piece of
good-will showmanship
employed by Mr. Hiehle.
This one is also of good
use for birthday messages, where theatres
have the necessary information, likewise any other
function or occasion
where such a message
would create a kind feeling between the patron
and the house.
Hear the "It" (.ill
Mr. Hiehle also tied up
Fii>t All-T.ilkihij
with the local schools on
"Simba" to marvelous returns, whereby the
A™^®^.!?^^' Mat ^;; Eve :',;l,
schools marched to the
'THE GREYHOUND LIMITED"
theatre in a body on two
successive afternoons and
SINDAV
the teachers took care of
for 1 I)a>>
'The Home
collecting the admission
from the youngsters.
Great cooperation from
Towners"
the superintendent o f
schools signified their apDOLORES
proval of the Midland
ARCADE "C i^''f ''*^
Theatre
as a place of
entertainment
for the
F^",:
youngsters of that city.
Still harping on Ed's activities, he is turning out something like 10,000 roto sections on "Divine Lady," which
TONIGHT

AND
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Form No. 455

Mrs . Thrill

Seeker

Newark,

Ohio

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to aaend a district coun to be held in and fof
The
Trial
of Mary
Dugan
. ,
'
^
at Licking County's MIDLAND

U.

s'.

THEATRE, in the Ciry of Newark, beginning ..*5.^:..? ^^}.L'.^J..
19.^?.'..
between the hours ol 1:20 and 3:20 alternoons, and 7:00 and 9:00 evenings, and not
later than July 6th, as a Petit Juror.
Dated Newark,

will be inserted in all his local papers and delivered to the
readers via delivery boy. Here is an idea that Ed used
sensibly and with good judgment. He only pulls this idea
once in eveiw month or two and in that way does not wear
out the welcome on the mat from the newspaper people. He
also runs
a theatre party every once in a while for the delivery boys.
In a later letter we
found this Jury Notice
form which Ed used to

gnltrrOIarft f ass

-TVUUIU
5V ^mtt

exploit
"The
Trial
of
Mary Dugan" and apparently he laid his hands
upon one of the original
notices down at the city
hall because this one looks
like the real thing.
Not
only in appearance but in
wording as well, and since

Wn^ Midland Theatre to at^|9md '° '^^ courtioom ol the

tend "The Trial of Mary Dugan." Not good
unless accompanied by a coun fee oi 25c,
35c or 40c alternoons, or 35c, 50c or 60c
evenings, payable to the theatre cashier.
In SessionEDWARD
luKy 3, 4. 5. 6

J HIEHLE
Presiding Justice

we don't recall any part of Hiehle's past when he was engaged in "lawyering," then naturally he must have picked
up the idea somewhere to make it so realistic.
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July

3,

29.
EDWARD

J.

HIEHLE

Manhal of the Untied Stales lor the DiBtricl ol Newark.
By DISTRICT ATTORNEY CALWEY.
BAYARD VEILLEK Author at Coun
The Manhjl h» no conirol ovi the jury lists, and cannot excuse any person Irom jury duty,
lutor. mu«i pay 25c, Kc or 40c n alternoons or 35c, 50c or 60c evenings lor each artendance.
The building in which ihie 8urr nons IS returnable is at the Midland Theatre. N. Park Square, Newark.
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But what's a little thing like that to Ed? Nothin' at all.
Card Pass"
at the "Police
a "looksy"
give you
And
whichhereis we
another
natural
in appearance
and once more
registers a good one for the Midland Theatre. These cards
were printed on good blue card stock and measured about
2 by 3 inches.
(Note — Ed., if you dare to crawl back into your shell for
another six months I'll trot out to Newark and raise more
hell with you in ten minutes than the Gus Sun party could
raise in a year. Believe it or not. — C. E. L.)

Real Club Spirit!
We wish to take this means of thanking the large
and enthusiastic membership of the Round Table
Club for their prompt and wonderful co-operation
displayed by the attention they have given the recent Club communications addressed to them.
It is this spirit which is making the Club the great
factor which it represents in the industry today, and
is but another way of demonstratng the slogan
"All For One and One For All."
C. E. L.
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Out Many Stunts
At Rutland Strand
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J. H. Wilson, the assistant
manager of the Strand
Theatre, in Rutland, Vermont, came through with a
corking exploitation on the

Paris."
■■^^~"~^^~~~^^^^^^^^~~ "Innocents
This consiofsted
of a little
two-page folder with the front page reading "Introducing
America's Newest Thrill." The inside spread shows, on
two-thirds of it, a picture of Chevalier, and the other third
carried the wording about the picture, the play date, and the
theatre.
Enclosed in the same envelope was a small capsule which
when opened and unrolled carried a corking plug for the
"Doctor's Secret." Here is one that you should all take
advantage of, and if you want to know more about it just
drop a line direct to the Strand, up in Rutland, and we are
sure that they will be glad to comply with your request,
and give you all the dope as well as samples.
We certainly like to hear a lot more from that outfit up
there as it looks as if S. W. McKay, the Manager, and J. B.
Wilson, his assistant, are two boys who are alw^ays on
the job.
Joseph Walters, the genial
manager of the Dreamland
Theatre in Chester, S. C,
certainly added a new slant
to showmanshij). when he
pulled the following:
•— ^^-^— '————— —^—^
fjg i^as posted
an announcement in the lobby of the Dreamland Theatre, advertising the Daily Vacation Bible School, at the Presbyterian Church, for the month of July. And in addition to
this, Mr. Walters is running a slide on the movie-screen
announcing this Bible School. This is surely the first, if
not one of the first times a religious school has been advertised ina moving picture house, and Mr. Walters should
be congratulated on his fine spirit of cooperation.
In return the Bible Classes have sponsored pictures at
his Theatre, and many Civic organizations have taken advantage of the opportunities offered them by Mr. Walters
in this way.

Picture
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and readers. Thanks for the information, Joe, and we certainly would like to hear a whole lot more from you.

Morris Shulman Of
Eckel Shows Good
Judgment
On Advt.
^———^—^•^——^^—^^

Here we want you to take
a look at two stunts handled
by Morris Shulman, the
present manager of the
Eckel Theatre, of Syracuse,
New
photo on
^|-ig |g{^York.
shows The
forth, to good

advantage, the mighty fine display which he arranged for
the "Fox Movietone Follies." We also would call your
particular attention to the cut-out arrangement under the
oval "See and Hear" electric sign on the side of the marquee. From our own knowledge of Syracuse, we wish to
tell you that this sign faces toward the main street.

Joe Walters Proves
That A Good-Turn
Means Good-Will

If this isn't clear and concise proof
tive, good will tactics are productive of
good will returns, then we don't know
pass on to further prove this theory to

that such cooperagood box-office and
what else we can
our many members

Managers' Round Table Club
Employment Bureau
Theatre owners, chain executives and any others
interested in making contacts with efficient, dependable house managers are requested to communicate
with this Club.
We

have, on our lists, some men, at present employed, with excellent records. They are located in
all parts of the country.
Correspondence will be treated confidentially and
the information furnished will guide you in selecting
the right kind of a manager.
Address your inquiries to Charles E. Lewis, Chairman, at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Managers' Round Table Club.
(Note. — Managers wishing to register in this Bureau should send for proper form to be filled out.)

On the right side we show his newspaper ad on the same
picture. And if there is any fault to be found we would be
delighted to have the fault-finders send in their expressions
by return mail.
We sincerely trust that Mr. Shulman will continue to
of stufi' he is
type photogra])h
the own
us posted
keep he
that
includeson his
in putting
his nextacross
letterand
so
that we may all get a better idea of how he looks.
Supposing you make a point and do it at the first opporFine!
tunity. This O. K., Morris?
William I. Ciane. manager
of
the Park Theatre in WilWm. J. Gane Earns,
liamsport. Pa., grabbed himself some mighty fine good
Some Well Deservwill
when he co'''~'^~'~^^^~~'~'~~~^^^^^^ Socialpublicity'
operated an
with the
Sightless
Club,
organization

ing "Good Will"

com])osed of about sixty-five blind persons of Williamsport, and invited them to be his guests at the Park Theatre for the showing of the Broadway Melody.
When these unfortunate guests were assembled in the
theatre before the performance, the story of the play was
read to them, and many of them now sightless had never
before witnessed a motion picture, even before becoming
blind. Therefore this party was going to be a distinct
novelty to them.
Many of us would do well by profiting through Mr.
Gane's idea, and look around to see whether we cannot
find some organization of a similar character, that we
might tie in with, and thereby accomplish a twofold purpose, first — creating a lot of good will ])ublicity and second— actually
tunate group. doing a commimity good for some unfor-
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L. O. Davis, General Manager for the Virginia
Amusement Co., operating
four houses in and around
Hazard, Kentucky, contributes a suggestion which we
~ thought was very good.
Many theatres are discarding their old booth equipment
due to sound and talkie equipment. And for the mighty
few dollars they are being offered for this old equipment,
they would do well to follow the suggestion of Mr. Davis,
and donate their equipment to their local city or high
schools.

filthy lucre, dough, cash, mazooma, or what ever you want
to call it so long as the grocery and butcher will accept it
for it's face value.
Now looka here you Joe Murdock, come through with
some information as to what you did to win this great contest. Just remember, being a real live hero in your own
town is applesauce today, you must let the whole wide
world know about yourself and your accomplishments. So
we will await, impatiently, your little letter and a photo of
yourself so that we can give you the space you are entitled
to for this corking contest you won. What do you say?

As Mr. Davis, himself s^ys : "I, of course, when I installed
sound equipment wanted the best and installed two new projectors, so I gave the schools my old machines and screen.
I am also installing same for them, as zvell as supervising the
construction
theirsecured
booth, etc."
Mr. Davisof has
the consent of the school that

Monty MacLevy
Preparing Cam-

L. O. Davis Offers
A Suggestion For
Old M. P. Equipt.

they will not run pictures and charge admission or interfere in any way with the theatre business. And as good
will is a very valuable asset, especially when one holds
the good will of the schools and the churches, he has made
a very wise move. We certainly agree with Mr. Davis
when he says that the Civic Club and men who usually
comprise the Board of Education in small towns are very
valuable to the exhibitor, when he can have their good will.
We are reprinting the wording of the letter received
ty Mr. Davis from the city School Board of Hazard, Kentucky, and this will explain better just how they accepted
Jiis very fine contribution.
Mr. L. O. Davis, Manager
Virginia Theatre
Hazard, Kentucky.
Dear Mr. Davis:
The Hazard Board of Education wishes to hereby acknowledge
with their sincere appreciation your recent contribution to the
instructional equipment of our city schools.
We have been looking forward to the time %vhen we could have
such equipment and your generous gift, a complete machine with
screen, has made it a realization.
As a further expression of our appreciation we are hereby affixing our signatures, and we, as individuals, wish to add onr expression of thanks to you.
Yours truly,
R. L. Collin
Taylor Hurst
J. M. Ray
B. P. Wootton
E. C. Wootan, Secy.
R. J. Whittinghill, Supt.

We are certain that a showman of Mr. Davis' type is
■constantly doing things on his circuit that would be very
interesting and profitable to the many readers and members of the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages, and we sincerely trust that Mr. Davis will continue to keep us posted
upon the activities of the Virginia Amusement Co. Thank
you very kindly, Mr. Davis.
Hurrah for Ridgeway, Pa.,
and manager Joe E. MurJoe E. Murdock
dock of the Strand Theatre
in that city. Boys if ever a
Wins Stanley Contest In Western Pa. man deserved a whole gob of
credit, Joe is the guy. Imag^~"~^~'^~^^^~~~'~^^"^~"
ine this one if you can:
There was recently staged a contest for all the StanleyDavis-Clark Theatres in North Western Pennsylvania, and
out of all the theatres and managers mixed up in trying to
cop first place and the prize money that went with it, it
remained for the manager of a theatre located in a town of
only 6,000 population to run away with all the honors and
a check (or as they spell it, cheque) for $500 of our gorgeous

Monty MacLevy, who has
been rather silent for a
while, has finally come
through with news of what
he is now doing.

~~"^"^^^~^~^^^^~~~~^~~

paign for "Sound"

installi
busyPlaza
are quite
Theyng talkie
s in the
Theatre, in Freeport, L. I., and as a form of a ballyhoo,
he has tied-up with the local amusement park in town.
They are using a calliope belonging to the amusement
park, which travels all over the town, and around the town,
and all that it is costing the theatre is a trailer, which we
think is darn good cooperation tie-up.

£U2A THEATRE

HBMHRNER SSSiT

You will note from the accompanying picture, how attractive this truck looks, and it certainly is a great selling
medium for the theatre and the policy. No doubt when
the sound pictures start everyone in and around the city
will know what to expect.
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We also want you to take a look at Monty's program
which is being used at the New Arcade, in Lynbrook, L. I.,
and which we believe, for the size theatre he is operating,
is very effective and neatly made up. We rather like Monty's
style and expect to hear a lot more of him one of these days.
Keep up the good work, always keep us posted on your
activities.
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Recent New Members!

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

JOE GOETZ is the managing director
of the State Theatre, in Dayton, Ohio,
and we can recall some very pleasant
times in that city last summer. The only
trouble with having such good times is
that they don't last long enough and we
had
to pass
listen,picture
Joe, can't
we talk
you on.
out But,
of your
and
something in the form of a letter about
yourself? Come on through and give us
the "dirt."
Thanks.

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND
729

B"
TABLE
Seventh
Ave., CLU
New York

I hereby apply
the Clnb.

for

City

membership

in

JACK MERRIMAN manages the
Valentine Theatre in Toledo, Ohio. We
tried to see the manager of that house
when we were in Toledo last summer,
but he was out to supper when we called
and the rest of our visit was confined to
interviewing Jack O'Connell over at the
Vita-Temple. But Merriman can certainly make up for lost time by getting
into the swing of Club activities and tell
us what he and the theatre are doing to
get the customers into the Valentine.
How about it Jack?
Oak?

Name
Theatre
Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

COL. HARRY LONG manages the
Loew's State Theatre, in Louisville,
Kentucky. And, boys, we should be glad
to extend a welcome hand to this honestto-goodness showman who can pass on
some mighty good slants in the way of
exploitation. How about it, Col.? Can't
you start ofT your membership with
some information about yourself? It will
be more than appreciated. Thanks a lot
in advance.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's

AN

the

Blank

ORGANIZATION
t
OF

BY
FOR

RUSSELL B. MASTERS heads the
operating staff at the Capitol Theatre in
Bowling Green, Kentucky. Russ, can
you think of some recent picture that
you put over particularly well in your
town that the other members of the Club
might benefit by reading about? Try
hard and see if you can't pass along some
interesting "dope'" to the other boys in
the Club. They, in turn, are always extending ahelping hand to you and the
liost of other members.

* *

*

Proposed by Harry Brown, Jr.:
MURRAY A, LAFAYETTE, managing director of the B. F. Keith Broad
Theatre in Trenton, N. J., comes highly
recommended to the Club and we will
be awfully disappointed if he does not
turn out to be a real active member.
•Start it ofif, Murray, with your own photo
and something about your past experiences in this show business of ours. And
if vou can find the few minutes needed,
ton. us about your advertising in Trentell
* * *
Proposed by F. M. Boucher:
JOHN L. MILLER, manager of the
New Theatre in Staunton, Va., was enrolled in the Club through Mr. Boucher
who was formerly in Winchester. We
hope that F. M. injected some of the
Club spirit into this new member and
will look for signs of it in future correspondence with Mr. Miller. How about
telling us all a little about yourself, John?
We would really like to get better ac(juainted. Thanks.* * *
Proposed by Meredith P. Cramer:
GEORGE SILPATH is the operating
head of the Fox Theatre in Burlington
N. J. Coming from that peppy part of
the state leads us to believe that George
has put over some fine advertising and
exploitation, but we will be better able
to judge after we see some of the stuflF
which we want him to send us. Start
the ball a-rolling Silpath. And be sure
to send on your own photograph as well.
We want everyone else to see you too.

AND

THE

ERNEST EMERLING, manager of
the Loew's Theatre in Memphis, Tenn.,
a modern vaudeville and picture house,
affords us the opportunity of learning
about things tJieatrically down there in
Memphis. If Mr. Emerling gets the
Club spirit he will probably find the
spare moments to keep us informed. We
can only wait, and hope.

MANAGER
— OUR

**ALL FOR

SLOGAN

ONE

—

AND

ONE

FOR

ALL"

Photos of Members
graph
publisrh
of every
s to membe
iss anxiou
Club
THEphoto
and would, therefore, appreciate receiving as many as possible
for use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
C. E. L.
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ondlNewsfromCorresgondeii
Bandits Get $800 From
St. Louis Theatre
A DARING hold-up at the
Grand - Florissant Theatre,
2138 East Grand Boulevard, St.
Louis, AIo., the afternoon of July
2i netted three bandits about $800
in cash. John Weaver, manager
of the theatre, was forced to open
the theatre safe which was in the
theatre vestibule in full view of
persons passing along Grand Boulevard.
Reuben Josephson of Kansas
City and associates plan the construction of a new theatre in Trenton, Mo., to cost about §100,000.
It is reported the new house will
seat 900 persons and cover a site
55 by 120 feet.
The Empress Theatre Co., St.
Joseph, Mo., has been incnrix)rated with 20 shares of $100 par
value stock. The incorporators areGeorge M. Bell, St. Joseph, 10
shares ; Kate B. Welda, Kansas
City, 1 share and Bernard C. Cook,
Kansas City, 9 shares.
A lone robber held up the Coronado Theatre in Rockford, 111., on
July Z7 and escaped with $3,000.
The theatre was crowded at the
time. On May 17 three bandits obtained $1,000 in a hold-up of the
Coronado's
box office.
St. Louis Amusement Co. A
stock came to life on the St.
Louis Exchange during the week
ending on July 27 and some 110
shares changed hands at $20 a
share. This compares with a low
ofifer the previous week of $13 a
share. It is still far below thu
original subscrii)tit)n price for this
security. However, general opinion is there are better days ahead
for St. Louis Amusement A.
Skouras A closed July 27 at $35
bid and $38 asked.
Steve Butler, special representative for independent motion picture theatre men of the St. Louis
territory has gone to Los Angeles
and Hollywood to obtain information on the application of sound
motion pictures to neighborhood
theatres.

Fox Wesco
Annexes
Napa, Cal., Theatre
WEST COAST has acquired Hippodrome Theatre,
Napa, Calif., from Sam Gordon,
owner and manager. The deal was
consunmiated by W. H. Lollier,
who represented H. B. Franklin
and Howard Sheehan.
R. A. Walker, of Fort Jone>.
Fox

has
purchased
projector
for his another
theatre. Power's
Exhibitors driven out of the
Valley by the heat wave were Ed
Miller, of Willows ; Gus Johnson,
of Newman ; and Sam Dubois, of
Dos Pallos.
Ralph E. Crabill, who has been
associated with the Publix Theatres as Pacific Coast Supervisor,
left San Francisco for New York,
where he will become assistant to
Sam Katz.
Eschclback & Markowitz, who
recently took over the Strand
Theatre, at Los Gatos, have refitted the house completely. They
have installed sound equipment.

Chicago Will Have New Playhouse; M. P.
Theatre Guild Behind Project
REAL innovation in motion
picture theatres is seen for
Chicago in the announcement that
the Motion Picture Theatre Guild
of New York will erect a small
playhouse on the near north side
which will cater to the intelligentsia
in architectural conception and appointments as well as in its programs. The little cinema, which
will seat 300, is to be built at 151
East Chicago Avenue, where the
Guild has acquired a twenty-year
lease.
Like similar enterprises in New
^'ork and other cities the Chicago
(iuild theatre is expected to reveal
the last word in things modern — •
and modernistic. If the Guild follows the scheme of its New York
venture. Chicagoans will be introduced to Ping- Pong as one of several diversions which the little
playhouse will afford its discriminating clentele.
H. M. Herbel, Universal manager in Chicago, is the proud father
of an eight-pound boy. Mrs. Herbel is the former Gladys Walton,
screen star. Mother and baby are
reported to be doing fine.
The El Tovar is the name of the
beautiful new theatre opened last
week at Crystal Lake, 111., by the
Crystal Lake Theatre Corporation.
The new house has a seating capacity of 1,200. It was designed
in the Spanish style of architecture
by Elmer F. Behrns, who is responsible for a number of attractive playhouses in and around Chicago. Margaret Tracey is manager of the El Tovar.
Del Goodman, who hails from
Chicago, but who has been making
his headquarters in Japan, where
he is general sales manager for
Fox, is visiting his home city, and
will sliortly return to the Orient.
A. Hainline is redecorating the
Illinois Theatre at Macomb, 111.,
where he recently installed sound
e(|uipment.
Fred J. McConnell, general sales
manager of short product for Universal, was in Chicago last week
in connection with an important
tie-up which is soon to be announced.
A

Gloria Swanson, United Artists
star, was greeted by a crowd of
newspapermen and photographers
when she arrived for a brief stop
in Chicago on the way to the East.
The Peerless Theatre, Kewanee,
111., which has been closed for the
past month, will reopen on August 15 with a number of improvements and sound programs.
Willis Kent, film producer, was
a visitor in Chicago. Mr. Kent is
making a tour of exchange cities.
Harry Taylor, Western division
manager for Universal, passed
through Chicago en route to New
York. Mr. Taylor has been appointed Western sales director.
His successor has not been named.
Irving Mandel, head of Security

Pictures Corporation, is taking a
little automobile ride — one that
will take him to sunny California.
W. D. Burford, head of the
Great States Theatres booking department, and his assistant, J. P.
Dromey, left last week for New
York to confer with Publix oflicials on booking matters.
The Publi-x Indiana unit, which
lormerly comprised the FitzpatrickMcElroy chain of theatres, will establish headquarters in the same
building with Great States Theatres at 162 N. States Street.
Jones, Linick and Schaefer have
taken over the Star-Garter Theatre, which has been operating as
a burlesque house. The same policy will continue.
A new Publix house at Marion,
Ind., opened its doors to the public
last Wednesday. The new house is
called the Paramoimt.
Frank Jenks is the new master of
ceremonies at the Sheridan Theatre, which was oi>ened by Fox
last week with the Fanchon and
Marco stage shows. These units
will alternate at the Terminal
Theatre.
With the opening of the Portage
Park Theatre on August 21, Commercial and the Crown, all Fox
Theatres are equipped with sound.
Leslie Sparr, formerly manager of
the Portage Park, has been named
manager of the Sheridan.
Mr. and Mrs. James Stepanek,
of the Lynn Theatre, and their two
sons, motored to Denver, Colorado
Springs and Yellowstone Park for
their vacation.
Fred Gilford, of the Century,
Madilen and Ashland Theatres,
and family will spend their vacations at Elkhart Lake, Wis.
Tom McKenzie, manager of the
Crystal Theatre, is spending his
vacation with his daughter at Battle Creek, Mich.
Fred Schaefer, also of the Crystal Theatre, together with his wife,
is spending his vacation at the
home of his brother, Pete Schaefer,
at Eagle River, Wis.
Clayton Bond, who has been general manager for the Boston circuit, will leave for Philadelphia,
where he has accepted a position
with the Mastbaum circuit.

Kans. Town Will Hear
Blue Law Test Case
DISTRICT
court in Hiawatha,
Kan., in November
will hear
alaw"
testordinance.
case of a Hiawatha "blue
Leroy Dunnuck, picture theatre
manager, was recently fined $50
in police court for operating his
show without a permit from the
welfare board, appointed by the
mayor toments.
supervise
The actionpublic
came amuseafter
Dunnuck operated on a Sunday
contrary to a provision of the
permit given him by the board.

Plane Brings Print To
Canadian Exhibitor
time in
AN first
airplane
wasCanada
used to
for rush
the
a film shipment to a waiting exhibitor after it had missed train
connections when a print was sent
by chartered airplane from Toronto to the Capitol Theatre,
Kingston, a distance of 156 miles,
in one hour and 20 minutes.
Several Canadian cities are preparing a petition for presentation
to the Canadian Federal Government asking for Doininion-wide
Daylight Saving starting next
year. Objections have been raised
by labor unions and rural residents.
Mrs. Lucy Cosmos was sentenced to two years in the Kingston Penitentary by Judge S. Campbell, at Beamsville, Ontario, when
she was declared guilty of setting
fire to Robinson's Theatre, next
door to her hotel.
In the July 13th issue of Motion
I'iCTURE News an item appeared to
the efifect that "a bailififs sale of the
assets of Film De Luxe, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec,
took place
JulyFilm
2."
E. Dubuc,
secretary
of the
De Luxe, Ltd., informs Motion
Picture News that this information is false, declaring that "the
company is still in the game and
intends to remain for some time
yet." Motion Picture News regrets the error.
George Rotsky, manager of the
Palace Theatre, Montreal, and
winner of the managers' contest
of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., spent the past week in New
York in search of further ideas.
Four suburban theatres, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, recently acquired
by P'amous Players, are being
wired. They are the Gaiety,
Wonderland, .A.rlington and the
Crescent.
Two bandits held up Nicholas
Malouf, manager of the Maisonneuve Theatre, Montreal, Quebec,
in his office and robbed him o)
$596, which he was preparing to
take to the bank.

Items Of Interest To
Syracuse Film World
SYRACUSE
motion picture opO erators and manager.s were
guests of the Schine-Eckel Theatre last Wednesday night when
they gathered at the Syracuse
house at 1 1 :30 o'clock to hear a
talk on sound pictures by F. H.
Richardson, technical editor of
the Exhibitors' Herald-World,
William Canavan. president of the
International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employes gave a
brief talk. After the lecture the
group
was entertained
at Wood's
Restaurant.
Paul L. Forster,
organist was master of ceremonies.
William L. Doss, president of Local Union. 35. and Morris Schulman, manager of the Eckel, gave
brief addresses.
In the absence of Harry Weiss,
manager of Loew's State Theatre,
Syracuse, Charles McLeary of
Buffalo, is acting as manager of
the local house. Mr. Weiss is on
a two weeks' automobile tour.

Motion
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Auditorium, Baltimore
Will InstaU Sound
nt may be inSOUND equipme
stalled in the Auditorium Theatre, a legitimate house, Baltimore,
for the coming season according to
Fred C. Schanberger, Jr., manager of that house.
Due to suffering from infected
eye, Mike MaUmey, manager of
Loew's Valencia, Baltimore is
wearing brown colored glasses now.
The Organists' Club of Washington, D. C, attended a picnic at
Herald Harbor, near that city recently. Many members attended in
thirty machines which started from
the capitol city at 9 A.M. with
their families and friends. Irene
Juno had charge of transportation
and Harold Pease had charge of
traffic. Among the entertainment
was a bathing suit race won by
Harry Manville, president of the
club.
Joe LaRose, production director
at the Fox Theatre, Washington,
D. C, has arranged to have one
of the sixteen dancing girls at the
Fox Theatre. Washington, D. C,
go
a week's
vacation weeks.
each week
for onthe
next si.xteen
In
this way fifteen girls will remain
always in the ensemble.
Vacations are the order of the
day in Baltimore just now. Walter Hanrahan, is now on a fortnight's leave during which time
his work at Loew's Parkway is
being done by Harry Werner, on
the Loew staff in Baltimore.
Frederick Schmuff, manager of
the State, a Baltimore residential
house, is now enjoying two weeks
away. C. W. Henderson, booker
for the F. H. Durkee Interests,
controlling about ten Baltimore
residential houses, has just left for
a trip. Charles Alexander, manager of the Arcade, Hamilton, is
now away.
Frank H. Durkee, head of the
Durkee Theatrical Interests, has
returned
from Canada
a 'ooat trip
Nova
Scotia and
withto Harry
Schwalbe, Philadelphia exhibitor.
Mrs. J. M. Shellman, wife of the
motion picture editor of the Baltimore Sun and their two children,
are now enjoying a vacation on the
Eastern Shore of Maryland.
Preparations are being made by
Morris A. Mechanic, proprietor of
the New Theatre. Baltimore, and
his recently appointed publicity director, Charles H. Meigel. for a
reception to be given to the Fox
Movietone Airplane Unit which
visits Baltimore July 31. In advertisements for the New Theatre,
July 28-29, Mr. Mechanic announced that Baltimore would have
its picture taken upon that date.

New
Lessee
Likely
For Evansville House
A

POSSIBILITY that the Majestic Theatre,, Evansville,
Iiid., may reopen in the fall under
new management, thoroughlv remodeled and seating capacity enlarged, and possibly w'th talkie
equipment installed, now looms following the announcement by
Charles Sweeton, president of the
North Side Amusement Co. and
operator of the Majestic, Ohio and
Royal Theatres, Evansville, that
his firm's lease on the Majestic
expires August 31 and may not
be renewed.
Phillip
Skora,
owner
of the

building housing the 1200 seat
downtown theatre, says it is quite
possible the house may be under
new management when it reopens.
He further stated that thorough
remodeling work will start soon,
and the house extended back several feet to enlarge its seating capacity. He indicated that if
Sweeton does not renew his lease
talkie equipment would probably
be installed and the present combination picture-stage show policy
discontinued. Skora also said that
propositions for the taking over
of the house have been made to
him by both Warner Brothers and
Paramount, but nothing definite
has yet been arranged. The Majestic is now experimenting with
Saturday and Sunday straight picture shows only in the hope of
staying open through the summer,
but business tuider this plan has
not been up to expectation so far.
Aided by two midnight press
preview parties and extensive advertising, Loew's Victory has experienced during the past week its
best business in over six months.
With several hundred workers
imported into town for a 15months stay during the construction of a Wabash River bridge,
the Harmonic Theatre, New Harmony, Ind., has abandoned its four
night a week policy and is now
running seven night and Saturday
and Sunday matinees, according to
John Rutledge.
manager.
For the first time in several
months, there is no outlet in
Evansville for the product of several of the big producing companies. First National has not had
a picture here since early in
March ; RKO, Pathe and Universal have fared little better, and
since the new American closing
Fox and Columbia are out. Loew's
Victory is playing Paramount, MG-M and United Artists while the
New Grand is almost exclusive
Warner
Bros, talkers.

iVews Briefs From The
Salt Lake Film Mart
of the theatres in the
MANY
Utah territory presented free
performances to the pioneers and
elderly folks in Salt Lake City
July 24th, the Utah Pioneer day.
J. F. Baker, manager of the Salt
Lake City Columbia branch, returned recently from Hollywood
where the Columbia sales convention was held.
Art Baron has just joined the
Columbia sales force and has been
assigned the Utah territory.
Loraine .Mien, cashier for the
Salt Lake City Columbia office, is
now vacationing in Los Angeles.
Sam Feinstein, Salt Lake City
branch manager for R-K-O, is
making the Idaho territory this
week. Miss Anne Christensen, of
this oflice has been promoted to
cashier.
District Manager M. A. Brown,
of the Tiffany-Stahl offices, was
in Salt Lake City inspecting new
(|uarters to be occupied by the local
branch, on his way to Los Angeles.
The Tiffany-Stahl personnel will
i)e in the new building and will
announce a formal opening early
next week.
Andy Murdock, of the Ideal
Theatre, at Heber City, Utah, recently visited the Salt Lake City
exchange mart.
Mrs. Littlejohn, of the Lyric

and Star Theatres at Price, and
the Strand at Heber City, Utah, is
lining up some new productions
along the row. Sound equipment
has just recently been installed at
Littlejohn's Star Theatre at Price
and the Strand at Heber City.
"Buck" Wade, for some time
connected with Metro-GoldwynMayer as sales representative, has
recently become associated with
Tiffany-Stahl and will work Montana.
Mrs. C. C. McDermond is reported to have just made a tour
of inspection of the McDermoni!
interests in Southern Utah. Three
more houses arc expected to be
added to this chain of theatres
within the next ten days.
The Orpheum and Thorley theatres, of Cedar City, have been
equipped with Filmphone sound
eiiuipment, as has the Orpheum
theatre at Milford.
G. W. Thatcher, of the Capitol
and Lyceum theatres, at Logan,
Utah, was among exhibitor visitors
to Salt Lake City last week.
Hap Fredericks, Salt Lake City
Universal salesman, is now the
proud possessor of an eight-pound
baby girl.
S. B. Steck, of the Lyceum
Theatre, at Ogden, Utah, was
among exhibitor visitors in Salt
Lake City this week.

W. E. Device Installed
Xt Fox Atlanta Branch
rn
ION
TAL
icLAT
mentWeste
INS
Electr
sound
equipof
in the
a
Atlant
Fox'
ction room
projeange
eted
exch
was at
compl
last
Tuesday night. The projection
room of Paramount's local branch
is also to be equipped with the
Western Electric sound device, the
work to start at an early date.
It was also announced that
Western Electric equipment will
be installed in the new Carroll
Theatre, which is being built at
Carrollton, Ga., and which is expected to open about November 1.
Installation of similar equipment
in the Ritz Theatre, at Albany,
Ga., which is operated by W. D.
Hishensohn, is to be effected as
of September 5.
Atlanta Film Row was visited
folk :week by the following theatre
last
Mack Jackson, who operates the
Strand Theatre, at Alexander
City ; J. M. Johnson, of the
Katherine Theatre, at Monticello,
Fla. ; W. H. C. Dudley, who operates the Opera House Theatre, at
.\mericus, Ga. ; Fred Bund, Jr., of
the United States motion picture
service, Washington, D. C. ; Carl
Cape, who operates the Colonial
Theatre, at Buford, Ga. ; W. W.
Anderson, head of Pathe's Atlanta
branch.
J. R. Mcllheran, manager of the
.\tlanta branch of National Theatre Supply Co., will start on his
\acation next week, planning to
siiend the time in the mountains
resting and fishing.
Sidney Meyer, who has been
prominently identified with theatre
operation in Florida for several
years, will, on August 1, become
city
manager of Fox Theatres in
Chicago.
Southern theatres are still suffering from business depression, due
to the inroads on the fruit industry
made by the Mediterranean fruit
(\v.
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Million Dollar Theatre
In O. ; Cleveland Items
e, Ky.,
ment Co., of LouisvillAmuse.Vvenuc
THE ofFourth
51 theatres in the midowners
west, have signed a 20-year lease
lor a new $1,000,000 theatre to be
erected in Hamilton, O. The legation is on High St. opposite the
court house.
Excessive and continued heat
wreaked havoc last week at the
Cleveland suburban theatres. The
downtown houses were not hit because of their cooling systems.
Dan and Ben Robbins, of Warren, will take over the Duchess
Theatre, Warren, on October 1st
from Lemotto Smith, according to
rumor.
Mrs. Nativa Suckow, assistant
secretary of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade, is vacationing on
the high roads of New York State.
The Cleveland Film Board has
been entirely redecorated.
Rosabelle Kohn, of the Cleveland Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange, narrowly escaped death
when she was knocked down by an
automobile in front of the Film
Building last week.
Frank Gallagher, for ten years
associated with Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., organization in Cleveland, is now at the Astor Theatre,
Cleveland.
Summer policies are being enforced in the following theatres as
reported to the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade : U-No, Cleveland, running only Saturdays and
.Sundays ; Elite, Stryker, closed until further notice ; Superba, Toledo,
closed indefinitely ; Princess, Ohio
City, closed for the summer ; Palace, Holgate, closed for the summer ; Grand, Marion, closed for
the summer ; Opera House, Mineral City, closed indefinitely ; Star,
Forest, open Saturday and Sunday
only ; Luna, Prairie Depot, closed
and dismantled.
D. L. Peters has purchased the
Ohio Theatre, at Prospect, O.,
from J. L. Kohler, who has not
announced his future plans.
Ray Morris has joined the
Cleveland Columbia sales organization under the management of Herbert Kaufman.
Coshocton, Ohio, will not have
Sunday movies. A bitterly contested ordinance prohibiting them
was passed by the city council last
Thursday. Mayor Johnson Smith
has allied himself with the Blue
.Sunday advocates.
An effort is being made to keep
the movies open on Sunday in
Huntington, West \'irginia. It was
tried last week at one house without any trouble.
.\ foreclosure suit of $106,289,
against the Utopia Theatre property in Painesville, O., does not
affect the Utopia Thaetre, according to Jules Schwartz, one of the
lessees. Jules and Abe Schwartz
liave a long term lease on the
Utopia Theatre, and any action
hn night against the property is independent of the theatre.
Schine Theatres, Inc., are looking for a theatre site in Bellefontaine, it is reported.
Plans for the proposed Warner
llicatre, in Youngstown, have been
held up pending the outcome of
negotiatiiins for a 500-room hotel
to be built over the theatre, according to Dave Robins, Warner Bros.'
representative.
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L. I. Bearg Mgr. Of
Boston Metropolitan
I. BEARGer has
E ted
EN'C
LAWR
been
appoin
manag
of
the Metropolitan Theatre at Boston, Publix' New England theatre.
Bearg has been manager of the
Scollay Square Olympia Theatre
for Publix since June of 1928. He
is the youngest theatre manager in
Boston, and graduated from Boston University five years ago.
The Princess Co., Hartford.
Conn., has been incorporated to
operate motion picture theatres,
with $50,000 capital. B. E. Hoffman, New Haven, heads the company.
Peerless Amusement Theatrical
Co.. with $100,000 capital, has been
organized and incorporated at
Boston by Philip Markell, Harr>
and Isaac Cohen, all of Boston. .
Commonwealth Amusement Enterprises, Inc., has been incorporated at Boston with 300 no par
ne M. Cannata,
Josephi
.
shares
Lillian M. and Norman A. Walker
Baintree.
are incorporators,
State Theatres are to build a
theatre on Elm street, Manchester,
N. H., from plans drawn by
Architects Hutchins and French,
of Boston, contracts for which
have been awarded.
A new theatre, together with
dance hall and stores, will be
erected by the New England Theatres Operating Corp., on Mattapan
street, Dorchester. Plans have
been completed by Krokyn and
Brown, architects, of Boston, whc)
have drawn the plans for several
of this company's new theatres.
More than 300 children filed out
in order and in safety under the
direction of ushers w^hen a small
fire started in the booth of the Imperial Theatre in South Boston.
The coolness of the operator, John
Saranga, who telephoned the manager's office and remained in the
booth with the burning film until
the children passed out, probably
averted a panic.
Albert T. Donovan, former
manager of the Codman Square
Theatre, Boston, has been appointed manager of the Scollay
Square Olympia Theatre, succeeding "Larry" Bearg.
Stephen Barutio, who has been
manager of the Metropoliacting
tan at Boston for several weeks,
has returned to the Publix offices
in New York.
Joseph Marquis has been appointed assistant manager of the
Metropolitan Theatre, Boston.
An attempt to rob the Capitol
Theatre, in Somerville, by forcing
the safe in the office was unsuccessful. The combination had been
knocked off but the $1,000 contained in the safe was not further
disturbed.
The new B. F. Keith Memorial
Theatre has put a new scale of
prices into effect for the summer
with $1.00 top, instead of $1.50 and
the scale tapering off to 35 cents
instead of 75 cents.
Alexander L. Lashway. manager
of the Colonial Theatre, at Haverhill, has been transferred to the
managership of the Olympia Theatre, at Lynn, where he succeeds
Nash Weil, a former Colonial
Theatre manager who was promoted from the Olympia to a position in Chicago. Both theatres are
under Publix management.
Paul Shay, manager of the Fed-

eral Theatre, at Salem, has been
appointed manager of the Colonial
Theatre, at Haverhill, succeeding
A. L. Lashway.
Pictures in Motion, Inc., 69
Church street, Boston, has filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy
with liabilities listed at $114,971
and assets given as $1,118.
After being closed for a number of weeks, during which time
it was completely renovated and
redecorated, the Netoco Criterion
Theatre, Roxbury Crossing, Mass.,
reopened for business Friday, July
19. Among other improvements,
new opera chairs have been installed, and the latest Western
Electric equipment assures the successful presentation of talking and
sound pictures.

Regional News Notes
From Oklahoma City
IE WILKES served ice
LESL
cream cones to the patrons of
one of his theatres at Corsicana,
one night last week. The lights
went out. some one started throwing ice cream cones, and in a minute everybody was doing it. Leslie
came on the scene to see what it
was all about when several cones
came sailing in his direction in a
slapstick fashion, scoring several
hits on his chaste raiment, and
right then and there, the policy of
ice cream entertainments have been
discontinued in Corsicana.
The Mystic Theatre was completely wrecked by a powder explosion at Fort Smith, Ark., July
17th, with estimated damage to the
building at $3,000 and $500 to
equipment.
Metty Bowen has purchased the
Palace Theatre, at Hemphill, Tex.
The following Texas theatres
are installing Photo-Talker equipments : Little Theatre, Temple ;
Colon Theatre, El Paso ; Victory,
Henderson ; Palace, Floydada ;
Healy Theatre, Fort Worth ; Dunbar Theatre, Austin.
Third highest in sales for the
whole country with National Theatre Supply Co. for a period just
ended is the record set up by W.
.\. McConnack, at Dallas, Texas,
with $24,618.71 worth of orders for
.\pril, and a handsome bonus.
.\. V. Wade, owner, Foster Lyman and Mrs. Lyman, cashier,
were arrested at Gainesville, Texas,
on charge of operating the Majestic Theatre, at Gainesville, on
Sunday. Bonds were made and
the case will be heard in September.

Redecorating The Blue
Mouse In Portland
I^HE Blue Mouse Theatre, one
of the John Hamrick chain,
is being entirely transformed during the summer shutdown. The
auditorium is being completely replastered with a new texture especially developed for sound i)ictures.
ft will be newly decorated throughout and will have new lighting fix-

EMPIRE

tures and new draperies. It will
have a new Spanish type proscenium arch and organ grilles. There
will be a new box office and marquee, and Heywood-Wakefield
chairs
trons. vi'ill insure comfort for paL. E. Choat's Theatre Equipment Exchange has moved to
larger quarters in the Film Exchange Building.
O. W. Lambert, manager of the
American Theatre at Roundup,
Mont., has purchased Photophone
and will reopen the house Sept.
1st with the new equipment.
The Royaltone Manufacturing
Company of Wichita, Kan., have
appointed The Northwest Royaltone Co. representatives for this
product in California, Oregon,
Washington, Montana, Utah, Idaho, Arizona and Nevada. Headquarters in charge of F. J. Becker
have been opened at 871 Sandy
Boulevard.
A. Bernard, formerly manager
of various houses for J. J. Parker
and recently manager of The Arco
Theatre, has taken over the house
and will operate it on the same
basis as the former management.

Salt Lake And Other
Utah Film News
''P
Orpheum
Theatre
Poca1 HE
tello,
Idaho,
willof install
Movietone equipment, according tn
R. D. Carrothers, principal owner,
who is at this time making final
arrangements in San Francisco for
the purchase of the new eauipment.
Charles E. Huish, manager of
the Star Theatre at Payson, Utah,
has installed V'itaphone in his show
house, along with other recent improvements.
Minor changes on plans for the
proposed Salt Lake Theatre memorial tablet to be placed on the new
building of the Mountain States
Telephone Co., tu be erected on this
site were effected at a recent meeting of the memorial committee.
The Reelyn
Exchange
Rowstore
of on
thisSalt
cityLake's
was
robbed.
H. W. Braly, District Manager
for Paramount Famous-Lasky, is
in Salt Lake City for a visit from
Denver.
S. F. Gulbransen, newly appointed Salt Lake manager for
Paramount Famous-Lasky, is making his first managerial trip into
Montana out of this territory.
Manager J. H. Jacobs of the
Universal office, is now in Idaho.
G. A. Walsh, division manager
for Warner Brothers, arrived in
Salt Lake City from Denver for
a short stay and has now left for
San Francisco.
Mrs. Nell Schrciber recently installed Pacent sound equipment at
her Idaho house. Opening performance will take place August 1st.
The new building into which
Tiffany-Stahl will soon be moving,
is fast nearing completion on Salt
Lake's Film Row.

FILM
MODERATE

I to 1 0 Containers
I I to 50
"
51 to 100
"

VAULTS
PRICE

$ .75
50
40

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

FILM

News
Flashes
From
Cincinnati Film Row
c
ati
dramatir,
, Emjuire
editor,B. Cincinn
ADAMS
CARL
spending vacation on cruise through
Panama Canal. Will visit Hollywood before returning.
Elmer
Shard,
president
Cincinnati theatre
chain,
who recently
caused arrest union operator and
associate on charge of releasing
"stink bomb" in Monte Vista
Theatre, has withdrawn charges ;
case dismissed.
A. J. Paul, manager Royal.
Gallon, Ohio, has employed architect and is receiving bids for new
house to occupy present site of the
Ro>al. Talkie equipment will be
installed when house is completed.
Safe in Palace office, Marion,
Ohio, was recently robbed of
$1,600 by yeggs who apparently
"picked" the combination lock.
Joseph
Stern,
ownerfronton,
and operator of the
Marlow,
O.,
was arrested for first offense for
operating his house on Sunday.
Fined $60 and sentenced to 60 days
in jail. Jail term suspended on
promise of no more Sunday shows.
Manager Barck, of the Diesler,
Plymouth, Ohio, gave a benefit
performance for local Lions Club,
thereby increasing popularity of
house, which he recently took over.
J. L. Hatcher has taken over
Metropolitan, Circleville, Ohio.
House will be completely remodeled and sound installed.
George Malles is now owner of
Orpheum, Marion, Ohio, which has
been dark for several months.

Old Dime Museum In
Philly Being Razed
el
Museu
and the
minstrold
Nm of
OLITIO
DEMDime
theatre at 9th & Arch Sts., Philadelphia, which has occupied a prominent place in the theatrical history
of Phila., was started on July 19th.
Plans were inaugurated last fall
for replacing the building with a
ten story theatre and office building but these plans were never
completed and it will be converted
into an open air garage and parking place.
The
Arcadia Theatre, Sixteenth
& Chestnut
Sts.,wasa not
Stanley-Warner house which
wired and
has been "in the red" for some
time, closed last week, leaving
only four of the main downtown
motion picture theatres open for
business and bringing the total
number in Philadelphia which are
now dark to over thirty.
The appointment of Elliott
Goldman, George Lessy, Joe Rose
and Ben Fertel as members of the
Board of Managers of the M.P.
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern N. J. and Delaware will
be confirmed at the meeting of the
organization on July 31st. These
four members will replace Columbus Stamper. Charles Shissler,
Nick Power and Harry Green.

INC.

STORAGE

Over
1 00 Containers
Cases per month, 20 to 25 reels

$ .35
1.00

Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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Motion

CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED MANAGER, small town or city.
Salary reasonable. Writes
copy. Box 575, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. C.
PRODUCTION M A N AGER, acts as master ceremony. Novelty Nites, Assistant, produces novelty numbers, writes material for deluxe picture theatre stage
shows. Box 580, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave ,
New York City.

Wanted
WANTED: One Duplex
Printing Maekiue. State
price and coiiditiou and
where same can be seen for
inspection. Address Pathe
Exchange, Inc., Bound
Brook, N. J.— Tel. Bound
Brook 90.

For Sale
FOR SALE : New DeVry
motion picture camera, automatic for standard size film.
Also tripod and two reels
film. Regular $150 value;
for quick sale $75. Byron B.
Downard, Red Lodge, Mont.
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.

II*

Sparks Closing 4 More
Florida Theatres
BAD business conditions which
have caused the closing of
many houses operated by F. J.
Sparks organization in Florida, is
causing Spark houses at Plant City,
Deland, Sarasota and Kissimmee
also to close.
The Grand, at Cocoanut Grove,
has closed for the summer. The
Palace at St. Petersburg also
closed. H. H. Trumbull, owner of
the latter house, left Thursday for
a vacation in his old home state,
New Hampshire. He ])romises to
return in time to reopen his house
early in September.
Norris Nelson, in charge of service personnel and bookkeeping in
the Florida Theatre, Jacksonville,
will leave next week for a twoweek vacation.
Manager William Krause, of the
Empress Theatre, entertained
newspaper and theatre friends at
a watermelon party.
Charlie Morrison, former theatre manager, has been made special representative of the Ward
Baking Co., in Jacksonville. He
will do special exploitation to boost
sales.

Stebbins To Have New
Bldg. In Kans. City
CONTRACT
of a new homeforof construction
the Charles
Ai. -Stebbins Picture Supply Co.,
of Kansas City, has been awarded.
The building will be at 1804 Wyandotte Street.
A new branch of Columbia will
be opened in Kansas City by
Charles Gregory, branch manager
for that company in Omaha and
who has been commissioned to
open the new Kansas City exchange.
. A new theatre and hotel building, in Trenton, Mo., to cost $300,000, is being contemplated by
Charles T. Sears and associates.
Kansas City detectives this week
arrested a suspect in the $5,000
Newman Theatre robbery of January 20. He is Joe Spano, 22 years
old, and has been identified by witnesses as one of the bandits who
held up the theatre.
The M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri has moved into its new home
on the first floor of the old Paramount building, Kansas City. The
new quarters are much larger and
afTord more facilities than did the
former quarters at 120 West
Eighteenth
Street.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market
this week were : D. J. Maxwell, Nashua Theatre, Nash-ua,
Kans. ; D. Fizola, Empress
Theatre, Fort Scott, Kans. ; Frank
Weiry, Harris Theatre, Richmond,
Mo. ; George Ellis, Cleveland
Theatre, Cleveland, Mo. ; L. E.
Maple, Cozy Theatre, Bethany and
Albany, Mo. ; G. L. Rugg, Opera
House, Troy, Mo., and Sam Blair,
Blair Theatre Enterprises, Belville,
Kans.
The Independent Poster Exchange, Kansas City, has moved
from 111 West Eighteenth Street
to 806 Wyandotte Street.
The RKO exchange is undergoing some remodeling, the walls
being
painted
and the furniture refinished.
Mrs. A. F. Baker, wife of the
manager of the Electric Theatre,
Kansas City, Kansas, who underwent a major operation in Bethany
Hospital, Kansas City, Kansas, is
reported to be improving.

Pa. House Damaged By
Fire ; Pittsburgh Notes
taken over
O e,hasMcKee
SOWK
JOH
sport,
theNLyric
Theatr
formerly owned by the CapitolLyric Co. Charles Eggers remains
as manager.
The Regent Theatre, Cambridge,
which is being entirely rebuilt will
be opened about September first.
Robbers cracked the safe of the
Globe Theatre, McKeesport, recently and got away with $850 in
cash and jewelry valued at $3,000.
The jewelry was the property of
Mrs. Joseph Weiss, wife of the
Globe owner.
Frank J. Zwick has taken over
his brother's Grand Theatre, at
Fredcricktown.
Samuel Shaw has taken a newpartner in the .American Poster
Supply Co., Pittsburgli, in the person of Charles Kiefer. Fred Fry
and Ray Lappin have sold their
interests.
Johnny Nichols, after shipping
for F B O several j'ears, is now

change.
with Pittsburgh Standard

ex-

"Morty" Henderson is now manager of the Harris Cameraphone,
in East Liberty.
Fire of undetermined origin recently did $30,000 damage at the
Dixie Theatre, Uniontown. A
lowered asbestos curtain 'prevented
the fire from becoming more serious.
F. C. Bonistall is the newest addition to the Pittsburgh sales force
of Educational exchange.
Edward C. Paull is the new
manager at the Columbia Theatre,
Warren, Pa., having come from
Springfield, Ohio.
Among Pittsburgh Film Row
vacationists are : George Tice,
Paramount ; Joseph Hanna and
Miss Julia Sichak, Fox ; David
Silverman, Pathe; Miss Catherine
Gregoritch, Metro.
Recent exhibitor visitors to
Pittsburgh Film Row included:
Harry Barnhart, Charleroi ; J. H.
McKenery, West Newton ; Carl
Becker, Butler ; Theodore Mikalowsky, Masontown ; Harrv Petz,
Youngwood; H. L. Stahl, Oil
City ; Mike Manos, Greensburg.
Believe It Or Not ! Larry
Jacobs, publicity manager for
Warner Theatres, is on the golf
links in Schenley Park, Pittsburgh,
almost every morning at six-thirtv

Warm Weather Closes
Several Pa. Theatres
A

NUMBER
Pennsylvania
theatres haveofbeen
closed recently, most of them temporarily
on account of the hot weather.
Among them are the Empress,
Manayunk ; Elks, Mahoning City ;
Embassy, Allentown ; Poli, Wilkes Barre ; Regent, Scranton ; Capitol,
Scranton ; Opera House, Parkesburg,
Rock. and Hunt's Auditorium, Glen
Manager Max Abrams, of the
Capitol Theatre, Shenandoah, has
returned home from a recent trip.
The Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville, after experimenting for a
number of weeks with stock company plays, has re-adopted a policy
of presenting all-sound pictures.
Robert Ferenbaugh, manager of
the Colonial Theatre, Allentown,
recently figured, with several other
men, in the heroic rescue of a
ing.
fourteen-year-old girl from drownA reel of film burst into flames
in the projection booth of the Roxy
Theatre, Ashland, and Robert
Davis, chief operator, was rendered
unconscious by the fumes.
The \^edding of George Bittinger, assistant manager of the
-Strand, the leading Comerford
house in Sunbury, and Miss Ethel
Snyder, of Northumberland, took
place on the stage of tlie theatre
on June 23.
The Temple theatre, .\shland,
lias curtailed its activities for the
rest of the summer to performances
nil .Saturda\' afternoons and evenings. The house is operated by
J. \'. -Schreck, and will be remodeled i^rior to its going back to
a full-time schedule in the fall.
A bolt of ligiitning during an
electrical storm hit the roof of the
Strand Theatre, Lansford, and did
considerable damage.
The Astor Tlieatre, Reading, is
experimenting with changing the
weekly bill on Saturdays instead
of Mondays as had been its custom.

Picture

News

Southern Exhibitor —
Theatre Briefs
that boxADVICESbama towns
fromindicate
the smaller
Alaoffice receipts are below normal
for this time of the year, but exhibitors generally seem optimistic
over possibilities for next fall, and
many say they anticipate good
business to begin in September.
Virgil ("Doc") Wadkins, assistant manager of the Alabama Theatre, at Birmingham, returned to
his post early last week after a
vacation in Atlanta.
Airs. M. W. Snell, city amusement inspector, has just returned
to her desk in the Birmingham,
.A.la., City Hall, following a motor
trip vacation in which she and her
son toured the Middle West, and
during which she also attended the
national convention of the business
andMr.professional
women's
clubs.
and Mrs. Leslie
W. Connor,
well known in Birmingham theatre circles, are now vacationing in
Boston, Mass.
T. E. Watson, of the Strand,
Montevallo, visited Birmingham
the past week.
Mr. and Mr. James H. Thompson are confined to their home in
Birmingham by illness. Mr.
Thompson is Eltabran Film Co.
rejjresentative.
Bert Hollowell, manager of the
Empire, Birmingham, is still very
ill. but is reported to be improving.
O. K. Bourgeois, Pathe representative in Birmingham, will
spend his vacation in his old home
town. New Orleans.
A new $75,000 theatre is to be
built in Greeneville, Tenn. It will
be operated by W. G. Carter, of
Greeneville, affiliated with Toney
Sudekum, of Nashville, president
of Crescent Amusement Co., who
owns
and operates a chain of 160
theatres.
Plans are being drawn and construction isexpected to begin soon.
Frank V. Alerritt, general manager of the Marvin Wise circuit
of theatres, returned to Birmingweek. ham from Baltimore, Md., last
Joe Steed, of Southern States
Theatres, returned last week to
Birmingham from vacation.
Willard C. Patterson, district
manager of Publix. visited Birmingham the past week.
T. n. McMinn. of the Lyric
Theatre, at Cullman, Ala., is instal ing a new sound device.
The new SOO-seat theatre, at
Hartselle, Ala., work on which is
progressing
rapidly,
or about I^bor
Day. will open on
A new theatre under construction at Centre, Ala., is expected to
be completed in time for September
opening.
Recent advices from .\thens,
.\la., indicate that a Birmingham
syndicate
will bm'ld
theatre
in connection
with a a new
hotel
and
store building, the theatre to be
operated by Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Allen, who have managed the
DixieeralTheatre,
\ears past. at .Athens, for sevIt is reported that Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Tlvrnton, of the Pastime.
Carbon Hill, ,'\la., are preparing
to install sound equipment.
It is also reported that the Marion,, Birmingham uptown hou.se
("formerly the Princess), a WilbyKenncdv theatre, will close this
fall.
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COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
m short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
Title
Aellta (Revolt of the Robots)
Flames of the Volga
In Old Siberia i,Katorga)
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
(Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchanko
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Title

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coining
Title
Arsenal.
General Line, The
Her Way
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Date
Length
23 . . .2900 feet
30
7000 feet
20
6500 feet
19
7000 feet
9 — 6800 feet
11 — 5600 feet
13 ...7000 feet
10
1
6500 feet
18 — 6500 feet

Reviewed
July 27

Attractions
Rel. Date

Star

Length

Reviewed

8000 feet

Russian Cast.

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title
•tjBachelor Girl, The
Behind Closed Doors
•tSDonovan ARalr. The (F. &
(A. T.)
Eternal Woman
Faker, The
*t5Fallof Eve (A. T.)
•t§Father and ■'
Son.
•tSLone Wolfs Dauflhter (D) .
Quitter The

•■tTrlal Marriage .
•tiVounger Genet^tlon (D)

Star

D.)

Feb. 24 .

Holt-Revler
Borden-Graves
Logan-Delaney
Millcr-Stanlev-Prouty
Holt-Revler-McBan
(Silent Version)
Lytell-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Lyon-Revier
Kerrv-Ellers
(Silent Version)
Hersholt-Basquette
I Silent Version)

April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

11 .
18 .
2

Rel.

Date

Coming
Title

Rel. Date

Loqan-uolller-Todd
Valll-Glass

Length

Reviewed

ALL-TALKIE

5897 feet

Title

7200reet ...Mar.
5800feet. April
5651 feet
June
6439 feet ...June
5. .6903 feet
5. .
18 . .6339 feet ...Mar.
6214 feet
18
5671 feet
May
1
10 . 6639 feet
10 . 6506 feet
4 . 8217feet ...Mar.
4 . .7394 feel

30
6
22
8
9
25
23

Attractions

Star

Length

Reviewed

*t§Broadway Scandals of 1930 (A. T.'. Special Cast
•tjCradle of Jazz The (A. T.)
Belle Baker
ttSFIIght
.
Holt-Graves
•tJFIyIng Marine. The
Lyon-Mason-Robards
*t§l-adies of the Evening (A. T.)
*t§Lasf of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
Bert Lytell
Light Fingers
Keith-Revier
*t§Melody Man, The
•tJRoad to Broadway, The
*t§Sisters (A. T.)
O'Day-O'Nerll
*t§Song of Love fA. T.)
Belle Baker

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Date

*t§At a Talkie Studio (F)
Buddy Doyle
*t5Columbia-Vlctor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a month
*t§Falling Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergman-Manning
•tSGay Caballero The (A. T.) (D.) . . Frank Crumit
*t5Memorles (D.)
Murphy-Morrison
tJMy Wife (A. T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
•t{Old Man Trouble (D)
Jules Beldsoe
*t§Snappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
Nan Blacksione
*t {Talking Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
♦tJTalklng Screen Snapshot
Novelty
*t§Talking Screen Snapshots
Novelty

Length

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes. .
Al Alt
Adrlenne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher-Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Gene Stone
Billy Dale
Monty Colling
Collins-Dent
Al St. John
Collins-Dent
Davis-Dent
Wallace Lupino
Lupino Lane
-Big Boy"

• Means tynchronized tcore.

ReL
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
. . Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
May
July
Aug.
May
June
April
Jan.
July
May

Date
6 .
17
2
27
17
24
28 .
21 .
24 .
27
18
i
7
24
13
28
16
10 .
19 .
28. .
11
26. .
2 .
21 . .
6 .
21
5 .

f Meant sound effects.

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 16
Feb.
2
July 13

Mar.
May
Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

Length
.2 reels
,2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
.2
.2 reels
reels

Reviewed
Feb. 18
July 20
May 18
June IS
Feb. 2
April
July 27
20

Rei. Date
Feb. 17...
July 21 . .
April 7. ..
May 12. . .
Jan. 13 . .
Mar. 10 . .
July 14 .
May 19 ..
Aug. 11..
June 2 . .
July
7...
Jan. 13 ..
June 9...
Aug. 18 ..
May
5 ..
June 30 . .
Dec. 9...
Aug. 18..
June 31 . . .
June 9> . .
Feb. 3...
July 21 . . .
May 26. . .
April 14 ..
April21...
Aug. 25 . .
June 23. .
Feb. 24. . .
Mar. 17 . .

Star

.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels

Barthelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sllls-Mackalll
(Silent Version)
Alice White
(Silent Version)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Sills-Corda
(Silent Version)
Blllle Dove
(Silent Version)

July
June
April
Feb.
May
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
July
Mar

Corinne
Griffith
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Corinne
Griffith
(Silent Vsrsion)

May
May
May
April
Mar.

Conklln-Fazenda
(Silent Version)

Feb.
Jan.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.
April

3
30
30
30
16
25
2
20

May 11
June 1

Mar 16

Mar. 30
July 13
April 13

Royal Rider, The
*tSaturday's Children (D)
*tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)

*t§Smiling Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... Moore-Hall
•tSSquali. The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)

July
May
Mav

•tSynthetic Sin (D)
*f§TwinBeds (A. T.) (D)
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)

Colleen Moore
Mulhall-Miller
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent Version)

Jan.
July
May
April

•tjWeary River (D)

Barthelmess-Comgson
(Silent Version)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.

*tWhy Be Good (D)

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-fibn.

9

June IS
May 18
May 11
July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

Reviewed

*t§Drag (D)
•t§Glri In the Glass Cage (D)
•tJHis Captive Woman (D)

*tiMan and the Moment

May 11
June 16
July 8

Length
ReL Date

Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)

♦tJPrlsoners (D)

29
IS
19
12

July 13
Feb. 16

Dancing Vienna
*t}Dlvlne Udy. The (D)

Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22

13

May
June
Dec
Jan.

.1 reel
2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels

June
July

Lawless Legion
•tLove and the Devil

July

June 1
July 20
Dec. 1

8067 feet.
June 30
.8435 feet.
April 7
June 2 . 5944 feet.
Feb. 3 . 6426 feet.
Mar. 173 .. 6296 feet.
Feb.
5683 feet.
Jan. 13. . .9914 feet .
Mar.
31
.
.
8993
feet.
April 14. .

*t§Hot Stuff (D)

June IS
Mar. 30
Mar. 36

.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
reels
,22 reels

Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalll-Mulhall
(Silent
Version)

♦tSHouse of Horrors (D)

Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17

Feb.

*t§Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall
•tjCareers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
♦tChlldren of the RUz (D)

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30

18
15
25
25
2
2
20
13

.22 reels
reels
,2 reels

June 8
June 8
June 15
June 8
8
13

May
Dec
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
July

SHORTS

Star

FIRST NATIONAL
Title

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Air Derby
Aunile'a Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol. The
Contented Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
Fake Flappers
FIxer.The
Four Wheel Brakes
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Helter Skelter
Her Big Ben
Her Gift Night
Honeymooniacs
"<" Sports
Hot Times
Household Blues
Howling Hollywood
Husbands Must Play
Joy Land
Joy Tonic

Length
.1 reel
24 . . .1 reel
5...
reel
13. . . .1.1 reel
14 . .2 reels
19. . . 2 reels
20 .. .2 reels
24 . . 1 reel
19 . .
24... . 1 reel
. 1 reel
20...
21 . . . .1
.1 reel
reel
30. . ,
10. . . .1 reel
.2 reels
3... .2 reels
23... .2 reels
4. .. .. .2 reels
30.
.2 reels
17. . .
.2 reels
5. .. .1 reel
24 . . .2 reels
7... 1 reel
13
. 2 reels
16 . . .1 reel
16. . .
.1 reel
13 . .2
reels
10 . 2 reels
31 . .

Rel. Date
Mar.
May
.Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.
May
Feb.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Maf.
Dec
Aug.
June

•tjAsk Dad (FA D)
E. E. Horton
*i§Barber's Daughter CF & D)
Clyde-Hill-Dent
*t§Bees' Buzz. The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
•t§Big Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhalll-HIII
*t§Bride's Relations, The (F & D). . Burke-Gribbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§Buying a Gun (A. T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Cold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
*r5Constabule, The !F& D)
Clyde-Hill-Gribbon
•t§Crazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*f§Dont Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
♦tSEIigibie Mr. Bangs, The {F&D)..E. E. Horton
*t§Giri Crazy (F & D<
Clyde-Bennett
*t§HisBaby Daze (A. T.) (F & D).. Lloyd Hamilton
*t§His Big Minute (F& D)
Lloyd Hamilton
■i§Jazz Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color).
*t§Llon's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§LookOutBelow(A.T.)(F&D). . Raymond McKee
*t§Lover's Delight (F & D)
Arthur-Garon
*t|Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
•t§Old Barn (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§On the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Rideon a Runaway Train (D)... Special
*t§Right Bed. The (F& D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Ship Mates (Fi D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Ticklish Business iF& D)
Collins-Dent-Orew
*t§Trusting Wives (F& D)
E. E. Horton
♦tSWhirls and Girls (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§ap!Booml Bangl (F & D)
McKee-Collln-Glass

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Star

Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match. Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me .
Lupino Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Perak, The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks . .
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It In
Al Alt
Served Hot
Cliff Bowes
Smart Steppers
A. St. John
Social Prestige. .
Monty Collins
Sole
Support
"Big
Studio Pests
Jerry Boy"
Drew
Summer Saps
Lupino Lane
Those Two Boys
Collins-Dent
Time 10 Expire
Gene Stone
Top Speed
Al Alt
Walking Fish . .
Our World Today
What a Day
Monty Collins
What a Pill
Billy Dale
What a Trip
Vernon Dent
Whoopee Boys
Monty Collins
Wise WImmIn
Jerry Drew

7642 feet.

.June

1

.AprlVis
Feb. 298
.June

21 .
22.. 7992 feet . Jan.
April 199
7. . 7692 feet..
3 .
6774 feel.. May 18
Mar. 9
B . 746Cfeet..
21
28 .
7 . .6700 feet.
.61 09 feet.
3. . .6431 feet.
Sept. 22
24. .
24. .
7..
17. .
7800 feet... June 1
19.
5 . ..
5 .7950 feet
6727 feet.
14
May 4
10 . .5405 feet
17 . .5238 feet
27
July 27
8550 feet
9629 feet .
31
May 18
26
12
. 6852 feet .
July 12
20
6
Jan.
14 . .8081 feet ...June 29
12
.
28 .
7978 feet
.Feb. 2
10.
7 ..
7565 feet
17
Jan. 26
3 . . . .7692 feet

A. T. nhn title mean* All Talkie.

496

Motion
Coming

Attractions

Star
Title
. Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young.
♦tSCareless Age, The (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Lee
*t§Dark Streets (D) (A. T.)
*t§Fast Life (D) (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.- Young-Morris.
♦tJFootlight and Fools (A. T.)
Moore-Hackett
*f§Forward Pass, The (A. T.)
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
*tSGirl From Wooiworth's, The (A.T.)Alice White
*t|Great Divide The (A. T.)
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
^^^""'o". '^*' i'^ ^;,^ '?\
MackaMI-Burns
* |HerPrvateLife(A T.)
. BilheDove^
*t§lsle of Lost Ships, The (A. T.). . . . Valli-Robards-Beery

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

!tf|-?r
^ *Al.°?^*?.i Fa't ; T.) Dove-Pidgeon-Todd
* §LfhesoftheField(A.
Corinne Griffith
* §Little Johnny Jon^ (A. T.)
Eddie Buzzell
*f§Loose Ankles (A. T.) _ ... .^. . .
. ,
*t§Most Immoral Lady, A (A. T.).
Leatrice Joy
Bernice Uaire
"No. No, Nannet»e" (A. T.)
Irene Bordoni
*t§Paris (A. T.)
•tiSaliy (A. T.)
Marilyn Miller.
Wnlhi Fsrgo Express
Ken IVIaynard.
*t§Young Nowheres {A. T.)

Richard Barthelmess

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title

Star

*t§Behind That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBIack Magic
•t§Black Watch, The
*tBlue Skies
•tCaptam Lash

Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLaglen-Loy
Tweivetrees-Albertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twel-etrees-Eaton
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchlt-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
Gaynor-Farreii
(Silent Version)
Lowe-Moran

*t§Chasing Through Europe
Christina
•tExalted Flapper
•tFar Call. The
*tFour Devils
tIFour Devils, The. . .^
•tjFox Follies. The (A. T.)
•tFugltives.
•tSGhost Talks, The (A. T.)
•tGlrls Gone Wild
•tJHearts In Dixie (A. T.)
•tJin Old Arizona (A- T.)
*tJoy Street
*t§Lucky Star
•tjMakIng the Grade

Rel. Date
June
June
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April

30.
2
26
17
8.
8.
9
30
26
28
28.

May
Jan.
Jan
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.

^
25
27.
27.
24
24.
10
10
20 .
7.
18.
18
17

niMaskwIEmotlons.'.V.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.GeorgeO'Brien
.Coliyer-Oresser ■.■.■.■.■.■■.■.■.'.■.■.'.■.May
April
•tiNot Quite Decent.
(Silent Version)
*tNew Year's Eve
Astor-Morton
Feb.
•tOne Woman Idea, The
LaRocque-M. Day
June
(Silent Version)
June
••tPlastered In Paris
Cohen-Pennick
Jan.
*t§Pleasure Crazed (A. T.)
Marguerite Churchill
July
Protection
Burgess-Elliott-Page
May
•tSIn Sister
Carroll-Gray
Feb.
(Silent Version)
Feb.
•tStrong Boy
McLaglen-Joy
Mar.
(Silent Version)
•tSSpeakeasy (A. T.)
Page-Lane
Mar.
•tTrent's Last Case
Griffith-Day
Mar.
•tJThru Different Eyes (A. T.)
Baxter-Lowe
April
•ttrue Heaven
O'Brion-Moran.
Jan.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
•tSVallant The (A. T.)
Paul Muni
May
•tVelled Woman, The
Tora-VincentI
April
•tWomanfrom Hell, The
Astor-Armslrong
April
(Silent Version)
April

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Backwash.
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding, The
•tSFrozen Justice
GIri Downstairs, The
•tSHurdy Gurdy
Joy Street
Lost In the Arctle
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
River, The
•tSThey Had to See Paris

SHORT
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee, A.
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony.
Ends of the Earth .
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
. Variety
.Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
.Variety
Variety
Variety
Var'ety
Variety
Varilty
Variety
Variety
Variety

Rel. Date

•tJAcross the Seas
•tt At the Ball Game
•HBath Between
*t(BelleorSamoa.The(A.T.) (F)...
•tJSeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
•tjBridge at Midnight
•tSCorpus Christie
•tjDIplomats, The
•fi Dolls and Puppets
•*|Everybody Loves My GIri
•tJFamily Picnic

May 25

. . .5463 feet. . . Feb. 9
. . .6376 feet
July 13
8955feet
April 6
5313 feet
. . .5282feet. . . May 25
Oct. 13
6500 feet
feet
June 221
.8291
.June
.6331 feet.
.6356 feet.
Feb. 23
.6395 feet.
.5232 feet
April
Mar. 279
.6000 feet.
.6650 feet
.
Dec 29
.8724 feet.
.June 28
. .7554 feet. .MarJuly 27
..8400 feet.
.7000 feet
.6024 feet
May

4

May
4
.June 15
Sept. 29
July 20
June 1

Length

Reviewed

7313 feet ...Jan.

S

Length
Rel. Date
reel...
3. .1
. 1 reel . . .
26
.1
reel...
21
. 1 reel . . .
7
.
1
reel
...
23 . .
9.. . 1 reel . . .
1
reel
17. .
4 ..
28.. J '««{
20 . • ■■««
6.. J] 'e*
'«e
31 . . I f«e
17.. I '••
12. .
3 . ] '»«'
reel
J '««!
19. . .1
.1 reel
13. .
28. . .1 reel

Rel. Date

Royal Hawallans
Joe Cook
Clark-McCullough
Moran-Clark & McCullough
Clark & McCullough
Mary Duncan
Raquel Metier
Clark-McCullough
Nancy Orexel
Winnie LIghtner
Raymond McKee

Gallagher-Edeson
Robert Benchley
Interview
IVIutt& Jefl Cartoon
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
Clark & McCullough

2 reels.

•ts'imeriiew.Vhe
'tSKnlfe. The (A. T. (F)
nSKnlghls Out (A. T.) (F)
•tfLadles' Man

Clark-McCullough
Lionel AtwIII.
Clark 4 McCullough
Chic Sales

2 reels
2 reels

•tSMedlclne
Man. (F)
the (A. t.j (F)... Clark & McCullough
tJMIIIef & Farrell
3 Songs
tJMInd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
*t}Muslr Fiends. The (A. T.) (F).. . .Clark & McCullough
nSNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F). . . .Otto Matleson
•♦{Nightie Knights
Clark-McCullough
tjOld Tunes for New (F)
Dr. SIgniund Spaeth
•t{On the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Frledland 4 Revue
•t}Pagllaccl— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
. Song Program.
tSRoyal Hawaiian
Singers(F).(F)'.
*tiSchubert's
Serenade
•tsSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tSSound Your A (F)
•tjSouth Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawallans
*t{Stewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•tjThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•t}Treasurer'6 Report
Robert Benchley
»t jWaitzlng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦tjWater Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•t5 White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
tSWhy Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

Reviewed

Length
1 reel. . .

Feb. 17. .. .1870 feet
2reels. .
2 reels

Reviewed

June

1

Sept. 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . .Jan. 12

f Mean* iotind e0ectt.

Date

Length
3 reels . . .
2 reels.
2 reels.

Reviewed)
.June 30

1 reel..
1 reel..
June IS

;;;;;;:;;;;;;;2'reei8,

2
2
3
2

reels
reels.
reels.
reels

1 reel.

3 reels
1 reel

SepL S

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Sept

9

GOTHAM

FEATURES

Title
Thru the Breakers
*t}Tlmes Square

Star
Uvlngston-Herbert
Day-Lubin

Rel. Date
Jan.
Mar. 31

Length
6420 feet
6000 feet

Reviewed

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title
*tSAIIas Jimmy Valentine (D)
All at Sea...
*t jBridge of San Luis Rey (D)

Star
Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Length

26
7803 feet.
26 .... 7142 feel.
9
5345 feet.
May
30
7980 feet .
30
.8268 feet
Feb.
2. . .7524 feet
Feb.
1.. .9372 feet... Feb.
.
.6
reels
April
18..
9. . . .7177 feet
9
Jan.
11
16. . . .6236 feet. . . April
16 . . 6201 feet
19. . . .9044 feet. . . Feb.
20
15 ...7351 feet .. . June
16... 6179 feet
25
6683 feet
June
6
5264 feet
2
4815 feet
27
7 reels
Feb.
12. . . 6596 feet
20... 4811 feet
6
7047 feet
6500 feet .. Feb.
5. . . .8799 feet
Feb.
5. . . .8799 feet Mar. 24
25 .. .7783 feet .. .July

Mar.
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
April
April

•tTldeof Empire (D)
•tSVoice of the City (A. T.) (D)

Mar. 23
April 13

6552 feet

May
4.
Feb. 23

.6500 feet..
9235 feet..

Adoree-Duryea
Wlliard Mack
(Silent Version)
Chaney-Velei-Taylor
Garbo-Asther

Title
Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
Brown Gold
Dealers in Babies
Double Whoopee
Oldng Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight
Foundations of Gfid
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty (Silent Version)
Llghloflndla The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
ManchuLove
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisyto Noises
Off
Buffalo (Silent Version)
Oriental Motoring
Outlandish Manners
PalrofTights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny. A
Secret Boozehounds
That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
Unklsscd Man. The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?

Wiggle Your Ears (Silent)
June 30 Wltcli Doctor

SUBJECTS

Star

Ufa OddlMes
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godw!n
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Sojln
Chariey Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Chariey
Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Chariey Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental $ongt).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-an-Alm.

Jan.
Jan.
June

25
2
23i
1ft
20
19
20
16
22
8
2

2
9
'28
1$

April
13
Mar. 23

Length
Rel. Date . . 1 reel
Mar. 16. . . . 1 reel
Mar. 2 . . 2 reels
April 20. . , .1 reel
July
6. . . . 1 reel
Aug. 3 . .2 reels
May 18. . . 1 reel
Feb. 2.. ..2 reels
Jan. 12. . , .2 reels
May
4.. .1 reel
May 11.. . . 2 reels
July
6 . .2 reels
Jan.
6. . 1 reel
Mar. 30 . .2
. 1 reels
reel
May 25 .
April 27 . 2 reels
Jan. 26 . . 2 reels
April 6.. .2reels
June 1 . . .2 reels
Mar. 16 . .
Jan. 12. . .2 reels
reels
May 11 . . .2
. 1 reel
Jan.
6. . .2 reels
.
2
reels
Feb. 16..
9. .
Feb.
. 1 reel
July 20 . .Ireel
June 8. .
.2 reels
Feb. 2..
reel
April 13. . .1
.2 reels
May
4.. . 1 reel
Feb. 16. .
. 2 reels
Mar. 23 . . .2 reels
April 13. .
May 25 . . . 2 reels
treel
June 22 . .2reels
April 27. . . 1 reel
Jan. 19 .
reels
Mar. 2. . .2
.2 reels
Mar. 30. . 2 reels
April 6 ...1
.
reel
May 28

A. T. after title bkom

Reviewed
..Nov. 2«

(Silent
Version)
•tSBellamy Trial. The (D)
Joy-Bronson
*t{Broadway Melody (A.T.) (D)... Page-Love-KIng
China Bound
Dane-Arthur
•tDesert Nights (D)
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Desert Rider
Tim McCoy
•tJDuke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
•tFlyIng Fleet (D)
Novarro-Page
•tJGreat Power, The (A. T.)
Special Cast
*t§ldle Rich, The (A. T.) (D)
Nagel-Love-Hyams
Loves of Casanova
Ivan Mosjoukine
♦tMan's Man. A
Halnes-Ounn
Morgan's Last Raid
Tim McCoy
Overland Telegraph
Tim McCoy
*t5Pagan (D)
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Man. A
Cody-Pringie
Sioux Blood
McCoy-Frazer
*t}Splte Marriage
Buster Keaton
(Silent Version)
•tTrall of '98 (D)
Del RIo-Forbes
(Silent Version)
*t§Thunder
Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)

SHORT
■ ■ ■
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

SHORTS

Star

* lUtant gynckroniztd tcore.

6

Rel.

News

Title
*t 5F orget-Me-Note (F)
•tSFrlendship (A. T.) (F)
•tJFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
•tsGeorge Bernard Shaw
•t}Ghost8
♦tjGoIng Heme
•tSHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
♦t{ln Holland (A.
_ T.) (F)

•tJWhere East Is East
•tWIld Orchids (D)

Mar.
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Aug.
April
April

MOVIETONE
Title

Reviewed

12
5511 feet
10 . . .6072 feet
10..
6053 feet
3
5150 feet
April 6
5526 feet.
6775 feet., . . Mar. 23
24
6809 feet.. . .June 8
31
4991 feet
14
April 20
Feb. 16
5531 feet.
20
20
5563 feet.
..May
18
5537 feet.
19
14
21
5442 feet
21 . . . .5489 feet
May 25

SUBJECTS

star

8487 feet

19.;..
7
6 reels.
4653 feet.
24. .. .5958 feet.
2
6111 feet.
2. . . .6106 feet
23
6641 feet

Farreli-Duncan
Lowe-Danlta-McLaglen
Astor-Bard
Uiric-Frazer
O'Brlen-Moran
George Jessel
Eaton-Moran-Stuarl
Special Cast
Farrcll-Duncan
Nagel-Collyer
Farreli-Duncan
Will Rogers

Title

Length

. . .8300 feet. . . July

Star

Picture

All Talkie.

April

e

Reviewed

June 10

June

8

June 1

July

8

August

3 ,

497

19 2 9
Title

Coining Feature Attractions
Reviewed
Star
Rel.
Title
Hel. Date
uate
Length
•t§Anna ChrlsUe
Greta Garlw
•tjBlshop Murder Case, The (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
♦t§Coilege Days (A. T.)
Duncan Sisters
*t}Cotton and Silk
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
The
Deadline,
*t§Dynamite (A. T.)
Picktord-Wood-Nagel
11583 feet.
July 27
Ijjve-Hackett-Doran
•tjEva the Fifth (A. T.)
•tSFIve O'clock Girl. The (A. T.). . . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
Halnes-Page
•tJGob. The (A. T.)
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
*t5Green Ghost. The
•tJHalleluiah
Colored Cast
He Learned About Women
Halnes-Page-Percy
*t5M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
„
(A. T.)
Special Cast
June 29
Crawford
Joan
JungI*
Norma Shearer
*t5Last of Mrs. Cheney (A. T.)
(Silent Version)
June 1
*t}Madame X (A. T.)
Ruth Chatterton
8806 feet. . . .April 2o
♦tSMarianne (A. T.)
Davles-Shaw
(Silent Version)
May 25
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The
Hughes-Daly
Mar. 2
•tJNIzeBaby
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
•t§Our Modern Maidens
Crawford-Page-La Rocque
May
4
•tSRedemplion
Gllbert-Nagel-Adoree
♦tSRevue Qf Revues (A. T.)
KIng-Love-Haines-Crawford
Single Standard. The
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
(Silent Version)
•t§Trader Horn
Harry Carey . . .
•tSTrlal of Mary Ougan, The (A. T.)
. Shearer- WVner-Hackett
10 reels
April 13
(D).
. Starke-CrIsp
8608 feel
Nov. 17
•tviking, The
Stone-Wood
July 31....8796feet. ...July 27
*t§Wonder of Women, The
(Silent Version)
July 31 . . . .6835 feet

SOUND

SHORTS

Title
Star
Al Wohlman (D>
3 Songs
At the Club (D)
8 Victor Artists
Bernard & Henry (D;
3 Songs
Bernardo De Pace (D)
3 Mandolin Solos
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Mandolin Solos
*t§Berth Marks (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
•StBig Squawk, The (A. T.)
Charley Chase
Bob Nelson (F)
3 Songs
Bob Nelson (D)
3 Songs
*t5Boxing Gloves (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Dog Act
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Charles King
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Copy
Roscoe Karns
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
*t§Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elta ErsI and Nat Ayers *F)
2 Songs
Emil Borneo (D)
3 Songs.
Fuzzy Knight (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons >D)
3 Songs
Glibert-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
Gordon and Squires (0)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards I nternat'l Review (D). . All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D)
Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
*t5Hay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
*t5Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.)
Roach Stars
Irving Aaronson's Commanders (D). .3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Bond Nos
JanGarber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jmtown Cabaret (F)
Mlllef & Lyies
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Songs
•tJLeaping Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•♦Liberty
Laurel-Hardy
•t§MadameQ (A. T.)
Jocelyn Lee
Man Higher Up. The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
Marlon Harris (F)
2 Songs
*t5Men 0' War (A. T.)
Uurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F). . .All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Charlev Chase
*tNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
•tSOid Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March iF)
William O'Neal
♦♦SPopuiar People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
*t5Railroading (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlsholm (D)
3 Songs
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
•tRuhy Llos
Charley Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
ShiD Anoy (D)
Spltalny Band Revue
♦tSSmart Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
•t {Small Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Song of the Roses (D)
Gus Edwards Revue
SpHalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Blltmore Trio
•tThat's My Wife
Uurel-Hardy
•tThIn Twins
Charley Chase
TIta Ruflo (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
*t§Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
Vincent Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
•t{Vodeville (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
•tWIggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
•fWrong Again
Laurel-Hardy
Yvette Rugel (D)
3 Songs

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 6. ... 838 feet
May 18. .. .897 feet
April 13. . . 685 feet
Jan. 18
1 reel
May
4
690 feet
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 16.... 1 reel
June 29 — 824 feet
2 reels
April 20 ... 897 feet
(T. color). . 2 reels
April 13
Jan. 12. . . 2 reels
2 reels
April 13
June 1
641 feet
21 reels
reel
Feb. 23
.808 feet
June 29.
. 1 reel
Mar 23.
.627 feet
June 22.
June 8. .608 feet
.
1 reel
Feb. 2.
.1 reel
Mar. 23.
.1
reel
Feb. 9.
.661 feet
June 22.
1
reel
Mar. 2.
April 6 (T. Color) 1043 ft. April 6
Jan. S (T. color) 1 reel .
May 25... 734 feet
April 13
2 reels
Mar. 9
2 reels
2 reels
June 29
1
793 feet.
June
1 reel . . .
Feb. 9.
888 feet.
May 11.
2 reels. .
Feb. 16
.
.1
reel.
Mar. 30.
K
Jan. 28
2reels
2 reels
May 11. . .1926 feet. . . April 13
Jan. 26
1 reel
2 reels
Jan. 26 (T. color) 2 reels
April 27 (T. color) 2 reels
Jan. 19
2 reels
May 11
2 reels
Feb. 9
2 reels
July
6
2 reels
April 27. .. .1696 feet
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 2
1 reel
174 feet
April 13
April 13.
.766
feet
May 25.
Apnl 13
Mar. 9. .1 reel
Jan. 19 . .2 reels
June 8.. 1154 feet
2042 feet
April 20
June 22
2 reels
2 reels
Feb. 2
(T. colof) 1 reel
Mar. 16 .
2 reels .
1 reel
April 6
Mar. 30.
1 reel
April 6
June 15.
2 reels
Mar. 23
2 reels
April 13.
465 feet
May 18
1 reel
Jan. 6.
465 feet
May
4.
2 reels
July 13
May
4.
1 reel
Jan. 19.
Mar. 9.
833 feet... April i
April 27.
1 reel.
Feb. 18
reels.
.22 reels.
April 6.. .1' reel
July 13
Feb. 23.. .2 reels
Feb. 23. .
June 16. . .702teet

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Title
♦tiAblrt IrishlRose (D)

Star
Rogora-Carroll
(Silent Version)

* Meant tynchromzed score,

Length Reviewed
.10471 feet... Nov. 17
5.
.
5. . .101 87 feet ...Jan. 12

Rel. Date
Jan.
Jan.

f Meant toand effect*.

•tBetrayal, The

Star
Jannings-Ralxton-Cooper
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

Rel.

Date

*tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
'{{Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
Powell-Brooks
(F)
Powell-Brooks
(Silent Version)
•tSCarnatlon Kid. The (D).
Douglas MacLean
(Silent Version)
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hall
*t§Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
•tSChlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
(SllenI Version)
•tfClose Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
*t{Cocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. .
* § Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
Bow-Arlen
•tfDangerous Woman. A (A. T.) (F).Baclanova-Brook
•tJDIvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (R.. . MacLean-Prevost
•tJDoctor's Secret. The (A. T.) (F). . Edeson-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
July
Mar.
Mar.
April
May
July
May
July
Jan.

•t§Dummy, The (A. T.) (R

Mar.

*t§Fashlons In Love (A. T.)

Bennett-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)
Menjou-Compton
(Silent Version)

Length

May 1 1
6492 feet
May 11
6614 feet
Jan. 12 .8254 feet

Revlewetf
May 11
. Dec

16
16. .. .. .7171
.7171 feet.
feet. .. . . Mar.
18 . 5943 feet .
2
6290 feet . Mar.
2 .7156 feet . Jan.
19. . . .7229 feet .
6..
6164 feet
July
23 . . . 7081 teet .
23 .. 7145feoi
Mar.
13. .. 6500 feet. .June
23
8813 feet . July
13
18
Mar.
8
26
5832 feet
Feb.
.6354 feet... Mar.
9..
.6325 feet
29. . .6024 feet
29. . .7167 feet
July
.May
4. .
.5850 feet ...April
23. .
Nov.

8
23
2:
Iff
13
16
1
13
23
9
&

June
June
186
■♦tSGentlemen of the Press (A. T. (F). .Walter Huston
May
20
(Silent Version)
•TSHole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
Mw.
24
(Silent Version).
•tHomecomlng. The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
Feb. 16. . . .8104 feet.
't Slnnocenfs of Paris, The (A.T.) (F) . Maurice Chevalier
May 25
April 20
_.....
._.._.
- .
•tjlnterference
(A.
T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
Jan.
5
7487 'eet
OcL 27
(Silent Version)
Jan
5
6643 feet
•t§Letter, The (A.T.) (D)
Jeanne Eagels
AprlllS.... 5888 feet. ...Mar. 18.
(SllenI Version) .
6676 feet... Feb. 23*tLooolng the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Mar. 16.
•t{Man Must Fight. A
Rogers-Brian-Arthur
June 29.
(No Silent Version)
Jan. 26
.5506 feet
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklln
Feb. 2 . .3389 feet.
•t{NlghtClub (A. T. (D)
Brice-Rooney
Feb. 23. .7256 feet.
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
DIx-Kane-Hall
April 20.
April 27
.7643 f eet ^
*t{ Rainbow Man The (A. T.)...Eddle Dowlinq
. . . Sono-Art Prod.
•tRedskIn (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
Feb. 23.
7402 feet... .Dec
Dec
12
Teb.
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23.
*t {River of Romance, The
Arlen-Brian
May 25.
7
reels
April
27'
(No Silent Version)
7373 feet.. Jan.
6)
71 12 feet .
*t{Shopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan. 12.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
Juno 8.
*t {Studio
Murder
Mystery
The
.6500 feet.
.May
4
(A. T.) (F)
Eldrldge-Oland-Conklln
June 1 .
6070 feet.
(Silent Version)
June 1
. 5862 feet.
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklln
Feb. 9
June 15
feet.
*t{Thunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancrof'-Wray-Arien
June 22. .8571
. 7311 feet.
(Silent Version)
June 22.
.5193 feet. . .June 29
•t{Tong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
■*t§Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F)..
Dix-Ralston-Heggle
June 15
.5305 feet.
(Silenl Version)
June 15.
Mar. 30
•t{Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F). . Dix-Ralston-Heggle
June 22.
•t{Wlld Party. The (A. T.) (F)
Clara
April 6. . . .7167
(Sil entBow
Version)
6036 feet.
feet
*tWlngs
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
Jan.
5 .12267 feet
(Silent Version)
Jan
6810 feet
5 ..12267feet.Aug.
26'2T'
•t{Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.)
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
Fet). 9
6396 feet
Dec
(Silent Version)
Feb. 9
6060 feet
Mar.
♦t{Wolf Song (D)
Cooper-Velez
Mar. 30
7021 feet
(Silent Version)
Mar. 30

SILENT
Title
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Auto Suggestion
Cow Belles
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Flying Yeast
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Fur Peace
Gold Socks
Happy Heels (Christie)
Hospitalities
Hat Aches
His Angel Child (Christie)
Joint Affair, A
Ko-Ko's All Wet
KoKo Beats Time
KoKo'sCflb
Ko-Ko's Focus
KoKo's Hot Ink
KoKo's Knock-down
KoKo's Reward
KoKo's Saxophonles . . . ' '
Ko-Ko's Signals
Lone Shark. The
Love Spats
No Eyes Today
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Off the Deck (Christie)
'*t{Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A.T.)...
Papa Spank (Christie)
Petty Larceny
Reduced Weights
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Rough Dried (Christie)
Sappy Service (ChrlsUe)
Sheepsklnned
Single Bliss (Christie)
Stage Struck Susie
Tight Places (Christie)
Torrid Toreadors
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Vanishing Screams
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie)
Title

SHORTS

Star
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Song Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Frances Lee
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Bobby Vernon

SOUND

Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

2
25.
2.
6.
20.
13
30.
30.
4.
9
7.
16
2.
12. .

Reviewed

.2 reels. . .
.1
. 1 reel
. 2Ireel....
reels
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1

reds...
reel
reel
reels. . .
reel
reel
reels. ..
reel
reel
reel

..11
.1
1
.1
.1
.1
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

.2
.1
.1
2

reels...
reel
reel
reels

.1 reel
1 reel..
.12 reel
reels
.2 reels
2
2
.1
2

reels
reels
reel
reels

2 reels
2 reels
.21 reels
reel
.1 reel

June 29

2 reels

SHORTS
Rel. Date

star

*t{Adam's Eve (A. T.)
•t{After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•t{Apartment Hunting (A. T.) (F). . . . Special Cast
•t{Blrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
*t§Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
•t{Booklovers (tentative) (A. T.). . . Special Cast
*t{Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah
MInnevltch
(No Silent
Version)

§ Means voice (melading d'lalogne and incidetUal tongt).
D Mean* iite. P Mean* *ottnd-oa-lilm.

Length
Rel. Date
Mar. 2 .
July
6. .
Jan.
5..
Mar. 23. .
Feb. 6..
Feb. 19. .
June 22. .
May 11. .
Jan. 19 .
Jan. 19. .
June 8. .
Feb. 16..
Mar. 16. .
June 1 . .
Feb
9. .
Mar. 23. .
May 18 .
Mar. 9. .
April 20. .
Feb. 23. .
April 6 . .
Mav
4..
April 13. .
April 27..
Jan. 12..
Jan. 26..
Feb. 23..

May 18
Mar. 9 .

Length

Feb. 16. .. .2 reels
eb. 23. . . .1911 feet
June 15
Jan. 26

Reviewed

2 reels.
2 reels
2 reels

2 reels
1510feet

A. T. after title mean* All Talkie.

Feb.2! . .

498

Motion

P i c t ic r e

N ew s
Reviewed

Title

Star

*t§Blue Songs (D)

Ruth Silent
EttingVersion)
(No
♦tSCarnlval Man. The (F)
Walter Huston
*t§Chinatown
Song Cartoon
tjCrooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Giersdorf Sisters
♦tDaisy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
*t}Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F). Special Cast
*t§False Alarm Fire Co„ The (F). . . . Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*i$Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
tSFavorlfe Melosles (A. T.) (R
Ruth Ettlnj
*t§Florlda Nightmare. A (A. T. (F).. Special Cast
♦tsFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t§Good Bye, My Lady Love
Song Carloon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.)...Lois Wilson
•tSHIghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t§Hint to Brides, A fA. T.)
Johnny Arthur
*f§His College Chums (A. T. (F).... Eddie Peabody
*t§Hitor Miss (A. T.)
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
•tJHumorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*tslf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F),
Special Cast
*t§lnsolration
Schubert's Songs
•t§lnsUlment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
♦t§lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F)... James Barton
•t §Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
•tSJust One Word (A. f.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•tJKIsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Knlghts In Venic i (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*tf Ladies' Choi:e (A. T.)
Charlie Grapewin
•t§Meet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*t{Melanchaly Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
f§Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
•tJMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦t Mother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•t§Music Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*tiOft in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tSOid Blacic Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) Raymond Griffith
*t§Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tSRuth Elting
Songs
•tJSchubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦jjSchubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tISchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tISchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSldewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t§Sleeping Porc^i, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
♦tjSmiles
Song Cartoon
•tiThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
*t§Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
♦tJTwo Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
♦t§Two Little Chinese Maids (F)
Chang-Kuma
•tjVltal Subjetcs (A.T.) (F)
Butterworth
*t§What Is If? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
•tjWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t§Wives on Strike (A.T.)
•tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
♦tYeOide Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
*t}Zlegfeld MIdnlte Frolic (A. T.) (F). Eddie Cantor

Length

Rel. Date
Jan.

5. .

.1 reel

Reviewed
..Mar.

Feb. 23. . . .1H
. 1 reelreels.
Mar. 16... .1 reel
. 1 reel
June 1... .2 reel*...
May
4... .2 reels. ..
June 22 .. ,1 reel
Mar. 9. . . .2 reels. ..
.2 reels. . .
Mar. 16 .. . . 1 reel . . . .
.1 reel
June 15...
April 27. . . .2 reels.
. 1 reel . .
2 reels.
July
6. . 2 reels.
April 6. . . 2 reels.
July 20 ..
April 13 . . . 1 reel .
. 2 reels
.2 reels.
May 25 . . . . 1 reel . .
April 13. ..

2

.Mar. 16
.June
iFeb!

1
2

.Mar.

9

.Feb.

2

.June 1

2. . . .2
2
April 20. . . .2
.
July
6. .. 1
Mar. 16... .2
Mar. 23. . . .2
Feb.

June
April
Mar,

reels.
reel . .
reels.
Mar. 16

teals.
reels.
reels.
reels.
reel . .

Feb. 23. . .

1 reel
1 reel .
April 27 . .1 reel .
Mar. 30 . . .1 reel. .
May 18 . . .1 reel . .
Feb. 23 . .
June 29. . . . 1 reel . . .
Feb. 2... .1 reel...
.2 reels
Sept. 7 . . 1 reel .
Jan.
5 .. 805 feet
June 1 . .
Feb. 9 . . .
June 8...
Feb. 16...

2

.May 11
. Mar. 23

.2 reels.

1
12
1
1

.Feb.

reels.
reels.

8... .2 reels.
6... .2
. H reels.
reel
2. . .

reel .
reels.
reel
reel .
reel .

Mar.

9

Mar.

2

.

Feb. 23

.
.
.

.Feb^ 2

May 11... 2 reels.
iVIar.
May
May

2 . . .1 reel .
4... 1 reel . .
4. . . 2 reels .

Mar.

0

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

**5Backstage Blues (A. T.)
•tjCocoanuts 'A. T.)
*t§Dance of Life, The (A. T.)
•tsOarkened Rooms (A. T.)
*t§Four Feathers, The

Moran & Mack
4 Marx Bi08.-£aton-Shaw
Carroll-Skelly
Brent-Powell
Arien-Wray-Poweli-Brook
(Silent Version)
•tjGay Lady, The
Gertrude Lawrence
*t§Glorifying the American GIri
Eaton-Healey
•tjGreene Murder Case The (A. T.). . Powell-Eldridge-Arthur
*t§Hungarian Rhapsody, The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
♦tjillusion (A. T.)
Rogers-Carroll-Coiiyer
*tf Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu (A. T.). . . Warner Oland
•tjJealousy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels
•tJLady Lies, The
Huston-Colbert
*t§Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
Oland-Arthur
♦tSPolnted Heels (A. T.)
Powell-Ralston-Kane
•tSoul of France. The
Special Cast
*+§Vlrginlan, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brian-Arien
*♦§ Welcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
•♦§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
*t§ Woman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brenf-Huston
•tJYouth (A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

PARTHENON

Length

Reviewed
.June 29

.7472 feet.
.7472 feet.

.7 reels

!Ap'rir26

June IB

Title

PICTURES

Star
Talmadge-Worth
SL Leo-Reynolds-So Jln-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Rel. Date

Length
Reviewed
,
0 feels
o 'eels
reels
June
•.-•••iiIS
May 25. . .6onm

PATHE
FEATURES
Title
Forty-Five Calibre War
•tSGeraldlne (F)
•t {Godless Girl, The (F)
Hawk of the Hills
•tiLeatherneck, The (F & D)

Star
Coleman-Lotf
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
William Boyd
(Silent Version)

* Means tynckronizti tcort.

•tJMother's Boy (D & F)

Rel. Date
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

17. .
20. .
20..
31 . .
31 . .
17. .
24..
24.

f Meaiu toand e0ectM.

Length
. 4790
.5959
.6587
.9328
.9019
.4840
.6965
.6898

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)

jtNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
*tSNolsy Neighbors

Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schildkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

tJOffice Scandal (F)
*t5Sai of Singapore (F)
Ship Comes In, A
*t{Shady Udy, The (F)

•tSStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

SHORT
Title
All Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soli
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black Book, The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways

House Cleaning Time
In His Cups
Kidnapped
Knowing the Ropes
Lad and His Lamp, A
Ladies Must Eat
Land o' Cotton
Little Game Hunter. The
Matchmaking Mamas
Masai, The
Mild or Mighty
Night Watchman's Mistake. The
No Children
No Vacation
Pink Pajamas
Players at Play
Polo Match, The
Puckered Success

Reviewed
Feb. 16
..Mar.
8
SepL

1

.ApMI 13

"Aesop's Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Rice Soortllghl
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables".
Burke-Ellers-Kemp
Educational Film
Sportlight
Johnny Burke
. Halnes-Coombs
Halnes-Coombs
Bevan-Dent
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Halnes-Coombs

Queen Bee, The
(}ueenof the North Woods (Serial).
Right Technique, The
Rodeo, The
Rhythm
Shore Lines and Shore Development.
Snow Birds
Snapping
the Whip
Sport
Afloat
Sweet Adeline
Taxi Spooks
Three Game Guys
Tomato Omelette
Under Do q. The
Uncle's Visit
Uncle Tom
Water Wonders
Watch My Smoke
Water Cure
White Elephant A
Wooden Money
Young Hopefuls
Title

"Aesop Fables"
Clair-Miller
Sportlight
Star Cast
Sportlight
. Educational Film
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Haines-Combs
"Aesop Fables"
Haines-Coombs
Star Cast
Sportllght
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

SOUND

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

May 1

7423 feet

May 12

.601 5 feet... Feb.
12... .5998 feet
27... 5735 feet
27, . . 6511 feet
3 .. .6511 feet
3 . . 6349 feet
June
4 .
Mar.
4
Nov.
.6902
6132 'eet
feet
20 . 5808
20
20 . . . 4554 feet
.5438 feet
31 . 5477 feet... April
31 . .
.7099
6134 feet
reet ...Feb.
31 . .
31. .

23
30
17

6
23

Rel.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.

13..
15 .
Date

Length
2 reels
1 reel

.2 reels
10
. 1 reel
3.. .1 reel
19 . 1 reel

1 reel
10 episodes
24.. 1 reel
Mar. 17
Mar. 31 . .. 11 reel
reel
Jan. 27
.2 reels
reels
Feb. 24.. .2
Feb. 3
June 9. . .2 reels
.2 reels
Feb. 10
.1 reel
Mar. 3. .2 reels
Jan.
July
Jan.
Mar.
June
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.

6.
7.
.
20.
17.
2.
3
26.
26.
28
17.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

20
17
10
24
24
3.

July 21
June 30
...
. .Jan.
8
Mar. 10
Mar. 3.
Jan.
6
May
5
Mar. 31.
Jan.
6
Feb. 3.
April 23
Mar. 10.
Jan. 13.

.
.
.
.

.
,
,
.

Jan. 20
June 2.
June 2
Feb.
May
July
Mar.

17.
12 .
21
24. .

Mar. 3 . .
June 9. .
Jan.
July 20.
7
Feb. 3 .
Fet). 17 .
Aug. 4
May
5.
Mar. 31.
June 30.
Jan. 27..
April 21.,
April 7.
Jan. 13.
Feb. 10..
April 28.

.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.10 episodes
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reels
reel
.2
.1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
10 episodes
1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.21 reels
reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
Ireel

Reviewed

May 11
April
July
Mar.
Mar.

13
20
18
30

Feb. 18
Feb.

2

July
6
Jan.
S
July
6
Mar. 30
May 11
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
16
22

Feb.

8

Feb. 18

July 8
June 15
Jan. 17
Mar. 23
Jan.
5
May
4
Mar. 30
April 27
April 13
Feb.
June 1
June 1
Feb. 9
July 20

June 1
Jan. 19
July
6
Jan. 26
July 20
May 11
Mar. 30
July
6
April 20
Mar.
April 306
Jan. 12
Feb. 2
May 11

SHORTS

Star
♦tJAt the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . LeMalre-Slmon
*t§Beach Babies (A. T.) (D & F).
Kemper-Knapp
♦tJBIack Narcissus
"Buck & Bubbles"
*tBugville College Days (D & F). . . "Aesop Fables"
*fBy Land and Air (F & D)
"Aesop Fables"
•tClownIng the Game (D 4 F)
Sportlight
*t§Conceniration
"Aesop Fables"
*tCondltlonlng
Sportlight
•tJCrystai Champion
Sportllght
*t§Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t§Dancing Around (A. T.) (D & F). . LeMaire-PnIlllps
•tDlnnerTlme (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tFaltliful Pup (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tJFowl Play
"Buck & Bubbles"
♦tjGarden of Eatin' (A. T.) (D&F). The Gleasons
*t5Go
F) Easy, Doctor (A. T.) (D & F).. LeMalre-Slmon
+t§Hard Boiled Hampton lA. T.)
Harry Holman
*tiHer New Chauffeur (A.T.)(D&F)..Slmon-Teasdale
*t|jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Uncoln (Special reel) (A. T.) (D &
.George Billings
. "Aesop Fables"
M§Midsummer's
Sportlight
*fModern
RhythmDay,
. A (D & F)
.
Released Every Week
•tSPathe Audio Review
Released Twice Every Week
•t|Pathe Sound News
*t}Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D&F)
LeMalre-Slmon
•tSPressing His Suit (D & F)
Topical Trips

§ Meont voice (inclading dialogue and incidentcd tongs).
D Ktmu ditc. F Mecm* toand-on-Alm.

Rel. Date

SUBJECTS

SUr
Halnes-Coombs
"Ae.sop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fahle"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiloht

Break of Day, The
"Aesop Fables"
Button My Back
Billy Bevan
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Billy Bevan
Caught In a Taxi
Cooper-Vance
Circus Time
Donald Haines
Close Figuring
Sportllght
Close Shave, A
.».
Burke-Dent
Clunked on the Corner
Johnny Burke
Cold Steel
"Aesop Fables"
Cop's Bride, The
"Aesop Fables"
Cycle of Erosion .The
Educational Film
Dogging It
Sporiilght
Don'i Get Jealous
Bevan-Dent
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
"Aesop Fables"
Fish and Feathers
Sportllg"it
Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Dent
Footwork
Sportlight
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Rim
GIris Will Be Boys
Sportlight
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. . .Educational Film

May 26

FEATURES
fBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Star

Sin Town
•tiSquare Shoulders (F)

May 11 . . . .1 reel. ..
.1 reel...
April 20 . . ,1 reel...
May 25...
April 13 . . . ,2ree8..
Jan. 26... .615 feet.
.2
Feb. 9. . . . 1
Mar. 23. . . .2
Sept. 14. . .
Mar. 30. .. .2

Title

Length

Rel. Dale
Length
Mar. 24
.2 reels
Aug. 4 .2 reels

Reviewed
Mar. 23
July 13

Aug. 4
1 reel
July 21
1 reel
June 2. ...Ireel
.1 reel
June 9
1 reel
May
6. ...Ireel
May 26 ...1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
10
. .2 reels
July 28 .. 2 reels
May 19 — 2 reels
July
7... Ireel

July
July
June
June
June
April
May
April

Feb. 28
July
July 28

Ireel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reet

Feb. 2
July 20
July 20

2 reels
2 ...1 reel

June 1
May 11

June

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

20
13
1
15
1
27
28
13

May 11
June 8
July

8

August

3 ,

Title
•tPresto Ctianges (D & F)
♦tSkatlng Hounds (D & F)
(D & F)
•JStage
♦tSToplcalStruck
Lips (A. T.) (D&
*f§Toplcal Nips (A. T.) (D &
*t§Topical Pips (A. T.) (D &
Ttiree Acts
•t§Whata Day {A. T.) (D &
♦tSWood Choppers (D & F)

499

1929
Star

F)
F)
F)

F)

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Topics of the Day
Topics of the Day
Topics of the Day
Sportllght
SImon-Mallory
"Aesop Fables"

Coining
Star

Title

Hel.

Date

Lengtii

Reviewed

;■ • ;. Ai- ■ • I ■■**!
April 28 . . 1 reel
1 reel
July 28 . 1 reel
June 2....1 reel
June 30. . . .1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
June 9 — 1 reel

Attractions
Rel. Date

*t5Big News (A. T.)
Armstrong-Lombard
*t§Flylng Fool. The (A. T.) (D & F)..Boyd-Prevost-Gleason
•tSHigh Voltage (A. T.) (D & F)
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent Version)
•tSLucky In Love (A. T.) (D 4 F) . . . Downey-Uwford
*t§Paris Bound
Hardlng-Fenton
♦tJSallor's Holiday (A. T.)
Alan Hale
*t§Sophomore, The (A. T.)
Quillan-Loff-0'Neill

Length

; ,. o-i
April 27

June 1
July
6
,
-^
June 15
June 1
Reviewed

5950 feet

Aufl.

July 1
June 22
„
.
May 23
. ■ .
July 6
■ ,,
July 13

3. . . .7 reels

RKO
FEATURES
Title

ReL Date
Jan. 6.
April 7 ..
May 13 .
Feb. 3 .
Mar. 18 .
Jan.
6 .
Mar. 31 .
Feb. 3
April 21
June 2...
Feb. 10 .
May 19.
Mar 17 . .
Mar. 3.
Jan. 21 .
July
7 ..
June 9.
Feb. 17 .
Jan. 13 .
May 28. .
Feb. 10 .
Jan. 13 .
Jan. 20. .

Star
Lyon-Sleeper
BobSteee
Tom Mix
BobSteele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Nell-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
.Nlxon-Colller Jr
..Tom Tyler
. . Morris-Kerry
..Buzz Barton
. Sleeper-Dane
. .T. Moore-Oweit

Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond. . .
SIg Diamond Robbery
Come and Get It
Drifter The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardbolled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love In the Desert....
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
Trail of the Horse ThIevM.
Woman I Love
Vagabond Cub
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback, The

SHORT

Reviewed

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Casper's
Come MealNight Out

Duncan-Hill
Al
Cooke

Don't Say Ain't..
Faces
Follies of Fashion.,
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney A
Jessie's James
JoyfulDay...
Just a Stall
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
♦tfOdd Facts
Orients
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Hellum-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davis
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Curiosities

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seelng's Beile>lng
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

SOUND

SHORTS

5940 feet
4783 feet
6245 feet
.4781 feet
4481 feet
6057 feet
4750 feet
4823 feel
4717 feet

Date
Length Reviewed
30. . .1 reel
25 . 2 reels
.2 reels
3. .
13 . . 1 reel
. 2 reels
Mar. 113. ., 2 reels
June
2 reels
July 21
.1 reel
April 24
2 reels
May 21
2 reels
June 16
June 11
May
7. . .1 reel
2 reels.
May 28 .
April 21 .
'8ejs
n V'iii
22 reels
Oct.
20
Aug. 14. . .2 reels.
2
reels
May 19 .
2 reels.
Aug. 7
2 reels
May 12. .
Feb. 17. . J ■■***
Jaa 30.. •2 fee 8
July
7. . *'■*«''*
June 4. . V
,
Apr. 14 . 2reel
Mar. 17. . • % '**[*
June 9.. 2 reels
.2 reels
July
2. . .2 reels
Mar. 24. . .2 reels
Feb. 27 .
June 4 . • '8*
1' reel
''e*'
April 10
Mar. 13. .
\ '**!
June 16 . 2 f ee s
Jan. 17 .
n,
Jan. 27. . f •■*» *
Jan.
2. . \ "e
July 14 . .
Jan.
6. . J"^'
April 28. . j'**'
% '«* '
July
9 . Jfees
Feb. 24. . Zfses
Mar. 31 . .
June 23 . . W^
Reviewed

♦tSCIown Topics (A. T.) (F).
♦ill „ D ?!] ,; T \;^;
»Ijm- L • ^«®»-.7'; "l' .V /« ■•;•>■ ■ i;r ; ■ ■ « i
♦t§Mickey s Midnite Fro Ic (A. -r.)^ Mickey Yule
♦t§Palooka Fying School A. T.)(F)..
•tfStrange
•4iT.» 7 Interview
Tu ,« TThe
v (A. T.)(F).Sherwin-Knowles
Vi~
r.
'.. —
*!fwK ?S' wa'xw^;
Marc Connelly
•uvv.;., n ^ li H* '••/»• -i-^
•bo
*TtYour Own Home Town (A. T.)...Rus8 Brown.

■,•■•,;■• ^i
■
July
8. . . .2 reels

.no
June 22

,
.
1 reel

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title

Star

Rel. Date

*tSCampanlonate
*t§Damaged
*t§DanceHall

Olive Borden .
Betty Compson

*t5?rt'!SjJf?!,"?8!'*' '•''"
;t&^f*;T-)
♦tSHinh o-^^'

RodLaRocque
„ V- „, ,
Borden-Blaine

*t§Hit the DMk CA f )
♦tSHunted
•t§Jazz Heaven
•tSLadies of the Past
•tjLove Captive, The

Blane-Trevor . .
Betty Compson
Belly Compson

""

* Mean* iynehromzed score.

Length

Aug. 11

8 reels
.
7626 feet

Title

Star

Anne Against the World
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghcri Rose
Some Mather's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Com* True

Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keef e-8edford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costello-Lease

Rel. Datee
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
April
Jan.

Length

15 ...5261
1 ...6092
1
...5451
15
15 ...5901
IS .6539
1
15
6242

Reviewed

Staf
Leon Mathot
Special Cast
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara..
Wllhelm Oletarie
Special Cast
German Cast
H. Costello-Glass
Chartes Delaney
Harlan-Marlowe
Ivor Novello
Special Cast
Japanese Cast
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby
Murlat Esterhazy
French Cast
Special Cast
Emil Jannlngs
Warwick-Ward
Harris-Keefe
Special Cast
Agnes Ayres
French Cast

YellowTlcket, The

Russian Cast

Amkino

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Buying a Wife
Bye Bye Buddy
circumstantial Evidence
♦t«Chopln's Passion
□„,, ,„ be Silent
Exodus to the New World. The..
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
Great Unknown, The
Gulltv
Guilty
Her Viennese Lover
•t§Houseof Secrets, The
Just Off Broadway
Mllak of the Snowlands
Our Dally Bread
*.tJPrince of Hearts, A

'''"'*
*t§Accidentai Treatment (A. T.)

feet
feet
feet

§ Mean* voice (inclaiing dialogue and incidental *ong*).
D Mean* di*e. F Means *ound-on-6lm.

8

feet.

Length

Reviewed

5600 feet
8000 feet
6500 feet

Mar. 23

6200 feet.
5000 feet
6040teet.
6000 feet.
5660 feet.
5700 feet .
.7800 feet
9000 feet

July

5712 feet.
5800 feet.
6000 feet.
5700 feet
7 reels . .
6290 feel.
4580 feet
7000 feet.
5300 feet.
6775 feet.
5799 feet.
7200
feet

Jan.

6000 feet
600C feet
6800 feet
6500feet.

Feb.

Nov. 15
Dec

6200 feet

8

"61- °»'»
Int'l Photo Play Dist

6

5609 feet.
6700 feet
5050 feet
8 reels
.
8000 feet
11000 feet
61 00 feet
6200 feet.
5400 feet.

Length
7 reels
.S200feet

Sept. 1 S
Jan. 28

Mar. 23

May 2S

Reviewed
June

I

.6 reels
7
7
8
6

reels
reels
reels
reels.

7 reels .

7 reels. . .
6714 feet.

sound shorts
S'"

Juite

feet.
fee*.

5400
feet
7000 feet.
5215 feet
5573 feet
5080 feet
5400 feel
8100 feet .
6000 feet.
6040 feet .
5927 feet.
5921 feet
8066 feet.
4315 feet
6605 feet
7000 feet
6300 feet.
5700 feel
6941 feet
5917 feet
7300fiet
5770 feet. . .
6500feet
4421 feet

Star
Rel. Date
Special Cast
Aff. Eurooean
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
Foster-Keefe-Uke. . . Chesterfield
Roberfson-Brlnkley. . . Powers CInephone
Maria Albana
Aff. European
Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
European
Nils Asther
Aff. Eurnnean
Special Cast
Aff. European
John Loder
Aff. European
"'
'
"" '
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
Imperial.
Kerry-Worth.
(Silent Version)
Imperial.
Aff.
European.
.Rich mount
We^ne'r-TeU-ovltch
Speilal Cast
Derussa
Aff. European
Ufa-Eastern
^''**'*' '^""

::;:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;:
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Rel. Date
Dlst'r
Franco Film .
Pole PIct. Corp .April 23.
British New Era
..Aywon
Aff. European
Big Three
Ufa
Excellent
Excellent
BIschoff Prod
Big 3
Aug. 1.
Bell PIct
ShockuchI
Crescent
Arfa
Excellent
Aff. European
Zakoro
Australasian
L T. Rogers
Conquest
Anchor
Worldart Plet
Raleigh
Cosmos

Garon-Eason
Trinity
German Cast
Ufa
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
Mosjouklne-Vernon... E. L Klein
Special
New Era
■. . Cast
_.
_
. Hall-Garon
Crescent
French Cast
Conquest
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
^__^_
Bob Custjr
Syndicate
. Firs* Division
Conway Tearle.
New Era
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Carmellla Geraghty.
Big 3
German Cas«
Ufa
Lillian Harvey
...
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
English Cast
Ameranglo
Falre-Glass
Blltmore
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
Bob Custer
Syndicate

South of Panama
That Murdpr In Berlin
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Thunder God
Underground
Untamed Justice
U-Boat9
West of Santa Fe

Reviewed

RIGHTS

It's Easy to Becomes Father.. . German Cast
Ufa
Jazzland
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Krassin
Rus.slan Cast
Amkino
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amkino
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Life of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
Uttl( Wild GIri. The
Lee-Landls
Hercules
Unda
Ba>ter-Foster-Beery. . Flrsl Division
Livingston
In Africa
English
Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
Man Who Cheated Ufe
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European. .Feb. 8
Marie Antoinette
Foreign Cast
Unusual
Morgana, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film. ... April 8
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Must
Marry'The
MysticWeMirror
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Passion Song. The
Peacock Fan The
President, The
Q Ships
Rellly of the Rainbow Division
Reward of Fal'h, The
Saienko the Soviet
Shiraz
Silent Tjall. The__
Smoke Bellew
Somme, The

July 20
Mar. 30

(S. R.)

FEATURES

Title
Appasslonata
At the South Pole
Battle of Mens, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
. .
Broken Barriers
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel. A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody. The
Escaped from Hell
Faces of Children
For the Term of His Natural Ufe.
Fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
Hearts of Men
Holy Sinner, The
Into the Night
Jade Casket, The

Reviewed

Rudy Vallee
Frank Craven
Bebe Daniels

RAYART

Unholy Love
Verdun
Vera MIezewa ftentaUve)
*''*" °"^ '^^"^

t Meant Monnd effect*.

Length

FEATURES

4899 feet

Length

Rel Date

Daniels-Boles
3 Moore Bros
Betty Compson
Downey- Warlngs Band

STATE

Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.

Rel. Date

Star

Star

feet.
feet.
feel.
feet.

SUBJECTS

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Title

Length
6361
5081
6114
5264

Title
*t§Night Parade (A. T.)
*t§Radio Revels (A. T.)
*t§Rio Rita (A. T.)
*t§Sensation (A. T.)
Side Street
*t§Street Girl, The
•t}«yncopatlen (A. T.)
*t §Tanned Legs
*t§Upperworld (A. T.)
*t§Vagabond Lover, The CA. T.)
♦tfVery Idea, The (A. T.)
♦ t§Wild Heart (A. T.)

Length
1 reel . .

A. T. after title mean* All Talkie.

Reviewed

500

Motion

Tltel

Star

Rel. Date

Length

♦tJAIley Op
Gorno Marionettes . Int'l Photo Play Dist
1
•tSAsleep at the Switch {A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15.. 1
•tjAt the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Oelf
Elbee
2
*t§At the Race Track (A. T.). . . Martin-Harcourt
I mperial
2
•tJBoney's Boner ..
Kolorrone Cartoon !!! .Kolortone Prod..! . !
!l
•ticlub Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
Intl. Dist. Corp
1
*tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jazz Nos
Intl. Dist. Corp
1
*t§Could I Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
•tf Egyptian Gyp, An
Kolorlone Cartoon
♦tfFeed the Brute
Novelty
•t§Friend Husband (A. T.)
*tGalloplng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
*t§Grand Opera
Garno Marionettes. . .
•tjHectic Hector
Koiortone Cartoon
•tjHoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawiey & Smith
*t§ln Songland
Norah Bianey
•tJKriss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
♦tiMarionettes, The No. 1 (F) . . Novelty
♦tJMarlonettes. The No. 2 (F) Novelty
♦tSMeal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
•tSMeef the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Deif
*+§Mlser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
*t§Mitcheii,Sissie& Blake
Songs
(A. T.)Donnelly-Singer
Squawks Sapp(A.T.)
•*|Monkey
*t5Mr.
ConnandMr.
(A. T.)
Wakes Up
*t§Mr. Smith
*t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent.
American (A. T.)
Hearn- Weston
*tOpry House
*t5Party, The (D)
*t§PersonaiityGiri in Songs, The
•tjPlkln' Pirate A
'*tPlane Crazy
*tSRadlo Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
•tJSigned, Sealed and Delivered
'*tSteamboat Willie
*t{Thl8 and That (D)
•t}Tlcket Please (D)
•tTrip to the Zoo, A (F)

Title

reels..
reels
ree\......
reel

*t JShe Goes to War (F)
'tSThls Is Heaven (D)
*tThree Passions (D)

Star

Roseland
Jan.
Roseland
Jan.
Roseland
Mar.
Roseland
Mar.
Castle
Jan.
Mascot
Castle
Feb.
4 Stars
Castle
Mar.
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb.
Ufa-Eastern.
.
.Jan.
Ufa Eastern . . Jan.
Roseland
Feb.
Ufa-Eastern . . . Mar.
Castle
Jan.
Roseland
Feb.

Sunshine
Tally-Ho
Tialiing the Western Sun
We Parents

Color Novelty
Ufa Short
Color Novelty
Ufa Short

Castle
Ufa-Eastern.
Castle
Ufa-Eastern . .

Length

IS.Ireel..
reel
1511.1 reel
1 1 reel
1.1 reel
10 episodes
1. .1 reel
1 reel
15 .1 reel
1 1 reel
151 .11 reel
reel
1 1 reel..
15 1 reel
1 feel
15
15 1 feel
1 1 feel
1 1 feel
IS 1 reel.
1 5 .1 reel.

Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
. Feb.

Star
rk.rii. rk,>»iin
r^^l„ Jffn ^
Colman-Hardmi
Del Rio-Drew

♦({Locked
Door, ("'
The (A. T.)
't"'"'* *"9«»»

Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque.
Lyon-Hall-Nlsson

of Broadway, The (D)
Appeal.
.!l?r„""p,'
a„™7r VV"" ^"'
IISI™,. ?m
^'
'
'tVenus (D)

Harry Rlchman .
N^.^X2fS„r,„rt
p^n-Jl^. xti^.rt^f
Constance Talntadge,

Broadway Fever
Devil's ApoleTree, The
*t5Lucky Boy (F & D)

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessei-Quimby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)

*t}Midstream 'F& D)
■♦tSMoily and Me (F & D)

Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Rainbow, The.
Dorothy Sebastian
*t5Reputalion (F & D)
Keane-Standing
(Silent Version)
Spirit of Youth
Sebaslian-Kent
Squads Right
Gribbon-Slone
*t}Two Men and a Maid (F & D). ..Collier Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)

Jan.
1.
Feb. 20.
Feb. 2.
June

1.
.8250 feet.
.7476 feet.

April

■♦tJMy Lady's Past (F & D)

April

■•tjNew Orieans (F & D)

June 20

"♦tiWhlspering Winds (F & D)

Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)

SHORT
Title

1.

Feb. 15

6114 feet

Feb. 20. . . .6 reele
Feb. 1
June 15
May

1

SUBJECTS

Star

•t}Fesllvai of Bagdad, A
Gold
*t} Japanese Carnival, A
•*}ln a Chinese Temple Garden
Uttle Vagabond
*tLove Charm. The
•Lover's Paradise
Maude Muller
*t{Meiodle
No Women Allowed
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
Twinkle Toes
IJWay Down South

Length

Rel. Date

Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony

Jan.
1
Feb. 15
Feb. 1
Jan. 16

Mar. 1

Length
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Miracle. The
}Mr. Carillo
•fSZeppeihi (F * 0)

Star
Southern-Pldgeon
Leo Carlllo
Claire Windsor

* lUeaiu tynckromzed tcore.

Rel. Date

f Kton* toand tiftcti.

Length

12. .. 7980 feet..
12... 791 0 feet .
8864 feet ...June 15
13 . .
Feb. 23
13.
.7948 feet.
April 6
June 221.
June
Jan.
Jan.
July
July

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

June 15

June

8

Title
Body Punch, The
•t§Broadway (A. T.)

Star
Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
July 14

Burning the Wind
*t5Charlatan, The (F)

Hoot Gibson... !...'.. ..'
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Feb. 10.!
April 7..
April 7..
Mar, 3

♦tSCIear the Decks (F)
*tsCohens and
City, The (F)

Reviewed

•t}Come Across (D & F)
Eves of the Underworld
*t}Girl on the Barge, The (F)
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
*t§Hls Lucky Day (D)

June 29

Hoofbeats of Vegeance
*t§lt Can Be Done (F)
♦tSKId's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid. The
*t5Last Warning, The (F)
*tsLonesome (F)
Man Disturber. The
♦t}Man, Woman and Wife (F)
*t§Modern Love (D & F) (A. T.).

Reviewed
Mar. 18
..Mar. 18
..Jan. 12

Mar.

Length
4786 feet.
9350 feet.
3. .. .6729
feet.

Kelteys In Atlantic

Plunging Hoofs.
•tjRed Hot Speed (F)

.541 2 feet
.6430 feet.
.8653 feet.

Mar. 30..
April 12. .
1*
.May 11
Jan. 28
Mar. 28
16
Mar. 9.... 8855 feet ...Jan.
Mar. 9.. 8659 feet
8329 feet
Feb. 16...
16... 749Sfeet.
Feb.

FEATURES

FEATURES
Rel. Date

Length
Reviewed
.8 reels
Mar. 18
.6767 feet... April 13
Mar. 23

UNIVERSAL

TIFFANY-STAHL
Star

.April 20.

Attraction*

Title
mmnik. i ■„■.>. f^>^
tffiJ;J^^'„V
'
•tSCondemned
tEvangeiine (D)

*t§Melody Lane (D & F)

Title

Banky-Hall
Terry-Petrovltchng..

IWlTr,
tiSong

1 reel .

Rel. Date

Bonzo Cartoon
Bonzo
Cartoon
Bonzo Cartoon
Bonzo Cartoon
Color Novelty
H. Costello-Graves
Color Novelty
Novelty Scenic
Color Novelty
Ufa Short
Ufa Short
Ufa
Short
Bonzo Cartoon
Ufa Short
Color Novelty
Bonzo
Cartoon

.-

Coming

SHORTS

Aladdin Bonzo
fonio'lnaBonzo
Booster
Detective Bonzo
Down Hawaii Way
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Flaming Canvons
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Kids and Pets
love's Witchcraft
Nature's Households
Tiny Tragedies
Peculiar
Polo Bonzo
Salt Water Millinery
Sixty
Spook Minutes
Bonzo from B'way

Douglas Fairbanks.
^Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
Boyd-Veiez-Goudal
Westover-Coiiier Jr
Colman-Oamlta
'Silent Version)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)

'tSLady of the Pavement8'(D)
•tjLummox (A. T.) (D)
♦tRescue, The (D)

Song Program
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
(A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
tVllckey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon.Jan.
. . 1 reel
Safrus
1 reel
Safrus.
1 reel
Animal Cast.
Inf. DIs*. Corp..
1 reel

SILENT

Rel. Date

Star

•tSlron Mask, The (D)

.1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
. .1 reel

1 reel
l"^\
1 reel
1 reel

ARTISTS

•tSAIIbl (A. T.) (D)
O'Malley-Busch.
•tSBulldog Drummond (A. TO (D).. .Colman-Tashman-Love
•t§Coquette (A. T.) (D)
Pickford-Brown-M.
(No Silent Version) Moore
*tElernal Love (D)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl.

?-!^

Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon May
Safrus
Int'l Photo Play Dist
Norah Bianey
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.

News

FEATURES

reel . .
reel...

reel
Imperial
2 reels
__
__
Kolorrone Prod..^
1 reel
int'T Photo play 2 Dist
1 reel .
Burr
reels
Disney Cartoon Feb. 1 . . 1 reel
int'l Piioto Play Dist
1 reel
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Incti. Dist. Corp
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel.
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel.
Elbee
2 reels
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
8
2reel
Burr
Imperial
2 reels
int i Photo
Play
uist
1 reel
-"
Int'l Photo Plav Dist ' '■ 1 reel
Imperial .

*t{yarieties (0).
...Safrus
*t}ya"1evl
i/v^-A:,
2.*','"'
♦tJWonderIn"e s (D)
Kolortone
Cartoon
Koiortone •„:.•:
Prod.
*t§When the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
*tiWhpn the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. Dist Corp

Title

UNITED

Reviewed

Picture

•tSScandal (D 4 F)
•tjShakedown. The (F)
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skidder, The
Slim Fingers
Smllln'(3uns
Smilln' Terror ,The
Tip-Off, The
WlldBlood
Winged Horseman. The

Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Bevond' fhe'smoka
Mar. 23
-*^° " '"* ■ *""
Bottles
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Reviewed
Crushed Hats
Cut-ups The
Danger Line. The
Daring Dude. A
Davs of Oaring
June 15
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle.
Farewell
..
Final Reckoning, A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goat
Reviewed
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Half Holiday. A
Have Patience

Sidney-Gordon-Price-SwaIn
(Silent Version)

Mar.
Mar. 17
17 .

Basquette-Howes
(Siieni Version)
WiilTam Cody
Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor
(Silent Version)
Weils-Collins
Rex-Perrin
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Hershoit-Crawford-Chase
(Silent Version)
Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Murray-Kent
Nixon- Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
BUI Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horsei-PerrIn
Gibson-Elder

June
June
April
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

30.
30.
28
3

June
May
June
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Jan.
July

30..
26..
16. .
24..
17. .
6. .
23 . .
6. .
6..
20. .
20..
19.,
13. .
13.
14. .

July
July
April
Jan.
Jan.
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

14. .
21 . .
14 .
27 .
27. .
21 .
21 . .
10..
20 . .
13 . .
24 .
31 .
30. .
2. .
10..
23..

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble and Dog
LaSaile-Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Sayior
Bob Curwood
Lewis-Gulilver-Phllllps
Sid Sayior
Sid Sayior
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSaile
Laemmie Novelty
. Laemmie Novelty
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllos
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Sayior
Lewis-Guiliver-Philllps
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Laemmie Novelty. .^
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog

§ Meam voice (inclading dlalogat and incldentid tongi).
D Means ditc. F Means tound-en-Um.

Reviewed
.June

1

5202 feet.
6740 feet.
6792 feet.
.7400 feet.
7752 feet.

.Mar. 23

.4208 feet.
.7510 feet.

.6908
.4596 feet.
27. . .4719 feet.
.4525 feet.
.6090 feet.
.5729 feet.
.6509 feet.
.7980 feet
feet.
.7731
.6761 feet
.6142 feet.
.6589 feet
.6674 feet.

.6369
.4344
.6621
.6621
.6475

Oct

8

Nov. ID

Feb. 28
feet ...July 13
feet.
feet
feet.
feet

.6753 feet

.5809
.4364
.4232
.5270
.4525

Jan. 12

April 27

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet.

.4109 feet.
.4497
..5767 feet.

ReL Date
Length
Reviewed
Mar. 18
April 1. . . Ireel
Feb. 25.. ..1 reel
Feb. 18
Mar. 23. . .2 reels
Feb. 23
July
1.. . .1 reel
June 1
June 1
June 26. . ..2 reels
May 11
June 5. . ..2 reels
Jan. 19. . ..2 reels
Dec 22
May 20.. . .1 reel
April 27
July 6.. ..2 reels
June 1
May 22. . . .2 reels
April 27
May 18 . .. .22 reels
reels
May 27.. ..2 reels
Jan. 30..
July 20
Aug. 14. . .2 reels
July 8
July 27. . ..2 reels
Feb. 2.. ..2 reels
April 13. . . .2 reels
Mar. 23
April 27
May 29. . . .2 reels
Feb.
3 . . . .10 episodes
July 15.. . .1 reel
June 19
July
3.. .2 reels
June 1
July 29 ..Ireel
July
8
1 reel .
Feb. 4
.2reels
Feb
2
April 15. . .2 reels
.10 episodes.. Mar. 23
May
8. . .1
reel
April 29..
July 17. . ,.2reels
June 18
July 22..
reels
July 8
July 24. . .2
.2
reels
July 8
Aug. 3. . .2 reels
Aug. 28. .
.1 reel
May 1>
._. .June 3. .2
reels
Feb
. 6

A. T. after title meant All Talkie,

August

3 ,

19 29
501

Title

Star

(Hold 'EmOzzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Jungle Jingles
Just in Time
Just Monkeys
Jus' the Type
Xldnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Buster
Love and Sand
lumberjack
Magic
Wen In the Row fre-lssue)
Newlyweds" Arg9l Child, The
Newlyweds Camp Out The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The.
Newlyweds In Society
Wewlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
NIghl Watch. The
Nuts and Jolts
Out At Home
Perilous Paths
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup, The.
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The.
Range Wolf
Red Romance.
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
•nivals .The
Sailor Suits
Saucy Sausages
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Youth
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
TIge's Girl
Tracked
DownFriend "

Rel. Date

Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Young-La Salle
Jan.
Oswald Cartoon
Jan.
Sid Saylor
June
Oswald Cartoon
July
Edmund Cobb
Feb.
Oswald Cartoon
July
Edmund Cobb
Aug.
Laemmie Novelty
Mar.
Young-LaSalle
July
Bob Curwood
Mar.
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
April
Arthur Lake
April
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Mar.
Arthur Lake
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
April
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
May
Jack Hoxie
Jan.
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
July
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
June
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
May
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Jan.
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
April
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Mar.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Aug.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Feb.
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
June
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan.
Edmund Cobb
June
Edmund Cobb
June
•
Feb.
Wllsey-Klngston
July
Bob Curwood
June
Sid Saylor
April
. Canine Cast
April
. Laemmie Novelty
Feb.
. Bob Curwood
Jan.
. Bob Curwood
Feb.
.George Chandler
May
Edmund Cobb
April
George Chandler
April
Bob Curwood
July
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
April
Sid Saylor
Jan.
Sid Saylor
Jan.
Sid Saylor
Mar.
Laemmie Novelty
Jan.
Young-La Salle
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
Feb.
Arthur Lake
June
Arthur Lake
Aug.
Lewls-GuMlvcr-Phl'llps
Jan.
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
June
Oswald Cartoon
May
Arthur Lake
Aug.
Trimble and Dog
Aug.
Oswald Cartoon
May
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Young-La Salle
Feb.
Sid Saylor
Feb
Young-La Salle
April
George Chandler
June
Young-La Salle
April
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog. . . .April
Art Accord
Jan.

'Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag, The
Waiioo, The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Length
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 re»l
2 reels
. 1 reel

4...
7...
7. . .
19. .
8.. .2 reels
23. ..
.1 reel
22
2 reels
17
.2
reels
11...
31 . . . .2 reels
.2
reels
16...
2 reels
1 . . . 1 reel
22...
6. .. .2 reels
25 . . .1 reel
15. .. .1 reel
1. .. .2 reels
26... . 2 reels
. 2 reels
10. ..
12. . .2 reels
.2 reels
15. .
23. . . . 2 reels
.2
17. . . .2 reels
reels
20. . . 2 reels
7
.2 reels
20 . ,
. 1 reel
24. ., .1 reel
9. . .2 reels
29 . 2 reels
29. . . . 2 reels
16. . . 2 reels
8. . 10 episodes.
2 reels
15
24.. 2 reels
1 reel
11. .1 reel
12.
2 reels
9 . .2 reels
4 . .2 reels
27. . .2 reels
6. . .2 reels
reels
20 . .22 reels
15 . .
2. . 2 reels
2 reels
2
27 . 2 reels
14 . 1 reel
13. . 2 reels
18 . .1 reel
17. . . 1 reel
12 . .1 reel
.
7 . . ? reels
24. . . .2 reels
.1
reel
13 ..
1 reel
12
2 reels
21
27. .. .1 reel
18. . . 1 reel
13 . 2 reels
2 reels
27
10 . 2 reels
.2
reels
8 .
10 . 2 reels
1 reel
53 .. 2 reels
.2 reels
Feb. 28. . .2 reels
Aug. 19 .
2 reels
July
8
Aug. 24 . . .2 reels
.1
reel
May
6 .
.1 reel
July 22
1
reel
Jan. 28 .
June 10.. .1 reel
2 reels
Jan. 21
Jan. 21 . 1 reel

Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guliiver-Philllps
Harry Carey
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

Title

Reviewed
Dec. 22
May 25

July 2
Feb.
9
June 29
Feb. 9
Feb. S
Feb. 23
Mar. 30
May 11
May 11
Mar. 30
July 20
Mar. 3C
Feb. 18
June 15
June IS
May 11
Mar. 18
Jan. 1i
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

12
30
30
16
IS

Dec
Mar. 23
Dec. 22
Feb. 8
May 2S

July 20
July 10
Jan. 12
May 11
Mar. 18

Jan.

5

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•♦tSBargain In the Kremlin, The (A.T.)
♦tSBarnum Was Right
Born to the Saddle
■•tSBraggart. The
Brides Will Be Brides
•t§College Love fD & F) (A.T.)
Crimson Hour, The
*t5Dangerous Dimples
Doubling For Trouble
'*t}Drake Murder Case. The
*t§Embarrassing Moments (D & F).

Star

Rel. Date

Joseph Schlldkraut
Ted Wells
Jean Hersholl
Laura La Planle
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
Laura La Plante
Gibson-Gilbert

Laura La Plante
James Murray
Hoot Gibson
Mary
(Silent Philbin
Version)

.

July

.

July 30..

July 28..
July 28. .

SOUND

*t§Alpine
*tSAt the
"tSBaliey
nsCross

.4380feet

.Mar. 2
.Sept. 22

13 reels
April 20
July 28. .
.6500 feet... April 27
Jan. 26
May 18

Rel. Date

Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Vaudeville Act
Lcwis-Gulliver-Phillips

* Means synchronized score,

Aug. 18..

21

SHORTS

Star
Antics (F)
Night Club (A. T.) (F)
and Barnum
Country Run (F 4 D)

.Apr.

Aug. 30. .

April 1 . .
Mar. 25. .
Jan. 11 . .
July 22. .

f Means sound effects.

Length
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
2 reels

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
*t§Junior Luck (F & D)
*tJungle Jingles (F)
*t§King of the Campus (D & F)
•t§Love Birds
♦tLumberjack (F)
♦tSNutsand Jolts
*t§On Guard (F & D)
*tiRivals. The (F & D)
■"tSaucy Sausages
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*i§Sporting Courage (F & D)
■^tStage Stunts (F)
•tSf eams-at Willie
*t§Stripesand Stars (F)
*tSuicide Sheiks (F)
•t§Three Brox Sisters
*t§Use Your Feet (D & F)
*t§ Varsity Dras, The (F & D)
*t§Weary Willies
*tWicked West. The (F)
♦tSZImmerman and Granville

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Pat Rooney and l-amiiy
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phiilips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Songs
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

WARNER

April
July
Feb.
Mar.
June
July
May
April
April
June
April
April
Aug.
Feb.
June
May
May
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
July
June
Jan.

Date

Length
Reviewed
Mar. 30
29... . .1 reel
.2reels
July 20
22. .
4... , 1 reel
.1 reel
4... ,.1929
feet... May 25
3...
. .1 reel
8
2 reels
June 1
27
1 reel
July 20
2
reels
Mar. 30
1
. . 2 reels
.
.1
reel
Mar. 23
15.
24. . .1 reel
.
2
reels
May 11
29
2reels
May 11
15.
19. . .1 reel
18. . . 1 reel
. 2 reels
July
6
24
May
4
13. . .1 reel
. .1
.1 reel
reel
May 11
27. . 1 reel
18
.
.1
reel
Mar.
6
14. . 2 reels
19
. 2 reels
June 29
June 29
22. .1 reel
reel
May 11
10 .. .11 reel
28.

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title

Star

*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
»t§Desert Song, ThejD)..^
♦tlFancy Baggage (D) (A. T.)

Blue-Warner-Wilson
Boles-King
.. Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D) (A. T.) ...Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Fro2en River (D) (A. T.)
,. Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)
*t§Gamblers, The (A. T.) (D)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
*t§Giad Rag Doll, The (D) (A. T.).. Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Greyhound Limited, The (D) (A.
T.)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose (D) (A. T.). . . Loy-Boliier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
*t§Kid Gloves (D) (A. T.)
Nagel-Wilson
(Silent Version)
*t§Little Wild Cat, The (A. T.) (D)
♦ijiVIadonna of Avenue A (D) (A. T.). . Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Mi!lion Dollar Collar, The (D)
(Silent VersI on)
*t§My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
•tJNoah's Ark (D)
D. Costello-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)
*t§No Defense (D) (A. T.)

Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
*t§One Stolen Night (D) (A. T.)
Bronson-Colieir Jr
(Silent Version)
♦tJOn With the Show (A.T.) (D)... .Comoson-Brown-Fazenda
•riQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)
•t (Redeeming Sin, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
*t§Singing Fool, The (D)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
*t§Sonny Boy (D) lA. T.)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
(Silent Version)
*t§Stark Mad (D) (A. T.)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
*t§Sfolen Kisses (D) (A, T.)
May McAvoy
(Slle
ersion)
*t§Time, the Place and the Girl, The
yO) (A. T.}
Olmsted-Withers-Klrkwood
Mile

7..

..

•tFlshIng Fools (F)
*t§Flying High (F & D)
•tHen Fruit (F)
•tHold 'Em Ozzle (F)
•tjHouse Cleaning (A. T.)

Rel.

Rel. Date
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May
June
May
June
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April

Length
4706 feet
19
11034feet.
11. . 6447 feet
28 .
23.. .6983 feet
27 . 6323 feet
6 .
20. .
26. . 5483 feet.
29 .
6685 feet
4
8 .
6114 feet
9
23 . .4696 feet
5610 feet
30
4 . . .4875 feet.
5235 feet
23
27..
.4885 feet.

Reviewed
April 20

June

8

June 22. .
Feb.

9. . .4878 feet.

June 15. .
April
M«y
Mar.
April
July

6.
11
16
20
13

.
.

Mar.
April
Feb.
April
April
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April

16. .
14. .
16.
6..
13.
13.
18..
2.
2
23.
13

June

8

9478feet .. Oct. 27
.7752 feet
5558feet. April 6

.5243 feet.
. .4797 feet.
.
S424feel
.5236 feet
.6921 feet
.6145 feet
.7444 feet
.6011 feet

May 29
April

e

Feb. 23
Mar. 16

66817 feet
feet
491
.6273 feet.
.5658 feet.
6 reels

May

4

Coining Feature Attractions

.June 29

Riding Demon, The
Ted Wells
*t$Shannonsof Broadway. The (A.T.) James Gleason
*t§Show Boat (D & F)
La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
•tjUnder the Southern Cross
Special
Cast
(Silent Version)
Wagon Master The
Ken Maynard
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny
Title

Reviewed

4126 feet.

Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Erik the Great
Veldt-Phllbln
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
♦tSFIamlng Daughters
Girl Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
Girl Overboard
Mary Philbin
•tjGreat Cinema Murder. The
*t§Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.). ..Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker. The
Hoot Gibson
•t§Klngof Jazz The (A. T.)
Paul Wnlteman and Band
*t§LoveTrap, (D & F)
La Piante-Hamillon
(Silent Version)
*t5Minstfel Man. The
Tryon-La Plante
*t§Mississippi Gambler. The (D & F) . Rudolph Schlldkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake

■*t§One Rainy Night (D 4 F)
Play Goes On, The
Points West
*t {Port of Dreams, The

Length

Star

Reviewed

July 20

Star

ReL Date

•TjArgyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Melghan
*t§Aviator, The (A. T.) (D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Gieneral Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•tjGreen Goddess, The (4. T.) (D). George Ariiss
*t|Hearts in Exile (D) (A. T.)
H. Costello-Kerry
*t§Hold Everything (A. T.) (D)
•tjHonky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
*t§Hottentot, The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miller
*t§ln the Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
*t§lsle of Escape, The (A. T.) iD)
Blue-Loy
*t§ls Everybody Happyi" (A. T.) (D) . Ted Lewis and Band
♦t§Mammy (A. T.)(D)
Al Jolson
♦rsNo Questions Asked (A. T.) (D)
Ferris-Collier, Jr
*t§Sacred Flame, The (A. T.) (D) . . . Pauline Frederick
*t§Sap, The (D) (A. T.)
E. E. Horton
*t§Say It WithSongs(A.T.) (D)
Jclson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
*t§She Couldn't Say No (A.T.) (D) . .Winnie Llghtner
*t§Show of S.iows, The (A.T.) (D).. Special Cast (50 stars)
*t§So Long (A. T.) (D)
Chariotte Greenwood
♦tJSkln Deep (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
*t§Songof the West (A.T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t§Tiger Rose (A.T.) (D)
Veiez-Withers
♦tfUnder a Texas Moon (A. T.) (D). . Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

VITAPHONE
Title
A. 4 P. Gypsies
After the Round Up
All Girl Revue
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomaniac.
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments

SHORTS

Star
Orchestra Numbers
Cowboy Songs
Girl Band & Comedienne
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw 4 Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Songs
Kilty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-fibn.

Length

Reviewed
May 18

:
8412 feet
7 reels

June
April

8
2

June

1

June

1

;■

(D)
Rel. Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Revleweu
July 13
June 19
Aug. 29
Oct. 13
June
1
Mar. 18
Mar. 2
Sept.22
July
7
Aug. 28

Motion

502
Title
Question of Today, The
Realization
Regular Business IVIan. A
Rigoletto— Quartet
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue..
Rudy Valleeand Band
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup.
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Tiny Town Revue
Traffic Muddle, A
Typical Types
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (L« Julve). .
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Ughtner

Star
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Songs and Orchestra
Songs and Orchestra
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumit
Harry Delt
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Midget Unit
Donohue & U-No
Bobby Folsom ...
. Giovanni Martlnelll
William Demarest
Songs

WORLD-WIDE

Rel. Da'e

Length

1 reel
1 reel
H'sel

1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 25
June 16
Sent. 15
Sept.29
July 13
June 15
Oct. 13
Mar. 18
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
June 23
June 8
June 15
June
2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES

Title
•tSBIack Waters
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad
♦tJKItty (D & F)

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
KIrkwood-Brlan
April 1 . .7500 feet . April 13
Norman Kerry
Mar. 17 . . .7 reels
Monte Banks
Feb. 2 .... 6 reels
Brody-Stuart
June 29. ... 9010 feet ... June 15
(Silent Version)
8500 feet
Feb. 23
•tMoulln Rouge
Olga Chekova
Jan. 30. . . 9 reels.
Pawns of Passion
Olga Chekova
Feb. 17
7185 feet
Piccadilly
Grida Gray
July 13
9 reels
.
July 30
Tommy Atkins
Walter Byron
Fel>. 4
7 reels
.
Whirl of Life. The
Lerch-George
7000 feet .
Week-End Wives
Thomas-Bankt.
Woman
NIghL A
Maria
Feb.
7688
feet.
...w,...
, .w. 3.
„„,»„
..,.,,o Corda
,.„.„„ in the„.„„„.,„
Woman In White, Jhe.. '.'.'.. '.'.'.'.'.'. ! ^Blanche Sweet! '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
'.'.!!? reels .".'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.

Coming; Feature Attractions

Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer The
Whirl of Lite, The
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The

Star
DIna Gralla
Special Cast
Miles Mander
DIna Gralla
Louis Lerch
Bell-Coates.
Giovanni Martlnelll
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman

* Means synchronized score,

Length

Rel. Date
8
7
7
8
8

Reviewed

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
... SepL 1
July
7
July
7
SepL 1
Sept 22
June 16
Sept 29

f Means soand effects.

Title
Star
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead Laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Eleanor Palntor
Songs
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Raymond Hitchcock
Fair Days
^.:. .Harris & Howe
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program.
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Uft
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Milian
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors. . .Jazz Band
Harry Delf
Songs & Dances
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernle & Band
High Waters
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
I" a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls ACIark.
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs .
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Lash, The
Man
of Peace,
A
Mai Halletl
& Orchestra
Max Schmeling
Meet the Wife
Men Among Men
Mexican Tipica Orchestra
Miss Information
Morrlssey 4 Miller
Music Makers, The

Hobart
Bosworth
Dance Numbers.
Interview
Frank Orth 4 Co
Fred Ardath
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Wilson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Howard Bros

Myers & Hanford
Night Court, The
Non-Support
One Man Glee Club, The
PagllaccI
Pair of Aces. The
Papa's Vacation
Phil Baker

Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
Frank Crumit
John Charies Thomas
TImblln & Raymond
Bennett-Caron
Actordlon Solos

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Hlm.

Picture
Rel Date

News
Length

H reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel

1 re«l

Re-/ewed
Sept. 22
SepL 1
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June
June

28
28
1«
20'
1
8

June
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
June
June
Sept.

23
28
1»
12
1&
23
18
>
8
29

Aug. 29
June 2J
1 reel

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
SepL
June

1* ]
II
91
1
19 ^

June
F*- 23
_
Mw. 16.
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.

23 ,
Itg
3B|
II
II

June '
June II ]
June II i
Feb. II
Oct
Mar. II

A. T. after title means All Talltie.

Hollywood
"The Aviator" is a new co-starring vehicle
with Kdward Everett Horton and Patsy
Miller which the Warners are making. Roy
Del Ruth is megaphoning.
John M. Stahl, in charge of the West
Coast studios of TifTany-Stahl, has just returned to the studio from an illness which
kep him abed for several weeks. Immediately upon his return, the producer took up
production details on "Mister Antonio,"
"Kathleen Mavourneen," "Woman to Woman" and "Peacock Alley."
Paul Stein completed recently direction of
"Her ondPrivate
Affairs," Ann Harding's secPathe talkie.
Betty Caldwell, leading lady, has the feminine lead in "Fire Proof," a new Educacational-Lupino Lane talkie comedy, just
completed.
Clarence Brown, director, began firsi
scenes of his new M-G-M picture, "Navy
Blues," on the same day that "Wonder
of Women," his latest for this company,
opened at the Capitol in New York.
Universal has signed Reginald Barker as
the director of "The Mississippi Gambler,"
a veiiicle for Joseph Schildkraut.
Constance Bennett will make "Ricli
People," an adaptation of a story by Jan
Gelzer as her first talkie for Pathe. Edward H. Griffith will direct. A. A. Kline
is now doing the adaptation.
George Barraud has been borrowed from
M-G-M by TifTany-Stahl for the male lead
in "Woman to Woinan," now being directed
by Victor Saville at the Hollywood studios.
Dorothy Sebastian will be William Boyd's
leading woman in "His First Command,"
a new Pathe all-talkie in which he will be
a cavalier of the U. S. cavalry. Gregory La
Cava will direct the story.
Dorothy Mackaill will be starred this
season by First National
in "The J'kzz

Queen,"
hitherto called
"The
Queen
of
Jazz." She will play the role of a dancer.
Universal has added Vera Reynolds, Hallam Cooley and Josephine Dunn to the cast
of
"Tonight
Harry
Pollard.at Twelve," being directed by
Greta Garbo is now working on a new
M-G-M film, as j'et untitled. Jacques Feyder is directing.
John Langan, N. Y. stage director, was
recently signed to Paramount contract as
dialog assistant during the filming of
"Kibitzer."
Arthur Guy Empey, author of war stories
has completed the script for "Troopers
Three," a U. S. cavalry story which TiffanyStahl will film. Empey will give personal
supervision to the filming of his story.
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike) has been
signed to a new long-term contract by MG-M. He plays in "Hollywood Revue of
1929" and introduces "Singin' jn the Rain."
Unholy Night" is the title decided upon
by M-G-M
for "Theto Green
Ghost,"by the
second talkie feature
be directed
Lionel
Barrymorc.
Phillips Holmes, former Princeton graduate now in the movies, has been added to
the cast of "The Return of Sherlock
Holmes."
He will play the juvenile lead.
First National-Vitaphone has signed three
new staff writers. They are Ray Harris,
Howard Emmet Rogers and Edward
Quayle.
Jack Egan -was signed recently by Columbia for the title role of "The Broadway
Hoofer," Columbia's first all-talking, allsinging, all-dancing music movie.
George Arliss will go directly to England
from Hollywood when he completes the
Vitaphone ve-.sion of "Disraeli" early in
August.

Edward Everett Horton shows a dccidec
preference
for blondes.
In "Prince
his latest Educational-Coronet
talkie Gaby,'^
comn
edy, he will have Rita Carewe as his leading lady. Edgar Wallace wrote the story.
Dorothy Cumming will be the Mother
Superior in
"Applause,"
the Mamoulian,
initial screen now
di-i
rectorial
effort
of Rouben
being
filmed Morgan
at Paramount's
with Helen
starred. Astorai studic
Nita Martan will sing her "blues" songs
in "Road Show," the new M-G-M musical^
movie which "Chuck" Reisner is directing
with Charles King and Bessie Love fea^
tured. Bess Meredyth authored the story.
Harry
Langdon's
second two-reel Ha^
Roach talkie will be "Sky Boy." It is no\
in production
at the Roach studios under
the direction
of Lewis
Foster. Thelma Todc"
and
Eddie Dunn
support.
Gary Cooper's first starring vehicle for
Paramount will be "The Old Lady Shows
Her Medals," which will be an adaptatior
of the Barrie play of the same name.
Betty Boyd is playing the feminine lea^
in "Hot
Sports," the latest Educational
Cameo
comedy,
and
Vernon
Dent.co-featuring Monty Collins
Frank Reicher temporarily discontinued
his career as director of dialog for Pathe
to return to acting. He played the role o|
a states attorney in "Her Private Affairs.']
Wells Root has been engaged by TiffanySlahl to write the dialog for "Peacocl
Tiffany.
Alley," the first Mae Murray talkie for
Johnny Mack Brown will enact the ro-j
mantic lead in "Hurricane," Columbia's sea
story and all-talkie marine drama whicl
was written by Norman Springer.
Universal
has completed
production
onl
"Barnum
Was
Right," an all-talking farce
comedy starring Glenn Tryon.

J

New COLOR

Moods

in

SOUND
with

EASTMAN

SONOCHROME

TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
XhE sixteen delieate colors of Eastman Sonochrorne
are keyed to the moods of the screen. Love, excitement, pomp, adventure .... the variovis seasons,
lightings, emotions ....

are subtly conveyed by

color .... And each tint is so adjusted that it gives
pleasing and faithful reprodviction of sound.
Sonochrorne, the latest Eastman
to the industry, adds immeasurably

contribution
to the beauty,

the atmospht^re, the cfTcctiveness of sound j>ictures.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK

August

i\)y

1»Z»

M4;-j:li>ii^i£:J:iif

f^

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

THE INDUSTRY OWES
DEBT OF THANKS TO

A

GRETA GARBO'
Such a performance as Miss Garbo gives in
"The Single Standard" {Now in its 2nd week
at the Capitoly N.Y.) brings renewed interest
and patronage to all motion pictures* Metro*
Goldwyn^Mayer stars are the greatest business
builders of the industry*
^^SS^
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AMERICAN
GENERAL
FILM
COMPANY
announces
the first four releases
for 1929 "1930
(1) THE

SENSATIONAL

DIVORCE

from the Viennese Operetta ''THE DIVORCEE" a
thrilling comedy with the well known Viennese music by
LEO FALL

(2) THE

BEGGAR

STUDENT

from the Viennese Operetta, full of adventure and humor,
music by Milloecker

(3) THE

CAGE

OF DEATH

a thrilling storv of circus life, featiudng the famous
acrobat LUCIANO ALBERl INI

(4) THE

CENTURY

DAREDEVIL

a mysterious detective adventure from
iMi I

"JIMMY, the CROOK" bv Ludwig von Wohl, starring
LUCIANO ALRERTINI

Produced by AAFA-FILM,
*

the novel

Berlin

Every film delivered with sound effects on disc or silent.
For Franchises

AMERICAN

in I'liited

States iSc Canada

GENERAL

C'oninuinieate

W^ith

FILM CO.

1440 Broadway
Ncn\- York City
'IVleplione:

Peiinsyh ania

7.)71

Cables: (iKNKRFILMS

New

^'(.l•k

Why PARAMOUNT'S two Aee
First Run Greater Neiiv York
Theatres

are both playing

"HUNGARIAN

RHAPSODY"

" 4Iungarian Rhapsody' certainly introduces continental 'It'. The picture
is excellent."
— V. >'. Evening World

"Easily the best film entertainment
to be found in Brooklyn this week.
— Brooklyn
You really shouldn't
miss Daily
it." Eagle

"The picture is charming. 1 1 is played
smartly. The photography is admirable." —\etv York Sun

"Beautifully directed, painstakingly
acted and photographed with the utmost skill, 'Hungarian Rhapsody"
should not be missed by filin lovers."
— ,Y. y. Herald Tribune

"A fine film, exquisitely produced,
vigorously directed and enacted by a
cast of real artists." — .V. Y. American

PARAMOUNT
Erich
Pom 111 er
Production

"A splendid piece. Incredibly fine picture. Unusually good musical synchronization." —v. Y. Ereninn PttsI

SOUND

Directed by

Hans
Schwarz

HIT

"A paragon of directness and power.
A good picture."
— A'. Y . Telegram

"It succeeds in oO'cring lull entertainment without the addition of dialogue. We believe you'll enjoy it."
— ;V. Y. Daily IK'eu-s

CASH

IX ox THE CRAZE

for GIRL

SHOWS!

Al Christie's
2 -Reel Sun-Tan Revue
THE LADY FARE

6^

Book by OCTAVUS

55

ROY COHEN

^ Hotter than hot ! Newer than new ! A fast-stepping, dazzling Broadway -Harlem revue. And the)
get it quick — in two reels ! ^ Featuring the famous Cotton Club dusky dancing damsels. And the swiftesl
jazz band in town. Song hits. Dance hits. Dialog and plot by the world's greatest writer of colorec
comedy — Octavus Roy Cohen. With all the production values of a lavish talking, singing, dancing
feature picture. ^ The New Show World in Shorts ! Theatres large and small can panic audiences
with

'^The Lady

Fare"!

^^jk^^^^^J^^

Released by PARAMOUIVT

J

ANNOUNCINS
SPECIAL
FOR

TIFFANY STkUllS

PRODUCTIOMX
FALL RELEA/E

presentfora Fall
list
(^ r\ "^^IFFANY'STAHL
I ^^ Special Productions
\^_^
C/
Release (all dialogue) — the first
of their releases on their program of 26 pictures for 1929'1930.
Quality, story value and box-office draw
are the fundamentals of the productions
announced.
Within a short time Tiffany-Stahl will
make a further announcement of the
remainder of their production schedule.
Not forgetting the important fact that
Tiffany-Stahl have acquired *^ JOURNEY'S END," the greatest stage play of
the year, which will be produced and
marketed as a road show attraction.
All of which graphically shows that
Tiffany-Stahl, in their selection of story
material, stars and directors, will deliver
during the forthcoming year, one of the
best programs ever offered to an exhibitor.

KZMiBHKZOE:
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It Does Not Qlorify War -But Human
We do
England

not need to tell you how wonderful
is "Journey's End."
for critics
and the United States — have sung its praises around the world.

Alexander Woolcott wrote in Collier's—
a reminder to a starved generation that now
and again certain members of the human race
can and do behave so gallantly that one is not

ashamed, after all, to belong to it."
Gilbert W. Gabriel, in Vanity Fair-

W. A. U., in the New
"It should run, if such
and forever."
j
,„/ /i. •
^"^"f^ ^- ^"'^°''' '"

in

Character!
two

York Journal—
a thing could be, forever

l t
j
i-w i -r- i
'''« L°"«'<»" ^"^^ ^^'^■

"i, abounds with laughter even in the teeth of
' by all odds the most assertive success of the death. Your eyes may stream, your nerves break,
h—
grapheart
year in drama * * * tops all the war plays, your
throb — you may have a catch in your
somehow smothers them lifeless—"
throat, but you will be the better for it."

A Play Without a Woman — Daring, Different, Novel!
A Big Road Show Production

countries-

#

EACOCK ALL
The personality that many imitate but only Mae Murray costumes.
And a recordmg voice as vital
Murray
possesses — in an ultra-modern
production, as her individuality!
smart, original, beautiful — darmg, spicy, racy!
The story is a frank, honest, fearless treatment
With dialogue and songs — exotic dances — lavish of today's divorce problem.
settings — a bewildering
display
of biiarre
Mae by Carey Wilson.

Written and supervised

k

f&'.

gooo {0V^^!\, Carey. ^;^^°;:^,ghes,
^
(^^.eth r^ ^
Supervised fy

„cc ^—

^ '

\\.

^^^

-^^^/P*'^mu.vng,

'^"^

'aL

/

f-i

°'^^''
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W
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^
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*TROOPERf
THREE*

TO

wiTM

Written and Supervised
by ARTHUR GUY EMPEY

Soldier-author of "Over the Top," "The
First Call" and "A Hell of a War."
Produced with the sanction and approval
of the United States Government.
To be staged at three cavalry posts, with
the cooperation of the entire Division of
Cav.ilry.
and

First picture of its kind
sound.
Spectacular!

==

BETTY

COMRTOM
A dialogue screen version of the
Morton.
by Michael
play
A powerful
drama of a man and
two women — one his wife, the other
his son's mother.
Pans in war time — then London

with dialogut^-^
Thrilling!
V>f

m peace — m this romance of a
dancer who was celebrated for her

7^

Dance of Death — ar.J whose love
never died!

\
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Adapted by Nicholas Fodor. Dilected by Victor Saville.

With CONWAY
Melodrama!
Adventure ""up-to-the
minute — so
dangerous that only a few are intrepid enough to
dare!
A giant Zeppelin lost over the uncharted
icy
vastness of the South Pole — tossed about in a blind-

TEARLE
rashed into an iceberg — wrecked,
ing blizzardruined! Gas gone — protection gone — food going!
Strength weakening!
Sanity fleeing!
Thrills, action, suspense, dangers! Written by
John Francis Natteford. Directed by Reginald
Barker — dialogue direction by Edward Sloman.

mk

J~f\U.y O'MEIL
From a famous stage play
by Dion Boucicault

//
Witty,

KATHLEEN
MAVOURNEEN

'PAI NTE D
ES"
FJOEE.
AC BROWN
WITH

Sawdust and canvas — clowns and
acrobats — snake charmers and hoochie
coochie dancers — barkers and caliope —
all are there in the kaleidoscope of
color and medley of cacophony that
thrills young and old when the carnival
comes to town.

sparkling dialogue — tuneful new*
songs and bits from old Irish ballads.
Tuneful, tearful, cheerful.
Continuity and dialogue by Frances
Hyland. Directed by Albert Ray. With,
Charles Delaney and Robert Ellior^.

DANQEROU/
BUriNE/r^'

^
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MEDIC
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NCHANTINGi
\

MELODIE^
An All-Color Technicolor Feature

"The Enchanting
Melodie"
(temporary
title) will
have a powerfully dramatic love story for a background

— to be set in 'an exquisite frame of color and music —
woven into a tapestry of entertainment de luxe with —
Lilting, tuneful music — lively and whirlwind dancing,
lovely and allurmg girls, colorful and original costumes,
magnificent settings, marvelous natural scenery.
A riot of color — beauty — music — drama and pep!

Ready for You Now!
and ready always, as long as its pages last, to help — advise —
suggest — inspire you in the solution of your sound problems and
show the way to more and greater accomplishments in operation.
f^^;

• SOUND
Motion Pictures
By HAROLD

B. FRANKLIN

President and General Manager Fox West Coast Theatres

"The Book of The Talkie Age"
Manager — Projectionist— Exploiteers — need
this practical manual of the sound theatre.

Order Now For
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Three Dollars per copy
Use This Coupon

i

Motion Picture Neyrs
729 Seventh Avenue
New Yorjc City
Enclosed herewith is — check — money
order for $3.00 in full pajment for one
copy of Harold B. Franklin** great book
**Sound Motion Pictures," to be aent to
me
cost immediately.
of mailing.) (Add 20 cents to cover
Name
Street No
City

State .

First

roni

PARIS
BOUND

THE
SOPHOMORE

< <

Starring ANN

9 9

HARDING

with Fredric March and Leslie Fenton, from the stage play by
Philip Barry, produced by Arthur Hopkins. Adapted by Horace
Jackson, supervised by Maurice Revnes, and directed by Edward
H. Griffith.

with Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil and a great cast including
Jeanette Loff, Stanley Smith, Russell Gleason, Sarah Paden,
Brooks Benedict, Spec O'Donnell From the story by Corey
Ford. Adapted by Joseph Franklin Poland. Superx'ised by
William Conselman.
Directed by Leo McCarey.

m

Paflie
Aliready

coitceded

tiivo

hitsi
^^JL^^eHt talking
of
the
current
seaisoii

NOW— BOTH
"PARIS
BOUND'*
AT
THE
FISHER.

PLAYING
DETROIT

IN

DETROIT

**THE
SOPHOMORE"
AT
THE
MICHIGAN,

DETROIT

"So good it seems as if the ultimate
had been reached . . . The whole picture is one over which to enthuse,

"The whole production moves swiftly,
brilliandy and to great public approval.
Uproarious . . . Left the customers

dialogue, situations, actors, settings,

gasping for breath and weak from

photography, direction"
— Detroit Free Press

laughter ".

July 27, 1929

— Detroit News
July 27, 1929

PATHE
SILVER

ANNIVERSARY

1929^1930

I

BIG

^A

weyy*'^c "'>"<"

NO
BATTERIES
Amplification Is
direct from 110 volt 60 cycle A C source
without batteries of any kind.

u
'^^TTJ^

,V,V,t.v.

DOUBLE
tion in Sound

EVEN

CHANNEL

AM-

PLIFICATION Prevents interrupPrograms.

SOUND

DISTRIBUTION

Tlirough use of latest type electro-dynamic
speakers.

MECHANICAL

GEAR

DRIVE

Assures Perfect Synchronization of all Programs.

NEW

IkA.

V o

N D
I E
I

R S

TYPE

PICKUP

Give*

perfect tracking of all records
increased
frequency coverage.

CONSTANT

PITCH

and

Assured

by constant speed motors driving turntables at absolutely uniform speed.

Service throughout the World assured by these leading Producers:
PARAMOUNT

FIRST NATIONAL

WARNER

UNITED

BROS.

ARTISTS

M-G-M

VITAPHONE

COLUMBIA

UNIVERSAL

',A.^ei

FEATURES--'FOR THE
EXHIBITOR
As little as $150 down gives the small theatre
the finest synchronized sound! . . Patent, in the
new Junior Models, offers houses under 500 seats
quality and performance that have been proved
by over 600 theatres using the large Pacent
machines. . . Forty weeks to pay, if you wish. . .
Weekly payments as low as $30. . . And once
you have paid for your Pacent machine you own it.
There are no compulsory weekly service charges,
no lease, no heavy overhead or costly operation.
All Pacent Reproducer Systems are backed by a
nation-wide service organization made up of
men ^ho kno>v our equipment and vfho kno>^
how to make it most profitable for the exhibitor.

DISC $1,500

TYPE 500 D D A
SYNCHRONOUS

Disc and Sound

TYPE 500 FDA
SYNCHRONOUS

onJFilm $2/500
FOR
TYPE

2 M D A

Synchrohous

up to 2000

Disc

seats

lACENT REPRODUCER
Sales and Service Representatives

LARGER

^^

HOUSES
TYPE

cf\f>

$2/500

CORP.

4 M D A

Synchronous

2000

to 4000

Disc

seats

^^

mr\r\

$3/500

" S?Er;<SK''r°

in principal Film Centers in the United States and Canada

They are already commencing to huy:

THE END OF THE WORLD
as seen and heard by

ABEL

GANCE

Adapted from the book by
CAMILLE FLAMMARION

Sound film with portion for a triptych (triple-width)
to be projected with ordinary apparatus*

I

'^

\

SOCIETE L'ECRAN - D'ART
15, rue du Bac, Paris

Dir. \. Ivanof f
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The Reward of Courage
Some Thoughts On The Third Anniversary Of Vitaphone
By William A. Johnston
WRITING on this page three years ago,
we said: "The Vitaphone is a new
kind of public entertainment with
seemingly vast potentialities. We take off our
hats — and the whole industry may well do
likewise — to those who were wise and fearless
enough to take so great a stride.
"If there is one thing that counts in the
show world it is courage. Only courage —
and of course, with a few, has put this industry where it is today. For every courageous
man there will be a thousand to gainsay his
efforts. There always have been.
"The courageous job is tough but the rewards are great — and for the many."
We were speaking of the tremendous sensation created by the first public showing of
Vitaphone on August 6, 1926.
The men of courage to whom we referred
were, of course, the Warners. Though it was
not until fourteen months later — on October
6, 1927, the premiere of "The Jazz Singer"
— that the revolution got fully under way,
the earlier occasion put the handwriting on
the wal].
And this week marked the third anniversary of Vitaphone — three years which have
completely remade the industry, turned it
upside down, and then, slowly but decisively,
headed it toward stability again on the new
basis of sound.
It is not often the lot of pioneers to reap
the deserved rewards of their trail-blazing.
Generally, the opposite has been true. But,
in this instance, the rewards have been great,
as indeed they should have been — and for
the many, as well as the pioneers.

Vitaphone started in one house on Broadway three years ago. Now, sound is heard
on the screens of America and twenty-seven
foreign countries.
This happened because the Warners had
the courage to take the daring step and the
vision to see the possibilities that lay beyond
the silent picture.
*

*

*

On the pioneering effort of the Warners
the industry is building the structure of the
future. The imagination, given free rein,
foresees greater and greater possibilities, and
all because the necessary priceless ingredient
— sound — was added to the motion picture.
Before the Warners took it, the Vitaphone
was just an invention. The labors of the
engineers and scientists in the field of sound
mechanism nobody would for a moment discount. But to the skill of the engineers it
was vitally necessary that the vision of showmen be added before the public could be
given greater entertainment and the industry
new vigor and life.
The Warners had the vision and the courage.

*

*

*

On this anniversary, and the recurring
anniversaries of the future, the industry will
do well to honor the pioneers who initiated
the movement to put new lifeblood into the
industry, and rekindle public interest when
it had definitely begun to wane.
It's a great achievement. The prophecy
rings true: "The courageous job is tough,
but the rewards are great — and for the many."
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Motion

Court Restrains Censors
And Police From Interfering

^^AKbi'^ Film
With Showing Of
Mexico Denies Move To

Judge
Fisher
Strikes
Blow
Against Censorship And
Defends The Picture
In Question

/CHICAGO, ILL., Aug. 6.— Judge Harry
^-^ Fischer of the Chicago Superior Court,
struck a mighty blow against censorship
and delivered an eloquent and forceful defense of the motion picture when on Tuesday of this week he granted a permanent
injunction restraining the Chicago Censor
Board and the City Police Department
from interfering with the showing of the
United Artists' picture "Alibi" at the
United Artists Theatre, Chicago. These two
bodies had sought to have a temporary restraining order dissolved. The picture will
continue its engagement.
Replying to the citing of a court decision
whereby a city ordinance was passed prohibiting the showing of a picture deemed
"immoral or obscene" or portraying "depravity, criminality or lack of virtue of
any age, creed, color or religion," Judge
Fisher said: "The question isn't whether
a crime is portrayed; the question to be
determined in passing upon the morality of
the thing is whether the crime is portrayed
in such a way that the actors arouse sympathy for themselves, and it might be emulated by others. But where the crime is
portrayed in such a way to arouse the feeling of an audience to create a sense of condemnation, itis not immoral in the sense
of this audience."
To tbe police department's charge that
the picture showed the organization in an
Unfavorable light Judge Fisher remarked :
"The police are vindicated in this particular picture. As a matter of fact, if I were
to criticise the picture at all it would be
perhaps for its undue glorification of the
police. The villainy is ultimately proven
by the police. . . . my reaction was that
he (the police commissioner) ought to go
out of his way to have it shown.
"Censorship, in so far as it is permitted
at all, is to guard against showing obscene
or immoral subjects. Can it possibly be
regarded as a power in the hands of the
police to prevent criticism of their conduct? The question answers itself. And
perhaps the action of the police in this
case more than any that I can think of,
shows the danger of censorship generally.
It is a form of tyranny at its best, justified, perhaps, because of the abuses to
which the owners of theatres might resort,
but it is an exercise of power abhorrent to
American ideas. It should be used only out
of sheer necessity."
This is the first time an injunction of
this kind has been granted since "The
Birth of a Nation ' ' ; the usual actions have
been in the form of mandamus proceedings,
some of which ended in favor of the producers.

Forbid U. S, Talkies
ishas any
ment
Governof
THE Mexica
having
sued a flatn denial
part in a reported move which
would prohibit the showing of talking
pictures throughout Mexico. The governmental communication in reply to
a letter by F. L. Herron, of the Hays
stated: "It has no
foreignt department,
though of forbidding the importation
and exhibition of talking pictures in
h langua
theIt Englis
is thought
thatge."
the reported move
to forbid the use of the English
language with the showing of pictures
originated within a small group whose
to embarrass relations between the two
countries. There is an old law, which
still exists, forbidding the use of any
other language than Spanish on the
legitimate stage. It is understood that
a similar law, applying to the use of
titles with motion picture films, may
be enforced after Oct. 1, 1929. The latter move is believed to have been the
source of the rumored action.

Louis Cohen Made
General Mgr. Of
U. Chain Theatres
Will Supervise
Activities Of
Circuit; F, A, Flader Remains
As His Assistant
Engaged seven months ago by Carl
Laemmle as real estate expert for the Universal Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., Louis
Cohen was this week announced as general
manager of the Universal chain theatre
organization. He will have general supervision over all the activities of the chain
and the several hundred theatres it owns
or operates.
F. A. Flader, of the U chain executive
personnel, remains as assistant to Cohen,
and will do the buying for the chain and
will act as chief field man.
Cohen's work since joining Universal
has been devoted to consolidating, weeding
out and acquiring houses for the chain.
Prior to joining U he was associated with
Harold B. Franklin in the West Coast Theatres for two years. He went to the Coast
from the Publix home ofiSee in 1927.

Picture

News

Production On
Whiteman Film
Off Until Nov. 1
Band

Leader
and Universal
Still JJnable To Agree
On A Story

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture New*)

Hollywood, August 8. — After attempting
to find a suitable story for Paul Whiteman's "The King of Jazz," production on
the picture has been delayed until November 1, and Whiteman is now arranging a
Coast tour of himself and band to fill in the
intervening time.
Production was postponed by mutual
consent, Whiteman agreeing to the delay
until Universal could obtain a story which
met with his approval. In previous stories
presented to Whiteman for his 0. K. the
band maestro argued that he was not an
actor, and he could not approve any film
story that presented him in that manner.
Whiteman and his band have been waiting to start production on the picture for
the past four weeks, Avith conflicting reports as to salary payments to Whiteman
and his band. One statement declared that
Whiteman personally received $8,000 per
week for eight weeks, and his musicians
were on salary for a total of $4,500 weekly
during the same period. Studio officials
declare that Whiteman receives a flat sum
for the picture, out of which he pays the
members of his band for their work. In
either case a substantial overhead has been
piled delays.
up on "The King of .Jazz" through
story

Wm. C. Menzies Now An
Associate U. A. Producer
Having the distinction of the first artist
to become a producer, William Cameron
Menzies, designer of sets for "The Thief
of Bagdad" and other United Artists releases, this w^eek became an associate
Tnited Artists producers. He will
work in association with John W. Consi(line, Jr., and will start as his first assignment in his new capacity with "It's a
Pleasure," Fannie Bi-ice's vehicle, and
"Say
inan. It With Songs," to star Harry RiehFor the past five j^ears Menzies has been
ill charge of the art division of the J. M.
Schenck Enterprises.

F. N. Signs Movie Organist
For "Lilies Of Field" Role

Monte Collins Dies

Hollywood, Aug. 8. — Milton Charles, featiu-ed concert organist at Paramount Theiitre, Los Angeles, has been signed by First
•Vational for a featured part in "Lilies of

Hollywood August 8. — Monte Collins, oldtime stage and screen actor, died Saturday
at White Memorial Hospital, Glendale,
after a lingering illness. He was born in
Boston 73 years ago, and started his stage
career at 7, going into pictures a number
of years ago.

has built up a substantial followtheCharles
Field."
ing at the downtown first run, and is now
featured each week in all advertising. Before the theatre discontinued the Publix
stage shows, Charles stepped out as master
of ceremonies on several occasions, and surprised the audiences with his personality.
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Allied Negotiating With Producer
Group; Myers Claims 1600 Members
WON'T

AFFIRM

OR DENY

Executives Of Companies Refuse To State Status Of
Reported Deal With
Allied States
companies
IVES of three bi^-ons
EXECUTione
of prod in the neootriati
ment
diicers-distributors with the Allied
States Association were sought on Thursday in an effort to obtain the status of the
negotiations l)ct\veen thfinselves and thf
independent exhibitors.
Lee Marcus, of Radio Pictures, stated
that there was nothing that could be said
at this time, but that he would have an
important announcement to nmke within <.
short time. Radio Pictures, according to
insidti information, has already come to
an agreement with the Allied heads.
Joseph Brandt, president of Columbia,
fii-st denied that he knew anything of a deal
and later admitted that there were some
negotiations several weeks ago with Allied
but that nothing further had been done in
the matter.
At Universal it was said that R. H.
Cochrane was out of town for the day.
Lou Metzger, general manager of the organization,-stated that if there were any
negotiations between any of the executives
of his company and the Allied he wanted to
know about it, adding that a deal of the
nature outlined would certainly interest
him.
During the week there was a statement
issued by L. P. Sawj'er, of RCA, wliich,
while bri'el, was decidedly to the point, in
the light of the reported 'phone discussion
with one of the attorneys of the Hays organization. The statement was as follows:
"RCA Photophone, Inc., is engaged in
the business of selling sound equipment and
certainly will not bring about a situation
where one group in the industry can buy
more advantageously than another groui>
under the same conditions."
Which means simply that RCA intends
to do business with whom it pleases, regardless ofany interference that any group
in the industry intends to place in its path.
Any group of exhibitors can do business
with RCA as a group and thus obtain the
benefits of the discounts that would be
given to any other group that consolidated
its buying power.
This company is affiliated with Radio
Pictures and would naturally follow with
them in any deal that was made with the
Allied States.

U's Milwaukee Subsidiary
Chain Is Now 100% Wired
The Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, a subsidiary of Universal, is now equipped with
Western Electric sound apparatus 100 per
cent. The six remaining houses — the
Downer, State, Juneau, Riviera, Lake and
Kosciusko — opened with talkies this week.

Gloria
Swanson
Sails
For London Premiere
last
sailed
SON10, on
GLORIA
the S. S.
August
Saturday,SWAN
Olympic to attend the world premiere of her latest United Artists vehicle, "The Trespasser," at the New
Gallery Kinema on September 9.
When the boat docks at Cherbourg
she will take the train for Paris, where
her husband, the Marquis de la Falaise
de la Coudraye, will meet her. Virginia Bowker
Chicago
actress"
chum since
theirof early
days the
in Essanay
pictures, accompanies her.
Before sailing, Miss Swanson recorded two songs for Victor: Toselli's
"Serenade" and "Love," by Edmund
Goulding with lyrics by Elsie Janis.

Ohio May Be Scene
Of Battle Between
Publix — Warner
Both Have
Obtained
Many
Sites In State; Warners
Obtain Syracuse Strand
Ap})arently well-authenticated rumors
whisper that Ohio is to become the battleground of a struggle for theatre supremacy between Publix and Warners.
A current report from Cincinnati, 0., is
to the effect that a former prominent Columbus exhibitor has secured more than a
dozen options on houses in Ohio for Publix, the sites extending from the Ohio
River to Lake Erie. A large real estate
operator of Cincinnati has also been mentioned as having taken a great n\nnber of
options on desirable theatre sites for Warners to build. The Warner sites are said
to be located in Hamilton, Middletown,
Mansfield and other equally important
Ohio cities.
The Strand in Syracuse, which figured
in recent news reports because of competition between Publix, RKO and Warners
to secure it, has been definitely acquired
by the Warners. The deal will be closed
within ten days, it is expected, with Warners assuming complete control not lateithan Sept. 1. Warners will take the house
on a ten-year lease, the rental being reported as $25,000 for the first five years
and $48,000 for the second five.
It is said that those at the helm of the
Strand rejected a proposition from Paramount for the purchase of the theatre at
a figure approximating $400,000. The
Strand occupies a site owned by Thomas
Anderson of Syracuse, the theatre company
renting the land on an agreement having
46 years to go. It is understood that the
company is seeking a further 50-year extension at the present time.

CONFERENCES

ARE

HELD

Radio^
Universal^
Columbia
And Others May Associate
With Myers' Exhibitor
Organization
disng and
with
interestsproduci
in Avhich
at least
affiliati(jntributing
three if not more companies would
be included, formed for the purpoi5e of
dent and nonguaranteeing tod the indepen
circuit affiliate exhibitors of the country
an uninterrupted fiow of sound productions
at a cost basis that is to be figured on their
combined buying power, was in the process
of negotiation this week.
The exhibitor group is the Allied States
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors.
The companies that are reported as in
negotiation with the exhibitor body are
Radio Pictures, Universal and Columbia.
In addition to this, through the Radio Pictures participation, the RCA Photophone
is said to be a party to the deal.
Abram F. Myers, head of the Allied
movement, with Al Steffes and H. M.
Richey, have been in New York for several
days this week carrying on the negotiations
tending toward bringing about a direct
affiliation of the three companies named
and their exhibitor members. It is possible
that a meeting of the heads of the various
state organizations in the Allied will be
held in New York or a central point where
they can all conveniently foregather for a
final discussion of the plan and the affixing
of signatures to a contract which will bring
about
a new producer-distributor-exhibitor
affiliation.
As

Neither Mr. Myers nor his two associates
would state anything for publication in regard to the reports that have been in the
air for more than a week, regarding the
possibility of a hook-up between their association and a group of producers.
Radio Pictures were fii-st mentioned as a
possibility to the arrangement and they
are reported to have already agreed tentatively to a contract under which they are
mlling to co-operate with the exhibitors.
Columbia and Universal are said to have
been the next to have joined the movement.
The Myers faction claim that they have
1,600 independent theatre members in the
various state organizations associated with
them and this number would give the producers and distributors an assured number
of outlets for their product. In the case
of Radio Pictures the step is significant in
view of the determination of this organization to become actively engaged in the
theatre field, either through affiliation, the
purchase of partnerships, or by the extendings.ing of their present vaudeville theatre holdIn the carrying on of the negotiations
with the various companies there was no
pledge of secrecy asked or pledged, but
those active in the conferences held their
own counsel pretty much, and refused to
talk about the status of the negotiations.

Motion
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INDIANAPOLIS, Aug. 8.— A test
strength between the Allied States Association and the Film Boards of Trade
in Indiana was won temporarily at least by
Allied, when, after a three hour session of
a meeting called Aug. 2 by Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Hays organization, to persuade exhibitors to resume arbitration, they retired stating that the matter would be put up to their board of directors.
Following the meeting, Pettijohn left for
Chicago, where he expressed the opinion
that he was confident the Indiana situation
would work itself out to the satisfaction of
all. With the exception of Minneapolis, he
stated, arbitration is functioning in all of
the key cities.
The Indianapolis meeting was attended
by approximately twenty exhibitors and all
of the local exchange managers. Charles
B. Metzger, general manager and attorney
for the exhibitor organization, represented
the exhibitors. Because of differences which
could not be satisfactorily settled at the
regular meetings and due to Allied 's instructions to members that they withdraw
from arbitration proceedings, arbitration
was suspended here four weeks ago. "Arbitration is done for," declared Frank
Rembusch in a statement following the
meeting.
Dallas, August 8. — The arbitration
situation in Texas devolped to the
point where it is stated injunction
proceedings will be instituted to prevent enforcement of awards made by
the board of arbitration against exhibitors
who were not named by the state exhibitor
unit, according to Colonel H. A. Cole, head
of the unit which has withdrawn from
arbitration. Out of twenty-two cases heard,
eight were filed by exhibitors against exchanges, with exhibitors winning most of

*Hollywood Revue* N. Y.
Premiere On Aug. 14
4 4fT^HE Hollywood Revue," initial
I screen revue, will be premeried by M-G-M at the Aster Theatre, New York, on the evening of Wednesday, August 14. At this
house it will succeed "The Broadway
Melody," now in its twenty-sixth week.
"The Hollywood Revue" features
songs, dances, skits, tableaux and
blackouts. It contains more than a
score of stars in its cast. More than
1,.500 persons were involved in its making, it is said, and more than three
million feet of film were photographed
to obtain the final footage of 11,000
feet. Twenty original song numbers
figure in the presentation.

Allied
May Join
After
Big Meeting
Myers
Speaks
At Exhibitor
Luncheon Impressing
Local Organization

Three
Theatres
Drop
Sound For Silents
elphia
in the yPhilad
es recentl
theatr
THREE
ned
abando
have
territory
the showing of sound pictures
and gone back to silents. They are:
Ralph Sobelson, of Bangor; S. Holtzman, at the Colonial Theatre, Millerburg, and P. Lemzelli, of the Grand
Theatre, Williamstown, N. J.

them. If deposit demands are made by
the exchanges, the claims of exhibitors who
declined arbitration are to be carried to the
courts, it is stated. It is believed that the
deposit system will be carried through to
all exhibitors who do not abide by award
decisions and it is also reported that the
film board has engaged legal talent to oifer
contest in even of injunction proceedings.
In a test case of arbitration and the legality of the standard contract brought by
M-G-M against W. R. Fairman, a former
exhibitor of Bryan, Texas, the court disallowed the distributor's claims. Fairman
contended that he never accepted arbitration for the reason that the board set-up
was improperly made. He also charged conspiracy and that the standard contract was
not legal under Texas law. M-G-M will
appeal the case. The action was based on
the alleged sub-renting, by Fairman, of
films. Fairman contended that this was
rcular practice and done with the knowledg.; of exchanges. Paramount had, with
others, filed a like claim in this case but
withdrew.

Ben Rosenberg
Is Columbia's 1st
Circuit Sales Mgr.
The new-created post of Circuit Sales
Manager in the Columbia Pictures organization has been filled with the appointment this week of Ben Rosenberg. He will
have under his immediate supervision all
deals closed by Columbia with theatre
chains throughout the country. ' His duties
will take him to many parts of the country.
His headquarters, however, will be in New
York, where he now has taken up his new
duties.
Rosenberg, who has been connected with
the fiilm business since 1914, comes to Columbia from Fox, where for the past four
years he has been personal representative
for James R. Grainger, and later district
manager of the Pacific Coast and Intermountain States.

Garnett To Direct Richman

N ezvs

Western Penn.

Arbitration Hangs Fire In
Indiana; Texas Exhibitors
May Ask Award Injunction
Indiana Body Will Put Question Up To Board; Situation
Critical In Texas

Picture
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In "The Song Of B'way
Hollywood, Aug. 8. — Tay Garnett will
direct Harry Richman in his musical film
production.
"The Song of Broadway" for
United
Artists.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 8. — At an enthusiastic
luncheon meeting of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania
held here on Tuesday, Abram F. Myers,
head of the Allied States Association, appeared and made an address, speaking
briefly of Allied activities. He did not
urge the local body to join the Allied
movement and throughout the greater part
of his talk there was a plea to the exhibitors to cooperate with one another.
He stated that the Allied States Association now had 1,600 members and that three
additional state units were expected within
its ranks within a short time.
Myers was a distinct hit with the crowd,
which was the best turnout that the local
association has had in two years. Many of
those present at the meeting gave as their
opinion that Myers was working wonders
for the interests of the independent exhibitors, and although there has been no
definite action on the part of the body at
present there is every likelihood that they
will line up with the Myers movement.

New Company Is
Formed To Import
European

Talkies

A new company, formed to exhibit European sound-on-disc and silent productions,
has made its entrance in the United States
and Canadian fields. It is the American
General Film Co.
The company has inaugurated its releasing schedule for the new season with two
Viennese operettas, a European circus story
and a detective story.
The company has connection with leading
motion picture producers in European
countries.

Dolores Del Rio's First
All-Talkie "The Bad One"
Dolores del Rio's first all-talking picture
will be "The Bad One," from a story by
John Farrow. The star will appear as a
French cabaret singer. The locale is
France. It is quite possible that Edwin
Carewe will direct Miss del Rio, but no
decision
be made until Carewe's return fromwill
Europe.

Paramount Will Star Hal
SkeUy In "The Show Off"

Hollywood, Aug. 8. — Paramount will feature Hal Skelly in a talker film version of
"The Show Off," New York stage play.
Herman JMankiewicz is writing the adaptation and dialog.

August
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Government's Approval Policy On
Mergers Now Slated To Be Modified
WASHINGTON

SILENT

But Dept. Of Justice Said To
Have Withdrawn Approval
Of Two Picture
Mergers
IT was reported in New York this week
that the Department of Justice had
witlidrawn its reported previous approval of the merging of the ^Yarner Bros.First National and the Fox-Loew-M-G-M
companies. These reports followed closely
that from Washington that the Department
was to modify the former policy of granting approval to those seeking to merge
various big enterprises. Seeking to verify the
reports in Washington brought an absolute
refusal for any information requested in
regard to the two motion picture mergers.
Generally it was stated that the Fox organization, at least, would take exception
to any decision that was handed down by
the Government prohibiting its taking over
the Loew-M-G-M organization.
According to inforraa.tion, the Departm-ent of Justice stand in the matter of the
Fox-Loew merger is because of the
tremendous increase over the market value
of the M-G-M stock that William Fox is
said to have paid in order to secure control
of the company. The Department of
Justice is said to maintain that this increased price places in jeopardy the holdings of other stock-holders in the company.
No line could be obtained as to what
basis was found for the reported disapproval of the merging of Warner Bros.First National.
(Continued on page 530)

Arrest Mgr. When
Davey Lee Does
Vaudeville Turn
Buffalo, N. Y., August 8. — On complaint
of the Children's Aid Society, warrant for
the arrest of Albert P. Kaufman, manager
of the Great Lakes Theatre, for permitting
Davey Lee, four-year-old motion picture
star, to appear in a singing and dancing
exhibition was issued Tuesday by Judge
George E. Judge, of the Children's Court.
Mr. Kaufman is charged with permitting a
child under 16 years of age to appear as
an actor.
Kaufman is absent from the city and will
not return until Friday, the day the youthful motion picture star's engagement will
expire.
Service of the warrant was accepted by
the assistant manager, Edward J. McBride.
Later in the day, Judge Judge accepted a
plea of not guilty and adjourned hearing
until Friday, when Mr. Kaufman will return to the city. Neither Davey Lee nor his
parents, who are accompanying him on his
theatrical tour, appeared in court.

Pickford And Fairbanks
To Tour Europe
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion Picture

News)
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upon comtrip to Europ immed
pletion of their initial co-starring production "Taming of the Shrew," now
being edited. Upon their return, each
will begin individual starring talkers,
now in preparation by the scenario
stafifs.
Although plans are being made on
that basis, it is possible that both stars
will make one picture each before the
European trip, as this was the original
intention up to a fe ■" weeks ago.

Stockholders Of
Paramount Have
Increased 8^000
Totalled 1,991 Five Years Ago
AndNowISumhers 9,927; 18
Foreign Nations Included
During the last five years the number
of Paramount stockholders has increase-,
approximately 8,000, the statement of
March 15, 1929, showing 9,927 stockholders
as against the 1,991 listed in 1924.
The Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation was the first motion picture organization admitted to trading on the New York
Stock Exchange in 1919.
All of the United States and eighteen
foreign countries are represented in the
list of stockholders. The largest number
reside in New York; second, Pennsylvania;
third, Massachusetts; fourth, Illinois; fifth,
California; sixth. New Jersey; seventh,
Connecticut; eighth, Ohio; ninth, Michigan;
tenth, Missouri, and eleventh, Minnesota.

Gance Starts Shooting On
"The End Of The World"
Paris, August 1. — First actual shooting
for "The End of the World," astronomical story by Abel Gance, commenced on
Bastille Day and production will continue
throughout the Summer and Autumn in
Paris and in the Pyrenees. Gance, who
directed "Napoleon," distributed in America by M-G-M, will direct "The End of
the World" and production will be by the
Societe I'Eoren d'Art, of which V. Ivanoff
is in charge. Casting is not completed, although Conrad Veidt is being considered
for the leading role. The film will have
sound synchronization and dialog in several languages, as well as color sequences.
Gance has been working on the script at
various times since 1912 and has also acquired rights on a book by Flammarion.

TOO

MANY

LOOPHOLES

Attitude Believed To Be That
Business Concerns Have
Taken Advantage Of
O. K, Policy

V,

^-ASHINGTON,
August
8.— Whatof
the attitude of the
Department
Justice will be with respect to

widely rumored mergers in the film industry is a question which has not yet been
solved by officials of the Department them-,
selves.
The only certainty is that the so-called
Donovan policy is due for modification to
bring it more nearly into line with the,
views of the Administration.
President Hoover is understood to have
given the matter some consideration and to
have discussed it with Attorney General .
Mitchell. It is believed that the President
feels that the policy followed by the Department of Justice during the past few
years has had too many loopholes, and that
it has been possible for business concerns
obtaining the approval of the Government
to mergers, to go far beyond what the Department contemplated. In short, it is felt
that business has taken advantage of the.
Department's policy to transgress the laws.
Little is being said regarding the matter
by officials of the Department. The At-,
torney General declares that no decision has
been reached as to the manner in which
merger proposals will be treated in the
future. The question is still under consideration, and while Colonel Donovan's
policy had some merit, in all probability,
he says, it will be necessary to modify it to
some degree.
Some years ago the Department refused
to consider merger questions, informing
business men who inquired about the legality of proposed amalgamations that they
should go ahead with their plans and they
would find out what the Government
thought about them afterwards, in the form
of prosecutions should they violate the antitrust statutes. This was so grossly unfair
to business men who desired to keep within
the law that a change of policy was determined upon, and the so-called Donovan
plan of giving proposed mergers consideration and "indicating" whether they would
be in violation of the law was adopted.
This, now, has been found to have been
abused in some cases, and officials of the
Department are casting about for another
method of dealing with the situation,
whereby the Department's attitude toward
proposed mergers is made clear without
paving the way for violations using the
Government's approval as a cloak.
President Hoover is known not to be opposed to mergers in industry so long as
they do not tend to set up monopolies, believing that the combination of a number
of weak units has the advantage of elimin(Contimicd on page 530)
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Jolson-Warners
Film Deals By Theatre Chains
Continuing Says
Retard General Sales Contracts;
The Comedian
Little Percentage Booking Done Brands Stories Of Other
Latter Idea Seems
To Have
Fallen Into Discard; Some
See Revival Of Plan
Later
big deals by theatre chains for
THE
their supply of pictures for the season of 1929-30 seem to have had the
effect of stagnating the general sales campaigns of all of the companies. The negotiations between the producers and distributors on one side and the bookers for the
circuits on the other, have not been closed
up to this time, has made it impossible for
the majority of the exchanges throughout
the country to concentrate on their local
sales, it being impossible to sell the subsequent runs after the bigger tirst runs until
the latter are set.
At present the status seems to be the
sales executives are up in the air over the
prices on sound pictures. They do not know
what the traffic will bear, and the circuit
buyers on the other hand are trying to hold
the prices as low as possible. The result
being that both sides are marking time.
Generally, it was conceded that as far
as the smaller chains and the independents
were concerned this season would see the
general application of the percentage plan
of playing pictures. This idea seems to
have gone into the discard for the present.
There has been little or no percentage booking done by the majority of exchanges in
the Metropolitan area with the exception
of an occasional date here and there.
There is a belief, however, that as soon
as the chain deals are closed, and the active
sales campaign gets under way, as far as
the theatres in general are concerned, the
percentage idea may be revived. This,
hov^ever, may not be until about the late
Fall or early Winter.

Tibbett, Opera Singer, To
M-G-MPicturePictures
In Motion
AppearBureau,
(Hollywood
News)
Hollywood, August 8. — Lawrence Tibbett,
grand opera singer, has been signed by
M-G-M for one picture, with an option
for continuance. Tibbett 's first picture will
be "The Eogue's Song," from an original
by Frances Marion and John Colton. Plans
provide for several original song numbers
to be written for rendition by Tibbett.

Paramount Starts Work On
"Vagabond King" In Color

Following several weeks of preparation,
"The Vagabond King," talking, singing
and dancing version of the Broadway play,
was placed last Aveek into production at
the Hollywood studios of Paramount where
it will be filmed in natural color with
Dennis King and Jeanette MacDonald in
1 he roles of Francois Villon and Katherine.
i>udwig Borger is directing.

Albee
Sells Montreal
Theatre Holdings
ship
the chang
in owner
of With
both
t 8.—
Augus
, eONT.,
OTTAWA
Imperial Theatre and the Albee
Building registered July 31, E. F. Albee
of New York has withdrawn from the
Montreal theatrical field.
Purchaser was Bleury Investments,
Ltd., subsidiary of Famous Players Canadian Corp. Price paid for the Imperial was $325,000 while the Albee
Building, which accommodates practically all of the Montreal film exchanges, changed hands for the sum
of $275,000. Albee owned the theatres
through the Canada Amusement Co.
and the Albee Building through the
Albee Realty Corp.
The manager of the Imperial since it
opened fifteen years ago has been
Howard W. Conover, who will continue
to have charge of the house under Famous Players.

H. L. Goldberg Made
Publix Division Mgr.
For Nebr. And Iowa
Omaha, Nebr., Aiigust 1.5. — Harry L.
Goldberg, treasurer of the World Realty
Co., was last week made division manager
of Nebraska and Iowa for Publix Theatres
Corp., following their acquisition of two
of his company's houses, the Sun and the
World. Charles Pincus, manager of the
Paramount theatre, was put in charge of
Publix' interests in Omaha.
The Publix Rialto closed its doors permanently August 2 after 11 years of operation. It will be remodeled into a commercial building.
Publix takes over the operation of the
World, across from the Rialto, on August
21. The company will also give up its
lease on the Strand, which has been dark
for the past two years and which has
been costing $1,200 monthly rental.

Paramount Signs Elsie
Janis To Supervise Film
Elsie Janis has been signed by Paramount to "contribute material, ideas and
talent and to supervise production" of a
feature now in preparation at the Hollywood plant, according to an announcement
by Jesse Lasky, first vice-president in
charge of production. Title and plans for
the picture are not divulged.

"Caligari" Director Plans
Talking Version Of Film
Paris, August 1. — Robert Weine, who produced "Caligari," is planning a new version, along entirely different lines, which
will be talking. Ei-nst Langen is writing
the scenario. The firm will be called "Caligarissimus. "

"^Bunk^^
ations As Speech
AffIniliOpening
Al. Jolson came right out in the open
regarding the status of himself and the
Warner Bros, in a speech that he made
after the initial showing of his latest production at Warner's Theatre on Tuesday
night. The comedian stepped before the
curtain, and after paying a tribute to the
mother and father of the Warner boys, said
that the newspaper stories to the effect
that he was leaving the Warner management and atifiliating himself with another
picture
organization
' ' Do you
think I 'm were
a fool all
? " "bunk."
he asked the
audience. "I don't want the stock to go
down." The lattor remark being the signal for a loud laugh from those in front,
but his more serious remarks in which he
indicated that he was going to remain with
the Warner organization were greeted Avith
Jolson and his wife, Ruby Keeler, were
applause.
present at the opening. When they arrived
at the theatre the police had to fight back
the crowds to make it possible for them to
get into the house. Mrs. Jolson left the
cast of ' ' Show Girl ' ' about a week ago,
and was a patient at the Lenox Hill Hos[)ital until Tuesday morning, it being reported that her physician was permitting
her to leave the institution only to attend
the opening and compelling her to return
the next dav.

Famous Players Canadian
Stock Takes Jump Of ~$13

Ottawa, Ontario, August 8. — Common
stock of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
cut quite a caper on Canadian exchanges,
taking a jump from $50 to $63 on the publication of the report that earnings for the
past nine months, less operating expenses,
were $2,422,490, or equal to $6 on each
share on which no dividend had yet been
paid. The sensational showing was due to
the success of talking pictures in the many
wired houses.
The annual meeting of the corporation
will be held in the early Fall, the fiscal year
closing August 31, and it is expected that
the first dividend will be declared on that
occasion. The final quarter of the year will
show continued activity, it is declared, because Summer attendance records are being
shattered on all sides because of the talkies.

"Battle Of Paris" Title
Of First Lawrence Talkie
"The Battle of Paris," is the new title
for Gertrude Lawrence's initial starring
picture filmed recontly as an all-talking and
all-singing vehicle at Paramount 's Long
Island studio. "The Gay Lady" is the
old title.
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Settlement Of Equity — Producer
Differences Reported Now In Sight
STARS BRING TRUCE
Producer-Equity
Negotiations
Follow Letter Sent To Former
By Group Of Players
OOD, Aug. 8.— Through the
HOLLYW
efforts of a group of prominent
film stai's and featured players, a
committee of producers agreed to meet
Equity officials in an ,effort to iron out difficulties between them and put an end to the
eight-week Equity strike.
The first meeting between representatives
of the two factions was held in secret last
Friday. After the session, both sides
issued statements that they would hold another meeting Monday. Beyond that,
nothing «lse would be given out. The two
meetings were held in a private home in
. Beverley Hills, and every effort was made
to keep the press entirely in the dark.
President Gillmore, Attorney Turner and
Ethel BaiTymore represented Equity at
the discussion. The producers refused to
name their representatives, but a close
check revealed that their committee consisted of Winfield Sheehan, Irving Thalberg, Ben P. Schulberg, Joseph Schenek
and M. C. Levee.
Friday's meeting resulted from a letter
sent to the film producers by a group of
stars and featured players headed by Conj rad Xagel, Lois Wilson, Noah Beery, Edmund Lowe, Louise Dresser and Ralph
Forbes. First intimations of the workings
of this group of Equity members separate
from Gillmore and his staff was exclusively
reportefl
in last week's issue of Motiox
Picture News.
Producers were assured at the time of
delivery of the letter that the Equity officials would agree to meet to discuss the
present situation and assist in solving difficulties. Last Friday's meeting was arF i ranged with the utmost secrecy, with both
' F sides being pledged to keep it confidential.
Notwithstanding this agreement, however,
the morning newspapers were informed of
the intended get-together late Thursday
night and were able to publish stories in
the Friday morning editions.
As a result of the conferences between
representatives of both factions, it is expected that the Equity situation will be
brought to a satisfactory conclusion within
a very short time. From present indications. Equity will not gain many of its demands at this time, but it is known that
officials of the actors' orsjanization will be
satisfied to win a partial victory on some
of their major contentions.

Equity To Make Relief
Fund Permanent
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture

News)

— The
8. orar
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Augu,sttemp
Relie
Equity
, f Fund
OOD
HOLLYW
organized to assist members of
nization during the
the actors' orga
present controversy, will be put on a
permanent basis for operation along
the same lines from now on. Prominent coast members of the association
saw the need for a permanent relief
unit, and as a result, L B. Kornblum,
local Equity attorney, is preparing an
application for a state charter of incorporation.
Definite methods of raising funds for
the relief unit have not yet been made,
but it is expected that a series of benefit performances will be staged during
the year to obtain the necessary revenue.
Indications that Equity will cooperate with the Motion Picture Relief
Fund to the fullest extent was apparent from developments of the past few
weeks. In one particular instance, the
Motion Picture Relief Fund provided
medical aid and hospital facilities for
the wife of an Equity member who was
on strike, with Equity taking care of
ments.
the family's other needed require-

N. Carolina T. O.
Plan Campaign
In S. Carolina

I

Roach Studios Resuming
Production On August 26
The annual one-month's closing of the
Hal Roach studios on the West Coast for
vacation purposes expires on August 28
when production will be resumed on the
new Roach schedule of two-reel comedy
talkers.

Meeting At Pinehurst On Dec.
9 And 10 To Unite Showmen Of The 2 States
An extensive campaign for membership
among the motion picture exhibitors of
South Carolina by the Theatre Owners Association of North Carolina was unanimously decided upon last week by the
Board of Directors of the latter organization.
It was arranged to join the exhibitors of
both states at a meeting to be held at
Pinehurst, N. C, on December 9 and 10, a
report to President R. F. WoodhuU of
the national exhibitor body from Mrs.
Walter Griffith, secretary of the North Carolina association, declares.
South Carolina is served with its film
product by Charlotte and the problems confronting the exhibitors of both stutes are
said to be quite common. The move to
;imalgamate the South Carolina showmen is
said to be prompted by the fact that for
several years many of the South Carolina
theatremen have desired to become affiliated with the other Carolina association,
having in mind a permanent duo-state organization.

MEMBERS

WILL

VOTE

Final
Action
On
Producer
Proposals Will Be Put Up
To Equity Mass Meeting
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

the
tion of the difficulties between
Final soluOOD, Aug. 8.—ion
HOLLYW
and the
Actors' Equity Associat
producers is in sight. The entire situation
will clear within a week, it is expected.
Meetings between Equity and prodiicer
representatives WiCire held secretly Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week,
after the initial secret meeting on Friday,
August 2.
Representatives of both sides started
negotiations by taking up clause by clause
the Equity Standard Contract, with those
clauses not agreeable to producers checked
for further consideration. Unapproved
clauses were then taken up, with inside reports claiming that the major differences
were on the matter of the Equity closed
shop and the 48-hour week.
It is understood that producers are willing to concede Equity jurisdiction over its
own members, but unwilling to consent to
an Equity shop on the basis proposed,
which is casts composed 80 per cent of
Equity members and 20 per cent non-members. It is reported producers are further
willing to concede that they will not eninggage
with members
Equity.who are not in good stand-

Equity is holding a meeting Saturday
night at the Legion Stadium for members
only, at which time Frank Gillmore, Eijuity
president, will make a full report on what
the producers are agreeable to, and leaving
to a vote of membei-s whether or not to
accept the
off'ei-s on disputed
clauses
of theproducers'
Equity contract.
The Wednesday ■ night Equity meeting
had an air of expectancy with the crowd
awaiting a report from Gillmore on progress of the negotiations, but the crowd was
disappointed over his reluctance to talk.
Resolutions from many labor unions over
the country were reported received. The
Council voted an additional $10,000 for the
fight here.
Sam Hardy reported on the carnival held
Saturday, showing a gross of over $20,000
and a net profit of $16,000. Other speakers included Andres de Segurola, Charles
Coburn, Charles F. Adams, Joseph Cawthorn, Jean Hersholt, and Attorney I. B.
Korn ilium.
Gillmore stated that Equity would see
that every one dealing through the Central
Casting Bureau would be thoroughly protected in future. Suspensions announced
included Hallam Cooley, Donald Crisp,
Douglas Gerrard, Heine Conklin, Mayme
Kelso, George Milo, Leo White, Robert Milasch, bert
Carl
Holmes.Miller, Bruce Randall, and GilThe producers still maintain silence, refusing to discuss the situation beyond the
point that meetings are being held.
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'The
"Street Girl" Leads Run Films;
SteamsShow
AheadBoat''
With
Garbo Holds Over, $81,659;
High L. A. Gross
"Fu Manchu" Pulls $38,700 Forges In Front Despite Heat;
''Dynamite," "4 Feathers"
Radio Special Clicks

At

The

Globe; "^^ River Of Romance^'
Only Fair; ''Irish Eyes''
And Del Rio Flops
presented its first offering on
RADIO
Broadway last week at the Globe
Theatre with the premiere of
"Street Girl" which clicked and pulled
the best first week's business of anything
that has been screened at the house this
year. The receipts were $16,172 on the
first five days of the run and the business
for the second week is holding to that
■
pace.
In the regular grind houses Greta Garbo
in a silent production "The Single Standard" copped easily at the Capitol where
it got $81,659 and has been held over for
a second week. The Paramount held "The
Kiver Of Romance" which did only a fair
business getting $69,100, while at the Eoxy
"Lucky Star" which was held over for a
second week drew $96,742 which gave it
$229,056.75 on the two weeks. "Dr. Fu
Manchu" at the Rialto in its second week
came through with $38,700, but at the Rivoli there was a disappointment in the
second week -of Dolores Del Rio in "Evangeline" which grossed only $21,700. This
will be the final week for it.
"Show Boat" finished its fifth week at
the Colony with $6,172, while at the little
Cameo "In Old Siberia" held over for a
"second week doing $4,967.
A surprise appeared in the manner in
which "Noah's Ark" failed to hold up on
its second week at the Strand^ where the
business was only $25,173 on the second
week.
In the runs "Broadway Melody" for its
twenty-fifth week at the Astor got $13,853.25. "On With The Shpw" at the Winter Garden $15,384 in its tenth week. "Four
Feathers" at the Criterion held up fairly
well with $10,900, while "Drag" at Warners in its final week did $11,672.50.
"Smiling Irish Eyes" with Colleen
Moore at the Central did a decided flop

Fox Likely To Buy Into
German, Dutch Firms
By L. C. MOEN
(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

It is reported in
S, August
PARI(Jerma
ny that1.—William Fox may
buy a heavy interest in Emelka,
long established German producing
firm, and in Kuchenmeister, the Holland firm which owns 65 per cent of
the stock of Tobis.
Fox bought some years ago a license
for America under the patents now
controlled by Tobis, for protection in
case the courts decided they were anterior to the Fox-Case patents, which
now appars likely.

Gov't Questionaire On
Blue Law Enforcement
bitors in variou
sections 8.—
of ExhiOhio
O.,s August
CINCINNATI,
are considerably exercised over
the fact that mayors of Akron, Hamilton and East Liverpool have received
questionnaires from a government department at Washington seeking information regarding enforcement of
blue laws. No information is given as
to why the data is wanted.

and its second week showed only $8,127.
The new Jolson film, "Say It With
Songs" came into Warners this week and
looks to be a box office hit.

5 More Newspapers
Added To Syndicate
For New U Newsreel
Five more newspapers have been signed
on the Universal Newsreel contract, F. J.
McConnell, short .subject sales manager for
U, arranging negotiations while on a tour
of several of the largest cities of the United
States and Canada.
This brings General Sales Manager Van
Praag's list up to 44 dailies that have
entered into an agreement Avith Uryverasl
to produce a newspaper newsreel.
The latest papers to enter the combination are "The Chicago Daily News," "The
Milwaukee Journal," "The Cincinnati
Times-Star," "The St. Louis PostDispatch," and "The Toronto Star." Also
joining the U Newsreel combination is
"The Chicago Daily News," which has had
its own newsreel for four years.

Columbia Adds New Members
To Several Branch Offices
Columbia recently added four neAv members to its sales forces at branch exchanges.
Charles Johnston has increased the Buffalo
office by one, Brooke Tillsworth and Mike
Spanagel have been appointed ,to the Seattle exchange and Thomas B. Haynes is
working with the Memphis branch. S. B.
Feld, attached for a number of years to
Columbia's Pittsburgh branch, has been
transferred to Albany, N. Y.

Universal Will Make Boles
Film Based On French Anthem
Plans to put into early production a story
written around the life of Ronget de 1 'Isle,
composer of "La Marseillaise," the French
national anthem, is announced by Universal. It will be called "La Marseillaise"
and will be a musical romance-drama. John
Boles will be starred in the role of de
risle. The production will be 100 per cent
dialog, supplied by Watters. Charles
Wakefield Cadman is writing the music.

Second; "Revue"

Slips

Hollywood,
8. —onUniversal
's ' 'cruise
Show
Boat"
steamedAug.
along
a graceful
along the Los Angeles movie row last week,
its pace being many knots faster than any
of its competitors. The Ferber-Ziegfeld
show breasted a heat Avave which took its
toll, but all houses, except one, managed to
get over the normal business mark.
The Chinese, where "The Hollywood Revue" has reigned supreme for the past six
weeks, slipped in its seventh because of
the warm spell. Both "Dynamite" and
"The Four Feathers" showed more
strength and were runners up to th«
Laemmle special.
"The Cocoanuts" and "Honky Tonk"
showed the same strength as that exhibited
by "The Hollywood Revue" in bucking
the heat. "Twin Beds" was saved from a
bad flop by the Fanehon and Marco pi'esentation and its takings were only normal.
The grosses for the week are as follows :
"Show Boat"— Criterion— $14,000 (140
%); "Dynamite" — Carthay Circle, second
week, $15,500 (125%); "The Four Feathers"— ^United Artists, second Aveek, — $16,500
(12514);
"Theweek,
HollyAvood
Chinese,
seventh
$18,144 Revue"—
(115%);
' ' The Cocoanuts ' ' — Paramount — $28,500
(115%); lywood,
"Honky
Tonk"—
Warners
Holsecond Aveek,
$16,500
(115%);
"TAvin
(100%). Beds" — Loew's State — $27,500

S. E. Abel Becomes
New Sales Mgr. For
RCA Photophone Inc.
With the inauguration of a nationAvide
expansion in RCA Photophone sales actiAdties, the appointment of Sydney E. Abel as
general sales manager was announced this
week by L. P. SaAvyer, commercial vicepresident of the company. Mr. Abel Avill
direct operations from the main offices of
Photophone at 411 Fifth Ave., Ncav York.
Under Mr. Abel's direction, the recent
re-organization of sales territories and the
enlargement of sales staffs of all RCA
Photophone branches Avill be coordinated
into a country-Avide system Avhich Avill consider all classes of theatres, it is announced.

Leo On Inspection Tour;
Fox Obtains Bronx House
A trip to Chicago and Mihvaukee to
inspect all operations generally of the Fox
MidAvesco Theatres is uoav being made by
Joe Leo, president of Fox ]\Ietropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., and vice-president of Fox
Midwesco Uhoatres. He will look over
the policies of the various houses in the
circuit.
The Park Plaza, Bronx neighborhood theatre, Avas officially taken oA'er by the Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., on August 1.
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Germans Propose
Drastic Contingent
For Sound Films
Suggestion Is To Put Talkies
On 1 To 1 Basis; Nation's
Talkfilm Plans Vague
By L. C. MOEN
f Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, August 1. — German film circles are
in an uproar of confusion and discussion
over proposals current there to provide
special quota legislation as regards sound
pictures.
It is proposed, at the moment, to put
them on a one-to-one basis, distribution of
one outside talker to be allowed in exchange for handling of one German talker.
Application of this may be difficult, as
German feature length talkie production is
still rather vague, for the most part, owing
to the patents fight. Furthermore, it is
pointed out, aside from the novelty of the
first few there will be little if any demand
in Germany for American talking pictures.
Further details will be forthcoming
shortly.
According to Film-Kurier of Berlin, Germany produced from July 1, 1928, to June
30, 1929, 75 talking pictures with a total
footage of 58,450 feet — an average of 780
feet each. "Very little
beenfeatures,
attempted
as yet in the domain ofhaslong
although Ufa is now embarked on an ambitious program.
The four sound-proof studios of Ufa at
Neubabelsburg, arranged in star-shaped
form around a fifth central building in
which are located the mixing and recording
rooms, will soon be completed. Two of the
studios are 65 x 95 feet, and two are 60 x
80 feet.

Canada's Farthest North
Movie Is At Hudson Bay
Ottawa, Ont., August 8.— Ft. Churchill,
on the shores of Hudson's Bay, now has
the furthest North moving picture theatre
in Canada, the structure having been built
by a syndicate of Winnipeg men. Ft.
Churchill, as the terminal of the new Hudson's Bay Railway, has become the mecca
for construction men,- traders, trappers
and Indians. For some weeks a tent theatre had filled the bill, but now a theatre
building has been erected. Current film
programs are more or less antiquated, but
the inhabitants are delighted nevertheless.

McEvoy 'Potter' Sketches
To Become Vitaphone Skits
A series of twelve Vitaphone comedies,
based on the newspaper series of J. P. McEvoy's which ran under the title of "The
Potters," will be filmed by Warner Brothers, who have just closed a contract with
the author. Advance preparations for the
filming of the sketches are now under way.
The series will vary in length from one
to two reels to insure proper treatment for
each story. No Vitaphone shorts have yet
been made in the three-reel footage.
1.^
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RKO Will Spend Two Million
On Coast Studio Expansion;
500-Acre Ranch To Be Added
Baker A nd Wallis Head
F, N. Production
Al
of al
ation
resign
the of
t G
OWIN
Roeket
as head
First
Nation
FOLL
studios at Burbank, Calif., the
nced the appointcompany has annou
ment of C. Graham Baker and Hal B.
Wallis to the positions of co-executives
in charge of all production.
Both Baker and Wallis have been
associated with the Warner organization for several years, Baker having
recently acted as scenario editor and
production executive and Wallis, since
Jan. 1 as production manager. Since
Rockett's illness both have been handling the new season production schedule. Walter Anthony succeeds to
Baker's scenario position. It is reported that Al Roekett received a cash
settlement on his contract as general
manager of First National, as his
agreement did not expire until December, 1930.

Pa the Plans Silent
Versions Of 21 Talk
And Song Features
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Aug. 8. — Twenty-one silent
versions of Pathe talking and musical features on next season's release schedule will
bo available for unwired theatres, according to decision made by Pathe studio officials. A detailed check up of unwired
houses throughout the country was responsible for Pathe 's decision to release
silent versions on the majority of their
product.
Among the 21 silent productions slated
for release are, "Negligee," starring Ina
Claire; "This Thing Called Love," featuring Ann Harding; "Painted Desert," an
all color production; "His First Command," "Crashing Through" and "Officer O'Brien," all starring William Boyd;
"Clothes," "Saratoga" and "Rich People," starring Constance Bennett; "The
Big Shot"; "War and Women"; "Parachute" and "The Racketeer," both featuring Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard '; ' Oh, Yeah ? ' ' featuring Robert Armstrong and James Gleason; "The Sophomore," "Play Boy" and "Hot and Bothered," featuring Eddie Quillan; "Sailor's
Holiday," featuring Alan Hale; "Red Hot
Rhythm"; "The Grand Parade," and
"Her Private Affairs.

Gets Newspaper Post
John Hobble, dialog and continuity
writer for Warner Bros. Eastern Vitaphone studio, has been made New York
dramatic editor and critic for "The London Daily Mail" He is the author of
"Daddies," produced a few seasons ago
by David Belasco and has also contributed
to "Life" and "Judge."

Company
Plans
Extensive
Building Program While
Retaining Present
Plant
ing millio
y
for will
thespend
enlarg
of ncompan
dollars
two
RKO
studio facilities in the West,
it is announced this week by Lee
Marcus, executive vice president of
RKO Productions, Inc. Crowded conditions for producing the present type of pictures in demand is the reason advanced for
the move.
The studios now in use in Holljrwood are
to be retained but the entire fifteen acres
are to be rebuilt solidly with new structures in order to expedite next year's program. In addition to these plans it is announced that RKO will acquire a five hundred acre ranch for the filming of outdoor
sequences. This also will be equipped with
studio facilities, RCA movable outdoor
sound apparatus, stables of horses, cattle
and anything else which would be used
with outdoor work. It is also planned to
build a railroad to convey freight to various
locales.
Four sound-proof stages are now available to RKO and six RCA Photophone units
have been installed on the stages. Several
innovations in equipment have been perfected by Irving Wolff, Harry Olsen and
A. S. Ringel, RCA engineers, among them
the creation of a "special effects" depart■
■
ment.■

Radio's Chieftains Confer
On Production Program

A conference at the Radio Pictures home
ofiice in New York was held this week
with three of the Radio executives present.
Attending were David Sornoff, chairman of
the RKO board; Hiram S. Brown, president
of Radijo-Keith-Orpheum Theatres, Inc.,
and William Le Baron, vice-president in
charge of RKO Productions.
The executives have already previewed
"Side Street," "Half Marriage," "Very
Idea" and "Delightful Rogue," of the
1929-30 program, as well as "Street Girl."
The first of Richard Dix's three vehicles
for Radio was selected recently by Le Baron
after a long search for suitable material.
Title will be announced with the closing of
the contract now being drawn for the purchase of the story.

Goldstone and Hoffman
Will Produce Six Talkies
Hollywood, August 8. — Phil Goldstone
and M. H. Hoffman have organized Majestic Pictures Corporation, and will produce
a series of six talking features for release
during the coming year.
Included in the six productions will be
film versions of Isadora Duncan's novel,
"My Life," and "The Melting Pot," by
Israel Zang-will.
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Schwartz Sells
Partnership In
Circuit To RKO?
Reported
Interest
In
Theatres; RKO Sells
Other Sites

20

A. H. Schwartz is reported to have sold
an interest in his Century Circuit of twenty
theatres in Brooklyn and Long Island towns
to RKO. A verification of the transaction isseemingly shown in the disposal of
a number of theatre sites in advantageous
locations in opposition to the Schwartz
houses by the vaudeville-picture organization.
The Schwartz theatres are the Albemarle,
Avalon, Century, Farragut, Kingsway, Linden, Manor, Marine, Mayfair, Midwood,
Patio and Rialto in Brooklyn; the Prospect,
Flushing; the Freeport and Grove, Freeport; the Merrick and Rialto, Jamaica; the
Huntington, Huntington; the Beacon, Port
Washington, and the Queens in Queens Village.
A syndicate of bankers is reported to
'have been the purchasers of the sites that
RKO disposed of through Joseph P. Day
and the Charles F. Noyes Co. as brokers.
The price that they are said to have received was in excess of $2,000,000. The
sites had been acquired by the old Albee
regime over the past five years, and were
intended to have theatres with seating capacities of about 4,500 each built on them.
The original cost is said to have been in
the neighborhood of $2,500,000.
In all there were four sites sold. They
are located in Jamaica and Brooklyn. One
was Jamaica Avenue between 168th and
169th Streets; another on Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, at the intersection of Flatbush Avenue and Germania Place; a third
at the northeast corner of Kings Highway
and Ocean Avenue, and the fourth on Fifth
Avenue between 49th and 50th Streets, both
the latter in Brooklyn.

"U" Prizes Awarded
In 'Man Who Laughs'
Letter Writing Contest
Three letters answering the question:
"Why do alluring women/ love hiomeJy
men?", a contest based on Universal 's picturization of the Hugo classic, "The
Man Who Laughs," were announced last
week as winners of the $2,000 in cash
awards.
First prize of $1,000 went to Louise
Michel, of New York. Second prize of $25(1
was awarded Rebecca J. Gredwohl, of San
Francisco. Third prize of $100 was won
by Prof. Kenneth \l. Close, of the University of Miami, Fla.
Judges in the contest, which was conducted in the United States and Canada,
were Carl Laemmle, Universal president;
Dr. W. M. Marston, head of the V Public
Relations Dept.; and Prof. W. R. Pitkin,
short storv authoritv associated with "U."

"The
Wrecker"
T.-S.
Film, at N. Y. Cameo
i 4''"pHE
a TiffanyI StahiWRECKER,"
production co-featuring
Carlyle Blackwell and Benita
Hume, goes into the Cameo Theatre,
New York, for an extended run on
Saturday. Aug. 10. The feature will be
presented with RCA Fhtophone synchronization.
The screen story was written by Angus McPhail. and is based on the stage
play by Arnold Ridley and Bernard
Merivale.

Government Policy
On Mergers Slated
To Undergo Change
{Continued from page 525)
ating waste and thereby reducing costs to
the consumer. But he is a strong believer
in free and untrammeled competition, and
it is the suppression of competition by
merged organizations which has brought
about the present deep interest in the policies of the Department of Justice.
So far as can be learned, the film industry is not among those which have used
Government approval as a shield for law
violations. In at least one instance the
Department has demanded and secured, the
unscrambling of a merger after it was practically completed, and this was accomplished without threat of prosecution and
by voluntary action on the part of the interests involved.
The steady tendency toward the formation of large organizations in practically
every line of business is giving the Administration considerable concern. The country today has well recovered from its fear
of trusts, which some two decades ago culminated in the famous break-up of Standard Oil, having found that trusts can go
just so far before they fall from their own
weight, as exemplified in the Stinnes trust
in Germany, which exploded upon the death
of its founder.
There are in the United States today a
number of trusts. Henry Ford is an outstanding example of the vertical trust, and
General Motors is a good sample of the
horizontal trust. United Cigars being another. The Government is not interested in
preventing the formation of trusts such as
these, arid there is at least one trust in
practically every line of business; but the
Governnrent is anxious to prevent the formation of monopolistic trusts, and it is
because of the fear that such organizations
may be accomplished with the implied, if
not the actual, sanction of the Department
of Justice, that the demand has come for
modification of the former policy of merger
approval.

Columbia Will Distribute
Disney "Silly Symphonies"

Cohniihia Pictures have been granted distribution rights in the United States and
Canada for Disney's "Silly Symphonies,"
a series of thirteen synchronized souiul cartoons. The contract was signed this week
by Joe Brandt, representing Columbia, and
Charlie (iiegerich, representative for Waltei- Disiiev.
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Publix And Loew
Get Long-Term
' Rochester Leases
Former Has Eastman, Regent
And Piccadilly And Latter
The Rochester
Rochester, N. Y., August 8. — A portion
of the battle between the giant theatre
chains for favorable sites in various sections of the country was staged in Rochester last week when four of the biggest
houses were leased by Publix and Loew interests for long terms.
Publix leased The Eastman, Piccadilly
and Regent for ten years, after having operated them for some time on a temporary
management contract.
Loew interests leased the Rochester for
twenty-five years.
The Eastman orchestra has been discontinued, joining the other two houses in
strict all-sound policies. It was not made
public whether or not vaudeville will be
continued this fall at the Rochester.
Publix has made Rochester the key city
for a new northern district and Charles
C. Perry has been sent from the New York
office to take charge of theatres here and
ini Buffalo and Tolddo, O. No changes
were made in management personnel at
the Eastman, Piccadilly and Regent.
Publix is now assured of first runs in
Warners, United Artists, Paramount and
M-G-M. The Rochester will also have the
r-ght
Fox. to first runs in M-G-M as well as

Approval Of Two Picture
Mergers Reported With Drawn
An

{Continued from page 525)
effort to obtain th-e necessary information from executives of both of

principal ernment
companies
by theon Govrefusals met affected
with silence
the
part of those approached.
Late last week there was a report cuiTent
in Wall Street to the effect that the merger
of the Fox Film Corp. and Loew's, Inc., was
to take place in the near future with
September as the* date set for definite information to be given out. The plan is
said to involve the fornuition of a new company, or the merger to be built up around
the existing Fox Film Corp., taking in the
Fox Theatres Corp. and the various subsidiaries controlled by Fox and Loew's, Inc.
Shares in the new company to be exchanged
for the outstanding shares in the various
companies that are to be a part in the
merger, with the price of the new issue
somewhat higher than the level of any of
those now outstanding.
Fox Films at present is in the neighborhood of 88, while Loew's is slightly below
60. At the time that Fox made a deal for
the control of Loew's the price that he is
reported to have paid for the stock controlled by the Estate of the late Marcus
Loew is said to have been in the neighborhood of V2ri. The cash that passed for the
control is said to have been .$r)l),00(),000.
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Major Albert Warner

Jack L. Warner

Vitaphone's
August 6, 1926
was a change of bill at the
THERE
Warner Theatre on Aug. 6, 1926.
announcements
programme
The
read : "Warner Bros. Present Vitaphone
and John Barrymore in 'Don Juan,' supported by an all-star cast."
This was the introduction to the world
of Vitaphone and while it would be asinine to intimate that the public was not
tremendously interested in John Barrymore and his picture, the fact remains,
its chief concern was in the new fangled
thing discovered by the Warners for adding music to the screen and thereby
promising it greater flexibility. Nothing
was said, or intimated, at the time about
Vitaphone adding anything but music to
the screen. As a matter of fact, in the
Warner publicity department the term,
"talking pictures," was taboo. And there
was good reason for this. Every talking
picture apparatus, including Edison's
kinetoscope, had failed miserably. It had
got to a point where the term, "talking
pictures," was anathema to the big producers.

I-

A study of that first night bill is interesting for Time plays many pranks.
The thing that looks so clever to-day is
likely to look like a piece of downright
insanity a year from now. It is to be
said of this opening bill that it looks better to-day than it did three years ago,
if anything, gives greater proof of the
absolute showmanship which has characterized so many of the moves of the
Warners since they began their climb to
the position they now hold in the picture
industry.
This programme opened with a Vitaphone prelude, its first number being an
address from the screen delivered by
Will H. Hays. This address dilated on
{Continued from page 596)

Harry

M. Warner

The Late Sam Warner

Ihird Anniversary
New York Newspapers
Forecast Success
writers,
NEW both YORK
ly and r in reviews,
editorialnewspape
v
sticall.
enthusia
heralded the advent of Vitaphone at Warners Theatre,
Aug. 6th, 1926. Excerpts were as follows:
Mordaunt Hall, in the New York
Times: "Nothing like it ever before."
F. D. Perkins, the Herald-Tribune:
"Links sight and music with complete
John S. Cohen, the Evening Sun:
success."
"Unquestionably one of the wonders
of the world."
Charles Pike Sawyer, the Evening
Post: "Vitaphone reproduced sound
Richard L. Stokes, the Evening
perfectly."
World: "Reproduction sumptuous and
thrilling."
Bernard Steinberg, the New York
American: "Musical marvel of the age."
Eileen Creelman, formerly of the
New York American: "Marched triumphantly into the motion picture inFollowing are portions of editorial
dustry."
comment:
New York Times: "No single word
(Vitaphone) however compounded, is
quite adequate to suggest the amazing triumph which man has at last
achieved."
New York Herald-Tribune: "The
sound seems to come from the singer
or the instrument, quite as though a
living performer occupied the stage."
. New York Sun: "Vitaphone in its
perfected synchronization is certain to
delight moving picture audiences."
Etude: "Here, at last, was a perfectly synchronized sccreen representation with the spoken word and with

music."

August 6, 1929
Annithe Third
d
of hone
of Vitap
was marke
ion
occasversary
THE
on Tuesday night of this week by
the presentation at the Warner's Theatre
of the latest production starring Al. Jolson, entitled "Say It With Songs." The
occasion was far from being the gala affair that marked the debut of the talking
picture at this same house three years
ago. This principally because that the
public in the few short years that have
intervened have come to accept the talking picture.
The
program accompanying the Jolson
feature contained three of the subjects
that were first shown three years ago.
They are the address by Will H. Hays
welcoming this new factor in motion picture industry which coupled sound with
motion ; the overture played l)y tb.(_ New
York Philharmonic Orchestra and the
solo by Giovanni Martinelli "Vesta La
Guibba" from "Pagliacci." It was the
latter short subject that again stirred the
house to tremendous applause.
Then there was an address by a representative of the Warner Brothers, the information being given that this was a
birthday party that the audience was presat, theinThird
\'itaphone
and entthat
order Birthday
that theyof might
best
judge of the tremendous strides that had
lieen made since the fiilst program was
shown, a natural color trailer for
Diggers of Broadway," one of the
coming Warner Bros, productions
be shown. In this Conway Tearle
as master of ceremonies.

'Gold
forthwould
acted

"Say It With Songs" was welcomed
with terrific applause when its main title
was flashed and the initial appearance of
Jolson was drowned out l)y a terrific din
from the audience.
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V itaphone — Maker Of r ilm History

of this happened largely because
one man had faith in the coupling
of the moving shadows of the
screen and the sound reproduction of the
phonograph.
That man was the late Sam Warner.
Sam Warner has been gathered to the
bosom of his forebears to enjoy his
eternal rest and happiness, but whenever
there is a tribute of any kind paid to the
history of Vitaphone it would be incomplete unless one took account of his part
in this great achievement.
A few days ago, his mother and father
and two of his brothers were present in
the theatre on Broadway in New York

ALL

M n t i0 »

Picture

named after the family at which was held
the celebration marking the third anniversary of the advent of Vitaphone. A
third brother was out in Hollywood,
where he is in charge of the studios that
are making Vitaphone productions.

It isn't so long ago that these same
Warner Brothers were minor figures in
the motion picture industry. They had
come over the trail of all pioneers in
America — the broad Atlantic, and then
from their father's cobbler's shop in
Youngstown, climbed from firing a locomotive, packing meats in the Chicago
packing houses, down tl\s road as traveling showmen with a can of film under
August
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Vitaphone Creates Sensation
at N. Y. Premiere
Itailed as Long Step Forward in Union of Pictures and Music —
Notables at First Performance of "Don Juan"
pictures \vas
W derain inatmotion
ANEushere
the Warner Theatre, August 5-6, when the Ion;;awaited Vitaphone was revealed to
press and public. The process, which
.synchronizes picture and music and picture and voice, created a sensation. It
was universally accUiimed as a long
forward step and likely, eventually, to
revolutionize several things in the industry, presentation among them.
The press performance, held on August 0, attracted a remarkable first
night audience whose attitude, prior to
the first Vitaphone number, was plainly
that of being "from Missouri " They
were thrilled, beyond all ((uestion of
doubt. an<l. at intermission everybody
was telling everybody else how wonderful it was.
In tlie audience were executives of
the industry, leaders in various walks
iif life III New York, representatives of
all Ihe newspapers, magazines and, press
services, and various kinds of celebrities
On Ihe following night the first luili

Headlines Tell The Story!

lie performance was given to a capacity
house, which has been the rule siiice.
Vitaphone and "Don Juan" are evidently "in" at the Warner Theatre for
a long run.
The Vitttphone numbers, ranging over
a variety of vocal, orchestral and other
selections, formed a prelude to the showing of "Don .luan," with -lohii Banyniore
starred. -\n array of talent was revealed.
The music score for "Don Juan" was
played bychestra,the
New York
with Henry
HadleyF'hilharnionic
conducting, Orhut
there was no orchestra in the pit. Iii.-tead, the music came out of Ihe screen!
The program opened with an address by
Will H Hays, congratulaling Warner
Bros , Weslern Eleclnc and the Bell Telephone Lahoratoiies on their achievement.
.Mr Hays was shown in semi-close-up; the
cniincialion was perfect, the words proceeded naluiatly, and without suggestion of
mechanisMi At llie conclusion of Ihe speech
the audience burst into a slonn of apOrchestra on the Screen
plause
The next step in revealing Ihe nimvel
«:is to show an orrheslr.n plaving on the
stiTcn — llic Neu
^■,,^li ri,,ll,'i,ii,„,i,,c
mi

long shot and close-up. As each orchestral
group
took up
Wagner's
"Tannhauser,
" itthe
was burden
brought offace
to face
with the audience. The effect was uncanny. Great volume was clearly registered ;
some of Ihe individual instruments did not
appear lo got their full value, but the effect was startling enough, without any real
necessity for minute analysis.
Mis<^ha EInian, famous violinist, playe<l
"Hiimoresque, " by Dvorak. The eye, rivetted on player and violin, followed the
movement of the bow, and the ear did its
jjart by registering Ihe fad that Ihe sound
came, undoubtedly, from Ihe violin and nowhere else. As a matter of fact, it was only
a motion picliire of a man playing a violin.
But Ihe illusion was perfect.
The mood of the program changed
abruptly and Roy Smeck, in a group ot
.jazz seleclions, was introduced. He playetl
han.jo, ukulele and guitar; put all the customary jazz speed into his work. Again,
the speclalor's eyes and ears synchronized
,)ust as perfectly as picture and music
did. Here was another Iriiiiiipb for ilkisi(»n. And Ihe result was a burst of apjilause from an audience completely convinced, and more than half willing lo
belie\e thai pl.Tver and iiistrumcnls wele

A portion of Motion Picture News' story on Vitaphone Premiere

their arm, to the place where they were
producing pictures.
Less than ten years ago they had a
little studio at what was then the western
jumping ofif end of Santa Monica Boulevard in Hollywood. They were making
shorts. Before that they had had one
whirl at fortune with the picturization of
Ambassador Gerard's "Aly Four Years
in Germany," but they had dropped that
bank roll and were climbing back again.
That was nothing new to the Warners ;
they had been broke before and had come
back and they were determined to do it

again.
And they climbed for five years. But
at the end of that time their outlook
wasn't any too rosy-hued.
Then came the Vitaphone !
Sam Warner saw it and was impressed
with its feature. But this time it was
hard
enthuse his
brothers.
Didn't own?
they
have totroubles
enough
of their
Hadn't everyone else in the industry
turned down the proposition, bigger companies, companies that were making
money and could afford to take a chance?
They would have nothing to do with it,
so why should the Warners. But Sam
was insistent and as usual he finally prevailed.
The Warners took a chance on Vitaphone. They had to go into hock to do
it, but tliey gambled. They took the
Manhattan Opera House in New York.
The scene of the failure of the late Oscar
Hammerstein and his operatic ambitions.
They made it their studios, engaged
grand ciansopera
musicians,
and what artists,
not. Sam
Warner techniwas at
the helm of the production activities, and
finally when the John Barrymore production of "Don Juan" was sent on from
the Coast it was taken to the Manhattan
and there a musical score was set to it via
the new medium.
Then came the eventful night of
August 6, 1926. A program of the short
subjects made at the Manhattan Opera
House together with the musically synchronized "Don Juan" was exposed to
the view of the public at the then Piccadilly Theatre. It was a hit with the
public, but where could the brothers go
from there? Where were they going to
get the equipment for other theatres to
show their wares?
And again for a period of two years
the Warner Brothers were up against it.
Thcv had backing from bankers but not
enmigh backing to permit them to go

out silent
"^were turning
ahead. Theytheir
Hollywood studio and
features at
these were sent to New York to be synchronized for their one theatre, but otherwise shown as silent as were all of the
others that opposing studios were turning
out.
At that time among their stars from
the stage thev had Gcorgie Jessel under
{Continued on page 602)
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ir^^ scene from "Lights of ISeiv York," the first all-talking Vitaphone
picture with an all-star cast presented by Warner Brothers.
Left to
right: Cullen Landis and Eugene Pallette, both players having prominent roles in the production

The first Vitaphone feature to offer the human voice was
making Al Jolson picture "The Jazz Singer." The famous
while singing "Mother 'O Mine," is now easily recognized
of the world

the historyJolson pose,
in all parti
■■ ■ , ■

if

of
LLighlights
V itap
hone
LListory

^
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third anniversary of Vitaphone arrives, success ba.sed largely
tremendous popularity of Jolson's 'Jazz Singer," it is a fitting
that another J olson-V itaphone picture, "Say It With Songs,"
be presented at the same theatre where
Vitaphone
was first
tried out

■
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tribute
should
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Barrymore in "Don Juan," the first Warner-V itaphone feature-length picture to he entirely synchronized.

A recent view of a Vitaphone stage in the old Vitagraph studios in
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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By Edwin Schallert
(Editor of Los Angeles Times Preview and Special Correspondent of Motion Picture News)

THREE
years have meant a great
growth in Warner Brothers preeminence in the motion picture
industry, and two years (and a fewmonths) have meant a triumphant march
for them as a producing organization in
Hollywood. As an eye-witness I can
trace this latter development back to its
beginning. I even worked in a Vitaphone
short-reeler, one of the first, for the fun
of it, and told about the experience in
ManoN Picture News in the early summer of 1927. Warner Brothers had one
Httle stage then, on which they were preparing to make "The Jazz Singer." They
were building two others. "Sheds" they
would be called nowadays in comparison
to the big stages in u.se at the several
studios under the company's general
supervision, though they are still employed for musical recordings.
In that period shooting a talking picture was almost a form of agony. The
stage was a sweat-box when it was
closed ; they are still hot enough though
ventilation is steadily improving. One
waited minutes before the actual start of
work, and when it began there was no
stopping. A film had to run a full ten to
twelve minutes. It had to be a complete
sh<jw. There was no such thing as rerecording — that greatest probably of all
developmc-nts, which was brought to full
fruition at the Warner studio with "The
Singer."
Jazz
Today
anything can be done with the
sound film, almost anything that was
possible with the silent picture. The output of every organization will perhaps
show this during the coming
I'^all season. Of the various
companies, however, Warner's is not resting on its
oars, but is forging ahead
constantly with new improvements.
From Jack L. Warner I
learned a few days ago that
the company's total of stages
in operation totals twentyone. They can have eighteen
companies in work at one
time. This is exclusive of
work that is done on location. They have five different and complete units for
making pictures in, the outdoors. They are called
"wagons" — the familiar
name for tlicse contrivances.
Warner lirothers h a v e
been later in entering the
field of outdoor production
than some of the other comj^Kinies, Init they are doing it
with a vengeance now, and
it is to be disc recording.

"Song of the West," a picture made with
their apparatus is one of the first releases.
It is a true old-fashioned western that
combines talk with action and with song.
It was made on a distant desert location.
The "wagons" were used in the recording. The disc method was employed,
which has always heretofore been regarded as involving many difficulties. I
am told that it involves none now that
the necessary mechanical features have
been perfected.
The Warner Brothers ]:)lant today is
worthy of a minute inspection. It is perhaps the last word in such establishments
mechanically. It has been brought to this
high stage of betterment within the past
six months by Col. Nugent S. Slaughter,
who is Chief X'itaphone Engineer for the
organization. Many of the innovations
are attributed to Frank N. Murphy, electrical engineer for the company, who has
figured very largely in the history of
sound development. It was he who is
credited with altering the lighting systems on the stages among other things.
Deep technical problems have, of
course, been part and parcel of sound
recording from the beginning. They
have required expert understanding.
Flexibility is the one thing above all
others that has been sought in the use of
the apparatus, in the studio., just as
accuracy of reproduction is the most desired thing in the theatre.
It would seem now that almost a maximum of the necessary production flexibility has been attained in the new Warner
Brothers plant. Nearly everything is so

simply regulated. The switchboard is a
marvel of easy handling. By theshiftingof
a few plugs, each controlling fifteen different circuits, it is possible within a very
few minutes to achieve a new set-up on a
stage. It will speed the actual making of
pictures far beyond past efforts. Col.
Slaughter estimated the value of this new
contrivance to the company as $500,000,
I)ut stated that there is no way to conceive
of its ultimate benefit.
Similarly the process of re-recording,
which mean practically the editing of
sound and fitting it in where it belongs in
the picture — has been reduced to a timesaving mechanical basis. Once the work
begins the machines practically take care
of everything. The actual workings of
the ajiparatus are a trade secret with the
organization.
"Whatever we have done," Col.
Slaughter declared, "has been carried out
in such a way that it leaves room for improvement where improvement is needed.
The results accomplished by the mechanical changes we have made will be demonstrated in "The Argyle Case," and the
pictures following that. I believe you
will note a most marked improvement in
Warner
Brothers is exhibiting the same
features."
those
progressive spirit they have always displayed in their attitude toward the new
in screendom. Jack W^arner is definite
in his prediction that color will be used in
all pictures a year and a half from now.
His prophecies have been right in talking
pictures, and this lends weight to this
new one. "Color without sound was
wearisome," he told me.
"After you had watched the
screen for a half an hour the
reds began to irritate you.
The attention was concentrated in looking at the film.
You became too conscious of
the colors. Sound distracts.
It rests the eye from the
colors. The two work harmoniously together in their
eflfect upon the film theatre
audience.
"Stereoscopic photography
is a dream as yet. but it may
become a reality any day.
Remember, though, that it
is very largely an optical
illusion. We can secure the
dimension of depth through

Crowd attending the opening of Warner Brothers Vitaphone production,
"Glorious Betsy," at Warners Hollywood thenlre, April 26. 1928. This
house is the shoivplare for Warner coast premieres and the theatre tvhich
awakened the Hollytvood picture colony to talking film consciousness

the large screen to some extent, and through color photography- We are building
this up gradually as an eflfect.
and it may eliminate the need
for any radical change in
the method of producing and
l)rojecting
pictures.
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Vitaphone — Past
phone
of reX'ita
ducti
intro
THE
n onpictu
try
to the
motio
indus
thre years ago marked the
most portent landmark in the entire history of films. Its influence goes far
deeper than is immediately apparent,
both from the standpoint of progress of
pictures and the entertainment side.
What has been accomplished with talking
pictures in the past three years is relatively small in comparison to what can,
and will be done throughout the coming
years.
Four years ago, motion pictures and
the industry generally, were in an unhealthy condition. The business as a
whole was drifting along in routine channels, shrugging its shoulders at whatever suggestions were made for improvement of screen entertainment. The public was complaining that pictures were
becoming routine. The radio — ear entertainment— was attracting millions nightly
through network tieups embracing the
entire country.
Vitaphone was launched by Warner
Brothers — and went over to phenomenal
success. It took other producers many
months to awake to the fact that the
talking picture was but a natural evolu-

And

By jack L. Warner
(f ice-President and Production Executive of
Warner Bros.)

lion of progress in the industry, and an
advancement
demanded by theatre patrons.
It is only necessary to consider the
ak-rtness ot the industry to investigate
color, the third dimension, the enlarged
screen and other factors which may mcrease the quality and ramifications of
screen entertainment to be solidly convinced of the healthy condition of the industry today.
The picture industry has been taught
a vital lesson. Its writhing efforts to adjust itself to the production of talking
pictures have left a lasting impression.
In short, the industry is "on its toes,"
determined not to be caught napping by
any new development. This was not true
three and a half years ago, before the
first Vitaphone production was given its
premier.
Warner Brothers were, in a measure,
prepared for the wholesale production readjustment which was to come. Our
early experimental work with talking pictures laid many baffling problems at our

r utu

re

door. There was no precedent to work
from. Our problem was one of co-ordinating
the engineer's
brainofwith
distinctly
commercial brain
the the
picture
industry. It meant the re-adjustment of
studio methods from the ground up.
Scientific laboratory methods were
thrown into the discard for the more
aggressive methods of the pioneer. The
attitude was one of "let's do it and see
Our happens."
late brother Sam, who had taken
what
over active direction of the new work
had no conception of defeat. With his
little, but expert staff he worked with an
enthusiasm that recognized no problem
as too baffling. He was confident that
he was making film history — as he was —
and his enthusiasm and confidence were
only equalled by the vigor with which he
attacked each new problem. Naturally
our early work in New York taught him
many things. When we decided to move
our Vitaphone operations to the West
Coast we had several definite fundamentals as a working basis.
We knew from experience that we had
to work in soundproof stages, that our
lighting equipment was obsolete, that our
{Continued on page 539)

Production Meets Sound Test
vastly expanding nature of
THE
screen entertainment since the advent of Vitaphone, and its many
developments in the past three years of its
sensatiorial history, have introduced a remarkable series of new factors into film
tion.
produc
Three years ago only the most farsighted could have foreseen the turn of
events whicli were to give the screen unheard of dramatic scope. And then to
the layman his conclusions would have
been so apparently far-fetched that their
plausibility might well have been doubted.
Many changes have been wrought by
the many and rapid elaborations in motion picture entertainment following in
the wake of the introduction of Vitaphone. Today we have what might be
termed a new school of screen writers —
because of the new demands incumbent
upon them, players whose versatility is
under call for vastly greater talent, directors whose particular bent is the staging of dancing and singing ensembles and
others who specialize in "straight" dramatic effort, staffs of song writers, and
technicians whose talent for artistic creations knows no practical limitations.
To all practical purposes there is no
dramatic field impenetrable by the Vitaphone production with its speech, dancing, singing, instrumental music and color.
It encompasses the most dramatic play,

By Darryl Zanuck
(Associate

Executive in Charge of Warner
Bros. Production)

the most hilarious farce, the most elaborately staged musical revue, or the historical extravaganza with mountain, plain or
forest as its natural setting. Because of
its latitude its call upon talent in every
phase of production has no parallel.
These developments coming in rapid
succession might have astounded a less
intrepid aggregation than that which
makes up the film industry. The latter,
however, literally outdid itself in antici-

Darryl Zanuck

pating each new trend in screen entertainment. From the introdiuction of the
"Don Juan" with its synchronized score,
"The Jazz Singer" with its recorded
speech and song, on down tlie line including the first all-talking picture, the
first operetta, "The Desert Song," and
the first all-color feature length talking,
singing and dancing production, "On
With sensational.
the Show," the progress made has
been
Adjustments and additions necessary
to cope with new demands were of necessity "made on the run." There could be
no let-down.
Since the beginning it has been felt
at Warner Brothers that silent screen
players were capable of coping with the
demands of the new entertainment medium. Their popularity was established.
The public wanted to hear them. Practically all of them have since demonstrate that our judgment was not incorrect. But, on the other hand, the talking
and singing screen offered a new field for
the stage stars, many of whom had failed
through, network tieups embracing the
to "click" in silent pictures. Such great
stars as Al Jolson, John Banymore,
George Arliss, Pauline Frederick and
others, needed only speech on the screen
to make articulate the real dramatic ability which they possessed. Many of them
have been given that opportunity.
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88 Vitaphone Features,
650 Shorts, To Date

George E. Quigley

Quigley Announces
Foreign Shorts
are being made
ARRANGEMENTS
by the Vitaphone Corporation to
produce talking and singing short
subjects in foreign languages at studios
to be built in the countries where the
languages are native, according to George
E. Quigley, vice president and general
manager of the company. Studios will
be established in the countries to be
served in order that the talent to make
these presentations may be selected from
the popular operatic, stage, vaudeville,
concert, film and radio stars of each
nation.
In what countries the Corporation
would first establish studios has not yet
been announced, nor the time when foreign production of Vitaphone shorts
would begin.
A number of foreign language presentations and one feature picture, the latter in German,, "The Royal Box," starring Alexander Moissi, have been made
at Warner Bros. Eastern Vitaphone Studios, and Mr. Quigley states that foreign

INpassed
the thirty-six
that have
since the months
first Warner-Vitaphone performance, the company
has produced fifty-four Vitaphone talking pictures, thirty-four synchronized
features and six hundred and fifty
Vitaphone short subjects.
The feature productions have covered
a wide range of material, ranging from
mystery and comedy drama to musical
shows. Operattas and other types,
hitherto impossible for the motion picture camera to utilize, have been produced and shown by Vitaphone.
The large number of short subjects
have included grand opera, instrumental music from symphony orchestras
and popular jazz groups, singing and
dancing numbers and other specialties
from prominent vaudeville artists, giving to the screen names that would
have probably never appeared except
for the advent of the synchronizing and
reproducing devices.

Sam

E. Morris

The Task Of Selling
Vitaphone

A Tribute To The
Warner Bros.

ne
sell Vitapho
to appeare
d in the
devicejobfirst
a tough
was that
IT when
picture exhibition field. Despite praise
from this and that source there were the
usual number of scofifers at the invention.
They said it was a novelty that would

By A. P. Waxman
(Director of Advertising and Publicity,
Warner Bros.)

soon wear oft'; that it was impossible to
amplify the human voice or orchestration
to a point where it would be universally
accepted by motion picture audiences.

language "shorts" will continue to be
produced temporarily in this country until the foreign studios have been arranged
for. This, however, will not in any way
interfere with the production of more
than sufficient English speaking presencontracts.tations to take care of the company's

successful
BROS,
ER
WARNbecause
they
haveareearned
their
success. That is the whole story.
The rest is words — to fill out the story.
I am one who can speak with authority
on the subject of Warner Bros. I have
seen them up — I have seen them down —
and I have seen them up again. When
they were down, they were never out —
and always came back smiiling. And
now that they are up, they still wear
the same smile. It is not a gloating smile
nor one of self satisfaction, but the pleasant smile of those who believed in themselves and believe in the industry to which
they have devoted their lives.
Those "who knew them when" — and
that's not so very long ago — have credited them with being the luckiest people
in the picture business. As usual, those

with the Warner organization the company were distributing their product on
the independent market through local
franchise-holders. In 1925, when this
firm took over the exchange system of

"who knew them when" really don't
know them at all. If anybody had more
than their share of hard luck, its the firm
of Warner Bros. Every possible mishap

Vitagraph, it was Morris who accomplished an efficient organization of
the new forces ; of turning the former
Vitagraph exchanges in every key city

In addition to the feature picture in
German and several "shorts" in that
language, the Vitaphone Corporation has
made sketches or "acts" in French and
Spanish at its home studios. With the
completion of its new sound-proof stage,
production may be speeded up as desired.
The new stage will be ready for occupapcy in the fall — probably in October.
The Vitaphone production staff is acquiring a staff of scenario and dialogue
writers of its own, Mr. Quigley states.
Besides Mr. Hobble, the writing staflF
under Bryan Foy, Director in Chief at
the studios, includes Don Ryan, Edmund
Joseph and Arthur Hurley. The latter
is also a director. At present Mr. Foy
has two directors working under his supervision, Mr. Hurley and Murray Roth.

that can happen to anybody in 'this business has happened to them. They have
simply ignored misfortune and continued
plugging along.
The secret of Warner Bros, success is
no secret. They have sagacity, perspicacity and tenacity. Faculties common to
most people. They have simply gotten
IOC per cent value out of these faculties.
Harry Warner, Jack Warner and Major Albert Warner, who comprise the
firm, are perhaps the best known producers in the motion picture business. There
may be a question in the minds of some
fans which company certain producers
are connected with. But there is no doubt
in the mind of any fan as to the fact
that Warner Bros, are the heads of Warner Bros.

into the smoothly running chain of Warner branches now in operation.
As Vitaphone production progressed
Morris established, at first, a few exchanges for the new product in a chosen
number of the larger cities. He was
largely, personally instrumental in the
placing of the device in those theatres
that offered the first public presentations
of Vitaphone. As the popularity' of the
device increased Morris organized a national Vitaphone exchange system.

Threewas
short
ago this
\'itaphone
on years
exhibition
in week
one house
only, Warner Brothers Theatre on
Broadway, New York City. To-day,
Warner- Vitaphone product is being
shown and reproduced in every section
of America and in twenty-seven foreign
countries. For this feat of salesmanship,
credit must be given to Sam E. Morris,
vice-president of Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., whose initiative and executive talent
proportionately
contributed
to his firm's
present position in
the industry.
When Morris first became affiliated

Then, when returns for "The Jazz
Singer" were in, and the sound storm
broke over the entire country, upsetting
the picture industry and most everyone
connected with it, Morris dictated a form
the
company.
of sales
policy that made large profits for
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Bakerisms
By C. GRAHAM BAKER
Associate
Executive,
First iSational
Vitaphone Studios

Bryan Foy

The Stepping Stone
To The Talkie
By Bryan Foy
i(Director-in-Chief, Warner Bros.
Eastern Studios)

as has
SENSATIONAL and rapid
the success and wide-spread popularity of the Vitaphone talking motion picture, it was nevertheless a matter of gradual development. The germ of
its growth, as we know it today, was in
the device which registered sound by
electrical vibrations and that other device
which reproduces sound when operated
from the projection booth. But it requires time and experiment to bring the
human voice to the screen. The Western
Electric device for the registration of
sound was the first big stepping stone to
the Vitaphone talking picture of today.
But that first big stepping stone had
many smaller ones. First experiments
were not with the voice but with musical
instruments. Musicians played for the
microphones ; artists sang for them ; orchestras were conducted in front of them.
A system of trial and error was pursued
imtil the new device was so nearly perfect that Warner Bros, made ready for
the first public presentation of Vitaphone
at Warner Bros. Theatre, New York,
on August 6, 1926 — just three years ago.
The art of the Vitaphone talking picture advanced from the early Vitaphone
short subject presentation, with which I
had much to do when these "acts" were
made at the West Coast studios before
coming on to direct them in Warner Bros.
Eastern Vitaphone Studios. The early
"shorts" were mostly musical — an air
from grand opera, a popular song, a jazz
selection played by a soloist or an orchestra. We were feeling our way along
to the use of the voice in speech, even in
the short sketches.
Vitaphone, in its short subjects, has
thus come to embrace every phase of the
amusement industry. To its own appeal
as a motion picture it has added the operatic, concert — vocal and instrumental
— orchestra, vaudeville and night club
stages. It is a combination of all arts,
fused and harmonized by its power of
■ reproducing sound and motion.

I

i 4 x-^
H ORMERLY
the builder the
and director
decorator wasof
■*■
pictures.
Now
the writer
does the building, and the director
decorates the finished structure.
"Writers must forget their personal
whims. They are writing for the public.
"A screen story is as good as its dialogue, and never better. The dialogue is strictly up to the writer.
"In talking pictures, like the stage,
the writer creates and the director embellishes.
"Writers must be kept happy, and
they cannot be happy when trying to
please six or eight dififerent persons
with a story.
"A successful writer will watch the
magazines. They are the surest barometer of the public taste.
"The dialogue picture spelled the
finish of the uncultured, and hack

C. Graham Baker

SoundHas Changed
Writers' Status
By C Graham Baker
(Associate Executive, First National Studio*)

writer."

No More Handicap
Says Hal Wallis
THE
limitations of technic that once
shackled the talking picture have
been almost totally overcome, according to Hal Wallis, associate executive of First National-X'itaphone.
Admitting that "talkies" no longer
draw at the box ofifice on novelty appeal,
the young studio manager points out that
thanks to the advances in the art of making talking films, the novelty appeal is
no longer needed.
"You can sum up the modern sound
film situation by saying that the 'talkie'
has
become
the motion picture again,"
Wallis
observes.
"At first it was something apart, be-

the
been entirely
status
writer's as
picture changed
THE has motion
result of dialogue pictures, according to C. Graham Baker, associate execuand V^itaphone
tive at First National
Studios in Burbank, Calif.
Baker declares that where the motion
picture director was formerly the builder
and decorator, he is now simply the decorator— the writer builds the story as a
contractor builds a house. Then the director steps in, in the role of interior
decorator, and furnishes the completed
mansion.
"A

modem

motion picture story is

just as good as its dialogue, no better,"
said Btaker in discussing the changes that
the talking picture has wrought in the
writing field. "It must sparkle in every
line,
it must
a punch'
start and
to finish.
That'pack
is the
work offrom
the
motion picture writer today.
"The old slip-shod, hack writing for
pictures is gonq, and along with it the
uncultured, uneducated scenarist who
crept into silent pictures in the days when
the director was chosen because he could
outshout all his actors.
"Now we demand cultured writers,
who have the necessary background to
know what they are writing about. When
we turn a script over to a director now,
the picture is ready to make — the story
is there — the house is built. All it needs
is decorating."
Many of the old writers of silent
dramas have made good in writing for

Hal Wallis
cause of its novelty, and because it was
so clumsy, limited and in the matter of
film technic, so primitive, that it had to
be considered a novelty only.
"This was caused by the limitations of
early sound film technic. It was so difficult to manage that whole stories had to
(Continued on page 602)

talking pictures because they had the education and background necessary. Baker
declared. In fact he asserts that these
writers are the best that can be obtained,
better than stage writers as a rule.
"Stage writers can write words, yes,"
he declared. "But writers of screen dialogue pictures must visualize the action,
too. They must take into consideration
the personality of the actors, and the director. They must know the technique
(Continued on page 539)
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The Renaissance
Of Pictures

250

picture industry has come to a
THE
turning point, bringing a new Rennaissanee,
revolutionizing
overnight the entire screen art.
The invention of the Vitaphone has
united two arts. The stage — with its creative arts and the hundreds of years'
tradition behind it— and the silent picture\, which in the brief twenty years
since its inception has worked miraculous accomplishments and technical wonders. Vitaphone has opened an unlimited perspective. Through this medium
the dead body of the silent picture has
been reincarnated and given the spoken
word — life. So a new art — the talking
picture — is born.
The logical thinker realized immediately the enormous possibilities open to
the talking picture. The modern director
had but one aim — to deviate from the
everyday, conventional picture with its
old romantic false sentimentality, and reflect in his characters simple, living peointernal, rather than exple,ternal
portraying
reactions. He tried to bring to
audiences psychological and mental emotions. He began by trying to cut down
or entirely eliminate the written titles.
This was but experimental, because the
pantomime was not sufficient to explain
these emotions and reactions, and the
venture culminated in financial disappointment.
Literature was practically closed to the
silent drama because the works of such
representative writers as Gorsky, Tolstoy, Stevenson, Ibsen, Rostand, Dreiser,
O'Neill can only be interpreted adequately by their own words.
The Vitaphone has given us access to
so opened the gates to internathis, and
tional literature.
The music, the song, the rhythm of
the dance heretofore in the principal
cities have been given a semblance of
color and realism through the medium
of orchestras. But in the small towns
and hamlets where the silent picture has
had for its only accompaniment a wheezy
discordant piano or organ, there has been
no illusion. How many of these millions have hoped to hear the New York
Symphony Orchestra, operas from the
an, Ziegfeld's Follies, the famMetropolit
ous Shubcrt Revues, Jolson, Barrymore,
Pauline Frederick, George Arliss, Ina
Claire, Helen Hayes— artists \yhose fine
diction no one challenges on Vitaphone.
The advent of Vitaphone occasioned
many controversies, some calling the new
venture absurd, others sponsoring it.
But screen plays, with spoken dialogue.
have gained tremendous popularity in the
United States and undoubtedly will capture large audiences throughout the
whole English-speaking world, from
Canada to Labrador.

The Importance Of
Song Publishing
(In

By Ray Perkins
Charge
of Warner
Bros,
and
National Song Depts.)

First

are more
HERS
BROT
ated
closely affili
with the
song
WARNER
publishing business than any
other company in the industry today.
They have fully recognized the significance of songs as a part and parcel of
motion picture entertainment. About 8o
per cent of our productions have at least
one song as part of the story. Many of
them have several songs. In musical comedy productions the songs are generally
consi
ance. dered to equal the story in importWe have gathered together
of song writers with successful
ords, and we maintain constant
nication with our publication
New York.

a group
past reccommuoffice in

As soon as the story for a film production is decided upon, the production
heads of the studios confer with the song
department which assigns writers to supply the original song material. As the
production nears its shooting date piano
copies of the songs are prepared and a
sufficient number of these are mimeographed to supply artists, arrangers,
pianists, directors and others. Copies are
also immediately sent to the New York
publishers, M. Witmark & Sons, for
copyright and publication. Elaborate
plans are made at New York headquarters for exploitation and distribution of
these numbers.
"On With The Show" was Warners
first venture into musical comedy, and the
two song hits it contained are a matter
of ctirrent history. "The Gold Diggers
of Broadway" has eight numbers that
constitute one of the finest musical comedy scores I have ever heard. Two or
three of them are sure-fire hits. There
are several interpolated numbers in this
picture of which the waltz "Come
To Me" should be a hit.

N ews

Forbstein Defines

Electrical Experts
On Warner Staff

s hasstaff
neerRS
grownof
engiTHE
ERrical BRO
WARNelect
until the present one numbers
250 and, according to company announcement, itis the largest technical
organization in this industry. This
force is constantly at work unraveling
any Vitaphone problem and introducing
innovations for the improvement of
Vitaphone product.
A movable camera was one of the
first helpful devices worked out. This
was followed by the movable microphone. Next, the recording apparatus
disappeared from individual stages to
one central building for the entire
studio. Portable equipment has been
perfected for outdoor filming and another advancement is the elimination
of the camera booth in favor of the
more compact camera-cloak.

By Michael Curtiz
(Director, Warner Bros. Vilaphone
Productions)

Picture

Back

JazzDirector)
Music

(A Close-up

of Vilaphone^s

Musical

sarily not music ! tein, isn't necesForbs
saystheLeomusic
JAZZ,But,
al director at the
al
First Nation
and Vitaphone
studios,
will not concede that it is music !
"What is jazz ?" Forbstein was asked.
"It is a matter of syncopated rythm.
Supply any tune you want — if it is a
musical tune, then it is music.
If it isn't
melodious, then it is just jazz!"
All of which would sound foolish coming from a less well known man than Leo
Forbstein, luit he knows whereof he
speaks, for rangements
Forbstein's
have caught syncopated
fancy just aras
much as his rendition of classics in their
truest interpretation.
He knows music.
He knows it so well that even the most
untutored ear can get the significance
of
his baton-wielding. And still, he's not
colorful.
Most musicians have some outstanding
physical characteristic that make them
noticeable — long flowing beards ; long artistic fingers ; a wiry-physique, or a
shock of curly hair.
Not so Forbstein. He looks like a
good bond salesman, or a bank director,
or the head of a chain of grocery stores.
Blond of complexion, stocky and plump,
rather thin hair, and old-fashioned spectacles.
His fingers are short and plump.
But, there's no mistaking his ability —
he
even say genius — when
one might
places his fiddle on his right shoulder and
draws his bow.
There are several reasons why ; but the
main one is that he was tutored by the
great Victor Herbert; played the violin
in Victor Herbert's orchestra; heard the
master time and again solo his own compositions and scores of times augmented
Victor Herbert in rendering the classics.
"I regard jazz, in its strictest interpretation, as real American music — a tempo
and a rhythm which the American truly
comprehends.
"Blue notes are totally unnecessary. I
think they detract from the charm of a
piece, except for novelty. Once in a
while they will tone up a number, like
the sour cream in Russian borsch, but one
wouldn't want it in every soup, or every
one?" the enthusiasm with
Forbstein
wouldbelieves
entree,
which America accepts every nevy musical craze, is one of the finest indications
that the nation is growing music conscious.
Adolescents craving romance read the
sweet mushy novels, and this country,
having time now for study because of
the vast wealth it possesses, will naturally
seek musical knowledge and one goes
through it with jazz in the manner of
voung folks reading sentimental love stories, explained Forbstein.
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Vitaphone — Past And Future
{Continued from page 535)
cameras must be shielded from the microphones and that the cameramen must adjust themselves and their equipment to
new technique.
Scores of new employes were added to
the payroll — waxmen, microphone men,
mixers, electrical engineers. The studio
was a practical working school for these
newcomers. The spontaneous success of
the talking picture made it necessary to
throw every resource into active production. While all were well grounded in
their respective jobs they faced a new
perspective in their affiliation with pictures.
We were smaller then — a single soundproof stage as a work-shop — and perhaps
this is one reason that we got immediate
results. All worked as a family unit.
From this we expanded, but with unbelievable rapidity. With the addition of
more stages, more elaborate sound equipment, this little group spread its knowledge and influence into expanding channels like an infectious disease.
But there were other difficulties. In
those early days — yet less than three
years ago — picture players were not eager
to risk their reputations in the new medium. People were still saying: 'They
won't last,' 'just a novelty.' Why risk
my reputation, they asked, when I am
not sure that the talking picture has come
to stay? Those who gambled with us —
though we didn't consider it a gamble —
have not regretted it. Many of them
gained a new lease on life, while others
leaped to prominence from the unknown.
We felt then as we do today that the
vast majority of screen players could

adjust themselves to talking pictures.
The brief history of talking pictures has
borne that contention out.
In the past three years talking pictures have been infinitely refined. Their
scope has broadened remarkably. Technically their perfection has been one of
the remarkable accomplishments of the
age. They have drawn the best from all
walks of life. New 'blood' in the form
of dramatic artists, directors, writers,
mechanical genius and executive talent
has been drawn to the industry. The industry, like the talking picture itseilf,
knows no bounds. It has moved out into
the open spaces and nothing now ap])ears
impossible.
Every factor of production is on the
alert for new accomplishments. Every
day brings improved methods, equipment
and enlightened talent to bear upon the
future screen vehicle.
No longer
is there isa as'thumbs
down'as
attitude.
Competition
keen here
it is in the exhibiting end of the industry.
Every producer has a ready ear for a
new suggestion. To me there is every
indication that the production end of the
industry is in the most healthy condition
in its history.
This means that the future will bring
to the motion picture theatre in every
hamlet in the nation the greatest artists in
the world of drama.
Musical productions and dramatic
plays heretofore available because of economic factors only to metropolitan audiences will in the future reach Vitaphone
audiences throughout the world regardless of the size of the communitv.

Writers' (Continued
Statusfrom Has
Changed
page 536)
of pictures as well as drama and stage
lore."
Baker pointed out one difficulty that
the screen writer has.
"The scenarist sees his lines througii
his eyes as he writes his story. The actor,
when he rehearses his part, analyzes them
through his ears. Often a line that looks
right does not sound right.
"For this reason I have just issued an
order that every author shall read his
entire script to the director and members
of the cast of the picture before it starts."
Baker pointed out one important thing
that the Vitaphone picture has done that
has not generally been recognized.
"It has brought to the screen a wealth
of story material that would have' been
entirely unsuitable for silent dramas because these stories would have been overtitled, or in other words, required too
much explanation. They would have
been slow and uninteresting in silent
form, but are rapid-fire and full of punch
when dialogue can be used.

"One thing a screen writer must remember," he continued. "We are making
motion pictures, and not transporting
stage plays to the screen. The writer
must always decide whether to get over
a point through action or dialogue. If
better done in pantomime, it should be
silent. If the point requires dialogue to
get it over, then use words.
"The old subtitle was a curious thing,"
he said. "It crept into the early pictures
to explain the plot. One subtitle told
what we tell in five or six sides of dialogue.
"Another change brought about by the
talking picture is the scrapping of the
old style continuity. This continuitv explained the various camera 'shots' or
angles, 'closeups' 'medium shots' and
'long shots.' Now these are all taken in
the master scene, with four or more
cameras, so the writer does not write
continuity any more. That is automatically taken care of by the various cameras at one time."

Good Organization
A Vital Faetor
By William Koenig
(General Studio Manager for Warner Bros.)

always
on has ng
productiundertaki
beenRE
a hazardous
full
PILTL
d,
y
of unexpecte
apparentl unsurmountable obstacles known to few industries. Strong organization, made up of
capable units carefully coordinated is
absolutely essential to cope with its shifting emergencies.
No matter what problem arises, nor
how suddenly, it must be met. Production costs are tremendous. Delays pyramid production costs ruthlessly.
No industry is so definitely subject to
unusual hazards. Weather, mechanical
troubles of infinite variety and temperament are but a few factors involved. It
possesses both the problem of the human
equation and mechanical breakdown.
Of vital consequence is the creation
of an organization, each unit of which
is conscious of its existence as a part of
a whole. One of the most effective mean:
of creating this condition is group meetings. At Warner Brothers, each department head and an assistant director from
each producing unit convene with me
each day. Ordinarily from 45 minutes to
an hour is spent in these sessions. As a
consequence, all factors of production being present, a perfect understanding' of
each one's duty with relation to those of
the several other units involved is clearly
developed. Here in a few minutes, frequently, are ironed out problems which
might otherwise take hours. And what
at first thought might appear to be a
vast waste of time, is in reality the greatest time and energy saver at hand.
This has proven true particularly during the past three years of the tremendous growth of Warner Brothers production facilities. Vitaphone brought a host
of new employes into studio employ. Pictures were foreign to most of them liecause of speqialized training in other
technical lines. It was not easy to weld
into one the usual studio technical force
with artisans.
that madeOneup ofof the
"sound"
experts
and
most difficult
tasks was to familiarize each with the
peculiar problems of the other thus removing abarrier and permitting them to
work in accord. The daily "open meeting" did this painlessly, though not without controversy, and with facility that
was remarkable.
Since the beginning of the talking picture's development Warner Brothers
were so definitely pioneering the way that
each forward step came naturally. There
was no helter-skelter building of stages
and other equipment. We were aware of
our needs and Warner Brothers built up
their properties and staffs steadily and
without lost motion. Three years ago
there was one sound proof stage. Today
there were several and portable recording equipment ready to go any place any
time.
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♦ ♦ ♦ and Next Season ♦ ♦ ♦
%%^imMl.J^*iJK' M»mI"!^« revolutionized motion pictures with Vitaphone. WARNER BROS, are giving new impetus to the industry with 100%
"natural color" pictures in Technicolor.
VI^ARIVER BROS*
aroused new interest in motion pictures and lifted
box office receipts to unparalleled grosses.
WARNER
RROS. have made money for the exhibitor. What WARNER
BROS, have promised — WARNER BROS, have delivered.
W^ARNER

RROS.

W^ARNER
RROS*
by one company. THERE

will continue to lead the industry in 1929-30.
are producing 35 of the finest pictures ever delivered
WILL BE ^0 PROGRAM PICTVRES.

W^ARIVER RROS*
stars in these productions make up the greatest roster
of talent ever assembled by one company. They include Al Jolson, John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Pauline Frederick, Frank Fay, Beatrice Lillie, Davey
Lee, Noah Beery, Winnie Lightner, Ann Pennington, Georges Carpentier,
Monte Blue, Betty Compson, Charlotte Greenwood, Marian Nixon, Thomas
Meighan, Ted Lewis and Sophie Tucker.

WARNER
RROS. stars also include Edward Everett Horton, Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Alice Joyce, George Arliss, Rin Tin Tin, H. B. Warner, Grant
Withers, Conrad Nagel, Vivienne Segal, John Boles, Myrna Loy, Joe E. Brown,
Louise Fazenda, Jack Buchanan, William Courteney, Conway Tearle, Walter
Woolf, Armida, Nick Lucas, Raquel Torres, Lowell Sherman, Chester Morris,
Lupe Velez, and there are still more stars to come.

W^ARNER
RROS. exhibitors
non-wired theatres will not be
neglected. Specially prepared prints willwith
be available for their use.
WARNER
RROS. audiences will be prepared and pre-sold
for you by
direct advertising on a hitherto unequalled scale.
WARNER

BROS,

What Warner

exhibitors are assured of progress and prosperity
.
Bros. Promise—

Warner

Bros. Deliver!

iBaVlTAPw-iF^
THE

"VITAPHONE"
IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS

TO THE COLORS!

r»^4r/:^

Again Warner Bros, have proven
their leadership. They introduced 100
per cent Natural Color Vitaphone Pictures in Technicolor. Again they have
astounded and amazed the picture
world..

t?- *

"ON WITH THE SHOW", the first
100 per cent Natural Color Talking
Picture has proved a sensation everywhere. More and greater color pictures
are on their way from the Warner Bros.
Studios.
Greater audiences — greater grosses —
the best shows in town — these are all
yours whenever and wherever you play
a Warner Bros. Picture.
The Parade of Progress stops for no
man.
Fall in line or be left behind.

^^

BKOStr

^

lo*"^^^""-

■'-■^•m^ff'^

THE

"VITAPHONE"
IS THE REGISTERED
TRADEMARK
OF
VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS

Every Record Qoes When

^amm'

You

Play

the

"SHOW

OF

SHOWS

f>

>i!>^sMmiJCf,
^THE

iX^

G&NBRAL

CRA CK

with Gorgeous Natural Color Scenes
DIRECTED

BY ALAN

WARNER BROS. & VITAPHONE BV^^^^^
"VITAPHONE"
THE VITAPHONE

Every

Record

Qoes

When

/m 7ecA*r/co/oy

CROSLAND

TALKING ami SINGING PIQURES

IS THE
REGISTERED
TRADEMARK
OF
CORPORATION
DESIGNATING
ITS PRODUCTS

You

Play

the

"SHOW

OF

SHOWS"

COMING SOON
DIRECT TO YOU
DAY AND DATt WITH BROADWAY
Celebrating

Third Anniversary

of Vitaphone

NOW SHOWING TO S. R. O.
AT $2.50 TOP
WARNER

BROS. THEATRE

Broadway at 52nd St., New York

DAVBY
Marian Nixon « Holmes Herbert " Kenneth Trompson ^ Fred Kohler
A WARNER

TALKING and SINGING PICTtAE

BR0$.e.VITAPHONE

"VITAPHONE"

!S

THE

REGISTERED

TRADEMARK

OF

THE

VITAPHONE

CORPORATION

Every Record Qoes When You Play This "SHOW

DESIGNATING

ITS

PRODUCTS.

OF SHOWS''

^
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ELSI£ JANIS

^

IJHschuviaMM-HEINK ^

VITAPHONE TALKING ANI

Vitaphone
Puts Your Whole Show
On The Screen
^

NO more stage presentations.
NO more stage acts.
NO more prologues.
NO more units.
NO more profit-eating overhead and salaries.
NO more booking worries.
CHECK

off overhead and production costs.

BANISH all fears about your bank account and the future
of your theatre.
PLAY the best acts in the world. You can take your pick
of the stars of operatic, concert, vaudeville, musical
comedy, drama, radio, circus, night clubs and every other
held of amusement.

Vitaphone is the Registered Trademark

of Ac

IINGING PRESENTATIONS

A Million Dollar
Marquee!
VITAPHONE brings them all to you — over 1,000 acts to
choose from, and more made every week.
WHETHER
kees; or Al
Metropolitan
Howard in a

it be Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut YanJolson in a song; Benjamino Gigli of the
Grand Opera Company; Willie and Eugene
vaudeville comedy skit; or Charles Hackett,

the concert artist — they're not too big for the Vitaphone
program.
THEY'RE

all yours!

MILLION-DOLLAR

names for your marquee!

THE

world's greatest drawing cards on your screen!

THE

surest boosters your box office has ever known!

WARNER BROS. VITAPHONE
spice of your program!

short subjects are the

(^ii phone Corporation Designating its Products
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Since 1923

ZANUCK
Associate Producer

WARNER
BROTHERS
WEST COAST STUDIO

Motion

Picture

Ne IV s

August

10 ,

19 29

547

GRAHAM

BAKER

Associate Executive

FIRST NATIONAL

STUDIOS

548

Motion

NED

MARIN

First National Vitaphone Pictures
PRODUCER
of
THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS
NO, NO, NANETTE
BROADWAY HOSTESS
THE FORWARD
DARK

PASS

STREETS

HER PRIVATE

LIFE

CAREERS
WATERFRONT
ADORATION
LOVE AND THE DEVIL
THE NIGHT WATCH
THE YELLOW

LILY

Picture

News

August

10 ,

19 29
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')'>

"TO THE

WARNER

BROTHERS

ON BEHALF

OF THE RECORDING DEPARTMENT OF THE HOLLYWOOD
STUDIOS I EXTEND MY HEARTIEST
CONGRATULATIONS ON THE WELL
DESERVED
SUCCESS OF VITAPHONE.

/^^^ /^ J}^.^^/^

II.
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Motion

ROBERT

Picture

(BOBBY) NORTH
PRODUCED

the following
FIRST NATIONAL

VITAPHONE

PRODUCTIONS

since
January 15th, 1929
"BROADWAY BABIES"
"TWIN BEDS"
"THE CARELESS
"THE GREAT
"A MOST

AGE"

DIVIDE"

IMMORAL

"LITTLE JOHNNY
and
"PARIS"

"THE

DARK

LADY"
JONES"

SWAN"

"FURIES"
a

SPRING

IS HERE"

Burbaiik, Calif.

X etv s

H

i

August

10 ,

19 29
551

The Warner Brothers are nol in
business for their health nor for
high praises. Box Office is first.
B. O. means the mass of people
— the 85% who haven't gone to
high school. Critics praises are
fine. But B. O. 1st. Lloyd
Bacon agrees. Watch
With

Song," "Honky

"Say It
Tonk.'

Remember "The Singing Fool?'
Coming "So Long Letty" and
"She Couldn't Say No." B. O.
first is the Motto of the Warner
Brothers.

Ditto

Lloyd

Bacon.

552

Motion

Picture

^aH^iWILL always he appreciative of the
MmW\ sreat honor shown me by the Warner
Brothers and Mr. Darryl Francis
Zanuck when they assigned the direction of
''The Jazz Singer', the first Vitaphone Production, to me,
ALAN

ALAN

CROSLAND

CROSLAND

who has just completed
the direction of

"GENERAL CRACK"
JOHN BARRYMORE'S
FIRST PRODUCTION WITH \^OICE

k..

News

August

10,

19 29
553

CLARENCE

BADGER

teste maintenant avec Nanette en ^^Paris^* ? 1 ? ?

NOJ NO/ NO/ NANETTE is she of the
Delightful Musical Comedy Success

"NO, NO, NANETTE"
which CLARENCE

BADQER

is now

Vitaphoning for

FIRST NATIONAL

AND VITAPHONE

PICTURES

IRENE BORDONI
is she who was in

"PARIS"
with

CLARENCE

BADGER

{as her director)

554

Motion

Picture

ALFRED R GREEN
DIRECTOR
GEORGE

ARLISS
IN

"THE GREEN GODDESS"
GEORGE

ARLISS
IN

"DISRAELI"

In Preparation

JOHN BARRYMORE'S
NEXT
VITAPHONE

PRODUCTION

Warner Br other s-Vitaphone Productions

Nevus

August

10 . 1 92 9

555

FRANK

LLOYD
DIRECTOR
of

First National Vitaphone Pictures

"THE DIVINE LADY"
"WEARY

RIVER"

"DRAG"

556

EDWARD

Motion

Picture

N ezvs

F. CLINE

DIRECTING

"THE

FORWARD

PASS"

(100% TALKINQ)

First National'Vitaphone Pictures

ji

August

I

10 ,

19 29
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WILLIAM A. SEITER
DIRECTED

THESE

FIRST NATIONAL-VITAPHONE

PRODUCTIONS

COLLEEN MOORE in "FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS"
COLLEEN MOORE in ''SMILING IRISH EYES

w

w

CORINNE GRIFFIHH in "PRISONERS
and now

DOROTHY MACKAILL and SIDNEY BLACKMER
in

''WOMAN

ON THE JURY"

William A. Seiter Productions

First National Release

558

Motion

MICHAEL

CURTIZ

DffiECTEVG

Warner Bros.'Vitaphone Prodtictions
"THE GAMBLERS"
"HEARTS IN EXILE"
"UNDER A TEXAS MOON"

Picture

N ezvs

August

10 ,

19 29
559

LILIES

OF

THE

FIELD

Starring

CORINNE

HER

GRIFFITH

PRIVATE

LIFE

Starring

BILLIE

I

DOVE

^

\

ALEXANDER KORDA PRODUCTIONS
FIRST NATIONAL
VITAPHONE PICTURES
for

560

Motion

ROY DEL RUTH
DIRECTOR

"GOLD

DIGGERS

OAColor)
OF BR(All
DWAY"
"THE HOTTENTOT"
"THE AVIATOR"
"HOLD EVERYTHING"
(All Color)

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone Productions

Picture

N eivs

August

10 ,

561

19 29

JOHN G. ADOLFI
DIRECTOR

"IN THE HEADLINES"
a

EVIDENCE"

(With Pauline Frederirk)

iVott; Directing

"SHOW OF SHOWS"

Warner Bros.'-Vitaphone Productions

562

Motion

Picture

News

«

An
Acknowledgment
to
Harry M. Warner
Major Albert Warner
Jack L. Warner
and
The late Sam Warner
- - - whose pioneering
and leadership gave voice
to a new and greater Art.

Sincerely

HARVEY

H. GATES

August

10 .

19 29
563

ANTHONY COLDEWAY
SUPERVISING
PRODUCTIONS

WARNER

w

LUCIEN

HUBBARD

SUPERVISING
PRODUCTIONS

WARNER

BROTHERS

BROTHERS

564

Motion

Picture

Ted Wilde
directing

"Loose Ankles"
First National Vitaphone Pictures

1

Continued Success
to
^^^^^

^^^^

^yfl

The Warner Brothers

T.ARRY
CEBALLOS
DIRECTOR

^^

^^B ^^m ^^te

Singing

and

Dancing

Ensembles

"ON WITH THE SHOW"
"GOLD DIGGERS of BROADWAY'
"SALLY"
"SHOW OF SHOWS"
"NO, NO, NANETTE"
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone Productions

Nezvs

August

10 ,

565

19 29

Howard
bretherton
director

"THE ARGYLE

CASE"

u

TIME, PLACE and the GIRL"
"SECOND CHOICE"
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone Productions

1 Welcome This Opportunity
To Convey M>' Best Wishes to the

WARNER
MEN

BROTHERS

OF VISION and COURAGE
PIONEERS and LEADERS
LOU HALPER
Business M^anager

First ISIational Vitaphone Studios

^6

Richard Barthelmess
takes this opportunity
to extend his sincerest
congratulations to
Warner Brothers on
their achievement*

Motion

Picture

News

August

10,

567

1929

A

DOROTHY

MACKAILL

"HARD TO GET"
"THE GREAT DIVIDE"
((
THE WOMAN ON THE JURY"

First National'Vitaphone Pictures

568

Motion

Picture

f
O
^
l
L
E
r
E
Mo .eN

News

With a bit o' Brogue in

"SMILING IRISH EYES"
■and a fascinating French accent

in "FOOTLIGHTS and FOOLS"

^

^

,

^

/I

^%

August

10 ,

19 29
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\

PAULINE

FREDERICK
Starring in

WARNER
VITAPHONE
44

EVIDENCE"

BROTHERS
PRODUCTIONS
"THE SACRED

FLAME"

570

.1/ 0 t i 0 n

Picture

News

^®®^^®WWi(jXi««®®®®®®®®

«x»x»xiyix»(ixi>'

August

10,

571

19 2 9

f\

(Seorge ^xM^

*Xt)e (green (^obbess"
a
Bisraeli
t>

5S^arner 33rot{)ers — Wttapijone ^roDuctions

572

Motion

Congratulations to Warner Brothers
and hest wishes
from

MARILYN

MILLER

"SALLY"

Picture

News

August

10 ,

19 29
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ALEXANDER

GRAY

formerly singing leading roles on the stage in
"The Desert Song," "Twinkle, Twinkle,"
"Sally," "Naughty Riquette," "Tell Me More,"
and in the Ziegfeld Follies, is happy to make his
motion picture debut under the auspices of
First National and Vitaphone Pictures, playing
opposite Marilyn Miller in "Sally," and also in
"No, No, Nanette."

Motion

574

Picture

MARSHALL

TULLY

News

RECORD
ON THE

ON THE

STAGE

"The City" (Original)
"Paid in Full" (Original)
"The Talker"
(Original)
"The Builders" (Original)
"The Trap"
(Original)
"The Girl and the Game" (Original)
"Lettarblair"
(Original)
"The Maister of Woodbarron"
(Original)
"The Colonial Girl" (Original)
"The Victoria Cross" (Original)
"Helene"
(Original)
"Mr. Carewe's Career" (Original)
"The Beautiful Star" (Original)
"The Jilt" (Original)
"Phryne"
(Original)
"Paquita"
(Original)
"The King's Prisoner"
(Original)
"The Other Girl" (Original)
"Just Out of College"
(Original)
"Change Alley"
(Original)
"The Adventure of Lady Ursula"
(Original)
"Mr. Pitt's Dilemma"
(Original)
"The Little Princess"
(Original)
"To Have and To Hold" (Original)
"A Way to Win a Woman"
(Original)
"Sky Farm"
(Original)
"The Stolen Story"
(Original)
"The Lady of Leuckstein" (Original)
"Henry
Esmond"
(Original)
"Felix Porter" (Original)
"Hearts
Are Trumps"
"The
Best of Friends"
"Because She Loved Him So"
"Never
Again"
"The Gay Parisians"
"On and Off"
"Lord Chumley"
"The
Highest
Bidder"
"Held by the Enemy"
"Saratoga"
"The Long Strike"
-»;,
"The Victims
of Faro"
"The
Hidden
Hand"
"Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"
"A Mother's Love"
"Rip Van Winkle"
"The
Lily of Killarney"
"Pink Dominoes"
^ v
"The Winning
Hand"
"Ten Nights in a Bar-room"
"Forbidden Fruit"
"Fanchon,
the Cricket"
"Mazappa"
"The Child Stealer"
"Camille"
"That Boy o' Dan's"
"A Terrible Test"
"The Lady of Lyons"
"The Black Crook"
"Woman's
Whims"
"A Tale of Enchantment"
"East Lynne"
"Fraud's
Victims"
"Fedora"
"Child of the Regiment"
"The Female Detective"
"New Year's Day"
"State's Evidence"
"Irma, the Waif"
"True Devotion"
"Arrah na Poguc"
"Black
Diamonds"
"Inshavogue"
"A Celebrated
Case"
"The Two Orphans"
"Perplexity"
"A Wife's Devotion"
"The French Spy"
"Kentuck"
"Neck and Neck"
"Belphegor,
the Mountebank"
"The Fatted
Calf"

STAQE

"The Widow Jones"
"The Streets of New
York"
"Ingomar"
"Called Back"
"Eviction"
"Colleen
Bawn"
"The
Pavements
of Paris"
"The Veteran"
"King of Diamonds"
"Led
Astray"
"Forget-Me-Not"
"Shadows
of a Great City"
"The World"
"Hazel
Kirke"
"Hamlet"
"Romeo and Juliet"
"Young
Mrs.
Winthrop"
"A Victini of Circumstances"
"The
Private
Secretary"
"Under
the Gaslight"
"The Galley Slave"
"A Woman
of the People"
"Won
at Last"
"La Tosca"
"An Enemy
to the King"
"Two
Little
Vagrants"
"The City of Pleasure"
"Leah Kleschna"
"Zira"
"Facing
the Music"
**Frou
Frou"
iy-^"Brother Officers"
"Madame
Sans-Gene"
"A
Gilded
Fool"
"The
Octoroon"
"Sold"
"The Burglar"
"Friend of the Family"
"His Excellency, the Governor"
"The Merry-Go-Round"
"The Three of Us"
"Her Own
Way"
*'Mrs.
Dane's
Defense"
"The Meddlers"
"The
Marriage
of Kitty"
"The
Man
on the Box"
"Charley's Aunt"
"The
Man
From
Mexico"
"As You Like It"
''Measure
for Measure"
"Much Ado About Nothing"
"Cymbeline"
"Mary
Stuart"
"Donna
Diana"
"The Golden Butterfly"
"A Kiss in the Dark"
"The End of Eustace Ede"
"Tatterly"
"Fine Feathers"
"Billy"

ON THE

SCREEN

"Conquest"
"Redskin"
"Jimmy Valentine"
"Queen Kelly"
"The Covered
Wagon"
"The Merry
Widow"
"He Who Gets Slapped"
"The
of '98"
"PassionTrail Fruit"
"Her Beloved Villain"
"Old Hutch"
"Joan, the WomEui"
"What Happened
to Rosa"
"The Slim Princess"
"Double
Speed"
"Hawthorne, U. S. A."
"The Devil Stone"
"The Can't
Squaw Have
Man" Everything"
"We
"Daughter of Mine"
"The Man From Funeral Range"
"The Girl From Red Butte"
"Cheating
Cheaters"
"Intolerance"
"The Sable Lorcha"
"Let Katie Do It"
"The
Devil'sVindication"
Needle"
"Martha's
"The Streets of Paris"
"Skirts"
"Oliver Twist"
"Romance of the Redwoods"
"A Modern Musketeer"
"M'liss" Pepper"
"Maggie

"What
Happened
to Jones"
"Cameo
Kirby"
"The Lottery Man"
"The House of Bondage"
"The Master
of the House"
"The Incumbrance"
"Six
Months
Ago"
"The Maid of Bath"
"Queen
Elizabeth"
"Lady
Audley's Secret"
"Old Love Letters"
"Lucretia
Borgia"
"Twelfth
Night"
"Adrienne
Lecowveeur"
"Youth"
"Louis XI"
"Othello"
"St. Louis in Chains"
"The Apostate"
"The Marble Heart"
"A-Iad-in, the Wonderful Scamp"
"Satanella"
"The Persecuted Dutchman"

"Bound in Morocco"
"Her Kingdom of Dreams"
"The Lying Truth"
"Sick Abed"
"The Law of the Lawless"
"The Life Line"
"The Golden Fetter"
"A Temporary
Marriage"
"The Grim Game"
"Excuse
My Dust"
"The Dancing Fool"
"Lotus Blossom"
"Too Much Business"
"The Ladder Jinx"
"Fools of Fortune"
"The Village Blacksmith"
"Ponjola"

.

"Paid in Full"
"Clothes Make
the Pirate"
"Along Came Ruth"
"Hold Your Breath"
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
"Drums
of Love"
"Riding Kid of Powder River"
"Truant
Hearts"
"The Barefoot
Boy"
"The Cat and the Canary"
"The Gorilla"
"Jim, the Conqueror"
"The Red Dancer"
"The Perfect Crime"
"The Stranger"
"Broken Hearts of Broadway"
"Her Mad Hour"
"Too Many Millions"
"Beware
of Widows"
"Smouldering Fires"
"Her
Big Night"
"The
Crimson
Gardenia"
"The Brass Bottle"
"Is Matrimony a Failure?"
"Her Temporary Husband"
"Little Fraid Lady"
"The Show of Shows"
"Under a Texas Moon"
"Tiger
Rose"
"Skin Deep"
"M'lle
Jo"
"The Bridge
of San Luis Rey"

More coming up hot^ with
WARNER

BROTHERS

VITAPHONE

PRODUCTIONS

I

August

10 ,

19 2 9
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Sincere Qood Wishes to the Warner Bros*
from

VIVIENNE SEGAL
FEATURED

IN

WARNER BROS.— ALL COLOR
VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS

"SONG OF THE WEST"
"GOLDEN DAWN"
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NICK LUCAS
"The Crooning Troubadour

99

Brunswick Recording Artist
Among
lar
Taken
"RKO

First Ten Nationally PopuVaudeville Headliners — Poll
by Radio - Keith - Orpheum
HOUR"

Recently concluded engagement in
FLORENZ

ZIEGFELD'S

"Show

"THE GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY"

Warner

Bros. All Talking, All Singing,
All Technicolor Production

Girl"

"THE SHOW OF SHOWS"

Warner Bros. Spectacular Revue
Supervision of Darryl Francis Zanuck

Personal Management

LEO FITZGERALD
226 W. 47th Street
New York City

I

I
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10 ,
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BERNICE

CLAIRE

playing the title role in

"NO, NO, NANETTE"

First National Vitaphone Picture
recently sang lead in

"THE DESERT
(Stage)

SONG '

578

Motion

Picture

ANN PENNINGTON
of

"GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY"
and with
Ted Lewis in

"IS EVERYBODY
TWO

of
HAPPY"

WARNER BROS. ALL TALKING
VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS

Congratulates

THE WARNER

BROTHERS

on their

THIRD ANNIVERSARY

VIT

APH

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS,

ONE

JR.

N e zvs

i
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LOUISE FAZENDA
"NO, NO, NANETTE"
"THE SHOW OF SHOWS"

First National and Vitaphone Pictures

This is the way
I look in

''Under a Texas Moon"

Now Shooting

''Show of Shows"

FRANK

FAY
J

Motion

580
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Picture

"

News
,

tions
Hearty Congratula
fo
T/ie Warner Brothers
on their

Vitaphone Third Anniversary

MYRNA
"DESERT SONG"

LOY
"THE SQUALL"

"THE GREAT DIVIDE"
"UNDER A TEXAS MOON''

WARNER BROS, -FIRS T NA TIONAL
VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS

i
I

CHARLES DEUNEY

i

"Hard To Get"

;

a^9lb 'tKO^

Slk^^l

vpfBPK^

^H^^H

^^inppi'

with Dorothy Mackaill

"Broadway Babies"
■^Si

*Tw, ..if*

JB^

^^^HBpIW

with

Alice

White

"Girl From Woolworths"
^^^^^^^^^^DOW

"^^^^^^^^^1

with

Alice

White

i
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1 9 2 'J

to
My Hearty Congratulations
of

THE WARNER

BROTHERS

on their
THIRD

ANNIVERSARY

VITAPHONE TALKINQ
PICTURES

i.

PATSY RUTH MILLER
"TWIN BEDS"
"THE HOTTENTOT"
"THE SAP"

Congratulations to
The Warner Brothers

WINNIE
LIGHTNER
Appearing in

"GOLD DIGGERS of BROADWAY"
"SHE COULDN'T SAY NO''
"SHOW OF SHOWS"
<<

Well, I'll Be 'Aseeing Yuh!"

"SO LONG LETTY"
"THE AVIATOR"
"SHOW OF SHOWS"
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IRVIN WILLAT
DIRECTOR
of the

FIRST NATIONAL
VITAPHONE
SPECIAL
PRODUCTION
iOi^i-'

♦

♦

♦

♦

OF
LOST . . .
SHIPS . . .
Also wrote the continuity

First

Vitaphone

National and

Pictures

PAUL
PEREZ

1

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS
HIS CAPTIVE WOMAN
THE MOMENI'
MAN &GREAT
THE
DIVIDE

DIALOGUE
First
National
Vitaphone

Lichtig &
Englander
Representatives

i

'

August

10,
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FORREST

HALSEY
UNDER

CONTRACT

TO

First National Vitaphone Pictures
Adaptation and Dialogue of
"CAREERS"
"PRISONERS"
"SATURDAY'S

CHILDREN"

Forthcoming
"A MOST
"HER

IMMORAL
PRIVATE

"BROADWAY

LADY"
LIFE"

HOSTESS"

(in collaboration with Gene Towne)

GENE

TOWNE

f4t/i Year Under Contract)

NOW WORKING

ON

8th
FIRST NATIONAL VITAPHONE PICTURE
No. 8— "LOOSE ANKLES"
No.

7— "BROADWAY

No. 6— "DRAG"

.

HOSTESS"

.

. DULOGUE

and SCREEN PLAY

. In Collaboration

In

CoUaboration

with Forrest Halsey

with

Bradley

King

and so on down the line — not speaking of the silent hits*

Motion
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Picture

Best Wishes
from

WILLIAM KOENIG
General Studio Mgr.
WARNER
WEST

COAST

BROS.
STUDIO

Congratulations to The Warner Brothers!

JAMES A. STARR
"IN THE HEADLINES"

HAL WALLIS

Original Story and Dialogue
•

u

«

»

IS EVERYBODY
HAPPY?"
Starring Ted Lewis

General Studio Manager

Original Story and Dialogue
(In Collaboration with Joseph Jackson)
* * *

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS

"ROUGH
WATERS"
(Temporary Title)
Original Story and Dialogue
«

*

"THE NARROW

*

STREET'

Screen Play and Dialogue

Under Contract to Warner Brothers

First National and Vitaphone Pictures

News

August

10 ,

19 29
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ENRIGHT
DIRECTOR

"Song of the West"
"Golden Dawn"
Both Warner Brothers All Talking,
All Singingf All Technicolor
Vitaphone Productions

k h k
To a three year old whose
words awakened the world —

Congratulations!

RAY HARRIS
UNDER CONTRACT
Story and Dialogue

First

National

and

Vitaphone

Pictures

586

.1/ o t i 0 n

HOWARD

EMMETT

Picture

News

ROGERS

First National-Vitaphone Productions

Just Completed
Adaptation and Dialogue
"NO, NO, NANETTE"
"THE FORWARD PASS"

In Preparation
"SPRING

IS HERE"

1
AUTHOR— "ON WITH THE SHOW"
DIALOGUE—BROADWAY BABIES"
NOW WRITING AN ORIGINAL
FOR ALICE WHITE

HUMPHREY

PEARSON

August

10,

192 9
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"GENERAL

CRACK"

John Barrymore

Warner Bros. Vitaphone Productions
with

DIALOGUE AND SCREEN PLAYS

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER

HARVEir
WITH

WARNER

XHEilV
AND

FOR

BROTHERS

THE HOTTENTOT
SONG OF THE WEST
SACRED FLAME
TIGER
ROSE* CASE
THE
ARGYLE
SHE COULDN'T
SAY
* IN COLLABORATION

NO*

^^

Motion

WALTER

ANTHONY
Writer
with

WARNER BROS
VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS
Continuity
Dialogue
Titles

FRED

MYTON
Staff Wnter

FIRST NATIONAL— VITAPHONE
'ISLE OF LOST
'THE

GREAT

"THE OTHER

SHIPS"
DIVIDE"

TOMORROW"

Picture

News

August

10 . 19 29
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Congratulations to Warner Bros.
from
HERB

MAGIDSON

NED

WASHINGTON

MICHAEL

- CLEARY
"THE THREE

Now

H.

MUSKETEERS'

Writing Exclusively For

WARNER BROS.— FIRST NATIONAL— VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS
Scores Completed

For

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES
LILIES OF THE FIELD

TIGER ROSE
FORWARD PASS

Interpolated Numbers

NO, NO, NANETTE

In

SHOW

OF SHOWS

With Sincere Thanks To

MR. LEWIS WARNER— EDWIN H. (BUDDY) MORRIS— LEW COLDER— ARTIE PEARCE— SOPHIE TUCKER

5^0

M 0 tio n

ACKNOWLEDGING

WITH

P ic tur e

PRIDE

my affiliation with Warner Brothers
since the beginning— the production
of that epochal achievement

"The Jazz Singer ^^

LOUIS

SILVERS

Musical director for Vitaphone

GRANT CLARKE m HARRY AKST
Wrote the Songs for
"ON WITH THE SHOW"
"IS EVERYBODY

HAPPY"

Ted Lewis

"SO LONG LETTY"

Charlotte Greenwood

"GOLDEN DAWN"
"SACRED FLAME"
Conrad Nagel

"BROADWAY

BABIES"

Wishing & Waiting for Love

"WEARY

RIVER"

WARNER

BROS.— VITAPHONE

"THE SQUALL"
PRODUCTIONS

N ews

August

k

10 ,
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19 29

LEO F. FORBSTEIN
Musical Director

First National- Vitaphone Productions
Extends
His Sincere Congratulations
to the
WARNER BROTHERS

HERMAN RUBY and M. K. JEROME
are proud of
their connection with

FIRST NATIONAL-VITAPHONE
Composers of Musical Scores
"A MOST IMMORAL LADY"

"THE BROADWAY

HOSTESS"

and interpolated numbers for
((

NO, NO, NANETTE"

"SHOW

OF SHOWS"

"LITTLE JOHNNY

JONES"

592

RAY
Manager

Motion

Picture

News

PERKINS
Theme Song Department

Warner Bros.-First N ationaUV itaphone

—WRITER
"GENERAL CRACK"
"SHOW OF SHOWS"

OF SONGS IN—

"UNDER A TEXAS MOON"
"SMILING IRISH EYES"
"THE GREAT DIVIDE"

"THE MAN & THE MOMENT"
"FAST LIFE"

Happy to tell the WORLD we are working for^
and making good withy

WARNER

BROTHERS

FIRST NATIONAL— VITAPHONE
Eddie Ward and Al Bryan
You will meet us musically in
"PARIS", "CARELESS AGE", "NO, NO, NANETTE"
and "SHOW OF SHOWS"

I

August

10 ,

19 2 9
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Expressing Our Appreciation To

Bros.

Warner

For Their Interest and for What They Have AccompUshed

THE POPULAR

for

SONG

Writing Songs For

THE

VOICE

OF THE

VITAPHONE

WARNERS

Also Writing

FIRST NATIONAL

AL DUBIN

ANTHEMS

JOE BURKE

Warner Brothers- First National
VITAPHONE

JOSEPH
JACKSON

SPECIALS— ROAD SHOWS

Writer

DANCES AND ENSEMBLES

Under Contract To
WARNER

STAGED BY

MAX SCHECK

BROS.

Dialog for "SAY IT WITH SONGS" (Al Jolson)
Dialog "SINGING FOOL" (Al Jolson)
Story and Dialog "IS EVERYBODY HAPPY"
(with James A. Starr)
(Ted Lewis)

"SONG

OF THE

I Vivienne Segal
John Boles
[ Joe E. Brown
Irene Bordoni

WEST"

PARIS
"FOOTLIGHTS

AND

"BROADWAY

HOSTESS"

"GIRL

WOOLWORTHS"AZ,ce

from

FOOLS"
...

.Colleen Moore
Billie Dove
White

Adaptation

and

Dialog

"SECOND
CHOICE"
(Dolores Costello)

Now Loaned to
UNITED ARTISTS
to write original story, adaptation and dialog for
FANNIE

BRICE'S

PRODUCTION

594

Motion

GORDON

Picture

News

RIGBY

DIALOGUE and SCREEN PLAYS

WARNER
VITAPHONE

BROS.
for

PRODUCTIONS
"UNDER A (AllTEXAS
MOON"
Color)
"TIGER
ROSE"
(With Harvey Thew)
"SKIN DEEP"

Seccess

Robert Lord

to
from

JACK MULHALL

August

10,

1929
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Wishing Warner Bros.
Much Continued Success
Yesterday Is Gone
To-Morrow Belongs to
THE

WARNERS

We are happy to have
had the opportunity of
supplying Stage Equipmerit, Drapery and
Stage Settings,

ARMSTRONG
—CAESAR—
A. D. 1929

■J

Wishes
The WARNER BROS.

^^^^^^^^H

^^1

Continued success in appreciation for thechance
they gave me to play the
lead in

JOHN BARRYMORE'S
"GENERAL CRACK"

Personal Management
GXJS EDWAKDS

KEEP

of

and in
"UNDER A TEXAS MOON"

t

UP
THE
GOOD
WORK
YOU
WARNER
BOYS!

A GUS EDWARDS BALLAD HIT
In

A WARNER BROS. VITAPHONE HIT
"If I Came Back to You and
Said I'm Sorry"
Theme

LOIS WILSON

2301 MIRAMAR

INC.

STREET

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNLV

ARMIDA

■■^

V^^"

STUDIOS

Song Sung by

in "THE GAMBLERS"

Sincere Best Wishes
to
The Warner Brothers
upon the Third Anniversary
of Vitaphone

Wagner- Woodruff Co*
Lighting Fixtures
830 South Olive St.
LxDS Angeles
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Vitaphone's
the things one was to expect from Vitaphone and it really tipped off the wiseacres as to just what the synchronizing
instrument could do with the human
voice.
Then followed the appearance of
Marion Talley, Mischa Elman, Efreni
Zimballist and Harold Bauer in a duet ;
Roy Smeck, Martinelli, and the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra under the
direction of its guest conductor, Henry
Hadley. This certainly was a great bill,
fit for anyone's money. It read like a
benefit programme for one of New
York's pet charities.
It was said at the time that Vitaphone
had an unusual opening audience. It did.
As far as runs the memory of man in
the show world it has always been considered good showmanship to have a
hand-picked audience for an opening. It
was comforting to have the house filled
with friends who had large hands and
could and would use them. Keep out the
murderers, as the captious ones were
called. But the Warners could not see
this fine showmanship at all.
Preceding the public presentation of
Vitaphone and "Don Juan" two presentations had been given of the bill at which
all the Warner employees and the heads
of the Western Electric Company had

Third

Picture

News

Anniversary

(Continued from page 531)

been present. This was arranged so that
the opening could be a "real money
house." Harry Warner knew that money
spoke in no uncertain tones and he was
not afraid to hear what it had to say.
In this he upset the usual procedure and
again showed good showmanship.
iRegarding the attitude of this first
night audience, it is to be said of it that
it was there to be "shown." It seemed
quite happy and pleased with itself. And
why not? To begin with, there was this
novelty, Vitaphone, to be unfolded and,
in case it did not turn out to be all that
was expected of it, wasn't there promise
of a fine picture in "Don Juan" with John
Barrymore as the great lover of the ages !
The audience could not lose out entirely.
It looked like a pleasant evening.
And it turned out to be a pleasant evening. Vitaphone scored sucli an emphatic hit that the reviewers quite overlooked "Don Juan." They devoted most
of their space, on account of its news
value, to the new synchronizing apparatus and all but forgot the picture.
In going over the reviews, as well as
the editorials, which were devoted to
Vitaphone three years ago, one thing is
noticeable, and that is. the reluctance of
even the most enthusiastic writers in
making
any prophecies regarding the

future of the reproducing apparatus.
Evidently, the writers held that the
future of Vitaphone lay in the laps of
the gods. They held that the success, or
failure, of Vitaphone and a musical
screen was entirely up to the public and
that a decision from the public would
come in due time. The decision did come
and
it was.it is not necessary to tell here what
It is a significant fact, however, that
on Aug. 6, 1926 the stock of Warner
Bros. Corporation was selling at $11.00.
Since then the producing company has
been growing 'by leaps and bounds. The
First National Pictures has come under
the Warner banner and so has the Stanley
chain of theatres and M. Witmark &
Sons. The company which was fighting
for a place in the sun is now one of the
biggest picture producing corporations
in the world and is capitalized at hundreds of millions of dollars.
No resume of the birth of Vitaphone
would be complete without further reference to the John Barrymore picture,
"Don Juan." If it was neglected critically
in New York the same cannot be said in
the other big cities of the country. The
picture proved to be the biggest money
maker the Warners ever knew up to the
time of its production.

To Warner Brothers

Congratulations
to
The Warner Brothers

When you have television ready
for installation, please equip my
new theatre first
Sid Grauman
"Please quote lowest

F. N. MURPHY
Electrical Engineer
L. M. Combs, Assistant

Warner

Brothers-First National

Vitaphone Productions

price by wire"

August

10 ,

19 29
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. '^ips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The So mal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken ^^^ 100%

Behind That Curtain (Fox)

Come

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
(1,350), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c, Movietone News,
"Schubert's Inspiration (All-Singing Movietone
Featurette).
Weather, warm.
Rating, 80%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 Acts Vaudeville, Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Played up cast and mystery element of plot with hint of scandal, picturing in
ads a closed book bearing picture title. Audience appeal : general. — Fox Rialto Theatre,
Douglas Kiinberly, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
Mystery angle is the selling point of the picture. We advertised it as a great Scotland
Yard and desert romance. Warner Baxter has
good following, but is not star caliber for advertising yet. (A few more "Arizonas" and
he's there.) Appeal is to lovers of mystery
stories. — Majestic Theatre, Eddie Bremer, Mgr.,
Houston, Texas.

AD TIPS— Exploit Lina Basquette as a glorified Ziegfeld star in "Come Across" with Reed
Howes, Flora Finch, Cranford Kent. She
wanted to see life. She was a seeker of thrills.
Wealth and social position meant nothing to
her. Love was all. Did she find it? See this
sensational drama. A talking picture triumph.
A group of Broadway night club beauties.
From William Dudley Pelley's story. Audience
appeal : has wide general appeal with its drama,
comedy and romance. — Keith's Theatre, J. Lawrence Schanberger, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Dangerous Curves (Par.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Charley Chase in "Leaping Love" (talking comedy), Van and Schenck
(M-G-M talking short), Orchestra, Organ.
Weather,
clear and torrid ; some rain. Rating,
106%.

Black Watch, The (Fox)
SAN FRANCICO, CAL.— Loew's Warfield
Theatre (2,671), 7 days, 35c to 75c, Fox News,
M-G-M News, Color News. Weather, clear.
Second week.
Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS— Find is affable to let know this
is the star's first talking picture. Very good
entertainment and much better than many contemplated.— Loew's Warfield Theatre, Dick
Spier, Mgr., San Francisco, Cal.

Bull Dog Drummond

(U. A.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Sound Presentation Units, Selected News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— Sketches of the "high spots" in
the picture were played in newspaper advertising, along with the announcement that it is the
first all-talking picture of Ronald Colnian.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Loew's Midland
Theatre, H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City,
Mo.

Cavalier,

The

(T.-S.)

OKLAHOMA, CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
Theatre (1,500), 10c-25c-50c, 7 days, Bert
Smith's Review, presenting "Whoopee," Aesop's
Fables, Topics of the Day, Int'l News. Weather, hot Rating, 100%.

Cocoanuts, The (Par.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle Theatre (3,150), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c, "Two Americans,"
Paramount News, Musical Features. Weather,
hot. Rating, 125%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre, Movietone News, Vitaphone Acts, Comedy and Stage
Presentations.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 160%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Portland Theatre (3,068) , 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News, Shorts,
Ruth Taylor and Johnny Arthur "A Hint to
Brides," Paramount Talking Acts, Stanleigh
Malotte Novelty Organlogue. Weather, hot and
sultry. Rating, 95%.

Across — Cont.

Sally Starr, charming
ingenue
player whom
M-G-M is featuring in several new talkies

Cocoanuts,

The — Cont.

OMAHA, NEB.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Orchestra, Organ, Publix
Unit
125%. "Happy Go Lucky." Weather, hot. Rating,
AD TIPS— Play up 4 Marx Brothers, Mary
Eaton, Oscar Shaw, Irving Berlin music, dancing, comedy, songs, etc. Tieup with music men.
Promise them a great new idea in musical comedy. Audience appeal : everyone who likes to
laugh. — Seattle Theatre, Bob Blair, Mgr.,
Seattle Wash.
This is one of the greatest comedies ever
made ; play up the four Marx Brothers. — Century Theatre, John Carr, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Heavy exploitation Four Marx Brothers. Audience tried to keep up with laughs. Wide appeal to better business than for past month.
Songs of Irving Berlin. — Refrigerated Portland.
John Smith, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Used huge 40-foot banners on truck through
all parts of business and residence district ; alao
elaborate marquee decorations — increased newspaper space, running series of "6.60" ads used
by Paramount in New York. Audience appeal :
general ; easily the funniest picture that's come
to town for months. — Paramount Theatre,
Charles Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Come Across (U.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre (3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c, Int'l, Universal, Fox
Movietone News, with Raynor Lehr and his
Revue in "Raynor's Lively Party," Orchestra,
Organ. Weather, clear and torrid : some rain.
Rating, 80%.

AD TIPS— Exploit the name of Clara Bow
very large, using a big head cut of Miss Bow.
Say she is with Richard Arlen in "Dangerous
Curves," a Paramount picture. The screen's
ravishing red head in all-talking entertainment.
You get an eyeful and an earful of "It." Audience appeal : especially appealing to all followers of Clara Bow. Her talking is fine in this,
and she proved a hit with the majority. —
Loew's Stanley Theatre, Charles Raymond,
Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Desert Song,
OTTAWA,

The

(W. B.)

ONT.— Regent Theatre (1,225),

6 days, 25c-60c, "Old Time Melodies," Fox
Movietone News, Orchestra Overtures. Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Emphasized the fact that at last
we had a famous stage operetta transferred to
the singing screen with real atmosphere thrown
in for good measure. Used windows for special
still photograph displays, the prints being in
exceptionally good colors. Feature did not require much exploitation as people were ready
for it. Audience appeal : all ages and all classes.
— Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Diplomats,
COLUMUS,

The

(Fox)

OHIO.— Fox

Grand Theatre

(1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Napoleon's Barber,"
and
"Making
Rating,
75%. the Grade," Fox Movietone News.
AD TIPS— Variety of the bill,
of the short subjects, George Ade
of one of them. Audience appeal
sophisticated adults. — Fox Grand
lumbus, Ohio.

the excellence
as the author
: to the more
Theatre, Co-

Divine Lady, The (F.N.)
OMAHA, NEB.— Rialto Theatre (2,247), 7
days,
25c-50c,
Nervous," Pathe News.
Weather,
hot. "Don't
Rating,Be75c.

Motion
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N ervs

Divine Lady, The — Cont.

Four Feathers— Cont.

AD TIPS — Change in booking brought this
picture to house only one day before opening,
consequently no chance for exploitation, other
than using star's name. Closing week for house.
Audience appeal : general. — Rialto Theatre, John
Howard, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
,

AD TIPS — Found that it pays to show up all
the worth of the picture in a few words, such
as stating 5,000 humans and 7,000 wild beasts,
as well as all the stars. Audience pleasing and
happy. — California Theatre, Nat Holt, Mgr.,
Bert Henson, Adv. Mgr., San Francisco, Cal.

From Headquarters (W. B.)

Drag (F. N.)

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c, Pathe Sound News,
Educa. Comedy "The Big Palooka," Paramount
Cartoon 90%.
"Harum-Scarum." Weather, warm.
Rating,

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400), 7 days, 25c-35c-S0c, Howard Bros. Talking Comedy, Vitaphone Acts, Palm Beach
Four Gay Nineties, Pathe News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 95%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,200), Shorts, Movietone News. Weather,
hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— Exploited Richard Barthelmess
big and played up the point that this is his first
100% all-talking, all-singing picture. Copy used
— Dragged to degradation by the girl he thought
he loved ; fighting to win back the girl he knew
he loved. Audience appeal : general. — Old Mill
Theatre, Al. R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
Play up the cast, Richard Barthelmess, Alice
Day and Lila Lee. Stress talking and singing
but lay off over-playing Barthelmess as great
singer and piano player, etc. — Majestic Theatre,
Sal Brauning, Mgr., Providence, R. I.

Evangeline

(U.A.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-3Sc, Fox Movietone
News, Our Gang in "Small Talk" (M-G-M).
Weather, clear and torrid; some rain. After
one week at Loew's Stanley. Rating, 60%.

Fall Of Eve, The (Col.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Liberty Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 10c-25c-50c, Int'l News,
Movietone News, "Napoleon's Barber." Weather, Hot. Rating, 100%.
TIPS — A brilliant farce-comedy of entangled domestic relations that will cause even
the most blase to rock with laughter. Patsy
Ruth Miller, Ford Sterling, Gertrude Astor
and Arthur Rankin played excellently, and it
was sophisticated and tantalizing — and naughty
but nice. Audience appeal : general, and all ages.
^Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

AD TIPS — Monte Blue, star, was played up
as the draw in this feature which appealed to a
general type of audience. — Strand Theatre, Geo.
Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa. ,

Four Devils, The (Fox)
Grant Withers, fast-rising young leading man,
starred by Warners in "In The Headlines," and
"Time, Place and GirV

SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
25c-35c-5Oc-60c-75c, "Men o' War," Fox Movietone News, Musical Features. Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.

Fashions In Love— Cont.

AD TIPS — Feature names in cast; fact that
it's a story of circus life abroad; use art on
principals
Murnau's
ence appeal; mention
: intelligent
groups direction.
will like itAudibest,

AD TIPS — Word your advertisement: At
last — Adolphe Menjou talks in "Fashions in
Love." He sings lilting love lyrics to the lovely
ladies. Fay Compton heads the brilliant cast.
A Paramount picture in which the suave delineator of sophisticated roles is better than at
his best. Audience appeal: all Menjou followers will think him better than ever in this and
he kept them laughing at every performance. —
Loew's Valencia Theatre, Charles Raymond,
Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Flying Fool,

The

(Pathe)

CLEVELAND, OHIO— Keith's East 105th
Street Theatre (1,800), 4 days, 25c-50c, Shorts,
Pathe Sound News, Pathe Silent News, Pathe
Sound Review, 5 Acts Vaudeville. Audience
appeal, all. Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.

AD

Fashions In Love

(Par.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's
atre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c,
"By Land and Air" (Aesop's
Right Technique" (Sportlight."
and torrid; some rain. Rating,

Valencia TheM-G-M News,
Fables), "The
Weather, clear
56%.

Flying Marine, The (Col.)
OMAHA, NEB.— World Theatre (2,500), 7
days, 25c-60c, "Mine Your Business," F & M's
"Wheels" idea. Weather, hot. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— Did little on picture outside of
regular newspaper advertising in playing up
title and Lyon's name. Audience appeal : general.—World Theatre, Ralph Goldberg, Mgr.,
Omaha, Neb.

Four Feathers

(Par.)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— California Theatre (2,358), 7 days, 35c-7Sc, Comedy of Kids.
Weather, pleasant. Rating, 100%.

but it will please all. — Fox Theatre, Lou Golden,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Gamblers, The (W. B.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 25c-35c-50c-75c, Vitaphone Acts, Fox
100%.
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating,
AD TIPS — Feature names in cast, and tease
along lines of title. Not particularly adapted to
exploitation stunts, but good entertainment. Audience appeal : adults. — Blue Mouse Theatre,
John Hamrick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Girl In The Glass Cage, The (FN)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 3 days, 20c -30c, Paramount News,
Paramount Talking Novelty, "Her Husband's
Women."
Weather, warm.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— The title of this feature was
played up as the star, Loretta Young, is little
known. The picture met with approval from
general type of audience.^ — Strand Theatre, Geo.
Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Girl Overboard (U.)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,000), 2 days, 25c-50c, Collegian Comedy,
Novelty
Reel, Universal News. Weather, hot
Rating, 85%.
AD

TIPS — Mary Philbin in a talking picture. A drama with the usual love interest. —
Alhambra Theatre, Harry Wren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Great White North, The (Fox)
OTTAWA,

ONT.— Rex Theatre (750), 3

(lays, 15c-20c, "Tarzan the Mighty," Paramount
News, 70%.
Comedy. Weather, fine and warm.
Rating,
AD TIPS — Boosted this as cool treat for the
hot weather and as a story of unusual adventure
in the Arctic. Special score and sound effects
put this across without talking sequences. No
outstanding star but a capable special cast. Audience appeal: juvenile and males particularly.
— Rex Theatre, Ambrose Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

His

Lucky Day

(U.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
r3,067), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 Acts of Vaudeville,
Pathe News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — The line "It takes a brave man to
love another woman when his sweetheart is
Supporting Tom Meighnn in "The Gamblers.^'
Left to right ; Charles Sellon, Jason Robards,
Frank Campeau and Johnny Arthur.
Here they are talking over their roles in the netv
Vilaphone Warner Bros, release

watching," was used in conjunction with advertising featuring Reginald Denny. Audience appeal : all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
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Innocents

Of Paris,

The

(Par.)

Mail's Man, A — Cont,
AD TIPS — Jeanette Dancy playing opposite
Wm. Haines almost stole show. Also good work
Evans and Weaver colored. Haines light heartedly appealing. Fight climax. Wide appeal to
increased business. — Fox Broadway Theatre,
Floyd Maxwell, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— St. Francis Theatre (1,435), 7 days, 35c-7Sc, Cohen's Colored
Comedy, Fox News.
AD TIPS — Practically same advertisement
as dozen previous weeks. Playing him up as
greater than any other comedian, his magnetism,
his irresistability, his Frenchness. All who see
it are more than pleased with it. — St. Francis
Theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

Masquerade (Fox)
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.— Merrill Theatre
(1,167), 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy, Fox News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 65%.

Jazz Age, The (RKO)
TACOMA, WASH.— PanUges Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 25c-30c-5Oc-75c, supported by
vaudeville. Weather, warm.
Rating, 65%.

CLEVELAND,

AD TIPS — Exploited newspaper ads as
showing "youths daring world to thrill them,"
and of appeal to youth and age alike as typical
of present. — Pantages Theatre, C. D. Miller,
Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
,

Last Of Mrs. Cheyney, The
(M-G-M) .
OKLAHOMA

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Allen Theatre (3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, "Snappy Sneezers" (M-G-M), M-G-M Movietone, Fox Movietone News. Weather, terribly hot. Rating,
100%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Fox Theatre
(5,000), 7 days, 35c-50c-65c-75c-$1.00, on stage
"Buccaneers," Fanchon & Marco "Idea," Special
Orchestra and other stunts. Fox Talking News,
M-G-M News, $250,000 Fur Fashion Revue.
Weather, clear. Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Men adored her— obeyed her —
women despised her — and imitated her. She
turned London's smartest society into turmoil.
Here's the sophisticated type of role Norma
does to the finest taste — and it's ideal for her
gorgeous voice and beautiful personality. Based
on New York's celeverest stage play, the
dialog sparkles with witty conversation — brilliant repartee — plus unusual situations — makes
this one of the finest shows you've ever seen.
Audience appeal : general and all ages. — Capitol
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Advertised this as a big Broadway stage success. Audience appeal : for intelligent adults. —
Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Classy picture of Norma Shearer and theatre. Appeal : young and old. — Fox Theatre,
Mgr. Kersken.

Madame

tFesley Ruggles
ivho is directing "The
Very
Idea" for Radio Pictures.
He is the director

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Palace Theatre
(3,600), 7 days, 75c, Shorts, Pathe News
(Sound), Pathe News (Silent), Pathe Review
(Sound), Fox Variety (Silent), Our World
(Euca. — Silent), "Galloping Gaucho" (Sound
Cartoon), Paramount News (Silent), Fox
News (Silent), Vaudeville, headed by John
Charles Thomas. Weather, hottest week of the
year. Rating, 120%.

AD TIPS — Exploit this as a mystery comedy drama.
Leila
Hyams' name Audience
draws well
and:
should
be used
in advertising.
appeal
the theatre's usual patrons. — Merrill Theatre,
W. W. Warren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Advertised the type of picture this is, but
didn't exploit it. Audience appeal : for those
who enjoy thrillers. — Hippodrome Theatre,
William Watson, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
Clyde Cook, as a valet, romped away
with honors. Adapted from Brass _ Bowl,
still continues good seller. Alan Birmingham
good in dual role. Fair appeal. Many laughs. —
United Artists Theatre, J. J. Parker, Mgr.,
Portland, Ore.
,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 15c-50c, Shorts, Walter Huston
in "Two Great Soldiers." Weather, hot. Rating,
85%.

Melody Lane (U.)

of "Street Girl"

Man And The Moment, The (FN)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Pantages Theatre
(Soon will be RKO) |— "Keep Movin'," Hadji,
Ali, Cholet & Jones, Pathe Talking News, Katherine Custer, Organist. Good hot weather bill.
Fair appeal. J. J. Johnson, Mgr. Weather, hot
and sultry. Rating, 90%.
,

AD TIPS— Give Billie Dove the play in the
feature. No danger of over-playing her appeal
and charm. Feature should appeal to all classes.
—
Theatre, Ed Reed, Mgr., Providence,
R. Strand
I.

Man's Man, A

(M-G-M)

Mother's Boy (Pathe)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912), Laurel & Hardy's "Berth Marks,"
Fox Movietone News, Fanchon & Marco's
Rhythm Idea with 16 Georgia Lane Girls.
Weather, hot and sultry. Rating, 110%.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO— B. F. Keith's The(2,596),Weekly.
6 days, Weather,
15c-50c, "Dear
Pathe atreNews
fine andVivian,"
warm.
Rating, 80%.

A Product Proved Through
200 Installations
^

^

X (M-G-M)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Strand Theatre (1,297), 7 days, 25c-60c, Comedy, Fox News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— The title of this picture was
played up as it was felt the stage play of the
same name is sufficiently well known to make
the title an asset. Mention also mode of fact
that the picture was directed by Lionel Barrymore. Audience appeal : a more sophisticated
type of patron than usual.— Strand Theatre, W.
W. Warren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Making The Grade

(Fox)

COLUMBUS, OHIO.— Fox Grand Theatre
0,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, "The Diplomats" and
"Napoleon's Barber," Fox Movietone News.
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— The variety of the bill, the good
quality of the shorts, and the name of George
Ade as the author of one of them. Audience
appeal : to the more sophisticated adults. — Fox's
Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

The-

PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), All-Talking "Our Gang" Comedy,
"Railroadin'," Travel Color, Oregon Scenery,
Movietone News, 7 days, 25c-60c. Weather,
hot and sultry.
Rating, 80%.

CITY, OKLA.— Capitol The-

atre (1,200), 7 days, ■ 10c-25c-50c, 3 Vitaphone
Units, "Night Club Review," "Modern Priscilla," and "He Is a Devil." Weather, hot.
Rating, 150%.

OHIO— Hippodrome

atre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c Shorts, "Lover's
Delight" (Educational sound). Fox Movietone
News, "Two Americans." Weather, hottest
week of the year. Rating, 78%.

I

»

n_

We

specialize on quality sound
equipment. We have been building the turntables
for well known sound eqnipment companies.
The product
proved out in
We specially
ful installation

we are marketing has been
over 200 actual installations.
solicit the business of successcompanies, who want a qual-

ity product.
The price is $500.00 complete with pick
ups and fader.
Special prices to dealers.

Weber Machine Corp.
1^^^

59 RU ITER STREET
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Mother^s Boy — Cont.

AD TIPS — Played the song hit, as recorded
by Morton Downey, through non-synchronous
equipment as an overture between shows during the previous week and this was reproduced
through a loud speaker in the street entrance
to the theatre. Had painted cotton signs at
street corners in addition to posters and
newspaper advertising. Found matinees exceptionally good with heavy juvenile and female
patronage. Audience appeal : all ages and all
classes. — B. F. Keith's Theatre, J. M. Franklin, Mgr^ Ottawa, Ontario.

Napoleon's Barber (Fox)

COLUMBUS, OHIO.— Fox Grand Theatre
(1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c,"Making the Grade"
and "The Diplomats." Movietone News. Rating,
75%.
AD TIPS — The variety and contrast offered
by the program of shorts, their excellent qualities and the name of George Ade as the author
of one of them. The audience appeal is mainly
to sophisticated adults. — Fox Grand Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio.

Noah's

Ark

(W.

B.)

DES MOINES, lA.— Des Moines Theatre
(1,600), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Vitaphone acts
Phil Baker, A. and P. Gypsies, Fox Movietone
News.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 120%.
KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 25c-50c, Sound Presentation
units. Selected News. Weather, hot. Rating,
85% (second week).
HOUSTON, TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654),
25c-50c, 7 days, 3 Acts Vitaphone, Talking
Paramount News. Weather, hot. Rating,
135%.
AD TIPS — The animals were played up as
the feature to draw in this picture with a
special show for the youngsters. A tieup was
made with the newspapers and the fact that
the admission to the show was used as contribution toward an elephant to be purchased
for Iowa youngsters. This had been played up
for weeks beforehand in connection with the
State Fair. The picture drew a general audience with big matinees. — Don Allen, Asst. Mgr.,
Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
The picture was featured as the "spectacle
of the ages" and the fact that it was held over
a second week was capitalized in advertising of
the second week. Audience appeal : all classes.
— Royal Theatre, C. S. P. Coppock, Mgr.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Believe the spectacular character of this production isthe keynote of its exploitation. Miss
Costello is popular, and her name with the
mammoth sets, spectacular deluge scenes, unusual photography, should draw. We also
stressed modern story, and the fact that fiction
is mixed freely with fact in the Bible story.
Appeal is general. — E. E. Collins, City Mgr.,
Publix Theatres, Kirby Theatre, Houston,
Tex.

Noisy Neighbors

(Pathe)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,000), 3 days, 25c-50c, Comedy, Novelty
Reel, Universal News.
Weather, hot. Rating,

The Big Circuits Use

GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

® TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.

Stars In The
RoofMadeHim

Theatre
Wonder

8. — This
CITY,
beone of those
like August
may sound
KANSAS
lieve-it-or-not incidents, but it
actually happened at the Uptown Theatre, suburban house of Kansas City,
the other night. A family was entertaining a cousin of the husband. The
cousin had just arrived from his home
in a small Kansas town. All through
the performance the cousin paid
scarcely any attention to the picture,
but kept looking at the artificial stars
in the ceiling. As the family left the
roof garden, the husband, somewhat
theatre, which is built to resemble a
disappointed at the lack of enthusiasm
on the cousin's part, remarked:
"Well Henry, how'd you like the the"Dang nice place, but them fellers
would be in a bad fix if it ever rained,"
was the reply from Henry.
atre?"

Noisy Neighbors — Cont.

Picture

News

On With The Shotv—Cont.
romance, thrills as you have never known them.
The point was also brought out that the Melba
gave Dallas the first talkie, the first all-talkie,
the first all-talking musical comedy, and now
presents the screen's first all natural color musical comedy. Audience
appeal : all classes
Melba Theatre, George Baker, Mgr., Dallas,
Texas.
Here is an all dancing, all singing, and alltalking picture in natural color — all features
worth emphasizing in advertising. Fourteen
famous stars. Such lines as this were used,
"Hear Ethel Waters sing 'Am I Blue,' it's
just one of the six big hits." Audience appeal:
all classes. — Garden Theatre, L. K. Brin, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Pleasure Crazed

(Fox)

BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Fox Current events, Robert Benchly in "Furnace Trouble" (Fox Talkie Short). Weather, clear and
torrid ; some rain. Rating, 75%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c, Movietone News, Fox Silent
160%.
Films
and Comedy. Weather, warm. Rating,
PROVIDENCE,
R.
I.— Victory
Theatre
(1,600), 15c-50c, Shorts, Pathe Sound News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 80%.

^,
M

AD TIPS — "The biggest noise in sound,"
"Get an earful of this," and similar phrases
were used in newspaper advertising. The cast,
headed by Eddie Quillan, was listed. Audience
appeal: all classes. — Alhambra Theatre, Harry
Wren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

DALLAS,
TEXAS. — Majestic
Theatre
(2,680),
days, 25c-35c-60c,
Vaudeville,7 Movietone
News, Fables.Interstate
Weather,
hot.
Rating, 90%.

Nothing But The Truth (Par.)

Heidt's CallHorace Weather,
days, 25c-75c,
(2,902), 7 Comedy,
fornians.
Fox News.
hot
Rating,
95%.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Rex Theatre
(990), 3 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone News,
Noises." Weather, fine and warm.
"Noisy
Rating, 807o.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (750), 4 days, 10c-25c, 2 Vitaphone Acts.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Stamped "All Talking" over all
advertising for this feature and used the name
of Richard Dix as the drawing magnet as he
is a favorite in a talking role. Also capitalized
the fame of the stage play with good result.
This is one of the best all-talking comedies.
Audience appeal: all but children.— A valon
Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

On With The Show (W. B.)
TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
7 days, 25c-50c-75c, Movietone News,
(601),
Pathe Review. Weather, warm. Rating, 100%
(second week).
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Stillnian Theatre

"The Man
(1,800), 7 days, 40c-75c, Shorts,
Up" (M-G-M sound). Fox Movietone
Higher Weather,
News.
the hottest in years. Rating,
115% (second week).
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Melba Theatre (1,800),
3 Vitaphone Acts, Movie25c-35c-50c,
7 days,
tone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, llO^o.
Music Box Theatre
WASH.—
,
SEATTLE
(950), 50c-75c, Fox Movietone News, Pathe
Review. Weather, hot. Rating, 100% (third
week).

WIS.— Garden Theatre
MILWAUKEE,
(1,200), 25c-75c, .Fox News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 115% (second week).
AD TIPS— Augmented electrical signs, additional newspaper ads and publicity. Exploited
Technicolor sound film, cast and general
story. Audience appeal: general, extheme of cellent.—Blue
Mouse Theatre, Ned Edris, Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wash.
Billboarded the town with announcements of
this first all sound, all color picture. Extra
newspaper advertising. Audience appeal: all,
in every locality. — Stillman Theatre, George
Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
The big box office attraction of this picture
is the fact that it is shown in natural colors.
This feature, together with the fact that it is a
musical comedy, got most of the space. Billed
as a spectacular revue in brilliant colors — love.

MILWAUKEE,

'

WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre

AD TIPS— Exploit Dorothy Burgess as the
star of "In Old Arizona," with Kenneth MacKenna and Marguerite Churchill in the alltalking, startling, unforgettable "Pleasure
Crazed." Beauty against Beauty. Husband
against lover. A society entanglement of misinterpreted hearts. The stolen sweets of a pretty
wife — a pleasure crazed beauty who wanted her
lover and her husband. An amazing drama.
Audience appeal : a romantic drama that has an
appeal for the majority. — New Theatre, Morris
A. Mechanic, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

■-5i

Exploit this picture as being a great stage play
just a few years ago. — Great Lakes Theatre, R.
C. Hoffman, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
There is plenty of appeal for everybody in
this feature. There is the usual triangle complex, but its okay. — Victory Theatre, Mat
Rieliy, Msr.. Providence, R. I.
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COLISEUM THEATRE
(1,650), 25c,
Metro Movietone Acts, Fox Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 75%.

The title was played up as the best box
■office attraction together with the name of
Marguerite Churchill. The picture billed as
a portrayal of the lovvdown on high society
with an all-talking cast. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Majestic Theatre, Sid Henry, Mgr.,
Dallas, Texas.
The sex angle was stressed. Dorothy Burgess
was billed as the "Tonia of 'In Old Arizona'."
.\udience appeal : the usual theatre patrons. —
Wisconsin Theatre, W. O. James, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

AD
it's a
Don't
adults
West

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,900), 65c, Vaudeville, Movietone News and
Comedy.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 140%.
OTTAWA, ONTARIO— Central Theatre
(1,220), 6 days, 15c-50c, The Collegians, Fox
News.
Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS — Play up the star Corinne Griffith in a background of the stage. — Hippodrome
Theatre, George Mason, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Corinne Griffith has become a prime
favorite among Centre Theatre fans and
her name is a drawing card. Advertised feature
as having variety in dialog, synchronized score
and sound effects. Announced this as her very
latest picture. Audience appeal : all above public school age. — Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Of Romance,

The

(Par,)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix Unit "Over
the Top" with Teddy Joyce and Johnny Burke.
Orchestra, Organ, "Rhvthm" (Sportlight),
"Brown Gold" (M-G-M Oddity), "Auto Suggestion" (Paramount), Pathe Review, "Lucky
Breaks" (Educational). Weather, clear and
torrid; some rain. Rating, 110%.
KANSAS

CITY,

MO.— Newman

Theatre

(2,000),selected
7 "days,
25c-50c,
sound hot.
presentation
units,
news.
Weather,
Rating,
95%.
HOUSTON, TEXAS— Metropolitan Theatre (2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix unit, Paramount News, organ and orchestra. Weather,
hot. Rating, 105%.
COLUMBUS, O.— RKO Palace Theatre
(3,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News.
Rating, 120%.
DALLAS, TEXAS— Greater Palace Theatre
(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix Presentation, Chinatown, Fur Style Show, Paramount
News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
DES MOINES, IOWA— Paramount Theatre (1,700), 25c-35c-60c, Publix stage show,
"Bubbling Over," Paramount News. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 130%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 10c-25-50c, Paramount
News, "Madame Q," Alice Blouden in "High
Hat."
Weather, hot. Rating, 150%.
AD TIPS— Exploit this as Paramount's
talking romance of youth, featuring Charles
Buddy Rogers with Mary Brian and Wallace
Beery. Tell them it is Booth Tarkington's romantic story "Magnolia." Greater on the speaking screen. Audience appeal : wide general appeal because of its romantic drama and humorous touches. Excellent entertainment it proved
at this house. — Loew's Century Theatre, Charles
Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.
The picture was played up as one of
the best ever made by Buddy Rogers,
Mary Brian and Wallace Beery also were featured, the picture being advertised as an allstar production. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Exploited Buddy Rogers and Wallace Beery.
Audience appeal : all ages, all classes.— RKO
Palace Theatre, Columbus, O.

TIPS — Just play up cast, and tell them
comedy film about a baggage smasher.
go too strong. Audience appeal : some
and some youths. — Coliseum Theatre,
Coast Theatres, Seattle, Wash.

Submarine

(Col.)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO— Imperial Theatre
(1,220), 6 days, 15c-50c, Paramount News,
Marvin
song reel. Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 75%.

Prisoners (F,N.)

River

601

Strong Boy (Fox)

Pleasure Crazed— Cont.

AD

Composer of delightful tunes.
Sigmund Romberg, has been signed for a number of years by
Warners for original Vitaphone singing-talkingdancing films

River

Of Romance^— Cont.

Buddy Rogers is the main draw, although
Tarkington's name is a close second. Title is
also good, and Mary Brian, Texas girl, a good
bet. We played up Rogers in a new swashbuckling, highly romantic role, and stressed
lightlv the burlesque character of the story.
The.\ppeal is to old and young.— Metropolitan
atre, Raymond Jones, Mgr., Houston, Tex.
Exploited Buddy Rogers as the big draw of
due space to the rethe picture and also gave
mainder of the cast, which is very strong. In
copy plaved up the fact that the picture is based
on Booth Tarkington's stake play "Magnolia."
.Vudience appeal : general.— Greater Palace Theatre, Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
The feature and the stage show were given
equal billing in this show and they were both
100 per cent on the draw to the box office.
up in the feaCharles (Buddy) Rogers itplayed
is a talkmg feature
ture and the fact that
met with general approval. Everybody liked
him and the picture.— Paramount Theatre, Jack
Roth, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.
Buddy Rogers all talking show. Adventure,
romance, thrills . . . and say, it's fine entertainment. Booth Tarkington's "Magnolia"
done up with modern technique with every
elaborounce of pure entertainment saved and
ated. It's one of those clean shows that every
one dotes on seeing. Remember, you hear sweet
Mary Brian, Wallace Beery, Buddy Rogers,
Henry B. Walthal, June Collyer, and others in
the finest and sweetest romance ever produced
upon the screen, and a picture that everybody
seeing will highly recommend to all of their
neighbors and friends. Audience appeal: all
classes and ages.— Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

TIPS — This feature was of timely interest because it was played shortly after the
British submarine disaster with the newspapers
carrying front page news. Played up Jack
Holt's name as big as the title but did not say
anything about talking as it is a sound picture.
Audience appeal : juveniles and male patrons. —
Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Time, The Place And The Girl,
The (W.B.)
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), Vitaphone Acts, Fox Movietone News,
Burns and Ashe, organists. Weather, hot and
sultry. Rating, 95%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Warners' Metropolitan
Theatre (1,500), 6 days, starting Saturday previous, 15c-50c, Kingrams, Dooley and Sales,
.\lbert Spalding, "The Gay Nineties" (Three
Vitaphone Acts), Organ. Weather, clear and
torrid ; some rain. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Popularized theme song, making
special appeal to students and those who remember stage hit of 20 years ago. Well received
by younger generation. Grant Withers and
Betty Compson effective leads. — Music Box
Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Which has the advantage in the game of love
— the man or the girl? See and hear. With
Grant Withers, Betty Compson, Gertrude
Olmstead, James Kirkwood. A famous Hough,
.'\dams and Howard musical comedy made into

ifRI

SCREEN
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SERVICE

Shady Lady, The (Pathe)
PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbetts Oriental Thetalking comedy "In Hol100%
(1,600),
atreland,"
featuring
Clark & McCuIlough, Lava
Land, Oregon scenic, Pathe Talking News,
Frazier Players, 7 days, 25c-35c, Glen Shelley,
Dean Coast, organists. Weather, hot and sultry.
Rating, 85%.
Walter Tebbetts, Mgr.

5IUNT

Standard

Squall, The (F. IS.)

VAUDEVILLE

CITY, OKLA.— Folly TheOKLAHOMA
atre (1,200), 10c-25c, 4 days. Movietone Acts
Fables, Int'l News. WeathAesop's75%.
and er,News,
hot. Rating,

Motion Picture Presentation

COLUMBUS,

O.— Majestic Theatre (800),

Pathe Sound News, .A.esop's
25c-50c, 100%.
days, Rating,
7Fables.
AD TIPS— Exploited Alice Joyce in a
sensational picture, with star cast in support.
Audience appeal : all ages, all classes. — Majestic Theatre, Colurnbus, 0.

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Astor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876
for

Motion
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Time, Place And Girl—ConU
a talking and singing picture. With Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Audience appeal : fine
romantic drama with a big appeal for all ages
and classes. — Warners' Metropolitan Theatre,
C. S. Langue, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Thunder

(M-G-M)

COLUMBUS, O.— Loew's Ohio Theatre
(4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, unit stage show, pit
orchestra organ presentation, Fox Movietone
News. Rating, 100%.
HOUSTON, TEXAS— Loew's State Theatre (2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts of Vaudeville, Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating,
95%.
AD

TIPS — Exploited Lon Chaney as engineer in dramatic story of railroading. Audience appeal : all ages, all classes. — Loew's Ohio
Theatre, Columbus, O.
Chaney has broken records for us many
times, but will not do so without his weird
roles and grotesque make-up. However, this
is a fine audience picture, and was well liked.
Advertise Chaney in character role, minus repulsiveness ; also thrills of a fast passenger
train running through four feet of water in
the Mississippi flood. Appeal is general. —
Loew's State Theatre, Homer McCallon, Pub.
Din, Houston, Texas.

Twin Beds (F, N,)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500), 7 days, 2Sc-50c, comedy, M-G-M News.
Weather,, hot. Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS — A picture based on the stage play
of the same name. Put the title of the picture
up in the bright lights and it will draw in
patronage. A bed room farce on the talking
screen. Audience appeal : adult patronage. —
Majestic Theatre, Herbert Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Valiant, The

(Fox)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, 5 acts of Vaudeville, Pathe News. Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — The advertising campaign was
built around Paul Muni and the fact that the
picture is a 100 per cent all-talkie. Audience
appeal : all classes. — Pantages Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

Wheel Of Life, The (Par.)
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 4 days, 25c-35c, Fox Movietone News,
Laurel and Hardy Comedy (M-G-M). Weather, warm. Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— Exploited name of Richard Dix
and talkie. Audience appeal: general. — Fox
Colonial Theatre, Douglas Kimberly, Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wash.

Woman

From Hell, The (Fox)

CLEVELAND, OHIO— Keith's East 105th
St. Theatre (1,800), 3 days, 25c-50c, Shorts,
Pathe Sound News, Pathe Silent News,
"Mickey's Menagerie" (RKO), Vaudevlile
with J. J. Corbett in person. Rating, 60%.

Wonder of Women,

The (M-G-M)

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News, 5 Acts RKO
Vaudeville. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— State Theatre
(3,400), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, "Varsity
Drag" (Universal), Fox Movietone News,
"Fifth Avenue" with Novelle Brothers, and
Malinoff Foursome (Publix Revue). Weather,
hottest week for many years. Rating, 1(X)%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Fox
Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage imiL
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.

Vitaphone's

Third

Talkie Handicap Gone
(Continued from

page 537)
few little sets, and
immovable cameras,
sound-proof booths.
had to be housed in

be cramped into a
filmed by a few
glassed into huge
The sets themselves
sound-proof stages.
"Today we can if necessary make a
talking picture scene in the downtown
streets of Los Angeles or New York
City — or in the desert, the mountains or
on the ocean.

"Once we had to imitate many sound?,
'duping' them into the film. This was
clumsy and costly. Now we simply record them, because the apparatus is perfected to the point at which that is not
only possible but practical.
'^Once we haH to run whole reels of
film at a time, making ten-minute scenes.
We could not cut the film as in the oldtime silent picture.
"Now we can cut film exactly as easily
as it has ever been done. Lengths of a
few feet — mere 'flashes' — are entirely
practical. We are governed, not by our
limitations, but by the artistic demands
of subject.
"Cameras recording sound have been
placed on moving trains, boats, automobiles and airplanes for the filming of
these pictures. They have travelled, as
in the days of silent films, over the heads
'of cafe crowds on suspension trams, and
they have followed dancing couples by
the familiar camera cart, harnessed to the
dancers. Nothing more in the way of
flexibility could be desired.
"In brief, the technical difficulties of
adding sound to motion pictures have
been absorbed and conquered, and from
now on every advantage that the old
silent film possessed will be possessed by
the new sound-recording film, pliis its
own tremendously important facilities.
"Of course the future will bring advances. In the experimental laboratories
of our studios now research is being conducted in several important branches,
seeking improvement. But these improvements are developments, not revolutions.
The revolutionary period is over."

CONGRATULATIONS
WARNER BROS.
UPON

YOUR

3RD ANNIVERSARY
OF VITAPHONE

Picture

News

Anniversary

Maker Of History

{Continued from page 532)
contract. Georgie had been playing in
New York in a legitimate stage production entitled "The Jazz Singer" and
he insisted that he wanted to do that when
production on the screen the Warners humored him and bought it— with notes.
But before the notes were paid off
Georgie and the Warners were no longer
friends and here they were high and dry
again. They tried to stave off the stage
producer from which they had bought
the play. They offered him stock instead
of cash — stock and more stock as a bonus
— for the notes he held but he would
have none of it.
But as luck would have it Sam Warner
played golf one day with Nathan Burkan,
the attorney. Burkan had just managed
to fight a winning battle in behalf of Al
Jolson who had walked out on a motion
picture starring contract after he got one
look at himself on the screen. Sam explained to the attorney the situation regarding the play that they had on their
hands and the outstanding notes and it
was then that Burkan suggested that they
get Al Jolson to play the title role in
"The Jazz Singer," which was virtually
his own life's story.
"How much do you think you can get
him for?" asked Warner.
"I think that you might offer him
$100,000 to do the picture and see what
he says," was the lawyer's reply.
"Offer him $75,000," countered Warner.
The peculiar part is that when the offer
was made to Jolson he took it. Not only
took it but took Warner stock for his
salary,
Jazzpublic
Singer"
was
finished and
and when
shown"The
to the
another
twist of the wheel brought fortune to
the Warners. The public wanted Jolson,
they wanted to hear him sing in this new
picture invention, and the exhibitors sensing this installed sound reproducing mamachines to satisfy their public.
With "The Jazz Singer" a success and
fortune once more smiling at them came
stalking the tragedy of the Warner
Brothers. Sam Warner in his prime was
stricken and died, leaving behind Three
Musketeering Warners, one for all and
all for one, Harry, Albert and Jack.
They co.ntinued the fight for Vitaphone
and then with the success of the first
parthearten
talking them
feature,
Jazza Singer,"
to
they"The
dared
feature
length production with all talk. It was
"The Lights of New York" made for less
than $50,000, shot at odd moments by
Bryan Foy, between the times that he
wasn't grinding out short subjects. And
wasclicked
made. with the public and the "talkie"
it
After that Al Jolson came along with
"The Singing Fool" and since then the
picture producers, and public alike, have
both been "talkie" crazed.
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College Love
Another

One-Minute-To-Play Film

(Reviewed By Freddie Schader)
(Dialog)
OUT at Universal they must have the
idea that the college boys and girls sit
around singing "The St. Louis Blues" and
"Frankie and Johnny" as part of the
scheme of higher education. Glee club harmony in frat houses and football games
with the hero dashing in at the last minute
a la Frank Merriwell and pulling victory
from defeat in the last minute of play have
been so frequent in college stories on the
screen that there is nothing new about
them. But in justice to "College Love" it
must be said that this football game certainly does carry a lot of thrills. It isn't
a picture that will stand up in the de luxe
houses but in the neighborhoods it should
get by in good shape. There is enough pep
and go to it to get to the younger element
and, after all, they are the ones to be
pleased.
It is the old three cornered love formula,
with the stilted and stereotyped construction of bringing the lovers together, parting them for a time through a misunderstanding and then the fijial reconciliation
after the last minute victory in the big
game of the season. Hoke, sez you? All
right, hoke it is, but it'll get by.
The college term and the story open
simultaneously. The team's captain hero
returns and is greeted with cheers, the picture's hero comes back and receives neither
cheers nor jeers, but is just a boob. At
that the girl likes him and turns down the
grid hero for him and just for that the grid
champ goes out and gets stewed on the eve
of the big game. When the "boob" learns
of this he goes to the cabaret, pulls the
champ out, and finally is accused by the
coach of being the one that is stewed and
forbidden to play in the big game. Then
as the "old school" is on the losing side
the champ makes a confession between
halves, and the boob is sent for post haste,
arriving just in the nick of time to save the
day.
George Lewis is the boob-hero and
Dorothy Gulliver is the girl while the semiheavy is played by Eddie Phillips. The
former two were quite convincing, but
Phillips looked too old for his role and
overacted the character to an extent that
also got him a laugh for his efforts.
Yes, there are a couple of song numbers
plugged and Dorothy Gulliver sings one
that gets over rather nicely.
Produced and distributed by Universal.
Story by Leonard Fields, continuity by
Jack Clymer. Directed by Nat Ross. Running time, an hour and ten minutes. Released, July 7, 1929. Sound footage, 6,864
feet.
THE
George Wilson
"Flash" Thomas
Dorothy May
Jimmie Reed
Coach Jones
Eat

CAST
George Lewis
Eddie Phillips
Dorothy Gulliver
Churchill Ross
Hayden Stevenson
Sumner Getchell

The Cock Eyed World
Sequel To And
''What
HowPrice Glorf*
(Reviewed By Freddie Schader)
(All Dialog)
THE

William Fox producing organization has finally come through with a
sequel to "What Price Glory" in "The
Ck)ck Eyed World." This idea was one
of the pet hobbies of Winnie Sheehan from
the time that Vic McLaglen and Eddie
Lowe clicked in the roles of Capt. Flagg
and Sergeant Quirt. The title was all that
he had, so he got Laurence Stallings to
"do" a story that was a follow-up on the
original and paid him $25,000 for the job.
But the story wasn't what Sheehan wanted,
however, the Stallings deal gave him the
right to use the characters so he put Wilson
Mizner on the job for about six months to
see if he could whip the yarn into shape.
Finally he took an idea that was submitted
to him and turned Tom Barry loose on it,
only to switch it again and have Billy
Wells, credited with the dialog on the
screen, work out the final draft. The result is a whale of a slapstick laugh getter,
which, though it at times is quite vulgar,
is from present indications, going to be a
bigger box office bet in the straight picture
house than "What Price Glory" was
despite all of the fanfare that preceded it,
and with all the authoring money spent on
it was cheaper by far than the original
outlay for story was in the case of the
stage play.
"The Cock Eyed World" picks up Flagg
and Quirt, the former reduced to a TopSergeant and the latter a Sergeant with the
Marines, in Russia. The regiment is about
to start for home, their destination being
the Brooklyn Navy Yard. In the Russian
sequence the boys get mixed up with a girl,
with Quirt beating Flagg to it, but only
getting beat up by her lover for his pains.
Next we see them in the barracks at the
navy yard. Quirt is in civies. His hitch
has ended and he brags that he is going to
be a promoter, but as he leaves he forgets
his little red book of "numbers" which is
seized on by Flagg who proceeds to 'phone
one of the girls and dates her up for a
trip to Coney Island. Here they find Quirt
operating a "guess your weight" machine,
with the inevitable result that Quirt cops
the jane from Flagg.
Then for the final sequence which runs
all of an hour. It is laid in one of the Central American Republics where the marines
are on the job to quell an uprising. Flagg
arrives to find Quirt already on the job
and safely entrenched in the affections of a
charming senorita, who is played by Lily
Damita and, boys, here is a gal that has as
much "it" to her stuff as Phyllis Haver
had to the China scenes in "What Price
From that point on, there is the constant
Glory."
clash
for the favors of the girl, only in the
end the boys find out that she has made a
(Continued on following page)

Hungarian Rhapsody
A German-Made,

As Only They Can

(Reviewed By Freddie Schader)
(Sychronized)
T^ HIS is a Ufa production, produced and
*■ directed with the same thoroughness
that marks all of the product of this German film producing organization. The story
has one of those plots that one has been
accustomed to through the medium of the
Viennese operettas : the young officer of the
Huzzars who can't afford to marry a girl
unless she is Wrealthy and then he proceeds
to fall in love with a farmer's daughter.
In the end he quits the Army and his social
position and goes to work and marries the
girl. Just what the title is going to mean
to the box office is problematical, but the
feature will stand-up with the best of the
silents in this day of sound.
Erich Pommer, who directed, served his
apprenticeship in America to obtain a line
on what audiences here wanted and he has
managed to turn out a picture that measures up to American standards. There are
moments toward the end of the picture
that are a little draggy but these can
readily be eliminated.
The principal trio of players are Lil
Dagover, Dita Parlo and Willy Fritsch.
Dagover looks like Florence Vidor but
seemingly is a more capable actress, and
Parlo reminds one of Mabel Normand in
the days when Mabel was at her best. If
this girl can talk and speak English she
should be a bet for some American producer. Willy Fritsch has his momeats. la
some he lotks exceed ing=ly well a«d in
others not so good.
Fritsch plays the role of the young officer who is considerable of a ladies' man.
He is in love with the daughter of an overseer on a baronial estate, but he is not
averse to a romance with the wife of his
commanding general, a woman who is much
younger than her husband and has an eye
for a likely looking chevalier. When the
officer is about to be surprised in the lady's
chamber by the irate General, who has been
apprised by another jealous lover of his
wife's flirtation, it is the young girl who
comes to the rescue and saves the day at
the risk of her own reputation, for it is she
who is found in the chamber with the officer by the General after he has accused his
wife of all sorts of things. Of course there
is nothing left for an officer and a gentleman except to marry the girl. This he does
and turns farmer.
Produced by UFA and distributed by
Paramount-Famous-Lasky. Running time,
an hour and twelve minutes. Author, Hans
Szekely, adapted by the author and Fred
Majo, produced under the supervision of
Erich Pommer. Released, Aug. 3, 1929.
Sound footage, 6,165 feet. Silent footage,
6,137 feet.
Camilla
Franz
Marika
Her father
Her mother
General
Hoffman
Baron Barsody

THE

CAST
Lil Dagover
Willy Fritsch
DiU Parlo
Fritz Greiner
Grisella Bathory
Erich Kaiscr-Tietz
Leopold Kramer
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'S latest, brought to New
JOLSON
AL York
to mark the Third Anniversary
of Vitaphone, proved itself to be an ideal
song sobbie for the box office, but not quite
the "Singing Fool" was,
strong
as
either
fromasentertainment standpoint or
from the drawing possibilities. Still, "Say
It With Songs" has Al Jolson as its star
and Davey Lee playing opposite the star
and that should be enough for the box
offices of any of the regular picture houses.
When we say that "Say It With Songs"
as "The Singing Fool"
not a asboxstrong
is
from
office standpoint it is meant
from the viewpoint of an extended run at
$2 top. In the regular houses the chances
are that it will mop up.
The story is full of sure-fire hokum that
will slay them in the hinterland. Jolson is
an ex-prizeiighter who has made a hit on
the air as a radio singer. The manager of
the station is on the make for the singer's
wife and when the former knuckle pusher
discovers it he just naturally socks Mister
Manager on the chin, whereupon the manager in flopping cracks his dome on the
sidewalk and passes out of the picture.
The radio singer is held for murder, finally
convicted of manslaughter and sent to the
big house, leaving his wife and youngster
to the tender mercies of the world. The
wife had been a nurse and she returns to
her old profession, placing the youngster in
a private school. The daddy while in jail
conceives the idea that he will be a drawback to both his wife and son when he is
released, because they will be pointed out
as the son of a former jailbird and so tries
to compel his wife to divorce him. She is
working for a physician who was a former
admirer and the convict husband advises
her to marry him.
Then when he is released he visits the
school where his son is and when the dad
leaves the little fellow tries to follow him
only to be run down by a truck and finally
the child's misfortune is the manner in
which his parents are reunited.
Jolson has seven songs to sing in the picture and with the radio station set-up for
the story it is a natural for him to get them
over. Jolson 's singing can 't miss anywhere
and this occasion is no exception to the
rule. He slips into song every few minutes
it seems and the audience is always asking
for more when he finishes.
There are a couple of spots in the picture
that seem a little slow and they could be
cut to advantage. One of them is the singing from the cell in prison and the other
is
the
dream. double exposure shots of the child's
Produced and distributed by the Warner
Brothers. . Story by Darryl Zanuck and
llai-vey Gates, script by Joseph Jackson.
E/Unning time, an hour and thirty-one
minutes.
Pre-released, Aug. 24, 1929.
THE
Toe Lane
Little Pal
Katherine Lane
Joe's Cellmate

CAST
Al Jolson
Davey
Lee
Marian Nixon
Fred Kohler

Average Picture For The Box Office
(Reviewed By Freddie Schader)
(Part Dialog)
TN the program at the Strand, N. Y., this
* picture is designated as "Elinor
Glyn's daring romance," but the picture
lacks romance and daring. Incidentally
George Fitzmaurice has fallen way below
his usual standard in directing this production. Itlooked for a minute as though
it was a Cecil De Mille at the opening,
where a speedboat water polo game is the
scene of action, which, incidentally, was
the only and greatest thrill of the picture.
But even though "The Man and The
Moment" has Billie Dove starred and Rod
LaRocque featured it isn't going to cause
anybody to get a new set of books to put
down record breaking figures. Just figure
this one as an in-and-outer. Put it in without figuring that you are going to do any
business above the average what the usual
run of silent program pictures formerly
pulled for you and you won't be disappointed.
Billie Dove is just a poor little rich girl
from Iowa with a guardian who gets sore
because she smashes up her seaplane, and
Rod LaRocque is a man with millions and,
judging from the title, moments. He is
trying to escape a blonde vamp who is bent
on digging into the bankroll, and to accomplish this he makes a proposition to
the poor little rich girl that she mari-y him,
figuring that this step will rid her of her
guardian and free him from the objective
of the designing female.
Well, to make a long story short, they
are to be wedded in name only, but seemingly it goes a step beyond that, before
Billie runs out on Rod. It must have been
a hectic night aboard the good ship wedded
bliss, for we next see Billie in her undies
wading ashore after having swum from the
There were a couple of spots in the picyacht.
ture where the audience got a good laugh
and they were the two instances where Fitzmaurice slipped in a flock of sea gulls
circling above the yacht while the newlyweds were necking.
Billie Dove is improving in the handling
of dialog, but this picture appears to be
another one of those that must have been
shot silent at first and then' had dialog
sequences added. It is about fifty-fifty
dialog and silent. Rod, we are sorry to
say, has a long way to go before he will
click in the talkies. His voice is oke as far
as registering is concerned but his reading
of lines is quite amateurish.
Produced by First National, distributed
by the Warner Bros. From the story by
Elinor Glyn, directed by George Fitzmaurice. Released, Julv 7, 1929. Sound
footage, 5,978 ft. Silent footage, 5,539 ft.
Running time, 1 hour and fourteen minutes.
THE

Joan
Michel
Viola
Skippy
Joan's
IButler

CAST

Billie Dove
La Rocque
Given
Lee
Robert Schable
Charles
Sellon
George Bunny

Rod
Guardian

Dr. Robert Merrill
A Surgeon

N

Pictures

The Man And The
Moment

Say It With Songs
A Song Sobbie, Not A ''Singing FooV
(Reviewed By Freddie Schader)
(All Dialog)

On

Picture

Holmes Herbert
John Bowers

Paramount Sound News
Exhibits Strength In Debut
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
T^ HE Paramount Sound News made its
^ bow last Saturday, evidencing strongcalibre stories, a snap and dash which
places it right in the thick of the intense
competition of present-day newsreels.
The Paramount Sound News is recorded
on film and is available in both the disc and
sound-on-film systems. The recording is
high grade.
A skilfully presented introduction
launches the new newsreel on its career.
The first few shots show silent news scenes;
following the announcement that the Paramount newsreel now records events in the
news field in the new medium of sound,
several shots caught by Paramount microphones are presented, the transition from
silent to sound scenes demonstrating the
greater advantages of sound.
President Hoover is then shown wishing
Adfolph Zukor, president of Paramount,
success in his sound newsreel venture.
There are four news subjects in the first
number: — the St. Louis fliers, a horse race
at Saratoga, a Belgian masque parade and
an army blimp flight to the capitol at
Washington.
The best of these and an appropriate bit
of news for the reel's debut is the flight
of the army blimp caiTying Senator Bingham to Washington. Paramount got this
one exclusively and had cameras stationed
on the blimp as well as on land.
The St. Louis fliers' story is one of those
aviation stories that the public clamors
for. The Saratoga racing adds considerable zest to the quartet of yams.
That the company's foreign news organization is already functioning is shown in
the Belgian masque number.

Cock-Eyed
World
(Continued from preceding page)
sap out of them both, and taken their
dough to buy her real lover out of jail.
There are moments in the story that are
suggestive in the extreme and Raoul Walsh
who directed hasn't overlooked a bet that
would make them stand out.
McLaglen 's English accent is artfully explained in one scene and Vic certainly does
cover himself with glory again, but Eddie
Lowe is stepping right along with him,
while E. Brendel supplies the comedy a
la the late Ted MacNamara, with a great
horse laugh.
Produced by Fox Films, Inc., with story
credited to Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, dialog by William K. Wells,
directed by Raoul Walsh. Length, 10,611
feet. Running time, two hours. Released,
General Date, Indefinite.
THE

Top Sergeant Flagg
Sergeant Harry Quirt
Mariana
Oiga
Olson '.
Connors
Fanny
Brownie
Buckley
Sanovich
Innkeeper
O'Sullivan

CAST

Victor .McLaglen
Edmund Lowe
Lily Damita
Lelia Karnelly
El Brendel
Bobby Burns
Jean Bary
Joe Brown
Stuart Erwin
Ivan Linow
Salidad Jirainei
Albert Dresden
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' with the telephone he hates, feels compelled to
call his landlord up to complain of a broken
shutter. When he launches the conversation,
Cohen finds it difficult to make the party at the
other end of the wire understand, and so it is
necessary for him to keep up a running flow
of explanations, with the result that he becomes
confused entirely, very angry and somewhat
ill.
Sidney puts over the dialog very well, his
confused speech being done in consummate style.
This short fairly crackles with laughs, and
movie fans are bound to find it a carload of
chuckles.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Sweethearts"
(Universal — Two Reels)
THE Rooneys — Pat and Pat, the Third — are
good dancers — exceptionally so. Hoofing
it on the boards of the Palace and other leading vaudeville houses of the land have given
them a great rep. Their names are big on
a theatre marquee in a first-run city, and they
convey the message of hot hoofing and patterin feet. In this vehicle Marion Bent also appears.
In spite of all this, however, their first venture into the talkie realm is not at all impressive.
-And this because they are not actors in the
intricate art of pantomime. The best thing
about their offering is the dancing, which is
really first-rate. But the less said about the
acting, the interplay of comedy, the singing
and the other various little features of the bit,
the better.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Flaming Canyons"
(Castle — One Reel)
AMERICA'S great natural attractions — the
canyons of the West — are pictured in
natural colors and the result is an excellent
pictorial treat. It was shown recently at the
big Paramount in New York. It is good Summer stuff when folks are thinking of vacations
and cool, quiet spots. Anyone caring for the
glories of Nature will find delight in scenes of
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, Utah's
famous spiral rock formations and the many
other Western localities where "the God-like
wildness" is to be had in abundance. This is a
good short.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Hot Sports"
(Educational — One Reel)
THESE two gay lads — Monty Collins and
Vernon Dent — go in for some good fun
making in this Cameo, directed by Jules White,
with Betty Boyd, Eva Thatcher and Robert
Graves as supporting players.
The comedy pair are plumbers who crash
an exclusive social gathering. They grow boisterous and jubilant among the guests, their
antics providing plenty of laughs. The one
reel is permeated with ha-ha proceedings and
evervone seems to have a good time. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Enchanted
Flute"
(Pathe Silent Cartoon — 1 Reel)

and Rita Mouse are saved from the
MILTON
hungry Cannibals through the magic of
Milton's flute. This is the momentous theme
of the new /Esop cartoon in which for one
time old Al doesn't put in an appearance.
It grosses a fair number of laughs. — RAYMOND GANLY.

Pictures

"On The Side Lines"
(Universal — Two Reels)

"Cohen On The Telephone"
(Universal Talkie — One Reel)

GEORGE
SIDNEY is the Cohen of this
famous monologue, and he will surely
get to the fans and have them gurgling with
laughter in short order. The fun gets under
way when old Cohen, alone in his tailor shop

On

THE
Calford boys find solance from their
mythical studies in another amateur athletic
event — Ed Benson, the college wizard, versus
Don Trent, a strange mixture of gentleman,
cad and dolt — the battle to be fought in a prize
ring with the paraphernalia of fistiana.
Ed goes into the ring to do and die for
dear old Calford and the club house promised
by June's father to the winner. There's trickery in the air, but he doesn't suspect it,
even
fellowthough
before. he's had dealings with this Trent
As the boxers are masked, Ed is unaware
that his opponent in the first few rounds is a
professional substituted by Trent, who intends
to enter the ring when Ed has been battered from
pillar to post. Like a tiger ripe for the killing,
Mr. Trent stalks into the ring, but by the time
of his arrival the painful "Doc" has imported
the news of the frame-up to Ed, who in collosal
wrath belts Trent to defeat.
It's highly imporbable in spots,
get away with improbability in the
been doing so for years. This
rates passably well for the B. O.—
GANLY.

but they can
fillums — -have
"Collegians"
RAYMOND

"The Garden Of Eatin' "
(Pathe Talkie — Two Reels)
MR.

and Mrs. Jimmy Gleason engage in
some light entertainment with a fairly
strong mixture of plot to give it appeal from
the angles of fun and interest. They run an
eating house, turned into a night club at the
instigation of a clever pair of crooks who have
befuddled Mrs. Gleason. Becoming partners in
the establishment, though at the protest of
Gleason, the doubtful pair insist on selling liquor. There is a government man masquerading as a head waiter, and just when the crooks
become most troublesome, the headwaiter arrests them and takes them off to jail.
The fun is to be had in Gleason's slow and
easy sense of humor and his complaints in his
role of the hen-pecked male. As a trappist in
the night club orchestra he has a chance to
do some fairly funny pantomiming. The
laugh climax is reached when Jimmy finally
obtains the headwaiter's great fur coat after
which he had constantly yearned.
This one should get bv with the fans. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"The River Driver"
(Pathe Sportlight — One Reel)
GRANTLAND
latest Sportlight
is
centered uponRICE'S
the lumber
industry of
Canada. The hardy French Canadians are
shown battling with the obstinate currents
which carry the fallen trees to the mill, where
they are converted into lumber. The Canucks
are seen indulging in athletic pastimes, and a
treat for the eyes is to be had in the shots of
the rushing river and the skill with which a
crew navigate a longboat down the rapidsfilled course. Dandy screen fare. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"Pathe Review No. 33"
(Pathe — One Reel)
Manhatta
shots of
and novel
rome
classy
financial
canyons,
a Pathech
studyn's
of
SOME
cut
the Connecti
coast and the lumberman's activities are pictured by the Pathe Review in
"Manhattan Angles," "Seascapes" and "TimThe Manhattan shots are distinctly novel and
well carried out. A real kick is to be had in
the lumber subject. Altogether this Review
makes out well- RAYMOND GANLY.

ber."

"Fake Flappers"
(Educational — Two Reels)
AS stray
a gaywhere
husband,
continually
the whose
prettv eyes
girlies
gather,
Jerry Drew gets over some laughs in this Ideal
offermg which Charles Lamont directed. Supporting Drew are Estelle Bradley, Robert
Graves,
Lew White, Georgia O'Dell and Millie
Davenport.

Drew promenades around the hotel lobby
makmg eyes at shapely females, incurring the
anger of the jealous wife. When the latter is
in the beauty parlor for a massage treatment,
Jerry cuts up in lively style when some yeast
becomes mixed with the facial mud, the yeasty
stuff acting quite peculiarly.
There is also featured the typical Drew comedy chase with irate husbands in pursuit. While
the piece does not impart a great quantity of
humor, it is light and attractive stuff and annex enough laughs.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Good Skates"
(Universal-Stern — Two Reels)
MIKE and comer,Ike
of the twins is a newby the(one
way) are fired from their
jobs as shoe store clerks. Being out of a job
is no new experience for them, so they begin
drifting about after a hectic chase to recover
a stray ten-spot.
A highly indignant husband, who thinks they
have been carrying on a deliberate flirtation
with his attractive wife, chases them into a
skating rink, where they are mistaken for skating masters. To cover their ignorance of roller
skating, one of the twins maneuvers his brother
around the rink suspended by a concealer wire.
This system works on and ok, the skater taking
many a flop to the merriment of his pupils.
Finally the jealous husband makes his appearance and a skating melee ensues.
Francis Corby directed. The reels are quite
hashy and it is a normal Mike and Ike.

"Burning Youth"
(Universal — Two Reels)
HTHIS is a terrible tragic affair, and the specM. tator IS liable to moan in bereavement with
its melancholy attempts at comedy. From whom
will it get a laugm? Not from first-run audiences, and probably only for the fans of the
forsaken sticks.
Sid Saylor demonstrates that his ability as
a comedian is decidedly limited. One can't pick
out one solitary thing that would entitle a complimentary comment so punk is his performance.
The comedy, directed by Gus Meins, shows
Sid as a rookie fireman. He and his buddies
are out to impress the town with their skill as
fire-fighters at a Firemen's Drill Day. Sid
bawls everything up and everything becomes
mighty wet, including the performances of the
players and the general appeal of the picture.—
RAYMOND GANLY.

"Wash Day"
(Pathe Sound Cartoon — One Reel)
OLDprankish
AL mice
FALFA falls a victim to the
while performing the labors
of wash day. The rodents turn on the phonograph, and the shirts, socks, etc., begin to dance
to the perturbation of Falfa. When the mice
blow soap bubbles and take a ride through the
air with a piece of Al's clothing, the old boy
gets sore. He blows up a pig, and with the
inflated carcass goes after the naughty mice
into the starry blue. Everything is going
smoothly for him until a woodpecker pecks a
hole in the pig's hide, the air rushing out and
.•\1 falling to the ground.
Fairlv
amusing
cartoon. — RAYMOND
GANLY.
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IVs Unanimous!
^^Your Blue Book seems to have everything In it which the average editor
wishes to spruce up on. 0£ particular
interest are the biographical sketches
of screen players and the suggestions
for special story material.
^^It is a time-saver, complete and splendidly edited.^^— Harry L. Knapp, Motion
Picture Editor, Philadelphia Enquirer.
^^I regard the Blue Book highly and feel
sure that other editors do the same. If
the folks listed could see the daily use
I make of the book, they could not help
but feel that it is doing the greatest
amount of good where it is most wanted.^^— Roger S. Brown, Daily ArgusLeader, Sioux Falls, S. D.

Watch For Other Newspaper Comments

Hollywood Can^t Afford To Stay Out
of
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New Edition Now in Preparation—
Next Fall
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Talk In Hollywood
By Walter R. Greene
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PAUL WHITEMA2^ still refuses to
become a film juvenile with sex appeal. As a result, the Universal
studio scenario department has discarded
the latest story for Whiteman, and is now
at work on one that will meet with his final
approval. Inside reports claim that Whiteman has consistently refused to become a
film actor, maintaining that he is a band
leader and will stick to that in his first
sound picture.
ONE
of the large studios had three
dancing' choruses working one day
for scenes in a current production. Knowing that the dancing girls in their abbreviated costumes would attract various employees to the stages during the shooting,
strict orders were issued that none except
those associated with the company Avould
be allowed on the set. Then the head of
the studio sound department and his two
assistants spent the entire morning on
the sound stage to make certain that the
recording was done properly!
LOTS of time is being lost in Hollywood
these days. Last week, Clara Bow reported the loss of a diamond and sapphirestudded watch; and Tom Mix relayed the
report that his prize watch and chain,
studded with precious stones, had mysteriously vanished. None who received one of
the famous Sid Grauman midnight matinee
watches have so far reported them missing,
so there are plenty of timepieces still left
in town.
"VI OW that the endurance fliers are out of
■"■^ the air for a while, S. George Ullman
and Jack Sherill, Hollywood casting agents,
will back a refueling endurance flight by
two aviatrixes, Bobbis Trout and Louise
Thaden. The girls are supposed to take
off from Metropolitan airport, Los Angeles,
around the middle of September; with Ullman and Sherill reported to hold personal
appearance contracts with the girl pilots
in case they stay up in the air for any
extended time.

A TElSffERAMENTAL director called
-^^ on a film producer in an attempt to
sell him an original story which had been
turned down by the scenario department.
The producer told his assistant that he
would talk to the director, but added that
he would let him down easy and would
not reconsider the story. After two hours,
the assistant walked into the producer's
office, and found the director perched on a
chair, wildly excited, and acting each individual part of the picture for his one-man
audience. Oddly enough, the producer was
so interested that he allowed the director
to take another hour to finish his demonstration. The producer's assistant was
finally able to convince him that the picure could not be made, regardless of the
splendid portrayal by the director.
WITH
the present Equity situation
likely to be settled within a short
time, a 52-page pamphlet written by Lillian
Albertson and attacking Frank Gillmore,
Equity president, has made its appearance
in Hollywood.
Miss Albertson details a history of her
trouble as a stage producer on the Coast
with the Equity. officials, and claims that in
many cases. Equity members playing in her
companies were not in accord with the rulings of Gillmore and his assistants in matters pertaining to operation of her shows.
The pamphlet has had limited circulation
up to the present time, and is not likely
to make a ripple in view of present indications that the producers and Equity will
get together to iron out difficulties.
PARAMOUNT has constructed an over-'■ head rail system to transport large sets
from the carpenter shops to various sound
stages. The new method supplants the moving of the sets via trucks to and from the
stages, and allows for greater loads. In
producion of silent pictures, sets were constructed on the stages, and generally left
standing until other sets had to be built.
With the limited stage space available since
the introduction of talkers, studios have
had to construct entire sets in the carpenter
shops and move them onto the stages when
made in order to avail themselves of as
much shooting time as possible.
A

"TV URING the process of recording a
■*-' voice in the making of talkers, it is
interesting to note that the sound of the
voice travels through a total of at least ten
vacuum tubes in the electric system from the
microphone until the sound is recorded
on either the wax or disc. Each tube, although similar to the others employed, has
its own function to perform in carrying the
sound over the wires.

Hotel Roosevelt

CLOUDBURST of $5 top picture
openings, combined with several benefits staged for various charities within the
past two months, has resulted in some of
the affairs being passed up by the picture
colony. One prominent actor suggested
that a committee of film people should be
appointed to allocate dates for the many
affairs, so that they would not be bunched
too close together to the detriment of representation bythe stars and name players.
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THE musical numbers for Warners Vitaproduction
Rose"
will phone
be written
by of
Ned"Tiger
Washington,
Michael Cleary and Herb Magidson, the
song writing triumvirate under contract to
Warriors. The trio recently completed the
musical numbers for First National's
"Little Johnny Jones," besides several
original melodies for Warners "Show of
Louis Alter wrote the music, and Joe
Shows." the lyrics, for "Love Ain't
Goodwin
Nothing But the Blues" which Charles
King will sing in "Road Show," now being
produced by M-G-M.
George Green and George Waggner wrote
"Love Found Me When I Found You,"
the theme song for Pathe's "Oh Yeah?",
sung by Robert Armstrong and Patricia
Caron in that picture.
Clifford Grey has been signed by M-G-M
to write the lyrics for the song numbers in
Ramon Novarro's "Battle of the Ladies."
Herbert Stothart is composing the music.

Gus Metzger Will Erect
New Theatre In Hollywood
Hollywood, Aug. 8.— A theatre building
at the corner of Beverly Boulevard and
Fairfax Avenue will be erected immediately
by
Gus A. Metzger of the Fairfax Theatre
Company.
Proposed theatre will have 1,800 seats,
with cost set at $400,000. House will be
operated by A. Nichthauser and Harry
Srere, who also have control of the Forum
Theatre, Los Angeles.

Chevalier To Paris
Hollywood, Aug. 8. — Maurice Chevalier,
French musical star, Avill leave Hollywood
immediately upon completion of his current picture, "The Love Parade," for
Paramount. Chevalier will spend about two
months in Paris, and then return to continue his starring contract with Paramount,
with his next picture scheduled to be made
in the Eastern studios of that company.

r^ LTLVER CITY has appointed the first
^^ aerial cop in this country outside of
New York. Major Bob Blair, army aviator,
has been assigned by chief of police V. P.
Hendry to "tag" any airplanes that disregard the law and fly too low over the
studios.
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Eddie Quillan will be starred in "Hot and
Bothered" for Pathe. Story is an original
by William Conselman and Leo McCarey,
with Earl Baldwin slated to write the dialog. Conselman will supervise the production, and McCarey will direct.
Christies will produce the first all-colored
musical revue under title of "The Lady
Fare," by Octavus Roy Cohen.
Richard Wallace will direct Gary Cooper
in "Medals" for Paramount, instead of "The
Saturday Night Kid" as originally scheduled. Switch in starting dates made it impossible for Wallace to direct the latter production, which will be assigned to Eddie
Sutherland.
Ernest Schoedsack is on his way to the
Straits Settlements to film another novelty
feature for Paramount. Schoedsack and
Merian Cooper produced "Chang," "Grass"
and the African scenes for "The 'Four
Feathers," but Cooper has decided to stay
in New York as head of a commercial aviation firm, so Schoedsack makes his current
trip alone.
Laura La Plante will be starred by Universal in "Kiss Proof," from story by Harry
Segal.
Emmett Flynn will direct the Gleasons in
"Shannons of Broadway" for Universal.
Howard Higgin is preparing production
of "The Racketeer" for Pathe, and will start
direction as soon as Robert Armstrong, who
will be featured, completes his work on
"Oh Yeah?"
Ray Harris, Howard Emmett Rogers and
Edward Quayle have been signed by First
National to write scenarios and dialog.
Harris will adapt "The Queen of Jazz" to
star Dorothy Mackaill, and Rogers has been
assigned to "The Forward Pass."
Betty Blythe refuses to pay the British
government an income tax of approximately
$3,000 on earnings from a recent English
stage tour, it is alleged.
Edmund Lowe will play opposite Billie
Dove
in "The
First
National
under Broadway
direction ofHostess"
Millard for
Webb.
Warner Oland will have a featured role
in Paramount's "The Vagabond King,"
which will star Dennis King and Jeanette
MacDonald.
Ludwig Berger will direct.
Warners have signed Jack Mulhall, Chester Morris, Charlotte Merriam, Ethlyne
Claire, Edna Murphy, Edward Martindel,
Jimmie Clemmons, Henry Stockbridge and
Ann Chance for "Second Chance," a Warner Vitaphone production starring Dolores
Costello. Howard Bretherton is directing,
with screen play by Joseph Jackson.

Ben Turpin returns to the screen to have
a featured part in Paramount's "The Love
Parade" starring
direction
of Ernst Maurice
Lubitsch. Chevalier under
Betty Compson will be featured by Tiffany-Stahl in "Woman to Woman," with
George Barraud and Juliette Compton in
support. Victor Saville will direct. Miss
Compson appeared in the English production made several years ago.
Mervyn Le Roy will direct Alice White
in her next starring picture for First National, "Playing Around," an adaptation of
Vina Delmar's story. William Bakewell will
play opposite Miss White.
Ted National
Wilde will
direct
"Loose
First
with
a star
cast. Ankles" for
Lois Wilson will be featured by First National in "The
Dark Swan" under direction
of William
Beaudine.
Gene Markey has just finished "The
Prince of Diamonds" for Columbia. This is
his fifth original talking picture story.
Eugene Pallette has been given a role in
Paramount's all-dialog comedy, "Kibitzer."
He will portray the race-track bookmaker.
Joan Bennett has been chosen as Joseph
Schildkraut's leading woman opposite him
in "The Mississippi Gambler," new Universal all-talkie. Alec B. Francis will have the
father role and Carmelita Geraghty and Otis
Harlan will also be featured.
Marion Harris, the "blues" contralto who
has recorded a number of M-G-M Movietone shorts, has been given the feminine
lead in a feature, M-G-M's "Lord Byron of
Broadw?ay,"
fromdirect.
Well Martin's
story.
Williamadapted
Nigh will
Paul Lukas will portray a featured role
in "Behind The Make-Up," Paramount's picture of vaudeville life.
Columbia has acquired the dialog and motion picture rights to Edward Doherty's
"Murder on the Roof," which ran serially
in Liberty. The story will be filmed on an
elaborate scale with talking and singing sequences.
Ted Wilde, former director for Harold
Lloyd, has been signed by First National
to direct "Loose Ankles" from the play
of the same name.
Raymond Griffith pleaded not guilty before Federal Judge Henning to an indictment charging him with defrauding the
Government in connection with income
taxes for 1925 and 1926. Case was set for
trial in September.

Conrad Nagel will play opposite Greta
Garbo in her next picture for M-G-M, which
Jacques Feyder will direct.
"Adam's Eve," a two-reel talker sketch
from the play by Florence Ryerson and
Colin Clements, has been put into production by Christies under direction of Leslie
Pearce. Johnny Arthur will be featured,
with cast including Adrienne Dore, Frances
Lee and Geneva Mitchell.
George Lipschultz has been signed as a
musical director by Fox to work on Movietone feature productions.
Sonya Levien has been signed to a long
term contract as scenario writer by Fox.
Ben Ames Williams arrives in Hollywood
about
September 1st, to write screen stories
for Fox.
Alice Terry, former Metro star and wife of
Rex Ingram, is visiting Hollywood after an
absence of three years. Miss Terry will
study the sound production equipment of
Hollywood and make recommendations to
her director-husband as to the best for him
to install in the Nice studios.
Elsie Janis arrived in Hollywood to start
her contract as writer and supervisor of
musical productions for Paramount. It is
likely Miss Janis will direct for that company at some future time.
Luther Reed, RKO supervisor, will direct
the musical "Hit the Deck." following completion of "Rio Rita."
Marion Davies will be starred by M-G-M
in a talker version of "Dulcy" as her iiext
production for that company. King Vidor
will direct.
John Boles will be starred by Universal
in the talker version of "The Three Godfathers." Story is by Peter B. Kyne, and
was made in silent form by U about ten
years ago.
William Holman, secretary of Christie
Film Company filed intentions to wed at
the marriage bureau in applying for a license. Prospective bride is Bess Flowers
Tate, screen actress and former wife of Cullen Tate, assistant director.
George O'Brien will be starred by Fox in
Star Ranger"
of "The
version of
talkerdirection
aunder
A. F. Lone
Ericksoii. Picture
has been made twice before in silent form.
Paramoimt is preparing a talking film version of "Zaza," with Ruth Chatterton slated
to play the featured role. Gloria Swanson
production for Parasilent ago.
appearedmount in
severala years
Reginald Denny, although not working in
front of the camera, is busy going through
reams of story material seeking suitable
starring vehicles for the first two pictures
he
will company.
produce with himself starred for a
British

Compton, Addie McCoUyer,
June and
Phail,
LouiseJoyce
Dresser have been signed
in "Three Sisfeaturedof parts
by Foxters"for
under the
direction
Paul Sloane.
Frank Garbutt, superintendent of Paramount film laboratory, was married last
week to Miss Princess Thayer, film librarian
with the same company.

"Dynamite" was staged recently in Hollywood when
A successful exploitation stutu for M-GM's
an aero-wheel race attracted large crowds. Charles Bickford fired the pistol which started the
race while Kay Johnston looks on. They are both stars in "Dynamite" and can be seen at the
right

Rudy Valee's starring production for RKO
will go before the camera and mike at the
RKO studio in Hollywood during the last
of August. The story is titled "The
days
Vagabond Lover" in which Rudy will croon
the songs that have made him famous.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
Third Vitaphone
UFA's ^'Hungarian Rhapsody" Heads
Anniversary Bill
It" Unit
^^SnapstuffInto
Bill With tlu'-iiiinute
Param't
the Paramount this week there is a
including the arrival of
Shown At Strand -^^\ TGerman
the Graf Zeppelin which was undoubtedly
made Ufa production, "The
In celebration of the Third Anniversary
of the debut of Vitaphone entertainment,
the Strand this week presents an all sound
program of a feature, five Vitaphone short
subjects and the Pathe Sound News. Among
the short subjucts is the Griovanni Martinelli subject in which he sings "Vesta La
Guibba" which was one of the original
offerings on the first Vitaphone bill at Warners' Theatre on August 6, 1926. A comparison of that picture with the more recent ones shows the vast improvement that
there has been in the three intervening
years.
The outstanding hit of the bill was the
negro drummer in the Norman Thomas
Quintet of colored entertainers.
A short organ prelude opens the bill. This
is followed by the current Pathe Sound
News. Albert Spalding, the violinist, in
two numbers, "Nocturne No. 12 in, Gr
Major" and "Hark, Kark The Lark," won
applause from a midnight audience.
"The Gay Nineties" a travesty of the
bygone days drew a number of laughs as
did Harry Fox, the comedian, with his
"Six American Beauties."
Norman Thomas' Quintet offers a vocal
number, "Sleep Baby Sleep," followed by
a piano solo, "Listen to the Mocking Bird,"
and finally "Melody in F" by the piano
and drums with a couple of hoofers stepping to the strains of the classic. It is here
that the drummer gets his best work over
to the audience. That boy will be as big
a find to the talkers as Stepin Fetchit is.
The feature is the First National Vitaphone release, "The Man And The Moment," with Billie Dove starred and Rod
LaR-ocque featured.

"College Love" At
The Colony Theatre
Weak For BVay
The Colony has the Universal sound feature "College Love" this week with George
Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver featured. The
feature is not of the calibre to compete
with the regular run of productions in the
Broadway houses. On the bill "Sweethearts" with Pat Rooney and his family
is shown, and the Pathe Sound News.
A special feature is the Universal Newspaper News special, showing the history
of dirigibles from the first Zep down to
the present day trans-Atlantic flyer. It was
interesting and timely. A trailer for
"Broadway" the next attraction at the
house, was given five minutes of tlic })ill.
TJie entire show ran just two hours.

Hungarian Rhapsody," a silent feature
which has had sound effects and a synchronized score added. It will be interesting to
watch the business figures at the house for
the week with this picture in opposition to
"The Cock Eyed World" doing a record
breaking business at the Roxy and Greta
Garbo starring feature "The Single Standard" held over at the Capitol. The latter
is also silent and in its first week did better
than $81,6.50. Of course, when one looks
at the figures next week they will have to
take into consideration the fact that the
run was only for six days as the Paramount
is switching its opening from Saturday to
Friday beginning this week.
The entire show runs a little more than
two hours with the feature taking an hour
and twelve minutes.
The first issue; of the Paramount Sound
News was shown as the opening feature
of the program with President Herbert
Hoover congratulating Adolph Zukor on
turning a news reel in sound and expanding on the world educational advantages of
the release. The first issue of Paramount 's
sound news reel carried a lot of live up-to-

added after Sunday. The news reel ran
eight minutes.
Following was a Universal short subject
in sound of George Sidney doing "Cohen
On The Telephone" which got a flock of
laughs in the six minutes that it ran.
Jesse Crawford at the organ put over
three numbers, "The Flippitv Flop,"
"True Blue Lou" and "My Sin."
"Snap Into It," a Jack Partington produced Publix Unit, has Val and Ernie
Stanton as its principal funmakers. Paul
Ash does straigUt for the boys and sends
them along nicely. For the greater part,
the stage orchestra is transplanted to the
pit and comes on the stage only for the
finish. the
The average
offering run
is somewhat
dift'erent
from
of unit offerings,,
combining blackouts with the chorus and
solo numbers. Included among the principals are The De Tragos, the CoUette Sisters, Sydney Boyd and the serving as a
l)ackground there is the Serova Ballet.
The unit moves fast and holds the interest for everyone of the forty-one minutes
that it is on the stage.

Roxv Grinding Seven A Day With
"Cock Eyed World" Tostead of theBreak
Record
pictures the week's program

With "The Cock Eyed World" running
two hours, the Roxy has cut its stage presentation to a four minute prolog and in
connection with'the feature is showing only
a Fox Movietone News which runs eleven

minutes, putting in a midnight performance for the engagement which means
grinding out seven shows a day in order
to knock down the record of "What Price
Glory." The indications early this week
were that this would be accomplished.
The Roxy has had a line in front of
the house from early morning and there
has been nothing but standing room available indoors for the entire week so far.
It is a cinch that this one will go three
weeks at the house with the business for
the first -week taken as a criterion. Of
coiu'se the picture got a great weather
t)reak, it being cool and threatening for
the first Saturday and Sunday and cool
for the balance of the week.
The prolog to the feature has the orchestra, Douglas Stansbury and the Roxy ensemble all on in the four minutes.
Then comes the current Movietone New«
with a Sigmund Spaeth musilog special
added.
To the regulars who go to the Roxy,
attracted by its music and stage show in-

must be a disappointment, but to the rank
and file of the public who only attend
when there is a worthwhile picture, the
show stands up as good entertainment,
even though it is slightly vulgar insofar
as the feature is concerned.

"Hallelujah" Will Have Its
N. Y. Premiere On Aug. 20
"Hallelujah," the all-negro production
directed by King Vidor for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, will have its world premiere
at the Embassy Theatre in New York on
the evening of Tuesday, August 20.
Vidor wrote the story of "Hallelujali"
himself.

Transatlantic Telephone
In Use By RKO Officials
After the recent premiere of "Street
Girl" at the Globe Theatre, New York
City, Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of RKO
Productions, Inc., utilized the transatlantic
telephone facilities to convey opening night
information to William Le Baron and Lee
Marcus in Paris on i-oiiipany business.
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Sound And Projection
Conducted By James R. Cameron
The Photo-Electric
CeU
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Transmission Of Pictures By Wire
And Wireless
IN this process the photograph is curled
in the form of a cylinder being caused
to rotate like the cylinder in a cylinder
phonograph. A stationary beam of light
travels over this film in the form of a spiral
the same as the needle travels over the cylinder record of a dictaphone. The light passing through the photograph varies in intensity as the light and darkness of the photograph itself. The photo-electric cell responds to this light and darkness with varying current which variation is transmitted
by wire or wireless to the receiving station
where it causes a photographic negative to
be exposed as it travels in a synchronous
path before the varying light.
Television is an extension of this process, and involves primarily the transmission of sixteen such pictures per second.
Many different schemes are used but they
are all basically quite similar. To consider
this briefly, let us make a few assumptions,
and see where they lead us to.
We will assume the following: Each picture to be transmitted is ^ inch by one
inch, sixteen of these are to be transmitted
in one second, and a revolution of 1/100
of an inch is desirable. This means that our
individual pictures can be divided into
squares 1/lOOth of an inch on each side.
In each picture there will be then 75 times
100 or 7,500 of such squares; sixteen of
these a second will mean 120,000 per second.
Now it is quite obvious that to transmit
as many as 120,000 variations in one second will require very quickly responding
electric circuits, detectors, amplifiers and
lights, if it is all to be done by one photoelectric cell and one transmission circuit.
Another scheme would be to have one hundred photo-electric cells each transmit one
of the 100 squares across the film; then
each one would have to transmit only 1200
impulses in each second, but the cost of
one hundred such transmitters would be
out of the question.
The final solution will probably be a compromise between these two. There is no
difficulty with a photo-electric cell because
it will probably respond to frequencies of
one to sixteen million, it being a pure electron discharge in a high vacuum tube of
extremely low capacity. From this we see
that for quickness and response a photoelectric cell is faster than the human eye
by a million times.
Outside of circuit difficulties, the greatest obstacle to television is to get sufficient
illuniination and make it respond to the
frequency.
Tlio gas diseliarge lamps will

respond to high frequencies, but their illumination isvery low. An incandescent filament is, of course, out of the question, as
it searoely shows a flicker in 120 vibrations
per second. The are lamp will only respond to slightly higher frequency. A possible solution is found in the polarized light
magneto optic shutter.
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If light from a wi'itten page is focused
by a lens upon a row of photo-cells, and
each photo-cell is connected to an audiofrequency oscillating circuit of a different
pitch, then this arrangement may be drawn
across a printed line of common type, and
as each letter is passed over different
chords will be sounded in different orders
for each letter passed over. The result is
that a blind person can have a book read
to him by such a device.
COtLECTOB
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FIG. 3

Photometry
Photo-electric cells are used for measuring the illumination in the calibration of
incandescent lamps, in measuring the illumination of rooms, and in picture studios.
The equipment is similar to that suggested
for sunlight recording.
PjTometry is the measurement of temperature byvisible radiation and is accomplished bya similar method of photometry.
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This is accomplished by placing a constant source of light on one side of the
chimney and recording the amount of that
light which arrives at the photo-electric
cell on the opposite side.
Control of lighthouses and light buoys is
simply an adaptation of the system used in
controlling signs and illumination. In connection with lighthouses, since the photoelectric cell is sensitive to light which is
outside of the visible range, it is possible
that uses may develop in which lighthouses
send out invisible light which will penetrate fog better than visible light will, and
this will be detected by photo-electric cells
instead of by the eye.

Sorting Objects By Color

In sorting of yarns, cigars and other
things by color, a group of photo-electric
cells are used, each with its appropriate
color filter. The response of these photocells controls the sorting mechanism.

Talking Motion Pictures And PhotoElectric Phonographs
The record of speech may be recorded
on the same film as that on which the motion picture is taken by using a microphone,
amplifier and gas discharge tube to expose
the photographic film. When this is developed and printed the result is automatic
synchronizing of the voice and pictur*
record. While the picture is being projected light passing through the voice
record into a photo-electric cell translates
it into electric current which amplified will
operate a loud speaker. The photo-electric
phonograph is simply talking film without
the movie. It is obvious that there can be
no needle scratch when the needle is a
beam of light.

Gas

Type

Photo-Cells

In the gas type photo-oell, electrons are
released from the sodium surface and accelerated bythe applied voltage until they
have such high velocity that upon collision
with an atom of gas they ionize the atom;
that is, they break the binding force between the atom and one of its electrons,
and the field then pulls the ionized atom
back to the surface from which the electron
came, while the newly released electron
proceeds in the same direction as the colliding electron. This process may repeat
itself many times and of course all this
increases the current, but when the positive ion formed reaches sufficiently high
velocity to cause ionization, then an arc is
formed and no light is required in order
that the cell pass a current. Furthermore,
the current must be limited by an external
resistance, otherwise the cell will be damaged if an arc should accidentally occur,
due to a fluctuation in voltage.
The ionized atoms of all but a few rare
gases are chemically very active, hence it
is necessary in making gas type photo-cells
to have extreme purity of gas, otherwise
the gas will combine with the surface and
the result will be a lack of constancy in
the cell itself.
Even in vacuum type photo-cells it is
necessary for the maker to use great precaution to get every trace of gas out of
the metal before the cell is sealed, as all
depends on the surface, and these photoelectric surfaces are very sensitive to contaminatiobeing
n;
made of elements having
extreme chemical activity.

Adaptations Of Plioto-Cells

To use a photo-cell as a photometer; that
is to measure the candle power of varioni
incandescent lights — connect as shown in
Fig. 3. (To be concluded next week)

Telephotography

In

Sweden

The first telephotography station in Sweden was opened June 21, one line to Copenhagen and one to Berlin.
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the most pitiful

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitors

s
ONE we can think of is thatsight
of a
house manager stamping
madly into the projection room of
the theatre, and telling the projectionists their business when he himself knows absolutely nothing, or
next to nothing, about projection
or projection equipment.
While we have singled out the
projection room as the topic for
this little discussion, we really have
reference to any and every part of
the theatre.
A competent and efficient house
manager is a man who is thoroughly acquainted with every part of
his theatre, without necessarily being an expert in any one particular
department.
A manager who has the knack
of keeping on the right side of his
projectionists, getting the most out
of them, and getting them to give
their best efforts for the house, is a
man that will soon find that these
men in the booth, would be delighted to explain all of the equipment and how it is handled.
If managers throughout the
country were to take up this form
of education by devoting a few
minutes or a half hour every few
days to learning something more
about the theatres they are operating, then running theatres today
would be a far more pleasant business.
We suggest that managers make
it a point to try and make up for
what they have lost in the past
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years by not knowing about the
equipment which has cost their theatres so much money. This applies
not only to the projection room and
the sound equipment, but also to
every other part of the house right
from the boiler room to the roof.

Up With News»

How can you possibly expect to order your various departments to

Says— "Look
•

function properly, when you don't
know anything about the equipment they must handle. Try and accumulate the knowledge, it will always stand you in good stead and
you will never be sorry that you
know what you are talking about.
But above all, avoid that terrible
error of losing your head and telling experienced and expert men
what to do with equipment that
they know all about, and you know
nothing about.
It will surprise you to learn the
various number of fine ideas that
can materialize through a more intimate knowledge of the equipment
which is really under your direct
supervision, but which you are failing to take advantage of.
Since the booth is the heart of
the theatre, our first suggestion is
that you get together with your
projectionist, whom we are sure
you will find more than agreeable
to the suggestion, and learn a whole
lot more than you know now about
how pictures are thrown on the
screen. Then if you have any kicks
to make you will at least know
what you are talking about, and
whether they are giving you the
correct answers to your questions.
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tion—?"in preparation
VacaChairman,
Yes, even your
of big things ahead, has "snook" off for a
brief spell, of rest, golf, and other things, all
coming under the heading of Vacations.
If your letters, etc., have not been promptly
taken care of, PLEASE overlook the little
delay and be assured that same will have our
personal and undivided attention as soon as
we return to our desk.
Thanks for your past co-operation and
here's
to the
greatWinter.
events planned for
the Club
this many
Fall and
CHARLES

Picture

.V

CLtC

It was our pleasure to visit the Tivoli Theatre in Richmond, last summer on our trip West, during the time this
theatre was under the direction of the Fitzpatrick-McElroy
Circuit, and now that it has changed hands, we expect to
hear regularly from Mr. King. Here's looking forward to
some early contributions of exploitation from this progressive manager.

E. LEWIS

Foreign members are always particularly welcomed
into the Club because we
have found that they offer
many new slants on the business of exploiting pictures.
■^^^"""■■^^■^^""■^^^^ Surprising
as it may seem,
(or is it really surprising), we over here can pick up an idea
or two from men not so well situated as we are in the means
of getting exploitation ideas.
So the Round Table Club extends its greeting to a brand
new member, Mr. H. A. Fol, managing director of the
Cinema Palace located in Arnhem, Holland.

Holland Now RepBy
resented In Club
Mr. H. A. Fol

Mr. Fol, in his first letter to the Club says, "Though beinz in Holland where operating conditions are different, I
make frequent use of the valuable hints I get from your
columns. Next time I shall let you know how we sell our
shows
the do.
public." And that is just what we are hoping
Mr. Folto will
We can only hope that this new member will find his
Club activities interesting as have the many other foreign;
members and contribute to these pages as often as he caii
find time to write. Photographs would also be appreciated
since they go so far in describing a story on exploitation.
J. C. King, the enter]:)rising Manager of the Tivoli
J. G. King's ExTheatre at Richmond, Indiploitation Brings
ana, certainly used
some
keen showmanship when he
Box Office Results
promoted,
gratis, this via^"^""—""""""■^■^■^^^^^
duct location on the main
thoroughfare of the town. Practically all city traffic must
pass under this spot in getting about the city.
The only cost of the entire thing was for the making
of the banner,
which you will
agree was certainly eye - arresting
and attractive.
We would also
like to have you
see the way Mr.
King made use of
trolley-car tie-up
idea, which he
used just recently
on the "Trial of
Mary Dugan."

Jack Markle Puts
Over Phraseology
Idea With Paper

^^^^"^■^^^^~~~~"~~~"

How Jack Markle, manager of the Fox Poll New
Theatres in New Haven,
Connecticut, secured marvelous cooperation for a five
ogy "Underworld
Contest," and Phraseolday
also one

hundred inches of free advertising for the picture "the Birth
of The City," all for the sum total of forty passes, is the
topic we are about to take up in the following article.
Jack believes that it is a good stunt and used by other
managers to excellent advantage, and in consideration of
his feelings for his brother managers we are delighted to
pass on the details of this stunt. Through this tie-up Mr.
Markle had the New Haven Times Union, a well known
newspaper in that City, publish a series of five announcements. These announcements were two columns by eight
and a half inches deep, and the rules were clearly set forth.
On each day another scene was shown from the picture, and
four questions were asked that had some bearing on underworld language. And the contestants were asked to answer
these questions or define the expressions as set forth in the
announcement. To those who sent the correct answers in,
the passes were divided up so that only a total of forty were
distributed. We are reproducing one of the announcements
here so that you can judge them for yourself.

40 Free Tickets to the
BIJOU THEATRE-'
TO

SEE

"THE

VOICE

OF

THE

CITY"

For Answering 20 Questions Correctly

The all talking picture "THE VOICE OF THE CITY" a thrillins
detective rtvania of the imderworld Is oonilnp to the Bijou Tlieatrc.
Saturday. Much of Its picturesque underworld langua^ appears In
coixectjy.
the dialogue. See if you can translate this undcr\\orld phra.scolosy

We suggest that you keep this one where you can lay
your hands upon it on short notice and possibly you may
be able to sell your own newspaper editor an idea along
these lines. Since this contest is on the up and up you
might find it to good advantage to use very shortly. Thanks
for this one, Jack.

A n (/nsf
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Fred E. Johnson
Wants You All
To See His "Face"

If there is any one member who has commanded a
lot of attention upon the
Ckib pages of the NEWS,
then that one is Fred E.

Johnson, the General Man"""—""" ag-er of the C. & M. AmuseEnterprises, operating in Cambridge and Marietta,

ment
Ohio.
After much persuasion, coaxing, and cajoHng, we were
finally
able
to get
Fred to send us a picture of himself, and it
is indeed with pleasure that we present
to the many members
and readers of the
ROUND TABLE
CLUB, the picture
and personality of
Fred E. Johnson.
We certainly like
to hold up Fred as
an example to the
n e w members, because there is very
little that goes on in
either Cambridge or
Marietta, that we do
not hear from Fred.
This, in spite of the
fact that he is a very
busy man, but realizes that the spirit of
the Club, "All For
One" and "One for
All," must live forever.
Many thanks, Fred, regards to the wife, and here's hoping
we see you again very shortly.
Our

old friend J, McKenna, manager of the Imperial Theatre in Columbia,
S. C, is heard from once
again and this time we will
^
learn how he handled
the
'"^^■~^~^^"^~"^^'^^~"
selling of two pictures to his
customers down in the southland.

J. McKenna Offers
Two New Stunts On
Recent Advertising

On "Studio Murder Mystery," Mr. McKenna used a fake
movie camera stunt which attracted lots of attention all
over the town. He sent out two boys. One carried the
movie camera while the other boy carried a film can on
which was lettered "The Studio Murder Mystery — Imperial
Now."
The camera was set in place at various places and then
the cameraman proceeded to take several shots. Naturally,
everytime he repeated this stunt a large inquisitive crowd
gathered around him. And this is where the second boy with
the ad on the film can carried through the message that the
stunt was originated for.
Another part of his campaign was the arrangement with
a local newspaper whereby they furnished copies of the
newspaper a^d on which Mac posted large stickers announcing the title of the picture, etc. He also worked the paper
into allowing the inserting of special heralds in all the Sunday papers without cost to the theatre. There's sweet
words — "Without cost to the theatre." Long may it remain
a possibility.
"Mac's"

other

stunt

was

on

"Love

And

The

Devil"

CLUB
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by Laughs"
Lob
By Dick Kirschbaum
Dick wants YOUR
of cartoons.

ideas for this series

If you can think of sc thing that has
happened and gave you a laugh, pass it along,
Dick will do the illustrating and credit you
with the idea.
Shoot your suggestions direct to the Club
and we will transmit them to Kirschbaum.

through which he was fortunate in getting a lucky break.
A certain Austrian prince was in town and Mr. McKenna
learned that he was a friend of Marie Corda, featured in the
picture with Milton Sills. The prince agreed to attend a
special filming of the feature to which were invited many
well-known Columbians as well as representatives of the
The presence of this celebrity resulted in many excellent
press.
stories and publicity for the picture and the theatre, in fact
these stories were so good and pleased Mac to such an extent that he clipped them and placed them in the lobby of
the theatre with a big bold caption over the frame reading,
"Austrian Prince, Visiting Columbia, Hails Marie Corda."
So you can chalk up two more for Scotland and Mr. McKenna. Here's looking to more from him.
Mac Glazier, assistant
manager of the Crescent
Garden Theatre, at Revere
Beach, Mass., used a very
interesting angle in selling
atheat
recent
program
at that
re.

Mac Glazier Offers
A "Different" Idea
In Circular Advt.
■■^■^~'~*
~^^^~~— ^^^^~

For your enlightenment we show you the front cover
and inside spread of a neat circular which was distributed
throughout that section of Boston. And you will find the
wordmg very much practical for your own use, if you are
looking for something a little dififerent.
Section en. Article 22

NEW
PARKING

Made necessary by the sudden hot weather
On Sunday.
Monday and Tuesday,
July 7, 8, 9, Young Ladies. Young Men,
and all classes, will change their parking places from the street
comers, lonely country roads, parlor chairs, etc., to the Crescent
Gardens Theatre, to see and hear
On EcMie
the aforementioned
thereRainbow
will be enjoyment
Dowling indates
"The
Man"
in this heart-throbbing picture
You will also see

LAW

AND

galore

WHAT

A COMEDY 1_ YOU WILL BECOME LAUCHSICK.
Reginald
Denny in "Clear the Decki"

Organ Novelties will be presented by Loais Weir
A
>

A.

program

YOU

cannot

OBEY

afford

to miss

THE LAW

Your safest

bet

is to

!!

We suggest you keep this one handy, as we have a
hunch you will want to use it before very long.
Here's hoping we hear more from the Crescent Gardens
and their peppy crew.
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Real Exploitation !
Here is the last of the three parts of the story

Picture

N eii'S

CLLD

you must admit in reading through the part of the letter
which we show that there is sufficient there to make you
want to look further and if you succeed in driving your

dealing with Montague Salmon's £ne exploitation
actiznties.
We suggest that you keep them handy and apply
them, whenever practical, on your coming attractions.
Remember that they can be used on other pictures
than tlwse described in this story.
There

were

many

more

interesting features in Mr.
Salmon's campaigns,
among them we want you
to see the different types
of cut out displays which
he creates and has made
up to suit the requirement of the different pictures. Although they have
been reduced to a rather
small size we believe they
will convey what we are
trying to let you in on,
and a close inspection will
■ CTCR
<1.AGLEN
also reveal that they are
far from being expensive.
It would pay many managers to try and follow
these ideas, because it
means that your lobby is
going to take on an en4rely different appearance,
and get away from the
of ordinary signs which one after the other all
look alike with the
exception
of the
titles.

STRONG

monotony

On "The Man I
Love," an imitated hand-written letter was
mailed to a large
list in that city
and we show but
the first page of
the letter and naturally it is this

<^/

O- ^
ii

J-

<?A.-«v /a-«

y

c

^

page which carries the punch, because when
turned over you
find out where the
plot comes in for
the picture and
the title, etc. But

Doc" Kimberley Knows!

"The ROUND TABLE section is improving all the time and I read it religiously.
I think it is one of the finest pieces of information to the exhibitor that we have"
Doug. Kimberley
Fox Tacoma Theatre
Tacoma, Wash.

message home in this way then you must certainly count
a certain measure of success as being due the idea.
On the Richard Dix picture. The Wheel of Life, we are
just showing a
slid in our l!o\ Offire— Th s (ard vill -Admil
If This NumliiT is
card which we
«i,ndtrful KICTIAKI) DPX and s.vc.l Esther
>ou to See and He
lt:iM(.n in Ihe (.re. -t (if I'ra^lucticns -IRK WHKEI. OI 1.11 Iv"
found among the
Salmon campaign
RKH/IRP
material. The

17IX

wording is selfexplanatory, s o
we will not go into any further
description of this

TheUfheeiaiif^
<SbramouiU
a CfuXure
AN

I'llTlRE
Al,l, TA1.KIN(;

IJsten lo 1>I\ making
l.u\e lo Beautiful EMher
Ualslcin.

TIUR

DAY.

and

1 IMIVY

SAT! R1)AY

June m-V.-Zl

particular
detail.so
There was
much

more contained in the congoing to cut this paran early issue of the
more to tell you about
City Manager of the

tribution from Macon that we are
ticular of the story short, and in
NEWS we shall have a good deal
Mr. Salmon and his activities as
Publix Theatres in Macon.
To Mr. Salmon we want to take this means of expressing our appreciation for the fact that in spite of his long
silence he has been an ardent follower of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB and its pages in the NEWS. It is gratifying to learn after any length of time that the members
have been following our activities regardless of whether
they have been able to contribute to the pages themselves or not. And in the case of Mr. Salmon, the batch
of material which he sent us amply shows that his heart
has been with us in spite of the fact that we did not hear
from him directly in so long a time.

Here's hoping that he will now become a regular once
again, and that the pages of the ROUND TABLE CLUB
will carry much of interest about Montague Salmon, to all
his brother members and the readers of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB pages. For the present Monty, we will
close with the kindest regards.

Radio Popularity
Contest A Sure
Business Builder

One of the last, and most
effective campaigns for business, staged by Frank Boucher just prior to his leaving
the management of the three
was
Va.,
that inofWinchester,
theatres
a Radio Popu
-

''"~'^~'^^"^^"^^"""^^^"""
^
larity Contest whereby the young lady voted the most popular in that city, received an expensive radio free.
The highlights of this co-operative tie-up was the bringing together, for a common purpose, of three important factors in the city. The local newspaper, the music store and
the theatre. And with all three functioning properly the
result is bound to be good advertising for everybody plus
additional receipts for the theatre. In this case Air. Boucher
showed keen showmanship and in dollars and cents the
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theatre on the date originally set forth at the beginning of
entire stunt was probably worth plenty to the Capitol Theathe contest. Additional business on that night should be
tre.
capacity
for every square inch of standing room in the
which
ad
page
half
the
We offer first for your inspection
house.
The
wide-awake manager, in preparing a stunt of
set
which
and
newspaper
the
by
while
a
quite
for
was run
this kind, should be mighty certain that the climax takes
forth all the details of the contest and the conditions under
place on a distinctly off-night so that he can make the most
which it was conducted.
Another exhibit, of of the opportunity presented by the great interest in the
entire affair.
this stunt, was the
-?szmKoafiiosraEK
voting- ballots used
swOffla3Ka»OBBjroac<iDS)K8B3Haiaj».i£Eo53aH?2roOTsamaa^^
by the theatre itself
- IN THEand which was given
MAJESTIC RADIO CONTEST
to every patron who
STICFOR - CONTEST
MISS MAJE-CAST
bought a ticket at
The
the box office. On
yjoiEy Theaire Winchester
Capitol
Name
..
this particular angle
the interest was very
Address .
Free Votes
Star
I Own I Do Not Own! A Radio.
Radios
Check Above As To Radio
keen and the slightMajestic
Even AdmmioD
500 votes
Ballot Will Be Void Unless Properly Filled Out
NOTE:
est neglect in hand1000 votes
CAPITOL
ing out the ballot
THEATRE
250 votes
Model 72
brought forth an immediate demand for one from the patron.
communentire
the
and
spirited
was
Good For 1000 Votes
The voting, therefore,
5W votes
ity apparently entered into the contest with a determination
RADIO
We
candidates.
to secure many votes for their respective
23 votes
Model 71
eleccan readily see where there was plenty of good natured
10 votes
tioneering going on among the diflferent groups who wanted
to see their favorite win the honors.
Still another feature of this tie-up was the placing of the
Radio models in various places in the city and theatre, to, announcing I Don't FaO to Get Registered Now. Win the Beautiful Majestic Radio
gether with an attractive placard, as pictured
the contest and its
Mr. Boucher deserves a lot of credit for the able manner
connection with
in
which he engineered this fine piece of showmanship and
the displays. This
we
are certain that both the radio dealer and the newspaper
brought about a
were
satisfied with the benefits they derived from the hookinterstillest greater
up. The publicity and free advertising they each received
in the model of
the Radio to be from the screen and lobby of the theatre equalized the benefits the theatre derived from the space and advertising they
given away and
contributed towards the campaign.
would naturally
tend to stir the
Managers in every town and city in the country will find
contestants to radio dealers more than anxious to co-operate with such
stunts and if they have any influence with their local newsgreater efforts.
papers they will soon find that avenue opened to them as
R^SZO
The newspaper's
well.
We
heartily recommend this idea as an exceptional
angle was to sebusiness booster and suggest that every member and reader
cure new subscriptions and with all look into it further with a view of starting similar contests
ABSOLUTELY FREE
in their individual towns. If more details are required you
such subscriptions
the number of are at liberty to write to the Club and same will be cheerTo Some Young Lady
fully given or if you prefer, you may write direct to Mr.
votes specified in
the half page ad Frank Boucher, now located at the Maryland Theatre in
was credited to Hagerstown, Maryland.
Get Full Particulars At
the contestant seO. Amusement
F. Glass, ofCompany,
the Mccuring the subCook
scription.
O.
Fred
Glass
Can
in McCook, Nebr., writes
It would seem
Winchester Star Office
Put Over Goodwill to let us know that they are
that here is a corkstill on the map.
ing way of tieing Ideas Effectively
Capitol Theatre
■^■^~~~"^^^~^^^"~'~~ stunts,
TalkingMr.about
up a theatre with
Glassgood-will
doesn't
two important
have
to
take
a
back
seat
for
anyone.
He
has
just
engineered
agencies that count for plenty in the way of free publicity
two corking kid matinees, at which the price of admission
and attracting lots of attention to the theatre where the conwas a bouquet of flowers for one and a magazine at the
test seemed to pivot.
other. Both of these matinees brought out record-breaking
crowds, and the shows brought lots of comments from the
the value of such a tie-up from the theatre's
up
Summing
viewpoint, we can call your attention to first: the value of
grownups
as well as the kiddies.
the publicity ; second : the interest directed to the playhouse
The proceeds of both, flowers and magazines, went to
by all the groups who are working for some particular canthe local hospitals and thereby created good-will talk the
didate and the votes they are trying to run up via the various
whole town over.
voting means, especially the ballot with each paid admission
to the house; third: the tremendous interest that breaks at
Mr. Glass' new theatre at North Platte, Nebraska, is comthe climax of this contest when the winner of the contest
ing along fine, and he expects to open about Oct. 1. Mayand the radio is awarded the honors on the stage of the
be he'll send me an invitation for the opening.

GOOD FOR

25

VOTES

Some locaj firl i* jwinp lo own ■ briftd new tIaietUr Radio. rompl«((, injlalled in H" home, and say— it's n«t going to ci
[ ny. in c«njiiBct.i»n with Ibe Capitol Theatw and the EveninR Star, f* Koing to gUe this Radio away under the (ollawinc r
est number of votes* ns. tf her total number is
will be madf from (his cniginal plan after the roate
RULES OF THE CONTEST
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Your Fwunisl
Wilh tytrj
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Now and Ctrt Vow
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When William G. Smeltzer, Manager of the Riviera
Wm. G. Smeltzer
Theatre, in San Francisco,
A "Live-Wire" For Calif., sent us his first letter,
he very modestly claimed
Different Angles
that he had not done any"■■^^^^^^"'^^■^^■~^"^'~ thing outstanding and therefore had very little to pass on to his brother members.
We must take exception to his saying that because, for a
theatre located in a large city, it appears to us that Bill is
on the job and we offer for your information and bear out
our claim that he has been doing "plenty."
The following:

Talkies! Talkies! Talkies!

The next contribution from this modest and unassuming
manager, is that of a circus type of herald which he has used
very effectively. We are picturing three of them, selected
at random from among those he sent us, and I believe our
readers will agree with me that they certainly are eyearresting, and would make mighty good circulars for distribution anywhere.
Last but not least, we want you to see what the Riviera
program looks like. The front and back page are shown
at the extreme left and right, the center being the inside
spread of the program itself. It certainly plays up the
individual attractions for all they are worth, and rather
works up the creating of the greatest amount of interest in
these attractions, rather than in any part of the surrounding program. We recommend it to any house looking for
this type of house organ.

"WINGS" !

We

take great pleasure in presenting the following TALKING PICTURES for your enjoyment. On our Sunday programs, please note that we are also showing a few of the remaining
outstanding silent pictures, together with an All-Talking Comedy, the Riviera Follies on
the stage and Al Hamann*s orchestra. There will be Movietone talking acts and talking
comedies on each program.

Program for June, 1929
Monday

I

TO

TALKING

Tur^sday

Wednesday

12^

TT

' CARNIVAL

- SINGING

The Barker

Singapore
Mutiny

Starring Milton Sills, Betty Compson
Dorothy Mackaill

16

TT

18

SEE AND

J<.hr„T BurU. ..

Napoleon'a Barber

Z3
SINGING

Wllb FRED KOHLER anJ
ALAN HALE
Am,»bn->linll,p«o(

Tb«
tone
Wolf's
Oanghter

21

22

The peer of all TALKING

pictiirei

In Old Arizona
27

26

' DANCING

The Younger Generation
ir«* JEAN HE.RSHOLT. LINABASQUETTE.

Straaga Case
of Captain
RAinpar

BARBARA

BEDFORD atJ MALCOLM

RICARDOCORTEZ

McGREGOR

The Port of MUiing GirU

Riviera Follies

I

25

• TALKING

In

»»

28

29

Weary

River

With Richard Barthelmess
Betty Compson

and

The first illustration we show is that of his program
calendar, which is mailed to a large mailing list every month.
And if anybody is in doubt about the Riviera playing talkies,
they must certainly have those doubts dispelled by one
glance at this calendar.
'aaaavffl!ftxaf;)aau.'daaau!
Second
Anniversary
Pro&ram

itara««, liAMk Or«

Omm Dar •mtg

MatlMMKMlB-

CAPfJIlN

1

SBi^Davs

^;>

T—I«fct-M— <«y. Ilnr<h 4

Bi^GiftNi^ht

6* Vaudeville
Show

mfr^K'*;^^*^!

ii /ky rocket
ioi
Devue

I

OU<
V:SHSmeltWe could possibly say a whole lot more about JS
Mr.
zer, but these cuts have taken up so much space that we have
to sidetrack the few other remarks that we would want to
make. However, we will just close for the present by saying, that if he is not doing anything in San Francisco, we
would certainly appreciate being kept posted on what
he is NOT doing in that town, because it gives us plenty to
talk about. So long Bill, for the present.

Stieeping the country by storvit

Talking Comedies
Talking Acts and Other Talking Subjects
a distinct feature of each program

■M

Mim uui^ -tfTTu wo

15

■.,.■.'• Ij"'..'."au.i«ims.°,.°.j'„;^'(,.'.„,°.^

23

*'Vf' ^

PICTXJRf

IT The 14"
Leatherneck

it

I

_>

BOYD

20

Molly and Me

Riv,<,i Follln

A'>o All-Sur Cui »

WILLIAM

Friday

V/itb Belle Bennett and Joe E. Brown

ThcCoed'Byc
Usi

Adoration

I

19

HEAR

CUUUl BOW

Saturday

IN HIS FIRST TALKING

A vivid, utiaih.Bg driin4 of ttn.^tX hU.

Kivi.r.< FoJIin

7 Footprint*
to Satan

and

Thursday

N eivs

nmmM

Halght Street near Fillmore

Sunday

Picture

GEORGE

Louis Pilosi Uses
Novel Methods To
Attract
Business
■~^"^~^~~~^"^'^~"^^""

When Louis Pilosi, who
directs the Lincoln Theatre,
in Dupont, Pa., sent in his
application for membership
in the Club, he also included
a stunt which he used very
-successfuly on ''Uncle

■'y the
Tom's Cabin." This stunt consisted of a card made up in
form of an invitation, and he had this sent to all the school
teachers and other
prominent people of
the town.
LOUIS PILOSI
This
stunt
w a s
Drrrbg txtrn&i to you a (iirilal tmrtUlinn ts attrnillllf
alTOVing of fbr ■tuprnboo* Apnino lllrliirr pro&mttOB
not
only
original
with him, but he has
•1 Hinroln JBljralrf •"
<5a»^^
used it before and
found it very satisfactory. And because of its effectiveness for him he is
anxious to iiass it on
to the other members and readers of
the ROUND TABLE CLUB news. We are certainly glad
to see that Mr. Pilosi displays such fine Club spirit so early
in his membership, but we do know that he will eventually
become a real active ROUND TABLER.
At any rate wej
'
are hoping. How about it, L. P. ?
CaaU

pUaL

•gr.

Kuifelu adour pnltlU to »rr ll)ll tirobarllOB

wn« atu coNMOBS
tMo
c'.nptMT or
UAUTinil GIBLS

"All For One And One For All"
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MANAGtrij' i?OUND TACLt
Here is the way Robert
Kanter, the President of the
Robt. Kantor Sells
Amusement Corporation of
America, operating the As"Sound" To Patrons tor
Theatre, Baltimore, sold
"sound" for that theatre.
Novel 'Gram
With
?
We rather like the whole
getup of this exploitation, and without going into the
details of where it originated, Mr. Kanter certainly deserves credit for the fine clean-cut way in which he handled
it. We would be interested in hearing a whole lot more
about the activities of that outfit down in Baltimore, and
trust that they will all keep us posted on their activities.
UPT&0»
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Robert

Kanter

Prestdent

You started it Mr. Kanter, now suppose you keep up
the good work so that the rest of the members and readers of the ROUND TABLE pages will know what you are
doing. Perhaps they, in turn can learn something from
your activities. Thanks in advance.
Through a local tie-up
Manager Robert Talbert, of
the Ritz Theatre, in Columbia, South Carolina, secured
a very unusual ballyhoo to
exploit the picture "High
Voltage."
You will note from the photograph how unusual this
bally really was, and you can sort of try and picture it
running around your own town.
That would be the best
answer as to how good it really is.

Bob Talbert Gives
Columbia S. C. An
Idea To Talk About

Theatre owners, chain executives or others seeking
managers of the highest calibre can make such contacts by advising the Chairman of the type of man, or
men, they are looking for.
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A<«>TOK filKATKE
Poplar (irove Si. near Edmondson
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enjoyed

Managers' Round Table
Club Employment
Bureau

All correspondence should be addressed to Charles
E. Lewis, Chairman, personally, and will be treated in
strict confidence.

TEL-r-«RAM

c «o<:»>*-s

CLLC

This one worked up and down the main street of thei
town for five solid hours and it caused so much attention
and blocked traffic at such frequent intervals that the Chief
of Police asked Talbert to withdraw it. Plying up and
down the streets for so many hours naturally attracted lots
of attention and proved a good means of getting over the
title of the picture to the public as well as the star, the;
theatre and the play dates.
Incidentally the picture opened on the same night as
the big Schmelling fight in New York City, and as it was
not broadcast the local papers announced the fight returns
round by round. Talbert had the announcer work in the
gag "The German is coming back this time with 'High
Voltage.' By the way, folks, 'High Voltage' is the name
of the picture playing the Ritz Theatre tonight." This was
done from the broadcasting horns in front of the newspaper office where the fight was being announced.
a hoping that Bob Talbert keeps us posted on
hisHere's
activities.

"The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB has been a real help. The exploitO'
tion ideas are practical and can be used in a
small house as well as a large one. Although
I have not met any of the members, it seems
as if I have known them for years, when I
read their activities.
H. C. Lee,
Babcock Theatre,
Bath, New York

Motion
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If managers are generally
as alive as we always hoped
F. A. Kelly Offers
they were, then here is a
A New Slant On
suggestion they can use,
which has been successfully
Theatrical Advt.
by Mr. F. A. Kelly,
^^"''^^^■^^^"'^■~~~~—
used is
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^~ who
at the head of the
Palace and Wintergarden Theatres in Jamestown, New
York, and gets away with an entirely different angle in
the way of newspaper advertising.
You will notice that this column really looks like a little
feature of the newspaper itself, and while we have selected
just three at random, we want to call your attention to the
effectiveness of this kind of publicity.

Picture

N ems

We will stop talking about F. A. for a while, but we
hope to continue with our discussion, providing he finds
his way to the Gus Sun Convention at Cedar Point, Ohio,
this summer. At any rate we are hoping to be there ourselves, and expect to have as good if not a better time,
than we had last year. That would be going some boys,
because we certainly did have one hell of a good time.

Here's A Good Suggestion For Inexpensive Displays
"■''

Here is a rather unique
way that was adopted by the
Rialto Theatre in Newark,
New Jersey, to exploit
"Alibi."

^^"^^~^"^^^^^""~~"~

We that
are you
particularly
ious
inspect anxthis
layout rather closely because the closer you look, the more
impreay.
displ
ssed you will be with the inexpensiveness of such a

The cutting out of the pictures which were taken from
8x10 stills, and raising them from the back with blocks of
wood, makes the thing mighty effective. And we do not
hesitate one minute in recommending this idea to any livewire manager.

We have also marked and put arrows on the one at the
extreme left, calling attention to how the Winter Garden
and Palace drew added attention to the ads themselves.
No doubt everyone on their mailing list watches these ads
regularly, not only for the information they contain but
to see whether their names are published.

NEXT WEEK-^
First Canadian
Members^ Page! Learn how
your brother managers
are doing things.

The top piece above it is likewise, simple, and any ordinary poster artist can give you the desired results. Apparently, from a closer inspection of this photograph the
title "Alibi" was sprinkled with tinsel to give it an animated
appearance under artificial lighting. We would like to have
more
of the sample
of the
Rialto
exploitation.
It looks
mighty
goodTheatre's
to us. advertising and
Note the neat and artistic arrangement of the cutout
figures in the main display.
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Alfred Weiss, Jr.
Tries A Wheelchair
With Good Results

Alfred Weiss. Jr., the ever
alert manag-er of the Florida
Theatre at Jacksonville. Florida, did not need to exert
himself in thinking up a new
a Ijicycleof using
way
wheelchair
for
exploiting

~"
"Fashions Tn Love."
You will note from the pictures, with this story, what
good use he made of them for ballyhoo purposes and you
must agree that it was a little out of the ordinary. The
upper right hand picture as well as the lower right hand,
you will see how the front of the theatre was fixed up for
this picture, and that cutout, under proper lighting, must
have made a very attractive display.

fare, but. which due to a poor photograph, did not show
up very well on this cut.
We don't know whether every one who reads this story
has the advantage of a bicycle-wheelchair in his town, but
here's an idea — and with a baby carriage — or an old onehorse shay you can dope out one or a half a dozen ideas
with these suggestions. Get busy and don't
in
fallconnection
asleep.
We have just received a
newspaper
clipping from
Larry Woodin Got
the Arcadia Theatre, in
His Show On Time Wellsboro, Pa., which
And Free Publicity struck us as such good reading and soindescriptive
the
^^^^~~^^~^~*~^^~~^~~~ incident
question, of that
we decided to republish it the way it read.

PLANE BRINGS FILM TO LARRY
Sound Feature Arrives On Time As Fast
Train, Airplane Co-Operate With Arcadia
"The Bridge of San Luis Key," title of the film Larry Woodin
confidently expected to shotv here Monday evening, should have
been "The Bridge of San Luis, 'Ray!", when Sam Bishop triunvphantly delivered the tardy sound version of the film to the Arcadia manager Monday evening at 7:39 o'clock.
Opening the film sent him by the MG-M studios Monday morning, Larry and his ambitious projectionist, "Hutch" Hutchinson,
discovered that the picture teas a silent version. "We have advertised sound. We must have sound," announced the determined
Mr. Woodin, and he forthwith phoned father William Woodin,
of Towanda, the bad news.
"Only a plane," Larry told his father, "can save the day, permit
us to run the show tonight, and keep up the Woodin tradition that
has never seen a dark house."
"Get the plane," said father W^oodin, (pardon us, grandfather
Woodin) "and run the shotv." Whereupon he telegraphed the
M-G-M folks at Philadelphia, they shipped the film at 12:32, Sam
Bishop fleiv to Toivanda, met W. L. Woodin at the station, took
the film off the train at 7:03, motored to Legioa Field, and hopped
off for Wellsboro at 7:15. Twenty-four minutes later. Bishop
settled on the Steven Kennedy farm, where Larry met him — and
ran the show on time.

Tn the Inwer right hand ])icture you can faintly see the
outline of a ])anner which was strung across the ihoroa^h-

MANAGERS'
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ROUND
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WEEK!
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A Wealth
EXPLOITATION
44

Now that the story has been told we sincerely trust that
Larry will keep the ROUND TABLE CLUB and its many
members and readers posted upon his various future activities. We know there are plenty of them. What do you
say, Larry ?
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MANACerr
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SPIRIT
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Proposed by Tom. E. Rob arts:
FRED RICKTER is the directing
chief of the Lyric Theatre, in Massillon,
Ohio, and, while his house is small, it
nevertheless is on the alert to catch all
the business that can be attracted to it.
Fred might tell us something about the
house and himself so that we could introduce him a little more intimately to the
gang.
What say, Fred?
FORNEY BOWERS is the manager
of the Union Opera House, at Ne,v
Philadelphia, Ohio, and with his modern
sound equipment why can't he tell us
something about his experiences with
this new phase of the theatre racket.
Suppose you start ofif your new membership with a nice little letter, Mr. Bowers,
and pass on something of interest to the
other Round Table boys?
Thanks a lot.
ALBERT METCALFE manages the
Lincoln Theatre, in Massillon, Ohio, and
his recommendation to us said: "This
man is a real showman — in the game
over 20 years." Now with a send-of¥ like
that how can we go wrong in asking him
to tell us just a little about himself?
Please accommodate us, Mr. Metcalfe.
And your own photo should be with your
first letter so that the boys can all feel
that they know you better.
Oak?
FRANK MATTOX is now managing
the Ritz Theatre, in Mansfield, Ohio, and
the member who proposed him was originally manager of that house, so we feel
that we know the outfit there anyway.
But listen, Frank, how can we talk you

Thanks.
any
plugging on our part. That's fine.

Proposed by Harry D. Steam:
ROBERT
FEREBAUGH
manager
the Colonial Theatre in /Mlentown, Pa.,
and coming recommended as he was
from Harry Stearn should really mean
that we have found anotfier live-wire
active member. Bob can start ofif his
new membership by sending us his photo
and a little information about his past
activities. Then we will all know him
well enough to feel more friendly. Wha:
do you say. Bob?
Thanks, anyway.

State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

JOIN NOW!!
Here*s

the

Blank

N e iv s

CLUB

JOINED!!

out of your photo and some "dope" about
yourself and your past activities? You
tell us how and we will start in on you
right away. Or maybe you will sho^t
along the desired information without

ROUND

UB"York
CL
New

KOLNC TACLt

Picture

Proposed by Al Price:
CHARLES "CHICK" TAYLOR, of the
Shaw-Hayden Theatre, in Hast Cleveland, Ohio, has his hands full taking care
of this 1,400-seat "talkie," and listen,
"Chick," can't you possibly steal a few
minutes to sit down and write us about
yourself and your theatre? We are
anxious to make you better known to
the other boys. And be sure to include
your photo with your letter. Thanks an
awful lot.

*

*

*

DICK LENDER, managing director
of the Homestead Theaire, in Lakewood,
Ohio, has already expressed himself
about his new membership and we will
read something more about him in a very
early issue of the Club pages. But, in
the meantime, we want you to know that
we honesty feel that in Dick we have a
fine active member and one who will be
heard from regularly. Watch for the
first story about Mr. Lender.
LOUIS SWEE manages the Moreland
Theatre, in Cleveland, Ohio, and with so
many new members from that city we
should certainly be able to know what
is going on up there. We will have to
get after friend Al Price to encourage
the new members up there to send us
some of the details of their recent exploitation campaigns. And try to send
photos along at the same time. Strut it
off", Lou, will you?
Oak.
PAUL APPLE is the enterprising
manager of the Waldorf Theatre, in
Cleveland, and with many other things
to occupy his attention in getting the
customers into the Waldorf we think he
ought to find the time to tell us all how
he is doing it. What do you say to all
this, Paul? The best answer would be
in the way
of a letterand
withyourself.
all the "dirt"
about
the Waldorf
And
make it soon.
Thanks.
ABE KRAMER, of the Imperial Theatre, in Cleveland, soimds like a familiar
name to your Chairman, but a search of
the records fails to reveal anything about
him. But, regardless of whether he is
new or old, we would like to know more
about his activities up there in Cleveland.
Start it oiT with an early letter, Abe. And
already.)
many
thanks in advance. (Now you can't
refuse the request, we've thanked you

Photos of Members
WALTER J. HURLEY is the managing director of the sf'und picture State
Theatre up there in Allentown, and with
so many new angles presented for the
exploitation of sound, we would certainly
like to know how he is selling the pictures. Listen, Walt., how about your
photo, some newspaper ads and a few of
your programs as a starter for your
membership? We will weave the necessary story out of whatever you send us.
Oak?

publish
is anxious
Clubaphs
THEphotogr
of everyto member
and would, therefore, appreciate receiving as many as possible
for use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLE.\SE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
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OKdl Newsfrom Corresponden
Exhibitor Trade Notes
From Des Moines
LIONEL WASSON, for the
past eight months manager of
the Des Moines Theatre in Des
Moines, is leaving on Sunday to
take the management of the World
Theatre at Omaha. Mr. Wasson
has done much to make the Des
Moines a good house for sound
pictures. The successor for Mr.
Wasson at the Des Moines has not
d. Don
reyet been'
r.
manageAllen
assistant
mains as selecte
George Watson, Manager of the
Strand Theatre, Des Moines, will
visit his old home at Austin, Texas,
when he leaves for a short vacation trip onthose
August
Among
who I'S.
were winners
in the golf tournament played in
connection with the Des Moines
Film Board party for the exhibitors of the state were P. W. Robbins, exchange salesman, R. AI.
Copeland, branch manager, and J.
W- Curry, salesman.
The M-G-M Club held election
of olificers last week and put in
the following lineup. Bruce Turgeon, short subjects booker, as
president. Fay Milton, inspector,
as vice president, Edith Adams,
booker's stenographer, as secretary,
Goldie Starr, branch manager's
secretary, as treasurer, Earl West,
shipper, as fire marshall, and Harold Cohen, cashier, as sergeant of
arms.
The office of Talkaphone in Des
Moines reports a good season for
its equipment. The installations
made this month in Iowa territory
include equipment for Marko
Biondi's theatre at Madrid, Iowa,
for the Star Theatre at Canawha,
owned by M. B. Twire, the theatre at Odeblot, Icwa owned by J.
H. Felzans, and for the Grand at
Eldora, owned by Mr. Wolcott.
Out - of - the - state installations
have been made at the Plaza at
Kauffman, Texas, at the Majestic
Sturgis, Minn., and for the leading house at Akron, Texas. At
the Rivoli Theatre at St. Joe, Mo.,
owned by Greenburg and Greenburg, the Talkaphone, Sr., equipment will be installed.
RKO entertained a number of
callers last week starting out with
W. I. Nagel of the Princess at
Oskaloosa, who is a rare visitor
at the film exchanges. Also Oscar
Johnson of the Strand and Atlantic at Atlantic, W. E. A. Rhodes
of the Grand at Story City, O. E.
Holmes of the Rialto at Scranton, J. E. Forsman of the Strand
at Jewell and F. E. Robertson of
the Princess at Dexter.
Paramount
entertained
a nun;ber in Des Moines
to book pictures last week
in spite of the
warm weather wave. F. S. Livermore of Garner and J. E. Michael
„ of the' Strand at Jefferson wcre^
I among those who stopped in.
I' E. P. Smith, president of the
Iowa
exhibitors
association,
is
moving from his former headquarters at 411 Iowa Building and next
week will announce his new office
affiliations. Mr. Smith's home address is 1005 Aurora.

United Theatres Corp. Announces New
Million Dollar Theatre For Chicago
theatre which will cost
ANEW
more than $1,000,000 is announced for Chicago by United
Theatres Corp. The house will be
located at Menominee street and
Ogden avenue. It will have a seating capacity of 2,500 and will be
designed in modernistic style
throughout, despite the fact that
the name of the theatre will be The
Orient.
Plans for the structure have
been prepared by Dyer and Madherny. The theatre will rise to a
height of five stories and will be
part of a building which will contain stores, offices and apartments.
Actual construction will start within two montlis. The site to be occupied by the new house measures
200 feet by 170 feet.
An auspicious opening was accorded the Sheridan Theatre last
week when that house opened under the Fox banner inaugurating,
in addition to a talking picture program, a Fanchon & Marco stage
show as a regular attraction for
the future. In addition to the public many of Chicago's film folks
were on hand for the initial performance.
D. Ticket
H. Finke,
head of
the Mid-is '
west
& Supply
Company,
receiving congratulations from his
many friends in the industry on
the birth of a daughter. Mother
and
nicely.baby are reported to be doing
Henry Stern, general manager
of the Marquette, Highway and
Chelten Theatres will become a
benedict Saturday, August 18th,
when he takes as his bride Miss
Frances Rosenberg. The ceremony
will take place at the Beld.n Stratford Hotel, following which the
couple will leave for a honeymoon
cruise through Canada.
Something out of the ordinary in
the way of play dates accurrcd last
week when both Marks Bros,
houses played simultaneous engagements of a World Wide Pictures
production.
The Fischer and Palace Theatres at Danville, 111., are now a
part of the Publix-Great States
circuit.
Movie- Phone equipment has been
installed in six Balban & KatzGrcat States Theatre at Chicago
Heights, Aurora, Quincy, Bloomington, Joliet and Decature, 111.
This makes sixteen houses in
the circuit similarly equ'pped.
Other circuit installations include
the (Crescent Amusement Co. and
the Columbia Amusement Co.
George Taif, who was recently
appointed manager of the First National branch in Omaha, has moved
his
city. family from Chicago to that
Ed. Johnson, who has been covering Illinois and Indiana for Columbia, has been assigned to cover
the south side of Chicago and In-

diana, succeeding Jack Berry, resigned.
Neal Fry, who operates the Colonial Theatre at Danville, 111., was
alast
visitor
week.along Chicago's Film Row
Henry Bambaro, who formerly
operated the Avenue Theatre, has
acquired the Temple Theatre on
the North Side.
Harry Buckley, vice-president of
United Artists Corporation, stopped
in Chicago for a conference with
W. Rosenthal, Chicago manager.
Vork.
,
Mr. Bucklev
was enroute to New
Jack Rose, who has been connected with the Costan circuit of
theatres for the past six years, has
been named to succeed Clayton
Bond, recently resigned to join the
Mastbaum interests in Philadelphia.
The Calo Theatre on north
Clark street has been sold to Bland
Bros., who will reopen the house
in September, following a remodeling and redecorating program and
the installation of sound equipment.
Bert Rosenberg, film man, has
returned to Chicago to head the
local office for General Talking
Pictures Corp., manufacturers and
distributors of the LeForest talking equipment. This office will
hereafter function as a branch unit
of the parent company in New
York and will have full sales jurisdiction over the following states :
Southern Ohio, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,, Nebraska,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota.

New

Theatre Opened
At Marion, Ind.

Marion,
theatre
newest
THE
t, in
Ind., the
Paramoun
opened the
evening of July 30. The theatre is
a Publix directed house and several
officials of the company were present at the opening. The theatre
cost approximately $500,000 and is
equipped with sound equipment.
Sale of the Alhambra Theatre,
Shelbyville, Ind., one of a chain
operated by Frank J. Rembusch, to
William C. Meloy, owner of the
Strand Theatre in Shelbyville, has
been announced. The sale involved
the building and equipment and a
business location nearby on which
Mr. Rembusch had contemplated
the construction of another theatre.
Articles of incorporation have
been filed with the secretary of
state of Indiana in Indianapolis by
the B. C. & L. Theatres, Inc., of
Mishawaka, Ind. Corporation has
an initial capital stock of 1,000
shares, having no par value. Incorporators are Alax J. Brown,
Lewis Cochovety, Henry Lowenstine and Oscar Lambiotte.

Baltimore
Manager
Undergoes Operation
the
or, of
SAM
New SOLTZ,
Howard propriet
Theatre
Baltimore, was stricken with appendicitis recently and had to be rushed
to Sinai Hospital for an operation.
Leonard McLaughlin, manager
of the Maryland Theatre, a legitimate house, Baltimore, returned
from onyaat Provincetown,
vacation in the August
artists' 3rd,
coland is pinch-hitting for J. Lawrence Schanberger, manager of
Keith's Theatre.
It has been emphatically denied
by Morris A. Maehanic, proprietor of the New Theatre, and Frank
Price, Jr., manager of the Rivoli,
both of Baltimore, that these houses
are for sale. These denials have
been given to kill rumors which
have been going about recently.
Clara Groscup, office manager of
the New Theatre, has left Baltimore for a fortnight's vacation.
R. H. Cherry, treasurer of
Loew's Century, Baltimore, and his
wife are now on vacation, taking a
trip to Canada.
Charles Meigel, publicity director
of the New Theatre, spent the
week-end over August 4, in Atlantic City with his wife.
The Rialto ■ Theatre, residential
house, Baltimore, operated by Associated Theatre Co., J. Louis
Rome, general manager, closed Saturday night, August 3, to remain
dark indefinitely for renovations.
Frank Perrica, organist at
Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, has
succeeded Harold Ramsay as organist at Loew's Century, that city.
Norma Harrison, formerly cashier at Loew's Valencia, Baltimore,
has been transferred to a like job
at Loew's Stanley, that city.
Through arrangements made by
Hardy Meakin, publicity director
of the Fox Theatre, Washington,
D. C, 800 soldiers from the Citizen's Military Training Camp, Fort
Washington, were entertained at
that playhouse, July 31.
Roscoe Drissel, manager of the
Columbia Theatre, Washington, D.
C, is now on vacation.
After having enjoyed a two
weeks' vacation at Narragansett
and Newport, M. J. Cullen, managing director of the Palace, Washington, D. C, has returned
to his
work.
,
Bijou,
Richmond,
is
theThetenth
house
in that V^a.,
city to
have soinid equipment installed.
In Danville, Va., the Broadway
has had sound equipment installed ;
the Capitol is dark for the summer
and the cooling system has been
made noiseless at the Rialto.
Lonnie Graves, 75, well known
as a doorman of Richmond, Va.,
theatres, died recently in that city.
The Southside Theatres, Inc.,
of Petersburg. Va., was chartered
recently with $25,000 as an authorized maximum capital. It will establish and operate theatres. M. J.
Friendenburg is president.
Junior McGeehan, publicist for
Loew's, Inc., in Baltimore, has returned from, his vacation.
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Canadian Mgr. Feted
By Brother Mgrs.
WALTER

F. DAVIS, manager of the Metropolitan
Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
received a purse of gold as a token of appreciation from brother
managers in the Famous Players
Canadian Corp., for the extensive
work which he carried out in connection with the recent annual convention of Western managers of
the company in Vancouver.
After 20 years as an exhibitor of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Henry Morton is enjoying a three months tour
of Europe, accompanied by his
wife. Mr. Morton recently sold
his four theatres to Famous Players Canadian Corp.
The Board of Trade of Brandon,
Manitoba, has concluded negotiations for the erection of a new theatre, with talking picture equipment. Plans provide for a seating
capacity of 1,500.
The Ottawa Theatre at Hawkesbury, Ontario, destroyed by fire
early last spring, has been reopened
by L. Senecal with complete sound
equipment, the admission price being raised from 25 to 40 cents.
Manager Joe Franklin of B. F.
Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, who is
also Canadian RKO representative,
had a conference with Joseph
Plunkett at RKO headquarters in
New York City on August 1 to
discuss the future policy of the
Ottawa house and also plans for
the new Radio-Keith-Orpheum of
Canada, Limited.
A. M. Chowell, for many years
projectionist at the Casino Theatre,
Halifax, N. S., was the service engineer of the Northern Electric
Company, who had charge of the
Western Electric installation in the
Casino prior to the recent reopening of the house under the continued direction of R. J. McAdam,
pioneer exhibitor of the Canadian
East.

Theatre
News
From
New England Points
THE
Capitol Theatre at New
Bedford has been taken over
by Publix. This is the first theatre
in New Bedford for Publix and
marks the entrance of one of the
chains into New Bedford for the
first time.
The Cameo Theatre at West Haven, Conn., has been sold by F. G.
Wilson to a Mr. Hess, who plans
some improvements to the theatre.
The Jodoin Theatre at Baltic,
Conn., has been sold by H. Swartz
to A. Fox.
The Majestic Theatre at Hartford has been acquired by the Red
Seal Film Exchange of Boston,
Harry Segal, proprietor, from H.
Tussenbrook.
The Capitol Theatre at Danbury,
Conn., has been sold by the heirs of
S. Taylor to H. Erskine, who has
formed a holding company known
as the Danbury Amusement Co.
Abe Goodside of Springfield,
Mass., and Portland, Me., has disposed of the Capitol Theatre at
Springfield to O. Pike.
The Rialto Theatre at Madawaska. Me., has been sold by a A.
Rinquette to J. Langlois, who will
operate it.
Jack Basch, for many years with

Motion
the Fox exchange in Boston and
recently manager of the Movietone
department for New England, has
resigned to become associated with
the Educational exchange sales
staff in Boston.
Educational Exchange at Boston
under Branch Manager Schlager,
has been completely redecorated
and remodeled.
The Wilmington Theatre at Wilmington, Mass., has been sold by
D. H. Ross to J. Watts.
The Sanford Theatre at Sanford, Me., has been sold by M.
Greeley to Mathiep & Morin.
Both the Strand and Eagle Theatres at Oak Bluffs have been disposed of by M. Berofsky to the
Edgartown Playhouse, Inc.
The E. E. Fulton Equipment Co.
has opened salesrooms on Broadway, Boston, near Piedmont street.
Manager Adams, of the Keith
Theatre at Portland, Me., has reFriday. signed and is succeeded by a Mr.
Fox exchange in Boston has
equipped its projection room with
the latest sound equipment.
Rose Mee, who was assistant
contract clerk at Fox exchange, resigned, is succeeded by Miss Julia
Greening.
Lewis Joseph, who has been associated with the sales force of
Rayart, has joined the Fox sales
force. He fills the vacancy caused
by resignation- of Jack Basch.
Helen Keiley has been appointed
successor to Miss Louise Katz at
the Fox exchange as assistant booker.
Independent Films, Inc., has
changed its name to Columbia Pictures of New England.
Poli's Palace Theatre at Springfield is closed for extensive renovation. Sam Torgan is managing
the house.
The Swan Theatre at East
Brookfield is closed temporarily.
Abe Montague, president of Columbia in New England, with Mrs.
Montague, sailed on the steamship
St. Louis Sunday for a six weeks
tour.
There was small booth fire in
the Hyannis Theatre at Hyannis
recently.
Edward Dobken, poster clerk at
the Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer exchange, has been selected for special
instruction at Hollywood in sound
equipment. Upon his return, he
will be placed in charge of the
service department for sound equipment for M-G-M in New England.
Josephine Nolan, formerly with
Educational, has joined staff of Columbia at Boston.
William Buckley of Laconia motored to Boston for his late summer
buying.
Walter Gillis of Consolidated is
on vacation trip.
I. H. Rogovin, Western Massachusetts representative for Columbia, is covering territory in his new
Buick 1930 Master Six coupe.
George A. Giles of Cambridge
has contracted for a 1,200-seat theatre to be built at Athol, Mass., and
has also contracted for the Athol
Theatre, Edgar S. Hill, owner, to
join the Giles chain upon completion of the new house. A. J. Smith
of Worcester is architect.
Harold C. Pearl has been appointed acting manager of the Capitol Theatre at Springfield, succeeding Walter M. Markle.

The Princess Theatre at Brattleboro, Vt., is being rebuilt by Chas.
Miner.
Steve Fitzgibbons has as student
manager under him at the KeithAlbee in Boston William Rosin of
New York.
John McConville will handle
special exploitation for Publix in
New England.
Frank Hookailo, for many years
manager of the Washington Street
Olympia, has been advanced to
Publix district manager of the
North Shore Theatres. He is succeeded at the Olympia by George
Laby, formerly at the Olympia in
New Haven, who is succeeded at
New Haven by J. Crusin of the
.'Mlyn at Hartford. Edward Cuddy, formerly in charge of the North
Shore, goes to Western Massachusetts.
The Broadway Theatre at
Springfield, leased from Goldstein
Brothers by Publix for a term of
15 vears, is undergoing alterations.
William F. Alden, who petitioned for a permit to erect a second theatre in Needham, Mass.,
was refused petition by selectmen.
The question of permitting erection of a theatre in Brookline, Mass.,
may go on the municipal election
ball next spring, following action
of the selectmen in declining to
sjrant a permit for a theatre to
John F. Flemming.
The Strand Theatre at Providence has started opening its week's
programs on Fridays.
Louis Labine has been appointed
as the new manager of the Capitol
Theatre in Springfield, Mass., succeeding Walter Merkel, following
the acquisition of the playhouse by
Interstate of Boston. The theatre
will be closed until the 17th, during which time it will undergo
complete renovation to the amount
of $50,000.
Mr. Labine was formerly connected with the A'Tetropolitan of
Boston, where he served as assistant manager.
A. E. Hamilton is the new manager of the Publix Broadway Theatre in Springfield, Mass., recently
leased bv Publix from G. B.
The Fox Palace Theatre, Springfield. Mass.. is closed for a period
of 20 days for thorough renovation
and redcroration. The house will
be repainted, upholstered and given
a complete modern dress. During
this quiet interval Manager Samuel
Torgan and his assistant, Oliver
Epps, will get in some scoutiijg for
pictures and vaudeville acts for the
en.suing season. The Palace is the
only vaudeville house in the citv.

K. C. Bids Farewell To
Harry Taylor
FEW
in the a film
industry
have men
acquired
wider
local
friendship than Harry Taylor, Universal branch manager, who also
has gained no small reputation as a
radio singer over WDAF, the
broadcasting station of the Kansas
City Star. When Mr. Taylor, who
has been promoted to the assistant
sales managership of the company's
national organization, left for New
York last week the press notices
and fond farewells were not lacking. He will return to Kansas City
in a few weeks to complete arrangements necessitated by his
leaving Kansas City.

Picture

News

Okla. Antl Texas Notes
From Okla. City
alliance,Oklaho
resadopted
isteriale,
ma a minArdmor
olution expressing disapproval of
Sunday movies and all other Sunday business run or operated for

THE

The Grand Theatre at Cooper,
Texas, is remodeling and will inprofit.stall sound.
The King's Inn Theatre at
Kingsville, Texas, is remodeling
and will install sound.
Construction work of the fiftyfourth theatre of the Griffith
Amusement Co. chain, at Hobart,
Okla., will start immediately. The
new theatre will cost around $60,000. The Griffith company operates
theatres in all of the larger towns
in the state, and several in the
Texas panhandle.
The Yucca Theatre at Midland,
Texas, will be opened soon.
R. L. McCoy, First National
traveler at Oklahoma City for the
past five years, has been employed
by Vitaphone for sales work over
the entire state.
Unknown persons put foreign
substance in cooling system of the
Arcadia Theatre at Tvler, Texas,
causing audience considerable discomfort and illness. Reward of
$1,000 has been offered for apprehension of guilty persons.
Harry T. Peebles, Columbia
manager at Dallas, has gone to
Hollywood for business trip.
Following lead set by theatres,
the Goldstein-Migel department
store at Waco, Texas, has installed
a Carrier Air Washer equipment.
Gene Martin will open a new
theatre at Sherman, Texas, soon in
opposition to Robb & Rowley.
The Arcadia Theatre at Tyler,
Texas, has been remodeled and has
installed a late model Carrier Air
Washer cooling system.
E. C. Leeves, recently resigned
as Pathe manager at Dallas, is in
New York on business trip.

6 Of Milwaukee Chain
Theatres Wired
SIXCircuit's
of the local
Milwaukee
theatres Theatre
opened
with Western
Electric equipment.
Charles Koehler succeeds P. K.
Bruce as assistant to the manager
at the Milwaukee Fox exchange.
Meyer Cahn, previously with Universal exchange, is now Fox booker.
Out-of-town exhibitors to visit
Milwaukee last week included Art
Desormeaux of Madison, Charles
Guedson of Stoughton, Julius
Lamm and Sam Abraham of Kensoha, Tom Smith of Prairie du
Chi en.
The Shorewood Theatre was
purchased by Edda Weisner from
O. L. Gallrup. Mr. Wiesner has
appointed his brother, Harold, manager of the Shorewood.
A marriage of interest to folk in
the film business occurred this
week when Miss Feme Loomis and
A. C. Dumond were married. Miss
Loomis is managing the Red Seal
exchange and Mr. Dumond is manager of the Garden.
W. W. Warren has been appointed manager of the Strand and
Merrill Theatres, Milwaukee, to
succeed William E. Mick.
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May Convert Club In
Tampa Into Theatre
CASEY is considering
HV.
• the opening of the Fon
Lee Club on Howard avenue,
Tampa, as a movie house, in connection with the cabaret feature.
The club is just at the edge of the
city and the section is thickly
settled.
The Rialto, Tampa, is billed to
reopen about the 15th of August
with musical shows, which were
once very popular there.
Ralphe Phillips, manager of the
Rialto Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.,
is seriously ill, having been away
from the office several days this
week.
,
. Bob Mitchell, organist-manager
at the Riverside, Jacksonville,
neighborhood house, continues to
bring 'em in by his plugging methods. Bob uses his own radiocasts
to plug programs, ala RKO.
The Latin residents of Tampa
are making great preparations for
the entertainment of Lupe Valez,
the screen star, during her stay in
Tampa while making a new alltalking picture, which is to be produced at Rocky Point, on Old
Tampa Bay, early in September,
under the direction of Henry King,
for United Artists - Inspiration.
Plans have been made for an elaborate Spanish fiesta night with all
arrayed in typical Spanish costumes.
Universal gave a trade showing
at the Polk Theatre, Lakeland,
28th, at 9 a. m. InSunday, July
vitations were sent all exhibitors
through the southern portion of the
State and it brought out a record
crowd. Following the showing a
luncheon was provided by the company at the Thelma Hotel and over
60 guests were entertained there.
The Casino Theatre, in Ybor
City, operated by the Spanish Club,
has closed for the Summer. Several changes in the auditorium have
been suggested by Manager Arozamena, which will be acted upon at
the next meeting of the directors.

W.F.Toops, Kentucky
Exhibitor, Dead
THE many friends of Mr. W.
F. Toops of the American
Theatre at Bowling Green, Ky.,
will regret to learn of his death,
which occurred last Tuesday. He
had been ill for some time. Funeral services were conducted from
the home on East Chestnut Street
Thursday afternoon, with burial
at Fairview cemetery.
The Strand Theatre in Louisville, Ky., has had its foyer and
lobby repainted during the past
week and a cooling system, which
has not been in use during this
season, has been gone over and
put in perfect working order. The
management also has removed 48
seats in the rear of the house.
Brady Brown, formerly publicity man for the Rialto and Mary
Anderson theatres in Louisville,
Ky., has been made manager of
Fox's
Wash. Colonial Theatre at Tacoma,
W. M. Dresel, manager of the
Towers Theatre in Louisville, Ky.,
celebrated his thirty-eighth birthda- anniversary last Thursday.
L. E. McHatton, of the Duncan
Theatre at Falmouth, Ky., was a

visitor to the Louisville exchange
last w^eek.
The Maxton Theatre at Maxton,
N. C, closed since a fire there
some time ago, opens August 12
under the management of A. Tola,
who has remodeled the house and
has installed sound equipment. He
operated a theatre at Spencer, N.
C, several years, ago.
Flashing a gun on the cashier of
the Colonial Theatre, WinstonSalem, N. C, last Monday night,
a hold-up man made off with the
day's receipts, about $500. The
robber escaped in an automobile
which he had left with the motor
running at the curb.
The Paramount will be the name
of Montgomery's newest theatre,
now under construction at Montgomery and Molton Streets. The
palatial structure was to have been
called The Hoxey, in honor of
Hoxey C. Farley, director of the
Montgomery, . Ala., Publix theatres. Mr. Farley, however, modestly declined accepting the honor.
The building is to be about 80
by 200 feet and will have a seating capacity of 1,499. Plans for
its erection were started several
years ago. It was largely promoted through Meyer & Engel,
real estate firm of Birmingham, in
cooperation with the Gunter-Nicrosi Real Estate firm of Montgomery, in obtaining long time
leases. It is to be owned by a corporation known as Birmont Theatres, Inc.
Mrs. M. T. Brown has taken
over the Iris Theatre at Belmont,
N. C, from L. E. Rose, change
effective July 29.
The Carolina Theatre at Orangeburg, S. C, formerly operated by
Carolinian Theatres, Inc., is now
being operated by Pastime Amusement Co.
A. B. Huff is operating the Oasis
and Grand Theatres at Kinston,
N. C, formerly under management of the Liberty Amusement
Co.
The Playhouse Theatre at Bennettsville, S. C, has been transferred from H. McLaurin to
George B. Jendrickson, change
made as of July 22.
H. B. Cook is again operating
the Kershaw Theatre at Kershaw,
S. C.
F. A. Abbott has taken over the
Broadway Theatre at West Asheville, N. C, formerly operated by
M. Buchanan.
Among
Charlotte's
Film
Row visitors
this weekto were
U. K.
Rice, of the Colonial at WinstonSalem ; Jack Frost, of the Carolina at Winston-Salem ; W. D.
Scars, of the Palace at Taylorsville; D. Holt, of the Troy at
Troy ; W. E. Stewart of the Pastime and Westmore at Concord,
and Jerry Simpson, of the Ideal
and Lyric at Gastonia.
Bert Hollowell, manager of the
Empire Theatre. Birmingham, Ala.,
who is in Florida recuperating
from a serious illness, is reported
well along the road to recovery.
J. W. Peck, Sr., of the First
National and American Theatres
at Sylacauga, Ala., visited Birmingham the past week. He recently completed a synchronization device which he now uses in
the First National Theatre.
Mack Jackson, popular theatre
operator of Alexander City, Ala.,
has recently completed a swing
around the territory, during which

he
investigated sound picture conditions.
The Gypsy Theatre at Lafayette,
Ala., will present sound pictures
as a regular feature.
Another house which, it is reported, will soon begin a sound
policy, is the Roxy, at Anniston,
Ala. This house is under the direction of J. C. Wells, and managed by Carl Bausch.
During the past week a resolution was presented to the City
Counc'l of Troy, Ala., objecting to
the presentation of Sunday motion
pictures, but action was deferred
when the resolution failed to secure unanimous support. This ff',1lowcd the announcement made by
Glenn Crouch, who operates two
theatres in Troy, that he would
present Sunday shows in compliance with requests from a large
number
of citizens of Troy and
Pike County.
In Homewood, a suburb of Birmingham, the Homewood Theatre
has now presented Sunday shows
for the past three weeks, following
announcement by W. P. McNcel,
manager.
loseph Goldberg, former exh'bitor and exchange exploitation
man. has returned to Big Feature
Rights. Louisville, Ky., as e.xploiteer. O. S. Barrett has been
annointed sales manager. Ken
Kiinbel has resigned as booker to
accept a position as exploitation
man for a new ballroom openinpr
in Louisville.
J' c Wheeler, who formerly operated theatres at Montgomery, Ala.,
and Cedartown, Ga., has opened
the Liberty at Pratt City, Ala.
While Col. Harrv E. Long,
manager of Loew's State Theatre,
Louisville. Kv., is on his vacation.
Charles R. Katz, of Pittsburgh,
will be in charge of the theatre.
The new theatre under construction at Hartselle, Ala., sirapidly
nearing completion.
The Plaza, pruicinal negro movie
house in Little Rock, Ark., on
August 5 will become the first
sound-equipned house for colored
natrons in Arkansas. It will be a
Moviephone installation. The
house is operated bv .A.rkansas
.Amusement Enterprises, headed by
M. A. Lightman, with headquarters in Memphis.
The DeWitt Theatre, DeWitt,
.^rk., now has sound p'ctures, following a recent Movietone installation, Ray Wilson operates
the house.
Mrs. A. C. Pattie, of the Grand
Theatre, at Frankfort. Kv., was a
w^cek.
visitor to Louisville Film Row this
.A. film blaze cost aproximatcly
S450 in damage, plus loss of seven
reels of film, when the celluloid
strip
Loew's Milan,
Milan,caught
Tenn., fire
lastin Saturday
night.
The flames, however, were confined to the projection room, and
there was no damage in the theatre. Nathan L. Lowe is operator
of the theatre, which was constructed late in 1928.
Lowe this week was facing his
first competition in many months
from J. E. McGuire, former operator of the Criterion, who has reopened the old house.
M. L. Simmons, formerly of the
M-G-M Milwaukee branch, has
been named office manager and
booker in the M-G-M Memphis
office. He takes the place left vacant in May when H. T. Spears

New Outdoor Theatre
In Central Penn Opens
End Park,
Mahaney
was
ANEW
outdoor
theatreCity,
in East
completed for use on July 25, under the management of Ted Jones.
A three-foot flood in the cellar
of the Star Theatre, McClure, near
Sunbury, recently caused damage
to the extent of several hundred
dollars.
The work of installing Western
Electric Movietone-Vitaphone apparatus in the Lion Theatre, Red
Lion, York county, at an expenditure of $15,000, was completed
about August 1. With the adoption
of "talkies" the theatre inaugudaily. rated a policy of holding matinees
A Pennsylvania charter of incorporation has been granted at the
capitol at Harrisburg, to the Stevens Amusement Service, Inc., of
Stevens, Pa. Authorized capital
stock is $5,000. Treasurer is A. C.
Fleckenstein, Lititz, Pa. Incorporators are: H. K. Fausnacht, Stevens ;J. W. Fausnacht, Stevens,
and Earl F. Rebman, Lancaster.
Harry A. Scheurmann, of the
Scheurmann Theatre, East
Stroudsburg, recently took as his
bride Mrs. Louis Uann Raunsavelli,
of Scranton. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. P. K. Emmons, of the Westminster Presbyterian church, Scranton.
The College Theatre, South
Bethlehem, has a new manager in
the person of A. D. Lorenzo, who
formerly managed the State Theatre, in that city, for the Wilmer
& Vincent interests.
Peter Magaro, pioneer motion
picture theatre operator of Harrisburg, recently returned home
after
Europe.a visit of several months in
A plate glass window in the Hollywood Theatre, Pottsville, was
smashed when a parked car ran
down hill.
The Colonial Theatre, Allentown,
part of the Wilmer & Vincent circuit, has changed its policy from
playing Keith vaudeville to programs of tabs and talkies.
Recent improvements in the
Lion Theatre, Red Lion, Pa., managed by Walter J. Rothensies, include the installation of a new Delite screen.
resigned to become a partner in
the Commercial Employment
Agency. M. L. Basse, who has
held the post for the past two
desk.
months, returns to the cashier's
The

Ritz, Memphis, neighborhood house, now boasts sount\
equipment, following completion of
a Pacent installation last week.
The Ritz is run by William
Shapiro.
Mrs. Alma A. Walton, secretary
of the Memphis Film Board of
Trade, is spending tlie week in
New York.
Loew's Strand, Memphis, this
week did its first broadcasting of
talking pictures over WREC,
Hotel Peabody, Thursday night of
last week.
The Mingo Theatre, Amory,
Miss., has been sold to Owen &
Hagen by K. H. Oliver, it is reported. The Dixie, Greenwood,
Miss., has been sold by A. Kantor
to E. E. Vaughn, it is reported.
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New St. Louis Branch
For Tiffany-Stahl
NEW

c|iiartcrs for Tiffany Pictures are bcinnr constructed in
the 3200 block on Olive street by
Frank Yawitz, prominent St. Louis
real estate operator and capitalist.
The new exchange building will be
two stories and will be ready for
occupancy about December 1.
The Robinson Realty & Investment Co. of Robinson, 111., has
awarded the general contract for
their new theatre to L. and W.
Shoernekau of Robinson. The
building will be one story with basement and about 50 by 14.S feet.
Complete it will cost about $50,000.
Bids were closed August 6 on
the construction of a new theatre
at Hobart, Okla., for the Griffith
Amusement Co. of Oklahoma City.
The plans call for a one story,
basement, balcony and mezzanine.
The building will be 50 by 150 feet.
Harold Gimeno of Norman, Okla.,
is the architect.
Gus Kerasotas, of Springfield,
111., was a visitor of the week.
Skouras A stock was considerably lower on the St. Louis Stock
Exchange during the week ending
on August 3, a decline of seven
points being record on one day.
The last quotation for the week
was $30 bid compared with a recent high point of $51.25.
St. Louis Amusement A closed
at $20 bid. One hundred shares of
this stock changed hands during
the week, while but thirty shares
of Skouras A was sold on the exchange.
Skouras Brothers Missouri Theatre having definitely committed
itself to an all-sound .picture policy
entered upon that basis August 3.
The St. Louis, Grand and Delmar boulevards, has been selected
for the advance showing of all Radio-Keith-Orpheum feature pictures. ^
Harry Rose, the last of the Missouri Theatre's Master of Ceremonies, has moved on to Philadelphia, where he will appear at one
of the Warner Brothers theatres
now under the management of William Goldman.

News Items From The
Seattle Movie Rialto
JOSEPH
PLUNKETT, general manager of Radio-KeithOrpheum theatres ; Milton
Schwarzold, general amusement
director for the Orpheum vaudeville circuit; and Harry Singer,
Pacific Coast manager for R-K-O,
were visitors at Manager William
A. Hartung's
Seattle
um Theatre last
week. New OrpheRay Jones, assistant manager
and director of piiblicity for Louis
Golden's Fox Theatre, resigned
that position last week and on
August 1 became afTiliated with
Foster & Kleiser, Coast-wide outdoor poster concern.
John Hamrick. president of the
Blue Mouse and Music Box circuits in Seattle, Tacoma and Portland, left Seattle last week for the
latter city to supervise
the re-

UNIFORMS

modeling and redecorating of his
Blue Mouse Theatre there. Approximately $50,000 will be spent
on every branch of the house prior
to the reopening scheduled for the
latter part of August.
The Superior Court of the State
of Washington last week granted
John Danz, of Sterling Chain
Theatres, Inc., a temporary restraining order to prevent picketing by union sympathizers in front
of Danz' Winter Garden Theatre,
because the house employs nonunion janitors, projectionists and
musicians.
Bruno Hollenbeck, owner of the
Rose Theatre, in Sumas, will soon
become an exhibitor in Bellingham,
if reports on Seattle Film Row
are true. It is rumored there that
Hollenbeck has an option on a
small Bellingham house which he
plans to open soon.
Jack Anderson, former booker
of Manager
Aparton's
tle Universal Mat
exchange,
last Seatweek
was promoted to a sales position
in the Omaha "U" office. He has
been replaced here by T. Hackley.
Ben Fish, of Metro-GoldwynMayer and George Ballentine, of
Fox, were Seattle managers who
were out of town this week.
Manager Bob Blair, of the Publix Seattle Theatre, last week was
host to a number of high officials
in his company. Included in the
visiting group were Charles Kurtzman, newly-appointed Pacific Coast
manager of Publix houses on his
first trip to this city ; Herman
Wobber, head of Publix houses ;
Jack Merrick, general sales manager for Paramount Famous Lasky
Corp., and Mike Lewis, Western
division manager of the same concern. The quartet arrived from
Portland, where they completed the
deal for the purchase of the Hippodrome Theatre.
Two more Northwest exhibitors
announced plans to install sound
equipment within the coming few
weeks. The first was F. W. Graham, who will put RCA equipment
in his Graham Theatre at Shelton.
And then John Danz of Sterling
Chain Theatres in Seattle, who will
equip his downtown Florence Theatre with Vitaphone and Movietone.
Jack Sullivan, manager of the
Seattle Columbia Film exchange,
returned to his office last week
after a vention
trip
his company's conin Losto Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Grombacher,
theatre managers of Spokane and
the Eastern Washington territory,
spent a short time in Seattle last
week en route to British Columbia.
Universal's Arabian Theatre,
headquarters for the Universal
Chain Theatres, Inc., under the
personal management of Ted Gamble, opened with its first sound
film last week.
William Winship, manager of
the Paramount Famous Lasky exchange in Portland, spent a few
days here last week with Manager
Neal East at the Seattle branch.
Golf enthusiasts from Seattle
Film Row and from theatres over
the territory are busy shining up
their clubs this week in anticipation of the annual Film Golf TourFOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

nament which will be held this
week at the Everett Golf and Country Club early in August.
Last Monday witnessed the opening of the new Vitaphone exchange
on Film Row, with Bob Hill of
Warner Brothers as manager and
Guy Maxey assistant. The office
is completely equipped with records
and scores for all Vitaphone pictures. Frances Davidson is inventory clerk, Craig Turner, of Warner Bros., is poster department
manager, and Ethyl McAlaster of
Chicago is si)ecial Vitaphone biller.
Morris Sadick, manager of the
Star and Florence Theatres in John
Danz's Sterling Chain Theatres
group, left last week for a two
weeks' vacation.
H. Hembold, former sales representative for United Artists in the
Denver territory, arrived in Seattle
last week and will assume the same
position at Manager D. J. McNernev's local U. A. branch office.

Warners Will Rename
Pittsburgh
Theatre
nce that
S soonannou
WARNER
the
to change
they are
name of the Million-Dollar Grand
in downtown Pittsburgh to the
,
Warner.
Pittsburgh vacationists include :
Jean Viviano, Pathe ; Josephine
Grove, Independent Display ;
Charles Brosman, Pathe ; Newton
Williams, National Theatre Supply ;Margaret Rice, Pathe ; Irvin
Turner, Superior Motion Picture
Supply ; Edna Feigenbaum, Pathe ;
Marcella Boden, Superior.
Recent exhibitor visitors : Wm.
Blatt, Patton; Mr. Bell, Fayette
City ; Al Nordquist, Galeton ; B. E.
Cupler, Washington, and William
Gray, Monongahela.
James Bahmer has resigned as
manager of the Warner Enright
Theatre in East Liberty, to assume
management of the Harris Theatre
in Butler. He is succeeded at the
Enright by H. Lorence.
Livingstone Lanning, manager of
Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh, is back
from his vacation' spent near Boston. Lanning brought back photographs of big fish which he
caught.
Joseph Kaliski, Educational manager, had an exciting experience recently when he was a passenger on
a train which was wrecked.. Joe
was unhurt.
Four Pittsburgh public parks are
to have movies each Sunday evening during the summer. The plans
have been perfected by Mayor
Kline. When« City Council refused
to furnish funds, subscriptions were
made by prominent citizens. Films,
machines, operators, services, etc.,
are donated free of charge.
John H. Harris, of the Harris
Amusement Co., is vacationing in
California. Johnny bought a new
Packard to make the trip.
Following theatre changes are
announced : J. B. Simon buys the
Grand, Johnstown, from George
Panagatocas ; Milton Frank sells
the Crescent, Mahoningtown, to
Tony Pcretta, John Perretta and
Joe Ryan ; Evelyn P. Ward takes
over the LeBouef, Waterford.

COSTUMES
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General Trade

Briefs

From Frisco's Row
A 7-lady
POUND
entered handsome
the home of young
Algr.
Nat Holt of the California Theatre, recently. She has been given
the name of !Miss Jacquil.
E. A. Anderson, who has been
connected with many theatres for
the past few years, has been made
assistant manager of the California Theatre.
Santa Cruz Theatre has opened
under the management of Golden
States Theatres. Fulco furnished
all booth and house equipment for
the job. ,
Jack Edwards, well known in
theatrical and newspaper circles,
has returned to the theatre game.
Edwards has just been appointed
advertising and publicity manager
for the Golden State Circuit for
Santa Cruz and Monterey, and has
already entered upon his new duties.
Sol Levis of the Strand Theatre,
San Francisco, is a very busy man
these days, installing film heads for
the reproduction of sound-on-fihn
on the two Fulco projectors he recently installed in his projection
room at the Strand.
The name Cliff Work and the
name Orpheum in San Francisco
have become almost synonomous.
Cliff Work means Orpheum, and
Orpheum means Work. That old
landmark on O'Farrell street is no
lon<5:er to be the home of Orpheum
attractions. These acts will now
play the Golden Gate Theatre. Cliff
Work will now be manager of that
theatre.
Paul Bush returned from a trip
to Los Angeles
ness very good,
tional help in
branch.
The Fairfax

and reports businecessitating addithe Los Angeles
Theatre, Oakland,

is rapidly nearing completion under the supervision of C. W. Burchett.
Lou atres
Rosenberg
of visitor
Principalto Thewas a recent
San
Francisco.

2 Changes In Omaha
Exchange Circles
heads
in exchang
havechanges
been made
in eOmaha.
Two
G. W. Taif of Chicago has succeeded W. C. Brimmer as manager of the First National Branch.
Mr. Brimmer will be exchange
manager. for his coinpany in Minneapolis
C.
same
place

E.
Columb'a tomanager, hasGregory,
been transferred
the
position at St. Louis. His
taken by Lee Durhamhas
of St.been
Louis.

W'ith a near record vote cast,
approximating 2,100. York, Neb.,
voted in favor of Sunday movies
on July 16. An unoffic'al check
showed a majority of 107 for
Sunday shows, though about 80
mail votes were not included in
this count.
Many women went to the polls
and electioneering was much in
evidence.
York has heretofore
"blue" towns.
been considered one of the state's

BROOKS
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New York
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
GO-GETTER SHOWMAN of proven ability desires connection with circuit
or independent house. Thoroughly experienced manager
in pictures and vaudeville.
Unquestionable references to
character and ability. Will
go anywhere. Showman,
Box 585, Motion Picture
News, 729 7th Ave., New
York City.
A

Wanted
WANTED: One Duplex
Printing Machine. State
price and condition and
where same can be seen for
inspection. Address Pathe
Exchange, Inc., Bonn d
Brook, N. J.— Tel. Bound
Brook 90.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.
FOR SALE : Two complete
Simplex machines, now r\;nning, excellent condition.
$225 each complete with ^
h. p. A.C. motors, also D.C.
motors. Galli-Curci Theatre,
Margaretville, New York.
FOR SALE : Only theatre
in Pennsyh'ania town of 2,500. Fifteen miles from nearest competition. 425 seats;
modern equipment includes
latest "MeUaphone" soundon-disc installation. Small
cash investment required.
Theatre has earning record.
Ideal. Box 590, Motion Picture News, 729 7th Ave., New
York City.

Yegg Fails In Attempt
To Rob Portland House
increasing number of atAN
tempts have been made to rob
the box offices of the Portland,
Ore., down town first run theatres.
Another such attempt was made
at 9 :40 p. m. on the United Artists Theatre, when the would-be
robber handed a note through the
wicket to the cashier.
Before John Collins, the 6>^foot doorman hardly grasped
its significance the robber was at
his side and hissed "Hand over the
money or I'll blow your head ofif
with this bottle of nitro-glycerine,"
meanwhile exhibiting a half-pint
bottle of fluid.
Collins parried with him "Go and
get the money if you wish." Meanwhile he slipped to the entrance,
motioned to the usher, who called
to a policeman who was inside, and
arrested the bandit.

Atlanta Suburb
Will
Have New Theatre

Tiffany - Stahl's
Salt
Lake Branch Opened

Rohs' Theatre, Cynthiana; Virginia Theatre, Somerset, Ky. ; Rialto,
Kenmore,
O., and the Grand,
Massilon,
O.

HANSON, general
OSCAR
sales manager of TiffanyStahl, announces that the Salt Lake
City office has been opened and is
situated at 250 East 1st South
street.
E. K. Taylor, manager of a
string of theatres in western Montana, was called from his bed last

It is rumored that Warner Bros,
are interested with the Van Sweringen's in a new theatre to be built
as one of the units of the new
Terminal project on the Public

week to help a "tourist" recover a
lost parcel, upon which he found
himself to be the victim of a robber, who, after binding and gagging the manager, secured the keys
and the combination of the safe
from which he took about $450.
Work has just been begun relative to the removing of the old Ely
Theatre building on Aultman street
of Ely, Nevada, preparatory to the
construction of a new brick block
which will cover the lots now occupied by the old theatre building.
Wilford Williams of the Victory
Theatre at Kemmerer, Wyoming,
was among recent exhibitors visiting the Salt Lake Film Row.
Stanley Rich of the Rich Theatre at Montpelier, Idaho, was also
conferring with Salt Lake branch
managers during the past few days,
on the new product.
The Star Theatre at Payson, operated by Manager Huish, reports
satisfactory installation of the
Qualitone Sound device.

Pacent
Makes
Initial
Cleveland
Installation
THE first Pacent sound on film
attachment in the Cleveland
territory has been installed in the
Commodore Theatre, Cleveland,
and opened last Friday. Commodore Theatre belongs to Messrs.
Lcfkowitz, Polster and Greenberger. Maurice Lebensburger, field
sales manager for Pacent, has issued an invitation to all theatre
owners in this territory to be his
guest at a hearing of this installation.
John R. Cox, of the Oliver Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,
while attending the Rocky Mountain exhibitors convention, sold the
Oliver Reproducers and arranged
with the Electric Sound Corporation of Rainelle, W. Va., for the
sales and distribution of the Oliver
Reproducer in the southeast territory. The Oliver Reproducer was
designed by E. E. Oliver of the
Oliver Motion Picture Supply Co.
and is furnished either with or
without a synchronous motor as
demanded.
Edward P. Casanave has discontinued his affiliations with MoviePhone, and is now selling the Oliver Reproducer in this territory.
W. N. Skirboll, Columbia manager under the old franchise system, is at his home on Wellington
Road, Cleveland Heights, recovering from a minor operation.
Recent Pacent installations in the
Cleveland territory include the following theatres : Capitol, Delphos ;

ed
week,
last
revealand
plans ome
G ato hands
RDIN
ACCO
well equipped community theatre
is to be built at Buckliead, a suburb
of Atlanta. It is reported that
investment.
00 will be represented in the
$120,0
Construction, which is being:
financed by some of the leading
business men of Buckhead, will
get under way the first part of
September. The theatre will be
located on the Roswell Road, m
the heart of the business district.
Although details of the plans,
which are being prepared by Daniel
& Beutell, architects, have not
been completed, the building will
be of Spanish type, two stories in
height and will have an arcade
leading to the theatre auditorium.
Space for six stores is included in
the specifications.
E. L. Cole, secretary of the Atlanta Film Board of Trade, returned this week from a brief vacation spent at Murphy, N. C.
J. A. Xydias, of Perfect Talking
Pictures of Hollywood, Cal., visited Atlanta this week and conferred with Thomas A. Branon,
president of Eltabran Film Co.
The Rialto Theatre, Columbus,
Ga., has recently inaugurated its
low-price summer policy, the public being invited to attend at 25
. cents admission. The Royal Theaanother
thea Roy
E. Martintre,
chain,
nowofhas
new manager,

Square.
Hartley T. Palmer, one time
mayor of Fairport, and theatre
owner of Fairport, was killed instantly last Friday night when his
automobile was struck by a train
at Bairstown Crossing, near North
Baltimore, Ohio.
Trustees of the Madison Townshipbuilding
Soldiers'last
and week
Sailors'
Memo-a
rial
approved
plan designed to finance the rebuilding of the Madison Theatre,
Mansfield, O.
The Photo Sound Holding and
Operating Co., of Cincinnati, has
acquired the Denver Hotel Property, in Maysville, Ky., on which
it will build a theatre within the
next few months.
Interstate Engineering Co., Cleveland, distributors of Creatone, disc
sound reproducer, made by the
Deca Disc Mfg. Co., of Waynesburg, Pa., has moved its offices
from the Film Exchange Bldg. to
1223 St. Clair avenue.
Louis Baer and Louis Greenberg, both newcomers in the local
exhibition field, have purchased the
Clark National Theatre, Cleveland,
from J. Bakoski. The new owners plan to keep it a silent house.
M. A. Malaney, publicity manager for the Cleveland Loew houses,
has returnedtrip.from a two weeks'
automobile
Fred Desberg, former general
manager of the Cleveland Loew
houses,
has been definitely
located
in Paris.
,
The Sorg Theatre, Middletown,
operated by Theodore Chifos, has
installed sound equipment, and
opened with sound policy on
.August 4th. The new Strand at
Middletown will also be wired for
sound.
A. J. Cooper has returned to
Ashtabula as proprietor of the
Harbor Theatre after an absence
of ten years. Ten years ago
Cooper operated the Lyric and C-It
Theatres. He left to operate a
chain of houses in Wisconsin.
Henry McWilliams, lately of the
Brooklyn Publix staff, has been
transferred to the Toledo, O., staff
as publicity agent.
Bucyrus, O., soon will have a
1,500-seat talking picture house to
be built by the Moose lodge at a
cost of $250,000. Tenants in the
building now on the site have been
given 30 days in which to move.
Despite protests of the city ministerial association, two movie theatres in Mt. Vernon, O., are being
operated on Sundays.
Saturday receipts of $1,600 were
taken by robbers who worked two
combinations on safes in the office
of the Palace Theatre, at Marion,
O., owned by Publix.

Herbert
Rountree.
While in Atlanta last week, O.
C. Lam, of Rome Enterprises, announced that the DeSota Theatre,
which his company will operate
at Rome, Ga., will open next Monday. The DeSota has a seating
capacity of about 1,200. It will
show talking pictures. Western
Electric equipment having been installed.
Visitors from out-of-town to
the Atlanta exchanges last week
included the following :
O. C. Lam, of the Rome Enterprises, of Rome, Ga. ; Roy Martin,
who owns and operates the Martin
theatres in Columbus, Ga. ; Earl
Fain, operator of the Palace Theatre, Leesburg, Fla., and the Grand
Theatre
at Lake City, Fla. ; W.
D. Herchensohn, who operates the
Ritz Theatre at Albany, Ga. ; Dick
Ford, a member of Fox's Atlanta
branch personnel ; H. E. Rowntree, who is associated with the
Martin theatres at Columbus, Ga. ;
G. L. Wynne, of the Ritz Theatre
at Newnan, Ga. ; C. W. Smith,
operator of the Rabun Theatre at
Clayton, Ga.
R. K. Barney, a member of Universal's accounting department, resigned last week to accept a position in Kansas City, Mo.
C. L. Peavey, Atlanta branch
manager for RKO, spent last week
traveling North Georgia and South
Carolina.
Mrs. Evelyn Copeland, of First
National's personnel, is visiting in
Washington, D. C, on her vacation.
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
m short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as inform.ation on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"

•ntie

Length
AMKINO
Reviewed

ftellta (Revolt of the Robots).
Flames of the Volga
In Old Siberia (Katorga). ...
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchanko
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Star
.Russian Cast
. Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coming
Title
Arsenal
General Line, The. ..

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

Date
23 .
30 .
20 .
19 .
9. .
11..
13 .
10. .
1..
18. .

.2900
.7000
6500
.7000
.6800
.5600
.7000

feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.July 27

.6500 feet
.6500 feet

Attractions
Rel. Date

Star

Length
•

Reviewed
^

Her Way

Man With a Camera.
New Babylon

Title

■■■■■.
8000 feet

Russian Cast

COLUM BI A
E-r ATiiDfC
FEATUKLb
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Star

•tlBachelor Girl, The
Loqan-oolller-Todd
Behind Closed Doors
Valll-Glass
•tJDonovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holt-Revler
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
♦tSFall of Eve (A. T.)
Miller-Stanley-Prouty
•tSFather and Son
Holl-Revler-McBan
(Silent Version)
•t§Lone Wolfs Daughter (D)
Lytell-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revler
Kprry-Eilers
•tTrlal Marriage.
(Silent Version)
.
Hersholt-Basquette
*tiYounger Generation (D).
(Silent Version)

Coming

Title

-^ ■
24 . . .5897 feet
,,
.7200 feet..
11
.5800 feet..
18
.5651 feet
2
5
5
18
18
1
10
10
4.
4.

April

6

June 22
feet. .. .June 8
feet
feet ..Mar. 8
feet
feet . . May 25
feet
feet
feet
Mar. 23
feet

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

SHORTS
Rel.

star

Date

*t5At a Talkie Studio (A. T.) (D.). . .Buddy Doyle
26 Subjects released twice a month
•nColumbia-Vlclor Gems (D)
.. Bergman-Manning
•tiFallina Stars lA. T.) (D)
.*t5Jaiit
(/C t!)
D.. .Frank
. . .".
•'' Garclbanero
-ouse Blues
- The
- T.)
-■
-.
-•Crumlt.
- (A.
(D.)
Mannie
Smith
*1§Memorics lA. T.) (D.)
Murpny-Morrison
•tjMy Wile (A. T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
•tjoid Man Trouble (Di
Jules Beldsoe
*1§Parlor Pest (A. T.) (D.)
Belly Combe
•tjSnappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
Nan Blackstone
•t {Talking Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
•tJTalklng Screen Snapshot
Novelty
♦tJTalklng Screen Snapshots

.. .6439
..6903
.6339
.6214
. 5671
. 6639
.6506
.8217
7394

.Mar. 30

Attractions

Title
Star
*t§Broadway Hoofer, The (A. T.) . . . Jack Egan
♦t§Broadway Scandals of 1930 (A. T.). Special Cast
.Belle Baker..
»t}Cradle of Jazz The (A. T.).Holt-Graves.
"
ttSFIIghl
,
w
."""■'iJl^^*' D K lli;
•tSFIyIng'g VMarine.
The
Lyon-Mason-Robards
*t§Hurricane (A. T.)
John Mack Brown
*t§Ladiesof the Evening (A. T.)
*t§Last of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
Bert Lytell
Light Fingers
Kelth-Revier
»t§Melody Man. The
•iJRoad to Broadway, The
*t§Sisters (A. T.)
O'Day-O'Neill . . . .
♦tSSong of Love (A. T.)
Belle Baker

SOUND

Feb.
. „
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Novelty

Length

Reviewed

"

June 8
June 8
June 15
June 8
:

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June

1 reel

July 13

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Air Derby
Aunde's Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol. The
Contented Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
Fake Flappers
Flier, The
Four Wheel Brakes
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Heller Skelter..
Her BIq Ben
.
Her Gift Night.
Honey moonlacs
Hoi Spo.ts
Hot Times
Household Blue*

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al Alt
Adrlenne Oore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher- Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Gene Stone
Billy Dale
Monty Collins
"
Colllns-Dont
Al St. John
Collins-Dent

* Meant gynehromzti score,

Rel.
Jan.
Feb.
Julie
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
May
July
Aug.
May
June

Date
8. .
17. .
2. .
27. .
17. .
24..
28
21
24.
27.
18.
3.
7.
24
13
28 .
16. .
10 .
19..
28. ,
11..
28.
2. .

f Mtan$ ioani effects.

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2reeis
.1 reel

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Aug. 3
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.
April
Aug.

3
30
30
30
16
25
2
20
3

May 11
June 1

ReLDate
April 21 .

Jan.
July
May
Mar.
May
Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.
May
Feb.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
Aug.
June
Mar.
May

6
21 . .
S .
24 .
5.
13..
14 .
19. .
20 .
24. .
19. .
24..,
20. ..
21 . . .
30 .
10. .
3 ..
23. ..
4 .
30. .
17 . . .
5. . .

''"''"6 •" Expire
TopSpeed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys

Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.

247.... .
13...
16...
16..
13. . .
10. . .

Wise Wimmin

Gene
Al Alt Stone
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins

Jerry Drew

ALL-TALKIE
Title

Mar. 31 . . .

♦tSWhIrls and BangI
Girls (F&D)
*t§2ip!Booml
(F& D)

Length
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed
Mar IB
Mar. 30

2 reels
2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.11 reel
reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels

July
April
April
Mar.
Feb.
July
May
Dec
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June
Mar.
Mar.

.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

June 19
Dec 19
Jan. 12

.1 reel
.2 reels

1.1
13
13
16
2
13
18
15
25
25
2
2
20
13
19
30
17
3
IS
30
36

July 13

May 25

SHORTS

Star

»t§Ask Dad (F& D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Clyde-Hill-Dent
*t§Bees' Buzz. The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
*t§Big Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhaill-HIII
*t§Bride's Relations, The (F& D).. Burke-Gribbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F& D)
Johnny Burke
*tiBuying a Gun (A. T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Cold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
*t§Constabule, The (F & D)
Clyde-Hili-Gribbon
*t}Crazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*t|Don'f Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t jEllglble Mr. Bangs, The (F & D) . . E. E. Horton
*t§Fire Proof (F& D)
Lupino Lane
*tfGirl Crazy (F & D)
Clyde-Bennett
*t5HisBaby Daze (A. T.) (F & D)... Lloyd Hamilton
*t5HisBig Minute (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Jazz Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
*t§Lion's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§Look Out Below (A. T.) (F& D) . . . Raymond McKee
*t§Lover's Delight (F & D)
Arfhur-Garon
*t§Lunkheads,The (F & D)
Clyde Gribbon
*t§Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Old Barn (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§On the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
*tSPrince Gaby (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Rideon a Runaway Train (D)
Special
*t5Right Bed, The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t|Ship Mates (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Social Sinners (A. T.)
McKee-Byron-Fltzgerald
r 1?''^"n°''fn
Collins-Dent-Drew
E. E. Horton
Gribbon-Clyde
McKee-Collin-Glass

Rel. Date
Feb.
July
April
May
Jan.
Mar.
July
May
Aug.
June
July
Jan.
Sept.
June
Aug.
May
.June
Dec
Aug.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
July
Sept.
May
April
April
SepL

17..
21..
7 .
12 .
13..
10..
14. .
19...
11 . .
2. .
7..
13 . .
8..
9.
1(
5.
30.
9. .
18
31 .
1.
9.
3.
21 .
15.
26.
14
21.
1. .

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels

. 2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 16
July 20
May 18
June 15
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11

.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

June 16
July
6
Feb. 9

.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

June 1
July 20
Dec
1

July 13
Feb. 16
June 16
May 18
May 11

.2 reels
reel

.1
.2
J*"'-,!25. .' .' .2
Aug.
June 23... .2
L*
"• ?1 • .2
Mar.17...

reels
reels
reels
reels

July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title
8

Staf
Davls-Denf

Husbands (Must Play
Wallace Lupine
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen. Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match .Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupmo Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Perak. The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It In
Al Alt
Served Hot
Cliff Bowes
Smart Steppers
Al St. John
Social Prestige
Monty Collins
Sole Support
"Big Boy"
Studio Pests
Jerry Drew
Summer Saps
Lupino Lane
Those Two Boys
Collins-Dent

*II?"'5°.^I,""*' '°'>c , nV
*t§Ticklisn Business (F & D)
*t§Trusting Wives (F & D)

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

''^l"*
Howling
Hollywood

Star

Length
Reviewed

Rel. Date

*t§Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall
,
*t}Careers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
•tChildren of the Rllz (D)

Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalll-Mulhall
(Silent
Version)

Dancing Vienna
•tjDIvine Udy, The (D)

Lyon- Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)

♦tjDrag (D)
•tJGIrl In the Glass Cage (D)
•t}Hl8 Captive Woman (D)

Barlhelniess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sills-Mackalli
(Silent Version)

.'.'8435iFeet.'
. 8067 feet.
June 30 .
April 7. .
June 2. . .5944 feet.
Feb. 3 . . .6426 feet.
Mar. 17..
3 . . .6296 feet.
Feb.
.5683 feet.
Jan. 13 . .9914 feet..
8993 feel
Mar.
31
.
.
April 14 .
.7642 feel.
July 21 .
!'6700 feet.
June 22. . !.7992feet
April 3.
7. .. .7692 feet.
Feb.

•tJHot Stuff (D)

Alice
(SilentWhite
Version)

.6774 feel..
feet.
May 218.. .. .7466
April

*t{Houseof Horrors (D)

Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Sllls-Corda
(Silent Version)

April 28.
April
7.. .
09 fee
feet.
Mar. 3. . .61
.6431
t..
Mar.
Feb. 24.
24 .

•tJMan and the Moment

Bllile Dove
(Silent Version)

July 7
Mar 17

♦{{Prisoners (D)
Royal Rider, The
•tSaturday's Children (D)

Corlnne
Gritnth
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Corinne
Griffith
(Silent Vsrslon)

•fSoven Footprints to Satan (D)

Conklln-Fazenda
(Silent Version)

May 18.
May
8 . . .7800
May
6
. .7950
April
4 . .6727
Mar. 110.
..6405
Feb. 27.
17. .6238
Jan.
.8550
July 31.

Lawless Legion
•tLove and the Devil

*t§Smlllng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... Moore-Hall

§ Means voice (inelading dialogue and incidental tongt).
D Means disc.
F Means loand-on-film.

.June 1

April 13

Feb.

6

.June 29

.Aprirs
Jan. 19
May 18
Mar.

8

Sept. 22

feet. . . .June

1

May

4

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

A. T. nhtr title meanM AH Talki*

..July 27

August

10 , 19 2 9

Title
*t}Squall. Tlie (A. T.) (D)
•tSynlhefic Sin (D)
•t§Twin Beds iA. T.) (D)
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)
*t}Weary River (D)
•tWhy Be Good (D)

Star
Joyce-Loy
(S'lent Version)
Colleen Moore
Mul.iall-Miljer
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
Barthelmess-Compson
(Silent Version)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Coining

Rel.
May
Mav
Jan.
July
May
April
Feb.
Aorll
Mar.
Mar.

Date

Length

26
.9629 feet
May
12
6 .. .6852 feet. .. Jan.
14
July
.8081 feet
June
12
28
Feb.
10
7978 feet
7
7565 feet
17
3
.7692feet ... Jan.

18
12
20
29
2

26

Attractions

Title

Rel. Date
Star
*t§Careless Age. The fA. T.) (D). ...Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young.
..
.Mulhall-Lee
*t§Dark Streets (D) (A. T.).
*t§Fast Life i D) (A. t.)
Fairbanks, Jr.- Young-Morris.
*t§Footlight and Fools (A. T.)
Moore-Hacketf
*t§Forw,-ird Pass, The (A. T.)
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
*t§Girl From Woolworth's, The (A.T.)Alice White
*t§Great Divide. The (A. T.j
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
•tJHard to Gel (A. T.) (D)
Mackaill-Burns
*t§Her Private Life (A. T.)
Billie Dove
*t|lsleof Lost Ships, The (A. T.)... Valli-Robards-Beery
♦tfjazz Queen, The A. T.)
Dorothy Mackaill
•t}Lady Who Dared The
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd
*t§Lilies of the Field (A. T.)
Corinne Griffith
„
„
^
*t§Little Johnny Jones (A. T.).
Eddie
Buzzell
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.)
*t|Most Immoral Lady, A (A. T.)
Leatrice Joy
"No, No, Nannet'e" (A. T.)
Bernice Claire
*t§Paris (A. T.)
Irene Bordoni
♦tJSally (A. T.)
Marilyn Miller
Wells Fargo Express
Ken Maynard
♦tjYoung Nowheres (A. T.)
Richard Barthelmess

Length

Revlewei)

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title

Star

*t§Behfnd That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBIack Magic
•t {Black Watch, The
•tBIue Skies
*tCaptain Lash

Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLaglen-Loy
Twelvetrees-Albertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
*t§Chasing Through Europe
Stuart-Carol
Christina
Gaynor-Morton
*tExalted Flapper
Carol-Norton
•JFar Call, The
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
*tFour Devils
Gaynor-Duncan
*t{Four Devils, The . .^
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
•t§Fox FolMes, The (A. T.)
. , Bellamy-Terry
•tFugltives.
(Silent Version!
•tiGhosf Talks, The(A. T.).... . . . Twel-'etrees-Eaion
Carol-Stuart
•tGlrls Gone Wild
(Silent Version)
•tJHearts in Dixie (A. T.)
Fetchit-Muse
♦tJln Old Arizona (A. T.)
Lowe-Baxter
•jJoy Street
Moran-Stuart
(Silent Version)
♦t5Lucky Star
Gaynor-Farrell
(Silent Version)
•tSMaklng the Grade
Lowe-Moran
•t{Ma5kcd Emotions
George O'Brien
♦t{Not Quite Decent
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
*tNew Year's Eve
Astor-Morton
•tOne Woman Idea, The
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
•tPlasfered In Paris
Cohen-Pennick
*t {Pleasure Crazed (A. T.)
Marguerite Churchill
Protection
Burgess-Elliott-Page
•tSlnSister
Carroll-Gray
(Silenl Version)
•tStrong Boy
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
■•tSSpeakeasy 'A. T.)
Page-Lane
•tTrenfs Last Case
Griffith-Day
•t{Thru Different Eyes (A. T.)
Baxler-Lowe
•ttrue Heaven
O'Brlen-Moran
(Silent Version)
•tJVallant The (A. T.)
Paul Muni
•tVelled Woman, The
Tora-Vincenfl.
•fWoman from Hell, The.
. Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
June
June
May
Mar.
Jan,
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April

30.
2
26
17
6

Length
Reviewed
.8300 feet
.
July
6
.
. .8487 feet... May 25
...5453 feet... Feb.

SHORT

ieana tynckronized score,

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Feb. 17

Feb. 17

1870feet
2 reels
2 reels
3200 feet

1

Sept. 8
Jan. 12

June 30

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 15

2 reels

2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel

3 reels
1 reel

Sept

8

Sept.

8

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Length

FEATURES

Reviewed

Rel. Date

Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubln

June

June 30
3 reels
2 reels
2 reels

GOTHAM
Star

Reviewed

1 reel

Mar. 31..
.Jan.

.6420 feet.
.6000 feet.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

April 21
5442 feet
«?[!ll,^
April
21 ...•••;;;.>„,.->.
. 5489 feet

Rel. Date
Mar. 3
May 26.
July 21.
July
7.
June 23.
June 9. ,
Mar. 17. .
Aug 4. ..
Oct. 28.
Jan. 20
.Jan. 6.
. Mar. 31 .
Feb. 17.
May 12.
Feb.
3
.Aug. 19. ,
.April 13.
.April 28.

f Mean* tonnd effectt.

May 25

•t{Splte
Marriage
Sioux Blood
.^
•tTrailof '98 (D)

Length

Reviewed

10611 feet

*f {Thunder

FEATURES

Star

7313 feet

. 1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. 1
. .1
. 1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. 1
. .1
. .1
. .1

Jan.

6

Length
Length
Reviewed
reel
reel . . .
reel ...
reel
reel ...
reel ....
reel . ..
reel
reel
reel
reel ....
reel
reel
reel
reel . . .
reel
reel
reel

Rel. Date

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arihur
Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

26. .,
26. . .
9. . ,
30 . . .
30 . . .
2...
2. . .

Page-Love-KIng
Dane-Arlhur
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy
Haines-Crawford
(Silenl Version)
Novarro-Page
Special Cast
Nagel-Love-Hyams
Ivan Mosjoukine
Halnes-Dunn
Tim McCoy
Tim McCoy
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Cody-Pringle
Garbo-Asther-Brown
Silent Version)

April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
July
July

1. . .
18...
9. . .
9...
11 . . .
16 . . .
16. . .
19. . .
20...
15 ..
16. . .
25. ..
5. . .
2 . .
27. . .
12 ..
29. . .
29.

Length
Reviewed
.7803 feet
feet... Nov. 24
.7142
.5345 feet
.7980 feet... May
Feb.
.8268 feet.... Feb.
7524 feet
.9372 feet.... Feb.
.6 reels
April
.7177 feel
Jan.

28
23
2
18
18
20
19

6236 feef... April 20
6201 feet
,9044 feet ...Feb.
.7351
.6179
.6683
.5264
.4815

feet.
feel
feet
feel
feet

..June 22
June

8

.7 reels
Feb.
.5596 feef
6574 feet
Aug.
6474 feet... Aug.
.4811 feet

3
3

Buster
Keaton
6
7047 feel
McCoy-Frazer...:
.'::.':.■:::::. April
April 20.
(Silent
Version)
6500 feet.
Del RIo-Forbes
Jan.
5. .. .8799 feel
(Silent Version)
Jan.
6. . . .8799 feet
Chaney-Haver
June 25. . . .7783 feet.
(Silent Version)
Adoree-Durvea
Mar. 23
6552 feet

2

.. Feb. 2
...Feb.
9
Mar. 24 '28
. . July 13

•tTlde of Empire (0)
•tSTrlal of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackelt
•t{Volce of the City (A. T.) (D)
Wlllard Version)
Mack
(Silent

April 13

•t{Where East Is East
•tWild Orchids (D)

May
4. . . .6500 feel. . . . Mar. 23
Feb. 23. . . .9235 feet. . . .April 8

Chaney-Velez-Tayior
Garbo-Asther

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.
Varle^.
Vanity. .
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.

9

Title

627

SHORTS

•tJAcross the Seas
Royal Hawallans
•tjAt the Ball Game
Joe Cook
•tSBath Between
Clark-McCuIlough
*t|Belle of Samoa .The (A. T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
•tSBeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
•t {Bridge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
*t5Corpus Chrlslle
Raquel Meller
*t§Dlplomats, The
Clark-McCullough
•t} Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•*} Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie LIghtner
•t5 Family Picnic
Raymond McKee
*t§Forgel-Me-l^ote (F)
♦tJFriendship (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
*t§Furnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•tjGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
•tJGhosts
MuttA JeB Cartoon
♦tjGoIng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•tJHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
*t{ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tjlnterview, The
Clark-McCullough
*t§Knife. The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwill
•t§Knights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•fjLadies' Man
. . Chic Sales
•tSMedicine Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCullough
3 Songs
t§Mlller & Farrell (F)
tJMind Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
*t{Muslr Fiends. The (A. T.) (F).... Clark & McCullough
•t5Napnleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
♦♦{Nightie Knights
Ciark-McCuliough
tJOId Tunes for New (F)
Dr. Slgmund Spaeth
•tSOn the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Frledland & Revue
♦tjPagliacci— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
t{Royal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Song Program
♦tSSchubpj-fs Serenade (F)
•tjSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
t§Sound Your A (F)
•t{South Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawallans
•tiStewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
*tjThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
*t{Treasurer"5 Reoort
Robert Benchley
•t§Walt2lng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
♦tSWater Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
Will Mahoney.
't5 White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill

tJWhy Be Serious? (F).
.
96 :; .6376 feet: ::.
July 13
30
6955 feet
April 6
26
28. ... 5313 feet
28. . . .5282 feet. . . . May 25
Title
Oct. 13
Thru the Breakers
.^. .._^ — 6500 feet — June 22
May 25 ...8291 feet.. June 1
*t {Times Square
Jan. 27 , . 5331 feet .
Jan 27 ...5356 feet .
Feb. 24 .6395 feet . Feb. 23
Mar. 24 ... 5232 feet . ..April
Mar. 279
Mar 10 .. 6000 feet .
...6650 feet . Mar- 2
Title
Mar. 10
Jan. 20 ... 8724 feet.. . Dec. 29
•t {Alias Jimmy Valentine (D)
..June
8
...7554
feet
.
April 7.
7554 feet
April 7
All at Sea
..July 27
Aug. 18 ...8400 feet..
*t {Bridge of San Luis Rey (D)
7000 feet
Aug. 18
6024 feet
Feb. 17,
•tJBellamy Trial, The (D)
May 19
April 7
6 reels
May
4
•tJBroadway Melody (A. T.) (D)
4653 feet
China Bound
Feb. 24 . . . 5958 feet ... May
4
•tDesert Nights (D)
June 2 . . 6111
. June 15
.,.„, feet ,
June 2
«°r Ifeet;
o . 29
on
Desert Rider
Jan. 23
6641
Sept.
' Mar.
•t{Duke Steps Out (D)
July
July 20123
June
May 12
5511 feet
•tFiyIng Fleet (D)
Feb. 10. .. .6072 feet
•t {Great Power, The (A. T.)
Feb. 10. .. .6053 feet
*t{ldle Rich, The (A. T.) (D)
Mar. 3
51 50 feet
Loves of Casanova.
5526 feet
April 6
*tMan's Man, A
Mar. 24
5775 feet
June 8
Morgan's Last Raid
Mar. 31 . . . .5809
Overland Telegraph
4991 feet
feet
April 14
April 20
•t§Pagan (D)
5531
feet
16
Fe
b.
Jan. 20
Single Man. A
Jan. 20
5563 feet
tSingle Standard, A
May 18
5537 feet
May 19

Coining Feature Attraction*
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Backwash.
Farrell-Duncan
*t§Cock-Eyed World. The (A. T.).. . Lowe-Damita-McLaglen
Fatal Wedding, The
Asfor-Bard
*t{Frozen Justice
Ulric-Frazer
Girl Downstairs, The
O'Brlen-Moran
•t{Hurdy Gurdy
George Jessel
Joy SL'eet
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
Lost In the Arctic
Special Cast
Our Dally Bread
Farrell-Duncan
Playboy
Nagel-Collyer.
River, The
Farrell-Duncan
•tSThey Had to See Parle
Will Rogers
*t{Words and Music (A. T.) (F)
Moran-Patricola-Percy
Title
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coflee. A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Endsol the Earth
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
.Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

MOVIETONE

Reviewed

Title
.
, .,
*!!?,'l,_^
*il*^_
Ancient Art,
An
Big Business
Brown Gold
Dealers in Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight of Gold
Foundations
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty (Silent Version)
Light of India The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy Noises (Silent Version)

SUBJECTS

star
nl? Oddities
°j3i!i?!
Ufa
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwln
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Sojin
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"

§ Means voice (Inclading dlalogne and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-tHm.

10 reels

Rel. Date
Mar. 16..
Mar. 2..

.1 reel
Length
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels
reel

.1
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.2
.2
.1
.2
.2
.1
.2
.1

April
July
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.

20..
6..
3..
18 .
2...
12 .

May
May
July
Jan.
Mar.
May
April
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.

114..
6.
5.
30.
25.
27.
.2 reels
.2 reels
26.
6. .2 reels
1. .2 reels
16,
.2 reels
12.
reels
1 1 . .2
. I reel
5. .2 reels
9.

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

April 1i
April 13

Reviewed

June IS

June 8

Motion

628
Title
Off to Buffalo
Oriental Motoring. .
Outlandish Manners
Pair of TIgfits
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Boozehounds
..

Star
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities

That's
My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
UnklsstHl Man ,The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?
Wiggle Doctor
Your Ears (Silent)
Witch

Ftel
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
I!^?^
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
April
May

Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Slars
Roach Stars
"OurOddities
Gang"
Ufa

Dale
16
20.
8
2.
13.
4.
18
23.
13
25
22.
27.
19
2
3D
256

.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.2
.1

Length
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel

2
2
.1
2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.1

reels
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel

Reviewed

June

1

2 reels

6

July

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Greta Garbo
♦t^Anna Christie (A. T.)
•tJBishop Murder Case. The (A. T.)
*t§Coilege Life (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Monlgomery
,s3otton and Silk (tentative) (A.T.) Duncan Sisters
Deadline. The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
♦tSDevotion 'AT)
'..
*t§Dynamite(A.T.).'.V.'.'.;;:].;.
•tSEva
the Fifth (A. T.)
♦t jFlve OXIock Girl. The fA. T.). . .
*t5Girl in the Show The (A.T.)
*t5Gob, The (A. T.)
*t§Greon. Ghost, The (A. T.)
•tJHallelujah (A. T.)
He Learned About Women
•tSlrisiA. T.)
*t|Juducial
Murder (A. T.)
tSJungle (tentative)
•iJKempy (A.T.)
•tSLast of Mrs. Cheney (A. T.)

1 1583 feet. .. .July 27

Pickford-Wood-Nagel
Love-Hackett-Doran
. Davles- Arthur-King
Halnes-Page
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
Colored Cast
Halnes-Page-Percy

"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Gus Edwards Revue
Band Nos. and Revue
Sunshine Sammy
Blltmore Trio
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
"Barber of Seville" aria
2 Songs
2 Songs
.Laurel-Hardy
2 Songs..
2 Songs
3 Songs
Piano and Orchestra

ttJ.V,'"'?'''!!^ '*^^-'
t.*,V^99le
(D)
Neal Ears
William 0Your

!;?>"'*n"*'"^
Gang
Songs
3'Our
Laurel-Hardy
.3i ,..,.i-u.«h,
Songs
Star

Again..
tWrongRugel
Yvette
(D)

2 .
13 .
25..
9 .
19..
8 .
20 .

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.

2
16 .
30 .
15 .
23..
13. .
18. .
B..
4..
4.
199 .

Lengfi
2 reels
. 1 reel
.174 feet

Reviewed

.1 reel
.2
1154reels
feet

April 1J

April n

766 feet

2042 feet
2 reels

June 22

. .2 reels
. (T. clof) 1 reel

2 reels

.1 reel
.1 reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels
.465 feet
, . 1 reel
.465 feet

April
April

ft
8

..2I reel
reels

July 13:

April 27 . .1 reel
Feb. 16. , . .2 reels
.2833feet...
reels
April' i
« ,ii e'
. 1 reel
July 13
t^L
23 . .2 reels
Feb. ,1
Feb. 23.
. .702te8«
«
ct, 15,
June

FEATURES
Reviewed
Rel. Date Length
.10471 feet.
17
Jan.
5 .10187 feet ..Nov.
11
Jan.
6492 feet ..May
Jan. 12
•tBetrayal, The
May 1 1 6614 feet .
May 11 .
Dec
8
•tBehInd the German Lines (D)
Jan. 12 .8254 feet
Mar. 23
niCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
16 .7171 feet
' Vv
Powell-Brooks
Feb
(Silent Version)
Feb. 16, . 5943 feet
Douglas MacLean
Mar. 2 .6290 feet
•tSCarnatlon Kid. The (D).
Mar. 2
7156 feet
(Silent Vetsioni
Mar. 2
.7229 feet
July 13
Case of Lena Smith. The
Ralston-Hall
Jan. 19
6164 feet
*f§Charming Sinners
Chalterton-Brook-Powell
July
6 . 7081 teet
Jan. 19
71 45 fee. .
•t§Chlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
Mar. 23
(Silent Version)
Mar. 23
.6500 feet
Mar. 16
*t§Close Harmony (A.T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April 13
.8613 feet ...June
1
♦tjCocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Ealon-Shaw. . . May 23
July
13
♦tfoangerous Curves (A. T.)
Bow-Arlen
July 13
•t'§Dangerous Woman, A (A. T.) (F).Baclanova-Brook
May 18
Mar. 23
•t§Dlvorc6 Made Easy (A. T.) (F),, .MacLean-Prevost
July
6 ...-,
•t {Doctors Secret, The (A. T.) (F). . Edeson-Chatterlon
Jan. 26
5832 feet
Feb. 9
(No Silent Version)
♦tSDummy, The (A. T.) (F)
Bennett-Chatterton
Mar. 9... 5354 feet... Mar. 9
July
S
(^„ Silent Version)
e29
6325 feet
<'t§Fashions in Love (A. T.)
Menjou-Compton
.6024 feet
June
, Silent Version) )
June 29.
'tSGentlemen of the Press (A.T- (F). Walter Huston
May
4. ,7167 feet
May 18
(Silent Version)
.5850 feet... April 20
23.
Mar.
Colbert-Robinson
(D)
(Silent
Version)
T.)
(A.
*TSHole In the Wall
Nov. 24
*tHomecomlng, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
Feb. 16. ,81 04 feet,.
»tSAble'8 Irish Rose (D)

June

Ruth Chatterton
Davies-Shaw
(Silent Version)
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
*t§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(A. T.)
Special Cast
*t§Montana (A.T.)
*t§ Mysterious Island, The
Hughes-Daly
Technicolor
*t§.^avy Blues (A. T.)
William Haines
*t|\ize Baby lA. T.)
Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
*tiiOlym|ia (tentative) fA.T.)
John Gilbert
.•tjOur Modern Maidens
. Crawford-Page-La Rocque
♦tSiPennant
Winning
Battery, The
(A.T.)
Van & Schenck
*t§Pleasure Lovers (A. T.)
-T|neasure Lovers
(«. i.;
f^
ih^^ m,„„i aw™.
*t§3edemption
(A.T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adorce
•tSRevue -if Revues (A. T.) . .
King-Love-Haines-Crawford
*l is'^oad S ow. The (A. T K . .
Love-King
*t5Ship From S'langhai, The (A. T.)
* f §Song of the Sunset (A. T.)
*t§Song Writer, The (A. T.)
*t§Sjeedway (A. T.)
William ^jj^g^
*1§Springfield (A.T.)
William Haines
i^Tabloid (A.T.)
*,>■■.
.u r^u • Ti. ■/«' -i-X'
*Ttj Thirteenth Chair, The (A. T.)
*i§ Twelve Hours of Love (A. T.).
. Harry Carey
•t§TraJer Horn
. Starke-Crisp
*tViking, The (Technicolor).
Stone-Wood
July 31...
*f§ Wonder of Women. The
(Silent Version)
July 31.

8806 feet

April 2o
May 26
i
June 29
March 2

May

4

Nov. 17
July 27

8508 feet.
.8796 feet
.6835 feet.

SHORTS

Star
3 Songs
8 Victor Artists
3 Songs
3 Mandolin Solos
Mandolin Solos
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
3 Songs
3 Songs

♦tJBoxing Gloves (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Dog Act
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Charles King
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Copy
Roscoe Karns
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
*t§Oad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarlo (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ay era \F)
2 Songs
Emli Borneo 'D)
3 Songs
Fuzzy Knight 'D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (0)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons D)
3 Songs
Gilbpit'Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D Song Program
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards Internat'l Review (D), All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D/
, Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
♦tjHay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
•tJHurdy Gurdy (A.T.)
Roach Stars
Irving Aaronson'9 Commanders (0). .3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jmlcwn Cabaret (F)
Mlllei & Lyies
Keller Sisters and Lynch (D)
3 Songs
•tSLeaping Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•♦LibBfty
Laurel-Hardy
'^SMadame Q (A. T.)
Jocolyn Lee
Man Higher Up , The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
Marion Harris iF)
2 Songs
•tSMon 0' War (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F). , , All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (Fi
Sherman-Chadwick
MMo vie Night
Charley Chase
•tNoi>.y Noises
"Our Gang"
•tJOld Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March iF)
William O'Neal
•t (Popular People (A.T.)
Charley Chase

Mar.
April
.May
Mar.
Jan.
June
April

News

Title

Norma Shearer
(Silent Version)

* Means iynchromzed score,

*t§Smart Talk (A. T.)
♦t}SmallTalk (A. T.)
Song of the Roses (D^ ...
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Stepping Along (D)
Taking the Air 'D)
•tThafs My Wife
•tThIn Twins
TIta Ruflo (D)
Ukeleleike (F)
Ukdele Ike (F)
*t§Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.).
Van and Schenck (F)
Van and Schenck (F)
Van and Schenck (D)
VIncenlLopez (D)

"Our Gang"

Date

PARAMOUNT

i; ,„ Crawford
r,,^i„,H
Joan

SOUND

3 Songs
Star
3 Songs
3 Songs
8 Victor Artists
Charley Chase
Raymond Hitchcock
Spltalny Band Revue

:

♦tSLights and Shadows (A. T.) .
^Lord Byron of Broadway (A. T.)
♦tJMadame X lA. T.)
•tiMarianne (A. T.)

Title
AIWohlman(D'
At the Club (D)
Bernard & Henry (D)
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Bernardo De Pace fD)
*t§Bcrth Marks (A.T.)
•JtBig Squawk, The (A. T.)
Bob Nelson (F)
Bob Nelson (D)

Title
»f {Railroading fA. T.).
Revellers, The (D)..
Revellers, The (D)..
Robert Chlsholm (D)
Rube Minstrels (F).
♦tRuby Lips
Sardines A La Carte (D)
ShiD Ahoy (D)

Picture
Rel,

ReL Date
Length
April 6
838feet
May 18
897 feel
April 13 , , 685 feet
Jan. 18 , , 1 reel
May
4
690 feet
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 16
1 reel
June 29
824 feet

«.

Reviewed

2 reels
April 20
897 feet . .
(T. color). , ,2 reels
April
Jan. 12 — 2 reels
2 reels
April
June 1
641 feet
21 reels.
reel,
Feb, 23
808 feet
June 29
,1
reel
Mar 23,
.627 feet
June 22,
,608 feet
June 8
, 1 reel
Feb. 2
, 1 reel
Mar. 23,
,1 reel ,,
Feb.
9
,661
feet
June 22
Mar. 2, ,1 reel
April 6 (T. Color) 1043 ft. April
5 (T. color) 1 reel
Jan,
May 25 ...734 feet
April
2 reels
Mar. 9 . . 2 reels
2 reels
June
1
793 feet
June
1 reel . .
Feb.
9
888 feet
May 11
2 reels .
Feb. 16
Mar. 30 . . 1 reel . . ,
Jan. 26 .. 2 reels
2 reels
May 11 . . , 1926 feel
Jan. 26, , . 1 reel
2 reels
Jan. 26 iT. color) 2 reels
April 27 (T. color! 2 reels
Jan. 19 ,, 2reel3
May 11 , . .2 reels.
Feb. 9. . . 2 reels
2 reels
April 27
1696 feet
2 reels

f Meant toand effects.

13
13

July

♦tSWolf Song fD)

29

Bancroft-Baclanova
(Silent Version)
Cooper-Velez
(Silent Version)

SILENT

13

April 13
, ,,
, ,

*t§lnnocentsof Paris, The (A.T.) (F). Maurice Chevalier
May
*t§lnterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
Jan.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
Jeanne tagels
April
*tJLetter, The (A. T.) (D).
(Silent Version)
•tLoooIng the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Mar.
Arien-Brian ,,
May
,*f§Man I Love The (A.T.) (F).
(Silent Version)
May
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklln
Feb.
•ISNIghtClub (A.T. (D)
Brice-Rooney
Feb.
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
Dix-Kane-Hall
April
*t{Rainbow Man
The (A. T.),.,Eddle Oowlinq
, Sono-Art Prod.
•tRedskIn (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
Feb.
(Silent Version!
Feb.
*t§River of Romance The
Rogers-Brian-Collyer
July
♦t JShopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan.
(Silent Version!
Jan.
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
June
*t{Sludio
Murder
Mystery
The
(A. T.)(F1
Eldridge-Oland-Conklin
June
(Silent Version)
June
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklin
Feb.
♦tSThunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancioft-Wray-Arlen
June
(Silent Version)
June
•tJTong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
*t§Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).,
Dix-Ralston-Heggie
June
(Silent Version)
June
♦tJWheelof Life. The (A. T.) (F).,,.Dix-Ralston-Heggle
June
•tSWIld Party, The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
April
(Silent Version)
•tWIngs
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
Jan.
Jan.
•tJWolf of Wall Street. The (A. T.) (Silent Version)
(D)

6

Rogers-Carroll
(Snjnt Version)
Jannings-Ralxlon-Cooper
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

Title
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Auto Suggestion
Cow Belles
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Flying Yeast
Footlight Fannie (Chrislle)
Fur Peace
Gold Socks
Happy Heels (Christie)
Hospitalities
Hat Aches
His Angel Child (Christie)
Joint Affair, A
Ko-Ko's All Wet
KoKo Bents Time
KoKo's Crib
Ko-Ko's Focus
KoKo's Hot Ink
KoKo's Knock-down

April
20
Oct. 27

6676 feet..,,
16
7 reels
25
25
87 Teet'!
.74
2
5506
feet ,,
5506
3389 feet
teet,
23
7256 feet,
20, ,, 7256 feet, .,

Feb. 23
April 27

23,
23,
29,
12 .
12
8
1,
1,
9,
22
22,

,7643
,7402
7009
7373
7112

feet!
feet
feet
feet,
feet

,6500 feet,
,6070 feet
.5862 feet
.8571
feet
. 7311 feet

Mar. 16

Jan. 26
Aug. 27
April
Feb.
Dec

Jan.
May

4

June 15

June 29
15
15 . 5305 feet
22
6, . . ,7167 feet, , , , Mar. 30
6036 feet
5 .,12267feet
5,1 2267 feet Aug. 28 '27
feet'
9
6810
51 93feet
!!
9 , 6396 feel
30 , , 6060 feet
Dec.
30, , , 7021 feet
Mar.

SHORTS

Star
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
BHIy Dooley
Krary Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon

'§ Means voice ('ttt lading dialogae and incidental tongs).
D Means disc. F Meant soand-on-Alm.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

25 .
5,
5. ,6643 feet ,
13. .5886 feet..

Rel. Date
Length
Mar. 2 . 2 reels
July
6.1 reel
Jan.
5... .1 reel
Mar. 23
2 reels
Feb. 6....1reel
Feb. 19.2 rMis
June 22
1 reel
May 11 .. .1 reel
Jan. 19
2 reels
Jan. 19 , , 1 reel
June 8 , , ,1 reel
Feb. 16 ,, 2 reels
Mar. 16
1 reel
June 1 , , ,1 reel
Feb,
9 . , l.reel
Mar. 23, , , ,1 reel
May 18 . , ,1 reel
Mar. 9, , , ,1 reel
April 20
1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

August

10 ,

629

1929

Title
KoKo's Reward
KoKo's Saxophonles. . . • '
Ko-Ko"s Signals
Lone Shark, The
Love Spats
No Eyes Today
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Off the Deck fChrislie)
*t§Oh. You Beautiful Doll (A. T.)...
Papa Spank (Christie)
Petty Larceny
Reduced Weights
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Rough Dried (Christie)
Sappy Service (Christie)
Sheepsklnned
Single Bliss (Christie)
Stage Struck Susie
Tight Places fChristle)
Torrid Toreadors
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Vanishing Screams
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie)

Slar
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Billy Oooley
Song Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Frances Lee
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Bobby Vernon

SOUND

Title

Star

Length

Rel. Date
Feb.
Aorll
Mav
April
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

.1 reel
. . .1 ree
. . .1 reel
.. i reel
. . 2 reels
...1 reel
.. .1 reel
. . ^ 2 reels
1 reel
Feb. 2... 2 reels
1 reel
May 25
Feb. 2. ... 1 reel
April 6... 2rees
April 20 . . 2 reels
2 reels
ApriM3
1 reel
Mar. 30
Mar. 30 ... 2 reels
4. . . 2 reels
May
Mar. 9 — 2 reels
April 7 — 1 reel
Mar. 16 . . .2 reels
Mar. 2 — 1 reel
Jan. 12. . . .2 reels

Title

Reviewed

PARTHENON

,
i.
June 29

*t5Adam's Eve (A. T.)
♦tJAfter Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦tJApartmenl Hunting (A. T.) (R..
Special Cast
*tSBIrd n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lola Wilson
•tSBIshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
*t jBooklovers (tentative) (A. T.) . . . . Special Cast
*t§Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah MInnevltch
(No Silent Version)
•tSBlue Songs (D)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
Walter Huston
•tSCarnlval Man, The (F)
Song Cartoon
*t§Chinatown
tJCroonlng Melodies (A. T.) (F)... Giersdorf Sisters
Song Cartoon
♦tDaisy Bell (D)
Special Cast
*t5Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
.
*l§Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F) Special Cast
*t§False Alarm Fire Co., The (F). . Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t§Falal Forceps, The (A. T.)
tJFavorlte Melosles (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Elting
*t§Florida Nightmare, A (A. T. (F). Special Cast
♦UFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t§Good Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.). . Lois Wilson
•t§Highlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*i§Hint to Brides, A 'A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
»t§His College Chums (A. T. (F). .. Eddie Peabody
*t§Hitor Miss (A. T.)
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
*t§Humorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t5lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§lnsolralion
Schubert's Songs
*t§lnstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•t§lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. James Barton
*t§Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
•t§Just One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•tJKIsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tSKnIghlsIn Venic i (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Ladies' Choice A. T.)
Chariie Grapewin
*t§Meet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
•t{ Melancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
'tJMessenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
•tSMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦IMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•t§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*t§Oft in the Silly Night (Christie
A .T.) (F)
Special Cast
•t§Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
*t5Pusher-ln-the-Faco
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
♦tJRuth Etting
Songs
•t§Scl]ubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tischubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t§Schuberfs Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦tISchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦{{Schubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSldewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*i§Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
*t§Smiles
Song Cartoon
•tSThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•t {Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
♦tjTwo Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
♦t§Two Uttle Chinese Maids (F). . . .Chang-Kuma
•tJVltal Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
♦tSWhat Is It? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
*tiWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (R
Hatton-Hardy
♦tjWiveson Strike (A. T.)
♦tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
*tYeOlde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•tSZIeyfeld Midnlte Frolic (A. T.) (F). Eddie Cantor

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

May 18.
Mar. 9.
Feb. 16.
„
eb. 23.

.2 reels

'Itle
tSachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Head of Africa, The
Reviewed

June 1 5 .
Jan. 26.

2 reels . .
ISIOfeet.

•tiGodless GIri, The (F)

Jan.

.1 reel

Hawk of the Hills
•tSHigh Voltage (A. T.) (DA F)..

2

♦tJLeatherneck. The (F 4 0)

Mar. 16.
June 1 .
May
4
June 22
Mar. 9.

*t§Lucky in Love (A. T. (D & F)
•tJMolhers Boy (D&Fi

.1}^
reels... Mar. 16
.1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
June 1
.2 reels
.1 reel
Feb. 2
.2 reels
.2 reels
Mar. 16 . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
June 15...

»tNed McCnbb's Daughter (F)
•t§Nolsy Neighbors
•t§Office Scandal (F)

Mar.

9

Feb.

2

June

1

Mar. 16

reels
2. . . 22 reels
2 reels
April 20... 1 reel
July
6. . .
2 reels
Mar. 16...
Mar. 23. . .

Feb.

April
Mar.
May
Feb.
June
Feb.
Sept.
Jan.

'.
May 11
Mar.
23
Mar. 9

1 reel
Mar.
1 reel
. . 1 reel
. 1 reel
. . 1 reel
. .
,
29... 1,' '■eei
reel
2. .
2
reels
7. . 1 reel .
6. . .805 feet

2

27.
30
18
23 .

May 11..
Mar.
May
May

2

.2 reels

1
June 1. . 2
Feb. 9 . . .11
June 8
Feb. 16 . .1

reel
reels
reel
reel
reel

.Mar.

2

0

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

*t§Applause (A. T.)
»*5Backstage Blues (A. T.)
*t§Dance of Life, The (A. T.)
•t§Oarkened Rooms (A. T.)
♦tJFour Feathers. The

Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack
Carroll-Skelly
Brent-Powell
Arien-Wray-Powell-Brook
(Silent Version)
•t}Gay Lady, The
Gertrude Lawrence
*t§Glorifying the American GIri
Eaton-Healey
♦tjGreene Murder Case The (A.T.)..Powell-Eldridgft-Arthur
*t§Hungarian Rhapsody, The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
♦t^lllusion (A. T.)
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
'tjJealousy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels

* Means synchronized score,

t Means soand effects.

Length

Reviewed
June 29

.7472 feet.
.7472 feet.

William Boyd
(Silent Version)
. . . Downey-Lawford
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)
Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Harding-Fenton
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schildkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version;
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

May 25-

Rel. C ate

Length
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels
May 25. . . .6 reels

Reviewed

June 15

Star
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlioht

Break ofMyDay,
Button
BackThe
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught in a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shavo. A
Clunked on the Corner
Cold Steel
Cop's Bride, The
Cycle of Erosion .The
Dogging It
Don't Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute, The
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish
Day Feathers
Fish and

"AesopBevan
Fables"
Billy
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportllght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
SportllghtFables"

April 20

House Cleaning Time
In His Cups
Kidnapped
Knowing the Ropes
Lad andMust
His Lamp,
A
Ladies
Eat

"Aesop's Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Rice Sportllght
"Aesop Burke
Fables"
Johnny

Land 0" Cotton
Little Game Hunter. The
Matchmaking Mamas
Masai, The

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Burke-Eilers-Kemp
Educational Film

Midsummer's Day Dream, A
Mild or Mighty
Night Watcnman's Mistake. The
No Children
No Vacation
Pink
PlayersPajamas
at Play
Polo Match, The
Puckered Success

."

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
. . Johnny Burke
Haines-Coombs
Haines-Coombs
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Haines-Coombs

Queen Bee, The
"Aesoo Fables". .
Queen of the North Woods (Serial).. Clair-Miller
Right Technique, The
Sportllght
Rodeo, The
Slar Cast
Sportllght
Rhythm
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Sn^
plngtheWhlp
"Aesop Fables"

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Keuju disc.
F Means toand-on-6bn.

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Length Reviewed
4790 feet . Feb. 16
. 5959
feet... Mar. 9
.5587
feet
.
. 9328 feet ...Sept. 1
. .9019 feet
. .4840 feet
.
May 25
.6965 feet... April 13
24.. .6898 feet
24 .
17 . .7423 feet..
May 1
12.
.601 5 feet... Feb. 8
12.. 5998 feet
5735 feet
27
27, . 6511 feet
.6511
feet
3
3 . 7 reels
July
6
3
6349 feet
4 .
4 . 6902 feet . June 23
feet ...Mar. 30
20 . 6808
6132 feet ...Nov. 17
20
4554
feet
20
5438 feet
31 . 5477feet. April 6
31
7099 feet ...Feb. 23
31 . .6134
feet
31..
17.
20.
20.
31
31 .
17.

SUBJECTS

Title
All Aboard
AnrrI Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soil
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black Book. The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways

"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Srortlight
Educational Film
Forest People of Central Africa
Girls Will Be Boys
Sportllght
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands.. .Educational Film

Feb. 23
Feb.

Coleman-Loff
Star
Quillan-Nixon
(Silent Version)
Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
. . Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent Version)

Fight Game. The
Foolish Husbands
Footwork

.2 reels

. 1 reel . .
2
1 reel. .
4
.2
reels.
4 . .

Star
Talmadge-Worth
SL Leo-Reynolds-So Jln-Girard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

SHORT

Mar. 30... .2teels

Feb. 23 . .

. .

•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

Feb. 9 . . .21 reels
reel
Mar. 23...
.2 reels
Sept. 14 ..

reels
8. . . .22 reels
6. . . .J^reel
2. . . .2 reels

*t§Paris Bound
*tjsal of Singapore (F)
ahrp Comes In, A
•tJShady Lady, The (F)
sin Town
♦•{Square Shoulders (F)

May 11... . 1 reel .
reel. .
April 20... ..11 reel
.
May 25 . .
2 ree s
April 13 . .
615
feet
Jan. 26...

June
April
Mar.

June 15

Rel. Date

Feb. 23.

Feb.

7 reels

FEATURES

Title
Forty-Five Calibre War
*t§Geraldlne (F)

April 27. . . 21 reels
reel
2 reels
July
6
April 6 . . 22 reels
reels
July 20
1 reel
April 13 . . 2 reels
.2 reels
May 25 . .
April 13 . . 1 reel

Reviewed

PICTURES

Feb.2. .

Mar.

Length

PATHE

1911 feet

6.

Rel. Date

FEATURES

SHORTS
Rel. Date

Star

•tJLady Lies, The
Huston-Colbert
*t5Medals
Gary Cooper
*r§Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
Oiand-Arthur
•tJPointed Heels (A. T.)
Powell-Ralston-Kane
*t§Return of Sherlock Holmes, The
(A. T.)
Clive Brook
*t§Saturday Night Kid, The (A. T.) . . (Clara Bow
" 'Soul of France. The
Special Cast
*'SVagabond King, The (A. T.)
King-MacDonald-Gland
*t5 Virginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brian-Arlen
*TS)i/Velcome Danger .
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
*t§ Woman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
*t5Youth (A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

23
6.
4.
13
27
12
26.
23 .

Rel.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.

Date
Length
Reviewed
2 reels
13 . 1 reel
15 ..2 reels
10 .. . . 1 reel
3 . .1 reel
May 11
19 .. . 1 reel
24 , . .1 reel
April 13
10 episodes
July 20
July 21
. . 1 reel
Mar. 16
Mar. 17 . . .1 reel
Mar. 30
Mar. 31 . . 1 reel
Jan. 24
27 . .2 reels
Feb. 18
Feb.

. . 2 reels

Feb.
3 .2 reels
June 9 .2 reels
Feb. 10
. . . 1 reel
Mar. 3 .
.. 2 reels
2 reels
Jan.
6 ..
.. .1 reel
July
7. , . 1 reel
.. .1 reel
Jan. 20
... 1 reel
Mar. 17.
.
reels
June 2. . .. .2
.1 reel
Aug. 11 . . .10 episodes
... Mar. 3. .1 reel
May
May 28
26 .1 reel
. . .1 reel
April 28
Mar. 17. . . .2 reels
.. 1 reel
Jan. 20. ... 1 reel
Feb. 17. ...Ireel
Feb. 10., . .1 reel
reel
Feb. 24 ,.. .1
Mar. 24 . .1 reel
Feb.
3., . ..1 reel
. . 1 reel
July 21 . . .1 reel
June 30. . . .1 reel
Jan.
8 . . .1 reel
.1 reel
Mar. 103. ... 2 reels
Mar.

Feb.

2

July
6
Jan.
5
July
6
Mar. 30
May 11
May 18
May 18
May
4
Mar.
June 16
22
Feb.

9

Feb. 18
Aug. 3
July
6
June 16
Jan 1/
Mar. 23

.
Jan.
5
Jan.
6 . . .1 reel
M..y 4
May
5. . . .1 reel
...2 reel
reels
Mar. 30
Mar. 31 . ...1
Jan.
6
. . .1 reel
July 28. ...1 reel
Feb. 3.
.. 2 reels
April 27
April 23
Mar. 10 . . .2 reels. . .
Jan. 13 .. .2 reels
.. .2 reels
April 13
.
F«
Jan. 20 ...1 reel
reel
June 1
June 2. .. .. .21 reels
June 1
June 2.
...Ireel
Feb. 9
Feb. 17. .10 episodes . .
May 12. .....1
reel
July 20
July 21.
Mar. 24. . . . .12 reels
reel
Aug. 3
1 reel
Mar. 3.
1 reel
June 1
June 9.
...1 reel
Jan. 19
Jan. 20.

A. T. after title means All Talbie.

630

Motion

Title
Sport Afloat
Sweet Adeline
Taxi Spooks
Three Game Guys
Tomato Omelette
Under Dog. The
Uncle's Visit
Uncle Tom
Water Wonders
Watch My Smoke
Water Cure
White Elephant, A.
Wooden Money . . .
Young Hopefuls . .

Star
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Jack Cooper
"Acfop ^ables"
Haines-Combs
"Aesop Fables"
Haines-Coombs
Star Cast
Sportlight
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Fables'
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight

SOUND

Length
Date
7. . . .1 reel
.1 reel
3 . .
17... .2 reels
.1 reel
4. . .
5. .. 2 reels
.1 reel
31 . . . 2 reels
30. . .
27 .. .2 reels
21... .1 reel
7. . . .2 reels
1 reel
.1 reel
Jan. 13. .
Feb. 10 . .Ireel..
April 28. . .1 reel
Rel.
July
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
May
Mar.
June
Jan.
April
April

star
Rel. Dale
Length
Mar. 24 . . 2 reels
♦tJAt the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . . LeMaire-Slmon
Dec. 22
2 reels
*t§Barbers" College, The (A. T.)...
Aug. 4
2 reels
*t§Beach Babies (A. T.) (D & F) . .Kemper-Knapp
*t§Black Narcissus (A. TO
"Buck & Bubbles"
Sept. 15. . . 2 reels
♦fSugville College Days (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 4
1 reel
*tBy Land and Air i,F & Dl
"Aesop Fables"
July 21.
I 'III
*t§Clothes Make the Man (A. T.)
Feb. 16.
1y_Z_,
reel
•tClowning the Game (D & F)
Sportlight
June 2 . 1 reel
♦tJCnncen'ration
"Apsoj) Fables"
♦jcoo S'i'inlng
Sporlllghl
June 9. . 1 reel
♦tJCrystal Champion
Sportlight
May
5. .1 reel
1 reel
*t|Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
May 26
reels
*t§Dancing Around (A. T.) D & F).. .LeMaire-Phillips
April 21 . ..22 reels
*t§Jarktown Follies (A. T.)
"Buck* Bubbles"
April 13.
.1 reel
•tDinner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
.2 reels
*t§Doing Pt.il a Favor (A. T.)
Mar. 16.
*t§£nd of the World (A. T.)
Sept. 29
i"±
•■''^**"'
*t§Fairways and Foul (A. T.)
^
_
Oct. 13
*t§Fancy That
♦tFaithtuI Pup (D & F)
"Aesop
*t§Hfty Miles From Broadway (A.T.)Watson-Merville
Feb. 2 — Ireel
2 reels
"t<'^l7F°b\'e?
*t|Fowl Play lA. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
Dec. 29
2 reels
*t§Gardenof Eatin (A. T.) D & F)...The Gleasons
Aug. 11 — 2 reels
*t§Gentlemen of the Evening (A. T.)
Oct. 20. .. .2 reels
*t§Go Easy, Doctor yA.T.) D & F). LeMaire-Simon
July 14 — 2 reels
*t5Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.)
Harry Holman
July 28 . . 2 reels
*t§Haunted A. T.)
Sept. 1 ... 2 reels
•tJHer New ChauHeur (A.T.)(D&F) . . SImon-Teasdale
May 19
2 reels
♦tJHis Or,eralion (A. T.)
Nov. 24... 2 reels
*f§riigh Toned (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
Feb. 23
2 reels
*t|Hcnest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
May 18 . . 2 reels
*t§ln and Out (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
Nov. 3 — 2 reels
*t§Jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
July
7
1 reel
*t§Uncoln (Special reel) (A. T.) (D &
1 reel
f)
.
George Billings
Feb. 10
.1 reel
*t§Midsummer's Day, A (D & F).... "Aesop Fables"
July 28
.1 reel
*t5Modorn Rhythm
Sportlight
July 28
•tSPathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
Ireel
Ireel
Week
Every
Twice
Released
*t5Palhe Sound News
)
T.
(A.
Coming
Are
»t§Plumbers
(D & F)
LeMalre-Simon
Aug. 18 . . 2 reels
•tJPressIng His Suit (D & F)
Topical Trips
June 2....1 reel
•tPresto Changes ID & F)
"Aesop Fables"
1 reel
*t§Rubeville
.A. T.)
Dec. 8.2 reels
.-,
._.
. . ,..
.2 reels
*t§Salesman, The (A. T.)
July
21
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics

of the
of the
of the
of the
of the

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

Sinion-Mallory
"Aesop Fables"

Coming
Title

Ina Claire
(Silent Version)

♦t§Bachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F)
*t§Big Shot, The (A. T.) (F)

(Silent Version)

*t§Clothes (A. T.) (F)

April
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

20
30
6
12
2
11

April 28
1 reel
Oct. 27.... 2 reels
1 reel
Sept. 8. . . .2 reels
July 28.... 1 reel
June 2
1 reel
June 30
1 reel
Aug. 11
1 reel
July 28 ...1 reel
Aug. 25... 2 reels
Jan. 19... 2 reels
June 16. .. .2 reels
June 9 — 1 reel

Reviewed
Mar. 23
July 13
July 20
-""'y '3
June
,.._;• 1;
June 15
. . June 1
April 27
May 25
April 13

(Silent Version)

*t§Crashing Through (A. T.) (F)

Rel. Date

Length

May 11
June 8

July
8
Feb. 2
July 20
July 20

June 1
May 11

April 27

June
July

1
6

June 15
June 1
Reviewed

Aug. 10. . . .5930 feet
Sept. 7
Feb. 22. . .. (tentative)
Nov. 30. . . . (tentative)

♦tJParachute (A. T.) (F)

(Silent Version)

*t§Play Boy (A. T. (F)

(Silent Version)

♦tSOh Yeah (A. T.) (F)
♦tjRed Hot Rhythm (A. T. (F)
*t}Rlch People (A. T.) (F)
*t jRacketeer (A. T.) (F)

(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)

Mar. 22. . . .(tentative)

Oct. 28. . . .Uentative)
6

Nov.

9 . . . . (tentative)

♦tjSallor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)

(Silent Version)
Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

Sept. 14

*t5Sophomore (A. T.) (F)

(juillan-Loff-O'Neill
(Silent Version)

Aug. 24

♦tJTreasure Girl (A. T.) (F)
»t§Thls Thing Called Love (A. T.) (F)
♦tJSaratoga (A. T. (F)

(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

* Means tynchronized tcore.

—

Oct. 12. . .. (tentative)

Oct.

(tentative)

Nov. 23. . .. (tentative)
Feb. 8. . . . (tentative)
Mar. 8 .... (tentative)

f Meant ioand effects.

Length

Reviewed

7. . . . (tentative)
4
(tentative)

Oct. 19 . . . (tentative)

(Silent Version)

Length

FEATURES
Title
Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Gel It
Drifter The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardboiled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love In the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
*i§Street Girl The
•tjSyncopatlon (A. T.)
Trail of the Horse Thieve*
Woman I Love

Star
Lyon-Sleeper
Bob Steee
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Neil-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
Nixon-Colller Jr
Betty Compson
Downey-Warlngs Band
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
Buzi B2rton

Sleeper-Dane

Reviewed

Rel. Date
.6361 feet.
6. .
feet
7 . ..5081
.6114 feet.
13.. .5264 feet.
3..
18 . .4899 feet.
6..
31 . .
5940 feet.
3. .4783 feet.
21
2. . .8245 feet.
.4781 feet
10.
19.
17
3
4481 feet
21
8057 feet
7
9
4750 feet
17
13
20
11 ... .8 reels
762Sfeet
.4823
feet.
Jan. 13
May 28
4717
feel.
Feb. 10
.Jan.
Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Aug.

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.

Date
30. .
25 . .
3. .
13. .

Casper's
Come MealNight Out
Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney, A
Jessie's
James
, . , ,,
Joyful Day
Just
a
Stall
.....>«.,..
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh. Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•t§Odd Facts
Orlenta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot PourrI

Duncan-Hill
Al
Cooke
Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Hellum-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
.^
d
.,
j
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davis
u„„..™.r„..,.
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Curiosities

Mar.
June
July
April
May
June
May
May
April

113...
. . .
21 . .
24 .
21 . .
11 . . .
7..
26. .
21.

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seelnij's Believing
Slide. Sparky, Slide
Smile. Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

SOUND

Feb. 15. . . . (tentative)

Jan. 18. . . . (tentative)

(Silent Version)

Rel Date
Dec.
Jan.

RKO

Jan. 11 ... . (tentative)

(Silent Version)
♦tSFIying Fool, The (A. T.) (D & F). . Boyd-Prevost-Gleason
June 22
*t§Grand Parade, The (A. T.) (F)
Nov. 16. . .. (tentative)
(Silent Version)
♦Greenwich Village Follies, The (A.
T. (F)
Nov. 2
(tentative)
. „,
(Silent Version)
Nov. 2. .. .(tentative)
tSHis First Command (A.T.) (F)... Boyd-Sebastian
n)
Version)
iSilent Versio
*t5Hot and Bothered (A. T. (F)
Mar" i
ftentative)
.;:;::::::
(Siientversion):::;;::::;:::::. ....::::.
(tentative)
.
.
.
Sept. 28.
Affairs (A. T.) (F)
*t5Her Private
*t§Negligee
(A. T.) (F)
Feb. 1 . . . . (tentative)
*t§Olficer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
Nov. 30. . .. (tentative)
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

*t§Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)

Star

News

July 20
Mar. 30

!i! !i! i!'.: ! .Jan.
:t Moore-Owen:!
Yellowback. The. ..■.■.■■.■.■.■.■.■.:: i! i! SHORT
SUBJECTS

Mar. 15. . .. (tentative)

♦tSPainted Desert (A. T.) (F)

Title
*t§Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T. (F)

Vagabond Cub
Voice
of the Storm

Attractions

Star

*t§Awful Truth, The (A. T.) (F)
*t§Big News (A. T.) (F)

July 20
May 11
Mar. 30
July
6

SHORTS

Title

•tbKating Hounds (D & F)
*t§Smooth Guy The (A. T.)
*istage Struck (D 4 F)
*T§Syncopated Trial lA. T.)
i-t 5 Topical Lips (A. T.) (D & F)
*t5Topical Nips (A. T.) i,D & F)
*t|Topical Pips (A. T.) iD & F)
*t§Toplcal Rips (A. T.)
*t§Toprical Sips (A. T.) (D & F)
*t§Turkey For Two (A. T.)
*t§ Wednesday at the Ritz (A. T.)
•tJWhat a Day (A. T.j ^D & F)
*t}Wood Choppers (6 & F)

Reviewed
July
6
Jan. 26

Picture

—

—

Title
*t§ Bridegtoom, The (A. T. (F)
*t§Burglar, The (A. T. (F)
*1JCIown Topics (A. T.) (F)
*tJHeadwork (A. T.).

Length
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels

.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels. ...'
.2 reels
June 16
. 1 reels
reel
.2
.2 reels.

.Oct. 20

July
Mar.
Feb.
June
April
Mar.
June
Jan.

2 reels .
14
2 reels.
19..
2 reels.
7
2 reels.
12.2 reels.
17
2 reels.
30
2 reels.
7
2 reels.
4
2 reels.
14
2 reel. .
17
2 reels.
9. . . .2 reels.
2 reels.
2..
2reels.
24
2 reels.
27
1 reel. .
4. . . .1 reel. .
10 . . 1 reel .
13
1 reel. .
16
2 reels.
17
1 reel. .

Jan.
Jan.
July
Jan.
April
July
Feb.
Mar.
June

27. .. .2 reels.
2
1 reel. .
14
2 reels.
6. .. .2 reels.
28. . . 2 reels.
9
2 reels .
24
2 reels.
31
2 reels.
23
2 reels.

Aug.
May
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June

Reviewed

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

Marc Connelly
Marc Connelly

*t§Low Bridge (A. T.) (F)
Mickey Yule
*t§Mickey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.).
*i§Palooka Flying School (A.T.) (F;
(F) Sherwin-Knowles
(A.T.)
i.MM
ine («.
*t§Str!inge Interview The
'Tssirangeinicrview
*t§Travoler, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
(F). (A. T.). ..Russ Brown.
ja. t.)Town
Next Home
*t|What Own
•tjYour
•tsvoi.r Own h

Length

Reviewed

1 reel

July

8

2 reels

June 22

1 reel.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tJCompanionate
*t§Damaged
•tJDance HM
*t§Delightful Rogue, The
•t§Framed (A. T.)
*t§Half Marriage
♦t§High River
♦tJHif the Deck (A. T.)
♦tjHunted
*t|Jazz Heaven
♦t§Ladies of the Past
♦tiLove Captive, The
♦tSNiqht Parade (A. T.)
»t§Radio Revels (A. T.)
*t§Rio Rita (A. T.)
'*t§Sensallon (A. T.)
Side Street
*t§Tanned Legs
*t§Upperworld (A. T.)
*t§ Vagabond Lover, The (A.T.)
*t§Very Idea, The (A. T.)
♦ t§Wild Heart (A. T.)

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Olive Borden
Betty Compson
Rod La Rocque

SepL22

Borden-Blaine

Oct 13

Blane-Trevor
Betty Compson
Betty Compson
Daniels-Boles

Sept IS

3 Moore Bros

Sept. 8
Sept.29

Rudy Vallee
Frank Craven
Bebe Daniels

§ Means voice (inclading dlalogae and Incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means sound-on-film.

Sept.

1

A. T. after title meant All Talkie,

Reviewed

A ugitst

10 ,

631

19 29

RAYART

(S. R.)

TItel

FEATURES
Tide

Star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keef e-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
.Irene Rich

Anne Against the World
Black Pearl, The
Brothers .
Devil's Chaplain, The. .,
Shanghai Rose
Some
Mother's Boy
Two Sisters.
When Dreams Come True.

Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
.Costello-Lease
'•■■■■

STATE

Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
April 15. .
.5261
feet.
Jan.
1..
feet.
Feb. 1 . . .6092
5451 feet.
Mar. 15..
.June 8
Mar. 15
6539 fee*.
Feb. 15 ... .5901 feet
April 1
Jan.
15
6242 feet.
•-- ■"■
on.in....

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title

Star
Dlsfr
ReL Date
Length
Reviewed
,..,..
c
„,
. „ „, „„„,
,
???2f
l?„1?.l^ Pole
o„..
^^".,7^'"°.'
l'Z'l^ll'7.,,^'"^^
^
S feet
r«
At
the South
Special
Cast
Pole PIct. Corp
8000
Mar. 23
Battle of Mons, The
English Cast
British New Era
5500 feet
Beautiful Blue
Blue Danube
Danube
Junkermann-Mara..
.Aywon
Beautiful
Junkermann-iviara..
. Aywon
_
Aff. Eu
Behind the Altar
Wllhelm DIetarle Aff. European
fnSSf ^
Black Hills
Special Cast
Big Three
SOOOfeet
Bondage,
^
S"'/:"^? S**^,
c ^ .i
InnS .-?,
Broken Barriers
H. Costello-G ass
Excellent
6000 feet
Captain Cowboy
Yakima Oelaney
Conutt .
Bell Pict
4800 feet
feet
Cleanup,
The
Charles
.
Excellent
6660
Codeof the Air
Harian-Marlowe
BIschoff Prod
6700 feet
Constant Nymph
Ivor Novello
Big 3
Aug. 1..7800feet
July
6
Daughter of Israel, A
Special Cast
Bell Pict
9000 feet
Daughter of Two Fathers
Japanese uasi
Cast
ShockuchI
Japanese
snocKucni
_
Devil Dogs
Holmes-Alt^
Crescent
„2S, ?!
Devil's
Passion.
The
|P'^'^'c^k^^'
r'^*„
Dream Melody. The
Roche-Shelby
Excellent
6050 feet
?n2S!!!l
Escaped from Hell
Murlat Esterhazy
Aft European
i'^'',*
Faces of Children^
French Cast
Zakoro
8000 feet
Fight For Ma'terhorn The
German Cast
Ufa Eastern
6840reet
c-..u«T».
ui.. Natural
M.>....i Life
I II. Special
c_..i„ir.,<
A,..>..i.,.i.n 11000
iinnnfsst
For
theTermof < His
Cast
Australasian
feet
Fortune's Fool
Emil Janninip...
L. T. Rogers
6100 feet
S""'?"'?^*"
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
StSl!S!
Hearts of Men
Harr s-Keefe
Si" m' . o.
6400feet
""'y Sinner. The
Special Cast
Woridart Pict
._
Into the Nighl
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
5S.?',!!'
Jade Casket The
French Cast^
Cosmos
!S22!!!
It s Easy to Become a Father
German Cast
Ufa
6000 feet
Jazzland
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
6700 feel.
i"^"™
n»,i,uiu»-«)rB
^ui.u,
?'..i'
.•^"f?;.;
r
RussanCas
Amk no
Ijon
, '
Lash
of the Czar.
.
Russian
Cast
Amkino
6290 feet
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4580 feet.
Life of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
7000 feet. .
UttI f Wild Girl, The
Lee-Landls
Hercules
5300feet.
Linda
Baxler-Foster-Beery . Flrsi Division
6776 feet.
Livingston In Africa
English Cast
Amer.-Anglo
6799 feet.
Jan. 12
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
7200 feet
Man Who Cheated Life
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European .. Feb. 8 6000 feet ..Feb. IS
Marie Antoinette
Foreign Cast
Unusual
6000 feet.
Morgane, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film
April 8 6800 feet..
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
. 6500 feet.
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
5400 feet.
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa
7000 feet.
Nana
Hessling-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
8700feet.
Aug. 3
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
6215 feet. ,
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
6573 feet. ,
Sept. is
Passion Song, The
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
6080 feet.
Peacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
5400feet.
President, The
Mosjouklne-Vernon..
E. L. Klein
8100 feet.. .Jan. 26
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
6000 feet.
Rellly of the Rainbow Division. Hall-Garon
Crescent
6040 feet..
Reward of Fal»h, The
French Cast
Conquest
5927 feet.
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
6921 feet.
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
8066 feet.
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
431 5 feet..
Smoke Bellew
Conway Tearle
Firs* Division
6605 feet.,
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
7000 feet. ,
South of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty... Chesterfield
6300 feet.
Mar. 23
That Murder In Berlin
German Cas*
Big 3
6700feet.
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
6941 feet.
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
6917 feet.
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
7300 feet.
Untamed Justice
Falre-Glass
Biitmore
5770 feet.
May 25
U-Boat9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
6500 feet.
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 4421 feet.
Yellow TIckeL The
Russian Cast
Amkino
Dec
8. .6200 feet.

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

SUr

ReL Date

Length
Reviewed
*t8Burned Evidence (F)
Continental
Buying a Wite
Special Cast
Aft. European
7 reels. .
June 1
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
Circumstantial Evidence
Foster-Keefe-Lake. . . .Chesterfield
6200 feet
*t{ChoDln's Passion
Robertson-Brlnkley..
Powers CInephone
*f§Clown, The fF)
Continental
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6 reels. .
Exodus to the New World, The. . . Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels. .
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels. .
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels . . ,
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Aslher-Nolan
Aff, European
.8 reels. .
*t§House of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Chesterfield
lusl Off Broadway
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
*t§Ufe For Sale, A (F)
Continental
Mllak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ofa-Eastern
7 reels
Aft. European
Mary Nolan
Our Daily Bread
Continental
*t5Phantom in the House, The (F)
•tSPrince of Hearts. A
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version) Imperial
*t§Rampant Age, The (F)
;
■.■.'.■.■.■.■. Continental. ■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.'.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■. ■.■.■.'.
*t§Second Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental.
*t§Unforbidden Sin, The (F)
Coitinentai
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovltch . . . Aff. European
Verdun
Special Cast
Rluhmount
Vera MIezewa ^tentative)
Derussa
Aft. European
7 reels. . .
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
6714 feet.
*t§Worldly Goods (F)
Continental

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

Star

Ret. Date

Length

*f {Accidental Treatment (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel . . . .
*t§Alley Op
Gorno Marionettes. .. Int'l Photo Play Dist
Ireel ...
•t {Asleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15.1 reel . . . .
*t{At the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels.
♦t {At the Race Track (A.T.).. . Martin-Harcourt
Imperial
2 reels

* Mean» iynchronized tcort.

f Mton* toand etftcts.

Reviewed

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Review ea

•t§Boney's Boner
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolorfone Prod
1 reel. . . .
*t5Club Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
IntL DIst. Corp
1 reel...
♦tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Ja22 Nos
Intl. DIst. Corp
Ireel...,
*t§Could I Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
Imperial
2 reels. ..
*+Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel . .
*t {Egyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Feed the Brute
Novelty
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel...
*tFlaming Canyons
Color Novelty
1 reel . .
*t§Friend Husband (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
•tGallopIng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon Feb. 1 . . 1 reel
*t§Grand Opera
Garno Marionettes . Int'l Photo Play Dist .. Ireel
♦t^Hectic Hector
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
♦tJHoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
Inctl. DIst. Corp
1 reel
*tlln Songland
Norah Blaney
Int'l Photo Play Dist
Ireel
*tKids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial)
Logan-Miller Mascot
Aug.
1 10 episodes.
*t5Kriss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel.
*t5Marlonettes, The No. 1 (F)
Novelty
Intl. DIst. Corp
Ireel
!t§ Marionettes, The No. 2 (F)_, Novelty . . _.
Intl, DIst. Corp
1 reel .
♦tJMeal Hound. The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel..
»t§Meet the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels.
*t§Miser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel. .
*i§Mltchell, Sissle & Blake
Songs
Int'l Photo Play 2 Dist
Ireel .
Burr
reels.
,„.„.,..,.,„„„.,,„...,
♦fMonkey
Squawks (A. T.l
Imperial
2 reels.
*t§Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reef..
*^\^,_ 5^1,^ wakes Up (A. T.)
....
Hundred
Per
Cent.
• t§One
-.-._•'
American (A. T.)
Hearn- Weston
I mperial
2 reels .
*tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon May
. .1 reeJ. .
♦tJParty, The (D)
Safrus
Ireel..
*t§Personality Girl in Songs, The Norah Blaney
..Int'l Ploto Play Dist
1 reel.
'tSPikln' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel.
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.DisneyCartoon.Maf.
.1 reel.
elors ,c,
(F)Franks
.
li„„
'tJRadlo
& Four Bach Song Program
IntL Dist. Corp
1 reel.
'tlSigned. Sealed and Delivered (A. T.l. .7
Burr
!. 2 reels
*^s|^^ Minutes From Broadway.Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
»t<Hoamhnat wiiiio
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon.Jan.
. .1 reel.
laieamuudi vviiiib
•tJThlsand That (D).
Safrus
1 reel.
Safrus
1 reel.
♦tJTIcket Please (D).
*ttrailing the Western Sun.
Color Novelty
Castle
Ireel.
•tTrIp to the Zoo. A (F)
Animal Cast ,
Inf. DIst. Corp..
.... Ireel.
•rSVarletles (D)
'
Safrus
Ireel.
•tlvaudevllle (D)
Safrus
Ireel.
•t{Wonderin's
Kolortone Cartoon
-.>
_••..••:
. • ._ Kolortone
. Prod
.Ireel..
•t§When the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
\ reel
June
'tSWhrn the Clock Struck 12
CA. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
IntL DIst. Corp
Ireel.

SILENT

8

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15. Ireel
Bonzolina
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
11 reel
Booster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15 1 reel
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 1 reel
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan.
11 reel
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
H. Co?tello-Graves
Mascot
10 episodes
Flaming Canvons
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1. .V reel
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1 reel
June 29i
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15 1 reel
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
•. Ufa-Eastern ... Feb.
1 Ireel
Nature's Households
Tiny Tragedies
Ufa Shert
Short
Ufa-Eastern
Jan. 1511 Ireel
Peculiar
Ufa
Ufa
Eastern ..
. . Jan.
reel
Polo Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb.
11 reel
Salt Water Millinery
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . Mar. 15 1 reel
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 15 1 reel
Spook Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15 1 reel
Sunshine
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 11 reel
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . Mar. 1 1 reel
Ti ailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15 1 reel
We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. 15 .. 1 reel

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Title

Star

Length
5412 feet
Jan.
1 .
6430 feet
feet
Feb. 20
.8653
Feb. 2.,

Rel. Date

Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
♦tJLucky Boy (F & D)

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessel-Quimby
(Silent Version)

*t§Midstream (F & D)

Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)

June

*tSMolly and Me (F & D)

Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

April

*tJMy Lady's Past (F & D)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Dorothy Sebastian
IKeane-Standing
Silent Version)

April

•t§New Orieans (F & D)
Rainbow, The
♦t§Reputatlon (F & D)
Spirit of Youth
Squads Right
*t§Two Men and a Maid (F & D)
•t}Whlspering Winds (F & D)
Title

Sebastian-Kent
Gribbon-Stone
. Collier, Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)

SHORT

Mar. 18
Jan. 12

1. ,
.8250 feet.
feet.
.7476
1.,

June 20, ,
Feb. 15.

6114 feet.

Feb. 20.
Feb. 1
June 15

.6 reels

May

Mar. 23

.6539 feet

1. .

SUBJECTS

Star
....
, . „ j tu
/^ ■ o
u
Symphony
or
Co
The
Bride,
s
*t§Cossack
Color Sympnonv
*t5Fesllval of Bagdad, A
P"'?
.
, ,
Color Classic
Color Symohony
*t!JapRnese Carnival, A.
**§'"n aOldChinese
Color
MadridTemple Garden
Color Symphony
Symphony
Little Vagabond
Color Classic
*tLove Charm. The
Color Symphony
Lover's Paradise
Color Classic
Maude Muller
Color Classic
♦tjMeiodie
Color Symphony
*t§Minuette
Color Symphony
*t§Modern Cinderella A
Color Symphony
*t§Mountain King, The
Color Symphony
No Women Allowed
Color Classic
*t§Pharaoh's Daughter
Color Symphony
*T §Sacred House, The
Color Symphony
*t§Song of India. A
Color Symphony
*t§Songs My Mother Taught Me . Color Symphony
*t§Tales of Araby
Color Symphony
*t {Temple Bells
Color Symphony
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental tongs).
D Meant disc. F Meaiu soand-on-Him.

Reviewed
Mar. ie

Rel. Date

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

Length
,
,
1 ree
tree.
, 1 ree .
1... Ireel.
15.... 11 reel
reel.
t
1 reel.
1 reel .
15
1 reel..
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel:.
t reeL
1 reel!.
Ireel..
t reel.
1 reel'.
I reel.
I reel;. ,
1r reel.
t ceeL
1 reel. .

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

June 15.

632

Motion

Title
Tom. Dick or Harry
*t§Viennese Melody
Twinkle Toes
t}Way Down South

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Sympnony
.

Coming

Title

Feature

Rel. Date
Mar.

1—

Reviewed
Length
1 reel ...
1 reel . . .
1 reel —
1 reel

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Revlewvc

*t§Dangerous Business (A. T.)
*t§Enchanting Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
♦tJKalhleen Mavourneen {A. T.) . O'Neill-Delaney
*t§Lost Zeppelin. The (A. T.)
Tearle-Valli-Cortez
*t§Mister Antonio (A. T.)
Carillo-Valli
♦i^Medicine Man, The (A. T.)
* i painted Faces (A. T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford .
*t§Pe.icock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
*t§TrDopers Three (A. T.)
*t§Woman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Rel. Date
Star
April 20 .
•tSAIIbl (A. T.) (D)
O'Malley-Busch
*tSBulldog Drummond (A. T.) (D). . Colman-Tashman-Love
Mar. 30
April 12
•tiCoquette (A. T.) (D)
Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
(No Silent Version'
•tEterna I Love (D)
Barrvmore-Horn-VarconI
tAiyU..
♦tEvangeline (D)
Del Rio-Drew
•tjiron Mask, The (D)
Douglas ralrbanks
Mar. 9 .
'Silent Version)
Mar. 9 .
•tJLady of the Pavements (D)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
Feb. 16 .
(Silent Version)
Feb. IB .
•tRescue, The (D)
Colman-Damlta
Jan. 12. .
'Sileit Version)
. . . Jan. 12 .
*t{She Goes to War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
July 13. .
(Silent Version)
July 13..
•tiThls Is Heaven (D!
Banky-Hall
June 22..
•JThree Passions (D)
Terry-Petrovltch
June 1. .
Coming
Attractions
Title

Title
•t§Clty Lights (D)
♦tSCondemned
•tHell's Angels (D)
•tJLocked Door. The fA. T.)
t}Uummox lA. T.) (D)
•tjSex Appeal
•t§Song of Broadway. The (D)
*t§Trespasser. The (A. T.)
T.)
*t§New York
•fVenus
(D) Nights (A.

Star

Rel. Date

Length
RevleweO
.8 reels
Mar. 18
6767 feet ...April 13
Mar. 23
8268feel '..'..ian.
June 28
15
'....'......
8855 feet . Jan. 26
8659 feet .
.8329 feet..
7'95feel . .Mar. IB

.7980 feet .
'79
48 feet..
7910
feet.!
8864 feet..

Jan.

19

June 15
Feb. 23
April

Length

6

Reviewed

Charlie Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Lyon-Hall-Nisson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque
Westover-Colller Jr
Harry RIchman
Glora Swanson
N. Talmadqe-Roland
Constance Talmadge

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
•t§Broadway (A. T.)

Star
Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
fSilent Version)
Burning the Wind
Hoot Gibson
♦t§Charlatfln, The (F)
Special Cast
{Silent Version)
*t}Clear the Decks (F)
..Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
*tiCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic
City. The (F)
SIdney-Gordon-Price-SwaIn
(Silent Version)
•tjCollege Love fD & F) (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
•t {Come Across (D & F)
Basquette- Howes
(Silent Version)
Eves of the Underworld
William Ccdv
*t§Glrl on the Barge, The (F)
Girl Overboard
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
*t5Hls Lucky Day (D)
Hoofbeats of Vegeance
•tSIt Can Be Done (F)
*t8Kld's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lartal Kid. The
*t}Lasl Warning. The (F)
*ttLonesome (F)
*t{LoveTrap, (D & F)
Man Disturber. The
•tJMan, Woman and Wife (F)
•tSModern Love (D & F) (A. T.)
*t§Melody Lane (D 4 F)
Plunging Hoofs
PolntsWest
•tSRed Hot Speed (F)
Riding Demon, The
*t{Scandal (O & Fj
♦tjShakedown. The (F)
*t§Show Boat D & F)
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder. The
Slim Fingers
SmIlln'Guns
Smilln' Terror .The
Tip-OH, The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman The

Mar.
Feb.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
July
June
June
April

Length
Reviewed
4786 feet
9350 feel — June
1
3 ...5729 feet
10
5202 feet
7
7
3
B740feet
6792 feet
17.
17
7.
30.
30.
28.

Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor
Feb. 33.
(Silent Version)
Feb.
Mary Philbin
July 30.
Wells-Collins
Jan. 27.
Rex-Perrin
Reginald Denny
June 30.
(Silent Version)
May 26
Rex-PerrIn
June 1 6 .
Tryon-Carol
Mar. 24
Glenn Tryon.
Feb. 17. .
Hoot Gibson
Jan.
6
Hoot Gibson
...June 23.
Laura LaPlante
Jan.
6.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
6.
Tryon-Kent
Jan. 20
(Silent Version)
Jan. 20
La Plante-Hamilton
July 28
(Silent Version)
July 28
Reginald Denny
May 19
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
Jan. 13
(Silent Version)
Jan. 13
Hersholl-Crawford-Chase
July 14.
(Silent Version)
Leonard-Dunn
July 14
(Silent Version)
July 21
Rex-Perrin
April 14
Hoot Gibson
Aug. 30.
Denny-Day
Jan. 27
(Silent Version)
Jan. 27
Ted Wells
Aug. 18
Laura LaPlante
April 21 ,
(Silent Version)
April 21 .
Murray-Kent
.
Mar.10
La Plante-J. Schilakraut
July 28
Nixon-Walling-Nolan
Jan. 20
Al Wilson
Jan. 13
Bill Cody
Mar. 24.
Hoot Gibson
Mar. 31 .
Ted Wells
June 30.
Cody-Thompson
June 2.
Red (horsei-Perrin
Feb. 10
Gibson-Elder
June 23.

SHORT
Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Baby Talks
ceyand the Smoke

Rel. Date
July 14 —

Mar. 23

4208 feet.
.7510 feet.
.6908 feet.
.4596 feet
.4719 feet

fSZSfeet
6090 feet
. .6729 feet
5509 feet
7980 feet
7731 feet
6761 feet

Jan. 12
Oct.

8

"'^2 feet

6589 feet
.6674 feet

.Nov. 10

.6369 feet ...July 13
.4344teet.

Feb. 2e
6621 feet
.6621 feet
4380 feel
.6475feet ...April 27
6753 feet ..
.13 reels
April 20
.5809 feet

.4364 feel
.4232
.5270
..4525
.4109
.4497

feet
feet
feet
feel
feet

.5767 feel

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb

* Means synchronized score,

7400 feet.
7752 feet

Rel. Date

Length Reviewed
Mar. U
April 251 . . . 1 reel
Feb.
.1 reel
Feb. 18
, .2 reels
Sept. 11..
.2 reels
Feb. 23
Mar. 23

f Means soand effects.

Title
Bottles
Boy and the Bad Man, The
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
.Crushed Hats
Cut-ups The
Danger Line, The
Daring Dude. A
Day Dreams.
Days of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle
Farewell ..
Final Reckoning. A (Serial).
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Half Holiday. A
Have Patience
Hold 'Em Ozzie
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Tee Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Jungle Jingles
Just in Time
Just Monkeys
"
Just the Type
Kidnapped

Picture
Rel.
July
Sept.
Sept.
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July

News

Star
Laemmie Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle-Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Philllps
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewls-Gulliver-PhllllBS
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
- Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood

Feb.
April
May
April
July
July 22
July 24. .
Aug. 3. .
Aug. 28. .
June i .
Feb. 6
Mar. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 7
Ju 1 19
8.
July
Feb. 23
July 22.
Aug. 17.
Mar. 11 . .
July 31
^p^ii
^ . ..
Mar. 16.

King of the Campus
Knight Watch
Knockout
BusierThe
Lone Rider, the

Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Arthur Lak"
Trimble-Hardwick
and Doq
Bob Curwood

April
Mar. 226. .
.

j-one and
Rojind-Up,
Love
Sand The
' "" ""
'
Lumberjack
Magic
Men
>
,.. .
r,.... (re-Issue)
.u. Row
.- the
"— In
Newiyweds" Angel Child, The
Newlyweds Camp Out, The
Newiyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newiyweds in Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
On the Side Lines
Ou*. At Home
Own a Home.
Perilous Paths. .
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodloal Pup, The
Race Riot
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals. The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Soeedlnj Youth
SilasnMa'es
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
;
Television Grorge
Tenderfoot Terror A
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
Tige's Girl
Friend
Tracked
Down
Two-Gun Morgan.
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag. The
Wpllon. The ■ Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee CHpners

.Mar.
Sept. 25
14...
.April 15 .
Mar.
. May
1 .
Jan. 26 .
2 reels
July 10 . 2reels
May
June 12
. 2 reels
May
May 15.
2 reels
Jan. 23 . 2 reels
Mar.
April 17 .
2 reels
Mar. 20
2 reels
July
Aug. 7
2 reels
Feb. 20. . 1 reel
Mar.
June 24 . .1 reel.
.
2 reeis
2 reels
Feb.
Jan.
9.
Sept. 9 . . .1 reel
June 29. . . ..2
reels
June
2 reels
June 29. ..
Feb. 16. . .2 reels
Wilsey-Kingston
July
8. . .10 episodes. . June
Bob Curwood
June 15. . ..2 reels . . May
Sid Saylor
April 24.. 2 reels
Mai.
Canine Cast
April 8.. 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
SepL 2. . . .1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
Feb. 11... .1 reel
Jan.
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12... .2 reels
Bob Curwood
Feb. 9... .2 reels
Jan.
George Chandler
May
4. . . .2 reels
Mar.
Edmund Cobb
April 27.. .2 reels
Mar.
George Chandler
April 6. . .2 reels
Mar.
.2 reels
reels
June
Bob Curwood
July 20. . .2
Lewls-Gulllver-PhllllDS
April 15...
Sid Sayior
Jan.
2..
.2reels
Mar.
Sid Saylor
Mar. 27.
reels. . . . Dec.
Dec.
Laemmie Novelty .
Jan. 14
. 12 reel
Mar. 13
.2 reels
Feb.
Young-La Salle. .
. 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon.
Feb.
.1 reel
May
Arthur Lake ...
June 18
17.
. 1 reel
Arthur Lake
.2 reels
Aug.
Lewis-GulUvcr-PhHliDS
Jan. 12.
7
reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Sept. 2 .22 reels
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
June 24.
. 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
May 13
1 reel
July
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12
2 reels
July
Trimble and Dog
Aug. 21
.1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
May 27.
. 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 18.
Young-La Salle
Feb. 13
2 reels
Jan.
Sid Saylor
Feb. 27
2reels
May
2 reels
George Chandler
Aug. 1
Young-La Salle
April 10.
Mar.
.2 reels
George Chandler
June 8
reels
Young-La Salle.
.April 10.. .2
. 1 reel
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog . . Jan. 5.. .2 reels
Art Accord
.April 3 .
.2reels
.Feb. 28 . .2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips. .
.2 reels
Aug.
19
.
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips. .
July
8 . . 2 reels
Harry Carey
Aug. 24
Laemmie Novelty
May
6 . .1 reel
. 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
July 22
1 reel
Arthur Lake
Jan. 28
Oswald Cartoon
June 10.
1 reel
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Jan. 21 ... .2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 21 ... .1 reel
Jan.

Date
Length
Reviewed
1
1 reel
June 1
2
reels
7
.2 reels
4
.2 reels. .;.. Ju.ie 1
26.
2 reels
May 11
5
2 reels
Dec. 22
19
. 1 reel
April 27
20
.2
reels
June
1
6
2 reels
April 27
22
2 reels
18
.2 reels.
27
2 reels
30
2 reels
July 20
14.
2 reels
July
B
27
.2
reels
2
1 reel
28
2 reels
Mar. 23
13
.2 reels
April 27
29
.10 episodes
3
1 reel
June 18
15
June 1
3. .2 reels
1 reel
July
6
29.
. 1 reel
.2
reels
Feb
2
4
15
10 episodes. . Mar. 23
2reels
. 1 reel
29 .
.2 reels
June 19
17

Jack Dougherty
Arthur
«-.i-- Lake
Oswald Cartoon .
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog,
Jack
lj._,.
i— ,. Hoxle
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Ejna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sncokums-Perdue-Egan.
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Giilliver-Phillips
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb

2
2
.2
.1
.2

reels
reels
reels
reel
reels

July
July

B
6

May 18

. 1 reel

2 reels

Dec 22

2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
. . 1 reel
2 reels
. 2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
. .2 reels.
.2 reels.
.1 reel
.1 reel
.22 reels
reels

May 28

1 reil

July 20
Feb.
9
June 29
Feb. 9
Feb.

9

Aug. 3
Feb. 23
30
11
11
30
20
30
11
IB
IB
M
IB
12
12
30
30
18
15
23
2!'
t
26

20
10
..

U

11

IB

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tiSargaln In the Kremlin, The (A.T.)
*i§c(arnuni Was Right lA. T.) .. .
Born to the Saddle
•tSBraggart, The
Brides Will Be Bridee
Crimson Hour, The
*ti Dangerous Dimples

Star
Joseph Schlldkraul
Glenn Tryon
Ted Wells
Jean Hersholt
Laura La Plante
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
Laura La Plante

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-Abn.

Rel. Date

Length
.4126 feet.

A. T, after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

5

August

10 ,

19 29
633

Title

Star
Gibson-Gilbert
Doubling For Trouble
Brockwell-Stanley
'*t§Drake Case, The
*t I Embarrassing Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Veldt-Phllbin
Erik the Great
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
♦tSFIamIng Daughters
Arthur Lake.
■Girl Dodger, The
•tjGreat Cinema Murder, The
*t§Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.) . Eddie Leonard
Hoot Gibson
Hell Wrecker, The
Laura La Plante
*t§Hold Your Man
Paul
Wniteman and Band
•t}Klng of Jazz. The (A. T.)
Tryon-La Plante
*TJMinstfel Man. The.
Joseph
Schildkraut
*f §Mississippi Gambler, The (D & F)
(Silent Version)
Arthur
Lake
Navy Blues . .
Laura La Plante
•tjOne Rainy Night (D&F).
James Murray
Play Goes On. The
Mary Philbin
•tjPort of Dreams, The
(Silent Version)
Mary Nolan
*t§Shanghai Lady. The (A. T.)
James
Gleason
•tiShannons of Broadway The (A.T.
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
*t§Tonight at Twelve
Special Cast
♦t {Under the Southern Cross
(Silent Version)
Lewis-Grange
*t§Varsity Show fA. T.).
*t§Wagon Master. The..
Silent Version:
Reginald Denny
Watch My Speed.

SOUND
Title

Rel. Da^e
Sept.

Length

Coming Feature Attraction*
Star

1
June 29

Apr. T
Mar. 2
Sept. 22

6500 feel

Sept.

April 27
Jan. 26

5697 feet.

8

SHORTS

Star

Length
1 reel
12 fgji
reels
,1 reel
. , 1 reel
. 2 reels

Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Sunny Jim
Vaudeville Act
Georgo Sidney
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Oswald Cartoon
Le*is-Gjlliver-PJiillips
Oswald Cartoon
Morgan-Bledsoe
Oswald Cartoon
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

April
Mar.
Sept.
Jan.
Sept.
July
April
July
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
June

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
*t§Junior Luck (F & D)
*tJungle Jingles (F)
*f§King of the Campus (D&F)
•tSLove Birds
♦tLumberjack (F)
•t}Nuls and Jolts
*t§On Guard (F& D)
*t§On the Side Lines (F & D)
*tRace Riot
*t§Rivals The (F & D)
*t Saucy Sausages
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Splash Mates (F& D)
*i§Sporting Courage (F & D)
*tStage Stunts (F)
•tSteam-) nt W/lile
*t§Stripes and Stars (F)
*tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*T§Sweethearls (A. T.)
•t§ Three Brox Sisters.
*t§Use Your Feet iD & F)
*t§Varsity Drag, The (F & D)
*t§ Weary Willies
*t Wicked West, The (F)
♦tiZlmmerman and Granville

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Pat Rooney and Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulllver-Phillips
Lewis-Gullivcr-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
The Rooney Family
Songs.
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

July
8 ,
May 27 .
April
April
June
April

.1 reel
2 reels
. ,1 reel
1 . . 2 reels
.2 reels
15 . 1 reel
24 .
2 reels
29 . \'^^\

2 reels

1 reel
2
reels
15.. .12 reel
19. . .1 reel
18.,
2.. .2 reels
24., .2 reels
13.. ,1 reel
.1 reel
May 27,. .1 reel
Mar. 18. . .12 reel
reels
Sept. 2
1 reel
Jan. 14
.2 reels
Aug. 19 .
2 reels
July 22 . 1 reel
1
reel
June 10 .
.1 reel
Jan. '28 .
Sept.
April
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
June
May

June 1
July 20
Mar. 30
Mar. 23
Mil
IVlay

11

May 11

July
May

6
4

May 11
Mar.

t

June 29
June 29
May 11

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title

Star
*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Warner-Wilson
♦tSDesert Song, The iD)
Boles-King
*t§Fancy Baggage (D) (A. T.)
Audrey ^erris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D) (A. T.). . Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Frozen River (D) (A. T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version/
*t§Honky-Tonk (A.T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker ,
*f§Gamblers, The iA. T.) (D)
Wrison-Warner-Robards
*t§Glad Rag Doll, The (D) (A.T.).. Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
♦tJGreyhound Limited. The (D) (A.
T.)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Loy-Bollier-Brockwell
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose (D) (A. T.)
(Silent Version)
Nagel-Wilson
*t5Kid Gloves (D) (A.T.)
(Silent Version)
*t§Little Wild Cat, The (A. T.) (D)
*t§iVladonnaof AvenueA (D) (A.T.),. Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The (D)
(Silent Versl on)
*t§My Man (A.T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
•tiNoah's Ark (D)
D. Costello-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)
*t§No Defense (D) (A.T.)
*tSOne Stolen Night (D) (A. T.).

Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
Bronson-Colleir Jr
(Silent Version)
Comoson-Brown-Fazenda

*t50n With the Show (A. T.) (D).
•tiQueen of tne Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)
*t {Redeeming Sin, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
*t {Singing Fool, The (D)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
*t{Sonny Boy (D) (A. T.)
Lee-Horlon-Bronson
(Silent Version)
*t5Stark Mad (D) (A.T.)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
*t§Stolen Kisses (D) (A. T.)
May McAvoy
(Sile
ersion)
*t{Time, the Place and the Girl, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood

* Means synchronized score,

Length
Reviewed
4706 feet
Jan. 19
May 11. 11034 feel
April 20
Jan. 28 . 6447 feet
Feb. 23.. .5983 feet.
April 27. , .6323 feel.
.June 6 .
April 20 . .5483 feet.
May 28..
.6412 feet . ..June
8
June 29. .
6685feet
.
June
8
May
4
June 8
Rel. Date

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April

9
23
30
4.
23.
27.

. 6114 feet
. 4696 feet
. .5610 feet
. 4875 feet
. 5235 feet
. 4885 feet

June 22, ,
Feb.

9. ,

4878 feet.

June 15

9478 feet
7752 feel

April
May
Mar.
April
July

6 .
11
16
20 .
13 .

5558 feet
4712
feet
5243 feet
4797 feet.

Mar.
April
Feb.
April
April
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April

16
14
16
6
13.
13
18.
2.
2
23.
13

June

8

f Means soand effects.

Oct.

27

April

6

May 28

5424
5236
6921
6145
.7444
.6011

feet ...April 6
feet
feet . Feb. 23
feet
feel
feet.
.Mar.16

/.6681
.491 7
.6273
,5658

feet
feet
feet
feet

. 6 reels

VITAPHONE

Reviewed

I .
25 .
11
11..
2 ,
July 20
22..
29
1 reels
reel
Mar.
31'
.2
July
20
22. .
4.. 1 reel
1
reel
2
4,, . 1 reel
3. , .1929 feet... May 25

May

4

Rel. Date

•t§Argyle
Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Meighan
Title
*t§Avialor, The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Mijler
*tiEvidence (A. T.) (D)
Frederick-Courtenay-Tearle
*t§General Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (.Technicolor)
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•tJGreen Goddess, Tne ( A. T.) (D) George Arliss
*t§Hearts in Exile (D) (A. T.)
H. Costello-Kerry
*t§Hold Everything (A. T.) (D)
*t§Hottentot. The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miller
*t§ln the Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
*t§lsle of Escape, The (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
*t§la Everybody Happy? (A. T.) (D).Ted Lewis anJ Band
*t§Mammy (A.T.I (Dl
Al Jolson
•tsNo Questions Asked (A. T.) (D)
Ferris-Collier Jr
*t5Sacred Flame The (A. T.) (D) . Frederick-Nagel-Lee
*t§Sap, The (D) (A. T.)
E. E. Horton
*t §Say It With Songs (A. T.) (D)
Jclson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
*i§She Couldn't Say No (A.T.) (D)
Winnie Lightner
*fSShow of S.10WS. The (A.T.) (D). Special Cast (50 stars)
* r§So Long Letty (A. T.) (D)
Charlotte Greenwood
♦tJSkln Deep (A.T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
*t §Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t§TigerRose (A.T.) (D)
Velez-Witiiers
*t§UnderaTexas Moon (A.T.) (D). . Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

Title

Rel. Date

*t§Alpine Antics (F)
•tS Aline Night Club (A. T.) (F)
*t§Baby Talks
•tSBailey and Barnum
..
*t§L;ohen on the Telephone I A. T.I
*t§Cross Country Run (F & D)
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
♦tSFIying High (F & D)
♦iHen Fruit (F)
*t§Hits of Today
•IHold 'Em Ozzle (F*
•tJHouse Cleaning (A. T.)

WARNER

Reviewed

SHORTS

Reviewed
May 18

7 reels

April

2

June

1

June

1

»

(D)
Rel. Date

Star

Length

Length

Revleweu
..July 13

A.
& P.
After
theGypsies
Round Up
All Girl Revue
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend ....
Banjomanlac
...
Beau Brummel Comedians The . . .
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Celeste Alda (Aida)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block

OrchestraSongs
Numbers
Cowboy
Girl Band & Comedienne
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw & Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Songs
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Marllnelll
Giovanni Mar ilnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family

reel.
11 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Cougat & Company
Violin.
Songs & Dances
r.ranlt,
kni-ul Mnrman
Creole Pachinn
Fashion Plata
Plate, Tha
The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead Laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Don't Get Nervous
Georgie Price
1 reel
Eleanor Palntor
Songs
H reel
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Raymond Hitchcock
1 reel
Fair Days
Harris & Howe
1 reel
Familiar Face, The
1 reel
Family Affair, A
Arth»r Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore. .
Song Program
Frances Sielly
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
1 reel
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Higins-Lean
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
1 reel
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip,
The & His Ambassadors
John
Miljan
1 reel
Gus Arnhelm
Jazz Band
Harry Delf
.
Songs & Dances
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernie & Band
Song Number
1 reel
High Waters
Jazz Band
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra ...
Chief Caupollcan
Indian Baritone. The
Jazz Band
Ingenues, The
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutci
UllsA Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
1 reel
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban- Jokester
.
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review.
Songs and Dances
Lash. The
Crane- Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett A Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace. A
Hobart Bosworth
Max Schmtllng
Interview
Mar.16
Meet the Wife.
Frank Orth & Co
Men »mnnq Men
Fred Ardath
Metlcan Tipica Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
1 reel
Miss Infnrmition
Wllson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
1 reel
Songs & Dances
Myers & Hanford.
William
Demarest
Night Court, The
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
Frank Crumit
1 reel
One Man Glee Club, The.
John Charles Thomas
PagliaccI
. .
Pair of Aces. The
TImblln & Raymond
1 reel
BenneH-Caron
Papa's Vacation
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos
1 reel
Question ot Today. The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herberl-Pam
Regular Buslne-ss Man, A
Robert Ober
RIgoletto— Quar'et
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Mght Club Revue . Songs and Orchestra
1 reel
Rudy Vallee and Band
Songs and Orchestra
1 reel
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs of Love
Sanderson-Crumit
H reel
Soup.
Harry Delf
T»rry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
They Knjw Their Groceries
Flournoy & Miller
Those Were the Days
Irene Franklin
Three Brox Sisters
Song Program
riny Town Revue
Midget Unit
1 reel
Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue & U-No
1 reel
Typical Types
Bobby Folsom
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve),
Giovanni Martlnelll
When ihe Wife's Away
William Demarest
Winnie Lightner
Songs

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Rlm.

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

June 15
Aug. 26
Oct. 13
June
1
Mar. 18
Mar. 2
Sept.22
July
7
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept.22
June
1
^ant
Sept. 029
Sept. 22
Sept. 1
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June
June

28
28
3
11
20
1
8

June
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
'. , June
June
June
June
June
Sept.

23
3
2B
18
12
15
23
18
1
8
29

Aug. 28
June 23
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
18
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
18
16
23
IP
18

Feb.
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept.
July
June
Oct.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.

IB
20
IB
25
18
15
29
13
15
13
16
17
25

June 23
June 8
June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

634

Motion

WORLD-WIDE
Title
•t JBIack Waters
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•f {Kitty ( D & F)
*tlV!ouiin Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The

PICTURES

Star
KIrkwood-Brlan
Norman Kerry
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Ver-iion)
Oiqa Ctiekova
Olga Ct-ekova
Gilda Gray
Waiter Byron
Lerch-George

' Means synchronized score.

Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
7500 feet.. April 13
April 1 .
7 reels . .
Maf . 17.
.
Feb. 2. . 6 reels
. June 15
.9010 feet
June 29. . .8500
feet
..Feb. 23
Jan. 30 . . 9 reels. . .
7185 feet.
Fel). 17
July 30
9
reels
.
July 13 .
Feb.
4 . ,7 reels
7000 feet

t Means sound effects.

Title
Week-End Wives
Woman in the Night, A
Woman In White, The
Title

Star
Thomas-Bankt
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

Picture
Rel Date
Feb.

3

N e zv s
Length

Rev ewed-

7eS8feet.
7 reels
Length. ,

Coming Feature Attractions

Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer The
Whirl of Life, The

Star
DIna Graila
Special Cast
Miles Mander
DIna Graila
Louis Lerch

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means sound-on-Rlm.

Reviewed

Rel. Date
8
7
7
8
8

reels.
reels.
reels
reels.
reels

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

4. T. after title means All Talltie.

Hollywood
J. C. Nugent is to play the father role in
"Navy liamBlues,"
Haines. new M-G-M vehicle for WilEmmett Flynn, who just completed Laura
La Plantc's "Hold Your Man" for Universal, will direct "The Shannons of Broadway, which will star Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Gleason.
Paramount

has

switched

directors on

"The Saturday Night Kid" and "Medals."
Edward Sutherland will direct the former
while Richard Wallace will handle the latter.
Educational's first Tuxedo talkie comedy.
"Social Sinners," was completed recently at
the Educational studios. The comedy is
based on a playlet by Kenyon Nicholson.
Cast includes Raymond McKee, Marion
Byron, Cissy Fitzgerald and Billy Engle.
Lillian Roth, young musical songster, was
recently assigned a specialty act for "Revolutionary Rliythm," a stage sequence in
"Illusion,"
Paramount
all-talkie.
Pathe has placed "The Racketeer" and
"Rich People," two new all-talkies, into production at the West Coast studios.
John Cromwell, director, is again portraying a screen role for Paramount, according to
the terms of his original out-dated contract
with Paramount. He has assigned himself
a role in "The Mighty."
Columiba has exercised its option on the
contract of Frank Strayer, who recently
made "The Fall of Eve." He will direct four
of the company's planned productions.
Warner Oland and Lillian Roth have
been both assigned roles in "The Vagabond
King," in which Paramount is presenting
Dennis King for the first time on the screen.
"No, No, Nanette," the First NationalVitaphone musical film, is now in the midst
of
tion.screening under Clarence Badger's direcParamount has cast Doris Hill for the
principal feminine role of Judith Wheater
and Frederic March for the leading male
role
of Martinnovel
Boyne
in "The
the Wharton
which
LotharChildren,"
Mendes
is to direct.
Allan Clay Hosking, the "Farina" of "Our
Gang ' comedies, has been signed to a new
long-term contract by Hal Roach. He is
featured in "Lazy Days," the latest "Our
Gang" comedy.
Michael Bohnen, German baritone, is the
latest stellar acquisition to join the cast of
Warner
Bros.' "Show of Shows."
Paramount
has Charles
signed Sellon
Yola D'Avril,
dre Cheron and
for rolesAnin
"The
Love
Parade,"
starring
Maurice
Chevalier.
Warners have cast Julannc Johnston, Ivan
Simpson and Otto Matieson for the line-up
of principals for "Golden Dawn," starring
Walter Woolf. "Tiger Rose" will have
Heinie Conklin and Slim Summerville. In
"She Couldn't Say No" will be Sally

jailers

M-G-M recently placed three stage players under new extended-term contracts.
They are Elliott Nugent, Lawrence Gray
and Benny Rubin.
Nora Lane will be the second feminine
lead in "Sally," the First National-Vitaphone production starring Marilyn Miller.
Warners have assigned scenario writers
to two more of the 35 Vitaphone specials
to be released during the coming season.

Edmund Lowe will play opposite Rillic
Dove in "Give the Little Girl a Hand," her
next First National-Vitaphone appearance.
The vehicle was written by Fannie Hurst.
FarreJI MacDonald and Norman Selby are
included in the support.
Henry Clice, stage actor, has a prominent
part in John Barrymore's first Vitaphone
vehicle, "General Crack."
Roland Drew will be one of the players

Joseph Jackson will adapt "Second Choice"'
and Robert Lord will prepare "Hold Every-

surrounding Robert Armstrong in "The
Racketeer." Others will be John Loder,
Paul Hurst, Kit Guard and Winifred Harris.

Sally CNiell's initial appearance under
thing."
her
newly signed contract with Columbia
will be in "The Broadway Hoofer," which
George Archainbaud will handle.

Alfred E. Green will direct "The Isle of
Escape" for Warners. Monte Blue and
Myrna Loy will be the co-stars.
Viola Louie will play the part of the

Jack Mulhall will be Dolores Costello's
leading man in "Second Choice," her next
Vitaphone starring picture in which Edna
Murphy. Ethlyne Claire, Charlotte Merriam
and Edward Martindel will have supporting
roles.

Italian girl in "Mister Antonio," the TififanyStahl production starring Leo Carillo and
Virginia Valli.

"The Love Parade," the Paramount filmusical, will have a chorus composed of singer.s
recruited from church choirs, vocal schools,
from the Los Angeles Grand Opera Co. and
from the stage.
Sidney Blackmer has been assigned the
role of leading man for Dorothy Mackaill
in "The \\'oman on the Jury," her next
First National-Vitaphonc production. Blackmer has the masculine role opposite Leatrice
Joy in "A Most Immoral Lady."
Reginald Denny's last picture for Universal, recently completed, which heretofore
has been titled "No. No, Napoleon." will be
released as "One Hysterical Night."
Maria Valli, a Vitaphone chorus girl, has
been promoted to the rank of a principal and
will plav in "The Forward Pass," new First
National- Vitaphone production.

Kay Francis is to have one of the principal roles in the picturization of "The Children" at the Paramount studio.
H. B. Warner, instead of Jack Mulhall,
will play the masculine role opposite Lois
Wilson in "The Dark Swan," First National's screen production.
Beatrice Lillie will make her initial appearance on the talking screen in Warner
Bros.' "The Show of Shows."
Agnes Christine Johnson has been signed
by Universal to write the adaptation and
dialog for "The
Shannons of Broadway."
Willard Mack has been assigned to write
the dialog for the Duncan Sisters first talker
"Cotton and Silk," which M-G-M will produce.
Harriscolor Films are producing a series
of two-reel talkers with children in natural

William LeBaron's stage play, "The Very
Idea," became a completed Radio talking
feature
recently
the company's
studios the
on
the
Coast
where atFrank
Craven directed

colors via the company's exclusive process.
George K. Arthur completes his term contract with M-G-M after his appearance in
"Road Show," now in production. Reported
Arthur will take a vacation trip to England
before resuming picture work.

production.
"The Squealer," the play by Mark Linder,
has been purchased by Columbia as one of
its new sca.son offerings. It will be made
into an all-talkie special and will contain
singing and dancing.

cast of "Navy Blues," M-G-M talker.
Eddie Quillan and Alan Hale will be costarred
bv Paihe
"Up and
talking and
singingin feature
to .^.t
be 'Em,"
directeda

Harry Fishbeck, cameraman, has been
signed to a new Paramount contract. He
has been photographing Paramount pictures
since 1923.
Lewis Stone iias been placed under a new
long-term contract by M-G-M. His latest
role for the company
is in "Wonder
of
First National has chosen Lane Chandler
Women."
and Phyllis Crane for roles in "The Forward
Pass." talkie to star Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Lorctta Young.
"Sweetie," Nancy Carroll's new Paramount film, is now in production and will
shortly pass the finis line under the direction of Frank Tutlle.

Wade

Boteler and Harry Woods

added to

by P'red Newmcyer. Joseph Poland wrote
the story and William Conselman will supervise.
Marceline Day will be featured by RKO
in "Tanned Legs" under direction of George
Seitz.
Twenty-six chorus girls have been placed
under term contract by RKO for dance and
singing
ensembles in musical features of
that
company.
Sally Blane and

Hugh

Trevor

will be

featured by RKO in "Jazz Heaven."
Mary Nolan will be starred by Universal
in "Drifting," from play by John Colton.
John Robertson will direct from adaptation
by Houston Branch.

New COLOR

Moods
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SOUND
with

EASTMAN

SONOCHROME

TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
JlHE sixteen delicate colors of Eastman Sonochrome
are keyed to the moods of the screen. Love, excitement, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
lightings, emotions ....

are subtly conveyed by

color .... And each tint is so adjusted that it gives
pleasing an<l faithful reproduction of sound.
Sonochrome,

the latest Eastman

to the industry, adds immeasurably

contribution
to the beauty,

the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound j>ictures.
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VERY

^ood

feature of a good comedv is
made better by sound. Laughs,
of course^ are doubled and
trebled.
And
in tke JACK

White

Talking

Comedies

speed and tkrills are greater,
too.
Jack White's unique talent for
fast action fun ^^as never given
such ^«vide scope as in this
series of all-talking comedies.
You'll see it at its best ivhen
you see and hear
^^

LOOK

OUT

BELOW"
ivith

RAYMOND

McKEE

JERRY DREW
MONTY COLLINS
ROBERT GRAVES
THELMA TODD
Directed hy Stephen Roberts
WlieiiL it -was previe^ived at tke Golden Grate
Theatre in Los Angeles, Harry \f . Sugarxnan,
president and general manager of the West
Coast Junior Circuit, -wired:
**FroMn the time it came upon the screen
until several ntinutes after it iinishedt our
audience was in continuous hysterics. In
all tny experience in show husiness do not
helieve I have ever seen a greater laugh
than this comedy.**
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The smash sensation which has been packing them in at Qrauman^s Chinese is now
doing the same thing at the Astor^ N, Y.
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King Vidor^s all colored picture playing
simultaneously at two New York two-dollar
houses. The EMBASSY Theatre, and The
LAFAYETTE. A new stunt and a success.
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is an indispensable
attraction in every
motion picture theatre,
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for a sound programme.
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Boston s Best Since

vs. the Box Office Records

PARAMOUNT

of

PICTURES!

Thafs the choice offered to exhibitors
in buying 1929-30 product. Why not
be frank about it? You know ifs so!
^ Other companies
all

but

one

or

may
two

come
are

still

through with some
in

the

good pictures. But

promise- and- adjective

stage.

tM

^ PARAMOUNT

has six best 1929-30

sellers out proving they're BIG

at the only place that counts— the Box Office! "THE FOUR

FEATHERS"

in its tenth week of $2 capacity business at the Criterion, New York. The
._

- • -*c\

la

Marx

Brothers in "THE

mopping up. "THE

COCOANUTS"

MYSTERIOUS

earning extended runs and

DR. FU MANCHU"

doing S. R. O.

in fourth week at Rialto, New York, and equally BIG everywhere. "THE
GREENE

2? .? \''
>|fK

jili

la^^^M

MURDER

CASE,"

with William Powell as "Philo Vance,"

demonstrating with dollars that it's twice as big as '"'Canary Murder

'

j>>rti^*»i
^

• /R

Case." "THE

DANCE

OF LIFE," which the wise boys call the wow

the season, opening August 16th on Broadway.
Two Black Crows) in "WHY

BRING

THAT

of

Moran and Mack (The

UP?" finished— and a knock-

out. Harold Lloyd's first talking picture, 'WELCOME

DANGER,"

pre-

viewed and pronounced by tough critics his greatest ever! Three months'
releases completed at PARAMOUNT

studios, east and west. ^ See and

hear the actual pictures. Test them at the box office. Get a showing
of PAR AMOUNT'S
PRODUCT.

sales trailer, with excerpts from the WHOLE

See PARAMOUNT

ority. See PARAMOUNT

SOUND

SHORTS.

NEWS

1929-30

and prove its superi-

^ Don't buy on adjectives. . . .

Be practical!

Buy PARAMOUNT!
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Kf_^A. r hotophone
Ouift n i^ht..Vrked l^i^ht
wS/hen you contract for an RCAPhotophone,you get not only
the finest reproducing system that science has devised, but the
best value that is available in the whole sound equipment field.
RCA Photophone brings to the screen the experience,
traditions, resources and research facilities of the world's
largest group of electrical and acoustical laboratories— the
Radio Corporation of America, the General Electric Company,
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company and
the Victor Talking Machine Division of the Radio-Victor
Corporation of America.
Each member of this group
ority and precision in the
acoustical products, and for
equitable prices through
production economies.

stands for outstanding superimanufacture of electrical or
proved efficiency in effecting
the introduction of mass

These same principles have been applied to the manufacture of RCA Photophone, with the result that it is "years
ahead" in both dependability and price. You will save on
your initial investment and add to the drawing power of
your theatre when you install the RCA Photophone.
A contract placed now for this superior equipment will start it earning
dividends for you within thirty days.
m<.iii'i.M^|rmTTy

RCi%

PIIOT«»PHO:^E^

Inc.
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WHAT
TALKING

THE EDUCATIONAL
COMEDY DID FOR ME
With Apologies to Exhibitors Herald -World

In which Educational passes on to you a few of" ihe comments that <)ther exhibitors
have been making about the greatest line of comedies in motion picture history.

Talking Comedies
SHIP MATES: Lupino Lane — We always tell
you when the comedies are not so good, so 1 believe we should tell you when one comes in that
is excei)tionally good. \\"e are running SHIPMATES
with Lupino L.ine, and this all-talking comedy is
the funniest thing I ever saw. I am not a comedy
tan, hut this comedy is a riot and I ho\\ led with
iheaiulicnce. It's great ! — Mrs. 1 1. Eckardt, Palace
and Ideal Theatres, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
SHIP MATES: I-ujiino i.ane in his first all-talking comedy has certainly set a high mark of quality for others to shoot at. We would say that
SHIP MATES is the best all-talking comedy we
liave i)la>ed thus far — and we have played quite
a number of the talking comedy shorts. We felt
quite elated when the patrons stopped to tell us
howmuch they enjoyed thissubject. — Harry M.
Palmer, Anderson Theatrical Enterprises, Anderson. Ind.
EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
\ es, sir, I'll take off my hat to %ou and your Educational talkies— all \ou said about THE LION'S
ROAR and THE RIGHT BED have been more than
fulfilled in the screening of the two comedies.
They are both knockouts. Not that I ever have
had reason for doubting any statements that you
have made to me during our past ten years' dealings^—for I ha\e at all times found your word as
good as the best bond ever written.— Larry Goux,
Fox Rivoli Theatre, Pendleton, Ore.
THE OLD BARN: Sennett— THE OLD BARN
is a 100*^0 all-talking comedy and is great, all the
thrills, chills, etc., of THE tkrror plus ioo%
laughs — R. W. Thayer, Schine-Eckel Theatre,
.Syracuse, N. \.
THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS: The comedy
used on our first sound program was THE BRIDE'S
RELATIONS, a two-reel Mack Sennett comed>-.
Without any (|uestion, this is one of the funniest
comedies that I ha\e ever shown. Fr.mkly speaking, this comedy was the talk of the entire town
before the week was over. Any exhibitor who
has sound equipment in his theatre cannot go
wrong in playing this comedy. — L. Breuninger,
Lawrence .Amusement Co., Topeka, Kan.
HIS BIG MINUTE: Lloyd Ilamilton"\"our two-reel talking comedy HIS BIG MINUTE
with Lloyd Hamilton, was screened in niy theatre
last night. I would like for you to know that I
found this comedy a very amusing suliject, and
the disc recording all that could be desired.
Frankly, I considered the reproduction the ecpial
of any sound production that I have run, and as
a whole the reproduction is the best that I have
had. It is certainly a fact that HIS BIG MINUTE
is a hundred per cent, all-talking comed>' — the
tlialogue is continuous throughout, there being no
silent secjuences. I am looking forward to the
pleasure of playing your talking comedies. —
Mrs. L. \y. Holland, Madison Square Theatre,
Madison, Ca.
THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS: .Sennett— the

INDISPEISSABLE TO
BUSINESS FUTURE
NO doubt you will be pleased to
know that the teu all-talking
Educational comedies we have
played have proven that features
of the calibre and excellence of
Educational Talking Comedies
are
indispensable
theatre's
business
future. We to
are amore
than
pleased with our Educational
Talking Comedies and know that
your program will reach all of the
theatre going public because of its
quality. — E. P. Briggs, State Theatre, Denver, Colo.

ored the ]iicture is putting it mild. It went over
with a bang, and from now on we will see that
we get our full three days out of all talking comedies that we have contracted for. I believe in
real hot summer medicine for the theatre goers. —
]. C. Hartman, Wichita, Kan.
EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
After using three of your comedies (recorded on
disc) THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS (t oronct), THE
LION'S ROAR (Sennett), and ASK DAD (Coronet>,
we find the dialogue reproduced very audibly and
satisfactory in every way. We have received very
good comment on them from our patrons. —
Morrill Moore, Kansas Citv, Mo.
EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
We ha\e now run eight of your all-talking comedies and find them far superior to any other
short subjects on the market. These comedies
have iileased my patrons ioo%. Recording great.
— Sam Blair, Belleville, Kan.
EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
Your talking comedies
haveand
proven
to be kjo*^,'!
entertainment.
Recording
reproduction
all

BRIDE'S RELATIONS is an absolute panic. First
they look, then they laugh, then they listen and
then they shriek. Never in my life have I had
an audience laugh as nmch as they are doing at
this comedy. The scene where the three men do
the "Indian Rit" absolutely kills them. — Len .S.
Brown, Capitol Theatre, Aladison, Wis.
EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
We want to congratulate you and your company
on the dialogue comedies which \ou are releasing.
The comedies were purchased on the reputation
of the company you represent, as Educational
never failed to deliver a bushel or two of laughs
in each and every comedy released, which we
played in the past as "silent." We played THE
LION'S ROAR, and it surely was a "knockout." The audience roared from beginning to
end, and made it their business, it seems, on leaving the theatre to stop and congratulate us. We
are playing THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS, which
isalso very, very good. Enclosed find newspaper
showing you how we sell the comedies to our
patrons. — Speer Marousis, People's Amusement
Corporation, Capitol, Penn and Regent Theatres,
New Castle, Pa.
ASK DAD: Coronet — We played your ASK
l')AD all-t.dking comedy, Friday and Saturday.
.Sorry we had to use such a good outstanding picture for two days. To say that the audience fav-

\ery saver
good.for\'our
talkingtown
comedies
have— been
life
the small
exhibitor.
T. W.a
Perkins, Harrison\iIle, Mo.

Silent Comedies
MERMAID COMEDIES: Your MERMAID
COMEDIES, as far as audience reaction is concerned, are head and shoulders above all other
comedy i)roducts. In one or two instances, MERMAID COMEDIES proved to ha\e as strong a
drawingRialto
power
as first-run
— J. ("..
Sellers,
Theatre,
Pueblo, features.
Colo.
ALL-SHORT-SUBJECT PROGRAM: I'hu ed
your Movie Vaudeville to a large and apisreciative audience last night. Such an array of short
dramas, novelties and comedy was as refreshing
as a May shower, after a siege of crook, se.\ and
western drawn out features. We were immensely
pleased and will book more at a later date. — C.
C.. Wagner, Rex Theatre, Sublette, Kan.
EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES: I wish to
take this opportunity to congratulate you on the
excellent type of comedies you produce. The
comedies are peppy, and a laugh from beginning
to end. They possess all those ([ualities which
anyone takes into consideration when classing
comedies as exceptionally good. I also wish to
say that not only are the comedies good, but the
prints you send are always in first class condition.
As a whole, the service you render is highly appreciated.— A.Pa.S. King, Jr., Dreamland Theatre,
(laridge.
MERMAID COMEDIES: It is a pleasure to
inform your organization that at every opportunity Ibook the MERMAID COMEDIES starring
X'ernon Dent and Monty Collins. When 1 can sit
in my theatre and preview comedies, and laugh
all by myself at those two boys, then they are
surely funny. In other words "1 am sold on that
team."land,— Ore.A. L. Barnard, People's Theatre, Port-

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

E. W. MAMMONS,
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President

Member, iMjliun Picture Prcidiicers and Distributors ol .America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

JTJFTY-TWO issues a year-silent, sound'onfilrrif and disc — this product maintains a
standard unparalleled in motion picture pro^
duction — the one magazine reel always as
good as a few feature pictures sometimes are,
PATHE c5¥W/o REVIEW

1

. . . ojfers novelty for the fans.

PATHE

c5TW/-o REVIEW

II

PATHE c5¥W/o REVIEW

ill

MOT/ON

PICTURE

NEWS

. . . presents entertainment short, sueet MOTION
and to the
point.
P/CTURE NEWS

reel.

this is a good line of entertainment — an advantageous
MOTION

PATHE c5^W/o REVIEW

PICTURE

NEWS

IV

. . . sure to interest the girls . . . lots of entertainment values.
MOT/ON

PATHE

PICTURE

NEWS

c^udio REVIEW V

. . . lively . . . a lot of celebrities who will prove
. . . all the sounds are well produced.

interesting
F/LM DAILY

PATHE c^uc/io REVIEW VI
. . . successful and diversified . . . this reel can he relied oj\
to please the fans.
MOT/ON PICTURE NEWS

PATHE c^uc/w REVIEW VII
(no reviews)

PATHE cPludw REVIEW VllI
. . . very good . . the sound effects are good throughout.
FILM

PATHE cPtuc/Jo REVIEW

DAILY

IX

. . . eiuertainment that exerts a pleasing influence on the fan.
MOTION

PATHE

PICTURE

NEWS

c5^W/o REVIEW X

. . . excellent . . . these Audio Reviews ivith their proper use
of sound are consistently a superior product.
FILM DAILY

PATHE c5^W/o REVIEW XI
. . . lots of diversity . . nicely balanced entertainment.

FILM DAILY

PATHE c^W/o REVIEW XII
JOAN
LOWELL
the sailor lass
PATHE ^udio REVIEW XII

featured

in

... a modern screen magazine decked out in an attractive
musical and verbal ensemble.
Raymond Ganly in
MOTION

"AFTER

DARK"

featured in PATHE

the ^reat Hohoken melodranta,
r^»dio REVIEW

•A'

subsequently
featured
in SATURDAY
EVENING POST of July 15th

PATHE c5^W/'o REVIEW

NEWS

XIII

(ret'ieit's 'to come)

PATHE c^ud/o REVIEW XIV
. . . makes a reel of good strength . . and a fine little act.
MOTION

The two greatest magazines, of the screen and the
(yrinted word, know who's who and what's what.

PICTURE

PICTURE

NEW

PATHE c5^W/-o REVIEW XV
. . . Okay! This one will give the 7ni<sie lovers a kick.

FILM DAILY

PATHE Audio REVIEW

JNo discussion of Pathc's progress could he com'
plete without a few words of praise for the excellent Fathe Audio Review^ edited try the sagely
competent Terry Ramsaye. This is a distinctive
part of any program and is representative of the
very best in short subjects. The Audio Review
has done its part in bringing film entertainment —
distinct from the hybrid fUm-and-vaudeville — back
to the high place it should hold.
Peter Vischer in
EXHIBITORS

HERALD

WORLt

ierry Ramsaye, the editor, surely is putting
these over with a class atmosphere that shows
a lot of thought behind them. They are presented
differently from anything of the kind on the market and are so nicely diversified and balanced that
the reel constitutes a number that should be given
a preferred position on any bill.
THE

^ There is no
competition
^ There is no
substitute

I

^ There can be
no imitation

FILM

Yveek after week since Terry Ramsaye took
over the editorship of Pathe's Review reel the
writer has witnessed the steady improvement in
the compilation of this subject.
George ]. Reddy in
MOTION

PICTURE

FATHE AudioREWlEW
I
Jh_

DAILY

NEWS

ML GLOBE B. O.
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GIRL'S"
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Dying

Sensational Week
Records

Leaves
at Globe, N. Y.

$16,493 first week!
$20,284 second week!
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Against Stiffest Competition of the Season!

BIGGEST TWO-A-DAY GROSSES
ON MAZDA ALLEY!
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A sweep in Portianci, Me.
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Girl"
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Victor Talking Machine^
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American Sound Recording Corporation
Announces
The Completion of The First Two

Subjects of

Jack Noble's
School Kids' Revue
featuring

Professional Juvenile Stars
A Series of Twelve Two-Reel

All-talking — Singing — Dancing
Kid Comedies

Distribution Plans To Be Announced

AMERICAN SOUND RECORDING CORPORATION
344 West 44th Street
Phone: Longacre 4826

New York City

As
lirKe as
^

Monthly
Payable
-5*'

V'^.

Gives you the ¥* finest
synchronized sound

>K<>

TYPE

2 M D A

Synchronous

Service assured by

Disc

leading

Producers

00
$2,5
up to 2000

Houses

seats

TYPE 4 M D A
Synchronous
2000

Disc

00
$3to ,5
4000 seats
TYPE 500 D D A
SYNCHRONOUS

TYPE 500 FDA
SYNCHRONOUS

DISC $1/500

Disc and Sound on Film $2/500

PACENT REPRODUCER

CORP.

FILM CENTER BUILDING
NEW YORK, N.Y.

We Guarantee
Good Acoustics
for your Theatre
Do not gel discouraged if you are not getting good results
from your sound equipment

Look

The chances are just 3 to 1

at

this

beautiful

Acoustex

Tile

ceiling

in

the

Capitol

Theatre at Delphos, Ohio!
Owner says it changed a "canyon
of echoes" into a "natural" for talkies.
(See letter)

that the fault lies in the ceiling and walls of your theatre —
not in the machine itself. Competent authorities say that
75% of all the theatres in the country need acoustical treat-

Acoustex, installed by experienced sound-specialists, will

ment. Without it even the most expensive machine manu-

solve your sound problems. We guarantee results! Acoustex has a very high coefficient of sound absorption. It is

factured will give you poor results. But tvith the right treatment you get perfect hearing for every seat in the house.

applied on ceilings or side walls. When sound waves strike
its surface, they are absorbed — smothered instantly. There
are no echoes and reverberations to spoil perfect sound reproduction inthe Acoustex-equipped theatre. And remei.iber this :

(Ca^Woi trUtaitf

Acoustex is the most beautiful acoustical treatment you can
6/26/29
BOBton Acoustical

put in your theatre. Note what the owner of the Capitol
Theatre says about Acoustex in his letter reproduced at the

£n^ln«erlnfr Co.

Boston. Masaachuaetts

left. "The decorative effect is marvelous . . . our patrons

Gentlemen:
Thla Is to advise you that your foreman, Er,
Curren, has Just completed the acoustical treatment of
our theatre and when I tell you that I am well pleased
I an putting it mildly.
Our theatre has always had a reputation In
this territory as being one of the worst theatres
acoustically in the state of Ohio. Talking was impoaslble, as anything spoken on the stage of our theatre
was so juinbled up in the rear of the auditorium that
it became nothing more than a noise.
Our theatre, in
other words, before your treatment was a veritable
"Canyon of echoes".
We gave our theatre a test yesterday, upon
completion of your acoustical treatment, and every word
spoken in a natural tone from the front of the theatre
was distinctly understood In the rear. In my estimation
I think I now have a "natural" for the "talkies".

profuse in their praise."
If you want to be sure of what you are going to get before
you start — use Acoustex, installed with an absolute guarantee of satisfactory results. We maintain an experienced engineering staff which is ready to help you make your theatre
acoustically perfect. Now
wire today.

If the above were the only thing accomplished
I would be well pleased but the decorative effect of
your tile treatment on the panels of the ceiling Is
nothing short of marvelous.
It seems to lend a certain
statellness and massive effect to our theatre and our
patrons have been quite profuse In their words of praise.

is the time to do it— write or

Note: If you would like to see how Acoustex vkill look
in your theatre, send color sample and we will send an
Acoustex Tile colored to match your interior.

I wish to thank you for the business-like way
in which you handled this Job and IT I can help you In
any way please call on.

Yours very truly.

ff^SC:^^

BOSTON

ACOUSTICAL
ENGINEERING
DIVISION
of Housing

Acoustex Tiles are tinted to match the
color scheme of your theatre and delivered on the job ready to put in place
without further finishing. Note the distinctive Acoustex texture. It offers endless decorative possibilities through tinting with flat colors, stenciling, working
out border designs, panel effects, etc.
Supplied in tiles from 6 in. x 12 in. to 12
in. X 24 in.; also large sheets 2 ft. wide.
All sizes 1 in. thick. Let us show you
an Acoustex Tile tinted to harmonize with
your color scheme.
Send color sample.

40 Central St.

Company

Dept. M

Boston, Mass.

ACOU«TE\
The

DECORATIVE

Sound

Absorbant
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The Public Never Quits
Why Should the Produce?^ Quit on the Exhibitor?
By William A. Jolinston
SEVERAL months ago the head of a big
producing-distributing company met the
head of an important chain of theatres
in the latter's home town.
The subject of a spirited discussion between the two was the usual one of fihii bookings and rentals; and the usual big stick of
a threat of theatre building was waved over
the exhibitor's head.
Said the producer-distributor; "Just how
much of our product, Mr.
, do you
propose to use?"
And the exhibitor's reply was: "Just as
much, Mr.
, as my public will absorb
and not one foot more."
And that reply of the exhibitor, if this business only knew it, is worth a heap of serious
thought.
The producer-distributor does not sell pictures to the exhibitor. He sells them to the
public. If the public won't pay for them and
pay what they're worth, no exhibitor can market them and stay in business. The exhibitor
is not the terminus of the producer's selling
effort; he is merely a transfer station.
The public is the buyer in this business.
And the business itself — producer, distributor
and exhibitor business — has got to be based
on this fact if ever the business is to be stabilized.
For a producer to feel that he has sold his
product when he has sold it to the exhibitor
is short-sighted and dangerous.
But that, sadly enough, is the state of mind
of the trade, save for some outstanding exceptions.
If the exhibitor-buying is strong the producer quits advertising. "I've sold my product." he says. "Why advertise?"
If the exhibitor-buying is stagnant, the producer quits advertising.
"They won't buy,"

he says. "Why advertise?"
All the time — while the producer has his
trade-sighted eyes only on the exhibitor, the
public is going right along to the theatres.
The public doesn't quit. Millions are going
daily to the good and well advertised pictures.
And who does this advertising to the public? The exhibitor, of course. He is the only
one who can do it. New York cannot do
spot advertising on the picture at the theatre.
But the producer can help — and greatly.
He can help by backing up the exhibitor, and
at the same time backing up his own play
dates.
When he quits advertising he not only
quits on the exhibitor, but on his own pictures. The exhibitor wants good copy, upto-the-minute copy, the best the producer can
furnish. And, at least, he is entitled to see
and know that the man who sold him pictures
still believes in their box-office quality.
The power and the function of trade paper
advertising are not merely to announce product, help secure bookings and uphold trademarks; itshould and can sell the individual
picture to the public through the exhibitor.
Any exhibitor will tell you that.
R. K. O. and Tiffany-Stahl have just made
deals with independent exhibitors on the basis
of a five year franchise. If the policy that
too generally prevails in this business were
followed, they would quit advertising after
the contracts were signed. But the same merchandising minds that conceived these deals
will see to it, we are confident, that service
w^ill go forth to these exhibitors just as conscientiously as will pictures.
That's what trade paper advertising is—
service. If it didn't go through trade papers,
it would have to go some other and less useful and less economical way.
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Photophone Dual System Unit
For 500 Seat Theatres Will
Sell for $2,995 Installed
Sales
Executive
Announces
Plan For Model Designed
'^^To Keep Small Operator
In Business^ ^
sound iiistiilliition desioncd for
AXKW
tlicatrcs up to •')()() seats fapncity
atul to cost not 11101-0 than $2,99.')
installed will be placed on the market by
RCA-1'liotoplione, it was announced Tliursday. Tlic new model will be a dual-system
unit, foi- repi-oduction of both disc ami
sound-on-film recording.
The decision to ])lace on the mark(>( a
low-priced machine for the small theatre
was arrived at by KCA-Photophone executives durino- the conferences between distributoi-s and independent exhibitor or<>aiiization headed by the Allied States Association, at the Hotel Stevens, Chicafjo, last
^Monday and Tuesday.
RCA-Pliolophone entered into the Chicago conferences as a fourth member of
the four-cornered movement developing
from negotiations between representatives
of exhibitor organizations and KKO sales
executives and looking toward a |)lan
wheretiy sound |)ictures at lower rentalwould be made available to the small indejH-ndent theatre owner.
K<|uinment su])])lied at a low-cost installation figure was deemed nec>:'ssary to
the fulfillment of the aims incorporated in
the five-year franchise plan. The exhibitor
i-epresentatives were assured by L. I*.
Sawyer, commercial vice-president of
Photophone, that his company would bring
out a new e()uipment to be marketed at a
price not to exceed $3,000, installed.
e(|iiipment,
Mr. Sawyer
be The
>uital)le
for small
theatres said,
and "will
at a
price below any figure heretofore believed
possible, thus placing sound equipment of
the same high quality as the larger units
within the reach of the small theatres."
Though the decision to build such a machine was arrived at during negotiations
with the Allied States Association, the new
small house ecpiijjiiient will be made available to all exhibitors, whether affiliated
v\itli organizations or not, Mr. Sawyer aiinoiiiiced.

Va. (Censors Unable
To Hear Talkies Due
To E(|iiipiiient Laek
liichmond. N'a.. Aug. 15. — Virginia censU1-, have wailed for the second time concerning the laek of e(|ui])iiient to examine
sound pictures. It remains for the legislature, which meets next .January, to approve the necessary appro])riatioii to remedy the situation. Within the last two
years most of the theatres in the state have
had sound devices installed.

Theatre Named After
Paramount Salesman
fel,
DeHart
lowship felt for toE.the(;. good
COMPLIMENT
Paramount salesman covering
the Texas territory, was expressed last
week in the announcement that an exhibitor owning three theatres in
Orangeville, Tex., named one of them
after DeHart.
Paramount pictures had not played
Orangeville for two years prior to the
salesmen's visits, it was said.
A

Picture

X ews

Chicago Franchise
Meet Represented
7.000 Inde. Houses
Theatre
Owners
From
22
States Help Draft New
Allied Plan
A-^ sliovvii ill the following tabulation
there are in excess of seven thousand inde|)endently owned and operated theatres in
the 22 states represented by organization
leaders at the Chicago conference which
drafted the franchise plan. The table shows
the number of independent theatres, RKO
operated theatres, and other producer affiliated theatres in each state.
While the franchise was the outcome of

Midwest Theatre
Owners Convene In
In St. Louis, Aug. 19

negotiations between Allied States, representing exhibitors, RKO and Tiffany-Stahl,
distributors who ratified the plan, the fiveyear franchises are to be made available
to all independents whether members of
organizations or not. Also, the agreement
by Allied in no way becomes obligatory on
any members of that association or others
represented at the meeting by officers or
members.

R. F. Woodhull Will Address
Gathering; Many Vital
Subjects Up

MfrriON PiCTL'RE Xews has been unable
to determine thus far exactly how many
iiide])endent houses enumerated here are
members of Allied.

\\. V. Woodhull, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America will

owned
Independent
RKO
or aflfiliated
State
Theatres
Theatres
Theatres
Connecticut
..
130
..
13
Colorado
....
173
1
8
Indiana
472
5
12
Iowa
452
2
41
Kansas
361
. .
-7
Maryland
165
5
9
Michigan
.... 446
3
116
Minnesota
...
292
3
71
Missouri
....
354
5
57
Nebraska .... 317
1
29
Xevv Jersey . .
267
3
64
New
Mexico. 43
..
1
Xcw^'orkState
890
39
2h8
North
Dakota
201
..
9
Ohio
749
8
91
Pennsylvania .
925
..
I'l"
South Dakota. 145
..
17
Texas
558
..
102
WashiuRton
.
212
3
44
Wisconsin
...
233
4
Ol
\\'\ oniint;
...
52
..
3

be the ])rincipal speaker at the aniial cinivention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois to be held at Hotel -lefferson, St.
r^ouis, ^lo., on August If) and 20.
Several other national officers of the
.Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America probably will be in attendance at the
ir
ting which
promises to be the largest
attended and most important ever held by
the Middle Western organization. This
year the sound picture situation will be the
(tutstanding sub.ject uj) for discussion. Xot
only the question of relief of exhibitor-^
burdened with high ])riced sound jiictiire
contracts, but also the music prolilem.
In St. Louis, for instance, the present
contract with the musicians union is about
Id expire. I'lider existing cond'tions many
exhibitors have found it impossible to continue their orchestras while playing sound
pictures. It is very probable that some
agreement relative to the music situation
will be worked out during the convention.
Some exhibitors favor a curtailment rath r
that the coniijlete elimination of llieir oieliestras.

J. Michel Made Assistant
Treasurer Of Paramount
.\. .Idlin AFichel, general auditor of Paiairiimnt for the last ten years, has been appointed an assistant treasurer of Paramount. Tlis promotion was annouiu-ed at a
meeting of the executive committee held
during the week. Tn his new capacity, Mr.
Michel will have charge of the accounting
and general auditing of the conqiany and
all its subsidiaries.

Other
Producer

1,203

Human Billboard
,547
Attracts
Oowds
As "Revue" Opens
••'file Hollywood Hcvue" opened at tiie
A-tor Theatre. New York, AVednesday
niuht and was immediately acclaimed a
lili. The i)ieture was reviewed several
w'cks ago in MorioN PiCTL'KE Xi-:\vs,
when it oixuied in Hollywood. New York
oi)inion fully be;irs out the estimate given
it at that tinu'.
The Human Billboard stunt, outside the
Theatre, caused a sensation. Big crowds in
Tini.'s Scpiare watched the 26 singing and
dancing girls on the huge sign that covers
the front of the .\stor.

J It (I H St
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RKO And T-S Enter Into Franctiise
Agreement With Allied States Group
ALLIED

CLAIMS

VICTORY

Myers
Statement
Says Plan
Releases Exhibitor From
'^''Bondage Imposed By

Uniform

Contract^'

IX a statement enthusiastically endorsing- the five-year franchise plan fornmlated at the exhibitor-distributor conferences in Chicago, Abram F. Myers, head
of the Allied States Association, stresses the
omission from the agreement of provisions
covering- compulsory arbitration and "score
charges," as a victory for the independents
in their -vvar on the "two most onerous
s" imposed by the standard exconditionhibition
contract.
The statement declares that the franchise agreement is as notable for the things
it omits as for the things it contains, and
lays particular emphasis on the arbitration
and score charges as the most vital objections of the standard contract which hav
been eliminated through the instrumenlality of the franchise.
The organization ;ippears to i-egard tliis
feature of the fi-anchise plan in the light
of a complete victory in the battle that has
been waged by the organized independent •under the Myers banner. "Compulsory
arbitration" and "scoi-e charges" hav<'
been tire 'objectives' at which the organization under Myers' leadeisliip liave
hurled their foi'ccs in attacking the standard contract.
"It is important to point out," the statement reads, "that the contract is as notable for the things it omits as for the
things it contains. For instance, it omits
the provision of the standard e.xhihition
contract, imposed on the exhil)itors by the
Hays Organization, for comi)ulsory arbitration. It also omits the unfair provision for
a score charge in addition to the film rental.
"The exhibitors have the opportunity
buy pictures for the first time under anto
arrangement which omits the two most
onerous conditions imposed on them by the
standard exhibition contract. Thus the
Allied States Association, under the leadershij) of Mr. Myer,s, has achieved not only
relief from the prevailing extortionate
prices for films, but also has accomplished
the release of the exhibitors from the bondage of the uniform contract."

A Needle, Stuck In Disc,
Results In Arbitration Case
Portland, Ore., Aug. 15. — A case before
the Montana Board of Arbitration was that
of United Artists versus Powers Wythe of
Livingston, IMont. United Artists brought
claim for the film "("oquette." Whyte
came
a counter
"the
needle l)ack
stuck with
in the
disc and claim
made that
the film
and sound worthless. The board was
equally divided and United Artists withdrew its claim.

Tells Meet
T-S Will
Play No Politics
I tude in the matterhasother
a rpIFPANY-STAHL
no than
attian economic business proposition and will not in any way countenance so-called political fights in the
industry," Grant L. Cook, executive
vice-president of Tiffany-Stahl Productions, Inc., declared in his address to
the meeting of the Allied States .4ssociation, held at the Hotel Stevens,
Chicago, last Tuesday, and at which details of the five-year franchise agreement were concluded.
"When we were in conference with
the leaders of this organization," the
Tiffany - Stahl executive continued,
"they said to us that if they could deliver to us a quantity of theatre contracts would we be willing to enter
into a franchise agreement with them
on that basis. Naturally, as a business proposition it appealed to us and
we answered that we would be only
too happy to go into an agreement of
this sort."

Plan ^^Strictly
Business'' Lee
Marcus States
Says Franchise Benefits Small
Exhibitor And Is Available To All
"Stiictly a business arrangement alfording mutual advantages to the producer and
the independent exhibitor," is the way Lee
Marcus of R-K-0 characterized the franchise agreement ratified by his company
and members of independent exhibitor organizations atChicago meetings this week.
It was pointed out that arbitration as
presently applied in the motion picture industry isprovided for only in the standard
exhibition contract, and that the franchise
plan which has been applied in limited measure for years in the industry does not include arbitration clauses. This feature of
the agreement, from which is omitted provisions of the standard contract for arbitration, was the object of much comment
in statements and reports concerning the
franchise plan adopted in Chicago.
In New York, following his return from
the Chicago meetings, Marcus said that the
R-K-0 Exhibitor Franchise has been in
course of preparation for the past month
and that as finally worked out the plan
provides a solution of "the problem of the
small independents, to whom it will be
available regardless of whether or not they
arc iiH'ml)prs of any exhibitor's associa( Coiitiinii'd

on
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PACTS
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Companies Enter 3 Cornered
Partnership
With
Theatre
Men — Guaranteed Films
At Fixed Rentals
[By a Staff Correspondent]

en
})etwe
ation ng
affiliibuti
an distr
of cingDETAIL
comtwo Sprodu
States
the Allied
panies
tors Assoe Exhibi
n withPictur
were
ciation of Motio
revealed at the Stevens Hotel today at a
meeting of exhibitor leaders from twentytwo states and Canada called by Abram F.
Myers, president of Allied. The agreement
between the producers and exhibit'ors guarantees to independent theatre owners j)roduct of these companies at a price which
they can afford to pay and which will be
established under a point system for each
individual theatre.
The three cornered business partnership
hefwepu the two producing and distributing companies and the exhibitors is coupled
with an agreement with RCA Photophone
in a program in which theatres will i)urchase a complete service of films and specially built sound equipment under a franchise that was hailed as the "most
progressive document ever offered the indetheatre owners."
Aside pendent
from
its aecom])lishments, the
meeting in Chicago was singular in that it
turned out to be a love feast among a
numt)er of exhibitor leaders who have been
c<)nsj>icuous for their strifes in the past.
Personal grudges and old political feuds
were forgotten as the leaders from all parts
of the country unanimously voiced their
ap))roval of the franchise plan of operation detailed by Myers. The document was
hailed as the salvation of the small exhibitor and the proposition described as the
most progres.sive and business-like plan
ever devised to put the sale of pictures on
a sound basis. Col. H. A. Cole, of Texas,
declared that the franchise establishes a
new standard for future operations in the
iTidustry
follow it. and predicted that others will
Charles L. O'Reilly, head of the T. 0.
C. C, New York, pronounced the plan a
"life saver" for the small theatre and invited Myers to fhe first meeting he could
attend, stating "New York will underwrite
its quota and will be glad to be in the
In a fold."
prepared outline of the franchise
Allied
flyers explained the high spots of its operation. The Allied States Association and
others co-operating with it will sell to exhibitors, franchises to buy the pictures of
Tift'any-Stahl and RKO for a period of five
years. The franchise provides for a mininnim of twenty-six, and a maximum of
forty-two feature pictures a year, with an
option to the franchise holders to buy any
nddifional feature picture that may be
{Continued on followiiuf page)
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22 States Represented In Cliicago
made. Provision is also made with respect
to shoi't subjects.
The exhibition value of each picture is
to be determined by a central committee
of five exhibitor representatives and the
producers, jointly. In the event of a disagreement, the exhibition value shall be
three times the negative (i. e. production)
cost of the picture. Under no circumstances can the average exhibition value
exceed in any year tlie amount of .^T'lO.OOD
foi- each motion picture.
The "points" (i. e. the number of dollars per hundred thousand of exhibition
value which the exhibitor shall pay for
each picture) will be determined by local
committees of exhibitors and representatives of the producers prior to, or at the
time, the franchises are sold, so that the
exhil)itor will know the exact price of his
pictures before he signs the franchise. The
i-atings will be made on broad lines and in
the light of wlint the exhibitor can afford
to pay.
After the fii-st motion picture season
cither ])arty to the franchise may apply to
the central committee of exhibitors for readjustment of the points. That committee
is vested with wide discretion in making
findings and recommendations for the information of the National Appeal Board.
The National Appeal Board will be composed of Abrani F. Myers, former chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission and President of Allied States Association, a representative of the producers, and a third
member to be chosen by the other two.
The decision of this board will be final as
to prices.
The franchise covers both silent and talking pictures and pi-ovides that if the exhibitor, after having signed for silent pictures,
equips himself to exhibit talking pictures,
the terms and conditions of the contract
relating to sound pictures shall automatically apply.
Following his explanation of the salient
points of the franchise, Myers introduced
L. A. Young, head of Tiffany-Stahl productions who stated that Tiffany-Stahl will
give every assistance to the movement,
which he termed fair and equitable.
Cx. L. Cook, in charge of production for
Tiffany-Stahl, followed Mr. Young and,
after an outline of the company's product,
.stressed the economies j)ossib!e through the
new arrangement. Traveling and other expenses incident to the present sale of pictures will be saved and can be placed to the
profit side of the exhibitors ledger.
0. R. Hansen, of Titifany-Stahl, followed
Mr. Cook and pledged the support of his
sales staff toward the utmost co-operation
in making the operation of the franchise
nuitually agreeable aiul profitable.
Lee Marcus brought a message from
David Sarnoff to the convention Tuesday in
M-hich Sarnoff offered assurances that the
integrity, resources and honesty of purpose of RCA will be continued in the new
enterprise.
"We

feel that this is a very unusual accomplishment— one that is making motion
])icture history "—Marcus stated. "Thi>
franchise document is the fairest form <it
motion ]>icture contract that exhibitors and
<iisl i-il)utors have ever agreed upon.
We

determining exhibition value and the section which deals with readjustment. Every
feature of the franehise, he pointed out,
was aimed to give the exhibitor a recourse
which assured him conditions under which

Prominent Exhibitor
Leaders Attend
e-s
>\o repr
TORtwenlead
ty-ters
state
senting
EXHIBI
throughout the eountry attended the Allied franehise meeting at Chicago this week. They
were:
E. G. Levy, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut.
C. R. Metzger and Frank Renibusch. Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Indiana.
E. P. Smith, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Iowa.
H. A. Blum, Motion Picture
Tlieatre Owners of Maryland.
H. M. Richey, J. C. Ritter and
Glenn Cross, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan.
E. P. White, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Montana.
William M. James and J. J.
Harwood, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio
Fred J. Herrington, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania.
Col. H. A. Cole, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Texas.
Steve Bauer, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin.
E. A. Thurman, Rocky Mountain States Exhibitors, including
Colorado,
Mexico.

Wyoming

and

New-

Charles L. O'Reilly, Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce,
New York City.
Joseph M. Seider and Sidney
Samuelson, Motion Picture Theatre O^vners of New Jersey.
Ray A. Grombacher, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Washington State.
R. R. Biechele, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Kansas-Missouri.
C. E. Williams, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Nebraska.
W. A. Steffes, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the Northwest, including Minnesota and
the Dakotas.

will do everything possible to carry it
ward to a successful conclusion. We
lieve it is a progressive forward step
that this franchise can be made the

forbeand
big-

gest thing revealed
in the industry."
Marcus
that he had already received one franchise signed in blank and
without stipulating the prices to be i)aid
for pictui'cs. This was turned in by Frank
Rembuscli and the ann(nuicenu'nt was
rouiully applauded by the uu'eting.
In discussing the fratu-hise Myers emphasi/,(>d the section which has to do with

his continued existence w-as made possible.
It was indicated that the talking picture
equipment which would be offered with the
franehise plan would not exceed $3,000 in
price and that arrangements would be made
for liberal time payments. "The pictures
and the talking picture equipment should
go Plans
together,"
declared.
for a Myers
nationwide
drive to sell the
franchise were revealed by Al Steffes of
Minneapolis, who stated that regional meetings in various states will begin September
3. In his own state Steffes will acquaint a
dozen or more exhibitors with the franchise
plan after which he will take the stump
for the program in adjoining states. A
similar program will be followed in other
sections. Steffes predicted 3,000 franchise
holders by November 1 and 5,000 by the
beginning of 1930.
H. M. Richey, head of the Michigan Theatre Owners Association, spoke in favor of
the plan and urged immediate action in all
territories.
Following the talks of Allied mendjers of
those connected with the framing of the
proposition, Myers called upon various
well-known exhibitor leaders present.
Earl Lawson of Ontario, active in theatre
owner affairs in Canada and a member of
Parliament, voiced his approval of the proand pronounced it a business-like and
logicalgramstep.
R. K. Biechele, head of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas, stated that
he had been an ardent sponsor of the cause
of the small exhibitor. He did not commit
himself except to say that he would take
the
tors. proposition back to his board of direcC. E. Williams of Nebraska said his purpose was to work for the interests of the
small exhibitor "no matter where the
proposition comes from." He declared it
one of the "most constructive propositions
ever brought up" and lauded the meeting
as one of the greatest exhibitor affairs he
had ever attended.
R. D. Whitson of Southern California
pronounced the program a constructive
step to aid the exhibitor in solving his own
problems" and told the meeting he would
recommend it 100 per cent to his dii-ectors.
Charles E. Metzger of Indiana declared
that the solution offered is so logical that
he was surprised it had never been inaugurated befoi-e. He declared that he would
recommeiuled it 100 per cent saying "I'm
for it and I'm for Allied."
Fred Herrington of Western Pennsylvania told of the enthusiasm anu)ng Pennsylvania exhibitors when the plan of the
franchise was pictured to them in virtually
mythical form. "It will be the saviour of
the small-town exhibitor," Herrington declared.
Joe Seider, president of the New Jersey
Theatres Owners Association, declared that
the guarantee and percentage plan is the
greatest menace facing exhibitors today.
He said that on pictures on which an aver(Coiitlnucd on f>a(/c 662)
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Over 9000 Talkie Installations To
Be In Operation By End Of Year
W. E. SPEEDS

PRODUCTION

Reported
ERPI Organization
Noiv Equipped To Install
100 Units A Week
well over 2,000 complete
WITH
sound-on-film and disc reproducers already installed in theatres
throughout the country, Western Electric
continues to expand facilities for production and installation of talking picture
equipment. It is understood that Electrical
Research Products, Inc., Western Electric
subsidiary in the sound field, now has a
service organization capable of putting
complete installations into theatres at the
rate of 100 a week.
The process of building up the personnel to the present strength was the most
difficult task which faced E.R.P.I. at the
outset of its operations in meeting the
heavy demand for sound machines which
foUoAved the sensational success of "The
Jazz Singer" as a general release in the
spring of 1928.
It is quite likely that the number of
Western Electric systems operating in theatres will mount to the total of 5,000 by
the 'end of this year. At the rate orders
are now being placed for the equipments
and the ability of the company to install
them it is said that the five-thousand mark
is certain to be reached before 1930.
Tbe bulk of the orders now being filled
call for installation of the dual system
equipments, with the. added feature of a
non-synchronous attachment included in a
high percentage of the new business now
being written by the company. The demand
for non-synchronous alone has fallen off
to such an extent that this unit of the line
has become a negligible quantity, it is understood. The bigger theatres ordering tUe
elaborate plants for sound include the nonsynchronous device in the original installation "to cover all possible angles that t'lie
sound develofjiuent may develop in the immediate and distant future," according to
the operators of the bigger houses.

J. S. Carlile Appointed
To Head Paraniovint's
New Radio Department
Formerly of Station WOR, Newark. N.J.,
where he handled program and production
work, J. S. Carlile was this week announced
as head of the newly created radio department of Paramount. The department is
handling the company's radio plans now
being formulated and is an outgrowth of
the recent jjurchase of a half interest in
the Columbia Broadcasting System by
Paramount. Mr. Carlile has also acted as
guest announcer for the Columbia System
and has written a number of programs for
presentation over the air.

Double Feature Talkie
Programs In Canada
eDoubl
y befeatur,e progr
alread
Ont.,amsAug.are 14.—
OTTAWA
ing presented in Montreal theatres. For years it had been the regular
policy of a great majority of Montreal
houses to offer double bills as an inducement for patronage. With the wiring of numerous theatres, it was believed that the practice would be
dropped but the Francais Theatre has
broken the ice by offering talking features in doublet arrangement as of
yore. A recent program comprised "In
Old Arizona" and "Gentlemen of the
Press," with short subjects, the admission scale ranging up to 35 cents.

Niblo Finds Great
Interest In Silents
During Survey Trip
Didn^t Meet A Person Favoring
Talkies; Attributes This To
Recording^ Reproduction
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Fred Niblo returned this week from a 5,000 mile tour
of nine western states and two Canadian
provinces Avith the declaration that he had
not found one person on the entire trip
who declared in favor of talking pictures.
' ' Everyone, especially interviewers,
wanted to know more about silent pictures," stated the M-Q-M director. "I
attribute this attitude against talkers to
several possible causes. In nine out of every
ten theatres I visited, the voices recorded
very badly. Whether due to the operator,
acoustics, or the mechanism itself, 1 do not
know. I enjoyed an all-dialog film in Hollywood, then heard it again in Salt Lake
City. Although familiar with the story, I
could not understand a word, because the
dialog was so blurred — due entirely to
faulty projection. The only picture I really
enjoyed, Avherein the voices sounded anywhere charming or attractive, was Richard
Barthelmess in "Drag" in San Francisco.
"Here in Hollywood, one hears that only
about four thousand of the twenty thousad theatres in this country are wired for
talkers," added Mr. Niblo. "Instead, my
drive through the smallest hamlets acquainted me with large banners, 'Hear
them sing and talk.' Towns seemingly unable to support any type of entertainment
keep pace with the latest sound films. They
are a great boon and educational factor in
out-of-the-wav
communities. ' '

INCREASE

OF 50 PER CENT

Less Than 5,000 Synchronous
Units Now In Use At All
Theatres In Country
United States will be equipped lo
res in t'.ie
9,000ed theat
MORE
sound pictures
synchroniz
show than
by the end of 1929, according to conservative estimates based on orders being plac^-d
and the increased production and installation facilities of leading equipment manufacturers.
This figure represents a 50 per cent increase over the present number of synehonous installations now in operation, and will
bring the pei'centage of wired houses up
to approximately 63 per cent of the total
number of commercial theatres now running throughout the country.
According to the latest estimates there
are now approximately 5,200 theatres
wired. However, the term "wired" includes all installations, non-synchronous
only as well as more elaborate equipments.
It is estimated that about 10 per cent of
the 5,200 total installations now in operation are of the non-synchronous type.
Thus, the estimated total of installations
now available for presentation of synchronized films is about 4,600, or about one-third
of the total number of commercial picture
houses in the country at present.
Probably 50 per cent of these equipments are of the "dual type," permitting
reproduction of both film and disc recorded
sound.
More than 100 registered makes of sound
reproducing machines are represented in
the total number of installations now in
operation. Of these only a very limited
number are of the "dual system" type.
Western Electric, first in the field with
equipment for sound reproduction, has at
present, approximately 2,300 of its machines in operation at theatres throughout
the country. The great majority of these
installations, numbering about 50 per cent
of the total of all types of synchronous
equipinents, are of the dual system type.

Sol Lesser Goes
With Inspiration Pict.
As Western Manager
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Walter Camp, Jr.,
president of Insi>iration Pictures, announces the appointment of Sol Lesser as
western general manager of the company.
Lesser has already taken up his new duties
and it is reported that he will start at once
to expand activities of Inspiration. The
company is at present producing a Henry
King unit for United Artists.
It is also reported that the Harold Bell
Right stories, of which Lesser owns rights,
will be produced as talkies by Inspiration.
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Gottesman And
Coast Invasion By Warner
Hoffman Chains
Bros. Seen With Acquisition
Bought Bv W, B.
Of Pantages Theatres in L. A. 20 Conn. Theatres In Deal;
Hu^e
Success
Of Hollywood
House May Be Reason For
Reported Interest In
Expansion
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Axip:. 15. — Foreeastiiis tlic invasion of WariH'r Brothers into the west
eoast territory with a eliain of theatres
from Vancouver to San Diego, announcement was made last week that Warner
Brotliers had purchased the Pantages Theatre in Los Angeles and Fresno.
The deal was consummated a week after
Pantages had disposed of six houses in various coast cities to Radio-Keith-Orpheum;
and at the time the latter organization was
negotiating for the purchase of the two
theatres acquired by Warners. It is understood that Warners paid al)out .$3,000,000
for the two Pantages houses.
Warnei' Brothers is the second organization to invade the territory of Fox West
Coast Theatres on the Pacifie slope by acquiring first run theatres. Several months
ago, Publix launched a survey of all independently owned theatres in the western
states with a view to purchasing those they
felt necessary for key presentation of Paramount product. Very few houses have
been acquired on the coast by Publix to
date, but it is reported the company is negotiating with several independent theatre
operators.
In the case of Warner Brothers, they
have had little difficulty in obtaining wide
distribution of their Vitaphone pictures in
the ten'itory. It was pointed out, however,
that the phenomenal success of their Hollywood theatre since its opening a year ago,
had presented to Warners the potentialities
of a chain of houses on the west coast for
showings of their Vitaphone i)roduct on
long run policies.
The two Pantages houses purchased by
Warners will be redecorated and oj)ened
about November first with all-Vitaphone
presentations. The local theatre will be renamed "Warner Brothers Downtown,"
while the other will be changed to "Warner Brothers Fresno."

Big Influx Of Foreign
Talent Claimed By Ecjuity
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — E<iuity's Foreign
Committee, in a report submitted to the
local membership last week, stated that
great progress had been made in obtaining
members of various nationalities through
the individual sub-committees. Among the
new members signed since the 5th of June,
the foreign groups and totals included :
Arabians, 26; British 8; French 23; Germans 1.']; Greeks 12; Italians 4; Oriental
Arabians 2fi; Armenians 9; Hindus 3;
Georgians 4; Spanish 52; Scandinavians 1;
Russians and Slavs (160; flungarians 4;
and Polish 6.

Stage W is e cracking
Causes Him To Sue

Other Properties In N. Y.
And iV. /. Secured

onies
r ofAug.
at
cerem
Devoe,
Frank
1.'5.—
Tenn.,
S, maste
MEMPHI
the Orpheum Theatre for the
past five weeks, closing this week, was
made defendant, along with the theatre, in a suit for $.'5,000. filed in circuit
court this week by Patrick Kelly.
Kelly charges that he was made the
object of wisecracking on the part of
Devoe from the stage. When he returned in kind, Devoe, he alleges, became abusive and finally ordered
ushers to escort him from the theatre.
"Vast humiliation and physical inresultingof from
nervousness"
are
made jury
a basis
the claim
for damages.

Warner Brothers made a move this week
on the giant chess board of theatre circuit
competition when the Hoffman Brothers
and Alfred Gottesman chains in Connecticut, some twenty theatres, were acquired by
them.

RKO Rapidly
Building Up Big
N. Y. City Chain
Total

Of 53 Theatres
In Sight ; Schwartz
Deal Closed

Now

Affiliation of RKO with the Schwartz
Century Circuit of 26 houses in (ireater
New York, officially announced late last
week, is to be followed by alliances with
other independent chains in the metropolitan area, according to reports.
Nfjgotiations are imder way with the ^^.
and S. Circuit, which operates 13 houses
on the New York East Side.
According to information, these theatres
may be brought into the Century chain, ami
operated by A. H. Schwartz.
01)servers see in the rapidly growing
RKO affiliations a plan by that company to
l)uild up formidable opposition to Fox
Metrojioiitan Theatres in (Jreater New
York.
RKO has 14 theatres of its own in the
city. With the Schwartz and M. and S.
affiliations, its circuit would embrace 53
huu::es in the metropolitan area.

Besides obtaining new positions in Connecticut, Warner Brothers also secured the
Strand in Syracuse, N. Y., and the Claridge,
Montclair, N. J., as well as a 30-day option
on property on Euclid avenue and East
17th street, Cleveland, 0., for a new Warner Brothers building theatre.
It is understood that Dan ]\Iichalove
acted for the Warners in the HoffmanGottesman deals. The Hoffmans, it is reported, will retain an interest in their
chain. To their holdings in Hartford, New
Britain, Ansonia, Torrington, Willinumtic,
South Manchester and Waterbury, the
Hoffmans are said to have added the Palace and Rialto, South Norwalk, and the
Palace and Empress, Waterbury. Another house is to be taken over Sept. 1
when the Regal, Hartford, will come into
the Hoffman's control.
The six theatres in the Gottsnian cliain
are at New Haven, Bridgeport, Norwich,
Middleton, New London and Derby.

Coliiiiibia Appoints
Minder Southern
Manager Of Sales

District sales nuinager of the Southern
Division for Columbia Pictures is the post
assumed last week by William G. ^Minder,
who was appointed by Joe Brandt, Columbia president. Mr. Minder replaces Richard
V. Anderson, resigned. Within the next
few weeks he leaves the home office in New
York for the South, where he will establish
his headcjuarters in Atlanta. Lender his imnu'diate supervision will be (Tiarlotte, Memphis, Dallas, Atlanta, Oklahoma City and
New Orleans exchanges of his company.
Mr. Minder conu's to C()lund)ia from Fox,
where he wa,s chief of the Atlanta office.
Prior to this connection he was affiliated
with Pathe and Tiffanv-Stahl.

Milestone Obtains Contract
Release From Cad<lo Co.

Radio Casts Marie Prevost

Hollywood, Aug. ITy. — Lewis .Milestone
has obtained his contract release fi-oiii
Caddo Productions, and will henceforth
free-lance as a director. ^lilestone directed
"Two Aiabian Knights" for Caddo as the
first ])rodnction under a long-term contract with that organization. He followed
this with "The Racket" starring Thomas
Meighan, which proved to he one of the
best of Meighan's pictures in several years.

HKO's "Night Parade," a fort hconiing
l>roduction of New York night life, Avill
be a starring vehicle for Marie Prevost.
Those signed to supi>()rt the star include
Hugh Trevor and Dorothy Culliver. Mai
St. Clair is directing this all-talker, which
has been adapted from the play "Ringside," by Hyatt Dyaal), Radio Pictures exAbbott. ecutive, aiul Ted Paramoi-e and George

As Star Of "Night Parade"
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Equity-Film Producer Breach Widens
As New Coast Arguments Develop
EQUITY

RESOLUTIONS

Gillmore Outlines What The
Association Wants From
Motion Picture
Producers
15.— Details of
,ns Aug-. een
OOD
HOLLYW
iatio
representabetw
negot
tives of the Producers' Association
and Equity officials during the past ten
days are as follows :
At last Saturday's meeting Gillmore read
his speech and presented a resolution for
the consideration of members, calling upon
Lawrence Grant to explain what it conveyed. It read: "Resolved: that this meeting approves the conduct of the officers of
executive committee in negotiations up-todate, and expresses the belief that the producers will see that the continued solidarity
and usefulness of our association can be
maintained only by there being a minimum
of 80 per cent membership in all casts."
Grant explained the 80-20 division which,
he said, was in line with Equity's dealings
with theatrical producers and therefore
should also be offered to film producers. He
declared that a vote for 100 per cent Equity
in pictures would entail grave res2)onsibility fx)r the Equity cause. An amendment,
following Grant's speech, "endorsing the
resolution but instructing executives to try
to obtain 100 per cent Equity shop" was
defeated by more than five to one vote.
During the evening a member queried the
status of suspended members who had
signed contracts against Equity since June
5th. Inference was given that they would
be included in the 20 per cent in the expected agreement.
Detailing his conferences with the producer-group: Gillmore outlined Equity's demands as follows
Equity Shop: Declared that 100 per
cent was necessary for fullest service, but
presented alternative carrying minimum of
80 per cent Equity membership in all casts
to be classified as follows : 80 per cent principals, 80 per cent small part and bit players, 80 per cent professional extras, and 80
per cent chorus.
Local Government: Admitted that matters affecting local studios shall be under
the control of an Equity executive committee of 12, all familiar with the local situation.
Working Contracts, Etc. : Suggested
after agreement reached on important issues, a small committee from both pro<lucers and association get together to iron
out details of standard contract.
Hours of Work: Equity feels that the
stars can determine their own hours of
work. Suggests both producers association and Equity engage individual liason
officers to prevent possible friction at all
tinges. If a deadlock between the two
(Continued from page 662-B

Griffith Will Produce
*' Abraham Lincoln"
d ,WednAug.
esday 1.5.—
ph
announce
by It
Josewas
OOD
HOLLYW
Schenck and Dir. D. W. Griffith
that the latter will produce "Abraham
Lincoln" as an epic talkie for United
Artists. Story research has been completed and production will start in
about three months. The estimated
cost of the picture is one million dollars.
Griffith declares that he has wanted
to make this picture for eight years
and finally won Schenck over to the
idea, Schenck admitting that Griffith
is at his best with the epic type picture and that the public has been
educated to expect them from him.
The picture will stress the human side
of Lincoln and his career rather than
his presidential life.

Publix-Fox May
Battle For Ohio
Downtown Sites
Rumored
Both Firms
After
Cincinnati Locations; Fox
Takes Over Libson
Cincinnati, Aug. 14. — Acquisition by Fox
of the Libson Theatre chain in the midwest and a reported deal for the site of a
5,000-seat house in Cincinnati, and Publix
negotiations for ground to build a 7,000seat theatre, also in Cincinnati, indicate
that these companies will battle it out for
supremacy of the downtown situation.
The deal has been closed whereby Fox
accjuires a controlling interest in the thirteen Libson houses located in Cincinnati,
Columbus, and Dayton, Ohio, and Grand
Rapids, Mich. These have been operated
by Ike Libson and the John Harris estate.
The only instance where a majority interest
does not go to Fox is the case of the Albee
in Cincinnati, in which EKO owns a 51 per
cent share. There is a possibility that this
may not be included. Libson will be retained as general manager.
The Cincinnati houses which will go over
to Fox include the Capitol, Lyric, Strand,
Family, Palace and Albee; in Dayton, the
State and Colonial ; in Columbus, the Southern, Majestic and Palace, and in Grand
Rapids, the Empress and Royal.
The report, a well defined one, that the
Pu})lix-Balaban-Katz organization would
invade the downtown Cincinnati theatre
zone with a large first run house closely
followed the persistent rumor that Fox also
planned to build a large downtown house.

80-20 BASIS IN DOUBT
Ethel Barrymore Charges
Gillmore With Gumming
Up Situation
The Entire
last OOD
betweeghn
week's
15.— Althou
Aug. pment
, develo
HOLLYW
Equity and film producers in their
disagreements indicated that an adjustment would be speedily affected, events
during the past five days places an amicable
settlement further away than at any time
in the nine weeks of the strike.
Strife flared anew when Frank Gillmore,
president of Equity, called a meeting last
Saturday night to secure a vote of confidence in Equity officials and declared that
Equity would accept nothing less than an
80-20 basis in all casts. Ethel Banymore,
Equity vice-president, took issue with Gillmore stating that in her opinion the president had bungled things with his resolution. Miss BaiTymore has represented the
actors' association in negotiations with
producers and her attitude indicates a definite split in the high councils of Equity.
It is thought that producers may call off
all negotiations with Gillmore as a result
of his week-end gatherings and refuse to
meet him further in the matter of adjustment. They continue their silence on the
entire matter. There has also been evidenced a growing spirit of unrest among
Equity members who have, up to this time,
followed Gillmore 's edict that they refuse
work during the controversy. Certain
members of the association have charged
that Gillmore has not suspended all members who have signed producer-contracts in
violation of the "no work" edict, and
others have stated that there are at least
fifty
prominent
playei-s who have not been
announced
as suspended.
Miss Barrymore 's statement
follows :
"I wish to make a statement before leaving Los Angeles on my position in the
Equity situation.
"First, I have sat in at all the meetings
between Mr. Frank Gilmore and the producing managers. It was my firm conclusion on Thursday, last, the final meeting,
that a mutual settlement had been arrived
at — with sincere assurance of no discrimination— on ill feeling — no aftermath.
"Second, Mr. Gilmore last night at
the Eciuity meeting induced the members
to accept a solution which was not a solution, as it had already been refused by the
producing managers at the first meeting.
"Third, during the month I have been
playing here, I have begged Mr. Gillmore
to call a meeting at a time when I could
be present — either on a Sunday or a midnight meeting — and that he has refused."
Gillmore issued a signed statement Monsaid :day in answer to Miss Barrvmore's. He
"It is regrettable that Miss Barrymore 's
(Continued from page 662-B
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Roxy Breaks All Film Records
With "Cockeyed World" At
$174,391; "Street Girl" Hi^h
Roxy Offering Is Held And
May Stay Three Weeks;
All Theatre Trade
Is Stimulated
's high gross for a week's
world
THEshowi
ng of a motion picture was recorded last week when the cash returns on "The Cockeyed World" (Fox)
were tabulated by the treasurer of the Roxy
Theatre. The grand total for the seven
days is reported at $174,391.50, figures
which not only will probably stand as a
record for some little time but are indicative of the genius of S. L. Rothafel
(Roxy), the pulling strength of the talking
picture in mid-summer and public approval
of cast and author of ' ' What Price Glory, ' '
a picture that made another record gross at
the same theatre.
Before the middle of the week came
around predictions were being made that
"The Cockeyed World" would hang up a
new record for the big house. Early in the
morning long lines were forming that within a short time extended from entrance of
the Roxy to 6th avenue. The management
announced that for the first time in the
liistory of the house midnight performances
would be held to accommodate the demand
for seats. The picture was, of course, held
for another week and it is possible that it
^vill go into a third. Genial Roxy, as he
did once before during a profitable midsummer run, is up in Canada on a vacation, probably telling the cockeyed trout, —
or what have they up there, — all about the
good news.
Previous record figures made at the Roxy,
according to figures obtained bv this publication, were $144,267 for "What Price
Glory" and $142,673 for "In Old Arizona." A comparison of figures show that
the current offering is ahead by $30,000.
Among the two-a-day RKO's "Street
Girl" again led the higher-priced shows
with a return of $20,284.
The hold-over of the Greta Garbo picture
"The Single Standard" (M-G-M), netted
the Capitol a total of $81,03.5, practically
a duplicate of the first week's gi'oss. Nice
trade. The Paramount, with the foreignmade Paramount production "The Hungarian Rhapsody," yielded $61,900 for six
daj's, a fair figure.
The Paramount-Brooklyn, playing day
and date with the New York house, got $41,100. "Fu Manchu" at the Rialto played
along at about the same pace as during the
previous Aveek, taking in $38,100 for good
business. The Rivoli jumped up a bit from
the week before with "Evangeline," getting a total of $27,100. This will be the
(iiuil week when "The Dance of Life" arrives.
Four days of "Say It witli Songs"
brought $15,193 to Wanu-r's Theatre. Tiu'
new .Jolson film will probably make good
but will hardly make the same grade as the

Paraint Domestic Film
Rentals Show Gain
US LASKY
FAMO
AMOUNTION'
PARCORP
S
ic film rentalsreceip
domestORAT
for ts
the from
first
six weeks of the third quarter, commencing July 1, 1929, were 37Sr ahead
of those for the corresponding weeks
of 1928.

Iowa Exhibitors
Form Cooperative;
Allied Seen In Move
Thirty-five Theatres In Deal
For Cheaper Film Rentals
And Supplies
Following a recent meeting of the Iowa
exhibitors association in Des Moines it was
announced that an organization known as
the Exhibitors ' Co-operative Circuit had
been formed for the economical purchase of
films and theatre supplies. E. P. Smith,
jiresident of the Iowa association and elected general manager of the newly formed
buying combine, asserts that $400,000 was
spent by members of the circuit for picture
rentals the past year. There is a persistent
rumor that Allied States Association is
backing the move in spite of Abram Myers',
president of Allied States, refusal to comment on the situation when it came up some
time ago.
It is said that organization of the circuit
has been under way for a considerable period. Several months ago when rumors of
an Iowa booking combine began to break
the move was linked with a report that
Allied States Association was out to form
tie-ups with other units for a national organization. Itwas also reported at that
time that A. W. Nichols, Paramount district manager in Iowa, had conferred with
AV. A. Steffes of the Northwest unit, with
a view toward j)articipation of Northwest.
"Jazz Singer" and "Singing Fool." The
Criterion continues to pull them into a fancooled house with the silent "Four Feathers" (Par.), doing $14,300 or what may be
termed sweet money. "On with the Show"
(W. B.) at the Winter Garden also jumped
up a l)it and returiu'd $17,7(52 for the week.
The Astor ran about normal with $12,656
for "Broadway Melody." This gives 'wav
to the M-G-:\r "Hollywood Kevue" this
week. All in all "Melody" lui-< hung up
an enviable run of six moiith>. The Central got $9,900 with "Smiling Irish Eyes"
(F. N.), which is not so hot. Colonv, with
"College Love" (U.), did $14,182.
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Kans. City House
Shows Talldes At
10-15 Cents Top
Cooling
System
And
Organ
Also Offered On Bill At
Colonial Theatre
Regardless of whether or not it seems
])ossil)le for a neighborhood theatre to offer
talking pictures, a cooling system and good
organ music at prices of 10 and 15 cents,
that is exactly what the Colonial Theatre,
Thirty-ninth street and Woodland Avenue,
Kansas City, Mo., is doing. However, even
Harry M. Barrett, manager, has no idea
how long such a pi'ice scale can be mainweekly.
tained. The program is changed four times
The policy of the Colonial was not an
over-night development. Mr. Barrett's
policy always had been to maintain a low
price. Two years ago he installed an organ
and had many improvements made in the
theatre, but retained the same price scale.
Business increased accordingly and proved
he was justified in not increasing admission
prices. The other day he installed a Keystone sound and talking apparatus, making
it necessary for him to have two union
operators in the booth. Money for sound
acoustics also had to be invested. Mr.
Barrett pondered over the admission price
question, but concluded to give his 10 and
15 cent scale a trial. On the opening night
his gross receipts were $40 more than the
average night.
"I am confident that I will not have to
raise my admission price," Mr. Barrett
said. "Many exhibitors make the fatal
mistake of jumping at the conclusion that
higher overhead expenses must be met by
an increased
believe that holdsadmission
true in allprice,
cases.I don't
One must
give the public credit for being able to
realize a bargain when it sees one. Big
profits always come from quantity sales.
The public is not interested in an exhibitor's overhead expenses, but it is concerned
about its own entertainment. Give your
patrons a real bargain and the law of supply and demand, in so far as the number of
l)atrons are concerned, will take care of

Will Make French Version
Of Next Chevalier Picture
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Maurice Chevalier
will sing
his musical numbers in l)oth
vou. ' '
French and English for his current Paranu)unt Ernst
production,
Love Parad;'."
which
Lubitsch "The
is directing.
The songs, translated and recorded in
French, Avill be incorporated in special
sound prints for distribution in France.
Dialog will be recorded only in English,
with present plans providing for the French
pi-ints to have a synchronized musical score
throughout the production except in the
instaiu'cs where Chevalier sings.
Battailc-Henri, French song wi-itcr of
note, has arrived in Hollywood to write
tlie French translation of the sons;: Ivrics.
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Calvin W. Brown
Resigns As Exec.
Vice-Pres. Pathe
Refuses
To Discuss
Reason
For His Resignation;
Derr Succeeds Him
It became known this week that Colvin
W. Brown had resigned as executive vicepresident and as a director of Pathe.
This confirms a rumor that has persisted
in New York film circles for several weeks.
Brown refused to discuss the reasons for
his resignation and would not comment on
reports that there have been various differences of opinion Avith Joseph P. Kennedy.
It is generally supposed that E. B. DeiT,
long a personal associate of Mr. Kenedy
in the latter 's various enterprises in and
out of the film business, will succeed Mr.
Brown as the operating executive of the
company under Mr. Kennedy.
Rumors of impending executive changes
including the probability of Brown's resignation, when first whispered several weeks
ago, created considerable doubt and speculation because of the greatly improved
position of Pathe both as to sales and net
profits after a year of the Brown executive
regime. The rumors were almost entirely
discounted or ignored by so-called "insiders" on the theory that the company's
progress had been extremely encouraging.
Several other changes in important executive personnel of the Pathe home office
staff have preceded Brown's resignation, including the resignations of William Vogel,
in charge of Pathe 's foreign department;
Harry Scott, as short subject sales manager; Johni Hi^mm, as comptroller, and
Bernard Glazer as a production supervisor.

Warners Are Well
Ahead
With
1929-30
Vitaphone Production
SeNcnty-five per cent of Warner's Vitaphone product for 1929-30 will be completed by the end of September, according
to a statement this week by Jack L. Warner, ice-president
\
of the company. Thirtyfive specials comprise the new season product anil twenty-four of these will have
camtrc. work completed before October 1st.
At ibe present time eighteen pictures are
fiiilsiied Awhile six more are now under way.

Paramount Dividend Of 75c.
On Each Share Is Declared
At a meeting held this week the Board
of Directors of Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation declared the regular quarterly
dividend of 75c per share on the new common stock, payable September 28th, 1929,
to stockholders of record at the close of
business on September 6th, 1929. The
books will not close.
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Single Standard^^^ Silent-, In
Remarkable Coast Showing;
^^Hottentof^ Starts Strongly
Fox Film Net $6,134,377
For 1st Half Of 1929
net
FILMfor CORP
Foxprofits
six months
first IONS
the ORAT
of 1929, after all charges but before Federal taxes, were $6,1.34,377,
high
about
than
greater entire
cent year's
per last
110 as
earningsas and
the $2,833,494 reported in 1928. The
first six months of 1927 showed a net
of $1..501,638, before Federal taxes.
There is available for the first half of
1929, after allowing for taxes, $6.11 per
share on the 920,660 shares of Class A
and B stock outstanding, compared
with $3.45 on the 767,216 shares outstanding June .30, 1928. The figures do
not include the income from Fox Theatres or Loew's.

"Pagan'' Film Song
Sales Are 625,000
For 1st Ten Weeks
$35,000
Royalties
Already.
Money Is Split 3 Ways,
M-G-M Gets Third
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, Aug. 1.5. — Sheet music sales
of "The Pagan Love Song" have reached
the tremendous total of 62.5,000 copies in
the first two and a half months of distribution.
This fact was contained in the ijpyalty
statement of Bobbins Music Corporation
for sales during that period to M-C-M, to
whicli check for .$,3.5,200 was attached to
cover composer royalties on the 625,000
copies sold.
The .$35,200 will be split three ways:
M-G-M receiving one third as producer,
with the other two thirds being divided
eaually by Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
Freed, the composers. The royalty split of
one third to the film pi-oducer and two
thirds to the composers is the same division
that applies on sheet music royalties from
musical stage productions.
Brown and Freed are both under term
contrai-t to ^I-C-^L and like other song
wi'iters under similar agreements to film
producers, receive weekly salaries to apply
against their share of royalties on song
numbers composed for film productions.
"The Pagan Love Song" was written by
the melody team as a free lance assignment before they were placed under contract by M-G-M which gives them all sheet
music and mechanical royalties from that
song. It is estimated that the two song
writers will gross close to $100,000 on their
share of the combined royalties from "Pagan Love Song" by the time all returns
are computed over next 18 months.

Garbo Film Gets $43,500

In

Face Of Terrific Talkie Competition. The Duncans
Aiding Draw
"The
as ite,"
compet
," ition
of such
Revue
"Dynam
spitewood
INHolly
"Show Boat," "Charming Sinners"
and "The Four Feathers," all sound or
talkie features of a high calibre, a silent
picture showed tremendous strength among
rlie Los Angeles film houses last week.
The silent film was "The Single Standard," starring the Swedish siren, Greta
Garbo. The gross this picture realized was
the biggest for the State Theatre in two
years. So great was the business attracted,
that the house had to put on seven shows
daily to accommodate the crowds swarming
through its portals. Generally the State
luis a five-show regular schedule. The
Duncan Sisters also appeared on the bill
and they undoubtedly had something to do
with the high showing of the State, a showing which came close to establishing a new
house record.
The only film showing a higher percenage than "The Single Standard" was the
new talkie, "The Hottentot," which came
to Warner's Hollywood."
The complete grosses and percentages
of Hollywood's film attractions for last
week are as follows:
"The Hottentot," Warner's Hollywood,
$25,.500 (180%); "The Single Standard,"
Loew's State, $43,500 (162%); "The
Show Boat," Criterion, $13,225 (132%);
"The Hollywood Revue of 1929," Grauman's Chinese, $21,400 (130%); "Dynamite," Carthay Circle, $15,800 (127%);
"The Four Feathers," United Artists, $12,000 (91%);
mount, $28,600"Charming
(115%).

Sinners," Para-

Five New Theatres
Will Soon Be Added
To Loew's N. Y. Chain
In addition to acquisition of the Rochester theatre, Rochester, N. Y., a few days
ago, five other Loew houses are nearing
completion in and around New York City.
Two of these are in Brooklyn : one at Flatl)ush and Tilden avenues and the other on
Pitkin avenue. A third is Loew's Paradise,
Grand Concourse, and the fom'th, Loew's
•Jersey City. The fifth is another Loew
house now under construction at Broadway
and 175th street.
Further expansion of the Loew circuit
of theatres indicated with the announcement that arrangements have been completed for the erection of a new house at
28th avenue, between Steinway and 38th
street, Astoria, L. I. The estimated cost is
$2,500,000.
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Full

Text

Of

ING is the complete text of
FOLLOW
the franchise, negotiated by Allied
States Association, and adopted by
RKO and Tiffany-Stahl in selling under
this plan to exhibitors:
A(;REEMENT made in one or more counterparts
between DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, hereinafter referred to as the "Distributor," party of
the first part and the corporations and/or firms and/or
individuals executing- this franchise agreement after
the term "Exhibitor'' at the end hereof, hereinafter
collectively
referred the
to astheatre
the "Exhibitor,"
interested innamed
and/orandoperating
hereinafter
designated, parties of the second part,
WITNESSETH:
WHERE'AS, the parties collectively referred to as
the Exhibitor are engaged in and interested in the
exhibition and rer/roduction of motion pictures in a
theatre owned, operated, controlled or booked by them
and desire to acquire for exhibition and reproduction
in such theatre motion pictures released by the Distributor as hereinafter provided; and
WHEREAS, the Distributor desires to provide for
the exhibition and reproduction of motion pictures
released by it in the said theatre,
NOW, THEREFOR, IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED
AS FOLLOWS:
1. The Distributor hereby grants to the Exhibitor
and the latter accepts a license under the respective
copyrights of the motion pictures referred to herein
and/or under any copyright which may be in force
with respect to any matter included in any sound
recorded therefor, subject to the terms and conditions
hereinafter stated, to exhibit all sound motion pictures,
excluding newsreels, generally released by the Distributor during, the year beginning August 15, 1929,
and ending August 15, 1930, and during the four (4)
succeeding years and to reproduce such recorded sound
in synchronism with the exhibition of such motion
pictures at the theatre (hereinafter referred to as
the "Theatre") and only for the number of successive
days shown in the schedule hereto annexed and made
a part hereof. This license to so reproduce such
recordedrantiessound
is granted
upon the(a)Exhibitor's
warand conditions
as follows:
that the sound
reproducing equipment installed in the Theatre will
operate reliably and efficiently to reproduce such
recorded sound, with adequate volume and high
quality, whether recorded upon the positive print or
upon records, discs or other similar devices; and (b)
that if copyrighted musical compositions are included
in such recorded sound, the Exhibitor shall, at the
time of the exhibition of such motion pictures and
the reprodviction of such rec()r<led sound, have an
effective license from the American Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers publicly to perform the
coi^yrighted musical compositions in the repertoire of
said Society. The Distributor represents that such
recorded sound is capable of being reproduced satisfactorily on the sound reproducing equipment of RCA
Photophone. Inc. and Electrical Research Products,
Inc., but the Distributor makes no representations as
to any other sound reproducing
equipment.
2. The Exhibitor shall pay for such license as to
each of such motion pictures the sums hereinafter
provided. Such license shall be specifically for the
exhibition of such motion pictures and the reproduction
of the recorded sound thereof, which as used herein
shall Ik' deemed to refer to the spoken words, music
or other sounds recorded upon the positive print of
such motion pictures or upon the record, disc or
other similar devices separate and apart from such
positive print for use in synchronism therewith, at the
Theatre on exhibition dates determined as hereinafter
provided
for no
other as' purjmse.
shall
pay and
for such
license
to each ofThesuchExhibitor
motion
pictures generally released during the first year hereinabove provided, the sum indicated in the schedule
hereof and as to each of such feature motion pictures
generally released during the subsequent years hereinabove provided, the number of dollars as shown
in the schedule hereof for each One Hun<lred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000) of exliibition value of said feature
motion picture and as to each of such short subject
motion pictures generally released during the subsequent years hereinabove pi^ovided, the number of
dollars as shown in the schedule hereof for each
Ten Thou.sand Dollars ($10,000) of exhibition value
of said short subject motion picture. Tlic average
exhibition value of all of such feature motion pictures
in one year shall not, however, exceed the sum of
Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($750,000)
for each feature motion picture. The term "exhibition
value" as herein used shall refer to the exhibition
value of such motion picture determined as hereinafter provided. The Exhibitor agrees to pay such
sum for such license as to each of such motion pictures
in the case of each of such motion pictures at least
three (3) days in advance of the date of shipment
from the Distributor's exchange or from the last
previous exhibitor of the positive print (and records,
discs or similar devices, if any) thereof and the
Exhibitor further agrees to exhibit and reproduce such
motion pictures not exceeding a maximum of fifty-two
(52) feature motion pictures and fifty-two (52) short
subject motion pictures in any one year (August 15th
to August 15th) so generally released by the Distributor. If less than twenty-six (26) feature motion
f/ictures are generally released by the Distributor in
any such year, the Exhibitor shall have the option
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111 terminate this franchise for the succeeding years
herein
for by
giving
sixty (60)
days'
written provided
notice thereof
to tlie
Distributor.
Payment,
if any, made upon the execution hereof by the Exhibitor shall be deemed payment on account of the
sums last payable hereunder. The aforesaid license
fees shall include all synchronization and scoring fees
ur charges.
3. -At least thirty (30) days prior to the release
date of each motion picture, the exhibition value of
each motion picture shall be determined by the Distriliutor and five (5) representatives of exhibitors
throughout the United States holding similar franchises
from the Distributor, acting in an advisory capacity
with the general officers of the Distributor. The
five (5) representatives shall be determined by at
least two-thirds (.Yj) of all such franchise holders
by whatever method they may desire. The Distributor
makes no representation that such representatives
will be so appointed or will act hereunder. If the
said representatives are not .so appointed or cannot
or do not act hereunder or if said representatives
and the Distributor fail to agree upon the exhibition
value of any sucli motion pictures, the exhibition value
of all such motion pictures on which there has been
no agreement shall for the purposes of this franchise
be fixed at three times the negative cost thereof as
shown on the books of the producers thereof but
in no event shall the average exhibition value of all
of such feature motion pictures generally released
in any such year exceed the sum of Seven Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($750,000) for each feature
motion picture. Within a reasonable time after the
determination of the exhibition value of each motion
picture as hereinabove provided, the Distributor shall
send a written notice by mail to the Exhibitor of
the amount of said exhibition value. The deposit of
such notice in the United States mails in a postpaid
envelope addressed to the Exhibitor shall constitute
delivery of such notice to the Exhibitor hereunder
and the exhibition value as set forth in such notice
shall be deemed to be the exhibition value hereunder
as fully as if such exhibition value were determined
by the parties hereto and specifically set forth in
this franchise. In any controversy, question, litigation
or proceeding pertaining to this franchise a written
statement indicating the exhibition value of any motion picture herein provided for and purporting to
be signed by at least three (3) of said representatives
and an officer of the Distributor and acknowledged in
accordance with the laws of the State of New York
shall be conclusive as to the exhibition value of such
motion picture hereunder and a written .statement
of the negative cost of any motion picture herein provided for, verified under oath by an officer of the
Distributor in accordance with the laws of the .State
of New York, shall be conclusive as to the amount
of such negative cost hereunder.
4. The Exhibitor shall exhibit and reproduce under
said license each of the motion pictures provided for
in this franchise but only at the Theatre on the
exhibition date or dates determined as hereinafter
provided and shall keep all positive prints, records,
discs or other similar devices, if any, furnished hereunder by the Distributor in the E.xhibitor's possession
during the period specified for the exhibition and reproduction thereof by the Exhibitor and shall not
exhibit and reproduce or permit the exhibition and
reproduction of any such positive print, record, disc or
similar device at any other time or place. Such
license shall be specifically for such exhibition and
reproduction of such motion picture and for no other
inirpose. The Exhibitor shall be required to procure
the prior written approval of the Distributor for any
exhibition and reproduction of any of the said motion
pictures beyond the number of days specified in the
schedule hereof and the license fees for such additional period shall be on the same proportionate basis
as that for the time provided for in the schedule
hereof. The obligation of the Exhibitor to exhibit
and reproduce each motion picture herein provided
for shall not be discharged by the payment of the
sum herein provided for the license to exhibit and
reproduce the same.
5. Tlie Distributor shall have the right to road
show or cause to be road show-n prior to the exhibition and reproduction thereof at the Theatre not more
than six ((■>) of the feature motion pictures released
by it during the first year hereunder and not more
than half of the feature motion pictures released by
it in any succeeding year hereunder. If mofe than
half of the feature motion pictures released by the
Distributor during any year after the first hereunder
are road shown, the Exhibitor may, at its option,
by giving sixty (60) days' written notice thereof
at the Distributor's principal office at New York,
New 'S'ork. cancel this franchise as of the expiration
of such sixty (60) day period as to all motion
pictures to be exhibited and reproduced hereunder
after the date of cancellation. A road show exhibition
shall be an exhibition prior to the general release of
the motion picture for one or more weeks at advanced
admission i>rices on a two-a-day policy exclusive of
extra shows. The Theatre shall not be entitled to
exhibit and reproduce the motion pictures so road
shown until after the completion of the said road
showing together with the period of protection thereon
and their general release by the Distributor. If the
rights herein granted are for other than a first run,
such showing
shall be subsequent
to all prior runs.
6. During the life of this franchise, the Distributor
shall not exhibit and reproduce, or license the exhibition and reproduction of any such motion pictures
in conflict with the "run" or "protection period,'' if
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any, specified in the schedule hereof. No protection
of any kind shall be given to the Theatre except
as to such of the said motion pictures as are actually
exhibited and ref/roduced in the Theatre for the
minimum number of consecutive days as herein provided. The Exhibitor shall not be entitled to any
protection if the Exhibitor is in default hereunder.
7. If the number of feature sound motion pictures
and the number of short subject sound motion pictures
distributed by the Distributor in any one year
(.\ugust 15th to August 15th) shall be in excess of
fifty-two (52) feature sound motion pictures and
fifty-two (52) short subject sound motion pictures,
respectively, the said five (5) representatives of the
said franchise holders of the Distributors shall designate at least thirty (30) days prior to the commencement of such year which fifty-two (52) feature
sound motion pictures and fifty-two (52) short subject
sound motion pictures shall be played at the Theatre.
If the said representatives fail to designate such
motion pictures, the Distributor may designate such
pictures. The Exhibitor may, however, by written
notice to the Distributor prior to the commencement
of such year, elect to exhibit and reproduce at the
Theatre under the terms of this franchise all of
such motion pictures in excess of fifty-two (52).
The Exhibitor shall reserve sufficient playing time in
the Theatre so that the Exhibitor may play all the
motion pictures provided for hereunder at the times
and for the periods herein agreed upon. All motion
pictures provided for hereunder shall be exhibited
and reproduced by the Exhibitor in the order of the
general release of such motion pictures by the Distributor.
8. The Distributor shall deliver to the Exhibitor
a positive print of each of said sound motion pictures
and, if the recorded sound be not recorded upon
such positive print, the Distributor shall deliver to
the Exhibitor records, discs, or other similar devices
with recorded sound for exhibition and reproduction
as herein provided. Delivery of such positive prints,
records, discs or other similar devices by the DistriExhibitor
at the
Distributor's
or to butora to the
conunon
carrier,
or to
the Unitedexchange
States
postal authorities for mailing, or to any agent of
the Exhibitor, shall be deemed delivery by the Distributor to the Exhibitor hereunder, but the Distributor
shall not be liable for any failure or delay in making
deliveries resulting from the elements, accidents,
strikes, fires, court orders, censorship rulings, delays
of any common carrier, failure of the producers of
any such motion pictures to make or deliver them
to the Distributor, or any of the stars or other performers to appear therein in time for delivery as
above provided, or the failure or delay of any prior
exhibitor in returning any positive print, records, disc
or other similar devices to the Distributor, or
forwarding it to a subsequent exhibitor or by reason
of any cause not within the control of the Distributor, whether of a similar or any other nature.
Neglect or default of the employees of the Distributor
hereunder shall not Ije deemed a cause beyond the
control of the Distributor.
9. The Exhibitor shall return each positive print,
record, disc or similar device received by the exhibitor hereunder with the reels and containers furnished therewith to the exchange of the Distributor
from which the Exhibitor is served, or as otherwise
directed by the Distributor, inunediately after the
last exhibition and reproduction of such positive
print, record, disc . or similar device which together
with the said reels and containers are hereinafter
collectively
referred
to asreceived
"appurtenances,"
in the
same condition
as when
by the Exhibitor,
reasonable wear and tear to the proper use thereof
excepted. The Exhibitor shall pay costs of transportation of each positive print and its appurtenances
from the Distributor's exchange or the last previous
exhibitor having possession of such positive print and
its appurtenances and return to the Distributor's exchange; or if directed by the Distributor, shall ship
such positive print and its appurtenances elsewhere
than to the Distributor's exchange, transportation
charges collect. The Delivery of a positive print
and its appurttnances properly directed and packed
in the containers furnished by the Distributor therefor to a carrier designated or used by the Distributor
and proper receipt therefor obtained by the Exhibitor
shall constitute the return of such positive print and
its ai-purtenances by the Exhibitor. If the Exhibitor
fails to return or delays the return of any positive
print and/or its appurtenances to the Distributor or
fails to forward or dehfys forwarding, (as directed
by the Distributor) any such print and/or its appurtenances to any other exhibitor, the Exhibitor shall
pay the Distributor the damage, if any, so caused
the Distributor and in addition the damage, if any,
so caused such other exhibitor.
10. The Exhibitor shall exhibit and reproduce
each of the motion pictures providcil for hereunder
in the Theatre on days to be determined as follows:
If the Theatre is entitled to the first showing of the
motion picture in the city, town or zone in which
it is situated, the Distributor shall mail to the Exhibitoi- at least two (2) weeks in advance, a notice
in writing of the release date of each motion picture
provided for hereunder for such city, town or zone
and the Exhibitor shall, within a period of seven (7)
days thereafter, designate the first exhibition date
of such motion picture for the Theatre, which first
exhibition date shall not be later than seven (7)
days after the release date so designated in such
notice. If the Theatre is only entitled to exhibit motion pictures subsequent
to prior showings
or runs
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in such city, town or zone, the Distributor shall
mail to the Exhibitor at least two (2) weeks' notice
in writing of the date upon which each motion picture
shall be available for exhibition and reproduction
by the Exhibitor, consistent with prior runs and/or
protection heretofore or hereafter granted to other
exhibitors and the Exhibitor shall be required to
exhibit and reproduce the motion picture provided
for hereunder in the Theatre within two (2) weeks
after such date when such motion picture shall be
available.
11. The Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor a
sum equal to the cost of replacement at the Distributor's exchange for each linear foot of any positive
print and for any appurtenances, lost, stolen or
destroyed or injured in any way in the interval
between the delivery thereof by the Distributor and
the return thereof by the Exhibitor, plus transportation and handling charges, the latter limited in the
case of prints to a maximum of half a cent C$.005)
a foot, in the case of records to a maximum of ten
cents ($.10) per record and in the case of record
cases to ten cents ($.10) per case, in full settlement
of all claims for such loss, theft, destruction or
injury. Such payment, however, shall not transfer
title to or any interest in any such positive print
or appurtenances to the Exhibitor or any other party,
nor release the Exhibitor from liability arising out
of any breach of this franchise. The Distributor shall
at the option of the Exhibitor, provided the Exhibitor be not in default hereunder, repay or credit
to the Exhibitor any sums paid by the latter for
lost or stolen prints and their appurtenances -upon
their return to the Distributor within thirty (30)
days after the date when the same should have been
returned hereunder. The Exhibitor shall not be liable
for damage or destruction of any positive print and
its appurtenances, provided the Exhibitor establishes
such damage or destruction occurred while in transit
from the Exhibitor. The Exhibitor shall immediately notify the Distributor's exchange by telegram
of the loss, theft, or destruction of or damage or
injury to any positive print and its appurtenances.
If any positi\-e print and/or its appurtenances shall
be received from the Exhibitor by the Distributor
or any subsequent exhibitor in a damaged or partially
destroyed condition it shall l>e deemed to have been
so damaged or destroyed by the Exhibitor unless the
latter, prior to the second public e.xhibition or reproduction thereof shall have telegraphed the Distributor's exchange that such print and/or its appurtenances were received by the Exhibitor in a damaged
or partially destroyed condition, setting forth fully
the nature of such damage and the amount of footage
or number of appurtenances so damaged or destroyed.
12. If the interest of the Exhibitor in the Theatre
is purchased by another exhibitor, or the Exhibitor
be merged or consolidated with another exhibitor,
the Exhibitor may at its option within thirty (30)
operation or control of one or more additional
and upon sixty (60) days written notice to the
Distributor at its principal office at New York, New
York, terminate this franchise as of the expiration
of such sixty (60) day period as to all motion
pictures to be exhibited and reproduced hereunder
after such date of termination. If the Exhibitor
does not elect to terminate this franchise as above
provided and the Exhibitor shall dispose of their
interests or control in the Theatre or any other
theatre hereafter erected, operated, owned or controlled by them or any of them, or shall consolidate
or merge with some other firm or corporation, or
shall cease to operate the Theatre or such theatres
or any of them, the Exhibitor hereby guarantees
that all of the terms and conditions of this franchise
shall be fully performed and executed by such purchasing, acquiring, operating, consolidating or merging
firm or corporation. The Distributor however, may
terminate this franchise and all rights and privileges
herein granted to the Exhibitor without any further
liability on its part in the event of such purchase,
merger or consolidation, or disposition of the Exhibitor's interest in or control of the Theatre or such
other theatres.
13. If the Exhibitor shall erect or acquire the
operation or control of one or more additional
theatres in the city, town or zone in which the
Theatre is located, which theatres have the same
run (that is to say, first, second or third run as
the case may be) as the Theatre, then Exhibitor at
tTie Distributor's option, shall be obligated to exhibit
and reproduce motion pictures released by the Distributor and licensed for exhibition and reproduction
hereunder in one of such newdy erected or acquired
additional theatres designated by the Distributor.
That is to say, the Exhibitor, at the Distributor's
option, shall be obligated to play in one of such
newly acquired or erected theatres the motion pictures
licensed hereunder upon the same terms as the
Exhibitor has agreed to exhibit and reproduce such
motion pictures in the Theatre. If the Distributor
exercises such option the Exhibitor shall be obligated
to exhibit and reproduce such motion pictures in
the Theatre.
14. The Distributor does not warrant that the
recorded sound will be recorded on the positive print,
or on records, disc or other similar devices, the
Distributor reserving the right to use any one or more
methods of recording it may from time to time
determine.
15. The Exhibitor shall run such motion pictures
as delivered without alteration, excepting witli the
written or telegraphic approval of the Distributor,
subject to requirements of duly authorized public
authorities necessitating, any change. The Exhibitor
also agrees to advertise and announce
each motion
picture
as a "
Picture.''
In all newspaper
advertising and publicity issued by the Exhibitor
relating to said motion pictures, the Exhibitor shall
adhere to the form of announcement contained in
the advertising matter issued by the Distributor.

Discussion
Starts
On
Franchise Clauses
ise deal between Allied
THEandfranch
RKO and Tiffany-Stahl is
viewed in the trade as similar in
some respects to the old First National
subfranchise. It is known that Sam
Spring, formerly a First National executive, was retained in a legal capacity by RCA some time ago. Mr. Spring
denied this week, however, that he had
anything to do with drafting the
franchise.
Examination of the complete text of
the Allied franchise started queries in
several quarters as to possible interpretation of certain clauses. Among
these questions are:
Does an exhibitor signing in 1930 or
later have to pick up all past releases
to August 1.5, 1929?
Does the exhibitor signing the
franchise have any rights to book pictures generally released prior to August 1.5, 1929?
Is the
arrived at infirst
the year's
same rental
manner fixation
as rentals
for ensuing years?
How will actual exhibition values be
determined? By test runs? It was
recalled that First National, under its
subfranchise plan, had great difficulty
at one time in determining exhibition
values. The test run plan was finally
resorted to, the fixing of exhibition
values with such runs as a guide being
regarded as necessary in order to prevent complaints and do away with
guesswork as to the box-office value
of pictures.
Does the exhibitor get pictures in
excess of 52 on the same basis as the
first 52?
Section 20 which gives the distributor the right to terminate the franchise in case the distributor goes into a
merger aroused considerable discussion. Some observers were inclined to
regard
it as too much of an "out" for
the
distributor.
Is Section 22 to be interpreted as
giving the exhibitor no right to terminate the franchise?
Interest has been aroused throughout the country among exhibitors by
the announcement of the franchise.
Motionplete Picture
the com-of
text in thisi\'ews
issue prints
as a matter
prime interest to a great mass of theatre owners.

All advertising accessories used by the Exhibitor
in connection with the exhibition of said motion pictures must be leased from or through the Distributor
and must not be sold, leased or given away by the
Exhibitor.
Unless this franchise expressly provides for the
"first run" in the city, town or zone wherein the
Theatre is located, the Exhibitor shall not advertise
any of the motion pictures herein provided for in
such city, town or zone by means of lithographs,
slides, trailers, lobby displays, newspaper announcements, advertising or otherwise prior to, and until
after the completion of the exhibition of such motion
pictures by any other exhibitor having the right of
the "first run" thereof in said city, town or zone.
The Distributor shall not in any wise be liable
tor any breach of the provisions of the immediately
preceding paragraph contained in any other franchise or "Standard Exhibition Contract" with any
other exhibitor.
16. The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor
upon demand any tax, fee or other like charge now
and/or hereafter imp-osed or based upon the delivery
and/or the exhibition and reproduction of positive
prints and appurtenances of the motion pictures and/
or upon the sums payable under this franchise by
the Exhibitor to the Distributor. If under any statute
or ordinance any such tax, fee or other like charge
is or shall be payable or paid by the Distributor
and the exact amount payable hereunder by the
Exhibitor is not therein definitely fixed or cannot
be exactly determined, then the Exhibitor agrees
to pay such part of any such tax. fee or other
like charge,
paid or pa\able by the Distributor
as

shall be fixed in the manner determined by the then
661
representatives of the said franchise holders of the
Distributor
in the United
States.
17. The Exhibitor warrants and agrees that during
the period each of the motion pictures herein provided for shall be exhibited in the Theatre the Exhibitor will charge for admission to the Theatre
an actual admission fee which shall not be less
than ten cents (10c) unless a greater minimum
admission charge is herein elsewhere specified, for
each exhibition and that such motion pictiires shall
not be exhibited unless such admission
fee is charge.
18. In case the Exhibitor shall be delayed in
or prevented from the performance of this franchise
with respect to any of the motion pictures herein
specified by reason of censor rulings, the elements,
accidents, strikes, fire, insurrection, acts of God, the
public enemy, public calamity or order of any Court
of competent jurisdiction, then such delay or failure
or performance with respect to such motion pictures
shall be excused and all claims or causes of action
for damages therefor, or arising therefrom, are hereby
expressly waived by the Distributor. In any such
event, the time of the Exhibitor to perform this
franchise with respect to any such motion pictures
shall be extended for a period equal to the time of
such delay, unless performance thereof because of
the happening of any such cause or contingency is
rendered impossible, in which case performance by
the Exhibitor with respect to any such motion pictures
shall be waived. The resumption of performance by
the Exhibitor shall begin promptly after the removal
or abatement of the contingencies or causes of such
disability or prevention of performance, provided that
if such delay and/or prevention of performance,
caused as aforesaid, shall continue for a period of
three (3) months either party hereto may cancel
this franchise but only with respect to any such
motion pictures the exhibition and reproduction hereunder of which have been so delayed or prevented,
by sending after the expiration of such three (3)
period to the other ptirty notice in writing
tomonths'
such effect.
19. If the Exhibitor default in exhibiting and reproducing or paying for any motion picture in accordance with the provisions hereof, or if the Exhibitor
shall exhibit and reproduce or permit the exhibition
and reproduction of any of said motion pictures at any
time or place other than those specified, or otherwise
violate this franchise, or if the Exhibitor becomes
insolvent, or is adjudicated a bankrupt, or executes an
assignment for the benefit of creditors, or if a receiver is appointed for the Exhibitor's property, in
any of such events the Distributor may, at its option,
by written notice addressed to the Exhibitor at the
theatre, terminate this franchise or suspend the
delivery of additional motion pictures hereunder until
such default shall cease and be remedied, but the
election of either of said remedies shall be without
prejudice to any other of the rights or remedies of the
Distributor in the premises by reason of such breach.
The damages of the Distributor for the failure of the
Exhibitor to exhibit and reproduce any motion picttire
hereunder, as herein provided, shall be the sum payable by the Exhibitor for the license to exhibit and
reproduce such motion picture, without prejudice to
any other rights or remedies of the Distributor by
reason of such breach. The waiver by either party of
any breach or default of the other party, shall not
be construed as a waiver of any other or subsequent
breach or default by such other party.
20. If the Distributor is merged or consolidated
with or purchased or otherwise acquired by another
motion picture distributor, the Distributor and/or such
other
may upon
sixty days'
writtenmotion
notice picture
thereof distributor
to the Exhibitor
terminate
this
franchise as of the expiration of such sixty (60) day
period as to all motion pictures to be exhibited and reproduced hereunder after such date of termination.
21. At the end of the first year hereunder (.August
15. 1930) and at the end of each succeeding year
hereunder, both the Exhibitor and the Distributor shall
have the right to apply to the five rei)resentatives of
exhibitors, referred to in paragraph 3 hereof, to make
findings and recommendations relative to an adjust*
ment of the number of dollars per one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) of exhibition value of feature
motion pictures and the number of dollars per ten
thousand dollars ($10,000) of exhibition value of short
subject motion pictures for the succeeding years hereunder to be paid by the Exhibitor as pro\Tded in
paragraph 2 hereof. The said representatives shall
have the full cooperation of both parties hereto in
obtaining accurate information on which to act. The
findings and recommendations of such representatives
shall be transmitted to a National Appeal Board consisting of Abram F. Myers, a representative of the
Distributor and a third member to be chosen by the
other two. In the deliberations of the National Appeal Board a majority vote shall control and the
decision of the Board as to such adjustment shall be
binding on the Exhibitor and the Distributor. Until
the National Appeal Board shall render a majority
decision this franchise shall in no wise be affected
or modified by the application of the Exhibitor or
Distributor as above provided.
22. If this franchise shall as indicated in the
schedule hereof apply only to silent motion pictures,
the only license granted hereunder by the Distributor
shall be a license to exhibit positive silent prints of
all the silent motion pictures and/or of all silent
versions, if any, of sound motion pictures, generally
released by the Distribtitor. Such license shall be a
license under the respective copyrights of the motion
pictures referred to in this paragraph to reproduce
only the visual images contained therein at the theatre
and times herein provided. In such event the Exhibitor
shall pay the amounts herein provided to be paid for
such license for silent motion pictures and/or silent
(Coiitimied on following page)
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Complete Text Of The
Allied States Assoc.'s
New Franchise Plan
(Continued from preceding f>(U/e)
versions of sound motion pictures and shall accept and
pay for said licenses and shall exhibit all of such
motion pictures. Also in such event all references in
this franchise to sound and/or its reproduction and/or
sound prints and/or sound appurtenances shall be
deemed to be excluded from this franchise and all the
remaining prgvisiciiS vi t^is fr-nch::t, including but
not bcir.S limited to those pertaining to exhibition value
■Which shall apply only to such silent motion pictures,
shall be in full force and effect except that the Exhibitor shall have no option to terminate this franchise
if the Distributor docs not generally release any minimum number of motion pictures in any one year
<August 15th to August 15th).
23. If this franchise applies only to silent motion
pictures and if the Exhibitor shall install in the theatre
at any time during the term of this franchise sound
reproducing equipment, the terms and conditions of
this franchise relating to sound motion pictures shall
apply instead of those relating to silent motion pictures
as if this franchise were then reexecuted by the parties
hereto so as to cover sound motion pictures. The Exhibitor shall pay the sums provided for herein to be
paid for licensees to sound motion pictures determined
by or based upon exhibition value unless otherwise
s|<cifically provided. If the sound reproducing equipment is installed during the first year hereinabove provided the exhibition value of the sound motion pictures
generally released by the Distributor during such year
shall be determined by the Distributor but shall not
exceed the average sum of seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) for each motion picture and the
Exhibitor shall pay such sum herefor as the Exhibitor
shall have agreed to pay for sound pictures in the succeeding years hereinabove provided. The exhibitor shall
immediately notify the Distributor of the execution of
any contract by the E'xhibitor for the installation of
sound reproducing, equipment and shall give the distributor at least thirty (30) days' notice of the date
the Exhibitor expects to exhibit and reproduce the first
sound motion picture.
24. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the motion
pictures herein described, and all the representations,
understandings and agreements with respect thereto
between the parties are merged in this agreement. All
existing written contracts between the parties hereto
for the exhibition and reproduction of motion pictures
other than herein described are to be fully performed
and carried out by both parties, any other provisions
in this agreement notwithstanding. Neither this
franchise nor any modification thereof shall be valid
unless and until executed by Distributor in writing at
its New York Office, through its duly authorized officers.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the corporate parties
hereto have caused these presents to be executed by
their duly authorized officers in that behalf and their
corporate seals to be hereto affixed, and the individual
party or parties have hereunto set his hand or their
hands and seals the •
day of
■
192 — .
DISTRIBUTING
By

CORPORATION

EXHIBITOR—
The corporations and/or firms and/or individuals
signing below are the parties referred to herein as
the "Exhibitor."
.(L.S.)
.(L.S.)
.(L.S.)
.(L.S.)
.(L.S.)
SCHEDULE
Name of theatre
Location of theatre
Zone No
Key No
Seating Capacity
Trade name of equipment
Disc only
Film only
Film on discs.
Protection
Run
Number of successive days to be exhibited.
Minimum admission fee
SUMS

FOR LICENSE FEES (INCLUDING SCORE
CHARGES)
AS REFERRED
TO
IN
PARAGRAPH
2 HEREOF
Feature per $100,000
Short subject per $10,000
Exhibition value
Exhibition
value
Sound
Dollars ($
) Sound
Dollars ($
)
Silent
Dollars ($
) Silent
Dollars ($
)
sound motion pictures.
This franchise applies only to silent motion pictures.
(strike out one)
MOTION

PICTURES
WHICH
MAY
BE
GENERALLY RELEASED DURING
YEAR,
AUGUST IS, 1929, to AUGUST 15, 1930
Production number
Title

Montana Exhibitors Join
A Hied States
tion meeting Exhibito
at Butters'on AssociaAugust
THE Montana
6 passed a resolution to support
the Allied States Association and the
Brookhart Bill.
They also resolved to request their
Congressional delegation to support
the bill.

Lee Marcus Declares
Franchise Agreement
Is{Continued
'Strictly
Business'
from page 653)
In general scheme the Chicago franchise
plan follows the form of the franchise
which disti-ibutors have iised in the past.
Practically all of the big distributors have
in operation such agreements with certain
theatre groups. However, a not very extensive use of this method of distributorexhibitor agreement has been applied.
Among the larger producers it is understood Warner Brothers presently have
more of that form of five-year franchise
agreements in effect than any of the other
distributors.
The R-K-0 franchise plan, also adopted
by Tiffany-Stahl, for the small independent
exhibitor's benefit, puts into operation on
an improved and greatly enlarged scale the
"distributor-exliibitor" partnership. Sales
executives regard the franchise a "life
saver" for the small theatre operator, a
view which coincides with that expressed
by leading independent exhibitors.

Bomb Causes $4,000
Damage To Victor
Uptown, San Antonio
San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 15.^ — The Victor Uptown Theatre, a community movie
house, was bombed early on the morning of
August 9, causing damages of $4,000. The
foyer and general offices of the theatre
were laid in ruins. Two heavy panel doors
were blown into the street.
Police found a large rock wrapped in a
towel, which the bomber used to break a
window leading to the foyer so that he
could throw the bomb inside.
The bombing comes on the heels of a
holdup of the theatre June 16 in which a
bandit secured $115 from the cashier.

Picture

News

RKO And T-S Join
Allied States Group
In Franchise Pact
(Continued from

page 653)

age is not paid the exhibitor is losing
money. Sound and talking pictures brought
some additional business at first as a
novelty, but they are not doing so now, he
declared. He gave it as his opinion that
the present proposition comes at a most opportune time and that he will present it to
his state immediately upon his return.
E. P. White of Montana, a recent addition to the Allied ranks, pronounced the
scheme the most appealing he had ever
heard.
Ray Grombacher, State of Washington,
said that the franchise established a new
principle of buying and established a merit
basis for film prices which does not exist iu
the present scheme of selling.
The meeting, which was scheduled to be
a one-day affair, was held over until Tuesday pending confirmation from David
Sarnoff on satisfactory adjustment of a
point in question in connection with the
RCA deal.

Columbia Installs
The Latest Type Of
Recording Devices
The latest type of Western Electric sound
recording and reproducing equipment has
been installed by Columbia Picture Corp.
at their studios in Hollywood, where the
new season's program of al-talkies was
recently launched.
Among the new devices installed are:
the .0000 inch duraluminum ribbon, a light
valve providing means for converting
changes of electrical energy into corresponding light energy; a new method of
equalizing the volume of recording, by
which it is possible to use oral means as
well as electrical indicators to check up
the relative volume of the recorded sound;
the use of reflecting sets on sound stages in
contrast to the method adopted by most studios to treat sets acoustically so as to reduce reverberation to a minimum.
The Columbia studio is now equipped
with four comjileted sound stages.

Restraining Order Issued
On Hollywood Labor Union

Clive Brooks To Remain In
East For Eagcls Vehicle

Hollywood, Aug. 15. — All is not calm in
studio union circles. Judge Mj-ron Westover granted an injunction restraining officers of United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America from interfering
with the Studio Local Xo. 1()9'2, or from
wood.
forming a new carixMiter's union in Holly-

After he has finislied creating his talkie
characterization of the Conan Doyle detective in Paramount 's "The Rpturn of
Sherlock Holmes," Clive Brooks will remain
at the Astoria studio to enact the leading
masculine role opposite Jeanne Eagels in
the hitter's forthcoming all-talking starring vehicle, "The Laughing Lady." Victor Schertzinger will direct the screen play.

The injunction Avill remain in force until
the suit brought by the Studio Union
against J. C. Blair of the United Brotherhood, can be heard on its merits. The
plaintiffs charge that former oflicers of the
union, officers of the brotherhood, and officers of an alleged new Hollywood union.
are trying to force the Studio Local Union
out of existence.
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Param't Applies To
List More Common
Stock OnN.Y. Curb
Treasurer Believes Issue Will
Add $2,500,000 Profit
Per Year
An application to list 369,350 shares of
its common stock on the New York Stock
Exchange has been made by ParamountFamous-Lasky Corp.
Commenting on his company's application, Ralph A. Kohn, Paramount treasurer,
stated: "The Board of Directors of the
company believes that the acquisitions to
he made with the issuance of this stock
will greatly enhance the stability of the
company and will add at least $2,500,00(1
per annum to the profits of the company in
the first year of the consolidation, with a
reasonable expectancy that this increase
of profit will become greater in subseciuent
years. ' ' Mr. Kohn figures better than $6.75
per share as earnings on these additional
acquisitions.
If, as and when this stock is listed, the
Corporation will acquire 75 per cent of
the common stock of the Kunsky Theatres
in Detroit, Mich., the other 25 per cent being owned by Balaban & Katz, subsidiary
of Paramount ; 50 per cent of the Dent Theatres, Inc., operating theatres in the State
of Texas, the other 50 per cent being owned
by Paramount; 100 per cent of the preferred stock and 90 per cent of the common Class A stock of Saenger Theatres,
Ine„ which operates theatres in the eleven
southern states, with headquarters in New
Orleans; 70 per cent of the stock of Great
States Theatres, Inc., which operates theatres in the principal cities of Illinois, the
other 30 per cent being owned by Balaban
& Katz another subsidiary of Paramount;
100 per cent of the preferred and common
stock of Northwest Theatres, known as the
Ruben & Finkelstein Circuit, operating theatres in Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin; and 50 per cent of the
stock of Columbia Broadcasting System,
which system is one of the principal radio
broadcasting companies in the United
States, having facilities for broadcasting
from 40 different large cities in the country.

Quebec Censors Stamp 17,
865 Posters In 6 Months
Ottawa, Ont., Aug. 15.— Statistics just
issued by the Quebec Government show
that 17,865 moving picture posters were
examined and stamped by Martin Singher,
Provincial Poster Censor, during the first
six months of the new Provincial Poster
Censorship Act, this work being done at
the bureau in Montreal. During this period,
j)oster censorship fees totalled approxiiiuitely $2,500, this amount being collected
from exhibitors for the examining of new
posters used in 125 theatres, of which 48
were in the City of Montreal aiul 77 in
other cities and towns. Previously, these
j)osters had been examined under a system
of municipal censox'ship.

May Halt Inquiry Into
Famous Canadian
iOnt., inAug.
of deway Pract
the 14.—
OTTAWA,cally nothing
finite reports have resulted in
the inquiry by the Canadian Department of Labor into the policies and
activities of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., under the Combines Investigation Act, as demanded by the Exhibitors Co-operative Society of Ontario,
the independent exhibirepresenting
tors. There are indications that the
matter will be pigeon-holed, pending
further developments if any. The investigation helped to draw attention
to the big earnings of Famous Players,
following the introduction of talking
pictures, and the common stock of the
corporation soared to a new high level
of 65.

Radio Schedules
Talkie Featurettes
For New Season
26 Graniercy And 26 Dartnour
Films Included; ^''Nantes That
Go In Lights^^ Is Slogan
The all-talkie two- and one-reelers to be
released by Radio Pictures will be launched
with the slogan: "All the names that go in
the lights." Among the featurettes on the
radio program are twenty-six Graniercy
Shorts, Photophone recordings of playlets
and skits by Marc Connolly, Nat Carr, Eugene O'Neill, Pedro De Cordoba, Veree
Teasdale, Alexander Kirkland, 0. Henry,
' ' Bugs ' ' Baer, Milt Gross and others.
At the R-K-0 Hollywood studios twentysix Darmour all-talking comedies are being
made as Mickey McGuire musical tab
shows. Neither the Graniercy nor Darmour series of talkie will have silent versions.
Radio's
})rograMi of shorts runs as follows :
Seven two-reelers :
"Hunt the Tiger," prize winning radio playlet of
1928, by Henry A. Hering, directed by Leo Meehan.
The cast includes Alexander Kirkland, star of Theatre
Guild's "Wings Over Europe," Veree Teasdale and
Pedro De Cordoba.
Release date, November
10th.
"St. Louis Blues," adapted and directed by Dudley
Murphy from original song by W. C. Handy. Featuring Bessie Smith, Columbia recording artist and noted
blues singer, Isabell Washington, late star of stage
drama "Harlem,"' and Jimmy Mordeci. Chorus of
fifty
and Jimmv
Johnson's orchestra.
Release neg.ro
date, voices
September
8th, 1929.
Three O. Henry stories, "While Auto Waits," release date January 12th, 1930, "The Song and the
Sergeant," release date May 11th, 1930, and third
title yet to be selected, release date July 13th, 1930.
Eugene
O'Neill's "Before
Breakfast,'' release date
March 9th, 1930.
One more subject yet to be selected
to be released August 3rd, 1930.

Seven novelty single reels :

Godfrey Ludlow, concert violinist, accompanied by
National Broadcasting Co. symphony orchestra. Release date, November
10th, 1929.
"Headwork," produced by Lou Brock and Al Boasberg, written by Milt Gross and Bugs Baer. Release
date, September
15th, 1929.
"Jazz," featuring Duke Ellington and his Cotton
Club Orchestra, Victor recording artists and a feature
of Ziegfeld's "Show Girl." Original sketch written
by Dudley Murphy, to be directed by Dudley Murphy.
Release date, February 9th, 1930.
"The Age of Innocence,'' featuring Paula Trueman,
star of "Grand Street Follies," to be directed by Leo
Meehan.
Release date, January
5th, 1930.
Three more one-reel novelties are to be announced.

(Continued on following t>agc)
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Held Up In Dallas
And Indianapolis
Injunction Hearing May Calm
Tex. Situation; Indiana Unit
Awaits Hays Proposals
Resumption of the practice of arbitration will be held up for some time in
Dallas, Texas, and Indianapolis, Ind. At
the former city, no aftempt will be made
to arbitrate disputes in the film industry
until August 26, it is expected, at which
time the District Court will hold a hearing
on the temporary injunction which restrains exchanges from exacting deposits
from members who refuse to submit to
arbitration or comply with awards made.
The injunction was obtained by the Texas
exhibitor unit, after two arbitration meetings were held, with exhibitors not members of the state unit serving on the board.
No action will be taken in Indianapolis
towards the return to arbitration, which
was discontinued five weeks ago sometime
after the move against arbitration by the
Texas exhibitor body. Until definite proposals are forthcoming from the Hays organization, no action will be taken towards
the re-adoption of the practice, the board
of directors of the Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana decided at their meeting
i-eeently. The board will meet again immediately upon the receipt of proposals
when and if they are forthcoming, it was
announced.
C. C. Pettijohn was in Indianapolis last
week urging a return to arbitration but no
action was taken on his suggestion.
There are 50 cases awaiting settlement,
it is estimated. Rental disputes and general dissatisfactiini among small town exhibitors, many of w'hom declare they face
ruin unless some action is taken to relieve
their present straits, are given as causes of
the withdrawal.
At thqi board meeting, resignation of
B. D. Cockrill, former Newcastle exhibitor,
as president and board member was accepted. Cockrill now is with Warners at
Wilmington, Del. A. C. Miller, attorney
and owner of the Lark and Sourw.ein,
Brazil, elected for the remainder of Cockrill's term, which expires in October and
Pei'cy Dickson, Wabash, and Oscar Fise,
Evansville, were elected to the board.

Mamoulian Using Moving
Camera For "Applause"
A finished picture that will require absolutely no editing nor cutting and that
will embody camera angles of an entirely
new brand is planned in ''Applause" by
Rouben Mamoulian, stage director who is
making his screen debut in the picturization of this novel by Beth Brown starring
Helen Morgan.
Mamoulian is rehearsing the screen play
in time of split seconds so that cutting
will be eliminated. He uses a traveling
camera as the basis of his experimenting
in the

screen

foi'm.
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Equity And Film
Producers Still At
Odds Over Contract
(Contimied from

page 657)

statement gives a definitely erroneous impression. There was no agreement with
the producers reached on Thursday or at
any time during our negotiations. The
producers simply made a counter proposition on that day Avhich was not acceptable
to us. At the Saturday night meeting of
members of Equity we never presented a
'solution,' we simply asked those present
if they were willing to endorse the action
of their Executive Committee in proposing
a reduction of our terms from 100 per
cent Equity casts to 80 per cent Equity
easts. My adress on this occasion was read
from written notes which are on record.
"It is also regrettable that Miss Barrymore, an Equity officer, should make any
statements during the heat of conflict after
a conference with persons on the opposing
side and without any discussion with the
executives representing her own people
I am sorry that our meeting could not be
called at Miss Barrymore's personal convenience. Toward the end of her stay in
Los Angeles, she did ask that one be held
in the afternoon but I assured her that
very many of our contract players were
busy during the daytime at the studios and
as it was their particular interests which
were affected, T felt we ought to primarily
regard their convenience in such matters
rather than hers. It should be borne in
mind too that many screen players go out
of town on Sundays and also that a meeting at midnight would disaiTange their
daily working schedule."
One Equity member declared that Miss
Barrymore's censure of GiUmore's conduct
of the present campaign will be the deciding factor for many members of the a.ssociation to desert Equity and sign proferred
producer contracts. He further stated that
the open breech between Gillmore and Miss
Barrymore could very easily result in a
concerted move on the part of a large group
of Equity players to refuse to follow Gillmore any further in the present controversy. There had already been discussions of this nature, he stated.

Harry Dean, Film Actor,
Is Attacked In Hollywood
Hollywood, Aug. 15.- — Accosted as he was
leaving Warner studios, Harry Dean, film
actor, reported to the police that an attempt had been made to kidnap him. Dean
claims four men in an auto told him to get
in and take a ride to Equity headquarters.
When Dean refused, a fight started, but the
four fled when Harry Goddard, a friend of
Dean, joined the melee.
Goddard was taken to the hospital after
the battle, and is reported in a serious condition. Police arrested two suspects, both
actors, and charged with suspicion of assault on Goddard. According to Dean, he
had been a member of Equity until a month
ago, but had resigned because he had been
unjustly accused of violating Equity rules.

S.M.P.E, To Hold Next
Meeting In Toronto
Society
the ers
g of
next meetin
THEof Motion
Picture
Engine
will
be held in Toronto, Can., on Oct.
ve.
an
7 to 10 inclusi
Canadi
and other
members of the Society have been
making an insistent demand for a convention to be held in their territory,
which fact led the Board of Governors
of the Society to select the Canadian
city. The last Canadian meeting of
the S. M. P. E. was in Ottawa in October, 1923.

Radio Schedules
Talkie
Featurettes
For The New Season
(Continued from preceding page)
Release dates: March 2nd, April 27th, and June 22nd,
1930.
"The Burglar," written by and starring Marc Connelly. Directed by Dudley Murphy. Supporting cast
includes Joseph Kerrigan and Ed McNamara. Release date, August
llth, 1929.

Four Ginsburg comedies, with Nat Carr,
produced by Lou Brock :

"Two Gun Ginsburg," release date October 13th,
1929.
"Gunboat Ginsburg," release date not announced yet.
"General Ginaburg,'' release date not announced yet.
One more title yet unselected and release date unannounced.
Musical Collegiate Tabloid to be directed by Leo
Meehan.
Release date, December
8th, 1929.

Seven cluded.
one-reel
Connelly's are inThese are Marc
:
"The Traveler," written by and starring Marc Connolly, directed by Dudley Murphy. Cast includes Ed
McNamara.
Release date August
18th, 1929.
"The Bridegroom," written by and starring Marc
ConoUv, directed by Leo Meehan. Cast includes William Black. Release date, October 13th, 1929.
"The Uncle," written by and starring Marc Connolly, directed by Leo Meehan. Release date, December 8th, 1929.
"The Suitor," written by and starring Marc Connolly, directed by Leo Meehan. Release date, February 2nd, 1930.
Three more one reel Connellys yet undecided. Release dates are: March 30th, May 25th and July 20th,
1930.

The first Darmour talkie is to be released
August
18th, and it titled "Mickey's Midnite Follies.
Thirteen Record Breaker musical tabs are included.
These are adapted from stories by H. C. Witwer,
directed by Al Herman, featuring Alberta Vaughn, AI
Cooke, Lou Sargent, George Gray and Max Asher.
8th,Release
1929. of first "Captain of His Roll,'' September

First National Calls
Out 1,800 Extras For
7 New Productions
Considered a new record for talkie production in Hollywood was the engaging by
First National last week of 1,810 extras for
scenes in the seven new talkies being filmed
at the Burbank plant of the company.
For "Sally," over 600 extras were used
on three different sets. "Young Nowheres" came second, 400 extras being employed. Race Track scenes for "Little
Johnny Jones" required 290 extras and
"No, No Nanette" some 180 more. "The
Woman on the Jury" utilized 140 of the
players and "The Forward Pass" another
110. "The Broadway Hostess" accounted
for 82 extras on its single set. Three of
these shows are musical comedy adaptations, which account for 1080 of the 1810
total of extras employed for the seven. The
other four stories, of typical material, used
only 730 extras.
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Negotiations
Between Equity
And Producers
(Continued from page 657)
should occur, provision should be made to
present the case to an impartial committee
of producer
New
York. and Equity representatives in
After the above Equity outline was presented to the committee of producers, the
latter declared that the 80-20 proposition
was not acceptable to powerful members
in their group, but stated their willingness
as an alternative, to agree that the solidarity of Equity would be maintained by a provision in the agreement that "once a member of Equit, a player would always be considered such." Equity would also have
the privilege of organizing and securing recruits, and producers promised no discrimination.
At the next meeting, Messrs. Sheehan
and De Mille met the Equity representatives and informed the association officials
that they had to retract their former offer
of "once an Equity member, always an
Equity member," but were willing to guarantee alarge membership for the actor organization. Gillmore reported back to the
local Equity executive committee, and
after much discussion, a letter was sent
to the producers explaining that the producers' counter-proposition to Equity's demand for 100 per cent Equity shop would
injuriously affect the integrity and solidarity of the association, and the 80-20 proposition is as far as the executive committee
could go without presenting the proposition
to the local membership. He stated that
this would be done at the general meeting
for Equity membere called for Saturday
night.

Gloria Swanson's Next Will
Be An All-Dialogue Picture
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — While Gloria
Swanson is vacationing in Europe, preparations are being made for her next starring
production
"Silk," which is planned as an
all-dialog picture.
"Silk" is an original story by Samuel
Merwin which was purchased by Cecil De
Mille for a special Pathe production a few
years ago. For unknown reasons, De Mille
finally abandoned production plans, and
the story was shelved; to be resurrected for
Gloria's next. In admitting that "Silk"
was being prepared for Miss Swanson, a
studio representative protested ignorance
as to whether or not a dialog version or
"Queen Kelly" would ever be made.

Production On "Red Hot
Rhythm" Started By Pathe
Pathe began production on "Red Hot
Rhythm," with Alan Hale, Josephine
Dunn, Walter O'Keefe and Kathryn Crawford cast, at the studios in Culver City last
week. The picture is being directed by Leo
^CcCarey, who made "The Sophomore."
Another Pathe all-talkie in production is
"Rich People," starring Constance Bennett. Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard are busy in "The Racketeer." Now
in the cutting room are "Sailors' Holiday," "Her Private Affair," "Oh Yeah?"
In preparation is "His First Command."
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SONG writer recently imported from
New York by one of the large producers, drove up in front of the
Roosevelt Hotel last week. He was followed out of the taxi by a young featured
actress with the same producer. After
fumbling in his pockets for the taxi fare,
he finally turned to the girl, who provided
him with enough to cover the charges. Then
he Avalked into the hotel dining room, nodding defiantly to a group of his friends who
had witnessed the front door incident.
A

PRODUCING executives at one of the
large Hollywood studios apparently
have little credit standing with the head of
the studio restaurant. One day recntly, the
executive, tied up a story conference,
'phoned the restaurant for a light lunch.
When the tray came over via messenger,
the latter stated to the producer that he
had to collect for the bill, plus a one dollar
deposit on the tray and disli«s !
ONE of the large Coast studios sent a
circular letter to all scenario and
dialog writers on the payroll informing
them that studio hours for writers were
from 9 :00 to 5 :30 daily, and all members
of the department were expected to abide
by that ruling. A newly installed production manager at the studio was responsible
for the edict.
MAYNARD, western star producing for Universal, is one of the few film
stars possessing a pilot's license to fly his
plane. Maynard recently passed the government examinations, and will henceforth
use the plane for extended location trips.
KEN

Hotel Roosevelt

A PROMINENT scenario writer who
■^ *■ has been connected with several
producers during the past five years,
has always wanted a chance to direct
a picture. Recently he was engaged by an
independent organization as a production
assistant to the studio head. After preparing the scenario, according to report, the
former writer stepped out on the stage one
day during the first week's shooting, and
directed several scenes of the picture —
brushing the director aside while he gave
instructions as to how it should be done.
The director, however, took exception to
the writer's interference, and had an immediate showdown. Result, the ambitious
supervisor went back to his writing, thoroughlv tamed.
LON CHANEY will eventually be heard
in a dialog production, previous reports notwithstanding. Chaney declared
some time ago that he would not talk in
pictures, but has since explained that what
he really meant was that he would not be
a subject for the microphone until the
mechanism for recording and reproduction
had been improved. Although M-G-M offiI'ials have tried every argument on Chaney
to convert him to talkers, he has remained
an adamant supporter of silent films. It
is likely that Chaney will agree to appearance in a talker when he returns to work
after a three-month vacation necessitated
bv a minor ailment.
SPEAKING of the film aviators, Ben
Lyon has had nearly enough hours of
actual flying to qualify him as a pilot of a
multi-seater commercial passenger plane.
In order to attain the necessary number of
hours in the air, Lyon has been piloting a
sight-seeing plane every Sunday at one of
the local airports.
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THE

experimental
stagepoint
with where
song writers has reached the
their
connection with pictures is becoming a practical part in the production of talkers and
musicals. Theme songs as such are rapidly
becoming extinct, and the purely theme
song writers are passing out with them. In
the new order of things, the song writer
must closely follow the idea of the film
story, and songs are spotted only to aid
the story development.
IT might also be pointed out that the
present group of composers now in
Hollywood are adapting themselves quite
generally to the new order of things. Many
who came out here during the early rush,
have returned to Broadway, and those remaining have developed the song writingtechnique necessary for sound films. It is
prophesied that the film song writer of the
future will write for pictures exclusively;
and in doing that will have a certain understanding of the picture audience reactions
just as scenarists and directors have today.

of
STOTHAR
RT rie,"
HERBE
"Rose-Ma
hasT,beencomposer
signed by
M-G-M to write the song numbers for
LnwTcnce Tibbett's first film operetta,
"The Rogue Song." Stothart, in association with Clifford Grey, will write the
songs for Ramon Novarro's "The Battle of
the Ladies." Robbins will publish the
numbers from both film productions.
(Continued on folloin'ino ('a(ic)

ttOUGS" BAER, the famous wise■L) cracking columnist, has made an
immediate hit in Hollywood — which is an
unusual reception for a famous eastern
writer. Last week he gave his impression
of Hollywood. "Hollywood," said Baer,
" is a very funny place. I went out to rent
a swell Spanish hacienda I had been looking at, and it turned out to be a gas sta-

The Moore Clan — Matt, Owen and Tom — euch
of them a star in his own right. The brothers
are united for the first time in Radio Pictures'
all-talkie special, ISetv
"SideYork
Street," a drama of

tion." overhead of ay Beverly Hills manTHE
sion is apparentl iiTitating to Tom
Mix, former western film star. Tom's
estate, which covers a large acreage and includes a swimming pool of immense proI)ortions in the front yard, has been posted
for sale with Beverly realty agents. Price
is not quoted except to buyers directly interested inpurchase.

Sam Wood, director of the new all-talking
M-G-M special, "College Life," welcomes back
to the fold two members of his cast who eloped
during production of the picture. They are
Russ Saunders and Frances Lyons, the former a
Univ. of Southern California football star
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Hollywood
M-G-M Now Launches
Heavy Production To
Meet Releasing Plans

Geo. Landy Is New
RKO Circuit Coast

Hollywood, Aug. ].").— :\I-G-M is launchthe
iiifr tlu' lieaviest pvodiu'tioii schedule of
current voar in order to meet requirements
of releasing plans for the first half of the
1929-30 season.
This week, the company has a total of
five companies actually shooting, and four
more slated to start within the next two
weeks, in addition to five pictures being
edited.
The pictures in production include
".Jungle" with Joan Crawford; "Navy
Blues" with William Haines; Greta Garbo's untitled picture; "Road Show" with
and "MaCharles King and Bessie Love;
rianne" starring Marion Davies. All of
these are being made in talker form, with
the exception of the Garbo picture.
Slated to start shortly are "The Ship
From Shanghai"; "The Bugle Sounds";
"Lord Byron of Broadway"; "Cotton and
Silk"; and "Battle of the Ladies." In
addition to the above, which have definite
starting dates, preparations are going forward on about ten talkers that will get under way as soon as the two new sound
stages are completed.

Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Indicating that
RKO vaudeville expects to launch extensive advertising and exploitation campaigns to attract patronage in their western theatres, Joseph Plunkett appointed
George Landy general press representative
for the circuit on the Pacific Coast. Landy,
former head of First National studios publicity department, is considered one of the
most capable publicity and exploitation
men in the country. His new duties will
enable him to supeiwise the exploitation
and advertising of the eight RKO vaudeville houses in the coast division.
It is reported that the new RKO policy
provides for the employment of experienced motion picture exploiteers in each
city to spread propaganda for RKO vaudeville. This is a radical departure from
the custom of the old vaudeville officials,
who were satisfied to have press representatives who confined their efforts to laying out newspaper advertisements and
planting reading copy in the local pai>ers.

Harry C. Witwer Dies In
Hollywood At Age of 39

Hollywood, Aug. 15.— Harry C. Witwer,
one of America's foremost slang writers,
and author of many film comedies, died at
his home in Hollywood following a nervous
breakdown. Witwer, only 39 years old,
came into prominence through his series of
articles "Classics In Slang." A later series of magazine stories, ' ' The Leather Pushers," were put into film form by Universal,
and served to bring Regiiuild Denny to
stardom. Witwer is survived by his wife,
and son, Allan. Funeral services were
held in Los Angeles Monday.

F. C. Vincent Now RKO's
Coast Vaudeville Agent
Hollywood, Aug. 1.5. — Frank C. Vincent
has been appointed general repres(!ntative
for RKO vaudeville on the Pacific Coast,
and will have entire jurisdiction over the
operation
ern district.of the eight theatres in the "westVincent, who was with the old Orpheum
circuit for the past 14 years, left the organization last March. In the meantime,
he negotiated the deal for purchase of the
six Pantages theatres on the coast for
RKO. With all details on that proposition
successfully concluded, Vincent was placed
in complete charge of the western theatres
of the vaudeville circuit.

Cherniavsky Has Device
For Sounding Cartoons
Hollywood, Aug. L"). — .Joseph Cherniiivsky,
director
general ofa music
at T'niversal
Studios,
has invented
new device
for the
sounding of animalud cartoons.

Press Representative

M-G-M's new star, Lawrence Tibbett, young
American baritone of Metropolitan Opera
house, ivho achieved lame in 'The King's
Henchman." M-G-M will star him in "The
Rogue's Song," with original story supplied by
Frances Marion and John Colton. Katherine
Dide Otven will play opposite the star and
Lionel Barrymore may direct. Negotiations for
Tibbett's services ivere concluded with his A'cm'
York managers, Evans and Salter. An option
for his appearance in another picture next year
has been taken by M-G-M

Hollywood Melody Makers
{Continued from preceding page)

SONG writing team of note that has
quickly grasped the picture technique
is that of Herman Ruby and M. K. Jerome.
They have had many years' experience in
the "pop" field; and stepped right into
First National with several original and
adaptable ideas. One is the understanding
of a singer's latitude, and fitting the original song to the particular personality.
Their latest development along these lines
is the composition of several numbers for
Billie Dove which will be heard in "The
Broadway Hostess." They have also written the musical score for "A Most Immoral
Lady," and interpolated numbers for "No,
.\o, Nannette," "The Show of Shows"
and "Little Johnny Jones."
A

f.M MEDIATELY' following their . anA nouncement that they would free lance
as composers of film song material, Jesse
Greer and Raymond Klages were signed by
Universal to wi'ite the melodies for "Shannons of Broadway." In addition to this
assignment, they are writing the songs of
the Harry Carroll revue w'hich goes into
the Music Box Theatre shortly.
1 J. KOBBINS, head of Robbiiis Music
»J « C()ri)oriiti(>ii, goes East Saturday to
nttend to the launching of several new song
hits in forthcoming M-G-M productions.
Robbins, the first music publisher to realize
the potentialities of origiuiil song nund)ers
in films, is exclusive jjul)lisher of all
melodies incorporated in M-G-M pictures.

7 Special Scenes Completed
For W. B. "Show Of Shows"
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Warner Brothers
are rapidly comjileting individual numl)ers
for their Vitaphone musical film revue,
"Show of Shows," with Darryl Zanuck
personally supervising.
Seven special numbers have already been
finished, and ten others are now in production. Of the seven already completed,
individual acts feature Jack Buclianan,
Beatrice Lillie, Frank Fay, Louise Fazenda, Lloyd Hamilton, Ted Lewis, Georges
Carpentier, Alice White, Patsy Ruth Miller and Winnie Lightner. Two of these
numbers also feature an all star chorus
of feminine screen stars and a chorus of
outstanding male actors, while an additional group is composed of screen
"heavies."

Paramount Renews Mendes,
DeSano, Wellman Contracts
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Ivothar .Mendes,
Marcel de Sano and William Wellman, all
Paramount directors, had options renewed
on their contracts last week, blendes will
direct the talker version of "The Children," while de Sano and Wellman have
been assigned to direct untitled talkers.
The trio have been picture directors for
sevei'al yeai-s, which indicates Paramount 's
intention to i-etain silent film directors on
their contract list, regardless of recent importation of stage directors.

June Collyer Leaving Fox
Within The Next 2 Weeks
Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Option on contract
of June Collyer has not been renewed by
Fox, and she leaves that organization
within the next two w^eeks.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Nor77ial Or
Ave?'age Business Of The
Barker,

The

(F.y.j

OTTAWA.

ONTARIO— Avalon Theatre
"Why Is a Plumber?"
15c-35c,
days,
3
(990),
Fox Movietone News. \\'eather, fine and warm.
■Rating, 857c.
AD TIPS— A quartette of drawing cards
the one attraction — Milton Sills, Dorothy MacIcaill, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Betty Compson. On top of this there is plentj' of sound
atmosphere in the carnival effects, a stirring
story with strong action, crisp dialogue, unusual
love theme — in all a good picture if you make
the public wise to it. It is no Sunday School
lesson, but there is a moral to it, nevertheless.
Audience appeal : all classes and ages. — Avalon
Theatre, P. J. Xolan, Mgr.. Ottawa, Ontario.

Behind That Curtain

(Fox)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO- Regent Theatre
(1,225). 6 days, 25c-60c, "Unaccustomed As We
.\re," Fox Movietone Xews, orchestra overture. Weather, fine and warm.
Rating, 100%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — LibertjTheatre (1.200), 7 days, 10c-50c,^ Universal
Newspaper Xews Reel Movietone Xews, "The
Bath Between," with Clark & McCulIough.
Weather, hot. Rating, 125%.
OMAHA, XEB.— World Theatre (2,500),
7 days. 25c-60c, "Old Tunes for X'ew" (Fox),
F. & M.'s "Oddities" idea. Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
PORTLAXD, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days. 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Metro, shorts. Weather, fair and
warmer.
Rating, 90%.
.\D TIPS — Played this up as a sensational
film version of the Saturday Evening Post story
by Earl Derr Bigger s. and emphasized the fact
that this was an intriguing tale of Scotland
Yard, with a cast that is largely English, with
■unusually perfect dialogue. Gilbert Emery, as
Sir Frederic Bruce of Scotland Yard, steals
more than his share of honors in the picture.
Audience appeal : all ages and all classes. — Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa.
Ontario.
Recalled Warner Baxter of Cisco Kid fame
in "Old .Arizona" in advertising, and mentioned
that story ran in Saturday Evening Post, .\udi■ence appeal : general. — World Theatre. Ralph
Goldberg, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Best produced all-talking picture of the year.
Peature Warner Ba.xter as the star of "In Old
-Arizona," and Lois Moran. The most gripping
story, full of mystery, by that master "thriller,"
Earl Derr Biggers. Beautiful women, tense
love, daring men. A capricious daughter — her
cad of a husband — her fearless lover, and who
"killed
the takes
bright
young Does
London
barrister
Everybody
a guess.
anybody
know ??
.\udience appeal : all classes and ages. This is
one of Fox's very best pictures, and a mightjgood picture to book. — Liberty Theatre, Okla"homa City. Okla.
Adapted from Derr Biggers novel. Sights
and sounds from earth's four corners. Only
fair appeal. — ^J. J. Parker, Mgr.

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Black Waters (World Wide)

BuUdog Drummond

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (750), 10c- 15c, 4 days, talking Topics of
the Day, Int'l. News, Movietone X'ews, color
symphony,
Rating,
75%."A Song of Spain." \\"eather, hot.

sifted advertising department of newspapers,
using advertisement inserted in London Times
by Drummond as basis. Words of this ad were
scattered throughout the classified department
of the newspaper, and prizes offered those who
located them all. .Also dressed a "mystery man"
in costume bearing a sign, "I'm hiding from
Bulldog Drummond." and used him on the
street. -Audience appeal : all ages, all classes. —
Loew's Broad, Columbus, O.
Ronald Colman is of first importance in advertising. We billed this one as a great mvstery romance — all talking — of the bored clubman who advertised for peril and got it. Appeal is general. — Metropolitan Theatre. Raymond T. Jones, Mgr., Houston, Tex.

AD TIPS — A gasping, sensational tale of the
sea. A story of the San Francisco waterfront,
handled by Herbert Wilcox. It's a curdling
thriller. .Audience appeal : all classes and ages.
— Folly Theatre, Oklahoma Cit\-, Okla.

Broadicay Babies (F.\.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO — Centre Theatre
(1,200),
6 days.
15c-50c,
Be Nervous,"
Fox Xews.
Weather,
fine"Don't
and warm.
Rating,
75%.
.•\D TIPS — This is a female version of tlie
"Three Musketeers," with a musical show setting, with a considerable amount of gang warfare mixed with the stage stuff. Alice White
is the leading figure, figuratively speaking. Her
voice is fair but some patrons fail to be inspired
by her face. A picture to chase the blues and
arouse the tired business man. .Audience appeal :high school age and up. — Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Broadicay Melody, The (M-G-M)
OKL.AHOMA CITY. OKL.A.- Rialto Theatre (750). 4 davs, 10c-25c. Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
.\D TIPS — Don't bring a frown to old
Broadway ; you've got to clown on Broadway ;
your troubles are out of style on Broadway ;
always wear a smile on Broadway. A million
lights flicker there, a million hearts beat quicker
there. Xo skies are gray on that great White
Way — that is the "Broadway Melody." which
is one of the very best pictures produced this
year, and everybody, both old and young, seeing
it will like it. — Rialto Theatre. Oklahoma Cits-,
Okla.

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

BOSTOX. M.\SS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3.700), 7 days, 30c-50c. State Stage Show, Fox
N'ews.
Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.
KLAXS.AS CITY. MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c. sound presentation units, selected news. Weather, hot. Rating. 85%.
COLUMBUS. 0.— Loew's Broad (3.000),
\'itaphone shorts. Fox Movietone X'ews,
M-G-M News. 25c-50c.
Rating. 150^1-.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre
(2.512). 7 days. 25c-60c. Publix unit. Paramount News, 100%.
organ and orchestra. \\'eather.
hot.
Rating.
AD TIPS — This line was featured along
with cuts of Ronald Colman in newspaper advertising. "He sought excitement and was
trapped : as an e.x-army officer, tired of humdrum of dull civilian excitement, he found
dangers and romance in the house of a woman."
-Audience appeal : all classes. — Loew's Midland,
H. H. Maloney. Mgr.. Kansas City, Mo.
Ran mystery contest in conjunction with clas-

Charming Sinners (Par.)
CLE\-ELAND. OHIO— State Theatre (3,400). 7 days. 30c-60c, shorts. "Dad's Dav"
of Destinv" (M-G-M'),
(M-G-M),
"When
We "Princess
Were Kids"
(S. R.), Fox MovieRe\-ue).
"Circus
tone News,cool,
Weather,
clear. Cabaret"
Rating, (Publix
100%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre (2,200),
7 days,
Strand Film Xews.
Weather,
fair. 15c-50c.
Rating, 85%.
PORTLAND. ORE.— Portland Theatre (3,068). 7 days, 25c-60c, Interesting Paramount
-Vews reel, James Barton's shorts, Stanleigh
-Malotte's novelty organ feature. "Dream
Train." ".All -Americans," musical comedy.
Weather,
fair and
warmer. Seattle
Rating,
105%.'
SEATTLE.
WASH.—
Theatre
(3,Missus,"
the
"Meet
days,
7
50c-60c,
25c150),
song cartoon. Paramount News, music.
Ratins:. 105%.
hot.
Weather,
DALLAS. TEX.— Greater Palace Theatre
(2,350). 7 days. 25c-35c-60c, Publix presentation. "Bubbling Over." with Jimmy Ellard and
stage band. Billy Muth in organ specialtv. Para-

hot. Paramount
Rating, 'llO%.
News. Weather,
LOS mount
.ANGELES.
CAL.—
Theatre
(3595). 7 days. 25c-50c-65c, "Cold Shivers"
(Jack White
talker),
"Dixie."
Paramount
Sound
News,"Booklovers,"
Symphony Orchestra,
Milton Charles at the organ.
Ratine. 115%.
-AD TIPS
— -Advertise
this —oneState
as^a
100%
talkie.
-Audience
appeal : adult.
Theatre,
Sanford Farkas, Mgr., Cleveland Ohio.
Here is a cast to exploit : Clive Brook. Ruth
Chatterton, William Powell and Mar>- Nolan.
Takefandom
care toisusewise
plentythesegonames'
in print,
as
and ofwill
for favorite.
.Appeal : to all adults who like sophisticated
screen drama.— Ed Reid, Mgr., Strand Theatre,
Providence. R. I.
Strong advertising. Blue Ribbon Week.
Smart, sophisticated, humorous, clever dialog.
Fair appeal.— Portland Theatre, John Smith,
Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Feature Ruth Chatterton hea\-s-, with support of Clive Brooks and William Powell.
Mention adapted from famous story. Promise
them a real high class entertainment in every
regard. .Audience appeal: every adult who apvpreciates a trulv worthv film. — Seattle Theatre
Bob Blair. Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
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Charming Sinners

Dangerous Woman,

The cast was played up as the big draw, with
WilHam Powell, Ruth Chattcrton and Clive
Brook getting most of the space. These three
were billed as the Three New Show World
Stars. Copy also stressed the point that the
story was by W. Somerset Maugham, the
author of "Rain." Copy used : All-Star, AllTalking — The New Idea in Marriage. It's
Marriage Holidays. Intoxicatingly Different.
Audience appeal : general. — Greater Palace Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

The cast with the three main characters outlined was used for exploitation for this feature.
For general audience. — L. A. Carter, Mgr.,
Strand Theatre, Des Moines, la.

Cocoanuts, The (Par.)
DES MOINES, lA.— Des Moines Theatre
(1,600), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60, Paramount
Silent News, Vitaphone act, "Gossip." Weather,
pleasant.
Rating, 100%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre (2,700)), 65c, vaudeville, organ and singing solo,
Paramount News and Fox Movietone News.
Weather,
warm,
showers.
Rating, 170%.
AD TIPS — The Marx Brothers were played
up for this attraction and will probably be a
better attraction next time. It is not easy to put
over names which are new to the picture world
here, but these stars went over very well. Extra advertising was done. — Des Moines Theatre,
George Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, la.

College Love

(V.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 2Sc-50c-75c, 5 acts vaudeville,
Pathe News.
Weather, hot. Rating 95%.
TACCOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatre
(1,500), 4 days, 25c-30c-50c-75c, Pathe News,
Talking Collegians and 5 Acts Vaudeville.
Weather, fine. Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS — The picture was featured as "a
talking picture of 50-50 marriage that is 98
l>er cent hilarious." Audience appeal : all
classes. — Pantages Theatre, Louis Charninsky,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Exploited in newspaper ads as leading offering on vaudeville bill and talking picture, playing up humorous aspect and difficulties of man
and wife living in separate apartments. .Audience appeal : general. — Pantages Theatre. C. D.
Miller, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Dangerous Woman,

A (Par.)

DES MOINES, la. -Strand Theatre (1,100),
4 days, 20c-30c, Paramount comedy "Holdup."
Paramount Sound News. Weather, pleasant.
Rating, 85%.
OTTAWA, ONTARIO— Imperial Theatre
(1,200), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Oft in the Silly
Night," Paramount News, "Tom, Dick and
Harry." Weather, fine and warm. Rating,
80%.
AD TIPS — African atmosphere is paramount
in this feature, with Snitz Edwards giving an
impressive portrayal of a native chief. Baclanova is seductive, and will be remembered for
her snakelike charm. The enunciation of Clive
Brook is outstanding. On the whole, it is a morbid piece, but it is 100% talking, and that is
what the people want. Audience appeal : adults.
— Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion

Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS
Awlor

Theatre

AGENCY

Building

N. W. Cor. 4.'Slh St. & ltruuciwa«
Laeknicannn
7H7ft

Divorce Made Easy

K cw s

A

(Par.)

PORTLAND, ORE. — Tebbetts Oriental
Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c,
Frazier Players, Pathe Sound News, Glen Shelley,85%.
Wurlitzer. W^eather, fair and warmer.
Rating,
DALLAS, TEX.— Capitol Theatre (1,044), 7
days, 15c-25c-35, two Vitaphone acts, Sound
105%.
Comedy,
Int'l. News. Weather, hot. Rating,
,A.D TIPS — Douglas McLean's first appearance at Oriental farce comedy, snappy and

Whet

their api>etite with : Dragged to degradation by the girl he thought he loved. See
his great fight to win the girl he knew he loved.
Direct from its $2 showing on Broadway.
.Audience appeal : to everybody this has a tremendous appeal and especially to Barthelmess
followers, for Dick has surpassed himself in
; goingStanley
better than
even Charles
"Tol'ableRayinond,
David."
■this
— Loew's
Theatre,
Gen. Mgr., Baltmiore, Md.

Dynamite
LOS

(M-G-M)

ANGELES,

CAL.— Carthav Circle (1,-

650), 7 days, 75c-$l-$1.50. "Madame Q," Movietone News, Elinor's Orchestra, Rating, 127%
(third week).

Eternal Love

(U.A.)

catchy music, including theme song, "So Sweet,"
sung by Marie Prevost. — Oriental Theatre,
Walter Tebbetts, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Make sure to exploit the title big and play up
the one fact that it is a picture for the college
or younger set. George Lewis and Dorothy
Gulliver should be mentioned in the copy. Copy
used : First All-Talking College Picture — HighStepping Youth, Rarin' to Go. And Going.
Snappy-up-to-the-minute dialog, and hot tunes
by the University of California Glee Club. The
most suspenseful game you ever saw and heard.
A picture that tingles with excitement and the
spirit of today. Audience appeal : the younger
set. — Capitol Theatre, Ray J. Stinnette, Mgr.,
Dallas, Tex.

DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400),
7 days, 20c-25c-35c, Harry Holman in talking
comedy, 2 Vitaphone acts. Pictorial News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — John Barrymore is naturally the
big exploitation angle to this picture, and the
title will help a lot coupled with his name. The
fact that Ernest Lubitsch directed the picture
should be given due mention, and also the supporting cast is worthy of mention in copy.
Copy used : John Barrymore More Billiant
Than Ever in This Drama of Fearless Adventure and Romance. Love's Greatest Drama
Made Mill
Vivid
by the Dallas,
Screen's
Old
Theatre,
Tex.Greatest Lover. —

Drag

Fall Of Eve, The (Col.)

(F.N.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Keith Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 25c-75, 5 acts vaudeville, Pathe
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Allen Theatre (3,-

BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days, 25c-7Sc, co-feature,.
"Behind
the German
Lines,"
Pathe
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.

300), 7 days, 30c-60c, shorts, "Small Talk"
(M-G-M) — sound), M-G-M Movietone acts.
Fox Movietone News. Weather, cool, clear.
Rating, 112%.
DES MOINES, lA.— Paramount Theatre
(1,700), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c, Publix stage
show, "Happy-Go-Lucky," Fashion Revue, with
twMity living models staged in co-operation with
local store.
Weather, pleasant.
Rating, 130%.
COLUMBUS, O.— RKO Palace (3,200), 7
days, 25c-S0c, Pathe Sound News, Paramount
short feature.
Ratinu, lOO'/r.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912), 7 davs, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Fanchon & Marco, "Through the Gates"
idea, Micky Mouse cartoon, .Sam Jack Kaufman and Broadwav Band. Fair and warmer.
Rating, 115%.

Fashions In Love

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Our Gang in "Railroading," M-G-M Hal Roach talking comedy,
.\aronson's Commanders (M-G-M), Hobart
Bosworth and Robert Edeson in "The Man
Higher Up" (M-G-M talkie), orchestra, organ.
Weather, clear and cool to hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Three high points were played
u]) in exploiting this bill which was bound to
suit. Everybody very favorable in comment,
with the fashion show coming for a big draw
along with the stage show and Barthelmess as
the star of the feature. Good week. — Paramount Theatre. Jack Roth, Mgr., Des MMnes,
Iowa.
.Asked public to hear Barthelmess sing again
•11 this big picture about small people. Stressed
Dick's fine screen voice. .Audience api>cal :
more for adults than young folks. — Allen Theatre, Isadorc Lidman, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Played Barthelmess in newspaper yarn. .Audience appealO.: all ages, all classes. — RKO Palace,
t 'olmnbus,
Billed as greater than "Weary River." Alltalking, all-singing Barthelmess. Day and
Lee. Good tie-ups nnisic shops, "Song of Nile."
Good appeal. — Fox Broadway Theatre, Floyd
Maxwell,
Mgr., Portland, Ore.
l-'.xploit Richard Barthelmess with large head
cut. Tell tliem it is an all-talking, singing hit,
with Barthelmess.
Lila Lee and Alice Day.

(Par.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Victory The(1,287), 15c-50c,
3 days. 80%.
News and sound'
act. atre
Weather,
fair. Rating,
AD TIPS — "The screen's most sophisticated
lover (Adolphe Menjou) in his first all-talking
picture." Audience appeal : the average audience.— Victory Theatre, D. Edwards, Mgr.,.
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Flying Fool, The (Pathe)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre(3,000), 65c-85c, Vitaphone acts, comedy, Davey
Lee in stage
Rating.
170%. acts. Weather, warm, showers.
BOSTON, MASS. — Keith-Albee Theatre(1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c, 3 acts vaudeville,
Pathe Sound News, short subjects. Weather,,
fair. Rating, 115%.
AD TIPS — Exploit this show with a good
flying background, with its youthful star William Boyd. — Centurv Theatre, W'illiam Carr,.
Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Four Devils,

The

(Fox)

TACOM.A. WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
(1,350), 7 days, 10c-35c-50c-75c, Fox Movietone News, Mickey Mouse sound cartoon.
Weather, fine. Rating, 150%.
S.AN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Loew's Theatre (2,371), 35c-75c, Fox Talkies and M-G-M
News,
Rating, Krazy
100%. Kat comedv. Weather, fair.
AD TIPS — Janet Gaynor named as wonderful singer. All classes of people satisfied. — Loew's Warfield, Dick Spier, Mgr., San Francisco, Cal.
Liberal newspaper space featured Janet Gaynor heading cast in sound picture of circus life
with strong heart api)eal. Audience appeal :
general, excellent. — Fox Rialto Theatre, Douglas Kimberly, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Four Feathers, The (Par.)
LOS .AXGELI-'.S, CAL.— L'nited Artists.
91%.
Theatre
(2,100). 35c-50c-65c,
Up." Rating
"High
Hat," Movietone
News, Organ"Hold
Concert.
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Innocents Of Paris, The (Par.)

Madonna

TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, Movietone News,
Pathe Review.
Weather, fine. Rating, 90%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837). 25c-50c, Fo.x Movietone News, "The
Big Palooka," with Harry Gribbon. Weather,
fair and warmer.
Rating, 95%.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c, Pathe Talking
News, "Our Law-in-Law," Varsity Three.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Fifty million French women
can't be wrong. They said he is great, and he
is. Maurice Chevalier is great in this picture.

BALTIMORE, MD.--Warners' Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 6 days, starting Saturday
previous, I5c-50c, Kinograms, Fox and Curtis,
The Outlaw Inlaw, Harlem Mania (Vitaphone
Acts), Organ. Weather, clear and cool to hot.
Rating, 75%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 25c-35c-50c-7Sc, Vitaphone Acts, Fox
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 90%
(Second Week).
COLUMBUS, O.— RKO Majestic Theatre
(80O), 25c-50c, seven days. Paramount Sound
News, Mack Sennett Comedy.
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— Exploited the cast led by Lois
Wilson and H. B. Warner, the stage success
of the play and 100% talking feature, with
signed statement by John Hamrick, owner of
theatre, pronouncing it "the perfect all-talking
drama. It surpasses everything else to date,"
in liberal newspaper advertisements. Audience
appeal : mature persons. — Blue Mouse Theatre,
Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.

Hear him sing the radio hits "Louise," "Ma
Cherie," "It's a Habit of Mine," etc. Paramount is proud to introduce this stellar entertainer— his songs in French and English — his
clever impersonations will capture you and
convulse you. The picture guaranteed to please
all classes and ages. — Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

should also receive due space and mention
should be made of the fact that he is the star
of "The Time, the Place and the Girl." Copy
used. Love that enthralls. Delightful romance
intermixed with real thrills. Starring the most
glorious of all beauties — ^Dolores Costello.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Melba Theatre,
Geo. Baker, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Gamblers,

The

(W.B.)

First big vitaphone road show for 1929-30 :
stands as "talking perfection." Great cast plus
great New York stage success plus great directing— equals picture classic. Wide appeal. —
Music Box Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Tell them to see and hear this dramatic conflict of love and life, with Lois Wilson, H. B.
Warner and Jason Robards. A Vitaphone talking picture of Warner Brothers. It parades before you the whole gamut of human emotions
— love of woman, love of money, love of
gambling, love of life. With \'itaphone Symphony Orchestra of 110 pieces. Audience appeal : a strong story of high finance well acted
and directed. Pleased very well. — Warner's
Metropolitan, C. S. Langue, Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.
Play up names in cast and angles i)ertaining
to big business and the stock market, .\udience
appeal: all adults. — Blue Mouse Theatre, John
Hamrick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Featured as story of stock market and "expose" of Wall Street. Audience appeal : all
ages and all classes. — RKO Majestic Theatre.
Columbus, O.

Hollywood Revue Of 1929, The
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2023), seven days, 75c-$l-$1.50,
"Curiosities," "Movietone News," Svmphonv
Orchestra.
Rating, 130%
(Eighth
Week).

Honky

Tonk

(W.B.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, comedy, M-G-M News.
Weather, fair.
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Sophie Tucker in large letters
brought in the business. "The last of the hot
mamas" in a talking picture. Audience appeal :
vaudeville fans, sophisticated types. — Majestic
Theatre, Herbert Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Hottentot, The (W.B.)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's HoUywotid Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
Short Subjects, no presentation.
Rating, 180%.

Hungarian Rhapsody, The (Par.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4350), 7 days, 3Sc-7Sc, Publix presentation,
"Creole Nights," comedy. Paramount News.
W^eather, warm and fair. Rating, 95%.

Kitty

(World Wide)

BOSTON, MASS.— Alodern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c, co-features
"Varsity Drag" and "Talking Collegians,"
Pathe News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 110%.

Lady Of The Pavements

(U.A.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Granada
Theatre (2,600), 7 days, 15c-50c, talking-singing feature, Vitaphone comedy act, and all melodv vaudeville skit. Weather, fair. Rating,
85%.

Last Of Mrs. Cheyney, The
(M-G-M)

Custer. Organ Selections. Weather, fair and
warmer.
Rating. 90%.
AD TIPS— Dorothy Revier and Ian Keith
in a thrilling story of international thief. All
talking. Lhiiversal appeal. — Pantages Theatre,
J. J. Johnson, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Loves Of Casanova, The (M-G-M)
ONTARIO— Avalon

Theatre

(990),News.
3 days,
15c-35c,
Highlowbrow,"
Fox
Weather,
fine"The
and warm.
Rating,
75%.
AD TIPS — This is a Cineromans feature,
partly in natural color, made in France, with
sound effects added. Ivan Mosjoukine formerly
appeared here in "Michael .Strogoff," and some
of the settings look as if they had been picked
from the "Strogofi^" production. Subtle humor
pervades the subtitles, costumes numerous and
varied, and settings are typically French, but
the action is too jumpy to please regular patrons. It goes well by calling it "a different
picture." Audience appeal : all above public
school age. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr.,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Madonna
]X\LLAS,

Man And The Moment, The
(F.IS.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Alainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts of vaudeville,
Pathe News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%,.
AD TIPS — The management issued the following statement in newspaper advertising :
"We're so proud of this show that we guarantee
its entertainment value. Two of the screen's
greatest lovers teamed for the first time in a

Man's Man, A (M-G-M)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Pantages
Theatre (2,500), 7 days, 15c-50c, vaudeville and
news events.
Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — "Laughs and thrills, suspense
and tears, all woven in a glorious romance of
Hollywood." Synchronized with sound. Audience appeal : practically all classes. — Pantages
Theatre, Grant Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake

City, Utah.

Masquerade

(Fox)

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre
fair.
Rating,
85%.Pathe Sound News. Weather,
(1,600),
15c-50c,

(Col.)

PORTLAND,
ORE.— Pantages Theatre
(1,800), 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News. ExposiJubilee, Three
Lordens Bicyclist,
in "Lights
Out,"
WillietionMausse,
Sensational
Catherine

OTTAWA,

X (M-G-M)

MILWAUKEE,
WIS.— Strand Theatre
(1,267), 25c-60c, comedy, Fox News. Weather,
fair. Rating, 95%> (second week).
AD TIPS — Three features played up in advertising— the name of the picture and that it
is the former stage success ; the name of Chatterton, and the director, Barrymore. Audience
apptal : all types. Strand Theatre, W. W.
Warren, Algr., Milwaukee, Wis.
,

red-hot Elinor Glyn romance." Audience appeal : all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

BOSTON, M.A.SS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 acts vaudeville.
Fox and M-G-M News. Weather, fair. Rating, 100%;.
SEATTLE. WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
seven days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Mickey Mouse
Cartoon, Fox Movietone News. Alusical Acts.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%:.
AD TIPS — Feature as all-talking picture of
stage play ; feature names in cast, clever story,
good direction. Tease on girl thief angles.
Audience appeal ; all adults who appreciate good
film fare. — Fox Theatre, Lou Golden, Mgr.,
Seattle. Wash.

Light Fingers

Madame

Of Avenue A

Of Avenue A (W. B.)
TEX.— Melba Theatre (1,800),

7 days. 2Sc-35c-50c, all-talking comedy, "Gossip," Vitaphone Presentation, Duffy & Gleason
in "Fresh from Hollywood," Three Brox Sisters offering Southern Melodies, and Paramount News. Weather, hot. Rating, 90%o.
AD TIPS— Exploit Dolores Costello as the
big draw along with the title. Grant Withers

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre, (2,680), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville,
Fox Movietone News, Vitaphf)ne Short.
Weather, Hot. Rating, 115%.
.^D TIPS — Theatregoers will find this name
familiar and it is well to recall that the story
is by Louis Joseph Vance. Feature Alan Birmingham as a Broadway star making his screen
debut. Appeal : to all adults. — Victory Theatre,
Matt Reilly. Mgr., Providence, R. I.
Exploit the love and crook angle along
with the title and the fact that it is an all-talking picture. Attention should also be called
to the fact that this picture is the first in which
a star plays a dual role in a talkie. Due mention should be made of the fact that the story
of the picture is adapted from the novel "The
Brass Bowl" by Louis Joseph Vance. The picture was billed as a Comedy Drama of Love
and Intrigue. Audience appeal : All classes. —
Majestic Theatre, Sid Henry Mgr., Dallas, Tex.
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Mysterious Dr.

(T.-S.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, comedy, novelty, cartoon, Int'l. News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 80%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre, (3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c, International, Universal
and Fox Movietone News, with Raynor Lehr
and his revue company in "Is Zat So," with
extra vaudeville acts, Orchestra, Organ.
Weather, Clear and cool to hot.
Rating, 83%.
AD TIPS — A talking production featuring
Ricardo Cortez and Claire Windsor. Audience
appeal : regular patrons. — Alhambra Theatre,
Harry Wren, Mgr., Milwaukee. Wis.
The most unusual talking and singing picture
in the history of the screen, with Ricardo Cortez, Claire Windsor, Montagu Love, Helen
Jerome Eddy and Harry Kent. Would you
bargain with the devil to give you fresh youth
for Withered old age? For another chance to
love? This super-feature contains for the first
time in pictures two acts from Gounod's opera
"Faust" sung by Metropolitan opera stars.
Audience appeal : Wide general appeal. Held
attention well. Will please music lovers with
the Faust operatic acts. — J. Lawrence Schanberger, Mgr., Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Mother Machree (Fox)
COLUMBUS, O.— Neth's Grand Theatre,
(1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News,
Vitaphone Shorts, "Cold Shivers," talking comedy. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— Advertised feature as gripping
.drama of mother love. Audience appeal : All
ages, all classes. — Neth's Theatre, Columbus, O.

My Man (W.B.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO— B. F. Keith's The"Zip, Boom Bang,"
6 days, 15c-50c,
(2,596), Weeklv.
Weather, fine and warm.
PatheatreNews
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — Now see and hear Fannie Brice,
famous musical comedy star, in a feature picture. You will learn to hate Edna Murphy as
Fannie's treacherous and wayward sister. There
is plenty of variety with factory scenes, a seashore picnic, domestic enactments, back-stage
life, songs and comedy touches. It is a picture
.evervone will enjoy. Audience appeal : all ages
and 'all classes.— B. F. Keith's Theatre, J. M.
Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu, The
(Par.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, sound presentation
units, selected news. Weather, hot. Rating,
90%.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Capitol Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 15c-50c, talking, singing,
comedv and screen sketches. Weather, fair.
Rating, 85%.
OMAHA, NEB.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, organ, orchestra, Paramount News, Publix unit, "Rainbow Trail."
Weather, hot. Rating, 110%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,100),
6Sc, Vaudeville, Movietone News, Paramount
Sound News, Comedy. Weather, warm, showers. Rating, 160%.
AD TIPS— This is one of the most thrilling
P. Mcl'aul,
shown. — N.Vincent
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Fu Manchu

This new picture was played up as
iiaving an all-star cast, and large cuts were
used for four members of the cast, along with
the line, "Why did they fear him? He hypnotized, poisoned, destroyed — man turned maniac.
Come learn the secrets of "The Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu.' " Audience appeal : all classes.
— Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr.,
Kansas City, Mo.
"Sax Rohmer's greatest character lives on
the 100% talking screen in this production."
Audience appeal: the majority of audiences. —
Capitol Theatre, George E. Carpenter, Mgr.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Advance teaser campaign in newspapers, using
increased space. Author, Sax Rohmer's name
played up in advertising, and a huge marquee
decoration representing his well-known book
proved a great attention-getter. Names in cast
also good for a draw. Audience appeal : well
liked by everyone. — Paramount Theatre, Chas.
Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Noah's Ark

(W.B.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 10c-50c, Paramount
News,
Chase 125%.
in "Leaping Love."
Weather,Charley
hot.
Rating,
KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 25c-50c, sound presentation imits,
selected new. Weather, hot. Rating, 90%
(third week).
AD TIPS — A mammoth, modern and Biblical sequence, "Noah's Ark." But mere words
can't describe it. The sweetest love story ever
told — the greatest spectacle ever on the living
screen — the most terrifying sequences ever witnessed . See the Deluge in all its awesome
splendor. You've never seen or heard anything like it as yet, and probably never will
again. A splendid good picture to book, and
which will appeal to all classes and ages. —
Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
The fact that the production is such a "tremendous spectacle" that it was necessary to
hold it over three weeks was capitalized upon
in all third-week advertising. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Royal Theatre, C. S. P. Coppock,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

ISoisy Neighbors

(Pathe)

OKLAHOMA. CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
Theatre (1,700), 7 days, 10c-50c, Bert Smith's
"The Goldsteins and the Murphys," Review,
/Esop's Fables, Fox News, Int'l. News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.

ISot Quite Decent

(Fox)

MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Merrill Theatre
(1,167), 7 days, 25c-50c, comedy. Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Advertised as a part talking picture, featuring June Collyer and Louise Dresser.
Audience appeal : the usual theatre patrons. —
Merrill Theatre, W. W. Warren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

On With The Show

(W.B.)

BOSTON, MASS.— ScoUay Square Tiiealre (3,000), 7 days, 25c-75c, 5 acts vaudeville,
comedv. Paramount News. Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Fenway Theatre (1,5(X)), 7 days, 25c-75c, comedy. Paramount
Sound News. Weather, warm, fair. Rating,
90% (third week).
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Garden Theatre, (1,200), 25c-75c, Movietone News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 110%
(third week).
BOSTON, Mass. — Olvmpia and Fenway
Theatres (2,500 and 1,500), 7 days, 25c-75c,
Publix talking feature, Lilliam Roth, "Jed's Vacation" and "Mother Pin a Rose on Me," PubNews. Weather, fair. Rating, 95% (seciind lix
week).

Picture

News

On With The Show
CLEVELAND, O.— Stillman Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 40c-75c, shorts, "The Alan Higher
Up (M-G-M — sound), Fox Movietone News.
week).
Weather, cool and clear. Rating, 117% (third
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre,
(950), 50c-75c, Fox Movietone News, Pathe
Review.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100% (fourth
week).
AD TIPS— All-talking, all-dancing, all-singing revue in natural color ; fourteen famous
stars : well-known and popular song hits. Audience appeal : all classes. — Garden Theatre, L.
K. Brin, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Advertised extensively as the first 100 per
cent natural color film containing talking, dancand singing.
Bettywere
Compson,
O'Neill
and ingLouise
Fazenda
drawingSally
attractions.
Also emphasized this was first film in many
months to be held over for second week at both
theatres. — Olympia Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Continued newspaper notices, bill boards and
ads repetition of the first sound and color combination. Audience appeal : all. — Stillman Theatre, George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Play up all Technicolor, good cast, story of
stage, good music hits, etc. Film will take care
of itself. Audience appeal : Everyone. — Music
Box Theatre, Bob Murrav, Mgr., Seattle,
Wash.

One Woman

Idea^ The (Fox)

DES MOINES, I A.— Strand Theatre (1,100), 3 days, 20c-30c, U. Collegians comedy,
"Sporting Courage," Paramount musical number, 85%.
"Harmony Boys," Paramount Sound News.
Rating,
AD TIPS — The story was played up for this
feature, as the star is little known. The picture was for general type of audience. — L. A.
Carter, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Des Moines, la.

Pagan, The (M-G-M)
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 25c-35c, Fox
News,
Sportlight
and
comedy.
Weather, fine. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Exploited Ramon Navarro and
singing of Pagan love song as appealing feature of sound film in newspaper ads. Audience
appeal : general, all classes. — Fox Colonial Theatre, Douglas Kimberly, Mgr., Taconia, Wash.

Protection

(Fox)

BOSTON, MASS.— Scollay Square Theatre
(3,000), 7 days, 25c-75c, 5 vaudeville acts, com90%.
edy. Paramount News. Weather, fair. Rating,

Prisoners

(F.N.)

CLEVELAND, O.— Palace Theatre (3,600),
7 days, 35c-75c, shorts, Pathe News (sound),
Fables (Pathe — sound), Pathe Review (sound),
"Our World Today (Educational), Pathe News
(silent). Fox News (silent), Paramount News
(silent), 5 acts vaudeville,
by Waring's
Pennsylvanians.
Weather, headed
clear, cool.
Rating,
120%.
AD TIPS—
.Advertised
vanians extensively.
Ran Waring's
a limerick Pennsylcontest
about Waring and his band. Boosted the whole
show. Audience appeal : adult. — Palace Theatre, Frank Hincs. Mgr., Cleveland, O.

Riley The Cop

(Fox)

BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre, (1,600), 6 days. 25c-50c. Fox Movietone News,
Vox Current Events. \\^eather, clear and cool
to
hot. Rating,
Other feature,
""i'he \eiled Woman"
(I-~ox).
70'/'.
AD TIPS—
U.se Fazenda
head cuts
I-'arrell
Alacdonald
and Louise
on of
either
side of
ad
copy. Exploit this as a big feature sound synchronized comedy with Farrell Macdonald and
Louise Fazenda and directed by James Ford.
.\udience appeal : Kept many in the audinece
laughing throughout.— Morris .X. Mechanic,
Mgr., New Theatre, Baltimore. Md.
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River Of Romance, The (Par.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, return reception to
Gene Rodemich, Publix revue, Val and Ernie
Stanton, Paramount News. Weather, Fair.
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Played up team work of Buddy
Rogers and Mary Brian and humor of Wallace
Beery. — Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, Mass.

She Goes To War (U.A.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre, (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
"Contented Wives," (Comedy). Weather:
Clear and cool to hot. Rating, 54%.
AD TIPS—
thisBook
as Rupert
Hughes'
dramatic
story Exploit
from Red
Magazine
with
Eleanor Boardman, Al St. John, John Holland
and Edmund Burns. Hear them sing and talk.
At last
the war.
story Stupendous
is told of woman's
part in
the
world
in its gripping
realism. See the tanks go through a lake of
liquid fire ! Audience appeal : A well told story
that gripped and held every member of the
audience.- — Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr.,
Loew's Valencia Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Show Boat, The (U.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Olvmpia and Uptown
Theatres (2,500 and 1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c,
singing cartoon. Paramount News. Weather,
fair. Rating, 100%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre,
(1,652), 7 days, 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News,
no presentation.
Rating, 132% (3rd week).

Single Standard, The (M-G-M)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Fox Theatre
(5,000), 7 days, 35c-$l, Walt Roesner, orchestra leader, on stage Fanchon-Marco "Idea,"
"The Love of School," on stage also other acts,
M-G-M and Fox talkies. Rating, 110%.
LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre, (2,418), 3Sc-50c-65c-75c-?l, Fox Movietone News, Fanchon and Marco's "Jazz Cinderella Idea." Rube Wolf.
Rating, 162%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre,
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts vaudeville, Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 115%.
AD TIPS — Singularly pictures of exceptional
character, with exceptional stars and advertised
who they were. Distinctive advertising brings
out character of this act. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Fox Theatre, W. Korzkon, Mgr., San
Francisco, Cal.
Greta Garbo always brings in the shcckles
for us. Advertise her first and foremost. Bill
her as the American Girl who dares to live life
as men do. Use name of Cosmopolitan, and of
Adela St. John. Also stress fact that the entire
supporting cast of "Our Dancing Daughters"
is seen in this picture. Appeal is to adult audience.— Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Tex.

Thunder

AD TIPS — Victor McLaglen is having a
strong run in Canada because of his rugged

Lon Chaney's name spells good business here.
Played his reputation big in ad spreads, which
featured this picture as a great story of the
rails. Appeal : adults and children of all
classes.
P. McCarthy,
Theatre,— J.
Providence,
R. I. Mgr., Loew's State

male roles, particularly since his "Black Watch"
success. In "Strong Boy" he is the hero of a '
thousand adventures in G. A. Henty style, and
you should hear the kids yell at his exploits.
Leatrice Joy balances the picture. Audience
appeal, all ages and all classes. — Rex Theatre,
Ambrose Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Strong Boy

(Fox)

OTTAWA,
ONTARIO — Rex Theatre
(750), 3 days, 15c-25c, "Tarzan the Mighty,"
"Noisy Noises," Pathe News. Weather, fine
and warm.
Rating, 75%.

Feature Lon Chaney in happy part, mention
Mississippi flood stuff, play up as his last film
in some time to come. Lay low on sound angles.
Audience appeal : general. — Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle,
Wash.

This Is Heaven (U.A.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 acts vaudeville.
Fox Movietone and M-G-M News, comedy,
"Big Squawk."
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.

Tide Of Empire (M-G-M)
SEATTLE,

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre, (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, Laurel and Hardy in "Berthmarks" (MG-M Talking Comedy), Van and Schenck (MG-M act). After one week at Loew's Stanley.
Weather, clear and cool to hot. Rating, 81%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre,
(3,000), 65c, Vitaphone acts. Paramount Sound
News, K. A. \'audeville. Comedy, and Organ
Solo. Weather, warm, showers.
Rating, 150%.
AD TIPS— Played up fact that this is Vilma
Banky's first all-talkie, and also played up Jas.
Hall as business-getter. Emphasized romantic
features of modern Cinderella. Audience appeal :all ages. — Loew's Orpheum, Boston, Mass.
Vilma Banky the star in "This Is Heaven" is
the angle to exploit this is her first talkie.
— George Mason, Algr., Hippodrome Theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WASH.— Coliseum

Theatre,

(1,650), 7 days, 25c, "Unaccustomed As We
Are,"
Rating, Fox
75%. Movietone News. Weather, hot.
COLUMBUS,

O.— Loew's Ohio (4,000), 7

days,
25c-50c,
Fox organ.
Movietone
News,
stag unit,
orchestra,
Rating,
100%.Loew's
Played a radio demonstration and gave two
expensive radio sets as door prizes. On picture
stressed Peter B. Kyne story, and gold rush
days of '49. — Loew's Ohio Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio.
AD TIPS— Feature Renee Adoree, Peter B.
Kyne as author, massiveness of production.
Audience appeal : general. — Coliseum Theatre^
Fox West Coast Theatres, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Time,
Place And The Girl^
The The
(W.B.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,400),
days, 15c-50c,
acts 85%.
and
Movietone 7 News.
Weather, Vitaphone
fair. Rating,

Thunder (M-G-M)

AD TIPS — Snappy selling points in this
one. Conceited gridiron hero who gets his

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000), 7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News and RKO
Collegiate unit.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.

bumps
in the
business
Betty Compson's
name will
draw
big inworld.
most places.
Good to
work up collegiate atmosphere, particularly in
college cities and towns. Appeal : all ages over
17. — Sol Braunig, Mgr., Majestic Theatre,
Providence, R. I.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c, Max Davidson
short and M-G-M News. Weather, fair. Rating, 907f,.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre, (2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,
Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage
unit.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 857c.

Two Men And A Maid (T.-S.)
CLEVELAND,

AD TIPS — Used Chaney's name principally
in selling picture, as star is popular here,
stressed railroad and thrill angle in picture's
theme. Audience appeal : general. — Orpheum
Theatre, Raljjh W. Thayer, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

O.— Hippodrome

Theatre

(4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, shorts, "Hot Lemonade" (Paramount — sound), "Bagdad Festivals"
(T-S — sound). Fox Movietone News. Weather,
cool, clear.
Rating, 81%.
{Continued on paf/e 670)

Spring Suspension

Smiling Irish Eyes (F.I\.)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c, Pathe News,
talking comedy.
Weather, hot. Rating, 150%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654),
25c-50c, 7 days, 3 Vitaphone acts, Talking Paramount News. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Action, romance comedy, music.
The sparkle of the star's imitable personality is
enhanced by her soft Irish brogue and her singing of tuneful melodies. The picture will please
all seeing it, all classes and all ages. — Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Colleen Moore is still the best bet in any of
her pictures. Use lines "She sings, she talks,
she dances." James Hall should be given billing, also, and the Irish setting of the comedyromance. Appeal is to all, young and old. —
Kirby Theatre, Houston, Tex.
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Strong Boy
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Picture

News

Opinions on Pictures
The Greene Murder
Case
Another Van Dine Thriller
CReviewcd by E. G. Johnston)
PHILO VANCE is with us again and
unravels another niysbery - tliriller
which probably out-canaries the Canary
Murder Case. At any rate there was, to
the recollection of this writer, but two demises in the Canary Case; in this one four
or five are put away in swift succession.
There is no doubt but that those who found
the former an entertaining piece of work
will also sit through this one with the same
amount of interest and suspense. It is another S. S. Van Dine story and it is again
"William Powell who plays the role of
Vance, the super-detective who delights in
the solution of these particularly complicated cases. Powell's voice repeats its good
registry; in fact voice rejn-oduction, all
around, is satisfactory. Bartlett Cormack
has contributed excellent dialog and Frank
Tuttle's direction is all that could be asked
for.
The idea to conceal the identity of the
criminal until the last moment is skillfully
carried out. Suspicion is deftly thrown
upon various characters of the story as the
plot proceeds. At times there is almost a
certainty that this one or that one is the
murderer but Vance disposes of each suspect in his systematic way until the guilty
one is brought to light.
The Greene family has Ix'cn di'leted of
two members when the police, i)atHed with
solution of the crime, decide to let Philo
Vance assist them. It is a peculiar family,
the Greene outfit. Apparently they all hate
one another. Old Lady Greene is beridden
with paralysis of the legs, yet when it is
reported she has been seen walking about,
guilt centres ujx)!! her. It was Rex Greene's
gun which discharged the bullets and he
becomes a likely suspect until he, too, is
"given the works." Then, there is Dr.
Von Blon, family physician who takes more
than a professional interest in that he is
carrying on an affair with Sibella Greene.
A share in the (jreene estate was well
worth having. There is the butler who
always finds the victims, and Ada Greene,
about the only one in the entire family
who seems disposed towards kindness and
Avilling to lend help to the detectives. Ada
has already been shot in the back by the
killer by the time old lady Greene is poisoned to death and narrowly escapes a dose
of the same medicine. And so it goes, a
nice little affair, until Mr. Varuc comes out
of his psychological trance and discloses
the ci'iminal.
Drawing Power: Powell and excellent
cast will satisfy. Can capitalize on popularity of the Van Dine stories and the
Canary Murder Case. The mystery angle.
Produced and Released by Paramount from
the S. S. Van Dine story. Directed by
Frank Tut He. Dialog by Bartlett Cormack.
Screen play. Louise Long; titles, Hiehard

The King Of The Kongo

The Cheyney
Last Of Mrs.

A Serial That Talks
(Mascot Pict. Corp. — 10 Keels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

"VTAT LEVINE, whose sjjecialty is pro■^^ ducing serials which generally leave
one in a most uneasy state of mind at the
close of each episode, is not to be caught
naj)ping in these days of dialogue and
sound. Right up with the parade, he presents the serial fans with the latest fare
done with theme song, synchronized score
and talk. It is done on discs by the Victor
peojjle and it will doubtlessly meet with
approval in theatres where it is a practice
to exhibit this type of picture. The film
combines an adventure story of the Kongo,
some cleverly interwoven library material,
animals (with sound) and the usual hairraising climax at the close of each chapter.
Jacqueline Logan and that seasoned serial ti-ouper, Walter Miller, are the featured
players. Miller has the role of a secret
service man who journeys to a jungle
temple to solve the mysterious disappearance of another government man. The
only clue ever returned is a trinket, evidence of treasure bui'ied near the temple.
At a trading post he meets Miss Logan who
portrays the part of the heroine. She is
without knowledge of her parents and has
in her possession a duplicate of Miller's
trinket. In spite of warnings of a ferocious
gorilla that holds a reputation as a killer
of travellers enroute to the temple, the two
set out ; he, to find his brother and she to
gather some tidings of her father's fate.
A desperate gang are in possession of the
temple. In addition to their search for the
treasure their si)ecialty is also raiding
ivory trains. In a dungeon a prisoner, stubbornly guarding his secret of the buried
treasure, is chained. The two travellers arI'ive and are treated to a series of harrowing exjieriences, are captured, escape and
whatnot. There is a relationship implied
between the gang leader and the heroine
and, of course, the serial fan will identify
the prisoner. This is as much as the episodes shown reveal. It is cjuite natural to
suppose that Mr. Levine has provided other
li;ni--raisiiig detail.
Produced by Nat Levine. Distributed by
Mascot Pictures Corj). To Be released Ausr.
20, 1929.
11. Digges;
Cameraman,
Henry
Gerard.
Length, (\;.lH:i feet. Released, Sept. 7, 1929.
THK CAST
Philo Vance
William
Powell
Sibella Greene
Florence Eldridge
J)r. Von Ulon
Ullrich Hau|4
Ada Greene
(Jene Arthur
.Serjeant Heath
Eugene
Pallette
John
X. Markham
E. 11. Norman
Calvert
Mrs. 1'.
Tobias
Greene
Gertrude
Chester Greene
Lowell Drew
Kex Greene
Morgan Farley
Sproot
Brandon Hurst
Mrs.
Mannheim
August,!
Hurmeister
Hemming
.Marcia Harriss
llarton
Mildred Golden
Nurse for .Mrs. Greene
Mrs. W ildred Buckland
Police Nurse
for Mrs.
Greene
Helene
Phillips
Medical
E.xamincr
Shep Camp
Lawyer
Canon
Charles E. Evans

Grade
(Reviewed

A Dialogue
by E. G. Johnston)

T^HIS Norma Shearer vehicle will jirovide
^ an interesting hour and a half's entertainment to the socalled "intelligent" type
of audience. The writer uses the word intelligent guardedly. The picture is not to be
classed as highbrow fare; as a matter of
fact there is probably a lot about Mrs.
Cheney which will hold a general appeal
for the large army of motion picture regulars. Miss Shearer's support is on a par
with the general excellence of the entire
production. Every member of the cast
renders a capable portrayal of his or her
role. The lines are brilliant, Sidney Franklin's directing is deft and the photography
and mountings have been beautifully executed. There is a silent version of this
picture reviewed in the June 1st issue of
this publication.
The story is English, the settings are
English and likewise, the speech. Now, lest
some may have a thought that the dialect
— -presumably Oxfordian English "as she
is spoke" at Oxford — may cla.sh or sound
queerly to some of our American audiences,
let us state that the splendidly provided
atmosphere is sympathetic to the speech.
After the reeling off of a few hundred feet
it is safe to predict that most people will
be caiTied along with the whole scheme of
things and that any strangeness will soon
disappear as the story of an English social
tangle unwinds.
Mrs. Cheyney, as portrayed by Norma
Shearer, proves to be a particularly adaptable young miss who has worked her way
(virtuously, of course) from a London shop
to the English drawing room. Equipped
with an efficient staff of servants she has
set hei-self up in "society," her ultimate
aim being to possess a valuable string of
pearls owned by a member of the set. Her
polished butler is her able assistant. A liking for her new environment and the approach of a love affair between ^Ii-s. Cheyney and a titled guest complicates nmtters.
Torn between loyalty to her pseudo-butler,
despite his fairness in dealing with the
situation when she explains, and her liking
for her new found friends, she wavers back
and forth on the scheme to secure the
pearls. On the night she finally decides to
turn the trick her strange actions are observed by her titled lover. He gains entrance to her room after she has stolen the
jewels and wounded, by the discovery of
whal she really is, threatens exposure unliss she permits advances from him. She
bluiCs him with the statement that she will
expose her guilt to all. She does this, and
the entire family enter the room at her
summons. They retire to decide her fate.
A Loi'd, who has been desperately in love
with her remembers that she possesses a
lettei- which will seriously embarrass liim.
■file tal)les are turned when they finally
(Continiu'd on folloi>.'iii(.i M</'')
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Night Club
Plenty Of Names Adorn It
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
T7-ATHERIXE BRUSH'S famous little
•^ »■ story is pictured here liy Paramount
with a regular Palace Theatre anniversaiy
program bill of stars to lend it the glamor
of Broadway. There are names galore and
the exhibitor booking the production won't
have to develop headaches thinking up exploitation for that's all been cut out for
him. All he has to do is list the cast and
> then wait and see what happens.
Following a short prolog by Donald Ogden Stewart, who hands out a glib and infectious line of gab, the story of Mrs.
Grady's ladies' rest room in a night club
during a typical Saturday night rush is
revealed. It is difficult meat to picture as
it consists for the most part of snatches of
conversation that drift into Mrs. Grady's
ears as various females flounce in to powder
their noses, talk a bit and endeavor to
snatch a brief respite from the ugly world
outside. You see vulgar girls, girls with
strained, scared faces, hard-boiled girls and
practically all different types and you hear
them talk about their "men" hosts.
PVom what you hear you can gather that
a tide of passion, liquor and cruel realities
are engulfing these women, that some of
them are not anxious to meet the tide but
do not know how to evade it. And throughout their talk can be heard references to
their "men" who wait for them outside.
Unaware of the rush of life, the snatches
of tragedy, sits Mrs. Grady buried in the
pages of her True Story magazine because
"nothing ever happens in a dump like
this."
So much for its serious side.
In the night club scenes such famous stars
as Fannie Brice, Ann Pennington, Pat Rooney, Pat Rooney, Jr., Bol)be Arnst, Tamara
Geva, Jimmie Can- and His Orchestra, and
the dancing girls from "Hit the Deck"
entertain. They form one big galaxy of
talent, and offer a diversified entertainment sure to please most everyone.
This mingling of life and make-believe
shapes up as a fairly strong motion picture attraction, suited mainly for the larger
cities. It carries no regular motion jjicture
stars, but the Briees, Rooneys, Penningtons, and others in its cast should count
as a considerable mainstay in winning
patronage from the movie going throngs.
Produced .hhI distributed by Paramount.
Adapted from Kathciiiic lii-ush Harper's
Magazine story. Directed by Robert
Florey. Released, Febiuary, 1929. No
Silent Version. Sound Version Footage,
4,000 feet.

"Day Dreams"
(Universal — One Reel)
A

SMALL tenement lass falls into a day
dream and visions herself in a magic boat
under the d-. pths of the sea, making friends with
the fishes, finding a treasure and being frigtened by an ogre. So deeply sunk is she in her
day dream that a policeman receives her wild
kicks aimed at the ogre.
The theme is for the young and the adult
who can wax sentimental. On the whole, it is
a fairly good short subject bet. — R.\YMOND
GANLY.

Pictures

On

Opinions

The Wrecker

Last Of Mrs. Cheney

An English Railroad Meller

{Continued from /^receding Mgc)
agree to buy her off. With the presentation
of his check she hands him the letter already torn in bits and then, in turn, tears
up tiie check. The butler leaves and she is
received again by the "set," with romance
just in the offing.
Drawing Power: Fine first run material.
Xorma Shearer's fine performance coupled
with that of the entire cast cannot fail to
please the better audiences. The dialogue
is
Avillbrilliant
help. and the former stage play angle

(Reviewed

by Raymond

Ganly)

A PRODUCTION from the Gainsborough
-^^ Studios in England, synchronized
with score, sound effects and theme song by
the Photophone process, is this melodrama
of a wrecker of railroads. It has been
based on the stage play by Arnold Didley
and Bernard Merivale.
In the cast is Carlyle Blaekwell in the
Jekyll-Hyde title role. He has the part of
a supposed respectable railroad mogul, who
in reality is the head of a motor bus corporation and who, through a series of railroad wrecks all over England, creates a
public distrust for railroads and thus enriches his bus operations.
Blaekwell, while adhering to the Francis
X. Bushman type of acting, succeeds in
getting by with his unsympathetic role. He
can assume sneery, subtle expressions which
fit in well with the evil calculations he is
made to engage in. Joseph Striker, in the
role of nephew of the railroad magnate
murdered by The Wrecker, is passable.
The honors of the piece go to a ])retty
young miss natned Betiita Hume.
She is a combination of Barbara Bedford
and ilarion Xixon and possesses a most
winning and refreshing personality that
will probably establish an immediate friendship with the fans in this country who see
hei' j)erformanee. Another good role is
that of a phlegmatic English servant. The
picture is silent all the way through, except for a talkie prolog which shows an
English radio station broadcasting the latest crime of The Wrecker.
Blaekwell, in his role of that culprit, has
had his foremost rival, the raih-oad magnate, bumped off and is now anxious to finish young Strik'.'r. The latter, however,
has always been lucky, both in love and
warfai'e, and he prevents The Wrecker
from carrying through his devilish designs.
Sheei- luck plays a j>art in his successful
drive which corners The Wrecker so that
the latter meets death by jumping from a
speeding train and also saves the girl froni
certain disastei-.
Pure melodrama.
It is furnished with some splendid shots
of train wi'ecks and a most conviticing assortment of sound effects.
The exliii)itor will have to play up its
meller theme rather than go after the
names which will mean little in the United
States. It is a better-than-average picture,
with suspense, story and a charming heroine as attributes. The theme song is "Are
You Really Mine?" by Joseph H. Santly
and Irving Caesar.
It is a catchy tune.
Produced in Englaml by Gainsborough
Pictures. Distributed in America bv Tiffany-Stahl. Released, August 10, ' 1929.
Sound Footage, li,.")]? feet. Director, G. M.
Bolvary. Screen play, Angus MacPhail.
Based on stage production by Arnold Didlev and Barnard Merivale.
THE
.\inl)rose Barney
Mary
Shelton
Sir Gervaise
Rartlett
Roger Doyle
Rameses
Patchett
William
Beryl
.Matchley

C.\.ST
Carlyle Blaekwell
Benita Hume
Winter
Hall
Joseph Striker
Leonard
Thompson
Gordon
Harker
Paulnie
Johnson

Produced and released by Metro-Goldwyn-Mnyer.
Fromby play
Frederick
Lon'^dale. Scenario
Hansby Kraly.
Directed
by Sidney Franklin. Photography by William Daniels. Supervised by Irving Thalberg. Sound Footage, S,651 ft.; Silent
Footage, 6,484 ft. Release date: July 13,
1929.
THE
Mrs. Cheney
Lord Dilling
Charles
Lady Maria
Mrs. Wedley
George
Lord Elton
Joan
Mrs. Winton
Willie Winton
William

CAST
Xorma Shearer
Basil Rathbone
George Barraud
Hedda Hopper
Maude Turner Gordon
John Batten
Herbert Bunston
Moon
Carroll
Madeline .Seymour
Cyril Chadwick
Finch Smiles

"Race
Riot"
(Universal Sound Cartoon — 1 Reel)
SOME
work ishighly
to be amusing
enjoyed inand
this clever
Oswald.cartoon
This
series is easily one of the leading cartoon series
on the market today. With such high-calibre
men as Walter Lang expending" their ability on
gag construction and the like, the Oswalds have
taken a commanding position in the cartoon
field, which they should maintain easily with
their high standard. This Oswald contains
plenty of fun. It should please anybody, anywhere, should he be man, beast or exhibitor. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

"A Boy And A Bad Man"

(Universal — Two Reels)
THIS Western featurette gets by nicely with
its story, acting, photography and general
appeal. The kids should eat it up: a vociferous
response and stamping of feet will for cerit at the kids' matinee where
it will tainty
strikeaccompany
its forte
The kid is Robbi- Nelson, a chubby youngster
in cowbov garb, who fools the bandit trying to
put one over on a govenunent scout and bis
girl. The proverbial ring-around the rosie is
played with Mr. Bad Man, who gets a pasting for all his torturous and painstaking
mach'nations aga'nst the law.
This one won't fall down. Youngsters will
griet it w-ith open arms. — RAYMOND
G.\NLY.

"Pathe Review No. 32"
(Pathe — One Reel)
SPRING in the apple orchards of Connectiis enticingly
shown
in "Blossom's,"
then the cutscenes
shifts to
the famed
depths of
Florida's -Silver .Springs in "Submarine Cinematics," with shots of milady's latest fashion
modes as a finisher in "Back to Nature."
The reel's strength lies in the Silver Springs
subject and the women's dress stories — both
athletics and fashion being sure to cull the interest of male and female. — RAYMOND
G.\NLY.

Motion
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Opinions
"Baby Talks"
(Universal Talkie — Two

On
Reels)

\ X^lilCN the Sterns got through with SiiookV V uins, Universal tooi< the youngster,
changed his name to Sunny Jim and started
him off in a talkie series. "Baby Talks" is the
first of the "U" vehicles for the kid.
The transferring of the kid to the Universal
studios and the addition of sound and dialogue
to his comedies have not created a better type
of film than the Stern quickies, outside of the
fact that the hoy takes on added appeal with his
voice. "Baby Talks" is just a slapstick affair
with the kid doing very little and the older
folks making a mess of what they're given to
do — which isn't much.
Harold Beaudine directed. He didn't get very
far with it, evidently because of the story.
However, you never can tell about these comedy series. This is just the first release. It
may be that succeeding numbers will snap into
it and proceed to show something comparable
with the high grade sound product being turned
out by the other companies, even if "Baby
Talks" doesn't
give any such indication. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Love Tree"
(Universal-Sound — Two Reels)
THE

Rooney Family are seen in a well balanced and laugh-leavened vehicle that ably
sets forth their dancing ability. They troupe
very well in this release, the friendly rivalry
between Pat Rooney and Young Pat being the
theme.
Pat steps out to convince his son that the
latter's newest flame is not the dame for him.
He arranges with Young Pat to see a demonstration of the girl's fickleness. While enjoying
the brief tete-a-tete which will convince his
boy of the flapper's flighty character, Pat is
surprised by his wife, who has been tipped off
by Young Pat. The impending storm is
smoothed over when his offspring explains
everything to his mother.
This one was directed by Ben Holmes. It
has a good story, carried out to the tune of
many laughs.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Use Your Feet"
(Universal-Sound — Two Reels)
THEadherents
COLLEGIANS"
should
gain
with their fast
line of
fun more
and
story that is presented in this opus whose theme
is a bike race among the Calford students. Ed
is pitted against Don Trent, who plays his
usual dirty trick on Calford's stalwart, the latter winning in spite of the obstacles created by
his jealous rival. It's a fast number that clips
along, the laughs bobbing up and down in the
wake of Ed's flying bike.
This subject is suited exactly for an audience of young folks and for jaded adults who
would like to inhale a few minutes of college
froth, freshies, co-eds and all.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

Pictures
"Turkey For Two"
(Pathe Talkie — Two Reels)

GEORGE
LEMAIRE and Pathe start a
new series of talkie shorts with this release featuring Frank T. Davis and William
Frawley, with Noel Francis of Ziegfeld's
"Show Girl" and the Pathe Pretties in support. It contains quite a bit of laughter, the
dialogue of Davis and his companion snapping
a quick response. It is the tyi>e of comedy
that has been finding expression for ever so
long in vaudeville skits and the like and which
fits in nicely with the talkie scheme of things.
Davis and Frawley are two ex- jail birds
wearing the uniforms of two railroad conductors. They slip over a fast line of chatter
and convince the pretty proprietor of an eating
establishment that they are soldiers returned
from the wars. They talk so ably that they
are invited to a turkey dinner with their hostess.
A slapstick finish comes across when the boys
get a bit rough with fellow guests.
This one is okay for all average audiences.
—RAYMOND
GANLY.

"The Red Rider"
(Universal — Two Reels)
TED CARSON, a new screen mountie, is
the hero of this western featurette. A
cattle thief imprisions his girl and makes her
tell the mountie that he is her brother, but as
the mountie knows what type of villain he is
and also that the girl hasn't any brother, it is
just a question of suspending the interest a bit
until the villain has overstepped his bounds and
tried to make a getaway with the girl. Whereupon, the mountie gallops after him on his
trusty steed and saves the gal and the honor
of the R.N.W.M.P.
It carries lots of action, even if it doesn't
seem very convincing. The movie fans are not
going to criticize and ponder its relative merits.
They should get a kick out of its fast riding
and outdoor shots. As for the kids, they'll just
eat it up. In all, it's a satisfactory offering for
the particular market these U westerns are
shooting at.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"A Stone Age Romance"
(Pathe Sound Cartoon — 1 Reel)
THIS ^sop Fable in sound should gather
up a plentiful supply of laughs. It depicts
a triangle affar, there being two cave men and
a cave girl. Scenes of a real "he-man" of the
Stone Age strolling chcstily along, even growling at a gorilla in the confidence of his strength
and club, are sure to culminate in laughter.
The cartoon maintains an even pace betokening
a welcome from old and ynung.

News

Box (Continued
Officefrom Check-Up
page 667)
Valiant, The

(Fox)

HOUSTON, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts vaudeville. Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Bill this one as one of the
screen's greatest dramas, and one of the few
pictures William Fox has personally endorsed.
Play names of Paul Muni and Margaret
Churchill and John Mack Brown. Appeal is to
adult audiences. — Majestic Theatre, Houston,.
Tex.

Veiled Woman,

The (Fox)

BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre, 1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Fox Current Events. Weather, clear and cool to hot.
Other feature, "Riley the Cop." Rating, 70%.
Use these questions on either side of a big
head
of pistol
Lia in
Tora
looking
over aman's
shouldercutwith
left hand
: Should
wife
tell? How was he to know? See this startling
sound synchronized drama. With a sensational
cast including Lia Tora, Rio de Janiero prize
beauty and Paul Vincenti, famed actor from
Hungary. A poignant dramatic masterpiece of
France's dancing daughters. Audience appeal :
Good drama that held interest. — Alorris A. Mechanic, Mgr., New Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Where East Is East (M-G-M)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 25c-75c, Fanchon and Marco
presentation. Fox News. Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Lon Chaney's name, of course,
was used in large letters in newspaper advertising and exploitation. Chaney has a constant
following of admirers. Audience appeal : the
Chaney fans, all classes. — Wisconsin Theatre,
W. O. James, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wonder Of
(M-G-M)

Women,

BOSTON. MASS.— Loew's
(3,700), 7 days, 30c-50c, stage
"Maytime
Melodies," extra
105%.
Squawk," Fox News. Weather,

The
State Theatre
extravaganza,
feature, "Big
fair. Rating,

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre, (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix unit, "Let's
Go," headed by Teddy Joyce, Orchestra, Organ,
"Sole Support" (Educ. Comedy), "Oriental
Motoring" (AI-G-M Oddity), Pathe Review
No. 32. Weather, clear and cool to hot. Rating, 113%.
COLUMBUS, O.— Loew's Broad Theatre
(3,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News,
"Kiddies
SafetyRating,
Club" 100%.
(round picture with local children).
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c, shorts, Charlie
Chase. Weather, hot. Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS— Exploit this as an M-G-M talking sensation with Lewis Stone, Peggy Wood
and Leila Hvams. Use the lines : Marriage
stifled his genius. Years of his wife's devotion,
family, position — he threw everything aside for
flaming romance. Prosaic marriage vs. flaming romance. Audience api)eal : big for those
who like a strong marital tangle unraveled by

"Oil's Well"
("U" Sound Cartoon — One Reel)
ANOTHER
Oswald cartoon that hits the

laugh nail right on the head and scores
with a series of effective cartoon gags. Oswald
plays a gallant Romeo whose wooing is interrupted by an unsympathetic bear. The rabbit
and his beloved escape the bear for a time, but
the would-be Romeo is soon captured and made
to dig his own grave. It is while he is engaged
upon this melancholy task that Oswald suddenly strikes a gusher and all thoughts of enmity are banished from his and the bear's mind
as the oil spouts forth, the two of them dancing gleefully hand-in-hand.— R A Y M O N D
GANLY.

Picture

A llitl Rodcti pliiytT. .into Ininnltiim is nno of
the most chnrtniuii of tlir l>nim'lli'-i iiitpcurinii
in the Roiirh coiiiedies released hy M-G-M. In
the above i>ose she ivears a chorus pirl costume
covered with rhineslones

a master hand. Leila Hyams' voice won her
many new admirers. — Charles Raymond. Gen.
Mgr.. Loew's Century Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
We advertised this as the screen version of a popular novel. Also advertise the cast
extensively. Audience appeal : intelligent adults.
— State Theatre, Sanford Farkas, Mgr., Cleveland. O.
Tried increasing regular advertising. Iiut
favored stage bill at expense of picture — used
downtown waste pajx-r boxes on all prominent
corners. Audience appeal : mostly women. —
Orphium Theatre, Ralph Thaver, Mgr., Omaha,
Neb.
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Operation"
CoANY, so-called, efficient

District, Supervising- and
General Managers would
not go far from the truth if they
would study this old idea in cartoons; one which we have brought
up to date for the purpose of conveying this thought.
In our many miles of travel we
have often found conditions comparable with the two animals pictured here.
Conditions whereby a house manager and his superior or superiors
were pulling in opposite directions,
when there was so much more to be
gained by working together.
Why some supervising managers
harbor the strange illusion, that to
be supervisors they must be constantly showing authority, or disagreeing with the house managers,
is a complete mystery to everyone
in the business who happens to kno w
what the business is all about.
If some of the district
and division managers
whom we know were to
devote some of their time
to figuring out ways and
means of making the
house managers lot a more
pleasant one, then they
would be accomplishing
more good for their organizations than we could
possibly describe.
"Lend an ear" you G.
M.'s. Suppose you surprise the house managers
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by announcing a day-off policy for
every man starting next week?
Suppose you supervisors work out
a plan whereby every manager on
the circuit under your control can
get a week's vacation with pay !
There is more executive ability
in cultivating, successfully, the
good- will of your own organization
than in any move you will ever
make. And if we are wrong in this
statement we will gladly print any
G. M.'s opinion showing that we
are.
There are still some of those, socalled, executives who really believe
that a house manager is a sap whose
chief duty consists of supervising
the cleaners and ushers. Show us
an executive who thinks, and acts,
along such lines and w^e will show
you a poorly run outfit 99 times out
of every hundred.
The house manager is the most
important link in any chain organization the w^orld over. If this is
not true then there is something
wrong, either with the
manager or the organization he is working for.
A good deal less supervising and much more cojll operation is urgently sug!IJ| gested to many chains and
circuits operating throughout the country today.
Even the two donkeys
in the cartoon seem to
have solved the problem
^y of cooperation. C. E. L.
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"Free, A Live Baby'
Brought Business
For L. E. Sinclair

A REAL LIVE BABY."
It must have been, in the rush of corresi)ondence. last
winter, that this portion of his letter got by us, and we
are certainly glad that we came across it again because
we feel that this is a very fine time to build up business
with something out of the ordinary.
This is the stunt if worked properly will create plenty
of talk and business, besides. Advertise in every possible
way that on a certain night you will give away a real live
baby, free. Of course this can cover a great field as you
are not saying what kind of a baby you are giving away,
and there are still some people who believe when they
read such an announcement that it is a human baby.
Mr. Sinclair kei)t the thing so much of a secret tliat
even the attaches in the house did not know what it was
all about. iUit here — we let you in on the inside dojie :
He went out and bought a suckling pig for about eight
dollars, (and if you can't get hold of a pig, you can use a
chicken, goose, turkey, or anything else that is living).
But a pig is the greatest bet as you can dress it up as a
real baby. After putting the pig into a baby carriage,
dressed up in baby's clothing, he was all ready for his
party.
We don't have to go any further with this story than
to ask you to just close your eyes and picture the different
kinds of fun that a house full of people can have with
this idea.
Neither are wc going to claim it was the first time a
|)ig was given away or that such a stunt was pulled. But
we are grateful to Lloyd for having passed on the idea
to us.
We suggest that if you want to start some fun in your
town, here's a darn good way of doing it. So get busy
and make capital out of it.
BUT IF YOU DO SUCCEED IN WORKING ANYTHING ALONG THESE LINES, PLEASE BE A
SPORT AND SEND THE '-DOPE" ON TO THE CLUB.
Sorry we forgot this one Lloyd, but we are trying to
make up now rather than to i)Ut it aside entirely.
r>ill Levey, always pe])py
manager of the iSeacon
Levey Gains More
Tlicatrc in Port WashingGood-Will \Vith A
ton for the Schwartz CirFlower Matinee
cuit, and still ])e])])icr memthe M. R. T. C, ]mt
of
her
__^^^^_^^^^^_^____
over anotber corker just recently with a Flower Matinee at his theatre, the- tie-up
being in conjunction with one of his pictures.
He requested the residents of Port Washington to kindly
donate flowers of all kinds to be distributed to the sick and
invalids. The wealth of publicity he gained was well worth
the whole idea and the theatre lost little in money when
you stop to consider the good-will which such a tie-up
created. The whole stunt was that — "Bring A Flower
And See Wild Orchids." The admission being the flower.
The mass of flowers contributed, besides lots more sent to
Mr. Levey, were distributed by the heads of the Village
Welfare Society of the town.
Lend a willing ear you boys who have never succeeded in
crashing some good-will from the, so-called, hard-boiled
welfare organizations in your towns and cities.
Here is

News
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We happened across an
old letter from Lloyd E. Sinclair, of the New Southern
Theatre, in Minneapolis,
Minn., and in it found a notation
regarding
a stunt
which he headed
"FREE,

P lei u re

one that will make them fall on your neck and it will
get you loads of good newsjiaper space free of charge and
probably on the front page.
Combining
the monthly

n.
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V. Smoots, of the Fayette Theatre in V/ashington, C. H.,
Ohio, made his a very desirable asset for the theatre.
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So that you may better understand just what they, and
we, are driving at we are picturing the Fayette Calendar
showing both the front and the back. Cut if }'ou
Program
arc
really interested in knowing more about this idea then
we suggest that you drop a line direct to Mr. Smoots, care
of that theatre, and we are certain that he will ])romptly
answer all your questions and send you a copy.

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"

C
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theManager
Strand Bill
Theatre.
Sche-df
nectady, New York, effected
a very unique and attractive
exploitation stunt with the
of Universal's exploiteer
"~^^'^^^^^^~°"^^~~~~~' aid
Bert Adler, when they arranged an advertisement for "Show Boat" on an airplane.
Which, as you can see from the accompanying illustrati<)n,
was very impressive.

Bill Farley Works
Out Unique Idea
For 'Plane Tie-Up

This airplane was easily
was kept flying at as low a
flew consistently for almost
engagement at the Strand.
theatre ran, as a newsreel, a
of the plane.
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"Lobby Laughs" No. 7
By Dick Kirschbaum
(Assisted

by
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A FREE ADMISSION TO THE STRAND
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"SHOW

BOAT"
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visible from the ground and
level as possible. The plane
a week before the picture's
Added to this advertising the
couple of hundred feet of film
SHOW

/ BOA r" W*i GREAT At A Booh Bt Edna Fober!
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AND

SPEEDY!"

IF K:CARD WILL ENTITLE YOU TO
THIS
A FREE ADMISSION TO THE STRAND
TO SEE THE GREAT
"SHOW BOAT"
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District Manager!"

of and below it shows two of the fleet of ice wagons carrying Midwood Theatre cooling signs. The display in the
lower right-hand corner is another one of many which Mr.
Garfinkle has located throughout the neighborhood surrounding the Midwood Theatre.

^
An additiiinal stunt was ihc throwint;- of thmisands df
cards from the ])lane. fi\e hundred of which contauicd
numbers listed on the theatre page of the Tnion Star. The
holders of the corres])onding numbers were admitted free
to see ".Show Boat." The cards, of course, advertised both
the plane and the jjicture, and we are reproducing the front
and back of these cards to give yoti a better idea of the
tie-U]).
We would be glad to hear more from Mr. Farley and
his up-to-date exploitation methods. We rather like the
way he puts them across.
How Harold Garfinkle
continues to keep the Midwood Theatre before the
])ublic all the time, is shown
by his recent campaign
to
inapress
the patrons
with
the coolness of his theatre.
The picture of the front of the theatre, too small to show
the point we wish to convey, really shows how the signs
are made up with a cool effect.
The picture on the right

Harold Garfinkle
Still Plugging For
Century's Midwood

^ We are always pleased to get a contribution from Mr.
Garfinkle, as every added contribution goes just that far
in proving our contention that there are many things to
be done in neighborhood theatres of big cities if the managers would but put their minds to the task before them.
FolloAv the ROUND TABLE notes and you will get many
valuable tips.

J
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M. W. Korach, the Managing Direct or of the
Brighton Theatre, in Svracuse. New York, finally has
consented to tell us a little
bit about himself.
-^——"•"••^^^•^•—''''^^^ ]\ji-_ Korach was
the first
theatre manager in the country to ever promote an excursion through a railroad company to see a moving picture. This he accomplished while at Omaha, Nebr., when,
through a tie-up with the general passenger agent of the
Union Pacific Railroad, a one-third of the regular fare
from every town along the line, in the state of Nebraska,
was arranged so that people along that route could come
in and see "Jazz Singer."
In addition to this cooperation they put up fliers in all
their depots, the results being that they brought close to
one thousand people to town over Saturday and Sunday.
This broke all extended-run records of that time in Omaha,
and the "Jazz Singer" played twenty-nine consecutive
days.
Mr. Korach also won a ninety-piece chest of silver from
Mary Pickford for the best exploitation on "My Best
Girl," over a competition throughout the Publix Circuit.
We are glad to learn these few little things about Mr.
Korach, because it gives us a further incentive to try and
induce him to tell us about his various exploitation and
advertising stunts, which he is putting across in Syracuse.

Korach Knows The
Show Business All
The Way Through

Don't forget us, will yuu, M. W.?

Thanks in advance.

Some time ago we undertook to tell you something
about Morris Rosenthal, that
peppy manager, running the
Queen's Theatre, Queens
Village, Long Island, for the
^^—^^—^—^^^^^^-•^
Century Circuit.
Now it gives us still more pleasure to show you Morris'
photograph and here we must hate to tell you not to misjudge him by the bald head.
He's not nearly as bad as the
picture looks, and we still
have hope of sprouting
some more hair on Morris' head.

Rosenthal Is Now
Worried About Bald
Heads & Free Meals

To pass on to a little of
his activities, we show
you here a half of a circular which was liberally
distributed in and around
Queens Village, and it is
self explanatory. Whoever can find the other
half of the card gains a
free admission to the theatre. And of course there
were more of the left side
than there were of the
right as you may readily
judge.
We also want you to
take a look at the classy
looking cavalier, if you
want to call him that,
stepping out of the nice
new automobile, advertising William Haines in "The Duke
Steps Out."
In connection with this particular ballyhoo we want you
to know that at the time it was taken, a circus was playing
within two blocks of the house, and ordinarily that would
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have been suicide for business in general, as these
towns like Queens Village
just love their circuses and
carnivals. At any rate he
had this fellow riding
around Queens Village,
then in the afternoon he
headed a Baby Parade for
the benefit of the theatre in
which all the churches combined and cooperated. He
also took part in the circus
parade, which attracted the
attention of the public to
the theatre and what they
were showing.
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FIND THE OTHER
END OFTHIS CARD

mnASI- Talking
The 100

Here it is- —

All Sin^in^ - All Playing«'
Musical Revue

Syncopation
MORTON DOWNEY

QUEENS mn/i
with

Star of "Mother's Bov

THEATRE'S^

|

MAMMO
EXTRAVi

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Don't w o r r y Morris,
about my not dropping in
May
26-27-28
for that dinner, because
Call
Up Your
Neighbor - If You match
This Card It Will Entitle You To A
right now you can consider
FREE ADMISSION.
yourself out the price of
one meal as I expect to drop most any minute now. And
you know from what you have seen of me that anything is
possible. But don't let the worry or suspense over that free
meal keep you from us ])osted on your future activities.
How about it Morris?

Rosenthal has
also used good
adv e r t i s i n g
sense in connection with h i s
newspaper ads.
Since t h e
largest circulation is on Saturda\' he makes
his hig splash on
that day and
thereby gets the
top posit ion
o\'er every other theatre.
Here is one of
M. R.'s recent
ads and we rather Hked the
way it looked in
the ])aper, so we
])ass it on.

Shoot 'em along.

That's the stuft'.
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( 1. 1'.. ( )dlum of the Cai)itol in l''lni^ra. X. \'.. has
"Lend An Ear" To
come to tlie front with anG. B. Odium And
other old-timer brought up
to date, but which has not
His Recent Stunts
been used for- a long time.
^
^^^^
—'•^——^—^^^-^^— Here is a gag that will
make your theatre talked about, and also give the cash
customers something to devote their attention to for a
little while, in trying to corral a couple of free admissions. The coupons, two which we are publishing here, are
so self-explanatory that we won't go into anythem
long,over
drawnand
out discussion about them. You can read
you will probably know more about it than we could possibly tell you.

A

is for Admiration
expressed by each patron
for Capitol shows for
man, child or matron.

SPELL
CAPITOI

ALL

TALKING

Pis

LL
SPE
CAPITOL

FREE
SAVE
Trade

ll
your car— or home you'
walk.

ADMISSION
rOK
AXT
PERFO|tM.\NCE

VULB

COUPONS
with
your

TINGLING

of good pnitctyures that talk.
fToor mPildneite shows bring

ONE

C-A-P-l-T-O-L

THRILLS

FREE
SAVECOUPONS
VOt'U
Trade
wiih
your
friend* — they
are
exL-h^ingeable.

ONE
to

Managers' Round Table
Club Employment
Bureau
* * *

A service
Members.

without

cost

to

all Subscribing

All correspondence should be addressed to Charles
E. Lewis, Chairman, personally, and will be treated in
strict confidence.
:(: *
*
Theatre owners, chain executives or others seeking managers of the highest calibre can make such
contacts by advising the Chairman of the type of
man, or men, they are looking for.
Managers wishing to register in this Bureau are requested to write, immediately, for the proper form to
^ ^ ■-■ ■
be filled out.

ADMISSION
FOK
ANY
PERFOR>IANCE
.inyo:,e preflOtitiiig tho

MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
729 Sevenh Avenue
New York City

ciArpriiT.o-L
L'at;
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CLUB

Breezy, Spicy, Sparkling, Newest Screen achievements
(i. B. becmes rather chunini) and tells lis that in looking, back over the long list of new members, that he was
surprised to see hcnv many of them he knew. Particularly
his old friend Harry Dahn, and a lot of the Canadian l;o}s.
Now that they are all together in this great organization,
they ought to start communicating with each other, and
revive old friendships. It's a great gag.
We could not refrain from republishing a part of a fine
letter received from him and we offer for the benefit of
your sense of humor, as well as your spirit in the ROUND
TABLE CLUB, the following portion from G. B.'s letter.
The writer is not looking for personal publicity — hut I do try
iind drop you <i groan and a wheeze occasionally in a personal tvay
to show Vm alive. Yet, (dways, if I can in anyivay help the game or
boost the Club in any way its Okeh icith ine, for I see potentialities
never before exploited in the R. T. ('... and maybe re(d lasting and
fundamental good may come to the industry thru the same R. T. C
Yours for another customer,
G.

P.S. — One Swallow doesn't
"ool night break a summer.

always

make

B.

a case,

E. E. Bair Injects
A New Idea Into
His Newspaper Ads
""■""^"■^^^^

We believe you will agree
with us that the illustration

shown here of E. E. Bair's
ad on "The Alibi" was very
attractive.
You
will note
thatquoti
]\lr.ngBair tries the stunt
^■^^"~~"^^^~ of
critics and celebrities with their exjiressions about the ])icture. We really
believe that this type of advertising is very effective un<ler certain circumstances.

STATE
COMMENCING
iOne of the SMASH
3,«-

MONDAY
HITS ot the Year!

W..|,.„

PI.„dk,'M,

Cbnu. M.„,.

YOU WILL AGREE WrtH THESE CELEBIUTlEi-

OOLI M

nor does

one

We hope (i. I!, will send us many nu)re like this, and at
the same time we want to assure him that we fully realize

\ii

that he is one of the Club's most dei>endal)le and staunchest
members.
Elmira
and Mr. Here's
Odium. looking for a whole lot more from
\,

Please Take Note
THE

pages of the Club are open tor the publication of
photographs
from
both
members
and
readers.
These
photos may be of theatre managers, theatre fronts, marquee displays, lobby settings, etc. Due
credit will be given
those sending
photos to the Club, providing
they attach the
proper description and their own names
ind theatre addresses.
MANAGERS'

ROUND

TABLE

CLUB.

Metro Movietone Revue

\C't' WlHtfltRNf- ■, J,

Mr. Bair's showmanship and advertising methods are
no longer strange to the ROUND TABLE CLUB. We
have already seen much of the fine work that he has accomplished, and only hope that he continues to keep us
posted on his future activities. What do you say about
this, E. E., shall we expect something more soon? Thanks
in advance.
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Herewith we present the first of the batch of material received
or assembled by and with our Canadian members.
It represents but a small portion of the fine stuff which they
sent us, but it shows that we have cultivated their interest and by the
time we prepare the next Canadian page we will probably have to
extend it to several pages.
Canadian members desiring representation on the Canadian
pages should mark their contributions accordingly.
Harry Dahn, maiiager of
the
Capitol Theatre in MonHarry Dahn Has A
treal has every reason to be
Great Reputation
proud of his reputation as
one of the leading producers
For Stage Shows
of stage shows. From every
report reaching Club headQuarters. we learn that he has injected that certain "something" into the shows he puts on that makes the Capitol
the popular showhouse of that city.
We picture, at this time, one of the inexpensive, yet attractive settings for the Capitol's stage band used a short
time ago. Those of you boys who have had any experienc e
or know anything about stage bands and settings will admit that this one is certainly good to look at.

Talks on theatre operation were given by A. P. Drohan
of the Catham Capitol, and James Lynch of the Runnymede
in Toronto. Ernie Smithies discussed theatre maintenance
for the benefit of the visiting managers. A talk on theatre
advertising was heard from Robert Roddick of the London
Capitol Theatre.
The Managers' Round Table Club appreciates the fact
that this organization was the topic of a lively conversation
among the many managers attending the convention from
all the eastern cities in Canada. Jack Allen, a keen worker
for the Club, was, as expected, the center of this conversation. And what's more, we believe that practically every
manager at the convention expects to join the Club very
shortly. Which means more power to that Canadian page
that they are demanding up there.
Among the very first of
the new Canadian group of
ROUND
TABLE
CLUB
members to come through,
with some idea of what the
Canadians are doing, was
Mr. E. Moule, who manages
the Temple Theatre in Brantford, Ontario, Canada.
Here we will show you by way of illustration just how
this
progressive
manager
is playing up the theatre
in connection with
the "All Canadian

E. Moule Cashed
In On Tie-Up With
Canada Celebration

Every
detail,
from the marquee
and front lobby to
theWeekinner
lobby
."
and foyers, plays
Mr. Dahn, is one of the recent members to join the Club
through the nomination of our Regional Canadian Chairman, Jack Allen and if Jack can shoot some more like
Harry then we will be tickled to death. But, this little bit
just serves to make you acquainted with Mr. Dahn, we
are hoping to be able to publish something else about him
very soon. How about it, H. D.? Don't keep yourself
under cover, come out and let us all know what is going
on in Montreal and the Capitol Theatre.

Canadian Members
Are Outstanding
At Convention

it is interesting to note
that at the recent convention
of the Famous Canadian Circuit held at Niagara Falls,
several Round Table meni-

l>ers stood out prominent!}-.
^^^^^^
_
Community
Spirit was
a
topic dealt with by several of the managers including Ernie
Moule of the Brantford Temple Theatre and Charlie Querrie
of the Toronto Palace Theatre.

up the idea which
they"All
convey.
It's
an
Canadian
Week,"
and you
can't get away
from that fact because it fairly
shouts
it at you
from every part of
the theatre.
The exterior
is
decorated,
a la.
All Canadian, and
tlie flags and banners and dressed
niar(|uee, top and
biittom make this
tact fairly well known to every passerby.
(Continued on next page)
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The lobby decorations, as you will note from the photograph, distinctly announce the reason for this extra ballyhoo, and the title which has been labeled to this particular week's attraction.
In the interior lobby you will notice the display of all
Canadian Exhibits, by local manufacturers. This is simply
another way of plugging- the "All Canadian Week," and
you will agree that Mr. Moule has met with a great measure of success, as these photographs show.

CLtC

''Sound Motion Pictures"

By Harold B. Franklin
Now READY and being shipped to all
members who sent in their orders.
Get a copy while the book is "hot off the

Robt. Elliano Was
A Go-Getter
While
press."
At ^■^^
Westport
House
^^^^
"^"""""^^"""
^^

While connected with the
Fine Arts Theatre in Westport, Conn., Robert Elliano,
worked very hard to keep
that theatre a paying protions he did succe
to a
from ed indicaand
position

large degree with what he intended.
Converting as many ideas as possible into receipts was
one of his chief endeavors at all times and not least among
them was the fine looking program which he turned out and
made self-supporting in many ways. While the illustration
may not show the program up in its proper appearance you
can take our word for the copies we have at Club headquarters, that it was a fine looking piece of material.
Bob was another great believer in using house editorials
in his programs as a means of conveying a message of parPROGRAMME

We are certainly in hopes that Mr. Moule will continue
that f^ne start he has made as a ROUND TABLE CLUB
member, and keep us posted on all his future activities.
He does show signs of being a wide-awake go-getting
manager, and his American brothers, south of the Canadian
Line, wecanhear
surely
tips from him. Here's hoping
that
from take
him many
verv shortly.
HARRY LANf.DON
■THE CHASER-

ticular importance to his patrons and from among the
grams we received we have singled out one very good
torial which we are reprinting complete because we
that it's message could be adapted to the house policy
Here it is:
programs of many other theatres.

proedifeel
and

Comparisons

The Managers' Round Table Club desires
to express its appreciation to Mr. Jack Allen
for his fine efforts on behalf of the Club.
We are certain that all the Canadian members join us in thanking Mr. Allen for his
marvelous Club spirit of "All For One And
One For All."

A number of /ursons who heretofore sought omusemein
out of town are note regular patrons of the Fine Arts. It ik
because of the convenient location and the many advantages
one has in attending this local plriyhouse.
Parking conditions are excellent and it is not necessary to
drive around the block three or four titites to find a space for
your automobile. Admission prices at the Fine Arts are much
less than those at the out of town houses, but the careful
selection of programs assures good entertainment at all times.
The management is doing its utmost to give entertainment
on a par with any of the larger cities. Every big picture that
plays in the larger cities comes to W est port.
The Fine Arts is offering good music, fine projection, good
atmosphere, proper management, a comfortable theatre and
a safe place for any member of the family to attend.
There is every reason for our home town people to get
behind local enterprises.
The Management

If this program editorial suggests something to you boys
who happen to read it, then we feel that Elliano has done
us all a great service. At any rate, I'd like to get some reaction to it just the same.
What do you think of it?
More about Robert Elliano and his new position in New
York. Watch for it in an early issue
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A long story would be
entirely unnecessary with a
photo like this. All we want
you to know is this: Guy
Bryson,
Manager
of
the
villa,
South
Greenin
Carolina, has
Egyptian Theatre,

R. M. Brown Puts
Over Go-Operative
Merchants Tie-Up

Guy Bryson Works
Out A Perfect Display ^~"~
For Lobby
^~"*^^"^
"^^^^^^~~

R. M. Brown, a recent
member of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB, started off
his membership in a rather
unique way. Combined the
idea of a contribution to the
Club pages together with
his own photograph, which
we are reproducing here.
Here, briefly, is the stunt
which he described to us: By cooperating- willi the local
merchants in the way of advertising on the screen, and
lobby displays, he secured from them, presents in every
imaginable form. They donated merchandise right off their
shelves, and all were articles of great use and value to those
who would receive them. A total of thirty-four merchants
was brought into this stunt. A suitable title was selected

set up the front of his theatre in this manner to exploit and
advertise the showing of "Gentlemen of the Press" and a
"Laurel-Hardy Comedy." If you can think up a better one
than this for the box office, then you win the honors.

and it was named "ANNIVERSARY
MONTH," during
which time this idea was kept going. There were many interesting sidelights to Mr. Brown's idea, and to those who
are interested in working something similar, we would
gladly forward all the necessary details upon reequest.
This is just a starter, as Mr. Brown himself puts it, and
he promises us that we can look for something regularly
from his part of Philadelphia. At any rate we are going
to look forward to see whether Mr. Brown will make good
his promise.
It
,_^
G.W.Walker

lo

Do

.s
Want

Cartooning

For Glub Pages

""^"^""^■^^"^~^^^"~~"

looks

as

though

the

club is
foUND tablm eannouncmg
fortunate
that

they have discovered
^^f. ^PP^^^^ t° be another
corkmg good Club Cartoon-

ist. This latest edition to the
Club staff is Mr. G. W. Walker, connected with the Rockland Theatre. They operate the Capitol in Haverstraw,
and the Pearl River Theatre at Pearl River, New York.
Mr. Walker was formerly cartoonist with the McClure's
News])aper Syndicate, and his cartoons ran in about seventy-five news])apers, so wc really have something to look
forward to, and you may rest assured that we will give
Mr. Walker's cartoons every possible consideration.
We are rather pleased with the idea that we shall be
able to alternate the cartoons series which we entitled
"LOBBY LAUGHS," by Dick Kirschbaum, with those
which will be submitted by Mr. Walker. And the Club
pages of the NEWS, it seems to me, will become even
more interesting than in the past. These cartoons have a
way of stimulating interest in the reading of the Club
pages, and add just that little touch of humor and comedy which we all need some time or other in the course
of a day.
I might add that Mr. Walker says that he has quite
an idea of what is wrong with the business, and he fur
ther emphasizes this by claiming that there is plenty
wirong. However, vvc will have to withhold judgement
until we see some of his cartoons and the ideas which he
will try to convey through that medium. Thank you, G.W .
Let's hope that we will hear
you and receive your
first contribution of cartoons atfrom
a very early date.

*2isr "TfiN

But seriously, Icjoking this photo over we nuist not fail to
call your attention to the marvelous manner that Guy em])loyed in making the newspai:)er la3-out for the front oi the
box office. It is just another way of selling the picture
with the right kind of atmosphere and dressing. I'm beginning to believe what one manager wrote to me: "the
right exploitation, like the right salad dressing, is just as
essential in one case as in the other."
Which boiled down might mean that if it's a newspaper
story why not use newspaper displays such as Bryson used
here?
But, no matter what you call an apple, it still remains
— an apple.

Here't^ A Live One
Worth Trying P rom
M. A. Baker Of Ind.

An incident in "This Is
Heaven" furnished Manager
M. A. Baker an idea for a

newspaper contest that resulted in increased space for
"^^^"^^"^^"^"""^^^^^^ picture.
\'ilma Banky's first talking
In the film, the
Hungarian blonde star is ssen as a pancake turner in a
Child's restaurant. Baker seized tipon the idea of printing
recipes in Hungarian offering a five dollar cash prize and
a number of theatre tickets to those submitting the correct
translations. Below are the recipes. Married managers
might have their wives try them and sec what they get.
L — Csusztasd a palansinta forgatot ugyesen a palacsinta
ala, mintegy hanyagul. A fejuek egy ugyes biccentesevel
tegy ugy mintha eszre sem venned, sem a palacsintat, sem
a kivancsi csocseleket kik a kirakat elott allnak.
2. — Most egy lendulettel hajitsd fel a ai)lacsintat a levegohe. Tekinteteddel kiserd hogy az, az erdeklodes kezpontjava legyen. Allj mozdulatlanul mintha megigezett volna a
levengoben forgo nyalanksag.
F.z ezineskedes.
Simple isn't it? Anyone desiring the correct translation
can secure same by communicating with Maurice Baker,
Mgr. Colfax Theatre, South Bend, Ind,
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We are very ])lease(l to
announce that Jack Alarkle,
was appointed by Hershel
Stewart, the supervising
head of the Fox New Eng_ land Chain, to the position
^""""■"""^""^^^^^^^^^ of maintenance
supervisor
for all the Fox Poli Houses in that section of the country.

Jack Markle Is
Promoted To A
Higher Position

We are quite sure that Jack will meet with the same success in this position as he met in his former capacity, and
the Club extends to him all their best wishes for the great
success that he deserves. Let us hear from you just the
same as though you were running a theatre, Markle, as we
are very much interested in the phase of work you are now
doing.
Al Weiss, Jr., that enterprising manager of the FloAl Weiss, Jr., And
rida Theatre in Jacksonville,
Florida, and his able assistHis "Gang" Doing
ants Jonas Perlberg, Jr., and
Good Work In Fla.
Fred Lee, are now engaged
^^^~~""~^"^^^^^"^^^^"" in a
tremendous campaign
for the purpose of selling the new sound policy in Jacksonville.
It will be with great interest that we will look forward
to receive all the details of this fine campaign, from Mr.
Weiss, whose contributions in the past on the Club pages
have always made interesting reading to our many members and readers.
How about it Al? Suppose you shoot along something
by return mail as well as any photos and newspaper ads
that you manage to save from the campaign. All of these
things go a great way in describing to our members the
campaigns which we set forth in the Club pages.
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Idea Exchange

Mr. been
Brown,
whotoeshaswhen
always
on his

it comes to exploitation and advertising, recently took advantage of many empty store windows throughout the
city and surrounding sections of Trenton, in exploiting
the D. W. Griffith picture "Lady of The Pavements."
He also affected a very fine tie-up with the (irand Department Store, an entire window being given over to the
(lis])lay of records, sheet music, and music rolls, which
played up the theme song of the picture. He also furnished afine looking, attractive cutout which was in the
center of the window, and was made from one of the striking sheets on that attraction.
In addition, the department store permitted the stringing of eight foot banners in front of the department store,
which occupies a very prominent spot in the city.
We have just received, a few moments ago, an envelope
reading "Have a Drag," and upon opening up Ave found a
card with a cigarette attached to it with a rubber band,
and advertising Richard Barthelmess in the picture "Drag,"
at This
the Keith's
Capitol
Theatre
is a kind
of novel
idea, inandTrenton.
the connection, while
it has no bearing on the picture, it certainly has on the
title. The smoking of a cigarette has often been referred
to as a drag, and therefore the tie-up can be worked out
very effectively. Thanks for this latest one, Brown, and
keep them coming right on.
hope wein hear
more Also
from want
Mr. Brown,
and especially
hisW'e
activities
Trenton.
to be remembered
to
Mr. Brennan, the Manager of the Capitol Theatre. So
long boys for the present.
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We have heard once again
from Harry Brown, Jr., the
exploiteer for the 15. F.
Keith's
Capitol, in Trenton,
New Jersey.

Harry Brown, Jr.,
Keeps 'Em Coming
To The Capitol

WEEK!

88

£01*
Manager

and

Exhibitor!
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ORIGINAL
IDEA
EXCHANGE
OF THE
INDUSTRY!
rJR Y IT!!
JOIN NOW!!
Here's

the

Blank

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
CLUB"
TABLE
Ave., New York

Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

apply

for

membership

City
in

Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chainnan

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

CLtC

^1

Proposed by Thomas J. Kane:
EDWARD
W. STOLLERY manages
the beautiful San Mateo Theatre in California, and it was in this theatre that we
first became acquainted with Tom Kane.
Now as Ed will shape up as active in
Club afifairs as Tom did, then we will
have still inore to thank the San Mateo
for. But time (and Ed Stollery) can
best answer this one. How about it?
Shoot!

Proposed by Jack Allen:
(Note: these new Canadian members
were enrolled after the publication of the
first Canadian list. The members on the
first list will be introduced in later issues
of the Club pages.

GEORGE
E. TECKEMEYER
is the
enterprising manager nf the Varsity
Theatre in Palo Alto, Calif., and another
go-getting manager for the Arkush
Chain. Somehow or other, we always
like to corral those Arkush boys, they
seem to have the "it" of showmanship.
George will surely come through as good
as the other managers out there, with his
own photo plus some of the details about
his recent exploitation. How about a
good start, George? Many thanks in
advance.

great hopes
that Jack a Allen's
come
true. Meaning
Canada wish
Page will
in
the Club. But it takes the efforts of all
the members up there to make this possible. You can also lend a helping hand
to making it a reality Eddie, but sending
us something to publish about j'ourself
and what you are doing to keep the box
office busy in Gait. Thanks in advance.

CLINTON EBERLY is the assistant
manager of the San Mateo house and,
with both the manager and assistant on
the job, we can see some interesting
"dope" coming through to the Club pages
from this wide-awake outfit. The idea,
Clinton, is that you should send on anything that your boss overlooks. That
would make it one hundred per cent
And how?

Harry will step forward and tell the
members what he is doing down there
to keep the ticket machine humming.
How about a start-off consisting of
something about yourself and your past
experience, Browne? Let's see how
quick you respond.
Thanks.

Name
Theatre

X c zv s

More New Members!

HARRY C. BROWNE
is the directing manager of the New Stanford Theatre, in Palo Alto, Calif., and since President perhaps
Hoover hails
that "burgh"
himself,
(forfrom
no reason
at all)

"MANAGER'S ROUND
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GEORGE ULIMAYER is the manager of the Peninsula Theatre, in Burlington, Calif., another of the fine Arkush
Chain. With the fine Club spirit already
displayed hy the other managers on that
circuit, George knows what we expect of
him. His own photo would also tend to
make him better known to the other
members and readers of these pages.
How about a start with some of your
recent exploitation Ulimayer? Thanks
ill advance.

New Members Are
Ur^ed To Send Their
Photos To The Gkib

EDDIE LANDSBOUORGH,
manages the Regent Theatre in Gait, ()nt.,
Can., and adds another progressive showman from the Dominion. We are in

TOM FORHAN
manages the 1500
seat Capitol Theatre in Welland, Ont.,
Can., with a varied policy of pictures,
vaudeville
W^hat
he asis
doing and and
how road
he isshows.
doing it,
as far
showmanship is concerned, is what we
propose to find out regardless of how
liard a job we may find it. You see we
are aware of the fact that Tom Forhan
is a live-wire showman and we are not
going to let him keep all his activities
a secret.

J. A. STEWART manager the Capitol Theatre In Peterboro, Ont., Can.,
another of the big Canadian group of theatres. How he sells the picture and runs
the Capitol will be the topic of many fine
stories on the future issues of the Club
pages. Listen, J. A. How about shooting
in your own photograph and some information about yourself. After all we know
so little about you and we want to know
you lots better. Attaboy.

ROBERT E. KNEVELS is the managing director of the big Capitol Theatre
in Hamilton,
"sound"to
pictures
as the Ont.,
bill ofand
farewith
he ought
iiave many interesting ideas and suggestions to pass on to his brother members.
\ good way for a new member to get
better acquainted is to send his picture
in so that we can all see just what he
looks like. Do that Bob, and you are
right in the middle of the crowd.
Oak?

F. E. DASCHANES is the manager
of the Park Tliealrc in Preston, Ont.,
Can., a straight picture house, but putting
over some mighty tine exploitation that
larger and better houses can always make
good use of. How he is doing this is
what we want him to tell all the other
members and readers via these Club
Iiagcs. Start your mendjership off with
a photo of yourself and some of the
stunts you have succeeded in puttinit
over up there.
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^idl Netvsfrom Correspoinden
Bernsteins
Acquire
Central N. Y. House
BERNSTEIN BROTHERS of
Elmira, operators of theatres
there, Dunkirk, Elmira, Newburgh,
Ithaca and Alban}', added another
house to their chain recently when
they leased the Fisher Theatre at
Senaca Falls, N. Y., from Fred C.
Fisher for a term of years. At
the same time, it was announced
that more than $10,000 will be spent
in remodeling the house. The theatre will open August 25 in charge
pf Harry L. and Benjamin Bernstein.
Petitions bearing the names of
2,072 voters, seven-tenths of the
registered voting population, was
presented to the Penn Yan Village
Board August 5 by Harry C
Morse, proprietor of the Elmwood
and Sampson Theatres, as the first
step in a move to bring Sunday
films to that village. Under the
law, the board has the right to
grant the petition. Morse pointed
out that twice as many persons
signed the petition favoring Sunday
performances than have voted in
any municipal election for the past
five years.
Russell Boiler, projectionist for
the Boiler Theatre, Canisteo, N.
Y., suffered burns about the hands
and face when fire consumed 11
reels in the projection room recently. A. L. Boiler, owner of the
theatre, announced the house will
be closed until installation of new
equipment.
Rumors of a new theatre in Senaca Falls, N. Y., took actual shape
last week with the incorporation of
the Seneca Falls Theatre Co. with
a capital stock of $25,000. Charles
D. Blessing Auburn, and Fred J.
and Mary E. Owens, Seneca Falls,
were named among incorporators.

Okla. Gov. To Reward
Arrest Of Bombers
GOVERNOR
W. J. HOLLOWAY announced he was offering a reward of $500 for the
arrest and conviction of each person connected with the bombing of
the Palace Theatre, at Oklahoma
City, night of July 25. The open
shop division of the chamber of
Commerce, and the Sinopoulo-Mid
West Enterprises previouslv offered a reward of $1,000 for the
conviction of each person involved
in the affair.
An assistant, H. M. Messiter,
was appointed by Universal to help
supply operators with a volume
control and charge sheets on all
Universal
sound pictures.
Col. H. A. Cole, on his return
to Dallas last week, left almost
immediately for Marshall, Texas,
to look after his theatre interests
there.
F. A. Snyder, commercial representative for RAX, Inc., will he
assigned to special duties with
RCA in near future.
E. C. Leeves, recently resigned
as Pathe branch manager at Dallas, has been appointed southwestern representative of RCA Photophone interests.

E. B. Buffington has been appointed representative of Advance
Trailers, for Oklahoma, Louisiana.
Alississippi, Tennessee, Texas and
Arkansas.
Charles Hennecke has opened his
new theatre at Weimar, Texas.
The Colon Theatre at El Paso,
Almedo Theatre at West City,
Texas, have installed Photo-Talker
sound equipments.
A. M. Avery is appointed assistant m.anager for Pathe, at Dallas, Texas, W. B. Wesley, appointed traveler for Pathe and A.
Jules Benedic resigned from the
former.
Anthony J. Xydias, president
Sunset Productions, was a Dallas
visitor.
O. E. (Shorty) Hall has been
transferred from New Orleans to
Dallas, Texas as Tiffany-Stahl
representative.
West Coast Theatres will erect
a new theatre building at Elpaso,
Texas, soon.
Kings Inn Theatre at Kin^sville.
Texas, remodeling and will install
sound.
The Dixie Theatre at .\thens.
Texas, has installed a Talk-A
Phone system.
The iiew Palace Theatre at
Floydada, Texas, has been opened
with sound.
Independence, Mo., will have
Sunday Movies in the future as
permanent injunction to prevent
non-interfcrance as per action has
been had in the d'strict court.
The reform element among certain churches in Charleston, 111,,
are behind a movement to force
blue Stmdav laws, and petitions are
being circulated for a commission
form of government, the present
citv government being favorable to
Sunday movies.
The Mount Vernon. 111. council
has voted to have Sundav movies,
but the Mavor is expected to veto
the ordinance as all of the churches
are against Sunday
movies.
Robinson Realtv and Investment
Co. has let contract for a new 850
seat theatre at Rob'nson. 111., to
cost around $50,000.
who has been ndJack Chalman.
and miblicitv manasrer for
vertising
the Afetropolitan Theatre, Houston's deluxe Publix theatre, for
about 12 months, leaves this week
for Dallas, Tex., for temnorarv
work with Gcorsre Baker at the
Mclba Theatre. After two weeks
he will have a vacation at his
home town, Atlanta, and then be
assigned to another Publix deluxe
theatre, nrobably at Denver.
Eddie Read, who has been Chalman's assistant, will be promoted
to the head of the denartnipnt at
the IVfetropolitan Theatre. Houston. Tex.
Oscar Hanson, general sales
m^nao-er of Tiffanv-Stahl, announce that the Oklahoma Citv
branch office has just moved into
their lar<re and commodious quarters at 705^ West Grand Avenue.
Ralnh Morrow. Southern District
Supervisor, wired Mr. Hanson
that it is one of the finest ofifices of
its kind in the South.
J. S. McSween, for the past two
vears manager of the Princess
Theatre in San Antonio, Tex., has

resigned. He expects to leave on
a vacation for Virginia, after
which he will go to his home in
Philadelphia.

Pittsburgh
Branches
Change Personnel

Fla.

StEVERAL
changes inas personnel
at three exchanges
follows :
George Wheeler, assistant booker
at Fox, goes to Columbia as book-

Mgr. Postpones
Sunday Opening

THE
Summer
slump
the
Capitol
in Plant
City hit
so bad
that it looked like it would be more
profitable to close down for a
month or so. However, Manager
George Hoffman, decided to make
a final effort to keep the house in
operation, and appeared before the
City Commisioners with an offer to
keep open provided they allowed
.Sunday shows. After looking at
George's cards, they gave him the
break and repealed the ordinance
which prohibited the showing of
motion pictures on Sunday. George
was elated and did some heavy
billing, with the Sunday premiere
set for last Sunday. This brought
out a spirited opposition, with the
church people promising about
everything but calling out the marines. George saw that his opening would lead to war and decided
to call it off until after the full
election when the matter would be
presented to the voters to decide.
The house will close Saturday
night as a six-day proposition and
will open but one day each week.
Saturday, for at least a month.
R. M. Young has taken a lease
on the Apopka Theatre. .-Vpopka,
brought the equipment of Cecil A.
Rose, who recently moved to Orlando to re-open the Isis Theatre
there, and opened the house this
week on a three days a week schedule.
Harry Griffin, City Manager of
the .Spark's houses in St. Petersburg, combined business with pleasure last Tuesday, driving his new
Buick car to Lakeland to tune it
up. and to confer with the Supervisor of the houses, Mr. Garner.
The over
E. J.
enterprisesin
took
the Spark's
Etta Theatre,
Ocala. this week. The comnany
also operate the Temple and Dixie
Theatres there. The Etta recently
was
eqm'pment
for
soundequipped
pictures.with
Harry
F. Botto,
who manages the other two houses,
will be in charge of all three now.

Many
New
Theatres
Planned In Dlinois
of
Thcatrn
. III.,
Home
headedC"rn.
bv Joe
THERobinson
Hewitt, which operates the Strand
Theatre in that city has leased
the new theatre now under construction inRobinson. T^ie sroneril
contract has been awarded to L.
and W. Schernekau of Robinson
and it is expected the new house
will be readv for oneration bv December 1. The theatre will cost
$50,000 exclusive of furni-^h-nTs, It
^l^'ll be amone the finest houses in
that section of the countrv.
A one-storv 30 by 90 foot addition to the White Wav Theatre.
St. Louis, Afo., is now under construction. The Naert Realty and
Building Co., 3222 Meramec Street,
are the contractors. The interior
of the theatre will also be altered.

er, he is
succeeded
by Joe \'andergrift
who
was promoted
from
accessories department : Tommy
Skelton is now office manager at
Columbia. He was formerly booker at Metro where he is succeeded
by Harold Weinberger, who until
recently held down the Columbia
Fire recently did $10,000 damage
position.
to the Strand Theatre, at Brownsville. Fire started early in the
morning, presumably from crossed
wires.
Kathryn Kean. secretary to
Alanager Goldsmith of Pathe, is
back in town after a vacation in
New York.
Hannah Pettit, secretary to
Manager Milstein of Universal.
spent a recent vacation in New
York
and office.
liked the big city so
"U" home
well that she landed a job in the
Gene Connelly and John Harris,
of the Harris Amusement Co., are
vacationing, the former in Atlantic
City and the latter in Hollywood.
Brooke Johns is the new master
of ceremonies at the Stanley Theatre in Pittsburgh.
Teddy Joyce returns as ni. c. to
Loew's Penn August 19th. He succeeds Wesley Eddy, who goes to
Brooklyn for Loew.
Employes of the Harris theatres
held their annual picnic at Dravo
Recreation Park, Neville Island,
Pittsburgh, August 18th.
David Broudv, orchestra leader
at the Stanley, is the proud daddy
of a new baby boy. Now there arc
four boys and one girl.
H. J. Kifer has taken over the
Strand Theatre, Zelienople. Former owner was Mr. Besnecker.
Jack Pendleton has returned to
the Standard Film Service as salesman.
Howard Dennison has been promoted from the accessories department at Pathe to assistant booker.

Jossey New Mgr. For
Warners In Omaha
nt
Vice-P
, reside
of Warn
has anIS, Bros.
MORRer
SAM
nounced the appointment of J. S.
Jossey as the new Warner branch
manager in Omaha. Mr. Jossey
succeeds Earl A. Bell, who relinquished the post to assume an
executive position with the Stanley
Co. of America.
The World Theatre, Omaha,
Nebr., recently acquired by Publix,
will inaugurate an all sound picture policy on August 22. Top
prices will be reduced from 60 to
50 cents.
The house is at present playing
pictures and Fanchon and Marco
units.
Lionel Wasson, formerly manager of the Des Moines Theatre
in Des Moines, has been named
manager
of the World Theatre in
berg.
Omaha, succeeding Ralph Gold-
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Regional News From
Vicinity Of Cincinnati
MEREL
CLARK, organist,
Toledo- Paramount Theatre,
Toledo, Ohio, is reported seriously
ill with pneumonia. Fred Feible is
pinch-hitting.
Attendance records were shattered hi' both the Rialto and Palace Theatres, Hamilton, Ohio, botli
of which houses opened with sound
on the same day. Former house is
featuring Movietone, while Vitaphone has been installed in the
latter.
Despite strenuous objections of
the clergy, theatres at Mt. Vernon,
Ohio, have inaugurated a Sunday
policy, and so far have been unmolested.
Ohio Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
has been taken over by Jonas
Thomas who also owns the National, in Greenville.
J. L. Damm. present lessee of
the Opera House, Ashland, Ohio,
municipally owned, has been
awarded a five-year lease on the
building by city council, effective
April I, 1930. consideration being
monthly rental of $590, or $35,400 for term of lease.
W. C. Pullin, who operates the
Pullin Theatre, Columbus, Ohio, is
making extensive alterations to the
house.
St. Bernard Theatre Co., St.
Bernard, Ohio, contiguous to Cincinnati, has been incorporated by
B. H. Weiss, Paul Jones and John
Kohlstall. Company plans to erect
a 1,300-seat house at McClelland
and Main Avenues.
Flip I>~lemming, for several years
associated with the Strand Theatre,
.•\kron, Ohio, in various capacities,
has resigned, and taken service
with the Goddwin Pictures Co.

Ga.

Theatre
Opens ;
Atlanta Notes

BEFORE

a brilliant and enthusiastic audience, which packed
the auditorium to capacity, the 1 )eSota, newest of Rome's motion picture houses, had its formal opening last Monday. A throng, estimated by some at considerably
tnore than 1,000, was turned awav
for lack of space. The DeSota
has a seating capacity of approximately 1,200.
The theatre, which was built by
John M. Graham, Fred Johnson
and W. B. Branch, is operated by
the Lam Amusement Co., of which
O. C. Lam and J. H. Lam are the
prime executives. It is said to be
the first theatre in Georgia built
expressly to show talking pictures
and its acoustics are perfect. It
represents, it is understood, an investment of $110,000 and is one of
the handsomest and finest equipped
houses in the entire Southeast.
At the opening, which took place
at 8 o'clock, the new theatre was
christened with formal exercises,
presided over by Charles O. Walden, president of the Rome Chamber of Commerce. Interesting addresses were delivered by Walter
S. Cothran, who spoke for the
builders ; T. B. Owens, chairman
of the City Commission, and Mrs.
Alonzo Richardson, of Atlanta,
prominent club woman and an executive of the Board of Review.
The opening was attended by a
number of Atlantans and other
out-of-town visitors, among these :
Dave Prince, branch manager
of

Paramount, and Mrs. Prince; W.
W. Anderson, branch manager of
Patiie, and Mrs. Anderson; C. R.
Beacham, branch manager of
World Wide Pictures; Fred
Young, of Arctic Nu-Air; Artiiur
C. Bromberg, president of .\rlhur
C. Bromberg Attractions ; Lee
Castleberry, city manager of Crescent Amusement Co., at Gadsden,
Ala., and Mrs. Castleberry ; 1' red
M. jack, branch manager of First
National ; James Young, of Warner Bros; "Hap" Barnes, of \'itaphone ; "Shag" Jordan, of Universal;V. W. Castleberry, of United
Artists and T. F. Thompson, well
known Cedartown, Ga., exhibitor,
and many others.
The DeSota is of stadium type.
Building is fireproof and has been
equipped with every convenience.
It is ventilated with five American
blower fans and will be heated in
winter by Rotoblast tubular boilers.
There are eleven exits.
Simplex machines have been installed. It is equipped with the
Western Electric system. The theatre was erected by the Grann
Construction Co. of Atlanta from
plant designed by M. A. Tucker
and under direction of Dave EdThe prevailing color motif in the
gares.
house is a cool green and the green
note is reflected in the tile riuor
and the formal urns of boxwood
of the lobby flanking the entrance.
The green motif is again in evidence in the curtain screening the
box-office.
Following the resignation of
William G. Almder as head of
Fox's Atlanta branch, announcemade will
that bethein company's
Atlantament isoffice
charge of
George W. Fuller, Southeastern
district manager of Fox. It is
generally believed that Mr. Fuller
will handle the affairs of the Atlanta office in conjunction with his
duties as district manager.
Both Mr. Minder and Mr. Fuller were understo<xl to be in New
York.
Branch managers and salesmen
of Warner Brothers exchanges at
Atlanta, New Orleans and Charlotte attended a district sales conference Sunday at the company's
Atlanta branch. Meeting was presided over by Claude L . Ezell, of
New York, general sales manager
of the company. The New Orleans
office was represented by F. F.
(joodrow, branch manager, and
Salesman Ed Mortimer. Those
from Charlotte were M. W. Davis, branch manager ; Salesmen R.
H. Masterman and George Atkinson, and B. C. Talley, booker. Atlanta exchange was represented by
John T. Ezell, branch manager,
and James Young, S. C. Ware and
H. C. Wales.
Carter Barron, for the past sixteen months manager of the Metropolitan in Atlanta, will next
week
of Loew's
Atlanta become
Capitol manager
here.
Mr. Barron will be succeeded at
the Metropolitan by Loy Kennedy,
who has been manager of the National at Greensboro, N. C. He is
no stranger to Atlanta, having at
one time been assistant manager
of the Howard Theatre.
Earle E. Griggs, director of exploitation inthe Southeast for Universal, was back in the Atlanta
office last week.
R. J. Barnes has joined the .\tlanta office of Vitaphone as representative.

J. W. Greenleaf, formerl\- with
\'itaphone, has joined RCA Photophone's Atlanta branch.
Mrs. Corine Blackburn, secretary to Thomas A. Branon, president of Eltabran Film Co., is enjoying a vacation in the mountains
of North Carolina with relatives.
T. E. Dillard, of the Eltabran
organization in Atlanta, has been
promoted to office manager and
sales promotion executive, being
relieved of the booking duties by
George D. Jackson, recently transferred from the Charlotte office.
R. F. Pinson, head booker in
the Atlanta branch of Pathe, is
spending
ton, S. C. his vacation at CharlesMrs. V. S. Jeffries, of the
cashier's
Atlanta department
branch, is awayof onPathe's
vacation.
\'isiting Atlanta's Film Row
during the week just passed were
the following :
E. J. Sparks, Florida theatre
executive and head of the Sparks'
chain ; Herbert Rowntree, manager of the Royal at Columbus,
Ga., one of the Martin chain of
houses ; Frank Rogers, of the
Sparks organization in Florida ;
Roy E. Martin, of Columbus, Ga.,
and head of the chain of theatres
bearing his name ; George Overn,
manager of the Broadway Theatre
at Charlotte, N. C. ; Claude C.
Exell, general sales manager for
Warners ; Elmer Hollender, of
New York, home office representative of Royal Amplitone, equipment for sound reproduction, film
or disc recording ; Fred Weis,
who operates the Savannah Theatre, Savannah, Ga.
Col. Thomas E. Orr, of Albertville, Ala., head of Amusement Enterprises, Inc., operating a chain
of theatres in northern Alabama ;
O. F. Kelley, of the Roxy Theatre
at Tallassee, Ala. ; F. L. Griffin,
who operates the Strand Theatre
at Carrollton, Ga. ; Mrs. L. W.
Holland, of the Madison Theatre
at Madison, Ga. ; M. W. Smith,
Jr., of the Mildred Theatre at
Barnesville, Ga. ; D. V. Marquis,
well known Florida exhibitor, who
runs the Ernada Theatre at Bartow ;H. H. Newman, who operates the Pastime Theatre at Sandersville, Ga. ; William Bedell, of
the Biltmore Theatre at Miami,
Fla. ; W. F. Wells, of the Opera
House at Newberry, S. C. ; C. A.
Ross, of the Apopka Theatre at
Apopka, Fla. ; L. Jenkins, formerly
manager of the Etta Theatre at
Ocalla, Fla.
Mrs. Lucia Whittig, connected
with Fox's Atlanta office for nine
years, is now in the office of E. J.
.Sparks, as secretary to Ed Brown
booker.
Roscoe Gann, booker for Universal, accompanied by liis family,
t<igether with Mrs. C. P. Lester
and small daughter, Katherine, leit
last week-end for the mountains
of North Georgia on his vacation.
Ruth Roberts, formerly connected with the Bromberg .Attractions
exchange, has joined United .\rtists' personnel.
Hal Macon, of the Ritz Theatre.
Lyons, (ia., was on Film Row last
week and announced the opening
of his new house this week.
Mrs. N. L. Liggett operator of
the Liggett chain of theatres with
iuadquarters at McRae. (ia., was
guest in the ."Ktlanta exchanges
during the week.
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Emerson
Supervising
Des Moines Strand
TEDthe EMERSON,
managerTheof
Garden and Palace
atres of the Publix chain in Des
Moines, is supervising the Strand
Theatre of which Larry Carter is
acting as house manager. This is
a temporary arrangement during
the time that George Watson, manager of the Strand, is taking the
management of the Des Moines
Theatre in Des Moines. Mr. Watson succeeds Lionel Wasson who
has gone to Omaha to take the
management of the World Theatre there.
Leo Moore purchased two rebuilt Simplex machines, two strong
lamps and one Ravin sound screen
as new equipment for his theatre,
the Majestic
at Centerville.
Mr. Frank Vrosky who is .i
new man is the owner of vhe
Olympic Theatre at Cedar Rapids,
Mr. Scolario who was previously
owner of this theatre, has not
stated what he intends to do but it
is expected that he will continue
in the theatre game.
Paramount entertained the following callers, G. A. Deh'iet of
the theatre at Monroe, C. R. Smith
of the Family at Earlham, J. P.
Morgan of the theatre at Greenfield and the Garland Brothers of
Glidden, Iowa.
Margaret McGreavy, secretary
of the DesMoines Film Board, attended a regional con\eiition at
which ten Film Board secretaries
were present last week. C. C. I'ettijohn met with the Film Board
secretaries at the Hotel Congress
in Chicago to outline plans for
the Middle West states.
The complete equipment for the
Grand Theatre at Perry will be
furnished by the Des Moines Tlieatres -Supply Company. Stanley
and Macey who purchased this
house some time ago but only recently decided to make it a first
class house, are giving this company the contracts for the decf-rating, scenery, carpets, lamps, rectifiers, etc. Theatre is to be furnished to seat 600.
Stanley picture frames were purchased by the management of the
A. H. Blank theatre at Clinton for
the Rialto there.
A Raven screen was purchased
by Howard Hultz for the Princess
Theatre at Glidden from the Des
Moines Theatre Supply Company.

Churches Fight Salem,
Ind., Exhibitors
introductionagainst
of Sunday
shows
PROTESTS
the recent
in Salem. Ind., culminated in a
mass meeting in which representatives of all the churches in town
were represented. Resolutions
drawn up by the ministerial association against Sunday amusements
were read in addition to blue laws
of which -Sunday shows is said to
be a violation. In the meantime
shows are being held and likely
will continue until arrests arc made
and the case forced into court.
Officials of the Tiffany-Stahl
Productions, Incf)rporated, have
filed an affidavit with the secretary
of state of Indiana, designating
Owen Pickens, 1300 Fletcher Trust
Building of Indianapolis, as their
cess.
Indiana agent for service of pro-
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Columbia
Will Open
K. C. Branch Soon
PREPARATIOXS
are being
made for the opening of a new
Columbia exchange at 1710 Baltimore Ave., Kansas City. Charles
Gregory, formerly Kansas City
M-G-AI branch manager, is in
Kansas City to open the new Columbia exchange.
J. L. Franconi. branch manager
for Tiffany-Stahl, Kansas City, has
a new game known as "quarry
Kolf."
It iswho
a very
Any one
couldsimple
have game.
seen
Franconi atop a pile of large rocks
on a Kansas City golf course the
other day easily could have understood the origin of the name. However, C. M. Hilgers, Fox branch
manager, still lays claim to being
able to lose the largest number of
balls on any one course in a single
day.
The Globe Theatre, downtown
house of Kansas City, after reopening for a short time recently,
again has closed its doors and
plans to re-open soon with talking
pictures.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market last
week land
were:
L. Mc\'ey, Kas.
DreamTheatre,C. Herington,
: C.
M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; Ensley Barbour, Landers Theatre, Springfield, Mo. ;
Sam Blair, Blair Enterprises,
Belle\illc, Kas. ; Willard Frazier,
Empress Theatre, Paola, Kas., and
Frank C. Weary, Farris Theatre,
Richmond, Mo.
A combination picnic, golf tournament and general frolic was enjoyed Alonday by members of the
Fox Exchange, Kansas City, at
Swope Park, near Kansas City.

Boston"'s Row
Turns
Out For Excursion
THEsign"out
of town
the da.\"
could
well forhave
been
hung out in Film Row on Alonday
when all of the 400 or more workers in that district attended the
annual outing of the Xew England
Film industry at Pemberton, with
headquarters at Pemberton Inn.
Perfect weather added to the enjoyment.
A special steamer took the party
down Boston Harbor to Pemberton, where both land and water
sports were in order following a
buffet luncheon. The shore dinner
came at six and was enlived by
many specialty and prize dances
with liberal competition.
The affair was in charge of the
following :
General Committee: it. N. Wolf, MC>-M; C. McGerigle. RKO; W. H. Erbb,
Paramount.
Ticket Committee: Abe Weiner, Sam
Moscow. Herman Rifkin.
Sports Committee: F. Sliter, J. Bascli,
iM. Grassgreen.
Eppas Committee: Henry Wolper,
Chester Grenier, H. Sawmut Goldstein,
J. McGann.
Boosters Committee: Jos. A. McConville, Harry Campbell. Tom Spry. George
Solomon, Tom Bailey, Harrv Lotz, M. E.
Morey. H. E. Elder. Wm. Shapiro.
Food Committee: R. C. Cropper, T. L.
Roth. H. G. Segal.
Decoration Committee: Abe Montague,
Frank J. Wolf, Larry Gardner.
Publicity Committee: Joe Sacks, Joe
DiPesa. Buddy Gray.
Salesmen Committee: W. Kelley,
American Feature; J. Basch. Educational; T. Jennings. Fox; S. Moscow, Independent; M. Cohen, Metro-GoldwynMayer; E. Warren, Pathe; E. Ruff,
Paramount;
L. Sterne, Royal; A. Sor-

dillo, Rayart; R. W. Cobe, Tiffany; J.
Dervin, United Artsits; R. Murray,
N'itagraph;
Magann, First National;
H, Goldstein, J. RKO.
Bookers Committee: H. Golden,
American Feature; W. Gillis, ConsoUilated; M. Phair, Educational; Sam
Berg, Fox; Phil Fox, Independent; 11.
Iliggins, First National; ' M. Goldstein,
Metro-Goldwyn; H. Smith, Pathe Exchange; J. Moore. Paramount; J.
Downing, RKO Dist. Corp.: F. Dubin,
Royal; S. Joffe, Rayart; S. Levine, Tiffany; A. Weiner, United Artists; Mrs.
Corbett, Vitagraph.
Shippers Committee: Sam Strong,
.American Feature; C. Waldron, Consolidated; H. Finn, Educational; T. Jacobs,
Fox; A. Stein, First National; F. Petrone, Independent; B. Bebchick, MetruGoldwyn; T. Dohertv, Paramount; D.
Sussan. RKO Dist. Corp.; H. O'Hara,
Pathe Exchange; A. Vigdor, Royal; T.
-Martin, Rayart; Ira White, Tiffany;
Carthy, \'ita {raph, Inc.
Inspectors Committee: M. Dunn,
American Feature; Gertrude Crosby,
Consolidated; Esther Bond, Educational;
Helen Sullivan, Fox: Madeline Burke,
First National; Bessie Meagher, Independent: JIarie Buick. .Metro-Goldwyn:
Mrs. E'llis, Pathe; T. Sullv. Paramount:
Mary Peddle, Royal; Stella Eaton, RKO;
Helen Healy, Rayart; Sadie Feldman,
Tiffany: Anna Clark, United Artists;
M. Sullivan, Vitagraph.
Poster Committee: A. Cohen, American Feature; M. Moriaty, Fox; J. Barry,
First National; Saul Simond. Independent; E. Bobkin, Metro-Goldwyn; M.
Magovsky, Pathe: T. Duane, Paramount;
J. Mooney, Royal; S. Paul, RKO; S.
Kaye, United Artists; T. O'Brien, Vitagraph.

Boston's new Uptown Theatre,
formerly the St. James, which has
been acquired by Publix Theatres
from the Keith-Albee interests, reopened last week.
Although extensively remodelied
and improved when Keith-Albee
acquired the theatre some tlirree
years ago, Publix has spent about
$500,000 additional in remod-'lling.
So extensive has this work been
that the theatre has every ;ippearance
house. of being an entirely new
The house has been entirely reseated, a new ventilating and cooling plant has been installed, ivory
and gold is the color scheme and
every part of the theatre has been
redecorated and remodelled. Sound
equipment has been installed and
a new electric sign placed above
the marquis carries ten thousand
colored electric lights.
Joseph Skirboll, gener.il sales
manager of World Wide Pictures
was a visitor at the EduiMtionai
exchange, Boston, distributors for
that product in New England, during the week.
The Park at Westfield has been
sold by A. A. Spitz to Shea & Furber.
The Broadway in Springfield has
been taken over by Publix from
Goldstein Brothers under long
term lease.
Jack McCarthy of Warner
Brothers is soon to join the ranks
of the benedicts.
Ben Bejjshick is booking sliort
subjects for Metro - GoldvvynMayer and is succeeded as sh'nncr
for that exchange by Michael Zaimen, formerly at the Pathe exchange.
Branch Manager F. G. Sliterof,
Educational, is making a tour of
survey of the entire New England
territory.
C. W. Wilcox of the Orleans
Theatre at Orleans paid a visit to
Boston during the week for bookings.
Maurice Goldstein, booker at the
M-G-M exchange, has returned
from two weeks' vacationing.
The E. M. Loew's Theatres,
Inc., Boston, has incorporated with

10,000 no par shares. Elias M.
Loew of 216 Tremont St., Boston,
is president and treasurer of the
corporation and Herman A. Mintz
and Maxwell A. Finn are other
incorporators.
Samuel Pinansky, head of the
New England Theatres Operating
Corp., denies the rumor which was
heard about the Row during the
week that Publix had taken over
any of the holdings of the Xetoco
chain.
Slight damage resulted from ;i
fire in the projection room of the
Jevvell Theatre at Worcester.
Contracts will be let at once
for a new theatre for Goldstein
Brothers in Athol, to be of Colonial architecture and to seat about
1.000. This will give Athol two
new theatres, contracts having already been let for one for the
George A. Gils Co.
The Auditorium Theatre at Concord. X. H., is to be extensivel'.remodelled
at a cost
about S6,",000 according
to of
estimates
by
AIowll
&
Rand
of
Boston,
architects.
Harry AlacDonald of the Xew
York Hippodrome is acting manager for the Xew England district
for RKO. Charles Winston, former division manager, has resigned
The Lyceum Theatre at Xew
Britain, Conn., has been renamed
the Xew Theatre and will reopen
the early part of next month. A
new Robert Morton organ has
been installed and upwards of
$100,000 spent in remodelling. T!ie
house has been dark for about a
Western Electric equipment is
being
at the Ware Theayear.tre in installed
Beverly, Mass.
Matthew Reilly, manager of the
\'ictory Theatre at Providence, is
spending his vacation in Massachusetts.
Balch's Beach, Inc., has incorliorated at Southwick, Mass., to
conduct a theatre, with capital (~.f
850,000. Clayton L. and Alice D.
Balch and O. D. Jackson of Southwick arc the incorporators.
Waldron's Casino, one of the
oldest theatres in Boston, will reopen Aug. 26th with pictures, burlesque and vaudeville. Charles H.
U'aldron will operate.
The G. E. Lothrop Theatres Co.
will reopen the Howard in Boston
Monday and a new wrinkle will bt
the giving of Midnight shows
every Friday night.
The redecorated Gayety Theatre
will reopen Aug. 24th with Alax
Michaels continuing as manager.
\'isitors to the Pathe exchange
at Boston during the week included
.■\1 Hurteau, at one time of Boston and now cashier at Pittsburgh :
Charles Brosham, shipper, of Pittsburgh :Kenneth Kennedy, shipper
for Pathe at Albany and the
Alisses Walters and Aliller of the
City.
Pathe News staff from New York
Helen Benham, assistant cashier
of the Pathe exchange at Boston,
is wearing a solitaire and girl
chums say the event is not so far
off.
Miss Mary Blessington, assistant booker at Education;iI, is
spending a vacation at Wolfboro,
N. H. Miss Anna Sullivan of the
same exchange has just returned
from her vacation.
Joseph Hurl of the Opera House
at Alilford is now managing the
State Theatre at Milford for Interstate.

Sheffield
Branch
In
Salt Lake Wins Prize
is reported
to have
THE
Salt changeLake
Sheffield
Exwon fifth prize in the bookers contest held recently for the most
booking days during a period closing July 10th.
John Rugar, manager of the
Egyptian, American and Orpheum
Theatres at Park City, Utah, has
returned from a vacation.
A new non-synchronous outfit
has been installed at the Egyptian
of Park City.
_ In Salt Lake City last week,
liiiing up product and renewing
friendships at the various extors :
changes, were the following exhibiMessrs. Ruschmeier and Noales
of the Bonita and Gem at Provo,
Utah ; George
of the
Electric
Theatre \\'hipple
at St. (jeorge,
Utah; A. M. Morris of the Iris
Theatre Pace
at American
Flails, of
L'tah
Alessrs
and Peterson
the:
Pace Theatre at Delto, Utah ; Mr.
Whicker of the Elite Theatre at
Delta, Utah.

Theatre
Construction
Active In Ohio
MOOSE
LODGE,
Bucyrus.to
Ohio, has
let contract
Davton, Ohio, company for erection of new $250,000 iicjuse, with
1,500 seating capacity, to the completed by Christmas.
August 15 is the tentative date
set for opening of new Ohio, Piqua.house.
Caspar Whitney will manage
the
Francis Mc Donald, Portsmouth,
Ohio, exhibitor, who, with Robert
Risley, another exhibitor, has been
arrested continuously for Sunday
operation, received several telephone messages threatening him
with bodily harm if he attempted
to open house following Sunday.
Threat ignored. Usual arrest and
fine followed opening. Risley escaped arrest account being out of
city on vacation.
Xew SOO-seat house is to be
erected at Hubbard, Ohio, by J.
Papa.
E. C. Paul, for several years
manager of the Regent and Fairbanks, Springfield, Ohio, has resigned to become manager of the
Columbia,
Warren,
Ohio.
James C. Piatt, manager Lyric,
and Harry V. Smoots, manager
\'ine, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, arrested
for first offense of Sunday operation. Both demanded jury trial,
and bound over to grand jury on
?500 bonds, which were furnished.
Rialto and Palace, Hamilton ;
Strand. Conneaut ; Strand, Columbus ; Classic. Dayton, and Grand.
Steubenville, are among latest
Ohio houses to open with sound.
New house being erected for
Mrs. W. H. Mason, Malvern, Ohio,
will be opened late in August.
Youthful bandit obtained $300
in holdup in office of Strand,
Youngstown. Bandit entered theatre office while Manager W. T.
ceipts.
Murray was checking day's reHarry Mc Williams appointed
publicity director of Toledo Paramount, Toledo, Ohio, succeeding
Ross Wiegand, resigned.
Schines contemplate erection of
1.200-seat talkie house at Bellefontaine, Ohio.
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Pa. Theatre Is Robbed
Of $5,000
CJ AFE crackers, early on the
^ morning of August 6 broke
open the safe in the Capitol Theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and escaped with more than $5,000, the
total receipts of the Saturday- a;i(l
Monday performances. The theatre, which is owned by the Comerford Amusement Company, of
Scranton, is located in WilkcsBarre's Public Square, in the verj
heart of the business district.
Two masked men, who had concealed themselves in the theatre
after attending the last performance on Monday night, shortly
after midnight held up Walter
Teal, night watchman, at the point
of
a revolver.
They bound
hands
with adhesive
tape,Teal's
and
while one man kept the watchman
covered with a gun the other, with
an acetelyne torch, burned a circle
around the combination of the sate
and removed it. The burglars then
scooped up the cash in the safe
and made their escape.
A charter under the laws of
Pennsylvania was granted on
August 8, at the capitol in Harrisburg, to the RKO Penn Corp.,
of Oil City, Pa. There are 100
shares of no-par-value stock.
Stated capitalization is $10,000.
The treasurer is Joseph P. Murray, 4813 Springfield Avenue, Philadelphia. He also is one of the
incorporators. Other incorporators
are : Jerry C. Folk, Glenside, Pa. ;
and Thomas J. Cauley, Narbeth,
Pa.
On August 7 a Pennsylvania
charter was granted to Casino Enterprises, Inc., of Philadelphia. Capital is $5,000 consisting of fifty
shares of a par value of $100 each.
Treasurer is Joseph (iutman.
Philadelphia incorporators are
Belle R. Gutman, Philadelphia, and
Max
Cohen, Philadelphia.

Tenn. Theatre
Deal;
Southern Notes
THEATRES in five Tennessee
towns, which were operated
by Booth Enterprises, were sold
this week to George W. Parrott,
of Lafollete, Tenn., by F. H.
Thomas, receiver for the company.
The Booth Theatre, at Knoxville,
was not included in the deal, it was
stated. The towns in which the
theatres sold are as follows : Lenoir
City, Sweetwater, Greenville, Newport and Jefferson City.
The amount of money involved
in the purchase was not disclosed
in the reports which reached Atlanta.
Mr. Parrott is a well known
exhibitor, and operates the Novelty
Theatre at Lafollette.
The Memphis, Tenn., Pantages
house, dark since early in June,
may go to a Mid-West Circuit, the
name of which has not been disclosed, according to information
credited to Joseph Toplitzky, Los
Angeles real estate man. This
may come about only if the RKO
Circuit fails to exercise the option
it is now said to have on the Meml)his house expiring August 22.
Memphis may have a burlesque
company playing in the old Lyceum

UNIFORMS

Theatre
next season, if plans of
the Mutual Company mature.
This week marlks the second
anniversary of the stage band
policy at the Saenger Theatre,
New Orleans. The huge birthday
cake, weighing 100 pounds, will be
presented by a Saenger patron to
the Milliken Memorial, the children's ward of Charity Hospital.
A. W. Bowman, formerly of the
United Artists Corp. in Detroit,
has succeeded Boyt Morrow as
branch sales manager of United
Artists with headquarters in New
Orleans. Mr. Morrow has left the
film business entirely, being now
affiliated with the Apex Brokerage
Co., of Oklahoma City, Okla., as
general manager.
The Savoy Theatre, Louisville,
Ky., which has long prospered
and enjoyed an unusual degree of
popularity under the management
of Col. C. C. Blake, began operating on Sunday, August 4th, under
the direction, of Billy Rendon, who
is credited with making the Hippodrome Theatre, Louisville, a successful enterprise. Colonel Blake
will devote the greater part of his
time in the future to his extensive
mining interests.
The Dixie Theatre, Salyersville,
Ky., has closed : the Liberty Theatre, Dayton, has closed on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday during Julv and August ;
the
O'liveWednesday
Hill, Ky.,
has Dixie
closed Theatre,
on Monday,
and Friday ; the Seco Theatre,
Seco, Ky.. has closed on Thursday.
Nora Kelly, booker for Educational, left Saturday for a two
weeks' vacation in Chicago and
Wisconsin.
L. O. Davis of the Virginia
Theatre at Hazard, Ky., and his
wife, have gone on a pleasure trip.
Fred Jahrries of the New Castle
Theatre at New Castle, Ky., was
a visitor to the Louisville exchange
this week.
R. H. Musterman, George Atkinson, B. C. Tallev and Mgr. M.
W. Davis of W. B. in Charlotte
recently attended a district sales
meet in Atlanta.
Judging from the response of patrons, sound installations in the
mil! villages of Lanett, Shawmut,
Langdale, Fairfax and Riverview,
Ala., have been successful.
J. M. Broadus, of the Family
Theatre, Georgiana, Ala., has installed sound equipment and will
present talking pictures as a regular feature of his weekly programs.
Hugh Smart, chief assistant to
H. C. Farley, Birmingham, Ala.,
Publix manager, Montgomery, is
away enjoying a well-earned vacation.
An aftermath of the recent
"stink bombing" in the Tivoli,
Montgomery, Ala., was when C.
J. Pope, who had been- arrested
in connection with the bombing on
a charge of disorderly conduct, was
tried in the city recorders court,
early the past week but was discharged from custody.
Francis W. Wadsworth, Jr., of
the Rose Theatre, Tuskegee, Ala.,
reports that business is improving
in his section. The Rose has gone
"sound."
Friends of Sam Sulzpacher, lessee of the Grand and Pekin Theatres. Montgomery, Ala., will be
glad to learn that he has recovered
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

from his recent operation and is
now atre
energetically
for fall trade. readying his theD. W. Ponder of the Rainbow,
Opelika, Ala., visited Atlanta the
past week.
The Frolic Theatre (colored
house) in Birmingham, Ala.,
which has been operated for more
than ten years by Henry J. Hury,
is being closed and turned over to
the owner of the building, according to news received this week in
.Atlanta. Whether the owner will
operate the house, has not been
announced.
E. C. Hill, president and treasurer of the Rex Corp., WinstonSalem, N. C, operating the Rex
Theatre (colored house) in Winston-Salem, has bought the entire
stock of the remaining stockholders and will continue the operation
of the theatre as heretofor.
The Theatre Owners Association
of North Carolina held a directors
meeting at the office of the secretary, Mrs. Walter Griffith, Charlotte, on August 1. Among the
exhibitors present were Charles W.
Picquet,
president,
of the N.Carolina Theatre,
Pinehurst,
C.,
Charles Roth of the Palace Theatre, Greensboro, N. C. and the
Eagle Theatre, Asheville, N. C,
L. L. Drake of the Ansonia Theatre, Wadesboro, N. C, and S. S.
Stevenson of the Stevenson Amusement Co., Henderson, N. C.
R. W. Early, booker for the
Eaves Theatre Circuit, has moved
his office from Charlotte Columbia
Pictures Corp. to the Carolina
Poster Exchange and at which
time the Eaves Circuit has moved
their poster exchange from Union
to the Charlotte office.
J. B. Craver, Charlotte representative of the Ad-Vance Trailer
Service, has just returned from a
trip through the territory.
The J. T. Gibson Estate has sold
the Scotland Theatre at Laurinburg, N. C. to T. C. Lambden, Sr.,
effective August 5.
The Palace Theatre, Bessemer
City, N. C, has been rebuilt after
a fire there some time ago and
will be operated by Hunter Payne.
R. H. Masterman and George
Atkison, salesman, B. C. Talley,
booker, and M. W. Davis, manager
of the Charlotte Warner Bros, exchange, attended a district sales
convention in Atlanta the past
week.
The Playhouse Theatre at
Statesville, N. C, had a fire recently which originated in the
booth and destroyed two machines.
The Playhouse Theatre is operated
by the Amusement Enterprises.
Visitors in Charlotte last week
were J. M. Highsmith of the Trio
Theatre, Robersonville, N. C..
Chase White of the Grand and
Oasis Theatres, Kingston, N. C. ;
W. E. Stewart of the Pastime
Theatre, Concord, N. C. ; Roland
G. Hill of the Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Lexington, N. C. ;
Percy Wells of the Howard-Wells
Amusements, Wilmington, N. C. ;
A. F. -Sams. Jr., of the Auditorium
Theatre, Winston-Salem, N. C. ;
E. L. Hcarne of the .A.lameda Theatre, Albemarle, N. C. ; W. S.
Scales of the Lincoln Theatre,
Winston-Salem, N. C. ; and R. R.
Kissell of the Winner Theatre,
Louisburg, N. C.

COSTUMES

Picture

X cw s

Frisco Exhibitor And
Exchange Briefs
Vbillcr
T ERTRUDE
merly
RKO, is now
f^
HEIMAN,
forat Fox with
Exchange.
Jimmie Wood of Redding was in
San Francisco recently giving the
exchanges
the once over.
Viola Thompson is the new secretary to M. E. Cory. Viola
comes to San Francisco from Portland.

Bill Heineman. Jr., five-year-old
son of the branch manager of Universal, was injured recently when
he fell out of his dad's automobile.
He is getting along splendidly.
Mrs. Alice Chapman is back at
Warner Bros, as cashier.
Earl Cohn flew to Los Angeles
in the interests of Good24 Exchange.
July will
Annabel Klein is the new and
very attractive contract clerk at
Columbia Exchange.
Paul Parish, assistant Western
division manager for National
Theatre Supply Co., is in Los Angeles attending a business conference.
John Smith, formerly manager
of the Granada Theatre, has been
transferred to Portland as manager of the Portland Theatre.
Ward Morris has been appointed
manager of the Wigwam Theatre
for Golden State succeeding
Charles Mosher who has been
transferred to Santa Cruz.
John Westphal is now treasurer
at the new Fox Theatre.
Ed Frier, booker at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer looks as if his salhas been for
raised.
But that isn't
the ary
reason
the expression
on
his countenance. Marie Morgan,
August 17, and a platinum ring are
the reason.
John DiCosta, formerly booker
with Tiffany-Stahl, is now booker
with Columbia
Exchange.
F. K. Hugher, receiving clerk
for National Theatre Supply Co.,
contemplates spending his vacation
at his former home in Kansas City.
He will bring back with him to
San Francisco his wife and little
five-year old daughter.
Maurice Chapin is now booker at
Tiffany-Stahl Exchange, having
been promoted from shipping clerk.
Air. and Mrs. Vic. Rodgers of
Atwater were in) town recently
looking over the various sound de-

B. A. Griffiths Mgr. Of
Strand, Madison, Wis.
of the
manager
ESKIN,
at Richland
Theatre
Orpheum
JACOB
Center, purchased the Richland
Theatre from George Gasscn.
Both theatres are equipped for
plan
is Mr. Eskin's
sound
as a silent
the itOrpheum
to use and
house and run talking pictures in
the Richland.
Bryn A. Griffiths has been appointed manager of the Fox Midwesco Strand at Madison according to R. J. Fitzgerald, Midwesco
general manager. Mr. Griffiths
succeeds R. W. Johnson who resigned.
Edwin L. Berth, manager of the
Pastime Theatre at Kiel is installing sound equipment in the near
future.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Ottawa Mgr. Becomes
Speedboat Fan

Situation Wanted

, youthful
OSE ofNOLAN
AMBR
manager
the Avalon, Rex
and Columbia Theatres, Ottawa,
has turned speed boat enthusiast,
having purchased the special Pan
Yat speed craft, with a registered
record of 42 miles per hour, from
Don Stapleton, manager of the
Center Theatre, Ottawa. One of
his first exploits was the shooting
of the notorious Snow Rapids, a
feat that had not been done for

MOTION PICTURE VITAPHONE
OPERATOR
wants permanent position.
Western states prefen-ed.
References. Address Operator, 419 East 3rd St., Anaconda, Mont.
VITAPHONE -MOVIETONE experienced projectionist, can competently handle any system of sound pictures alone. Non-union. Box
595, Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New Yoi-k City.

Wanted
WANTED: One Duplex
Printing Macliine. State
price and condition and
where same can be seen for
inspection. Address Pathe
Exchange, Inc., Bonn d
Brook, N. J.— Tel. Bound
Brook 90.
WANTED
— EXPERIENCED POSTER ARTIST
for theatre lobby work. Permanent position for steady
man. Starting salary fortyfive dollars per week with advances as work merits. References required. Pacific National Theatres, 301 C Street,
San Diego, Calif.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.

Portland House Installs
Unitjue Cooling System
PRACTICALLY all first run
houses now being equipped
with refrigeration plants, this has
helped materially in keeping up
summer box office to at least normal. The latest to join the refrigerated houses is J. J. Parker's
"United .Artists Theatre," who
have installed a unique air cooling
device. A well was dug by experts
some 159 feet in depth, where a
veritable underground lake was
tapped, the sand deposit was run
off and the well now supplies 500
gallons of water a minute and the
temperature of the house lowered
to 52 degrees.
Manager Merle Davis, of the
Broadway Theatre, Butte, Mont.,
has signed Sir Harry Lauder for
Sept. 20th.
H. Levy, of Movie-Tone Talking
Equipment Co., of Chicago, while
in Portland during the week, appointed Eddie Choate as Oregon
representative for this equipment,
and Fred Brown of Spokane,
Wash, who will represent the
equipment in the State of Washington.

years.
Big crowds thronged the Capitol Theatre, Cornwall, Ontario,
when it was re-opened by Clarence
Markell with talking equipment.
A proposal made by J. M.
Franklin, Ottawa,
manager for
of B.theF. erection
Keith's
Theatre,
of a stone replica, SO feet high, of
the Peace Tower of the Canadian
Parliament Buildings on the highway outside the city as an attraction for tourists and also to serve
as an air beacon for airplane traffic, has met with popular approval
in the Canadian Capitol. The matter has been given much publicity
in the Ottawa newspapers and the
project has been taken up by the
Ottawa Businessmen's Association.
The Midway Theatre, for years
a well-known neighlwrhood house,
is the latest theatre in Montreal to
be wired.
After a visit by Clarence Robson, of Toronto, Eastern Division
manager of Famous Players Canadian Corp., announcement was
made at Quebec City that the corporation would take possession of
the Canadian Theatre at Quebec
on September L
The Princess Theatre, Montreal,
for years the home of drama and
musical revues and recently converted into a talking picture house,
has been following the policy of
presenting moving picture stars in
pcrsnnal appearances.

News

Of Interest To
Md. Exhibitors

chief projectionSMIT
ist, at theH,New Theatre, Baltimore, has returned from a trip
to Canada.
RAY

While R. H. Cherry is on vacation trip to Canada with his wife,
his work as treasurer at Loew's
Baltimore, is being done by Mike
Vaof Loew's
manager
Maloney, lencia.
M. Kavanaugh,
assistant
manager at the Valencia has full
charge during Maloney's absence.
Herbert Rawlinson, actor who
has been master of ceremonies at
the Palace, Washington, D. C, for
some time, is scheduled to leave
there soon.
Delema Wilson, Rivoli Theatre
cashier, has been summering at
Rehobath Beach, Md., and at Atlantic City, while the Rivoli has
been dark.
T. M. Shellman, Baltimore Sun
motion picture editor, spent part
of the time of his vacation
in

tl

Western Maryland hunting for
valuable old books. He found one
of 1600 vintage in Latin. "The
Satyricon of Petronius Arbiter."
A successful business trip to
Quarto.
New York was recently taken by
A. Mechanic, proprietor of the
New Theatre, Baltimore.
A motion picture is being made
by members of the Gibson Island
summer colony, near Baltimore, the
story for which was written by
Charles Meigel, publicity director
of the rNew
Theatre, who is diecting it.
Thomas and Anna Burke have
leased the Liberty Theatre, Cumberland, Md., for five years to the
recently incorporated Liberty
Amusement Company, Julian Brylawski, president. It has 1200 seats.
The capital is $50,000. Incorporators are Mr. Brylawski, Washington, William A. Huster and
Thomas H. Burke, of Cumberland.
F. C. Wehrle, formerly manager
of the World Wide Exchange,
Washington, D. C, now is Philadelphia, has been succeeded by Jim
Corby, formerly with Pathe.
Bill Dutton is now selling Vitaphone acts for Warner Brothers
in this territory. He was formerly
manager of the Columbia Exchange, Washington, D. C, and
has been succeeded in that position
by Sam Calanty.
J. H. Kelly, formerly booker of
the Radio exchange, Washington.
D. C, has gone to Chicago and
has been succeeded at Radio by
mount.
Bob Grace, formerly with ParaThe Academy Theatre, Lunchburg, Va., will reopen early in
September.
Edna Stevenson has succeeded
Margaret Sullivan as billing clerk
at Radio Washington, D. C. exdue to Miss
Sullivan's
marriage change,
recently
to a brother
of
Ellis
Clarkson,
of
Stanley-Crandall Company.
The Baltimore franchise for
Royal Amplitone has been taken
over from J. Louis Rome by Sam
and Jake Flax of the Liberty
Film Exchange, Washington, D. C.
Abe Lichtman is said to be negotiating now for Attucks Theatre,
colored, in Norfolk, Va., which tlie
Theatres Corporation of Virginia
owns, and the Olympic in Washington, D. C.
The Richmond Theatre, Alexandria, Va., Harmon Reed manager, has been reopened as a talking picture
after having alterationshouse
made.
The Fox-Ives Theatres, Inc.,
has just been incorporated in
Washington, D. C. This is a Mt.
Vernon organization with a capitol of $50,000 to operate theatres.
W. B. Ives and V. T. Douglas are
incorporators.
Mrs. C. J. North, wife of the
chief of the motion picture division of the Department of Commerce of the U. S. Government,
recently presented her husband
with a bouncing baby boy.

EMPIRE

11
1 to 10
to 50
51 to 100

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

FILM

VAULTS

Warners Have Option
On Cleveland Site
takenarea
to haveERS
reported BROTH
WARNER
30-day option on the property at
Euclid Ave. and the northwest
corner of East 17th St. for a new
downtown first-run theatre. The
y fronts;
Aken
by \'^an
being. handled
deal
The propert
Strock
and is
135 feet on Euclid Ave. and has a
depth of 300 feet. It is owned by
Kenyon V. Painter, and is valued
at $2,000,000. The location is diTheatre. rectly oppostie Keith's Palace
Albert C. White has severed his
connection as supervisor of the
theatres controlled bv the Brown
Theatrical Co., of Zanesville, O.,
and has gone with his family on
an extended western trip. White
became affiliated with Sam Lind
in the Imperial Theatre, Zanesville,
just 15 years ago. He has no
definite plans for the future.
A new $250,000 building to contain a theatre and lodge rooms will
be built in Bucyrus by the local
Moose Lodge. Contracts for the
structure have been signed and the
theatre is said to have been leased
by a nationally known theatre organization.
C. James Brown has unlocked
the Artcraft Theatre, Toledo, O.,
which has been closed since June
1st. He has taken a three months'
lease on the house with an option
to purchase it.
The Ohio Censor Board has installed sound equipment.
Disney Cartoons have been
booked at first-run houses in every
key point in Northern Ohio by
Disney Cartoons of Ohio, 401 Film
Bldg., operated by Fred Schram
and Nate .Schultz. These bookings
include Keith's Palace and Keith's
F^st 105th St. Theatres, Cleveland ; Orpheum, Akron : Strand
and Valentine, Canton ; State,
Youngstown ; and the Vita-Temple,
Toledo.
Leo Jones, in addition to being
head booker at Cleveland M-G-M
exchange, is also booking for the
tres.
La Salle and Clark National theaFrance Duofone. sound on disc
sound reproducer manufactured in
Detroit, is being sold locally by
Fred Schram and Nate Schultz,
401 Film Bldg.
Richard Deutsch, of Import
Film Co., has moved his office to
218 Film Bldg., along with Smith
and Setron Printing Co.
Stage hands, musicians and motion picture operators asked for an
increased wage scale efTective
September 1st. Representatives of
these divisions were in New York
last week securing new contracts
for local theatres.
The Viraginia Theatre, Wellston, has gone sound, having recently installed Movietone.
The new Blue Bennet Theatre
in Johnson City, Tex., has been
opened. It is a $30,000 showhouse
owned bv J. D. Stahl and Co.

INC.

MODERATE

PRICE FILM STORAGE
Over
100 Containers.
$ .75
Cases per month, 20 to 25 reels
50
40

$ .35
1 .00

Bryant 2180-2181-2182

1

686

Motion
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the name* of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
m short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Feature* which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
Length

\
Title
'Aellla (Revolt of the Robots)
'Flames of the Volga
■In Old Siberia (Katorga)
Krassin
Lash of the Ciar
"Moscow Today
Wsoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchanko
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

AMKINO
Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coining
TIMe
Arsenal
General Line, The. . .
Her Way
Man With a Camera.
New Babylon

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

Date
Length
23 . . . .2900 feet
30 — 7000 "feet
20 . . 6500 feet
19
7000 feet
9 — 6800 feet
11
5600 feet
13 . . .7000 feet
10
1 — 6500 feet
18 — 6500 feet

Reviewed

July 27

Attractions
Rel. Date

Star

. Russian Cast

Length

Reviewed

8000 feet.

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title

star

f t§Bachelor Girl, The

Rel. Date

Logan-Collier-Todd
(Silent Version)
Valli-Glass

Behind Closed Doors
•tSDonovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holt-Revier-Collier, Jr
rSilent Version)
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker. The
Logan-Delaney
*t|Fall of Eve fA. T.)
Miller-S.anley-Proufy
*f§Father and Son
Holf-Revier-McBan
(Silent Versioni
*t§Flying Marine, The
Lyon-Mason-Robards
(Silent Version)
*t§Lone Wolf's Daughter (D)
Quitter The
*tTrial Marriage
*t§ Younger GeneraMon (D)

Lytell-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Lyon-Revier
Kerry-Ellers-Robards
(Silent Version)
Hersholt-Basquette-Cortez
(Silent Version)

Coming

Length

Feb. 24
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June

11
11
18
2

Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

18
1
1
10
10
4
4

Reviewed

5927 feet
6245 feet
5779 feet
7140
7189
.581 2
. 5538
6245
.6310
.6765
5951
5736

5
5

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

. Mar. 30
April 8
June 22
June 8

7154 feet . ..Mar. 9
6186 feet
5671 feet
May 25
6639 feet
6506
feet
Mar. 23
7866
feet
""'"""'
"'"" ""
7246 feet

Attractions

Title

Star
ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
iKri. Fnan
♦tSBroadway Hoofer, The (A. T.
ShbLi Cast
rasf
•tSBroadwayScandalsof 1930 (A. T.). Special
Tnvlnr-rnllipr Ir -Rakinn
rnniinttP ThP
*tsrnllHnp
tSLollege (.oquette.
Taylor-Lolher
Jr.-Ralston
*tiCradle of Jazz TheThe.
(A. _.
T.)
Belle Baker
ttJFIIghl
Holt-Graves
John Mack Brown
♦t5Hurricane(A T)
Jiffies ortheEvenlno (AT)
■""^" '"^'='' B™*"

Title
Star
Honeymoonlacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match . . Special Reel
Lucky Breal<s
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupmo Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Perak, The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It In
Al Alt
Served Hot
Cliff Bowes
Smart Steppers
A I St. John
Social Prestige
Monty Collins

Rel. Date
July 28. .
Aug. 11
May 26 . .
June 2. .
April 21. .
Jan.
6 .
July 21 . .
May
6..
Mar. 24. .
May
5. .
Jan. 13..
July 14 .
May 19. .
Jan. 20. .
Mar. 24. .
May 19 .
Feb. 24..
Jan. 20. .
April 21 . .
June 30 .
Feb. 10..
Mar. 3 . .
Dec 23 . .

Sole Support
Studio
Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise Wimmin

Aug.
June
Mar.
May
Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

"Big
Jerry Boy"
Drew
Lupino Lane
Collins-Dent
Gene Stone
Al Alt
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

ALL-TALKIE

♦tSLiaht Finoprs
• SMelodv Man The

Kpith-Rpvifir-Nvfi
Keith-Kev.er-Nye

*t§Lunkheads, The (F i D)
*t§Moving Movie Show. A (D)

*t6Sisfflr<! (A T 1
Tjaongor Love i«. i.;
^Isona^fUvefA'Ti

oeiie
Baker
BeMe tjaker

*tsRiHo
aa Run^u/ou
(F & D)Train
*t§Princenn Gaby
*t§Rideon
Runaway
train m^
(D)
*t§Right Bed, The (F & D)
*t§Shlp Mates (F & D)
*t§Social Sinners (A. T.)
*t§Sludio Stunts (D)
*t§Ticklish BusinessJF & D)
*f§Trusling Wives (F&D)
*t§Whlrls and Girls (F & D)
*t§Zlp!Booml BangI (F&D)

4IK^B^dIJS;The.;;::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;
:::::::;: :{M^'S'r*ll]i
*t§On the Streets (D)
Nnill
O'nav.nTitle

SOUND

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Date

♦t|At a Talkie Studio (A. T.) (D.). . . Buddy Doyle
•t}Columbla-Vlctor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a monUi
♦tJFalling Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergman-Manning
•t}Gay Caballero The(A.T.) (D.)..Frank Crumit
t jJailhouse Blues (A. T.) (D.)
Mannie Smith.
*liM(!niories (A. T.) (D.)
Murpny-Morrison
•t}My Wlfe(A.T.) (0.)
Jack Wilson
•ttOld Man Trouble (D)
Jules Beldsoe
♦tjParlor Pest (A. T.) (D.)
Betty Combe
•tSSnappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
Nan Blackstone
♦tiTalklng Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
•tJTalkIng Screen Snapshot
Novelty
*t5Talking Screen Snapshots
Novelty

Length

Reviewed

1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel.
i..l reel.
1 reel.

June
.June
.June
.June

8
8
15
8

Her Girt Night

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
...Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al Alt
Adrlenne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher- Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Gene Stone
Billy Dale

* Meatu Mynckronizei score,

Rel.
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
.Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.

Date
8. .
17..
2. .
27..
17
24..
28. .
21
24
27. .
18
3
7
24
13
28
16
10

fVliy 19,.'

f Meaiu loand etftett.

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel

7
13. . . .2 reels
16... .1 reel
16. . . .1 reel
13. . . .2 reels
10. .. .2 reels
31. ..

May
June
Dec
Jaiu

Clyde Gribbon
Hodge-Podge

iHlSS

Hodge-Podge
E. E. Horton
<iniu-\^\
Special
E. E. Horton
Lupino Lane
McKee-Byron-Fitzgerald
Hodge-Podge
Col|ins-Dent-Drew
E. E. Horton..
Grlbbon-Clyde
McKee-Collln-Glass

Rel. Date

Sept.
June

^t,?

1
9

July 21
Sept.l5
iui,„
oc
May
26.
April 14
April 21..
Sept. 1. .
SepL 1..
Aug.
June 25..
23..
Feb. 24. .
Mar. 17.

FIRST NATIONAL

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Aug. 3
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Aug. 10
Feb. 3
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 16
May 25
Feb. 2
April 20

Title
*t§Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall
♦f§Career8 (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
♦tChlldren of the RItz (D)

,

Star
Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalll-Mulhall
(Silent
Version)

Dancing Vienna
»t}Dlvlne Lady, The (D)

Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)

*t§Drag (D)
•tJGIrl In the Glass Cage (D)
•t}Hl8 Captive Woman (D)

Barthelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sllls-Mackalll
(Silent
Version)

♦t§Hof Stuff (D)
•tJHouseof Horrors (D)

Alice
(SilentWhite
Version)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)

Lawless Legion
•tLeve and the Devil

Ken Maynard
Sills-Corda
(Silent Version).

29
IB
19
12

.1 reel
.12 reels
reel

Reviewed
Feb. 16
July 20
May 18
June 19
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
June 18

July

6

Feb.

9

June 1
July 20
Dec
1

July 13
Feb. 19

.2 reels
.1
2
.2
.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2

reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reels

June 19
May 18
May 11

July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

Reviewed
Rel. Date .8067 feet.
June 30 .
April 7. . .8435 feet.
.5944 feet
.June 1
June 2. .
Feb. 3
.6426 feet.
^AprlVis
Mar.
3
6296
feet
Feb. 17. .
5683 feel.
Jan. 13
9914 feet..
Mar. 31 .
feet.
Feb. 9
April 14 . . .8993
.7642 feet.
.June 28
July 21
June 22
7992 feet.
April 37 . 7692 feet . Jan.
April 19a
Feb.
May 219.. .
April
April 287..
April
Mar. 3
Mar.
24. ..
Feb. 24.

*t§Man and the Moment

Billie 17Dove
Mar.

July
7
Mar. 17..

Corinne
Griffith
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard

May 19.
May
8 .
May
9

Royal Rider, The

July 13

Length

•tJPrisoners (D)

§ Means voice (inclading diologae and incidental tongs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-film.

3
10
11
1
16
30
U
13
13
16
2
13
18
16
25
25
2
2
20
13
19
30
17
3
18
30
38

SHORTS

Star

FEATURES
.June 8
July 13

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Air Derby
Auntie's Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol. The
ContMilisd Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
F.ikii Flappers
Fixer, The
Four Wheel Brakes
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Helter Skelter
Her Big Ben

Aug.
Aug.
May
June
Mar.
Mar.
July
April
April
Mar.
Feb.
July
May
Dec.
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June
Mar.
Mar.

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
*t 5Ask Dad (F & D)
E. E. Horton
Feb. 17...
.2 reels
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Clyde-Hill-Dent
July 21
*t§Bees' Buzz. The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
April 7 . .2 reels
ttSBig Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhalll-HIII
May 12
.2 reels
.2 reels
*t§Bride's Relations, The (F & D). . Burke-Grlbbon
Jan.' 13.
2 reels
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
Mar. 10
.2 reels
*t§Buying a Gun (A. T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
July 14
.2 reels
*t§Cold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
May 19.
*t§Constabule, The (F & D)
Clyde-Hill-Gribbon
Aug. 1 1 . .2 reels
2 reels
*t§Crazy Nut. The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
June 2.
reels
*t§Dont Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
July
7. .22 reels
Jan. 13 .
^♦tSEIIglble
,_.
„ Mr.
, ^Bangs,
, -„ The (F & D) . . E. E. Horton
2 reels
.2 reels
*t§Fire Proof (F& D)
Lupino Lane
Sept.
*t§Girl
Crazy (F & /«
D) t \ ic e t\\
Clyde-Bennett
June
*tsLj:o D,K.,'n„,„
iiA.
jlj_'i.
a
,o9. .
Aug.18.. .2 reels
(F & D).. . Lloyd Hamilton
reels
"*t§His Baby Dazo —(A. - T.)
- . . . May
j^^^ ^^5. . .22 reels
*^jHis
Minute (F(F && -.
Lloyd
Jazz Big
Mammas
D)D)
VirginiaHamilton
Lee Corbin (All Color).
.2 reels
9.. .2
reels
Dec. 9
Burke-Bevan
*t§Lion's Roar. The (F& D)
.2 reels
*t§Look Out Below (A. T.) (F&D). . Raymond McKee
Aug.18
Title

Reviewed

.2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
. . 2 reels
. 1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
4. . . .2 reels
30.
. 2 reels
17... .2 reels
. 1 reel
5...
.2 reel
reels
24 . . .1

6774 feet..
7466 feet..
6700 feet.

6109
6431
.5978
.5539

feet.
feet.
feet
feet

May 18
Mar. 9
. Sept. 22

Aug. 10
.7800 fert.... June 1

A. T. nffn- title means All Talkie.

Aug

list

17,

687

19 2 9
Length

Star
. . .Corlnne Grlffifti
*tSaturday's Children (D) .
(Silent Vsrsion)
*tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conldln-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
=*f§Smiiing iristi Eyes (A. T.) (D)... .Moore-Haii
♦tJSquali. The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)
♦tSynthetic Sin (D)
Colleen Moore
*t§Twin Beds (A. T.) (D)
Muihaii-Miiler
*t5Two Weei<s Off (D)
Maci<aili-Mulhail
Title

' (Silent
Version). ■"■.!'.'.!'.'.'.'.'.l
Bartheimess-Compson
(Silent Version)
Coiieen Moore
(Silent Version)

♦tSWeary River (D)
*tWhy Be Good (D)

Coming

Rel.
April
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
July
May
May
Jan,
July
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.

Reviewed
Length
Date
feet. . . May
4
14. . .7950
.
10 . .6727 feet.
17. ..5405 feet.
27. ..5238 feet.
July 27
.8550 feet.
31.
.9629 feet..
May 18
26.
12
6... 6852 feet... Jan. 12
14
July 20
12 ... . 8081 feet. . . .June 29
Feb. 2
28.
10 '.'.'..7978 feet '.'.'.'.
7 ..7565 feet.
17
.7892 feet... Jan. 26
3

Attractions

Title

Star
.Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young.
♦tSCareiess Age, The (A. T.) (D)
Muihaii-Lee.
*t§Dark Streets (D) (A. T.)
*t§Fast Life (D j (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.-Young-Morrls.
*t§Footiight and Fools (A. T.)
Moore-Hackett
*t§Forward Pass, The (A. T.)
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
*t§Giri From Wooiworth's, The (A.T.)Alice White
*t§Great Divide. The (A. T.)
Mackaili-Keith-Loy . . ,
*f§Hardto Gel (A. T.) (D)
Mackaiil-Burns
*t§Her Private Life (A. T.)
Billie Dove
*t§isie of Lost Ships, The (A. T.). . . . Vaiii-Robards-Beery . .
*f§Jazz Queen. The (A. T.)
Dorothy Mackaiii
•tSLady Who Dared. The
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd. .
*t§Lilies of the Field (A. T.)
Corinne Griffith
'*t§Littie Johnny Jones (A. T.)
Eddie Buzzeli
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.)
*t§Most immoral Lady, A (A. T.)
Leatrice Joy
"No, No, Nannet'e" (A. T.)
Bernice Claire
*t§Parls (A. T.)
Irene Bordoni
*t§Saily (A. T.)
Marilyn Miller
Wells Fargo Express
Ken Maynard
*t§Young Nowheres (A. T.)
Richard Bartheimess..

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title
*t§Behlnd That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBiack Magic
•tJBIack Watch, The
♦tBIue Skies
•tCaptam Lash
^tSChasing Through Europe
Christina
•fExaited Flapper
•tFar Call, The
*tFour Devils
*t§Four Devils, The
■•t§Fox Follies, The (A. T.)
■•tFugitlves
•t {Ghost Talks, The (A. T.)
••tGiris Gone Wild
*t{Hearts in Dixie (A. T.)
♦tSin Old Arizona (A. T.)
•tJoy Street
■•tJLucky Star
•tSMaking the Grade
•t{Maskcd Emotions
•*t{Not Quite Decent
••tNew Year's Eve
•tOne Woman Idea, The
•tPlastered in Paris
*t{Pieasure Crazed (A. T.)
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tStrong Boy
•tjSpeakeasy (A. T.)
••tTrent's Last Case
•t{Thru Different Eyes (A. T.)
•tTrue Heaven
♦t{Vailant. The (A. T.)
■•fVelled Woman, The
•♦tWoman from Hell, The

Star
Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Hoiiand
McLagien-Loy
Tweivetrees-Albertson
Victor McLagien
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Caroi
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Beiiamy-Terry
(Silent
Version)
Tweivetrees-Eaton
Caroi-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Farreli
(Silent Version)
Lowe-Moran
George O'Brien
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Morton
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
Cohen-Pennick
Marguerite Churchill
Burgess-Eliiott-Page
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
McLagien-Joy
(Silent Version)
Page-Lane
Griffith-Day
Baxter-Lowe
O'Brien-Moran
(Silent Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-Vincenti
Astor-Armatrong
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
June
June
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April

May
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
April
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
May
April
Feb.
June
June
Jan.
Juiy
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
.
Mar.
Mar.
April
Jan.
Jan.
May
April
April
April

Length

30
8300
2
26 .. . .8487
17
6
5453
6. . . .5376
9
30 .. 6955
26
28 . . 5313
28. . . .5282

feet

Reviewed
July

6

feet. . . . May 25
feet —
feet

Feb.

feet

July 13
April 6

feet
feet . . May
Oct.
feet
June
.June
feet.
feet .
feet.
Feb.
feet . . April
Mar.
feet
feet.
feet . . MarDec
feet
.June
feet .
feet.
..juiy
feet.
feet
feet.

9

6500
25... 8291
27
5331
27 . . .5356
23
24 . . . .6395
279
24. . . .5232
10 . . 6000
10 . . .6650
292
20. .. 8724
8
7. . . .7554
7. .. .7554
27
18
8400
18
7000
17
6024
19
7
6 reels
May
4653 feet
24
5958 feet.
May 154
.June
2
6111 feet.
2.
Sept. 29
23
5641
6106 feet
feet. .......
...July
20
..June
1
12
5511 feet.
10. . . .6072 feet.
10... 6053 feet.
3
5150 feet. ..April 6
■ • -5526
Mar. 23
feet.
•,
5775
feet ■ ,.
24.
June 8
feet.
31 . . 5809
4991 feet
14 .
April 20
5531 feet.
Feb. 16
20 .
20. . 5563 feet.
19 . 5537 feet.
May 18
14. . .,.„,
21 . . 5442 feet .....
21 . . 5489 feet ...May 25

Title
'Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
'Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee, A
•Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
iKIng Cotton

Star
Farreli-Duncan
Lowe-Damita-McLagien
Astor-Bard
Uiric-Frazer
O'Brien-Moran
George Jessei
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
Special Cast
Farreli-Duncan
Nagel-Coliyer
Farreli-Duncan
Will Rogers
Moran-Patricoia-Percy

SHORT

* Meant tynchronized tcore.

Length
10611 feet

7313 feet

Reviewed
Aug. 10

.Jan.

6

Length

Rel. Date
Mar.
May
Juiy
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.

3. .
26. .
21. .
7. .
23. .
9. .
17. .
4 ..
28. .
20. .
6..
31 . .
17. .

t Mean* touni effect*.

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Reviewed

reel
. .11 reel
. .. .
. .1 reel
.
reel
. .1
.1 reel
.

SHORTS

.RoyalStar
Hawaiians

nsAt theBetween
Bail Game
]°^^°2}^
•t§Bath
Clark-McCuiiough
*t§Belle of Samoa ,The (A. T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark & McCuliough
*t§Beneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCuliough
•t§Bridge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•tSCorpus Christie
Raquei Melier
•t5 Diplomats, The
Ciark-McCuiiough
*t} Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•+5 Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie Lightner
•t§ Family Picnic
Raymond McKee
*t§F orget-Me-Note (F)
♦tlFriendship (A. T.) (F)
Gailagher-Edeson
*t§Furnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•t§George Bernard Shaw
Interview
♦tSGhosts
Mutt & Jeff Cartoon
♦{{Going Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•t§Happy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
♦tSin Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCuliough
♦tSln^erview, The
Ciark-McCuiiough
*t§Knife. The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwiil
•t§Knights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCuliough
•tSLadies" Man
Chic Sales
*t JMediclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCuliough
tJMIIIer & Farrell (F)
3 Songs
t§Mind Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
♦tJMusIc Fiends, The (A. T.) (F).... Clark & McCuliough
•t§Napoieon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matieson
•+{Nightlo Knights
Ciark-McCuliough
t§Oid Tunes for New (F)
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth
•tSOn the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Friediand & Revue
♦tSPagliacci— Prologue (F)
Richard Boneiii
t{Royal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Song Program
♦t {Schubert's Serenade (F)
•tSSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tJSound Your A (F)
•t {South Sea Songs and Dances
Royal Hawaiians
*t{Slewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•t§They're Coming to Gel Me
Chic Sales
•t {Treasurer's Report
Robert Benchley
•t{Waitzlng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCuliough
*t{Water Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•t J White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwiil
t{Why Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

Length

Reviewed

1 reel.
Feb. 17

1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

June

1

Sept. 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . Jan. 12
June 30
3 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

June 30

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 15

2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel

3 reels
1 reel

SepL

8

Sept.

8

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Titie
Thru the Breakers
*t{Times Square

Star
Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubin

Rel. Date

Length

Jan.
Mar. 31

8420 feet
6000 feet

Reviewed

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title
*t {Alias Jimmy Valentine (D)
All at Sea
*t {Bridge of San Luis Rey (D)
•tSBeiiamy Trial, The (D)

star
Haines-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Aivarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)

•t{Broadway
Page-Love-KIng'. ..'..'..'....'...
China Bound Melody (A. T.) (D). . . . Dane-Arthur
•tDesert Nights (D)
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Desert Rider
Tim McCoy
•t{Duke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
"tFlylng Fleet (D)
Novarro
•t{Great Power, The (A. T.)
Special Cast
*t{ldie Rich, The (A. T.) (D)
Nagei-Love-Hyams
Loves of Casanova
Ivan Mosjouklne
*t Man's Man, A
Halnes-Dunn
Morgan's Last Raid
Tim McCoy
Overland Telegraph
Tim McCoy
•t{Pagan (D)
Novarro-Adoree-Janls
single Man, A
Cody-Pringie
''tSingie Standard, A
Garbo-Asther-Brown
(Silent Version)
Sioux Blood
McCoy-Frazer
♦t{Spite Marriage
Buster Keaton
(Silent Version)
•tTrail of '98 (D)
Del Rio-Forbes
(Silent Version)
*t{Thunder
Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)
•tTlde of Empire (D)
Adoree-Durvea
•t{Trial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•t{Voice of the City (A. T.) (D)
Wlilard Mack
(Silent Version)
•tJWhere East is East
Chaney-Velez-Taylor
•tWIid Orchids (D)
Garbo-Asther
Title

Reviewed

Pel. Date
May 12.
Feb.
3
Aug. 19.
April 13.
April 28.
Rel. Date

•tjAcross the Seas.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

Rel. Date

Star
Variety
Varllty
Variety
Variety
Variety

MOVIETONE

25
13
221

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Backwash
*t§Cock-Eyed Worid, The (A. T.)...
Fatal Wedding, The
•t{Frozen Justice
Girl Downstairs, The
*t{Hurdy Gurdy
Joy Street
Lost In the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
River, The
•t{They Had to See Paris
"*t§Words and Music (A. T.) (F)

Title
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest
Pocl<et Republics
Title

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
Brown Gold
Dealers in Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight
Foundations of Gold
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
!April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
Juiy
July
April
April
Jan.
Jan.
June

Mar. 23

6552 feet
10 reels

April 13
May
4. . . .6500 feet..
Feb. 23. . . 9235 feet..

SUBJECTS

Star
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and Incidental tongs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-(Um.

Length
Reviewed
,7803 feet.... Nov. 24
7142 feet
5345 feet
9.
7980 feet... May 23
30 .
30.
Feb. 23
8268 feet.... Feb. 2
2.
7524 feet
2.
9372 feet... Feb. 18
April 20
181 '. 6 reels
7177 feet.
9
9
Jan. 19
11
16. . . .6236 feet. . . April 20
16. . .6201 feet
19... 9044 feet ...Feb. 18
20.
June 22
7351 feet.
15.
6179 reet.
18.
.June 8
6683 feet.
25.
5264 feet
5.
4815 feet
2.
7 reels
Feb. 2
27.
12.
5596 feet
6574 feet
Aug. 3
29.
6474 feet.... Aug. 3
29.
4811 feet
20.
7047 feet
6.
6500 feet .... Feb. 2
5. . . .8799 feet. . . . Feb. 9
5. . . .8799 feet Mar. 24 '28
25. . . .7783 feet. . . .July 13

ReL Date
Jan. 26 .
Jan. 26.

Rel. Date
Mar.
Mar.
April
July
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
May
May
July
Jan.
Mar.
May

.1
.1
.2
.1
.1

16. . .
2. . .
20. ..
6. . .
3. .. .2
18. .. . 1
2. . . .2
12. . . .2
4. .. .1
11. .. . 2
6. . . .2
6. .. .1
30. .. .2
25. .

Length
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel

reels
reels
reels

April 1i
April 13
Mar. 23

April e
Reviewed

reel

reel
reels
reels
reel
reels

A. T. after title mean* All Talkie.

jHne 15

Motion

688
Title
Leader, The
Liberty fSilent Version)
Light o( India The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy
Off 10 Noises
Buffalo. (Silent Version)

Star
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godw!n
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Sojln
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
.Ufa Oddities
. Ufa Oddities
. Roach Stars
. Ufa Oddities

Oriental Motoring
. .
Outlandish Manners.
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A.
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Boozehounds
That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
Unklssod Man, The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Conies
Why Is a Plumber?
Wiggle Doctor
Your Ears (Silent)
Witch

Date

Ufa Oddities

Rel.
April
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
May
Feb.

27.
26 .
6.
1.
16
12
11.
5
9.
16
20
8
2.
13.
4
16

Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa

Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
April
May

23 .
13
25
22.
27.
19.
2.
30.
256

.1
.2
2
.2
.2
2
.2
.1
.2
2
.1
.1

Length
reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel
reel

.1
2
1
.2

reel
reels
reel
reels

.2
1
.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
1

reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel

Reviewed

June

8

2 reels

June

2 reels

July

Coming Feature Attractioa*
Title

Star

Rel. Date

1

Length

Reviewed

B

Title

Star

Picture
Rel.

*t§MenO' War (A. T.).
.Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F).. .All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Revue No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Charley Chase
♦tNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
*t{Old Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
•+}Popular People (A.T.)
Charley Chase
•t§Rallroading (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlsholm (D)
3 Songs
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
♦tRuby Lips
Charley Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
Shio Ahoy (D)
Spltalny Band Revue
*t§Smart Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
*tlSmall
TalkRoses
(A. T.)
'JOut^Gang"
_
Song of the
(D1
Gus
Edwards . Revue
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Blltmore Trio
•tThat's My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThIn Twins
Charley Chase
TIta Rufto (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele IkB(F)
2 Songs
Ukplele Ike (F)
2 Songs
*t§Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.).. Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
VIncen I Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
*t}Vodeville (A.T.)
Laurel-Hardy

*'§Anna Christie (A. T.)
Greta Garbo
•tSBIshop Murder Case, The (A. T.)
*t§Collego Life (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
*f§Cotton and Silk (tentative) (A.T.). Duncan Sisters
Deadline. The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
•tWIggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"
*i§Devotion (A. T.)
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
*t§Dynamile fA. T.)
Pickford-Wood-Nagel
11 583 feet
July 27
•tWrongRuaerVbi
Agaln^
Laurel-Hardy
♦tSEva the Fifth (A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
Yvefte
SSongs
""'' ""^"' ^"'
T.). . . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
(A. T.)
The (A.
Girl, The
O'clock
•t5Five
*t5Girl in
the Show
*t5Gob, The (A. T.)
Halnes-Page
*t§Green. Ghost, The (A. T.)
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
•t {Hallelujah (A. T.)
Colored Cast
FEATURES
He Learned About Women
Halnes-Page-Percy
star
♦tSlris (A. T.)
Title
*!§Juducial Murder (A. T.)
»i..L. . ■ . .. ^
.n>
p>
/^
m
Rogers-Carroll
»tJAble's Irish Rose (D)
Joan Crawford
tentative)
*t§Jungle.
(Silent Version)
•t5Kempy(AT)
•tSLast of Mrs. Chenw'(A' T.i.'.'.'.V.igorma Shearer
'.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.'.■.'.'.■.■.■.■.'.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.'.■.■
'tBetrayal, The
Jannings-Ralxton-Cooper
(Silent Version)
June 1
(Silent Version)
Special Cast
'tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
*t§Ughts and Shadows (A. T.)
*1§Lord Byron of Broadway (A. T.)
•t§Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Brooks
.8806 feet
April 2o
•t§Madame X (A. T.)
Ruth Chatterton
(Silent
Version)
(F).
•t§Marianne (A. T.)
Davies-Shaw
•tSCarnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
(Silent Version)
May 25
(Silent
Version)
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hall
•t§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(A.T.)
Special Cast
June 29
*f§Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
'tSChlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
*t§Montana lA. T.)

Jan.
April
Jan.
May
Feb.
April
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Jan.
June
April
_.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Feb.
Feb.
June

Date

News
Length

Reviewed

2 reels.
26 (T. color) 2 reels
27 (T. color) 2 reels
19. . . .2 reels
11 ...2 reels
9. . . 2 reels
July
2 reels
27. ... 1696 feet
2 reels
2 reels
2
1 reelfeet ....April
.174
13
. 766 feet
25. . .1 reel
April
9. ..2 reels
19. .1154 feet
8.
2042 feet
June
20
2 reels
2 reels
2 . . (T.
color) 1 reel
16. . . 2 reels
30
1 reel
April
15
1 reel
April
23
2 reels
13
2 reels
18. .. .465 feel
5
1 reel
4. . . .465 feet
4 — 2 reels
July
19
1 reel
9
1 reels
27
833 feet
April
16
1 reel.
.22 reels.
.1 reel
July
6 . "
23 . .2 reels
23. . .702 fee*.
IS. .

6

13
13

22

6
6

13
i
1J

PARAMOUNT

Reviewed
Rel. Date
Length
•
. .10471 feet. . .No». 1?
.101 87 feet. ..Jan. 1?
5.
Jan.
5. . 6492 feet
Jan.
May It
.6614feet ..
Dec
8
. . . ...8254 feet.
MayMay11 11
Mar.
23
Jan. 12.
.7171 feet.
Feb. 16.
.5943 feet
Mar. 2
Feb. 16.
.6290 feet.
7156 feet
Mar. 2.
July U
7229 feet
Mar. 2
Jan. 19
6164 feet
Jan. 19.
July
6
.7081 feet.
.7145 fee. .
Mar. 23
Mar. 18
.6500 feet.
*t§Mysterious island. The.! ;!];!... Hughes-Daly
.'....'..'. .technicolor... .'..'..'.'.'.'.. March 2
.^,„.
..
.
,
,
,^
(Silent
Version)
Mar.
23
.
.
April 13... 8613 feet . .June 1
Rogers-Carroll
'tlClose Harmony (A. T.) (F)
William Haines
*t§Navy Blues (A.T.)
July
13
♦tiiVizeBaby lA. T.)
Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
*t§Cocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. . .May 23
.
.
26.
Mar. 23
July 13 ..
Bow-Arlen
*t § Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
John Gilbert
*t50lympia (tentative) lA. T.)
»t}Oi
.
.
18.
May
(F).Baclanova-Brook
T.)
(A.
A
Woman,
*t§Dangerous
4
May
Crawford-Page-La Rocque
July 6.
•tSOur Modern Maidens
•t5Dlvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (R. MacLean-Prevost
*t5Pennant
Winning
Battery, The
Jan.
.6832 feet.... Feb. 9
.Van & Schenck.
•tSDoctor's Secret, The (A. T.) (F) . Edeson-Chatterton
(A. T.)
(No Silent Version)
*t§Pleasure Lovers (A. T.)
•t§Dummy, The (A. T.) (F)
Bennett-Chatterton
Mar. 9. . .5354 feet... Mar. 8
*t§Redemption (A. T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
(No Silent Version)
July
8
•t§Revue if Revues (A. T.)
KIng-Love-Haines-Crawford
.6325 feet
♦tJFashions in Love (A. T.)
Menjou-Compton
June 29. .
*t|Road Show, The (A. T.)
Love-King
(Silent Version)
June 29. . .6024 feet.
*f§Ship From Shanghai. The (A. T.)
.71 67 feet.
May 18
*tiSong
f he'Sunset"(A;
tS ~.y//>y//-y///.y/y////..V///////.\........... ...... .... ........
'♦tSGentlemen of the Press (A. T. (F).. (Silent
Walter Version)
Huston
May
4. .
*tSSong of
Writer.
The (A. T.)
.5850 feet ...April 20
'*t§Speedway (A. T.)
William Haines
...
.
•tSHole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
Mar.23..
*t§Springfield (A. T.)
William Haines
(Silent Version)
Nov. 24
*t§Tabloid (A. T.)
'tHomecomlng, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
Feb. 16
8104 feet
Aug. 1(^
*t§Thirteenth Chair, flie (A. ti). . . . . '.
..........[....................[......[[......
*t§Hungarian Rhapsody The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
Aug, 3. . . 6165 feet
*t§Twelve Hours ofLove (A. T.) , . ... .
.
. . . .'. . .'.'.'.'.'. .'.' . .'
.'.'.'.'.''..'.'....'.['.'.'...'.'.
(Silent Version)
Aug. 3 . ..7487
6137 feet.
feet
*t§Trader Horn
Harry Carey
•tjlnnocentsof
Paris,
The(A.T.)
(F).
Maurice
Chevalier
May
25
April
20
Oct
27
.8508 feet
Nov. 17
•tjlnterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
Jan.
5.
*tViking, The (Technicolor)
Starke-Crisp
6843 feet
(Silent Version)
Jan.
5.
. 8796 feet
.July 27
Mar. IS
♦t§Wonderof Women, The
Stone-Wood
July 31.. .6835
.5886
feet
feet
(Silent Version)
July 31 . .
•tJLetter, The (A. T.) (D)
Jeanne Eagels
April 13.
(Silent Version)
SOUND SHORTS
*tLooolng the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Mar. 16
6676 feel
Feb. 23
Title
Star
Ret. Date
Length
Reviewed
*t§Man I Love The (A. T.) (F)
Arlen-Brian
May 25
7 reels
April 27*
(Silent Version)
May 25
Al Wohlman (D)
3 Songs
April 6.. „,„ ,
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conklln
Feb. 2. . . .6506 feet . . .Jan. 26
At the Club (D)
8 Victor Artists
May 18. . ~° '«**
•t§Nlght Club (A. T. (D)
Brice-Rooney
Feb. 23. . . .3389 feel
Bernard & Henry (D)
3 Songs
April 13.. ?•; I**!
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
Dix-Kane-Hall
April 20. . . 7256 feet. . . April 27
Bernardo De Pace (D)
3 Mandolin Solos
Jan. 18. . °^^ 'f«
.Eddie Dowlinq
Sono-Art Prod
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Mandolin Solos
May
4
690 feet\
I'SY
•tSRalnbow
Man rhe(A.T.)...
" DIx
- - Feb.
.
•tRedskln (T-color)
(D)
Richard
23. . . .7643 feel. . . . Feb. »
*t 5Berth Marks (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
2 reels
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23. .. .7402 feet. .. .Dec
1
•{tBIg Squawk, The (A. T.)
Charley Chase
2 reels
*t§River
of
Romance
The
Rogers-Brian-Collyer
July
29 .. 7009 feet
. Aug. 3
Bob Nelson (F)
3 Songs
Mar. 16
1 reel
•tiShopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Jan. 12
7373 feel
Jan.
6
Bob Nelson (D)
3 Songs
June 29
824 feet
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12. . . .7112 feet
♦tjBoxing Gloves (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
June 8
*t{Studio
Murder
Mystery
The
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Dog Act
April 20 ...897 feel
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Charles King
(T. color). . .2 reels
April 13
(A. T.) (F)
Eldrldge-Oland-Conklln
June 1 . . . . 6500 feet. ... May
♦
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Jan. 12
2 reels
(Silent Version)
June 1
6070 feet
Copy
Roscoe Karns
2 reels
April 13
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklln
Feb. 9
5862 feet
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
June 1
641 feel
*t{Thunderbolt (A.T. (F)
Bancroft-Wray-Arlen
June 22. .. .8571 feet . . June 15
(Silent Version)
June 22. . . 7311 feet
•t {Dad's Day 'A.T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Feb. 23
1 reel.
•tJTong
War
(A.
T.)
(See
Chinatown
NIghti)
.808 feet...
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
June 29.
.1 reel
*f
{Wheel
of
Life,
The
(A.
T.)
(F)..
.
.
Dix-Ralston-Heggie
June 15. .. .5193 feet . . June 29
Else ErsI and Nat Ayers \F)
2 Songs
Mar. 23.
(Silent Version)
June 15 .. .5305 feet
.627 feel
Emll Borneo (D)
3 Songs
June 22.
*t{Wheel
of
Life,
The
(A.
T.)
(F)..
.
.DIx-Ralston-Heggle
June
22
608
feel
Fuzzy Knight (D)
3 Songs
June 8
•t{Wlld Party, The (A.T.) (F)
Clara Bow
April 6. .. .7167 feel. .. .Mar. 30
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
Feb. 2. . .11 reel
(Sil ent Version)
6036 feet
reel
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 23.
•tWIngs
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
Jan.
8. . .12267 feet
George Lyons D)
3 Songs
Feb. 9. .1 reel
.661
feet
(Silent
Version)
Jan.
6.
.12267
feet. Aug. 26 '27
Gllbert-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
June 22.
•tSWoir of Wall Street, The (A. T.)
1 reel
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 2
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
Feb.
9
6810
feet
6 (T. Color) 1043 ft. April 8
(Silent Version)
Feb. 9 .. .6396 feel . Dec
1
Gus Edwards
Edwards Song
Internat'l
Review
All-star Cast
Cast
April 8 (T. color) 1 reel .
Gus
Review
(0) (D). Special
Jan.
*t{Wolf Song (D)
Cooper-Velez
Mar. 30 . . .6060 feet . . . Mar. »
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
May 25 ... .734 feel
April 13
(Silent Version)
Mar. 30 . . .7021 feet
•tSHay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
2 reels
SILENT SHORTS
•tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
Mar. 9
2 reels
Length
*t5Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.)
Roach Stars
2 reels
June 29
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Irving Aaronson's Commander! (D). .3 Band Nos
June 1. . . .793 feet
.
2
reels
Are
Scotchmen
Tight?
(Christie)
Jack
Duffy
Mar.
2
.
.
"
. 1 reel . . .
"
Jan Garber'sBand (D)
3 Band Nos
Feb. 9
1 reel
----j^^
Review ed^
Auto Suggestion
Krazy Kat Cartoon
.1 reel
Jan
Garhor's
Band(F)(D)
3Miller
Band &Nos
May
888 feet
Jmtown
Cnbarot
Lyles
Feb. 11
IB ..
...2reels
Cow Belles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jan.
5
.2.1 reels
reel....
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 30
1 reel
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Mar.23
Flying Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Feb. 6.
♦tSLeaping Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
K
.2rMl3...
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Feb. 19.
•♦Liberty
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 28
2 reels
.1
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon
June 22.
•♦{Madame Q (A. T.)
Jocelyn Lee
2 reels
. ..
.1 reel
reel
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May 11.
Man Higher Up, The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
May 11
1926 feet
April 13
2 reels . .
Marlon Harris (F)
2 Songs
Jan. 26
1 reel
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Jan. 19

* Mcoiu tynchronized score,

f Afeonj toand effects.

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means toand-on'film.

A. T. aher title means All Talkie.

August

17 ,

19 2 9
689

Title
Hospitalities
Hat Aches
His Angel Child (Christie)
JolntAHaIr, A
Ko-Ko's All Wet
KoKo Beats Time
KoKo'sCrIb
Ko-Ko's Focus
KoKo's Hot Ink
KoKo's Knock-down
KoKo's Reward
KoKo's Saxophonles . . . • '
Ko-Ko's Signals
Lone Shark, The
Love Spats
No Eyes Today
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Off the Deck (Christie)
*t§Oh, You Beautiful Doll
Papa Spank (Christie)
Petty Larceny
Reduced Weights
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Rough Dried (Christie)
Sappy Service (Christie)
Sheepsklnned
Single Bliss (Christie)
Stage Struck Susie
Tight Places (Christie)
Torrid Toreadors
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Vanishing Screams
Why Gorillas Leave Home

Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Billy Dooley
(A. T.).. ■ ■ Song Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Frances Lee
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoons
(Christie) Bobby Vernon

SOUND
Title

ReL Date
Jan. 19. . .
June 8...
Feb. 16. . .
Mar. 16. .
June 1 . . .
Feb. 9...
Mar. 23. . .
May 18. . ,
Mar. 9..
April 20. .
Feb. 23..
Aoril 6..
Mav
4...
April 13..
April 27...
Jan. 12. . .
Jan. 26. .
Feb. 23...
Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

1
1
2
1
1

Length
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel

Ijeel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
reel
2 reels
2 . 1 reel
25. . 1 reel
2.
6 . 2 reels
2 reels
20.. 2 reels
13..
1 reel
30.
2 reels
30 .
.2
reels
4. .
9 . . 2 reels
.
1
reel
7. .
2 reels
16. . .1
reel
2. . 2 reels
12. . .

Title

Reviewed

'*t§Dance of Life, The (A. T.)
•tsOarkened Rooms (A. T.)
♦t§Four Feathers, The
•tjGay Lady, The. . .
*t§Glorifying the American Girl
*t|Greene Murder Case The (A.
♦tliiiusion (A. r.)
•f§Jeaiousy (A.T.)
*t5Lady Lies, The
*t§Medals
♦tJMysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
•tJPointed Heels (A. T.)
*t§Return of Sherlock Holmes,
(A.T.)
*t§Saturday Nighl Kid, The (A.
•tSoul of France, The
*t5Vagabond King. The (A.T.)
*t§Virginian, The (A. T.)
*T§ Welcome Danger
*f§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
■►tS Woman Trap, The (A. T.)
♦t§Youth (A. T.)

Rel. Date

star

Length
.2 reels
,2 reels

PARTHENON
Title
'tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover .The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Title
Feb.2. .

Mar. 2

April 27. . . .21
2
July
6... 2
April 8. .. .2
July 20 . .
April 13 . . . . 1
.2
May 25. . . .2
April 13... .1

Mar.

9

Feb.

2

April
May
April
Jan.

20. . .
25...
13. . .
26. . .

June

1

Feb.

2

Mar. 30 . . .2teeis

Mar. 18

2. . .2
.2
April 20. . .2
July
6. . . 1

Feb.

2

Mar. 16. . .2 reels.
Mar. 23. . .2 reels.
8. . .2 reels
6. . .!^2 reel
2. . .2 reels
.2 reels.
Feb. 23. .

May 11
Mar. 23
Mar. 9

1 reel
reel
. 11 reel
. .1 reel
. 1 reel
.
1 reel
June 29 .
Feb. 2. . ..12 reel
reels
Sept. 7.. .1 reel
Jan.
6 . .805 feet

Mar.

.1
June 1.. .2
Feb. 9. . .1
.1
June 8.. . 1
Feb. 16..

Feb. 23

April
Mar.
May
Feb.

2

27.
30
18
23

reel
reels
reel
reel
reel

Feb.

2

May 11 . ,2 reels
Mar.
May
May

2.. .1 reel
4.. . 1 reel
4 . . . 2 reels

Mar.

Coining Feature Attractions
Title
*t§Applause (A. T.)
•tSBackstage Blues (A. T.)

Star
Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack

* Means synchronized score,

Rei. Date

f Means sound effects.

Length

Length

Reviewed

6 reels
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels

May 25

Star

Reviewed

Length
Rel. Date

Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent Version)

Mar. 31 . . .
Mar. 31 . . .
Mar. 17. . .

William Boyd
(SiienI Version)
*t§Lucky in Love (A. T. (D & F). . . . Downey-Lawford
•tjMother's Boy (D & F)
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)

Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May

♦tNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
•tSNoisy Neighbors

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

♦fJParis Bound
•tjSal of Singapore (F)
Ship Comes In. A
•tSShady Lady, The (F)
Sin Town
•tSSquare Shoulders (F)

Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Harding-Fenton
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schiidkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

SHORT

1

reels.
Feb. 9... .2
. 1 reel . .
Mar. 23. .
Sept. 14 . . , .2 reels.

June
April
Mar.

Rel. Date

*t§Godless Girt, The (F)

•t§Strange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

. 1 reel . . .
. 1 reel . . .
.1 reel. ..
.2 rees. .
.615 feet.

reels
reels
reels
reel

Star
Taimadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So Jin-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Feb. 17. . .
Jan. 20...
Jan. 20. . .

Title

Feb.

May 25

Coieman-Loff
Quilian-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

nSOffice Scandal (F).

June

June 15

PICTURES

•tSLeatherneck, The (F & D)

Mar. IB

May 11 . . .

7 reels

Forty-Five Calibre War
*t{Geraidlne (F)

Hawk of the Hills
•t§High Voltage (A.T.) (D & F)

Feb. 23. . . 1>/^ reels
.1 reel
1 reel
Mar. 16. . .
June 1. .. ,1 reel
reels
May
4... .2
.2 reels
June 22...
1 reel
Mar. 9. . . .2 reels
. 2 reels
Mar. 16... .1 reel
June 15. . . .1 reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel

June 29
7472 feet
7472 feet . . April 20

FEATURES

2 reels ..
June 15. . .
Jan. 28... ISIOfeet.
5... .1 reel

Reviewed

June 15

PATHE

Reviewed

eb. 23... 1911 feet

Jan.

Length

FEATURES

May 18... 2 reels
Mar. 9. . .

Feb. 16 . . . 2 reels

Rel. Date

Carroil-Skeily
Brent-Powell
Arlen-Wray-Poweil-Brook
(Silent Version)
Gertrude Lawrence
Eaton-Heaiey
T.). . Poweli-Eldridge-Arthur
Rogers-Carroil-Coiiyer
Jeanne Eagels
Huston-Colbert
Gary Cooper
Oiand-Arthur
Poweli-Raiston-Kane
The
Clive Brook
T.) . . (Clara Bcw
Special Cast
King-MacDonald-Oiand
Cooper-Huston-Brian-Arlen
Harold Lloyd
Moran & Mack
Morris-Brent-Huston
Hershoit-Wray

June 29

SHORTS

♦tSAdam's Eve (A. T.)
♦tJAfter Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•t§Apartment Hunting (A. T.) (F). . . . Special Cast
•t§Blrd
n the Hand. A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
*tSBIshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
*t}Bookiovers (tentative) (A. T.). . .Special Cast
•tiBoyhood Days (F)
Borrah Minnevltch
(No Silent Version)
•t§Blue Songs (D)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•tSCarnival Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
*t§Chinatown
Song Cartoon
tJCrooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
♦tOaisy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
*t5Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F). Special Cast
*t§Faise Alarm Fire Co., The (F). . . .Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t§Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
t5Favorite Meiosles (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
*t§Florlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F).. Special Cast
♦tSFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t5Good Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.).. Lois Wilson
•t§Hlghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t§Hint to Brides, A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
•tJHis College Chums (A. T. (F) . . . . Eddie Peabody
*t§Hitor Miss (A. T.)
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
♦tJHumorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t{lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t}insplratlon
Schubert's Songs
•t§lnstaiment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•t§lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F)... James Barton
•tSJed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
*t§Just One Word (A. f.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•tJKIsses (A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t5Knlghts In Venic i(A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t JLadies' Choice (A. T.)
Charlie Grapewin
•t§Meet the Missue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
•tSMeiancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
't§Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry L^ngdon
•tJMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦tMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•t§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*tSOft in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•t§Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t§Post Mortems (Christie A.T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
•t5Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
♦t5Ruth Etting
Songs
•tjSchuberl's Frtends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tJSchubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSSchubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
•{{Schubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Sertes
•tiSchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSidewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*f§Sleeping Porch, The (A.T.)
Raymond Griffith
*t§Smiies
Song Cartoon
•tSThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•tSTraffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t§Two Americans (A.T.) (F)
Walter Huston
*t§Two Little Chinese Maids (F). . . .Chang-Kuma
•tjvitai Subjetcs (A.T.) (F)
Butterworth
•tjwhat Is It? (A.T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
*tiWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*-t§Wives on Strike (A.T.)
•tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
♦JYeOlde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•t jZiegf eld Midnlte Frolic (A. T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

Star

Ail Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soil
Bail Park, The
Big Burg. The
Big Shot. The
Black Book, The
Black Duck. The
Bridle Bvways
Break of Day. The
Button My Back
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught in a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shave, A
Clunked on the Corner
Cold Steel
Cop's Bride, The
Cycle of Erosion .The
Dogging It
Don't Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute. The
Fire Detective, The (Serial)

Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllaht
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportlight
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportlight
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"

"Aesop's Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Rice Sportlight.

Lad andMust
His Lamp,
A
"Aesop Burke...
Fables".
Ladies
Eat
Johnny
Land o' Cotton
"Aesop Fables" .
Little Game Hunter, The
"Aesop Fables".
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Eilers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Midsummer's Day Dream, A
"Aesop Fables"
Mild or Mighty
Sportlight
Night Watchman's Mistake. The. . . Johnny Burke
No Children
Haines-Coombs
No Vacation
Haines-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportlight
Polo Match, The
"Aesop Fables"

§ Means voice C'mcluding dialogae and incidental songs).
D Bieans disc. F Means soand-on-6lm.

.
.
.

Reviewed

..Feb. 18
feet ..Mar.
»
feet
feet.
feet. ..Sept. t
feet.
feet.
. May 29

feet.
, .6965
.6898 feet.
.7423 feet.

.April 13
. . May 1

.
.6015 feet.. Feb. a
12... . 5998 feet. .
27. .. .5735 feet..
27,
3. .6511
.6511 feet
feet...
3. .7 reels. .. July 8
3. .6349 feet .
4.
.June
Mar. 23
30
4 , . 6902 feet .
.5808
.6132 feet..
feet..
20.
Nov.
17
20
.4554 feet..
20 . . .5438 feet..
31 . . . 5477 feet .
31 . . .
.7099 feet..
April 236
31 . . . .6134 feet. Feb.
31. . .

SUBJECTS

Star

Fish
Day Feathers
"Aesop Fables"
Fish and
Sportlight
pighl Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Dent
Footwork
Sportlight
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Film
Girls Will Be Boys
Sportlight
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. . .Educational Film
House Cleaning Time
In His Cups
Kidnapped
Kaowing the Ropes

24
24.
17
12

.4790
.5959
.5587
.9328
.9019
.4840

Rel. Date
Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.

13...
15. . .
10. . .
3. ..
19. . .
24...

July
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Mar.

21.
17..
31 . .
27..
24..
3.
9..
10. .
3.

Jan.
July
Jan.
Mar.
June
Aug.
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
July
June
Mar.
.Jan.
.Mar.
.Jan.
May
Mar.
JatL
July
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.

Length
.2 reels
.1 reel

Reviewed

.2 reels
. 1 reel
reel
.1
.1 reel

1 reel.
.10
episodes..
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
.2 reels

..2 reels

, .2 reels
..2 reels
.1 reel.

2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
20
1 reel
17
1 reel
2
2 reels
11 .... .10
.1 reel
episodes.
3..
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
26.
26. .
. . 1 reel
28.
.2 reels
17.
.11 reel
reel .
20 .
reel
17. ..11 reel
10.
.1 reel
.1 reel
24.
24.
3. .1 reel
.1 reel
21 . .1 reel
30.
reel.
10.. 11 reel
e
. 1 reels
reel
3... .2
6
7

May 11
.April
July
Mar.
Mar.

13
20
16
30

Feb. 18
Feb.

2

July
6
Jan.
B
July
6
Mar. 30
May
Aug.
May
May
May
Mar.
.June

11
10
18
18
4
16
22

Feb.

9

Feb. 16
Aug. 3
July
June 15
Jan. 1?
Mar. 23

6... .1 reel
5
. 1 reel
.2 reel
reels
.1

Jan.
5
May
4
Mar. 30

.1
.1
.2
.2
2

April 27

31
6
28
3
23
10
13

Jan. 20
June 2

reel
reel
reels
reels
reels.

2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

April 13
Feb. 2
June I

690

M 0 t i o )t

Picture

N c zv s

Title
Title
Puckered Success
Queen Bee, Ttie
Queen of the North Woods (Serial).
Right Technique, The
Rodeo, The
Rhythm
River Driver. The
Shore Lines and Shore Development.
Snow Birds
-Snapping the Whip
Sport Afloat
Sweet Adeline
Taxi Spooks
Three Game Guys
Tomato Omelette
Under Doq, The
Uncle's Visit
Uncle Tom
Water Wonders
Watch My Smoke
Water Cure
White Elephant, A
Wooden Money
Young Hopefuls
Title

Star
Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"..
. Clair-Miller
Sportlight
.Star Cast
Sportlight
Sportlight
.Educational Film
. "Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Haines-Combs
"Aesop Fables"
Halnes-Coombs
Star Cast
Sportlight
Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight

SOUND

SHORTS

Star

,tSAt the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . . . LeMaire-Slmon
=*t§Barbers' College, The {A. T.)
*t§Beach Babies (A. T.i (D & F). . . .Kemper-Knapp
*t§Black Narcissus (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*tBugvillc College Days D & F). . . "Aesop Fables"
*tBy Land and Air F & D)
"Aesop Fables"
♦t§Clothes Make the Man (A. T.)
'tClownIng the Game (D & F)
Sportlight
*t§Cnnceniration
"Aesop Fables"
♦fCoo «itionlng
Sportlight
♦tSCrystal Champion
Sportlight
*t§Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t§Dancing Around (A. T.) D & F).. LeMaire-Phillips
*t|Darktown Follies (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
•tDlnner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Doing Phil a Favor (A. T.)
*t§Endof the World A. T.)
*t5Fairw,iysand Foul lA.T.)
^
>*t§Fancy That
Frawley-Dewey
*r§Faithful Pup i D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§FiftyMrlesFromBroadwayiA.T.)
Watson-Merville
*t§Fowl Play A. T.I
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Garden of Eatin (A. T. iD & F). The Gleasons
*f§Gentiemen of the Evening ^A. T.j
*t§Go Easy, Doctor A. T.; (D & F)..LeMalre-Simon
*t§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.i
Harry Holman
*t§Haunted iA. T. i
I §Her New Chauffeur (A.T.) (D&F)..Simon-Teasdale
't§His Operation (A.T.)
*t§High Toned
A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Honest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§lnand Out A.T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Lincoin iSpecial reel) A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
*t§Midsummers Day A iD & F).... "Aesop Fables"
*t§Modern Rhythm
Sportlight
*t§Pathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
*t§Pathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t|Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & Fi
LeMaire-Simon
*t§Pressing His Suit (D&F)
Topical Tips
*tPresto Changes (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Rubeville A. T.'
*t§Salesman, The (A.T.)
*I?c^''"?."r""'^T.°
A ''■^V
*t§Smooth
Guy, The _A.
T.)
*tStage Struck D&F)
*t§Stone Age Romance, A (D & F)...
*f§Syncopated Trial (A. T.)
*t§Topical Lips A. T. D & F;
*t§Topical Nips (A. T.
D & Fi
*tiTopical Pips (A. T.) (D & Fj
*t§Topical Rips A. T.j
*t§Topical Sips A. T.) CD 4 F)
*tiTurkey for Two lA. T.)
*t§Wash Day D&F'
*t§Wednesday at the Ritz lA. T.I
*t§What a Day iA. T. i.D & F)
*t,§Wood Choppers (D & F)
Title
♦tIAwful Truth, The (A. T.) (F)
♦tSBIg News (A. T.) (F)
*t§Bachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F)
*t§BiB Shot, The (A. T.) (F)
*t§Clothes (A. T.) (F)

"Aesop
,
"Aesop
"Aesop
Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics

Fables"
_.....
Fables"
Fables"
of
of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the
the

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

"Aesop Fables"
Simon-Mallory
"Aesop Fables"

Coining Attractions
Star
Ina Claire
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

Rel.
June
Feb.
May
July
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
June
Jan.
July
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
May
Mar.
June
Jan.
April
April
Jan.
Feb.
April

Length Reviewed
Date
June 1
2 . . 2 reels
. 1 reel
Feb. 9
17. . . 10 episodes
12
July 20
21.. .1 reel
.2 reels.
24.
1 reel
Aug. 3
18
1 reel
Aug. 10
3....1 reel
9
1 reel
June 1
20. . . .1 reel
Jan. 19
7
1 reel
July
6
3 — 1 reel
Jan. 28
17 — 2 reels
4. . . .1 reel
July 20
5 — 2 reels
May 11
31
1 reel
Mar. 30
30
2 reels
July
6
27
2 reels
21... 1 reel
April 20
7 — 2 reels
Mar. 30
reel
April 12
.11 reel
Jan.
13
.1 reel
Feb. 2
10.. .1 reel
May 11
28. .

Rel. Date
Mar.
Dec.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
June

24 . .
22 .
4. .
15 .
4..
21. .
16
2

.2
. .2
.2
. .2
. .1
. .1
. .2
.1

Length
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
.. .2 reels
...2 reels
...2reels
1 reel
1 reel
. . .2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels.

June 9
May
5
May 26 ...
April 21 . .
April 13 . .
Mar. 16
Sept. 29
Oct. 13
Feb.
Dec.
Aug.
Oct.
July
July
Sept.
May
Nov.
Feb.
May
Nov.
July

2
29
11
20
14
28
1
19
24
23
18
3
7 .

2 reels

2 reels

Reviewed
Mar. 23
July 13
July 20
July 13
June

1

June
June
April
May
April

IS
1
27
25
13

May 11

June

8

Quillan-Loff-0'Neill
(Silent Version)

Aug. 24

*t§Saratoga (A. T. (F)

(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

*t§Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T. (F)

(Silent Version)

*t§Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)

(Silent Version)

Title
Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Get It
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardboiled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love In the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
*r§Street Girl, The
•tjSyncopatlon (A. T.)
Trail of the Horse Thieve*
Woman I Love
Vagabond Cub
u„r„„
Voice „,
of ,h.
the c,
Storm
Yellowback. The

Star
Lyon-Sleeper
Bob Steee
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Neil-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
NIxon-Colller Jr
Betty Compson
Downey-Warlngs Band
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Dane
T- Moore-Owen

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman

Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barney, A
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Mickey's Rrnwn
Babies.^Dnrhv
MlrkPv'9

Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Hellum-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Helium-Davis
Mickey
Mickey Yule
Yule

mI'S! ?L"*"
°„ >'
Mickey's
Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last
Chance
IUII»l,A..*e
UI«r.»n«*lA
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's
Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•t|Odd Facts
Orlenta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot PourrI

Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey V..l«
Yule
IUI»t/».,
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey
Mickey Yule
Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
CurloslUes
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Curiosities

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Barney Helium
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

April
28 . IreeL
Apirl 27
Oct. 27
. 2I reel
ree s
j !;""1
Aug. 18
i „„1
Sept. 8
July 28. . ;' ,ff^
'^^'
June
June 2. . .1 reel
reel
July
6
June 30.. .1
. 1 reel
Aug. 11 . . 1 reel
July 28 .
Aug. 25 . 2 reels
1 reel
Aug. 10
Aug. 18
Jan. 19 . 2 reels
2
reels
June 15
June 16 .
1 reel
June 1
June 9
Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
.
5930
feet
Aug. 10
7

Feb. 22
Nov. 30

.(tentative),
.(tentative).

Jan. 11

. (tentative) .

Mar. 8. .. .(tentative)
Dec.
Jan.

7. . . . (tentative)
4. . . . (tentative)

Oct. 19. . . . (tentative)

Length

SOUND
Title

Reviewed

6361 feet.

Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Aug.

6. .
7 . . .5081
.6114
13.
.5264
3
18
.4899
6
31
3 . .5940
21 .4783
2
10 .6245
19 ..4781
17.
.4481
3
.6057
21

Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

13.
26.
10.
13 .
20.

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

7

9.... 4750 feet.

17
11.

.8 reels
July 20
.7626feet ...Mar. 30
.4823 feet
.4717 feet.

Rel. Date
Length
Jan. 30. . .1 reel
June 25. .. .2 reels
3 . .2
.1 reels
reel
Feb.
13.. .2 reels
Feb.
.2
reels
Mar.
3.
.
.
June 11...
.2 reels
July 21 . . .1 reel
April 24. . . 2 reels
May 21 . .
June 11 . . . .2 reels
May
7.. . 1 reel
.2reels
May 26 . . .2 reels
April 21
22 reels.
reels
Aug. 1 4 .
.
May 19.. .22 reels
reels.
Aug.
7. .. . 2 reels .
May 12..,
.2 reels.
Feb. 17.
4.... .2 reels.
Jan. 30... .2 reels.
July
7. . . . 2 reels .
.2 reel .
June
Apr. 14.. .2 reels.
Mar. 17. . .
.2 reels.
June 9. . . .. 22 reels
reels ..
July
2...
Mar. 24... .2 reels.
Feb. 27... .1 reel..
June 4. . . .1 reel..
April 10. . . .1 reel. .
Mar. 13...
.1 reels.
reel. .
.2
June IB. . .
Jan. 17. . . .1 reel..
.2 reels.
Jan. 27... .1 reel..
Jan.
2... .2 reels.
July 14 . . .
Jan. 6. . . .2 reels.
April 28. . . .2 reels.
July
9.. . .2 reels.
reels.
Feb. 24... .2
.2 reels.
Mar. 31. .. . 2 reels .
June 23 . . .

Reviewed

Rel. Date

Reviewed

June 16

Oct. 20

SHORTS

Star

*t§ Bridegtoom,The (A. T. (F)
§Burglar, The (A.T. (F)...*.
*t5rfnwn Tnnir« fA T 1 (F\

Rel. Date

SUBJECTS

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill

June 1
May 11

Nov. 23. . .. (tentative)
Feb. 8. . . . (tentative).

FEATURES

Curiosities
Duncan-Hill
Al
Cooke

8

Reviewed

RKO

Birds and Beasts
Casper's
Night Out
Come Meal

Aug. 18 . 2 reels
June 2.1 reel
Ireel
Dec. 8
2 reels
July 21 . 2 reels

f itfeoiu loand effects.

*t5Sophomore (A. T.) (F)

Big Hearted Toots

. (tentative) .
Mar. 15
(Silent Version)
■*t5Flylng
(D at
& F)..Boyd-Prevost-Gleason
June u
22
■'(Sriyiiiy Fool,
ruui, The
i iie (A.
\n. T.)
i.) \u
rj..Duyu-rrovusi-uil)asuil
juiie
*t§Grand Parade, The (A. T.) (F). . . (Silent
_
...
Nov. 16. . .. (tentative)
Version).
^Greenwich Village Follies, The (A.
.Nov. 2
(tentative).
T.(F)
V<!i„„,«„rV„„;
i....Vion<a„v«;
*t§His First Command (A.T.) (F).
Version) ;.'11i'.'.11'.: 11 iNovV ^i 1!!(tentative)
Boyd-Sebasl?an:
. (Silent
Mar. 1.
(tentative)
*t§Hot and Bothered (A.T. (F)...
rt.n.;irw.\
(Silent Version)
» 1 5Her Private AHairs (A. T.) (F)
Sept. 28. . . . (tentative)
*t jNegligee lA. T.) (F)
Feb. 1 . . . . (tentative)
* tSOIficer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
Nov. 30. . . . (tentative)
(Silent Version)
»t5Painted Desert (A. T.) (F)
Feb. 15. . .. (tentative)
(Silent Version)
♦tSParachute (A. T.) (F)
Mar. 22. . .. (tentative)
(Silent Version)
•• t{Play Boy (A. T. (F)
Jan. 18. ..(tentative).
(Silent Version)
.(tentative).
•t {Oh Yeah (A. T.) (F)
Oct. 12
(Silent Version)
.(tentative).
*t{Red Hot Rhythm (A. T. (F)
Oct. 26.
(Silent Version)
. (tentative) .
*t{Rich People (A.T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
Oct.
5
(Silent Version)

* Mtaiu tyackTomiei score,

Sept. 14

*t§Treasure Girl (A. T.) (F)
*t§This Thing Called Love (A. T.) (F)

Length

9... (tentative)

Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

1 '^^\^

July

Rel Date
Nov.

♦t§Sailor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)

2^ J°°]^
reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

Feb. 2
July 20
July 20

*t§Crashing Through (A.T.) (F)

(Silent Version)

SHORT
Aug. 10

Feb. 10 . 1 reel
July 28
.1 reel
July 28 ...Ireel
1 reel
1 reel

Sept.

Star
♦tSRacketeer (A. T.] (F)

Marc Connelly
Marc Connelly

•tJHeadwork (A. T.V
*t§Low Bridge (A. T.) (F)
*t|Mickey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.) . . Mickey Yule
»t§Palooka Flying School (A. T.) (F)

Length
1 reel

July

8

*t
The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
The (A. T.) (F) Sherwin-Knowles
{Strange Inlerv.ew.
*t {Traveler,
'tiYour
(F) (A. T.). . .Russ Brown
(A. T.)Town
Next Home
*t§What Own

2 reels

June 22

1 ree!

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tjCompanionate
*1 {Damaged
•tJDance Hall
t{Delightful Rogue, The
*t}Framed (A. T.)
*t§Half Marriage
♦tJHIgh River
*t{Hit the Deck (A. T.)
*t{Hunted
*t{Jazz Heaven
*t{tjidies of the Past
*t{Love Captive, The
♦t{Night Parade (A. T.)

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Olive Borden.
Betty Compson
Rod La Rocque
.Borden-Blaine

Sept. 22
Oct. 13.

Blane-Trevor
Betty Compson
Betty Compson

§ Afeoiu voice (inclading dialogue and incidental iong$).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Slm.

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

August

17 ,

1929

TlUe

star

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

*t§RadioRita
Revels
(A. T.)
*t§Rio
(A. T.)
'tisensallon
Side
street (A. T.)

W
-^ii^.
Daniels-Boles

<:.„fi«
Sept.i5

3 Moore Bros

*t§Tanned Legs
»t§Upperworld (A. T.)
*t§Vagabond Lover. The (A. T.)
*t§Very Idea, The fA. T.)
♦tSWild Heart (A T )

Sept. 8
Sept. 29

Rudy Vallee
Frank Craven
Sept. 1
Bebe Daniels

RAYART

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Anne Against the Woild
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghai Rose
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

Star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costello-Lease

STATE

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 15
Jan.
1 . . . .5261 feet
Feb. 1 . . . .6092 feet
5451 feet
Mar. 15
6539 fee*.... June
8
Mar. 15.
6901 feet
Fob. 15.
April 1 .
Jan. IS. .6242 feet.

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Appasslonata
At the South Pole
Battle of Mans, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
Broken Barriers
Captain Cowboy
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel, A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody, The
Escaped from Hell
Faces of Children
Fight For Ma'terhorn The
FortheTermof His Natural Life

Star
Leon Mathot
Special Cast
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara..
Wiihelm DIetarie
Special Cast
German Cast
K. Costello-Glass
YalOma Conutt
Charles Oelaney
Harlan-Marlowe
Ivor Noveiio
Special Cast
Japanese Cast
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby
Murlat Eslerhazy
French Cast
German Cast
Special Cast

Fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
Hearts of Men
Holy Sinner, The
Into the Night
Jade Casket. The

Emil Jannlngs
Warwick-Ward
Harrls-Keefe
Special Cast
Agnes Ayres
French Cast

DIst'r
Rel. Date
Length
Franco Film.... April 23. .5600 feet
Pole PIct. Corp
8000 feet.
British New Era
5500 feet.
. .Aywon
Aff. European
6200 feet
Big Three
5000 feet
Ufa
6040 feet
Excellent
6000 feet
Bell Picf
4800 feet
Excellent
5660 feet
Bischoff Prod
5700 feet
Big 3
Aug. 1..7800feet
Beii Pict
9000 feet
ShockuchI
Crescent
6608 feet
Arfa
5700 feet
Excellent
5050 feet
Aff. European
8 reels
Zakoro
8000 feet
Ufa Eastern
6840feet
Australasian
11000 feet
L. T. Rogers
Conquest
Anchor
Woridart PIct
Raleigh
Cosmos

It's Easy to Become a Father.. . German Cast
Ufa
Jazziand
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Krassin
Russian Cast
Amkino
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amkino
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Ufe of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
UttI e Wild Girl. The
Lee-Undls
Hercules
Unda
Baxler-Foster-Beery . . First Division
Livingston In Africa
English Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
Man Who Cheated Ufe
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European .. Feb.
Marie Antoinet*e
Foreign Cas«
Unusual
Morgane, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film.... April
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa
Nana
Hessiing-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
Passion Song, The
Oimsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Chesterfield
Dwan
Dorothy
The
Fan
Peacock
President, The
Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . E. L Klein
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
Rellly of the Rainbow Division. .Hail-Garon
Crescent
Reward of Fai»h, The
French Cast
Conquest
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Smoke Beiiew
Conway Tearle
Firs* Divislen
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
South of Panama
Carmeilta Geraghty... Chesterfield
That Murder In Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Uiiian Harvey
Ufa

6100 feet
6200 feet
5400 feet
6712 feet
5800 feet

Reviewed
Mar. 23

July

6

SOUND

SHORTS

Star
Reviewed
^,,.Title .
._
,. _,
. ,. „.
„. Rel.„.Date
. Length
.=*
star
*T§Accidental Treatment (A. T.)
Int I Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*t§Alley Op
Gorno Marionettes . Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
♦tSAsleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15. 1 reel.
'tJAt
(F) the Photographers (A. T.) Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels.
*t§At the Race Track (A.T.).. . Martin-Harcourt
Imperial
2 reels.
•t§Boney's Boner
Kolonone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Club
(F)
Abble Mitchell
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel
*tCiyde Alabam
Doerr & (A.
HisT.)Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jazz Nos
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
*t§Couidl Be More Polite (A.T.) The Carsons
Imperial
2 reels
**^Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
*t {Egyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
*tiFeed the Brute
Novelty
int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*fFlaming Canyons
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Aug. 10
•t§Fricnd Husband (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
♦tGaiiopng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon Feb. 1..1 reel
*t§Gran1 Opera
Garno Marionettes. . . Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
•tJHectic Hector
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
♦tlHoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
Inctl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
*t§in Songland
Norah Bianey
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*tKids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial) . Logan-Miller
Mascot
Aug. 1 10 episodes
♦tJKriss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
•t§Marionettes, The No. 1 (F) . . Novelty
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
•tJMarionettes, The No. 2 (F) . . Novelty
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
•tJMeal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
IntL Dist. Corp
1 reel
•t5Meet the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels
»+§Miser. The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel
*t§Mitcheil,Sissie& Blake Songs
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
**§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t§Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels
*t§Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*t§One Hundred Per Cent
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Weston Imperial
2 reels
•tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon May
. . 1 reel
♦tSParty, The (D)
Safrus
1 reel
*t§Personality Girl in Songs, The Norah Bianey
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
•tjPlkin' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
♦fPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.
..1 reel
*tiRadlo Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
Song Program
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
•tJSigned. Sealed and Delivered (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tSixty Minutes From Broadway. Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
*tSteamboat Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon Jan.
. . 1 reel
♦tJThls and That (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tSTIcket Please (D)
Safrus
1 reel
*tTraiiing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
•tTrip to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
•tSVarletles (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•t§Vaudevllie (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tlWonderin's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel
*tiWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
1 reel
June &
•tiWhen the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel

6000 feet
6700 feet
7 reels
SILENT SHORTS
6290 feet
Title
Star
Ret Date
Length
4580 feet
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15 .1 reel
7000 feet
Bonzoilna
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1.1 reel
6300 feet
Booster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15. .1 reel
6775 feet
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1.1 reel
6799 feet
Jan. 12
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan.
1.1 reel
7200 feet
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
H. Costelio-Graves
Mascot
10 episodes.
8. .6000 feet
Feb. ia
Flaming
Canvons
Color
Novelty
Castle
Feb.
1. .1 reel
6000 feet
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1 reel
8. .6800 feet
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15. 1 reel
. 6500 feet
Love's
Witchcraft
Ufa
Short
Ufa-Eastern
.
.
.
Feb.
1.1
reel
5400 feet
7000 feet
Nature's
Tiny Tragedies
Ufa Short
Short
Ufa-Eastern.
. .Jan. 15.
reel
Peculiar Households
Ufa
Ufa
Eastern ...Jan.
1.1.1 reel
8700 feet. .. Aug. 3
Polo Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 1 . .1 reel.
5215 feet
Salt Water Millinery
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . Mar.
S573 feet
Sept.19
. 15.1 . reel..
6080 feet
SUty_ Minutes
from B'way
Color Ijlovelty^
Castle.
.^
Jan.
15. .11 reel.
reel
Spook
Bonzo.
Bonzo
Cartoon
Roseland
Feb.
r.. — o-_.—
<>-.,..
6400feet
Sunshine
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1 1 reel.
81 00 feet
Jan. 26
6000 feet
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . Mar. 1 1 reel.
Tialllng the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15
6040 feet
We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. 15 11 reel.
5927 feet
reel.
6921 feet
8065 feet
4315 feet
6605 feet
FEATURES
Length
7000 feet
Rel. Date
6300feet
Title
Star
6700 feet
Mar. 23
1..
.541
feet. .
.64302 feet
RMi iHr ■
Broadway Fever
O'Neill-Drew
Jan
.8653
feet..
Thu"ndi;;*"God:' .■::"■.•.•: :::;:::: cornenus-Keefe. :. ;:. crescent .•::::::::::::: :69f J ee ::::;::::;: °t'\''T TfI- m '
?r„'/'?.!imh3"''"
(Silent Version)
If^o
Feb. 2
Jessei-Quimby^
"tSLucky Boy (F & D)
7300feet
Ameranglo
Cast
English
Underground
Untamed
Justice
Falre-Glass
Blltmore
5770
feet. . . May 25
. Cortez-Windsor
June
•t§Midstream (F& D).
U-Boat 9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
6500 feet
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 .4421 feet
.*,■« „
am
,v t n\
'p^,lll"i pf^^o^ w.-'.^h^
*»;»'
.8250 feet.
feet.
April
Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
.7476
nSMoliy and Me (F 4 D)
8..6200feet
Dec
Amkino
Russian Cast
YellowTlcketThe
Coining Feature Attractions
*t§My Lady's Past (F & 0)
Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
April 1.
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Cortez-Bennett
June 20.
•tJNew Orleans (F& D).
(Silent Version)
*t§Burned Evidence (F)
Continental
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. Eurooean
7 reels
.6114 feet.
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Feb. 1"
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
June 1
•tSRepulation (F & D)
(Keane-Standing
Silent Version)
Circumstantial Evidence
Foster-Keefe-Lake. . . Chesterfield
5200 feet
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
F*. 20.
•tSChooin's Passion
Robertson-Brinkley. . . Powers CInephone
.6 reels
*t§Ciown, The (F)
Continental
Squads Right
Gribbon-Slone
Feb. 1.
Duty to be Silent
Maria Aibana
Aff. European
6 reels
.6539 feet
*t§Two
Men
and
a
Maid
(F
&
D)
.
Collier,
Jr.-Bennett
Junel".
Exodus to the New World, The. . Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
(Silent Version)
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels
•tSWhlspering Winds (F & D)
Southern-McGregor
May
1
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
(Silent Version)
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
SHORT SUBJECTS
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
•tSHouse of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Just Off Broadway
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
.....
*t§Cossack's Bride, The
Color Symphony
1 reel
•tJFestival of Bagdad. A
Color Symphony
1 reel
*1§Life For Sale, A (F)
Continental
Gold
Color Classic
1 reel
Mllak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Our Daily Bread.
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels
*t 5 Japanese Carnival, A
Color Symphony
Jan.
1
1 reel
**§ln a Chinese Temple Garden
Color Symphony
Feb. 15
1 reel
*t§Phantominthe House, The (F)
Continental
*t§in Old Madrid
Color Symphony
1 reel
•tSPrlnce of Hearts, A
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
Uttle Vagabond
Color Classic
Fell. 1
1 reel
(Silent Version)
Imperial
'tLove Charm, The
Color Symphony
1 reel
*t§Rampant Age, The (F)
Continental
*t§Second Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental
Lover's Paradise
Color Classic
Jan. 15
1 reel
Maude Muiler
Color Classic
1 reel
*t§Unforbidden Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovltch . . . Aff. European
•♦{Melodie
Color Symphony
1 reel
Verdun
Special Cast
RIchmount
*t§Minuette
Color Symphony
1 reel
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels
*t§Modern Cinderella A
Color Symphony
1 reel
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
6714 feet
*tiMountain King, The
Color Symphony
1 reel
No Vlon en Alltwcd
ColcrClaisIc
1 reel
*t§Woridly Goods (F)
Continental

* Means synchromzed icore.

f Mean* toand effects.

691

Revleweit

June 29

TIFFANY-STAHL

§ Ueaiu voice (incladtng dialogoe and incidental longt).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-HIm.

A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

Reviewed
. Mar. 1»
Jan. 12
..Mar.
16

Mar. 29

Reviewed

June 15

..

mi

Motion

Tllle

Star

*t§Pharaoh'6 Daughter
*t§Sacred House, The
*t§Song of India, A
*t§Songs My Mother Taught Me
*t§Tales of Araby
*t§Temple Bells
Tenderfcot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
*t§Viennese Melody
Twinkle Toes
t {Way Down South

Rel. Date

Color Symphony
. Color Symphony
. Color Symphony
Color Symphony
. Color Symphony
Color Symphony
ColorClasslo
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Symphony

Mar.

Length

Reviewed

SHORT

1 reel. ...
1 reel . . . .
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel .
1 reel .
1 reel
1 reel
1 ree
1....1 reel
1 reel

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

♦iJDangerous Business (A. T.)
*t§Enchanting Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
*tSKalhleen Mavourneen (A. T.)
O'Neill-Delaney. . .
*t§Lost Zeppelin, The (A. T.)
Tearle-Valli-Cortez
*tiMister Antonio (A. T.)
Carillo-Valli
*t§Medicine Man, The (A. T.)
*t§Painted Faces (A. T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
*t§Peacock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
*t§Troopers Three (A. T.)
*t§ Woman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title
Star
•tSAIIbl (A. T.) (D)
O'Malley-Busch
♦tSBulldog Drummond (A. T.) (D).. .Colman-Tashman-Love
♦tJCoquette (A. T.) (D)
PIckf ord-Brown-M. Moore .
(No Silent Version)
...
♦tEterna I Love (D)
Barrvmore-Horn-Varconl .
♦fEvangeline (D)
Del Rio-Drew
•t§lron Mask, The (D)
Douglas Kalrbanks
(Silent Version)
•tjLady of the Pavements (D)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
•tRescue, The (D)
Colman-Damlta
(Silent Version)
♦tjShe Goes to War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
•tjThls Is Heaven (D).
.Terry-Pelrovltch
•tThree Passions (D) . .

Rel. Date

Length
Reviewed
reels
Mar. 16
April 20. .
.6767
feet...
April 13
Mar. 30
April 12
Mar. 26
23

.May 11
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
July
July
June
June

8268
.8855
.8659
.8329
.7495
.7980
.7910
.8864

feel
feet...
feet
feet....
feet
feet...
feet
feet...

Jan. 28
June 15
Jan.

9..
9..
Mar.
16..
IB..
Jan.
12. .
12..
June
13. .
13
Feb.
22. . . .7948 feet. . . .April
1

16
19
IS
23
8

Coining Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

•t§Clty Lights (D)
Charlie Chaplin
■"■tSCondemned
Colman-Harding
♦tHell's Angels (D)
Lyon-Hall-Nlsson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque
♦tSLocked Door, The (A. T.)
•t}Lummox (A. T.) (D)
Westover-Colller Jr
•TSSex Appeal
RIchman....' .".'.'...'.'.".'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'....'.'.'.' .'^
Harry Swanson
;;;.'! Glora
•tJSongof Broadway,
T.)
The (A.The(DK
*t§Trespasser.

*t§New York Nights (A. T.)
•tVenus (D) .

N. Talmadqe-Roland
Constance talmadge

.........................

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
•tSBroadway (A. T.)
Burning the Wind
*t§Charlatan, The (F)
*t}Clear the Decks (F)

Star
Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brenl-Kennedy
(Silent Version)
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

*t{Cohen3 and Kelleys In Atlantic
City, The (F)
SIdney-Gordon-Prlce-SwaIn
(Silent Version)
*t§College Love i D. & F (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
•t JCome Across (D & F)
Basquette-Howes
(Silent Version)
Eves of the Underworld
William Cody
*t§Girl on the Barge, The (F)
Girl Overboard
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate
♦tjHIs Lucky Day (D)
Hoofbeats of Vegeance
»t{lt Can Be Done (F)
•tSKld's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid, The
*t}Last Warning, The (F)
•tjLonesome (F)
""tlLove Trap, (D & F)
Man Disturber. The
•tJMan, Woman and Wife (F)
*t§Modern Love (D & F) (A. T.)
•♦fSMelody Lane (D & F)
Plunging Hoofs
Points West
•t}Red Hot Speed (F)
Riding Demon, The
•tSScandal (D 4 F)
•flShakedown. The (F)
•iJShdw Boat iD& F)
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder, The
Slim Fingers
Smllln' Guns
Smilin' Terror .The
TIp-Ott, The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman The

Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor
(Silent Version)
Mary Philbin
Wells-Collins
Rex-Perrln
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrln
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
La Plante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
(Silent Version).
Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrln
Hoot Gibson
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Ted Wells
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Murray-Kent
La Plante-J. Schildkraul
NIxon-Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
BUI Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horsej-PerrIn
Gibson-Eider

* Means lynchTomzed score,

Reviewed
Length
4786 feet.
9350 feet. . .June 1
3. . . .5729 feet. .
10. . . .6202 feet.
7
7
3
5740 feet.
5792 feet.

Rel. Date
July 14
Mar.
Feb.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
July
June
June
April

17. .
17..
7..
30
30
28. .

..7400 feet.
.7752 feet.
..6864 feet.

Aug. 10

. . 4208 feet.

Feb. 3.
3. .. .. .6908
.7510 feet.
feet.
Feb.
July 30
Jan. 27. . . .4596 feet.
4719 feet.
June 30
May 26.
June 1 6 . ..4525 feet.
Mar. 24. .6090 feet.
.5729 feet.
Feb. 17.
Jan.
6. .5509 feet.
June 23.
Jan.
6. .7980 feet.
Jan.
6. .7731 feet.
Jan. 20. .6761 feet.
Jan. 20 . .6142 feet.
July
July
May
Jan.
Jan.
July

28
28
19
13. .. .6589 feet.
13. . . .6674 feet.
14

July
July
April
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.
April
April
Mar.
July
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

14 .
21 . .
14. .
30 . .
27. .
27. .
18. .
21 . .
21 . .
10..
28..
20 .
13 .
24. .
31 .
30..
2. .
10..
23. .

f Meant toand effects.

Mar. 23

Jan. 12
Oct.

e

.Nov. 10

.6369 feet... July 13
.4344 teet.
.6621
.6621
.4380
.6475

Feb. 26

feet.
feet
feet
feet... April 27

13 reels
April 20
.5809 feet
.4364 feet
.4232 feet
''"
.5270
feet' '.!'.;.'.
.6753feet
.4525 feet
.4109 feet
.4497 feet
.5767 feet

Alpine Antics
At the Front
Baby Talks
Beyond the Smoke
Bottles. ..
Boy and the Bad Man, The
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves.
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cuckoo
Cut-ups. The
DangeVline, the
Daring Dude, A
Day Dreams
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle
Farewell
Final Reckoning. A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Graduation Daze
Half Holiday. A
Have Patience
Hold 'Em Ozzie
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Jungle Jingles
Just in Time
Just Monkeys
Just the Type
Kidnapped.
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Buster
l"""" 5"''"'l'!'.^- v..
'-""^ Round-Up, The

Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
'^*" '" ""^ Ro* (re-Issue)
Newlyweds" Angel Child, The
Newlyweds Camp Out, The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Oils Well
On the Side Lines
Out At Home
Own a Home
Perilous Paths
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup, The
Race Riot
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Rider, The
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals .The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
^
Speeding Youth
Splash Mates
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
Tenderfoot Terror, A
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
Tige's Girl Friend
Tracked Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag. The
Wallop. The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
.*
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Rel. Date

Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewis-Gulllver-Philllps
Sid Saylor
Edwards-Roach
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlillps
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble-Hardwick and
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood..
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and

;

Dog

Dog

.^
Dog

Bob Curwood
Jack Dougherty
Arthur
Cartoon ■.■...■
Oswald Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxle
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Wilsey-Kingston
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Canine Cast
Oswald Cartoon
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Ted Carson
George Chandler
Edmund Cobb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Laemmie Novelty
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Trimble and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Sid Saylor. . .
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Art Accord
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Harry Carey
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Meant sonnd-on-Alm.

N e-dfs

SUBJECTS

star

Title

Picture

April
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
July
Sept.
Sept.
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July

Length
Reviewed
Mar. 16
1 , . .1 reel
Feb. 18
25. ..1 reel
.
,2
reels
11.
Feb. 23
23. . . 2 reels
reel
June 1
1. ..1
. .2 reels
7 . 2 reels
Aug. 10
2
reels
June 1
26. ..2
.
.2
reels
May 11
5 . .2 reels
Dec. 22
19
..1
reel
April
27
20
reels
June 1
6. ..2
.2 reels
April 27
22. . .2 reels
18 . .2reels
.2 reels
27.
30 . . 1 reel
9 . 2 reels
July 20
14 .2 reels
July
8
27. . .2 reels
2.
.1 reel
28
. .2 reels
Mar. 23
13. ..2 reels
April 27
29. . . .10 episodes
3. . .1 reel
June U
15.
June 1
3 . . ..2 reels
July
6
29. . . .1 reel
. . 1 reel
..2
reels
Feb.
2
4.
.10 episodes.. Mar. 23
15. .. .2
reels
8. ..1 reel
29.
.
.
.2
reels
June 19
17.

Feb.
April
May
April
July
July 22.
July 24.
Aua. 3.
Aug. 28.
Sept. 16.
June 3.
Feb. 6.
Mar. 4 .
Jan.
7.
Jan.
7.
June 19.
July
8.
Feb. 23.
July 22.
Aug. 17.
Mar. 11.
July 31
."^J'l^April 1
i^P'" 22
Mar. 6.

...2 reels
July
6
...2 reels
July
6
. . .2 reels
Aug. 10
. . .2 reels
. ..1 reel
May 18
...2 reels
. .1 reel
...2 reels
Dec 22
. . .1 resi
. . .2 reels
May 28
. . .1 reel
. ..2 reels
...1 reel
...2 reels
July 20
...2 reels
Feb. 8
. . .2 reels
June 29
...2 reels
Feb. 8
..2 reels
. . .1 reel
...2 reels
Feb. 9
...2 reels
Aug. 3
.. .2 reels
„■■■■,,■
Sept. 14. ...1 reel
Feb. 23
25 , ..1 reel
J""' 15
April
.. .2 reels
Mar. 30
"av J . . .2 reels
Jan. 26 . . . 2 reels
July 10 .. .2 reels
May 11
June 12
. . .2 reels
May 11
May 15. . . .2 reels
Jan. 23. .. .2 reels
Mar.
30
April 17.
reels
Mar. 20. ... . .2
.2 reels
July 20
Aug. 7. . . .2 reels
Feb. 20.
... 1 reel
Mar. 30
June 24. ...Ireel
Sept. 16. .. .1 reel
... 2 reels
Feb. It
Jan. 9. ...2 reels
Sept. 23 . . . .1 reel
June 29. .. .2 reels
June 18
June 29. ...2 reels
Feb. 16. .. .2 reels
July
8. ..10 episodes. . June IB
June 15. .. .2reels
May i\
.2 reels
April 24. ..
April 8. ...1 reel
Mar. 16
..
.1
reel
Sept. 2 .
Feb. 11. ...1 reel
Jan. 12
Jan. 12. . . .2 reels
Feb. 9. .. .2 reels
Jan. 12
Sept. 21 . .. .2 reels
May
4. .. .2 reels
Mar. 30
April 27. ...2 reels
Mar. 30
April 6. ...2 reels
Mar. 16
June IS
July 20 . . . .2 reels
April 15 . .. .2 reels
Jan.
2.
reels
Dec. f
Mar. 27. ...2
...2 reels
Mar. 23
Jan. 14 ...1 reel
Dec 22
Feb. 9
Mar. 13. ...2 reels
Feb. 18. . . .1 reel
June 17. . ..1 reel
May 25
.. .1 reel
Aug. 1 2 .
...2
reels
Jan.
7. .2 reels
Sept. 2
June 24. ...2 reels
May 13. . . .1 reel
July 20
Aug. 12. ...1 reel
Aug. 21 . . . 2 reels
July 10
May 27. . . .1 reel
Mar. 18. ...1 reel
Feb. 13. .. .2 reels
Jan. 12
Feb. 27. ...2 reels
May 11
Aug. 31 . . .2 reels
April 10.
.2 reels
Mar. 16
June 8.
.2 reels
April 10.
.1 reel
.... April 3 . .2
reels
Jan.
5.
.2
reels
Feb. 28.
.2reels
Aug. 19.
.2
reels
July
8. .2 reels
Aug. 24.
reel
May
6. .1
.1 reel
July 22.
. 1 reel
.1 reel
Jan. 28,
June 10.
.2 reels
Jan. 21 .
Jan.
5
Jan. 21 . .1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

August

17 ,

693

192!)
Title

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

•tSBargaIn In the Kremlin. The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
*t§Barnum Was Right lA. T.)
Glenn Tryon
Born to the Saddle
Ted Wells
♦tSBraggarf, The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Wil I Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosjuldne
•t§ Dangerous Dimples
Laura La Plante
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*t§Drake Case, The
Brockwell-Stanley
*t§Embarrasslng Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Erik the Great
Veldt-Phllbin
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
♦tSFIamIng Daughters
Girl Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
•t{Great Cinema Murder. The
*t§Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.). . . Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker. The
Hoot Gibson

Rel. Date

Length
4126 feet

Sept. 1
Sept. 15

Star

Rel. Dale

•tSRedeemlngSIn, The (D)

Reviewed

June 29

D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
*t§Say It With Songs fA. T.) (D).;. Jolson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Singing Fool. The (D)
'.. .Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
*t§Sonny Boy (D) (A.T.)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
(Silent Version)
*t§Sfark Mad (D) (A.T.)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
*t§Stolen Kisses (D) (A.T.)
May McAvoy
(Sile
crsion)
*t§Time, the Place and the Girl, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood

June

Reviewed

feet... Feb. 23
feet
Aug. 10
feet
feet .. .Mar. 16
feet
feet
feet
feet

8. .6 reels

May

4

Coming Feature Attractions

Laura La Plante
Paul Whiteman and Band
Tryon-La Plante
Schildkraut
Joseph
(Siiont Uorsinni

Navy Blues

Arthur Lake

Rel. Date

Star
Thomas Meighan
Horton-Miller
Frederick-Courtenay-Tearle..
John Barrymore (Technicolor)

iitle
»t§Argyle
Case. The (A. T. (D)
*t§Aviator, The (A. T.) (D)
*+§Evidence (A. T.) (D)

,§Hold Your Man
♦tSKIngofJazz The(A.T.)
♦tSMinstrel Man. The
.
*tlMississippi
' Gambler. The (D & F)

Length

Reviewed
May 18

*t§General Crack (D) (A T.)
*nGold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
t„ ri» ran To.h„i.„i„,^
*+i?',H
n
V« t ,n\
ElT'^w i^Ta1 t 'i^ I^iiir
'
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (AT. (D)
''jGreen Goddess, Tne (A. T.) (D) . George Arliss
D. Costello-Wjthers
*t§Hearts in Exile (D) (A.T.)
.April

;^!^^o^^^^:'^^r°*^:iii::::^^:;:^'j^:^':;:^^

'^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^

Mary Nolan
*t§Shanghai Lady, The (A. T.)
•tSShannonsof Broadway. The (A.T.) James Gleason
*tlTonight at Twelve
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
•t§Under the Southern Cross
Special Cast. .
(Silent Version)
*t§Varsity Show (A. T.)
Lewis-Grange
*t§Wagon Master, The
(Silent Version)
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny

*t§is Everybody Happy? (A. T.) (D). Ted l^ewls and Band
-IK''""'"^'^^.■'4?' Va' t TrnV
r i"'!^"
*Il^'"T^^"'""•T^^^A*•■J■^^'n^^■■ c" ^- '^'!"m" ' Vi
!t||'"'.?/'f;?^ J''! [^- ^'^ '°' ' Fredenck-Nagel-Lee
E. E. Horton
*T§Sap, The (D) (A. T.)
*t§Say It With Songs (A.T.) (D)
Jclson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
*t§She Couldn't Say No (A.T.) (D). Winnie Lightner
*t§Show of S.hows, (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast (100 stars)
*T§So Long Lefty (A.T.) (D)
Charlotte Greenwood
♦tSSkin Deep (A.T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
*t§Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t§Tiger Rose (A.T.) (D)
Velez- Withers
*tjUnder a Texas Moon (A.T.) (D) . Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

•^^''-'°'°--^^'

Length

Feb. 16.... 6921
April 6
6145
Aug. 24
April 13. . .7444
April 13.... 6011
May 18
Feb. 2... 6681
Mar. 2
4917
Feb. 23. .. 6273
AprlMS
5658

2

!^^K{^L);:::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::;::::::&^ jKS^^'^ jU^ :.^^:f^^^^

SOUND

6500feet. . . April 27
Jan. '«
Sept.

ccqVf..,

SHORTS

Title

Star
Benny Rubin
*t§Actor. The (A.T.)
*t§Alpine Antics (F)
Oswald Cartoon
♦t}At the Night Club (A.T.) (F)
Brox Sisters
*t§Baby Talks
Sunny Jim
•tjBailey and Barnum
Vaudeville Act
*f§Cohen on the Telephone (A. T.) . George Sidney
♦t§Cross Country Run (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
•fFlshIng Fools (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Flying High (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
*t§Graduation Daze
Oswald Cartoon
•tHen Fruit (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Hits of Today
Morgan-Bledsoe
•tHold "Em Ozzle (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§House Cleaning (A. T.)
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

Rel. Date
Sept. 16
April 1 , .
Mar. 25 .
Sept. 11
Jan. 11 .
Sept. 2
July 22.
April29..
July 22.
Sept. 16
Feb. 4..
Sept. 2 .
Mar. 4..
June 3. .

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
*t§Junior Luck (F & D)
*tJungle Jingles (F)
*t§King of the Campus (D & F)
♦tSLove Birds
*f§Love Tree, The (A. T.)
*tLumberjack (F)
*t5Nuts and Jolts
*f§Oils Well
*t§On Guard ( F & D)
*t§0n1he Side Lines (F& D)
*f Race Riot
*t§Rivals. The (F & D)
♦fSaucy Sausages
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Splash Mates iF & D)
*t§Sporfing Courage (F & D)
*tStage Stunts (F)
•tSteam5«at Willie
*t§Stripes and Stars (F)
♦tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*f§Sweethearts lA. T.1. . .
•tSThree Brox Sisters
*t§Use Your Feet (D & F)
*t§Varsity Drag The (F & D)
*t§Weary Willies
*tWicked West, The (F)
*tiZlmmerman and Granville

July
8 .
May 27

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Pal Rooney and Kamilv
The Rooney Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewsi-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
The Rooney Family
Songs
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

WARNER

Length
1 reel
. 1 reel
. . 1 reel
2 reels
. 1 reel
1 reel
. . 2 reels
. .1 reel
2 reels . .
.2reels
11 feel
reel
.1 reel
.1929 feet.

Reviewed

VITAPHONE
Aug. 10
July 20
Mar. 30
' ly

.May 25

,
,
\2 "«',
,
reels June
1 reel
July
April 1 . 2 reels
Mar.
2 reels
Sept. 16 .2 reels
April 15. . . .1 reel
Mar.
.1 reel
June 24.
.1 reel
Sept. 16.
.2 reels
May
April 29
2 reels
Aug.
12 reel
reels
May
Sept. 2
April 15
' '«*'
Aug. 19
J '■8^!
Feb. 18
2 reels
Sept. 2
2 reels
July
June 24
1 reel
May
May 13
1 reel
.May
May 27
reel
11 reel
Mar. 18
2 reels
Aug.
Sept. 2
.
1
reel
Mar.
Jan. 14..
.
,
Aug. 19.
, ® I
1 ■
^'^^1^
June
1 reel
June
July 22.
.1 reel
May
June 10.
,
,
Jan. 28.
' ■■**'

,1
20
30
23
11
10
11

Dearh'shlp" The .

11
10
8
00
zy
29
11

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title

Star

'*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
♦t§Desert Song. The (D)
*t§Fancy Baggage (D) (A. T.)

Blue-Warner- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D) (A. T.)... Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Frozen River (D) (A. T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)
•t{Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
♦t§Gamblers, The (A.T.) (D)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
*t§Glad Rag Doll, The (D) (A. T.).. Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Greyhound Limited, The (D) (A.
T.)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose (D) (A. T.) . . Loy-Bollier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
*t§Kid Gloves (D) (A. T.)
Nagel-Wilson
(Silent Version)
*t§Little Wild Cat, The (A. T.) (D)
*t§Madonnaof Avenue A (D) (A.T.).. Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The (D)
(Silent Version)
*t§My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
»t5Noah's Ark (D)
D. Costello-O'Brlen
(Silent Version)
*t5No Defense (D) (A.T.)
Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
♦tJOne Stolen Night (D) (A.T.)
Bronson-Colleir Jr
(Silent Version)
♦tJOn With theShow (A.T.) (D)....Comoson-Brown-Fa2enda
*tiQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)

* Means synchronized score,

Rel. Date

Length

4706
19
.11034
11. .6447
28
23 .5983
6323
27
6
20
26...
6412
June 29
May
4. .. .54
.6685
83
June 8
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April

9.
23 .
30
4.
23 .
27.

.6114
.4696
.5610
. .4875
.5235
..4885

feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

Review eo
April 20

feet. . . .June

feet'.. June
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

June 22
'.
Feb. 9. . . .4878 feet
June 15. . . . 9478
7752
April 6... 5558
May 11
4712
Mur. 16... 5243
April 20. . . .4797
July 13
Mar. 16.
April 14.

f Means sound effects.

feet ... Oct. 27
feet
feet. .. .April 6
feet
feet
feet
May 23

5424 feet
.5236 feet

April

Title
A. & P. Gypsies
After the Round Up
All Girl Revue
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac.
_
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Aida (Alda)
Celeste Aida (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
„„„„„„
Cycle of Songs, A
Dead Laughter
Dixie Days.

8

SHORTS

Don't Get Nervous
Eleanor Painter
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Fair Days
Familial Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Frances Shelly
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
Giving
Deef-Hoppet
Gossip. InThe
John
Milian
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors. . Jazz Band
Harry Dell...
Songs & Dances
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernle & Band
High Waters
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls & Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett& Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican Tipica Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
PagllaccI
John Charles Thomas
Pair of Aces. The
TImblln & Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man. A
Robert Ober
RIgoletto— Quartet . .
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue . Songs and Orchestra
Rudy Valleeand Band
Songs and Orchestra
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc: F Means sound-on-lilm.

June

1

(D)

Star
Orchestra Numbers
Cowboy Songs
Girl Band & Comedienne
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw & Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Songs
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin. Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Sessue Hayakawa
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Georgie Price
Songs
Raymond Hitchcock
Harris & Howe

_^^. .^
June 1

Rel. Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
H reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

Revleweu
July 13
June 15
Aug. 28
Oct. 13
.June 1
Mar. 16
Mar. 2
Sept.22
July
7
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept. 22
June 18
Sept. 29
Sept. 22
SepL 1
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June
June

28
28
3
If
20
1
8

June
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
June
June
Sept.

23
3
28
18
12
15
23
16
1
8
28

Aug. 28
June 23
1 reel

Mar. 16
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel

A. T. after title means Alt Talkie.

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
16
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
18
16
23
18
18

Feb.
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept.
July
June
Oct

18
20
18
25
16
15
29
13
15
13

694
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Title

Star

Rel Date

Songs of Love
Sanderson-Crumlt
Soup
Harry Delf
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
They Know Their Groceries
Flournoy * Miller
Those Were the Days
Irene Franklin
Three Brox Sisters
Song Program
Tiny Town Revue
Midget Unit
Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue & U-No
Typical Types
Bobby Folsom
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (L« Julve). . . Giovanni Martlnelll
When the Wife's Away
William Demarest
Winnie Ughtner
Songs

WORLD-WIDE
Title
•tjBlack Waters
Bondman, The
Honeymoon Abroad

1 reel
1 reel

Rev ewed
Maf- 18
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
June 23
June 8
June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES

Star
KIrkwood-Brlan
Norman Kerry
Monte Banks

* Means synchronized score,

Length
J4 reel

Rel. Date
April 1 .
Mar. 17. .
Feb. 2. .

f Means sound effects.

Length
.7500 feel
, .7 reels. .
. . 6 reels . .

Reviewed
.April 13

Title
•tJKItty (D & F)

Star
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Olqa Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gilda Gray
Walter Byron
Lerch-George
Thomas-Banki
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

♦tMoulln Roug«
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Wsek-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman In White, The

Picture
Rel Date

JV c ti' s
Length

Reviewed

June 29. .. .9010 feet. . . June 15
8500 feet
Jan. 30
9 reels
Feb. 23
Feb. 17. . ..7185 feet
July 30
July 13. . . .9 reels
Feb. 4. . . .7 reels
..7000 feet
Feb.

3. . . .7688 feet.
7 reels . .

Coining Feature Attractions
Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
Doctor's Women, The
Prince and the Dancer The
Whirl of Life, The

Star
DIna Gralla
Special Cast
Miles Mander
DIna Gralla
Louis Lerch

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

Rel. Date
8
7
7
8
8

Lengtfi
Reviewed
reels. . . ,
reels
reels . ..
reels . . .
reels

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood
"Dulcy," the
man and Marc
for production
Davies. King
for M-G-M.

stage play by George S. KaufConnelly, has been secured
as a talkie starring Marion
Vidor will make the vehicle

Tom Reed, title writer, scenarist and dialog expert, has been promoted to the post
of assistant to C. Gardner Sullivan, supervising director of U's scenario department.
Reed recently did the adaptation, continuity
and dialog for Peter B. Kyne's "The Three
Godfathers."
Little Billy, circu.s and vaudeville midget
who has appeared in several films, will play
an important supporting role in "His Baby
Daze," a new talkie comedy which Educational is releasing. The story is by George
Bentley and the dialog by Charles Grapewin.
Evelyn Brent became a star in Paramount
pictures otticially this week when 'T)arkened
Rooms," her first starring vehicle, went into
production.
Colonel Fred Lindsay, game hunter and
vaudeville performer, will play the role of
Inspector Lestrade of Scotland Yard in "The
Return of Sherlock Holmes," now being
recorded as an all-talker at the Astoria studio.
Rudolph Flothow, director and supervisor
of synchronization for Tiffany-Stahl, left
New \'ork on August 3 for Hollywood where
he will supervise the Tiffany Color Symphonies andfeatures.
also the first of Tiffany's Technicolor
Carl Miller has been signed to a long term
contract
l)y I'ox.
Leo McCarey will direct "Red Hot
Rhythm" for I'athe, with cast including
-Man Hale, Kathr^-n Crawford, Josephine
Dunn, Anita Garvin, Walter O'Keefe, and
Ilka Chase. Story is an original by McCarey and William Conselman, with dialog by Earl Baldwin. Conselman will jjr{>duce for Pathe.
Arthur Stone has been signed for a teatured role in "If I Were King," which will
be produced by Paramount as a musical
operetta.
Ludwig Berger will direct.
Marshall Neilan lias moved over to RKO
and will direct the musical version of
"Tanned Legs" for that company.
Anton Bruehl, photographic artist who
has gained a wide reputation in his line
throughout tlie ICast. lias been signed by
First National to display his talents at the
local studios of that company.
Catherine Dale Owen, stage actress who
appeared witli John Gilbert in "Olympia"
for M-G-M, has been placed under term
contract by that companj'.
Charles Bickford, Raymond Hatton an<l
Henry Kolker will have the title roles in

Universal's
talker
production
of "Three
Godfathers,"
by Peter Kyne. William Wyler
will direct.
Dorothy Jordan, from musical comedy,
has
been signed to five year contract bv
M-G-M.
Mel Brown lias been signed by RKO to
direct Richard Dix in "I Love You," the
star's initial production for that company.
Brown recently completed an all-talker for
Paramount.
Laura La Plante will be starred by Universal in "Poor -Sport." a talker adaptation
of story by Rita Weiman. Ed. Lowe, Jr., is
preparing the dialog script.
Benny Rubin will be starred by M-G-M
in a series of talking shorts. Rubin recently
completed a similar series for Universal.
Zion Myers and Jules White have started
production on a talking and sound short fot
M-G-M under title of "Hot Dog." About
50 trained dogs will comprise the entire cast
of the picture.
Al Christie plans to present the first allcolored Darktown cabaret revue, with singing and dancing as part of the story of "The
Lady Fare," one of the Cohen stories that
he is filming. The revue is made up of Leon
Hereford's Cotton Club orchestra, Rutledge
and Taylor, hoofers, Gus Jones, Claude Collins aiul otliers.
Lorraine Rivero, a five-year old miss who
has
Bov's"
lea.ding
lady, been
makesappearing
her debutas in"Big
talking
pictures
in
"P'ire Proof," Lupino Lane's new talkie
for Educational.
Betty Compson has been engaged bv Tiffany-Stahl to play one of the leading roles
in "Woman to Woman," now being directed
by Victor Saville.
Lothar Mendes and Marcel De Sano have
been given now directorial contracts bv
Paramotnit.
Tiffany-Stahl lias added Virginia Valli
and Ricardo Cortez to the cast of the Tiffain-Stahl
special. "The Lost Zeppelin." now
l)eing filmed.
Francis Ford and Lloyd Ingraham, both
(lirectors, will have acting roles in Jack
White's next all-talking Mermaid come<l\-.
which Stephen Roberts is now directing ;it
the Educational Studios. Monty Collins and
\'ernon Dent have the leads as a collide of
"sound experts" in a movie studio.
Henry Ametta, the cafe proprietor in jiffaii^'-.Stahl's "Mr. Antonio,'' is a native of
Palermo, Italy, originally coming to .Anurica to sing in Italian opera.
Eugene Goossens, while directing the
s\niphon\- onlusira ;it the Hollywood Bowl,
utilized the ballet from "Paris Boimd." new
Paihe talkie, as an offering on his I'rogram.
The ballet is the work of .\rthur .Alexander.

M-G-M is planning several new shorts off
the beaten track. Benny Rubin will direct
and star in "The General," a two-reel musical short, the cast to include Myrtle McLaughlin, Pietro Gentile, Patsy Brox and
Julian LaFaye.
Tiffany-Stahl recently added F"annie
Midgely to the cast of "Kathleen MavourAlbertina Rasch and her ballet will make
a special colortone short for M-G-M.
Erie C. Kenton has been assigned to di"Song of Love," Columbia's vehicle for
Belle rectBaker.
neen." Egan, signed recently by Columbia
Jack
for "The Broadway Hoofer," has entered
into a five-year contract with the company.
Monty Collins and Vernon Dent, cofeatured
by Educational
Business,"
new all-talkie,
wrote inthe"Ticklish
words and
music
for the film's principal song. They also collaborated on writing the music for another
song in the picture and Stephen Roberts,
their director, wrote the words for the number.
Mack Gordon and Max Rich have joined
Columbia's Till Pan Alley at the West
Coast studio. They will write several melodies for "The Song of Love."
Lon Chaney has been ordered by iiis physician to take a couple of months rest, and
M-G-M is now looking for some other
player to perform
in "The
Bugle Calls."
Charles Lamont, I-^ducational director, has
just finislied a number of sea sequences for
a new Tuxedo talkie comedy with Eddie
AlcPhaill, Lloyd Ingraham, Harold Goodwin and Estelle Bradley.
Walter De Leon, author, has been signed
to write for Pathe. His latest picture work
was tlu- adaiUation
of "Big News."
H. Reeves-Smith, stage actor, has been
engaged by Paramount for the role of Dr.
Watson in the new talkie, "The Return of
Sherlock
Holmes." son of H. M. Warner,
Louis Warner,
arrived in Hollywood from New York on a
trip combining business and a vacation,
^'oung & Warner
is an
executive
of M. W'hniark
Sons and
is in
daily conference
at
the Warner studio with Witmark songwriters.
Margaret Mann, the mother in "l\)ur
Sons." h,is the role of Queen Victoria in
"Disraeli," starring George .Arliss. Another
addition to the cast is Grace Hyde Trine,
wife of Ralph ^^'aldo Trine. autiii>r.
Georges Carpentier, actor-boxer, is featured ill a sketch for Warners "Show of
Shows.'' The sketch was directed by Jolm
Adolfi, who directed the Frenchman when
he made a silent picture in America several
years ago. Carpentier sings several songs
in the sketch.
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TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
iHE

sixteen delicate colors of Eastman Sonochrome

are keyed to the moods of the screen. Love, excitement, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
li{u:htings, emotions ....

are subtly conveyed by

color .... And each tint is so adjusted that it gives
pleasing and faithful reproduction of sound.
Sonochrome,

the latest Eastman

to the industry, adds immeasurably
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the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound pictures.
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THE LIVINf^ SIGN

FROM

THE LIVE COMPANY

Unquestionably the most sensational stunt ever devised. Dancing chorus on
sign draws thousands to M-G-M'.s Hollyxvood Revue on Broadway. Astor
Theatre duplicates Los Angeles $2 sensational engagement of the screen*s
newest miracle talking, singing, dancing show.
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The

"YBEEASRT'S
SELLER
The Book of the Year ! Twelve of the greatest stories on screen entertainment ever published.
Every type of story imaginable to meet public demand! Romance! Thrilling Adventure!
Mystery ! Side splitting Comedy ! We're sending you a copy. When you get it read the story of
"THREE

DOLORES
DEL RIO

RONALD
COLMAN
and his great success
All Talking picture

in

his

"BULLDOG

and

how wonderful she

GHOSTS"
year. The

this

6dwin Carewe's Epic.
A Synchronized "winner.

in a tremendous

in her first ALL- TALKING

"THE

"Newwith York
Nights"
filbert Roland.
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

adventure.

All-Talking

'CONDEMNED'
■wtth Ann Harding.
Presented bySamuel ^olioyn.

in

'"um"THTRESPASSER"
E
m which she also sings

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

Presented by Joseph P. Kennedy

production.

LOCKED

OF THE

TAMING

SHREW"

BRENON'S
"LUMMOX"

All-Talking masterpiece

FANNIE BRICE
Internationally famous
comedienne in her All-

"IT'S A

Talking Singing Picture.

including Rod La Rocque,
Barbara Stanwyck, George
Fitzmaurice Production.
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

HARRY
RICHMAN
star of Stage -Radio in an
All - Talking All - SingingDancing picture.

"The SONG

OF

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
in her greatest picture

"VENUS"

adapted from
Fannie
Hurst's no-vel with big All
Star cast.
Presented h\Ji>sef>h M. Schenck

DOOR"

an All-Talking Dramatic Thriller with Tremendous cast

Here's the picture sensation of all time.

HERBERT
romantic

Talking

work

Hilarious
Laugh — sensation.
All Star Cast.

Their version of Shakespeare's

production

in a sensational

All

her marvelous

her first All Talking dramatic
masterpiece.

MARY
PICKFORD
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

NORMA
TALMADGE

RONALD
COLMAN

and
The funniest piicture produced

"EVANGELINE"

DRUMMOND"

GLORIA
SWANSON

is in

her present hit —

A Samuel Goldnyn presentation

LIVE

PLEASURE"

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

story & tones by trying Berlin
'Presented by Jos. M. Schenck

BROADWAY"

a synchronized picture a
thrilling romanceof Naples,
London

and Africa.

Just an Old United Artists Custom
THE BEST AND

ONLY

THE BEST

?

paramount'^
Giant National
Newspaper
Campaign
Selling the NEA\ SHOW WORLD productions and theatres showing them
to 40,000,000

people

in 350

through 695 newspapers.
with it!

cities
Tie

up

St art ins: %lusust 35^*

@ ARRIVAL

OF THE

GREATE!$T

In every key point throughout the country where it's played
so far, critics and public have sung the praises of "The Dance
of Life." And business is capacity plus ! Paramount's Great
Revue Romance is PROVING
1929 has offered to date!

itself the greatest money-maker

" 'The Dance of Life' is a lot better than most of the $2
talkers," observes the New York Daily Mirror.

"HAL
TheSKELLY
DANand
CENANCY
of
"A picture to be proud of and it will be at the Rivoli for many
weeks to come."

(New York Evening Post)

There's "The Dance of Life" — described by the typewriters
of the toughest critics in the world! We speak with PROOF

at

hand when we say this splendid picture is the Highest Peak
yet reached by the New Show World of the Talking Screen.

• **)f ,
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From

the famous play by George Manker

Watters and

Arthur Hopkins. Directed by John Cromwell and A. Edward
Sutherland. Screen play by Benjamin Glazer. B. P. Schulberg,
General Manager, West Coast Productions.

NEW

WORLD

SHOW

HIT SO FAR!

"It tops any talkie ever made!" says the New
York American. "Better than the stage play.
One of the finest photodramas of all times. It
will remain at the Rivoli until the snow flies."
"The audience applauded 'The Dance of Life' for
many minutes after the final curtain. Rush to see
this remarkable picture! It's truly great film
entertainment," declares the New York World.

LIFE
CARROLL

FLOOD

"THE VIRGINIAN"
like an all-talking
"Covered Wagon"

OF HITS COMIIVG!

THE TWO BLACK CROWS
MORAN & MACK

HAROLD LLOYD
all-talking in

"Why Bring That Up.^"

"Welcome Danger"

"GLORIFYING
Ziegf eld's THE

"APPLAUSE"
1931-model sensation

AMERICAN

GIRL"

AND

60 MORE!

PARAMOUNT

D
L
O
G
^

1^ WHERE you find itRIGWT WERE

A FRANCHISE

WITHOUT

STRINGS

llFFANY-STAHL Takes Pride in Presenting an Amazing New
Plan that comes with the Amazing New Era in Motion Pictures.
TIFFANY -STAHL offers Every Exhibitor in the United
States a Franchise of Tremendous Value to Him. Details are
Plain. Read Them!
1. We take all Risks.

You Assume None.

2. Exhibitor Obligates Himself Only to Play a Maximum
of FIFTY-TWO Franchise Features and FIFTY-TWO Short Subjects per year, and a Minimum of TWENTY -SIX Franchise Features and TWENTY-SIX Short Subjects. He Takes no Responsibilities as to Production.
3. Exhibitor is assured FIVE YEARS
Attractions.

of Finest Box -Office

4. Tiffany-Stahl Stands Behind Its Great Franchise Plan with
every Facility for Exhibitor in the way of Advertising, Publicity,
Exploitation.
Investigate Our Production Programme for 1929-30,
shown on the Opposite Page.
Take Full Advantage of this Remarkable Franchise
Offer. Get in Touch with any Tiffany-Stahl Exchange
and Obtain Complete Details, or Communicate Direct
with Our New York Office.
All in Dialogue and Sound, with RCA Synchronization.

Tl F F«
729
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WE DUG IT UP FOR YOU
FOR EVERY

EXHIBITOR

llFFANY'STAHL Herewith Announces Its Special Productions, Available Under New Franchise Plan, Briefly Outlined on
Opposite Page:
VOURNEY'S END,'' All-Talking and Sound Version of R. C.
Sheriffs Stage Play which is thrilling entire civilized world. Millions
who have seen the play and read hook version are waiting to see and
hear screen story. A Gainsborough Production, for early 1 930 Release
by Tiffany-Stahl. Will be "Road Showed."
For Fall Release — the First on Program of 26 All Dialogue
Productions for 1929-30!
Mae

Murray in "Peacock Alley"

The "Orchid Star" who recently has been breaking box-office records
in personal appearances, will be seen and heard and dance in this
daring, spicy extravaganza, adapted and supervised by Carey Wilson.

'Dangerous Business"
Edwin Balmer's story of "Party Girls" sent out as "love rivals"
against "business rivals" . . . Published serially in Cosmopolitan, and
a "best seller" as a book. . . . Unlimited exploitation on this Victor
Halperin Production.

"Woman

to Woman"

With Betty Compson, George Barraud, Juliette Compton. Adapted
by Nicholas Fodor from the big stage play. Directed by Victor
Saville. A Gainsborough Production.

Leo Carrillo in "Mister Antonio"
With Virginia Valli
A Booth Tarkington play in dialect for the one and only Leo. A
lowly youth's love against a rich man'.s hypocrisy. . . . Heart throbs,
fun, pathos. It's tremendous.

'The
Lost Zeppelin"
With Conway Tearle, Virginia Valli,

Ricardo Cortez. Love and
adventure. ... A husband's sacrifice. ... A wife's infatuation for
his friend. . . . And then the giant Zeppelin. . . . Lost, with the rivals
on board. . . . Directed by Edward Sloman.

"The Enchanting Melodic"

An All-Color Technicolor feature. . . . Alluring girls. . . . Romance.
. . . Music. . . . Dancing. . . . It's sure-fire.

"Troopers Three"
Written by Arthur Guy Empey, author of "Over the Top." Stories
of the Infantry, Navy, Aeroplanes there have been a-plenty. But
what of the Cavalry? Here it is, with all the thrills of unbelievable
horsemanship, and a smashing heart story.

"Painted Faces"
With Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster, Wallace MacDonald and a big
cast. Sawdust and canvas, clowns and acrobats ... a kaleidoscope
of action and thrills. Directed by Albert Ray. Story by Frances

Hyland.

ALL IN DIALOGUE

AND

OUR

SOUND.

COLOR

"Kathleen Mavourneen"
With sparkling Sally O'Neill and a great cast. It's a broth of a
story about folks from the Emerald Isle who are in the \J. S. A.,
with all their humor and love and fineness. Directed by Albert Ray.

"The Medicine Man"
With a star cast. From the stage play by Elliott Lester. He dresses
like a prince and is called a quack. While he's "curing" others a girl
gives him "heart illness." It's a laugh and a sob and a thrill.

WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

SYMPHONIES

One-reel subjects, photographed in Technicolor. Each with an unusual story. They are: "Viennese Melody,"
"Songs My Mother Taught Me," "Minuette," "The Cossack's Bride," "The Sacred Hour," "Temple Bells,"
"Tales of Araby," "A Modern Cinderella." "The Mountain King." "A Song of India," "Pharoah's Daughter."
"In Old Madrid." Twelve others to be announced.
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AUDIENCE

APPEAL

It's news when the press boys of
Herald-World, Film Daily, M. P. News,
Telegraph, Variety, Zit's and the rest
get together for a cheer. Very good
news on Pathe sound comedies. "Funniest I've ever seen." "Fans will gulp
it down." "Sure-to-please comedy material." "Real bright spot of program."
"Hilarious fun." They go that way.
Do such shorts rate exhibitor co-operation? Brethren, read on.

BOOKINGS
When

juicy names like Publix, Loew,

West

Coast, Midwesco,

Universal,

Comerford, Wilmer & Vincent, just to
mention a few of the boys, consistently
book Pathe talk comedies, even a blind
man could read the handwriting on the
wall. In comedies it's Pathe, all Pathe
^votedinto 1929-30 office by a graceful
landslide through the most important
theatre and circuit bookings in sight.
But is that all?

CONTRACTS
Not by a long shot ! Because the list
of theatres contracted to play Pathe
sound comedies reads like a Who's
Who of the exhibition industry.
Digest 'em: Keith-Albee, Stanley,
Butterfield, Balaban & Katz, Lubliner
& Trinz, Great States, Coston, Schine,
Finkelstein & Ruben. Saenger. Sparks,
Dipson Zimmermann. Co-operative.
Anymore? Certainly! But these are
enough to convince anyone

that it

isn't necessary to be convinced of Pathe
comedy supremacy. Reviews, bookings, contracts speak for themselves.

PATH
COMEDY

s upremacy

I

:

Tried-and-tested humor, not luck, accounts for Pathes wildfire success in talk comedy. Hundreds of times on the stage
each one has pulled down the house. 52 top-notch skits applauded hilariously by an audience of millions extending
over many years .... and produced for Pathe by the same
personalities who put them over behind the footlights! George
Le Maire, Broadway's funniest "straight" man for 20 years
— Le Maire of the Follies, Vanities, Le Maire' s Affairs, Artists
and Models. J. Gordon Bostock. Harry Delmar. Charles
Maddock. Frank T. Davis. Jimmie Gleason — outstanding
vaude, revue and legit producers on the big time! And all
producing with the original talent what performance now
proves to be the most profitable laughers in the business.

PATH

52

LAUGHERS

LE

MAIRE
8 Comedies

MANHATTAN
6 Comedies
CHECKER
6 Comedies
VARIETY
8 Comedies
FOLLY
6 Comedies
MELODY
6 Comedies
GOLDEN
BUCK

E

ROOSTER
6 Comedies

& BUBBLES
6 Comedies
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No After Regrets.

Give Them First
Class Reproduction
by Using the TONEO-GRAPH. The Full
Resonant Tones Reproduced by This
Unit Will Amaze
You.
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A mplification
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Tone-O-Graph Has
Been Running Over
Six Months in a Broadway Theatre Without
a Breakdown.

NATURAL

UNIT

1

Is Foolproof
A
Test

THE

TONE-O-GRAPH
DISC

Your
Audience
Is
Entitled to the Best.

WITH

No Complicated
Parts to Get Out of

Order —
Installations Made
Ten Days After Receipt of Your Contract by Our Own
Engineers.

Don't Experiment!
Buy the Best Money
Can Buy. Tone - O Graph Has Been Tested for Over Six Months
and About $80,000
Spent on the Production of This Wonderful Unit.

CALL
— Factory —

^anuiactured and Distributed by
NORTH AMERICAN
TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
565 FIFTH

AVENUE,

NEW

YORR

CITY

Stillwell 6009

CORPORATION

years of wonderful progress
millions of people going to Sound Pictures

. . . and Western Electric tells them where to go
".!.
for Sound Pictures at their best !
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Directed by Mack Scnnett

The man who made ''MICKEY''
brings you another history
comedies
among
maker
Everything for which the name of MACK SENNETT is famous is
to be found in his first all-talking comedy feature. Beautiful girls!
Lavish scenes ! Costly, glorious costumes ! A great story, with funny
gags and clever dialogue ! Catchy melodies that the whole country
will be humming! Knockout comedy portrayals by Gribbon and
Clyde, with a closing solo scene by Clyde that your patrons will talk
about for months !

Altogether an hour of uproarious
laughter and fun*
BIG entertainment for the public! BIG profit
for you!
The fashion parade in "MIDNIGHT
DADDIES" makes a tie-up with
your big stores an exploitation
natural.
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The "I've Got Mine" Club
By William A. Johnston
4 6^X7 ELL, I've sold out. I've got mine,
W
and now I'm getting a salary for
managing
the business I have
headed for fifteen years, so I can take it easy."
An exhibitor, well-known for his success
in developing and operating a chain of theatres in cities and towns of moderate population, thus explained his attitude toward a deal
recently completed whereby a larger circuit
bought his theatres and retained him as general manager.
He admitted that he had received part of
the purchase price in cash and the balance
in stock.
His attitude was startling because it so
clearly implied that his interest and responsibility had ceased. In his opinion he had sold
out.

The public, through carefully chosen leaders, intrusts him with certain of the assets that
are back of the stock they have bought.
The market value of that stock is important to every stockholder. Suppose this exhibitor takes bis "salaried job" indifferently and
the theatres under his management show decreased earnings. He suffers because the market value of his stock will be that much less.
If he settles down to his "salaried job,"
not regarding it as ^asy money, but as a serious responsibility, he is serving his own interests and those of the investors whose money

was paid to him as part of the circuit's purchase price when the deal was made.
It will be exceedingly dangerous for the
whole industry if any number of individuals
whose previous efforts have achieved results
Actually he had sold "in" for stock repre- that attract merger-making minds, get the
senting one-half of the value of his houses. idea that they are unloading on bankers or
It seems to us, in the light of this instance, the public, and that they can coast along on
and others we have heard about that there is
salaries, letting someone else do the worrying
a mistaken idea at large about this whole and the work.
merging activity.
If those of the older generation who have
Whether the principles of such mergers
"sold out" for part cash, and "sold in" for
are good or bad doesn't matter because, like the
balance in stock, feel that the public is
the weather, mergers are with us, and will
hooked
and holding the bag, and that they
continue.
The fact is that no merger requiring sub- can take it easy and let others keep faith, it's
stantial cash payments rarely materializes time that some of the ambitious and sincerelywithout one or more large banking houses minded house managers be given the opportunity they are earning to step into greater
doing the financing. And, first or last, the
responsibilities and replace the entire memmoney comes from the investing public.
Bankers investigate, decide and act, and
bership ofthe "I've got mine" Club.
then persuade the public, with facts and figSince a substantial part of the motion picures, to approve by investment.
ture business is owned by stockholders who
Therefore, this exhibitor, and all others know about it only from what they read or are
whose houses have become part of larger told by stock salesmen, they are entitled to the
chains, in reality is a stockholder with hun- very best in efforts, ability and honesty of
dreds or thousands of others, and his respon- purpose of which every mqtion picture
sibilities increase, rather than cease.
worker is capable. Give it to them, or resign I
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200 Eastern Missouri And So.
Elect Members
To Joint Board
Illinois Exhibitors Discuss
On Adjustments
Timely Subjects In St. Louis
AdjustTo Make
Closing Session
Enlivened
With Speeches By Pete
Woodhull, Pettijohn
And Steffes
of the Motion Picture
THETheatmeet
re ing
Owners of Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, held at the
Hotel Jefferson, in St. Louis, August 1!)
and 20, was attended by approximately 200
exhibitors, who, at the conclusion of the
Tuesday session, voted that it was the most
important and constructive gathering ever
held by the organization. Speakers on
timely subjects were Pete Woodull, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America; C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Motion Picture Producers' and
Distributors' Association; W. A. Steffes,
of the Minneapolis exhibitors' unit, and
Judge Emmett Thurman, attorney for the
Rocky Mountain section of the Allied
States Association. Fred C. Wehrenberg,
of St. Louis, was re-elected president of the
organization.

Slams

Copyright

Bureau

The meeting unanimously adopted a resolution denouncing the copyright protective
bureau of the Hays organization.
President Wehrenberg revealed that the
Musicians' Union of St. Louis recently rejected aproposal by the exhibitors that during the coming season the minimum orchestra clause be wiped out and each theatre
permitted to hire only such musicians as
they can afford to use. ' ' St. Louis, ' ' Wehrenberg said, "is the only place in the
country where the union demands orchestras based on the seating capacity of the
house, and the paying of musicians in sound
houses whether the players are used or
not. ' ' He warned the exhibitors to expect
trouble.
The closing session was enlivened with
a fiery speech by Al Steffes, of Minneapolis,
allied States leader, who answered an address by C. C. Pettijohn, counsel for the
producers
and
distributors
organization
On Monday Pettijohn, in the prepared
portion of his talk, had paid his respects to
"several 'saviors' of your business who
have traveled many miles in order to be
here and save you," and to "agitators,
soap-box orators, calamity howlers and personal publicity seekers," who, he said, had
never solved a single problem in the history of the business and never will. He
intimated some one was paying the "saviors' " expenses.
On Monday, Steffes had stated that his
sole j)urpose in attending the session was
to invite the exhibitors to consider the fiveyear franchise proposition being offered
by RKO and Tiffany-Stahl, under which
they propose to sell all exhibitors, regard(Contiiiued oit l^aye 720)

Exhibitor Is Appealing
Blue Sunday Decision

22.—
ed Convicted after heO.,hadAug.
operat
his
CINCINNATI,
theatre on Sunday for past two
years, and fined $50 and costs, plus being sentenced to 60 days in jail, with
sentence suspended provided he would
discontinue Sunday shows, Joseph
Stern, prominent exhibitor of Ironton,
Ohio, has carried his case to the court
of appeals. Stern says he will fight
the case to the last ditch.

Government Has
Survey Of Block
Booking On Way
Interested
As To How
The
Adopted Code Of Ethics
Is Being Observed
Investigation of block booking in the motion picture industry is still being carried
on by the Federal Trade Commission with
a survey of the general situation, particularly in connection_^ifh the Code of Ethics,
adopted last Fall.
A further move will be made during the
Fall session of the Federal Court in Ncav
York City when the Commission will seek
to enforce its writ on the "cease and desist" order against Paramount, having to
do with theatre acquisition and block booking. The Commission is concerned with an
agreement made at the last conference in
reference to the booking of features and
short subjects in blocks, in that neither of
these should be contingent upon the other.
This was a concession which was made by
the film distributors.

Dworsky And Mackler Both
Settle Patent Differences
The difference between Mackler of Film
Renovating Company of America ' and
Dworsky of Dworsky Film Machine Corporation relating to claims to letters patent
on certain film cleaning and processing machines, have been adjusted and settled. By
mutual consent notices of resix'ctive claims
have been withdrawn and the pending suit
discontinued the Dworsky corporation announced this week.

Hanson

Now

Aide To Weeks

Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Edmund II. Hansen has been appointed assistant to Keith
Weeks, general manager of Fox ^lovietone
])roduction department at Fox Hills. Hansen, prominent radio engineer of wide experience, joined Fox about two years ago

Machinery
ment Plan Work Set Up —
Woodhull Gratified By
Results

The Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana have appointed a committe to be
known as the Joint Board of Theatre Owners and Distributors in connection with the
contract adjustment plan evolved at the
New York conferences between representatives of distributors and the M. P. T. Q. A.
s' board
exhibitor
on thetheatre
three judges
The Louis
and
owner
R. Markun,
are
member of the State Legislature; A. C.
Zaring, of the Zaring Egyptian Theatre,
and Harry Markun, owner of a chain of
neighborhood theatres, all of Indianapolis.
Harry Graham, Pathe; Floyd Brown, First
National, and Charles Reagan, Paramount,
were elected to the board by the distributors. A. meeting will be held at an early
date at the Film Board of Trade headquarters to outline a program and start action
on several matters destined to come before
the board for adjustment.
The adjustment plan as worked out, and
which is now in operation in several sections is meeting with favor by independent
theatre owners who have applied for adjustments, R.F. Woodhull, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, declared in a statement issued from
the offices of the organization last week.
Innumerable letters from exhibitors containing messages of appreciation, Woodhull
stated, are evidence of the successful operation of the adjustment processes Avorked
out at the recent conferences.
' ' That the plan is working out well, ' ' the
statement continues, "is indicated by these
messages of appreciation received at this
office from many small theatre OAvners
throughout the country."

G. W. Weeks In N. Y. Seeks
Distribution For Sono-Art
George W. Weeks, president of Sono-Art
Productions, producers of Eddie Dowling
Him vehicles, has arrived in New York to
conclude arrangements witTi one of the
major companies for the distribution of the
eight features planned by his company during the current year. The Sono-Art Hollywood unit is preparing to start screening
of the second Dowling film in the near future. Details as to cast and director have
not l)een announced so far.

Next Barrymore

Vehicle

"The Man" is the working title of the
next John Barrymore vehicle that will be
filmed by Warners, starting in September.
Details as to the author, suporting cast
etc., have not been revealed as yet, but it
is understood that the story has a period
setting. The star is now playing a poi*tion
of "Richard The Third" for a scene in
"Show of Shows."
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Enthusiastic N. Y. Allied Meeting;
Producer Affiliations Are Approved
TIFFANY-STAHL

SELLING

Signing
Exhibitors
On
The
Allied States Franchise
Agreement In
Northivest
IMMEDIATELY after the closing of the
agreement whereby the Allied States
Association of M. P. Exhibitors on one
liand, the Radio Pictures, Tiffany-Stahl and
RCA on the other, had been reached in Chicago, Tiffany-Stahl started on the jumj) to
sign independent exhibitors on the new fiveyear franchise contract. Their activities
were principally in the northwest and western territory and early this week it was
stated that a number of contracts had already been closed. At the Chicago meeting
alone twenty exhibitors from the northwest
territory were signed.
Radio Pictures had not started their campaign for franchise contracts early this
week. Le Marcus, general sales manager of
the organization, stated that his company
was not quite in readiness to go after the
business, but that they would be active in
a very short time.
At RCA it was stated that they were
being flooded with orders fi'om all parts of
the country for sound equipment. General
Electric will have the contract to turn out
the equipment for RCA.

Sign Tiffany Franchise
Following the Chicago meeting there was
a meeting of exhibitors called in Minneapolis by Al. Steffes at which the following
exhibitors were present and signed up for
Tififany-Stahl franchise^ : Bennie Berger,
whose circuit comprises The Strand, Sioux
Falls, S. D. r the Elko, Bemidji, Minn., and
the Orpheum Strand, Grand Forks, N. D. ;
W. E. Dickson, The Aristo, Leiinnon, S. D. ;
Jack Demarce, The Viking, Benson, Minn. ;
Anton Gilles, The Gilles, Wahpeton, N.
D. ; John Filler, The Filler, Valley City, N.
D.; R. C. Harper, The Blackstone, New
Rockford, N. D.; Hans J. Peterson, the
Opera House, Jamestown, N. D. ; L. E.
Dawson, The Gem, Shakopee, Minn.;
George Ehlers, The Grand, Worthington,
Minn.; Harvey Thorpe, The People's,
Crosby, Minn.; D. W. Buckley, New Topic,
Fairfax, Minn.; Don L. Tracy, The Grand,
Corrington, N. D. ; G. F. Hansen, Lyric,
Redfield, S. D. ; J. R. Elliott, Lakeland,
Dassel, Minn.; J. C. Snyder, The Grand,
Williston, N. D.; C. F. Vondra, The Rainbow, Mahnomen, Minn.; W. W. Oram, Red
Eagle, Eagle Bend, Minn.; W. M. Miller,
The Leb, Cloquet, Minn.; Charles Perrizo
Circuit, comprising New Grand, Grand Rapids, Minn. ; Lyceum, Dear River, Minn. ;
Lyric, Cass Lake, Minn. ; E. R. Schutte,
The Savoy, New Prague, Minn. ; Charles E.
Lyons, The Moveum, Aitken, Minn.; Andy
Anderson, The State, Detroit Lakes, Minn.,
and The Lyceum, River Falls, Minn.; 0. C.
(Continued on page 722)

Nebr.
Theatre
Corp.
Wires Suburban String
the
borhood
neighWith
five 22.—
acquisition
Neb.,of Aug.
OMAHA,
houses from World Realty, the
Nebraska Theatre corporation now are
operating a string of seven suburban
theatres here which will all be
equipped with sound.
Sale of the Avenue, Benson, Corby,
Magic and Roseland theatres, leaves
the World Realty company with only a
single theatre, the Muse. Recently the
company leased two of their downtown
houses, the World and the Sun, to
Publix for 20 years.
Louis Epstein is president of the
Nebraska
Theatre Corporation.

Picture Songs
Natural Means
Of Exploitation
Inexpensive
And
Positive
Method, Says Robbins,
M-G-M Publisher
Capitalization on the popularity of
theme aiul other songs which are part of
practically all picture productions these
days, is strangely emphasized in a recent
statement by J. J. Robins, vice-president of
the Robbins Music Corporation, affiliated
with ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It is not a
new thought by any means, Mr. Robbins
admits, but believes it is becoming more
and more apparent, as time goes on, that
the picture songs are a natural and most
inexpensive means
of exploitation.
"It is worth bearing in mind that if a
picture can sell a song, a song can also
sell a picture and this means of exploitation is both inexpensive and positive. The
radio has proven itself a ready and highly
effective medium, bringing the song and
picture title into countless homes, and also
the phonograph and music stores with recordings of current picture songs and displays of sheet music.

Lew Lipton Leaves M-G-M
For Extended Trip Abroad
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Upon completion
of his fifth successive year as a contract
writer at M-G-M, Lew Lipton leaves the
organization in September for an extended
vacation trip abroad.
During his affiliation with M-G-M, Lipton was responsible for many original comedy hits; and in addition, provided comedy
secjuences and routine for numerous dramatic i)rodnctions.

MAYOR

WALKER

PRESENT

N. Y., IS, /., Conn. Delegates;
Franchise Deal Explained;
Myers Urges Strong
Organization
s from
endentNewtheatr
ownerthan
York,
Jer-e
indep
300 New
MORE
icut
red
sey and Conect
gathe
at the
Hotel Astor on Thursday for a meeting under the auspices of the T.O.C.C. at which
Abram F. Myers made his first official appearance before an exhibitor organization
in this city. The meeting was one of the
most enthusiastic that has been held in NewYork in five years. There Avas an undercurrent among those present that seemed to
portend that there was something in the
air that meant a revival of activity on the
mart
of the organized exhibitors in this
territory.

3,000 Theatres Represented
It was stated that thei-e were more than
3,000 independently owned theatres represented.
The principal speakers were Mayor James
J. Walker, who referred to his old association with exhibitor activities; Abram F.
Myers, president and general counsel for
the Allied States Motion Picture Exhibitors; E. E. Bucher, vice-president of the
RCA; Lee Marcus, sales manager of Radio
Pictui-es ; Oscar Hansen, sales manager of
Tiffany-Stahl Pictures, and Charles O'Reilly, who acted as master of ceremonies.
The meeting lasted more than four hours
and in his closing speech O'Reilly urged
all of the exhibitors present to give their
100 per cent support to the RCA Radio
Pictures and Tiffany-Stahl companies.
Prior to that it was explained fully that
there was no desire on the part of the organization tofight anyone faction or factor
in the industry. They were out to obtain
and maintain an opportunity for the independent exhibitor to remain in business
without being compelled to close his theatre because of the extortionate charges
made for sound films and score charges inflicted by a number of the companies.
Commissioner Myers stated that there
were factors in the industry that were trying ' ' by fair means and foul, opposing the
formation of a representative exhibitor organization." He continued: "They have
called to their aid a few sycophant exhibitor
leaders and a few truckling trade papers,
and for several months have been doing
their utmost to thwart the movement. In
addition to outward manifestations of opposition, they have attempted to exert economic pressure against our leaders by interfering with legitimate sources of revenue, one the one hand, and have sought to
alienate these same leaders by promises of
rich rewards on the other."
Myers went on to state that this only
had the effect of establishing the organiza(Co)i tin lied on pcuje 722)
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Coast Group Will
Attempt To Clear
Wide Film Tangle
Effort Will Be Made To Have
All Producers Work
In Unison
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Attacking: the
present variations of picture projection,
and calling- on the producere for standardization and interelianjj-pahility of wide films,
a joint session of the Technicians' Branch
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences ; the American Society of
Cinematofjraphers; the Pacific Coast Branch
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers; and the American Projection Society, will attempt to ohtain proper standardiziition of screen sizes and projection
apparatus.
It was pointed out that the majority of
theatres are still showino- sound-on-film pictures in a square imajye on the screen. Several big: circuits have restored the 4 by '.]
screen proportion, and others are fast rethis basis. adjusting their apparatus to confoi'm to
Arjyuinf? for standardization of the projected film, various speakers pointed out
that pictures are photographed in the
studio to conform to certain requirements
of the theatres, l)ut if the latter change the
j)roportion of their screen mat, certain
|)hotographic effects are ruined.
Action by the joint meeting- was taken
after a thorough survey of 1,500 theatres
throughout the country. One speaker
pointed out that three producers are now
making pictures on wide films, each using
a different size. General release of the wide
fims, each requiring special projection apj)aratus, would create chaos in the theatres
of the country. An effort will be made to
get the producers to work on their wide
film experiments together, so that standardization will be at-i-iv('(l at for the Ix'iiefit
of tlie theatres.

M. C. Balsel Appointed Chief
RCA Photophone Engineer
M. C Batsel, Westing-house engineei-, has
been ai)poiiited to the post of chief engineer
of RCA Photophone, Inc. Under his supervision activities by Photophone in recording and reproduction will be continued.
Another new appointment ip the RCA
Photophone ranks is that of Colonel E. P.
Hawkins, radio and film executive, to the
l)osition of sales promotion manager. Under his direction a strong camjiaign for
Photophone sales jn'omotion and exploitation is now proceeding.

3 New Additions To Sales
Personnel Of Columbia
Three new additions to the sales force of
Cohnnbia Pictures were appointed recently.
They are Thomas Wickman, Robert M.
Green and J. Leon. Wickman is operating
out of Columbia's Denver office and Green
has .joined the T)es .Moines exchange.

Motion

Loew Brooklyn House
Using Wide Screen
be
screenin will
x time
THEu.sednew
Brookthe first
for Transvo
lyn next Friday night, August 30,
e. The
Theatr
the xLoew's
at
than twice
is more
screen Kings
Transvo
the size of the present movie screen.
It will be permanently featured at the
Kings. Loew's Theatres, Inc., control
the patents.

Libson Purchase
Gives Fox Control
Of Columbus Runs
ISeth^s Grand
Theatre
Only
Independent Left In First
Run Section
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 22. — With the
acquisition by William Fox of a minority
interest in Keith's Palace and reported
complete possession of the Majestic (Ike
^Libson) more than 90 per cent of Columl)us
first-run seats are under Fox control. The
two Loew houses seat 4,000 and 2,000, respectivelv, and the Palace and Majestic,
3,200 and 850, making a total of 11,050
seats in the downtown section. The only
downtown independent is Xeth's Grand,
one of a chain of eight theatres formerly
owiu'd by the James interests and now
under ownership of J. Real Neth. The remaining Neth houses, although in some instances larger than the Grand, are situated
in Colundius neighborhoods.
Tjast week's deal whereby Fox took over
the Libson houses in Cincinnati, Columbus
and Dayton, Ohio, and Grand Rapids, Mich.,
is said to be the biggest transfer ever made
in theatre circles in Southern Ohio. The
consideration involved is said to be $11,000,000. Fox interests are expected to take
|)oss(>ssion October 1, and, while no information has as yet been given out, it is believed
that there will be very little, if any, change
ill tlie Cincinnati operating i)ersonnel, as
Isaac Libson is to be retained as managingdirector of the local houses. According to
report, the Libson chain did a net business
of $] ,400,000 last season, which is considered low. The record net for the chain is
$2,200,000. Future of the Albee, Cincinnati, is still in doubt. Although Libson is
-said to be heavily interested in the house,
Keiths is the controlling owner.

"Welcome Danger" To Be
Released In September
''Welcome Danger," Paramount 's Harold Lloyd talkie special, which marks the
return of the bespectacled comedian after
a year and a half, will be released during
October. The picture is Lloyd's first talkie
and he is said to have spent many extra
months mastering the sound technique. It
is said he has not deviated one whit from
his old method of producing comedies,
maintainiiig all the speed ]>ossible and adding sound and dialog as good measure
eiitertaitiincnt.

Picture

News

Sound Damaged
His House, Says
Ohio Exhibitor
'^^ G r o s s Misrepresentation^
Alleged By Cincinnati
Theatreowner
It is reported that the Hollywood Theatre Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has filed
suit in Common Pleas Court asking for
rescinding of contract with p]lectrical Research Products Company, in connection
with the installation of sound equipment.
The Theatre Company asks to be reimbursed $3,4.30 claimed to have been paid
on equipment and another sum for damages, making a total claim of $6,840.
It is alleged by Manager Becker of the
Hollywood Theatre that a salesman induced him to sign a skelton contract for a
sound installation in view of the fact that
the salesman stated that a nearby competitor had just signed. Becker is also said
to have alleged that the salesman represented that sound pictures only cost double
the amount of silents, that there was no
charge for wiring, and that but one operator was required. He is said to have
collected $1,100 from Becker.
The electrical company, according to report, refused to accept the contract and
sent another stipulating additional charges.
This, Becker claims, he signed under protest. The installation was completed May
1, when, Becker states, he liiade another substantial payment and arranged
for the balance to be paid M-eekly.
Becker complains that on account of
poor acoustics his patronage dwindled, and
that his biggest business was done each
Friday with a silent picture. He discontinued the sound policy. He is said to have
refused further payment to the electric
company, which, after the alleged threatening of a breach of contract suit, removed
the equipment. Becker bases his action
for damages on the ground that he incurred
heavy loss through "gross misrepresentaAsked for its version of the affair, ERl'I
states that up to now it has not received
any notice of the action. If one is received
the company will seek redress in the courts,
a tion,"
representative said.

U Chain Theatres Plans
Further Expansion In Va.
Expansion in Virginia is planned by the
Cniversal Chain Theatres. Ike Weinberg,
general manager of the Shenandoah Valley
Theatre Circuit, is now in New York, and
Universal expects to take over the houses
in that territory and build as well in several other places.
Work is well under way on a new house
in Harrisonburg, Va., where Universal is
now operating the New Virginia. Construction of a new U house is also progressing
in Clifton Forge; it will be ready before
'i'iiaiiksgiviiig, it is exjiected.
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Para- Warner Deal 99% Complete;
Zukor And H. M. Warner At The Helm
DEAL
Bankers

LONG FORESEEN
Are Said To Have

Compelled Merger; Dates
Back To Old Promises
Made To Zukor
RECURRING rumors in film tradje
circles during the last year have
forecast a merging of the interests
of Paramount and the Warner Bros. The
final bringing together of the two corporations is said to have been compelled by the
bankers, with those representing the Warners being most insistent that the combination be brought about.
Several years ago when the Warner
Bros, started to invade the theatre operating field, stating that the acquisition of
theatres to assure a showing for their product was a necessity, it is said that Adolph
Zuflor informed the Warners that he would
not only approve and continue to give them
x'epresentation on the screens of the Publix
Theatres, but that he would also assist them
In obtaining houses. In return Zukor is
said to have exacted a promise that when
the time came that a common interest dictated that for the best interests of all concerned the two companies were to get together, the Warners were to be willing parties to such a deal. The necessary promise,
it is said, was given to Zukor, whereupon
he made it possible for them to obtain control of the Stanley Circuit of theatres and
with that control take over the control of
First National Pictures. *

Revenue Decreased
Some time ago Zukor is said to have
called on the Warners to keep their promise, but they refused to consider a merging of interests, whereupon for some reason or other Warner product did not get
the representation on Publix screens that
it formerly had. This naturally took the
form of deferred piny dates for Warner
pictures, incidentally it cut the revenue of
the latter company to a considerable extent.
The bankers interested in Warners are
said to have viewed the decreasing earning
of the company with alarm and set forth to
find out the why and Avherefore and were
informed by bankers representing other
interests of the promise made and not
kept, whereupon they, in order to protect
the monies that they made in Warner, insisted that a deal be made before those
earnings were dissipated to an extent
where Paramount could step in and obtain control at a price that would be far
under the present market value of Warners. The insistence of the Warner bankers is said to have brought about the negotiations which are at this time virtually
closed.

News Service Makes A
Hit With Audience
The
Aug. y22.—
Mich.,
, recentl
an ,Theatre
wired,
ARBOR
ANNMichig
has introduced a 45-second news
announcing feature once during each
evening performance, in co-operation
with The Ann Arbor Daily News. The
innovation so far has met with approving comment by patrons. A film
facsimile of the front page of the paper
is projected on the screen during the
reading of condensed news bulletins
r's microphone. Promover the manage
inently blocked out in the picture of
the front page are the words "Night
Edition" thus giving flavor of late
topics.

X- w arner
Theatre Hokliiigs
Total 1500 Houses
Approximately Double Those
Now Held By Fox The
Competitor
Tlu' merging of the interests of the Pai'amount Famous Lasky Corp. and thosi> of
Warner Bros, with the Publix Theatres the
Paramount subsidary taking over the o])eration of the Warner theatres will bring
into existence a circuit of almost 1, .!()()
theatres operated under one supervising
liead. This will ))e the greatest number of
theatres ever assemhlccl in a sing'le circuit.
At present, due to recent purchases of
outstanding partnership interests in theatre chains, Publix is owning and operating
about 1,100 houses. Added to this will
conu' between .'500 and 400 houses that the
Warners are ()]>orating. The Stanley Circuit of theatres which the Warners ac(juired a little more than a year ago alone
number .SOO houses, the Warners own anil
lease approximately 100 additional.
Spyros Skouras, of the Skouras theatres
in St. Louis in which Publix holds a partnership, isthe operating head of tiie Warner chain. He will undoubtedly go over to
Publix with the new deal and {)ossibly be
made a vice-president of the Publix organij^ation ation
in under
charge
the AVarner
the of
Publix
banner. clia'n oper-

G. W. Jeffrey Is Head Of
Columbia Eastern Branches
Assuming the desk of district luanager
of the Columbia Eastern office, George W.
Jeffrey, distribution executive, this week
began his duties as supervisor of the Columbia branches located in Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washington, Cincinnati and
Cleveland.

STOCK

EXCHANGE

BASIS

Warner Shareholders Will Get
One And A Quarter Shares
Of Paramount For One
And One Half
ount
the
FamoustheLasky
ts of and
interesCorp.
to merge
deal
THEParam
that of the Warner Bros., is, according to authentic inside information, about
99 per cent completed. The Warner Bros,
are in conference in Saratoga Springs this
week discussing the final working out of
the affairs of their organization. The lineup will be to have Aclolph Zukor as president and Harry M. Warner chairman of
the board of directors of the merged organizations. The exchange is to be made
on the basis of one and a quarter shares of
Paramount stock for one and a half of
Warner. On Wednesday evening the market quotations on the respective stocks was
Paramount, 71; Warner Bros., 61. Both
slightly on the day in a genwent off
stocks
slump.
:'ral market

Independent

Operation

Both of the companies are to maintain
their separate identities and are to be operated independently of each other, according to the best information available at a
late hour on Thursday. The theatre operating activities of the combined organizations
are to be operated as a unit through Publix Theatres, the Paramount subsidiary.
Rumors circulated in Wall Street last
week revived talk of negotiations looking
toward a consolidation of all the interests
of Paramount and Warner Bros. The rumors brought forth the custonuiry denials
by heads of the companies mentioned as
the principals
in the "next
mei'ger"
slated
for realization
in the giant
film industry.
The report which gained widest circulation in the trade was that financial interests were working on a plan for the creation of a holding company to acquire working control of both Paramount and Warner.
This differed quite radically with the
principal Wall Street rumors, which were
to the effect that Warner stock was being
accumulated by powerful interests on the
strength of reported renewal of efforts to
merge Paramount with Warner.
The rumored holding-company plan discussed in the film trade circles as a result
of the rumors would be an application of
the ' ' super-corporation ' ' idea which recently has been worked out in public utility and food product fields. The plan, as
generally sketched by Wall Street commentators, accomplishes a ' ' community of
interest and co-operative effort by outstanding leaders and organizations" opcrating in their particular field of enterprise. The "super-corporation" brings together the operating managements through
j;anking affiliations. The companies operating under the holding company retain their
separate identities.
(Continued on f>iuic 720)
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Broadway's Four Big Theatres
Grossed $377^553 Last Week;
Eight Do Better Than 100
''Cock Eyed World'' Breaks
Own Record On Second
Week With $173,667;
Three Holdovers
coiiiljiiied busines.s at the Roxy,
THK
Paramount, Capitol and Strand last
week was $377,553. The result was
that three pictures on the street were hcldover. The fourth, "Drao^" at the Strand,
should have been retained but for some
reason or other was replaced by "Broadway Babies."
The bi{?g:est business of the street, and
of the world for that matter, in a picture
house, was scored at the Roxv for the second week of "The Cock Eyed World" at
that house where .$173,667 was grossed. This
is .$276 l)etter than the picture did the first
week with the business on the two weeks
totaling $347,058. The Paramount, with
the first week of "The Greene Murder
Case," played to $80,600, and "The Last
of Mrs. Cheyney," at the Capitol, got $77,474, the result being that both were held
for a second week. At the Strand, "Drag"
in its one week got $45,812.

They

Did

Everything

But Behead "Pagan"

The full
22.— ship
severe
Aug.censor
of
WA, ofONT.,
OTTAeffect
talking or sound pictures of the
disc type was experienced by audiences
at the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, during the week of August 12 when the
e attrac
"
featur
waso."The
Pagan.of
starring
Ramontion
Navarr
So much
the picture had been deleted by the
Ontario Board of Moving Picture Censors that "The Pagan" eventually became a series of over-length subtitles.
These had been inserted in order to
follow the disc synchronization. One
whole scene was repeated for the same
purpos
The e.immediate result was that patrons groaned when one subtitle followed another with only flashes of the
actual picture between.

Cincinnati Film
Men Reject Union
Revised Seliednle

"Dance Of Life' Starts Strong
"The Dance of Life" the one new comer
to the street opened at the Rivoli and got
away to a good start. "Evangeline,"
which had been at the house for three
weeks, passed out of the picture with $16,400. This picture was a flop right from
the start.
At the Rialto "Dr. Fu Manchu" in its
fourth week managed to click to the tune
of $28,400, while "College Love" in its
second week at the Colony failed to hold up
and the result was $8,6.50. "The Wrecker"
at the Cameo got only $4,327 on the week.
Last week and this saw the advent of
three new attractions on the screens of the
extended run houses. The first to come in
was "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor,
where it got away to a flying start. "Fast
Life" followed later at the Central and
this week "Hallelujah" came into the Embassy. Columbia has a new one entitled
"Flight" due at the Cohan in a few weeks.
AI Jolson in his latest Warner production "Say It With Songs" pulled strongly
at Warner's Theatre getting $28,380.25 oil
the week, while "Four Feathers," at the
Criterion in its niiitli week, showed
$13,500
"Street Girl," the fii-st of the Radio
Pictures on Broadway, is holding up nicelv
at the Globe where it got $18,432, and "On
With The Show," at the Winter Garden,
showed $20,214.25.
Just why Fox is continuing "The Black
Watch" at the Gaiety is a mystery. The
picture has b(H'n in the house for twelve
weeks now and at least six of those have
lieen at a decided loss. Last week the gross
was $4,732, which meant another loss.

Operators Wanted Wages From
$72 To $110 Weekly; Terms
Would Put Theatres In Red
Cincinnati, 0., Aug. 22. — Cincinnati exhibitors have rejected the revised schedule
recently offered them by local Union operators, which specified advance in wages
from $72 to $110 per week. Operators also
demand that each suburban house playing
sound pictures shall employ two men in
each booth, each man to receive a salary
substantially higher than now being paid
the single operator.
Exhibitors contend that sul)urban houses
with sound would be unable to keep out of
the red if the increase is met, and that
many neighborhoods M'ould not equip their
houses with sound, as now contemplated.
More than 30 candidates took Civil Service
examination at local City Hall last week,
with most of them passing tests necessary
to become licensed operators.
The Cincinnati Exhibitors' Assoc, will
meet with Motion Picture Operators' Union
and it is expected a compromise will be
effected.

Criterion Midnight Show
The midnight showing i-oiitiiiues its advance among the Broadway motion picture
houses, the latest to adojit the 11:30 show
being the Criterion, where the new policy
will be inaugurated this Saturday wheii
there will be four performances of "The
Four F,("athers." The extra show will be
a regular feature during the run of the film.

Picture

-V ews

ec Showmen
Queb
Renounce War On
Anti- Juvenile Act
Wont
Carry Test Cases To
Privy Council; Promise
To Obey Ordinance
Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 22. — The final
word in the long-drawn-out legal battle
over the question of juvenile rights in
moving picture theatres of the Province of
Quebec was written when the Quebec Theatre Owners' Association formally notified
Hon L. A. Taschereou, Auditor-General,
that the association had no further intention of appealing prosecutions under the
new law which prohibits the admission of
any child under 16 years of age from any
performance in Avhich a moving picture is
[u-esented whether accompanied by an adult
or not.
Further, the organization representing
the exhibitoi-s of the Pi-ovince advised the
Government that it was enjoining all theatre proprietors to obey the juvenile law
as it now stands. The plan to carry the
test cases to the Privy Council at London
for a final decision has been abandoned.
The Quebec Legislature passed the antijuvenile act following the Laurier Palace
Theatre disaster in Montreal on January
7, 1927. The law was ineffective for a considerable period when decisions against
offending exhibitors were upset by higher
courts, and also when theatre managers, accused of permitting children to enter their
theatres, secured writs of prohibition on
statutory grounds.
In recent months, however, the Quebec
Government had been upheld by the Superior Court and the Court of Appeals, and
the exhibitors have now given up the ghost.
Fortunately, however, the Provincial authorities are not enforcing the Sunday closing: law.

Tone-O-Grapli Now
Ready For Theatre
Installation Work
Tono-O-Graph, sound motion picture reproducing machine, is now being manufactured in (juantity production for theatre
installations, it is announced by the North
American Sound and Talking Picture
Ecpiipment Corp., Xew York, whose factory
is located at Long Island City. Prices of
the reproducing machine are placed at
$l,S0O and $2,500. Installation, to take
three hours, is made free of charge, the
company charging only for the wiring, it
is ex]>lained.

No Price Cut On Sound
System, W. E. Announces

Western Ele<'tric announces this week
that there will be no major jirice reductions
made on "Western Electric sound system.
The company claims that all prices are
based ujion manufacturing cost of its
product.
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Controversy Ended^' Says DeMille;
Equity Reorganizing Union Drive
STUDIO

HEADS

HAPPY

Fight Not Over Yet Gillmore
Counters Before Leaving To
Confer On Neiv Plan To
Unionize Talkies
22.— CrashingD, thatAug.
YWOO
HOLLwitli
left loyal members
a roar
specf-hloss, the Equity strike blew
up suddenly Saturday night, at which time
Frank Gillmore intstructed those who had
been out for eleven weeks to resume w'ork.
To observers of the entire situation, the
action of Equity's president was not unexpected. The strike reached its climax
two weeks ago, when Gillmore and other
association representatives were endeavoring to reach an adjustment with the producers. Even at that time, numerous memof
the organization were show'ing a
bers
restlessness over conditions that indicated
that there would be a concerted movement
by groups to desert Equity and accept producer contracts regardless of consequences.

Many Deserted Cause
During the week of negotiations, it is
estimated that more than two hundred
Equity members deserted the cause. No
widespread publicity was given to the
wholesale desertions, but the famous 80-20
meeting of members which Gillmore held
on Saturday, August 10th, made the decision for hundreds more that they would
no longer cling to the Equity cause in the
strike.
Ethel Bariymore's criticism of Gillmore 's
handling of the entire situation was the
last straw for the Equity cause. Immediately following publication of her statements, old time members of the organization turned in their membership cards, declining to follow Gillmore and his supporters further.
Seeing wholesale defection from his
ranks, Gillmore decided last w'eek that his
cause was hopeless. He appealed to national labor unions, but met with little
encouragement. He took the only course
open — called off the strike at his final rally
last Saturday night.
In making his announcement. President
Gillmore declared that he had encountered
many obstacles among members of Equity
on the Coast who were not in accord with
the sudden strike policy. He claimed that
they had overcome every hurdle, but could
not meet conditions created by the statements of Ethel BarrjTnore. He declared
that her untimely interviews had changed
the entire complexion of the situation, and
had turned Elquity's position from a highly
advantageous one to that of extreme difficulty.
After going into details of various negotiations with the producers, Gillmore read
a telegram from his New York office stating
(Continu-ed on foUoufing page)

Sees Waste in 90 Ft.
Per Minute Speed
to the
of A60return
feet
Aug. 22.—
, speed
OODold
HOLLYW
per minute instead of the present speed of 90 feet per minute is urged
by Roy Pomeroy, authority in technical
matters pertaining to sound motion
pictures, in a criticism of present studio conditions with regard to the
shooting and reproduction of talkers.
He declares every scene filmed at the
newer speed uses one-third more negative than necessary and the consequence is that millions of dollars are
lost annually by the producers.

May Settle West
Coast Conspiracy
Case Out Of Court
Many Respondents Seen Complying With ^^Cease And
Desist^ ^ Order
According to a report this week there is
an excellent chance that the Federal Trade
Commission will not have to resort to court
action to secure acceptance of the "cease
and desist" order instituted some time ago
against West Coast Theatres and others.
This is in line with a report that a number
of the respondents have signified their willingness to comply with the order.
It will probably be several weeks before
all of the reports from respondents are in.|
In the meantime the commission is diligently looking over those already received
to ascertain if all points have been complied with.
In the suit brought against West Coast
by the Department of Justice scarcely any
progi-ess is reported. When this matter
came up it was thought that it would drag
along until Fall on account of the usual
dull
mer. period for legal matters during Sum-

Eddie Quillan, Pathe Star,
In N. Y. For Appearance
Eddie Quillan, Pathe 's youthful .star
whose ' ' Sophomore, ' ' collegiate talkie,
opens at both Paramount Theatres this
week, arrived at the Pathe home office early
this week. He will be featured with Rudy
Vallee in the presentation at the Brooklyn
Paramount and comes to the N. Y. Paramount next week. The star was guest artist on the Kolster Radio Hour over the
Columbia Broadcasting System last Wednesday and will be guest of honor at the
A. M. P. A. next week.

STRIKE

IS CALLED

OFF

Equity President Blames Ethel
Barrymore's Criticism For
Defeat — Members Told To
Resume Studio Work
tionalofdeparture
Hollyw
sensa-to
e 'sood
Gillmor
Frankfrom
the eve
Oii confer
with Pnion heads in New York
on a new plan that would bring film producers and Equity into agreement, Cecil B.
DeMille, president of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers, last Wednesday
declared "The controversy is ended," in
the first statement to issue from the producers 'association since Gillmore opened
the Equity campaign to unionize motion
picture players last June.
"We are glad that Gillmore has officially
notified members of his association to accept
work when it is offered by the studios," De
jNIille said. "There was no occasion for
the attempted invasion of the motion picture industry by the Actors' Equity Association of New York. The Equity movement did not have the approval or sympathy
of a majority of the working actors and
actresses in the motion picture studios."

Seen As

Defeat

While in many quarters the Gillmore announcement last Saturday suspending the
Equity strike was regarded as complete defeat of Equity's aims in the talking picture
field, Gillmore and other Equity officials
expressed the utmost confidence that the
drive to unionize studio players actively
started last June would be renewed within
a short time and would be brought to a
successful conclusion.
Mr. Gillmore is due in New York Saturday and will confer with William F. Canavan, president of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Employees and Motion Picture Operators of the United States and
Canada, who has said he believes he can
offer a compromise plan that would bring
film producers and Equity into agreement.
A meeting of the Equity council next
Monday will be presided over by Gillmore
and steps taken toward a reorganization of
the campaign to impose the Equity contract
on motion picture producers.
What disciplinary action or charges, if
any, will be made against Ethel BaiTvmore
for her outspoken condemnation of Gillmore's conduct of the Equity drive in
Hollywood through the regular channels of
the organization remain a question as no
officials of the organization would discuss
the matter.
The Equity members suspended by the
organization for disloyalty in the talking
picture situation will remain under suspension. These players, who broke away
from Equity by signing studio contracts.
Equity officials explained, are free, of
{Continued on following page)
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Delegates Stage
Lively Debate At
St. Louis Meeting
(Continued from page 714)

less of their affiliations, motion pictures,
both sound and silent, at a price the exhibitor can afford to pay. He said a committee of five local exhibitors to be appointed by President Wehrcnberg would
act on any adjustment of jwices asked by
exhibitors purchasing such franchises.
Admitting that the national body headed
by Woodhull had accomplished some Avonderful things for independent exhibitors,
he contended that it hadn't gone far
enough. He didn't agree with Woodhull 's
expressed espousal of the theory of helpful co-operation by all within the industry
for the solution of their mutual problems,
and stated that he was interested alone in
tlie exhibitors and didn't care whether any
particular distributor or producer passed
out the business.
He advised the exhibitors to reject arbitration as now practiced, contending they
didn't have a chance when a seventh man
is called in under the uniform contract.
And in this connection stated that he would
personally defend any suit against an exhil)itor to test this contract in the courts.
R. R. Bcachey, of Kansas City, president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Kansas and Western Missouri, also spoke
briefly.
Woodhull, in addresses on both days,
advocated the principle of arbitration, and
warned that its complete rejection and resort to the courts would probably bring on
governmental control of the business. He
told of the results that have been obtained
by co-operative means in solving problems
of exhibitors tied up with high-priced
sound contracts.
Pettijohn, in his talk on Monday, defended the Hays organization and the uniform exhibition contract.
Wehrenberg voiced the objections of the
organization to use of duplicate records for
sound reproduction, and advised exhibitors
to insist on original records.
The managers of many of the local exchanges were brought "on the carpet" to
ascertain their instructions regarding adjustments on sound contracts. All stated
that exhibitors entitled to relief would be
granted it.
Other officers elected in addition to Mr.
Wehrenberg were : Vice-presidents, S. E.
Pirtie, Jerseyville, 111.; I. W. Rodgers,
I'oplar Bluff, Mo.; J. F. Rees, Wellsville,
.Mo. ; J. C. Hewitt, Robinson, 111., and T. E.
Yemm, Duquoin, III. Secretary, Louis C.
Hehl, St. Louis; treasurer, Oscar C. Lehr,
St. Louis, and sergeant-at-arms, G. M. Luttrell, Jacksonville, 111. Members of executive committee, Joseph Mogler, Charles
(Joldman, Louis Stalh, M. E. Pasmezoglu,
W. 0. Reeves and Thomas James, all of
St. Louis; J. C. Hewitt, Robinson, 111.; S.
E. Pirtie, Jerseyville, 111.; Harry Miller,
Pest us, Mo.; Louis Meuges, East St. Louis,
111.; Bob Cluster, Johnston City, 111.; T.
K. Yennn, Duquoin, 111., and 1. W. Rodgers,
I'oplar Bluff, Mo.
President Wehreid)erg appoiiit('(l the following members to Board of Arbitration :
Oscar Leiir .iiid K. C. Goldman, St. Louis,

Stanley Co. Dropping
Aldine Orchestra
een
ent
betw22.—
pres
TheGT
, Aug.
Del.ract
, cont
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WILMIN
the Aldine Theatre orchestra
and the Stanley Co. of America which
expires at the end of this month will
not be renewed. The reason given is
because of the great overhead and in
films.
view of the synchronized

Paranioimt Deal
With Warner Is
Seen "In The Bag"

(Continued from page 7\7)

A merger of Paramount and Warner
Bros, would bring into existence the most
influential and richest corporations in theatre properties, producing and distributing
facilities and financial set-up, ever integrated in the film industry, and one of the
most extensive operating in any field of
industry. Such a combination would control nearly 1,500 theatres, more than double
the amount of its nearest competitor — Fox.
Such a consolidation would leave the picture industry divided largely between two
groups, Paramount-Warner and Fox, with
a third factor bidding for another division,
the place ultimately to be occupied by
HKO, subsidiary in the amusement field of
Radio Corporation of America, and regarded in Wall Street as a certain future
big factor in the picture industry.
First National and United Artists automatically would be brought into the Paramount-Warner combine, thus far discussed
only in rumors, with the former a subsidiary of Warner and the latter affiliated
with Paramount through the contact established when Paramount purchased the
$3,000,000 debentures of the Art Cinema
Corporation, affiliated with United Artists.

Equity Members Resume
Work As Long Strike Ends
{Continued from

preceding

page)

course, to engage in motion j^icture work
but will be barred from stage engagements
in productions where the Equity contract
is in force.
The motion picture players suspended
number 61: On the suspended list is the
name oftheDonald
only
desert
ranks Crisp,
in Newthe York.
came on from the Coast and
studio contract to appear in

'member
to
Mr. Crisp
accepted a
"Sherlock

Holmes."
and Louis Menges, East St. Louis. Alternates, Joseph Mogler and Fred Wehrenberg, both of St. Louis.

"Bulldog Drummond" At
Rialto For Pop Price Run
Following a run of three months at the
N"ew York Apollo Theatre, "Bulldog
Drummond," United Artists release, comes
lo the Hialto Theatre this Saturday for its
first run at pop prices.

Picture

News

Gillmore Plans
To Continue Equity
Campaign On Coast

(Continued from preceding page)

that William Canavan, president of the
I. A. T. S. E., requested Gillmore to return
to New York immediately for conferences
that would present a solution to the current
dispute. He claimed that his plans provided for an immediate return East to
work along other lines, but indicated that
he would return to Hollywood vei'y shortly
with the entire difficulty concluded satisfactorily to all members in pictures.
It was a bitter defeat for those members
who had defended Gillmore 's actions in
the present controversy. Various speakers
followed the president, and endeavored to
convey to the audience that Equity had not
been defeated — b.ut another line of attack
had presented itself that indicated it would
work for better results. To the half-filled
arena; the smallest gathering in ten weeks;
Gillmore 's talk meant nothing more than
utter defeat. And they took it as such,
although many of those in- the audience had
come to what they had declared would be
their last Equity meeting, for they were
starting to seek work after Monday.
It is impossible to estimate the tremendous amount of money lost by those
members who turned down engagements
during the eleven week strike. Neither is
it possible to determine the tremendous
sacrifices that were made by those members
who were loyal from start to finish, and also
those who stuck to the cause through fear
of
strength if the association won
its Equity's
battle.
Producers encountered certain casting
difficulties during the first six weeks, but
then the deserters started to offer their
services, and the studios then found no
trouble in casting their pictures satisfactorily. It is estimated that production, instead
of being on the decline as was rei>orted by
Equity officials, is at its usual high peak
at this time of the year, and will continue
so until November.

Nat Levine Returns From
Coast With Talking Serial
Nat Levine, serial producer, is back in
New York City with his latest offering,
"King of the Kongo." The picture eontains a synchronized score and dialog and
was released Aug. 20th.
Mr. Levine believes that "the present
feature length talking picture is not altogether suitable entertainment for children
inasmuch as most of them are 'over the
youngsters' heads' and that many houses
have lost the children trade on account of
this." His talking serial, with sounds by
the animal characters and the usual serial
action, will bring this trade l)ack, he states.

Kirkland's Mexican Plans
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — David Kirkland is
organizing a production company in Mexico
City for the purpose of making a series of
pictures with a Mexican background. Kirkland, film director and writer, is preparing
his first story, and reports state Don Alvaardo will play the lead.
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*^Druniiiiond' 1st
Week's Take Was
$32,000 On Coast
^Dynamite'' And ^Show Boat'
Petering Out; Greater
Movie Season Arrives
Los Angeles, Aug. 22. — "Bulldog Drummond," in its first week at the United Artists Theatre, ran away with last Aveek's
entire field of current movie presentations
when $32,000, representing a 240 percentage, poured into the tills of the United
Artists box-office. This figure includes the
$.5 first night opening, which realized a take
of $7,.500.
"The Hottentot," with $18,500 (13.3 per
cent), in its second week at Warners Hollywood; "Hollywood Revue of 1929," with
$18,800 (116 per cent), in its ninth week at
Grauman's Chinese; "Salute," with $30,400 (113 per cent), in its initial week at
Loew's State, and "Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manehu," with $27,.500 (110 per cent), in
its debut week at the Paramount, were the
other attractions that went over the 100
per cent mark of average business.
"Dynamite," playing for the fourth
week at the Carthay Circle, grossed $12,500 (100 per cent), while "The Show
Boat," running equally as long at the Criterion, dipped to $7,000 (71 per cent).
Despite the heat business was generally
good. The week was the first of Fox West
Coast's Greater Movie Season, the circuit
utilizing widespread publicity to launch its
presentations. Fox used Stepin Fetchit in
personal appeai-ances in all showings of
"Salute" at the Loew's State.
In last week's report it was erroneously
stated that the Duncan Sisters appeared on
the State's bill. The real facts in the case
are that "The Single Standard," silent,
came within $150 of the house record estal)lished two years ago by the personal
appearance of the Duncan Sisters. The
gross of "The Single Standard" is the second in the seven years that the State has
been open.

M. Shagrin Made General
Mgr. W. B. Calif. Circuit
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — With the acquisition of the Pantages theatres in Los Angeles and Fresno by Warner Brothers, Max
Shagrin has been promoted to the post of
general manager of Warners' California
theatre circuit. Shagrin has been manager
of Warners' Hollywood for the past several months, and has been successful in
maintaining high grosses

Sam
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Katz And Eleanor
Ambrose Maurice Married

Sam Katz, president of Publix Theatres,
and Eleanor Ambrose Maurice, widow of
the famous ballroom dancer, were married
rather hurriedly last Saturday at the Hotel Davenport in Stamford, Ct. Present at
the time of the ceremony were Mr. and
.Mrs. Sidney Kent and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Dembow.

Publix Dealing With Reade;
Also After Rickards And Nace;
Take Over Butterfield
Sept. 1
Three Circuits Will Add 115
This Was An Actual
Occurrence

While
S.—Sims
ONIO,
ANThere
visiting
Mrs. TEXA
R. C.
of
SAN
Kenedy, Texas, and her son Ray,
aged 4 years, attended the Greater
Majestic Theatre, the movie palace
just opened. The mother was comfortably settled watching the show
when the little fellow after making
a detailed survey of surroundings,
leaned over to her and asked:
"Mother is this heaven?"

Admission Tax
Collections Less
Than $6,000,000
$3 Increase In Exemption Is
The Cause, Treasury Dept,
Figures Indicate
Aug. 22. — Admisn, D. C,
Washingto
sion tax collections
have dwindled to but
slightly more than $6,000,000, as a result
of the increase to $3 in the exemption, provided for in the revenue act effective last
year, it is shown by preliminary figures
Departmen<^,
the Treasury
issuedtaxbycollections
just
covering
during the fiscal
year ended June 30 last.
Total receipts from this source during
the vear were $6,083,05.5.82, against $17,724,9.52.08 in the fiscal year 1928, when
the exemption was 75 cents. More than
half of the total collected was reported
from New York, where receipts were $3,711,889. Illinois was a poor second, with
$774,614, followed by California, $289,579;
Pennsvlvania, $264,710 ; Massachusetts,
$215,872; Michigan, $149,181; Missouri,
$85,424; Florida, $79,551, and New Jersey,
$76,027.
Total receipts from all classes of internal taxes during the -fiscal year were
$2,939,054,375, of which income tax collections represented $2,331,274,428, and
miscellaneous taxes .$607,779,946. For the
fiscal year 1928 total collections were $2,790,535,537, of which $2,174,573,102 was
income and $615,962,434 miscellaneous
taxes. The total collections during the
year just closed exceeded those of 1928 by
$148,518,837, due entirely to an increase of
$156,701,325 in income receipts, miscellaneous taxes decreasing $8,182,488. The small
decrease in miscellaneous collections, in
view of a cut of $11,000,000 in admission
tax receipts and $46,000,000 in automobile
taxes, was due to an increase of .$38,000,000 in tobacco taxes and $15,000,000 in
stamp taxes.

Houses To Their Chain;
RKO After Reade
Houses Also
unCORP.,tedit ais surjust comple
derstood, haveRES
PUBLIX THEAT
vey of the Walter Reade circuit of
twenty-nine theatres in New York and New
Jersey and negotiations are on for the purchases of the string. EKO, which has taken
over the Columbia, in New York, from
Reade, is also reported as in the market
for the houses, but the late reports are to
the effect that Publix is the favored customer with Reade. Publix is also reported
after the Rickards and Nace chain in Arizona, with both Rickards and Nace in New
York at present for the negotiations. There'
are sixteen theatres operated by these
On Sejitember
first Publix is to take over
s.
partner
the Butterfield Circuit of eighty houses in
Michigan and they will have a seventy-five
per cent ownership in them with RadioKeith-Orpheum retaining a twenty-five per
cent interest. Prior to the deal whereby
they bought Col. Butterfield 's interest Publix held a twenty-five per cent interest.
The operation of the Butterfield chain
will be handled out of the Publix headquarters in Detroit with Walter Immerman acting as general manager of both circuits under the supervision of George Trendle.
Universal is holding a fifty per cent interest in the Rickards and Nace houses
and in the event that the partners decide
to sell to Publix they will also dispose of
their interest at the same time. The reported activities of the Fox West Coast
Theatres in the Rickards and Nace territory is the reason for their wanting to turn
their properties over to one of the bigger
chains.
In the event that all three of the deals
going tiirough it would mean that Publix
would undertake the operation of an additional 115 theatres.

Preparations For
1930 ^Revile' Are
Started By M-G-M
Hoi 1 wood, Aug. 22. — M-G-M has already
started preparation of song numbers,
sketches and comedy material for the
' ' Hollywood Revue of 1930. ' ' Harry Rapf ,
producer of the 1929 edition, will also produce the latter. Decision to start the new
revue as early as possible was occasioned
by realization of delays that might be encountered, together with the request from
distributing officials that the picture get
on the market early in the year.
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U Sets 19 Releases
For Fall; Specials
Included In Group

3,000 Theatres Are
Represented At Big
N. Y. Exhibitor Rally

Universal announces nineteen fealim.^
for release during the Fall of 1929. The
schedule includes "Broadway," "Tonight
at Twelve" and "The Shannons of Broadway," all specials.
The Fall line-up is as follows:

(Continued front page 715)

September — "The Drake Case," directed by Edward
Laemmlc with Gladys Brockwell. Forrest Stanley and
Robert Krazer among the cast; "The Wagon Master,"
Ken Maynard's first sound-dialogue Western which
Moments, ""
directed;
Brown Denny
Harry J.Reginald
Merna Kennedy, directed
with"Embarrassing
starring
the first
by William J. Craft; "Barniim Was Right,"
of the Glenn Tryon-Merna Kennedy co-starring vehidiTwelve,"
At
cles, directed by Del Lord; "Tonight
rected by Harry Pollard and presenting Madge Bellamy, Robert Ellis, Margaret Livingstone, Vera Reynolds
and others. ,
., ,, ,,
_.,
October — "The Long, Long Trail, Hoot Gibson s
first sound-dialogue Western, directed by Arthur Rosson, Oct. 6th; "Hold Your Man." starring Laura La
Plante, directed by Emmett Flynn. Oct. 13th; "The
Mississippi Gambler," directed by Reginald Barker;
"Lucky Larkin," the second of the Ken Maynard
Westerns in sound and dialogue, directed by Harry
J. Brown.
.
November — "Broadway,'' directed by Paul Fejos with
Glenn Tryon, Merna Kennedy, Evelyn Brent and
"The Shanghai Lady," Mary Nolan's
others starred;
initial starring vehicle which was directed by John
Shannons of Broadway," with Mr.
"The
Robertson;
and Mrs. Jimmy Gleason, directed by Emmett Flynn,
Zealand Maori
Nov. 17th; "The Devil's Pit,"andNew
filmed with native
drama m.ide by Lew Collins
songs and dances.
, , > tt ^
December — ^"The Ace Rider,' the second of the Hoot
Gibson sound-dialogue westerns, Dec. 1st; "Moonlight
Madness." the first of the John Roles features; ' Songs
of the Saddle,'' the third of the Ken Maynard sounddialogue westerns, directed by Harry J. Brown. Dec.
15th; "Kiss Proof" another Laura La Plante vehicle,
Flynn; "One Hysterical Night,"
by Emmett
directed Reginald
Denny, directed by William J. Craft
starring
and the last Universal release for 1929.
In addition to the above LTniversal will also release
a selected Jack Hoxie Western on Oct. 8th and a
William Desmond Western on Dec. 8th.
The remainder of the Universal schedule for the
four
months of January to August inclusive embraces
Laemnde si'ecials and 25 features, details concerning
which will he released Uter.

Educational Issues Sound
Releases For September

Six two-reel all-talkie comedies, a Lyman
synchroIT. Howe TTodf^e-Podge with sound
nization and the usual eight issues of the
Fvinograni Newsreel, are to be released from
al branches during Septemthe
ber. Education

The first release will be "The Lunkhead," Sennett talkie with Harry Gribbon
and Andy Clyde. The other subjects are:
"Social Sinners," Tuxedo talkie with R^aymond Mckee, screened from a play by Kenyon Nicholson; "Fire Proof," Lujjiiio
Lane's third talking comedy ; "Prince (iabby," a Coronet talkie with Edward Everett Horton from the pen of Edgar Wallace;
a new Mack Sennett comedy, as yet untitled; and the fourth Lloyd Hamilton
talkie, also untitled.

Disney Plans New "Mouse"
And "Symphonies" Series

Independent distribution of the new series of Walt Disney Mickey Mouse cartoons
is planned by Disney Cartoons, which will
follow the same policy as is in vogue with
the current series.

Disney will produce a series of thii'teen
"Silly Symphonies," fantastic cartoons
with i-hythm of sym])honic nuisic. These
sui),jects will be distributed in the United
States and Canada by Columbia Pictures
and by other distributors in foreign countries.

E.

B.

Derr,

newly
elected Pnthe
Vice-President

Executive

Derr, Pathe Vice-Pres.,
Was Once An Exhibitor
E. B. Derr, the newly elected Executive
vice-president of Pathe, began his career in
the film business as an exhibitor. He was
previously in the newspaper game but soon
became identified with the Auditing DeLehigh Valley, N. Y. Cenpartment of theroads.
tral and other
For four years he operated a theatre in
Bethlehem, Pa., where he was born. Upon
theatrical interests he beof the
disposing
came auditor
of the disbursements of 92
companies allied with Bethlehem Steel
Corp. During the war he was comptroller
of the Fore River Ship Yards of Bethlehem
Steel. Later the posts of treasurer of the
U. S. Mutual Liability Insurance Corp. and
that of an executive with Bethlehem Steel
were his. Upon joining Josejjh P. Kennedy
in the film industry he acquired executive
experience with PBO and Pathe. During
the past year and a half he has been Mr.
Kennedy's representative in Pathe.

Tiffany Sells Franchises
At Minneapolis Convention
{Continued from page 715)
Woempner Circuit, comprising Gopher,
Franklin, LaSalle and Xew Park, Minneapolis and Greenland, William, Minn.; Henry
Green Circuit, comprising Lake, New Lake,
East Lake, Elago, Hamline, Minn.; 0. N.
Raths, Ideal, St. Paul, Minn.; H. E. Hoffman, Bluebird, St. Paul, Minn.
Tiffany-Stahl and Allied States have
started a big campaign to put over the
franchise plan, which carries with > it the
all-talking screen adaptation of "Journey's
End," R. C. Sheriir's play which is amazing the entire world, with one big stage production and three road shows in England;
two big productions in the United States
and two shows to follow in Paris and one
in Berlin.
A meetiiig to go over the franchise ])roposition was held Mondav, August 19th, at
the Park Central Hotel; W. C. Gehring,
Eastern Division ^Manager, presided. Among
those W'ho attended were Phil Mej'ers, New
York branch manager; A. L. Selig, director
of advertising and publicity; E. J. Hayes,
manager of the Albany exchange, and Ben
Smith, salesman; B. B. Brady, Buffalo manager, and E. E. Weakly and Lee Wolfe,
salesmen.

tion stronger in the minds of the independent exhibitors of the country and that today the organization was stronger than it
had been at anytime since its formation. In
what seemed to be a direct attack at the
Hays organization and its practices, although Hays or his associates was not
named, he stated that the aims of the Allied organization had to do with the lack
of mutuality in the standard contract and
with the lack of fairness in the present
form of arbitration, "with the use of producer revenue to interefere Avith and
thwart the development of a national producerWalker
organization."
Mayor
in speaking stated that he
wanted the exhibitors to know that he was
with them heart and soul and that he
wanted them to continue their fight for a
fair break now as thev had done in the davs
of 1919-20.
Oscar Hansen for Tiffany-Stahl told the
exhibitors that his company wa behind the
independents heart and soul and that L. A.
Young, president of Tiffany-Stahl, was in
the fiight to stay and that he had a few dollars to go ahead with. And that the organization intended to turn out the best pictures that they possibly could for the independent theatres.
Lee Marcus of Radio called the attention
of the exhibitors to the ramification of the
activities of his organization stating that
behind them they had the Westinghouse
and General Electric comjjanies. The Radio
Corp. of America, the National Broadcasting Association, the RKO Theatres, the
RCA Photophone, and the Victor Talking
]\Iachine and sales organization, all of
which would be thrown into the fight to
give service to the exhibitor, in exploitation of the pictures, the stars and the theatres in which they were to be shown. In
addition the exhibitors are to receive the
service of the publicity and advertising and
exploitation departments that are working
for RKO and the M'orthwhile publicity and
exploitation stunts that were found effective in those theatres would be passed on to
the independent exhibitor through a service
that would be developed for that purpose.
E. E. Bucher of RCA in his talk informed the exhibitors that television was
certain in the future and told them that,
they would be far better off as the partners
of an organization that would perfect it
and handle it than they would be if they
were on the outside and not operating with
the big company, for it would be to the interest of the big company to protect the interests of its partners.
In a concluding speech Charles O'Reilly
stated that there were more than 25 per
cent of the theatres in Greater New York
now closed. Not because of summer weather but because of the fact that they found
it impossible to continue to operate at a
profit. There are less than 500 theatres in
Greater New York devoted to motion pictures, of these 112 are closed. Another season, according to O'Reilly, and another
100 would be forced to close unless the exhibitors grabbed the life buoy that the Allied had provided for them in the affiliation with RCA, Radio and Tiffany-Stahl.
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Talk In HoUywood
By Walter R. Greene
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COAST producer, who had a jjicture
of himself and his New York associate hanging on his office wall, broke off
with his eastern partner over financial battles. After the split-up, the producer cut
out the head of his former associate in tlie
A

picture, and substituted that of a film comedian. Then he captioned the new character "an honest man."
ROSCOE "FATTY" ARBUCKLE has
closed his Plantation night club, and
is now looking for a job in pictures, preferably as a director. The former film comedian opened the Plantation about two
years ago, and for a time enjoyed the
patronage of the film colony to brilliant
success. Business finally dropped off, with
Arbuckle's partners refusing to go any
further last week.
THE problems of Central Casting offices
are becoming decidedly complex
through the unusual demands of studios for
various types of voices in the talkers. Last
week. First National put in a call for 500
extras who could laugh heartily — this was
the main requisite of every candidate sent
to the set. After wading through their files,
the eastere supplied the demand.
M-G-M

is conducting an interesting experiment through the production of a
two-reel comedy in which trained dogs play
<'very character. After the picture is completed and cut, it is intended to synchronize
human voices with the action of the animals
for laugh purposes. The idea is credited to
Zion Myei's, who is also directing the picture in association with Jules White.
IN order to be certain that every sound
effect used for Movietone production is
authentic, Fox is cataloguing a collection
of traffic whistles, automobile horns, streetcar bells, mail carrier whistles, and various
other noise-making devices used in all the
leading cities of Europe. Winfield Sheehan
and other Fox executives are not taking
any chances of having complaints registered
on account of substitute noisemakers.

Phone Granite 2145
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STRANGE as it may seem, Richard Dix'
final picture under his Paramount contract, "The Love Doctor," was completed
at a figure $70,000 below orig:inal estimate.
This was accomplished through the cooperation of Dix during preparation and filming, according to the admission of a Paramount executive. Melville Brown, a new
director on the Paramount lot, turned out
one of the best Dix pictures in the past
two years, according to preview reports.

R. GREENE
Editc
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Jeanette Troff, beautiful young Pathe star ivho
has had her contract renewed.
She has a part
in Eddie Quillans "The Sophomore"

THE
army of entertainers that have
come West for film talkers ami
musicals have established Hollywood as the
musical center of the United States. In
view of this fact, practically all of the disc
record companies have audition rooms and
equipment on the Coast, so that they will
l)e able to have a steady supply of records
for distribution.

FOR some reason or other, Paramount is
assigning Esther Ralston to featured
roles in talkers, and then switching at the
last minute to Fay Wray. Miss Ralston
was first cast in "Behind the Make Up,"
but Miss Wray went in when the picture
was started. Then she was assigned to
"Pointed Heels," but pulled out for the
lead opposite George Bancroft in "The
Mighty." It is understood that option on
Miss Ralston 's contract will not be renewed
b}' Pai'amount next month, by agreement
with the player.

Milestone To Direct "All
Quiet On Western Front"

Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Lewis Milestone
will direct "All Quiet on the Western
Front" for Universal. The picture will
be made entirely in sound, with plans
outlined to produce it as a super-special.
"All Quiet on the Western Front" is
Milestone's first free lance picture since
receiving his term contract release from
Caddo Productions.
Ralph Forbes has signed with First National to play opposite Corinne Griffith in
"Lilies of the Field" directed by Alexander
Korda.

THERE is a special style to the type of
original songs that have been written for talking and musical pictures. The
new cycle, if it can be caHed that, is indicated by the works of Naeio Herb Brown
and Arthur Freed for film productions.
Their numbers have an appeal which is
created by simple and melodic rhythms, and
tiot by the jazzy and intricate numbers that
"tin pan alley" has been noted for in the
[)ast. The New York World commented
editorially on this fact, and called attention to the simplicity of "The Wedding
of the Painted Dolls," comparing the composition of the Brown-Freed team to those
of Victor Herbert and Reginald DeKoven.

STEPT and BUDDY GREEN,
SAMMY
publishers as well as song writers, have
arrived from the East to join the Warner
and First National song departments. The
team have been responsible for several hits,
including "I'll Alwavs Be in Love With
You," "Alabamy Bound," and "That's
My Weakness Now." Abner Silver, another writer of hits, has also joined the
Coast colony, and while no announcement
of a studio tie up has been made, he is
supplying several song numbers
Harry Carroll revue.

for the

EXPLOITATION of the song in musical
film productions is finally becoming a
fact with the publicity departments of several theatre chains. The numbers in
Marion

Davies' first filmusical, "Marianne," are getting a tremedonus amount of
local publicity in the local papers, particularly the "Examiner and Herald." The
picture is being plugged for a run at the
Mayan on a twice daily policy at $2 top.
Brown and Freed are heavy contributors
of melodies for the film, while Jesse Greer
and Raymond Klages composed the theme
song. The writers are getting their share
of the publicity through their composition
of the song numbers.
AL

DUBLIN and Joe Burke coraUed
another big assignment at Warners
when they were assigned to write the song
numbers for "Hold Everything," a superspecial musical. This makes four important
pictures that the team have worked on for
Warners and Fii-st National.
WITH
Van and Schenck in town to
start work on their first talker feature for M-G-M, Ager and Yellen have
been assigned to write the original songs
that the famous team will deliver in the
{Continued on following pac/e)
production.

Motion
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Al Rockett Becomes
Fox Assoc. Producer;
Plans European Trip
Hollywood,
Aug.term
'22. —contract
AftPr securing
settlement,
on his
with First::
National as production head. Al Rockett
immediately joins Fox as an associate producer on the stal¥ of Sol Wurtzel, studio
head of Fox.
Rockett is reported to have received
$75,000 for cancellation of his ag-reement
with P'irst National, and stated he intended
to take a trip abroad for a rest before
making a new affiliation. The offer from
Fox came along, however, and Rockett
joins the organization immediately, postponing his European trip indefinitely.

M-G-M Inaugurates School
For Instruction In Sound
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — A school for instruction in sound has been launched l)y
M-Gr-M Studios, with a group of foi-mer
college youths as students. Upon completion of the course, the men will be sent out
to aid exhibitors with an expert service for
the presentation of sound films in theatres.
Louis F. Edelman is chief instructor, and
is assisted by Felix Feist, Jr., Douglas
Shearer, head of M-G-M sound department,
is head of the training school faculty, which
includes Wesley MilleiJ, Eari Reis, Col.
Dupy, E. N. Fenton and C. C. Concarini, all
exixM-t engineers on the M-G-M sound staff.

"Blaze 'O Glory" Decided
On As Next Dowling Film
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Eddie Bowling's
next talker for Sono-Art will be "Blaze 0'
Glory," replacing "A Year and a Day,"
the original selection. Adaptation is being
written by Renaud Hoffman, with George
Ci^one slated to direct. Georg'e Weeks,
vice-president and general manager of
Sono-Art. left this week for a fast trip to
New "N'oi'k in connectifjii with coiiipan\affairs.
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Greta Garbo as she is seen in her new M-G-M
starring vehicle, as yet untitled.
Jacques Feylead
der is directing and Conrad
Nagel is the male

^
Hollywood
\ Melody Makers
{Cuiiliiiiied from

Research Bureau
On Skids But New

preccdinij pai/e)

NICK LUCAS, "the crooning troubadour," visited Ray Perkins, head of
Warner and First National song departments. After an extended conversation,
Lucas left the office, but forgot to take his
mandolin along. The instrument is valueil
at $12,000. Late that night, Lucas, discovered his loss, but could not remember
where he had left it. Lucas started a frantic search via phone for his valued property, and finally checked down to Perkins
about four in the morning. Pei'kins could
not help Lucas, but the latter insisted he
make a trip to the studio office. The mandolin was safely reposing on Perkins' desk,
and Lucas grabbed it with the declaration
lie would tie it to himself from now on.

Hollywood,is Aug.
22.— The
Producers'
Association
definitely
abandoning
the
Technical Research Bureau, according to
advice received here this week. However,
through the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, with co-operation of producers and technicians, it is planned to
form a committee for systematic research
in preparation for anticipated {)rogress in
the next five years.
An attempt will be made to standardize
equipment in the field of the silent camera,
television, stereoscopy and set treatment,
besides giving benefit of the research to all
producers and theatres.

''Phantom" Dialogue Scenes
Are Finished By Universal
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Universal has completed shooting of dialog scenes for insertion in "The Phantom of the Opera." The
sound sequences were directed by Ernst
Laemmle and Frank McCormiek, and had
Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry of the
original cast. Edward Martindel, George
B. Williams, Phillips Smalley, Ray Holderness and Edward Davis were not in the
original picture, but were written in the
sound version for speaking part.
It is Universal 's intention to have about
half of the picture in dialogue, with the
balance in sound effects and music.

Brentinger Succeeds Levee
As U. A. Studio Manager

IN addition to signing Geoi-ges Carpentier
for one of the featured roles in "Hold
Everything," Warners have assigned Al
Dublin and Joe Burke to write the original
songs and melodies for the filmusical. The
team just completed the scores for "She
Couldn't Say No," "Sally" and several
other Vitaphone productions.

Jlolh-wood, Aug. 22. — With M. C. Levee
moving over to Paramount on Sept. 1, A.
M. Brentinger has been appointed general
manager of United Artists Studios to succeed Levee.

GUS EDWARDS is taking a vacation
trip to New York to attend the eastein
premiere of "Hollywood Revue of 1929,"
which presents several original song numbers composed by Gus. After rightfully taking his bows in New York, Edwards will return to resume his duties at M-G-M studios.

[)romoted.

Brentinger has handled the private business affairs of Joseph M. Schenek for several years, and was in charge of the Feature
Productions accounting de2)artment when

Grange Will Start U Film
After The Football Season
Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Red Grange will
not make his football picture for Universal
until after the gridiron season, according
Id admissions at the company's studios.
Delay in production is rei)orted as the result of dissatisfaction over stoi'v matei-ial.

Soloman
Columbia's drama oj young love, "The College
Coi/uette" presents iniliam Collier, Jr., and
Ruth Taylor.
Jobyna Ralston m (dso cast

Made Business Mgr.

Hollywood, Aug. 22. — With the removal
of short subject production to the Coast
studios, Warner Brothers have appointed
A. M. "Doc" Soloman business manager
(if the (le])artment.

Little Jackie Hanlon learns about a gun's mechanism from Ken Maynard u-ith uhom he
appears in "The Jf'agon Master," talking tcestern
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And
Showmen's
Ad.
Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%
Charming Sinners

Black Watch, The (Fox)

Bulldog Drunimond

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Gaiety Theatre (808), $l-$2. Two shows daily; three Sat.
and Sun. Fox Movietone News ; Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle short. Run is being forced although house has been playing to a loss for
more than six weeks. Weather, clear and cool.
Rating, 50.7%
(twelfth week).

Advise exploiting Ronald Colman as the
best bet and give the title due prominence, as
it is a business-getter. The names of Joan
Bennett, Montagu Love and Lilyan Tashman
should also be given space, as this supporting
cast has power. The new Paramount Talking

Broadway

Babies

(F.N.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 25c-75c, 3 Vitaphone acts, Edward Everett Horton comedy, Rice Sportlight
talkie, Fox News. Weather, very hot. Rating,
75%.
AD TIPS — Played musical comedy angle.
Audience appeal general. It proved a good
Summer picture, but was not well titled, the
name not helping the box office. — Blue Mouse
Theatre, Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Bulldog Drunimond

(U.A.)

DALLAS, TEX.— Melba Theatre (1,800),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Harry Fox and his Int'l.
Beauties, Guido Derio in Music at His Finger
Tips, Paramount Song Cartoon, "Chinatown,
My Chinatown," Paramount Talking News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah— Capitol Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 15c-50c, Sound News and
sound vaudeville acts. Weather, fair. Rating,
85%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.-^United Artists
Theatre (2,100), 3Sc-50c-65c, talking shorts,
organ concert.
Rating, 240%
(1st week).
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Leow's Broad
Theatre (3,000), 7 days, 35c-50c, Vitaphone
and M-G-M shorts, Fo.x Movietone News,
M-G-M News.
Rating, 120%
(2nd week).
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 2Sc-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Laurel and Hardy in
"Unaccustomed As We Are" (Roach Talking
Comedy), Organlogue.
Phil Spitalny's
Band clear
and hot
revue.to
Orchestra,
Weather,
clear cool, some rain.
Rating, 118%.
SATTLE, W^\SH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 35c-50c-75c. Vitaphone acts. Fox Movietone News. Weather,
hot.
Rating, 140%.
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 25c-3Sc-50c-65c, 7 days, Vitaphone
acts. Baby Rose Marie and Doogan and Fales ;
Paramount silent News. Weather, changeable.
Rating, 90%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Stillman Theatre
(1,800) 7 days, 40c-75c, "Climbing the Golden
Stairs" (M-G-M), Weary Willies (Universal),
Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot first half,
moderately cool last half.
Rating 120%.
AD TIP — "Coleman's all-talking melodrama."
"The screen's most romantic star." Audience
appeal : practically all classes. — Capitol Theatre, Geo. E. Carpenter, Mgr., Salt Lake Citv.
Utah.
Show largely carried through on impetus of
first
Ohio. week. — Loew's Broad Theatre, Columbus,

X'ews was given extra space. Also don't forget to tell the public that it is a 100% talking
picture. Audience appeal : all classes. — Melba
Theatre, Geo. Baker, Mgr., Dallas Tex.
Feature the star in one of the finest alltalking dramas ever produced. Don't go into
much detail — just promise them a wonderful
picture and they'll agree. Audience appeal :
everyone. — Blue Mouse Theatre, John Hamrick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Advertised
this advance
extensively
as Colman's
talkie,
and had
newspaper
storiesfirst
in
all local papers about the picture. Audience
appeal : for all. — Stillman Theatre, George
Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Feature Ronald Colman with big head of
actor. All talking — singing, with the screen's
greatest romancer in a United Artists' Picture.
The Great Screen star's smashing talking hit.
Now breaking records in its fourth month at
the Apollo Theatre on Broadway at $2. Attend Early Shows. Audience appeal : has a
wide sweeping appeal. Audiences of all ages
and
classes
enjoyedCharles
it thoroughly.
— Loew's
Stanley
Theatre,
Raymond,
Mgr.,
Baltimore,
Md.
Ronald Colman was played up in this feature.
The picture did not justify the exploitation.
The feature was terrible and the star did not
pull it through. The story is one which was
popular and appeals to general audience. —
Des Moines Theatre, George Watson, Algr.,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Careers

(F.I\.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-30c, M-G-M News,
"Household Blues" (Cameo Comedy). Weather,
clear hot to clear cool, some rain. Rating, 60%.
AD TIPS— Exploit Billie Dove with Antonio
Moreno, Noah Beery and big cast in a 100%
perfect,
talking production.
picture "Careers,"
a First
National 100%
Vitaphone
She gave
her
all for her famous husband's success. Thrillingly
is at unsophisticated
stake. Audiencewherein
appeal a: woman's
big appealhonor
for
all who like a strong emotional sex drama.
It gripped at this playhouse. — Loew's Valencia
Theatre,
more, Md.Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Balti-

Charming Sinners

(Par.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, Public presentation,
"Royal Sweets," special music, "Liszt Melodies, Paramount News. Weather, warm. Rating, 90%.
OMAHA, NEB.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News, orchestra, organ,
Lights" unit.
Weather,
hot. Publix
Rating, "Bright
115%.

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 10c-50c, Paramount News,
Lillian Roth in "Raising the Roof," "Dear Vivian," talk
Weather,
hot.comedy
Rating,with
150%.Raymond Hatton.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Selected News, sound
presentation units. Weather, hot. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— Her husband trifled. What was
she to do? But Katherine was a modern wife —
no hysterics for her. She quietly enters an educational campaign with the sole intention of
showing her dear hubby how silly he is. Her
ideas work in a big way. Wives must learn
from her. Husbands should be in the know
"what's expected." All talking, with Ruth
Chatterton, Clive Brooks and William Powell.
Audience appeal : all classes and ages. — Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
The line, "Sin is charming ; you'll admit it
when the sinners are blonde, exquisite, delicately
perfumed," was used in newspaper advertising,
along with cuts of William Powell and Ruth
Chatterton. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Suggested the angle of two foolish husbands
and a naughty wife in ad copy — played for
feminine appeal and got the business. Cast of
Powell, Brooks and Chatterton is bound to be
good for a draw Audience appeal : mostly
women; big matinees. — Paramount Theatre,
Charles Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Cock Eyed World, The (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Roxy Theatre
(6,205), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, looks like it may stay
five weeks at the big house, second week
topped record-breaking first, short prolog and
feature onlv. Weather, clear and cool. Rating, 169.5%.

Cocoanuts,

The

(Par.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c50c, Paramount News,
Pathe Talking News, Albert Spalding, "The
150%.
American Violinist." Weather, hot. Rating,
CLEVELAND,

O.— Allen Theatre (3,300),

7 days, 30c-60c, "The Perfect Day" (M-G-M
sound). Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot
first half of week, cool last half. Rating, 127%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— California The125%. atre 2,358), 6th day and 3rd week, 35c-65c,
Paramount News, Musical News. Rating,
AD TIP.S — Funniest film musical comedy
you've ever witnessed. Talking, singing, dancing, gay, giddy jesters; they crack and wisecrack till you'll fall into the aisles, unless fastened on. They play sweet music. They entertain you for an hour and a half. You'll
wish it would last forever ; no fooling. You've
never seen anything like it. You see and hear
Zeigfeld's brightest stars, Mary Eaton and Oscar Shaw — SO ravishingly beautiful chorus girls.
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Cock Eyed World, The
Irving Berlin's beautiful melodies — all from the
original New York production of this screaming hit. Will please all classes gnd ages. A
guaranteed Paramount production and of the
latest and best type. — Capitol Tiieatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Held a preview showing, advertised the Marx
Bros, as stars of the production. Audience appeal : everybody. — Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
The "Four Marx Brothers" took the house
by storm and reissues were called for by many.
Weather, fair. — California Theatre, Dick Spier,
Mgr., San Francisco, Cal.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre (3,000), 65c, Paramount Sound News, Vitaphone
News, organ solo and comedy. Weather, warm,
showers.
Rating, 140% (third week).

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Colonv Theatre (1,980), 35c-S0c-7Sc-$l, a light picture that
did not hold up for its second week, Pathe
Sound News and special Universal News.
Weather, clear and cool. Rating, 73.8% (second week ) .

Dance Of Life, The (Par.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rivoli (2,200),
35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, opened Friday of last week.
Paramount talking shorts. Weather, clear and
cool.
Rating, 178.6%.

Curves

Film
Successful
In Providence

22.—
R. L, Aug.
IDENCE,
PROVClara
Bow's "Dangerou.s Curves"
did one of the biggest weeks of
theatre.
at the Strand
the summer
"Evangeline" had only a fair week
at the
State and "Kitty"
at Loew's
Majestic also was mediocre.

Divine

Lady,

(Par.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Scollay Square Theatre
(3,000), 7 days, 25c-75c, 5 acts vaudeville, comedy. Paramount News. Weather, warm, fair.
Rating, 85%.
PROVIDENCE, R. L— Strand Theatre (2,
200), 7 days, I5c-50c, Pictorial News. Rating,
100%
(double feature).
AD TIPS — Just mention Clara Bow, and
that does it in this town. Capacity with this
red-hot story, which is sure-fire. Enjoyed one
of the best weeks this summer. Plaster Miss
Bow all over ad layouts. Appeal : to all classes
and ages. — Ed Rcid, Mgr., Strand Theatre,
Providence, R. I.

Dark Streets (F.N.)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre, 10c-50c, Pathe News, Talking Comedy. Weather, light rains, warm.
Rating,
125%.
AD TIPS— Jack Mulhall in double role.
Two voices. Two faces, Two characters, but
only one actor. Vitaphone's newest miracle,
Jack Mulhall as cop and crook. One of the
most startling effects you have ever heard.
With Lovely Lila Lee and Aggie Herring.
Twin brothers bound to each other with bonds
stronger than their oaths of honor. One gunning against the law, the other protecting it.
With a beautiful girl waiting for the victor.
No mistake will be made in booking this most
excellent picture. — Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

The

(F.N.)

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 3 days, 20c 30c, Paramount Comedy,
"A Hint to Brides," Educ'l Kinogram.
Weather, changeable.
Rating, 100%.
COLUMBUS,

College Love (U)

Dangerous

Bow

O.— Majestic Theatre (850),

7 days,
25c-50c,Rice.
Paramount
by
Grantland
Rating, News,
100%. "Sportlight"
AD TIPS— The star, Corinne Griffith, is the
drawing power for this feature which made a
good record. General type of audience. — Strand
Theatre, L. A. Carter, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.
Featured Corinne Griffith and H. B. Warner.
Audience appeal: general. — Majestic Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio.

Donovan

Affair,

The

(Col.)

TACOMA, WASH. — Pantages Theatre
(1,500), 4 days, 25c-75c, 5 Acts of Vaudeville,
Pathe Sound News, Short Comedy. Weather
very hot. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Finding weather forecasts were
for continued hot wave, newspaper space was
increased with e.xtremely good results. Played
mystery, cast and story. The appeal was general and the offering liked. — Pantages Theatre,
Tacoma, Wash.

Drag (F. N.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Lafayette Theatre (2,700), 65c, Fox MovietoneNews, Vitaphone and
comedy (Paramount), organ solo and vaudeville. Weather, warm, showers.
Rating, 110%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Strand Theatre
(2,900), 35c-50c-75c, Pathe Sound News, Vitaphone shorts, feature should have been held
over for second week on business showing.
Weather, clear and cool.
Rating, 131.9%.
AD TIPS — Exploit
star of the picture
sings another popular
nor, Mgr., Buffalo, N.

Dynamite

Richard Barthelmess as
; also that he again
number. — William RayY.

(M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre
"Madame
Q,"
Movietone(1,650),
News, 75c-1.00-1.50,
Elinors Orchestra.
Rating,
100% (4th week).

Evangeline (11. A.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Sound Presentation, Selected News. Weather, hot. Rating,
90%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days 15c-50c, Craig Campbell,
opera star, on Metro- Movietone. Fox News
and Organlogue.
Rating, 80%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 Acts Vaudeville,
Movietone News.
Weather hot. Rating, 100%.

Motion Picture
/or Presentation
TEIE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Astor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackfuetmna 7876

SEATTLE, WASH.— (3,150), 7 days, 25c35c-50c-60c, Dolores Del Rio in person. Paramount shorts. Paramount Sound News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 130%.
COLUMBUS, O.— Loew's Ohio Theatre
(4,000), 7 days, 2Sc-S0c, Unit Stage Show,
C)rgan, Orchestra, Fox Movietone News.
Rating, 100%.

Picture

X e iv s

Evangeline
Del Rio is, of course, the big drawing card
for this picture,
Longfellow's
masterpiece
should but
be played
up big.name
Also and
use
catch line, "cost a million — required six months
to produce," and "two lovers who loved forever." Appeal is to young and old. It is a
great matinee picture, because of its appeal to
women. — Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Tex.
Plenty of exploitation points about this film.
Stress fact that it is made from Longfellow's
poem and that the popular Dolores Del Rio is
cast in the title role. Ballyhoo charm of its
Arcadian setting. Appeal : to adults of all
classes. — Loew's State Theatre, J. P. McCarthy,
Mgr., Providence,
R. I.
While 90% of space was devoted to star's
personal appearance, mention was also made
of strong title and beautiful production. Audience appeal of film: limited to small "art"
groups in this territory. — Seattle Theatre, Bob
Blair, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Dolores Del Rio and picturizatiun of Longfellow's famous story. Advertising also only
"stage show in town." Audience appeal : all
ages, alllumbus,classes.
— Loew's Ohio Theatre, CoOhio.

Fancy Baggage

(W.B.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Rex Theatre (750), 3
days, 15c-25c, "Queen of the Northland," Fox
News, comedy.
Weather, fair with some rain.
Rating,
75%.
This introduces the screen's new petite
fiapijer, Audrey Ferris — with plenty of shape
and sauce. The title keeps the public guessing
but it pleases when you get them in. A light
type of comedy drama appropriate for a
neighborhood house. Audience appeal : all above
public school age. — Rex Theatre, Ambrose
Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Fast Life (F.N.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Central Theatre (922), $l-$2-$2.50. Two shows daily; three
Sat. and Sun. \'itaphone shorts. Weather,
clear and cool. Business based on first two
days of run.
Rating, 157% (first week).

Father and Son

(Col.)

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Keith's Palace
Theatre (3,600), 7 days, 30c-75c, Shorts: Pathe
Sound News, Pathe Silent News, Pathe Review, Sportlight, Fox News (silent), 5 acts
vaudeville headed by Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians, held over for the second week.
Weather,
hot first part, cool last part. Rating,
125%.

Four Feathers,

The

(Par.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Olvmpia and Uptown
Theatres (2,500 and 1,800). 7 days, 25c-75c,
Comedy, Cartoon, Paramount News. Weather,
fair, warm.
Rating, 95%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Criterion Theatre (861), $1-52, Two shows daily; three Sat.
and Sun. Paramount talking shorts and a song
cartoon noveltv. Weather, clear and cool. Rating, 100.5% (ninth week).
KANSAS CITY, Mo.— Royal Theatre (900)
7 days, 25c-50c, Sound Presentation Units,
Selected News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Various excerpts of the picture
were used in newspaper advertising, along with
the line, "Paramount's supreme epic of love,
higli courage and romantic adventure." Audience appeal : all classes. — Royal Theatre, E. P.
Coppock, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Front Headquarters

(W.B.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Victory Theatre (1,287), 4 days, 15c-S0c, Comedy, News
and
Musical "Travesty." Weather, fair.
Rating,a 80%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Warner's Metropoli
tan Theatre (1,500), 6 days beginning Saturday
previous,

15c-50c,

Kinograms,

"Bring On

the
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Headquarters

Bride" (Vitaphone talking comedy), Organ.
Weather, clear hot, to clear cool, some rain.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — A Vitaphone talkmg picture of
adventure with the U. S. Marines. Audience
appeal ; the average class. — Victory Theatre, D.
Edwards, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
See and hear Monte Blue in "From Headquarters," with Guinn Williams, Gladys Brockwell, Henry B. Walthall. A thrilling story
of love and adventure with the marines. A
Central .A.merican jungle thriller with thrills,
pathos and humor throughout. Audience appeal :
general appeal for every class and age. All
who saw it liked it— Warner's Metropolitan
Theatre, C. S. Langue, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Greene Murder Case, The (Par.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Paramount
Theatre (3666), 40c-65c-75c-85c-$l, held over
for a second week on first week's business, Publix stage unit. Paramount Sound News reel,
Jesse Crawford at organ, Paul Ash and stage
band. Weather, clear and cool. Rating,
111.3%.

Hidf Marriage

(RKO)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 25c-50c, Pathe News, 4 .-^cts
of Vaudeville.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90'/o.
OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News, 5 Acts RKO
Vaudeville.
Weather, hot. Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Stressed a theme of jazz life and
modern youth in advertising. All copy reading
"one of Radio's greater pictures." Gus Arnheim's band named in all copy, and cast exploited. Audience appeal : general. — Orpheum
Theatre, Ralph W. Thayer, Mgr., Omaha,
Neb.
The picture was advertised as a "spectacular
drama of Greenwich Village love in which a
wife gave half to her husband and half to the
world." Audience appeal: all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Hard

To Get

(F.N.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Centre Theatre (1,200),
6 days, lSc-50c, "The Collegians," Fox News
Weekly. Weather, fair with some rain. Rating.
75%.
AD TIPS— Dorothy Mackaill ixirtrays the
latest edition of the flapper — hot looking, cool
interior but warm-hearted toward parents,
brother and home. Edna Ferber's story possesses real comedy while there is excellent
singing and music in the cabaret scenes. The
ladies rave over the dress parade of the mannequins. As a comedy it is a hit. Audience
appeal : everybody — Centre Theatre, Don
Stapleton. Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

His Captive Woman

(F.JS.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (1,200), 4 days, 10c-15c, Lloyd Hamilton
in "His Big Minute," Aesop's Fables, Movietone News, Oklahoma Newspaper News.
Weather, hot. Rating. 100%.
AD TIPS— Dorothy Mackaill and Milton
Sills were excellent in this picture, which is
well worth seeing, and which will appeal to all
ages and classes. — Follv Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Hollywood Revue of 1929
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Grauman's Chinese Theatre (2,023), 75c-1.0O-1.5O, "Curiosities," Movietone News, Svmphony Orchestra.
Rating,

Honky

116%

(9th

Tonk

week)'

(W.B.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
Theatre (1,500). 7 days. 25c-50c, Comedy,
M-G-M News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 105%.

Honky Tonk

Lucky Star

AD TIPS — Hear Sophie Tucker sing "I'm
Feathering a Nest for a Little Bluebird," and
"I'm Doing What I'm Doing for Love." Put
Tucker's name in big lights. Audience appeal :
vaudeville fans, all classes. — Majestic Theatre,
Herb. Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Hippodrome Theatre (4,500), 25c-50c, 7 days, Shorts: Oft in
a Silly Night (Paramount sound). Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot first half, cool last
half.
Rating, 93%.

ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 3Sc-50c-65c, Vitaphone
shorts.
Rating, 133%
(2nd week).

AD TIPS— Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell will bring in the business on this picture
and they should be played up in copy as the
"Stars of Seventh Heaven" and the screen's
"Most Beloved Sweethearts." Another fact not
to be overlooked is the fact that Frank Borzage,
who directed Seventh Heaven also directed
this picture. Play up the fact that this is Gaynor's and Farrell's first talking picture. Audience appeal: all classes.— Majestic Theatre, Sid
Henry, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
Ran a contest through the classified columns
of a local daily, with sentences scattered through
the section. When assembled properly, these
sentences told the plot of the picture. Contest
ran five days. 57 prizes awarded — seven cash
prizes and the rest free passes. Audience appeal: for all who like quality. — Hippodrome
Theatre, William Watson, Mgr., Cleveland, O.

SAN FRANCISCO,- CAL.— Embassy Theatre (1,400), 7 days (2nd week). All talking
comedy with Vitaphone. Weather, cool.
Rating, 85%.

Man And
(F.N.)

Hot Stuff

(F.N.)

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1.100), 4 days, 20c-30c, Paramount Novelty,
"All American^' Pathe Sound News. Weather,
changeable.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Alice White was played up as
the drawing card for this bill and did fairly
well. General appeal with the younger audiences especially. — Strand Theatre, L. A. Carter,
Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Hottentot,

The

(W.B.)

LOS

AD TIPS— Find it better to praise Ed. Horton than other actors. Spoke in eleven
languages! Shot 68 at Golf! Memorized the
Dictionary! BUT he couldn't ride The Hottent—ot ! Embassy Theatre. San Francisco. Cal.

The

Moment,

The

BOSTON, MASS.— Fenway Theatre 1,500),
7 days, 25c-75c, Vitaphone Features, Fox and
Paramount
Rating,
85%o.News. Weather, fair and warm.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.— Majestic Theatre
C2.400), 7 days, 15c-50c, Leo Reisman on the
Vitaphone.
Rating, 80%.

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Paramount Theatre (1,700), 7 days, 25c-3Sc-50c-65c, Paran-iount News, Publix stage show, "Bright
Lights"Tea
;" organ
specialty,
"Carolina
Aloon"
and
for Two."
Weather,
changeable.
Rating, 120%f.

AD TIP.S — Warwick Deeping is known best
for his "Sorrell and Son." Use fact that this
picture is made from his famous novel "Kitty."
Good to tie it up witii strong second feature of
lighter vein. Appeal : to adults who like war
and love material. — Majestic Theatre, Sol
Braimig, Mgr., Providence, R. T.

AD TIPS — The stage show was played up
for this week's bill and was considered the big
draw. The audience appeal was general with
the younger crowds in good attendance. The
stage band director, Lindy Coons, is going
good. — Paramount Theatre, Jack Roth. Mgr.,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Last

Masquerade

Kitty

(World

Of Mrs.
(M-G-M)

Wide)

Cheyney,

The

BALTBTORE. MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1092), 6 days, 15c-35c. Fox Movietone
News. Hohart Bosworth and Robert Edeson
in "The Man Higher LTp" (MGM talkie playlet), Aaronson's Commanders (MGM Act).
Weather, clear hot to clear cool, some rain.
Rating. 116%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— BufTalo Theatre (3,100), 65c, vaudeville, comedy, Fashion film.
Fox Movietone News and Paramount Sound
120%.
News.
Weather, warm, showers. Rating,
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Capitol Theatre
(4.620), 35c-5Oc-75c-85c-'$l-$1.50. a hit held
over for second week, M-G-M and Fox Movietone News, stage show with Dave Schooler and
Cauitolians. Weather, clear and cool. Rating,
113.8%.
Play this picture as a society thrilling mystery story with an English background. — Vmcent P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Light

Fingers

(Col.)

MILWAUKEE.
WIS.— Merrill Theatre
(1,167), 7 days, 2Sc-50c, Comedy. Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 60%.
AD

TIPS — The usual crook story and exploits as such. Not advertised to be more than
a good program picture. .Audience appeal : the
theatre's usual patrons. — Merrill Theatre, W.
\^^ Warren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Lucky Star (Fox)
D.\LLAS. TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,680),
7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville,
Movietone News (Fox), Aesop's Fables.
\^■eather, fair. Rating, 120%o.

(Fox)

BOSTON, MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c, Vaudeville, Meistersingers, Pathe News. Weather : warm, fair.
Rating, 115%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Fox
current events, Clark and McCullough in "The
Music Fiends" (Fox talkie comedv). Rating,
75%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-8Sc, Vitaphone News, All-talking
comedy, stage presentations, organ solo and
Fashion film. Weather, warm, showers. Rating, 130%.
AD
TIPS — Played up as a mystery drama
with a maximum of laughs. Also emphasized
that it was screen version of "The
Brass
Bowl."
Keith-Albee
Theatre,
Steve Fitzgib- '
bons, Mgr., Boston, Mass.

Swift, Safe and Silent

GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

® TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.
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Masquerade

Movietone Follies Of 1929

I'lay up Leila Hyams as the golden voiced
girl of the screen, with Clyde Cook, Alan
Birmingham and Farrell Macdonald in the all
talking comedy drama of love and intrigue
"Masquerade," from the novel, "The Brass
Bowl" by Louis Joseph Vance. A man, a maid
and a lover's masquerade. A lilting romance
of love and loot. Audience appeal : here is
a situation-a-second mystery drama that will
keep tliem stirred up from start to finish. —
New Theatre, Morris A. Mechanic, Mgr.,
Baltimore, Md.

AD TIPS — Newspaper space was tripled
over that ordinarily used and the production

Midnite Daddies

(World

Wide)

HOUSTON, TEX.— Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 25c-60c, 7 days, 5 Acts yaudcville.
Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Advertise as the first all -talking,
full length picture made by Mack Sennett, "A
snappy story of two gay dogs." Play Sennett's
name big. Appeal is to young people and adults,
and lovers of Sennett's comedies and admirers
of the Sennett beauties. — Majestic Theatre,
Tex.

Midstream

(T-S)

BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days, 2Sc-7Sc, Co-Feature,
Campus Knights, Collegians, Pathe News.
Weather, warm,
fair. Rating, 90%.

Modern

Love

(U.)

BALTIMORE, MD. — Keith's TheaUre
(3,016),
6 days, News,
35c-65c,
Universal
Fox
Movietone
withInt'l,
Raynor
Lehr and
and
revue company in a modern version of "The
Rosary" with vaudeville acts and chorus.
Organ, Orchestra. Weather, clear hot to clear
cool, some rain. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — A big singing, dancing, talking
picture triumph. Love, honor and 0-o-h Baby !
She wanted the joys of marriage without its
obligations. The glittering story of a "perhaps" marriage that is a romantic and laughing
certainty. Full of silk undies, gayety and girls.
Jean Ilersholt, Charley Chase and Kathryn
Crawford will give you the thrills and laughs
of a lifetime. Dear silver haired elderly ladies will get a kick out of the dcnoument.
Jazzy flappers of 1929 will revel in the snappy
situations. Audience ai>peal : appeals to all
ages. Story was liked. — Keith's Theatre, J.
Lawrence
Schanberger,
Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

Movietone Follies of 1929 (Fox)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— I'antages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, Pathe News, 5
Acts Vaudeville.
Weather, hot. Rating, 120%.
SEATTLE, WASH. — Coliseum Theatre
(1,650), 25c, 7 days, Mickey Mouse cartoon.
Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot. Rating,
85%
(2nd week).
AD TIPS — Feature as return downtown engagement for first time at popular price. Play
up musical numbers, cast, etc. Audience appeal : all classes. — Coliseum Theatre, Fox West
Coast Theatres, Seattle, Wash.

Pagan, The

played
the "greatest
all"
having up
200 asperformers
and follies
dozens of
of them
charming
girls. Audience appeal : all classes. — Pantages
Mo.
Theatre,
Louis Charninsky, Mgr., Kansas City,

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu

(Par.)

DALLAS, TEX.— Greater Palace Theatre
(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix Presentation, "Happy Go Lucky," with Jimmy Ellard
and Stage Band, Billy Muth in Organ Solo,
Paramount
News. Weather, fair. Rating,
115%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654),
25c-50c, 7 days, 3 Vitaphone Acts, Talking
Paramount News. Weather, hot. Rating,
150%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre (3,595), Paramount talking shorts. Paramount Sound News, Orchestra, Milton Charles,
organ concert.
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Exploit the mystery angle big
as the gross at the box office on this picture
depends entirely on how well the title and the
mystery element is impressed in the patrons'
minds. The title clearly sets forth the mystery angle and for this reason the title should
get plenty of space. The fact that the picture
is a picturization of Sax Rohmer's novel of the
same name will help business, as he is a widely
read author. Of course the fact that it is
an all-talkie gets the usual publicity. The cast
should be mentioned but not played up in copy.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Greater Palace
Theatre, Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas,
Texas.
NEW YORK CITY^ N. Y.— Rialto Theatre (1,960), 35c-65c-7Sc-85c-$l, doing very
good business considering length of run. Paramount Sound News and Paramount talking
shorts. Weather, clear and cool. Rating.
98.9%
(fourth week).

P^oah's

Ark

(W.B.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Regent Theatre (1.225),
6 days, 25c-60c, "The Bookworm," Fox Movietone News, Orchestra overture. Weather, fair
with some rain.
Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS — This feature has something of
everything ever contrived for moving pictures,
with the Biblical scenes far more impressive
than the modern sequences — excepting the Euroi>ean train wreck on the eve of the Great
War. War scenes are spoiled by the use of
"Americanisms" and war characters might
have been made more general for world-wide
consumption. It is another "Intolerance" or
"Ten Commandments" plus sound effects and
talking. Audience appeal : all ages and all
classes. — Regent Theatre. T. R. Tubman, Mgr.,
Ottawa, Ont.

Nothing But The Truth

(Par.)

"S.\N FRANCISCO,
San Movietone.
Francisco
Theatre
(1.700), 25c to CAL.—
50c, Fox
Weather,
cool.
Rating, 85%.

>NAL

GREEN
ERVICE

SSSILENT

On With The Shoiv (W.B.)
MILW.VUKEE, WIS.— Garden Theatre
(1,200), 25c-50c, Vitaphone shorts. Movietone
News. Weather, fair. Rating. 105% (5th
week ) .
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.— Winter Garden
(1.492), $1-S2, Two shows daily; three Sat.
and Sun. Vitaphone shorts. Weather, clear and
cool. Rating, 76.9% (twelfth week).
AD TIPS — An all talking, dancing, singing
revue in natural color. Use names of stars
and names of songs. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Gardner Theatre, L. K. Brin, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Picture

X ew s

(M-G-M)

(jTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Imperial Theatre
(1,200), 6 days, 15c-50c, Paramount News
Weekly and talking comedy. Weather, fair
with some rain.
Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS — Ramon Novarro is practically
the whole show and the women gathered to

see him sans white man's garb and also to hear
him sing — which he does quite effectively.
Critics said the production was not a masterpiece and the censors also did their worst.
Jungle shots are interesting. Audience appeal :
women and a scattering of men. — Imperial
Theatre, Ray Tubman,. Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Pleasure Crazed (Fox)
OMAHA,

NEB.— World

Theatre (2,500),

7 days, 25c-60c, "In Holland" (Fox), Eddie
Peabody's Fiesta Idea. Weather, hot. Rating,
85%.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Liberty Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 10c-50c, Movietone News,
Oklahoma Newspaper News, "The Collegians"
(U.), Rating,
"Festival100%.
of Bagdad (T.-S.). Weather,
hot.
AD TIPS — Husband or lover? She wanted
both— and a continuous whirl of pleasure —
until she was too pleasure crazed to see the
danger, and the stars. Marguerite Churchill,
Kenneth MacKenna and Dorothy Burgess were
j)ist splendid in their several [xirts. A mighty
good picture to book and which will well please
all seeing it, including all classes and ages. —
Liberty Theatre, Oklalioma City. Oklahoma.
Picture neglected in order to boost Peabody
— title, however, is good. Can be sold as a
good romantic drama. Audience appeal : general.— World Theatre, Lionel Wasson, Mgr.,
Omaha, Neb.

River Of Romance,

The

(Par.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
(1,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, Clark & McCuIlough
in "Beneath the Law," scenic, Fox Movietone
105%. Newsreel. Weather, very hot. Rating,
News,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre
(1,600), 7 days, 15c -50c, Joseph Santley and
Ivy Sawyer in sound revue.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Exploited members of the cast,
author and story. Audience appeal, general and
all classes. — Fox Rialto Theatre, Doug. Kimberley. Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
Buddy Rogers' youth and charm always can
be relied upon to go well in advertising. This
film went big here where its young star is a
big favorite. Bill Rogers strong. Appeal : to
all
— \'ictory
Theatre,R. Matt
tory adults.
Theatre.
Providence.
1. Reilly. \'ic-

Salute

(Fox)

LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-50c 65c-75c-1.00, Movietone
News,
"Screenland Me'odies
Revue" Fanchon-Marco
Idea.
Rating, 113%.

Shakedown,
OTTAWA.

The (U.)

ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),

3 days, 15c-35c, Fo.x Movietone News, "Loud
70%.
Soup." Weather, fair with some rain. Rating,
AT) TIPS — This is one for the prize ring
followers and the lovers of talking thrillers —
rough and rugged characters in a quick action
story. Here we have a talking production that
affords contrast in theme to musical comedy,
murder mystery and flapper pictures of recent
date. Principals are well cast with Barbara
Kent showing her best talent. Audience appeal :
Sport enthusiasts and young people generally.
—Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan. Mgr., Ottawa,
Ont.

Say It With Songs

(W.B.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Warners' Theatre (1,360), Sl-$2, Two shows daily; three Sundays ;four Sat. and holidavs. \"itaphone shorts.
Weather,
ond week).clear and cool. Rating. 177.6% (sec-
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Square Shoulders

Show Boat (U.)
DALLAS, TEX.— Capitol Theatre (1,044),
7 days, 15c-25c-35c. Weather, fair. Rating,
120%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News. Rating,
71% (4th week).
AD TIPS — After hanging up a Dallas record for length of run at any price and also
length of run at advance prices the Capitol is
playing a return engagement of the "Showboat" due to popular demand and the boxoffice receipts prove it to be a wise move as
business has been better than could be expected
after the long first run. Copy used: "Return
engagement of picture that broke all records
in Dallas. Hear it— see it. Edna Ferber's
thrilling novel combined with Ziegfeld's brilliant stage success in 'Showboat.' Original
Ziegfeld stars singing song hits from the stage
show. Thrills, drama, romance, music, song."
Audience appeal : all classes. — Capitol Theatre,
Ray J. Stinnette, Mgr.. Dallas, Texas.

Single

Standard,

The

(M-G-M)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,750), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,
Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco Stage
Unit. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Feature star and tempestuous
love angles ; tease on title and "should a girl
do as a man does" ; bring in Nils Asther and
other members of "Dancing Daughters" cast ;
link with popular story. Audience appeal :
adults of better intellignce. — Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle,
Wash.

Smiling Irish Eyes (F.N.)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Granada
Theatre (2,600), Vitaphone Acts, Comedy and
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 85%.
DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400),
7 days, 20c-25c-35c, 2 Vitaphone Acts, Talking
Comedy, Pathe News. Weather, fair. Rating,
90%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Fox Movietone
News, musical specialties. Weatiier, hot.
Rating, 95%.
COLUMBUS, O.— RKO Palace (3,200), 7
days, 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News, Paramount
short.
Rating, 100%.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS. — Strand Theatre
(1,297), 7 days, 25c-60c, Comedy, Fox News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Exploit Colleen Moore along
with the title as the best angle. James Hall
also will help bring in the business and should
receive mention in copy. Copy used: "A Wild
Irish Rose, sparkling with the romance of Old
Erin and the thrill of Broadway. It's Colleen
Moore, talking, singing and dancing." Audience appeal : all classes. — Old Mill Tlieatre, Al
R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
Feature Colleen Moore as an Irish lassie
talking and singing her way through the film.
Also play up James Hall and cast. Don't
go too strong on recommendations. Audience
appeal : general classes. — Fox Theatre, Lou
Golden, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Played up Colleen Moore, in Irish comedy.
Audience appeal : all ages, all classes. — RKO
Palace Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
Just Colleen Moore in big letters brings them
in. Add also that she sings and talks. Audience appeal : all types, with emphasis on the
Irish. — Strand Theatre, W. W. Warren, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Someone

To Love

(Par.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY , OKLA.— Victoria
Theatre (900), 3 days, 10c-25c. Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — A big crowd out and most of
them liked it. Buddy Rogers and Mary Brian
are both favorites here, and always draw good
crowds whenever their pictures are shown. —
Victoria Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

OKLAHOMA

(Pathe)

CITY,

Syncopation
from
12 years

OKLA.— Orpheum

up. — Fox
Colonial
Tlieatre,
Doug Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Theatre
(1,500), 7 45
days,
10c-50c,
Smith's
Review, presenting
Minutes
fromBert
Broadway,
a big show and a good one. Aesop's Fables,
Topics of the Day, Fox News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.

Steamboat

Bill, Jr.

Three Week Ends (Par.)
CITY, OKLA.— Ritz TheOKLAHOMA
100%.
atre (700), 10c-25c. Weather, hot. Rating,

(U.A.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Majestic
Theatre
(600), 3 days, 10c-15c. Weather, hot.
Rating, 75%.

Thunder

Street Girl

BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
7 days, 30c-50c, Dance and Song Re(3,700),
vue, Fox News, M-G-M News. Weather, fair
Rating, 95%.
and warm.

(RKO)

SEATTLE, WASH. — Orpheum Theatre
(2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Pathe Sound
News, Sound Fables, RKO
Vaudeville.
Weather, hot. Rating, 110%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Globe Theatre
(1,418), $l-$2. Two shows daily; three Sat. and
Sun. Feature only being shown. Weather, clear
and cool. Rating, 91.7%
(third week).
AD TIPS— Emphasize first of new RKO
releases : feature star, supporting cast, musical
hits, well known orchestra, press reviews. Audience appeal : all classes. — Orpheum Theatre,
William A. Hartung, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Studio Murder
(Par.)

Mystery,

(M-G-M)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Pantages
Vaudeville
15c-75c,
7 days,
Theatre
and News(2,500),
Events.
Weather,
fair. Rating,
85%.

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, M-G-M News, Loew-Publix Unit "Radio
Romance," headed by Ted Claire, Orchestra,
Organ, "Dealers in Babies" (UFA) Oddity),
"Hot Sports" (Educational), "Burning
Timber"
clear hot to
clear
cool, (Scenic).
some rain. Weather,
Rating, 117%.
AD TIPS— Played up drawing power of
Lon Chaney and that picture showed him in
entirely new role minus his repulsive make-up.
.Also stressed fact that picture shows train

The

passing
flood area. — Loew's State
Theatre, through
Boston, Mass.
A thrilling sound picture dedicated to railroad men. .Audience appeal : all ages. — Pantages
Theatre, Grant Pemberlon, Mgr., Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Exploit Lon Chaney and say in headline :
Baltimore's (name your own town) favorite
character
in "Thunder."
You'll
love
him
in thisstar,
unusual
role with James
Murray

OTTAWA, ONT.— B. F. Keith's Theatre
(2,596), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Advice to Brides,"
"Makers of Melody," Pathe News Weekly.
Weather,
fair with some
rani. Rating, 7S'/r.
AD TIPS — This is the most baffling of the
rather immerous mystery thrillers of recent
issue and it is film studio life from an entirely
i-iew angle. Advertising used did not give
one hint of the solution and patrons were
advised to see the picture from the start. It
also pleased bcause it was all-talking. Audience appeal : all ages and all classes. B. F.
Keith's Theatre, J. M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

and Phyllis Haver. Audience appeal : all Chaney
fans will like this new vehicle in which he does
a strai.ght character part superbly. They did
at this playhouse. — Loew's Century Theatre,
Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Syncopation

Viking, The (M-G-M)

TACOMA,

(RKO)
WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre

CLEVELAND.

(965), 4 days, 25c-35c, "Our Gang" (silent).
Fox News, Fox Variety. Weather, verv hot.
Rating, 85%.

OHIO. — State

AD TIPS — Played on Waring's Pennsylvanians, Downey, Bennett, Watson and Perkins
— joy and jazz. Audience appeal : all classes

They are already commencing
r-

to buy:

THE END OF THE WORLD
ae seen and heard hy

ABEL

GANCE

Adapted from the book by

CAMILLE

Sound

Theatre

(3,400), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts: "Flying
High" (Universal), Fox Movietone News,
Publi.x Revue, "Theme of Love" with Don
Barclay. Weather, hot first part, cool last
part of the week. Rating, 100%.
[Continued on page 7?>2)

FLAMMARION

film with portion for a triptych (triple-width)
to be projected with ordinary apparatus.

0^
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That's One for the Book
To Solve!
MAYBE
you'll never find yourself at a loss to solve
whatever problem arises in connection with the operation of your sound equipment, the best way to build up a
well-rounded all-sound program, the most effective method
for getting box-office results from your advertising on
talkie attractions. Then again, you may sometime want
some "spot information," theoretical or practical, concerning equipment, operation, exploitation. Be sure you get the
right information and assure yourself of the means of obtaining the right information quickly by having on hand
the most complete manual on sound pictures available to
the theatre man.

OF SOUND. 2.
OF SOUND.

n. The Theatre

—THE SOUND STUDIO. 9.—
COMMENTS ON PRODUCTION.
10.— FUN D AM ENTA LS OF
ING.
SPEECH, MUSIC, AND HEAR-

A reference book for theatre owners, managers, projectionists, exploiteers written from experience by one of the
foremost theatre executives and covering the following
range of subjects: Available equipment; installation of
systems; operating methods; maintenance; instructions for
projectionists; acoustical problems; exploitation; musical
presentations; building the all-sound program.
Distributed in this field by

PICTURE NEWS
York

1.— THE COMING
THE GROWTH

Survey

ni. The Studio

by Harold B. Franklin

729 Seventh Ave., New

I. Historical

3.— STANDARD SOUND DEVICES.
4.— OPERATION OF VARIOUS
DEVICES. 5.— ACOUSTICS. 6.—
OPERATING MANUAL.
7.—
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

SOUND
Motion Pictures

MOTION

CONTENTS

rV. The Contributive Factors
11.— ADVERTISING.
13.— THE SHORT

12.— MUSIC.
SUBJECT.

V. The Outlook
14.— SOCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
USE O'F SOUND. 15.— THE FOREIGN MARKET. 16.— TELEVISION. 17.— THE FUTURE. 18.—
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL
TERMS.

City

Order Now — Use Coupon Below
y
Motion Ficliire News
729 Scvenlh Avenue, New York City
Enclosed herewith is ^-check — money order for $3.00
in full payment for one copy of Harold B. Franklin's
Krcal hook "Sound Motion Pictures." (Add 20 cents t<)
cover cost of mailing;.)
Name
.Street No
C.ilv

State

401 Pages — Fully Ilhistrated
With Diagrams, Photographs
\.
and Advertising Reproductions
in.
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Sound And Projection
reprohighisquality
ty of for
necessiduction
sound
stressed in
"Now," house organ published by
Fox-West Coast Theatres. The following
suggeslions for the proper handling of
talking picture apparatus were compiled
for "Now's" sound department by R. H.
McCullough, sound engineer of the circuit,
and this publication is reprinting them for
the benefit of its readers.

THE

Some Doiits And IS e vers
Xever attempt to stop or slow uj) a
pi-ojector equipped for disc reproduction by
holding on to the turntable. This may
cause damage to the apparatus and spoil
the synchronism being set up for the
subject.

sure to throw the blown fuse away. If the
blown fuse is not discarded, it will get
mixed up with good fuses and when you
need a fuse in a hurry you will more than
likely pick up the blown fuse, which will
cause considerable
delay.

and replacement parts must be absolutely
perfect to insure a good performance and
besides we are paying for good equipment
and you are responsible if you are operating sound equipment with defective vacuum
tubes and other working parts.

Splicing Film

Signal Code
When

communicating with the projectionist by means of the telephone set it
will be found handy to use the buzzer to
increase and decrease the volume. The following is the standard code we desire you
to use: One buzz, fader up one step; two
buzzes, fader down one step; three buzzei's,
answer over telephone.

Testing System
Every day before the theatre opens test
the horns individually and at the same time
check the operation of the projector and
pick-up mechanism. Regular daily testing
is of great value and importance for the
reason that a large proportion of failures
and defects do not happen suddenly, but
develop gradually and hence can be detected and remedied before they become
serious.

Disc Reproduction

Tlic turntable coasts about four turns
after the power is shut off. Never remove
record clamp, or put it on, while turntable
is revolving. Set up record on turntable as
shown in adjacent illustration.
Hold record with both hands and lay it
on turntable so that starting arrow is at
about the place where needle comes. Wipeoff record lightly with cleaner provided.
I'ick up forward end of reproducer unit
with left hand, holding record and turntable with right hand and lower needle
down gently into starting groove.
Do not push point of needle into groove
by sliding it sideways across uncut record
surface, but lower it straight down and
make sure the needle is in the groove.
When it is in place rest fingers lightly
on top of reproducer and gently press it
towards each side, to make sure the needle
is in the groove.
Put record clamp over center pin of
turntable but not too heavily. Turn over
mechanism by hand wheel until turntable
and record have rolled about half a turn.
See that needle tracks properly on record.

CORRECT

METHOD
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Willi the disc method, the current comes
C
TOO LONG
tVom an electrical reproducer playing on a Lj.mkL :f:TWi rr Ml T-P!'aiiBm!i!iiiwsywri[jiii:'i»iiMm
disc record; these records are similar to
the best types of phonograph record except
that they are much larger and run at about
"A" of diagram reproduced here. The
half speed; this enables each record to play
painted nuirk on the sound track should
throughout a whole reel. The film used
be roughly triangular in shaj^e with a
with the disc record is called a synchronblunted apex and between % in. and ^/2 in.
wide at the base.
ized film, except that one frame at the
beginning is specially nuirked to give the
If the splice is painted in this manner it
starting point.
will be almost inaudible when passingthrough the reproducing attachment.
If the mark is made too short as shown
Replacement Parts
in "B" the click will be very pronounced;
I'pon receiving any replacement parts, it
is imperative that you innaediately check
if
it iswillmade
shown
" C, be"
there
not too
be along
clickas but
thereinwill
same for defectiveness and return such
a noticeable pause in the sound owing to so
parts or piece of equipment, which shows
much of the sound track being obliterated.
any perceptible defects.
Sound equipment
For opaqueing splices, use Zapon Concentrated Black Lacquer No. 2002-2. When
thinner is necessary, use Zapon thinner No.
20. The lacquer should be applied to the
shiny, or celluloid, side of the film and not
to the emulsion side.

We

Need

Education

We need education. As much of it as
we can obtain. And never have we needed
it as badly as at this time. Not only because projection equipment is undergoing
radical changes, but because there are
many new men in the craft, who have not
had the advantage of the years of preparahad. tion which pre-sound picture veterans have

Fuses
Keeping a supply of extra fuses on hand
at all times is an imperative feature.
When a fuse blows and j'ou replace it, be

Track

A plain splice, no matter how carefully
made, will cause a click to be heard from
the sound projectors as it passes through
the film reproducing attachment, because
the two edges and the overlap disturb the
uniformity of the sound track and produce
the same effect as though noises had actually been recorded on the sound track.
In dealing with film of this type, first
make a. splice in the usual manner and then
paint over this splice in black, as shown in

SPLICE
LEADER

or

APERTURE

PLATf

TRACK MUST LINE UP WITH TOP
EDGE or SPLICE BETWEEN «TM.
AND

flTH

HOLES

We have expressed this need of education before, and we are all gratified at the
(Continued on following page)
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(Continued from tTcccdinci page)
way the craft has tackled and solved its
educational problems.
Without education,
we cannot make progress.
It is the price
we all must pay for better conditions.
We cannot expect a voluntary recognition and admiration from our employers
unless we arouse this recognition and admiration by the quality and expertness of
our work and our preparedness to tactfully
and successfully conquer any new problems
in i>rojeetion that may be put before us
from time to time.

Loiul-Speaker

Units

These units deserve more careful handling than they are receiving in many theatres. The loud-speaker unit is a delicate
piece of mechanism, which should not be
suli.jected to avoidable shocks. When the
speaker units are moved from one place to
another, those who handle them should be
duly impressed with the importance of being careful.

Quality

of Souti^l

There is no doubt that talking pictures
now are a great drawing card, and that the
audible angle has stimulated attendance at
motion picture theatres. The fact that the
shadow is heard means that more and more
will be expected from the screen. The
shadow with a voice is no longer a novelty
with motion picture fans.
Patrons expect much more than seeing
lips synchronized with voice. They want
quality with sound reproduction. There is
no reason why the quality of sound, in
your theatre cannot be kept at a high
standard.
We realize that some sound productions
have been very poorly recorded, but we
cannot always use this as an alibi for poor
reproduction. Characteristics of reproduction should be exactly the same as the
original, and your ears must goveiii this.

Starting

Projector

Never move the fader from zero ])efore
motor has reached full speed, as this will
completely spoil the beginning of speech or
music. If sound begins before the motor
has finished speeding up, add leader to the
film as required for next showing.
When the motor is up to speed at the
start of a reel, bring the fader up slowly
so that it reaches correct setting just before the voice or music begins.
Pi'ojector drive motors used with Western Electric equipment require from four
to ten seconds to come up to speed.

Correct Speed
no circumstances
is it permissible
to I'nder
run pictures
with synchronized
voice or
music at any other speed than 90 feet per
minute. Any adjustment in the timing of
the program by sj)eeding up numbers or
slowing them down must therefore Ix- done
<'lsewhere than in the synchronized reels.
The Motor Control Box regulating switch
must always be set at "Regular" as nu'nlioned in the Electrical Research Instructions, and never at "Variable" when projecting synchronized subjects.

Intermittent Movements
We have found that excessive circumfer-

And

Picture

X c ic jr

Projection

ence play in the intermittent movement
will result in a slight lack of synchronism.
There is a very exact relation between the
projector aperture and the sound gate
registration.
Unless it is very bad, this probably won't
amount to very much insofar as it has to
do with the screen effect. But intermittent
movements must be 100 per cent perfect,
as every little fault eliminated helps towards perfection.
Watch your projector mechanism intermittent movements and keep them in the
most 2:)erfect possible adjustment.

Public Critical
The attention of the entire industry is
focussed upon us. The projectionist has
the power to make or mar any motion picture production. The industry watches the
premiere of every production these days
with the most feverish intensity and fear.
The millions of dollars that are being spent
today in big sound productions, from story
to distribution, are all at the mercy of the
projection crew of the theatre. No matter
how we get it, we inust not allow ourselves
to be caught unprepared. We must know
all about sound equipment, how to use it
and how to obtain the best results.

Monitor Horn
With every sound installation there is a
monitor horn installed in the projection
room. Never allow the volume in the projection room to become so loud that it can
be heard outside the projection room.
Keep the volume up just enough to follow the sound after the numbers have
started and make it a little louder before
cues.
A loud monitor horn will produce an
echo in the rear of the auditorium if the
projection room is not sound proof.

Pick-Up Amplifier
The film pick-up amplifier is mounted on
the projector at the front of the film reproduction attachment. Its purpose is to amplify the electric impulses, or current,
which comes from the photo-electric cell.
It is what might be termed the first stage
of amplification as between the film and
the horn.
The reason for amplification at this
point is that the impulses coming from the
photo-electric cell are weak and if the first
stage of amplification were at the main
amplifier, which is usually some distance
from the projector, there would be a likelihood of induced currents being picked up
from AC cuiTents, switches, etc.
This would occur on account of the circuit from the photo-electric cell, over to
the main amplifier, acting like a radion antenna in picking any electrical disturbances in the neighborhood.
These interference currents would then
be amplified along with the sound currents
from the i)hoto-electrie cell. The result
would be noise in the sound projector
horns.
To avoid this, the sound impulses are
amplified at the projector to a degree to
make the interference currents insignificant by comparison.

Pa. Adopts New Code
Of Regulations For
Theatre Construction
Harrisl)urg, Pa., August 22. — The adoption of a new code of rules and regulations
for the construction of motion picture theati'es was announced by the Industrial
Board of the Pennsylvania Department of
Labor and Industry. The Board formulated
the new rules under authority of the Fire
and Panic Act of 1927.
Among the concessions was a change in
the clause which barred the use of outside steps as exits from theatres. Another
concession was made in the clause establishing a new schedule of exit requirements
for balconies, the ratio being reduced from
2 to 3.
The Board overruled the request of theatre men that the requirement for one enclosed fire stairway from balconies in small
theatres be eliminated as the Fire and
Panic Act specifically made this requirement.
The new regulations affect all theatres in
the state except in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Scranton, which are controlled by
municipal ordinances.

Sound Helped Showing
Of The Publix Rochester
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 22. — A(l()i)ti()ii of
a straight sound policy has brought the
Eastman Theatre, downtown Publix house
seating 3,400, its just share of the theatre
business in Rochester after a long winter
in which it had more or less of a tough
grind. Despite hot weather, the Eastman
showed up better for its first presentations
of "Thunderbolt," "The Cocoanuts" and
"Dangerous Curves" than in corresponding months in past years. All big downtown houses now operate on straight sound
policies. Summer has not appeared to have
cut vitally into the business.

Dirty Screens
Efiforts to fjbtain compromised results
with dirty projection screens are impossible. Inspect your screen. If a Transvox
screen is in use, it can be cleaned at a local
laundry. If a Da-Tone -X screen is in use,
it can be washed without removing same.
The latter is made of rubber material and
soap and water will not cause any damage
to the surface.

Fader Change-Over
When making a change-over, move the
fader as smoothly as possiijle and, if you
cannot make a comjilete change-over in one
movement, stop at zero for a fresh grip.
Be careful not to overshoot the setting and
then have to come back to it.
The fader must always be kept at zero
when tlie theatre is open, excei)t when
testing with all theatre horns turned off, or
when voice or music is actually being reproduced, with the projector-drive motor
up to speed.
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Opinions on Pictures
The Drake Case

Why Bring That Up?
Smashing Comedy Hit
(Reviewed by Bill Furman)
(100 Per Cent Dialogue)
ALL doubt of the ability of Mor;ni iind
Mack to get over with picture audi<Mices is dispelled in their initial talker venture, "Why Bring That Up?". In bhick•face or straight (and they appear both
■ways) the Two Black Crows display screen
personalities that make them sure of pictiire engagements for some time to come.
"Why Bring That Up?" has plenty of
comedy; and utilizes nmcli of the routine
that the pair has already done on the stage
and for records. This will not detract from
the picture, however. Audiences will laugh
just as hard at their old ones as they do
at new gags. And the tiniing and spacing
of the gags has been perfectly set.
Besides plenty of genuine comedy, there
is drama aplenty, with a gripping happy endmood.ing to send everyone aM-ay in the right
The story, credited to Octavus Roy Cohen,
might well be the history of the Two Black
Crows' rise to prominence after struggling
along as a small time vaudeville team. The
pair meet in a cheap theatrical boarding
house, and frame an act together. Through
the efforts of Harry Green, who becomes
their manager, they get a chance and score
with their droll cross-fire, finally going into
the big time. Then Moran falls for a typical skirt, and the Damon and I'ythiafriendship slowly breaks up.
Moran forces the girl into the pair's newBroadway revue, and she starts to take him
for plenty. Both Mack and Green become
Avise to her game, but cannot convince
]\Ioran. Finally, during a backstage (piarrel, tile girl's gigolo cracks Mack over the
head, and beats it. Moran finally discovers
her duplicity, and hurries back to the theatre only to find his partner carried away
to the hospital. Mack is unconscious, and
as a last resort, Moran puts on the cork
and starts the well-known routine of "the
early bird catches the worm" to Ijring liis
)>artner out of it. He succeeds, and the ])air
are re-united for future successes.
Intercut throughout, are several secjuences of Moran and Mack's comedy routine. Every one is a natural. Naturally,
it 's a backstage story, but so refreshing
and original that audiences will go for il
f^trong. There are also several "flash"
stage numbers with dance ensembles.
Jovial Charles Mack is a cinch for pictures, with or without Moran. The latter
has neither the looks or personality of
IMack, liut rates a close second. The supporting cast is of exceptionally high calibre.
Sound recording throughout set a new
standard for Paramount and has rarely
been excelled by any picture.
Drawing Power: "Why Bring That
T'p?" will undoubtedly rate as one of Paramount's outstanding box office hits of the
next six months. Moran and Mack are unusual entertainers, and have a nationwide
following through radio, records, stage and

Regular Murder Formula
(Reviewed by Waller R. Greene)
(100 Per Cent Dialogue)
T^lIE majority of the present cycle of
*^ murder mysteries open with the background for the killing — with several persons being brought under suspicion — and
then an innocent party is accused of the
murder and brought to trial. By some peculiar twist in the testimony, the accused
is found not guilty and another is discovered as the real murderer.
That's just an outline of many current
novels, also several films, and tells about
all in the "Drake Case." Perhaps Universal wanted to produce a court room melodrama— and here it is; close to regular formula with the usual mystery injected to
bring it to the necessary climax.
As one of many pictures of its type, " The
Drake Case" reaches no particular high
marks of novelty, but will coast along as
acceptable program entertainment for the
regular houses.
Edward Laemmle provided satisfactory
direction of a tough assignment, and the
cast is entirely capable in every spot.
Drawing Power: If your patrons go for
the murder mystery talkers, this one should
do fine business. Patrons will not complain
about it, but neither will they put on a
rave. Gladys Brockwell, Robert Frazer, and
Forrest
Stanley may help as "draw"
names.
Produced and released by Univeral.
Story by Chai-les Logue. Scenario and dialog by J. Ct. Hawks and Edward Laemmle.
Directed by Edward Laonnnlc. Photographed by Jerry Ashe. Running time,
eighty minutes.
Release date, Sept. 1.
Lulu Marks
Defense Attorney
Georgia Drake
Jepson
Judge
Prosecuting
Attorney
Xtrs. Drake
Butler
Detective Condon
Burglar
Morrison
liailiff

THE

LAST

Glailys Bfockwell
Robert Frazer
Barbara
Leonard
James Crane
Byron Douglas
Forrest Stanley
Doris Lloyd
Eddie Hearn
William H. Thorne
Tom
Dugan
Francis Ford
Lee Phelps

newspapers.
It will be a cinch to i)lay to
capacity with this one.
Produced and released by Paramount.
Story by Octavus Roy Cohen. Adapted by
Hector Turnbull. Screen play by George
.\bbott. Directed by George Abbott. Photographed by .1. Roy Hunt. Running time
85 minutes. Release
'date, October. 1!), 1921).
THE CAST
Charlie
(ieorge
Betty
Irving
Bert

Charles E. Mack
George Moran
Evelyn Brent
Harry
Green
Bert Sw or

Through an error credit on "Say
It With Songs, ' ' was omitted in i/he
review in ' ' Motion Picture News ' '
of Aug. 10. Lloyd Bacon directed
this Al Jolson vehicle.

Preview Review Of
"Rio Rita''

Filmusical Sensation
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
D KO is responsible for the greatest piece
•* ^ of filmusical entertainment produced
to date. It's a positive two-dollar attraction in any spot and rates to do a smashing business everywhere.
' ' Rio Rita ' ' is not only a fine production
in every respect; it is outstanding in entertainment appeal and is one of those gold
bonds that guarantee huge grosses regardless of opposition or condition.
The filmed version of Ziegf eld's musical
hit has been staged in ela])orate style. It
has every element of audience appeal : colorful settings, fine music, exceptional cast,
splendid singing, comedy par excellence,
dance ensembles, brilliant costumes, and 40
minutes of technicolor finale. All in all, it's
a great Broadway musical made available
for every wired theatre in the country —
and worth higher admissions everywhere.
Luther Reed must be recognized as one
of the foremost directors of filmusicals.
He handled the production throughout in
a 'masterful manner, injecting a picture
tempo to carry it along at a fast pace. In
two hours and twenty minutes running in
preview, a capacity audience was held without difficulty, and picture was in rough cut
shape. It is expected about twenty minutes
will be shaved in the final cutting, but it
could go right now without criticism of
length.
Superior workmanhip was displayed by
Luther Reed in adaptation. He provided a
film treatment to the stage operetta which
sustained interest and eliminated all possibility of draggy parts. His handling and
spotting of comedy sequences was particularly effective. The comedy was interspersed nicely between the song numbers
and story development, rounding out the
picture and giving it a freshness always
sought but seldom attained.
Bebe Daniels, in the title role, scores a
sensational success, as does John Boles
opposite. Miss Daniels' singing will be a
revelation, and her performance throughout
was of high calibre.
John Boles was more than equal to the
job of putting over the tuneful numbers
of "Rio Rita." Boles has a splendid voice
that was instantly recognized in "Desert
Song." His appearance in the latter, plus
"Rio Rita" now, should make him the
most popular filmusical star in pictures.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, from
the stage, made an instantaneous hit in
prominent comedy roles. They saunter in
and out at frequent intervals, leaving trail
of laughs after each appearance. Both ai'e
cinches for future picture work. Dorothy
Lee, comedienne, also scores with capable
performance to gain prominence, Georges
Renevant makes a splendid Mexican general, while Don Alvarado is satisfactory although seldom seen.
(Continued on page 735)
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Unholy Night

Baseball Talker
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
(100 Per Cent Dialogue)
PARAMOUNT chases Jack Oakie onto
the baseball field for "Fast Company," and delivers a safe hit in audience
value rating. It has entertainment qualities
that lifts it out of the ordinary program
classification, and makes it a good attraction for the weekly change key houses and
then down the line.

Fine Mystery Thriller

There is plenty of comedy and humanness in "Fast Company" that prevents restriction ofits appeal to followers of baseball. Jack Oakie goes up nuiny notches
in ranking as a featured player for his fine
characterization of the small town slugger
who gets into big time circles. Evelyn
Brent has a more sympathetic part than she
has enjoyed for a long time, and turns in
her usual splendid performance. "Skeets"
Gallagher and Sam Hardy are most prominent in the balance of the cast.
Adapted from the play "Elmer the
Great" by Ring Lardner and George M.
Cohan, the story details the adventures of
a slugger on the home town ball team who
graduates to the Yankees. After an opening sequence in the small town, the story
shifts to the big league team, and finally
the world series. Through it runs the love
of the slugger for Evelyn Brent, playing in
a vaudeville sister act. After the girl promises to Avrite him — and forgot — the team's
scout hits on the happy solution of writing
the letters for the girl, and having them
posted in various cities.
This system Avorks fine until the girl turns
up the night before the deciding game of
the world series. Elmer then discovers that
she was not the author of the love letters,
and takes it hard. On the morning of the
game, a crooked gambler gives Elmer $5,000, claiming it was a gift from his home
town chamber of commerce.
When the game starts, the manager is
informed that Elmer has taken a bribe to
throw the series. He wants to yank the
slugger
then,a bad
but isfirst
persuaded
"keep
him
in. After
inning, to
Bert
Wade,
the scout, gets the girl to make up with p]lmer; but she goes further and tells him
how much she loves and admires him. Then
he goes in and plays like a demon, winning
the game in the ninth with a home run.
After that, everyone is happy for the fiiuil
clinch.

The picture has been nicely handled by
Edward Sutherland, and the dialogue is
especially bright and snappy. Oakie, Miss
Brent and Gallagher carry off the honors
among the cast.
"Fast Company" should do business in
every spot to the satisfaction of the box
office. A little extra effort may be necessary to sell the picture. But there is no
(luestion that the cash customers will be
entirely satisfied.
Produced and released by Paramount.
From play "Elmer The Great" by Ring
LardiuT and George M. Cohan. Adapted
by Patrick Kearney and Walton Butterfield Scenario by Florence Ryerson. Dialogue by Joseph I. Mankicwicz. Directed
by Edward Sutherland.
Photographed by

by Walter

They Had
To See Paris
A Boresome Trip

R. Greene)

(100 Per Cent Dialogue)

U^ VEN though being released in the
■L^ midst of a cycle of pictures with a
nuu-der mystery background, here is one
that is outstanding in its nerve-tingling interest and suspense.
As a logically developed mystery melodrama, "Unholy Night" will attract plenty
of attention from theatre-goers. In addition, it will be talked about — which is always a business-getter.
There is a long list of featured film
names in the extended cast, headed by Ernest Torrence and Dorothy Sebastian. Roland Young — new to pictures — turns in a
very satisfactory performance as the juvenile lead. From his work, there is no question that M-G-M will continue him on long
tenn contract; and he should go far.
The story, written by Ben Hecht, opens
at a fast tempo and carries through without change of pace. Scotland Yard discovers that an attempt is made to kill off
the officers of a particular regiment. Five
meet death in the fog, and Lord Montague
has a narrow escape from the same fate.
Montague cannot help the jjolice in finding a motive for the crimes, and all surviving officers of the regiment are called to
meet at his house with the Scotland Yard
officials to solve the murders. From that
point on, the action sweeps along through
various sequences in the home. Various
individuals are accused at different times,
until Lady Efra makes her appearance.
Then the story interest reaches new heights,
until a solution is reached through the medium of a mystic who is brought in.
"Unholy Night" is basically a fine mystery melodrama, and has been transferred
to the screen in a sterling manner by Lionel
Barrymore. It's an ideal attraction for the
weekly change key houses.
Prc-duced and released l)y [Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Story by Ben Hecht. Adapted
by Edwin Justuc Mayer. Scenario by Dorothy Fai-uuin. Directed by Lionel Barrymore. Photographed by Ira Morgan. Running time about SO minutes.
THE

C.\ST

Dr. Ballon
Lord Montague
Lady Efra
Lady Via
liutler
Maid
Orderly
Mystic
."
Sir James Rumsey
Inspector Lewis
Major Mallory
Col. Davidson
Capt. Dorchester
Lieut. Williams
Lieut. Savor
Major Endicott
Capt. Bradley
Major McDougal

Ernest Torrence
Koland Young
Dorothy Sebastian
Natalie Moorehead
Sadney Jarvis
Polly Moran
George Cooper
Sojin
Claude Fleming
Clarence Geldert
John Miljan
Ricliard Tucker
John Loder
Phillip Strange
John Roche
Lionel Helmore
Gerald Barry
Richard Travers

Edward
Cronjager.
Silent
Release date, Sept. 14, 1929.

version

THE
Evelyn
C"orey
Elmer Kane
)!ert
Wade
I )ave Walker
Barney Barlow
Uosie La Clerq
Mrs. Kane
I lank Cior<lon

(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
(100 Per Cent Dialogue)

made
apparently
and Fox of
first talker,
Will Rogers'
was expected
MUCH
every effort to turn out a first class attraction. But the picture, caught in preview
form, is far from big time entertainment.
The picture's tempo has been developed
at so slow a pace that the story becomes
boresome and draggy in many spots. A
number of Rogers' wise-cracks are lost
entirely to the audience through improper
timing of dialogue. On several occasions,
the audience started to laugh at the first
sentence of a Rogers' wise-crack, and the
topper to the gag was entirely lost in the
resultant roar. Neither fault of the picture can be corrected to any great extent
in further cutting.
Story opens in Claremore, Oklahoma,
with Rogers as a. garage owner. An oil
gusher comes in, and Rogers finds himself
a millionaire overnight. His wife decides
that the family should go to Paris to get
culture and a broader outlook, and away
they go. Rogers is in the way when his
wife attempts to crash the gates of society
circles. Then the daughter gets mixed up
with a Marquis who agrees to marriage if
a dowry goes along. Rogers, in blocking
this, finally makes his aspiring wife realize
that Claremore is a great town after all,
and Paris is forgotten.
Will Rogers is entirely satisfactory in
his role as the westerner, and lightens
things considerably with periodic wisecracks that are natural laughs. Irene Rich
is ideally cast as the wife of Rogers, and
gives a splendid performance. But for
sparkle and brightness, Fifi Dorsay shows
that she has great possibilities in pictures.
She pretty nearly walks off with the entire
picture. She is captivating with her
French accent, and knows how to put over
a song for results. Marguerite (Churchill
was entirely satisfactory a.s the daughter,
Owen Davis, Jr., made little impression as
her brother.
If Will Rogers can draw them, regardless of the picture, "They Had To See
Paris" will do business. But the picture
itself does not rate high enough to set any
records at the box office. When released,
it will probably be classified as a program
talker of ordinary pulling power, except in
those places that can cash in on the
Rogers' name.
Produced and released by Fox. Story by
Homer Croy. Scenario by Sonya Levien.
Directed ))y Frank Burzage. Dialogue by
Owen Davis, Sr. Photographed by Chester
Lyons and Al Brick. Running time, eightyfive minutes. Release date and footage indefinite as yet.

also.

CAST

Richard

N e w s

Pictures

Fast Company

(Reviewed

Picture

Evelyn
Brent
Jack Oakie
"Skeets" SamGallagher
Hardy
Arthur Housman
Gwen I.*e
Eugenie Besserer
Bert Rome

THE
Pike
Peters
Mrs. Peters
Ross Peters
Opal
Peters
Claudine
Clark McCurdy
Marquis
de Brissac
Ed. Eggers
Tupper

CAST
Will
Rogers
Irene Rich
Owen Davis, Jr.
Marguerite
Churchill
Fifi Dorsay
Rex Bell
Ivan
Lebedeff
Edgar
Kennedy
Bob
Kerr
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Hallelujah
Praise Be To Vidor For This One
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialogue)
MORE

than a year ago M-G-M was reported starting on the production of
an epic of negro life in the south. It was
to have an all negTO cast and be directed
})y King Vidor. Last Tuesday night the
picture was finally brought to Xew York.
Sufficient to say that it was worth waitinsfor. King Vidor contributed a milestone
in the history of .silent films with his proeduction of "The Big Parade." He has
contributed another, this time in the field
of sound pictures, with "Hallelujah." It's
a big picture. Big in its story, big in its
acting, big in its direction and above all,
despite the fact that it is enacted by an
all negro cast, big in its box office potentialities.
When one can sit in a theatre and be so
ahsoi'bed in a story that one forgets that
it is being enacted by negroes, then the director and author have turned out something. When one looks at the images of
the negro players on the screen and forgets
that they are black then they too must be
said to have contributed something far
greater than anything that has been done
before. That is the case with "Hallelujah."
Even in the south where they are not
willing to take the negro's artistic advancement into consideration they are going to
see this picture and like it. For the picture
depicts negro life as they know it in that
country and because of that they ai'e going
to be "willing to accept it.
The story itself was written by the director, with the treatment by Dick Schayer
and scenario by Wanda Tuchoek. The dialogue was the work of Ranson Rideout and
delivered a worthwhile 2:)iece of work.
But it is the direction of King Vidor, direction that doesn't appear to be direction,
and the playing of the cast tiuit sends the
I)icture along into the hit class.
It is a tale of the shiftless boy from
the cotton fields who fails for a dusky vamp
in the bawdy district of the town where
he has delivered the family cotton cro]i.
She, knowing that he has been i)aid for
the cotton, leads him on until she manages
to snare him into a dice game with her
gambling lover, who through the use of
crooked dice manages to fleece the ruralite.
When the latter accuses the gandiler of
fraud and a fight starts the brother of the
Ijoy is shot in the melee that follows and
Zeke, the boy who has been trimmed, returns home with his dead brother on the
cotton wagon and penniless in the bargain.
From that point on Zeke turns evangelist,
and in the course of his travels again runs
aei-oss the twain that fleeced him. On this
occasion the girl enamoured by the glamor
that surrounds the evangelist "gets" religion and deserts her lover to go to the
]>reacher, drawing him aAvay from his work
so that he may be with her. But in time
she tires of him and wlieji the old lover returns to the scene she is ready to elope with
him and take up her old life. In trying to
escape her "husband" she is killed and
Zeke tracks down the wrecker of his happiness in the SAvamp and strangles him to

on

Pictures

death. Then after a term with the chain
gang the boys return home to his parents
and their adojited daughter who really loves
him and has awaited his return.
The mere telling of the story will not give
anyone an idea of the strength that there
is to it and it must be seen to be appreciated.
Vidor 's manner of handling it is tremendous and the old negro spirituals that
are used for the musical background are of
a quality that puts any of the regular run
of theme songs to shame.
The cast of players is superb, with but
possibly but one flaw and that is in the
characterization offered by Harry Gray.
Daniel L. Haynes, who plays Zeke, contributes a marvelous performance, and Nina
Mae McKinney in the role of the siren just
about runs away with the picture. Boy,
what a "Lulu Belle" she would make.
William Fountaine as the gambler was also
all that could be asked, while the ingenue
role in the hands of Victoria Spivey stood
out as well worth while.
Pictorially the picture is a thing of
beauty, with some of the technical effects,
especially in the revival scenes, tremendous
in their scope.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-^Iayer. From the story by King Vidor,
adapted by Richard Schayer, scenario by
Wanda Tuckock. Dialogus byRansom Rideout. Directed by King Vidor. Running
time, an hour and thirty-seven minutes.
THE
Zeke
Chick
Hot .Sliot
Pappy
Mammy
SP""k
-Missy Rose

CAST
Daniel L. Haynes
Nina .Mae Kinnev
William
Fountaine
Gari V Gray
Fannie Belle de Knight
Everett McGarritv
Victoria Spivey

"Look

The Golden Bridle
Maynard
Western
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
iSUcnt J'crsion)
CALIFORNIA in Spanish days provides
the setting for Ken Maynard 's latest
picture,
Bridle." formula.
It deviates
not at all"The
from Golden
the established
Ken Maynard appears as the usual
handsome Americano and does the usual
trick riding, with Tarzan, his horse, sharing the honors. There is the usual Spanish
don and his pretty daughter, the latter
played by Kathryn Crawford, who does not
look in the least Spanish.
There is a villain bent on obtaining the
land grants of the Spaniards before annexation of California becomes a fact. Other
characters introduced to provide comedy
are a plump Spanish captain in love with
the heroine,
Maynard
's Sancho Panzo,
known
in thisandcase
as Manana.
Maynard is worthy of better vehicles than
this. He is an excellent rider and more
attractive than other cowboy heroes. Poor
casting and dragging action class this as
just another western. It may be snapped uj)
l5y further cutting, however.
Drawing Power: Feature Ken Maynard
and the Spanish atmosphere. Also the
star's daring- riding feats.
Produced by Ken Maynard. Released by
Universal. Story by Helmer Bergman and
Henry ]\IcCarty. Scenario by Bennett
Cohen. Directed l)y Harry J. Brown. Photographed by Ted McCord. Footage 63U0
feet. Release date, September, 1929.
THE

CAST

Michael Banning
Carmelita
Rimeriz
Maddox
Manana
Don Manuel

Keen Jiaynard
Kathryn Crawford
Gino Corrado
J. P. McGowan
Frank
Vaconelli
Frank Beale

Out Below"

(Educational Talkie— Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond GanJy)
LAUGHS and thrills, a reliable combination
for the cotnedy producer, are to be found
in this Jack White production which employs
the idea of a jealous husband chasing a rival
for his wife's affections along the beams and
other
tion. high sections of a skyscraper in construcRaymond McKee, centering his attentions on
the beauteous Telma Todd, who requested him
taking her to a roof garden to meet her husband, arouseswith
the alatter's
climbs
out
the window
negro fury.
servantHe onto
a steel
beam which leads them to the lofty heights
of the skyscraper. When the angry husband
also traverses the same path, they have a lovely
time dodging in and out, slipping on the steel
beams, and almost falling time and time again
onto the pavement far below. The scared
negro, the shaking hero, and the equally nervous
husband make plenty of laughter on their lofty
In tlie interior scenes, Jerry Drew and Monty
perch.
Collins shine in supporting roles, particularly
the latter as a poor waiter, who goes mad when
a pile of dishes continually fall. Drew is a
drunk who broadcasts the fact that McKee is
entertaining a woman who is not his wife.
The skyscraper gags, although most of them
have been seen before, are well worked out and
flow along with smoothness. It's a good number, well seasoned with tried and true ingredients and patterned in a winning fashion.
Stephen Roberts directed.

Rio Rita
(Coiitimicd from />(!,'/(' 733)

There is one criticism of sound recording, otherwise of high quality, in a few of
the song numbers by Miss Daniels. The
nmsical accompaniment was too loud and
made the songs indistinguishable.
"Rio Rita" will attract audiences for
repeats. It's that kind of a picture. As a
potential business getter, none better has
been produced so far.
Produced and Released by RKO.
Adapted and Directed by Luther Reed.
Photographed by Robert Knrrle. Dialogus
Director, Russell Mack. Musical Director,
Victor Baravalle. Grand Chorus Conductor, Pietro Cimini. Music by Harry
Tierney. Book by Guy Bolton and Fred
Thompson. Lyrics by Joe McCarthy. Running Time, two hours and twenty minutes.

Crosland Directing

"Furies"

Hollywood, Aug. 22. — Alan Crosland returned from his vacation to direct "The
Furies" for First National Vitaphone.
Story is by Zoe Akins, with screen play and
dialog being prepared by Crosland and
Forrest Halsey. Crosland was transferred
from the Warner directorial staff to First
National to handle the production.
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''Ticklish Business''
(Educational Talkie — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
IN their first Mermaid talkie comedy, Alonty
Collins and Vernon Dent engage in boisterous pranks and capers. Their vehicle has a
high laugh velocity and will communicate a
barrel ful of merriment to any audience. It is
capital fun topped off with great teamwork from
the co-starring pair.
The bovs, let loose among a bevy of chorus

of
girls, are 'having a gay time with prospectsprolanding a song of theirs with a theatrical
ducer. Collins' wife walks in and finds her husband fondling two chorines on his knee. She
starts to get rough and hands out a prime lacing to her erring spouse and his pal, Dent.
In their scenes before the theatrical producer, Collins and Dent sing two songs with
considerable effect. One of them, a laughing
song, is a sure-fire laugh getter. The other
also nets laughs with its old-fashioned
ditty
words and tune.
Another good scene shows Collins compelled
stay home at the wife's orders. Dent beckons
to
him to sneak out, so Collins places a cat inside
the piano to make his wife believe he is practicing. But the wife gets wise when a dog also
jumps into the piano and a terrible rumpus is
heard.
Performing in supporting roles are Addie
McPhail, Phyllis Crane and William Irving.
Direction was had from Stephen Roberts. The
picture is a Jack White production.
Collins and Dent demonstrate that they are
in the front rank of comedy teams in the talkies,
keeping company with such names as Laurel
and Hardy, Clark and McCullough. If they are
given as good material in future as they have
here, then everything is jake for them because
they are certainly there.

"The Constabule"
(Educational Talkie — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THIS Mack Sennett talkie, co-starring Harry
(iribbon and Andy Clyde, carries on witli
a mixture of oafish humor, flapper romance and
small town locale. It is propelled along on a
good story, which has Gribbon as the slowwitted dignitary wearing the badge of the law.
He gets into a jam when an envelope, containing a large sum, is lost at the railroad depot
over which Clyde presides as station master.

by Raymond

Adamson

"Graduation Daze"
(Universal Talkie — Two Reels)

Ganly)

(Reviewed

of the Lloyd Hamilton talkies,
ANOTHER
produced by Harry D. Edwards. The
slow-gaited comedian is supported by Little
Billy, the circus midget, appearing as a crook in
kid guise, who is adopted into the wealthy home
where Hamilton is butler.
The ruse works well, the midget letting in a
fellow crook dressed as a gorilla.
Ham is awakened at night when the shadow
of the gorilla man is first cast over his bed.
From thence on it is rci)etitious movie, with
Ham and the household dodging in one door
and the gorilla coming in thte other.
The dialog and scenes between Hamilton and
Little Billy are good for appreciative audience
response. Ham is, as usual, the peculiarly
mannered and highly characteristic performer
who doesn't have to do much but amble along
looking silly. He and Little Billy make a good
team and their bid for laughs proves successful.
Eddie Barry and Martin Martell are the qther
two supporting players. Suitable dialog was
written by Charley Grapewin and the story is
the work of George Bentley. Direction was by
Gil Pratt.

by Raymond

Ganly)

ended. With
ians" have
, theof "Colleg
WELLscenes
graduation from
Don Trent's
dear old Calford, the forty-eighth and last of
the fourth series of collegiate shorts reaches
the end of the rope. It has bten a good series, its general average b^ing a high one, and
during their many api>earances in the roles of
Ed Benson and June, the college belle, George
Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver have made many
friends among the fans and all who saw them.
Universal is planning to follow the "Collegians" with another series of some sort. One
peculiarity that the average fan will carry away
with him will be a slight puzzlement over why
Trent's departure should be the cue for calling
down the curtain. He will naturally wonder
why didn't they wait for the graduation of the
starring pair before calling finis.
This "Collegians" shows a typical college
fight among the seniors and juniors after they
had promised to bury the hatchet. The seniors
play a trick on the juniors and get them out
of the way so that they steal their girls for a
few dances until the juniors come back raging
mad. After a few moments of free-for-all, the
boys make up. With the graduation scene,
the farewell of Trent and the bright prospects
of future happiness together held by Ed. and
June, the series reach its conclusion.
Most everyone will be sorry to see them go.

"Night Owls"

(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
ARTHUR
LAKE, the Horace comedies behind him, ajjpears in a two-reeler. It can
be seen right off the bat that he has come to
better things. The quality of story and direction is much higher than that of his Horace
days, and this one can readily be written down
as a nice little comedy, one that gives Arthur a
chance to do his stuff. Having had to stay out
all night with his girl because his flivver broke
down, Arthur tries to smuggle her back into
her room at the select school for girls, but loses
out when her dad sees them. Thinking a sea
trip will cure his daughter, dad takes her with
him on board a ship which also contains Arthur. The kid gets rid of the parent by a ruse
and has the pleasure of seeing him hustled off
the ship as a stowaway.

"Skinner" Dialogue Rights
The dialogue rights to ' ' Skinners Dress
Suit," the play made from the magazine
story by Henry Irving Dodge, have been
acquired by Universal who have just
started the talkie version with Glenn Tryon
and Merna Kennedy starring. Albert DeMond and Matt Taylor are collaborating
on the dialogue and William J. Craft is
directing. "Paradise Ahoy," original by
-Matt Taylor and Sherman Lowe, is being
prepared for Tryon following ' ' Skinner. ' '

Spring Suspension

The envelope
been a placed
Gribbon's
pocket
by Thelmahas Hill,
collegeindame,
who
jilts him and runs off with a young sheik.
Gribbon hints that Clyde has taken the jack,
and that matters might be smoothed over if
Clyde will discuss chances of compelling Thelma
to be the "constabule's" blushing bride.
The joke is on Gribbon when Clyde discovers
the missing money in his coat pocket just as he
is about to lock up the station master on a
charge of theft.
Gribbon assumes to perfection the character
of the small town policeman, his work mixing
nicely with that of Clyde.
Milton Holmes is the other supporting player.
Story and dialog were by John A. Waldron,
\'ernon Smith, Ewart
Rodney.

-V c w s

Pictures

"His Baby Daze"
(Educational Talkie — Two Reels)
(Reviewed

P ic t u r c

A feature of SYNCRODISK
that absolutely eliminates uneven motion —

$500 Complete

and Earle

Write now for details on this fin'
est of turn-tables — Dealers jcrite.

Pathe Talkie Shorts At Cameo
The Cani(M) in New York, RKO houso,
last week featured three Patlie talkie shorts
as the talkirifj portion of a bill headed l)y
a silent feature. The Pathe dialogue fcaturettes Avere "Beacii Babies," an Aesop
Bound Fable and tlie Pathe Sound News.

The
Syncrodiskby turn-tnhle
ninniifactiired
builders —of
rtiiichinex inslnlled in over
200 theatres
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitors

Saving Money??
CUTTING the salaries of the
house managers happens to
be the most popular pastime
on several of the circuits operating
in and around New York right
now, and from present indications
this, so-called, efficiency game is to
continue for a while, or at any rate
until the cutters find out that it's
damned poor economy.
Investigating the circumstances
surrounding this salary-cutting
mania brings to light that it is
sponsored primarily by high paid
men who seem to think that the
only way to demonstrate their own
efficiency to the big bosses is to
show cut overheads in the various
houses on the circuit.
The boomerang, however, is
that the office charges slapped on
the different theatres to cover the

cost of these high priced executives (?) more than exceeds the
savings effected by cutting the efficiency of the managers and replac
ing good men with cheap men.
Any good business man will confirm the fact that you cannot buy
a dollar's worth of merchandise or
man-power for 6o cents. If you
pay sixty cents you are going to
get sixty cents worth in return.
Pity the poor treasuries of the
circuits when they awaken to the
truth that their earning capacity
has been decreased by reason of
poorly paid help, because the cutting habit has extended even down
to the janitor and porters.
I can never forget a remark re-
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cently from a mighty fine business
man. He said : "A dissatisfied payroll is poor economy." He knew
what he was talking about. And
the same applies to the house staflfs
in the theatres.
Replace the properly paid staffs
with poorly paid staffs and you
will soon find that the latter are
dissatisfied and won't function to
the best interests of the house or
the organization controlling them.
It has never failed as yet and we
have no reason to believe that it
can work out for the best interests
of the circuits now.
Even at this writing there is one
large circuit making every possible
effort to line up "good" managers.
When we say "good," we have reference to the type of men typical of
the live-wire showman class. Such
men are always in demand and
need never worry about jobs.
Perhaps the house manager is
the goat now, but reviewing conditions as they now exist with conditions of a few years ago gives us
encouragement to say that it won't
be long before the lot of the manager is a darned sight better.
Just as sure as night follows day
the demand for properly paid managers iscoming to be a fact. Theatre owners, circuits and chains are
all waking up, here and there, to
the realization that responsible investments in beautiful and expensive theatres must have responsible, well-paid managers to
look after them.
C. E. L.
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manager who succeeded
in
what he started out to do in
spite of all the head shaking

of the "know-it-alls" in his
city.
].. ( arriiig-ton Smith, manager of the Carolina Theatre in
Chai)el iiili, N. C, came to that theatre and city in 1927
and found liimself right in the midst of a college town where
the students, in the former days, used to run the old Pickwick Tlieatrc ragged with their hell-raisin' stunts.

"^""^^""""""^"^^^"""^

For some reason or other, there
are people in this world who are
certain of their predictions. Some
times they are right, but many
times they are wrong because
they fail to take into consideration many contributing factors
which generally lead to their mistaken ideas.
They seem to overlook the fact
that just as the world keeps going
around with new things always
happening, so does human nature
and the individual change in his
methods of doing things.
Here, and we are glad to pass
on the story, is a case where they
were all wrong. When all their
predictions turned out to be decidedly off. Where they had to
swallow their prearranged ideas
and admit that "a young chap" could come along and teach
them a thing or two.
And did he? We'll say so.
Those who thought they were "in the know" said that the
new manager and his new theatre would merely be another
happy hunting ground for the happy-go-lucky student body
to continue their antics in. They claimed that the boys
would have more fun raising hell in the new Carolina than
they ever had in the old Pickwick, and they sat back to
smile and watch, what they liked to term, the futile efforts
of Smith to try and educate a body of students in a student
town. That's a real funny line, "educate students." Surely
Smith could never hope to accomplish what the college authorities had a tough time doing.
ilut strange to relate (or is it strange?). No, we think not
Let's rather, call it natural to relate. Mr. Smith ran the
Carolina Theatre as a theatre should be run. Smith being
young and a good judge of human nature started out to
make a go of his theatre and cater to the college students in

! !

We have been advised by the Chief of Police of Kearny,
f. J., thai a certain man is negotiating contracts with
Ihealres to put on "Treasur*- Hum" attractions.

The '"froats," according lo the police authorities, are
the merchants who go into the slunl because of promised
iheaire co-operation.
You are, therefore, warned lo he on the hi<>k«>ut for a
I'l-m like this and in the even! that he puts in his appear;'"rc in y<Mir town or cily, be sure and have him investi;' Me-J liy xour h.cal police until they communicate with
(hiel Of Police Bell in Kearny who holds a warrant for
his arrest.
jyj_ jj_ 'p^ (•_
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so doing. Strict, but polite order was requested in the new
theatre and contrary to predictions, Manager Smith had
little trouble in securing it.
When the recent commencement week activities began,
the alumni gathered from previous years and being accustomed to the Pickwick hell-raising of their days, they were
dumbfounded to find a new order of things now prevailed.
Instead of finding their former community brimming with
mischief, their movie house being torn asunder with disorder, a pretty tame, safe and civilized community and theatre audience greeted them.
Every student's birthday is remembered by Mr. Smith
with a complimentary pass from the theatre and he watches
all the student activities carefully so as to take advantage
of every opportunity to co-operate with the student body.
To briefly sum up the entire story : through extraordinary
good will which has been built up between the theatre and
the student body, the Carolina Theatre ranks as one of the
most successful theatres, as well as deserving credit for being a powerful influence over college life in its city.
Unlimited newspaper space was given the theatre during
the commencement week because of this great change in the
theatre life of the community and w^e are only sorry that
Smith sent us a newspaper mat which we are unable to use
to show you what the Carolina Theatre looks like.
And what's more, we hope to be able to tell you a lot more
about his activities down there in Chapel Hill, N. C. Keep
us posted all the time. Smith.
Our
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Chairman a few lines.
About the best news that we heard was the fact that
they expect to rebuild the Madison, which means that
once more Tim will take his place as one of the leading
showmen
of the State of Ohio.
With this as just a starter we have great hopes that
Tim Roberts will keep us posted on all his activities,!
whether they consist of building or running theatres. How
about it Tim, can we count on you? Don't forget to look
me up the next time you are within hailing distance.
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When

Maurice

Brown,

New
of the
Manague
er Theatre
Classiq
in Brooklyn
recently
joined
the
he gave as his
club,

reason for being elected
member the following:

a

"My Creed is Motion Pictures"
"My Belief is Motion Pictures"
"My religion is Motion Pictures of the future"
and with sentiments such as these, Maurice should certainly make a pretty darn good member for the ROUND
TABLE CLUB.
I-ike many of us other fellows he eats, drinks, slee])s and
dreams nothing but tlie show business. We should certainly expect many interesting letters and contributions
from Maurice. How about it. do we hear from you early
and often? He can answer this one better than we. but
there will be more about him in an early issue of the NEWS.
Keep your eye on Brown.

W ;( // i: s t
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Elmer Daniels Is

One of Manager Elmer R.
Daniel's best bets in adver-

tising "The Divine Lady"
playing at the Capitol Theatre, Worcester, Mass., was
the use of a ballyhoo in the
form of a mechanical man.
The mechanical man worked in front of the theatre on
Monday and Tuesday while on Monday he managed to
get to the circus grounds where the circus had pitched
tents. Here he gathered such a crowd around him that
they forced him to leave the grounds evidently under
the presumption that he was ballyhooing tlu- wrong
attraction.

"Clicking" At The
Worcester Gap.

"LOBBY
By

LAUGHS"

Dick

/J')

Kirschbaum

These cartoons have already won a great following
from members and readers of the Club pages in the
NEWS. The unusual humor of Mr. Kirschbaum's
ideas, plus his fine al^lity to picture them so well, has
made this feature of the Club a most desirable one.
Dick wants other ideas besides his own, so that the
—
r.UT
series
of cartoons doesn "tbecome stale. Now you fellows who have had lots of funny experiences in this
business of ours come along with the ideas and let
Dick do the cartooning of them. Shoot your suggestions in direct to the Club and when they are published proper credit will be given to each one making
the suggestion.
C. E. L.

interest as we are looking forward to welconnng some
uiore news about showmanship in his part of the world.
Paul, we would certainly like to have your photograph
by return mail, as well as a little more information about
yourself so that we can write a real introductory article
about you for all the members and readers of our pages.
Won't you try to comply with this little request, and thank
you kindly in advance?
^^^^

'i'lie mechanical man's stunt included an automobile
furnished by one of the local dealers wherel)y the iKillyhoo
man was able to drive to various places — parking at busy
street intersections and then going through his mechanical
show.
Wherever the mechanical man put on his stuff, he always
drew a big crowd. And since this is the first time a stunt
of this kind has been used in Worcester, it naturally went
over big and was a decided lift in publicizing the picture.
Incidently, we might tij) you all off tiiat the gentleman
on the extreme right in tlie photo is Mr. Daniels himself.
Elmer and your Chairman disagreed on the subject of
tickets while I was up in Worcester, but nevertheless I
always had a great respect for Daniels as both a manager
and a showman.
Suppose Elmer you shoot us a good picture of yourself
and then we will undertake to tell the industry at large all
that we know about you. Thanks anyway in advance for it.
The ROUND
TABLE
CLUB wishes to take this
Canal Zone Brings
means of welcoming Paul E.
Paul E. Kline
Kline, in charge of the
Canal Zone house down in
Into Organization
Panama,
with
a total
of
~~"""^^^^~"^^~^^^~~~"
close to 4000 seats.
We are always glad to line up members in different parts
of the world and we are sure that Mr. Kline has followed
the activities of the ROUND TABLE CLUB with as much
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All during his work he carried a card on his back advertising the picture, theatre and play dates.

The

Hie latest one to try this mone}--making idea was Harold
Blumenthal, Manager of the Capitol Theatre, in Passaic.
X. T-, and a recent new member of tlie R()UND TABLE
CLUB.
Mr. Blumenthal arranged
for this wedding, and since
he is President of the Bachelor's Club (whose members
contribute $100 to any worthy
charity in the city, when they
take the leap), he was the
prime
factor of the entire
idea.
Newspaper publicity which
they gained through this
stunt, besides the business
which such a tie-up generallv
results in. was satisfacto'ry
all around, and we have before us a two-column story
showing the bride and groomto-be with a two-column
header
reading
"TO BE
MARRIED
TX CAPUrOL
We are certainly going to
THEATRE."
be interested in learning from
Mr. Blumenthal just how
successfully this stunt went over and we will await further
reports from him with much interest. Don't forget
to tell us all about it, will you, Harold? Thanks in advance.
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When A1 W. Gillis joined
the ROUND
TABLE
Club Finds A SeaCLUB we sort of felt resoned Member In
lated to him. because he
comes
from Meriden, Conn.,
Alfred W. Gillis
where
he is running
the
^^——^^—^——^——"•^"''^^ Fox-Poli houses and
your
Chairman spent quite a little time only six or seven miles
from there in Middletown.
However, we are dclig^htcd to welcome Air. (iillis into
the R O U N D
TABLE CLUB,
and from what ue
know about him
already, we believe we have hit
another real active live wire.
So that you
might know a little more about Al,
let us tell you
that he was born
out in Minnesota
in 1889, which, in
his language, was
seven years after
Roxy was born in
the same town.
This ought to
make Al at least
as good as Roxy,
if not better.
Roxy, by the way,
when congratulated by Mr. Gillis on his b?,rthday, replied and
told Al that he
was glad to know
that he was born
in the old town
and hoped that he would come in and have a chat with
him whenever he was in New York.
But to get back to Al himself, he was forty years
young last month, has a boy of his own, twenty-one, who
is now attending Ann Arbor University in Michigan,
has managed theatres in all parts of the United States.
Was with Pantages for thirteen years, and managed many
houses for him. Has been with William Fox nearly two
years. Came to Connecticut from the West Coast Theatres where he handled c'xj)loitation and pul)licity in selling

.1/ <> I I 11 II r i c I II r (' A (' Tv' .s"

llani and Vakimer. lias always l)een a firm l)eliever in
r^riners' Ink and Billboards.
Those sentiments, Al, coincide so closely with the creed
and belief of the ROUND TABLE CLUB that we are sure
that we are going to be great friends from now on.
We are. going to look forward to many contributions
from this new member and will most certainly hope to
have him come in to say Hello. For the present, we will
close, but watch for more about Al Gillis and his activities
in Meriden, Conn.
G. B. Odium, Managing

the Capitol Theatre in Elmira, N. Y., has been responsible for many original
and attractive pieces of ad^""""^"^■^^^^■"""^^^ sorry
vertising
We proare
that miatter.
lack of space
hibits showing all the material which he recently sent us,
but I am going to make this suggestion to every member
and reader of the ROUND TABLE CLUB :—
Drop a line to Mr. Odhnn direct to the Theatre and
ask him to send you a
copy of his announcement
on ''White Shadows" and
"Broadway Melody." It
make s no difference;
whether you have run]
these pictures or are goPREPARE FOR PARADISE
ing to run them. The
copy contains the two
l)ieces of advertising material which we referred
to. can be utilized in any
other picture that you
want to tie in with.
ture.
DONT
MISS
one's m-st
We also want you to
PREPARE— For
Vita phone'
IT!
All Sin^ng, All-Talking, Picknow that he made up a
corking tag used to very WARNER BROS-SPEQACULAR SINGING SUCCESS
good advantage on the

Odium's
tion WorksExploitaWonders
For Elmira House

GET
READY!

—the urientaJ pktuIIba promUn] by Mahomrt
— where all U love and love Ih allT
FREPARE — For love lon^ Uut make iron«a
FRErARE—
Fortheir
the lovers;
Oamloc
ynun for

Odalisque*!
Charmers of men!
FREPARE— For straofe
desires that oalf a
love^lntoslcated oriental can lnaplr«.
FREPARE— For one of the most enchanttn;
'enlngs you have ever spent In a theatre.

picture
"Gang
Here is one
of Mr.War."
Odium's recent newspaper
ads. Both of these items
we are sure were attractive advertising material.
Listen, G. B., how
about a photograph of
yourself for the ROUND

STARTING

11 P. M AFTER REGULAR

SATURDAY

MIDNITE

MATINEE

ALL WEEK

SHOW

CAPITOL
I

'lABLE CLUB morgue, and see that we get it by return
mail so athat
we lot
don't
have to go up to Elmira after it.
Thanks
whole
in advance.

Sam H. Cohen says:
/ have watched your section in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS with keen interest, and
sincerely want to compliment you on the
good work. I have talked with many exhibitors in this territory, concerning same, and
they all have the kindest praise for your
supplement.
Publicity Director,
Elsinore Theatre
Salem, Oregon.

flm of desert'
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Fred Putnam, an old time

Fred rr\Putnam
TVT
^rMo-

.
tors

1
lO rSeW
York
Vacation
For^"~His
^^"
^"~'"^'~~

~'~~~"^~*

IT^'St^^
AK.^^^B was round
1 ABLL LLU
a Tcceut

visitor to New York City
Fred is a
°" ^is vacation.
native of Port Arthur, Tex.,

where
he is operating
the
Strand Theatre, and it certainly was a pleasure to have
him come into the big town and look us over.

I am only sorry that we could not play host to Fred
the way we would like to have, but we will try and make
up for this some time in the future. We hope you got
back home O.K. Fred and that everything is fine with you.
Let us hear from you more often in the future. Thanks.

A II (J II- S t
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Our
good
friend,
J. J.
Dempsey,
Manager
of the
Strand Theatre in Dorchester, Mass., has been slightly
neglected by the CLUB
in
the past month or two, but
all unintentionally
we
assure you. J. J. has always b een a staunch supporter of the
CLUB,
and

Dorchester Strand
Responds To Demp
sey's Activities

many

of his tributions
con-have
been
received
\v i t h favorable
comment by our
many
members
and readers.
We would like
you to see what
the front of his
house looks like,
dressed up in its
summer attire
and advertising

CUliC

Canada— Take Note!
Due to the tremendous response to the Club activities in the Dominion we have decided to separate
that country, for the present, into two divisions.
Ontario and all points east, including the Provinces,
will continue under the Regional Chairmanship of
Jack Allen.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan. Alberta and British Columbia, will be the western unit and will be under
the direction of Pete Egan, manager of the Capitol
Theatre in Regina.
Here is the chance for the both units to demonstrate
which of the two can take the lead in the Club's
activities. Pete is going (we are sure) to line up
every manager in his division and after they are all
set we shall see whether Egan or Allen can take first
honors on the Canadian Members pages.
All set boys?
Let's Go!

the

"The Letter." We also
want you to see
how dressed up
a store window,

tribution which we want
you to take note of is
the department store tie-

close to the Theatre, on Mary
Pick ford in

up on EddieMan."
Bowling's
"Rainbow
The
wording of the copy is
quite self - explanatory,
so we won't go into any
further long, drawn out
description.

'Coquette" is and
the
third
con-

MYERS

DEPT. STORE

743-745-747 DUDLEY ST.
DORCHESTER, MASS.
"WISE BUYERS

BUY FROM

hurt
J. J.over
don'tourfeelneglect,
at all
we have really been very
busy and out of town a
great deal, but we know
that we can count upon

MYERS!"

you in the future as in
the past. Please keep
us posted on what is going on in Dorchester
and at the Strand Theatre. So long for the
present.
The Most Human
Yet To Reach The
ing Screen — With
A Laugh And A
Or Two!!

Story
TalkMany
Tear

and see-
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ednesday
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If the number on this circular is on
display in the lobby of The Strand
Theatre. Uphams Corner. Tuesday
or Wednesday. June 11. 12. you
will be admitted free to see "The
Rainbow Man," Remember there are
200 numbers. You may have a lucky
number!

Local motion pictures
seem to be coming back into
their own once more with
the announcement that the
Floral Theatre, Floral Park,

Local Movies Were
Revived By Murphy
At Floral Park
^^———~'^^^^^^-———'

This Is Yout Number

MAN''
N?
This

179

offer is good on
Tues. or Wed.,
June 1 1th or 12th

entitled "Gust of Wind,"

L. I., its
has just
finished
shooting
initial
production

using a local cast in the entire

picture.
Screen tests were run on the stage of the Floral Theatre
and several likely candidates and screen artists were selected. The direction of the picture was in the hands of
a well known director, and among the locations were points
of interest in and around Floral Park including many of
the spots well known to the theatre-goers of that town.
House Manager Murphy affected a very fine tie-up and
a large crowd attended both afternoon and evening performance all the way through tlnj filming of the production.
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Office Aid"

could sit and write nice thinf^s about all kinds
of circuits, theatre owners, etc., 'cause it don't
cost us anything, and the typewriter is still able to sit up
and take norishment —

WM

BUT
We could never see wasting good space to pay unnecessary or unearned compliments —
SO—
It is because we honestly feel that those l)ehind it are
deserving of the praise that we single out the "Weekly
News Letter" of the Fox West Coast outfit and Frank
Whitbek, the man behind the gun, to say that here is
an organization with a department actually functioning
as an aid to the house manager. An outfit really spending
money to help the manager instead of thinking up new
wnvs of annoying him. (Which is expe-.isive in the long
run).

The contents of the "Weekly News Letters" would be
of value to every theatre tnanager in the country. Providing it's circulation were that elastic. But since it is
restricted to the theatre managers on the West Coast
Circuit exclusively (and the Managers Round Table
Club, by courtesy of Harold B. Franklin and Frank
Whitbek) we shall endeavor to pass some of its contents on to our own host of members and readers.
We are proud to boast of many West Coast managers
in the Club. They are all typical of the organization that
employs them. Live-wires, keen business men and wideawake showmen.
C. E. L.

^=^==^===
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T. H. Wear, Jr., Manager
°^ ^^^ National Theatre in
only one
Boston, Mass.,
criticism
to makehas about
the

club pages in the NEWS.

I will quote from his letter:
■~~'"~~^~'~~~^^~~*~^^^^~" "The only critici
sm I have
to make is that I had to look all through the file of copies
to find one that would be of least importance to destroy
in cutting out the application blank. Invariably, the
reverse of the application carries something which shoidd
be With
kept such
in thea start
file." we have a faint idea that Mr. Wear
is going to make a corking good member for the ROUND
TABLE CLUB.
We shall expect many interesting things from him in
the near future, especially
his own
photograph,
which

Clarence Dolan Says:
/ have been following this section of
MOT/ON PICTURE NEWS with more
than usual interest. Conditions as they have
been for several months, makes any suggestion which might prove a stimulant to the
box-office more than welcome, and that is
just what suggestions in the ROUND
TABLE section of the NEWS have been.
Legion
Theatre,
Wayland,, N. Y.

1^ i c t u r c
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we are anxious to secure, so that we may introduce him
to his many brother members and readers of these pages.
What do you say, T. H., can't we induce you to comply
with this request, as well as a short letter telling us a|
little bit about yourself?
Thank you kindly in advance.
It certainly seems to be
age for the young men in
Club Acquires A
show business to make a
Live-Wire In Sam
name for himself, and it
gives us great pleasure in
A. Cohen Of Ore.
introducing to you, via these
pages and photograph, Mr.
Sam H. Cohen, the Director of Publicity for the magnificent
Elsinore Theatre, in Salem, Oregon.
-Mr. Cohen started his jniblicity career about four years
ago, coming to this type
work from ushering in a
Portland Theatre. A little
later he joined the Portland-Metro-Goldwyn office doing exploitation
work and also did some
trade pa])er corresponding
at the same time.
When the Jensen &
Von Herberg Circuit in
the Northwest was purchased by the West Coast
Theatres, Harry C. Arthur, General Manager
at the time, employed
him in the Publicity Department of that organization. He handled all
the publicity for the first
run Liberty and Rivoli
Theatres in Portland for
over a year.
Later a merger between
the Pacific Xurthwest, which was Arthur's
and the West Coast Theatres took place, and
lin, brother of H. B. Franklin, was sent up
as Division Manager, Air. Franklin was

orgnization,
J. J. Frankthere to act
immediately

attracted to ]\[r. Cohen's work and gave him charge of
all local special publicty and expliotation. Cohen promoted
a little house organ for six local West Coast houses with
a weekly circulation close to 60.000.
About six months ago Rodney Pantages, General Manager of the Pan Circuit, appointed him Publicity Director
of the new Pantages Theatre in Fresno, Calif.
However, the call of the Northwest was too great, and
Sam finally returned to Portland where George B. Guthrie,
prominent theatre owner in .Salem, Oregon, appointed him
to his present post.
We shall have a whole lot to tell our to tell our many
readers and members about Sam Cohen and his activities
in Salem, Oregon, and, from what we have seen of this
new member up to this time, we are certain that whatever
he passes on is worthy of any real live showman's attention.
We sincerely trust, Sam, that you will keep up the marvelous spirit which you have started as a new member
and hope you will keep us posted at all times upon the
various activities that are being engineered under your
supervision. A i)hotogra])h or two describing your various
stunts would be aj^precated so as to better set forth to
our members just what you are doing. This will be all
about Sam for the present, but early issues of the NEWS
will carrv much more.

A n gust
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The recent, and justly
famous, Human Billboard,
"Human Billboard" used out on the coast and
Idea Offers Many
in New York, for the preValuable Angles
mier of the
"Hollywood
Revue" seems to have found
"~"^^^^^^~~~~'^^~^^~ seme
value in the nature of
acting as a suggestion to other theatres and showmen to
utilize the same idea.
Of course, we know that very few theatres even in the
largest cities could avail themselves of such an elaborate
form of exploitation. But nevertheless it leads us to work
out something along the same lines even if on a much
'smaller scale.
The original sign was forty by thirty-five feet and as
this photo shows, real girls were used in the display. This
was only for the first night, however, as after the unveiling cutout figures were used and will be continued in
use as long as this great ad lasts.

CLtC

insistent demand for some kind of
THE
pin or emblem to be worn by the
TABLE
members of the ROUND
CLUB, has resulted in just such an emblem
being designed. We will make an announcement regarding this matter in an early issue
of the NEWS.
Managers' Round Table Club
^^

Max Tschauder, Manager

Atmo
ric
r^^o
*.,'/> C^O
S/-wo «K/3.
A <-rv^ sphe
tumeS r or Ushers

Theatre
of thece, Rivoli
Beatri
Nebraska,
believesin
in atmosphere when it comes

—^^^-^—Tsch
•^^^aude
^^ r
For
Good^——•

to dressing his ushers
an
fixmgattracuption.his Theatre

and

for

In this picture you will notice the costumes he used on
the ushers and doormen. Baskets filled with cotton, together with the cut-outs were used in a dim lobby display,
illuminted with a battery of baby spots playing on the
setting. We can certainly visualize the effect of this
display and congratulate Mr. Tschauder upon the ingenuity
of the idea.
About four days previous to the opening of the picture,
he arranged with the local ice cream company to furnish
him gratis fifty cups filled with ice cream, and in exchange
for this tie up there was placed in the lobby a card reading
"Hearts in Dixie Love the Dixie Cups" through the courtesy of the Ice Cream Company through whom the tie-up
was effected.
We nuist also call your attention to the fact that in the
lobby display described above, an orthophonic played
negro spirituals from a concealed spot, which naturally
added to the eft'ectiveness of the idea.

Therefore, the suggestion comes to us that we work
out this idea on a special illuminated display somewhat
similar to this great piece of work, but make up your
dancing figures from cutouts. These cutouts can be obtained by using a twenty-four-foot sheet from either
Broadway Melody or Hollywood Revue. Both of these
posters carry quite a few dancing girls and your jol) will
be to merely paste them to beaverboard (ir any other
suitable material and cut them out properl}-.
If you stop to think for a few minutes you will probably
recall half a dozen good spots in your town or city where
an elaboratee display could be built and illuminated. After
you get the spot fixed definitely, then go to work and see
if
you can't give the natives something to talk about for
a while.
It is taken for granted that if you are able to use real
girls for the first night that you unveil your display
it would add much more to the stunt itself. These dancing girls could possibly be secured either through an act
if you play vaudeville, local dancing schools, your usherettes or any other source that presents itself to you at
the time.

"All For One And One For All"

Mr. Tschauder reports that the exploit went over big,
and so did the picture, and we do not hesitate to recommend it to any readers who may be looking for something
along these lines.
We hope that Alax will let us hear from him again very
shortly, and pass on some more of his live-wire exploitation
ideas.
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He also enclosed a neat little pay envelcjjje which read

fish story.
this is
ute that
just
because
of athe picture
with it, but just the same,
°^^ g°°d inend a. Janssen,

"Everybody is invited. Big doings, much Whoopee, don't
miss the fun. Peep inside." Upon opening the envelope,
we found a neat little slip of paper measuring about 3J/2
inches square advertising "Come to the Benton and Cool
Ofif and see Clara Bow in "The Wild Party."
These envelopes were distributed throughout the neighborhood and we understand they created quite a lot of
interest in this particular attraction.
Now that Creamer is having a Western Electric System
installing in his Theatre, we will be more than anxious
to find out how he is going to sell the sound pictures, since
he has had no experience along these lines up to this time.
MR. CREAMER HAS ASKED FOR SUGGESTIONS
OR IDEAS ON AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN FOR
SOUND AND TO SEND THEM DIRECT TO HIM
AT THE BENTON THEATRE. THE ADDRESS IS
1504 BALTIMORE
AVENUE,
KANSAS
CITY,
MO.

to be
happens(but
know
we wewilldon't
be
willino;
for it). to take his word
At the same time he
also enclosed a copy of
the coupon being used
showing a tie-up with the
Local Radio Store and
giving away, free, a valuable radio set. We would
be interested to know just
how this contest went
over, and whether it
really brought the added
business which Mr. Janssen hoped it would.
Let's
hear
from
y<ni
early and often, will you,
A.
J.?
And
stranger
to
TABLE CLUL5.

don't restbe ofa
the

By way of proving that
he is on the alert to all suggestions or ideas appearing
on the pages of the Club, J.
W. Creamer, Manager of the
Benton Theatre, in Kansas
^■~~~"^'~^~^"^^^"^^~*^'"~ City, Mo., claims as
follows:
"Recently I look an idea frtjni the L'luli pages to change
over all my front insert shadow lioxes and display windows on the street front. These were all made up lo
give the suggestion as to how cool my house is. By the
way to get a good attractive 'cool' display coat your
heaverboard with while alabastine, and while it is still
wet, sprinkle powered crystal on it. When the display is
dry, the glittering snow will stick tight, and at night with
the lights shining on it, you can imagine how attractive the
display is. Will forward you a couple of photos of my
front as it is now."
Thanks in advance, J. W., for the photographs which
we know will describe even better than these few words
just what you have accomplished.

Creamer Another
To Find Club Pages Real Valuable

A Showman

N e zv s

Don't think for one min-

who
manages
the Home^^^^^■^^^^"^■""^^"^■" wood
Theatre for the Finklestein and Rubin Circuit in MinneapoHs, Minn., passed it on
to us, and we in turn pass it on to you.
As Janssen hiiliself says, this is no fish story, and he actually caught the limit.
r)Ut just what that limit

the l)ovs in the ROUND

Picture

Speaks—

"I read the NEWS and can say that I
have realized more out of it than all the
other publications combined."
L. G. Jenkins, Manager,
Etta Theatre,
Ocala, Fla.

Earl M. Holden, who was
responsible for quite a few
Holden's Usher
very interesting articles on
Angle Is Effective
our pages, the last of which
was his House Inspection
At Miami, Fla.
story, now tells us how he
supplies atmosphere in his
various productions playing the Fairfax Theatre in Miami
by dressing the ushers and other attaches according to
the picture being shown.
You will note in the two photographs that in the one
on the left they were dressed in appropriate garb for
"The Desert Song," and no doubt attracted much comment from the people entering or leaving the Theatre.
The photograph on the right shows them dressed for
"Flying Fool" and the picture was taken at Curtis Airdome where they were outfitted completely with the uniforms which you see them wearing.

This is an excellent type of house advertising, and one
that we are sure creates quite a lot of talk among the
patrons of the Fairfax Theatre.
The h'airfax Theatre is one of the outstanding theatres
of Miami, and was only just recently reopened with a new
$20,000 cooling system and a new Magnascope screen which
has become quite a hit. They operate on a policy of presenting an attraction once a week, and business on "The
Desert Song" was so good that they had to hold it for
another week, which speaks volumes for the increased
interest in theatres down around IMiami where things
were rather (juiet for a long time.
Mr. Holden has promised to furnish us with several more
articles and your Chairman knows that you will be glad to
read anything from this wide-awake manager.
Let's hear from you soon Holden, and send us a photograph of your Membership Certificate hanging in your
office. We want the other boys to see what you have done
with it.

An q list
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Are Being Followed

By•^ Many Showmen
~~~^~~~~"~~~~~~~~"^~"

That

advantage
appearing

our

membeTs

on

of

the round

take

suggestions
the pages of

table

club is once more dem-

onstrated when
the
usher
card" submitted by Mr. E.
E. Bair of East Liverpool, Ohio, was used by many theatres.
Among

those who took advantage of this was William G.
Smeltzer, Manager of the
■^ORYOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
Riviera Theatre in San
I ikoufVil »..,. n.i>:lil Ix- inlcrcs(cH In kii..v. »h.-,l is ui sI.tc
Francisco, Cal., and Mr.
1 ooi>s,.lir :i an h..i...r (o Inform «ou «f >.;|I presml SHOW
Smeltzer has asked us to
nOAl' slarling Tucsdav, Augus( 6lK for three davs
Tkt cast mcludcs Laura LaPUnl.. Joseph SchlhlkrauC. Olis
Harlan. This is one of liisgesl. if nol the hlfgcsl aClracli..n of
convey his thanks to Mr.
the vear.
Bair for the idea.
I hope I may have the pleasure of seating vou at one o( iIk
Another one to take advantage of this was Harley Fryer, Manager of the
Linwood Theatre in Kansas City, Mo., who has also used
it in almost its original form to advertise "Show Boat."
This is a corkFor Yo ti r Ters oval I n f 0 r }u a t i 0 iL^
ing form of pubI thought V oj might be interested in what is in lore for you
at the RtviERi Thfatre n «t week.
licity ,and we unMond.iy
ar d Tuesday brings the sensational melodrama
esitatingly rech
Lina
Basquctte
and
M
ane Prcvost.
ommend itto hany
"Tht Gohless Girl," wi
On Wcdnesd
be seen in
av and Thursday Alice White w.l
"Hot Stuff, ' then on F iday and Saturday you
^.11 sec Willijm Dovd in "High Voltage" . . . each one a Sound and
Talking pictu e. Oh. yes, Sunday, Aug. 4th, brin Y?"", a silent
tiful star Helen Foster in "Should a Girl Mart gs [he bcauPicture of flan ning vouth. together with the Rivie a Follies on
the stage. Ev cry one is n ifghty good and I hope I may have
seating you at each one of them.
the pleasure o
With courtesy.
YOUR USHFRETTE

manager

who

is

looking for something
different
and
still a little
1 intimate
between
the
house
staff
and his patrons.
Thank you, Mr. Bair, for this one, on behalf
of all
the different members and readers who have taken advantage of this suggestion.
We hope you are finding some of
their suggestions just as appropriate for your own use.
Edward W.
Stollery,
Manager of the New San
Stollery Claims
Mateo Theatre, San Mateo,
Honors For Being
Calif., has challenged David
M. Brotman's assertion that
Youngest Manager
he is the youngest manager
^"~"~~'"""~""~~~"~"^~""^"~' in the business.
Ed informs
us, (and wants us to inform the world at large), that he

CLtC

puts in his application for the honor.
He is only 20.
It is certainly gratifying to find out that young men, of
this type have reached the position of house manager in
some of the leading theatres of the country and the Arkush
Peninsular Theatres happens to consist of a group of very
fine houses.
Mr. Stollery has joined that great number of petitioners
who are insisting that we turn out some kind of a club
pin or emblem, and in the event that you folks who read
this have not heard anything further about the subject,
we want you to know that we are now at work on a club
pin and a further announcement of same will be made
shortly.
There will be a whole lot more to be said about Ed in
an early issue and we trust that you will look forward
to seeing it with as much interest as we do in looking
for his letters.

Here's A Good Tip
On Newspaper Ads
From Vogel Gettier

Vogel Gettier comes
through with what we consider a very valuable suggestion, if it can apply to
your own conditions.

does adWhere avertisingTheatre
in small surround^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ing towns through their local newspapers, they must
contend, to a certain extent, with the inadequate type and
equipment in the composing rooms of these smaller
newspapers.
Mr. Gettier suggests that, if you have an efficient enough
newspaper right in your own city that can make mats
from the copy you give them and turn over to you as many
mats as are necessary so that you can furnish them direct
to the small town papers where your theatre is advertising.
We have several copies of these mats from Mr. Gettier,
and we can certainly appreciate the tremendous punch
that this type of advertising would carry in the smaller
While he could just send them the copy and the exchange
mats that he might want to use, he would never get as
papers.
attractive a piece of advertising as he does by reason of
sending them mats of the original ads from the big city.
Mr. Gettier would be glad to furnish additional information to interested members or readers regarding this angle.
Thank you Vogel, and let us hear from you again very
shortly.

WELCOME!
aw HAVE been watching the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB since
J[ its inception, and at first was a bit skeptical as to its success, but now
I am firmly convinced it is the greatest thing that ever happened for
Managers. With the material contributed weekly to your magazine by various members, no manager should ever get into a slump. The spirit and incentive is wonderful and I am happy to be able to send in my application for
membership to this group,*'
Publix Theatre Corporation
W.H, Le Valley,
Mgr, Broadway Theatre
Newburgh, N, Y .
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Leym Uses Many
Unique Angles To
Sell His Shows

"^~~~'"~"~— ■^^~"~'~~~^^"

progresthe New

p^j^^^ theatre in Coatesville, Pa., has certainly
started his campaign for better business for this coming

season.

Although Mr. Levin was only able to dig up an old photograph, itwill have to serve our purpose in making him
acquainted with the many readers and members of our
pages.
He is now hard at work turning out a program, the cover
of which we have before us, announcing a new movie season beginning August
27th, and we certainly
like the quotation below
the announcement, which
reads "Our success is due
to square dealing, we are
proud
it, too."
Mr. of
Levin
is a firm lieliever in the idea of gaining the confidence of their
patrons, and since these
patrons have got the
hal:iit of leaving their
children while they go
shopping, it shows that
they have great faith in
the way he runs his theatre.
Another angle that Mr.
Levin has successfully
worked is taking pictures
entitled "Who's Who and
What's What in Coatesville." These pictures
were taken of local events, such as ball games, parades of
the different bugle bands in co-operation with the Local
Fire Insurance Company, at which they staged a spectacular fire. This helped to advertise the theatre by reason of
all of the prominent people whose photographs were taken.
Another very good idea was lining up twelve prominent
business men in town with their faces turned to the wall
and taking their pictures. Then running a contest to see
who could successfully name the twelve prominent men by

Read This One
"Just a line to tell you how happy I was
to receive my Membership Certificate to the
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB.
I think it is quite an honor to belong to such
a progressive and wide-awake organization.
The certificate is hanging on the wall in my
office and I intend showing it to everyone
who comes in. . Each week when the Motion
Picture News arrives it is immediately
opened and I turn to the CLUB section before looking at anything else."
Edward W. Stollery, Manager,
New San Mateo Theatre,
San Mateo, Cal.

N c w s
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Mr.
N.
Levin,
sive Manager
of

Picture

just seeing their backs. This caused quite a little comment
in town and resulted in a whole lot of interest directed at
the Palace and Mr. Levin.
We certainly like this members' method of doing things
and would like to hear a whole lot more about his activities.
This will complete the first article about Mr. Levin, but
we hope to have many more in the near future.
We take great pleasure in
introducing our many members and readers to Henry
Seel, Manager of the
Saenger
Theatre,
Jackson,

Henry Seel Joins
Club For Mutual
Benefit & Progress

^^^^^^~"'^^~~"^~~^~"~"
interesting
items showing
showman Mr. Seel is.

We have before us many
Miss.
how
thorough
and efficient a

We also want you to take a
look at the front cover of the
"Saengerette," a little house
organ published in Jackson,
Miss., for the use of the
Saenger theatres in that section. The inside of this
house organ is just crammed
full of newsy theatrical items,
all of which will receive more
than passing attention from
larly.large mailing list to which
the
these booklets are sent reguNow

that ^Ir. Seel has

broken the ice. and put himself into the swim with
the rest of us ROUND
TABLERS, we have every
reason to believe that he will
continue
his
activities
and
keep us posted on everything he manages
,,.,.,,

.. „

,, ,

I'fliri^tKITT^
JACKSON, MlSS1SStn>l

College HeifiS) H@adi@dl For JaM
A 1 LYINC I'OOl.
■'Th» Time, the ria«

nnj

to engineer down
there in Jackson.
What
do you
say

about

this

we
on you?
one,count
Henry,
'can
Thanks a lot in
advance.
And — remember
this: hundreds of
live showmen, the
world over, arc
finding it profitable to use Round
Table suggestions
in theirtres. Ifown
you theakeep

<;irl." th«
ViMphone
TBlktnn rii'turo of the
(hiiiou* coincdy lucccri,

an

eye on

these

pages every week,
you will soon see
ample
evidence
of
how this,
or that
showman cashed
in on some other
>l'l1)»nK I'l.AIIA

member's
Just

as

idea.
you

might
find some
of these
suggestions of value, so will the other boys find your contributions.
Perhai)s a better wa}- of jmlting this is to say, "Stick to
our slogan of, '.\11 I'or (hie .\nd ()ne For .All'."

August

24,
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The value of talking short
subjects should not be overlooked during this critical
stage when some of the
sound products which sound
equipped theatres are compelled to run is really below

Carroll Of Roger
Sherman Takes Advantage Of Shorts

■ " ""
mediocre.
It would be best to keep in mind that when your feature attraction is weak, and your short subject contains
some particular one, two or three reeler that really merits
the extra plugging, that it be given really top billing above
the feature. But this should be done in a diplomatic and
showmanlike wav.

\iiamm

Here 'Til
Thursday

Unusual

Program

of Added

"Don't Be Nervous" ''"1^'"
Comedy

^^ji

MACK « PURDY
T*o H»?dllBen

r
|

Notice to Members
Please be sure to notify the
chairman of any change of
address
-THANK YOU.
What do you say, Harry, are you going to keep everything a secret, or are you going to come out in the open
and tell us all about it? At any rate, shoot us your
photograph and a little about yourself to pass on to the
Thanks a lot in advance.
rest of the members.

Atttactions

LLOYD HAMILTON in
BORN 4 LAWRENCE |
A toup:e ct wisB joyi i

CLIJD

IIOVI|T»«E.
MOVIfni
K|W9

BRIGHT LIGHTS "jJI

For example we picture here a reproduction of an advertisernent which appeared in the New Haven, Connecticut papers and shows how the Roger Sheerman Theatre
in that City made up an ad in which Lloyd Hamilton, in
an educational comedy, "Don't Be Nervous," actually was
played up more prominently than the feature attraction
on the bill.
To Manager Carroll goes the credit for this makeui) and
shows that he recognizes this condition and is ever on
the alert to take advantage of such a situation through his
newspaper layouts. We hope that Mr. Carroll will send
us some more samples of his advertising which we are
sure the members and readers of the ROUND TABLE
CLUB will find both interesting and profitable.
Every lawyer in Niagara
Falls received a forty-word
telegram through Western
Union as well as the Prosecuting Attorney, and all
Carroll's Exploit
members of the Grand Jury
~~'"^"~~"^~"^^^^~~" Panel. In addition,
1500
little handkerchiefs with gum labels attached were distributed a week prior to the play date at the Theatre.
The Manager set a full page of cooperative ads in the
local newspaper, each tying up with the picture.
All of the above is all a small brief way of telling you
how Manager Harry Carroll of the Cataract Theatre in
Niagara Falls, N. Y., started his tremendous campaign on
the "Trial of Mary Dugan."
But we must not overlook the fact that thousands of
circulars and other appropriate advertising material was
included in his campaign.
Such thoroughness and foresight must have resulted in
good business for the Cataract Theatre and this being the
case we will all be anxious to hear a lot more about Harry
Carroll and his activities.

Manager E. W. Humphreys, of the Opera House,

Humphreys Is Getting Plenty Of
Free Publicity

N. J.,
Woodstown,
let
a single angle
getdoesn't
away
from him where he can
publicity.
possibly get a little free

^■^~~^^^^"^^^^^~"^^""

We have before us a copy of the Woodstown local paper,,
and in it we see that he has grabbed himself much free
publicity right on the front pages, besides plenty of other
items distributed throughout
the paper.
He even explained to the mystified customers of Woodstown, the secret of his Neon sign which created quite a
stir, when the different folks wanted to know whether
it was gas or electricity. This brought forth pretty near
a ten-inch single column story.
Another angle which created a lot of good will between
the Theatre and the merchants was in connection with his
"Buy at Home Month," through which, his cooperation
was the furnishing of Opera House tickets free. The
circular
which we are reproducing with this story, exdo.
plains the thing a good deal better than we could possibly

BUY AT HOME MONTH
OPERA

HOUSE

TICKETS

FREE!

Lawyers & Judges
Good Bait For
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But of one thing we are certain, that Mr. Humphreys is
a live-wire showman and his many activities have proved
mighty interesting reading on these pages. Let us hear;
from you early and often, Mr. Humphreys, will you?

|
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Motion

MANAGtKl'

KOtND TACLt
Proposed by M. Meriwether:
WILLIAM R. HILL the manager of
the Lexington Theatre in Lexington, N.
C. is operating with a pohcy of vaudeville and pictures. Such programs invariably bring out some good exploitation and advertising to keep the customers coming into the theatre. Now what

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND
CLUB"
TABLE
Ave., New York

I hereby
the Clnb.

apply

for

we would like to have is Bill's picture
(any old photo will do) and some details
of his recent exploitation stunts. Can
you accommodate us, Hill? Thanks.
in

Proposed by M. Gottlieb:
PAUL BINSTOCK manager of the
Broadwaj' Theatre in Astoria, L. I., a
house of some 1500 seats and being run

Name
Theatre

as
a lot of
"big-time"
houses
on
the well
mainas stem.
Paul
has come
to our
attention on numerous occasions through
hearing other managers talking about
him. So, brother Round Tablets, looks
like we have grabbed ourselves a manager who will have plenty to tell us in
future issues of the Club pages. How
about it Paul?

Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

MAX SCHOENBERG
managing the
Sumner Theatre for the new Metropolitan Chain. What he will accomplish in
the future, we will learn about later, but
what he HAS accomplished in the past
is what we are anxious to know about
right now. Your own photo and some
details concerning your past experiences
will be more than welcome ]\Iax. Shoot
them in.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's

AN

the

CLUB

Proposed by Vogel Gettier:
FRANK DAMERSON
manages the
Crescent Theatre in Kearney, Nebr., and
we have a hunch that we ought to start
an inter-city competition to see which one
of the Kearney members can send in the
best theatre operation and exploitation
stuff. How about it you Kearneyites?
(No I'm not calling you names). Listen,
Frank, steal a march and shoot us your
own photo plus a little information about
yourself.
Do it now.
Thanks.

City

membership

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

N e zv s

More New Members!

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

729 Seventh

Picture

Blank

ORGANIZATION

OF
BY
FOR

aboard
mix
with all the
the good
other ship
Club "News"
members. and Oak?

H. W. in
COCHRAN
manages
the "Pal'
Theatre
Bartley, Nebr.
Although
this
is only a small house we have found,
from past performances, that these little
houses are capable of putting over exploitation that makes the big fellows sit
up and take note. We honestly believe
this is the case with Mr. Cochran and
we sincerely hope he will tell us something about himself and his theatre activities. Thanks.

WILLIAM C. SEARS is the managing director of the Granada Theatre in
Norfolk, Nebr., and with his theatre in
the midst of all these well known talkie
and sound subjects we are certain that
Mr. Sears has many fine ideas to pass
on to his brother members. We would
also like to have him send us his own
photo and some information about his
past experiences in the show business.
Thanks in advance for this favor W. C.
R. R. MILLER is the manager of the
Fmpress Theatre in Kearney, Nebr., a
thousand scater sound house and one
that is making the other houses step to
keep up to them. How Mr. Miller runs
this house and the way he advertises it,
constitutes just two of the many things
we would like to learn about from him.
Also his own photo and just a little bit
about himself. Start it ofT right Miller.
Oak?
Thanks.

AND

THE

CARL P. ROSE manages the Swan
Theatre in Columbus, Nebr., and with
other Round Table members in and
around that town we will soon call a
convention out there. But to get back
to Carl's introduction; how about your
photo and something about yourself so
that we can all get to know you lots
belter. Really, Carl, you should get

MANAGER
— OUR

**ALL FOR

SLOGAN

AND

ONE

ONE

FOR

--

ALL*'

Photos of Members
publish
raphs
s to member
of every
is anxiou
Club
THEphotog
and would, therefore, appreciate receiving as many as possible
for use in future issues of the CJub
columns. If you have not already
done so. PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
C. E. L.

A It gust
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^idlNeivs from Correspond^
Atlanta News Flashes
— Exhibitor Notes
FIRE, which was discovered
about 2 o'clock last Thursday
morning, caused considerable damage to the two-story warehouse
building at 179 Marietta Street,
Atlanta, aiad caused loss to F. A.
Leatherman, who had an extensive
line of theatre organs and other
tquipment stored in the place.
At its regular meeting last Tuesday, the Atlanta Joint Board of
Arbitration considered and disposed of a number of cases, the
session consuming the entire day.
Cases on the calendar were approximately 100, not a few of
which had been set over from the
previous meeting.
J. H. Butner, Atlanta branch
manager for Educational, is making a trip through Florida.
E. G. Gidley, manager of the
Palace, Athens, Ga., is chairman
of the decoration committee for the
celebration of the dedication of the
new Sanford stadium and the
Yale-Georgia football game this
Fall. This honor has come to Mr.
Gidley because of his executive experience in matters of this kind
and also as a result of his inter€St in the University's team.
John W. Mangham, Jr., head of
Columbia's
Birmingham. Atlanta branch, visited
C. R. Beacham, Atlanta branch
manager for World Wide, visited
Florida.
Exhibitor guests at the various
Atlanta film exchanges the past
week included :
F. L. Wadsworth, Jr., who opcrates the Rose, Tuskegee, Ala. ;
Herbert Rowntree, manager of the
Royal, Columbus, Ga., one of Roy
E. Martin chain ; O. C. Lam, of
Rome, prominent North Georgia
exhibitor; R. P. Higginbotham, of
the Majestic, Leeds, Ala., and the
Lyric, Pell City; Walter J.
Brackin, who operates the Callahan, Bainbridge, Ga. ; J. J. Powell,
who operates the Star, Toccoa, Ga.
Charles Oswald, Publix booker
at Jacksonville, Fla. ; P. J. Henn,
of the Haven, Canton, Ga. ; Roy
E. Martin, of Columbus, Ga.,
head of the Martin chain ; G. L.
Wynn, of the Alamo and Ritz,
Newman, Ga. ; Nick Economou,
who operates the Grand, Montezuma, Ga. ; and the Franklin, Fort
X'alley ; George
E. Ricker,
who
operates
the Grand,
Fitzgerald,
Ga. ; Nat M. Williams, who operates the Rose, Thomasville, Ga. ;
E. F. Boyd, of the Majestic, Adel,
Ga. ; Love B. Harrell, of the Lyric,
Waycross, Ga. ; H. B. Wells, of
the Opera House, Newberry, S. C.
F. Wheeler Smith, who operates
the Rose and Crystal, Dublin, Ga. ;
N. T. Clements, of the Star, Perry,
Ga. ; J. R. Long, who operates Ib.e
Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala. ;
Mose Klein and Ralph Goldberg,
of the Goldberg Amusement Enterprises, Clarksville, Tenn. ; Mrs.
L H. Dietz, of the Star, Covington, Ga. ; S. H. Borisky, of the
Lidependent Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Dick Kennedy,
manager of the Rialto, Birmingham, Ala.

Fifth

Chicago
Theatre
Robbery
Staged
When The Avalon Loses $6,700

IX the fifth successful robbery
of a Chicago motion picture
theatre within a month, a lone robber last Sunday held up the Avalon at 79th Street & Stoney Island
Avenue, escaping with $6,700 in
cash. The robbery took place
while a crowded house was watching a performance.
The bandit brushed past ushers at the door, declaring he had
to see the manager on an important matter. On reaching the manager's office
he in
rapped
sharply
on
the door
and
answer
to the
question "Who's there?" promptly
answered that it was the Brinks
Express. The express company,
which carries money and valuables
for many Chicago firms was expected at the theatre at this time
and J. H. Fleuner, assistant manager opened the door to find himself covered with a gun. William
McCarthy, manager of the house
was also in the office and both men
were lined up against the wall
while the robber entered a concrete safe, seeking the money
which was scheduled to be picked
up by the express company. McCarthy handed the robber $500 but
the bandit was apparently aware
of the larger sum and told McCarthy to "keep that chicken
feed." Under threats he forced
Fleuner to open the safe and
tucked the bag containing the cash
under his coat. As the bandit left
McCarthy sounded a burglar
alarm which brought curious patrons scurrying to the lobby where
the thief made his escape unnoticed in the confusion. A few moments later the express company's
armored truck arrived at the theatre.
The same evening Mrs. Anna
Ludes, cashier of the Harvard
Theatre was held up in the box
office by an armed bandit who escaped with the dav's receipts of
Eddie
Grossman has been named
$300.
Chicago manager of United Artists following the resignation of
William Rosenthal, who has resigned to engage in the clothing
business. Grossman is not new to
United Artsits, having been a
salesman for the company several
years ago and more recently engaged in writing theme songs for
a number of U. A. productions..
William K. Hollander, director
of advertising and publicity for
Balaban and Katz, is back at his
desk following a vacation.
Felix Mendelssohn, manager of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer branch has
been elected president of the Chicago Film Board of Trade, succeeding Clyde Eckhart. H. H.
Herbel of Universal was named
vice-president, and Herbert Wash •
burn of RKO, treasurer. Irving
Mandel was elected secretary.
W. R. Drake, popular and
genial head booker of Pathe in
Chicago, is enjoying a vacation
"somewhere in Canada."

W. R. Karstetter, one of the
originators of the First National
franchise and formerly head of the
Columbia Amusement Co., of Columbia, Mo., has joined the Fox
Chicago office as salesman for
northern Illinois.
Bert Rosenberg, general manager of the Chicago branch of
General Talking Pictures Corp.,
attended the meeting of the Midwest theatre owners association in
St. Louis, last week.
M. Van Praag, general sales
manager of Universal, visited Chicago last week for a conference
with H. M. Herbel, local manager.
The many friends of Henri Ellman, head of TifTany-Stahl Productions in Chicago, were sorry to
learn of the death of his mother,
who passed away last Saturday
(Aug. 17)
Frank Kennedy, supervisor of
exchanges of RKO, was a visitor
in Chicago this week where he
conferred with Herb Washburn,
Chicago manager.
Mrs. Clayton Bond and family
have left Chicago for New York
to make their home with Mr.
Bond who is now connected with
Warner
Bros.
Walter Flugel of the Pekin, Pekin, 111., was a visitor in Chicago
last week.
Charles B. Paine, treasurer of
Universal, passed through Chicago enroute to the West Coast.
W. B. Lyman, assistant Chicago
branch manager of Warner Bros.,
is on a vacation.
RKO Chicago salesmen together
with their wives and sweethearts,
will journey to Lake Marie SaturAug. 24,
for a home
week-end
outingday,
at the
sunmier
of Herb
Washburn, Chicago manager.
Walter Hyland, popular booker
at U, is an ardent Cub baseball fan.

McCallon Leaves Dallas
For Loew's N. Y. Post
WITH
the recent
appointment
of Homer
McCallon,
publicity director of Loew's State
Theatre, Houston, Tex., to a place
on the New York staff of Loew's,
Inc., advertisers under E. L. Delaney, two Houston advertising
men become associated with this
branch of Loew's organization.
Very recently Ed Barnes, at that
time manager of Loew's Vendome
at Memphis, was chosen by Mr.
Delaney for a place on his New
York staff. Barnes was formerly
publicity director for the Horwitz
Theatres, of Houston, and was at
one time a reporter on the Houston Post-Dispatch.
McCallon
came was
to Loew's
when
the theatre
opened State
more
than two years ago, and has continued to direct the advertising
destines, as well as design and
execute theatres fronts which have
been the "talk of the town." He
will leave for New York within
a few weeks.

Midland Booking For
U In Kans. City
. of SHANBERG,
the Midland Circuit
of
MB.
director
Theatres, has announced that his
circuit has taken over the booking
arrangements of all theatres in
Kansas City in which Universal
has an interest. The theatres are
the Uptown, Apollo, Isis, Gillham,
Gladstone and Linwood. The Midland circuit also has completed arrangements with the Madrid of
Kansas Citywill
whereby
that theatre's
attractions
be booked
through
the Midland circuit.
of those
proverbial
"behindat
theOne
curtain"
romances
occurred
the Uptown, suburban house of
Kansas City, last w-eek. Thousands of Kansas City theatre goers are familiar with back of a
bushy blonde head they have seen
before the pipe organ at the Uptown. That head belongs to Hans
Flath. Twenty years ago Mr.
Flath was in an orchestra in New
York looking up at the legitimate
show, "The Time, the Place and
the Girl," as he directed the orchestra. Last week the screen version of the show was booked at
the Uptown. Twenty years ago
Mr. Flath had looked up at a girl
who played the vamp role on the
stage as he led the orchestra
through the sentimental strains of
"Honey Moon." He must have
felt it imperative to go on a honeymoon himself as he and that girl
— now Mrs. Flath — went on one a
few days later. Each night last
week after he had played the organ solo preceding the picture Mr.
Flath hurried to the back of the
house and sat beside Mrs. Flath
and they both dreamily watched
the
story ofofthe
picture
and thought
twenty
yearsunfold
ago. —
When the management of the
Plaza, Kansas City suburban
house, arranged with the Southwest Retail Merchants' Council for
a fashion show it opened the doors
day.
to capacity attendance last MonAll exhibitors of the Kansas
City territory, through the courtesy of H. H. Maloney, manager
of the Midland, Kansas City, and
the Kansas City United Artists
exchange, were admitted free all
week to a showing.
Believe it or not, but Fox bathing beauties in the flesh actually
were seen at the annual picnic of
the Kansas Ciiy Fox exchange
last week. Fred Hershorn won the
biggest event of the day — the golf
tournament.
All houses of the Universal
chain in Kansas City have undergone improvements, according to
Martin Finkelstein, city manager.
The Apollo will open Sept. 1 with
Western
Electric equipment.
The Garden, Wakeeny, Kas., has
been destroyed by fire.
Film men who knew E. W. McAvoy, former Fox salesman, have
been requested to write him at
1315 East Brill Street, Phoenix,
Ariz. He is said to be dangerfriends.ously ill and anxious to hear from
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News Notes From Film
Centers Of The South
REPORTS
to Birmingham,
Ala., indicate varying success attending presentation of Sunday shows. In Troy, Ala., Glenn
Crouch's Princess and Uptown
theatres are continuing Sunday operation, while in Pine Bluff, Ark.,
the manager of the Saenger theatres there, A. Brown Parkes, formerly of the Jefferson in Birmingham, together with several
house attaches, were placed under
$1,000 bond each, for operating
shows on Sunday, although it was
pointed out, in a trial held previously, that the entire proceeds of
these Sunday shows had been
turned over to the American Legion which had sponsored them.
Circuit Judge Parham scored both
the theatre operators and the Legion in his charge to the jury,
pointing out that it was a violation of state law to operate Sunday shows. The matter will be
threshed out through later trial
and decision.
The Opera House at Greenville,
Ala., opened with sound past week,
and P. L. Vann announces he will
run one and two sound pictures
weekly as a regular feature. C. B.
Smith, representing Audiophone,
made sound installation.
Glenn Crouch, of the Princess
and Uptown, Troy, Ala., is enjoying a vacation at Gulf port.
Miss.
The Princess at Piedmont, Ala.,
formerly operated by T. E. and
Morris Watson, was purchased
last week by Joe Varnell, who ran
the theatre for several years prior
to its being under direction of the
Watson brothers. It was also reported that the new Coosa Y.M.
C.A., at Piedmont, under direction
of Clarence Turner, general secretary, will soon install Movietone
and Vitaphone equipment.
Middle Alabama generally, feels
optimistic about conditions, as a
large crop year is anticipated. Exhibitors state they have passed
through a trying period for past
two seasons and are hopeful that
they will be able this year to regain lost ground.
W. T. Murray, formerly active
in Atlanta circles, has been appointed manager of the Empire,
Birmingham, succeeding Bert Hollowell, who was forced by illhealth to resign.
The Better Films Committee
held their regular meeting the past
week, meeting in the Alabama
Theatre, through courtesy of
Charles G. Branham, Birmingham,
city manager for Publix.
In Birmingham, Ala., the Galax,
Publix house, has installed sound
equipment, and will inaugurate the
coming week a policy of secondrun talkers, involving returns of
the stronger b.o. pictures which
have played the Alabama and
Strand.
In Montgomery, the Plaza, Publix house, goes sound, switching
pictures every other day, with the
strongest picture on Sunday break.
It is likely that the Noble, Anniston, will go sound, if it reopens
this fall.
The Merrio at Wilson, N. C,
was transferred, effective August
13, from Aycock and Darden to
Tom Williams.
The Bijou Amusement Co. has
taken over the Royal Theatre at
Raleigh, N. C, from
the Clift

Motion
Amusement Co. Change made
August 12.
P. A. Boone will take over the
Broadway at Mt. Airy, N. C,
from S. W. Williamson September
L Mr. Boone operates Grand at
Mt. Airy.
Mrs. Frank Bryan and family
have returned to Charlotte, N. C,
from Carolina Beach where they
have been spending the summer.
Mrs. Bryan is the wife of the
Charlotte First National manager.
Friends of R. M. Boovy, First
National Charlotte salesman, will
regret to learn of the death of his
mother on August 9.
Mrs. R. B. Wilbanks and young
daughter, Charlotte, returned home
Sunday from Atlanta. Mr. Wilbanks is the Charlotte Paramount
manager.
Mr. Andrew Fuller Sams, Jr.,
manager of the Auditorium at
Winston-Salem, N. C, is to be
rnarried August 28 at Lawrenceville, Va., to Miss Agnes Baugh
Trotter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Augustus Trotter. The
ceremony will take place at 4
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Methodist Episcopal church. After
October 1, Mr. Sams and his bride
will be at home to their friends in
their apartment in Gray Court
Apartments, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Mr. Sams is well known as a theatre executive.
The Belle at Gadsden, Ala., operated by Will B. Wood, was the
scene of a fire last week which
partially wrecked the building.
The blaze was discovered in the
operating room and after firemen
were called and it was thought
they had extinguished the fire, it
broke out again on the second
floor. Mr. Wood has an apartment on the second floor of the
building but he and Mrs. Wood
escaped unharmed.
The many friends of Mr. C. C.
Atkinson, manager of the Louisville, Ky., Strand Theatre, will regret to learn of his death, which
occurred last Friday at St. Anthony's Hospital, after a brief illness. He was 26 years of age.
Beginning as an usher at the
Strand, he became manager of the
theatre ten months ago. He was
buried at Brandenburg, Ky., funeral services being held in Louisville Sunday afternoon.
A. B. McCoy, manager of the
Louisville, Ky., Mary Anderson,
left on his vacation Monday.
John Boswell, manager of the
Rialto, Louisville, Ky., has returned from his vacation.
Renetta Doll, Louisville correspondent of the Weekly Film Revlezv, left Monday for Cleveland,
Niagara Falls and points in Canada.
O. S. Barnett, sales manager of
Big Feature Rights Corp., left last
week for a vacation in Atlanta.
J. P. Masters, manager of the
Princess at Bowling Green, Ky.,
and his wife are spending several
davs in Atlantic City, N. J.
C. O. Brown, of the Manring
at Middlesboro, Ky., is enjoying
a vacation.
P. G. Montgomery of the Lynch
at Lynch, Ky., is now on vacation.
Two film fires in Arkansas, near
Memphis, cost more than $1,000 in
damage to films, booths and machines last week. F. G. Roberts
reported a blaze in the projection
room of his Rialto at Searcy, but
without
damage
to the building.
The
National
Theatre
Supply

Co.'s Memphis office rushed loaned
equipment there and performances
continued the following night.
The Community at Pine Bluff,
operated by Otto Siegle, had a
similar experience. It was also
sent machines by National at
Memphis.
Formal opening of the Rosemary,borhood
Memphis'
new be$75,000
house, will
stagedneighnext
Wednesday night, August 21. Mike
Cianciolo makes his entry into
show business with the opening.
With an exterior of classical design in buff brick and white stone,
with an elaborate marquee and
sign, the house will have talking
pictures (Pacent) and an elaborate cooling system. Booth equipment of the latest type and upholstered chairs were furnished for
the house by National, Memphis.
J. N. Talley, Memphis Pacent representative, issupervising installation.
Western Electric sound equipment will let pictures talk in future at the Princess at Columbus,
Miss. The Princess also is getting a larger screen, with a Hertner transverter.
Regular daily screenings are being held in the Little Theatre, at
the Saenger main office. New Orleans, La., since the installation of
sound equipment. The New Orleans Fox exchange also reports
that complete Movietone equipment
has been placed in their projection
room.
Mrs. Julia Heine, secretary of
the New Orleans Film Board of
Trade, has returned from a vacation in the East.
Elfrieda Zinser, cashier of the
New Orleans RKO exchange, has
just returned from an extensive
motor
trip through Southern Florida.
A recent visitor to the First National New Orleans exchange was
A. Bethancourt, owner of the
Grand at Houma, La.
Work is progressing rapidly on
the three new exchange buildings
being constructed in New Orleans
Film Row. Paramount, Universal
and Warner Brothers will have
new branch homes there in the
very near future.
There was much joy last Friday among the children of the
Milliken Memorial, when the 450pound cake, donated by the New
Orleans, La. Saenger Theatre
stage band on their second birthday, was presented to the wards
of the Charity Hospital.
Jack Emenhiser, Alabama and
Tennessee salesman for United
Artists, and his wife were injured
last Monday night in an automobile accident near Montgomery,
Ala. Bothfirmary atwere
taken to Hill's
Montgomery,
where, In-jt
was said, Mr. Emenhiser would
probably be confined for several
weeks. One of his legs was badly
fractured. Mrs. Emenhiser, while
suffering hurts and bruises, is now
able to be about and is remaining
near her husband.
No more sound pictures is the
report as
LouCity,
F. Ark.,
Haven's
Imperial,toForrest
despite
a recent Pacent installation. Exorbitant film rentals are blamed.
The same story will be told as
to Flaven's Imperial at Marianna,
where he recently had installed a
Mellaphone sound device, it is reported.

P ictur e

News

Member of Educational
Cleveland Staff KiUed
JACK
SHANKMAN,
21, of the
Educational
poster department,
was killed last week while swimming at Forest Hills pool. He
dove into shallow water and broke
his skull on the cement foundation.
Fred Johnson has resigned as
inanager of the Colonial, Cambridge, O. He has been in poor
health and has been advised to
take a much needed rest before
going into business again. Harry
Rees, who has been manager of
the Hippodrome and Putnam, Marietta, has been made gen. mgr. of
the C. & M. circuit. E. E. Finck,
president of C. & M., will do the
buying for the houses.
Charles W. Tyler has been appointed sales manager for Moviephone in Ohio, Kentucky and West
Virginia, with headquarters in
Cincinnati.
Christy Diabel, former owner of
the Liberty, Youngstown, is now
senior king of the Northwestern
Ohio golf courses for the third
time in four years. His opponent
was Joe K. Bole.
Richard Deutsch, 218 Film
Bldg., is handling the Mansak
products in Ohio.
Mellaphone, sound-on-disc reproducer, has been installed in the
Victory, Cleveland.
A. E. Ptak opened his Lyceum, Cleveland, last Saturday. It
has been closed for a month during which time it was redecorated,
and equipped for sound pictures.
Wonderphone, manufactured by
Sound Film Corp., has been installed.
Oliver Manufacturing Co. has
closed two agency contracts for
handling sales of the Oliver Reproducer.Sales
They are Co.,
withof the
Kenton Franklin
Denver,
for Colorado, Wyoming and New
Mexico, and with the Movie Supphj'
of Chicago,'
Illinois.
The Co.,
Kenton
Franklin for
Sales
Co.
sold six machines last week.
Bob Williams has severed his
connections
Loew's
Cleveland. with
He has
been Theatres,
chief bill
poster for the company for thirteen years.
Two more Akron theatres were
bombed last week. No damage
was done to the houses, but neighdwellings of
suft'ered.
P. A.boringPapa,
Hubbard, will
start work immediately on a new
700-seat theatre which will be
strictly modern, and which will
have sound equipment.
Western Electric equipment has
been installed in the Ohio, Lorain,
by August
Ilg, owner-manager.
The new Schine house in Kenton, O., scheduled to open Labor
Day, is of the Spanish atmospheric
Kenneth Snyder and Robert
type.
Brink are new proprietors of the
Garden,
South Charleston, Ohio.
E. A. Keene, manager of the
Oxford, Hamilton, is supervising
remodeling of the theatre which
includes -a new sound and fire
proof projection
booth, equipment.
new decorations and sound
Alterations will be completed September 1st.
A. E. Klein, Oliio distributor of
Mellaphone, announces that they
will soon open a branch office in
Cincinnati to be under the supervision of E. H. Klein.
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Projectionist Dies
After Booth Blaze

BURNS suffered when a film
exploded in projection room
of Rainbow Theatre, Mechanicsburg, Ohio, caused death of Walter "Hoot" Wood, projectionist, in
an Urbana hospital. Interior of
house and roof were damaged by
flames.
A. W. Rollins, projectionist of
the Eagle, Hamilton, Ohio, was
slightl.v burned when a film ignited.
When unable to check the blaze,
Rollins called to the audience to
leave. Damage to the booth and
other portions of the house estimated at $5,000 by L. A. Snitzer,
owner of the house, and Alargaret
Mitchell, manager.
Orpheum, Cincinnati suburban
house, celebrated twentieth anni<'ersary of laying of cornerstone,
which was a noted civic event in
1909. House, founded by Martin
brothers — I. M. and Jack, is now
under management of Chester
^Martin.
Orient Amusement Co., West
Jefferson, Ohio, has been incorporated by Riddle Sidner, Avery C.
Herschner and H. T. Kahn.
After working his way up from
usher of the Capitol, Cincinnati, to
manager, George Ricker has been
appointed assistant production
manager of Station WABC of the
Columbia Broadcasting System.
Sunday movies has become an
issue for voters to settle in Coshocton, Ohio, because city council
failed to pass ordinance prohibiting them. Similar ordinance was
vetoed by Mayor Johnson, who is
seeking renomination. His opponent for election favors Sunday
closing.
Common Pleas Judge Wm. R.
Sprague, Portsmouth, Ohio,
against, whom impeachment proceedings were begun by local ministerial association because he only
assessed fines of $50 and costs in
successive weekly arrests of local
exhibitors who operated on Sundays, was given a clean bill of
health by the trial judge.
Gil Burrows, formerly manager
of several theatres at Dayton, O.,
is seriously ill at his home in Dayton with heart affliction.
While a robber last week held
the doorman against the wall with
a revolver, his accomplice grabbed
a cash box from Doris Sponsler,
cashier, Majestic, Columbus, Ohio,
as she stepped from the box office
in lobby to carry receipts to manager's office. The box contained
approximately $160, according to
Manager
Charles B. Weidner.
Francis Hammerly has been appointed assistant manager of
Loew's Alhambra, Canton, Ohio.
Palace, Canton, Ohio, dark for
past two months while new cooling system was being installed, reopens early in September. House
is controlled by Publix.
Chas. W. Tyler, who has been
representing Movie-Phone Corp.,
of Chicago, in Kentucky, West
Virginia and southern Ohio, has
been appointed state representative
for Goetz Movie Phone. Goetz
will cover entire state of Ohio,
making his headquarters in the
Duttenhofer Building, Cincinnati.
Hartley T. (Judge) Palmer,
checker for M-G-M, one time
mayor of Fairport, Ohio, and later
operating a house at Fairport Harbor, was killed instantly when his
automobile was struck by a pas-

Ohio.

senger train near North Baltimore,

Castamba Theatre, Shelby, Ohio,
has installed sound, and is opening with new policy after having
been closed for two weeks for installation.
Russell Myerly, has been made
assistant manager of the Greater
Princess, Toledo, Publix house.
Bucyrus, Ohio, is slated to have
new 1,500-seat theatre to cost
$250,000.
Madison Theatre, Mansfield,
Ohio, recently destroyed by fire, is
to be rebuilt, plans for financing
the project having been approved
by township authorities.
Eddie Melniker, managing director of Loew's Ohio, Columbus,
Ohio, is back on the job after a
vacation in the East during which,
however, he was laid up with an
attack of flu.
Real Neth, head of chain of
houses in Columbus, Ohio, announces that he will discontinue
summer policy on September 1, and
inaugurate the regular winter season.
Hartley T. Palmer, 45, film
checker for M-G-M, Cleveland, O.,
was killed August 2 when his automobile was demolished by the
"Oyster Special" of the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad at Bairdstown,
O. Palmer was a 32nd degree
Mason and a Shriner.
A six-story combination theatre
and hotel building is under survey
at Fostoria, O., by the Toledo
Paramount-Lasky Corp., negotiations with E. E. George at Fostoria
have revealed.
Exterior work on the Schine
Theatre, at Kenton, O., has been
completed and workmen are speeding work on the interior so that
the house will be ready for its
scheduled opening on Labor Day.
The interior will be of Spanish design with red as the predominating
color.

Ajax Amusement Corp.
Formed In St. Louis
THE
Amusement
has Ajax
been formed
in St. Corp.,
Louis
with $2,000 capital to buy, sell,
lease, operate and own motion picture theatres. Incorporators are
George A. Sanguinet, Jr., AL S.
Flickner, and Eva Engel.
S. E. Pertle, who owns the
Grand, Macon, Mo., has asked the
City Council for permission to
keep his theatre open on Sundays.
He told the councilmen that if he
is allowed to operate on Sundays
he will go to the expense of installing sound picture equipment in
the Grand. He also assured the
council that the pictures to be used
on Sundays would be selected with
care so that nothing to offend the
church people would be shown on
that day. The matter was laid
over
until the council's September
meeting.
H. M. Fischer of the Fox Theatre Enterprises has been elected
permanent president of the Business and Improvement Assoc of
Central Grand Boulevard.
Skouras Brothers Ambassador is
celebrating its third anniversary
this week.
The first release of the St. Louis
Post - Dispatch - Universal newspaper news reel will be shown at
Skouras Brothers Ambassador on
Friday, August 23, and at the
Missouri starting on August 24.

The general contract for the
construction of a new theatre in
Hobart, Okla., for the Griffith
Amusement Co., Oklahoma City,
has been awarded to Shirley and
Rhodes, Gushing, Okla. The building will be one story with balfeet. cony and mezzanine and 50 by 150
A magna screen has been installed in the Missouri, Grand
Boulevard at Lucas Avenue, St.
Louis, Mo., and was used for the
first time on Saturday, August 17.
The contract for the construction
of theatre, store and office building at Oak and Schuyler Avenue,
Kankakee, 111., has been awarded
to the Moroft'
Co.,
Kankakee.
The Construction
building is being
erected by a syndicate headed by
C. B. Sawyer of the City National
Bank Building, Kankakee. It will
be 3-story and cost $400,000.
Construction will get under way
soon on a theatre, hotel and apartment in Trenton, Mo., for Charles
T. Sears and associates. The contract has been awarded to E. L.
Hoffman Const. Co,
The reform element of Johnston
City, 111., headed by the Rev. J. H.
Davis, pastor of the First Methodist Church has blocked an effort
to give the people of that community some wholesome amusements
on Sundays in the form of picture
shows. The Rev. Davis and members of his flock crowded into the
City Council chamber and succeeded in forcing all of the eight
city aldermen to vote against Sundav shows.
The Robin Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo., was damaged $700 by fire
shortly after noon August 5 and
the home of John Jattwinkle, was
fired by sparks carried from the
theatre blaze was damaged $300.
Two boys who had swept out the
theatre burned the accumulated
rubbish nearby. The fire communicated to a fence thence to the
theatre. The boys claimed they
had thrown water on the rubbish
fire after it had burned low.
The Missouri Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo., during the week of August
3 proved that a modern first run
picture house can be successful
without expensive stage shows,
master of ceremonies and the like.
At present the Missouri is depending entirely on sound picture, Milton Slosser at the organ and Irving
Rose's pit orchestra to win patronage.Harry Strickland well known
motion picture salesman has deserted the profession to enter the
advertising sign field. He has organized the Indurance Flasher
Sign Company, 3945 Washington
boulevard, St. Louis, and expects
to be in quantity production by
September 1.
An office for the booking of motion pictures for the Army and
Navy is being opened on Film Row
in the quarters formerly occupied
by the affiliated Distributing Corporation, 3330 Olive Street.
Visitors of the week to St. Louis
were : Joe Hewitt, Robinson, 111. ;
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Rodgers,
Cairo, 111., and Poplar Bluff, Mo. ;
Charles Weeks, Dexter, Mo. ;
"Buck" Lewis, Rolla and Lebanon,
Mo. ; Henry Lowry, Highland, 111.
Bob Cluster, Johnston City, 111. ;
Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.; Frank
Russell, Shelbyville, 111. ; Leber &
Hirsch, Pacific, Mo.; J. Doheny,
Monroe City, Mo. ; Wallie Akins,
Kennett,
Mo.

General
News
Items
From Seattle
MORGAN
WALSH,
representative
for the district
Western division of Warner Brothers,
spent a few days at the Seattle
exchange last week with Manager
Bob Hill and Guy G. Maxey, head
of Vitaphone division.
While Dolores Del Rio was appearing on Manager
BobherBlair's
Seattle Theatre
stage,
personal representative was renewing
friendships of many years past on
the local Film Row. For he was
none other than J. Leroy Johnston,
who six years ago was publicity
and advertising director of the
Seattle First National branch.
Leo Seltzer, manager of the
Alameda, Portland, Oregon, was a
visitor in Seattle last week.
Roy C. Peacock, genial manager
of the National Theatre Supply
Co.'s Seattle branch returned last
week from Mount Vernon, where
he
has job.
been working on a new
seating
Neal East, head of Paramount
Seattle exchange, had as his guest
last week W. Brock, auditor from
the Home Office.
Waldo Ives, whose new title is
manager of the "Fox Ives Theatres" in Mount Vernon, spent a
short time in Seattle last week
booking and conferring with Earl
L. Crabb, division manager.
Floyd A. Millnette, former head
of the shipping department at
ManagertionalL.
O. exchange,
Lukan's First
NaSeattle
has been
promoted to the sales staff.
assistant
and booker,
J. W. manager
Parry, First
National'sis
at present away from Seattle on a
two weeks' vacation at Vancouver.
Harry Ulsh, owner of the Ellensburg, Ellensburg, and O. A. Jones
of Burlington, Washington, were
visitors at Seattle last week. Bill
Connors of Anacortes was also
here.
John McGill, new manager of
the Madrona Garden, Seattle, last
week inaugurated his new sound
film policy. Western Electric
equipment has been installed.
L. A. Samuelson, former head
of the Seattle Pathe exchange, has
succeeded George Ecker as spetive. cial Vitaphone Seattle representaEd Jensen, manager of the Great
Western Theatre Supply Co., was
expected back in Seattle this week
Paul Mclllinney, booker at Manager Ben Fish's M-G-M Seattle
branch has been vacationing during the last week, and will remain
away for another seven days. His
work is being handled by Harry
Blatt of Seattle office.
Employees of the Seattle Warner Brothers and Vitaphone exchanges held their annual picnic
at
Lake Twelve, near Seattle, last
Sunday.
Among those from out of town
in the industry to visit Seattle
Film Row last we;ek were C. E.
Farrell, of Ellensberg; J. DeLeo,
of Port Townsend ; Fred Mercy,
Jr., of Walla Walla; and Bill
Crank, Pathe sales representative
from Eastern Washington.
A. Moussa, auditor for the Vitaphone company from the home
office, arrived last week to superthe opening exchange,
of Guy Maxey's
new viseVitaphone
which
was set to open the latter part of
July.
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2 Wis. Showmen Form
New Theatre Firm
NT.
THOMPSON, manager
• of the Classic, Sparta, and
Earl Scott, of Black River Falls,
liave formed a company known as
the Thompson-Scott Theatres Co.,
which completed a chain of five
theatres in the state. In addition
to the Classic at Sparta and the
Fox in Black River Falls, the new
company controls the Tomah at
Tomah, the Hixton at Hixton, and
the Strand at Arcadia. Vitaphonc
and Movietone has been installed
in all of the theatres. Company
headquarters will be in Sparta.
C. W. Pyle has been added to
the Milwaukee Red Seal branch
as salesman.
The Grand and Ozaukee at Port
Washington have been taken over
by William Roob from John Ludwig and Harry Perlowitz.
Tom Delaney, formerly with
Pathe Chicago office, is now city
salesman for the Milwaukee Pathe
branch.
Out-of-town exhibitors to Milwaukee visiting Film Row this
week included Jake Eskine of
Richland Center ; Edwin Berth of
Kiel ; Theo Sophie of Norway,
Michigan; Charles Guelson of
Stoughton; and Whitney Burr of
Lancaster.
The Pathe Milwaukee salesforce
is planning its annual picnic on
Sept. 25th held at Cedar Lake.
H. Zimmerman, auditor, is
spending some time in the Milwaukee M-G-M office.

Salt Lake Paramount
To Be Redecorated
THE
Salt Lake Paramount is
to be remodeled and redecorated at a cost of $50,000.00 within the next few weeks, after which
it will reopen for the purpose of
showing extended run productions.
The pillars now in the theatre
are being taken out and a huge
steel girder installed. It will be
equipped with new carpets, drapes,
chandeliers, and equipment
throughout, with a new electric
sign and canopy to be added in
front. It is stated that a magnascope screen will be placed herein.
The opening will take place about
August 24th.
Carl A. Porter, Acting District
Manager for the Publix-Marcus
Lnc, houses, will also be active
manager of the new Paramount
theatre.
Harry David, associated with
Publix for many years, is now
becoming established in Salt Lake
territory as district manager of
Publix-Marcus, Inc., interests.
Extensive remodeling and reconstruction of the Salt Lake
showhouses recently purchased by
Publix will begin in the very near
future, according to M. J. Murphy, the company's
maintenance
department,
who arrived
in Salt
Lake last week to make a survey.
It was erroneously reported in
these columns that Hap Frederick's child born a short time ago
was a daughter. It is, rather, a
son, of whom Hap is mighty proud.

UNIFORMS

Tony Duvall of the Gem at
Murray is also the father of a
newly born son, and he is already
making plans for its career as a
film man, according to reports.
W. H. Perry of the Goshen, at
Goshen, Utah, has had sound equipment installecl.
Mrs. Littlejohn, exhibitor of
Price and Helper, Utah, spent
some time visitmg Salt Lake hhnfolks last week.
Mike Neilson of the Grand at
Logan, Utah, is visiting Salt Lake
this week.
The Salt Lake Sheffield exchange
is to be remodeled and redecorated.
Harry R. Rand, veteran Salt
Lake movie theatre operator, announced his candidacy for city
commissioner on a nonpartisan
platform this week in Salt Lake.
The showing of fashion news in
sound and color is bemg sponsored
at the Pantages Theatre here by
a Salt Lake department store.
The Pantages of Salt Lake City,
recently taken over by R.K.O., is
to be closed for a few days during the first part of September for
remodeling.
Wayne C. Ball, Salt Lake manager for Warner Brothers, is making a trip into Montana.
The Fox Salt Lake exchange in
this city has had Western Electric sound equipment installed in
their projection room at the exchange, being the first of the Salt
Lake offices to install a sound apparatus.
The Tift'any-Stahl Picture Corporation held the opening of its
Salt Lake branch office this week.
Lee Stallings of the Richfield
circuit of houses in Southern
Utah, spent some time conferring
with Salt Lake managers along the
Row last week.
Commissioner Harmon
and
Louis Peery, well known exhibitors of the Egyptian and Ogden
first run theatres at Ogden, Utah,
were in Salt Lake last week.
C. J. Hamal, representing Pacent, Salt Lake City, returned last
week from a trip to Denver where
he conferred with sales manager
John Di Blasi and Chief Engineer
Scanland of Pacent, regarding the
junior equipment.
The official opening of the beautiful new TifTany-Stahl office here
in the newly erected exchange edition, was an outstanding event
along the Salt Lake Film Row.

WiU
Shift
Perlberg
From Florida Post
JONAS PERLBERG, who has
been at the Florida, Jacksonville, as house manager for several
months, has been notified of a new
assignment, location not yet specified. Mr. Perlberg has made many
friends during his stay in Jacksonville and his popularity is attested by the fact that he is to be
master of ceremonies at the Advertising Club of Jacksonville
Follies on the Hotel Mason roof,
August 22.
Beginning early in September,
The Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville, Fla., newspaper, plans to
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

revolutionize its system of handling dramatic news. More space
than heretofore will be given to
stories of screen and stage attractions at local theatres and to general news of the stage and screen.
Mrs. Bob Mitchell, wife of the
organist - manager of the Riverside, Jacksonville, Fla., is ill at
their home in Murray Hill.
Ralph E. Phillips, manager of
the Rialto, Jacksonville, Fla., continues ill at his home.
Chelso Peruchi, of the Peruchi
Players, was in Jacksonville on
Wednesday, discussing plans for
the return of his company to the
Arcade Theatre, beginning September 29.
Al F. Weiss, Jr., manager of the
Florida, Jacksonville, is on vacation in Wisconsin. Monday night
he called up from Racine to say
"hello" to Jonas Perlberg, his assistant, and to find out how things
were going.
Ed Brown, of Atlanta, booker
for Consolidated Amusements, was
aurday.
visitor to Jacksonville last SatJesse L. Clark, Jacksonville district manager for Publix, was
downstate
this week.
Manager Cowan Bain, of Universal's film exchange in Jacksonville, Fla., was host at a special
preview showing of the latest
Universal talkie, "The Love
Trap," at the Palace Theatre, on
Tuesday night. Manager John
Crovo, of the Palace, and other
exhibitors were present, including
Manager John Thomas, of the
Imperial.
Jesse L. Clark, of Publix district
offices, Jacksonville, was in Palm
Beach and Daytona this week.
William A. Krause, Jr., manager of the Empress, Jacksonville,
spent $50 for mounting a sliver
tarpon he caught off Key West on
the last E. J. Sparks fishing party,
and
money's
worth,he ascertainly
the job isgot
one his
of the
most
unusual ever seen here. The tarpon has been posed in a most lifelike position. Mr. Krause is proud
over his catch, and the mounted
tarpon has the place of honor in
his office.
The Park, in the Hyde Park
section of Tampa, made a sharp
reduction in prices last week.
The new prices are 10c and 20c
for the matinees and 20c and 30c
at night. Former prices ran up to
50c top at night.
The Rialto, Tampa, dark for
nearly a year, will reopen Saturday, August 31st with a stock
musical comedy company under
the management of A. F. Metzer,
the original manager of the house
when it was first opened something like five years ago.
Tampa is g'etting quite a thrill
over the making of a talking picture, to be produced by UnitedArtists-Inspiration. The location
has been prepared and a portion of
the company on the ground. The
Chamber of Commerce is acting
as a casting office for extras and
they have several hundred applicants listed so far. A. M. Roy,
manager of the Tampa, has arfor the at
World's
premiere
of the ranged
picture
his theatre
as
soon as it is completed.
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Film News Notes From
Various Ind. Points
ANNOUNCEMENT
is made
in Richmond, Ind., that
Publix has taken over the local Ritz.
The building lease and theatre
rights held by Robert Hudson will
be acquired by the Publix. Gerald
Gallagher, manager of the local
Tivoli since early in July, will be
in charge. He also will continue
as manager of the Tivoli. He
came here from Canton, O., and
has been in the theatre business for
the last 13 years.
J. B. Green, manager of the new
theatre in Princeton, Ind., now
under construction in the Hudson
building, states that the theatre
will be ready for opening the middle of October. It will have a seating capacity of 1,000 persons, 750
on the main floor and 25 in the
balcony. A large stage is being
erected to accommodate road shows
also. In the motion picture field
the show will exhibit a matinee
and two night shows daily.
Capacity crowds acclaimed the
debut of talking pictures at the
Ritz, Richmond, Ind.
The Tivoli, Spencer, Ind., owned
by Ernest M. Viquesney, has been
closed by the local sheriff, who
has taken possession of all equipment covered by a chattel mortgage held by the Theatre Equipment Corp. Case was filed in cirAfter being dark for a week, the
*
Conley,
Frankfort,
Ind., reopened
here.
cuit court
recently. It was necessary to close
in order to make alterations and
install new decorations.
George Holwager, manager of
the Grand, Madison, Ind., has announced that equipment for talking
pictures will be installed and
ready for operation by the middle
of September.
The Palace, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
has closed and will not re-open until early in September. Repairs to
the building and installation of
new equipment were given as reasons for the dark house.
The new magnascope screen at
the Rivoli, Muncie, Ind., was used
for the first time recently. It was
entirely successful, according to
Harvey Arlington, manager and
will be used in the big scenes of
many of the feature attractions
booked and also on many of the
Vitaphone numbers.
Ray C. Brenner has arrived in
.A-uderson, Ind., to take over his
duties as assistant to Harry Muller, manager of Publix .A.nderson
houses. Air. Muller and Mr. Brenner are planning for the opening
of the new Paramount nearing
completion at Meridian and
Twelfth Streets. The official opening will be about Aug. 28. Mr.
Brenner came here from Muncie,
where he has been employed by
the Publix company.
Articles of incorporation have
been filed with the secretary of
state of Indiana in Indianapolis by
the B. C. & L. Theatres, Inc., of
Afishawaka, Ind. Corporation has
an initial capital stock of 1,000
shares, having
par J.
value.
Incorporatorsno
are Max
Brown,
Lewis
Henry Lowenstine andCochovety,
Oscar Lambiotte.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
MOTION PICTURE VITAPHONE OPERATOR
wants peiinanent position.
Western states preferred.
References. Address Operator, 419 East 3rd St., Anaconda, Mont.
HOW
ABOUT
IT:
Showman with proven ability
desires connection with circuit or independent liouse as
manager or lobby artist and
exploitaion manager. Thoroughly experienced in theatre
operation and exploitation of
same. References the best,
six years with present circuit.
Investigate. Exploitation
Box 600, Motion Picture
News, 729-7th Ave., New
York City.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.

2

Prominent
Boston
Filmites Marry

A

BUSINESS
romance of
nearly two years culminated
on Sunday Aug. 18th at the Copley PJaza Hotel, Boston, when
Miss Sally Zolotoy became the
bride of Harry I. Wasserman,
Boston theatre man. The ceremony, at which Rabbi Samuel J.
Abrams of Temple Ohabei Shalom officiated, was held in the
state suite of the Hotel and was
followed by a wedding breakfast
served to seventy-five relatives and
friends.
The bride served two years as
private secretary to Mr. Wasserman, who is field manager and
member of the board of directors
of the New England Theatres Operating Corp. He has been actively engaged in the theatre business for eighteen years.
Mr. and Mrs. Wasserman have
left for will
a three
weeks'
which
take
themhoneymoon
to New
York, Atlantic City, Washington,
the Great Lakes Region, and back
to the Adirondacks. They will be
at home after Sept. 15th at 60
Browne Street, Brookline, Mass.
Wendell Howe of Presque Isle,
Me., was a visitor to Boston Film
Row during the week, the first
time in many months. He reports
best summer resort business in
years.
It is rumored that Publi.x is negotiating for a large western Massachusetts circuit in its program
of expansion through New England.
Sarah Lourie of the Columbia
exchange has purchased a new
Nash sport coupe and Miss Mary
Trainor of the same exchange has
bought a new Chevrolet coupe.
George Elate, well known amateur boxer, who has been in the

poster department at ParannHint
exchange, Boston, has been i)romoted to the booking department.
He succeeds Elmer Turntiuist,
who resigned to enter naval a\iation service.
Nate Yeaman's new Durfce
Theatre at Fall River is practically
completed and is expected to open
early next month.
The Strand at Watertown has
been sold by Charles Morse to the
R & S Theatre Co., Frank Savasta, active head of company. The
theatre will open early in September after extensive improvements.
The Strand at Randolph, Vt.,
has been sold by E. D. Keyes to
F. T. Carr, who will operate. No
change in policy contemplated.
It is understood that the Picturetone Theatres Corp. is negotiating for purchase of two Pro\idence theatres.
Mary Oram has been appointed
assistant in cashier's department at
Fox exchange, Boston.
Martha Ferris, secretary of
Boston Film Board, is expected
back this week from a motor trip
to Detroit and Canada.
The Lexington at Lexington is
closed for installation of We.=tern
Electric sound equipment and will
reopen after Labor Day.
Eleanor Ahearn of Columbia
and her sister, Catherine of the
Pathe exchange, Boston, have re
turned from a two weeks' vacation
at Higgins Beach, Me.
Fred Bedard of the Bellevue at
St. Albans, Vt., and E. B. Conant,
of the Lincoln at Lincoln, N. H.,
were among recent guests in Film
Row, Boston.
Phil Berler, booker for Lcew
circuit, and Al Lourie, manager of
the Morton at Dorchester, have
returned from vacations at Ossipee, N. H.
Mrs. E. V. Corbett, booker at
Warner Brothers, Boston, is on
motor trip to Detroit.
Phil Fox, booker at Columbia,
had narrow escape from serious
injury when his car was in collision with another machine in
Norwood.
Fox escaped wit'.i a
few
minor bruises.
Harry Rogovin, salesman for
Columbia, has purchased a new
Buick coupe.
Sam Moscow, sales manager for
Columbia, is spending vacation in
Keene, N. H.

Southwest Film Gossip
From Okla, City Row
THE
Talk-A-Plrone
established
a district Co.
office has
at
Dallas, Texas, with jurisdiction
over Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona,
Louisiana and Arkansas, Roy Leffingwell presiding as sales manager.
George Tucker has been appointed traveler for Columbia at
Dallas, Tex.
The Howard at Taylor, Texas,
has installed sound equipment.
Western Electric officials attended R & R managers convention and luncheon in Dallas, last
week.

A. B. Momand has purchased
the interest of E. C. Robinson in
the Circle at Oklahoma
City.
The A. D. Baker theatres at
Lockhart, Luling and Gonzales,
Texas, are remodeling and installing acoustics.
The East Texas Theatres, Inc.,
will start work on their new theatre at Marshall, Texas, within
the next ten days.
K. K. Buchanan of Oklahom.-i
City has been made special reoresentative of Special Pictures Co.,
at Dallas, Texas.
Howard Theatre at Taylor,
Texas, has installed a Carrier Air
Washed Washer cooling system.
Sam Parrish of Huntsville and
H. E. Werner of Trinity, both
film travelers, while travelin^^^ in
their auto, went into a ditch but
escaped with minor injuries.
The Robb and Rowley Theatres
general offices is now handsomely
fitted up in a building at Harwood
and Wood Streets, Dallas, Texas.
Dent Theatre, Inc., are reported
as either closing their silent
houses or installing sound, and two
houses in Texas recently closed.
The new Lawton Theatre will
open
25th. at Lawton, Okla., about Aug.
J. G. Bennett is remodeling and
installing sound in his Idlehour
and Strand Theatres at Drumright, Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Griffith, and
son, R. E. Jr., have returned to
Oklahoma City from a six weeks'
motor trip on the West Coast.
Charles Mahone has returned to
his home in Hobart, Okla., following five weeks spent in a hospital in Oklahoma City.
Charlie Zears, secretary Okla.
City Film Board of Trade, is recovering from an operation for
tonsilities.
L. A. White is equipping his tlieatre at Weatherford, Okla., with
Photophone.
Wallace Walthall has just returned to Oklahoma City from a
successful business trip to Shidlcr,
Hominy and Pawshuska, Okla.
Mrs. Markaret Day of the Lawton, Okla., Theatre Corp., is recovering from an automobile accident.
The Plaza opened at Tulsa,
Okla., July 28th, with Michael
Fanning, Manager.
A. R. Bender of Cleveland,
Okla., has leased the Runyan Theatre at Barnsdall, Okla., and will
oi)erate it.
Charles Blaine will erect a new
theatre building at Hartshorne,
(^kla., in near future in competition with the Liberty, owner by
Momand Theatres, Inc.
The Independent Theatre Supi.ly
Co., and the Houston Film Exchange, distributers of silent pictures, opened offices at Houston,
Texas, Aug. 20th.
Robb & Rowley held their annual convention at Dallas, Texa?,
last week, with large attendance.
A largely attended banquet was
given Wednesday night with other
theatre and exchange men as special guests.

New Policy For Loew
Baltimore Houses

\ NEW policy has been placed
•;^ *• in effect in the Loew theatres in Baltimore including the
Century and Stanley, first runs,
the Valencia, occasionally first run,
and the Parkway, continued runs,
to have every production released
for residential houses four weeks
after the first playdate.
Heretofore protection time of
four weeks has been allowed from
the first playdate at each house.
Complaints on the part of a number of exhibitors were made.
Mike Maloney, resident manager
Loew's
Valencia,with
Baltimore, isofnow
on vacation
his
wife and they have with them Mr.
Maloney's mother from Texas, for
a visit.
C. W. Henderson, booker for
the Frank H. Durkee Theatrical
Interests, Baltimore, is back from
a trip through Canada with his
wife.
E. E. Pensel, resident manager
of Loew's Stanley, Baltimore, was
married August 10, in Ellicott
City, Md., to Miss Gladys Astor
of New York. Stanley Gosnell,
assistant
of Loew's Stanley, actedmanager
as best man.
Harry Werner of the Loew
Theatre staff in Baltimore, has returned from a vacation to New
York.
R. H. Cherry has returned to
his
duties Baltimore,
as treasurer
Century,
but ofhisLoew's
wife
has remained away on an extended
vacation.
Margaret Lorraine Wicklin, formerly cashier at Loew's Century,
has resigned to become cashier at
the Rivoli when it reopens.
The Little, Baltimore, which has
been operated by the Motion Picture Guild, Inc., and is now in the
hands of receivers, will be reopened to the public as soon as possible according to Harry O. Levin,
one of the receivers.
Matthew Fisher will succeed
Cecil Vogel, resigned, as assistant
manager at the Columbia, Washington, D. C.
After two weeks enjoying the
breezes at Chesapeake Beach, Walter Collins has returned to the
Palace, Washington, D. C.
J. M. Shellman, motion picture
editor Baltimore Sun, has returned
to his work after two weeks of
book hunting, swimming and
spending a good deal of the time
rearranging the 5,000 volumes in
his private library.
Two other Baltimore residential
houses have had sound equipment
installed. They are the Horn,
Frank A. Hornig, proprietor, and
the Forest, one of the Frank H.
Durkee Theatrical chain.
Frank Price, Jr., manager of the
Rivoli, has returned from an enjoyable vacation at Ocean City,
Md., where he spent some time
with his wife and daughter.
{Regional news continued on
page 762)
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed ticcording to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
m short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as inform,ation on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
Title
Aellta (Revolt of the Robots)
Flames of the Volga
Her Way of Love
moid Siberia (Katorga)
Krassin
Lash of tlieCiar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchanl^o
Two Days
Vlliageof isin.The

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
E. Cesarsk.iya-A. Zhukov
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
A. Buchma
Russian Cast
.Russian Cast

Length

Reviewed
Rel. Date
feet.
Mar. 23 ...2900
.
...7000
feet.
Mar. 30 . ... 6000 feet.
Aug. 17 .
.July 27
July 20.. ...6500 feet.
Feb. 19. .. . .7000 feet.
Feb. 9.. . . .6800 feet.
feet.,
May 11.. ...5600
7000 feet.
April 13
28
16000
feet
Dec. 15
6500 feet..
Feb. 1
May 18.. 6500 feet..

Coining Attractions
flllg
Arsenal
General Line; The
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Star
S. Svasheni<o
Special Cast
Special Cast
E. Kuzmina-A. Sobolevsky

Length
ReL Date
Oct. (tentallve)

Reviewed

Sept. tenia ive
Sept. (tentative)

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

nue

star

Logan-Coiiier-Todd
(Silent Version)
Behind Closed Doors
Vaili-Glass
•tJDonovan ABaIr, The (F. 4 D.)
„ .
.
(A. T.)
Holt-Revier-Collier, Jr
(Silent Version)
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
*f §Faii of Eve (A. T.)
Miller-S.anley-Prouty
*t§Father and Son
Holt-Revier-McBan
(Silent Version)
.Lyon-Mason-Robards
+t§Flying Marine, The
(Silent Version)
.Lytell-Oimstead
*t§Lone Wolfs Daughter (D) .
(Silent Version)
Quitter
The.
^
.Lyon-Revier
*tTriai Marriage
Kerry-Ellers-Robards
(Silent Version)
*t§Younger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette-Cortez
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Length

- ■ 24
Feb.
.....
April 11 .
April 11 .
Mar. 18
Jan.
2.
June
June 5.
June 5

5927
6245
.„„«
'''"
.7140
.7189
.581 2
.5538
6245
.6310
.6765

Reviewed
feet
feet
.
"*'
feet. . . Mar. 30
feet.
feet !!April 8
feet
feet ..June 22
feet. . .June 8
feet.

Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

5951
5736
.7154
.6186
.5671
.6639
.6506
.7866
.7246

feet
feet
feet . Mar. 9
feet..
feel.. .May 25
feet..
feet..
feet . . Mar. 23
feet .

*t§Bachelor Girl. The.

18
18.
1.
10.
10.
4
4.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Coining Attractions
Title

Rel.

Star

Date

♦tSBroadway Hoofer, The (A. T.). . . Jack Egaii
•t§Broadway Scandals of 1930 (A. T.). Special Cast
*t§College Coquette, The
Taylor-Collier Jr.-Ralston
»t5Cradie of Jan The (A. T.)
Belie Baker
ttSFIIght
Holt-Graves
*t§Hurricane (A. T.)
John Mack Brown
♦tjLadles of the Evening (A. T.)
•tSList of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
Bert Lytell
*t§Light Fingers
Keith-Revier-Nye
•tSMeiody Man, The
•tSRoad to Broadway, The
*t§Sisters (A. T.)
O'Day-O'Neill
♦tiSong of Love (A. T.)
Belie Baker

SOUND

Title

Length

Reviewed

5700 feet.

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Date

*t5At a Talkie Studio (A. T.) (D.). . .Buddy Doyle
26 Subjects released twice a month
•tSCoiumbla-Victor Gems (D)
♦tjFaliing Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergman-Manning
•UGay Cabailero The (A. T.) (D.). .Frank Crumit. .. .
Mannie Smith
*t§JailbouseBlues(A.T.)(D.)
*t§Memories (A. T.) (D.)
Murpny-Morrison
•t|My Wife(A.T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
•tjOld Man Trouble (Di
Jules Beidsoe
•t jParlor Pest (A. T.) (D.)
Betly Combo
•t§Snappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
Nan Blackstone
♦t {Talking Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
*t{Talklng Screen Snapshot
Novelty
*tiTalking Screen Snapshots
Novelty

Length

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel

June

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
June 15
June 8
:

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

8

June 8
July 13

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Air Dertiy
Auntie's Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol. The
Contonlod Wivos
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
Fake Flappers
Fixer, The
Four Wheel Brakes
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Heller Skelter
Her Big Bon
Her Gift Night

* Mtau

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al Alt
Adrlenna Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher-Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Gene Stone
Billy Dale

tynckronizei score.

Rel. Date
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
May

Length
6.. 2 reels
2 reels
17.. .2 reels
2..
27. . 2 reels
17. . 1 reel
24.. 2 reels
28. . 1 reel
21 . . 1 reel
24.. 1 reel
1 reel
27..
18
2 reels
3....2reel8
7. . 1 reel
.2 reels
24 . . .2 reels
13. .
28. . .2 reels
.2 reels
16. .
10 . . 1 reel
19. . .1 reel

t MtanM toand e/Fecti.

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Aug. 3
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.
April

10
303
30
30
18
25
2
20

Title
Honeymooniacs
Hot Sports
Hot Times
Household Blues
Howling Hollywood
Husbands Must Play
Joy Land
Joy Tonic
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen..
Kitty Kitty
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match..
Lucl<y Breaits
Only Her Husband
Only Me
Parlor Pests
Passing Show of Perak, The
Pep Up
Question Marks
Richest Street In the World
Rubbing If In
Served Hot
Smart Steppers
Social Prestige

Star
Monty Collins
Collins-Dent
Al St. John
Collins-Dent
Davls-DenI
Wallace Lupino
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Our World Today
Billy Dale
Special Reel
Al Alt
Jerry Drew
Lupino Lane
Collins-Dent
Our World Today
Cliff Bowes
Hodge-Podge
Our World Today
Al Ait
Cliff Bowes.
Al St. John. ...
Monty Collins.

Sole Support
Studio
Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
WalkingFlsh
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise Wimmin

"Big
Jerry Boy"
Drew . . .
Lupino Lane . . .
Collins-Dent...
Gene Stone
Al Alt
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

Title

ALL-TALKIE SHORTS
Star

♦t§Ask Dad (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Ciyde-Hiii-Dent
*t§Bees' Buzz, The (F & D)
Grlbbon-Ciyde
*t§Blg Palooka. The (F & D)
GrIbbon-McPhaill-HIII
*t§Bride's Relations, The (F & D). . Burke-Gribbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§Buying a Gun (A. T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
♦tICoid Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
*t§Constabuie, The (F & D)
Ciyde-Hlli-Gribbon
*t§Crazy Nut, The (F& D)
Pangborn-Oakiand-Murray
*t|Don't Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
♦tSEIIgibie Mr. Bangs, The (F&D)..E. E. Horton
*t§Fire Proof (F & D)
Lupino Lane
♦t§Girl Crazy (F & D)
Clyde-Bennett
*t§His Baby Daze (A. T.) (F & D). . . Lloyd Hamilton
*t§HisBlg Minute {F& D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Jazz Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
*t5Lion's Roar, The (F& D)
Burke-Bevan
*f §Look Out Below (A.T.) (F& D) . . . Raymond McKee
*t5Lover's Delight (F & 0)
Arthur-Garon
*tlLunkheads, The (F & D)
Clyde Gribbon
*t§Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Old Barn (F& D)
Johnny Burke
*t§On the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t§Prince Gaby (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Rideon a Runaway Train (D)
Special
♦tjRIght Bed, The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Ship Mates (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Sociai Sinners (A. T.)
McKee-Byron-Fitzgerald
*If$!",'','''u®l,""*^ ""vf V r,<
!t§I":'<lish Business (F & D)
VAl',^?\'"^^':!.f,^^,J'PL
!It^'' J,'^""?^'''' 'f * °V
*t§ZlpIBooml Bangl (F & D)

n 1t'^^n'"'f n
Coihns-Dent-Drew
^-.Ek ""??"..
ST'^""";^ T,'*V,
McKee-Collin-Glass

Rel. Dale
Length
July 28
2 reels
Aug. 1 1 .... 1 reel
May 26
2 reels
June 2
1 reel
April 21
2 reels
Jan.
6.2 reels
July 21
2 reels
May
6
2 reels
Mar. 24
1 reel
May
6. . . .1 reel
Jan. 13
1 reel
July 14
1 reel
May 19
2 reels
Jan. 20 . . 2 reels
Mar. 24
2 reels
May 19
. 1 reel
Feb. 24. .1 reel
Jan. 20. . .Ireel
April 21 . . . .1 reel
June 10..
30. .1 reel
.Feb.
.Mar. 3.. .2 reels
.2 reels
. Dec 23 . .
.2 reels
.June
30.
Aug. 17..
4.. . .2 reels
Mar.
.2 reels
.2reels
.May S.. . 1 reel
.Mar. 24 . .2 reels
.July
7.. .1 reel
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar,

♦t§Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall
*t5Careers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
•tChlidren of the Rllz (D)

Star

13 .
16 . .
16.
13..
10. .
31. .

Length
Rel. Date
..2 reels
Feb. 17. . ..2 reels
July 21 . . . .2 reels
April 7 . . .2 reels
May 12. . ..2 reels
Jan. 13. . .2 reels
Mar. 10.. . .2 reels
July 14. . . .2 reels
May 19. . . .2 reels
Aug. 11 . . . .2 reels
June 2. . ..2 reels
July
7. . ..2 reels
Jan. 13.. . .2 reels
Sept. 8.. . .2 reels
June 9.. . .2 reels
Aug. 18. . ..2 reels
May
5 . . .2 reels
.June 30.. .2 reels
Dec
9.. ..2 reels
Aug. 18. . . .2 reels
June 31 . . . .2 reels
Sept. 1 . . . .1 reel
June 9.. ..2 reels
Feb. 3.. . . 1 reel
July 21 . . . .2 reels
Sept. 15. . ..1 reel
May 26. . . .2 reels
April 14. . . .2 reels
April 21 . . ..2 reels
Sept. 1 . .1 reel
?""'ol ..2 reels
Aug. 25. . .2 reels
.2 reels
iToJ
m*^" ?1 ..2 reels
Mar. 17.

June
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
April
July
June
April
Feb.
May
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

*f|Man and the Moment

Billie Dove
Mar. 17

July
7.
Mar. 17.

•ttPrlsonera (D)

Corlnne
Griffith
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard

May 19.
May
8.. .
May
B..

*tJDrag (D)
•tSGIrl In the Glass Cage (D)
♦tJHIs Captive Woman (D)
•tJHot Stuff (D)
*tSHouse of Horrors (D)
Lawless Legion
•tLove and the Devil

Royal Rider, The

§ Means voice (Incladlng dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-dlm.

A. T. ahtr title

May
June
Dec
Jan.

25
IS
IB
12

Reviewed
Feb. 16
July 20
May 18
June IB
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
June IB
July
6
Feb. 9

June 1
July 20
Dec
1

July 13
Feb. 16
June IS
May 18
May 11

July 20
Feb. 18

June

1

Length
Reviewed

Rel. Date

Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myers
Ken Maynard
Mackalll-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)
Barthelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sllls-MackalM
(Silent Version)
Alice While
(Silent Version)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard
Slils-Corda
(Silent Version).

Dancing Vienna
•t§Divlne Udy, The (D)

July 13

. . 2 reels
. .1 reel
.1 re3l
.2 reels
.2 reels

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES
Title

Reviewed
Aug. 3
Aug. ID
May 11
June 1
Mar 16
Mar. 30
July 13
April 13
April 13
Mar. 18
Feb. 2
July 13
May 18
Dec 16
May 25
May 252
Feb.
Feb. 2
April 20
July 13
Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17
Aug. 3
June 15
Mar. 30
Mar. 36

30. .
7
2. .
3 .
3.
17 .
13 . .
31 . .
14. .
21..
22..
7. .
3 .
S .
21 . .
28. .
7 .
3. .
24 .
24 .

.

.8067 feet.
.8435
5944
6426
6296
6683
.991 4
.8993
.7642

feet...
feet
feet...
feet
feet
feet...
feet
feet...

7992 feet
7692
feet

.6774 feet.
.746CFeet.

June

1

April 13
Feb.

B

June 29
April 199
Jan.
Mar.
May 189

.6700 feet... Sept. 22
6109 feet
.6431 feet
5978 feet ...Aug. 10
.6539 feet
.7800 feet.... June 1

leans AU Talkie,

August

24,

755

1929
Title

THIe

Star

*tSaturday'8 Children (D)

Corlnne Griffith
(Silent Version)
*tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklln-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
*t§Smillng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D).... Moore-Hall
*t5Squall, The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy.
(S'lent Versfon)
•tSynthetIc Sin (D)
Colleen Moore
*t§Twin Beds (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-IVIiller
*t|Two Weeks Off (D)
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
♦tlWeary River (D)
Barthelmess-Compson
(Silent Version)
•tWhy Be Good (D)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Rel.
April
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
July
May
Mav
Jan.
July
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.

Length
Revlewad
Date
.7950feet .. May
4
14. . . 6727 feel
10. . . .5405 feet
17. . . .6238 feet
27. . .
.8550 feet.... July 27
31...
26. . . , 9629 feet... May 18
12
.Jan.
6. . . .6832 feel
July 12
20
.June 29
14
12. . .8081 feel.
28. .
.Feb. 2
10.. 7978 feet.
7. . 7565 feet.
17. .
3.. ..7692 feel. .. Jan. 26

Coining Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

*f §Broadway Hostess, The (A. T.) (D)Billie Dove
*t}Careless Age. The lA. T.) (D)
Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young
*t§Dark Streets (D) (A. T.)
Mulhall-Lee
*t§Fast Life iDi (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.- Young-Morris
*t§Footlight and Fools (A. T.)
Moore-Hackett
*t|Forward Pass, The (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.-Young
*t§Girl From Wooiworth's, The (A.T.)Alice White
*tiGreat Divide. The (A. T.)
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
•tSHard to Get (A. T.) (D)
Mackalll-Burns
*t§Her Private Life (A. T.)
Billie Dove
*t§lsle of Lost Ships, The (A. T.). . . . Valii-Robards-Beery
*t§Ja2z Queen, The (A. T.)
Dorothy Mackaill
•tJLady Who Dared, The
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd
*t§Liiies of the Field (A. T.)
Corinne Griffith
*tiLittle Johnny Jones (A. T.)
Buzzell-Day
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.)
*t§Most Immoral Lady, A (A. T.)
Leatrice Joy
"No, No, Nannet'e" (A. T.)
Bernice Claire
*t§Paris (A. T.)
Irene Bordoni
•tSSally (A. T.)
Marilyn Miller
Wells Fargo Cioress
Ken Maynard
*t§Woman on the Jury (A. T. ) (D) . . Dorothy Mackaill
*t§Young Nowheres (A. T.)
Richard Barthelmess

Length

Reviewed

7541 feet

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Title
♦tSBehInd That Curtain (A. T.)
•tBIack Magic
*t {Black Watch, The
•fBlue Skies
•fCaptain Lash
*t§Chasing Through Europe
Christina
•tExalted Flapper
•JFar Call, The
*tFour Devils
♦tjFour Devils, The.
•tJFox Follies, The (A. T.)
•tFugltlves
•tJGhost Talks, The (A. T.)
•tGlrls Gone Wild
•tlHearts In Dixie (A. T.)
•tJln Old Arizona (A. T.)
•fjoy Street
♦tjLucky Star
•tt Making the Grade
*t}Ma8ked Emotions
•tJNot Quite Decent
•tNew Year's Eve
•fOne Woman Idea, The
•tPlastered In Paris
-t§Pleasure Crazed (A. T.)
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tStrong Boy
•tiSpeakeasy (A. T.)
•tTrent's Last Case
•tSThru Different Eyes (A. T.)
•ttrue Heaven
•tJVallanl The (A. T.)
•fVelled Woman, The
•tWoman from Hell, The

Star
Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLaglen-Loy
Twelvetrees-Albertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
Stuart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twelvetrees-Ea»on
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Farrell
(Silent Version)
Lowe-Moran
George O'Brien
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Morton
LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
Cohen-Pennick
Marguerite Churchill
Burgess-Elllotl-Page
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
Page-Lane
Griffith-Day
Baxter-Lowe
O'Brlen-Moran
(Silent Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-VincentI
Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Length

June 30
8300
June 2 ...8487
May 26
Mar. 17
Jan.
6 ...5453
Jan.
6 .. 6376
June 9
Mar.30. ...8955
May 26
April 28. .. .5313
April 28. . . .5282

feel

Reviewed
July

6

feet.. ..May 25
feet.. ..Feb. 9
feet .
Julv 13
feet.. ..April 6
feet
feel. . . . May
Oct.
feet. .. June
feet... June
feel
feet
feet. ..Feb.
feet. ..April
feet. ..Mar.
feet
MarDec
feet. . .June
feel .
feet
feet
July
feet
feet

25
13
22
1

6500
May 25.... 8291
Jan. 27
5331
Jan 27. . . .5356
23
Feb. 24. . . .6395
27
Mar. 24. . . .5232
9
Mar. 10. . . . 6000
Mar. 10 . . .6650
292
Jan. 20. . . .8724
8
April 7
7554
April 7
7554
Aug. 18
8400
27
Aug. 18. . . .7000
Feb. 17
6024
May 19
April 7
6 reels
May
4
4653 feel
Feb. 24
6958 feet
May
4
June 2
6111 feel
June 15
June 2
6106 feet
Jan. 23
6641 feel
Sept. 29
July
5460 feet
July 20
May 12
5511 feel
June 1
Feb. 10. . . .6072 feel
Feb. 10. . . .6053 feet
Mar. 3
5150 feet
April 6
5526 feel
Mar. 24
5775 feel
Mar. 23
Mar. 31
6809 feel
June
8
April 14... 4991 feel. .. .April 20
Jan. 20
6531 feel
Feb. 16
Jan. 20. . . .6563 feet
May 19. . .6537 feel. . . May 18
April 14
April 21
5442 feel
April 21 . . . .5489 feet. . . . May 25

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Backwash
Farrell-Duncan
*t§Cock-Eyed World, The (A. T.)....Lowe-Damita-McLaglen
Fatal Wedding, The
Astor-Bard
•tJFrozen Justice
Ulric-Frazer
Girl Downstairs, The
O'Brlen-Moran
•tSHurdy Gurdy
George Jessel
Joy Street
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
Lost In the Arctic
Special Cast
Our Dally Bread
Farrell-Duncan
Playboy
Nagel-Collyer
River, The
Farrell-Duncan
•tSThey Had to See Paris
Will Rogers
*t5Words and Music (A. T.) (F)
Moran-Patricola-Percy

SILENT
Title
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee, A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earlh

Length
10611 feet

Reviewed
Aug. 10

MOVIETONE

Jait

S

Rel. Date
Mar. 3. . ..1
May 26. . . .1
July 21 . . . .1
July
7. . ..1
June 23. . . .1
.1
June 9 . . .. .1
Mar. 17..
. .1
Aug 4. ..
Oct 28.. . .1
Jan. 20. . . .1

f Means soand effects.

Length
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Reviewed

,
.
,
.
.
,
,

Length
reel.
reel .
reel .
reel .
reel .
reel.
reel .
reel.

Revleweo

Length
1 reel

Reviewed

. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1

SHORTS

Star
Title
•t5 Across the Seas
Royal Hawallans
•t}At the Bali Game
Joe Cook
•t}Bath Between
Clark-McCullough
*t§Belle of Samoa ,The (A. T.) (F) . . . . Moran-Clark & McCuliough
*t5Beneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCuliough
•tSBridge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
*f§Corpus Christie
Raquel Meller
•tSDiplomats, The
Clark-McCullough
*t5 Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•♦} Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie Lightner
•tSFamiiy Picnic
Raymond McKee
*t§Forgel-Me-Nole (F)
♦tJFriendshlp (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
♦tJFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•t§George Bernard Shaw
Interview
•tjGhosts
Mutt& Jeff Cartoon
♦tJGoIng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
*t {Happy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
♦tjin Holland (A. T.) (F)
Ciar!< & McCuliough
•tsintervlew. The
Clark-McCullough
*t§Knife, The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwill
•tJKnights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCuliough
*t§Ladies' Man
Chic Sales
»t}Medlclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCuliough
tSMIIIer & Farrell (F)
3 Songs
t§Mlnd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
♦tJMusIf Fiends, The (A. T.) (F).... Clark & McCuliough
•tJNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
•+{Nlghlle Knights
Clark-McCullough
t}Old Tunes for New (F)
Dr. Slgmund Spaeth
*t50n the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Frledland & Revue
•tjPagllaccI— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelli
tJRoyal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Sonq Proaram
•tSSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tjSound Your A (F)
•tJSouth Sea Songs end Dances
Royal Hawallans
•tiStewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•tSThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•t {Treasurer's Report
Robert Benchley
•t§WalUlng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCuliough
*t{Water Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•tS White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
t{Why Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

Rel. Date

Feb. 17. .. .1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

June

1

Sept. 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . .Jan. 12

3 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

June 30

June 30

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 15

2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
3 reels
1 reel

SepL 8

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Sept.

8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
Thru the Breakers
•t{Times Square

Star
Livingston-Herbert .
Day-Lubin

METRO-GOLD

Length
ReL Date
.Jan.
.Mar. 31..

Reviewed
.6420 feet.
.6000 feet.

WYN-MAYER

FEATURES
Title
*t{Ailas Jimmy Valentine (D)
All at Sea
*t {Bridge of San Luis Rey (D)
*tiBeliamy Trial, The (D)

Star

Rel. Date

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)

Jan. 26..
Jan. 26...
Feb. 9..
Mar.30..
Mar. 30. .
Mar. 2..
2..
Mar.

•t{Broadway Melody (A.T.) (D)... .Page-Love-King
China Bound
Dane-Arthur
•tDesert Nights (D)
Gilbert-Nolan
(Silent Version)
Desert Rider
Tim McCoy
•t{Duke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
•tFIyIng Fleet (D)
Novarro-Page
•t {Great Power, The (A. T.)
Special Cast
*t{ldle Rich, The (A. T.) (D)
Nagel-Love-Hyams. . .-.
*t§ljist of Mrs. Cheyney (A. T.)
Shearer-Rathbone
(Silent Version)
Loves of Casanova
Ivan Mosjouklne
•tMan's Man, A
Haines-Dunn
Morgan's Last Raid
Tim McCoy
Overland Telegraph
Tim McCoy
•t{Pagan (D)
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Man. A
Cody-Pringle
*tSingle Standard, A
Garbo-Asther-Brown
(Silent Version)
Sioux Blood
McCoy-Frazer
•t{Splte Marriage
Busier Version)
Keaton
(Silent

April
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
July
July
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
July
July
April
April

•tTrall of '98 (D)

Jan.
Jan.
June

*t5Thunder

7313 feet

Rel. Date
Jan. 6.
Mar. 31 .
Feb. 17.
May 12.
Feb. 3
Aug. 19.
April 13.
April 28.

Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varllty
Variety
Variety
Variety

Del
Rio-Forbes
(Silent
Version)
Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)

Length
Reviewed
.7803 feet.... Nov. 24
.7142 feel

.6346 feel

.7980 feet.... May
Feb.
.8268 feel.... Feb.
7524 feet
.9372 feet... Feb.
1.. .6
reels
April
18.. .7177 feet
9. .
Jan.
9...
11 . .
.6236
feet.
16..
16 . .6201 feel.
April
.Feb.
.9044 feet.
19. .
20. .
.7351 feet ..June
15. .
.8651 feel
feel ..Aug.
13.. .6484
..June
13. . ,
6179 feel
16. .
..June
25. .. .6683
.5264 feet.
feet
5. . 481 5 feel
2. .,
.Feb.
reels.
27. . , .7
.5596
feet.
12... .6574 feel
.
.Aug.
29. . . .6474 feet . .Aug.
29. . .4811 feel
20. . . .7047 feet
6..,
.6500 feet ...Feb.
.8799 feel . Feb.
8...
5... .8799 feet ...July
25... .7783 feet.

25
23
2
16
20
19
20
10
22
17
1
8

2
33
2
9
13

•tTldeof Empire (D)
Adoree-Durvea
•t{Trlai of Mary Ougan, The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•t{Volce of the City (A. T.) (D)
Wlllard Version)
Mack
(Silent

Mar. 23... .6662 feet. Mar. 24 '28

•tJWhere East Is East
•tWild Orchids (D)

May
4 . . , .6500 feet..
Feb. 23. . . .9235 feet..

SHORTS

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

* Means iynchroiuzei score,

Rel. Date

Star

Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

Title
Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
Brown Gold
Dealers in Babies
Do::ble Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight of Gold
Foundations

Chaney-Velez-Taylor
Garbo-Asther

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Ufa Oddities. .
Ufa Oddities. .
Laurel-Hardy.
Ufa Oddities. .
Ufa Oddities..
Laurel-Hardy .
Ufa Oddities. .
"Our Gang"..
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa

§ Means voice (Including dialogne and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-tilm.

10 reels
April 13. . .

Rel. Dale .1 reel
Length
Mar. 16 . .1 reel
Mar. 2.. 2 reels
.1 reel
April 20...
July
6... . 1 reel
.2 reels
reel
Aug. 3.. .1
.2 reels
Feb.
2. .
May 18.
Jan. 12.. .2reeis
May
4.
May 11

.1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

April 13
Mar. 23
April
13
.April

8

Reviewed

June 19

"5f)

M 0 ti0 n
Title
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty (Silent Version)
Light ot India The
Uttle Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy
Noises (Silent Version)
OffloBuffalo

SUr
Kf nnedy-Davldson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwin
"Our Gang"
Chariey Chase
Sojin
Chariey Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
CharleyChase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities

Bel.
July
Jan.
Mar.
May
April
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Oriental Motoring
Oullandlsh Manners
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Boozehounds
That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housel<eeper8
Unklsscd Man ,The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?

Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Chariey Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars

July
June
Feb.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

Wiggle Doctor
Your Ears (Silent)
Witch

"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa

April
May

Dale

Length
6. .. . 2 reels
.2 reels
5. . . .1 reel
30 . . .2 reels
25 . .
27 . . .1 reel
.2 reels
26. . . 2 reels
6... .2 reels
1. . .
16. .. . 2 reels
12. . . .2 reels
reels
11 . . . .2
. 1 reel
S .. .2reel8
9. . . .2 reels
16...
20. . . .1 reel
8. . . . 1 reel
.2 reels
2. ..
13. . . .1 reel
4. . . .2 reels
18 . . . . 1 reel
.2 reels
23. . .
13. .. . 2 reels
.
25. .. 2 reels
22. .. .1 reel
27. . . . 2 reels
19. . . . 1 reel
reels
2... .2
. 2 reels
30. . .
. 2 reels
256.. .. .. .1 reel

Reviewed

June

8

June

1

July

6

Coming Feature Attraction!
Title

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
*t §Anna Christie (A. T.)
Greta Garbo
*t§Battle of the Ladies (A. T. )
♦tSBIshop Murder Case. The (A. T.)
*t§Bugle
(A. T.)
^,.
,- Sounds,
... ,-.The
T.o.
«
. lu. .
*t§Coilege Lifa (A. T.) . . . . ... . . . Starr-Nugent-Montgomeiy
*1§Colton and Silk (tentoUve) (A.T.) . Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
*t§Devotion (A. T.)
July 27
*t§Dynamite (A. T.)
Pickford-Wood-Nagel
11583 feet
*t}Eva the Fifth {A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
•tsnve O'clock GIri, The (A. T.).. . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
*t§Girl in the Show .The (A. T.)
♦tjGob, The (A. T.)
Halnes-Page
*f§Green .Ghost, The (A. T.)
Voung-Torrence-Sebastian
•t SHailelujah (A. T.)
Colored Cast
He Learned About Women
Halnes-Page-Percy
*t5lris(A.T.)
*t§Juduciai Murder (A. T.)
Joan Crawford
*t§Jungle (tentative)
**§Kempy
(A. T.)
*t§Lig
Shadows (A. t!)
ightsand
*t§Lord
I
'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.....
. . '.. . '.'.'.. '.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
(A^ T.) !!!!!!!!!!!!..!.!!...
of Broadway
!ord Byron
•tSMadame
X (A.
T.)
Ruth Chatterton
8806 feet. . . .April 2o
♦tSMarianne (A. T.)
Davles-Shaw
(Silent Version)
May 25
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
*t§M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
A. T.)
Special Cast
11669 feet. . . .June 29

Title

Star

r ic t u r e
Rel,

*t5Leaping Love (A. f.)
Chariey Chase
•♦Liberty
Laurel-Hardy
*t§Madame Q (A. T.)
Joceiyn Lee
Man Higher Up. The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
Marion Harris (F)
2 Songs
♦t§Men 0' War (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (F).. .All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Re us No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F)
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Chariey Chase
♦tNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
•t}Old Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
•t {Popular People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•t {Railroading (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers , The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlshoim (D)
3 Songs
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
•tRuby Lips
Chariey Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
ShiD Ahoy (Dl
Spltalny Band Revue
♦tJSmart Talk (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Song of the Roses (D)
Gus Edwards Revue
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Blllmore Trio
•tThafs My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThIn Twins
Charley Chase
TIta RuHo CD)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Ukplele Ike (F)
2 Songs
*t§Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.).. Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
Vincent Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
•tSVodevlile (A. T.)
Uurel-Hardy
'tWIggle Ycur Ears
"Our Gang"
William O'Neal (D)
. . 3 Songs
•tWrong Again
Laurel-Hardy.
Yvette Rugel (0)
3 Songs

Date

Length

Jan. 26

K
13

13
13

2i
6
8

U
3

13=

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Title
•tJAblB's
Irish Rose(D)
_„ ^
, ^^
•fBetrayal. The
_

SUr

_

Rogers-Carroll
,-,j
„
, >
(S"ent Version) . .
Jannings-Raixton-Cooper
(Silent Version)

Special Cast
•tBehInd the German Lines (D)
Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Brooks
*t5Canary
(F).
(Silent Version)
*tSCarnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
(Silent Version)
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hall
*t§CharminQ Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell

*t§Thirteenth Chiir,i'he(A^Y.)y. .................................. ....
!!!!!!!."!!!!!! *t§Hungarian Fihapsody The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
*t§Twelve Hours ofLove (A. T.). ....!.....'..'..........'...'.'.'.".'.'..'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'...'.'.'.".*.'.'!.'. .'!.'!!!!."!.'
(Silent Version)
•tSTrader Horn
Harry Carey
•t}lnnocentsof Paris, The (A.T.) (F) . Maurice Chevalier
•tjlnterference
(A.
T.)
(F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
Nov. 17
♦tViking, The (Technicolor)
Starke-Crisp
8508 feet
(Silent Version)
.8796 feet.
.July
27
*t§Wonder of Women, The
Stone-Wood
July 31
(Silent Version)
July 31 . . .6835 feet
•tJLetter, The (A. T.) (D)
Jeanne tageis
(Silent Version)
SOUND SHORTS
*tLooplng the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Title
Star
ReL Date
*t§Man i Love The (A.T.) (F)
Arien-Brian
Length
Reviewed
(Silent Version)
Al Wohlman (D)
3 Songs
April 6. . -,- , .
S2
'**;
Marquis
Preferred
Menjou-Conklln
At the Club (D)
8 Victor Artiste
May 18. . .685 feet
_
_
t§NightClub
(A.T.)
(D)
Brice-Rooney
-..-_
Bernard & Henry (D)
3 Songs
April 13.. .897 feet
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
DIx-Kane-Hall
Bernardo De Pace (D)
3 Mandolin Solo*
Jan. 18.. 1 reel
*t§Rainbow Man, The (A.T.)
Dowling-Nixcn-Darro
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Mandolin Soloa
May
4
690 feet
•tRedskIn (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
•tJBerth Marks (A.T.)
Laurel-Hardy
2 reels
(Silent Version)
•jtBIg Squawk, The (A. T.)
Charley Chase
2 reels
*t§River of Romance The
Rogers-Brian-Collyer
Bob Nelson (F)
3 Songs
Mar. 16
1 reel
•tiShopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
Bob Nelson (D)
3 Songs
June 29. . . .824 feet
(Silent Version)
♦1§Boxing Gloves (A.T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
*tiStudlo
Murder
Mystery
The
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Dog Act
April 20 . . 897 feet
Climbing the Golden StaJra
Charles King
(T. color). . . 2 reels
April 13
(A. T.) (F)
Eldridge-Oland-Conklln
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Jan. 12
2 reels
(Silent Version)
Copy
RoKoe Karns
2 reels
April 13
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conkiin
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
June 1
641 feet
♦t§Thundert)olt (A. T. (F)
Bancroft-Wray-Arlen
(Silent Version)
*t5Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
2 reels
Duci de Kerek)arto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Feb. 23. ... 1 reel
•tSTong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown NIghti)
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
June 29
808 feet
*t5Wheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F). . . . DIx-Ralston-Heggle
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayere iF)
2 Songs
Mar. 23
1 reel
(Silent Veision)
Emil Borneo (D)
3 Songs
June 22. ..627 feet
•tjWheel of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . .DIx-Ralston-Heggle
Fuzzy Knight (D)
3 Songs
June 8 .608 feet
.
.1
reel
•tSWIld
Party,
The
(A.
T.)
(F)
Clara
Bow
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
Feb. 2.
(Sil ent Version)
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 23 . . 1 reel
♦tWIngs
Arien-Bow-Rogers
.
1
reel
George Lyons '0)
3 Songs
Feb. 8.
(Silent Version)
.661 feet
Glibert-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
June 22.
•tiWolf ol Wall Street, The (A. T.)
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 2 . . 1 reel
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
6 (T. Color) 1043 fL April
(Silent Version)
Gus Edwards Internat'l Review (D).. All-star Cast
April
Gus Edwards Song Review (D>
Special Cast
Jan. B (T. color) 1 reel.
•tiWolf Song iO)
Cooper-Velez
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
May 25. . . .734 feet
April 13
(Silent Version)
•t}Hay Fever (A.T.)
Charley Chase
2 reels
SILENT SHORTS
•tHoly Terror. The
"Our Gang"
Mar. 9
2 reels
♦tiHurdy Gurdy (A.T.)
Roach Stars
2 reels
June 29
.793
feet.
Title
Star
Irving Aaronson'a Commanders (D). . 3 Band Not
June 1 .
. 1 reel . . .
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Feb. 9
888 feet.
Auto
Suggestion
Krazy
Kat Cartoon
Jan
Garbsr's
Band(F)(D)
3Miller
Band &Nos
May
.2 reels. .
Jmtown
Cabaret
Lyies
Feb. 11
16
Cow Belles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)
3 Songs
Mar. 30. . .1 reel. ..
Crazy Doings (ChrlsUe)
Billy Dooley

f Jlfcaiu i oojuf effect*.

Reviewed

2 reels. .
2 reels. .
May 11 . . . .1926 feet
Jan. 26
1 reel. . .
April
2 reels
Jan. 26 (T. color) 2 reels
April 27 (T. color) 2 reels
Jan. 19
2 reels
May 11
2 reels
Feb. 9. . . .2 reels
July
2 reels
Aofll 27. ... 1696 feet
2 reels
.12 reel.
reels
Mar. 2. ..174 feet
April
April 13 . ..766 feet
May 25. ..1 reel
April
Mar. 9. ..2 reels
Jan. 19. .1154 feet
June 8. .
Aoril 20. .2042 feet.
2 reels
June
Feb. 2 . .2(T.reels.
color) 1 reel.
Mar. 16..
April
Mar. 30.. . .1 reel
April
June 15.. .. .Ireel
2 reels
Mar. 23. . . .2 reels
April 13. . .465 feet
May 18.. . . 1 reel
Jan. 6. . ..465 feet
May
4. .
. .2 reels
July
May
4. .
Jan. 19.. . . 1 reel
. .1 reels
Mar. 9. . .833 feet
April
April 27. .
Feb. 16. . .1 reel.
2reels
April 6. . . .2 reels
reel
July
21 reels
Feb. 23.
23
Feb.
702teel
June 16.

Reviewed
Length
.10471 feet.
..No». n
Jan.
5
,
, .101 87 feet. ..Jan. 12
Jan.
5 .6492 feet. ..May If
May 11 6614 feet ..
Dec
»
May 11
8254 feet.
Jan. 12..
.7171 feet....Mar. 2»
Feb. 16. . .5943 feet
Feb. 16.
6290 feet... Mar. ^
Mar. 2.
71 56 feet
Mar. 2.
Jan. 1»
.7229 feet.
Jan. 19.
6164 feet
July n
July
6. .7081 feet.
.7145 feei
Rel. Date

(Silent
Version)
Mar.
*t§Montana
..'..'.'....... Hughes-Daly'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
'tSChlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. BeeiV-Vidor-Oland
Mar. 23.
23..
. March 2
*t§Mysterious(A.T.)..'.'
Island, The
Technicolor
*t§Navy Blues (A. T.)
William Haines
*t5Close Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April 13. .. .6500
*t§Nize Baby (A.T.)
. . . . Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
*t}Cocoanut8 {A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw.. .May 23. .. .8813
•t
July 13
JO
Bow-Arien
♦t§Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
John Gilbert
(tentative) (A. T.)
*t§Olympia
May 18
(F).Baclanova-Brook
T.)
(A.
A
Woman,
•tSDangerous
4
May
Rocque
Crawford-Page-La
Maidens
•tiOur Modern
•tJDIvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F).. .MacLean-Prevost
July
6.
*t§Pennant
Winning
Battery, The
(A. T.)
Van 4 Schenck
•tJDoctor's Secret. The (A.T.) (F) . . Edeson-Chafterlon
Jan. 26.. .5832
Version)
Silent
(No
..
♦tjPleasure
Lovers (A.
^ T.),
„
,^
..6354
*t§R'edemplion'(A."'f.)'. "'..".'.'
'.!!Gilbert-Nagel-Ado'ree! '^V///////.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. •t§Dummy, The (A. T.) (F)
Bennett-Chatterton
Mar. 9. .
♦tiRevue of Revues (A. T.)
KIng-Love-Halnes-Crawford
^^,^ ^,
, ,
,. ,,
(No Silent Version)
.6325
June 29. . 6024
Menjou-Compton
♦tJFashlons In Love (A. T.)
Love-King
*t§Road Show, The (A. T.)
*f§Rogue's Song, The (A.T.)
Uwrence Tibbett
^, „
.
„
.«
(Silent Version)
June29.. .7167
*t§Ship From Shanghai, The (A. T.)
'tiGentlemen of the Press (A. T. (R.. Walter Huston
May
4. .
*t§Song of the Sunset (A. T.)
^ ,„
.,
„
,
.,
(Silent Version)
.. 6383
Sept. 7.. ..6850
'"tiGreene Murder Case. The (A.T.).Powell-Eldridge-Arthur
.
...
*t§Song Writer, The (A. T.)
*t§Speedway (A.
Colbert-Robinson
Mar. 23. .
*t§Springfield
(A. T.)
T.) . . . . .... .... ! !wiliiam
William Haines.
Haines ..............'.'..'...'................. '....\'. 'tlHole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)
(Silent Version)
*t§Tabloid (A. T.)
•fHomecomlng, The (D)
Hanson-Pario
Feb. 16
8104

* Jf eoM ijrncAroiucJ $core.

X c %<' s

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental tong$).
D Mean* di*c. P Mtana Muni-cn'Om.

Aug, 3
6165
Aug. 3. .. .6137
May 25
Jan. 5
7487
Jan.
5. . . .6643
April 13. . . .5888
Mar.
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
Feb.
Feb.
July
Jan.
Jan.
June

feet. .. .Mar. 1ft
feet. .. .June 1
July 13
Mar. 2J
..Feb. 9
feet..
feet..
..Mar. 9
feet..
feet
July ft
feet.. ..May 18
feet .
feet.. ..April 20
Aug. 17
feet

Nov. 24

feet. . . Aug. 19
feet
Oct 20
27
April
feet.
feet. .
feet. . Mar. 1»

16
6676 feet
25.... 7 reels
25
5506 feet.
2
23 ... 4000 feet .
20. . . .7256 feet.
8500 feet.
feet.
.7643
23.
23. . .7402 feet..
.7009 feet..
29. . .7373 feet..
12. .
12. . .7112 feet..
8. .

Feb. 23
April 27
.Jan. 28
April 272
Feb.
Aug. 17
April 20
.Dec 1
Jan.
8
Aug. i

6500 feet... May
4
June 1 . . .6070 feet
June 1 . .
Feb. 9. . .5862 feet
June 22. . 8571 feet... June 1>
June 22. . 7311 feet
5193
June 15. .
June 15. . .5305
June 22. .
April 6. . .. .7167
.6036
Jan.
6. . 12267
Jan. 6. .

feet.
feet.

.June 29

feet... Mar. 39
feet
feet

Feb. 9. .
Feb. 9. . .
Mar. 30 . .
Mar. 30. .

12267feel.Au«.26'27
.6810 feet
.6396 feel
Dec
.6060 feet... Mar.
.7021 feel.

ReL Data
Mar. 2. .
July
8..
Jan.
8..
Mar. 23. . .

Length
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels

A. T. aher title meam M

Talkie.

Reviewed

A II ff u s t

1929

Title

Star

Flying Yeast
Krary Kat Cartoon
Footllgtit Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Hospitalities
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
His Angel Child (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Joint Affair, A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Ko-Ko's AM Wet
Inl<well Cartoon
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon.
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon.
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Saxophonles..."
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell Cartoon
Lxne Shark, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
No Eyes Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Inkwell Cartoon
Off the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
•t}Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A. T.).. . .Song Cartoon
Papa Spank (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Petty Larceny
Inkwell Cartoon
Reduced Weights
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Rough Dried (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Sheepsklnned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
Tight Places (Christie)
Frances Lee
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie). Bobby Vernon

SOUND
Title

Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

2 . . 2 reels
. .1 reel
25. .
2.. . .1 reel
6. . . .2 reels
20.. . .2 reels
13. . . .2 reels
30.. . .1 reel
30. . . .2 reels
4. . . .2 reels
9. . . . 2 reels
7.. . .1 reel
16. . .2 reels
2.. .1 reel
12.. .2 reels

Feb.
Feb.
June
May
Jan.
Jan.
June
Feb.
.Mar.
.June
Feb.
Mar.

Reviewed

Title

.

Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•tfCarnlval Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
♦♦{Chinatown
Song Cartoon
tSCrooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
*tDal8y Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
*t{Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t{Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F) . . Special Cast
•tSFalse Alarm Fire Co, The (F). . . Smith-Dale
*f {Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
♦t{FaUI Forceps, The (A. T.)
t{Favorite Melosles (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
*t{Florlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F). .. Special Cast
♦tSFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (R
Colored Cast
*t}Good Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.).. Lois Wilson
•t{Highlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t{Hintlo Brides. A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
•t{Hls College Chums (A. T. (F).... Eddie Peabody
*t§Hitor Miss (A. T.)
•t{Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
*t{Humorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*tSlf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•♦{Inspiration
Schubert's Songs
•tjinslalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•t{lt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. James Barton
•tJJed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F).Charie3 Grapewin
•t§Just One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•ttKlsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tlKnights In Venic < (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
♦♦{Ladies' Choice (A. T.)
Charlie Grapewin
•t{Meet the Missue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*tiMelancholy Dame, The (Christie
A.T.) (R
Colored Cast
'♦{Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
•♦{Moonshine (A. T.) (R
James Barton
•♦Mother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•♦{Music Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•♦{Now and Then (R
Special Cast
•♦{Oft In the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•♦{Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•♦{Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D). Raymond Griffith
•t{Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•♦{Ruth Etting
Songs
•♦{Schubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•♦{Schubert's inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
•♦{Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
•♦{Schubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
•♦{Schubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•♦Sidewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
♦♦{Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
♦♦{Smiles
Song Cartoon
•♦{That Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•t {Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
•♦{Two Americans (A.T.) (R
Walter Huston
•♦{Two Uttle Chinese Maids (R. . . .Chang-Kuma
•♦{Vital Subjetcs (A. T.) (R
Butterworth
•♦{What is It? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
•♦{When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (R
Hatton-Hardy
♦♦{Wives on Strike (A. T.)
•♦Yankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•fYe owe Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•tiZiegfeld MIdnlte Frollt (A.T.) (R.Eddie Cantor

eb. 23..

Helen Morgan.
Moran & Mack

*t§Dance of Life.
♦t50arkened
RoomsThe(A.(A.T.)T.)

Carroll-Skelly
Brent-Powell

•t SFour Feathers, The
.,,„
. ^ ,
•t§Gay Lady, The
*t§Glorifylng the American Girl
*t§llluslon (A. T.)
•t§Jealousy (A. T.)
♦tJLady Lies, The
*t§Laughing Lady, The (A. T.)
*t§Medals
•tjMysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
•tSPolnted Heels (A. T.)

Arlen-Wray-Poweli-Brook
(Silent Version)
Gertrude Lawrence
Eaton-Healev
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
Jeanne Eagels
Huston-Colbert
Eagels-Brooks
Gary Cooper
Oland-Arthur
Powell-Ralston-Kane

•t§Youth (A. T.)

July
April
July
April

Feb.

20..
25..
13. .
26. .

Title

Mar. 16

June
April
Mar.

May 11
Mar. 23
Mar. 9

2
*

Feb. 23. . ..2 reels.
.1 I loci
reel
April 27. . •J Jgej
.gal
Mar. 30 . . ' 'i
.1 reel.
May 18. . ■
.1 reel.
Feb. 23 . .
June 29.. . .1 reel. ..
reel...
Feb. 2. . .. .1
.2 reels. .
Sept. 7..
. .1 reel . . .
Jan. 5. . ..80S feet.
..1
1.. . .2
9. . ..1
8.. ..1
..1
16. ,

reel. ..
reels..
reel...
reel...
reel...

May 11.. ..2
.1
Mar. 2. . .1
May
4. .
May
4. . .2

reels..
reel
reel

June
Feb.
June
Feb.

f UeauM tound effects.

reels

Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynoids-So JIn-Girard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Star
Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

•♦{Godless Girl, The (F)
Hawk of the Hills
*t§High Voltage (A. T.) (D & R

Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
(Silent
Version)
Boyd-Prevost-Hale

•♦{Leatherneck, The (F 4 D)

William Boyd
(Silent Version)

SILENT

Feb.
'"""

8.. .2 reels
6. , • Hreel
2.. .2 reels

Star

Title
Forty-Five Calibre War
•♦{Geraldlne (F)

Title

June

2.. .2 reels
$'"i'°
April 20.. , „",,
July
6. . ,' „*,
"""
Mar. 16.. .2 reels
.2
reels
Mar. 23. .
Feb.

\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\'.'.'.'.'.

PICTURES

Mar.
■.•<M 2•.
""* *

Feb. 23

Length

8 reels
6 reels
6 reels
May 25... 6 reels

Reviewed

. . June 15

Length
Rel.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

Date
Feb. 16
.4790 feet.
Mar. 9
17
.6959 feet.
20
.
.6587
feet.
20. .
9328 feet.
.9019 feet. Reviewed'
.Sept i
Mar. 31 . . .4840 feet
Mar. 17
5743 feet
May 23
June 16
.6965 feet... April 13
.6898
feet
Mar. 24
Mar. 24. . .6870 feet
Aug. 17
..7423 feet... May 1

iPebi'i
Mar.

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

All Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soil
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black
Black Book,
Duck, The
The.

Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatf-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
Fables"

Jan.
June
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
July
Mar.

Bridle Bvways
Break of Day, The
Button My Back. . . ,
Cabaret, The
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught In a Taxi
Circus Time
Close
Close Figuring
Shave, A
Clunked on the Corner
Cold Steel
Cop's Bride, The
Cycle of Erosion .The
Dogging it
Don't Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute. The
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
Fish and Feathers
Fight Game, The
Foolish Husbantls
Footwork
Forest People of Central Africa
GIris Will Be Boys
Glaciers

Sportlioht
"Aesop Fables"
Blllv Bevan
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportllght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Mar.
June
Jan.
July
April
Jan.
Mar.
June

Length
Reviewed
.2 reels
13... . 1 reel
15... .2 reels
10. . .1 reel
3
.1 reel
May 11
19. . .1 reel
24. . .1 reel
April 13
21. . 10 episodes.. July 20
21 .
.Mar.
16
17. . . .1 reel.
Mar. 31^
.11 reel
31
27.
.2
Feb. 18. 1 reels
reel
24.
.2 reels
25.
.2
reels
3.
9. .2 reels
Feb. 2
.1 reel
10.
.2
reels
July
6
3.
23.
Jan. 6
6. . 2 reels
.1 reel
July 6
7.
. 1 reel
Mar. 30
7. .1 reel
.1 reel
20
17
2
2reels
May 11

Aug.
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

11
3
26
26
28
17
23
20
17....
10

Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. . .Educational Film

1 reel
10 episodes
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Feb. 24. . .11 reel
Mar. 24. ..1 reel
Feb. 3.

House Cleaning Time
In His Cups
Kidnapped
Knowing the Ropes
Lad
andMust
His Lamp,
A
Ladles
Eat

"Aesop's Fables"
"AesoD Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Rice Sportllght
"Aesop
Fables"
Johnny Burke

July
June
June
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

Land o' Cotton
Little Game Hunter, The
Matchmaking Mamas
Masai, The
Midsummer's Day Dream, A
Milder Mighty
Night Watchman's Mistake, The

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Burke-Ellers-Kemp
Educational Film
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Johnny Burke

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Sportlight
Educational Rim
Sportllght
Educational Film

§ Means voice (incladlng dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.

Rel. Date

't§Lucky in Love (A.T.) (D & F)... Dcwney-Lawford
(No Silent Version)
•♦{Mother's Boy (D & F).
Mortoj Downey, ...... ..... ...May 12. .6015 feet.. .Feb. 8
.♦Ned McCobb's Daughter (R
Jan. 12.. .5998 feet..
"Irene Rich
'3.
. . .5735 feet..
•♦{Noisy Neighbors
Quillan-Vaughan
Jan. 27.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 27, . .6511 feet..
•t{Office Scandal (F)
Phyllis Haver
Mar. 20 ..6511 feet..
(Silent Version)
Mar. 3.
6684 feet. .
*^§Paris Bound
Harding-Fenton
Aug. 3 .6349 feet..
July 238
•♦{Sal 01 Singapore (F)
Haver-Hale
Jan. 4., 6902 feet.. .June
Ship Comes In. A
Dresser-Schlldkraut
June 4 .
Mar. 30
20. ..6308
.6132 feet..
feet..
•♦{Shady Udy, The (R
Phyllis
Haver
Jan.
Nov. 17
(Silent Version)
Jan.
.4554 feet..
Sin Town
Allen-Fair
Jan. 20 .5438 feet..
•♦{Square Shoulders (F)
Junior Coghlan
Mar. 31 .
(Silent Version)
Mar. 31 . . .5477 feet.. April 8
.7099 feet . Feb. 23
•♦{Strange Cargo (A. T.) (R
Lee Patrick
Mar. 31 . . . .61
34 feet.
(Silent Version)
Mar. 31.. .

. 1 reel . . .
. 1 reel . . .
.1 reel. ..
.2 rees. .
.615 feet.

Feb. 9. . . 2 reels
Mar. 23 . . , . 1 reel
Sept. 14.. y,i:L
^ "*'^
Mar. 30. . .2teels

June 16

May 28
'

PATHE

Mar. 2

Mar.

May 11 . .

7 reels

FEATURES

Feb.2.

April 27..

April
May
April
Jan.

7472 feet
7472 feet .... April 20

Hersholl-Wray

•tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

reel....'.......*...
Mar. 16.. .1 reel
.1 reel
June 1 . .
.2
reels
June
May
4..
June 22. . .2 reels
.
1
reel
Feb.
Mar. 9. .
2 reels
.2 reels
Mar. 16. . . 1 reel
June 15. . .1 reel

May
April

Reviewed

FEATURES
June 29

Feb. 23. .

.2 reels
. 1 reel
2 reels
6. . .2 reels
6.. 2 reels
20.. . 1 reel
13..
.2 reels
25.. .2 reels
.1
reel
13..

Length

June' 29

PARTHENON

1911 feet

5. . .1 reel

Rel. Date

(A. T.) of Sherlock Holmes, The
Ciive Brook
*t§Return

.2 reels. .
June 15. . .1510
feet
Jan. 28..
Jan.

Star

*t§Applause (A. T.)
•♦{Backstage Blues (A. T.)

*t§Saturday
NightThe
Kid, The (A. T.) . .Special
(Clara Bow
•tSoul
of France.
Cast
*t§Vagabond King, The (A. T.)
King-MacDonald-Oland
•tJVIrginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
•tJWelcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
♦tjWoman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston

Length
Reviewed
.2 reels. . .
.2 reels. ..
May 18..
Mar. 9. . .2 reels. ..

Feb. 1 8 . . .2 reels

757

Coining Feature Attractions

Rel. Date

♦tjAdam's Eve (A. T.)
*t {After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦tiApartment Hunting (A. T.) (F).. . Special Cast
*tiBird
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
*t{Bl8hop'8 Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
•t{Booklovers (tentative) (A. T.). . . .Special Cast
•t§Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah MInnevitch
(No Silent Version)

* Meant synchronized Kore.

May
Mar.
April
Feb.
Aoril
May
April
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Length
6. . ..1 reel
19.. ..2reiis
. .1 reel
22.. . .1 reel
11..
19 . . .2 reels
19.. . .1 reel
8.. . . 1 reel
16 . .2 reels
16. ..1 reel
1. . .1 reel
9 . .i;reel
23. . . 1 reel
..1 reel
18. . .1 reel
9. ..1 reel
20. . .1 reel
23 . .1 reel
6. . . .1 reel
4. . . .1 reel
13..
27. . . .2 reels
12. . ..1 reel
26.. ..1 reel
reels
23.. ..1 2reel

SHORTS

star

•tJBlue Songs (D)

Rel. Date

F Means soand-on-Um.

21. ..1
..1 reel
30. . .1 reel
reel
23.
8 . .1 reel
103
reel
21 reels
Jan.
6. . . 1 reel
1 reel
May
5.
Mar. 31 . ...2
reels
.1 reel
Jan.
6 . .1 reel
July 28. . .1 reel
Feb. 3.
April 23 . .2 reels

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

Aug. 10 ■
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
18
22

Feb.

B

Feb. 16'

July
8
Aug. 3'
June 15j
Jan.
Mar. 1?
23.
May S°
4
Jan.
Mar. 3&'

April 27'

Motion

758
Title
No Children
No Vacation
Pink Pajamas
Players at Play
Polo Match, The
Puckered Success

Star
Halnes-Coombs
Halnes-Coombs
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Halnes-Coombs

Queen Bee, The
"Aesop Fables"
Queen of the North Woods (Serial).. Clair-Miller
Right Technique, The
Sportlight
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Rhythm
Sportlight
River Driver, The
Sportlight
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportlight
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Three Game Guys
"Aesop Fables"
Tomato Omelette
Haines-Combs
Under Do q, The
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Haines-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportlight
Watch My Smoke
Haines-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportlight

SOUND
Title

Rel.
Mar.
Jan.
April
Jan.
June
June

Date
10 .
13 .
21
20
2.
2.

Feb.
May
July
Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
June
Jan
July
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
May
Mar.
June
Jan.
April
April
April
Jan.
Feb.
April

17.
12
21.
24
4
18
3.
9.
20.
7.
3
17.
4
5
31.
30.
27.
21 .
7.
4
13
10
28.

Star

Star
Ina Claire
(Silent Version)

*t§Bachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F).. . Alan Hale
♦t§Big Shot, The (A.T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t§Clothes (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t5Crashing Through (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t§Flying Fool, The (A.T.) (D & F)..Boyd-Prevost-R. Gleason
*t§Grand Parade, The (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
♦Greenwich Village Follies, The (A.
T. (F)
(Silent Version)
■^tlHer Private Affair (A.T.) (F) . . Ann Harding
*t§His First Command (A. T.) (F). . .Boyd-Sebasllan
(Silent Version)
'tSHot and Bothered (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
(Silent Version)
*t§Negligee (A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
*150lhcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
WilliamVersion)
Boyd
(Silent
*t§Painted Desert (A.T.) (F)
• I §Parachute (A. T. (F)
♦t§Play Boy (A.T.) (F)

William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Armstrong-Lombard
(Silent Version)
Eddie Quillan
(Silent Version)

* Meana tynchronized icort.

2 reels
. .1 reel
..1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel
. .10 episodes
. .1 reel
..2 reels
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. . 1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
..2 reels
. .1 reel
. .2 reels
. .1 reel
.2 reels

. .2 reels

..1 reel
. .2 reels
1 reel .
. .1 reel
. 1 reel
. .1 reel

April 13
Feb.
June 1
June 1
Feb. 9
July 20
Aug. 3
Aug. 10
June 1
Jan. 19
July
6
Jan. 26
July 20
May 11
Mar. 30
July
6
April
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
May

Length
Rel. Date
.2 reels
Mar. 24 . .2 reels
Dec. 22 . .2 reels
Aug. 4. . .2 reels
Sept. 15 . .1 reel
Aug. 4 . . .1 reel
July 21.. .2 reels
Feb. 16 .
.1 reel
June 2. . 1 reel
June 23
.1 reel
June 9. .
May
5. . .1 reel
. 1 reel
May 26 . .2 reels
April 21.. .2 reels
April 13 . 1 reel
Oct. 14 . .2 reels
Mar. 16. . .2 reels
Sept. 29. . .2reels
Oct. 13 .
Sept. 22 . .1 reel
'■eel
May 12. . ..2] reels
Feb. 2. . . .2 reels
Dec. 29. .
Aug. 11.. . 2 reels
Oct. 20. . . .2 reels
. .2 reels
July 14.. ..2
reels
July 28. . . .2 reels
Sept. 1 . . . .2 reels
May 19 . . .2 reels
Nov. 24. . •2 reels
Feb. 23 . .
May 18. . ..2
. .2 reels
reels
Nov. 3. ..Ireel
July
7.
Feb. 10.
July 28.
July 28.

20
3D
6
12
2
11

Reviewed
Mar. 23
July 13
July 20
July 13
June
June
June
April
May
April

Rel. Dale

1
15
1
27
23
13

May 11
June 8

July

8

Feb.
July
July

1 reel
1 reel
June 1
May 1 1

.■■.;■;,,
Apirl 27
; • • ii
Aug. 17
■
June
-""'y

•
i
"

Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June 15
June 1

Reviewed

Aug. 10 ..5930 feet
Sept. 7. ..6028 feet
Feb. 22. . . . (tentative)
Nov. 30. . .. (tentative)

6748 feet
Nov. 16. .. .(tentative).

' ale-Dunn-O'Keefe-Crawford.
Oct. 26
(Silent
Version)
Constance Bennett
Oct.
5.
(Silent Version)
Armstrong-Lombard
Nov. 9.
(Silent Version)

*t§Racketeer (A. T.) (F)
*t§Sailor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)

Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

*tsSophomore (A.T.) (F)

Quillan-Loff-0'Nelll
(Silent Version)

*f STreasure Girl (A. T.) (R
*f§ThisThing Called Love (A.T.) (F). Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
* r§Saratoga (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t5Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T.) (F)
Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
(Silent Version)
*i §Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)
(Silent Version)

Nov.

2. . . .(tentative).

Sept. 28
(tentative),
Nov. 2. . . .(tentative).
Mar.

1 . . , (tentative).

Feb. 1 . . . . (tentative),
Nov. 30. . .. (tentative) ,
Feb. 1 5 .... (tentative)
Mar. 22
Jan. 18

f lUtan* Bound effect*

(tentative) .
..(tentative).

Length

Reviewed

(tentative)

(tentative) .
. (tentative) .
(tentative) .

Sept. 14
Aug. 24 .. .6526 feet. .. July 13
Nov. 23 . . . . (tentative) .
. . (tentative) .
Feb. 8 .
Mar.
Dec.
Jan.

8. . . (tentative) .
..(tentative).
7. .
4 . . (tentative).

Oct. 19. .

..(tentative).

RKO
Title
Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Gel It
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardboiled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love in the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
*t§Slreet Girl. The
•tjSyncopatlon (A. T.)
Trail of the Horse Thievas
Woman I Love

Star
Lyon-Sleeper
Bob Steee
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Neil-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
Nixon-Collier Jr
Betty Compson
Downey-Warlngs Band
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
"
"
Buzz
Barton.'.
Sleeper-Dane
T. Moore-Owen

SHORT

Rel. Date
Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
May
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Aug.
Jan.
May
Feb'
Jan.
Jan.

Length

6
6361 feet
7
5081 feet
13 ... 61 14 feet
3 .. .52B4feet
18 . 5896 feet
6
4899 feet
31
. 4882 feet
3
. 5940 feet
21
..4783 feet
2
5009 feet
10
6245 teet
19
4781 feet
17 . . .6396 feet
3
4481 feet
21 . . . 6057 feet
7
4776 feet
9
4750 feet
17... 6343 feel
1 1 ... 8200 feet
7626 feet
13
4823 feet
26 . . 6199 feet
4717feet
10 .5957 feet
13.
20

Star
Curiosities.
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities
Duncan-Hill
Al Cooke
Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Helium-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davis

Length
.1 reel
30..
25 . . .2 reels
.2 reels
3.. . 1 reel
13. .
.2 reels
3.. .2 reels
11. .
.2 reels
21 . . . 1 reel
24. . .2 reels
21..
reels
11. . .2
.1 reel
7., .2 reels
26. .
21. . .2 reels.
26 .... 2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 14
2 reels
May 19... 2 reels

Kummin' Thru the Rye
Mickey's Babies...
Mickey's Brown Derby.
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's In Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mitke/s Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plufl
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•f§Odd Facts
Orlenta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourrl

Barney Helium
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
CurloslUes
Curiosities
Hellum-Oavis
Curiosities

Jan.
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June
Sept.
July
Mar.
Feb.
June
April
Mar.
June
Jan.

27
2reel8
7... 2 reels
12... 2 reels
17.... 2 reels
30. . . .2 reels.
7. . . .2 reels.
4. . . .2 reels.
14
2 reel..
17. . . .2 reels.
9... 2 reels.
30 .. 2 reels.
2 .. 2reels.
24.... 2 reels.
27. . . .1 reel. .
4
1 reel..
10 ...1 reel..
13
1 reel . .
16
2 reels.
17. ... 1 reel . .

Seelng's Believing
Slide. Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
'.
Who's the Boss?

Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

Jan.
July
Jan.
April
July
Feb.
Mar.
June

2
1 reel. .
14. . . .2 reels.
6
2 reels.
28
2 reels.
9
2 reels.
24
2 reels.
31
2 reels.
23
2 reels.

SOUND

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
June
July
April
May
June
May
May
April
Aug.

Rel. Date

Length

*t5Age of Innocence, The (A. T.) (F). Paula Trueman
Jan. 5, '30... 1 reel
*t§Before Breakfast (A.T.) (F)
Mar. 9, '30. 2 reels
^tiiBrrdegroom, The fA. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Oct. 13 . . 2 reels
*fijBurglar, The (A.T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Aug. 11
2 reels
*t'iCaptain of His Roll (A. T.) (F)... Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent
Sept. 8
2 reels
•t§Clown Topics (A. T.) (F)
*i§G6neral Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
1 reel
*tGodfrey Ludlow (F)
Violin Solo
Nov. 10
1 reel
*t§Gunboat Ginsberg (A. T.) (F) . . . . Nat Carr
1 reel
*tSHeadwork (A.T.)
Sept. 15
1 reel
*1jHunt the Tiger (A.T.) (F)
Kirkland-Teasdale-De Cordoba .Nov. 10
2 reels
*|§Jazz A.T.) (F)
Duke Ellington & Orchestra
Feb. 9, '30. 1 reel
*t5Low Bridge (A. T.) (F)
*jjMickey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.). Mickey Yule
Aug. 18
2 reels
*t8Palooka Flying School (A. T.) (F)
*t§Songand the Sergeant, The (A.T.)
(F)
Mayl 1, '30. 2 reels
*t§St. Louis Blues (A.T.) (F)
Smith-Washington-Mordeci
Sept. 8
2 reels
♦tSStrange Interview. The (A. T.) (F).Sherwin-Knowles
*t§Suitor, The (A.T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Feb. 2
1 reel

F Mei.ns tonnd-on-film.

Reviewed

July 20
Mar. 30

SUBJECTS

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds
CasVe?and Beasts
NIghtOut
Come
Meal
Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barnev, A
Jessie's James
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall

§ Meant voice (Inclading dialogae and incidental tongs).
D Meant ditc.

Oct. 12

News

FEATURES

Tllle
June 22

Rel Date

*f§Red Hot Rhythm (A.T.) (F)
*f§Rlch People (A.T.) (F)

Jan. 11 . . .. (tentative)
Mar. 15. . . . (tentative).

Star
Armslrong-Jas. Gleason
(Silent Version)

Aug. 10

.1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Length

Title
*f§Oh Yeah (A.T.) (F)

Vagabond
Voice
of theCub
Storm
Yellowback, The

2 reels
Aug. 18
1 reel
June 2
1 reel
April 14
,
,
Dec. 8
i'^,^
July 2] ••• 2reels
April 28... 1 reel
Oct. 27
2 '■eels
Dec. 23
] 'ee
Aug. 18
J fee
Sept. 8
fees
July 28
] ""ee
June 2
' ^ee
June 30.
' '■ee
Aug. 11.
3 '■ee
July 28
.2' "ei
reels
Aug. 25
.1
reel
Aug. 18,
.2
reels
Jan. 19.
.2 reels
June 16.
.1 reel
June 9.

Coining Attractions
»t§Awful Truth, The (A. T.) (F)
*t§Big News (A. T. i (F)

Reviewed

..2 reels

SHORTS

,t jAI the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . . . LeMaire-Slmon
*t§Barbers' College, The (A. T.)
*t§Beach Babies (A. T.) (D & F)
Kemper-Knapp
*t§Black Narcissus (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*tBugville College Days (D & F) . . . . "Aesop Fables"
*tBy Land and Air (F & D)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Clothcs Make the Man (A. T.)
•ICIownIng the Game (D & F)
Sportlight
*t§Concentration
"Aesop Fables"
♦tConditioning
Sporlllghl
*t§Crystal Champion
Sportlight
*t5Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t§Dancing Around (A. T.) D & F).. .LeMaire-Phillips
*t§Darktown Follies (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles":
*tDinner Time iD & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*f§Doing Phil a Favor (A. T.)
*t§End of the World (A. T.)
*t§Fairways and Foul (A. T.)
" tSFancy That
Frawley-Dewey
*t§Faithful Pup iD & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§FiftyMilesFromBroadway(A.T.). .Watson-Merville
*t§Fowl Play (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Gardenof Eatin (A. T. (D & F).. .The Gleasons
*i§Gentlemen of the Evening (A. T.)
*t§Go Easy, Doctor (A. T.) (D & F)..LeMaire-Simon
*t§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.)
Harry Holman
*t§Haunted (A. T )
*t§Her New Chauffeur (A.T.) (D4F)..Simon-Teasdale
*tiiHis Operation (A. T.)
*t §High Toned (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Honest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§lnandOut (A.T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Lincoln (Special reel) A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
*t§ Midsummer's Day A (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Modern
Rhythm.'
Spartlight
*t§Pathe Audio
Review
Released Every Week
*t|Pathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t§Plumbers Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMaire-Simon
*t§Pressing His Suit (D & F)
Topical Tips
*tPresto Change iD & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Rubeville (A. T.)
tsSalesman, The(A.T.K
._
_..•„•
*tSkating Hounds (D & F)
"Aesop Fables'
•ifSSmooth Guy, The (A. T.)
MSIage Struck (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Stone Age Romance, A (D & F)... "Aesop Fables"
'f§Syncopated Trial (A. T.)
*t§Topical Fits (A.T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Nips (A.T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Pips (A.T.) (0 & F)
Topi-,s of the Day
*t§Topical Rips (A.T.)
Topics of the Day
»t§Topicai Sips (A.T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Turkcy for Two (A. T.)
Davis-Frawley
»t§Wash Day (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§ Wednesday at the Ritz (A. T.)
*t 5 What a Day (A.T. (D & F)
Simon-Mallory
*i5Wood Choppers (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
Title

Length
..2 reels

Picture

A. T. after title meant All Talltie.

Reviewed

June 16

Oct. 20
Oct. 20

Reviewed

June 22

August

24,

759

1929

TlUe

Star

Rel.

Length

D«te

**§Traveler, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
*t§Two Gun Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)- ■ Nat Carr
*t§Uncle, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly

Aug. 18 . . 2 reels . .
Oct. 13 . . 11 reel
reel
Dec. 8.

•tSWhat Next (A;f.)(F). ■.■..'. :;.'.:;
(A. T.)(A.(F)T.) . . . Rues Brown
Waits Town
Auto Home
*t§While Own
•tJYour

Jan. 12, '30. .2 reels

Reviewed

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tSCompanlonafe
*t§Damaged
•tjDance Hall
*t§Dellghtful Rogue, The
•t§Framed (A. T.)
*t§Half Marriage
•tSHIgh River
•tJHit the Deck (A. T.)
♦tjHunted
*t§Ja22 Heaven
•t JLadles of the Past
*t§Love Captive, The
*t§Night Parade fA. T.)
*t5Radio Revels (A. T.) .
*t§Rio Rita (A. T.)
♦tSSensation (A. T.)
*t§Side Street
*t§Tanned Legs
•t §Upperworld (A. T.)
*f§Vagabond Lover. The (A. T.)
*f§Very Idea, The (A. T.)
♦tlWild Heart (A. T.)

Star
Olive Borden
Betty Compson

Rel. Date

Length

Rod U Rocque

Sept. 22

Borden-Blaine

Oct. 13

Blaine-Trevor
Betty Compson
Betty Compson
Prevost-Trevor-Gulliver

Feb.

Daniels-Boles

Sept 15

3 Moore Bros.

Sept. 8 .
Sept. 29

Rudy Vallee
Frank Craven
Bebe Daniels

Jan. 19
Sept. 1 —

RAYART

Reviewed

Mar. 30, 30
••
6481 feet

Oct. 20
9

6965 feet.

SOUND

6139 feet.

(S. R.)
Rel. Date

Star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costeiio-Lease

the Worfd
Anne
Black Against
Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghai Rose
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

STATE

April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
April
Jan.

Length

15
1.
1.
15.
15.
16.
1.
16.

RIGHTS

Title
Appasslonata
At the South Pole
Battle of Mens, The
Beautiful Blue Danube...!
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
Broken Barriers
Captain Cowboy
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel. A

Star
Leon Mathot
Special Cast
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara..
Wllhelm Dietarle
Special Cast
German Cast
H. Costello-Glass
Yakima Conutt
Charles Uelaney
Harlan-Marlowe
Ivor Novello
Special Cast

Daughter
Devil
Dogsof Two Fathers
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody. The
Escaped from Hell
Faces of Children

JapaneseCast
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby
Murlat Esterhazy
French Cast

For
Term
of His Natural
FighttheFor
Ma'terhorn'
The Lite.
Fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
of MenThe
Hearts
Holy Sinner,
Into the Night
Jade Casket. The
It's Easy to Become a Father
Jazzland
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
Law of the Mounted, The
Ufe of Beethoven
Utti t V. lid Girl. The
Linda
Livingston In Africa
Lucrezla Borgia
Man Who Cheated Life
Marie Antoinet'e
Morgane, the Enchantress
Mountain Lovers
Must We Marry'
Mystic Mirror The
Nana
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Passion Song. The

Reviewed

6261 feet
6092 feet
5451 feet
R<<i()fnA«
iuna 11
6901 feet ' '
.6242 feet.

FEATURES
DIst'r
Rel. Date
Franco Film... April 23
Pole PIct. Corp
British New Era
..Aywon
AH. European
Big Three
Ufa
Excellent
Bell Pict
Excellent
Blschoff Prod
Big 3
Aug. 1.
Bell Pict
ShockuchI
Crescent
Arfa
Excellent
Aff. European
Zakoro

'Special
German Cast
Cast' ....... Australasian
Ufa Eastern
Emil Jannlngs
l_ T. Rogers
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
Anchor
Harris-Keefe
Special
Cast
Worldart Pict
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
French Cast
Cosmos
German Cast
Ufa
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Russian
Cast
Amkino
Russian Cast
Amkino
Bob Custer
Syndicate
German Cast
Film Art Guild
Lee-Undls
Hercules
Baxter-Foster-Beery. . First Division
English Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
VeJdt-Krauss
Aff. European. .Feb.
Foreign Cast
Unusual
Ivan Petrovllch
Franco Film.... April
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Garon-Eason
Trinity
German Cast
Ufa
Hessling-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Chesterfield
Dorothy Dwan
Armenian
Cast

Peacockof Fan
Power
Evil, The
The
President, The
Mosjouklne-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
Rellly of the Rainbow Division.. Hall-Garon
Crescent
Reward of Fal'h, The
French Cast
Conquest
Saienko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Silent Trail. The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Smoke Bellow
Conway Tearle
Firs* Division
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
South of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty.... Chesterfield
That Murdpr In Beriln
German Cast
Big 3
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
Untamed Justice
Falre-Glass
Blltmore
U-Boat 9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Yellow Ticket, The
Russian Cast
Amkino

Length
5600 feet.
8000 feet
5500 feet

Reviewed
..Mar. 23

6200 feet
5000 feet
6040 feet
6000 feel
4800 feet
5660 feet
6700 feet
.7800feet. . . July
9000 feet

Title

Star
Special Cast
Agnes Ayres

11000
6840 feet.
61 00 feet
6200 feet
6400feet.
6712 feet.
5800 feet.
OOOOfeet
5700feet
76290
reelsfeet
4580
7000
5300
6775
6799
7200
8. 6000
6000
8. .6800
. .6500
5400
7000
8700
521 5
5573
5080
5400
6300

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feel
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

8100
6000
6040
5927
5921
8065
431 5
6605
7000
6300
5700
6941
5917
7300
5770
6500
Nov. 15 .4421
Dec
8 . . 6200

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

* Means synchronized score,

Rel. Date

Continental
Aft. Eurooean
Hercules

f Means sound effects.

-

6608 feet
5700 feet
5050 feet
8 reels. .
8000 feet

. Aug.

Length

3

Sept. 13

Jan. 28

Mar. 23

6 reels.
7 reels.
7 reels.
6 reels.
6 reels.

7 reels.

7 reels.
6714 feet

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

*t§Accidental Treatment (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
♦t§ Alley Op
Gorno Marionettes. . . Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel . . .
•t§Asleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15. .1 reel
*tiAt the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels...
*t5At the Race Track (A. T.)
Martin-Harcourt
imperial
2 reels. . .
•t§Boney's Boner
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
•tfClub Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
Intl. DIsL Corp
1 reel ... .

•tClydeDoerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jazz Nos
*t§Could I Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
*'Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
•tJEgyptlan Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
*t§Feed theCanyons
Brute
NoveltyNovelty
*tFlaming
Color
•t§Frlend
*tGallopng Husband
Gaucho (A.T.)
*t§GranJ Opera
•tJHectic Hector...
•tJHoak (A. T.) (F)
*t§ln Songland
*tKids and Pets
■fSKing of the Kongo (Serial)..
*t5Krlss Krosses
♦tSMarlonettes, The No. 1 (F).
tJMarlonettes, The No. 2 (F)

IntL Dist. Corp
Imperial
Castle
Kolortone Prod
int'l Photo Play Dist
Castle

1 reel.
2 reels
1 reel.
1 reel.
reel.
11 reel.

Aug 10
Burr
reels 1..1 reel.... ^.......
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney
Cartoon 2Feb.
Garno Marionettes. .Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Frawley & Smith
Inctl. DisL Corp
1 reel
Norah Blaney
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Color Novlety
Castle
1 reel
Logan-Milier
Mascot
Aug. 20 .10 episodes. Aug, 17
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
. Novelty
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
Novelty
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel

*t{Meal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel
•tJMeetthe Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels.
*t§Miser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
IntL Dist. Corp
1 reel..
*f§Mitchell, Sissies Blake
Songs
int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel..
*t§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t5Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
imperial
2 reels.
*1 §Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel . .
*t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent.
Hearn- Weston
[mperiai
2 reels.
^ ^American (A. T.)
1 reel . .
I!?,?'^^^,,''/,;;
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon May
♦tSParty,
The
Safrus"
1 reel . .
'"'
'^'^ (D)
*'^'"
*t§Personality Girl In Songs, The Norah Blaney
int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel. .
•t§Plkln' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel..
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.
. . 1 reel . .
*t§Radlo Franks & Four Bachelors (F).
Song Program
Intl. Dist. Corp
1 reel..
*tSixty Minutes
Castle
1 reel.
!ti?'9"?*-.
^^*'^From
*"•* Broadway.Color
j?el'*e''e<' (*• T.)Novelty
••
Burr
2 reels
"
" '
*tSteamboat_Wlllle^
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney
CartoonJan.
. .11 reel.
VSi,
^''*MP^
Safrus.
t§Tlcket?",?.
Please
(D)
Safrus
1 reel .
"'" " '"'
''' '
*tTrailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel.
•tTrIp to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Int. Dist Corp
1 reel.
" t§Vaudevllle
15Varieties (D(D)
)
Safrus
reel
Safrus
11 reel.

SILENT

Jan.
Feb.

Reviewed
Length
6200 feet .

SHORTS

Star

'tSWonderms
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
*t§When
Away
*tiWhrn the
theCat's
Clock
Struck 12 Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
(A.T.) (F)
Welch-Maicomb
IntL Dist. Corp

Title
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzoilna
Booster Bonzo
Detective Bonzo
Domestic Life in New Guinea .
Double Trouble
Down Hawaii Way
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Flaming Canvons
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Kids and Pets
Love's
ia,..-u.„«
i «.,„•. Witchcraft
Nature's Tiny Tragedies
Peculiar Households
Polo Bonzo
Salt Water Millinery
Sixty Minutes from B way
Skyscraper Symphony
Spook Bonzo
Sunshine
Tally-Ho
Trailing the Western Sun
We Parents

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel.

June

SHORTS

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15. .1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1. .1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15. .1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 . . 1 reel
Travelogue
Bell Pict
1 reel
Snub Pollard
Weiss Bros
2 reels
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan.
1.1 reel
H. Costelio-Graves
Mascot
10 episodes
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1.1 reel
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1 reel
June 29
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15. 11 reel.
reel
Ufa
Ufa-Eastern.
. .Feb.
1.
,
,r.u
i... r„. —
cu„..
ii.„ Short
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . .Jan. 15 1 reel.
Ufa Short
Ufa Eastern ...Jan.
1.
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 1 1 reel.
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Mar. 15 1 reel.
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 16.1 reel
Novelty
1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15. 11 reel.
reel
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1 1 reel.
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. Mar. 1
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15. 1 reel.
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . .Feb. 15. 1 reel.

TIFFANY-STAHL
:May23
Title
Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
■►tjLucky Boy (F & D)

Coming Feature Attractions
*t§Burned Evidence (F)
Buying a Wife
Bye Bye Buddy

Star
Rel. Date
Foster-Keefe-Lake
Chesterfield.
Robertson-Brlnkley
Powers CInephone
Continental.
.Maria Albana
Aff. European
Exodus
New World, The. . . Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer .
Duty to tobethe
silent
Nev
to the Thieves
Exodus
Full
Dressed
Nils Asther
Aff. European
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Mf. European
*t{House of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Just Off Broadway
Kelth-Chrlsty
Chesterfield
*t§Llfe For Sale, A (F)
Continental
IWlak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Our Dally Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
*t§Phantom in the House, The (F)
Continental
•tiPrlnce of Hearts, A
Kerry-Worth
imperial
(Silent Version)
Imperial
*t§Rampant Age, The (F)
Continental
*t§Second Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental
*t§Unforbidden Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovltch . . . Aff. European
Verdun
Special Cast
RIchmount
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
When Duty Calls. .
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
*t§Worldiy Goods (F)
Continental.
Title

FEATURES
Title

Title
Circumstantial Evidence
♦tSChopln's Passion
*t§Clown, The (F)

Reviewed

7 reels
June

♦tJMIdstream (F 4 D)
*t§Molly and Me (F & D)
1

FEATURES
Star
O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessei-Ouimby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Wlndsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Benneit-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-lilm.

Reviewed
e
Length
Rel. Date
...6412 feet. ..Mar. 16
Jan. 1 ...6430 feet.
...Mar. 18
Feb. 20
Jan. 12
...8653 feet.
Feb.
Feb. 22!... 8708 feet.
June 1
Mar.
Mar.

1 ...8250 feet
1
7476 feet.

A. T. alter title means AH Talkie.

Motion

760
TlUe

Star

*t§My Lady's Past (F & Dj

Ret. Date

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)

*t§New Orleans (F & D)

April
April
June

Physician, The
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
*t§Two Men and a Maid (F& D). . .Collier, Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t§Whispering Winds (F & D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)
*t§Wrecker, The (F& D)
Blackwell-Hume-Strlker

SHORT
Title

Length

July
1
Feb. I"!
Feb. 20
June 15.

*t§Cossack's Bride. The )D)
Color Symphony
*t§Festival of Bagdad, A (D)
Color Symphony
Gold
Color Classic
*t§Japanese Carnival, A (D)
Color Symphony
*t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden (D). Color Symphony
*t§ln Old Madrid (D)
Color Symphony
Uttle Vagabond
Color Classic
*tLove Charm, The (D)
Color Symphony
Lover's Paradise
Color Classic
Maude Mulier
Coior Classic
*t§Melodie (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Minue(te (D)
Color Symphony
*t§ Modern Cinderella, A (D)
Color Symihony
*t§ Mountain King, The (D)
Color Symphony
No Womea Allowed
Color Classic
*t§Pharoah's Daughter (D)
Color Symphony
*f§Sacred House, The (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Song of India, A (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Songs My Mother Taught Me (D) . Color Symphony
*f §Tales of Araby (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Temple Bells (D)
Color Symphony
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
Tom. Dick or Harry
Color Classic
*t§ViBinese Melody (D)
Color Symphony
Twinkle Toes
Color Classic.
*^VIay Down South (D)
Color Symphony

Title

Hoofbeats of Vegeance
■►tSIt Can Be Done (F)
Mar. 23

•tSKId's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid, The
''tSI-asl Warning, The (F)

Aug. 15

•tSLonesome (F)

Aug. 10 .. .6517 feet. .. .Aug. 17

*t§Love Trap, (D & F)
Ret. Date
June
Feb. . .
Jan.
1
Feb. 15
Feb. 1
Sept. . .
Jan. 15
Aug

July
May
Mar.
Mar.

..
1.
.. .

Length

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
t reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.11
.1

Man Disturber, The
•tSMan. Woman anl Wife (F)

Star

Rel. Date

June 15

Riding Demon, The
*t§Scandal (D & F)
*t§Shakedown, The (F)
*t§Show Boaf (D

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel.
reel.
reel.

Reviewed

*t§Alibl (A. T.) (F)

O'Malley-Busch
(Silent Version)
*t§Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) (F). . .Colman-Tashman-Love
*t§Coquette (A. T.) (F)
Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
*t Eternal Love (F)
*tEvangellne (F)
*t§tron Mask, The (F)
*t§Lady of the Pavements (F)
■•*tRescue, The (F)
*tiSheGoesto War (F)
*t|Thrs is Heaven (F)
*tThree Passions (F)

Rel. Date
April
April
Mar.
April

Length

20. . . .8167 feet
20. . . .7253 feet
30
8767 feet
12. .. .8767 feet.

Reviewed
Mar. 18
Mar. 23
April
13

(No Siienl Version)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconi
(Silent Version)
Del Rio-Drew
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silent Version)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)

:;•••:;••
May
11. .. ■•;-•
.8498
May 11
6318
Aug. 24
8268
Mar. 9
8855
Mar. 9. . . .8659
Feb. 18. . . .8329
Feb. 18. . . .7495

..Jan.
.•■Ai 26
feel
feet
feet — June 15
feet ...Jan. 26
19
feet
feet ... Mar. 18
feet

Colman-Damita
(Slleat
Version)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
Terry-Petrovitch
(Silent Version)

Jan.
Jan.
July
July
June
June

feel ...Jan.
feet
June 15
feet
feet ...Feb.
..Aoril 23
8
feet
feet
feet

Coming

12. . .. .7910
7980
12.
13
8864
13. .. 8841
22 . . 7948
6646
1
7576

Attractions

Title
Star
Chariie Chaplin
*t§City Lights (F)
Colman-Harding
*t§Condemned (F)
*tHell's Angels (F)
Lyon-Hall-Nisson
*t§LockedDoor,The(A.T.)(F)....Boyd-Slanwyck-LaRocque
WeUover-Collier Jr....
*t§Lummox (A. T.) (F)
* §Sex Appeal (F)...
*t§Silk(A T.)..
Gloria Swanson
Harry Richman
*f5Song of Broadway, The (F)
*t§Trespasser,The(A.T.)(F)
Gloria Swanson
*t!iNew York Nights (A. T. (F)
N. Talmadge-Roland
MVenus:F)
Constance Talmadge

Rel. Date

Length

....

...

Oct.

Reviewed

1

Oct. 12

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
*t§Broadway (A. T.)
Burning the Wind
+t5Charlatan, The (F)
*t{Clear the Decks (F)
*tlCohens and
City, The (F)

Kelleys In Atlantic

*t5College Love (D. & F (A. T.)
*f§Come Across (D & F)
Eves of the Underworld
•t}Glrl on the Barge, The (F)

Rel. Date

Star

Length
Reviewed

Jack Dauqhertv
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

July 14.
Nov. 3
Mar. 3 .
Feb. 10.
April 7
April 7
Mar. 3.
Mar. 3

.4786
9350
.5729
.5202
. 8097
5972
.6740
5792

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet .
feet .
feet..
feet

Sldney-Gordon-Price-Swatn
(Silent Version)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Basquettc- Howes
( Silent Vorsionj
William Cody
Hersholl-O'Netl-McGregor
(Silent Version)

Mar.
Mar.
July
June
June
April
Feb.
Feb.

.7401
7752
.6864
5593
5530
.4208
.7510
.8908
7362
7362
7362
.4596
4719

Mar. 23
feet..
feet..
feet.. .Aug. 10
feet .
feet .
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet
feet
feet.
feet.

Giri Overboard
Mary Philbin
Talkie Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Mar. 2 1929 Issue
Silent Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Sept. 23 1928 Issue
Grit Wins
Wells-Collins
Harvest of Hate
Rex-Perrin

* Means tynchronized icort.

17.
17.
7.
30
30
28.
33..

July 28
Jan. 27.
Aug. 4

t Mean* toand elfecU.

June

1

Diamond
Master,
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle
Farewell
Final Reckoning,
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's
Go Get 'Em Kid,
Good Skates
Graduation Daze
Half Holiday, A
Have Patience

Reviewed

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet. . . Jan. 12
feet
feet. . . .OcL
6
feet
feet
feet
feet. . . .Nov. 10
feel

July
July
July
July
April
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.

14. .. .5730 feet
14. . . 6433 feet
21
6780 feet
21
14
4344 feet
30
27.
27. ...6821
. . .6288 feet.
feet ...Feb. 2e
Aug. 18
4380 feel
May
5. . . .6635 feet. . . .April 27
May
5
8475 feet
Mar. 10. . . . 6613 feet
Mar. 10... 6753 feet
July 28 .. .11650 feet
July 28. . . .10290 teet
Jan. 20. .. .5809 feet
Jan. 13 . . . .4384 feet
Mar. 24. . . .4232 teet
Mar. 31
5270 feet
June 30. . . .4525 feet
June 2
4109 feet
Feb. 10. . . .4497 feet
June 23
6767 feet
ReL Date

Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Uke
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
W. E. Lawrence
Laemmie Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
: Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSaile- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phlltlps
Sid Saylor
Edwards-Roach
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog

Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salts
Oswald Cartoon
«"' ^fjfp'-.
?Zf
„rt rnhh""
Cobb
Edmund
Oswald Cartoon
.""'""f' M'"'^^
Laemme Novelty
Brr^,'.r±H
P.,S.?r,Tl Dhiiim.
Arthurr.'^,"
Lake
"-/"i
^.^^''-P""""*
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Jack Dougherty
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
Jack Hoxle
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb
Wilsey-Klngston
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Canine Cast

§ Means voice (inclading dlalogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Alm.

Length

June 30 . . .5404
May 26 . . 5575
JunelS
4525
Mar. 24. . . .6560
Mar. 24
8090
Feb. 17. . . .5729
Jan.
6
5509
June 23
Jan.
8. . . .7980
Jan.
8. . . .7731
Jan. 20 . . 6761
Jan. 20 . . .8142
July 28. , . .8233
July 28. . . .6349
May 19 ..
Jan. 13 . . .8589
Jan. 13. . . .6674

April
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
Sept.
July
Sept.
Sept.
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May

The. '.'.!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Lorraine-Stevenson
.".'.'!>eb.
Arthur Lak
July
July
Young-LaSalle. ..
.July
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewis-Gulllver-PhllllDS
Feb.
A (Serial)
Lorraine-House
April
Young-La Salle
May
Oswald Cartoon
April
Sid Saylor
July
Lewis-Gulliver-Philtlps
July
Goat
Trimble and Dog
July
The
George Chandler
Aua.
Young-La Salle
Aug.
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
Sept.
Laemmie Novelty
June
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
Feb.

Hold 'Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
."'"^"''P'f V
Line of Duty
In'".^fJnl'l^
Jungle Jingles
^' m ^'^^
■•,"' JJ^t"*"'
Xinni"'^
ul^Jl^^^f^. r.^' -..V
Knight»' ^f.Prn-l".'
Watch The
^L",«
Knockout Buster
,.
Lone Rider, The
Lone Rider, the
Lone Round-Up, The
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Newlyweds' Angel Child, The
Newlyweds Camp Out, The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds" Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Owls
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Oil's Well
On the Side Lines
Ou*. At Home
Own a Home ( Re-Issue)
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup .The

News

SUBJECTS

Star

Alpine Antics
At the Front
Baby Talks
beyond the Smoke
Boss of Bar Twenty (Re-Issue)
Bottles
Boy and the Bad Man, The
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cuckoo
Cul-ups, The
Danger Line, The
Daring Dude, A
Day Dreams
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods

ARTISTS

Star

Ted Wells
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
.Murray-Kent
(Silent Version)
La Plante-J. Schlidkraut
(Silent Version)
NIxon-Walllng-Nolan
At Wilson
Bill Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red (horse)-Perrln
Gibson-Elder

SHORT

FEATURES
Title

F)

Title

'*t|Dangerous Business (A. T.)
*t§Enchanting Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
*t§Kathleen Mavourneen (A. T.)
O'Nelll-Delaney
■^tlLost Zeppelin, The (A. T.)
Tearle-Valli-Cortez
■^tlMister Antonio (A. T.)
Carillo-Valli
*t§Medlcine Man, The (A. T.)
*t§Palnted Faces (A. T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
*t§Peacock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
*t§Troopers Three (A. T.)
*t§Woman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

UNITED

&

Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder, The
Slim Fingers
Smilln' Guns
Smilln' Terror .The
Tip-Ofl. The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman. The

Lengtti

Rel. Date

Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Tryon-Carol
(Silent Version)
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson
Laura l-aPlante
(Silent Version)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
La Plante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

*t§Modern Love (D & F) (A. T.). . . .Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
(Silent Version)
*t§IVIelody Lane (D 4 F)
Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Plunging Hoofs
Rex-PerrIn
Points West
Hoot Gibson
•tSRed Hot Speed (F)
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title

Star

*t§His Lucky Day (D)

.6114 feet
.Greets
.8532 feet

SUBJECTS

Star

Reviewed

1
8077 feet
1
5668 feet
2 . . .6793 feet

Picture

Length

Reviewed

Mar.
1 . . .1 reel
reel
Feb.
25. . .1
.2 reels
11. .
Feb.
23.. .2 reels
. 2 reels
28. .
June
1.. .1 reel
.2 reels
Aug.
7. . .2 reels
Aug.
2..
reels
June
26. . .2
.2reels
May
S..
Dec
19.. .2 reels
April
20. . .1 reel
reels
June
6 . . .2
.2 reels
reels
April
22. . .2
18 . .2 reels
.2
reels
27. .
30
.1 reel
9 . . .2 reels
July
14. . .2 reels
July
27. . .2 reels
2. .
"3
.1
reel
Aug.
.
28
Mar.
13.. .2 reels
.2
reels
April
29.
3
10 episodes
.1 reel
June
15.
June
3.. .2 reels
July
29.. . .1 reel
.1 reel
.2
reels
Feb.
4.
IS.
.10 episodes.. Mar.
.2 reel
reels
8. .1
29 .
.2
reels
June
17.

1(
18
23
1
17
10
1
11
22
27
1
27

20
t
17
23
27
18
1
8
2
23
18

22.
July
6
24. ..2 reels
July
6
3. ..2 reels
Aug. 10
28. . .2 reels
18. . .2 reels
..1 reel
May 18
6. ..2reels
. .1 reel
Mar. 7. . . 2 reels
Dec. 22
Jan. 7. . .1 reel
Jan.
. .2 reels
May 28
. 1 reel
.T' '! .. .2reels
il^
-^
Feb. 234. ..1 reel
July 22. . 2 reels
July 20
£,"8- ,V ...2 reels
Feb. 9
Mar. 11 . . .2 reels
June 29
.Mar. 16. ...2 reels
Feb. 9
">' ^^ . .2 reels
April 1.. . . .1 reel
Feb. 8
April 22.
.Mar.
6 ... 2 reels
Aug. 3
Aug. 10 . . .2 reels
...2 reels
Aug. 3
Sept. 14. .. .2 reels
Feb. 21
Mar. 25. .. 1 reel
April 15.. . ..1 reel
..
.2
reels
Itlar. 30
May
1.
Jan. 26. ... 2 reels
...
2
reels
July 10. .. .2 reels
May 11
June 12.
. . .2reels
May 11
May 15.
reels
Jan. 23. .... .2
.2
reels
Mar.
30
April 17.
...2 reels
Mar. 20.
..
.2
reels
July
20
Aug. 7.
.. .2 reels
Feb. 20. . . .2 reels
Sept. 25.
... 1 reel
Mar. 38
June 24. ...1 reel
Sept. 16.. . .1 reel
Aug. 5 . . 2 reels
Jan.
9. ...2 reels
Feb. II
Sept. 23 . . .1 reel
June 29. . . .2 reels
June IB
Feb. 16. .. .2 reels
July
8,
June 15. . .10 episodes. . June IB
. . .2reels
May '1
reels
April 24. ...2
April 8. ...1 reel..Mar. 18

A. T. alter title means 411 Talkie.

Aug

list

24,

1929

Title
Race Riot
Rag Doll
flange of Fear, The
flange Wolf
Red Rider, The
Bed Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
Rivals .The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Youth
Splash Mates
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Bariiing
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Shellts
Take Your Pick
Television George
Tenderfoot Terror, A
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
Tige'sGIrl Friend
Tracked Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag, The
Wallop, The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The

Star
Oswald Cartoon
l^emmle Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Ted Carson
George Chandler
Edmund Cobb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sid Sayior
Sid Sayior
Laemmie Novelty
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lal(e
Arthur Lal<e
Lewls-Guillver-Phllllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lai<e
Trimble and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Sid Sayior
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Art Accord

Winning
Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Length
Rel. Da e
Sept. 2. .1 reel
Feb. 11.. .1 reel
Jan. 12.. .2 reels
Feb. 9. . .2 reels
.2 reels
Sept. 21
May
4. . .2 reels
April 27. . .2 reels
April 6., .2reel3
.2 reels
July 20.
April 15. . .2 reels
Jan.
2. ,
.2 reels
Mar. 27. .2
reels
Jan. 14. . .1 reel
.2 reels
Mar. 13 . ,1 reel
Feb. 18. .
.1 reel
June 17.
Aug. 12.. ,1 reel
.2 reels
Jan.
7 . . .2reels
Sept. 2. ,2 reels
June 24. . ,1 reel
May 13. .
1 reel
Aug. 12.
2 reels
Aug. 21.
May 27 — 1 reel
Mar, 18. .. .1 reel
Feb. 13. . . .2 reels
2 reels
Feb. 27.
.2 reels
Aug. 31.
2 reels
April 10.
2 reels
June 8.
2 reels
April 10.

Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Lewls-Guiliver-Philiips
Harry Carey
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon

April
Jan.
Feb.
Aug.
July
Aug.
May
July
Jan.
June

Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

Jan. 21
21....
reels
— 12 reel

Star

Rel. Date

'•^iBargaln In the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
*tiBarnum Was Right (A. T.)
Tryon-Kennedy
Sept. 22.
Born to the Saddle
Ted Wells
Mar. 10.
•tSBraggart, The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Wll I Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
*t§Devirs Pit, The
Special Cast
Nov. 24
I Sound Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in April 27, 1929 Issue)
(Silent Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in Jan. 26, 1929 Issue)
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*t§Drake Case, The
Brockweil-Stanley
Sept. 1
♦tlEnibarrassing Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
Sept. 15
(Silent Version)

*t»Flaming
^
. Lake
Girl Dodger, Daughters
The
• •• •■
Arthur
•tjGreat Cinema Murder, The
*.t§.^^.^':""'"y
■-?."«
(f
*
D)
(A.
T.),
,
.
EddieLeonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson.
tijHoid Your
Your Man.
Man .
Laura La Plante.
-TjHold
Laura U Plante. .
•tjKIng of Jan. The (A. T.)
Paul Whiteman and Band
!ntf,'* ^^llT'^^il
Veidt-Phiibin
♦tJMInsfrel Man. The..
,,.Tryon-l^ Plante..
*t§Mississippi Gambler, The (D & F) Joseph Schildkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake

•SOne Rainy Night (D&F)..
*t§Shanghai Lady, The (A. T.)
•tJShannons of Broadway. The (A.T.)
**fTonighl at Twelve^.
* SVarsity
Show
(A T.)
i,.,
,,.-..
§Wagon Master, The
,., . ,^ .. „
^
Watch My Speed

Laura La Plante
Mary tioUn
James Gleason. . .
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
Lewis-Grange
.y
..
J
Ken Maynard..
(Silent Version;
Reginald Denny

SOUND
Title

Jan.
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

Length
.4128 feet.

12
17
30
30
16
15

May 26

July 20
July 10
Jan. 12
May 11
Mar. 16

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
June

9
23
30
4
23
27.
22.

Feb.

...6114
...4696
...5610
...4875
...5235

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

, , ,4885 feet
. . .6461 feet

9. . . .4878 feet

June 15. . , .9478
7752
April 6
5558
May 11
4712
Mar. 16
5243
April 20, , . ,4797
July 13

feet. . , ,Oct 27
feet
feet
April 6
feet
feet
feet
May 29

Mar. 18
5424
April 14. . . .5236
Feb. 16..,. 6921
April 8. , , ,6145
Aug. 24
April
. ....13. , ,7444
.6011

feet — April 6
feet
feet..,, Feb. 23
feet
Aug. 10
feet
feet...
Mar. 16

.April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April

13
18
2.,
2. ,
23..
13.,

June

8. .

ReU Date

June 29

6681 feet.
4917 feet.
6273 feet.
6658 feet.
.6 reels

» . n
Sept. 8. . . .
Sept. 8. . . .5697 feet

VITAPHONE
Length

May

4

SHORTS

Reviewed
May 18

7 reels

.April

2

June

1

June

1

(D)

Reviewed

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
*t§Junior Luck {F & D)
*tJungle Jingles (F)
*t§King of the Campus (D & F)
*t§l-0ve Birds
*t§LoveTree, The (A. T.)
♦fLumberjack (F)
•tJNuts and Jolts
njOii's Well
*t§On Guard (F & D)
*t§On the Side Lines (F 4 D)
*tKace Riot
*t§Rivals. The (F 4 D)
*tSaucy Sausages
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Splash Mates (F & D)
=*t§Sporting Courage (F & D)
*tStage Stunts (F)
•tSfeamb.at Willie
*t§Stripesand Stars (F)
■►tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*t§Sweethearts (A. T.)
•tSThree Brox Sisters
*t§llse Your Feet (D & F)
*t>> Varsity Drag. The (F& D)
*t§Weary Willies
♦fWicked West, The (F)
*tiZlmmerman and Granville

July
May
July
April
Oct.
Sept.
April
June
Sept.
April
Aug.
Sept.
April
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
June
May

8
1 reel
27
2 reels
22
1 reel
1 ... .2 reels
14
2 reels
16
2 reels
15
1 reel
24
1 reel
16... 1 reel
29. ... 2 reels
5
2 reels
2.1 reel
15, , . .2 reels
19
1 reel
18..,. 1 reel
2. , . .2 reels
24
2 reels
13
1 reel
1 reel.
27, ,,,1 reel
18. , , .1 reel
2. .. .2 reels
14
1 reel
19
2 reels
8 .. .2 reels
22
1 reel
10
1 reel
28
1 reel

Length

•t§Argyle
Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Melghan
Title
*t§Aviator, The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miiier
Star
*t§Evidence (A. T.) fD)
Frederick-Courtenay-Tearle
*t§General Crack (D) (A.T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T, (D)
Waiter Wolf (All Technicolor)

•+5Gr6en"Goddess',"The
Tfi'l.)
Ariiss
.
*t§Hearts in Exile (D) (A.
T.) (b).G'eorge
D. Costeilo-Withers
*t§Hold Everything (A. T.) (D)
*t§Hottentot. The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miiier
*t§ln the Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
*t§lsleofof Escape.
Escape. (A.
(A.T.)
(D)
Blue-Loy
*t§lsie
T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
»f5ls Everybody Happy? (A. T.) (D) Ted Lewis and Band.
*t§MammJ (A.T.) (D)
Al Jolson
*t§Narrow Street, The (A. T.) (D).. E. E, Horton
*t§Sacred Flame The (A. T.) (D) . . . Frederick-Nagel-Lee
*t§Sap. The (D) (A. T.)~' '"'
E.
E. Horton
Dolores
Costello
*tiSay It With Songs (A.T.) (D)
Jclson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Second Choice (A. T.) (D).
)
(D)
.
.
Winnie
Lighfner
*f jShe Couldn't Say No (A.T.))
Special Cast (100 stars)
*||show of Shows. (A. T.) (D)
Charlotte Greenwood
*l5So Long Letty (A. T.) (D). .
,,-„.,. Deep
„„„K (A.
i™ T.)
.., (D)
vw,
Blue-Compson
nSSkin
*t§Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (Ail Technicolor)
*t§Tiger Rose (A. T.) (D)
Velez-Withers
'tlUnder a Texas Moon (A.T.) (D). .Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

Feb. 16 '30

'f Means sound effects.

Jan,
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May

Coining Feature Attractions

„
'3
Oct. 13

May
Mar.
Sept.
Jan.
Aug.
July
July
June
Jan.

.4706 feet.
19 .
..April 20
11 . 11034
.6447 feet.
feet
28.
.5983
feet.
23.
.6323 feet.
27.
6.
.5483
feet.
20
28
6412 feet. . . .June
June 29 .6685 feet
June 8
May
4
June 8

Blue-Warner-Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D) (A. T.).,. Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
Rin-Tin-Tin
*t§Frozen River (D) (A. T.)
(Silent Version)
*t5Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
*t§Gambiers, The (A. T.) (D)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
*t§Glad Rag Doll, The (D) (A. T.).. .Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Greyhound Limited, The (D) (A.
T.)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose (D) (A. T.). . . Loy-Boilier-Brockweli
(Silent Version)
*t§Kld Gloves (D) (A. T.)
Nagel-Wilson
(Silent Version)
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D) (A. T.)Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The (D)
(Silent VersI on)
*t§My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
*t{Noah's Ark (D)
D. Costello-O'Brien
iSllenI Version)
*t§No Defense (D) (A. T.)
Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
Bronson-Colieir
Jr
*t§One Stolen Night (D) (A. T.)
(Silent Version)
♦tJOn With the Show (A.T.) (D).,..Compson-Brown-Fa26nda
•tSQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)
•tiRedeemlngSIn, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
*t|Say It With Songs (A. T.) (D)., . Jolson-Nixon-Lee
.
..
*t§Singing - Fool, The (D)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
_

*tsSonny Boy (D) (A. T.)'.", '.',!!',!!! 'Lee-Horton-Bronson..
■,'.!',',.,.
5
(Silent Version)
*t5Stark Mad (D) (A.T.)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
♦tSStolen Kisses (D) (A.T.)
May McAvoy
Reviewed
(Slle
ersion)
*t§Time, the Place and the GIri, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted- Withers-Kirkwood

Sept. 16.... 1 reel
April 1
1 reel
Mar. 25. . , ,1 reel
Sept. 11
2 reels
Jan. 11
1 reel
Sept. 2. . . .1 reel
2 reels
July 22,
'
April 29., .1 reel
July 22. , .2 reels
,2
reels
Sept. 16. .
Feb. 4., ,1 reel
.1 reel
Sept. 2. .
Mar. 4., .1 reel
June 3.. .1929 feet.,,,

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Pat Rooney and Family
The Rooney Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phiilips
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
The Rooney Family
Songs
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

761
Reviewed

Rel. Date

Jan.

Feb. 23

Rel. Date

Length

Star

*t§Conquest
(A. The
T.) (D)
*t§Desert Song,
(D)
*t§Fancy Baggage (D) (A. T.),..

Mar.
Dec. 23•■
Dec. 22
Feb. 9

*t§Actor, The ^A, T,)
Benny Rubin
♦tJAIpine Antics (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tSAt the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
Brox Sisters
*f§Baby Talks
Sunny Jim
•t}Balley and Barnum
Vaudeville Act
*t§Cohen on the Telephone (A. T.). George Sidney
*t§Cross Country Run (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tSFIying High (F & D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
*t§Graduation Daze
Oswald Cartoon
•tHon Fruit (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Hits of Today
Morgan-Bledsoe
•fHold'Em Ozzle(Fl
Oswald Cartoon
•tjHouse Cleaning (A. T.)
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

* Means synchronized score,

Title

SHORTS

Star

BROTHERS

FEATURES

Jan. 12

3.
J fee'
5.
28 ... .2 reels .
19
2 reels.
8
2 reels.
24. . . .2 reels.
6 — 1 reel..
22
1 reel..
28
1 reel..
10
1 reel.

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title

WARNER

Reviewed

10
Aug. 17
Aug
July 20
Mar. 30
' ly

May 25
June 1
July 20
Mar, 30
Aug, 17
Mar. 23
Aug.
May
Aug.
Aug.
May

17
11
10
17
11

July
May

6
4

May 11
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.
June
June
May

10
6
17
29
29
11

Title
A. 4 P. Gypsies
After the Round Up
All Girl Revue
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac
Beau Brummei Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Foisom
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat 4 Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Dead Laughter
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Don't Get Nervous
Eleanor Painter
Evening at Home with HItchy
Fair Days
Familial Face, The
Family Affair, A
Family Ford, The
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Frances Shelly.
Friend
Give Usofa Father's
Lift

Star
Orchestra Numbers
Cowboy Songs
Girl Band 4 Comedienne
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw 4 Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Songs
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs 4 Dances
Karyi Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Sessue Hayakawa
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Georgie Price
Songs
Raymond Hitchcock
Harris 4 Howe
Arthur Byron
Jim and Marion Harklns
Jean Barrios
Song Program
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Flo Lewis

Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Milian
Gus Arnhelm 4 His Ambassadors. . .Jazz Band
Harlem Mania
Norman Thomas Quintette
Harry Delf
Songs 4 Dances.
Harry Rose 4 t- is 6 American Beauties

% Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs),
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-fibn.

Rel. Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
H 'eel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Revlewea
July 13
June 18
Aug. 20
Oct. 13
June 1
Mar. 10
Mar. 2
Sept22
July
7
Aug. 20
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 22
June 18
Sept. 29
Sept. 22
Sept. 1
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June
June

20
20
3
18
20
1
8

June
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June

23
3
20
10
12
10
23

1 reel ,
June 10
1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talltie.
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Motion

Title
Here Comee the Showtraat
High Waters
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone, The
Ingenues, The
In a Casting Office
In Dutch

Star
Dave Bernle& Band
Song Number
Jazz Band
Jazz Band
Chief Caupoiican
Jazz Band
W. & E. Howard
Ulls & Clark
Baker
Phil Paragons
The
(Quartet)

InSpaln
In the Tropics
Jack North, the Ban-Jokesler
Songs
I-arry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Marching Home
Douglas Stanbury
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican TIpIca Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
PagllaccI
John Charles Thomas
Pair of Aces, The
TImblln & Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baktr
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rigoletto — Quartet
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue.. .Songs and Orchestra

* Means synchronized score.

Rel Date

1 reel

1 reel

Mar. 16

t Means sound effects.

Regional
Thurston,
Rochester,
N. Y., Now Wired
THE Thurston, Rochester, West
Side neighborhood house
which has been enjoying a good
business with silents, last week installed Phonofilm and announced
a change of policy from the silent
to the sound and talking field.
F. L. Williams, manager of the
Temple, Fairport, celebrated the
second anniversary of his opening
last week by inviting Monroe
County Rotary Club members to
a free show.
Arthur L. Morris, former manager of the Rochester Regent and
assistant manager at the Eastman,
now in Philadelphia, last week was
natned manager of the proposed
I^ittle Cinema Theatre now under
construction in East Avenue,
Rochester, by the Motion Picture
Guild. Announcement of the appointment was made by Louis Machart, vice-president of the guild.
Petition bearing 2,072 names
asking Sunday motion pictures for
Penn Yan is on the Village Board
table awaiting action next week.
The petition was presented by H.
C. Morse, proprietor of the Sampson and Elmwood. Two protests
also are on file from two churches.
Fay's first theatre in Rochester
to adopt an all-sound policy, is
scheduled to open Labor Day after
a summer of alterations. Arch
McCallum is manager and Robert
Barrett assistant manager.
Victor Frank, assistant manager
of Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y.,
will return Saturday from a ten
days' vacation spent in New York.

Portland
Exhibitor
Golf Contest Winners
CONGRATULATIONS
arc
being received by Ed Fautz
of Portland, who won the silver
championship cup donated by Ben
F. .Shearer in the recent exhibitors
tournament
at Everett
Golf
&

Length

Reviewed
June 1
June 8
Sept. 21

Title
Rudy Valleeand Band
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup
Aug. 28
Terry and Jerry
June 23 They.Know Their Groceries
Those Were the Days
Three Brox Sisters
Tiny
Town
Revue
May 11
Feb. 23
Traffic Muddle, A
Typical Types
Jan. 19
June 1
Va Prononcer Ma Mori (La Julve)..
Sept. 1
When the Wife's Away
June 18
Winnie Ughtner
Feb. 23
June 23

WORLD-WIDE

1 reel

1 tmI
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

Star
Songs and Orchestra
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumit
Harry Delf
Songs and Gags
Flournoy, & Miller
Irene Franklin
Song Program
Midget
Unit
....».».
Donohue & U-No
Bobby Folsom
.Giovanni Marllnelll
William Demarest
Songs

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
18
18
23
18
18

Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
•tSBIack Waters
Bandsman, The
Doctor's Women, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•tiKltty (D & F)

Feb.
Oct
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept
July

18
20
18
28
18
IB
29
13

*tMoulin Rcuge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Prince and the Dancer, The
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the NIghL A
Woman in White, The

News

Country Club at Everett, Wash.
Other winners were Charles W.
Harden, who won the silver cup
put up by Rendezvous Cafe ; and
Ross Baldwin of Yakima, Wash.,
who won the Carl Laemmle cup.
Articles of incorporation of the
Rose City Theatres, Inc., have
been filed, with Hal. M. White,
formerly itianager of the Auditorium, as one of the principals. As
the first in the chain of theatres
the Highway Theatre will be opened early in September. Incorporators are H. M. White, N. W.
Glos and Lawrence McNary.
Recent visitors of the Portland
Row were Herman Wobber, director of Publix and Paramount
activities on the Pacific Coast with
optimistic predictions for the enlarged screen productions. He was
accompanied by Charles Kurtzman, Public division manager.
Al Hickson, formerly connected
with First National office at Minnaepolis, has recently become associated with Greater Features organization in Portland.
Another $75,000 will be expended on remodeling the Helig
Theatre and equipment, in preparation for opening the well-known
house on a part-time talking picture house. During the bulk of
the coming season the house will
show Paramount releases, by a
deal just closed whereby the house
will not "go dark" as has been
the case for some months past.
This will give Portland another
first run house, and adding another
1600 seats. All antiquated chairs
will be removed and replaced with
modern, and an additional two
roW'S of seats will be put in the
spaces formerly occupied by bo.xcs.
These changes will increase the
seating capacity of the main floor
to approximately 700 seats, and an
additional 800 seats are in the spacious balcony.
In the gallery Paramount will
install the last word in talking
picture reproduction apparatus,
to three times its present size.

Length
1 reel
H reel

Reviewed
June 15
Oct. 13
Mar. 16
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
.June 23

1 reel.
1 reel.

.June 8
.June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

Length
Reviewed
5732 feet
6533 feet
.7500 feet... April 13
1.. .7171 feet
17..
6177 feet
1 . 5178 feet
2 . .9010 feet ...June 15
29.
8 . . , .8500 feet
8962feet .. Feb. 23
30. . .7185 feet
17. .. 8079feet .. July 30
.6787
feet
13 .
30 . .6910 feet
4 . 8 reels
15. . .6998 feet
25. . .76«8feet
3. . 6174 feet .
21 .

June 15. .
Mar. 31 . .
April
Mar.
June
Feb.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
July
Jone
Feb.
June
May
Feb.
Mar.

Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gllda Gray
Dina Gralla
Walter Byron
Louis Lerch
Thomas-Banks
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

A. T. after title means All Talliie.

— Continued

Boston And Providence
Film Row Items
Habitues of Boston Row are wondering whether the removal of the
old building next door to Educational exchange and the grading
of the lot is done for a special
parking space for Educational customers or whether rumors of expansion of that exchange are to
be carried into effect.
Sam
cation.

Ret Date

PICTURES
Rel. Date

Star
Dina Gralla
Special Cast. . . .
. . KIrfcwood-Brlan.
Norman Kerry .
Miles Mander
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)

^ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means sound-on-film.

P ic tur e ' N ezv s

Berg, booker at Fox exchange, Boston, is back from va-

Ernest Sharf, salesman for Educational, was hobbling about on a
sprained ankle during the week.
The Victory Theatre, Providence, with a seating capacity of
1,600, is completely re-wiring its
house, not being perfectly satisfied
with its present equipment. The
other down-town theatres — A-Iajestic, Loew's State and Strand — announce that their wiring is adeJohn F. McCarthy, manager of
quate.
Loew's State Theatre, Providence,
leaves this week for his annual
two weeks' vacation. He will be
relieved by Charles MacCleery,
who recently has been acting as
relief manager in Harrisljurg,
Reading and Syracuse.
Providence, R.' I., exhibitors are
getting their houses in order to
combat the menace of the legitimate stage when the latter's season starts Labor Day. Stock, burlesque and road productions will
force the movie boys to keep on
their toes in order to hold the tremendous patronage built up since
the advent of the talkies.

Avalon,
Ottawa,
Has
Full-Stage Screen
picture
ed enterta
NG provid
camp
in theinment
was
MOVI
theatre for the 600 marksmen who
gathered in Ottawa for the week
of August 12 for the annual Ca-

nadian rifle meet. The nightly program included two serials which
were run off during the week.
Pete Gorman, veteran theatre
manager of Ottawa, Ontario,
jumped into the spotlight when his
horse. Jug of Gold, captured a race
at Connaught Park Jockey Club
after four other horses had tangled
up in a bad spill. Jug of Gold
paid $12.30.
A full-stage screen is being installed at the Avalon Theatre, Ottawa, for the enlarged presentation of special scenes in regular
attractions, according to P. J. Nolan, proprietor.
Joe Franklin, manager of B. F.
Keith's, Ottawa, is indulging in
summer bachelorhood with his wife
and daughter spending the season
at their old home in Halifax and
Digby, N. S.
Charles Dentelbeck, famous Canadian projection expert and president of the Toronto Operators
Local for 14 years, has made his
third tour of inspection of recentlywired theatres in Eastern Canada
in behalf of Famous Players Canadian Corp., for whom he is projection supervisor. His trips have
taken him as far as Halifax, N. S.
While in Ottawa he concluded arrangements with local operators
for the new agreement, starting
September 1, which provides a
number of increases.
P. A. Nolan received a trouble
call from the Columbia Theatre,
Ottawa, Ontario, of which he is
manager, late one night. Ru^hing
to the theatre he found that a
crowd had collected, the police
were there and the house lights
were on. He was literally hustled
into the theatre and up to a gailydccoratcd table on which reposed
a big birthda\- cake and other refreshing details— all glittering under a spotlight. Ambrose was presented with a gold wrist watch by
Don Ross in behalf of the employees and the surprise birthday
party,
such it was, continued
for someforhours.

New COLOR

Moods

in

SOUND
with

EASTMAN

SONOCHROME

TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
XHE

sixteen delicate colors of Eastman Sonochrome

are keyed to the moods of the screen. Love, excitement, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
lightings, emotions ....

are subtly conveyed by

color .... And each tint is so adjusted that it gives
pleasing and faithful reproduction of sound.
Sonochrome,

the latest Eastman

to the industry, adds immeasurably

contribution
to the beauty,

the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound pictures.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK

•^ALL all the kids! And tell all
the ^roifvii-upsy too! When you
have a Lloyd Hamilton Talking
Comedy to shoiv it's something to
shout ahout!
mmmismst
ISo star name

in the tuvo-reel

comedy field ever dreiv them in hetter than Lloyd Hamilton's. Noiv you
have him in the most modern type
of talking comedy production— ivith a
neiv and novel idea in every release.

U-O
rD
HAM
ILT
ON
TALKING
COMEDIES
"HIS BIG MINUTE"
"It ^11 keep you roaring ivith laughter.'*
~- Bridgeport (Conn.) Telegram

"DON'T

BE NERVOUS"

With first douhle exposure
on talking film.
"Another notable comedy ... a peach of a comedy .... s-w if t, comic and clever. It has a finish
that left me -weeping tears of laughter. . . It is
hy long odds the best comedy Mr. Hamilton ever
made. And it opens up a great field for employment of doubling in contic productions."
~T. O. Service in £xhibitors Herald- World

"HIS BABY

U4x:ZuAJi^

IL

"THE SPICE

Prodikced
Recorded

OFTHE

by Harry

h^ Western

PROGRAM"

DAZE"

The first talking comedy ivith a
lOO per cent musical background.
A

D. Edwards
Etectric System

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES.
E. W. MAMMONS, President
I

Inc.^

Mcmher. Motiun I'lrtunr I'roiluccrs and Distributor* of America, Inc., Will H. Haya. Hreaident.

■ ■-

August 31, 1929

!t44;-j:l4)Ji Fichix
4

"Hollywood Revue." "Hallelujah." Anid now Joan Crawford in
"Our Modern Maidens", bigger than "Our Dancing Daughters"
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HURRY!

K

SIGN

UP

NOW
Independent Exhibitors are Stampeding
for TiflFany-Stahl's New Era Franchise
plan, a Life-Saver for Thousands. Get in
touch with any of Our Exchanges, or with
the New York Office. Study the Franchise.
Then Sign and Stop Worrying for Five
Years.

It IS the desire of Harrison's Reports that every exhibitor
show to Tiffany-Stahl the loyalty that Tiffany-Stahl showed
to the independent exhibitor representatives in Chicago. —
Harrison's Reports, Aug. 24.

MERE i/WHfIT YOU GET

JOURNEXr
A Tiflfany-Stahl-Gainsborough Production, adapted
from the World Famous

BIG

ONES FOR
RELEASE

Stage Play. Biggest BoxOfiice Bet in a Decade.

MAE

"TROOPERS
Romance

THREE"

of the U- S. Cavalry
by Guy Empey

•PAINTED

Nev

■KATHLEEN

ALL IN MAGNIFICENT

in

flVE.

Settings

BUSINESS

MEDICINE

•WOMAN
TO WOMAN'
With Betty Compson. George

Ston.

MAN

Elliott

Barraud. Juliette Compton

'

LEO CARRILLO
"MISTER ANTONIO'

With

\'ir|iinia
Valli play
.
A
Tarkin^tofi

DIALOGUE

Tirr^lNV-c/^TOI-IL
729 y^EVENTH

ALLEY"
. . . Lavish

With star cast . . . From
Lester'^ play

'Vjth Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster.
Wallace MacDonald

Reginald Barker

Balmer's Cosmopolitan
made into a great pla>

•THE

Wiih Sally O'NelU
.A
hearlful
of cheerful love and sweet music

Dances

•DANGEROUS
Edwin

FACES"

MAVOURNEEN"

Exotic

FALL

MURRAY

"PEACOCK
and

With Conway Tearle, Virginia Valli, Ricardo Cortez.
Directed by

AND

Booth

SOUND. WITH

•THE

ENCHANTING

An all-color Technicolor

feature . ■ .

Also

Technicolor

another

Alt-Color

Feature.
MELODIE"
COLOR
SYMPHONIES
Twelve single-reel subjecit in
enchanting sound.

RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

PRODUCTION./^
MEV/

yOl^K

INC
CITY

I

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

and JESSE

L.

LASKY express their appreciation to
the pnl)lic and to the trade for their
very enthusiastic reception of

THE

DANCE
LIFE '

OF

This TALKING,

SINGING, TECHNI-

COLOR production seems destined to
be to THE

NEW

SHOW

WORLD

of

today what ^^The Covered Wagon'' and
.*♦♦*,

?f

WINGS'' were to motion picture

history of the past . . .

if:^^-ft

m
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*'THE DANCE
HAL

SKELLY

and

From the sensational stage
In every key point throughout the country where it's played
so far, critics and public have sung the praises of "The Dance
of Life." And business is capacity plus ! Parainount's Great
Revue Romance is PROVING itself the greatest money-maker
1929 has offered to date!
"It tops any talkie ever made!" says the New York American.
"Better than the stage play. One of the finest photodramas of
all times. It will remain at the Rivoli until the snow flies.
They say that perfection is never attained; 'The Dance of Life'
has turned the trick!"
"The audience applauded 'The Dance of Life' for many
minutes after the final curtain. Rush to see this remarkable
picture! It's truly great film entertainment," declares the
New York World.
" 'The Dance of Life' is a lot better than most of the $2
talkers," observes the New York Daily IMirror.

OF

LIFE",r/f/,

NANCY

CARROLL

success, 'BURLESQUE"
" 'The Dance of Life' is the first picturization of a legitimate
production which improves on the original. Especially effective
were the Technicolor scenes from the Follies.
"The picture should have a long run at the Rivoli if New York
fans know their money's worth." (New York Evening Graphic)
"A picture to he proud of and it will he at the Rivoli for many
weeks to come." (New York Evening Post)
There's "The Dance of Life" — descrihed by the typewriters
of the toughest critics in the w orld ! We speak with PROOF at
hand when we say this splendid picture is the Highest Peak
yet reached by the New Show World of the Talking Screen.
From the famous play by George Manker Watters and
Arthur Hopkins. Directed by John Cromwell and A. Edward
Sutherland. Screen play by Benjamin Glazer. B. P. Schulberg,
General Manager, West Coast Productions.

^— ^

A NEVER-E]^DIX4]i

FLOOD

of If KW PARAMOUNT

HIT«>>!

II Also 1^ II LLII'l I) i,i his first all-talking picture, "Welcome

Danger." Produced by Harold Lloyd Corp.

.^lOllAX

AXII

3IAiK.

A Paramount

THE

TWO

Release.

KLATK

ITIOW S. in ''\^hy Bring That Up?'' With Evelyn Brent and Harry
Green.
All-talking, singing, dancing.
Directed by George Abbott.

^^TIIE FOITC

FEATIIEirS."

$2 sound hit. with Richard

Arlen, Clive Brook, William Powell, Fay Wray and Noah Beery. Directed
by Merian Cooper, Ernest B. Schoedsack and Lothar Mendes.
^'TIIE ^ ISI^pIXIAX." An all-talking '^Covered Wagon." With
Gary Cooper, Walter Huston, Richard Arlen and Mary Brian. Directed by
Victor Fleming.

AI*I*LAI
^iE.'*
1931-type all-talker. With Helen Morgan, Ziegfeld
star, singing and talking.
Big cast.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.

lA^^i-UVs

"Ui.OniVYi^U

THE

A>IEIUC

AX

"■ '* ■-'• Talking, singing, dancing, Technicolor revue. \^'itli Mary Eaton,.
Dan Healy and Broadway cast. Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee, Helen Morgan
and Ziegfeld girls in revue numbers.
Directed by Millard \\ ebb.

MAI
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
Paramount Silent News
PARAMOUNT TALKINC;
MUSICAL ACTS
CIIRISTIK TALKING
SCREEN

and

PLAYS

SONGS . , TALKING
CARTOONS

HirErilEVAIJEHiiiEirXST

"The Love Para«lc." W ith Jeanette MacDonald.
Roth and others.
All-talking, musical romance.

IJ IHTSril'S

Also Lupino Lane, Lillian

IIEXXIS
Kl.\l» i,^ .-xhp Vagabond King." With Jeanette MacDonald. Also Lillian Roth and others. From famous operetta. ALL-TECHNICOLOK.
Directed bv Liulwig Berger.
With Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll.
successor
to "Close
Harmony."
Directed
by

^IOX.'dancing

lELI singing,
Talking,
Lothar Mendes.

PARAMOUNT
SHOW

WORLD

NEW

TRAOt ^ «■» »»

The QUALITY that won
Instant Exhibitor Approval!

PacenI Film

AllachmenI

first
ons
InstoUoti
Prove"
ion'.
p. Sensat

The first installations of the Patent Film
Attachment in the field show that Patent
has another winner! They can't say
enough about it. The quality has never
been equalled — the general performance
shattered all past standards set for Sound
on Film Reproduction.
Here is a Film Attachment that is different, far and away superior in quality.
First tests in the field settled that for
everyone who came to hear it. Variable
area and variable density methods played
with equal efficiency and the same amazing quality — this feature alone puts it in a
class by itself. There are others of nearly
equal importance.
For most return per dollar spent on
sound equipment, order a combination
Pacent Reproducer System — disc and
sound-on-film. The Type 2MDA, (for houses
up to 2,000 seats) sells for $3,500 for
disc and film track reproduction. The Type
4MDA, (for houses up to 4,000 seats) sells
for $4,500 for disc and film track methods.
When purchased separately, the Pacent
Film Attachment is $750; two attachments
needed with each Pacent disc system.

Patent Sound-on-Film Attachment
now operating in
Commodore Theatre — Cleveland
Stratford Theatre -- Chicago
Tivoli-Open-Air-Roof — New York
Other

Installations Under

PACENT

Way

REPRODUCER
FILM CENTER

Sales and Service Representatives

BUILDING,

NEW

YORK

in Principal Film Centers Throughout

CORP.
CITY
the United States and Canada

1915
II

brought
The Birfh of a Natk)n

//

1920
//

//

Humoresque
and
//
Over The Hill //
1921
The Four Horsemen
of The
//

Apocalypse'
1923
//

The Covered Wagon

//

1925
brought
"The Big Parade"
NOW
1929 brings

"EVANGELINE" '
the greatest Epic Picture
in Ten years
r "of
Staona
and Ram
orn"a
ecttio
Dirrec
E sur
TH"Re
nd"
have again made a tremendous box-office production.
"Evangeline" will be one of the
picture sensations of the season.
The wonderful song, "Evangeline," written by Al Jolson and
published by Irving Berlin will
be heard, sung and danced to
by millions over the radio, at
night clubs, on the stage — a
greater sensation the n'Ramona."

EDWIN CAREWE~

$
E
R
O
l
hO
O
I
K
ei
Uvangeline
HENRY

WADSWORTH
LONGFELLOW'S
IMMORTAL
LOVE
A SYNCHRONIZED MASTERPIECE WITH SINGING
Musical Score arranged by Hugo Reisenfeld

Screen Ploy by FINIS FOX
///

EVANGELINE'

film the world
be

better

^t^t^l

for

I: — said the New

is a
will

having

Orleans Times Picayune.

"Evangeline" is a dramatic symphony
— an inspiring, stirring impression of
one of the most heart gripping stories
of a woman's
ever written.

JNITED
— Where The

courage and devotion

ARTISTS
Big Ones Come

From

EPIC

II

NEWSPAPERS
IN
COMBINE
NEWSREEL
'I'he Evening World

The Salt Lake

[New York. N. Y.)
The Philadelphia Inquirer
The Chicago Daily News
San Francisco.Chronicle
Los Angeles Times
The Indianapolis News
The Seattle Star
The Dallas Despatch
The Commercial_Appeal
{Memphis, Tenn.)
The Houston Chronicle
I'he Portland News

The Daily Missoulian
The Billings Gazette
Charlette News
The Oklahoma News

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
rhe World-Herald
{Omaha, Neb.)
The Montana Standard
{Butte, Mont.)

Tribune

Kansas City Journal-Post
The Evening Star
{\i'ashington, D. C.)
Minneapolis Morning 1 ribune
The, Cleveland News
The Detroit News
The Atlanta Journal
San Antonio Express
The San Antonio News
Arkansas Democrat
{Little Rock, Ark.)
Ft. Worth Star-Telegram

El Paso Evening _Post
The Spokane[_Press
Boston Traveler
New Haven Eve. ^Register
The Knickerbocker Press
{Albany. N. Y.)
Albany Evening News
Buffalo Evening News
Rochester Times-Union
The San Diego Sun
Phoenix Evening Gazette
The St. Louis Post Dispatch
The Times-Star
{Cincinnati, Ohio)
rhe Milwaukee Journal
The Vancouver Sun
The Toronto Star
The Toledo Blade

Hear Vhiversali Reporter Describe the Actual
NewsEvents as You SeeltBem on ffie Screen/
!♦ Universal has perfected the first and only talking newsreel that presents
REAL
SPOT
NEWS.
2. A newsreel produced by a rapid-fire method that flashes the news to you
with lightning speed, portraying the ACTUAL NEWS EVENTS of the
day — not a hodge-podge of newsless magazine shots.
3. A newsreel that REALLY TALKS— not just a reel with sound accompaniment
4. UniversaPs Reporter will relate to your patrons the fascinating facts on important events as the pictures themselves flash on the screen.
5. Something brand new. Something entirely different from anything before
attempted.
6. A newsreel that will enthrall your patrons as no other newsreel — past or
present — ever has done.
7. TRY
AND
BE FIRST
TO
GET
IT!

First Release^ Sept. 23rd
TWO

A

WEEK

ON

DISC

Advice to managers from headquarters of

Fox West Coast Ttieatres —

"My tip is ♦ ♦ ♦ get
Motion Picture News ♦ ♦ ♦
interesting and worth
your time to read"
-■■ HE home-office business promotion executive who said
that is charged with the responsibility of giving every aid and
every suggestion that the headquarters of one of the country's biggest and most progressive circuits deems valuable
as assistance to the field men in their every day job of making the theatres pay.

T

HE advice went out to Fox West Coast managers to "Get
Motion Picture News . . read it'' in a recent issue of the
"Weekly News Letter" addressed to managers by Frank Whitbeck, Director of Advertising and Publicity. He was talking
particularly about The Managers Round Table Club — week-in
and week-oul feature that is being read by every live-wire
manager in the country.

^^-^UR advice to advertisers is: If and when you want a publication that commands real business reader interest — get

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
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A Service
That Consistently Mali^es Friends
To this end, it is committed to giving the highest

RCA Photophone, Inc. is in the business of manufacturing and marketing motion

j)icture sound

possible value, plus a quality of cooperation and

recording and reproducing equipment only.

service that goes beyond the letter of the contract.

Fairness to all is its cardinal tenet . . . sincere in-

The result is that RCA

tent, its creed. It plays no favorites. It believes its

Photophone

is making

interests are served best only as the interests of

friends among exhibitors of every affiliation in unprecedented numbers. Likewise it will help every

the industry as a whole are served. Its goal is to

theatre add to its friends through its superior tone

make itself the servant of the entire industry — to

qualities and dependable performance. To install

serve the exhibitor every step of the way.

it is to prove this.

nCA

PHOTOPHO:nrE^
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lOI MARIETTA

STREET

OK

FIFTH

C///C>«CO; rOO W. MONROE

RADIO

<:OkP(>KATIO

AVENUE

STREET

/CAUSAS

OrY, MO:

-

DAVlDiOH

N

NEW

BLOC.

Inc.

OK AMh^RITA
YORK

DCNVEK:

6a-\TtH

CITY

STREET

SAN

fRAHCISCO:

2%i

MONTGOMERY

STREET

GET SET-irS HERE!

The Funniest Talker Yet Made
f<9

RAH!

Vr

>^^V»a>wi^\

'^^THE SOPHOMORE'
at the Paramount offers

"Eddie Quillan gets a
break this week in 'The

laughs by the bushel.
The funniest talker yet
made. A first class howl.

Sophomore' at the Paramount (Manhattan and
Brooklyn), and thereby

It's refreshing, convincing, spontaneous, full of
new gags, and riotous

leaps to an enviable stardom. 'The Sophomore'
is so good that it elevates Eddie to a comic
plane as high, perhaps,

tvith laughs."
Bland Johaneson in
N. Y. Daily Mirror

as Harold Lloyd."
George Gerhard in
N.Y. Evening World

"An uproariously funny
burlesque of college

"Carries

life."
Brooklyn Daily Eagle

"The

"Left the^^^^mers /,'um/>inn Jar b^^^niid upuk
frotn lauiihtt'r."

funniest picture

sound to screen."
Exhibitors
Herald-World

ST. LOUIS THEATRE
ST. LOUIS, MO.
AUG. 18

RAH !

;ess theai
TOLEDO, 0.
AUG. 10

'''Stire-fire fun .''
St. Louis Star

Detroit .Npii-.v

PACKED HOUSES!

of

since application of

RAH!

MICHIGAN THEATRE
DETROIT, MICH.
JULY 26

cargo

fine high N.comedy."
Y. Telegram

"The scenes portraying
the typical college dramatic performance are
hilarious."
N. Y. World

RAH!

big

Cleveland Press

Inuphs.*' SUNDAY
forBIGGEST

RECORD BUSINESS!

SINCE

OPENING!

u^irn EDDIE
SALLY

QUILLAN,
O'NEIL

ALL MUSIC A
ALL SOUND A
ALL DIALOGUE

and

Jeanette Loff. From the story by Corey
Ford. Adapted by Joseph Franklin Poland.
Supervised by William Conselman. Directed by Leo McCarey,

Reprint from
EXHIBITORS

HERALD-WORLD— ^41^. 24

Get set, folks. Stuff cotton in your ears, grasp your chairs
firmly in both hands, put on the blue glasses. For the
T. O. Service heavies are about to unlimber. On the
subject of "The Sophomore." Don't say I didn't warn
you. C "The Sophomore:" The funniest picture since
application of sound to screen. C. Eddie Quillan is the
star of "The Sophomore," but that doesn't describe it.
Sally O'Neil is the girl in the case, but that doesn't tell
it either. It's a collegiate comedy, and that is even
further from giving you an idea of it. Here's another way
to get at it: ^Remember Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman"? Well, that was a tragedy compared to "The
Sophomore." C. Remember Richard Dix in "The Quarterback"? Adud alongside "The Sophomore." C, Remember William Haines in "Brown of Harvard"? Mr.
Haines was an upstart beginner, if you've seen and heard
Eddie QuUlan in "The Sophomore". C. But "The Sophomore" suggests these three pictures only indirectly. It is
no more like them than John Barrymore is like Rod
LaRocque, than Chevis Regal is like bootleg, than talk-

ing pictures are like silent pictures. It is a college story,
it has a football game, and there the likeness ends. For
the college is kidded, the football game is kidded to
death, and the hero isn't a hero at all. C. To tell what
it is that makes *'The Sophomore" seem so good this
bright morning ten days afterward would be, I think,
murder. I would have to tell the gags, at least some of
them, or at least what some of them are about, and
this is the funniest picture that ever panicked a theaierful of hard boiled exhibs who knew that every laugh sent
the rental rate up (to hear them tell it) and up and up.
If this be true, then there is not enough money in any
theatre in Chicago to rent "The Sophomore" for a matinee. CBut 1 feel that I don't have to tell you more
about "The Sophomore." Unless the underground rumor
cable is out of commission, and it has never failed yet,
you'll have heard about the picture long before now. In
which case you'll be reading this only to obtain my
priceless affirmation of the splendid news you've heard
about it. Which I cheerily add in the statement that
"vou ain't heard nuthin' vet,"

PATH
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REPRODUCTION

by

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

\V iiy do you need quality reproduction?
W/l/y has the Western Electric Sound System
been accepted as the standard of cpiality reproduction?
W/iY does Western
cost more?

Electric equipment

W liy do progressive exhibitors pay more for
Western Electric equipment when sound devices
can be bought for less money?
W iiy does Western Electric lead the field with
more than 2,600 installations?
W hy do pictures make more money in Western
Electric wired theatres?
W iiy does Western Electric e(juipment operate
more efficiently than any other?
To answer these questions Western Electric
announces a series of advertisements on quality reproduction.
The series will be informative, craniiued with sound
picture facts. It will be of interest and value to every
exhibitor regardless of the equipment he has or intends to buy.

Westcrm^^tectric
SOD

SYSTEM

N D
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products tnc,
2S0 West 57lh Street, New York, N. Y.
Mrnilu-r .if Moliiin rirlurr I*rf><lurrr> and Oimributor, of Amrrira. Iiic

Will H. lUvi., I'midrnl
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S50,000,000 Wants To Know
By William A, Jolinston
4 4ll|7HERE

YV

headed?

is

the

picture

business

"Are mergers progressing faster
than manpower can be rearranged or developed to manage them?
"Is the present scramble for theatres by the
larger companies the last gesture in narrowing the business down to two or three major
concerns?
"Are the insiders who put their properties
into these mergers holding the stock they get
or are they gradually unloading it on the
market?"
An executive in a very large investment
trust has asked these questions, and those that
follow, of Motion Picture News. We present
them because they affect every individual in
the business.
The questioner continues;
"What is the source of profit, good pictures
or good trading ability?
"Are the present heads of the important
companies still sufficiently young to carry on
and build, or will they withdraw when they
can sell out at a satisfactory price?
"Are they training successors who will be
capable of profitable management?
"Are many important executive positions
held by friends and relatives of large stockholders and officers, or by men who have won
them through ability and performance?
"Is centralized control of theatres setting
up an autocratic management that will make
machines of individual theatre managers, depriving them of initiative, resourcefulness and
ambition?

industry lost business the past year because
their leaders were so heavily involved in stock
market operations that their executive duties
were neglected.)
"Are the majority of the important men
in the picture business in it because they believe in it, or only for what thev take out
of it?
"Are the distributors as aggressive as formerly in merchandising their productions to
exhibitors?
"To what extent will the reported closing
of many small theatres reduce the average
total revenue from film rentals?
"Is practical encouragement being given
to exhibitors in small towns, where large circuits do not want to have houses, to continue
in business profitably and thus preserve that
market for entertainment?"
There were many more questions, but those
we have quoted are among the important ones.
They are typical of the things the investor wants to know about this, or any other,
industry. They are the result of experience
with investments in other businesses.

The correct answers are of far greater importance to the people in the business than
to the investment trust officer who asks the
questions. He has nothing at stake — yet.
Those now in the business have a great deal
at stake — the present, the future, opportunity
to advance, to find a continuing market for
specialized ability, to contribute each a fair
measure of accomplishment to progress for
the whole, and finally to acquire a competence as a proper reward for honest contribu"Which ranks first in importance w^ith the
tions
of ability and loyalty to an industry that
major executives — the ticker tape or quality
can continue to grow amazingly so long as
production?
(Note: The investment trust representa- there are no serious restrictions of greed,
tive explained the foregoing question by stat- short-sightedness or incompetent leadership.
How should these questions be answered?
ing that two fairly large concerns in another

782
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F P-L Canadian
WoodhuU Leaves M. P. T. 0. A.;
Deals With RKO
May Join General Talking Co«;
Outlined By Muir
No Successor Named For Post Declares
Possibility
Of
Rumor
He Resigned
Under
Pressure
Is Scouted;
Three Are Named
As Candidates
LL. president of
WOO
RF. M. P.
0. A., has tendered his
T.DHU
• resifirnation as leader of the exhibitor orf2:anization. Woodhull it is reliably reported is to join the General
Talking Picture Inc., in an executive capacity. Announcement of his affiliataion
witli that organization it is expected will
be made at a luncheon that the company
is giving at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel in NewYork next week.

To Enter Production
No statement has been made as to reasons for Woodhull 's resignation other than
that he has for a long time desired to enter
the producing end of the industry. It has
been rumored in some quarters that the
cause of his withdrawal may have been
occasioned by the tremendous strides made
lately bv the Allied States Association and
the inability of the M. P. T. 0. A. to stop
the raid being made in its ranks.
However, among film circles in New
York, it has been stoutly denied by those,
presumably in the know, that Woodhull
stepped down in the face of any pressure.
Several prominent exhibitor leaders have
been named as possible successors to the
presidency of the M.P.T.O.A. Among them
are M. A. Lightman, of Little Rock; R. E.
Biechele, of the Kansas and Western Missouri Association, and Charles W. Piquet,
of the North Carolina unit. All are vicepresidents of the M.P.T.O.A., and active in
work of the organization.

Disapprove Of Rubber
Stamped Contracts
29th —
Auguststamping
val of0.,rubber
LAND,
Disappro
CLEVE
contracts in individual instances
was shown when the Baard of Arbitration last week voted unanimously to
cancel a contract which was proved to
be the only one in the city so stamped.
The rubber stamp prohibited the exhibitor from double featuring any of
the pictures concerned. Proof was
brought to light that this clause was
inserted in no other local contracts by
this distributor. Misrepresentation and
discrimination was alleged by the exhibitor.

Warner Bros. List
Release Order Of
17 New Features
The release order of the first seventeen
Warner Bros, pictures for 1929-30 has been
determined by the company. The pictures
make up the first half of the new schedule
of Vitaphone features for the season.
The pictures release up to the present
time include "Honky Tonk," "The Hottentot," "The Argyle Case," " Sav It
With Songs," and "In the Headlines."
Releases for September are ' ' Skin Deep ' '
and "Hearts in Exile."
Following these, other Vitaphone specials
will have their first showings in the following order: "Gold Diggers of Broadway,"
"The Green Goddess," "Evidence,"
"Song of th West," "Is Everybodv
Happv?", "General Crack," "So Lon"-,
Letty," "The viator," "Disraeli" and
"Under a Texas Moon."

Wrangle
Is Slight;
Vancouver Control
Vancouver, Aug. 29. — Control of much of
the theatrical amusement business of Vancouver will pass to the' hands of the Famous Players Canadian Corporation on September 1,when it takes over the Orpheum
and the Vancouver theatres.
Possible war between the Paramount interests and the Radio Corporation of America— the first including the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and the second the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum circuit — will not be
fought in Canadian territory, in the opinion
of J. R. Muir, British Columbia district
manager
for the Famous Players Corporation.
Mr. Muir explains that the Famous Players Canadian Corporation, now controlled
in Canada and separated from the American parent company, is taking over Radio
Corporation of America houses in Montreal,
Hamilton, Ottawa, Winnipeg and the two
theatres in Vancouver.
What policy of entertainment will be followed in the Vancouver houses Mr. Muir is
not yet prepared to announce.
He further explains that Famous Players
Canadian Corporation has nothing to do
with the deal whereby Pantages theatres
are changing hands. Radio Corporation of
America is credited with the purchase of
these houses. The only Pantages house
which the Famous Players Corporation controls is that in Toronto, where the name was
retained under vaudeville contract.

Fineman

Leaving;
Refused L. I. Post;
Remains On Coast

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — B. P. Fineman
has completed a three-year contract with
Paramount-Famous-Lasky as associate producer at the studios here and is leaving the
organization. Fineman was tendered a new
contract as general manager of the Long
Island Studios of the corporation but refused it to remain on the Coast.

R. V. Anderson Director Of
Pathe Sound News Sales
Fifteen years ago Pathe branch manager
at Atlanta and since then specializing in
the sales of news films, Richard V. Anderson was this week announced as director of
sales for Pathe Sound News, Pathe News,
Pathe R«view and Pathe Audio Review.
During the past three months he has been
with Columbia as Southern district manSPEAKERS

AT ALLIED NEW

YORK

MEET

At the speakers' table nt the recent Hotel Asior luncheon of Allied nt which Tiffany-StahTs
franchise plan was offered independent exhibitors. L. to R.: Al Steffes, ISorthwest Exhibitor Unit
.head; Cluirles L. O'Reilly, T.O.C.C. president, tvho presided; Mayor James J. Walker, Abram
Myers, Allied president; Oscar R. Hanson, Tiffany-Staid general sales mgr., and Elmer Bucher

Another new appointment in the Pathe
ager. is that of Carl Edouarde, musical diranks
rector, to take charge of synchronizing the
Aesop's
Beuren. Sound Fables, produced by Van

i
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Declare Film Mergers Are Muddled;
Paramount- Warner And Fox Deals Set
RADIO

DEALS

RUMORED

Fox And A. T. & T. Flirting;
Radio And Paramount Are
Reported Negotiating
(Washington

Again

Bureau, Motion Picture News)

in the proposed merger of
BOTH sides
Paramount-Warner Bros, are marking time, although all the details
whereby the two companies are to get
together are all practically worked out.
The three Warner Brothers are at a resort
in Northern New York where they have
been discussing the final details of the
merger.
Neither side of the fence will admit,
however, that there is anything in the
merger, but it is so definitely set that
seemingly naught can stop it from going
through.
A new phase, or rather an old one, was
revived this week when the talk again
linked Radio Pictures with Paramount.
Seemingly the line-up of W^illiam Fox with
a strong radio affiliation, possibly the A. T.
& T., gave rise that Radio Pictures or
rather General Electric, of which Radio is
a subsidiary affiliation, was again looking
toward a tie-in with Paramount. However
there is a hitch insomuch as Paramount
holds a fifty per cent interest in the Columbia Broadcasting Chain. It is possible that
General Electric would be all the more
anxious to line up with Paramount because
of its Columbia Chain affiliation, as it is
understood that the National Broadcasting Chain has been trying to obtain control of Columbia unsuccessfully for some
time.

Fox May Consolidate
Fox is reported as ready to float a new
corporation to be known as Fox Incorporated with a capitalization of $250,000,000
which is to be the organization for the consolidation of all of the Fox interests, including Fox Films, Fox Theatres, Loew's
Inc. and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Providing
of course that Fox gets the okay of the
Department of Justice to proceed with the
merger.
Fox of course is already aligned with
A. T. & T. through his affiliation with Western Electric wliich is controlled by A. T.
& T. The desire of Fox for a radio link
in his chain of activities is so that he will
be prepared for the advent of television
in the amusement field.
In connection with the activities of Radio
it was reported this week that that organization had on the fire a deal whereby it
might obtain control of the Consolidated
Film Laboratories. This, however, could
not be verified, but in the event that this
step is completed successfully it would
give the organization the biggest film printing laboratories in the country. The
laboratory is due to grow in importance
with the further spread of home projec(Continued on following page)

Big Increase In Pathe
Earnings Reported
NGE, INC., reports
EXCHA
PATH
netE profits
for the first two quarperiods of this vear, being 28
weeks ending July 13th, of $524,336.65.
This compares with a loss of $350,050,96
in the comparable periods last year.
These figures are after all charges,
including provision for depreciation,
interest and amortization of discount,
etc., and after charging certain estimated excess production costs on pictures in production prior to April 21,
1928, to special reserve previously established or to surplus, the report
states.

Publix Aiid Fox
In Lively Scramble
For New Holdings
Publix Acquires R. & IS. For
$1,800,000; Fox Plans
15 In Arizona
Both Fox and Publix continue a lively
scramble to acquire theatres and theatre
sites in several sections.
Last week Publix purchased tli« four
houses of the A. J. Diebold interests. The
transaction includes the Strand and Palace
at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and the Strand and
Palace at Waterloo, Iowa. It is also
thought that Publix will also take over the
Crystal at Waterloo, also belonging to Diebold. Transfer terms included leases,
equipment and good will but not real estate.
Publix houses in Iowa now number approximately forty.
It is also rumored that Publix is dickering with A. H. Blank for the remaining
twelve houses in the Blank circuit, Publix
having acquired a substantial part of this
chain a short time ago. The Universal
chains in Iowa would also be included in
the merger, it is said.
Announcement was made this week in
Seattle, Wash., by Robert Blair, Northwest
manager of Publix, to the effect that his
company would, on September 1st, take
over the Metropolitan theatre there to be
operated as the second house of the circuit
in that city. The Metropolitan, a 1,100seat house, has recently been renovated
and equipped for sound.
It is understood that Fox has completed
deals whereby approximately twenty-four
houses in Colorado, Wyoming and New
Mexico will be acquired. This would include the entire holdings of the K. & F.
circuit headed by Gus. Kohn, of Denver.
In line with an announced policy of expansion in western states by Fox-West
(Continued on following page)

DEPT.

JUSTICE

WATCHES

Paramount-Warner Merger Is
Unofficially Reported To
To Have Been Okayed;
Want Appropriation
The anti-trust division of the De20.—
C, Aug.
D. ice
makes the
partment of Just
WASHINGTON,
declaration that the situation in regard to
mergers in the motion picture industry is
in a "very muddled" condition. However,
the Department is studying the situation
and keeping a sharp eye on the recent deopments in the industry, but none of the
officials will commit themselves on any particular phase of the proposition.
They will not say whether or not any
action has been taken by the Department
on the recent mergers that have been laid
before them.

Unofficially it is stated that there has
been an approval of the proposed Paraniount-Warner Bros, merging, and at the
same time it could not be ascertained
whether or not they had approved of the
Fox-M-G-M merger.
An increase of $75,000 in the appropriation for the anti-trust division of the Department of Jwstice will be asked by the
Attorney General of Congress next December when the estimates of appropriations required for the fiscal year which begins July 1, next, are submitted.

Lack Of Funds
This money will be expended in expanding the merger investigations of the division, but have no relation to pending amalgamations in the film field. In discussing
the work of the anti-trust division today.
Attorney General Mitchell pointed out that
it is very difficult to get additional funds
for routine work unless a clear showing of
the need can be made, but that the current
appropriation of approximately $200,000
is not sufficient to care for all the various
activities of the division.

M-G-M Starts New Season
With "Our Modern Maidens'*
"Our Modern Maidens," the Joan Crawford starring vehicle, begins the present
season of M-G-M releases. The initial feature issue of the company last year was
"Our Dancing Daughters," to which the
new piece is a "companion picture."

PEL

And

Baclanova Quits

Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Paramount will
not renew option on contract of Baclanova,
Russian actress, when it comes up for renewal within the next few months, according to local reports. Baclanova is now on
a leave of absence by agreement, and is
touring the East in a vaudeville sketch.
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Equity Suspends Jack Dempsey
Because Of Coast Strike Activity;
No Action On Ethel Barrymore
Gillmore
Returns
East For
Discussion Of Further
Film Unionization
Plans
FRANK GILMORE, head of the strike
of the Actors' Equity Association
in Hollywood, returned to New
York on Monday of this week. On Tuesday there was a meeting of the Council of
Equity at their New York headquarters at
which Jack Dempsey, former heavyweight
champion was suspended from memhership
in the association because of his anti-organization activity during the strike on the
coast. No action was taken in the' case of
Ethel Barrymore, although it is reported
she will be relieved of officership in the organization and the vice presidency which
will be vacated will be filled by Jetta
Goudal.

A Crushing Blow
A report from the coast received this
week states that the sentiment of actors
who followed
leadershipthat
in the
recent
coast Gillmore
trouble 's
indicates
the
Equity Association would have no chance
of ever again invading the Hollywood field.
They feel that the crushing blow that they
received at the hands of the producers is
a most severe blow, with many of the
staunch supporters of Gillmore the controversy now being turned against him.
Although the strike is now off, the Los
Angeles Central Labor Council has not
rescinded its order to labor unions around
the country to pass resolutions condemning
various players for their stand against
Gillmore and Equity.
Gillmore issued a statement on his return
to New York to the effect that another

Picture

News

RKO Enters L. A.
With First Run
Downtown House
Move

Seen
As Decision
Buck Fox-West Coast
And Publix

750,000 Saw Roxy Show
In Three Weeks

To

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

i ^rpHE COCK EYED WORLD,"
J^ Roxy
now ininitsNew
fourth
at the
York,week
attracted
more than 750,000 people during its
first three weeks. It is estimated that
well over a million persons will have
seen the picture before it terminates
its engagement at the big house.

attempt would be made to unionize the
studios.
He stated :
"We fought a good fight in Hollywood
for eleven weeks and we fought it alone.
"It was three billion dollars in capital
against approximately three thousand
actors, most of whom live from hand to
mouth.
"We were on the verge of success when
an untoward accident occurred which caused
us to feel that it was better to retire temporarily, but only temporarily. That we
shall ultimately succeed cannot possibly
be doubted. No one who witnessed our
extraordinary meetings out there can feel
otherwise.
Hollywood, August 29. — Hearing on the
$1,000,000 damage suit and injunction case
brought by Actors Equity Association
against Tully Marshall and Warner
Brothers, was continued until September
10th, on plea of Equity's when the matter
came before Judge Westover Monday.
I. B. Kornblum in applying for the delay,
informed the court that Frank Gi Homer,
president of the actors association, is expected to return to Hollywood in order
to be present at the trial.

Hollywood, August 29.— The RadioKeifh-Orpheum has decided to enter the
first run field in downtown Los Angeles in
opposition to the Fox West Coast and
Publix houses. The Hill Street Theatre,
which seats about 3,000 and which at
present has been playing the Junior Type
of vaudeville bills will close down on
September 6 for remodeling and refurnishing. When the house reopens it will play
a straight first run feature policj' with
stage presentations. The initial attraction
top.
is to be Radio Pictures' production "Street
Girl." The opening night is to have $5
Fox and Publix have been in control of
the first run situation in this town for
years. The Orpheum houses have been
getting second run of the bigger pictures
and first run on some of the weaker ones.
To provide an outlet for the better class
product which Radio is to turn out it was
decided to switch the policy of one of the
RKO controlled houses with the Hill Street
being selected.
It is understood that other RKO theatres
on the coast in San Francisco and Oakland
are also to be turned over to the same
policy.

Publix-Fox Theatre Race

(Continued from preceding fagc)
Coast Theatres, fifteen houses will be
erected in Arizona cities where Publix
recently intrenched itself with the acquisition of the Rickard and Nace holdiags.
The R. & N. deal was closed this week.
The consideration is said to be $1,800,000.
The Phoenix City Council has announced
plans for three showhouses to be consti'ucted immediately in this city, and a
$200,000 bond has already been posted for
the lease of the first theatre site selected.
Other houses will be erected in Jerome,
Prescott, Winslow, Miami, Bisbee, Douglas,
Safford, Yuma, Nogales and in two other
cities. Two houses are planned for Tucson.
Leslie Jacobs, real estate manager for FoxWest Coast, is looking over prospective
sites in the various cities.
In Philadelphia, Pa., Fox is again reported going ahead with plans for the erection of a 5,500-seat theatre.

Radio Deals Rumored

The large crowd attending dinner tendered last Tlmrsday at the Stevens Hotel, in Chicago, to A. J. Balaban consisted of more than 1,000 persons. A citizen's committee sponsored the testimonial gathering.
Thomas Meighan acted as toastmaster and among the speakers were Sir Harry Lauder, Judge Harry M.
Fisher. Coiuity Clerk Robert M. Sweitzer, Louis Maun, Jack Dempsey, Charlees Winninger and Citj^
Attorney William Saltiel. Other uoUblos attending included Aaron Jones, of the Citizen's Committee;
Ben BeadeU, Judge Joseph B. David, Building Commissioner Chris Paschen, Brig. Gen. John J. Garrity.
Wllllani Wrlgley, Jr., A. D. Lasker, Mr. and Mrs. I. Balaban, parents of the guest of honor, were also
present. Mr. Balaban has left Chicago for New York where he assumes charge of Publlx sUge productions

{Continued from, preceding page)
tors and the making of amateur motion
pictures, and for some time past there has
been a plan proposed for the opening of a
chain of branches throughout the country
for the developing and printing of the
films made by amateurs.
.\n announcement is expected within a
week or ten days that will verify the Paramount-Warner deal, providing the Government 's legal minds have given their approv.il of the proposed combination.
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Allied Franchise Plan Sweeps Land;
Exhibitors Signing With Radio And T-S
BIG CHICAGO
Miller

RALLY

Says
J\ew
Plan
Exhibitor Insurance
For Years To
Come

MANY

Is

. 27.— Claims
AGO, ILL.. Aug
CHICthat
the new franchise plan sponsored by the Allied States Exhibitors Association and involving RKO and
Tiffany-Stahl Productions was responsible
for influencing lower film rentals in several
parts of the country was made by Al. Steffes at a meeting at the Stevens Hotel here
more than 300 Chicago and Illitoday with
nois theatre owners.

Jack Miller, head of the Chicago exhibitors association, opened the meeting in Chicago with the statement that he simply
Avanted exhibitors in this territory to have
the facts on the franchise and in the same
breath declared the proposition the greatest
thing ever offered independent theatre owners, speaking as one lypiself.
At the conclusion of the meeting a committee consisting of Eddie Silverman, Ludwig Segal, Fred Gilford, Aaron Sapperstein and Ben Burvey was appointed by
Miller. The committee will study the franchise and operate in advising exhibitors in
this territory on its details.
Following talks bv Al Steffes of Minneapolis, H. M. Ricliey of Detroit, E. P.
Hawkins of RCA Photophone and Oscar
Hanson, sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl,
the meeting was thrown open for discussion
during which Mr. Steffes underwent a
barrage of questions.
The question of protection, a sore point
among Illinois theatre owners, was assured franchise holders by Mr. Hanson and
Mr. Steflfes, who indicated that original
franchise holders might practically "write
their own tickets" in this connection as
long as it conformed with the general text
of the franchise.
Col. Hawkins of RCA read a telegram
from S. E. Abel and L. P. Sawyer of RCA
announcing the opening of a net work of
service stations which will be in operation
the first week in September in principal
cities of the country. He declared the
RCA was in the picture business to stay
and in speaking of future developments,
such as third dimensions, wide film and television, declared that RCA would only work
toward the development of these as long as
they
prove an aid to the country's
theatrewould
owners.
Henry Staab, Wisconsin exhibitor leader
for many years, and a member of the state
legislature, told the meeting that "If you
fail to get squarely back of this franchise
proposition, God pity you."
Ludwig Segal, a pioneer theatre owner
and for many years active in exhibitor circles, revealed that he had signed a franchise and in an eloquent talk described the
proposition as "making history in this industry. "

MEETINGS

SLATED

Three In Ohio; One In Ga.
New England Organizes;
Tri-State Meeting
In South

Active In Tiffany Franchise ofier. Left to right:
Oscar Hanson, General Sales Mgr., Tiffany; Judge
Therman, of Colorado, and Al Steffes of Minnesota.

Southern Unit
Has Important
Meet Scheduled
Myers

Expected; Also Sound
Manufacturers And
Film Producers

Atlanta, Ga. — Following a special meeting of the Board of Directors of Georgia
Motion Picture Theatre Owners and Managers, Inc., which was held Tuesday of
this week at Tifton, Ga., it was announced
that a convention of the association will
9.
be held at Columbus, Ga., September 8 and
It is thought that the corporate name of
the organization will be changed to Southeastei'n Exhibitors' Association on account
of its extended activities with admission to
membership of exhibitors in Florida, Alabama and Eastern Tennessee.
Georgia, Florida and Alabama exhibitor
members of the association are to attend
this meeting at which, it is stated, a sound
equipment manufacturer is to be present
and explain an offer relative to a sound
picture reproducing device designed for
small exhibitors.
Members of the board were non-eommital as to the name of the sound equipment which will be considered, stating that
full details would be announced at the
convention.
The meeting in Columbus will open with
a session of the Board of Directors, which
is scheduled for 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon, September 8, at the Hotel Ralston.
At 7:30 o'clock that evening there will be a
banquet for all exhibitors from the three
states — Georgia, Alabama and Florida — the
City of Columbus acting as host.
It is expected that Abram F. Myers, of
Washington, D. C, president and general
counsel of the Allied States Association,
will be present at the banquet.

of the
s parts
variou
ry indica
from te
tremendous
that
count
TS
RP:P0R
exhibitor interest has been aroused
in the Allied States M. P. Exhibitors Association franchise plan with Radio Pictures
and Tiffany-Stahl. At various meetings
that have been held to date there seems to
be tremendous enthusiasm on the part of
the exhibitors.
In New York Tiffany-Stahl report that
their sales organization is meeting with
tremendous success in the sales of the franchise plans. Radio Pictures started actively
on a sales campaign after the New York
meeting last week.
Twelve meetings are scheduled by exhibitor organizations within the next few
weeks in various parts of the country.
In New England the exhibitors of all of
the states with the exception of Connecticut have organized the M.P.T.O. of New
England and filed articles of incorporation.
They have called a general meeting for
September 17 at which the franchise and
the RCA Photophone purchase plans are
to be outlined to them.
P. J. Wood, business manager of the
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, has issued notice of three
meetings to be held in that state. The first
will be at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland,
next Tuesday, ome at the Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus, on Sept. 9, and another
at the Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, on Sept.
11. In the announcement of the meeting
Mr. Wood urges the exhibitors to "come
and hear of the plan that will lift the yoke
of high film rentals and score charges from
In Wisconsin there will be an exhibitor
meeting at Big Cedar Lake on Sept. 10-11.
The neck.
Western
Pennsylvania teritory ex''
your
hibitors will meet in Pittsburgh on Sept. 5,
while the Indiana exhibitors meeting in Indianapolis iscalled for Sept. 4. There was
a meeting in Detroit on Thursday of this
week and there is to be another meeting
there next week.
In the south there is to be a tri-State
meeting in Memphis on Sept. 5 for the exhibitors of the states of Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas, while two days later
in New Orleans another will be held. In
Oklahoma at Oklahoma City there is a
meeting scheduled for Sept. 6. A. B. Momand is designated as the temporary chairman of the meeting which was called I v
Col. H. A. Cole of Texas.
On the coast there is to be a meeting in
Los Angeles at a date which has not been
decided on as yet.
Naturally the northwest territory has
swung into line solidly behind Al. Steffes
who is the Allied leader from that section.
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Academy Receives
Many Nominations
For Merit Awards
Nominations Open Until Aug.
31 When Judges Will Begin
To Select The Winners
August 31st has been set as the final elate
before which members of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Hollywood, may make the nominations from
which five branch boards and a central
board of judges will select the winners of
Academy gold statuettes signalizing the
most outstanding achievements in cinematic affairs during the year, August 1,
1928, to July 31, 1929.
The production considered the best of
the year will be awarded and to the best
actor, actress, director, writer, cinematographer and art director similar awards of
merit will be made. It is planned to announce awards in January.
The acting ijerformance of Warner Baxter, Chester
Morris, George Bancroft, Kmil Janiiins's. Wil'iam Bnvd
Jean Hersholt, Douglas Fairbanks and Richard Barihelmess are among the male stars leading in nominations.
Actresses leading in the number of nominations incl«de Ruth Chatterton, Bessie Love, Joan Crawford,
Mary Pickford, Nancy Carroll, Pkyllis Haver and
Greta Garbo.
Leaders in favor for other awards include:
Directors: Harry Beaumont, Roland W»st, Josef
von Sternberg, Alan Crosland, Frank Lloyd, Clarence
Brown,
Ernst Lobitsch.
Writers Elliott Clawson, Roland West, Jules Furthman, Tom Barry Hans Kraly, Garrett Fort, Jack
Cunningham.
Cinematographers : Harry Fischbeek, John Mescall,
George Barnes, Karl Struss, Clyde de Vinne, Conrad
Wills, Charles Sturaar, Henry Sharp.
Art Directors: Hans Dreier, Cedric Gibbons, W. C.
Menzies, Edward Jewell, W. S. Darling.
Best production: "The Patriot," "Alibi,"' "On With
The Show," "Our Dancing Daughters," "In Old Arizona.'' "White Shadows in the South Seas." "Four
Sons ' and "Broadway
Melody."

American General
Film Co. Releasing
12 Sound Features
The American (leneral Film Co., newly
formed company, will rel<>ase twelve sound
features in the United States. The dozen
are now being cut, with sound score recording.
Four of the pictures were produced by
Aafa, German motion picture firm. These
are : ' ' Why Women Divorce, ' ' made from
the Viennese operetta, "The Divorcess,"
by Leo Fall; "The Beggar Student," another screen version of a Viennese operetta; "Th« Cage of Death," featuring Luciana Albertini; "High Speed Love," from
the novel, "Jimmy the Crook," by Ludwig Von Wohcl, also feafuring Albertini.
The features will be available for the U.
S. market within two weeks.

New Song And Dance Contract
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — A new standard
contract especially for song and dance
chorus workers in films is reported
to be under consideration at the present
time by the producers. It was stated that
the cojitract would closely follow the regulation standard contract for players now in
effect, but would have special provisions to
take ill the special field of chorus work.

Reismans Idea Is To
"Silhouette In Sound"
restralwithorche
CLAIMINGcordingthat
nted
should bean prese
out facial detail, and with an absence of instruments or props, so that
it is "unobtrusive," Leo Reisman, jazz
orchestra leader now recording a series of Vitaphone shorts at the Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn, believes he
has found a new medium of sound expression which he calls "silhouette in
His idea is to have his band entirely
in subdued shades and silhouettes,
sound." forms of the players and the
shadow
pantomime conducting of the leader
dominating the visual aspects of the
scenes and thus allowing for more
concentrated attention to the music.

Paramount Begins
Broadcasting Over
Columbia Sept, 21
Hour To Be Regular Saturday
Night Feature, Studio And
Publix Supplying Talent
Paramount Famous Lasky Corp. inaugurates a series of national radio broadcasts
over the Columbia network of stations on
Saturday night, September 21. The hour
will be known as the Paramount-Publix
hour and will be given weekly in honor of
Paramount Pictures and Pul)!ix Theatres.
Talent will be recruited from the film stars
at the Paramount Astoria and West Coast
studios as well as from the musical units
appearing in Publix houses throughout the
country.
The hour will go on the air between ten
and eleven o'clock, Eastern daylight saving
time, which time will be adh^-red to in
following programs. The hour will be
broadcast from the Columbia headquarters
in New York City and will be carried over
a chain of forty-seven stations.
Plans for the initial Paramount-Puljlix
hour are being worked out and several innovations in radio broadcasting are promised.

Columbia Finishes "Flight"

"Flight," Columbia aviation special, has
gone to the cutting rooms. Editing will be
superv'ised by Ben Pivar, Maurice Wright
and dene Milford. Director Frank Capra
and Captain P'rancis E. Pierce, of the U. S.
Marine Corps Flying Division at San Diego,
will also assist in the cutting. A Broadway
showing at the George M. Cohan Theatre
is ))lnnned in September.

Spearman to PDC Post
The position of general manager of Producers Distributing Corp. in continental
Europe has been assumed by H. E. J. Spearman, P.D.C. are the European distributors
of Pathe (American) features.
Charles Roberts, the company's representative in Vienna, has been made manager of the P. D. C. Paris oflSce.

Picture
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M-G-M Launches
Extensive Program
At Plant On Coast
Schedule Utilizing More Than
90
of Contract Players
8 Cr/Units Now At Work
More contract
than ninety
per cent
M-G-Mare's
entire
personnel
of of
players
reported as actively at work or about to
go into production. The company has eight
productions in filming, two more to start
within the week and a large list of play.s^
to go into production -within the month.
The new specials include Lawrence Tibbett's "The Rogue's Song," "The Ship
Prom Shanghai," utilizing a floating sound
stage, and a "talking dog" picture, claimed
to be the first of its kind.
The list of pictures in work at the Culver City studios include the following:
Norma Shearer in "Their Own Desire," original by
Frances Marion, with Belle. Bennett, Lewis Stone and
Regis Toomey, under joint direction of James Forbes
and E. Mason Hopper.
"Road Show,'' with Bessie Love and Charles King,
being directed by Charles F. Reisner and Robeit Hopkins, cast including Jack Benhy, Polly Moran, Marie
Dressier and George K. Arthur.
Ramon Novarro in "The Battle of the Ladies," with
Dorothy Jordan, being directed by Sidney Franklin,
the star's initial talkie.
The Duncan Sisters in "Cotton and Silk," Sam Wooa
■directing, with Lawrence Gray and Benny Rubin in
support.
".Secret Places," the only sile«t being filmed at the
directi«g.
studio, with Greta Garbo starred, Jacques Feyder
"Trader Horn,'' on location in Africa W. S. Van
Dyke ilirecting and Harry Carey starring.
"Hot Dogs," the talking dog film, with direction by
Zion Myers and Jules White.
"The Bish»p Murder Case," Nicke Grinde directing and Basil Rathboiie, Leila Hyams, Raymond
Hackett in cast.
Production is scheduled to start soon on "The
Bugle Sound." George Hill to direct and Ernest Torrence, Wallaee Be«ry, Karl Dane in the cast.
will"The
direct.
Ship From Shanghai. " which Charles Brabin
"Anna Ckristie," in which Greta Garbo will be the
star under Clarence Brown's direction. "Dulcey," in
which King V'idor will direct Marion Davies. "Lord
Byron Of Broadway," to be megaphoned by William
Nigh. "Take It Big." presenting Van and .Schenck,
with dialogue by "Bugs'' Baer, Jack Conway directing. "Rosalie," with Mario« Davies under direction
of
"The Robert
House Z.of Leonard
Troy." vehicle
for Harry
RamoB Beaumont.
Novarro with
directing, Edward Sedgwick will direct Bu.ster Keaton in a
new all talking comedy, untitled.
.\mong
sh»rts siiigimg.
under waywith
are .Mbertina
"Shooting Rasch
Gallery."
all
color,
dancimg.
Ballet,
ar>J "Th» General.'' musical comedy skit featuring'
Benny
Rmbiii with Myrtle McLaughlin.

New Fitzpatrick Release;
Co. Opens New Branches
"Labor Day" is the title of the first
of James A. Fitzpatrick 'b American Holiday series of shorts. Recording was done
at RCA Photophone studios with the
American IToliday Orchestra under Nathaniel Shilkret's direction.
The proposed exchange chain of Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., continues to expand, three new offices opening this week.
They are located at 8'28 South AVabash
Ave., Chicago; 713 South Wells St., Milwaukee; and 406 North Illinois St., InThey are exchange
under B. was
N. Judell's
supervision. dianapolis.
Another
opened
last week at 257 Franklin St., Buffalo,
under management of R. C. Fox.
It is planned to have an exchange operating in each of the key cities within the
coming ninety days.
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Higher Wage Scales And Strikes
Face Theatres Throughout Country
CHICAGO

DEMANDS

Musicians
Could
Increase
Their Weekly Salary By
$50 If The New Deal
Goes Through
. 27.— Musicians
, AugILL.thea
AGO,
CHICin
tres can increase
Chicago
their earnings about $50 per week
under the terms and conditions of a newworking agreement which they submit and
which is now under advisement between
union ofQcials and Jack Miller, representing Chicago theatres. The present contract
with the musicians expires the first day in
September.
Drastic compromises are foreseen in the
agreement which will ultimately be reached.
The demands submitted by musicians for
Class 6 theatres are as follows:

What They Want
$10.00 per week increase, per man on
basic scale. Extra Matinees increased from
-$5.00 to $8.00 per man for 2V2 hours or
less.
All Rehearsals (day) $5.00 for two consecutive hours or less.
Any show terminating after or commencing at 11 :00 P.M., $12.00 for three hours or
less. -This also includes midnight performances.
Thirty-two (32) hours per week, to be
changed to thirty (30) hours.
Musicians must be paid at end of fiscal
week.
Extra men scale $2.00 per day more than
basic scale.
Musicians playing on stage in sight of
audience increase from $1.00 per session to
$1.50 per session.
Doubling to be increased from $1.00 per
day to $3.00 per day.
Costume or tuxedo or fancy dress increased from $3.50 per week to $1.00 per
day.
Overtime: Double prorata of the basic
scale.
Four Weeks notice instead of two weeks.
Any theatre in Class Six requiring orchestras for less than the full week, the
wage scale, rules and regulations are to be
designated by the Board of Directors of
the Chicago Federation of Musicians.
All other Rules and Regulations to remain as at present.
Rule 33 — Playing for exhibiting pictures
by filming companies to exhibitors only,
not to exceed three hours, per man, increased from $8.00 to $10.00. Overtime,
per man per half hour $1.50 instead of
$1 .00. Extra for contractor, per man, $1.00.

"Unmasked"

Rights Sold

Greater New York and New Jersey rights
to the Weiss Bros.' Ai'tclass Pictures alltalkie feature, "Unmasked," starring
Robert Warwick, have been sold to Hollywood Pictures Corp., of New York.

Sound Opinions Differ;
Fewer Houses Closed
regardin
of opinion
ce merits
THEthe differen
relative
of the
soundg
picture as against the silent picture still exists, a report from Birmingham, AIa„ indicates. The ebb and
flow of exhibitor opinion is waxing
hotly in this part of the country.
Those who follow key city reports have
noted that recent silent pictures, or
rather pictures which are not dialogue
pictures, have drawn strongly at the
b.o. "Four Feathers" is a favorite
point of illustration among Southern
showmen.
Exhibitors in Des Moines and vicinity report fewer theatre closings this
summer in Iowa than in former years.
It is thought that many of these houses
are doing better business than in the
winter season. Modern ventilation systems are declared responsible in eliminating the warm weather slumps, although sound may have had something to do with it.

Unionizing Coast
Lab Workers Said
To Be Completed
Organization,
To Be Called
Laboratory Workers Union,
Applying For AFL Charter
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Culmination of
secret efforts to unionize film laboratory
workers on the coast was announced last
week by officials of the newly formed union,
when it was stated that 80 per cent of
laboratory employes had signed applications for membership.
Unionization of the laboratory workers
was exclusively announced in Motion Picture News several weeks ago. William
Blix, who will head the new group, is now
in New York for the purpose of obtaining
a charter from the American Federation
of Labor, and the new union will be designated as the Laboratory Workers Union.
Members include workers in both studio
and commercial laboratories, and, it is intimated that formal demand for uniform
wage scale and maximum hours will be pi"esented to the various companies within the
next two weeks.
Tentative wage scales decided on by the
union officials include : opei-ators of printing machines, $50 weekly; patchers, $25;
cutters, $50 to $100; and $65 weekly for
developers. Present scales in commercial
laboratories are far below the minimum set
by the union.

STRIKE

SEASON
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Consensus
Is That
Most
Exhibitors Intend to Cut
Orchestras Or Stand
Their Ground
s
ng nin theatr
s are
betwee
varioues
union
andEEM
S brewi
ENT
DISAGR
parts of the country. Discord has
broken out in several localities.
In St. Louis, the demand of the musicians' union that their present contract with
theatre owners be continued for another
year will not be granted and it is possible
that practically all of the city's motion
picture and combination houses will be
without orchestras commencing on September 1.
The exhibitors contend that the union
should eliminate the minimum clause from
the contract and that the theatres should
be permitted to hire as many players as
they want. The musicians have taken the
stand that unless the St. Louis Amusement
Co. hires musicians in accordance with the
seating capacity of each house, the Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central
can't have musicians. Loew's State has
decided to dispense with musicians after
Sept. 1. The Fox is expected to renew its
contract.

St. Louis Defies
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the M.
P. T. 0. of Eastern Mo. and Southern 111.,
announced recently that only one small
St. Louis house had signed up with the
musicians union and that all houses would
stand pat.
Confirmation of a threatened theatre
strike in Cleveland following failure to
agree upon a new wage scale was made
last week by leaders of Local 27 of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes. The deadlock would not affect
the Keith or Loew houses.
The first runs of Harrisburg, Pa., all
were confronted with a request of an increase from $60 to $72 per week for projectionists and the employment of an additional or fifth operator as "maintenance
man," to become effective after Labor Day.
It was reported in New Yox-k City this
week that the Stanley chain of theatres
had voluntarily granted projectionists a
ten per cent salary increase. The report
could not be confirmed.
Reports from Philadelphia, Pa., Illinois
and other sections indicate that musicians
will strike unless the present wage scale
is maintained. On the other hand most
exhibitors have intimated that they may
not only cut down orchestras but in lots
of instances do away with them.
Whether the musicians will seek aid
from other organizations in the theatrical
industry to press their cause is not known
at the present time. It is reported that
Joseph M. Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians, has stated his
organization will not take any such step.
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United Artists
Enters Short

Famous Canadian And
Paramount Finances

Subject Field
Producing 12 Talkie Shorts;
Riesenfehl And Menzies
Supervising Series
The field of short subjects production
and distribution Avill be entered by United
Artists this season with a line-up of audible
films offering Lupe Velez, Harry Richman,
Fannie Brice, Joan Bennett, Gilbert Roland
and others. United Artists has heretofore
confined its efforts to features.
There will be twelve subjects in all. The
has already been
first, "Overture of 1812," now
being made.
The others are
recorded.
Producing the new series of shorts, which
will be called United Artists Featurettes,
are Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, head of U. A.
musical activities, and William Cameron
diMenzies, associate producer and art
rector for U. A. Orville Dull will direct
the series and Robert Planck will be photographer.
The United Artists Featurettes will bo
filmed at the company's "West Coast studios
and the recording will be on Western Electric film devices. All of them will be talkies of two reel footage. A separate corporation, the United Artists Featurettes Corp.,
has been organized to produce them.
The other eleven featurettes will be as
follows :
"The Irish Rhapsody," by Victor Herbert; Donald
Novis, singer, will be a principal; it is a story of
Irish patriots and their struggle for liberty.
"Tannhauser," by Richard Wagner; it will be a
of the opera's story, with the Bacchantes
picturization
Ballet in Venusberg and will include a rendition of
"The Pilgrim's Chorus" by one hundred voices.
"The Fall of the Bastile," an historical sketch deof the h'lench national anthem.
picting the birth
"Glorious
Vamps," presenting sirens of by-gone ages,
including Eve, Salome, Cleopatra, Delilah, Lucretia
Carmen, Madame Pompadour; Lupe \ elez
Borgia,
will be .a modern jazz girl.
"In a Russian Cabaret," camera novelty, patterned
after Chauve Souris and featuring music and dancing.
"A Night in Madrid," a musical A"d dance novelty.
"Tintypes," showing the nineties in retrospect and
offering the old songs of that time.
"The Huskin' Bee," to present reels, s(|,uare dances,
old fiddlers in a rural comedy sketch.
"The Birth of Jazz," in which Harry Richman will
star; the evolution of the blues will be the story.
"Musical Marionettes," presenting mechanical dolls,
their movements to be synchronized with human
speech.
"The Love Cup," Rudolph Friml's Chinese operetta which will probably be filmed in color.

U Appoints Verne Hardin
Porter As Scenario Editor
Verne Hardin Porter, scenario editor,
short story author and newspaper man, has
been appointed scenario editor for Universal in the East, succeeding Mrs. Florence
Strauss, resigned. Mr. Porter entered the
film business in 1918 as editor-in-chief of
the Hearst film enterprises.

Addition To Waxman

Staff

.Mary Jane Warren, formerly affiliated
with "The Morning Telegraph, "Motion
Pictures Today," has been appointed by
A. P. Waxman, Warners' director of publicity and advertising, to aid in the preparation of pressbooks in his department.

the
on of anbothCorp.
al conditi
financi
THEFamou
s Canadi
s Player
and the Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp. continues to be in a flourishing condition.
Common stock of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., has been on the up
and up ever since the public got wise
to the tremendous increase in earnings due to the wiring of many of the
company's theatres. From 51 to 64
within a week, the stock is now being
quoted as high as 75.
Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation's receipts from United States film
rentals for the first eight weeks of the
third quarter, commencing July 1, 1929,
were 39 per cent ahead of the receipts
for the corresponding period of 1928.

U Announces New
Complete Service
Plan For Talkies
Will Combine Weekly Show,
Feature And Shorts, At
Fixed Rental Basis
A new complete service plan for Universal sound pictures, similar to the Universal complete service plan on silent
pictures, was announced this week by Universal at sales gatherings at the Universal
home office in New York and the Hotel Stevens in Chicago.
The plan was announced by Lou B.
Metzger, Universal general manager, who
received instructions for immediate release
of the sales policy from Carl Laemmle, now
in Europe.
The assembled Universal sales executives
acclaimed the new sales policy as a lifesaver for independent wired and unwired
houses.
The Universal complete sound service
plan will consist of a weekly show, feature
and assorted shorts, to be serviced weekly
on a fixed weekly rental. The company's
newest sound and dialogue releases will be
included in the line-up.
Laemmle recently pledged exhibitors
signing his silent product, but leaning towards sound, that in the event their houses
became wired they will get Universal sound
pictures on a basis that would help' them
to stay in business. The Universal chief
explained his stand in a letter sent out
with the pledge.

RCA Photophone, Inc., Files
Ind. Incorporation Papers
Indianapolis, Intl., Aug. 29th. — Ofiicials
of the RCA Photophone, Inc., a Delaware
corporation, have filed papers with the secretary of state here qualifying the company
to do business in Indiana. Owen Pickens
of this city has been nuxde agent for service of process. A total of 1,116 shares of
the company's cajntal stock is held in Indiana. The company will install and lease
equipment for synchronized pictures.

P i c I it r c

Columbia Sales
Force Is Divided
Into 8 Divisions
New Grouping Said To Make
For Greater Efficiency;
Staff Augmented
The national sales and distribution organization of Columbia has been divided,
in accordance with a new geographical arrangement of the thirty-one exchanges of
the company, into eight divisions. Xo
more than six exchanges will be under the
supervision of a single division manas;er,
which system, it is stated, will enable executives to spend more time developing each
exchange and also enable the home office
I'xchanges.
to maintain closer contact with individual
The Columbia exchange chain is divided
ns follows:
The Midwest Division, under Cecil E.
.Milwaukee, St. Louis and Indianapolis.
The Middle States Division, under Charles
E. Gregory — Kansas City, Omaha, Des
.Moines. The Western Division, under L.
K. Tillman— Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and
Seattle. The Southwestern Division, under
H. T. Peebles— Dallas and Oklahoma City.
The Southern Division, under William G.
Minder — Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis and
Xew Orleans.
The Eastern Division, under George S.
Jeffrey— Philadelphia, Pittsburgh), Washington, Cincinnati, Cleveland. The New
England Division, under Abe Montague and
J. McConville — Albany, Buffalo, New
Haven, Boston. The Greater New York
Division,
Bellman. under the management of Jack
The sales force of Columbia has been
augmented. Newcomers include W. G.
Craig, who will work out of Indianapolis;
C. A. Jones, who will work out of Kansas
City, Charles R. Hatcher, who will work
out
Memphis;
Floj'd D. Richey, who will
workof out
of Detroit.

RKO

Film And VaudeviUe
Booking Now Co-ordinate

All departments which contribute toward
RKO programmes and book the various
stage and film atractions have been moved
to the sixth floor of the Palace Theatre
building, 1560 Broadway, New York City.
This brings together the staffs of Jules
Levy, general manager of RKO film booking, and Georgebooking.
A. Godfrey, gencnil manager
of vaudeville

Racon Electric Subsidiary
Sues Miles Reproducer Co.
The Dynamic Corporation of America, a
subsidiary of the Racon Electric Co., has
brought suit against the Miles Reproducer
Co., charging infringement of their patent
Xo. 1,711,514, covering the dynamic horn
unit. Suit filed in the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of X^ew York on
.\ugust 14, last.
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^Drummond' Again
Scores High Gross
Among Coast Runs
Modern Maidens^ Comes Near
State Record; ^Argyle Case^
And 'Lucky Star'' Good
Hollywood,
Augiist 29tli. — The anivjil
of the Graf
Zeppelin
on Sunday
cut
into business on that day and Monday, but
strong- attractions at all the houses over^came the opposition of the air Leviathan.
"Bulldog Drummond," in its second
week at the United Artists, got a big play
again, its weekly gross being $2(5, Ono
(195%).
"Our Modern Maidens," at Loew's
State, had a heavy week, the figures being
$42,000 (160%),' Business was so good
that thf gi-oss came within a thousand dollars of the house record, the second nondialoguer in three weeks to come so near
the mark, the other being "The Single
Standard."
"The Argyle Case," at the Warners
Hollywood, took in $24,300 (170%). "Lucky
Star,' in its initial week at the Criterion,
drew $15,000 (150%). "The Hollywood
Revue of 1929," showing for the tenth
week at the Grauman's Chinese, attracted
$21,000 (115%,).
"Dynamite," playing for the fifth week
at the Carthay Circle, dropped to $12,200
(97%). "Fast Company," slumped to
$22,500 (90%), probably because of thi'
lack of big names in the cast.

Yitaplione To Make
Series Of Revues
With Fred Keating
A series of miniature revues, with Fred
Keating as master of ceremonies, is in preparation by Vitaphone. A permanent Vitaphone band and orchestra have been organized at the Vitagraph studio- in Brooklyn
under the direction of Harold Levy. Each
revue will consist of a number of the best
specialty artists.
The company will start production aljout
the middle of September at the Brooklyn
plant.

Mary-Doug, "The Shrew"
Finished, Plan Vacation
A sojourn of two months in France and
Italy is planned by Mary Piekford and
Douglas Fairbanks, who have just finished
production of "The Taming of the Shrew,"
the Shakespearian drama. Tliey will sail
on the Mauretania on Sept. 4.

"Goddess" Print Received
The master print of "The Green Goddess," Vitaphone recording of George
Arliss' stage vehicle, was received this
week at the Warner Bros, home office. Xo
release date has vet been set.

Cock Eyed World^' $509,185
In Three Weeks At The Roxy;
^^Hollywood Revue^^ B Vay Hit
** Hallelujah's"
B* wayHarlem Debut
worlds
two black
its debut
MAKING
— the white
and in the
—
"Hallelujah," M-G-M's all-negro
special was shown last week at the
Embassy on the Main Stem and at the
Lafayette in the Harlem black belt.
This was the first world premiere
for Harlem and the event attracted a
large crowd, all the more so as the
principals of the film and prominent
negro citizens were on hand for the
occasion.

New U Newsreel
With Talk To Be
Issued Sept, 23
Method Worked Out By Co.
Consists Of Silent Shots
With Vocal Remarks
A newsreel that will employ a ''newsreel
reporter" to vocally detail the news of
the day simultaneous with silent news
shots will be released by Universal for the
first time on September 23.
The talking sequences in the newsreel
will eliminate subtitles, with the exception
of the date line to tell where the action
takes place. Universal is adopting; this
method of news presentation coupled with
rapid-fire description of news events because, it contends, the events covered will
be newer and fresher than those contained
in the average sound news w^hich carries
stale news stories or else magazine shots
and stock news stunts that are not entirely
up-to-date.
It is claimed by Universal that a fast
method of production will enable its news
shots and explanatory remarks to reach the
screen as quickly as the silent newsreel.
Sam B. Jacobson, sent from the Coast
some time ago by Carl Laemmle, to work
out a talking newsreel, evolved the method.
The company will continue to issue silent
newsreels for those houses not equipped
for sound. The talking newsreel will be
released in conjunction with the Universal
tie-up
with newspapers all over the countrv.

Gets Continental Series
Arthur Lee, president of AmerAiiglt)
Corp., under a contract just closed, has
acquired distribution rights in the foreign
market, exclusive of the United Kingdom,
of the eight all-talking 'pictures produced
l)y Continental Talking Pictures Corp.

"Greene
Murder''
$150,800
In 2 Weeks at Paramount;
'Mrs. Cheney's'' Two,
$146,514
attention
(if ER
Broadway
two
the past
held the
films for
HOLDOV
weeks. The absolutely astounding
l)usiness that ''The Cock Eyed World" is
doing at the Boxy is the sole topic of conversation in picture ranks. In three weeks
at that house the sequel to "What Price
Glory" has turned in $509,185. with the
fourth week sure of another $150,000. AL
though the picture could remain for a fifth
week it is being withdrawn because it is
holding up the subsequent bookings of
other Fox productions slated to go into the
Roxy first. Beginning next Aveek it goes
into the Academy of Music in New York
and Fox' Brooklyn for a two weeks' run
day and date. Both the Paramount and
the Capitol ran pictures for two weeks.
At the former "The Greene Murder Case"
played to $150,800 in the fortnight, while
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," at the Capitime. tol, got $146,514.,50 in the same length of
For ' ' The Cock Eyed World ' ' the figures
for the three weeks of its run to date are
first week, .$173,391; second week, $175,667 and third week, $162,127. "The Greene
Murder Case" first week $80,600, second
week, $70,200. "The- Last of Mrs. Cheyney" first week $77,474.50, second week,
$69,039.70.

''Dance Of Life" Big

Paramount seems to have another smash
ill "'The Dance of Life" at the Rivoli
where the screen version of the stage play
burlesque managed to get $51,950 on its
first week. The fifth and final week of
"Dr. Fu Manchu" at the Rialto drew $21,800 with "Bulldog Drummond" following
and playing to capacity.
At the week
Strandfor"Broadway
Babies"
did
a corking
that house with
$33,000,
but, to all appearances,
two-reel
Educational "Trusting
talking Wives,"
comedy
with Edward Everett Horton featured,
stole the show away from the feature, with
the audience buzzing about the short comedy rather than the feature on leaving the
theatre.
"Broadway," in its first week at the
Colony at popular prices after its $2 top
run at the Globe, played to $16,970, which,
while not capacity for the house, is far
above the average for the percentage rating on the week figured 144.8. At the little
Cameo "Wrath of the Seas" Hopped with
There are two new hits in town. The
$4,627.
first of these is "The Hollywood Revue"
at the Astor where the first week's business
showed $24,004.25, and "Hallelujah,"
which opened at the Embassy on Tuesday
night, and played to $8,000 on five days.
(Coittiiiiicd nil foUozciiu/ fage)
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AU New York
J. D. Williams Resigns From
Grind Houses Do
Vice Presidency Of World Wide;
Brisk Business
Foreign Language Film Plan
{Continued from preceding page)

Multi-Lingual
Films
To Be
Made By Williams Plan
In England For
World Market
his resJD. WILLIAMS fromis announcing
ignation the vice-presidency
• of the World Wide Pictures, although he will still continue to function as
one of the Board of Directors of the organization. Wiliams, who was one of the originators of the First National plan, has
evolved a plan where pictures will be made
abroad along American lines, but with interchangeable casts of players who will
speak the language of the country in which
the product is to be distributed. Bruce
Johnson, who is associated with Jay Dee,
arrives from abroad on Monday and the
two will return to the other side in about
three weeks.
In a statement issued by Mr. AVilliains
he says:
"I have terminated my contract, which
still had a year to run, and resigned as
Executive Vice-President of World Wide
Pictures, Inc., (but remain on the company's Board of Directors) for the purpose
of devoting my entire efforts to the organization of the Williams Plan multi-lingual
talking pictures studios' project upon which
I have been working in England during my
leave of absence from World Wide since
last May.
"The effect of the talking picture boom
on the sale of silent pictures is well known.
It necessitated a change in the plans I
had for the interchange of pictures between Europe and this country when World
Wide was started. World Wide will go on,
and I confidently predict for the company
an important place in the industry.
' ' One of two things must happen : A
way must be found to make multi-lingual
versions of the same picture or every country must build up its own talking picture
industry. The latter will prove diflScult
and for most countries impractical because
the cost of producing talking pictures of a
quality that will hold the public's interest
will be too great for the limited language
market of most foreign countries.
"We have a project well on the way to
maturity, to build a studio with twenty
sound-equipped stages at or near London.
An association of European producers is
being formed to collaborate. The same
story, scenario, sets, technical work, photographic effects, etc., will be used for all
language versions in turn. We will have
adequate studio space so the sets may stand
until all verious have been made.
"While my new activities will keep me
in Europe part of the time I shall never
lose my interest in nor sympathy with the
American industry nor with the future of
World Wide Pictures, Inc."

W. B. Reported About
To Sign Billy Sunday
29th.
IND.,A. August
INDIANA
—The POLIS,
Rev. William
Sunday will
sign a contract to enter motion pictures at a price, imagined here, to be
$1,000,000. At least this is reported by
Homer Rodeheaveer, his choir leader
at Winona Lake. Sunday recently was
quoted that "they offered me a $1,000,000 to go into the movies, but I turned
it down. I can do more speaking to the
people face to face." Nevertheless,
Rodeheaver said, Sunday definitely decided to accept a contract offered by
Warner Brothers because in that way
he can carry his message to people
throughout the world.

University So. CaL
Plans New Course
On Movie Trends
Begins This Fall With Two
Classes Weekly, Professor
Markovin Presiding
In a new college course, called "Social
Aspects of the Motion Picture" to be
given for the first time this fall at the University of Southern California, the public's
dictates in the matter of its film amusement will be discussed.
Films will be used in the course to illustrate various subjects and the psychological trend and sociological cycles as reflected
in the motion picture will be given due consideration.
A class will meet on Saturday mornings
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon on the Trojan
campus and a second class will meet on
Thursday nights at University college,
downtown evening division of the University of Southern California. Students will
be assigned laboratory work in Hollywood
film studios and will also have access to
other sources of information.
Professor B. V. Morkovin is to head the
new course. Several lectures by stars and
directors are scheduled, he states.

S. W. Hatch Educational's
New General Sales Mgr.
Stanley W. Hatch, for the last eight
years connected with the New York executive office of the First National sales department and for sixteen years specializing
in the selling end of the film industry, was
this week announced by President E. W.
Hammons as general sales manager of Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.

Both are Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions and both are road show calibre.
Of course, Al. Jolson in "Say It With
Songs ' ' is clicking hard at Warner 's, where
the third week's business was $25,85.5.50,
while "On With the Show," which moved
out of the Winter Garden last week to
make room for "The Gold Diggers of
Broadway" which opened last night, got
$17,060.50 on its thirteenth and final week.
"Four Feathers" took a spurt last week
and business at the Criterion showed $14,657, while "Street Girl," Radio's first attempt to battle the $2 ranks, showed $18,132 at the Globe. "Fast Life" at the Central in its second week had $12,497.75.
At the Gaiety "The Black Watch" is
still holding on, although playing at a loss.
If the Fox executives had realized what
they had in "The Coek-Eyed World" that
picture would have gone into the Gaiety
for a run instead of being shot into the
Roxy, although it is hard to say how long
it would have had to remain to get anything like the money that the picture got
at the big house in three weeks.
Three of the big houses, the Paramount,
Capitol and Strand now have Friday openings. The Roxy is the only one holding to
Saturday openings, the chances being that
it will switch with the rest this week.

Paramount Starts
Ad Campaign In
800 Newspapers
A national advertising campaign was
launched August 25th by Paramount, when
two advertisements, each practically full
page size, appeared in more than 800 newspapers in 350 cities of the United States.
The drive will reappear a month later
with two more ads selling Paramount product. These ads will link up local theatres
which have booked Paramount releases and
will place particular emphasis upon the
new Broadway stai"s appearing in Paramount features, including Moran and Mack
Dennis
King, Hal Skelly, Helen Morgan
and
others.
Russell Holman, Paramount manager of
advertising, estimates that the campaign
will reach more than 40,000,000 readers.
The first copy which appeared last Sunday stressed heavily leading Paramoimt
features and will play the eleventh annual
Paramount Week, September 1 to 6.

West Coast Runs
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Fox-West Coast
Theatres have set in "Married in Hollywood'" for a run to follow current engagement of "Dynamite" at Fox Carthay Circle. Although • ' Cock-Eyed World ' ' was originally set at Grauman's Chinese to follow
"Hollywood Revue," it is reported that
IlKO's "Rio Rita" will be spotted in that
liouse, ojiening about October 1st.
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Opinions on Pictures
Her Private Affair
Rather Sophisticated — But Good
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
(All Talking Version)
" Tl ER PRIVATE AFFAIR ' ' -will de-Ta light the sophisticated type of
audiences, more so than the general patrons
who delight in a happy ending for every
picture. The latter group will not take it
as outstanding entertainment, but will be
satisfied with the picture.
The story presents good, sound melodrama, with its people moving easily and
naturally in the upper circles of a gay foreign capital, and still retaining their
humanness. The plot is based on a misunderstanding which is solved logically
and decently without too great an amount
of sentiment. Paul Stein's direction was
up to his general high standard, with interest sustained through his deft manipulation
of characters and incidents.
The cast has no picture names, but both
Ann Harding and Harry Bannister, from the
stage, are most satisfactory in the featured
spots. The balance of the supporting cast
deliver capable performances all down the
line.
The story concerns a Vienna judge and
his wife, who become separated through
misunderstanding. The wife goes to the
Riviera, becomes infatuated with a handsome rotter, and writes him some foolish
letters. The roue then demands money for
his silence, and the wife goes to his rooms
to make payment. Arnold is accidentally
shot by his orderly, Grimm, who goes on
trial but is acquitted. Vera leaves her husband to keep his name out of the scandal,
but a reconciliation is effected when he
later overhears the real story of the killing,
and the pair make a new start.
The story has been interestingly developed and holds attention throughout. There
are no box office names to attract patronage, but the picture will prove satisfactory
entertainment to all that see it.
Produced and released by Pathe. Story
by Leo Urvantzov. Adapted by Herman
Bernstein. Scenario and dialogue by Francis E. Faragoh. Photographed by Norman
Brodine. Running time, 71 minutes. Release date, Sept. 28, 1929. Footage, 6,440
feet.
THE
Vera Kessler
Judge Kessler
Carl Weild
Julin Sturm
Dr. Zeigler
Arnold Hartmann
Grimm
State's Attorney

CAST
Ann Harding
Harry Bannister
John Loder
Kay Hammond
William
Orlamond
Lawford Davidson
Elmer Ballard
Frank Reicher

June Clyde will be the leading feminine
player
"TannedTwoLegs,"
Radio
musical incomedy.
months
ago Pictures'
she was
an unknown dancer in Fanchon and Marco
■'Ideas." Arthur Lake appears opposite her.
Support is headed by Dorothy Revier, Sally
Blane, Ann Pennington, Albert Gran, Edmund Burns, Allen Kearns, Lincoln Stedman, Lloyd Hamilton and Nella Walker.

The College Coquette
Like Its Theme Song Is Good
And Bad
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialogue)
THERE is a theme song in this picture
the title of which is "I Want To Be
Good And Bad" and the picture is just
that — good and bad, if you get what I mean.
From a story standpoint the picture is a
follow-up on the DeMille "Godless Girl"
idea, at least to the degree that the action
takes place in a co-educational school and
shows the wild life that the flapper generation isleading. From a box office standpoint the picture has nothing whatsoever
to offer.
Columbia lined up a cast of names for
the production that is fairly imposing. It
is headed by Ruth Taylor, who appeared
on the horizon for a brief moment as the
Lorelei of "Gentlemen Px'efer Blondes." It
seems too bad, but Ruth isn't going to get
very far in this day of talking pictures
unless a role drops out of the heavens that
fits her. Possibly, now that Phyllis Haver
is married and out of the picture, Ruth
might get a chance with one of those flash
things as Phyllis did in "What Price
Glory," and then she may come through.
But in this picture she is perfectly flat,
both as to voice and the characterization
offered. William Collier, Jr., also does a
perfect brodie, while Jobyna Ralston is
rather to be pitied than censured for her
performance. At best it was an ungrateful
role. John Holland gives the best performance that is turned out by the entire cast.
George Archainbaud directed the picture
and he turned out an atrocious piece of
work. The lighting is flat and bad, the
action is stilted and the editing of the
picture
it
mildly.makes it jumpy, and that is putting
The story in brief is that of a college
coquette who has determined to attract the
attention and admiration of the school
coach. To do this she starts playing with
all the other boys in the school in the hope
that she will make him jealous. Seeming^ly
she is successful, for she winds up in his
arms for the final fade out. But this doesn't
happen until he first falls for her and then
believes her just an out and out flirt for a
few minutes when, after seeing her to her
home, he walks in on a wild party in the
rooms of one of the boy students and finds
her in the arms of another. Of course in
the end he learns that she was only there
in order to save her chum and room mate
from "a fate far worse than death itself,"
ah there ! !
In the matter of recording it must be
said that this is far from good. Columbia
has turned out far better voice recording
than this, so it is possible that the amplifying at the Little Carnegie Playhouse
isn't just what it should be. But even if
the recording were good it wouldn't help
the picture.
(Continued on page 793)

Kibitzer
Loaded
(Reviewed

With Laughs
by Don

Ashbaugh)

(100 Pc-r Cent Dialogue)

••■ *• as a featured
film comedian
in an
"l^IBITZER"
introduces
HaiTy Green
all-talker of life along the Ghetto. It suj>plies that ever-increasing demand for
something different in the way of screen
entertainment.
Harry Green, who has appeared in several recent Paramount pictures, carries the
entire production on his shoulders, and does
it capably. His introduction as a featured
comedian is most auspicious, and Green
should
rise rapidly
to a "draw" spot on
the Paramount
program.
Plenty of laughs are provided by Green,
with some of the characteristics of the
Jewish race exploited for comedy purposes
in various situations.
As far as the main theme of the story
goes. Paramount is offering something original. There is a hint of a triangular love
affair which affords reason for Green acquiring ablock of stock, but little is done
with the love interest. The picture centers
entirely upon the characterization delivered by the comedian.
Mary Brian is both charming and capable as Green's daughter, although it can
be said that she looks more like an Irish
lass than a Jewish daughter. A fine cast
surrounds Green, with all turning in acceptable performances.
"Kibitzer" is adapted from the current
play which has shown remarkable strength.
It can be safely spotted in the key first
runs for one week engagements, but will
need plenty of advance exploitation to attract the crowds the first few days. It's an
excellent talker comedy for plenty of
laughs, and should build steadily for satisfactory business.
Produced and released by Paramount.
From play by Jo Swerling and E. C. Robinson. Adaptation and dialogue by Sam
Mintz and Viola Brothers Shore. Directed
by Edward Sloman. Photographed by Alfred Gilks. Running time about 70 minutes. Release date and Footage, indefinite.
THE
I. Lazarus
Josie Lazarus
Eddie Brown
James Livingston
Bert Livingston
McGinty
Meyer
Kokapoupolos
Yankel
Westcott
Briggs
Phillips
Hanson
Reporter
Mullins
Klaus

CAST
Harry
Green
Mary Brian
Neil Hamilton
Albert Gran
David Newell
Guy Oliver
Tenen Holtz
Henry
Fink
Lee Kolmar
E. H. Calvert
Thomas Curran
Eddie Kane
Henry A. Barrows
Paddy
O'Flynn
Dick Rush
Eugene Pallette

John Boles will be starred by Universal
in a musical film operetta, "The Marseillaise." John Manker Walters is writing
the book, with Charles Wakefield Cadman
assigned to the musical end. According to
present plans, Paul 'Fejos will direct.
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Opinions
The Madonna Of
Avenue A
Hokumized

Tale For Dolores

(Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

Dolores, sweet and innocent, suffers and suffers in this story of a gal
and her bootlegger sweetheart. After
traversing a regular vale of tears, our heroine's weary feet at last find happiness,
even though her mother did bump herself
off for no particular reason.
The Warner Brothers should change Miss
Costello's name to Dolorous if they intend
to deluge her with tear-jerking roles. For
every smile that the wistful one wears she
must atone for with at least half a dozen
tears.
"Madonna of Avenue A" is not hot box
office. This weepy sort of stuff, constantly
handed the pride of the Costellos, won't
improve her standing at the b. o. After a
while, if this keeps up, she will be strictly
identified with one type of role. Which
makes a star's light pall.
Dolores is a shy young thing at a girls'
boarding school, who has been placed there
by her mother whom she thinks is a perfect creature but who is really the mistress
of an East River dive. A young bootlegger
sees the girl, falls for her and eventually
(?ets her drunk on board his vessel on the
night of a raid. Attempting to escape during a fusillade of shots, the girl is nabbed
by the dicks and discharged from school
when the horrified matrons hear of her
POOR

plight.
Going to Avenue A in Isew York, the girl
discovers the mother's secret and, although
heart-broken, marries the young bootlegger. The mother has her new son-in-law
framed, because she considers her daughter's marriage a mistake, but wlieii she
learns that her girl is with child she insures

On

Produced and distributed by Warner
poison.
Bros. Story by Mark Canfield. Scenario
l)y Ray Doyle. Cameraman, Byron Haskin.
Director, Michael Curtiz. Released, June
22, 3929. Footage, 6,461 feet.
THE

CAST
Dolores Costello
Grant Withers
Douglas Gerrard
Louise Dresser
Otto HofiFman
Lee Moran

They are already commencing to buy:

THE END OF THE WORLD
as seen and heard by

ABEL

GANCE

Adapted from the book by
CAMILLE
FLAMMARION
Sound

film with portion for a triptych (triple-width)
to be projected with ordinary apparatus.

SOCIETE L'ECRAN - D'ART
15, rue du Bac, Paris

Dir. V. Ivanoff

News

Pictures

herself for $10,000 to pay a lawyer to get
the bootlegger out of jail and then makes
her exit by swallowing some poison. The
bootlegger is saved and the gal at last
catches up with happiness.
The entire spinal column of the story is
hokum, pure and unadulterated. It is
spruced up with constant renderings of
"My Madonna," which Grant Withers in
the role of the bootlegger warbles to his
school girl. If Grant really sang the song,
then he needn't feel jealous of John Boles
and the other boys with the caroling voices.
Although Old Lady Hokum has been
sneered at before but has brought home the
bacon, nevertheless this production, which
is one hundred per cent her own, is no great
shakes. It lumbers along with unconvincing development and a climax that just
wilts trying to appear plausible. And in
this day and age of bootleggers, where
would you find a girl as dumb as the school
lass depicted by Miss Costello?
She makes of her role the best she can
and those yearning eyes grab their share
of sympathy.
Withers is the breezy confident young
bootlegger, giving his part the necessary
masculine twang, although he doesn't talk
like a liquor rat.
The role of the mother was entrusted to
Louise Dresser and capable actress that she
is, the part vibrates with the mother love
appeal — until she is required to take the

Maria
Slim
Arch Duke
Georgia Morton
Monk
<Iu.s

Picture

Speedway
Reviving Wally Reid^s Stuff
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
{Sound Version)
UTILIZING the famed Memorial day
races at Indianapolis as background,
M-G-M has brought the world of roaringracers to the screen again. The sound
vogue is not alone responsible, as a most
interesting tale has been woven about the
romance of throttle pushing.
William Haines headlines an excellent
draw cast which also boasts Anita Page,
Ernest Torrence, Karl Dane and John MilIn this day of speed and sports events
the picture should prove a B. 0. bet.
Those who crave thrills will find plenty
of them in the last three reels of the picture as the speed demons whirl dizzily
jan.
around
the huge brick oval in their mad
defiance of death.
Two excellent accident shots, which have
been incorporated into the picture add
extra thrills. Both mishaps are of the
breath taking variety with the cars turning over and tossing the drivers out into
There is the customary romance with
space.
Haines
winning the girl, Anita Page, at
the end leaving the dire villain of the
piece, John Miljan, in the cold.
Torrence is cast as the veteran driver
who adopts Haines. He teaches the youth
the art of piloting a roaring car. Dane
is the mechanic, and creates several good
laughs.
Haines is depicted in his usual role as
a swell-headed and conceited youth. Prior
to the race, he has an argument with his
foster father, and deserts to drive another
car in the race. When the race starts, Torrence is barred from driving on account of
a weak heart. Haines, ditched by the owner
of the other ear, swings in to drive Torrence's machine. Far in the lead, he allows Torrence to take the wheel for a winning finish.
As a dramatic picture of any weight,
"Speedway" is pretty light, but for thrills
and speed it will be stamped as mighty
acceptable entertainment. The combination
of Haines and other featured names in the
cast, plus the racing angle, should make
this an excellent attraction in any spot.
Produced and released by M-G-M. Story
by Byron Morgan. Adapted by Byron Morgan, Al Block, and Ann Price. Titles by
Joe Farnham. Directed by Han-y Beaumont. Photographed by Henry Sharp.
Footage, 7075 feet. Release date, Sept. 7,
1929.
THE
Bill Whipple
Patricia
Jim McDonald
Dugan
Lee Renny
Mrs. McDonald
Waitress

CAST
William
Haines
Anita Page
Torrence
Karl Dane
John Miljan
Eugenie Besserer
Polly
Moran
Ernest

Reuben Mamoulian, stage director who
recently
completed
of "Applause"
for Paramount
as hisdirection
first talking
picture, is
now dividing his time between editing and
cutting the picture and rehearsing a road
company of "Porgy" to be sent out soon
by the Theatre Guild.
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The Gamblers

"Ace Of Scotland Yard"
(Universal
Talkie Serial —
10 Chapters

A Cracker jack Society Melodrama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)
' "yHE GAMBLERS," a screen dialogue
•■■ version of the stage success produced by the Warner Bros., proves to be a
really worthwhile society melodrama, wliicli
at this day and date of frenzied stock
market gambling and hank failures because
of it, should prove a box office draw in the
Qeighborhood of New York at least, and
in other parts of the country it should l)e
above the average in attracting business.
The picture has a worth while cast headed
by H. B. Warner and Lois Wilson. Incidentally Lois Wilson is rapidly developing
into being one of the best emotional
'actresses on the screen. In this picture she
gives a perfonnanee that is going to win
her a host of new fans. Another performance that stands out is that contributed by
Johnny Arthur as George Cowper, a spineless bank manager who turns state's evidence against his employers. Jason Robards has a difficult role which he enacts
in a most convincing manner, while George
Fawcett and Frank Campeau deliver in
characteristic manner.
Michael Curtiz is responsible for the direction and he has done a neat piece of
work that holds the audience right uj) to
the finish of the picture.
The story in brief is that of a girl who
rejects the young son of a banking family
because of the inherent trait to gamble.
Instead she marries an attorney, whose
ambitions lead him to hope that he may be
Attorney General of the United States. His
is the task to investigate a gigantic trust
companj'. It is the company that is headed
by the former suitor for his wife's hand.
He gets the goods on the head of the company and the directors of the organization
and is about to put them where they belong. The wife, however, believes that her
husband is motivated somewhat by jealousy,
and just prior to his going into court to try
the case against her former sweetheart,
who has consented to be the "goat" for
the others, she enters his chambers in the
court and tells him that she is going to
testify that she invited the prisoner to her
home, that he was her lover, and thus ruin
her husband's ambitions politicallJ^ He,
in turn, walks into court and asks that the
indictment be quashed because he lacks
sufficient evidence to obtain a conviction.
This brings the wife to the realization that
her husband is a far bigger man than
she suspected, especially after having done
this, he comea to her and tells her that he
will not stand in the way of her happiness
and that she is free to divorce him and turn
Avhere her heart dictates. Naturally, the
dictate is in the direction of her husband.
A well told tale excellently cast and
played.
Produced and distributed by Warner
Bi-os. Frcjin the play of the same title.
Length: Sound version, 6,711 feet; Sc-und
Version Release, June 29. Silent Version
Release, Aug. 1. Silent footage indefinite.
Running time, an hour and twelve minutes.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.
THE
James Darwin
C.itherine Darwin
(Kinerson
arvel
E'merson
Sr
• leorge Cowper
Raymond
I sabe! Emerson
Tooker

CAST
L

H. B. Warner
Lois Wilson
Jason
George Robards
Fawcett
Johnny Arthur
Frank Campeau
Pauline Garon
Charles Sellon

(Reviewed by Raymond

A scene from "The Big Palooka" (Educational) .
Vernon Dent strives heroically to hold back
Addie McPhail, feminine heavy, who is anxious
to crown Harry Gribbon because he jilted her.

"My People"
(Vitaphone — Two Reels)

EUGENE and WILLIE HOWARD are the
principal players in this offering, which
is rather more elaborate than the usual run of
two-reelers that Vitaphone has been in the
habit of offering. It is a dramatic playlet in
five scenes having its opening in Russia during
a Cossack massacre. Switching from there to
a Russian cafe on the lower east side, where
Willie is the star performer. Eugene has graduated from the Ghetto and is the favorite at the
Hi-Hat Club, a Broadway cabaret, and he
finally persuades Willie, his friend from the old
country, to come and join him. On the east
side Willie was a riot, on Broadway he flops,
so he returns to the east side again, closing the
picture
with is
a song
entitled told.
"My People."
Thi.s
little story
effectively
The contrast
between the two night clubs, downtown and uptown, is used effectively, and laying a scene in
each of them gives both the boys a chance to do
their vocal stuff to advantage. It is the best
of the talking picture stuff that the two brothers
have turned out to date. The running time is
eighteen minutes.— FRED SCHADER.

EL

"Beau Night"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)

BRENDEL and FLO BERT are doing
one of their former vaudeville offerings
on the talking screen. The team were funnier
in the one tliat they employed in the test that
they made for Fox Movietone. However, this
offering will get by fairly well, although the
timing for laughs does not seem to have been
properly worked out in this instance. It should
have been easy to have gotten the best results
here for the team have surely played the act
often enough to know just where the laughs
were and to have stressed those points. El
Brendel is doing his usual Swede character and
Flo is the girl that is trying to vamp him into
a proposal. The shrinking suit and the other
props are all in evidence, but the laughs that
the act was wont to get are not. Running time
nine minutes.— FRED
SCHADER.

"The Big Paraders"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)

THIS is a sextet of heavyweight singCTs and
dancers and a piano player. The sextet
reminds one of the old quartet that was ballyhooed as "A Thousand Pounds of Harmony."
This bunch look as though they could double
that weight. They offer a varied routine, opening with one of the girls doing "Broken Hearted
Blackbird" in a nifty manner. This is followed
by a brief dancing bit by one of the men and
another girl, after which the pianist offers the
Prelude in C Sharp Minor, neatly played. For
a finish the five singers and dancers, dressed
collegiate, offer "Doin' the Racoon" which gets
over for laughs. The offering will do nicely
on most any program. Running time ten
minutes.— FRED
SCHADER.

Ganly)

r*-^
J NIVERSAL
has possessing
a money maker in this
detective serial
distinct class.
It is apportioned all the way with well developed story detail, the interest mounting with
each chapter, its capable cast, atmospheric and
photographic qualities, dialogue sequences and
synchronized score all tending to make this
a smashing serial.
Sound proves here that the serial can take on
new life— plenty of it. The injection of dialogue
and effects and a rendition of the score such
as no theatre playing serials could possibly
match all combine to produce a chapter-play
with a rich vein of box office.
Crauford Kent delineates the character of
Blake, the retired ace of Scotland Yard, who
comes out of his seclusion when mystery and
trouble hover around the girl he loves.
The girl, whose father is England's foremost
of collectors of ancient Egyptian relics, the latest of which
is the
famous "Love
Ring,"
is in
danger
as a band
of underworld
crooks
are after
the circlet. One of the guests in her father's
house is an Egyptian prince anxious to recover
the ring. He regards the girl as the reincarnation of the mummified Egyptian princess in her
father's collection.
On the night the girl first wears the ring, she
is attacked. The ring is recovered, however, bv
Blake's aide. During the ten episodes it will
undoubtedly change hands quite often, but if
.succeeding events are as well portrayed as those
incorporated into the first three chapters then
all's well. Mystery centers around the "Love
Rmg." The maze seems all the deeper to Blake
as he is constantly frustrated by the "Queen
of Diamonds," a member of the gang of crooks
and
housekeeper
in the girl's home from where
she directs
her plots.
The first trio of chapters reveal much creepmg in the night, sudden attacks and disappearances of some valuable object necessary for
the success of Blake's investigations. In "The
Fatal Circlet," "A Cry in the Night" and "The
Dungeon of Doom," chapters here reviewed,
the suspense has been well maintained.
Crauford Kent makes an excellent Blake.
Florence Allen, playing the heroine's role, is
also good. Support of the remainder of the cast
is up to a high level.
Adventure Pictures are the producers.

The College Coquette
(Continued from page 791)
Produced and distributed by Columbia
Pictures. Length, 6,275 feet. Running time,
an hour and ten minutes.
Release, indefinite. Directed by George Archainbaud.
THE
Betty Forrester
Tom Marion
Dons Marlowe
Coach Harvey Porter
Ethel Forrester. .■
Mrs. Marlowe
Edna
Slim
Ted
Jimmy Doolittle
Boy With Uke

CAST
Kmh Taylor
William Collier, Jr.
Jobyna Ralston
John Holland
Adda Gleason
Gretcben Hartman
Frances Lyons
Edward Piel, Jr.
Edward Clayton
Morris Murphv
Billv Taft

The Big Circuits Use

GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

® TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.
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BENNY RUBIN in typical vaudeville style
relates the story of the discovery of America. During his monologue, he is interrupted
by an Italian friend in deep water over his income tax report. Benny goes to work and explains to his friend various essentials to keep in
mind. The dialogue contains quite a few laughs
and the conversation about the income tax should
cause audience reaction. And Benny does some
stepping,
and neat. near good although
This oneclean
ratescut
somewhere

(Reviewed by Fred Schader)

"The Fruitful Farm"
(Pathe Cartoon — 1 Reel)
''pHIS
new of
Aesop
of the
1 troubles
Old treats
Al andhumorously
the high animal
birth rate on his farm. Doctor Mouse is continually 'phoning him to announce the arrival
of another addition to his menagerie. Finally
the births increase so rapidly that Old Al starts
to read a book on birth control and Doctor
Mouse is blamed for the plenitude of progeny.
This Aesop is an amusing cartoon skit, which
should amuse the adults primarily. — RAYxMOND GANLY.

"The Big Scare"
(Pathe Sound Cartoon — 1 Reel)
AL

FALFA resorts to airplane flying in
many of the Aesops. In this one he is
enjoying a flight until skunks climb into his
plane forcing him to evacuate. However, the
skunks follow him overboard and again Old Al
is in trouble.
.Sound effects and the regular line of Aesop
gags make this release an optimistic one. —
RAYMOND
GANLY.

News

"Income Tact"
(Universal Talkie — One Reel)

"St. Louis Blues"
(RCA Gramercy — Two Reels)
anyone with the slightest knowledge
HOW
of what the censors will and will not stand
for could ever have passed the story of this
colored prostitute and her pander is beiond
comprehension. How it ever got to the place
myswhere it was permitted to be filmed is apassed
tery. How the N. Y. Censor Board ever
it is another. But it is here and it is being
shown at the Rialto, New York. That s the
answer. The blase Broadway inob laugh at
it but they laugh in a manner that is indicative
that even they think it is a little too rough.
The picture is going to do a lot of harm in a
outside of New York when
great many tospots
the censors.
it is shown
Of course the idea was to build up a story
that would carry a reason for the singing ol
the "St. Louis Blues." So Dudley Murphy, who
is credited with the writing and directing of the
picture, wove a yarn of a gal and her man. g1 he
man in his opening speech says somethin to
this effect, when he is asked where he got a
fistful of money: "Where you expects? From
my gal, of course. You know I never work.
And he is the dandiest dressed of all the colored
boys in the crap game, at which he cops out a
to his room. It's
yaller sogirl
high
evenherif his gal pays the
says,takes
he and
his room,
rent. At this point the gal comes home and
catches him red handed with his new flame,
whereupon the two women stage a battle. When
it is ended the "man" starts to walk out on his
sweetie even though she pleads with him to
remain. He goes and the next shot shows a
negro cabaret with the gal standing at the bar
stewed, with a big schooner of beer in front of
her moaning "The St. Louis Blues."
The musical arrangement is a fine piece of
work with a chorus of negro voices doing
counter harmony as a background for the song.
When it is ended the "man" walks in again,
makes up to his ex-love, extracts her bank roll
from her stocking after dancing with her and
when he has the money gives her a shove and
leaves her flat again, which gives occasion for
a repeat of the chorus of the number. As a picture
it is rough and raw and most houses won't want
to offer it to their audiences. In the neighborhood and family communities it undoubtedly
will cause any house to lose future business.
Certainly no house which caters to family audiences where youngsters and children are a part
of the patronage will want to show it
It is pictures like this tliat cause censorship
and the sooner that they are shelved the better
for the industry.
Produced at RCA Gramercy Studios. Distributed by RKO Distributing Corp. Written
and directed by Dudley Murphy. Running time,
fifteen minutes.

Picture

it is not of the same calibre as the comedian's
other talkie, "The Actor." — RAYMOND
GANLY.

In and Out of Town

The calm,
one of the
stage stars
Affair"

delicate beauty of Ann Harding is
attractions of ^Paris Bounds the
first talkie for Pathe "Her Private
is another of her Pathe vehicles

"Haunted"
(Pathe Talkie — 2 Reels)
AFAIR-TO-MIDDLIN; talkie comedy
makes an appearance in "Haunted," which
helps itself liberally to mystery plays and movies of the past. Even with the advantage of
borrowing all its ideas, it really doesn't get
very far.
Evelyn Knapp must, in order to inherit her
uncle's estate, follow out his instructions and
spend a night in his old homestead. Accompanied by her negro chauffeur she arrives on the
scene. In the background is the housekeeper,
an old witch, and a detective. As the house is
supposedly haunted, the quartet spend an
eerie night with strange events to continually
send their nerve dropping.
John Rucker and Bob Milliken support Miss
Knapp. Unfortunately, the production is of a
cut and dried type and rarely does it bubble
over with some genuinely good humor. The
liaunted house in talkie form idea, which could
have been developed to achieve a score of
laughs, was not fully taken advantage of in
this case.— RAYMAND GANLY.

"The Actor"
(Universal Talkie — One Reel)
BENNY
RUBIN, who is no flash in the
comedy pan but a clever and skilful performer, has a nifty little vehicle in "The
Actor.' 'He appears as an ambitious youth who
comes backstage seeking a chance to demonstrate
his talents for the stage. They tell Benny to
sit down by himself in the corner, but when
\arious acts fail to show up they call on him
to fill in. The boy makes a hit with the audience and goes on repeatedly to loud applause.
Rubin's line of dialogue and a flash of his
dancing put this one over nicely. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

-"Pathe Review No. 36"
(Pathe — One Reel)
' • T \ UDE RANCH," a Wyoming tenderfoot
1-J camp where heavy dough is forked
over just to live the life of a cowboy for awhile,
is the interesting story in this Pathe Review.
"Curacao," called by the editor the Little Holland in the Carribean, is just that in the splendidly photographed shots which make the second best offering of the reel. "American Billygatt" is the third item on the Ramsayean bill
of fare. It is not as good as its companion
pieces. The Pathe Review, however, more than
makes up for the billygoat postures with its
other two stories.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

GLORIA
SWANSON
left Paris last
Thursday, Aug. 22, for a week-end at
Deauville. She was accompanied by the
Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudraye, her
husband. The star will travel to Berlin
and Brussels before she arrives in London
for the premiere of "The Trespasser."
EDWIN CAREWE and his wife arrived in
Hollywood Tuesday, Aug. 27, marking the
conclusion of their second honeymoon, which
took them to Italy, Germany, Spain, France,
England and Switzerland.
AL

JOLSON and his zvife, Ruby Keeler, are
enroute
to California
via the Panama

Canal for a stay of two-months.
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, who finances
the Gloria Swanson pictures for United
Artists releases, sailed for Cherbourg on the
He de France last Wednesday, Aug. 21. He
is accompanied by his wife.
THE
Tampa Chamber of Commerce will
meet the
United inArtists
"OutLocation
of the Night"
unit when
it arrives
Tampa.
scenes
will be filmed off the West Coast of the state.

ARLEN . Paravwunt actor who
RICHARD
has just completed a role in "The Virqinian," is now enroute to St. Paul to 7'isit liis
parents.
EMILY FITZROY is back in New York
after a four months' stay in England.
She will return to the Coast shortly. While
abroad she made a series of personal appearances with "Show Boat" in England
and Scotland. As an English woman who
now is an American screen star, she took
the opportunity to preach Anglo-American
amity to her audiences overseas.

W. E. Raynor Sales Head
Pathe Two-Reel Comedies
Long the New York branch manager foiPathe Exchange, Inc., W. E. Raynor has
become general sales manager of the company's two-reel comedies. He is also concentrating on the Pathe standing order subjects, such as Fables, Topics, Sportlights,
etc.

Vilaphone Booking At Studio
A booking office at the Vitaphone Brooklyn studios have been established, the new
offices functioning for the lirst time last
Monday under tlie direction of Stuart
Stewart and Richard Foy.
Alice Gentle, of the Metropolitan Opera,
was signed recently for "Show of Shows."
She sings
an aria from "Carmen" in one of the
color
sequences.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad, Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%
Bulldog Drummond

Ahie^s Irish Rose (Par.)

LOS ANGELES,
CAL.— United
Artists
Week.)
Theatre (2,100), 35c-50c-65c, Talking Shorts,
Organ Concert.
Rating,
195%.
(Second

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Ritz Theatre (1,000), 4 days, 10c-25c. Weather, hot.
Rating, 1007o.
AD TIPS — Everybody seeing "Abie's Irish
Rose" say that it is one of the very best pictures ever produced, and it continues to be
very popular with Oklahoma City audiences.
Audience appeal : all ages and classes — Ritz
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Alibi (U.A,)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Victoria
Theatre, 4 days, 10c-25c. Weather, hot. Rating,
100%.
TROY, N. Y.— Troy Theatre (2,000), 7
days, 25c-50c, 2 Vitaphone presentations, Fox
Movietone News.
Rating, 108%.
AD TIPS — Exploited that the picture wa=
founded on the play "Night Stick"- — that it waan all talking picture and a Broadway dramatic
sensation. Audience appeal : adults. — Tro\
Theatre, Benjamin .Stern, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.

Argyle Case, The (W.B.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre
(2,400), 7 days, 15c-50c, Clark and McCullough.
shorts.
Weather, fair, cool.
Rating, 85%.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Metropolitan Theatre (2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix Unit, Paramount News, Organ and Orchestra. Weather,
hot. Rating, 140%).
LOS

ANGELES, CAL,— Warners' Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 3Sc-50c-65c, Vitaphone
Shorts. Rating, 170%.
.A.D TIPS — Tom Meighan in a talkie comeback! Fandom here went for this film which
brings the popular Meighan back to the fold.
Played star's name big in ad spreads and fact
that his voice registered well in the' speakies.
.\ppeal: all classes. — Majestic Theatrie, Sol
Braunig, Mgr., Providence, R. I.
Play up mystery angle strong. Use catch
line "Who killed John Argyle?" and advertise that no one will be seated during the last
10 minutes of the picture. Thomas Meighan is
also worth billing in capitals. Lila Lee is becoming afavorite here. Appeal is to everybod>
and every class. — Metropolitan Theatre,
Houston. Texas.

Broadivay Babies (F.IS.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre (2,200), 7 days, 15c-50c, Rudy Vallee and News
Reels. Weather, cool, fair. Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Pictures can be billed as a smashing tale of feminine lure on the Street of
Streets. Alice White's name, too, means something in this town and was so billed. Found
Rudy Vallee a big drawing card in his "Radio Rhythm" short. Appeal : all ages, particularly to young. — Strand Theatre, Ed. Reid,
Mgr., Providence, R. I.
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Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 25c-75c, Vitaphone .Kcts and
120%.
Movietone
News. Weather, moderate. Rating,
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 10c-50c, Paramount
Talking News, "The Harmony Boys with
125%,.
Scrappy
Lambert." Weather, hot. Rating,
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 Acts \'audeville. Fox and M-G-M News. Weather, fair,
Rating, 90%,.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c, Metro-Movietone
Shorts. Weather, fair, cool. Rating, 100%.
OMAHA, NEB.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Orchestra, Organ, Publix Unit "Fore."
Weather, hot. Rating, 115%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
Laurel and Hardy in "Unaccustomed As We
Are" (M-G-M Talking Comedy), Phil Spitalny's band and revue (M-G-M act). Whole program transferred to this playhouse after one
week at Stanley. Weather, clear and cool
with two hot days. Rating, 72%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,000),
65c, Vaudeville, Comedy, Paramount Sound
News, Fox Movietone News and Organ Presentations. Weather, warm days and chilly
nights.
Rating, 140%.
CLEVELAND. OHIO.— Stillman Theatre
(1,800), 40c-7Sc, "Climbing the Golden Stairs"
(M-G-M Sound), Fox Movietone News.
Week.)
Weather,
clear, cool. Rafiim. 100%,. (Second

PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Aletro Shorts. Weather, fair and cooler.
Rating, 125%,.
(Second Week.)
AD TIPS — Name of Ronald Colman somciliing to conjure with here. Picture title, too,
!>, well known through novel and stage exploitalion and should do good business all over
country. Colman's pictures were played up
big as the virile hero of the tale. Appeal: to
both adults and children.— Loew's State Theatre,
j. P. McCarthy, Mgr., Providence, R. I.
He wanted Romance, Adventure, Thrills and
linds them. Here's a mystery without sudden
death . . . here are thrills without a grewsome
locale . . . here is love without mushiness ... in
short, here is as fine an audience screen play
as you'll see in many a week . . . and with a
cast whose voices are great. All talking with
Ronald Colman. Audience appeal : all ages
and classes. — Clarion Theatre, Oklahoma Cit\'.
Okla.
Play up Ronald Colman, the famous love
king, in a good thriller.— Buffalo Theatre, Vin.ent P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Colman's first talkie stressed in all ad copy
and newspaper space increased. Picture .sold
as a thriller on the daredevil anctics of the star.
.\udience appeal : general. — Paramount Theatre,
Charles Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Nebr.
Advance newspaper, billboard and window.-till advertising played Colman's first 100 per
cent talker and the story. Audience appeal :
general and favorable. — Blue Mouse Theatre,
Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
Starring Ronald Colman, dashing comedy
melodrama — mystery thriller. Fair appeal. —
United Artists Theatre, J. J. Parker, Mgr.,
Portland, Ore.
-Advertised this in the newspapers as a 100%
talkie and Ronald Colman's first talkie. Emphasized the adventure in the theme. Audience appeal : for everyone. — Stillman Theatre,
George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Picture

News

Charming Sinners (Par.)

Four Feathers

HOSTOX, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-7Sc, Publix Presentation,
Royal Sweets, Publix Band, Paramount News.
Wiathcr, fair. Rating, 95%.
DES AIOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 25c-35c-S0c-65c, 7 days, Vitaphone
Acts, Bob Albright and The Familiar Face, Educational talkie "Bee's Buzz," Paramount
Sound News.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 100%.

.\D TIPS — "Greater than 'Beau Geste'," was
the line used in newspaper advertising, in which
the fact that tlie picture was held over a second
week was featured. Audience appeal : all
(•ia.'-ses, mostly adult. — Royal Theatre, E. C.
< Oppock, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Gamblers,

Close Harmony

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (700), 4 days, 10c-25c, Vitaphone Vaudeville. Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Talented Buddy, Versatile Nancy
make love, sing, dance and play in Paratnount's
all-talking picture of back stage life in a De
Luxe picture house. Audience appeal : all age-and classes. — Rialto Theatre, Oklaltonia Citv,
Okla.

Cocoanuts,

The

(Par.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialt<. Theatre
(1.350), 7 days, 35c-75c, Fox Movietone News
and Raymond Griffith in "Post Mortem."
Weather, tnoderate.
Rating, 185%.
AD TIPS— Featured Marx brothers and Berlin music, using additional news]>aper space, billboards and radio. The appeal was both for old
and young. — Fox Rialto Theatn-, Dniig, Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Dangerous

Curves

Marie Prevost, who will be starred in the Radio
Pictures production, "Night Parade"

Dark Streets
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Loew's State Theatre (2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 Acts Vaudeville,
.Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.

(Par.)

(Par.)

OTTAWA. ONTARIO— Regent Theatre
(1,225), 6 days, 2Sc-60c, Orchestra Overture,
Fox Movietone News. "Whirls and Girls."
Carl Emmy's Pets. Weather, fair and warm.
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— Went strong on the fact that this
was an entirely new role for Clara Bow, with
plenty of circus life, pathos and ambition. Has
all the glamor of the Big Tent interwoven in
an absorbing story. A picture that is great for
the hot weather. Audience apiH-al : all ageand classes. — Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Dark Streets (F.I\.)
BOSTON. MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 25c-50c. 5 Acts Vaudeville,
Pathe News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.

AD TIPS— Advertise the "first dual all-talking role" and Jack Mulhall in this picture.
Lila Lee was given good billing here also. The
picture is a good audience film, and appeal is
general. — Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Tex.

Drag (F.N.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
Xews,
Gang in After
"Railroading"
TalkingOur
Comedy).
one week(M-G-M
at the
Stanley. Weather, clear and cool, hot two days
Rating, 103%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Lafayette Theatre (2,''00), 65c, Vitaphone, Comedy, Vaudeville,
Movietone News and Fox Silent Film. WeathI Second
er, warmWeek.)
days and cool nights. Rating, _90'''f.

VAUDEVILLE

Dynamite

(M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre
"Madame
Q,"
Movietone(1,650),
News, 75c-$1.00-$1.50,
Elinors Orchestra.
Rating,
')7%..
(Fifth Week.)

Fall Of Eve (Col.)
DALLAS, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,680),
7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville, Pathe
Serial, "The Black Book," Frajik Putter's
Curiosities," Fox Movietone News and Aesop's
Fables.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— The title is the best exploitation
bet offered by this picture, as it is cverythini;
a good title should be. Play up the fact that it
is a 100% all talking picture, featuring Patsy
Ruth Miller and Ford Sterling. Bill as an alltalking farce comedy with a riot of hearty
laughs. Audience appeal: general. — MUjestic
Theatre, John H. Thonia, Mgr., Dallas, Texas

Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Antor Theatre
Building
N. W. Cor. 45lh St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876

Girl In The Glass Cage,
(F.TS.)

The

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Centre Theatre
70%.
(1,200),
6 days,
15c-50c,
Fox News.
Weather,
fair "Broadway
and warm. Babies,"
Rating.
AD TIPS — This title had the fans guessing
and it was called a new kind of a mystery play
with 100 per cent talking and singing. The
story has plenty of villians, but a boy who is
ready to sacrifice all for the girl he loves — real
small town stuff. Loretta Young is coming
along as a new star. Audience appeal : most
everybody. — Central Theatre, Don Stapleton,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Greene Murder Case, The (Par.)
OHIO.— State Theatre (3,-

499), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, "Lazy Days" (MG-M) ; "Koko Beats Time," (Paramount) ;
Fox Movietone News, "Wall Street Blues"
f Publix Revue). Weather, cool, clear. Rating, 115%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Portland Theatre
(3,068), 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News, AllTalking Paramount Acts, Stanleigli Malotte,
organ
Weather, fair and cooler.
Rating, specialist.
110%.
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Melba Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Vitaphone .'\cts. The
Big Paraders in "A Ton of Harmony" : The
Mound City Blue Blowers in "The Opry
House," Edward Everett Horton in an alltalking comedy, "Trusting Wives" (Educat'l),
Paramount
ing, 115%. Talking News. Weather, hot. RatBUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre (3,000), 65c. Vitaphone .^cts. Paramount Sound
Xews, Comedy, Paramount Screen Songs, Organ Solo.
Weather, warm days, chillv nights.
Rating,
130%.

(Par.)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre (3,595), 35c-50c-65c, Christie Talker, ParaSound News,
t'oncert. mount
Rating,
90%. Milton C'liarlcs Organ

Four Feathers,
Motion

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Granada
Theatre (2,600), 7 days, 15c-50c, 2 all musical
and all comedy Vitaphone .^cts, Sound News
and Comedy.
Weather, fair. Rating, 88%.
AD TIPS — Found this picture one where I
could exploit the sensational and at the same
time I did not lose sight of the fact that the
weather was unusually warm and that I could
call attention to the cooling system, assuring
comfort. — Mark Ritz Theatre, Charles Smakwitz, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
An all-talking version of the famous stage
play "The Gamblers." Audience appeal : most
classes. — Granada Theatre, Ray Hendry, Mgr.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

CLEVELAND,

Fast Company

Standard

(W.B.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Ritz Theatre (1,146), 6 days, 25c-35c, 1 Vitaphone, Pathe Sound
Xews, Educat'l
Talking Comedy. Weather,
warm.
Rating, 100%.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Capitol Theatre (2,000), 15c-S0c, 7 days, Talking Comedy
and Sound News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
AU TIPS— The title, the all star cast luadcl
by Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brooks, as well
as that it is an all-talkie was played uj) for this
feature and it met with general approval in the
midst of the hot weather wave. Billed as part
of lineup of big pictures for the fall business. —
Des Moinies Theatre, George Watson, Mgr.,
Des Moinies, Iowa.
From the famous play, "Constant Wives," a
100% talking [jicturc. "A sparkling cast in an
intimate all-talking entertainment." .\udience
appeal: practically all classes. — Capitdl Theatre.
George K. Carjienter, Mgr., Salt Lake Citv,
Utah.

The

The

(Par.)

BOSTON, M.A.SS. — Olynipia and Uptown
Theatres (2,500 and 1.800), 7 days, 25c-75c
Sound Shorts, Paramount Xews, Weather, fair.
i-;ating, 100%.
KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 25c-S0c, talking presentation
iinits. Selected News. Weather, hot. Ratiim,
><S'Vr. (Second Week.)
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'Greene Murder Case,
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Love

The

AD TIPS — This picture offers a wealth of
material for exploitation and the two best angles are, first, the title which instantly presents
the mystery angle ; second, William Powell as
the ideally cast sleuth of the picture. Let the
public know that this is another S. S. Van Dine
famous detective story and rating along witli
the Canary Mystery Case, and is an all-talking
picture. This picture is unsually adapted for a
clever lobby display and we used a model of
the house in which the murder was committed
in our lobby with pointers indicating the various
rooms and locations which were played up in
the solution of the crime. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Melba Theatre, George Baker, Mgr..
Dallas, Texas.
Arranged box store tie-up, drug store hook
window displays, and a library tie up. Audience appeal: fr]r everyone who enjoys mystery
drama. — State Theatre, Sanford Farkas, Mgr.,
Cleveland, O.

AD TIPS — Dramatic Power, Human interest, Realism, Dialog and Sound. Excellent entertainment. Agreat cast, including Laura La
Plante and Neil Hamilton. Audience appeal :
all ages and classes. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Lucky Star (Fox)
150%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 3Sc-50c-65c, Movietone News. Rating,

Madonna

Idle Rich, The

Half Marriage (RKO)

80%.
mount News.

Honky

Tonk

(W.B.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Warner's Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 6 days, beginning Saturday previous, 15c-S0c, Kinograms, "The Crazy
Nut" (Educat'l), Organ. Weather, clear, cool,
two hot days. Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — See and hear Sophie Tucker, last
of the red hot mamas. Jazz mad and heart
song of the Great White Way. With Lila Lee
and Audrey Ferris. Music by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Sophie Tucker sings — "What
I'm Doing, I'm Doing for Love," and many
more of her song hits during the action of the
picture. All-talking, sitiging, dancing! Audience appeal : the world and its wife wants to see
and hear Miss Tucker on the screen. Thousands came out for the occasion. A fine pulling
picture. — Metropolitan Theatre, C. S. Langue,
Mgr., Warners'
Metropolitan Theatre, Bal. timore,
Md.

Hollywood Revue of 1929
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,025), 75c-$1.00-$1.50, "Curiosities,"
Movietone News, Syiriphonv Orchestra. Ratine,
115%.
(Tenth Week.)

Hottentot, The (W.B.)
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Kirby Theatre (1,654), 25c-60c, 7 days, 3 Vitaphone .A.cts, Talking Paramount News. Weather, hot. Rating,
80%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
("1,837),phone25c-50c,
News, VitaActs. BurnsFoxon Movietone
Organ. Weather,
fair
and cooler. Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS— Bill this one as "the year's best
comedy." Play the fun angle big, and exploit
Edward Everett Horton in unusually fitting
role. Also advertise the exciting steeplechase.
Appeal is general. — Kirby Theatre, Houston,
Texas.
Starring Everett Edward Horton. Cash in
on great comedy. Universal appeal to good
business. Thrilling horse race. — Music Box
Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Idle Rich, The (M-G-M)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Imperial Theatre
(1,200), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Madame Q," Para-

The

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Keith's East 105th
Street Theatre (2,000), 4 days, 25c-50c, Shorts,
"Hot or Cold" (Educt'l), Pathe News (Sound
and Silent), Pathe Review, vaudeville. W eath' r, cool, clear. Rating, 100%.

S. S. Van Dine's best selling no\el. Startling
and original plot and solution murder story.
William Powell and excellent supporting cast.
Good appeal increased business. — Portland Theatre, John Smith, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Exploit as the greatest thriller since "The
Canary Murder Case." Play up the star, William Powell. — Century Theatre, John Carr,
Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Hippodrome Theatre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Weather, clear,
cool. Rating, 66 2/3%.

Trap,

Eddie Ou'dlan, young Puthe slellar player in
"The
Sophomore,"
who
appeared
personally
ivith the film ivhen it tvas shown in the New
York and Brooklyn Paramounts

\\'eather, fair and warm.

Rating,

AD

TIPS — You can put this down as a picture with flawless talking and a screen presentation that closely resembles a comedy-drama of
the stage, the director having apparently followed the lines of a stage attraction. Conrad
Xagel, Bessie Love and Leila Hyams carry off
the honors with Bessie Love doing some sparkling comedy. Characterizations are excellent.
Action is mostly within the four walls of cheap
flats but the plot holds attention. Audience appeal : grown-ups. — Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Joy Street (Fox)
BOSTON, MASS.— Scollav Square Theatre
(3,000), 7 days, 25c-75c, 5 Acts Vaudeville,
Comedy, Paramount News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 85%o.

Last Of Mrs. Cheney, The
(M-G-M)
TROY,

.\. Y.— Lincoln Theatre (1,000). 7

days,
25c-35c,
1 X'itaphone,
Talking
Comedy,
Kinograms.
Rating, Educat'l
105%.
AD TIPS — Featured the name of Norma
Shearer in all advertising as she has a big following in the collar city. — Lincoln Theatre,
Louis Saperstein, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.

Light Fingers

(Col.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c, Co-feature
"Anne Against the World," Pathe News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 100%.

Of Avenue A (W.B.)

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,100), 65c-85c, Stage Presentations, Vitaphone Acts, Comedy (sound). Movietone News
and Silent Film News. Weather, warm days
and chilly nights.
Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS — Dolores Costello is a wonderful
star; she can play her part. Let the public
know it. Use it on all your posters. — Great
Lakes
N. Y. Theatre, C. M. Kaufman, Mgr., Buffalo

Man And The Moment, The
(F.N.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Fenway Tiieatre (1,500), 7 days, 25c-75c, Novelties, Paramount
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 90%.
DES MOINES, lOWA.-Paramount Theatre (1,700), 25c-3Sc-50c-65c, 7 days. Organ
Solo, "Medley of Popular Songs" by Wally
Wallace
andUnit,
His Merrymaker's
in
"Bright; Lindy
Lights."Coons
Publix
featuring Jack
Goldie. Paramount Sound News,
trailer of
"Our
Modern
Maidens." Weather,, warm
Rating, 110%.

AD TIPS — The feature was played up as
well as the stage show with Billie Dove as the
star drawing for the picture and Jack Goldie
exploited in the stage show. The bill appealed
especially to the younger type of audience and
met with approval in spite of the hot weather
wave. — Paramount Theatre, Jack Roth, Algr.,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Man I Love, The (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— B. F. Keith's
Theatre (2,596), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Trusting
Wives,"
News75%.
Weekly. Weather, fair
and
warm. Pathe
Rating,
AD TIPS — Featured the fact that this was
all-talking because of the great number of exhibition visitors in the city. This picture had a
real array of stars, Brian, Arleu, Baclanova and
others, all prominently mentioned. The title
draws the women and the story draws the men
because of its boxing angle. .A.udience appeal :
all above public school age. — B. F, Keith's Theatre, J.M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Looping The Loop (Par.)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 3 days, 20c-30c, Paramount Sound
.Vews and two song features. Weather, warm.
Rating, 90%.
.A.D TIPS — The title was played up for this
feature which conies at the beginning of the
Fair time trade. Picture exploited as exciting.
For older audiences especially. — Strand Theatre, Ted Emerson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Love Trap, The (U.)
OKLAHOMA
CITY,— OKLA. — Liberty
Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 10c-50c, Movietone
News, Oklahoma Newspaper Newsreel, Robert Benchley
"Stewed,
Weather,
hot. inRating,
125%.Fried and Boiled,"
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Masquerade (Fox)

Rainbow Man, The

HOUSTON,
TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, WLS Showboat unit
News.
Weather, hot. Rating,
show, Movietone
90%.
AD TIPS— D lual talking role can be played
up in this one. Also the comedy angle of the
mystery.
Lelia Hyams
only name
that can
be exploited hejre.
Appeal
is to lovers of
mystery
stories . — Majestic
Theatre,
Houston,
Texas.

oi Melody," headed by Ted Claire, Orchestra.
Organ. "River Driver" (Sportlight), "F"akf
llapper" (Educat'l Comedy). Weather, clear
ool, two hot days.
Rating, 117%.
AD TIPS— Exploit Eddie Dowling as the
-tar of "Sally, Irene and Mary," "Sidewalks
'if New York" and "Honeymoon Lane" in the
all talking and singing Paramount special "The
Rainbow Man." Tell them: You'll laugh, you'll
cry, you'll love the songs, the music and the
tender, throbbing romance. Audience appeal :
Dowling proved a big hit and Frankie Darro
almost ran away with the show which proved

Midnite Daddies (World Wide)
PORTLAND, ORE.— Pantages Theatre (1,800), 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News, "Two Black
Crows," Catherine Custer, Organ Attractions,
Final Pantages week. Al Butts and California
Peaches. Weather, fair and cool. Rating, 165%.

a finetury
pulling
both. — Loew's
CenTheatre, vehicle
Charles for
Raymond,
Gen. Mgr.,
Baltimore, Md.

AD TIPS— Mack Sennett's first all-comedy
feature with rollicking girls and comedy lines.
Played to big business. — Pantages Theatre, J.
J. Johnson, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
,?Weather,
days, 15c-35c.
Wife." Fox
fair and"That's
warm. My Rating,
75%. News.
AD TIPS — Booked this as an attraction for
Ottawa Exhibition Week and invited those in
the Indian Village at the Fair to attend. The
name of Richard Dix was in as large type as
the picture title, always with the mention that
this was in Technicolor, combined witli music
and sound effects. It is different to the usual
run. Audience appeal : everybody. — Avalon
Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Movietone F allies of 1929 (Fox)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 10c-25c50c. Five acts of
vaudeville, Pathe News. Weather, hot. Rating,
100%
(Second Week).
AD TIPS— The fact that the picture was
held over a second week was exploited and
the production played up as the "most gorgeous
picture ever filmed." Audience appeal : all
classes.— Pantages Theatre, Louis Charinsky,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

New Orleans (T.-S.)
DALLAS, TEX.— Capitol Theatre (1,044),
7 days, 15c-25c-35c. Shorts, Sonnenberg and
Lewis Wrestling Bout, in sound, Comedy,
"Tige's Girl Friend," Vitaphone Act, Pictorial
News.
Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— Exploit title along with Ricardo
Cortez, Alma Bennett and William Collier, Jr.
Play up the love angle and the fact that the
used— A Poigpicture is a talking one. Copy
nant Drama of Frendship vs. Love. Adventures
of a Woman Whose Specialty Was Breaking
Men's Hearts— Whose Code Was Infidelity.
Heart Throbs and Hoof Beats in a Romance of
Mardi Gras Land. Dramatic Dialogue— Carnival Gayety— Racing Thrills. A large horse
shoe cutout with the title of the picture thereon
was displayed above the box office to stress
the race track atmosphere. Audience appeal :
all classes.— Capitol Theatre, Ray J. Stinnet,
Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

On With The Show (W.B,)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c. Selected News; talking presentation units. Weather, hot. Rating,
95%.

Redskin

Nora Lane, who pluys the Empress Josephine
in a scene in Reginald Denny's new Universal
talkie comedy-drama, "One Hysterical Night"

On With The Show
AD TIPS— The fact that the picture is an
all-color, all-talkie was advertised big, a largesketch of a chorus scene being used in ne\\>paper advertising. Audience appeal : all classo.
—Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr..
Kansas City, Mo.

Our Modern

Maidens (M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-S0c-6Sc-75c-$ 1.00, Movietone
News, Fanchon-Marco "1930 Edition Hollywood Studio Girls Revue."
Rating, 160%.

Paris Bound

(Pathe)

BALTIMORE, MD. — Keith's Theatre
(3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c. Int'l, Universal and
Movietone News, with Raynor Lehr and company in "No. No. Nanette," with vaudeville
acts and chorus, organ, orchestra. Weather,
clear and cool, two days hot.
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— Exploit Ann Harding, Broadway's most beautiful and talented star, in her
initial all singing, dancing, talking picture with
Frederic March, the man who tamed Clara Bow
in "The Wild Party." A glorious dream of
love crushed by matrimony. Ann Harding was
the star of the big New York stage success
of the same name. Audience appeal : a brilliant,
sophisticated marital drama superbly acted,
which proved very appealing. — Keith's Theatre.
J. Lawrence Schanberger, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Rainbow

Man,

The

(Par.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c. Fox Movietone
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix unit "Pirates

MUSICAL
AN OVERTURE

No.

1254 — LIGHT
STARS

No.

1260 — BEAUTIFUL
BLUE
DANUBE
AIDA GRAND
MARCH

No.

1262 — SPRING
SONG
CORONATION

A SYMPHONY

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Tlieatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c. Paramount News,
"Harlem Mania," in which five colored boys
do their stuff; Fox and Curtis in a Musical
Unit ; Pathe Sound News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 150%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3,700), 7 days, 30c-50c. Newsboys' Harmonica
Band, Our Gang Comedy, Fox and M-G-M
News.
Weather, fair. Rating, 105%.
ALBANY, N. Y. — Mark Strand Theatre
(2,000), 6 days, 25c-50c. Fox Movietone News,
two Vitaphone selections. Weather, hot.
Rating, 110%.
DALLAS, TEX. — Greater Palace Theatre
(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c. Publix presentation "Rainbow Trail" with Jimmie Ellard and
Greater Palace Stage Band. Billy Muth in
Organ Novelty, Paramount News. Weather,
hot.
Rating, 105%.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Pantages
Theatre (2,500), 7 days, 15c-75c, Vaudeville
and
85%. News Events. Weather, fair. Rating,
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Charlie Chase in "The
Big Squawk" (M-G-M Talking Comedy), Tito
Ruffo (M-G-M Act), Fuzzy Knight (M-G-M
Act), Organlogue. Weather, clear, cool; two
hot days.
Rating, 116%.
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Single Standard, The

Street Girl, The (RKO)

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Allen Theatre (3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, "Rail Roadin'"
(M-G-M), Movietone Revue, "Mexicana."
Weather, cool, clear. Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— She dared all for love. Greta
Garbo as the American girl who satisfied her
curiosity concerning love in a man's way . . .
not cheaply . . . not in the manner of men
who follow a wink to a trysting place . . .
but whole heartedly . . . without shame . . .
a brave appealing story of the girl who had
the courage to accept The Single Standard. An
excellent picture to book, and which will appeal
to all ages and classes. — Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Featured Greta Garbo and the fact that the
picture carried its own lesson. — Mark Strand
Theatre, Byron
Farley, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
Greta Garbo is the big draw of this picture

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, lOc-SOc. Pathe News,
"The Barber's
Daughter" (Educat'l). Weather,
hot.
Rating, 125%.

'and
shouldgood
be exploited
as of
such.
Nils Asther
is always
for his part
the business
and
deserves prominence in all copy, and the names
John Mack Brown and Dorothy Sebastian
should also be mentioned. Play up the title
for it has a real drawing power. Copy used :
A New, Greater, More Fascinating Garbo—
Daring All for Romance — Taking Love Where
She Finds It. Audience appeal : an adult picture for all classes. — Greater Palace Theatre,
Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
"The screen's most fascinating star (Greta
Garbo) in her most fiery romance." Audience
appeal : most classes. — Pantages Theatre, Grant
Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Emphasized Garbo's name as she has a big
following. Also stressed this as a fiery romance. Audience appeal : for romantic adults. —
Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Play up the name Greta Garbo with the line :
She took love where she found it— like a man.
The screen's most alluring star in "The Single
Standard." An M-G-M picture with Nils
Asther, Dorothy Sebastian, Johnny Mack
Brown. A romantic sail on the seas of passion
roughly billowed by many loves. A new, a
daring theme. Audience appeal : tremendous for
Garbo fans and excellent for all who like a
tense love story that is different. — Loew's Stanley Theatre, Charles Raymond, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Smiling

Irish

Eyes

Raymond
husband
a-tete by
drunk.

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 25c-60c. Pathe News, Five Acts RKO
vaudeville.
Weather,
hot.
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Betty Compson good for a draw,
and tunes in picture are all great. Here is a
halfway back stage picture that is great. Play
up title. Audience appeal: liked by all. — Orpheum Theatre, Ralph W. Thayer, Mgr.,
Omaha, Neb.
Radio Pictures' first all-talking musical
drama. Hear the most sumptuous all-talking
musical romance ever conceived. A life drama
of a girl who played her way into the hearts
of men and lost the man she adored with a
joyous, reckless kiss. A kiss that startled the
whole world. You'll never forget "Street
Girl" with a marvelous cash including Betty
Compson, Johnny Harron, Jack Oakie, Ned

McKee and Thelma Todd, as a guiltyand wife, are disturbed in their teteJerry Drew, who plays the role of a
The scene is from Educational talkie

AmGus Arnheim's
bassador Band, Cathorn,
Doris Baton
and her Radio
Sparks, Joseph
Beauty Chorus, Cimini Singers and 200 others.

comedy, "Look Out Below"

Smiling Irish Eyes

Betty Compson plays the violin playing "Lovable and Sweet," "My Dream Melody," and
"Broken Up Tune," a dance number that makes
em step. A master program — a hot weather
diversion that will make you forget ovstside
discomforts. Audience appeal : all ages and
classes.— Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Harry Jolson scored in cycle of songs. — Fox
Broadway Theatre, Floyd Maxwell, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Speakeasy

(Fox)

Okla.

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (1,200), lOclSc, 4 days. Movietone News,
Oklahoma Newspaper News, Clark & McCullough in Movietone Act. Weather, hot. Rating,
100%.

This Is Heaven (U.A.)
OMAHA,

AD TIPS — A corking melodrama of the wide
open places. An all-dialogue Movietone feature
"Speakeasy". Hear New York City talk. Audience appeal : all ages and classes. — Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Victory Theatre (1,287), 7 days, 15c-50c, All dialogue act
and sound news.
Weather, fair. Rating, 88%.
AD TIPS— Best bet is to play up Vilma
Banky's first talking appearance, as well as her
co-starring relations in former pictures with
Ronald Colman. James Hall another good
name in cast. Audience appeal : mostly woman.
—World Theatre, Lionel Wasson, Mgr.,
Omaho, Neb.

Squall, The (F.N.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,900), Paramount News and Sound News,
Fox Movietone News, Vaudeville. Weather,
warm days and chilly nights.
Rating, 120%.
AD TIPS — Give this picture lot of play in
the papers, in your lobby and all your posters.
— Hippodrome Theatre, George Mason, Mgr.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

"Vilma Banky's first talking picture. "The
screen's most beautiful woman." Audience appeal :all classes.— Victory Theatre, P. A. Speckart, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

(F.N.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 25c-S0c. Vaudeville acts, Pathe
News.
Weather, hot. Rating, 90%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — Palace Theatre
(3,600), 7 days, 3Sc-75c. Shorts: "Plane Crazy"
(Disney cartoon) ; Pathe News (sound) ; Pathe
News (silent) ; Fox News (silent) ; Pathe
Review; Fables (Pathe); Sportlight (Pathe);
5 acts vaudeville headed by U. S. Indian Band.
Weather, cool, clear.
Rating, 100%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Broadway Theatre
(1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone News,
Fanchon & Marco's "Jazz Buccaneers," Harry
Jolson in person. Sam Jack Kauflfman and his
band. Mouse Cartoon. Weather, fair and
cooler.
Rating, 135%.
AD TIPS — The picture was played up as
Colleen Moore's first singing and talking picture
and the fact that it played at $2 top in New
York was exploited. Audience appeal : all
classes.— Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Tied up with all the music stores on the
theme song, had the song sung at music counters, over the radio and by dance bands. Also
had a special painted poster display of Colleen
Moore in the lobby depicting a newsboy calling
"Come and Hear My First Talking Picture."
Audience appeal : for all ages who like their
movies mild. — Palace Theatre, Frank Hines,
Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
All dancing, singing, talking comedy with
Colleen making the trip from Erin to Broadway. Universal appeal.
Another record week.

NEB.— World Theatre (2,500), 7

& M's
F Rating,
News,
Paramount
days, 25c-S0c.
"Beach
Night" idea.
Weather,
hot.
80%.

Spring Suspension
A feature of SYNCRODISK
that absolutely eliminates uneven motion —

$500 Complete
Write now for details on this finest of turn-tables — Dealers write.
The Syncrodisk turn-table —
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machines
installed in over
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WEBER

MACHINE
59 RUTTER
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Rocheeter, N. Y.
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Thunder (M-G-M)

Words And Music

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, talking presentation units, Selected News. Weather, hot.
Rating, 90%.

and hear "Stepping Along" and
Mary Brown." Audience appeal :
api)eal to all classes and young and
New Theatre, Morris A. Mechanic,
timore, Md.

AD TIPS — "The man of a thousand faces
gives one of his best performances as a locomotive engineer in this picture," was the line
used, along with large cut of Lon Chaney
in newspaper advertising. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Loew's Midland Theatre, H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Twin Beds (F.N.)
DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400),
7 days, 2Sc-3Sc-50c, Vitaphone acts, Georgia
Price and Frances Shelley in an instrumental
and singing number, Pathe comedy, "Dancing
Around,"
Pathe News. Weather, hot. Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS— The title is the big draw of the
picture, as it is famous due to the wide publicity given the stage play. Jack Mulhall is the
remaining big attraction, and he should be
heavily billed in all copy. Patsy Ruth Miller
will bring in some business and should be mentioned in copy. Copy used, Sh-h-h-h-h. A
Peep Into the Secrets of Newly Weds — Is That
a Treat, I Ask You? A 100% talking singing
picture. Famous as a stage play, now sensational as a picture. Audience appeal : general.
-,-Old Mill Theatre, Al R. Lever, Mgr,, Dallas,
Texas.

Two Weeks Off (F.N.)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
3 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone News, Educa'l.
Comedy. Weather, fair and warm. Rating,
70%.
AD TIPS — Boosted this as the last feature
in which Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall
appear
as the
screen's best-loved
love
team. together
Addressed
advertisements
to holiday
seekers with the line, "Attention, Would-Be
Vacationists," to tie up with the summer's
thoughts. Audience appeal : all but public
school children. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Cameo Theatre
(549), 50c-75c, regulation meller that failed to
click, Pathe Sound News, .^sop's Fables,
"House Cleaning Time" and Paramount talking
sliort, "Her Husband's Women." Weather,
clear and cool.
Rating, 72.8%.

DES MOINES, I A.— Strand Theatre (1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c, U. Collegians all talkie,
"The Varsity Drag," Pathe Sound News, organ medley numbers. Weather, warm. Rating,

9D%.
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"Great Gabbo" May Play
At Hammerstein Theatre
Raymond Griffith's whispering voice is heard
with great effect in Christie-Paramount
talking comedies.
One of his recent releases is
"Post Mortems"

Voice Of The City
AD TIPS— There is nothing in this bill for
the youngsters especially, and the young people and older folks are attracted. The star,
Willard Mack, the fact that he wrote the play
and appears himself in the leading role, was exploited for this feature. — Strand Theatre, Ted
Emerson, Mgr., Des Moines, la.

Woman

From

Hell, The

(Fox)

OKLAHOMA
Theatre
Review,
^sop's
Weather,

CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, Bert Smith's
presenting "Why Girls Walk Home,"
Fables, Fox News, Int'I. News.
warm.
Rating, lOO'/c

Wonder Of Women,

The (M-G-M)

BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 Acts Vaudeville, Fox and M-G-M News. Weather, warm
and fair. Rating, 90%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 25c-75c, Fanchon and Marco
presentation. Fox News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 110%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,700), 65c, vaudeville, comedy. Fashion News,
Paramount Sound News. Weather, warm,
showers.
Rating. 120%.
AD TIPS— Observation proved that the
outstanding and most popular character in this
picture was Lewis Stone and his name was
therefore played up on the theatre front and
in the advertising. Audience appeal : all types. —
Wisconsin Theatre, W. O. James, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.
This picture needs a lot of publicity ; play up
the stars. — George Mason, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Words And Music (Fox)

Voice Of The City (M-G-M)

A

TIFFANY -J^TAHL
FRANCHIJ'Er

"Good Old
big, strong
old alike —
Mgr., Bal-

Wrecker, The (T-S)

Thunderbolt (Par,)
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 7 days, 25c-75c, "Syncopated Trial"
(Pathe) and Fox Movietine News. Weather
moderate.
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — This being the opening week of
greater movie season, more newspaper space
was employed. Featured Bancroft's talkie.
Fay Wray and Richard Arlen. Audience appeal was for adults, who liked it immensely. —
Fox Colonial Theatre, Doug Kimberley, Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wash.

News

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.— Victory Theatre,
(1,600), 7 days, 15c-50c, Tito Schipa, tenor.
Weather, fair and cool. Rating, 85%.
■ BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News', "The
Barber's Daughter (Educat'l.). Weather, clear,
cool, two hot days.
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Title must be embellished by explanatory matter as to nature of revue. Play
up fact that fdm abounds in tuneful melodies
and snappy dances. Fancy art work also will
help. Appeal : adolescents and those who like
pep. — Victory Theatre, Matt Reilly, Mgr.,
Providence, R. I.
All talking, singing,, dancing musical revue,
eclipsing "Fox Follies," with a galaxy of scintillating stars, including Lois Moran, who
dances with the grace of Pavlowa ; David

Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Arrangements are
being made for the New York run of James
Cruze's first talker production "The Great
Gabbo," with reports that Hammerstein 's
Theatre will be secured for a twice daily
policy.
It is understood that the company has
been unable to obtain a suitable Times
Square theatre for the run, as all available
legitimate leases are tied up by other film
jiroducers.

Radio To Film "Sergeant
Grischa," Brenon Directing
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Radio Pictures will
produce a movie version of the German
war novel by Arnold Zweig, "The Case of
Sergeant Grischa." Herbert Brenon, who
will direct, has arrived on the Coast to
east the title role.
Production will begin immediately, with
the picture replacing "High River," slated
originally as Brenon 's next.

Rasch Girls In M-G-M

Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Albertina Rasch 's
dancing ensemble, which is one of the highlights of "Hollywood Revue of 1929," will
be featured by M-G-M in a two-reel Colortone dancing revue "Shooting Gallery."
Among the Rasch solo dancers featured include Donessa Nelova, Esther Laughton,
Mona Otero, Ada Broadbent, Olga Chalmers, and Vilma Kaye, besides the Rasch
ensemble of 24 that appeared in several
New York and Paris stage revues.

New

U Contract For Holmes

Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Ben Holmes has
signed a long-term contract with Universal
to direct talkers for that company. Holmes
will produce the "Sporting Youth" series,
successors to "Collegians" two reelers, as
his first assignment.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
"^'The Gamblers''
"Broadway Melody" At Capitol For
First BVay Showing At Pop. Prices
Tops Fair Show
AT the Capitol this week the principal
On thewith
stage,the"The
Dixie artists
Derby" being
was
attraction is the first showing on
offered,
featured
At Mark Strand
King, King and King, the Luceille Sisters,
"The Home of The Talking Pictures"
has a fair show this week that runs about
two hours and five minutes. It contains a
Pathe Sound Newsreel, four Vitaphone
short subjects, and "The Gamblers," a
Warner Bros, feature. The latter proved
to be decidedly worthwhile screen fare and
held the audience nicely.
The Strand with the coming week, incidentally, is going to fall into line with
the Paramount and the Capitol and open
its shows on Friday. That leaves only the
Roxy with a Saturday opening and the
chances are that that house will also join
in the general custom.
Opening the current week's show the
Pathe Sound News run seven minutes, the
outstanding feature being President Hoover's talk to his Virginia neighbors on the
benefits of fishing. "The Big Paraders," a
singing and dancing Vitaphone short, follows for the next ten minutes. El Brendel
and Plo Bert in "Beau Night" is another
short Vitaphone offering.
Eugene and Willie Howard in "My
People," a Vitaphone two-reeler, is worth
while, being the best that these two former
Winter Garden stars have offered to date.
A revival of a two year old short was
Anna Case, the Metropolitan Opera House
prima donna, in a ten minute offering entitled "Spanish Fiesta" with the Casinos
doing their dancing specialty and a grand
opera chorus also appearing and singing.

Capitol Family In Benefit
A performance at the Pontiac Theatre,
Saranac Lake, N. Y., for the benefit of the
Saranae Lake Society for the Control of
Tuberculosis and the Northwoods Sanatorium, was staged last Tuesday evening
by Major Edward Bowes and his Capitol
"Familv" of radio fame.

"Hearts

In Exile"

Roadshow

September 14th has been set as the prerelease date for "Hearts in Exile," which
Warner Bros, will present as a roadshow.
The picture tells a story of Russia under
the imperial regime and stars Dolores
Costello.
^»
'»«»

O'Neill Back At Desk
G. R. O'Neill, director of advertising and
publicity for Pathe Exchanges, Inc., has returned to his desk after having been detained at home for ten days nursing an infected tooth.

Broadway of "The Broadway Melody" at
popular prices after a run of twenty-six
weeks at the Astor at $2 top. The result is
corking business, but the house will not
break any records because of the length of
the show. The feature alone runs an hour
and forty-one minutes, the balance of the
show for forty-six minutes, making a total
of two hours and a half.
In addition, this week marks the farewell
of Dave Schooler, who has been acting as
master of ceremonies and conducting the
Capitolians for more than six months. That
the audience holds an affection for him
was shown by the fact that his personal
appearance was the signal of an outburst
of applause and when he stated that he
hoped that his absence would be for a short
time only the audience seconded it with
another applause thunderclap.
Incidentally the overture played for the
current week, with its massed brass feature
bringing a healthy hand for the men in the
pit at the opening of the program.
The combined M-G-M, Fox Movietone
News and the M-G-M-International Review
ran eight minutes. The shots of the roundthe-world trip of the Zeppelin received prolonged applause

and Charles Berkes and Virginia Sully.
The opening flash for the offering was an
octette of negro mammy figures of the Big
Tess variety with their backs to the audience shuffling to the strains of a jazz
melody. The huge figures each had a couple
of chorus girls in it and they later joined
the group of dancers leaving the figures
stand until the finish of the opening number. Dave Schooler and the Capitolians
offered a special arrangement of "Ain't
Misbehavin' " and this Avas followed by
those King boys who certainly can dance.
They brought down the house with their
stepping, their work being constantly interrupted by applause. The sister act opened
with "Peach Pickin' Time In Georgia"
and followed it with "Baby Where Can
You Be," the latter being the best suited
to their talents. Berkes and Sully with
comedy being the oustanding feature got
to the audience and pleased. Miss Sully
suffered by comparison with the vocal stuff
that was shown just ahead of her.
A three cornered horse race on the old
familiar tread-mill was the closing flash
reserved to finish the act with a grand hurrah. It still holds a lot of punch for the
audiences and sent the revue away nicely.

Eddie Quillan On Stage And Screen
Proves Hit Of The Paramount Show
THAT
irrepressible youngster, Eddie
Quillan, Pathe screen star, walks away
with the hit honors of the Paramount show
this week. Eddie is present both on the
stage and screen. He is making a personal appearance in conjunction with his
Pathe release "The Sophomore" which,
incidentally, is proving a laughing wow.
But it is Eddie in person that is delighting
the Paramount crowds. That boy need
never fear should he ever lose his popularity on the screen for there will always
be a place for him on the stage. He is a
finished performer, has style and ease in
delivery and atop of that proves himself
a natural comedian. He had the crowd
in the big house laughing from the time
that he put in an appearance until he finished with them. There were a couple of
spots where he was a little too fast for the
picture house audience, but that very stuff
will wow 'era in the vaudeville houses
should he ever decide to step out in them
again.
The show itself proves to be an all
around good entertainment from a comedy

standpoint insofar as the picture and Eddie
are concerned. The stage revue, the Publix unit entitled "Romance Isle," is lavishly produced and has four principals and
a chorus of twelve boys and twelve girls.
It is a book unit, using the mistaken identity theme for its plot. The scene is laid
in one of those unknown Balkan principalities, where the Prince and Princess who
have bean betrothed are on their way to
be wed. They meet on the road by accident and the boy shrouds his identity until
he sees what the Princess looks like, and
when he does he falls for her. There are
two scenes. The first the Inn where the
first meeting takes place and the Palace for
the wedding ceremony. It is between these
two that Eddie Quillan works in one without interferring with the action of the little
story. In addition to the two romantic
roles, the Hickey brothers are spotted in
the Palace scene for their comedy routine
of old gags and slapstick sock-him-on-thecoak comedy. It got over for laughs with
the picture house crowd.
The entire show runs two hours and
twenty-one minutes.
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invaluable
''Your 1929 Motion Picture News Blue
Book received and studied with great
interest. I £ind the Blue Book o£ in-*
valuable help in answering the great
many questions that patrons o£ the
movies ask a newspaper editor. It is
a wonderfully comprehensive book,
and every motion picture actor and
producer should realize the value o£
being in this volume.
''I thank you sincerely £or this book,
and will always treasure it as a great
help in my profession.
''Looking forward to receiving your
next volume, I am^^
Albert Witt, Managing Editor
The Shreveport Times
Shreveport, La.

Watch For Other Newspaper Comments

Hollywood Can't A££ord To Stay Out
o£

Motion Picture News

BLUE

BOOK

New Edition Now in
Publication Next Fall
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"U" Records German
Version Of "BVay"
By Doubling Voices

8 Paramount Units Now
Shooting; 5 Rehearse;
Use 14 Sound Stages

Hollywood, Aug. 29th. — Successful voice
doubling of a talkie in a foreign language
was accomplished last week by Universal,
when a German version of "Broadway"
was made in dialogue. The stunt, attempted
as an experiment, proved so successful that
the company is planning a German version
in talk of "Show Boat," to be followed
by Spanish versions of both productions.
In deciding on Spanish versions, U figures
to get the jump on other producers to get
the bulk of business in many wired theatres in various Spanish speaking countries.
It is understood plans for the stunt were
first suggested by Arthur Gregor, German
director and playwright now in Hollywood.
Few within the studio were aware of the
plan. Within a short time, the German
dialogue script was prepared by Ernst
Laemmle and Paul Kohner, and it was
found that the translated dialogue to German was a fairly close synchronization with
the lip action. Most of the time was taken
up with the preparations for the German
script, necessitating care in the translation
and matching of words.
Several German actors and linguists were
engaged to rehearse the lines and the German dialogue track was made in a projection room. At that time, the players spoke
their lines into the microphone as the silent
film was run off on the screen.

Hollywood, Aug. 29th. — With eight companies shooting and five others rehearsing,
Paramount, at both Western and Eastern
studios, is working at absolute capacity.
Fourteen sound stages are being utilized
to take care of production requirements at
the local plant. Set construction is being
done by night; companies are photographing by day and the studio laboratories are
working on a 24-hour schedule to keep up
with the production department.
Of the eight productions being filmed
here, a number are utilizing entire stages
for special settings. The most pretentious
of the latter is "The Vagabond King,"
musical operetta being made entirely in
Technicolor. Others shooting include "The
Love Parade," "The Mighty," "The Saturday Night Kid," "Darkened Rooms,"
"Sweetie," "Behind the Makeup" and
"The Kibitzer."

Hollywood, Aug. 29th. — M-G-M this week
completed German and Spanish sequences
for the start and finish of * ' San Louis
Rey." It is also reported that Fox has
finished a German dialogue version of
"Four Devils."

Santee And Mather, Of
ERPI, Visiting West Coast
Holljrwood, Aug. 29. — H. B. Santee, director of theatrical engineering, and G. E.
Mather, recording engineer of Electrical
Research Products, arrived in Hollywood
for a ten-day visit. They will thoroughly
inspect recording in the various studios and
expect to gather valuable information for
the benefit of their company's research
laboratories.

Studies Camera Problems
Julius Weinberger, chief engineer of the
Radio Corporation of America's research
department, is spending two weeks at the
Hollywood studios of RKO to make a comprehensive study of conditions as applying
to sound recording with RCA Photophone.

Alberta Vaughn's latest portrait. The petite
star is employing her singing and dancing
talents for stellar roles in the series of Larry
Darmour Musical Tab Shotvs being made for
RKO distribution

Fox Changing Title
Of 'Why Leave Home'
For Coast Showings
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — "Why Leave
Home?" Fox talker remake of "The
Cradle Snatchers, " will be released in Fox
West Coast Theatres under the title of
"Imagine My Embarrassment." Title
change was suggested by Harold B. Franklin, president of the circuit, and approved
by Winfield Sheehan of the coast territory.
Frank Whitbeek, in charge of Fox West
Coast advertising department, has prepared a new line of special lithos, ad mats,
stills and lobby displays for the title
change, for use in circuit bookings.
Decision of the chain to release the picture under a different title will not affect
the name "Why
territories.

Leave Home"

in other

The five in rehearsal are "The Children," "Medals" and "Pointed Heels,"
which are being made( here, and "The
Laughing Pond," being made at Astoria.
In the process of editing and cutting are
"Fast Company," "Illusion," "Woman
Trap," "Why Bring That Up?"; "The
Virginian," "The Love Doctor," "Glorifying the American Girl" and "Applause."

Glenn Harper Opens New
Corona Theatre On Coast
Corona, Calif., Aug. 29. — Charging $5
and $10 a seat, Glenn Harper, well known
Southern California exhibitor, opened his
new Corona Theatre this week. The entire proceeds for the premiere performance
were donated to the Corona Hospital building fund. Several film stars from Hollywood proved added attractions for the
charity opening, including Harry Richman,
Clara Bow and Hoot Gibson.

Fleming Signed By M-G-M
Mrs.

Costello's Estate

Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Dolores Costello
Barrymore filed petition in Probate Court
for letters of administration in the estate
of her igother, Mrs. Mae Costello, who died
Aug. 7." According to the petition, ^Mrs^
Costello's estate would not exceed $1,000;
but it was stated that she had $61,000 in
two banks that belonged to Mrs. BarryGuy Oliver, character actor who has been
in 319 movies, has been cast by Paramount
in "Behind the Makeup."

Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Victor Fleming,
contract director with Paramount for the
past several years, has been signed by
M-G-M to direct "The Sea Bat," a mystery
thriller. Present plans call for. production
of the pictuye in the West Indies.

O'Neill For "Jazz Heaven"
Radio Pictures has signed Sally O'Neill
to be the feminine lead in "Jazz Heaven,"
soon to go into production under Melville
Brown's direction. The star will both sing
and dance in the picture.
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Hollywood
Wallace McDonald signed with Paramount for a featured role in "Sweetie," directed by Frank Tattle.
Phil Beiker, vaudeville headliner for years,
will come to the Coast to be starred by
Paramount in a talker and musical feature
from an original story by himself.
J. Walter Ruben, former Paramount
scenarist, is writing the screen play and
dialog
Brown for
willRKO's
direct. "Jazz Heaven," which Mel
Vivienne Segal, now being featured in
Warner Brothers' "The Golden Dawn," will
likely sign for appearance in a third Warner
Vitaphone feature upon completion of her
current work.
George Lewis, ex-hero of Universal's Collegians series, has a featured role in "Tonight at Twelve,"
Universal talker under
direction
of Harry a Pollard.
Pauline Frederick has completed work on
"The Sacred Flame," her third Vitaphone
talker for Warner Brothers. Archie Mayo
directed.
Marie Prevost, Hugh Trevor and Gladys
McConnell will be featured by RKO in "The
Night Parade."
William Craft will direct Glenn Tryon in
"Skinner's Dress Suit," the star's next talker for Universal. Merna Kennedy will play
opposite.
Kenneth McKenna will have the romantic
lead in Fox' "The Three Sisters."
George Bancroft will be starred in
"Underseas" as his next talker for Paramount. Story is an original by Jules and
Charles 'Furthman and Rowland V. Lee
will direct.
"The Command to Love" has been purchased by Universal and being readied for
early production. Lajos Biro is writing the
lilm adaptation.

Karl Dane has been assigned a featured
role in "The Bugle Sounds," M-G-M production being directed by George Hill.
William Beaudine started direction of
"The Dark Swan" for First National. Cast
includes Lois Wilson, H. B. Warner, Edmund Breese, Olive Borden, Kathlyn Williams, and Aileen Mannmg.
"Here Comes the Bandwagon," from the
novel by Henry L. Gates, will be Charles
"Buddy" Rogers' next starring talker for
Paramount.
George Abbott will direct.
Raoul Walsh is writing an original sea
"story which will star Victor McLaglen for
Fox. Walsh will also direct the picture with
cast including Fifi D'Orsay, El Brendel,
Lennox Pawle, and Charles Judel.
Renaud Hoffman is author of "A Year
and a Day," original story for Eddie
Dowling's next Sono Art production. Henry
McCarthy is writing the adaptation and
George Crone will direct.
Pathe has renewed option on contract of
Russell Gleason for another year.
M-G-M has selected three new titles for
features. "Olympia," John Gilbert's vehicle,
becomes "His Glorious Night;" Joan Crawford's initial all-talkie is changed from
"Jungle" to "Untamed"; William de Mille's
new production is changed from "Twelve
Hours of Love" to "This Mad World."
Luther Reed, as a result of his handling
of "Rio Rita," has been assigned the direction of "Hit the Deck," another of Radio
Pictures musicals. Jack Oakie will play the
male lead. Rehearsals begin immediately.
Georgie Fitzmaurice completed recently
the last scenes for Warners' all talking Vitaphone production, "Tiger Rose,'' based on
Willard
play.Blue
Lupe
Velez
the
title role Mack's
and Monte
is the
malehaslead.

Eddie Cantor is the latest addition to the
cast of Broadway entertainers appearing in
Paramount's "Glorifying the American
Girl." Under the title, "Cheap Charlie," the
Cantor skit is a part of the stage revue presented in the picture. Lew Hearn supports
the star.
Norma Shearer will next appear in a picture titled "Their Own Desires." E. Mason
Hopper, w'ho has just completed "Wise
Girls" for M-G-M, will direct the new production jointly with James Forbes, playwright and author. Story is an adaptation
by Forbes and Frances Marion of the novel
by Sarita Fuller.
Thornton Freeland, 32 year old director
of "Three Live Ghosts," for United Artists,
has been signed by U. A., to a long term
contract to direct. His first assignment is
the direction of Fannie Brice's initial picture for the company, "It's a Pleasure."
"Medals," Paramount's adaptation of the
Barrie play, "An Old Lady Shows Her
Medals," went into production in Hollywood recently with Gary Cooper. Supporting cast includes Beryl Mercer, Nora Cecil,
Dewey Daisy Belmore, Tempe Pigott, Arthur Hoyt and Arthur Metcalf.
"Pedestal," original by Max Marcin and
Lewis Milestone, has been purchased by
John W. Considine, Jr., of United Artists.
It will be screened as an all-talkie with an
all star cast.
Jean Arthur has been assigned the role
of heroine in "Here Comes the Bandwagon," story of carnival life by Henry L.
Gates.
Joan Standing has been engaged by Paramount for one of the principal roles in the
talking film version of Edith Wharton's
novel, "The Children."
Edward Everett Horton has begun working in "Wide Open," with Louise 'Fazenda,
Patsy Ruth Miller and Reed Howes in the
other principal roles. Screenplay is based
on Edward Bateman Morris' novel, "The
Narrow Street."
Helene Lynch returns to Paramount to
play in "Behind the Makeup," drama of the
lives of stage people. She has been assigned
to the role of a singer in a river boat.
Dolores Costello will sing in her next
Vitaphone
production,
"Second
Choice,"
now
under way
at the Warner
studio.
The
number she will introduce is "Life
So Lonesome," composed especially
picture by Al Dubin, M. K. Jerome
Burke. H. Witmark and Sons will
the sheet music.

Can Be
for the
and Joe
publish

"Night Peirade," with fully a hundred people in the early sequences, got under way
recently at the RKO studios in Hollywood.
Hugh Trevor plays the lead. Others in the
cast are Dorothy Gulliver, Lloyd Ingraham.
Lee Shunnvay, Nate Slott and Charles Sullivan.

!\'o, ihis is not one of those "What's wrong tvith this picture" contests, but is a conception of
production activities at the First ISationat-Viiaphone lot when Director Irvin Wlllat was Vitaphoning a new version of "The Isle
of Lost Ships."
The idea is to find Mr. It illat, who is
somewhere
in the picture

Betty Compson was announced the other
day
for a featured
"Isle Monte
of Escape,"
in support
of MyrnaroleLoyin and
Blue.
This will be Miss Compson's fourth Vitaphone picture for Warners in recent months.
Roy Hunt has been signed by Louis A.
Sarecky, associate producer of RKO productions, to handle first camera on forthcoming Radio pictures. His initial assignment is expected to be "Hit the Deck."
"Hold Everything," new Warner film, will
have a large cast. Many prominent players
recently reported for work at the studio
when color cameras were focussed upon initial scenes. Guinn Williams is the latest
actor signed.
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SUCCESS"

Manpower

Vs. Money

my way of thinking (and in
my many rambles I do manage to touch upon one or two
g
estin
inter
thoughts) the greatest
achievement in life is the successful development of manpower.
Many a big executive in the industry today can point to his financial statement as proof that he has
done some big things.
But, we wonder whether the development ofdollars and cents can
be classified with the development
of manpower?
TO

Whether in a successful man's
summary of accomplishments, his
ability to make big men is not a
greater sign of success than his
ability to make dollars and cents ?
It is certainly an easy matter for
clever business men to take money
and make money. But how many
of them can turn this same cleverness into that channel wherein they
can take a man and develop him
into an important part of their organizations ?
The industry is flooded with
these successful money-making executives. Some reached their present position by using manpower to
help them climb. Many of them
shout their success from the housetops. Lots of them boast of their
great accomplishments. But how
many of them can prove that they
possess that rare quality among real
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leaders: the ability to develop
manpower.
Seeing a man grow up under real
leadership should certainly be as
fascinating a pastime as watching
the bank balance grow. At any
rate, I would venture the most
humble opinion that an investment
in manpower will surely pay bigger
and better dividends than the average investment in stocks and bonds.
Someone once claimed that in the
theatrical business there was too
much petty jealousy and internal
politics among the executives. That
real ability was ignored because
this one or that one had a relation
who needed a job.
Well it was true, and still is to a
limited degree, that inter-organization politics played a big part in the
recognition of service rendered.
But the least we can say, for these
mergers and consolidations, is that
they are bringing efficiency and
proper respect to the men in the
organization whose years of faithful and conscientious service should
bring merited promotion and advancement. They are pushing
aside the "blood is thicker than
water" angle and making every
man
salary.strive to show that he is deserving of bigger positions and

The House Managers of today
may be the executives of tomorrow,
therefore, it behooves us to suggest that they try their hand at
developing manpower now.
C. E. L.
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Ray F. Averill, the General Publicity Director for
Ray F. Averill
the New Family Theatre in
Batavia, N. Y., got a pretty
Ties Up With
good break when
he was
An Earthquake! !
working on the exploitation
— — — ^— ^-~^~"^
and advertising for NOAH'S
ARK in the interest of his theatre. Just about the time he
was
ready
to
shoot with his advertising there
was a slight
tremor of an
earthquake
around his part of
the country.
He immediately
took advantage of

By Nature
The

Earthquake
of this morning warns you
of the coming of

OAH'S
NARK
"NOAH'S AIIK" brings lo you the
inosUgtupendous drama cvcrrceorded
in man's search through the ages.
Tlic rolorfiil life of ihe ancient world
ihc thundered voiee of tlie Earthquake and the Deluge — fury of tempest— tumult of human confliels —
these pa^s before you.

SEE IT-HEAR IT
You never saw anything
like it before

getting
outwea flyer which
are
reproducing
with
this story.
As Ray himself
sayts, it was one
of the best breaks
he has had in 25
years of publicity
work. And we
certainly agree
with him, but at
the same time we
cannot take away
the credit due him
for using his head
when the opportunity presented
itself.
Also, take a
good look at one
of the house organs turned out
by Ray, especially
the baseball gag
on the front page
which could be
used to great advantage by hundreds of our members. What do
you think of this
one, boys? Great
stuff, eh?

would certainly like to hear
a whole lot more
about Ray and his
activities in Batavia and Jamestown.
But, listen Ray :
Don't wait for anBatavia, N. Y.
other earthquake
you writA Warner Bros.Vilaphone Talking Picture to start
ing to the Club
about your exploitation stunts, etc. As long as you have made a good start
why not keep it up by continued correspondence with the
Club? That's the spirit because the items on our PAGES
should be as interesting to you, as the contributions, which
you make to the CLUB, are to our many other members.

Watch for Date of Showing
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Manager Russell Bovin,
of the Loew's Theatre in
Stenographic
ConCanton, Ohio, pulled another
test Aided Russ
good stunt recently when
he arranged a stenographic
Bovin's Campaign
contest for tickets to see
"The
Idle Rich," when
it
played at the Theatre out there. Practically every stenographer in Canton entered this contest, and a tremendous
amount of public interest was created by reason of the
cooperation of. the Canton Daily News.
Free publicity for the contest, the theatre and the picture resulted in this marvelous cooperative arrangement,
and Mr. Bovin is to be congratulated upon the method
he used in handling the entire stunt.
He also tied up with the Canton Public Libray, placed
a display of stills on the bulletin board of the Library with
a special card reading "Make the Most of Yourself" see
"The Idle Rich" at Loew's Theatre.
Another tie-up in connection with the same picture was
an arrangement with the market house, to place 5000
market bags with the Idle Rich imprint on the bags in
different market stores to distribute same.
This constituted but a small portion of his fine thorough
campaign, and we are certain that good business was the
result.
Let's hear some more from you Russell, because we're
always glad to give you space on the CLUB pages.

CharHe Amos Ties
Up With Local
Radio Station

""^"^""^^"""■^■^^""^^

Manager Charles H.
Amos tied up with the local
broadcasting station to
broadcast old songs — old
tunes in connection with the
advertising
Roman
ce"

of g"Riverat
playin

of
the

Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C.
The old songs and old tunes were played at different
hours of the day and evening, always with an announcement that the first few identifying the songs could win a
prize in the form of a ticket to see the picture by calling up
the theatre.
Although nothing new about this stunt, it seemed to
click exceedingly well and was largely instrumental in giving the picture a wide range of publicity.

The Real Club Spirit!
''All For One And One For AW
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We sort of caught Col.
Harry Long, a new member,
Personal Appearunawares when we called
ance Capitalized
upon him for some sort of
contribution.
By Harry Long
But Harry came through
■"■~~'~~~^~^~~^~~"'^^~" in spite of the handicap of
just returning from his vacation. He passed on to us the
dope about the personal appearance of Vilma Banky in
his city.
Through the mighty fine cooperation of the three bus
lines operating into Louisville, these buses carried banners
announcing excursion rates into the town of Louisville
for Saturday and Sunday. They displayed the "Banky in
Person" part of the copy very boldly. In addition to this,
Col. Long placed forty-eight Banky photos in the best
windows in the city and large attractive paintings in the
depots and hotel lobbies. The three leading papers gave
him over 6000 lines of publicity and as he put it,— "the
'gescheft' was great."

CLUB

s, No. 8"
Laugh
Lobby
By Dick
Kirschbaum
What I'D LIKE TA kmow \s
WHAT KiNOA 'owpMerf r ni^va
6om^ 6£r ? soon' on vitapmon<?
ORITMIS FILM ON DiSKf » M INTReSTtP^
«N
THIS 'CAU5f
\ OOTTA RADIO AMJ/
'
I Beers
readin'oponthis
(Fy'N€6DAriV>.r
HERE- now- JElPP^ONfV\^\0U-

MofVf^ OR/\rr£^

t^f^ic/c^^SC^ic

"Why Dont The Phone Ring
We also want you to see the trio, reading from left to
right, Col. Harry Long, manager of Loew's and United
Artists State Theatre of Louisville, Ky. ; Miss Vilma
Banky, and the manager of the Tour, Mr. Charles Mayer.
This picture was taken outside of the railroad station on
the day she arrived and with the help of Col. Long, it
was quite an eventful appearance, both for her and the
State Theatre.
While this is only a starter, we have great hopes of
hearing many other interesting things from and about Col.
Harry Long and his activities in Louisville. Are we right
or are we wrong Colonel?
Following close on the
heels of our many articles
Miller Finds Operand editorials dealing with
the subject of managers and
ating Angle Valoperators , Mr. A. H. R.
uable Mgr. Asset
^
Miller,
Manager
of the
"""""^^""^■"^"^■""""^^ Opera
House in Waynesburg, Pa., comes through with the information that he is
himself an operator.
According to Mr. Mille's viewpoint, he feels that every
real manager should also be a projectionist and a real
qualified operator.
There is much merit in what Mr. Miller suggests inasmuch as the Booth today is the heart of the modern theatre,
and for this reason, a manager cannot know too much
about that part of his institution.

When

You

To?" an interesting little
It receive
We would certainlyWant
like to
story from Mr. Miller dealing with his experience as an
Operator and how he has found it valuable in the management of his Theatre.
How about this, A. H? Won't you come through with
something so that the rest of the boys can hear about this?
Thanks a lot in advance.

A NEW
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IN MOTION
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The Best Possible In Sound— In Natural Color— In Entertainment !
NOW WE BRING THE BIG OTY ENTERTAINNENT TO YOU-EVEN BEITERED.
WE GUARANTEE

You Can Hear The Talkies and Feel Cool Even On The Hottest Days.

And Now We Have Arranged The Finest Programs We Ever Presented
■■PARAMOUNT--(New

Er. Produt.«n.)-Mo..<.l
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"FOX"— 15 Musical
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WAYNESBURfl OPERA HOUSE

Gre«ne County' • Only Perfect
Sound and Cooled Theater.
The Home o( the Beat E^iterlaumcnt

AIG. 1, 2, 3

B/?t
JLIV 29, 30, 31

^^L>il

''■^"""•"

This is how Mr. Miller broadcasted the "Glad Tidings" about Greater
Movie Season throughout the entire county. This half page newspaper advertisement was used with surprisingly good results.
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Manager James H. McKoy
of the Olympia Theatre in
McKoy Is Engineer- Miami, Florida, engineered
one of the most beautiful
ing Great Display
lobby displays that has ever
Exploitation Stuff
called to the CLUB'S
^~~"^^^"~~~"~~~~~~~~~~
been ion.
attent
It gives us great jjleasure in reproducing a photograph
of this beautiful lobby dressed up for "Where East is
East." If you will take in every detail of this setting,
you will assuredly agree with us that it is everything we
rave about.

Bamboo poles were borrowed from furniture stores, and
with the aid of a lot of artificial flowers, lanterns, bells
and other things a bower was made that hung over the
entire foyer entrance.
From a local Japanese art street there was borrowed over
$7,000 worth of Oriental furniture to finish out the setting.
You will note in the photograph it materially helped in
setting off the display to great advantage.
In arranging the lighting, Mr. McKoy used four spots of
green, red, blue and amber which were flooded from above.
In the switch room behind one of the screens w^as a victrola
playing Chinese music. This victrola was purposely played
from the switch room so that the music could be heard
faintly.
Incense was burned all during the day.
The assertion of a local newspaper that this display was
one of the most outstanding of its kind ever seen in or
around Miami is certainly a truthful statement for anyone
who will l(jok over Mr. McKoy's efforts.
The idea of making ordinary settings look more life-like
with the aid of life-like pictures certainly is demonstrated

Picture

News

CLUD

as a mighty valuable asset in fixing up lobby or window*
displays.
We would like to have you see how Mr. McKoy took advantage of this situation on two different occasions.
On the picture "Fashions in Love," Mr. McKoy arranged
a very beautiful and intimate setting in the corner of his
lobby and placed the life-like cut-outs in the proper position
to make the dressing effective.

On the pitcure "Thunderbolt," he tied up with the Miami
Cadillac Company and fixed up a window for them just
as you see it here. There is no questioning the effectiveness
of this display and the tremendous good punch that the
advertising holds for the theatre and the picture.

Harold S. Knudsen says:
Your MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB is certainly great help to all Exhibitors, and the various publicity and exploitation stunts which are sent in by the members
are of real value to all of us.
Asst, Mgr. and Treas.,
New Orpheum Theatre,
Madison, Wise.

Mr. McKoy has been responsible for many original and
attractive ideas in exploitation and advertising and the
ROUND TABLE CLUB would most assuredly appreciate
receiving his photograph so that we may make his face
just a little better known to the hundreds of members and
readers who have been following his activities.

"All For One And One For All"
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THE ROUND TABLE
CLUB takes great pleasure
Anderson Now Suin announcing that one of
its recent members, Mr. C.
pervising All Advt.
W. Anderson, has been
Etc. For Circuit
appointed Supervisor of all
—^^■^^■^"■■^"^■^'"^■"■'^
exploitation and promotion
work for the Schuman-Dolgin Circuit, Hartford, Conn.
Mr. Anderson is an aggressive type of manager and has
specialized to a great extent in exploitation and special
ballyhoo.

There was one point about C. W. that even the Club
was ignorant about until just recently. That was his ability
to make up beautiful poster art work, and we hasten to
see that his other qualifications are augmented by this
other slant. Just glance over the three posters we are
reproducing from snapshots and see whether or not you
don't
agree with us that Anderson has miith to be proud
of?
We should like to hear from him about his present
activities and what he is successfully engineering on the
circuit he reprsents.

CLUD

ii

WE

A Friendly Tip"

have, within the past few weeks, learned that
several managers have lost their positions because their sound equipment was continually
getting out of order and causing no end of dissatisfaction among their patrons.
In several instances, these men have spoken to the
writer and complained that the fault was not theirs as
they were not projectionists and blamed it on the men
in the booth.

We do not know and have no means of finding out
whether this is a fact or not. but one thing we do
know from our own experience is that a manager can
learn a whole lot about his sound equipment, so that
continuous trouble can be traced to its source or else
show him that his projectionist is either not on the job
or incompetent.
It has been our unfortunate experience to go into
many theatres playing sound subjects, and find that
their fader was either too high or too low. There is
positively no excuse for a condition of this kind, as
sound pictures should call for a preview before the first
show, so that the manager can determine, right from
the floor of the theatre, what volume is necesary for
his house. This is a point which varies according to
the construction and acoustical condition in the different theatres, and the fact that the operators instructions with the picture might call for a certain volume,
should ])e no criterion of what is actually needed in
your own house.
As in the case of every other department in the modern theatre today, a real manager is the man who
makes it a point to learn all he can about the sound
equipment. If he does, then he is anticipating and
avoiding a whole lot of trouble, not only from his
patrons, but from his employers.
This is published as a friendly tip to our many members and readers and it should be a warning to be on
your guard against conditions as described above.
C. E. L.
The ROUND TABLE CLUB
men, especially to Mr. Smoots,
heartiest congratulations and to
success
waging. which they deserve in

On the left is the original ballyhoo created by Mr. Anderson and used
with great success. On the right is one of his stage settings. The
idea of these settings is to build up interest for a coming attraction
among the regular patrons of the theatre.

Both James B. Piatt of the
Lyric
Theatre and Harry V.
Smoot And Piatt
Smoots of the Vine Theatre
were arrested a few weeks
Are Battling Hard
ago for attempting Sunday
For Sunday Shows
motion picture shows in Mt.
"~^^^^^^^^~'^^"~~^^~'~"
Vernon, Ohio.
Roth of these showmen are deserving of a lot of credit
for the sportsmanlike battle they are putting up for a cause
of which they are more than justifiecl.
The tremendous headline and front page publicity which
this battle has started is certain to react favorably from a
publicity standpoint for the Theatre. The newspapers
apparently are all for the theatre men, and it looks as
though there were going to be some great doings around
Mt. Vernon in the near future.

wishes to extend to these
one of our members their
wish them all the luck and
the fight which they are

We are certainly interested in the developments, and
trust that we will be kept posted.

Club Is Rooting
For Members To
Win Franklin Medal

^^^^^^^^^^^^~^^^^^

In looking over the report,
that Harold B. Franklin will
award a gold medal of merit
"to the men approaching
nearest to perfection in the
proper presentation
the
talking
pictures,"of the

ROUND TABLE CLUB was wondering whether any of
its members among the Managers of the West Coast Circuit would be awarded this fine medal.
The activities of the West Coast members in the ROUND
TABLE CLUB give us every reason to feel that some of
these medals will find their way to ROUND TABLE
CLUB members.
To you boys out on the Coast who belong to the
CLUB, we want to say that we wish you every possible
luck and trust that you will be able to tell us that you have
this best!
fine medal reposing on your desk. Here's wishing you
the

Motion
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sunshine, but we do want to give you a little look at the fine
calendar
programis sent
which
out
by the
each
week Riviera
or so.
You will note the
attractions are all
up with a
playedfine
very
setting,
and altogether the
layout appealed
to us very much.
If any of you
boys
make
use ofcan
anything
like this you can
be
guided has
by w^hat
Smeltzer
laid
out in his copy.

HAIGHT

STREET

NFAR

Bill Smeltzer
Finally Gomes
Thru With Photo
picture
and
he
finally
We must, however, quote his letter
wherein he states
"It took me several
days to find this
photo, and it was
taken in 1922 when
I was in Australia,
showing the motion
picture "The End of
the Road," but having lived in California, the land of sunshine ever since, I
have not aged much.
You know, Charles,
no one grows old
out here."
Well we aren't going to enter into any
dispute or long argument with Bill
Smeltzer about the
glories and advantages of California's

Harley Fryer says
"/ have been receiving too much benefit
out
of thenotMANAGERS'
ROUND
CLUB
to be a member
so hereTABLE
is my
application."

Manager Linwood Theatre
Kansas City, Mo.

^vo Q>ays Only

kP[ Talking mystrry drama f

THE HOUSE OF HORROR.
Wednesday, Thursday, July 24, 25
TALKING

AND

SOUND

ALIAS JINNY

TALKING

'^»o Qidys Only

EFFECTS

VALEHTIHE

Friday, Saturday, July 26, 27

AND SOUND

EFFECTS

THE BELLANT

MARGARET

Continuous Shav

LIVINGSTON

THROUGH

'SWo Qiays Only

TRIAL

Sunday, July 28

Let's hear some
more from you,
Bill and keep up
the good
work start
because a fine
should never lag.
It's the member
who is constantly
keen to pass on
good suggestions
that is the mainstay of the Club,
now or at any
time.

FUXMORE

Monday, Tuesday, July 22, 23

»,</ HOLMES

HERBERT

THE BREAKERS

m

J?/ii> Crorgt Wilih ^d Eugcnii G'lbnt m

nST OF DONALD
^nJ RIVIERA

Here we want you to take
a look at what Bill Smeltzer,
Manager of the Riviera Theatre, San Francisco, looks
like. We have been a long
time selling Bill the idea
that he should send us his
consented
to
our
request.

News

CLUC
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If you don't think we are
covering territory, just listen
China Represented
to this one from all the way
out in China :
In Club By Mr.
"Dear
Sir:
I am very
as
M. E. Mavromar
d in the acintereste
much
=^^^^^
"
tivities of your CLUB, and
would like very much to become a member of it although
I am thousands of miles away."
That's the way Mr. M. E. Mavromaras, who is connected with the Film Distributors and Cinema Contractors
China at Tientsin, North China, introduced himNorth
of
self. This gentleman also controls the Central Cinema
Theatre and the Olympic Theatre Building in the same
part of the country.
The CLUB takes great pleasure in welcoming this
showman into the ROUND TABLE CLUB, and we will
look forward with very much interest to what he has to
contribute in the way of exploitation and theatre operation
tijis to his brother members on this side of the globe.
What do you say, do we get an early letter from you?
Thanks a lot in advance.

Picture

NOBTOM

FOLUES

Monday, Tuesday, July 29, 30

^wo 2)avj Only

Sound Cjf'flt ifnd ^KuiKal Synchronization

THE GOPLESS GIRL
Surrtng UNA

BASQUETTE

Wednesday, Thursday, July 31, August 1
TALKING

-

MUSIC

•

^wo Qiays Only

DANQNG

Ifi.i* LOUISE inFAZENDA
ALICE WHITE
'HOT STUrF'

Friday, Saturday, August 2, 3

And another
thing, Bill: Will
you send me about
a dozen copies of
your recent newsads. Ia want
to makepaperup
page

SEE

WN.

AND-

'^vo Qiays Only
H^

A R

BOTD
in 'HIGH
HsDuh CAROL
LOMBARD VOLTAGE

Talking Comedies
and otiier talking eubjeett added
to each program.

All Seats ZS cents
Children 10 cents

of good theatre
advts., and, if possible, would like to have the layout include your town and
theatre. Thanks.
-

Ballyhoo Of Ice
Is Effective For
Jack Rosenberg

Jack Rosenberg, Manager
of the State Theatre, Los

Angeles has used over 20,000 lbs. of ice for ballyhoo
purposes
in his
theatre
^^^~^^~"~"^^^^~"^^^~ lobby.
No doubt, if he had to pay
_
for this ice in c'ash it would run into well over three figures,
l)ut by reason of a neat little credit line, the ice is furnished
There are many different appeals to this type of exploigratis. tation, but the way Jack handled it is deserving of a lot of
commendation.
According to reports that we have here there is always
quite an audience standing around the lobby figuring out
the State Theatre's cooling statistics, which is just another
way fef showing how Jack has created the much sought after
interest in his Theatre and its cooling equii)ment.
Tell us some more about this, will you, Jack? Thanks a
lot in advance.

<(
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Wally Allen, formerly pub^'^'^^ director of the Publix
Now
Alle
VVaiiace
ace /^li
Wall
enn rsOW
oiympia
Theatre
in New
has just been apHaven,
In Charge Of Advt.
pointed by a. m. Botsford to
For Entire State
the post of Publicity Super"^■■^^^^^■"~~~""^~~'"^~
visor for the State of Florida.
He will make his headquarters in the Florida Theatre
Building in Jacksonville from which point he will cover
every Publix Theatre in the State.
It gives the Managers' Round Table Club great pleasure
in announcing this advancement for Mr. Allen as we have
watched his work up in New Haven with much interest
and felt that here was a young man who really possessed
original ideas and a knack of putting new slants to many
of the old ones.
We are certain that Publix made a good move and will
find that Wally more than fills the bill down in Florida.
The Club also is delighted with this news because Mr.
Allen has now been appointed Regional Chairman of the
Club for Florida.
Keep your eye on Wally Allen and the State of Florida.
The Club pages will soon be shouting the many great
things that he is stimulating among the theatres under
his publicity supervision.
All the luck in the world to you Wally and here's hoping
we get to see you next winter. Just think. Winter, zero,
snow — and Wally in a bathing suit on the Miami beaches
along about freezing time up here in the north. Some
people are just born lucky.
Hey, Hey.

CLtC

'^'^

I have mentioned this
gentleman
so often that it
Now We Want You
was really due time that we
To Meet Bob Mitshowed you a picture of him
and
let you all see what he
chell Personally
looks like. So now, step up
and make the acquaintance
of Bob Mitchell, the Manager-Organist of the Riverside
Theatre, in Jacksonville, Florida.
Bob has always been a good showman and from all reports of his activities in Jacksonville, he is more than living
up to his reputation.
His many interesting publicity and exploitation tips will always be a welcome piece of
reading for the readers and
members of the pages of the
ROUND TABLE CLUB.
We would certainly like to
hear a whole lot more about
Bob Mitchell and his doings
down in the South. What do
you
in? say, Bob, shoot them right

^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^

To me, one of the outstanding points at
the recent Allied States meeting in New
York, was the remark of Mr. Lee Marcus
in which he stated that all the franchise
holders under the proposed arrangement
would be placed on the RKO mailing list and
receive, along with the RKO managers, publicity and exploitation stunts from that organization's own exploitation department.
The inability of producers and distributors, in the past, to send out such material
in a form that would make it interesting for
the different managers and exhibitors to use
has been one of the greatest disappointments of the business.
No one knows better than myself, as a
manager, an exhibitor and a visitor to many
hundreds of theatres, how the majority of
the stuff sent out by the producers and distributors finds its way to the waste basket,
most of the time unopened.
The Allied States Franchise Association
having apparently become a reality, in my
opinion, the first gesture of real co-operation
to their membership ought to be the formation of a publicity, and especially, an exploitation department, capable of sending out
ideas and stunts pertaining to the selling of
the picture to the public, in such a way that
the managers and exhibitors would look for
and welcome its arrival.
This is not intended as an indictment of
the present methods and stuff sent out to the
thousands of exhibitors now. Rather, it is
meant as a suggestion based upon actual facts
and personal investigation. ^_
Many thousands of dollars, taking up the
time and energy of hundreds of people, go
into the waste baskets of the majority of
theatres throughout the country. If money
must be spent to broadcast exploitation ideas
and stunts for theatres, why not spend it
sensibly?
G. E. L.

The fine expression and

contain
ed W.in H.a
sentiments
letter
received
from
LeValley,
House
Manager
of the
Publix
Broadway
Club Principals
Theatre in Newburgh, N. Y.,
■^■■""■^""""^■"^—^■^ prom
pts us to take this
means of welcoming him into the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB.
We have ample evidence before us, and also through
word of mouth praise, that Mr. Le Valley is one of the
progressive type of house managers, and we have great
hopes that the- large number
of members
and readers
LeValleV ^
W^.
— * H. *
True
Believer
InA.

' 'Exploitation Helps"

of the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages will greatly benefit
by his becoming a member of the CLUB.
It is our urgent wish that Mr. Le Valley send us his
own photograph together with a little letter containing some
information about his past experience in the motion picture
business so that we may be in a position to give him a
little story and thereby have the other members feel that
they kn«awiihim a whole lot better.
We trust Mr. Le Valley will comply with our request
at the earliest possible moment. Thanks very kindly in
advance.

Motion
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"MANAGEMENT"
The proper exploitation and advertising
shall always constitute an important part of
of the attractions at your various theatres
your work as a showman.
But, whatever else you may do, never lose
sight of the important detail in showmanship
called
'^Service".
Service,
as we are accustomed to hearing
the word, applies to that part of your work
whereby you are giving the patron that
"little something" beside the actual projecting of the show upon the screen.
The wide-awake manager of today does
not confine his activity to the office or booth
of his house. He knows, and knows it well
too, that he must give as much attention to
the front, the box office, the lobby, the doorman, the ushers, the general appearance and
work of his staff as he does to the show itself.
And that is exactly as it should be.
You could never convince a patron that
your theatre is good (even if your shows are
the finest available), should your cashier be
busy talking to a "boy friend" over the phone
while selling a ticket. Or the doorman
snatching the ticket from the patrons hand.
Or the usher making himself conspicuous by
non-ushering.
You would have a mighty tough time pulling them back into the house, if patrons
had to put up with disinterested attachees
and careless or impertinent answers to
their questions. And how patrons do love
to ask tough questions. But that is no excuse
to overlook the fact that the patron is the
party whose admission price is making your
job possible, and we hope profitable.
Never relax for one single moment from
the set purpose of keeping your eye and ear
alert each and every time you enter or leave
your own theatre. See that everything and
everybody is right on the job and the more
your staff gets to realize that you are looking
to weed out the "excess baggage", the sooner
they will get into the habit of being on their
toes and watching for every possible chance
of rendering some unusual service to your
patron.
A long time ago we printed a story about
the manager who offered a pass to any patron writing a letter telling about some unusual service that an attachee of the house
rendered. May we suggest that you try
something like it yourself.
It will work wonders with your staff.

Picture

News
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Boasts Of His Membership Thru Theatre's Letterheads

That E. R. Lim, Manager
of the Royal Standard BioJ^
scope, in Samarinda, Borneo,
Dutch East Indies, takes
great pride in belonging to
MANAGERS' ROUND
' the
TABLE
CLUB is amply at-

stationery.
tested to by the prominent line he places on his company's
You will note from the accompanying illustration that he
has placed the ROUND TABLE CLUB line right below
his Theatre's name.
KOYAL

STANDARD

BIOSCOPE

SAMA.RINUA
O. K. V. BORNEO.
LID MANAGER'S

TELEGRAM ADRES
CODE

A. B. C

ROUND

THE TABLE

ROYALSTANDARO

STh Ed.

CLUB. NE'W YORK

Samarinda

CITY

1929.

July 10

Mr. Lim has been a member of the CLUB almost since
its inception, and in spite of the tremendous distance separating him from the CLUB headquarters, we have always
looked upon him as being "just around the corner." His
activities and showmanship have been the subject of several items on these pages and we certainly expect to publish many more.
Mr. tres,Lim
us some
"dope"
Borneo's
and wepromises
are looking
forward
to about
receiving
them theafrom
him in the very near future.
Thank you, Mr. Lim, for the honor you have bestowed
upon the CLUB by giving it such prominence on your
stationery and we want you to feel that the CLUB pages
are as open to you as to any of our other members.
For the present we will close with kindest regards.

Electric Gut-Out
Letter Is Good,
Economical Advt.

■"■^^"■"^^^"^"^^""■"^

Here is an idea in marquee
display that certainly adds a
Broadway touch to any size
theatre without going to a
tremendous expense.
This
showman
has enterprising
cut out the letters

of the title and spaced enough bulbs around these letters
to make it look like a real big sign.

This is the type of inexpensive house advertising that
attracts attention and gives the front of the theatre a little
different appearance and a most welcome change on many
occasion.
Get busy, you enterprising showmen, and use your head
with stuff of this kind, it don't cost a fortune either.
<<
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In writing this short article
about James F. Thames, Jr.,
Trolley Tie-Up Was Manager of the Istrione
Good B. O. Booster
Theatre, Jackson, Miss., we
would like to have our many
For J. Thames, Jr.
members and readers know
^"^^~~^~"~^~~~~'~°~'^"" that he was
at the Alamo
Theatre in Vicksburg, Miss., prior to coming to Jackson.
We also want you to see a snapshot of the trolley car
and a description of the tie-up with the railroad company
whereby the Alamo, down in Vicksburg, got a mighty
fine break, and brought about a lot of good will.

CLtC

''Theatre Operation Tips"
Just as up-to-the-minute advertising and
exploitation is needed in the progressive theatre today; so are modern ideas essential in
the operating tactics of theatres.
Members of the Managers' Round Table
Club have responded to our request, with
their usual enthusiasm, and sent in many
valuable suggestions on this phase of theatre
management.
We are now preparing these suggestions
for publication and they will appear under
the heading of "Theatre Operation Tips"
starting NEXT WEEK.
WATCH FOR THIS SPECIAL FEATURE ON THE CLUB PAGES.
Managers' Round Table Club
of George, then we have lined up another live wire membr for the ROUND
TABLE
CLUB.

Considering the fact that he had to sell the traction company the dea and that they took advantage of this tie-up
and ran the car over the entire street car system gave the
theatre a marvelous ballyhoo, and one which would cost
the theatre plenty had they been compelled to pay for it
according to its worth.

A part of Mr. Thames' letter which interested us greatly
was where he stated "in my spare time, my chief hobby
is painting posters, and in the near future will send a
snapshot of some of my work."
Here is something we are certainly going to look
forward to and we sincerely hope that Jim doesn't forget
his promise.

Mr. Thames was recommended into the Club by an
old time ROUND TABLER, Georg-e Goethals of the
Century Theatre in Jackson, and if he follows the example

a

Egan Says: 'Let's Go' "
Pete
Managers in Western Canada will be de-

lighted toknow that Pete Egan, of the Capitol Theatre in Regina, Sask., has consented
to act as Regional Chairman for that section of the Dominion.
As soon as Pete lines up all those livewire showmen in his region we will expect
to see plenty of "fire-works" between the
east and west portions of Canada.
And by the way, Jack Allen, here's a
chance for "your" boys to engineer another
Canadian page or two before Pete gets "his"
crowd ready to shoot.
G. E. L.

Here's hoping that Mr. Thames keeps the mail busy
and that the ROUND TABLE will benefit greatly by his
joining the CLUB just as we hope he will benefit by
watching the activities of the other members on our pages.

L. H. Wasson Can
SellWell
"Elephants"
As
As Shows
^^^^^^^^^^^^~~~~~"~

Manager L. H. Wasson,
formerly of the Des Moines
Theatre, Des Moines, and
now managing the World
Theatre, Omaha, is going in
for BIG
tie-ups
days.
The
occasi
on for these
the tie-up

was, the Warner Bros, spectacle "Noah's Ark."
The Des Moines Tribune-Capitol are encouraging the
kiddies of Iowa to contribute their nickles and dimes
towards the purchase of an Elephant, to be exhibited at
the State Fair, after which the animal will be housed in
the local zoo. According to Hoyle, there were elephants
in Noah's Ark, so Manager Wasson conceived the idea
for the special morning showing of the picture for the
children, the proceeds of which will be contributed to the
fund for the purpose of an Elephant. The newspaper
was receptive to the idea, and gave "Noah's Ark"* a
splendid send-off with the four column cut of the Elephant
and the Ark on the front page of the paper. Other stories
and art work appeared in the newspaper sections.
This is the kind of a tie-up which generally brings
about, not only plenty of business but a car-load of goodwill from everybody concerned and the public at large.
We would like to learn a whole lot more about Mr.
Wasson and his numerous activities in Omaha. How
about it L. H?

Kindly notify Chairman of
any change of address.
M. R. T. C.
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New Season Soon
the very rapid approach of Labor Day
WITH
and the general official opening of the new
season, our host of members and readers are
about being caught in a rut when they
cautioned
should be making real active plans for the new theatrical year.
If Labor Day is a good time to "shoot the works,"
then it is suggested that you be ready to make your
"grand splurge" on that day being the opening of
your new season.
Look around now while you still have a few weeks
left, and see whether everything is in tip-top shape,
or can be put that way, for your Fall opening. Make
a special play to see that the lobby and front of your
theatre reflects the newness of the new season.
Don't be caught asleep at the switch and then try
and alibi yourself! Now is the time to make your
plans and to get off on the right foot, then you have
more than half your battle won.
Suggestions as to how to liven up the theatre or the
shows under the new sound policy in theatres will be
very welcome for publication on these pages. Let us
hear from you about this angle.

TACLt

Picture

News

CLUC

J. H. Wilson, the Assistant Manager of the Strand
Theatre, Rutland, Vt., cerStrand, Vt. Gettainly showed that he could
ting Advantage Of
use his head, when that
Fine Exploitation
theatre recently played
"Four
Feathers,"
without
the aid of any press paper or mats. We want you to see
the neat and attractive newspaper ad which he designed to
fill in for lack of any press book copy or mats to aid him.
It is eye-arresting
and
shows good showmanship
Fay Wray
Clive Brook
in the lay-out.
We also want you to
.
see the circular
called
1 "THE FOUR
"The Gateway to Better
Entertainment"
which
when opened
announced
their current
attraction.
This was as fine a piece
!
FEATHERS"
of advertising matter as
we have seen in a long
time,
and
when
closed
measured about 4 x 5j4
1
inches and when opened
about 8x5.
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
We should also like to
have you see his ballyhoo
for "In Old Arizona," the
way he dressed the car
for "Four Feathers," and
one of his window
disAs
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idea of how Warner BrothWindow Displays
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Are Good Tie-Ups
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tising the picture and song
•
hits from
"On
with
the
Show." You will certainly agree that the window
presented a mighty
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no question that
thousands of the
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crowd up there is constantly on the alert to keep their
house before the public and to attract business.
Fine work, Wilson, and we would certainly like to hear
more from you.
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In spite of the fact that
the Metropolitan Theatres
Chain is marking time before "shooting" on their fall
season of publicity and advertising,
Paul
Binstock,
^^^^^"■■■^^^^^^^"^^^■~ manager of
the Broadway
Theatre in Astoria, N. Y., was not falling into a long sleep.
With Paul, business is business no matter when it happens and he was quick to capitalize on the pajama parade
idea that gained him marvelous front page publicity out
there in Astoria. And to those who don't happen to know
Astoria as I do, permit me to say that grabbing anything on
the front page is more than an accomplishment. It should
come under the heading of miracles.

Binstock Gives Astoria Something
To Talk About

AJU^
lOKOUGH, N. Y. CITY,
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\Three Astorians Don Their Pajamas
But Go Walking Instead of To Bed

CLUB
ENdIjEBC

PIN!!!
YOU HAVE BEEN
SHOUTING FOR IT!
Here It Is!
Wear It All the Time!
YOU WILL
BE
PROUD
OF IT!

Crowd is Disappointed When
. Old-Pashloned Nightgown
is Lacking.
Wheo Charlei Voepel. St«v« Wagner and Albert Bcrdals. »n of Astoria, put on their pajamas last
night they didn't go to bed.
No. they look A atroll (town Broadway In the latest evening wear. Just
^to show their', colors- (and the paJamas' brilliant nhades) as sappdrtlers of the- pajamaa-for-streel-wear
rnovement.
Aa they passed tbfough the busy
street more than one pedestrian looked behind him as If half expecting
to see someone In an ol^-fashloned
nightgown
. .
The pajama trio attracted con:
erable attention a* they stopped
the box office or the Bro;
ind v«nt
ater* bought their ticket
way TheInside. It w»a. suspected by many
that their purpose in entering: the
darkened theater was to '•dutk "
some of the large crowd that had
followed iMem for blocks
All three- are Aslonans , Voelpel
lives at 49-09 Twenty-(Uth (Hoytt
avenue. Wagners .-home is at 23-32
Sound street, aiul . Berdals Jivee at
2i-5« ^orly.SiXthsfceet.

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
MANAGER!

AND

IT'S

^ere is the fi^-^cc V'r>'

or. the fror.t page fcr
the Broad vry T^e.'^tre
T.,T.

A

BEAUTY!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing ablue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Vr, ^irntoc'r rvrf^^d

ir^ Af^torlp.

CLtO

Manager Binstock sells tickets to pa jama-clad Chiirles Voelpel.
Steve Wagner and .41bert Berdais at Broadway Theater.

But, lest you doubt all these ravings, cast your everhungry publicity eye upon the accompanying illustration
and then fall in line by agreeing with us that Paul is a livewire.
Lend a willing ear. Ye Pessimists who are always crying
that there is nothing left to wake up a sleeping populace.
If you wouldst kick up a little rumpus, plus some free publicity, multiplied by a hearty giggle or two from the cash
customers — then try this one or something similar. Even
YOU will be surprised. And it's a gift which costs you
nothing but the trouble of staging the stunt.
What more can we offer without being asked to give premiums besides?
Thanks for this one Paul. You sure are showing the
world that you are on the job and we look for a corking
season ahead for any house you are running. Shoot some
more in as fast as they materialize.

USE
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Managers' Round Table Club,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
for which I enclose payment
Name

Club Pins,
at $1.00 per pin.
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article on these pages, J. A. Can't you
possibly start your membership ofif with
a good push by shooting this stuff into
Thanks a lot in advance.
me right away?

WILLIAM LeROY MILLER manages the Red Wing Theatre, in Baltimore, Md. and gives us one more livewire manager from that city. Bill might
get himself better known to his many
brother members by sending us his photo
and some information about his past and
present activities in Baltimore. What
say you. some
Miller?
And seeads,
if you
can't
include
newspaper
programs
or any other material that you used recently. Oak?

JOHN A. MATTHEWS
is the operating head of the Ritz Theatre for the
Warner-Stanley outfit in Jersey City,
N. J., and being so close to New York
we are sure that John will find the time
to run in and say hello in person. We
would also like to learn a lot more about
this new member, therefore his photo
would be muchly appreciated.. How
about it, John?

the

Blank

APPLICATION FOR
MEIVIBERSHIP IN
"IVIANAGER'S ROUND
729

E
TABLAve..
Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

apply

for

CLARENCE
DOLAN manages the
Legion Theatre, in Wayland, N. ¥., and
considering the pep of those up-state
boys gives us a faint suspicion that we
have another active member to count on.
Listen, Clarence, how about your photo
by return mail together with a little note
giving some facts about your past experiences in the
business?
corking good
wayshow
of letting
the It's
othera
members get acquainted with you. And
don't put it off too long. Get busy now.
Thanks anyway in advance.
W. H. LeVALLEY is the manager of
the Broadway, in Newburgh, N. Y., for
Publix. We can generally spot a "livewire" among new members from their
very first letter and in this instance we
are certain that W. H. is just that — and
more. Unless we have shot wide of our
mark, members and readers of our pages
will read some mighty interesting stuff
from LeValley in the immediate future.
Start off with your own photo and some
"dope" about yourself, will you, W. H.?
Thanks.

*

JOIN NOW!!
Here's

MEMBERS!

the EmJ. A. KING, JR., manages
bassy Theatre, in Jenkintown, Pa., and
with a talkie policy prevailing he must
certainly be putting over some neat exploitation and advertising. A little sample of some of your recent stuff together
with your own photo would provide us
with something to write about in an early

MAKE-*

CLLD

KOUND TACLt

NEW

THE
SMARTEST
MOVE
YOU
WILL
EVER

UB"York
CLNew
membership

City

MAURICE
BROWN
is the peppy
manager of the New Classique Theatre
located in Brooklyn, N. Y., and when we

Theatre

asked, via our application blank, "What
Are You Waiting For?", Maurice
answered, "No more waiting fox me."
Now, Mr. Brown, suppose you become
serious for a moment or two and tell
the whole world through the Club
pages, something about yourself and your
past activities in the show business?
Oak?

Address
City
Policy
(]aiiacity
State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

I. L. MORTON, JR., is the manager
of the Carolina Theatre, in Hamlet, N. C.
This theatre is at present operating with
a silent and talkie policy and for this
reason should provide Morton with many
items of interest to pass on to his brotlier
members. Anything you put over recently would look mighty good on the
Club pages, so just remember that these
pages are for your use. Take advantage
of it, I. L.

in

Name

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

News

L. L. LEVY hails from that far distant
of Corsicana,
state
of Texas,
town
don't it) and
(sounds
kinda
foreign,
while inactive at this w riting, he has,
nevertheless,
seen plenty of the show
business
from
many
an gles. Just as
soon as he gets back in to harness the
Round Table pages will probably shout
from Levy and
many good contributions
the state of Texas.
How about it, L. L.?

*

*

IVAN ("ACK") ACKERY is the busy
manager of the Dominion Theatre, in
Vancouver, B. C, and adds another
Canadian member to our rapidly growing
list from that country. We hope Ack
will join into the spirit of the other
Canadian boys and contribute many
interesting items to the Canadian pages
of the Club. Make a good start by sendyour past
photograph
and some
abouting us your
experiences
in the"dope"
show
game, will you Ack? Thanks kindlv, but
do it NOW.
CHARLES DUTKIN, while not a
youngster any longer, probably possesses
as much showmanship and pep as any of
tlie present younger type of manager.
How he has earned a marvelous reputation for himself round Philly is going to
be the subject of an early article in the
Club pages. Mr. Dutkin is managing the
Grand Theatre, in Philadelphia, Pa.
Proposed

by G. B. Odium:

GEORGE W. OLIVER is the managing director of the State Theatre in Corning, N. Y., a beautiful thousand seater
with a talking picture policy which should
insure us many interesting angles as
used by Mr. Oliver. We would certainly appreciate a photo of this new
member by return mail so that we can
introduce him through a more intimate
article on the Club pages. Can you
comply with this little request, George?
Thanks.

New

Members

Are

Urged To Send Their
Photos To The Club

August

31,

19 29
817

That's One for the Book
To Solve!
you'll never find yourself at a loss to solve
MAYBE
whatever problem arises in connection with the operation of your sound equipment, the best way to build up a
well-rounded all-sound program, the most effective method
for getting box-office results from your advertising on
talkie attractions. Then again, you may sometime want
CONTENTS
I. Historical Survey
1.— THE COMING
THE GROWTH

OF SOUND. 2.—
OF SOUND.

n. The Theatre
3._STANDARD SOUND DEVICES.
4.— OPERATION OF VARIOUS
DEVICES. 5.— ACOUSTICS. 6.—
OPERATING MANUAL.
7.—
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

m. The Studio
.—THE SOUND STUDIO. 9.—
COMMENTS ON PRODUCTION.
10.— FUN DAM ENTALS
OF
SPEECH, MUSIC. AND HEARING.

rV. The Contributive Factors
11.— ADVERTISING.
13.— THE SHORT

12.— MUSIC.
SUBJECT.

V. The Outlook
14.— SOCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
USE O'F SOUND. IS.— THE FOREIGN MARKET. 16.--TELEVISION. 17.— THE FUTURE. 18.—
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL
TERMS.

some "spot information," theoretical or practical, concerning equipment, operation, exploitation. Be sure you get the
right information and assure yourself of the means of obtaining the right information quickly by having on hand
the most complete manual on sound pictures available to
the theatre man.

SOUND
Motion Pictures
by Harold B. Franklin
A reference book for theatre owners, managers, projectionists, exploiteers written from experience by one of the
foremost theatre executives and covering the following
range of subjects: Available equipment; installation of
systems 5 operating methods; maintenance; instructions for
projectionists; acoustical problems; exploitation; musical
•\, building the all-sound program.
presentations;
Distributed in this field by

MOTION

PICTURE NEWS

729 Seventh Ave., New

York

City

Order Now — Use Coupon Below
y

^.

401 Pages — Fully Illustrated
With Diagrams, Photographs
and Advertising Reproductions
Measures 8}/^ in. x 5}/^ in.

I

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

I Enclosed herewith is — check — money order for $3.00
in full payment for one copy of Harold B. Franklin's
j cover
great book
Motion Pictures." (Add 20 cents to
cost of"Sound
mailing.)
I

Naine
Street No
Citv

State .

818

Motion
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onal Neivsf rom Corresponden
Gouldiiig Mgr. Albany
Harmanus-Bleecker
(^ HARLES
at
^>
one time GOULDING,
connected with
Proctor's, Troy, and later as manager of the Eastman, Rochester,
will become the new manager of
the remodeled Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall, Albany, when it opens on
Labor Day. The Hall will be a
first run house, charging a top of
fifty cents for the night shows.
The Stanley houses in Albany
and Troy have changed their policy
and now begin their weeks on Friday.
The Regent, Albany, is to remain closed. Sam Arons, who
managed the house, will be permanently transferred to the American, Troy.
Since the orchestra has been
eliminated at the Troy Theatre,
more and more patrons are asking
for seats in the balcony rather than
on the first floor.
Ralph Pielow, Albany manager
for M-G-M, is rather lonesome
these days. His son, who has been
spending the Summer in Albany,
has returned to the West Coast.
Wiliam Benton, of Saratoga
Springs, has recently added to his
chain of theatres by taking over
the Majestic as well as the Opera
House, Cohoes.
Moe

Mark, of Stanley, journeyed up from New York during
the past week.
Harry Thompson, Albany manager for First National, made a
swing over his territory last week.
Major Albert Warner, as well
as Jack Warner, passed through
Albany on an auto trip.
Mrs. Rosenthal, of Buffalo,
whose son manages the Madison,
Albany, is spending a few days in
the capitol city as the guest of her
son.
Walter Roberts, who recently resigned as manager of the Troy, is
back in this territory representing
a baking company.
Talkies are to be used in politics
in connection with this Fall's elections.
J. A. Fitzgerald, manager of the
Strand, Hudson Falls, came out
with a statement recently to the
effect that his house is not to be
closed permanently.
Harry M. Brooks, Troy, former
member of the state legislature, has
been elected vice-president of the
New York State Projectionists'
Association.
Mrs. Sue M. Weller, who owns
theatres at Alexandria Bay, was
recently married to Ross D. Lewis,
of northern New York.
A petition for a special election
for purpose of voting upon Sunday
movie question, may be presented
to the board of trustees of Potsdam in near future.
Alex Sayles, manager of the
Leland, Albany, has received a promotion and on September 1, will
become general manager of the
Buckley chain with offices at Harmanus-Bleecker Hall. John Garry
will become manager of the Leland.

Chicago Film Men Indulge In Sports;
Golf Match Is The Week's HighHght
A NUMBER
filmCrystal
folks journeyed out toof the
Lake
Country Club last week as guests
of Oscar Florine. Prowess with
the golf stick netted Jack Miller,
head of the Exhibitors Assoc.,
a cash prize of $150. Teddy Mendelssohn was another cash prize
winner while golf hose and ties
were carried away by Harry
Lorch of Pathe ; Joe Pastor, exhibitor : Felix Mendelssohn, of
M-G-M. Among those present
were Dave Dubin, of Educational,
William Brumberg, of World
Wide ; Tom Greenwood, Herb
Washburn, Len Ullrich, Verne
Langdon, and George Miller.
Kenneth Fitzpatrick, who was
the Fitznatrick of Fitzpatrick-A'tcElroy theatres before his houses
passed into Publix control, is winning laurels in a new direction.
In the polo matches between Oak
Brook-Dupage and Fort Doly, Md.
Fitzpatrick shot three coals to
heln his team to a 10 to 7 victory
and a place in the semi-finals.
C. H. Fulton, head of the E. E.
Fulton Co. is back at his desk following a vacation on a Wyoming
ranch.
Si Greiver, head of Greiver Productions has acquired a series of
four two-reel and eleven singlereel DeForest talking productions
for distribution in Illinois and Indiana.
Pictures of the Chicago Cubs in
various stages of action were photographed under the direction of

New
State In Philly
Opened August 30
IN

spite of strike by employees
of builders, new 3,500 seat
State at 52nd & Chestnut Sts.,
Philadelphia, will open on Ausrust
30th according to schedule. The
same anplies to new Circle. Frankford Ave. & Orthodox Sts., also
3,500-seat house.
Sidney Poppav, former mana<rcr
of the Bovd and Mastbaum, Philadelphia, has been transferred to the
Rinlto, Newark, N. J.
Ray man,O'Rourke,
who has beenParamount
bedfast forsalesthe
past six months on account of infected leg. has undergone third operation at St. Joseph's Hospital, in
which 9 inches of bone were removed from his leg.
Clvde V. McKay, formerly of
Little, Baltimore. Md., is now
manpT'nnr the Motion Picture
Guikfs Little Theatre at 2222 Market St.. Philndelnhia. The Motion Picture Guild is having plans
drawn for tiie erection of a second
theatre at 20 to 30 Armat St.,
Germantown.
A 20-slory bank and office
building involving investment of
$6,500,000 is to be erected en site
of Stanley's Globe at corner of
Juniper and Afarket Sts.. Ph'ladclpliia. The work of razing fourstory property begins soon.

F. A. Bartow,
M-G-M
publicity
manager in Chicago last week.
The Panorama, operated by Essaness enterprises in an exclusive
part of the North Side, will inaugurate a policy along the lines
of the Little Theatre movement,
serving refreshments and featuring
other novelties typical of this type
of theatre.
Fred Gilford will shortly reopen
the Aladeline with Western Electric sound equipment.
Al Sobler and Jack Rose have
taken over the Hamilton, at 2150
East 71st St. House seats 1,000
and was formerly operated by
Jacob Schwartz.
Louis Newhafer, formerly general manager for Ascher Bros,
chain of playhouses, has taken over
the Colony at 59th Street and
Kedzie Ave.
Jetta Goudal, screen star and
well remembered in Chicago as the
master of ceremonies at the big
Motion Picture ball here a couple
of years ago paid a visit to
the office of Jack Miller of the
Exhibitors Association.
Schoenstadt Bros, are reported
to have taken over the Peoples,
47th St. & Ashland Avenue. Thev
recently acquired the Harper which
brings their chain of houses up to
seven.
Edward Grossman has been appointed branch manager of the
United .Artists Chicago exchange,
replacing Mr. William Rosenthal,
resigned.

Officers Of Cleveland
Board Trade Elected
AL exchange,
MERTZ, was
manager
of presiRKO
elected
dent of Film Board of Trade last
week. Ward Scott, Fox manager,
was elected vice president, and
VV^illiam Weiss, of Fischer Film
exchange, was re-elected treasurer.
Airs. Georgia Moffett is secretary.
Keith's East 105th St. Theatre,
Cleveland, will return to its original 7 day policy, starting the beginning of September.
Guy Peterson last week resigned
as manasier of the Cleveland Paramount Famous Lasky exchange.
1 le had been manager for the past
six months. Mike Simon of the
Paramiiunt Pittsburgh office succeeds him.
The local M-G-M Club held an
outing last Sunday at Vermilionon-the-Lake, ^6 members, with
families and friends, attended. Saul
Gotlich. of hooking department, is
president of the club which meets
once a month for social purposes
onlv.
Max

Lefkowitz and his associates in Prospect Standard Theatre Co.. have taken over the Standard. Cleveland.

FredInc.,
Desberg
of Loew's
ares,
sails for
home theTheaend
of August after a sunnner abroad
with wife and three children.

Baltimore Houses ReOpen For Season
THE
new theatrical
season
Baltimore
is getting
underin
way. The Rivoli reopened August
31. This house, manager by Frank
Price, Jr., has been renovated.
The Hippodrome, managed by
Nat Keene, will reopen Labor Day
with Emmett Glynn stock revues,
vaudeville and talking pictures.
This house has been renovated and
Western Electric sound equipment
installed.
The Auditorium, managed by
Fred C. Schanberger, Jr., has had
RCA Photophone System installed.
New policy of this house, scheduled to reopen September 14, is to
have approximately 45 musicians
on stage under direction of Mischa
Guterson,
give a picture.
30 minute concert with totalking
The Maryland reopens Monday
night, September 2, with stage
show. Ford's legit house reopens
September 16.
The Horn, residential house of
Baltimore, has had DeForest equipment installed. F. A. Hornig is
Joseph Brodie is now having the
proprietor.
RCA Photophone sound equipment
installed
Baltimore.in Brodie's theatre. South
Frank Price, Jr., manager of
Rivoli, Baltimore, is chairman of
golf committee of Advertising
Club of Baltimore which is arranging a tournament.
The Princess, Baltimore residential house, has been sold by Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Byrum to Kline
Amusement Co., and this house
reopened August 24 for colored
patronage.
It is silent house.
The Aurora, residential house in
Northeast section, manager by
.Arthur Price, is getting ready to
have
Western Electric equipment
installed.
Clyde V. McKay, former manager of the Little, Baltimore, will
have charge of the Little in Germantown, Pa., when it is opened.
Hayden Gentry has succeeded
John D. Little as treasurer of
Ford's Baltimore.
Through arrangements made
with C. S. Langue, manager, patrons of Warners' Aletropolitan,
Baltimore, had an ice cold drink
served to them before and after
leaving playhouse Saturday, AuNewgust 24. sound policy was inaugurated at Newport, Norfolk, Va.

la. ToMTi Voting Again
On Sunday Show
Ah'TI'^R \<>iing against Sunday
movies in N'illisca, la., at two
previous elections in the past four
years, another special election to
submit the question for the third
time will be held September 3.
Frank B. Pennington, former
Clarina, la., movie operator, advocated this election with the declaration to the citizens of Villisca
that he would erect a new $25,000
theatre should the question carry.

August
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Indiana
Theatres
To Reopen In Sept.

REOPENING
of the Indiana
and Liberty, Terre Haute.
Ind., for the 1929-1930 season is
scheduled for shortly after Sept. 1.
While the management of the
Fourth Avenue Amusement Corp.'s
holdings declines to verify, it is
reported that both will open either
the first or second week of the
month. The Indiana will open with
a motion picture program only,
vaudeville being added later in the
season in event a satisfactory
agreement is reached with the
unions. The Liberty, it is said, will
resume its former policy of sound
pictures.
The Fourth Avenue organization
> is contemplating the opening of the
Hippodrome this season with musical stock.
Herbert Bell of Crawfordsville,
and Doris Bisland of Lafayette,
Ind., are in St. Elizabeth Hospital
suffering from fumes caused by a
fire in the projection booth at the
Lafayette. Bell is in a serious condition. He was operating the booth
while the regular man is on a vacation. A roll of film caught fire
and the fumes reached the lungs
of the two victims. Miss Bisland
is the daughter of the theatre manager and was playing the organ.
She noticed the peculiar odor and
left. Bell also went down stairs,
but returned to remove what film
was left. On returning, he said he
was not ill, but it was urged he
enter the hospital. As he entered
the hospital building he became unconscious and went into convulsions. Oxygen tanks were called
into use immediately. Later he recovered consciousness, but physiciaons say that because of the insidious nature of the gas, it is
feared he may have a relapse.
Officials of the theatre said one
machine was entirely ruined and
they were unable to estimate the
value of film destroyed.
The new Paramount, Anderson,
Ind., was opened recently. Jack
O'Rourke resident manager and
Harry Muller, assistant manager,
supervised arrangements. Y. U.
Young of Gary, Ind., theatre man
who started activities which resulted in the construction of the
theatre, flew from Gary to Anderson in his own plane for opening.

Firms Incorporate At
Harrisburg, Pa.
PENNSYLVANIA State
charter of incorporation was
granted at the capitol in Harrisburg
on August 13, to the Reading Theatre Programs, Inc., of Reading,
Pa. Authorized capital is $5,000.
Treasurer is Howard L. Eckenroth
of Easterly, Pa. Other incorporators are : Hvman Goldberg, Reading, and Olivia Eckenroth, Easterly..
A charter was granted on August
20 to Poplar Terraces, Inc., of
Cnnnellsville. Capitol stock is
$25,000. Treasurer is John Wishart, Connellsville, R. D. Other
incorporators are: N. Maudo Wishart, and Harriet C. Wishart, both
of Connellsville, R. D.
The Majestic, Pottsville, has
been leased from the George J.
Higgins Theatrical Enterprises, of
Shamokin, by J. Frank Moore,
who formerly conducted theatrical
and dance enterprises in Elkton,
A

Md., and Chesapeake City, Md.
The lease covers ten years and under the terms Mr. Moore can purchase the theatre any time within
that period. The house has been
redecorated.
The Regent, Scranton, closed
July 13, has been leased to the Silverberg clothing store. The seating capacity was 600.
The State, Harrisburg, built several years ago at cost of one million and operated as combined silent picture and vaudeville house,
owned by Wilmer & Vincent, started operations as an all-talkie
house on August 31, vaudeville being abandoned.
The wedding of Michael E.
Slowitsky, musical director for
Chamberlain chain and organist at
the Victoria, Mahanoy Citv, and
Miss Marie B. Weber, of the latter city, was recently solemnized
in Church of Saints Peter and
Paul, in Scranton, by the Rev.
Father Joseph Morris, a cousin of
the bridegroom.
Cloyd M. Gibble, who managed
the Ocean Hall, Steel Pier, .-Atlantic City, during the summer, returned on September 1 to Harrisburg to resume management of the
State.
G. A. Scharf resigned on August
22 as manager of the Majestic,
Gettysburg. He plans to re-enter
the hotel business. He is succeeded bv B. J. Rhoades. manager
of the Orpheum, York.

Plaza Theatre Co . Buys
U Houses In K. C.
THE
Plaza Theatre Co., of
Kansas City, has purchased
the
Universal
Company's
theatres
in Kansas Film
Citv, it
has been
flnno^nf-ed hv M. B. Shanberg, of
the Midland Circuit of theatres,
the seller, Mr. Shanberg handled
the negotiations resulting in the
sale. J. F. Truitt is president of
the Plaza Theatre Co., and is managing d'rector of City Theatres.
Inc., newly formed, which will
operate the Plaza, Uptown, Isis,
Linwood, Apollo and Gillham.
Four years ago the Gillis Theatre, Kansas City, was wrecked bv
an exnln-jion. resulting in more
than $150,000 damage and the
death of six persons. The cause
of the explosion remained a mvsterv to the police for a long time.
Last Friday a man bv the name
of D. M. Carey committed suicide
bv shooting himself and the "inside" storv of the blast became
known. For several years Detective Charles Frederick had suspected Carey, who had operated a
speakeasy in the basement of the
theatre building. Carev collected
S14,000 insurance on fixtures in his
■^neakeasv which were not worth
$5,000. Then, just as he was about
to be summoned before a grand
jury as a result of Detective Frederick's investigation, Carev ended
the case bv shooting him.self
through the head.
.Among out-of-town exhibitors
in Kansas Citv film market last
week were: S. E. Wilhoit. Princess, Springfield, Mo. ; W. M.
Weber, Echo, Great Bend, Kans. :
C. A. Swiercinskv, Maiestic,
Washinc-ton, Mo. : Charles Fiske,
Butler, Mo. ; Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Wilson, Liberty, Liberty, Kans. ;
Oscar Hp'tiert. Elite, Humboldt,
Kans. ; William Leaght, Savoy, St.
Joseph, Mo.: T. D. Peal, Royal.

Grain Valley, Mo. ; L. E. Maple,
Cozy, Bethany, Mo.; Ray Eckles,
Grand, Princeton, Mo. ; George
Ellis, Brono, Mo. ; Roy Dunnock.
Royal, Hiawatha, Kans., and H.
Garber,
Elite, Baxter Springs,
Kans.
That foursome of the Kansas
City Fox exchange, consisting of
Joe Blonstine, Ed Lubitski, Chas.
Palermo and A. E. Lightfoot, are
hard at work in daily practice in
preparation for the annual Film
Board of Trade golf tournament.
A. G. Smith, Kansas City branch
manager of the National Theatre
Supply Co., and his daughter were
injured in a motor car accident in
Kansas City last week.

Tom Kelly Appointed
Ottawa Theatre Mgr.
TOMmanager
KELLY,
for Westmount,
some years
of the
Montreal, has been appointed manager of Hishouse,
Majesty's,
downtown
which ahasleading
been
undergoing
extensive
alterations.
Lawrence Leon of the L. and
M. Theatre Enterprises, Inc., New
York, has been visiting various
cities of Eastern Canada for the
purpose of inspecting his company's theatres.
Important announcements are
expected on the return of N. L.
Nathanson, managing director of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
' n his return to Toronto from a
three
months' stay in Europe early
in '^fptember.
The annual outing, sports, dinner and dance of associated film
organizations in Toronto, Ontario,
were conducted at Rouge Hill, 17
miles outside of the city on Friday.
Manaeer J. M. Franklin of B.
F. Keith's, Ottawa, made his
second trip to New York Citv
within a month to confer with
R-K-0 executives regarding the
revival of vaudeville in Ottawa
house. Acts will again be booked
into Keith's in .September.
A happy event in Toronto. Ontario, was the marriage of James
Lynch, manager of the Runnvmede, to Miss Violet Walsh, late
of the Walsh Sisters, vaudeville
team.
They Citv.
spent their hone>'moon
in Atlantic

Premier, Frisco, Opens
As Sound House
LEASED
from Publix
by opM.
L. Markowitz,
who also
erates the Pompeii and Egyptian,
the Premier, San Francisco, was
onened August 10th as a talking
picture house.
Real Estate Director W. H.
"Bud" Lollier of Fox West Coast
Theatres, Inc.. has been noticed
skipping all over the northern section of California inspecting theatre realty holdings.
Installation of two projectors
and Vivavox sound eniiipment has
been completed in the Royal, South
Citv, for AI Eschelbach.
Alax Weiss, formerly of Sacramento, has purchased the National.
San Jose, from the National Theatre Syndicate.
Frank Vesley, former booking
pilot of National, came out of his
liiding place when he breezed into
town sales
in his manager
brand newinNash.
now
chargeHe's
of
advertising for a newly patented
paint.
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Exhibitor News Notes
From Texas

hibitors of the Panhandle
ORGANIZATION
of the and
exSouth Plaines District of Texas
was completed at a meeting held at
Turkey, Texas, recently. T. L.
Colvin, of the Palace, Turkey, presided. The disposition to adopt
sound as a general policy became
evident, and a cooperative plan of
buying and operating was discussed to be made effective later.
W. S. Waid has discontinued his
Sunday shows at Gainesville, Tex.,
on acount of opposition of
ministerial forces, etc.
Don. C. Douglas, executive secretary of the Dallas Film Board of
Trade, has prepared a chart in
book form for distribution to
Texas exhibitors to be furnished
with the chart gratis and all uthers
at nominal cost.
The Hippodrome, Saenger house
at Texarkana, has closed.
The Texan, at McAllen, Texas,
is being remodeled.
Rubin I'rels has purchased a lot
in Columbus, Texas, and will erect
new theatre.
A. T. Gribble opened his new
building at Wellington, Texas.
E. J. Powdrill will be manager
of new theatre at Ingleside, Texas.
The Dixie, Waxahachie, Texas,
has reduced its prices for sound.
Griffith Amusement Company
has released the Gem Theatre
building at Wellington, Texas, and
will remodel theatre at early date.
E. M. Marshall will install sound
in his theatre at Mabank, Tex.
The Casino, Hebbronville, Tex.,
will be remodeled and install sound
soon.
East Texas Theatres, Inc.,
opened its new house at Henderson, Texas, Aug. 19th.
Gene Martin, barber in McKinney, Texas, has abandoned his plan
to open a new house.
Herman Gruger, manager of the
Queen, Richmond, Texas, was injured in automobile accident few
days ago.
The Mission, at Beeville, Texas,
operated by Hall Bros., is now
operated but six nights a week.
T. S. Hogan has opened the
Yucca, Midland, Texas.
The R. & R. Lyric, Big Springs,
Texas, has installed sound.
The Moran, Moran, Texas, has
installed Phototalker equipment.
The Auditorium, Crockett, Tex.,
is being remodeled for acoustical
corrections.
A $500,000 hotel and theatre
building is reported to be in promotion at Rockport, Tex.
The Simdn, Brenham, Tebcas,
will install sound and also a cooling system.
J. F. Jones, manager of R. & R.
Theatre, at Palestine, Texas, was
fined $25 and cost for operating
tlieatre on Sunday.
L. L. Dent, of Dent Theatres,
Inc., left Dallas for New York to
negotiate with Publix for remainder of Dent stock.
Branch managers in Dallas of
all of the film companies will consider adjustments in individual
cases where the exhibitor is oversold on sound.
Dick Potter has been made manager of the Parkway, Dallas, Tex.
M. N. Alillyer has succeeded J.
S. McSween, resigned, as manager
of the Princess, Publix house in
San Antonio, Te.x.
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Park, Tampa Theatre,
Goes Talkie
THE
Park, which has been
the only house in the downtown section of Tampa presenting
stage performances, has gone
"talkie" and will abandon the stage
shows entirely. The new policy
went into eflFect the 25th. The
Rialto opens on the 31st with
musical shows.
Joe Alexander, organist at the
Tampa, has been transferred to
Rochester, N. Y., where he will be
featured at the Piccadilly.
It was announced this week that
Jacksonville had been selected as
the site of a motion pciture studio
bj' the International Publishe-s,
Inc., of Wheeling, W. Va. According to the announcement, D. J.
Moore will be the managing director and production is scheduled
to start about the first of November. Both features and comedies
will be made, it is said.
VV. H. Carroll, former Tampa
exhibitor, now operating the Rivoli,
Douglas, Ga., says that the talkies
have not been a success with him,
and he has removed the sound
equipment and will play nothing
but silents in future.
Charles Kirkconnell, assistant
manager of the Tampa, Tampa, is
planning a vacation trip through
Central America.
Several Florida exhibitors are
planning on attending meeting of
the Georgia, Florida and Alabama
exhibitors, which will be held in
Columbus, Ga., on September 8th
and 9th.

M-G-M Planning New
Boston Exchange
I J LANS have been drawn for a
new exchange building for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at Boston.
Construction of the new building
is expected to start within a month.
The new building will be two
stories high with basement, will
be of brick and fireproof construction.
The Tremont, Boston, has been
practically rebuilt during the past
four months by A. L. Erlanger,
its owner.
Opening days for the MetropoliTheatre'sfurther
programs
at Boston
havetanbeen
advanced
and
starting this week, the first showing of the week's program will be
made Thursdays instead of Fridays.
Max Levine, Gardner, Mass., has
had plans drawn by Architect Albert Smith, of Worcester, for a
new 'theatre 82 x 103 on Parker
street, to cost $140,000.
The Broadway Theatre Co. is
to erect a new theatre on Main
street, Athol, plans for which have
been drawn by Mowll & Rand, of
Boston.
One woman fainted and was
trampled upon when a section of
film at the Orpheum Theatre, in
Maiden, caught fire Wednesday
night.
Fred Green, of the Green and
Elienberg circuity, has purchased
the Melrose, at Melrose, Mass.,
from Benjamin Greene and others.
Western Electric sound equipment
will be installed, the theatre will

UNIFORMS

Motion
be reseated, a new marquee built
and other improvements made costnig about $35,000.
Announcement is made by Ramsdell Brothers of a change in policy
of the Strand, Maiden , Mass.
Starting this week vaudeville will
be played at the Strand, RKO
vaucl( /ille being booked. The
Granada will give all-talking pictures exclusively.
Manager Paine, of the Leroy,
Pawtucket, is on a vacation trip to
Europe.
Extensive improvements have
been made to the RKO exchange,
Boston.
Benjamin Bebchick, former head
shipper at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
exchange, has been advanced to
assistant booker and Michael Zamen, former shipper at the Pathe
exchange, has been made M-G-M
head shipper.
The Modern, at Providence,
opens this week as a burlesque
theatre, moving over from the
Emnire.
Albert Clark, former manager
of the Capitol, Providence, has
been made treasurer of the Modern. Robert Allen, assistant manager at the Fay, Providence, will
be manager of the Capitol.
The Union, Athol, of which Al
McAvoy is managing director, is
to install sound equipment.
W. H. Bradley, formerly manager of Pictures in Motion, at
Boston, has opened a new exchange
under the name of the W. H.
Bradley Attractions at 19 Piedmont street.
Annotmcement is made of the
sale of the Park. Auburn, R. T.,
and the Castle, Mount Pleasant,
by A. A. Spitz to the Pictureton
Theatre
Corp., Providence,
R. I.
Eddie Ansin, who took over the
Capitol, Springfield, with Interstate, has now sold the theatre to
Warner Brothers.
Joseph A. AfcConville, president
of the Boston Film Board and manager of Columbia exchange, at
Boston, who returned from a trip
to California recently, has recovered from his recent illness and is
again back at his desk.
The Strand, Woonsocket, R. I.,
is closed temporarily.

Cincinnati Bldsf. Will
Not Contain Theatre
Anew 43-story office, hotel and
department store building is
to be erected in heart of Cincinnati downtown business district at
cost of $30,000,000. It will not
contain theatre, thus definitely setting at rest continued persistent
rumors that the structure would
house new theatre which. Fox is
expected to build. Report continues that Fox will possibly build
two houses, and that Balaban and
Katz will likewise build in Cincy.
Forest Theatre, Cincinnati suburban house, under management
of Doris Stecker, will feature
talkies beginning early in September, Western Electric equipment
now being installed.
Lyric and Capitol. Cincinnati,
only two local talkie houses still
employing orchestras, will discontinue mtisicians September \.
Grand Opera House, playing Erlanger legitimate attractions, was
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

all set to open September 1 with
talkie. Stage hands demanded increase of seven per cent for new
season. Telegraphic instructions
from Erlanger offices in New York
to Manager Unger are to effect
that new scale will not be signed,
also that all bookings have been
cancelled,
and house will remain
closed.
Suit for $5,000 has been filed by
Clarence H. Gorman, exhibitor,
Saylor Park, suburban to Cincinnati, against Peoples Bank and
.Savings Co., Cincinnati, who own
the theatre.
Thief who hid in Beecher Theatre, Cincinnati, until after house
had closed for the night, took cash
box from pay telephone in lobby.
Cincinnati exhibitors have one
more source of competition, talkies
having been installed at Swiss
Gardens.
John Schwalm, manager Rialto,
Hamilton, is wearing a broad
smile these days. His two young
sons are home from Culver Miliors. tary Academy, covered with honPalace. Hamilton, has augmented
its cooling and ventilating system
by installation of automatic ice
water system in foyer.
Trainor Theatre, Greenville.
Ohio, has installed Vitaphone and
Movietone, and changed its name
to the State.
Report is revived at Dayton,
Ohio, that Fox will soon begin
work on $1,000,000 house for which
a site in center of city was ac(|uired several months ago.
The Broadway, Columbus, Ohio,
previously a dramatic stock house,
in which sound equipment was installed early in the summer to play
second-run pictures at prices less
than suburban houses were charging, is closed, and report is that
it will not reopen under present
policy.
Langdon Kumler, manager Pantheon. Toledo, accompanied by his
son. is angling in the waters of
Michigan.
Phil Chakeres, head of the StateRegent Corp.. Springfield, Ohio,
entertained one hundred local Rotarians with a luncheon and program at State Theatre.
Harbor Theatre, Ashtabula Harbor. Ohio, has been taken over by
A. J. Cooper.
The Ohio. Prospect. Ohio, is
under new management, house having been taken over by D. L. Peters, who acquired it from J. L.
Kohler.
It is reported that Publix is
considering erection of five-story
combination theatre and hotel
building at Fostoria. Ohio.
A. M. Horatoer, Toledo, Ohio,
has taken five-year lease on Marvin Theatre. Findlay, Ohio. House
reopens in September.
Russell Myerly has been made
assistant manager of Princess, Toledo, Publix house.
Sorg Opera House, Middletown.
Ohio, has installed sound.
Movietone is being installed in
the Virginia. Wellston. Ohio, according to Manager L. P. Gulfoile.
Hamilton theatre managers have
held meeting with Stage Hands
and Operators Union to discuss
proposal of union for new hours
and wages.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Texas

Picture
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Exhibitors Are

Targets Of Blues
TEXAS ing toexhibitors
continuhit snags inaretheir
Sunday showings. The Dixie at Waxahachie which is owned by the R
& R Interests was denounced at a
mass meeting which was attended
by several hundred people. The
theatre was also the target at some
of the Sunday morning church services. Petitioners were successful
in getting over 400 names objecting to Sunday movies and these
signatures were mailed to W. J.
Underwood at the R & R home
office. No legal action has been
taken to prevent the theatre from
remaining
open on Sunday.
Another manager who has encountered difficulties with the idea
of Sunday Alovies is George
Spence, manager of the Gem at
Sherman. Texas. Mr. Spence was
fined $20.00 on each of two counts
for operating a picture show in
violation of the Sunday laws. Following the trial Mr. Spence stated
that he would continue to operate
complimentary shows from 2 to 6
P. M. on Sundays. No difficulty
has been experienced at McKinney.
Texas where Sunday show^s have
just been inaugurated.
Karl Hoblitzelle, President of
Interstate, has prolonged his business trip and is still in New York.
The Melba, one of Dallas Publix
theatre will close for one week
during which time the theatre will
undego a number of improvements,
according to George Baker, manJohn H. Thoma, formerly with
ager.
RKO Circuit of New York. Chicago and Philadelphia, has been
appointed manager of the Majestic. Dallas. Texas. Mr. Thoma
succeeds Sid Henry, who has been
transferred to Houston as home
office representative of Interstate.

Ullman

Interests

In

Syracuse, N. Y., Sold
IT has been announced that Frank
Sardino, owner of the Syracuse, has purchased from Frederick Ullman, the Brighton and the
Ullman interests in the Syracuse.
M. W. Korach is manager of the
Brighton.
The rapidly shifting scenes of
the Syracuse Rialto flashed a new
set on the public today when it
was announced that the Empire
would continue with stock throughout the Fall and Winter season.
Switch in policy at the SyraKeith's
was week
inaugurated
Aug. cuse,
24 B. F.
when
the split
policy
was discontinued in favor of the
seven day run. John J. Burns is
manager of the local house.
William J. Tubbert, former assistant manager of the Keith Albee, at Cincinnati. O.. has returned
to Syracuse as assistant manager
of the B. F. Keith. Mr. Tubbert
succeeds John R. Donaldson.
Although his plans are shrouded
in secrecy, it has been learned that
Walter B. McDowell, for many
years manager of the Strand, Syracuse, N. Y.. would be transferred
to a larger theatre in another city.
Warner Brothers take over the
Strand Sept. \.

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
HOW
ABOUT
IT:
yhowman with proven abilitj'
desires connection with circuit or independent house as
manager or lobby artist and
exploitation manager. Thoroughly experienced in theatre
operation and exploitation of
same. References the best,
SIX years with present circuit.
I n V e s t i gate. Exploitation
Box 600, Motion Picture
News, 729-7th Ave., New
York City.

Help Wanted
THEATRE

I^LINAGER :

ten years' experience in managing vaudeville and motion
picture theatres. Best character and ability reference.
WiU go anyCvhere. Box 605,
Motion Picture News, 729
7th Ave., New York City.
THEATRE ElVIPLOYEES
— trained theatre men are
stepping into untrained
men's positions. Modern
training in management and
advertising is the answer.
Send for catalog C. Theatre
Managers Institute, Elmira,
N. Y.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Good condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.

Another Midnite Show
Convert In St. Louis
THE Grand Central, St. Louis,
operated by the WarnerSkouras interests, on August 24 inaugurated a11:30 p.m. show and
in the future similar shows will
be given each Wednesday and Saturday night.
The congregations of five Protestant churches at Macon, Mo.,
conducted a referendum August 26
on the question of Sunday motion
picture shows.
While Hugh Finnegan, manager
of the Grand-Florissant Theatre,
St. Louis, was attending the regular meeting of the St. Louis
Amusement Co.'s theatre managers
the morning of August 20, an attempt to rob the theatre's safe
failed. The negro janitors were
confronted by a large revolver in
the hands of a white man who tied
them up. After waiting a while he
released one of the negroes to soap
the front doors.
However, while the soaping was
under way the other negro managed to work loose from his bonds
and slipped out the back door to
call the police. The would-be robber managed to get away before
the arrival of the police emergency
squad.

News
Flashes
From
Atlanta Film Row
1^7 KILE in Atlanta last week,
VV Byron Cooper, who formerly operated the Palace Dawson, Ga., announced that he had
taken over the Dixie, Eatonton,
Ga., and would reopen it as soon
as certain improvements had been
completed.
Visiting the Atlanta Film Row
last week were :
S. H. Borisky, Chattanooga,
Tenn., head of Independent Theatres, Inc. ; T. M. Worthy, the
Dreamland, Andrews, N. C. ; C.
E. Daffin, the Dafifin, Tallahassee,
Fla. ; Byron Cooper, the Dixie
Eatonton, Ga. ; Hugh Manning of
Etowah, Tenn., and J. C. H. Wink,
of Dalton, Ga., operating a chain
of motion picture theatre in North
Georgia and Eastern Tennessee.
Members of the Florida, Jacksonville, personnel are due a lot
of credit for the success of the
Rainbow Follies, deluxe party
held by the Jacksonville advertising Club on the Mason Hotel roof,
August 22.
Jonas Perlberg, house manager,
was master of ceremonies. The
party served as a farewell for Mr.
Perlberg, whose transfer is scheduled to take effect Saturday, August 24, assignment not yet made.
Al F. Weiss, Ja., manager of
the Florida, Jacksonville, returned
Tuesday from a visit to his relatives in Wisconsin.
C. D. Peruchi, of the Peruchi
Players, has moved to Jacksonville
to prepare for the opening of dramatic stock season at the Arcade,
tentatively scheduled for September 29.
W. A. Krause, Jr., manager of
the Empress, Jacksonville,, is exceedingly proud of his fishing
prowess, scheduling another trip
for the coming week.
Thomas H. James, former manager Loew's Capitol and Grand,
Atlanta, has been appointed manager of the Strand, Syracuse, X.
Y. Strand has seating capacity of
approximately 1600 and was recently acquired by Warner Brothers' Theatre Department, headed
by Spyros Skouras.
Carter Barron, formerly manager of the Metropolitan, Atlanta,
has succeeded Mr. James as manager of Loew's Capitol.

Iowa
Theatre
Deals
— Exhibitor News
CI EORGIA GLENN, former
1 owner of the Plaza Theatre,
Fort Dodge, was in Des Aloines
last week to discuss again taking
over the active management of the
theatre. Theatre was leased to H.
W. Schultz who closed the house
in June and the lease returns to
Miss Glenn.
A new theatre in Iowa territory
is house at Avoca which had its
opening this month. The theatre
which has been named the Majes-

EMPIRE

tic is of Spanish style and seats
500.
D. F. Wolfe, who has the Princess, Lansing, Iowa, has installed
Moviephone equipment.
K. C. Will, former owner of
Strand, Luverne, Iowa sold house
last week to Godfrey and Knopf.
A new theatre was opened last
week at Ollie, Iowa, christened the
Luna. Theatre is owned and operated by W. L. Denny.
G. L. Davies, owner of Solon,
Spencer, Iowa, last week installed
Filmophone equipment.
Another theatre to install Pacent
sound equipment last week was the
Princess, Guttenberg, owned by
Hunstadt and Becker.
Jake Rosenthal for twentv-four
years theatre exhibitor and during
a large part of that time the manager of the Majestic Theatre at
Dubuque, unable to secure a new
lease for the house, is reluctantlv
retiring from the film business.
The Crest, Creston, was sold last
week
Pace. by L. Z. Henry to Albert

New Charlotte Branch ;
Other Southern News

RKO entertained a number of
callers last week including J. E.
Michael. Strand, Jefferson: J. E.
Ridgewav, Lyric, Coon Rapids :
E, F. Smith, Familv, Earlham :
W. C. Treloar, Treloar, Ogden.
At Paramount branch, among
those who stopped in to talk pictures last week from out of town
were: E. P. Holsach, new owner
of the Strand, Pella: M. A. Fauver, Broadway. Brooklyn ; Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Fair, Elite, Lorenz.
A Raven sound screen has been
purchased by Sam Elman, owner
and manager of the Grand Theatre. East DesMoines.
Leo Moore, proprietor of the
Majestic, Centerville, has purchased
complete booth equipment.
George Watson is now acting
rnanager of the DesMoines, Publix after temporarv tryout in this
position. Lionel Wasson, manager
of the DesMoines for the past
eight months, was promoted to the
management of the World Theatre in Omaha.
Frank Wewurka of the Colonial,
Osage, has bought the Cresco,
Cresco, Iowa. He is opening house
on September 1 after making extensive changes.
Ted Emerson, manager of Garden and Palace, two Pnblix houses
in Des Moines, took over the management of all the Locust Street
houses with the addition of the
Strand last week.
George Watson, manager of the
Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines,
plans to seek a little cool weather
diversion at his home town in
Austin, Texas, soon.
Mrs. Mary Cockrell of Harlan,
Iowa, is the new owner of the Palace, Merrill, Iowa. The house was
purchased from Earl Rice who has
been an exhibitor there for sevreal

week after
a visit to the company's.
branch
in Atlanta.
Kane Bros. Co., reopened itsstock burlesque season at the Walnut, Louisville, Ky., August 24,
J. B. Russell, the Opera House,
Maysville, Ky., is spending his vacation at Battle Creek, Mich.
N. L. Royster is now manager
of the Crescent and Broadway,
Statesville, N. C, owned by V. C.
Schley.

A. H. Blank took over the Grand
years.
Theatre
at Burlington, Iowa several weeks ago.
The Orpheum, Sioux City, is to
be equipped with an additional four

FILM
MODERATE

I to 1 0 Containers
I I to 50
"
51 to 100
"

VAULTS

a motion
THECharlotte
growingasimportance
of
picture film center is seen in the
announcement of a proposed building on West Fourth Street, adjacent to the post office property, to
be occupied as soon as it is erected
by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange. The first unit of the building, plans for which are now being
drafted by Charles C. Hook, Charlotte architect, and Walter W.
Hook, associate, will cost in the
neighborhood of $30,000. Provisions will be made for additions to
the one-story building at any later
date.
The building will be approxistory. mately 45 feet wide and 130 feet
long, with a basement and one
Edward M. Whaley, Jr., recently
appointed Central division manager
of Vitaphone, was in Memphis last

At the meeting of the Board of
Arbitration in Charlotte, N. C,
August 19, there were forty-six
cases on the calendar. Sixteen were
either postponed or settled and of
the remainder only twelve cases
were heard making it necessary to
call a special meeting for Monday,
August 26.
North Carolina visitors to Charlotte's Film Row, last week were:
L. L. Drake, Ansonia, Wadesboro ;
Charles Picquet, Carolina, Pinehurst ; W. E. Stewart, Pastime and
Westmore, Concord ; George
Hughes, Columbia, Albemarle; J.
W. Watts, Jr., Watts, Williamston; J. M. Highsmith, Trio, Robersonville ; Roland Hill, Lexington, Lexington ; H. J. Paradis,
Oasis, Wilson; H. P. Howell,
Victory, Smithfield, and Cherry,
Morehead City; U. K. Rice, Colonial, Winston-Salem ; Jack Frost,
Carolina, Winston-Salem.
The Roxy, Rocky Mt., N. C,
has been transferred from M. C.
Bullock to J. R. Cherry.
stories which will make it an eight
story building. The original cost
of the building was $1,750,000 and
the mortgages were raised by Siou.x
City residents.
Michael and Waller have purchased Ravin sound screen fof their
Strand, Leon.
Two Cinophar lenses and a Ravin sound screen were sold by the
Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.,
to A. H. Blank in line for new
equipment for the Ox Palace, Mason Citv.

INC.

PRICE FILM STORAGE

$ .75
50
40

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Over
1 00 Containers
Cases per month, 20 to 2S reels

$ .35
1.00

Bryant 2180-2181-2182

Motion
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed €u;cording to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may hav»
m short-cut toward such information as he m.ay need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
Title

AMKINO
TiMe
Aellta (Revolt of the Robots)
Fltnies ol the Volga
Her Way of Love
rn Old Siberia (Katorga)
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea ,
Taras Shevchanko
Two Days
VUlage of Sin, The

TlUa
.Arsenal
General Line, The
Man With a Camera
J<ew Babylon

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
E. Cosarskaya-A. Zhukov
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Catt
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
A. Buchma
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coming
Star

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
July
Feb,
Fell.
May
AiKll
Dec.
Feb,
May

Length
Reviewed
Date
...2900 feet.
23
feet.
30. ....7000
.. 6000 feet.
17 ...6500 feet. ..July 27
20. .
19.. . . .7000 feet.
9. ....6800 feet.
feet..
11.. ...6600
7000 feet..
13
15 28 16000 feet
...8500 feet..
1 ...6500 feet..
18

Attractions
Rel. Date

S. Svashenko
Special Cast
Special Cast
E. Kuzmina-A. Sobolevsky

Length

Reviewed

Oct. (tentative)
Sept. (tentative)
Sept. (tentative)

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
star

Title

Rel. Date

Logan-Colller-Todd
(Silent Version)
Behind Closed Doors
Vaili-Glass
•ttDonovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
„ ,„
,
?A T )
Holt-Revler-Colller, Jr
(Silent Version)
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Deianey
Miiler-S.aniBy-Prouty
•tJFall of Eve (A. T.)
•tiFafher and Son
Holt-Revier-McBan
(Silent Version)
.Lyon-Mason-Robards
♦ttFlyIng Marine, The
(Silent Version)
.Lyteii-Oimstead
*t{Lone Wolf's Daughter (D).
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
♦tTrial Marriage
Kerry-Ellers-Robards
(Silent Version)
♦tlYounger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette-Cortez
(Silent Version)
*tiBachelor Giri, The.

Coming
Title

Feb. 24.
. ,. „
April 11 .
April 11.
Mar. 18.
Jan.
2.
June
June 5.
June 5.
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

18
18
1
10
10
4
4

Reviewed

.7140
.7189
.5812
.5538
6245
.6310
.6765
5951
5736
7154
6186
5671
6639
8506
7866
7246

feet.
.Mar.
feet.
feet.
April
feet.
.June
feet.
.June
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
Mar.
feet.
feet.
.May
feet.
feet.
feet
feet... Mar.
feet

Rel.

Star

Date

Length

25
23

SHORTS

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al Ail
Adrlenne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher- Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Ljine
"Big Boy"
Gene Stone
Billy Dale

tjnckromiei score,

9

Reviewed

Date

Length

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel

June

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
June 15
June 8
:

1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Rel.
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jaa
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
May

Date
8. .
17. .
2. .
27. .
17. .
24. .
28..
21. .
24. .
27. .
18. .
3..
7. .
24. .
13 .
28 .
16 .
10. .
19..

f Meant touni effect*.

I .nn.1.
Length
.2reela
.2reels
.2reel8
.2 reels
.Ireel
.2reols
Ireel
.Ireel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels
.2reels
.Ireel
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
2reels
Ireel
.1 reel

8

June 8
July 13

EDUCATIONAL

* Mtam

8
22
8

5700 feel

Rel.
Title
star
*tiAt a Talkie Shjdio (A. T.) (D.) .Buddy Doyle.
•tJColumbia-Victor Gems (D)
26 Subjects released twice a month
•tSFaliing Stars (A. T.) (D)
Bergmm-iVlanning
•tJGay Cabaliero The (A. T.I (D.) . . Frank Crumit
Mannie Smith
•t|jaiihouse Blues (A. T.) (D.)
♦HMemories (A. T.) (D.)
Murpny-Morrison
•fjMy Wile (A. T.) (D.)
Jack Wilson
•t joid Man Trouble (D1
Jules Beidsoe
•tjParior Pest (A. T.) (D.)
Belly Combe
■.
•tJSnappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
Nan Blacksione
•tJTalklng Screen Snapshots
Released twice a month
•tJTalking Screen Snapshot
Novelty
•tJTalkIng Screen Snapshots
Novelty

Title
Air Derby
Ie'8 Mistake
Mistake.
Aunile'8
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol, The
Contonlod Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb — and How
Fake Flappers
Fixer, The
Four Wheel Brakee
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Helter Skelter
Her Big Ben
H«r Gift Night

30

Attractions

•tJBroadway Hoofer, The (A. T.). . . Jack Egan
•tjBroadway Scandals of 1 930 (A. T.).Speclal Cast
*t§Coliege Coquette, The
Taylor-Collier Jr.-Ralston —
♦t JCradie of Jazz The (A. T.)
Belie Baker
ttlFlight
Holt-Graves
tJHurrlcane(A.T.)
John Mack Brown
•tJLadies of the Evening (A. T.)
•tjUst of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
Bert Lytell
*t5Llght Fingers
Keith-Revier-Nye
•tSMeiody Man, The
•t|Road to Broadway, The
O'Day-O'Neill
•tiSisters (A. T.)
•tSSong of Love (A. T.)
Belle Baker

SOUND

Length
5927 feet.
6245 feet
or/9
reel
°f;2J::I

Sole Support
Studio
Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boya
Time to Expire
Top Speed
u/hat
Walking
Fish
What
aa n*u
Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise WImmIn

Rel. Date

"Big
Jerry Boy"
Drew . .
Lupino Lane .
Collins-Dent.
Gene Stone..
Al Alt
iui,inKj
rnnino
Our World
Today
Monty
Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jeny Drew

ALL-TALKIE SHORTS

Length

.12 reels
reel
28
11 ..2 reels
26.. . .1 reel..
2. . ..2 reels
21 . . . .2 reels
8. . ..2 reels
21. . 2 reels
8..
24
1 reel
8. .. .1 reel
13
1 reel
14
1 reel
19
2 reels
20
2 reels
.12 reel
24
reels
19 ..Ireel
24 ..Ireel
20 ..1 reel
21 . ..1 reel
30 . .1 reel
10 . .2 reels
3 ..2 reels
23. ...2 reels
4 . . . .2 reels
30.
17
. . 2 reels
.2 reels
.May 5. ..1 reel
.Mar.
.July 24.
7. .2 reels
..1 reel
13.
i..«. 16. .2 reels
Jan.
June
. .1 reel
June 18. .1 reel
Jan. 13. . ..2 reels
Fob. 10.. ..2 reels
Mar. 31 . .
July
Aug.
May
June
April
Jan.
July
May
Mar.
May
Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.
May
Feb.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
..June
Aug.
Mar.

Length
Star
Rel. Data
..2 reels
•tSAsk Dad (F& D)
E. E. Horton
Feb. 17.. ..2 reels
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Ciyde-HIII-Dent
July 21 . . ..2 reels
*t{Bees' Buzz, The (F 4 D)
Gribbon-Clyde
April 7 . . .2 reels
•tSBIg Palooka. The (F A D)
Gribbon-McPhalll-HIII
May 12. . .2 reels
»t}Brlde"8 Relations. The (F 4 D). . . Burke-Gribbon
Jan. 13 . . .2 reels
•t{Broadway Blues (F 4 D)
Johnny Burke
Mar. 10. . .2 reels
♦tJBuying a Gun (A. T. (F 4 D)
Lupino Lane
July 14.. ..2 reels
♦tSCold Shivers (F 4 D)
McKee-Hutton
May 19.. . .2 reels
*t§Constabule, The (F 4 D)
Ciyde-Hlli-Gribbon
Aug. 11 . . ..2 reels
»t§Crazy Nut, The (F 4 D)
Pangborn-Oakiand-Murray
June 2. . ..2 reels
*t§Don'lBe Nervous (F 4 D)
Lloyd Hamilton
July
7.. .2 reels
•tSEIIgible Mr. Bangs, The (F 4 D) . . E. E. Horton
Jan. 13. . . .2 reels
*t§Flre Proof (F 4 D)
Lupino Lane
SepL 8.. . .2 reels
♦tJGirl Crazy (F 4 D)
Clyde-Bennett
June 9.. ..2 reels
♦tSHisBaby Daze (A. T.) (F 4 D).. Lloyd Hamilton
Aug. 18.. ..2 reels
♦tSHIsBIg Minute (F 4 D)
Lloyd Hamilton
May
5 . ..2 reels
*t§Jazz Mammas (F 4 D)
Virginia Lee Corbln (All Color).. .June 30.. ..2 reels
•tJLIon's Roar, The (F 4 D)
Burke-Bevan
Dec
9 . .2 reels
•tjLookOut Below (A. T.) (F 4 0). ..Raymond McKee...!.. ...... ..Aug. 18. . .2 reels
. .2 reels
*t§Lover's Delight (F 4 D)
Arthur-Garon
June 31
*t5Lunkheads . The (F 4 D)
Clyde Gribbon
Sept. 1 . ..1 reel
*t5Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
June 9. ..2 reels
•tjOid Barn (F4 D)
Johnny Burke
Feb. 3., . . 1 reel
♦tJOn the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
July 21 . ..2 reels
*t5PrinceGaby (F 4 D)
E. E. Horton
Sept. 15. ..1 reel
•fJRIdeon a Runaway Train (D)
Special
May 26. ..2 reels
•tjRIght Bed, The (F 4 D)
E. E. Horton
April 14. ..2 reels
•t JShIp Mates (F 4 D)
Lupino Lane
April 21 . ..2 reels
*t|Social Sinners (A. T.)
McKee-Byron-Fltzgerald
Sept. 1. . . 1 reel
*t§Studlo Slunfs (D)
Hodge-Podge
SepL 1 .
♦tJTIckiish Business (F4 D)
Coillns-Dent-Drew
Aug. 25. ..2.2 reels
reels
*Ijt, ii ig Wives (F 4 D)
""'
E. E. Horton
June 23. ..2 reels
Jl^hlrko,and GIHs (F 4 D)
Gribbon-Clyde
Feb. 24.
Jji!" IBoomI
oLJ BangI (F 4 D)
McKee-Collln-Glass
Mar. 17. ..2 reels
tjaplBoon
Title

Reviewed
Aug.
Aug.
May
June
Mar
Mar.
July
April

103
11
1
18
30
13
13

April
Mar.
Feb.
July
May
Dec
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June
Mar.
Mar.

13
18
2
13
18
18
28
29
2
2
20
13
19
30
17
3
18
3D
38

July 13
M^
June
Dec
Jan.

28
IB
18
12

Reviewed
Feb. 18
July 20
May 18
June 18
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
June 18
July
6
Feb. 9

June 1
July 20
Dec
1

July 13
Feb. 18
June 18
May 18
May 11

July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES
Title
♦tjBroadway Babies (D)
California Mall
♦tICareers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne

p.„i.«^
•tChlldren
of the RItz (D)
Revi
ewed
ApriM3
Dancing Vienna
Mar.
May
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Dec.
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.
April

Star

Honey moonlacs
. Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our Worid Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match.. Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupino Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Perak. The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It In
Al Alt
Served Hot
Cliff Bowes
Smart Steppers
Al St. John
Social Prestige
Monty Collins

30
'tlDlvlne Lady, The (D)
25
12
*t{Drag (D)
30
*1iGlH In the Glass Cage (D)
30
*tiHls Captive Woman (D)
3
18
•t}Hot Stuff (D)
23
22
•tSHouseof Horrors (D)
10
3
Lawless Legion
30
*tLeve and the Devil
30
30
*tSMan and the Moment
16
25
•tJPrisoners (D)
2
20
Royal Rider. The

Star
Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myere
Ken Maynard

Reviewed
Rel. Date
Length
June 30
8067 feet
April 7
June 2. . . .8435 feet. . . .June 1
Feb. 3
6944 feet

Mackalll-Mulhail
(Silent
Version)
Lyon-Mara

Mar. 3. . . .6426 feet. . . .April 13
Feb. 17. .. .6296 feet
Jan. 13
5683 feet

Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)
Barthelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sllls-Mackalll
(Silent Version)
Alice While
(Silent Version)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard.....
Sllls-Corda
(Silent Version),
Billie Dove
Mi\r 17
Corlnne Griffith
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard

Mar.
April
July
June
April
Feb.
IVIay
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
July
Mar.
May
IVIay
May

§ Means voice (iiulading dialogae and incidental tongt).
D Mean* ditc.
F Mean* toand-on-fUm.

3114
9914
8993 feet
feet
21
7642 feet
22
7
7992feet
3
7692 feet
B
6774 feet
21
746C teet
28
7 .. 6700 feet
3..6109leet
24
6431 feet
24 ]
7
5978 feet
1 7 . . . . 5539 feet
19
7800 feel
6
6

A. T. afin- title mean* AH Talkie.

Feb.

"b

June 29
April 109
Jan.
Mar. 9
May 18
Sept. 22

Aug. 10

June

August

31,

823

1929

Star
Rel.
.Corlnne Griffith
April
•tSaturday'8 Children (D)
(Silent Version)
Mar.
. Conklln-Fazenda
Fet>.
•tSeven Footprints to Satan (D).
(Silent Version)
Jan.
*t§Smlllng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... .Moore-Hall
July
•tJSquall. The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
May
(Silent Verslpn)
May
•tSynthetIc Sin (D)
Colleen Moore
Jan.
*t§Twln Beds (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Miller
July
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)
Mackaill-Mulhall
May
(Silent Version)
April
•tJWeary River (D)
Barthelmess-Compson
Feb.
(Silent Version)
April
•tWhySeGoed (0).
.Colleen
Moore.
.
.
.'.'.'.'.■.'.■'.'.'.'.".'Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar,

Reviewed
Length
Date
4
14. .. .7950 feet. . May
10. .8727 feet.
.5405
feet.
17.
27. ..6238 feet.
July 27
.8550 feet.
31.
..9629feet..
May 18
26.
12.
6. .6832 feet... Jan. 12
14
July 20
12. . . . 8081 feet. . . .June 29
28
10.... 7978 feet.... Feb. 2
7. . . .7565 feet
17.
3 .'.'.'7692 feet

Jan. 2t

Coining Attraction*
Title
Star
*t§Broadway Hostess, The (A.T.) (D)Billie Dove
•tJCareless Age. The (A. T.) (D)
Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young
*t§Dark Stree'ts (D) (A. T.)
Mulhall-Lee
*t§Fast Life i D) (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.- Young-Morris
*t§Footlight and Fools (A. T.)
Moore-Hackett
*t§Forward Pass, The (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.- Young
*t§Girl From Woolworth's, The (A.T.)Alice VVhite
»t§Greaf Divide, The (A. T.)
Mackaill-Keifh-Loy
•tSHardtoGet (A. T.) (D)
Mackalll-Burns
*t'§Her Private Life (A. T.)
Billie Dove
♦tSlsle of Lost Ships, The (A. T.). . . . Valli-Robards-Beery
•t§Ja22 Queen, The (A. T.)
Dorothy Mackaill
•tJLady Who Dared, The
Dove-Pldgeon-Todd
♦tjUlies of the Field (A. T.)
Corinne Griffith
*t§Little Johnny Jones (A.T.)
Buzzell-Day
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.)
*t§Most Immoral Lady, A (A. T.). . . Leatrice Joy
"No, No, Nannette" (A.T.)
Bernice Claire
*tf,. Paris (A. T.)
Irene Bordonl

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

7541 feet

Title
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

Rel. Date

Length
Ireet
Ireel
Ireel
Ireet
Feb. 17. . 1 reel
reel
Feb.
3 . .1tree)
May 12

Star
Variety. .
Variety..
Variety. .
Variety. .
Varilty. .
Variety. .
Variety. .
Variety. .

.Aug. 19..
April 13..
April 28..

MOVIETONE

Tine
'tlAcross the Seas

SHORTS

Length

Reviewed

1 reel .

Tl'S'i''?,^""
'^"™'
i°* "'""J*
•ttBath
Between
Clark-McCullough
•tlBelle of Samoa .The (A. T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
•tJBeneathat the
Law (A. T. (F)
Clark
& McCullough
*ttBridge
Midnight
Mary Duncan

Feb. 17. .. .1870 feet .
2 reels jiina i
2 reels. ..."

•tSCorpus
Christie
•tSDIplomats,
The
*t}Dollsand Puppets

Raquel
Meller
Clark-McCullough
Nancy Drexel.

Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . Sept
Jan. 128

•tjEverybody Loves My Girl
"t {Family Picnic
*t{F orget-Me-Note (F)
•t {Friendship (A. T.) (F)
•tJFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)

Winnie LIghtner.
Raymond McKee
Gallagher-Edeson
Robert Benchley

•tjPagllaccI—
Prologue
tIRoyal Hawaiian
Singer(F)• (F). —
*t|Serenade (Schubert)

FEATURES

3 reels. .
2 reels.
2 reels.

' 'jiine M

' j|||,'f° u
'.'.

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels

.June IB

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2re«is

Richard
Bonelll
Son
a Program
Harold Murray

1 reel.' !

tfSound Your
A (F) an4 Dances
•fjSouth
Sea Songs
Royal Hawallans
Reviewed
•tiSlewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
.'Feb!' 9
(F)
Robert Benchley
.
July
6
•t JBehInd That Curtain (A. T.)
Baxter-Moran
June 30. . , .8300 feet..
•tiThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•tBIack Magic
Dunn-Holland
June 2. . ,
•tjBlack Watch, The
McLaglen-Loy
May 28 . . , .8487 feet... May 25
•t {Treasurer's Report
Robert Benchley
*tBlue Skies
Twelvetrees-Alberlson
Mar. 17
•tfWaltzIngBoyAround (A. T- (F)
Clark
& McCullough
•tJWater
Kebtucky
Jubilee Singers
•tCaptain Lash
Victor McLaglen
Jan. 6 — 6453 feet.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
8. . . .6376 feet
•tl White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
tlWhy Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney
♦tjChasIng Through Europe
Stuart-Carol
June 9
July 13
Christina
Gaynor-Morton
Mar. 30
6955feet
April t
*tExalled Flapper
Carol-Norton
May 28
•tFar Call, The
Morton-Hyams
April 28. .. .6313 feet
(Silent Version)
April 28. . . .5282 feet. . . . May 25
FEATURES
•tFour Devils
Gaynor-Duncan
Oct 22
13
.June
.6500 feet.
•tJFour Devils, The
Gaynor-Duncan
Star
.June 1
Title
•tJFox Follies, The (A. T.)
Special Cast
May 25. ,.8291 feet.
Thru the Breakers
Uvlngston-Herbert
•tFugltlves.
Bellamy-Terry
Jan. 27. .5331 feet.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 27. .
Feb. 23
feet
•flGhost Talks, The (A. T.)
Twelvetrees-Eaton
Feb. 24 .6396
?,ll '.!!*. ■ ■ ir.w ^
•tjTimes Square ..':::::::::::::::: Day-Cubm
•tGlris Gone Wild
Carol-Stuart
Mar. 24. .6232 feet ..April 27
(Silent Version)
Mar. 10. .6000 feet. ..Mar. 9
.6650
feet
Mar2
•tSHearts In Dixie (A. T.)
Fetchlf-Muse
Mar. 10 .
Dec 29
FEATURES
•tiln Old Arizona (A. T.)
luiwe-Baxler
Jan. 20. .8724 feet
8
•tJoy Street
Moran-Stuart
April 7. . .7654 feet. ..June
(Silent Version)
April 7. ..7554 feet.
Title
Star
•tJLucky Star
Gaynor-Farrell
Aug. 18. ..8400 feet. !.juiy 27
*tiAllaa Jimmy Valentine (D)
Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent Version)
Aug. 18. .7000 feet.
(Silent
Version)
.6024 feet
Dane-Arthur
*ttMaklng the Grade
Lowe-Moran
Feb. 17
njMasked Emotions
George O'Brien
May 18
5il2',5"*»
Dane-Arthur
tjBridge of;„San •.■,
Luis Rey
(D)
Damlta-Alvarado
n«mri,.ai«,..
•+«Brldo« nf .Sun LnU R«, rm
4
May
April 7....8reel8
Collyer-Dresser
•tJNot Quite Decent
(Silent Version)
4853 feet
(Silent Version)
•ttBellamy Trial, The (D)
Joy-Bronson
•tNew Year's Eve
Astor-Morton
Feb. 24
5958 feet
May
4
*tOne Woman Idea, The
LaRocque-M. Day
June 2
6111 feet
June 16
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
June 2
6106feet!!!!
•tJBroadway Melody (A.T.) (D)....Page-Love-Kln9
•tPlastered In Paris
Cohen-Pennick
Jan. 23
5641 feet
SepL 29
China Bound
Dane-Arthur...'
•tOesert
Nights
(D)
Gllberi-Nolan
♦tJPIeasure Crazed (A.T.)
Marguerite Churchill
July
5460 feet
July 20
Protection
Burgess-Elllott-Page
May 12
6511 feet
June 1
'Silent
Version)
Desert Rider
Tim
McCoy
•tSIn Sister
Carroll-Gray
Feb. 10. . . .6072 feet
(Silent Version)
Feb. 10. .. .6053 feet
•tIDuke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
•tStrong Boy
McLaglen-Joy
Mar. 3
51 60 feet
April 6
,
,
_.
,... ,
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
6526 feet
.in?'"" Power,
d*®' ^"i"
• i" T.)
V
Novarro-Page
•tJGreat
The • (A.
Special
Cast
•tiSpeakeasy fA. T.)
Page-Lane
Mar. 24
6775 feet
Mar. 23
•tSldle Rich, The (A. T.) (D)
Nagel-Love-Hyams
•tTrent's Last Case
Griffith-Day
Mar. 31 . . . .6809 feet. . . .Jane
8
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheyney (A.T.)
Shearer-Rathbone
(Silent Version)
•tjThru Different Eyes (A. T.)
Baxter-Lowe
April 14 . . .4991 feet. . . April 20
•fTrue Heaven
O'Brlen-Moran
Jan. 20
5531 feet
Feb. 16
Loves of Casanova
Ivan Mosjouklne
(Silent Version)
Jan. 20. . . .6563 feet
•tMan's Man, A...
Halnes-Dunn
•tJVallant The (A. T.)
Paul Muni
May 19. .. .6537 feet. .. .May 18
.,
.,
„ .^
,
•tVelled Woman, The
Tora-Vlncenti
April 14
„ "'^^.i Telegraph
r",**
.
I'™
"^^Coy
Overland
Tim McCoy
..
.,.
-<
■—<-■• (D)
5442feet
21 . . . .5489
April 21
Astor-Arm*lrong
•t§Pagan
Novarro-Adoree-Jania
*tWonian from Hell, The
(Silent Version)
April
feet. . . M^ 26
Single Man, A
Cody-Prlngle
♦tSingle Standard, A
Garbo-Aslher-Brown.
Coming Feature Attraction*
(Silent Version)
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Sioux Blood
McCoy-Frazer
Backwash
Farrell-Duncan
•tJSplte Marriage
Buster Keaton
*t5Cock-Eyed World. The (A. T.).. . .Lowe-Damita-McLaglen
10611 feet.
(Silent Version)
Aug. 10
Fatal Wedding, The
Astor-Bard
•tTrall of '98 (D)
Del RIo-Forbes
^Silent Version)
•tjFrozen Justice
Ulric-Frazer .
(Silent Version)
Girl Downstairs, The
O'Brien-Moran
*tJThunder
Ghaney-Haver
•tJHurdy Gurdy
George Jessel
Joy Street
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
•tTlde of Empire (D)
Adoree-Durvea
Lost In the Arctic
Special Cast
Star

Ireel

'f JMusIc Fiends, The (A. T.) (F). . . . Clark & McCullough
2 reels'
•tiNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)....Otto Matleson
.7.. ........ .;...;;....'..3 reels'
•+{Nlghtle
Clark-McCullough
2 reels'.
tlOld TunesKnights
for New (F)
Dr. SIgmund Spaeth.
•fiOn the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Friedland & Revue. .

FOX FILMS
Title

Rel. Date

RoyalStar
Hawallans

•tSGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
'tlGhosts
Mutt & Jeff Cartoon
•tjGoIng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•tSHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
•t}ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tjintervlew, The
Clark-McCullough
'tiKnlfe, The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwill
'tiKnlghts Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tjUdles' Man
Chic Sales
't
jMedldne
Man,
The
(A.
T.)
(F)..
.Clark
tJMIIIer & Farrell (F)
3 Songs& McCullough
tjMInd Your Business (F)
Herbert 4 Bard

•tJSallyFargo
(A. T.)
Marilyn
Miller
Wells
Express
Ken
Maynard.
*t§Woman on the Jury (A.T. ) (D).. Dorothy Mackaill
♦tjYoung Nowheres (A. T.)
Richard Barihelmess.

Revleweo

Jan.
Mar. 316...

31 reels.'
real

Length

ReL Date

.SepL 8

2 reel*.
1 reel'
21 reel
reels'

.Sept. 8

GOTHAM

Length
Rel. Date
Mar. 31.
Jan.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Our Daily Bread
„, ,.
Playboy
River, The
•tJThey Had
See Paris
*t§Words
and to.......
Music
(A.
T.) (F)
.i,,.,.......^
,. T.,^.

Farrell-Duncan
.,
.„ „
Nagel-Collyer
Farrell-Duncan
7313 feet. . . .Jan.
Will Rogers
Moran-Patrlcola-Percy
...
..^

Title
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast. The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee. A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

SILENT SHORTS

* Means tynchronizei score,

Rel. Date
Mar. 3..
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct.
Jan.

26..
21..
7.
23.
9.
17.
4 .
28.
20.

f Meant sound effects.

Length
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
of Mary Dugan. The (A. T.
•t }Trial
nSVolce of the City (A. T.) (D)
Wlllard Mack
8
(SllenI Version)
'tlWhere East Is East
Chaney-Velez-Taylor
'tWIld Orchids (D)
..Garbo-Asther
SHORT SUBJECTS

Reviewed

Title

Star

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Brown
Dealers Gold
In Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight
Foundations of Gold

Ufa
Ufa Oddities
Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

§ Means voice (melading dialogne and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

Reviewed
.6420 feet.
.6000 teet.

Length
Reviewed

Rel. Date
Jan. 28
28...
Jan.
Feb. 9

.7803 feet.
7142 reel.

..Nov. 24

5346 feet.
7980 feet..

Mar. 30
7980 feet
May
Mar.30
"Feb.
Mar. 2.... 7524
8288 feet.
feet
Fab.
9372 feet.... Feb.
6 reels
April
Mar. 2
7177 feet. ""
April 1.
May 18
Mar. 9
Mar.
May 119
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
July
July
Feb.

May
_
Jan.
Jan,
Mar.
April
Jan.
July
July

28
23
182
20

.."... .'Jan. 'I'o

18....6238feef"ADrir2e
16. .. .6201 feet
."
19. . . .9044
. . .Febl
18
.7351 feet. ..
.June 22
20
.8651 feet
Aug. 17
15. . . .6484 feet ...June
1
.6179
feet
13...
13
feet.... June 8
16. . .6683
.5284 feet
.4815 feet
25. ..
5. .
2
.7 reelsfeet
Feb. 2
.5596
2t. .6574 feet
Aug. 3
12
.6474
feet...
Aug.
3
4811 feet
29
29

April 20
.April 6.... 7047 feet.
6500 teet
Feb " 2
Jan.
8...
Feb24 '289
Jan. 25...
5. . . .8799feet
.8799
feet Mar.July
.June
7783 feet...
13
Mar. 23

6552 feet

■««
•<«at
10
reels.
April 13
April 13
Anri ti
"
^ '"
May '4' ' "6500 feet' ' "Mar '23
Feb. 23.."9235reet"Aprll
8
.1 reel
Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
Mar.
16.. .1 reel
.2
. 1 reels
reel
.1 reel
6... .2reels
20...
. 1 reel
3..
2..
.
2 reels
18..
12..

Mar. 2..
July
April
].' Aug.
Feb.
!!!!!.
May
Jan.
May

.2 reels

4.

^May 11

1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talltie.

June 18

Motion

824
Title
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty (Silent Version)
Light of India The
Uttle IVlother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
fVlovIe Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy Noises (Silent Version)
Oft 10 Buffalo
Oriental IVIotorIng
Outlandish Manners
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Booiehounds

SUr
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwin
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
So)ln
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Rel.
July
Jan.
Mar.
May
Aorll
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
May
Feb.

That's IVIy Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housel<eepers
Unklsscd Man. The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?
Wiggle Your Ears (Silent)
Witch Doctor

Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Siars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
April
May

Date
6. .
5. .
30..
25..
27. .
28. .
6..
1. .
18. .
12..
11 . .
6. .
9..
16..
20. .
8 .
2. .
13..
4. .
16 . .

Length
..2 reels
. .2 reels
..1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel
..2 reels
..2 reels
..2 reels
. .2 reels
..2 reels
..2 reels
. . 1 reel
..2 reels
. .2 reels
..1 reel
. . 1 reel
. . 2 reels
..1 reel
. .2 reels
. . 1 reel
..2 reels
23. .
13.. . . 2 reels
.
25. . . 2 reels
22. . . .1 reel
27. . . .2 reels
19.. . . 1 reel
..2 reels
2. . ..2
reels
30. .
..2 reels
6.. ..1 reel
25 . .

Title

Reviewed

.^

June

8

June

1

July

6

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

*t§Anna Christie (A.'T.)
Greta Garbo
*t§Battie of the Ladies (A. T. )
•tJBIshop Murder Case. The (A. T.)
*t§Bugie Sounds. The (A. T.)
*f§College Life (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
*f§Colton and Silk (tentative) (A.T.). Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
*t§Devotion (A. T.)
July 27
♦tJDynamite (A. T.)
Pickford-Wood-Nagel
11583 feet
•t{Eva the Fifth (A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
•tJFIve O'clock Girl, The (A. T.).. . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
*t§Girl in the Show The (A. T.)
•tJGob, The (A. T.)
Halnes-Page
*t§Green . Ghost, The {A. T.)
Young-Torrence-Sebastian
•tJHalleluiah (A. T.)
Colored Cast
He Learned About Women
Halnes-Page-Percy
•t5 Iris ( A. T.)
''*'"'_
!.....!.....!.....!...........!
*t§Juducial Murder (A. T.)
*t 5Jungle (tentative)
Joan Crawford
•*§Kempy (A. T.)
*t§Lights and Shadows (A. T.)
*t§Lord Byron of Broadway (A. T.)
•t {Madame X (A. T.)
♦f {Marianne (A. T.)

.
.8806 feet

Ruth Chatterton
Davles-Shaw...
(Silent Version)
Tim McCoy

Masked Stranger, The
•t{M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
lA.T.)
SpecialCast
11669
*t{Montana (A. T.)
*t{Myslerious Island, The
Hughes-Daly
technicolor
♦tJNavy Blues (A. T.)
William Haines
*t{Nize Baby (A. T.)
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
*t§Oiympia itentative) (A. T.)
John Gilbert
•t{0_.
„
,-.
•tSOur Modern Maidens
Crawford-Page-La
Rocque
*t5Pennant
Winning
Battery, The
(A. T.)
Van& Schenck
♦♦{Pleasure Lovers (A. T.)
*t{Redemption (A. T.)
Gilbert-Nagei-Adoree
•tJBevue of Revues (A. T.)
King-Love-Halnes-Crawford
*t{Road Show, The (A. T.)
Love-King
*t{Rogue's Song, The (A. T.)
Lawrence Tibbett
*t{Ship From Shanghai, The (A. T.)
•r§Song of the Sunset (A. T.)
*t5Song Writer, The (A. T.)
•♦{Speedway (A. T.)
William Haines
*t§Springfieid (A. T.)
William Haines
*t{Tabioid (A.T.)
*t {Thirteenth Chair, The (A. T.)
»t{Twelve Hours of Love (A. T.)
•t{Trader Horn
Harry Carey
♦tVikIng, The (Technicolor)
Starke-Crisp
8508
.8796
•t{Wonder of Women, The
Stone-Wood
July 31
(Silent Version)
July 31 . . .6835

SOUND

SHORTS

Title
Star
Al Wohlman (D)
3 Songs
At the Club (D)
8 Victor Artists
Bernard & Henry (D)
3 Songs
Bernardo De Pace (D)
3 Mandolin Solos
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Mandolin Solos
•t {Berth Marks (A. T.)
Laurei-Hardy
•{tBIg Squawk, The (A. T.)
Charley Chase
Bob Nelson (F)
3 Songs
Bob Nelson (Dj
3 Songs
•♦{Boxing Gloves (A.T.)
"Our Gang"
Carl Emmy's Pels ID)
Dog Act
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Charies King
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Copy
Roscoe Karns
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
•t {Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kereklarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa Ersi and Nat Ayers iF)
2 Songs
Emil Borneo 'D)
3 Songs
Fuzzy Knight 'D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons D)
3 Songs
Glibeft-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D) Song Program
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards I nternal'l Review (D). . Ail-star Cast
Gus EdwardH Song Review (D)
Special Cast
4 Songs Chase
Boys(A.(D)
Happiness
•t{Hay
Fever
T.)
Charley
•♦Holy Terror The
"Our Gang"
"tJHurdy
Gurdy (A.T.)
Irving
Aaronson*
Commanders (D). 3Roach
Band Stars
Nos
Jan Garber'sBand (D)
Jan
Ga/ter'a
Band(F)(D)
Jmtown
Cabaret

3 Band Nos
3Miller
Band &Nos
Lylas

Keller Sisters and Lvnch (D)

3 Songs

* Metaa tjnchromzti tcore.

April 2a
!May 25

feet.... June 29
March 2

May_,

feet
feet
feet

4.

Nov. 17
July 27

Star

•t§Leaplng Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•♦Liberty
Laurel-Hardy
•tJMadame Q (A. T.)
Jocelyn Lee
Man Higher Up, The (D)
Waithall-Edeson
Marion Harris (F)
2 Songs
*t{Men 0' War (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revuo No. 3 (F). . All-star Cast
Metro Movietone Ret M No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F^
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Charley Chase
♦tNoisy Noises
-."Our Gang"
•tJOId Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On [he March (F)
William O'Neal
•tJPopular People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•t {Railroading (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Robert
Chisholm (F)
(D)
Rube Minstrels
•tRuby Lips
Sardines A La Carte (D)
ShiD Ahoy (D^
♦tSSmart Talk (A. T.)
Song of the Roses (D>
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D). . ..
Stepping Along (D)
Taking the Air (D)
•tThafs My Wife
•tThin Twins
TIta Rufto (D)
Ukeleie Ike (F)
UkPleie Ike (F)
*t {Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.)..
Van and Schenck iF)
Van and Schenck (F)
Van and Schenck (D)
Vincent Lopez (0)
♦tiVodevlile (A. T.)
•tWIggle Your Ears
William O'Neal (D)
•tWrong Again
Vvette Rugei (D)

38 Songs
Victor Artists
Charley Chase
Raymond Hitchcock
Spltalny Band Revue
"Our Gang"
Gus Edwards Revue
Band Nos. and Revue
Sunshine Sammy
Biltmore Trio
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
"Barber of Seville" aria
2 Songs
2 Songs
Laurel-Hardy
2 Sonqs
2 Songs
3 Songs
Piano and Orchestra
Laurel-Hardy
"Our Gang"
3 Songs
Laurel-Hardy
3 Songs

Rel,

Date

News
Length

Reviewed

K
2 reels
2 reels
11. . . .1926 feet. . . .April 13
28
1 reel
2 reels
26 (T. color) 2 reels
27 (T. color! 2 reels
19
2 reels
11
2 reels
9
2 reels
July
B
2 reels
27. .. .1696 feet
2 reels
2 reels
2
1 reel
13 .. .768
.174 feet
April 13

Jan. 26
May
Jan.
Jan.
April
Jan.
May
Feb.
April
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Jan.
June
April
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Feb.
Feb.
June

April 13
25
—reel9 ..1
..2 reels
1154 feet
19
8.
20 .2042 feet.
2 reels
June 22
2
(T. color) 1 reel
18.. 2 reels.
.1 reel
April 6
30. . .IresI
April 6
15.. 2 reels
23. . .2 reels
13.. .465 feel
18 . . 1 reel
5. . .465 feel
4. . .2 reels
July 13
4. . . 1 reel
19 .
.1 reels
9..
April 3
27. . .833 feet
16.. 1 reel.
2 reels
reel
July 13
6
21 reels
23.
.2 reels
23.
16. .702 feet

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Title

Length
Rel. Date .10471 reet

SUr

Reviewed
..No«. 17
..Jan.
..May 12
11

feet
Jan. 5.. .10187
Jan.
5.. .6492 feet
May 11. .
6614 feet .
.8254 feet.... Dec.
(Silent Version)
May 11 ..
'tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
Special Cast
Jan. 12.,
feet.
•tJCanary
Murder
Case,
The
(A.
T.)
(F)
Powell-Brooks
Feb. 16. . .7171
5943 feet . ..Mar.
(Silent Version)
Feb. 18. . .6290
feet.
*t{Carnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas Version)
MacLean
Mar. 2.
2. .. .7156 feet . ;.Mar.
(Silent
Mar.
.7229 feet !.jani
Case of Lena Smith, The
Ralston-Hail
Jan. 19.. .6164 feet.
July
t{Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Poweil
July
^„„
.
._ -■■ -_
.7081 feet.
.7145feei .
Mar.
•t{Chlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vidor-Oland
Mar. 23.
.6500 feet.
^,
_
„
(Silent Version)
Mar. 23
June
•+{Close Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April 13
.8613 feet..
♦tJCocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. . .May 23.
July
.Mar.
*t§Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
Bow-Arien
July 13
*t{Dangerous Woman, A (A. T.) (F).Baclanova-Brook
May 18
•t{Dlvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F).. MacLean-Prevost
July
6
•t{Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) (F). Edeson-Chatterton
Jan. 28. .. .6832 feel. .. .Feb.
(No Silent Version)
•t{Dummy, The (A. T.) (F)
Bennett-Chafterton
Mar. 9. . . .6354 feel. . . . Mar.
.„„
.
, „
(No Silent Version)
*t{Fashions In Love (A. T.)
Menjou-Compton
June 29
6325 feet
July
(Silent Version)
June 29. . . .6024 feet
♦tSGentlemenof the Press (A.T. (F).. Walter Huston
May
4. . . .7167 feet. . . .May
(Silent Version)
*t{Greene Murder Case, The (A.T.) Poweii-Eldridge-Arthur
Sept. 7. . . .6383 feet. . . .Aug.
(Silent Version)
•tiHole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
Mar. 23. . . .6850 feel. . . .April
Nov.
•fHomecomlng, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
Feb. 16
8104 feet
.Aug.
*t5Hungarian Rhapsody The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
Aug, 3
6165feet
(Silent Version)
Aug. 3
6137 feet

•tJAble's Irish Rose (D)
•tBetrayai, The

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version)
Jannlngs-Raixton-Caope>

•t{lnnocents of Paris, The (A.T.)(F). Maurice Chevalier
•tSlnterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
(Silent Version)
•tSLetter, The(A.T.) (D)
Jeanne
Eagels
(Silent Version)

•♦Looping the Loop (D)
Rel. Date
*t{Man I Love The (A. T.) (F)
Length
Reviewed
ooo..-,
April 8. . .887
feet
Marquis Preferred
May 18. . Ml ill,
*t{NlghtClub (A.T.) (D)
April 13. . .685 feet
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
Jan. 18. . "7 'f
aon iL..
*t{Rainbow Man, The (A. T.)
May
4 . . "'""**'
nRedskln (T-color) (D)
2 reels
.,,.,,,
^,,„.
.„
,
2 reels
i ..Jt
*t5River of Romance The
Mar. 18.
' ""
•tJShopworn Angel, The (D)
June 29
824 feet

Werner Krauss
Arien-Brian
(Silent Version)
Meniou-Conklln
Brice-Rooney
DIx-Kane-Hall
Dowiing-Nixon-Darro
Richard DIx
(Silent Version)
Rogers-Brian-Coilyer
Cooper-Carroll
(Silent Version)
W. Beery-Castie-Conklln

Stairs of Sand
2 reels
*t{Studio
Murder
Mystery
The
April 20 . . .897 feet
(T. color). . . 2 reels
April 13
(A. T.) (F)
Eldrldge-Oland-Conklln
(Silent Version)
Jan. 12
2 reels
2 reels
April 13
Sunset Pass
Holl-Conklln
June 1
641 feel
•tJThunderboit (A. T. (F)
Bancroft-Wray-Arten
(Silent Version)
2 reels
Feb 23... 1 reel
•ttTong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
June 29
808 feet
Mar 23. .1 reel.
•tfWheei of Life, The (A. T.) (F).. . DIx-Ralston-Heggle
o,7,.,j
(Silent Version)
June 22.
June 8
IVAlt
•tSWheelofLife,The(A.T.)(F)....DIx-Ralston-Heggie
Feb. 2.
?''i,'?'*
'tSWild Party, The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
Mar. 23.
1^!^
„^
(Silent Version)
,' ;f3
'tWIngs
Arien-Bow-Rogers
Feb. 9.
»'''»»•
I-V?;^
•t§Wolf of Wail Street, The (A. T.) (Silent Version)
June 22.
1 feel
in\
Mar. 2.
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
8 (T. Color) 1043 fL April 8
(Silent Version)
April
Jan.
B (T. color) 1 reel
•♦{Wolf Sono fD)
Cooow-VelH
(Silent Version)
Looper-Velez
T9woir !>ong (U)
April 13
May 29 . . . . 734 feel
2 reels
SILENT SHORTS
Mar. 9
2 reels
Title
Star
2
reels
June
29
.793
feet.
June 1
Are Scotchmen Tlghtf (Christie)
. . 1 reel . . .
Jack Duffy
Feb.
9 .888
feet.
Auto Suggestion
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May
reels. .
Feb. 11
18., .. .2
Cow Belles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
. 1 reel . . .
Mar. 30.
CrsTy Doings (Christie)
Billy Dooley

f Meant $oond e/leeU.

Picture

§ Meatu voice (inclading diatogat and incidental tongt).
D Meant disc. F Meant toand-on-film.

A. T. after title

23
2
19
13
16
1
13
23

9
8
6
18
17
20.
24
10

May 25
April 20
Jan.
6. .. .7487feel. . . Oct 27
Jan.
5. . . 6643 feet . .
April 13. ...5886 feel. .. .Mar. 16
Mar.
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April

Feb.
Feb.
July
Jan.
Jan.
June

16 . 6676 feet
Feb, 23
25....7reeis
April 27
Jan. 26
25
Z ... 5508 feet
23 .... 4000 feet
Aug. 17
April 27
20
7256 feet
April 20
8500 feet
Feb. 12
Dec
23
7643 feet
23 .... 7402 feet . .
Aug. 3
29. . . .7009 feet
8
12
7373 feet . .Jan.
12 . . .7112feet.
8

.6500 feet.
June
May
4
.6070 feet.
June 11
.5862
feet
Feb. 9
8571 feet.... June 15
June
June 22.
22 . 7311 feel
juneis! '.'.'.Smfeet'.'.'. !June'2»
June 15
5305 feel
June 22
""""""
April 8. . . :7187 feei: '..'iMar.'sO
12267
6036 feet
feet
Jan.
5
Jan.
5 .12267feet Aug. 28*27
Feb. 9. . . 6810 feet
Feb. 9. . . .6396 feet. . . .Dec.
Mar. 30. . . .6060 feel. . . .Mar.
Mar. 30. . . .7021 feet
Length

Rel. Date
Mar. 2
July
8
Jan.
6
Mar. 23

Reviewed
..12 reels
. . ..
reel....
.1 tett....
.2 reels

leanj All Talkie.

August

31,

Title

825

19 2 9
Star

Rel. Date

Flying Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon .
Footllgtit Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon .
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon.
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
HospitallMes
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
His Angel Child (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Joint Affair, A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Ko-Ko's All Wet
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Saxophonles... "
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell Cartoon
Ijjne Shark, Tne
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
No Eyes Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Inkwell Cartoon
Off the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
*t50h. You Beautiful Doll (A. T.)... .Song Cartoon
Papa Spank i Christie)
Jack Duffy
Petty Larceny
Inkwell Cartoon
Reduced Weights
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Rough Dried 'Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Sheepsklnned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
Tight Places fChristie)
Frances Lee
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie). Bobby Vernon

SOUND
fltle

Coining Feature Attraction*

Reviewed

Star

Title

Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•tSCarnlval Man. The (F)
Waiter Huston
♦tjChinatown
Song Cartoon
tSCrooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Giersdorf Sisters
♦tDalsy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
♦tJDear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Dear VMan (Christie A. T.) (F) . . Special Cast
•t§Faise Alarm Fire Co., The (F).. . .Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t§Falal Forceps. The (A. T.)
tSFavorlte Melosles (A.T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
»t§Fiorlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F).. Special Cast
*t}Framing
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (R
Colored Cast
♦tJGnod Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.).. Lois Wilson
•tJHIghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t§Hint to Brides. A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
*t}His College Chums (A. T. (R.... Eddie Peabody
*t§Hit or Miss fA. T.)
•tJHot Lemonade (A. T.) (R
Fazenda-Arthur
•tSHumorous Flights (A.T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*tilf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t{lnsplratlon
Schubert's Songs .
•t§lnsUiment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•tilt Happened to Him (A. T.) (R... James Barton
•tJJed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charies Grapewin
•tSJust One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•tJKIsses (A T.) (F)
Special Cast
»t5Knlghts in Venic « (A. T.) (R
Special Cast
*t|Ladies' Choice (A.T.)
Charlie Grapewin
•t§Meet the Missue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
•tSMeianchoiy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
45Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
•tJMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•fMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•t§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*t§Oft in the Silly Night (ChrisUe
A.T.)(F)
Special Cast
•t§Oid Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) Raymond Griffith
•tSPusher-in-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tjRutn Etting
Songs
•tjSchubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tJSchubert's inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSldewaiks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t5Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
•tjSmiles
Song Cartoon
•tJThat Party in Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•t§Trafflc Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
•f JTwo Americans (A. T.) (R
Walter Huston
•tSTwo Little Chinese Maids (R . . . . Chang-Kuma
•tSVltai Subjetcs (A.T.) (F)
Butterworth
•tjWhat Is It? (A.T. (D)
Elinor Giyn
•tiWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t§Wives on Strike (A.T.)
•tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•tYe Olde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•tJZIegfeld MidnlteFrollc (A.T.) (R . Eddie Cantor

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

*t§Applause (A. T.)
•♦{Backstage Blues (A. T.)

Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack

*t§Dance
of Life.
•t§
Darkened
RoomsThe(A.(A.T.)T.)

Carrcll-Skeily
Brent-Powell

♦t§Four Feathers, The

Arlen-Wray-Poweil-Brook

7472 feet

•tJGay Lady, The
,*tn
I J. the
T..
♦tjGlorifyIng
American Girt
♦tjlllusion (A. r.)

Gertrude Lawrence
(Silent Version)
Eaton-Healev
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer

7472 feet. .. .April' 20

•tJJealousy
T.)
♦tJLady
Lies,(A.The

Jeanne
Eagels
Huston-Colbert

*t§Laughing Lady, The (A. T.)
*t§Medais
*t§Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
♦tjPointed Heels (A. T.)

Eagels-Brooks
Gary Cooper
Oiand-Arthur
Poweii-Ralston-Kane

jiine 29

.June 16

7 reels

(A.T.) of Sherlock Holmes, The
CliveBrook
*t§Return
*t§Saturday Night Kid, The (A. T.).. (Clara Bow
•tSoul of France. The
Special Cast
*t§Vagabond
King,(A.TheT.)(A. T.)
•tj
Virginian, The
*t§ Welcome Danger

King-MacDonald-Oland
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
Harold Lloyd

**{Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
♦tSWoman Trap, The (A. T.)
•tSYouth (A. T.)

Moran & Mack
Morris-Brent-Huston
Hershoil-Wray

PARTHENON

May 26

PICTURES

FEATURES
June 29

■''"'*
•tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai

star
Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So JIn-Glrard

Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Rel. Date

Length
Reviewed
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels
May 25. .. .6 reels ." ' jiiiie 16

PATHE
Rel. Date

♦t§Adam's Eve (A. T.)
♦tSAfter Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
♦tJApartment Hunting (A.T.) (F)..
Special Cast
*tSBIrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A.T.(F)
Lois Wilson
•t§Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
•tSBooklovers (tentative) (A. T.). . . Special Cast
•tJBoyhood Days (R
Borrah Minnevltch
(No Silent Version)

* Afeam tynchroiuied tcore.

Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

Length
6.. . .1 reel
19.. ..2r«»is
..1 reel
22. .
..1 reel
11.. . .2 reels
19 .
19.. . .1 reel
8.. ..1 reel
16 . . . 2 reels
18. . . . 1 reel
..1 reel
1.. . .1 reel
9..
. .1 reel
23.. ..1 reel
18.. ..1 reel
9.. ..1 reel
20.. ..1 reel
23.. ..1 reel
8.. ..1 reel
4..
13. . .1 reel
27 . ..2 reels
12. . . .1 reel
..1 reel
26. .
23.. . 2 reels
.1 reel
. .2 reels
2.. ..1 reel
25.. ..1 reel
2..
8 . . .2 reels
20.. . .2 reels
13. . . .2 reels
30. . ..1 reel
30. . . .2 reels
4 . . . .2 reels
9. . . .2 reels
7. . . .1 reel
18. . 21 reels
reel
2. .
12. . . .2 reels

SHORTS

star

•tJBlue Songs (D)

Feb.
Feb.
.June
.May
Jan.
Jan.
June
Feb
Mar.
June
Feb
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Feb.
Aorll
Mav
April
April
Jan.
Jan,
Feb.

May 18..
Mar. 9..

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Feb. 18. . .2 reels
eb. 23..

FEATURES

Reviewed

Feb.2...

1911 feet

June 15. . 2reeis
Jan. 28. . .1510fe«t.
Jan.

5. . .1 reel

Mar. 2

Tl'le
Forty-Five Calibre War
*t§Geraldine (F)

Star
Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

•t§Godiess Girl, The (F)

(Silent Version)
Basquette-Prevost

Mar. 31

Hawk of the Hills
*t§High Voltage (A.T.) (D & F)

Ray-Miller
(Silent
Version)
Boyd-Prevost-Hale

Mar. 17
June 16

•tjLeatherneck, The (F & D)

William Boyd
iSlient Version)

Mar. 24
Mar. 24

*t|Lucky in Love (A. T.) (D & R.. . . Downey-Lawford

Mar. 18
Feb. 23. . .IHreeia
reel
.'.
•tJMother's Boy (D & F)
Mar. 16.. 11 reel
June 1.. ..Ireel
jtNed
McCobb's
*t§Nolsy
NeighborsDaughter (F)
rAAla
IlinA
1
•♦
&NnlftV NRlnhhnr«
May
4.. .29 reels.
June 22 .
*t50ffice
Scandal (R
.1
reel
Feb.
Mar. 9..
.2 reels
^„„
. Bound
„
^
*t§Pans
. . 2 reels
•tSSai of Singapore (F)
Mar. 16.. .1 reel
Ship Comes in, A
.1
reel
June 15. .
•tjShady Udy, The (R
Mar.
April 27. . ..2reels
Sin Town
. . 1 reel
•tiSquare Shoulders (F)
. . 2 reels
July
6. . ..2 reels
Fab.
April 6..
•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (R
July 20.. . .2 reels
.
.1
reel
April 13..
..2 reels
May 25. . ..2 reels
Title
June
April 13.. . .1 reel
All Aboard
May 11 . .
■•iVooi
*P''" Showers
Baby's Birthday
April 20. . ••,'„!;
•
,
„?!
Back to the Soil
May 25..
•
,
„'
Ball
Park, The
April 13. . ..615 feet
Big Burg, The
Jan. 28..
Big Shot, The
Black Book, The
Feb. 9. . ,,„i.
[!!|
Black Duck,
Mar. 23. , f' '^'
Bridle
BvwaysThe
. .2 reels.
Sept. 14..
Break of Day, The
Button My Back...
Mar. 30.. .2 teals
Mar. 16
Cabaret. The
Feb.^ ^2
Feb. 2. . ..2 reels
Calling Hubby's Bluff
April 20. ,
July
6.

2reels
o,_.i.
; fee

"^"^

*

Mar. 16. , .2 reels
.2 reels
Mar. 23.
June
April
Mar.

8..
6.
2.

Feb. 23.
April
Mar.
May
Feb.

27.
30.
18.
23.

.2reeis

May 11

.H'eei
.2 reels

Mar.23
Mar. 9

..2 reels..
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1
. .1

reel . . .
reel. . .
reel. ..
reel...
reel . . .

.Mar. 2

June 29. . . 1 reel . . .
Feb. 2. . . .1 reel...
Sept. 7. ..2 reels. .
. .1 reel . .
Jan. 6. .805 feet.
June 1.
Feb. 9.
June 8.
Feb. 16.

. .1
.2
. .1
. .1
. .1

reel.
reels
reel
reel
reel

Feb. 23
Feb.

May 11. ..2 reels
Mar.
May
May

2. . .1 reel
4. . .1 reel
4. . . . 2 reels

f Meaiu toand e0ecU.

Mar.

Morton Downey
(No Silent Version)
Irene Rich
Quilian-Vaughan
rtiilllan
V/o.>nknn
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent
Version)
Hardrng-Fenton
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schlidkraut
Phyllis Version)
Haver
(Silent
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghian
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

SILENT

"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee.
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fabip"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllaht
..."Aesop Fables"
Billv Bevan
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportllght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Sportiight
Educational Film
Sportiight
Educational Film
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
. Educational Film

House Cleaning Time
"Aesop's Fables"
In His Cups
"Aesop Fables"
Kidnapped
"Aesop Fables"
Knowing the Ropes
Rice Sportiight
Lad and His Lamp, A
"Aesop Fables"
Ladles Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Ijind 0' Cotton
"Aesop Fables"
Little Game Hunter, The
"Aesop Fables"
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Ellers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Midsummer's Day Dream, A
"Aesop Fables"
MlldorMlghty
Sportllght
Night Watchman's Mistake. The. . . .Johnny Burke

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental tongt).
D MeoJu ditc.

F Meant tound-on-iilm.

Aug. 17

Reviewed
Length
.Feb. 16
4790 feet ..Mar. 9
6587 feet
feet. .
5959
9328 feet..
9019 feet. .
Sept t
4840 feet
5743 feet
May 28
8965 feet
feet. . . .April 13
6898
6870 feet
.7423 feet... May 1

May 12. . .6015 feet... Feb.
.5998 feet
Jan. 27.
12 .5735 feet
Jan.
■..
n^ . .6511 feet
Jan.
27,
.6511 feet.
Mar. 3
. .6349
6684 feet.
feet.
Mar.
3.
. . July
Aug. 3
Jan.
4
.
6902
feet
. . .June
June 4
...Mar.
Jan.
..6808 feet. ...Nov.
Jan. 20
20 .6132
.4554 feet.
Jan. 20
.5438 feet.
Mar. 31
Mar. 31 .6477 feet ...April
.7099 feet ...Feb.
Mar. 31
Mar. 31. ..6134teet

8

8
23
30
17
8
23

SHORTS

Star
Halnes-Coombs

Caught In a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shave. A
Clunked on the Corner
Cold Steel
Cop's Bride. The
Cycle of Erosion .The
Dogging it
Don't Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute, The
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
Fish and Feathers
Fight Game, The
Foolish Husbands
Footwork
Forest People of Central Africa
GIris Will Be Boys
Glaciers .
Grandma's House
Great Ice Age of North America
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands. .

Rel. Date
Feb. 17
Jan.
Jan. 20
20

Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
. .2 reels
Jan. 15.
13 . .1 reel
June
..2 reels
Jan.
Mar. 103. . .1 reel
.. .1
May 11
.1 reel
reel
May
Mar. 19
24.
. .1 reel
April 13
..10 episodes. July 20
April 17.
.July
21.
Mar.
. .1 reel
Mar. 16
. .1 reel
Mar. 30
.Mar. 31.
.Jan.
27. . .1 reel
Feb. 18
. . 1 reels
reel
Feb. 24 ..2
Aug. 25 ..2 reels
Feb.
June
Feb.
Mar.
June
Jan.
July
April
Jan.
Mar.
June
Aug.
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

3.
9.
10.
3.
23
6.
7.
7
20
17.
2.
11.
3.
26 .
26.
28.
17.
23 .
20.
17.
10.
24.
24.
3.

. .2reels
.2
. .1
.2
.2
. .1

reels
reel
reels
reels
reel

. . 1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
..2 reels
. .1 reel
. .10 episodes
. .1 reel
. 1 reel
. . 1 reel
. .2 reels
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
July 21. ..1 reel
June 30. . .1 reel
June 23.
Jan.
8 . .1 reel
..1 reel
Mar. 10. ..2 reels
Mar. 3.
.
reel
Jan.
6. . .1
. 1 reel
May
5. ..2reels
Mar. 31 . . .1 reel
Jan.
6
. .1 reel
July 28.
.1 reel.
Feb. 3.
April 23
2 reels

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

Feb.

2

July
Jan.
July

6
B
6

Mar. 30
May 11
Aug. 10
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
18
22

Feb.

9

Feb. 16
Aug. 3
July 6
June 15
Jan. 17
Mar. 23
Jan.
B
May
4
Mar. 30

April 27

Motion

826
Title
No Children
No Vacation
Pink Pajamas
Players at Play
Polo Match. The
Puckered Succese
Queen Bee, The
Queen of the North Woods (Serial).
Right Technique, The
Rodeo, The
Rhythm
River Driver, The
Shore Unes and Shore Developmenl.
Snow Birds
Snapping the Whip
Sport Afloat
Sweet Adeline
Taxi Spooks
Three Game Guys
Tomato Omelette
Under Do q, The
Uncle's Visit
Uncle Tom
Water Wonder*
Watch My Smoke
Water Cure
White Elephant, A
Wooden Money
Young Hopefuls

Star
Halnes-Coomb$
Halnes-Coombs
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
. Clair-Miller
Sportlight
Star Cast
Sportlight
Sportlight
. Educational Film
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Halnes-Combs
"Aesep Fables"
Halnes-Coombs
Star Cast
Sportllght
Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

SOUND
Title

Length
Reviewed
8el. Date
Mar. 10. .. .2 reels
Jan. 13. .. .2 reels
April 13
April 21 . . . 2 reels
Feb. 2
Jan. 20 . . 1 reel
.1 reel
June 1
June 2...
June 1
June 2. . . .2 reels
.1 reel
Feb. 9
Feb. 17. ..
May 12 . . .10 episodes
.1
reel
July
20
July 21 . . .
Mar. 24 . . . .2 reels
.1
reel
Aug.
3
Aug. 4. ..
Aug. 10
Aug. 18. . . .1 reel
.
1
reel
Mar. 3 . . .
.1 reel
June 1
June 9. .. .1 reel
Jan. 19
Jan 20... .1 reel
July
6
July
7. . .
. 1 reel
Jan. 26
Feb. 3 . .
Feb. 17... .2 reel*
.1 reel
July 20
Aug. 4. . . .2 reels
May 11
May
6. . .
.1 reel
Mar. 30
Mar. 31... .2 reels
July
6
June 30. ..
Jan. 27. . . .2 reels
April 20
April 21 . . . .1 reel
reels
Mar. 30
April 7. . .2
1 reel
April 6
April 4. . .1 reel
Jan. 12
Jan. 13. . . 1 reel
Feb. 2
Feb. 10. . .1 reel
May 11
April 28. .

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

,t5 At the Dentist's (A. T.) (D 4 F) . . . LeMalre-Slmon
♦tjBarbers' College, The (A. T.)
•tJBeach Babies (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Kemper-Knapp
»t§Black Narcissus (A. T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
♦tBugviile Coiiege Days (D 4 F). . . ."Aesop Fables"
*tBy Land and Air (F 4 D)
"Aesop Fables"
•t§Clothes Make the Man (A.T.)
'tClownIng the Game (0 4 F)
Sportllght
*t5C;oncentration
"Aesop Fables"
•tConditioning
Sportllght
•tJCrystai Champion
Sportlight
•tlCustard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
♦tSDancing Around (A. T.) D 4 F).. .LeMaire-Phllllps
*t}Darktown Follies (A.T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
•tDinner Time (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
•t§Doing Phil a Favor (A. T.)
*t§End of the World (A. T.)
*t§Fairways and Foul (A. T.)
♦i§Fancy That
Frawley-Dewey
*t§Faithful Pup (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§FiftyMilesFromBroadway(A.T.). .Watson-Merville
■►tjFowi Play (A. T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
*f§Garden of Eatin (A. T. (D 4 F).. The Gleasons
♦tSGentlemen of the Evening (A. T.)
•f§Go Easy, Doctor (A. T.) (D 4 F)..LeMaire-Simon
*f§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.)
Harry Hoiman
»t5Haunted (A. T.)
*t§Her New Chauffeur (A.T.) (D4F)..Simon-Teasdale
*t§His Operation (A. T.)
*t§High Toned (A. T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
•t §Honest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
♦tjlnand Out (A. T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
"■tjJail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Uncoln ^Special reel) A. T.) (D 4
F)
George Billings

Mar. 24 .
Dec. 22. .
.Aug. 4. .
Sept. 15. .
Aug. 4..
July 21..
Feb. 18..
June 2..
June 23 .
June 9..
May
6. .
May 26..
April 21 . .
April 13..
Oct. 14..
Mar. 16. .
Sept. 29. .
Oct. 13. .
SepL22. .
May 12..
Feb. 2..
Dec 29..
Aug. 11. .
Oct. 20..
July 14..
July 28..
Sept. 1 . .
May 19. .
Nov. 24..
Feb. 23. .
May 18. .
Nov. 3..
July
7..

•tSMidsummer's Day A (D 4 F). . . "Aesop Fables"
»t§Modern Rhythm
Sportlight
*t5Palhe Audio Review
Released Every Week
*t5Pathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t5Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D 4 F)
LeMaire-Simon
*t§Pressing His Suit (D 4 F)
Topical Tips
•tPreslo Change (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
»t§Rubeville (A. T.)
♦tjSalesman, The (A. T.)
*tSkating Hounds (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Smooth Guy, The (A. T.)
*tStage Struck (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Stone Age Romance, A (D 4 F)... "Aesop Fables"
♦tSSyncopated Trial (AT.)
♦tSTopicai Fits (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Nips (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Pips (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Top'-is of the Day
■►tSTopical Rips (A. T.)
Topics of the Day
•tSTopicai Sips (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t|Turkey for Two (A. T.)
Davis-Frawley
♦t§Wash Day (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Wednesday at the Ritz (A.T.)
»t§What a Day (A. T. (D 4 F)
Simon-Mallory
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Wood Choppers (D 4 F).

July 28. .
July 28. .

Coming
Title
•tjAwful Truth, The (A. T.) (F).
*t|Blg News lA. T.) (F)

Attractions

Star
Ina Claire
(Silent Version)

Feb. 10 .

Aug.
June
April
Dec.
July
April
Oct
Dec
Aug.
Sept
July
June
June
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
June
June

18. .
2..
14. .
8. .
21 . .
28..
27. .
23..
18. .
8. .
28..
2. .
30..
11. .
28..
25..
18. .
19..
16
9. .

Length
2 reels
2 ree 8
-2 reels
2 reels
■1 reel
■'feel
•2reels
• 1 feel
■1 feel
•"''••I
■1 feel
•1 fee
2 reels
•2 reels
' feel
22 feels
reels
2 reels
.1I reel
feel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.22 reels
feels
.2 reels
.1 reel.

Reviewed
Mar. 23
.
July 13
July 20
July 13
June
June
June
April
May
Apnl

1
15
'
27
28
13

ID

8

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Feb. 2
July 20
July 20

.2
.1
.1
.2

reels
reel
reel
reels

June 1
May 11

.2 reels

Apiri 27
;■■;,
'*"9- ''
June
July
Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June IS
June 1

Length
Rel. Date
Reviewed
Aug. 10.. .5930 feet.
.6028
feet.
SepL 7..
;:•• .• ■.,■••,
Feb. 22..
Nov. 30. . . .(tentaUve)

*t§Bachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F)...Alan Hale
•t8Big Shot, The (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t§Clothes (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
Jan. 11
(tentative)
(Silent Version)
•tSCrashing Through (A. T.) (F)
Mar. 15. . .. (tentative)
(Silent Version)
*t§Flying Fool, The (A. T.) fD 4 F). Boyd-Prevost-R. Gleason
6748 feet. .. June 22
•tjGrand Parade. The (A. T.) (F)
Nov. 16. .. .(tentative)
(Silent Version)
•Greenwich Village Folllee, The (A.
T. (F)
Nov. 2
(tentative)
(Silent Version)
*t5Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F). ...Ann H.irding
Sept. 28 .... (tentative)
•tjHIs First Command (A. T.) (F). . Boyd-Sebastian
Nov. 2. . . .(tenUtlve)
(Silent Version)
•tSHotand Bothered (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
Mar. 1 .... (tentative)
(Silent Version)
»t§Negligee (A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
Feb. 1 . . . .(tentaUve)
♦tSOfficer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
William Boyd
Nov. 30. . . .(tentaUve)
(Silent Version) . •.
*t{Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F)
William Boyd
Feb. 16. .. .(tentative)
(Silent Version)
•t§Parachute (A. T. (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
Mar. 22
(tentative)
I
(Silent Version)
♦tSPlay Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
Jan. 18. . . . (tentative)
(Silent Version)

,^Jf"l!!!!Sl

* Meant tynckroiuzed a core,

f Meant tound edectt.

Rel Date

Length Reviewed

Armstrong-Jas. Gieason
(Silent Version)

*t§Red Hot Rhythm (A. T.) (F)

ale-Dunn-0'Keefe-Crawford.
.Oct. 26 .... (tentative)
(Silent
Version)
Constance
Bennett
Oct.
5
(tentative)
(Silent Version)

•t{Rich People (A. T.) (F)

Oct. 12 . .(tentative)

*t§Racketeer (A. T.) (F)

Armstrong-Lombartl
(Silent Version)

Nov.

*t§Sailor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)

Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

Sept. 14

9

(tentative)

*t§Sophomore (A. T.) (F)
Quillan-Loff-O'Nelll
(Silent
Version)
*t§Treasure Girl (A. T.) (F)
*t§This Thing Called Love (A.T.) (F) Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t§SaratOBa (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)

.Aug. 24. . . .6526 feet. . . July 13

Mar.

8. . . . (tentative)

*t5Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T.) (F)

Dec
Jan.

7. . . . (tentative)
4
(tentative)

*t§Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)

Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

Nov. 23. . . . (tentative)
Feb. 8
(tentative)

,

Oct 19. . . . (tentaUve)

RKO
FEATURES

Length
n9VlOWflO
Rel. Date
.6361 feet.
Air Legion
Lyon-Sleeper
Jan. 8. ..
Amazing Vagabond
Bob Steee
April 7. . .5081
.6114 feet.
feet.
Big Diamond Robbery
Tom Mix
May 13... 5264 feet.
Come and Gel It
Bob Steele
Feb. 3. . , .5896 feet.
Drifter, The
Tom Mix
Mar. 18.
.4899 feet.
Fury of the Wild
.Ranger
Jan.
.4882 feet.
Freckled Rascal
Buzi Barton
Mar. 31 . . .5940
feet
.4783 feet.
Hardbolled
O'Nell-TashmM
Feb. 3.
Idaho Red
Tom Tyler
April 21
.5009 feet.
Laughing at Death
Bob Steele
June 2.. .6245 feet.
Jazz Age
Falrtianks Jr.-M. Day
Feb. 10 .
Little Savage
Buzz Barton
May 19.. .4781 feet.
.6396 feet.
Love In the Desert
Borden-Trevor
May 17.. .4481
feet.
One-Man Dog
Ranger
Mar. 3..
.6057
feet.
Outlawed
Tom Mix
Jan. 21 . .
.4776 feet.
Pais of the Prairie
Buzz Barton
July
7. . .4750 feet..
Pride of Pawnee
Tom Tyler
June 9.. .6343 feet.
Red Sword
Nixon-Collier Jr
Feb. 17. .
July 30
20
.8200 feet
feet . Mar.
*t§Street Giri. The
Betty Compson
Aug. 11.. .7628
4823 feet..
♦tJSyncopatlen (A. T.)
Downey- Waring* Band.
Trail of the Horse ThletM
Tom Tyler
Jan. 13 . .6199 feet..
Woman I Love
Morris-Kerry
May 26 . . 4717 feet..
Vagabond Cub . !!................ .Bun Barton. . . . ............ .Feb. 10.
Voice of the Storm
Sleeper-Dane
Jan. 13... 5957 feet.
Yellowback, The
T. Moore-Owen
Jan. 20 . .
Title

Star

SHORT

May 11
June 8

.July

Star

News

*t§Oh Yeah (A. T.) (F)

Aug

1
1
1
1
1

.1 reel
2 reels
.,
,
■' '**
I ""^
f ** *
'■^*'
.1' reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
i ""!
2' '"'
reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel

Title

Picture

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

SUBJECTS

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barnev. A
Jessie's James
lessle's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Kummin' Thru the Rye
Mickey's Babies...
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•f§Odd Facts
Orlenta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Hill-Duncan
Hellum-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davis
Barney Helium
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
CurloslUes
Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Curiosities

Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup, Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
j.
Sunshine's Dark Moment

Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium

Rel. Date
Length
.Ireel
Jan. 30. . . .2 reels
June 25...
reels
Feb. 3... .2
.IreeJ
Feb. 13...
.Mar. 3... .2 reels
.June 11... .2 reels
.2 reels
.July 21... . 1 reel
April 24 .. .2 reels
May 11.
21.... . .2 reels
.June
. 1 reel
.2reels
May
7
May 28. . . .2 reels
April 21...
.2 reels
Aug. 26. . .
2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 14. . . 2 reels
May 19. . . .2 reels
Jan. 27... .2 reels
Aug. 7. . . .2 reels
May 12. .. .2 reels
Feb. 17. . . .2 reels
Jan. 30... .2 reels
July
7... 2 reels
June 4. . . .2roel
Apr. 14. . . ,2 reels
Mar. 17. . . .2 reels
June 9... ,2 reels
SepL30... 2 reels
July
2. .2 reels
Mar. 24...
Feb. 27. .. .1 reel
June 4. . . .1 reel
1 reel
April 10... ,Ireel
Mar. 13. ..
.2
reels
June 16 . . .
Jan. 17... ,1 reel
Ireel
Jan.
2. . .
July 14 . . . 2 reels
Jan.
6. .. .2 reels
April 28. .. 22reels
reels
July
9. . .
Feb. 24. .. 22 reels
reels

L'^J'^'Bi^^i

Hill-Duncan

Sr'S"-"'"

June 23. . . 2 reels

Come
Meal
Cooke.
Casper's
Night Out.' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Al
Duncan-Hlli.'
Don't Say Ain't
Hill-Duncan
Faces
Curiosities
Follies of Fashion
Curiosities
Heavy Infants
Karr-Ross-Alexander.
Here and There
Curiosities.

Who s the Boss?

SOUND
Title

June 16

OeL 20
Oct 20

^"11

SHORTS

Star

Length
Rel. Date

1 reel
*t§Ageof Innocence. The (A. T.) (F). Paula Trueman
Jan. 5, '30..
2 reels .
*f {Before Breakfast
(A.
T.)
(F)
Mar.
9,
'30.
^
.,
,.
..
„
.2 reels.
*t{8ndegroom. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Oct. 13 .. .2 reels.
*t§Burglar, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Aug. 11... ,2 reels.
*t§Capl.-iin of His Roll (A. T.) (F)... .Vaughn-Cooko-SargenL
SepL 8...
♦t}Clown Topics (A. T.) (F)
1 reel..
*t§General Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
1 reel..
*fGodfrey Ludlow (F). . . .^. . .^. . . . .Violin Solo
Nov. 10
*t§Gunboat Ginsberg (A. T.) (F) . . . . Nat Carr
*t§Headwork A. T.)
SepL 15... 1 reel . .
2 reels.
*t§Hunt the Tiger (A. T.) (F)
Kirkland-Teasdale-De Cordoba .Nov. 10. . . 1 reel. .
*t§Jaz» (A. T.I tF)
Duke Ellington 4 Orchestra
Feb. 9, '30.
•tfLow Bridge (A. T.) (F)
•tSMickcys Midnite Frolic (A. T.).. Mickey Yule
Aug. 18... 2 reels
•tSPalooka Flying School (A. T.) (F)
2 reels.
*t§Song and the Sergeant, The (A. T.)
(F)
Mayll , '30 2 reels.
*t§St. Louis Blues (A. T.) (F)
Smith-Washlnglon-Mordeci
Sept 8
1 reel
•tJSlrange Interview. The (A. T.) (F).Sherwin-Knowles
♦tSSuilor, The \^.J.)(F|
Marc Connelly
Feb. 2. . . .

§ Means voice (incladv.ig dialogue and incidental tongt).
D Means disc.
F Meant toand-on-tilm.

Reviewed

A. T. after title means All

Talkie.

Reviewed
. .
..
. .
..

June 22

August

31,

19 2 9

Title
Star
♦tSTraveler, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
*t§Two Gun Ginsberg (A. T.) (F).. . .Nat Carr
*t§Uncle. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
•t§What Next (A. T.) (F)
*t|Whlle Auto Waits (A. T.) (F)
•tlYour Own Home Town (A. T.). . .Puss Brown
Title

Rel. Date
Length
Aug. 18 — 2 reels
Oct. 13. . . .1 reel
Dec. 8. ... 1 reel
i • •;V.,n o' • ',
Jan. 12, '30.. 2 reels

Reviewed

Coming star
Feature Attraction.
ReL Date
Length
Reviewed

Olive Borden
•tSCompanlonafe
Betty Compson
*t5Damaaed
•UDance Hail
..........Rod LaRocque..'
♦tSDeliahtful(A. Roaue,the
T.)...
•tSFranied
. Borden-Blaine
*t§Half Marriage
•tSHigh River
*t§Hit the Deck (A. T.)
♦tjHunted
*t§Jaz2 Heaven
Blalne-Trevor
•tJUdies of the Past
Betty Compson
Betty Compson
*t§Love Captive, The
Prevost-Trevor-Gulliver
*t§Night Parade (A. T.)
•tSRadio Revels (A- T.)
Daniels-Boles
*tSRio Rita (A T.)
•t§Sensation (A. T.j
*t§Side Street
3 Moore Bros
*t5Tanned Legs
•tJUpperworld (A. T.)
*t§Vagabond Lover, The (A. T.)
Rudy Valiee
*t§Very Idea, The (A. T.)
Frank Craven
•tjWild Heart (A. T.)
Bebe Daniels

RAYART

Aff. European
Chesterfield
Special Cast
♦tJHouse of Secrets, The
Chesterfield
Kelth-Chrlsty
Just Off Broadway
*t§Life For Sale. A (F)
Continental
Ufa-Eastern
Cast
SpecialNolan
Snowlands
of the
MllakDally
European
Aft.
Mary
Bread
Our
*t§Phanfom in the House, The (F)
Continental.
•tJPrlnce of Hearts, A
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version)
Imperial
*t5Rampant Age, The (F)
Continental.
•fISecond Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental.
*t§Unforbidden
Sin,
The
(F)
Continental.
,,-,.,,
,.,
„ ^ ,. ,.
.« ,Wegenef-Petrovltch . . .Aff. European
Unholy Love
RIchmount
Special Cast
y*"*""
Vera MIezewa ffenfaUve)
Derussa^.
Aff. European
Ufa-Eastern
Special Cast
When Duty Calls
Continental
*t5Worldly Goods (F)

Sept.22
Oct. 13. . . .6481 feet.

Oct. 20.

9

Sept 15
Sept. 8. . . .6965 feet
Sept 29

SOUND
Title

Jan. 19
Sept 1 . . . .6139 feet

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Anne Against the WoiM.

Star

Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The. . .
Shanghai Rose.

Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keef e-Bedford
Keele-Faire
Irene Rich

Some'
Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams CemeXrut

Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costello-Lsase

Black Pearl, The

STATE

Rel. Datee
Length
April 16
Jan.
1 ...6261 feel
Feb. 1
6092 feet
Mar. 15 . . . 6451 feet
Mar. 15
...6539
5901 fee*.
feet
Feb. 181
April
Jan. 16.. .6242 teet.

Reviewed

..June

8

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Appasslonata. .
*« the South Pole
Battle of Mens, The
"
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage

Rel. Date
Star
Disfr
Leon Mathot
Franco Film
.April 23.
Special Cast
Pole PIct. Corp
English Cast
British New Era
"
. —
Junkermann-Mara.
. ..Aywon
Wlihelm DIetarie
Aff. European
Special Cast
Big Three
German Cast
Ufa. .

Broken
Captain Barriers
Cowboy
Cleanup, The
Codeof the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel, A
Daughter of Two Fathers
_ ,- _
Dev Dogs.
Devil 8 Passion, The
Dream Melody, The
Escaped from Hell
Faces of Children
Fight For Ma'terhorn The
FortheTermofHIsNaturalLlfe
Fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn

H.
Costello-Glass
Yakima
Conutt
Charles Oelaney
Harlan-Marlowe
Ivor Novello
Special Cast
Japanese Cast
,
.,
Holm«»-Ait
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby
Murlat Esterhazy
French Cast
German Cast
Special Cast
Emil Jannlngs
Warwick-Ward

Holy Sinner,
Hearts
of MenThe
Into the Night
Jade Casket, The
It's Easy to Become a Father
Jazzland
.
Krassin .
Lash of the Czar
Law of the Mounted, The
Life of Beethoven
Uttic Wild Girl. The
Unda
Livingston In Africa
Lucrezia Borgia
Man Who Cheated Ufe
Marie Antolnet'e
Morgane, the Enchantress ....
Mountain Lovers
Must We Marry'
Mystic Mirror The
Nana
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The

Special
Cast
Worldart PIct
Harrls-Keefe
Anchor..
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
French Cast
Cosmos
German Cast
Ufa
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Russian Cast
Amkino
Russian Cast
Amkino
Bob Custer
Syndicate
German Cast
Film Art Guild
Lee-Undls
Hercules
Baxler-Foster-Beery . . First Division
English Cast
Amer .-Anglo
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
Veldt-Krauss
Aff. European. .Feb.
Foreign Cast
Unusual
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film
April
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Garon-Eason
.Trinity
German Cast
Ufa
Hessllng-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct

!«""«"»
Bell Pict
Excellent
Bischoff Prod
Big 3
Bell PIct
ShockuchI
„
Crescent
Arfa_
Excellent
Aff. European
Zakoro
Ufa Eastern
Ausfralaslan
L T. Rogers
Conquest

Aug.

Length

Reviewed

5600 feet.
????!'!! ...Mar.
•..„, 23
6500feet
6200 feet
5000 feet
6040 feet

BO?"
4800
5660
6700
1. 7800
9000

t***
feet
feet
feet
feet ...July
feet

6

,....
Ss2S.
?!9S.
5050 feet
Oreels
8000 feet
6840 feet
llOOOfeet
6100 feet
6200 feet
6400 feet
6712 feet
5800 feet
6000 feet
5700 feet
7 reels . .
6290 feet
4580 feet
7000 feet.
5300 feet
6775 feet
5799 feet
7200 feet
8. 6000 feet
6000 feet
8 . 6800 teet
. 6500 feet
5400feet.
7000 feet
8700 feet
5215 feet
5573 feet

*t
JMr. Conn'a'nd
Mr" Sapp
*t§Mr.
Smith Wakes
Up (A.(A.T.)
T.)
t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent
American (A. T.)
*tOpry House
*t}Party, The (D)
*t§PersonalityGirilnSongs, The
'tSPIkln' Pirate A
»tPlane Crazy
*tSRadlo Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
'tlSlgned. Sealed and Delivered
»tSixty Minutes From Broadway.
•tSteamboat Willie
♦tSThlsand That (D)
tJTIcket Please (D)

'f Meaiu Moand efiectt.

Length
5200 feet
6 reels

7 reo s
/reels
8 reels

/reels

......
Ji*?,*..
6714 feet

Rel. Date

Length

Elbee
Imperial
Kolortone Prod
Intl. DIst Corp

2
2
1
1

reels
reels
reel
reel

IntLDIstCerp
1 reel
Imperial
2 reels
Castle
1 reel
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Castle
1 reel
Aug 10
Burr
2 reels
Disney Cartoon Feb. L.lreel
u
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel
InctL DIst Corp
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Castle
1 reel
Mascot
Aug. 20 .10 episodes.. Aug. 17
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
Intl. DIst Corp
Ireel..
Elbee
2 reels.
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel..
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel .
Burr
2reels.

Donnelly-Singer. . . '.. . .rrnperiaV ' ' .'. ".'."."."".' .'.2 reels
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Heam-Weston
Imperial
Mickey nflouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon May
Satrus
Norah Bianey
.Int'l Photo Play DIst
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.

2 reels.
. . 1 reel . .
1 reel. .
Ireel..
1 reel..
. .1 reel. .

Song Program
Intl. DIst Corp
(A. T.)
Burr
2reel8
Color Novelty
Castle
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Jan.
Safrus
Safrus

Ireel..

SILENT
Jan. 12
..Feb. 18

. Aug.

3

Reviewed

Int'l Photo Play DIsf
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Roseland
Mar. 16. .1 r«el

1 reel
.Ireel
1 reel.
1 reel.

*tTrailing
the Zoo,
Western
.Castle.'.'.'.
.'... .'.'.'.7.7 1 reel.
reel
•tTrIp
to the
A (F) Sun' '! "c'o'lor
Animal Novelty."
Cast..
Int. DIst Corp
•tSVarletles (D)
Safrus
1 reel .
*tiVaudevllle (D)
Safrus
Ireel.
•tjwonderln's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel.
*tjWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
1 reel.
•ttWhrn the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel.

Title
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzoiina
Booster Bonzo
Detective Bonzo
Domestic Life in New Guinea. .
Double Trouble
Down Hawaii Way
Fatal Warning. The (Serial)
Flaming Canvons
Greece Thru a Doughnut

Reviewed

SHORTS

Star

♦tjAccidental Treatment (A. T.)
*t§Alley Op
Gorno Marionettes
•tJAsleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
•t}At the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Delf
♦t{At the Race Track (A. T.). .. Martln-Harcourt
•tJBoney's Boner
Kolortone Cartoon
•t[ciub Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
*tClyde Ooerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jas Nos
*t5Could I Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
*+Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
•tjEgyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
*t§Feed the Brute
Novelty
*tFlaming Cannons
Color Novelty
•tjFrlend Husband (A.T.)
*tGallopn g Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
*t|Gran1 Opera
Garno Marionettes.
»t§Hectic Hector...
Kolortone Cartoon
•tJHoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
•t§ln Songland
Norah Bianey
♦tKidsand Pets
Color Novlety
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial).. Logan-Milier
•tJKrlss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
'tSMarlonettes, The No. 1 (F) . . Novelty
•tJMarlonettes. The No. 2 (F) . Novelty
•tJMeal Hound. The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
•tJMeet the Family (A. T.) (F). . Harry Delf
•tjMlser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
■►tSMitchell.Sissle&Biake
Songs
**JMonkey Squawks (A. T.)

pisskJIi'Songrfhe.
.'."".'. '.'.'.'. 76Tmst^-N.''Beery.
7
Eicel'lent'.".': !'.'.!;.! i'.! 75080
tiel; '.'.'..'".■. . .
|^'''^""?„^?'
"-ove s Witchcraft„
6400 feet
Chesterfield
Dorothy Dwan
Peacockof Fan
Power
Evil. The
The
Armenian
Cast
6300 feet
Nature's
Tiny Tragedies
Peculiar Households
Jan. 26
President, The
Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein
8100 feet
Polo Bonzo
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
6000 feet
Salt Water Millinery
Relily of the Rainbow Division
Hall-Garon
Crescent
6040 feet
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Reward of Fal'h, The
Frencn Cast
Conquest
5927 feet
Skyscraper
Symphony
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa.
5921 feet
Spook Bonzo
Shlraz. ..
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
8065 feet
Sunshine
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
431 5 feet
Tally-Ho
Smoke Bellow
Conway Tearle
Firs* Division
6605 feet
Tialllng the Western Sun
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
7000 feet
We Parents
South of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty. .. Chesterfield
6300 teet
Mar.
23
That Murder In Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
5700 feet
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
6941 feet
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
591 7 feet
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
7300feet
Untamed Justice
Falre-Glass
Blltmore
5770 feet
May 25
U-Boal9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
6500 feet
Title
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 16 .4421 feet
YellowTlcket, The
Russian Cast
Amkino
Dec
8.. 6200 feet
Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
♦t§Lucky Boy (F & D)
Coming Feature Attraction*
■Length
-.>. Reviewed
r> I
^
Title
Star
Rel. Date
•fJMIdstream (F & D)
*t§Burned Evidence (F)
Continental
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. Eurooean
7 reels
*t§Molly and Me (F & D)
June
1
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Hercules

* Means lynchromzed tcore.

Star
Rel. Date
Foster-Keefe-Lake
Chesterfield
Robertson-Brlnkley.
Powers CInephone
Continental
Maria Albana
Atf. European
. Lyon-Prevosl
Pioneer
,
Aff. European
Nils Asther
Special Cast
Aff. European

tX^'^'''^'^::::::::::^^^^
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan

Mar. 30, '30

Feb.

Title
Circumstantial Evidence
*t5Chopln's Passion
*t§Clown. The (F)
Duty to be Silent
Exodus to the New World, The. .
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld

8

SHORTS

Star
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
TraV3logue
Bell Pict
Snub Pollard
Weiss Bros
Color Novelty
Castle
H. Costello-Graves. . ..Mascot
Color Novelty
Castle
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
M?'"c,f'^*®"''
Ufa Short
Ufa Short
Short
Ufa
Bonzo Cartoon
Ufa Short
Color Novelty
Novelty
Bonzo Cartoon
Color Novelty
Ufa Short
Color Novelty
Ufa Short

.June

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Jan. 15. .1 reel
Jan.
1.1 reel
Mar. 15 .1 reel
Mar. 1.1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Jan.
1.1 reel
10 episodes
Feb.
1.1 reel
1 reel
June 29

fif^'r
•.■
Feb.
. . . £^?''
Ufa-Eastern
Ufa-Eastern
Ufa
Eastern ... .Jan.
Jan.
Roseland. ... Feb,
Ufa-Eastern...Mar.
Castle
Jan.
Roseland
Feb.
Castle
Mar.
Ufa-Eastern.
Mar.
Castle
Feb.
Ufa-Eastern . .Feb.

'?1.1\ reel
"*!
161 .1
.1 reel.
reel.
11 reel.
15 1 reel.
15. .1 reel.
1 reel
15 1 reel .
1 Ireel.
1 1 reel.
15 1 reel.
15 .1 reel.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Star
O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessel-Oulmby
tSilent Version)
Cortez-Windsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Benned-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

§ Afeaas voice (including dialogue and incidental tongs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

e
Length
Rel. Date
...6412 feet
Jan.
1 ...6430 feet
Feb. 20'... 8708 feet.
Feb.
2 .8653 feet.
Feb.
June

2
1

Mar.
Mar.

1 . . . .8250 feet
1
7476 feet

A. T, after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed
Mar. It
Mar. 18

Jan. 12

828

Motion

Tine

Star

*t5My Lady'8 Past (F 4 D)
I
♦tJNew Orleans (F& D)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
April
April
June

Physician, The

July

Rainbow,
The
Dorothy Sebastian
Spirit
of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
*t§Two Men and a Maid (F & D) . . .Collier, Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
•tSWhisperIng Winds (F 4 D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)
♦tSWreclter, The (F 4 D)
Blacl<well-Hume-Striker

Feb.
F*.
June

SHORT
Title

Aug.
Aufl.

SUBJECTS

Star

*t5Cossack's Bride, The )D)
Color Symphony
*t§Festivai of Bagdad, A (D)
Color Symphony
Gold
Color Classic
*t§Japanese Carnival. A (D)
Color Symphony
*t|ln a Chinese Temple Garden (D). Color Symphony
*t§ln Old Madrid (D)
Color Symphony
Uttle Vagabond
Color Classic
'•tLove Charm, The (D)
Color Symphony
Lover's Paradise
Color Classic
Maude Mulier
Coior Classic
*t5Melodie (D)
Coior Symphony
*t5Minuelte (D)
Coior Symphony
*f§Mcdern Cinderella, A (D)
Color Symohony
*f§Mountaln King, The (D)
Color Symphony
No Women Allowed
Color Classic.
*t§Pharoah's Daughter (D)
Color Symphony
*t5Sacred House, The (D)
Color Symphony
*t8Song of India, A (D)
Color Symphony
*t§SongsMy Mothet Taught Me (D) . Color Symphony
*t§Tales of Araby (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Temple Bells (D)
Color Symphony
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
Tom. Dicic or Harry
Coior Classic
*t§Viennese Melody (D)
Coior Symphony
Twinkle Toes
Color Classic
*§Way Down South (D)
Coior Symphony

Length
Reviewed Title
feet
*t5His Lucl<y Day (D)
1.. 8077
""•""
*
'
1... .5668
feet
2
6799 feet
Hoofbeats of Vegeance
*t5ltCanBeDone(F)...
1. ..
6114 feet
♦tJKid's Clever, The
120"■• . . .6reels
Mar. 23
King of the Rodeo, The...
6532 feet
Lariat Kid, The
15. . .
♦t§Ust Warning, The (F)
15. . .
*tiLonesonie (F)
10. . . 651 7 feet... Aug. 17
♦tSLoveTrap, (D 4 F)

Rel. Data
June
Feb. ..
Jan.
1
Feb. 15
Feb. 1
Sept. ..
Jan. IS
Aug

July . .
M^
Mar. 1
Mar.

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 real
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Reviewed

*t§Modem
June 15

Star

Riding Demon, The
*t§Scandal (D 4 F)
*t§Shakedown, The (F)
*t5Show Boat (D

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Title

Star

April
April
Mar.
April

20. .
20 . .
30 .
12..

. 81 67
. 7253
.6767
.8767

May
May
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
July
July
June
June

11..
11 . .
24.,
9.
9
18.
16.
12.
12
13.
13.
22.
1

.6498feel . .Jan. 26
.8268
oolo
.8855
8859
.8329
.7495
.7980
.7910
. 8864
8841
7948
6646

Faces to Wed. . .'
Early
Fantasle
Farewell
Final Reckoning. A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goat
Go
'Em "
Kid, The
"GetSkates
Good

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Length

Reviewed
feet . ..Mar. 18
feet .
feet . .April 13
. Mar. 23
feet.

feet
June 15
t*®!
..
feet • .
Jan. 26
feet
feet ..Mar. 18
feet
feet
Jan. 19
feet
feet . .June 15
feet . . Feb. 23
feet . Aoril 6
feet

(Silent Version)
7576 feet
.
K A.M.
M.'
«.,oming
Attractions
f>

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Charlie Chaplin
*t§City Ughls (F)
..........
Colman-Harding
♦tSCondemned (F)
*tHeirs Angels (F)
Lyon-Hail-Niss5n
*t§LockedDoor.The(A.T.)(F)....Boyd-Stanwyck-LaRocque
Westover-Coiiier Jr....
*t§Lummox (A. T.) (F)
...........
»t§Sex Appeal (F)...
♦t§Silk (A. T.)
Gloria Swanson
*lsong of Broadway, The (F)
Harry Richman . .
1
Oct.
Gloria Swanson
nlTrespasser. The (A. T.) (F)
*f SNew York Nights (A. T. (F)
N. Talmadge-Roland
*tVenu8 (F)
Constance Talmadge
Oct. 12

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
♦tjBroadway (A. T.)

Star
Jack Daugherfv
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Burning the Wind
♦tSChariatan, The (F)
•tJCiear the Decks (F)
'ttCohens and
City. The (F)

Rel. Date
July 14. .
Nov. 3. .
Mar. 3..
Feb. 10. .
April 7.
April 7 .
Mar. 3.
Mar. 3.

Keiieys In Atlantic

♦tSColiege Love (D. 4 F (A. T.)
*t§Come Across (D 4 F)
Eves of the Underworid
♦tSGIri on the Barge, The (F). . .
Girl Overboard
Talkie Version Reviewed as Port
Silent Version Reviewed as Port
Grit Wins
Harvest of Hate

Length
.4786
9350
.6729
.5202
6097
5972
6740
.5792

Reviewed
feet.
...June
1
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feel

7401 feet.
SIdney-Gordon-Prlce-SwaIn .... Mar. 17.
7752 feet.
(Silent Version)
Mar. 17.
6864 feel.
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
July
7.
5593 feet
Basquctte- Howes
June 30
(Silent Version)
June 30.
5530 teet.
feet
4208
William Cody
April 28.
7510 feet.
. . . . (Silent
Hershoit-O'Nell-McGregor
Feb.
3.
6908
feet
Version)
Feb. 3
7362 feet
Mary Philbin
July 28
of Dreams in Mar. 2 1929 Issue
7362 feet
of Dreams in Sept. 23 1928 Issue
7362 feet
Woiis-Coiiins
Jan. 27. . .4596 feet.
4719 feel.
Rex-Perrin
Aug. 4

* Means tynchromzed tcort.

f Mean* loand effect*.

Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Hoot Gibson
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Ted Wells
Laura LaPiante
(Silent Version)
Murray-Kent
(Silent
Version)
La Plante-J. Schlidkraut
(Silent Version)
Nlxon-Wailing-Nolan
Al Wilson
Bill Cody
. Hoot Gibson
. Ted Wells
. .Cody-Thompson
. Red (horse)-Penln
. Gibson-Elder

SHORT

Mar. 23
.Aug. 10

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
June 30 . 5404 feet
5575
feet
May 26 . .4525 feet
June 16.
.6560 feet
Mar. 24... .6090 feel
Mar. 24 . . .6729 feet
Feb. 17... .6509 feet
Jan.
6. . .
June 23... .7980 feet.. Jan. 12
Jan. 6... .7731 feet . .OcL I
Jan.
6. . . 6761 feet..
Jan. 20... .6142 feet..
Jan. 20... .6233 feet..
July 28.. .6349 feet..
July 28. .
.Nov. 10
May 19 . 6589 feet
Jan. 13 .. .6874 feel.
Jan. 13 . . .5730 feet.
July 14..
14. . .6433 feet.
July
July 21. . .6760 feet.
July 21.. .4344 feet
April
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.
May
May

14. .
30..
27 .
27. .
18. .
5..
5. .

Mar.
Mar.
July
July
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

10.
10.
28
28.
20.
13.
24
31
30.
2.
10 .
23.

..
.
.
.

Rel. Date
Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
W.E.Lawrence
Laemmie Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
: Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Philllpa
Sid Saylor.
Edwards-Roach
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
l.aemmle Novelty
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Laemmie Novelty
Young-USalle
Laemmie Novelty
Lewls-Guiilver-Philllns
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Trimble and Dog
George
Chandler
. ..^ - ...
Young-La
Salle -

Graduation
Daze !!. . . . . . . . . . . . . 'Laemmie
Lewis'-Gulliver-Piiinips
Half
nail Holiday,
nuiiuay, A
n
L.1101111111C Novelty
muvoiij
Have Patience
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Hold "Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
."'"^^"''P'f
u
"i^f„?nl!f«
In Line of Duly
-luns e Jipflles
^' '« ^T^
•","' ,^"t'*'
i'^S '^^I*'"'
5King of
iiTc
the Campus. . :
Knight Watch The
,.
Knockout Buster
Lone Rider, The
Lone Rider, the
Lone Round-Up, The
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Newlyweds' Angel Child. The
Newlyweds Camp Out The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Owls
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Oil's Well
On the Side Lines
Ou! At Home
Own a Home (Re-Issue)
Perilous Paths
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup .The

Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
n** ^fj'r',.
Mmfmrt
Cobb
Edmund Pnhh
Oswald Cartoon
i""*""? m°'"'i.;.
^„',T *,5'X"^
Bob
Curwood
Young-LaSalle
Lewis-Gulilver-Philllps
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Jack Dougherty
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxie
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Pordue-Egan
Snookums-Perdu»-Egan
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb
Wllsey-Klngston
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Canine Cast

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-film.

News

.6621 feet ...Feb. 26
.6288 feet
.4380 feel
.6635 feet... April 27
.6475 feet
. 6613 feet
.6753 feet
.11650 feet
.10290 teet
.5809 feet
.4364 feet
4232 feet
5270 feet
.4525 feel
.4109 feet
.4497 feet
.6767 feet

SUBJECTS

Title

ARTISTS

O'Maliey-Busch
(Silent Version)
*tSBulldog Drummond (A. T.) (F). . .Colman-Tashman-Love
♦tfCoquette (A. T.) (F)
Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
(No Siienl Version)
*tEternai Love (F)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconi
(Silent Version)
♦tEvangeiine (F)
Del Rio-Drew
*t§lron Mask, The (F)
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silent Version)
♦tJLady of the Pavements (F)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
*f Rescue, The (F)
Colman-Damita
(Silent Version)
*tSShe Goes to War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
*t5This Is Heaven (F)
Banky-Hall
♦tThree Passions (F)
Terry-Petrovitch

F)

Alpine Antlce
At the Front
Baby Talks
Beyond the Smoke
"
~
- .
.
Boss of Bar Twenty (Re-Issue)
Bottles
"— Boy and the Bad Man, The
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cuckoo .
Cut-ups. The
Danger Line, The
Daring Dude. A
Day Dreams
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble

Rel. Date

FEATURES
*t§Alibi (A. T.) (F)

4

Silks and Saddlee
Sky Skidder, The
Slim Fingers.
Smilin' Guns
Smilln' Terror .The
Tip-Off. The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman The.

♦tSDangerous Business (A. T.)
*f§Enchanling Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
*t§Kathleen Mavoumeen (A. T.). . . O'Neill-Delaney
Tearie-Vaiii-Cortez
*t5Lost Zeppelin, The (A. T.)
•t§IVlister Antonio (A. T.)
Cariilo-Vaiii
*t §Medicine Man, The (A. T.)
*f §Painted Faces (A. T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
*t §Peacock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
*t§Troopers Three (A. T.)
♦t§Woman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

UNITED

Love (D 4 F) (A. T.)

♦tSMeiody Lane (D 4 F)
Plunging Hoofs
Points West
•tIRed Hot Speed (F)

Coining Feature Attraction*
Title

Man Disturber, The
•tfMan, Woman and Wife (F)

Star
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Tryon-Carol
(Silent Version)
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPiante
(Silent Version)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
La Piante-Hamiiton
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
Kcrry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
(Silent
Version)

Picture

April
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
Sept.
July
Sept.
Sept
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July

1. .
25..
11 . .
23..
28..
1..
7. .
2..
28. .
5. .
19..
20..
6..
22. .
18 .
27. .
30
9. .
14..
27. .
2..
28. ,
13. .
29. .
3. .
15. .

July 29
July
3.
Feb.
April
May
April
July
July
July
Aua.
Aug.
Sept.

4.
15.
8.
29.
17.
22.
24.
3.
28.
16.

Length
Reviewed
Ireel
Mar. IB
.1 reel
Feb. 18
. 2 reels
.2 reels
Feb. 23
.2 reels
.1 reel
June 1
, .2 reels
Aug. 17
.2 reels
Aug. 10
.2 reel*
June 1
.2 reels
May 11
.2 reels
Dec 22
. 1 reel
April 27
.2 reels
June 1
. .2 reels
April 27
. 2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. .1 reel
. .2 reels
July 20
.2 reels
July I
.2 reels
. 1 reel
Aug. 17
. .2 reels
Mar. 23
.2 reels
April 27
. .10 episodes
. .1 reel
June IS
.2 reels
June 1
. .1 reel
July
8
. . I reel
..2 reels
Feb. t
.10 episodes.. Mar. 23
, .2 reels
.1 reel
..2 reels
June IB

...2 reels
July 8
...2 reels
July 6
.. .2 reels
Aug. 10
.. .2 reels
May II
JuhO
3. . . . 1 reel
Feb. 6. ...2reel8
. ..1 reel
Mar. 4. ...2 reels
Dec 21
7. . . .1 real
Jan.
7 .. 2reels
Jan.
May 21
...
1
reel
iT* 'o
.
.
.2reels
fI*'
Si ... 1 reel
'^*?- ?!
July 22.
...2 reels
July 20
t"^' U ...2 reels
Feb. 8
'^T- V.- . . .2 reels
June 28
Mar.
31 ...2 reels
July 16.
Feb. 8
April 1 . . ..2 reels
..
April 22 . . 1 reel
Mar. 6. . . 2 reels
Feb. 8
Aug. 10. .2 reels
Aug. 3
.2 reels
Aug. 3
Sept. 14. . . 2 reels
Mar. 25
1 reel
Feb. 23
April 15 . .1 reel
.
Mar. 30
May
1 . .2 reels
Jan. 26
2 reels
. 2 reels
July 10
May 11
June 12 . 2 reels
May 11
May 15 . 2 reels
Jan. 23 . .2 reels
April 17
2 reels
Mar. 30
Mar. 20 . 2 reels
reels
July 20
. Aug. 7 . 22 reels
Feb. 20 . 2 reels
Sept. 25
. 1 reel
Mar. 30
June 24 .1 reel
.1 reel
Sept. 16 . .2
reels
Aug.
5
Jan.
9 ...2 reels
Feb. II
Sept. 23 .1 reel
June 29 . . .2 reels
June IS
Feb. 16 . .2 reels
July
8 . .10 episodes. . .June IB
June 15
May '1
April 24 . . 2 reels
April 8
1 reel
Mar. IB

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

August

31,

19 2 9

Title
Race Riot
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The.
Range Wolf
Red Rider, The. . . .
Red Romance
Rider of the Sierras
... Love
Riding for
Ridin*^ Leather
Rivals .The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Youth
Splash Mates
Sporting Courag*
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suldde Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
Tenderfoot Terror, A
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
Tlge'sGIH Friend
Tracked Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag, The
Wallop, The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance
Weary Willies
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Point, The
Yankee Clippers

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Laemmle Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Ted Carson
George Chandler
Edmund Cobb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Laemmle Novelty..
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Lewls-Gulliver-PhlMlps
Lewls-Guiliver-Phlliips
Lewls-Guliiver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Trimble and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Sid Saylor
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Art Accord
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Harry Carey
Laemmle Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

Rel. Date
Sept. 2. . ,
Feb. 11. . .
Jan. 12. . .
Feb. 9 . . .
Sept. 21 . .
May
4 . .
April 27 . .
April 8...
July 20..
April 15. . .
Jan.
2...
Mar. 27
Jan. M . .
Mar. 13 . .
Feb. 18. ,
June 1 7. .
Aug. 12. ..
Jan.
7 .,
Sept. 2. .
June 24 . . .
May 13. . .
Aug. 12..
Aug. 21 .
May 27 . .
Mar 18. . .
Feb. 13 .
Feb 27. .
Aug. 31. .
April 10 .
Juno 8..
April 10..
April 3 .
Jan.
5 .
Feb. 28 .
Aug. 19 .
July
8. .
Aug. 24..
May
6 .
July 22 .
Jan. 28..
Juno 10..
Jan. 21 . .
Jan. 21 . .

Length
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2reels

.2 reels
V'*',
I'eel
2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
. 2 reels
.2reals
.2 reels
2 reels

.2 reels

.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Re(. Date
Length
*«iBargaln In the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
♦tJBarnum Was Right (A. T.)
Tryon-Kennedy
Sept. 22
Mar. 10... 4126 feet.
Born to the Saddle
Ted Wells
•tSBraggart The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Crimson Hour. The
De Putti-Mosjuklne
*t§Devil's Pit, The
Special Cast
Nov. 24.
(Sound Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in April 27, 1929 Issue)
(Silent Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in Jan. 26, 1929 Issue)
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*t§Drake Case, The
Brockwell-Stanley
SepL 1.
*t§Embarrassing Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
Sept. 15.
(Silent Version)
*t§Flaming Daughters
Feb. 23.
GIri Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
,
*tiGreat Cinema Murder, The
Hell
Wrecker, Lane
The (F & D) (A. T.) . . .Eddie
Hoot Gibson
•t§Harmony
Leonard
*f§Hold Your Man
Laura La Plante
•t<Klngot Jaiz. The(A.T.)
Paul Whiteman and Band
♦tJLast Performance
Veidf-Phiibin
•tjMlnstrel Man, The
Tryon-La Plante
*t SMississippi Gambler, The (D 4 F) . Joseph Schildkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake

WARNER

Reviewed

FEATURES

Jan. 12
Title
Jan.
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

12
17
JO
30
16
IS

SOUND

*t §Actor, The (A. T.)
Benny Rubin
•tjAlpine Antics (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tSAt the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
Brox Sisters
*f§Baby Talks
Sunny Jim
•tjBailey and Barnum
Vaudeville Act
*t§Cohen on the Telephone (A. T.). George Sidney
*t§Cross Country Run (F 4 D)
Lewis-Guliiver-Phlliips
•tFlshlng Fools (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t5Flying High (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
*t§Graduation Daze
Oswald Cartoon
•tHen Fruit (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Hits of Today
Morgan-Bledsoe
•tHold 'Em Ozzle(F)
Oswald Cartoon
•tjHouse Cleaning (A. T.)
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)

SepL 16. .
April 1. .
Mar. 25 . .
Sept. 11. .
Jan. 11 . .
Sept. 2 .
July 22.
April 29..
July 22. ,
Sept. 16. .
Feb. 4. .
Sept. 2. .
Mar. 4..
June 3. .

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
* t§Junior Luck (F 4 D)
* tJungle Jingles (F)
*t§King of the Campus (D 4 F)
* t§Love Birds
* t§Love Tree, The (A. T.)
♦tLumberjack (F)
*t§Nuts and Jolts
*t§Oil's Well
*t§On Guard (F 4 D)
*t|On the Side Lines (F 4 D)
*tHace Riot
♦t§Rivals. The (F 4 D)
*tSaucy Sausages
♦tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Splash Mates (F 4 D)
*t§Sporting Courage (F 4 0)
♦tStage Stunts (F)
"Stodma-at Willie
*t§Stripes and Stars (F)
♦tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*t§Sweethearts (A. T.)
•t§Three Brox Sisters
*f§Use Your Feet (D 4 F)
*t§Varsity Drag, The (F 4 D)
♦tfWeary Willies
♦tWicked West The (F)
*tiZlmmerman and Granville

July
May
July
April
OcL
Sept.
April
June
Sept
April
Aug.
Sept
April
Aug.
Feb.
Sept
June
May

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulllver-Phiiiips
Pat Rooney and Family
The Rooney Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Lewis-Gullrver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
The Rooney Family
Songs
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

.June 29

* Meant synchromzed score,

f Means sound effects.

Length
RevI ewed
4706 feet
11034feet.. ..April 20
.6447 feet
.5983 feet
.8323 feet
.5483 feet.
6412 feet.

June 29
May
4. . . .6685 feet
June 8
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
June
Feb.

9. .
23. .
30. .
...
23. .
27. .
22. .

June

8

.5235 feet.
.4885 feet.
.6461 feet.

9. . . .4878 feet.

June 15. . . .9478
7752
April 6. .. .5558
May 11... 4712
Mar. 16. . . .5243
April 20. . . .4797
July 13

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet

Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Aug.
April
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April

feet.
feet

18. . 5424
14. . .5236
16. . .6921
8. . .8145
24
13. . .7444
13... 6011
18
2. . . .6681
2. .. .4917
23 . . . .6273
13. . . .5658

June

.June 8

. .6114 feet
. .4898 feet
. .5610
4875 feet
feet.

Oct 27

'.April' 6
May 28

feet.
feet

April a
.Febl 21

Aug. 10
feet
feet. .. .Mar. 18
feet
feet
feet
feet

.8 reels

Length

May

4

VITAPHONE

Reviewed

Aug, 17
Aug. 10
July 20
Mar. 30

June 1
July 20
Mar. 30
Aug. 17
Mar. 23
Aug.
May
Aug.
Aug.
May

17
11
10
17
11

July
May

6
4

May 11
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.
June
June
May

10
6
17
29
29
11

SHORTS

Title
A. 4 P. Gypsies
After the Round Up
All Girl Revue
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomaniac
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, Th«
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat 4 Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
:

Star
Orchestra Numbers
Cowboy Songs
Girl Band 4 Comedienne
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw 4 Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Songs
Kilty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs 4 Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders

Cycle of Songs, A
Dead Laughter
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Don't Get Nervous
Eleanor Painter
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Fair Days
Familial Face, The
Family Affair. A
Family Ford, The
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Frances Shelly.
Friend
Give Usofa Father's
Lift

Florence Brady
Sessue Hayakawa
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Georgie Price
Songs
Raymond Hitchcock
Harris 4 Howe

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

.April

2

June

1

.June 1

(D)
Rel. Date

Length
1 reei
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

.'

Arthur Byron
Jim and Marion Harklns
Jean Barrios
Song Program
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
Lydeli-Hlgins-Leah
Flo Lewis

Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip. The
John Miljan
Gus Arnhelm 4 His Ambassadors.
Jazz Band
Harlem Mania
Norman Thomas Quintette
Harry Delf
Songs 4 Dances
Harry Rose 4 h is 6 American Beauties

Reviewed
May 18

*t§Hottentot, The (A. T.) (D) . .'.'.' .''.'.Horton-Milier.'. ^.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'..'..'^^.'..'^.'. .7'reel8
*t§lnthe Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
*t§lsleof Escape, (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
•tfls Everybody Happy? (A. T.) (D).Ted Lewis and Band
*t§Mammy (A. T.) (D)
Al Jolson
*t§Narrow Street, The (A. T.) (D)...E. E. Morton
*t§Sacred Flame The (A. T.) (D) . . . Frederick-Nagel-Lee
*t§Sap, The (D) (A. T.)
E. E. Horton
tISay It With Songs (A. T.) (D)
Jolson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
*mhe Couldn't Say No (A. T.) (D) . . Winnie Lightner
t§Show of Shows. (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
Cast (10(
(100 stars)
*t§Show
Special
*t§So Long Letty (A. T.) (D)
Charlotte Greenwood
•tJSkln Deep (A. T.) (D)
Biue-Compson
'_.
- •- (All Technicolor)
_ .
t§Song
of--•'>.-.
the West '>.'-..-.
(A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal
*t§Tiger Rose (A. T.) (D)
Velez-Withers
*f §Under a Texas Moon (A.T.) (D). . Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor).

..2.2 reels
reels
' ly
.1 reel
. .1 reel
, .1 reel
.1929 feet... May 25

, .1 reel
8..
27. . ..2 reels
22.. . .T reel
1.. ..2 reels
14. . .2 reels.
16
2 reels
15
1 reel
24
1 reel
16
1 reel
29. . . .2 reels
5
2 reels
2. . .1 reel
15.. ..2 reels
19. . . .1 reel
18. . . .1 reel
2. . ..2 reels
24. . .2 reels
13. . . 1 reel
.1 reel
May 27
1 reel
Mar. 18. . . 1 reel .
Sept. 2. ..2 reels
Jan. 14. ..1 reel
Aug. 19. . .2 reels
July
8. . .2 reels
July 22. ..1 reel
June 10. . .1 reel
Jan. 28. . .1 reel

19.
11
28.
23 .
27.
8.
20.
26

ReU Date
Star Melghan
•tJArgyie Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas
8.
*t§Aviator,
The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Mliier
title
*t§Evldence (A. T.) (D)
Frederick-Courtenay-Tearle.
*t§General Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearle (All Technicolor)
*t5Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•tJGreen Goddess, The (A. T.) (D). George Arliss
*t§Hearts in Exile (D) (A. T.)
D. Costello-Withers
•t§Hold Everything (A. T.) (D).

Feb. 16 "30

Length
. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
, 1 reel
. .2 reels
.1 reel
. .1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel

Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May

Coming Feature Attraction*

OcL 13...

Rel. Date

Rel. Date

Blue-Warner-Wilson
Bole s-KIng
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D) (A. T.)... Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Fro2en River (D) (A. T.)
Rln-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)
Dec
Mar. 23'
•tSHonky-Tonk
(A.
T.)
(D)
Sophie
Tucker
Dec 22
*t§Gamblers. The (A. T.) (D)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
Feb. 8
*t§Glad Rag Doll, The (D) (A. T.).. . Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
May 28
*tSGreyhound Umited, The (D) (A.
T.)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t5Hard-Bolled Rose (D) (A. T.). . . .Loy-Boliier-Brockwell
(Silent Version)
1 •.• • o«
*t5Kld Gloves (D) (A. T.)
Nagel-Wilson
July 20
(Silent Version)
July 10
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D) (A. T.)Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
•tJMIlllon Dollar Collar, The (D)
Jan. 12
(Silent Version)
May 11
*t§My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
•tINoah's Ark (D)
D Costeiio-O'Brien
Mar. It
(Silent Version)
*t5No Defense (D) (A-T.)
Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
♦tJOne Stolen Night (D) (A. T.)
Bronson-Celleir Jr
(Silent Version)
*t(On With the Show (A.T.) (D)....Comoson-Brcwn-Fazenda
•ti Queen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
Texas Gulnan
(Silent Version)
•tiRedeemIng Sin, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
*t§Say It With Songs (A. T.) (D)....Jolson-Nixon-Lee
*t§Slnging Fool, The (D)
Joison-Bronson-Dunn
*t§Sonny Boy (D) (A. T.)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
.Jan.
5
(Silent Version)
*t§Stark Mad (D) (A. T.)
Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
♦tSStolen Kisses (D) (A. T.)
May McAvoy
Reviewed
(Slle
erslon)
*tST>'ne, the Place and the GIri, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-Withers-Klrkwood

SHORTS

Star

Star

*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
•t{Desert Song, The (D)
*t§Fancy Baggage CD) (A. T.)

•none Rainy Night (D 4 F).
Laura La Plante
♦tSShanghal Lady. The (A. T.)
.^ Mary Nolan
•tJShannons
of Broadway.- The (A.T.) James
„,-,_
,,..._,
„
,Hbleason.
r . . .r,
*t§Tonlght at Twelve^
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
! ty.fsity Show (A T.)
Lewis-Grange
*t§Wagon Master, The
Ken
SepL
(SilentMaynard
Version)
Sept. 88
5697 feet
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny
Title

829

BROTHERS

1 reel
^ reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

RevlewM
July 13
June IB
Aug. 28
Oct. 13
June 1
Mar. 18
Mar. 2
Sept22
July
7
Aug. 28
Sept 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 22
June 18
Sept 29
Sept. 22
Sept
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June
June

1
2fl
28
3
18
20
1
8

June 23
Aug. 3
Aug.
Feb. 28
16
Jan. 12
June 18
Juno 23
June 18

1

Motion

830
Title
Here Come* the Showlwat
High Waters
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone. The
Ingenues, The
In a Casting Office
In Dutch
In Spain
In the Tropics
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Ijish, The
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Man of Peace, A
Marching Home
Max SchmeUng
Meet the Wife
Men Among Men
Mexican TIpIca Orchestra
Miss Information
Morrlssey & Miller
Music Makers. The
Myers & Hanford
Night Court, The
Non-Support
One Man Glee Club, The
PagllaccI
Pair of Aces. The
Papa's Vacation
Phil Baker
Question of Today, The
Realization
Reflular Business Men, A
Rigoletto— Quartet
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue...

Star
Dave Bernle & Band
Song Number
Jazz Band
Jan Band
Chief Caupollcan
Jazz Band
W. 4 E. Howard
Ulls & Clark
phil Baker
The Paragons (Quartet)
Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs and Dances
Crane-Davldson-Tucker
Dance Numbers
Hobarl Bosworth
Douglas Stanbury
Interview
Frank Orth & Co
Fred Ardath
Instrumental & Vocal Number*
Wllson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Howard Bros
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
Frank Crumit
John Charles Thomas
TImblln & Raymond
Bennett-Caron
Accordion Solos
Audrey Ferris
Hertiert-Pam
Robert Ober
GIgll-Talley-de Luea-Gordon
Songs and Orchestra

* Means tynchxomztd tcore.

Rel Date

Length
1 reel

Reviewed
June 1
June 8
Sept. 29
Aug. 28
.June 23

1 reel

Mtr. 16

1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

11
23
19
1
1
18
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
18
18
23
IP
18

Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
•t}Black Water«
Bondsman. The
Doctor's Women, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•tJKItty (D & F)

Dina Gralla
Special Cast. . . .
Kirkwood-Brlan.
Norman Kerry .
Miles Mander
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)

Feb.
Oct
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
SepL
July

18
20
18
28
18
IB
29
13

*tMoulln Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Prince and the Dancer, The
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night A
Woman in White, The

Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gilda Gray
Dina Gralla
Walter Byron
Louis Lerch
Thomas-Banks
Maria
BlancheCorda
Sweet

Fox has changed title of "The Meal Ticket" to "A Song Of Kentucky." Cast will
include Joe Wagstaff, Lois Moran, Douglas
Gilmore, Dorothy Burgess and Hedda Hopper.
John McDermott is writing the screen
play of "Cohens and Kellys In Scotland" for
Universal. George Sidney and Charles Murray will be featured.

Edward

Everett Horton will be starred
by Warners in "Wide Open" a Vitaphone
adaptation of "The Narrow Street." Archie
Mayo will direct, with screen play and dialog by James Starr and Arthur Caesar.
Benny Rubin will provide comedy as a
vaiuleville booking agent for M-G-M's
"Cotton and Silk." Sam Wood is directing
from original story by Bvron Morgan and
AI Block.
Ken Maynard has started production on
his next starring talker for Universal, "The
Wild West Show." Story is an original
by Bennett Cohen, with direction by Harrv
J. Brown. Cast includes Gladvs McConnell,
Otis Harlan, Frank Rice, Bobbie Dunn,
Jackie Hanlon, Frank Yaconelli, Fred Burns,
Stanley Blystone, and Blue Washington.
Arthur Gregor, film director, has sold a
three-act play titled "Decency" to a German producer who expects to produce it in
Berlin in the Fall with Kathe Dorsch
starred. Gregor, brought to this country
several years ago by Universal, has directed
a number of pictures locally.
Bradley King Wray, widow of the late
John Griffith Wray, film director, is the
main beneficiary under his will iust filed.
W^ray's estate was valued at $100,000.
Mona Maris will play the leading role
opposite Warner Baxter in "Conquistador"
for Fox.
Al Santcll will direct.
Mildred Harris and Jocelsm Lee have
been added to the cast of "No, No, Nanette," screen edition of the famous
comedy which is now being produced musical
at the
First National Studio Burbank, Cal. Bernice Claire and Alexander Gray have leading roles.

WORLD-WIDE
Title

Star

% Means voice (incladtng dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means sennd-on-fibn.

Hollywood
Daniel N. Rubin, playwright and newspaperman from the East, has been signed by
Paramount to write adaptations and dialog.

Star
Songs and Orchestra
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumlt
Harry Delf
Songs and Gags
Flournoy * Miller
Irene Franklin
Song Program
Midget Unit
Donohue & U-No
Bobby Folsom
Giovanni Martlnelli
William Demarest
Songs

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June

1 reel

1 r««l

'\ Means sound effects.

Title
Rudy Valleeand Band
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup.
Terry and Jerry
They Know Their Groceries
Those Were the Days
Three Brox Sisters
Tiny Town Revue
Traffic Muddle, A
Typical Types .
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)..
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Ughtner

Picture
Rel Date

Length
1 reel
H reel

1 reel
1 reel

News
Reviewed
June 15
Oct. 13
Mar. II
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
June 23
June 8
June 15
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES
Rel. Date

Length
Reviewed
.June 15 . .5732
feet
. Mar. 31 . . .6533 feet
7500 feet... Aprllia
Mar. 17.
.April
1 . . .7171 feet
.6177 feet
June 1 .
5178 feet
Feb. 2.
.9010 feet
June 15
June
June 29.8. . .8500 feet
8962 feet... Feb. 23
Jan. 30. .7185feet
Feb. 17 . 8079 feet.
July 30
July 13.
.6787 feet
Jone 30.. .6910 feet
Feb. 4. , .8 reels
.
June 15..
.6998 feet
May 25. , .78«8feet
Feb.
Mar. 213... . .6174 feet

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Notes

Universal has cast Harry Tyler, Gladys
Crolius, Tom Santschi and Helen Mehrmann for "Shannons of Broadway." Emrmett Flynn is directing.
Lloyd
Ingraham
and
Lee
Shvimway
added to cast of "The Night Parade," Radio
Pictures talker directed by Mai St. Clair.
Russell Gleason, Pathe contract player,
loaned tol Fox for the juvenile lead in
"Seven Faces" Paul Muni's current starring
talker.
Berthold
Viertel will direct.
Helen Millard, stage actress, has been
signed by M-G-M for a featured part in
"The
Battle of the Ladies" starring Ramon
Novarro.
Norma Talmadge will star in a talker
version of "Du Barry" as her next for
United Artists.
Norma Terriss, former stage player, and
now under contract to Fox, was married
last week _ to Dr. Jerome Wagner, New
York physician.
Richard Travers added to cast of "Battle
of the Ladies." Ramon Novarro starring
talker
for M-G-M. which Sidney Franklin
is directing.
Harry Pollard has completed direction of
"Tonight at Twelve" for Universal. Cast
includes Madge Bellamv, Robert Ellis,
Hallam Coolev, Mary Doran, Margaret Livingston, Norman Trevor. Josephine Brown,
Don Douglas and Madeline Seymour.
Earl Baldwin, title writer, gag rfian and
scenarist, will do the dialog for "Red Hot
Rhythm," a Tin Pan Alley story for Pathe.
Fox has started production of "The
Hurdy-Gurdy Man." starring George Jessel.
Story is bv Jolm Hymer and LeRoy
Clemens, with adaptation by Dana Burnet.
William K. Howard is directing, with cast
of Lila Lee, Henry Kolker, David Rollins,
John Lodcr and John Reinhart.
Belle Bennett signed with M-G-M for
part in "Those Who Desire." Lewis Stone
and Regis Tootney also in cast.
James Murray has been placed under fiveyear contract by Universal. Murray was
discovered last year by King Vidor.
Sally Eilers signed by Warners
in "She Couldn't Sav No."

for part

Warners' Vitaphone musical operetta.
"Golden Dawn" has Lupino Lane, Lee
Moran, Nigel de Brulier, Dick Henderson,
Nena Quartero, Sojin, Marion Byron, Otto
Matiesen and Ivan Simpson. Ray Enright
is directing.
Crane Wilbur, former film favorite, will
do his first work before the camera in over
ten years in "Cotton and Silk" starring the
Duncan Sisters for M-G-M.
George O'Brien will be starred by Fox in
"The Lone Star Ranger," a Movietone western under direction of A. E. Erickson. Picture will be made in Arizona.
June Clyde has been assigned the lead
in "Tanned Legs," RKO
filmusical.
Marshall Neilan is directing with cast including Dorothy Revier, Sally Blaine, Ann
Pennington, Albert Gran, Edmund Burns,
Allen Kearns, Lincoln Steadman and Lloyd
Hamilton.
Guinn "Big Boy" Williams has been
added to cast of Warners "Hold Everything," under direction of Roy Del Ruth.
Joe E. Brown, Georges Carpentier, Sally
O'Neill, Lilyan
comprise
cast. Tashman and Marion Byron
Louise Lorraine will be starred by Universal in "The Lightning Express," a ten
episode sound serial directed by Henry
McRae.
Loretta Young will be John Barrymore's
leading lady in "The Man," his next Vitadirect. phone talker for Warners. Al Green will
Tully Marshall has been assigned a feapart in "She Couldn't Say No" for
Warner turedBrothers.
"Condemned," new Ronald Colman vehicle being made for United .Artists by Samuel Goldwyn, went into work recentlv at
the Goldwyn studios. The unit had been
rehearsing for seven weeks.
"Peacock Alley," Tiflfany-Stahl's all-talking
and singing special in which Mae Murray
makes her film debut, goes into production
around August 18. Lowell Sherman, it is
rumored, may direct.
James

Starr, Warner

scenarist and dia-

logues,
has beenthetransferred
to and
I'irst
National
to write
screen play
dialog
for "In The Next Room."

New COLOR

Moods

in

SOUND
,

)!

EASTMAN

with

SONOCHROME

TINTED POSITIVE FILMS
XHE

sixteen delieate colors of Eastman Sonochrome

are keyed to the moods of the s<;reen. Love, excitement, pomp, adventure .... the various seasons,
lightings, emotions ....

are subtly conveyed by

color .... And each tint is so adjusted that it gives
pleasing and faithful reproduction of sound.
Sonochrome,

the latest Eastman

to the industry, adds immeasurably

contribution
to the beauty,

the atmosphere, the effectiveness of sound pictures.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK
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Theatre?, SanAntomo,'3xas;
fewest and Finest in the -^ ^
Southwest, opened Juner14, 1020.
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ro^ressiVe and far-seeing
Pexhibitors
are jji'otectin^
their investment hv^ providing a complete picture presentation program con-'
sistin^ of a Robert Marton
Or^dii and first class '-sound equipment; an unbeatable combination that
meets eV<?rij demand.
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THE Season starts
with M-Q'M in the lead I
1— OUR MODERN

MAIDENS

Beating "Dancing Daughters" records. Tremendous
Los Angeles, Des Moines, Louisville, everywhere.

2— HOLLYWOOD

in Detroit,

REVUE

Boston opening at Tremont duplicates sensational $2 business
of Astor, N.Y., Grauman's Chinese, L. A.
Road-show runs soon in Philadelphia, Chicago and elsewhere.

3— HALLELUJAH
A solid sell-out since opening at two $2 N.Y. houses, Embassy
and Lafayette.

4— DYNAMITE
Continues its brilliant $2 run at Carthay Circle, L. A.

5— MARIANNE
Opens $2 engagement at Mayan Theatre, L. A.

JUST THE BEGINNING
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GAN

is an indispensable
attraction in every
motion picture theatre,
and provides tiie perfect musical balance
for a sound programme.
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TKe Rudolph Wiu^Ut^er Conipanij
FACTORIES:
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

NORTH

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY

TONA WANDA,
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA.

N. Y.

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS
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r'HAKLKS

Buddy-

no HERS
and

X A N C Y
CARROLL
in the

TALKING, SINGING,
DANCING
Successor to

"CLOSE HARMONY

ff

ILLIJ

>

^•

PARAMOUNT
^E W SHOW

WORLD

MOXEY

PICTURE ...

The Big
Revue Romance Hit!
been waiting for a "natYOU'VE ural"
like "Close Harmony."
Here it is ! Charles "Buddy" Rogers,
America's Boy
Friend, singing
the song hit, "Il^ cy
lusion,"Nan
Carroll singing
and dancing.
Song Hits

Buddy

and

■^Ji^

Nancy doing a magic act that
would be a knockout on any stage.
^ June Colly er, Regis Toomey (hit
in "'Alibi") and other favorites in
the cast. ^ Lillian Roth, Broadway's dynamic
jazz singer and
dancer leading
the beauty chorus in "Revolu-

Popular novel

tionary Rythm," the latest dance
craze. ^ Lavish production numbers. And a warm love story from
Arthur Train's best-selling novel.

ff

ILLUSION';
PARAMOUNT
Directed by Lolhar Mendes. From the
novel by Arthur Train. Dialogue and
adaptation by K. Lloyd Sheldon. B. P.
Schulberfi, General
Coast Productions.

THE

NEW

SH4IW

Manager,

WORLD

\^'est

COMpAX^

I

SENSATION
BLAZING
BWAY
ON
OVERNIGHT

White Hot Dramatic
Show Stopper Leaves
Em Cheering in the

Aisles!

TWO

REEL RIOT OPENING WEEK

WITH "BULLDOG DRUMMOND"
AT PUBLIX RIALTO, NEW YORK
HELD OVER INDEFINITE ....

ST. LOUIS
DLUCw

... all dialog

smash . . . with most stirring musical and vocal setting at the moment of moaning to press. . . .
From on'sfinal song byW. C. Handy
Directed by Dudley Murphy.

Produced by R. C A Gr*.
mercy Studios

With Bessie Smith, famous Victor
recording artist and host of negro

Uiitributcd

by RKO Distribuiins Corp.

singing and dancing artists.

^

*Su

Brilliant Stars and a
Gallant Host of
Supernumeraries

^

BEBE DANIELS

... Rio Rita;

JOHN BOLES, star of "Desert
Song/' greatest of screen baritones; BERT WHEELER, worldfamed comedian from No.1 Rio Rita
Company; ROBERT WOOLSEY
brilliant comedian; also with original company; DOROTHY LEE,
sensation of "Syncopation" and
500 other singers, dancers and
glorified beauties.
Directed by Luther Reed. Book
by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson. Music by Harry Tierney, Lyr-

;.*^^

PETrt

ics by Joseph
M'Carthy.
Chorus
direction
by Pearl
Eaton. Singing
Chorus; Maestro Cimini.

ON THE EIGHTH WONDER
OF THE WORLD! . .
FLORENZ
Fabulous

ZIEGFELD'S

Super Screen

Spectacle

Produced by Radio Pictures on the most overwhelmingly
magnificent scale ever achieved by human art and
ingenuity!
RIO RITA out-ZiegFeld s Ziegfeld.. .towers head and
shoulders above all other motion pictures oF all time . . .
and smashes to atoms the archaic Formulas and mossgrown theories oF old -Fashioned stage or screen
production.
All that has gone beFore is mere prologue, prelude and
preparation. The Radio Titan now rings up on the
Picture oF the Century.
WALTER GREEN
DOES RAVE IN
M. P. NEWS . , .

RKO is responsible (or the greatest piece
of Rlmusical entertainment produced to
date. It's a positive two-dollar attraction in
any spot and rates to do a smashing business everywhere.

'RIO RITA" is not only a fine production
in every respect; it is outstanding in entertainment appeal and is one o( those gold bonds that guarantee huge grosses regardless
of opposition or condition.

TAMAR
LANE'S
SMASHING
ENDORSEMENT
dollar rate and every showman

RKO has a big one here. A real
road show if they choose to make
it one and a sure-fire clean up for
any exhibitor.
Patrons who see this will get their

money's worth even at the
should book it If he can get it.

two-

BETTY COMPSON
IN TWO GREAT RADIO
ALL DIALOG SHOWS

In recognition of her incomparable success in Radio's ''STREET
GIRL/' now in its second month at the Globe Theatre, N. Y. City

BETTY COMPSON

will appear in TWO
coming Radio attractions, the speciftc
titles of which will shortly be announced.
Miss Compson will not appear in "Ladies of the Port", "The
Love Captive" or "Damaged", which, owing to misinterpretation
of statements in Radio's annual announcement of product, have
been regarded by some exhibitors as Compson vehicles.
This is a Compson year . . . with this sublime young artist on the
crest of stupendous world popularity...and Radio Pictures will
spare nothing to make her two matchless presentations worthy
of her talents.

The Golden Voice

vcr

ocreen

TIMELINESS

K^^

ENTERTAINMENT

..^

T'S A PLAIN FIGURE!
MECHANICAL
PERFECTION

The

timeliness that captures news

breaks. The

entertainment

as it

value of audible

news of all kinds. The mechanical

perfection

of equipment and synchronized film. The speed
of delivery to theatres, putting the big news
on your screen a few hours after it is filmed.
The

powerful organization of camion

crews

working as a single unit all over the earth. The
reliability of the Pathe trademark, based on a
quarter century of faithful newsreel service . . .
ORGANIZATION

Add them

all together and they equal Pathe

Sound News, edited by Terry Ramsaye
L. Hall, recorded by the RCA

and Ray

Photophone

System — the most timely, entertaining, perfect,
speedy, highly organized and
RELIABILITY

newsreel

in

the

world.

It's a

reliable sound
plain

figure!

PATHE SOUND
NEWS Ik Tk ^

nother B.Q

Atl-stHging, all-talking
itensation. l\'ew, original, fascinating. Just
released nation€Uly.

Miss Claire's debut in
aces is
orthy
claimed a noteic
miking pictur
event and vcorthy of a
'^roval salufe"

ANN
HARDING
IN

PARIS
BOUND
took Chicago by storm
ui the opening of the
next Studebaker.

hooked <laY and date at
the Paramount, .'Vnr
York, and Paramount,
Brooklyn, Auguat 23.

5 SCOOPS

IN A ROW'

Something to Crow About!
ALL MUSIC

i^ ALL SOUND

a ALL DIALOGUE

^

WITH

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
^nd CAROL LOMBARD

THE
FINEST
ALL-DIALOGUE
PICTURE OF
NEWSPAPER
LIFE
EVER
FILMED

From the story by George S. Brooks, Screen play
by Walter DeLeon, adaptation by Jack Jiingmeyer,
directed by Gregory LaCava.

PATHE is scooping the All^Talkies with this season's product.
FIVE big box office pictures out of the first five on this
year's program
AWFUL

is the record! "PARIS

TRUTH",

"THE

BOUND",

SOPHOMORE",

"THE

"LUCKY

LOVE" — every one a big time production — and now

IN
"BIG

NEWS" — Robert Armstrong's greatest role — the most realistic,
human,

convincing characterization of its kind ever portrayed on the talking screen.

PATHE

Another Big Circuit Says:
"Get Motion Picture News"

^'We had a meeting here in Pittsburgh of our in-town
and out-of-town managers and I am making a check-up
on which managers are not receiving Motion Picture
News.
"/ have also instructed them to join the Managers^
Round Table Club so within the next few weeks you will
probably have quite a few new members as we have
thirty -two managers

in this division, which

includes

Western Pennsylvania and Ohio.^^
HIS advice to the house managers of the Stanley-DavisClark Corporation went out from Larry S. Jacobs, Publicity
Director, at headquarters of the circuit.
J J AST week we quoted the advice: "Get Motion Picture
ISeivs^' as sent out from the headquarters of Fox West Coast
Theatres. The circuits and their live-wire managers find
Motion Picture ISews indispensable in their every day job of
making the theatres pay.

o

UR advice to advertisers is: If and when you want a
publication that commands real business reader interest — get

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

MACK

SENNETT

TALKIl^G

COMEDIES

Tmmi glad I lived
'long
enough 'to
sec a MaclcSennett
talhing
wrote T. cotnedy,"
O. Service in
Exhibitors
Herald'-'
World ... . "he's hilU
ing
'em with this talhing
stuiir

.

c

ICillin^ the ^ooms — and putting ne-iv life into the old hoxolfice. Watch these twjo tte^w one^
hrin^ home the hacon.

If

^^THE COIVSTABULE"
^^THE LUNKHEAD"

\

r

\]

with

HARRY

GRIBBON

ANDY CLYDE
THELMAHILL

THE SPICE OFTHE

EDUCATIONAL
E.

FILM EXCHANGES.

W. MAMMONS,

President

Inc.

Member.
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Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.. Will H. Hays, President
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Your postman is bringing you a copy of
the Western Electric Sound System book —
"The Union of Sight and Sound" — which tells:
How this great new art grew out of fifty
years of telephone making;
Why Western Electric Sound apparatus is
used by eleven leading producers and over
three thousand (3,000) theatres;
How Western Electric equipment has
helped to increase the national theatre gross
receipts 40 per cent;
Why you should identify your house with
Western Electric equipment — the only Sound
System backed by national advertising;
Why the Western Electric Sound System
is the world's standard.
This illustrated book contains essential
information vital to you as an exhibitor.
\

/

/

Western

tectnc

VOICE

SODND

SYSTEM
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Distributed by

Electrical Research Products tnc
250 West 57lh Streel, New York, N. Y.
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The Skies Are Clearing
By William A. Johnston
have right along extended the hope
to the harassed small theatre that somehow, some way, the film companies
would help them to see daylight out of the
chaos of the change to sound pictures.
Already there are concrete evidences of
such practical cooperation; the announcements, in fact, are crowding each other.
The franchise plan entered into by the
Allied exhibitors with R.K.O. and TiffanyStahl bids fair to line up speedily some several
thousand independent exhibitors and incidentally to lay a basis for a large and important
business organization of exhibitors.
"Carl Laemmle comes to the fore with an
extension of Universal's complete service plan
to sound pictures and the Universal sales organization isenthusiastically geared up to
give maximum effect to this new sales plan.
General Talking Pictures announces this
week a contact with small town exhibitors
involving the De Forest sound equipment.
Obviously, the effort of the industry just
now is in the direction of the village theatre.
With the Fall selling-season now actively
under way, the exhibitor will quickly know
from what sources he can expect a live-andlet-live policy of film rental prices. We cannot but believe that wisdom alone will prevail
on the part of the producing and distributing
forces and that their customer exhibitors who
should exist will be permitted to exist, — at
least, insofar as rental prices are concerned.
The tendency toward consolidation of the
film companies will not, as we see it, alarm
the exhibitor.
The major changes taking place today
within the picture industry are simnly in line
with economic developments in other fields.
In every retail trade vou have the chaining
WE

up of stores on a national scale. That has its
inevitable effect upon the independent dealer.
In the manufacturing field, mergers are
taking place — with food companies, motors,
oils, etc., and in many other fields — in an
effort to reduce the cost and effect of distribution. That cost has always been a heavy
burden in the picture business, taking a large
sector of the motion picture dollar, of which
the exhibitor has had to pay his share.
Consolidation is probably all right. What
remains to be seen is just what administration
the consolidated film companies will make of
their new affairs. Will they put all the savings
into their own pockets or will they see
that their customers, exhibitors and public
alike, are also benefitted by a better economic
situation? The responsibility will be heavy
upon these big concerns.
So far as chains of theatres are concerned,
national chains, they are only now in the
making. They haven't functioned as yet so
that the figures are plain for any one to read.
They haven't demonstrated their success or
their shortcomings. A lot of water, in the
way of actual results of chain theatre operation, is still to pass under the mill.
One lesson at least has come forth from
chain theatre operation, and that is that it
does not work successfully — on a large scale,
we mean — with the small houses.
The small house, this past season, has faced
its stiffest fight. With economic conditions —
good roads, automobiles, chain theatres, set
against it, the sudden advent of sound pictures was about unbearable.
The skies are now clearing. The industry
needs the villa^-e theatre quite as much as the
village theatre needs the industry's sympathetic attention.
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Sound And Image
Texas Courts On Own Motion^
Clearly Televised
Dissolves Injunction Against
In Demonstration
Film Board On Arbitration
Distributors
Hail Ruling
As
Victory; Exhibitors To
Appeal Case
, TEXAS, Sept. 3.— On his
DALLAS
own motion, Judjjc Claude MeCallum, of the One Hundred and First
District Court, today dissolved the temporary injunction he had previously granted
restraining members of the Dallas Film
Board of Trade from taking any action
under the arbitration agreement in the uniform contract.
The temporai-y injunction had also enjoined Film Board members from requiring any cash deposit from exhibitors who
refused to submit to arbitration or to comply with awards and from discontinuing or
delaying service because of the failure of
exhibitors to comply with the ai-bitration
agreement.
The injunction suit was brought by the
M. P. oft'.Trade
0. ofandTexas
against
the "Film
Board
others.
The claim
that
the uniform contract violates the anti-trust
law was made in the plaintiff's petition.
Defendants in the suit recently asked
that the bond provided by the plaintiffs to
insure payment of the costs of the case be
increased.
The original bond was $1,000.
After hearing much testimony and argument. Judge McCallum wrote on his docket:
" J)efeiKlants' motion to increase bond refused. The court of its own motion dissolves the injunction he heretofore
granted."
W. J. Moroney, of counsel for the exhibitors, announced that an appeal would
be taken to the P^ifth Court of Appeals.
Disti'ihutors h(!re regard the dissolving of
the injunction as an important victory, declaring that it will have signiticant bearing
on- similar injunction cases in other states
where Allied units plan to tight arbitration
through injunction proceedings.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 5.— The M. P. T. 0.
of Michigan has secured a temporary injunction restraining the enforcement of
arbitration awards against four members
of the organization.

Smith Buys Edison Studio;
Plans 65 Talkie Subjects
Edwin Earle Smith, independent producer, has purchased the Edison Studio,
2826 Decatur Ave., Bronx, N. Y., from R.
L. Griffin, and is forming a new company
to produce thirteen talking features and
fifty-two sound shorts within the year. The
studio will also be available, it is announced
for independent producers.
Work has b(>en in progress for the past
ten days sound proofing Hk; plant, installing modern recording e(|uipnient and preparing for the work of redecorating all
ofTices and dressing rooms. A t-echnical staff'
has already been assembled for sound film
production work.

Film Will Reveal How
Talkies Are Made
the scenes
behind
will look
FANS
of sound
picture
production in
Paramount's "Behind the Makeup" in which a motion picture sequence
plays an integral part in the story. In
the shots of Hal Skelly as a motion
picture extra, the inner workings of
a modern sound studio will be shown,
as well as the red lights, mikes, soundproof camera boxes, etc.

Publix Closes
Rickards-Nace
Circuit Deal
Operating Co, To Be PublixRickards-lSace For 16
Arizona Houses
Joseph Rickards and Harry Nace, the
owners of sixteen theatres in Arizona, left
for the Coast on Wednesday of this week
after having closed a deal whereby the
Publix Theatres take over their entire circuit. Both Rickards and Nace are to remain with the organization for the next
three years as the operators of the circuit
for Publix.
The chain of tlieatres was developed by
the two operators over a period of fourteen
years. For the last eleven years not a
single one of their theatres has ever been
"in the red," a fact, when brought out during the negotiations between them and Publix was the matter of utmost surprise, for
it was not believed possible that any circuit
chain could show such a record in operation. During several years past Universal
Pictures was in partnership with Rickards
and Nace in the operation of the houses.
The new operating company for the
houses is to be officially known as the Publix-Rickards-Nace Corp. with the identities
of the two operators retained. For "this
year the buying of picture service for the
circuit Avill be continued in the hands of
Mr. Rickards, who is now in Los Angeles
lining up the product for the coming season.
No price has been quoted, but it is understood that the operators received an exchange of Paramount stock for their holdings with a guarantee made to them.

Md. Censors Will Also
Examine Talkie Trailers
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 5. — Trailers used
to advertise coming productions at playhouses must hereafter be examined by the
]\raryland Board of Censors according to
notices sent to various exchanges.

Can Be Adapted To Any Radio
Station, Company States;
London Will Try
Further
become a
through a
the Baird

evidence that television may soon
commercial possibility is .seen
demonstration held this week by
Television Corporation at this

company's
when a simultaneou-^
transmissionlaboratory
of clear television
images and
the voice of the televised person was
effected.
The images were clear enough for an
observer to read quarter-inch newspapver
headlines, and to identify an unfamiliar
photograph seen upon the screen with an
original photo displayed after the demonstration.
Designers of the apparatus state that
their system can be used with the same degree of effectiveness over any broadcasting
station, using existing broadcasting installaThe demonstration was over wires between the studio of the Baird Television
tion's. in the Paramount Building, and a
Corp.,
special laboratory on 45th Street, New York
City. Captain W. J. Jarrard, representative of the Baird interests in America, was
in charge of operations. The apparatus
used was developed in this country from
the system employed in England by John L.
Baird, Scottish inventor. It is stated that
a definite television and sound broadcast
program will soon be adopted by Station
2 LO and other British broadcasting stations. This is expected to rapidly pave the
way for development of sound and teletainer. vision over the radio from the living enter-

RKO Executives
Gather On Coast
To Discuss Plans
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — Hiram Brown,
president of R-K-0 Productions, Inc., arrived here Tuesday for the re-opening of
various theatres acquired in the Pantages
deal. He will also attend the premiere of
the Hillstreet Theatre, recently renamed
the R-K-0.
While on the Coast Mr. Brown will confer with William LeBaron on plans for enlargement ofstudios.
Joseph I. Schnitzer is expected to arrive
in Hollywood the following Mondav. It is
reported that R-K-0 will book "Rio Rita"
and other run specials into legitimate theatres on account of West Coast Theatres'
strong position.

Ward Wing In Charge Of
Talker Tests At M-G-M
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — Ward Wing has
been placed in charge of talker screen tests
at M-G-M. In addition to arranging the
sound tests, Wing also directs them.
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Paramount- Warner Merger Closed;
Shubert-Pathe Merger Now Pending
HUGE

HOLDING

CORP.

Exchange Of Paramount And
Warner
Stock
In New
$600,000,000
Co.
Basis Of Trade
sively forecast in Motion
exclu
As Pict
ure News two weeks ago the
Paramount-Warner merger is now
although no public ana positive fact,
nouncement has been made of the closing
of the deal. From an authoritative source
Motion Picture News obtained confirmation that the two companies have come to
an agreement in accordance with the plans
that were outlined by the bankers representing each.
A huge holding corporation which is to be
capitalized at $600,000,000 is to be formed
which will represent more than sixty per
cent of the entire motion picture business.
Into this corporation will be placed the
Paramount-Famous-Lasky and Warner
Bros.' holdings, which will include the various subsidaries of both companies including their various theatre properties.
The basis for the exchange of stock in
the present corporations for that of the
holding corporation is said to have been
agreed on : two shares of the hokling corporation for one of Paramount and one and
one-half shares for each one of Warner
Bros.

Katz Heads Theatres
The combined Publix and Warner Bros.'
theatres are to be headed by Sam Katz,
now president of Publix, while it is understood that Adolph Zukor is to be the president of the holding company with Harry
Warner chairman of the Board of Directors.
Reports of the closing of the merger
leaked into the Street on Wednesday of
this week and the result was great activity
in the stocks of both companies, which rose
in an inactive market. Paramount closed
Wednesday night at 73, a gain of a full
point on the day, and the Warner stock
went up % to 61%.
A meeting of the Board of Directors of
Paramount-Famous-Lasky was held on
Wednesday. There was no announcement
of the merger with Warner Bros, made
after the meeting, although it was discussed
in the meeting and those in attendance were
fully aware of the fact that the deal had
been closed.
After the meeting, a statement was issued
to the effect that the Board had approved
of a plan whereby 250,000 shares of Paramount-Famous-Lasky stock was to be offered to the employees of the corporation at
a price of $52 a share on the installment
plan payable at $1 weekly. The stock will
he allotted to employees who will be selected according to their length of service
in the corporation.
In the statement issued Mr. Zukor said :
(Continued on follozving page)

Grant L. Cook On Coast
To Speed Production
Sept. 5.—
D, esident
Tiffany-L.
of Grant
vice-pr
Cook,
TV'OO
HOLLY
Stahl, arrived in Hollywood, Friday, and it is reported that he will
effect an entire reorganization in the
production end of the company which
will assure prompt delivery of pictures on scheduled release dates.
Higher quality product will also be
stressed.

Fox Continues
To Acquire More
Theatre Circuits
Takes Over Karl Hoblitzelle
Chain In Texas And Is
After Others
In line with the company's announced
program of theatre expansion a number of
deals are reported this week whereby the
Fox interests have increased their holdings.
A deal has been completed Avith the Karl
Hoblitzelle circuit of Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas which will give Fox outlets in the
cities of Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San
Antonio, Birmingham, and Little Rock.
Houses in this deal include the Majestic,
in Dallas; the Majestic, in Fort Worth;
the Majestic and Palace, in Houston; the
Majestic, San Antonio; the Lyric, Ritz and
Trianon, in Birmingham, Ala.; and the
Majestic, in Little Rock, Ark. It is said
that Karl Hoblitzelle, in keeping with the
Fox policy, will continue as general manager of the circuit.
Harold B. Franklin, during his recent
trip to Denver, added twenty additional
houses to the Fox-West Coast chain in
Colorado, Wyoming and New Mexico. It
is reported that Franklin also has negotiations pending for the acquisition and
building of 50 other theatres in this territory. A new division will be established
by the circuit to operate houses under the
classification of the Rocky Mountain Division.
Following the deal Fox made with D. &
R. Theatres in the Northwest, it is reported
that Fox also has negotiations under way
with the Consolidated Theatre chain of
Denver, extending throughout Colorado,
western Nebraska, Wyoming and Rapid
City, South Dakota.

Hoovers Presented With
Lifetime Theatre Passes
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 5. — Gold passes
good during their lives have- been presented
to President and Mrs. Herbert Hoover by
the Warner-Stanley-Crandall Co.

DETAmS

UP TO WALL

ST.

FramedBefore Kennedy Sailed ;
Shuhert And Bankers ISfyw
Trading To Get
Together
Pathe
with NG
that of
of the
the interes
Shuber
not
tstsof is
MERGI
A
ay,
only underw
but was virtually
closed prior to the time that Joseph P.
Kennedy of Pathe sailed for Europe. At
present the details of the merger are being
worked out in Wall Street by the banking
interests representing both companies.
There was a meeting of the bankers on
Wednesday afternoon of this week at which
the plans for the bringing together of the
two corporations were further discussed,
ghat. there was no definite decision aralthourived

A Perfect

Understanding

It is understood that there is a perfect
understanding between Kennedy and Lee
Shubert as to the basis on which the two
organizations will get together.
It was rumored almost six months ago
that a deal was being worked out between
the two organizations at a time when Pat
Casey and E. B. Derr were in almost daily
conference with Lee Shul^Jert. At that
time, however, the impossibility of getting
the producers who show their attractions in
the Shubert houses to get together and
trade made it impossible to go through with
the plan.
Pathe would not extend any financing to
the legitimate theatre field unless they felt
that they had a policeman sitting over the
legitimate producers that they were backing. In Lee Shubert they felt that they
would have such a policeman, because the
legitimate manager who did not live up to
the terms of his agreement would have difficulty in getting time for his shows in the
Shubert-controUed theatres.
At that time a group of legitimate producers banded together and said they were
out to make their own talkie versions of
their stage productions. But that was the
last that was heard of them in that direction.
With the revival of the Pathe-Shubert
deal, it is definite that they will be linked
up in it. They will receive financial support in making their productions from a
corporation which will in turn control the
screen and dialog rights to the plays produced.
In addition, the Shuberts will undoubtedly form a circuit of some twenty or more
legitimate theatres in which the special attractions which are to be produced by Pathe
and other film organizations will have a
legitimate house showing before they are
released in the regular picture theatres.
The reason for this being that in a series
of runs of this nature the cost of the screen
productions could very nearly be returned
(Continued on foUoimng page)
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Majority Of Labor Troubles
Are Settled; Situations Are
Still Acute In Some Sections
St. Louis Shaivdown Postponed
Until Sept. 15; Chicago
Strike Averted
and musiopera
of theat
DISPUTEScians with
retors
owners as to
sahu-y increase or niaintaininp; the
present wag:e scale came to a head in most
instances Aug-ust 31 at midnight when settlements or near-settlements were effected.
Situations in some cities, namely St. Louis,
Philadelphia and Cincinnati, are still in an
acute stage.
Operator controversies have not carried
the same note as those of the musicians,
the former apparently having had less difficulty in making adjustments in view of
the fact that good operators are in a large
way responsibU; for good reproduction of
the talking picture. The musicians, due to
the advent of sound, have had a hardei'
battle to fight and in some cases have their
backs to the wall in order to even keep their,
present rate of pay. Reports from certain
sections iiulicate that theatre owners will
let orchestras walk out rather than meet
an increase or pay the present scale.

50 Without Music
At the present ^Vriting about fifty independently owned motion picture theatres
in St. Louis, including thirty-five unwired
houses and Loew's State, are operatinj^
without music l)ecause the musicians' union
refused to eliminate the minimum orchestra clause from the woi'king agreement.
The old contract expired August thirtyfirst at midnight and about one hundred
and fifty musicians were thrown out of
work. Pending further negotiations a temporary truce between several of the large
house owners has been arranged. This includes Skouras-Warner Bros. Ambassador,
Missouri and Grand Central, the St. Louis
Amusement Company's twenty-five neighborhood houses, also owned by Skouras and
the Fo.x theatres. This was arranged at a
conference last week when Skouras asked
the Musicians' Board of Directors for further time in order to take up the matter
with New York officials.
It is reported that the independent houses
operating without music over Sunday and
Labor Day were little affected by the absence of the musicians.
There is no immediate prospect of a settlement of the situation in Philadelphia.
Musicians there are not asking for any increase and only want the old contract to
continue. This, the managers state, is unjust. So, the deadlock still exists with
neither side willing to give in.
The threatened strike of over four hundred musicians in Chicago theatres was
averted by a last minute agreement between
James F^etrillo of the Chicago Federation
of ]\[usiciaiis and the theatre-owners, represented by.Jack Miller. Several objectionable clauses were eliminated and a five dol( Continued

on

f>(uir S.'iR')

Oldest Theatre In U. S.
Wilt Receive Tablet

Paramount Deal
With Warner Bros.
Closed This Week
{Continued from preceding page)
"The greatest safeguard which stockholders of a company can have in my opinion is
the realization that its employees are vitally interested in the welfare of the company not only from the standpoint of salary
but also that their savings are being invested in the securities of the company."
At the offices of Paramount-FamousLasky no confirmation of the closing of
the merger could be obtained, although
there was no denial of it. The same was
true at the offices of Warner Bros.

Pathe And Shubert Merger
Is Now Virtually Closed

(Continued from preceding page)
to the producer and leave the picture house
revenue as clear profit.
Joseph P. Kennedy is still in Europe
but it is expected that he will return to
New York immediately after the opening
of the new Gloria Swanson-United Artists
picture in London. In the meantime the
work of getting together with the Shuberts
is going forward with Kennedy using both
cable and frans-Atlantic phone to keep in
touch with the progress.

A. Griffith Grey General
Mgr. Of James Cruze, Inc.
A. Griffith Grey, general manager and
vice-president of D. W. Griffith, Inc., and
director of all of the Griffith road shows,
has been appointed general manager for
James Cruze, Inc. He assumes full charge
of presentations and road show activities.
The first ])roducti()ii will be "The Great
Gabbo," which will be premiered at the
Selwyn in New York on Sept. 12.

X c 7C s

Wholesale Income
Tax Indictments
Reported Coming
Federal
District
Attorney
Hurriedly Summoned To
Washington
(Hollywood

bronze
Sept. 5.—
, Ga.,
NNAHwill
SAVA
tablet
be placed
in A the
Savannah Theatre by Bonaventure
Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution, marking this house as the
oldest theatre in active use in the
United States, Lafayette Day, Sept. 6.
The theatre, which is located on
Chippewa Square, Hull and Bull
streets, is today much the same, except for apparance of the front, as it
was in 1818. Many of the greatest dramatic and operatic hits have appeared
on its stage. Now managed by Fred
G. Weiss, it has kept abreast of the
times and has been wired for sound.

P i c t It r c

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollyw'ood, Sept. 5. — Wholesale federal
indictments covering income tax returns of
Hollywood players, directors, writers,
executives, and so-called "tax experts,"
were indicated when Ignited States Attorney Samuel McXabb was hurriedly summoned to Washington on Monday for a
conference with national revenue officials.
Income tax investig:ators have been particularly active in Hollywood during the
past year, checking up on returns of screen
persons covering the period from 1925 to
1928. In many intances federal investigators have taken detailed reports of deductions from various individuals, and then
checked each item down with the merchant
who was reported paid.

Nearly A Score
Nearly a score of celebrities have already
been indicted by the Federal grand jury,
and are now awaiting court appearance.
It was reported at the time of McXabb 's
departure for Washington that many nationally known screen players, together
with "certain managers and others,"
would be included as defendants in the
new indictments which will be returned
here when IMcNabb gets back from Washington. Government officials even admitted
that the indictments had already been written in Washington and merely awaited
formal submission to the Federal grand
jury here for action.
Many of the film players and others who
have already been indicted, together with
a large number of those likely to be named,
are known to be innocent victims of the
complex workings of the income tax laws.
Some depended on the "tax expert" to
help them make legal returns. The "tax
advisers" claimed certain wholesale deductions were perfectly within the law, and no
question would be raised by the tax department. Many film people, depending on
the honesty of their "tax advisers," allowed the latter to make up their income
tax returns, feeling that the "expert^s"
wei-e thoroughly familiar with interpretations of the income tax laws.
Other players who did not feel the necessity of calling on an "expert," filled out
their own reports, taking honest deductions
with the advice of rei)resentatives of the
Revenue department, according to their
statement-s. But one film player of note
who was checked up on a tax return of
1926, claimed that most of the trouble lies
with the government department. He
stated that the picture business is highly
complex in character, and every player who
grosses over $15,000 yearly feels he is an
individual business personality; and has
many necessary expenses to maintain that
business. At times various government rej)(Continited on page 858)
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Allied Franchise Drive Continues;
Exhibitors Hail It As ^'Life Saver'^
WANT

Will

MORE

WESTERNS

Attempt
To Secure
Fifty -Two
Per
Year
From Independent
Bookings

hijn4.—nOne
Sept.Motio
TP^XA
DALLAS
rs S,of the
Picture
dred ,membe
re
rs
of Texas attended
Owne
Theat
the Allied Franchise meeting here Sept.
3d at the Adolphus Hotel and gave endorsement to the BKO and Tiffany-Stahl franchise plan. The need for more Western
type pictures was also stressed by many exhibitors during the convention.
Colonel H. A. Cole, jjresident of the
Texas Association, outlined the existing
conditions which face the exhibitor and
then compared it with the five-year franchise offered by Allied States Association
in conjunction with RKO and Tiffany-Stahl.
The negotiations with RCA Photophone,
Inc., for sound equipment which the exhibitor could buy at a price within his reach
were also gone into in detail and Colonel
Cole stated that this act, together with the
joint action of RKO and Tiff'any-Stahl,
were "definite steps to end the autocratic
control of the motion picture industry by
monopoly."

Problem Lessened
"Block booking, long a problem with the
independent theatre owner, has been parby these devel()f)ments,"
Colonel tially
Colestopped
added.
Thirty of the exhibitors present stated
that they had already installed sound equipment and as many more indicated their intentions to do likewise within the next
three months.
The matter of securing more feature films
of the Western type furnished considerable
discussion, with practically all agreeing
that it was most necessary that up-t-o-date
versions of these pictures be made availal)le to them at the earliest possible time.
Production of the present type of talking
])icture had resulted in a dire scarcity of
the Western brand, they stated. An atlemjit will be made to make arrangements
with independent producers whereliy a total
of fifty-two Westei'n jjictures a year nuiy
be secured.

H. L. Gold Becomes U. A.
District Manager In East
Harry L. Gold is taking charge of an
extended territory in the Eastern part of
the United States, having been appointed
to the post of district manager this week
by Al Lichtman of United Artists. He will
assume charge over Buffalo, Boston, Xew
York, New Haven, Portland, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Detroit and Pittsburgh.
Cresson E. Smith's middle western territory has been extended to cover Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

Myers To Be Speaker
At Columbus Meet
ent of
Presidspeake
, chief
AM F.
ABRAllied,
r
be the
willMYERS
at the general meeting of exhibitors to be held at the Deshler-Walllck Hotel, Columbus, Ohio, on September 9.
Announcement to this effect was
made by P. J. Wood, business manager
of the Ohio M. P. T. O. The RKOTiffany-Stahl franchise will be presented in detail.

Cole And Stef f es
Will Address Ga.
Exhibitors Meet
Indications
Point
To Heavy
Attendance At Convention
In Columbus
Waycross, Ga., Sept. 5. — Indications are
that the convention of the Georgia Motion
Picture Theatre Ownei-s and Managers,
which is to be held at Columbus, Ga., September 8 and 9, will be largely attended,
according to Love B. Harrell, of Waycross,
secretary and treasurer.
Col. H. A. Cole, of Texas, prominent exhibitor, and W. A. Steffes, of Minneapolis,
Minn., former president of Allied States,
will deliver addresses, both speaking at the
ban(}uet Sunday evening, Sept. 8, at the
Ralston Hotel. The banquet is being given
by the City of Columbus in honor of the
Georgia association.
The law firm of Harwick and Farkas, of
Albany, Ga., has been retained as general
counsel for the organization.
The convention at (-ohunbus will get
under way Sunday afternoon with a meeting of the Board of Directors, this being
followed in the evening by the banquet.
The regular business session will open Monday moraing and one of the major discussions will be the question of affiliation
with Allied States Association. In addition,
a sound equipment proposition will be considered as well as several filiii franchise
proposals.

Denver Theatres Enjoyed
Good Summer Business
Denver, Colo., Sept. 5. — All Denver first
run theatres reported exceptionally good
business for the summer. The tourist season has been unusually heavy this year and
has contributed immeasurably to the box
offices. The Denver Theatre, large Publix
theatre with stand Publix stage shows, is
showing to capacity every night. The Tabor Grand and the American are also doing
a nice business.

NO. OHIO

Exhibitor

ENDORSES

Leaders

Outline

Plan; RCA Will Service
Sound Installations
Without Charge
4.— Ap, Sept.
OHIO
ered gathe
one hund
proximately
theatr
CI^ LEVE
ern
s of, North
red
ownerLAND
Ohio
at the Hotel Statler, Sept. 3d and unanimouslv endorsed" the franchise jilan offered
by RKO and Tiffany-Stahl through the
Allied States Association. The plan was
presented to them by H. M. Richey, of
Michigan; William James, president of the
Ohio State Exhibitors' Association; J. J.
Harwood, first vice-president of the State
Association and president of the Cleveland
Association; Al Mertz, local RKO branch
manager; Carl J. Cole, general sales manager with Tiffany-Stahl, and Colonel E. P.
Hawkins, sales promotion manager of the
RCA Photophone, Inc.
The meeting was called to order by J. J.
Harwood who, after briefly explaining the
franchise proposition as outlined by RKO
and Tiffany-Stahl, declared: "I think this
is one of the momentous occasions in motion picture history and I am for the plan
heart and soul." Harwood backed this
statement with the assertion that he is one
of the first to subscribe for a franchise in
this territory'.
H. M. Richey, business manager of the
Michigan unit and one of the (U'iginators of
the plan, came to Cleveland from Detroit
via airplane in order to be present at the
meeting and to explain in detail what the
plan will mean to the independent theatre
owner.

Quality Requisites

"There were just two fundamental things
we aimed at in realizing this franchise
plan," said Richey. "One is quality talking pictures at a fair price; the other is
quality talking picture equipment at a fair
"Another requisite for the practical
iAvoj-king out of the scheme is a sense of
business security guaranteeing that the conprice. ditions obtained would prevail over a period
William James called the franchise plan
"the exhibitors' life saver," and urged all
of tinu'."
present
to embrace it. He pointed out that
all score charges are eliminated as well as
e(|uitable price stipulation provided in the
It was explained that RCA Photophone
sound equipment, in its various types, would
be available for all houses, regardless of
size or type. Colonel Hawkins stated that
plan. company product is sold on terms of
the
the exhibitor's own making and he further
stated that RCA engineei'ing stations will
be placed in 32 key cities, manned with
trained experts who will service all RCA
sound equipment without charge to the
exhibitor.
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Roxy $654,046 In Four Weeks
Is "Cock Eyed World" Record;
"Melody" 183,375 At Pop. Prices
''Gold Diggers'' A Big Hit,
''Bulldog Drummond" Gets
$55,940; "Hollywood
Revue'' $24,009,75
again.
BROADWAY is breathing freely
The reason is that "The Cock Eyed
World" has moved ovit of the Roxy
after having had a record breaking four
weeks at that house. The gross on the run
was $654,046, which undoubtedly represents the cost of the production. The first
week was $173,391, the second $174,667,
the third $162,127 and the fourth $144,861.
With this picture out of the way the other
houses feel that they have a fair chance to
cop a little of the business on the street,
although none of them starved while it was
here. The overflow from the Roxy made for
good business all along the line.
Last week the second biggest high on the
street went to "The Broadway Melody" at
the Capitol playing its first week on the
street at popular prices and getting $83,375,
while the Pathe feature, "The Sophomore,"
at the Paramount, managed to land $72,100. At the Strand "The Gamblers," came
along with $32,160.
Both the Rialto and the Rivoli turned in
statements that showed business far in excess of the average for those houses. At
the former ' ' Bulldog Drummond ' ' also having its first showing at popular prices came
through with $55,940, while the "Dance of
Life ' ' at the latter house drew $33,972.
The second week of "The Wrath of the
Seas" at the Cameo showed a little under
$4,500.
Last week "Say It With Songs" took
second money of the extended engagement
pictures by getting $21,975, being topped
by the "Hollywood Revue" at the Astor,
where $24,009.75 showed. But "The Gold
Diggers of Broadway," which arrived at
the Winter Garden on Friday, looks as
though it was going to be the leader for
the current week. On Saturday, which suddenly turned very hot and witli half of the
town running away to enjoy the last holiday spell of the summer, the new comer
managed to do $5,119.50 on the day.
"Hallelujah," in its second week at the
Embassy, showed strongly with $10,876.75
with the $1.50 top scale prevailing as
against $2 top in the other run houses.
But "Four Feathers," at the Criterion, is
still proving the surprise of the street, and
last week the business there showed $15,122.
Tills picture, in its eleventh week, is maintaining an even box office pace that the
wise ones on the street cannot account for,
especially since the film is a silent one.
"Street Girl," at the Globe, did around
$15,700, which is decidedly fair, while
"Fast Life," in its third week at the Central, got $9,659.75.
At the Gaiety, William Fox is still forcing "The Black Watch," which is now in
its fifteenth week with practically ten of
them played at a loss.

P. Leni, German Film
Director, Dead
difilm sevn ca
the Germa
LENI,
to Ameri
rector who came
eral years ago to direct under a
Universal contract, died Tuesday, September 3,in Hollywood, after an illness
of several months.
PAUL

Lent's American films included "The
Cat and the Canary," "The Chinese
Parrot," "The Man Who Laughs" and
"The Last Warning." He won fame in
Germany with his direction of "The
Three Waxworks" and other film productions.
Leni founded the Artists Theatre in
Berlin and wrote, designed and directed
prologues for German and American
films shown in Berlin. He designed
settings for Max Reinhardt and his
early endeavors in film work were varied, one of his first positions having
been with Vitascope, later known as
Union Films. He spent four years at
the front during the World War.
He was 44 years of age.

^^The Argyle Case"
Chalks Up Profits
In Coast Showing
"Bulldog Drummond" Enjoys
Another Big Week; "Words
And Music" Fair
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — A heat wave over
the holiday week end did not decrease business along the local movie row. On the
contrary, business was fine everywhere.
"Bulldog Drummond" has taken a good
grip onto the heavy trade and for the third
week has packed them in to make the box
office money bags bulge. Last week its percentage was 168 and its gross .$22,700. Picture is good for three more weeks, it is
believed.
IsText in line for the heavy trade was
"Lucky Star" in its second week at the
Criterion where $14,343 were collected and
where the percentage was 143.
The second week of "The Argyle Case"
at Warners Hollywood, likewise attracted
good trade, the cashiers chalking up $19,400 (138%) as the week's takings.
"The Greene Murder Case" drew $28,330
(111%) to the Paramount coffers, while
the eleventh week of "The Hollywood Revue" at Grauman's Chinese was good for
$17,157 (107%). "Dynamite," in its sixth
week at the Carthay Circle, blasted in $12,820, good for a 102 percentage.
"Words and Music" enjoyed normal
business, its figures for the week being
$26,797 (99%).

Picture
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Studio Casting
Office Check-up
Started On Coast
Women,
Posing
As Extras,
Will Investigate Alleged
Unfair Treatment
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — General reorganization of studio casting offices. Central
Casting offices, and various studio departmental staffs, is indicated as a direct result of the recent Equity strike.
It is known that producing heads of several companies have given definite instruction to studio executives to carefully investigate all complaints of sharp practices
and unfair treatment of players on the
part of casting office subordinates. In cases
where the complaints are of serious nature,
and studio employees found to be responsible, dismissals will follow immediately.
The producers association has already
launched a searching campaign into evils
connected with the extra situation. According to reports, the association has engaged a group of sixteen women on regular
salary of $50 weekly. These women are
distributed through the studios every day
to work as regular extras for different companies. They collect regular extra checks
of $7.50 per day, in addition to their salaries. It is their duty to watch things on
the sets, and make complete confidential reports every day to Fred Beetson, head of
the producers association.

A Thorough Cleanup
It is said that the producers association
is taking this method of removing, for aU
time, the periodical attacks on the extra
situation. The clean up will be thorough,
and will likely cover a long period of time
before all offenders are removed from the
books.
The under cover investigation conducted
by Beetson through the sixteen women
posing as extras is also certain to expose
many studio workers who take arbitrary
attitudes towards the extras on account of
their official positions. The producers have
agreed among themselves that a complete
house-cleaning of autocratic employees who
get the producing companies into trouble
with players, will be the best thing that has
happened to the business in a long time.
The practice of bonuses for those directors who bring pictures in under schedule
and budget, has been definitely thrown in
the discard by all the producers. In certain
spots, producers have promised the directors certain bonuses before start of a picture, with the result that the director Avould
work his players and staff from 12 to 15
hours every day in order to collect the extra money. Henceforth, directors will be
carefully supervised by production departments so that they Avill not work their
companies unreasonable hours; and long
hours will not become the general rule on
production except in cases where unusual
circumstances arise when overtime cannot
be avoided.

Alma Bennett, screen actress, last week
married Harry Spiiigler, theatrical agent.
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WoodhuU Goes With General
Talking Pictures Corporation
As Executive Vice-President
Prominent
Film
Executives
Pay Him Respect; All
Out To Save Small
Theatre
LESS than a week from the time his
resignation from the presidency of
the M.P.T.O.A. was published in motion picture trade papers it was officially
announced at a luncheon held Tuesday at
the Savoy-Plaza Hotel, New York City, that
R. F. ("Pete") Woodhull had become associated with General Talking Pictures
Corporation as executive vice-president of
the company. Although resigning from exhibitor organization duties and turning to
production, Woodhull, in his address before
a gathering of the trade press, stated that
his interests would always be those of an
organization man.
Addresses were made by Charlie Pettijohn, of the M.P.P.D.A. ; M. A. Schlesinger,
president of General Talking Pictures;
Joseph M. Seider, president of the M.P.T.O.
of New Jersey, and M. A. Lightman, president of the Tri-State Exhibitors Association.

The Keynote
As soon as the speakers got under way
it became evident that the keynote of the
meeting, in addition to announcing Woodhull's
was to save the small
theatre appointment,
owner.
Pettijohn, representing the Hays organization, declared that the small exhibitor
must be saved, and a plan worked out
whereby sound equipment and pictures
could be sold to him at a price that would
not threaten his existence.
Then came M. A. Schlesinger, chief executive of General Talking, who worked his
way from the small exhibition field to a
commanding position as a South African
theatre magnate. He, too, wanted to do
something for the small theatre owner. He
had been one himself and knew all about
the game and it was only through sheer
fortitude that he had come out on top. The
way he proposed to do it was to work out
with Woodhull a practical plan to market
product, needed by exhibitors these days,
at a price within their reach.
Joseph M. Seider paid his respects to his
friend "Pete," with whom, he said, he had
been closely associated for a long time.
Introduced by the master of ceremonies
as a "man with Southern tendencies, M.
A. Lightman prefaced a short speech with
the remark that he not only had Southern
tendencies but emphatically was "of the
South."theatre
He, too,
took and
up the
plight
of the
small
owner
in no
uncertain
terms said that something must be done to
save him. He also pledged his support to
any practical move in this direction.
After being announced as the new executive, vice-president of General Talking
Pictures, Woodhull, outlined his plans. He
{Continued on page 857)

Lightman Will Be
M.P.T.O. A. Head
dentTMAN
of the
M. Memph
P. T.is,
O.
, of
LIGH
MA. Presi
• of Tennessee, Arkansas and
Mississippi, will succeed R. F. Woodhull, as head of the M. P. T. O. A.
Official announcement will be made
at a convention of the Southern unit
which will be held at the Hotel Peabody, Memphis, September 12. Woodhull will attend this meeting, at which
also the plan to be offered exhibitors
by General Talking Pictures Co., of
which Woodhull is now executive vicepresident, will also be made known.

New Jersey T. O.
To Aid Franchise
Price Adjustments
Committee Appointed To
Take Up Any Case Of
Disagreement
A committee has been formed within the
New Jersey M. P. T. 0. to aid members
of the organization in case of any disagreement over prices contained in franchises
issued by R-K-0 or Tiffany-Stahl under the
new Allied States Association deal. While
expressing a belief that both franchises are
more acceptable to exhibitors than any
others in existence at the present time,
Joseph M. Seider, president of the organization, in a letter recently sent out states :
"In the event that you cannot agree upon a price with either R-K-0 or TiffanyStahl, or both, you may communicate with
me and I will designate a committee of no
less than three out of this committee of ten
to take up the matter with R-K-0 or Tiffany-Stahl as the case may be."
The committee appointed consists of
Leon Rosenblatt, Joseph Varbalow, Isidor
Hirshblond, Frank Warren, A. W. Hill,
Peter Adams, Jacob Fox, Sidney Samuelson, Louis Gold and E. T. Kelly. It embraces those exhibitors booking from Philadelphia and New York exchanges.

Jeanie McPherson Cited In
Gov't Income Tax Liens
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — Jeanie McPherson,
scenario writer for Cecil B. De Mille, has
been cited in two liens filed in Federal
Court charging her with delinquency in income tax payments for 1928. The liens
call for additional payments of $1,048.96
and $526.49.

RKO's National
Celebration On
September 7th
Theatres In JJ. S. And Canada
Start Greater Show Season
With 'It's RKO— Let's Go'
A national celebration, in which all of
the Radio-Keith-Orpheum theatres will be
participants, is to be launched on Saturday.
Sept. 7, Let's
by R-K-0
slogan—of"It's
R-K-0—
Go!"withThethe arrival
the
new show season will be celebrated in
Canada as well as the United States.
The celebration will mark the functioning
for the first time of the entire resources
and newly perfected organization of R-K-0
including the recently acquired theatres,
with the exception of the Proctor group
which will become- identified as R-K-0
Proctor Theatres.
The entire program for all theatres starting this week will be booked through one
central office in New York. Vaudeville
bookings for the entire country are in general charge of George Godfrey. All of the
sound product is similarly provided from
the New York office under the direction of
Jules Levy, R-K-0 film booking head. Sept.
7 will also see the launching of the new
managerial plan devised by Joseph Plunkett, which divides the company's houses
into twelve zones, each under a divisional
supervisor.
Enlarged orchestras are planned in many
of the theatres, all of which have been
modernized to the last degree. Everywhere, regardless of the theatre's name, the
uniform style of "an R-K-0 Theatre" will
be adopted. Special stories, photographs
and other material have been sent out from
the publicity department to all divisional
managers to celebrate the season's opening.
The R-K-0 trade mark will be used on
all occasions to drive home to the movie
public the activities of the organization.
National Broadcasting Co. officials have
promised co-operation to put the celebration over in the various localities.

Exhibitors Meet
In Kansas City To
Discuss Franchise
About twenty-five exhibitors and Al
Steffes, pi-esident of the Northwestern exhibitors' group: Henry Ellman, division
manager for Tiffany-Stahl; Oscar Hansen,
sales manager of that company, Roy
Churchill, Kansas City R-K-0 branch manager, and R. R. Biechele, president of the
M.P.T.O. Kansas-Missouri, attended a
meeting in Kansas City last week at which
the Allied franchise plan, as adopted by
Tiifany-Stahl and R-K-O, was discussed.
A number of exhibitors signed up for franchises with both companies following the
meeting. A committee is to be appointed
by Mr. Biechele for the rating of all exhibitors inthe territory. A number of exhibitors expressed the opinion that the
franchise plan will be a "life saver."
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$20,000,000 Refinancing
Program Is Planned
By Warner Brothers
will he

Warner Brothers stocklioldors
offered $20,000,000 of debentures, at the
rate of one $500 debenture for each sixtyeight shares of conunon stock held. The
debentures will be optional six per cent and
eonvertible and the series will be due in
1939. Price payment, required by Sept.
30, is $52.5 at $500 debenture.
A feature of the linancinp: is the optional
interest provision which debenture holders
may elect to receive their interest (piarterly
in common stock or in cash at the annual
rate of $60 in cash or one share of coninion
stock for each .$1,000 debenture held. The
debentures will be convcrtil)le into common
stock at the rate of one share of common
for each $75 principal amount on or before
September 1, 1932; at the rate of one share
of common for each $80 principal amouiit
thereafter and on or before Sept. 1, 1935,
and at the rate of one share of common for
each $85 principal amount thereafter and
on or before Aug. 26, 1939.
The debentures will be redeemable on
sixty days' notice at 105 if redeemed on or
before March 1, 1930. The redemption
price is reduced one-half of 1 per cent on
March 2, 1930 and again at the expiration
of each full year after March 2, 1930.

Six Vitaphone Units
Confronting Cameras
At Warners Studios
Six Vitaphone productions — "Golden
Dawn," "Hold Evervthing," "Show of
Shows," "She Couldn't Say No," "Wide
Open" and "Isle Of Escape" — are now in
front of the cameras and microphones at
the Warner studio with more than two
units ready to start shooting also in the
near future.
Foremost among the productions is
"Show of Shows," a musical extravaganza
over which a committee of directors are
presiding and issuing orders to one hundred
featured players.

"Singing F o o /" Sets
British B. O. High
reoffice
box film
D sh
trade
the Engli
turns forNTE
UNPRECEDE
were achieved by AI Jolson in
"The Singing Fool," The London Express publishing a survey of the picture's showing. It is reported as having
already taken in five hundred thousand
ds (SZ/jOO.OOO) at British boxpoun
offices.
A novel version of the film, issued
by Readers Library, is said to have
broken all book sale records, one store
in Liverpool disposing of 10,000 copies
in a week. Campbell Connolly, who
owns the English copyright to the song,
"Sonny Boy," reports that 2,000,000
records have been sold by 48 gramophone manufacturers. The British public has also purchased a quarter of a
million copies of the sheet music of
"Sonny Boy."

Warner-Stanley Chain
Opens State And Circle,
Philly Neighborhoods
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 5.-— Two more
neighborhood houses aggregating 7,000 seats
have been added to the Warner-Stanley
chain in Philadelphia with the opening of
the new State Theatre, 52nd and Chestnut
Sts., on August 29th, and the Circle Theatre, Frankford Ave. and Orthodox St., on
August 30th. Mayor Maekey made the dedicatory addresses at both openings.
The State, has a seating capacity of 3,.500
seats, is modernistic in style, and was designed by Ralph B. Bencker. The new
houses will be managed by Lester Stallman.
Circlein Theatre,
a" 3,500-seat
house,
is The
Spanisharchitecture
and decoration
and was designed bv the Hoffman-Henon
Co.,
Philadelphia.'
M. Gibelli,
of Petros
Santa,of Italy,
in co-operation
with the
architects, designed the decoration of the auditorium. On the opening night a large part
of the population of Frankford crowded
the house not only to see the feature film
"The Argyle Case," the opening attraction,
but to view the latest example of motion
picture theatre decoration.
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2 New Tax Measures
Affecting
Theatres
Passed In Georgia
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 5. — The Georgia General Assembly, which adjoined last Saturday night, passed two tax measures affecting motion picture theatres. They were the
Key gross sales tax and the Boykin income
tax measure. Three other measures affecting amusements — Representative Gullatt's
bill calling for a five per cent admission tax
on theatres. Representative Stewart's hill
proposing a 10 per cent tax on all amusement places,
andupon
Representative
Still's
resolution
calling
governor to appoint
a committee to investigate theatres employing mechanical devices — were defeated outright.
The Key gross sales tax calls for a levy
of three mills on the gross ticket sales and
allows an exception of $30,000, which exemption will spare many of the small theatres entirely. The bill expires within two
years from date of enforcement.
The Boykin income tax measure will levy
one-third the amount called for in Federal
income tax and gi-ant the same exemptions.
It is to be permanent. Beginning with January, 1931, the state will impose but one
of those taxes — the one which produces the
larger revenue.

Dickinson Circuit
Acquires Houses
In 5 Kans. Towns
Theatres in five different towns have
been accjuired in recent weeks by the Dicktres. inson Circuit, which now claims thirty theaThe Blair Theatre, Belleville, Kans., and
the Blair theatres at Mankato, Osborne and
Clyde, Kans., are included in a sale just
closed. They will be placed under the direction of the Dickinson Circuit, beginning
Oct. 1. The Dickinson chain will retain
Sam Blair as district manager of their
western division. It is understood that
Blair retains a small interest in the four
towns.
The Opera House, Macon, Mo., just acquired by the Dickinson chain, will be renovated to the extent of $40,000, new drapes,
seats and carpets to be installed. RCA
sound equipment will also be a feature of
the house scheduled to open Nov. 1.

Ga. Senate Commends Publix
And District Mgr. Patterson
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 5. — The Senate of
Georgia, in a graceful resolution adopted
during tlie closing hours of the bi-ennial
session recently, thanked Publix Theatres
Corp. and District Manager Willard C. Patterson "for courtesies extended durinsr our

Over two hundred exhibitors from Chicago and Northern
IlUnois met on August
27th at the Hotel
Stevens. Chicago, to discuss the Tlffany-Stahl franchise plan.
They are shown above at the meetine
whch
was addressed
by General
Sales Manager
Oscar R. Hanson,
of TifTany-Staia,
and Al Steftes
and H. M. Rlchey, of the Allied States Association co-operating in the frinohise plan.

The resolution said, in part: "Entersession." tainments presented at these (Publix) theatres have been of the highest type — clean,
Avholesome and diverting as well as educational. Personal courtesies of Mr. Willard
C. Patterson, district manager, and the local managers of these theatres extendeil
to the membei's of the Senate have served
to make (Uir visit to Atlanta more pleasant
mid are deeply appreciated."

Sept c m b c r

19 29

Theatre Giants
Center Ohio War
In Hamilton Area
PubliXf
Warners
And
Dolle
Said To Be Seeking Sites
There; Fox Busy
The impending theatre battle in the state
of Ohio, reports of which have been published in the various trade papers within
the past few weeks, takes on further ap• pearance of a gigantic conflict with the latest news from that territory.
Interest is centered chiefly u2>on Hamilton,
where various theatre moves are taking
place. It is said that Publix are carryingon negotiations at the present time for the
acquisition of the Rialto Theatre there as
well as the site of the old Jefferson structure destroyed by flre some years ago. If
the latter site is acquired a very elaborate
picture house will be erected, it is rumored.
Warners have determined upon sites for
theatres in Hamilton, also, while the Fourth
Avenue Amusement Co., headed by Fred J.
Dolle, has declared their purpose to build a
$1,0000,000 theatre as part of an expansion
campaign throughout the state. The new
structure is to be erected in conjunction
with the Hamilton Theatre Corp. Fourth
Avenue Amusement already have some
rtfty-one houses in Kentucky and Indiana.
Other sections of Ohio are l)eing' invaded
by the larger theatre rivals. Publix are
preparing to enter Cincinnati and Warners,
in addition to a house in Hamilton, ar(>
planning new structures for Cleveland,
Youngstown, Middletown, Dayton and
Mansfield. A fourth first run for Hamilton is said to be planned by certain Chicago interests.
Fox, through his acquisition of the Libson-Harris interests at Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton, already secured a strong
hold in the state. According to I. Libson,
general manager of the Fox theatre interests in Hamilton, two new theatres are
proposed for Cinciniuiti. It is also said that
Fox is al)sorbing several of the Schine theatres in the state.

Policy Disagreement
Led To Finenian's
Resignation, Report
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Sept. 5. — Disagreements on
policy, and the feeling that he could work
better in other surroundings led to the resignation of B. P. Fineman as a Paramount
producer, according to reports here.
Fineman, it is said, had reached tojj
money at Paramount and felt he had gone
as far as he could. He had numerous disagreements with B. P. Schulberg on policy,
according to reports, and is said to have
wanted to produce a Paramount revue as
far back as October, 1928, and frequently
had ideas vetoed which later were made
into successes by other companies, so it is
said.
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Shortage Of Suitable Story
Material On C^ast; Lots Of
Yarns But They Lack Okay
Minister Plans To Use
Temperance Movies
.'ith.
embersuper
r .W. Sept
in-—
Tope,
Home
Rev.ELP
HIA
PHILAD
tendent of the Pa. Anti-Saloon
League, has announced that he plans
to have temperance movies shown in
the public schools of this city, but his
plan is meeting with serious opposition
on the ground that the films which it
is proposed to show come under the
head of "propaganda." "Deliverance,"
"Lest We Forget," "The Transgressor"
and "The Triumph of Justice" are some
of the films planned for showings. Dr.
Tope asserts that the films are nonpartisan.

Woodhiill Joins
General Talking^
Pictures Company
(Continued from pcujr 855)
was an "organization man" and he would
remain so, he said. He took his new position, he said, in his honest opinion that he
can carry out an intention to be of real
service to small exhibitors in his capacity
as an executive of the company. He
pointed to ]\Ir. Schiesinger and said:
"You and I, ^Vlr. Schiesinger, will work
out a ])ractical jjlan to serve the small theatre owned between now and September
12. On that date, in Memphis, Tenn., this
2)ian will be announced."
Robert E. Saunders, banker-partner with
the Schiesinger interests, made a brief talk
when called upon.
M. J. ("Mike") 0 'Toole, m his usual
excellent form as master of ceremonies,
furnished the gathering an assortment
of anecdotes and laughs. During the luncheon he read a communication from Dr. Lee
DeForest, unable to attend, pointing out in
detail the possibilities pertaining to the
use of DeForest equipment in the field of
sound pictures.
That Mr. WoodhuU has many friends who
wish him success with his duties is evidenced by the receipt of telegrams of congratulation from the following :
J. J. Harwood, Cleveland; R. R. Biechele,
Kansas City; Thomas D. Van Osten, San
Francisco; G. E. Ricker, Fitzgerald, Ga.,
president of the Georgia Exhibitor Association E.
; P. Smith, Des Moines, president of
Iowa Association; Jack Miller, Chicago;
William M. James, P. J. Wood, Columbus,
0.; George Eastman, Rochester; C. E. AVilliams, Omaha; W. C. Patterson, Atlanta;
Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia; Oscar C. Lehr,
St. Louis; Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis;
Sam Dembough, New York City; E. A.
Schiller, New York City ; E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I. ; Isaac Weinberg, Staunton,
Va.; Walter Vincent, New York City.

Stuff Turned Doivn By Some
Meets
With Approval
From Others And
Deal Is Made
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

e Alth
film producers hav
carefull
oughy
.5.—
Sept
ble story
ed D,
YWOO
their files
for. suita
HOLLcomb
material, there is admittedly a general
shortage of plays, novels and originals for
talker production. At least, there is not a
shortage, for every producing company
sands of dollars'
to thou
re mates rial
holds
that has never been
of storyright
worth pictu
produced, besides film rights to stories that
have been made during the past five to fifteen years — but scenario deijartment heads
are finding it increasingly difficult to obtain
executive approval of certain stories that
tion. e up as likely for immediate producshap

Before the advent of talking productions,
studio executives and producers tied up
many stories because they felt them unsiiited for production at specific times. In
some cases, the excuse given was "not the
for a certain
of story
kind times,
rightother
At
executives
felt thestar."
time
was not o])povtune for a certain type of
production. Then again, the treatment
did not meet with approval, and another
story was substituted for production at
the last minute. Story material cast aside
manner very selby thedom producers
came out of in
thethis
scenario department
files again, and are still being caiTied as
large inert investments by every company.
For a time, certain producers lined up
their programs Avith a group of sure-fire
stories for talkers; sure-fire to the extent
that the material was such that production
could be easily accomplished with the restrictions first imposed by sound apparatus.
Scenario departments were issued, instructions to carefully go through every story
reposing in the files, together with synopsis of ail pictures previously made in silent
form, in order that the producing heads
could discover suitable picture material.
This has been done by practically all of
the large companies on the Coast, with unsatisfactory results on the whole. Now
scenario departments are delving into the
story rights held by other companies, and
if something looks good, a report is made
to headquarters. If a story owned by anthe execupasses through negotiations
otherchannels
company satisfactorily,
tive
are started for purchase.
One particular organization, which holds
valuable story rights to hundreds of books
and plays, has turned down much of its own
material — later offering it to other companies. During the past two months, three
stories purchased from these offerings, have
been produced into highly satisfactory
talkers that would have been Avelcome addi(Continued on following page)
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Labor Disputes
Still Being Waged
In Some Sections

Paramount Acquires
Fla. Theatres Thru
Exchange Of Stock

(Continued from page 852)
lar increase granted. A ten dollar increaf^c
had been asked for. Under the new agreement musicians in the larger theatres, such
as the Chicago, Oriental, United Artists and
others, will receive $111 per week. In the
State-Lake and Palace a wage scale of $78
and $86 will prevail. Scale in outlying districts will probably average a $70 minimum.
A provision raises the scale of relief organists from $6 to $8 for two hours' work.
A walkout was also averted in Harrisburg, Pa., when differences between union
projectionists reached a compromise at a
conference held by C. Floyd Hopkins, di.strict representative of Wilmer and Vincent,
controlling most of Harrisburg's theatres,
and
representatives
fromnot the
association.
Terms have
beenemployees'
disclosed
but is said that the operators asked for an
increase from $60 to $72 per week and the
employment of a fifth operator in each of
the big houses.
The operator's wage scale for the year
1929-30 in Cleveland was settled last week.
Th« scale in silent houses remains unchanged. The scale in sound houses is
slightly reduced. For sound houses of 500
seats and under, the scale is $75 per week
for seven nights and one matinee; 500 to
800 scats, $85 for seven nights and one
matinee; 800 scats and up, $100 per Aveek
for seven nights and two matinees. Extra
matinees of four hours minimum are
charged pro rata. Two operators shall be
on duty in sound houses. This scale does
not apply to downtown shift shows with
pay $100 a week regardless of seating capacity, with two men required.
Silent scale in Cleveland is same as last
year at $59.21 a week with one matinee for
class A houses; $66.62 for Class B and
$70.25 per week for Class C. Negotiations
are still pending on stage hands and musicians scale.
Failure to reach an agreement throughout Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky will
result in 115 suburban houses being dark.
Downtown Cincinnati houses granted
practically every demand made by motion
picture oi)prators on the new scale. Terms
are not disclosed at present but suburban
houses were hit to the extent of employing
two men in the booth instead of one. Newport, Dayton, Ohio and Bellevue, Ky., are
considered parties to the agreement. Greater

Tampa, Fla., Sept. 5. — Through an exchange of stock. The Strand Amusement
Co. and Consolidated Amusements, local
companies who built the five big Tampa
theatres — the Tampa, Victory, Strand,
Franklin and Seminole — were merged this
week with the Paramount Famous Lasky
Corp., the stockholders all turning in their
shares in the local companies and receiving in return stock in the Paramount comUnder the terms of the deal, local interpany. ests will continue to supervise operations
and no immediate change will be made in
management, it is said. Four of the theatres have been wired.
The agreement was ratified at a meeting
of stockholders, W. B. Gray, president of
Strand Amusement Co., which thus passes
out of existence, presiding.

Income Tax Indictments

Charles M. Steele

C. M. Steele New T.-S. Ass't
Treasurer And Comptroller
Charles M. Steele, connected with First
National and Universal for a number of
years as supervisor of exchanges, has become associated with Tififany-Stahl Productions, Inc., as assistant treasurer and
comptroller. He succeeds S. F. Juergens,
resigned.
Mr. Steele started in the motion picture
industrv in 1916 as comptroller for the
World Film Corp.
Cincinnati refused to sign and are operating on an open policy. Hamilton, Ohio operators have been granted half the proposed increase but exhibitors must employ
four men in each booth instead of one with
an additional man working half time as at
present.
Union projectionists of Danville, Va.,
walked out of the motion picture theatres
operated by the Danville Theatres, Inc., in
that city, managed by Leo Garner, and refused to go to work Labor Day, September
2. Non-Union men were brought in.
Cause of differences which have existed
for about a week, are that the union thinks
three j)rojectionists should be employed in
the projection room of one of the theatres.
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1254 — LIGHT
STARS
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BLUE
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A SYMPHONY

{Continued from page 856)
tions to the selling producer's release proLast week, two producers started negotiations with each other for story rights to
material which each owned and the other
gram.
desired. Although the deal has not yet
been closed, latest developments point to
satisfactory consummation on an equal
exchange basis, with no money changing
hands in the transaction.
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{Continued from page 852)
resentatives have allowed certain deductions on a specific yearly report; but when
the following year rolls around, new men
reverse the decisions of their predecessors
and find that the deductions are not in conformity with the law.
A few months ago, a group of prominent
players and directors talked of sending a
special representative direct to Washington to argue w4th government officials the
necessity of having a permanent statf in
charge of the returns of the film industry,
and deciding for all time just what deductions can legally be recognized by the government on tax returns from those engaged
in picture production. It is expected that
this will eventually be done to remedy the
entire situation.
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Opinions on Pictures
The Girl From Havana
Fairly Entertaining Crook Melodrama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialog)
HERE is a jewel crook melodrama with
a musical comedy title. The title is
about the weakest point in the whole affair
for the picture itself is fairly entertaining.
It is at least novel from the fact that a
'large portion of it was shot in sound on a
steamer passing through the Panama Canal.
Thus it marks another step forward in the
history of the talking picture. From a
box office standpoint it should do something
above the average business, although it
won't be a record smasher.
There are no names that count particularly with picture house audiences as far
as the cast is concerned. Lola Lee and Paul
Page, a boy and girl team that the Fox
organization is grooming for a spot in the
public's favor, are the principal players.
They were the two that headed the cast of
"Speakeasy."
Miss Lane has the role of Joan Anders,
who is a girl detective in the employ of the
Jewelers' Protective Association, and is
sent aboard a steamer from the coast to
get the goods on a gang that are on board
who are suspected of having pulled a $100,000 robbery in a Los Angeles jewelry shop.
She poses as a chorus girl with a musical
comedy troupe that is traveling on the same
boat, -and although she falls in love with
one of the supposed crooks, she manages to
get the goods on them by the time that the
boat travels from Colon to Havana. In the
eind the boy that she falls in love with
proves to be the son of a San Francisco
jeweler who was murdered by the same
gang, and who fell in with their plans in
order to track down the man who killed
his father.
Paul Page plays the boy, while Kenneth
Thomson and Natalie Moorehead enact the
roles of the classy crooks. A comedy crook
character played by Warren Hymer runs
away with the picture. If it were not for
Hymer
's contribution
the picture would
fall rather
flat.
Benjamin Stoloff directed the picture and
handled the dialog and sound very well
indeed. However, the chase stuff through
the streets of Havana seemed slightly
forced, although the Spanish chatter that
preceeds it will help the picture in the Central and South American Latin countries,
incidentally the same is true of the border
states of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and
Southern California.
Produced and distributed by Fox Films
Corp. Length, 5,986 feet. Running time,
an hour and seven minutes. Directed by
Benjamin Stoloff. Released, Sept. 29, 1929.
THE
Joan Anders
Allan Grant
William Dane
Lona Martin
Spike Howard
Dougherty
Babe Hanson
Sally Green
Toots Nolan
Detective
Joe Barker

CAST
Lola Lane
Paul Page
Kenneth Tborason
Natalie Moorehead
Warren Hymer
Joseph Girard
Adele Windsor
Marcia Chapman
Dorothy Brown
Juan
Sedillo
Raymond Lopez

GoldBroadway
Diggers Of
A Twenty-Four Carat Hit
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialog and Technicolor)
np HE late Avery Hopwood penned a sure*■ fire stage hit when he turned out the
play "Gold Diggers" which David Belasco
produced. The Warner Bros, in reproducing it for the audible screen added to what
Mr. Hopwood and Mr. Belasco achieved.
They took the play, added a musical background and atop of that shot the whole
production in Technicolor, and the result
is a simon pure twenty-four carat solid
gold hit for the box office.
To begin with the production department of Warners turned the task of making the picture to a combination that included Roy Del Ruth as director, Robert
Lord as scenarist, Al Dubin and Joe Burke
to turn out the music and lyrics and above
all Larry Ceballos to stage the revue portions of the picture. That combination
came through 100 per cent.
The next step was the cast. Here good
judgment was again shown. A rare combination of strength from both the screen
and stage viewpoint was selected to play
the roles. Winnie Lightner was selected to
play the role that was originated by Jobyna
Howland in the stage play and that move
meant the making of a new comedy star
for the screen. Winnie may be a little
rough at times, but how the screen house
audiences are going to love her. Nancy
Welford was picked for the role that Ina
Claire played on the stage and she is a
rare combination of prima donna and
actress. As a matter of fact she exceeded
expectations in the manner in which she
handled the role assigned her. Then Ann
Pennington for a part that is little more
than a bit. Nick Lucas with his crooning
pipes, William Bakewell one of the younger
screen bets, and top of all this they brought
Conway Tearle back to the place that is
rightfully his on the screen. Tearle comes
through with the best performance that he
has ever had to his credit in a picture, and
this is a talking picture so it was an easy
task for him with his years of stage training to walk away with the honors in the
leading role. Albert Gran, playing opposite Winnie Lightner is not to be overlooked for the comedy contribution that he
makes to the picture.
There are others, too. For instance,
Lilyan Tashman playing the same role that
she had in the stage production, Gertrude
Short, Julia Swayne Gordon, Armand Kaliz,
Lee Moran, Neely Edwards and Helen
Foster in the ingenue role.
That list of names, coupled to a comedy
drama hit such as only Etelasco could produce on the stage, topped by the addition
of as fine a musical comedy revue as ever
graced the stage of the Winter Garden in
the 2)almiest days of the Shuberts at that
house, added to which the fact that it is all
{Continued on following page)

Woman

Trap

A Good Underworld Melodrama
(Reviewed {All
by Freddie
Dialog) Schader)

hit "Brothers"
stagescreen
finds its
way to the
under the
BURKE'S
EDWIN
title of "Woman Trap," with Hal SkeUy
Chester Morris and Evelyn Brent playing
the principal roles. As a talking picture
the piece pi-oves to be mighty good melodrama from an audience standpoint. From
the box office angle it all depends whether
or not the trio are well enough known bj'
this time to drag them up to the window.
The story has Skelly in the role of Dan
Malone, the plain clothes cop who turns
from a good fellow to a hard boiled officer,
who finally is placed in a spot where to go
through with his duty he has to take his
own brother on a charge of murder. It is
the brother who helps out by committing
suicide at the last minute, and thus the
aged mother of the pair is saved the necessity of knowing that her boy died a convict. Behind it all there runs a tale brimful of life as it is lived today with a disregard of law and order due largely to the
Prohibition Law, together with a love tale
that is finally straightened out in the end,
when the copper and the neighbor's daughter are brought together over the dead
boy's body. It is a mighty good yarn, and
one must have lived with coppers to really
appreciate the performance that Skelly
gives as Dan Malone.
In Skelly Paramount has a bet. He isn't
any handsome Adonis to look at, but a personality that compels sympathy and after
all that is half the battle. Hal Skelly in
a year or so is going to be as big a bet as
George Bancroft, providing he is given a
further chance at roles that are suited to
him. Chester Morris steps out again in
this picture and turns in a performance
that he should be proud of, while Evelyn
Brent is convincing at all times.
To little Effie Ellsler, however, must go
the honors for the best all around performance of the entire cast. As the little Irish
mother of the boys, she just about walks
away with the picture. She's another old
stage trouper who proves the saying that
class will tell.
In the handling of the direction William
Wellman has done a neat job.
The picture will get money in pretty
much every type of theatre that it will
Produced and distributed by Paramountplay.
Famous-Lasky. From the play ' ' Brothers ' '
by Edwin Burke, adapted by Bartlett Cormack and Louise Long. Directed by William Wellman. Length, 6,168 feet. Running time, an hour and twelve minutes.
Released, August 30, 1929.
THE

Dan Malone
Ray Malone
Kitty Evans
Watts
Mrs. Malone
Mr. Evans
Eddie Evans
Smith
Reporter
Detective Capt

CAST

Hal
Skelly
Chester Morris
Evelyn Brent
William
B. Davidson
Effie Ellsler
Guy Oliver
Leslie Kenton
Charles Giblyn
Joseph Mankiewicz
Wilson
Hummell
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Fast Life
A Flaming
(Reviewed

Youth

Melodrama

by Freddie

Schader)

(All Dialog)
T^ HIS picture might have been one of the
^ strongest pieces of propaganda against
capital punishment except for the necessity
of providing a happy finish for the picture
fans. Had tiu> innocent boy been permitted
to go to the chair, then the picture would
have caused a decided stir the eounti'y over.
As it is, it is just another meh)draina. A
fairly good one once it gets underway, but
in the opening sequences there is so obvious
an attempt to make it appear "dirty" that
it becomes utterly mushy, and moves all
too slowly in action to keep the audience
interested.
As it is Chester Morris and Prank Sheridan, both tried and true stage performers,
walk away with the honors of the picture.
Young Doug Fairbanks contributes a fair
jjerformance, and Loretta Young, while
giving a great performance as far as I\Iiss
Young is concerned, does prove the fact
that the old training on the stage is still
a necessity when one wants real emotional
work done. Miss Young emoted all over
the place, but she lacked sincerity and
there was atjsolutely no depth to her work.
It was the shallow performance of a manniken who learned her lines by rote and
gave the camei-a and sound box just what
the director gave her, contributing not one
whit of anything personally, the chances
being that the little girl hasn't got it now,
but in time she may get there. At least
she is promising material with which to
start to work.
The story is one of the youth of today.
A jazzy, highball guzzling, easy familiarity,
necking and dancing tale. Of course, the
hero and heroine are secretly married, but
the audience isn't let in on this until it has
had ample opportunity to surmise almost
anything about the pair of young lovers,
for the girl sneaks back to the boy's apartment after the jazz party and she is in a
nightgown and he in pajamas and both are
in each other's arms. At that time one of
the rivals for her affections comes in via
the window and catches the two at their
love making, and although they confess to
him that they are secretly married he
doesn't believe them, and in trying to force
the girl to go home, he and the husband
get into a row in which the intruder is
shot and killed. Of course, the husband
is tried and found guilty and the balance
of the picture is enacted on the night that
he is to be executed. At the last minute
the warden of the prison, who is the brother
of the Governor hasn't the heart to go
through with the execution, for his own
nephew, son of the frovertior who has refused a stay, has confessed to him that he
really was responsible for the killing. Thi-<
boy commits suicide, as the young husband
and wife are returned to each other's arms.
The last half of the picture holds suspense
and as said before Chester Morris as the
Governor's son and Frank Sheridan as his
uncle save tlie picture.
Produced by First National. Distributed
by Warner Brothers. From the j)lay by
Samuel Shiptuan and .lolin 15. llymer. Di-

On

{Continued from [receding page)
in natural colors, and you have but a slight
idea of the value of the picture. It may
not be a terrific wallop on Broadway where
they are in the habit of having all the
gorgeous girls in the world paraded before
them in the most striking costumes that
can be conceived in stage settings of the
most dazzling sort. But out in the smaller
towns where they never get the Winter
Garden shows, or a "Follies" or a "Vanities," imagine what this picture is going
to mean to them. Here they get them all
rolled into one.
As for the songs there are at least two
that are going to be knockout hits. Thev
are "Tip Toe Thru The Tulips" and
"Painting The Clouds With Sunshine."
Incidentally, while on the subject of songs,
there is just one spot in the picture where
the introduction of a number slows up the
action and causes the story to drag. It is in
tlie kitchen scene where Nick Lucas does his
"Kitchenette" number. That could just
as easily be dropped and the picture would
l)e improved for it.
Rest assured that you can't go wrong on
this picture. It will get real money anywhere, anytime and the audiences will go
away loving it.
Produced and distributed by the Warner
Bi'others. From the i)lay by Avery Hopwood, scenario by Robert Lord, music and
lyrics by Al Dubin and -Joe Burke, directed
by Roy Del Ruth. Length, 9,122 feet. Running time, an liour and thirty-eight minutes.
Release date, Sept. 15, 1929.
THE

CAST
N'ancy
Conway Welford
Tearle
Winnie
Lightner
Ann Pennington
Lilyan
Tashman
William
Bakeuell
Nick
Lucas
Helen Foster
Albert dran
Ciertrude Short
Neely Edwards
Julia Swayne
Gordon
Lee Moran
.^rmand
Kaliz

rected by John Francis Dillon. Length,
7,r)41 feet. Running time, an hour and
twentv-iinc iniiintc^. Released, Sept. .'i.
THE
Douglas Stratton
I'atricia
Governor
Warden
Paul Palmer
Rodney
Hall
.\ndrew Stratton
Berton 1 929.
Hall '

X c zv s

Pictures

The Gold Diggers Of
Broadway

Jerry
Stephen I.ee
Mallei
Ann Collins
Eleanor
Wally
Nick
Violet
Blake
Topsy
Stage Manager
Cissy Gray
Dance Director
Barney Barnett

P i c t ii r c

CAST
Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr.
Loretta Young
William
Holden
Frank
Sheridan
Chester .Morris
Ray Hallor
John St. Polis
Purnell Pratt

La Plante And Boles Cast
Laui-a La Plante and John Boles, co-stars
in "Scandal," will l)e teamed in another
Universal i)r()duction, this time "La Marseillaise." The story will ccnlei' around
the life of Hoiiget de Lisle. coni])oser of the
French national anthem, aiul has been written by ^louston Bi'anch. The picture will
be directed l)y Dr. l*aul Fejos. Dialog for
I he production lia> been written by Cieorge
Manker Watters and nm-ii' i)y Charles
Wiikelield Caclman.

Broadway Babies
Another Back Stage Story That's Fair
(Reviewed

(All Dialog)
bv Freddie

Sehader"\

*t"n ROADWAY BABIES," a First Xa-■J tional-Warner Bros, release, has
Alice White and Charlie Delaney featured
at the head of a cast that holds Tommy
Dugan and Fred Kohler as its principal
players. It is another of those stories of
the stage, night clubs and racketeers, and
in this case it is a pretty fair story that
they hand you. Not too hot and not too
cold, but just enough to prove entei'taining.
Alice White is the surprise, providing
they didn't double someone for her singing.
It looked suspiciously as though that had
been done for the final number appears to
be slightly out of sync with the movements
of Alice's lips. Anyhow that gal is about
the best bet that they have got on that First
National lot these days. In the last half
dozen or so pictures that she has done she
has tackled almost everything and made
good. And it's only about eighteen months
ago that they weren't any too crazy about
the kid and Gil Boag almost grabbed her
away from them and placed her under eontract. What Gil could have done with that
girl would have been plenty and they would
i)e paying much heavier for her right now
than they are if he had gotten her.
In "Broadway Babies" Alice is one of a
trio of chorus girls who are known as "The
Three Musketeers," all of them able to
take care of themselves in any sort of a
situation. The other two are Sally Filers
and Mariam Byron. Of course, Alice is in
love with the stage manager of the show
and he in turn is stuck on her. They plan
to marry until a "Big Bottle Man" from
Detroit steps in and is about to lead her to
the altar. The reason being that Alice suspects Billy, the stage manager, of falling
for another girl, and she is willing to marry
the hooch importer out of spite. But a
I'ival gang "gets" him and he slips Bill a
little matter of one hundred and seventy
grand as a wedding present and hands him
the girl at the same time.
Charles Delaney enacts the role of Bill,
while Tommy Dugan is his stage hand pal.
Tommy is doing one of those stuttering bits
in this characterization and cops all the
laughs that there are in the picture. Fre'l
Kohler is the big booze buyer and his
couj)le of poker game scenes with the New
York racketeers are about as good as anything he has done.
There are a C(mple of I)ackstage and levue scenes in the picture that will stand
u]) all right around the country providing
the all-color
haven't ])layed
there
ahead ofrevue
this pictures
one.
Produced by First National, released by
Warner Bros. Directed by Mcrvyn LeHoy.
Lengiih, 8,067 feet. Runing time, an
hour and twenty-five minutes. Release
data, indelinite.
THE
I )ee Foster
Florine Chanter
Xavarre
King
Itilly Buvanny
Scotty
I )urgan
Pere Gessant
Nick Stepanos

CAST
Alice
Mariam
Sally
Charlie
Tom
Bodil
Fred
Maurice

White
Byron
Filers
Delaney
1 >ugan
Kosing
Kohler
Black
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Locw's K'nigs Theatre^ Brooklyn^ N. Y.
Solving
Theatre

Y o u r
Construction Prol)Icms.

Marking another significant advance of the major type motion picture
playhouse into the neighborhood districts of large cities. This fyalatia!
cinema, ivith a seating caacity of 3,900, styled in the period of the Italian
baroque, is luxuriously equipped with every patron-convenience and
apparatus for the presentation of elaborate stage spectacles and sound
motion pictures. Illustrated above is the left proscenium wall.
C. W. & GEO. L. RAPP, ARCHITECTS
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Auditorium

Proscenium and Stage

SEPTEMBER

SEVENTH

THE large-capacity <lc luxe motion
picture theatre continues its penetration of the neighborhood and suburban districts of the big cities in the
United States to such an extent that
the term "neighborhood theatre" as
formerly applied loses its significance
entirely. Among the latest manifestations of the trend in this direction is
the new theatre which Loew's will open
in I'latbush, residential section of
lirooklyn and regarded by New Yorkers a suburb of Manhattan, on September 7.
The new theatre is called Loew's
Kings Theatre and its construction and
e(iui])nient follow specifications which
a few years ago were regarded strictlv
those which distinguished the big
downtown house. The Kings has a
seating capacity of 3,900, has a stage
large enough for the presentation of
the most elaborate spectacle requiring
the newest equipment for rigging and
elevating portions of the stage area,
an elaborate air conditioning plant.
e(|ui])ment for sound pictures, intricate
lighting system, the most luxurious
ai)pointments and furnishings — in
short, everything provided the patrons
of the leading theatres in the downtown sections of large cities.

Luxurious Appowtmefits
The cost was not counted when it
came to the construction and equipment of this handsome playhouse, designed by C. W. and Geo. L. Rapjx
architects of Chicago and New York,
to serve the growing population of the
Flatbush district.
The architectural and decorative
scheme follows the Italian baroque
ix-riod productions. The auditorium is
notable for the air of dignity and
strength imparted the whole by the

OPENING

DATE

.\nne H. Dornin, of the Loew's Theatrical construction stafif. who has specialized for several years in theatre
work and is responsible for the decoration of a great number of the theatres built by this organization during
the past few years.
There are sumptuous fittings and
many interesting objects of art included in the furnishings of the foyers, promenades, and the men's and
women's retiring rooms.

Presentation Facilities
The projection room has, in addition
to the e(iuipment for ])rojecting sound
and silent jjictures. a full equipment
for s])ot lighting the stage, orchestra
l)it and ])roscenium walls. The stage
rigging is of the most modern design.
Middle sections of the stage are
mounted on electrically driven screw
lifts for raising and lowering spectacular stage effects. There are three lifts
in the orchestra pit for organ, orchestra and piano. Another advanced feature is a Transvox Enlarging .Screen,
which can be enlarged or shortened
while a picture is in ])rojection to maximum width of 40 feet.
Fifteen dressing rooms for stage
players are located on three upper
floors. These all are e(iuii)])cd with
modern conveniences.
Desire for good acoustics was mainly responsible for the sacrifice of seating capacity called for in the original
plans, drawn before the silent picture
had been relegated to the past by the
increasing improvement and popularity

N e zv s

Toward Left, Rear

FOR KINGS

general architectural scheme and the
rich decorations. A royal red is the
l)redominating color in the decorative
l^lan carried out in the auditorium and
main lobbies and foyers of the theatre.
The decoration was supervised by

P ic t u r e
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of sound. It was found in developing
the architectural plan that both vision
and acoustics would be improved besetting back and limiting the size of
the mezzanine.
In addition to the treatment of walls
with specially developed materials, the
accoustical properties of the auditorium have been strengthened by the
treatment of architectural design, es])ecially in the ornate design of the
high arches, and the heavy, festooned
\elvet drapes hanging from them.
These have the efifect of projecting and
distributing the sound evenly throughout the house.
All carving and ornatiientation
serves a voice-deflecting as well as
decorative purpose, according to engineering authority.
Another and no less important problem solved in the building of this theatre is that of proportion. The seating capacity
3.QO0
makesneighborhood
the Loew'.Kings
one ofofthe
largest
houses in the country.

Acoustical Treatment
To ])rovide such facility under the
usual building plan the auditorium
must have been carried back to an extreme depth. Amplification from the
s])eaking devices behind the screen, to
carry to the back of the house, would
then have had to be of excessive volume, to the discomfort of those in
front. The necessary intimacy for a
spoken pla\- would also have been
s])i>iled.
To overcome this the auditorium was
given extra width rather than depth.
And because of the visual complications due to this a triple-width screen
was ]>rovidcd. This in turn was made
possible hv the Transvox Enlareinsr
Screen.
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GREATER MAJESTIC IN SAN ANTONIO
IS NEWEST
ADDITION TO INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
Luxurious

Thcdtrc Seating 4,000

Features Atmosplier'ie Style Througliuut

THAT
most daring exponent of the romantic in theatre
architecture — the so-called atmospheric Theatre —
was submitted to a new test and, according to reliable
sources of information, came through with flying colors
when the opening of the new Greater Majestic Theatre in
San Antonio was made the occasion of an International
celebration in which delegations representing varicjus
Mexican organizations and officials of San Antonio's civic
and social groups participated.
The new theatre, built and to be operated as one of the
key houses in the circuit controlled by the Interstate
Amusement Company, is in an atmospheric style based on
Mexican Cloister architecture. This strictly modern
application of artistic productions originating in the old
world encountered no opposition on traditional grounds
in its various manifestations throughout the cities of the
United States, as evidenced by its sudden rise to general
popularity. Now it ventures to the very scene of the
origins of the artistic conceptions adapted to its realistic
imitation.

Designed by John Eberso?i
The ( Ireater Majestic was designed by Jt)hn Eberson.
It was opened June 14 amid gala demonstrations, attended
by a delegation of Mexican officials including Gen. Jose
AI. Tapia, chief of stafif of the Mexican Government,
representing President (iil and Enrique Santibanez, consul general of Mexico in San Antonio.
The theatre is housed in an 18-story office building
located on Houston street. It has 4,000 seats in an auditorium having two balconies. The upper balcony is reserved for the colored patronage and is reached by
separate stairways and elevator through a separate loljbv
entrance.
Observation of the photographs reproduced on this and
adjoining pages reveal the many details of the atmosphere
surrounding the original models for the design that have

been incorporated in this modern recreation of Mexican
Cloister architecture.
The photo at the top of this page shows the pent
house studio apartment which surmounts the eighteenstory building. This was designed for Karl Hoblitzelle,
head of the Interstate Amusement Company, and contains
complete living quarters and private roof garden.

Exterior of Briek and Stone
The exterior is of brick and stone. The facade is of
stone of a color and designed to capitalize the intensity
of light to create interesting shadow effects. .Xbove the
niar(juee is a balcony to serve as an outdoor cafe. A i>ermanent canopy executed in cast iron and copper, covers
the entire sidewalk, a feature which provides much
needed shade and welcome protection from the sun.
The waiting lobby offers a splendid example of the
original productions. Particularly interesting is the combination ceramic and faience tile floor and the novel feature located at the extreme end of this room. This is a
giant wall aquarium, illuminated from behind and above.
The drape at top covers the surface water line, thus giving an effect of a submarine view composed of plants and
swinnning fishes of various species.
The auditorium reproduces a garden scene. Comparison of the photographs showing the right and left sides
of the auditorium reveals the treatment which is a feature
of the atmospheric auditoriums designed by John Eberson. The two sides of the auditorium from rear walls to
the proscenium arch are entirely different in design, giving added variety to the scene unfolded before the spectator. The decorative treatment represents in detail many
outstanding features of Mexican and Andalusian architecture. The reproduction is emphasized bv a wealth of
enhancing atmosphere created by the foliage, statuary,
banners, stunt pigeons, peacocks and parrots. Indirect
lighting on walls and ceiling complete the elements which
make for the outdoor illusion.
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Above, left sideivall treatment, aiiditurium, shoiving ivealtli of
detail used to build up the atmospheric effect. At the right is
a view of the auditorium rear shozving under-balcony treatment
and grand foyer staircase leading up to an oval cloistered
pro)nenade on the mezsonine level.

Tlie proscenium arch, as shown in the photograpiiic
reproduction, is featured l)y unusually elahorate decoration. Its design shows the influence of Austrian Baroque
on Spanish-Mexican architecture. At either side of the
arch are singers' halconies, reached hy stairs from the
stage. Also worthy of note is the complete asymmetry
of the hell towers in this proscenium arch construction.

Public Address System
Centered at the peak of the arch is a decorative screen
enclosing the horns for the puhlic address system which
has heen installed in the Greater Majestic. There are
four loud-speaker horn units in this installation, used for
amplification of music and speech from- the stage.
.'\mong the features of particular interest in the lohhies
and foyers of this luxurious house is the main fountain
located in the main lobhy, illustrated in a close-up view
reproduced in connection with this article. This is built
around a prominent recent work of sculpture called
"Sweet (jrapes," a bronze statue on a revolving table
with an art mosaic illuminated shell for a background.
The mural depicting in vivid colors a Mexican parrot
jungle executed by Mrs. Edith Ilartman may be observed
above the fountain in this photo.
In eciuipment the Greater Majestic ranks among the
most luxuriously appointed theatres in the world. In
addition to its public address system, there is a complete
installation for the presentation of sound pictures, projection room equipment of the newest design, elevating oryan

and orchestra lifts and multi-color lighting plants, in addition to an elaborate heating and ventilating plant.
The theatre chairs arc upholstered with a tapestry
fabric incorporating the predominating colors carried
throughout the auditorium. These are black, orange and
red, as the principal colors used in the interior decoration.
Acoustical treatment was provided for in the original
plans covering the ceiling construction and design of the
sidewalls. A special acoustical plaster was used on the
vaulted ceiling.
Elevators have Ijeen installed for both the main auditorium and the colored balcony. This is one of the few
theatres in America with elevators for patrons in the
balcony and mezzanine floors.
The lifts are large and
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Abovc,
opposite
At left,
Baroque
on right

right sidcivall, auditorium, toinpanson zvith photo
shows the totally different treatment of the sidezvalls.
proscenium arch, showing influence of thte Austrian
in S panish-Al exican architecture. Note singers' balcony
and left and a complete asymctry of the bell towers.

ages.
This is a service extended
convenience.

to patrons

for their

I'ublic telephones and telegraph service are two of the
minor details which add to the enjoyment of a theatre

conveniently lucated
constantly.

and

make trijjs to the npper

tioors

and the entertainment program oft'ered there.
About forty Spanish cypress trees imported from Italy
are used as the main bacground for the architecture in
the auditorium. Al)out ten South American palms are
used to advantage in the decorative scheme. There also
are mange, azalea, magnolia and oleander trees, bracena
l)lants, blooming cactus .grape and rose bushes, and many
Texas blue bonnets.
One of the largest collections of stuffed birds in Texas
is to lie found in the Greatre Majestic. The largest and
most beautiful of the collection is a white peacock with
a spreading tail measuring more than lo feet across and
standing more than lo feet high.
There are a score or more of white doves in natural
poses. Some of the birds have been wired and arranged
in such a manner as to give the impression of full flight
against the blue of the sky. Others of the white doves are

The men's smoking- room has been fitted for the comfort of masculine patrons. Large overstuffed chairs and
davenports have been placed for lounging and smoking.
There is an attendant present at all times to care for the
needs of patrons.

taking oft' in the start of flight.

The ladies jjarlor is furnished with everything that is
necessary for comfort and convenience. A maid is in
attendance to administer to the needs of patrons.
The mezzanine floor has large lounges where patrons
can wait for an appointment or rest while waiting for a
seat in the auditorium of the theatre. On this same floor
there is a check room for wraps, hats, umbrellas, or pack-

The vertical sign on Houston Street on the front of the
building has a brilliance of 114,700 candlepower coming
from 2,400 lamps. It is the largest theatrical sign in the
South. It is 76 feet high, 14 feet wide at the top and
tapers to 8 feet at the base. Attached to the base is a
scroll work 12 feet wide and fitted with special lights.

Exterior Electrical Display

866
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There is another huge sign with a double face on the
roof. This sign has a brilHance of 74,400 candlepower,
coming from 1280 lamps, totaling 24,000 watts. These
signs can be seen from as great a distance as the verticle
signs because of their double facing and height.
Three thousand five hundred gallons of water a minute
is the capacity for the well which will supply the needs of
the theatre and office building.
The well is 1,000 feet deep. A tank with a capacity of
35,500 gallons of water is on the roof. This is equal
to 300 barrels. Water is pumped at all times to the roof
where enough pressure is assured to give adequate
pressure all over the structure.
City water has been piped into the building to l)e used
in emergencies. This precaution is taken in all of the

:iJf!^?

Above, fountain, main lobby
Bclozv, the xvaiting lobby

city's buildings having private wells.
The three-color lighting system is controlled by a multipre-set switchl)oard of large capacity. It is a 10 scene
board mounted back stage, from which a variety of effects
in the auditorium as well as the stage can be controlled.
Also included in the equipment is an emergency lighting
plant, with automatic switching facilities to the secondary
fuses in the event of failure of the main fuses or lighting
lines, and a third plant to supply emergency light in the
event of power current failure. Effect machines in the
booth and spots for stage presentations and the cloud
effect machines for creating the realistic sky effects which
feature atmospheric auditoriums are provided in the lighting equipment.
The policy of the Greater Majestic is vaudeville and
motion pictures. The house is under the management of
Raymond Willis, director of the interests of the Interstate
Amusement Company in San Antonio.
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Mezzanine Promenade

THE

NEW

CINEMA

ON ATLANTIC

Moorish Architecture Blends with
on the celebrated
LDCATED
l)oardwalk at Atlantic City, the
promenade is called "The Show
Window of The Nation" and to
which, it is said, one-sixth of the population of the United States journevs
annually for recreation or combined
recreation and business, as the convention-goer puts it, is one of the newest
de luxe theatres of the chain ojierated
by the Warner Brothers and Stanley
interests.
This playhouse, designed to cater to
visitors to one of the world's most
popular playgrounds, is of the huge
capacity now becoming a tradition of
the new theatres erected by the chain
operators. It accommodates nearly 5.000 in an auditorium of the outdoor
type, an atmospheric conception which
represents a garden in a Moorish setting. The exterior of the house is in
colored terra cotta and suggests the
Moorish design in details of the decoration.
Shown on this and the following
page are views of the lobby and other
portions of the theatre, designed by
the Hofi'man-Henon Company, architects and engineers, who have planned

CITY'S BROADWALK

Romafitic Setting at '■'■Americans PhiygroiOKV

and constructed many of the imjiortant
playhouses
built by the .Stanley interests.
The atnios])heric style is carried
throughout the entrance lobby, foyers,
promenades and the auditoriiun. with
casual rooms adhering to the Moorish
motives which predominate in the
architectural and decorative scheme.
The structure is said to have cost
$3,000,000 to build and ecjuip. It will
be operated as one of the de luxe theatres in the Warner-Stanley chain,
with sj^ecial presentations of music,
stage numliers and Vitaphone pictures.
The equijiment of the house is up to
the modern standard for the palatial
film theatre. Air conditioning ec|uipment was installed by the Carrier Engineering Corporation. The theatre
chairs are of the newest design, richly
u])holstered. The projection, lighting
and stage apparatus is equal to the demands exacted by the most elaborate
efforts in screen and stage entertainment.
The Warner in Atlantic City was
formally opened on June 19, the event
being marked by gala demonstration in
which prominent motion picture men

and city officials jKirticipatcd.
The
opening drew a record attendance.
The i^erformance and house were
pronounced b}' those who witnessed the
opening as the last word in entertainment and theatre construction. Addresses were made by Hon. Morgan
F. Larson, Governor of New Jersey,
and Harry M. Warner, with the Hon.
Anthony RufFo, Jr., Mayor of Atlantic
City, also participating.
A special train from New York
brought the executives of the Warner
company, together with many notables
of the motion picture world, to the
shore early on Wednesday, a parade
from the train to the theatre being
mony.
given, followed by a flag raising cereThe opening performance, after the
inaugural addresses had been made, included a stage presentation evolved by
Spyros Skouras and S. F. Fabian, in
which stage tableau and the voice of
Vitaphone was combined.
For the opening the latest Vitaphone
production with color, "On With The
Show," was presented and enthusiastically received.
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Manufactured Weather
hrings cooly healthful comfort
to the patrons of the Warner

THE
bracing air of the Atlantic City Boardwalk is
drawn into this theatre. It is cleansed, it is cooled
and excessive humidity is removed. When thus conditioned and set at the ideally comfortable condition of
temperature and humidity, it is distributed uniformly
through the theatre so that every part of the house — the
top seat in the balcony and the front seat in the orchestra
— is equally comfortable.
This is a complete Carrier System for Air Conditioning designed to create and maintain ideal conditions of
comfort within the Warner every day in the year, regardless of the weather, the season or the size of the crowd.
Theatre owners, architects and engineers are invited
investigate the results accomplished by the
Carrier System for Air Conditioning.

Carrier Fnqineerinq

to

Corporation

Newark, N. J.
New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Washington, Kansas

City, Los Angeles
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Sees Major Type Community Theatre as
Aid in Relieving City Congestion
of major type film
TION
ERECtheat
res in neighborhood districts
of large cities is a step toward
the solution of future congestion problems, August W. Schmids, Jr., president
of the Flatbush Chamber of Commerce,
Flatbush, N. Y., declared in a statement
issued by him following a tour of inspection throughout the then nearly completed

tion will be relieved of disproportionate
traffic pressure in the future.
"With this increased centralization real
estate values in Matbush naturally take
an upward turn. This is demonstrated
already by the steady increases in the immediate vicinity of the Loew's Kings
since the start of building operations.
"We

see

here

an

endless

cycle — in-

Loew's Kings Theatre in Flatbush.
This latest link in the national circuit
of Loew's theatres has a fourfold significance to the Flatbush district, the Chamber head asserted, and he summarized
them as follows :
1. Aids centralization ;
2. Increases values ;
3. Improves architectural standards ;
4. Brings Broadway entertainment to
the home districts.

Benefits District Stores
"The motion picture theatre has come
to be one of the most important factors
in community life. To appreciate what
such an edifice as the new Loew's Kings
Theatre means to Flatbush we need go
back about fifteen years.
"What is now Flatbush was then a
stretch of farmland. In the amazing
growth of Greater New York the population flowed over into this section, and the
farms gave way to homes. In the last
few years these homes have given way to
apartments. With the increase of population abusiness district has grown up.
"In the process of such growth a theatre such as the Loew's Kings quickens
and stimulates development, like a great
tree whose spreading roots fasten and
strengthen the soil so that other
vegetation can flourish.
"Those who are looking toward a scientific development of Greater New York
must feel indebted to the far-sightedness
of theatre syndicates for bringing 'I'roadway' film theatres into such neighborhood districts as Flatbush. It is a step
toward neighborhood centralization,
which I consider the solution to the future congestion problem.

Factor in Community Life
"The Loew's Kings Theatre will tend
to keep Flatbush residents in their own
neighborhood. This will benefit the business houses and stores of the district.
This increase will in turn serve to bring
more business houses, stimulate building
activity and emphasize the importance of
Flatbush as a buying center. In other
words, it will foster district consciousness.
"Not only will Flatbush benefit in this
way, but the overcrowded Manhattan sec-

The influence of the motion
picture theatre on business of
local merchants is emphasized by
statements of tradespeople in the
vicinity of the Roxy theatre, that
business showed large increases
during the 4 weeks engagement
in which "The Cocl( Eyed
World" drew more than a million people to the big playhouse.
Some of the merchants reported
the following results:
€| A pineapple juice emporium
reported its business had doubled
during the period.
^ A tea-room next door reports
a decided spurt in busmess after
eleven in the evenmg.
C][ The automobile parking space
back of the theatre Was obliged
to turn away thousands of drivers
seef(ing space for their cars.
(f A cigar store opposite the theatre has had to double its staff
of clerks.
Cf A drug store nearby three
times during the past Week exhausted its supply of ice-cream.
dl Eight restaurants in the immediate vicinity reported business
greatly increased.

munity to be ideal must grow not only
in size but aesthetic appreciation.
"This majestic architecture, the elaborate decorations and appointments of this
beautiful theatre will heighten the sense
of appreciation in our district. I sincerely feel that a theatre so majestic as
this exerts as strong, if not stronger, infiuence in this respect than a monument
or museum. It attracts a constant flow
of attendance where a work of art is
passed by unnoticed by the general mass.
"Last, l)ut not least, a major theatre
such as
gives 'Broadway'
entertainment tothis
Flatbush.
After all, the
public
goes to the theatre to be entertained. The
great expense, the prodigious effort to
which the builders of Loew's Kings have
gone bespeak an intention to give Flatbush the finest that can be obtained in entertainment."

Color Symphony Produced
in Durfee Theatre Interior
An interior decorative composition that
produces in color mediums visual vibrations similar to sound vibrations in a musical composition, is one of the outstanding features of the new Durfee Theatre,
Fall River, Mass., which opened last
week. The complete interior decoration
was designed and executed by the Novelty Scenic Studios, New York, and work
is described
by an: official of that organization as follows
"The theme of architecture is of the
moorish type taken from the Alhambra.
"The symphonic color harmony was
brought into the interior decorative coml>osition and carried out in the selection
and fabrication of the interior draperies.
"The specified color mediums used
were employed in the same fashion as musical notes on the piano are played, and
in this fashion we reproduced color vibrations the same as sound vibrations in
music.
"The decorative composition in its entire ensemble is unique and outstanding

creased population improving business,
improved business increasing property
\alues, and increased propertyl values
l)ringing development which attract a
larger and better population.

Sets Architectural Standard
"In this development a magnificent
structure like this theatre serves as a
standard of community architecture.
lUiilding in the district in future will be
done with an eye toward what has been
here accomplished.
"Residents of Flatbush will look with
[iride on this new theatre. It is an urge
and a challenge toward l)cnutv.
A com-

in character."

Jones Paper on Tinted Film
Published by Kodak Lab
The conii)lete paper "Tinted Films for
Sound Positives," by Loyd A. Jones of
the Kodak Research Laboratories and
presented by the author at the May, 1929.
meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers in New York, has been
published in Communication No. 393
from the Kodak Research Laboratories
of the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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The

Fiftieth Annivepsary

of locandescent

BROADWAY . . . any theater district of a
large city . . . represents a glorious blaze
of light. For light is the very heart that
keeps alive the moving picture industry
and the theatrical profession.
And these millions of lights
that add so greatly to America's entertainment — and
swell the earnings of a great
industry — had their beginnings in the glow of the first
practical incandescent
lamp

EDISON
GEN

Electric

Light

invented by Thomas A. Edison, October
21, 1879.
The world, particularly the motion picture world, owes much to the invention of
this marvelous lamp. And Light's Golden
Jubilee is the recognition of a
grateful people to the Great
Inventor.
You, too, no doubt, are
joining in paying tribute to
Thomas A. Edison the father
of modem incandescent electric light.

MAZDA
LAMPS
E LECTRIC
ERAL
/^
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages
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Heavy new construction

The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven territories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre huilding as represented for the period from July 15th tu August
15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of dollars and
cents rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities; solid, which represents the greatest

SIIRINKAGIC m new buikiing projects, a condition prevalent throughout the Imilding trade, i.s reflected in the reports of building operations announced during the July
15 to August 15 period. l\ condition indicated by rejxjrts of
this de]>artment for the past few months reaches its low mark
in the number of new projects announced during the period
of the current resume.
New projects announced during this time total 2.> new theatre buildings for the entire country, calling for a total exi>enditure of $4,155,000, and ]:)roviding for a total of 32,975 new
seats. One of these new projects will cost over $1,000,000
and two will involve investments of more than $500,000 each.
Reports from all sections make it evident that remodelling
and renovation are going on at an unprecedented pace and
api)ear to be .suplanting new buildings as the object of present
expansion programs of theatre interests.
The great activity in

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation
of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative building ; and the very light areas, where the investment in new theatre projects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics
visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.
The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate
averages of theatre attendance during the period from July 15th
to .August 15th. 1929. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at
the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box ofTice returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar
or nearly similar conditions.
These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the
Key City Reports, published weekly by Motion Picture News, and
other sources of information gathered by this publication.

in remodelling work was forecast as long as a year ago in
tliis department as the next major development in the theatre
held. Structures that are still serviceable but which have become ob.solete as to interior ai)pearance and equipment presented tlieir owners with the alternative of "brushing u])" or
closing up, with the result that the "brushing up" process is
now greatly in evidence in reports from architects and builders
engaged in many remodelling operations.
In the line of new projects, the Middle States, as indicated
on the map, led the country in the number of new operations
and the amount of money to be so invested, during the period
of the current report. The new projects announced for tliis
territory totaled 14. calling for the expenditure of $2,640,000.
( )nebuild.
of these 14 new theatres will cost more than $1,000,000
to
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1 won't part with
my FULCO Projector. It is
such a wonderful machine.
A^ N» Fortunas
Dixie Theatre

Fla/'

Apalachicola,

Mr. Fortunas has been using the
Fulco Projector for almost a year
and is now installing sound equipment with same.

E.E.FULTON
CO.
Executive Headquarters
1018 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.
C. H. FULTON, President
F. A. VAN HUSAN
A. G. JARMIN
V. P. & Sales Mgr.
Treasurer
BRAISCHES
CHICAGO — 1018 So. Wabash Ave.
NEW YORK — 115 W. 45th Street
BOSTON — 65 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA — 1337 Vine Street
ATLANTA — 146 Walton Street
ST. LOUIS— 3232 Olive Street
INDIANAPOLIS — 340 Ff. Illinois Street
MILWAUKEE— 251 Seventh Street
SAN
FRANCISCO — 255 Golden
Gate Ave.
LOS ANGELES
Film Exchange Building
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second are the North Atlantic States with the
RANKING
low figure, for this territory, of $600,000 as the estimated cost of erecting the 3 new theatres announced. The
total new seats to be added to this section of the country by
new theatres totals 4,500.
The West Coast and the Southwestern territories arc in
third position with announced building projects that will total
$285,000 for each territory. The West Coast, also showing
a decrease from previous reports, announced 3 new projects
with a total of 2,700 seats. The same amount of capital,
$285,000, allotted to new buildings on the West Coast for 3
theatres, will be invested in the erection of 5 new theatres for
the Southwestern territory.

;

:
'
;

Reported from the other territories were: New England, i
theatre, cost $100,000, seats 1,200; Southeastern, 2 theatres,
cost $170,000, seats 2,300; Western, i theatre, cost $75,000.
seats 725.
The above figures analyzed
for averages show the North
Atlantic States will build the most costly theatres, where the
average cost per project is $200,000, with the cost per seat
averaging at $133.33Second place is taken by the Middle States territory, in which
the average cost per project for the 14 theatres announced.
amounts to $188,571
and the cost per seat figure avera<jes
$141.57.
With I project announced to cost $100,000 with the
cost per seat at $83.34, New England ranks third.
The West
Coast follows, with the average cost per theatre at $95,000
and the average cost per seat, $126.
Average figures for the
other territories are : Southeastern, cost per project $85,000

' and cost per seat $74.00; Western, $75,000 per project, cost
! per seat $103.45; Southwestern, average cost per project $5/.000 and cost per seat $98.28.

Good Attendance Averages
IN the face of adverse weather conditions and with current releases reaching, save in a relatively few instances,
only averagely good standards of drawing power, the first
run houses in key cities throughout the country showed exceptionally good returns during the July 15 to August 15
period, thus reflecting the flourishing trade conditions and
prosperity the country is now enjoying.

'
:
!
■

The map shows 5 cities with Above Average rating, 19 at
Average and 5 rated at Under Average for the period covered
by the report. Attendance was especially heavy at all of these
key city first runs for the mid-summer season. Averages in
many instances were brought down by weather conditions so
disagreeable that theatregoing hardly could appeal to the mass
of the public, and in other cases by a series of rather weak
attractions.
Study of the reports from the key cities where
business showed a downward trend for a week, or for two
weeks in succession, makes it plain that poor pictures at all
of the first runs is more generally depressing to business than
an outstanding attraction at one of the leaders with onlv fair

■ attractions at the others. The "standout" brings people downtown and stimulates interest, throws a certain amount of overflow to the other houses, and gives impetus to the Inisiness of
the whole town, whereas apathy sets in when the picturegoers
find only fair-to-middlin' features are the general rule for all
the cinema palaces of the town.
Save in a very few .sections, Elorida, for example, the business at the picture theatres demonstrates clearly that there is
sufficient money in circulation to make it possible for peoiile
generally to spend freely for amusement. The firm grip which
the talkies have taken gives the film houses equipjx^d with
sound installations — there are now close to 5,000 such — the
edge on all competitors for the favor of the public's i>atronage. Perhaps at no time in the past have the picture theatres,
the large downtown ones at any rate, commanded so nnich
interest of the public. The tremendous i)opular ap])cal of the
talking ])ictures — sound effects and music alone mean little
or nothing, except as a convenience to theatres in supi)lying
scores for silent productions having some outstanding star —
is reflected in the resi>onse which meets the advertising and
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exploitation efforts put forth by showmen in support of an'
"all-talking feature film."
Another .star attraction on which the big theatres have realized this year as never before — due to more aggressive and impressive exploitation of the equipment — is the efficient cooling
or air conditioning plant. The value of the cooling plants was
demonstrated rather sensationally in several cities during the
week of July 21, when a spell of scorching weather which in
former years before the days of artificial cooling would have
darkened many a theatre, struck many sections of the country.
It has reached the point where excessive heat, unrelieved by
rain, is becoming as good a friend of the showman as the rainy
Saturday afternoon and Sunday, for which many a prayer goes
up each week by showmen here, there and everywhere.
There were enough pictures of better than average drawing
ability included in the list of attractions current at the first runs
during the July 15 to August 15 period to bring the general level
of the releases then showing up to a fair grade. However,
it hardly could be called a galaxy, this line-up of talkies and
sound films.

Pictures Set New

Records

SOME
rather impressive records were run up by several in
the list, with the aid. according to observers in touch with
the local situation, of such added attractions as cooling plants
and effective exploitation.
The most prosperous theatres are those which this season
more than any other have conducted high-pressure exploitation
campaigns, selling every added feature, such as cooling equipment, stage numbers, organ specialties, etc.. in addition to the
now sure-fire attractions of talking pictures.
Of course, the sensation of the summer season, and perhaps of all seasons, was the marvelous record run up bv "The
Cock Eyed World" in its first and second weeks at the Roxy —
those weeks fell within the period of this report, and the
Fox sequel to "What Price Glory" continued on through its
fourth week at the world's largest theatre. The picture, of
'coitrse, had too few showings around the key city circuit to
be elegible for consideration among this department's 10 leading attractions current during the j^eriod of the report.
But there were other impressive demonstrations, which,
while not approaching the mark set by "Cock Eyed World."
nevertheless were not to l>e overlooked in surveying the situation facing the film theatres as revealed by actual performances at the box ofiices. "Dangerous Curves," the Clara Bow
starring vehicle, for example, plaved a hold-over at the Paramount in New York, the second film to do so, and the first to
achieve that distinction during summer months. This saine
offering gave the Mastbaum in Philadelphia its best week of
the summer season up to the date of its engagement at the
palatial Warner- Stanley house.

Leading Film Attractions
< <np
X

HE
showed
consistentamong
strength
at
firstCOCOANUTS"
runs in cities all has
around
the country,
other

of the picture's accomplishments being the marking up of the
best figures' the Seattle Theatre in Seattle has registered since
going "all sound." "Bulldog Drummond," setting a new record
for August at Loew's State in Boston, must be listed among the
standouts on performances during the period of this report.
Others that earned places of distinction as box ofiice winners
under hot weather conditions were "On W'ith The Show."
"The Last of Mrs. Chcyney." However, all the films that
scored im])ressively at the first runs between July 15 and August
15, are indicated in the list which is printed Ijelow. comprising
the 10 pictures which showed the highest number of "above
average" grosses at first run key city theatres during the July
15 to .\ugust 15 period.
These ten are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"On With The Show"
6.
"Last of Mrs. Cheyney" 7.
"Dangerous Curves"
8.
"Behind That Curtain"
9.
"The Cocoaiuits"
10.

"Noah's Ark"
"Drag"
"The
I-'our breathers"
"The River of Romance"
"The Sinsrle Standard"
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SPHINX
the silent
COOLING

AND VENTILATING
M

For ttie
new show world !
( talkinO pictures )
A new page has been turned in the history of theatre equipment.
The new Sphinx Cooling and Ventilating System has achieved the ultimate in cooling and
ventilating efficiency and through its amazingly quiet operation becomes an indispensable asset
to every theatre where perfection in the presentation of "talking pictures" is desired.
Superbly built, with new exclusive features found in no other system, the Sphinx has beetl
proclaimed by engineers, architects and exhibitors themselves as the supreme cooling and
ventilating development of all time.
Absolutely noiseless, the Sphinx has established a standard of performance heretofore
thought impossible.
OUR DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN WILL
INTEREST YOU— Let Us Tell You About It
MANUFACTURED

ARCTIC

NU

MINNEAPOLIS

- AIR

INVESTIGATE TODAY— SEND FOR
OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
AND

SOLD

BY

CORPORATION

Factory and General Offices
SlOX Kennedy Street N. E.

MINNESOTA
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Development in Theatre Engineering
Nevs^ Automatic Revs^ind Device Designed
Especially for Handling Sound Film

The Berger Shutter

New

Shutter

Said

to

Pass

50 Per Cent More Light
PROJECTOR shutter designed to
open and close toward the center
from three sides, thereby ehminating any
drag of light, and which it is claimed
passes 50 per cent more light to the
screen than the standard type, has Ijeen
brought on the market by the Globe Reliance Corporation, 29 (llenwood Avenue,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
The device is called the Berger Shutter, which operates on new principles.
The action of the blades in the three sections of the device is illustrated in the
photograph reproduced on this page.

A

]'"catures of si)ecial note incorporated
in the Berger Shutter, as outlined by the
sponsors of the device, are that a clearer
picture is given, because the shutter runs
over the 60-cycle. Increased screen
brightness with present light or equal
brightness with reduced light intensity
are obtained.
Each frame is on the screen a trifle
longer through the action of the shutter,
and thus the spectator catches a clearer
and more distinct picture. Subtitle tails
are cleared up, because the shutter opens
and closes from and toward the CL-nter
from three sides. The shutter allows
a 75 or thereabouts revolution and gives
back the jjicture as taken by the camera.
The Berger Shutter is leased on weekly
payments or may be bought outright on
the deferred payment plan.

rewind,
automat
AX' feature
s icthat
ed to
are incorpo
designrating
give it special efficiency in the
handling of sound films, has been de\eloped by the Gold-E Manufacturing
Company, 2013 LeMoyne street, Chicago.
The new device is being marketed by the
National Theatre Supply Company.
The Gold-E rewind is made of gray
iron and is cast in one piece with bearings and legs over-sized and well ribbed.
The body and bearings are mounted at an
angle which is declared to solve the problem of keeping the reel in mesh with driving pin, eliminating rotating springs and
dangers of friction, heat and fire. The inside of the body is lined with sound absorbing felt. Quiet, steady operation is
an inherent feature due to care in machining and design.

Construction Features
The door of the new rewmder is of
aluminum, cast in one piece and beaded
on the inside to make the device fire tight
and dished toward each center for rigidity and strength. y\n important feature is
the use of a patented mercury tube lock
which is locked in neutral position as
soon as the door is open, thus breaking
the circuit. Adjustable friction for any
desired tension is provided for through
the accurately machined brake and asbestos lined drum. Power is furnished by
a Janette motor mounted in cast recess in
endless "V"
driving through
housingTheand National
belt.
Gold-E Rewind
has
been approved by the National Board of
hire Underwriters.
Another feature of the device is a
gauge pointer which .slides on a shaft
fitted at the bottom of the case which enables the projectionist to straighten out
any reel.
. Improvements, including a new \yaffle
tvi)c cooling plate that dissipates heat and

1^

Correction
Through an error in printing the i^rice
quotation for the junior model DeForrest Phonotilm disc reproducer as jniblished in the Sound Equipment Buyers
Guide of June 22, 1929, appeared as
$3'39.> ' •lilt' correct (uiotation for tliis
model disc reproducer is $3,995.

^^y ^

^^i>j^^^^^^^^^

^Bsff^K^L^^ '"*' ^ftS^^^

Alltoniiilir
rewiinlcr
Maniit'uclurint;

dex-loped
hy G<
!d-E
Co., of Chicago.

])revents film buckling and tension gate
warping have also been made on the
framing light shield for projectors manufactured bythe Gold-E Company.

Remote Control Feature of
"Allectric" Synchronous
Turntable Location Optional
Introduction of a new synchronous
disc reproducer incorporating several
novel features has been made by the
Allectric Synchronization Machine Corp.,
of
New York, bywith
"Allectric" unit
manufactured
thatthe
company.
The entire synchronization by means
of this unit is accomplished by electric
control. The turntables may be located
in any part of the theatre, as they are operated in electrical synchronization with
the projector. This feature, it is claimed,
will enable theatres to operate with sound
without the added expense of increased
projection room j^ersonnel. The Projectionist, provided the turntables are located in the pit, or anywhere outside the
booth, has merely to set his film to start
on the starting mark. The synchronized
discs, similarly are set to the starting
marks, and both projector and turntables
are put into operation by the starting of
the projectors. There, also, is a resynchronization device, operated electrically
from the turntables, which will compensate, itis said, for loss of synchronization
through improperly patched film or the
jumping of the pick-up needle a groove
on the disc. By this device the operator
at the turntables is enabled to bring the
screen action and the sound back into
synchronization almost immediately
merely by throwing a lever to the right
or the left according as required to speed
up the action, or speed up the sound to
bring both into matched operation.
The unit has a double channel amplifier, to provide emergency amplifier unit
in the event of tube or other trouble developing during the use of one of the
channels. The installation provides for
the addition of a variable speed motor on
the projector, wiring from this to the
turntable and amplifier unit, assembled in
one cabinet, and speaker horns behind
the screen. It is said the operation of
the discs is so simple that only little practice is re(|uired to make one proficient in
handling that portion of the work.
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And Now the Improved
Super Mellaphone

877

Embodying all the latest improvements in
talking picture equipment

Complete $500.
Including 2 Turn Tables, 2 Pickups, Fader and necessary connections for any make of Projector
With Amplifier and Speakers

^fc" /" / ^^^

Outstanding Features are:
TRIPLE GUARANTEE against flutter, uneven
motion or sound vibration assured by the MELLAPHONE EQUALIZER — filter, BALANCED FLY
WHEELS and especially cut gears.
RESYNCHRONIZER.
Does not connect to the Intermittent.
Specially designed TONE ARM with Electrical Research Laboratories PICK UP insures perfect tracking in the poorest recording.
LEVELING SCREWS on the pedestal so the disc
may be accurately leveled in a few moments.
FADER with MONITOR CONTROL mounted in
the same box.
Absolute
synchronization
guaranteed. BALL
BEARINGS throughout.
All these features contribute to maintaining a
smooth and constant pitched tone and finest quality
reproduction.
Over 250 Certified Installations
Write, Wire or Phone for Complete Details

MELLAPHONE
Pennsylvania & Ohio Distributors :
M. S. ENGLAND
1025 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY CO.
Scranton, Pa.

CORPORATION

Keith Albee Theatre Bldg.

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

A. E. KLEIN,
Cleveland, Ohio

Southern:
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY CO.
Tampa, Fla.
Northwestern :
ELEC-TRO-FONE CORP.
2490 University Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Canada:
MASTER SOUND EQUIP. CO.
Montreal

Other Distributors in All Leading Centers
Some Territory Available
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ing in length of projection as it travels
from the speaker.
For motion picture application there
are three ways of installing the condenser speaker. The ideal way is to build
the entire screen as the talking surface,
as illustrated in the accompanying photo.
A second method is to provide a mask for
a column of speakers with one front surface each side of the projecting screen
and a column at the bottom. The horizontal column, at bottom, projects flat
wave vibrations directly at the main floor
audience, covering the auditorium from
side to side, while the vertical columns
not only cover the sides of the house but
the balconies as well. A third method is
to install individual speakers back of a
porous screen. The disadvantage to the
latter method is that" the air column being flat and wide is slightly held back in
l)assing through the porous screen.

Unit Base and Direct Drive
New Phototone Features
Rear view of screen showing mounting

of condenser speakers

Talking Screen New Development in
Speakers for Sound Films
AXI'LW

development in talking picture speakers employs the entire
screen as the talking surface to
reproduce amplified sound. This radical
development, along lines that have been
discussed by engineers for some time as
]X)Ssil)ly the ideal method for re])roducing the talking films, is being manufactured by The Potter Company of Chicago, well known in the radio field as the
makers of Potter by-pass condensers and
other products.
The new sjieaker, shown in the ])hnto
reproduced on this page, is really a condenser, or an electrostatic speaker, in
which four condensers are mounted directly on the screen used for the projected
pictures, and thus docs away with horns
or other types of reproducers.
Among the many advantages claimed
for the talking .screen as a sound reproducer are that, due to this entire large
surface vibration a huge, flat wave of
sound is ]>roduced, and that the speaker
has carrying and ])enetrating powers far
lx;yond the point of projection, a result of
the large volume of air that is moved.

I'rom the standpoint of operation, the
need for the
talking screen eliminates
often elaborate i)rovisions necessary to
clear the stage of horns or other types
of sjK-akers, when vaudeville or presentation numbers requiring full stage space

are offered. The speaking screen requires
no more room than the ordinary silent
project-on screen, the projection surface
and speaker being combined and mounted
on a frame for carriage to the loft like
a drop or curtain.
The condenser or electrostatic speaker
consists of two plates held at a certain
distance apart by a high dielectric of extreme thinness. One plate is a metal foil
sheet placed directly an the dielectric
sheet, which, incidentally is of such a
fabric and insulation material as to be
without a natural period of vibration of
its own, yet allowed to carry a charge over
the complete surface as docs the .front
sheet. A polarizing voltage to hold the
two sheets in as close a contact to each
other as ])ossible is placed across them,
so the out]>ut of the amplifier connected
to this ])()larizing line superimposes the
voice and music frequencies on to the
leads of the speaker. The.se voice and
music fre(iuencies vibrate the two plates
electrically with full wave action.
Unlike other speakers that have ponit
pnjjcction that depend upon increasing
their width of projection by throwing
these points, or l)eams, of sound out at
angles, the condenser speaker throws its
sound in ]>ractically a flat wave, parallel
to the surface of the speaker and extend-

OFFICIALS of the Platter Cabinet
Company, North Vernon, Ind.,
manufacturers of the synchronous sound
on disc and sound on film device, Phototone-Talkfilm, announce the perfection
of several important improvements to
this equipment.
The new features primarily are for
the purpose of stabilizing synchronization, a result achieved through the use
of a new unit base and multiple direct
drive.
In connection with the announcement
it is pointed out that in addition to the
low cost feature, installations are made
by factory experts at no added cost.

Lionel
Barryniore
and John
Arnold
with
Arnold's newly patenled sound-proof camera,
used in filming M-G-M
"The Studios
(ireen (Jhost" at the
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For You ...the facts
on how seating
affects sound!
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THE "American" organization now has available
scientific facts concerning the influence of seating
on sound control, as practically applied to projection
of sound pictures. It has, through its engineering and
research department, thoroughly studied acoustics and
acoustical control entirely from a technical standpoint.
Under the supervision of an acknowledged authority
on acoustics, extensive laboratory tests have been made.
Intelligent study of the showman's problem in projecting
perfect sound pictures proved that proper seating induces better sound reception in many theatres and is
an important factor in all theatres.

Write for the facts!
This information as well as other facts relating to
reseating problems are available to you. Write now. . .
just ask for Acoustical and Reseating facts.

American Seating Company

4^

14 East Jackson Boulevard

^
'
K
^T

Chicago, Illinois
Nationally Organized for Seating Service
Sales and Service Organizations' in all Principal Cities
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Film Inspection for Defects Impairing
Sound Facilitated by New Machine
IN an announcement of a new model
film inspection machine designed es-pecially for theatres, officials of the
Film Inspection Machine Co., of New
York, makers of the Duo model inspection machine which has been used so successfully in exchanges, call attention to
the great importance of keeping sound
films, particularly those in natural colors,
in good physical condition and having
each print in perfect repair before running it through the projector in connection with the synchronous sound producing device.
The day is past, the announcement
states, when it is considered sufficient to
hastily run the film between the fingers
as it is rewound and repair only the most
ol)vious breaks.
The tiny breaks and tears, especially
those which do not extend to the outside
edge of the film, are -difficult to detect by
hand inspection. The small breaks are in
a way the most important to discover
l)efore repeated projection makes them
so large that to repair them the removal
of several inches, and sometimes more,
of film is necessary.
It appears, therefore, that if a sure
means could be provided for thoroughly
examining the film for the tiniest breaks
and tears, inside or outside and partly
open splices and at a speed faster than
can be done by hand, it would be of great
value to the trade in general.
Such a means is now available in the
Film Inspection Machine. In addition to
the Duo model which has been used so
successfully in film exchanges, the Film
Inspection Machine Co. is now putting
on the market a machine having some new
features to meet the new conditions
I)rought about by the sound films. This
new model is for use in the theatre or
exchange.
The machine itself cannot injure or
scratch the film. It has no sprockets, and
from the time the film leaves the upper
reel until it is rewound on the lower reel
nothing touches the picture surface or
the sound track.
The film is inspected as it is rewound
and is kept in good , condition, safe for
projection, by discovering and pointing
out to the projectionist or film inspector
all bad spots which should be repaired.
If it is desired, the machine can be set
to stop at each splice in the film so they
can all be closely examined. It is advisable when handling films synchronized
with discs thus to examine every splice
and guage the film to be sure that any
frames taken out have been replaced with
an equivalent amount of film.
The use of the Film Inspection Ma-

chine also serves as a check on the condition of the projector. When rewinding
and inspecting between shows, the projectionist knows, of course, which projector the films were last used in. If a
certain kind of defect is detected by the
Inspection Machine after each run
through a certain projector, the projectionist will know that that ])rojector needs
repair or adjustment and at just what
])lace for the nature of the defect in the
film will give him the clue.

Fifty Steps Dimmer Range
of New Dimmer Flasher
IN trend with the increased importance
of mobile color lighting for theatre
use, a new type of dimmer has been perfected bythe Reynolds Fleet ric Company,
Chicago.
The new type Reco Dimmer Flasher
affords automatic control, and is capable
of producing intricate mobile color effects.

Reynolds

Electric Flasher
Company's

New

Dimmer-

This dimmer is also for use in producing dimming and color-blending effects
in the theatre interior, fountains, etc. It
gradually dims lights in fifty steps from
bright to dark and back to bright. There
is no limit to the number of colors that
may be dissolved into one another.
This Reco Dimmer Flasher is compact
and simple. One feature that will appeal
to the operator, is the simplicity of the
mechanism and the complete absence of
involved and trouble-breeding parts.

Weatherproof Front Feature
of New Major Spotlight
A NEW development in spotlights for
■^ exterior color floodlighting has
been placed on the market by the Major
Fquipment Company, Chicago, 111. The
principal feature of the new unit is a
weatherproof front of clear glass with
an inner color glass.
The inner natural color glass, of heatresisting qualities, is protected from
breakage
by the clear
difi:'using front
lens,
slightly convex.
The glass
weatherproof
prevents damage to the color element
from thermal changes and other weather
conditions.
The lamps are mounted on a cast aluminum crowfoot base. A special parabolic, heat-resisting spun glass reflector
made by Bausch & Lomb, is ground and
polished and heavily silvered. It is.
backed with a heat-resisting compound
to withstand heat and washing. Brass
spring rings, astestos cased, hold the reflector and inner color glass in place.
There is a rul)ber gasket between the
outer lens and this ring. This outer glass,
weatherproof, is held by six screw clips.
A spun aluminum ring of sufficient depth
fit.
to hold the inner color and the front glass
screws on the housing with watertight

Theatre

Film

Inspection

Machine

1 — Magazine. 2 — Detector Box. 3 — Detector
Box Gate. 4 — Fire Valve through which film
is threaded for rewinding without inspection.
5 — Film Chute through which film is automatically threaded. 6 — Table Top. 7 — Starting Handle. 8 — -Mechanism housing. 9 — Motor housing. 10 — Cable and plug for electrical
connection.

.'\ focusing screw which slides the
scoket as.sembly to the desired iX)sition
and holds it in i>lace, is located at the
l)ack and is covered with an acorn cap.
Adjustable bracket and wing nut for
positioning is at the base of the lamp, all
other parts are entirely enclosed.
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PHOTOTONE

TALKAFILM
Sound on tlise antl film perfected at
reasonable cost.
The coupon will bring information as
to the nearest point at which you can
see and hear this most modern theater

X.

eciuipment — its superiority talks for
itself.
Can be installed in your theater as a
combination of sound on disc and sound
on film — or as separate units.
Installation made by expert and reliable factory men. A dependable job
throughout. Write for prices anil terms.
AIL

THI

UPON

FOR

PRICES

AND

TERMS

PLATTER CABINET COMPANY
North Vernon. Indiana
fm

n Give me prices and terms on your Phototone-Talkafilm equipment.
D Tell me xchere I cnii see and liear your newest product.
SIGNED BY
NAME OF THEATER

CITY AM) STATE

'.

•

.

'
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OPERATION

700.4

Excessive Plate Current With Normal Plate Voltage May Be Due To:
1. Excessive voltage. 2. Insufficient grid bias. 3. Defective tube. 4. A leak between the grid and
plate windings of the coupling unit. .5. Incorrect polaritv of grid bias. 6. A leaky isolating condenser
in resistance and impedance coupled audio amplifiers.

Insuificient Plate Current For Normal And Excessive Plate Potential May Be Due To:
1. Insufficient filament potential. 2. Excessive grid bias. 3. Excessive voltage drop across unit located
in plate circuit. 4. Open grid circuit.
5. Defective tube (deactivated filament).

Excessive Plate Potential May Be Due To:
1. Insufficient load upon power B supply. 2. Low generator load. 3. Insufficient voltage drop across
unit in plate circuit. 4. Excessive line voltage feeding power B supply. 5. Excessive grid bias
potential
when secured from separate device. Insufficient grid bias potential when secured from power
B sunpiv
i Incorrect tap on power B supply. 8. Open in voltage divider system of B unit. 9. Shorted
filter
chokes.
lU. Excessive input to rectifier.

O

Excessive Filament Potential May Be Due To:
1. Incorrect adjustment of voltage reducing resistance. 2. Excessive battery voltage. 3. Insufficient
load upon filament transformer. 4. Excessive line voltage input to filament transformer. 5. Incorrect
transformer.
6. Incorrect voltage reducing resistance.
7. Incorrect adjustment of power A device.

MOTION

o

VACUUM

TUBE

PICTURE

NEWS

OPERATION

700.4a

. . . Insufficient filament potential is due to the reverse conditions for items numbers 2, 3, 4, and for the
reasons 1, 5, 6 and 7 (see page No. 4), as weU as:
1. Incorrect line voltage reducing resistance. 2. Wiong tube in socket (excessive filament current
drain.)
Insufficient Plate Potential May Be Due To:
1. Defective rectifying tube or element. 2. Worn out rectifying tube or element. 3. Low injnit
voltage to power B supply. 4. Excessive load upon power B supply. .5. Low input from generator.
6. Leak across rectifying system or B supply. 7. Excessive bleeder current in power B supply. 8. Shorted
section of voltage divider in power B supply. 9. Excessive voftage drop across unit in plate circuit.
10. Leaky plate circuit bypass condenser.
Insufficient Grid Bias May Be Due To:

o

1. Defective or worn out battery. 2. Insufficient grid bias resistance (partial short). 3. Shorted bypass condenser. 4. Low plate current.
Excessive Grid Bias May Be Due To:
1. Excessive battery voltage. 2. Incorrect bat tery tap. 3. Excessive plate current. 4. Excessive
value of grid bias resistance.
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GENERALLY speaking all of thp phonograph pick-up units employed in the
talkies are similar in type.
As a matter of fact the symbol employed to
designate the unit affords an approximation of the structure.
The symbol for
the coil is representative of the fact that the unit employs an inductance.
The
arrow passing through the coil is representative of the operation insofar as the
action of an armature lying within a coil.
In construction, the unit consists of a .stylus, such as the ordinary phonograph
needle mounted upon a thin armature which is located within a coil of fine wire. In operation, the stylus
attached to the armature is caused to vibrate when the needle follows the sound grooves on the disc functioning as the original source of sound. Movement of the armature between the poles of the magnet
cause a variation in the flux lines supplied by the magnet and a corresponding voltage to be induced in
the coils. The shape of the voltage wave induced in the coils is the same as that on the disc, consequently the
voltage oixtput of the coils is a reproduction of the sound originally inscribed upon the disc. This energy is
then amplified and again converted into sound by the loud speakers.
The usual aiTangement makes use of a voltage divider system operated in conjunction with the pickup. We should qualify the designation "voltage divider" and call it an attenuator or a device employed
to decrease the intensity or magnitude of the voltage supplied by the pick-up. In action this unit is
actually a voltage divider whereby the voltage available from the pick-up is divided with respect to
magnitude, to the value passed to the amplifying tubes, and the value not used. Such a system is necessary in order that the proper form of volume control be available to provide various values of intensity,
according to the existing requirements.
Bearing in mind the fact that the stylus used in the pick-up must follow the recorded vibrations, it
stands to reason that the condition of the stylus be such as to permit this condition. A worn stylus will
introduce considerable distortion, of a form very similar to that encountered in a defective amplifer, one
which amplifies but at the same time, distorts the signals being passed through the system. The sound
under such conditions will be "ragged" and harsh, with a decided loss of the upper audio register.
,

,_PICK-UP.
MAGNETIC
TVPE

MOTION

o

o

500.1

PICK-UPS

PHOTO-ELECTRIC

CELL

PICTURE

NEWS
400.2

AS

the electro-magnetic pick-up provides the sound-on-dise installaCONDENSER
tion, the photo-electric cell provides the sound in sound-on-film
sj'stems.
The photo-electric cell is a vacuum tube, different in structure
from the regular or conventional vacuum tube employed for amplification. The cell consists of a bulb with two elements, if we may call
them that. One of these elements is a deposit of a metal such as
sodium potassium on the inner surface of the tube. This deposit is
not placed upon the entire inner surface, instead a space is left
vacant of this metal so as to offer an unobstructed path for the
Courtesy
Bell Lab. Kecord.
light rays towards the cell, so that these rays may pass through
the wall of the glass chamber and impinge upon the inner surface of the metallic deposit. The second
element within the tube, is a ring-shaped structure mounted upon a support. In action, a polarizing voltage is connected across the two elements of the cell and in series with this voltage is a resistance, usually
of 2,000,000 ohms. When light shines upon the metallic deposit, electrons are emitted by the metal and are
collected by the ring, which functions as a collector. This stream of electrons provides a path for current, which when caused to flow through the resistance causes a voltage drop across the resistance.
Such cells are of varying sensitivity. The "harder" the cell, that is, the greater the vacuum in the
cell, the higher must be the polarizing voltage. In some cases gas of a certain type is placed within the
chamber to increase the sensitivity and to reduce the value of polarizing voltage.
The usual test for a cell connected into the conventional amplifier system is to momentarily block
the light. This action should cause a click in the amplifier output if the cell is operating.
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Variation . . . relief from monotony . . .
that's why folks seek your theatre.
Good pictures, good actors and good
voices (if it's a talking picture) — yes.
But a whole evening of nothing but reproduced music, No!
Variety is absolutely essential or the box office suffers.

The
finest
tlu'dlre equipment
Inred

mimujactoday
is

provided
by National Service. Re-

The Kilgen-'National Concert Organ is
the answer to the question of how to
get variety in your musical program.
It is particularly designed as a solo
musical feature for talking pictures.
This marvelous instrument is new, different, perfect ! It is the product of the
skill of nearly three centuries of organ
craftsmanship and of National's real
understanding of the exhibitor's needs

gardless ofwhat equipment you need, from the
complete furnishings of a

neiv house to a small accessory unit, the National stamp
of approval assures you absolute dependability, expert mainright.
(4.151)

tenance service and a price that's

Whether
an audience
''sing"
with
slides andit's
organ
... an organ
overture
... or a solo between talking pictures
and a comedy or news reel — the rich,
full tones of the Kil gen -National Concert Organ lend just that distinction
and individuality that brings the ticket
buyers back regularly.
There's a National branch near you, or
write for full information to our general offices, 624 So. Michigan
Blvd.,
Chicago.
NEW

-DIF FERE

JST. REVO

LUTIO

MARY

KILGEN NATIONAL
CONCERT ORGAN
OlSTRiaUTEO

EXCLUSIVELY

BY

National Theatre Supply Company
"^ OFFICES

IN ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

r

i
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Furnishing Electrical Ears for Deaf
Patrons of Talking Picture Shows
Ear Phones hidividually Controlled Available as Standard Equipment
AN

audience composed of more than
lOO blind and deaf persons last

The blind persons "saw" through the
eyes of an announcer who gave a running description of the scenes and the
action. The deaf heard the dialogue and
sound effects as distinctly as those with
perfect hearing. This latter feature
amounted

merely to a "stunt" demonstration of a development of special
equipment available to theatres for the
convenience of moviegoers whose hearing is impaired.
Not long after the sound pictures became established as popular entertainment fare, the engineers and the picture
showmen went to work on the probleni
of the deaf. Much of the criticism of

talkies that filled the "letters to the editor" columns of the newspapers was based
on the plight of the deaf, who previously
found the movie shows the only theatrical form of entertainment they could enjoy despite the physical handicap of im-
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orchestra are equipped with deaf set installations developed by the Western
Electric Company.
This equipment consists of a numbijr
of telephone sets having individual volume control and an amplifier which taps
off a small amount of energy from the
sound projector system and in turn supplies energy to the seats at which telephone sets are to be used.
The amplifier, which is a Western
Electric 25-C type, is operated from the
AC power supply. This amplifier is controlled by the master switch controlling
the sound projector system when the
l^ower supply lead of the 25-C am])lifier
is plugged into either the regular or the
emergency outlet corresponding to the
sound projector amplifier being used. A
switch in the power supply cord of the
25-C amplifier may be used to disconnect it from the sound projection system.
A key marked "R" and "E" signifying regular or emergency system is
mounted on a panel placed adjacent to a
similar panel control for the sound projector system. By throwing this key the
25-C amplifier is connected with the particular sound projector system designated.
The output of the 25-C amplifier is
wired to the seats intended for the hardof-hearing. Mounted on the back of each
seat so wired and just under the right
arm of the seat, is a jack for connecting
the telephone set with its amplifier.
Metal molding is used to cover the pair
of wires running along the row of seats.
{Continued on pa(jc (fv.'))

•

The telephone set consists of a small receiver
with head band to hold receiver to the ear,
and small volume control. The set is connected with the seat jack, under right arm,
only while in use

■
•

ner, and several ingenious showmen with
the aid of local electricians contrived

#

head-sets, or ear phones, with special
amplifiers tapped from the sound system.
Standard equipment makers, meantime,
worked on special systems to supply the
needs of the commercial motion picture
theatres catering to the masses, and now
the market affords apparatus that can be
installed in connection with talkie systems.
Seats wired for headsets
provided
for the
deaf patrons.
Jack at rear right connects
sets with amplifier system

Several important theatres are provided with this equipment, among them
the Grauman's Chinese Theatre in Hollywood, in which a block of seats in the

Western
connects

or emergency
Electric 25-C type •amplifier
panel
with either regulai
outlet of the sound system

•^

Tuesday night "saw" and "heard'"
a special presentation of "Bulldog Drummond," all talkie screen production starting Ronald Colman, at the Theatre
Moderne, intimate film playhouse atop
•the Chanin Tower building, New York
City, as the invited guests of Samuel
Goldwyn, producer of the picture. This
special showing in the most modern and
perhaps most unique of the little film theatres, attracted widespread notice, being
duly remarked for its unusual character
l)y the press and the public.

paired hearing. The legitimate theatres,
the more progressively managed at any
rate, previously had made half-hearted
efforts to provide amplifiers that might
be rented at the box office. The picture
people faced Vv^ith the same problem when
talkies became vogue had reason to go
about the job in a more thorough man-
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have installed
nature's refrigeration
giving
their patrons cooling
comfort that is healthful
and refreshing and can
only be found in

KOOL^" AIRE
THEATRES
Kooler-Aire represents modernism in theatre equipment. Designed and constructed
to effect a maximum of cooling efficiency at an unusually low cost, with no engineering
expense, it has aroused the enthusiasm of discriminating exhibitors throughout the
country.
Through the employment of nature's principles for reducing temperatures, it provides fresh, clean air without recirculation, and maintains a cool, refreshing, interior
atmospheric condition regardless of outside temperatures.
This condition spells comfort for your patrons and comfortable patrons spells profits
and good business.
INVESTIGATE— GET THE

FACTS — SEND

for DESCRIPTIVE

BOOKLET

TODAY

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corporation
NEW

YORK

'^

I91I Paramount Building

'<^

NEW

YORK
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Talkies
Extend
Theatre's
Trading
Area
Analysis of a Typical
Movie Audience Reveals

a Logical Field to be
Developed by Showmen
tion,
popula
WILLcontroAmeri
llingca's
cent of
48 per
aboutrural
the country's buying
supply the bulk of the millions
buyers of amusement the motion
theatres must develop if they are

power,
of new
picture
to pay

their bill for "sound" by the increased
patronage rather than the increased admission method ?
According to some impressive facts
and figures, obtained in an analysis of a
typical motion picture audience, there is
promise that the out-of-town dweller, and
especially the farmer, olTers the picture
theatre the most likely field from which
to recruit the vast army of movie fans
necessary to help theatre men write off
their sound equipment costs as rapidly as
the producers — five to ten years is the
time set by the producers for the return
of an outlay of $50,000,000 which studios have made to equip for talkies, according to a leading production executive.
Should it develop that the picture theatres institute a systematic campaign to
build up the ranks of the movie fans by
concentrated appeal to the ruralites, they
will be doing nothing more than capitalizing an achievement credited to the movies themselves, plus autos and good roads.
That, of course, is the large increase in
the radius of the farmer's travel, development which is changing the entire
merchandising map of the LInited States,
and which has brought millions of new
buyers within reach of national distributors of all sorts of merchandise.
Any speculation regarding the future
of the motion picture in this direction
must be accompanied by the question :
"How far will a movie fan travel to see a
picture show ?"
Facts and figures of a most interesting
character, touching on that and other
questions regarding the motion picture
habits of the American public, are revealed inthe report of a survey just made
available through the courtesy of a foremost publishing company, which conducted the investigation for the purpose
of gathering confidential information for
the organization.
The survey was made by the Curtis
Publishing Company,* publisher of The
Saturday Evening Post, The Country
Gentleman, and The Ladies' Home Journal. The theatre analyzed was the Avon,
first run and leading theatre in Watertown, N. Y., a locality chosen out of 200

Map shows, by to
mile zones, distance
traveled by 579 outof-town patrons at
a Saturday night
performance at the
Avon theatre, Watertown, N. if., as
determined by
analysis of "tyincal
movie audience" in
connection with survey conducted hy
the Curtis Publishing Company, and
published here by
permission.

trading areas in
the United
States as the
most typical of
national conditions. The information regarding distances traveled
by patrons was obtained by cjuestionnaires distributed at the theatre on two
nights of a one week engagement of
"Wings," synchronized version, the week
of December i to 8, 1928. This was a
"special" engagement, the first showing
of "Wings" with sound accompaniment
in the Watertown trading area, which
covers 3,640 square miles, has 8 cities between 1.000 and 6,500 population, and 92
towns and villages with post offices, in
addition to the city of Watertown, with
an estimated population of 33,000.
The questionnaires were distributed at
the night performances on Thursday and
Saturclay. 58 per cent of the total
of 1,295 people who attended showings
of "Wings" on those two nights returned
questionnaires giving the name of the
town in which they lived, the hour on
which they arrived in Watertown on that
day, their business
or occupation,
and
their name and address.
A check of these replies showed that
40 per cent of the total patronage at the
two nights of the engagements were from
outside of Watertown. The average distance traveled was 17 miles, while the
most distant town represented in the audience was 100 miles from Watertown.
Based on the percentage of replies
turned in by patrons at the Saturday
night performance, the out of town people in the audience totaled approximately

579 persons, (not counting transients).
The following table shows the distances traveled by these 579 persons who
came to the theatre from outside points.
(The first classification, Less Than 10
Miles, does not include residents within
the city limits.)
Distance Travlcled
Less than 10 Miles
10 to 20 Miles
20 to 30 Miles
30 to 40 Miles
40 to 50 Miles
50 to 60 Miles
60 Miles and Over
Total

Number
169
206
143
19
13
7
22
579

The local theatre advertising used for
the engagement covered the use of advertising in two Watertown newspapers and
one weekly-publication outside the city ;
distribution of 15,000 hand bills in 28
towns in the surrounding territory, and
the following poster billing :
15 three-sheet boards in Watertown.
15 additional three-sheet boards outside of
Watertown.
3 twenty-four-sheet boards on main roads.
150 single sheets in small towns, stores, etc.

According to the report, this outside
business flowing into the Avon was not
obtained at the expense of the small town
theatres,
for
while
the
Avon
with
"Wings,"
regarded a special, surpassed
its average
weekly
gross, the smaller
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theatres in the outlying towns with attractions that were rated "ordinary" by
representatives of the Schinc Enterprises,
Inc., operators of the Avon and other
theatres in the Watertown area, in nearl\
all instances quoted in the report showed
weekly grosses in excess of corresponding weeks of the previous year.

Effect on Small Town Theatres
For example : The Olympic, in Watertown, did 6.g per cent more than in the
previous year's corresponding week ; at
Carthage, not far from Watertown, business was 76.5 per cent ahead of the previous year, and the Bijou, at Lowvilie, a
trading center within the Watertown
major trading area, and furthest from
Watertown, was only 2.2 per cent under
the figures for the corresponding week of
1927, while the Avon with this special
showing was running up a gross that was
61.75 per cent above the returns for the
previous year's corresponding week.
The survey primarily was planned and
executed to collect sales data concerning
the motion picture habits of the public
since the introduction of sound pictures.
In its com])lete form, however, the report
provides a picture of the movie situation
having many interesting details for consideration of the theatre man and containing material for practical application
in the booking and exploitation of motion
I)icture entertainment.
For example :
The results of this fact-finding enterprise fail utterly to support a rather
widely accepted notion that the people
who make up the mass of the moviegoing
public are "mental two-year-olds, the
great unwashed and unschooled, the
yokel ry who intellectually, socially and
economically are unequipped to appreciate or attain to anything more advanced
or more expensive than the most elemental theatrical efi^orts offered at the
local movie lialls."
The Curtis Company's investigation,
conducted in a very thorough manner in
accordance with a well-constructed plan,
shows the fallacy of any such estimate of
the picture-going public, as well as illustrates how far of the mark would be the
efforts of any producer or any exhibitor
who made pictures or exploited them in .
accordance with the misguided view,
urged by many critics outside the industry, that the successful movie is the one
that a])peals to those of less than average
intelligence and education.

Movie^s Market Selective
Comparisons between characteristics
of the typical motion picture audience
and the average people living in the
Watertown trading area were accomplished byidentification of theatre questionnaires returned with information
gained in the Curtis Publishing Company's 1927 "Watertown Trading Area
Survey." In the latter survey 32.085
families were interviewed, and the following information ascertained in the
case of each family :
Income of the chief wage earner; automobile and radio ownership ; high school

Proscenium arch and curtain in the main auditorium of the Convention Hall at Atlantic
City. This is probahly the largest fireproof asbestos theatre curtain in the world —
measuring 54 feet high by 114 feet wide and containing approximately 1.800 square
yards of three point asbestos cloth reinforced with brass wire. It weighs about 6,000
pounds.
The curtain was decorated by the Novelty Scenic Studios, of INew York.

attendance by one or more members of
each family ; magazines read or received
regularly.

Above Average of Community
Identification of theatre questionnaires
with the Survey Cards of this 1927 survey reveal the following comparisons between the averages for Total families in
the Watertown area and the audience at
the picture shows :
Audiences Total Families
Per Cent Per Cent
Income over $1,800.... 66.3
42.0
Automobile Owners . . . 76.3
64.1
Radio
Owners
46.5
24.1
Attended High School. 76.0
51.5
Read at least 1 magazine 85.3
75.0

Thus, the
is composed
over $1,800
average for
trons came

tyi)ical picture show audience
of peo])le who have incomes
to a greater extent than the
the whole trading area ; pafrom families where automo-

bilethat
ownership
above topped
the 'general
level ;
thewaspatrons
the
average of all families of the area in
education at high school or higher institutions of learning; that the picturegoers
struck a higher average in its reading
habits. These figures are based on exact
information on 249 families identified
from (juestionnaires returned at the theatre. In connection witii magazine subscription, identification of the questionnaires shows that 37.1 per cent of the
out-of-town people were readers of TJic
Country Gentleman.
The facts revealed in the quotations
from the Curtis Company survey of \y<\r-

ticular interest to theatre men, and picture producers as well, are that this study
proves that the market for motion pictures is highly selective. If the audiences
at the Avon Theatre, in Watertown, at
the time of the survey was made are
typical, it may be accepted as a business
law that the appeal of a picture that will
attain popular success must be to people
above the general average of other people in the same community so far as educational advantages, social position and
economic status are concerned.

Distances No Object
Under the conditions as shown in this
survey it becomes plain that the movie
fan's choice of motion picture entertainment is not an enforced "selection" due
to limitations imposed by environment,
social, economic, or intellectual. The
movie fan can and will travel miles, by
automobile or public carrier to see a picture which has been made attractive
through favorable impressions created by
national or local advertising or ])ul)licity
either printed -or by word-of-mouth.

Baltimore Little Theatre in
Hands of Receiver
Harry O. Levin and Leon 11. .\. Pierson have l)een appointed receivers for
the Motion Picture Guild, operating the
Little Theatre, Baltimore, by Judge Albert S. J. Owens in Circuit Court of that
city. J. S. Reed Piano Company and
John H. Small, instituted the proceedings
claiming monev due them.
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For Houses up to 2,000 Seats : Type 2MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film $3,500 ; Synchronous
Disc Only $2,500 .... For Houses up to 4,000 seats: Type 4MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film
$4,500 ; Synchronous Disc Only $3,500 .... The Pacent Film Attachment when sold separately is $750.
Two Attachments needed with each Pacent Disc System.
Film Center BIdg.

PACENT REPRODUCER

CORP.
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Unit in Production
at Two Factories

Production on the Pacent sound-onfilm attachment is going forward at two
factories to supply existing orders and
meet increased demand for sound reproducers the early fall season is expected
to bring, Louis Gerard Pacent, head of the
Pacent Reproducer Corporation, announced prior to his departure last week
for a vacation in Maine.
Mr. Pacent said that over 300 orders
for the combination disc and sound-onfilm systems manufactured by his com]jany are now on hand. He declared that
the results obtained by the new film attachment inacttial performance at several
theatres exceeded even the optimistic
hopes of officials of the company. Features of the device which he said have
proved especially satisfactory to operators are the special optical system, new
type photo-electric cell and elimination of
all batteries.

< .-■«-^",
Modfrn

archit«'cliiro as applied to the motion picture theatre in Germany.
terior of the Titania
Palast, Berlin, featuring
a spieeial frontal
display
Brothers spectacular production, "Noah's Ark"

Above exfor Warner

Huge Stage Spectacle Compressed Into
4 Minutes of Action at Roxy
TIIOUCjH one of the shortest stage
productions ever offered in connection with motion ])ictures at tlie
Roxy Theatre, the presentation introducing- "The Cock Eyed World," during its
4 weeks' run at the huge playhouse in
New York, ranks as one of the most distinguished and elaborate spectacles contrived byRoxy.
The presentation ran only four minutes, yet its production entails scenic effects, costuming, stage ])ersonnel, sound
acconipaniment, and lighting resources
larger in scope than many full length
stage productions. It was a stirring spectacle, swift in ])ace, colorful and breathtaking in its efifect on the audience.

Three Stage Levels Used
The stage picture is divided into three
levels, making three sejjaf'ate scenes of
contrasting action running simultaneously.
On the highest level, sixteen feet above
the stage floor, are the Roxyettes, seen in
a dance routine of modernistic com]X)sition. Bck)w them is another group of
dancers whose movements form a contrasting counterpart. While on the stage
level are a .score of types of different
classes and occupations enacting episodes
in their daily life — policemen, firemen,
millionaires, beggars, aviators, horsemen,
hula girls, and a score of racial and national types. Interwoven with the action
are several motion jMcture scenes ])rojected into the s])ectacle. This unusual
combination of scenes become component
parts of a huge spectacle of dramatic and
visual unity through the elabon-'e lighting plan, details of the action, and the ac-

companying sounds. The highlights of
each episode, or major details of the comjiosition, are distinctlv brought out, and
the final impression is a clearcut conception, rather than the hazv sense of color,
action and sound that might be expected
to result from a stage picture set at such
a pace and compressing so much material
into a mere flash.

Twelve Scene Changes
Twelve changes of curtains are re(|uired. These include scrims, backdro))s.
tal)lcau curtains and motion picture
screens. Three tilm projection machines
work simultaneously. Both front and
rear projection machines are used to project the flashes selected from more than
forty-five films and newsreels which are
run during the performance. There are
eight complete changes of lighting effected
(luring the production, requiring the attention of twenty-four electricians. Sjjotlights, color
wheels,machines
".Stop" and
lights,
and effect
are "do"
used.
Right s])otlights from the dome of the
theatre throw a variety of color from the
front, while fourteen are operated from
each side of the stage. I""our large lights,
flashing on and off at split-second intervals, inject a rhythm of visibility into tiie
entire production.
Sound effects were su])i)lied by machines
oi)erated by twent3^-two stage hands.
These produced a sound accompaniment
contributed by bells of different tone, tomtoms, thunder drums, chimes, shotguns
and all sorts of whi.stles, from the mailman tyi>e to that of a steam locomotive.

Results accomplished by the first installations of the Pacent sound-on-film
attachments, including those in the Commodore. Cleveland; Stratford, Chicago,
and Tivoli Open Air Roof, New York
City, he said served as a final check-up
on the new unit. "If one feature of our
unit were to be singled out from the
rest," Mr. Pacent added, "our most important accomplishment perhaps is the
production of the same quality of tone
in the reproduction of both the variable
area and variable density film record-

Increase Factory
Facilities
for Making Macy Horns
In
line with the general expansion proings."
gram of the Macy Manufacturing Corp.,
makers of sound reproducing horns for
theatres, auditoriums and concert halls,
the company has taken additional space
for the enlargement of its manufacturing
plant in Brooklyn, N. Y. The additional
space is a building adjacent of the present manufacturing location at 145 1 3gth
Street, Brooklyn, will be occupied by increased machinery and equipment for the
manufacture of the new chip board exponential horn which the Macy Company
introduced about nine months ago.
j. j. .\uerhaan, head of the Macy corporation, inthe announcement of the exl)ansion program now being carried out.
said that a recent market survey showed
that the new type horn has been installed
in more than 175 motion picture theatres
in connection with talking ])icture svstetns.
Among the outstanding advantages
providing by the chip board construction
for exponential horns, the company declares, isthat the material is not affected
by changing atmospheric conditions, that
the material being a non-conductor of
heat, eliminates retardation in sound re])roduction. and that its composition of
spruce fiber ]>ai)er is light and presents no
difficulties in handling back stage.
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Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, ni.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

IN eighteen months Publix Theatres, Inc., has purchased over
70,000 Heywood- Wakefield chairs! NOW they order 40,000
more! Wliat finer or more convincing recommendation could be
made for any theatre chair? Before Publix officials ordered the first
70,000, their chemists, engineers, and maintenance men made an
exhaustive study of theatre chair construction, comfort, and style.
The contract was placed with Heywood-Wakefield. NOW, after
70,000 chairs are installed, Publix officials have been so impressed
with the chairs, service, and the installations that they repeat with
an order for 40,000 more. . . . Pantages, Orpheum, Schine,
Saxe, and many other leading showmen in the United States are
installing Heywood-Wakefield chairs for good, money-making reasons. Let us tell you and show you why. ... A note to the nearest
Heywood-Wakefield sales office will bring detailed information on
the merits of seating or reseating with these de luxe theatre chairs»

HEYWDOD«WmEFIELD
Theatre Seatmd Division
A^
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Theatre

Solving Your
Construction Problems
Conducted by

Victor A. Rigaumont
Theatre Architect

Note: — This department is conducted
as a general sennce to exhibitors and as
an aid to them in solvinff their various
construction problems {excepting those
which relate to projection rooms). All
correspondence imll be treated in strict
confidence and anszvers U'ill be identified
b\< initials only. Address all communications. Victor A. Rigaumont, in care of
Motion Picture Nfavs, 729 Seventh
Avenue, Nezv York City. Readers incw
absolutely no obligation through requests
for advice on construction addres.ied to
this department.

Regarding Mining Town Theatre
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
The
Company intends to improve
a
theatre in
, which is a mining town, and
has an option on the lot next door. We would like
to know if the enclosed sketch would produce a)
seating capacity around 1700 seats. What is your
opinion
of making this
an a'mospheric
of our stockholders
seem
to think thishouse?
would Some
be a
novelty, but the officers aie more inclined toward
a less ornate type of building. C. H. B., Mgr.

Answering C. H. B. :
You will need an eight foot court on the
right hand side and, mo.st likely, you can
obtain the other small strip of ground in
addition to the 20 feet. Then, you will be
able to have about 1700 seats. Otherwise,
you would get considerably less. This, of
course, involves a balcony with a pretty
good overhang which may destroy any possibility of an atmospheric theatre because
very few people Avould benefit from the
biu(> sky. Evidently, some of your stockholders have in mind that the miners do
not see any too much of the sky during
woi'king hours. But, on the other hand,
your officers are somewhat correct in wanting the more conservative type of a theatre.
Your officers have been actual operators
of theatres and clearly realize that atmospheric theatres are suitable for large cities
having a big transient population, which
is difl'erent from the population of a small
town where the same people go to the same
theatre all the time. You also realize that
the cost of maintaining the electrical
equipment in an atmospheric theatre is
additional to that of the cost of a conservative type of theatre building. There
has been good progress made in atmospheric
theatre and some of them are very attractive, l)ut my opinion is that they attract
the tourist trade more than they attract
he permanent business. Your improvement
should l)e done at a reas()nai)le cost because, nu)st likely in widening your thea-

tre you will be able to keep a great deal
of the present construction. I only see the
construction of one new side wall and the
continuation of the present roof but, of
course, your fire escapes and entrance
stairs would have to be enlarged.

*

*

*

Slight
Changes
Add
Seats
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
We operate
Opera House in
Our present seating capacity is 1400. This includes,
as you might expect in an older theatre, a top
gaUery with 300 seats. However, practically no one
wants to go up there nowadays. And the cost o1
maintaining the gallery when we do sell the tickets
does not pay. Our theatre has a stage 45 feet deep
and we were wondering if you could suggest a way
of getting more seats downsttairs by using some
of the stage space, without spending too much on
the changes. Your suggestions on the top gallery
would be appreciated.
A sketch is enclosed.
P. S. N.

Ajiswering P. S. N. :
By all means get rid of your top gallery.
The day of the "gallery gods" is past and,
as you say, there is very little profit in
having them. You can easily take out this
top gallery without affecting the construction of your building, and this elimination
would give you the opportunity of having
a much better balcony because the ceiling
over the balcony is pretty well sandwiched
in now. Furthermore, according to your
sketch, T also see the opportunity for pushing the projection booth up in the air and
gaining all the seats that are now occupied
by the projection booth in the back of
your balcony. T think it would be good
l)usiness to gain these seats as they would
pay good returns toward carrying tlH> cost
of your improvement.
As to the stage, you can safely cut 20
feet off the front of it. This would add
about 120 seats to your main floor capacity and still leave you 25 feet for the
stage. This depth is safe and sufficient and
will permit you to put on vaudeviHe if
the occasion requires. Of course, if you
run vaudeville, you would have to build
a i)roscenium arch wall, tirejiroofed, in coiiformitv with the Stage Regulations.
AnenI .Stadium Type Theatre
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
I am contemplating the building of a stadium tyije
of picture house with a platform stage and would
like to know if it is possible to get more seats by
using this type of theatre, or if we could get more
seats with a .small balcony.
Trusting that you can answer my question in the
next issue of "THE SHOWMAN."
M.C.

Answering y\. C. :
If, in your city, standing room is not
permitted at the rear of the foyer, then
the stadium tyi)e theatre is an Mdvautage

M 0 t i 0 n Picture
A' e w s
and more economical to build than one with
a balcony. However, if you are permitted
standing room, then you would gain capacity by constructing a small balcony, keeping the seating capacity down so that your
stair requirements do not occupy too much
of the first floor area. There is something
very misleading about the seating capacity
and
atres.standing capacity of stadium type theAs to a platform stage, it is assumed
that you are completely "wedded" to the
permanency of the picture showmanship,
and that it seems to be your opinion that
scenic stages will never be required. Or,
maybe it is possible that you are leaving
some ground at the rear and you are not
constructing a stage for the present. Today, I often recommend that my clients
leave sufficient space at the rear of the
theatre so that stages can always be built.
Arcade Lobby
Must Be Fire-Proofed
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
My partner and I would like to build an arcadb
leading to our theatre and use this arcade as aji
entrance lobby and would have shops on each side.
I>o you think that such an arrangement would be
detrimental to the architecture and attraction of
the theatre?
S. L.

Answering S. L. :
Your State Laws and Regulations do not
permit you to place any openings between
the theatre portion and a mercantile portion. Shops would be under the classification of mercantile occupation. Therefore,
you will be required to construct a 13-ineh
brick wall, or an 8-inch concrete wall between the lobby or vestibule of your theatre and any mercantile section, as Avell as
a fireproof slab over the top of this lobby.
This requirement is made because a fire
may break out in any of these shops and
cause a panic. In such a case, the people
exiting through the lobby would see the
flames, or would have to pass through the
smoke with the consequences usually resulting from such panics.

Time-O-Stat Co. Announces
New Appointments

The Time-O-Stat Controls Com])any,
manufacturer of automatic control devices, has announced the api>ointment of
Ray G. Schott as manager of the New
York office, succeeding Carl A. Scholle,
who will devote all his time to the distributhig organization of the company,
and Gerald E. Spates as manager of the
Detroit office. Both are well known
through long association with the automatic control Inisiness.
Time-O-Stat also has announced recent new appointments of district distributors made in accordance with the policy announced immediately following the
merger quired
under
which Ti'me-O-Stat
acseveral important
manufacturing
concerns. The new distributors named
are as follows :
r>raid & llaberkorn, Im.. 040 Speer
r.oulevard. Denver, Colo. ; ].\{. Lvm, 724

Utah;
LakeSt..City."
SaltMain
Bldg.,
Mdntyre
(Oklahoma
West
Co., 535
CHne
City, Okla. ; J. Sylvan Bowers, Heating
Specialty Co.. 3<S65 Page Boulevard, St.
Louis, IMo. ; Northwest Time-O-Stat Distributors, 2707 E. Lake St., Minneapolis,
Minn.; American Appliance Co., 1214
TTarvcy St., Omaha, Nebr.
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Notes, Reports and Ideas That
Keep You Posted on the Trend of
the Trade from Month to Month

month of August was a l)aiincr
THE
one for the motion pictui"e theati-es,
the big first runs of the hirger cities
Ihat is, and proved entii'ely satisfactory for
the more favorably placed, and equipped,
neighborhood houses. The smaller houses
without sound equipment, and those located
within the areas tapped by large de luxe
policy theatres, sound installations or no,
were less favored by the prosperity which
has made the mid-summer season of 1929
one that will go down in the commercial
history of the film theatre as a highlight
ill box office returns. Of course, the talkies
linve done it. However, the talkies had
the aid of modern cooling and air conditioning plants to make the theatres atti'active as summer resorts for the general
public. Box office returns, new and sensational merger developments arising from
the reported get-together negotiations between Paramount and Warner, the franchise plan evolved at the Chicago conferences of Allied groups, R-K-O and T-8, and
further discussion and developments in the
field of the wide film, were the real highlights of the month.

Movie Cro'wds as Prosperity
hidex
nPHE tremendous patronage attracted to
* Iciiding theatres in the Broadway distiict of Manhattan were pointed out as an
outstanding indication of national f)ros])erity in an article published in the financial
section of the "New ^'ork Times" of Sunday, August 18.
"Even in August, a season when the socalled legitimate theatres are either closed
or in the doldrums as to attendance," the
article states, "the big picture houses here
have been packed to overflowing. As to the
reason for this, there are pr()t)ably several.
Increased national prosperity is undoubtedly one, and the second is probal)ly the
popularity of the audible film. Then there
is the attraction of artistically devised
stage offerings and of the artificially cooled
buildings in warm \veather. "
The article goes on to give some of the
impressive statistics from the Roxy —
"r),()()(),()00 persons attended the Roxv from
March 1927 to March, 1928. In the next
twelve months this figure was actually increased by half a million, and within the
last fortnight all records for attendance at
any theatre have been sliattered l)y the
Roxy, no less than 210,000 persons paid

$173,000
to held
see "The
Eyed
which was
over Cock
and in
the World"
second
week attendance dropped oidy 5,000."

Producer-Distributor Prosperity
nPHE prosperity picture was further high•*■ lighted by eai'nings reports issued during the month by Fox Film Corporation
and Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation.
Fox's second quarter earnings statement
made most agreeable reading matter for
the shareholders, no doubt. Because the
earnings for the period, ordinarily a dull
one in the amusenu'ut business, showed net
profits amounting to $.3.11 a share for the
combined Class A and Class B stocks, and
thus indicated that the company would in
all prol)ability exceed the $12 per share
jnark
The Fox
income for
for the'
the full
firstyear
half ofof 1929.
1929 anuiunted
to an increase of 110 per cent over the net
for the corresponding period in 1928.
Paramount receipts from domestic films for
the first six weeks of the third quarter, beginning July 1, were 39 per cent ahead
of the same period of 1928, it was announced.

^^Stereoscopic'''' Pictures
COMIMEXT on the amusement stocks and
their prospects in the jiresent and near
future in financial quarters, now very much
interested in the amusements due to the
success of sound pictures, usually concludes
optimistic estimates of the picture business by mention of a new develoj)ment just
around the corner and which is looked
upon as another factor that will bring even
greater i>opularity to the films— this new
development, of course, being the near
perfection of "stereoscopic" pictures.
Thus far stereoscopic jiictures that have
been viewed by the public have been those
employing an auxiliary device, either spectacles with one red and one green lens, or
the Teleview, an instrunu'iit with a .shutter synchronized Avith two projectors used
to project the film, and demonstrated in
1922 in New York. The stereoscopic picture
discussed as soon to arrive are those to be
made by the Grandeur process now being
developed by Fox.

Sees Wide Film As New

Aid

'T' HE use of wide film giving increased
'■ scope to the motion picture scene and
proilucing {)ictures of greater depth, will be

the next big stejj forward in the production
of photoplays, Jesse L. Lasky declared on
the coast, according to Dan Thomas, Hollywood correspondent of the NEA Service
in an article printed in several newspapers.
According to the Paramount production
chief, his company has been able to get
perfect results from the Magnafilm, 5(3
mm wide fijjin developed by Paramount
engineers
last July. and demonstrated in New York
This is one of the four wide film systems which have been brought to what is
declared to be commercial perfection. The
other three are the Spoor-Berggren, the
Grandeur, and the Fear process, invented
by Captain Ralph G. Fear, of the Cinenui
EquijMnent Co., Hollywood. Both the Magnafilm and the Fear process achieve greater
depth through the use of a wider photographed image. The Grandeur system more
elaborately goes about an attempt to produce a stereoscopic effect by photographing with a "two-eyed" lens system. The
Spoor Natural Vision system uses 56 mm
film and a special lens system which acconij)lishes a more natural representation
because of a lens arrangement which focuses sharply on foreground and background simultaneously, thus eliminating
the blurred effects so noticea})le in closeups taken with the ordinary flat plane
lens.

Wide Film Equipm^efit
Requiremefits

WHAT
will be the added cost saddled
upon the theatres through the iml)ending wide film or stereoscopic picture
developments is a question that looms large
as a problem with which the exhibitor will
be faced in the event of general adoption
of a new- standard for film.
The outstaiuling feature claimed for the
Fear doul)le width film is that the picture
is made on 155 mm stock, the image being
photographed horizontally by a lens system which turns the object from the vertical to the horizontal. The projector is
equii)ped
with
an optical system which reverses this
process.
The Paramount Magnafilm requires a
jjrojector attachment that can be fitted to
))resent machines, also.
The Spoor-Berggren system recjuires a
s])ecially designed j)rojector mechanism,
with special gearing and a compressed air
control employed to hold the film flat and
in-event {Continued
buckling or twisting,
on page while
902) the lens
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WRIGHT DeCOSTER
REPRODUCER
"^ifie Speaker of the ijeay

Realizing the sound equipment
can be only as good as its speaker,
the leading manufacturers are now
standardizing on Wright DeCoster
Reproducers.
When installing sound in your
theatre, it will pay you to investigate the speaker to be used.
Write Department Kfor descriptive matter and address of nearest district sales
office. If you are in a hurry for a sample
speaker order one at the same time.

WRIGHT

DeCOSTER,

MAIN
VOICE

CONE

OFFICE

SAINT

AND

Inc.

FACTORIES

PAUL, MINNESOTA

Trade

Mark

VOICE

& MUSIC

CONE

Registered

NATION WIDE ENDORSEMENT
DA-LITE SCREENS

OF

Was fully established during the reign of silent pietures. With the advance of sound pictures this endorsement has become international and
all but unanimous in character.
Da-Tone X Sound Screens — 75c. per sq. ft.
Gold Fibre Seamless Tearproof Screens — 50c. per sq. ft.
Also Portable Screens — All Types.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922-924 West Monroe
Chicago,

Illinois

Street,

U
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"Sound System Flitting" is the Proper
Approach to Good Reproduction
By Ludwig Arnson
Radio Receptor Company

ill the early days of radio
BACK
reception, when adventurous radio
fans were forsaking the crystal for
the vacuum-tube detector, selection was
a comparatively simple matter. There
was no such thing as a 201 -A, 245 or 224
vacuum tube. The proud purchaser
would simply say, "Give me a vacuum
tube," and after six or seven dollars had
changed hands, would walk out with that

Aladdin's Lamp representing the acme
of radio i>erfection. And the writer fears
this condition or frame of mind exists
even today in the matter of sound.
Among a considerable number of theatre owners there seems to be a belief
that the entire problem is solved when
they decide to spend a certain amount for
the equipment and then give the order
"send me a sound outfit."

LESS

ALL STEEi
A

VALLEN

TRACK

PRODUCT

Picture

X e zu s

Now, probal)ly only a])out 20 per cent
of all picture theatre auditoriums are
really ready for the immediate installation of a sound-reproducing system without adjustments of any sort. The remaining 80 per cent hold in store serious
acoustical problems. And each one of
these problems requires special treatment.
In other words, just as much care is
necessary to "tailor" the installation to
fit the theatre, as is required to tailor
theWegoods
fit the "stylish
stout."
were torecently
called upon
to assist
a figurative "stylish stout'' in upper New
York State, whose requirements were
delicate in the extreme. This particular
theatre was afflicted with dead spots or
areas, not necessarily far from the sound
source, where practically nothing could be
heard. Farther back in the theatre, reception was excellent, as it was to the
front and sides. The trouble was diagnosed in this case as conflicting sound
waves. A train of sound waves coming
directly from the stage, encountered another train of waves deflected straight
down from the ceiling. Where the twO'
met, they counteracted.
The remedy in this case was found in
the medium of distribution, that is to say,
in the use of directional speakers. The
usual cone speakers were discarded and
a number of specially designed horns were
substituted. These horns were placed at
different angles and their relative positions varied until the best obtainable degree of reproduction was achieved.

Watson Heads Acoustical
Division of Seating Co.

Quality — Not Price!
Vallen
Vallen
Vallen
Vallen
Vallen

of
impor
on tance
NG itsthe
acoustics
relati
to sound
IZIand
RECOGN
picture production, the American Seating
organized within the ReCompany has
search Department a special engineering
division to study acoustics and acoustical
treatment from an entirely technical
standpoint.
The new division will have as acting
consultant. Dr. F. R. Watson, of the
University of Illinois, and one of the
field of acousoutstanding
tical research.leaders in the

High Speed Control.
Syncontrol
Junior Control
Noiseless All-Steel Track
Automatic Screen Mask.

At the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, pressing one button
starts, stops, or reverses any one of the curtains.
Even the roll curtains and horns for sound pictures
are
operated by Vallen Equij>ment tvhich is used
\
exclusively to make this a complete and unique
installation!

i

Vallen Electrical Company, Inc.
Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.

To those in close contact with the situation, acoustics is recognized as a subject
which has been given intensive and intelligent study for many years by qualified
engineers specializing in this field. Dr.
Watson is well known for his work along
this line, and it is noteworthy that he has
been retained as consultant on acoustical
engineering problems and research development to be carried on l)y the American
Seating Com])any.
Acoustical engineers all agree that absorption isthe prime factor in reverberation control. A complete laboratory
analysis of absorption values has been
prepared on the "American" line. This
information, together with other details
of a technical nature, as relates to acoustical control, are a part of the service
made available to users and prospective
users of "American" equipment.
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SmmdScffeenL
The First Screen Scientifically Perfected for Sound Pictures
More Brilliant Pictures — More Perfect Sound

Users of VoCALiTE Sound Screens are effecting a saving
of oa<-thir<l on their electric current costs. '1 hat saving
is possible because VocALiTE Sound Screen gives onethii-d more light than any other screen. This extra

PERMEABILITY
"^VSoiIEd
To cat Scream
lilt©
other screen.

has
five to six times
soundfrompermeability
than more
any

VIHKATIOIVLESS
use a soft silk fabric for a base,
V Soumd Screen
preventing all vibrations, drumming or echoes.
COLOR

projects a soft pure white color.
VSommd Scireeii Light from its surface cannot
"^/bcalite
refract to the audience.
WRITE
FOR PRICES

TAKE
WITH

BEADED

NO

POWER

FAILURE

ENSLEN
HYDRO-ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Su£Bcient Power to Operate Projection
Machines and Lights

IN AN

EMERGENCY—
Approved by
the Departm e n t of
Labor and
industry at
Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th
19 22. Ap.
proval
No.
276.

Send for descriptive Booklet.

Enslen HydrO'Electric Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway,
NO

BATTERIES

— NO

New

York, N. Y.

REPLACEMENTS

Yi^©caillte

CLEAIV'LINESS

'Soimd Screen will not gather dust. The compound used in surfacing encases
the screen with a smooth
finish to which dust
will not adhere.
though
COST
far
, ©calite
SoimdScireeii more than superior, costs no
any other sound
screen. It will pay for itself by its savings in current and its economy in upkeep.
Beaded
,Soimd
©callte
Screen. is manufactured by
Screen Corporation

Vs

Yi

SCREEN

CHANCES—

ELECTRIC

brilliance is secured by surfacing the base fabric with
tiny glass beads — a process which gives maximum
reflection without evestrain. VOCALITE'S other points
of superiority are:

CORP.

Your

438 WEST 37th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Theatre

needs the attraction
of
individually designed

UNIFORMS

.... and it costs no more to buy
from America's largest uniform
makers: the house with the largest
experience, creators of uniforms for
the finest theatres in the country,
famed for originality of ideas as
well as speed of service. Let us submit estimates and original designs
for uniforming the entire staff of
your theatre!

T)rowning Kiiig ^ Co.
UNIFORM

DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores
in 26 principal cities from coast to coast.
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Before rer.ovatioji.

Auditorium rear of Richmond

Brings Old
800 Seater

Washington,
rector.

D.

theatre, Alexandria, Va.

C, the

supervising di-

The photographs reproduced on this
and the facing page tell more about what
has been done to bring this 800 seater uj)
to ('ate than anything else could.
Chjsc

Compare

Picture

N e zv s

wiih i)hoo opposite.

study of the pictures and comparison of
one with the other show the methods
adopted to make the Richmond over from
an old fashioned movie house to something entirely modern.
The theatre is decorated
throughout

Up-to-date
of moti ni ])icobsolesscense
RAPID
due to the strides
ture theatre
made within the past few years
has relegated to an inglorious old age
many of the smaller playhouses built on
modest lines, with the result that theatre
buildings that are still serviceable from
every standpoint but interior appearanceand furnishings now are forced to o])crate at steadily decreasing profits, or undergo renovation that will enable their, own
ers to attract patronage educated to ex
pect newness, freshness and a certain
amount of beauty in every auditoritun
devoted to motion picture presentations.
Within the past few years theatr.
architects have given a great deal Oi
study to methods of renovating old theatres at a moderate outlay, and jjrogress
along this line is evidenced in work accomplished on many remodeling jobs.
An interesting example of "face lif'
ing" is jirovided in the work recentl}
com[)leted on the Richmond Theatre. Al
<-xandria, \'a., of which W. Harmon
Reed is ])resident and Sidney l'>. Lust, of

A liiirc an<l iinatlra<-ti\<- room triinsformed
into ii modern
^Ivle theatre liv renovation.
re>nll> of which are repealed hv fompariM>n of alnive with photo opposite
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The Richjnond as it appears today.
with colorful Spanish effects, by using
antique gold and azure blue. The seat.are dark red Spanish leather. A lavish
use of blue velvet and blue and gold silk
bro.^ade in hangings and draperies, carries
out an elaborate motive.
High casement

The transformation was accomplished

with an economy of effort and expense

windows with grill work balconies blend
with the general effect. The lobby ceiling lights are blue and gold.
Wainscoting is of simulated, yet realistic, stone blocks, and the walls are of
s;o::c, tinted with huge jjanels of blue,

super-imposed. The lobby stairways are
of dull gold metal with slate treads, leading to the promenade which is attractively furnished with two benches, covered
with Spanish mission leather, a table,
mirror, chairs, and floor lamps, all set in
frame by colorful draperies.
From the promenade a velvet carpet
aisle with swinging velvet hand rail, leads
to the balcony, where across the front, a
loge or box seat section has been installed.
.V view of the new orchestra pit reveals
an elaborate decoration. Pipe organ,
l):ano, chairs, and panelling all done in
go'd. A low brass rail hung with velvet
curtain or dark blue. Enormous velvet
curtains spangled with a crystal border
.-' k1 draped above with a gold and blue
I'l-ocade make an effective stage decoralion. This l:eavy curtain draws back si1 T.t'y into the wings by electric motor.

Pa?iels Ftcnik ProsctvifKiyn

Above the renovated interior of the Richmond theatre.
Elevation of the rear portion
of the ceiling was the only major structural change made to accomplish the rejuvenation

Immense panels, placed at each side of
(he stage and reaching to the vaulted ceiling, represent windows, and are hand'Omely curtained in blue velvet and bro( ade. Ifere is the theatre's hidden coolT", system. The ceiling has been raised
;ind its colored lights change during the
;>rogress of the show. Massive dome in
lolored lights heightens the color scheme.
The casement windows have overgilded grill work, a hand painted banner
of velvet with a coat of arms. In the
small balconies are hidden lights reflecting upwards and changing color. Harry
Brandt was the architect.
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Bell & Howell Research Laboratory
Completed at Cost of $500,000
TITE new engineering laboratory
erected by the Bell & Howell Co.,
Chicago, manufacturers of Bell &
Howell motion picture cameras and accessories, has been completed. The laboratory was built at a cost of $500,000. It
provides accommodations for 400 engineers and technicians and is equipped
with machinery of the highest standard.
The laboratory occupies 35.000 square
feet of floor space in the new building.
The engineering personnel will be un-

der the direction of A. S. Howell, chief
engineer of the Bell & Howell Company,,
and will devote its time to new developments in the mechanics of the motion
picture industry, whether originated within the company's organization, or submitted to it by the industry or individuals,
it was announced by J. H. McNabb,
l)resident of the company.
Perhaps no other industry in the world
requires more co-operation between the
manufacturer and the user of equipment

KLI EGL

Connectors

Picture

N ezv s

than does the motion picture industry
which has in the past, and will in the future, owe most of its forward strides to
the developments suggested by those responsible for the finished products — film
productions. A thorough inter-change of
ideas is indispensable to the success of
this industry, which, more tlian any other,
involves the application of scientific and
technical knowledge.
The new Engineering Laboratory and
the recognized ability of the engineering
force will add considerably to the facilities that the Bell & Howell Company will
be in a position to offer to the professional motion picture field.
Sound and talking pictures have opened
entirely new and unlimited fields for advances in motion picture production.
Color photography, wider width of film,
and perhaps stereoscopic effects will be
the next most striking developments
which the industry will witness.

Spectacular
Electric
Sign
Erected On Astor Theatre
With a flash of exjjloitation that has
been conceded by many to be the most
spectacular staged for a first night on
Broadway, the Metro-(ioldwyn-Mayer

for Sound Recording Apparatus

exploitation put ''The Hollywood Revue"
on Broadway "with a bang," as the exploiteer calls it.
For this first musical screen revue ^n
electrical sign believed to be the larges^
erected on a theatre, proved the most
extraordinary feature of attraction for
outside crowds. On its huge salmon-colored letters, ranging from eight to twelve
feet in height, and picked out against a
blue background by five thousand incandescent bulbs, twenty-six chorus girls,
trained by Chester Hale, of the Capitol

K

Theatre,
sang "Singin'
the and
Rain"
and
other
numbers
from the in
show
danced

I N - P L U G connectors,
especially designed for quickly
connecting electrical circuits of
sound recording devices, signal
circuits, etc., to the camera box
and other locations about the

routines, Theatre
just as inwas
at Grauman's
Chinese
Los done
Angeles,
wiien the
])icture opened there.

Wyalusing Theatre Equipped
With Head Sets For Deaf

studio . . . numerous designs meeting innumerable requirements . . .
various current capacities . . . different combinations for multiple
and branch-off circuits . . . any
number of poles desired . . . substantial, serviceable, practical . . .
just what you need.

^rite for

Bulletin

No.

The New Wyalusing Theatre. Lee &
Van Dyke proi)rietors, Wyalusing. Pa.,
have an innovation in conjunction with
their sound equipment. This house recently installed a Mellaphone disc repro-

102

.r
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

321 West 50th Street
N EW
%

YORK,

NY.

ducing devicefor.
and a "deaf man's row"
was arranged
Five pairs of seats were wired wnth
outlets for earphones making it possible
for deaf ])atrons to enjoy the talkies even
to a greater extent than they had the old
silent i)ictures. The proprietors are very
well satisfied with the additional business
and good will this job has earned for
them, and they claim the distinction of
being one of the first small houses outside of the large centers which has made
provision for the hard of hearing.
The idea of having the seats wired in
pairs is for deaf patrons who usually
l)ring a friend alonsf.
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All Racon
Horn
carry
Racon
labels
All others are imitations.

[^^A/Nl Horns

Swell profits by electrifying your audiences
with Racon Horns.

Theatre goers these days are more discriminating than ever before. They demand the best,
and Racon supplies it— the marvelous human
appeal in recreating thrilling stage dramas and
famous artists of Grand Opera.
Those dollar-winning features — non-vibratory
material, one-piece construction and scientific
construction — are exclusively Racon, fully protected by fundamental patents.

Racon Gieuit
namic Type Electro-DyHorn Unit
U. S. Pat. No. 1,711,514
Can be supplied with
A C operated Field Exout a citer,
hum. guaranteed with-

Racon banishes the squeaks, vibrations and
tone distortions in vocal and instrumental reproductions.
No. 4320
Air Column
10 feet;
Bell 40 in. by 40 in.;
Depth 34 in.; Weight
45 pounds.

Protect yourself against patent infringement
suits by using Racon Horns and Racon Units
as these are fully protected by patents.
New Racon Junior
Electro-Dynamic
Type
Horn

Specialists in Acoustic

Factories : 18 to 24 Washington

Unit

Chambers

Place, New York; Slough, Bucks, England, and 3 Mutual St., Toronto, Canada
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Cinephor Projection Lenses
Build Sustained Attendance

ROCKBESTOS
•^tfia asbestos cohered wire

Your posters and good feature films can generally draw the crowds.
But the regular, night-after-night patronage that means steady
profit comes only when projection is of the finest type. Distortion,
aberration or poor focus soon discourages your public — sends their
trade elsewhere.
To obtain absolute assurance of best projection results, leading
theatre operators now unhesitatingly recommend Cinephor lenses.
For definition, flatness of field, illumination, sharp focus and contrast between black and white — Cinephors have proved their superiority in many comparative tests before experts in projection.
A note from you will bring full information about Cinephor lenses.
BaQSCh & Lomb will gladly cooperate in solving your own projection problems. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653 St. Paul Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

The
Brenograph
ROCKBESTOS

Bausch & Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for Motion Pictures

MOTION

PICTURE

CABLE

is used exclusively on the Brenograph
because of its high quality and
extreme flexibility
Write JorBulLdln

ROCKBESTOS
CORPORAT

on JI. P. Cable.

PRODUCTS
I

ON

NEW
HAVEN,
CONN,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PITTSBURG
On the Pacific Coast— Anaconda
Wire
& Cable Co.
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humIan
biujboaro

A nvv, <i<-v«-!opni('iit in display signs. Aboie are two >i«'\*> of the "human billboard" made up of twenty-six chorus girls who sang
and danced on piatforms running across the tops of the letters on a huge sign exploiting the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer two-a-day showing
of "The Hollywood Revue" at the Astor Theatre, New York iCily, The human element supplied by the dancing girls proved so formidab'e an attraction in drawing crowds that complete blocking of traffic on Broadway necessitated the discontinuance of this feature
after the Saturday night performance of the first week. However, the sign accomplished its purpose in giving "The Hollywood Revue"
what was perhaps the most striking theatre front ever brought to Broadway for a theatrical opening. The girls stood on a platform
eighteen inches wide. A trolley arrangement concealed from view, aHowed them freedom to perform dances while making them secure.
Belts worn under the costumes were attached at the back to rings on the "hand rails."

system must be Ijtifjer to project the oversize picture.
Special mechanism, also, is necessary to
])n)ject the Grandeur film, which while
j)h()t()',n-aphe(l with a double lens is projected by a sing-le lens optical system, according to reports. The projectors for the
(irandeur pictures will be manufactured by
International Projector Cori>()ration, now
controlled
by (icncral Theati'cs Kcpupmcnt,
Inc.

Tclev'isiofi (i?id Stcreoscop

n^WVAiYj has t)een much discussion yof the
* e()uipment needs in the near future because of wide films and the development of
television. One exhibitor organization was
told by the representative of an electrical
company there is no need to fear the arrival
of television or stereoscopic pictures in
the near future. Geitipral opinion seems to
be that television is a long way off, so far
as theatre application is concerned, and
true stereoseoi)ic pictures, those versed in
the science of optics claim, never will be
achieved without auxiliary devices to accomplish bifocal vision.
However, whether true stereoscopic pictures, or merely enlarged pictures giving
an illusion of the stereoscopic, result from
current wide-film experiments, the belief is
exi)ressed by many well informed film men
that it will be only a relatively short time
before the standard of motion picture projection will be forced to undergo a change
to accommodate pictures made on a larger
scale than at present. The talkies have
made this necessary. Full stage screens
are needed to give the results required for
effective presentation of audible photoplays.
This fact was commented on more genrrally than ever before after the premieres
of such pictures as "The Hollywood Revue,'' with its many e]a))orate scenes, and

the King Vidor epic of Negro life, "Hallelujah." The stage spectacles which featured the former, and the sweeping panoramas with dramatic action occuring in the
foregrounds of the Vidor production,
seemed to cry out for more scope, in which
to realize their full pictorial potentialities,
according to many observers. And the impression of a great many at the first night
performances was that "the pictures assuredly have outgrown the frames presently provided for them in the theatre."
The bigger picture appears to be a necessity, not to be stopped or even delayed by
the added costs that its adoption will entail in production or distribution.

Merger Motives
ACCORDING to comment circulated in
the Wall Street district, which after
all appears to he the source of all the information that leaks out in advance of
such events as mergers in the film and
•other industries, the projected merger of
Paramount and Warner is merely a step
in Paramount 's program to create an
amusement organization that will match
unit for unit the Radio Corporation
of
-America's present organization, which includes picture production, theatres, radio
broadcasting, through the N.B.C. chain,
and the varied interests of the Victor company, now consolidated with Radio. Paramount already has a radio broadcasting
outlet for ])ublicity on picture jiroductions,
and for building up personalities, through
control of 50 per cent of the stock in the
Columbia chain. These rumors failed to
say in what way Paramount would go
ai)out matching the activities of the Victor
Talking Machine Company through acquisition to be made in its supposed "race
with Hadio."

Radio Publicity
THE

close alifiliation of radio broadcasting and the modern picture theatre
works out as an arrangement of mutual advantage, with apparently radio program.s made easier, and more entertaining,

through
the supply
and
personalities
built upofin "theme
the films.songs"
However,
radio publicity is a tremendous factor in
building up popularity for pictures and it,
too, has supplied several good drawing cards
in the persons of singers and entertainers
who acquired wide reputation and popularity as personalities of the air. The radio
publicity that will be applied to the exploitation of RKO pictures available to independent exhibitors under the franchise plan
is a point that has been stressed by exhibitor representatives who have endorsed the
franchise arrangement. Paramount is preparing to take a very active part in radio
througli, the Columbia Broadcasting affiliation. A series of Paramount broadcasts
will be launched on Se])t. 21. Announcing
these broadcasts Adol]>h Zukor said that
his company had completed an arrangement that would "bring radio, stage and
screen together on a basis that will assure
the public the best features of amusement
in these three great forms of entertainment." Paranunint took its first official action in the operation of the C.B.C. when
last month five representatives of Paramount Avere elected to the directorate of
the broadcasting company. The five representatives are Ralph A. Kohn, Sidney R.
Kent, Charles E. McCarthy, Eugene J.
Zukor and Sam Katz. According to another report, Paramount plans to record
speeches, monologues, songs, etc., of film
stars in Hollywood and use the films for
broadcasting from radio stations.
[Con fumed on page 906)
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CONTROL
Your sound
distribution

Light and
Lighting Control
is Fundamenta

as you control
your lights!
This Powerful, FLEXIBLE
System Enables You to
Secure Best Results
With Genuine Economy

The theater has always been a place of
contrasting lights and shades and light draws
the crowds — brings them back. You can
not overlook light in support of the rest
of your program and if you agree on this
you should consider the @ Major System
as the proven leader of the field by hundreds of successful installations over all
other types.
. We believe in the ultimate success of theaters whose management thinks wisely
along these lines.

POWERIZER

book "Control

of Lighting

in Theatres"

^ank iSidam
jELECTRIC

COMPANY

world-renowned units. Of course you're aware
that speech and music in your theater must be,
above all else, clear and understandable. POWERIZER makes this possible, controlling every phase
of your audio-distribution from this simple panel
board, just as you control your lighting.

ST. LOUIS
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore,
Md.
Boston, Mass.
N.
Y.
Buffalo,
Chicago
111.
Cincinnati,
Ohio

DISTRICT OFFICES
Dallas, Texas
Memphis, Tenn.
Denver, Colo.
Minn'polis, Minn.
Detroit Mich.
New Orleans, La.
Jacksonville,
F!a. New York, N. Y.
Kansas City, Mo. Omaha, Nebr.
Los Angeles, Calif . Philadelphia,
Pa.

amplifier

power . . . less power ... as you
MORE
need it. Well balanced, clear reproduction
of voice and music, through POWERIZER

Send for the new edition of the
@

2-channel

panel, capacity 15 watts per channel

Send for Bulletin No. MP1028
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
Tulsa, Okia
Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg,

Man.
Reg. U. S

SOUND

Pat. Off.

SYSTEMS
Mnnitfactured by

RADIO

RECEPTOR

COMPANY,

106 Seventh Avenue
Licensed by Radio
Sales

and

Corporation
Service

of America

Agencies
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and

Inc.

New York City
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Maintenance and Redecoration Factors in
Wise Choice of Acoustic Material
new factor connected with the motion
AN- be importan
ownerto picture auditorium, that of acoustics, has
theatre not
by the ration
overlookted 'coiiside
in deciding upon the materials and
brought to the market a great number of
methods he will adopt to accomplish . materials and a wide range of suggested
needed acoustical correction in the audimethods to accomplish the job of improvtorium in which sound pictures are to -be
atres.ing hearing conditions in the picture thepresented, is the question of appearance
and maintenance, it is pointed out by- " Atitborities agree that the easiest and
manufacturers of an acoustical prodt'ct
most satisfactory way to correct excessive
marketed under the trade name of Acousreverberation is to cover the ceiling with
tex.
an efficient sound absorber. This soaks
The sound development introducing a up the sound and kills the- echoes and

THE NEW
SAMUELS

uloaiaBe
Without an Equal in Economy

. •

Silence

Ease of Installation

ion
Reliability of Operat

A JUNIOR
CURTAIN
MACHINE
AT A REAL

JUNIOR PRICE

Picture

News

reverberations that make it impossible to
get goodtreatedsound
interior. reproduction in the unMaterials that are available for use in
this application offer varying degrees of
acoustical efficiency, but from the standpoint of cost and future satisfaction the
theatre owner will exercise good judgment if he bases his choice on other considerations as well. He will ask whether
the material is endorsed by architects,
how easy it is to apply, how about maintenance and redecorating, whether or not
the material is fire-safe and proof against
moisture and changes in temperature.
When automobiles were being developed, the big question in the mind of the
prospective buyer was : Will it run ?
Looks didn't worry him — all he wanted
was the means of getting somewhere and
getting back. Today — the question of
^ style, tant
color
andin design
is "the
element
the sale
of most
a car.ImporAirplanes, radio and every other new development has gone through the same stages
— first mechanical, then style and decorative.
One of the acoustical materials which
have been developed along distinctly decorative lines is i\coustex. This has a richly
textured surface. It is furnished in tiles
or large slabs and is precolored by the
manufacturers to match any desired color
scheme. It is easily redecorated without
impairing its acoustical efficiency, thus
enabling the owner to keep abreast of any
trend in theatre decoration without disturbing his original acoustical installation.

Two New Theatres Opened
in Philadelphia by Warner

Location
anywhere
— Fly Gallery, Side
Wall,
Stage
Floor
or Under Stage
NOW

BRINGS

CURTAIN
SCHOOLS,

"EACH

Elevator
Traction

Type
Drive

THE ADVANTAGES

CONTROL
LODGES

Opening and Closing Speed up to
3 % Ft. per 3econd

OF AUTOMATIC

WITHIN THE MEANS
AND
AUDITORIUMS

OBTAINABLE THRU
EQUIPMENT DEALERS
AND DRAPERY HOUSES

CURTAIN

DESERVES

REMOTE

OF THEATRES,
EVERYWHERE

ONE"
By the manufacturers of

AUTOMATIC
739 HAMILTON

ST.

DEVICES

CO.

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

rthe
ed Warne
two tsdays
two new
launch
Stanley interes
WITHIN
de luxe theatres, each having a seating capacity of 3,500 persons, in Philadelphia.
These are the Circle, at Frankford Avenue and Orthodox Street, and the State
at 52d and. Chestnut Streets, in West
Philadelphia
Both houses are elaborately designed
and decorated, and will present sound and
talking pictures as the main attractions
ofifered at popular prices.
The Circle was designed by the Hoffman-Henon Company, with the auditorium decoration by W. Gibelli, wellknown architect and decorator of Italy,
in co-operation with the architects. The
theatre
is executed in the Spanish style of
architecture.
The State is the architectural creation
of Ralph B. Bencker, architect, of Philadelphia. The exterior is of buff and
black brick, limestone and terra cotta.
carried out in the modern style of architecture. The lobby walls are done in
black glass, with concealed spot lights in
niches and ceiling. Soft tones of rose,
blue and silver, accented with black, feature the general scheme of the spacious
entrance hall. The same coloring predominates in the auditorium, designed
along the lines of modern architectural
concc]ition.
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Big Increase in Demand for
Sound Units Indicated

The Burt Reproducer for Talking Motion Pictures

Indications point to a very large increase in demands for sound equipment
as the fall season approaches, according
to Irving Lesser, general sales manager
of the DeForest Phonofilm. Many theatres that marked time during the summer
months, Mr. Lesser, continued, now are
ready to contract for sound installations.
From recent orders received for DeForest equipment, it is said, there is indicated adefinite trend toward the addition
of sound-on-film attachments to disc leproducers already installed.
Theatres recently equipped and now being equipped with DeForest machines
are : Smallev Theatre. Hamilton, New
York ; State'Theatre,
E. St. Ind.
Louis,; KaufMo. ;
Towers
Theatre. Louisville,
man Theatrcr Montpelier, Ohio ; Grand
Theatre, McCamey. Texas ; Strand Theatre, Rumford, Me.; Playhouse Theatre,
Montpelier, \t. ; Newport Theatre, Norfolk, \'a. ; Ashland Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo. : Rose Theatre, Colfax, \\'ashington ; Oriental Theatre, Montrose. Calif.:
Egyptian, Denver, Colo. ; National Theatre, Boston, Mass. ; Aulmrn Theatre,
Auburn, Me. ; Riviera Theatre, Attleboro, Mass. ; New Symphony, Chicago,
111.- Dazzleland Theatre, Phila., Pa.;
State Theatre, West Frankfort, 111. ;
State Theatre, Trenton, N. J.; Hippodrome, Murphysboro ; Hippodrome, Herrin. 111. ; Jackson Theatre, Cinci., Ohio ;
Empress Theatre, Laramie, Wyo. ; Majestic Theatre, Cadahy, Wis.; Rose Theatre, Colfax, Wash.

S. M. P. E. Fall Convention
At Toronto October 7-10
Arrangements have been completed for
the Fall Meeting of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers to be held at the Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Canada, Octoljer
7th-ioth inclusive, the convention committee has announced.
The personnel of all committees in
charge of the various activities that will
feature this convention has. been selected
and approved by L. C. Porter, president
of the organization.

Burt Reproducer on Powers Projector

Features
Synchronous Motor Drive (110 or 220 volts, 50 or 60 cycles). Prevents variation in
speed frem variation in line voltage, or projection load.
The Super Cells used require only two stages in head amplifier, hence less distortion.
Ease of Threading. When running disk or silent, the Sound-on-Film unit is not threaded.
Sound-on-Film threads as easily as through a Powers gate.
Turn Table Is Accessible, being up high at the side of the machine.
EiASY to Install.
Installation can be made by the ordinary operator, and wire man.
Projector Head is driven by its main drive gear and is not required to drive any part
of the sound equipment.
Only Three Shafts:
(1) Motor Drive Shaft, (2) Sound Film Shaft, (3) Disk Table
Shaft.
Variable Speed can be used for making schedule by driving the head off the Powers
Motor, when running silent.
Change from synchronous drive to variable speed
drive requires about ten seconds.
No Untversals — No flexible couplings, flexible shafts, or long unsupported shafts are
used, as these produce tremolo.
Fire Hazard Is Decreased by use of this equipment.
Failure of take-up does not cause
film to pile up in light.
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Manufactured by

R. C. BURT

SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES

900-904 E. California St., Pasadena, Calif.
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Television Progresses
ANY announcements of new devices or
applications in the field of television
immediately become front page news, and
with experimentation going- on with such
vigor there are many announcements coming along about new sets, new demonstrations of television broadcast and reception,
and predictions as to the time when television will be ready for commercial application. Home sets, capable of producing
only relatively small pictures so far have
been the exclusive objects of public or semipublic demonstration. Broadcasting of tele-

BUILT

on

During August a talking film was transmitted by television ii^ I^ondon by the
Baird Television Development Company,
years."
the
image and the related sound being received simultaneously on a combination
television and radio set. Only the head and
shoulders of the figure were shown, as attempts to cover a larger area would result
in an almost complete loss of definition.
Announcement has been made that the
newest television developments, which it is
said make it possible for radio images to
be viewed sixty feet from the screen, will
be demonstrated at the Radio World's Fair
in New York the week of September 23-28.
However, G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., manager
of the exhibition to be held at Madison
Square Garden, in making the announcement, added that ' ' engineers emphasize that
such television is not yet ready for home
consumption. I have heard that the operation of the apparatus to be exhibited requires several engineers."

MERIT

DRAPERIES
STAGE FURNISHINGS
SCENERY and RIGGING
Tell Us Your Problem!

News

and phonograph activities into the fold
give credence to the notion that the goal
of the big film company is the acquisition
of radio and phonograph interests to work
under coordinated control in conjunction
with each other. The movies will be big
factors in supplying radio entertainment.
Radio entertainment will be a big factor
in publicizing motion pictures, and if radio
becomes increasingly popular through the
efforts of the motion pictures there is no
good reason why the motion picture interests should not be in a favorable position
to capitalize the popularity of radio by
supplying the receiving sets, and so forth..
According to stories appearing in the papers on Thursday of last week, confirmation was given at financial sources close to
the Fox interests that William Fox has
been negotiating for the acquisition of radioand phonograph interests.

USE
RECO FULL HOODS
for

COVE LIGHTING
RECO Color Hoods with dustproof holder are ideal for Cove
Lighting.
Practically
tenance cost.everlasting — no mainColor Lighting
Equipment
Stage, Lobby, Foyer, etc.

for

Write for Bulletin No. 77

A New Power in Radio

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

340 W. 41«t St.

vision by leading stations continues and
much improvement is reported.
Station KDKA at the Westinghouse
Plant at Pittsburgh, gives daily transmissions of still pictures and motion picture
Alms. Ordinary motion picture films are
used, it is said, because they are more difficult to broadcast than actual objects.
"If we make as much improvement in
the next six months in broadcasting motion
pictures, (for reception with home type
receivers) as we have in the past six," a
Westinghouse official is quoted "we will
really be able to report progress. As soon
as we get one thing licked we go after the
next. Let not the public gather from this
that any definite time has been set when
the last thing will be 'licked' or when we
may expect -to receive regular television
broadcasts into our homes. It may be just
around the corner and again it may be

Picture

New York City

NEGOTIATIONS which have been going
on for some time and which reached
the stage of ' ' reports ' ' that Fox was working along the lines of bringing large radio

-> ^»J
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Everything in Color for Lighting Equipment

2628 W. Congress St.

Chicago, 111.

$15.00
$15.00

Spring Suspension
A feature of SYNCRODISK
that absolutely eliminates uneven motion —

$500 Complete
Write note for details on this finest of turn-tables — Dealers write.
The Syncrodisk turn-table —
manufactured by builders of
machinei installed in over
200 theatres

WEBER

MACHINE
59 RUTTER STREET
Rochester, N. Y.

CORP,

THE OLIVER
SPEEDOMETER
An accurate instrument for
use with projectors, recording feet per minute and
minutes per thousand feet.
An absolnte necessity in Sound ProjactioB
Easily installed.
No wear on shutter shaft — Sold by
all supply dealers.

OLIVER $15.00
MFG.

1705 East 21sl St.

CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
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202 Seat "Arty" Theatre Will Cater to
Fashionables of Germantown, Pa.
THE smalllest theatre in Pennsylvania
— and the first theatre in that territory to have individual armchairs exclusively— will he shown to the Philadelphia public when the Motion Picture
Guild opens its new 202 seat "arty" film
house in Germantown, a suburb of Philadelphia, early in the fall.
The Guild, already operating the Little
Theatre on Market Street in downtown
Philadelphia, was the originator of the
"Little film theatre" movement when it
inaugtirated the policy at the Wardman
Park Theatre in Washington, D. C., m
May of 1926. Since then the organization has operated similar houses in Baltimore, Philadelphia and Detroit.

Modernistic

Decoration

The Germantown theatre is designed
to catch the trade from the exclusive
Chestnut Hills and Germantown districts
of Philadelphia, and will be operated on
a week stand with two shows daily, foreign films to predominate. The house
will be modernistic in tone, with a lounge
where coffee, candy and cigarettes will
be served free, and an art gallery with
changing exhibits.
The auditorium will have room for
over 500 ordinary theatre seats, but ca-

A NECESSITY
FOR BETTER SOUND
PICTURES

pacity has been cut to 202 to provide unheard of space between the individual
seats, allowing patrons complete freedom
in all movements. Seats will be of leather
easy chair type, unattached to the floor.
Local theatre designers are of the
opinion that the entire plans for the house
are the most radical in years, and will
bear watching for audience reaction.

Talking Picture Projection
Truck Service is Launched
The Stanley Film Advertising Co. has
equipped seven motor trucks with Stana-phone, a portable sound reproduction
device, which will enable theatres to project talking trailers on the streets at
night. These trucks are fully appointed
in all facilities required to give an exhibition of talking pictures, including a collapsible screen which folds over the top
of the truck when not in use.
Two trucks have been contracted for
to project political speeches in Long
Island communities during the forthcoming campaigns. The company expects to
have
arv I. thirty trucks in operation by Janu-

You are assured of belter sound pictures
when you use the improved Gold-E framing light shield with the new waffle type
cooling plate that dissipates heat and prewarping.vents film buckling and tension gate
It saves the projectionist's eyes, provides
a perfect light source for framing so
necessary in the proper positioning of
film for perfect Sound Projection, and
now incorporates a new bottom plate that
prevents the escape of light that otherwise is spilled downward.
Order front National Theatre
Supply Company
Manufactured by

GOLD-E
1203 Le Moyne

MFG. CO.
S«.

Chicago, lU.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON!

HP

meves

know
and ,
moid I

There must be no interruption in the Performance.
It's the first law of the stage and applies
from
the
Manager down to the mechanics of operation, alike.
Are you safeguarded against a "Dark House?"
Have
you a "reserve
interruption?

Door

guard"

Can you throw in another
around the trouble?

Chests
Large theatre chains ^
have noticed
marked
decrease
in thea number
of attacks by burglars
on their theatres follomng the installation
of York Round Door
Chests.
Insurance
companies
grant
it their lowest
burglary rate.
Write your name and
address on the margin
t>f this advertisement
for complete information.
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switch

possible

and

current

instantly

shunt

li

reserve Transverter

means sure protection.
Permanently

I
I

valuable — ever ready for the crisis.

One "Dark Night" will cost you in prestige and seat sales
many times that extra Transverter.
Sold in rr. S. A. by

Canadian Dlstrilrators
Perkins Ulectric, Ltd.

The National Theatre Supply Co.

York Safe & Lock
Company
York, Pa.
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PERFftflDN
RHEOSTATS

RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED

BY ALL THE LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN

& SOONS

387 First Avenue
New York City
Mfg. Divinon
Contracting
Electrical
Engineers — Moving
Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

Standard
VAUDEVILLE
Moti<Hi Picture
for Presentation
THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
AMtor llieatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45tli St. A Broadway
Laekawmtna
7876

News

Entire Feature Length Talkie Filmed in
Continuity with Mobile Camera

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as well as current conditions. Your projectionist can adjust his arc
current to always give you a clear, brlgbt
picture If you equip with PEBFECTIOM.
Current saving also Is a result of PEBFEOTION equipment, for he need not use full
current till the actual projection is started.

Picture

New Talkie Technic Employed By Rouben Mamoulian In Filming
^^ Applause ' At Faram^ount Long Island Studio
RE camera that
N PICTU
AMOTIO
is almost
constantly in motion,
photographing a screen play timed
to split seconds in rehearsal and producing a finished picture that will require no
editing or cutting, are some of the distinctive features of the all-talking production. "Applause," directed for Paramount
at the company's Long Island studios by
Rouben Mamoulian, formerly director of
stage productions at the Eastman Theatre, Rochester, and later with the Theatre Guild, for which organization he
staged such successes as "Porgy" and
"Wings Over Europe."
The traveling camera is the basis of a
revolutionary screen technic which Mamoulian has developed in his first efforts
as a motion picture director, according to
Paramount officials.
While the moving camera is not a new
departure in picture production, it was
used by the Germans in "The Last Laugh,"
"Variety" and other works, and later employed successfully by American directors, cameramen estimate that this
mobile camera has never before been
used to photograph more than twenty
per cent of a picture's total footage.
"The present experiment with 'Applause' has been made possible by the
advent of talking pictures," Mamoulian
declares. "In the silent picture, movement of the camera was limited by the
necessity of printed titles. But with present sound-recording methods, dialogue

and sound can be continuous and the
camera can move as it pleases.
"Witli this freedom of motion, it is
seldom necessary to cut from a long-shot
to a close-up. Instead, we move the
camera forward or backward — upstage or
downstage — as the action of the story
dictates. Nor is it necessary to cut when
a character goes from one room to another; we simply follow them with the
camera.
"I do not believe that the audience will
be conscious of the camera movement.
The motion is gentle at all times and is
always the result of psychological demand. There will be no jar to the sensibilities of the spectator at any time."
As an example of the new technic
Mamoulian singles out the following sequences: Helen Morgan and Fuller
Mellish, Jr., are discovered in a long shot.
Mellish exits and the camera moves up to
a close-up of Miss Morgan. She glances
across the room and the camera leaves
her and follows the line of her glance,
revealing a picture of her daughter. The
camera returns to Miss Morgan and follows her as she crosses the room to ^et
the picture. She studies the picture and
then exits from the room, pursued by the
camera, which follows her through a
suite of rooms, back to the original starting point, into an adjoining room where
she gets her hat and cloak and then to the
street door where Miss Morgan exits.

DEALERS
WANTED!
Write
Phone
Wire

SIMPLIMUS

TURNTABLE

soimd on disc
The sturdiest, best built turntable on the market, eliminates booth vibration, gives even tones, no flutter,
built on scientific principles of studio recording machines. Available in
HIGH MODEL (near projector head)
LOW MODEL (fits under lamp house)
Simplimus is not attached to intermittent shaft
We make immediate deliveries

Price complete

$500.00

for two projectors

Positive Synchronous^ Molor Drive Available for Both Models
Write

for

dealers

SIMPLIMUS
37 WINCHESTER

discount

INC.

ST., BOSTON,

MASS.

Ttoo years experience in the building of sound equipment

No. 7773 Kentia Plant
Natural prepared, green, with
15 removable leaves, 48 inches
high, complete $4.00. With
basket pot cover, as illustrated,
$1.50 extra.
Write for copy of our Catalogue No. 7
with illustrations in colors of Artificial
Flowers, Plants, Vines, etc.
Mailed Free on Request

Frank Netschert, Inc.
61 Barclay St.

New

York, N. Y.

September
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Special Amplifiers For The
Deaf Patron Of Talkies
'{Continued from page 885)
Flexible Baby BX cable connects the jack
with the leads in the metal molding.
The telephone set consists of a small
receiver with a head band attached to
hold the receiver to the ear and a small
volume control attached to the receiver
cord. By inserting the plug of the telephone set in the jack mounted on the back
of the seat the telephone set is ready for
use.
The utility of a system such as this .
willthedepend
much on
it" is used
as
on
generalas design
of how
the system
itself.
-To emphasize some of the more general
features of this system, the following precautions to be observed in the operation
of the system are outlined below.
The telephone set is connected with
the seat jack only while in use. Care must
be exercised in handling the telephone
set to prevent tangling of the cord, etc.
The sets should be either hung up individually with the cords folded or else
stored in separate compartments with
the cords coiled around the receiver and
head band.
The routine which might be observed
in the handling of these deaf sets is as
follows :
After arrangements with the box office,
the deaf patron receives a card which he
presents at the check room or to the employee intrusted with the care of the telephone sets and receives one of them. At
this point instructions should be given
in the proper methods of using the set.
These might be in the form of simple
instruction cards which after being read
and understood by the patron can be
used to record his name and address for
the protection of the theatre. The patron
is then directed to the proper usher who
selects the seat, inserts the plug of the
telephone set in its proper jack and sees
that the operation of the receiver and
volume control is understood by the patron.

Issue New Ad

Material

to

^^B

PRODUCTS

FROM

SERVICE

TO
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Look Before You Light
THE lighting of modern theatres has become an exact science
as well as a fine art. The operator of a Hub Switchboard
can produce the most artistic of all lighting effects — he can
play a symphony of light, shadows, and colors — ^just as an
artist can produce any combination of colors from his palette.
For the benefit of our patrons and prospective patrons, we
maintain a completely equipped lighting demonstration
studio at our factory. It is a miniature theatre in which we
can reproduce every desirable lighting effect which can be
used in the largest theatres. Here — with the hearty cooperation of our corps of experienced lighting engineres — a complete
program of lighting effects can be worked out, and a Hub
switchboard specially designed to reproduce every desired
effect.
Every theatre operator is cordially invited to make use of this
interesting laboratory as it suits his convenience. The entire
facilities of our capable organization are yours to command.
Write for further information.

Footlights
Border Lights
Stage Pockets
Cove Lighting
Exit Signs

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and Genertd OfRees

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Ttltphona Seeley 9440-1-2

Toledo, Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 5518
Milwaukee, Wis.
123 Second St
Phone Grand 1533

Down Town Chicago Sales Offices
Suite 323— 165 N. Clark SL
Phone State 7866
New York City
1457 Broadway
Phone WiaconBin 4843

Spot Lights
Service Boards
Panel Boards
Usher Signals
Directional Signs
Flood Lights

Exploit W. E. System
With the publication and mailing to all
Western Electric wired houses of the second press sheet to help publicize and advertise this sound system, Electrical ResearchtoProduct's
oflfers additional free
accessories
exhibitors.
These include a bronzoid lobby plaque,
colored one sheets, colored window cards
and free cuts and mats of the illustrations for publicity stories and the advertising layouts suggested in this eight page
press sheet.
The lobby plaques are being distributed
,by Electrical Research Products' Service
staff to houses already wired and will,
in the case of all future installations, be
included as part of the equipment.

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

NATIONAL
SCREEN
»ERVICE

10,000 in Operation

GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

SSSILENT

COSTUMES

®

TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York

J^
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connectio
For your conveni
to readers upon request to this magazine.
To obtain copies of publications on subject
blank provided.
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name
AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descriptions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in
theatres.
CLEANING SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.
DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decorative furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draperies, etc.
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.
FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in processes for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.

n with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
ence a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
s in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
and address and mail to Motion Picture News.
SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special desipns illustrated, re-seating arrangements, etc.
SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of surfaces, etc.
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.
TICKET VENDORS
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
change makers, canceling devices and registers.

Sound Equipment
(26) ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING
(27) AMPLIFIER

UNITS

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.

(28) HORNS

SPEAKERS

LIGHTING. PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.

(31) PICK-UPS
(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR
DISC REPRODUCERS

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects
and advertising.

(34) SYNCHRONOUS

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
and their uses in stage effects.
LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
(12-a) Emergency Lighting Plants.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, specifications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.

(29) HORN

AND

ENGINEERING

AND

TOWERS

(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS

(33) RECORD

CUEING

DISC

REPRODUCERS
NON-SYNCHRONOUS

SERVICES
DISC REPRODUCING

(35) SYNCHRONOUS
PRODUCERS

DISC

(36) TRANSFORMERS

AND

AND

UNITS

FILM-TRACK

VOLTAGE

RE-

REGULATORS

Request Blank
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing with the following subjects:

(Insert above

PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify
make and model).

Name

RIGGING. STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.

Theatre

numbers

indicating

subjects)

Street

H
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7,
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Showman

Protect your pipe
organ with
Evenheeters

Section

WURDACK
STAGE

SWITCHBOARD

Ql We are not always the
lowest bidder on a stage
switchboard job — frequently
we are the highest. Yet a ma^
jority of the switchboard jobs
for theatres, schools and audi^
toriums we bid on are awarded
to us — not because of price,
obviously, but on account of
the well-earned reputation for
quality, stamina, generous
capacity, scientific design,
convenient arrangement and
rugged construction of the
Wurdack Stage switchboard.
Qlf price alone was the consider'
ation in buying an automobile
there would be but one make of car
on the streets — the cheapest. Except
in rare instances, due to peculiar
circumstances, a thousand dollar
automobile cannot be bought for
$500. You always get what you pay
for— no more.
QThe same thing is true in stage
switchboards. We strive to
make the Wurdack Stage Switch'
board the best one built. Naturally
we cannot price it as low as a cheaper one. Nor do we have to compete
with "price" equipment. We sell our
switchboards on their merit and
quality, and if this is what you are
seeking, together with long, satisfac'
tory service, specify just one make,
the Wurdack Stage Switchboard.

WMU^UHDACK
f 1<!^1 T ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SAIXT

DISTRICT
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
HOUSTON
FT. WORTH
INDIANAPOLIS

LOUIS
OFFICES

MIAMI
TULSA
TAMPA
OMAHA

KANSAS CITY
LOUISVILLE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
SAN ANTONIO

the joUoiviiig list Of advertisers in the
Showman Section has been prepared for
the convenience of readers and while
care has been takeft to make it correct
it cannot be gwitanteed against possible
errors or omissions.

Adam Electric Co.. Frank
American Seating Co
Arctic Nu-Air Corp
Automatic Devices Co
Automatic Ticket Register Corp
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
Beaded Screen Co
Brooks Costume Co
Browning, King & Co
Burt Scientific Lab
Carrier Eng. Corp
Da-Lite Screen Co
Edison Lamp Works of G. E.
Enslen Hydro & Electric Co
Fulton Co., E. E
Golde-E Mfg. Co
Hertner Electric Co

903
879
875
904
909
901
897
909
897
905
869
895
871
897
873
907
907

Heywood-Wakefield Co
Hoffmann & Soons
Hub Electric Co
International Projector Corp
Jackson, Henry
Kliegl Bros., Universal
Elec.
Lighting Co
Kooler Aire Eng. Corp
Markus Agency, Fally
Mellaphone Corp
National Screen Service

891
908
909
893
905
Stage
900
886
908
877
909

National Theatre Supply Co
Netschert, Inc., Frank
Novelty Scenic Studios
Oliver Mfg. Co
Pacent Reproducer Corp
Phototone Co

884
908
906
906
889
881

Projection Engineering
Racon Electric Co
Radio Receptor Co
Reynolds Electric Co
Rockbestos Products Corp
Simplimus, Inc
Time-0-Stat Controls Co
VaUen Electrical Co
Weber Machine Corp
World Ticket & Supply Co
Wright-DeCoster, Inc
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co
York Safe & Lock Co

912
901
903
906
901
908
911
896
906
905
895
911
907

both necessary in
the cham-and dryness areTH
WARM
ber of your organ if correct pitch is to be maintained.
Weather and climate both have
serious efTects on its delicate me~
chanisms and controls. An efficient
organ chamber heater will solvethese difficulties.

Time-O-Stat Evenheeters are thebest known and most widely usedt
organ chamber heaters on the niar-ket. They furnish automatically
the proper amount of heat to every'
part of the organ chamber, maintaining a steady even temperature
under all climatic conditions, aswell as during periods of frequent
weather changes.
Evenheeters absolutely protect yourpipe organ. They will increase the
life of the instrument and help keepit in perfect tune. Have Evenheetersinstalled in the chamber of the organ you are now using. Write for
our special bulletin giving all details . . . today!

T l/HE-C-STA T
CCNTCCLS

Dept.

CC/HPANT
S

Elkhart, Indiana
Successor to
Absolute
Con-Tac-Tor
Corporation
Leachwood
Company
Time-O-Stat
Corporation
Cramblet Engineering Corporation
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the new

technical journal of the Sound and Light
Projection Industries, occupies a prominent
position in the "new industries'' publication
group. The editorial contents cover the
engineering,
industrial and technical
developments in the rapidly growing
fields of

Theatrical Engineering
Home
and
Theatrical
Sound and Light Projection

Television
Projection Engineering
is published by the Bryan
Davis Publishing Co.,
Inc., who also publish Radio Engineering and
Aviation En-

neering

is

headed
by M. L.
Muhieman,
for years
editor of Radio Engineering
with Austin C. Lescarboura,
Donald McNicol and John F.
Rider as associates.
The first issue (September, 1929)
will carry the following material —
Recent Developments in Sound Recording and Reproduction
by Joseph Riley
Television Developments by M. L. Muhieman
Design of Complete Amplifier System for
Sound Pictures
. by C. H. W. Nason
Speech Interpretation in Auditoriums
byE. C. Wente
How and Why the"Talkie8"fejH. W. Lamson
News of the Industry — New Developments
(and othef timely material)
PROJECTION

ENGINEERING IS NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS
SUBSCRIBE NOW!!

BRYAN DAVIS PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
52 Vandcrbill ATcnue, New York Cit;

^^^

Classification
Please
Check Your

Manufacturer □
Enclosed find gs^oo
82.00 ^^^ which enter my subscription
for Projection Engineering for ""^yei^.
Name
Address
Totvn and State

(inctudirtK execiitiref, plant tupprintendenit, foremen^ purchcuii
agents t mtc.)

Engineer □
Tecl»nician □
Producer □
Distributor □
Theatre
□

Projectionist □
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A. URBACH

Advertising

WALTER

Manager

Hollywood Office:

R. GREENE

Western Representative

Mezzanine Floor,

Hotel Roosevelt
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Talk In HoUywood
By Walter R. Greene
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I Hollywood Melody
Makers
I

|
i
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THE Masquers Club is one org-anization
likely to be most affected as a result
of the recent Equity struggle. The organization, similar to the Friars in New York,
includes in its. mejnbership most of the
prominent players and directors in pictures.
' Shortly after the Equity ultimatum, the
club posted a bulletin requesting members
to refrain from discussing the situation.
This helped somewhat, but the club was
split into two factions ; those who were
ardent followers of Gillmore, and that large
group not in accord with Equity's president. The attitude of the Gillmoi-e faction
became obnoxious with many of those members who did not approve of his methods,
and they gradually kept away from the
club. Several of this class of members are
reported to have declared that many outright resignations from the club will result
from the Equity controversy, and the resignations.will include some of the mast prominent stars and featured players in the business.
HOWARD
EMMETT ROGERS, First
National writer, tells this story.
A young actress rushed up to him on the
street, and said, "Oh, Mr. Rogers, I'm
working in your new story! It's just
divine ! ' '
"That's very nice," replied Rogers, "Do
you play the part of Jean — the wife?"
"Oh, no," said the actress, amazed,
"I'm Maggie. There isn't any character
of Jean in the story — and no one is married."
"Oh," mumbled Rogers, "I guess they
made a couple of slight changes in my
story," as he took a hurried departure.
A RTHUR CESAR, formerly of Broad-^*- way, and now in Hollywood, is always
good for a laugh.
The other night he attended a party, and
was watching the progress of a poker game.
He was so surprised to see a recently-appointed scenario editor calmly buy a $5,000
stack of chips in the game that he turned
around and spoke to a bitter enemy of two
years standing.
T^T'HEN
Gasnier completed
» » tion Louisof "Darkened
Rooms" direcfor
Paramount on a 12-day schedule and $32,000 under estimate, B. P. Schulberg signed
him to a term contract to direct. Gasnier
directed a number of the first pictures for
Preferred, when the latter company was
launched by Schulberg several years ago,
and has always been noted for his speed in
production.

Phone Granite 2145
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MILTON CHARLES, concert organist at
the Paramount Theatre, also has a
fine voice. In his part in First National's
"Lilies of the Field" he will sing two song
tuimbers, "Speed" and "The Gipsy
Melody," both written by Clary, Madgson,
and Washington, the prominent song writing trio under contract to First National.

Hoiv to keep cool. Director Norman Taiirog
(center), Bobby Clarke {left) and Paul Mc
Cullough (right), nibble their cakes of ice in
a brief respite from production activities on v
series of Movietone
comedies
SET musicians, who disappeared from the
studios with the advent of talking and
sound pictures, are gradually staging a
comeback. In the old days, the set musicians provided various musical compositions for the players to emote by while the
cameras were grinding. Heavy emotional
scenes required emotional music to get
the players in the right moods, and comedies
always were shot to the accompaniment of
jazz numbers.
The set musicians are today being used
to provide music between scenes, with
studio officials figuring that the music will
keep up the spirit and morale of the playoff. ers and workers when the microphones are

\L DUBIN and JOE BURKE, Warner
■^»- Brothers song writing team, have completed an original melody titled "A Darn
Fool Woman Like Me," which Winnie
Lightner will sing in the V'itaphone producof "She
Say No." Lloyd
Bacon tionwill
diret Couldn't
t.
A BNER SILVER, writer of many song
-^*- successes in the past five years, recently came to the Coast for a short vacation, without any ideas of working. After
a few days in town, however, he changed
his mind, and has already accepted assignments to write original songs for several
productions. His first work will be for
Columbia.
SAM

COSLOW returned to the Coast
this week after a hurried trip East.
While in New York, he arranged for his
partner, Larry Spier, to maintain headquarters there for their publishing business, and Spier will also contribute original

song compositions
through
Coslow'sstudios
connection with the local
Paramount
as a staff melodv man.
AN

actor who has long been a featured
player in film production, was besieged during the Equity strike by fellow
actors who were hard hit by the strike
order. The actor turned down no requests
at that time, but started figuring one night
just how much money was owed him by
people that had made "touches" during
the past eight years. From his various
books, he discovered that $61,000 had been
borrowed and never repaid, with sums ranging from five dollars to $5,000.
ANOTHER assistant director has made
good, and will hereafter direct on his
own. Thornton Freeland, former assistant
to Roland West, D. W. Griffith, and Frank
Lloyd, was given the chance to direct
"Three Live Ghosts" for United Artists.
His work was so satisfactory that the company ,iKipg|t{iatel'yr.:.g,i^ned him to a longterm contract, and '^ave him the Fannie
Briee's initial starring talker for United
Artists to direct.

VINCENT YOUMANS has written two
original musical numbers for RKO's
filmusical version of "Hit the Deck." Youman's composed the musical score of the
stage show, and the two new numbers will
be added to the group of song hits in the
stage musical for the film version.
A RTHUR JOHNSON, arranger and or■^*- chestrator for Irving Berlin, has arrived from the East, indicating that Berlin
will be here soon to write the songs for
Harry Richman's first musical for United
Artists and Al Jolson's next for Warner
Brothers.
T) ILLIE ROSE, song-writing husband of
LJ Fannie Brice, has already completed
several original numbers which will be used
in "The Champ," Miss Briee's initial starring production for United Artists. "Kickin'
A Hole In The Sky" is rated as a hit
number.
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Hollywood
Jury Unable To
Reach A Verdict
In Assault Case
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — After deliberating
for five hours, a jury was unable to agree
in the so-called Equity assault case, and
was discharged by the judge.
The defendants, Harv'ey Perry, George
Wilson, Edward Welch and Sam Cunnnings,
were alleged to have attacked Harry Deck
Avhen he refused to resume his nieinbershi])
in the actors' association several weeks
ago. The city prosecutor's office will set
the date for a new trial of the four defendants this week.

W. B. Preparing Elaborate
Vitaphone Shorts Series
Hollywood, Sept. .").— With feature production gradually being suspended at Warner Studios, the company is embarking on
an elaborate production program of short
subjects under the direction of Bryan Foy,
who recently returned from the East.
T'nder the new policy in production of
Vitaphone short subjects, stage and screen
players with names will be used in each
talker, with production standards equaling
those of regular feature pictures.

Cruze To Direct Haines In
"Wallingford" For M-G-M
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — James Cruze, heading his own producing organization, has
signed with M-G-M to direct William
Haines in a talker version of "Get Rich
Quick Wallingford," which goes into immediate prodticlion.
Cruze 's assignment with M-G-M will not
interfere with his supervision of his independent productions that will be directed
bv Walter Lang.

Paper Criticizes Screen
Credits Practice
An
Sept. rs5.—was
IND.,produce
IS.at film
NAPOL
INDIA
al slap
editori
taken by the Indianapolis Star recently' in commenting on the practice
of devoting a lot of film to naming
about everybody who had anything to
do with production of a picture.
The editorial said in part: "The theatre patron doesn't care who turned
the crank or arranged the sets, prepared the costumes, swept the floor or
did other numerous odd jobs in the
process of transferring a scenario to
thousands of movie screens. . . . Few
take the trouble to read them, since
they mean nothing to the average patron. This prominence may flatter
some Hollywood temperaments, but it
bores a Hoosier audience. . . . The
producers should discard the meaningless array of studio helpers and devote
more time to the more important factor of the cast."

Vacations Over, Hal Roach
Resumes Film Production
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — Hal Roach Studios
resumed operations this week following the
annual shutdown of one month for vacations. Eight two-reel talking comedies will
be made by each of the four production
units ; and all pictures will carry both
sound and silent versions.
The four Roach units on this season's
program include Laurel and Hardy, Charley
Chase, Harry Langdon and Our Gang. The
Roach writing staff, under direction of H.
M. Walker, include Mauri Grashin, Carl
Harbaugh, Frank Halliday, Charles Rogers
and Eddie Dunn. James Parrott, Warren
Doane, Charles Rogers and Robert McGowan will direct the various units.

'•U" Will Team Archer And
Dent In 10 Comedy Shorts

Warners' Downtown
Los Angeles House
Opens On Sept. 23
Warner Brothers' Downtown Theatre in
Los Angeles will officially open on Monday
evening, Sept. 23. A five dollar top price
scale has been set for the premiere performance at which the entire roster of
stars on the Warner program and many
other film celebrities are expected to be
present. The picture for the occasion will
be Al Jolson in "Say It With Songs."
Warner Brothers already have a deluxe
theatre in Los Angeles, namely the Warner
Theatre in Hollywood.

New Novarro Vehicle Will
Be Produced In Spanish
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — M-G-M production
officials are planning production of a Spanish talker version of Ramon Novarro 's
current production, "Battle of the Ladies,"
upon completion of the regular picture.
From present indications, a complete Spanish remake will be produced, using players
that are able to speak the Spanish language.
Novarro, of Spanish descent, can speak the
language fluently, and is one of the most
popular stars in Spanish countries.

*

Dolores Del Rio WiU Make
"The Bad One" As Talkie
Hollywood, Sept. 5. — ^United Artists will
star Dolores del Rio in "The Bad One" as
her first talker. Story is an original by
John Farrow, who has been borrowed from
Paramount to write the adaptation.
It is reported that the picture will be
produced under the supervision of L^nited
Artists, and Edwin Carewe will not direct
Miss del Rio's picture on account of previous production plans.

Hollywood, Sept. 5. — Lou Archer, vaudeville comedian, and Vernon Dent, screen
comedian, will be teamed by Universal in
a series of ten two-reel comedies, which
will carry both sound and silent versions.
The pictures will be produced by Sam Van
K'onkel, with direction alternating l)etween
Hicliard Smith and Harrv Edwards.

Paramount"* First Musical
Will Start Ahout Oct.

15

lliillywood, Sept. 'y— Production of Paraiiiniitii 's first musical revue is exyiected to
start about October Lith. Al Kanfuum,
assistant to Jesse Lasky. is supervisiiig
preparation of various sketches, novelties,
and song and dance nund)ers that will be
l>ro(luced for the revue.
I'hrrr liirls trho arc responsible for iniicli of
the pep in '"The Gold Diiiiiers oj Hrondway"
the new Warner liros. ] ilaphone Special in
I'erhnirolor. Left to rifiht: l.ilynn I'ashnian,
Ann I'enniniilon and IViniiie l.i'^htner

Ray
1\ wood
Ltd.,
which
don

Coffin is general manaRcr of the Holol'ticc for International
Publicists.
a world wide publicity organization
also has offices in New York, Lonand T'aris.

This
Blue,
recent
Deep,"

stern looking tientleman is Monte
in typical Lon Chaney make-up for a
role. He prores that beauty is only "Skin
the name
of theheWarner
I'itaphone feature in which
thus appears.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader
The Cameo Has
Fight Films
''BVay Babies''
The outstanding feature of the program
at the little Cameo this week is the special
of the lightweight battle between Al.
Singer and Kid Chocolate, which took place
at the Polo Grounds. Each of the twelve
rounds of the scrap is shown and from the
looks of the action it did appear that Singer
had a little the best of it even "though the
colored boy got the decision.
With the fight pictures the feature is
■* ' Broadway Babies ' ' with Alice White and
Charlie Delaney featured. This is really
third run on Broadway for the picture,
which prior to being shown at the Cameo
was at the Strand after it had had a run
at a $2 top scale at the Central. Even at
that the little house was doing business on
a hot night.
A Pathe Sound News and a four minute
sound special also from Pathe devoted to
shots in Los Angeles, Chicago and Lakehurst of the round the world trip of the
Graf Zeppelin were shown. The entire bill
runs a little more than two hours with the
fight pictures taking fifteen minutes and the
feature an hour and twenty-five minutes.

oxv Back To Show And Film With
Showing Of ^*'The Girl From Havana''
AFTER a four week record breaking
of "The Cock Eyed World" at
Roxy during which time the stage show
dispensed with, the regular policy of
house was reestablished this week with

run
the
was
the
the

advent there of "The Girl From Havana,"
which is preceded by a four unit stage show,
the Fox Movietone News, and an overture
and organ solo. The whole program runs
two hours and seven minutes.
The layout of the program has "Tschaikowskiana" as the overture. With Erno
Rapee directing, it hits the audience right
between the eyes, especially since the director was responsible for the special arrangement of the Russian composer's airs
which concluded with the famous ' ' 1812 ' '
overture. The whole, fifteen minutes.
"Under The Sea," a corking ballet number with an undersea effect, was the next
offering. Berinoff and Eulalie with their
adagio routine being the principals with a
c^uartet of Roxy ballet serving as the siren
Ijackground. Six minutes were devoted to
this.
Beatrice Belkin, coloratura, offered "The
Gypsy and The Bird" with a flute obligato,
singing the number most effectively.
For the Roxyettes and Patrica Bowman

a pretty concert was worked out under
title of "The Kittens and the Ball
Yarn, ' ' the girls being costumed as
kittens and Miss Bowman acting as
ball of yarn. The offering was heartily

the
Of
the
the
ap-

The Fox Movietone News ran for nine
plavided.
minutes with the Graf Zeppelin's arrival
at Lakehurst after the 'round the world
trip and the welcome in New York being
featured.
As a prelude to the picture ' ' In Old Havana Town," a fifteen minute revue was
presented. It carried the Gomez Tipiea
Orchestra on the stage, with Angelitao Loyo
singing "Chiquita, " while David Dx'ollett
sang "Mirame Asi." Two dance teams
also performed, Avith Palmira Lopez and
Ismail Guzman doing the Cuban Rumba,
which brought a laugh from the audience.
This revue is in two scenes, the first showing a steamer deck and the last a plaza in
the city. The whole is extremely colorful
and proves a fitting introduction to the feature.
"The Girl From Havana" is a crook
story nicely done and runs an hour and
seven minutes.

Warners Give Five Benefits

For Palestine Relief Fund *^*^Woman Trap" and "5 And 10 Follies"

Five benefit performances at five thea
tres — the Warners, the Mark Strand, N. Y.,
the Mark Strand, Brooklyn, the Winter
Garden and the Central — were given last
Tuesday night, Sejit. 3, the entire gross receipts being turned over by the Warners
to the ' Palestine Emergency Fund. Seats
in all five houses were priced at tAvo dollars. Three of the extra shows featured
Al .Jolson in "Say It With Songs."

Fanchon And Marco's Show
At Loew's State, Syracuse

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 5. — An opportunity will be afforded Syracusans to see one of
the first Fanchon and Marco unit shows to
be put on in the East outside of New York
City. "Gobs of Joy" is the name of the
show. Arthur "Pat" West will be master of ceremonies for the unit at Loew's
State Theatre, Syracuse, the week of Sept.
8th. Feature film for the week will be
"Madame X."

Crooker

Writes

Thriller

Herbert Crooker, assistant director of
advertising and publicity for First National, has authored "The Hollywood
Murder Mystery, ' ' which will be brought out
in the Fall by the Macauley
Company.

Are The Offerings At The Paramount

A

PROGRAM that is headed by a corking crook melodrama, "Woman Trap,"
bolstered by a Publix stage revue entitled
"The 5 and 10 Follies," makes for very
acceptable entertainment at the Paramount.
The show runs Iavo minutes over two hours,
added to which there are sixteen minutes
of trailer in the show. This seems to be
just a little too much advertising matter
in a show of this length.
Rubinoff with his violin is very much
present
with on
"Hungarian
for
the overture
his farewellSketches"
Aveek at the
house. This is folloAved by the Paramount
Sound News, which Avas someAvhat behind
on the Zeppelin round the Avorld tour compared to the Fox Movietone News. A three
minute trailer followed.
Boyce Coombe in "The Parlor Pest," a
Columbia short, filled the next spot of the
bill for some laughs, after which Jesse
CraAvford at the organ played three numbers, of Avhich "Song of the Nile" stood
out as the most popular. The two others
were ' ' Old Man Pie Eye ' ' and ' ' Miss You. ' '
The "5 and 10 Follies" held the stage
for the next thirty-seven minutes. Roy
Seeley, the comedian, is acting as master of

ceremonies Avith the oi¥ering Avhich has
June Carr and Phil Arnold as the featured
principals and L. La Grand offering a piano
specialty. In addition to the usual chorus
complement of tAvelve girls there are six
male steppers Avith the unit. Seeley easily
walks off Avith the honors Avith Al. Alitchell
the musical leader for the unit doing
straight for liim in a rather half hearted
manner. Thirteen minutes of trailer follows the revue. The feature closes the
show and^ holding the interest nicely until
the end.

Columhia Whips "Flight"
Into Shape For B'way Run
Cutting and editing of "Flight," Columbia's air special, featuring Jack Holt, Lila
Lee and Ralph Graves, is now being rushed
at the HollyAvood studios of the company in
readiness for the premiere at the George
M. Cohan Theatre on Broadway. The Avorking force has been divided into three groups
working in eight-hour shifts. Both Frank
R. Capra, the director, and Harry Cohn,
vice-president in charge of production, are
supervising final eliminations.
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Sound And Projection
article on sound pubis another
lished in the September first issue
of "Now," Fox-West Coast houses
organ, and jreprinted by Motion Picture
News for the benefit of its readers. It is
taken from Mr. R. H. McCullough's department, "Your Patrons' p]ars."

THIS

Study Tube Test Bulletin
Vital is the importance that every projeetionist study the Vacuum Tube Test
bulletin, recently sent gut to theatres
equipped for sound. Amplifier tubes, while
they give relatively a very small amount of
trouble, may eventually be the cause of
poor sound reproduction or a serious interrui)tion.
it is the projectionist's responsibility to
be able to recognize Vacuum Tube troubles,
or their symptoms and thus be able to deal
with them before they become acute. An
'operator's intelligent consideration in testing Amplifier Vacuum Tubes will insure
good sound reproduction.

Life Of Tubes
All Western Electric vacuum tubes are
guaranteed for a hundred hours burning
service. After receiving vacuum tubes they
should be tested immediately for defectiveness and returned immediately, if found
defective, for rej)Iacem(!iit.
We have found that most of our poor
sound reproduction was caused by poor
vacuum tubes.
The life of the Vacuum Tube will vary
in accordance with the amount of abuse to
which it is subjected. However, we have
tubes which have given 3,000 hours ' service,
and are still good.
It is of equal importance that the filament current be maintained at exactly the
value indicated by the instruction 'book
(Electrical Research). The filament of the
amplifying tube is heated by the current
from a storage battery of approximately
twelve volts pressure.
If the filament current be too high it will
shorten the life of the tube.
Do not allow amplifier tubes to operate
with low filament current as the volume
will be low and the quality will suffer;
therefore, operate amplifier vacuum tubes
at their indicated values as specified.

Rectifier Tubes
Essentially, all rectifier tubes must be in
good condition. A portion of the amplifier
power comes from rectified alternating current. Rectifier tubes require the same care
and attention as amplifier tubes. It is extremely important that the indicated filament current values be maintained (as given
by Electrical Research Products, Inc.).

Pick-Up Noise
The pick-up amplifier, called the 49-A,
located underneath the projector mechanism, is suspended in a spring cradle. This
is for the purpose of absorbing the vibrations of the projector mechanism. If the
P. E. C. amplifier touches any part of the

Mgr. Couldnt See How
It Synchronized
Sept.
MO.,
man 5.—
tellsA
sales
City film
Kansas CITY,
KANSAS
this one and vouches for the
truthfulness of it: The salesman recently stopped at a small town and
visited the local theatre, where he
found the theatre owner in a wrathful
state of mind and demanding to know
why the salesman had sold him a talking picture in which the synchronizayed." the exhibitor
was all "cocke
The tionsalesman
suggested
run off the picture for him, which the
exhibitor did. It so happened that the
film was a college picture in which one
of the characters was a stuttering
youth. It was the dialect of the stuttering youth which had led the exhibitor to believe he had been "gyped" on
the picture.

projector, mechanical vibrations will be
picked up and carried through the amplifier
and will be heard in the horns.
It is very important to see that this cradle
swings free of everything. Be sure that all
tubes are inserted into their sockets properly— otherwise, you will encounter pick-up
noise in the 49-A amplifier.

certain fixed distance from the center of
the diaphragm, when it is at rest, it follows that the needle movements will be precisely reproduced in alternations of distance
between the diaphragm center and end of
center pole.

Tube Failure Sign
When the Amplifier Tube is about to fail,
it will be perceptible that the weakness
usually shows at one spot on the filament.
This spot will glow more brightly than the
rest of the filament.
It is imperative to replace the tube with
a new one immediately upon detecting the
warning sign. Interruptions usually occur
through negligence, and it is likely that
the filament of a Vacuum Tube will fail in
the middle of a sound reel, if you do not
properly check the filament.

ISoisy Tubes
Only occasionally will a noisy tube be
found. Such tubes rarely give trouble except in the first stage of amplification. The
frying and hissing noise is caused by the
filament throwing off electrons at an irregular rate.
If you suspect a noisy tube, set the fader
at zero. Then, if there is any noise, change
the tube in the first stage, from the first
amplifier, exchanging it for a tube from
elsewhere or insert a spare tube.

Filament In Series
The 49-A and the 41-A amplifiers operate with the filaments of two or more tubes
jn series. In such cases the failure of a
filament in one of the 239-A Tubes will extinguish all the tubes. It is necessary to
inspect all the tiibes to determine which one
is at fault.

W. E. Reproducer
The present design of the W^estern Electric reproducer is somewhat different than
other makes. The entire casing is filled
with oil. This is a very good method for
dampening or smoothing out any tendency
of excessive vibration on part of the needle.
On the side of the case, opposite the
magnetic poles, is a thin steel gold plated
diaphragm to which the needle holder is
attached. The flexibility of this diaphragm
permits the needle sufficient freedom to follow the record grove undulations. It also
acts as an armature.
One of the magnet pole pieces is in the
form of a circle. It extends around the
edge of the steel diaphragm. The other
magnet pole piece is double and is located
opposite the center of the diaphragm — its
end a few thousandths of an inch removed
from the diaphragm. It has a coil wound
upon each of its prongs, which are both
the same polarity.
The movements of the needle caused by
the record groove undulations, will be reproduced in the flexing or binding of the
diaphragm— the greatest effect of which
will be concentrated at its center. And
since the center pole piece is placed at a

Dayton, 0., Unions Protest
Anti-Midnight Show Law
Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 5. — Members of
Theatrical Stage Employees and Motion
Picture Machine Operators' Union No. 666,
of Dayton, 0., have entered a vigorous protest against an ordinance now before the
city commission providing that theatrical
and motion picture performances can not
be given between midnight and 6 A. M.
Protest is based on ground that inauguration of sound has denied employment to
many members and that the proposed ordinance would cause further harm in this
respect.

W.B. Open The Fresno, ThenNewest Coast Acquisition

The Warner Bros. Fresno Theatre .in
Fresno, Cal., their most recent theatre acquisition on the Coast, was opened last
week, on Saturday night, Aug. 31. It3
initial film attraction was "The Hottentot," Warner Vitaphone release. A special
train from Hollywood to Fresno carried
leading Warner stars for the premiere performance.

Fox Takes 3 Watertown

Houses

The Fox Tlieatre interests Avill take over
the Avon, Olympic and Palace Theatres, of
Watertown, N. Y., on Sept. 9. These houses
have been under control of the Schine circuit.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The
Argyle Case,

The

(W.B.)

.

LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphoiie
shorts ; Opposition : "Hollywood Revue,"
"Words and Music," "Dynamite," "Bulldog
Drummond," "Lucky Star," "Greene Murder
Case."
Rating, U%%
(2nd week).

Aivful Truth, The (Pathe)

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Broadway

Bulldog Drummond

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Colony Theatre
(1,980), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c-$l, Universal Talking News, second week of first showing at popular prices. Weather, fair and cool. Opposition: "The Broadway Melody," "Cock Eyed
World" (4th week), "The Sophomore," "Bulldog Drummond," "The Gamblers." Rating,
112.4%.

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Lafayette Theatre, Paramount Sound News, Vaudeville, Organ,
Comedy and Fashion News. Weather, warm.
Opposition : "Greene Murder Case," "Words
a?id
130%. Musio," "Man and Mbment." Rating,

AD TIPS — "From Jed Harris' stage success,"
"The First Million Dollar all talking, singing,
dancing si)ectacle to reach the screen." Audience appeal : varied classes.^ — Capitol Theetre,
George E. Carpenter, Mgr., Salt Lake City,
Utah.

AD TIPS — Use the name of Ina Claire
plenty on your bill-boards and newspaper publicity.— Lafayette Theatre, William Ravnor,
Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Broftdway Melody, The (M-G-M)

Black

Watch,

The

(Fox)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c; Five Acts of
Vaudeville, Pathe News. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Single Standard," "Greene Murder
Case," "On With the Show," "Paris Bound."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— The fact that the picture was
taken from Talbot Mundy's "King of the
Khyber Rifles" was played up in all advertising.
Victor McLauglen was also featured as the
star. Audience appeal : all classes. — Pantages
Theatre, Louis Charniskv, Mgr., Kansas City,
Mo.

Black Waters (World Wide)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Gaiety Theatre
(808), 7 days, two shows daily, three Sat. &
Sun., $l-$2, Fox Movietones, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle in Movietone short. Weather, clear and
cool. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Fast
Life," "Four F'eathers, "Hallelujah," "Street
Girl," "Say It With Songs," "Gold Diggers of
Broadway."
Rating, 46.3%.
(14th week.)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
3 days, 15c-35c; Fox Movietone News, Comedy.
Weather, fair and moderately warm. Opposition :"Fashions in Love," "Last of Mrs. Cheyney," "Exalted Flapper," "Hearts in Dixie,"
"Squall."
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — This took well as a British-made
all-talking mystery drama, a field in which the
English stage seems to hold considerable sway.
It was the first real British talking picture to
be presented locally and the crowd was curious
as to its standard. There was little or no disappointment. The cast has familiar names and
this helps to break the ice for British productions. Audience appeal : all classes and all
but young children. — Avalon Theatre. P. J.
Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Broadway

(U.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Capitol Theatre (2,000), 15c-50c, 7 days. Comedy and
Sound News. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Man and the Moment," "Godless Girl,"
"China Bound."
Rating, 80%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Capitol Theatre (4,620), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c-$l-$1.50,
M-G-M, Fox Movietone News, M-G-M-International News Reels, "Dixie Derby" stage unit
with three specialty acts. Farewell week for
Dave Schooler, master of ceremonies. First
New York showing of feature at popular prices.
Weather, fair and cool. Feature held over.
Opposition: "Cock Eyed World" (4th week);
"Broadway" (2nd week) ; "Dance of Life (2nd
week) ; "The Sophomore," "Bulldog Drummond," "The Gamblers."
Rating, 122%.

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rialto Theatre
(1,960), 7 days, 35c-65c-75c-85c-$l, Paramount
Sound News, R. C. A. Gramercy Short, "St.
Louis Blues," first showing of feature at popular prices. Weather, fair and cool. Opposition :
"Cock-Eyed World" (4th week), "The Dance
of Life" (2nd week), "Broadway" (2nd week),
"The Broadway Melody," "The Sophomore,"
"The Gamblers."
Rating, 191.4%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Stillman Theatre
(1,800), 7 days. 40c-7Sc ; Shorts: "Climbing
the Golden Stairs" (sound M-G-M) ; Fox
Movietone News. Weather, cool, clear. Opposition :"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Twin
Beds," "Words and Music," "Say It With
Songs."
Rating, 83 1/3%
(3rd week).
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 25c-50c-75c; Vitaphone Acts, Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Lucky
Star," "Salute," "Hottentot," "Half Marriage."
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Rating, 110%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 25c-75c : Vitaphone Acts and
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Smiling Irish Eves," "Duke Steps Out."
Rating, 85%
(2nd week).
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — United Artists
Theatre (2,100), 35c-50c-65c ; Organ Concert,
Reisenfeld's "1812" Overture. Opposition:
"Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Words and
Music," "Lucky Star," "Greene Murder Case."
"Argyle Case."
Rating, 168%
(3rd week).
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c; Fox Movietone
News, Laurel and Hardy in "Unaccustomed As
We Are" (MGAI talking comedy). Weather,
clear warm to cool, a little rain. Rating, 100%.

(U.A.)

AD TIPS — Extensive billboard and newspaper advertising. Audience api>eal : all who enjoy high class action and mystery drama. —
Stillman Theatre, George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Feature Ronald Colman heavily, and play up
melodramatic theme. L^se pictures of Colman
in ads, and exploit and tease title. Audience
appeal : all classes. — Blue Mouse Theatre, John
Ilamrick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Exploited Colman's first talker, mystery
thrills, great supjwrting cast and its successful
stage history. The audience appeal was not
general, but those who got their thrills expressed themselves in loud praise. — Blue Mouse
Theatre, Ned Edris, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

China Bound

(M-G-M)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Pantages
Theatre (2,500), 15c-75c, 7 days; Vaudeville
acts, News events. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Broadway,"
Girl."
Rating,"Man
80%.and the Moment," "Godless
AD TIPS— "A Laugh Cruise" ; "A trip you'll
never forget" ; "The year's laugh special."
Audience appeal : comedy fans. — Pantages Theatre, Grant Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Cock Eyed World, The (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y— Roxy Theatre
(6,205),
Foxpresented
Movietone 7Newsdays,
and 50c-75c-$l-$1.50.
short prolog only
with the feature. Broke all records at the house
for four weeks. First week, $173,391 ; second
week, $173,667; third week, $162,127; final
week, $144,861. Total on engagement, $654,046.
Weather, cool and fair. Opposition : "Broadway Melody," "The Sophomore," "The Gamblers," "The Dance of Life" (2nd week),
"Broadway" (2nd week, "Bulldog Drummond."
Rating, 141.4%.

Come

Across

(U.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Victoria
Theatre (900), 4 days, 10c-25c ; Movietone
shorts. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Idle Rich,"
"Gamblers," "Piccadilly," "Masquerade," "Of100%.fice Scandal," "Desert Song," "Wings." Rating,

LITTLE BOy BLUE, COME BLOW /OUR HORN,
yOUVE SOMETMIMC TO BLOW ABOUT
yOU^E- SICM&D ft

TIFFflNY-rTflHL FRflMCHirEflMD DROVE OLDMflM RED INK OUT.
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Come

Across

AD TIPS— A very good program picture.
Pleasing, has the usual crook-night club flavor.
The story has an original twist, and will please
all patrons seeing it. — Victoria Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Dance Of Life, The (Par.)
Ni-:\V YORK CITY, N. Y.— Rivoli Theatre
(2,200), 7 days, 35c-65c-75c-85c-?l, Paramount
Sound News and Paramount Shorts. Weather,
fair and cool. Opposition: "The Cock-Eyed
World" (4th week), "Broadway" (2nd week),
"The
F.roadway
Melody,"
"Bulldog
Drummond,
rhe Sophomore,"
"The
Gamblers."
Rating, 120.3% (2nd week).
PORTLAND, ORE. — Portland Theatre
(3,068), 25c-60c, Para. Sound News, Bouncing
Ball Song
numbers. Film,
Weather, Malotte's
fair and novelty
cool. organ
Opposition:
"Single Standard, "Her Private Life," "Say It
With Songs," "Madame X."
Rating, 1009c.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— California Theatre, 7 days ; Drama ! Comedy ! and Pathos !
Dazzling scenes in Technicolor. Weather, fine.
Opposition : "Green Murder Case," "Masquerade." "Madame X," "Innocents of Paris."
Rating, 8S7<:.
DALLAS, TEX.— Malba Theatre (1,800), 7
days, 2Sc-35c-50c; Paramount Song Novelty,
Paramount Talking News. Weather, fair.
Opposition : "Madame X," "Words and Music,"
"From
100%. Headquarters," "New Orleans." Rating,

Desert Song, The

Four Feathers

"Gamblers," "Piccadilly," "Come Across,"
"Wings,"
"Masquerade," ."Office Scandal."
Rating,
100%o.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Criterion Theatre (861), 7 days, §l-$2, two shows daily,
three Sat. and Sun. Paramount Shorts and Cartoon Comedy. Weather, clear and cool. Op-

AD TIPS— Nights of love beneath a tropic
moon — the dance of the Nautch girls — the romance of a Robin Hood of the desert — told in
dialogue, action and excellent songs with John
Boles in stellar role. A most excellent picture
to book.— Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Duke

Steps Out

TACOMA,

(M-G-M)

WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre

(965), 7 days, 25c-35c; "Hardboiled Hampton"
(Pathe), "Sixty Minutes From Broadway" and
Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition: "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Bulldog Drummdnd."
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS— Exploited stars— Haines, Crawford and Dane — and the comedy angle, using
extra newsi>aper space. Appeal : general. — Fox
Colonial Theatre, Doug Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma. Wash.

Dynamite (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthav Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-1.00-1.50; Movietone
News, "Madame Q." Opposition : "Hollywood
Revue," "Lucky Star," "Greene Murder Case,"
"Words and Music," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Argyle Case."
Rating, 102%
(6th week).

Exalted Flapper
OTTAWA,

(Fox)

ONT.— Rex Theatre (750). 3

AD TIPS — This picture has a good box office
title, which should be given plenty of space
along with the names of Nancy Carroll and
Hal Skelly. Also let the public know that it
is an all talking, singing, dancing prcKluction
from the sensational stage hit "Burlesque."
Copy used: You SEE and HEAR the whole
brilliant world of show business as it's never
been done before — You thrill to a Broadway
Revue in dazzling Technicolor — You listen to
marvelous melody hits, "True Blue Lou" and
"Flii)pity Flop." It is the supreme achievment
in motion pictures. Audience appeal : all classes.
— Meiba Theatre, George Baker, Mgr., Dallas,
Texas.

days,
15c-20c;
Paramount
"Tarzan"warm.
and
comedy.
Weather,
fair andNews,
moderately

AD TIPS — Broadway revue with dazzling
Technicolor. A glamorous romance of a carefree comedian. Play up good work of Hal
Skelly and Nancy Carroll. Put on preview of
Paramount wonder picture. Universal appeal. —
John Smith, Mgr., Portland Theatre, Portland,
Ore.

Fall of Eve, The (Col.)

Dangerous Curves

(Par.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Strand Theatre
(2,000), 6 days, 25c-50c ; Two Vitaphone presentations. Fox Movietone News. Audience
appeal : all classes. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"\Vonder
of Women," "Protection," "Pagan."
Rating, 105%,.
TROY, N. Y.— Troy Theatre (2,000), 7 days,
35c-50c ; Two Vitaphone presentations. Movietone News. Audience apjwal : all classes.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Smiling Irish
Eyes."
Rating, 112%.
AD TIPS — This picture had been endorsed
by the Moving Picture Review committee of
the General Federation of Women's Clubs and
this fact was stressed in all newspaper advertising. Featured the name of Clara Bow
heavily as the "It" girl in another "Wow." —
Mark Strand Theatre, Byron Farley, Mgr.,
Albany, N. Y.
Although the title no doubt misled many to
l>elieve that the picture was of a different sort,
the title itself i)ermitted me to characterize
Clara Bow, a favorite in Troy, as the woman
who had "plenty of dangerous curves." — Troy
Theatre, Benjamin Stern, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.

Desert

Song,

The

(W.B.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (700), 4 days, I0c-25c ; Movietone Shorts.
Weather,
hot.
Opiwsition : "Idle
Rich,"

X c ic s

Opposition : "Fashions in Love," "Last of Mrs.
Cheyney,"
"Hearts
in Dixie," "Squall," "Black
Waters."
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— The name of Sue Carol means
business and coupled with Barry Norton, it
brought still more business. The title of the
picture also caught the fancy of the young
bloods and you know the pep that is put into
a Fox picture of this type. Young people were
here in droves. Audience appeal : particularly
those from 12 to 25. — Rex Theatre, Ambrose
Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

HOUSTON. TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c; 5 acts of vaudeville.
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Honky-Tonk," "Madame X," "Gamblers."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Play this as sophisticated and
clever farce-comedy, not to be taken seriously,
but a riot of laughter. Ford Sterling and Patsy
Ruth Miller worth billing. Apix-al is to adults.
— Majestic Theatre, Houston. Tex.

Fast Life (F.IS.)
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.— Central Theatre
(922), 7 days, two shows daily, three Sat. and
Sun. $l-$2 $2.50. Vitaphone shorts: Miller
and Lyles, Dave Apollon and Orchestra, Neville
Fleeson and Grace Hayes. Weather, clear and
cool. Op]X)sition : "Hollywood Revue," "Four
Feathers," "Hallelujah;' "Black .Watch,"
"Street Girl," "Say It with Songs," and "Gold
week).
Diggers
of Broadway." Rating, 64.3% (3rd

Fashions

In

Love

(Par.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Imperial Theatre (1.200),
6 days, 15c-50c; Paramount News, Comedy.
Weather, fair and moderately warm. OpjKJsition : "Last of Mrs. Cheyney," "Hearts in
Dixie." "Squall," "Black Waters," "Exalted
Flapper."
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Hear Adolphe Menjou sing, play
the piano and entertain the ladies ! That is the
key-note of his first all-talking picture which
also has plenty of comedy twists. Two good
voices are also heard from Fay Compton and
Miriam Seegar. Women patrons raved about
this picture. Audience appeal : ladies first, then
men and lastly children. — Im]K'rial Theatre. Ray
Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

(Par.)

position : "Hollywood Revue," "Fast Life,"
"Hallelujah," "Black Watch," "Street Girl,"
"Say It with Songs," "Gold Diggers of Broadway." Rating, 112.6%
(Uth week).
BOSTON, MASS.— Olvmpia and Uptown
Theatres (2,500 and 1,800), 7 days, 25c-50c ;
Novelty acts. Paramount Sound News. Weather,
fair. Opposition : "Our Alodern Maidens,"
"Thunder," "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Half
Marriage," "Hollywood Revue," "Greene Murweek).
der Case," "New Orleans." Rating, 95% (2nd
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle Theatre, "The
Hold Up," Paramount Sound News. Opposition : "Paris Bound,'' "Words and Music,"
"Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 80%.

From Headquarters (W.B.)
DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1.400),
7 days, 20c-25c-35c ; Talking comedy, Vitaphone
Act, Pictorial News. Weather, fair. Opposition :"Madame X," "Words and Music," "New
Orleans," "Dance of Life."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— Monte Blue will get most of the
business for this picture and Henry B. Walthall
can be counted on to help. Exploit Monte Blue
big along with the title which is a good one.
Copy
used : You'll
the Loves
Adventure,
The Romance,
The Thrill
Battles toand
With
These Devil- May-Care Fighting Marines in
This TALKING Picture Set in the Adventure
Spots of the World. An all star talking cast.
Audience appeal : general. — Old Mill Theatre,
Al R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Frozen River

(W.B.)

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 20c-30c, 3 days; Paramount Sound
News, and Talking Comedy. Weather, pleasant.
Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens." "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Squall."
Rating. 90%.
AD TIPS — Business for this feature was
boosted with a mutt dog show which attracted
a great deal of interest and resulted in the
selection of "Jiggs," a henpecked mongrel as
the winner of the cup as the "Ugliest dog in
Des Moines.'' Ribbons were also awarded. The
picture drew immensely from the children and
had a good reception. — Strand Theatre, Ted
Emerson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Gamblers, The (W.B.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Strand Theatre
(2,900), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c, Pathe Sound
News, Vitaphone Shorts : "The Big Paraders,"
"Beau Night," "My People" and "Spanish
Fiesta." Weather, fair and cool. Opposition :
"Cock-Eyed World" (4th week), "Broadway"
(2nd week). "Dance of Life" (2nd week).
"Broadway Melody," "Sophomore," "Bulldog
Drummond."
Rating, 92.6%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000). 7 days; Paramount News,
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in "Men O'War."
Rudy Vallee in "Radio Rhythm. Weather, hot.
Opposition: "Idle Rich," "Piccadilly." "Come
Across." "Wings." "Desert Song," "Office
Scandal."
"Masquerade,"
Rating. 100%,
HOUSTON. TEX.— Kirby Theatre (1,654).
25c-60c, 7 days ; 3 Vitaphone acts. Talking
Paramount News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Honky-Tonk,"
"Madame X," "Fall of Eve."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Here are the gambling Emersons
— a family of gamblers — they got their fortune
from Wall Street — the street with a cemetery
at one end and the river at the other. You
see a crisis in their lives — and a climax that
will leave
you breathless.
talking H.\'itaphone
production
with LoisAllWilson,
B.
Warner. (George Fawcett. Jason Robards.
Johnny Arthur, et al. An excellent gcnxl picture to book. — Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
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Greene Murder Case, The

Half Marriage

Lois Wilson and H. B. Warner, consistent
favorites though not "big" names, put this over.
Bill picture as a Wall Street dratna of tense
interest. "Golden heaven for the few, deepest
hell for the many." Appeal is to young people
and adults.— Kirby Theatre, Houston, Tex.

Model of Greene mansion displayed in lobby
week before opening, with ribbons leading to
rooms in which different murders were committed, etc. Used 5,000 window cards with
picture of Jean Arthur and copy reading
"Wanted for murder . . ." etc. Let loose
1000 balloons each with a fake season pass

Godless

atached, copy reading: "Don't let the season
Pass without seeing . . . etc." Increased
newspaper space. — Paramount Treatre, Charles
Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Hear, See, Will'am Powell as Philo Vance,
Paramount's talking picturization of the famous
Van Dine detective story. Hear the stars of
"The Canary Murder Case." See the thrilling
action. .'Ml talking thriller. A shot in the
night. A scream. Then silence. A baffling
mystery. A vivid romance. Audience appeal :
Especially to all Van Dine readers because it
follows the book so closely and to all others
who enjoy a murder mystery story well told,
acted and directed. — Loew's Century Theatre,
Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

AD TIPS — Tease on title. Exploit names
of screen and stage favorites in cast. Mention
Cocoanut Grove band. Audience appeal : general.— Orpheum Theatre, Bill Hartung, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.
Stress should be laid on the flaming youth
angle of this film and racy art work will help
materially in ad spreads. Sport cars, bathing
and dancing shots may be featured to tone up
title. Olive Borden's name, too, will help
in most cases. Appeal : adults of all ages. —
Victory Theatre, Matt Reilly, Mgr., Providence,
R. I.

Gamblers,

The

Girl,

The

(Pathe)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Victory
Theatre (1,287), 15c-50c, 4 days, Talking
comedy and News events. Weather, fair. Opposition :"China Bound," "Broadway," "Man
and the Moment."
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Sensational Melodrama; Dramatic, Amazing, Charming, Important. Audience
appeal : all classes who can believe the depth
of ignorance a certain class of youth has fallen
to.— Victory Theatre, E. Speckart, Mgr., Salt
Lake 'City, Utah.

Gold Diggers Of Broadway
(W.B.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.-Winter Garden
(1,492), 7 days, two shows daily, three Sat. &
Sun., Vitaphone shorts. Weather, clear and hot.
Opposition: Hollywood Revue," "Fast Life,"
"Four Feathers," "Hallelujah," "Black Watch,"
"Street Girl," "Say It With Songs." Business
for the first day after opening basis for percentage. Rating, 136.3%.

Greene Murder Case, The (Par.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone
and MGM News, Loew-Publix Unit "Garden
of Love," headed by Ted Claire, Orchestra,
Organ, "Hurdy Gurdy" (MGM
talking
comedy), Pathe Review, "Poor Fish" (scenic).
Telephone reel. Weather, clear warm to cool
a title rain. Opposition : "Love Trap," "Hottentot," "Myserious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Single
Standard,"
"Bulldog Drummond." Rating,
117%.
OMAHA,
N E B.— Paramount Theatre
(2,900)- 7 days, 25c-6Gc ; Paramount Sound
News, "Laces and Graces" Publix Unit, Orchestra and Organ. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Paris Bound," "Noah's Ark."
Rating, 150%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c ; Sound Presentation
Units, Selected News. Weather, hot. Opposition:"Single Standard," "On With the Show,"
"Paris Bound," "Black Watch."
Rating, 90%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Granada Theatre
7 days. Weather, fine. Opposition: "Madame
X," "Innocents of Paris," "Masquerade,"
"Dance of Life."
Rating, 130%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre, Paramount Sound News, Organ. Weather, warm.
Opposition : "Words and Music," "Awful
Truth," "Man and the Moment." Rating, 140%
(3rd week).
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre
(3,595), 35c-50c-65c, Paramount Sound News.
Milton Charles, organ soloist, "Look Out Below" (Educ), "Raising the Roof" Musical
Novelty. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue,"
"Words and Music," "Dynamite," "Bulldog
Drummond,"
Rating, 111%. "Argyle Case," "Lucky Star."
BOSTON, MASS.— Scollay Square, Fenway,
Central Square, Strand and Capitol Theatres
simultaneously, 7 days, 25c-75c. Weather, fair.
OpiKisition : "Thunder," "Four Feathers,"
"Smiling Irish Eyes," "New Orleans," "Half
Marriage," "Hollywood Revue," "Our Modern
Maidens."
Rating, average of five theatres,
110%.
AD TIPS — The picture was played up as
the most thrilling mystery plot in which William Powell has thus far been shown, while a
halftone cut, half the length of a full newsixiper page, of Powell was used in newspaper
advertising. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Newman Treatre, Holden Swiger, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Hallelujah

(M-G-M)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Embassy Theatre) 596), 7 days, two shows daily, three Sat.
and Sun., $1$1.S0, all colored cast feature.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Fast Life," "Four Feathers,"
"Black Watch," "Street Girl," "Say It with
Songs," "Gold Diggers of Broadway." Rating,
139.5%, (2nd week).

Hearts In Dixie (Fox)
OTTAWA, ONT.— B. F. Keith's Theatre
(2,596),
6 days,
"The Salesman,"
"Memories,"
Pathe 15c-50c;
News Weekly.
Weather,
fair and moderately warm. Opposition :
"Fashions in Love," "Last of Mrs. Cheyney,"
"Black
"Exalted Flapper," "Squall."
Rating, Waters,"
7S%.
AD TIPS— The Old South brought to the
Far North and the contrast in characteristics
makes this feature truly distinctive. Colored
entertainers have made considerable headway
on the screen since the introduction of talking
pictures and this picture does much in the way
of overcoming remaining prejudice. Stepin
Fetchit is practically a new star for Canadian
fans. Audience appeal : all ages and nerly all
classes. — B. F. Keith's Theatre, J. M. Franklin,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Her Private Life (F.N.)

Half Marriage (RKO)
SEATTLE, WASH. — Orpheum Theatre
(2.750, 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c ; Pathe Sound
Review, Pathe Sound News, RKO Vaudeville.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu," "Bulldog Drununond," "Salute,"
"Lucky
Star," "Hottentot."
Rating, 110%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre, 7
days, 15c-50c; Gus Arnheim and Orchestra.
Shorts. Weather, clear, cool. Opposition :
"Light Fingers," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,"
"Single Standard."
Rating, 80%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days. 25c-75c ; Vaudeville Revue.
Pathe News. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Our Modern Maidens," "Thunder," "Four
Feathers," "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Hollywood
Revue," "Greene Murder Case," "New Orleans." Rating, 105%.

PORTLAND,

ORE.— New

Alder Theatre

(750), 7 days, 25c-60c ; Edward's Colortone
"Climbing the Golden Stairs," Fox Movietone
News, Oral comedy "Leaping Love." Weather,
fair and cooler. (Opposition: "Dance of Life,"
"Single
Standard," "Say It with Songs,"
100%.
"Madame X," "Hole in the Wall." Rating,
AD

TIPS — Special opening bill adding another cozy family theatre to down-town houses.
Featuring good work of Charles King. Beautiful clothes and good work of Billie Dove,
carried heavy feminine appeal. — New Alder
Theatre, George McMurphy, Portland, Ore.

Hole In The

Wall,

The

(Par.)

PORTLAND, ORE. — Oriental Theatre,
Frazier players three days, Betty Gordon Trio

They are already commencing to buy:

THE END OF THE WORLD
as seen and heard by

ABEL

GANCE

Adapted from the book by
CAMILLE
FLAMMARION
Sound film with portion for a triptych
(triple- width)
to be projected with ordinary apparatus.

SOCIETE

L'ECRAN - D'ART

15, rue du Bac, Paris

Dir. V. Ivanoff

Motion

920

Hole In The Wall
in "Musical Novelties," Glen Shelley at Organ.
Opposition: "Dance of Life," "Single Standard,"
"Say
1057c. It with Songs," "Madame X." Rating,
AD TIPS— 100% Talking. Play up suspense
and climaxes. — Oriental Theatre, Walter Tebbctts, Portland, Ore.

Hollywood Revue,

The

(M-G-M)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Astor Theatre
(1,120), 7 days, two shows daily, three Sat.
and Sun., $l-f2. Weather, clear and cool. Opposition, "Fast Life," "Four Feathers," "Hallelujah," "Black Watch," "Street Girl," "Say It
with Songs," 'Gold Diggers of Broadway."
Rating, 163.1%
(2nd week).
BOSTON,
M ASS. — Tremont Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 50c-$2; First week of pictures
under change in policy. Opposition ; "Thunder,"
"Four Feathers," "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Half
Marriage," "Our Modern Maidens," "Greene
Murder Case," "New Orleans."
Rating, SRO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,023), 75c-1.00-1.50; "Curiosities,"
Movietone News, Symphony Orchestra. Opposition : "Dynamite," "Lucky Star," "Greene
Murder Case," "Words and Music," "Bulldog
Drummond," "Argyle Case." Rating, 107%
(11th wek).

Honky

Tonk

(W.B.)

HOUSTON, TEX.— Aletropolitan Theatre
(2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c; Publix Unit, Paramount News, Organ and Orchestra. Weather,
hot. Opposition: "Fall of Eve," "Gamblers,"
"Madame X."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Sophie Tucker is the advertising
value, although she is not known here except
by reputation. We sold her, billing as follows :
"The last of the red hot maimnas ; red hot
rhythms, scorching songs, racing romance,
syncopated steps." Appeal is especially to young
people.— Metropolitan Theatre, Houston, Tex.

Hottentot, The (W.B.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre
(950), 50c-75c; Fox Movietone News, Vitaphone acts. Weather, fair. Opposition:
"Salute," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Half
Marriage," "Lucky Star," "Bulldog Drummond.' Rating, 110%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Warner's Metropolitan
Theatre (1,500), 6 days, begimiing Saturday
previous, 15c-50c; Kinograms, "The Mona
Lisa" (Technicolor special), Organ. Weather,
clear warm to cool, little rain. Coco-Cola given
out free in foyer during week. Opposition :
"Lucky Star," "Love Trap," "Greene Murder
Case," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Single
Standard," "Bulldog Drummond."
Rating, 85%,.
AD TIPS — Feature as laugh riot of famous
stage play. Exploit heavily on Edward Everett
Horton. Use comedy art stuff on horse. Play
up as most laughs per foot this season. Audience appeal: all classes. — Music Box Theatre,
Bob Murray, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
See and hear the fastest, funniest, most
furious comedy run in history. "The flottentot" with Patsy Ruth Miller and Edward
Everett Horton. A Vitaphone talking picture.
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Packed with
love, laughter and thrills. Audience appeal :
this has put Horton in top ranks as a movie
comedian. An excellent B.O. picture. Had
them roaring with laughter all the time. —
Warner's Metropolitan Theatre, C. S. Langue,
Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Idle Rich, The (M-G-M)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c; Paramount News,
Baby Rose Marie and the All Girl Review.
Weather, hot. Opposition : "Gamblers,"
"Piccadilly," "Come Across," " Wings," "Desert Song," "Office Scandal."
Rating, 125%.

Picture

News

Idle Rich, The

Lucky Star

AD TIPS — If you like human interest and
heart throbs — if you like to laff — then be sure
to see and hear this audible screen play based
on "White Collars" — it's as common as corned
beef and cabbage — as American as the Star
Spangled Banner — and the cast can really and
truly talk. Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love and
Lclia Hyams were excellent in their individual
parts. Audience appeal : all ages and classes. —
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

LOS ANGELES,
CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News. Opposition :"Hollywood Revue," "Words and Music,"
"Dynamite," "Bulldog Drummond," "Greene
Murder Case," "Argyle Case."
Rating, 143%.
AD TIPS — Feature heavily the winning
combination from. "Seventh Heaven" and
"Street Angel." Tease along lines of "boy
without legs" acts as guardian for girl, etc.
Use art on principals in cast. Audience appeal :
better type of adults. — Fox Theatre, Lou
Golden, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Lovers again in their first talking picture.

Innocents

Of

Paris

(Par.)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— St. Francis
Theatre, Maurice Chevalier in "Innocents of
Paris," a Paramount all-talking and singing.
Weather, fine. Opposition : "Greene Murder
Case," "Madame X," "Masquerade," "Dance of
Life."
Rating, 85%.

Last Of Mrs. Cheyney, The
(M-G-M)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Regent Theatre (1,225),
6 days, 25c-60c ; Orchestra overture, "The Perfect Day," Fox Movietone News. Weather,
fair and moderately warm. Opposition : "Fashions in Love," "Squall," "Hearts in Dixie,"
"Black Waters," "Exalted Flapper." Rating,
95%.
AD TIPS — The good screen voice of Norma
Shearer is worth a big play in the advertising
and Norma is a greater acting star than ever
before. Many delighted in seeing the famous
stage play enacted in an all-talking photoplay
and the picture does not suffer by comparison.
Audience api>eal : all grown-ups. — Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Light

Fingers

(Col.)

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre, 7
days, 15c-50c; Paramount News. Weather
clear, cool. Opposition: "Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu," "Single Standard," "Half Marriage."
Rating, 80%,.
AD TIPS — Fast moving story of an engaging
crook. Play up intrigue against a society background and mention that Ian Keith is the man
in the case. Can be linked up nicely with a
second feature. Appeal : all ages over 17. —
Strand Theatre, Ed Reid, Mgr., Providence,
R. I.

Love Trap, The

(U.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre
(3,016),
6 days, News,
35c -65cwith
; Int'l,
Universal
and
Fox
Movietone
Raynor
Lehr and
company
in "New
withWeather,
vaudeville acts and
chorus, York
organ, Bound,"
orchestra.
clear warm to cool, a little rain. Opposition :
Lucky Star," "Hottentot," "Greene Murder
Case," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Single
Standard," "Bulldog Drummond." Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— The star of "Show Boat," Laura
La Plante, with Neil Hamilton arid a record
cast in "The Love Trap," a talking picture
sensation. Robert Ellis, Norman Trevor,
Jocelyn Lee, Girls galore. Drama, romance,
comedy. See La Plante and Hamilton love like
nobody's business. Audience appeal : entertaining and enjoyable. Was enjoyed by our audience.— Keith's Theatre, J. Lawrence Schanberger, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Lucky

Star

(Fox)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,350),
7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Charley Chase
comedy, Fox Movietone News, Musical acts.
Weather, fair. Opposition: "Bulldog Drummond," "Salute,'' "Hottentot," "Half ^larriage,"
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Rating, 90%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, George
Sidney in "Cohen at the Telephone" (talkie
act). Weather, clear warm to cool, a little rain.
Opposition : "Love Trap," "Hottentot," "Greene
Murder Case," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manciiu,"
"Single
Standard," "Bulldog Drummond."
Rating, 150%.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in "Lucky
Star." Use big star with heads of Gaynor
and Farrell. Use headline : The value's on
the screen. The management of this theatre
prides itself with its success by eclipsing its
phenominal run of top notch pictures in presenting now the same star team that made
"Seventh Heaven" and "Street Angel." Directed by Frank Borzage. Screen's greatest
lovers surpassing heights of ecstacy in "Seventh
Heaven." Audience appeal : Monday opening
almost top for house. It continued to draw
heavily throughout the week. — New Theatre,
Morris A. Mechanic, Mgr., Baltimore, Md.

Madame

X

(M-G-M)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Loew's Warfield's Theatre ; Still sensation of San Francisco.
Max Dolin conducting Fox Grand Concert
Orchestra, Fox Talking News. Weather, fine.
Opposition : "Innocents of Paris," "Masquerade," "Greene Murder Case," "Dance of Life."
Rating, 106%
(2nd week).
DALLAS, TEX.— Greater Palace Theatre,
(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c ; Publix presentation, "Bright Lights" with Jimmie Elllard and
Greater Palace Stage Band, Billy Muth in Organ Novelty, Paramount News. Weather, fair.
Opposition: "Dance of Life," "From Headquarters," "New Orleans," "Words and Music."
Rating, 110%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c ; 5 acts vaudeville,
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Honky-Tonk,"
"Fall of Eve," "Gamblers."
Rating, 135%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre,
Fox Movietone News. Opposition : "Dance of
Life," "Single Standard," "Her Private Life,"
"Saycooler.
It WithRating,
Songs,"
"Hole in Wall." Fair
and
115%.
AD TIPS— The title of course is the best
exploitation angle of the picture, and it is a
good stunt to have an unknown Madame X
seated in tlye lobby o( the theatre. Ruth
Chaterton should get practically all of the cast
publicity, although Lewis Stone and Raymond
Hackett should be mentioned, as should the fact
that Lionel Barrymore directed the picture.
Don't fail to state that the picture is a 100%
talkie, as this means a lot since Ruth Chatterton
is the star. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Greater Palace Theatre, Ernest W. Morrison,
Mgr., Dallas, Texas.
The immortal play of woman's sin and sacrifice. W'ide feminine appeal to good business
with but little exploitation. — United Artists
Theatre, J. J. Parker, Mgr., Portland, Ore.
The greatest emotional play of all time, and
the finest actress of the talking screen combine
to afford plenty of advertising value to this
one.
Play upandMiss
interpretation,
her t'hatterton's
fine support marvelous
by Lewis
Stone
Raymond
Theatre,andHouston,
Tex. Hackett. — Loew's State

Man

And The Moment,
(F.N.)

The

SALT LAK1-: CITY, UTAH.— Granada
Theatre (2,600), 15c-50c, 7 days; Sound News,
and a musical classic in color. Weather, fair.
OppositionGirl."
: "China
"Godless
Rating, Bound,"
85%.

"Broadway,"
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And The Moment

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre,
Vaudeville, Fox Movietone, and Silent News
film. Weather, warm. Opposition : "Greene
Murder Case," "Awful Truth," "Words and
Music."
Rating 120%.
AD TIPS — Elinor Glyn's newest romance,"
a talking picture. Audience appeal : most all
classes. — Granada Theatre, Ray Hendry, Mgr.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Billie Dove is the star in this picture. Play
the name up good — Hippodrome Theatre, George
Mason,
Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Masquerade

(Fox)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Marion Davies
Theatre (1,800). 10c-50c : Fox Movietone
pleasant. Opposition : "Greene Murder Case,"
"Madame X," "Innocents of Paris," "Dance
of Life." Rating, 75%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Liberty
Theatre (1,800), 10c-50c ; Fox Movietone
News, Oklahoma Newsreel, Clark & McCullough in "The Diplomats." Weather, hot.
Opposition: "Idle Rich," "Gamblers," "Piccadilly," "Come Across," "Wings," "Desert
Song," "Office Scandal."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Picture adapted from novel "The
Brass Bowl." Loot and Lovers in a gay mixup. A rousing tale of a single man, his double
and a mystery miss. An excellent picture with
Clyde Cook, Lelia Hyams, Alan Birmingham,
Arnold Lucy and J. Farrell MacDonald. An
excellent picture to book. Audience appeal :
all ages and classes. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu, The
(Par.)
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — Allen Theatre
(3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c ; Shorts: "Cat, Dog &
Co." (MGM), Vitaphone acts. Fox Movietone
News. Weather, cool, clear. Opposition :
"Bulldog Drummond," "Twin Beds," "Words
and Music," "Say It with Songs." Rating,
100%.
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 25c-35c-50c-6Sc, 7 days, Vitaphone
acts, Ben Bard and Harry Fox, song novelty,
"Little Pal," Paramount News. Weather,
pleasant. Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Squall," "Frozen
River."
Rating, 115%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre, 7
days, 15c-50c, Al Lyons in short, Newsreel.
Weather, clear, cool. Opposition: "Single
Standard," "Half Marriage," "Light Fingers."
Rating, 95%.
SEATTLE, WASH. — Sfeattle Theatre
(3,150), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c ; "We Americans," Paramount Sound News, Musical Acts.
Weather, fair. Opposition: "Bulldog Drummond," "Half Marriage," "Lucky Star,"
"Salute," "Hottentot."
Rating, 957c.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, "Dad's Day" (MGM
talking comedy), Emil Boree, Eight Victor
Artists (MGM talkie acts), Organlogue.
Weather, clear warm to cool, a little rain.
Opposition: "Love Trap," "Hotentot," "Greene
Murder Case," "Single Standard," "Bulldog
Drummond."
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Paramount's peerless stars in the
greatest all talking mystery drama ever filmed.
A beautiful white girl ensnared by a beast.
"The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," with Warner Oland, celebrated screen villain — talking.
Jean Arthur, Neil Hamilton. Uncanny, hypnotic mystery menaces a heart throbbing battle
for love. Audience appeal : wide general appeal.
It held them spellbound with its tense drama
and dark suspense and the particularly fine
work of Oland. — Loew's Stanley Theatre,
Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Baltimore, Md.
Feature weird tale of Oriental intrigue. Play
up cast. Feature name of Sax Rohmer as
author.
Tell about elaborate sets, etc. Tease
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Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu

Our Modern

on mystery murder, angles. Audience appeal :
general. — Seattle Theatre, Bob Blair, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Paramount Theatre (1,700), 2Sc-35c-50c-6Sc, 7 days; Publix
stage unit, featuring Alex J. Morrison, trick
shot golfer. Paramount Silent News, Wally

Bill as a real mystery thriller for it's just
that. Make Dr. Fu Manchu a weird character
in lay-outs and cater to the public's love for
thrills. Appeal: children and adults. — Majestic
Theatre, Sol Braunig, Mgr., Providence, R. I.
Had signs around marquee saying. If you
want thrills, come in and see Dr. Fu Manchu.
Emphasized it as a thrill picture in all ads.
Audience appeal : all except those who have
weak hearts.— Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman,
Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
The title was especially exploited for this
feature with scenes of Warner Oland with the
girl played up in the advertising. The mystery
of the story is the drawing card. The picture
met with general interest.— Des Moines Theatre
George Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

ISew

Orleans

(T.-S.)

DALLAS, TEX.— Capitol Theatre 1,044),
7 days, 15c-25c-35c; Sonnenberg & Lewis
Wrestling Match in sound. Stern Talking
comedy "Tige's Girl Friend," Vitaphone Act
"The Serenaders," Dallas Dispatch, Universal
News. Weather, fair. Opposition "Madame
X." "Words and Music," "Dance of Life,"
"From
Headquarters."
Rating, 105%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c ; "Talking
Collegians." Pathe News. Weather, fair. OpModern Maidens," "Thunder."
position "Our
:
"Four Feathers," "Smiling Irish Eves," "Half
Marriage," "Hollywood Re\'ue," "Greene Murder Case." Rating. 105%.
AD TIPS— Exploit the"race track angle and
the Alardi Gras angle. The Mardi Gras publicity will give more power to the title which
means more business. Play up Ricardo Cortez,
William Collier, Jr., and Alma Bennett. A
large cut-out horse show with the title of the
picture printed on it was suspended above the
box office to give the race track atmosphere.
Audience appeal: all classes.— Capitol Theatre,
Ray J. Stinnet, Mgr.. Dallas, Texas.

ISoah's Ark

(W.B.)

OMAHA, NEB.— World Theatre (2,500) 7
days, 25c-50c; Phil Baker (WB), Pathe News.
Weather, hot. Opposition: "Paris Bound,"
"Greene Murder Case."
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS— Big theatre front with ark built
in colors on marquee. Newspapers co-operated
to stage kiddies animal parade, each child bringing a pet being admitted free to opening show.
Animal crackers furnished by local biscuit
company to children first three days of run.
Distributed 15,000 heralds and increased newspaper space. Audience appeal : general.^World
Theatre, Lionel Wasson, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Office Scandal (Pathe)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Orpheum
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 10c-50c; Bert Smith's
Review presenting "Sally, Irene and Mary,"
Aesop's Fables, Topics of the Day. Weather,
hot. Opposition : "Idle Rich," "Gamblers,"
"Piccadilly." "Come Across," "Wings," "Desert
Song," "Alasquerade."
Rating, 100%.

On

With

The Shotv

Maidens

(M-G-M)

Wallace
organ
special News
"A Trip
to the Fair,"
Movietone
Fashion
featuring
Hats.
Weather, pleasant. Opposition : "Squall,"
"Frozen
River," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Rating, 175%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3,700), 7 days, 30c-50c, Stage number, Val
Irving's Collegians, Charlie Chase all talking
comedy. Fox Movietone and M-G-M News.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Thunder," "Four
Feathers," "Smiling Irish Eyes," Half Marriage," "Hollywood Revue," "Greene Murder
Case," "New Orleans."
Rating, 110%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre, Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco
stage unit. Opposition : "Four Feathers,"
"Paris Bound," "Words and Music." Rating,
80%.
AD TIPS — Joan Crawford and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., were played up as good drawing
cards in this feature and Alex Morrison, trick
golfer was equally exploited as feature of the
stage show. The bill took well for the Fair
week crowds and was well liked by a general
audience. Lindy Coons, stage band director,
also proved a popular number — Paramount
Theatre, Jack Roth, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.

Pagan, The
ALBANY,

(M-G-M)

N. Y.— Leland Theatre

(1,400),

6 days, 25c-35c ; All talkie comedy "The Big
Palooka" (Educ), Fox Movietone News, Song
presentation by "The Revellers." Audience
appeal : all classes. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Wonder of Women," "Protection," "Dangerous Curves." Rating, 118%.
AD TIPS — This picture offered an opportunity for heavy advertising featuring Ramon
Navarro, mentioning the fact that he was the
star of "Ben Hur" and that the picture was
one of thrills, beauty and romance in a love
classic of forgotten lands. — Leland Theatre,
Alec Sayles; Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

Paris Bound

(Pathe)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 25c-50c; five acts of vaudeville,
Pathe News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Single Standard," "Greene Murder Case," "On
with the Show," "Black Watch." Rating,
95%.
OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 25c-60c ; Peter Higgins and RKO show,
Pathe News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
100%.
"Noah's
Ark," "Greene Murder Case." Rating,
SEATTLE, WASH.— Orpheum Theatre,
Pathe Sound Review, Pathe Sound News, RKO
vaudeville. Opposition : "Four Feathers,"
"Words and Music," "Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — "Is love crushed by marriage?"
and "It's a sophisticated drama of modern
marriage," were the lines used in advertising
the picture. Audience appeal : all classes, principally adult. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence
Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

DONT

(W.B.)

KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 25c-50c ; Sound presentation
units. Selected News. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Single Standard," "Greene Murder
Case." "Black Watch." "Paris Bound." Rating,
100%.
(Second week.)
AD TIPS— The fact that the picture is the
first 100% all natural color talkie and the fact
that it was good enough to hold over a second
week was played up in all adverising. Audience
appeal : all classes. — Royal Theatre, E. C. Coppock, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
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Paris Bound

Single

Played up theme of a quadrangle love affair
instead of the eternal triangle, using names of
the well known stage stars, Ann Harding and
Frederic Marsh in cast Audience appeal :
mostly women. — Orpheum Theatre, Ralph W.
Thayer, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Piccadilly (World Wide)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Empress
Theatre (1,500), 4 days, lOc-SOc, Pathe Review,
.■\esop's Fables with sound. Weather, hot. Opposition : 'Gamblers," "Idle Rich," "Piccadilly," "Come Across," "Wings," "Desert Song,"
"Office Scandal," "Masquerade."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — A bizarre story of passion, jealousy, pleasure, starring the famous dancer Gilda
Gray with Anna May Wong in the role that
will steal your senses. A wonder cast — the famous Limchouse district, where east meets west,
pictured with astounding realism. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.— Empress Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Protection

(Fox)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Clinton Square Theatre
(800), 6 days, 25c-35c. This picture was run
on a program of first run double features together with "Object, Alimony." Audience appeal : mature. Weather, fair. Opposiation :
"Wonder of Women," "Pagan," "Dangerous
Curves."
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — This is a picture which permitted
me to feature it as a row between gangland
and the newspaper fraternity that ended in a
death grapple. — Clinton Square Theatre, Howard Looney, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

Salute (Fox)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 7 days, 25c-35c-S0c-60c-75c,
Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage
unit. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Bulldog
Drummond," "Lucky Star," "Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu," "Hottentot," "Half Marriage."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Play up Annapolis vs. West
Point. Exploit footbal stufif in film. Tell about
interiors at Annapolis, etc. Appeal as picture
of youth "as is." Audience appeal : all classes.
— Fox Fifth Avenue Theatres, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
,

Say It With Songs (W.B.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Warner's theatre (1,360), 7 days, two shows daily, three
Sun., four Sat., Vitaphone shorts. Weather,
clear and cool. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Fast Life," "Four Feathers," "Hallelujah," "Black Watch," "Street Girl," "Gold
Diggers
week.
) of Broadway.' Rating, 137.5%. (4th
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Hippodrome Theatre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Shorts, "The
Barnyard Battle" (Disney Micky Mouse Cartoon), Fox Movietone News. Weather, cool,
clear : Opposition : "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," Twin Beds," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Words and Music."
Rating, 220%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Vitaphone Acts. Weather, fair and cooler. Opposition : "Dance of Life," "Single Standard,"
"Her Private Life," "Madame X," "Hole in
the Wall."
Rating, 165%.
AD TIPS — Big tie-ups with all music dealers. Increased newspaper space — extra newspaper stories — window cards, advance lobby disI)Iay. Audience appeal : great for every movie
fan. — Hii)podrome Theatre, William Watson,
Mgr., Cleveland, O.
Another Al Jolson all-talking, all-singing
production which took Portland by storm.
Crowds roaring at his jokes and crying at his
sorrows. Applauding both Jolson and Lee.
Tremendous universal appeal. — Music Box Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Standard^

The

(M-G-M)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's \'alencia Theatre (1,500). (After one week at Stanley.)
6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News, Charlie Chase
in "The Big Squawk," Tito Ruffo, Fuzzy
Knight (M-G-M talkie acts)). Weather, clear
to cool, a little rain. Opposition: "Mysterious
Dr. Fu Manchu," "Single Standard," "Bulldog
Drummond," "Love Trap," "Lucky Star,"
"Greene Murder Case."
Rating, 60%.
,
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, sound presentation units, selected news. Weather, hot. Opposition :"Paris Bound," "On With the Show,"
"Greene Murder Case," "Black Watch." Rating,
95%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre, 7days, 15c-50c, "Our Gang," News Reel,
Shorts. Weather, clear, cool. Opposition :
"Light Fingers," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,"
"Half Marriage."
Rating, 100%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Fanchon & Marco's "Love School Idea,"
Mickey Mouse Cartoon, Sam Jack Kaufman
and Broadway Band. Headliner, Rene Riano.
Weather, fair and cooler.
Rating, 155%.
AD TIPS — Here's a real "natural;" Garbo's
pulling power stronger than ever in this town.
Star's name should be plastered over all billing
and siren angle played up strong. Nils Asther
also has his following. Appeal : to all adults. —
State Theatre, J. P.- McCarthy, Mgr., Providence, R. I.
A cut of Greta Garbo was played up in the
center of a large star in newspaper advertising,
the picture being exploited as one of Greta's
best pictures in her most fiery romance. Audience appeal : all classes. — Loew's Midland
Theatre, H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas Citv,
Mo.
Queries sent out selected list on Shall the
loves — of men — and women — be judged by the
■ — single standard? Fair appeal. — Fox Broadway
Theatre, Floyd Maxwell, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Smiling Irish Eyes

(F.N.)

TROY, N. Y.— Lincoln Theatre (1,000), 7
days, 25c-35c, 1 Vitaphone, a Stan Laurel comedy, Kinograms. Audience appeal : all classes.
Weather, fair. Opposition: "Dangerous
Curves."
Rating, 115%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
(1,350), 7 days, 25c-75c, Charley Chase comedy and Fox Alovietone News. Weather, hot.
Opposition : "Duke Steps Out," "Bulldog
Drummond."
Rating, 110%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, Publix Presentation,
"Five and Ten Follies Revue," Organ Novelties, Paramount News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens," "Thunder,'"
"Four Feathers," "Half Marriage," "Greene
Murder Case," "New Orleans."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Here was Colleen Moore in her
first 100% singing, talking and dancing picture and that fact was carried prominently in
all newspaper advertising. — Lincoln Theatre,
Louis Saperstein, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.
Played it as second feature of Greater Movie
Season ; exploited star, music ; used radio, extra newspaper space, window tieups and heralds.
.'\ppeal : general. — Fox Rialto Theatre, Doug.
Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Sophomore, The (Pathe)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Paramount
Theatre (3,666), 7 days, 40c-65c-75c-85c-$l.
Paramount Sound News, Eddie Quillan, star
of picture in i>ersonal appearance, Publi.x Stage
Unit "Romance Isle," RubinofT eccentric orchestra leader, Jesse Crawford at Wurlitzer organ.
Weather, fair and cool. Opposition : "Broadway Melody," "The Cock-Eyed World (4th
week) ; "Broadway" (2nd week) ; "Dance of
Life" (2nd week) ; "Bulldog Drummond," "The
Gamblers."
Rating, 99.5%.

Picture

A' c w s

Squall, The (F.IS.)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c. Paramount all talking
short comedy "Apartment Hunters." Weather,
warm. Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens,"
Rating, 80%. Dr. Fu Manchu," "Frozen River."
"Mysterious
OTTAWA, ONT.— Centre Theatre (1,200),
6 days, 15c-50c, "The Collegians," Fox News.
Weather, fair and moderately warm. Opposition : "Fashions in Love," "Last of Mrs. Cheyney," "Hearts in Dixie," "Black Waters," "Exalted Flapper." Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — The gypsy dancer who makes the
plot move is played up as the drawing point
of this feature which is not at all a children's
picture.
There people
are some
scenes
in this
feature. Older
were "hot"
attracted
to the
bill
especially. — Strand Theatre, Ted Emerson,
Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.
,
"The Squall," twice a Broadway success, first
as a play and next as an all-talking feature.
Four love stories rolled into one, making it
100% loving. The large and appropriate star
cast should be listed individually as the fame
of the players indicates the theme of the story.
.Audience appeal : all above public school age. —
Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Street Girl (Radio)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— Globe Theatre
(1,418), 7 days, two shows daily, three Sat. &
Sun., $l-$2. Weather, clear and cool. Opposition "Hollywood
:
Revue," "Fast Life," "Four
Feathers," "Black Watch," "Hallelujah," "Say
It With Songs," "Gold Diggers of Broadway."
Rating, 77.1%.
(5th week.)

Thunder (M-G-M)
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 acts vaudeville.
Fox Movietone and M-G-M News. Weather,
fair. Opposition: "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Four Feathers," "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Half
Marriage," "Hollywood Revue," "Greene Murder Case," "New Orleans."
Rating, 95%.

Twin Beds (F.N.)
CLEVELAND,

OHIO.— State Theatre (3.-

400), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts, "Crazy Feet" (MG-M) ; "Beasts of Prey" (Fischer, state
rights): "Flying Fast" (Paramount): Fox
Movietone News, "Rah-Rah-Rah" (Publix Revue). Weather, clear, cool. Opposition : "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Bulldog Drummond,"
Rating,
"Words 80%.
and Music," "Say It with Songs."

Wings

(Par.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Ritz Theatre
(1,000), 4 days, 10c-25c. Weather, hot. Opposition: "Idle Rich," "Gamblers," "Piccadilly,"
"Come Across," "Masquerade," "Office Scandal," "Desert Song."
Rating, 100%.

Wonder Of Women,
(M-G-M)

The

ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Ritz Theatre (1,146), 4 days, 25c-35c, 1 Vitaphone, Pathe
Sound News. Audience appeal : adult. Weather, fair. Opposition
"Dangerous Curves,"
"Protection,"
"Pagan." : Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS — Here was a picture I characterized in all advertising as the season's best seller
now a talking sensation and a picture that left
the patron to choose between a prosaic marriage
and a flaming romance. — Mark Ritz Theatre,
Charles Smakwitz, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

Words And Music (Fox)
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre (2,680), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville,
Fox Movietone News, .A.esop's Fables. Weather, Fair.95%.
Opposition : "Madame X," "Dance of
Rating,
Life," "From Headquarters," "New Orleans."
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Conducted

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitors

8,000 Showmen
Can't Be Wrong!!!
estimated
atively

is conserv
that over 8,ooo active theatre
managers use the pages of the
Managers' Round Table Club each
and every week.
These thousands of showmen
must certainly find the suggestions
and details of tried and proven exploitation and theatre operation
profitable as well as interesting.
Otherwise they would never follow these Club pages so religiously.
To every other showman in the
IT

business
not reading
the Managers'
Round Table
Club section
we can
only
say: "Arementioned
you right,above
and are
the thousands
all

Table Of
Contents
* * *
<I W. H. Bergmann's Great Work

* *

*

fl Short "Talkies" Build Up Shows

* * *

^ Gorden Greene's Marvelous Front
^ Brown

Family Almost

* *

lOO^o.

*

<I "Live-Wire Exploitation"
From Jean La Roe
* * *
^ Garfinkle Now

At Avalon

* * *

<1 Dick Moss
^ "Comedy

Goes To
* * *

Coast

Or Tragedy,?"

* *

*

They will see something that just
suits their fancy to exploit some
picture that had them guessing before they opened their copy of the
News.

^ Kane Cashes In On Preview
* * *
% Robt. S. Roddick's Tips

*

*

*

wrong? Or is it just the reverse?"
Round Table Club ideas have
been copied by dozens of other
trade publications !
Round Table Club style of presenting the contributions received
has been copied and imitated by
dozens of department writers in
other publications and even among

^ New

the producers and distributors'
publicity and exploitation departments !
Never before, in the history of
the show business, has any organization ever succeeded in working
up the managers'
interest
enthusiasm as we have
in thisandClub!

^ Emig Builds A Good Display Front
* * *

Thousands
of
showmen
all
banded together with one unanimous slogan:
"all for one and one for all"

S. African Members
* * *

CI Havana

Uses Modern Ballyhoo
* * *
^ Melincoff
Publicity Finds B. B Team Good for

* * *

<I Finger-Print
tures
^ Kirschbaum

Stunt

for

Crook

Each and every week, in Motion
Picture News, the Club presents
between ten and sixteen pages of
up-to-the-minute ideas. BUT presented in our inimitable style so
that you enjoy reading everv line.
And you await the next issue to
see and read more stuff, not about
President Oomph of the Blah-Blah
Film Corp., or Director Flumph of
the Gassy Productions, etc., etc.,
but every word from and about
your own brother showmen. Men
who are earning their living in the
same field of endeavor as you.
* * *

Pic-

They will read about this or that
exhibitor or manager whom they
feel they know personally through
the pages of the Round Table Club.
It can never be classed as cold

LIses 18 Day Diet

^ "Attention Boys"
* *

*

*I Joe Goetz A Real Showman
* * *
<I R. R. Miller Offers An Original stunt
* * *
^ M. R. Blair's Flivver Stunts

*

*

*

% Ray
tionLeStrange Makes New
* * ♦
^ Introducing New Members

Connec-

theIt's
industry.
the great "Get-Together" of
type.
That's the answer, plain and simple, to the tremendous popularity
of the Managers' Round Table
Club pages in Motion Picture
News.
And those 8,ooo live-wire manawrong. gers, all actively engaged in this
show business, can't possibly be
Can they ?
C. E. L.
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NOTICE!!
Here is one point which we want to impress firmly on each member or reader of
the Club pages:
Don't develope the wrong impression that
the exploitation stunts described on these
pages are married to the pictures with which
they are used.
When

we set forth the details or photographs on an exploitation stunt, we do not
give it the space because it is on that particular picture which is being exploited.
Rather, our idea is to set forth how the
different members and readers are selling
their pictures to the public with the distinct
idea that you will take the exploitation angle
and use it on any picture or pictures that you
may have booked into your theatre.
Please try to keep in mind that the
name of the picture in connection with the
exploitation stunt is of very little importance.
The chief item which we are passing on to
you is the exploitation idea itself.
Members will find it a very valuable and
profitable pastime to see how many exploitation ideas they can take and convert for use
on attractions playing their houses.
Managers' Round Table Club.
When a member has been
as active in the ROUND
W. H. Bergmann
TABLE CLUB as W. H.
Bergmann, Field Manager
Doing Great Work
for the World Theatres outFor World Circuit
side of Omaha, Neb., then
we are never satisfied until
we induce him to sit down and tell about some of successful stunts to his brother managers all over the country,
who are constantly on the look-out for ideas on the ROUND
TABLE CLUB pages.
l<"ir.st we want you to take a look
at hrother Bergmann, but you must
])ar(l()n the poor photograph, as it was
just a snai)shot, and we only talked
liim out of this after many weeks of
untiring elTorts.
On Mr. Bergmann's recent campaign for the Fox Follies, which he
engineered for the World Theatres
in Kearney, Neb., he arranged quite
a few good tie-ups, which all resulted
in additional publicity and the creating of interest in the attraction.
Among the different things he used,
was the distribution of face powder
tf) which was attaclied a tag advertising the product and
llie attraction. The same idea was used in conjunction with

Picture

A^ e zvs

cold cream of
which a samjjle
carton was distributed among the
ladies, taining
also
a tag. conSeveral attractive windows
were dressed and
this in itself tended to call attention to the attraction of all the
folks who happened to be passing on the main streets, and
saw these windows.
We have a photograph of one,
but unfortunately
it is not clear
enough for proper
reproduction, and
we therefore do
not want to do
Mr. Bergmann the

100%-TALKING-100%
We Have Scrapped the Paper
off of the Walls in order to
Accommodate
the Crotvds!

injustice
of showing anything
that
is not clear.
We would also
like to have you
see the attractive
front dressing
which Mr. Bergmann executed on
this attraction,
and while it is not

-'^^"jACK HO
LT

.DOROTUy
REVIEF
PICTURE V^
u/n ■ f.iu
rru lira

A TALKING
TALK

THAT

top-heavy or overit neverthe- |
1 e s sdone, effectively
sells the attraction which the
house is playing.
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THE

WILL

TOWN

BE
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WORLD

3 Smashing Days
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

GREATElt TALKIE THEATRE

May 22, 23, ^'4
100%-TALKING-10
0%
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Among
Mr.
Bergmann's other activities was quite an old gag, but one
which has not been used in a great many months, (if we

Two Treats in One!
Yoar Detsert Will Send Yoa to the Show

FREE

With Each Qamt ol

"All Right" Ice Cream
or Sherbet

gauge the different theatre activities by the material received here at CLUB headquarters),onconsistedwall
of a ])rinted circular
paper
sam])les and these arc so radically different and stand out so
much more than the ordinary
stock generally used for circular purposes that it is deserving of a place in your scrap
book. We are reproducing a
copy to show you how he has
worded it, and we suggest ^-ou
keep
erence.this handy for future ref-

Another one of his tie-ups,
recently, was in conjunction
with the local ice cream comOne guest ticket to the WorU Theatre Free of
pany whereby they distributed
Charge. Compliments of the
free tickets for the theatre and
Ravenna
Creamery
it was the type of a cooperative
Company
arrangement that worked well
for both parties. The newspaper ad which called attention
to this tie-up, is reproduced
here so that you can get an idea of how he handled it.
PttTchuedbCtWMDDOWWld

MAKERS

or "ALL

TowdAr, JOU dMltf wil^T*

RIOBT

' ICI ORBAM

m^
S epte m ber
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Still another old timer which Mr. Bergmann has revived
is the manilla envelope
Us Really
Cool
reading "This is one of
in the
WORLD
the original coat hangers
World
DO YOU KNOW THAT
The World I> the Only Theatre
Within ISO Miles Offering You Stage Shows
SAT. AND
Augiut

HiUnou,

"MOVIE

SUN.
10-11.

Fun

>ho>.

MAD"

Sauty
— Snappy
TalkJiiR Picture
■THE

— «ith—
BACHELOR

Wm. rollifr. Jr.
MON
AND'TUES.
AUGUST 12-13
JR. ORPREUM
VAUDEVILLE
Beaded by

GIRL"

JacqucHne Logan

used during the "gold
rush of '98" and upon opening the envelope, you
find a large w^ire nail.
Among other things we
want you to take a look
at one of the neat layouts
of his newspaper advertising, and we are sure
that you will agree with
us that for the space he
uses,
gets the most out
of his hecopy.

WED.. THl'RS..
FRL.AL'G,
11-15-16
Booked
E-pwially
Kur The Fair

Mr. Bergmann has been
a showman for a great
many years, and originally came with the World
Circuit to handle exploitation for their out-state
and neighborhood theatres. Later he was put to work as house manager in several run down houses which responded to his treatment.
On February 1st of this year he was appointed Field man
for all the World theatres outside of Omaha, and we are
ME

ITS MIGHTY!

"LOBBY

in ' SM Vl.L T\LK-

certainly delighted to watch this member's progress on the
ladder of promotion.
We are certain that not only the ROUND TABLE
CLUB, but the Industry at large will hear a whole lot more
about W. H. Bergmann.
The tremendous success
of the talking and sound
short subjects in many of
"Talkies" d
t ue
Shortin
To Buil
Con
the theatres throughout the
Up
country
whether
in large
Lots Of Shows
cities or in small towns,
"~~~'~"^^^^^^^^^^^~"~"
prompts us to always give
vent to our feelings on the subject.
From our own experience in visiting many theatres in
and around New York we have found that it is a corking
good idea to play up your short subjects where the audience has developed a particular liking for that portion of
the program.
Here you see the Paramount Theatre in Los
Angeles and its mighty
attractive front together
with the equal billing
which they give to their
Educational talking short
subjects on one side of
the marquee, while the
feature carries the opposite.
We would certainly be
glad to reproduce similar
photographs from our many members and readers dealing
with this subject as well as an expression of their own opinion regarding same.
On the occasion of this particular theatre's local reviews
it was emphatically stated "the short feature proved an
absolute sensation."
This is typical of many similar incidents all over the
country and we believe that the majority of the small town
managers are not taking full advantage of the possibilities
offered by the talking short subjects today.

LAUGHS"

By Dick Kirschbaum
These cartoons have already won a great following
from members and readers of the Club pages in the
NEWS. The unusual humor of Mr. Kirschbaum's
ideas, plus his fine ability to picture them so well, has
made this feature of the Club a most entertaining one.
Many of our members and readers have made suggestions which Dick was able to execute with plenty
of laughs.
Don't be bashful.
If you have had an experience that might give the
rest of us a laugh, through Kirschbaum's cartoons,
shoot it along and Dick will do the rest.
C. E. L.

GANGSTER

Ol'R GANG

CLUD

Gordon Greene Creates An Attractive
Ballyhoo Display
^^^^^^^^•—"^———^•^

Manager Gordon Greene,
of the State Theatre in Minneapolis, created, designed
and executed one of the most
effective front displays ever
called
he set tooutour toattention,
exploit when
"The

Four
We Feath
can ers."
only ask you to look closely at the photographs
which we are reproducing and see if you don't agree that
the use of the odd cut outs, the jungle effect and the entire
underside of the marquee covered with foliage is not very
effective. In order to accomplish this foliage effect, screen
wire was first strung under the marquee and the foliage
was tied to the wire. We pass on this bit of information
because we believe that here you have a corking way of
dressing your marquee on many pictures of a similar type.

Once again we would emphasize our oft mentioned statement that none of these ideas are welded to the picture described with them, all adaptable, with some little change
here
or there, to any picture that suggests itself on your
bookings.
We would certainly like to hear from Gordon again, and
know some more about his activities.

Please Take Note
THE

pages of the Club are open for the publication of
photographs
from both members and readers.
These
photos may be of theatre managers, theatre fronts, marquee displays, lobby settings, etc. Due credit ,v/ill be given
those sending photos to the Club, providing they attach the
proper description and their own names and theatre addresses.
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB.
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Brown No. One — !
Brown No. Two — !
Now Meet Dick (3)

KOUND TACLt

Better late than never is
our slogan, and we must
hide behind it once more in

to
our "mob"
introducing
Dick
Brown, Manager
of the
for the
Theatre
Liberty
' Stanley outfit in Pittsburgh,
However this is one case where the delay was worth
the trouble. Because in holding it up, we were finally able
to secure Dick's photograph and that in itself is important
anxious to show the member's pictures
alwaysstories.
we are
as well
as their
as

It might be appropriate at this time to say a little bit
about the history of Dick, so we will quote a little from his
letter wherein he says that he has been in the show business all of his life, and having come from a theatrical family
we must next pass on to the fact that his Dad, Harry Brown,
is the Manager of the Lincoln Theatre in Pittsburgh; his
brother, Harry, Jr., a member of the ROUND TABLE
for the Keith's Capitol Theatre in
CLUB, ishisexploiteer
Trenton;
other brother, Ray Brown, is Manager of the
Strand Theatre. Akron, and is also a member of the
ROUND TABLE CLUB. Now if we can only get his
Dad into the CLUB, it will be unanimous as far as the
Brown family is concerned. How about this one, you
Brown brothers, can't you talk the "old man" into the idea?
To get back to Dick, we want to say that he is the Manager of the Warner Brothers Liberty Theatre in Pittsburg-h for the present, and previous to this position
managed the Cameron Home Theatre in the same city
for four years. Two years were spent as exploiteer for
First National in Detroit and he has been treasurer of different theatres, such as
IVincess in New York ;
Nixon, Atlantic City ;
Pvples, Philadelphia, etc.
In spite of this long and
interesting career he is
still a young man, and is
but 31 years of age, but in
those 31 years he has covered a lot of territory in
experience and travel.
We rather like Dick's
method of telling us about
his exploitation activities,
because he manages to
cram a whole lot into few
words, which to any Editor is a godsend and
makes the job of editing
kind of easy.
Among his recent
stunts was an automobile
street ballyhoo on "Two
Weeks Oft'." He used a
very beautiful girl in a
one-piece loathing suit riding through the streets in a
roadster, banners on the side of the car read: "I am
spending my Two Weeks Ofif at the seashore with Dorothy
Mackail and Jack Mulhall, at the Liberty now."
On Dick Barthelmess in "Drag" he used 5,000 envelopes

The Real Club Spirit!
''All For One And One For AW

Picture
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with the gag of "Have a Drag" card enclosed reading, see
and hear Dick Barthelmess in "Drag" at the Liberty now.
Each envelope, of course, had a cigarette enclosed and he
worked a tie-up with the Old Gold people who furnished all
the cigarettes free, these were given out on the streets by
two very attractive girls.
There are many other very interesting items that he has
engineered, but lack of space in this issue compels us to
put it over for a short time.
Don't mind this delay, Dick, and be assured that we are
delighted to get your contributions and to hear from you
regularly.
Our members and readers will find more about Dick
Brown and the famous Brown family in early issues ^j
of the
NEWS. Don't forget that suggestion about getting the
old gent into the CLUB, boys.

^ 'Live- Wire Exploitation
This story from Miss Jean La Roe, Publicity
Director of the Neth Theatres in Ohio, struck us as
being particularly good. The various campaigns set
forth in her article can be adapted to many types of
productions and should therefore be of great value
to everyone of us.
We have made cuts of many of the press tie-ups
and it bears out our oft repeated contention, that if
you get behind, and work with your newspapers, you
zvill gain man\' hundred lines of free publicity.
C. E. L.

If a press agent may "sit in" at the Round Table, perhaps the
managers would like to know about three recent contests "sprung"*
by Neth's Grand Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio.
Two in connection with "Fox Movietone Follies" were a Naughty
Wink Movie Contest, and a Breakaway Dance Contest. The third stunt
was a True Ghost Story Contest, in connection with "Ghost Talks."
If you have a few hundred dollars, to coax in a few more, the
Naughty Wink idea works well. Fifty-two dollars in prizes of $30,
$10, $5, and seven $1 "daily prizes" were offered for the "naughtiest
wink."
Sue Carol, of the "Follies" was represented
as having "the
naughtiest
movies."
Citizen Naughty Wink Contest Entry Blank
Any
other wink
star inintheany
other
ily Wink
Contest
Eponsored by The
picture would
do as well.
It Is underwood Itiat as soon as my
The contest was announced,
Ft. 1 will be notlfled when tod where
illustrated
withwere
Sue'spublished,
picture.
Entry
blanks
and after several days, during
which pictures of first entrants
PHONE NO.
were used in news connection,
"tests" were made. Ten girls
were filmed dailv the week
before the picture opened. The cost of film depends on the footage
used. The Grand used from seven to eleven feet per girl, with ninety
feet allowed for the introduction, wherein a five-year-old dancer was
used as "Mistress of Ceremonies." Subtitles were used in the introduction, and names of contestants between pictures. Each girl
simply smiled, and winked.
SHE: KNO
Daily winners were determined by a majority of applause averaged on the six daily
shows. A winner and a runnerup were chosen each day, ten
girls being shown each day
during the "Follies" run, the
Midnight Premiere counting as
the first of seven days. The
authentic seventh day, winners
and runners-up were reassembled and shown with new
subtitles, on the last evening
show being judged by three selected judges.
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Between that show and midnight, money winners were again reassembled in time to be shown at the Midnight premiere of the next
attraction (Saturday Midnight), winners continuing to be shown that
week. Thus the contest became a three-week attraction — (1) selection
and filming; (2) choice of winners, and (3) winners.
No trouble was
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experienced,
only one contestant
"kick" at the final outcome.

and Dances
Winks
At Grand
Theater ^QW

NAUGHTY

(her

mother,

rather)

-THE

COLUMBUS

WINKERS

TAKE

registering

a

CLIJC

the above story and we sincerely trust that she will pass on to her
brother managers and exhibitors many other details of her up-to-theminute exploitation.
M. R. i.e.

CITIZEN

SCREEN

TEST

From Harold I. Garfinkle
in Brooklyn we are pleased
to learn that he has been
moved from the Midwood
Theatre to the big, beautiful
^"""""""■"^^^^^^^^^^^ Avalon
city.
Past Theatre
experiencein that
on what
Harold accomplished at the Midwood gives us every reason
to feel that the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages will hear
some mighty interesting things regarding this member and
the theatre he is now running.

H. Garfinkle Moved
To Larger Theatre
Out In Brooklyn

"NAUGHTY WINKER IS
IN CONTEST ALREADYI
Joy Sononstine Enters Race| 'CAPTIVATING
WINKS
Soon After Citizen Is
WILL
GET
IN
MOVIES
Off Press:

WINNINGWINKER
dau«:ht«r of Mr and Mrs. E.
H Shay. 695 Relnh&rdav. Is mlstr«M of cer«monl«fl In the N&ushly
WliUc Contut on the Gnna
B«(ti ThraIhia >
ughty
I few Bi*pa of tha Br«Alile <Unc« whicb Su» C«rol
' Foa Movj«LoQ« Follloi. "
■tni nira feature at the

Tap Dancer Is Chosen at Mon-

CITIZEN'FIRST
NAUGHTY WINKERS ON
SCREEN AT GRAND SATURDAY

lUS

The Avalon is now preparing to celebrate its first anniversary week, and with Garfinkle as directing genius, we
certainly would not be surprised to learn that it was a
"WOW" of a week both from the standpoint of patron
satisfaction and home office satisfaction of a nice juicy
statement.
How about this one, Harold, Okay?

day's Exhibition.
Ann Catb«rtne H«lm. S9t Fair
wood-av. Up dancrr, who hoa fre
quenily ^ppenrrii with Oscar Con-

a.P*"''
rhot'-'P'
. pleas*
I"
pleaaaat
■LookCiliiea
aatd The
WHEN
<h«s« thr«« RtrU all thought of
the 130 first prli* earh has hire*
wink
of winnlns m the Naueh'y ed
ty
Film Contcat b«lDX conduct
The Ciuwn and Nettia Grand
Theater, The Naughty Wlnk-ra
here pictured are. from left lo
right. Gretchen McArthur. 3:7S E.
Flflb-av; BUty Jan* Rowland. 1!6
N. ChM* av. and Bobble Grlmra.
Zn N'. 20th--'

Some clippings from the Columbus papers showing the great "break"
Miss La Roe got on her "Naughty Wink" stunt.
This contest, a one-paper tie-up, received a great deal of space even
inspiring a cartoon on a cartoon-page. A line in the ads got it into
the other two papers as well, by careful writing of copy. No contest
was mentioned, but a reader stated '"The following local girls will
were
today."
appear -on the screen at Neth's Grand
accepted These
by the readers
two papers
"ot in the tie-up.
WINNERS
WINK"
"N.AUGHTY
The "Breakaway contest,
in which we invited contestants to "Learn the Breakaway" from Sue Carol at the
Grand and win a prize was
conducted through a Park
Ball Room. The park used
readers and so did the theatre,
and the park also ran a line
in their ad.
On both of these contests,
experience proved that both,
although successful, could have
been bettered. If any of the
managers want to try either
of them, I shall be glad to
contribute "kinks" that 1 shall
benefit by, myself, if I ever
use either stunt again.
The as "Ghost
idea
works
well withStory"'
or without
experience. Just ask, through
the newspaper columns, if
readers have ever seen or
heard of a ghost. If so, relate
the experience in a few words
(about 100) and the best story
wins. The Grand gave SI and
a pair of tickets for first prize,
and five pairs of tickets as
lesser prizes. The contest ran
one week. The Breakaway
first prize was a $10 loving
cup, engraved to the winner,
and six free dancing lessons,
by tie-up with a dance Studio. Lesser prizes were tickets in varying
numJ)ers. The Breakaway contest was a three-paper tie-up by selecting
as judges one man from each paper. The park management dined the
judges before the contest, thus helping the cause for both park and
theatre. One paper announced the winners with more than a column
of copy and several sketches under a four-column two-line heading.

Dick L. Moss Goes
To Coast To Join
West-Coast Outfit

"''^^~"^^^~''^^^~~""^^~~°

It gives us great pleasure
to announce that Richard L.
Moss, located for quite a few
years in New York with the
Loew circuit, has just left
for
Coast, where he is
joinithe
ng the
Fox West Coast

Theatres in Pasadena, Cal.
On his long trip across the Continent, to new connections
and new work, the ROUND TABLE CLUB sends forth its
best greetings and hopes that Mr. Moss will meet with all
the success he so well deserves.
The ROUND TABLE CLUB pages would welcome a
few. lines from this progressive showman, and we are sure
that all our members and readers would like to know a
little more about him.

W. H. Bergmann Says-—

Words cannot describe how much I enjoy
the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB
pages each week, and it is with pleasure that
I tell you that your pages are a great source
of information for additional exploitation
stunts that I use over the Circuit. If you
will remember, I was one of your pioneer
members of the CLUB, and at that time I
could foresee great value in an organization
of this kind. It is unbelievable the way the
CLUB has grown during the comparatively
few months of its existence.
With best wishes for your continued suc^
cess, I am.
Field Manager,
World Theatre Circuit,
Nebraska,

The Managers' Round Table Club is very grateful to Miss La Roe for
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''Comedy or Tragedy?"
By Ghas. E. Lewis
"MAAAAAAAr, Says The Nanny Goat
The opening performance of a new sound show at the
Blink Theatre.
Manager (biting finger nails) nervously watching screen
and some hardboiled customers just entering the theatre.
House goes dark.
Opening title of newsreel flashes on screen.
Manager strains his ears to catch "buzz" of sound equipment.
Sub-title flashes the news that a great congressman will
say a few words for the sound news.
Scene of congressman, mouth moving — but sound? Very
conspicuous by its absence.
Splutter, crash and sqweek.
He finally starts to talk.
Manager breaths a deep sight of relief. Settles back to
watch the show.
End of Newsreel Start of "Ooophy and Goophy," a
man and woman comedy and dance team.
Operator forgets to turn Fader until first 25 feet have
gone by.
Manager near choking to death trying to get booth on
the house phone.
Just as operator answers, the Fader is turned and manager slams phone and returns to his seat.
As he sits down he detects peculiar giggles and snickers
from the hardboiled customer (aforementioned).
He gets up spluttering again and starts for phone. He
just discovered that when the woman in the act speaks, it's
a man's voice talking and vice versa.
Operator makes matters worse by trying to get the
damned thing back into synchronization while the picture
is running.
Result: Lousier than before.
Finally it is over. Manager regains his lost breath and
composure.
(Whatever that may be.)
Feature starts with audience ready to murder anything
or anybody at the first opportunity.
Said opportunity arrives with first sqweek out of sound
plant.
Everything is wrong. Manager forgets house phone and
runs to booth three steps at a time.
Operators have just come out of a huddle and are all
ready with their alibis and answers.
They have it all figured out that everybody, from Will
Hays down, is to blame for the trouble with that show.
Manager (still very hot under the collar, but licked as
far as the booth is concerned) slowly makes his way to his
office.
Calls exchange and raises some more hell about the condition of the feature, discs, etc.
Exchange swears that it was examined the day before
and was perfect.
He gets the exchange booker on the phone and learns
that the subject was borrowed from another city and was
not near the examining room of their exchange.
Gets the exchange manager on the phone and is told that
he is paying so little for the show that he should be
ashamed to complain. (He is only paying four times the
price he paid for silent subjects.)
Manager (now 10 pounds lighter from aggravation) mops
perspiration from his fevered brow and walks into lobby
for air.
Does he get the air?

P i c t it r e
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You said it.
His 14 bosses (they rarely run in smaller numbers) had
seen the show and decided "he" was a rotten manager because the show was punk.
Moral: "Take in Washing, it's less trying on the
THE CHOIR WILL
nerves."
THE TALKIES."

NOW

Tom Kane Pulls
A Fast One To
Gash In On Preview

SING:

"LORD BLESS
Amen.

Tommy Kane, the energetic manager of the Sequoia
Theatre in Redwood, Calif.,
didn't need much encouragement to capitalize on a recent
his good
theatre hadpreview,
that when
corking

break. Just to give you a faint idea of what he did about
it, we show you a reproduction of a special ad which he
ran in the local paper and which certainly must have keyed
Studio
up the interest of
Sludio
all the theatrePreview
Preview
goers, and told
lEUIUOlA
Tonight at 8:15
them what a corkMR. JAMES CRUZE
they ing
hadgoodof chance
seeing
Accompanied by studio officials and film celebrities will
be present in the audience of the Sequoia Theatre to
preview
actions. a brand new talking picture to gauge your reUnder our agreement with the studio, we are not allowed
to divulge the name or cast of this picture, but it is a
brand new talking picture that will be shown in all
the leading theatres of the world when it is released for
general showing.
It is Redwood City's privilege to gel a glimpse of a brand
new picture direct from the studio before the rest of the
world has had a chance to see or hear it.
6:30
The
Will Run At Follows:
DoOfk Program
OpOfi Tonight
,

aview.
real studio preAnother thing
we want you to
see is the picture
of the gorgeous
Sequoia Theatre
it certainly is
aandbeauty.

9:30

■THE IRON MASK'
Jai Cruze
New
Talking
■THE
IRON
MASK-

. 6:45
Picture

NO ADVANCE

IN PRICES!

- 8:IS

Tom, we know
that you are giv-

i n g have
everything
you
to put
this house over for the Arkush outfit, and with such a
beautiful theatre it must provide a good incentive.

More about Tom in an early issue of the NEWS. And
keep up the correspondence, because we like to hear from

The Real Club Spirit!
All For One And One For All"

you.
((

^m
September

7,
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Robt. S. Roddick
Offers A Tip On
Theatre Operation

KOIIND TACLt

Robert S. Roddick, Manager of the Capitol Theatre
in London, Ontario, Canada,
offers as his first solution to

the question "Service Theatre Management" the fol' lowing three words : "APPRECIATION, CO-OPERATION, ENTHUSIASM."
Just how he applies these three words in the management
of his theatre was contained in so interesting a letter that
we are reproducing part of it under the heading "Theatre
Management." We suggest that you read and digest Mr.
Roddick's comments, and we will offer another portion of
his letter at an early date under the same heading.
The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB wishes to
take this means of thanking this progressive manager for
the promptness with which he answered our request for
this letter.
In regard to the entire staff three words, I think, cover
our attitude, and I will remind you that they also apply to
myself.
First, APPRECIATION. Appreciation of the interest which
the public is displaying in our theatre. Appreciation of the
theatre which we feel houses our pride. Appreciation of the
fact that we are exhibiting the best film product, over the best
sound equipment procurable, in the most pleasant surroundings and enjoyable manner we can advise. And last but by
no means least, a very sincere and keep appreciation of the
fact that we are working for a company which itself appreciates
every bit of effort we put forth, both in their attitude and cooperation.
Second, CO-OPERATION. We are a staff selected with
care and thought, people with personalities suited to the difficult but enjoyable great game of "show business." Our
constant endeavor is that no person in the staff will be "afraid
of his job" or live in the fear of being fired. With that fear
struck out of our lives we can use our intelligence with pleasure ill furthering the interest of our theatre. We co-operate
as a unified org£inization.
With ENTHUSIASM. To those who like the "show
game"
there is
pleasure inandthethis
successful
of a theatre
anda great
its attractions,
pleasure,exploitation
combined
with APPRECIATION and CO-OPERATION throughout
the staff engenders a constant ENTHUSIASM for our work
and a tremendous satisfaction in its successful results, in
every member.
The combination of the above is very noticable, most
noticable in the fact that every member of the staff is eager
to be on duty; in the sustained interest and appreciation the
public have of our theatre, staff, and attractions, and the constantly increasing box office returns.

CLtC

Managers' Round Table
Club Employment
Bureau
A service
Members.

without

cost

to all Subscribing

All correspondence should be addressed to Charles
E. Lewis, Chairman, personally, and will be treated in
strict confidence.
Theatre owners, chain executives or others seeking managers of the highest calibre can make such
contacts by advising the Chairman of the type of
man, or men, they are looking for.
Managers wishing to register in this Bureau are requested to write, immediately, for the proper form to
be filled out.
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

CLUB

Here is the way the Prado
Theatre, Havana, Cuba,
exploited Alice White in
Havana
Up-ToThe-Minute
With
"Broadway Babies."
If the same
photograph
Modern Ballyhoos
"""^■^""^^"""^^^"^^"^^^ thea
were trereceived
from
some
in thes
e Unit
ed
States, it would be considered a pretty good piece of exploitation. Coming from Havana it assumes an even more
impressive importance.

New South African Members
The ROUND TABLE CLUB takes great pleasure in
welcoming the following group of South African members
into our organization, and we want to assure them that
their membership certificates will go forward at a very
early date.
We sincerely trust that they will show the same interest
in the ROUND TABLE CLUB activities as the rest of the
South African members, and that they find our pages as
interesting and profitable as we find their contributions
here in America.
H. J. Stodel, Branch Manager for African Theatres, Ltd.,
in Cape Town, South Africa.
E. Butterworth, Chief Engineer for African Theatres
Film, Ltd., at Killarney, Johannesburg, South Africa.
P.. Lappin, Broadway Theatre, Rosettenville, Johannesburg, South Africa.
F. R. Hogan, Assistant Publicity Manager for African
Theatres, Ltd., Johannesburg, South Africa.
M. Shekelton, News Copyrighter for African Theatres,
Ltd., Johannesburg, South Africa.

Any theatre capable of exploiting their pictures in this
manner and with as nice a looking front as the Prado
Theatre is worthy of all the space that we can give it.
We certainly trust that the manager and the publicity man
down there will keep us posted on their future activities.
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Long silence is generally
followed by some interesting contributions, and this
rule can true to form in the
case of M. Melincoff, Manager of the Capitol Theatre,
"
Pawtucket, R. I.
A long time ago, Mr. Melincoff had promised to send us
a picture of the E. M. Loew circuit's baseball team and,
although it was rather late in coming, it is nevertheless welcome.
A close look at the picture of the ball team makes your
chairman shudder at the thought of having to umpire a
game for so tough a looking bunch, but no doubt the photograph does them an injustice, and they are all probably as
gentle as lambs(?)

N e iv s
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Melincoff Finds A
Ball Team Gets
Plenty Publicity

Picture

do kick up a lot of interest, especially if you have an opposition house in town, or in a close-by town, that will play
your
team. thing we would like you to look at is the Capitol
Another
Theatre Booster Club membership which we are showing
as a booster for city business. The report on this stunt, is
that it worked 100 per cent in every one of the E. M. Loew
theatres, and credit for the idea goes to Max Finn, the General Manager of the E. M. Loew theatres in New England.
MEMBERSHIP

CAPITOL

CARD

TOBOOSTE^-^^g^EMpERS:-

THEATRE

BOOSTER
Write Your Namr

Every .SAXUHOAY
.the CAPITOL
Theatre will print 10 to 50 numbers in
front of box-office. Should the numbers
of your membership card appear you are
entitled to a free admiss^^n by showing

CLUB
and Atidn-^H

your card at tha
NOT
TRANSI

"N9

1425

EKAULK

Regardless of who originates these things, it is always
great stuff to read about, because our many members and
readers are constantly on the alert for money-making ideas.
The information that Max Finn is the brother of Dan
Brothers' Theatres in Hartruns the Hoffman
whowas interesting
Finn, ford,
to your Chairman, because he had
personally met Dan Finn on several occasions. He is also
being proposed for membership by Mr. Melincoff, and we
certainly are glad to welcome him into the CLUB and number him among the other progressive general managers
among our membership.
We expect to have a whole lot more to tell about the
activities of the E. M. Loew Theatres, especially now that
we have their General Manager among the members. We
shall see what we shall see.
This baseball team is referred to by Mr. Melincoff as
"great institutional stuff." They have attracted quite a bit of
local interest, the team fortunately is a pretty good one this
season, is now in second place, and only one game behind
the leaders. They play a sort of little "World Series" with
the winners of the other league, and sihce there is but one
newspaper in town with a circulation of 3,000, their name is
continually on the front page. As a matter of fact, we have
before us a copy of the sporting pages of their newspaper
and the baseball team's picture occupies a prominent spot,
besides grabbing off other valuable reading matter.
The theatre baseball angle is a good one and, although
the season is pretty well over at this writing, it might be
well to keep it in mind for future reference.
Such things

You Said It, Vogel!
"/ not only enjoy reading the Club Forum
every week, but this department is the livest
volcano of ideas that ever spouted — and no
manager regardless of how big or good he
may be — but what can get new life if he will
peruse the doings of the other boys each
week."

Vogel Gettier, Manager
Capitol Theatre,
Grand Island, Nebraska

Here's A FingerPrint Gag For
Crook Pictures

A kick-back from last season's picture "The Bellamy
Trial" provides us with anangle inorthe
exploitationother
of crook
court
room

pictures. Here we reproduce
the post card sent out by the
Lyric Theatre, Easley, South Carolina, to their entire mailing list plus many other theatregoers in that city.
While we are not going to pass judgment on the wording
of the post card which may be original or may come from
the press book, the thing we did like about this card was
the superimposed finger pritrt. This is what attracted our
attention, and we
believe it would

at- oeir p.tron

tract the attention

E.U;ii.'T,S.

Who killed Mirai Bellamy? Uelertivos •ilmilled themseUM b«tfleil.
I ho prosecuting attorney flayed every one mercilessly in his wild desire

of everyone receiving one of" these otcused— clews led in al'l directions. >>H^^^ KNEW who killed Mimi
cards.
Here's one, boys,
which you can keep « Itiiilt in o tiealre anil imigine you are witnessinc an actual murder trial
a thousand years will you gueis wno kUkii Mimi Bellamy.
in mind when lay- Hut never•■The in Bellamy
Trisl" is refreshiniily different. It offers picture
pictures uivd
iiltron-i a welcome relief from nocievy dramas, underworld
on Friday. July -^6, with
like. See it here at the LYRIC THEATRE
ing out your exploi- tlutation plans for a l.o.itrire Joy anil l;etty Brnnson in the leading roles.
Very truly yours,
crook or court
LYRIC THEATRE
room trial picture.
Incidentally we would like to hear a whole lot more from
that crowd down in Easley.
How about it, boys?

"All For One And One For All"
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Ever since publishing the
"Eighteen Day Reducing
"Eighteen
Day Diet" Diet," with the suggestion
Proved Effective
that it be tied in with some
For Kirschbaum
part of the theatre advertising and
exploitation,
we
"■"~~^~"^^"~~'"~'^"^^^~^~
have received many letters
calling attention to the fact that the theatres have found
this idea a good one by reason of the tremendous popularity of this famous
diet.
'Vhej^rlinglons
iCtnrn
ln
OII|patrp
deluxe "Pholoplayhouse
We would like very
INVITES VOU TO GET INTO CONDITION VTA THE POPULAR
fcUillTEEN DAY DIET— AND ALSO TO BE SURE TO INCLUDE
much to have our
THE LINCOLN LN YOUR AMUSEMENT SCHEDULE.
members see the way
Hollywood Eighteen T>ay T^educing T)iet
Dick Kirschbaum
used the Eighteen
BREAKFAST—One-half grapefruit, coffee <do sugar) Melba toa^t
Day Diet in conjuncLUNCH—
grapefruit, 1 egg. 6 alfcee cucumber, 1 allce Molba
toast,OiK-haJf
tea or coffee
tion with his advertisDINNER— Two egga, 1 tomato. \^ bead lettuce '^ grapefruit, coffee
LINCOLN THKATRE
IN THE EVENING ^
Second Day
ing for the Lincoln
LUNCH— Od* orange. 1 egg. lettuce, I slice Melba toast tea
Theatre in Arlington,
DINNER—
tea orBroiled
coffee steak (plain). % lettuce. 1 tomato, H grapefruit,
DONT PASS UP THE
ThirdSHOW
Day AT THE LINCOLN'^
N. J. We have pointed arrows to the theLUNCH- -One-balf giapefruit, l egg, 8 sliceo cucumber, tea or coffee
DINNER — One lamb chop (trim fat before cooking). 1 egg, 3 radishes, 2olives, ',; grapefruit, l.niuce, tea or coffeeatre catch lines distriREALLY. A DELIGHTFUL PROGRAM
AX THE LINCOLN <■"
Fourth Day
buted throughout the
LUNCHcoffee.
— Pot Cheese. 1 tomato. >^ grapefruit. 1 Melba toast, tea or
copy on this diet card
DINNER— Broiled steak, lettuce, y^ grapefruit.
YOU'LL ENJOYFifth
THEDayLINCOLN SHOW <:
and we certainly believe Dick when he
LUNCH- -Orange, 1 Iamb chop, lettuce, tea
DINNER— One- half grapefruit, lettuce. 1 tomato, 2 eggs, tea
NEW SHOW TODAY
AT THE LINCOLN AtSixth Day
says "Fair sex going
LUNCH— Orange, tea
nuts over it, and exr>INNEK— One poached egg. 1 slice Melba toast orange tea
pect to run out the
BETTER PICTURES
^—
S«^ventb DayAT THe' LINCOLN <
LUNCH -One-half grajx-frult, 2 eggs, lettuce. 1 tomato. 2 olives, coffee
DINNER -Two chops, 6 sUkmb cucumber. 2 Olives, 1 tomato, lettuce
'-.b grapefruit, lea or coffee
'
FINEST FILMS Eight
FIRST Day
AT THE LINCOLN ^
LUNCH — One broUed chop, lettuce, grapefruit, coffee.
DINNEH— Two eggs, plam spinach and 4 stallca of aaparagus
U
grap. fruit. 1 slice toast, tea
'
THE LINCOLN Ninth
LEADSDayIN EVERYTHINa^
LbNCH— JDne egg. 1 tomato. >^ grapefruit, tea
DINNER -Any meal salad
BRING YOUR FRIENDS
Tenth DayTO THE LINCOLN

"

^;

LUNCH— One- half grapefruit, l lamb chop. letuce, tea
DINNER— One-half grapefruit. 1 lamb chop, lettuce tea
ALWAYS
A GREATEleventb
SHOW DayAT THE LINCOLN^- '
LUNCH - Cinnamon toast, lea
DINNtCRBroiled steak, 'celery, olives, tomato tea
PERFECTLY
BALANCED
TwelfthSHOWS
Day AT THE LINCOLN^
i^^^rT^*^"""
"^**- <=''«<^K*'-3. grapefruit, coffee
1»INNER
-Broiled °*
chops. Cole slaw, tomato. 1 orange. 3 olives
IDEAL ENTERTAINMENT AT THE LINCOLN ^,....^
Thlrt«-nth Day
LUNCH—One egg. l slice toast grapefruit
DINNER^Brolled steak, MI '
Fourtocnth Day
. grapefruit, coffee
, lomalo, grapefruit, coffee

"

-—

first edition soon."
Glad to get this one
from you Dick, and
also to know that you
are putting on a radio
contest. Let us hear
how this thing turns
out so that we can
pass it on to your
many bersbrother
mem-of
and readers
these pages.
And talking of
diets, Dick, in the

YOU'LL ENJOY THE PROGRAM TODAYS;
',,_,_
Fifteenth Day
n^-S^iT^-^* ^^^- 'o™*'*^' grapefruit, 1 slice toast
iJJiVNh,R^-T^o chops. % spoonful tomato catsup, 1 slice toast,
grapeBRING THE FAIkHLY TODAY ^
._,
, „v ™.
Sixteenth Day
DINNER -Broiled steak, plain spinach orange
LINCOLN
SHOWS
ARE QUALITY
SHOWS C- — """
I.,*.™.
-,
Seventeenth Day
LUNCH— One chop, lettuce, grapefruit
DINNER— Broiled steak, tomato

event that "tummy"
of yours keeps growing larger, the Club
will have to call a special meeting for the
purpose of making u])
a reducing diet for

Trrw^u
«
Eighteenth Oay
4;^K?i?«'°^*
'"'"ato". '-. trrapefruit. coffee
DINNER
-One *^^broiled
fish, plain spinach. -^ grapefruit,
ANp BY NOW VOU SIIOUIJ) BE IN FINE CO!VDITION Tft *■•JOY Omi PERFEf-n.v PROJECTED PKOGbJSto!
IF WE HELPED VOU. WE'RE CLAD
AddUlonal eoples of this diet may be obtained i the LINCOLN
«t by phoning the majiage^ — Heamy 3821,

But, this is just in
fun
you. boys. Dick may
not be a thin light-

a

Attention, Boys!"

If you failed to read William A. Johnston's editorial
in the issue of August 24th, then you missed a corking
bit of intelligent writing.
the heading
"Theof I've
Got Mine
Club,"
Mr.Under
Johnston
set forthof one
the most
serious,
yet
truthful conditions in the industry today.
But there was certainlv one part of his editorial that
struck us as being entirelv svnchronous to the verv
essence of our MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB. That was where he said: "It's time that
some of the ambitious and sincerely minded house
managers be given the opportunity they are earning
to step into greater responsibilities and replace the
entire membership of the 'I've Got Mine Club.' "
Our suggestion is that vou pick up your issue of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS dated August 24th,
turn to this editorial and read it through several times,
digest every line of it and see if you don't agree with
us that Mr. Johnston has uncovered a very serious
condition.
Every manager and exhibitor today owes Mr.
Johnston a debt of gratitude for his boldness and
truthfulness in calling a spade a spade and citing
things as they actually exist.
If there were any other than house managers whom
we would call attention to this editorial then it is
the so-called men directing the destinies of many
circuits today who have got theirs and are now being
paid a set salary for something that they don't give
a tinker's damn about. To them also we direct attention to the Editorial.
If anyone were to ask my humble advice, I would
say that when a chain organization takes over an independent exhibitor's theatre or theatres, that they
pay the man off in full and get rid of him. He
certainly is not going to render the same conscientious service to the chain as he rendered to himself
as owner of his own theatre. There are many competent and mighty fine house managers, who, as
Mr. Johnston puts it, are entitled to step into these
positions.

heartily
recom-of
mend a stunt
this kind and
you would be
surprised to find
how inexpensively this entire rangement
ar-can
be turned out.

and showmanship and that's what counts these hectic days

Atmospheric Front
Good Ballyhoo For
Emig's Theatre

^^_^^^^_^^__^^^_^^__
^^''^~^~~^^'~^^~"^^~"
Theatre.

Two wide passageways, as you will note on the pliotograph, served as an entrance and exit so that the special
front did not become a fire hazard.

C. E. L.
For a theatre
with an average
size front, we

weight, butforhe'spepa
heavyweight

Manager
R. F. Emig
of
the Paramount
Theatre
in
Waterloo,
Iowa,
covered
the entire front of his theatre with a beaverboard reproduction of the Ark when
the picture played at that

CLUB

The beaverboard,
of course,
can always be
used
for other
occasions and cutouts.
We rather more
like this
contributes
like idea
it. of Mr. Emig's and hope that he

"All For One And One For All"
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That's One for the Book
To Solve!
you'll never find yourself at a loss to solve
MAYBE
whatever problem arises in connection with the operation of your sound equipment, the best way to build up a
well-rounded all-sound program, the most effective method
for getting box-office
results from your advertising
on

want
talkie attractions. Then again, you may sometime
some "spot information," theoretical or practical, concerning equipment, operation, exploitation. Be sure you get the
right information and assure yourself of the means of obtaining the right information quickly by having on hand
the most complete manual on sound pictures available to
the theatre man.

SOUND
Motion Pictures
by Harold B. Franklin
A reference book for theatre owners, managers, projectionists, exploiteers written from experience by one of the
foremost theatre executives and covering the following
range of subjects: Available equipment; installation of
systems; operating methods; maintenance; instructions for
projectionists; acoustical problems; exploitation; musical
presentations; building the all-sound program.
Distributed in this field by

MOTION

PICTURE NEWS

729 Seventh Ave., New

York

^~^^""^^^"^^^^^
CONTENTS
I. Historical Survey
1.— THE COMING
THE GROWTH

OF SOUND. 2.—
OF. SOUND.

n. The Theatre
3. -STANDARD SOUND DEVICES.
4.— OPERATION OF VARIOUS
DEVICES. 5.— ACOUSTICS. 6.—
OPERATING MANUAL.
7.—
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

m. The Studio
8.— THE SOUND STUDIO. 9.—
COMMENTS ON PRODUCTION.
10.— FU N DAM ENTA LS OF
SPEECH,
ING.

MUSIC,

AND

HEAR-

IV. The Contributive Factors
11.— ADVERTISING.
13.— THE SHORT

12.— MUSIC.
SUBJECT.

V. The Outlook
14.— SOCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
USE O'F SOUND. IS.— THE FOREIGN MARKET. 16.— TELEVISION. 17.— THE FUTURE. 18.—
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL
TERMS.
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Order Now — Use Coupon Below
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Fnrloscd herewith is — check — money order for ?3.00
in full payment for one copy of Harold B. Franklin's
ureal book "Sound IVIolion Pictures." (Add 20 rents to
cover cost of mailing.)
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Now boys you can step
up and shake hands with
Joe Goetz, the Uve-wire
of the State Themanager
atre in Dayton, Ohio.
At Dayton's State
It is an extreme pleasure
■""""^""■"~~~'~'~"~~'~^~~' to present a member of Joe's
calibre and his activities, not only in this introductory article but in many issues to come, will make mighty interesting reading to everyone following the ROUND TABLE
CLUB pages.
It is certainly fine to be able

Joe Goetz Uses
Keen Showmanship

to present the member's own
photo, together with some
real exploitation. In this
case we do not doubt that
every one of our members
and readers will agree that he
has engineered some fine stuff
as described in this story.
First we want you to see a
photograph of a lobby display on "Prisoners," which
you will note is a sort of
prison effect. This was laid
out by Joe and built by his
electrician (and this electrician certainly did a fine
piece of work). His name, by
the way, is Joe Boulie; that
his work is appreciated goes
without saying, as we expect
many other managers to follow this suggestion and do
something similar. He used
the six-sheet cutout, behind the bars, and the title "Corinne
Griffith in Prison" was cut out in glitter letters as was
the key ring on the right. Their own studio turned out the
art work.
The bars were made out of wood and painted
a drab grey.
Green lights
floodlighted the
cutouts behind
the bars. The
only space taken
up for this display, was a pool
which was in the
center of the
lobby, as you
will note from a
close inspection
of the photo.
Another piece
of exploitation
which was on the picture "Submarine" whereby Joe followed out the example of many live-wire and foremost
showmen in the country. What we refer to is the dressing
of his staff in costume befitting the type of picture being

Kindly notify Chairman of
any change of address.
M. R. T. C.

CLIJC

shown, and they
certainly make a
fine looking shij)
crew to sell
"Submarine."
In this picture
he also tied up
with the Naval
Recruiting
Station in Dayton,
and they posted
several one
sheets on their
stands around
the town, the
of the building draped with different battlewholeshipfront
signal flags.
It is interesting to broadcast information that Mr.
Goetz has only been manager of the State Theatre for about
a year and a half, previous to that he was chief usher at
the Keith Theatre in the same city, and we certainly congratulate him upon his rise, and the way that he is doing
has a brilliant future in the show
I
things,
business. am sure he
Incidentally, he is only 21 years of age now. Aside from
his other activities, Joe is a golf hound and thought that the
other members would be interested to know that the bars
on the prison setting were made of golf sticks and they
would have been golf clubs had they been finished, (they
piece, which is in itself an explanaa nickel adisplay.)
only tioncost
of an him
inexpensive
Let's hear from you very often, will you Joe, and send us
some more interesting photos, which will help us explain
the story to our many other readers?
'
From R. R. Miller, Man-

You Can Use This
Original Stunt
From R. R. Miller

Theaof the Empress
tre inagerKearney,
Neb., comes
what Mr. Miller claims distinction as being an original
^~^^^^^~~~^^^^^^^^'^^~~" idea
an automobile
We in are
reproducing tag.this
tag exactly as received and it certainly must have gotten
plenty of laughs and attracted plenty of interest for both
the picture and the theatre out there in Kearney.
We have
tnot
u n been
a t e forin
getting
too
many
cont r i b u tions from
R. R., but
with this as
a starter we
have
great
hopes that
we will hear
from
him
regularly.

tle request,
Just a litMr. Miller
—
how
about
your

own

graph,
and
a
o- telling
phot
short
letter
us something about your past experiences
in the show business
We will take a chance and thank you
in advance right now.
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M. R. Blair, the alert manager of the Regent Theatre
in Cedar Falls, Iowa, believes in the flivver angle
for exploiting his theatre
and the attractions. This
^" flivver seems to occupy a
exvery warm spot in Blair's heart, and, among the many the
planations that he sends us, is the news that they change
paint on the car very often. It makes the customers wonder
what's next.
We have picked out from amongst the stuflf that he sent
us some of his recent exploitations, in which he uses not
only the famous flivver of many colors, but also a donkey
carriage, window displays, etc., all tending to ballyhoo the
Regent Theatre and their up-to-date shows.

M. R. Blair Finds
Old Flivver A
Good Investment

that you get your wish, and
the time being we will close,
M. R. Blair and his activities
Iowa.

MANAGERS'
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former manager of Keith's
Greenpoint Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., has been appointed American Business
Representative
for the

TABLE

STUNTS!

8B

CLUB
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WEEK!
EVERY

m
B
o£ Valuable Information
the Live" Wire
B
m
IDEAS!

Word has just reached the
Club that Ray LeStrange,

"Follies Bergere" of Paris, France.
Besides having managed the Greenpoint, for RKO. he
has likewise been manager of Loew's State Theatre, New
York City, etc. He was also director of publicity and
exploitation for Cosmopolitan Pictures at Hollywood
and had much to do with the building up of Marion Davies,
Bebe Daniels, and many other stars.
LeStrange is the son of the "Mike" LeStrange, once
famous catcher of the Brooklyn Club of the National
League. During the last Democratic National Campaign,
LeStrange was a sectional publicity manager for the former
Governor Alfred E. Smith, and toured the country making
speeches in behalf of the former Governor.

ROUND
S8

PIN"

We have been swamped.
The demand far exceeded the supply.
We will fill orders as fast as the manufacturers can furnish the pins.
Therefore, if there is a delay in sending
out the pins to those who have already
ordered them, kindly overlook the delay and
bear with us.
THANK YOU!

"^^"^^""■""""^""—^^^

outs."
Well, Merle, here's hoping
that we get the layouts. For
but there will be more about
for the CLUB in the State of

News

CLUB

"CLUB EMBLEM

Ray LeStrange
Connects With A
Paris Proposition

As Merle puts it "some day when sound runs true and all
is heavenly and quiet, I will send you some real big lay-

Picture

B
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B
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^^'The Original Idea Exchange of the Motion Picture Industry^*
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JUST

THAT
THE
SPIRIT
OF THE
SHOWMAN
SHALL
NOT

PERISH—!
JOIN NOW!!
Here's

the

Blank

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN

"MANAGER'S
729

ROUND

CLUB"
TABLE
Ave., New York

Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

apply

for

membership
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City
in

JOINED!!

BILLINGS BOOTH
manages the
Princess Theatre down in Oxford, N. C,
and being typical of the peppy showmen
from that part of the south, we would
like to interest him enough to see that
he sends us his own photo plus some information about his past activities and
experiences in the show business. How
about it Bill?

DICK BROWN, manager of the Liberty Theatre in Pittsburgh, Pa., makes
Brown family member number three. All
live-wire showmen. And leave only his
Dad, also a theatre man, on the outside.
Dick, you old war horse, if you and your
brother don't line up Pop for the Club
I'll undertake the job myself. How about
it Brown
Brothers?

ROBERT SCHMERTZ is the busy assistant manager of the Capitol Theatre
in Portchester, N. Y., and if he runs
true to form, then, like all assistant managers, he must be as busy as the proverbial one-armed paper hanger, with the
itch. But not too busy, we hope, t(T tell
the many readers of the Club pages what
they are doing up in Portchester to stimulate business.

SAM H. COHEN'S entrance into the
Round Table Club has already been made
known through a nice introductory story
a few weeks ago. But Sam, all new-

HUGH S. BORLAND
manages the
Vitagraph Theatre in Chj^cago, 111., and
so we welcome another brother showman
into the Club from that famous city of
Movie Palaces. Hugh could certainly
start of? his membership with a real
"push," by sending us a photo of himself
and a few details concerning his connection with the show business. Let's get
acquainted Hugh and see if you can't get
right into the Club limelight. It's a
darned good idea after you get going.
Trv it.

H. T. LASHLEY is the director of the
Palace Theatre in Raleigh, N. C, and
clock up another live-wire member for
that progressive showman state. If a
record were made of the membersliip activity down in N. C, it would reveal the
interesting fact that our members from
that state have contributed many interesting items. Here's a fond hope that
Lashley is just as keen for the Club spirit
as these other Round Tablers. Yes? or
No?
Come on.

Name
C. A. CLINCH is the manager of the
WB Columbia Theatre in Brookville, Pa.,
and since he will be the subject of another
story on the Club pages, we will just let
you know that we are pining great hopes
on C. A. becoming one of our peppy active members and contributing many interesting items to these pages. Yes?

Theatre
Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

CLUC

PAUL E. KLINE comes to the Club
all the way from the Panama Canal Zone
where he manages the Canal Zone
Houses with a total of over 4,000 seats.
These houses run pictures for the theatregoing population down in the Zone
and it sure would be interesting to learn
how they "sell" the shows in that part
of the world. You answer this one Paul,
will you? Thanks, and send me one of
your own photos, too.

comers must you
pass are
through
this "portal"
and of course
no exception
to the
rule. Now that you have been properly
introduced you can feel that you are "one
of the boys." More about Sam in an
early issue of the Club pages. Watch for
it. It's good.
And how!
HENRY SEEL, managing the Saenger-Majestic Theatre in Jackson, Miss.,
has already made his appearance on the
Club pages through a little story and his
photo. So now we feel that we know
him quite intimately. But, be that as it
may, we sure want to hear from Henry
regularly
"stuff"
has the
showman and
tasteoften.
about His
it and
is therefore
always welcome to all our members and
readers.
Keep up the good start.

E. W. HUMPHREYS
is the directing
head of the Opera House located in
Woodstown, N. J., and you will recall his
"Buy At Home" tie-up published just
recently on the Club pages. This was
just a start for E. W. and we have great
hopes that he will follow it up with many
more of his advertising and exploitation
activities.
How about it, Humphreys?

Proposed by George Goethals:
JAMES F. THAMES, Jr., handles the
Istrione Theatre down in Jackson, Miss.,
and although his house still runs silent
pictures, we have a hunch that he is using
some mighty fine exploitation and advertising to keep the B. O. working up to
tap. Suppose you pass along some dope
on your activities, James? Thanks a lot.
We'll appreciate it.

Photos of Members
THEphotographs
Club is anxious
publish
of everyto member
and would, therefore, appreciate receiving as many as possible
for use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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News
Items
From
Baltimore, Md.
MUSIC
AND PICTURES,
INC., was recently formed
in Baltimore to conduct a musical
concert and picture performance
twice daily in the Auditorium, former legitimate house Baltimore.
Officers of the company are Fred
C. Schanberger, Sr., president ; J.
Lawrence Schanberger, vice-president; Leonard B. McLaughlin,
treasurer and Fred C. Schanberger,
Jr.. secretary and Manager.
Sound and color will be incorporated in the films turned out by
the Agricultural Department of the
U. S. Government.
M. Kavanaugh, associated resident manager of Loew's Valencia,
Baltimore,
has gone on a week's
vacation.
A name contest was run in the
DenKKrat of Laurel, Md., through
arrangements made by Sidney B.
Lust, head of a project which is
building a motion picture theatre
in that city.
The Richmond, Alexandria, Va.,
another Sidney B. Lust house managed by Harmon Reed, reopened
recently with a four page tie-up
advertising campaign in the Gazette.
Western Electric sound equipment has been installed in the
Paramount and Fox exchanges,
Washington, D. C.
Bob Grace has been succeeded as
booker at the Paramount Exchange. Washington, D. C, bv
Robert Mills.
The National, legit theatre of
Washington, I). C, has been wired
to show talking pictures.
Renovating work has been going
on in Keith's, Washington, D. C.
World Wide are being represented throughout the Washington.
D. C. territory by F. L. Corbv. formerly with Pathe.
The Globe, Buena Vista, Pa..
Bayes and Jennings Theatres, has
been closed due to damage recently
by a small fire.

Swinney Acquires Two
Florida Theatres
GL.
SWINNEY. of Sanford,
. took over the Florida, Haines
City, and the Colonial, Dade City
this week. The Haines City house
will be operated on a full week
schedule, but Dade City will have
but three shows a week until winter.
Harold Pavey has re-opened the
Strand. Lakeland.
Eduardo Arozamena, former
manager of the Casino, Ybor City,
is going to South America.
Ralph E. Phillips has resigned
from the Sparks organization, due
to illness. Qiarlcs Bridges has relieved him at the Rialto, Jacksonville, coming from the Riverside.
Manager W. .'\. Krause, Jr.. of
the Empress, Jacksonville, continues to receive compliments on his
sound installation.
Jonas Pcrlberg, house manager
of the Florida, slated for transfer
last week, has been held over, continuing in his present assignment
for the time being.

Film

Begins Run
In Chicago
After
With Censors And Police

on
Artists' y producti
United
THE"Alibi"
scheduled
is definitel
to begin a run at the United Artists Theatre here September 6,
over the heads of the Chicago censor board and the police commissioner office, as it were. Following the granting of a permanent
injunction by Judge Harry Fischer
restraining the censors and police
from interfering with the showing
of the picture, the censor board
stuck to its guns and refused to
grant it a permit. Following conferences between attorneys for
United Artists and Balaban & Katz
the picture has been set in the theatre in the face of the censor's
absence of approval. While it is
not anticipated that the police will
take any drastic action in view of
the injunction granted by Judge
Fischer, it is freely predicted that
the showing of "Alibi" will have
a far reaching effect as far as the
powers of the censor board are concerned. Reports of impending
"fireworks" as far as the Chicago
censorship situation is concerned
are in the air.
Chicago's film row experienced
a real thriller last Thursday when
three bandits held up the Warner
Brothers exchange in a davlight
robbery and escaped with $2,200.
.'Arthur Gould, a messenger, accompanied by a policeman, had just returned to the exchange from a
bank. Shortly after the policeman
left, the three robbers, who had
been loitering unnoticed in the vicinity, drew guns and covered the
employes in the office while they
forced Wilbur Lyman, assistant
cashier, to open the safe.
A conspicuous figure of Chicago's film row will be removed
when Dave Dubin, for nine years
with the Educational Film Exchange of Illinois departs for the
east in the near future. Mr. Dubin
has resigned to accept a position
with Publix.
Eddie Grossman, one of the local
trade's most energetic and industrious worke r s, was

Mrs. Eddie Brichetto, wife of
Eddie Brichetto, R. K. O. salesman, died suddenly in her home
last week following an attack of
acute indigestion.
William Brumberg, manager of
World Wide Pictures is making a
business trip to New York.
J. N. Holland. First National
suburban salesman has been confined to his home on account of
illness for the past 10 days and is
under the care of a specialist.
The little two year old daughter
of E. Pickler, United Artists salesman, is in a serious condition as a
result of a fall from the second
story porch of her home. She
suffered a fracture of the skull but
her satisfactory recovery is expected by the doctors.
Jacob Lasker and Sons have
opened their new Music Box Theatre at Southport near Waveland.
It is a 1.000 seat house of atmospheric design, strictly modern
throughout and built with special
emphasis to details for acoustics.
H. C. Buchanan, who operates
all the theatres in .Superior, Wisconsin, in association with PublixF Y R. was in Chicago the past
week.
Helen Gordon and Edna
Schlinger of the Stanley Fabian
Circuit, New Jersey, have been
visiting Chicago. Miss Gordon is
in the advertising department, and
has been making a study of the
way the Chicago houses put over
their attractions.
J. Liddon, Coliseum Theatre.
Corinth, Mississippi, was in Chicago during this past week looking
over the various types of sound
equipment, as he anticipates wiring
his tlieatre.
Charles Metzger, president of the
Indiana Exhibitors Association,
was in Chicago last week, attending a film board of trade meeting.
Jack E. Baker has been
appointed director of advertising
and publicity
for Marks

appointed
recent Iv to the
position of
manager of
United Arti s t s ' ex-in
change
Chicago. All
friends
arc
of
Eddie's
more than
certain that
he will
be
most successful

Tilt

Bros. Theatres in Chiwhich
include cago,the
Marbo and
the (iranada,
the latter a
deluxe house
of 5.000 .seats.
Eddie

in

his

Grossman

new

post.

News Shorts From The
Pittsburgh Row
JOE
Hanna, booker at Fox
Pittsburgh branch is the proud
daddy of a new baby girl. Congratulations!
The Capitol Enterprise Co., Inc.,
has purchased the Capitol, VVheeling, W. Va.

friends a 1 1
Mr. Baker's
luck
join inginhimwishin his new executive capacity.
Recent exhibitor visitors to the
Pittsburgh Film Row included:
X'ck and Bill Anas, Wellsburg;
Joe Mercer, Warwood : Harry
Petz, Voungwood; Jack Maple. Pt.
Marion; .Andy Battison, Irwin;
Mr. Racosky, Natrona; John
Newman, New Castle ; A. P. Way.
DuBois; Anthony P. Jim, Aliquippa ; George Knox and Vernon
Scott, Johnstown ; Edward Beadle.
Bake

Events Of Interest To
Des Moines Filmites
VISITORS
of
Paramount to
last the
week office
were E.
P. Hosack of the Strand at Pella,
W. P. Grossman of the Palace at
Nevada, J. E. Ridge way of the
Lyric at Coon Rapids.
The Ford-Diebold interests at
Waterloo, Iowa, were purchased by
the Paramount Theatre Corporation last week. The three theatres
are the Strand, Palace and Crystal
at Waterloo.
Jake Rosenthal, manager of the
Majestic, Dubuque, was host to the
crippled children of the city and
also the little orphans at a special
film showing last week.
One of the smallest theatres in
Iowa territory to install sound
equipment is the theatre at Elgin,
Iowa small
owned town
by oneexhibitors,
of low'a's Willivewire
liam Aliller. His theatre is known
as the Orpheum.
William Mart, operating the
Strand, Grinnell last week installed
sound equipment at his theatre. He
put in the Talkaphone. Jr.
Universal entertained H. E.
Rhefield of the Iowa Theatre at
Bloomfield. Mr. Rhefield was in
to book pictures.
William Miller of the Opera
House at Elgin, Iowa is installing
sound equipment at his theatre.
Officers of the M-G-M Club were
elected last week. The president is
Ethel Crawford who is also contract clerk of the exchange. Miss
Fay Milton, inspector, was chosen
as vice president while Goldie
Sparr. secretary to Manager Banford, was selected as treasurer.
Secretary of the club is Miss Edith
Adams who is the M-G-M office
stenographer.
RKO
visitors included Leo
Moore of the Majestic at Centcrville ; C. E. Ridgeway of the Lyric
at Coon Rapids ; Earl Neu of the
Earl at Carroll and W. I. Nagel
of the Princess at Oskaloosa.

News From Cleveland
Theatre Circles
over the
ciates have taken
OWITZ and assoMAXal, LEFK
Cleveland.
Orient
Max Federhar has purchased
Mellaphone sound reproducer for
his Rialto, Akron.
Harry Young, local Universal
branch manager, while living at the
Hollenden Hotel, sold Manager
De\\'itt the idea of calling his new
dinner-dance room "Show Boat
Room." Everything in the room
will be a reminder of the picture.
\\'onderphone has been installed
in the New Luna, Sharon, Pa.
J. E. Firnkoess, district manager
for Radio-Keith-Orpheum has announced acquisition of the Colonel
Drake,Theatre
Oil City,
\'enniark
Co. Pa.,
This from
is a 2000seat house.
George J.Theatre
\'each, president of the Venmark
Company will retire from the amusement field. Fred Johnson, formerly of the Colonial, Cambridge,
O.. has been appointed manager of
the house.

September

P. D. McAuliffe Mgr.
Of Isis In Denver
McAULIFFE has been
PD.
appointed manager of the
WiUiam Fox Isis Theatre, Denver,
according to H. M. S. Kendrick,
district manager, who succeeds R.
V. Conner,
resigned.
The K & F Amusement Co.
chain, recently sold to West Coast,
is still under direction of Gus
Kohn.
Exhibitors looking for the Warner Bros, branch office in Denver
after September 1st will find it on
Champa St., near Broadway. A
former garage has been completely
made over into an enormous exchange building.
F. H. Butler, Pathe branch man.ager, has returned to his desk after
*a serious attack of pneumonia
while on a sales trip in Albuquerque, N. M.
Max Williams has taken over
the management of the Ritz, Bonanza, Colo.
Up in Saratoga, Wyo., George
Fryer recently took over the Legion theatre from Jake Bashore.
Carl Judge, owner and manager
of the Iris, Wheatland, Wyo., spent
several days visiting exchanges in
Denver.
Tom SuUivan, owner of the End, Colo., has inglewood,stalledEnglewoo
sound equipment.
Jerry Marks, district manager
for Tiffany-Stahl, arrived in Denver last Tuesday for visit with
B. M. Shooker, branch manager.

Okla.
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Incorporations;
Texas Notes

ions include Asincorporat
NEW
sociated Theatre Owners of
Oklahohia, Inc., Edmund, Okla.,
capital, $10,000, incorporators, Willie Spearman, et al ; Midwest Theatre Operating Co., Oklahoma City,
Okla., capital $5,000, incorporators,
F. M. Isley, L. M. Davis, H.
Hayes ; Enid Amusement Co.,
Enid, Okla., capital $5,000 incorporators, John Carr, H. H. Scaggs,
R. D. Crow.
Explosion of a bomb destroyed
entrance to Victor, San Antonio,
Texas.
There are now 224 installation.s
of sound equipment in theatres of
Texas.
Plans for a new M-G-M film exchange building, in Dallas, Tex.,
have been completed. The location is on Jackson street in back
■of the present M-G-M offices.
Ernest P. Herber, manager of
Herber Bros. & Wolf, returned
Friday to Dallas, from Austin
where he regained his strength
after recent surgical treatment.
George W. Thornton, Jr., has
been appointed house mana.2er of
the Dal-Sec, Dallas.
New Kiewa, at Hobart, Okla.,
will open about Nov. 1, and will
be operated by Griffith Amusement
Co.
Fred Smith, of the Main Street
and Circle, Tulsa, Okla., has gone
to California to join his familv.
H. J. Griffith, of Griffith Amusement Co., has gone to Colorado
Springs, Colo., for vacation.
A new theatre will open soon at
Elk City, Okla.
A new theatre building is being
built at Clinton, Okla., and will be
operated by Mr. Guthrie, former
manager Rialto, Oklahoma City.

S. L. Oakley has been promoted
to the managership of the Beaumont theatres, operated by Jefferson Amusement Co.
The Tremont, Galveston, has reopened after about $2,000 fire
damage.
The Palace, Lufkin, Texas, has
re-opened with sound.
Leroy Mymme, manager Grand,
Kenedy, Texas, has installed sound.
The Queen, Canadian, Texas, has
installed sound.
Construction has started on new
English Theatre, at Tahoka, Tex.
A new cooling system has been
installed in the Queen, Tyler, Tex.
First nighters were admitted free
to the opening of the Fenix, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Every effort was made by Dent
Theatres to open the new Waco
theatre at Waco, Texas, on Labor
Day.
Frank H. Henson has been transferred from Loew's State, in Houston, Texas., to Loew's Capitol, in
.Atlanta, being succeeded by A. K.
Lavender.
The Lyric, Commerce, Texas,
is being remodeled for sound.
The Liberty, Wink, Texas,
destroyed by fire. All patrons were
moved from building without loss
or injury.
Joe Deutsch, Jr., and Russell
Williams have opened their new
Queen, Palacios, Texas.
Material is on the ground for
construction of new theatre at
Merton, Texas.
H. P. Eberling will open new
theatre at Friona, Texas.
The Queen, Wharton, Texas, is
being remodeled
for sound.
Mart Cole and Carl A. Milentz
will open new theatre at Eagle
Lake, Texas.
Mrs. H. A. Gilliland, former
ownqr of the Crescent, Pampa,
Texas, passed away very suddenly
last week.

SpeckartMgr. Victory,
Salt Lake City
PA.
SPECKART, formerly
• in charge of publicity and
advertising for PublixMarcus,
becomes
manager
of theDavid
\'ictorv.
Salt Lake,
succeeding
K.
Edwards, who is to take up a position as assistant to Manager C. J.
Clogston.
After being closed for eight
weeks, the Paramount, Salt Lake,
has undergone thorough process of
remodeling and has reopened.
E. C. O'Kcefe, of the Babcock,
Butte, Montana, is in Salt Lake
City with his family visiting his
brotHer at the local Pathe exchange.
Isaac Swenson, manager of the
Angelus, Spanish Fork, Utah, is
remodeling house to install sound
equipment.
Universal office force presented
sales representative Ernie Gibson
with a belated but beautiful percolator set for his wedding gift, last
week. Gibson surprised his associates by joining the married ranks
a short time ago.
Andy Murdock, of the Ideal,
Heber City, Utah, has been visiting Salt Lake film folks.
John Rugar. of the Egyiitian,
American and Orpheum, Park City,
was also a visitor along the row
here.
E. O. Ostlund, manager of the
Rivoli, Springville, Utah, was in
Salt Lake.
M. W. Peterson, of the Avalon,

Fillmore,
ors in SaltUtah,
Lake.was among exhibitEdward P. Levey, former Salt
Lake theatre manager, died of heart
disease in Oakland, Calif.
C. A. Orr, of the Opera House,
Grace, Idaho, spent several days
in Salt Lake during the week, attending the exhibitors' meeting.
Andy Murdock, of the Ideal,
Heber City, Utah, and George
Smith, of the Gem, Magna, were
also visiting exhibitors.
Mrs. W. J. Hughes, exhibitor,
Emmet, Idaho, spent some time in
Salt Lake City, visiting local
branch offices, as did Mrs. Littlejohn, exhibitor.
Other exhibitor visitors included
J. H. Miller, of the American
Fork ; W. R. Vanfleet, of Garland,
Lhah ; and S. C. Ruschmeier, of
Provo, Utah.
The Pantages Theatre, which is
to be closed for several days during the fore part of September,
will open September 11th.
The Ritz, Payette, Idaho, installed aMasterphone sound equipment this week.
Ike Swenson, of the Angelus,
Spanish Fork, Utah, who is a
rather infrequent visitor along
film row, spent some time here this
week.
.'\11 of the Intermountain Film
Exhibitors were in Salt Lake City
last week holding a conference at
the Newhouse Hotel.
A. C. Gordon is owner of the
Strand, Weiser, Idaho, and interested in theatres at Boise and Nam-

pa,John
Idaho.Rugar, exhibitor of Park
City, Utah, was among theatre
men conferring with branch exchange managers last week.
Commissioner Harmon and Louis
Peery, of the Egyptian and Ogden,
are in this city from Ogden at this
time. Mell Stringham, of the
ing.
Colonial, at Ogden, is also visitT. M. Chesler, of the Princess,
Bingham, Utah, is treported to
have conferred with Salt Lake exchaniie managers recentlv.

News
Flashes
From
The Seattle Row
THE
Pantages,
Seattle,
scheduled
to reopen
for was
the
fall and winter season early in September.
The Egyptian, Spokane, Wash.,
operated by Rav \. Grombacher of
tjie Spokane Theatre, Inc., will be
closed for renovation.
H. W. (Nick) Pierong, for the
past five years manager of the
Pantages, Spokane, Wash., has
been named to be continued as manager by Radio-Keith-Orpheum. The
theatre will open Sept. 13th.
J. W. Allender, former operator
of the Ritz, Spokane, last week took
over the manaeement of the Columbian, Columbia Citv, suburb of
Seattle.
The Florence,
of John
Sterling
Chain, reopened
this Danz's
week.
Building up a chain of smaller
downtown houses catering to the
working trade and Oriental groups,
S. Mukai last week announced that
he has acquired the control of the
Atlas, where he will make a sound
installation.
Fox West Coast last week opened
the Dream in Aberdeen.

CresweU
New

Announces
Atlanta Co.

L^RED F. CRESWELL, well
A
known in film circles in the
Southeast, returned to Atlanta last
week from New York and announced the formation of his own
company, to be known as Special
Pictures, Inc., headquarters at 154
Walton Street, N. W. He purposes handling twelve feature pictures a year, some silent and others
synchronized and with dialogue, together with approximately twenty
one-reel shorts.
John W. Mangham, Jr., who has
headed the Atlanta office of Columbia, leaves that post August 31
and takes up his duties as Atlanta
manager
tions, Inc.of Tiffany-Stahl ProducSouthern Division Manager John
J.
of Publix reached Atlanta
lastFriedl
Wednesday.
Following brief visit to Atlanta
preparatory to removing his family
to New York, Dan Michalove left
early Wednesday morning for home
office headquarters of Warner
Brothers.
Having been known as the Howard ever since its opening in December, 1920, that theatre — Publix's de luxe house in Atlanta —
became the Paramount on Monday. In celebration of the event,
the marquee has been more than
doubled in size and raised several
feet from its former position.
William G. Minder, newly appointed district sales manager of
Southern division for Columbia,
arrived in Atlanta from New York
early last week to take up his new
duties.
Visitors to .Atlanta film exchanges during the past week include the following :
Mrs. Dorothy B. Strauss, who
operates the Doradale, Copperhill,
Tenn. ; J. M. McCarty, who operates the Forsyth, Forsyth, Ga. ;
Mrs. I. H. Dietz, who operates the
Star, Covington, Ga. ; R. L. Nowell, of the Idlehour, Monroe, Ga. ;
Louis Rosenbaum, of the Princess,
Florence, Ala. ; Clarke Strickland,
who operates the Lineville, Lineville, Ala. ; George Hatcher, who
operates the Social, Social Circle,
Ga. ; Airs. George Almon, wife of
First National's branch manager in
Memphis, Tenn.
W. M. Yarbrough, owner of the
Star, Hartwell, Ga. : Roy E. Martin, of Columbus, Ga., head of the
Martin chain ; R. Sansone. manager of the Rex, Liberty and Kincaid, Griffin, Ga. ; Herbert Rowntree, bus,
manager
of the Royal, ColumGa.

Providence, R.I., Film
Row News Notes
ANEW
under way
here andseason
movie isexhibitors
are
bound to feel somewhat the ^encroachment of the legitimate stage
upon box office receipts. During
the summer the cinema has held
full sway but, judging from present predictions, productions and
stock will step in to try and annex
their share
earned
shekels.of the public's hardRumor had it that the ancient
Providence Opera House was to
be torn down. This proved erroneous, however, as Col. Felix Wendelschaeffer has planned one of his
biggest seasons.
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Golding RKO District
Mgr. In Albany
GOLDING, after an abLEW
sence of many years, returned to Albany last week to become district manager for R-K-0
houses between Albany and Buffalo. Mr. Golding will make his
headquarters at the Grand, Albany.
Jules Berinstein, owner of the
Colonial, Albany, has been spending past week with his brother m
Elmira. There is a report to the
effect that Mr. Berinstein will do
the booking and buying for the
entire Berinstein circuit and that
new house manager will shortly
be appointed to Colonial.
W. H. Linton, who recently relinquished control of the Olympic,
is one of the directors of a recently
incorporated company that will
manufacture talking devices.
Women of Albany are planning
to take an active interest in children's movies during coming
Winter and a meeting will be held
in September for the purpose of
a proorganizing and preparing morning
gram for the Saturday
entertainments.
Schenectady is to have a new
million dollar motion picture theatre in the near future with Paramount paying the bills.
With approach of early Fall season Albany's film row has become
more active during the last week
or so, each day seeing out of town
exhibitors shopping at the various
exchanges. Among those in town
last week were A. H. Mallory, of
Corinth ; Frieder and Grossman, of
Hudson; Michael Bomonsour, of
the Plaza, in Malone, and Sam
Hochstim, of Hudson.
Chris Marx, of Utica, who o operates the Highland, Rialt and
Olympic, is enjoying vacation.
Livingston Dale, operating the
s, Schoharie, was married
Myer
about a week ago.
Charles A. Sesonske, owner ot
the Liberty, Watertown, refused
last week to either affirm or deny
a report to effect that theatre is to
be taken over by Fox and that Mr
Sesonske will be given managerial
. .,
position.
Practically all first runs in Albany and Troy will open their week
on Fridays.
Morris Schulman, although acting in the capacity of manager of
the Syracuse Schine-Eckel Theatre
since April, or when the deal with
Fox Metropolitan Theatres, Inc.,
was closed, was not until this week
formally named as manager. Mr.
Schulman has been located at the
Eckel Theatre since September,
1926. Upstate headquarters for the
Fox interests will be established
at the Avon Theatre, Utica, under
Edward M. Hart.

Exhibitor Notes From
Soutbern Points
COLLINS has
KENNETH
been made manager of the
Strand, Louisville, Ky., taking the
place of C. C. Atkinson, who died
August 9.
Will B. Wood's Belle, Gadsden,
Ala., which recently was damaged
by fire, was quickly repaired and
did not cease operation, according
to news received here.
R. H. Kennedy has been selected
to head RCA-Photophone's Charlotte, N. C, branch, his appoint-

meiit having been made by H. I.
Kosefield, Southern district manager, whose headquarters are in
Atlanta.
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Miles, of
the Eminence, Eminence, Ky., were
visitors to the Louisville exchange.
W. T. Murray, manager of the
Empire, Birmingham, Ala., is in
a serious condition following an
operation for the removal of an
eye due to infection.
J. R. Cook has taken over the
Globe, Franklinton, N. C, from
M. P. Burwell.
Pioneer Enterprises, Inc., has
, foropened the Rex, Charlotte
merly operated by S. W. Graver.
E. C. Hill opened the Princess,
Hickory, N. C, August 31.
Among visitors to Charlotte
Film Row this week were D. Holt
of the Troy, Troy, N. C. ; M. F.
Schnibben of the Opera House.
Florence, S. C. ; J. E. Webb of
Webb's, Gastonia, N. C. ; , L. L.
Drake of the Ansonia, Wadesboro,
the CoN. C. ; George Hughes of
lumbia, Albemarle, N. C. ; E. L.
Hearne of the Alameda, Albemarle, N. C. ; Jerry Simpson of
the Ideal and Lyric, Gastonia, N.
C, and Claude West of the Gem,
Clinton, N. C.
rapid growth
of Memphis'
Proofevidenc
ed Monday
was
night,
Rosenew
the
August 26, when
mary, $60,000 neighborhood movie
house, opened in a section that was
isolated a few years ago. Erected
by Michael Cianciole, it has Pacent
equipment and 1800 seattalkingcapacity.
ing
J. H. Latta is transferred from
Memmanager of Loew's State, Palace,
phis, Tenn., to manage the
succeeding E. F. Barnes, promoted
to assistant to E. L. Delaney,
publicity director at New
Loew's
York.

The new manager of the State
is Cecil Vogel.
Loew's Palace, Memphis, Tenn.,
beginning August 31, will follow
the Orpheum's policy of changing
Saturday inits weekly program on
stead of Monday. Simultaneously
with its new Saturday policy, the
Palace, leading movie house of the
city, will feature organ music as
added attraction.
Much speculation is still going
the Memphis rounds as to who
will operate Pantages, closed all
Summer.

General San Francisco
Exhibitor Items
the Royal,
MRS.
, wasof seen along
topolE,
SebasWHIT
Frisco's Film Row last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis McCauley,
of Santa Cruz, were in Frisco last
week.
Mrs. and Mr. Smith, of Yuba
City were recent visitors to Frisco.
Harrv Fontana, of Lindsay, said
"hello" to his friends on the Frisco
row last week.
Harry Hall, former owner of
the Gerber, has closed that house
and is opening theatre in Chester,
California.
Sol Lachman, manager of the
Reno, Reno, recently spent week
in San Francisco.
s
Fryer,
Eddie, says
a lotta
gatherof upM-G-M'
to one
bookers
rice and old shoes, as he is going
to be married August 17. Marie
Mocran is the lucky lady's name.
Chas. Kaufman, theatre magnate
of Colusa, spent several days in

San Francisco in preparation for
the tre
opening
of talkies
at his theaon August
IS.
John Ratto, manager of the
Ratto, Jackson, and the Ratto, Sutter Creek, called on Frisco friends
last week.
Harry R. Kaft, of the Cameo,
Santa Cruz, was in Frisco last
week.
R. B. Covington, former manager of the Palmer, has takfen
over management of Bijou, Fresno.
J. W. Bascom, manager of the
Shastonia, Mt. Shasta, was in
Frisco recently, looking after
bookings.
Arthur Fukuda of Hanford and
Visalia, paid his first visit in six
months to Film Row.
D. H. Duncan, special interior
decorating and drapery representative of the National Theatre Supply Co., is to be located at the S.
F. Branch to draw up special designs for exhibitors.
The Marion Davies Theatre
San Francisco, have placed an order with Herwood-Wakefield to
install an exclusive DeLuxe type
of velour upholstered opera chairs.
The Fox Film exchange is installing sound equipment and at
the same time putting in new projectors.
The new Fairfax Theatre, Oakland, opened last Saturday and it
was a gala event.
Consolidated Amusement Co.,
T. H., have just placed an order
for two of the new De Luxe Orchestraphones with Ultretone horns
for two of their houses in Honolulu.
Sol Levis of the Strand Theatre, S. F., has completely recovered
from a serious operation recently
performed.
The Fox West Coast Theatres
are contemplating opening houses
in Stockton and Hanford at an
earlv date.
Fox West Coast Theatres recently purchased the Hippodrome
Theatre, Napa.
The California Theatre, Coalinga, is installing sound equipment.

2 Renovated Portland,
Ore., Houses Open
ALIGUST
thirtieth
marked and
the
openinrr of
two renovated
rebuilt Portland, down-town houses.
The .^dler with .greatly enlarged
caoacity of 800 seats, and The Blue
Mouse with 650 seats. J. H. Stuart
has been named as house mana.cer
of The Blue Mouse, and George
ATcMurphv as house manager of
The Adler.
The Theatre Holding Corp. have
purchased the Sellwood and OreF. S. Gulbranson has been named
branch manager for Paramount
gon.
with headquarters at Salt Lake
Citv.
The three Vancouver. Wash.,
first-run houses, the Castle, The
U.S.-'K. and Liberty, which have
been under the owner-managership
of Mayor Jolin P. Kiggins for the
past few years, will shortly be under the management of the Fox
film organization.
J. B. Reisman, formerly in
charge of the Fox-West Coast
houses, Rialto and Rex at Bremerton, Wash., has been named as
manager of the Fox, Mil ford, Ore.
He will be succeeded by Lynn
Peterson as manager of the Bremerton houses.

Canadian

Picture

N e ivs

Exhibitor

Doings Of Week
A

CONSULTING engineer of a
prominent Canadian University has been engaged by United
Amusements, Limited, Montreal,
operating 14 theatres in the Montreal district, to study the problem
of acoustics for the installation
of talking equipment in its various
houses. Prof. H. E. Reilly, Department of Physics, McGiil University, Montreal, is the authority
who has been called upon to use
scientific principles for the acoustical solution and he is associated
with Daniel J. Crighton, architect,
in the construction of the new
United Theatre at Girouard and
Monkland Avenues, to cost $350,000 and to seat 1,500. The house
will open next January.
Northland Theatres, Limited^
with a capital of $100,000, has been
organized at Le Pas, Northern
Manitoba, for the purpose of establishing talking picture theatres in a
number of the new Northern mining and trading settlements.
A. C. Stock was painfully injured while assisting the firemen
of Peterboro, Ontario, in fighting
the flames which gutted the interior of his theatre, the Iroquois.
Neighborhood rivalry has developed to an acute stage in Toronto, Ontario, where two theatre
proprietors are engaging in a stirring race in the matter of theatre
erection. Two theatres are being
built on Parliament Street, one by
J. J. McCabe, independent, at a
city. of $50,000, and the other by
cost
the Bloom and Fine Syndicate, operating 18 suburban houses in the
Ex-Alderman H. E. Wilton of
Hamilton, Ontario, exhibitor who
is known in Canada wherever there
is a theatre, has re-opened his
Strand Theatre with Western Electric equipment.
The Standard, Toronto, has gone
into liquidation as the result of a
legal dispute and G. T. Clarkson
has been appointed trustee.
Disaster all but overtook the
family of W. P. Covert, widely
known as International Vice-President of the I. A. T. S. E. and representative of projectionists, when
fire broke out at an early hour irr
his residence at Colpoy's Bay, near
Wiarton, Ontario. Yildid Covert,
18-year-oId-daughter awoke to find'
the house in flames and seven members of the family made hasty exit
from the upper windows, several'
being slightly injured. A few minutes later the roof collapsed.
R-K-0 Vaudeville and RCA
Photophone presentations were
transferred from the Orpheum to
the Capitol Theatre at Winnipeg,
Manitoba, on September 2.
With return of N. L. Nathanson,
managing director, from a three
months stay in Europe to Toronto
on September 10, active preparations are being made for the annual,
dian Corp.
meeting
of Famous Players CanaTwo Canadians who escaped the
dangers of Moslem disturbances in
Palestine were B. Lester of Toronto, well-known as an independent moving picture theatre
owner, and his wife. They had
gone to Palestine for a stay of
some months.

^m
September

CUSSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
THEATRE

939

7 . 192 9

IVIANAGER :

ten years' experience in managing' vaudeville and motion
picture theatres. Best character and ability reference.
Will go anywhere. Box 605,
Motion Picture News, 729
7th Ave., New York City.

Help Wanted
Instruction
. THEATRE EMPLOYEES
— trained theatre men are
stepping into untrained
men's positions. Modern
training in management and
advertising is the answer.
Send for catalog C. Theatre
Managers Institute, Elmira,
N. Y.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2,800 used
upholstered opera chairs.
Gk)od condition. $1.40 each.
Morris Saunders, 2710 Valentine Ave., Bronx, N. Y. C.

State In Harrisburg,
Pa., Is Reopened
THE State Theatre, Harrisburg,
which closed May \\ because
of wage demands of employes, was
reopened on August 31 as an alltalkie theatre. This leaves Harrisburg without a vaudeville or legitimate theatre.
George A. Nevin, of Sunbury,
manager of the Victoria and Luna,
Danville, and Miss Edith P. Capps,
member of a widely known family
vaudeville team, were married on
August 14 at the home of the bride
at Benton
Harbor,
Michigan.
A new theatre is being erected
at Kutztown, near Reading, by
New York interests, to be known as
the New Astor. It will seat 1000
and it is expected to open it formally about October
1.
Talking pictures were introduced
at the Lyric, Williamstown, July
25.
J. AL Blanchard, manager of the
Strand, Sunbury, has declined an
invitation of the Republican organization of Sunbury to run for
Mayor of that city this Fall.
The Lyric, Allentown, reopened
on Labor Day, under the management of John B. Mack.
Twin daughters were recently
born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bayer, the former being projectionist at the Park, Lehighton.
Success Pictures, Inc., of which
Oscar Neufeld is the head, have
purchased the "Continental Eight"
for Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
while Jack Grauman of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, Milwaukee, has secured the Wisconsin
rights. The series is being made
by Trem Carr for Continental
Talking Pictures, Inc.

Ed. Fautz Wins Seattle
Golf Tournament
the spotheld film
GOLF last
and
Seattle
light inweek
theatre circles, on occasion of third
annual Film Golf Tournament held
this year on course of Everett Golf
and Country Club, Everett. Ed
Fautz, Portland exhibitor, was
crov/ned champion and Charles W.
Harden. 1928 victor, was runnerup. Affair was run under sponsorship of Seattle "Motion Picture
John Danz' Florence, Seattle, of
Record." Chain, is closed for comSterling
plete renovation and installation of
sound equipment.
S. Mukai, Seattle, Japanese exhibitor who owns the Rialto, Palace
and Jackson, in Seattle, last week
added to his holdings the Atlas
Theatre.
J. W. Allender, former operator
of the Ritz, Spokane, last week
announced that he has taken over
the Columbian, Columbia City,
suburb of Seattle, and also plans a
sound installation.
The Dream, Aberdeen, dark for
some time, has been reopened under
banner of Fox West Coast.
John Hamrick, head of the Blue
Mouse and Music Box chains, has
been spending last few weeks in
California at Warner studios.

New England Theatre
Exhibitor Notes
RIPLEY, formerly
RALPH
general manager of George A.
Giles Co., has joined Publix forces
as manager of the Codman Square,
Dorchester.
Louis Rothenberg, of the Strand,
Lawrence, has moved his Boston
offices from 46 Church street to
Stuart street.
Charles Morse, managing director of the Washington Theatre,
Boston, the Roxbury, at, Roxbury,
and several other New England
motion picture theatres, has moved
his Boston offices from 46 Church
street to Stuart street.
The R & S Theatre Corp. has
been organized at Boston with
1,000 shares no par value. Incorporators, Henry H. Rogers, Nathan
White and Frank Savasta, Boston.
Abe Montague, one of the managers of Columbia exchange, returns this week from a six weeks'
European trip.
The Auditorium, at Lawrence,
Mass., has been sold by S. Mazotta
to Mrs. A. Arivella.
The Royal Films exchange,
Harry Segal, manager, has removed from 46 Church street, Boston to 16 Piedmont street. The
building is to be razed to make way
for new Metro exchange.
Eddie Anderson, formerly with
the First National sales force, has
resigned to become associated with
Columbia.
Wendell Holme, of the Opera
House, Presque Isle, Me., was in
Boston for a couple of days.

E. G. Pollard, of the Star, Newmarket, N. H., who has taken over
Garden, Laconia, was in Boston
during the week.
The Olympia Theatre Operating
Co. has taken over the Capitol,
New Bedford. This company is a
subsidiary of Publix. Theatre was
formerly owned and operated by
Charette, Inc.
Colonial Gardens Theatre, at
The Weirs, N. H., has been acIrwin. quired by E. G. Pollard from J. R.
The Chelsea, Chelsea, has been
purchased by the Commonwealth
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., from
C. Morse.
The Melrose, Melrose, is closed
for remodeling and installation of
sound equipment. The Melrose
Theatre Co., Inc., has been organized with 250 shares of no par
capital, to conduct the theatre. Incorporators, Fred and Irvinj;
Green, father and son, of Brookline,
sea. and Abraham Margolis, Chel-

G. C. Parish, Indiana
Exhibitor, Dead
G ROVER
PARISFI,
years old,C.widely
known 42
in
Indiana to the motion picture industry, died in Indianapolis of
heart disease. He had been ill
several months, but recently his
condition seemed to be improved.
For the last ten years he had
been connected with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as sales and office manager of the local branch.
Word has been received that
Rudolph Kahn will succeed F. S.
Norton as manager of the Sipe
Theatre. Mr. Horton will be
transferred to some other city.
Suit to restore the lease on the
Bucklen Theatre in Elkhart, Ind.,
to the inactive Popular Amusement
Co. of Elkhart, has been filed in
Goshen circuit court by Flora S.
Kempner, minority stockholder in
the defunct company, against
Harry S. Lerner and others. The
complaint alleges that the Ponular
Amusement Co. leased the Bucklen from the Elkhart Opera House
Co., for a period of seven years
before Harry S. Lerner nurchased
the stock of Palmer Keene and
Brumbaugh, acquiring 63 shares
through the purchase.

3 Philadelphia Houses
Open On Labor Day
AMONG
Philadelphia
picture theatres
which motion
opened
on September 2nd are the Cedar,
the Coliseum and the S6th St.
Theatre. The St7nton Theatre
opened on August 30th. The FoxLocust re-opened on Labor Day.
The Aldine will also re-open early
in September.
The Philadelphia Board of Arbitration now meets every Friday
morning instead of on alternate
Fridays as was done during the
Summer season.

Lowenberg
Advanced
From Cincinnati Post
with Cincinnati office
CHARLES sociated
LOWENBERG,
asof Universal, has been appointed
director of Publicity of Mid-West
division of the same company with
headquarters in Chicago. Manie
G<:tlieb, Universal manager at Kansas City, St. Louis and Des
Moines, will succeed Lowenberg
in Cincinnati. Universal will occupy new headquarters now under
construction at Central Parkway.
Andrew G. Hettesheimer, managing director of Greater Cincinnati M. P. Exhibitors' Association,
has been made manager of the
Norwood, Norwood, Ohio, succeeding the late C. B. Davis.
Wedding bells were recently
rung for Harold Perry, Cincinnati projectionist.
Keith's Palace, Columbus, Ohio,
has inaugurated fall and winter season of vaudeville, according to
Burns
O'Sullivan,
manager.
Real Neth has equipped his Eastern, Cameo, Clinton and State Theatres, Columbus, Ohio, with talkies.
Houses recently equipped with
sound include, Odeon, Ada, Ohio ;
Rialto, Kenmore, Ohio ; Chakeres,
Greenville, Ohio ; Colonial, Fostoria, Ohio; Marlowe, Ironton,
Ohio; Plaza, Norwood, Ohio;
Castamba, Shelby, Ohio ; Strand,
Greenville, Ohio ; Rialto and Palace, Hamilton, Ohio ; Forest, Cincinnati.
Vita-Temple, Toledo, Ohio,
under nor,
management
Jack O'Conhas re-openedof after
having
been closed for repairs, redecorations including new 40-foot sign.
Lyceum and Palace, and also
Loew's, Canton, Ohio, have filed
protest
State
Public Utilities before
Commission,
Columbus,
Ohio,
alleging discriminatory power rates,
as given by the Ohio Power Company.
John McManus,
Dayton,
Ohio, was manager
host to Loew's,
a large
number of brother exhibitors and
others at a birthday party recently.
Central Ohio Theatre Corp.,
Davton,rated Ohio,
has of
been
incorpowith capital
$50,000,
by
John W. Becker, Arden W. Wisman, Al. F. Johnson and John T.
Siefert.
Fox Film Corp. has leased the
Murphy, tensive
Wilmington,
Exalterations and Ohio.
installation
of sound equipment will be started
at once, at reported cost of $75,000.

Gregory Leaves Omaha
For K. C. Post
CHARLES
E. for
GREGORY,
branch manager
Columbia
at Omaha, has been made district
manager for the company with
offices at Kansas City, Mo. He
will have jurisdiction over the exchanges inOmaha, Des Moines and
Kansas City.
The

Moon, Omaha, Neb., recently acquired by the Mutual burlesque circuit from the Goldberg
Realty Company, opens this week.
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RELEASE CHART

COMPLETE

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may hav9
m short-cut toward such information <i3 he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming

Attractions"

AMKINO
'Ptie
AellU (Revolt of the Robots)
Flames of the Volga
Her Way of Love
m Old Siberia (Katorga)
Krastin
U*h of the Cmr
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the S«a
Taras Shevchanko.
TwoDays
Village of Sin, Tfie

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
E. Cesarskaya-A. Zhul<ov
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian
Cast
„„^,„,.^„.
A. Buchma .'.'.'.'.
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coming
Title
Arsenal
General Un?, The
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
„
Dec.
Feb.
May

Date
Length
Reviewed
23. . . .2900 feet
30 ... .7000 feet
17 , . 6000 feet
20 .. 6500 feet .... July 27
19 . . .7000 feet
9. . . .6800 feet
11 . . . .5600 feet
13 . .7000 feet
15 '28 16000 feet
1 .. .6500 feet.
18. .. .6500 feet.

Attractions

Star
S. Svashenko
Special Cast
Special Cast
E. Kuzmina-A. Sobolevsky

Ret. Date
Length
Oct. (tentative)

Reviewed

Sept. (tentative)
Sept. (tentative)

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Tide

Star
Logan-Coiiier-Todd
(Silent Version)
Valii-Glass

•tSBachelor Girl. The.

Behind Closed Doors
•tSDonovan ABaIr, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Hoit-Revier-Coilier, Jr
(Silent Version)
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
♦tSFail of Eve (A. T.)
Miiler-S.anley-Prouty
*t5Father and Son
Holt-Revier-McBan
(Silent Version)
♦ttFIylng Marine, The
Lyon-Mason-Robards
(Silent Version)
♦t}Lone Wolfs Daughter (D)
Lyteii-Oimstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
♦tTriai Marriage
Kerry-Eliers-Robards
(Silent Version)
•t§Younger Generation (D)
Hersholt-Basquette-Cortez
(Silent Version)

Coming

Star
*tiBraadway Hoofer, The (A. T.). . . Jack Egan
•tJBroadway Scandals of 1 930 (A. T.). Special Cast
♦tfColiege Coquette, The
Taylor-Collier Jr.-Ralston
»t{Cradle of Jaa The (A. T.)
Belie Baker
ttlFllght.
Holt-Graves
•tJHurricane (A. T.)
John Mack Brown
•t{Ladles of the Evening (A. T.)
•tJLast of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
Bert Lyteil
♦tJLIght Fingers
Keith-Revier-Nye
•f SMeiody Man, The
*ttRoad to Broadway, The
♦tjSlslers (A. T.)
G'Day-O'Nelil
•tJSong of Love (A. T.)
Belie Baker
Title
•tJAt a Talkie Studio (A. T.) (D.)
*tiColumbla-Vlctor Gems (D)
•tjFaliing Stars (A. T.) (D)
•tfGay Cabaliero The (A. T.) (D.)..
♦tJJalihouse Blues (A. T.) (D.)
•tJMemories (A. T.) (D.)
•t JMy Wile (A. T.) (D.)
•tjOld Man Trouble (D)
♦tlParior Pest (A. T.) (D.)
•tJSnappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
•tJTolklng Screen Snapshots
•ttTaiking Screen Snapshot
•tJTalking Screen Snapshots

Length

Feb.
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Reviewed

5927 feet
6245 feet.
.5779 feet.
24.
11
11 .
18
2.

7140
71 89
581 2
5538
6245
6310
6765
5951
5736
.7154
.6186
.5671
.6639
.6506
.7866
.7246

5.
S.
18
18.
1.
10
10.
4.
4.

.
.
.
.
.
.

feet.
feet
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

'..April 8
. . Mar. 30

.June 22
.June 8

Mar.

9

.May 25
..Mar. 23

Attraction*

Title

SOUND

Rel. Date

R*L

Date

Length

Reviewed

5700 feel

SHORTS

Rel. Date
Length
Star
Buddy Doyle.
26 Subiects released twice a month
iraei
Bergman-Manning
Frank Crumit
1 reel
Mannle Smith
Murpny-Morrlson
1 reel
Jack Wilson
1 reel
Jules Beldsoe
1 reel
Betty Combe
Nan Blackstone
1 reel
Released twice a month
.1 reel
Novelty
1 reel
Novelty
1 reel

Reviewed

.June

8

* Mtam

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Oevore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Ai Ail
Adrienne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher-Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mondy
"Big Boy" .
George Davis
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy".. .
Gene Stone..
Billy Dale . .

ij»ekromi*i »cot«.

Rel.
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
June
Mar.

Date
8..
17 .
2. .
27. .
17. .
24..
28..
21 . .
24 .
27. .
18 .
3. .
7
24
13
28...
16
10

May 19

t Meant loani etiecU.

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel

Smart Steppers
Social Prestige..
Sole Support
Studio Pests
Summer Saps
Those Two Boys
Time to Expire
Top Speed
Walking Fish
What a Day
What a Pill
What a Trip
Whoopee Boys
Wise WImmIn

..June
8
July 13

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Aug. 3
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Aug. 10
Feb. 3
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar.
Mar. 30
16
May 25
Feb. 2
April 20

Rel. Date
July 28. .
Aug. 11 . .
May 26..
June 2. .
April 21 . .
Jan.
6 .
July 21 . .
May
6. .
Mar. 24. .
6..
May
Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.
May
Feb.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
Aug.
June
Mar.
May
Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

Al St. John
Monty Collins
"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
Lupino Lane
Collins-Dent
Gene Stone
Al Alt
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Billy Dale
Vernon Dent
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew

ALL-TALKIE
Title

13.
14.
19.
20.
24.
19..
24. .
20..
21 . .
30..
10. .
3. .
23. .
4. .
30. .
17. . .
5. . .
24. .,
7..
13...
16. .,
16. .
13. . .
10. . .
31 . . .

Length
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2reeis
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
Aug. 3
Aug. 10
May 11
June 1
Mar 16
Mar. 30
July 13
April 13
April 13
Mar. 16
Feb. 2
July 13
May 18
Dec 18
May 25
May 28
Feb. 2
Feb. 2
April 20
July 13
Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17
Aug. 3
June 18
Mar. 30
Mar. 38
July 13
May
June
Dec
Jan.

28
18
IB
12

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

♦tSAsk Dad (F& D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Ciyde-Hiii-Dent
•tJBees' Buzz, The (F & D)
Gribbon-Ciyde
•t§Big Paiooka. The (F & D)
GrIbbon-McPhalll-HIII
♦tjBride's Relations, The (F & D). . Burke-Grlbbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t§Buyinga Gun (A. T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
♦tjCoid Shivers (F& D)
McKee-Hutton
*t§Constabuie, The (F & D)
Ciyde-Hiii-Gribbon
*t5Crazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
*t5Don't Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
•tSEIIgibie Mr. Bangs, The (F & D). .E. E. Horton
*t§Flre Proof (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Girl Crazy (F & D1
Clyde-Bennett
*t5His Baby Daze {A. T.) (F & D).. Lloyd Hamilton
*t}Hls Big Minute (F & D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Jazz Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
♦tJLIon's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t|Look Out Below (A. T.) (F & D) . . . Raymond McKee
♦tJLover's Delight (F & D)
Arthnr-Garon
♦tJLunkheads, The (F & D)
Clyde Gribbon
*t§Moving Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
♦tjOidBarn (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*t{On the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
•t§Prlnce Gabv (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Ride on a Runaway Train (D)
Special
♦tjRIght Bed, The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Ship Mates (F & D)
Lupino Lane
*t 5 Social Sinners (A. T.)
McKee-Byron-Fitzgerald
*t§Studio Stunts (D)
Hodge-Podge

Feb.
July
April
May
Jan.
Mar.
July
May
Aug.
June
July
Jan.
Sept.
June
Aug.
May
.June
Dec
Aug.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
July
Sept.
May
April
April
Sept.
Sept

*t5Tickiish Business (F & D)
*t§Trusling Wives (F & D)
♦tSWhiris and Girls (F & 0)
*t§ZiplBoom! Bang! (F & D)

Aug.
June
Feb.
Mar.

June 8
June 15
June 8
:

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Air Dtrtr)
Auntte's Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol, The
Contented Wivos
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— end How
Fake Flappers
Fixer, The
Four Wheel Brake!
Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse
Helter Skelter
Her Big Ben
Hw Gih Night

Title
Star
Honeymoonlacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
HotTlmes
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Musi Play
Wallace Lupino
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our World Today
Billy Dale
Kitty Kitty
Lewis-Sonnenberg
Wrestling Match. .Special
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt Reel
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only
Me
Lupino Lane
Parlor Pests.
. Collins-Dent
Our World Today
Passing Show of Perak, The.
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World. .
Our World Today
Rubbing it In
Ai Alt
Served Hot.
.Cliff Bowes

Coiiins-Dent-Orew
E. E. Horton
Gribbon-Clyde
McKee-Coilln-Glass

Length
.2 reels
17... .2 reels
.2 reels
21 . . .
7 . . .2reeis
12. . . .2 reels
13. . . .2 reels
10. .. .2 reels
14. .. .2 reels
19... .2 reels
11... .2 reels
2. . . .2 reels
7... .2 reels
.2 reels
13. . . .2
reels
8... .2 reels
9. . .
18. . . .2 reels
6. . . .2 reels
30... .2 reels
2 reels
9 ..
18. . . ,2 reels
.2
reels
31 . . .
1 . . . .1 reel
9. .. 2 reels
3... .1 reel
21 . . . .2 reels
15. . . .1 reel
26 . . . 2reeis
14. . . 2 reels
21 . . . ,2 reels
1. . . . 1 reel
1 . . . 2 reels
25... 2 reels
23 . . .
24. . . 22 reels
reels
17. . .

Reviewed
Feb. 18
July 20
May 18
June 18
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
June 18
July
8
Feb.

9

June 1
July 20
Dec
1

July 13
Feb. 18
June 18
May 18
May 11

July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES
Title
'
•tJBroadway Babies (D)
California Mail
•tICareers (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
♦tChlldren of the Rlli (D)

Length
8067 feet

Reviewed

Star
Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myere
Ken Maynard
Mackaiii-Muihall
(Silent Version)
Lyon-Mara
Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)
Barthelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
Sills-Mackalil
(Silent
Version)

Bel.
June
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
April
July
June
April
Feb.

Date
30. . .
7...
2...
3
3 .
17. . .
13
31
14. . .
21...
22 ..
37 . . ..

8435 feet... June 1
.6944 feet
6426feet ...April 11
.6296 feet
5683 feet
991 4 feet... Feb. 8
8993 feet
.7642 feet ...June 20

May
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
July

8
21 ..
28 .
7 .
3
24
24...
7

6700 feel... Sept. 22
6109 feel
6431 feet

*tiMan and the Moment

Alice White
(Silent Version)
Todd-Haie-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard.....
Sliis-Corda
(Silent Version)
Biilie Dove

•ttPrtaonere (D)
,„,
.^.„^
Royal Rider. The

Corinne Griffith
(Silent
Mar.17Version)
Ken Maynard

Dancing Vienna
•t{Dlvine Lady, The (D)
•tiOrag (D)
•fJGIri in the Glass Cage (D)
•tJHIs Captive Woman (D)
•tSHol Stuff (D)
•tfHouse of Horrors (D)
Lawless Legion
•tLove and the Devil

§ Meant voice (including dialogne and incidental tongt).
D Meant ditc. F Aferju toand-on-Hlm.

May 195 ...
Mar. 17.' .'!
.'. . May
May
8 ....

A. T. ahtrr title meant All

7692feet
.. Jan. 18
19
6774
feet ...May
7992 feet".!. April' 9
746C feet... Mar. 9

5978 feet... Aug. 10
5539 feet
7800 feet. .. .June 1

Talkie.

I

^w
September

7,

941

1929

Tlil*

Star
.Corlnne Griffith
(Silent Version)
•tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklln-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
*t§Stniling Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D).... Moore-Hall
♦tJSquall, The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)
♦tSynthetIc Sin (D)
Colleen Moore
*t§Twin Beds (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Miller
•tSTwo Weeks Off (D)
Mackaill-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
•tJWeary River (D)
Barthelmess-Compson
(Silent Version)
•tWhy Be Good (D)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)
■tSaturday'8 Children (D) .

Title

Coming
Star

Rel.
April
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
July
May
May
Jan.
July
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.

Date
Length
Revlewtd
14. . . .7950 feet. . . . May
4
10. . . .6727 feet
17
6405 feet
27. . . .5238 feet
31 ... .8550 feet. . ..July 27
26. . . .9629f eet . . . . May 18
12
6
6832 feet
Jan. 12
14
July 20
12. . . . 8081 feet. . . June 29
28
10... .7978 feet. .. Feb. 2
7 . . . . 7565 feet
17
3.... 7692 feet... Jan. Zt

Attraction*
Rel. Date

*t§Broadway Hostess, The (A. T.) (D)Billle Dove
♦tJCareless Age, The (A. T.) (D)
Fairbanks Jr -Myers-Young
*t§Dark Streets (D) (A. T.)
Mulhall-Lee
*t|Fast Life (D) (A. T.)
Fairbanks. Jr.-Young-Morris
*t§Footlight and Fools (A. T.)
Moore-Hackett
*t§Forward Pass, The (A. T.)
Fairbanks, Jr.- Young
*t§Girl From Woolworth's, The (A.T.lAlice White
*t§Greaf Divide, The (A. T.)
Mackaill-Keith-Loy
•tSHard to Get (A. T.) (D)
Mackalll-Burns
♦tSHer Private Life (A. T.)
Billie Dove
*t§lsle of Lost Ships. The (A. T.). . . . Valli-Robards-Beery
*t§Jaz2 Queen, The (A. T.)
Dorothy Mackaill.
•tJLady Who Dared, The
Dove-Pldgeon-Todd
*t§Lilies of the Field (A. T.)
Corinne Griffith .
*t§Little Johnny Jones (A. T.)
Buzzell-Day
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.)
*t§Mosl Immoral Lady, A (A.T.)
Leatrice Joy
"No, No, Nannet'e" (A. T.)
Bernice Claire
*t§Paris (A. T.)
Irene Bordoni
•tJSally (A. T.)
Marilyn Miller
Wells Fargo Express
Ken Maynard
*t§Woman on the Jury (A. T. ) (D) . . Dorothy Mackaill
*t5 Young Nowheres (A. T.)
Richard Barthelmess.

Length

Reviewed

7541 feet.

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Star

Title
*t{Behlnd That Curtain (A. T.)...
•tBIack Magic
•t {Black Watch, The
•tBIue Skies
•tCaptam Lash
*t {Chasing Through Europe
Christina
•tExalted Flapper
•tFar Call, The
*tFour Devils
*t5Four Devils, The
•t}Fox Follies. The (A. T.)
•tFugltlves.
•t {Ghost Talks, The (A. T.)
'tGlrlsGone Wild
•tjHearts In Dixie (A. T.)
•tjln Old Arizona (A. T.)
•tJoy Street
•t{Lucky Star
*tiMaklng the Grade
n {Masked Emotions
•tJNot Quite Decent
♦tNew Year's Eve
•tOne Woman Idea. The

. Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLaglen-Loy
Twelvetrees-Albertson
Victor McLaglen
(Silent Version)
Sluart-Carol
Gaynor-Morton
Carol-Norton
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Duncan
Gaynor-Duncan
Special Cast
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version)
Twelvejrees-Eaton
Carol-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Fetchit-Muse
Lowe-Baxter
Moran-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Gaynor-Farrell
(Silent Version)
Lowe-Moran
George OBrien
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)

Rel.
...June
June
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
April
April
May
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
April
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
May
April

Length

Date
30... .8300
2.
26 . . . 8487
17
6
5453
6. . . .6376
9
30
6955
26
28. .. .5313
28. . . .5282
25
27
27
24
24
10
10
20
7
7
18
18
17
19
7.

6500
.8291
.5331
.5356
.6395
.. 5232
.6000
.6650
.8724
.7554
..7554
..8400
.7000
.6024
—^

feet.

Reviewed
..July
6

feet. . . . May 25
feet
feet

Feb.

feet

July 13
April 6

feet
feet. . . .May
Oct.
feet
June
feel.
June
feet..
Feb.
feet..
feet .
feet . .April
Mar.
feet..
feet .
Marfeet.. . Dec
.June
feet..
feet..
feet.. July
feet..
feet.
..,

. . .64653
reelsfeet
May
.5958 feet... May
.6111 feet ...June
.61 06 feet
.6641 feet.... Sept.
.5460 feet.... July
. .6511 feet
June
.6072 feet
.6053 feet
51 50 feet... April

Asfor-Morton
Feb. 24
LaRocque-M. Day
June 2.
iSilcnt Version)
June 2.
Cohen-Pennick
..Jan. 23.
Marguerite Churchill
July
Burgess-Elllott-Page
May 12.
Carroll-Gray
Feb. 10.
(Silent Version)
Feb. 10
McLaglen-Joy
Mar. 3
(Silent Version)
6526 feet
Page-Lane
Mar. 24 . . .6809
6775 feet. . .. .Jane
. Mar.
,
. .Mar. 31 -Day
fith
4991 feet. ..April
Grif
Baxter-Lowe
April 14
6531 feet. ..Feb.
O'Brlen-Moran
Jan. 20
6563 feet.
(Silent Version)
Jan. 20
.May
5537 feet.
Paul Muni
May 19
Tora-Vlncenfl
April 14
.5442
feet.
Astor-Armstrong
April 21
.5489 feet.
.May
(Silent Version)
April 21

♦tPlastered In Paris
♦tJPIeasure Crazed (A.T.)
Protection
•tSIn Sister
•tStrong Boy
•tISpeakeasy 'A. T.)
Last CaseEyes (A. T.)
•ITrent's Different
•UThru
•tlrue Heaven
•t{Vallant The (A. T.)
•tVelled Woman. The
•tWoman from Hell, The

9

25
13
22
1
23

29
20
1
6
23
20
16
18
25

Star

Rel. Date

Backwash
Farrell-Duncan
*t§Cock-Eyed World. The (A. T )....Lowe-Damlta-McUglen
Fatal Wedding, The
Astor-Bard
•t {Frozen Justice
Ulrlc-Frazer
Girl Downstairs, The
O'Brien-Moran
•fSHurdy Gurdy
George Jessel
Joy Street
Eaton-Moran-Stuart
Lost In the Arctic
Special Cast
Our Daily Bread
Farrell-Duncan
Playboy
Nagel-Collyer
River, The
._
Farrell-Duncan
•UThey Had to See Parts
*f{Words and Music (A. T.) (F)

Will Rogers
Moran-Patricola-Percy

Title
Alpine Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee, A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

SILENT

* Means tynchronizei Kore.

Length

Reviewed

10611 feet. . . .Aug. 10

Jen.

SHORTS
Rel.
Mar.
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct.
Jan.

Date
Length
3
1 reel
26
1 reel
21
1 reel
7. ... 1 reel ....
23
1 reel
9
1 reel
17
1 reel.
4
1 reel
28.
.1 reel
20. . .1 reel

Reviewed

6

6.
31 .
17.
12.
3
19.
13.
28.

Reviewed

.1
reel
.1 reel
.. 11 reel
reel
.1 reel
Ireel....

SHORTS
Rel. Date

Length
Ireel

Feb. 17. .. .1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

June

1

Sept. 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . .Jan. 12

3 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

June 30

June 30

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June IS

2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
3 reels
1 reel

SepL

8

Sept.

8

2 reels
Ireel
2 reels
1 reel

FEATURES
Title
Thru the Breakers
*t{Tlmes Square

Star
Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubln.

Length

Rel. Date
Jan. 31..
.Mar.

Reviewed

.6420 feet.
.6000 feet.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title

^",2',*™- ;
*t{Brldge of San Luis Rey (D
•tSBellamy Trial. The (D)

Star
Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent
Version)
.Dane-Arthur
. Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)

•t{Broadway Melody (A.T.) (D)....Page-Love-Kln9
China Bound
Dane-Arthur
•tDesert Nights (D)
Gllbert-Nglan
(Silent Version)
Desert Rider
Tim McCoy
*t{Duke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
(Silent
Version)

ReL Date
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Ap^l
May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.

Length
Reviewed
.7803 feet.... Nov. 24
7142 feel
28...
26.
. . .6345 feet
9. ..
30 . . 7980 feet.... May 2B
30
Feb. 23
8268 feet.... Feb. 2
2 .7524 feet
2.
.9372 feet... Feb. 16
1. ..6 reels
April 20
18.
..7177 feet.
9.
9
Jan. 19
11
16 . . .6201
6236 feet.
feet
April 20
16

!!fl'''"9 l^*** <°'
Novarro-Page
it??/,^*!,"''*^''
Special
Cast
*t{ldle
Rich, The ^''*
(A. '*•
T.) T.)
(D)
Nagel-Love-Hyams
'""
*t5Laslof Mrs. Cheyney (A. T.).. . .Shearer-Rafhbone
(Silent Version)
Loves of Casanova
Ivan Mosjouklne
•tMan's Man, A
Halnes-Dunn
Morgan's Last Raid
Tim McCoy
Overland Telegraph
Tim McCoy
•t{Pagan (D)
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Man. A .
Cody-Pringle
*tSingle Standard, A
Garbo-Asther-Brown
(Silent Version)
Sioux Blood
lyicCoy-Frazer
*t{Splte Marriage
Busier Version)
Keaton
(Silent

Jan.
April
June
July
July
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Jan.
July
July
April
.April

•tTrall of '98 (D)

Jan.
B8
Jan.
June 25

♦{{Thunder

7313 feet

Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Aug.
April
April

GOTHAM

•t§Alla8 Jimmy Valentine (D)

4
4
15

Rel. Date

MOVIETONE

292
8
27

SUr
Variety. .
Variety
Variety...
Variety...
Variify
Variety
Variety
Variety

Title
Star
•tl Across the Seas
Royal Hawallans
»t{At the Ball Game
Joe Cook
•tSBath Between
Clark-McCullough
*t {Belle of Samoa .The (A. T.) (F) . . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
•t {Beneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tjBrldge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•tfCorpus Christie
Raquel Meller...
•tsDIplomals, The
Clark-McCullough
•tS Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•♦{Everybody Loves My Girt
Winnie LIghtner
•tjFamily Picnic
Raymond McKee
*t§F orget-Me-Note (F)
♦tJFrlendshlp (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
♦tjFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•tSGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
•tjGhosts
Mutt & Jefl Cartoon
•tjGoIng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•tjHappy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
*tjln Hojland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
*t5lnfervlew The
Clark-McCullough
t{Knlfe. The (A. T. (F)
Lionel AtwIII. . "
*t {Knights Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•t}Ladles' Man
Chic Sales
•tSMedlclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark & McCullough
t{Mlller & Farrell (F)
3 Songs
t{Mlnd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
•t{Muslc Fiends, The (A. T.) (F).... Clark & McCullough
♦tiNapoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matieson
•*}Nlghtle Knights
Clark-McCullough
t{Old Tunes for New (F)
Dr. SIgniund Spaeth
*t{On the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Friedland & Revue
•t{Pagllaccl— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
t {Royal Hawaiian Singers (F).
. . Son o Program
•t5 Serenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
t{Sound Your A (F)
♦t{South Sea Songs anu Dances
Royal Hawallans
•t{Stewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•tSThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•t{Treasurer'8 Report .
Robert Benchley
•t{Waltzlng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
*t{Water Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
*t§ White Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
t{Why Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

279

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Title
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
i/esf Pocket Republics

Length
Length
1
reel
.1 reel

Del
RIo-Forbes
(Silent
Version)
Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)

19. . . .9044 feet. . . .Feb.
7351 feet. . . .June
20. . . .^
15.
.8651 feet... Aug.
13 . 6484 feet ...June
13 . 6179 feet
16. . .6683 feet
June
25.., .6264 feet
5. . .4815 feet
2. .,
.7 reels
Feb.
27. . .5696 feet
12... .6574 feet... Aug.
29
.6474 feet... Aug.
29. . . .4811
feet
20 . . .7047 feet

•tTldeof Empire (D)
Adoree-Ourvea
•t {Trial of Mary Dugan. The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•t{Volce of the City (A. T.) (D)
Wlllard Version)
Mack
(Silent

April 13

'{{Where East la East
'fWIld Orchids (D)

May
4
Feb. 23

Title
Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Big Business
Brown Gold
Dealers in Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast Freight
Foundations of Gold

Chaney-Velez-taylor
Garbo-Asther

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy .
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

f UeatiM ioand effect*. § Mean$ voice (inclading dialogae and incidental $ong$).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film,

A. T, after title

Mar. 23

8
2
3
3

.6500 feet... Feb. 2
.8799 feet... Feb. 9
7783 feet...
13
.8799
feet Mar.July
24 '28
6552 feet
10 reels

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
April
July
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
May
!May

18
22
17
1

.6500 feet.
.9235 feet.

Date
18
1
2.1
.1
20... 2
.1
6
.2
3
.
1
18
.2
2
.2
12
4
.1
11

Length
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel

April 1J
Mar. 23
April II
.April
Reviewed

reels

reels
reel

leans All Talkie.

June 19

8

Motion

942

Picture

News

Date
Title
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty iSllent Version)
Ught of India The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night.
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy Noises (Silent Version).
Off 10 Buffalo
Oriental Motoring
Outlandish Manners.
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Boozehounds
Thafs My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
Unklsscd Man. The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?
Wiggle Your Ears (Silent)
Witch Doctor

Star
Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwin
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Sojln
.Charley Chase
. Ufa Oddities
."Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

R»l.
July
Jan.
Mar.
May
April
Jan.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
June
Feb.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
April
May

Length Reviewed
2 reels
.2 reels
6 . . . 1 reel
30. .
25 . .2 reels
27. . .1 reel
.2 reels
26. . .2 reels
6 . . .2 reels
1. .
16 . .2 reels
12. . .2 reels
June 8
11. .. .2 reels
5 . . . 1 reel
.2reels
9. .
16. .. .2 reels
20. . . .1 reel
8 .. . 1 reel
2. .. .2 reels
June 1
13. . . .1 reel
4 . . .2 reels. . ^
.
1
reel
18. ..
.2 reels
23. .
13. . . 2 reels
. 2 reels
25 . .
July 6
22. . .1 reel
27.. . 2 reels
.1
reel
19. .
reels
2. . . .2
.2 reels
30. . ,
.2 reels
6..
26. . , .1 reel

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

•f JAnna Christie (A. T.)
Greta Garbo
*t§Battle of the Ladies (A. T. )
♦tJBIshop Murder Case, The (A. T.).
t{BugIo Sounds The (A. T.)
e.
w
. »V
t{CollegeLife(A.T.)..
.......
^.. Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
*t§Cotton
and Silk (tentative)
(A.T.).
Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
*t5Devotion (A. T.)
*t{Dynamite (A. T.)
Pickford-Wood-Nagel
*t{Eva the Fifth (A. T.)
Love-Hackett-Doran
•t{Flve O'clock Girl, The (A. T.). . . . Davies-Arthur-KIng
*t5Girl in the Show The (A. T.)
•t {Gob, The (A. T.)
Haines-Page
*t{Green . Ghost, The (A. T.)
Young-Torrence-Sebastlan
•t {Hallelujah (A. T.)
Colored Cast
He Learned About Women
Haines-Page-Percy
*t{lrls(A. T.)
*t{Juducial Murder (A. T.)
*t{Jungle (tentative)
♦♦{Kempy
(A.T.)
^ t{Lights and Shadows (A. T.)

11 583 feet

July 27

Title

Star

Rel,

Date

K

»t {Leaping Love (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•♦Liberty
Laurel-Hardy
*t}Madame Q (A. T.)
Jocelyn Lee
Man Higher Up , The (D)
Walthail-Edeson
Marlon Harris (Fi
2 Songs
•t§Men 0' War (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (Fi.. All-star Cast
Metro Movietone RevM No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F).,.
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovie Night
Charley Chase
♦tNolsy Noises
"Our Gang"
•t{0id Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
•♦{Popular People (A.T.)
Charley Chase
•t{Raiiroading (A.T.)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlshoim (D)
3 Songs
Bube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
•tRuby Lips
Charley Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
Ship Ahoy (Dl
Spitainy Band Revue

Jan. 26
May
Jan.
Jan.
April
Jan.
May
Feb.
Aorll
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Jan.
June
April

*t
{Smart
Talk
(A. T.)
"Our
Gang" Revue
Song
of the
Roses
(Di
Gus Edwards
Spitainy and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Blitmore Trio
♦tThat's My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThIn Twins
Charley Chase
TIta Rutto (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukeleleike (F)
2 Songs
UkPleieike (F)
2 Songs
*t {Unaccustomed As We Are (A. T.).. Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2SonQS..
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
VIncen I Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
•tJVodevlile (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
'tWIggle Your Ears
"Our Gang'"
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
*tWrong Again
Laurel-Hardy.
YvetteRugel (D)
3 Songs

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Feb.

2reels...
^ .April
2 reels.
11 .... 1926 feet.
26
1 reel
2 reels
26 (T. color) 2 reels
27 (T. colorj 2 reels
19 . . .2 reels
11
2 reels
9
2 reels
July
2 reels
27. ... 1696 feet
2 reels
2 reels
2
1 reel
13. . . .174 feet
April
25
1768reelfeet
April
9. .2 reels
1154 feet
19.
8.. 2042 feet
20.
.2 reels
June
. (T.reels
color) 1 reel
2. .2
16.
.1 reel
April
30. .1
reel
April
.2 reels
15.
.2reels
23.
.465 feet
13.
.1 reel
18.
5. .465 feet
4. .2 reels
July
4. . 1 reel
19.
9. .833 feet ...April
27.
.1 reel.
16

2 reels
April
6
2 reels.
"
Feb.
23... 1 reel
Feb. 23
2 reels
June15....702tee»

•tlAble's Irish Rose (D)

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version)

•tBetrayal, The
•tBehind the German Lines (D)

(Silent Version)
Jannlngs-Raixton-Coope.
Special Cast

!'...........
May

Van & Schenck
Gilbert-Nagei-Adoree
KIng-Love-Haines-Crawford
Love-King
Lawrence Tibbett

•t{Doctor'8 Secret, The (A. T.) (F) . . Edeson-Chatterton
fNo Silent Version)
Bennett-Chattertci
(No Silent Version)
♦t{Fashlons in Love (A. T.)
Menjou-Compton
'..
(Silent Version)
'*t{Gentlemen of the Press (A. T. (F). .Walter Huston
(Silent Version)
*t§Greene Murder Case. The (A.T.) Poweli-Eldridge-Arthur
•tlHole In the Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
(Silent Version)
•fHomecomlng, The (D)
Hanson-Pario
*t{Hungarian Rhapsody The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
(Silent Version)
•t{lnnocentsof Paris, The (A.T.) (F) . Maurice Chevalier
Nov. 17
•t{lnterference (A. T.) (F)
Poweil-Brent-Brook
(Silent Version)
..July 27
•t{Letter, The (A. T.) (D)
Jeanne Version)
Eagels
(Silent
•t{Dummy, The (A. T.) (F)

William Haines
William Haines
-

Star
Songs
Victor Artists
Songs
Mandolin Solos

July
. . 31—
July 31 . .

8508 feet

8796 feet.
feet.
,6835

•♦Looping the Loop (D)
Werner Krauss
Rel. Date
•t{Man I Love The (A. T.) (F)
Arien-Brian
Length
Reviewed
(Silent Version)
April 6.. Moio,rf
HOT
f.at
".o.
Huio
■
,<>iDi>Du
i>iBMiuu-ounKiin
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conkiln
May 18. . S? J:!;
*t{Night
Club (A.
(A. T.)
T.) (D)
(D)
Brice-Rooney
*t{Night
Club
Brice-Rooney
April 13. . fZ ;*2
Nothing But the Truth~
(A. T.)
DIx-Kano-Hall
Jan. 18. . Jy 'p
'
.690 feet.
RPn fAot
*t{Rainbow_Man. The (A. T.)
Dowling-Nixon-Darro

^^;;^^^^^!^^:::::.\v.:.:Sl^^^^^^^

.tRedskm (T-co.or) tm

tSShopworn
Angel, The
me'^TF)"""*-^-'
Ss"""
I«.ri6-?'rrel''
•t{Rlver
of Romance
The(D)
An„... th. m,
^^^^ •♦ssho„w«„
::::::::-::::::Tu!:iM::::L^^
::3lo°:gr:::;:
BoSKelrnfD.;.;
•t
{Boxing Gloves (A.::::::::::::::
T.)
"Our
Gang"
2 reels
Stairs of Sand
".
Carl Emmy's Pets (D)
Dog Act
Cllmblnp the Golden Stair*
Charies King
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Copy
Rotcoe Kama
Craig Campbell (D)
3 Songs
•t {Dad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
El»a ErsI and Nat Ayer* iF)
2 Songs
Emil Borneo (D)
3 Songs
Fuzzy Knight (D)
3 Songs
George Dowey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons D)
3 Songs
Gilbert- Sullivan Male Ensemble (D) Song Pragram
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards inlernat'l Review (D). All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D)
Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
«t{Hay Fever (A.T.)
ChaMoy Chase
•♦Holy Terjror. The. ._.
'^Our
•♦{Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.)
Roach Gang"
Star*
Irving Aaronson's Cnmntandert (0).. 3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Not
Jan Garbiw's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jmtown Csb.ret(F)
Miller & Lyiaa
Keller Sister, and Lvncli(D)
3 Songs

* MeauM tynehromzed Mcore.

22
6
6

13
.
8

July 13

MayMay11 11. 6614 feet ..
Jan. 12. .8254 feet... Dee.

•♦{Close Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April 13.
•t{Cocoanuts (A. T.)
4 Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw. . .May 233
*t{Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
Bow-Arlen
July 13
»t{Dangerous Woman, A (A. T.) (F).Bacianova-Brook
May 18
•tiDlvorce Made Easy (A.T.) (F).. . MacLean-Prevost
July
6

William Haines
Gordon-Holtz-Waidrldge
John Gilbert
Crawford-Page-La Rocque

3
8
3
3

13
13

Jan.
Jan.

♦tSNavy Blues (A. T.)
*t§Nlze Baby (A. T.)
•tfOlympia itenlative) (A. T.)
•t{Our Modern Maidens .
*t{Pennant
Winning
Battery, The
(A.T.)
*t{Pleasure Lovers (A.T.)
*t{Redemplion (A. T.)
•t{Revue of Revues (A. T.)
*t{Road Show, The (A. T.)
*t{Rogue's Song, The (A. T.)
♦t{Ship From Shanghai, The (A. T.)
*t{Song of the Sunset (A. T.)
*t{Song Writer. The (A. T.)
♦tjSpeedway (A. T.)
*t{Springfield (A. T.)
•t{Tabioid (A.T.)
•t {Thirteenth Chair, The (A. T.)
♦•{Twelve Hours of Love (A. T.)
•t{Trader Horn
•tVikIng, The (Technicolor)
•t{Wonder of Women, The

Title
Ai Wohlman (D)
At the Club (D)
Bernard & Henry (D)
Bernardo De Pace (D)

B

Reviewed
Rel. Date .10471
Length
feet.
Jan. \2
6. . .101 87 feet. ..May
11
5..
.6492 feet. . Nov. 17

Star

•t{Lord
Byron
of Broadway
(A. T.) ...!!!!!!!!!.'!!!.'.!!'.'.'.'.'.'.
'. '.
•f
{Madame
X (A.
T.)
Ruth Chatterfon
8806 feet. . . .April 2a
•t{Marianne (A. T.)
Davles-Shaw
(Silent Version)
May 25
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
*t{M-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
'A. T.)
Special Cast
11669 feet. . . .June 29
*t{Mantana (A. T.)
*t§ Mysterious island. The
Hughes-Daly
Technicolor
March 2

SHORTS

13

FEATURES
Title

(F)
•t{Canary
Murder Case, The (A. T, Powell-Brooks
(Silent Version)
•t§Carnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
(Silent Version)
Case of Lena Smith. The
Ralston-Hail
*t§Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
•t§Chlnatown Nights (A.T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
(Silent
Version)

SOUND

Reviewed

PARAMOUNT

!Joan Crawford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'.'. .'.'.'. . . . . .'.'. . .'. .'. . . . .'. . .

Harry Carey
Starke-Crisp
"■
Stone-Wood
(Silent Version)

Length

April 20 ...897 feet
(t. color).. .2 reels
April 13
Jan. 12
2 reels
2 reels
April 13
^...^
June 1
641
feel
, ''tr
'
**'*
Feb, 23... 1 reel
June 29
808 feet
Mar. 23
1 reel. .
.627 feel
June 22
608 feel
June 8.
Feb. 2. . 1 reel . .
Mar. 23. .1 reel
•, ,??
Fel). 9.
*'''«"*
•L,ToM
June 22.
• reel
Mar. 2
April

6 (T. Color) 1043ft. April 8

Ja'n. B (T. color) 1 reei .. ."l ... .
May 26. ...734 feet
April 13
2 reels

Mar. 9. . . .22 reete
reels
June 1
7B3 teel
Feb. 9....1reel
May 11. .. .888 feel
Feb 18....2reel»
Mar. 30. .. .1 reel

f Means touni effects.

June 29

*t{Studlo
Murder
(A. T.) (F)

Mystery

The

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
July
Mar.
Mar.

16 .
16
2
2.
19.
6
23.
23

.7171
.5943
.6290
.7156
.7229
.6164
.7081
.7145

Sunset Pass
Hoit-Conklin
»t{Thunderbolt (A. T. (F)
Bancroft-Wray-Arien
(Silent Version)
•tJTong War (A. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)

.June
July 131
Mar. 23

Jan. 26. . . . 5832 feet. . . . Feb.

9

Mar.

9

9. . . .6354 feet. . . .Mar.

June 29. . . .6325 feet.
June 29
6024 feet.
May
4. . . .7167 feet.

July
6
!May is

Sept. 7. . , .6383 feet
Mar.23. . . .6850 feet.

Aug. 17
April 20

Feb. 16. .. .8104 feet. .. .Kov. 24
Aug, 3. . . .6165 feet. . . Aug. 10
Aug. 3
6137 feet
May 25
April 20
Jan. 6 .. 7487feet .. Oct 27
Jan.
5 .. 6643 feet
April 13. .. .6886 feel. .. .Mar. 18
Mar.
May
May
reo.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
April

June
June

1 . . . .6500 feet.
1. .. .6070 feet.

Feb. 9
5862feet
June 22. .. .8571 feet
June 22 . . 7311 feet

(Silent Version)
•t{Wheei of Ufe, The (A. T.) (F). . . . Dix-Ralston-Heggie
!June
jiiiie
•t{Wheelof Life, The(A. T.) (F)....Dix-Raiston-Heggle.. June
(SilentBow
Version)
•tJWIld Party. The (A. T.) (F)
Clara
] lApril
'tWIngs
Arlen-Bow-Roger«
•t{Wolf of Wall Street. The (A. T.) (Silent Version) . .
mi
i
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
(Silent Version)

«t8Wolf Sona fD)
tJWolf Song (D)

.Mar.lfr

.6500 feet.
.8613 feet.

18. .. .6676 feet ..
25... 7 reels
25. .
t.
2 . . . . 6506 foet .
23.
23.
. . .4000 feet
20. . . .7256 feet.
.7643
8500 feet.
feet
.7402 feet.
B^f^H.:^:..:::v.:v.:v.^n
.7009 feet..
Cooper-Carroll
Jan. 12 .7373 feel..
Ro
rs-&"cWer:
i:;;::;-. .J*^^
(Silent
Version)
Jan. 12 . .7112 feet..
■ yn„„„„-r.„„n
w. Beery-Castle-Conklln
June 8
Eldridge-Oland-Conklln
(Silent Version)

r-nnnSI ut^""'
?c,'^SM'w!^*f„ i
(Silent Version)

Title

SILENT SHORTS
T'"*
Star
Are Scotchmen Tight? (ChrlsUe).
Jack Dulfv
Auto Suggestion
' Krazv Kal CartMii
Cow bX
kJS Ka cSZ
A. T. aher title
Crazy Doings (Christie). . ;...::.; .•.BIII^Dooiey.;V"

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
P Means soand-oa-SlaL,

8

feel... Mar. 23
feet
feet... Mar. 2
feet
feet... Jan. 19
feet
July 13
feet. .
feei

Feb. 23
April 2r
Jan. 28
Aug. 17
April 20
April
Feb. 272
Dec 1
Aug. 3
Jan.
S

May

4

.June IS

.

16
6305 feet '.'.JuneM
is! '.'.iMMfeet!
22
6036 feet
feet ' ! Mar. 30
s' '.'. 7167
.12267 feet
.Jan.
.Jan.
.6810 feel
Feb. 9 .12267feet.Aug.26'27
Fel».
.6396 feet
Dec
.6060 feel
Mar.
If^
.7021 feet
M"' J
I"
Mar. 30.
Lengtti
Reviewed
Rel Dale
,12 reels...
reel
M»
9
Ireel....
J?^' « '
ul
s ' 2 reels. ..

leans All Talkie.

September

7,

943

1929

Title
Star
FIvIng Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Hospitalities
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
His Ange! Child (Christie)
Bobbv Vernon
Joint Affair, A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Ko-Ko's All Wet
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Saxophonles . . . ■
Inkwell Cartoon .
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell Cartoon.
Lone Shark, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
No Eyas Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
..Inkwell Cartoon
Off the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
*t§Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A- T.).. . .Song Cartoon
Papa Spank (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Petty Larceny
Inkwell Cartoon
Reduced Weights
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Reckless Rosle (Christie)
Frances Lee
Rough Dried (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Sheepsklnned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
"•
■■
■
"
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
Tight Places (Christie)
Frances Lee
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon.
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons.
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie). Bobby Vernon

SOUND
Title

Coming Feature Attractions

Reviewed

Title
*t§Applause (A. T.)
*t}Backstage Blues (A. T.)
''■t§Danceof Life, The (A. T.)
*t§Oarkened Rooms (A, T.)
*t5Four Feathers, The

Star
Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack
Carroll-Skelly
Brent-Powell
..
Arlen-Wray-Powell-Brook
(Silent Version)
Gertrude Lawrence
Eaton-Healev
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
Jeanne Eagels
Huston-Colbert
Eagels-Brooks
Gary Cooper
Oland-Arthur
Powell-Ralston-Kane

*t§Adam's Eve (A. T.)
*t{After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
*t§Apartment Hunting (A. T.) (F).. . Special Cast
»t§Blrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
•t§Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
•tSBooklovers (tentative) (A. T.)
Special Cast
•t§Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah MInnevltch
(No Silent Version)
•t§Blue Songs (D)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•tSCarnlval Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
*t§Chlnatown
Song Cartoon
tJCroonIng Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
♦tDaisy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
♦tSDear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
♦tSDear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F). Special Cast
*t§False Alarm Fire Co., The (F)... .Smith-Dale
■"tSFaro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t§Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
tJFavorlte Melosles (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
♦tIFIorlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F).. Special Cast
♦tSFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
*t5Good Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t|Her Husband's Woman (A. T.). . Lois Wilson
•t§Hlghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t§Hintto Brides, A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
•tJHIs College Chums (A. T. (F). . . Eddie Peabody
*t§Hit or Miss (A. T.)
*t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
*t5Humorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t5lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§lnsplratlon
Schubert's Songs
•tjlnstaiment Collector The (F) . . . Fred Allen
•tjlt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. James Barton
•fSJed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
•t§Just One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Version)
•tjKlsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Knlghts In Venic ((A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Ladies' Choice (A. T.)
Chariie Grapewin
•t§Meet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
»t8Melancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
■'t§Messenger, The (A. T.)
Harry Langdon
*tiMoonshine (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•fMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
*t§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•t§Now and Then (F)
Special Cast
*tSOft In the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tJOId Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•tSPost Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) Raymond Griffith
•t§Pu8her-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•t}Ruth Etting
Songs
•tjSchubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•fiSchubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t{Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tiSchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSidewalks of New Yorit (D)
Novelty
'*t§Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
*t§Smlles
Song Cartoon
•tJThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•t§Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
•fSTwo Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
•t{Two Little Chinese Maids (F). . Chang-Kuma
♦tjVltai Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
•t5What Is ft? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
*tsWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
♦tjWives on Strike (A. T.)
•JYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•JYeOlde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•t jZlegfeld MIdnlte Frolic (A. T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

*t§Youth (A. T.)

2 reels

Feb.2.

T'tle
•tBachelors' Club. The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover .The
Wild Heart of Africa. The

June 15 . 2reels
Jan. 26. . .1510 feet.' .'.'.'.'.'.' .'.'.'.
Mar. 2
Jan.
6. . . 1 reel
Mar. 16
Feb. 23. . .1H reels
. 1 reel
Mar. 16 . . .1 reel
June 1.. .1 reel
June
May
4.. .2 reels
June 22 . .2 reels
.1
reel
Feb. 2
Mar. 9..
.2 reels
.2 reels
Mar. 18.. .1, reel
,„,
June 15.. "ifoei

.1 reel. .
.1 reel..
20. .
25. . .1 reel. ..
13 . . .2ree8.,
.615 feet
26..
, „...
Feb. 9.
f „„,
Mar. 23.
iL**,
Sept. 14 .
^■^^^'^
Mar. 16

reels
Feb. 2
2 . .25"'°
^'°- '■
. ,
April 20. ■ , „",.
,' "*'
„„l
July
6.
,,„,.
Mar. 16 .
Feb.

June 29.
Feb. 2.
Sept. 7.
Jan.

B.

June 1.
Feb. 9.
June 8.
Feb. 16.

reel
reels
reel
reel
reel

Feb. 23
Feb.

2

May 11 . ...2 reels.
Mar.
May
May

2.
4.
4.

f Meant toand effect*.

Length
Reviewed
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels
May 25. . . 6 reels June 18

1 reel
' 1 reel '".'"!!!!!!!!
2 reels
IVIar. 0

Reviewed

(Silent Version)
Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
(Silent Version)
Boyd-Prevost-Hale

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

'*t§High Voltage (A.T.) (0 & F)..

♦t§Leatherneck, The (F & D)
William Boyd
^ ,
(Silent Version)
*T§Lucky in Love (A.T.) (D & F).. . Downey-Lawford
•tJMother's Boy (D & F)
(No Silent
Version)
Morton
Downey

Length
4790 feet
6959 feet

Feb. IB
. . Mar. 9

20. .. .6587 feet. .
31 . . . .9328 feet. .
31. . ..9019 feet
17
4840 feet

May 29
June 16. .. .5743 feet. .. .'.'.'.'.".'.'.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May

itNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
*t*"
•tjNolsy Neighbors

Irene Rich .
■
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)

24. . . .6965 feet !'.[April 13
24
6898 feet . .
17 . 6870 feet
12
7423 feet.. .May T
6015 feet . Feb. 8
Jan. 12
5998 feet .
.Sept."»
Jan. 27
Jan. 27. . . 6511
5735 feet
feet

•t§Office Scandal (F)

Phyllis
(Silent Haver
Version)
Harding-Fenton
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schildkraut
Phyllis Version)
Haver
(Silent
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan

Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

(Silent Version)
(Silent
Version)
Lee
Patrick

Mar. 31
Mar. 31
31..
Mar.

Title
Ail Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back 10 the Soli
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black Book. The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways
Break
Button ofMyDay,
BackThe
Cabaret, The
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught in a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Shave.
FiguringA
Close
Clunked on the Corner..

.2 reelsl ''''''''''''. S°L'l-^i*?ii
,.
Cop's Bride, The
Cycle of Erosion The
May 11
Dogging it
Mar. 23
Don't Get Jealous
Mar. 9
Enchanted Flute. The
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
. .2 reels
Fish Day
.1 , reel
Mar.
r™,
,..«. 2»
Fish and Feathers
1™
"""• '
Fight Game, The
1 '°°
Foolish Husbands
■ 1 L„„
Footwork
• 1 'n
Forest People of Central Africa
• ' ''®'
Giris Will Be Boys
1 PB-i
Glaciers
■ 1 -eai
Grandma's House
■ • 2 reels
*^'^' '"^^ *9^ "' ^°^^ America
'irgel
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands...
.805
feet.
Rnifpot
House
Cleaning Time
""'
"*'
In
His Cups
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1

Rel. Date

.^.^ ^.
^
-^
,„
•tjGodiess 0
The (F)
^
, .
.
Hawk of the Hnis

8. . .2reel8
6. ..■^reel
2. ..2 reels

27.
30.
18.
23 .

Star
Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So Jln-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

SILENT
1

April
May
April
Jan.

April
Mar.
May
Feb.

!!'.'. 1!'.;'.'.!'.'. 1

PICTURES

Rel. Date
Feb. 17
Jan. 20 .

..
•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

May 11 . .

Feb. 23.

Mav 29

Star
Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Nixon

Sin Town
•t JSquare Shoulders (F)

. .2 reels

Mar. 23.

'..'.'.".'.".'.

Title
Forty-Five Calibre War
*t}Geraldlne (F)

*t§Paris Bound
'tiSai (H Singapore (F)
Ship ComesLady,
In. AThe (F)
*t}Shady

Mar.

July
6. .
reels
Feb.
r=,..
April 6.. .2...oo.p
July 20.. 12 reels'.'.'.'.'.'.
reel
April 13. . 2 reels
. 2 reels
May 25. .
June
April 13.. .1 reel

June
April
Mar.

June IS

FEATURES

1911 feet

.2teels

7 reels

PATHE

Feb. 16. .

Mar. 30.

......! Jiine 29

FEATURES
June 29

May 18..
Mar. 9..

April 27. . , .2 reels
. 1 reel

Reviewed

7472 feet ...
. ..
7472 feel .... April 20

Hersholt-Wray

PARTHENON

Reviewed

eb. 23. .

Length

♦fSoul
of France,
Cast
. (Clara Bow
Kid, The (A. T.) . .Special
NightThe
*t §Saturday
*t§Vagabond King, The (A. T.)
King-MacDonaid-Oland
•tJVlrginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
*t§ Welcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*+§Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
'*t§Woman Trap. The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston

Length
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Rel. Date

Rel. Date

•tjGay Lady, The
*t§Glorlfying the American Girl
♦tjllluslon (A. T.)
•f§Jealousy (A. T.)
*t5Lady Lies, The
*t§Laughing Lady, The (A. T.)
*t§Medals
*t|Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu
♦tJPolnted Heels (A. T.)
*t§Return of Sherlock Holmes, The
(A. T.)
Olive Brook

SHORTS

Star

* Meant synchroiuzed score,

Length
Rel. Date
Feb. 6 . . 1 reel
Feb. 19. . . .2 reels
June 22 . . . .1 reel
May 11 . . .1 reel
Jan. 19 . 2 reels
Jan. 19 . . .1 reel
June 8 . . . 1 reel
Feb, 16 . . 2 reels
Mar. 16 . . . 1 reel
. .1 reel
June 1 . . 1 reel
Feb. 9 .
. 1 reel
Mar. 23.. . .1 reel
May 18 . . 1 reel
Mar. 9.. . .1 reel
April 20 . . . 1 reel
Feb. 23 . . .1 reel
Aorll 6 . . . .1 reel
Mav
4 .
April 13 , . .1 reel
April 27 . . .2 reels
Jan. 12. . . .1 reel
Jan. 26. , . .1 reel
Feb. 23 . 2 reels
.1 reel
Feb. 2 . .2 reels
May 25. ..1 reel
Feb. 2. ..1 reel
April 6 . .2 reels
April 20 . .2 reels
April 13 . 2 reels
. .1 reel
.Mar. 30.
.Mar. 30 . . .2 reels
.2 reels
May 94. . 2 reels
Mar.
. .1 reel
April
7.
Mar. 16.. . .2 reels
.Mar. 2. . . 1 reel
Jan. 12. . .2 reels

Kidnapped
Knowing the Ropes
Lad and His i^mp, A
Ladles Must Eat
Ijnd o' Cotton
Little Game Hunter. The
Matchmaking Mamas
Masai, The

SHORTS

Star
Haines-Coombs
,
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportilaht
"AesopBevan
Fables"
Blllv
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
".h^°^
"Aesop fables"
Fables"
Educational Film
Sportllght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght
Educational Film
Sportllght
Educational Film
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Educational Film
"Aesop'sFables"
Fables"
"Aesop
"Aesop Fables"
Rice Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Burke-Eilers-Kemp
Educational Film

Midsummer's Day Dream, A
"Aesop Fables"
Mild or Mighty
Sportllght
Night Watchman's Mistake. The . . . Johnny Burke

§ Afeons voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Mee/u disc. F Means soand-on-film.

33
3
4.
4
20
20
20
31

Rel. Date
Jan. 13
June 15
Jan. 10
Mar. 3
May 19
Mar. 24 .
April 21.
July 21
Mar. 17 .
Mar. 31..
Jan. 24..
27 .
Feb.
Aug. 25. .
Feb.
3
.June 9.

.6511 feet..

6884
6349
6902
..6808
6132
4554
. 5438
.5477
.7099

feet .
feet..
July
June
feet .
feet . . . Mar.
feet . ..Nov.
feet..
feet .
feet.
April
;eet.. .Feb.

.6134 feet.
Length
2
1
.2
.1
, .1
.1

. .1 reel
. .10 episodes.
. .1 reel
.. .1
.1 reel
reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
. .2 reels
.2 reels

2 reels
. .1 reel
.2 reels
. .2 reels
, .1 reel
. . 1 reel
7.
7 . . 1 reel
20 . .1 reel
17. ..2 reels
2. . .1 reel
11. ..10 episodes
3.
. .1 reel
26. . .1 reel
26. . . 1 reel
28 ..2 reels
17. . .1 reel
23. . .1 reel
20. . .1 reel
17. . . 1 reel
10. . .1 reel
24. . . 1 reel
. .1 reel
24 .
3. . .1 reel
21. . .1 reel
30.
.1 reel
23. . .1 reel
6
...2
. 1 reels
reel
10.
3.
. .1 reel
6. . . 1 reel
5.
reels
31. ..2
. .1 reel
8
. .1 reel
28.
reel.
3 . ..12 reels
23 .

July
April
Jan.
Mar.
June
Aug.
Mar.
May
May
April
Mar.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
July
June
June
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Mar.
Jan.
July
Feb.
April

T. after title means AU Talkie.

30
17
23B

Revlewetf

reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel

Feb. 10
Mar. 3.
June 23
Jan. 6.

238

May It
April
July
Mar.
Mar.

13
20
18
30

Feb. 18

Feb.

2

July
6
Jan. S
July
8
Mar. 30
May 11
Aug. 10
May
May
May
Mar.
June

18
18
4
16
22

Feb.

9

Feb. 16
Aug. 3
July B
June 15
Jan. 1?
Mar. 23
Jan. B
May
4
Mar. 30

April 27

Motion

944
Title

Star

No Children
No Vacation
Pink Pajamas
Players at Play
Polo Matcli. The
Puckered Success

Halnes-Coomb«
Halnes-Coombs
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght..
"Aesop Fables"
Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
Bee,
8ueen
North Woods (Serial). Clalr-Mlller
theThe
ueen of
flight Technique, The
Sporllight
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Rhythm
Sportlight
River Driver, The
Sportllght
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportllght
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Three Game Guys
"Aesop Fables"
Tomato Omelette
Halnes-Combs
Under Dog, The
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Halnes-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportllght
Watch My Smoke
Halnes-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportllght

SOUND
Title

Star

Coining Attractions
•t§Awful Truth, The (A. T.) (F)
•tJBig News (A.T.) (F)

Length
Reviewed
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
April 13
. 1 reel
Feb. 2
.1 reel
June 1
.2 reels
June 1
.1 reel
Feb. 9
ID episodes
.1 reel
July 20
.2 reels
.1 reel
Aug. 3
.1 reel
Aug. 10
.1 reel
.1 reel
June 1
.1 reel
Jan. 19
.1 reel
July
6
1 reel
Jan. 26
.2 reels
.1 reel
July 20
2 reels
May 11
.1 reel
Mar. 30
.2 reels
July
6
.2 reels
.1 reel
April 20
.2 reels
Mar. 30
1 reel
April 6
.1 reel
Jan. 12
1 reel
Feb. 2
Ireel
May 11

SHORTS

,1}At the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . . . LeMaire-Slmon
*t5Barbers' College, The (A. T.)
*t5Bcach Babies (A.T.) (D & F) . . . . Kemper-Knapp
*t§Black Narcissus (A.T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*tBugville College Days (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*tBy Land and Air (F i D)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Clolhes Make the Man (A. T.)
•tClownlng the Game (D 4 F)
Sportllght
*t§Cuncentration
"Aesop Fables"
•f Conditioning
Sportllght
•tiCrystal Champion
Sportlight
*t§Cusfard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t5Dancing Around (A. T.) D & F).. . LeMaire-Phlllips
♦tSDarktown Follies (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
♦tDinner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tjDoing Phil a Favor (A.T.)
*t§End of the Worid (A. T.)
*t§Fairways and Foul (A. T.)
*t§Fancy That
Frawley-Dewey
*t§Failhful Pup (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§FiftyMilesFromBroadway(A.T.). .Watson-Merville
*tjFowl Play lA. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Garden of Eatin (A.T. (D & F).. .The Gleasons
*t§Gentlemen of the Evening (A. T.)
*t5Go Easy, Doctor (A. T.) (D & F)..LeMaire-Simon
*t§Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.)
Harry Holman
*t§Haunted lA. T.)
*t§Her New Chauffeur (A.T.) (D&F)..Simon-Teasdale
*f§His Operation (A. T.)
*f§High Toned (A.T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*f jHonest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§lnand Out (A.T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*tSJail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Uncoln (Special reel) A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
♦tJMidsummer's Day A (D & F).,.. "Aesop Fables"
*t§Modern Rhythm
Sportlight
*fjPathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
♦tjPathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t§Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMaire-Simon
*t§Pressing His Suit (D&F).
Topical Tips
*tPresto Change {D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tIRubeville (A. T.)
*t§Salesman. The (A. T.)
♦tSkating Hounds (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦tSSmooth Guy, The (A. T.)
*tStage Struck (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Stone Age Romance, A (D & F)... "Aesop Fables"
*t§Syncopated Trial (A T.)
*t5Topical Fits lA. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
♦tjTopical Nips (A.T.) (D&F)
Topics of the Day
*t5Topical Pips (A.T.) (D&F)
Topics of the Day
*t5Topical Rips (A. T.)
Topics of the Day
•tjTopical Sips (A.T.) (D&F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Turkey for Two (A. T.)
Davis-Frawley
*t§Wash Day (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tJWednesday at the Ritz (A. T.)....
*t§Whata Day (A. T. (D & F)
Simon-Mallory
*t§Wood Choppers (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
Ttle

Date

Rel.

Mar. 10 .
Jan. 13..
April 21
Jan. 20.
June 2.,
June 2. .
Feb. 17..
May 12 .
July 21 .
Mar. 24 . .
Aug. 4..
Aug. 18..
Mar. 3 . .
June 9. .
Jan 20.
July
7. .
Feb. 3. .
Feb. 17..
Aug. 4..
May
6
Mar. 31. .
June 30. .
Jan. 27. .
April 21 .
April 7 .
April 4 .
Jan. 13. .
Feb. 10 . .
April 28. .

Length
2 reels
24 .
22 . 2reel3
4.. .22 reels
reels
15. . .1 reel
4. . .1 reel
21.. .2 reels
16.. .1
reel
2. . . .1 reel
23 . .1 reel
9...
.1 reel
5. . , . 1 reel
26. ., .2 reels
21 . . . .2 reels
13 . .1 reel
14 .
16. . . ^'flsls
29 . . .2 reels
13 . 2 reels
22. . . .1 reel
feel
12.. 2] reels
2 . . 2 reels
29. .. 2 reels
11. . . 2 reels
20. . .
14
reels
22 reels
28
.2 reels
1.. 2 reels
19 . .2 reels
24 . . 2 reels
23.. .2 reels
18. .2 reels
3 . .1 reel
7. .
Feb. 10 . 1 reel
1 reel
July 28 . 1 reel
July 28. .
1 reel
1 reel
Aug.
June
April
Dec.
July
April
Oct
Dec.
Aug.
Sept
July
June
June
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
June
June

18. .
2 .
14 .
8 .
21 . .
28. .
27. .
23 . .
18..
8..
28 .
2..
30..
11 . .
28..
25. .
18. .
19 .
16..
9. .

(Silent Version)

♦tSBachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F).. Alan Hale
•t{BlBShotThe(A.T.)(F)
„„.„,;
(Silent
Version)
•t§Clothes (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
♦tiCrashIng Through (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t{Flying Fool, The (A. T.) (D & F)..Boyd-Prevost-R. Gleason
♦tjGrand Parade, The (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
•Greenwich Village Follies, The (A.
T. (F)
(Silent Version)
*t8Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F) ... Ann Harding
*t{Hl8 First Command (A. T.) (F) . . . Boyd-Sebastian
(Silent Version)
•tJHot and Bothered (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
(Silent Version),

July 20
July 13
June
June
June
April
May
April

Length
.5930 feet
Aug. 10. . .6028 feet
Sept 7..

1
15
1
27
28
13

10

May 118
June

July
Feb.
July
July

June 1
May 11

Apirl 27
Aug. 1 7
i,'," • "i
■■""*
July 6'
Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June 15
June 1

Reviewed

Feb. 22. . . . (tentative)
Nov. 30. ...(tenteUve)
Jan. 11
(tentative)
Mar. 15. . .. (tentative)
6748 feet. . . .June 22
Nov. 18. . . .(tentative)
Nov.

2. . . . (tentative)

Sept 28. . . .(tentative)
Nov. 2. . . . (tentative)
Mar.

1 . . . .(tentative)

Ina Claire
'
WilliamVersion)
Boyd
(Silent

Feb. 1 . . . . (tentative)
Nov. 30. . . .(tentaUve)

•tSPainted Desert (A. T.) (F)
1 .
*t{Parachute (A. T. (F)
^1
•tSPlay Boy (A. T.) (F)

William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Armstrong-Lombard
(Silent Version)
Eddie Quillan
(Silent Version)

Feb. 15. . . . (tentative)
Mar. 22

(tentative)

Jan. 18. . . .(tentative)

t Meant $oand tKectt.

Star
Armstrong-Jas.
(Silent Version) Gleason

Rel Date

News
Length Reviewed

Oct. 12. .. .(tentative)

*t§Red Hot Rhythm (A.T.) (F)

ale-Dunn-OKeefe-Crawford.
Oct 26 .... (tentative)
(Silent
Version)

♦t§Rlch People (A. T.) (F)

Constance
Bennett
(Silent Version)

Oct.

5... .(tentative)

*t§Racketeer (A. T.) (F)

Armstrong-Lombard
(Silent
Version)

Nov.

9

*t§SaIlor'8 Holiday (A. T.) (F)

Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

Sept. 14

(tentative)

*t§Sophomore (A. T.) (F)
Quillan-Loff-0'Neill
(Silent
Version)
♦tSTreasure Giri (A. T.) (F)
*t5This Thing Called Love (A. T.) (F) Constance
Bennett
(Silent Version)

Nov. 23 ... . (tentative)
Feb. 8. . . . (tentative)

*t§Saratoga (A. T.) (F)

Mar.

8.. . (tentative)

Dec.
Jan.

7. . . .(tentaUve)
4
(tentative)

*t5Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T.) (F)
*t5Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)

Constance
Bennett
(Silent
Version)
Boyd-Harding-Armstrong.
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

Aug. 24. . . .6526 feet. . . July 13

Oct 19... (tentative)

RKO
Title

FEATURES
star

Length
Ret Date

Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Get It
Drifter. The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal

. Lyon-Sleeper
Bob Steee
Tom Mix
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton

Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.

Hardbolled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love in the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
*t§Slreet Giri, The
*t{Syncopatlen (A. T.)
Trail of the Horse ThIevM
Woman I Love

O'Nell-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton
Borden-Trevor
Ranger
Tom Mix..
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
Nixon-Collier Jr
Betty Compson
Downey- Waring* Band.
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry

Feb.
April
June
Feb.
May
May
Mar.
Jan.
July
June
Feb.
Aug.

Vagabond
. '. ............. .Buzz
Barton.
Voice
of theCub.
Storm
Sleeper-Dane
Yellowback, The
T. Moore-Owen

Aug

,
.
J "*
"**'
.Ireel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel

•tJNegllgee (A. T.) (F)
♦t jOHicer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)

* Ueatu tynckroiuxed icore.

July 13

2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
,
2; reels
lllll
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels

Rel. Date

Star
Ina Claire

Reviewed
Mar. 23

Rel. Date

Mar.
Dec.
Aug.
Sept
Aug.
July
Feb.
June
June
June
May
May
April
April
Oct
Mar.
Sept.
Oct
Sept
May
Feb.
Dec
Aug.
Oct.
July
July
Sept
May
Nov.
Feb.
May
Nov.
July

Title
*t50h Yeah (A.T.) (F)

Picture

SHORT
Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Jan.
May

.6361
6. . .5081
.6114
7.
13. . 5264
3 .
.5896
18 . .4899
6.. .4882
31..
.6940
3. .4783
21
.5009
2 . .6245
10 . .4781
19..
.6396
17. . .4481
3. .
21. . .6057
.4776
7. . .4750
9.. .6343
17..
.8200
11. . .7626
.4823
13.
.6199
26
.4717

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feel..
feet.
feet.,
feet.
feet..
feet..
feet.
feet.
feet .
feet.
feet.

SUBJECTS
Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.

Date
30 . .
25. . .
3...
13. . .

Casper's
Night Out
Come
Meal
Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barnev, A
Jessie's James
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Kummin' Thru the Rye
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers. .
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's in Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
•t§Odd Facts
Orienta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Duncan-Hill
Al
Cooke
Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Hellum-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Helium-Davis
Barney Helium
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Curiosities

Mar.
June
July
April
May
June
May
May
April
Aug.

3. ... .
11.
21 . .
24.. .
21...
11 . . .
7...
26...
21 . . .
26. . .

Aug.
May
Jan.
Aug.
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June
Sept
July
Mar.
Feb.
June
April
Mar.
June
Jan.

2 reels
14
2 reels.
19
2 reels.
27
2reels.
7. ... 2 reels.
12
2 reels.
17
2 reels.
30
2 reels.
7
2 reels.
4
2reeis.
14
2reel..
17. . . .2 reels.
9....2reeis.
30
2 reels.
2.
2reels.
24
2 reels.
27
1 reel..
4
1 reel..
10. . . .1 reel . .
13
1 reel. .
16
2 reels.
17
1 reel..

Seelng's Believing
Slide. Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup, Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
TonT«'"HTn''irtM'
Who's the Bo!?7

Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

Jan.
July
Jan.
April
July
Feb.
Mar.
June

2
14
6
28
9
24
31
23

SOUND

Length
.IreeJ
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

June 18

Oct 20
Oct 20

1 reel..
2 reels .
2 reels.
2 reels.
2 reels. ,
2 reels.
2reels..
2 reels. .

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

Length

*t§Ageof Innocence. The (A. T.) (F). Paula Trueman
Jan. 5, '30... 1 reel
♦tJBefore Breakfast (A. T.) (F)
Mar. 9, '30. . 2 reels
•tJBridegroom, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Oct 13
2 reels
*t§Burglar, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Aug. 11
2 reels
*t§Captalnof His Roll (A. T.) (F)... .Vaughn-Cooke-SargenL
Sept 8
2 reels
•tSCiown Topics (A. T.) (F)
*t§General Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
1 reel
♦tGodfrey Ludlow (F)
Violin Solo
Nov. 10.... 1 reel
*t§Gunboat Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
1 reel
*t§Headwork A. T.)
Sept 15. . . .1 reel
*t§Hunt the Tiger (A. T.) (F)
Kirkland-Teasdale-De Cordoba .Nov. 10
2 reels
*tjJazz(A. T.i (F)
Duke Ellington & Orchestra
Feb. 9, '30.. 1 reel
•tSLow Bridge (A. T.) (F)
♦tJMIckey's
MidniteSchool
Frolic(A.(A.T.)T.)..
Aug. 18
2 reels
•tiPalooka Flying
(F) .Mickey Yule
♦tSSong and the Sergeant The (A. T.)
(F)
♦tJSt Louis Blues (A.T.) (F)
Smith-Washington-Mordeci
*t jStrange Intervlew . The (A. T.) (F) . Sherwin-Knowies
*t»Sultor. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly

§ Meant voice (inc lading dialogae and incidental tongt).
D Means disc.
F Means toand-on-Alm.

Mar.
July 30
20

Feb. 10.
Jan.
13. . .5957 feet.
Jan. 20. .

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Title

Reviewed

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

Mayll, '30.2 reels
Sept 8
2 reels
Feb.

2....1 reel

A. T. after title meant AU Talkie.

Reviewed

June 22

mm
September

7,

945

1929

Title
Star
•t§Traveler. The (A. T.K .
.Marc Connelly
VM^°. ^'iH
'*• ^-^ '^'•- • I'/"^?."'- ■ •.•■
*t§Uncle.
The ^;!;''l*''8
(A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
^t§What
T.) (A.
(F)^...
.^.
*t§While Next
Auto lA.
Waits
T.) (F)
•tlYour Own Home Town (A. T.). . .Russ Brown

Rel.
Aug.
S"^'Dec

Date
Lenuth
Reviewed Title
18
2 reels
Clrcumstanila Evidence
13
1 "61
'tjChooln's Passion
S.lreel
*t§Clown, The (F)

Jan.^ 12, '30. . 2 reels

,

Coining Feature Attractions
Title

Star

*tSCompanlonate
*t§Damaged
•t5Dance Hail
*t§Deilghftul Rogue, The
•tSFramed
(A. T.)
*tSHnlf
t§Half IVInrriflflA
Marriage
•tSHigh River
♦tSHit the Deck (A. T.)
•tjHunted
*t§Jazz Heaven
•tSLadlesof thePast
*t§Love Captive, The_
•tSNight Parade (A. T.)
•tSRadio Revels (A. T.)
*t§Rlo Rita (A. T.)
•tjSensation (A. T.)
*t§Side Street
*t§Tanned Legs
•t§Upperworid (A. T.)
*t§Vagabond Lover, The (A. T.)
*t§Very Idea, The (A. T.)
• t§Wild Heart (A. T.)

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Olive Borden
Betty Compson

Mar. 30, '30.

Rod La Rocque
RnrriAn.Rlninn
Borden-Blaine

Sept. 22.
flrt 13
1.^...6481
RdAI feet.
fnal
Oct.

Biaine-Trevor

Oct. 20

Betty Compson
Compson.^
. Betty
Prevost-Trevor-Guiliver.

Feb.

.Sept IS.

3 Moore Bros

Sept. 8
Sept 29

Rudy Vallee
Frank Craven
Bebe Daniels

Jan. 19
Sept 1

RAYART
Title

SOUND

.6139 feet.

(S. R.)

Star

Rel. Date

Mason-Mower
Lee-Halior
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich .

Some
Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

Carr-Raiston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Dana-Lease
Costeilo-Lease

STATE

Length

A„,|| ic
Van
1 ■ • SMI f AKt
.5451
feet
6092 feet
FeS' 151
Mar.
Mar. 1 5
.6539
.6901 fee*.
feet.
Feb. 15
April 1
Jan. 16.... 6242 feet

Reviewed

.June

8

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Appasslonata
At the South Pole
Battle of Mons, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
Broken Barriers
Captain Cowboy
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel. A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody. The
Escaped from Hell
Faces of Children
Fight For Ma'terhorn The. ..
FortheTermof His Natural Life

Star
Leon Mathot
Special Cast
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara..
Wilheim DIetarle
Special Cast
German Cast
H. Costeilo-Glass
Yakima Conutt
Charles Uelaney
Harian-Mariowe
Ivor Novello
Special Cast
Japanese Cast
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby
Murlat Esterhaiy
French Cast
German Cast
Special Cast

DIst'r
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Franco Film ...April 23. 5600 feet
Pole Pict. Corp
8000 feet
British New Era
5500 feet ... Mar. 23
..Aywon
Aff. European
6200 feet
Big Three
5000 feet
Ufa
6040 feet
Excellent
6000 feet
Bell Pict
4800 feet
Excellent
5660 feet
BIschoff Prod
5700 feet
Big 3
Aug. 1 . 7800 feet
July
8
Bell Pict
9000 feet
ShockuchI
Crescent
560efeet
Arfa
5700feet
Excellent
S050feet
Afl. European
8 reels
Zakoro
8000 feet
Ufa Eastern
6840 feet
Australasian
11000 feet

Fortune's Fool
Emii Jannlngs
. .L T. Rogers
Golden Dawn
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
HeartsofMen
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Worldart Pict
Into the Night
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
Jade Casket. The
French Cast
Cosmos
It's Easy to Become a Father... German Cast
Ufa
Jazzland
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
Krassin
Russian Cast
Amklno
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amklno
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Ufeof Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
UttI f Wild Girl. The
Lee-Undls
Hercules
Unda
Baxter-Foster-Beery. ..First Division
Livingston In Africa
English Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrad Veldt
Mutual
Man Who Cheated Ufe
VeWt-Krauss
Aff. European..
Marie Antoinette
Foreign Cast
Unusual
Morgane, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film....
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa.
Nana
Hessling-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
Passion Song, The
Oimsted-N. Beery
Excellent
Paacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
Power of Evil, The
Armenian Cast
f>resldent The
Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
Reiily of the Rainbow Division . Hall-Garon
Crescent
Reward of Faith, The
French Cast
Conquest
Sajenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Smoke Bellow
Conway Tearle
Firs* Olvlslen
Somma, The
Special Cast
New Era
South of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty. .. Chesterfield
That Murder In Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
Untamed Justice
Falre-Glass
Blitmore
U-Boat 9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Yellow Ticket The
Russian Cast
Amklno

6100 feet
6200 feet
5400feet
5712teet
5800 feet
6000 feet
5700 feet
7 reels
6290 feet
4580 feet
7000 feet
6300 feet
6775 feet
6799 feet
7200 feet
Jan.
Feb. 8. 6000 feet
Feb.
600C feet
April 8..6800feet
Jan.
. .6500 feet
5400 feet
7000 feet
8700 feet . . .Aug.
5215 feet. . . .
5573 feet
Sept
5080 feet
5400 feel
6300 feet
81 00 feet
Jan.
6000 feet
6040 feet
5927 feet
5921 feet
8065 feet
4315 feet
6605 feet
...
7000 feet
6300feet
5700 feet
Mar.
6941 feet
6917 feet
7300 feet
5770 feet
May
6500 feet
Nov. 15. .4421 feet
Dec
8. .6200fe^t

Star
Rel. Date
Continental
Aff. Eurooean
Hercules

Special Cast
Agnes Ayres

* Mtmu $ynchromzei uore.

f Meant touitd elfeeU.

Aff.
European
Pioneer
Aff. European
Aff. European
Aff. European
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Continental
Ufa-Eastern.
Aff. Eurooean
Continental.
Imperial. . . .
Imperial. . . .
Continental.
Continental.

3

28

.

Length

6 reels .

7 reels.

7 reels. .
6714feet.

SHORTS
Length
reel
reel
reel

(F')
*t§At the Race Track (A.T.)...
•t{Boney's Boner
♦tjCiub AiabamCA. T.)i (F). . .

reels
reels
reel
reel
reel

Harry Delf
Martin-Harcourt
Koiortone Cartoon
, Abbie Mitchell

Elbee
Imperial
Koiortone Prod
IntL DIst Corp

2
2
1
1
1

Revlewect

*tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
JanNos
IntL DIst Corp.
Imperial
*+Down
WayPolite (A. T.) The
ColorCarsons
Novelty
Castle .. .
1 reel
I Be More
* tICould Hawaii
•tJEgyptlan Gyp. An
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
*t§Feed the Brute
Novelty
Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Flaming Canyons
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Aug lOi
««.
*ilc,
^il il h,k -r ,
"'"'" """^"^
o*'"*
„
.
' reel
•iGallopn g"rl^,'],l
Gaucho '*• ^•'
Mickey
Mouse
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Feb. 1..1,
Vt^/ii^^^
«, .
«
o m'"'" V>
iT'S
*t§Grand Opera
Garno Marionettes. . . Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel.
•tJHec tic Hector
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
*t}Hoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
InctL DIst Corp
1 reel
*t§ln Songland
Norah Bianey
Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*tKidsand Pets
Color Novlety
Castle
1 reel
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial).. Logan-Milier
Mascot
Aug. 20 10 episodes. Aug. 17
•tJKriss Krosses
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
•t^Marlonettes, The No. 1 (F)
Novelty
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
♦tJMarionettes, The No. 2 (F) Novelty
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
•tSMeal Hound, The (A.T.) (F) The Nugents
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel
•tJMeetthe Family (A.T.) (F).. Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels
♦♦{Miser, The (A.T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel
*t§Mitchell,Sissie& Blake
Songs
int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
•*§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t§Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels
*t §Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A. T.)
Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*t§One Hundred Per Cent
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Weston
Imperial
2 reels
•tOpry House
Mickey nIouseCartoon.Dlsney Cartoon May
..1 reel
♦tSParty, The (D)
Safrus
1 reel
*i§Personaiity Girl in Songs, The Norah Bianey
Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
•tjPikIn' Pirate A
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod
1 reel
♦tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.DlsneyCartoon.Mar.
. .1 reel
*t§Radio Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
Song Program
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
•t§Signed, Sealed and Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tSixty Minutes From Broadway. Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
'tSteamboat Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon Jan.
. . 1 reel
♦t}Thls and That (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tJTIcket Please ID)
Safrus
1 reel
♦tTrailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
•tTrip to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Inf. DIst Corp
1 reel

Title
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzoiina
Booster Bonzo
Detective Bonzo
Domestic Life in New Guinea..
Double Trouble
Down Hawaii Way
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Flaming Canvons
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Kids and Pets
Love's Witchcraft
Nature's
Tiny Tragedies
Peculiar Households
Polo Bonzo
Salt Water Millinery
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Skyscraper Symphony
Spook Bonzo
Sunshine
Tally-Ho
Tiailing the Western Sun
We Parents

11 reel
reel
1 reel
1 reel

Juno

8

1 reel
Length

SHORTS

Star
Bonzo Cartoon
Bonzo Cartoon
Bonzo Cartoon
Bonzo Cartoon
Travelogue
Snub Pollard
Color Novelty
H. Costello-Graves
Color Novelty
Novelty Scenic
Color Novelty
Ufa Short
Ufa Shert
Short
Ufa
Bonzo Cartoon
Ufa Short
Color Novelty
Novelty
Bonzo Cartoon
Color Novelty
Ufa Short
Color Novelty
Ufa Short

'.

Rel. Date
.1 reel
Roseiand
Jan. 15
Roseiand
Jan.
1.1 reel
Roseiand
Mar. 15 .1 reel
Roseiand
Mar. 1..1 reel
Bell Pict
1 reel
Weiss Bros.
2 reels
Castle
Jan.
1.1 reel
Mascot
10 episodes
Castle
Feb. 1.1 reel
4 Stars
1 reel
Castle
Mar. 15 .1 reel
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. 1.1 reel .
1 reel.
Ufa-Eastern.
Ufa
Eastern . . .Jan.
Jan. 151 .1 reel.
Roseiand. . . Feb. 1 .1 reel.
Mar. 15 1 reel
Ufa-Eastern.

Reviewed

June 29

Castle

Jan. 15. .1 reel.
1 reel
Roseiand
Feb. 16 .1 reel.
Castle
Mar. 1.1 reel.
Ufa-Eastem. . Mar. 1.1 reel.
Castle
Feb. 15. 1 reel.
Ufa-Eastem. . .Feb. 16 .1 reel.

23

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

25
Title

Rel. Date

Length

Jan.
1
Feb. 20
Feb.
Feb. 22
June 1

6412 feet
6430 feet
8653
8708 feet
feet

•tSMIdstream (F & D)

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessei-Oulmby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Wlndsor
(Silent Version)

*t§Molly and Me (F & D)

Brown-Benneit-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

Mar.
Mar.

Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
*t5Lucky Boy (F& D)

Reviewed

7 reels
June

Reviewed

reels
reels.
reels.
reels.

Star
Rel. Dale
*t§Accldental Treatment (A.T.)
Int'i Photo Play DIst
1
■^tfAlley Op
Gorno Marionettes
Int'i Photo Play DIst
1
♦tSAsieep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseiand
Mar. 15.1
•t{At the Photographers (A. T.)

SILENT

15

Length

6
7
7
6

•tJVarletles (D)(D)
Safrus
•t}Vaudevllie
Safrus
•tjwonderln's
Koiortone Cartoon
Koiortone Prod.
•tjWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
*tSWhen the Clock Struck 12
(A. T J (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. DIst Corp

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tJBurned Evidence (F)
Buying a Wife
Bye Bye Buddy

Duty
Silent
^
Maria Albana
Exodusto tobe the
New World, The.
. . Lyon-PrevosI
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
German Underworld
Special Cast
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Guilty
Frltsch-Vernon
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Noian
♦t§House of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Just Off Broadway
Keith-Christy
*t§Life For Sale, A (F)
Mllak of the Snowiands
Soecial Cast
Mary Nolan
Our Dally Bread
*+SDi...»,»«
:« ,u
*t§Phantom in the House, The (F)
*t5Prlnce of Hearts, A
Kerry-Worth
(Silent Version)
*t§Rampant Age, The (F)
*t§Second Honeymoon, The (F)

.6965 feet.

FEATURES
Anne Against the WoHd
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghai Rose

Rel. Date

*t|UnWbidden"sin"ThV(Fl..V'.'' ' ^ ' ^^".'■■■■■.■.'.■'.'■..■. C^^^^^
Unholy
Wegener-Petrovltch
Aff.
European
Verdun Love
Special Cast
Richmount
Vera MIezewa 'tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Title
*t§Worldly Goods (F)
Continental

9

Daniels-Boles

Star

Foster-Keefe-Uke. . .. Chesterfield
B200 feet
Roberfson-Brlnkley. . Powers CInephone
Continontal

1

Star

§ Mean* voice (inelading dialogue and incidental tongt).
D Means di$c. F Mean* toand-on-fSm.

8250 feet.
feet
11 . .. . .7476

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

Reviewed
Mar. IB
It
Jan. 12

Motion

946
Tltla

Star

*t5My Lady's Past (F 4 D)
I I
♦t§New Orleans (F & D)

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennelt
(Silent Version)

Physician, The
RalnlKiw, Tha
Dorothy Sebastian
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
*tiTwo Men and a Maid (F & D). ..Collier, Jr.-Bennett
(Silent Version)
♦♦{Whispering Winds (F & D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)
♦tSWrecker, The (F & D)
Blackwell-Hume-Strlker

SHORT
Title

Length

Bel. Date
April
April
June

Reviewed

.8077 feet
1 . ..5668
feet
1.
2... .6799 feet.

July
1.
Feb. 1''
Feb. 20.
June 15.

.6114 feet
.6 reels
.6532 feet

Mar. 23

Aug. 15
Aug. 10. .. .6517 feet. .. .Aug. 17

SUBJECTS
Ral. Data

Star

•tSCossack's Bride. The )D)
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
of Bagdad, A (D)
Gold
Classic . ^
•t§Fe8tlval
*tf Japanese Carnival. A (D)
Color Symohony
*t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden (D). Color Symphony
♦tSlnOid Madrid (D)
Color Symphony
Uttle Vagabond
Color Classic
*tLove Charm, The (D)
Color Symphony
Lever's
Paradise
Color
Maude Mulier
Color Classic
Classic . .
•tjMelodle (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Minuelte iD)
Color Symphony
•tSModern Cinderella. A (D)
Color sjmohonj;
•tJMountaln King, The (D)
Color Symphony
No Women Allowed
Color Classic
•t§Pharoah's Daughter (D)
Color Symphony
*f {Sacred House, The (D)
Cclor Symphony
•t§Song of India, A (D)
Color Symphony
*t{SongsMy Mother Taught Me (D) . Color Symphony.
•t{Tales of Araby (D)
Color Symphony
*t{Temple Bells (D)
Color Symphony
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
Tom, Dick or Harry
Color Classic
*t§Viennese Melody (D)
Color Symphony
Twinkle Toes
Color Classic...
•iWay Down South (D)
Color Symphony

Length

Ravlawed

1 reel
reel
1..
... .11 reel

June
Feb,
Jan.
Feb. IS

i' reel
,'„
1 reel
Ijn
, ,?3
JiJfS
'?2

Feb. 1..
Sept
Jan. 18
Auo '"■■■ IrSS
'*"■
{,!*
' "*'
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
l,'".'
.July
.May
1 reel
1 reel
,?f
.1iI reel
reel
.Mar.
.Mar.

June IS
•"'"""'

Title
*t5His Lucky Day (D)

Star
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Hoofbeats of Vegeance
.Rex-Perrin
*t}ltCanBe Done(F)....
.Tryon-Carol
(Silent Version)
•tSKId's Clever, The
.Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
King of the Rodeo, The. . . .
Lariat Kid, The
.Hoot Gibson
. Laura LaPlante
»t}Last Warning, The (F) .
(Silent Version)
*t|l-onesome (F)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
♦tSLove Trap, (D & F)
La Plante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
Man Disturber, The
Reginald Denny
•tIMan, Woman and Wife (F)
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
.hm^j
i „„. m jt r^ ^a r\
Hor«hnit rrawfnrri-rhase
•tSModern Love (D 4 F) (A. T.) . . . . H ershol^Crawf ord-Chase . ....

Rel. Date
June 30 .
May 26..
June 16..
Mar. 24...
Mar. 24 .
Feb. 17. .
Jan.
8..
June 23..
Jan. 6..
Jan.
6. .
Jan. 20..
Jan. 20..
July 28..
July 28. .
May 19. .
Jan. 13. .
Jan. 13.
Julv 14
14. .
.July

'•
'
*t§Melody
Une (D 4 F)

lifhi 91
July
21 .
July
21
April 14..
Aug. 30. .
Jan. CT . .
Jan. 27. .
'^"^^lMay
S..
May
s
m»'p in
M"Mar. J2
10. .
July 28 .
July 28. .
Jan. 20. .
Jan. 13
Mar. 24.
Mar. 31 .
June 30.

Plunging Hoofs
Points West
tIRed Hot Speed (F)
Riding Demon,
»t {Scandal (D
*i,c,. > j
*t§Shakedown,

The
4 F)
-ri.. m
The (H

•t{Show Boaf (D

4

F).

Silks and Saddle*
Sky Skldder. The
Slim Fingers
Smllln' Guns
Smilln' Terror , The.
um.*
qIaaH
TIp-Ofl.
The
wild Blood

j f™[
...Ireel.
..1 reel.

Winged Horseman The

nue

Coming Feature Attractions

Alpine Antics
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
At the Front
*t{Dangerous Business (A. T.)
Baby Talks
*t{Enchanling Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
Beyond the Smoke
■"
. .- .
*t5Kathleen Mavourneen (A. T.)
O'Neill-Delaney
Boss of Bar Twenty (Re-Issue)..
Bottles
*f
{Lost Zeppelin,
(A. T.)
Tearie-Valli-Cortez
V.\'.\V.'.\\\\.'.V. .'..'.'.["
'." Boy 'and
' the Bad Man, The
*t§Mister
Anionic The
(A. T.)
Carillo-Valll
*t{MedicineMan. The(A.T.)
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
*t{Painled Faces
(A. T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
.'..'....'..'.'!
*t{Peacock
Chaperones
Alley (A.
T.)
Mae Murray
Claim Jumpers, The
*t{Troopers Three (A. T.)
Cleaning Up
•tjWoman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand
\.\.\\V.\\y....\\. [..... [.[.....'...
Close Call. A
Close Shaves
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
FEATURES
Cuckoo
Length
Reviewed
Cut-ups, The
TIHe
Star
Rel. Date
.81 67 feet
Danger Line, The
Mar. 18
*t5Alibl (A. T.) (F)
O'Maiiey-Busch
April 20 .
Daring Dude, A
(Silent Version)
April 20 . 7253 feet
Qgy Oreams
*t{Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) (F). . Colman-Tashman-Love
Mar. 30 . .6767 feet ...April 13
Days of Daring
*t{Coquette (A. T.) (F)
Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
April 12.. 8767 feet. . Mar. 23
Delivering the Goods
(No Silent Version)
■.^„„,
,
■
Diamond Master, The
*tEternal Love (F)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconi
May 11.,
••*"• ^®
Double Trouble
(Silent Version)
May 11 . , S??5 !^°'
SolS .
.. . . ^
Early to Wed
♦tEvangeiine (F)
Del Rio-Drew
Aug. , 249
8268 feet
June 15
Faces
.8855feet .. Jan. 26
Fantasia
*i{lron Mask, The (F)
Douglas Fairbanks
Mar. 9
(Silent Version)
Mar. 12
8659feet . .
Farewell
*t{Lady of the Pavements (F)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
Feb. 18.
.8329
feet
.
Mar.
18
final Reckoning, A (Serial)
(Silent Version)
Feb. 16.
Jan. 19
7980 feet
lihl
.
,
ik
Finishing
School
*tRescue, The (F)
Colman-Damita
Jan.
Fishing Fools
.7910 feet
(Silent Versloni
Jan. 12
Fly Cops
.June 15
. 8864 feet
•t{She Goes to War (F)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
July 13
8841 feet
Flying High
Feb. 23
(Silent Version)
July 13
.7948 feet
Getting Buster's Goat
Aoril 6
*t{Thisls Heaven (F)
Banky-Hall
June 22
.6646 feet
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
*tThree Passions (F)
Terry-Petrovitch
June
1
Good Skates
(Silent Version)
7576 feet
Graduation Daze
Half Holiday, A
Coining Attractions
Have Patience
Hold 'Em Ozzle
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
""'^ ^°"' Horses
Chariie Chaplin
*t{Clty Ughts (R
*t{Condemned (F)
Colman-Harding
Homeless Homer
♦tHell's
Lyon-Hall-Nisson: :.'.■..
""'.^TP'f
Man s Luck,
Ice
Rocquey.'. i! i! i! i'.: l! l'.:::'. l! [i i! i! i! i!: i!; !
The (A. T.) (F) . . . . Boyd-Stanwyck-U
Door, (F)
*t{LockedAngels
In Line of Duty
Westover-Collier Jr....
*t{Lummox (A. T.) (F)
*t{Sex Appeal (F)
Jungle Jingles

UNITED

ARTISTS

*t{Siik(A.T.)
..■'.'.■.■.■;■.::;■.::::
:;Gioriaswanson..
:'.■.'.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.:;'.:■. ;■.■.■;
Harry Richman
The (F)
•t{Song of Broadway,
*t{Trespasser, The (A. T.) (F)
Gloria Swanson
Oct.
1
*t{New York Nights (A. T. (F)
N. Talmadge-Roland
*tVenus(F)
Constance Talmadge
Oct. 12
"

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Body Punch, The
*""
- -•
*t{Broadway (A.
T.)
Burning the Wind
♦1{Chariatan, The (F)
♦t {Clear the Decks (F)
•tiCohens and
City, The (F)

SUr
Jack Daugherty
_Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
_
..
.
(Silent
Version)
Hoot Gibson . .
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
July
^^^
Mar.
Feb.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.

Kelleys In Atlantic

Sldney-Gordon-Price-Swaln .... Mar. 17.
(Silent Versloni
Mar. 17
•t{College Love (D. 4 F (A. T.)
Lewis-Gullivcr-Phlllips
July
7
•t{Come Across (D 4 F)
Basquelle- Howes
June 30
(Silent Version)
June 30
Eves of the Underworld
William Cody
April 28
•tJGIri on the Barge, The (F)
Hershoit-O'Neil-McGregor
Feb. 33
(Silent
Versloni
Feb.
Girl Overboard
Mary Philhin
July 28
Talkie Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Mar. 2 1929 Issue
Silent Version Reviewed as Port of Droams in Sept. 23 1928 Issue
Grit Wins
Wells-Collins
Jan. 27
Harvest of Hate
Rex-Perrin
Aug. 4.

* Mtaiu tynckroniztd score,

Length

14.. .4786
.9350
3J .. .5729
10.. .6202
7 . . 6097
7.. .5972
3.. ,5740
3.. .6792

f Meant loand effeeU.

Reviewed
feet
feet ..June 1
feet ,
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet.

.7401 feet
.7752 feet
.6864 feet
.5593 feet
. 5530 feet.
.4208 feet.
.7510 feet.
. 6908 feet
7362
foot
„»..,.,.
7362 feet
7362 feet
4596 feet
4719fBot

. Mar. 23
Aug. 10

Picture

•!"i".".^'.'"*
Just Monkeys
l"l* •"'' Tj'Pe
^ *'"*''.''?' X
t^"?
Knight^ll^.^'^T^^*
Watch The
Knockout Buster.'
Lone Rider, The
Lone Rider, the
Lone Round-Up, The
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic. .
Men In the Row (r»-lssue)
Newlyweds' Angel Child, The
Newlywods Camp Out, The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
NighlOwls
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Oil's Well
On the Side Lines
Ou! At Home
Own a Homo (Re-Issue)
Perilous Paths
Phantom ..,uoo
Riders
,„..„„..,

/Clln«>
U•Mlnn^
Leonard-Dunn

(Silent Version)
Rex-Perrin
Hoof Gibson
Denny-Day.
(Silent Version)
Ted Wells
Uura
(Silent LaPlante
Version)
■».....„ !/',>..»
Jl^.r^^Gl'-L;
(Silent Version)
La Plante-J. Schlidkraut
(Silent Version)
Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
BUI Cody
. Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
RoH fhnpeA^.Porrln
Cody-Thompson
Red
(horse)-Perrin

Gibson-Elder

SHORT
star

SUBJECTS

Young-LaCartoon
Salle
Oswald
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Laemmie Novelty
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
9**?''' Cartoon
^"'^PJ''^^..
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb . .
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund (^obb
Novelty
Laemme
Young-LaSaMe
P''^'^i!^r?.'"' ~;„;
Lewls-Gulltver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Jack Dougherty
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxie.
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Pprdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb

Pirates of Panama, The. .!!!...!!. .Wiisey-Kingston
Playing False
Bob Curwood
Private Business
Sid Saylor
Prodigal Pup .The

Canine Cast

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental Mongs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-film.

Length
.5404 feet
5575 feet
.4525 feet
.6660 feet
.6090 feet
.6729 feet
.5509 feet

. .

Reviewed

.7980
.7731
.6761
.6142
.6233
.6349

feet
Jan. 12
feet
feet... OcL
8
feet
feet
feet
.Nov. 10
.6589 feet
.6674 feet.
.5730 feet.
.6433
.6760 feet.

Feb. 2t

.4344 feet.
.6621
.6288
.4380
. 6635
. 6475

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet .
feet. .

April 27

. 6613 feet
feet. .
.6753
.11650 feet.
.10290 teet.
.5809 feet..
.4364 feel..
.4232 feet..
.5270 feet..
.4525 feet..
.4109 feet..
.4497 feet..
.6767 feet.

Fnh
June
Feb. 10.

June 23.
Rel. Date

Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
W. E. Lawrence
Laemmie Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
: Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle-Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Ourwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor
Edwards-Roach
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Laemmie Noveify
Bob Curwood
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-USalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllos
Lorraine-House

News

April
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
Sept.
July
SepL
Sept.
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July

1.,
25. .
11. .
23. .
28..
1..
7.
2..
26. .
6.
19. .
20..
6..
22. .
18..
27. .
30.
9 ,
14. .
27. .
2..
28
13..
29. .
3.
15..
3. .
29

.1
.1
2
.22

Length
reel
reel
reels
reels
reels

Reviewed
Mar. 18
Feb. 18

.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

.2 reels

.1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels
.10 episodes
.1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel
. 1 reel
Feb. 4., . 2 reels
April 15. . .10 episodes..
.2 reels
May 29.
8 . . 1 reel
April
.2 reels
July 17.
July 22
.2 reels
July 24.
Auq. 3. .2 reels
.2 reels
Aug. 28.
.2 reels
Sept. 16
June 3. . . . 1 reel
...2 reels
Feb.
. . . 1 reel
Mar.
7. .. 2 reels
Jan. 7 ...1
re^l
June 19.
...2 reels
Jan
. . .1 reel
Feb.
July 236.
8. .. .2 reels
4. .. .1 reel
July 22.
.. .2 reels
t."^-}j
""• "• ...2 reels
. . .2 reels
July 31 . ...2 reels
""t- '* . .2 reels
*P"'
April I,22. ... 1 reel
Mar. 6. ... 2 reels
Aug. 10 .. 2 reels
...2 reels
Sept. 14. .. .2 reels
Mar. 25. ... 1 reel
April 1 5 . .. .1 reel
May
1 . .. .2 reels
Jan. 26. .2 reels
July 10 . . 2 reels
June 12. . . 2reels
May 15 . . 2 reels
Jan. 23 ... 2 reels
April 17 . . .2 reels
Mar. 20 ... 2 reels
Aug.
7 . . 2 reels
Feb. 20 ...2.2 reels
reels
Sept. 25 .
June
Sept.
Aug.
Jan.
Sept.
June
Feb.

24.
16.
5
9
23
29
16

July
„
June 15
April 24
April

'

... 1 reel
...1 reel
... 1 reel
.2 reels
...2 reels
.1 reel
.. .2 reels
.. .2 reels
. ..10 episodes..
.2
reels
.. .2reels
.1 reel

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

Feb. 21
June
Aug.
Aug.
June
May
Dec
April
June
April

1
17
10
1
11
22
27
1
27

July 20
July
8
Aug. 17
Mar. 23
April 27
June IB
June 1
July
6
Feb. I
Mar. 23
June 18
July
8
July
6
Aug. 10
May 18
Dec 21
May 28

July 20
Feb. 8
June 29
Feb. 8
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.

8
3
3

Feb. 21
Mar. 30
May 11
May 11
Mar. 30
July 20
Mar. 30

Feb. 11
June 18
June IB
May 'I
Mar. 18

mm
S e pte in ber

7 ,

947

1929

Title
Race Riot
Rag Doll
Range of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Rider, The
•Red Romance
Rider of ttie Sierras.
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather.
Rivals .The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Voutti
Spiash Males
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television George
Tenderfoot Terror, A
This Way Please
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Piease
TIge's Girl
Friend
Tracked
Down
Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag, The
Wallop, The (Reissue)
Wash Une Romance
Weary Wliiles
Whose Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Paint, The
Yankee Clippers

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Laemmle Novelty
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Ted Carson
George Chandler
Edmund Cobb
George Chandler
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Guillver-Phlllipe
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Laemmle Novelty
Young-La Salle
Oswald Oarteon
Arthur Lai<e
Arthur Lal<e
Lewls-Guillver-Phllllps
Lewis-Guiiiver-Phlillps
Lewis-Guiiiver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lai<e
Trimble and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Sid Sayior
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Trimbie-Hardwick
and Dog
Art
Accord

Rel. Dare
Sept. 2. .
Feb. 11
Jan. 12. .
Feb. 9..
SepL 21 . .
May
4. .
April 27..
April 6. .
July 20..
April 15. .
Jan.
2. .
Mar. 27. .
Jan. 14. .
Mar. 13..
Feb. 18..
June 17..
Aug. 12. .
Jan.
7. .
Sept. 2..
June 24. .
May 13. .
Aug. 12. .
Aug. 21. .
May 27..
Mar. 18..
Feb. 13..
Feb. 27..
Aug. 31..
April 10..
June 8. .
April 10 .
April 3.
Jan.
5 ..

Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllips
Lewls-Guiliver-Phllllps
Harry Carey
Laemmle Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulilver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

Feb.
Aug.
July
Aug.
May
July
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.

28. .
19 .
8 .
24. .
8 .
22. .
28. .
10..
21 .
21 .

Length
. 1 reel
.1 reel

Reviewed

. 2 reels

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

WARNER

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Jan.
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

Title

12
17
30
30
18
IB

Star

*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
•tSDesert Song, The (D)
*t§Fancy Baggage (D) (A. T.)

BluB-Warner-Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
(Silent Version)
*t§From Headquarters (D) (A. T.). . .Monte Blue
{Slient Version)
*t JFrozen River (D) (A. T.)
RIn-Tin-Tin
(Silent
Version)
.2
reels
Dec.
.2reels
Mar. 23'
•tfHonky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
.1 reel
Dec 22
*t5Gambiers. The (A. T.) (D)
Wiison-Warner-Robards
.2 reels
Feb. 8
♦tSGIad Rag Doil, The (D) (A. T.). . . Dolores Costeilo
.1 reel
(Slient Version)
. . 1 reel
May 28
*tSGreyhound Limited, The (D) (A.
. 1 reel
T.)
Monte Blue
. 7 reels .
.
,
(Silent Version)
'^V
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose (D) (A. T.) . . . . Loy-Boiiier-Brockwell
•22 reels
(Silent Version)
1 reel
*t§Kld Gloves (D) (A. T.)
Nagei-Wiison
.1 reel
July 20
(Silent Version)
2 reels
July 10
*tSMadonna of Avenue A (D) (A. T.)Doiores Costeiio
.1 reel
(Silent Version)
.1 reel
♦tJMIIIIon Dollar Collar, The (D)
.2 reels
Jan. 12
(Silent Version)
.2 reels
May 11
*t}My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
.2 reels
•tjNoah's
Ark
(D)
D. Costeiio-O'Brien
2 reels
Mar. 18
iSllent
Version)
•2'e«l8
»t5No Defense (D) (A. T.)
Blue-McAvoy
Z reels
(Slient
Version)
.1 reel
♦tjOne Stolen Night (D) (A. T.)
Bronson-Coiieir Jr
2 reels
(Silent Version)
. 2 reels
•tlOn With the Show (A. T.) (D)... .Comoson-Brcwn-Fazenda
.2 reels
tiQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
. 2 reels
(D)
Texas Gulnan
. 2 reels
(Silent Version)
.1 reel.
•tIRedeemIng
Sin,
The
(D)
D. Costello-Nagel
.1 reel.
(Silent
Version)
.1 reel.
*t§Say It With Songs (A. T.) (D). . . Joison-Nixon-Lee
1 reel
,
*t}Singing Fool, The (D)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
2' "el
ree s
_
*t5Sonny Boy (D) (A. T.)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
Jan.
B
(Silent Version)
*t§Stark Mad (D) (A. T.)

Coming
Title

Feature Attraction*
Star
Rel. Date

Length

Laura La Piante. .
Paul Wnlteman and Band
Veidt-Phijibin
Tryon-La Piante
Joseph Schildkraut

Navy Blues

i^I'.?.',^!"'""*
Arthur
i.^ke

Warner-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
May McAvoy
(Sile
ersion)

♦tSStolen Kisses (D) (A. T.)

Reviewed

•♦iBargaIn In the Kremlin, The (A. T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
*t§Barnura Was Right (A. T.)
Tryon-Kennedy
Sept. 22
Born to the Saddle
Ted Weils
Mar. 10. .. .4126 feet
♦tSBraggart, The
Jean Hershoit
Brides Wli i Be Brides
Laura La Plants
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
*t§Devii's
Pit, The
Special
Cast Cross in April 27, 1929
Nov.Issue)
24
(Sound Version
Reviewed as Under the
Southern
(Silent Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in Jan. 26, 1929 Issue)
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
♦tJDrake Case, The
Brockwell-Staniey
Sept. 1
*t§Embarrassing Moments (D & F).. Reginald Denny
Sept. 15
(Silent Version)
*t§Fiaming Daughters
Feb. 23
GIri Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
•tjGreat Cinema Murder. The
*t§Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.)... Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson.

*t§Hold Ymir Man. .
.
•UKIng of Jaa. The (A, T.)
*t§Last Performance
•tJMInstrel Man, The
*t§Mississippi Gambler, The (D & F)

BROTHERS

FEATURES

Jan. 12

*t§Time, the Place and the GIri, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-Withers-Klrkwood

Rel. Date

Length

Jan.
May
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May

19. . . .4706
11 . . .11034
28 — 6447
23. . . .6983
27. . . .6323
6
20 ... . 5483
28
6412
June 29
May
4 . . . . 6685
June 8

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
June
Feb.

9. .
23..
30. .
4..
23. .
27. .
22. .

Reviewed

feet
feet. . . .April 20
feet
feet
feet
feet
feel. . . .June

8

feet .... June

8

.6114 feet.
.4696 feet
.5610
.4875
.5235
.4885
.6461

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

9. . . .4878 feet

June 15. . . .9478
7752 feet.
feet. . . .Oct 27
... April
May
Mar.
April
July
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Aug.
April
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June

5558 feet.
116.. . . .4712
16. .. .5243 feet
20. . . .4797 feet
13

April

8

May 28

18
5424 feet
April 8
14. . . .5236 feet
16. . . .6921 feet. . . Feb. 21
8. . . .6145 feet
24
Aug. 10
13.. .7444feet
13. .. .6011 feet. . . . Mar. 18
18
2... 6681 feet
2. . . .4917 feet
23. . . .6273 feet
13. . .6658 feet
8. . . .6 reels

May

4

Coming Feature Attraction*

June 29

Oct. 13
^ ^ ,^ „„
Feb. 16 '30

ReU Date
Star
•tjArgyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Melghan
*f §Aviator, The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Milier
iille
*t§Evidence
(A. T.) fD)
Frederick-Courtenay-Tearle
*t§General Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*t§Goid Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennlngton-Tearie (Ail Technicolor)
*t§Golden Dawn (A.T. (D)
Walter Wolf (Ail Technicolor)
•tjGreen Goddess, The (A. T.) (D) George Ariiss
*t §Hearts in Exile (D) (A. T.)
D. Costeiio-Withers
*t§Hoid Everything (A.T.) (D)
*t§Hotfentot. The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miiler
*t§ln the Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
Lewis and Band.
*l|lsle „f Escape, (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
*\\h Everybody Happy? (A. T.) (D).Ted Lewi
t§Mammy (A.T.)
(A.T.)(D).
*t5Mammy
(D)
E. Joison
E. Horton
*t§Narrow Street, The (A. T.) (D). Al
Frederick-Nagel-Lee
*t§Sacred Flame The (A. T.) (D).
. E. E. Horton
*t§Sap.The(m(A.T,)
Costeiio
ner
*t§Say It WUh Songs (A. T.)_(D)
Joison-Nixon-Lee
100 stars),

Length

Reviewed
May 18

7 reels

April

2

June

1

.June

1

eenwood. . .

Watch My Speed

(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny

SOUND
Title

Star

Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phiiiips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulllver-Phiiiips
Pat Rooney and Family
The Rooney Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiilips
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiiiips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiiiips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guliiver-Phiilips
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiilips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswaid Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswaid Cartoon
The Rooney Family
Songs
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiilips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

* Means synchronized score,

SepL

*t§Tiger Rose (A. T.) (D)
♦jfUnderaTexas Moon (A.T.) (D)

SHORTS

*t§Actor, The (A. T.)
Benny Rubin
*t§Aipine Antics (F)
Oswald Cartoon
•t§At the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
Brox Sisters
*t§Baby Talks
Sunny Jim
•tjBaliey and Barnum
Vaudeville Act
*t§Cohen on the Telephone (A. T.). George Sidney
*t§Cross Country Run (F & D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiiiips
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
Oswald Cartoon
♦tSFiying High (F & D)
Lewis-Guliiver-Phiilips
*t§Graduation Daze
Oswald Cartoon
*tHen Fruit (F)
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Hits of Today
Morgan-Bledsoe
•tHoid "Em Ozzte (F)
Oswald Cartoon
♦tjHouse Cleaning (A. T.)
Charley Grapewin
(Sound Version Only)
*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
* tlJunior Luck (F & D)
* tJungie Jingles (F)
* t§King of the Campus (D & F)
* t§Love Birds
* tlLove Tree, The (A.T.)
*tLumberjack (F)
•tJNutsand Jolts
*t§Oil's Weil
*t§On Guard (F & D)
*tlOn the Side Lines (F & D)
*fRace Riot
•f §Rivais. The (F & D)
■►tSaucy Sausages
*tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Splash Mates (F & D)
*f§Sporting Courage (F & D)
♦tStage Stunts (F)
*tStoamSi>al Willie
*t§Stripes and Stars (F)
♦tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*t§Sweethearts (A. T.)
•tSThroe Brox Sisters
*t§Use Your Feet (D & F)
*t§Varsrly Drag, The (F & D)
♦tjWeary Willies
♦tWicked West, The (F)
*t9Zlmmerman and Granville

(All Technicolor)

Rel. Date

Length

reel
Sept. 16. . . ..11 reel
April 1 . . .1 reel
Mar. 25. .
Sept. 11.. . .2 reels
Jan. 11.. . 1 reel
Sept. 2 . . .1 reel
July 22. .2 reels
April 29. . .1 reel
July 22. . , 2 reels
Sept. 16. . . 2 reels
Feb. 4 . .1 reel
. 1 reel
Sept. 2. .
. 1 reel
Mar. 4..
June 3.. .1929 feet...
July
May
July
April
Oct.
Sept.
April
June
Sept.
April
Aug.
Sept.
April
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
June
May

8. .
27 .
22 .
1. .
14
16 .
15 .
24 .
16 .
29. .
5..
2. .
15. .
19. .
18..
2..
24. .
13. .

May
Mar.
Sept.
Jan.
Aug.
July
July
June
Jan.

27.,
18..
2 .
14 .
19..
8
22 .
10 .
28 .

f Meons sound effects.

.1 reel
.2reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2reeis
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2re6ls
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Velez-Withers
. Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor).

VITAPHONE

SHORTS

(D)

Reviewed

Aug. 17
Aug. 10
July 20
Mar. 30
' ly

May 25
June 1
July 20
Mar. 30
Aug. 17
Mar. 23
Aug.
May
Aug.
Aug.
May

July
May

17
11
10
17
11

6
4

May 11
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.
June
June
May

10
6
17
29
29
11

Title
Star
Rel. Date
A. & P. Gypsies
Orchestra Numbers
After the Round Up
Cowboy Songs
All Girl Revue
Girl Band & Comedienne
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Songs and Jazz Band
Banjomanlac
Eddie Peabody
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Shaw & Lee
Beau Night
El Brendel
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Bobby Folsom
Songs
Bit of Scotch, A
Kitty Doner
Book Worm, The
Harry J. Conley
Bright Moments..
.
Benny-Mario
California Songbirds, The
Bell-Coates
Ceteste Aida (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Character Studies
Florence Brady
Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougat & Company
VInlin. Songs & Dances
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
. . The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs, A
Florence Brady
Dead Laughter
Sessue Hayakawa
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Don't Get Nervous
Georgie Price
Eleanor Painter
Songs
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Raymond Hitchcock
Fair Days
Harris & Howe
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Frances Shelly
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
Friend of Father's
Lydeli-Hlgins-Leah
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip. The
John Miijan
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors. . Jazz Band
Harlem Mania
Norman Thomas Quintette
Harry Deif
Songs & Dances
Harry Rose& I- is 6 American Beauties

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs),
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-libn.

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
V^ reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

A. T. o/ter title means All Talkie.

Reviewea
July 13
June 15
Aug. 28
Oct. 13
June
1
Mar. 18
Mar. 2
SepL22
July
7
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
SepL 22
June IB
Sept. 29
Sept. 22
SepL 1
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June
June

28
28
3
18
20
1
8

June
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June

23
3
28
18
12
18
23

June 18

Motion

948
Title
Star
Here Comes the Showl>oat
Dave Bemle& Band
High Waters
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . Jan Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
. Jan Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues. The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls & Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Marching Home
Douglas Stanbury
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Me«lran TIpIca Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Miss I nformatlon
Wllson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
Pagllacci
John Charles Thomas
Pair of Aces, The
TImblln & Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man. A
Robert Ober
RIgoletto— Quartet
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue.. Songs and Orchestra

Simeons synchronized score,

Rel Date

Length
1 reel

Reviewed
June 1
June 8
Sept. 29
Aug. 28
June 23

1 reel

Title
Star
Rudy Valleeand Band
Songs and Orchestra
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs of Love
Sanderson-Crumlt
Soup
Harry Delf
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
They Know Their Groceries
Flournoy * Miller
Those Were the Days
Irene Franklin
Three Brox Sisters
Song Program
Tiny Town Revue
Midget Unit
Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue & U-No
Typical Types
Bobby Folsom
Va Prononcer lirta Mort (La Julve). . . Giovanni Marllnelli
When the Wife's Away
William Demarest
Winnie Ughtner
Songs

1 real
1 reel

1 re«l
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

f Means sound effects.

Rel Date

Length
1 reel
H'Ml

1 reel
1 reel

N eics
Reviewed
June 15
Oct 13
Mar. 18
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
June 23
June 8
June 15

May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June

11
23
19
1
1
18
23
23

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

23
12
8
30
18
IB
23
18
18

Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
•tJBIack Waters
Bondsman. The
Doctor's Women, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•rSKItty (D & F)

Star
DIna Gralla
Special Cast
KIrkwood-Brlan
Norman Kerry
Miles Mander
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
June 15
5732 feet
Mar. 31
6533 feet
April 1 . . . .7500 feet. . April 13
Mar. 17
7171 feet
June 1. . . 6177 feet
Feb. 2
5178feet
June
June 29.8 .. .9010
8500 feet.
feet . . June 15

Feb.
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept.
July

18
20
18
28
18
15
29
13

*tMoulln Rcuge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Prince and the Dancer, The
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman in White, The

Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gllda Gray
Dina Gralla
Walter Byron
Louis Lerch
Thomas-Banks
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

Jan.
Feb.
July
Jone
Feb.
June
May
Feb.
Mar.

WORLD-WIDE

1 reel
Mw. 16

Picture

% Means voice (inc lading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-film.

June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES

30... 8962 feet .. Feb. 23
17
71 85 feet
13 .. .8079 feet . July 30
30
6787 feet
4
6910 feet
15
8 reels
25
6998 feet
3. . . .78«8 feet
21 ... 6174 feet

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood
George Crone and Renaud

Hoifman

will

co-direct Sono-Art's second production starring Eddie Bowling, "Blaze O' Glory."
Frank Strayer has been designated by
Columbia
as director of ".A.cquittcd," alltalkie
melodrama.
"In the Next Room," First National-Vitaphone production to star Jack Mulhall with
Alice Day, has been placed into work.
Charles Ruggles has signed a long-term
contract as a featured Paramount player.
He will begin work shortlv in "The Big
Pond."
United Artists is sending unit to Florida
to film "Hell Harbor." Company will consist of Lupc Velez, Jean Hersholt, Director
Henry King, who are expected in Tampa
on Sept. 8. Story is based on "Out of the
Night."
in
cast. John Holland and Al St. John are
Charles "Buddy" Rogers was given new
long term contract recently by Paramount.
He begins work soon in "Here Comes the
Bandwagon."
Columbia recently placed one of its new
sound stages into use when Director George
Archainbaud began a sequeiice for "Broadway Scandals." Forty sun arcs and five
cameras were focussed on the "Rhythm of
the Tambourine," novelty number.
Warner's total of names for "Show of
Shows" is rapidly nearing one hundred. Recently added to the cast were Lowell Sherman, H. B. Warner, William Courtenay,
Lois Wilson, Pauline Garon, William Collier, Jr., and Chester Conklin.
Harry Green, actor in "Kibitzer," has
been given a new long-term Paramount
contract.
Lilyan Tashman will be the blonde menace in "J he Children," the Edith Wharton
story which Paramount is now filming as
an all-talkie.
Solly Ward became a full fledged veteran
of talkies with the filming of "The Wife's
Birthday," a Paramount two-reelcr which
has Marion Murray as the wife.
Ralph Graves will be Belle Baker's leadng man in 'Song of Love," Columbia's
torthcoming special.

Thornton Freeland, director of "Three
Live Ghosts" for United Artists, has been
signed to a long term contract by that company. His next assignment will be direction
of Fannie Brice in "The Champ."
Hoot Gibson has selected Eugenie Gilbert
to play opposite him in his next western
talker, "Courtin' Calamity," which Jerome
Storm will direct. Cast includes Harry
Todd, Joseph Girard, Monty Montague,
John Oscar and Jim Corey.
Ann Greenway signed by RKO for part
in "The Night Parade" being directed by
Mai St. Clair.
Bartlett Cormack, editorial supervisor of
Paramount's Long Island studio, returned
from the Maine woods recently bringing
with him screen adaptation of "The Laughing Lady."
"Hurricane,"
Columbia's all-talkie sea
story^ went into production recently under
Ralph Ince's direction with Hobart Bosworth
heading the company and with Johnny Mack
Brown, Leila Hyams supporting players.
Anders Remdolf has been signed by Universal to play the mandarin in "The Shanghai Lady," Mary Nolan's initial stellar film.
R. William Neil has been signed to direct
a Columbia all-talkie temporarily titled
"Wall Street."
Tenen Holtz is the latest addition to the
cast for the First National-Vitaphone picture, "Lilies of the 'Field."
Enid P. Hibbard will do the treatment,
continuity and dialogue for Columbia's
screen version of "Murder on the Roof,"
E. H. Doherty's "Liberty Magazine" story
which is being brought out in book form by
Doubleday-Doran.
Armida, seventeen year old actress discovered by Gus Edwards, is making her
first appearance in a Warners Vitaphone
picture opposite John Barrymore in "General Crack." She also is seen with Frank
I'^ay in "Under a Texas Moon."
Betty Lawford, young stage actress who
recently finished the role of heroine in
"Sherlock Holmes," has been signed for the
lead in "The
Big Pond."
Ann and Lillian Haines, sisters of William Haines, are introduced in their brother's latest M-G-M vehicle, "Navy Blues."

Holmes Herbert has been assigned by
A1-G-M to play a featured role in Greta
Garbo's new starring picture.
Ramon Novarro faced the Hollywood motion picture cameras for the first time in six
months when he began work recently on his
first all talking picture, "The Rattle of the
Ladies," at the M-G-M studios. The production is being directed by Sidney Franklin and the cast includes John Miljan, DorDavis. othy Jordan, Helene Millard and George
Rudy Vallee will croon sevtn new numbers when he goes into production with his
Connecticut Yankees at the RKO studios
in Hollywood to play the star role in "The
Vagabondfrom
Lover,"
romance
Radio. forthcoming jazz-band
Edvrard Martindel has been added to the
cast of "Golden Dawn" at the Warner studio w^here the line-up of pla^-ers is now
complete for this Vitaphone operetta which
is being co-directed by Ray Enright and
Larry Ceballos.
Bebe Daniels will make phonograph records for the Victor Recording Co., her first
songs to under
be takenOtta
from Morendo
"Rio Rita."
has
studied
and She
Victor
Baravalle.
Natalie

Moorhead

will play opposite

Harry
in the latter's initial musical forRichman
United Artists.
Harry Gribbon is starring in Mack Sennett's
talker, Guest
"Lucky
Tlielma two
Hill reel
and Charles
are Niblick."
featured,
with Sennett directing.
Russell Simpson signed by Fox for role
in "The Lone Star Ranger," starring George
O'Brien.
Buddy Erickson is directing.
William Boyd, Gregory La Cava, and a
company of 25 are enroute for Fort Riley,
Kansas to film "His 'First Command" for
Pathe.
Boyd will be starred under direction
of
La Cava.
^ Charles Bickford has been loaned by MG-M to I-'ox to play opposite Leonore I'lric
in "South Sea Rose" with Allan Dwan directing. John Willard is writing scenario
and dialogue.
Marjorie White has been placed under
term contract by Fox. Miss White was formerly in vaudeville and musicals.

^m
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Low Cost
ASTMAN

Sonochronie Tinted Positive Films translate

every mood of the screen into color. Their sixteen delicate
tints lend subtle atmosphere to every scene.... Better still,
they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,
sound reproduction. ...Best of all, they are available at a
cost no higher than that of black-and-white.
Versatile, effective, inexpensive, Eastman Sonochrome
is the answer to many

EASTMAN

a sound-and-color question.

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK
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TALKING
COMEDIES
with
Edwartl

Krvre^i

itorioMi

The

Perfec)^

k Conibiiiatio^
Cigarette makers tell you it's th
l)lencl that counts. It's the blend
that makes CORONET TALKING

r

Any time you get Horton in a tal
you're in for a treat
FILM DAILY\

Horton's comedy portrayals in this series are
superb; the stories by well known authors
are the cleverest and most charming humor i
on the comedy screen. It is the perfect combination for the perfect program in the
smart theatre.

The popular Horton seems made to
order for this type of light talking
farce . . . Their palpable intelligence
and charm should make them a popular adjunct to any program.
-FILM SPECTATOR

I*

*

COMEDIES perfect, too — the
smooth blending of star, supporting cast, story, dialogue and
direction.

ff

PRINCE

tjiABBY

hff -fanf ^lurfin

f

»r

Based on the story by
EIIGAR WALLACE

A8 smart a» anything on Park Avenue — this one
hits right home.— MOTION
PICIHRE
NEWS
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A Tiffany^Stahi Franchise mwN bring you
JOUl\jN|ll,

I

1^ tilNL/j
Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough, the play that set the whole world talking
Now in its sixth month at the Henry Miller Theatre, New York
Directed by JAMEIS WHALE, who also directed the London New York and Chicago stage productions.
For Early Release

LEO CARRILLO in "MISTER ANTONIO,"
from Booth Tarkingtons stage play.
TO WOMAN," Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough, with Betty Conipson. George Barraud and Juliette Compton
"THE LOST ZEPPELIN," with Conway Tearle. Virginia Valli and Ricardo Cortez.
"FAINTED FACES," with Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster and Wallace MacDonald.
To Follow
A""**/,
"Troopers Three" by Arthur Guy Empey
Mae Murray in "Peacock Alley"
^.
"Kathleen Mavourneen" with Sally
"Dangerous Business" from Exlwin
O'Neill.
From
Dion
Boucicault's
Balmer's
story.
famous stage play.
A Halperin Production
"The Medicine Man"
from
"The Enchanting Melodie," all-color
Technicolor
feature.
Elliott Lester 3 stage play
All-Color Technicolor Feature
Twelve One-Reel "Color Symphonies"
with Twelve more to follow.
as yet unnamed.

"WOMAN

W^ ^rr.

W

These are the high spots — more to come.
All in dialogue
and sound with RCA Synchronization.

TIFF^Ny-</>T<INL
729 c/^VENTH

^VE.

W/p*'

P R O D U CTI O N</> IMC
MEV/

yOl^K

CITY

^PPI

THE TWO BLACK CROWS
MORAX AND MACK
««.««, •'WHY BHINCi THAT

UP?"

MORAN: ^^Come on, Charlie, the head man at Paraniount
says you got to tell the exhihitor folks about our first
talkin' picture/Why Bring That Up?' "
MACK:

"Sure I got to — and I got to tell 'em all about

it in four pages.

Man, you can't do that."

MORAN:

"You can kiiida introduce us, can't

you? Tell 'em the shows we been in —
Earl Carroll Vanities, vaudeville headliners
and all that."
MACK: "Boy, I don't need to tell 'em that.
They're in show business. We sold over
7,000,000 phonograph records. We played
to millions of folks over the radio from
coast to coast. There's even a comic strip
about us runnin' in the big newspapers.
But that ain't no news to anybody with eyes
and ears."

MORAN:

"Tell 'em about our picture,

Charlie. That's what they want to know."
MACK:

"I don't have to talk about that

picture. Wait till they see it. The fine lookin'
gals — and the laughs and singin'and dancin'
— say, these theatre boys will know right
99

away they got somethin' big.'

MORAN: "Tell 'em
head woman.

EVELYN
BRENT

TIIK iX
SHOW WOICLII

Evelyn

Brent

is the

MACK: "They know more about what she's
worth at the box office than you do. They
remember

Harry Green l>ecause he was so

good in 'Close Harmony.' He's even better
in our show. Wiiat's the use of me goin' on
talkin'? They'll see 'Why Bring That Up?'
soon, and then they'll know it's good. Seein'
HARRY

GREEN

is belie\ in'."
MORAN: "They'll see it all right, but they
like to know in advance."
MACK : "We made sure it would be O. K.,
didn't we? We got Octavus Roy Cohen to
write the story. Paramount gave us George
Abbott, the feller who put 'Broadway' on
the stage, for our director. The picture
can't help but be good."
MORAN:

"You

left

out

the

song hits —

"Boogie Boo' and the others."
MACK;

"Why bring that up? The radio

people are runnin' us ragged to put them
songs on the air. You're just remindin'
them to bother us some more."

MORAiN:

"Can't you think of no more than

that to say?"
MACK : "Man, when you got a show as good
as ours you don't have to talk. A musical
comedy with girls and gayety and big production numbers. And a talkin' comedy,
with all our best stuff in it, combined. And
some real drama besides. And knee deep
in box office names."
MORAN: "You ain't said much about us —
The Two Black Crows — Moran and Mack.
We're the head men."

MACK:

"WHY

BRING

??

THAT

UP?

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

TiikTwo black crows
mokax a>» mack
^'wiiv imki.xcp that

ll»?"

Willi Evolyii Kri^iif mill Harry f*reeii
Directed hy (ieorfie Al)l)oll.
lleelor

Story by Octavus Roy Cohen.

Adapted by

'l\irnbull.
Sereeii play by Georjie Abbott.
B. P. Seludl)erfi.
General INIanaiier, \S est Coast l*rodii«-tions.
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For Houses up to 2,000 Seats : Type 2MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film $3,500 ; Synchronous
Disc Only $2,500 .... For Houses up to 4,000 seats: Type 4MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film
$4,500;
Synchronous Disc Only $3,500 .... The Pacent Film Attachment when sold separately is $750.
Two Attachments needed with each Pacent Disc System.
Film Center BIdg.

PACENT REPRODUCER

CORP.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Director Herbert Brenon declares that ttius
far the people from the stage have contributed nothing to the welfare of the screen.
But he's got a big surprise coming. And a
very pleasani one. This goes, too, for all
patrons of motion pictures. ♦ An opportunity presented itself to get a peek at
Pathe's talkie, "The Awful Truth." And a
peek at Ina Claire. Here's another prophecy.
A sure fire one. Ina Claire is going to take
the screen by storm the day her first talkie
is released. Film fans are going to rave
about her. Men and women alike. •^ She
is about the smartest looking woman on the
screen, and one of the smoothest, most appealing actresses. Ina is one hundred per
cent charm, -f In "The Awful Truth" she
wears the sort of clothes we all dream about
and plan — the sort that are termed "creations" on the Rue de la Whoosis in Paris.
Soft chiffons, dazzling evening things, perfectly adorable pajamas, and negligees and
things that are simply ravishing. Ina has just

^

the figure to show them all to the finest advantage— not too slender, not too plump.
She has always made a sort of specialty of
clothes; she's gone in for them in a big way.
And now all the movie fans may profit by
her style example. •^ Her voice in the talkies
is the half husky sort typified by that of
Chaudette Colbert. Moreover she screens

i

beautifully, -r They've been inclined to refer
to her as Mrs. John Gilbert, but after "The
Awful Truth," Jack had better watch out that
he is'nt billed as Mr. Ina Claire. The film itself is very clever and sophisticated, with
an ending that's entirely difFerent and one of
the most pleasing the talkies have produced.

i

Regina Crewe
in New York American'^

^:x
going
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to
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Regitja Crewe
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Wherever the
best shorts
are shown!
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Grantland

Rice

SPORTLIGHTS
America
which

loves its sports,

explains the popularity of Sportlights. Football, baseball, running,

fencing, swimming,

diving,

Grantland Rtce, dean of American
sports

writers

and

critics.

an absorbing
lights,

record

beautifully

Releases

\

boating, tennis — you'll find

like

of

them

photographed

" DufFers and

Rice himself in the art of
champions

all

in

and

Champs,"

golfing,

with

sound

Sport-

synchronized.
a

lesson

world's

illustrating his talk; or like "Hook

by
golf

f

Line and j

Melody," a graphic picture of a
fishing trip, even

to the camp-

The vivid 1-shttt en Grantland Rice Sportlii^hrs — an
asset It any billboard .'

fire harmony
get such

at night — you can

moneymakers

the Sportlights!
all —

one

TALK

every

a6

WINN

only in

releases in
other

week.

AND

EFFECTS

GRANTLAND

RICE

SPORTLIGHTS
• V VAN MuAIN

CORvOMaTiOm

SOUND

&

FILM

FABLES
The cartoonical film favorite of all
exhibitors —
than

bigger and

ever! Now

both sound

and

better

available in
silent — 126 of

each, 5a in all — one
every other week.

of each

No

matter

what the average taste of your
patrons is, they'll roar at Fables!

TOPICS OF
THE
f>AV
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Topics of the Day keep pace with
the times. The subtitle humor
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which made your audience laugh
The JpirJr tf auditnce laughter is preserve J in the I -sheet
en Topics of the Qay. Attractive— pulling .'

is now actually enacted for them
on the screen. Played by famous actors and comedians.
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WESTERN
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We have mastered
^9

in Sound
Reproduction
rpBE WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND SYSTEM
-■- delivers sounds in natural,undistorted tones.
It reproduces faithfully the range of sound frequencies which give instruments and voices
their distinctive qualities.
What happens when speech is poorly reproduced? Voices sound thin and shrill or they
"go bass," destroying all color, timbre, charm
and personality. The actress speaks her lines in
a lisping, dull and quavering voice. If she says
"Mississippi," it sounds like "Mithithippi."
Other annoying and ridiculous sounds replace
the clear, perfect speech. Illusion and box office
appeal are destroyed.
What happens when an orchestra in a sound
picture is reproduced over poor equipment?
You see the drummer hit his bass drum, but

you hear no "boom." The harpist plucks his bass
strings; you fail to hear their resonant notes.
The piccolo, violin, tuba, clarinet and other
instruments are seen in the orchestra, but
their music is thin and distorted or not heard
at all.
In the BellTelephone Laboratories the ranges
of sound pitch of all speech and musical instruments have been studied and determined accurately. The results of these investigations are
the basis for the design of all Western Electric
equipment.
Practicallyallof the sound pictures scheduled
are 100 per cent dialogue. The Western Electric
Sound System reproduces these pictures with
the faithfulness demanded by a quality-conscious public.

For full range reproduction the only System is the

Westen
SOD

SYSTEM

N D
Distributed by

Electrkat Research Products Inc,
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Member of Motion i'irlurr i'roHiirrra an.) nii<tribulori>

of Amerira. Inc

Will H. Have. Pmident

ANNOUNCEMENT!
(No. 6^6 Straight from theSboitlderTalk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
I HEREWITH ANNOUNCE THAT. WHEN YOU SIGN FOR THE UNIversal Complete Service Contract in Sound, you con take your choice
as to the number of years you wont your contract to run . . . one
year, two years, three years, four years or five years!
YOU ARE NOT LIMITED TO ONE YEAR.
YOU ARE NOT ASKED
years.
BUT IF YOU FEEL THAT

TO TAKE
YOU

TWO,

WANT

THREE, FOUR

PEACE

OF MIND

OR

FIVE

AND

AB-

solute
insurance
for five years, it's up to you to tell the Universal
salesman
so.
THERE ARE NO

STRINGS

TO IT. THERE ARE NEVER

to any Universal policy.
THE CONTRACT IS SO SIMPLE THAT

IT REQUIRES

ANY
NO

STRINGS
ANALYSIS.

It plainly and simply gives you the right to any and all Universal
product with the exception of Super Specials, Laemmie Specials and
Newsreels. These ore sold on a separate contract.
YOU GET FEATURE PICTURES . . . YOU GET THE GREATEST WESTerns on the market . . . you get the serials . . . you get Junior Jewels
. . . you get ^-reei specials . . . you get single reel comedies, even
including the marvelous Oswald cartoons . . . you get 2-reel featurettes . . . you get a complete program, exactly as the name Complete Service implies.
ALL THE MYSTERY . . . AND THE BUNK ABOUT SOUND PICTURES
and their prohibitive cost ... all these things are laid low in one full
swoop by this announcement.
UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS NEW COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT
in Sound, you get more than you would have had the nerve to ask
for if you had written the contract yourself.
FURTHERMORE,
film or disc I

THESE PICTURES ARE FURNISHED

EITHER WITH

STEP IN THE Busi-

I DON'T CARE A RAP WHETHER YOU SIGN UP FOR ONE YEAR
or five.ticular
That's
situation. for you to decide. It all depends on your own parONLY

ONE

WARNING

NOTE

TO SOUND

AND

THAT

1929-30
LAURA

simply be too bad, that's all.
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO WIRE YOUR
plication for this contract NOW!
Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc. — Will

MAKE

H. Hays,

President

YOUR

Ap-

GET!

PRODUCT

LA PLANTE

IN 3

THE DEVIL'S PIT
KEN MAYNARD IN 8
HOOT GIBSON IN 8
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
(RIISSUED IN SOUND)

SHORT

SUBJECTS

TWO

RIEIS

12 SPORTING YOUTH
12 FOURTH COLLEGIANS
6 PAT ROONEYS
10 SUNNY JIMS
10 ALL-STAR
Serials:
ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD
TARZAN THE TIGER
THE JADE BOX
THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS
TERRY OF THE TIMES
7 BENNY
26 OSWALD

REEL

RUBINS
CARTOONS

SILENT

riVE REELS

JACK
WILLIAM

HOXIE IN 3IN 3
DESMOND
(REISSUES)
TWO REELS

10 SID SAYLORS
10 ARTHUR LAKES
52 ACTION WESTERNS
ONE

HOUSE,

YOU

JOHN BOLES IN 2
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT IN 3
REGINALD DENNY IN 2
MARY NOLAN IN 4
GLENN TRYON and
MERNA KENNEDY IN 3
GEORGE LEWIS and
BARBARA KENT IN 2
THE DRAKE CASE
GIRL OVERBOARP
THE LAST PERFORMANCE
THE CLIMAX
THE HOMICIDE SQUAD

IS

this: — The contracts are now deluging us. If you want this contract,
you must hurry up about it. If your competition beats you to it, it will

Member of Motion Picture

S WHAT

ONE

THERE NEVER WAS SUCH A REVOLUTIONARY
ness since sound came into it.

I HAVE

HERE

26 CREAM

REEL

of the COMEDIES
(REISSUES)

RONALD
COLMAN
In his tremendous success, his first All Talking
picture

BULLDOG

DRUMMOND'

SaTiuel Goldwyn Presentation, with Joan Bennett. One of the greatest
B. O. pictures of the day.

DOLORES
DEL RIO
in her greatest role

'EVANGELINE'
Edwin Carew's synchronized and singing production. The greatest
epic picture in ten yearsWill live forever.

GLORIA
SWANSON
A sensation in
THE
Her first All Talking Picture in which she also
sings. Edmund Goulding
Production. Presented by
Joseph P. Kennedy

TRESPASSER'

THREE LIVE
GHOSTS
The Laugh Sensation of
Years. Presented by
Joseph M. Schenck. Max
Marcin Production with
All Star cast. All Talking,
Laughing mystery hit.
From famous stage success.

SYNCHRONIZED
AND SINGING

The LOCKED
DOOR
Rod La Rocque, Barbara
Stanwyck, William Boyd,
Betty Bronson in the
most gripping All Talking society drama ever
produced. Presented by
Joseph M . Schenck_
George Fitzmaurice production.

RONALD
COLMAN
In his second All Talking success, greater than
"Bulldog
Drummond"
the most
unusual
"
NEDstory
DEM
CON
he has ever had. With
Ann Harding. Samuel
Goldwyn Presents.

NORMA
TALMADGE

LUMMOX
HERBERT

In her finest achieve"NEW
ment— her first
YOAll
RKTalking picture

All Talking adaptation

With Gilbert Roland.
Presented by Joseph M.
Schenck. Louis MilestoneGH
Production. A' Big
NI
TS
One for any
theatre.

of Fannie Hurst's novel.
With Ben Lyon, Winifred
Westover, William Collier
Jr. Joseph M. Schenck
Piesentation. A tremendous heart -gripper.

BRENON'S

■W1

UNITED

MARY
PICKFORD

and

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

Together — in an adaptation of Shakespeare's comedy
A stupendous production

THE TAMING

OF

THE

SHREW'

AH Talking — The biggest picture announcement
Sam Taylor Production

ever made.

they stand
for bigger
business

fof- YO

U

FANNY
BRICE
World famous comedienne of stage in an
orginal All Talking-Singing story

"It's a Pleasure'
With Robert Armstrong
and Harry Green. Directed byThornton Freeland. Presented byJoseph
M. Schenck.

HARRY
RICHMAN
Internationally known
star of stage, radio, and
night clubs in an All
Talking, Singing, DanciBerlin.
ng story by Irving

PLAY

BOY"

Songs by Berlin. Presented by Joseph M .
Schenck.

"HELL

LUPE
VELEZ

who is featured in Henry
King's All dramatic
Talking
sensationmelo-

story is laid in the South
Seas. Presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

HARB

OR"

TALKING
SINGING
DANCING

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
in her best picture

A synchronized
productionthrilling,
;
beautiful,
BIG!
A Louis Mercanton Production with story laid
in France, Italy and
Africa.

VENUS'

y
401 Pages — Fully Illustrated
With Diagrams, Photographs
& Advertising Reproductions
Measures 8}/^ in. x 5}/^ in.

\.
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SOUND
MOTION
PICTURES
The

Only

Comfjtete

Re/erence

Book

On

TaWits

By Harold B. Franklin
CONTENTS
I. Historical
1.— THE COMING
THE GROWTH

Survey
OF SOUND. 2.OF SOUND.

n. The Theatre
-STANDARD SOUND DEVICES.
4.— OPERATION OF VARIOUS
DEVICES. S.— ACOUSTICS. 6.—
OPERATING MANUAL.
7.—
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

A Working Manual For . . .
Theatre Owners . . . Managers
Exploiteers . * . Projectionists

$3.00

m. The Studio
8.— THE SOUND STUDIO. 9.—
COMMENTS ON PRODUCTION.
10.— FUNDAM
ENTALS
OF
SPEECH, MUSIC, AND HEARING.

Distributed in this field by

MOTION

PICTURE NEWS

729 Seventh Ave., New
rV. The Contributive Factors
11.— ADVERTISING. 12.— MUSIC.
13.— THE SHORT SUBJECT.

V. The Outlook
14.— SOCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
USE O'F SOUND. 15.— THE FOREIGN MARKET. 16.— TELEVISION. 17.— THE FUTURE. 18.—
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL
TERMS.

York

City

Order Now — Use Coupon Below
Motion Picture News
729 Sevenlh Avenue, New York City
Enclosed herewith is — check — money order for $3.00
in full payment for one copy of Harold B. Franklin's
great
Motion Pictures," (Add 20 cents to
cover book
cost of"Sound
mailing.)
Name
Street No
City
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IL YSTERICAL PRICE SLASHING,

inferior equipment, and sugar coated
promises will not solve your sound prob^
lems» The answer lies in the other
direction*
Good, reliable, sturdy equipment, cut
free from befuddling service charges, installed in your theatre under a payment
plan in keeping with your financial capacity ♦ ♦ that^s the true answer.
That's the De Forest Phonofilm and
Phonodisc answer*

■■ v\'

All thru this period of muddled activity the standard De Forest equipment has
remained steadfast and solid. During the
past month, it was the one machine that
exhibitors relied upon. Phonofilm sales
have soared.
Lt^ilit^

It is the proven equipment for good
showmen who are also good business-men.

9%e AR.ISTOCaAT
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of Sound Equipment
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PHONOFILM
and PHONODISC
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G^e New DlLuxe
igdO Model

Points of

SUPERDORBTY
Standardized, Adaptable Units
Permitring the addition of Soand-on-FIitn Attachments
to Disc Equipments, or the addition of Disc Attachments
to Sound-on-Flim Equipments at any time without dis<
carding any parts.

Silenced Gearings:
All worm redaction gearings completely enclosed in
grease-filled housings insuring noiseless operation, automatic lubrication, smooth action, safety and long life.

Vibrationless Construction:
Unusually solid construction insures quick pick-up in
speed and smooth operation without vibration.

Space-Saving:
Conpact design occupies the

Recess Protection:

minimuni

of floor space.

Turntable countersunk in recess protects disc without
cumbersome guard rail.

Even Tone:
Large sprockets in Film Attachment give greater smooth'
ness and eveness of tonal reproduction.

Dependability :
Especially designed "Circuit Protected" Amplifier.

Simplified Operation:
Easy accessibility permits instant changing of P. E. Cells,
Exciter Lamps and Tubes.
Control parts reduced to minimum simplifying operation.

Superior Tone Quality:
Highly sensitive, laboratory tested and adjusted P. E. Cells,
and evenly balanced amplifiers assuring accurate reproduction of dialogue and all musical tones.

The GREATEST advance yet made in
Sound Reproducers. Designed to STAND UP
under every condition and constantly deliver crystal-clear, "scratchless" dialogue,
music and sound effects at high-point
volume. Built to overcome the troublesome, defects you've found in Sound
Reproducers— Constructed to become a
PERMANENT and REAL theatre ASSET.
Sound Equipment is the vital voice of the
Theatre.— The voice that speaks a(( the lines, sings
all the sonss and renders all the music of all the
Pictures presented on the screen.
It is the theatre's permanent, personal voice
that can -and will -"MAKE" or "BREAK" the
show— The voice which the public knows is always
there—
ronage. The voice which will attract or repel patSuccess or failure DEPENDS on that voice and
in this grave responsibility, the BEST equipment
is the best Investment.
The DeLuxe 1930 Model POWERS CINEPHONE
(Sound-on-Film or Disc or both) is the finest of all sound
Reproducers. Highly refined, improved, simplified and standardized to permit the addition of attachments at any time
without loss or replacement of parts.
The Disc Equipment may have Sound-on-Film added,
or the Sound-on-Film Equipment may have Disc Attachment
added, at any time without chancing any parts already
installed.
.^
Rigidly and reliably constructed to assure unfaiiine
service and scientifically balanced to deliver maximum
volume and accurate tonal modulations.
(Price — IncludiiiK installation:)
Disc. Equipment, complete ....
Sound-on-Film Equipment complete
Dual Equipment (Both Systems)

$2500.
$5000.
$7500.

(indorsements
Unsolicited
t
Syracuse, N. Y.

\.

Expressions of Approval
from Expert En^ineery
and Shrewd Showmen
over All the World

^

I

"CINEPHONE is fine. I believe it the
best in Syracuse and have received many
compliments on it from my patrons. It has
been giving perfect sound. Put over "Lucky
Boy" opening night and several times tears
came to my eyes with joy to think I was
fortunate enough to invest in CINEPHONE

The powers
CINEPHONE INSTALLED IN THE
SEVILLE IS THE FINEST SOUND REPRODUCING INSTRUMENT THAT COULD BE SECURED. IT MORE NEARLY APPROACHES PERFECTION IN TONE QUALITY AND

EQUIPMENT".

NATURALNESS

G. M. PHILLIPS
Shiller Park Theatre

EASTON,

THAN

ANY

MACHINE

GEORGE

EVER

PA.

BUILT."

W. KILPATRICK
SEVILLE

THEATRE

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wilkinsburg, Pa.

"The POWERS CINEPHONE
equipments in the Ideal Theatre
and the New Lyric are satisfactory in every respect as to volume, synchronization and tone

"I wish to go on record as
approving the POWERS CINEPHONE as to volume, tone qual-

quality."

ity and DAN
synchronization."
McCLOSKEV
Regal Theatre.

WOLF & BERGER.

"POWERS

North Tonaw/anda, N. V.
"Congratulations on the wonderful success of the POWERS
CINEPHONE. For tone quality
there is nothing on tne market
that can beat it."
J. J. KELLV
Rivera Theatre.

"In the POWERS CINEPHONE there is
an indefinite 'something' which to my mind
gives a greater sense of realism than is present
in other systems. I have not heard finer quality on any talking picture apparatus."
J. W. BARBER
Brownie Wireless Company.

"We certify CINEPHONE equipment is
giving quality reproduction on both film and disc
on all pictures presented to our office."
De
SALES,
President
Queber Motion Picture Censor Board

satisfactoryE. in
T. every
CRALL way."
Olympic Theatre Corp.
"POWERS CINEPHONE is as
good as the best and better in
Faulkner's
some respects
." Film Review.

London, England.

Montreal, Canada.

"Effective and neat, adequately sums up
POWERS CINEPHONE. It does all a talkie plant
should do giving clear diction and good sound volume.
CINEPHONE will prove a formidable competitor in
the technical field of the
talkies."
DAILY
FILM RENTER,

Newport News, Ua.
CINEPHONE Is

London, England.
"Opened with "Movietone Follies" on
CINEPHONE today. Reproduction perfect
surprising clearness and tonal quality. Businesi
enormous. Congratulate you on such splen-

Tokio, Japan.
Twinfalls, Idaho.
"Held our grand opening with CINEPHONE playing "The King of Kings." CINEPHONE delivering wonderful tone quality.
Satisfactory in every way and excelling our
fondest expectations."
A. R. ANDERSON
Twinfalla
Amusement Co.

POWERS

did equipment."
"POWERS CINEPHONE is now installed in our seven principal theatres in
Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and Nagoya for
Film and disc systems and we find your equipment satisfactory beyond our greatest expectations. Congratulations."
MATSUJIRO

CINEPHONE

723 Seventh Avenue

—

SHIRAI, Pres.
Shochiku Kinema.

EQUIPMENT

WAINRIGHT,

Ltd.

••POWERS

CINEPHONE reproduction is
as near to natural souruls as ue expect to get. This
equipment is entitled to take its place in the front rank."
THE

FILM REVIEW.

CORPORATION

Powers Building

—

New York City

'T^l
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The CameFs Back
An Exhibitor

Warns Against

The Final Straw

By William A. Johnston
all of us, is inclined to blame the trade for its
economic distress and to forget that the trade
is merely a servant to the public and that it
is the public only which sets the big wheels
in motion, wheels which have to move so fast
The- letter, whether you agree with its that they are apt to crush a good many who
deductions or not, is the sincere expression don't deserve such a fate.
The public demands the talking picture
of a man, who like many another in this
business, finds his shoulders suddenly bur- just as years ago the new type of feature
dened with a load which he feels is unfairly picture was demanded. And then as now the
laid there by over-prosperous producer-dis- larger houses in the key centres got all the
best of it while the little house faced the
tributors.
dilemma either of seeing its people drift away
"This business," says Mr. Jarodsky, "has to the big theatre or else paying a rental it
taken too big a stride in too short a time."
positively could not afford.
Undoubtedly, it has. But the point it
When the Strand Theatre opened in New
would seem, that the writer overlooks is this:
York alj trade precedents and channels were
the big stride forward was not initiated by
turned topsy-turvy and a brand new era was
the producer companies. The big stride was ushered
in. So it is today. Just recently a
taken by the public. Public favor, right out talking picture took
in $600,000 in one theof a clear sky, demanded a new form of
atre in four weeks. That is almost as much
picture entertainment. And the fact of the money
as the Strand Theatre took in an entire
matter is that the producers were caught napalong in 1914-15. Is there any doubt
ping and thereupon hustled into about as year
that 1929 is witnessing a brand new era in
hectic a scramble as any manufacturers of motion pictures?
any goods ever experienced.
The talking-picture is a bigger thing
Mr. Jarodsky knows his onions. For in- we realize. Outside of New York City than
it is
stance, does anyone know^ of a better descrip- going to monopolize completely the amusetion of a good exhibitor than this:
ment business of this country. And that is
"The source of profit in this business is
some.
good pictures bought by a good trade and going
The question, however, of what the probought to their best advantage and properly
ducing companies will do for the independent
advertised. Good trading is no good w^ithout exhibitor still stands.
good pictures. Good pictures are no good
It seenis to me that it can only be answered
without good trading. Good pictures well in a business way.
bought are no good well bought unless well
Is the combined rental revenue of, say,
8,000 theatres worth while going after? If
advertised."
And there are other points we like about the chain houses give the producer-distrithe letter — such, for instance, as the fact that
butor 857r^of his gross, does he want the
the crop of exhibitor "angels" is about extinct other 15 ^Y ? Or uill some producers, who
and not to be relied upon even if it did exist.
don't own chain theatres, see their
But we believe that Mr. Jarodsky, like most to specialize and go after this 15%?way clear

state of mind of the average independent exhibitor is, in all probability,
pretty well exemplified by a letter from
Leon Jarodsky, which we publish in full in
this issue.
THE

Motion
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An Exhibitor Speaks His Mind
William A. Johnston,
Motion Picture News,
New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Johnston:

have gone back have not been able to catch
up, these losses will bit these distributors
squarely between the eyes.

Your article "Where Is The Picture
Business Headed" has been read. Many
months ago, I wrote you two articles which
you published, in regard to sound. I wrote
both of these last, feeling that they Avould
act, if any part of them were taken seriously by you, as a cheek on the industry.
T fully believe that this business has taken
too big a stride in too short a time.
Talking pictures will stay in certain
forms. Synchronized music can never stay.
A talking picture often has certain possibilities for first mn situations but under
the block booking system, it is as impossible as if we were to tiy to attempt to
put the old ten, twenty, and thirty proposition into vogue throughout the nation.

Cause And Effect
By the equipping of first run houses with
talking picture (Hiuipment, there was a possibility opened by certain individual films
which drew such tremendous business in
the first run houses owing to the fact of
the new type of entertainment along with
the novelty. This caused the closing of
hundreds of small theatres. The closing
of these theatres made triply and quadruply
valuable the films in the first run situations.
However, in getting into the towns, the
exchanges have forgotten that in order to
stay in the town and do business the exhibitor must be already getting 100 per
cent of the business or nearly that.
In asking two, three, four, and five times
for the picture and in holding for those
kind of prices there is no question but
what the producer is swelling his revenue
beyond imagination and all expectation.
Between the producer, distributor, and
electrics they, however, have this industry
wrung dry. This kind of revenue will presently cease. The producer is in the same
state of mind as thousands of merchants
and investors were during the war. They
have no regard for anything or anybody.
The future to them is a blank and in their
present state of greed, they are gobbling
up the dollars which do not rightfully belong to them and lessening the ability of
the independent theatre owners in the
smaller situations to keep up his equipment
and give proper presentations at his theatre.

Going

Broke

Exhibitors in the smaller towns are going broke by the thousands. Houses are
presently going to become antiquated and
these will be in situations not cared for by
the distributor. That is, he does not ware
them to operate himself but he is driving
those men out of l)usiness by his shortsightedness and the reckoning day in the
losses of business in these towns thrnigh
the show
set-back
they
havemust
given
will
itself.
Water
seek exliil)'tors
its fevel.
The public will presently spend ju-t so
nuich for entertainment; that is, taking
good showmanship and good picture; into
consideration ; that 100 per cent of !:I1 en(crtaiiiiiicnt nioiu'v is being gotten in and
then because exhibitors and houses which

Mergers are prog^-essing faster than manpower can be rearranged or developed to
manage them. A careful analysis w'ill show
you that there is darn little brains in this
business. There is some awfully good brains
in it but the show business takes brains
all of the way around and the average salesman or salesmanager of the average film
exchange has about as much brains as a
child ten years old would have — not alone
in the territories but in the home offices
as well.
The good Avill shouted a year ago was
a joke. What do those fellows care for
good will and they will tell you so? It is
a business of cut the throat and bleed him
dry and then take the next angel and do
the same to him. Peculiarly up to this time,
there have been enough angels to feed this
system but this day is fast passing and
the post war conditions are rapidly apjiroaching the industry.
The source of profit in this business is
good pictures bought by a good trader and
bought to their best advantage and properly advertised. Good trading is no good
without good pictures. Good pictures are
no good without good trading. Good pictures well bought are no good well bought
unless well advertised.

Individuality Counts
No man, whether he is young or old, can
teach anyone else to carry on and continue
to build in show business. It would be too
long a story but I could show you that any
man can teach one to carry on his ideals
for a certain length of time. A theatre
whose reputation was built upon fifteen
years of good showmanship which we sold
thrived under the poorest management for
six years but the purchasing parties failed
to turn rapidly enough into the new channels of showmanship and fell by the wayside. The same thing applies from the
largest to tie smallest in this business. It
is the individual and his very building of
a show business that shows results and it
can not be taught to the other fellow. He
can continue that policy as long as it is
profitable but when a needed change comes,
his iniiiative is not there to jockey him
arounrf the corner.
The head? of this industry are autocratic and they are setting up autocratic management and their exchanges are being operated in a very bureaucratic manner.
It is evident that the ticker tape ranks
first with the executives of this business.
The majority of important men in the motion picture business primarily get into it
and have been in it up to this time because
they believe in it, but that war condition,
as I call it, is putting them on the blink
and that man is in it now only for what
lie can take out of it. I firmly believe that
the distributor at this time, even if he is
(•om])("titive, is not as aggressive as formerly
in merchandising productions to the exhibitors but that this condition is caused by
them working together and jacking prices
nation wide. They are not alone taking
the pound of flesh, they are taking all of
the blood that they can get with it.
(Co>iti)iucd on page 980)
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ERPI Declares
Arbitration With
Warners Still On
Wilmington Suit Hasn't
Bearing On Matter,
Company States

Any

Electrical Research Company denies that
arbitration over the use by Warner Bros,
and the Vitaphone Corporation of sound
equipment other than that manufactured by
ERPI has ceased, or that, to the company's
way of thinking, the present injunction
asked by Warner Bros, and Vitaphone at
Wilmington, Del., has any bearing on the
matter. Arbitration proceedings, the company states, will be resumed at an early
date.
It has been rumored around the trade
that the injunction against interference
sought at Wilmington was to be construed
as an end to arbitration between ERPI and
Warner Bros, over an alleged patent infringement suit instituted by ERPI Avhen
the Stanley Company of America installed
and Pacent apparatus used in one of its
theatres. To date the appointed board has
met over a score of times, the last meeting
being held late in June, when it was decided
to postpone further action owing to the
illness of Samuel Untermeyer, counsel for
W^arner Bros. It has also been reported
that the Wilmington suit was brought to
prevent any other action by ERPI, Western
Electric and the A. T. & T. against the
Stanley Company of America.
The Vitaphone Corporation and Warner
Bros, have filed a bill of complaint in the
United States District Court, Wilmington,
Del., asking an injunction against the Electrical Research Products, Inc. ; the Western
Electric Co., and the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. to prevent these companies
from interfering with use by the plaintitTs
of sound-producing apparatus.
It is contended by the plaintiffs that the
Vitaphone Corporation and the Stanley
Company of America are subsidiary companies of Warner Bros., and that in 1926,
J 927 and 1928 the parent company spent
approximately $15,000,000 on Vitaphone
production and showings; that relations became strained between defendants and
plaintiffs and placed in jeopardy a contract
between them whereby the defendants were
to manufacture sound equipment for use
by the plaintiffs. The bill also states that
the Stanley Co. is defendant in a suit to
which the present suit is auxiliary, and the
plaintiffs ask that a temporary injunction
be granted to prevent the defendants from
interfering with the plaintiff's use of sound
('•luipment and that other relief be granted.

Universal Club Ball
The annual inaugural l)all of the Universal Club, a society of Universal home
office employees, Avill be held in the Hotel
Astor, New York, on October 26. A W'ide
variety of entertainment is jtromised. M.
•T. Etchingham is president of the Club
while S. S. Keller is chairman of the entertainment connnittee.
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An
Announcement
EFFECTIVE September 16, Maurice D.
Kann becomes Editor of Motion Picture News. The appointment we regard
as one of great importance and extreme interest to our readers.
"Red" Kann, as the trade to a man knows
him, has won his spurs in this field. That he
enjoys to so unusual a degree the confidence
and esteem of all elements of the business is
a fully deserved reward for his alert and
steadfast ability over the many years of his
close connection with the trade, his keen
knowledge of its affairs and his sympathy with
and unswerving loyalty to its best interests.
He is, as everyone knows, courageous, able
and responsible.
In resigning as Editor of The Film Daily,
the position he has held so successfully since
1926, "Red" Kann completed ten years of active association with that publication in varying capacities that gave him an intimate
"behind the scenes" contact with every phase
of the motion picture industry. He has been
a keen student of its trends and developments,
and an equally astute and accurate judge of
its manpower.
His first official action as Editor of Motion
Picture News will be a visit to the studios in
Hollywood, the source of all that is vital to
motion pictures.
I take this same opportunity to tell the
reader that my own desk remains here as
before. But I shall now have an opportunity
to get about more and write for Motion Picture News from other sources quite as important as New York City. It has always
been the foremost policy of this paper to get
strong men, to make its staff a star one. It
is with complete confidence and much gratification that we put "Red" Kann's name high
on our masthead.
W. A. JOHNSTON,
Publisher.

Maurice D. Kann
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All But One Of B 'way Grinds
Top 100 On Last Week's Biz;
Roxy Led Big Three, $124,821
\n

The
Runs
'^Hollywood
Revile^ ''Hallelujah^, ''Gold
Diggers^
And
'Say It
With Songs' The
Leaders

EVERYOXP] of the Broadway grind
houses, Avith the exception of the
little Cameo, which in reality showed
a third run last week, topped 100 per cent
axerage in business in the face of a record-:
i)reaking heat wave for the month of September. The Aveather was unbearable, but
New Yorkers and the holiday visitors to the
big town over Labor Day jammed the houses
and gave everyone of the theatres a high
batting average at the box office.
The Koxy, which held "The Girl From
Havana," after a four-week run of "The
Cock Eyed World," came through with
$124,821, while the Paramount with "Woman Trap," held $80,000, "The Broadway
Melody," in its second week at the Capitol,
clicked with $76,225, Avhich gave the picttire $169,600 on the two weeks there. The
Strand held Thomas Meighan in his first
talker, "The
$36,172.

Argyle Case," and played to

"Broadway," in its tliird week at the
Colony, came through with $12,138, Avhile
at the Rialto "Bulldog Drummond" got
$47,600 on the week, its second at the house,
and "The Dance of Life," in its third
week at the Rivoli, pulled $31,500.
"Broadway Babies" at the Cameo, after
I)laying both the Central and the Strand,
which really made it a third run on the
Main Stem, drew $5,167.

Two New Extended Run Films
Two

new picture.s came in for extended

runs this week. "The Great Gabbo," the
Jimmie Cruze production, made its bow at
the Selwyn, being handled by Al Grey, who
was formerly the head of the Paramount
road show department. At the Cohan on
Friday night Columbia showed "Flight,"
its air special for a run.
The leaders of those established in the
I'lin houses are "The Hollywood Revue" at
the Astor, Avhich played to $24,400, "Halleinjah" at the Embassy at $1.50 top, getting $10,532, "Gold Diggers of Broadway"
at the Winter Garden, which drew $29,517,
"Say It With Songs" at Warner's showing $19,348.25. "Street Girl," the first
Radio picture oti Broadway, came through
at the Globe with $17,063, while "Four
Feathers" at the Criterion, even though it
is in its twelfth week, got $14,200.
William Fox finally Avithdrew "The
I Slack Watch" from the Gaiety, Avhere it
liad been for lifteen weeks, nine of which
wci-e played at a loss. The final Aveek Avas
around $6,840. A rather freakish piece of
showmanship is being shoAvn by the organization by l)ringing "The Fox IMovietone

P i c t it r c
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'In The Headlines'
Leads Los Angeles
Runs With $24,500
'^Marianne" Gets $22,000

In

"Madame X" Leads 3
Memphis Houses

1st Week; ''Drummond" Still
Big; '^'Dynamite" ISosedives

advertising
H-TO-MOUTH
MOUTdreAV
gates at Loew's State Theatre, Memphis, Tenn., with the
result that "Madame X" did the best
business of any of the three larger
downtown theatres last week.
Loew's Palace had a satisfactory
week with "The Greene Murder Case"
but "Half Marriage" appeared to a little over the heads of most patrons at
the Orpheum. Lack of following for
tTie stars is blamed for a below normal attendance.

HollyAvood, Sept. 12. — Warners have developed a ncAV star in the person of Grant
Withers, if the shoAving of his latest vehicle, "In the Headlines," may be taken
as any criterion. This picture pulled in
$24,500 worth of business at the Warners

U Signs Murray
Anderson For Paul
Whiteman Picture
'King Of Jazz'' Will Resume
Production Nov. 1 Under
Revised Plan
After ])()sti)oning production on "The
King of Jazz" until November first by
mutual consent between LTniversal and Paul
Whiteman rencAved activity before that
time is eeen in Universal's announcement
this Aveek that John Murray Anderson had
been signed for the purpose of Avriting and
producing a revue Avhich Avill feature the
maestro and his band and reach the screen
under the original title. The deal Avith
Anderson, a creator and producer of stage
revues, Avas settled soon after Whiteman 's
recent arrival in Ncav York Avhen he an.l
Lou Metzger, Universal general numager,
icaclied an agreement.
Consideralile trouble between Universal
and Whiteman over suitable story material
followed the signing of the original contract. When stories were presented to the
hand leader he argued that he Avas *not a>i
actor and could not approve any film story
presenting him as one. Following these
disagreements, after a four Aveeks' Avait
around Universal City, Whiteman Avas reported arranging for a tour until further
dcA-elopments. A statement at this time
and that the maestro personally received
$8,000
Aveek for eight Aveeks' time spent
on the ]ier
Coast.

Follies" for tAvo Aveeks' special engagement. This is the picture that Avas already
shown at the Roxy in the regular-sized
lilm, the Gaiety shoAving is to be in
(irandeur size. Seemingly they are Avasting a chance for great publicity by not
holding back their Grandeur until they
co\ild show it Avith a ncAV production.

HollyAvood, nabbing a percentage of 171 —
the highest for the Aveek. Withers appears
to have a strong local draAV, Avhich accounts
for the Warners' figui'es.
The week has a neAv opening, "Marianne" coming to the Mayan and getting
$5,000 the opening night and $22,000 as
the first Aveek's figures, including the premiere take.
"Bulldog Drummond" is still leaving the
long runs behind, its fourth Aveek at the
United Artists accounting for $19,100, or
150 per cent.
"Imagine My Embarrassment," the local title for "Why Leave Home," was next
in drawing strength, although the Fanchon.Marco "Drapes Idea" stage shoAv undoubtedly had very much to do Avith the showing. At the LoeAv's State, it collected $34,307, good for a 127 percentage.
Both "Lucky Star," in its third Aveek of
six days at the Criterion, and "HollyAvood
Revue," in its tAvelfth Aveek at the Grauman's Chinese, achieved a percentage rating of 108 on business done. The former
got $10,836 and the latter $17,258.
"Dynamite nosedived at the Carthay
Cii'cle and Avill be taken out next Aveek,
which Avill make a run of eight Aveeks at
this house, $10,836 — 79% — are the figures
for the past Aveek.
Because it suffered from a lack of screen
names with drawing poAver, "The Lady
Lies," gi-ossed only $22,500, or a percentage of 90.

Paraiiioiiiit Adds
To Area Of Long
Island Prodnctiotn
Increased studio facilities in the East is
announced by Paramount Avhose production
program at the Long Island studios calls
for the making of eighteen talking features
and twenty-four, short subjects during the
The new structure will add approxinuitely tAventy-five per cent to the area of
the Eastern studio. Construction of the
year.
addition was made necessary by the increase in production Avork and developments in the music and sound fields.

RKO

Promotes

Orowitz

A'audcAille acts and all pictures playing
tlic HlvO national circuit Avill lie exploited
by Eli M. Orowitz, Avho came to New York
last June to handle RKO theatre exploitation in the metropolitan district.
^
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Paramount Grooming A. J. Balaban
To Head Film Production, Is Report
THEATRES

FffiST STEP

Taking Over Stage Units Now
To Develop Into Studio
Supervision
Later
J. BALABAN 'S takino: over of the
direction of the producing activi• ties of the stage units for Publix
Theatres is report-ed to be a step in the
grooming of hina for the post of the head
of the film production activities of the organization. Since his return from the
Coast some time ago, Balaban has been
active in Chicago until a few weeks ago
when the affairs of Publix were so lined-up
as to have it advisable to bring him on to
New York to take sole charge of the production of stage attractions for the theatres of the circuit.
A

Shotv Possibilities
The alignment of the William Morris
Booking Offices with Publix makes it possible that the theatres of the circuit may
be given over to other forms of entertainment in addition to the combination of film
and stage shows as now presented.
William Morris, Sr., has always been
known as one of the shrewdest of vaudeville
showmen. He was at the head of the Klaw
and Erlanger Advanced Vaudeville Circuit
years ago and later had a circuit of his
own. There are a number of Publix houses
where vaudeville could be played to advantage and, with Morris in the organization, Publix would be able to meet any sort
of competition that RKO might decide that
they would like to give them in any given
territory.
It would also put Publix in a position to
put the best possible vaudeville booking
head in charge of the RKO theatres in the
advent that an affiliation of interests should
be brought about between the two interests.

London World Premiere
Of Swanson Film
LONDON, ENG. Sept. 10 (By Cable)
— The world premiere of "The
Trespasser" starring Gloria Swanson, took place at the New Gallery
Kinema here Sept. 9. A crowd of 5,000
outside the theatre gave Miss Swanson
an unparalleled reception and an enthusiastic audience occupied the Kinema. After the show the audience apless fervidandbutperform
the star's
pearedapparance
ance permet
sonal
with approval. The general reception
by the press of the picture was very
"The Trespasser" was written and
good.
directed by Edmund Golding and was
produced by Joseph P. Kennedy for
release through United Artists. Mr.
Kennedy, in London, made arrangements through David Sarnoff, head of
the Radio Corporation, whereby Miss
Swanson's rendition of "Love." a song
from "The Trespasser"', was broadcast
from Station 2 LO in London over a
hook-up with fifteen American stations,
Sept. .5th.

Publix Secures
Syracuse Outlet;
Other Expansion
Also Takes Over Grand And
Princess^ Bloomington;
Neiv Chicago Project

RKO May Abolish
Orchestras Carried
By Vaudeville Acts

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 11. — Two theatre
deals of the first magnitude, in the making,
this week gave the Syracuse Rialto its
greatest thrill of the year — -a year already
made outstanding by the Fox acquisition of
the Eckel and Warner control of the
Strand.
By the terms of one, according to authoritative report on the local Rialto, the
Temple Theatre, present home of Mutual
burlesque, will pass to Publix. The Temple, playing Paramount features and possibly
umn. Publix units, will pass to the film col-

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 11.— The RKO
Circuit, it is reported here, is quietly moving to reshape all house orchestras to the
end that acts now carrying orchestras with
them will find them unnecessary. It is said
house bands will be boosted from twelve
to fourteen men, with a leader capable of
acting as M. C, if occasion demands. For
revues and flash turns, where a traveling
orchestra is now used, under the new plan
the house band will transfer to the stage.
Money now spent to benefit only certain
acts, i. e., those carrying special music, will
thus be used to strengthen house orchestras. At least, that is the explanation offered here.

The second reported deal, if consummated, will send Mutual burlesque into the
Wieting, splitting the week there with
Shubert touring attractions. This policy
has been found successful in several cities,
and guarantees the house against dark
nights.
The Temple-Publix deal has been under
way quietly for several weeks. Publix engineers already have surveyed the theatre
and the preliminary work will be followed
up as soon as the negotiations are closed.
This action is expected to be a development of the new week.
Publix invasion of Syi-acuse has been
{Continued on page 980)
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Schulberg Retirement Forecast
By Fineman's Leaving;
Balaban's Experience
On The Coast
activities on the Paramount lot have
ACCORDING to report, the production
not been progressing in a manner
that is entirely satisfactory to the executives of the organization. With that in
view, it is said that Adolph Zukor has sanctioned the grooming of A. J. Balaban along
jTiroduction lines so that in the event of
the combining of the Paramount-WarnerFirst National producing activities under
one guiding hand, and the possible retirement of the Warner Bros, from active interest in producing, some one in the Paramount organization in addition to Jesse L.
Lasky would be available to take over the
reins on the coast.

Coast

Developments

Recent developments on the coast are
said to point to the retirement of Ben Schulberg as the head of the Paramount Studios
there. B. P. Fineman, who has been a production supervisor on the coast under Schulberg is leaving the company. The close association of Schulberg and Fineman in the
past and his stepping out at this time is
taken as an indication that Schulberg is
soon to follow.
An inside story regarding the coast and
the manner in which A. J. Balaban was
given "the works" when he originally
went to Hollywood -to look into the producing situation, has been going the rounds
for some time. A. J., when he returned east
didn't squawk, but simply stated that he
didn't care to live in California. But those
knowing him and understanding his character, knew that something had been behind his return East. The inside politicians
around the studio are said to have given
him "the works" in order that they might
preserve their own heads.

Zukor's

Interest

Mr. Zukor, it is believed, took more than
a passing interest in the affair, and had it
looked into confidentially with the result
that he was wholly dissatisfied with the
conditions.
Jack Warner, who has been in charge
of all production for the Warner Bros, has
more than made good on the coast. He
beat the others with the first all-talk feature, and has repeated twice in a row with
the combined color-and-talk features "On
With The Show" and "Gold Diggers Of
Broadway." His record for turning out
pictures at a small cost in comparison with
what the other companies had been spending is a remarkable one, but with his brothers he has made so much money in the past
few years that he might want to step out
of the business in time.
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A Speedy Remedy Needed
subjoined letter, which appeared in the September 4 issue of
THE
The Nation, brings to the attention of the film industry a fact
hitherto not generally known in motion picture circles. It discloses a situation which calls for a speedy remedy.
That two such men as Jean A. LeRoy and Eugene A. Lauste, true
pioneers, if there be such in this industry, whose creative and inventive
genius contributed *D importantly to its earliest beginnings and to its
later development, should be in such straits, is not a matter which those
who have a pride in the wonderful progress of the motion picture —
can dismiss lightly.
The condition of these men has been investigated and there is no
question of their need. For immediate purposes Motion Picture News
will be glad to receive contributions in their behalf and will see that
they are forwarded to them promptly. But something more than this
should be done by the industry, as a whole, so that for the future these
men, now that the infirmities of age have overtaken them, may not be
dependent upon individual charity.
Motion Picture News will welcome suggestions from its readers
along this line and will give its support to any concrete suggestion
which will help the industry to repay in part, at least, its debt to these
men.
It may be noted here, that — in addition to the inventions of Leroy
and Lauste, referred to in the accompanying letter, which furnish the
foundation for the development of the motion picture art, as we know
it today — it was the testimony and evidence obtained and presented by
them in the historic suit of the independents against the Patents Company nearly a score of years ago, which threw the motion picture industry wide open to individual initiative and operation and prevented
it from becoining a monopoly. It is not too much to say, that but for
their aid at this time, the present development of the art would not have
been possible.
Following is the letter, as published in The Nation:

Are The Films Ungrateful?
To the Editor of The Nation:
Sir: The movies have long since passed the billion-dollar mark as
an industry. Wall Street reports that profits for the leading film companies ran into many millions for the last half year; but it is a melancholy fact that .many of the men whose inventive and creative genius
produced the means to establish and develop this billion-dollar industry
are in actual want.
Among such men are Jean Acme LeRoy and Eugene Augustin
Lauste. It is no exaggeration to say that but for their inventions the
great industry which they helped to father would not today exist. Jean
LeRoy designed and invented the first motion picture projection machine, the cinematograph, which antedated by more than a year the
better advertised projector of Jenkins and Armat, the Edison vitascope. Lauste's invention of recording and reproducing sound photographically, originally patented in Great Britain in 1906, forms the
basis for all the photographic processes used to make the talking picture today. Lauste also designed and built the eidoloscope, recorded
in screen history as the second projection machine to be invented.
The modern motion picture booth for fire protection was originally
conceived and designed by LeRoy.
Today both LeRoy and Lauste, now in their middle seventies,
enfeebled by age and broken in health, are practically without resources
and dependent upon the uncertain help of a few friends. LeRoy is
partially paralyzed and unable to work. Lauste has unsuccessfully
sought employment on the research or engineering staffs of the larger
film companies, yet he doubtless has a greater knowledge of the mysteries and mechanics of recording and reproducing sound photographed
on film than any man living. The need of these men is real, and they
deserve far better of the industry which they helped to make possible.
New York, August 7.
MERRITT CRAWFORD.

Picture

News

General Equip.
Denies Any Deal
With WiUiam Fox
Green States Company Is In
Business Industry
To Serve Entire
Announcement by a daily trade paper
of the motion picture field that William
Fox had acquired a fifty-one per cent interest in the recently formed General Theatre Equipment Company, Inc., this week
brought quick denial from the latter that
there was a grain of truth in the report.
Walter E. Green, vice-president of General
Theatre Equipment, branded the report as
"pure fiction and over-exuberance on
the part of a trade paper reporter,"
The report, as published, stated that Fox
has cornered the equipment field through
the acquisition of a controlling interest by
purchase of stock in General Theatre Equipment. The deal, if it had gone through,
would iiave meant that the Fox interests
would have come into control of the National Theatre Supply Co., the International
Projector Corp., J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.,
the Ashsraft Automatic Lamp Co., Hall &
Connolly, Inc., the Hertner Generator Co.,
the Theatre Acceptance Corporation and
the thirty retail branches of the National
Theatre Supply Co. With this "mighty
stroke," the report went on, Fox had
placed himself in a position to draw from
every possible commodity which entered in
the making and distribution of the motion
"No such deal is pending nor has it ever
picture.
been proposed," Green emphatically declares. "General Theatres Equipment," he
says, "is in business to serve the entire industry in as efficient and economical manner as it is humanly and physically possible.
Each of the various units of the concern
will continue to operate independently.
General Theatres Equipment Co. being the
holding company."

Wise Chain And Southern
Theatres Merger Rumored
Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 12. — It is rumored here that a merger is in the bag
between the Marvin Wise Circuit and
Southern Theatres, Inc., formerly the Joe
Steed Amusement Co., and the plans seem
logical inasmuch as these two chains are
all that is left in Birmingham today of
the original eight chains that existed two
years ago. Together they would control
the neighborhood situation almost 100 per
cent.

Vivian Moses Makes Coast
Record On Story Production
Vivian Moses arrived in New York from
the Coast last week aftei: a year and a half
ment.head of the Paramount story departas
While on the Coast, Moses is said to have
made a record in the number of stories
handled by his department, which actually
went into production.
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Big Companies To Confine Product
To Own Houses Is Trend Of Business
THEATRE

EXPANSION

UFA Will Make English
Jannings Talkie

Both Piiblix And Fox Expanding At Tremendous Rate Will
Need Their Product
Exclusively
THE tremendous rate at which theatre
expansion is progressing on the part
of both Publix and Fox Theatres is
leading into a situation, where another
year or eighteen months will find both those
organizations in need of the product of
their producing organization affiliations exclusively. That condition is predicted by
several theatre experts who have surveyed
the situation within the last few months
and noted the trend that affairs are taking.
The independent exhibitor will have to
rely on the independent producer almost
wholly for product to keep his doors open,
for the product of the bigger companies
will have been milked so dry in their own
houses that there will be little or no drawing population left to exhibitors of those
films after the big circuits are through
with them.
The Paramount-Warner affiliation with
the combining of the theatres that are held
hy the Warners with those of Publix, give
that organization a tremendous number of
days for each of their productions. The
sales overhead of the organizations will be
cut tremendously through the selling of the
product in bulk to themselves, and this will
make it possible for the theatres to operate
at a lesser cost for product.
With Fox lining up a tremendous number of chains in the Middle West and with
his strength on both the east and west
coasts that organization will soon have a
complete coverage from coast to coast with
the exception of the southern territory,
along the Atlantic Seaboard. Publix has
that completely sewed and the only way
that Fox would be able to invade that district would be by building. In the Southwest Fox has a foothold in Texas by virtue
of his deal with Karl Hoblitzelle, but in
the territory between that point and the
coast he will have to build to give Publix
competition.
In the Northwest Fox has the lead on
Publix and with the lately acquired independent circuits in Montana, Wyoming he
is going into a number of small towns
where it is difBcuIt to visualize circuit of
chain operation at a profit.
One of the shrewdest theatre traders in
the business now connected with one of
the big companies stated this week that he
wasn't worrying as regards his future as
far as a job was concerned, for through
the mad scramble to get theatres at this
time the big chains were just arranging to
keep him working for some time to come,
because they would have to unload a number of the houses again during the next
few years after they had found them unprofitable torun.

for
by Josef
be directed
toGS'
the UFA,
first picture
JANNIN
EMIL
von Sternberg, will be made in
English as well as German, according
to advice from the Berlin UFA ofiice.
Jannings' part, the communication
states, fully enables him to use the
former as well as the latter named
language.
In this pnblication's issue of July
27th it was erroneously stated that the
first Jannings-UFA picture would be
recorded in German onlv.

Myers Charges
Foes Seek Defeat
Of Franchise Plan
As

Guard Against Reduction
Of Rate He Advises 30
Day Privilege

Abram F. Myers, president and general
counsel of Allied States Association, this
week charged that forces antagonistic to
the franchise offer made by the R-K-0 Distributing Corporation and Tiffany-Stahl
Productions, Inc., are seeking to defeat the
measure by urging exhibitors to withhold
signing franchises at the prices set by exhibitor committee on the theory that those
prices may be lowered. In lieu of this Mr.
Myor recommends that rates set by exhibitor conmiittees should not remain for a
longer period than thirty days.

Myers' Statement
The remainder
of Mr. Myers' statement
follows
:
"The companies in question made their
offer in response to the representations of
exhibitor leaders that the theatre owners
were in need of immediate relief from exorbitant film rentals. It was not contemplated by any of the parties to the negotiations that the generous cooperation of
these two producers would be used by exhibitors as a club in dealing with other
producers, and that their prices would be
l^egged indefinitely while the exhibitors
negotiated with other concerns.
' ' The opposition to the franchise plan
has made a poor showing so far but they
should not be permitted in any degree to
punish R-K-0 and Tiffany-Stahl . for their
cooperation with the small theatre owners.
It is believed, therefore, that the rates set
by exhibitor committees should not remain
for a longer period than thirty days and
that thereafter these companies should be
free to sell film either on franchise or
standard contracts at prices negotiated in
individual transactions.

LINE-UP IN 2 CIRCUITS
Paramount,
Warner^
First
National^ V. A. On One
Side; Fox And M-G-M
The Other
to pass
comein this
thatsixhave
merger
inmonths
the spast
THEwithin
dustry, with others that are now
under discussion, are going to bring about
a definite line-up in the business that will
have two tremendous circuits of picture
theatres aligned in opposition to each other
from coast to coast. They will be the Publix chain on one hand and the theatres operated by Fox on the other. A third chain
which will develop will be of lesser importance and will be in the hands of the
Radio Corporation. Another which the
Pathe-Shubert merger will bring about, will
be along the line of first run theatres in
key centers where Pathe will have an outlet for its product on a road show basis
with runs of possibly four weeks in each
of the towns. This would mean that twelve
pictures would only be necessary annually
to give those houses a Season of forty-eight
weeks each year.

Hotv It May Function
When the circuit is developed the
chances are that it will function with Paramount-Publix either under a definite understanding between J. J. Murdock, head of
Pathe, and Adolph Zukor, or possibly be
turned over to Publix as a link in their
chain, in which event it would be easily
operated at a profit, for with the product
from the combined producing resources of
Paramount - Famous - Lasky, the Warner
Bros., First National and United Artists
as well as Pathe, they would easily be in
a position to operate the road show circuit
on a basis that would get the cost of production back from these preliminary runs,
and derive profit from the subsequent runs
in their regularly operated picture' theatres
from the deluxe first runs right down the
line.
Just where RKO and Radio Pictures will
fit in the scheme of things is a question.
They hold about twenty-five per cent of
Pathe, but with the Pathe-Shuljert deal assured Pathe will attain an important position in the theatre field.
With the bigger producing companies now
getting eighty-five per cent of their revenue
from the circuits, they will be able to get
better than one hundred per cent as figured
at present in the saving of the distributing
overhead necessary to obtaining the remaining fifteen per cent of business from
the smaller houses.
The recent franchise deals whereby Radio Pictures and Tiffany-Stahl are getting
the independent exhibitors to sign for the
next five years, these two companies will
(Continued on page 981)
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New Cineplione
Sono Art- World Wide Merged;
Sound Reproducer
Product:
Acquire James Cruze
Listed By Powers
Weeks Is Named Vice-President Price Scale Will Include
An

International
ProducingDistrihuting Unit Is
Behind Idea

CEMENT was made this
ANNOUN
week that World Wide Pictures,
Inc., had merged with Sono Art
Productions, Inc., the new concern to be
known as Sono Art-World Wide Pictures,
Inc. The merger was made known through
K. W. Hammons, on behalf of World Wide,
and 0. E. Goebel and George Weeks for
Sono Art Productions. Following this announcement itwas also communicated to
Mie trade press this week that the newly
formed concern had acquired James Cruze
Productions, Inc., for the distribution of
twelve Cruze pictures. George Weeks has
been named executive vice-president of the
corporation and Harry Thomas and Sam
Zierler, who have controlled distribution
rights to Cruze product, will also become
associated with Sono Art-World Wide as
sales executive. Henry D. Meyer and Nat
Cornish, financial sponsors for Cruze, were
the other principals to the latter deal.

States

Advantages

Commenting upon the merger Mr. Weeks
said:
"The advantages of a union of the affiliations and resources of the two companies, and a merging of their activities in
an international producing - distributing
unit, having behind it the massed financial
strength of its several members, was so
apparent to the banking interests and operating executives involved, that once the
idea was suggested, the joining of the two
companies was inevitable."
Continuing, he explained, "The new companies will bring about a concert of the
following forces: British International Pictures, Ltd., John Maxwell, Managing Director, Great Britain's strongest producing
company, which also has extensive theatre
holdings, world-wide distribution and international theatre affiliations. This company will contribute at least twelve alltalking productions of a high order during
the coming season.
!\Ir. M. A. Dent, in

^

^KT

-J

Principal executives In
the merged companies of
Sono Art and World
Wide; E. W. Hanunons,
president of Educational
Exchanges, Inc., and
affiliated in an executive
ca.paclty with World
Wide; John Maxwell,
chairman of British International Pictures,
Ltd. ; George W. Weeks,
executive vice-president
of the merged companies

Fox Acquires Principal
Theatres On Coast
per .cent
FIFTY-lONE
Theatres
Inc.,interest
Westernin
A Principa
Circuit, has been obtained by the
William Fox interests, who thus annex
another chain of theatres in the Coast
area.
The name of Principal Theatres, Inc.,
will be changed to Fox Principal Theatres and the circuit will be operated as
a subsidiary of the Fox West Coast
group. Actual operation will be in the
hands of Mike Rosenberg, who, together with Sol Lesser, will retain a
substantial interest in the new Fox
subsidiary.
The theatres acquired by Fox in this
deal are all located in California and
will be operated under the same standard established by Fox West Coast.
Harold B. Franklin, president of Fox
West Coast, made the announcement.

charge of British International Pictures,
Ltd., distribution, is now enroute from London to complete details.
In bringing together Sono Art, World
Wide and James Cruze Productions, Mr.
Weeks said: "We feel that we are building an aggregation of capital and experienced operators which will lead to the development of a produeing-distributing organization of great possibilities. Nine to
twelve all-talkies are to come from Cruze
and in all the company plans to handle
twenty-five to thirty all-talking productions
during
stated. the coming season," Mr. Weeks
Further remarks by Mr. Weeks would
indicate that the time is ripe for good
"individual" production. "There are no
'independents' in this business any more,"
he said, "neither is there any monopoly.
Because we don't own any theatres we have
to make pictures good enough to sell to
those who do. We will sell to anyone who
will pay the price."
The present World Wide company's entire organization, personnel and offices at
i;50 West 4()th Street, New York, will be
retained.

Stressed
Eight ^'Points'"
Installation;
Powers Cinephone, through its president,
P. A. Powers, this week announces to the
trade the new "De Luxe" 1930 Powers
Cinephone sound reproducer. The company stresses "eight points" in manufacture, a new design and new price scale
which includes installation.
The De Luxe model is in three separate
forms : disc, sound-on-film, or a combination of both systems. Standardization of
units which permit theatres installing only
the disc equipment to add the sound-on-film
attachment at any time, is claimed as one
of the features of the new model. Also,
those installing sound-on-film equipment
may at any time add the disc attachment
without discarding any part of equipment
already installed.
Other changes named by the company
include the motor drive as a separate unit,
devised to overcome vibrations and eliminate breakage in P. E. Cells and exciter
lamps ; the sound-on-film attachment has
larger sprockets from which it is claimed
greater smoothness and more even tone in
reproduction is obtained; all manual controls have been simplified ; gearings
silenced by enclosing in grease-filled housing, with automatic lubrication ; turntable
for disc attachment designed so that discs
fit in protected recess ; amplifiers with circuit-protectoi-s guarding all main arteries
to prevent destructive voltage fluctuation,
and entire design constructed to make
every part easily accessible to the operator.
Mr. Powers states : "we have not tried
to cheapen the Powers Cinephone but have
turned the energies of our engineers to improve our instrument to a higher standard."

Independent Cartoons Gain
Bookings In All Big Chains
That independent production and distribution may be successfully accomplished
is borne out in the past six months' record
set by bookings for the series of Disney
Cartoons. In June of this year, the company claims, "Mickey Mouse" the pen and
ink hero of the series, was playing in ]>ractically every first run theatre throughout
the world. They were booked solid by most
all of the larger circuits in this country
and practically every smaller, non-conflicting chain.
A new series of eighteen "Mickey
Mouse" subjects will be produced for the
1929-30 season, beginning in October. Like
the current series, they will be independently distributed.

Pacent Sept. InstallationsShipments Declared Heavy
Over 100 complete Pacent shipments and
installations will be made in September, it
is said, as production is increasing weekly
on the film attacjimcnt.
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Allied Claims 20,000 Playdates Set;
Franchise Meetings Throughout U.S. A,
OTHER

UNITS

JOIN

Columbus, Denver and Western Penn, Are Sympathetic;
Meeting At Several
More Cities
ALLIED franchise meetings were held
this week at Denver, Colo., Columbus, Ohio, Casper, Wyo., Seottsbluff,
Nebr., and Columbus, Georgia. Western
Pennsylvania, through a meeting held in
Pittsburgh, Sept. 8th, joined the Allied. A
decision is to be made on Thursday, as
this paper goes to press, at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and other meetings are slated
to be called in Minneapolis, Salt Lake City,
Butte and Cincinnati.
At Columbus where approximately one
hundred Central Ohio motion picture exhibitors met Monday at luncheon an enthusiastic and unanimous endorsement was
placed on the RKO and Tiffany-Stahl
franchise plans. Previous to this move the
plans were outlined and it was pointed out
by H. M. Richey, business manager of the
Michigan unit, that the more theatreowners
there were who adopted the franchise plan,
the greater opportunity there would be to
force other distributors to lower film rentals. The same plan was discussed this week
by the Southern Ohio exhibitors at Cincinnati. The Cleveland body endorsed the
'movement last week.

The

Denver

Situation

About twenty-five exhibitors attended
the meeting at Casper, Wyoming, and approximately fifteen were present at Seottsbluff, Nebraska, on Sept. 6th and 9th, respectively. Thirty were present at the Denver, Colorado, gathering. About fifty exhibitors have thus far signed for franchises
and it is estimated that one hundred and
fifty in the Denver district will attach their
signatures to RKO and Tiffany-Stahl contracts. These meetings were addressed by
Judge Thurmon, of the Rocky Mountain region, who explained the plans in detail.
Others in attendance were Sid Weisbaum,
branch manager for RKO in the district;
F. J. Lee, RKO salesman; Branch Manager
B. M. Shocked and district manager Jerrj'
Marks, representing Tiffany-Stahl. Thomas
Sullivan was also in attendance for the exhibitors' association. Sid. Weisbaum made
a forceful speech which was enthusiastically received. The next meeting is scheduled
for Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 13th.
One hundred and twenty-five Western
Pennsylvania exhibitors met in Pittsburg
last week and pledged their support to the
Allied franchise. The occasion was a luncheon-meeting and all present gave their signatures to the move. The recommendation
to join was made by President Anthony
Jim and Secretary Herrington. John Stahl
made the motion which was seconded by
Bennett Amdur. It was carried unanimously. Other speakers at the Pittsburg meet
(Continued on following page)

W. E. I nstallations
Total 2,398
n Electric
of s Wester
THE
installed by the
system
soundtotal
company's subsidiary, Electrical
Research Products, Inc., is now 2,398,
according to the latest report. They
extend over all sections of the United
States and are in houses ranging from
500 to 3,000 seats. Fox, Paramount and
Universal film exchanges are also
listed among the installations. Practically all are film and disc apparatus.

Lightman Spiked
Memphis Meeting
Says Texas Paper
M. P. T. O. A. Candidacy And
Allied Conflict Seen
As Reason
The Allied meeting scheduled for Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 5th, was not held because
M. A. Lightman, president of that regional
board declined to call a meeting of the
exhibitors, says the "Motion Picture Journal," Dallas, Texas, regional trade paper.
Representatives were present, the article
states, from Arkansas, Tennessee and
Mississippi, members of the Tri-State
M. P. T. 0., but owing to Lightman 's attitude the movement was spiked, at least
temporarily. This is explained by the
"Journal" in view of Lightman 's candidacy for the presidency of the M. P. T.
0. A. and the present conflict between that
body and the Allied States Association.
Colonel Cole, of Dallas, and exhibitor
leader there, states that members of the
Board of Directors, including Hank Wharton, Ed Fitton and others were in favor
of the plan and that it may be worked out
to get the question before the exhibitors.

David Mendoza To Conduct
Paramount Radio Orchestra
Paramount announces that David Mendoza, for a long time conductor of the New
York Capitol Theatre orchestra, has been
signed as conductor and musical director of
the Paramount-Publix radio orchestra. He
will assume his new duties on the initial
broadcast of the Paramount program over
the Columbia network September 21.

U. A. Unit In Florida
Members of "Hell Harbor" company —
including Henry King, Jean Hersholt, John
Holland — have arrived for two months of
location work in Tampa, Fla. Retakes on
"Tiger Rose" have delayed Lupe Velez'
departure from Hollywood.

MILWAUKEE

ASSEMBLY

Business
Already
Lined
On Franchise Plan
Is Outlined By
Steffes

Up

texhibi
ors' meeting
at Wisco
Cedarnsin
Lake,
near
G the
ADDRESSIN
Milwaukee, Sept. 10 and 11th, W.
A. Steffes, president of the Northwest exhibitor unit, told the assembly that more
than twenty thousand play dates had been
lined up for first year franchises offered
under the R-K-0 and Tiffany-Stahl plans
and that more are being added each week.
Abram F. Myers, president and general
counsel of Allied States Association which
is sponsoring the R-K-O-Tift'any-Stahl franchise plan, was unable to attend the Wisconsin meeting, his presence being demanded elsewhere. Steffes, as head of the
exhibitor unit and a leader in the Allied
States Association, explained the franchise
proposals and RCA's offer to supply the
smaller houses with Photophone sound reproducing equipment and at an installation
price within the reach of all.
The Tuesday meeting was addressed by
Colonel E. R. Hawkins, of RCA Photophone, Inc., Oscar Hanson, Tiffany-Stahl
sales manager, and Henry A. Staab, secretary of the Wisconsin association. Steve
Bauer presided over the session.

Allied Affiliation
According to infonnation received by the
Motion Picture News office the Allied
States Association claims the following
state exhibitor associations as having become affiliated :
Texas, Montana, Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Western Pennsylvania, Washington, D. C., New
•Jersey, Ohio (Cleveland and Columbus),
and Nebraska.
It is also reported that the Southwestern
and New England associations are sympathetic to the Allied movement.
At a luncheon meeting of the franchise
committee of the New Jersey M. P. T. 0.,
held Sept. 9th at the Hotel Astor, New
York City, it was announced by Phil Meyer
that actual sale of Tiffany-Stahl franchises
was started this week in the Metropolitan
Division. Many prominent exhibitors of
the territory attended the meeting.

N. C. Circuit Changes Hands
Charlotte, N. C. — The circuit of theatres
in North Carolina formerly owned and
operated by H. J. Paradis, of Wilson, will
now be operated by the Bright Leaf Theatres, Inc. The circuit consists of the
Saunders, at Smithfield ; the Oasis, at Wilson; the Colonial, at Tarboro; Whites, at
Greenville; and the Temple, at Sanford.
The change was made September 4.

Motion

Piiblix Secures
Syracuse House;
Other Expansion
(Ccmtinued jroyn page 975)
dictated by the rapidly changing situation
here, Paramount finding it imperative that
it have its own outlet for its product. The
Temple will give Publix-Paramount a parity with RKO, Fox, Warners and Loew's,
now all represented on the local Rialto.
This portends a local "war" of imposing
proportions.
The Temple Theatre is owned by the
Cahills. is leased by the Seneca Amusement Company and sub-leased by Nathan
L. Robbins, of Utica, and I. M. Herk, of
New York. The latter took the house last
year. Their lease has 11 years to run.
The Wieting is owned by the Mamacon
Realtv Corporation, and is composed of
James Heffernan, president, and Stewart
F. Hancock, vice-president. It is under
lease to the Shuberts, the agreement expiring August 31, 1930.
Materialization of both deals will bring
certain changes to both houses it is likely.
Publix is expected to re-seat and otherwise
re-equip the Temple, and the house will be
wired for sound pictures. The Wieting,
too, will be modernized, it is believed.

Indiana Project
Bloomington, Ind.— Representatives of
Publix recently held a conference here
with Robert H. Harris in order to make
formal transfer of the Harris Grand
and Princess theatres to the new company.
The theatres have been under option for
some weeks, and the papers were returned
here after being signed in Chicago and New
York. It was stated by representatives of
Publix that about $25,000 would be spent
in remodeling the houses. James Leffler,
who has been manager of the Princess, and
who has been with Mr. Harris, for 27 years,
no longer will be with the house. It is
understood that Roy M. Feltus, manager of
the Harris Grand, also will seek a new
connection.
Immediate erection of a new theatre on
Lawrence Avenue near Milwaukee Avenue,
Chicago, to be added to the circuit of theatres controlled by Balaban & Katz and
the Publix Corporation, was announced this
week at the offices of Balaban & Katz. The
new theatre, which will have a seating
capacity of 2,500, together with the threestory store and office building included in
the project, will represent an investment
in excess of $1,000,000 when completed.
The new theatre, which will be known as
the Gateway Theatre, is a part of the expansion program of the Publix Theatre
Corporation.

Rapp Bros.

In Charge

The Gateway Theatre, it was stated, will
be especially designed by C. W. and Geo.
Rapp, for the presentation rf the new talking pictures, embodying many new and
novel features. The contract for the new
project has been let to Paschen Bros., and
it is expected that the theatre will be completed a. id ready for operation March 1,
1930.

Allied
And
Toronto
Unit In Agreement
t of informal conferences
a resul
As betw
een Allied States' president
Abram Myers, and J. Earl Lawson, of Toronto, head of a group of independent theatres in Canada, an
agreement has been reached for the exn and for the cochange of inforof matioities
by the two
ordination activ
units.
A formal affiliation at this time is
said to be prevented by the organic
law of both organizations. It has been
agreed that the two bodies cooperate
as far as possible in matters afifecting
the interests of exhibitors generally.

Exhibitor Units
Continue To Join
Allied States Ass'n

{Continued from page 979)
were H. M. Rickey, Col. Hawkins,
Abe
Sehnitzer and Allan Moritz. W. A. Steffes,
of the Northwest exhibitor unit, was also
there.
More than a hundred exhibitors from the
states of Georgia, Florida, Alabama, South
Carolina and Eastern Tennessee attended a
meeting at the Ralston Hotel, Columbus,
Ga., which was addressed by W. A. Steffes
and Colonel Cole in behalf of the Allied
cause. The franchise plan was explained
in detail but contrary to expectations
Steffes did not recommend that this unit
take any immediate steps to become a part
of Allied. He made a forceful talk and
actually went out of the convention stronger
than when he came in by virtue of his
recommendation. The fee for this organization's affiliation was put at $3,000. Other
speakers at Columbus were Oscar Hanson,
of Tiffany-Stahl; Ralph Morrow, southern
district manager of the company, and R.
B. Wilby, the latter one of the strongest
factors in the Southeastern association.
Wilby cited what he thought were some
weak points by comparing the franchise
with the old First National plan but said
that its virtue was that it permitted the exhibitor to escape the Film Boards of Trade
and arbitration.

Paramount Praised
Paramount came in for a share of praise
for having carried out the spirit and intention of Sidney Kent to furnish small exhibitors with relief on the sound situation.
.Other compauies were scored for nqt having fulfilled their promises in a more adequate and far-reaching manner.
During the sessions the name of the organization was changed to the Southeastern
Theatreowners Association in order to provide inclusion of Florida and Alabama.
President George Ricker presided at the
morning session on Monday and VicePresident 0. C. Lam officiated in a similar
capacity during the afternoon session.
Alpha Fowler acted as toastmaster Sunday
evening. Love Farrell, secretary-treasurer
of the organization, was chosen business
manager.
An organization within the Iowa state
exhibitor association, known as the Exhibitors Cooperative Circuit, of which E. P.
Smith is the head, recently expressed their
enthusiasm for the Allied plan at a meeting held Sept. 8th.

Picture

News

An Exhibitor
From Illinois
Speaks His Mind

(Continued from page 972)
The investor is safe for a while longer.
How long that while will be is only questionable unless the people with their money
in these things put a check-rein upon the
man at the head of the business. If the
correct answers to these questions are of
greater importance to the people in the
business than to the investment trust officer, it is only because he has been too good
a showman to have them choke him to
death up to the present time and there are
darn few left in the business who will be
able to stave off that choking unless drastic action is taken in some quarter by someone.
You are right — there are no serious restrictions ofgreed, short-sightedness, or incompetent leadership. Trustification by
these people is without question the present stride, but whether or not it is necessary for them to drive millions of dollars
of revenue out of business in order to
trustify the rest of the business is the
thing I can not understand.
Hoping you understand the position I
take in regard to the questionnaire, I am,.
Very truly yours,
L. Jarodsky
P. S. In regard to talking pictures, first
class talent, famous stage productions and
their type, musical comedy, singing and
dancing productions, certain types of drama and comedy with outstanding stage
stars and stars which will be made, will
thrive. In other words, mediocre productions or the average program picture can
not exist as a talker because people will
tolerate to a certain extent mediocre product silent, but the man who listens to a
production is many times as critical as the
man who wants silent production. I still
say that motion picture companies should
have gone on and produced silent pictures
and have opened separate departments making nothing but specials in the talking picture department and selling them distinctly
separate and individual from silent productions, namely as stated above: Musical
plays first, strong drama with stars of ability, plays of reputation, etc. In other
words, the outstanding picture can talk
for profit. The business will never pay for
the mediocre or average talking productions for long.
L. J.

"Rogue's Song" WiU Be
Made As Color Production
M-G-M will film its musical romance,
"The Rogue's Song," as an all-color production.
The cast was recently enlarged by the
addition of John George. Catherine Dale
Owen is the leading lady.

Vitaphone To Film Center
More than half a floor in the Film Center Building in New York has been leased
by the Vitaphone Corp., who will take possession of their new quarters on October
1st. The lease was made through Cross
and Brown Co., renting agents for the
building, now said to be over 80 per cent
rented.
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Big Companies
Confining Films
To Own Theatres
{Continued from page 977)
seemingly have to work out their salvation
on their own. There already is a tendency
on the part of the other producer-controlled
circuits to withhold business from them because of their sewing up the little fellows.
The bigger circuits feel that the loss of
their business will compel the two companies to ease up on their franchise activities, for they maintain that even with an
excess of 20,000 days in sight from the independents the two companies will be fortunate if they average $10 a day on the
accounts, and this would not compensate
them for the loss of circuit business.
The fast developing Fox chain of theatres combined with those controlled by the
Loew Circuit, a Fox subsidiary at present,
will prove to be the outlet for the combined
Fox and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product,
with little if any chance for the little exhibitor to get their pictures until they are
all through with them.

Reaction To Sophisticated Films
In Smaller Communities Worries
Producers Seeking New Material
General Junior Device
Offered By Woodhull
12.— R.pre-F.
Sept.former
Tenn., ll,
HIS,) Woodhu
MEMP("Pete"
sident of the M. P. T. O. A. at
the installation luncheon at the Peabody Hotel here today when M. A.
Lightman assumed the office vacated
by Woodhull, made an announcement
of a new junior priced sound equipment which is to be offered by General
Talking Pictures Corp. The new machine is designed for houses with a
seating capacity of 500 or less and the
total cost is to be $3,750.
The plan under which the machine
will be leased to exhibitors makes it
possible for the small exhibitor to test
' the machine and his possibility of
operating with a sound policy at a
profit for a period of three months at
a cost of approximately $1,000.

Paramount-Columbia?
In regard to Columbia, there is a definite
indication that that company will be aligned
with Paramount.
The position of Universal with reference to Publix is an important situation.
That organization is believed to be unloading part of its theatre hholdings and
to be playing in a large measure with Publix. The Publix theatre bookings that
Universal has received over the past two
years figured importantly in the companys'
profits.

Craft Film Laboratories
Starts Production On L. I.
Craft Film Laboratories have entered the
field with the acquisition of the Hedwig
laboratory plant at Flushing, L. I. Nat
Saland, for several years connected with
this end of the industry is president of the
new concern. Harry Glickman, also with
many years' experience in this field, is
named vice-president in charge of operations. The latter recently -came to New
York City from Tremont Laboratories on
the Coast. A. E. McCorry is secretary and
S. J. Devoe, treasurer. At the present time
the Flushing plant is capable of positive
printing with twenty-two units and has two
complete double units for negative developing.
The Craft move is seen by the trade as
direct competition to Consolidated Laboratories which has heretofore commanded an
exceptionally strong position in the laboratory end of the business.

Barraud In Murray Film
George Barraud, borrowed from M-G-M
for a leading role opposite Betty Compson
and Juliette Compton in Tiflany-Stahl
Gainsborough production, "Woman to Woman," has been assigned to play opposite
Mae Murray in her first starring vehicle
for Tiffany-Stahl entitled "Peacock Alley."

Ind. M. P. T. O.
Plan Adherence
To Arbitration
Indianapolis Convention Hears
Franchise Offers Discussed;
Directors Are Elected
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 12. — Voting t<>
continue "outside arbitration with producers and distributors until more equitable
film contracts and improvement in rules of
arbitration are assured," the annual meeting of the Associated Theatre Owners of
Indiana was held here this week at the
Spink-Arms Hotel.
More than 160 motion picture exhibitors
from various sections of the state attended
the meeting at which the franchise propositions offered by RKO, Tiftany-Stahl and
RCA Photophone were discussed by speakers, among whom were H. M. Richey, general manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan; Carl Goe, general
manager of sales for Tiffany-Stahl; Claude
Penrod, manager for RKO here, and Col.
E. P. Hawkins of RCA.
No contracts or rule changes were specified in the resolutions passed by the gathering, the subjects being left for final adjustment to the Board of Directors.
Elected to the directorate were the following :
Charles R. Metzger of Indianapolis, A. C. Miller of
Brazil, Percy Dickson of Wabash, Oscar Fine of
Evansville, Henry Markum of Indianapolis, H. E. Hart
of Auburn, Sam Carlton of Frankfort, A. W. Howard of Monon, Jean Marks of Indianapolis, Sam
Neall of Kokoma, A. C. Zaring of Indianapolis, H. P.
Vonderschmitt of Bloomington, Walter Easley of
Greensburg, William Brenner og Winchester, R. R.
Bair, of Indianapolis, Carl Kleigehe of Hammond, Alexander Manta of Indiana Harbor, Pete Mailers of Fort
Wayne, A. J. Juks of Ligonier and A. M. Lyons of
Cincennes.

''The Letter,"
''The Awful
Truth" And ''The Lady Lies"
Are Hits In Big Towns
But Not Small Ones
h their
on
smalle
towns g throug
the reacti
ersr gettin
produc
THEof the
sales departments on the more sophisticated type of motion picture entertainment brought about by the advent of
the talking picture are up in the air in
their search for new material. The smaller
towns will not accept the pictures that are
the money-getters in the first runs in the
bigger
Three cities.
outstanding instances are apparent
at present. Paramount has two of the pictures. They are "The Letter" and "The
Lady Lies." Both were outstanding box
office smashes on Broadway and in Chicago and on the coast. But in the midwest
small towns they are not doing business.
In the case of Pathe "The Awful Truth"
a picture that was designed with the first
run situation in view, is not doing what it
should in the subsequent runs.
To all appearances, it seems that the
talkie has developed a more critical audience as to story material, and that the producers will be compelled to make product
for classified audiences. One type of the
bigger towns and another for the smaller
cities. That was found to be the case with
the legitimate stage years ago, and the producers of the talking pictures might well
follow the conclusions that the road bookers for the Klaw and Erlanger and the
Shubert circuits came to a long while ago
regarding certain types of entertainment
for certain territories.
To date one of the exceptions seems to
have been "The Cock Eyed World" in
the smaller Long Island towns. Of course
these are so close to New York that they
cannot really be taken as a criterion, but
the picture, following the New York run,
has been doing business all over the Island.

Consolidated Film August
Earnings Are $224,327.03
With the declaration of a fifty cents per
share dividend on the preferred stock an<l
a dividend of fifty cents per share on the
common stock, payable October 1st to stockholders of record September 16, 1929, the
Board of Directors of Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., of New York and Hollywood, have announced $224,327.03 as the
earnings for the month of August, after
all charges including Federal taxes.
This is Consolidated 's largest single
month's earnings in its history. Totaled
earnings for the eight months ending
August 31, 1929, amounted to $1,597,090.76,
much more than the total for the entire
year of 1928. The figures compare very
favorably with the $977,198.16 earnings in
the corresponding eight months of last
year.
The increase is 63 per cent.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

"Three Loves,"
Capitol Has Walter Roesner Again
German Film,
With '^Modern Maidens'l A ^^Dumbie''
Wel

IV

anybody is looking for an ideal master
of ceremonies they can go to the Capitol this week and take their pick of two.
Walt Roesner, who was at the house last
year has returned, replacing Dave Schooler
who has been moved to the district of sidewalk sewing circles and baby carriages,
otherwise the Bronx, where he is at Loew's
Paradise. But, in addition to Roesner, Allan Rogers is also at the Capitol. He was
really brought in from musical comedy for
the lead in the revue "Atop 0' New York"
and for part of the time he acts as master
of ceremonies while they are working up
a good hurrah entrance for Roesner. How
that Rogers handles the situation is enough
to make anybody want to go a run up on
the stage and sign him up. In the first
place he looks great, wears clothes as they
should be worn, has a wonderful personality, puts over his talk in impressive manner, and as for the girls, he sure packs a
lot of that S. A. Gee, we almost forgot
that he sings too, and how! If one of the
houses or circuits don't grab him off they
are sure going to miss a lot.
The feature film attraction is "Our Modern Maidens," a sort of a sister production
to "Our Dancing Daughters." It is a
"durable," and whatever business it does
will be on account of the "Dancing
Daughters" predecessor rather than on its
own. The picture runs exactly an hour and
fifteen minutes, in a show that is scheduled
at two hours and twenty-six minutes.
Eight minutes at the opening of the program is devoted to the overture! "The
Glory of Russia," which was compiled by
Yasha Bunchuk, who slams it over to the
audience with a wealth of brass and gives
it a hurrah finish through the medium of
the three giant bells that were oi-iginally
imported
for "The
Miracle"
by Morris

Gest when he presented that show over here.
This is followed by seven minutes of the
Fox Movietone News and then the stage
revue, which runs fifty-two minutes.
"Atop 0' New York" opens with Allan
Rogers working in one and ushering the
ladies into an elevator that is to take him
to his roof apartment in a skyscraper.
The chorus puts over "Walking With
Susie" from the "Fox Follies" in corking manner, after which Tommy Wonder
proves that he is exactly that when it
comes to dancing and pulls down a solid
applause return for his work.
The Three Ormonde Sisters have the next
chance at the audience and clean up. Then
Walt Roesner arrived. On the afternoon
that the show was covered Walt must have
had a host of friends on hand to receive
him for the applause was terrific. Then
Allan Rogers is given another whirl at the
audience and sings two numbers putting
them over as only he can. His specialty is
followed by another by Wilton Crawley
and all the while the audience has been
dying to get another flash at the girls.
A number by them should have been
spotted somewhere in the middle of the
spcialties to break them up. However, the
girls do not get another chance untJL the
pajama number at the finale. This is a real
novelty touch for a picture house, a decorative batten, lowered from the flies, has
the pajamas and they change in front of the
audience from evening gowns to their night
attire. A few years ago when Tom Ryley
had girls undress in shadowgi-aph he was
pinched for it. Today they undress right
in front of you. Whew, but times have
changed. Wonder if prohibition is responsible for that too? But the number is
a corking flash and really sends the revue
to a finish in good style.

"The Ladv»/ Lies'' A Knockout Tallde
With A Good Revue At The Paramount
nn HE Paramount had a whale of a show
* headed by the best of the sophisticated talkie films to date. It is entitled
"The Lady Lies." It proved to be a wow
of a story for Broadway, although it is
doubtful whether it will prove acceptable
in the smaller communities. But on the
main drags in the big towns how it will
gool 'em. In addition to the feature this
week proved that the Coast still has a few
surprises for New York. The most recent
one is Abe Lyman and his Californians.
It's a band, and once Lyman gets around
to the spot where he is as easy in his work
as he was on the Coast, Broadway should

be a pipe for him. He has a rep out there.
The revue for the week is the Frank
Cambria produced Publix Unit "The Jazz
Clock Shop" neatly worked out. There
are the usual twelve girls, only this dozen
is rather unusual, a combination of straight
and toe steppers that get to the audience.
The principals are Bob La Salle, who sings
parody medleys, which seems to be something new to picture house audiences and
they just love 'em to death. Gosh, what a
great spot this would be for Bobby North
with his old operatic medley. But I guess
Bobby is getting it too easy making pictures on the Coast to ever dig down in the

l Played

At the little 55th Street Cinema the attraction for the current week is "Three
Loves," a production made at the Terra
Studios, in Berlin, and released by Moviegraph. It is a melodramatic story that is
well acted with a leading lady that outGarbos Garbo in her work. The show as
presented at this little house runs just a
little short of two hours, and so that the
rank and file of exhibitors around the
country can get a line on the manner in
which things are conducted in this little
playhouse where nothing but silent, and
usually foreign releases, are shown together
with selected novelties, the program is herewith reprinted :
1. Overture
Usually a tiff, between the organist and the
audience for supremacy.
2. News in Pictures
The all-seeing (?) eye of the camera brings you
these weekly tidings.
3. "Lacquer and Pearls"
Another of those interesting
4. "The
Charlie Bank"
Chaplin

in one

Ufa

shorts.

of his oldest

and

best.

5. "Three Loves"
An absorbing love drama, adapted from Max
Bord's latest novel "Three Loves" ("Die
Frau nach
man Studios
sich sehnt")
andunder
produced in thederTerra
of Berlin
the supervision of the author. Directed by
Kurt Bernhardt.

There you have the whole story of the
show, except that the cast of the picture
is also included.
The old Chaplin comedy was a laugh from
start to finish. The newsreel was Pathe's,
and the Ufa short "Lacquer and Pearls"
proved to be decidedly interesting.
trunk for the old tunes, although he promised to sing it again for us someday when
we caught him near a piano. Paul Kirkland,
with his ladder specialty, scored early in
the show, while the Tiffany Sisters stepped
vocally.
prettily and Bard and Avon contributed
Jesse Crawford at the organ with
"Melancholy," "Maybe, Who Knows,"
"Forever
and "El Capitan"
got
a hand and
for Ever"
his playing.
The Paramount

Sound News interested

and a Tiffany-Stahl color-symphony "Lovers' Paradise," would have been acceptable were it not for the fact that the print
was in terrible condition, filled with
"rain" and dirt and it is surprising that
the house management permitted a print
in such condition to be shown at the theatre.
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Talk In Hollywood
By Walter R. Greene

Phone Granite 2143
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WELL known scenario writer who
has been connected with several o£
the largest Coast studios, has continually refrained from participation in
the stock market. He has watched the reaction of producers and supervisors during:
story conferences when they hurriedly
called brokers to find out how the market
was going, and has been in many offices
talking about stories when a sudden decline in the market ruined the day for the
producer.
But the writer finally succumbed. His
banker recommended a safe and sure stock
for investment, and the scenarist bought a
few hundred shares. The stock jumped
nearly thirty points within two weeks.
The writer thought the stock market a
«inch, but exercised caution — he subscribed
to three investment tip services of high
calibre. Pooling the advice of the three
statistical bureaus to make sure of his
ground, he then went out and bought 100
share lots of two other stocks. Both went
up about ten points, with one declaring a
stock dividend.
Now the writer has joined the early
morning birds at the ticker tapes, and can
be found at the broker's office every morning at seven — watching the market.
WILLIAM
RANDOLPH HEARST
astounded the opening night crowd
at the Mayan to see Marion Davies' first
talker musical comedy, "Marianne," by
stepping out to the center of the stage immediately upon completion of the picture.
Hearst's appearance in public and
among large gatherings of people in the
film colony have been so rare, that many
people in the audience did not know who
he was until he had nearly finished his
speech. The publisher's appearance
created more talk in the film colony than
the premiere of the picture.
WHEN

Melville Brown finished direction of "The Love Doctor," Richard Dix' final production for Paramount,
the star was so pleased he presented him
with the deeds to two ocean front lots in
a choice subdivision. Brown is now building a beach home.
BARTHELMESS, First National star, is learning to speak
Chinese. And it's no press yarn. Barthelmess is being tutored in the language so
that he can more ably portray his role of
aFirst
Chinese
youth in "Son of the Gods" for
National.

I
|
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composwriter
die Dowling's "The Rainbow Man,"
has been signed to write the music for
the star's next for Sono-Art, "Blaze 0'
Gloiy. " Dowling has written the theme
song himself and titled it "Doughboy's

Benny Rubin and W''illiiini Haines make faces
at each other as they miirmer "Please to meet
yer." They demonstrate how a comedian meets
a comedian between scenes in Metro's "Navy
Blues," being directed by Clarence Brown
A FILM writer under contract to one of
the large producing companies was assigned to a rush job for an original story
and continuity for a team that was due to
go on salary within four weeks. The studio
had previously had a number of other
writers on the yarn, but could not get a
satisfactory story from them. The writer
went to work day and night, and finally
delivered a story that was immediately accepted. He then wrote the script within a
week, and turned it in. After waiting for
a report on his story, he finally discovered
that it had gone into production. As he
was working on a weekly salary arrangement, with provision for a bonus on completion of each original story, the writer
asked for his bonus check. He was finally
told by a producing executive that he
should not expect any bonus payment on
the story in view of the fact that he had
finished it up in so short a time, and the
studio would refuse to compensate him
further than his weekly salary, regardless
of contract.
HOLLYWOOD now has a cellar. B. B.
B., former entertainer at Coffee
Dan's, in downtown Los Angeles, opened
his cellar cafe last week, and will cater to
players, writers and other professionals
who have come to Hollywood from vaudeville and the stage. It is expected that
B. B. B. Avill draw the midnight trade from
several of the other eating places that have
been i-egular hangouts and meeting spots
for the acting fraternity.
IT is reported that Paramount will not be
able to release their recently completed
talker comedy "The Kibitzer" until after
January 17th, 1930. Reason given is fact
{Continued on follozmng page)

Lullab
RAY y."KLAGES and JESS GREER are
writing three original songs for the
Universal talker production of "Shannons
of Broadway. ' ' The numbers are ' ' Someone to Love Me," "Get Happy»" and
"Living the Life of Riley."
THEforthcoming
book, music
and lyrics
for Fox'
musical
production
of
"Hollywood Nights" will be written by
Con Conrad, Archie Goettler, and Sydney
Mitchell. The trio are contract musical
writers with Fox.

e" song
King,
by Jack
was written
"Dynamit
De Mille's
for Cecil
theme
THE
concert pianist, and marked his first effort
in the lyric composing field. After selling
his song, "How Am I To Know" to
M-G-M, the company placed him under a
term contract.
WILL JASON and VAL BURTON are
writing the lyrics and music for the
musical version of Tolstoi's "Resurrection," which Majestic Pictures Corporation will produce. Phil Goldstone will direct the production.
SIX of the original songs sung by Ramon
Novan-o in his M-G-M starring producGrey. tion, "Devil May Care," have been composed by Herbert Stothart and Clifford

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN,
noted composer, will remain with Fox
for some time to come. The announcement
was made following rumors that Cadman
was leaving the company. The composer
is currently writing original numbers for
the John McCormack musical, and also for
"New Orleans Frolic."
UPON completion of a brief tour in the
East, Dmitri Tiomkin, the composer,
will return to start a term contract as
M-G-M.
writer of original musical compositions for
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Hollywood
Jack White Maintains
Silent Directors Best
Qualified For Talkies
The same men who directed the Educational silent comedies now make up the directorial roster producing the Educational
program of talkies at the studios on the
West Coast. Jack White, director-in-chief
at the plant, believes that the directors of
the silent comedies are best suited for the
sound medium.
"Although a picture be all-dialogue," he
argues, "it must be essentially a picture,
and the trouble with many of the short
talking subjects put on the market is that
that fact has been lost sight of. A photographed skit is not the same as a talking
comedy. The former unquestionably falls
far short of the latter in entertainment
value since the latter, if it is a good talking comedy, always possesses the necessary
element of action."
Jack White, Stephen Roberts, Charles
Lamont and Henry W. George are directing the Educational talking comedies just
as they did the silent ones. Mack Sennett
is personally directing his series for Educational, while William Watson and Gil
Pratt are co-directing the Hamilton series
of shorts.

Mayan, Los Angeles, Will
Hereafter House Talkies
Hollywood, Sept. 12.— The Mayan Theatre, downtown Los Angeles legit house, will
be a future outlet for twice daily presentations of outstanding talkers. Gerald
Davis, managing director, admitted this
fact last week after the opening of M-GM's "Marianne" starring Marion Davies,
now current for a run.
The Mayan was equipped with permanent projection rooms and apparatus when
opened three years ago, and recently instal ed a sound system for the "Marianne"
run.

Coast Mgr. And Parent
Of Actress Drown At Sea
Hollywood, Sept. 5.— A theatre manager
and the mother of a screen player were
included in the list of missing when the
steamer San Juan was rammed and sunk
last week 35 miles south of San Francisco.
Charles Welstead, manager of Hunley's
Theatre, Hollywood, was reported to be a
passenger aboard the vessel by his mother.
The mother of Greta Grandstead, film
ingenue, was lost when the ship sank, and
the player's father was rescued after jumping into the sea as the San Juan went
down.

Mescall Will Play It Out
Although Alan Hale did not enter the
Amateur Golf Championship at Pebble
Beach, Calif., he released John Mescall,
cameraman on his current picture "Red
Hot Rhythm," so that he might play.
Mescall is the champion golfer of the film
colony.

Halperin To Use Radio
Technique In Film
CLAIMING
thatreveals
a survey
he has
just finished
considerable
anger on the part of the moviegoing public against the sound film,
because it has "taken away the chief
function and principle charm of the
silent picture whereby the audience
was enabled to submerge its own personality into the story character, Edward Halperin, film producer, intends
to employ radio technique almost exclusively in his production for Tiffany
Stahl,
Business,"
from the book "Dangerous
by Edwin Balmer, Red
Book editor.
Halperin declares that sound pictures
are treating characters so that there
is no longer much need for thought
on the part of the audience. Various
radio acts, he says, have intrigued the
public and built up characters so that
they live in the minds of the public.
He will endeavor to apply the same
method of presentation in producing
"Dangerous Business."

Laboratory
Engineering
Research Opened By Fox
Hollywood, Sept. 12. — Fox held dedication ceremonies today for their Laboratory
of Engineering Research which was recently
constructed at Movietone City. Busts of
Thomas Edison and Alexander Bell were
unveiled with appropriate ceremonies.
The newly constructed Hall of Music
will be dedicated on September 22.

Talk In Hollywood
(Continued from preceding page)
that such agreement was made by the playwright at the time of sale of picture rights
to the story, the writer feeling that the
picture might cut into the business of
various stage presentations of "Kibitzer"
in various sections of the country. Similar
agreements are sometimes made by film
producers when buying picture rights to
current stage successes.
jC^OR the first time in several years, an
* opening night premiere started on
schedule time. "Marianne," at the Maj^an, was advertised for 8 :30, got goipg at
that time, even though the house was
about half filled. As is the usual procedure, the prominent film stars arrived late,
and were surprised to see things under
way. A director was very much peeved
because the show started at 8:30, and attempted tobawl out the house manager, but
without results.
nn HERE are many yachting and speed
* boat enthusiasts among prominent
members of the Coast film colony, but Ken
Maynard, Universal western star, picked
out a great trip aboard a power cruiser
for his vacation. Maynard shipped a boat
to the headwaters of the Mississippi River,
and will spend the next four weeks cniising south to the gulf. He will make no
personal appearances on the trip.

Jungle Film, Made
In Siam, Shows Hunt
For Wild Elephants
A motion picture without an Occidental
actor, featuring the King and other members of the royal family of Siam is now
being whipped into shape in Hollywood and
will be placed on the market within the
next two months, it is learned.
The film has been a year in the making
and its scenes are laid in Bangkok, the
Siamese capital and in the jungles and
mountains of the country. Jack Smith,
well-known cameraman made this Siamese
epic. He has over 50,000 feet of film which
he is cutting down to a 10-reel length.
The Siamese picture grew out of the
visit of Smith and other picture people to
Bangkok in 1928. There they met Louis
Girivet, an influential Siamese who is the
owner of three daily newspapers, one being the Bangkok "Daily Mail," and who is
also managing director of a corporation
which owns over 50 picture theatres
throughout Siam.
Girivet hired Smith and his assistants to
begin work on the film and made his plan
known to H. R. H. Prince Svasti, fatherin-law of King Prachatipok. Not only did
the King place every government office at
the disposal of Girivat and his picture company but took part in a number of seAll of the actors are Siamese. The film
quences. an authentic wild elephant hunt
includes
organized by Prince Svasti for the royal
stables for the first time in many years.
Girivet 's interests are represented in
New York by Andrew A. Freeman, former
editor address
of theis Bangkok
Mail,"
whose
Suite 3701, "Daily
225 Broadway,
New York City.

Pathe WiU Produce "War
And Woman" As A Special
Holly^vood, Sept. 12.— "War and Woman" will be produced as a super-special
by Pathe with a featured cast including
Ann Harding, William Boyd, Alan Hale
and Robert Armstrong. The story is an
original by Scott Littleton, former chief
of sound effects department at Pathe studios, who has had wide dramatic training.
William Conselman will produce the pictures which will carry complete dialogue
and sound effects.

Spence Returns To Fox
To Dialogue For McLaglen
Hollywood, Sept. 12. — Ralph Spence,
noted title writer, has returned to Fox
after several years to write the dialogue
for an original story starring Victor McLaglen. Raoul Walsh, who Avrote the story,
will direct, and Fifi Dorsay will play opposite the star.
Inez Courtney, late of stage production,
"Good News," has been signed by First
National for leading feminine role in "Spring
Is Here." Incidentally, she played the same
role in its stage production last year.
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Opinions on Pictures
The Love Doctor
i•

Prescribed For Laughs
(Reviewed by Hunter Lovelace)
(All Talker)

last performance for
DIX'S
D t
RICHAE
comes within the same
' Paramoun
category as Menjou's, in that the picture
is good entertainment despite a flimsy and
time-worn story and the injection of equally
old Keystone gags and situations. The
freshness of their treatment, however, via
the sound medium, is apt to gloss over these
shortoomings to audiences, and it is a safe
bet that in spots the dialogue will bring
plenty of laughs.
Dix plays a wealthy young doctor who is
hg^ving a tough time to get his initial patient. A confirmed bachelor, he nevertheless
hires a pretty girl whom he has met abroad
as his nurse, and shortly gets his first
patient. This is Morgan Farley, son of a
social leader, whose ailment Dix soon diagnoses as love, the object thereof being
Miriam Seegar, a society butterfly flapper,
who cannot see Farley because of her infatuation for Dix. Dix sends Farley to
the country with the pretty nurse, whom
he first instructs in the three rules by which
she will aid Farley to capture Seegar 's
heart, which, needless to say, are not new.
However, they work to perfection, after
Seegar, visiting the country home in chase
of Dix, has entrapped him by means of a
compromising situation and forced a promise of marriage. Dix upsets this however
by declaring to her that he is to take charge
of an insane asylum and that they will
have to live there, his affections having
meanwhile been captured by the nurse, using on him his prescribed rules.
Dix certainly takes first prize as the
basso profundo of the screen, and displays
effectively his flair for comedy. Paramount
deserves a medal for having produced a
picture which not only has no theme song,
but is devoid of any musical interpolations
whatever.
June Collyer is very charming as the
nurse, her lines being well read in a pleasing voice. Miriam Seegar 's performance is
quite an improvement on her last one.
The direction is good, and the dialogue
fits nicely into a smooth-running continuity.
Drawing Power: Stress Dix's comedy
and his prescriptions for capturing a loved
one. Will please generally.
Produced and Released by Paramount
from the play "The Boomerang," by Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes. Screen play
by J. Walter Ruben and Guy Bolton. Dialogue by Guy Bolton. Directed by Melville
Brown. Photographed by Edward Cronjager. Length, 5,503 feet. Running time,
one hour.
THE
Dr Gerald Sumner
Virginia
Moore
Grace
Tyler
Bud Woodbridge
Mrs. Woodbridge
Preston De Witt
Lucy

CAST
Richard Dix
June
Collyer
Miriam
Seegar
Morgan
Farley
Winifred Harris
Lawford Davidson
Gale Henry

In Old California
A Timely Offering
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
(Dialog, Music and Sound)
A LOT of exhibitors have been crying
for a Western type picture made with
dialogue, sound effects and synchronized
score and here's one made to order for
them. It has everything the old type Western ever had plus considerable more story
and romance. It comes along at a time
when there is a dearth of pictures of this
type and will without doubt make money
for the producer. True, there are a few
draggy pieces of footage but this is emphasized by the fact that silent pictures of this
type have been so crammed with action.
Dialogue could not help but retard this
action. All in all it can be put down as
satisfying fare for the Western fan — and
others. The RCA recording is masterfully
done and the incidental singing and theme
song "Underneath a Spanish Moon," tunefully satisfactory.
The story gets under way with an old
time stage coach rumbling over California
roads. Inside are three passengers, father
and daughter Radanell and young Pedro
de Leon, the latter a son of a wealthy landowner. A mild flirtation between Pedro
and Dolores Radanell is interrupted by a
bandit hold-up. The horses run away and
are stopped by Lieut. Hopkins who also
becomes interested in Dolores. Pedro invites the Radanells to a fiesta at his father's
ranch where Pedro appears to be an unwelcomed prodigal son. His father spends
most of his time nursing a bitterness
against Pedro's deceased mother. Radanell
is a gambler and in time wins everything
the ranchowner has through cards. In the
meantime young Pedro is being bested by
the Lieutenant in his love affair with
Dolores. The final showdown between Radanell and de Leon discloses the fact that
Dolores is in reality de Leon's daughter
and Pedro's sister, and Radanell the cause
of all the family feud. A shooting affair
between Pedro and Radanell, the former
defending his father, furnishes final action.
Henry B. Walthall gives his usual good
performance as the old Don; Helen Ferguson likewise as Dolores; George Duryea
turns in good work as the Lieutenant and
Ray Hallor carries the role of young Pedro
excellently.
Produced by Audible Pictures, Inc., under
supervision of Lon Young. Direction by
Burton King. Story by Fred Hart;
scenario and dialogue, ArthurHoerl ; recording engineer, Ernest Rovere; chief photographer, Charles Boyles; edited by Earl
Turner. Assistant director, Bernard F.
McEveety. Recorded by RCA Photophone.
THE
Helen Ferguson
Henry
B. Walthall
George Duryea
Ray Hallor
Orral Humphrey
Larry Steers
Richard
Carlyle
Harry Allen
Lew Stem
Paul Ellis
Carlotta Monte

CAST
Dolores
DeLeon
Hopkins
DeLoen
Ike Boone
OUie Radanell
Arturo
Sergt. Washburn
Ramon
De Hermosa
Jose
Juanita

Don
Lieut.

Pedro
Tony
Pedro

Lucky In Love

Lucky In Spots
(Reviewed(All-Talking)
by Don Ashbaugh)
SOME of the finest comedy bits of the
current season are in Morton Downey's
newest song and love film, "Lucky in
Love." However, some of the flattest sequences also appeal.
The result is a picture that is decidedly
spotty.
It will get by as ordinary program rating but by no stretch will it rate as a high
class attraction.
During the showing of the preview the
audience heartily applauded the young
tenor after he sang the theme song of the
picture the first time.
When he repeated it a little later they
politely greeted the efforts. But after the
fourth or fifth singing of it they became
distinctly bored.
The story is so constructed that Downey
has many chances to sing. Some of the
effect of this excellent voice is lost by the
many repetitions of the same songs.
The plot is the old one of the poor
young groom who falls in love with her
ladyship. In this case the girl is Betty
Lawford. She establishes herself rather
firmly by a very creditable performance.
Downey also plays the part he has quite
satisfactory. In fact the members of the
cast handle their parts well.
The preview audience surprised the film
heads by their reactions to certain technical effects. A vei-y excellent sound version of an Irish train whistle brings out a
derisive laugh. Americans are not familiar
with the sounds made by foreign trains or
boats. When the engineer toots his whistle
they expect a husky boom such as an American locomotive produces.
Such reactions indicate that sound engineers must test the pulse of the public before attempting to be too accurate.
The picture is decidedly good eye and ear
entertainment on the whole and will pass
acceptably most places.
Drawing Power: Push it as a real Irish
love
story Romance
with Downey's
tenorarevoice
featured.
and thefine
locale
the
principal attractions for audience appeal.
Produced and Distributed by Pathe Exchanges, Inc. Story and Dialogue by Gene
Markey. Director, Kenneth Webb. Supervisor, Robert T. Kane. Songs by Bud Green
and Sam M. Stept. Musical Director,
Sascha Bunchuk. Cameramen, Phillip Tannura and Harry Stradling. Release date^
August 17, 1929. Footage, 6,870 feet.
THE
Michael
O' More
Lady Mary
Cardigan
Capt. Brian Fitzroy
Earl of Balkerry
Connors
Tim
O'More
Paddy
Rafferty
Kate
Cyril
Abe Feinberg
Lulu Bellew
Potts
Landlady

;

CAST
Morton
Downey
Betty Lawford
Colin Keith-Johnston
Halli well Hobbes
J. M. Kerrigan
Edward
McNamara
Richard Taber
Edward
Mary O'Connor
Murray
Mackenzie Ward
Louis Sorin
Sonia Karlov
Tyrrell Davis
Elizabeth Murray
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Big Time

Compelling Sob Story
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialog)
BIG TIME, which Fox has just released,
is another of those back stage stories
of a hoofer and his partner; a story that is
very much along the lines of Paramount 's
"Dance of Life" without any spectacular
features. But it is a compelling sob story
that the Avomen will love.
Lee Tracy, he who played the original
hoofer in "Broadway" and who followed
it last season with another hit in "The
Front Page," is the hick hoofer who is so
sure of himself that his ego is most amusing. Mae Clarke has the role of the girl
who really puts him on his feet and wins
his place in the show business, until he arrives at a place in the limelight.
While his wife is bearing him a son,- he
teams up with the substitute partner and
gets a chance to open at the Palace on
Broadway. The girl that he has chosen as
is strictly on "the make" and
a partner
the wife has recovered sufficiently to
when
rejoin the act, she walks into the theatre
and catches the husband and his little playmate making love to each other. Just for
that she walks out on them both, goes to
Hollywood and becomes a star.
In the meantime the hoofing hubby slips
right down the ladder again until he is
thrown out of a shooting gallery that plays
six-a-day and his blonde leaves him flat.
From then on he finally falls to dishwashing in a railroad hashery. But he learns his
wife and kid are in Hollywood and he
finally hops a freight to the coast. Once
there he can find no trace of her and just
when he is about to collapse from starvation he gets a job as an extra in a picture.
That's right, you guessed it, it is the picture in which his wife is the star and he
walks right into her and the youngster,
faints from hunger, she still loves him, and
they're all together again for the finish.
The chances are with his wife drawing
down a fat salary envelope he never went
to work again, but spent the rest of his life
telling the screen hams how good he was.
In addition to Lee Tracy and Mae Clarke,
both of whom give excellent performances,
Daphne Pollard slips in a characterization
as the old vaudevillian who has a trained
seal act, that must be seen to be appreciated. Daphne with her funny little ways
just about lands with both feet as a screen
talking comedienne. The colored bet,
Stepin Fetchit also gets his full share of
the laughs as her assistant and the fish
feeder to the seals. Josephine Dunn is the
heavy and that gal is getting better and
better right along.
Produced and distributed by Fox Films
Corp. From the story "Little Lena" by
Wallace Smith. Adapted, by Billy K.
Wells and Sidney Lanfield. Staged, by A.
H. Van Buren. Directed by Kenneth
Hawks.. Length, about 6,300 ft. Euiming
time, 1 hr., 25 min. Release date, Oct. 6, "29.
THE
Eddie
Burns
Lily Clark
Sybil
Gloria
Eli

CAST
Lcc Tracy
Mac
Clarke
Daphne
Pollard
Josephine
Dunn
Stcpin
Fetchit
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The Golden Bridle

The Lady Lies

Early California Melodrama

Great Sophisticated Society Drama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialog)

(Reviewed by Hunter Lovelace)
(Sound

P'ersion)

KEN MAYNAKD has departed from his
erstwhile haunts in this and appears
as a lieutenant in the United States Army,
upon a colorful background of early Spanish California, just prior to its admission
to the Union. It is a fast moving story,
replete with sword play, daring riding acrobatics reminiscent of "The Mark of
Zorro," and good comedy furnished by
Frank Yaconelli.
The first of Maynard's talkers reviewed
by this paper reveals another of the former
silent heroes who has nothing to fear from
the invasion of sound. His voice is pleasing
in the reading of lines, and the serenade
with which he seeks the favor of his aristocratic Spanish sweetheart is quite acceptable. This is equally true of the balance of
the cast.
Kathryn Crawford is not the very pattern of a Latin senorita in type, but this
probably could not be helped, as most of
those who are the type are not much when
it comes to warbling, and her part calls
for several renditions of "Estralita," the
theme song of the picture, in which she is
adequate. Gino Corrado provides an interesting characterization of a pompous and
weak Spanish captain whose better self
finally revolts at the wickedness of the villain, portrayed by J. P. McGowan, and
places him shoulder to shoulder with Maynard, his rival for Crawford's hand, in defeating the machinations of the villain, who
seeks to procure the land grants of Miss
Crawford's father before they are perpetuated by the admission of the territory.
Maynard rides South to the Rancho, disguised as a cowboy, to ferret out this very
scheme. He is victorious in the early California counterpart of the rodeo of today,
and thus gains favor in the senorita 's eyes,
which is later enhanced at the fiesta ball,
where he is victorious in a duel with Corrado, the gage of battle being the golden
bridle which he has won at the games. Successful in his mission, he returns to the
North, and rides South again with the news
that California has been admitted. The villain's efforts to prevent his arrival before
he has grabbed off the papers provide a
series of thrills.
This picture has previously been reviewed
in this paper in silent form. In the sound
form in which this reviewer saw it, it is a
much more satisfactory offering than the
former review would indicate.
Drawing Power: Play up Ken's pleasant voice, T.'irzan's and Ken's stunts, and
the colorful atmosphere.
Produced by Ken Maynard. Relea.sed by
Universal. Story by Helmer Bergman and
Henry McCarty. Scenaric- by Bennett Cohen. Dialogue by Lesley Mason. Directed
by Harry J. Brown. Photographed by Ted
McCord. Footage, 6,300 feet. Running
Time, 1 hr. 10 rains. Released, September,
1929.
THE

Michael
Banning
Carmelita
Ramirez
Maddox
Manana
Don Manuel

CAST

Ken
Maynard
Kathryn
Crawford
Gino Corrado
J. P. McGowan
Frank
Yaconelli
Frank Beale

HERE is another case of "class will
tell." Four outstanding performances make this picture one of the outstanding films of the current season to date.
There is something about this picture that
sends you away from the theatre with as
complete a feeling of satisfaction as you
would carry from a legitimate playhouse
after you had seen one of the outstanding
spoken dramatic hits with the actors present in the flesh. Possibly the reason for
this is the delightful performances contributed byClaudette Colbert, Walter Huston, Charles Ruggles and Betty Garde, plus
the superb direction that the picture received at the hands of Hobart Henley.
Henley has fooled the wise executives
on the coast. He was given the "run
around" at the M-G-M lot for about two
years. Never given a story that gave him
a chance, even though he turned out a
couple of corking box office bets during the
early part of 1927 far within the estimated
cost of the pictures that he made. After he
finished with M-G-M none of the others
would have him. His name was on a list
that was up for "possibilities" at one of
the big studios and they passed his name
through."
comment:
the were
up with
The
chances
that it "He's
was nothing
more
than "inside politics" that was passed
on from one studio to another. And there
are certain things in which the boys out
there are "clubby." But Henley has come
through and in this picti(re he batted
.1000.
"The Lady Lies" would have held over
for a second week at the Paramount had
it not been for the fact that the distributing organization is up against it to get
material into the subsequent runs. Universal wanted to take the picture for an
extended run at the Colony after the Paramount engagement, but couldn't get it. It
the Hippodrome next week immegoes intodiately
following the Broadway
showing.
Of course, there may be a question just
how some of the smaller towns will receive
this picture, but in the bigger centers where
they "go" for the sophisticated stuff this
one is sure fire at the box office and as entertainment.
The story has as its focal point the affair
that a widower is carrying on with a girl
that he has been "maintaining" in a pent
house apartment for a couple of years. His
two children, a boy sixteen and a daughter
fourteen, become aware that their dad has
a mistress, and these overly wise youngsters
decide that it is time for them to break it
up. Of course, you can guess what the
answer is — the woman wins the kids over
in the end and dad marries her with their
consent.
But it is the manner in which the story
Claudette Colit over.
is played
bert is thethat
bestputsthing
that has come into
the motion picture theatres via the talking
screen since the "talkies" have arrived.
Here is a leading lady that has everything.
And as for Walter Huston, he is superb;
(Continued on folloiuing page)
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Three Loves

Our Moderli Maidens

Gripping Foreign Melodrama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Silent)

A Weak Sister To ^''Dancing
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All
Silent)
ers'^
ught
Da

'yHKEE
LOVES isisn't
bad title
all.
•*■ It certainly
box a office,
andat this
German made melodrama holds enough suspense to fit in the daily change houses and
get by. It has a leading lady who manages
to out-Garbo the great Garbo herself when
it comes to turning on the S. A. and the
manner in which she gets her man makes
her a copper if there ever was one. The
juvenile lead who falls for the blonde appeal of the heavy lead has a face that has
a lot of character, it reminds one of Walthall's in the days of "The Birth of a
Nation." But the chances are that were
he in this country the casting directors
wouldn't give him a second look, except
possibly to suggest that he play character
parts. But he is an actor and he delivers in
this picture.
The story is that of a wife, married to a
doctor, who leads his professional associate
to murder her husband. The two then
make their escape to a winter sports resort.
The juvenile boards the train with his bride
and at a way station sees the vamp and
falls for her hook, line and sinker, and
thus ruins the initial night of what might
have been a perfectly good honeymoon.
But the boy has permitted himself to be
sacrificed at the altar in order to save the
family iron works from going bankrupt, so
when he sees the vamp depart from the
train, after she has informed him that she
is being kidnapped by an insane man, he
lets his newly wedded wife continue on her
way alone while he jumps off the train to
follow his enchantress.

/^UR DANCING DAUGHTERS, with
^^ Joan Crawford and Anita Page, was
a terrific box office hit, so they figured a
sequel or rather a companion picture under
the title of "Our Modern Maidens" with
the same pair of girls again in the principal roles would hit the bull's-eye again.
But the truth of the matter is that ' ' Our
Modern Maidens" proves but a weak
sister to "Dancing Daughters" and what
it gets at the box office will only be due to
the impression that its predecessor made.
This picture starts with the jazz-mad
flaps and boys at the finish of a school
year on the eve of their departure for their
summer vacation, carries them through the
vacation and up to the time that they are
about to start on their "careers."
Billie Brown is the daughter of B. Bickering Brown. She has finished school and
has become engaged to Gil, who is going in
for a diplomatic career. The kids chip in
and nire a private car to take them to the
city, but on the train there is a world famous diplomat and when Billie sees him
she is determined to make his acquaintance
and use him to get Gil an appointment to
Paris. She leads the diplomat into believing that Gil
"just
a friend"
and that
she
exercises
her is
wiles
to such
an extent

In the midst of a New Year's Eve celebration at the hotel at which the murderer,
the woman and the boy are stopping, she
plans to escape with the youngster and
elope, but the murderer won't be fooled,
and he corners her as she is about to step
out of the door into a car. After she has
returned to her room the two men sit in
the lobby of the hotel until morning, each
keeping a watchful eye on the other. When
morning finally arrives they start upstairs
and arriving at the room of the murderer
they come to blows the result being that
the youth is knocked flat. The girl rushes
to him and attends him, but while they are
in the midst the police arrive and take the
murderer into custody, his last act being
to fire a shot into the woman killing her
and leaving the youth to hold her in his
arms as she passes out. The finish has
the boy buying a ticket for his return trip
home. Whether he and the bride whom he

In the meantime Billie 's girl chum and
Gil have become over friendly and the
chum should really have been married, but
instead Billie and Gil step up to the altar
and are wed. After the ceremony Billie
realizes the true state of affairs and goes
off to Paris on a husbandless honeymoon
for the purpose of securing a divorce. Of
course, the diplomat finds her right after
the decree is granted and there is a clinch
for the final fadeout.
Joan Crawford plays Billie and Anita
Page, who should know how to take care
of herself by this time, is the chum. Young
Douglas Fairbanks is seen as Gil while
Rod LaRocque enacts the role of the diplomat. From an acting standpoint Anita
Page shows that she really has something
more than she has shown heretofore. Perhaps that "good morning" method that
Eddie Goulding invented really works and
possibly Jack Conway, who directed, is
using it. Who knows ?
Produced and distributed by MetroGoldwyu-Mayer. From an original by
Josephine Lovett, directed by Jack Conway. Length, 6,976 feet. Running time,
an hour and fifteen minutes. Released,
Aug. 24, 1929.

deserted become reconciled isn't pictured.
Of course, there is no particular drawing
power in the east, so the title is about all
that can be depended on, but the chances
are that Perk Swope could take this one
for the Vine Street in Hollywood and by
stressing the fact that the picture has the
new Garbo could steam the picture colony
enough to get a play for it.
Produced by the Terra Studios, Berlin.
Released by Moviegraph. From the novel
by Max Brod entitled "Die Frau Nach
Der Man Sich Sehnt." Produced under
the supervision of the author, directed by
Kurt Bernhardt. Running time, an hour
and seventeen minutes.
THE
Dr.

Karoff

CAST
Fritz

Kortner

he helps the boy get the apijointment. And
then there is the blow-off, for with the
announcement of the appointment there is
the putilication of the engagement of Billie
and Gil and the diplomat realizes that he
has been made a chump of.

THE
Billie
Abbott
Gil
Kentucky
Reg
Blondie
B. Bickering

CAST
Douglas

Brown

Stasha
Henry
Leblanc
Charles Leblanc
Their Mother
Poitrier
Angele

Joan
Crawford
Rod La Rocque
Fairbanks,
Jr.
Anita
Page
Edward
Nugent
Josephine Dunn
Albert Cran
Marlene
Uno
Oscar
Freda
Karl
Edith

Dietrich
Henning
Stimma
Richard
E'ttlinger
Edwards
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Short Subjects
(Radio

"Hunt The Tiger"
Picture Talkie — Two

Reels)

RADIO spent a lot on this, but they
shouldn't release it as a "drama." Inso that
"comedy,"
labelto itget
should
stead, they
by. Otherwise,
chance
some
it'll have
lay
and
they should wrap it in a purple shroud
it on the shelf where the dust can cover it from
sight.
It is one of those thmgs that needs some
miracle to save it. They revive old melodrama
in Hoboken, and, thank the Lord, have sense
enough to laugh at it. But at the RKO studios,
where this came from, some one must be mentally askew or must have inept sense of humor,
because, apparently, they have turned out this
If "Hunt
to be serious
thinking
thing
would like to
then westuff.
isn'tit funny,
the Tiger"
know just what it is.
The scene is in old France in the day of the
is just about to cast himaristocracy. A man
self into the river because of a love affair, when
a stranger approaches and tells him of a better
way of taking his exit from this world. He
a game of "Hunt the
playwould-be
they the
proposes inthat
Tiger,"
which
suicide and a
lady similarly inclined, would hunt each other
in the dark, the hunter to indicate his whereabouts by a silver bell hung around his neck
and the hunter to be equipped with a pistol for
the purpose of shooting the other fool. When
the man is persuaded to play the game, chiefly
because his partner is a beautiful woman who
was jilted by the man who ran away with his
girl, the room is plunged into darkness and the
game begins. Although the tinkle of the bell
is the signal for the firing, and the scene is
supixised to be most intense, it is then that unrestrained gayety breaks loose.
And when the poor hero, after the heroine
has fired over his head twice, turns the gun
upon himself and falls down apparently dead,
only to awaken later with his head in the lady's
lap and the words upon his lips, "So this is
heaven," and also finds out that the gun contained blanks and that he is not wounded —
then some more laughs break out — real big ones
this time.
If this one is ever shown on Broadway, it
won't get the nice reception "St. Louis Blues"
got. It is a "blue" number, to be sure, but if
the
ever seeat itthethey'll
snickerof
theirBroadway
heads off crowd
and marvel
credulity
producers.
Henry A. Hering is responsible for the
story. Leo Meehan directed it. It was produced at the RCA Gramercy Studios in New
York, under the supervision of Richard Currier.
To be released November 10.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

The Lady Lies

(Continued from preceding page)
while Charlie Ruggles' drunk is a work of
art. And if you don't think that that
Garde girl knows her "detained ladies"
you're just bugs that's all. As for Patrica
Deering
for words.and Tom Brown, they're too good
Even if you can't play it see it and give
yourself a treat.
Produced and distributed by ParamountFamous-Lasky. From the play by John
Meehan, who also directed the dialog.
Adapted by Garrett Fort. Directed by
Hobart Henley. Length, 7,004 feet. Running time, an hour and fifteen minutes.
Released, Sept. 6, 1929.
Robert
Rossiter
Joyce Reamer
Charlie Tyler
Jo Rossiter
Bob Rossiter
Hilda
Pearson
Ann Gardner
Henry
Tuttle
Amelia Tuttle
Bernice
Tuttle

THE

CAST

Walter
Huston
Claudette Colbert
Charles Ruggles
Patricia Deering
Tom
Brown
Betty Garde
Jean Dixon
Duncan
Penwarden
Virginia True Boardman
Verna
Deane
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"The Lunkhead"
(Educational Talkie — Two Reels)

"Her Husband's Woman"
(Paramount Talkie — Two Reels)

"Dimples And Tears"
(General Talking Pictures — 1 Reel)

ONE of the finest Sennett comedies to enter
the current scene is "The Lunkhead,"
starring Harry Gribbon, who can apparently
lay claim to the title of "the screen's dumbest
man." The country hick depicted by Gribbon
is the victim of as pretty a net of circumstances
as you'll ever see. And Gribbon just wrings
every sequence dry of laughs so that there popping every minute.
It is one of those rare comedies which is just
about flawless. It is frankly, unashamedly funny and it won't take long for an audience to
take it to heart and laugh uproariously at the
poor mess the hick makes of things.
Gribbon is the betrothed of Andy Clyde's
daughter, Thelma Hill. This modern flap
doesn't give a rap for such a sap, chasing, instead, a city sweetheart, much to Harry's discomfit. Possessed of a tremendous ego, but
equipped with a nit-wit brain, it isn't long
before Clyde, too, is aware of Harry's sap qualities. Harry has to flee the scene when a girl
vamps him out of a diamond ring and then
charged him with attempted rape.
There are some joyful scenes when Helpful
Harry runs the delicatessen shop for Clyde.
Inside of a few seconds, Clyde has lost over
fifty dollars through Harry's dumb management, one smart egg getting two tens for a
five and then passing a counterfeit twenty dollar bill when he comes back to again catch
Harry asleep.
Gribbon does his part to perfection and Qyde
is a good foil. Thelma Hill, Ben Alexander,
Patsy O'Leary, Winnie Law and Milton
Holmes are all good in their supporting roles.
Sennett himself directed, doing a splendid job.
This comedy is easily outstanding among the
current crop. It is ably acted, skilfully directed, has a good story and some crackerjack
dialogue. It stacks up favorably with "The
Bride's Relations." In other words, it is a
knock out number.— RAYMOND GANLY.

LOIS WILSON is the star of this Christie
produced talkie comedy of marital difficulties. And that means a lot in a dialogue
picture, for this star has a certain grace and
sureness about her work which sets her apart
from the ordinary run of actresses emoting
before the microphones. Her voice and manner
are pleasing, you may be sure, and she is good
enough a trouper to make interesting and entertaining an average piece of talkie work such as
this.
Harrison Ford is the leading male player, but
he does not click effectively in his role.

EASILY one of the best and novel little
shorts to flash on the screen in quite some
time.
It is a puppet show, the Gorno marionettes
goftig through a regular vaudeville routine.
First, three of the puppets do an old time song
and dance after the manner of the Eddie
Leonard type of minstrel. Then a marionette,
made up to impersonate Al Jolson, comes out
on the stage and sings "Sonny Boy" to a little
marionette decked out as a street urchin. Finally, the piece winds up with a marionette jazz

"Prince
Gabby"
(Educational Talkie — Two Reels)
IS

it necessary to announce of the excellence of Edward Everett Horton's work
in this featurette? Hardly, because he has ever
contributed capital performances in his screen
career. And in this little short, written by the
most prolific of modern authors, Edgar Wallace, he turns in a very neat and perfectly
etched portrait of a gentleman crook.
The story is nicely patterned, with a sharply
defined and well developed story. Horton,
known to the burglar world as "Prince Gabby,"
is disturbed in his invasion of a wealthy home
and made capitive by the owner. The suave
crook, not in the least ruffled, engages his captor
in conversation. From his captive the man
learns many things and so does his wife, the
one questioning eagerly about certain tips on
horses and the other about the philanderings of
a certain man. They find the crook a well informed person and one, too, who is able to keep
a secret for he is aware that the philanderer
they are discussing has had an affair with the
veryhislady
whom wife.
Prince Cabby's captor regards
as
virtuous
It is all tidily arranged, the dialog working
to a fine conclusion. As a matter of fact, the
offering boasts a trim and orderly chain of
facts, skilfully unearthed in the smooth, undulating dialogue. The scene never shifts from
the room in the house of the wealthy man
where Prince Gabby has been made captive,
but it is never at a loss for Horton's dexterous
handling of his lines, backed by the unexpected
turn of events, make it at all times interesting
entertainment.
It is clever, to say the least.
Jane Murfin did the adaptation of the Wallace story ;ind Sidney B. Brannecke supervised
the prcKluctinn. The director was Leslie
Pcarcc.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

Ford, an artist, refuses to paint a bishop's
portrait for his wife, as he is having an afifair
with a woman who engages all his attention.
When the woman comes to his studio, the wife
calmly goes about with subtle touch, slyly exhibiting her husband's weaknesses and empty
day dreaming, and so cleverly does she do her
work that the exasperated "other woman"
eventually picks a fight with Ford and dashes
out of the room, leaving him furious. The wife
calms her husband's fears and reduces him to
a pleasant mental state, so that he is even willing to reconsider and paint the portrait.
Lois Wilson gives the piece a certain strength
and the "other woman" is also acceptable in her
role. All in all, it can be regarded as fair
talkie fare for adults and grown-ups. It is one
of those things which will be entirely over the
heads of youngsters.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Social

Sinners"

(Educational Talkie — Two

Reels)

A

BUG exterminator, who crashes a party at
a society dame's party and busts up the
whole affair, makes some funny moments in
this Jack White all-talkie comedy adapted from
"The Bug Man," a sketch by Kenyon Nicholson. Charles Lamont directed and the cast
offers Raymond McKee, as the bug killer,
Marion Byron and Cissy Fitzgerald.
Its chief splurges of humor are had in the
scenes when the revelry of the guests is interrupted by the bug man's activities on the dance
floor. He fills the atmosphere with what he
believes to be a bug-killing mixture, but which
is in reality itch powder. Soon the guests are
scratching their backs, calves, etc., their troubles
all the more accentuated when black pepper is
also distributed by the bug-hater, who is entirely unaware of the fact that his girl, the maid
in the home of the society dame, substituted the
itch powder and pepper when she saw him
dancing with another girl.
The comedy builds steadily to this sequence
which surely rolls up a neat total of laughs.
-Some of the efforts of McKee and Byron go
for naught in the early footage, but once the
climax is launched a flood is tapped. The subject contains a ratio of laughs in excess of the
average offering.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"On The Streets"
(Educational — One Reel)
THIS Educational Hodge-Podge, except for
an exaggerated amount of animation in its
final scene, lines up as a fairly appropriate
novelty. Scenes in Athens, Bohemia, New
York, Japan, Roumania, Holland and Cairo
pass in review. Perhaps the best of the shots
is that of Holland, showing the Dutch tots
clattering along in their wooden shoes, the synchronized sounds fitting in perfectly with this
scene. But almost half of the reel has been
taken up with animation depicting two gobs
dancing with a fat Egyptian Fatima. If this
had been cut down in proportion to the rest of
the subjects, a more compact reel would have
resulted. As it is there is more "nonsense"
than "sense" in this Hodge-Podge. The synchronization and musical score are fairly good.

band
playing
Ya Say."
These
wooden"Whad
performers
put over the three
acts in unbelievably fine style. To see them is
to appreciate the skill with which they were
manipulated. And to hear them is to applaud
the perfect synchronization of voice with the
pantomime of the little wooden figures.
This one should mop up for General Talking
Pictures anywhere. It has calibre of the best
quality in modern day talkie shorts. And it is
a featurette that could be displayed before any
type of audience, whether it be on the Great
Main Stem or in some little place out in the
sticks.
That little marionette singing "Sonny Boy"
is something that will grab the attention. In
its way, this short is just as divertingly and
pleasantly
conceived ofasthese
"The little
Skeleton
The possibilities
puppetDance."
shows
are practically limitless — there are so many
things that they can do with them. This series
opens new doors to cinematic entertainment
with something distinctly different to offer.
Jack Harrison burlesqued and directed the
piece, which was made and synchronized in
England by British Sound Film Productions,
Ltd. The Gorno Family have been marionettes
for some 385 years. They have achieved some
remarkable results with a few figures, some
silken threads and vocal interpolations. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"Grand
Opera"
(General Talking Picture — One Reel)
THIS is the first of the series of Gorno Marttes reels in the series being offered by General Talking Pictures. It sends them off to
a most auspicious start.
The piece offers a group of marionettes
demonstrating their vocal prowess. For instance, the soprano of the group sings the Jewel
Song from Carmen. Then the Rigoletto Quartet is sung by the puppets, with a pianist accompianist's
movementsshow
as
his fingerspanying
runthem.
up This
and down
the keyboard
clearly the great skill with which these marionettes are made to go through their paces.
It is an entertainment decidedly out of the
ordinary and one which would look well on any
theatre program. There have been mighty few
marionette shows offered on the screen to date.
But these Gorno off^erings, done in England, bid
fair to establish a high standard and one which
only the very best of competition can match.
As it is something new and out-of-the ordinary, almost any exhibitor's program would be
ably
strengthened by the addition of a short of
this quality.

"Permanent Wave"
("U" Sound Cartoon — One Reel)
ONE
of the clever concoctions by Walter
Lantz, in which gags galore and expert
cartoon work combine to produce the laughs, is
offered in "Permanent Wave," featuring Oswald, the rabbit. This time, Oswald is made
to wait upon a tough bear, but he throws up
his job in short order to seek refuge on a South
Sea isle inhabited by dancing houris. When
the bear seizes the maid upon whom Oswald
has set his heart, a rough and tumble fight ensues between the rivals, the bear getting the
worst of it.
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"Mickey's
Follies"
(Disney Sound Cartoon — One Reel)

"Two Gun Ginsburg"
(Radio Pictures Talkie — Two Reels)

WALT
DISNEY'S creation, the popular
Mickey Mouse, sings and dances in a
typical cartoon barnyard frolic, which is the
tenth of the series of Mickey films. Strictly
speaking, it is not as good as some of its predecessors, but it certainly contains plenty of
laughs, nevertheless. One of the weak spots in
the film is the injection of a theme song sung
by Mickey Mouse ; it seems rather flat. Another
thing to notice was the cartoon work, which
was not executed with the nicety that some of
Hie other cartoons have.
However, the laugh material far outburdens
the few shortcomings. The animals have a
grand time and the fun is shared by the audience. Some of the barnyard folk are sitting
on an outhouse, and in their ecstacy over
Mickey's performance they crash in the roof.
Irnmediately the door opens and a pig runs out
with his pants down. Can you imagine? Movie
audiences relish this sort of screen fun, and
"Mickey's Follies" is supplied with
laughs to make them gurgle heartily and enough
long. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

NAT CARR does a dandy job as a Hebrew
"bad man" in the Wild West. It is

"Waif Of The Wilderness"
(Universal — Two Reels)
BOBBIE WATSON, a "Sonny Boy" in
cowboy clothes, is paired with Edmund
Cobb in this Westernette, one of a series of
yarns in which the friendship of the two is
the main theme. For sentimental reasons, this
pairing of the kid with the older actor should
get to audience liking the Western yarns. Kid
appeal, plus the usual Western plot and the
trimming of riding and action, gives "Waif of
the Wilderness" the rating of satisfying film
fare for the masses. The kids, for one, will
gobble it up.
It's the old story of heroine and heroesbig and small— against nasty Mr. Villain. No
need to go into detail as you can probablv
guess just what formula is used.
However, regardless of whether the story
IS new or old, it is okay as far as the movie
mobs are concerned.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Jack White And His Chateau
Madrid Entertainers"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)
JACK WHITE, one of those dizzy comedians
with a trick hat, irregular walk and all,
scores about half way with his jazz band and
caroling by Jeanne Fayal. The comedian's line
of patter is not very hot, and his verbal interpolations when the girl sings "Then We Canoedle-Oodle" could very easily be dispensed with.
About the best thing in his act, except for a
certain care-free goofiness, is his introduction of
various cards at different moments. The numbers offered include "Am I Blue," "Kansas City
Kitty," and "Senorita." Altogether, the reel
is fair without any particular thing outstanding.
RAYMOND GANLY.

"Pathe Review No. 37"
(Pathe — One Reel)
THERE are two exceptionally good bits in
No. Z7, namely, "Gothic," showing the
Cathedral of Notre Dame, and "Blarney." presenting some lovely views of Ireland. They
lend the reel a fine flavor, which is enhanced by
the novelty shots in "Vision," reviving memories of the old Chicago Fair, and "The Ripping
Jolly Thames," showing the London elite
crowding the waters of the famous river with
their boating parties. The Ramsayean sense of
humor pervades this last subject, the first two
items being also appropriately dealt with. Very
good screen magazine material.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

ripe with laughs and is sure-fire film for the
crowds, especially in Jewish circles. Carr, with
both pantomime and delivery of lines, goes
along smoothly capturing the laughs. He cuts
a funny figure as "Two Gun Ginsburg," who
becomes a gunman on the advice of a friend
when he is stranded in the West.
Carr, out to terrorize the town, does a flop
when
tough proprietor
the town's
leading
saloontherefuses
to become ofscared
of his
bold
front. When Carr sees this his courage ebbs
and he calls in a big, powerful egg to help him
subdue the barroom owner. However, the big
friend does nothing and Carr gets poked around
some more by the tough gent. Finally, in desperation, he takes a swipe at the big palooka
who was to have befriended him and leaves the
town flat.
Carr's facial expressions and Jewish voice inflections are good for plenty of laughter. The
comedy develops several surprising twists and
is on a high level throughout. The star is ably
supported by Fred Nerret, Edwin Caspar,
Dolores Cordova and Alex Lovejoy.
The story is by Ted Lesser, was directed by
Mark Sandrich, produced by Louis Brock at
the RCA Grammercy Studios, and will be released on October 13, 1929. It can be counted
on as fine entertainment for the bunch who patronize the box-office. In a neighborhood house
it'll stagger away underneath the load of laughs
it undoubtedlv will collect. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Black Narcissus"
(Pathe Talkie — Two Reels)
' '"DUCK and Bubbles," colored vaudeville
AJ team, known in private life as Ford Lee
Washington and John Sublette, are co-starred
in this picturization of a Hugh Wiley "Wildcat" story, which Paul Powell directed and
Snydey Lazarus adopted with supervision bv
Monte Brice.
It is a fairly humorous affair with a limited audience appeal. One noticeable drawback is that the lines spoken by the colored boys
are sometimes lost because of the natural singsong delivery that is typical of the race. When
Hugh Wiley's lazy character opens his mouth, it
often happens that his speech is lost, the nasal
it.
twang undoubtedly having something to do with
Beulah Hall and Emmett King are the others
in the cast. The story has "Wildcat" fall for
a gal, who is already married to a jailbird.
"Wildcat" doesn't know that, and he is just
about to become the gal's second better half
when her huge spouse breaks down the door
and the wedding ceremony. He is in prison
dress and has just been paroled. "Wildcat" hot
foots it down the road and out of sight. Humor is added to the situation by the fact that
"Wildcat" met the girl while trying to save his
bosom pal from her.

"Pathe Review No. 38"
(Pathe — One Reel)
FOUR

subjects — "Starfish," wherein the microscope dwells over the peculiar construction of the marine creature ; "Hampton Court,"
the English tourist attraction ; ; "Derby," dog
races in Britain ; "The Gay Deauville," France's
world-famous playground — make up this new
issue of the Review, the general tone of which
is high. Its appeal, it may be said, while not
a.s great and satisfying as that of other Reviews, isof sufficient strength to get by on the
average show.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Man Who Laughed Last"
(Vitaphone — One Reel)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA, the Japanese who
years ago was one of the outstanding luminaries on the screen, returns to American audiences by way of the new medium of the talking film. A drama of an Oriental's revenge,
written by Edgar Allen Woolf, is the vehicle
which re-introduces him after his long absence.
The star makes out very well with the little
he has to do. His role is simply that of a man
who, after killing the man who stole the wovictory.
man he loves, enjoys to the full his laugh of
Hayakawa speaks his lines distinctly, there
being only a few moments when there exists
any doubt as to the meaning of his speech. For
the most part, this drama will prove a novel
offering for the fans, for it presents a name
that was familiar in the old days of the movies.
It will arouse the curiosity of those fans who
remember him, and should prove to be a short
of good audience strength. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Syncopated
(Pathe
Talkie — TwoTrial"
Reels)
THOUGH
this is a "Melody" comedy on
Pathe's program, it is a noisy affair, which doesn't score. All the characters
speak in rhyme to music. There's no soft
pedalling ; it's all so blatant in its efforts to be
a jazzy, hot and snappy number. Instead, it
snubs its toe and falls down, simply because
much anyway.
strength to it and because it's
athere's
trivialnotaffair,
Morgan Morley and Lew Seymour are the
boys who spout their lines to a musical bar.
There are several others just as ineffective.
Really, the best bit in the production is the
dance of the chorines in the court room. Their
hoofing is nice to watch and is okay on the
ears, but when the comedians get going things
slow down pretty much. There is also another
oerformance that is worthy of mention, and that
is an imperrsonation of Eddie Cantor.
As for the rest of it, the less said about it the
better.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Topical
Wits"
(Pathe Talkie — One Reel)
THEloss Van
Beurenites
to be atthea
for words
with don't
which seem
to co-mate
"topical" portion of this series of jokes and
humor whicli, in the old silent days, went under
the title of Topics of the Day. There have
been "sips," "nips," "pips," "quips," etc. In
"Topical Wits," the usual load of verbal chatter in humorous strain is presented. There are
some good jokes, but in a projection room it
is difficult to judge just how they will go over.
But it wouldn't be a bad guess to say that
they'll go over well. So on the face of it,
"Topical Wits" looks a likely bit of wiseGANLY. cracking that will please 'em. — RAYMOND

"Carlena Diamond"
(Vitaphone— One Reel)
THIS artiste is a harpist. Her instrument
means very little to modern-day audiences.
.\t its showing this week at the Strand, this reel
brought just a flicker of applause, and the audience didn't seem to care how quickly Miss Diamond's offerings were concluded. She sings
"Tura Aura Hura," the old Irish air, and plays
on her instrument such tunes as "Mighty Lak
a Rise," "Nola" and "The Doll Dance." A
harp dance, in which she steps and plays simultaneously, brings the reel to a close. This one
is not so hot. The artist tries hard enough, but
her efforts seem of no avail. — RAYMOND
GANLY.
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"Pathe Audio Review No. 21"
(Pathe Photophone — One Reel)

PATHE sound magazine of the screen delves
into the skyline of New York in "Manhattan Angles," in which some great shots of
the towering financial center of the city are
seen. This section of the film bears a very
great resemblance to those Manhattan shots of
Robert Florey, which he put out under the
"Skyscrape
title
identical. r Symphony." The shots
to be
seem of
Tiie Review then swings into some fine scenes
of the American timber industry. Shots of the
logs riding down the flume and landing in a
gorgeous splash for the scent to the mill saws,
and a fast trip taken down the flume by the
cameraman contribute to the very efTective result achieved by "Timber," under which these
shots are grouped.
The third subject is a punk one, and shows a
band of women playing on their kitchen cooking utensils to amuse a group of Confederate
veterans gathered around them. It may achieve
a few laughs or possibly a few groans.
Tlie first two items, however, make up for the
shortcomings of the last. And as is always the
case with the Pathe Audio Review, the editing
and shaping of the scenes is smoothly done, and
the synchronized score is most effectively
played.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Delicatessen Kid"
(Universal Talkie — One Reel)
BENNY

RUBIN has another clever vaudeville skit to offer. It was authorized and
dialogued by Benny himself and it gives him
an opportunity to sing and dance and otherwise
exhibit his skill as an entertainer. He more
than fills the bill and provides a good show.
Benny is seen in a delicatessen shop. Benny
sees various celebrities of the vaudeville stage
enter the shop and after their departure, he
shows his father and proprietor of the delicatessen shop their various tricks of the trade. For
instance, when Eddie Dowling, Bill Robinson
and others have left the shop, Benny does their
stuff.
This short is a good piece of work and is
well qualified to snap up creditable comment. —
RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Skyscraper
Symphony"
(Novelty — Two Reels)
ROBERT
FLOREY, director and camera
artist, has photographed New York skyline
from all sorts of angles, achieving some good
effects. For the most part, however, this tone
poem in film form don't mean a thing to the
general run of audiences. His shots are pictured in soft, melting photography, and will win
acclaim only from those who love to coo over
such things as artistic cameraing. Has restricted audience appeal. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"The Pusher-In-The-Face"
(Paramount Talkie — Two Reels)
F • SCOTT
little
story
made goodFITZGERALD'S
reading when it first
appeared
in the pages of a magazine, and it also makes
a very entertaining talkie as transposed to the
screen by Paramount and directed by Robert
Florey with a cast that includes Lester Allen,
Estelle Taylor, Raymond Hitchcock and Lilian
Walker.
The tale is of a runt with an inferiority complex, who suddenly lost control of himself and
pushed a woman in the face. It occurs in a
crowded theatre where the poor fellow is trying
to immerse his troubles in a drama and it causes
a commotion and flaming headlines in the paper.
The runt is finally brought to court and before
astory.
sympathetic judge and courtroom he tells his
He's been walked on and kicked about so
often that he finds relief only in such places as
a theatre where a good play can beguile his
mind and lead him to forget his troubles. On
this particular day, he is sitting quietly in his
seat when a gabby woman and two friends
equally talkative seat themselves behind him and
talk, talk, talk. The runt, unable to focus his
attention on the play because of their wagging,
suddenly turns around and pushes the talkative
woman in the face, then dashing out of the theatre.
The judge frees him of the charge of assault
and the woman making the charges crestfallen
leaves the courtroom.
When the runt returns to his job, his employer picks on him, but the little fellow has
become imbued with courage and he pushes his
boss in the face, also. It is all very amusing
and pictured with a fine sense of humor. Adult
audience will greatlv enjoy this one. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"Love Birds"
(Universal Talkie — Two Reels)
THE
Rooneys— Pat, Marion and Pat the
Third — are seen in a skit that gives them
many opportunities to dance and gambol. It is
a jolly affair, gaited with gags and humor and
outstripping the other releases of the series.
Here the Rooneys dont' try to do any heavy
acting and consequently their work is much improved. The story is light in texture and often
it grows slapstick, but, boys, what an improvement over those others !
Pat gets a job as bell hop to acquire atmosphere for his new show. To his discomfort,
he has his son as bell hop captain. The friendly
raillery between the two continues until Pat is
sent up to a roomful of models to tell them to
pipe down on the noise. He finds his son with
the girls and they are just about to make their
exit when Mrs. Rooney arrives to see some of
the new costumes exhibited by the models. By
the time she has settled, her husband and son
have adopted wigs and feminine attire and are
posing as models. Eventually they are discovered and a hilarous tiine is theirs.
The Rooneys go in intensely for the family
spirit, of which the group shot which concludes
the piece is an example. Except for some flat
singing from young Rooney, their performances
are
rate. okay and their dancing, of course, is first
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"Splash
(Universal
Talkie Mates"
— Two Reels)
THIS tion
is the
except
for one the
("GraduaDaze"),last,
of the
Collegians,
successful series of shorts turned out by Universal.
It has considerable of the youthful pep and
whoopee that formed an integral part of those
releases that went before, and can be classified
as a suitable short subject for the general run
of audiences.
The topic this time is boat racing, Ed Benson
against Don Trent and the rest of the Calford
bunch. Trent, as is usually the case with him,
tries to play foul with Calford's stalwart, but
a kid whom Ed had befriended, tips him off
as to the location of his speed boat when it is
hidden away by the jealous senior. While
speeding towards the scene of the race, the contest gets under way, and Ed has to spurt ahead
of the entire crew before he passes Trent,
which occurs just in the nick of time and just
as the final fadeout conies around.
George Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver and Eddie
Phillips are the Collegians trio, and they perform in their customary manner. Their effort
should leave the fans with a favorable impression.—RAYMOND GANLY.

"Men Of Daring"
(Universal Talkie — One Reel)
TED CARSON, starring in the Northwest
Mounted Police series for Universal, is
seen again in an adventurous yarn dealing with
a gang of villains, who have captured the
father of the girl branding the missing man as
a thief.
Mr. Mountie takes care of the villains when
they become most troublesome, subduing them
in masterful style and restoring the girl's father
and his property to them and winning a hero's
reward
arms.is Lotus Thompson, who
The —lasstheingirl's
this case
is quite fair to look upon and who will probably
graduate from these quickie roles to roles in
features.
This western is of the usual type and is on a
par with the general appeal of the action featurette. Not first-run stuff, but suitable for
neighborhoods and similar types of houses. —
RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Cold Turkey"
("U" Sound Cartoon — One Reel)
WALTER
LANTZ executes some clever
cartoon embellishments for Oswald's
latest adventure, which concerns his attempts to
kill a turkey for dinner. The rabbit tries various ways to decapitate the fowl, but he is unsuccessful in every instance, until he finally
hits upon the idea of putting tiie turk into a cannon, stopping up both ends, and then touching
her off. The result is that he has a turkey, already roasted, for his dinner. This one is replete with laughs.— RAYMOND GANLY,

This one is the best Rooney vehicle to date
and it should be fairly appropriate for the key
city houses where the Rooney name is well
known.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"The Jungle Fool"
(Pathe Sound Cartoon — One Reel)
OLD

// Itul and /lis pu/).
"Big liny," with hix
from "Solr Sui)port."
Other oj the young
"HfluT
Shelter"

Ldiuntiounis young star,
h'rrirr friend in a scene
u rrcont comedy release.
romeilians vehicles are
and "Joy Tonic"

Al Falfa again takes to aviation in this
Pathe cartoon. He is bound for Africa
on a hunting expedition, and the old gags, such
as the flexible gun barrel, are again introduced
to snatch some laughs. Old Al has an adventure with a gorilla, and then has to leg it for
his life when a leopard and the entire jungle
colony chase him out of Africa. It is tuned to
receive quite a few laughs, and is, in general,
a good .Esop.— RAYMOND GANJ,Y.

Hurry tvorkers
Langdon onis the
tcelcorned
by lot
''Our
Gang,"
fellotv
Hal Roach
where
the
droll comedian has finished "Hotter Than Hot,"
and "Sky Hoy"G oldtvyn-Mayer
for release through Metro-
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%
Charming Sinners

Argyle Case, The (W.B.)

Broadway Babies

BALTIMORE, MD.— Warners' Metropolitan Theatre, (1,500), 6 days, beginning Saturday previous, 15c-50c, Kinograms, "The Big
Paraders," Miller and Lyles, "They Know
Their Groceries," (Vitaphone Acts), Organ
Weather, clear and torrid with a little rain.
Opposition : "Charming Sinners," "Our Modern
Maidens," "Dark Streets," "Singer," "Standard," "Lucky Star," "Lucky in Love," "College
Coquette,"
"Broadway
Babies."
Rating, 95%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 2Sc-35c-50c-75c, Vitaphone Acts, Fox
Movietone News. Weather, fine. Opposition :
"Frozen Justice," "Imagine My Embarrassment," "Dance of Life," "Say It With Songs,"
"Greene Murder Case."
Rating, ilo%.
AD TIPS — The screen's new voice. See and
hear Thomas Meighan in "The Argyle Case,'"
a Vitaphone all-talking picture with H. B.
Warner and Lila Lee. Hear Thomas Meighan,
the favorite of millions, cloaked in an entirely
new personality. He'll thrill you in his greatest dramatic role. With Vitaphone Symphony
Orchestra. Audience appeal : Especially strong
appeal for all and marvelous with the kids for
the latter do love Meighan sure enough. All
audiences enjoyed it thoroughly and Tom has
won a new place by his screen voice. — C. S.
Langue, Mgr., Warners' Metropolitan, Baltimore, Md.
Feature return of Thomas Meighan ; play up
mystery angles of story ; let title bring them
in ; advertise starting time of film. — Blue Mouse
Theatre, John Hanirick, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Lilting melodies in a musical revue woven into
an all-talking, singing hit. Play up Alice
White's name large with cut across top of title.
.•\udience appeal : General to those who like a
snappy back stage story with plenty of beautiful girls, snappy songs and music and dialogue.
Big here. — Frank Price, Jr., Mgr., Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Big JSews (Pathe)
OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3,000),
7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News, Marcus Glorified
Revue. Weather, hot. Opposition ; "Fast Company," "Four Feathers."
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Exploited Robert Armstrong as
stage star and stressed comedy and bulk of action in city room of metropolitan daily. Extensive lobby display week before opening,
using signs and layouts from two local papers.
Newspaper ad layouts in front page typography.
Audience appeal : general. — Orpheum Theatre,
Ralph W. Thayer, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Broadivay Babies

(F.IS.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Rivoli Theatre, (1,981), 6 days, 25c-50c, Pathe Sound News, Edward Everett Horton in, "Trusting Wives"
(Educational), "Falling Stars," "The Parlor
Pest" (Columbia Acts), National beauty
Pageant contestants appeared in person on
stage Tuesday night. Organ. Weather, clear
and torrid with some rain. Feature started
Saturday previous. Opposition : "Charming Sinners," "Our Modern Maidens," "Dark
Streets," "Single Standard," "Lucky in Love,"
"Argyle Case," "College Coquette," "Lucky
Star." Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — If opening on Saturday, use following line in Sunday's ad : A tremendous hit
at
yesterday's
per cent
talking,
singing,
dancing. opening.
A First 100
National
Production.

Broadway

(V.)

DALLAS, TEX.— Capitol Theatre (1,044),
7 days, 25c-35c-60c. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Paris Bound," "Dance of Life," "Fast Company," "Fashions in Love."
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS — Exploit the title as the best draw
of the picture. Feature Evelyn Brent as she
will bring in the business. Copy used : The
most amazing picture that ever played this city.
The greatest melodrama the New York stage
has ever known made into a gigantic picture
that plunges you deep into the heart of New
York's mad night life. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Capitol Theatre, Ray J. Stinnette,
Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre,
(2,200), 7 days, 25c-60c. No presentations.
Comedy, Collegians, Universal News. Weather, very warm. Opposition : "Lucky Star," "On
With The Show," "Say It With Songs," "Our
Modern Maidens."
Rating, 90%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— United Artists
Theatre (2,100), 35c-50c-65c, organ concert,
Riesenfelds' "1812" overture. Opposition:
"Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Lucky
Star," "Lady Lies," "Imagine My Embarrassment," "In the Headlines," "Marianne." Rating,
15070. (4th week.)
AD TIPS: The perfect talking qualities of
Colman's voice were featured plenty. Sound
effects of rain played up. Mystery and the lure
of adventure. Audience appeal, general ; all
classes. — Harry Wren, Mgr., Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Carnation Kid (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre, (1,200),
3 days, 15c-35c. "Motoring Mamas," Fox Movietone News. Weather, fine and warm. Opposition: "Drag," "Speakeasy," "Charming Sinners," "River of Romance," "Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu." Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — A well-balanced picture in which
there are both fun and thrills is here provided
and Douglas MacLean is just the one to make
the most of the opportunities. The title is not
particularly attractive but it is a good type of
feature for a suburban house with mixed patronage. Audience appeal : All ages and all but
high brows. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Charming Sinners (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Imperial Theatre, (1,200), 6 days, 15c-50c.
"Syncopated
Trial,"

(Pathe), Paramount News. Weather, fine and
warm. Opposition : "River of Romance,"
"Drag," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Carnation Kid," "Speakeasy."
Rating. 75%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre, (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix Unit "Vacation Days," headed by Ted Claire, Orchestra,
Organ, "Running the Scales" (Pathe) Sportlight), Pathe Review, "Big Palooka" (Educational), "Bee's Buzz" (Educational). Weather,
clear and torrid with a little rain. Opposition :
"Our Modern Maidens," "Dark Streets,"
"Single Standard," "Lucky in Love," "Argyle
Case," "Broadway Babies," "Lucky Star," "College Coquette." Rating, 113%.
AD TIPS — This is a brliliant comedy-drama
by W. Somerset Maugham dealing with a
domestic problem in high English society. It
is by no means an action picture and with a
less capable cast it might have been a washout. With Ruth Chatterton, Clive Brook, William Powell and Mary Nolan it is a definite
success. These four truly make the picture.
Chatterton and Brook are having a big go at
the present time. .A.udience appeal : Adults.—
Imperial Theatre, Rav Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ont.
Paramount's big four all-talking. William
Powell, Clive Brook, Ruth Chatterton, Mary
Nolan. The new idea in marriage in "Charming Sinners." Four out of five homes have
them. A risque romance of flirting wives, indiscreet husbands behind the marriage screen.
A smart, delightful drama. Audience appeal :
Strong appeal for all even though it is a smart
sophisticated social drama. Enjoyed thoroughly
here.
— Qiarles
Raymond.
Gen. Mgr., Loew's
Century,
Baltimore,
Md.

Cock-Eyed

World,

The

(Fox)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Harmanus-Bleecker Hall
(2,200), 6 days, 25c-50c. Movietone News;
Herb Gordon orchestra. Weather, hot. This
picture was used for the re-opening of this
theatre as a first run house and played to the
biggest week's business ever done by an Albany
theatre. Opposition : "Man and the Moment,"
"Joy Street," "Should a Girl Marry?", "Thunderbolt," "Say It With Songs."
Rating, 150%.
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Cock-Eyed World
AD TIPS. — Used heavy advertising space
and called attention always to the fact that this
picture was reaching Albany direct from a
world record-breaking run at Roxy. Also
played up the stars. — Harmanus-Bleecker Hall,
Charles Golding, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

College Coquette, The (Col.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Hippodrome Theatre,
(2,500), 6 days, 20c-50c, five acts of vaudeville
headed by "Silver Toes Revue," Orchestra,
Organ, Pathe News. Weather, clear and torrid
with a little rain. Opposition: "Lucky in Love,"'
"Argyle Case," "Broadway Babies," "Charming
Sinners," "Our Modern Maidens," "Dark
Streets," "Single Standard," "Lucky Star."
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— See and hear this 100 per cent
all talking comedy-drama of campus life, "The
College Coquette," a Columbia picture with
Ruth Taylor, William Collier, Jr., Jobyna Ralston, John Holland. High speed romance of
young love, with a dramatic punch that stops
you short. Audience appeal: A very enjoyable college picture that our audiences enjoyed
throughout the week. — Nate Keene, Mgr., Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md.

Coquette

(U.A.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (700), 10c-25c. Weather, warm. Opposition : "Flying Fool," "Lucky in Love," "Dance
of Life," "Four Feathers," "Midstream,"
"Words and Music," "Winged Horsemen,"
"Wild Life," "Woman of Affairs." Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS— A story of a girl who flirted
lightly and loved too late, and of a father who
did not understand. Altbough a return date for
this picture, Mary always draws good crowds,
and this was her first talkie. — Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Dance Of Life, The (Par.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Newman Theatre,
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Sound presentation
units, Selected News. Weather, hot. Opposition: "Our Modern Maidens," "Fall of Eve,"
"Street Girl," "Fast Company."
Rating, 95%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre,
(2,400), 7 days, 15c-50c. Weather, hot. Rudy
Vallee and orchestra. Opposition : "Madame
X,"
100%."Street Girl," "The Ladv Lies." Rating,

Dance Of Life

DES MOINES, lA.— Des Moines Theatre
(1,600), 25c-35c-50c-65c, 7 days, Vitaphone
act, "These Dry Days," Paramount Sound
News, "Just for You." Weather, changeable.
Opposition: "Greene Murder Case," "Hungarian Rhapsody, "Rescue."
Rating, 110%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Stillman Theatre,
(1,900), 7 days, 40c-75c. Weather, excessively
hot. Shorts: M-G-M Movietone (Walter Kelly,
"The Virginia Judge"), Fox Movietone News.
Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens," "Her
Private Life," "Dark Streets," "Say It With
Songs."
Rating, 120%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 10c-50c, Paramount
News, Vitaphone Short Subjects. Weather,

Nancy Carroll were featured and mention was
made of fact that film is adapted from stage
success, "Burlesque." Appeal : Children like
it and adults rave about it.— Sol Braunig, Mgr.,
Majestic Theatre, Providence, R. I.
Many people were attracted to this picture
because it was written by George Watters,
formerly of the Princess Theatre, in Des
Moines, and the fact that Hal Skelly, the star,
is a Davenport, Iowa, boy. These things were
played up in the exploitation as well as the success of the stage show. — George Watson, Mgr.,
Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
Featured Hal Skelly, Nancy Carroll, and

warm. Opposition: "Flying Fool," "Lucky in
Love," "Four Feathers," "Midstream," "Words
and Music," "Winged Horseman," Woman of
150%.
Affairs,"
"Coquette," "Wild Life." Rating,
DALLAS, TEX.— Melba Theatre (1,800),
9 days, 25c-35c-50c, Paramount Song Novelty
"Dixie," Paramount Talking News. Weather,
fair. Opposition : "Broadway," "Fashions in
Love,"
105%. "Paris Bound," "Fast Company." Rating,
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Paramount
Empress Theatre (1,400), 15c-50c, 7 days, comedy, news events and special opening feature.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Wonder of
Women," "Fast Company," "Greene Murder
Case," "Love Trap."
Rating, 95%.
SEATTLE,
Metropolitan'
Theatre (1,100), WASH.—
25c-35c-50c-60c,
Paramount
Sound News. Opposition : ■ "Imagine My Embarrassment," "Greene Murder Case," "Say It
With Songs."
Rating, 110%.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Kirby Theatre (1,654), 25c-60c, 3 Vitaphone Acts, Talking Paramount News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Pleasure Crazed," "Greene Murder Case,"
"Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Newspaper advertising Sunday
was tripled, a large sketch showing Hal Skelly
and Nancy Carroll atop the world with other
characters in the picture in the background.
The fact that the picture is all-talking and allsinging was played up, also. Audience appeal :
All classes. — Newman Theatre, Holden Swiger,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Cannot fail to do business with this excellently put up feature. Went big with press
and public.
In ad spreads Hal Skelly and

THE END OF THE WORLD
as seen and heard by

GANCE

Adapted from the book by
CAMILLE
FLAMMARION
Sound

film with portion for a triptych (triple- width)
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stage play "Burlesque." Audience appeal : Fine
for everybody who enjoys tune shows with a
heart interest. — Stillman Theatre, George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
"100% talking, singing, dancing hit;" "From
the Famous Hit, Burlesque." "Scenes in TechnicolorTheatre,
and the Carl
Magniscope."
Paramount
Empress
Porter, — Mgr.,
Salt Lake
City,
Utah.
Advertised
Carroll and Skelly, stage sensation,
and that play is "Burlesque" by a Houston
writer. Also glamorous, glowing story of
backstage life, and all-talking, all-dancing, allsinging marvel of beauty. Appeal is to everybody.-— Kirby Theatre, Houston, Texas.
Talking, dancing, singing, "Who knows all
tlie dance? First step — Love. Second stepHeartache. Never you mind, sing, dance and
sing. Beautiful Bonny, Awkward Skid, playing
through life together. Then success for Skid —
calamity for Bonny — Heartache enters her life
— to clutch your heart." Nancy Carroll and Hal
Skelly were par-excellent. Many big scenes,
huge assembles entirely in Technicolor. Hear
the "hit" songs. See the fifty Follies girls in
snappy routine. A superb attraction and a most
excellent picture to book. — Criterion Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
This picture is a real box office attraction
with plenty of angles for exploitation. Boost
Nancy Carroll and Hal Skelly sky high as they
stand up to it in the picture. Call attention to
the fact that it is from the stage hit "Burlesque."
Copy used — -You see and hear the whole brilliant
world of show business as it's never been done
before — you thrill to a Broadway revue in
dazzling Technicolor — you listen to marvelous
melody hits, "True Blue Lou" and "Flippity
Flop." It's the supreme achievement in motion
pictures. Audience appeal : all clases. — Melba
Theatre, George S. Baker, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Dark Streets (F.N.)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre, (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c, M-G-M News,
"What a Pill" (Educ), "Fruitful Farm"
(Aesop Fable, Pathe). Weather, clear and
torrid with a little rain. Opposition : "Charming Sinners," "Our Modern Maidens," "Argyle
Case," "Broadway Babies," "Single Stapdard,"
"Lucky in Love," "Lucky Star," "College Coquette." Rating, 62%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Palace Theatre (3,600), 7 days, 35c-7Sc. Shorts, "Our World Today" (Educational) ; Fox Variety, Fables
(Pathe), Pathe Review "Her New Chauffeur"
(Pathe), Pathe Sound News, Pathe Silent
News, 5 Acts Vaudeville. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Dance of Life," "Our Modern MaidRating,ens," 105%.
"Her Private Life," "Sav It Witli Songs."
AD TIPS— The first 100 per cent talking
picture in which a player interpreting a dual
role, talks to himself on the screen. Jack Mulhall in "Dark Streets" with Lila Lee, and a
great cast. Strangest triangle theme ever.
Brother against brother in love. Audience aplieal : Strong dramatic appeal for all classes.
-Mulhall pulled some and first dual talking role
pulled sonxc more. — Charles Raymond, tien.
Mgr., Loew's N'alencia, Baltimore, Md.

Drag (F.N.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Centre Theatre, (1,200),
6 days. 15c-50c, "His Big Minute" (Education-
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Fast Company

Four Feathers

al), Fox News. Weather, fine and warm. Opposition : "Speakeasy," "Charming Sinners,"
"River of Romance," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Carnation Kid."
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— This feature is of the kind that
women patrons describe as "good," largely because it deals with a triangular problem in
which the man, Richard Barthelmess, marries
the wrong one. And their sympathies are with
him even though he turns to the other girl in
the case. Lila Lee is a pleasant surprise as a
flapper, while Alice Day is lovely though forced
to portray a somewhat dumb creature. Audience appeal : All the women you can find. —
Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ont.

Sold Oakie and Gallagher as comedy team of
"Close Harmony" — played up Evelyn Brent.
Used 11 boys working streets with letters of
title of picture on backs. Sent out fifty thousand telegrams, Hollywood date line, urging
recipient to see show. Bee-News (Hearst
sheet) staged limerick contest on picture, and
movie editors secured and ran personal interview from Oakie written by L. A. Hearst reporter. Audience appeal : failed to draw the
women at first. — Paramount Theatre, Charles
Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Exploit this picture as an all-talking comedy with Evelyn Brent getting most of the
mention, but don't forget Jack Oakie and Skeets
Gallagher. Let the public know that they are

"Beau Geste" and "Chang" combined. More
rhinoceroses, more camels, more huge baboons and other animals than ever seen before,
and all put into this truly, the greatest picture
produced this year, or for many years past, for
that matter. A most excellent picture to book,
and no mistake will or can be made in booking
it. — Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Dynamite (M-G-M)

the comedy team of "Close Harmony," Sam
Hardy and Gwen Lee are also present. Copy

•LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-$l-$L50, Movietone News,
"Madame Q." Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Lucky Star," "Lady Lies," "Imagine My
Embarrassment," "Bulldog Drummond," "In
the
Headlines," Marianne." Rating, 79% (7th
week.)

use — Ring Lardner's famous "Hurry" Kane
Comes To The Talking, Singing Screen — He
Leaves The Small Town For Broadway, and
Makes the Bright Lights Brighter, Meet Him
in "Fast Company." All-Talking Comedy Riot.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Greater Palace
Theatre, Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas,
Texas.
,

Fall Of Eve, The

"An all-talking laugh riot." Audience appeal :
comedy fans. — Grand Theatre, Roy Hendry,
Mgr., Salty Lake City, Utah.

(Col.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre,
(2,166), 7 days, 10c-25c-50c, five acts of vaudeville, Pathe News. Weather, hot. Opposition:
"Dance of Life," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Street Girl," "Fast Company."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— The fact that the theatre had
waited so long for the picture, which was
billed as "coming soon," for more than one
year, was worth a story in daily newspapers.
The picture was e.xploited as "a screamingly
funny all-talking picture of errant husbands
and suspicious wives." Audience appeal : All
classes. — Pantages Theatre, Louis (Tharninsky,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Fashions In Love

(Par.)

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400) , 7 days, 20c-25c-35c, All-talking Comedy, 2
Vitaphone Acts. Pictorial News. Weather, fair.
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Adolphe Menjou is of course the
big exploitation angle to this picture. The fact
that Menjou has the name of being the best
dressed man on the screen and the title "Fashions of Love" offer a good tie-up between star
and title. Copy use : You Can Hear His Love
Secrets. The Big Surprise Picture of the
Year. Adolphe Menjou in his First Talking
Picture. Singing, Talking as Matchless as His
Personality. Audience appeal : all classes. — Old
Mill Theatre, Al. R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Tex.

Fast Company

(Par.)

KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 25c-50c, Sound presentation units. Selected News. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Our
Modern Maidens," "Dance of Life," "Fall of
Eve," "Street Girl." Rating, 85%.
OMAHA, NEB.— Paramount Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Paramount News, Orchestra and Organ, Publix Unit "Say It With
Flowers." Weather, hot. Opposition : "Big
News," "Four Feathers."
Rating, 95%.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Granada
Theatre (2,600), 7 days, 15c-50c, all-talking
•comedy. Paramount sound act and News Events.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Wonder of Women," "Dance of Life," "Greene Murder Case,"
"Love Trap." Rating, 85%.
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Greater Palace Theatre (2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix Presentation, "Fore," Billy Muth in Organ Novelty, Paramount News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Paris Bound," "Dance of Life,"
"Broadway," "Fashions in Love." Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — "How fast are you, young lady?"
and "Meet Elmer, a 10 o'clock boy in a 9 o'clock
town. You'll strain a rib laugliing at this king
of wisecrackers," were the lines used in exploiting the picture. Audience appeal : All
classes. — Royal Theatre, E. C. Coppock, Mgr.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Flying Fool, The (Pathe)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Empress
Theatre (1,500), 3 days, 10c-50c, Pathe Talking News. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Lucky
in Love," "Dance of Life," "Four Feathers,"
"Midstream," "Words and Music," "Winged
Horsemen," "Woman of Affairs," "Coquette,"
"Wild Life."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — William Boyd in a daring story
of air adventure and romance, with Marie Prevost. It's a talkie, and a very good one. Audience appeal : all ages and classes. — Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Four Feathers,

The

(Par.)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, Okla.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c, Paramount
News, Frances Shelly and the fun boys, Harry
Rosenthal and his orchestra. Weather, warm.
Opposition : "Flying Fool," "Lucky in Love,"
"Dance of Life," "Midstream," "Words and
Music," "Winged Horsemen," "Woman of Affairs," "Coquette," "Wild Life." Rating, 200%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
(1,350), 7 days, 35c-75, Fox Movietone News
and Laurel & Hardy talkie. Weather, warm.
Opposition : "Lucky Star." Rating, 150%.
OMAHA, NEB.— World Theatre (2,500),
25c50c, Pathe News. Weather, hot. Opposi125%.tion : "Big News," "Fast Company." Rating,
AD TIPS — Plastered chartered street cars
with a 24-sheets and ran three of them about
town two days before opening. Mailed out ten
thousand letters with a feather enclosed attached to a card. Special preview at old people's home in co-operation with The ll'orld
Herald, paper using stories in advance and a
follow up telling of reactions, etc. Audience appeal : general. — World Theatre, Lionel Wasson, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Played story, stars and "Beau Geste" and
"Chang" angles. Usual newspaper, billboard
and radio stuff. Appeal general. — Fox Rialto
Theatre, Doug. Kimberlev, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.
Fay Wray, Clive Brook, Richard Arlen, William Powell, Noah Berry, in Paramount's
greatest sensational and thrilling picture. Actions, thrills. Into the lawless African Soudan
went Paramount's cameramen to film this great
romance of E. A. Mason. Never before has a
great novel been dramatized with such realistic thrill scenes of jungle beasts and desert savages, actually filmed in the dark continuent.
And never have you seen such a story of regeneration and in such amazing settings.
It's

Frozen Justice

(Fox)

Seattle, Wash.— Fox Theatre (2,350), 25c35c50c-60c-75c, Fox Movietone News, Musical
.Specialties. Weather, fine. Opposition : "Argyle Case," "Imagine My Embarrassment,"
"Dance of Life," "Say It With Songs,"
"Greene Murder Case." Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Tease on theme of "was she devil
or angel ?" Feature stage star in her first film
appearance ; mention strong cast. Audience appeal :general. — Fox Theatre, Lou Golden, Mgr.,
.Seattle, Wash.

Greene Murder Case, The (Par.)
DES MOINES, IOWA— Paramount Theatre (1,700), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, Publix stage
unit, "Laces and Graces," Paramount News.
Opposition
"Hungarian
"Rescue,"
"Dance of :Life."
Rating,Rhapsody,"
110%.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Capitol Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 15c-50c, Comedy and News
Events. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Fast
Company," "Wonder of Women," "Dance of
Life," "Love Trap." Rating, 90%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle Theatre (3,150),
7 days,Sound
25c-35c-50c-60c,
"Book Features.
Lovers,"
Paramount
News, Musical
Weather, fine. Opposition : "Argyle Case,"
"Frozen Justice," "Imagine My Embarrassment," "Say It With Songs."
Rating, 115%.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Metropolitan Theatre (2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix Unit, Orchestra and Organ. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Pleasure Crazed," "Dance of Life," "Our
Modern Maidens."
Rating, 115%.
AD TIPS — The success of the book and the
mystery angle put this feature over. Has wide
appeal and the younger people were not the
only ones who liked it. The stage show was
one of the prettiest and drew a good hand with
every bit. — J. H. Roth, Mgr., Paramount Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
"An all-talking thriller;" "Adapted from S.
S. Van Dine's best seller;" awesome, uncanny,
baffling. Audience appeal : the general class. —
Capitol Theatre, George E. Carpenter, Mgr.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Play up as better than "Canary Murder
Case," and plug William Powell very strongly.
Mention type of story, author, etc., and they'll
come in spite of everything. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Seattle Theatre, Bob Blair, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.
Philo Vance and William Powell, no equal to
the same in the minds of movie fans, are the
chief points of advertising. Of course, mystery
murder is played up to advantage. Appeal is
.eeneral, old and young. — Metropolitan Theatre,
Houston, Texas.
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Half Marriage (RKO)
TROY, N. Y.— Proctor's Fourth Street Theatre, (2,000), 4 days, 25c-7Sc, used this picture
with vaudeville units. Opposition : "Man and
the Moment," "Say It With Songs." Rating,
95%.
AD TIPS— Played this up as an all-talking,
singing, dancing key to modern love madness,
— Proctor's
the star.
Borden asJacob
Olive Theatre,
featuring Street
Fourth
Golden, Mgr.,
Troy, N. Y.

(W.B.)

LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Warners' Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c, Vitaphone
shorts. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Lucky Star," "Lady Lies," "Imagine
My Embarrassment,"
"Bulldog Drummond,"
"Marianne."
Rating, 171%.

Joy Street (Fox)

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— State Theatre (3,400), 7 days, 30c-60c, Shorts: "Boxing Gloves"
(M-G-M), "Koko's Reward" (Paramount),
"The Surprise Party" (Publix Revue), Fox
Movietone News. Weather, hot; breaking records. Opposition : "Dance of Life," "Our
Modern Maidens," "Dark Streets," "Say It
With Songs."
Rating, 100%.

ALBANY, N. Y.— Clinton Square Theatre,
(800), 6 days, 25c-35c. Ran this picture along
with "The Power of the Press" (Columbia),
the policy of this theatre being first run double
features. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Say It
With Songs," "Man and the Moment," "Should
a Girl Marry?", "Cock-Eyed World," "Thunderbolt." Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — Exploited this picture as a sketch
on the bright road of youth and without traffic
rules. — Clinton Square Theatre, Howard
Looney, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

Hollywood Revue, The

Lady Lies, The (Par.)

Her Private Life

(F.N.)

(M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,023), 75c-$l-$1.50, "Curiosities,"
Movietone News, Symphony Orchestra. Opposition : "Dynamite," "Lucky Star," "Lady
Lies," "Imagine My Embarrassment," "Bulldog
Drummond," "In the Headlines," "Marianne."
Rating, 1087o. (12th week.)

Hungarian Rhapsody

(Par.)

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 20c-30c, 3 days, Kinograms, Paramount
song novelty, "Favorite Melodies." Weather,
cool. Opposition: "The Rescue," "Dance of
Life," "(jreene Murder Case." Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS — This picture, which appeals
chiefly to music lovers, was well synchronized.
Those who came especially to see it, lauded it
very highly. It, however, had a limited appeal
and did not appeal to the general type of audience.— Ted Emerson, Mgr., Strand Theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Imagine My Embarrassment —
(Why Leave Home) — (Fox)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-50c-65c-75c-$l, "Small Talk"
(Our Gang), Movietone News, Fanclion-Marco
"Drapes Idea," Gene Morgan, M. C. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Lucky
Star," "Lady Lies," "Bulldog Drummond," "In
the Headlines," "Marianne."
Rating, 127%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,650), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Fox Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage unit, Harry
Jolson. Weather, fine. Opposition: "Dance of
Life," "Frozen Justice," "Say It With Songs,"
"Argyle
Case," "Greene Murder Case." Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS — Play up laughs in film, tie up
with stage play "Cradle Snatchers," mention
Walter Catlett in cast, mention musical hits,
etc. Audience appeal : all classes. — Fox Fifth
Avenue Theatre, James Q. Clemmer, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
THE FALLY MARKUS
/«■

AGENCY

Astor Theatre
Building
N. W. Cor. 4Sth Si. & Broadway
Laekateanna
7876

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre,
(2,200), 7 days, 15c-50c. Weather, hot. Paramount News. Opposition: "Madame X,"
"Street Girl," "Dance of Life."
Rating, 85%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre
(3,595), 3Sc-50c-65c, Paramount Sound News,
Milton Charles, organ soloist. Symphony Orchestra, "Sleeping Porch" (Christie-Educ),
Ruddy Vallee and Band. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Lucky Star,"
"Imagine My Embarrassment," "Bulldog Drummond," "In the Headlines," "Marianne. Rating,
90%.
AD TIPS— Billed it as a "100 per cent romance drama" and mentioned fact that Walter
Huston, Claudette Colbert and Charles Ruggles
were in cast. Appeal : Adults of all ages. — Ed
Reid, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Love Trap,

The

(U.)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Victory
Theatre (1,287), 3 days, 15c-50c, All-talking
Comedy, Sound News and a singing act. Opposition :"Fast Company," "Wonder of Women," 80%.
"Greene Murder Case," "Dance of Life."
Rating,
AD TIPS— Star of "Show Boat" featured;
"Sparkling Dialogue." Audience appeal : comedy drama fans. — Victory Theatre, E. Speckert,
Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Lucky In Love (Pathe)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre, (3,016), 6 days, 35c-6Sc, Int'l, Universal and Fox
Movietone News, with Raynor Lehr in company in "Hit the Deck," with vaudeville acts and
chorus, organ, orchestra. Weather, clear and
torrid with some rain. Opposition: "Charming Sinners," "Our Modern Maidens," "Dark
Street," "Single Standard," "Lucky Star,"
"College Coquette," "Argyle Case," "Broadway Babies." Rating, 75%.
«
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Liberty The3 days,Weather,
10c-50c, hot.
Aesop's
Fables, :
Topicsatreof(1,800),
the Day.
Opposition
"Flying Fool," "Dance of Life," "Four Feathers," "Midstream," "Words and Music,"
"Winged Horsemen," "Woman of Affairs,"
Coquette," "Wild Life." Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— All-talking, all-singing hit. With
Morton Downey, star of "Syncopation" and
"Mother's Boy," and Betty Lawford. Morton
Downey's most startling all-song picture. A
brilliant cast headed by Downey and beautiful
Betty Lawford furnish a night of glorious
entertainment. It's the story of a great love
separated by the artificial dams of society so
ingeniously told that it will hold you spellbound. Audience appeal : To all who like a
fine romance of a boy who struggles against environment and wins. Pleased here. — J. Lawrence Md.
Schanbcrgcr, Mgr., Keith's Theatre,
Baltimore,

Picture

N ews-

Lucky In Love
Morton Downey and Betty Lawford in a melody-talking romance of delight and it's always
"Lucky in Love." Audience appeal : all ages
and classes. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Lucky Star (Fox)
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.— Strand Theatre,
(1,297), 7 days, 25c-60c. No presentation.
Comedy, Fox News. Weather, hot. Opposition:
"Bulldog Drummond," "On With The Show,"
"Say It
Songs," "Our Modern Maidens." With
Rating, 110%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre, (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, George
Sidney in "Cohen at the Telephone" (Talkie
Act), "Snapshots of Hollywood" No. 2. Weather, clear and torrid with a little rain. Opposition :"Lucky in Love," "Argyle Case," "Broadway Babies," "Charming Sinners," "Our Modern Maidens," "Dark Streets," "Single Standard," "College Coquette."
Rating, 75%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965), 7 days, 25c-35c, Fox Movietone News,
talking
comedy "The Salesman." Weather,
95%.
warm. Opposition : "Four Feathers." Rating,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Criterion Theatre
(1,652), 35c-50c-65c, Movietone News. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Lady
Lies," "Imagine My Embarrassment," "Bulldog
Drummond," "In the Headlines," "Marianne."
Rating, 108% (3rd week).
AD TIPS — Played up the sweethearts of
"Street Angel" and "Seventh Heaven." Flashy
lobby displays, too. — W. W. Warren, Mgr.,
Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Played up (jaynor and Farrell as lovers
again ; also the three star combination and the
director. Increased newspaper space and used
the regular billboards. Appeal : general. — Fox
Colonial, Doug. Kimberlev, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.

Madame

X

(M-G-M)

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days, lSc-50c. Weather, hot.
M-G-M short features, newsreel. Opposition :
"Street Rating,
Girl," "Dance
of Life," "The Ladv
Lies."
100%.
AD

TIPS — Just mention the title. Everybody knows of this powerful story and most

patrons
film "bigger
and better."
Title
and brand
Ruth the
Chatterton
should dominate
ads
with plenty of photographs included in newspaper lay-outs. Appeal : To all adults. — J. P.
McCarthy,
Mgr., State Theatre, Providence,
R.
I.

Man And The Moment,
(F.N.)

The

TROY, N. Y.— Lincoln Theatre, (1,000), 7
days, 25c-35c, One Vitaphone, Kinograms.
Weather, hot. Opposition: "Say It With
Songs," "Half Marriage."
Rating, 110%.
ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Ritz Theatre (1,146), -6 days, 25c-35c, "Lovers' Delight" (Educational), One Vitaphone Act, Pathe Sound
News. Opposition : "Say It With Songs," "Joy
Street," "Should a Girl Marry?", "Cock-Eyed
World," "Thunderbolt." Weather, hot. Rating, 106%.
AD TIPS — Here was a story as only Elinor
Glyn could tell it, and all exploitation featured
the fact that there were more love scenes per
minute than any screen romance yet shown.
■ — Lincoln Theatre, Louis Saperstein, Mgr.,
Troy, N. Y.
Called attention in all newspaper advertising
that this was Billie Dove's first talking picture
and that it was a team-up of Billie Dove and
Rod LaRocque for the first time. — Mark Ritz
Theatre,
Charles Smakwitz, Mgr., Albanv,
N. Y.

Midstream (T.-S.)
OKLAHOMA
Theatre

CITY,

(1,500), 7 days,

OKLA.— Orpheum
lOc-SOc, Aesop's Fa-
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Midstream

Our Modern Maidens

River Of Romance

bles, Pathe News, Talking Comedy, Topics of
the Day, Oklahoma News Newsreel, Bert Smith
Revue in "Go Easy Mabel." Weather, warm.
Opposition : "Flying Fool," "Lucky in Love,"
■"Dance of Life," "Four Feathers," "Woman of
Affairs," "Coquette," "Wild Life," "Words and
Music," "Winged Horseman."
Rating, 100%.

peal : All classes. — Wallace James, Mgr., Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
M-G-M blue book of stars in the 1930 successor to "Our Dancing Daughters." Come on
and join the party. Jazz mad flaming youth.
Wotta picture. Wotta cast. 50 baby stars and
the
cast of "Our
Daughters."
Withwhoopee
the beautiful
Joan Dancing
Crawford,
Douglas

draw, of course, and he was immensely pleasing
to the young ladies in this costume play and
with his accurate Southern drawl. The love
theme runs all through and it is appropriate to

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,
(Par.)

The

OTTAWA, ONT.— Regent Theatre (1,225),
6 days, 25c-60c, Orchestra Overture, "Hello,
Teacher," Fox Movietone News, Canadian
Scenic. Weather, fine and warm. Opposition :
"Carnation Kid," "Drag," "Speakeasy," "River
of Romance,"' "Charming Sinners." Rating,
95%.
AD TIPS — The crowd only needs to be told
that this is a talking picture portrayal of the
famous story character by Sax Rohmer and
Warner Oland proves to be every inch a
smooth Oriental villain. Incidentally, Scotland
Yard seems to be getting its pictorial turn since
the screen 'departed from the silent class and its
activities are pleasingly depicted. The Boxer
rebellion introduction is brief but it is well
done. Audience appeal : All ages and all classes.
—Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

On With The Show

(W.B.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Majestic Theatre,
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-60c. No presentation.
Comedy. Newsreel. Weather, very sultry. Opposition "Lucky
:
Star," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Say It With Songs," "Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Featured the color in the picture.
Stressed fact that theatre was constantly filled
despite sizzling heat. — H. Israel, Mgr., Majestic Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Our Modern Maidens (M-G-M)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, sound presentation units. Selected News. Weather, hot.
Opposition: "Dance of Life," "P'all of Eve."
"Street Girl," "Fast Company."
Rating, 907o.
MItWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre,
(2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c, Presentation Fanchon
& Marco with Frank Jenks and Playboys, Fox
News. Weather, very warm. Opposition :
"Bulldog Drummond," "On With The Show,"
"Say It With Songs," "Lucky Star." Rating,
90%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre, (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c. Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Emil Boreo, Craig
Campbell, (M-G-M Acts), "Boxing Gloves"
(Our Gang talking comedy). Organ. Weather,
clear and torrid with a little rain. Opposition:
■"Charming Sinners," "Broadway Babies,"
^'Dark Streets," "Single Standard," "Lucky in
Love," "Argyle Case," "Lucky Star," "College
Coquette."
Rating, 135%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Allen Theatre,
(3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c. Weather, hot. Shorts:
■"They Go Boom" (M-G-M), Movietone Acts,
(Phil Spitalny Movietone Revue), Fox Movietone News. (Opposition : "Dance of Life," "Her
Private Life," "Dark Streets," "Say It With
Songs."
Rating, 111%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts of vaudeville,
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Greene Murder Case," "Pleasure Crazed,"
"Dance of Life." Rating, 160%.
AD TIPS — "Our Dancing Daughters" was
marvelous. Here is its thrilling successor 1
Flaming youth ! Jazz madness ! was the line
used in newspaper and billboard advertising.
Various night club and dance hall scenes were
used in newspaper advertising. Audience appeal : All classes. — Loew's Ashland, H. H. Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Played up the demands of youth for excitement in this present day world and the appeal
vouth has for everybody.
General audience ap-

say thatnolia."
it is
from
Booth
Audience
appeal
: AllTarkington's
women and "Magyoung
men.— B. F. Keith's, J. M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Fairbanks, Jr., Anita Page, Josephine Dunn,
Rod LaRocque.
super
miss
it. DaughtersM-G-M
of today
in spectacle.
a thrilling Don't
story
of live and laughter. Audience appeal : an
ultra modern story all will enjoy. Filled with
snappy action and containing a fine story.
Pulled strong. — Charles Raymond, gen. mgr.,
Loew's Stanley, Baltimore, Md.
Called this a duplicate play to "Our Dancing
Daughters." Audience appeal : Appeals most
to the younger generation as it deals with their
problems. — Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman,
Mgr., Cleveland, O.
"Flaming successor to 'Our Dancing Daughters,' "brought 'em to see this. Crawford and
Fairbanks as a team is also good exploitation
angle. The whole cast can be played up big.
This one lacked but $4 breaking the house recTexas.ord for us. — Loew's State Theatre, Houston,

Paris

Bound

(Pathe)

DALLAS, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre (2,680), 7 days, 25c-35c-6oc, Interstate vaudeville.
Fox Movietone News, ..^sop's Fables. Weather,
fair. Due to Charles Ray appearing in person
on the vaudeville bill, the rating is high. Opposition : 'Dance of Life," "Fast Company,"
115%.
"Broadway,"
"Fashions in Love." Rating,
AD TIPS— Exploit Ann Harding as the big
draw of the picture and play her up as a popular Broadway stage star who has been able to
bring all of her charm and talent to the screen.
Stress her voice. The title of the picture should
he exploited and let the public know that the
picture is from that successful stage play and
is even better. Copy use : A great stage play,
even greater on the screen — romantically passionate and interesting. All Talking Hit. Audience appeal : general. — Majestic Theatre, John
H. Thoma, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Pleasure Crazed (Fox)
HOUSTON, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,700), 25c-60c, 5 acts vaudeville. Movietone,
News. Opposition, "Dance of Life," "Greene
Murder Case," "Our Modern Maidens." Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Miss Churchill has a following
here now because of her fine work in recent
films. The title of this is good advertising.
Billed with catch line, "husband or lover — she
wanted both," brought business to normal. Appeal is to adults. — Majestic Theatre, Houston,
Texas.

Rescue, The (U.A.)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre,
(1,100), 20c-30c, 4 days, Pathe Sound News,
Collegiate Comedy "Flying High." Weather,
warm. Opposition : "Dance of Life," "Greene
Murder Case," "Hungarian Rhapsody." Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — The star was the attraction in
this feature which appealed especially to women
and to the younger college students. — L. Carter,
Asst. Mgr., Strand Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.

River Of Romance,

Say It With Songs (W.B.)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Strand Theatre,
(2,000), 6 days, 35c-S0c, Two Vitaphone presentations. Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition : "Man and the Moment," "Joy
Strete," "Should a Girl Marry?", "Cock-Eyed
World,"
"Thunderbolt."
Rating,
115%.
TROY, N. Y.— Troy Theatre, (2,000), 7
days, 25c-50c, One Vitaphone, Movietone News.
Weather, hot. Opposition : "Man and the Moment," "Half Marriage."
Rating, 126%.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.— Garden Theatre,
(1,200), 7 days, 25c-60c. No presentation.
Comedy, Newsreel. Weather, very hot. Opposition : "Bulldog Drummond," "On With The
Show," 90%.
"Our lilodern Maidens," "Luck Star.
Rating,
CLEVELAND, O.— Hippodrome Theatre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Shorts, "The Barnyard
Battle" (Mickey Mouse Cartoon), Fox Movietone News. Opposition, "Dance of Life," "Our
Modern Maidens," "Her Private Life," "Dark
Streets."
Weather, hot.
Rating, 166 2/3%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre
(950), 50c-75c, Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone
News. Opposition, "Argyle Case," "Frozen
Justice," "Imagine My
Embarrassment,"
"Greene Murder Case," "Say It With Songs."
Weather, fine. Rating, 125%.
AD TIPS — Featured this picture as "Sonny
Boy and his Singing Daddy,"stressing the name
of Al Jolson. Started this picture with a midnight show, an innovation in this city and which
went over big. — Mark Strand Theatre, Byron
Farley, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
Played heavily on the name of Al Jolson on
account of his being a favorite in the collar
city. — Troy Theatre, Benjamin Stern, Mgr.,
Troy, N. Y.
Featured Jolson and his previous success.
Stressed the songs in the picture and the appeal of them. — W. Dumon, Mgr., Garden Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
We used full page newspaper space, billboards, windows, all music store tie-ups. Audience appeal : all. — Hippodrome Theatre, William Watson, Mgr., Cleveland, O.
in another
hit with
Lee — that's
allJolson
they have
to know.
Just Davey
keep plugging
the
names. Audience appeal : all classes of adults.
— Music Box Theatre, Bob Murray, Mgr.,
Seattle, Wash.

Should A Girl Marry? (Rayart)
ALBANY. N. Y.— Leland Theatre, (1,000),
6 days, 25c-35c, A Charley Chase comedy. Fox
Movietone News. Weather, hot. Opposition :
"Say It With Songs," "Man and the Moment,"
"Joy bolt.
Street,"
"Cock-Eyed World," "ThunderRating, 80%.

The (Par.)

OTTAWA, ONT.— B. F. Keith's Theatre,
(2,596), 6 days,Pathe
25c-50c,
Big Weather,
Palooka"
(Educational),
News "The
Weekly.
fine and warm. Opposition : "Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu," "Drag," "Charming Sinners,"
"Speakeasy," "Carnation Kid."
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — This was played shortly after
"Hearts in Dixie" but care was taken to advertise that the cast of "The River of Romance"
was all white.
Buddy
Rogers
was the big

THERE Wflr a MAN IN OUR TOWN
AND DOUGH
HE was ROLLED
WONDROU/ \VIJ"ETH9
HE- J-IGNEDIN aBECflU/E

TIFFflNY -J'TflHL
flMCHl^E-
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Should A Girl Marry?

Winged Horseman, The (U.)

AD TIPS— Characterized this as a story of
modern youth. — Leland Theatre, John Garry,
Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (1,200), 4 days, 10c-25c, Lloyd Hamilton
comedy. Topics of the Day, Movietone News,
Oklahoma Newsreel. Opposition, "Flying
Fool," "Lucky in Love," "Dance of Life,"
"Four Feathers," "Woman of Affairs," "Wild
Life," "Midstream,"
Weather,
warm.
Rating,"Words
100%. and Music."

Single Standard, The (M-G-M)
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway
Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c35c, Fox Movietone News, Charley Chase in "The Big
Squawk" (Talking Comedy M-G-M), Fuzzy
Knight, Tito Ruffo, (M-G-M acts). Weather,
clear and torrid with some rain. Opposition :
"Charming Sinners," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Broadway Babies," "Lucky Star," "College
Coquette.' Rating, 124%.

Speakeasy

(Fox)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
3 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone News, Educational Comedy. Weather, fine and warm. Opposition: "Charming Sinners," "River of Romance," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Carnation Kid," "Drag."
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS— With the exception of Henry B.
Walthall, the principals were practically unknown but new faces have their advantages
from a patronage viewpoint. "Speakeasy" is an
underworld feature with New York atmosphere just as you might expect from Fox and
the patrons get what they want in the way of
action and thrills. Audience appeal : Juveniles
and most adults. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Street Girl (RKO)
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre,
(3,067), 7 days, 25c-50c, five acts of vaudeville,
Pathe New5. Weather, hot. Opposition: "Our
Modern Maidens," "Dance of Life," "Fall of
Eve," "Fast Company.
Rating, 100%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre,
(1,600), 7 days, lSc-50c. Weather, hot._ Opposition: "Madame X," "Dance of Life," "The
Lady Lies."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— "The show that New York kept
numming and cheering for weeks is here at
last," was line used in newspaper advertising,
which also included a full length cut of Betty
Compson playing the violin. Audience appeal :
All classes. — Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence
Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Unusually fine photoplay that clicked big.
Special tie-ups helped and "Pajama Girl" was
imported to pose in front of theatre as exploitation aid. Stunt went over. Appeal : To
adolescents and adults.— Matt Reilly, Mgr.,
Victory Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Thunderbolt,

The

Wonder Of Woman

(M-G-M)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Pantages
Theatre (2,500), 15c-75c, 7 days.vaudeville acts
and news events. Opposition, "Fast Company,"
"Dance of Life," "Greene Murder Case," "Love
Trap."
Weather, fair. Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Exploited as "A dramatic sensation with talking sequences from Suderman's
novel, "The Wife of Stephen Tromholt." Audience appeal : practically all classes, especially
the women. — Pantages Theatre, Grant Pemberton, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Words And Music (Fox)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Liberty
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 10c-50c, "Turkey for
Two," Movietone News, Oklahoma Newsreel.
Opposition, "Flying Fool," "Lucky in Love,"
"Dance of Life," "Four Feathers," "Woman of
Aflfairs," "Coquette," "Wild Life," "Midstream," "Winged Horseman." Weather, warm.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — A musical wallop. Tantalizing
tunes. Dazzling dialog, thrills ; 100 Campus
Cuties. A college comedy de luxe. A hit, with
Lois Moran, Tom Patricola, David Percy,
Helen Twelvetree and Elizabeth Patterson. An
excellent picture and a good one to book. Audience appeal : all classes and ages. — Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Brent To Star In "Lady
In Love" For Paramount
Hollywood, Sept. 12. — Evelyn Brent will
be starred by Paramount in "A Lady In
Love," from an original story by Florence
Ryerson. Dorothy Arzner and George
Cukor will co-direct, with Clive Brook assigned to play opposite the star. Daniel
Ruben is preparing adaptation and dialog, with production scheduled to start
upon the return of Miss Brent from abroad
in October.

Picture

News

In And Out Of Town
WILLIAM
SISTROM, Pathe general
manager of studios on Coast, arrived
in New York last Saturday on the Twentieth
Century for a brief visit.
LILY
DAMITA,
French
picture
star, arrived
on the
Bremenmotion
last Tuesday,
returning from a six weeks' vacation in Paris.
After a few days in New York, the actress will
leave for Hollywood.
MO

NT A ducerBELL,
Paramount
associate
proat the Long
Island studio,
is back

at his desk after a two weeks' vacation spent
in the Maine woods.

so
the Coast
who came
Quillan,
"Dad"
his father,
N andfrom
QUILLA
EDDIE
that the young star could make personal
appearances at the New York Paramount
theatres left the big city last Tuesday, Sept.
4, for Los Angeles. They will stop off for a
day or two at their old home, Philadelphia.
TOM
NORTH,
representative
the Van
BeurenChicago
Corp., is
in New Yorkof
for his annual conference with Amedee J. Van
Beuren, president, and Charles McDonald, vicepresident and general manager of the company.
MA.
DENT,
of War' dcnir
Films managing
of London,director
an associate
of
John Maxwell, and a director of British International Pictures, Ltd., arrived this week in
New York for a survey of the talking picture
situation. He will make his headquarters at
Sono Art-World Wide oMces.
JF.
McALOON,
assistant
general
• manager
of Pathe
Exchange,
Inc.,sales
left
the home office last Tuesday for a brief
sales trip through the middle west with St.
Louis as his first stop.
DOLORES
DEL over
RIO the
flewLindbergh
from Hollywood
to New York
T.A.T.
route, arriving at the Pentisylvania Station
Thursday She
morning,
Sept. 5,CaJ.,
on bytheplane
B'way
Limited.
left Glcndale,
on
Tuesday morning.

(Par.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Proctor's Grand Theatre,
(2,000), 6 days, 2Sc-75c, Vaudeville units.
Weather, hot. Opposition : "Man and the Moment," "Joy Street," "Should a Girl Marry?",
"Cock-Eyed World." "Say It With Songs.
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — 'Used heavy newspaper advertising featuring this picture as the outstanding
drama of the year and an all talking masterpiece. Also called attention to its ten smashing weeks on Broadway and that it was more
thrilling than "Underworld." — Proctor's Grand
Theatre, Joseph Wallace, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.

Wild Life (F.N.)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 10c-50c, Pathe News,
Pathe News (sound). Opposition, "Flying
Fool," "Lucky in Love," "Dance of Life," "Four
Feathers," "Midstream," "Words and Music,"
"Winged Horseman," "Women of Aflfairs,"
"Coquette."
Weather, hot. Rating, 100%.

Woman

Of Affairs

(M-G-M)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Ritz Theatre (1,000), 10c-2Sc, 3 days. Opposition, "Flying Fool," "Lucky in Love," "Dance of Life,"
"Four Feathers," "Midstream," "Words and
Music," "Winged Horseman," "Coquette,"
"Wild Life.
Weather, warm.
Rating, 90%.

The De Luxe 1930 model Powers Cinephone "Dual Equipment" for both sound-on-film and disc
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Conducted

By An Exhibitor. For Exhibitor^

"All Of Us!"
were recently asked who
was responsible for the
mass of material appearing on the pages of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB each week in the
NEWS. Our answer was — the
vast number of members and readers of these pages.
And you are.
Certainly your voice is heard at
every discussion here at Club
Headquarters about the Club
news. Your decisions are most
welcome, your suggestions are respected and the cooperation of
every reader is a vital help.
The publishers of this great paper are concerned only with the
ideals behind the organization just
as you are. And so we look upon
you all as co-publishers and a part
of us.
As the membership increases
and as the number of readers increase, we shall be able to improve
the Club pages in many different
ways.
WE

*

*

PICTURE NEWS

*

There is no question about our
standing foremost in the field today, and this takes in a lot of territory. But the field is wide open.
We want to make the ROUND
TABLE CLUB pages still greater.
We want a vaster audience for
more brilliant features, for more
(beautiful displays and for many
more ideas in the exploitation and
operation of theatres.

The progress of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB in the past six
months is nothing to what it will
be in the following six months and
in the years to follow. The possibilities for the good that an organization of this kind can accomplish
in this field are manifold, and
managers are every day realizing
that this is an absolute fact.

Table Of
Contents
* « *
^ Take Some Tips
« ♦From
• Pete Egan
* * "Shorts"
♦
q McGeachie Plugs
q Willard Osborne's
* * *B. O. Winner
^ Members Use * Ed* Hiehle's
Idea
*
. fl M. A. Baker Uses
* « A• "Doll" Stunt

*

^ "Lobby Laugh No. 9"
By Dick Kirschbaum
* * «
*
^ C. M. Clinch *Is *Putting
'Em Across
^ JackForRosenberg
Has
A
Good One
You
* * *
q I. C. Wiernick* Joins
« « The Club
* ♦ Good-Will
♦
^ Frank Boucher's
Tie-Up
^ "What
Asks Price
A. H.Showmanship?"
R. Miller
* * •
^ South African* Exploitation
* *
^ Ryan Uses Program
* * * Cover For Chat
^ Flivver
Good
Jackson

Bally
For
* * *
^. E. J. Schulte *Celebrates
* *

W.

W.

fl "Short Subjects"
* * •
^ Oscar M. Linn A Real Showman
* * *
^ Hawaii Represented
* * « by H. G. Santos
^ J. C. King's Tie
* *Up ♦ Profitable
^ Home-Movie *Tie * Up• Profitable
^ Gordon Greene's
* * New
* Advt. Angle
^ Auto-Ballyhoo Eflfective For Wolf
^ Kligler Gets *Some
* * Fine Breaks
^ MacAdam

Opens Halifax With Talk

^ Lagaries Keeps 'Em Pepped Up
^ Harry Woodin's
Suggestion
* *Kiddie
«
fl Guy Bryson Uses "Twin Beds."

*

*

And if we only continue our present spirit: our splendid co-operation; our desire to help each other
and help ourselves; then the progress we all hope for must surely
come to pass.
There can only be this wealth of
spirit where the ideal of a group,
so large as ours, is in strict accord
with what we believe an organization like ours should be.
That is why we have been increasing the number of Club pages
from time to time. We can never
afford to stand still with so many
showmen contributing with hundreds of letters coming into Club
headquarters each day from every
part of the world.
*

*

*

Only the marvelous cooperation
already displayed by the members
of the ROUND TABLE CLUB,
has made all this possible.
Just try and remember that each
and every one of you are aiding in
the building of a certainly worthwhile monument to the Showmen
Of The World.
C. E. L.
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Pete Egan, our energetic
Western Canadian Regional
Chairman, comes forward
with the following "Rules
of the Service."
Pete's
Thisof will
-—-——idea
what represent
should consti^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—^—
tute part of the staflF's responsibility in the operation of a
theatre, and coming from a man of Mr. Egan's experience,
we do not hesitate to pass on these suggestions which he
himself has adopted.
Thank you very kindly, Mr. Egan, for this contribution,
and let us hope that you will furnish us with more like it.

Pete Egan Offers
Some Good Tips
On Showmanship

RULES OF THE SERVICE
1 SERVICE— Service not only means the outward or ape
parent courtesy that you show a patron, it is that inanimat
member of the
something that radiates from the face of each
Service Department from the chief to the page.
2 COURTESY — "Your actions speak louder than your
words" is a very old yet modern saying, meaning that no
matter how much of a gentleman you may claim to be, your
actions will tell one exactly what you are. Courtesy is the
practise of a lifetime coma gentleman andto the
heritage andofwill
you when least expected.
assert itself
bined
3. LOYALTY— The priceless gift of a friend or an employee. Loyalty is something that cannot be purchased, as
it comes from the heart and there alone. You may expect as
loyalty from your employer as you bestow upon him,
much
more and no less.
no
4. RESPONSIBILITY— You must show that you are capable of the bigger things in your daily tasks, as this is the only
way in which we can check on you. Remember that your
mettle must be proven before you are given your chance, as
failures are costly.
5. RESPECTABILITY— This is your home life as others
see it, it is the barometer of your home and parental training
and is bound sooner or later to make itself known. Guard
yourself always, as one mistake will undo a multitude of good
things.
6. TOLERANCE — Tolerance is the art of being capable of
taking abuse and not returning it. It is the keynote of Servpossess this attriice, and no one can endure who does not
bute. In theatre business more so than in any other business
of Tolerance.
characteristic
wonderful
one must have this
Your watchword at all times must be "The Patron Is Always
Right" and govern yourself accordingly. A patron while in
our theatre is here for pleasure, not for an argument.
7. PERSONALITY — Personality is the distinguishing point
between a success and a failure. Personality can be developed,
so if at the present time you have an unfavorable personality,
start in today to rectify it, and place yourself in the class with
the other successes in life. Without a good personality you
can neither succeed nor even stay in this or any other Service
Department for any extended period.
8. SMILES — Smiles, like personality, can be developed if
they are not right. There are a great many ways of smiling,
but there are only two classes, friendly and otherwise. Make
your smile as pleasant as possible and after you and the patron
have met you will both feel the better for the meeting.
To succeed here you must be and act as a gentleman when
on and off duty both in and about the theatre.

"Shorts" Are Worth
Plugging Says
Mgr. W. McGeachie

Mr. W. McGeachie, Progressive Manager of the
Algoma Theatre at Saulte
St. Marie, Ontario, Canada,
shows us how he handled a
display in the front of his
Theatre.

Aside from the general lay-out, we were particularly
impressed with the prominence he has given to his talking
short subjects, as witness the Educational Comedy "Shipmates."
While it is conspicuously displayed, it does not by any
means overshadow the feature and other attractions on his
bill, and, if only for this reason, we would not hesitate to

Picture

News

CLIJC

compliment Mr. McGeachie upon his clever arrangement.
Here again we have another live Canadian member and
we are certain that his future contributions will be just

as interesting as this first one. How about it, Mac, can we
count on you? Thanks and regards to the rest of the
Canadian boys around your way.

Plenty Of Fun Plus
B. O. Results For
Osborne's Stunt

We would like to describe
briefly how Willard Osborne, the energetic manager of the Regent Theatre,
in Springfield, Ohio, put

across a campaign on "On
For two weeks previous to With
the opening
of the picture
the Show."
he had a handsome easel lettered with silver metallic paint
and used along with the talking trailer.
A complete coverage of Springfield and all towns and
hamlets within a radius of twenty miles was included in
his poster and window card campaign. All taxi cabs carried banners and several of the 5 and 10 cent stores used
window displays on the sheet music. The largest store in
the town also coming in for an atmospheric scene from
the picture painted by their house artist.
Just prior to the opening of the picture, the big lobby
easel was moved to the largest department store in town
and was tied in with an expensive display of silk and satin
material. It was a beautiful sight at night time with the
fine colored lighting arrangement and attracted a tremendous amount of attention.
Perhaps one of the best angles in Mr. Osborne's campaign was the $20 Ford which he bought and painted with
every color he could think of. Then he placed 5 young
fellows playing banjos and singing theme songs from the
show in the car. This Ford cruised about the town, and
stopped traffic wherever it had a chance to stop. The
crowd that collected was all quick to realize that there
was something unusual doing at the Regent Theatre, and
unquestionably the business reflected the entire campaign.
The side of the Ford carried this lettering "We are on
our way to th Regent to see the first all natural color picture made with Vitaphone, if we don't get there today we
will get there next week."
Let's hear some more about your activities, Willard, and
just remember that we are always glad to give you space
on the CLUB pages. Your own photograph will also be a
very welcome contribution.
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iMANAGtri' KOUND TACLt
Members Continue
To Gash In On Ed.
Hiehle's Stunts

""""^^^■^^^"^""■^^^^

In the event that you have
a faint idea that our old
friend Ed Hiehle, Newark,
Ohio is asleep, we offer in
evidence
this double truck
tie-up
through
which
the
Midland
Theatre
derived

CLtiC
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Laugh No. 9"
Lobby
By Dick Kirschbaum

a wealth of publicity.
Why go into the details of a thing hke this when the
illustrations speak so eloquently?
Thanks, Ed, you have dispelled
^olirp (Carb ^ass
any illusions we may have had
Abmit(Snpto ihe court room of the
regarding your keeping right on
Babcock Theatre to attend "The
the
job and doing some real good
Bellamy Trial." Not good unless accompanied by a court fee
work out there in Ohio.
of 20 or 30 cents, payable to the
cashier.

h. c. lee.

Too erous
badwith Gus
Sun wasn't
genthe crowd
this year,
but we will manage to get together again anyway.
So long for the present.
Listen, Ed, we want you to take a look at how Harold E.
Lee of the Babcock Theatre,
at Bath, N. Y., took advantPOLICE CARD PASS
age of your Police Card Pass
« I .. yjne
f-^ ■ Allerton
U> the comlroom
/Vamit
Theatre of
to liie
atsuggestion, and at the same
time we also want you to
tend "The Trial of Mary Dugan." Not good
utiless .ucompanied by a court fee of I.'ic,
aic allernoons or 20c, 30c evenings and
see how Sidney Oshrin of
all day Sunday, payable to the Theatre
the Allerton Theatre here in
Cashier
In Session —
N. Y. likewise followed your
SYDNEY OSHRIN
Sun.. Mon. and Tiies.
AuLiusI Itl. 19 and 20
Presiding Justice
good idea.
This is just by way of letAuvukt

11.12
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"Our American Girl's" Visit To Newark
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S. E. SUTLEY

ting you know how the boys are on the alert for suggestions from their brother members.

M. A. Baker Works
A Novel Stunt On
"Doll" Exploitation

Here is an idea that can be instantly used for any picture
under the sun that you are anxious to kick up extra attention
with. A little brain-work plus the ability to effect the merchant tie-up is all that is required. Jump to this one and then
let us know how you make out. Oak?

M. A. Baker, manager of
the Colfax Theatre in South
Bend, Ind., worked a mighty
attractive stunt when he
pulled an idea for the selling

Doll."
"Glad
of For
,_
_
threeRagconsecutive
days
prior to the showing of the picture he tied up with a large
local merchant whereby a hugh automaton was on display
in the window of the store right on the main thoroughfare.
This automaton worked mornings and afternoons during
the rush hour and tied up the idea of "Glad Rags" for clothing with "Glad Rag Doll" at the theatre. Every third card
that was used by the human automaton mentioned
the Colfax Theatre and especially the title of the picture.
This stunt alone got a picture and story in the newspapers
besides blocking traffic with each "pitch" in the window.
The theatre also offered a season pass to anyone able to
make the automaton smile, but no one succeeded.

G. A. Clinch Can
Put 'Em Across
With Fine Results

Another live-wire manager of the Stanley-Warner
outfit to join the ROUND
TABLE CLUB was C. A.
Clinch, manager of the Columbia Theatre, Brookville,
Pa.

Mr. Clinch has long been known in this part of the country as a progressive showman and his activities with the
Warner Brothers outfit speak volumes for his ability.
What
he is doing down
in
Brookville to keep this theatre
before the public and to keep
business up to par will constitute
some of the interesting ROUND
TABLE CLUB pages which we
hope to receive from C. A. in the
near future.
He has all the appearances of
a real showman, and his future
activities in the CLUB will show
wrong.
whether
we guessed
right or
How about this one. Clinch,
you can answer this better than
we can.
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Jack Rosenberg, who formerly managed the Superba
Jack Rosenberg
Theatre out in San Diego
Has A Good One
and is now located in the
Plaza Theatre in that city,
To Pass Along
comes through with a letter
■-=-— ~^^^^~*~~~""~"""~ explaining a corking good
stunt which he used on "The Hottentot."
If you are on the lookout for something which is really
new and up to the minute, and something which will attract plenty of attention in and around your community, we
suggest that you drop a line to Mr. Rosenberg and ask
him to send you a copy of the throw-away card headed
"Welcome Buddy" used on the picture mentioned above. ^
— This is just a tip, boys, and you can take it or leave it,
but we rather like to add this touch of mystery to the story
and it is now up to you.
Thanks a lot, Jack, your letter was a good start for your
active membership to come. How about following it up
with details of every good stunt you manage to engineer,
whether original or otherwise?

k's
rni
I. G.
ties
ureWie
ivi
Fut
Act
Will Appear Here

Here is another Pennsylvania Manager whom we
want the ROUND TABLE
CLUB members to meet and
it gives us great pleasure in
L C. Wiernik,
presenting
the live-wire manager of the

"^"■^"■^"■"""^""^""^"^
Grand Theatre in Philadelphia.
Mr. Wiernik has many original and novel exploitation
stunts in mind and has promised to
write us about them, and we shall
certainly deem it a pleasure to be
able to reproduce on these pages
any and all details of his wide ex])erience.
He hopes that he will make as fine
and active a member as many of our
other Philadelphian and Pennsylivania members are now^. However,
this is up to him and we shall watch
his future activities with much interest.
(By the way "I. C," we would
like to secure some of your recent
programmes as well as any newspaper advt. that you may have lying around loose. Oak?)

"INTERNATIONAL !!"
"/ have always made a point of reading
MOTION PICTURE NEWS and there is
no limit to the enjoyment and help derived
from perusing the CLUB pages. It is in
addition very gratifying to hear of the doings
of my co-managers in other parts of the
world, only made possible through MOTION
PICTURE

NEWS."
African Theatres, Ltd.
H. D. Gordon, Manager,
Tivoli Theatre,
Fordsbiirg, South African

Frank Boucher Gan
Greate Fine GoodWill For Theatre

~"""~^~~"^^"^^"'^"^~~'~

CLUB
That Frank Boucher is
showing more pep as City
Manager for Warners in
Hagerstown, Md., than he
showed as just a house mandown Southtohas
amplyagerattested
by been
the

many live-wire stunts that he has engineered successfully
since he arirved in Maryland.
It gives us great pleasure to show our host of members
and readers how he grabbed some
front-page publicity which carried a
corking wallop of good-will and good
The newspaper clipping speaks for
spirit.
iself, but briefly we want you to know
that he helped out the Elks convention committee and thereby created a
warm feeling in the heart of the entire committee and every Elk in and
around the city.
We certainly like to hear from Mr.
Boucher and hope that he passes on
some more of his activities for the
members and readers of our pages.
Why not "shoot" some tips, for the
benefit of the other boys on theatre
operation? Here is a subject that we
want to "plug" right now because it
it of vital need to many of the members who want to "pep" up and improve the running of their theatres.
You are certainly experienced
enough to pass along some valuable stuflf. Thank you for
this one, Frank, and let's hear from you again.
A. H. R. Miller, that livewire Manager of the Opera
House
at Waynesburg,
Penna., brings up a mighty
good point in this business
under the caption of "What
Price Showmanship."
We certainly have pushed this item away ahead of a lot
of other ROUND TABLE material, because it deals with
a subject which we consider of vital importance.
Mr. Miller shows us two heralds, one of an opposition
theatre with their imprint rubber stamped on the back in
an untidy and sloppy manner, the other shows a herald
turned out by the Opera House with their imprint neatly
printed on the back.
The point which Mr. Miller brings out is the labor
required to set up the date on a rubber stamp plus the time
and effort it requires, whereas, it costs such a small fraction
of a penny to properly imprint the herald and you are patronizing alocal tradesman and patron besides. This is well
worth keeping in mind when you are trying to practice a
whole lot of so-called economy and efficiency. It will pay
many times to think twice before trying to make a homemade job out of something that can be done by some local
tradesman and will pay several dividends in good will.

"What Price Showmanship"
Is What
A.
H. Miller
Asks

you for this one, Mr. Miller, and let's have more
likeThank
it.

<(

The Real Club Spirit!
All For One And One For AW
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Ever since we published
the interesting story about
exploitation activities of our
South African members we
have been swamped with all
of favorable comments
sorts
^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
in
the form of letters from
our various members and readers.
It is very rare that we showmen on this side of the globe
get to know anything about the activities of our brother
showmen situated in far off and obscure countries. To be
able to present such information to the managers and exhibitors, together with photographs to better illustrate the
stunt which they are trying to convey to their brother showmen, is in itself another achievement.
For both the stories and the photographs we are greatly
indebted to J. H. Stodel the Superintendent of Theatres for
the African Theatres, Ltd., located in Johannesburg, South
Africa.
In response to our urgent requests he has managed to
shoot three more exploitation stunts from South Africa,
and it gives us great pleasure to present tftem to our members.

South Africa Continues To Show
Fine Exploitation

That they carry many feasible ideas for American showmen goes without saying, as a look at the photos and reading the story will bring this fact to light.
First we want you to see how Manager Sprague of the
South End Bio,
located in Port
Elizabeth, South
Africa, set up a
lobby ballyhoo for
the picture "SilJust tive
howthis effecmust
have
ence."been we will
leave to your own
imagination, but
the various cards
placed about the
figure in the imitation electric chair seems to us to be mighty effective.
The next we want you to see is another ballyhoo on
"Simba," and a second on this particular picture to come
from Africa. Unquestionably, this picture held a great
punch for the folks down in that part of the world.

This one was worked out by H. T. Matthews, Manager
of the Grand Theatre in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, and
and a recent new member to join from that country.

CLUC

Attention!
TABLE CLUB secof the ROUND
pages
PICTURE NEWS are partion in MOTION
ticularly anxious to secure from its many members and readers short articles dealing with theatre

THE

operation.
Any subject bearing upon this very essential part
of the business would be more than welcome by us,
and will be given prominent space and credit to the
writer.
May we suggest that you find a few minutes of
spare time in which to pass on to so many of your
brother managers and exhibitors some suggestions or
advice on the proper operation of theatres?
Don't assume that what you have to say is of no
interest to others. They are constantly on the alert
for something new in the business.
While exploitation has always played an important
part on our pages, we feel that we should like to feature alittle more space in the interest of theatre operation.
Let us see which members will send in the first
articles on this important and timely subject.
C. E. L.
There is nothing in what he has accomplished in this
picture that our American showmen could not duplicate in
their own home-town cities, on either the same picture or
any animal picture that lends itself to such exploitation.
The third, and perhaps one of the greatest ballyhoo exploitation stunts to come, not only from Africa but from
any part of the world, is that engineered
by Manager
Moylan of the
Princess Theatre
at Durban, Natal,
South Africa.
With dredsthe
hunof football
and college
stories, here is
one which you
could try and, no
doubt, put over
with great success
in your town. On
Harold Lloyd in
"The Freshman"
they utilized the football gag and just close your eyes for a
moment, and picture the tremendous punch that this stunt
would carry on the main street of any town or city in the
world.
We certainly are grateful to Mr. Stodel for these recent
contributions and the fact that we give them so much
prominence should be sufficient evidence to him of how
grateful we are to receive news and photographs of South
African activities.
Sound pictures have just arrived in South Africa and we
certainly, expect to read a whole lot about how they are
handling this unique phase of theatrical entertainment
down there. Mr. Stodel, we will have to look to you for
whatever information we can get on this subject.
"J. H." tells us in his latest letter that they have been
watching the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages
religiously
for suggestions for summer business, which is quite a problem down there.

M 0 t io n
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This will give you a slight
idea of how Charlie Ryan,
Charles Ryan Uses
manager of the Buckingham
Fronts Theatre, Chicago, 111., takes
Programme
advantage of the front page
For Intimate Ghats
of his program to convey an
^^"^"""■~~~^"~''^^^^~ editorial thought each
week.
This is a corking good idea, and cements a warm feeling
between the patrons and the theatre itself, and many progressive and up-to-the-minute managers are taking advantage of this type of house advertising.

Picture

N e ivs

CLUB Ml

Well, if this one is "jake" with the local police force then
it can be called good. But if your population falls below
par in their sense of humor, then think this one over twice.

All of which does not detract from Jackson's way of putting it over. It must have created all the attention he designed itfor, otherwise we doubt whether a seasoned showman like W. W. would waste his valuable time with it.
How about it old scout? But just let us have some more
of your peppy exploits and we will gladly pass them on to
the ever-waiting "gang."
Thanks.

We are certainly grateful to Charlie Ryan for sending us
this material and hope that he keeps us posted on his many
other activities.
What about it, Ryan, can we depend upon you for thisi^
Manager W. W. Jackson
resorted
to an old rickety
Old Flivver Good
Ford to ballyhoo "College
Ballyhoo In Texas
Love" at the Queen Theatre,
Houston, Tex.
For W. W. Jackson
The dilapidated flivver
'
was
lettered
with
wisecracks, title of picture, name of theatre and play dates.
With its two and sometimes four occupants, the flivver
wound its way through all the principal streets of the city
as well as visiting a few of the outlying towns.
Although the stunt is far from new, it did, however, attract plenty of attention and had a decided help in plugging
the picture, especially whenever the "dying" flivver stopped
to permit its occupants to go into a hug and kiss tangle.

Harold S. Knudson Says—
"Please thank the managers for their contributions and tell them we have already
used a number of their ideas from the club
pages and found them great"
Assistant Manager ,
New Orpheum,
Madison, Wise.

E. J. Schulte, the Manager of the Rialto Theatre
at Casper, Wyo., turned out
as neat a full page as we
have ever seen in any newspaper when he put over his
first day program for sound.
The suggestion that other exhibitors may benefit by
what he has accomplished is a point well taken, and we
take pleasure
Riallo Redecorated and Improved
to Celebrate
Anniversary
Toda>
in passing on

E. J. Schulte Gelebrates An Anniversary At The Rialto

Clara Bow Feature Heads

Mr. Schulte's
successful
out to layany
others who
might find the

■—• — ' I >-, ^^^^J^^'^^^^T^^^^"^^"" Showhouse (o Reiipen With
Riallo Birthday Program CoSper wlU polnl With Pride to
Addilional Fine Lnuipmenr

tions feasible
suggesfor their own
theatres when
they wish to
celebrate a
either for the
birthday,"
theatre or for
the sound installation.
We would
like to hear a
whole lot
more about
Mr. . Schulte
and his activities, and we
hope that he
will keep us
oniaHja
Thank you, E. J., and may we look forward to something
posted.
else very shortly?
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Short Subjects!!!
From personal observation, I heartily recommend,
to every member and reader of the MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB of MOTION PICTURE
NEWS, that they take advantage of the present popularity of the Talking and Sound Short Subjects on the
market today.
I have witnessed many a performance in the past
month or two that would have been perfect with the
addition of a comedy talking subject.
I also have before me hundreds of letters, selected at
random from the thousands of correspondents of the
Club, praising the Short Subjects as absolute Box'
Office material.
Take a tip from the men who know and
CASH IN ON THE COMEDY TALKING SHORTS

CLIJC|

Managers' Round Table
Club Employment
Bureau
A service
Members.

without

cost
* *

to all Subscribing
♦

All correspondence should be addressed to Charles
E. Lewis, Chairman, personally, and will be treated in
strict confidence.
* * *
Theatre owners, chain executives or others seeking managers of the highest calibre can make such
contacts by advising the Chairman of the type of
man, or men, they are looking for.

C. E. L.
Bloomsburg, Penna., sort
of holds a warm spot in our
Oscar M. Linn A
heart, because it happens to
Real Showman
be the first town where we
paid a manager a personal
In Every Way
visit on our last year's trip
through the Middle West.
At that time, Bvron Linn was the house manager and he
has now been succeeded
by his brother, Oscar M.
Linn.
We have had several
communications from
Oscar in the past few
months, but we finally
succeeded in getting him
to send us his photograph
so that we might show
our other members and
readers
just what he looks
like.

Managers wishing to register in this Bureau are requested to write, immediately, for the proper form to
be filled out.
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Another point
which he took advantage of was popularity
the Max
Schmelling
and he showed him
on a talking short,
but did not keep it a
secret. The special
board, which we show
you one of the photographs of, was used to
convey the story to
the theatre-going public of Bloomsburg.
We heartily agree
with the expressions

Among the snapshots
received from Mr. Linn
was that of the front of
the theatre showing how
he made a special display,
taking advantage of Rudy
V a 1 e e ' s popularity
throughout the East. We
Iiave been given to understand that this plug

note from

the photograph.
I 14 I ILI

I l\

lielped ' business a great
deal, and hanging up
there above the railing of
the marquee, it stood out
like a beacon, as you will
Colored lights surrounded it.
"The Doctor's Seei

I>A\tV

CLUB

him. Since
wouldn't be
rate, I have
play host to

of Mr. Linn's last
paragraph, wherein he
states tht he is looking forward with the
greatest of pleasure to
meeting me sometime,
and I can only reecho his own thoughts
and say that I am
looking forward as
keenly to meeting
I did manage to reach Bloomsburg once, I
surprised if I do the same thing again, at any
something to look forward to in letting Oscar
your Chairman.

LhE

Nothing [Jut Ihe Truth

M I cy ncisf

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"
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You have read at frequent
intervals
about this HaH. G. Santos Is
waiian member, but now we
Kept Active In
can improve on the article
by making you personally
Hawaiian Tip-Top
acquainted, via his photo^^^^^"~~~"^^^~^^^^^~ graph,
with H. G. Santos,
the progressive manager of the Tip-Top Theatre out on
those beautiful islands.
Mr. Santos conveys, in his latest letter, the information
that he has been busy as the devil trying to boost the summer trade, and at the same time get all the dope he can on
the talkies. Incidentally, sound pictures have arrived in
Hawaii and they are causing quite a commotion among
the different managers. However, he, as an optimist, does
not believe that it is quite as bad as they try to make it.
While a little late for our information he passes on some
of his recent activities and what he
has done to make up for the warm
weather trouble out in Hawaii.
First he has dolled up the ushers
in white uniforms without coats and
and black shoes. He keeps the house
thoroughly cleaned and ventilated at
all times.
Installed a non-sychronous equipment with records, to go with the
feature. The amplifying unit loud
speakers can be used when he installs talking equipment later. That,
in itself, is interesting information.
Used colored lights wherever feasible around the house.
Mr. Santos is going to devote a lot of effort to lining up
every manager in Hawaii for the ROUND TABLE CLUB,
and as soon as we get these boys right in the spirit, we shall
expect to be able to publish many interesting things about
that United States possession.
We will take leave of Santos at this time, but you will
read more about him in early issues of the NEWS.

J. G. King "Glicks"
With An Unusual
Exploitation Stunt

Picture

News

CLtC

of the evening paper announcing that Dr. Fu Manchu
would arrive at the local airport 9 p. m. Friday.
3. On Friday morning an airplane flying over the city
and neighboring towns dropped 10,000 heralds announcing
the arrival. The airport is located just south of the city
and from 7:30 until 9:30 in the evening the time of the
scheduled arrival, traffic was tied up for a mile on all
streets leading to the airport.
4. An automobile appeared and rushed the Mysterious
Dr. Fu from the field as mysteriously as he arrived.
5. The following day a reader appeared in the morning
newspaper stating that Dr. Fu arrived, was greeted by
thousands, disappeared as mysteriously as he arrived. On
Saturday
the
city. Dr. Fu dined at a prominent Hotel and toured
6. Dr. Fu dined at a prominent hotel and toured the
city and neighboring towns with the blinds of the automobile drawn and the windows blanked out with cut-outs
and one sheets of the picture.
Great credit is due to Mr. R. A. Brenner, of the theatre
staff, for the way he carried out his part of the stunt to
such great perfection.
The stunt clicked to reams of publicity which gave the
picture a tremendous start during its engagement.
That's putting it over J. C, but don't keep quiet so long,
let's hear some more about vour activities.

"All For One And One For AW
The new Home Movie, like
the
glory of the Radio, when
Home-Movies Proit first came out, is the subject of a lot of discussion
vide A Tie-Up For
among
the Theatre ManaEmpress Theatre
gers today. The question of
whether this type of entertainment hurts the show business is still part of a heated
argument in many parts of the country.

We present herewith a
brief summary of Manager
J. C. King's campaign for
"The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu." Mr. King is the
manager of the Paramount
Theatre, Marion, Ind.

1. On the Wednesday before the opening 300 cards reading "The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu will arrive at the
Marion Airport Friday evening," were distributed throughout the stores and around the town and roads.
2. Thursday a short news reader appeared in the pages

IT'S A PLEASURE!
Acknowledging receipt of my membership
certificate and say brother it is a dandy. It
hangs on the wall here just like a million
dollars right where everybody can see it,
H. G. Santos,
Tip Top Theatre,
Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii

In the Empire Theatre down in San Antonio, Texas, they
believe that it would be a good idea to capitalize on the
Home Movie idea especially taking advantage of the new
Vita-Color Process used for Home Movies, and when they
played "On With the Show" they tied in with the local
stores handling the Home Movie and Projector.
We are showing herewith, three pictures of their local
tie-up, one, with the Fox Company in their city, the other
two with music stores, and sheet music window display.
They have all been done very effectively, and must have
attracted plenty of attention.
We sincerely trust that we shall hear very often from
our
contributor in San Antonio. What do you say
bovs new
?
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Here are two interesting
side lights on the exploitation of SHOWBOAT at the
State Theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn.
shown
illustration
The
"^"^^^""^^"""^^^""^"^ here ^
will give you just a
slight idea of how that enterprising thea^
tre made up a cooperative book mark in conjunction with the showing of
this picture. This tie-up took in the Minneapolis Public Library and you
will all agree that
T-O-O-T! T-O-O-T!
SHOW BOAT
the public
libraries are not
the

Gordon Greene
Adds New Angles
To Exploitation

Steam Boatin' Days
and Ways
—
You
Will «njoy
ti

PublK

Library

SEE

AND

HEAR THIS GLAMOROUS ROMANCE OF THE
OLD MISSISSIPPI

STATE

THEATRE

BEGINNING

or th« MM

FRIDAY

JUNE?

UNIVERSALS SINGING,
TALKING TRIUMPH WITH
LAURA
LA PLANTE
AND
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
FLORENZ ZIEGFELD STARSHELEN
MORGAN
JULES BLEDSOE
AUNT JEMIMA
and the Plantation Singers

SHOW

BOAT

' ' JUTHEATRE
NE7

STATE

•SHOW

BOAT"

easiest outfits in
the world to sell
exploitation ideas
to. We show both
the front and reverse side of the
card and the wording is quite selfexplanatory.
The second
photo shows a
picture of how the
front of the theatre was dressed
selling this picture to the public.
The picture is
quite clear, and
you can make out
practically every
phase of their display, and how
really effective it
was to the theatre
goers of i\l inneapolis when
they

passed the State Theatre.
In discussing this particular exploitation we would select
the book mark angle for particular reference, because here
is one plan on exploitation which can be used on practically
any picture taken from a well-known book.

CLUC

can all be turned or twisted or revamped
or any number of pictures that may be
season.
We would like to hear more from the
at the State Theatre and Gordon Greene,

Auto-Ballyhoo Was
Effectively Used
Bv Marc J. Wolf
~"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^~

to fit any picture
released during a
go-getting crowd
the manager.

One of Manager Marc J.
Wolf's best stunts in exploiting Maurice Chevalier
in "Innocents of Paris,"
playing
at
the
Palace
Theatre,
Gary,la music
Ind., from
was
playing victro

a bannered truck.
Inside the truck, which is pictured here, was a victrola
with an amplifier playing the Paramount ballyhoo record
on "Innocents of Paris" as well as playing records of the
musical numbers from the picture. By using the amplifier,
the music could be heard distinctly for a block away.

Wolf says he parked the truck at various street corners,
played the balloyhoo record a couple of times and then
moved on to another corner where another eager crowd
would listen.
Cut-outs were made from two 24-sheets and these were
placed on either side of the truck while banners hung just
beneath
cut-outs;
the banners
containing OFcopy,
"See
and
hearthese
Maurice
Chevalier
INNOCENTS
PARIS
Palace 4 days starting Sunday."
By carrying a small sign over the cab of the truck they
were given the use of the truck free.
We would sure like to know a lot more about Marc's
wide-awake ideas out in Gary and would also like his own
photo so that all the members could see what he looks like.
How about it Wolf? Shoot it along just the same and
don't keep yourself a secret.. Thanks in advance.

222J2222
What is the matter that we have not heard
Dear "Rit"-.
further from you regarding our most interesting conversation?
Charles E. Lewis, Chairman.
It Is well lu keep in mind when reading through these
various exploitation ideas that they are not necessarily
married to the picture which they were used with. They

\
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Joseph Kligler, Manager
of the Daly Theatre, New
Joseph Kligler
York City, and a recent new
member of the ROUND
Shows Real "Pep"
TABLE CLUB was fortuIn His PubHcity
nate in corraling quite a lot
^^~~~'^^""^^^"~^~'^'^~" of free publicity
in connection with the opening of his open air roof with talkies.
We have before us several newspaper stories from the
local papers in the Bronx dealing with this subject, and it
certainly must have attracted a lot of good attention towards
the Daly Theatre.
We also take this means of showing you the front of the
Daly Theatre in which
you will see Mr. Kliger
standing at the box office.
Another view of the theatre which we would like
:Ti^
■
to
have
you see, is that of
^
-^-'
the marquee in front
VILMA BANKY
Let us hear from you again Joe and by all means stop
showing how the roof'« S AWAKENING-^
in and say hello the next time vou are down our wav.
garden
is
getting
a
play
i OTH
ER TALKIES I
for their open-air talkies.
HERE is the way Mr. R.
Mr. Kligler is by no
means an old man, alJ. MacAdam introduced the
R. J. MacAdam Put Talkies to Halifax, Nova
though he has seen twenScotia. While the newsty years of service as a Over Great Opener
manager and theatre ownpaper tie-up is not as large
For Halifax Talkies
er, and we agree that he
which
others
or elabora
have
comete toas our
attention,
is a live-wire showman,
^^^^^^
basing our opinion chiefly
it nevertheless carried a terrific wallop so far as the theupon the few items which
atregoers ofHalifax were concerned.
he has sent us.
Although
w e
We would also like to
have you see the front
page and inside spread of Highly ImporlanI ,w.«. 5o..7OTHECASINOTHEATRE
^^^^^ ^^ "^^^^ ^^
OMET
IESC
quaintance, w e
TALK
Day
In History
Of
his house organ and looking this over brings to light many
])Mac
a sAda
s e m's
d through
Popular
Theatre
his
city during
«— .--*. .^..
1
1
our recent vacaliinSLl Daly News i^'^S^i-.
tion, and we found
a c out enough about
— ^iVi^™^"
him to convince
us that he is an
^SS'l
DAIY NfW»

•* V- "-^ f- M-^ »-__

mm

u..-,. .**«_„,*.

|=f:^

up - ute
to - showm
the an.
- minWe sincerely

trust that he will
become a regular
contributor to the
CLUB pages, and
if we can interest
him sufficiently to
do so, we are sure
that our many
members will
have much to

DANOJ

interesting and newsy topics which no doubt his patrons
find well worth following.

So Say We All!
The CLUB pages are getting better and
better each week, and there is not a manager
in the whole country who could not find
some useful ideas for his own house if he
will read the CLUB section.
Golden State Theatre Circuit
William G. Smeltzer, Manager,
Riviera Theatre,
San Francisco, Cal.

look forward to.

Mow about it, R. J., are you with us and the rest of the
Canadian crowd?

Please Take Note
THE pages of the Club are open for the publication of
photographs
from both members and readers.
These
photos may be of theatre managers, theatre fronts, marquee displays, lobby settings, etc. Due credit will be given
those sending photos to the Club, providing they attach the
proper description and their own names and theatre addresses.
MAN.'\GERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB.
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When it comes to using
plain type in setting up a
theatre newspaper ad, we
would like you to just glance
at how neatly and distinctly
Thomas Lagaries of the
Strand Theatre, Palmyra, N.

Thomas Lagaries
Keeps Palmyra
Strand On The Map
Y. handled his end of it.

Tom has been
quite a steady
contributor and
active member of
the CLUB and we
are glad of thi&
o p p o r t u nity of
getting another
contribution
from

STRAMD
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The Biggest and Best in Screen Shows
NOW

PLAYMG

SEE IT NOW

him to pass to his
brother members
of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB.
We should also
like you to look at
one of his recent

The Biggest Screen Thrill of the Year

THE

TRAIL
— « 1 in— OF , '98

'■_'■Dolores Del Rio and Ralph Forbes
You Must See This Picture-It's Great

■ • Avoid the Crush
Saturday. May

25

Come Early

Continuous 2 to 11

Vaudeville and Photoplays

: Sammy

Cohen

in Homesick

I
f
I

It's a Riot
Don't Miss It
Famous Vod-l-Vi1 — A Four Act Unit Show
Monday

and Tuesday

May 27-28

What a Story!
What a Cast! Here's the
Picture the Whole World's Shouting About!

A WOMAN

OF AFFAIRS
—WITH—

JOHN GILBERT
Wednesday
S( REENEI)

May 29
AT 7 ANO

9 P

M.

William Boyd in

GRETA

GARBO

Thursday
MEMOltlAt,

May

30

DAY SPECIAL

Buster Keaton

in The Cameraman

POWER

I (INTIM

(Hh«T Si

KOIJND

Ol s J T(P n p M.

of copy for the front of your program.

programs with
particular emphasis
on the front
cover whereby
he
welcomes to the
Strand the many
theatre goers of
that City. The
wording was
small due to the
reduction of the
program to a cut,
but nevertheless
can be read, and
we suggest that
you give it a little
attention if you
are seeking something in the line

WELCOME
STRAND
THEATRE

PALMYRA.

PROGRAM

N. Y.

-

Second Anniversary. Week o( May 20th.

DOLORES

DEL RIO

IRENE RICH and CLIVE BROOK
THE PERFECT

CRIME-

ROD LA ROQUE
"HOLD

tM

We most assuredly hope to hear from Tom again in the
very near future.

Harry Woodin Hits
On A Real Idea For
Kiddie Business

the West

CLUE

clientele at all. Membership is free, all the kids are invited
to join and subscribe to the Mickey Mouse creed which
Harry has created around character building. It is one of
those never failing creeds along the lines of "I will be upright and fair with my playmates, obey my father and
mother, strive for higher marks in school, etc."
Each obedient member gets a button badge which entitles
him to attend the noon matinee on Saturday for five cents.
Officers are elected at regular intervals and there is much
honor around the title of "Chief Mickey Mouse."
One detail which we now bring to the front is that if
you do go in for a stunt like this, regardless of what you are
going to call it, or how you are going to handle it, don't
overlook the importance of the written application for membership, which will immediately give you the kids name,
address, age, birthday, school and grade. It is a corking
idea
and it provides many outlets for future exploitatiori
and tieups.
While this stunt does not differ to any great extent froni
the famous Brownie Club, it is nevertheless a little more
up-to-date and gives you many an angle to work it on. The
idea is not married to "Mickey Mouse," because if you just
happen to be using another brand you might just as well
call it that. As a matter of fact, your Chairman advocates ct
more neutral name so that you are not tied hand and foot
with any particular product or trademark.
We would be interested in printing on these pages anyfurther details concerning such club or kiddie business
boosters.
-

Guy Bryson Used

Manager Guy Bryson
fitted up his lobby with
twin beds to advertise his

current picture "Twin
Lobby
To Sell "Twin-Beds"
Picture
Beds," playing at the Egyp'
S. C. Theatre, Greenville,
^^,^^^_^^_^^^___^^^^ tion
The beds were secured from a local furniture store in
exchange for putting a small credit card on the lamp that
was between the two beds. They were fully equipped and
the display attracted plenty of attention.
The leading department store in town devoted a full
window to the display of twin beds, as shown on the photo.
In addition to the
beds, there were
11 X 14's, framed,
and neatly lettered cards ann o u n c i n g the
title of picture,
name of theatre
and play dates.
Both the lobby
and window discommanded
unusualplayattention

"THE TRAIL OF 98"

YALE-

From

TACLt

Coast

House Organ, "NOW," we
will lift Harry Woodin's
famous "Mickey Mouse
Club" which he has organat the Dome and Caliized
^"~~^"^~^^~^'^~"'~'^'~"
fornia Theatres, located at
Oakland Park and Venice, Cal.
As they say, it is a whale of an idea if you have any kid

and proved to be
worthwhile e n deavors in publicizing the picture. These departments and other store tie-ups for window space can always be classed as worth while, since it
gives the theatre a main street advertising display worth
many times more than the ad given in return to the store.
Many progressive merchants are tickled at the opportunity of working together with the theatres on such stunts
and will go as far as you want if you know how to handle
them. Learn that "art," it's well worth your time and the
theatre's.

\
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THE
ORIGINAL
IDEA

How about
it Miss
Book?' Club
Can't spirit
you
catch
some of
our famous
and meet this little request? Thanks a
lot anyway, in advance.

* *

R. S. WALLACE
is the manager of
the Morrison Theatre located in Alliance,

TR Y ITS!
JOIN NOW!!
the

Blank

APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND
729

B"
E CLU
BLAve.,
New York

TA
Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

apply

for

membership

*

City
in

Name

Ohio.
We always
get members
a real "kick"
out
of
introducing
Ohio
because
tliey are such a peppy and dependable
crowd as a rule. The Club pages fairly
shout their up-to-the-minute activities and
we are in great hopes that Wallace will
follow their example. And another thing,
R. S., we would like one of your own
photos by return mail.
Yes?

* *

*

HAROLD S. KNUDSEN is connecied
with the New Orpheum Theatre out in
Madison, Wise, and he has already demonstrated to us that his membership
will be both active and interesting for
everyone of the showmen who follow the
Club activities each and every week.
Keep, up your fine start Harold and be
sure to pass along anything that you feel
will be of some interest or value to your
brother members.
Proposed by Lee J. Euering:
WILLARD A. OSBORN is the managing director of the Regent Theatre in
Springfield, Oliio, and another of the gogetting Chakeres boys from that part of
'^)hio. You will shortly learn how he
sells the attraction, via another interesting story about him, but for this occasion
we just want you to know that we are
mighty glad to extend the welcome hand
to this new member and sincerely hope
that both the Club and Willard will benefit by the connection.

Theatre

!!

ALBERT ZEBRO manages the Uptown Theatre in Racine, Wise, with a
policy of vaudeville and pictures. Since
vaudeville managers have been, more or
less, rather inactive during the past year
or so, we would sure welcome the opportunity of publishing some of this vaudeville
manager's
experiences
pages. And
by the
way, Al, 'on
your these
own
picture would also be appreciated for
earb' publication.
How about it? Oak?
Proposed by Geo. Evans:
AUDLEY
MORAIS
manages the
Gaiety Theatre in Kingston, Jamaica,
British West Indies. His membership
was sponsored by a old time Club member down there and we, therefore, feel
that in Mr. Morais we have a member
who will be a credit to his organization
Ijy reason of the activity and interest he
displays towards the Club. His own picture, plus a little letter telling us something about himself and his experiences
in the show-game would be more than
welcome. Can we look for it Mr. Morais?
Thanks.

* * *

E. N. PRENDERGAST
manages the
Lj'ric Theatre in Port Maria, Jamaica,
B. W. I., and adds another enterprising
manager from that country to our rolls.
The Round Table Club is always anxious
to line up members from otlier countries
as their methods of exploitation and theatre operation differs just enough from
our own methods to make reading about
them mighty interesting. Mr. Prendergast's contributions to these pages will
be more than welcomed. And his own
picture should
be included,
too.

* * *

H. E. ALLEN is the managing director
of the Capitol Theatre in Port .\ntonio,
Jamaica. B. W. I., and another enterprising manager from that part of the world
to join the Club. As mentioned in the
introductions to the previous two new
members, we can only re-echo the same
thoughts with regard to Mr. Allen and
we most sincerely hope that he will find
his membreship both interesting and
profitable from every angle.

Address
City
Policy
Capacity
State

Wm. A. Johnston C. E. Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairmaoi

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

((

News

CLUB

Members

IDA BOOK makes the sixth femnle
member ^o join the Club. Miss Book
manages and operates the Sun Theatre
in Culbertson, Nebr., and if we could
only induce her to pass on some information about her past experiences in the
show business, we are certain that it
would make corking good reading for
these pages. Her own photo, to illustrate
the same story, would also aid materially.

EXCHANGE^
OF THE
INDUSTRY!

Here's

POUND TACLt

Picture

CLUB EMBLEM

PINS"

As stated in last week's issue of the Club pages, the
demand for these pins far exceeded our original supply.
The manufacturer promises us delivery on the next
batch in about ten days.
Orders received will be filled immediately upon receipt of the additional pins.
Managers''

Round

Table

Cluh
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Strand, Syracuse, ReOpened By Warners
A

MIDNIGHT show will reopen the Strand, Syracuse,
Sept. 12 under the control of Warner Brothers, it was announced
Saturday night by Bernard Depkin, managing director of the
Stanley Theatre at Utica, who will
manage the local house.
The announcement cleared the
Syracuse Rialto of the mystery
which has hovered over it concerning the policy the Strand
would follow under the regime of
Warner Brothers.
The Strand will be closed Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday while it is being thoroughly renovated.
F. M. Westfall, treasurer and
house manager of the Stanley
Theatre, Utica, will be resident
manager of the Strand when it
opens under the new owners.
Arrival of Jack Hayes in Syracuse this week was all in the
scheme of things for the taking
over of the Eckel Theatre by the
Fox films, Sept. 9. Hayes is well
known here, having directed and
written plays for the stage and
screen. Now he is to have charge
of the publicity for the New York
State section, with headquarters at
Utica. E. M. Hart, formerly of
RKO, is to have the supervisorial
charge of all the Fox theatres in
this section, and he also will be
located in Utica. The Eckel goes
into the Qass A of this long list.
It is doubtful if there will be any
changes in the staff, but there will
be a greater and even finer run of
pictures.
This is the scheme they plan to
work. There will be Thrift Book
tickets, and these will be good at
all Fox theatres, no matter what
city. For instance, if one should
be in New York, and have one
of those books of tickets, he could
go to the Roxy and not have to
stand in line with a crowd.
While the Warner deal for the
Strand is still to be officially closed,
it is reported that Thomas H.
James will be sent here by Warners to replace Walter D. McDowell, as managing director, McDowell drawing a transfer.
James is a former Loew manager in the South, at one time
having had the Capitol and Grand
in Atlanta, Ga., and the Bijou in
Birmingham, Ala.
Three former orchestra conductors have been installed in the Robbins Temple orchestra, in addition
to the musician who actually wields
the figurative baton. They are
Bruce Brummit, once head of
Loew's Concert Orchestra, who
now plays sax ; Harry Prowda,
bandmaster of Prowda's Band and
former head of the Savoy orchestra, among others, and Claude
Bortel, once conductor at the
Eckel and an important link in the
Syracuse Symphony.
Bob Bender of the Fox films,
who is running the Ohio section of
theatres, was looking over conditions in the show-shops of Syracuse last Friday.

RKO

^^ '

And Tiffany-Stahl Inaugurate
Allied Franchise Drive In Chicago

FOLLOWING
a meetingof last
week of the committee
five
exhibitors named to establish film
prices for pictures under the plan
of the Allied franchise, a drive on
the part of R-K-0 and Tiffany.Stahl was inaugurated to enroll
theatres under the new Allied banner. A change in the committee
named two weeks ago to act as a
body establishing film price ratings was made at a meeting last
Friday in which Alan Gurmback,
of the Grant Theatre, Wheaton,
111., was named as the out-of-town
representative.
Henri Ellman, Chicago manager
of Tiffany-Stahl, revealed that
more than 100 theatres in this territory had already been signed for
the franchise. This, despite the
fact that the local committee on
ratings has not been in active operation, which indicates that TiffanyStahl has been pursuing a policy of
dealing with theatre owners direct,
and successfully establishing prices
for their product.
With the local committee ready
to function, R-K-0 last week
launched an aggressive drive on
franchises.
Balaban & Katz figured conspicuously in the news last week
with the announcement of a new
2,500-seat theatre and also because
gunmen staged an early morning
raid on its key theatre, The Chicago.
_A new Balaban & Katz theatre
will be erected near Milwaukee
Avenue and Higgins Road at a
cost of $1,000,000. The name, the
Gateway, was chosen because the
theatre will occupy a strategic spot
close to several important thoroughfares.
Designed by C. W. & George L.
Rapp, the new theatre will be an
"L" shaped structure having a 40
foot entrance on Lawrence avenue.
.'\n arcade of some 130 feet will
connect the main entrance with
the auditorium. As in other Balaban & Katz theatres the lobby will
be handsomely treated in ornamental terra cotta. A review of
the specifications indicates that B.
& K. have gone into the atmospheric style house for the Gateway. The auditorium will represent an Italian garden with founstatuary. tains, trellises, gateways, and
Overhead, and extending down
along the side walls, will be a
treatment representing the sky
dotted with twinkling stars and
moving clouds.
Under the plans of the architects, it is expected that the new
B. & K. theatre will incorporate
the latest thought in motion picture theatres designed to accommodate sound and talking pictures.
The Chicago Theatre, of Balaban & Katz, was the scene of its
second holdup within a year when
three robbers gained entrance to
the house an hour before the open-

ing performance Sunday morning
and forced Ambrose Conroy, assistant manager, to open the safe.
The safe contained only a surplus
cash used for making change with
the result that the thugs escaped
with only about $500. In the
course of the robbery, Conroy, together with David McConnell and
William Bater, ushers, were seized
and tied by the bandits.
Irving Mack, of the Filmack
Co., who have been long and favorChicago's
Film
Row, ably
leftknown
last on
Thursday
to spend
a couple of weeks among the pike
and muskies in the neighborhood
of Heyward, Wisconsin.
Jack Miller, president of the Exhibitors' Association of Chicago,
was among those present at the
M. P. T. 0. of Wisconsin convention which was held at Big Cedar
Lake, Wisconsin, September 10th
and 11th.
A gala celebration commemorating the consolidation of Great
States Theatres and Publix is being observed by various Great
States-Publix houses throughout
the state. Tie-ups have been arranged with local merchants, fire
works displays are being staged
and buttons, banners and other exploitation matter are being distributed to profusion. The houses are
holding special children's matinees
and generally carrying out a well
planned program to create community good-will.
Two theatres, the Plaza and the
Peerless, at Kewanee, 111. have
been taken over by Great States
Theatres from Pierce Theatre Co.
Tom Pierce will remain as general
manager of the houses.
W. J. Crowley, who manasred
the Lyric and the Grand at Blue
Island for Great States has resigned to go East. Ralph Tippett,
who had charge of the Majestic, at
La Salle, 111., has resigned and has
been succeded by L. Weinshank,
formerly of the Vallev, Spring
Universal
Valley,
'ill. managers of the MidWest met in Chicago at the Stevens Hotel last .Sunday for a short
sales meeting which was held by
M. Van Praag, General Sales
Manager of Universal. Universal's
complete
"Sound" was
the reason service
for the inmeeting.
Nat Wolf, who for six years
was buyer and booker for the Orpheum Circuit, has accepted a position with the film department of
Publix. Mr. Wolf is at present in
New York City, awaiting assignment of a territory.
H. M. Herbel, general manager,
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,
Chicago, is leaving this week for
a trip to. New York for a conference with Home Office officials.
Harry O'Brien has been named
City Sales representative of Columbia Pictures Corp., to replace
Steve Montgomery,
resigned.

Ed Dubinsky Of K. C.
Loses Brother
legitimat
stage,on has
playedanda
screen
A, eboth
DRAM
large part in the life of Ed Dubinsky, veteran showman of Kansas City, but none reached the
l
emotiona pitch of a chapter of real
life last Sunday. A week ago last
Sunday Mr. Dubinsky became the
father of a boy. According to the
Jewish faith the eighth day following the birth is to be marked
by a festival. On Sunday morning,
Maurice Dubinsky, brother of Ed
and for twenty-five years his partner in business, died at Research
Hospital, Kansas City, from malaria. Another custom of the Jewish faith calls for burial as soon
as possible
after
death.
At 2 for
o'clock Sunday
funeral
services
Maurice Dubinsky were held and
the festival in honor of the baby
boy began
at, 5 ito'clock
same
day.
However
was athegloomy
Ed Dubinsky who attended the festival.
It can hardly be blamed on the
Kansas State Censor Board, but
exhibitors in the Kansas City territory have been warned to be on
watch for a man about 70 years old,
having peculiar eyes and slightly
crossed, who carries a pass which
he apparently found and claims his
name is David Crockett, a member
of the Kansas Censor Board. He
usually brings several guests with
him to see the show.
The Globe, Kansas City, downtown house, has re-opened with all
modern improvements and latest
type of Western Electric sound
aparatus. A new Pacent 2 MDA
disc type
machine
has been
installed at the
Mainstreet,
Beloit,
Kan., R. R. Werts manager.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in Kansas City market last
week were : Mrs. C. H. Barron,
Kansas, Pratt, Kan. ; Mrs. R. S.
Raybourn, Raybourn, Almena,
Kan. ; George Shilkett, Rex, Joplin. Mo. ; C. R. Wilson, Liberty,
Liberty, Mo. ; Creston Ollinger,
Pollock, Mo. ; W. S. Wilkinson,
Royal, Hoisington, Kan. ; R. M.
Shelton, Star, Warrensburg, Mo.,
and Frank Weary, Farris, Richmond, Mo.
Charles E. Gregory, branch manager of Columbia in Kansas City,
has been appointed district manager of that company and will have
charge of Omaha, Des Moines, la.,
and Kansas City exchanges.
M. B. Shanberg of City Theatres, Inc., of Kansas City announces that that
organization's
six
houses — the
Plaza,
Uptown, Isis,
Apollo, Linwood
and more
Madridwill
—
henceforth
and forever
be known as the "Friendly Theatres" and that every power under
heaven will be used to make them
live up to their name.
The entire receipts from last
Wednesday
night's
presentation
the Newman
Theatre,
Publixat
house of Kansas City, went to the
benefit fund for .families of fire
men killed in an explosion in a
drug store fire.
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PublixPromotionsAnd
Transfers In Portland
policy of proG
FOLLOWIN
moting: men within ranks to
positions of trust when opening
new houses, John C. Smith has
become city superintndent for Publix houses, having supervision over
the Portland and new Rialto, Portland. Robert Naus moves up to
Rialto manager and James O'Connell becomes the Portland assistant mgr.
Robert Blair, formerly manager
of the Portland Theatre, has become city superintendent of the
Publix Seattle houses. Harry
Wareham will become manager of
the Metropolitan Theatre ; Victor
Buchanan will be assistant manager at the Seattle; S. N. Gustafson will become treasurer and chief
of stafT at the Seattle. Robert
Armstrong has been named as advertising director for both Seattle
and Metropolitan.
The Rose City Theatre Corp.,
have opened the Highway, closed
during past year. Theatre has been
redecorated and equipped with DeForest Film and disc sound equipment.
The Theatre Holding Corp. has
recently added the Jefferson to
their chain. They expect to acquire another six houses during
coming season.
A meeting of the independent
theatre managers was held at
Broadway Theatre, Butte, on Aug.
22 and 23. Considerable business
was transacted and another will be
held on Sept. 5th and 6th.

Milwaukee Exhibitors,
Union In Agreement
ROGER FERRI, of Fox, is in
Milwaukee this week.
E. Wheeler of the Lloyds Theatre, Menominee, Mich., was a Milwaukee visitor this past week.
The dismantling of the Embassy
started this week. The theatre was
sold by Henry Goldenburg to a
real estate firm. House was formerly the Empress, a burlesque
theatre, and was then transformed
into a movie house.
Jack Warner, business agent of
the Milwaukee Stage Hands Organization, has resigned. In a fight
for his position Harry Martin,
property man at the Riverside won
out over Will Van Kirk of the
Davidson.
Exhibitors and motion i)icture
operators here in Milwaukee have
come to a complete understanding.
At a meeting held last week new
contracts were drawn up whereby,
beginning September 1st, a five
cents increase was granted to operators at downtown houses. A
corresponding cut from five to
twenty cents was made in smaller
theatres to give smaller exhibitors
a break.
The Majestic and Garden have
put penny scales into their theatres
which are bringing in enough revenue to pay the telephone bill of the
theatres.
August C. Berkholtz, owner of
the Mermac, West Bend, Wis., has
purchased the Rivoli, Two Rivers,
Wis. Mr. Berkholtz has been in
the theatre field for twenty-seven
years. He has also purchased the
soimd equipment and projection
equipment of the Empire of Two
Rivers. The Empire is to be rebuilt into stores, according to its

proprietor John Tadych. Mr. Berkholtz will himself manage the Rivoli.
W. L. Gould, manager of the
Grand, Clintonville, Wis., reports
that he will install sound equipment.
William Rethke, Jr., Madison,
Wis., was named a director of the
East Side Theatre Corp. to succeed Hendy Vogts. New theatre of
the firm will be completed by Nov.
15.
Joseph Winninger, manager of
the Rex, Ashland, Wis., paid a
fine of $25 and costs last week
after pleading guilty to a charge
of running theatre without a city
license.
It was explained that there was
a probability the theatre would go
under a new ownership.
The renovated Capitol, West
Allis, Wis., was reopened Aug 24th
with RCA Photophone equipment.
N. H. Thompson has purchased
the Strand, Arcadia, Wis., from
H. C. Tebbetts.
John Nowell has bought the Pioneer, Amaza, Mich., from Elmer
Holberg.
Stanley Jocius is new owner of
the Vogue, Kenosha, Wis.
F. Ebner has purchased the Majestic, Mazomanie, from R. Slich.
Mrs. R. K. Gregory has purchased the Miramar from Jacob
Ranner.
The Classic, Watertown, Wis.,
has installed Movietone.
Kuehling & Foster, owners of
the Lyric, Tomahwak, Wis., will
install sound equipment.
Edwin L. Berth, owner of the
Pastime, Kiel, Wis., will install
sound equipment.
Oscar Komstad of the Toniah,
Tomah, Wis., advises Vitaphone
equipment will be installed shortly.
Frank Bachkal, owner of Opera
House, Berlin, Wis., has installed
It is manVoisophoneufacturedequipment.
at Wausau, Wis.
Reconstruction work on the La
Crosse, purchased recently by Dr.
Frank Hoeschler was begun last
week.

Glover B. Johnson feels certain
house will be completed by November 1. Will seat approximately
600, will be of brick, cement and
steel construction and will likely
be equipped for sound.
Claude Edgerton, of the Peoples,
at Roanoke Rapids, N. C, was a
visitor to film row last week.
The Show Shop, at Newborn,
N. C, has been transferred from
T. B. Kehoe to the Show Shop
Theatre, Inc.
The City of High Point, N. C,
expects to open the American Theatre on September 15. It was
formerly operated by PublixSaenger.
The Imperial, at Newton, N. C,
has been transferred from G. G.
Mitchell to R. A. Ford, the deal
being effective August 28.
William F. McCauley has sold
the Strand, at Clayton, N. C, to
W. H. Ellis.
The Pearl, at Charlotte, is now
being operated by George W. Parr.
Among North Carolina exhibitors in Charlotte last week were :
H. E. Buchanan, of the Lyric Theatre, at Sylva ; Charles W. Picquet, of the Carolina Theatre, at
Pinehurst ; L. L. Drake, of the Ansonia Theatre, at Wadesboro;
Charles Roth, of the Palace Theatre, at Greensboro, and the Eagle
Theatre, at Asheville ; and A.
Tola, of the Maxton Theatre, at
Maxton.
The Orpheum Theatre, at Paducah, Ky., closed August 31 and
will remain closed during this
week, during which time it will
be redecorated, painted, carpeted
and installation of talking picture
equipment will be made.
The Arcade Theatre, at Paducah, will stage a fashion show
starting September 16, in conjunction with the regular bill.
Johnson Alussellman, who has
been managing the Alamo Theatre
will leave next week for Terre
Haute to take over management
of the Hippodrome, Fourth Avenue Amusement Co. house.

Notes From
Various
Points In Southeast

$10,000 Stolen From
Granada, Frisco

BirTHE Marvin Wise
of ,which
mingham, Ala.,Circuit
Frank V. Merritt is general manager, has appointed George Blankenship as managing director. Mr.
Blankenship has acted as manager
of the Capitol Theatre for the
past several years.
The Strand, Dallas, Ga., under
direction of W. H. Welch, is
rapidly appr6aching completion.
House will seat approximately 600.
The Trianon, Birmingham, Ala.,
will be closed week of September
9, during which time this popular
Inter-State house will install \\'estern Electric sound equipment.
Col. Thomas E. Orr, of Marshall County Enterprises, is remodeling old Rialto, at Boaz, Ala.,
and the new building, when completed, will be a brick, fireproof
structure, with approximately three
times space of old theatre. It is
Col.
Orr's within
intention
equip months.
circuit
for sound
nextto three

MORE
than $10,000,
part was
of
the weekend
receipts,
stolen from the safe in the house
manager's office at the Granada,
between 11:30 p.m. last night and
10 a.m. today.
The shortage was noticed by
Charles King, treasurer of the theatre.
Joe Blumcnfeld spent several
weeks roaming around the Grand
Canyon and came back with a lot
of sunburn, which adds muchly to
his looks.
George Madscn, who has been
associated with United Artists for
some time, has resigned.
Mrs. Alice Bates is visiting Film
Row this week. Mrs. Bates hails
from the Setab at Portola.
G. E. Rosenwald, District Manager for Universal, is taking a
much needed rest.

It is understood deal is pending
which, if closed, will mean new
800-scat theatre at Athens. Ala.,
under direction of Mrs. R. C.
Allen.
Work is progressing rapidly on
new Cherokee, at Centre, Ala., and

Joan Dugan, the efificient bookL. R.a Greenfield's
Circuit,keeper
met inwith
serious accident
last week. Suffering from bruises,
cuts, and shock, she was taken to
the hospital.
Floyd Henninger of the Pathe
Exchange has been transferred to
the post of head booker in the
Portland
office of Pathe.

Picture

News

RKO In Reopens
Toledo, Keith's
O.
KEITH'S
Toledo,
since
last spring
when closed
the KeithRadio-Orpheum circuit left the
Toledo field, has been reopened.
Reports that Sun interests have
acquired the house lack confirmation. Joseph Pearlstein has been
retained as manager. The house
has
been wired
"talkies."is
Associated
with for
Pearlstein
Charles E. Smith, who came from
the Davis Theatre, Pittsburgh.
The Vita-Temple, Toledo, has
been reopened after being closed
a week during which the interior
was redecorated and new electric
signs
installed.
Langdon
W. Kumler, manager
of the Pantheon, Toledo, has returned from a two weeks' fishing
trip in Michigan.
Karl Kunerth, house artist at the
Paramount, Toledo, has been promoted to the position as assistant
to Duke Wellington, head artist
of
the Publix organization at New
York.
Paramount Month is being observed at the Paramount, Toledo.
Opening of the new $175,000
Schine Theatre at Kenton, O., has
been delayed until September 16
because of delays in construction.
It was to have been opened Labor
Day. The house, which will seat
1500, is being built by the Kenton
Amusement Company and will be
leased to the Schine interests. It
is equipped for Movietone and
vaudeville.

Film Row News Events
From St. Louis
N, presiden
McKEA
of
secretat,ry and
Walsh,
Johnny
TOM
Progressive Pict., spent past week
in New York City arranging for
product for new season. They are
expected to make several important
announcements upon return to St.
Louis.
F. L. Snyder is new booker for
St. Louis Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
office.
S. E. Pirtle, plans to award contracts soon on addition to his theatre in Macon, Mo. The addition
will be 2-story and basement 20 bv
40 feet, and cost about $;20,006.
Wedemeyer & Nelson, 824 Wainwright Building, St. Louis, Mo.,
are architects.
Circuit Judge Henry Hamilton,
of St. Louis, Mo., has granted
Robert Laughlin, 8900 Lackland
road, St. Louis, IMo., a permanent
injunction
Ruby S'Renco,
motion restraining
picture machine
ojjerator, from manufacturing or selling
a talking picture device known as
"Lifetonc" which Laughlin claims
to have invented.
Laughlin
charged S'Renco
from
violatinghada partnership
agreement by selling devices which he
represented
tocourt
be Lifetone
machines. The
has ordered
S'Renco to make an accounting to
Laughlin for any profits made on
the Lifetime machines.
Recently the audience at the Fox
Theatre, Grand and Washington
boulevards, St. Louis, Mo., was
treated to a program that was not
on the regular bill, as for almost
three hours Tom Terry at the pipe
organ was forced to continue playing as the organ jammed in its elevated position, hiding the screen
and center of the stage.
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Heard Along Pittsburg
Film Rialto
ROGER
McKELVY, business
agent for Pittsburgh Operacouncil.tors' Local, is candidate for city
Sam Gould, boss of Ellwood
Amusement Co., opened his new
700-seat Senate, Ambridge, Labor
Day. Bud Silverman is resident
manager.
Al Glazer, of the Lorenz, Elliott,
is recovering from injuries sustained in automobile
smashup.
"Red" Caldwell, former M-G-M
short subject booker, is now bookVa. ing for Nick Anas' chain in W.
Filmites recently slightly injured in auto mishaps included:
Hymie and Ed Wheeler and Joe
Richman.
New rugs, drapes, etc., are being added to the Court, Wheeling,
owned by George Shafer.
The Model, Lawrenceville, is
opened after two-month closedown
for redecorating.
N. Rosen owner.
Recent Pittsburgh Film Row
visitors included : A. P. Way, DuBois; Bert Redfoot, Windber ; M.
Servente, Rimersburg ; G. K. Varris, Mt. Pleasant; Pete Demas,
Erie : Theodore Mikalowsky, Masontown ; J. Castelli, East Canonsburg.
C. B. Pascoe, Biophone representative, former owner of the
Opera House, Somerset, is again
an exhibitor, having taken over
Alpine, Punxsutawney, formerly
conducted by J. J. Damore.
W. B. Beckley, former manager
of Warner's Rowland, has been
transferred to Regent.
Sam Simon, Independent Display
Co., is proud daddy of new baby
girl.
Mike Simon, two years Paramount Pittsburgh salesman, has
gone to Cleveland to manage
branch there.
Announcement is made that RCA
is soon to have service station in
Pittsburgh close to Westinghouse
plant.
Frank Shepherd, Stanley manager, has been transferred to Rowland.
Pittsburgh's free Sunday night
movies in four parks, are big success, and crowds are increasing to
the 100,000 mark.
Offices of the Warner theatres
have been moved from the seventh
floor of the Clark building, Pittsburgh, to the second floor.

Lee Levy Leaving Pa.
For New W-V Post
LEE LEVY, manager of the
Victoria and Colonial Theatres, leading first run houses of
the Wilmer & Vincent company in
flarrisbnrg. was promoted on September 1to become district manager of nine theatres of the same
corporation located in Richmond
and Norfolk, Va. He assumed his
new duties immediately and will
make his headquarters in Richmond. Mr. Levy came to Harrisburg two and one-half years ago
from Reading where he managed
the Capitol, a Wilmer and Vincent house.
After having been closed all
summer, the Madison Theatre, Allentown, was reopened on September 10. Charles F. Roth continues
as manager.

Charles Mull has purchased the
Central Theatre, Ephrata, Lancaster county, from J. M. Brenner.
Mrs. Florence Ackley Ley, former director of the Community
Service Bureau maintained in Har •■
risburg by the Wilmer & Vincent
theatre chain, was badly injured in
an automobile accident near Harrisburg on September 3, in which
her mother, Mrs. Rebecca Cooper,
received wounds from which she
died three days later.
It is reported that the Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville, which
has been operating under a policy
of all-talkie programs will readopt the plan of interspersing its
programs
with stage attractions.
M. Schencknian, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Reading, after a
severe attack of rheumatism, is
able to return to his duties at the
theatre.
George J. Hallett has resigned
his post as Central Pennsylvania
representative of the National Theatre Supply Company of PhiladelJ. F. Moore has taken over the
operation
of the Majestic Theatre,
phia.
Pottsville.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Nevin
have returned from their honeymoon trip, following their recent
wedding in Benton Harbor, Michigan, and have gone to house-keeping in Danville where Mr. Neyin
is manager
toria theatres.of the Luna and VicCharles Newbaker, sheriff of
Dauphin County and owner of the
Strand and Standard Theatres,
Steelton, was host to the employes
of the Sheriff's office at luncheon
in Jackson's restaurant, Harrisburg, on September 3.
The Schuylkill Avenue Theatre,
Reading, which was offered at public sale recently to settle the estate
of the owner, the late Ben H.
Zerr, remained unsold.

Cincinnati Amusement
Head Is Sued
, executive
A. SHARD
R of
ELME
head
the Montgomery
Amusement Co., operating Monta
Vista Theatre, Cincinnati, has been
made defendant in a suit filed by
contractor who built the house, and
who seeks recovery of twenty
shares of stock alleged to have
been promised him as part consideration for his construction work.
Forest, Cincinnati suburban
house, has gone talkie to increased
returns. Late society gossip shows
Miss H. Doris Stecker, manager.
to have been hostess to a number
of prominent out-of-town guests at
Cincinnati Zoological Gardens recently.
L. B. Wilson, operating chain
of houses in Covington, Ky., has
been elected president of large
business concern in Cincinnati.
Kaypee, Mt. Gilead, Ohio, piloted
by Griff. Granger, has installed
Phototone
equipment.
Strand, Piqua, has been dismantled, and the building is being
ing.
razed to make way for hotel buildMrs. Lowell Miller has disposed
of the Crescent, Sherwood, Ohio,
house now in control of E. L.
Peeper.
Pastime, Coshocton, Ohio, is all
dolled up with new decorations, recently completed by Chris. Chacos.

Alterations are being made to
Palace, Canton, Ohio, Publix house,
which has been dark for several
months.
Alozart and Odeon, Canton, Ohio
houses, are nouncement
"shut,"
anhas been and
madeno when
the.v will resume.
Karl F. Kunerth, staff artist of
Paramount Theatre, Toledo, Ohio,
for past seven months, has gone to
New York to work under Duke
Wellington, head of Publix Art
department.
Keith's, Toledo, Ohio, which has
been dark for past five months,
has reopened with straight picture
policy, instead of pictures and
vaudeville featured last season.
House is being wired.
Exhibitors of Defiance, Ohio, are
jubilant over recent action of city
council in reducing annual license
of picture houses from $100 to $25.
Construction work is about to
start on new $250,000 house which
local Moose lodge will erect at
Bucyrus, Ohio.
Labor Day marked the official
opening
of the
new Schine Theatre, Kenton,
Ohio.
Fred Johnson, who has charge
of the Strand and Colonial Theatre, Cambridge, Ohio, has resigned
to become manager of the Drake,
new RKO house at Oil City, Pa.
H. L. Davidson, manager of the
Colonial,
Davenport,
' Iowa,
has
been
transferred
to same
position
at the Palace, Canton, O.
Harry Rees has been named manager of the C. & M. circuit of
theatres in Ohio.
Strand, Dayton, Ohio, one of the
oldest houses in the city, which has
been playing pictures and vaudeville under Keith management, will
close indefinitely, according to an
announcement by James L. Weed,
general terests
manager
in Dayton. of the Keith in-

$5,000
Damages
By
Fire To Ind. House
d
have originate
FIRE
under the
electrictowires
frombelieved
state of the Riviera, Anderson, Ind.,
the second largest in the city,
caused damage estimated at more
than $5,000.
Articles of incorporation have
been filed with the secretary of
state in Indianapolis by the B. C.
& L. Theatres, Incorporated, with
a principal place of business in this
city. The corporation has an initial capital stock of 1,000 shares
having no par value. The incorporators are Max J. Brown, Lewis
Cochevety and Henry Lowenstine,
of South Bend, and Oscar Lambiotte of Mishawaka. The new corporation, itis understood, will take
over the Mishawaka Theatre, which
lias been closed for two weeks.
In the Indiana regional notes in
the Motion Picture News of
August 31 Harry Muller was incorrectly mentioned as assistant
manager of
and the
Jack
manager
newO'Rourke
Paramountas
Theatre, Anderson, Ind. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Muller is the
manager of the Paramount and
Mr. O'Rourke is his assistant.
Motion Picture News, while regretting the error, is glad to rectify the mistake and give to each of
the parties concerned their proper
due.

Daylight Saving Dies
In Canada Sept. 28
unnatural death
in Eastern
DAYLIGHT
SAVING
dies its
Canadian cities and towns on September 28 on which occasion the
railways resume regular schedules
and
the people, generally, return
to normalcy.
Frank Badgley, director of the
Canadian Government M. P. Studio at Ottawa, is taking an active
part in the preparations for the
annual fall convention of the Societv of Motion Picture Engineers
which is scheduled to be held in
Toronto starting October 7.
Manager Joe Franklin has announced the return of R-K-O
Vaudeville to B. F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, on September 16 because of public demand.
Both a chain and an independent
theatre in Ottawa, Ontario are cooperating in the staging of a special midnight performance simultaneously on September 27 under
the auspices of the Kiwanis Club
for a community fund. The chain
theatre is the Regent, Famous
Plavers house, the other is the
Avalon, owned by P. J. Nolan.
Labor difficulties have arisen at
the Centre Theatre, one of the leading downtown houses of Ottawa,
Ontario, where Manager Don
Staoleton has declared "open shop"
following the inability of the theatre and local union officials to
come to terms for tlie new contract.
R. J. Howarth, well-known in
Toronto, Ontario, theatre circles,
has
been appointed manager of the
Oakwood.
The Evening Tribune of Welland, Ontario, devoted a section of
six pages in a publicity tie-up with
the Capitol Theatre when Manager T. Forhan introduced talking
programs there. Many local firms
took advertising space while the
reading space was devoted to the
"marvel of the movies."
The Avalon, suburban house of
Ottawa, Ontario, has new policy.
Manager P. J. Nolan is now presenting daily matinees at 15 and 25
cents, while balcony prices have
been raised 10 cents, making the
evening scale a flat 35 cents.
Joe Franklin, manager of B. F.
Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,
has returned from Halifax, N. S.,
where he inspected his own theatre which is being equipped with
talking picture facilities.

Tampa,
TheatreFilm RowFla.,
News
Notes
COLLEEN
a reto theMOORE
Oiamberofsent
ofTampa,
Commerce forquestphotographs
as it is today and as it was when
she was a resident there. The photographs will be used in connection with an article on the life of
the cinema star which will be published in a motion picture magazine, itwas stated.
Visiting exhibitors seen along
Tampa's Rialto the past week.
Harry Griffin, City manager of
the Spark's St. Petersburg houses.
Walter Lee King, manager of the
Rex at Lakeland. C. L. Swinney,
manager of the Florida at Haines
City and W. R. Fleck, manager
of the New Moon at Sarasota.
The Park Theatre, in Tampa, is
now functioning full blast as a
talkie motion picture house.
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.'\tlanta branch, returned Tuesday

Ingram New Mgr. Of
Columbia In Atlanta
LOUIS C. INGRAM became
manaj^er of Columbia's Atlanta branch last week, his appointment being announced by William G. Minder, district sales
chief for Southern Division. He
succeeds John W. Mangham, Jr.,
resigned to head Tiffany-Stahl's
Atlanta office. Mr. Ingram took
over duties of new post Monday
morning.
Julian office,
Collins,is cashier
in Pathe's
Atlanta
now member
of
the company's sales force, his appointment having been made by
Branch Manager W. W. Anderson, who assigned him to North
Georgia and Tennessee.
It is reported that Rockmart,
Ga., is to be site of new 800-seat
theatre, to be erected by Oscar C.
Lam, of Rome, Ga., and W. H.
Welch, of Dallas, Ga. It is further stated that the new house will
be equipped for sound pictures and
that work will begin on the theatre within two weeks.
T. F. Thompson, who operates
the Palace and Princess, Cedartown, Ga., is leaving for tour of
middle west but plans to return
in time to attend convention of
Georgia Exhibitors Association at
Columbus, Ga.
Morris Watson, former owner of
Princess, Piedmont, Ala., is seriously ill in South Highlands Hospital, Birmingham, as result of
after effects of an operation for
appendicitis, performed past week.
William H. Heyward is now
traveling Alabama, representing
Royal Amplitone Equipment Company.
James T. Dumas, of the Palm,
Foley, who is also president of the
Alabama Pharmaceutical Association, will make an extended tour
of the Northern States, beginning
September 10.
Visitors to Atlanta, Ga., during
the past week included the following: C. W. Turner, general
secretary Coosa Y. M. C. A., at
Piedmont, Ala. ; C. A. Crute, of
Lyric, Grand and Jefferson, Huntsville, Ala.; J. C. Wells of the
Roxy at Anniston, Ala. ; Mrs. M.
K. Ware, who operates the Princess Theatre at Thomaston, Ga. ;
T. E. Watson, of the Strand at
Montevallo, Ala. ; Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro, of the Greenland Theatre
at Greensboro, Ga. ; R. T. Dunn,
who operates the Victory Theatre
at Cairo, Ga. ; James T. Freeman,
who operates the Imperial Theatre
at Griffin, Ga. ; G. J. Sims, of the
Ritz Theatre at Tifton, Ga. ; E. F.
McKinlcy, who operates the Ritz
Theatre at Thomaston, and T. J.
Craig, of the Ideal Theatre at Ashburn, Ga.
Frank Rogers, of the E. J.
Sparks organization at Jacksonville :Mack Jackson, who operates
the Strand Theatre at Alexander
City, Ala. ; William Griffin, of the
Strand Theatre at Cullman, Ala. ;
L. G. Hobgood, of the Dixie Theatre at Bowden, Ga. ; R. Sansome.
manager of the Rex, Liberty and
Kincaid theatres at Griffin, Ga. ;
Jack Crawford, of the Gadsden
Theatre at Gadsden, Ala. ; C. E.
Peppiatt, head of United
Artists

UNIFORMS

William

Benton, of Saratoga

from ainvisit
the company's home
office
Newto York.
Louis C. Ingram, head of Columbia's Atlanta branch, made a
trip in the Tennessee territory this
week.
M. C. Simmons, cashier at
United Artists Atlanta branch, returned this week from his vacation.
John W. Mangham, Jr., head of
Tiffany-Stahl's Atlanta office, visited the Tennessee territory last
week.
Jack Emenhiser, salesman for
United Artists in the Alabama and
Tennessee territory, who was
badly injured the night of August
12 in an automobile accident near
Montgomery, Ala., is improving
rapidly.

Springs, is as busy as the proverbial bee these days in getting the
Cohoes theatres, which he recently
took over from Louis Buettner, in
shape for the fall and winter.
Mack A. Edwards is the neworganist at Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall in Albany. Mr. Edwards
studied in Germany and has played
at theatres in New York, Pitts
burgh and elsewhere.
Charles Smakwitz, assistant manager of the Stanley houses in Albany and Troy, is hobnobbing a
lot these days with Governor
Roosevelt, as he arranges screenings at the Executive Mar;sion for
the Governor and his friends. An

Fred M. Jack, head of Fiist National's branch in Atlanta, who \vas
called home on ac^count of the illness of his wife, returned to the
Tennessee territory this week for
a visit to important points.

John Garry, manager of the Leland in Albany, accompanied by
his wife, will be motoring on his
way south to enjoy a well earned
vacation.
Abe Stone, owner of the Eagle
Theatre in Albany, has enlarged
his projection booth in anticipation of installing talking equipment.
F. X. Shay, who has been operating the Happy Hour Theatre
in Schenectady, has disposed of the
house to George A. Marcus. The
Opera House in Parishville, has
been sold by Mrs. I. N. Arquette
to William S. Crawford. Eli Rosenbaum will operate the Hippodrome in Ogdensburg in place of
H. J. Parker.
Tony Veiller, former manager
of the Mark Ritz Theatre in Albany, returned a week or so ago
from a vacation in Canada, and is
now the guest of relatives in Vir-

Jack Groves, special representative handling exhibitor franchises
for Tiffany-Stahl i_n_ the Southern
territory, is on a visit to the company's branch at Dallas, Tex., this
week.
C. R. Beacham, Atlanta branch
manager for World Wide, made a
trip in the South Carolina territory last week.
H. H. Everett, head of .Arthur
C. Bromberg Attractions' Charlotte, N. C, branch, visited comweek. pany's home office in Atlanta last
George W. Fuller, Southeastern
district manager for Fox, left last
Saturday for a visit to the company's home office in New York.
O. L. Freeman, ad sales manfor Paramount's
Atlanta
branch, ager
left
Saturday for Florida,
where he will spend his vacation.

Potsdam, N. Y., Votes
For Sunday Shows
POTSDAM is to have Sunday
movies as the result of a special election last week. The election was one of the most hotly
contested ever held in the village
with the churches and W. C. T. U.
fighting tooth and nail to down
the proposition. Expenses of the
election were borne by Harry Papayanakos of the Rialto Theatre.
The vote was so heavy that Mie
supply of ballots ran out and a
hurry call was sent to the printer.
There was a small fire one day
last week at William Smalley's
theatre in Cooperstown. The blaze
was confined to the booth.
Samuel Slotnick and his brother
journeyed down from Utica last
week and spent a day in Albany
shopping at the various exchanges.
George Thornton of Saugerties
was also in town and announced
that he had installed talking
equipment.
Ben Smith, who has been connected with the Albany Tiffany exchange as salesman, resigned last
week. George Woodard, who has
been connected with several exchanges in Albany, but who of
late has been devoting his efforts
to real estate, is now working for
Columbia.

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

operator from the Mark Ritz theatre is also furnished.
Within the next week or so,

Jesse Kaufman, formerly a well
ginia.
known theatre manager in Syracuse, paid a visit to Albany last
week and is now handling candy
vending machines.
There will be no change in tlie
present wage scale paid projectionists in Albany and Troy, the
agreement
having a full year to
run.
There is a report to the effect
that a motion picture theatre is to
he erected in Gouverneur with Sol
Kaplin back of the project.
The Empire Theatre in Albany,
formerly known as The Majestic,
opened last week and will be devoted this week to burlesque. 01lie Stacey will handle the house.
.\ young woman wearing pajamas attended one of the night
shows at Harmanus-Bleecker Ha'l
in Albany last week and created
somewhat of a sensation.
A delegation from the Albany
I-X)dge of Elks, Af which the late
F. F. Proctor was a charter member and held card number one. attended the funeral services for F.
F. Proctor at Larchmont, N. Y.,
last week. Jacob Golden, manager
of the Proctor houses in Troy, Joe
Wallace, manager of the Proctor
house in Albany, and others from
this section, attended the fimerai.
J. E. Garrison, formerly salesman in Universal's Minneapolis
office, has been appointed branch
manager for that company's Albany
Exchange. Nat Levy, former Albany manager, has been transferred
to special work for the Laemmle
organization.

COSTUMES

FOR

STAGE

PRESENTATIONS
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Okla. And Tex. Events
Of Interest To Trade
eral manager,
announces
that
ABE
LEVY,
president
and genthe Tivoli
Amusement
Co.
will
erect a 1,000 seat theatre at Fort
Worth, Texas, to cost around
Col. H. A. Cole has sold his
$100,000.
theatre in Jefferson, Texas, to A.
C. Simmons.
East Texas Theatre, Inc., have
let contracts for their new theatre
to be built at Marshall, Texas.
Leslie Wilkes, Corsicana, Texas,
exhibitor, was painfully injured in
a recent automobile accident.
Rubins Frels is erecting new theatre at Columbus, Texas, to cost
around $10,000.
J. D. Neill has taken over the
theatre business at Van Horn,
Texas, formerly operated for
benefit of the public schools.
W. G. Kindel, C. W. Sadler and
W. F. Kirkland have purchased
theatre at Olney, Texas, from
John Richardson.
The Lyric, Brady, Texas, suffered a $4,000 fire loss last week,
most of damage being to equipment.
O. Gill has equipped theatre at
Royce City, Texas, with PhotoTalker sound equipment.
Harry Peebles has been promoted by Columbia to office of district manager at Dallas, Texas,
with jurisdiction to cover Oklahoma and Texas.
W. Z. (Uncle Willie) Spearman,
owner of the Gem, Edmond, Okla.,
and former president and business
manager of the Oklahoma M. P.
T. O., has been employed by Roy
Avery, branch manager of the Tiffany-Stahl, to sell franchises
throughout Oklahoma.
Ed Kadane is installing 588 new
chairs in new theatre in course of
erection at Frederick, Okla.
The Majestic, Tulsa, Okla., is
installing new chairs and equipment.
The new Lawton, will open at
Lawton, Okla., Sept. 29th.
A. B. Momand was in Oklahoma City past week arranging
new contracts for National Screen
Service for Momand chain of theatres.
S. J. Davidson has leased the
Modern, Cornell, Okla., and will
install sound.
Fred Morley visited Griffith
.\musement home office past week.
Vance Terry will open his new
Woodward at Woodward, Okla.,
in near future.
The Eaton at Waynoka, Okla.,
is installing new electric sign.
S. E. Pertle, who owns the
Grand at Macon, Mo., has asked
the city council for permission to
keep his theatre open on Sunday,
and that if permission is given, that
he will install sound.
Griffith Amusement Co. has let
contract for erection of new theatre at Hobart, Okla.
Jewell Gershon, formerly directing manager of the three theatres
of the U chain at St. Joseph, Mo.,
has been named assistant manager
to Frank Ponton at the Kenosha,
Kenosha, Wis.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
MOTION PICTURE VITAPHONE OPERATOR at
liberty, good references. Go
anywhere. Non-union. Box
610, Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New York City.
HOW
ABOUT
IT:
Showman with proven ability
desires connection with cii*cuit or independent house as
manager or lobby artist and
exploitation manager. Thoroughly experienced in theatre
operation and exploitation of
same. References the best,
six years with present circuit.
I n V e s tigate. Exploitation,
Box 600, Motion Picture
News, 729 7th Ave., New
York City.
THEATRE MANAGER :
ten years' experience in managing vaudeville and motion
picture theatres. Best character and ability reference.
WiU go anywhere. Box 605,
Motion Picture News, 729
7th Ave., New York City.

Exhibitor
Items
In
Md.-Va. Circles
'T^ HE Rialto, residential house,
1 Baltimore, operated by Associated Theatres Co., J. Louis
Rome, general manager, re-opened
September 16, after having been
renovated.
Julius Goodman, proprietor of
the Ideal, Hampden, Baltimore,
Md,. caught a bad cold when he
went to Covington, Va., to bring
his son back from summer camp
there.
Mrs. J. M. Shellman, wife of
the Motion Picture Editor, Baltimore Sun. their son and daughter,
and Mrs. Shellman's brother, who
was driving, narrowly escaped serious injuries when car in which they
were riding skidded on wet road
and collided with heavy truck.
They were returning from Eastern
shore of Maryland. Slight bruises
were suffered by the occupants.
Joseph Kavanaugh, assistant
manager Loew's Valencia, Baltimore, has returned from vacation.
Stanley Gosnell, assistant manager Loew's Stanley, Baltimore,
has returned from two weeks' vacation in Dover, Del. Mr. Gosnell
will be transferred to another
Loew theatre. A farewell party
was given him recently by £. E.
Pensel, manager Loew's Stanley.
The wedding of Martha Gatewood Mullen and Stewart Bryan
Tucker, house manager of the
Byrd, Richmond, Va., took place
recently.
The Isis, Belvedere and Academy, Lynchburg, Va., formerly
owned by C. M. Casey, have been
purchased by Paramount-Publix,
and that company also plans building a 1,500 seater there on the car
barn site, it is said.

Nixon's Academy, Hagerstown,
Md., was added recently to Stanley
Crandall theatres in that city.
.-\cademy will be re-opened soon.
Houses will be managed by F. M.
Boucher.
Musicians' contracts at Loew's
Colonial, Bijou and Richmond
Theatres, Richmond, Va., have not
been renewed due to the installation of sound equipment, it is said,
and organists are no longer employed at these houses.
Extensive renovations are being
made on Murphy Opera House,
Front Royal, Va.
Harry Brown, Tiffany-Stahl
representative, and F. L. McNamee, radio representative, explained details of five-year franchise proposition of these companies before members of the
Maryland M. P. T. 0., Inc., at a
special
meeting August 30, Baltimore.
Community Theatre, Cherrj'dale,
Va., has been re-opened and renamed the Virginia, by R. T.
Blaiden, Jr. This house is owned
by R. T. Blaiden, Sr., and a synchronizing mechanism has been installed.

la. Exhibitors Discuss
Franchise Plan
THE
Legion, Marshalltown,
Iowa, is reopening this fall
and is under new management with
Don Thornburg, some years ago
manager of the Casino, Marshalltown, in charge. Mr. Thornburg
was in Des Moines last week to
purchase new equipment for the
Legion.
Between seventy-five and a hundred exhibitors of the state met at
the Hotel Savery on August 6 at
a special gathering at which time
representatives of RKO and Tiffany-Stahl explained to the theatre men the new franchise in connection with a five year contract.
Grace Veenstar who has been
with the office of Paramount in
Des Moines for nearlv nine years
is leaving to go to California where
she will perhaps go into another
line of work. The girls of the
ofi'ice gave her a. partv at the home
of Mrs. W. R. Campbell, while the
office staff presented her with a
fitted bag.
Pierce and -Stack, who have the
Princess, the Rivoli and the Opera
House at Oskaloosa, are putting in
new sound equipment of the General Electric make. New installation will cost $10,000 and will replace previous installation of
equipment costing $2,900. The
sound equipment is used at the Rivoli, the larger theatre.
E. P. Hoasack of the theatre at
Pella and Miss Ellen B. Larson of
the theatre at Decorah were visitors at the office of M-G-M.
A. H. Blank purchased new
Inbbv equipment to complete the
Englert at Iowa City which was
remodelled within the last few
vears to make it Iowa City's leading theatre.

EMPIRE

Norman Green, who comes from
the Paramount at Omaha, is acting as assistant to Jack Roth, manager of the Paramount in Des
Moines. Chester Friedman, who
comes from the Metropolitan at
Houston, Texas is his aide.
Jess Day is acting as manager
of the Rialto at Burlington for the
A. H. Blank chain of independent
houses. Mr. Day was in Fort
Dodge last week to open up a new
house there for the Blank interests.
Omar Kenyon, who was manager of the Majestic, of the Blank
chain, before it was torn down, is
to act as house manager for the
President in Des Moines this winter. Work is rushed to make it
readv for the opening on SeptemRKO was host to a long list
ber '14. last week including Marof callers
tin Peterson of the Gem at Armstrong, C. E. Ridgeway of the
Lyric at Coon Rapids, Ellen B.
Larson of the Lyric at Decorah,
John Waller of the Lyric at Osceola, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dunsmoor
of the Capitol at Marshalltown,
Clayton Bacon of the Strand at
Creston.
The Crest, Creston, has been
purchased by A. B. Pace, mayor
of Massena, Iowa. George Coilman will manage the Crest.
The town of Cillisca voted on
the question of Sunday movies for
the third time in two years and
this time won for the Sundav show
following agitation by Frank Pennington, former theatre operator ar
Clarinda, Iowa. He declared that
with the Sunday movie privilege
that he would spend at least $25,000 in the erection of a modern
theatre in Villisca with a seating
capacity of 350 and that he would
also
"talkies."
A. install
J. Diebold,
who recently sold
houses in Cedar Rapids to the
Publix interests retains two smaller
houses there.
Mr. Kalatos, who has been operating the Olympic at Cedar Rapids, sold the theatre recently to
acago.
partnership concern from ChiParamount entertained the following callers in Milwaukee, to
book pictures : Clavton Bacon of
Creston ; J. E. Michael of the
Strand at Leon ; F. G. Sterns of
Corydon ; E. P. Hosack of Pella.
.A.rthur Thiele of the Des Moines
Theatre Supply Co., will be in
Chicago this week to look over a
new projector.
J. H. Roth, manager of the
Paramount. Des Moines, was host
to a couple thousand youngsters
whose birthdays fall in August during the annual funfest held annually in cooperation with the Des
Moines Tribune.
Ted Emerson, manager of the
Strand in Des Moines, is due to
win a bet of $50 from George Watson, manager of the Des Moines
if he succeeds in telling nothing
but the truth until midnight of Saturdav.

FILM
MODERATE

I to 10
Containers
I I to 50
"
51 to 100
"

VAULTS

Concessions To Union
Avert Cleveland Strike
GENERAL strike closing all
te theatres
was avertwhen local
edlegitima
stage hands
were
granted a five dollar a week wage
increase. The Ohio Theatre, playing Klaw and Erianger production, opened the season September
8th as originally announced, but
the Hanna, home of Shubert shows,,
will remain closed until further
notice, according to manager Ansley Whittendale, because of failure to come to an agreement with
the musicians' union. The situation affects the legitimate theatres
only. Negotiations are pending between local motion picture theatre
owners and s the musicians' union,
and operator and stage hands are
working under a temporary injunction granted the theatre owners.
Christy Deibel, who used to manage the Paramount, Youngstown,
when it was called the Liberty, last
Saturday won the senior gold
championship of Ohio.

A

Jess Fishman has sold a DeForest Phonofilm to A. E. Kaufman for the Kaufman, Mt. Pelier,
Ohio.
Herbert Kaufman and his Columbia crew have moved into their
own offices on the sixth floor of
the Film Bldg.
W. F. Maginnis of the Tivoli,
Lorain, was the first exhibitor in
this territory to sign a Tiffany.Stahl five year franchise.
John B. Dutton, district engineer for Radio Receptor Co., has
established local headquarters in
the offices of the Oliver Moving
Picture Supply Company, 1705
East 21st St. He announces a new
secondary or double channel amplifier for theatre under 100 seats.
With regret we announce the
death of the mother of Ted Meyn
at her home in Kansas City on Labor Day. Meyn, who was organist
at the State Theatre and had asked
to be transferred to K. C. on achis mother's condition, will
remaincount ofthere.
Harry Young has resigned as
change.
manager of the local Universal exFred Desberg, former general
manager of the local Loew theatres, has returned from summer
pleasure trip abroad.
The Eagle, Hamilton, Ohio, is
again operating, after having suffered about $3,000 damages when
an explosion occurred in the projection booth. Albert Rollins, operator, was badly burned.
A. M. Horater of Toledo, has
taken five year lease on the Marvin, Findlay, and is remodeling
house for sound.
Lew Thompson is back wirh
Universal after an absence of about
five years.
Howard Dennison, who left
Cleveland some time a.go to become
associated with the FBO office in
Pittsburgh, is back as booker for
Independent Pictures, Inc.

INC.

PRICE FILM STORAGE

$ .75
50
40

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Over
100 Containers
Cases per month, 20 to 25 reels

$ .35
1 .00

Bryant 2180-2181-2182

\
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COMPLETE

Picture

News

RELEASE CHART

Production* are listed according to the name* of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
m short-cut toward such information €U he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
Tllle

AMKINO
Title

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
E. Cesarskaya-A. Zhukov
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial nim
Russian Cast
A. Buchma
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Aellti fRevolt of the Robots)
Flames of the Volga
Hei Way of Love
in Old Siberia (Katorga)
Krissln
Lash o( the Czar
Moscow Today
>Prlsoner8 0f the Sea
Tares Shevchanko
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Coming
-ym.

Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Dec.
Feb.
May

Length
Reviewed
...2900 feet..
23
...7000
feet..
30
.. 6000 feet..
17 .6500 feet .
.July 27
20
19 .. 7000 feet..
9 ..6800 feet..
..6600 feet..
11
7000 feet..
13
15 78 16000 feet.
.. 6500 feet..
1 ...6500 feet..
18.

Attraction*

Star
S. Svashenko
Special Cast
Special Cast
E. Kuzmina-A. Sobolevsky

Arsenal
General Line The
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Rel. Date

Rel. Date
Length
Oct (tentative)
i ; ;, . ., \
Sept. (tenia ve
Sept. (tentative)

Reviewed

ReT. Date

Reviewed

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title

Star

Logan-Colller-Todd
(Silent Version)
Behind Closed Doors
Valll-Glass
•tjDonovan ABaIr, The (F. 4 0.)
„.„,„.
(AT)
Holt-Revler-Colller, Jr
(Silent Version)
Borden-Graves
Eternal Woman
Faker The
Logan-Delaney
Miiler-S.anley-Prouty
•tSFail of Eve 'A. T.)
*t {Father and Son
Holt-Revler-McBan
(Silent Version)
ards
Lyon-Mason-Rob
The
Marine.
♦tIFlyIng
(Silent Version)
•tJUne Wolfs Daughter (D)
Lyteii-Oimstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
♦tTrial Marriage
Kerry-Eilers-Robards
(Silent Version)
•t JVounaer Generation (D)
Hershoit-Basquette-Cortez
(Silent Version)
♦tJBachelor Girl, The

Coming

SOUND

24. .
,,
11 . .
11..
18. .
2 .

Feb
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

18
18..
1..
10 .
10. .
4 .
4..

R«l.

Date

5. .
5..

.7140
.7189
.5812
.5538
6245
.6310
.6765
.5951
.5736
.7154
.6186
6671
.6639
.6506
.7866
.7246

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet .
feet..
feet..
feel..
feet .
feet..
feet .
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..

Mar. 30
April

8

.June 22
.June 8

Length

.Mar.

9

.May 25
Mar. 23

Reviewed

6700 feel

SHORTS

Star
Rel.
Buddy Doyle
26 Subjects released twice a month
Bergman-Manning
Frank Crumit
Mannie Smith
Murpny-Morrlson
Jack Wilson
Jules Betdsoe
Betty Combe
Nan Biackstone
Released twice a month
Novelty
Novelty

Date

Length

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel

June

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
June 15
June 8
:

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

S

Title

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al All
Adrienne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher- Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy

Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse

"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane

* Mttma lyackromiti tcore.

Rel. Date

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
2reels
1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
Mar. 24 .
Jan. 13 . 2 reels
April 28. . .2 reels

Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April

8. .
17 .
2 .
27..
17 .
24 .
28 .
21 .
24 . ,
27 .
18 .
3..
7, . ,

f MeoMU nmnd e§tcU.

Helter Skelter
Her Bin Ben
Gene Stone
Her Gift Night
Billy Dale
Honeymooniacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen. . Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match.. Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupino Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Perak. The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It In
Al Alt
Served Hot
CilH Bowes
Smart Steppers
Al St. John
Social Prestige
Monty Collins
Sole Support
"Big Boy"
Studio Pests
Jerry Drew
Summer Saps
Lupino Lane
Those Two Boya
Collins-Dent
Time to Expire
Gene Stone
Top Speed
Al Alt
Walking Fish
Our World Today
What a Day
Monty Collins
What a Pill
Billy Dale
What a Trip
Vernon Dent
Whoopee Boys
Monty Collins
Wise WImmIn
Jerry Drew
Title

'

June
Mar.
May
July
Aug.
May
June
April
Jan.
July
May
Mar.
May
Jan.
July
May
Jan.
Mar.
May
Feb.
Jan.
April
June
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
Aug.
June
Mar.
May
Mar.
July
Jan.
June
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

16. .
10 .
19..
28. .
11..
26 . .
2. . .
21..
6. .
21. .
5. .
24 . . .
5..
13...
14..
19. .
20. .
24. .
19. .
24..
20. ..
21 . . .
30. .
10. .
3. .
23. .,
4. .
30 . .
17. . .
5. ..
24..,
7. .
13...
16 . .
16. .
13. . ,
10. . .
31. ..

Length
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.Ireel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels

.2 reels

Reviewed
May 23
Fet>.
April
Aug.
Aug.
May
June
Mar
Mar.
July
April
AprtI
Mar.
Feb.
July
May
Dec
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June
Mar.
Mar.

2
20
3
10
11
1
16
30
13
13
13
18
2
13
18
IB
28
28
2
2
20
13
19
30
17
3
18
30
38

July 13
May
June
Dec.
Jan.

28
IB
IB
12

SHORTS

Star

•tJAsk Dad(F4D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Clyde-Hill-Dent
•tjBees' Buzz, The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
•tJBIg Palooka. The (F & D)
Gribbon-McPhalll-HIII
*t{Bride"s Relations, The (F & D). . Burke-Gribbon
♦tjBroadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
♦tJBuylnga Gun (A. T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
♦tSCold Shivers (F& D)
McKee-Hutton
*f{Constabule, The (F & D)
Clyde-Hiil-Gribbon
*t5Crazy Nut, The (F & D)
Pangborn-Oakiand-Murray
»t§Don't Be Nervous (F & D)
Lloyd Hamillon
*t JEliglbie Mr. Bangs, The (F & D) . . E. E. Horton
*t{Flre Proof (F & D)
Lupino Une
•tJGIrl Crazy (F & 0)
Clyde-Bennett
•t§HisBaby Daze (A. T.) (F & D).. .Lloyd Hamillon
♦tjHIsBIg Minute (F& D)
Lloyd Hamilton
*t§Ja2z Mammas (F & D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
•tJLIon's Roar. The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
•tf Look Out Below (A. T.) (F & D) . . . Raymond McKee
•t{Lover*8 Delight (F&D)
Arthur-Garon
*t{Lunkheads. The (F&D)
Clyde Gribbon
♦tJMovIng Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
•tjOidBarn (F& D)
Johnny Burke
♦t jOn the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
♦tJPrince Gaby (F&D)
E. E. Horton
•tJRide on a Runaway Train (D)
Special
♦tSRIghl Bed. The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
•tJShip Mates (F&D)
Lupino Une
*t}Soclal Sinners (A. T.)
McKee-Byron-Fltzgerald
*t§Studlo Stunts (D)
Hodge-Podge
•tJTickiish Business (F & D)
Collins-Dent-Drew
♦tJTrustlng Wives (F&D)
E. E. Horton
•tiWhlrls and Girls (F&D)
Gribbon-Clyde
•tiZlplBoomI BangI (F&D)
McKee-Coilln-Glass

Rel. Date
Feb. 17...
July 21 . . .
April 7...
May 12. .
Jan. 13. . .
Mar. 10...
July 14..
May 19...
Aug. 11 . .
June 2...
July
7. . .
Jan. 13. . .
Sept. 8..
June 9..
Aug. 18...
May
5...
.June 30. .
Dec
9...
Aug. 18. . .
June 31 . . .
Sept. 1 .
June 9. .
Feb. 3...
July 21 . . .
Sept. 15. .
May 26. .
April 14. . ,
April 21 . .
SeoL 1. .
SepL 1..
Aug. 25..,
June 23. .
Feb. 24. . .
Mar. 17. . .

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2
.2 reels
reels

Reviewed
Feb. 18
July 20
May 18
June IB
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
June
July IB8

.2.2 reels
reels

Feb.

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

June 1
July 20
Dec
1

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

9

July 13
Feb. 16
June IB
May 18
May 11

July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

FIRST NATIONAL
June 8
July 13

EDUCATIONAL
Air Oeitiy
Aunlle'g Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beautle* Beware
Best Dretsed Woman In World.
Cloud Patrol. The
Contented Wives
Delicious and Refreehing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
Fake Flappers
Flier, The
Foul Wheel Brakea

"Big Star
Boy"

ALL-TALKIE

Attraction*

Tltia
Star
•tjBroadway Hoofer, The (A. T.). . . Jack Egan
•tjBroadway Scandals of 1930 (A- T.). Special Cast
Taylor-Collier Jr.-Ralston
♦tSCoiiege Coquette, The
Belle Baker
•tjCradle of Jazz The (A. T.)
Holt-Graves
ttlFllght
•flHurrlcane (A. T.)
John Mack Brown
•tjLadies of the Evening (A. T.)
•tJLast of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
Bert Lytell
*t{Llghl Fingers
Kelth-Revler-Nye
•f jMelody Man. The
•tIRoad to Broadway, The
O'Day-O'Nelll
•ttSlsters (A. T.)
Belle Baker
•tISong of Uve (A. T.)
Title
•tlAt a Talkie Studio (A. T.) (D.). .
*t(Coiumbla-Vlclor Gems (D)
•tJFailIng Stars (A. T.) (D)
•tlGay Cabsllero The (A. T.) (D.)..
•tjjallhouse Blues (A. T.) (D.)
•tlMemorles (A. T.) (D.)
*t|My Wife (A. T.) (D.)
•llOld Man Trouble (0)
•ijparlor PesI (A. T.) (D.)
•tf Snappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
•t (Talking Screen Snapshots
•tITelkIng Screen Snapshot
•IJTalkIng Screen Snapshots

Feb.
. ,
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June

Length
.5927 feet
.6245 feet
.5779 feet

Rel. Date

Reviewed
April 13
Mar. 30
May 25
Jan. 12
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Aug. 3
Mar. 18
Mar. 23
Dec. 22
Aug. 10
Feb. 3
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 16

FEATURES
Title
♦({Broadway Babies (D)
California Mail
*t {Careers (A. T.) (0)
Cheyenne
♦tChlldren of the Rllz (0)
Dancing Vienna
•tSDIvlne Udy, The (D)
•♦{Drag (D)
♦tSGiri In the Glass Cage (D)
•tlHIs Captive Woman

(D)

•t}Hot Stuff (D)
•t{Houseof Horrors (D)
Lawless Legion

Star
Alice White
Ken Maynard
Dove-Moreno-Myera
Ken Maynard
Mackaiil-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
Lyon-Mara
GrI i th-Wamar
(Sllen iVerslon)
Baithelmess-A. Day
Young-Nye
(Silent Version)
Sllls-Mackalil
(Silent Version)
Alice White
(Silent Version)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Ken Maynard

^ Meant voice (inci iding dialogae and Incidental aonga^.
D Mtau ditc. F M eant tonnd-on-6lm.

Rel. Date
June 30
April 7 .
June 2
Feb. 3
Mar. 3
Feb. 17
Jan. 13
Mar. 31 .
April 14
July 21
June 22
April
Feb.
May
April
April
April
Mar.

Length
Reviewed
. . 8067 feet
. . .5448 feet
8435 feet
June 1
. . .5944 feet
. . 6426 feet . . . .April II
.6296 feet
. . 5683 feet
. . .9914 feet. . . .Feb. 8
. . 8993 feet
.. 7fi4? feet ... June 29
... 7159 feet
6705 feet
7 ... 7992 feet .. April I
3. .. 7692 feet .. .Jan. 18
B . . .6774 feet. . . .May 18
21 . , .74fi'- 'eel ...Mar.
9
28
5919 feet
7. . . 5656 feet. . . .SepL 22
3
6109 lest

A. T. aflrr title mteant All Talkit.

^
September

14 ,

Tills

19 29
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Star

*tl-Oveand the Devil

Sllls-Corda
(Silent Version)
*t§Man and the Moment
Billie Dove
(Silent Version)
*t5Prisoners (D)
Corinne Griffith
(Silent Version)
Royal Rider The
Ken Maynard
*tSaturday's Children (D)
Corinne Grirtith
(Silent Version)
*tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklln-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
♦tJSmMIng Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... .Moore-Hall
•♦tISquall The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)
•tSvnfhetIc Sin (D)
Collfcn tVloore
*t§Twin Beds (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Miller
(Silent Version)
•tSTwo Weeks Off (D)
Matkalll-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
■•tJWeary River (D)
Barthelmess-Compson
(SllenI Version)
*tWhy Be Good (D)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Coming
Title

Rel.

Date

Mar.
Feb.
July
Mar.
May
May
May
April
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
July
May
May
Jan.
July

24
24
7
17.
19.
5
5
14
10
17.
27
31
26
12.
6
14.

May
April
feb.
Aorll
Mar.
Mar.

12.
28.
10
7
17.
3.

Length
6588
6370
7086
. . .6539
. . .7857
7383
6063
7950
. 6727
. . 5405
. .6238
..8550
. 9456
. . .7085
Hi^V
. . .7286
5902
. 80hi
. . .6701
7978
75BS
. . .7507
.. .7067

Reviewed

feett ...Aug.
feet
feet
feet
feett ...June
feet ...May
feel
teet
feet
feet
feet ..July
I... May
feet
feet
feett
»pel ...July
feet . . . Jnn.
feet
teet . June
feet
teet ...Feb.
(net
feet
feet .. Jan.

10
1?
1
4

20
18

Rel. Date

Length

*t5Broadway '-'ostess.The'A.T.) (D)Billie Dove
♦t§Careless Age The (A. T.) (D;... Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young
Sept. 15
6308
*t§Dark Streets (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Lee
Aug. 11 ... .5416
*1§Fast Life (A. T.) (D)
Fairbanks Jr.-Young-Morris....Sept. 1
7541
*1 §Footlight and Fools (A. T.) (D) . . Moore-Hackett
*t§Forward Pass The (A. T.) (D). . Fairbanks Jr.-Young
*t§Girl From Woolworth's (D)
Alice White
*f|Great Divide The (A. T.) (D)....Mackaill-Keith-Loy
•tJHard In Get lA T.mO)
Mackaill-Burns
Sept. 8
7324
*t§Her Private Life (A. T.) (D)
Billie Dove
Sept. 8. ...6488
*t§lsle of Lost Ships The (A. T. (D) Valii-Robards-Beery
*t§Ja22 Queen The (A. T.) (D)
Dorothy Mackaill
*t§Lady Who Dared The (D)
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd
*t§Lilies of the Field lA. T.) (D)
Corinne Grirtith
♦tlLittle Johnny Jones (A. T.) (D) . . . Buzzell-Day
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.) fD)
*t§Most Immoral Lady A (A.T.) (D) . Leatrice Joy
"No No Nannetle" (A. T.) (D)
Bernice Claire
♦tSParis (A.T.) (D)
Irene Bordoni
*t§Sally (A. T.) (D)
Marilyn Miller
*t§Woman on the Jury A.T.) (D). . Dorothy Mackaill
*t§Young Nowheres (A. T.) (D)
Richard Barthelmess

27
2
29
26

Reviewed

feet
feet
feet

feet
feet

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Star

Title

Length

Rel. Date

*t5Behind that Curtain (A.T.) vF&D)
♦JBIack Magic iF & Dl
*t5Black Watch The (F & D)
*tBlue Skies (F & D)
*tCap<ain Lach (F & D)

Baxter-Moran
Dunn-Holland
McLagien-Loy
Twelvetrees-Albertson
Vicfor-McLaglen
I'. ilenl Version)
*t{ChasIng Through Europe (F 4 D)..StuartTCarol
Christina iF & D)
Gaynor-Morton
*tExalted Flapper (F & D)
Carol-Norton
*tFar Call The (F & D)
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
♦tFour Devils (F & D)
Gaynor-Duncan
♦tjFour Devils The (F & D)
Gaynor-Duncan
*t§Fox Follies The (A.T.) (F & D).. Special Cast
♦tFugitives (F & D)
Bellamy-Terry
Silent Versloni
*t|Ghost Talks The (A. T.) (F & D).Twelvetrees-Eaton
*tGirls Gone Wild (F & D)
Carol-Stuart
iSilent Version)
*t§Heartsin Dixie (A. T. ) (F & D)..Fetchit-Muse
*t§ln Old Arizona (A.T.) (F & D). . Lowe-Baxter
*tJoy Street (F & D)
Moran-Stuart
(Silent Version)
*t5Lucky Star (F & 0)
Gaynor-Farrell
(Silent Version)
*t§Making the Grade (F & D)
Lowe-Moran
♦tJMasked Emotions (F & D)
George O'Brien
*t§Not Quite Decent (F & D)
Coilyer-Cresser
(Silent Version)
»tNew Year's Eve (F & D)
Astor-Moiton
*tOne Woman Idea The (F 4 D)....LcRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
•tPlastered In Paris (F. 4 D.l
Cohen-Pennick
*t§Pleasure Crazed (A.T.) (F 4 D).. Marguerite Churchill
Protection (F 4 D)
Burgess-Elliot^-Page
*tSin Sister (F 4 D)
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
*tSlrong Boy (F 4 D)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
*t§Speakeasy (A. T.HF 4 D)
Page-Lane
♦tTrent's Last Case (F 4 D)
Griffith-Day
♦tSThru Different Eyes (A.T.) (F4D) . Baxter-Lowe
♦tTrue Heaven (F 4 D)
O'Brien-Moran
(Silent
Version)
*t{Valiant The (A. T.) (F 4 D)
Paul Muni
♦fVeiled Woman The
Tora-Vincenti
♦tWoman from Hell The (F 4 D). . Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)

feet.
June 30. .8300
8725 feet
June 2 . 84S7feet
May 26 .5367 feet
Mar. 17. .5453 feet
Jan.
6.
6371- feei
Jan.
6 .5581
feet
June 9.
8955 feet
Mar. 30
5520
feet.
May 26. . .5313 feet
Ap.il 28 .
Anril 2H . . 52HVtpel
.9295 feet.
Sept. 19.
feet
Sept. 19.. .6500
8291 feet
May 25
5331 feet
Jan. 27 .
Jan 2?
SJSbiHei
.6395 feet
Feb. 24.. .5232 feet
Mar. 24 . 60Ub teet
Mar 10
6650 feet
Mar. 10 .
Jan. 20.. .8724 feet
feet
May 12 . .5754
May 12 . . 575 4feet
.8400 feet.
Aug. 18. .
Aug. 18 . 7000 feet
.5024 feet.
Feb. 17. .
.5100 feet.
May 19 . . .6 reels . .
April 7 . .4653 feet
April 7 .
.5958 feet
Feb. 24 . .6111 feet
June 2 .
June 2 . . .6106 feet.
5641 feet
Jan. 23
July 00 . .5560 feet
.5511
feet
May 12 .
Feb. 10.. .6072 feet.
605J
I
eel..
Feb. 10
feet.
Mar. 3.. .5150
.5526
feet
Mar. 3..
Mar. 24 . .5775 feet.
feet..
Mar. 31 . . .5809
April 14. . .4991 foot..
.5531
feet..
Jan.
20. . 6563 teet
Jan. 20
feet..
May 19. . .5537
April 14. . .5192 feet..
.5442 feet..
April 21.. 548!) feet
April 21

Reviewed
July

6

May 25
:>eb.

9

..Apirl

6

May 25
.June 22
June 1

279
2
29
8

.^May 18
May 25

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

(A. T.
*t|Cock-Eyed
World The
If &0)
Lowe-Damlta-McLaglen
♦tJFrozen Justice (A. T.) (F 4 D). . .Ulric-Fraier
*t§Girl Downstairs (F 4 D)
O'Brien-Moran
•tJHurdy Gurdy (F 4 D)
George Jessel
♦tRiver (F 4 D)
Farrell-Duncan
•t§They Had to See Pans (F 4 D).. . Will Rogers
•tjWordsand Music (A.T.) (F4 D). .Moran-Patricola-Percy

SILENT
Title
Alclne Pastoral, An
Azure Coast. The
Bonnie Scotland

Call of the Deep

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety

Variety

* Mtant tynchronizeJi Mcort.

Rel. Date

Length

reel . . .
reel

June N

3 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 30

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June IB

2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

.

1 reel
3 reels
1 reel

.....Sept 8

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Sept. 8

Reviewed

.6420 feel.
.6000 feet.

ReL Date

„

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

26 .
28...
9...
30 ..
30.
30. .

Mar.
Mar.

22 .

April 1 .
May 18 .
Mar. 9
May 11
Mar. 16.
16 .
Mar.
Jan. 19
April 20

Length . Reviewed
.7803 leet
feet.... Nov. 24
.7142
79«n feet
.6345
feet
May 28
.Feb. 23
.7880 feet.
.Feb. 23
.8268 feet
.Feb. 2
7524 feet
9372
feet ...Feb. 18
.571 6 feet... April 20
.61 77 feet.... Jan. 10
.4943 feet
.6?.ie teet... April 20
.6201 feet
.9044 feet... Feb. 18

Sioux Blood

(Silent
Busier Version)
Keaton

April
April

•tTrall of '98 (D)

Jan.
6...8799teet
Feb.
9
Jan.
5 .. 8799 feet Mar. 24 '28
June
25
.
.
.
7783
feet.
.
.
July
13
July 20 .... 7883 feet
June 25 .. .7783 feet
July 13

SIngleMan.A
*tSingle Standard, A

Ivan Mosjoukine
Halnes-Dunn
Tim McCoy.
Tim McCoy
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
(Silent Version)

•tTlde
•tJTria ofI ofEmpire
Mary (D)
Dugan. The (A. T.) Adoree-Ourvea
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hackett
*t§Unholy Night The (A._T.) (D).. . . Young-Torrencs-Sebas'ian
•tiVolce of the City (A. T.) (D)
Wlllard Mack
.Silent Version)
•tJWhere East Is East
Chaney-Velez- Taylor
'twild Orchids (D)
Garbo-Asther .

reel

Sept 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . Jan. II

*t{Splte Marriage

Casanova
Man, A
Last Raid
Telegraph
(D)

Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)

Reviewed

1

Cody-Prlngle
Garbo-Asther-Brown
(Silent Version)
McCoy-Frazer

Loves of
•tMan's
Morgan's
Overiand
*t§Pagan

5818 feet
Length
reel

June

. June 22
17
7351 feet ..Aug.
..June
1
8651
6484 feet
feet. . .June 8
16
61 79 teet.
25
6683 feet.
S
5264 feet.
2.
481Sfeel
Feb. 2
27
7459
27. . . .7359 feet
feet .
Jan. 12... 5596 feet
July
6574 feet
July 29
29 . . .6474
feet. .. . .Aug.
.Aug. 33
April 20
4811 feet

*t§Thunder (D)

1
Mar. 3 .
May 26. . . .^
July 21 . . . 1
July 7: , .1

f Mean* sound effect*.

•fFlylng Fleet (D)
Novarro-Page
•tSCSreat Power. The (A. T.)
Soeclal Cast
*t§His Gloiious Night (A. T.) (D). . .Gilbert-Owen
•tjldle Rich. The (A. T.) (D)
. . Nagel-Lnve-Hyams
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheyney (A.T.)
Shearer-Rathbone.
(Silent Version)

*t{Thunder

.Apg. 10

SHORTS
Rel. Date

•tiBroadway Melody (A. T.) (D)...Pag9-Love.Klna
China Bound
Dane-Arthur
*tDesert Nights (D)
Gilbert-Nolan
Desert Rider
Tim McCoy
•t JDuke Steps Out (D)
Haines-Crawford
(Silent
Version)

6590 feet

Sept. 15

Sept. 8
Aug. 18

*tiAlla8 Jimmy Valentine (D)

Del RIo-Forbes
(Silent Version)
Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)

10611 feet
Nov. 17

Reviewed

Reviewed

Feb. 17... .1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

Rel. Date
Jan. 31.
.Mar.

Star

Joy-Bronson
fSMent
Version)

..April 20
..Feb. 16

Length
1 reel

FEATURES
Title

•tSBellamy Trial. The (D)

. .June 8

Revlewea

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

.May

;'Mar.'23
. April 6

Rel. Date

Length

Star
Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubin.

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent
Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damita-Version)
Alvarado
(Silent
(Silent Version)

Sept. 29
July 20
June 1

Length
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel . ..
reel
reel
reel. . . .
reel
reel ... .
reel
reel
reel. . . .

SHORTS

FEATURES
Title
Thru the Breakers
•tjTImes Square

All at Sea
*t {Bridge of San Luis Rev (D)

4

1
1
1
1
1
. . .1
1
1
.. .1
1
... 1
1
1
. . .1

GOTHAM

July 27

.May
4
June 15

Rel. Date
June 23
June 9
Mar. 17
Aug 4
Oct. 28
Jan. 20.
Jan.
6
Mar. 31
Feb. 17.
May 12
Feb. 3
Aug. 19
April 13
April 28.

T'tle
Star
•t I Across the Seas
Royal Hawallans
•tSAt the Ball Game
Joe Cook
•tjBath Between
Clark-McCullough
♦tJBelle of Samoa The (A. T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark 4 McCullouBh
•tJBeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
•tSBrldge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•t§Corpus Christie
Raquel Meller
•tJDIplomats, The
Clark-McCullough
•t} Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Orexel
•t j Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie LIghtner
•tSFamily Picnic
Raymond McKee
•t5Forget-Me-Note (F)
♦tJFrlendshIp (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
♦tSFurnace Trouble (A. T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•tSGeorge Bernard Shaw
Interview
•tjGhosts
Mutt 4 Jeff Cartoon
♦t {Going Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•t§Happy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
*t}ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
♦tjintervlew The
Clark-McCullough
♦tSKnIfe. The (A. T. (F)
Uonel Alwlll
•tSKnIghts Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
♦tjLadles' Man
Chic Sales
•t{Medlclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark 4 McCullough
tSMIIIer 4 Fa/rell (F)
3 Songs
tJMInd Your Business (F)
Herbert 4 Bard
♦tJMusIr Fiends, The (A. T.) (F)... Clark 4 McCullough
♦tJNapolcon's Barber (A- T.) (F)
Otto Malle$on
♦*}Nlqhtle Knights
Clark-McCullough
t{Old Tunes for New ((0
Dr. SIgniund Spaeth
•t}On the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Frledland 4 Revue
•tiPagllaccI— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
tJRoyal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Son o Proaram
•tSSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
tiSound Your A (F)
•t}South Sea Songs ami Dances
Royal Hawallans
•tiStewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley
•tSThey're Coming to Get Me
Chic Sales
•t{Treasurer'8 Report
Robert Benchley
*t{Waltzlng Around (A. T. (F)
Clark 4 McCullouah
♦tjWater Boy
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
♦tjWhIte Faced Fool
Lionel AtwIII
tJWhy Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

..Feb. 23
April
Mar.
Mar.
Dec.
. June

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varl Ity
Variety
Variety
Variety

MOVIETONE

Attraction*

Star

title
Cup of Coffee, A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Ea/th
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
Vest Pocket Republics

June
July
July
Feb.
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
April

Mar.
June
Sept.
April
April
May
Feb.

15
66

66 . 6500
7047 feet...
feet ..' Feb.
!

2

23
6552feet
8 . .10821 feet . Apr. 13
7427 feet
feet ...April II
14
8193
.5319 feet
13
13
6500 reel . . . Mar. 23
4
6235 feet ...April 6
23

A. T. Young.'.
after title
*t§Wisedialogue
Girls (A. and
T.) (D)incidental *ong*J.
The Nuge.nts-Lee'.'.'.' mtean* All Talliie.
voice C'nelading
D§ Mean*
Mean* ditc.
F Means toand-on-Um.

Motion

lOUi

SHORT
nile

SUBJECTS

Title

Star
. Ufa Oddities
. . Ufa Oddities
. . Laurel-Hardy
. .Ufa Oddities
..Ufa Oddities
. .Laurel-Hardy
.. Ufa Oddities

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An...,
Big Business
Brown Gold
Dealers In Babies.
Double Whoopee. .
Dying Jungle.
ElectTon Day
Fast Freight of Gold
Foundailnnj

Rel. Date
Mar. 18. .
Mu. 2 .
April 20. .
July
6. .
Aug. 3..
May 18. .
Feb. 2.

"Our Gang"
"Our
Gang"
Ufa Oddities

,

Ufa Oddities

Jan. 12. .
May 11..
4. .
May
July
6. .
Jan.
S. .
Mar. 30. .
May 25 . .
April 27. . ,
Jan. 26. .
April 8. .
June 1 . .
Mar. 16..
Jan. 12. .
May 11..
Jan.
6. .
Feb. 9.,
Feb. 16 .
July 20. .
June 8. .
Feb. 2. .
April 13..
May
4. .
Feb. T6. .

That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housel<eepers
Unl<lssc<1 Man. The
Uphlil and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why is a Plumber?

Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars

Mar.
April
May
June
April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

Wiggle Your Ears (Silent)
Witch Doctor

"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga.
Jurtgle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty (Silent Version)
Light ol India The
Little Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movis Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy Noises (Silent Version)
Off to Bultalo
Orlenlai Motoring
Outlandish Manners
Pair ol Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Boozehounds

. Kennedy-Davidson
. Ufa Oddities
. All Star Cast
. Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
. Boyd-Godwin
."Our Gang"
.Charley Chase
So|ln
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities

Length
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.2 reels. ..
.1 reel
.1 reel.
.1 reel
.2J'**!'
reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
2 fee 8
■['eel
■frees
.2I,'eel
reels
.2rBeis
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
I feel
.2 reels
.1 reel.
.2 reels

.21 fee]
reels
.
. .2 reels
.2
reels
. .1 reel
„Zfees,
, 'feel
. 2 fees
.
2 fees
April 6.. 2 fees
May 25 . . ' feel
23.
13.
25
22.
27.
19.
2.
30.

Reviewed

June 19

June

8

.June

1

•■•:■•■•
-""'y

8

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title

Star

♦t}Anna Christie (A. T.)
Greta Garbo
♦i§Battle of the Ladles (A.T.)
♦tJBIshop Murder Case. The (A. T.)
•t SBugie Sounds, The (A. T.)
♦tfCoilcge Life fA. T.)
Starr-Nugenl-Montgomery
'jColton and Silk (tentative) (A.T.) Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
**5Devotion (A. T.)
*t§aynamite (A. T.) (D)
Pickford-Wood-Nagel
»■ jDynamite (A. T.)
Pickford-Wood-Nagel
•UEva Ihe Fifth lA. T.)
Lcve-Hackett-Doran
•T jFive O'clock Girl, The (A. T.). . . . Davies-Arthur-King
•tfGiri in IhcShow The (A. T.)
♦tSHalieiujah fA. T.) (D)
Colored Cast
♦i§Happy Days (A. T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
•tjInsiA. T.)
•'jJudlcial Murder (A. T.).
* 1 5 Lights and Shadows (A. T.)
•' SLord Byrcn of Broadway (A. T.)
♦tj'Vlsdame X (A.T.) (D)
Ruth Chatterton
•tJMarianne (A. T.)
Davles-Shaw
(Silent Version)
Masked Stranger, The
Tim McCoy
•tiM-G-M Hollywood Revue of 1929
(A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
*t{Mnntana (A. T.)
*t§Mysterious Island The
Hughes-Daly
*|§IMavy Blues (A. T.)
Haines-Page
•1§Nijc Bahy (A. T.)
Gordon-Hcitz-Waidrldge
*t§Our Modern Maidens (D)
Crawford-Page-LaRocque
•15Pennanl
Winning
Battery, The

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

11550 feet. . .July 27
11583 feet
July 27

Picture

Star

Rel,

PARAMOUNT

9711 feet

FEATURES
Title
Aug. 17. .. .8832 feet. .. .April 20
May 25
11659 feat. . . .June 29
Oct.
5
Nov. 23
Aug. 24

6976 feet

Mar.

2

May

4

•tJAble's Irish Rose (D)
•tBetrayal, The

Star

Rel. Date

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version)
Jannings-Ralston-Coope.
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

Jan.
Jan.
May
May 11
Jan.

*tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
*tSCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.)
(F)
Powell-Brooks
(Silent Version)
*t{Carnation Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
(Silent Version)
Case of Lena Smith. The
Raiston-Hall
♦t§Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
July

4Rogers-Carroll
Marx Brothers-Eaton-Shaw.
.._..... ^.
Bow-Arlen
(Silent Version)
*t§Dangerous Woman A (A. T.) (F) . Bacianova-Brook
(No Silent Version)
*t§Divorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F)
MacLean-Prevost
(Silent Version)
•tJDoctor's Secret, The (A T.) (F) . . Edeson-Chatlerton
(No Silent Version)

Gilbert-Naoei-Adoree
Giibert-Naael-Adoree- ••••■•••

.Sept. 7. ...8932 feet
.7184 feet

Halnes-Page-Percy

SHORTS

Title
AI Wohlman (D)
Al the Club (D )
Bernard & Henry (D)
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Bernardo De Pace (D)

Star
3 Songs
8 Victor Artists
3 Songs
3 Mandolin Solos
Mandriln Sr'los

»t§Berth MarkslA. T.) (D)
*t§Blg Squawk The(A.T.) (D)
Bob Nelson (F)
Bob Nelson (D I

Laurel-Hardy
Chariey Chase
3 Songs
3 Sonqs

*t{Boxing Gloves (A.T.) (D)
Carl Emmy's Pels iD)
Climbing the Golden Stairs
Confession (A. T.) (0)
Copy
Crnig Camnhell (D)

"Our Gang"
Dog Act
Charles King
Ames-Nye
Rotcoe Karns
3 Sonqs

• SD.id's Day (A. T.j (D)
jlJnd's Day (A. T.)
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
Elsa Ersi «nd Nat Ayer* iF)
Em(l Borneo (Dl
Fuzzy Knight 'Dl
.
George Dewey Washington (D)
George Dewey Washington (D)
George Lyons D)

"Our Gang "
"Our Gang"
2 Violin Solos
3 Songs
2 Songs
3 Songs
3 Songs
3 Songs
3 Songs
3 Songs

* Mtam

'tSCIose Harmony (A. T.) (F)
(F

Love-King
Lawrence Tibbett

lynckromzed gcort.

'::::::::'::::'.

. :..■.■.'..■.■.■.■.■.■.

Nov. 2
8391 feet
July 13 .. 8796 feet
July 13.,
RB«.=„i"
'""'"^*'
ReL Dale
April 6
May 18..
April 13..
Jan. 18..
May
4
'.June
May
iVIar.
June

1
25
16
29

July 13
April 20
(T. color).
Jan. 12..
June

1

Length
.897
838 feet
feet
.686 feet.
Ireel ..
690 feel
1807 feet
1710 feet
1 reel
^4 Ipet
2 reels
897feet
2 reels
2reel8
2 reels
641 feet

July
6. . . .2 reals. .
2 reels
Feb 23.. ■ 1 feel
June 29.. 808feet
Mir 23. . ■'feel
..,June22 . 5"'eet
June 8.. 608 teet
Feb.
2. ■\ feel
.Mar. 23. . •'feel
Feb. 9.
'feel

f Meant toand tfftctt.

.July 27
"^

(No
Silent Version)
Bennett-Chattenon
Menjou-Compton
(Silent Version)
*t}Gentiemen of the Press (A. T.(F).. Walter
Huston
(Silent Version)
•t§Dummy, The CA. D (F)
•tJFashions In Love (A. T.)

*t5Greene Murder Case, The (A.T.) Po*ili-EHril)9-Arlhur
*t§Hole In the Wall (A.T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
•tHomecoming. The (Ol
Hanson-Pario
*t§Hungarian Rhapsody The
Pario-Fritsch-Dagovar
Reviewed
(Silent Version)
*t§lnnocenfs of Paris The (A. T.) (F) Maurice Chevalier
(Silent Version)
•tjinterference (A.T.) (F)...
.Powell-Brent-Brook
(Silent Version) . . .
•tJLetter, The (A. T.) (D)
Jeanne Eaoels
(Silent Version)
•tLoooIno the LooD (D)
Werner Krauss
*t§Man I Love The (A.T.) (F)
Arien-Brian
(Silent Version)
Marquis Preferred
Meniou-Gonklln
*t§Night Club (A. T.) (D)
Brice-Rooney
April 13
Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)
DIx-Kane-Hall
♦t§Rainbow Man The (A. T.)
Dowling-Nixon-Darro
April 13
(No Silent Version)
•tRedskin (T-color) (D)
RIcnard DIx
(Silent Version)
*l5River of Romance The
Rogers-Brian-Collyer
*t{Shapwarn Angel. The (0)
Cooper-Carroll
(Silent Version)
StalrsofSand
W. Beery-Caslle-Conklln
StalrsotSand
W. Beery-Castl»-Conkiin
*tiStudlo
Murder
Mystery
The
(A. T.) (F)
Eldridge-Oland-Conklln
(Silent Version)
Sunset Pass
Holl-Conklin

§ Mean* voice (laclading dialogae and incidental tongt),
D Means disc.
F Memu toand-on-Um.

Length
.10471
feet.. Revtewed
6.
Jan.
12
Nov. 17
5. . .10187 feet. . ...May
11
11... 6492 feet . .
.... 6614 feet ...
12
8264 feet..
Dec
8
.7171 feet... Mar. 23
16
5943 feet
16
6290 feet ...Mar. 2
2
71 56 feet
2
.7229
feet... Jan. 19
19
6164 feet

23
Mar.
Mar.23

Version)
(Silent
W Beejv-Vldor-Oland

tT
''.;.•::.;:::
.1 IfiSption
(A l!r
•tJPevue
of Revues
•t } Road Show, The (A. T.)
♦1 {Rngue's Song, The (A. T.)
♦tjShip From Shanghai, The (A.T.)
•tjSong ol the Sunset (A. T.)
•USong Writer, The (A. T.)
♦tSSpoedway (A. T.) (D)
•tSTablold (A. T.)
Telling Ihe World

SOUND

Reviewed

June 22 — 661 feet
Mar. 2 .. 1 reel
April 6 (T. Color) 1043fL April 6
Jan.
B (T. color! 1 real
May 29. . . .734 feet
April 13
Mar. 9.
2 reels
2 reels
.1934 feat..
.793 leet...
T.)'(D) !'.".'.'.'.'..
Irving Aaronson'9 Comnuindert
(D). .3Roach
Band Slurs
Nos .'...'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .Miy
June 11.
*t§HurdyGurdylA.
.
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Our
Band Gang"
Nos
Feb. 9. .1 reel
feet...
Jan Garbof's Band 'D)
3 Band Nos
May 11 . .888
Jimtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
Feb. 18. ..2 reels. ..
Keller Sisters and Lvnch 'O)
3 Songs
Mar. 30 . , .1 reel
*t§Leaping Love (A. T.) (D)
Chariey Chase
June 22..
1. ..22 reels
reels. ..
•tLlberty
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 26 . .1858 feet.
*t§Madamo Q (A. T.) (D)
Jocelyn Les
June 8. .1926 feet.
Man Higher
Waithall-Edeson
May 11 , 1 reel . . .
Mnrlon
HarrisUp,<FiThe (D)
April 13
2 Sonos
Jan. 2B
2 reels.
*t§Men 0' War (A.T.) (D).
Laurel-Hardy
June 29.
Metro Movietone Revus No. 3 (Fj.. All-star Cast
Jan. 26 (T. color) 2 reels
Metro Movletono RevB* No. 4
All Star Cast
April 27 (T. color) 2 reels
Nearly Divorced (F) ..
Sherman-Chadwicit
Jan. 19 — 2reel8
•tMovie Night
Chariey Chase
May 11
2 reels
♦JNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
Feb. 9
2 reels
July
♦tSOid Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
2 reels
On ihe March (F)
William O'Neal
April 27. .. .1696 feet
•t {Popular People CA. T >
Charley
Chase
2 reels
feet
June 15. .1736
"Our Gang"
*t§Railroadin' (A. T.) (D)
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs.
Mar. 2 . 1 reel
174 feet
Aprina
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs.
.766 feel
Robert Chlshoim (D)
3 Songs.
April
13. . .1 reel
May 25.
Apnl 13
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
Mar. 9
reels
'tRuby Lips
Charley Chase
Jan. 19. ..2
.1154 feet
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hltchcocl<
June 8. . .2042 feet
Shin Ahnv 'Dl
Snltalny Band Revue
Aorli 20
.2330 feet
*t§Small Talk
(A. T.)
(D) (D)
"Our
May 20.
18. . .2 reels
*t§Snappy
Sneezer
(A.T.)
CharieyGang"
Chase
July
Soup ol the Roses (Di
Gus Edwards Revue
Feb.
2. . AT.crioi) 1 reel
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Mar. 16. . 2 reels
April 6
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Mar. 30. . . 1 reel
April 6
Taking the Air (D)
Blitmore Trio
June 15. . .1 reel
.
.2
reels
♦tThafs My Wife
Uurel-Hardy
Mar. 23.
. .2 reels
•tThin Twins
Chariey Chase
April 13.
.465 fort
Tita Rutto (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
May 18.
Ukelele ike (F)
2 Songs
Jan.
5. ..1 reel
..465 feet
P.'',?'*'^ ""^ '^' v . .., . • ;. ,. ^ Son^s
May
*t§Uriaccustomed As We Are (A. T.)
.1940 feet.
,/°' y o
A
Laurel-Hardy
May
4. . . I reel . . ...July 13
Jan. 19
2 Sonqs
Van and Schenck (F
.1 reels
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Mar. 9
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
April 27. .. .833 feet.
Vincent Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
Feb. 184.
1 reel
.April 3
•t{Vodevllle (A. T.)
Laurel-Hardy
2 reels
•tWIggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"
April 6
2 reels
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
Feb. 23... .21 reels.
reel
July 13
♦fWrongAgain
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 23.
Vvetts Rugel (D)
3 Songs
June 15.
.702 feel.

.tJChlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)

{Thirteenth
Chair,
the' (A;
'^.::"J^::
*t§Twelve
Hours
of Love
(A. T.j
T.) '.'.'.'"^
•tJTradcr Horn
Harry Carey
*t{Untamed
Joan Crawford
♦tViking The (Technicolor)
Starke-Crisp
*tiWonder of Women, The
Stone-Wood
(Silent Version)

Length

Gilbert-Sullivan Male Ensemble ID) Song Proaram.
Gordon and Squires (0)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards InternafI Review (D).. All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (Dj
Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
•*Holy
TheT.)
*t5Hay Terror
Fever (A.
Charley Chase

aT"'
"""""".."":'""':...
""van & Schenck
(A. T )
Lnvprs
♦tSPieasurfi

William Haines

Date

News

May 2313
.April
July 13
May 18
July

6

Jan.

26

7081 teei
teet. .
7145
8R13 'oof .
.6500 feet

July 13
Mar. 16
June
1
.July
July 13

7278 feet .
7395 feet
]Mar. 23
6643 feet
. ,
5386 feet
5270 feet
5832 feet
Feb. 9

Mar. 9. . . .6354 feet. ... Mar. 9
June 29 .6325 feet..
June 29.
.6024 feet..
May
4.
.7167 feet.. A'lq.
May 1718
Seat. 7
.6^11 foot .
April 27. .. 5850 feet .
Feb. 18
.8104 test . .Nov.
April 24
20
Aug. 3. ..6137fe9t . .Aug.
10
Aug. 3. ..6165feet .
May 25.
.781 5 feet .
6148 feet .
Jan.
6 .
.74^7
eet . OcL 27
. .Jan.
5 .
.6S43feet .
..April 13
.51186 feel
Mar. 16
April 13. .5490 feet
.M«r. 18
.6876 feet .
!.April
April' 23
20
May 25 . 6669 feet. . .Feb.
27
May 25
.6453 feet
Feb.
2
6506 teet
Jan. 28
Feb. 23
Aug. 17
Aoril 20 .4000 feet
.
7256
feel
Aug. 27
April
May 18.
Dec
.8630 feet.
. 7643 feet
Feb. 23 .7402
feet
Feb. 23
.7009 feel
.Jan.
Feb.
July 29
Jan. 12 .7373 feet
Jan. 12
.
June 8 ..4900 feet.
June 8. . .7112fi>et
.6600 feet.
June 1 .
May
4
.6070 feet
June 1 .5862
feet
Feb. 9

A. T. after title mteant All Talkie.

September

/

14 ,

Title

19 2 9

1017

Star

♦tSThunderbolt (A. T. (F)

Bancroft-Wray-Arlen
(Silent Version)
•HTons War fA. T.) (See Chinatown NIghtt)
»t§Wheei of Life The (A. T.) (F). . . . Dix-Ralston-Heggie
(Silent Veision)
•tJWIld Party. The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
(Sil enl Version)
•tWIngs
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
(Silent Version)
•tSWolf of Wall Street The (A. T.)
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
(Slienl Version)
•tSWolf Song (D)
Cooper-Velez
(Silent Version)

SILENT

Ret. Date

Length Reviewed
feet... June IS
June 22 . . .8571
June 22. . 7311 feet
June 22. . ..5153 feet
..6305 feet
8. . .7167 feet... Mar. 30

April
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

. 6036 feet

8. . 12267 feet
5. .
12267feet Aug. 26'27
9. . .6810 feet
Dec
9. . .6396 leel
30 . .6060 feet ...Mar.
30. . .7021 feet

SHORTS

Title
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Auto Suggestion
Cow Belles
Crarv Doings (Christie)
FIvInq Yeast
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Fur Peace
Gold Socks
Happy Heels (Christie)
Hospitalities
Hat Aches
His Angel Child (Christie)
Joint Affair, A
Ko-Ko's All Wet
KoKo Beats Time

Star
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Kraiy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon

Rel.
Mar.
July
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
June
May
Jan.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Mar.
June
Feb

KoKo's Crib
Ko-Ko's Focus
KoKo's Hoi Ink
KoKo's Knock-down
KoKo's Reward
KoKo's Saxophonles. ..""
Ko-Ko's Signals
|j)ne Shark, Tne
Love Spats
No Eyes Today
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Off the Deck (Christie)
♦t{Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A. T.).. .
Papa Spank iChrlstie)
Petty Larceny
Reduced Weights
Reckless Rosie (Christie)
Rough Dried (Christie)
Sappy Service (Christie)
Sheepsklnned
Single Bliss (Christie)
Stage Struck Susie
Tight Places (Christie)
Torrid Toreadors
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Vanishing Screams
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie).

Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Song Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Frances Loe
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Bobby Vernon

Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Feb.
Aorll
Mav
April
April
Jan.
Jan. 26.. . .1 reel
. .2 reels
Feb.
23.. 1 reel
Feb. 2. . .2 reels
May 25. ..1 reel
Feb. 2. . .1 reel
2 reels
April 6
April 20 , .2 reels
April 13 , .2 reels
Mar. 30 . .1 reel
. 2 reels
Mar. 30
May
4. .2 reels
Mar. 9. . 2 reels
April 7. . . 1 reel
Mar. 16 . .2 reels
Mar. 2. . . 1 reel
Jan. 12. . .2 reels

SOUND
Title

Reviewed

Title
*t{Applause (A. T.)
•*48ackstaae Blues (A. T.)
*t5Dance of Life The (A T.)
•tj Oarkened Rooms (A. T.)
*t{Four Feathers, The
•t{Gay Lady, The
*t§Glorifying the American Girt
♦t^lluslon (A. r.)
*t§Jealousy (A. T.)
♦tjLady Lies, The
*t §Laughing l-ady. The (A. T.)
♦tJMedals
*t {Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu

June 29

•t§Adam's Eve fA. T.)
•t{Afler Soben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
*t{Apartmenl Hunting (A. T.) (F).. . Special Cast
*t{Blrd
n the Hand. A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
•t{Blshop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
*t(Booklovers (tentative) (A. T.)
Special Cast
•t§Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah Minnevltch
(No Silent Version)
•t{Blue Songs (D)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•nCarnlval Man, The (R
Walter Huston
♦fjChinatown
Song Cartoon
tSCrooning Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
•fDaisy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
•t{Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t{Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F) . . Special Cast
•tJFaiso Alarm Fire Co., The (F). . . .Smith-Dale
*15Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
*t§Falal Forceps. The (A. T.)
t{Favorlte Melosies (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
*t{Florlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F)... Special Cast
♦tSFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
♦tJGood Bye, My l^dy Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.)... Lois Wilson
•tlnighlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t§Hint to Brides, A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
•t{Hls College Chums (A. T. (F). . Eddie Peabody
*t§Hil or Miss (A. T.)
•t§Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
*t{Humorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*tilf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tjlnsplration
Schubert's Songs
•tJInstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Alien
•tjit Happened to Him (A. T.) (F).. .James Barton
•t{Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charies Grapewin
•t§Just One Word (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
(No Silent Veision)
•tjKlsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•IIKnlghtsIn Venlc«(A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t5Ladies' Choice (A. T.)
Chariie Grapewin
•tSMeet the Missue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
*ti Melancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tiMoonshine (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•fMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•tiMusIc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tSNow and Then (F)
Special Cast
*tiOft in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.)(F)
Special Cast
•t{Old Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•t{Post Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) Raymond Griffith
*t{Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
^■^
(No Silent Version)

Length
.2 reels
May 18.. .2 reels
.2 reels
Mar. 9. .
Feb. 18.. .2 reels
eb. 23..

PARTHENON

Reviewed

reels
Feb. 23. . .1H
. 1 reel
1
reel
Mar. 16..
1 reel
June 1. . 2 reels
May
4
2 reels
June 22
.1 reel
Mar. 9
July 20.. 2 reels
reels
Mar. 16.. . 12 reel
June 15.. .1 reel

May 25. .
April 13 .

.2
.1
.2
2
2
1
2
2
.1

May 11 . .
.
April 20..
May 25 .
April 13 .
Jan. 26..

. 834 feet.
.1 reel. . . .
.1 reel
1 reel
2 ree 8
.615 feet..

April 27..
July
6 .
April 8. .
July 20. .
April 13 .

reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel

.2teels

Feb. 2 . . .2 reels
reels
April 20. . .2
July
6. . . 1 reel

8.. .2 reels
6. . . H reel
2. . .2 reels

Feb. 23. . .2 reels

t Mtcau lound effects.

..Mar. 2
AprtI
Mar.
May
Feb.

27
30
18
23

1
1
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel

June 29. . . .1 reel
Feb. 2.1 reel
Sept. 7
2 reels
1 reel
Jan. 6
805 feet
June 1.
Feb. 9.
June 8.
Feb. 16.

1 reel
reels.
. 12 reel

Feb. 23
Feb.

.1 reel

May 11 .... 2 reels
Mar.
May
May

2
1 reel
4
1 reel
4. . . .2 reels

Rel. Dale

Mar.

0

Length

Reviewed

..
Sept. 7... 10619 feet. .. .June 29
7472 Feel

Sept.

April 20

8

Aug. 10
Aug. 10

Aug. 24

7267 feel
7695 feet

June 15

7536 feet
.
May 25

Star

Rel. Date

May 25

PATHE
Title

Mar. 2
Mar. 18

Forty-Five Calibre War
*t{Geraldlne (F)

Coleman-Loft
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

•t{Godless Q

Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent
Version)

1

Feb.

2
'^

Mar.

9

Feb.

2

June

1

2

May 11
Mar. 23
Mar. 9

June 15

Rel. Date

Reviewed
Feb. 16
feet
..Mar. 9
feet
feet.
feet. . .Sept i
feet.
feet
feet
May 28
.6965 feet... April 13
.6898 feet
6870 feet
.7423 feet... May t

. 4790
6959
.5587
.9328
.9019
.4840
.5743

William Boyd
(Slienl Version)
*t{Lucky in Love (A. T.) (D & F).. . Downey-l.^wford
•f {Mother's Boy (D & F)
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)

Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May

24. . .
24. . .
17. . .
12..

jINed McCobb's Daughter (F)
*t{Nolsy Neighbors

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

.601 5 feet... Feb.
.6998 feet
12... .5735 feet
27... 651 1 feet
27, . . .
3. . . . .6511 feet
3. . . .6684 feet... July
3. . . .6349 feet
Mar.
4... 6902 feet
June
4
6808 feet.
20. . . 6132 feet.
20. .. 4554 feet..
Nov.
20. . . 5438 feet..
31. . . 5477 feet..
31 . . .
April
7099 7eet. . .Feb.
31 . . . .6134 feet.
31,. . ,

,The (F)

•t{Leatherneck, The (F & D)

•fJOffice Scandal (F)
*t§Paris Bound
♦1{Sal ol Singapore (F)
Ship Comes In, A
•tSShady Udy, The (F)
Sin Town
*t(Square Shoulders (F)

Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Harding-Fenton
Haver-Hale
Dresser-Schildkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Alien-Fair
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

SILENT

Feb.

Reviewed

17. . .
20
20.. .. ..
31...
31 . . .
17...
16. . .

•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F)

Mar. IB

reels
reels
reels
reels

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

Hawk of the Hiiis
*t§High Voltage (A. T.) (D i F)
June

Star

Length
6
6
6
6

Length

FEATURES

Mar. 16. . . 2 reels
Mar. 23. . .2 reels
June
April
Mar.

Reviewed

PICTURES

Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So JIn-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Feb.2...

.2 reels
Feb. 9. . 1 reel
Mar. 23 .
. 2 reels
SepM4 .
Mar. 30..

fBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

.1911 feet

6. . .1 reel

Lr.igth

FEATURES

.2 reels. . .
June 15. . .1510fe«t.
Jan. 28..
Jan.

Star
Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack
Carroll-Skelly
Brent-Powell
Arien-Wray-Poweil-Brook
(Silent Version)
Gertrude Lawrence
Eaton-Healev
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
Jeanne Eagels
Huston-Coloert
Eagels-Brooks
Gary Cooper.
Oland-Arthur
(Silent Version)
Poweii-Ralston-Kane

•t{Polnted Heels (A. T.)
*t§Return of Sherlock Holmes, The
(A. T.)
Clive Brook
*t ^Saturday Night Kid, The (A. T.) . . (Clara Bow
*tSoul of France The
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
*t 5Vagabond King, The (A. T.)
KIng-MacDonald-Oland
•t{Virginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
*t5 Welcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t{Why Bring That Up (A. T.)
Moran & Mack
*t{Woman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
•tJYouth (A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

Title
Rel. Date

Date

Coming Feature Attractions

SHORTS

Star

* Xtant gynckroiuzei icore.

Date
Length
2 . ..2 reels
6.. ..1 reel
S.. ..1 reel
236... .2 reels
.1 ree'
19.. .. .2
racs
22..
11.. . .1 reel
. . 1 reel
19 . . 2 reels
19 . . .1 ree!
16 . . .1 reel
8 .
. .2 reels
1 . . . 1 reel
16..
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
239 .. . . 1 reel
9.. . .1 reel
18..
. .1 ree!
20.. . .1 reel
8 . . .1 reel
23 . . .1 reel
13..
4 . , .1 reel
. .1 reel
12 . . .2 reels
27 . .1 reel

Title
Star
*t {Schubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•t {Schubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Sertes
*1 {Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
*tiSchubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSldewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t{Sleeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
♦tjSmiles
Song Cartcon
•tJThat Party la Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silent Version)
•t{Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
*t{Two Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
•tSTwo Little Chinese Maids (F). . . .Chang-Kuma
•t{Vilal Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
•t{What Is It? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
*t§When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t{Wives on Strike (A. T.)
•fYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•tYe Olde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•1 (Zlegfeld MIdnite Frolic (A.T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

ReL

Title
All Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back 10 the Soil
Ball Park. The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot, The
Black Book, The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways
Break of Day, The
Button My Back
Cabaret, The
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught In a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shave, A
Clunked on the Corner
Cold Steel

8
30
23
17
236

SHORTS

Star
Hainos-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlioht
"Aesop Fables"
Blllv Bevan
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Mewu disc. F Meaus soand-oU'fUm.

9

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Jan. 13
2 reels
June 15
1 reel
Jan. 10
2 reels
Mar. 3
1 reel
May 19
1 reel
May 11
Mar. 24
1 reel
April 21
1 reel
April 13
July 21
10 episodes. July 20
Mar. 17
1 reel
Mar. 18
Mar. 31
1 reel
Mar. 30
Jan. 27
1 reel
Feb. 24. . . .2 reels
Feb. 18
Aug. 25
1 reel
Feb. 3
2 reels
June 9
2 reels
Feb. 10
2 reels
Feb. 2
Mar. 3
1 reel
June 23
2 reels
July
B
Jan.
6
2 reels
Jan.
&
July 7
1 reel
July

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

\
Motion
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Title
Cop's Bride, The
Cycle of Erosion .The
Dogging It
Don't Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute. The
fire Detective, The (SeriiJ)
Fish Day
Fish and Feathers

Star
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportllght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"

ReU
April
Jan.
Mar.
June
Aug.
Mar.
May
May

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Oent
Footwork
Sportllght
Forest People of Central Africa
Educational Rim
Girls Will Be Boys
Sportllght
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great Ice Age of North America
Educatlnnal Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islanda.. .Educational Film

April
Mar.
June
Jan.
Feb.
ftb.
Feb.
Mar.
Fab.

House Cleaning Time
"Aesop's Fables"
In His Cups
"Aesop Fables"
Kidnapped
"Aesop Fables"
Knowing the Ropes
Rice Soortllqht
Ud and His L^mp, A
"Aesop Fables"
Ladles Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Land o' Cotton
"Aesop Fables"
Little Game Hunter. The
"Aesop Fables"
Matchmaking Mamas
Burke-Ellers-Kemp
Masai, The
Educational Film
Midsummer's Day Dream, A
"Aesop Fables"
Mild or Mighty
Sportllght
Night Watchman's MIstaka. The
Johnny Burke
No Children
Halnes-Coombs
No Vacation
Halnes-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportllght
Polo Match, The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Halnes-Coombs
Queen Bee, The
"Aesop Fables"
Queen ot the North Woods (Serial).. Clair-Miller
Right Technique, The
Sportllght
Rodeo, The
Star Cast
Rhythm
Sportllght
River Driver, The
Sporllight
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Him
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportllght
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Three Game Guys
"Aesop Fables"
Tomato Omelette
Halnes-Combs
Under Dog, The
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Halnes-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportllght
Watch My Smoke
Halnes-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportllght

SOUND

Title

SHORTS

Star

synchronized score,

f M«uu

Coming
Title
•t{Awful Truth, The (A. T.) (F).
*t{Blg News (A. T.) (F)

*t{Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F)
*t{Parachute (A. T. (F)
♦t{Play Boy (A. T.) (F)
*t{Oh Yeah (A. T.) (F)
♦t§Red Hot Rhythm (A. T.) (F)
*t{Rlch People (A.T.) (F)

Length
.2 reels
Mar 24. . . .2 reels
Dec. 22. . . .2 reels
Aug. 4. ..
SepMS
2 reels
Aug. 4
.11 reel
July 21 . . . 2" reels'
Feb. 16
. .1 reel
June 2. . .1 reel
June 23 . .1 reel
June 9.
reel
May
5 .. .1
. 1 reel
May 26. .2 reels
April 21 . .2 reels
April 13 . . 1 reel
Oct. 14. .2 reels
Mar. 16 .. .. .1 reel
Sept. 8... .2 reels
Sept 29. . . .2 reels
Oct 13. . . 1 reel
SepL 22 . . . 1 reel
May 12.. 2 reels
Feb. 2. . .2 reels
Dec 29.. .2 reels
Aug. 11 . .
Oct. 20. . .2 reels
July
July
Sept.
May
Nov.
Feb.
May
Nov.
July

14.... 22
28
.2
1. .2
19
.2
24.
.2
23.
.2
18.
.2
3. .1
7.

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel

Feb'. 10
1 reel
July 28
Ireel
July 28. . . .1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Aug.
June
April
Dec.
July
April
OcL
Dec
Aug.
Sept.
July
June
June
Aug.
July
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
June
June

18
2 reels
2. . . .1 reel
14 . . .1 reel
8 . . .2 reels
21
2 reels
28
1 reel
27 ...2 reels
23
1 reel
18. . 1 reel
8. . . .2 reels
28
1 reel
2
1 reel
30
1 reel
11.1 reel
28
1 reel
8.1 reel
25. . . .2 reels
18.1 reel
19 .. .2 reels
16 . 2 reels
9.1 reel

toand efitcU.

Reviewed
Mar. 23
July 13
July
• ■
June
June
June
April
May
April

20
13
-1
15
1
27
25
13

Aug. 10
May 11
June

July
Feb.
2
..July 20
July 20

June 1
May 11

Aplrl 27
Aug. 17
June
July

1
6

Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June 15
June 1

News

AttractioDs

Star
.Ina Claire
(Silent Version)

*t}Bachelor's Secret A (A. T.) (F).. . Alan Hale
*f {Big Shot The (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t{Clothes (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t{Cra8hlng Through (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t{Flying Fool, The (A. T.) (D 4 F)..Boyd-Prevosl-R. Gleason
*t{Grand Parade, The (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
'Greenwich Village Follies, The (A.
T. (F)
(Silent Version)
*t{Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F)
Ann Harding
♦tSHIs First Command (A. T.) (F). . . Boyd-Sebastian
(Silent Version)
*t{Hot and Bothered (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
(Silent Version)
*t{Negligee (A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
*t§Officer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
William Version)
Boyd
(Silent
William Version)
Boyd
(Silent
Armstrong-Lombard
(Silent Version)
Eddie Quillan
(Silent Version)
Armstrong-Jas. Gleason
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
Length
Aug. 10
5930 feet
Sept 7. . . .6028 feet

Reviewed

Feb. 22. . .. (tentative)
Nov. 30. . . . (tentative)
Jan. 11

(tentative)

Mar. 15. . . .(tentative)
6748 feet. . . .June 22
Nov. 18. . . .(tentative)
Nov.

2. . . .(tentaUve)

Sept 28. . .. (tentative)
Nov. 2. . . . (tentative)
Mar. 1 . . .. (tentative)
Feb. 1 . . . . (tentative)
Nov. 30. . .. (tentative)
Feb. 15. . .. ^(tentative)
Mar. 22
(tentative)

I

Jan. 18. . . . (lentetlve)
Oct. 12. . .. (tentative)

ale-Dunn-O'Keefe-Crawford.
Oct 26 .... (tentative)
(Silent
Version)
Constance Bennett
Oct
5
(tentative)

(Silent Version)

*t{Racketeer (A. T.) (F)

Armstrong-Lombard
(Silent Version)

Nov.

*t§Sailor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)

Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

Sept 14

*t{Sophomore (A. T.) (F)
Quillan-Loff-0'Nelll
(Silent
Version)
*t{Treasure Girl (A. T.) (F)
*t{Thi8 Thing Called Love (A.T.) (F) Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t5Saratoga (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
(Silent Version)
*t{Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T.) (F)
Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
(Silent Version)
*t{Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)

(Silent Version)

9

(tentative)

Aug. 24. . . .6526 feet. . . .July 13
Nov. 23. . . . (tentative)
Feb. 8. . . .(tentaUve)
Mar. 8
Doc
Jan.

(tentative)

7. . . . (tentative)
4
(tentative)

Oct 19. ...(tentative)

RKO
FEATURES
Title

Rel. Date

,t}At the Dentist's (A.T.) (D & F). . .LeMalre-Slmon
♦tSBarbers' College. The (A. T.)
♦tjBeach Babies (A. T.) (D & F)
Kemper-Knapp
♦HBIack Narcissus (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
♦tBugville College Days {D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*tBy Land and Air (F & D)
"Aesop Fables"
•tjClothes Make the Man (A. T.)
•tClownIng the Game (D 4 F)
Sportllght
*tjConcentration
"Aesop Fables"
•tConditioning
Sportllght
♦tJCrystal Champion
Sportllght
•tSCustard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
*t {Dancing Around (A. T.) D & F).. .LeMalre-Phllllps
•t{3arklown Follies (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*tDinner Time (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tJDoIng Phil a Favor (A.T.)
•t§Dutfers (A. T.) (D & F)
Sportllght
♦tJEnd ot the World (A. T.)
♦tSFairways and Foul (A. T.)
♦tJFancy That
Frawley-Dewey
•ISFaithful Pup (D&F)
"Aesop Fables"
*15FiftyMilesFromBroadway(A.T.). . Watson-Mervllle
•tSFowl Play (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
•f {Garden of Eatin (A. T. (D & F). . The Gleasons
*f {Gentlemen of the Evening (A. T.)
*f{Go Easy, Doctor (A.T.) (D & F)..LeMaire-Slmon
•t{Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.)
Harry Holman
♦tlHaunled (A.T.)
*t|Her New Chauffeur (A.T.) (D&F). . Simon-Teasdale
*t{His Operation (A. T.)
*t{High Toned (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
•t{Honesl Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t{lnand Oul (A. T.)
"Buck* Bubbles"
♦tjjall Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t{Uncoln (Special reel) A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings
♦t§Mldsummer's Day A (D & F)... ."Aesop Fables"
*t{Modern Rhythm
Sportllght
*tSPalhe Audio Review
Released Every Week
•fjPathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
*t{Plumber8 Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D&F)
LeMaire-Simon
•t{Pressing His Suit (D 4 F)
Topical Tips
♦tPreslo Chango (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
♦f {Rubevllle (A. T.)
•t {Salesman, The (A.T.)
•iSkating Hounds (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tSSmooth Guy. The (A. T.)
•tSlage Struck (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t {Stone Age Romance. A (D 4 F).. "Aesop Fables"
♦ijSyncopaled Trial (A. T.)
Seymour-Morley
*t{lopical Fits (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of Iho Day
•t{Topical Nips (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t{Topical Pips (A T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
♦j {Topical Rips ( A. T.)
Topics of the Day
*t{Topical Sips (A. T.WD 4 F>
Topics of the Day
• t {Topical Wits 'A.T.) (D4 F)
Topics of the Day
•1{ turkey for two (A. T.)
Davis-Frawley
*t{Wa8h Day (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t{ Wednesday nl the Riti (A. T.)
•fjWhal a Day (A. T. (D 4 F)
Slmon-Mallory
♦ijwood Choppers (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"

* Meam

July
June
June
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Mar
Jan.
July
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
April
Jan.
June
June
Feb.
May
July
Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
June
Jan
July
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
May
Mar.
June
Jan.
April
April
April
Jan.
Feb.
April

Date
Length
Reviewed
7 — 1 reel
Mar. 30
20 — 1 reel
17. .. .2
.1 reels
reel
May 11
2.. . . 1 reel
Aug. 1 0
11.. ..10 episodes
3. .
. .1 reel
May 18
26. . .1 reel
May 18
28. .
. .1 reel
May
4
28. . ..2 reels
Mar.
16
17..
June 22
23.. . .1 reel
20.. . .1 reel
..Ireel
Feb. 9
17.. ..1
reel
10 .
..1 reel
Feb. 18
24.. . .1 reel
24.. . .1 reel
3..
. .1 reel
Aug. 3
21 . . ..Ireel
July
6
30 . . .1 reel
June IS
23. . .1 reel
Jan. 17
8 .
. . 1 reel
Mar. 23
10 . ..2 reels
3..
. .1 reel
Jan.
B
6. .
5. ...Ireel
May
4
31 ... .2
Mar. 30
.1 reels
reel.
8 . . 1 reel
28.. .1 reel
3. . .2 reels
April 27
23.. .2 reels
10 .
..2 reels
13 . . .
April 13
21 . ..2 reels
Feb.
20. . .1 reel
.1 reel
June 1
2.. .2 reels
June
1
2. .
.1 reel
Feb. 8
17.. .10 episodes
12 .
July 20
21 . .1 reel
24 . . . .2 reels
Aug. 3
4. . . .1 reel
Aug. 10
18.. . .1 reel
3 . . .1 reel
..1 reel
June 1
9.. ..1 reel
Jan. 19
20. . ..Ireel
July
6
7. .
. .1 reel
Jan. 26
3 . . ..2 reels
17. .
. 1 reel
July 20
4.. . .2 reels
May 11
5. .
. . 1 reel
Mar. 30
31. . .2 reels
July
8
30. .
27 . . ..2 reels
April 20
21 . . . .1 reel
Mar. 30
7. . . .2 reels
..1 reel
April 6
4. .
.1 reel
Jan. 12
13. . ..Ireel
Feb. 2
10.. . .1 reel
May 11
28. .

Picture

Air Legion
Amazing Vagabond
Big Diamond Robbery
Come and Get l(
Drifter, The
Fury of the Wild
Freckled Rascal
Hardbolled
Idaho Red
Laughing at Death
Jazz Age
Little Savage
Love In the Desert
One-Man Dog
Outlawed
Pals of the Prairie
Pride of Pawnee
Red Sword
*t§Street Girl. The
*t{Syncopatlen (A. T.)
Trail of the Horse ThIevM
Woman I Love
Vagabond Cub
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback, The

Star
Star
Lyon-Sleeper
Bob Steee
Tom Ml»
Bob Steele
Tom Mix
Ranger
Buzz Barton
O'Nell-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Bob Steele
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Buzz Barton.
Borden-Trevor. . .
Ranger
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
Nixon-Collier Jr.
Betty Compsoo
Downey-Waring* Band
Tom Tyler
Morris-Kerry
Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Dane
T. Moore-Owen

SHORT

Star
Curiosities
Al Cooke
Duncan-Hill
Curiosities

Casper's Night Out
Come Meal
Don't Say Ain't
Faces
•
Follies of Fashion
Heavy Infants
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barnev. A
Jessie's James
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Just a Stall
Kummin' Thru the Rye
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's In Love
Mickey's Last Chance
Mickey's Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug

Duncan-Hill
Al Cooke
Hill-Duncan
Curiosities.
Curiosities
Karr-Ross-Alexander .
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Hellum-Davis
Vaughn-Cooke.
Vaughn-Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davls
Barney Helium
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule.
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium

Novelties

Curiosities.

Curiosities.
Curiosities.
Curiosities.

§ Means voice (inclading dialogne and ineidental longB).
D Meant disc.
F Means toand-on-Hlm.

.6361
6. . ,
7 . . .6081
.6114
13. .
3 . .5264
18 . .5896
6. . .4899
31 . . .4882

feet.
Jan.
feet.
April
feet.
May
Feb.
feet.
Mar.
feel.
feet.
Jan.
feet.
Mar.
Feb. 3. .5940
.4783 feet.
feet.
April 21
June 2 . .6245
5009 leet.
feet.
Feb. 10
.4781 feet.
May 19
.6396 feet.
.4481 feet.
May 17.
.6057
feet.
.Mar. 3
.4776 feet.
.Jan. 21.
July
7
.4750
feet
.June 9.
.6343 feet.
.Feb.
8200 feet.
Aug. 17.
11.
7626 feet
Jan. 13
4823 feet
May 26
6199 feet.
Feb. 10
4717 feet.
Jan. 13
Jan. 20
S957feet.

SUBJECTS

Title
Actualities
Almost a Gentleman
Big Hearted Toots
Birds and Beasts

Odds and Ends
M§Odd Facts
Orlenta

Length
Ret Date

Rel.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
June
July
. May
April
.June
May
May
April
.Aug.
Aug.
May
Jan.
Aug.
filay
Feb.
Jan.
July
June
Apr.
Mar.
June
Sept
July
Mar.
Feb.
June

Date
30..
25. . .
3...
13...

Mar. 13
April 10

July 20
.Mar. 30

Length

.Ireel
2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
3. . .
11... .2reels
.2 reels
21
.1 reel
21 . .2 reels
24
2 reels
11.
Ireel
7.
.2reels
2 reels
28.
21.
.2 reels
26.
.22 reels.
reels.
14
19. . 2 reels.
27.
7.
12
17.
30.
7.
4.
14
17.
9.
30.
2
24
27.
4

Review ad

. . 2 reeli .
..2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
..2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. . 2 reel .
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .1 reel. .
. .1 reel. .
. .1 reel .
. .1 reel. .

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed

June 1(

Oct 20
.Oct
20

A

September

14,

Title

19 29

1019

Star

Pace That Thrills, The
Pot Pourri

Helium-Davis
Curiosities

Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparl<y, Slide
Smile. Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Standing Pat
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Curiosities
Heilum-Davis
Duncan-Hill
HIii-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Aiexander
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hlil
Hill-Duncan

SOUND
Star

Rel.

Date
Length
June 16. .. .2 reels
Jan. 17... . 1 reel
.1 reel
Jan.
2...
July 14... .2 reels
Jan.
6... .2 reels
April 28. . . .2 reels
Jtiiy 9. .. .2reeis
. 2 reels
Feb. 24. .. .2 reels
Mar. 31 . . . .2reels
June 23. . .

SHORTS

Reviewed

Length

Title
Reviewed
Rel. Date
. 1 reel ...
•tJAgeof innocence The (A. T.) (F).Pauia Trueman
Jan. 5. '30... 2 reels. . .
*t§Before Breakfast (A. T.) (F)
iVIar. 9. '30. .2 reels. . .
♦tSBridegroom, The CA- T.) (F)
IVIarc Connelly
Oct 13.. .2 reels. ..
•tjBurgiar. The (A. T.> (F)
iVIarc Connelly
Aug. 11 ... ..2 reels...
•fiCaptaIn of His Roll (A. T.) (F). . . . Vaughn-Coolce-Sargent
Sept. 8.
•tSCicwn Topics (A. T.) (F)
•tJGeneral Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
1 reel
♦tGodfrey Ludiow (F)
Violin Solo
Nov. 10.... 1 reel
*t5Gunboat Ginsberg (A. T.) (F). . . .Nat Carr
1 reel
♦tjHeadwork (A. T.)
Sept. la. . . .1 reel
*t§Hunt the Tiger (A. T.) (F)
Kirkiand-Teasdale-Do Cordoba .Nov. 10
2 reels
*t§Jazz (A. T.) (F)
Duke Ellington & Orcheslra
Feb. 9. '30.. 1 reel
*t}Low Bridge (A. T.) fF)
♦tJMickey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.)... Mickey Yule
Aug. 18
2 reels
June 22
*t{Palooka Flying Sthooi (A. T.) (F)
•tjSong and the Sergeant. The (A. T.)
(F)
Mayll, '30.2 reels
•tjSu Louis Blues (A. T.) (F)
Smith-Washlngfon-Mordeci
SepL 8
2 reels
*t{Strange Interview The(A.T.)(R Sherwin-Knowles
•tjSuitor. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Feb. 2
1 reel
•tjTraveieT, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
Aug. 18
2 reels
♦tJTwo Gun Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)... Nat Carr
Oct. 13... 1 reel
•tjUncie. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
Dec
8....1 reel
•tjWhat Next (A. T.) (F)
•tSWhile Auto Waits (A. T.) (F)
Jan. 12. '30.. 2 reels
*ti Your Own Home Town (A. T.). ..Russ Brown

Coining Feature Attractions
Title
•tICompanlonate
•UDamaged
•tJDance Hail
♦tJDeiightful Rogue, The
•tJFramed (A. T.)
•tjHalf Marringe
•tSHIgh River
•t}Hil the Deck (A. T.)
•tjHunted
•t{Jaz2 Heaven
•tJLadles of Ihe Past
•tJLove Captive. The
*t§Nlght Parade (A. T.)
•tSRadio Revels (A. T.)
•t}Rio Rita (A. T.)
•tSSensatlon (A. T.)
•tjSide S'reet
♦t$Tanned Legs
•tJUpperworid (A. T.)
♦tjVagabpnd Lover, The (A. T.)
*15Very Idea, The (A. T.)
•tJWIld Heart (A. T.)

Star
Olive Borden.
Betty Compson

Mar. 3U, '30

Rod La Rocque

Sept 22

Borden-Blaine

Oct 13

Blalne-Trevor
Betty Compson
Betty Compson
Prevost-Trevor-Gulliver

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

6481 feet

Oct 20
Feb.

9

Daniels-Boles

Sept 15

3 Moore Bros

Sept 8
Sept 29

Rudy Valiee
Frank Craven
Bebe Daniels

Jan. 19
Sept 1 . . . .6139 feet

6965 feel

Star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Hailor
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Raiston-Robards
oln^-Lease
Costello-Lsase
?^.iiT!f,^«

STATE

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

April 15
Jan.
1 .... 5261 feet
Feb. 1... 6092feet
Mar. 15... .5451 feet
.5901 fee*.
feet
Mar. 15 .. .6539
.6539
lee* .. .June
Feb. IS
Ao?ii 1 ^ '
Jan.
16
6242 feet
u^M--M4,V^

8

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Appassionata.
At the South Pole
Battle of Mons, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
Broken Barriers
Captain Cowboy

Star
Leon Malhot
Special Cast
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara
Wilheim DIetarle
Special Cast
German Cast
H. Costeilo-Glass
Yakima Conutt

Cleanup,
TheAir
Code of the
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel, A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody, The
Escaped from Hell
Faces of Children
Fight For Ma'terhorn The
FortheTermofHisNaturalLlfe.
Fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
Hearts of Men
Holy Sinner, The
Into the Night
Jade Casket, The

Charles
Uelaney
Harian-Mariowe
Ivor Novello
Special Cast
Japanese Cast
Holmes-Ait
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby
Murlat Eslerhazy
French Cast
German Cast
Special Cast
Emii Jennings
Warwick-Ward
Harris-Keefe
Special Cast
Agnes Ayres
French Cast

It's Easy to Become a Father
Jazziand
Krassin
Lash of the Czar
Law of the Mounted, The
Ufeof Beethoven
Ufll ( Wild Girl, The
Unda

German Cast
Reynolds-Nye
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
Bob Custer
German CasI
Lee-Undis
Baxter-Foster-Beery. .

* Means synchromzei score,

Dist'r
Rel. Date
Franca Film ...April 23.
Pole PIct. Corp
British New Era
Aywon
Aff. European
Big Three
Ufa
Excellent.
Bell Pict
Excellent Prod
Bischoff
Big 3
Bell PIct....'.
ShockuchI
Crescent
Arfa
Excellent
Aff. European
Zakoro
Ufa Eastern
Australasian
L T. Rogers
Conquest
Anchor
Worldart PIct
Raleigh
Cosmos

Aug.

Ufa
Carlos
Amkino
Amkino
Syndicate
Film Art Guild
Hercules
First Division

f tMeant toand effects.

Length

Reviewed

5600 feet.
SOOOfeet.
6500 feet. . . . Mar. 23
6200 feet
5000 feet
6040 feet
6000 feet
4800feet

5660
5700
1. .7800
9000

feet
feet
feet .. July
feet

6

SOOOfeet
6700 feet
6050 feet
8 reels
8000 feet
6840 feet
llOOOfeet
61 00 feet
6200 feet
6400 feet
6712 feet.
5800 feet.
6000 feet
5700 feet.
7 reels, . .
6290 feet.
4580 feet.
7000 feet.
5300 feet.
6775 feet

Reviewed
Jan. 12
Feb. 16

Aug. 3
Sept 18

Jan. 28

Mar. 23

May 25

Coming Feature Attraction*

SOUND

FEATURES
Anne Against the WorW
Bhttk PearL The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
ShanghaiRose
Some Mother's Boy
TwoSUter^ '^
When
Dreams Come True
Wh.„nr^™.r„™«T«,.

Star
Rel, Date
Length
EnoMsh Cast
Amer.-Anglo
6799 feet
Ccnrtd Veldt
Mutual
7200 feet
Veiui-Krauss
An. European. .Feb. 8. .6000 feet
Foreign Cast
Unusual
600C feet
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film
April 8. 6800 feet.
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
.6500 feet
Garon-Eason
Trinity
6400 feet.
German Cast
Ufa
7000 feet
Hessiing-Krauss
Movlegraph Co.
8700 feet
Devore-Mong
Piaza
5215 feet
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
5573 feet
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
5080 feet
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
6400 feet
Armenian Cast
6300 feet
Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein
8100 feet
Special Cast
New Era
6000 feet
.Hali-Garon
Crescent
6040 feet
French Cast
Conquest
6927 feet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
5921 feet
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
8065 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4315 feet
Conway Tearle
Firs* DIvlslen
6605 feet
Special Cast
New Era
7000 feet
Carmellta Geraghty... Chesterfield
6300 feet
German Cast
Big 3
5700 feet
Uillan Harvey
Ufa
6941 feet
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
5917 feet
English Cast
Ameranglo
7300 feet
Faire-Glass
Biitmore
5770 feet
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
6500 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 4421 feet
Russian Cast
Amkino
Dec
8. 6200 feel

Title
Star
Rel. Date
•tSBurned Evidence (F)
ConfinenUi
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aft. Eurooean
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
CIrcumstantia Evidence
Foster-Keefe-Lake
Chesterfield
♦tsChopin's Passion
Robertson-Brinkiey
Powers Cinephone
*t§Clown, The (F)
Continrntal
Duty to be Silent
Maria Aibana
Aff. European
Exodus to the New World, The. . . Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Noian
Afl. European
•tjHouse of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Chesterfleld
Just OH Broadway
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
*t5Life For Sale, A (R
Continental
Milak of the Snowiands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Ou' Daily Bread
Mary Noian
Aff. Eurooean
*t{Phantom in the House, The (F)
Continental
•tSPrince of Hearts, A
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
fSllent Version)
Imperial
*t5Rampant Age, The (F)
Continental
•tISecond Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental
♦tJUnlorbldden Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovitch . . Aff. European
Verdun
Special Cast
RIchmount
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
*t§Woridiy Goods (F)
Continental
Title

RAY ART (S. R.)
Title

Title
Livingston In Afrl»i
Lucrezia Borgia
Man Who Cheated Life
Marie Antoinette
Morgane, the Enchantress
Mountain Lovers
Musi We Marry'
Mystic Mirror The
Nana
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Han::icap, The
Passion Song, The
Peacock Fan The
Power of Evil, The
President The
Q Ships
Reiliy of the Rainbow Division.
Reward of Fal»h, The
Sejenko the Soviet
Shirai
Silent Trail. The
Smoke Beliew
Somme, The
South of Panama
That Murder In Berlin
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Thunder God
Underground
Untamed Justice
U-Boat 9
West of Santa Fe
Yellow Ticket The

Length
7 reels
5200 feet

June

♦

6 reels
7 reels
7 reels
8 reels
6 reels

7 reels

7 reels
6714 feet

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Dale

Length

*t§Accidentai Treatment (A. T.)
Int'i Photo Play DIst
1 reel
*t{Aiiey Op
Gorno Marionettes. . Int'i Photo Play DIst
1 reel
•tjAsleep at the Swltcti (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15 .1 reel. . . .
•tSAt the Photographers (A. T.)
(F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels. . .
•«« Vh^ Po^„ t,«„i; V« t\ ' ' m^-J^u ,:.:,■ :;
i
!. ■.
%
.
^IlSin^-flnnJ/
'
'"
^^^
"'Z^^'
l"? -*' • d W
l'""^?
ItlrhnfZ™ ra t i VpS
ahhr^r.^.*.?""
^^'n^.^r"^
'*!^tl&B n^rAHiI'L'!2„h„n.*^^'' "''***"
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel.
Tl^f.Pcr
* "'* ^""'""V..,,,..0
,1 reel..
Sextet (F)
Jan «..
Nos
IntL Dist Corp
•t§Couid I BeMorePollte(A.T.)The Carsons
*tDown Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
•tfEgyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
•tjFeed the Brute
Novelty
*tFiaming Canyons
Color Novelty
•tjFriend Husband (A. T.)
•tGaiiopng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
♦IJOrani Opera
Garno Marionettes
•tJHectic Hector...
Kolortone Cartoon
♦IJHoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawiey & Smith
♦t§ln Songiand
Norah Blaney
*tKldsand Pets
Color Noviety
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial).. Logan-Milier
•tJKriss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
•tjMarlonettes, The No. 1 (F) . . Novelty
•tlMarlonettes, The No. 2 (F) Novelty
•tJMeai Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
•tSMeet the Family (A. T.) (F). . Harry Deif
•'{Miser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams

Reviewed

Imperial
.^ .... :..:.2 reels
Castle.....
1 reel
Kolortone Prod
1 reel.
Int'i Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Castle
1 reel
Aug. 10
Burr
2 reels
Disney Cartoon Feb. 1..1 reel
«.
Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Incti. Dist Corp
1 reel
Int'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Castle
1 reel
Mascot
Aug. 20. .10 episodes.. Aug. 17
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel
Elbee
2 reels
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel

*t§Mitcheil, Squawks
Sissie & (A.
Biake
Songs'.
Int'i Photo
**}Monkey
T.)
Burr
. Play 2 oist.
reels .. . .1 reel
*t {Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels
*t§Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
♦tjOne
Hundred
Per
Cent
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Weston
Imperial
2 reels
'tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon iviay
.1 reel
•tJParty, The (D)
Safrus
1 reel
*t5Personaiity Girl in Songs, The Norah Bianey
Int'i Photo Play DIst
1 reel
•fiPikln' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel
*tPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.
1 reel
*tiRadio
Bach^^.^ .. Franks
. &. Four
_
_ .
elors (F)
Song Program
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
•tSSIgned. Sealed and Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
*tSlxty Minutes From Broadway. Color Novelty
Castle
i reel
•tSleamboal Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon Jan.
..1 reel
•tjThis and That (D)
Safrus
1 reel
*t}Tickel Please (D)
Safrus
1 reel
♦tTrailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
•tTrip to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Int DIstCorp
1 reel
.
•tJVarleties (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tSVaudevliie (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tjWonderin's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel ..
*t}When the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
1 reel
•tSWhen the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Weich-Malcomb
IntL DIst Corp
1 reel

% Means voice (inr lading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-tm-6bu.

Reviewed

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

June

\
Motion

1020
SILENT

SHORTS

Coming

TlUe
Star
Rel. Date
Ataddin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. IS
Bonzollna
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1
Booster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 16
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1
Domestic Life In New Guinea. . Travjlogue
Bell PIct
Double Trouble
Snub Pollard
Weiss Bros.
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novell
Castle
Jan.
1
Fatal WarnloB, The (Serial)
H. Costello-Gravoe
Mascot
Flaming Canvona
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 16
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Felj. 1
Nature's Tiny TragediM
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . .Jan. 15
Peculiar t-louseholds
Ufa Shert
Ufa Eastern . . . Jan.
1
Polo Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 1
Salt Water Millinery
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . .Mar. 15
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. IS
Skyscraper Symphony
Novelty
Spook Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Fell. IS
Sunshine
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Easfem. Mar. 1
Tialling the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15
We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Feb. IS

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Title
Broadway Fever
Devil's Apole Tree, The
♦tJLucky Boy (F & D)
•tIMIdstream (F 4 D)
*tiMolly and Me (F & D)
•tjMy Lady's Past (F & D)
*t{New Orleans (F 4 D)

Star
O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian...
Jessel-Oulmby
iSllenl Version)
Cortez-Wlndsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Benneit-Vaughn
(Silent Version)
Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)

Physician. The
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
*tjTwo Men and a Maid (F4 D). . .Collier, Jr.-Bennetl
(Silent Version)
•tSWhIsperIng Winds (F 4 D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent
Version)
•tJWrecker, The (F 4 D)

Blackweli-Hume-Strlker

SHORT
Title
♦tfCossack's Bride. The )D)
•tJFestival of Bagdad, A (D)

Gold

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Symphony
Color Symphony

Color Classic

•t§Japanese Carnival, A (D)
Color Symohony
♦t§in a Chinese Temple Garden (D) Color Symphony
*t§ln Old Madrid (D)
Color Symphony
Little Vagabond
Color Classic
•tLove Charm The (D)
Color Symphony
Lover's Paradise
Color Classic
Maude Mulier
Coior Classic
*t5MelodlP (D)
Color Symphony
*t§Mlnuelte (D)
Color Symphony
♦tSModern Cinderella, A (D)
Color Symohony
•tSMountaIn King, The (D)
Color Symphony
No Women Allowed
Color Classic
•t jPharoah's Daughter (D)
Color Symphony
*t5Sacred House, The (D)
Color Symphony
•t§Songof India. A (D)
Color Symphony
•tjSongs My Mother Taught Me (D) . Color Symphony
•t§Tales of Araby (D)
Color Symphony
♦tjTemple Bolls (D)
Color Symphony
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
Tom, Dick or Harry
Color Classic
•tjViennese Melody (D)
Coior Symphony
Twinkle Toes
Color Classic
*§Way Down South (D)
Color Symphony

Reviewed
Length
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel '.'..'.'.
2 reels
1 reel
io episodes. .........
.June 29
.1 reel.
.1 reel
reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
reel
.1
.1 reel
! ,!!
, ,!!
J ;f3
ilzS

.July
.May

Mar.
Mar.

1 . . .Ireel.
. 1 reel
...

Title
Star
Rel. Date
•tSDangerous Business (A. T.)
•t§Enchanling Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
..............!
•tSKathloen Mavourneen (A. T.)
O'Nelll-Delaney
*t}Losl Zeppelin. The (A. T.)
Tearle-Valll-Cortez
•tjMlster Anlonlo (A. T.)
Carilio-Valli
'..'.....'.".'.'.'.'.'.
The (A. T.)
Man. (A.
•tSMediclneFaces
•tjPalnled
T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
•tSPeacock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
•tSTroopers Three (A. T.)
•tjWoman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

Length

Reviewed

ARTISTS

Star

April
April
Mar.
April

*tSSheGoeslo War (F)
►•
♦tJThlsIs Heaven (F)
♦tthree Passions (F)

July
July
June
June

Bonrdman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
Terry-Petrovllch
(Silent Version)

* Mean* tynchronized $core.

Length
.81 67 feet
20.
.
.7253
feet
20
.6767 feet
30
.8767feet
12 .
.6498 feet
11
11... . .6318 feet
.8268 feet
24
.8855 feet
9 . .8659 feet
9 .
.8329 feet.
18 .
16 . .7495 feet.
.7980 feet
12
.7910 feet.
12
8864 feet .
13
13.. .8841 feet
.7948 feet
22. . .6646 feet
1
.7576 feet

Rel. Date

O'Malley-Busch
(Silonl Version)
•f }Bulidog Drummond (A. T.) (F) . . . Colman-Tashman-Love
•tSCoquette (A. T.) (F)
Pickford-Brown-M.
(No Silent Version) Moore
•tEternal Love (F)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl
(Silent Version)
•tEvangellne (F)
Del Rio-Drew
•tjiron Mask, The (F)
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silent Version)
*t{Lady of the Pavements (F)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
*tRescue. The (F)
Colman-Damila
(Silent Version)

May
fiffay
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

t Mtaiu loorMl etf ecU.

Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder, The
Slim Fingers
Smilln' Guns
Smilln' Terror ,The
TIp-OR. The
Wild Blood
Winged Horseman . The

(Silent
Version)
Murray-Kent
La Plante-J. Schlidkraut
(Silent Version)
NIxon-Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
Bill Cody
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Cody-Thompson
Red ihorsej-Perrin
Gibson-Elder

SHORT

FEATURES
^l"«
•fSAIIbi (A. T.) (F)

*tSShakedown, The (F)
*t{Show Boaf (D 4 F)

Reviewed
...Mar. 18
...April 13
...Mar. 23
Jan. 26
June 15
Jan. 26
Mar. 18
Jan. 19
.June 15
Feb. 23
Aoril 6

Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Baby Talks
Beyond the Smoke
Boss of Bar Twenty (Re-Issue)
Bottles
Boy and the Bad Man, The
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Shaves
\
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cuckoo
Cul-ups, The
Danger Line, The
Daring Dude. A
Day Dreams
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasia
Farewell
Final Reckoning, A (Serial)
Rnlshing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Gel 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Graduation Daze
Half Holiday, A

Oct

Length

\

Reviewed

1. .

Oct 12..

FEATURES
star

Jack Daugherty
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
Version)
. (Silent
Hoot Gibson
Burnlngthe
tSCharlatan, The (F)
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
IreeJ
♦ttClear
Reginald Denny
'>' Decks (F)
*♦"-•'<»"=>♦the
(Silent Version)
irS3:'.::: :::::::■•
•tiCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic
City, The (F)
SIdney-Gordon-Prlce-SwaIn
(Silent Version)
♦tJCollege Love (D. 4 F (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Reviewed
*t§Come Across (D 4 F)
Basquette-Howes
Rel. Date
Length
(Silent Version)
Eves of the Underworld
William Cody
1 . 6412 feet. . ..Mar. ia
Jan.
.6430 feet. ...Mar. ia
Feb. 20. .
♦tiGIri on the Barge, The (F)
Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor
...Jan. 12
(Silent Version)
Feb. 2.. .8653 feet.
GIri Overboard
Mary Phllbin
Feb. 2.. .8708 feet.
Talkie Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams In Mar. 2 1929 Issue
June 1..
Silent Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Sept 23 1928 Issue
Grit Wins.
Wells-Collins
Harvest of Hate
Mar. 1.. .8250 feet
Rex-Perrin
Mar. 1 . . .7476 feel
I'tiHis Lucky Day (D).
.8077 feet.
.Reginald Denny
April
(Silent Version)
April 1..
1 . . ..5668 feet.
.6799 feet
Hoofbeats of Vegeance.
Rex-Perrin
June 2. .
•tilt Can Be Done (F).
Tryon-Carol
(Silent Version)
July
1..
.6114 feet
•tJKId's Clever. The
Glenn Tryon
Feb. 1' ..6reel8
Mar. 23
King of the Rodeo, The
Hoot Gibson
Feb. 20 .
Lariat Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
June 15. . ..6532 feet
*t§Last Warning, The (F)
Laura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
Aug. 15. .
*tiLonesome (F)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
Aug. 10. . .6517 feet... Aug. 17
♦tSLoveTrap, (D 4 F)
La Plante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
Man Disturber, The
Reginald Denny
Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
*t{Man, Woman and Wife (F)
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
.1 reel.
June
j1 jg5
*tSModern Love (D 4 F) (A,T.)....Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
Feb. ..
...1
(Silent Version)
Jan.
1.. 1 reel
*t5Melody Une (D 4 F)
Leonard-Dunn
Feb. 15. .
(Silent Version)
„ ,
, Hoofs
„
15
June
reel.:..:
1
\
reel
Plunging
Rex-Perrin
Points West
Hoot Gibson
Feb. 1 . . .1 reel
1 reel
•tSRed Hot Speed (F)
Denny-Day
Sept ..
(Silent Version)
.1
reel
Jan. 16. .
Riding Demon, The
Ted Weils
Aug.
.11 reel
Laura
*t5Scandal (D4 F)
(Silent LaPlame
Version)
reel::::::::::::::
.11 reel.
reel ":::::::::
.1 reel.
.1 reel.
.1 reel.
.1 reel.
.1 reel.
.1 reel.
.1 reel.
1 reel .
.1 reel.
.1 reel.

Rel. Date

News

UNIVERSAL

Body Punch, The
*tJBroadway Wind.
(A. T.)

Coming Feature Attractions

UNITED

Gloria Swanson
Harry Richman
Gloria Swanson
N. Talmadge-Roland
Constance Talmadge

.
Title

Attractions

Star
Charlie Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Lyon-Hall-Nisson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque. . .
Westover-Collier Jr.

TlUe
*t{Clty Ughts (F)
*t§Condemned (F)
•tHell's Angels (F)
*t {Locked Door, The (A. T.) (F)
*t§Lummox (A. T.) (F)
•t§Sex Appeal (F)
'tiSilk (A. T.)
of Broadway, The (F)
*t{Song
*t
{Trespasser, The (A. T.) (F)
""' "(A.'' T.' "^
*t§New
(F)
" " York Nights
*tVenus (F)

Picture

Length
Reviewed

Rel. Date
.4786 feet.
July 14. . .9350 feet
Nov. 3. . .5729 feet
6202 feet.
Mar.
3.
Feb. 10.
.6097 feet.
.5972 feet.
April
April
.5740 feet.
Mar,
.5792 feet.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
July
June
June
April

17.
17.
7.
30
30
28.

. . .7401
. . . 7752
. . .6864
5593
5530
. . .4208

Feb.
3. .. .. .6908
7510
Feb. 3.
July 28. . . .7362
7362
.4596
7362
Jan. 27 . .4719
Aug. 4.. .5404
June 30. . .5575
May 28. .
June 16.. .4525
Mar. 24. . .6560
Mar. 24. . .6090
5729
Feb. 17. . .6509
Jan.
6. .
June 23. .
.7980
Jan.
8.. .7731
Jan. 6.. .6761
Jan. 20. . 6142
Jan. 20..
..6233
July 28.. .6349
July 28. .
May 19 . 6589
Jan. 13 . .6674
Jan. 13 .
5730
.6433
July 14..
14.
July
.6760
July 21 . .
.4344
July 21..
April
14. .
Aug. 30.
.6621
Jan. 27
.6288
Jan. 27.
Aug. 18 .4380

May
May
Mar.
July
July
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Feb.
June

1

.Mar. 23
.
.
.Aug. 10
.
.
.
.

feet. ..
feet.
feet. .
feet..
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet... Jan. 1Z
feel
feet...
Oct I
feet
feet

feel
feet
feel.
feet.
feet.
feet.

.Nov. 10

Feb. 2t

feet.
feet..
feet..
feet..

.. 6475 feet..
feet .
65 . ..6635
. . 6613 feet.
10. .6753 feet..
..11650 feet.
28 . .. 10290 teet.
28.
.5809 feet..
20 . .4364 feet..
13 . .
.4232
feet..
24 .
31 . .5270
.4525 feet..
feet..
30.
.4109 feet..
2. . .4497
feet..
10..
23. .5767 feel..

April 27

SUBJECTS
Rel. Date

Oswald
star Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
W. E. Lawrence
Laemmle Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
: Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phtlllps
Sid Saylor
Edwards-Roach
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Laemmlo Novelty
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSalle
Laemmle Novelty
Laemmle Novelty
Lewls-Gulllver-PhilllDS
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Lewis-Gulliver-PhiUlps
Laemmle Novelty

§ Meant voice (incladlng dialogae and incidental $ongi).
D Meant ditc. F Meant lonnd-on-film.

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet

. June

A. T. aher titU

April
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
Sept.
July
Sept
Sept
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
May
May
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July
Feb.
April
May
April
July
July
July
Aua.
Aug.
Sept
June

1. .
25 . .
11. .
23. .
28 . .
1..
7. .
2. .
26. .
5 .
19 .
20. .
6. .
22..
18 .
27. .
30
9. .
14..
27. .
2 .
28 .
13. .
29. .
3. .
15. .
3...
29.

Length
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
Mar, 16
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
June 1
Aug. 17
Aug. 10

.2
reels
Ju.-ie
.2 reels
May 111
.2 reels
Dec. 22
.1 reel
April 27
.2 reels
June 1
.2 reels
April 27
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
July 20
.2 reels
July
I
.2 reels
.1 reel
Aug. 17
.2 reels
Mar. 23
.2 reels
April 27
.10 episodes
.1 reel
June 15
.2 reels
June 1
1 reel
July 6
1 reel
4. .2 reels
Feb.
I
15. . .10 episodes. .Mar. 23
8 . .2 reels
29. . . 1 reel
June II
17. . .2reels
22 .
July
0
24 . .2 reels
July
0
3 . .2 reels
.2
reels
Aug.
10
28. . 2 reels
16 . . 1 reel
May II
3. .

AU Talkie.

Se ptem ber

14 ,

19 29
1021

Title

Star

Rel. Date

Have Patience

Trimble-Hanlwick and Dog

Feb.

6. .

Hold "Em Ozzie

Oswald Cartoon

Mar.

4. ..

Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Jungle Jingles
Just In Time
Just Monkeys
Jus) the Type
Kidnapped

Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood

Jan.
Jan.
June
July
Feb.
July
Aug.
Mar.
July
Mar.

7. .
7..
19..
8..
23 .
22. .
17. .
11 . . .
31..
18

Length
.2reel8
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 re«l
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels

SOUND

Reviewed
Title
Des. 21
May 28

*t§Ace of Scotland Yard The
*t§Actor, The (A. T.)
*t§Alpine Antics (F)
•tSAt the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
*t§Baby Talks

SHORTS

Star
Crautord Kent
Benny Rubin
Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Sunny Jim

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
30. . , 10 episodes
reel
16.. .. ..11 reel
1..
, . 1 reel
25. .
Aug. 17
11.. .2 reels
. 1 reel
Jan. 11.. , .1 reel
Aug. 10
Sept. 2. . . 2 reels
July 20
July 22. 1 reel
Mar. 30
July
April 29.. .2 reels
July 22. ..2 reels
-^l'"-''/- . 1 reel
.1 reel
Feb.
Sept.
. 1 reel
Mar.
.1929
feet... May 23
June
Sept.
Sept.
April
Mar.
Sept.

1 reel" ......
..'.
•♦{Bailey and Barnum
...
Vaudeville Act
2 reels
Jiily 20
*t5Cohen on the Telephone (A. T.). .George Sidney
2reels
Feb.
8
*t§Cross Country Run (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
2 reels
June 28
'tFlshlng Fools (F)
Oswald Cartoon
2 reels .'.'.'.'.'.' Feb.
8
*t5'^J'ing High ^F 4 D)
Lewls-Gulllver-Philllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*UGraduation Daze
Knightof Watch
The ;.\\\\\\\\\\\\'Lewl8-Gulllver-Phlilips.'
Arthur Lake
April 22
1. .■.'2 reels. '.'.'.■.■. '.
.v.'.V.V.Aprir
tbe Campus.!
King
tea ....... Feb.
...'.'. g
'tHen
(F)
Oswald
Cartoon
♦t§Hits Fruit
of Today
Morgan-Bledsoe
Knockout Buster
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Mar. 6
21 reels
Lone Rider. The
Bob Curwood
Aug. 10 — 2 reels
Aug. 3
'tHold 'Em Ozde (F>
Oswald Cartoon
Lone Rider, the
Bob Curwood
2 reels
Aug. 3
*tSHouse Cleaning (A. T.)
Charley Grapewin
Lone Round-Up, The
Jack Dougherty
Sept. 14.
2 reels
(Sound Version Only)
Love and Sand
Arthur L^ke
Mar. 25...
Feb 21
*t5lce Man's Luck (F)
Oswald Cartoon
July
8
1 reel
Lumberjack
Oswald Cartoon
April 15. .. 1 reel
1 reel
*t5lncome Tact (A. T.)
Benny Rubin
Sep*. 30
1 reel
Magic
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
May
1.. .
Mar. 30
* t§Junior Luck (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
May 27
21 reel
reels
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Jack Hoxle
Jan. 26. . . ■ 2 reels
2reels
* tJungle Jingles (F)
Oswald Cartoon
July 22.
2 reels
Newlyweds' Angel Child. The
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
July ,10. . . 2 reels
■• t§King of the Campus (D & F)
Lewis-Gulllver-Philllps
April 1. .2 reels
Newlyweds Camp Out, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
June 12 .
.2 reels
Creels
May 11
* t§Love Birds
Pat Rooney and Family
Oct. 14.
Newlyweds' Excuse
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
May 15. . 2 reels
May 11
* t§Love Tree, The (A. T.)
The Rooney Family
Sept. 16. .1 reel
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Jan. 23 . . 2 reels
*tLumberiack (F)
Oswald Cartoon
April 15. .1 reel
Newlyweds In Society
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
April 17 . 2 reels
Mar 3C
*tjNuts and Jolts
Oswald Cartoon
June 24.
.1 reel
Newlyweds' Holiday
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Mar. 20 . 2reels
*t§Oirs Well
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 16.
.2 reels
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Aug. 7 . 2 reels
July ' 2fl
*t§0" Guard (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
April 29.
2 reels
Newlyweds' Visit
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Feb. 20 . . 2reel8
*t50n the Side Lines (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Aug. 5.
Night Owls
Arthur Lake
Sept. 25..
2 reels
•t§Permanent Wave A
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 30
1 reel
Night Watch, The
Arthur Lake
Mar 30
*trtace Riot
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 2
1 reel
Nuts and Jolts
Oswald Cartoon
June 24 .. 1 reel
•Irtel
»t§Rivals
The The
(F & (A.
0) T.)
Lewls-GullivBr-Phillips
April
*t§Royal Pair
The
Rooney Family
Sept. 15
30 .. 2reel8
2 reels
Oil's Well
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 16 .. , 12 reel.
reels
♦tSauoy Sausages
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 19. . . .11 reel
reel
On the Side Unes
Lewis-Guiliver-Philllps
Aug. 5 .
♦tSick Cylinders (F)
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 18
.2 reels
Feb. II
Out At Home
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan.
9.. .1
2 reels
reel
*t§Splash Mates (F & D)
Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps
Sept. 2
Own a Home (Re-Issue)
Edwards-Roach
Sept. 23. .
2 reels
June IB
Perilous Paths
Edmund Cobb
June 29 . .2 reels
*t§Sporting Courage (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
June 24
1 reel
♦tStage Stunts (F)
Oswald Cartoon
May 13
Permanent Wave A
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 29. . .1 reel
•tSleamb-al Willie
Oswald Cartoon
1 reel
Phantom Riders
Fed. 16 ., .2 reels
*t§Stripesand Stars (F)
Oswald Cartoon
May 27.... 1 reel
Pirates of Panama, The
Wllsey-Klngston
July
8. . .10 episodes.. June 16
♦tSuicide Sheiks (F)
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 18
1 reel
Playing False
Bob Curwood
June 15. . .2 reels
May ^1
2 reels
*t§Sweethearts (A. T.)
The Rooney Family
Sept. 2.
Private Business
Sid Saylor
April 24. . .2 reels
1 reel
•t§ThreeBrox Sisters
Songs
Jan. 14
Mar. If
Prodigal Pup .The
Canine Cast
April 8. . .1 reel
2
reels
.1
reel
■^tSUse Your Feet (D & F)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Aug. 19.
Race Riot
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 2..
2 reels
*t§Varsily Drag, The (F & D)
Lewls-Gulliver-Phlllips
July
8
Rag Doll
Laemmie Novelty
Feb. 11... .1 reel
Jan. 17
1
reel
.2
reels
■"tlWeary Willies
Oswald Cartoon
July 22.
Range of Fear, The
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12...
1 reel
♦tWicked West. The (F)
Oswald Cartoon
June 10.
Range Wolf
Bob Curwood
Feb. 9. . . .2 reels
Jan. 17
*ttZlmmerman
and
Granville
Vaudeville
Act
Jan.
28.
1 reel
Red Rider. The
Ted Carson
Sept. 21.. .2 reels
Aug. 17
Red Romance
George Chandler
May
4 .. .2 reels
Mar. iO
Rider of the Sierras
Edmund Cobb
April 27... . 2 reels
Mar. 30
Riding for Lcve
George Chandler
April 8. .. .2 reels
Mar. 18
.2 reels
June 18
RIdIn' Leather
Bob Curwood
July 20. . .2
FEATURES
reels
Rivals .The
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
April 16. . .
Sailor Suits
Sid Saylor
Jan.
2. . , .2 reels
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Dec
Seeing Sights
Sid Saylor
Mar. 27.. .2 reels
Mar. 23
♦tSConquest (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Warner-Wilson
Jan. 19. . . .4706 feet
Dec 22
Shadows
Laemmie Novelty
Jan. 14... . 1 reel
•tjDesert Song. The (0)
Boles-King
May 11 .. .11034 feet.
.2 reels
Feb. 9
She's a Pippin
Young-La Salle
Mar. 13. .,
*t|Fancy Baggage (D) (A. T.)
Audrey Ferris
Jan. 28
6447 feet
Sick Cylinders
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 18. . , .1 reel
(Silent Version)
Feb. 23. . . .5983 feet
May 28
Society Circus
Arthur Lake
June 17.. . 1 reel
*t§From
Headquarters
(D)
(A.
T.).
.
.Monte
Blue
April
27.
.
.
.6323
feet
Stepping High
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12. .. . 1 reel
(Silent Version)
June 6
Speeding Youth
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllos
Jan.
7 . . 7 reels
♦tSFrozen
River
(D)
(A.
T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
April
20.
.
.
.5483
feet
Splash Ma'es
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Sept. 2.. .2reels
(Silent Version)
May 26
Sporting Courage
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
June 24
2 reels.
•tf Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
6412 feet.
.1 reel
Stage Stunts
Oswald Cartoon.
.May 13.
*t§Gamblers. The (A. T.) (D)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
June 29
July 20
Stepping High
Arthur Lake
.Aug. 12.. . .1 reel
*fJGIad Rag Doll. The (D) (A. T.). .. Dolores Costello
May
4. .. .6685 feet.
.2 reels
July 10
Stop Barking
Trimble and Dog.
(Silent
Version)
June
8
Aug. 21..
Stripes and Stars
Oswald Cartoon. .
.May 27.. 1 "«1
*t§Greyhound Limited, The (D) (A.
Suicide Sheiks
Oswald Cartoon..
Mar 18.. .1 reel
T.)
Monte Blue
Feb. 9. ... 6114 feet
Feb.
13.. , .2 reels
Jan. 12
Take Your Pick
Young-La Salle. . .
(Silent Version)
Mar. 23 . . .4696 feet
.Feb 27.. . .2reels
Television George
Sid Saylor.
May 11
♦tSHard-Bolled Rose (D) (A. T.) . . . . Loy-Bollier-Brockwell
Mar 30 ... 5610 feet
Tenderfoot Terror, A
George Chandler
Aug. 31 . . . 2 reels
(Silent Version)
May
4 . . .4875 feet
Mar. IS
This Way Please
Young-La Salle
April 10.. . .2 reels
*t
5Kld
Gloves
(D)
(A.
T.)
NagelWilson
Mar. 23 . . . .5235 feet
..2
reels
Thrill Hunter, The
George Chandler
June 8..
(Silent Version)
April 27. . . .4885 feet
This Way Please
Young-La Salle
April 10.. .. ..12 reels
*t§Madonna of Avenue A (D) (A. T.)Dolores Costello
June 22
6461 feet
reel
(Silent Version)
TIge's Girl
Friend
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog. . . .April
Tracked
Down
Art
Accord
Jan.
53. .. . .2 reels
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The (D)
(Silent Version)
Feb. 9. . . .4878 feet
Two-Gun Morgan
Feb. 28. . ..2 reels
Use Your Feet
Lewls-Gulilver-Phiilips
Aug. 19.. . .2 reels
•t§My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
Varjilv Drag The
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
July
8 . . 2 reels
♦tfNoah's Ark (D)
D Costello-O'Brien
June 15. . . .9478
feet.
Waif of the Wilderness
Bobbie Nelson
Oct.
5. . ..2 reels
(Silent
Version)
7752 feet
Wallop, The Reissue)
Harry Carey
Aug. 24.. . .2 reels
*t5No Defense (D) (A. T.)
Blue-McAvoy
April 6. .. .5558 feet
Wash Line Romance
Laemmie Novelty
May
6. . . .1 reel
(Silent Version)
May 11. . 4712 feet
Weary Willies
Oswald Cartoon
July 22. . . . 1 reel
»t}One Stolen Night (D) (A. T.)
Bronson-Colleir Jr
Mar. 16. .. .5243 feet
Whose Baby
Arthur Lake
Jan. 28. . . . 1 reel
(Silent Version)
April 20. . . .4797 feet
Wicked West, The
Oswald Cartoon
June 10.. . . 1 reel
*t50n
With
the
Show
(A.
T.)
(D)...
Comoson-Brcwn-Fazenda
July
13
Winning Paint, The
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Jan. 21 . . . .2 reels
•tJQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
Yankee Clippers
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 21 . . . .1 reel
Jan.
S
(D)
Texas Gulnan
Mar. 16
5424 feet.
(Silent Version)
April 14. . . .5236 feet
Coining Feature Attractions
•t
{Redeeming
Sin,
The
(D)
D.
Costello-Nagel
Feb.
16.
.
.6921
feet.
Title
Star
Rel. Date
(Silent Version)
April 6. . . .6145 feet.
Length
Reviewed
•''{Bargain In the KremHn, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
*t§Say It With Songs (A. T.) (D).. . Jolson-Nixon-Lee
Aug. 24
•1 §Barnum Was Right (A. T.)
Tryon-Kennedy
Sept. 22 . . 4126 feet.
*t§Singing Fool. The (D)
Jolson-Bronson-Ounn
April 13. . .7444 feet.
Born to the Saddle
Ted Wells
Mar. 10. ,
♦tjSonny Boy (D) (A. T.)
Lee-Horton-Bronson
April 13
6011 feet.
(Silent Version)
May 18.
•t {Braggart. The
Jean Hersholt.
Brides Will Be Brides
Laura La Plante
*t§Stark Mad (D) (A. T.)
Warner-Fazenda
Feb. 2 . .6681 feet.
.4917
feet.
(Silent Version)
Mar. 2.
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosjukine.
May McAvoy
Feb. 23 . .6273 feet.
♦tJStolen Kisses (D) (A. T.).
♦tSDevii's Pit, The
Special Cast
Nov. 24
(Sound Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross In April 27, 1929 Issue)
(Sile
ersion)
April 13. .5658 feet.
(Silent Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in Jan. 26, 1929 Issue)
*f §Time. the Place and the GIri, The
June 8
6 reels
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-Wlthers-Klrkwood
•t§Drake Case. The
Brockwell-Slanley
SepL 1
Coming Feature Attractions
*t|Embarrassing Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
Sept. IS
(Silent Version)
June 29
Star
ReL Date
Length
*t§Flaming Daughters
Feb. 23
GIri Dodger. The
Arthur Lake
•tjArgyle Case, The (A. T. (D)
Thomas Melghan
•t{Great Cinema Murder. The
*t§Aviator.
The (A. T.) (D)
Horlon-Milier
Mile
*t|Evidence (A. T.) (D)
Froderick-Courtenay-Tearle
•tSHarmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.). . Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson
*t§General Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*t5Hold Your Man
Laura La Plante
OcL 13
*t§Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Pennington-Tearie (All Technicolor)
•t«Klngof Jazz. The (A. T.)
Paul Whiteman and Band
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
■"tSLast Performance
Veidt-Phifbin
Feb. 16 '30
•tfCreen Goddess, The (A. T.) (D) . George Ariiss
•TSMInstrel Man. The
Tryon-La Plante
*t§Hearts in Exile (D) (A. T.)
D. Costello-Withers
*t§Misslssippi Gambler, The (D & F) . Joseph Schlldkraut
*t§Hold Everything (A. T.) (D)
(Silent Version)
^
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake.
*t§Hottentot. The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miller
7 reels
*t§ln the Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
•tJOne Rainy Night (D 4 F)
Laura La Plante
*t§lsleof Escape. (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
♦tJShanghai Lady, The {A. T.)
Mary Nolan
•t|ls Everybody HappyP (A. T.) (D).Ted Lewis and Band
•tJShannons of Broadway. The (A.T.1 James Gleason
*t§Tonight at Twelve
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
Sept. 29
*t§Mammy (A.T.)(D)
Al Jolson
•tSVarsily Show (A. T.)
Lewis-Grange
*t|Narrow Street, The (A. T.) (D)...E. E. Horton
*t§Wagon Master, The
Ken Maynard
Sept. 8
*t§Sacred Flame The (A. T.) (D). . Frederick-Nagel-Lee
(Silent Version)
SepL 8. . . . 5697 feet
*t§Sap, The (D) (A. T.)
E. E. Horton
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny
"^tSSay It With Songs (A. T.) (D)
Jolson-Nixon-Lee

WARNER

* Means synchronized score.

t Means tound effects.

§ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Alm.

1
June
July 20
Mar. 30
Aug. 17
Mar. 23
Aug. 17
May 11
Aug. 10
Aug. 17
May 11

July
May

6
4

May 11
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.
June
June
May

10
6
17
29
29
11

BROTHERS

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed
.. April 20

. . .June 8
.. .June

8

. . .Oct 27
.. April

8

May 21
.Feb.
April 216

.Aug. ib
^jviar.ia

May

4

Reviewed
May 18

April

2

June

1

Motion

1022
Title

Star

Rel Date

Length

•t {Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
*1{She Couldn't Say No {A. T.) (D) . . Winnie Lightner
•t§Showo( Shows (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast (100 stare)
♦tSSo Long Leity (A. T.) (D)
Charlotte Greenwood
•t|Skln Deep (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
»t {Song of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
•tJTIger Rose (A. T.) (D)
Velez-Withers
•tSUnder a Texas Moon (A. T.) (D) . . Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)

VITAPHONE
Title
A. & P. Gypsies
After
the Round Up
A«t7h.R„
All
Girl Revue.rrtllo
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend.
Banjomanlac.
Beau Brummel Comedian. The

SHORTS

Star
.Orchestra Numbers
LOwDoy
bong« . .
CowbovSonos
Girl
Band & Comedienne
.Songs and Jazz Band
.Eddie Peabody

Rr/iewed

June

1

(D)
Rel. Date

Shaw * Lf.

Length
1 reel
1 re«
bS
11 reel

1 reel

Revleweo
July 13

m„„,o
H»n(n,H
The
Music Makers.
Myers
&ji Hanford
Night Court, The
Non-Support
One Man Glee Club, The

June

^^'gl,;'^" "'"^'::""^ \":V::;:;::::i;;;rch^^^^^^^^

FlorenceMayakawa
Brady
awa Sept.
Havak
Sesiufi
swsue
■ ••
Mitchell Lewis
Aug.
Plantation Songs
Aug.
Georgie Price
1 reel
Aug.
Songs
^ reel
Mar.
Raymond Hitchcock
1 reel
July
Harris & Howe
1 reel
June
1 reel
June
Arthur Byron
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Jean Barrios
Song Program
June
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
1 reel
Aug.
Lydeii-Hlglns-Leah
Aug.
Flo Lewis
1 reel
Feb.

Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Miilan
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors. . .Jazz Band
Harlem Mania
Norman Thomas Quintette
Harry Dell
Songs & Dances
Harry Rose A I- Is 6 American Beauties
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bemie & Band
High Waters
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. 4 E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls & Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)

leans tynckroiuzed score.

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1

• 1•
28
28
3
18
20
1
8

23
3
28
16
Jan. 12
June 18
June 23

June 18
June 1
June 8
Sept. 2(
Aug. 28
June 23

1 reel

t Jtfeofu sound effects.

Star
Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs and Dances
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Dance Numbers
Hobart Bosworth
Douglas Stanbury
Interview
Frank Orth & Co
Fred Ardath
Instrumental & Vocal Number*
Wllson-Horton
Night Club Revue
■"
■"
<;nnn<i
Dam
Howard&A Bros
Songs
Dances
William Oemarest
Burr Mcintosh
Frank Crumit

■■■■■■■
June 18
Aug. 28
Oct. 1 a

lt;ni:'^::i.m.hsorchestr.::;:;::;:D^;i'lSSUe,^.;;:::::::::::::::::::::::i^^
Bobby Folsom
Songs
1 reel
Mar. 2
Bit of Scotch, A
Kilty Doner
Sept.22
Bo«k Worm, The
Harry J. Conley
July
7
Bright Moments
Benny-Mario
Aug. 28
California Songbirds, The
Beli-Coates
Sept. 1
CMesto Alda 'Alda)
Giovanni Marttnefll
July
7
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
July
7
Character Studies
Florence Brady
Sept. 1
Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Sept.22
Cougat & Company
Violin, Songs & Dances
June 16
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Karyl Norman
Sept. 29
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Sept. 22
Cycle Laugnter
A
□ead
aiinhtBT
Iof-Songs;
nLiri
Death Ship, The
Diile Days
Don't Gel Nervous
Eleanor Paintor
Evening at Home with HItChy
Fair Days
Farolllat Face, The
Family Affair, A
Family Ford, The
Feminine Typea
Rorence Moore
Frances Shelly
Friend
Give Usofa Father's
Uft

Title
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Larry Cetiallos Undersea Review
Lash, The
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Man of Peace, A
Marching Home
Max Schmeling
Meet the Wife
Men Among Men
Metlcan TIpIca Orchestra
Miss Information
Morrlssey & Miller

May 11
Feb. 23

Picture
Rel Date

Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-Crumit
Harry Delf
Songs and Gags

Those Were the Days
Th^L'^wTn^h^n^uT""'
xhroo
Three am,
Bro« <;ufor.
Sisters.
Tiny Town Revue
Traffic Muddle, A
Typical Types
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)..
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Lightner

Irene Franklin
^llTZn^^n"'"
Snnn
Song Pmnram
Program
Midget Unit
Donohue & U-No
Bobby Folsom
Giovanni Martlnelll
William Demarest
Songs

WORLD-WIDE
Title
Apaches of Paris
Beriln After Dark
*tiBlack Waters
Bondsman, The
Doctor's Women, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•tSKItty (D & F)
*tMoulln Rcuge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Prince and the Dancer, The
Tommy Atkins
Whiri of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night, A
Woman in White, The

1 reel

1 reel
.1 reel

1 reel

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental tongs).
D Means disc. F Means sound-on-film.

"•"'
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
".
H reel

1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Jan. 19
June 1
Sept. 1
June IB'
Feb. 23'
June 23i
Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
June
June

231
12
8
30
19
18
23
18
18

.Feb. m
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept
July
June

20
1»
28
16
IB
2S
13;
IS

Oct.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.

13
18
17
28

June 23
June 8"
June 15'
June 2'
Nov. ir
Nov. ^r

PICTURES

Star
Dina Gralia
Special Cast
. . Kirkwood-Brlan
Norman Kerry
Miles Mander
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gilda Gray
Dina Gralia
Walter Byron
Louis Lerch
Thomas-Banks
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

Length

IMar. 16

Papa's
Vacation
Bennett-Caron
E«l:.::!5f^;.i:"'
Kllsi^™"*'
Phil
Baker
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rigoletto— Quartet
GIgll-Taliey-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue... Songs and Orchestra
Rudy Vallee and Band
Songs and Orchestra
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup
Terry and Jerry

News

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed'
June 15
5732 feet
Mar. 31
6533 feet
April 1 .. .7500 feat .. .April 13
Mar. 17. .. .7171 feet
June 1
61 77 feet
Feb. 2. . . .5178 feet
June
June 298. ... . .9010
.8500 feet
feet . . June 15^
Jan.
Feb.
July
Jone
Feb.
June
May
Feb.
Mar.

30
8962 feet
Feb. 2J
17
7185 feet
13 . . . 8079 feet . . July 30
30
6787 feet
4
6910 feet
15.. . 8 reels
25
6998 feet
3
76*18 feet
21 ... .6174 feet

A. T. after title means All Talkie,

Hollywood
Dorothy Hall will liave the part of "Flo"
in Paramount's all-talking picUirc "The
Laughing Lady."
Doris Anderson, author of "Wolf of Wall
Street,"
]ia.s signed a new writer's contract
with
Paramount.
Additions to Paramount casts include
Jocclyn Lee, in "The Children;" Sliep Camp,
to the "Vagabond King," and Adrienne Dore
and Jane Kicthly to "Pointed Heels."
Alfred E. Green will direct John Barrymore's second all-talking Vitaphone picture
for Warner Bros., which is in production
under the working title of "The Man."
"Show of Shows" has received four more
addititions: Betty Compson, Chester Morris, Alexander Grey and Sojin have been
signed by J. L. Warner.
William Powell has started work in
"Pointed Heels" for Paramount. With this
move Powell has, at least temporarily, forsaken his Philo Vance characterizations.
Arman Kaliz, Orpheum vaudeville headliner, has l)ecn assigned an important role
in Paramount's "The Ciiildren."
Howard Bretherton will direct Warner
Escape"
of week.
"Isletliis
Vitaphone
Bros. whicli
was started
work special
upon
Doane Harrison has been appointed filmeditor-in-chief of the Pathe studios in Culver City.
Fred Scott, youtliful tenor, has been
signer! to play opposite Helen Twclvctrees
in the Pathe talker, "The Grand Parade."

J. Charles Davis, 2d, has leased the old
Ambassador Studios in Culver City, and
will vocalize Westerns with Yakima Canutt,
Art Mix, Buck Jones, and Art Acord.
Al Kelley has been signed bj' M-G-M to
co-direct
"The Night Club Hostess" with
Robert Ober,
Henry McCarthy is writing the continuity
and dialogue for Renaud Hoffman's story,
"Blaze O' Glory," which Sono-Art will produce with Eddie Bowling starred.
Richard Barthelmess will appear in Warner Brothers' "Show of Shows." The star
will act as master of ceremonies to introduce the eight sister acts who appear m a
special number.
David Bennett, New York dance director,
lias been signed by Paramount to supervise
all
dance numbers
in that
productions.
Bennett
will company's
sign about musical
twenty
girls as a nucleus for a stock dance chorus.
Antonio Moreno will be featured by Fox
in "The Girl \\ ho Wasn't Wanted" under
direction of Russell Birdwell.
Lionel Barrymore has been placed under
long term contract to direct for M-G-M.
His first assignment under the new agreement will be tlie direction of Lawrence Tibbett in "Tlie Rogue's Song," a musical. Robert Leonard was slated to direct the latter,
but has been delayed through cutting of
"Marianne" starring Marion Davies, and
will direct
"The House of Troy" with Ramon Novarro.

Stephen Roberts is directing Monte Collins in a Jack White comedy for Educational. Cast includes, Arthur Clayton, Clarence Burton, D'Arcy Corrigan, Eleanor
Vanderveer,
Nancy Dover and Bud Shaw.
Al Cohn, supervisor of comedies, for
Christie, has been signed to a term contract
by
Warners to write adaptations and dialogue.
Jack Conway has been assigned by M-GM to direct "Take It Big," initial starring
talker
of Van and Schenck, Story is origi"Bugs"
nal by Baer.
A, P. Younger, with dialogue by
Marion Harris will have a prominent part
in Ramon Novarro's current production.
"Battle of the Ladies," which Sidney Franklin is directin.g for M-G-M.
James Dugan took first honors in the
third Radio Pictures golf tournament held
at Griffith Park last week. Dugan scored
low net for victory in class B, also low net
of field. Ray McCarey won the prize in
class C.A, while J. McKensie was first in
class
Mrs. Raonl Walsh, wife of the Fox director, is recovering from a recent operation
for appendicitis.
Norman Kerry lias left Hollywood for
the East,
ville tour. intending to embark on a vaude"Rosalie," Flo Ziegfeld's musical comedy,
is to be Marion Davies next picture. Harry
Beaumont is to direct.
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Low Cost
ASTMAN

Sonochrome

Tinted Positive Films translate

every mood of the screen into color. Their sixteen delicate
tints lend subtle atmosphere to every scene.... Better still,
they are so adjusted that they give pleasing, faithful,
sound reproduction. ...Best of all, they are available at a
cost no higher than that of black-and-white.
Versatile, effective, inexpensive, Eastman Sonochrome
is the answer to many

EASTMAN

a sound-and-color question.
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Newest and Finest in the " -Southwest, opened Juner'

14, 1020.
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seeing
and farssive
grebito
Proexhi
rs are
pi*otectin§
their investment bi| providing a complete picture presentation program con-^
sistin^ of a Robert Marton
•_
t class-Organ and firs
sound equipment; an unbeatable combination that
meets ev<?r^ demand.
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We're Announcing
Cecil B. DeMille's

DYNAMITE

and tliat's one of the
biggest announcements
weVe ever made
It has everything

Youth

Song

Gaiety
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HAROLD

LLOYD

HIS FIRST ALLTALKING PRODUCTION . . . .

A New

HAROLD

LLOYD

for a NEW SHOW WORLD- <i Mg~
f§er hojc office attraction ttu^n ever!
Now the millions of Lloyd fans get what they've been waiting for — Harold talking in a great
all-talking comedy production — "Welcome Danger"! We've seen and heard it. It's great! All of
the <|uality Lloyd procluction standards. All of the rapid-fire fun and freshness accentuated
many fold because Lloyd talks.

■

i

i [i

The mightiest Lloyd box office mop-up of them all !

-.^^

HAROLD

LLOYD

talking in ""Weleome

Danger"'

One of the finest natural screen voices yet heard ! When tliey listen as well as look at Harold
as the timid terror from Boston cleaning up the bad boys, they'll love it — and tell their friends!
Motion Picture News says: "By long odds the best Lloyd picture ever released by Paramount."

Also Quality Silent Wrnion

're
youG!
ow KIN
N
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AROLD
LLOYD
m

^^Welcoiiie
Danger^'
TWO QUALITY
NEGATIVES...
ALL-TALKLNG
and
SILENT
Clean-up for All!
Pr4Mlii4;eil by the Harold Lloyu Corporation
A Para3I4MT]\t New Show World release

UNIIQUI

s - THE
OF VENICE
1 here is only one Venice. For ihe City of
Gondolas is unique among

beauty spots of

the world. (You'll find ''The Streets of
Venice" pictured for you in a coming Palhe
Audio Review.) And just as Venice is unique
among

cities, so is Pathe Audio Review

unique among short subjects. Terry Ramsayc
piclurizes the odd corners of the luiiverse
with a wit, sympathy

and brilliance which

public, exhibitors and press appreciate more
every day .... Exhibitors say that Pathe

C O L O R

Audio Review cannot be replaced; the con-

I'uilicchronie

\iction grows with every issue. There is no

I»10t<'

substitute; there is no competition; there
can be no imitation!
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EIVDORSEDI the stage's
greatest contribution to the
talking screen . . .

iBroadway's

most brilliant actress and Broadway's outstanding stage success, is the combination
that is acclaimed wherever PARIS BOUND is
shown, as the staged greatest contribution
"to the talking screen.
The distinctive beauty, personality and artistry of ANN HARDING, supported by a
superb cast, combined
dialogue, gripping drama

with the sparkling
and intriguing sit-

uations in PARIS BOUND— make this production as sensational a success as when it
held Broadway spellbound as a stage play
for more than a year.
Even Greater On The Screen
Than On The Stage

That is the consensus
Los Angeles,

of opinion in Chicago,
St. Louis, Baltimore, Kansas

.ANN
HARDING

City, Detroit, San Francisco, and every other
key city it has played.

OPATHEI3

OPENS

AT

THEATRE, NEW

P>RA^0UNT
YORK, SEPT. 20

They SayThe greatest work yet seen on the
talking screen."

St. Louij Times

As smooth and fine a demonstration
of talking picture accomplishment

ai

the movie world has seen."
Chicago Herald & Examiner

"No finer dialogue, no more subtly
»killed cast of actors have been
brought together. Miss Harding lifts
a lovely personality into the front
rank of audible artistry."
Los Angeles Times

"One of the finest, if not the finest,
thing the talking screen has yet
St. Louis Globe-Democrat
given us."
"Genuine, unafPected, and always
beautiful. Miss Harding is everything
that a talkie star ought to be."
Chicago Tribune

"One of the signal pictures of the
year. A new star who is destined to
achieve great popularity."
Los Angeles Express

Exquisite film. Brilliantly sophisticated. Miss Harding has a delightful,
striking personality."Los Angeles News

"The star's personality and ability
registered as completely as if she
were in the
flesh." Herald & Examiner
Chicago

in

PARIS BOUND
The

Most

No more felicitous blend
and music is on record."

Exquisite
of photography
Los Angeles Times

A startlingly fine musical sequence".
Los Angeles News

Ballet Interlude
Music by Arthur Alexander,
recorded by full symphony
orchestra under direction of
Josiah Ziiro. Staged by
Richard Boleslavsky.

Ever

Produced!

Talking pictures hove produced nothing
greater .... a genuinely triumphant union
of visual and sound effects."
Los Angeles Herald

ta fkufiU
ANXOUNCING

R€A

A NATION-

PHOTOPHONE

RCA Photophone promised the
theatre owners;
J

The finest sound equipment that
men and money could devise.

2

The fairest prices compatible
with that quality.

^

Prompt and efficient service in
the maintenance of that equipment.

RCA Photophone has kept its promise
to produce a superior sound system at
an e(juitahle price. It is the world's lowest
priced, higli-<|uality sound apparatus- —
the ultimate in tone and preci«$ion.
But what is not so generally known are
the steps which RCA Photophone has
taken to provide prompt and efficient
service for its equipment.

KCA

PH€»T01»H0]VE^

Inc.

I

WIDE

NET

WORK

SERVICE

OF

STATIONS
Now this story can be told. After months
of preparation RCA Photophone announces the formation of a nation-wide
network of service stations. The first
eleven of these branches are now being
opened. Each will be in charge of a supervising engineer and an assistant engiLeer, with a corps of factory- trained
technicians as their aides. These experts
are your assurance of a satisfactory performance.
RCA Photophone wants satisfied customers. It will go to any length to insure
their satisfaction. To this end, RCA
Photo]>hone w ill spend more than a million dollars a year to carry out its everexpanding program of service to the
exhibitor — a program that considersonly
the results — not the cost.

RCA Photophone service stations will
cover the country. The initial stations to
be opened include New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, San
Francisco and Seattle. Others will be
opened as rapidly as occasion demands.

PHOTOPHONE
INC

SOUND

,

EQUIPMENT

The ALL
LAUGHING

ALL
HOWLING

YEAR
Presented by JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
Directed
by THORNTON
FREELAND

MAX

MARCTN

PRODUCTION

From tin' stage piny ''Three Live Ghosts^' by
Frederick S. I sham. With JOAN
BENNETT,
ROBERT
ARMSTRONG,
CLAUDE ALUSTER,
CHARLES
McNAUGHTON,
BERYL
MERCER

1

THREE
"This one isa humdinger. Three
Live Ghosts' is one of the funniest movies Detroit has seen
in a long, long —while."
Detroit Times

LIVE

"Three Live Ghosts' has just as
many laughs tucked away in its
talking material as it possessed
on the stage. Has a cast that
perfection."
closely approaches
— Detroit
News

GHOSTS
"Stage play voted as one of the
funniest comedies produced.
And as a highlight of hilarity, it
has gained on the vocal screen.
It affords continuous laughs
with its fresh spontaneous
humor."
— Detroit Free Press

UNITED ARTISTS
WOW!

SERIES

O N

QUALITY

REI'RODUCTIOK

by

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

n essential
to quality reproduction

Exclusiveyet aFeature
n
o/ t/ie Western Electric
Sound System
TALKING pictures are recorded at a
speed of 90 feet per minute. They must
be reproduced at exactly the same speed.
Variations in speed cause the pitch of voice
and music to rise or fall.
A musical ear will detect sudden changes
in pitch caused by a change in speed of
only one-half of one per cent. If the speed
is not held within this small limit, quality
reproduction is impossible. Ordinary motors
will not answer this purpose.
Western Electric has solved the problem
by the use of a specially designed motor
control which holds the motor speed within

one-fifth of one per cent. This is an exclusive Western Electric feature.
Its operation is automatic, requiring no
attention. The worry and trouble of attempting to control the speed of reproduction
is eliminated.
The motor control box is just one of a
number of refinements found only in the
Western Electric Sound System which make
quality reproduction a fact. The exhibitor
will find that this control and other features are distinct aids in putting over a
talking picture with the quality demanded
by the public.

Quality Reproduction means Western Electric Reproduction

Westerd

WIecttic
SYSTEM

SOI3 N D
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products fnc
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Mciiil>rr of Motion

Piclurc Producers

and Dimribulon

of America,

Inc

W ill M. Huvb. I'rcsiilrnt

TWO BIG RADIO
SMASHES
AIR
A WEEK . . .
Radio
DARING

.

.

.

Radio
RESOURCES

.

.

Radio
SHOWMANSHIP

RADIO PICTURES has harnessed the show power of the world and
gives it generously to exhibitors who play Radio attractions.
The combined technical and artistic resources of the great National
Broadcasting and Victor Talking Machine Companies^ augmenting those
of Radioes own hard-hitting organization, are put solidly behind you
when you book Radio Pictures.
Two big broadcasts a week over the NBC coast to coast network. Aggressive and far-reaching Victor record tie-ups . . . Radio's coming
attractions are SOLD by the most effective means possible before
they flash into action upon your screen.

A WHOLE
WORLD
LISTENS . .

SPELLBOUND
Radio's TWO weekly broadcasts are by all odds
the best in the motion picture field. Carrying as
they do the music of the greatest bands, the
most Famous artists of stage, air and disc to the
collective ear of the world . . . THEY SELL
YOUR SHOW WHEN AND WHERE IT
WORKS

TO YOUR

BEST ADVANTAGE!
RKO

?ROM?HEs^s^i^^^^^^ Every Tuesday night TheVoice of Radio Pictures
wEAF-1 Hr
and RKO is heard across the land . . . reaching
New Yoric City
r
II
r
Ti
I
wEEi
...
into
the
homes
or
millions
. . . every'
Thursday'
Boston
^"" ■ Portland, Mc'
phiUddpM*
WRC
w«thm9ten
WGY
WWJ

Schcncet«dy

aftemoon at 5:30 you have the special hour for
women and children ... in no way interfer.
. ,
mg With matinees.
*

FROM
KTHS

Dc* Moin«f

WFAA.*W3AP.
. . .
D«llas-Ft. Worth
KPRC
Houston
WOAl

Om«h«

WTAO

Atlanta

WFJC.i/4 Hr
KSTP
WEBC

K«ns«i City

Miiw<Nii<ce
Akron

Minn.-St Paul

Superior
Louisville
Birmingham

KOA

WRVA
Richmond

KSL

Charlotte

WJAX

wMc

Worcester

WTMJ

WAPI.l^Hr

WDAF

WSM

San Antonio
Buffalo

WGR

WHAS

WOW

WIOD

Hot Springs

WSP

wiAR '. ***•"
RADIO GIVES you THE BEST— AND
wsA,
"••"•""
Cmcinncti
THE MOST IN MIGHTY RADIO
""'
i,u,^;
EXPLOITATION
WHO

WBT

HOURS
THESE STATIONS

KOO
Jackienvillc

Miami B««ch

•"■"^"'
New OH««ni

9^mf. W M^^T mt

Sw£
^

A

«

J ^\

KFI

■ I ■

V

^J[

Denver
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Los Angeles

■ V

S.

KGW

PICTLRtS
^^^^^^^^
^V^^^^^^T

KOMO
KHO

Portland, Ore.
Seattle

KVOO
Tulia
Spokane

RKO DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

SIMPLIMUS
SOUND

delivers
ON

Talking

FILM

Equipment

At last A SOUND ON FILM equipment SIMPLIFIEDRELIABLE— and within the reach of ALL EXHIBITORS

$500.00

per projector

Including Head Amplifier
(Can

be used with your

present amplification)

Our Sound-on-Film Head has an independent drive and can be used as a separate unit without the disc equipment. It will also attach to projectors with most other makes of disc equipment.
It represents two years of development — it is a masterpiece of engineering skill — it is rugged
and buih to last — it will compare with any machine at any price.

WRITE— PHONE— WIRE
Deliveries made

for early delivery

in order in which they are received

Dealers Wire for Our Proposition

Inquiries are' invited from dealers handling other makes of disc equipment, from manufacturers and builders wanting parts and supplies.
OPERATORS AND INSTALLATION MEN write in for complete course on the installation and operation of Sound-on-Film and Sound-on-Disc equipment. Electrical theory and
practice, wiring diagrams, etc., written by A. Des Biens, designer of Simplimus Sound-onDisc and Sound-on-Film equipments.

SIMPLIMUS
37 Winchester St.

Boston, Mass.
Telephone

Now

INC.

Capitol

46 Piedmont St.

6087

Ready for Deliveries

LOUISE PAZENDA
TAYLOR

HOLMES

EADIINE PEOPLE

NEVER WAS THERE SUCH A LINE-UP OF
REAL BOX-OFFICE STARS AND SUPPORTING PLAYERS FOR A SERIES OF TWOREEL PICTURES AS IN THESE ALL-TALKING CHRISTIE SHORT FEATURES.

liKKT

KOACIl

CAKMKL

MVERS

PARAMOUNT

FAMOUS

LASKY

COKl'ORATION

CHARLEY

COUNT

Making New Records
for Audience Entertainment
Meet the Missus
When Caesar
Ran a Newspaper
Hot Lemonade
Oft in the Silly Night
Dear Vivian
A Hint to Brides
The Sleeping Porch

Ladies' Choice
The Lady Fare
Faro Nell, or
In Old Californy
He Did His Best
The Fatal Forceps
The Dancing Gob
Dangerous Females

LOIS
WILSON

JOHNNY
AKTHUR

Adolph Zukor, Prcs., Paramount

BIdg., N. Y

GKAPEVVIN

DELIVERY

IMMEDIATE

SERVICE

NO WEEKLY

CHARGE

$1>800.00 for houses of 800 seats or less
$2,500.00 for houses seating over 800.

OIVT V
U IM^ 1

BUILT

FOR

SERVICE

The FoohProof Reproducing Device
THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN
TALKING PICTURE APPARATUS
TONE -O -GRAPH
HAS

BEEN

GIVEN

& Kilz Theatre*
Bronx. N. Y.

THE

ACID TEST, RUNNING
CONTINUOUSLY AT A
NEW

YORK BROADWAY THEATRE FOR
OVER
SIX MONTHS

WITHOUT THE NECESSITY OF SERVICE OF
ANY KIND.

SHAHAN

ORRIS

—
SKBandbox
AM

ABE

LEFF

Art Theatre
Bronx. N. Y.

JOHN

E. GOUTTS

Palace
Theatre
Bradlev Beach. N. J.

GLARENGE
New

3rd

GOHEN
Arcade
New

GOHEN

Ave.

Theatre

& PEARL
I'heatre
^ork

They — know
These are just a few
of this week's
installations.

TONE -O
-GRAPH
HAS
Double Ghannel
Amplification
Latest Type Pick-Ups
Variable
Speed Motor
Special
with Control
Box Enabling
Speakers
You to Run
Special Gear
Silent or
Drive
Talkies
No Batteries

We have a special introductory pi*oposition £or the £irst
exhibitor in each city who installs TONE-'O-GRAPH
Wire us about it TOD A Y
Tone-o-graph Eliminates Every Possible Risk or Gamble

Executive Office
Wickershani 1458

NORTH AMERICAN
SOUND AND TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
565 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK GITY
Responsible Distributors Wire Us For Our Proposition

Factory
Stillwell 6009
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Another Revolution
The Show Business Never Stands Still
By William A. Johnston
THE show business does move! Just as
this industry's nervous system was adjusting itself to the shock of sound
along comes another radical upset — -the wide
screen.
The first question that arises is: will the
public go wide-screen?
The next question is : w hat about standardization?
The first question is easier to answer. One

limitations of expression. Silence was a limitation; so is black and white, and so are
flatness and narrow^ness of vision. These
developments are inevitable — because the
public wants and expects them — just as they
want and expect a lot of other developments
in their needs and luxuries.
The show business never stands still.
About the safest rule we know of is— to jump
with it or better still ahead of it.
Now as to standardization. There are alman's guess is as good as another's — where
ready three types of the wide screen, each
the matter of public taste is concerned. We
calling for a film of different width, and two
find already a variety of opinions in a brief
at least demanding special projection. There
survey of the trade. One producing man — will be more processes.
and a good one, hails the new picture of width
This is anything but a comfortable situand depth as a glorious and all-conquering ation.
improvement. Another, an experienced exOn the other hand suppose you, as a prohibitor, gives it only the life of a passing
ducer and perhaps also a owner of theatres,
fancy upon the part of the public.
felt that you had a process that would bring
Our own opinion is and always has been — people to your pictures as against the other
for the thought of and work upon this new
'^1
lows.
type of picture goes back more than a decade fel
Would you want to standardize? Prob— that it is, like sound, a logical and ineviably not.
table step forward toward the ideal motion
Another thing: standardization is a danpicture.
gerous thing in the show business. We have
It overcomes a limitation. Anyone prefers already had a lot of it. Competition — the
to look out of a broader window and with unending effort to give the public the
best
two eyes instead of one. Width and depth entertainment brains can devise — is the thing;
yield a picture that is more like actual life. not a levelling of effort.
The maker of pictures has always felt the
Our guess about standardization, in this
cramp of the studio's narrow stage which, particular situation — or any other, is that the
now, the sound track makes still more nar- problem should and will work itself out
row. The wide screen will give a picture of along competitive lines. As with sound the
much more expression and reality. Which is big theatres will get one or another process
what the public is yearning for.
and get it before the theatre that cannot at
In the future development of the motion first meet the new issue. Then, if it is in the
picture you can safely follow^ this rule: that cards, enterprise will arise and meet the demands of the other theatres.
step by step the picture will overcome all its
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Here's To You, "Red"!
Leaders To Kann In Applause
lanche of congTaliilaAX torava
y letters and telegrams
from leaders of the industry
in all branches has followed the announcement of the appointment of
Maurice D. Kann as Editor of
Motion Picture News.
Important newspapers, which for
years have recognized Mr. Kann as
an authority of the first rank on
motion pictures, likewise greeted
the announcement, both editorially
and by letter and wire, with great
enthusiasm.
Hundreds of expressions, many
of which were addressed personally
to Mr. Kann and others to the Publisher of Motion Picture News,
have been received. All hail the
accession of the new Editor as a
great event in journalism and also
express in emphatic terms the
esteem in which "Red" is universally held throughout the film world.
The expressions, thus far received, follow :
WILL H. HAYS— "Be very certiiiii in(It'i'd tliat you carry with you to your new
work my continued
» good
* * wishes."
J. V. ALLAN, (Warner Bros, )—" Please
accept my congratulations and best wishes
in your new

position."
» » *

AL ALTMAIf (Production Dept. MetroGold vvyn-Mayer) — "I want to congratulate
you and wish you marvelous success in
your new connection."
« *
R. V. ANDERSON

*

sure can't keep a good man down, especially one who is a little red-headed
'Irisher. ' We are »with* yon
from the gun."
»
(World Wide Pictures)

— ' ' ('ongratulations• and
• • good wishes."
C. GRAHAM BAKER (Los Angeles)—
■'Heartiest congratuiat ions and best wishes
lor you and .Vlotion Picture News. Look
forward to seeing •you."
* *
E. W. BALLENTINE

(Mgr. of Exchange

Operations, Pallie Exchange, Inc.) — "Best
wishes for your success."
• « •
DAVE

*

BARRIST (Barrist-Goodwin Publications, Philadeli)liia) — "Best wishes for
success in your new job."

*

*

JOHN BARRYMORE — " Mr. Warner
tells me you will edit Motion Picture News.
Stop Consider appointment happy choice
viewpoint' ' all involved Stop Please accept
post.
congratulations and
* good
* * wishes."
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS — ' ' Congratulations on the new post Stop Am also
glad to hear you are coming out to see us
soon

Stop

Every *good
*

wish"
*

B. V. BLAKE (Stanley Advertising Co.)
— "Please be assured that I shall always be
very happy to cooperate with you at all
times. Wishing you the best of success in

» *I am"
»
your new affiliation,
P. A. BLOCH (Branch Manager, Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.) — "This is to
wish you a lot of success in your new position. Needless to say, I will be very glad
to hear from you whenever you have occasion to write me in connection with your
work as editor of the Motion Picture

WILLIAM F. BLOECHER
(Warner
News."
Bros.) — "Heartily congratulate you and
News on new editorship and assure you we
are all looking forward to visit Stop All

GUSTAV
brock — "With my best
wishes foi' many years of success and contentment in your new post, I most earnestly
felicitate Motion Picture News, Inc., in
having secured the service of Red Kann's

* *

*

wonderful pen."
JOHN C. L. BROWN (Deca Disc Phonograph Co.) — "Accept our congratulations
and sincere wishes that your new post be
all you anticipate. We are happy to inform
you that we have had advertising space in
Motion Picture News and believe it to have
been a profitable investment. Whenever
you have occasion to call on us to answer
a question or advance opinion — don't hesitate— we shall deem it a pleasure to assist.
Again — best wishes and we shall read Motion Picture News
with greater
interest

* *

»

H.cefD.ortBUCKLEY
(Vice President, United
h. ' '
hen
Artists Corporation) — "Please accept my
good wishes for much success in your new
undertaking. Motion Picture News is indeed fortunate in securing your association— Mr. Johnston» is* to «be congratulated."
S. N. BURGER (District Manager, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.) — ' ' Heartiest congratulations and best wishes — trust that your new
* »
connection will be *extremely
successful."
NATHAN
BURKAN — "Please accept
my best wislies for a very successful career

» » *
good wishes for success."

on the Motion Picture
* * News."
*

BEN
BLOOM
(Irving
Berlin,
Inc.) —
" C'ongratulations and best wishes! It is a
foregone conclusion that you will be a huge

H. H. BUXBAUM
(Fox Film Corporation)— "Good luck to you and knowing you
will be very successful in your new connection, Iam, with l)est of wishes."

«
success."
MONTE

*

*

BLUE— "Motion

gets great break
Stop Am happy
and best wishes
tion Stop Am

Picture News

with you in editor's chair
to extend congratulations
for success in new posilooking forward to your

* * *

(Pathe Exchange,

Inc. ) — " Congratulations — best wishes —
and all that sort of thing, old boy. They

A. S. ARONSON

JACK BARRY (Publix Theatres Corp.)
"1 wish you every success in your .new

PAUL BLUMENTHAL
(Stanley Advervisit."
tising Co.) — "I want to take this opportunity of offering you my best wishes for success in your new connection and trust that
I will have the oj^portunity of seeing you
soon. I want to assure you that if there
is any way in which I can be of assistance
to you at any time or work with you in
any connection, I will be very glad to do

■*■ *

WILLIAM

BRANDT

*

(CciuMal Mgr., Fox

M('tr(i])olit;in I'lav linuscs, Inc.) — "Good
luck to you! Don't hesitate to ask for my
cooperation
in anything
* ■* *you want."
so."
0. H. BRIGGS (Sales Mgr., Du PontI'athe Film Mfg. Corp.)— "Both Mr. Steers
and myself want to take this opportunity
to wish you the best of success in your
new venture."

F. C. BADGLEY (Director, Canadian
Government Motion Picture Bureau) —
"May I express my best wishes to you for
your success in your new field of endeavor,
and assure you that if at any time we can
be of service to you in matters pertaining
to the industry in this country you will not
hesitate to call upon
* us."
» »
CHESTER B. BAHN (Syracuse Herald)
—"I want to wish you all possible success
in your new editorial chair. Personally, I
know of no writer in the film trade field
whose word carries more weight, or whose
.iudgment commands more respect. The
News, obviously, is coming along at a fine
clip, and with the reins in your most capable hands, the pace must be faster still.
So go to it! "
GEO. R. BATCHELLER (Pres., Chesterfield M. P. Corp.)— "I want to take this
(>l>portunity of congratulating you on the
change, and wish you every bit of success
in your new

undertaking."
* * ♦

STANLEY BROWN
(Gen. Mgr., Brin
Theatres, Inc.) — "Best wishes from Mr.
Brin and the entire organization."
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IRVING

BUSKIN

(Chesterfield M. P.

Corp.) — "I want to take this opportunity
of congratulating you on the change and
wish you every bit of success in your new
undertaking."
CHARLES

* »

*

W. BARRELL

(Director, M.

■Hr * *

DAVID BERNSTEIN (Loew's, Inc.) "I
want to extend to you my very best wishes
for success in your ne^v undertaking as
editor of Motion Picture News. While I
have always had the highest regard for Mr.
Johnston, and thought very well of his periodical, Ifeel sure that he is to be congratulated upon this
to the staff."
* addition
* «
HIRAM S. BROWN
(RKO Corp.)—
'I wish you continued success in your new
issociation. It is my opinion that the motion picture industry has been Avidely benefited by its live, alert trade publications
during its miraculous development, and the
gentlemen who occupy editorial positions,
such as your own, can and Mill contribute,
through constructive, beneficial criticism
and comment, to its material future
growth."

* *

* *
most happy one and* successful
every way."
J. I. CRABTREE

P. Bureau, Western F]lectric Co.) — "I remember the first time you came into my
office at the old First National stand eleven
years ago. I felt sure at that time that
such a bright, handsome and likable young
fellow would make his mark, and I am
proud to acknowledge that mv hunch has
clicked."

DOLORES COSTELLO— "It is a pleas
ure to congratulate you on new appointment Stop Confident affiliation will prove

*

JULIUS COHEN (Journal of Commerce)
— "Congratulations, Red, and my sincere
good wishes for your
success."
* * continued
*
MISS L. COHEN (Loew's Incorporated)
— " Received the announcement of your
new affiliation and want to wish you much
success."
«- * »
LOUIS COHEN (Gen 'I IMgr., Universal
Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.) — ''I
wish to congratulate you on your change.
Kindest personal regards and best wishes
foi' your future success."
« » »
BETTY COMPSON — "My congratulations to both you and News Stop Confident new editorship could not be more capably filled Stop Kindest personal regards"
JOHN
W.
CONSIDINE,
JR. — "Best
wishes for continued success in your new
association with Motion Picture News."

(Research Laboratory,

Eastman Kodak Comjiany) — "Congratulations on your new ajipointment."
SCOTT

E. CHESTNUTT

(Branch Mgr..

Paramount, Jacksonville, Fla.) — "I want to
take this opportunity of offering you my
congratulations and also my sincere good
wishes for your success, and I feel safe in
saying that I know it is already assured.
I also want to give you my assurance of
our heartj^ co-operation, and any time we
can be of any service to you I will be happy

» «
indeed to do my bit."

*

TOM
CONNORS
(Sales Dept., MetroGoldwyn-Mayer) — "Please
accept
my
heartiest congratulations upon your becoming editor of the Motion
» * *Picture News."
HY DAAB (RKO Distributing Corp.)—
"The sh((w value of The News leaps fifty
per cent with you in the spot. It convinces
me that while it may be old-fashioned to
say 'Work wins,' it is the basis of all real
success after all.''
HAROLD

L. DANSON

(Publicity Repre-

sentative, RCA Photophone, Inc.) — "I
want to take this opportunity of expressing my wishes for the very best success on

» * Picture
*
vour part with IMotion
News."
JAMES E. DARST
(Fox News) —
"Please accept my congratulations and best
wishes for your success."
G. De KRUIF

(Vice-President, National

Theatre Supply Co.) — "I wish to congratitlate you on this move. I consider the staff
at the News ;\ high-class one. The News is
to be congratulated upon improving its staff

* * pen."
by the use of your * worthy
WHITFORD
DRAKE
(Vice-President,
Electrical Research I'roducts, Inc.) — "May
I wish you success in your new activities.

woi'k. "

Editorshii> of the *Motion
» ♦ Picture News."
HERBERT

LEE

DE FOREST (General Talking Pictures Corp.) — "I congratulate you on becoming associated with my good friend,
Wm. A. Johnston of Motion Picture News.
Your association with Motion Picture
News will, I know, be a distinct asset to
that journal."
LYNDE

DENIG

* *

*

(First National Pictures,

NED E. DEPINET— "If you give the
same service to our industry through the
Motion Picture News that you have given
in the past, I know this industry will continue to owe you its debt of gratitude for
your fairness, clear sightedness and sympathetic understanding of our problems."

R. EBENSTEIN

(Herbert

R. Ebenstein Company) — "I wish you every
success in your new association. Both you
and Motion Picture News have my good

* *

*

JOHN EBERSON (Architect)— "I know
wishes."
that you will be happy with Motion Picture News, and I am wishing you great

»

*

*

CLYDE ECKHARDT (Fox Film Corp.)
—success."
"I certainly wish to convey to you my
heartiest wishes for your success with Mo-

*
tion Picture News."

*

E. A. ESCHMANN

*
(Electrical Research

Products, Inc.) — "Heartiest congratulations
on vour new connection, and the best of

* * *
S. C. EINFELD— "There's only one Red
Kann and his friends and admirers in the
motion picture business and newspapeis
areluck."
legion Stop May your success be equal
to the service you have given this industry
and the good will vou will continue to

* »

»

C. E. EGELER (Commercial Engineer,
National Lamp Works of General Elec. Co.)
"I wish you much success and happiness in
your
new position, and we shall be happy
hnil.l."

«

«

♦

to l)e of service in any way that we can."
JAY

EMANUEL

(Managing

Director,

Forum Theatre, Philadelphia) — "Needless
for me to add that I wish you all the success possible, and if in any measure I can

«

»

«

* *

*

help, please let me know."
FELIX FEIST (Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer)
— (to W. A. Johnston) — "I congratulate
you for having gotten "Red" Kann, arul
I congratulate 'Red' for having gott(n

Kindest regards."

Inc.) — "Congratulations ! "
COL. JOHN A. COOPER— •' Your many
friends in Caiuida wisji you good luck in
your new position and will continue to look
forward to reading your frank and incisive
analysis of current events in industry Stop
Please accept my personal good wishes and
])roniise of contiiun'il coo]>eration in your

R. W. DOIDGE (Advertising & Publicity, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.) —
"It is with extreme pleasure that we congratulate you upon your taking over the

PAUL FE JOS— "All my heartiest wishes
f(n- distinguished success in your new post
Stop The whole industry will continue to
eat up your stuff and ask for more Stop
Eagerly looking to an earW Hollywood

* *

*

get together."
N. B. FINKLER (Fox Film Corp.) —
"My heartiest congratulations and best
''
wishes for
you. your success in your new undertaking. Iam sure that under your guidance Motion Picture News will be the
'Bible of the Industry.'
* * "*
WILLIAM FOX— "I extend to you my
heartiest good wishes for success in your
new enterprise.

Kindest regards."
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HAROLD B. FRANKLIN— "In associating yoiuM'li' with .Motion Picture News
you will carry with you in your neAv Avork
the best wishes of all who have been privileged to know you Stop. It will indeed be
a pleasure to see you here Stop. Kindest
regards. ' '

sure
PAULINE FREDERICK— "Am
Motion Picture News offers fine opportunity
and am happy to add congratulations to
many which must be yours today Sto)).
Best wishes always."
at
*
»
ERNEST

W.

FREDMAN

(Editor,
Daily Film Renter, London) — Hearty congratulations and jolly good wishes for fu'
'
t ure.

WALTER A. FUTTER (I'rcs. Waliliiis,
Inc.) — "I am delighted to learn of your
new connection and without hesitation
place any cooperation possible at your dis-

* * #
posal."
W. B. FRANK (Personal Representative,
Mack Sennett)— "In behalf of Mr. Sennett,
our studio and myself, please accept our
sincere congratulations, and be assured that
we are ready to co-operate with you in
» « »
every way possible."
TOM GERETY— "Just a note to extend
to you my best wishes for your success in
vour new association."
'All

HENRY

GINSBERGthe world to a'ou. ' '

the

luck in

JACOB GLUCKSMANN— "You carry
my heartfelt wishes for a successful career
with Motion Picture News."
LEE

L. GOLDBERG

GEO. R. GRANT (World Wide Pictures)
— "i'diiiit me to extend my congratulations
on your assuming your new post as editor
» «
of Motion Pictm-e *News."
CORINNE GRIFFITH— " Please accej)t
my heartiest congratulations on your new
affiliations and best wishes
* » for success."

PAUL GULICK (Universal Pictures
Corp.) — "In spite of the fact that, as a
press agent, I don't find you at all an easy
])roposition to circumvert and in spite of
the fact that you don't run anything like
as much material about Universal pictures
as I would like to have you, I sincerely congratulate you on the new job with the
News. I have just finished writing to Bill
.Johnston and I told him that I don't know
where he could have found a man in the
field any better than Red Kann.
And 1

* »

*

mean it."
CLARA E. HARTWIG (Photoplay Editor, Wisconsin State Journal) — "Here's
congratulation, best wishes, etc., etc., and

even etc."
C. D. HILL

* *

*

(Pathe Exchange, Inc., St.

Louis, Mo.) — "I wish you the greatest of
success in your new
* «venture."
«
DON HANCOCK (The Van Buren Corp.)
■ — ' ' More power to you and the News. Congratulations*'neverlhing.
» *"
H. E. HANCOCK

(Kinogram

Publishing

Corp.) — "I certainly wish you all success
ill your new connection."
* -* *
STANLEY

W. HAND

(Electric Research

Product, Inc.) — "Congratulations on the
new' hook-up! Bill Johnston is "aces" and
vou are both to be congratulated.
Good

(Secretary, Uig

Feature Rights Corp.) — "I will look
forward with interest towards your work
with the Motion Picture News.
AVitli all

p. ."
S. HARRISON (Harrison's Reports)
ck
■—iu"l wish you the best of success in jj'our

* • • success."
•
good wishes for your

new ijosition."

H.

M.

GOETZ

(Paramount

Famous

Lasky Corp.) — "My congratulations and
best wishes for success in your new connection."
HARRY D. GOLDBERG (Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, inc.) — "I want to congratulate Motion Picture News on what I
consider a step in the right direction, in obtaining your unique services. You know I
will always be glad to hear from you and
if my humble opinion is of any value to
yf)u at any time, I will be more than glad
to let you have it on any matter you might
ask about. ' '
J. H. GOLDBERG

(Columbia

Pictures

Corj). — "I sincerely hope that your new
connection will prove beneficial to you and
you have my very *best• wisiies."
«
MISS

BELLE

GOLDSTEIN

#

*

COL. E. p. HAWKINS
(RCA Photophone, Inc.) — "Congratulations. My services are yours at* all
-*- times."
*
GABRIEL

L. HESS

(Ceneral Attonuv,

M. P. T. U. A.)— "My heartiest congratulations to you. I extend to you my best
wishes for the success in your connect ini
with Motion Picture News."

* «

•

HAL HODES (Columbia Pictures Corp.)
— "It is scarcely necessary for me to tell
you of all the good things I wish for you.
Suffice to say, Red, that here's hoping that
your new position proves everything both
you and Bill Johnston
it to be."
« * want
«
JOE HORNSTEIN (Warner Bros.) —
"^lay I take this opportunity of wishing
you the best of success in your new posi*

(Secretary

to Adolj)!! /iUkor) — "Will you please extend my heai'tiesi congratulations to ^Motion
Picture News, Inc., for getting one Maurice
Kann to take a job with them. Congratulations and he^l of luck, Maurice!"

*

•

LEWIS

Exchange,

INNERARITY

(Secretary, Pat lie

Inc.)— "J wish you every suc-

* *

*

cess in your new venture."
RUBE JACKTER (Asst. Sales Manager, Columbia Pictures Corp.) — "1 ju>t
learned that you were to be associated with
the Motion Picture News after the 14th.
All I can say. Red, is that you have my
very best wishes and if the past is any
indication of the future, you certainly will
have all the success.
Again lots of luck
* * *
and kindest regards."
W. R. JOHNSTON
(Rayjwt

Pictures

Corp.) — "My every good wish follows you
in your
appointment
as Editor
of the
AL JOLSON — "Just learned of new n])pointment Stop. My best wishes go witli
you wsand
my congratulations to your new
Ne ."
employers Stop. Am looking forward to
seeing vou and personallv congratulating

* *

*

L. B. JONES (Eastman Kodak Company)
— "1 have your letter of September r2th
and shall watch the Motion Picture Ncavs
under its new editorial luanagement with

«

*

great interest."
E. D. KEILMANN

»

("Ki." Topeka, Kan.,

* *
Daily Capital ■ )— ' *
' Congratulations
!' '
"
you. C. KEOUGH (Counsel, Publix
AUSTIN
Theatres Corj). )— "IMease accept my congratulations and heartiest best wishes for

*- -* *

your continued success."
EDWARD L. KLEIN (Edward

L. Klein

Corporation) — "It is needless to state that
I wish you continued success and prosperity. I wish you everything that you wish
yourself. With kindest regards to Messrs.
Johnston, Gallagher,
Cooper,
and a good

* »
share for yourself."

»

EDWARD L. KLEIN (To Wm. A. Johnston)— "]\Iay I offer my heartiest congratulations to the Motion Picture News on the
acquisition of Maurice D. Kann as editor
of your publication, and wish you all continued success in «your» endeavors."
*
CHAS.

KRANZ

(Branch Sales Manager,

United Artists Corp., Cleveland) — "Moti(ni
Picture News, Inc., should be complimented
on being able to obtain your services, and
in writing this to you 1 do not mean to
flatter you, for you have known me long
enough to know that I alwavs mean what I

* »

•

JESSE L. LASKY— To W, A, Johnston
— "You are to be congratulated on your
acquisition of 'Red' Kann. He is valualile
asset to anj' publication, and his knowledge
and keen insight in the motion jiicture lield
"
say,won
have
for him respect of this industry.
May your enterprise make for greater suc-

•

cess. Regards." *

»

«

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON— "Aption."
ixiinlnienl
to new e(litor>lii|) is best news
in long time Stop Kindly accept congratulations and well wishes Stop IIoim! to see

WILLIAM LE BARON— "Congratulation^ on your new connection. News is very
fortunate in having to tell us all what you
think about pictures and ]iicture industry.

vou

Best

when

in Hollvwood."

luck on

the new job."

September
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D. B. LEDERMAN (Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.) — "I trust
that your new venture will be a big success, and if there is anything I can do to
» upon
» • me."
help you please call

BOYD MARTIN (Dramatic Critic, Louisville Times) — "With kindest regards and
all good wishes for your continued suc« « •

ARTHUR A. LEE (Pres. Amer Anglo
Corporation) — "I desire to congratulate
both yourself
and the Motion
Picture

H. M. MASTERS (General Mgr., Canacess."dian Exchanges U. A) — "I want to wish
you all the luck in the world in your new
» * »
connection."

» » «
News. ' '
ABRAHAM LEHR (Samuel Goldwyn)—
"I want you to know that you have my
warmest good wishes for conspicuous success, and my assurance that it will make
me happy to assist you in every way possible. I am sure you will cover yourself
with glory."
* * »
CARL LAEMMLE, JR. (To W. A. Johnston)— "Just a wire to congratulate you
on the addition of 'Red' Kann as editor.
Have found him to be an honest to God livewire and real go-getter.
» « »
M. A. LIGHTMAN (President, M. P. T.
0. A.) — "Permit me again to extend my
very best wishes."* * »
JULES LEVY
Film Booking Corp.)
my congratulations
editorship of Motion

(Radio-Keith-Orpheum
— "Permit me to oft'er
on your assuming the
Picture News.
What

a scoop for the News.
* »' ' *
WINNIE LIGHTNER— "Just learned
the good news and hasten congratulations
Stop. Best wishes, success and happiness in
new editorship and hope to see you in Hollywood."

* *

*

HAROLD LLOYD — "My sincerest
wishes go with you in your new berth, and
I earnestly hope your success will be continued Stop. Will be very happy to see
« « *
ou."
yHANK
LINET (General Talking Pictm-es Corp.) — "Congratulations and the
best of luck, and add anything more that
you want for yourself, for you must know
by this time that *I am* always
for you."
*
MYRNA LOY— "Motion Picture News
has my congratulations Stop. Happy to
know you are to visit Hollywood. Also
Stop. Be certain you have my good wishes,
* * »
Always. ' '
MARK A. LUESCHER (RKO Corporation)— "I congratulate Motion Picture
News and the publishers upon their good
fortune. I hope the change brings you happiness and added glory. It will no doubt
broaden the scope of your fine ability, and
your usefulness to* the« industry.
''
*
DOROTHY MACKAILL— ' ' Congratulations Mr. Kann ; you and the News make
great combination. ' '
FELIX MALITZ (To W. A. Johnston)—
* ' Your fame is wide and your ability is
known to all picture people. I can do no
more than to wish you a continuation of
the success already yours. It looks to me
like a well combination — Motion Picture
News and you."

LOUIS B. MAYER— "Best wishes on
your new affiliation Stop. News and you
both are to be congratulated.
Sincerely."
* * •
FRED J. McCONNELL (Sales Director
Short Product, Universal Exchanges, Inc.)
— "Whatever paper in this business or any
business gets Red Kann as Editor, has a
big leaguer. I congratulate both you and
» * *
the News."
BOONE MANCALL (The Motion Picture
Projectionist) — "I wish yoi: all the success
and prosperity in the new job Avhich you
deserve so well."

KANN

JOINS M. P. NEWS

Maurice D. Kann, with Film Daily for
the past ten years, and for the past few
years editor of the sheet, has gone and
done it. He joins Motion Picture News,
Inc., today. "Red" as he is kncwn to all
in the trade, is probably one of the best
posted men in the film world.

Herbert

L.

Stephen

The New York Evening Post,
Sept. 14, 1929.

Editor
JACK MULHALL— " Glad to hear you
are to pilot the News. Nice break for both
• • »
of you. Good luck."
FRED
NIBLO — "Sincerest
wishes for
» * »
your continued success."
RUTGERS NELSON (Pathe Exchange,
Inc.) — "Congratulations
and best wishes
• • •
in your new affiliation."
WARREN NOLAN (United Artists
Corp.) — "Of course you're going to do
great things for The News.
And all of us
* » •
are out to help you."
C. J. NORTH (Chief, Motion Picture Division, Dept. of Commerce, Washington) —
"Congratulations and best wishes for your
success in the new work. I have the privilege of knowing Mr. Johnston, and I can
assure you that I believe that you are very
fortunately situated."
TOM NORTH (Van Beuren Corp.) —
"Great!! Certainly glad to get the good
news that you are with 'Bill' Johnston.
I am for you hook, line and sinker, and if
I can be of any service any time just you
shoot the letter or wire, and you will find
me right square on the old job carrying out
* » »
es."
your
TOMwish
NORTH (Van Beuren Corp.)— To
W. A. Johnston — "Mighty glad to hear
that you have grabbed off the best little guy
in New York
editor, namely,
Kann.
That for
wasyourcertainly
a very, 'Red'
very
smart move on your part, and you know
you have my one hundred per cent support
at any and all times, and you can rely that
'Red' will have the« same."
« «

LOU B. METZGER (To W. A. Johnston)
■— "T want to congratulate you on your
choice of Mr. Kann as Editor of the Motion
Picture News. I am sure you will both
benefit greatly as well as the industry. You
have my heartiest wishes for great suc* » »

M. A. NUNES (Associated Theatres,
Inc.) — "I am sure you will be a huge suc« » •

CARL E. MILLIKEN (Secretary, M. P.
P.cess."
D. A.) — "Your announcement is of interest to us and a reason for hearty congratulations tothe* Motion
• • Picture News."

cess."
LEE A. OCHS— "Permit to congratulate
you upon your new connection wtih the
« * •
Motion Picture News."

CHARLES B. MINTZ— "I don't think I
need tell you that I wish you, and am certain that you will meet with, the utmost
»

»

»

success."
M. J. MINTZ (President, Cameo Music
Service Corp.) — "Accept my very best
wishes for your success in your new undertaking."

* *

»

CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ (Loew's,
Inc.) — "I read with a great deal of interest that you will become editor of the Motion Picture News. You are very capable
and there is no reason why you should not
be very successful in your new connec* « •
EDGAR MOSS (Fox Film Corp.)— "Permit me to extend to you my sincerest wishes
tion."
in your new adventure."

C. K. OLSON (Branch Mgr., First Nat.,
Milwaukee) — "Wishing you all the success
* *new* affiliation."
in the world in your

J. P. O'LOUGHLIN (Fox Film Corp,)—
"I wish you all success in your new en» » »
CHARLES L. O'REILLY (President,
deavors. ' '
Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce) —
"Delighted to know that you have tied up
• News."
<» •
with Motion Picture
M. J. 0 'TOOLE (M. P. T. 0. of America)— "Your advancement is very pleasing
to me. Knowing something about the newspaper and magazine business, I am sure
that your new affiliation with Motion Picture News will give you a better opportunity to develop your very fine ideas and
make your work of greater benefit to our
industry. Your principal, William A. Johnston, is a very estimable fellow and entirely
on the level. I know you will get along well
with him. Be sure that any service I can
be to you will be yours for the asking any

Motion
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Countrywide Congratulations
L. C. PORTER

(President, Society of

'I. P. Engiiieei-s) — "Let me congratulate
vou on your new connection."
• • •
DWIGHT PERRIN (St: Louis PostDispatch) — "I've just read of your new
connection, and hasten to felicitate you
and congratulate the News.
Best of luck
and lots of it." • * •
CHARLES B. PAINE (Treasurer, Universal Pictures Corp.) — "Please accept my
sincere best wishes for success and happiness in your new association."
• • •
C. C. PETTIJOHN— " Add this one to the
thousands of otlier letters you will receive
from admiring friends. My best wishes for
your continued success."
• • »
C. C. PETTIJOHN (To W. A. .Jolnislon)
— "I congratulate })oth ^Ir. Kanu and vourself. Kegards." • • «
LOUIS PHILLIPS (Paramount Famous
Lasky Coi'p.) — "I wish you every success
in the world in your new post, and can assure you of every cooperation that it is
within my power to
• give."
» »
LEO A. POLLOCK (M-G-M News)— "I
iuu \ 1 1 y li,i|ipy to congratulate you upon
your assumption of the editorship of the
Motion Pictures News, Inc. It is hardly
necessary to wish you success in your new
post, because your ability and personality
convince me that you are l)ouiid to flour-

» » »
ish."
FRED C. QUIMBY (Mgr. Short Feature
Dept. M-G-M)— "I wish you loads of success with your new• undertaking."
• «
GEO. E. QUIGLEY (Vice-Pres., The Vitaphone Corp.) — "I wish to extend to you
my best wishes for success in your new association."
• * *
JIM QUIRK (Photoplay)— "I wish you
all the success that you deserve, and that is
a lot. Please give my best regards to Bill
Johnston. I realize sometimes that we see
all too little of you. There is no reason
why we should not get together once in a
while and swap ideas."
« • »

MAX ROTH (Fox Film Corp., St. Louis)
— "Permit me to extend to you my sincerest best wishes. It is always a pleasure
to hear from you, and if there is anything
I can possibly do at any time, or be of the
slightest service to you, do not hesitate to
eall on me."
• • •
P. J. RIOHRATH (Genr Mgr., International Photo Play Dis., Inc.)— "The Motion
Picture News, Inc., is indeed fortunate in
obtaining your services, and you have my
best wishes for your continued success iii
this, your new venture."
• • •
B. r. ROSSENBEEG (Columbia Pictures
Corp.)— "Pei-mit me in these few lines to
express my best wishes for your success in
your new connection with the Motion I'icturo News."

RED KANN

EDITOR

One of the best beloved figures in the
entire motion picture industry is Maurice
(Red) Kann, the carrot-topped young man
who has for vears be^n editor of the movie
paper, the Film Daily. Despite his vouth,
"Red" is on terms of intimacy with the
Titans of the picture world, all of whom
trust, admire and respect him. He began
his career in motion picture journalism on
a low rung of the ladder and through character and ability won his way to the top.
Mr. Kann is making his exit from the
daily paper field to occunv the editorial
chair of Motion Picture News, a weekly
publication devoted to the business aspects of the industry. He will be the magazine's controlling factor in the East, as
William A. Johnston, the nubMsher. is removing to Hollywood. Mr. Kann has signed
one of those long-term movie contracts —
without C'pt'ons. He has the kindest wishes
of every one in the industry on his new
affiliation.

Regina Crewe
N"w York American,
Sept. 12, 1929.

HAL ROACH— "May you have all the
success possible in your new endeavor. Sincerest best wishes."
• » *
MISS M. S. ROSENFELD— " This is indeed 'news,' and T hope it will prove to be
a great move for you
• • personally."
«
DAVE ROSENGARTEN (World Wide
Pictures) — "I hereby wish to congratulate
you as well as Motion Picture News, and
wish you both good luck and much suc-

«

»

«

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG (RKO Discess."
tributing Corp.) — "May I offer you my
heartist congratulations and best wishes
for your success." • •

*

S. L. ROTHAFEL— " Our good wishes
will go with you always. You may count
on us in the future as you have in the past
for every co-operation."
• » ♦
KIRK L. RUSSELL (M. P. Producers
and Dist. of America) — "I wish you all the
good things that I•know
• «will be yours."
FRED G. SLITER (Educational Films,
Inc., Boston, Mass) — "Congratulations! I
was indeed glad to hear that you have become affiliated with the Motion Picture
• * «
AL STEEN (Managing Editor, AssoNews."
ciated Publications, Inc.) — "Please accept
our sincerest congratulations upon your
new affiliation with Motion Pictui-e News.
We wish you the best of success in your
• • •
new post."
DAVID SARNOFF— "I wish you every
.success for the future."

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK— "You have my
best wishes. Am confident you will be as
big a success in your new office as you have
been in the past." »

»

»

LOUIS E. SWARTS (Legal Dept., Paramount Famous-Lasky Corp.) — "I wish you
» » new» association."
every success in your
E. M. SAUNDERS (Metro-Gold wynMayer Pictures) — "I wish to take this opportunity ofextending to you my very best

• •

*

SAM SAX (Gotham Photoplays Corp.)—
"Iwish
certainly
wish you unbounded success in
es."

• •

«

your new venture."
J. M. SCHINE (Schine Enterprises, Inc.)
— "I shall continue to read your writings
for the Motion Picture News and I wish
you all the success in the world in j'our

»

«

*

• »

»

new position."
BEN SHYLEN (President, Associated
Publications, Inc.) — "Permit nie to convey
my heartiest good wishes for the great success that I know you can make in your new
affiliation."
L J. SCHMERTZ (Branch Mgr., Fox
Film Corp., Albany) — "Please accept my
best wishes for your continued success in
your new endeavor."
• *

*

B. P. SCHULBERG— " My heartiest congratulations. Your great service to industry through your vast editorial ability and
influence has been, in my opinion, one of
the foremost stabilizing forces in the business, and it is well' « to * know this great con* be continued by
structive industry aid is to
you through an equally important medium.
Best wishes always. ' '
MILTON J. SCHWARTZ (Fox Film
Corp) — "You have my whole-hearted best
wishes for your continued success and
prosperity, and, needless to say, that it is
a foregone
conclusion
that your success
with Motion Picture
• News
« • is assured."
JOS. M. SEIDER (Pres., M. P. T. 0. of
New Jersey) — "I sincerely desire to congratulate the Motion Picture News and
yourself upon your new affiliation. I Avill
always be only too pleased to co-operate
• » •
with you."
• "* • ' Congratulations.
VICTOR
SHAPIRO—'
Luck. Happiness in your new association."
WINFIELD SHEEHAN— "Leaving Los
Angeles September 25th. Will be pleased
to see you before my departure. Will save
two tickets for Chinese Theatre opening,
•Cockeyed World,' for you, which takes
place September 24. If j'ou have free rein
in editing Motion Picture News, am sure
it will succeed commercially and as live
news publication. You ha\'e my best
J. SICHELMAN (Asst. Gen. Mgr., Fox
Film Corp.) — "It goes without saj'ing that
the
-writer wishes you Success, Success,
wishes."

Success!"
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To ISlews On Its New Editor
LOUIS
K. SIDNEY
(Loew's,
Inc.)—
"Congratulations
on your
appointment
with the Motion Picture
» * »News."
M. A. SILVER (Stanley Company of
America, Inc.) — "I trust that j'our change
to the Motion Picture News will be of considerable progress to you as well as the industry. Gongratulations are due the ^lotion Picture News, and I wish you all the
luck in the world."
» * «
JULIUS SINGER (Managing Director,
Show-at-Honie Movie) — "May I be permitted to congratulate both you and the organization you are affiliating yourself with.
Good luck to you *! ' ' * *
SYDNEY

SINGERMAN (Program Department, Universal) — "I wish to congratulate you on your new appointment. I
know you will make a big success as the
editor of Motion Picture News."
« * *
CRESSON E. SMITH (United Artists
Corp.) — "Permit me to congratulate you
upon your new connection, and to wish both
you and the News the success that you so
justly deserve. With
» * best
* wishes."
E. J. SMITH (Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.) — "Sincerest good wishes in
your new connection as editor of the Motion Picture News. Your following and
position in the industry will make the News
more attractive to its readers."
» » »

RED KANN SHIFTS
Red Kann, the half-pint editor, completes
ten years' service with the Film Daily today, and leaves the editor's chair of that
periodical to assume the editorship of the
Motion Picture News. And the best wishes
cf thousands of his friends go with him.
Red celebrated his fifth anniversary on
the Film Daily — it was about 1924 — by taking three hours off to explain a lot of
things to a newly appointed motion picture
editor of a daily newspaper. The newly
appointed individual had dropped in to ask
the Film Daily a few of the fundamentals,
and Red obliged.
(P. S. — The newly appointed editor was
the writer of this column.)
THE

CARROLL

George
Gerhard
EVENING WORLD
Motion Picture Section,
Sept. 14, 1929.

S. TROWBRIDGE

(Mary

Pickford Company) — "It certainly does interest me to know that you are soon to be
editor of Motion Picture NeWs. It will be
a pleasure to co-operate with you in any
way I possibly can at any time, and you
may rest assured that the same cordial feeling toward the Motion Picture News that
has always existed will continue with even
an added interest now that vou are over

* ♦

«

PETE SMITH— "Congratulations and
best wishes on your new job. Call on us
for anything — well, nearly anything. Re* » *
gards."
JOHN
M. STAHL— "Wishing you all
success and happiness in your new connection with Motion Picture News."
« » •

there."
M. VAN PRAAG (Universal Pictures
Corp.) — "Heartiest congratulations on announcement your connection as editor Molion Picture News. A great tie-up of one
of industry's leading, cleverest journalists
with one of industry's leading trade papers.
Good luck, Red. There's no question you
putting it over.
Best regards.
* * «

HERMAN STARR (First Nat.)— "The
proof of a man is the friends he makes and
the respect he inspires in his associates. As
a man and as an editor you have displayed
sterling qualities of loyalty and devotion
to the best interests of the business in
which you play so helpful a part. You have
my best wishes for continued and increasing success in j'our* new
» »association."

J. C. VERGESSLICH (Manager, First
National) — "I hasten to extend to you my
well wishes for your success in your new
endeavor. I have always found you to be
a square shooter, and I know that if you
will tackle this job the same way you have
given your services in the past, you cannot
help but be a great success. More power to

HERSCHEL STUART (Fox New England Theatres) — "News is to be congratulated on having you. Best wishes and re* » *
gards. ''
HARRY H. THOMAS (President, First
Division Pictures) — "It goes without saying that you have my congratulations and
best wishes in your new endeavor. You can
also expect my fullest co-operation at all
* * *
times."
HARRY TARIFF (RKO Productions,
Inc.) — "Congratulations — more power to
you— 'nff said!" * » »
J. J. UNGER (District Mgr., Paramount
Famous Lasky Corp.) — "I am very happy
to learn of your new association with the
Motion Picture News."

* »

•

STANLEY B. WAITE (Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.) — ^" Hearty congratulations and best wishes for a brilliant success
you!"
with the News."
HAL WALLIS— ' ' Dear Red : Congratulations on the new job and best wishes from
Louise Fazeuda, self, and for your continued success."
JACK WARNER— "Dear Red: Certainly happy to hear you have become affiliated with Motion Picture News. I know
you as head the News will prosper to great
heights. Personally wishing you great success, and hope to see you out here real soon
in sunny California, where the sun shines
occasionally.
Kind regards."

1048-c

A. P. WAXMAN (Warner Bros.)— To
W. A. Johnston — "Congratulations on your
acquisition of "Red" Kann as editor of
Motion Picture News. I consider this one
of the most constructive accomplishments
» very
» « fine publication."
in the career of your
JOE WEIL (Director of Exploitation,
Universal Pictures Corp.) — "To say that I
wish you luck in your new venture seems
unnecessary. I think you have cut out for
yourself a wonderful opportunity. Now
just watch the News step ahead.

* * *

'Atta

D. E. WESHNER
(Stanley-Fabian
Boy, Red!"
Corp.) — "Always remember that anything
in the world that I can do to make your
new job equally as successful as your old
one, I am here to do it. With every good
hope for a most successful
career."
* » *
JACK WHITE— "Accept my very best
• » *
for greater success."
J. R. WILSON (Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.) — "I sincerely trust that your
new connection will be a most happy and
prosperous one. It will be our pleasure to
hear from you many
• •times
• and oft."
ALICE WHITE— "Glad to hear you and
uiy favorite trade paper are hooked up, so
I have two favorites at one address.
Best

* *

*

J. D. WILLIAMS— "I congratulate the
Motion
wishes."Picture News on your new affiliation with them." * * »
EARL W. WINGATE (Publicity Mgr.,
^ ^ accept
«
Paramount) — "Please
my congratulations on your new affiliation."
GRANT
WITHERS— " Happy to learn
you are coming to Hollywood as one of first
moves Avith new position.
Accept my good
* editorship."
wishes for success* in* new
SOL M. WURTZEL— "Best of luck in
• • «
j'our new affiliation."
BILL YEARSLEY— "I wish you all the
luck in the world in your new connection,
and know you are going to have it. I am
« « per* cent."
for you one thousand
LOIS
Board
members
of Trade

M.
of
of
and

WISS (Secretary, Ind. Film
Trade, Indianapolis)— "The
the Indianapolis Film Board
myself extent our hearty con-

• * «
gratulations."
GORDON S. WHITE (To W. A. Johnston)from
(Educational
Films) —and
"I learned
have just
returned
a vacation
of
your appointment of Mr. Kann as editor.
I congratulate you* both.
* »
LON YOUNG (Audible Pictures, Inc.)—
"The best in the world — all wool and a
• « *
ADOLPH
ZUKOR— "I see you are now
wide."
yard the
with
Motion Picture News. I want you
to know that you have my very best wishes
for continued success, and I send you this
note to wish you Godspeed."

Motion
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No Deal On For
Nathanson Quits Canadian F. P.
Famous Canadian
Alleging That Zukor Stopped
Says Co. Official
Deal With British Gaumont Co. At Least,
Not As Long
As
Present Board Exists,
He Declares

Claims Could Have Received
$75 A Share For Stock That
Was Issued At $51 ; Cohen
Named Successor
, Sept. 19.— N. L.
TOROXT
anson,CAN.
XathO,
managing director of
Canadian Famous Players, tendered
his resignation by letter at a meeting of
the Board of Directors of the company at
a meeting held here on Wednesday. Nathanson claimed that the stockholders of
the corporation were being prevented from
receiving and accepting an offer of $75 a
share in a proposed purchase of the Canadian company by the Gaumont Company
of Great Britain.
Mr. Nathanson outlined unsuccessful attempts to purchase the Gaumont Company
because of a prior agreement to sell a block
of the Gaumont stock to the Fox Film
Corp. Negotiations had then been made to
sell Canadian Famous Players to Gaumont
and an offer of $75 a share was to be made
for the voting trust shares that had been
sold to the public recently at $51 a share.
Nathanson claimed that this offer to the
shareholders had been blocked by I. W.
Killam of Montreal, one of the directors,
who had an alleged agreement with Adolph
Zukor to the effect that the transaction
could not be considered.
Nathanson said that he wanted a direct
connection with Gaumont to protect the
Canadian company's future and to secure
English production.
On the recommendation of Nathanson,
Arthur Cohen, veteran official of the Canadian corporation, was appointed to the
post that his resignation vacated.

According to I. W. Killam, a director of
the Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.,
the control of the company "will remain
in Canadian hands as long as the present
board of directors exists." This statement
was made by Mr. Killam this week in refutation of a New York rumor that Fox theatre interests were negotiating for a controlling interest in the Canadian company.
Voting control of the 165,375 trust certificates issued last March when Paramount
sold an interest in the company are vested
in three trustees for a ten year period.
There are at present 600,000 shares of no
par value stock of which 319,025 have been
issued. Paramount, it is said, has a 30 per
cent interest in the company which has
approximately one hundred and fifty theatres throughout the Dominion. A franchise
agreement between Paramount and Famous
Players Canadian, which will be in effect
for some time, gives Paramount distribution of its product in Canada.

James

W^hale

James Whale Will Direct
"Journey's End" For Tiffany

James Whale, Avell known English stage
director has been chosen to direct TiffanyStahl's all-talking screen version of
"Journey's End," according to an announcement this week by Grant L. Cook,
executive vice-president of the company.
Whale is now on his way to Hollywood
where he Avill direct dialog in "Hell's

"U" Appoints Singerman
Ass't To General Manager

It was announced this week by Universal
that Sj'^dney Singerman has been appointed
assistant to General Manager Lou Metzger
because His
of successor
growing detail
in the latter
office.
to supervision
of the's
program department is as yet unnamed.

Joice To W. B. Post
Taking charge of publicity and advertising for Warner Bros. Broadway theatres
is J. Maxwell Joice, appointed this week
bv A. P. Waxman.

Angels. ' '

A. M. P. A. To Tender Testimonial DinnerKann"
''Red
Of
Honor
In
Dance
will
be
a
most
auspicous
occasion. Among
ted
Associa
the
of
AT the weekly meeting
Motion Pictures Advertisers held on
Thursday the organization voted to tender a testimonial dinner and dance to Maurice D. Kann, the newly appointed editor of
Motion Picture News. The affair will be
held on Thursday evening, October 10, at the
Motion Picture Club, New York City.
A committee in charge of the dinner has
been appointed and headed by Paul Benjamin,
of the National Screen Service.
According to Mr. Benjamin, this dinner
will be the inaugural function of the social
season of the motion picture industry and it

the guests \Vill be practically all of the important executive heads of the industry, other
notables, and a number of close personal
friends of the guest of honor.
Reservations for the opportunity to dine
and dance with "Red" Kann should be made
to Mr. Benjamin as the seating cpacity of the
Motion Picture Club's dining room is limited.
Mr. Kann, who resigned from The Film
Daily last week, left on Tuesday for the
Coast. He will return to New York a few
days prior to the date of the function in his
honor.

September
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Outside Opposition Finds Sarnoff
Firm In His Attitude Toward Allied
NEW ALLIED AFFILIATIONS
'New England
Lines
Up At
Boston, Other Meetings Last
Week; 40,000 Play Dates
By Franchise
THERE are 40,000 play dates already
signed between exhibitor members
of the Allied States Exhibitors Association and R-K-0 and Tiffany-Stahl, the
two companies that are co-operating with
the independent exhibitor movement. In
addition, there are further indications that
the Allied movement is still gaining momentum all over the country. One of the
independent leaders speaking this week
after attending a New England meeting
stated that there is no doubt but that every
state will be shortly represented within the
Allied ranks.
At present, it is stated, there are but a
few spots where the state leaders are continuing their affiliaiton with the M. P. T.
0. A.
In the main, the independents are breaking aAvay from the old organization in the
formation of units to become affiliated with
Allied.
During the week there were meetings in
Boston, Butte, Salt Lake City, Montreal,
Xew Orleans and Albany, N. Y. Additional meetings are scheduled within the
next ten days in the East and several on
the West Coast.

New England Meets
At the Boston meeting there were about
90 exhibitors present representing 200 theatres in the New England territory exclusive
of Connecticut. At this meeting Natha)i
Yamins, former president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners' Association, was
named temporary chairman, with Ernest H.
Horstman, temporary secretary and treasurer. One delegate from each New England state was selected as a representative
on the executive committee which will meet
again next Tuesday for the furthering of
organization plans. Abram F. Myers, Col.
H.
A. Cole,
H. M. Richey,
leaders,
wereand present
at the AUi'ed
meetingStates
and
luncheon.
In New Orleans independent theatre owners from Louisiana and Mississippi were
present and the first session of the Independent Southern Exhibitors' Association
at the Jung Hotel was voted a success.
A. J. Bethancourt, of Houma, La., president, outlined the purposes of the organization and its motives. Abe Bereusen, of
Bogalusa, La., stated that the organization
would affiliate with the Allied States' movement as soon as its membership reached
one hundred exhibitors in the two states.
There were more than twenty exhibitors
present at the first meeting.
In Canada at the Mount Royal Hotel, in
Montreal, there was a meeting of the Exhibitors' Co-operative and the franchise
plan met with an enthusiastic approval.
(Continued on page 1053)

Paramount Rentals Far
Ahead Of Last Years
n tic
the
weeksfilmof rentals for the
domes
'S eleve
PARAMOUNT
third quarter of 1929, commencing
July 1, were 37 per cent ahead of film
rentals for the corresponding period of
1928, creating a new record for any
k period in the company's
eleven-wee
history. Receipts for Paramount Week,
the first week in September, were the
largest for any one week since the
company has been in business.

Fight To Finish
Against Electrics,
Says Schlesinger
General
Talking
Executive
Pledges His Services
At Memphis Meet
Addressing a meeting of film executives
and exhibitors last week in Memphis, M.
A. Schlesinger, president of the General
Talking Pictures Corporation, declared that
he had pledged himself "to a continuous
fight to save the show business from falling
into the hands of the electrical industry,
which knows nothing about 'show busiSchlesinger 's address was made during
aness.'
meeting when R. P. "Pete" Woodhull,
now a General Talking Picture executive
and former national president of the M. P.
T. 0. A., took occasion to hand over the
gavel to the newly-elected president, M. A.
Lightman, and to announce the new financing plan for the sale of DeForest Phonofilm reproducers for theatres seating 500
or less.
The first
trialpublication
of the sc'lieme,
as will
announced in this
last week,
be in the South, around Memphis territory,
providing that at least ten theatres be
grouped in a zone for participation. In
explanation of this it was stated that there
must be at least ten houses within a certain
teri-itory to render possible economical engineering service. Following a thirteenweek period, Schlesinger stated, the device,
if unsatisfactory, may be turned back without further cost; or if kept, may be paid
for over a two-year period with nominal
carrying charges, with only the remaining
half of the installation charge to pay at the
end of thirteen weeks.
Lighlman paid tribute to the work Woodhull had taken up, declaring he "had no
apologies to make for linking his acceptance of the M. P. A. 0. A. post with the
announcement of the new financing plan
for DeForest apparatus."

$5,000,000 IN BALANCE?
RCA
Executive
Is Declared
Determined To Stand With
Independent Exhibitors
As Per Agreement
f,
n ofentDavid
ive inatio
determ
Radio
of theSarnol
vice presid
THEexecut
Corp. of America, and head of the
motion picture activities of that organization, to become one of the dominant figures
of the industry, is easily noted in the attitude that he has taken toward the Allied
States Motion Picture Exhibitors Association. The Allied leaders, at the time that
Mr. Sarnoff agreed to line-up with the organization on the franchise plan, were given
assurances by him that no matter what
pressure was brought to bear from the outside he and his associates would remain
steadfast in their stand in regard to Allied.
The first inkling that outside influences
were at work came at the first Chicago
meeting where the agreement between the
Allied and the RKO executives was up for
the final signing. The reported insistence
in certain quarters that the Allied agree to
accept the Hays form of standard contract
and arbitration showed that other members of the Hays organization were determined to block, if possible, the success of
the independent movement.

Sarnoff s Move
But it was through the medium of the
long distance telephone that Mr. Sarnoff
instructed his representatives that they
were to accept the exhibitor contract. In
effect his speech was as forceful as Farragut's, "Damn the torpedoes, go ahead."
In making this move it is quite possible
that Mr. Sarnoff threw about $5,000,000
worth of business from the big circuits into
the discard. There is no doubt but that
RKO would have received about $3,000,000
worth of business from the big circuits this
year had they not become a party to the
Allied franchise plan. When it became
known that they were about to sign a contract the chances are that some bright mind
conceived the idea that an additional
$2,000,000 worth of business might be
found for RKO if the Allied Exhibitors
were held in line by insisting on the Hays
form of contract and an agreement to
abide by the present system of arbitration.
Sarnoff is said to have taken the stand
that a line-up of his organization with the
independent movement was an insurance
against the future of his company, rather
than the taking of a few dollars at this
time when they were in a spot where they
were the only possibility of blocking the
national independent movement.
During the past few weeks since the
Allied franchise plan has become operative
with RKO and the Tiffany-Stahl companies,
the latter organization has, according to
the exhibitor leaders, given its fullest cooperation to the movement and has been
(Continued on page 1054)
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Heavy Insurance
Key City Exchangemen From
List Carries Many
en
al
Ninete
Zones Form Nation
Film Names At Top
Producing And Distributing Co. Fox, Schenck, Lasky, Zukor
Plan

Is Outlined
When
The
Group Elects Officers
At Chicago Meeting
Last Week

exchange men from nineGROUP ofimportan
t key cities met in a
teen
three-day session at the Stevens
Hotel in Chicago last week, and completed
the first steps for the organization of an
independent national producing and distributing companj'. Officers were elected
and a charter under New York State laws
has been applied for.
It is the aim of the company to acquire
and produce outstanding product for the
world markets. In addition to taking the
preliminary steps to picture production,
such as acquisition of story material and
whatever other preparatory moves are
necessary before turning over the manufacture to an independent producer, the grou])
will actuallj' enter production itself by later
on acquiring studio facilities and the signatures of motion picture players.
The plan, as it would be submitted to
Coast producers, will guarantee a national
distribution of product and a minimum
fixed pi-ofit on each negative, profit to be
increased as grosses increase. The exchange men will form a board which will
work M'ith the producer throughout production. The board will make its headquarters
in New York City, where it will also engage a special representative for contact
with buyers for the larger circuts.
A

Company

Leaders

Adolph Pollak, of Hollywood Pictures
Corporation in New York City; Maurice
Chase, of Chase Pictures, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
Irving Mandel, Security Pictures, Chicago,
and L. Korson, of Masterpiece Pictures,
Philadelpliia, are the leaders in the movement. They arc, respectively, president,
se(!retary, vice-president and treasurer of
the new organization.
Mr. Pollak, when questioned on his return to New York this week a,s to further
developments, stated that there was nothing further to disclose at present except
that a substantial sum had been paid in to
finance operations, and that the combined
r(!sources of the group would assure the
proper working out of the company's plans.
In addition to other bookings, Mr. Pollak
stated that the exchange men's affiliations
with certain theatres and their ownership
of small circuits in their respective zones
would provide a positive outlet for product.
Both Pollak and Chase are credited with
aggressiveness in bringing about the formation of the company. Pollak explained that
it is the result of an idea, born three or four
years ago, to select an important exchange
man from each key city that each might
direct and share in the indei)endeiit production and distribution of the motion
picture.
As the situation now stands the

CJanadian Professor To
Sift Monopoly Charge
A study
Ont.. inSept.
picmoving
the 19.—
conditions
OTTAofWA,
ture theatre business in Canada
under the combines investigation act,
will be undertaken by Kenneth W.
Taylor, professor of economics of McMaster University, Toronto, who has
been appointed to the task by Hon.
n, Federal Minister of
Peter
Labor. Heena
The investigation is being made to
satisfy a number of independents who
have been complaining that the film
industry in the Dominion is a monopoly. Upon the report of Professor Taylor will depend whether or not the
Government will authorize a royal
commission to hold an inquiry into
moving picture business relations.

Nearly Twelve
Million, Warner
Nine Months' Net
Represents
A Gain
Of Ten
Million
Over
Last
Yearns Period
Warner Brothers net profit for tlic nine
months ending June 1st, 1929, is rei)orted
by the company to be .$11,957,700, which
includes equity in subsidiary and affiliated
company profits during a period prior to
date of acquisitions. It is an equivalent,
after deducting dividends amounting to
$9.58 per share, earned on 1,185,826 no par
value shares of common stock outstanding
at the end of the period.
The corporation's equity in earnings of
the companies acquired between Aug. HI,
1928, and June 1, 1929, included above for
.the period to the date of their acqijisition
amounted to $1,198,054.
Capitalization of Warner Bros, on June
1, 1929, consisted of 360,987 no par shares
of preferred stock and 1,185,826 no par
preferred common. On June 27, 1929, the
corporation split its common on a two-forone basis.
Net profit of the companv for nine months
ended May 26, 1928 amounted to .$1,12.3,947 equal to $2.04 a share on the combined
550,000 shares of the year previous.
following exchange centres were represented
at the Chicago conference: New York,
Washington, Chicago, Detroit, Albany, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Omaha, Dallas, Denver,
Philadeli)hi;i, Boston, Pittsburgh, Bulfaio,
Cleveland, Kansas City, St. Louis, Des
Moines and Oklahoma City.

Lead Producers;
Barrymore
Heads Actor Division
Four prominent picture producing heads,
William Fox, Joseph M. Schenck, Jesse
Lasky and Adolph Zukor are not only the
most heavily insured persons in this industry but come within an ace' of heading a
list of three hundred and twelve people in
the United States who are carrying insurance policies for more than a million dollars. In addition there are over a dozen
other picture personalities included in this
classification. The report was published by
theFox
insurance
periodical,
"The Spectator."
heads the
picture people
with a total
of $6,500,000 worth of policies, or but
$500,000 less than the list's leader, Pierre
S. du Pont. The amount covers both personal and business interests. Next,
or fourth on the list is Joseph M. Schenck
of United Artists with policies amounting
to $5,250,000; fifth, Jesse Lasky with $5,000,000; and sixth, Adolph Zukor Avith
$5,000,000.
Others include Samuel L. ("Roxy")
Rothafel, with $2,425,000; John Barrvmore,
actor, with $2,000,000; Cecil B. DeMille,
producer, with $1,750,000; Norma Talmadge and Joseph ("Buster") Keaton,
with $1,250,000 each; Gilbert Roland, actor, listed as "over a million;" Will
Rogers, $1,000,000; Arthur Stebbins, in the
insurance business himself, $1,000,000;
John J. McGuirk, former Stanley Company
official, $1,000,000; Al Jolson, $1,000,000;
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,
$1,000,000 each; Constance Talmadge, $1,000,000, and Eric Von Stroheim, $1,000,000.

Columbia Buys
Entire
Plant
Of
Horsley Laboratory
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Columbia has purchased the entire capital stock in Horsley
Film Laboratories, and immediately acijuires
the property, plaut and equipment
of the laboratory.
All negative and positive prints of Columbia will go through the newly acquired
plant, which has a daily capacity of about
250,000 feet of film. The Horsley property
adj'oins Columbia studios, providing the producing company with a compact grouping
of the two properties for efficiency and
speed.

Sheldon To Assume Post
At Paramount L. I. Studio

E. Lloyd Sheldon, for the past two years
an associate producer at the Paramount
West Coast studios, joins the supervisorial
group at the Long Island studios early next
month. He will supervise the production
of
two of the New Show World Group of
all-talkies.
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First Wide Film Publicly Shown
Is Fox's Grandeur With ^^Movietone^'
RESEMBLES

ANOTHER

iVo Difference
Between
Fox
Film And That Which Spoor
And Paramount Have
Shown Previously
beat the other proW:LLIAM ducersfox
of pictures on wide tilm to
the public by presentinsj' a series
of motion picture views of Xiao-ara Falls,
a Fox Movietone Xews and a wide tihn version of the Fox Movietone Follies at the
Gaiety Theatre on Tuesday night of this
week. The notices in the daily press were
hig:hly gratifying and very laudatory, hut
the business at the Gaeity on Thursday
afternoon found a great number of empty
seats.
Possibly one of the mistakes was the
fact that Fox did not hold back until he
had a new subject completed in Grandeur
Film, as the Fox wide film is named, rather
than bringing in the "Movietone Follies"
which had already been seen at the Roxy
in the standard size film. The effect on
press and public of a new picture would
have been far greater had it been presented
in Grandeur.

Possibilities Here
The views of Niagara Falls and the news
reel shots, the latter showing a baseball
game, the tennis matches, the West Point
football squad in practice, and a dress parade of the West Point cadets are the pictures that really give one an idea of the
possibilities that there are to the new sized
film and camera. The range of vision as
shown in the baseball game and the dress
parade are really remarkable and while
there is no real stereoscopic value to the
pictures the larger figures are most startling to audiences that are accustomed to the
standard size films.
In the case of the "Movietone Follies"
those who shot the picture on Grandeur
must have had the camera placed beside
the standard size camera and ground from
exactly the
samehere
angle,
really
nothing
shown
thatsoisthere
any is'
different
in the range of vision that was taken than
there was in the standard size film. The
angles are identical with the standard size
but the figures on the Grandeur are naturally larger. However, when the new technique required to obtain the greatest effectiveness of the new medium is mastered
by those directing and photographing the
productions something worth while will be
turned out by the Fox studios.
A director with the angle-shooting ability
that Jimmie Cruze displayed in making his
chorus shots in "The Great Gabbo," or
one with D. W. Griffith 's mastery of composition, will turn out a picture that will
be startling. Right now we are placing a
little bet that Griffith will be the first of
those who will really grasp the shooting possibilities of the new medium.

How Fawed
A Mgr.*sDown
Big Idea
It was
Sept. ,19.—
CLEVatELAN
gthe D,
PalaceO..Theatre
Huntin
ton. The picture was "Zip! Boom!
Bang!" the first all-talking comedy to
be exhibited in the town. The manconceived the e idea of "planting"
a girl ager
in the audienc
who would laugh
so hard at the show that she would
cious
become uncons
and would have
to be removed from the theatre in an
ambulance. So far, it worked all right.
The ambulance was in readiness. Newspaper reporters were on hand to catch
the story just as it happened. A photographer was even in readiness. The
girl, however, failed to faint at the
right moment. An usher was sent to
her to remind her of her share of the
t go
publicity
stunt.it.ButGuess
she wouldn'
h with
throug
why? She
wanted to see the end of the picture.
So the ambulance, the photographer
and the newspaper men went home.

Biggest Theatre
With 7,500 Seats
Planned On B Vay
On Site Ringling Wanted For
Sport Center To Oppose
Madison Sq. Garden
A theatre having 7,500 seats is being
j)lanned for the site on upper Broadway
between 67th and 68th Streets which was
formerly occupied by a state armory. Private interests bought the property at public auction and a few davs after the purchase refused a profit of $280,000 on the
deal from a representative of John Ringling who wanted the location for the purpose of building a structure that would
oj)pose Madison Square Garden both as an
indoor sports center and to house his circus attractions.
The Ringling
was was
turned
likewise
anotheroff'er
which
to down
have and
the
building a combination indoor sports center for polo, swimming, etc.
The owners of the property refuse to
state which one of the major theatre operating companies has closed with them for
the theatre when completed, but they are
going ahead with their plans to build a
house 'which M'ill be the biggest in the world
with 7,500 seating capacity. It is a picture
house chain. That much is admitted, but
jist which one I'emains dark.
The house will be in direct opposition to
Loew's Lincoln Square and also the new
Beacon, a large house which has lately been
ac(]uired by RKO, which lies. just three or
four blocks north.

NEWS

"SHOTS"

GREAT

Views Of ISiagara Falls, Ball
Game And West Point Cadets
Give Insight Into
Possibilities
nce apdiffere
greatineer
RE is
to not
the anon-eng
mind
beTiiE])arent
the Grandeur Film which William
Fox ])resented to the public for the first
time at the Gaiety Theatre this week and
those pictures which were shown by both
Spoor and Paramount in the recent past.
All three are using a 70 mm. film and
projecting them on a wide screen. In the
case of the Fox Grandeur a convex screen
is being used in the effort to lend the steroscopic illusion to the pictures. This is not
as yet very effective.

Comparisons
In making a comparison between the Fox
^Fovietone Follies and the one act of "Lady
P'ingers" the latter shows far the best direction and the bringing up of the principal figures in the cast. However, Fox
Grandeur will undoubtedly be capable of
the same depth and quality of photography
once the production crews are better acquainted with the medium.
The Niagara Falls scenes which Paramount showed are the equal if not better
than those which the Fox Grandeur shows.
The Publix Unit which Paramount shot at
their Long Island studios on their own wide
film process is superior to anything that is
shown in ensembles in the Movietone Follies.
The reason is apparent to anyone who
saw the "Follies" film on both the standard size and on Grandeur. It was a case
of shooting both cameras from the identical
camera line and naturally the Grandeur
failed to get anything more than the standard camera recorded.
However, the showing of the "Movietone Follies" in the smaller Gaiety Theatre as against the original showing in the
Roxy proves that there is much to be
gained by the showing of this type of picture in the smaller house. This is true of
sound as well as projection.

Fitzmaurice Handling New
Retakes On "N. Y. Nights"

Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Several additional
sequences for ' ' New York Nights, ' ' Norma
Talmadge's initial talker for United Artists, are on the retake schedule after several recent previews of the production.
Ijewis Milestone, director of the picture,
was unavailable on account of preparing
"All Quiet on the Western Front" for
Universal, so the retake job was turned
over to George Fitzmaurice. It is expected
that the added sequence will require about
two weeks' shooting.
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Three Film Firms

Labor Waging Fight Against
Reported Seeking
*^^Canned Musie'^; Exhibitors^
Hollywood House
In Most Cases. Standing Pat PuhliXf
R K O And
Warners
411

Theatres
In St. Louis
Dark Except Three;
Union Refuses
Proposals

involving musicians
LABOR troubles ts
of this industry
and projectionis
continue in unsettled conditions in
various sections of the country, most controversies hinging upon the cutting down of
orchestras and extra booth men in connection with the playing of the talking picture.
Last week's condition in St. Louis remains the same, with all houses dark except a small independent neighborhood
house and RKO's two vaude-picture theatres. On September 15, Skouras' Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central Thetares joined the walkout started by the men
employed in the twenty-three St. Louis
Amusement Co. houses. At that time some
fifty independently operated theatres had
an's
ed
The local
music
dropp
ate orMusici
d to. elimin
arbitrate
refuse
Union hastheir
its demands that theatres must pay a certain number of musicians whether they
work or not, and this is seen as cause of
trouble here. In all about 300 musicians
are on strike. The theatre owners, it is
said, will insist upon their right to hire as
many musicians as they deem necessary.
Union Leader Dally states that the fight is
against "canned music."

Seattle's Stand

Seattle theatre owners take the same
stand as those of St. Louis in insisting
that they decide the number of musicians
to be hired. Here, too, sound film is the
basis of all argument. A raise of $2.50
weekly is being considered, and matters are
expected to be settled some time during
September.
Stage hands in Cleveland arc demanding
that a stage hand be placed in every sound
house of 900 seats or over, regardless of
house policy. Exhibitors state that they will
pursue this policy in vaudeville houses, but
will reserve the right as to what they will
do in other houses. Hearings on the matter is being continued, with Judge Thomas
Kennedy presiding over the injunction suit
instituted by the local exhibitors' association against operators and stage hands.
Mark Patterson represents the union. A
temporary injunction was granted to prevent the operatoi's from going on a sympathy strike.
A clash occurred between the Portland,
Ore., Operators' Union and the Circle Theatre there when the management of the latter ordered two operators off the premises,
and replaced them with non-union men
after a three months' wage controversy,
As a sympathy gesture the Portland Capitol Theatre adopted the same policy. Up
to the latter part of last week no agreement
was in sight.
(Continued on l>age 1050)

Old Omaha Theatres To
Be Torn Down

Named
Aspirants
To
Pantages Holding

19.— Twoin the(he
landmarks
atres, long Sept.
OMAHA, Neb„
city's downtown district, will be
razed. The Empress, a house of 2.000
seats that was at one time the finest
theatre in town, is being wrecked to
make way for a new office building.
Publix' Rialto, recently closed, when
the corporation acquired two other
downtown houses, is being dismantled.
The house will probably be remodeled
for a commercial building. The Rialto
is 10 years old and was a 2,247 seat
house.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.— Publix, RKO and
Warners are reported to be staging a merry
battle in an attempt to purchase the Pantnges Hollywood Theatre, now under construction.
When Alexander Pantages disposed of
his theatre holdings to RKO and Warners
recently, he retained ownership of the Hollywood house, stating he intended to operate it himself in the future. Regardless of
that stand, it is known that any one of the
three companies would be willing to negotiate for outright purchase, with an executive of one organization stating Pantages had been approached by all three
with propositions during the past month.
It is unlikely that the former vaudeville
operator will do anything on the Hollywood theatre until his present legal ditficulties are entirely cleared up.
Publix has been figuring on a de luxe
Hollywood house for several months, and
had a deal on for acquisition of Grauman's
Chinese before Fox West Coast stepped in
to take over that theatre. Warners' have
had phenomenal success with their theatre
in the film capital during the past eighteen
months, and already have an option on
adjoining property to eventually build another house for Vitaphone long run showings. RKO switched the Hillstreet family
time vaudeville theatre downtown to a
straight picture policy last week, but it is
known that the latter company is also
casting around for a de luxe house suitable
for extended runs.
Even with the three organizations attempting to negotiate with Pantages for his
Hollywood Theatre, there is strong possibility of a bid from Fox West Coast Theaclosed.tres before any definite deal would Ibe

Fox-West Coast
Adds Over Fifty
Houses To Chain
Consolidated Deal For 27 Is
Completed; Others
Are Pending
More than fifty theatres have been added
to the Fox chain of theatres with the recent
acquisition of Consolidated chain of houses
in Colorado, Wj^oming, Nebraska and New
j\r(!xico and the month ago purchase of the
K. & B. chain in Denver territory. In addition to these Fox has also taken over
other houses in Idaho, California and Wisconsin.
Twenty-seven theatres are involved in
the purchase of the Consolidated chain for
the reported sum of over a $1,000,000.
Twenty-three more were included in the
K. & B. deal.
Negotiations for the purchase of the
Egyptian theatre, Boise, Idaho, owned by
Carsten Dahnken, is said to have been
completed and Fox is also reported to be
on the verge of closing for the Broadway,
Idaho Falls, owned by Joe George. The
Orpheum at Pocatello, Idaho, is alsQ said
to have come into Fox control.
A report from Milwaukee states that
Fox-Midwesco has bought the new theatre
at Merrill, Wise, an 800-seat house recently
erected by A. L. Robarge. In this territory
Fox is opening theatres in Marinette, Green
Bay and Appleton, Wise, about Oct. 15th,
the opening date for the Merrill which has
been renamed the Fox.
On the coast Fox takes over the Broadway Palace, formerly the Orpheum, in Los
Angeles and will remodel and reopen it
with a long run, twice-daily policy. The
Palace will be the third downtown house to
go Another
long-run. recent Fox deal is the addition
of the two former Universal houses at Corvallis, Ore.

Barry more And Al Jolson
Vehicles Started By W. B.
Warners placed "The Man," starring
John Barrymore, and "Mammy," featuring Al Jolson, into work this week at their
studio on the Coast as two of the outstanding Vitaphone attractions that they have
scheduled
for this
E.' Green
is
handling
the season.
former Alfred
assignmnt and
Michael Curtiz the latter. There are five
other Vitaphone features in work at the
Warner plant, chief among them being
"Show
of Shows," in its fourth month of
camera work.

John McDermott Associate
Producer At U. A. Studio
John McDermott, scenarist of Adolphe
Menjou's "Evening Clothes" and of Bebe
Daniels' "Senorita," has become an associate producer at the United Artists Coast
studio, -where he will assist John W. Considine, Jr., production executive.
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RCA Photophone
Revises Price On
500 Seat Theatres
$2,995 Listed But Exhibitor
Pays Installation And
Service Charge
It is announced this week through the
Allied States Association, Abram F. Myers,
president, that owing to a re-examination
of the estimate in connection with RCA
Photophone installation for houses of 500
or less, RCA is unable to meet the original
estimated cost without sustaining a severe
loss even by quantity production.
In lieu of this, Allied states that since
the association never had, nor has at
present any contraetural relations with
RCA and that in addition Allied has no
reason to doubt the sincerity of RCA's
purpose to help the small exhibitors, that
the electric company has earned the support of the Allied Association.
The price of Type G RCA Photophone
equipment remains at $2,995 but does not
include the cost of installation. This, the
Allied statement estimates, will not exceed
$200 when local power company services
are available. RCA Photophone will furnish services of a superintendent free for
one week. Where the Powers Projector is
specified as part equipment the price is
$3,250; otherwise the terms are the same.
Motiograph machines can also be supplied
at a figure to be determined.
RCA Photophone has in the process of
arrangement a deferred payment plan
whereby equipment may be purchased over
periods of from 12 to 36 monthly installments. Ten per cent cash, plus financing
charges on execution of the contract, and
a demand note for fifteen per cent payable
upon delivery of shipping documents and
the balance by an installment promissory
note payable in equal monthly installments
over the deferred period, is the plan.
A service engineer from RCA Photophone
will inspect RCA equipment from time to
time during the first 2 years at the rate of
$15 weekly and thereafter for $12 weekly
the remaining portion of the agreement.

Ben Ames Williams Author
Of New Will Rogers Talkie
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — "While Fox studio
executives are deciding whether or not to
re-make "Connecticut Yankee" with Will
Rogers starred, the cowboy humorist will
appear in an original talker written by Ben
Ames Williams. It is understood that
Williams' story will be laid in a western
background, with Rogers slated to be a
cowboy philosopher.

Remarque

Sees Laemmle

Erich Mari Remarque, whose "All Quiet
on the Western Front" is a best seller that
has been acquired for filming by Universal,
Was photographed for the first time recently at Carlsbad, together with Carl
Laemmle, Universal president. The Universal newsreel will carry the pictures of
Remarque's conference with Laemmle in
regard to the filming of the book.
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Dates Are Set For 10th Annual
Meeting Of M. P. T. O. A.; Relief
For Small Owner To Be Sought
Sullivan
Resigns As
*'U" Scenario
Head
io editor
C. Gard-of
ner Sullivan,
scenar19.—
D, Sept.
HOLLYWOO
Universal Pictures Corp., handed
in his resignation suddenly yesterday.
No reason has thus far been advanced
for leaving the post which, it is understood, has carried a salary of fifteen
hundred dollars weekly. Sullivan has
been with Universal for about four
months. Leon Abrams is reported tentatively filling the post.

Western Electric
Files Patent Suit
Vs. Gen'l Talking
Opportunity

To Clarify Situation Welcomed By

Defendant
Action in a patent suit was started last
week when on Sept. 13th papers were filed
by Western Electric Company against the
General Talking Pictures Corporation in
the United States District Court, southern
district of New York. Patent infringement,
involving four patents, is alleged by Western Electric.
General Talking Pictures Corporation,
according to an official statement, welcomes
the opportunity to clarify the situati(m. At
the same time. General Talking is also
plaintiff in an action which involves basic
patents of Movietone equipment, also manufactured by the Western Electric Company.
Commenting upon the action. Western
Electric states :
"This action by Western Electric and
its associates is in pursuance of its announced policy of protecting the rights of
fundamental patents on its apparatus and
circuits which liave been granted it by the
government. ' '

Columbia

Ends Work

On

"B'way Scandals Of 1930"
Hollywood, Sept. Ifl. — Columbus has finished production on "Broadway Scandals
of 1930," starring Jack Egan, and will release the picture as a special. The picture, directed by George Archanbaud, is
reported to have originally carried the title
of "The Broadway Hoofer," a regular
program release, but shaped up so well that
the producing company inserted new material in the story and changed the title.
"Broadway Hoofer" will be produced
later.

Delegations
From
Foreign
Countries Will Attend;
Lightman Making
Arrangements
intention of the M. P.
IT T.is 0.theA. declared
to definitely
effect a means to
aid the small theatre owner when the
tenth annual convention of the association
is held in Memphis, Tenn., Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 29th, 30th and
31st, according to an announcement from
M. P. T. 0. A. headquarters in New York
City. This aid, the communication states,
can only be accomplished through mutual
arrangements with those who supply product; that has already been effected, is
working as well as can be expected and
will be extended until all concerned are on
an equitable and fair basis.
Nearly every state in the union, including a delegation from Canada, will be represented at the convention. Fraternal delegates are expected from Great Britain,
France and Germany, Cuban picture interests will be represented and for the first
time at an American gathering there will
be representatives from South African and
India theatres.
M. A. Lightman, national president of
the association, has made arrangements
with the management of the Hotel Peabody for the convention dates. Additional
information concerning the meeting will
be made public as arrangements proceed.

Circuit Of Small
Houses
Is Planned
In The Southeast
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 19. — Formation of
what will be one of the largest smalltheatre circuits in the Southeast is now in
progress, with A. C. Gortatowsky, of Albany, Ga., and C. E. Baffin, of Tallahasee,
Fla., as the prime movers.
Prominent banking interests in Florida
and Georgia are said to be in on the deal,
with other prominent men affiliated with
the company as officers and stockholders.
Identity of Messrs. Gortatowsky and Baffin's associates and location of the theatres in the deal has not been revealed.
Mr. Gortatowsky, it is understood, will
be chairman of the board of directors of
the operating company and Mr. Baffin will
be one of the officers. A leading financier
in the Atlanta section will be president, it
is reported.

Mellaphone N. Y. Office
Mellaphone Corporation, manufacturers
of sound reproducing apparatus, have
opened an office suite in New York at Room
603, 1600 Broadway under the direction of
J. A. Tannenbaum.
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Sound Subjects
Million Dollar N. V. A. Sanitarium
Are Highlights Of
For The Theatrical Profession
Dedicated Bv Cantor At Saranac ManyEngineers'
Meet
Important
Papers
Will

Be

Maintained

For

All

Stage People By Managers
Donating
One
Day^s
Receipts Annually
new million dollar N. V. A. sanitarium for the theatrical profession was dedicated last Sunday at
Saranac Lake, h. Y., by Eddie Cantor, the
star of "Whoopee." There were present
at the time some 200 representatives of the
vaudeville, legitimate and motion picture
branches of the amusement industry. Executives of all of the large motion picture
producing and theatre operating companies
were included.
The sanitarium will be available to all
members of the acting profession whether
or not they appear in vaudeville, legitimate
or motion picture theatres.
There are accommodations for about 125
patients in the new sanitarium and at present there are about fifty members of the
profession that are being eared for by the
N. V. A. in Saranac. These will be moved
into the new building as soon as the interior is completely fitted, which will be
within the next three weeks.
THE

Instead of having the atmosphere of a
hospital, the new building looks rather like
the interior of a completely fitted modern
club. There is a huge auditorium fitted
with a stage where entertainments can be
held.

Sarnoffs

Offer

David Sarnoff in his message to the committee in charge of the dedication expressing his regret at not beinp: able to be
present, stated that he would equip the auditorium with a complete sound installation for the showing of talking pictures.
In his speech of dedication Eddie Cantor stated that he hoped that the sanitarium would never play to capacity, and
that he hoped to see the day when it would
be entirely devoid of patients with a huge
sign above it advertising chicken dinners
and waffles to the tourists.
Others who spoke were A. J. Balaban,
the new head of the stage production activities of the Publix Theatres; Joseph M.
Webber, president of the American Federation of Musicians; Pat Casey, head of the
Vaudeville Managers Protective Association, and Harry Chesterfield, of the N. V.
A. William Morris, who is credited with
having first evolved the idea for the sanitarium and who was most active in bringing about its completion, was tendered an
ovation when called to the platform for a
speech.
The expense of maintaining the sanitarium is to be met by the theatre owners and
operators of the country who have agreed
to donate one day's receipts each year for
that purpose.

Albany May Vote On
Sunday Show Issue
SunThe ition
Sept. e19—
propos
N. Y.. pictur
ALBANY.day motion
may be submitted to the voters
of Albany on a referendum on the date
of the general election, if the majority
of exhibitors have their way with
Mayor John Boyd Thacher, who, it is
understood, is willing to leave the entire matter to the people themselves.
A meeting was held last Friday at
the Albany Film Board of Trade, following a newspaper campaign for Sunday shows which lasted several weeks
and which demonstrated that 90 per
cent of the voters in the newspaper's
campaign favored Sunday shows.
The neighboring cities of Troy and
Schenectady have Sunday shows that
attract large crowds from Albany.

Musicians Wage
Battle Against
Talking Pictures
{Continued from page 1048-/; )
In Lewiston, Ida., the union situation is
divided, with the Liberty operating a
sound-on-film booth with two union men,
and the Granada, with disc system, getting
by with one. The former employs an organist, the latter none. The matter is expected to be settled.
Operators in twenty-four Toronto, Can.,
theatres threaten to walk out if the agreement with the Musician's Union is not
signed, according to a statement by Bert
Henderson, president of the local association. In Ottawa, all exhibitors except one
have accepted an agreement providing for
a $60 per week wage scale.
Two ladies are involved in labor disputes: In Covington, Ky., Mrs. Ethel
Schafer is giving the striking operators
strong opposition, while in St. Louis, Mrs.
Mae Cramer has filed suit in the St. Louis
Circuit Court for $50,000 damages against
several musician associations, charging that
they canceled her membership and broizght
about her discharge from the Ritz Theatre there.

M-G-M's New "Hollywood
Revue" To Start In Oct.
Hollywood, Sept. 12.— M-G-M expects to
start production on their "Hollywood Revue of 1030" by October loth, with Charles
Reisner directing. Reisner just finished
"Roadshow," a musical featuring Bessie
Love and Charles King.
Gus Edwards has already completed several song numbers for the new revue, besides writing much of the material for
sketches and blackouts. Harry Rapf will
iiroduce.

Prominent Film Men
Are Listed
Practically every subject of discussion
on the program of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers' Fall meeting at Toronto,
Canada, will be on the various phases of
sound production and reprodu-etion of motion pictures. There are many important
papers listed among those to be read and
the authors figure prominently in the industry. Members will convene at the Royal
Park Hotel, October 7th to 10th inclusive.
The program follows:
Monday, October 7th, President's Address; Committee Reports; "The Human Equation in Sound Picture Production," By Terry Kamsaye, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Luncheon: "Some Characteristics of Sound," A
motion picture lecture by Howard B. Santee, Electrical Kesearch Products, Inc.; "Reactions of the
Public to the Talking Picture," by Harold B. Franklin, Fox West Coast Theatres; "The Sound Film
Situation in Europe," by M. D. Golden, Motion
Picture Division, bepartment of Commerce; "Cinematography in Soviet Russia," by Leon Monosson,
Amkino Corporation; "Sound Films for Surgical Instruction,"
by Dr. Medallist.
P. E. Truesdale, American Medical
Association
Gold
Get to-gether Dinner.
Pre-view
of Forthcoming.
Sound
Film Productions.
Tuesday, October 8th: "The Trail of the Microphone,'' A motion picture lecture tour of the Hollywood Sound Studios; "Some Fundamental Principles
of Sound Recording and Reproduction," by Wm. H.
Offenhauser, RCA Photophone; "The Principles of
Sound Recording and Reproduction by the Variable
Density Photographic Method," by D. MacKenzie,
Electrical Research Products, Inc.; "A Demonstration Talking Film," by Dr. Kingdom, General Electric Company; "Studio Acoustics and Microphone
Placement,''
Products, Inc.by J. P. Maxfield, Electrical Research
Luncheon.
"Theatre Acoustics," by S. K. Wolfe, Electrical
Research Products, Inc.: "The Optics of Motion Picture Projection," by Professor Arthur C. Hardy,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; "A New
Method of Blocking Out Splices in Sound Film," by
J. I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Eastman Kodak Company; "Photographic Characteristics of Sound Recording Film,'' by L. A. Jones and O. Sandvik, Eastman Kodak Company; "Cliaracteristics of Loud Speakers for Tlieatre Use." by D. G. Blattner, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
No evening program.
Wednesday, October 9th: "Lubrication of Sound
Film," by J. I. Crabtree, D. Hindman, C. E. Ives
and C. Sandvik, Eastman Kodak Company; "A Film
Numbering Device for Cameras and Recorders," bjr
M. W. Palmer, Paramount- Famous-Lasky Corporation; "Dimensional Analysis as an Aid to Miniature
Cinematography,'' by G. F. Hutchins, General Electric
Company; "The Film Perforation and Means for its
Measurement." by W. H. Carson, Agfa Ansco Corporation; "Camera Mechanisms — Ancient and Modern." by Arthur S. Newman,
London,
England.
Luncheon.
"Early History of Motion Picture Cameras for
Film Wider than 35 m.m,." by Carl Louis Gregory;
"Possibilities and Problems of the Wide Film,'' by
Lorerizo Del Riccio, Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation; "Rectangle Proportions in Pictorial Composition." bv L. A. Jones, Eastman Kodak Company;
"Wide Films and Standardization," bv A. S. Howell
and J. .'\. Dubray, Bell & Howell Company; "The
Wide Film from the Recording Standpoint," by C. A.
Tuthill. Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation; "Artistic Considerations in Sound Film Production,'' by
mittee).
Joe
\V. Cotfman, Carpenter-Goldman Laboratories. Inc.
Banquet (Time designated by Arrangements ComThursday, October 10th: "A Rapid Method of
Determining the Degree of Exhaustion of a Developer," by M. L. Dundon, G. H. Brown and J. G.
CapstafF, Eastman Kodak Company; "Burn Out Phenomenon of the Tungsten Filament," by Gorton T.
Fonda. General Electric Company; "Water Cooling
of Incandescent Lamps," by Dr. Newell T. Gordon,
General Electric Company; "Radiation Characteristics
of Two Mercury Arcs,'' by A. C. Downes, National
Carbon Company; "Some Properties of Chrome Alum
Fixing
J. I. Crabtree and J. F. Ross,
Eastman Baths,"
Kodak bv
Company.
Luncheon;
Open Forum.
Other papers are forthcoming hut titles and authors
are not yet definitely ready for announcement.

■Big
September

21,
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Only 1 Hollywood
Film Drops Below
Normal Business
^Dynamite' Fades While 'Street
Girl,' 'Marianne/ 'Fast Life'
And Others Top The Mark
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — A heat wave
which shot business to pieces on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday saw a dwindling
of receipts at the local box ofSces last week.
The highest percentage of the Hollywood
houses was achieved by the Warners Hollywood, which got $24,600 (172%) as the
gate for a week which divided between "In
the Headlines," playing for its last three
days, and "Fast Life," coming in as its
successor for a run.
"Street Girl" duplicated the good business it has chalked up elsewhere in its first
week at the RKO where $25,000 was the
week's take and 125 the percentage.
"Marianne" at the Mayan for its second
week also made a satisfactory showing, its
gate totaling $12,100. After a run of sixteen weeks at the Criterion, "The Broadway Melody" grossed $12,315, or 123 per
cent, at the Criterion. The three other pictures that were over the normal business
mark were as follows :
"Bulldog Drummond," in its fifth week
at the United Artists, $14,500 (109%) ; "Illusion," inits first week at the Paramount,
$27,050 (108%) ; "Thunder" at the Loew's
State, $28,650 (107%) ; $16,800, (105%).
"Dynamite," in its eighth week at the
Carthay Circle, continues to fade, $9,800
(77%) being the week's figures for this
house.

Rumored Publix
Will Erect Deluxe
House In Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 18 — Rumors from
New York during the past week that Publix would erect a pretentious theatre here
at cost of several million dollars, were received with reservations by prominent Cincinnati exhibitors. Prior to sale of the
Libson-Heidingsfeld chain of theatres to
the Fox Film Corporation some tentative
inquiries were made by Publix officials
with regard to buying a theatre here, but
nothing came of the negotiations, it is said.
However others who claim to be in possession of informtion, contend that Publix
proposes to find a suitable site here before
the end of the year, and start work on a
very elaborate house.

Keaton Film Delayed
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — After preparing
an original musical comedy to star Buster
Keaton, M-G-M has decided to delay the
production until after the first of next
year. In the meantime, Keaton will be
starred by the company in an all-talker to
be directed by Edward Sedgewick.
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Broadway^s Outstanding Hit
^^Our Modern Maidens/^ Silent^
Drawing $90^358 To The Capitol
"Our Modern Maidens"
Big In Providence
last
money
BIGweek
from was
fourgleaned
of the here
best features to play this town in many
moons. Loew's State did a sensational
week with "Our Modern Maidens" at
$26,000, comparable with "Dancing
way Melody."
Daughtengrs"over
and $25,000
"Broadis
Anythi
big money
here. Strand reported excellent week
with "The Four Feathers," which was
exploited handsomely and Majestic
is holding Al Jolson over for another
week in "Say It With Songs." The
Victory did nicely with "The Greene
Murder
Case."
"The Cock-Eyed
World" is booked
for this week, at the Victory, and will
be shown almost as is, it is understood.
It should have tremendous business
in this little 1.00-seat house.

Outlook For Sound
Shorts Bright, Al
Christie Believes
Regards Price Buying As Their
Nemesis ; Says Theatres Should
Feature Stars Of Shorts
The short subject has a much brighter
outlook since talking pictures came along
to give it a new quality, believes Al Christie, head of the Christie comedy production organization producing for Paramount.
The short subject producer is still fighting a battle for proper recognition of hi?
product, however, declares Mr. Christie. lu
his opinion the battle was a losing one
before the injection of dialogue, and that
the entire short product of the industry
was in a rut with the whole ground having
been covered. But sound has changed all
this, he says.
Commenting on the good start made by
the talking shorts, Mr. Christie stated that
all enthusiasm for them could very easily
be killed off if exhibitors, and in particular, big chain operators, resume the old
practice which defeated progressiveness in
the days of silent shorts, and that is to
buy on price only.
Speaking of price buying, Mr. Christie
stated that that, more than anything else,
dragged all silent shorts down to a one
price level so that there was no incentive
to be had for the producer of shorts to
attempt something new in his field. "The
same thing could very easily happen with
talking shorts. If it does, the producers
of them who are really trying to cater to
audiences with quality short product might
just as well fold up now.

Time'' At The Roxy Does
$103,792; "Flight" A Hit;
Fox's Grandeur Shown;
New W. G, Record

T

HE outstanding hit of Broadway last
week was the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
"Our considerable
Modern Maidens,"
$103,792offering,
which was
of a dropa
from what the house drew the week before
with "The Girl From Havana," with "Big
Time" being the better picture of the two
from an entertainment standpoint. This
week, the big house has "The Black
Watch" direct from the Gaiety run, with
' ' Married In Hollywood ' ' to follow in.
At the
Paramount
"Theamount
Lady ofLies,"
which
caused
an unusual
talk
in the trade and along Broadway, pulled
$76,400 and would have been held over
were it not for the jam that the subsequent
runs are in for new product from Paramount. The Strand held "The Hottentot"
which got a fair return with $26,289.
The Rialto with "Bulldog Drummond"
held up nicely, getting .$39,200 in its third
week there, while at the Rivoli "The Dance
of Life," fourth week, played to $28,800.
The Cameo held "Seeds of Revolt" which
played to $5,978 with the picture holding
over. "Broadway" finished its run at the
silent feature, at the Capitol which grossed
$90,358.85 which is within $8,000 of the
record receipts for the house. The picture
was naturally held over for the current
week. The draw must have been on the
strength of the fact that this offering had
practically the same cast as did "Our
Dancing Daughters" and the success of the
latter with the public worked to the advantage of the latest offering.
In the point of receipts, "Big Time" at
the Roxy naturally topped the street of
Colony with $7,986 to its credit.

Two New Arrivals
"The Great Gabbo," which Jimmie Cruze
directed, was brought into the Selwyn Theatre on Thursday of last week for an extended run and met a fair reception. The
following night Columbia Pictures presented "Flight" at the Cohan for a run
and showed what is proving to be a corking box office hit. Columbia have taken
the house under a lease at $5,000 weekly
for a couple of months.
The Winter Garden hung up a new record figure for theatre house with a picture
attraction on a week without a holiday with
"The Gold Diggers of Broadway" getting
$30,160.25, while at Warner's Al Jolson in
"Say It With Songs" drew $17,996.50.
Second money in the extended runs of
the street went to "The Hollywood Revue"
at the Astor with $23,960, while "Street
Girl" at the Globe came through with
$14,972 and "Four Feathers" coming almost to the end of its run at the Criterion
drew $13,100 which is still very profitable
{Continued on page 1054)
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Wilson's Exploration Picture
^ Plan, Under Museum Auspices,
To Open New Exhibiting Field
Success Of ^^Simba^^ Leads To
Lining-V p Six Additional
Exploration Expeditions
For Pictures
of
FRANK R. WILSON, fornipr head
the Motion Picture Capital Corporation, has worked out a new idea in
connection with tho exploitation and exhibition of exploration motion pictures
The success that attended the handlinfr of
the " "Simba" pictures by his organization has brought about a tie-up with six
other expeditions that are now in various
unexplored parts of the world, with Wilson
to have the handling of their films when
they return.
It is Wilson's plan to have the films
synchronized with talk by the explorers on
their return here and to give them exploitation runs in the legitimate theatres of the
country under the auspices of the society
leaders in the various towns in which they
play. This method worked most successfully with the "Simba" production which
showed a profit of more than $500,000 in
its showing and which still has more than
1,000 dates to play.
"Simba" was shown under the auspices
of the American Museum Avhich shared in
the profits. The patrons and patronesses
of the American Museum throughout the
country assisting the various engagements
played.
In speaking of the plan under which the
six new exploration pictures would be
shown Wilson stated that he did not care
whether or not the theatres played the
pictures, for there were sufficient town
halls, school auditoriums, colleges and lecture halls in which these attractions could
be shown under the auspices that they had
behind them.
Wilson has made arrangements with one
of the large electrical companies for a portable sound reproducing apparatus which
can be installed anywhere in less than an
hour and each of the touring companies
will be equipped in that manner.

Selznick Will Supervise
While Schulberg Is Away
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — During the absence
of Ben P. Schulberg, general manager of
Paramount West Coast Production, on his
coming vacation trip abroad, David 0. Selznick will be in charge of production at the
Paramount studios. Selznick occupies the
post of executive assistant to Schulberg,
and is a son of Lewis J. Selznick, former
producer and distributor.
Lucia Backus
Seger plays one of the
Erincipal roles in "People Born in Septemer," the second of the Movie Horoscope
series produced by James A. Fitzpnfrick.

Vitaphone
Production
200 Acts In 9 Mos.
actsoneis
of 200ofVitaph
TOTALoutput
Vitaph
the one
the
n
Easter studio, located in BrookIjTi, N. Y., since its opening on December 15th. Charles Hackett singing
several arias from "Faust" was the
200th short. The length of time includes about 225 working days, the
inge. "The
alson produc
studio
tests
250 Box,"
AboutRoyal
featur
the Germa
were also taken during the period.
A

"U'' Establishes
Special Bureau
For Silent Film
Stepped-Up
Sequences
Will
Be Added To Approved
Talkie Negatives
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Universal has
established a special "silent version" department for the purpose of making silent
pictures from the sound features that are
produced. Charles Logue has been placed
in charge of the department, and Lew Collins will direct all added sequences necessary to produce a satisfactory silent film
from the talker.
Under the Universal system, a director of
a talker production completes his picture,
and supervises its editing. After the picture is approved as a talker, and master
print and negative sent to the laboratory;
a finished print and all of the discarded
scenes shot jby the talker director, are
turned over to Logue 's department. From
the talker script and the scenes shot, the
"silent version" department develops a
silent story with faster tempo and added
scenes.
No limit has been placed on the silent department on the number of scenes required
for the silent version of any talker. When
a silent script is approved, the cast members are called back, and the required scenes
shot. It is reported that as high as 150
scenes have been made for the silent version of a feature in order that it be a good
silent production with proper tempo.

Musical Version Of "Rose
Marie" From Metro-Goldwyn

Hollywood, Sept. 19. — A musical version
of "Rose Marie" will be produced within
the next few months by M-G-M, with Carlotta King and Percy Askam featured. The
musical numbers for the production are
now being prepared by the M-G-M song
writing department.

Picture

News

Paramount Radio
Hook-Up Will Be
National In Scope
Initial Program
Will Go On
Air Over Columbia System
September

21

When Paramount 's initial broadcast of
the Publix hour goes on the air Sept. 21
over the Columbia network the event will
mark one of the most extensive radio hookups ever made. A nation-wide program
will reach the zones supplied by fifty-six
stations, including one at Montreal, Canada, and will come from four different
points. New York, Indianapolis, Omaha and
Hollywood.
Paramount officials have arranged to offer
a variety of entertainment. During the
hour stars of the stage and screen will
contribute their parts. The broadcast will
start at Paramount 's New York office at
Times Square, and will then move across
to Hollywood, stopping at intermediate
points to pick up portions of the bill from
Publix theatres in the Middle West. From
Indianapolis members of the stage show at
the Indiana Theatre will add their bit and
another Publix unit at Omaha will do likewise. Reaching Hollywood, Paramount
picture stars and featured players will give
singing, talking and musical entertainment.
The program will finish in the New York
City studios of Columbia with Paul Ash
leading an augmented orchestra.
In charge of Louis Witten, the program
will go on the air between ten and eleven
o'clock Eastern Daylight Saving Time;
eight to nine, Central Standard Time; seven
to eight. Mountain Time, and six to seven,
Pacific Time.
Among the stage and screen stars who
will participate in the broadcast are: Ruth
Chatterton, Clive Brook, "Buddy" Rogers,
Frederic March, Jack Oakie, Helen Kane,
Charles Ruggles, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford and Joe Penner.

J. P. Bethell Is New RCA
Photophone Mgr. Of Sales
This Aveek saw the appointment of J. P.
Bethell as RCA Photophone, Inc., sales
representative in charge of Philadelphia
and Washington. The company is directing
its activities in particular toward the small
theatre owner. Mr. Bethell has had nineteen years experience in the film business,
recently severing his connection with World
Wide. He will make his headquarters at
the Radio Exchange, Philadelphia.

Ruth Chatterton Signs A
New Paramount Contract
A new contract with the Paramount organization was signed this week by Ruth
Chatterton, now in New York after a year
of motion picture work at the Paramount
plant on the West Coast. The actress' next
role will be in "Sarah and Son," new novel
by Timothy Shea, which is being adapted
to the screen bv Zoe Atkins.

September

21.
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A.M.P.A. Elects
Klein President;
Name Committees
iVen? Administration Goes Into
Office As Official Personnel Is Chosen
Edward L. Klein was elected president
and the entire official ticket voted into
office at the annual election of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers held on
September 12 at the Hotel Paramount in
New York City.
Eighty-one votes were cast. Klein received forty-eight and Don Hancock, thirtythree. For vice-president Leon Bamberger,
who was on both tickets, received eighty
votes. For secretary, Martin Starr won
over Edward McNamee by one vote. For
treasurer, George Bilson received fortytwo votes with thirty-eight going to Alex
Moss. The rest of the new officers are as
follows :
Directors — George W. Harvey, Paul Benjamin, Charles W. Barrell, Frank Wilstach, Vincent Trotta; Trustee — Walter F.
Everhardt; Auditing Committee — Hopp
Hadley, Chairman; Joe Fine, P. A. Parsons Editor
;
of A. M. P. A. Bulletin— Jack
Harrower; Business Manager of A. M. P. A.
— Mike Simmons; National Counsellor of
U. S. Chajmber of Commerce — Hyatt Daab.
At the first meeting under President
Klein's administration, held Sept. 19, committees for the year were named as follows :
Finance Committee. — President, Secretary, Treasurer, Charles Barrell, Vincent
Trotta.
Membership Committee. — Don Hancock, chairm.in;
Jos. Rivkin, Bert Perkins, Secretary — Martin Starr,
Treasurer — George Bilson.
Advisory
Committee. — Bruce Gallup, Tom
Wiley.
Auditing Committee. — Hopp Hadley, Chairman; Joe
Fine. P. A. Parsons.
Publicity Committee. — Rutgers Neilson, Chairman;
Fred Baer, Garland O'Neil.
Trustees. — Walter F. Eberhardt, C. L. Yeardsley,
Paul Gulick.
Entertainment Committee. — 'Ed. McNamee, Chairman; Glen Alvine, James Beecroft, Ed. Finney, Don.
Mersereau,
Gordon
White, Ray Gallagher.
Plan & Scope Committee. — Hopp Hadley, Chairman;
Arthur James, P. L. Thomson, Jim Loughbourgh,
Frank Wilstack, Chas. McCarthy, Chas. Einfeld.
House Committee. — Paul Benjamin. Chairman;
Arthur Eddy, Al Selig, Lou Rydell, Kelsey Allen.
Service Committee. — Geo. Bruce Gallup, Chairman;
Marvin Kirsch, Lou Rydell, Jas. Milligan, John C.
Flinn.
Constitution Committee. — Julian Solomon, Chairman;
Hank Linet, Paul Gulick.
Art Directors. — Then. Jaediker, Garoly Grosz, Armando Aranjo, Glen Cravath, Harry Lewis.
Bulletin. — Jack Harrower, editor; Mike Simmons,
business manager.

7 New RKO Talkie Features
Now Shaping Up On Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 12. — -With four productions starting next week, R-K-0 studios
will be working at full capacity with a total
of seven pictures in the course of production. These include: Bebe Daniels next;
Rudy Vallee in "The Vagabond Lover";
Richard Dix' first for R-K-0; "The Firewalker"; "Hit the Deck"; "The Case of
Sergeant Greisha"; and "Dance Hall."

Vote Again On Sunday Law
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13. — For the second
time a vote on the licensing of Sunday movies will be taken at Jewell, la., on September 27.

Unification Of Wisconsin
Unit Seen As It Goes Allied;
T-S Sells Eighty Franchises
It Was Coming
But It Took A

Soon,
Year

For one solid
one for the book:
CITY. Sept. 16.— Here's
KANSAS
year — not a day less — there have
been flamboyant signs in the lobby of
the Pantages theatre, Kansas City, advertising "The Fall of Eve." — coming
soon. Last Saturday the picture actually opened at the house.
"I don't know what we're going to
do without those good, old 3-sheets in
the lobby," said Louis Charninsky,
manager. "We had come to regard
them as part of the permanent lobby
fixtures."

iedve States'
AllDri
Nets New
State Affiliation
{Continued from page 1048-e)
Another meeting of Canadian exhibitors
is scheduled for Toronto next week.
Al Steffes, the Allied leader, was cheered
at the meeting of the Montana Theatre
Owners in Butte which lasted two days.
Steffes is credited with having made the
"speech of his life" at the meeting and
the exhibitors present saw a world premiere preview of the Leo Carrillo TiffanyStahl production "Mister Antonio," which
is one of the productions that is offered
under the franchise plan and which was
acclaimed as a surefire box oflSce attraction
by those present. Exhibitors from all parts
of the state were present, some of them
traveling more than 500 miles to attend.
The meeting was by far the most successful
gathering of exhibitors ever held in Montana.
In Salt Lake City the Independent Exhibitors of the Intermountain Territory
held a meeting on Sept. 19 and 20 at the
Utah Hotel. Al. Steffes jumped from the
Montana meeting to the Utah gathering,
also present were Judge Thurman of Denver. Between 100 and l.")0 exhibitor members were present at the meeting. There had
been a meeting last week at which 35 exhibitors were present at which the latter
meeting was arranged.

Holt Signs New Columbia
Contract For 4 More Films
Jack Holt, co-starring in "Flight," Columbia's new talkie special now running
at the George M. Cohan Theatre, in New
York, signed a new contract with Columbia last week simultaneous with the opening of the picture.
The star, accompanied by Graves and the
executives of the Columbia organization,
is now bound for the Coast.

Committee Also States It Will
Give Endorsement To
Similar Plans
n Pictur
MotioSept.
The members of theWIS.,
12.—e
CEDAR LAKE,
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin decided upon some drastic measures at their
convention here. The first thing they did
was to vest full power with the incoming
president and board of directors to either
join Allied States or not. The peppy board
of new directors wasted no time. They
held a conference and meeting directly after the convention and unanimously voted
to join the Allied States organization.
This announcement created quite a little
stir because the situation here in Wisconsin in regard to affiliation was more or less
jumbled. In fact there were known to be
two well divided camps and any attempts
at unification of the two were despaired of.
However, now that Wisconsin has
joined Allied it is said that they will have
the full support of all the former members
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Association.
BIG

Franchise Sales
The second thing of importance th;at
these boys did was to endorse the TiffanyStahl franchise plan. It is understood that
following this endorsement the TiffanyStahl Company was successful in selling
about 80 franchises to Wisconsin exhibitors which makes them quite strong in this
state. The resolution endorsing the franchise, however, stated that any other similar plan offered by anyone else would receive the same sort of endorsement from
the association.
The convention adopted a resolution
which would permit the board of directors
to set a budget for the coming year and
then work out a set of dues from the
budget. It is expected by many that the
dues will be raised to either ten or twenty
cents per seat per year.
Henry Staab, executive secretary of the
organization in his report declared that
more than 150 theatres in Wisconsin were
forced out of business by the talkies. Sound
equipment was too expensive for many of
them and the increased film rentals on
sound pictures also forced many out of
the picture. However, the talkies are here
to stay, Mr. Staab declared and the exhibitors who wanted to remain in business
would have to adjust themselves to the conditions imposed by sound pictures.
It -was pointed out by Mr. Staab that
during the past twelve years not a single
liad piece of legislation has been passed
against the theatre industry in Wisconsin.
This shows that the organization did good
work, he declared.
Exhibitors in Wisconsin protested against
the proposed blue law which is now before
Congress and which, they believe, would
(Contitpued on following page)
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Wisconsin Seen
Solid As Allied
Wins Membership

"Scotchman's Matinee"
Proves Successful
12. —outAfter
several month
of trying
the
CITY,s Sept.
KANSAS
plan, H. A. Jones of the Plaza
theatre, Kansas City, is convinced that
his "Scotchman's matinee," which he
advertises widely, brings added patronage to his theatre. The "Scotchman's matinee," as it is adrertised in
newspapers, consists of the regular
picture plus a first run preview of the
ensuing picture each Saturday night.

(Contimted from frecediiu/ page)
irike much business away from the theatre
men in all states.
Al Steffes, well known as W. A. Steffes
to the industry in this section, spoke on the
TilTany-Stahl franchise plan. R. E. Zimmerman of the Midwest Amplifier Service
spoke on the importance of getting engineering ability along with the purchase of
sound equipment.
Jack Miller, president of the Illinois association gave a short talk in which he
stated that finances were needed to run an
organization. He stated that in Cook
County, Illinois, the theatre men raised over
$70,000 per year to carry on organization
work.
{Continued from page 1051)
There was a considerable discussion on
finances of the Wisconsin group. It was
for that house. "Hallelujah" at the Embassy fell off a little to $9,710, while "Fast
finally decided that the board of directors
Life" at the Central drew $8,850.75.
be empowered to work out a budget system on the matter and decide on what dues
William Fox brought his "Movietone
Follies" in for a return date but on the
were necessary to conduct association 'ifwide film this time, at the Gaiety. It opened
fairs financially.
fairly well on Tuesday night but business
The exhibitors also passed a motion requesting Vitaphone and United Artists to
wasn'tond big
matinee.the following night or the secestablish exchanges in Milwaukee to facilitate Wisconsin Service. Charles Trampe.
president of the Milwaukee film board of
trade gave a little talk outlining problems
of exliihitoi's and exehaiigemen. Frank
Williams, former state association president, gave a short talk on organization with
increased dues.
At the election of officers Steve Bauer,
Hollywood, Sept. 19.— M-G-M plans to
Milwaukee, was elected president; A. C.
start production on "War Birds" immeGutenberg, Milwaukee, first vice president;
diately following the completion and reHenry Goldenberg, Milwaukee, second vice
lease of Howard Hughes' $3,000,000 air
president ; Jack Ilickey, New London, third
epic, 'Hell's Angels." Film rights to "War
vice president, James Bowden, South MilBii'ds" were purchased by M-G-M two
waukee, secretary; Ernie Langmack, treasyears ago after "Wings' went over as a
urer. Sergeant at arms for the coming
road show, and preliminary preparations
year is E. Aecola, Prairie du Sac, Wis.
for filming were started at that time. The
Directors are J. P. Adler, Marshfield, Wis.;
story
was shelved by M-G-M executives
H. J. Fitzgerald, Mihvaukee; W. L. Aineswhen Hughes started "Hell's Angels," as
worth. Fond du Lac; George Heubner,
Oeonomowoc ; George Fischer, Milwaukee ; it was figured that two air epics would
conflict with simultaneous release dates,
E. Berth, Kiel; August Berkholtz, West
and hurt business of both.
Bend; Bert Fischer, Mihvaukee; C. Mortimer, Milwaukee; William Wiske, Red Granite; Fred S. Meyers, Milwaukee, and Sam
Abrams, Racine.
Curtiz Will Direct Jolson's

"Modern Maidens"
Leads Grosses In
Broadway Houses

M-G-M

Will Observe

"Hell's Angels" Before

Starting "War Birds"

Next; Lois Moran Has Role

"Bugs" Baer Returns East
After Finishing M-G-M Opus
Hollywood, Sept. 12.— Arthur "Bugs"
Baer, newspaper syndicate humorist, who
was brought to the Coast several weeks
ago by M-G-M, left Wednesday to return
to New York. While here, Baer wrote the
dialogue for M-G-M 's Van and Schenck
talker comedy, "Take It Big," and, unlike most importations of Eastern writers,
made a tremendous hit with the writing
fraternity.
It is understood that M-G-M held an
option for a term cimtract with liaer, but
the latter convinced studio officials that he
would rather return East instead of working on an extended contract. Baer may
return to the Coast from time to time to
write dialogue for M-G-M, however.

Preparation for Al Jolson's ne.xt Warner-Vitaphone picture has proceeded t® the
point where Michael Curtiz has been signed
as director and, through the courtesy of
•Joseph Schenck, loan of Lois Moran obtained as the star's leading lady. Other
players already announced as signed include Louise Dresser, Lowell Sherman,
Tully Marshall and Mitchell Lewis.

Finishes "Howdy Broadway"
"Howdy Broadway," W. Ray Johnston's
independently produced feature, was finished recently at the Metropolitan Studios
in Fort Lee, N. J. Author and director
of the film is Charles J. Hunt, who produced "Casey Jones" for Rayart. Players
include Johnny Kane, Ellalee Rucy, Jimmie
Parrish and Jackie Clark.

Picture
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David Sarnoff
Will Stand By
The Independent
(Continued from page lOAS-e)
signing independent exhibitors wholesale.
The RKO organization, it is said, has not
been as active as the other. Reported attempts to make deals on the outside with
the circuits before going ahead with the
independents have come to the Allied ranks
and in turn have been passed on to the
RCA head of activities, whom the exhibitors have come to look upon as their friend,
and that anyone in the film business who
will toss aside $5,000,000 worth -of contracts
in order to go along with the independents
is a person worth while playing ball with.

Warners Announce
278 New Vitaphone
Release For Season
Listed on the 1929-30 schedule of Vitaphone presentations are 279 subjects. A
new feature of the program will be several
subjects in Technicolor.
Seventy-eight of the total will be produced by Bryan Foy, director-in-chief for
Vitaphone, while Murray Roth, in charge
of the Brooklyn studio, will make the remaining 200.
Foy's productions will include 52 onereel playlets and 26 two-reelers, many of
them in Technicolor. He has started his
program on the Coast with adaptations from
George Kelly's playlets, "Finders Keepers" and "The Fluttering Word." At the
Eastern studio Mr. Roth will film four
productions weekly.

Tannura Made Director
Of Pathe Short Product
Philip Tannura, chief
cameraman of Pathe
Eastern sound studios,
has been made a director of short product by
Robert T. Kane, general manager of production. Tannura reeracently
work handled
on the
the camtwo
Morton Downey starring features for Pathe.
Tannura has devoted nearly 20 years to
the picture industry, having started as an
actor in Thomas Edison Productions in
1907. He handled the camera work on
nearly every important lot in Hollywood
during the past five years.
Since his appointment in June, this year,
Tannura has directed eight two-reelers for
Pathe— "Fancv That," "After the Show,"
"Right in a Girl's Dormitory, " "Haunted," "Wednesday at the Ritz," "The
Great Hokey," "Rubeville's Night Club,"
and "Crosby's Corner," and is now assigned to produce the remaining short product on this year's schedule.

Fox Theatre For Westwood
Hollywood, Sept. 19.— A 2,000-seat theatre will be erected by Fox West Coast Theatres in Westwood Village, according to
announcement made this week.
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M-G-M
Organizes Coast Sound School
Will Train Stvidents
In Proper Technique
Of Sound Projection
a move to protect the M-G-M
N as
SEEpictu
re trademark from whatever
damaging effect poor projection or
faulty operation of sound apparatus
might have, it is announced this week
that company officials have inaugurated a school of sound at the Culver City
studios under the general direction of
Douglas Shearer, chief sound engineer.
Students are being picked from all parts
of the United States and they will undergo
the equivalent of a post-graduate university
course in transmission of sound to the film.
"Protect Our Product" is the school slogan, and the aim will be to create a group
of young sound experts to see that the
showman at large is given every aid in
the presentation of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
productions.

Over

A

Thousand

Applications

Selection of the candidates who began
their studio work last week was very much
on the order of the Edison test, except that
these men are older than the boys examined
by the great inventor, and have a background of experience to their credit. The
appeal of this new field to ambitious young
men is substantiated by the fact that more
than a thousand applications have been
received.
On graduation in six weeks, they will
spread to all points of the country, there
to serve the exhibitor with expert assistance and advice in presenting sound and
dialogue pictures.
The students are constantly under the
charge of Lewis F. Edelman, as chief instructor, assisted by Felix Feist, Jr., each
of whom has served in various executive
capacities in the M-G-M sound department.

Mr. Fenton — Description of sound technique on the stage and in the mixer room.
Mr. Dupy — Sound technique in the
recording building.
Mr. Reis — Exhibitors' problems of pro-

Mr. Shearer and Mr. Miller, his chief
jection.
assistant, will conduct lectures on general
subjects to link together the special subjects covered by the heads of various departments.
Each morning Mr. Edelman and Mr.
Feist take their charges to different stages
where actual production is in progress, and
the students serve as aides to the regular
sound staff on each stage. When sound
trucks are sent out on location students
accompany them.

6 Of Class From Exchanges
Six of the class were selected as outstanding young men in the exchange service of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. They need only to
learn the studio end. Five were exceptionally promising youths in the studio sound
department. The other three had such an
excellent background of engineering that
they will be permitted to learn the exchange end of the business after graduation.
M-G-M already has three men in the field
to assist exhibitors in the presentation of
sound pictures. Ernest Whitely is in the
Eastern territory, Charles Fogle in the Midwest, and Leo More in the South. The
Pacific West has recourse directly to the
studio in any emergency.
As an indication of how important sound
and dialogue has become in the production
of pictures the department headed by Mr.

Shearer now numbers more than 250 persons.

The young men who soon will graduate
and be meeting exhibitors to help solve
their sound problems are :
Harry Keaton, John Redmond, Edward
Dobkin, Michael Steinore, John Ward, Selvvyn Levinson, Richard Knost, Ralph
George, Jerome Porter, Henry F. McCarthy,
Donald MacLeod, Charles Berry and Ray

Ottman.

U. A. Buys "Blind Raftery";
May Produce As Velez Film
Hollywood, Sept. 19.— -United Artists
have purchased "Blind Raftery, " a novel
written by Donn Byrne a few years ago,
and are planning to star Lupe Velez in the
talker film production under direction of
George Fitzmaurice. Production is sched-uled for the first of the year, as Fitzmaurice will direct Dolores del Rio in "The
Bad One" immediately, while Miss Velez
will be tied
Henry
King's "Hell's
Harbor"
for up
two onmore
months.

Clayton
Head IsOfMetropolitan's
Sound Recording
The post of head of the recording department of Metropolitan Sound Studio, on the
West Coast, is now occupied by R. S. Clayton, who comes to Metropolitan from Electrical Research Products with whom he
served for the last year and a half as head
of installations of Western Electric equipment at the Paramount, M-G-M and Metropolitan studios.

Shearer Heads Faculty
Mr. Shearer acts as head of the faculty,
and has appointed several of his principal
executives, including Wesley C. Miller, Earl
W. Reis, 0. L. Dupy, A. N. Fenton and
0. 0. Ceccarini, as assistant instructors.
Each of these experts, who with Mr. Shearer, are responsible for the effects and dialogue recording and presentation in MetroGoldwyn-Mayer pictures, will conduct class
lectures.
The folloTving class themes provide illustrations of the subjects covered in the lectures :

Some of the studio sound experts instruct M-G-Ws first class in the new school of sound.
Douglas Shearer, chief sound engineer, (at blackboard with ruler), explains a problem to the
class. Standing, left to right: Lewis F. Edelman, chief instructor; Wesley C. Miller, assistant
chief sound engineer; Mr. Shearer, chief sound engineer; and Felix F. Feist, Jr., assistant instructor. Seated, left to right : Donald MacLeod, Ray Ottman, Ralph George, Henry McCarthy,
Harry Keaton, John Redmond, Charles Berry, Edward Dobkin, John Ward, Jerome Porter,
Richard Knost, Michael Steinore and Selwyn Levinson
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Talk In Hollywood
By Walter R. Greene
^iDiniiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiimNiiiiiiiiiijaniaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiinimjnniianiniiniiiniiiiiiiiii^

AFTER J. P. McAvoy's story, "Show
Girl" proved successful in novel and
film form, the author was commissioned to write a sequel under the title of
"Show Girl In Hollywood," with sale of
majjazine and picture rights assured to
"Liberty" and First National, respectively.
MeAvoy made a brief trip to Hollywood
to gather atmosphere and color for his
sequel, and it is said that he gained most
of his story background at a luncheon tendered him at one of the large studios by
the producing head and his executives. It
is reported that the entire conversation of
the associate producers during the luncheon
centered around three subjects : various
film mergers, the sensational drop in the
stock market that day, and a recent pro-duction that had just been re-made into a
hit. Whether the reports are true or not,
"Show Girl In Hollywood" weaves those
three ideas into its main theme.

RUDY

VALLEE was auspiciously welcomed to Hollywood last Saturday
when R-K-0 put on a special meeting-thetrain stunt with cameras, lights, pretty
girls — and the sheriff.
In order to have Vallee feel at home
with the newspaper representatives, the
latter were taken to San Bernardino to
meet the radio band sensation as he came in
via Santa Fe. San Bernardino and Pasadena officials greeted Vallee on schedule,
and then Sheriff Traeger welcomed him on
behalf of the State, County and City at
Los Angeles. Vallee stood the ceremonies
well, despite the terrific heat.
HOWARD

HUGHES, producer and director of "Hell's Angels," Hollywood's Patsy for the wise-crackers, was an
entrant last week in the national amateur
golf championship at Del Monte, Calif.
Hughes left here recently in his private
plans, and returned before September
10th to resume work on his air epic — now
in its third vear.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiinniniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiDnimn-

Here's A Film That'll
Be Theme-Songless
makes what
GOLDWYN
EL
SAMU
he considers
an important
announcement:
There
will be no theme
song for
"Condemned,"
Ronald
Colman's
first
talking picture for United Artists to
follow "Bulldog Drummond."

FOX
studios has issued a strict order
forbidding the wives or husbands of
players from visiting the sets while production is in progress. Studio officials feel
that wives and husbands might retard production through delays; but the main reason for the order is to eliminate all possibility of players being nervous when their
better halves are looking on during the
shooting of scenes.

REPORTS wirelessed from Florida state
that Lupe Velez strenuously objected
to Jean Hersholt's cigar during the filming
of scenes for Henry King's current picture.
Lupe is said to have vividly described the
cigar in general and its odor in particular,
with Jean returning a verbal fire that
stopped the Mexican miss cold. It is understood that Henry King adjusted matters
so that production could proceed.

I Hollywood Melody
I

Makers

FiiiHuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiniinnmiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiHiimnmiiiniimiiiiininiiiTiiiiifl

al JER^
ng origin
song
writiand
OME are
M. K.
RUBY
HERMAN
numbers for a Warner Vitaphone
short musical novelty, which will also use
several previous numbers composed by the
Ruby-Jerome team.
JKEIRN
writer
numer*
ous hitBRENNAN,
songs in the
past,of is
busy
writing sketches and song numbers for
"Show of Shows" for Warners. Brennan, in addition to his musical compositions,
is also a playwright of no little ability.
JUST

YOU, JUST ME apears to be building into the hit song of Marion Davies'
M-G-M musical, "Marianne." The number was composed by Jesse Greer and Ray
Klages, who are now writing songs for
Universal 's "Shannons of Broadway."

NEW arrivals among the melody makers
on the Coast include Joe Young and
Harry Warren, who have been signed by
Warners to write additional numbers for
"Spring Is Here," the musical comedy just
purchased for immediate production.
GRANT
CLARK and HARRY AKST
have been assigned to write additional

GRANT

WITHERS, Warners' skyrocketing juvenile star, is currently engaged
to Loretta Young, First National contract
actress. Neither will set a definite date for

songs for Warners' "The Golden Dawn,"
the operetta featuring Alice Gentle, noted
opera singer.

the wedding, although admitting the engagement. Withers was engaged to Alberta
Vaughan several years ago when the two
were working for FBO, but the affair blew
up when Withers became a free lance.
{Continued on following page)

WILL
KERNELL is writing an operetta
for Fox under title of "The Last
Waltz," adapted from a novel of the same
title.
{Continued on follounng page)

MAURICE
CHEVALH:R'S
initial
talker-musical for Paramount, "Innocents of Paris," is rolling up a record in
San Francisco that is making Hollywood
gasp. The picture is now in the fifth month
at the St. Francis Theatre in the Bay city,
and still showing no signs of weakening.
Richard Wallace took the bows for direction of the j)r()d action.
ANOTHER

film director has gone commercial. Jesse J. Robbins, who discovered Edward Everett Horton and starred
him in a series of features for Vitagraph
about seven years ago, later directing for
other companies, is now secretary-treasurer
of the General Cab Company. The latter
operates a large fleet of Ford safety taxis
in Los Angeles, and has branches in other
western cities.

When the popular Rudy Vallee pulled out of the Pennsylvania terminal in New York for the
West Coast where he is making "The I anabond Lover" for Radio Pictures, he was tendered
many farewells. As the train stopped at various stations alonp the roiUe, demonstrations were
to he had from admiring women and radio fans. Vtwious neivspapers covered the story of
Rudy's trip. The above scene just
shotvsas Vallee,
his parents
th train with
is about
to pull on
out the left, in the Pennsy station
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Christie Co. Has

Cohn Appointed
Scenario Editor
Of First National

For36Talkie
Plays
"Names"
Signed
Thirty-six stars and featured players
comprise the roster of talent thus far signed
for Paramount-Christie talkie plays. It is

Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Al A. Cohn has
been appointed scenario editor at First National Studios by Jack Warner, with Cohn
taking charge of the department this week.
Cohn, editorial supervisor for Christie Film
Company during the past year, recently
signed a term contract with Warners to
write, direct and supervise Vitaphone short
reel comedies.
The scenarist's long experience as a supervisor and editor prompted Warner to
assign him to the First National post after
three weeks on the Vitaphone shorts.
Walter Anthony, scenario editor at First
National for the past few months, has
been placed in charge of two miisical productions that will be produced by the company during the coming weeks. Anthony
is now preparing the numbers for the filmmusicals, and will have charge of that type
of production in the future.

Seastrom Returns To Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Victor Seastrom,
M-G-M director, has returned to Hollywood
after a year's trip to his home in Sweden.
He is preparing a story for his next production, which will be an all-talker.

Talk In Hollywood
{Continued from preceding page)
ANOTHER "spite" marriage in coast
film circles is reported among the recent crop of picture weddings in Hollywood. The actress was all set to take the
leap with an actor working for the same
company, when, according to report, the
boy stepped out one Sunday on a trip to
Catalina with another film actress, in company with a group of friends. A few days
later the girl heard of the trip, and decided
the intended engagement was off immediately. Then she telephoned another chap
who had been courting her for months, and
informed the surprised non-professional
that they would be married immediately.
First thing the actor knew about the walkout was when he read of the wedding in
the newspapers.
SOMETIMES it is easy to crash into pictures. Wiley Watson, Australian musical comedy star, found the pictures a
cinch. Passing through Los Angeles while
enroute from Australia to London to fulfill a musical revue contract, the comedian
visited a friend at M-G-M studios. He was
seen by Sam Wood, the director, and walked
out a few hours later with a contract calling for a comedy part in "Cotton And
Silk," which stars the Duncan Sisters.
Upon completion of the picture, he will continue on his way to London.
THE "False Friends" or "Knife-InThe-Back" Club has been organized
among a select circle at Paramount Studios, with Herman MankieAvicz and George
Cukor named as sponsors. The club was
organized following the successful staging
of a bachelor dinner at $10 a plate for Ben
Zeldman several weeks ago. Its first affair
will be to honor Ben Schulberg, studio head,
just prior to his vacation trip abroad.

Laura La Plante, one of screendom's best of
good lookers, who has just begun rehearsals
for "La Marseillaise," in ivhich she and John
Boles will be co-starred
under the direction of
Paul Fejos

AN

heir or heiress is expected at the John
Barrymore home some time within the
next two months. The coming arrival was
admitted by John Barrymore and his wife,
Dolores Costello, upon their return from
New York last week. Miss Costello will not
star in another Vitaphone production for
Warners until after the event, but this will
not disturb company plans, as Warners are
two pictures ahead on Miss Costello 's releasing schedule.

likely that at least sixty "names" will
have been signed before casting for the
current year's crop of shorts is finished.
Signing lately were Bert Roach, Will
King and Natalie Joyce for roles with
Ford Sterling in "The Fatal Forceps," by
C. L. V. Duffy. "The Dancing Gob," by
Vernon Smith, will have Buster West and
his partner, John West, in which the former will do his sailor dancing act. Wilson
CoUison's play, "He Did His Best," will
star Taylor Holmes, with Carmel Myers,
Kathryn McGuire and Harry Woods in
support. Additional stories are in preparation for Louise Fazenda, Marie Dressier,
Charlie Murray and others as well as the
all-colored Octavus Roy Cohen stories.

Neilan's Mother Dead
Holllywood, Sept. 19.— Mrs. Blanche Neilan, 61 years of age, and mother of Marshall
Neilan the director, died last Friday at the
California Lutheran Hospital after a
lingering
illness. Interment was in Rosedale Cemetery.

Hollywood

Melody Makers

{Continued from preceding page)

tpDWIN CAREWE, film producer, has
^-^ put in a bid to take care of the qrarbage
disposal in the city of San Francisco, and
has assured city officials that he is ready
to invest $250,000 in a reduction plant that
will convert the wet garbage into chicken
feed.
If Carewe is successful in obtaining the
contract, he will still continue to produce
pictures in Hollywood ; as the garbage collecting will be a personal investment pro-

ABEmusical
MEYER,
in charge has
of signed
Tiffany-Stahl
department,
Abner
Silver to write original song numbers for
several of the company's forthcoming productions. Silver has already contributed
two numbers for "Painted Faces," "Bashful Baby," and "Somebody Like You."
Silver, in association with George Waggner,
are writing two songs for Mae Murray to
sing in "Peacock Alley." Leo Feist, Inc.,
will publish the numbers for Tiffany-Stahl.

position.
BETTY COMPSON wants to construct a
$6,000,000 hotel for California tourists,
according to plans submitted to the City
Planning Commission for a re-zoning permit. The site is in the Hollywood hills overlooking the city. It is understood that Miss
Compson would organize a corporation to
construct the hotel, interesting many film
people in the project through investments.

FREDERICK STAHLBERG, associated
with the late Victor Herbert for many
years, is the latest orchestra conductor to
be signed by M-G-M. Stahlberg will arrive
on the Coast within a few days to join
the company conducting staff which already
includes Dr. William Axt, Arthur Lange,
Herbert Stothart, Paul Lamkoff and Samuel
Wineland.

'l^^HEN
Hillstreet
was re-opened
last
^ ' week the
under
the name
of RKO, and
with a change of policy, several expensive
Oriental rugs were spread in the foyer over
the regular carpet. But someone must have
wanted to create the impression that the
rugs were only rented, for the price tags
and numbers were conspicuous on one corner of each of the large rugs.

WILLIAM ROCKWELL, professional
manager for Harms and Co., music
publishers for R-K-0, made a special trip
to the Coast to select the songs for Rudy
Vallee's initial musical film "The Vagabond Lover." The entire R-K-0 staff of
song writers are contributing numbers.

r^ LARA BOW and some of her film
^-^ friends have invested in a gold mine;
or rather two mines, in Sierra County,
California. It does not necessarily mean
that Clara is now a gold digger, for she'll
probably have to keep putting money in for
a long time before she starts getting it out.
Theodore Von Eltz has been signed by
First National for a part in "The Furies"
under direction of Alan Crosland. Lois Wilson and H. B. Warner are featured.

RAY

PERKINS, song department manager for both Warner and First National Studios, is responsible for the two
songs in First National's "Fast Life," currently released. The numbers are "Since
I Found You" and "A Fast Life and A
A L One."
DUBIN and JOE BURKE have been
Hot
■^*' assigned to write a group of original
song numbers for "Hold Everything,"
filmusical comedy being produced by Warners.
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M-G-M has staried "Lord Byron of Broadway," with Charles Kaley, ex-M. C, and
Ethelind Terry, musical comedy favorite, in
leading roles. Others in the cast of this
romance of a song-writer, to be directed
by William Nigh, are Cliff Edwards, Gwen
Lee, and Marion Shilling, recently from New
York.
Ulrich Haupt

has been signed for the

heavy in "Rogue's Song," operetta about to
go into production at M-G-M with Lawrence
Tibbctt. operatic star. Others in the cast
are lledda Hopper, Catherine Dale Owen,
and Marion Shilling.
Leila Hyams' term contract option has
been renewed by M-G-M.
William Austin has been borrowed from
Paramount by Warner Brothers for John
Barrymore's
next will
picture,
"TheLoretta
Man," Young
which
Alfred
E. Green
direct.
is to play opposite the star, and Albert Gran
and Douglas Gerrard have supporting roles.

Paul Gangelin is adapting "The Big Shot"
from Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur's
story for Pathe.
John W. Considine, Jr.'s first original
story, "Sea Tang," will shortly go into production at United Artists studio. William
.'\nthony McGuire, New York playwright,
has been engaged to adapt and assist in production.
Jim Farley has been engaged to play in
"Courtin' Calamity," Hoot Gibson's current
picture.
Jerome Storm is directing.
"Up And At 'Em," an original story by
Joseph Franklin Poland, will be Eddie Quillan's next talker for Pathe. Poland is also
writing the dialogue for the production,
which will be produced by William Conselman, with Leo McCarey directing.
Lionel Barrymore and his wife, Irene Fenwick, have been made defendants in a suit
instituted by Dr. Louis Rene Kaufman, of
New York, for a bill totaling $2,890.
Merna Kennedy was stricken with appendicitis while playing the final scenes in Glenn
Tryon's current vehicle, "Skinner's Dress
Suit," and rushed to a hospital for observation.

German
Officers Balk
At **U"
Offer
rsal
Univees
unte
19— culti
in
is enco
Sept. diffi
, ring
OOD
HOLLYW
obtaining the services of an expert technical adviser on the film production, "All Quiet On The Western
Front," according to reports. Practically every former officer in the German army during the war and now in
Hollywood, has been called to the
studio and offered the position. Reports state that they all have turned
down the job, even though most of
them need the ten weeks' salary that
goes with it.
Reasons given are that the former
German officers are particularly incensed over the book and the author's
arraignment of the officers in the
Kaiser's army, and will have nothing
to do with either the book or the film
version to be made from it. Universal figures it is necessary to find a
technical expert familiar with the
formations and operation of the German army behind the lines, as the
story outlines the war from the German viewpoint.

Millard Webb, director,
musical comedy star, were
wood Sunday, with many
Hollywood film circles as
honeymoon will be spent
and New York.

and Mary Eaton,
married in Hollyof prominence in
attendants. Their
in Banff, Canada,

Paul Porcasi, the urbane night club proprietor of "Broadway," has been signed by
Fox to appear in "The Three Sisters," starring Louise Dresser. Tom Patricola, the
dancer, and June CoUyer have other principal parts.
Robert S. Carr, novelist and scenario
writer, recently announced his marriage to
Frances Ann FitzGerald, formerly of Byron,
111. The two met when Carr was writing
his novel "The Rampant Age," in Chicago.

■Virginia Brown Faire has announced her
engagement to Duke Worne, film director
and independent producer, the marriage to
be
celebrated in the early part of the current
month.
Blanche Mehaffey, film actress, and Arnold Wallace Staunton, polo player and nonprofessional, were married in Glendale September 4th and left immediately for a
honeymoon in Venice, Italy. The actress
does not expect to continue in pictures.
"Resurrection," made two years ago by
Edwin Carewe, has been purchased by M.
H. Hoffman and Phil Goldstone, and will
be remade as a filmusical, with Goldstone
directing. Edmund Burton and Will Jason
are writing the lyrics and music.
Pola Negri has returned to Hollywood
from Paris to look after her local real estate investments.
Samuel Ornitz, novelist of Jewish life, has
been placed under contract by M-G-M as a
writer of original talker material.
Joan Marsh, young blonde ingenue, has
been placed under long term optional contract by Universal.
Harrison Ford has been signed by Warners to appear in a Vitaphone short subject
to be directed by Bryan Foy from the
George Kelly prize playlet "The Flattering
Edmund Lowe, whose optional contract
with Fox has expired, has been re-signed by
that company on a long term optional agreement.
Word."
Irving Bacon, Mack Sennett comedian, has
been signed by Paramount for a part in
Clara Bow's next, "The Saturday Night
Jean Hersholt and Lupe Velez have been
cast for the leading parts in "Hell Harbor,"
Henry King's first talker for Inspiration
Pictures.
Kate Price and James Bradbury, Jr., both
noted for their Irish interpretations, have
gone Russian and will supply comedy relief
in M-G-M's
"Rogue's Song."
Kid."
Lewis Stone will play the part of Norma
Shearer's father in her next starring vehicle for M-G-M, "Their Own Desire." James
Forbes and E. Mason Hopper are directing
the picture, in which Belle Bennett also plays
a prominent part.
Louis Wolheim has been signed by
M-G-M to play the role of a villainous steward in "The Ship from Shanghai," to be directed by Charles Brabin, in which Conrad
Nagel and Kay Johnson are featured.
Bodil Rosing, versatile character actress,
is playing role in "The Bishop Murder Case,"
the S. S. Van Dine novel now being produced by M-G-M. Others in the cast arc
Basil Rathbone, Roland Young, Leila Hyams, and Polly Moran.
Vivienne Segal and Alexander Gray have
been assigned the leading roles in the operetta "Song of the Flame," by Warner Bros.
Owen
Moore
has moved
from RKO
to
. Paramount

to play

a leading role

in "The

Matt Moore is now playing opposite H.
B.
Warner and Lois Wilson in "The Dark
Children."
Swan,"
William Beaudine is directing
for Firstwhich
National.

Brown and Freed, MGHTs

nee sonp ivritinf: learn, have

a practical demonstration

of their

Revue,"' when
Hollywood
special,
M-G-M
hit ofofthefilm
song crop
Rain,"
in the
ditty, "Singinf!Sally
Starr,
of thethenewer
players,
turns "The
the hose
on them

Fred Scott, concert singer, has been cast
by Pathe for the leading male role in the
new opus, "The Grand Parade," opposite Helen Twelvetrees, loaned by Fox. Fred
Newmeyer will direct.
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Opinions on Pictures
Side Street
Underworld Melodrama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)
MAL ST. CLAIR had a better story in
the one that Jack Conway, since
passed on, laid out for him under the title
of "49th Street." "Side Street," which
has Mai credited as author and director,
proves to be a weak sister as picture entertainment. It is of the melodramatic
variety with an underworld touch. In the
cheaper grind houses it will get by, but it
isn't up to the mark for the de luxe runs.
The outstanding feature of the casting
for the picture is the fact that it has the
three Moore brothers, Tom, Matt and Owen,
playing three brothers in the story.
The scene of the tale is laid in New
York. One of the brothers is a policeman
who has been appointed to the detective
force; another is "riding the bus" out of
the city hospital and the third is a gang
leader and bootlegger. The latter is carrying on his gang activities under an assumed
name, and the first brother is given the job
of running down the gang with orders to
get the leader. Of course the underworld
mob have the copper framed for a killing
on Thanksgiving night, and the gangster
brother, first undertaking to call off the
shooting that he has ordered not knowing
that it was his own brother that he was
sending to death, steps in and takes the
bullet in his place and is killed.
There is a little touch of human stuff in
the Thanksgiving dinner with the old Irish
mother and father, the latter a retired
flatfoot of the old school. But in the Park
Avenue apartment scene the dragging in o\
a couple of song numbers by the heels and
the forced dance of Georgie Raff is poorly
handled.
Tom Moore handles the role of the copper
very well indeed, but Owen was very stagey
and likewise poorly directed. Matt was
much too old for the ambulance surgeon.
Frank Sheridan as the old man gave a
mighty good performance as also did Emma
Dunn as the mother. Kathryn Perry as the
ingenue lead managed to come through
nicely.
The only way to get any money with the
picture is to go out and plant the fact that
the Moore boys are playing three brothers.
Produced by Radio Pictures and distributed through R-K-0 Corp. Story and
direction by Mai St. Clair. Dialc-gue by
George O'Hara. Length, 6,965 feet. Released, Sept. 8, 1929. Running time, an
liour and thirteen minutes.
THE
Jimmy O'Farrell
John O'Farrell
Dennis O'Farrell
Kathleen
Doyle
Mr. O'Farrell
Mrs.
O'Farrell
"Silk" Ruffo
"Bunny"
Maxse
Mac
"Slim"
Patrick Doyle
"Blondie"
"Drunk"
"Pinkie"

CAST
Tom Moore
Matt Moore
Owen Moore
Kathyrn
Perry
Frank Sheridan
Emma
Dunn
Arthur Houseman
Mildred
Harris
Charles Byer
Edwin
August
Irving; Bacon
Walter
McNamara
Al Hill
Heinie
Conklin
Dan
Wolheim

Welcome

Danger

Lloyd In Great Talker
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
{All Sound and Dialogue)
IN either sound or silent form, "Welcome
Danger" is a cinch for long runs and
big money grosses. It is unquestionably the
best laugh comedy that Harold Lloyd has
delivered to Paramount since his association with that organization.
Lloyd studied the dialogue and sound
situation carefully before he attempted his
first talker. The silent picture was made
and cut down to definite footage, before any
thought was given to sound effects and dialogue. Then he made his sound version,
but in so doing kept the dialogue minor to
the regular action of the story throughout.
There are very few attemj^ts at wisecracking in the dialogue, and only a small
portion of the laughs come from the spoken
lines. Everything- has been made to center
around the comedy sequences and situations, resulting in an outstanding laugh hit
that will be classed among the best Lloyd
has ever made.
Harold is seen as a rather bashful young
botanist, son of a former aggressive police
chief of San Francisco. The boy is sent
for to help run down a ring of dope runners
who have been baffling the police for
iinonths. Lloyd is picked up on the train
west, and a romance is developed at a small
way station enroute when he meets Barbara
Kent flivvering to the Coast with her crippled brother. Harold 'finally arrives at
headquarters, and becomes so engrossed in
the finger print department that he becomes
the laugh of the department. He finally
stumbles onto the trail of the dope ring in
Chinatown, and succeeds in rounding up
the leader after a maize of wild chases and
funny sequences in the underground passages. During the chase sequences, he is
able to save the life of the Chinese doctor
who has successfully operated on Barbara's
brother, with everything finally ending in
the usual way.
There is little time wasted in getting into
the laughs after the opening. They are
spotted frequently from there on, and Lloyd
has some brilliant comedy sequences in the
Chinatown underground that provide loud
and continuous roars. Every advantage
has been taken of sound in the picture. In
one sequence, Lloyd and a dumb cop are in
a Chinese cellar when the light goes out.
The screen goes dark — while Harold is
heard calling loudly for the cop. It is an
unusual effect that is certain to be used
frequently by other producers in the future.
Barbara Kent is ideal as the love interest. She has a captivating personality, and
the same kind of a voice. Noah Young, as
the dumb copper, makes the most of every
opportunity, and goes over in a big way.
The balance of the cast is highly acceptable.
Harold Lloyd has nothing to fear from
talking pictures. His voice registers excellently, and there is personality in its
reproduction.
{Continued on folowing page)

The Great Gabbo
Corking Talkie For Regular Runs
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)
THEmie first
that JimCruzeall-talkie
has madeproduction
independently
was
brought into New York at the Selwyn theatre for an extended run at $2 top. It
isn't a $"2 picture but it is a corking picture for the regular run of picture houses.
True it is another backstage story, but this
is a little different than the usual run of
backstage yarns that have come to the
screen within the last six months. Incidentally there was a great idea muffed in
the making of the picture, for with the
ventriloquist and his dummy carrying on a
conversation back and forth a "Strange
Interlude" idea might have been carried
to great lengths in the production.
The picture has as its star Eric von
Stroheim and he again proves himself to
be an actor of parts. He is as great before
the camera as he is behind it directing.
Supporting him in the principal role is
Betty Compson and she again scored a hit.
Von Stroheim has the role of a smalltime vaudeville ventriloquist with ambitions. Betty Compson in the role of Mary
is "sketching" with him. She is very
much in love with the egotistical "ham,"
but his abuse reaches such proportion that
she finally deserts him while they are playing a "shooting gallery" in Paterson. It
is but a short time later when the "ham"
is being starred in a Broadway revue, and
Mary is the prima donna with the attraction. In the time that has elapsed since
\Jieir parting the ventriloquist has time to
realize that the girl was a tremendous help
to him and that he is really in love with
her. He tries to win her back and for a
time it appears as though he would be
successful in getting her away from the
juvenile lead in the show who seems interested in her. In the end she selects the
juvenile, and then it is discovered that they
have been married for some time secretly.
And the ventriloquist when he is appraised
of the fact goes insane.
Mr. Cruze has handled the direction of
the picture most skillfully and his angle
shots of the chorus evolutions in the revue
scenes of the picture are by far the best
that have been seen in any of the talking
revue productions.
But there is a lot to this picture. The
atmosphere of the stage almost reaches
one's nostrils from the screen. The hanfect. dling of the ventriloquial scenes are perA James Cruze independent production
distributed by Sono-Art-World Wide Film.
From the story by Ben Hecht. Continuity
and dialogue by Hugh Herbert. Directed
by James Cruze. Length, 9,950 feet. Running time, an hour and thirty-two minutes.
Released, September.
THE
CAST
The Great
Mary
Frank
Babe

Gabbo

Erich

von Stroheim
Betty Compjoa.
Don
Douglas
Margie Kane
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The Drake Case

Should A Girl Marry?

Mediocre Mystery Melodrama
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialogue)
HERE is a dialogue picture that is far
too long getting underway to be satisfactory entertainment for the better class
of first run houses, but it is a mystery
melodrama that M'ill get by in a great many
of the smaller houses. The pictm-e starts
well enough, but once the murder has been
committed there is too much talk and far
too much footage given over to the preliminary scenes in the court room.
Charles Logue was responsible for the
story and he collaborated on the dialogue
with J. G. Hawks. Charlie knows better
than to have a district attorney open his
case with as lengthy a speech as was used
in this instance.
The picture has been fairly well cast with
Gladys Broekwell, Forrest Stanley, Robert
Fraser and James Crane in the principal
roles.
It is the story of a woman, who divorced
from her husband, returns to his home
after his death in the guise of a servant,
and discovering that the woman who succeeded her as wife in the household, has
made a drug addict of her daughter, fights
to save her child. In trying to accomplish
this she is the one that is accused of the
murder of woman who was her successor.
At the trial the case moves along until it
is almost time for the judge to charge the
jury, when at the last minute a spectator
from the audience rises and has a conference with the attorney for the defense,
whereupon he is placed on the stand and
testifiers that he is a burglar and that he
was secreted in the room where the murder
was committed and that the woman was
killed by her husband. That gives the case
a new twist, for the husband is known to
be dead. Then, as the confessed crook is
being led away, the young daughter's
fiance, an attorney who has had charge of
the estate of her late father, rises and
states that there will be no charge made
against the man who has just testified.
When the crook hears the voice he recognizes it as that of the man that was in the
room when the murder was committed. It
then turns out that although the attorney
for the estate was engaged to the daughtei-,
he was married to her stepmother, and that
the two had planned to make the child a
drug addict so that they might gain
possession of the estate.
A rather twisted murder thriller, which
had it had the advantage of a little swifter
pace in direction might have been a much
bettor picture.
Produced and distributed by Universal.
Story tjy Charles Logue, dialogue by J. F.
Hawks. Directed by Edward LaCninde.

"True Stories" Movie
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
(Part Dialogue)

Sound
length,
(),448 " feet.
length,
6,088 feet.
Running
time, Silent
an hour
and
thirteen minutes. Released, September ],

1929.
Lulu Marks
District Attorney
KoKcr I,ane
HuKO Jepson
Mrs. Drake
Georgia
Capt. Condon
Edmonds
Bill
Judge

THE

CAST

Gladys Broekwell
Forrest Stanley
Robert Kraser
James Crane
Barbara
Leonard
Doris Lloyd
Bill Thome
Eddie Hearn
Tom Dugan
Byron Douglas

THIS sex drama shows the predicament
of a girl whose past haunts her. Having shot the seducer of her sister when
the latter died of shame and having been
acquitted by the jury, the girl clears out of
her home town to a more agreeable clime,
but a detective friend of the murdered man
trails her.
She is about to wed the son of a wealthy
banker, but the latter deenounees her when
he hears of her past from the detective, accusing her of having robbed his bank.
When the banker follows her home and offers her money to take the next train out of
town, the girl turns on him and reveals
that she knows he is guilty of robbing his
own bank. The detective, who has also followed them, hears the accusation. The
banker, unable to brazen it out, grapples
with the detective who sinks to the floor
shot while the banker jumps out of the window to his death. Just before he dies, the
detective reveals that the girl is innocent
and that the banker was the real thief.
With everything straightened out, the girl
is able to marry the boy and settle down to
happiness.
Though there is nothing high class about
this drama, it should do business at neighborhoods and similar types of houses where
flappers and the like will probably be attracted by its title and "True Story Magazine" theme.
The scene of the girl's trial, filmed with
dialogue, is well done. A synchronized
score is effectively contributed by Ben Pollock and His Park Central Orchestra.
All of the performances in the cast are
good. This story, on the whole, should enjoy a profitable future at the "neybies."
Produced by Trem Carr for Rayart Pictures. Distributed by Rayart. Story by
Arthur Hoerl. Director, Scott Pembroke.
Cameraman, Hap Depew.
THE

CAST

Alice Dunn
Jerry Blaine
Andrew
Blaine
Harry
Mae Reynolds
Jarvin
Aunt Ada

Helen
Foster
Donald
Keith
Wm.
V. Mong
Andy
Clvde
Dot Farley
George
Chesebro
Dorothy Vernon

Welcome

Danger

(Continued from preceding page)
Drawing Power: It's a cinch for the big
money. A fine comedy combined with the
fact that it's Harold Lloyd's first talker
assures tremendous business and long runs.
Produced by Harold Lloyd Corporation.
Released by Paramount. Story by Clyde
Bruckman, Felix Adler and Lex Ncal Directed by Clyde Bruckman. Dialogue by
Paul Gerrard Smith. Photography by
Walter Lundin and Henry Kohler. Length,
about 10 reels. Release date, Oct. 12, 1929.
THE
Harold
Bledsoe
Billy Lee
Clancy
John Thome
Captain Walton
Doctor Gow. .
Boy

News

Pictures

on

Opinions

Picture

CAST
Harold
Lloyd
Barbara
Kent
Noah Young
Charles Middloton
William
Walling
James Wang
Douglas Haig

Jealousy
An Opportunity

Lost

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialogue)

THERE must have been an awful lot of
trouble attached to the making of this
all talkie at the Long Island studio of
Paramount. Otherwise it would be hard to
account for the making of so poor a picture
of what was a real stage novelty that
proved a box office success. As a picture
it will be far from that. Seemingly someone bungled here and a real opportunity
was lost for a box office knockout. As it
is, however, the picture will do well enough
in the cheaper houses, but it does not measure up to the Paramount standard for the
de luxe theatres.
"Jealousy," originally was done in the
French from the pen of Louis Verneuil.
Eugene Walter adapted it to the American
stage for A. H. Woods and did a very fine
piece of work. It was a stage hit and
therefore as Paramount had Miss Jeanne
Eagles under contract and as she had played
in the stage production they secured it for
her. What happened after that is hard to
tell.
Garrett Fort adapted it for the screen.
John D. Williams was called in to direct
the dialogue and Jean de Limar directed
the picture.
In making the adaptation a number of
people were added to the cast, for in the
original there were but two people on the
stage during the entire action of the play.
In the screen version there are at least
three other principal characters and a host
of smaller parts. The result is a very
ordinary tale of a girl who deceives the man
she is going to marry, and later after being
wed a year and in financial difficulties, returns for a night to the home of her former
"protector" whom she has passed off as
her guardian and manages to get a check
from him for a half a million francs. But
during the night the protector is strangled
to death and a discharged bookkeeper who
worked for him is first accused of the crime.
However, at the last minute the deceived
husband confesses that he was the one
responsible for the death of the former
lover of his wife.
There are moments when Jeanne Eagles
is good, there are others when she is terrible and in shooting her the cameraman
permitted their boxes to record at an angle
that gave the star a very long and very
ugly
chin.are also spots where the recording
There
of the voices of the players is not all that
it shoulld be.
Produced and distributed by Paramount
Famous-Lasky. From the play by Eugene
Walter, adapted by Garrett Fort. Dialogue
directed by John D. Williams; Picture by
Jean de Limar. Length, 6,107 feet. Runleased, Sept. 28, 1929. No silent version.
THE
Yvonne
Pierre
Rigaud
Renee
Clement
Charlotte

CAST
Jeanne Eagles
Frederic
March
Halliwell Hobbes
Blanche Le Clair
Henry
Deniell
Hilda Moore

Sep t emb
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21,
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Flight

Oh Yeah!

Dark Streets

A Reed Talking Motion Picture
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)

FairAshbaugh)
(Reviewed Just
bv Don
(100 Per Cent Talking)

^~\
mightmotion
say that
this is Itthehasfirst
S'^ NE
talking
picture.
all real
the
aclion and thrills that formerly were part
of a motion picture, and coupled with it is
talk. The result is that it is a picture that
is going to prove a box-office wow. It is
comedy-drama, with laughs, thrills and
punches. It starts with a rush and keeps
going at a merry clip right to the finish.
Don't overlook this one as a real bet, for
it is every bit as good as "The Cock-Eyed
''
World.
There are three players that top the balance of the cast. They are Robert Armstrong, James Gleason and Zasu Pitts.
Gosh, what a team that Jimmie Gleason
and Zasu Pitts make. They are a laugh
from beginning to end of the picture. But
one doesn't want to overlook Bob Armstrong, for he and Gleason put over a Damon and Pythias stunt that is a wow.
The two men are a couple of railroad
drifters. They have been traveling from
division head to division head all over the
country. They hold "cards" in the union,
so whenever they hit a line they are pretty
sure of a job. Wotta pair! They scrap
with each other constantly, but together
whenever an outsider butts into their affairs. Finally, they hit a division where
Bob falls in love with the girl paymaster,
who also runs the commissary, and his pal
falls for the waitress. The two decide to
settle down and wed, and are going to start
saving toward the day when they are to
walk to the altar. The scene in which they
propose is a laugh from beginning to end.
But when pay-day rolls round they get into
a cz-ap game and are "cleaned."
It is after the game that one of the other
boys on the division is found with his head
cracked, and the hero is accused of the
crime. His girl won't believe him when he
proclaims that he is innocent, and his pal
is doubtful, but when he starts to hop a
freight for other parts his pal is right by
his side. Then comes the real thrill of the
picture. There is a runaway freight car
that goes hurtling down a mountain grade,
and if it isn't stopped it is going to smack
right into a passenger train. The disgraced
one starts after the car, and swings abroad
as it passes him. In the car is one of the
real thugs that did the slugging of the boy
that is lying injured at the division head.
The two start scrapping in the runaway
car. The pal in the meantime has unhooked
two cars, relying on their superior weight
to catch the runaway on the down grade,
and he gets into a scrap with the other
gangster. Finally the two cars catch up
with the runaway and "hook." Then instead of setting the brakes and bringing the
three to a standstill the quartet of men
start scrapping and a fine free for all ensues. But as the cars dash through the
division yard a switch is thrown by the
girl who failed to have faith in her lover,
just in time to avert its running into the
passenger train.
All through the runaway sequence the
mikes are recording the dialogue between
the scrapping men, which gives the scene
a tremendous kick. Finally, the runaway
cars pile up, and the quartet of scrappers
are next seen in the hospital with the girls
by the side of the two "heroes" foi a final

A Great Aerial Thriller
(Reviewed

-pvARK
STREETS program
can rate
no better
■'-^
than average
calibre.
Its one claim to distinction is that it is
the first picture in which a recognized star
is seen and heard in a dual part. Jack
Mulhall plays both halves of one of those
twin brother dramas. He does a good job
of it, although neither part is suited to his
particular talents.
The double exposure work is excellent,
while the. dual conversation has been handled in a flawless manner; Mulhall the cop,
and Mulhall the gangster, holding several
conversations during the run of the picture.
The brightest spot comes in the first sequences, with Lucien Littlefield and Aggie
Herring introducing the characters. Littlefield as the census taker and Aggie as the
Irish mother manage to explain all of the
details of the past lives of the twin brothers and her daughter, a part played acceptably byLila Lee.
Like all of its predecessors in this type
of plot, one brother is an honest Irish policeman and the other is mixed in the
meshes of a silk stealing gang.
Plenty of action is provided with a couple
of gun fights between the police and gang.
furnishing lots of shellfire popping from
the sound devices.
The climax comes when the gangster
brother, to protect his honest brother from
the ire of the racketeers, knocks the other
cold and changes clothes with him.
In the ensuing attack of the gangsters
on the twin they suppose to be the cop, the
latter is killed.
The finish is far from pleasant with Mulhall holding his dead twin in his arms, while
Lila drips tears and hangs upon the
shoulders of her sweetheart.
Like all other twin di-amas the girl forms
the third corner of the triangle, with the
honest lad having the inner track to her
heart.
Mulhall, billed in the dual talking role,
and Lila Lee will undoubtedly draw on a
par with most ordinary program pictures.
Produced and released by First National.
Story by Richard Connell. Scenario and
dialogue by Bradley King. Directed by
Frank Lloyd. Photographed by Ernest
Haller. Eelease date, Aug. 11, 1929, Length,
0,416 feet.
THE

CAST

Pat and Danny
Katie
Mrs. Dean

Jack
Aggie

Mulhall
Lila Lee
Herring

happy ending. It's a real talkie bet.
A wow of a picture for any house, no
matter how big or how classy. It 's certain
to be a money maker.
Produced and distributed by Pathe Pictures. From the Saturday Evening Post
story "No Brakes," by A. W. Somerville.
Adapted and directed by Tay Garnett.
Dialogue directed by James Gleason.
Footage, indefinite. Running time, an hour
and nineteen minutes. To be released Oct.
12, 1929.
THE

Dude
Dusty
Pinky
The
Elk
Pop Eye
Hot Foot
Splinters
Superintendent

CAST

Robert
Armstrong
James
Gleason
Patricia Caron
Zasu Pitts
Bud Fine
Frank
Hagney
Harry
Tyler
Paul Hurst

by Freddie Schader)
(All Dialogue)

HERE is an aerial thriller that is greater
than ' * Wings. ' ' It was turned out by
Columbia, produced by Harry Cohn, with
Jack Holt and Ralph Graves in the two
principal roles and Lila Lee furnishing the
reason for the boys falling in love. The
picture is going to be a box-office natural,
and one that will pull real dough. Frank
Capra, who directed, should come in for
a real measure of praise for the manner in
which he handled the production. He has
shown nerve in putting one scene in his picture, and his one-wheel handling of the
plane was beautifully done.
However, those who see the picture are
going to come away from the theatre with
a far greater admiration for Jack Holt
then they ever had before.
Ralph Graves is credited with the authorship of the story. He took as his opening theme an actual occurrence on the football field last year when a player ran the
wrong Avay and crossed his own goal line.
From then on the story shifts to the U. S.
Marine Corps flying school, where Holt,
who was one of the witnesses of the boob
play in the football game is a sergeant-instructor and the boy who made the fool
play is sent to him for instruction. Of
course, his fellow students get wise as to
who he is and they ride him unmercifully.
But the instructor has faith in him and
even though the boy fails to qualify on
his solo flight (just another one of those
instances of nervousness such as was responsible for the bad football play) he retains faith in the boy, a faith which is justified later. The flying Marines are ordered to Central America to restore peace
in a revolution ridden country and after
they have been on the ground for a time
the nurses from their base are sent after
them to care for the wounded. The
sergeant is in love with one of them and
she in turn loves the former college boy.
He being encouraged by her believes that
he has a chance, but when he sees the
sergeant with a photograph of the girl exactly like the one he has, he believes that
she has been playing the field. The punch
comes when the sergeant asks his protege
to propose to the girl for him, and when
he does the girl informs him that it really
is he that she is in love with. Then comes
one of the most cleverly filmed battle scenes
of troops attacking the revolutionary
army which has surrounded a small detachment of marines. Here the plane containing
the "boob" and his flyer crashes, and the
sergeant finally goes out and rescues them.
It's a great picture and the flying stuff
is little short of Avonderful. The aero fans
will go nuts over it, and with a link up
with the marine recruiting posts the picture
is a set up for any theatre. It's a cinch
Roxy will play it after it has its run at
the Cohan.
Produced and distributed by Columbia
Pictures. From the story by Ralph Graves,
directed by Frank Capra. Length, indefinite. Running time, two hours. Released
date indefinite.
THE

Panama
Williams
Elinor
Lefty Phelps
Major
Steve Roberts
Sandino

i

CAST

Jack Holt
Lila Lee
Ralph Graves
Allan
Roscoe
Harold
Goodwin
Jimroy De La Cruze
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Opinions

On

Sailor's Holiday

Deals Out Lots Of Laughter

Made To Laugh At
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
(100 Per Cent Talking)

Ganly)

(100% Talking)
THE Christie forces have produced a
laugh provider in this marital farce
which reveals itself as a release that should
cop the attention and start laugh waves of
better-than-average strength. It has several situations that are handled by a competent cast and call forth audience giggles.
Douglas MacLean, engaged to Frances
Lee, gets involved into all sorts of trouble
when he agrees to help Johnny Arthur ' ' divorce" Marie Prevost, so that Johnny will
get a fat slice of his aunt's fortune, the
aunt disapproving of his match with Marie.
It is arranged that Douglas and Marie be
found together in compromising circumstances by Arthur and the aunt, but the
plan never works out that way, there being
a new interruption to pop up every few
minutes to complicate matters. Finally,
when Doug's uncle visits the city and the
aunt falls in love with him, everything is
straightened out and all thoughts of "divorce" are banished.
MacLean is effective as the nonplussed
and harassed hero, but the honors of the
piece go to Johnny Arthur and Marie Prevost, with Jack Duffy and Dot Farley also
contributing much fun. Miss Prevost sings
the theme song, "So Sweet," in the googoo style of Helen Kane. Her work is really
creditable.
Produced by Al Christie. Distributed by
Paramount. Original story by Wilson Collison, author of "Up In Mabel's Room."
Adaptor, Alfred A. Cohen. Director, Walter Graham (talking version). Director,
Neal Burns (silent version). Cameramen,
Gut Peterson, Alex Phillips, William
Wheeler. Released (sound and silent), July
6, 1929. Dialogue footage, 5:586 feet. Silent
footage, .")270 feet.
THE
Billy Haskell
Mabel
Deering
Percy Deering
Eileen Stanley
Aunt
Emma
Uncle Todd
Jerry
Parkins

CAST
Douglas
MacLean
Marie
Prevost
Johnny
Arthur
Frances
Lee
Dot Farley
Jack Duffy
Buddy
Wattles
Hal
Wilson

Fred Myton has just completed the scenario and dialogue of "The Other Tomorrow" for First National in which Billie
Dove will star under direction of Lloyd Ba-.
con. Grant Withers has been assigned the
male lead.

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE
SILENT

PATHE

unrolls a frothy and fun provoking hokum tale of three sailor-s and a
maid in "Sailor's Holiday."
The picture is unlikely to break any box
office records but will satisfy most film

audiences
who are seeking an hour's amusement.
The picture is filled with happy laughs
from start to finish. It is one of those light,
airy pictures which keep the audience
giggling throughout. When the final fadeout comes the fans feel as though they
had witnessed a two-reeler instead of a onehour feature. It will be good if supported
with a fair group of short subjects.
Alan Hale and George Cooper are cast
as the two sailor pals. The plot mostly
concerns the trials of the two gobs in their
attempts to elude a boatswain's mate who
has a grudge against them.
The "menace' is placed on "shore
police" when the fleet arrives at its home
port. Hale is bringing a parrot from the
cruise to his mother. Several times before
he has brought parrots home, but they
never reached the mother. Some girl
always captured the bird between the pier
and home.
Sally Filers is the girl in the picture.
She is suspected of being one of the harbor
town parasites who grab the sailors' money
and disappear. Copious slapstick ensues
with the two sailors, their parrot and the
girl ducking all the naval and civil police
in town.
After a lot of happy hokum the boys and
the girl arrive at home with the bird. The
ever training "S. P." is right behind
Everything turns out happily when the
boatswain's mate is discovered to be a
brother of the girl. He is the one she has
been seeking.
Not much plot, not very heavy comedy,
just light, peppy stuff designed to amuse
the average audience.
The settings and the language of the
gobs, both aboard ship and ashore, ring true
and will perhaps prove an interesting bit
of sea life to the people in the inland states.
It can be billed as a realistic comedy of
navy life. Advertise it as a laugh film that
will please. Hale and Filers may mean
something as name bets. Direction is good,
with comedy excellent. Hale fine as tough
sailor.
Filers quite satisfactory.
Produced and released by Pathe. Story
l)y .Joseph Franklin Poland. Scenario and
dialogue by J. F. Poland and Kay Harris.
Directed by Fred Newmeyer. Photographed
by Arthur Miller. Running time, about 70
minutes. Released, Sept. 14, 1929. Length,
5,260 feet.
Adam
Shorty
Molly
Jimmylegs
Mrs. Pike
Captain
Officer
The Fast Worker
ller Secretary

THE

CAST

News

Pictures

Divorce Made Easy
(Reviewed by Raymond

Picture

Alan Hale
George
Cooper
Sally Eilers
Paul lUirst
Mary Carr
Jack Richardson
Charles Clary
Natalie Joyce
Phil Sleeman

Jean Arthur will be Charles "Buddy"
l^oRcrs leading lady in "Here Comes the
Hand Wagon"
which George Abbott will
direct
for Paramount.

New Orleans
It Carries A Wallop
(Reviewed by Raymond
{Part Talkie)

Ganly)

TIFFANY-STAHL has a strong program
attraction here. It Las Ricardo Cortex,
William Collier, Jr., and Alma Bennett in
leading roles of a story that certainly rings
true. Last year, this company turned out
"The Grain of Dust," an intensely human
drama. Much of the same appeal au-d punch
of that production is contained also in
"New Orleans."
Collier is a jockey, Cortez' best friend,
who is about to wed Alma Bennett. The
character portrayed by the latter in this
film is however not on the up and up, so
she has an affair with Cortez and the result
is that the two friends become bitter enemies. Having married the dame, Cortez
finds her an expensive piece of goods and
fast going into debt. He, therefore, takes
some money from the safe of the New Orleans race track where he is employed to
bet on Collier's horse. The jockey, knowing that his enemy is betting on him with
stolen money, is tempted to throw the race,
but he comes through like a good sport and
then collapses because 6f the ordeal of making weight.
Cortez is jailed when the theft is discovered and meantime his Avife is carrying on
with a lover at home. Upon his release from
prison, Cortez, reunited to Collier, discovers
his wife' duplicity and kicks her out of
the house, the boys deciding that their
friendship
wasn't
worth the breaking because of such
a trull.
The ending sequence, which is done in
dialogue, sends the picture home to a great
finish. A surprising development occurs in
it which should send the audience into guffaws. For when the boys show the lady
the door, they actually "kick her in the
Produced and distributed by TiffanyStahl. Story and continuity by Jack Natteford. Dialogue and titles by Frederic and
Fanny Hatton. Theme song, "Pals Forever, by Hugo Riesenfeld, Ted Shapiro and
John Raphael. Synchronized score by Hugo
Riesenfeld.
Cameraman, Harry Jackson.
''
Released,
feet.pants. June 2, 1929. Sound footage, 6799
THE
Jim Morley
Billy Slade
Marie Cartier

CAST
Ricardo
Cortez
Wm.
Collier, Jr.
Alma Bennett

"Duffers And Champs"
(Pathe Sound Sportlight — One Reel)

The famed Grantland Rice is seen and heard
in person in this "Sportlight," turned this time
upon the golf world. With Willie MacFarlane
collaborating, Mr. Rice discusses the fine points
of the game, warning duffers how not to play
golf, and following his remarks with an illustration by Mr. MacFarlane of the proper
method to be followed. The discussion is interesting, and the novelty of hearing the "Sportlight" columnist in a verbal discourse should be
appreciated by those among the fans who respond to sport. The subject shapes up like an
entirely suitable one, and it should have no difficulty in successfully capturing the interest. —
RAYMOND GANLY.
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And
Showmen's
Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Argyle Case, The (W. B.)

Big News

Cock-Eyed World, The (Fox)

BOSTON
MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, stage presentation,
"Marathon Frolic," Rubinoff specials by orchestra, Paramount News. Weather, rainy. Opposition "Speedway,"
:
"Our Modern Maidens,"
"Hollywood Revue," "Paris Bound," "Street
Girl," "Hottentot," "Dance of Life," "Piccadilly." Rating, 120%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 35c-S0c-75c; Vitaphone Acts, Fox Movietone News. Weather, warm. Opposition:

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Mainstreet Theatre
(3,067), 7 days, 25c-50c; Vaudeville acts, Pathe
News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Madame
X," "Say It with Songs." "Dance of Life,"
"Behind
that Curtain."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Clip all the newspaper notes and
use them in your ads. Exploit the biggest
newspaper sensation on the screen. — William
Raynor, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Love, passion, loyalty, greed, revenge — all
mingled in queer Addison murder. Announcement extraordinary! Pathe presenits 100%
talking story with Robert Armstrong and Carol
Lombard. A remarkable cast. A blood tingling
story. Love and romance. Breath taking
suspense. Action from beginning to end. Large
advertising space taken with small block cuts
of seven principal characters with short explanatory lines under each. Audience appeal :
particularly fine for newspaper people and it is
a gripping story which has plenty of action

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c, Fox Movietone News, Columbia comedy. Organ solo. Weather, warm, with

"Girl in the Show," "Dance of Life," "Say It
with
week).Songs," "Speedway." Rating, 90% (2nd
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-60c; No presentation,
Newsreel, comedy. Weather, cool and brisk.
Opposition : "Why Leave Home," "Words and
Music," "Cockeyed World," "Drake Case,"
"Say It with Songs."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS — Murder mystery plays with such
stars as Tom Meighan in this all-talking fihn,
will draw the crowds. Emphasized the mystery "angle and the stage success, of the same
name. — Metropolitan Theatre, L. I. Bearg,
Mgr., Boston, Mass.
Feature star in a return to films. Tease on
popular mystery angles. Audience appeal :
general. — Blue Mouse Theatre, John Hamrick,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Fact played up that it was not an ordinary
court case as many mysteries are, but a real
murder mystery chock full of romance and
thrills. Audience appeal: all classes. — Majestic
Theatre, Herbert Israel, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Behind That Curtain

(Fox)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Pantages Theatre
(2,166), 7 days, 10c-25c-50c ; Five acts of
vaudeville, Pathe News. Weather, fair. Opposition "Madame
:
X," "Say It with Songs."
"Big News," "Dance of Life."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— The fact that the story is a
mystery drama taken from the story in the
Saturday Evening Post was used in all advertising and exploitation. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Pantages Theatre, Louis Charnisky,
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Big News (Pathe)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Lafayette Theatre
(2,700), 65c, Paramount Sound News, Comedy,
Vaudeville and Organ presentations. Weather,
warm, with showers. Opposition : "Cockeyed
World," "Dance of Life," "Lady Lies," "Divorce Made Easy."
Rating, 120%.
BALTIMORE, MD. — Keith's Theatre
(3,016),
6 days, News,
35c-65c with
; Int'l,
Universal
and
Fox
Movietone
Raynor
Lehr and
company in "Happy Girl" with vaudeville
acts and chorus, organ, orchestra. Weather,
clear hot, to clear cool. Bi-centennial celebration. Opposition : "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Dance
af Life," "Say It with Songs," "Hard to Get,"
"Big News,"
"High
Voltage."
Rating, 80%.

and
keeps J.
going
from start
to finish. — Keith's
Theatre,
Lawrence
Schanberger,
Mgr.,
Baltimore, Md.
Tlie picture was played up as a gripping
story of modern newspaper life and the unusually good cast was featured in advertising.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Mainstreet Theatre. Lawrence Lehman, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.

Black

Watch,

The

The

(M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Criterion Theatre (1,652), 35c-50c-65c : Movietone News.
Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite,"
"Illusion." "Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Street Girl."
Rating, 123%.

Bulldog Drummond
LOS

ANGELES,

(U.A.)

CAL.— United

Opposition: "Why Leave Home," "Words and
Music," "Drake Case," "Argyle Case," "Say
It with Songs."
Rating, 210%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c ; Movietone News, Organ Solo,
Comedy, Fox Silent News. Weather, fair.
Opposition: "Paris Bound," "Smiling Irish
Eyes," "Say It with Songs," "Fast Company."
Rating, 145%
(2nd week).
AD TIPS — Staged a living sign on top of
Strand Theatre with Fanchon & Marco beauties
each holding letter of word "Cock-Eyed
World." Each letter lighted. Black cloth background. Sign insured for $1,000,000. Played
this up in advertising. Played up newspaper
comments and ran them verbatim. Audience
appeal : all classes. — Strand Theatre, Irving
Stein, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Dance of Life, The (Par.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Olympia and Uptown
Theatres (4,300), 7 days, 25c-75c, Talking acts,
Paramount News. Weather, rainy. Opposi-

(Fox)

OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
3 days, 15c-35c: Our Gang Comedy, Paramount
News. Weather, warm and partly fair. Opposition: "Thru Different Eyes," "Prisoners,"
"Man and the Moment," "Lucky Star."
"Pleasure Crazed."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — This is one of the most popular
features of the season — a picture they all talk
about for days. From a military point of view,
it is technically correct, with the words of
command, the pipers and incidental sound
adding much color. It is wise to mention that
the storv is from the well-known book. "King
of the Khyber Rifles.'" Victor McLaglen gives
a sincere portrayal. The scenes in the Black
Watch mess are very impressive. Audience
anneal : all aees and all classes. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa,
Out.

Broadway Melody,

showers. Opposition : "Big News," "Dance of
Life." "The Lady Lies," "Divorce Made Easy."
Rating, 130%.
(Second week.)
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Strand Theatre
(1,297), 7 days, 25c-60c. No presentation.
Newsreel, Comedy. Weather, cool and brisk.

Artists

(2,100), 35c-50c-65c; Reisenf eld's "1812"
Overture, Organ Concert. Opposition : "Holly
wood Revue," "Dynamite," "Broadway Melody,"
"Illusion,"
"Thunder," "Street Girl." Rating,
109%.

tion: "Argyle Case," "Speedway," "Our Modern Maidens," "Hollywood Revue," "Paris
Bound," dilly."
"Street
Girl," "Hottentot," "PiccaRating, 112%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Band (M-G-M Act),
Organlogue. Weather, clear hot then clear
cool, some rain. Bi-centennial celebration. Opposition :"Smiling Irish Eyes," "Hard to Get,"
99%.
"Salute,"
"Big News," "High Voltage." Rating,
KANSAS
CITY, MO.— Royal Theatre
(900), 7 days, 25c-50c; Sound presentation
units, selected news. Weather, fair. Opposition:"Aladame X," "Say It with Songs, "Behind That Curtain," "Big News." Rating, 100%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre
(3,000), 65c, Paramount Sound News, Fox
Movietone News, Comedy. Weather, warm,
with showers. Opposition : "Cockeyed World,"
"Big News," "Lady Lies," "Divorce Made
Easy."
Rating, 130%.
(Third week.)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Metropolitan Theatre
(1,100), 25c-35c-50c-60c ; Paramount Sound
News, Paramount shorts. Weather, warm.
Op]X)sition : "Argyle Case," "Girl in the Show,"
"Speedway," "Say It With Songs," "Fast Company." Rating, 90%
(2nd week).
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Stillman Theatre
(1.800), 7 days, 40c-75c ; Shorts: MGM act
"The Virginia Judge," Fox Movietone News.
Weather, mostly hot. Opposition : "Speedway,"
"Lady Lies," "Honky Tonk," "Say It with
Songs," "Skin Deep."
Rating, 100%.

Motion
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Picture

News

Dance Of Life, The

Drag, The

Four Devils, The

AD TIPS — The fact that the picture was
good enough to hold over a second week was
the basis of exploitation for the second week.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Royal Theatre,
E. C. Coppock,
Mgr., Kansas
City, Mo.
Gorgeous, glamorous, heart-breaking, all
singing, talking, dancing, "The Dance of Life"
with Nancy Carroll and Hal Skelly, adapted
from "Burlesque" great stage success. In
dazzling Technicolor. Ten big song hits.
Chorus of 100. All (name your city) will be
humming the haunting melodies. Hal Skelly,
famous Broadway star will win your instant
admiration. Nancy Carroll, star of "Close
Harmony," sings "True Blue," "Flippity Flop"
and ten new big hit songs. Audience appeal :
great for all classes. A story with pathos and
personality that strikes a responsive chord in
the heart and holds interest strongly throughout.
— Charles Raymond, Gen. Mgr., Loew's Stanley,
Baltimore, Md.
Feature Nancy Carroll with plenty of art
from the film. Mention adaptation from New
York stage hit with leading male star. Feature
color and girl episodes. Tease on story of stage
life, etc. Promise them a real film — they'll
agree. Audience appeal : all classes. — Metropolitan Theatre, Harry Wareham, Mgr., Seattle.
Wash.

tended the premiere showing of a $2.00 Broadway success. Appeal : general. — Troy Theatre,
Benjamin Stern, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.
This picture offered a chance of contrast with
"Weary River" and in all newspaper advertising featured it greater than the former picture.
Ran the name of Barthelmess heavy and called
attention to his songs. Appeal : general. — Mark
Strand Theatre, Byron Farley, Mgr., Albany,
N. Y.

picture. Characterized this picture as a love

Divorce Made Easy (Par.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,700), 65c, Vaudeville, Paramount Sound
News, Fox Movietone News. Weather, warm,
with showers. Opposition : "Cock-Eyed World,"
"Big News," "Dance of Life," "Lady Lies."
Rating, 120%.
AD TIPS — Play up the romance parts in
this picture, give it lot of newspaper publicity. —
George Mason, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Drake Case,

The

(U.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,220), 7 days, 25c-60c; No presentation.
Universal short. The Collegians, Int'l Newsreel.
No presentation. Weather, brisk and cool.
Opposition : "Why Leave Home," "Words and
Musil," "Cock-Eved World," "Argyle Case,"
"Say It With Songs."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — Played up mystery angle and
100% talking angle. "Mystery, Strange Motives ! An Unsolvable Problem" was featured
strongly. Audience appeal : many classes. —
Alhambra Theatre, Harry Wren, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Drag (F. N.)
TROY, N. Y.— Troy Theatre (2,000), 25c50c, 7 days, two Vitaphone acts. Movietone
News. Weather, cool. Opposition : "Trial of
Mary Dugan," "Street Girl."
Rating, 110%.
ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Strand (2,000), 6
days, 25c-50c, two Vitaphone acts, Movietone
News. Weather, cool. Opposition : "Four
Devils," "Thunder," "Street Girl," "Pleasure
Crazed."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Played up Barthelmess as being
Troy's hero for the week and that he had captured the hearts of thousands
who had at-

Dynamite

(M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Carthay Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-$1.00-$1.50; Movietone
News, Elinors Orchestra, "Madame Q." Opposition: "Hollywood Revue," "Broadway Mel
ody," "Illusion," "Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond," "Street Girl." Rating, 77% (8th week).

Evangeline (U. A.)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Granada Theatre (2,600), 15c-50c, 7 days. Weather, fair.
Two Vitaphone acts, conietjiy and news events.
Opposition : "Lady Lies," "Four
"Hottentot."
Rating, 100%.

Feathers,"

AD TIPS— "Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's
immortal love epic." "A story of a maid who
loved forever." — Granada Theatre, Rav Hendry,
Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Fast Company,
PORTLAND,

(Par.)
ORE. — Portland

Theatre

(3,068, 25c-60c, Cohen's "Oft in Silly Night,"
Cow Camp Ballads, Portland Colortone, Paramount Sound News, Stanleign Mallotte at Wurlitzer. Ideal fall weather. Opposition : "Words
and Music," "Madame X," "Say It With
Songs," "Four Devils."
Rating, 110%.
SEATTLE, WASH. — Seattle Theatre
(3,150), 25c-35c-50c-60c ; "Bishop's Candlesticks," Rudy Vallee reel, Paramount News.
Weather, warm. Opposition : "Argyle Case,"
"Girl in Show," "Speedway," "Say It with
Songs," "Dance of Life."
Rating, 80%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3,100),
65c ; Vaudeville, Comedy, Organ Solo, Paramount Sound News, Columbia Novelty Song
Picture.
Weather,
fair.
Rating, 145%.
AD TIPS— All-talking laugh panic. Jack
Oakie and Skeets Gallagher in real comedy of
rib-tickling kind. Plot of story based on Ring
Lardner baseball humor. Wide appeal to better business. — John Smith, Mgr.. Portland Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Feature stars of "Close Harmony" in another
big laugh hit. Use some of titles from film
as teasers in ads. Use art of Evelyn Brent.
Audiences will boost this one. Audience appeal :
all types, young
and old.
Seattle Theatre,
Bob Blair, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Fast

Life

(F.N.)

LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 35c-50c-65c; Vitaphone
shorts. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue,"
"Dynamite," "Broadway Melody," "Illus'ion,"
"Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond." "Street
Girl."
Rating, 172%.

Four Devils, The (Fox)

In Really Up-to-Date

Theatres!

GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

6c

TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh

Avenue,

New

York City

ALBANY, N. Y.— Harmanus-Bleecker Hall
(2,000), 6 days. 35c-50c, Fox Movietone News,
Richard Bonelli and Ruby Keeler, singer and
tap dancer. Weather, cool. Opposition :
"Drag." "Thunder," "Street Girl," "Pleasure
Crazed."
Rating, 100%..
PORTLAND, ORE.— United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Metro Shorts. Ideal fall weather. Opposition"Fast
:
Company," "Words and Music,"
115%.
"Madame
X," "Say It With Songs." Rating,
AD TIPS — Used extra newspaper space in
exploiting this picture in the drama of 1,000
thrills and also as Janet Gaynor's first talking

story that would linger long in one's memory.
Appeal : general. — Harmanus-Bleecker Hall,
Charles Goulding, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
Janet Gaynor's first talking feature. Fair
appeal. F. W. Murnau production. — J. J.
Parker, Mgr., United Artist Theatre, Portland,
Ore.

Four Feathers (Par.)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Paramount
Theatre (1,400), 15c-50c, 7 days. Talking comedy, musical act and sound news. Weather,
fair. Opposition:
"Hottentot."
Rating,"Lady
100%>. Lies," "Evangeline,"
PROVIDENCE. R. I.— Strand Theatre
(2,220), 7 days, 15c-50c; Raymond Griffith in
short comedy. Weather, cool and fair. Oppo1007o. sition: "Say It with Songs," "Our Modern
Maidens," "Greene Murder Case." Rating,
AD

TIPS — Paramount special in sound, exploiting thrilling scenes. — Paramount Theatre,
Carl Porter, Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Big exploitation and newspaper tie-ups,
coupled with worth of picture resulted in a big
week at this theatre. Names of Powell, Arlen
and Brook are magic formula. Romantic background, good photography and clever acting.
.\ppeal : adults. — Strand Theatre, Ed Reid,
Mgr.. Providence, R. I.

Flying

Fool

(Pathe)

PORTLAND, ORE. — Tebbetts Oriental
Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c ;
Final Week Frazier Players. Pathe Sound
News, Glen Shelley, Organ. Weather, dry
and smoky. Opposition : "Say It with Songs,"
"Our Modern
"Three Live Ghosts,"
"Madame
X." Maidens,"
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— Smiling Bill Boyd increased
appeal. Air thrills. Excellent cast. — Oriental
Theatre, Walter Tebbetts, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Girl In The Show, The (M-G-M)
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,650),
25c-35c-50c-60c-75c ; Fox Movietone News, musical specialties. Weather, warm. Opposition :
"Argyle
Case," "Dance of Life," "Say It with
75%.
Songs," "Speedway," "Fast Company." Rating,
AD TIPS — Feature Bessie Love as star of
"Broadway Melody," in another film of stage
life. Audience appeal : general types. — Fox
Theatre, Lou Golden, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Girl Overboard

(U.)

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial Theatre
(965) 7 days, 25c-35c ; talking comedy and Fox
Movietone News. Weather, warm. Opposition:
Rating,It 80%.
"Sav
with Songs," "Greene Murder Case."
AD TIPS
Played
former :
successes
and— this
as up
her Mary
first Philbin's
talkie. Appeal
general, and somewhat of a surprise. — Fox
ColonialWash.
Theatre, Doug Kimberley, Mgr.. Tacoma.

Greene Murder Case, The (Par.)
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre
(1,350), 7 days, 25c-75c; color sound picture,
talking comedy and Fox Movietone News.
Weather, warm. Opposition : "Say It with
Songs," "Girl Overboard."
Rating, 140%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Victory Theatre
(1.600), 7 days, 15c-50c; Harry Holman. short.
Weather, cool and fair. Opposition : "Say It
with
Songs,"Rating,
"Four 90%.
Feathers," "Our Modern
Maidens."
AD TIPS— Played up Powell and his earlier
mystery successes. Got out scarehead newspaper
dodgers. Two week advance talking trailer
and the usual newspaper space. Appeal, general.
—Fox Rialto Theatre, Doug Kimberley, Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wa.sh.
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Greene Murder Case, The

Hollywood

Feature the mjsterious angle of this novel
mystery story and lay importance on the fact
that William Powell again plays the role of
Philo Vance. Appeal : all classes who love
detective yarns.— Victory Theatre, Matt Reilly,
Mgr., Providence,
R. I.

Hard to Get (F. IS.)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 10c-50c ; Pathe Talking News, Pathe News. Weather, cool, rain.
Opposition: "Our Modern Maidens," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Lucky Star," '"One
Woman Idea," "Hard to Get," "Redeeming
Sin."
Rating, 100%.
BALTIMORE, MD. — Rivoli Theatre
(1,981), 6 days, 25c-50c; Pathe Sound News,
"Hardboiled Hampton" (George LaMaire
Pathe all talking comedy). Buddy Doyle in A
Talkie Studio, "Snappy Co-Eds" (Columbia
Act), Organ. Weather, clear hot to clear cool.
Bicentennial celebration. Opposition: "Smiling
Irish Eeyes," "Dance of Life." "Big News,"
"Say It with Songs," "Salute."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— Scores of laugh thrills. Dorothy
Mackaill, Louise Fazenda, Charles Delaney and
Jack Oakie in the breeziest, snappiest romance
ever.— Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Acclaimed as a smashing hit at yesterday's
opening (if your theatre opens for week on
Saturday). An all talking First National-Vitaphone production "Hard to Get" starring Dorothy Mackaill. Use line cut of Miss Mackaill
in upper left with string to lower right with
three men doffing hats to her. Use half tone
border with white all talking letters with wine
glasses and slippers. With Louise Fazenda,
Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie, Jimmy Finlayson.
Rich in Fun, Charm and acting of quality.
Audience appeal: It kept them laughing from
start to finish. All classes enjoyed it hugely.—
Rivoli Theatre, Frank Price, Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

Her Private Life (F.IS.)
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre
(2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c; Publix unit. Paramount News, organ, and orchestra. Weather
mild. Opposition : "Lucky Star." "Say It with
Songs," "Speedway."
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— Billie Dove and "Declasse,"
sophisticated stage play, may be exploited to
advantage. Miss DoveS charming voice should
be mentioned, and Pidgeon's singing. Appeal
is principally to adults. — Metropolitan Theatre,
Houston, Tex.

High

Voltage

(Pathe)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,500), 6 days, 20c-55c ; with Luckee Players
in "The Love Test," with chorus and vaudeville
acts. Orchestra, organ, Pathe News. Weather,
clear hot to clear cool. Bicentennial celebration. Rating, 50%.
AD TIPS— 100% all talking thriller. William Boyd in "High Voltage" with Owen
Moore, Carol Lombard, Diane Ellis and Billy
Bevan. Two beautiful girls, four strong men,
alone in a snow buried mountain shack. A
new sensation in all talking pictures. Audience
appeal : well done drama which appealed to
our trade. — Hippodrome, Nat Keene, Mgr.,
Baltimore,
Md.

Hollyicood Revue,

The

(M-G-M)

BOSTON, MASS. — Tremont Theatre
(1.800), 50c -$2. Weather, rainy. Opposition:
"Argyle Case," "Speedway," "Our Modern
Maidens," "Paris Bound," "Street Girl,"' "Hottentot," "Dance of Life," "Piccadilly." Rating,
130%.
BOSTON, MASS. — Tremont Theatre
(1,800), 7 days. 50c-$2.00. Weather, unsettled.
Opposition : "Single Standard," "Madame X."
"Lady Lies," "Words and Music," "Melody
Lane," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu." Rating,
140% (3rd week).

Revue,

The

LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Grauman's Chinese
Theatre (2,023), 75c-1.00-1.50; "Curiosities,"
Movietone News. Symphony Orchestra. Opposition : "Dynamite," "Broadway Melody,"
"Illusion," "Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Street Girl." Rating, 105% (13th week).
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Columbia The05%.
atre. Weather, fine. Opposition : "Innocents
of Paris," "Madame X," "Lucky Star." Rating,
AD TIPS — After first week, when the film
was advertised as most gorgeous revue ever
screened concentrated advertsing on fact that
house was all sold out every performance for
week, that tickets could be procured two weeks
in advance with all seats reserved. Secured
pretty general idea of how film was going to
be received succeeding weeks, playing as road
show.^ — Tremont Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Biggest sound film spectacle ever shown in
Boston. Offerings are of wide variety containing 20 separate offerings, 25 screen stars and
chorus of 250. — Tremont Theatre, Boston, Mass.

Honky Tonk

(W.B.)

CLEVELAND, OHIO. — Palace Theatre
(3.600), 7 days, 35c-75c ; Shorts: "Dancing
.Ground" (Pathe), Pathe Sound and Silent
News, Pathe Review. Weather, hot. Opposition: "Dance of Life," "Speedway," "Lady
Lies,"
Rating. "Say
100%. It with Songs," "Skin Deep."
AD TIPS — Advertised Sophie Tucker extensively, in her first talkie. — Palace Theatre.
Hines, ^Igr., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Frank

Hottentot, The (W. B.)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Victory
Theatre (1,287), 15c-50c, 4 days; all talking
comedy and news events. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Lady Lies," "Four Feathers,"
"Evangeline."
Rating, 90%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Scollay Square, Central
Square, Fenway. Strand and Capitol Theatres
simultaneously (7,500), 7 days, 25c50c ; features
and talking specialties. Weather, rainy. Opposition: "Argyle Case," "Speedway," "Our
Modern Maidens," "Hollywood Revue," "Paris
Bound," "Street Girl," "Dance of Life,"
"Piccadilly."
Rating. 115%.
AD TIPS — All-talking version of the famous
racing comedy. — Victory Theatre, E. Speckart,
Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Illusion

(Par.)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Paramount Theatre
(3,505), 35c-50c-65c; Christie Talking Comedy,
Paramount Sound News, Orchestra, Milton
Charles, organ concert. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Broadway Melody,"
"Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond," "Street
Girl."
Rating, 108%.

Innocents Of Paris (Par.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— St. Francis
Theatre. Weather, warm. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Madame X," "Lucky Star."
Rating, 95%
(5th month).

In The Headlines (W.B.)
LOS

ANGELES, CAL.— Warner's Hollywood Theatre (3,000), 3 days. 35c-50c-65c :
Vitaphone shorts. Opposition : "Hollywood
Revue," "Dynamite," "Broadway Melody."'
"Illusion," "Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Street Girl." Rating, 150% (split the week
with "Fast Life").

Jango

(State

Rights)

BALTIMORE, AID. — Ford's Theatre
(1,424), 6 days, with Dr. Daniel Davenport
in person with two African natives. Twice
daily. Mats. 50c to $1 ; Nights, 50c to $1.50.
Children, all matiness. 25c to 50c. Rating. 60%.

Jango
AD

TIPS— Edward F. Quigley presents the

ultimate in jungle pictures, "Jango" with Dr.
Daniel Davenport in person. An international
press comment : "The entire cirmustances cprnbined to impress the audience with the realistic
nature of the picture they were viewing and
the fact that the film was a document showing
a Canadian scientist's adventures on the veldt
and in the jungle. 'Jango,' as displayed on the
opening night, was an evening in the theatre
minus all jokum." — Toronto Star. Audience
appeal: thoroughly enjoyable throughout for
adults as well as children. But appeal is especially for the kiddies.— Ford's Theatre, Harry
Henkel, Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

Lady Lies, The (Par.)
SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH.— Capitol
Theatre (2,000), 15c50c, 7 days; Comedy, sound
acts and Movietone News. Weather, fair.
"The
Hottentot."
987o- "Evangeline."
Feathers,"
"FourRating,
Opposition:
BUFF.A.LO, N. Y.— Buffalo Theatre (3.100),
65c ; Fox Movietone News, Paramount Sound
News, Fox News (silent), Comedy and Vaudeville. Weather, warm, with showers. Oppo"Big News,"
"Divorce sition:
Made "Cock-Eyed
Easy." World,"
Rating, 130%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c; Publix presentation,
"Jazz Clock Store," Fred Evans Beauty Ensemble, Paramount News. Weather, unsettled.

Revue," "Madame X,"
Opposition:
Music," "Melody Lane," "Single
and "Hollywood
"Words
' "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Standard,'
Rating, 110%.
PORTLAND,

ORE. — Portland

Theatre

"Lady's
25c-60c; Talking
(3,068), Paramount
Choice."
Sound Comedy
News, Bouncing
Wurat
Ball Song Film, Stanleigh Mallotte
litzer. Weather, dry and smoky. Opposition j
"Our Modern Maidens," "Say It with Songs,"
"Madame X," "Three Live Ghosts," "Street
Girl," "Flying Fool."
Rating, 105%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — State Theatre
(3.400), 7 days, 30c-60c : Shorts: "Cohen on the
Telephone" (Universal), "Gelf Socks (Paramount), Fox Movietone News. Weather, hot.
"Speedway," "Dance of Life,"
Opposition:
"Honkv
Tonk," 110%.
"Say It with Songs," "Skin
Deep."
Rating,
AD TIPS— A comedy and love-drama with
all talking Broadway cast.— Capitol Theatre,
George E. Carpenter, Mgr., Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Exploit the star in all your show cards and
lobby ads.— Buffalo Theatre, Vincent P.
McFaul,
Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Played up as ultra-modern domestic romance
drama angle, also appearance of child stars,
Virginia Deering and Tom Brown. Stress the
tense suspense throughout film. — Metropolitan
Theatre, L. I. Bearg, Mgr., Boston, Mass.
Picture for adult minds. New voice. New
personalities. Comedy, romance and drama.
Excellent work of Huston and Ruggles, stars
of "Gentlemen of Press." Heavy appeal. —
Portland Theatre, Jolm Smith, Mgr., Portland,
Ore.

Motion
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Lonesome

Madam,e

(U.)

X

Man

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Victoria
Theatre (900), 3 days, 10c-2Sc; Comedy.
Weather, cool, rain. Opposition: "Mysterious
Dr. Fu Manchu," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Lucky Star,'" "Valiant," "One Woman Idea."
"Hard to Get," "Redeeming Sin." Rating, 75%.

PORTLAND, ORE.— New Alder Theatre
(750), 7 days, 25c-60c; (Feature picture closed
at United Artists and continued at New Alder
second week.) Fox Movietone News. Ideal
Fall weather. Opposition: "Fast Company,"
"Words and Music," " Say It with Songs,"
"Four Devils."
Rating, 120%.

Lucky Star (Fox)

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Loew's Midland
Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-50c; Sound Presentation Units ; Selected News. Weather,

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Liberty Theatre (1,800), 10c-50c, 7 days; Fox Movietone
News, "The Syncopated Trial." Weather, cool,
rain. Opposition : "Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu," "Our Modem Maidens," "Valiant,"
"One Woman Idea," "Hard to Get," "Redeeming Sin," "Lonesome."
Rating, 125%.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Fox Theatre.
Weather, fine. Opposition : "Innocents of
Paris," "Hollywood Revue," "Madame X."
Rating, 150%.
HOUSTON, TEX. — Majestic Theatre
(2,250), 7 days, 25c-60c, Five acts vaudeville,
Movietone News. Weather, mild. Opposition :
"Her Private Life," "Speedway," "Say It witli
Songs."
Rating, 130%.
OTTAWA, ONT.— Regent Theatre (1,225),
6 days 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone News, "A
Close Shave," Orchestra Overture. Weather,
warm and partly fair. Opposition: "Thru
Different Eyes," "Prisoners," "Pleasure
Crazed," "Black Watch," "Man and Moment."
Rating. 85%.
AD TIPS — The screen's sweetest sweethearts
in a charming, thrilling world of romance.
Hear their voices, natural, unaffected, marvelously appealing. You'll love them. The
stars that made "7th Heaven" and the "Street
Angel," in their first talking picture. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes. — Liberty Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Gaynor and Farrell in another sweet and
beautiful romance is enough to fill the theatre
here. We stressed the "wistful spoken drama."
Appeal is to young and old. — Majestic Theatre,
Houston, Tex.
The big point about this feature is that it
is the first in which the voices of Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell are heard, although only
on a part time basis. Gaynor appears in a
Cinderella role and it is a romance replete
with pathos. It is hardly a successor to "7th
Heaven" or "Street Angel" but it does not
hurt to mention the two former successes. The
orchestra accompaniment is magnificent. Audience api>eal : all above public school age. —
Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Madame

X

(M-G-M)

BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3,700), 7 days, 25c-50c; Vaudeville and stage
numbers, Fox and M-G-M News. Weather,
unsettled. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue,"
"Lady Lies," "Words and Music," "Melody
Lane," "Single Standard," "Mvsterious Dr. Fu
Manchu."
Rating. 105%.

fair. Opposition "Say It . with Songs," "Behind that Curtain," "Big News," "Dance of
Life."
Rating, 85%.
SAN

FRANCISCO, CAL.— Warfield Theatre. Weather, warm. Opposition : "Innocents
of
Paris,"
"Hollywood Revue," "Luckv Star."
Rating,
120%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— New Alder Theatre
(750), 25c-50c; Fox Movietone News. Weather,
dry and smoky. Opposition : "Lady Lies,"
"Our Modern Maidens," "Say It with Songs,"
"Three Live Ghosts," "Street Girl." "Flying
Fool."
Rating
90%
(3rd week).
AD TIPS— With such a title and Ruth Chatterton as star, both should be exploited together
with fact that it is an all-talkie. Special appeal
to women as this is greatest emotional play of
all time. — Loew's State Theatre, Joe Brennan,
Mgr., Boston, Mass.
Ruth Chatterton and Lewis Stone were
played up big as the stars, along with the line,
"Sinner? Yes! But in the eyes of" humanity
she is an angel." Audience appeal : all classes,
mostly adult. — Loew's Midland Theatre, H. H.
Maloney, Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Notable cast including Ruth Chatterton, Raymond Hackett, Holmes Herbert, Mitchell
Lewis, continued good business. — Alder Theatre,
George
McMurphy,
Portland, Ore.

Madonna

Of Avenue

Man

And

The Moment

No.

1254 — LIGHT
STARS

No.

1260 — BEAUTIFUL
BLUE
DANUBE
AIDA GRAND
MARCH

No.

1262 — SPRING
SONG
CORONATION

(F.N.)

A SYMPHONY

up prominently
because
of her
"rep."
Audience appeal : women
mostly.
— Centre
Theatre,
Don Stapleton, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Mamas

(State Rights)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Tebbets Oriental Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 5 shows, 25c-35c ; Frazier
Players, Pathe Sound News, Glen Shelley at
Wurlitzer. Weather, ideal Fall weather. Opposition :"Fast Company," "Words and Music,"
"Madame X," "Say It with Songs," "Four
Devils."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Story jungles of Sumatra.
Companion to Simba. Replete with thrills,
capture of wild animals. Proved most interesting.— Oriental Theatre, Walter Tebbets,
Mgr., Portland, Ore.

Melody Lane

(U.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800). 7 days, 25c-75c; Co-feature.
"Should a Girl Marry ?" Pathe News. Weather,
unsettled.
Rating, 110%.

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,

The

(Par.)
BOSTON, MASS.— Fenway, Central Square.
Scollay Square, Strand and Capitol Theatres
simultaneously (7,500 total), 7 days, 25c-50c;
Paramount features, Paramount News, Vaudeville at Scollay Square. Weather, unsettled.
Opposition: "Hollywood Revue," "Lady Lies,"
"Madame X,'" "Words and Music." "Single
Standard," "Melody Lane."
Rating, 107%.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c ; Pathe Talking
News,
Jolson novelty
in "Say
It with Weather,
Songs."
Edison &AlGregory,
musicians.
cool, rain. Opposition: "Our Modern Maidens."
"Lucky Star," "Valiant," "One Woman Idea,"
"Hard
Get," "Redeeming Sin," "Lonesome."
Rating, to150%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Thc^
atre (1,500), 6 days 25c-35c ; MGM News,
Emil Boreo, Craig Campbell, (MGM acts),
"Dad's Day" (All talking comedy). Weather,
clear, hot, then clear, cool. Bi-centennial celebration. After one week at Stanley. Shown
Rating, 58%.
jointly
at Loew's Valencia and Parkwav.

AD TIPS— It only required the tip-off that
the censoVs' deletions added spice to Elinor
Glyn's story to bring out the women for a
picture with a title like "The Man
and the

AD TIPS — Sinister, ominous, is the pow-er of
Dr. Fu Manchu, the most diabolical villain
ever conceived by the author. Sax Rohmer.
Seeking his victims at the ends of the earth
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The

Moment." The "undersea ball" bit is unusual
and Billie Dove helps by reason of her present
big following. Elinor Glyn should be played

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, "Dad's Day" (Talking comedy), Emil
Boreo, Craig Campbell, (MGM
Acts).
Weather,tennial
clear
hot, Rating,
then clear
celebration.
90%.cool. Bi-cen-

WRITE

SUGGESTIONS

(W.B.)

The Moment,

N etvs

OTTAWA, ONT.— Centre Theatre (1.200),
6 days, 15 to SOc ; Collegians, Fox News.
Weather, warm and partly fair. Opposition :
"Lucky Star," "Thru Different Eyes," "PrisonRating, ers."
80%."Pleasure Crazed," "Black Watch."

MUSICAL
AN OVERTURE

A

DES MONIES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre
(1,100), 20c-30c, 4 days; Pathe Sound News,
Paramount Comedy, "Pals is Pals," Columbia
"Screen Snapshots No. 4." Weather, cool.
Opposition : "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"
"Say It with Songs," "Prisoners." Rating. 85%.
AD TIPS — The star was played up as the
draw in this picture. Dolores Costello has a
following especially in the young college set.
General type of picture. — Strand Theatre, L. .\.
Carter, Asst. Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.
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Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu

Our Modern Maidens

Pleasure Crazed

. . . dealing swift death to all who oppose
his will. Think of it. This sinister figure,
now a vital personality, menacing you from the
speaking screen as he forces his adopted
daughter to do his murderous deeds, never
such excitement, thrills, suspense. All talking
thrill hit. Excellent picture to book. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.— Capitol Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Special Kiddies Matinee — Youth's heedless
life — Play up good work of Joan Crawford and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Strong juvenile appeal.— Floyd Maxwell, Mgr., Broadway Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Exploit Joan Crawford right along with the
title as she will bring in the business and the
title perfectly describes her former appearances
in which she was a real box-office smash. Copy
used — Flaming Youth On Another Rampage.
The Revelry . . . Lovin' . . . Pettin' . . .
of "Our Dancing Daughters" Keeps On . . .
More Exciting . . . More Sensational Than
Before. With The Same Beautiful Star — ^Joan
Crawford. Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., will help get
business and his name should be mentioned in
copy alon^ with Anita page, Rod La Rocque
and Josephine Dunn. Audience appeal : Especially the younger set. — Greater Palace Theatre. Ernest W. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

tion is sumptuously staged with a polo game,
wonderful homes, fine cars and everything and
the story deals with the love of a wife for another man with a jewel robbery thrown in for
good measure. If the people know what they
are getting they will like it. Dorothy Burgess
of "Arizona" fame is seen in a new characterization. Audience appeal : Men and women, but
no children. — Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman,
Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

One Woman

Idea (Fox)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 10c-50c; Fox News,
Aesop's Fables, Bert Smith Revue in "Stolen
Sweets" featuring "VF' Shaffer, Al Declarcq.
Weather, cool, rain. Opposition: "Mysterious
Dr. Fu Manchu," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Lucky Star," "Valiant," "Hard to Get," "Redeeming Sin," "Lonesome."
Rating, 100%.

Our Modern

Maidens

(M-G-M)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 7 days, lOcSOc ; Paramount
Talking News, Harry Langdon in talking
comedy "Hotter Than Hot." Weather, cool,
rain. Opposition: "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Lucky Star," "Valiant," "One Woman
Idea," "Hard to Get," "Redeeming Sin," "Lonesome." Rating, 125%.
OMAHA,
NEB. — Paramount Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-60c; Orchestra, organ,
Publix unit "Pearls of Bagdag" with Al Morey,
Paramount News. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Say
120%. It with Songs," "Side Street." Rating,
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c; Five acts vaudeville. Fox Movietone and MGM News. Weather,
rainy. Opposition : "Argyle Case," "Hollywood Revue," "Paris Bound," "Street Girl,"
"Hottentot," Dance of Life," "Piccadilly,"
"Speedway."
Rating, 115%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State Theatre, (3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c. Weather, cool
and fair. Charley Chase comedy. Opposition :
"Say It With Songs," "Four Feathers," "Greene
Murder Case.' Rating, 110''/;.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre, (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
News, Fanchon & Marco's "Sweet Cookies"
with Ginger Bread Beauties, Micky Mouse Cartoon, Sam Jack Kauffman and Band, Devaney
at Organ. Weather, dry and smoky. Opposition: "Lady Lies," "Say It With Songs,"
"Madame X,'' "Three Live Ghosts," "Street
Girl."
Rating, 130%.
DALLAS, TEX.— Greater Palace Theatre,
(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix presentation, "Laces and Graces," Titche-GoettingerPalace Theatre, Promenade of Fashion, Billy
Muth organ novelty, Paramount News.
Weather, fair. Opposition: "Sophomore," "Say
It With Songs," "Thunder," "Street Girl."
Rating, 110%o.
AD
TIPS
Not a vvhoope story — but a
real drama with a smashing climax. "Our
Dancing Daughters" made a tremendous impression— but now you see them again in a
story that will cause you to think — you may
call it the greatest picture of its type ever.
It's an excellent picture to book. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes. — Criterion Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Beginning of Banner Month campaign of
four great pictures and four big stage shows.
Plugged star and theme, getting lots of women
patronage. Used street gag of two girls, one
in modern and one old fashioned dress. Audience appeal : attracted women ; liked by all. —
Paramount Theatre, Charles Pincus, Mgr.,
Omaha, Neb.
Remember Joan Crawford in "Our Dancing
Daughters"? Bigger and better and how fandom goes for it ! Stress youthful appeal and
the jazz age. Film gives chance for artistic
ad display. Star's name should be heralded.
Appeal : Youth of all ages. — State Theatre,
Providence, R. I.

Paris Bound

(Pathe)

BOSTON, MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c, Five acts of vaudeville,
Pathe News. Weather, rainy. Opposition :
"Argyle Case," "Speedway," "Our Modern
Maidens," "Hollywood Revue," "Street Girl,"
"Hottentot."
Rating, 130%. "Dance of Life," "Piccadilly."
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Lafayette Theatre (2,900), 60c, Paramount Sound News, Comedy,
Vaudeville, Organ Presentations. Weather,
fair. Opposition: "Cock-Eved World," "Smiling Irish Eyes," "Sav It With Songs," "Fast
Company."
Rating, 140%.
AD TIPS — Advertised as one of the screen's
most daring love story, with amaz'ng domestic
complications. Is punchy drama. — Keith-Albee
Theatre. Steve Fitzgibbons, Mgr., Boston, Mass.
Play up the star Ann Harding with her beautiful voice, and a background of a traveling
husband. — William Raynor, Mgr., Lafayette
Theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.

Phantom of the Turf, The
(Rayart)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Clinton Square Theatre
(800), 25c-35c, 6 days; This picture was run
as a first-run coupled with a return of "The
White Sister" and it must be admitted that
this latter picture attracted more than ordinary
business to the theatre. Weather, cool. Rating,
90%.

Piccadilly (World Wide)
BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1.800). 7 davs. 2Sc-75c : Co-feature
"LTse Your Feet," Pathe News. Weather, rainy.
Opposition : "ArgvIe Case," "Speedway," "Our
Modern Maidens." "Hollywood Revue," "Paris
Bonnd,"
"Street Girl." "Hottentot." Rating,
110%o.

Pleasure Crazed

(Fox)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Leland Theatre (1,400),
25c-35c, 6 days ; All talkine comedy "The
Barber's Daughter" (Educ), Roval Hawaiians
"Jimtown" Cabaret ; Fox Movtietone News.
Weather, cool. Onposition : "Four Devils,"
"Drag,"
"Street Girl," "Thunder." Rating.
100%.
OTTAWA, ONT.— Imperial Theatre (1,200), 6 davs, 15c-S0c, Hodge-Podge, "Words of
Love," "Her Husband's Women" and Paramount Sound News. Weather, warm and nartlv
fair. Opnosition : "Man and Moment," "Luckv
Star,"
Different Eyes," "Prisoners."
Rating, "Thru
70%,.
AD TIPS — On acount of Dorothy Burgess
having goen over strong in this city, I played
her up in this picture calling attention to her
work "In Old Arizona" a few weeks ago.
Appeal : general :— Leland Theatre, John Garry,
Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
The title "Pleasure Crazed" is a misnomer
because the story is drama and not jazz, having
nothing to do with whoopee stuff. The produc-

Redeeming

Sin, The (W. B.)

OKLAHOMA

CITY, OKLA.— Rialto The-

atre (700), 4 days, 10c-25c; "A Bird in Hand."
Weather, cool, rain. Opposition: "Mysterious
Dr. Fu Manchu," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Lucky
Star," "Valliant," "One Woman's
100%. "Hard
Idea,"
to Get," "Lonesome." Rating,
AD TIPS— Dolores Costello and Conrad
Nagel in a Warner Bros., talking picture. Is
very interesting and entertaining, and no mistake will be made in booking this one. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.
Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Prisoners

(F.N.)

DES MOINES. IOWA.— Strand Theatre,
(1,100), 20c-30c, 3 days, Kinograms News, Educational Comedy, "Broadway Blues." Weather,
cool. Opposition : "When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling," "Say It With Songs,'' "Madonna of
Avenue A." Rating, 70%o.
OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre (990),
3 days, ietone
15c-35c,
"The Bullwarm
Fighter,"
Fox MovNews. Weather,
and partly
fair.
Opposition: "Man and Moment," "Lucky Star,"
"Thru
Different Rating,
Eyes," 70%.
"Pleasure Crazed,"
"Black Watch."
AD TIPS — The star, Corinne Griffith, was
featured for this picture which did not have an
especially strong draw with story. The picture
was played to a general type of audience. — L.
A. Carter, Asst. Mgr., Strand Theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa.
Corinne Griffith has gained the reputation
of being an exotic star of filmdom and she
pleases nearly everybody in this European costume play with a Bohemian atmosphere. There
is a mixture of appropriate music and sound
with talking chapters, providing variety. The
feature is hardly a big success. Audience appeal : High school age and up. — Avalon Theatre, P. J. Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Salute (Fox)
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre, (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, Norman Clark, dramatic editor Baltimore News, in
special talking film telling his experiences at
New York studios. All talking comedy. Weather, clear hot to clear cool. Opposition : Bicentennial Celebration. Rating, 175%.
AD TIPS— Don't wait for the stadium to
open. See — hear the greatest football classic.
Army vs. Navy All-talking dramatic conflict
of Love, Honor and Tradition "Salute" with
George O'Brien, Helen Chandler, Stepin Fetchit.
Produced by John Ford in Annapolis and West
Point on authentic locations. Glow to the thrill

PICTUR-FONE
Sound equipment of quality. The newest,
latest improved. The best mechanically
and electrically correct. Easy to install.
Prices reasonable. Positively the best
value on the market. Synchronous and
non-synchronous.

PICTURFONE CORPORATION
404-6-8-10 North
Main
LIMA, OHIO
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Salute

Say It With Songs

Say It With Songs

of Annapolis during June week and West Point
on dress parade. Cheer with the middies and
the Cadets as they clash for Rlory on the football gridiron. Audience appeal : Especial wide
areneral appeal for Baltimore but the storv carries a wonderful story well told with drama,
humor and romance to appeal everywhere to
I'vervone.^Morns A. Mechanic, Mgr., New
Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

CLEVELAND, O.— Hippodrome Tineatre,
(4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Weather, hot. Shorts :
"The Barnyard Battle" (Micky Mouse cartoon). Fox Movietone News. Opposition:
"Dance of Life," "Speedway," "Lady Lies,"
"Honky Tonk," "Skin Deep."
Rating, 110%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Music Box Theatre,
(950), 50c-7Sc, Vitaphone Acts, Movietone
.News. Weather, warm. Opposition : "Argyle
Case," "Speedway," "Girl in Show," "Dance
of Life,"
"Fast Company." Rating, 100% (second week).

ing "Little Pal," and many of his famous
others in his greatest picture. "Say It Witli
Songs," All Talking and Singing. With Davey
Lee and Marion Nixon. A horn placed in the
lobby of the theatre and connected to the sound
equipment in order that the talking and singing
sequences of the picture may be heard by the
passersby will serve as a real business stimulator. Audience appeal : All classes. — Melba
Theatre. Victor Lowery, Mgr., Dallas, Tex.

Say It With Songs

(W. B.)

OMAHA, NEB.— World Theatre (2,500), 7
days, 30c-60c; "Parlor Pest" (Col.), Pathe
News. Weather, fair. Opposition: "Our
Modern Maidens," "Side Street." Rating,
125%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 25c-50c; Fox Movietone News, Vitaphone Acts. Weather, ideal Fall weather. Opposition"Fast
:
Company," "Words and Music,"
"Madame X," "Four Devils." Rating, 140%
(2nd week).
TACOMA. WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(601), 7 days, 25c-75c; Vitaphone acts and
Movietone News. Weather, warm. Opposition :
"Girl Overboard," "Greene Murder Case."
Rating, 120% (2nd week).
HOUSTON, TKX.— Kirhy Theatre, (1,654).
25c-50c, 7 days. 3 N'itaphonc acts, Talking Paramount News. Weather, mild. Opposition : "Her
Private Life," "Speedway," "Lucky Star."
Rating, 140%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre,
(1,837), 25c-50c. Fox Movietone News. Vitaphone Acts. Weather, Dry and smoky. Opposition : "Lady Lies," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Madame X," "Street Girl," "Flying Fool.''
Rating, 95'v (3rd week).
DALLAS. TEX.— Melba Theatre, (1,800), 7
days, 35c-50c-60c, Vitaphone Act, F.dison and
Gregory in ''Two College Nuts."' Paramount
Talking News. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Our Modern Maidens," "Sophomore," "Thunder.'' "Street Girl." Rating, 110%.
BALTIMORE. MD.— Warners' Metropolitan Theatre, (1,500), 6 days, beginning Saturday previous with large national advertising
campaign in newspaper prior to opening, 15c50c, Kinograms, Frances Shelley, The Four
Eaton Boys (Vitaphone .'\cts). Organ. Weather, clear hot, to clear cool. Opposition : Bi-Centennial Celebration; "Hard to Get,'' "Smiling
Irish Eyes." "Dance of Life," "High Voltage."
Rating, 200%.

DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 25c-35c-50c-65c, 7 days. Paramount
Sound News, Educ. Comedy, "Parlor Pests,"
song novelty, "Goodbye, My Lady, Goodbye."
Weather, cool. Opposition : "When Irish Eyes
Are
Smiling,"
"Madonna
"Prisoners."
Rating,
180%. of Avenue A,"
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — Majestic Theatre,
(3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c. Weather, cool and
fair. P'ox News. Opposition : "Four Feathers,"
"Our Modern Maidens,'' "Greene Murder
Case."
Rating, 110%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— .Newman Theatre,
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Sound presentation
units. Selected News. Weather, fair. Opposition: ''Madam.e X,'" "Big News," "Behind
That Curtain," "Dance of Life." Rating, 150%.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Century Theatre,
(3,000), 65c, Fox Movietone News, and Silent
film, Vitaphone Acts. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Cock-Eyed World." "Paris Bound,"
"Smiling Irish Eves," "Fast Companv." Rating, 130%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Garden Theatre,
(1,000), 7 days. No Presentation; Newsreel,
Comedy. Weather, very cool and brisk. Opposition : "Why Leave Home," "Words and
Music," "Cock-Eyed World," "Drake Case,"
"Argyle Case.'" Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS— Secured 18,000 spots for paper
on picture in extensive two week advance
campaign. Tied up with florists in town on
title of picture and with music stores on new
songs. Plugged Jolson for all he was worth —
increased newspaper space. Audience appeal :
general. — World Theatre, Lionel Wasson,
Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Just let the public know that this is another
.\\ Jolson talking-singing picture with little
Davey Lee in the cast and you can depend on
the box office to show results. Copy used — The
World's Greatest Entertainer, Al Jolson, Sing

OPPORTUNITY!
FOR MEN

QUALIFIED BY EXPERIENCE
in the
THEATRE BUSINESS

ONE of the largest theatre operating companies with theatres in every
part of the United States, has openings for men who have had experience as theatre managers and theatre advertising and publicity men.
With expansion and development as a direct result of successful operation, there is offered splendid opportunity for individual progress and
advancement to men who prove ability to produce results.

Al Jolson is the world's greatest and best entertainer, said the ad copy. Picture of Jolson
singing used in almost every advertisement.
Stressed the new song hits Al Jolson sings
in the picture. Audience appeal : All classes. —
W. Dumont, Mgr., Garden Theatre, Milwaukee.
Wis.
"Sonny Boy" and his daddy are here again *
See and hear Al Jolson in "Cay It With
Songs" with Davey Lee and Marian Nixon.
With Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. A Warner Brothers' All-talking Vitaphone production.
Audience appeal : Wide general appeal for all
classes and ages with its strong, pathos and
tender love and Jolson's singing. — C. S. Languc.
Mgr., Warners' Metropolitan, Baltimore, Md.
Just mention names of Al Jolson and "Sonny
Boy" Lee and they will come to see it. Use
art of Jolson at "mike." Audience appeal :
adults.— Music Box Theatre, Bob Murray, Mgr..
Seattle, Wash.
Continued long run with waiting lines — Jolson, Nixon and Lee continue to have strong appeal.— Andrew Saso, Mgr., Music Box Theatre.
Portland, Ore.
A huge halftone cut of Al Jolson and the
name of Davey Lee proved sufficient to successfully exploit this picture. Audience appeal : Al!
classes. — Newman Theatre. Holden Swiger.
Mgr., Kansas City, Mo.
Just a natural ! Say Jolson and the fans come
flocking. Davey Lee made a personal appearance here recently and this also helped. Feature
these two names and the film will do capacity.
Being held over here. Appeal: All ages. — Sol
Braunig, Mgr., Majestic Theatre, Providence,
R. I.
Just Jolson is the exploitation for this feature
which was featured ahead of time. It did not
do bigger business than "The Singing Fool"
but bigger than "The Jazz Singer." Will be
played for another run at affiliated theatre.
— Don Allen, Asst. Mgr., Des Moines Theatre.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Al Jolson is sufficient for advertising this
one. Add "heart throbs," new songs, and Davex
Lee, andtwoit weeks
explainsat why
"Say ItoneWith
Songs"
played
the Kirby,
of the
few
pictures that have been held more than a week.
— Kirby Theatre, Houston, Tex.
Al Jolson is the star in the picture, almost
everybody will want to see and hear his songs,
advertise this play well, it is a sure hold over. —
R. C. Kaufman, Buffalo, N. Y.

Side Street (Radio)
OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre (3.000).
7 days, 25c-60c; Five act RKO bill, Pathe
News and cartoon. Weather, fair. Opposition :
Rating, It 100%.
"Sav
with Songs," "Our Modern Maidens."
.\D TIPS — Three Moore brothers in an all
talking picture is the best exploitation angle.
Lots of good comedy and enough heart throbs
to satisfy anyone. Mildred Harris Qnaplin
another good name in cast. Audience appeal ;
general. — Orpheum Theatre, Ralpli W. Thayer,
Mgr., Omaha, Neb.

Write a letter giving in full detail your experience, age and salary requirements and enclose a snapshot or small photograph of yourself. All
correspondence will be held in strict confidence.

Single

Address Box 700, Motion Picture News, 729 7th Ave., New York City

unsettled. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue,"
"Lady Lies," "Madame X," "Words and Music,'"
Rating, 100%.Dr. Fu Manchu," "Melody Lane."
"Mysterious

Standard,

The

(M-G-M)

BOSTON,
atre (3.100), MASS.—
7 days, Loew's
25c50c ;Orpheum
Five actsTheof
vaudeville. Fox and M-G-M News. Weather,

September
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Skin Deep

(W.B.)

1929

CLEVELAND, OHIO— Keith's East lOSth
St.. 7 days, 25c-50c, Shorts, Pathe Silent and
Sound News, "Ziegfeld's Midnight FroUc"
(Paramount). Weather, hot. Opposition:
"Dance of Life," "Speedway," "Lady Lies,"
"Honky Tonk," "Say It With Songs." Rating,
8S7o.

Smiling

Irish

Eyes

(F.N.)

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and M-G-M News, Loew-Publix Unit "Snap
Into It" headed by Ted Claire, Organ, Orchestra. "Land of White Cedars," "Telephone"
(reel), "Cry of Winter" (Educational scenic),
"Rat Skin" (Sound Aesop Fable Col.) Pathe
Review. Weather, clear, hot, then clear, cool,
some rain. Bi-Centennial celebration. Opposition: "Dance of Life." "Salute," "High Voltage," "Big News," "Say It With Songs," "Hard
to Get." Rating, 82%.
DES MOINES. IOWA— Paramount Theatre (1.700), 25c-35c-50c-65c, 7 days, Publix
stage unit, "Say It With Flowers." featuring
Billy Pearl. Universal comedy, "Newlyweds'
Tests," Paramount News. Weather, cool. Opposition:"Say It With Songs." "Madonna of
Avenue A." "Prisoners."
Rating, 70%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(2,900), 65c, Vaudeville, Comedy, Paramount
Sound News. Weather, fair. Opposition:
"Cockeyed World." "Paris Bound," "Say It
With Songs," "Fast Company."
Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS— Exploit Colleen Moore as in a
singing, talking, dancing production "Smiling
Irish Eyes" with James Hall. With cuts of
Hall and Moore. You'll love her in this charming story which is a melody of love. A First
National . Production. Audience appeal : Colleen Moore fans will like this whimsical love
storv that has a particular appeal for Irish
Gen. Mgr., Loew's
Raymond,
people.— Charles
Century,
Baltimore,
Md.
The picture is a better one than is indicated
at the box ofby the average which it received
fice which was far below the usual. The fact
that the youngsters had started to school, that
Jolson was playing next door and that the picture plaved especially to a limited group, were
against it. The Irish all came to see it. The
hit it has made on Broadway and Colleen
Moore's singing were played up in the advertising.—C. W. Friedman, Asst. Mgr., Paramount Theatre. Des Moines. Iowa.

Exploit Colleen Moore in her biggest attraction on all your lobbv cards and billboards. —
George Mason, Mgr., Buffalo. N. Y.

Sophomore,

The

(Pathe)

DALLAS, TEX.— Majestic Theatre (2,680).
7 days. 25c-35c-60c, Interstate vaudeville.
Movietone News, Aesops Fables. Weather,
fair. Opposition: "Our Modern Maidens."
With Songs," "Thunder. "Street Girl."
"Sav
Rating,It 100%.
AD TIPS— Exploit the theme of the picture
and let the public know that at last a real college picture has been produced. Copy used — At
last the great American college talking picture
— a touchdown in screen entertainment. If
you've never laughed before you will when you
see "The Sophomore" — It's wonderful — it's
great. All-Talking Mirth Provoker. A bright,
hilarious story of college life, full of action,
thrills, drama, laughs. Audience appeal : all
classes, especially the college set.— Majestic
Theatre. John H. Thoma. Mgr.. Dalals. Texas.

Speedtcay

(M-G-M)

BOSTON. MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3.700), 7 days, 30c-50c; Stage number. Fox
and M-G-M News. Weather, rainy. Opposition "Argyle
:
Case," "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Hollywood Revue," "Paris Bound," "Street
Girl," "Hottentot," "Dance of Life," "Piccadilly." Rating, 125%.
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Speedway

Street Girl

HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts vaudeville,
Movietone News. Weather, mild. Opposition :
"Lucky Star," "Say It With Songs," "Her
Private Life."
Rating 130%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, Fox
Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage unit.
Weather, warm. Opposition : "Fast Company,"
"Argyle Case," "Girl in the Show," "Say It
With Songs," "Dance of Life." Rating, 90%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO— Allen Theatre (3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c. Weather, mostly hot.
Shorts: "Lovers Paradise" (M-G-M), Fox
Movietone News. Opposition : "Dance of Life,"
"Lady Lies," "Honky Tonk," "Say It With
Songs," "Skin Deep."
Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS — Emphasized the star as Anita
Page in this all talking film of speed, thrills,

Went over heavy on the advertising featuring
the picture far ahead, however, in space over
the vaudeville end of the program. Appeal:
general. — Proctor's Fourth Street Theatre,
Jacob Golden, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.
Heavy advertising, exploitation and parade
reopening of vaudeville. Good work of
principals and starring Betty Compson. Universal appeal. Heavy attendance. — Earl Wadge,
Mgr., R-K-O. Orpheum Theatre, Portland, Ore.
This picture has a box office title and lobby
display and newspaper copy should be built
around the title. Betty Compson should be
exploited and the cast is sufficiently strong to
have their names given. Copy used — a daring
all-talking romance of a street girl who leaped
to fame over night. Jazz-mad melodies . . .
glamorous night life ... all were hers
for a kiss. A kiss that startled the whole world
and cost her love. You will hear the latest song

danger and romance. — Loew's State Theatre,
Joseph Brennan, Mgr., Boston, Mass.
Plug William Haines in a new sort of film,
based on the old "Wally Reid" style of entertainment plus his own wisecracking. Work
speed and comedy angles. Audience appeal :
younger element. — Fox Fifth Avenue Theatre,
James Q. Clemmer, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.
Haines and his wisecracks are the best advertising points, but we billed Page, Torrence,
and Dane in capitals. "Add Bill Haines' wisecracks to plenty of speed and romance" is good
catch line. Appeal is general, but especially to
young people. — Loew's State Theatre, Houston,
Tex.
Advertised this as a speedy comedy, and
stressed Haines' name. Audience appeal : all. —
Allen Theatre, Isadore Lidman, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.

Street Girl (R-K-O)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Proctor's Grand Theatre
(1,800), 25c-75c, 6 days; Unit vaudeville.
Weather, cool. Opposition : "Pleasure Crazed,"
140%.
"Thunder,"
"Drag," "Four Devils." Rating
BOSTON, MASS.— Keith's Memorial Theatre (3,600), 7 days, 30c-65c; Comedy "Campus
Sweethearts," Cartoon, organ, Pathe News.
(Film inaugurates return of theatre to all
talking pictures.) Opposition: "Argyle Case,"
"Speedway," "Our Modern Maidens," "Hollywood Revue," "Paris Bound," "Dance of Life,"
"Piccadilly."
Rating, 210%.
TROY, N. Y.— Proctor's Fourth Street
Theatre (2,000), 25c-50c. 4 days; Vaudeville
units. Weather, cool. Opposition : "Trial of
Mary Dugan," "Drag."
Rating, 150%.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— R-K-O Theatre
(2,200), 35c-50c-65c, Pathe Sound News,
R-K-O vaudeville. Revue, Chas. Irwin, Conrad
6 Eddy, Joy Bros., Ruth Layne, R-K-O ensemble, R-KO dancing girls. Opposition:
"Hollywood Revue." "Dynamite," "Broadway
Melody," "Illusion," "Thunder," "Bulldog
Drummond."
Rating, 125%.
PORTLAND, ORE. — Dry and smoky.
R-K-O Orpheum Theatre (open bill), Joe Wilton and Rex Webber in their "Dixie's Follies,"
company of 27 including Jean Rankin and Blue
Belles, '25c-60c, 7 days. Opposition : "Flying
Fools," "Lady Lies," "Madame X," "Our Mod175%.ern Maidens," "Say It With Songs." Rating,
DALLAS.
TEX.— Capitol Theatre
(1,044).
7 days, lSc-25c-35c, Talking Collegians, Oswald
Comedy, News. Weather, fair. Opposition :
"Our Modern Maidens," "Say It With Songs,"
"Sophomore," "Street Girl."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Called this Radio Picture's
supreme melody hit and featured up the fact
that it was Broadway's great $2.00 picture
smash. This picture drew standing room
crowds throughout the entire week and while
the vaudeville was better than the average, it
was the general consensus that the picture alone
was the big drawing feature that packed the
house with some of the largest crowds ever
— Proctor's
: general.
Appeal
AlbanyJoseph
seen inTheatre.
Grand
Wallace,
Mgr.,
Albany,
N. Y.

and dance hits "Loveable and Sweet," "My
Dream Memory'" and "Broken Up Tunes."
Note. — This picture has had a phenomenal run
at the Globe Theatre, topping all $2.00 pictures
in New York. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Capitol Theatre, Ray J. Stinnett, Mgr., Dallas,
Texas.

Three Live Ghosts

(U.A.)

PORTLAND. ORE. — Dry and smoky.
United Artists Theatre (957), 7 days, 25c-60c,
Metro Shorts, Fox Movietone News. Opposition: "Flying Fool," "Lady Lies," "Madame X,"
100%. It With Songs," "Street Girl." Rating,
"Say
AD TIPS — Successful stage play proved
good screen entertainment — Good work Joan
Bennett and Claude Allister. Fair appeal. —
J. J. Parker, Mgr., United Artists Theatre,
Portland, Ore.

Thru

Different

Eyes

(Fox)

OTTAWA, ONTARIO— B. F. Keith's Theatre (2,596), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Fare Ways and
Foul." "Now and Then." Pathe News Weekly.
Weather, warm and partly fair. Opposition :
"Man and Moment," "Lucky Star," "Black
Watch,"
ing, 70%. "Pleasure Crazed," "Prisoners." RatAD TIPS — The "eyes" have it. This feature
is full of mystery and the sequences showing
incidents of the crimes are interwoven with the
trial depiction, so that it is really a different
type of courtroom thriller. The photoplay is
an extensive enlargement of the stage play
from which it is drawn. There is an unusually
large and capable cast with Warner Baxter and
Stepin Fetchit particularly worth of mention.
Audience appeal : all ages and all classes. — B.
F. Keith's, J. M. Franklin, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Thunder (M-G-M)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Ritz Theatre
(1,146), 6 days, 2Sc-3Sc : One Vitaphone, All
talking comedy, Pathe Sound News. Weather,
116%.
cool.
: "Four Crazed."
Devils," "Drag,"
"Street Opposition
Girl," "Pleasure
Rating,

ATIFFANY-/TAHL FRANCHirE

irYOUR

LIFEyAVER
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Thunder

Why Leave Home

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Loew's State Theatre (2,418), 35c-S0c-65c-75c-$1.00, Movietone
News, Gene Morgan, Fanchon-Marco "Kisses"'
Idea. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Dynamite," "Broadway Melody," "Illusion," "Bulldog Drummond," "Street Girl."
Rating, 107%.
DALLAS, TEX.— Old Mill Theatre (1,400),
7 days, 20c-25c-3Sc, Lloyd Hamilton, all-talking comedy, two Vitaphone Acts. Weather,
fair. Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Sophomore," "Say It With Songs," "Street
Girl."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— Played up Lon Chaney for all
it was worth as he has a big following in this
city. Appeal : general. — Mark Ritz Theatre,
Charles Smakwitz,
Mgr., Albany,
N. Y.
Lon Chaney, is of course, the big draw of the
picture and all publicity should be built around
his name. Mention Phyllis Haver and James
Murray in newspaper copy. Copy used — The
Man of 1,000 Face in 1,000 New Thrills. Roaring, Sweeping, Gripping Drama with Such
Thrills, Romance and Adventure as Only Lon
Chaney Can Give. His Newest, Finest Performance. Audience appeal : general. — Old Mill
Theatre, Al R. Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Texas. .

Trial Of Mary Diigan,
(M-G-M)

The

Valiant, The (Fox)
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (L200), 4 days, 10c-2Sc; "At the Dentist's" (Pathe all talking comedy). Movietone
News, Oklahoma News Newsreel, Aesop's
Fables. Weather, cool, rain. Opposition :
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Our Modern
Maidens," "Lucky Star," "One Woman's Idea,"
"Hard to Get," "Redeeming Sin," "Lonesome."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS— A drama of tremendous heart
appeal, and an excellent picture to book. Audience appeal : all ages and clasjses. — Folly
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Leave

Home

(Fox)

BOSTON, MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c ; Five acts vaudeville,
Pathe
110%. News. Weather, unsettled. Rating,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Merrill Theatre (1,167), 7 days, 25c-60c, No presentation, comedy.
Fox Movietone News. Weather, very cool and
brisk. Opposition: "Why Leave Home," "Cockeyed World," "Drake Case," "Argyle Case,"
"Say It With Songs."
Rating, 85%.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Theatre (1.912). 7 days, 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone
"Dance Moods"
Fanchon & Marco's
News,
with Hirsch-Arnold
Girls, Sam Jack Kauffman and Band ; Devaney at the organ. Ideal
Fall weather. Opposition : "Fast Company,"
"Madame X," "Say It with Songs," "Four
Devils."
Rating, 130%.
Played up the musical quality of the picits it
appeal
to everyone's
for and
music.
Statedture and
that
was the
Scandals, love
Follies
all
other Broadway revues rolled into a college
comedy. Audience appeal : all classes. — Mgr.,
Glenn Musgrave, Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,

Wrath Of The Seas (State Rights)
NEW YORK
(549), 7 days,
Cartoon Shorts.
ing, 75.6% (2nd

Standard
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Motion Picture
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In And Out Of Town
for New
sailed
GLORI
on Wednesde France
the He ON
YorkA on SWANS
day, Sept. 18. She will remain in the city
for several weeks before going to Hollywood. While in London, Miss Swanson was
guest of honor at the world premiere of
"The Trespasser."
IRENE BORDONI, musical comedy star
who appears in the First National Vita"Paris," returned
phone release,morning,
20th
the York
Sept. IS,toonNew
last Sunday
Century. She has been in Hollywood since
June working on the production.
the isChrishead of n,
CHARLE
note
prodiicinq, organizatio
tieScomedyCHRISTIE
in New York from the Coast, with reports of
the rejuvenation of the short subjects trade.
His company is now working on its ninth talking play of the new season for Paramount,
entitled "Dangerous Females."
DOLORES
DEL RIO, after a week of
personal appearances at a Brooklyn
Loew's theatre, is now in Manhattan where
she has taken a suite at the Ritz Carlton
for a brief vacation and shopping tour.
When she returns to Hollywood, she will
be starred in "The Bad One."

CITY, N. Y.— Cameo Theatre
50c-75c, Pathe Sound News.
Weather, fair and cool. Ratweek).

BP.
producer
on
' theFINEMAN,
staff of B.an F.associate
.Schulberg,
general
manager of West Coast production for Paramount, sails for Europe on the S. S. France
on Sept. 20 for a vacation to last two months.

New Lloyd Comedy To Hold .
Broadway Premiere Oct. 12

BF.
LYONS,hasCanadian
manager
• Warners,
returned.'tales
to his
office for
in
Toronto after a week's .Hay in Nezv York Citv.
While at the home office, he conferred with
Vice-president Sam E. Morris regarding netv

The Broadway premiere of "Welcome
Dang'er, " Harold Lloyd's first all-talkingcomedy, tentatively has been set for October 12, according to an announcement from
Paramount-Famous-Lasky today.
William Fraser, general manager of the
Harold Lloyd Corporation, will arrive in
New York this week to confer with Paramount officials and handle arrangements
for the opening.
It
will
Los
and

is possible that simultaneous premieres
be held in Chicago, Detroit, (Cleveland,
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Ore.,
Kansas City.

(Fox)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fanchon & Marco
presentation with Al Lyons, Master of Ceremonies. Excellent number. Fox Movietone
News, Organ Recital. Weather, cool and
brisk. Opposition : "Words and Music," "CockEyed World," "Drake Case," "Argyle Case,"
"Say It With Songs."
Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS — Speed of youth with middle age
looking on in amazement and interest played
up in copy.
Dance steps, desire of youth for

TECE FALLY MARKUS

Words And Music

Wis.

TROY, N. Y.— Lincoln Theatre (1,000), 2Sc35c, 7 days ; One Vitaphone, Kinograms.
Weather, cool. Opposition : "Drag," "Street
Girl."
Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS — A year on Broadway as a play
offered excellent exploitation features in this
most dramatic murder mystery of the year.
Appeal : mature. — Lincoln Theatre, Louis
Saperstein, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.

Why

gaiety stressed heavily. Audience appeal : all
classes. — Mgr., William James, Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Picture

H. Goldstone
"Moviegoofs"

Films First 2

productions.
JV. ALLAN, southern and western sales
. manager for Warners, left New York
recently for an extended business trip
through Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Dallas, Atlanta and New Orleans, the territory
under his jurisdiction.
AMONG
out-of-town
New York
during theexhibitors
past weekvisiting
were
H. B. Robb and E. H. Rowley, executives of
the R. & R. Theatre Enterprises of Dallas,
who were guests at the Warners home office
to talking over product with Vice-president
Sam E. Morris. Another visitor was Sam Hefley, of Cameron, Texas, who also stopped in
at the Warner office.

Novelty Shorts

Hollywood, Sept. 12. — Henry Goldstone
has produced the first two of a series of
12 one-reel " Moviegoof s. " The novelty
subjects present moving mannekins, operated without strings or mechanics, in a
series of comedy blackouts. Music, dialogue and sound aro synchronized with
each reel.
Goldstone is leaving for New York next
week, and is planning release of his series
through the independent market.

Pliotocolor Shorts For
Columbia Now In Work
A series of 26 Photocolor Corporation
all-talking, singing and dancing short subjects for release through Columbia is now
in production. Augustus Barratt, author
and composer, has written stories and nuisic for the first subjects and Leon Leonidoff, ballet master, has been engaged to
arrange a special ballet. Sets for the series
have been designed by Clarke Robinson.

RETURNING
after IVarner
a .'tales
trip recently to
wasNeiv
Ma.rYork
Milder.
Bros, central sales manager. He devoted his
attention to the middle west territory.
rES
WEIR, district,
Pathe who
sales has
manager
forNew
the
^ Western
been in
York for conferences with the home office
sales executives, left this week for his headquarters in Los Angeles. On the way, he
will spend a day in Denver.
WILLIAM
of
the PatheSISTROM,
studios in general
Culver manager
City, Cal.,
left this week for the West Coast after about
ten days in New York City in conference with
Pathe officials at the home office.

"Say It With

Songs"

Record

Toledo, 0., Sept. 19.— "Say It With
Songs" has established a house record
at the Princess here. It is the first film
in the theatre's history to be held over
for a second week.

September

21,
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Conducted

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

''Opportunities"

in the show business certainly have one advantage
over the folks engaged in
other fields of work.
We are not, necessarily, confined
to just theatre work in order that
we may earn a decent living for
ourselves and our families.
WE

Showmanship, exactly as applied
to 'theatres, is just as essential in
practically every line of business
throughout the world.
Executives have already recognized the value of showmanship in
their selling campaigns, in their advertising campaigns, in their displays and in every other connection
whereby they are appealing to a
buying public.
And who are better equipped to
step into positions where showmanship is important?
Showmen, of course !
And where would an executive
look for showmen?
In theatres and throughout the
show business.
Therefore ; never lose sight of the
important fact that if you are cultivating and improving on your
own showmanship you may be laying the foundation to a commercial
connection in the immediate future
which can prbve mighty valuable.
*

*

*

It has always been our contention
that opportunities are never limited
where a man is on the alert to improve his knowledge and under-
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standing of the work he is doing.
And of all the various types of
work we have come across we cannot recall any that compared with
the show game.
This is one business crammed
full of new ideas and old ideas revamped with different slants.
This is one game where a man
need only keep his eyes and ears
open and he will soon learn that the
other fellow's ideas are just as
practical for his use as he may care
to make them.
* * *
We have met and talked with
commercial salesmen and others
identified with some business or
other outside of the show-world,
and many of them complained that
the possibilities of advancement
were too limited. They thought
that as long as they worked for
someone else they could never
reach the condition in life where
they would be independent and free
salary.
from the necessity of earning a
Well, we in the show business
can certainly boast of unlimited opportunities and possibilities for advancement, because we are NOT
restricted to our own game. The
commercial world can always use
good showmen and if the worse
comes to pass, YOU are, at least,
equipped to step out into other
fields where you can apply this
science of showmanship.
C. E. L.
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"Welcome 'Red' Kann"

IT is with extreme pleasure that your Chairman welcomes Maurice (Red)
Kann as the new Editor of Motion Picture News.
To the majority of managers and exhibitors Mr. Kann is already well known and liked.
But to
those of you boys who have slipped up on the privilege of knowing a "regular,"
let us tell you that not only the News but our own Managers' Round Table Club
benefits by his association with this, the leading publication of the Industry.
His knowledge and understanding of practically every phase of the business
makes him a strong ally for every one of us on the firing line of theatre operation. The warm spot that the house manager occupies in "Red's" heart should
mean a better understanding and still more co-operation in our Club activities
through Motion Picture News,
onetheshowman
to so
another
let's extend a "glad hand" and wish Maurice
KannAs all
success he
well deserves.
MANAGERS'

A Real Showman
THE membership certificate of Harold S.
Knudson of the New Orpheum Theatre in
Madison, Wis., occupies, as you will note
from the photograph, a most prominent spot in
his office. You will also notice that this wideawake showman has his copy of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS, right before him.

ROUND

TABLE

"All For One And
One For All" Says
Joe
Weil'
Bulle
s ^^~^
tin
"~~^~^~'
"^^^
^~'~
"

CLUB,

Joe Weil,vertising
Director
of Adand Exploitation
for the Universal Chain Theatres, passes along some
mighty
sensible advice in
the of
one
hisersa
recent
bulletins
to
Univ
l Theat
res.

Since it is in line with what we have been preachingfor the last few months, and what we wish to impress upon
every member and reader of these pages, we will take the
liberty of quoting Mr. Weil's remarks.
"Get your house all spruced up and shining spick and span
for
season.
that to
it isn't
ahvays
tvay —elbow
but'
put the
thosenewlittle
extra Not
touches
it that
only that
MORE
grease and full house cooperation can effect.
"A few twenty-five cent cans of paint for touching up dirty
spots on your display boards and signs, — a tiny daub of the
brush here and there, — a little scrubbing of that marble that
looks a bit dingy, — soap and a hose put to work on top of
that box office, — a ladder will reach the dirt on that marquee
atid the globes out of reach, — a little more pushing of the
vacuum cleaner — you get me?"

Incidentally, Joe believes in the CLUB slogan, because
he is passing it on to all of the Managers of the Universal
Chain,
meaning
"ALL damned
FOR ONE
ONEJoe;FOR
It sounds
like pretty
goodAND
advice,
how ALL."'
about

passing along some more for the rest of the crowd? Thanks
anyway in advance.
Through the West Coast

A Good Use For
Old Exit Boxes
From Bob Church
"""^""~""^~^'~"^^'^^^~

Mr. Knudson's activities have already found
their way to the CLUB pages, and we are certain that our other members and readers find
his doings of as much interest as he finds theirs.
You can always tell a real showman by the
company be keeps, and Harold's association with
the ROUND TABLE CLUB is ample evidence
as to his qualifications as a real showman.

came
house across
organa corking
"NOW" good
we
idea contributed by Bob
Church, Manager of the Fox
ice, Cal.
i^^^-—-^^-^-^-—-———^-—— California Theatre, in VenBob had resurrected all the old exit signs that he found
lying around the house and reconditioned them to read
"SILENCE,"
these he placed over each aisle with exce])tionally good results.
One of the most important features of the idea, and the
one which appealed to us particularly, was the fact that
there was no expense in connection with it except the
labor and that was furnished by themselves.
We would certainly like to number Bob Church among
the regular contributors to the ROUND TABLE pages.
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An Open Letter to
TOM S. MG DONALD
Fox JVestlake Theatre, .
Los Angeles, Cat.
My Dear Tom :
Would you kindly find the fezv available moments necessary
to sit doiifn and write me a letter telling exactly ivhy I have not
heard froin you in over a month?
We have too much regard for your ability as a showman
and for the many fine things that you are doing for your organization tolet you become silent any great length of time.
I can't think of any terrible punishment at this writing, hut
in the event that you fail to comply, then I will have to resort
to something that will fit the crime.
Trusting that I will get an answer to this as fast as the air
mail travels, and with all the good zmshes for your health and
your job, I am
Cordially and sincerely yours,
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB.
Charles E. Lczcis,
Chairman.
P. S. — Tell me, Tom, how's "gescheft" ?
This is the way A. M.
Roy, Manager of the Tampa
Theatre, Tampa, Florida
tied up with a popular drugstore on a contest to boost
business for "Our Modern
^~
Maidens."
You will note this newspaper
ad and how effective it must have
appeared to all the girls down in
Tampa.

Roy And Lawrence
Found Kiss Contest
Profitable For B. O.
GIRLS! GIRLS!
Can You Match

JOAN

CRAWFORD'S
Ptrfecl Screen Ki»»7

To the 100 girls whose "kiss
impression" came the closest to
Joan Crawford's,
a ticket of was
admission to the attraction

given. The impression blanks
were delivered to the drug-store
counter, which gives them a
RECORD YOUR KISS
mighty good break for their assistance in the contest.
IMPRESSION
HERE^
We certainly think that this is
a corking angle and we suggest
that you keep it in mind for use
on any picture that it might be
possible to tie in with. There are
plenty of good ones coming along
or already released that provide
See "Onr Modern Maidens"
openings for just such a tie-up.
TAMPA
Sid Lawrence of the Palace
Theatre in Lockport, N. Y., used
the same idea but minus the Drug
Store angle which shows that this
idea can be switched into several
channels. Sid's announcement was
on a card measuring about 3% by
Sy2 inches and he distributed
them throughout the city and surParamount Drug Co.
rounding communities. The makeiH up of the card copy was very much
the same as that used by Roy in
his ad and must therefore come from either the press book
or some other similar source. But this does not necessarily
condemn it. (Press books have contained usable ideas,
strange as it may seem.)
Thank you, Sid and Roy, and as the saying goes — -"great
minds run in the same channel."
You both used this one to
TO Tt>i) (.IRl.S WHOSE KISS IMPRESSIONS
lOME
CI-OSEST TO JOAN
CRAWFOKOS

Joan fraaford

Extra impression blanks are available.

Thi< contest will be judjred by. Paramount Toilet Goodc Dept in conjunction with the Tampa
Theater management.
-SICN YOUR-

and deliver ihis ad to the
TOILET GOODS DEPT.

CLIJC

"Lobby Laughs"
By Dick Kirschbaum
Dick wants YOUR ideas for this series
cartoons. '
of If
you can think of something that has
happened and gave you a laugh, pass it along,
Dick will do the illustrating and credit you
with the idea.
Shoot your suggestions direct to the Club
and we will fransmit them to Kirschbaum.
good results.
Now show us what else you can do along
similar lines in the future.

Introducing Eugene
A. Curtis P. A. For
N. Haven Olympia

Eugene A. Curtis is the
man who succeeded our
friend Wally Allen as publicity director for the Olympia Theatre, in New Haven,

. Conn.
If Eugene
becomes
as
near active a member as Wally, then we feel that we have
lined up another honest to God showman, and a valuable
member for the ROUND TABLE CLUB.
We are taking this means of more formally introducing
our host of members and readers to Mr. Eugene A. Curtis,
and, as you will note from
his photograph, he seems
to be charged with plenty
of "pep" and ambition.
He tells us that he has
been reading the pages of
the ROUND
TABLE
CLUB with a great deal
of interest, and we therefore feel safe in assuming
that he found them both
interesting and profitable.
Right, Eugene?
Prior to his coming to
New Haven he was in the
N. Y. Publix Advertising
Department, first with
Mr. Lem Stewart working on picture ad manuals
and then with Jean Finley working on state show publicity. Prior to that time he
city. with the Publix organization in Rochester, having
was
charge of the publicity for the three Publix houses in that
Here's hoping that Curtis will line up as a great active
member for the ROUND TABLE CLUB. It's all up to
you, Eugene, we're waiting.

The Creed Of The Round

"ALL

FOR

ONE

ONE

Table Club:-

AND

FOR ALL"
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^'^^^ In the code of ethics set

ManGettier
Vogel
forth oiby the
Theatre,
Capitol
^S^^
at Grand Island, Nebraska,
"^^"y extremely fine points
Theatre Operation were
brought out.
"■^~^~~~^'^~^~"~~"~""^~ Among the thing
s \\hich
Mr. Gettier is very particular a^DOUt in the running of his
theatre is that all lighting should be in keeping with the
seasons of the year, and above all no dead bulbs in any
part of the theatre or signs should be tolerated.
He is a great believer in the expression that it is false
economy to spare light on your marquee and theatre front
signs.
He believes that a young married woman of a neat
appearance and pleasant in her contact with the public
makes the finest kind of cashier. Andjie is particular at
all times that she is not bothered by continual visitors and
'phone calls. She does not necessarily have to be beautiful,
but if she is an intelligent girl with personality, then she
answers Vogel's demands.
In recruiting his usherettes, he engages ten girls from
the senior class of the high school, and makes it a distinct
point to talk with the high school principal about each
girl hired. He insists on an intelligent girl wth good personality, and he believes that an intelligent girl can be
classed as pretty because brains always show.
On the question of uniforms, he does not believe in adopting any regulation type uniform, but rather dresses them
all alike in pretty white linen frocks, which he used this
past summer. In the winter they use silk dresses, plain
but tailored and neat in appearance.
He leans towards the girl in preference to the boy for
ushers, as he feels that the girls pay more attention to their
duties and hit it off better with the women patrons of the
theatre, and, of course, every theatre caters to women and
children rather than men, because men will come where
the women and children go.
A colored matron is on duty at all hours when the theatre is in operation at the ladies' room, for the sole purpose
of rendering any service she possibly can to the women
and children.
So far as his box office is concerned, no one is allowed
to enter same during show hours, or to visit with the girl
selling tickets. This same applies to doormen, ushers and
any other employee of the house.
The only conversation
r\ ■
Vogel r^ Gettier
1 T** Has
r^
Some OOOd
1 IpS Un

Harold L. Richardson says
"/ have been in the theatrical business for
the last ten years, and have been a subscriber
to Motion Picture News for nearly all this
time, and find it almost indispensible.
IN FACT, IT IS MY MOTION PICTURE BIBLE.
Whenever in doubt as to what I should do
to put a picture across I go to the NEWS
for an idea.
I keep a scrap book of all the ideas that
are continually coming out in the NEWS
and find it a real source of help."
Manager, Smalleys Theatre
Fort Plains, N. Y.

Picture

News

CLUC

permitted is strictly in line with their duty. He is not a
great believer in overdoing the catering and bowing angle
for his staff, he rather believes that the patrons prefer
pleasant, courteous treatment, which to our way of thinking is very good judgment in the various theatres throughout the country.
One of the most important points in HIS method of
operating a theatre, is that either the manager or his
assistant is on the floor at all times, keeping in touch with
every part of the theatre with an eye on the ushers and
moving from balcony to orchestra, passing through lobby,
etc., and in other words, keeping a watchful eye for everytliing around the house.
One thing that Mr. Gettier found, after his house went
into a sound policy, was that he could not dispose of his
house organ. As he puts it, there was an awful yell that
went up when they purposely left out the organ in the program, to test whether we could drop this expense.
As a result, it was not only put back in, but today has
become one of the most popular parts of his program.
There were many other important points brought out in
Mr. Gettier's letter, and these we shall make use of in a future issue of the NEWS,
Thank you very kindly Vogel for your prompt letter, and
the many valuable points which you brought to our attention.
Believe

"Phantom
Perrin's
^^ A\ T\
r\
Organ
Uarnea J

it or

not,

this

is

to keep the
just another way happy
and
cash customers
talking
about your theatre.

ManPerrin, Thea^"■
^^^B.
^^^O.
^^^Angle
^^^^^^^ ager
of C.
the X. Sterling
Good
treHowin
Greel
ey, Color
ado,

thought this one up is no mystery, but Perrin has been the
creator of many novel and up-to-the-minute exploitation
ideas.
However, you can judge for yourself, and we are just
passing it along for whatever value it has for you. At the
same time, there are many thoughts that present itself in
connection with this type of exploitation.
To exploit a particular picture to be shown at his theatre, Manager Perrin gave a short address from the stage
the week preceding the showing of the film. In his address
he mentioned that there would be a big surprise waiting
for the patrons of his theatre on the following week.
As the title, writers might say "Came the following week"
and the big surprise was the manager of the theatre would
play an organ solo. Greeley being a small town, Perrin
was well known and it was a surprise to the populace to
find that their theatre manager was an accomplished musician as well.
What really happened was, the organ was played from
backstage
by the
regular
organist
who has
a "trick"
portable console.
Perrin
sat at
the regular
console
and faked
the playing of the first two choruses. He then left the
console and went backstage until the solo was over. He
and the organist then appeared on the stage to explain that
the audience had just heard the PHANTOM ORGAN.
To arouse curiosity in the following attraction, Perrin
announced that the regular organist would play request
selections while walking up and down the center aisle. In
this day of sound pictures, the organ is a forgotten feature.
Even though you may not have a console backstage as
well as one in the pit there's a possibility you can do a
"Phantom
Organ" presentation by using an organ record on
the non-sync.
Thanks, Mr. Perrin, and let's hear some more from you
very soon.
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The
MANAGER
S'
ROUND
TABLE
CLUB at
H. L. Richardson's
this time welcomes into its
Activities At The
meraibership Harold L.
Richardson, Manager of
Smalley Theatre
Smalley's Theatre, at Fort
'■
~
Plains, N. Y.
Mr. Richardson is one of the real old timers in the business, not so much in years of age, as in yeals of service, and
it gives us great
pleasure to enroll
managers of this
type.
During the few
years that he has
been at Ft. Plains
he has engineered
some mighty fine
street ballyhoos
and window dressings, some of
which we are
showing with this
story. These are
but a few from the
batch of photographs ceived,
webut the
rebalance we will
hold for future
publication.
W e sincerely
trust that Mr.
Richardson will
be a steady
contributor to these
Round Table Club
pages, cause
chiefly
the type beof
stuff he is engineering iswhat we are always anxious to pass along to the
other boys.
And another thing, Harold: how about a short letter
telling us how you are running that house of yours and at
the same time enclosing a photo of yourself for publication
on these pages?
Get aboard the wagon with the rest of the gang and
show that you are also ready to demonstrate the club spirit
of "All For One And One For All."

"Fashion Show" A
Sure Winner For
Anybody's Theatre

With the coming of the
new season and cooler
weather we repeat a little
advice that we handed out
about a year ago at this time.
Namely, that you ought to
all be busy working out

~^^^^~~^'^^'^^^~~^~~
your usual Fall Fashion Show.
This is always a sure-fire B. O. bet and, regardless of
how large or small the theatre or town, you can always
interest
live-wire
merchants
to co-operate.
more the the
theatre
will be
sure to cash
in on a lot What's
of free
newspaper space.
We have many interesting details of fashion shows at
CLUB headquarters which we would be glad to loan to
our members or readers if they require some help in staging
a Fashion Show.
Regardless of how you go about it, don't lay down on
this one, boys, and get busy before you find you are losing
out on a corking good angle.
Get behind it.

CLtC

44

Organists And Organs"
THOUSANDS
of theatres operating all or part
sound have expensive and marvelous
organs;
yet the only attention they seem to be getting
is from the cleaners — who run cloth over the console
to keep it clean.
What a crime!
There is not one theatre in the country equipped .
with an organ but could make that organ (with the
aid of a "real" organist) an important factor in their
policy of entertainment.
I visited several theatres in and around New York
City just recently and whereever I found an organ being featured I witnessed an enthusiastic specialty in
which, almost, the entire audience participated. And
to good applause.
If you have an organ why not use it?
Surely
the way.
matter of the organist's salary should not
stand
in the
Get yourself a good organist, feature the organ specialties and watch how quick the patrons respond.
You wouldn't buy an automobile and then leave it
in the garage to rot.

Paul Binstock Put
On Bally Display
With Upright Sign

Here is the way Paul Binstock, of the Broadway
Theatre in Astoria, N. Y.,
used his regular upright sign

to plug a special feature.
While there may be some
of you who can offer good
reasons why you don't want to do anything of this kind,
it nevertlieless presents a somewhat different angle which is
worth your consideration.
Mr. Binstock tells us that this
kind of advertising, together with
the display he arranged above the
marquee, helped to put the picture over, and we therefore feel
that it is worthy of being passed
on to our other members and
readers.
Thanks for your promptness,
P'aul, and keep up the good work.
We hear some mighty nice
things about you up our way and
would not be surprised to learn
that your outfit will let you mount
the ladder before very long.

Notice to Members
Please be sure to notify the
chairman of any change of
address.
-THANK YOU.

M 0 t ion
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Mickey Gross Is
Putting Over Real
High-Powered Stuff

Are you looking for something new?
Do you still think that
there excitement?
is nothing- to stir up
some

Are you one of those man^^^""^^""""""""""""""^ agers who
lies awake nights,
despairing of all hopes that something in the way of a new
and novel idea will present itself?
W'ell then, wc don't care under what headings you come,
but we will take this occasion to attract your attention to
the work of Mr. Gross, formerly of Kansas City, but now
managing the New Orpheum Theatre in Sioux City, la.
When Mickey was located in Kansas City, we felt that
we coined a good title for him when w^e named him the
"Kansas City Dynamo."
Now that we have seen what he is accomplishing in
Sioux City, we will have to think up something even more
powerful than the Kansas City title.
However, to get down to brass tacks, and so that you
don't think I am raving all over the place for no good reason, may I first direct your attention to the photograph
showing the ladies and gentlemen seated in rocking chairs?

Picture

News

CLUC

eats, drinks, rocking-chairs and other necessary items,
were supplied absolutely free of charge by the various
advertisers. Of still greater importance is the news that
the Theatre received 1400 inches of free space in the paper.
This contest lasted for a full week and it does not require
any
stretch great
of the
i m a g ination
for any one to
see what a
corking stunt
this is.
\\'e would

"hese our
qirls
are telling
the world
about
continuous
vaudeville
DOlicy
starting Sunday Septennber I
.•j^C^ 7 DAYS OF VAUDEVILtE TALKING PICTURES.^ u^i l^

now call your
attention t o
Phot ograph
No. 2 and here
the wording
on the photograph really
speaksself.for
itThe only thing we

can add to the story is Mickey's own statement that these
girls actually telephoned every person in Sioux City, and
the job took them six full days to
make all the calls.
Keep that one handy boys, and
you can attack it from as many different angles as you please.
Before closing this particular
story about Mickey, we want you
also to take a look at the curb sign
placed along the main streets of
Sioux City which, like the preceding
photographs, speaks for itself.
Thank you, Mickey, for these contributions, and we were certainly
delighted to enlist you as an active
member once more. Now that you
have settled down to putting over
the New Orpheum, kindly find a little time to send us a story and keep
us
ties.posted on all your other activiWell, this IS just to let you see what the lobby of the
theatre looked like during the tremendously successful
"Rocking Chair Marathon" which was engineered under
the direction of Mickey Gross. Incidentally, through a tieup with the Sioux City Tribune, the newspaper practically
sponsored
the entire marathon
and furthermore
all the

LARRY

B. JACOBS

Live-wire Director of Publicity for the
Stanley 'Warner Theatres in Pittsburgh
says :
"/ wait for the MOTION PICTURE
NEWS every week. The MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB is one of the
greatest assets to any theatre manager or
publicity director."

"All For One And One For All"
Louis Swee.Kept
Busy
Theatre's
Many ByActivities

The ROUND TABLE
CLUB was delighted to hear
once again from Louis
Swee, Manager of the Moreland Theatre in Cleveland,

Mr. Swee has been an
Ohio.
active and wide-awake showman,
but he has been kept so
busy in the past few months that he has had to neglect corresponding with the CLUB. However, he did not lose sight
of a single item on the CLUB pages in the meantime, and
he has been following the other members' activities week
b}' week.
He has promised to send on some material which he is
gathering together with a long letter which we are sure
every reader of the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages will
find interesting to go through.

Thank you,
Louis, and let's hear from you again in the
future.
immediate
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Great Britan's Exploitation Just As
Good As Our Own

KOliND TACLt

If any of you American or
Canadian showmen think

you have a "corner" on all
the theatre front displays in
this world, then we are here
to enlighten and bring you
back to earth.
Just cast your eye on the front of the Coliseum Theatre,
in London, England, where they have arranged a most attractive display on "Alibi."

CLUD

NOTICE!!
(Reprinted from Issue of Septemlaer 7th)

Here is one point which we want to impress firmly on each member or reader of
the Club pages:
Don't develop the wrong impression that
the exploitation stunts described on these
pages are married to the pictures with which
they are used.
When

In the event that you are still under the same illusion,
we would like to call your attention to the Princess Theatre at Huddersfield, England, and the way they dolled up
the front of that Theatre to inaugurate their sound policy
with Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool."

we set forth the details or photographs on an exploitation stunt, we do not
give it the space because it is on that particular picture which is being exploited.
Rather, our idea is to set forth how the
different members and readers are selling
their pictures to the public with the distinct
idea that you will take the exploitation angle
and use it on any picture or pictures that you
may have booked into your theatre.
Please try to keep in mind that the
name of the picture in connection with the
exploitation stunt is of very little importance.
The chief item which we are passing on to
you is the exploitation idea itself.
Members will find it a very valuable and
profitable pastime to see how many exploitation ideas they can take and convert for use
on attractions playing their houses.
Managers' Round

2-DftiI.Y

PlCTURES??ol^l!

Table Club.

DANC
the recent American Legion Convention held in his City.
We show you, with this story, a reproduction of the
attractive float Mr. Lashley
entered in the parade, and
which
advertised
not only a current
attraction, but the
Palace Theatre as
well.
We also have
before us the front

These examples of foreign showmanship are only a few
that we have received, and they are all typical of the same
live-wire tactics that we boast of here in America.
Come on, old England, shoot us some more, we are
always glad to use them.
H. T. Lashley, Manager
of the Palace Theatre in
Parade Float Was
Raleigh, N. C, was quick to
Good Bally For
take advantage of the publicity and advertising to be
H. T. Lashley
gained by cooperating with

page ingofnewspaper
the leadof
Raleigh picturing
several of the
floats, among
them the one
shown here.
Another part of the paper made mention of the theatre
and the float, and, taking everything into consideration,
Lashley deserves a lot of credit for the attention he attracted to his theatre.
We
more
get a
would

would certainly like to be able to say a whole lot
about him, but we would like to wait until we can
photograph from him. How about it, Lashley, we
like to see what you look like.

Motion
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Fred E. Johnson, for
many years General Manager of the C & M Amusement Company, operating
theatres in Cambridge and
Marietta, Ohio, has severed
^^^^^^^^^^^^^~~"
connections
with that corporation, and has become manager of the Keith's Drake
Theatre, at Oil City, Pa., for the RKO Circuit.
Mr. Johnson has always been an enthusiastic booster for
the ROUND TABLE CLUB, and we feel certain that his
activities for the CLUB in his new location will be just as
enthusiastic as down in Ohio.
We shall certainly look forward to reading about the
many original and novel exploitation ideas that he engineers
at his new connection.

Fred E. Johnson
Moves To Oil City
RKO Assignment

So long for the ])resent, Fred, but don't forget to keejj
tlie gang ])oste(l. Also bestest to Mrs. J.

Organization Chart
Great Asset On
Community Circuit

Picture

N eivs
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There are probably hundreds of methods employed

by different
theatreshowing
executives and chains
what the duties of a house
manager consist of, but the
first practical one along
these lines to come to our attention was the Theatre Organization Chart designed by H. B. Mortimer, Secretary
and Treasurer of the Community Theatres, Inc., of Wisconsin.
This organization chart posted on the managers' office
wall shows him clearly and precisely, not only what his
duties consist of, but what he must expect from every department functioning under his supervision.
We have received a copy of this chart and thought so
well of it that we went to great expense to have it made up
for reproduction, and pass it along for whatever value you
may find in it.

Attractive Advertising!
Here is a group of newspaper ads from the
West-Coast Theatres showing the unusually fine
copy used by the various managers to make their
ads stand out over all other theatres.

Our suggestion is just this: every manager can make up
a chart similar to this, and post it in a conspicuous part of
his theatre where every employee working for him is bound
to see it. Smaller charts cai; be made and posted in the various departments. For example, back stage can be posted,
the chart showing the responsibility of the stage hands, in
the boiler room or engineer's quarters, the duties of the ctistodian and engineer, in the head usher's room, cashier.
operators, etc.
In this way, a duplicate of the main chart is before the
eyes of the different employees all the time, so that they
can never have an excuse for neglecting some particular
portion of their duties.
From the standpoint of theatre operation, efficiency, we
l)elieve this to be as thorough as anything we have seen,
and the ROUND TABLE CLUB sincerely thanks Mr.
Mortimer for letting us have this copy.

The Real Club Spirit!
''All For One And One For AW
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Once again Earle M. Holden, Manager of the Fairfax
Theatre in Miami, comes
forward with his original
method of exploiting his attractions.
^^^■^~~^^^~^^^^"^'"~" On
the two photographs
shown with this article, you will note first off the attractive
front setting which he used to exploit the feature advertised,
and also the costumes that his ushers wore during the run
of the picture.

A^tmospheric Front
And Ushers A Hit
With Earle Holden

CLIJC

''Passing The Buck"
Just as we poor abused exhil)itors and managers had our
troubles in the days of the silent pictures, so we are developing the same troubles plus additional headaches with the
use of sound pictures.
Silent pictures, except in key city first-run houses, were
rarely previewed by the manager except at the first performance, the same as the vaudeville bill.
But with sound pictures a preview of each and every subject is of vital importance because of the difficulties that
may be encountered before we can call our shows O. K.
The exchanges, around the big cities, send the sound
shows out the same as they sent out the silent shows, i.e.,
the film arrives at the theatre on the morning of the opening
To date.
which we have but one opinion:
Applesauce.
play
How the devil is a manager going to run off his show
before the house opens and catch defects, bad discs, nonsynchronization (and the many dozens of other sound
troubles which are, unfortunately so prominent with our
newest pet, "sound"), if he can't get his show a day in advance?

Unfortunately we have no photograph of the interior
of the lobby which was attractively trimmed with Chinese
flags and lanterns. Incense burners were attached to the
lamp fixtures around the wall and kept burning. This,
of course, was also a mighty good angle, but we especially
want to call attention to the entire cost which amounted
to $70.00.

How's that, boys?

W. G. Pullin Real
Community Asset
In Linden, Ohio

The MANAGERS'
ROUND
TABLE CLUB is
very grateful to Pete Wood
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio for calling our attention to what he
terms
"A
Real
Neighbor-

hood Exhibitor."
After looking over his full page lay-out, which inaugurated the talkies at W. C. Pullin's New Linden Theatre in
Linden, Ohio, we
rather agree with
Pete, and for that
reason we took
advantage of the
ADMISSION
DONT
advice to pass this
Adults. 30c
' MISS
OPENING
Children, 15c
along to our other
NIGHT
members
and
readers.
Starting Saturday,
Aug. X4i 11:30 P. M
•■.. Keill
cm tic.
c Ex^uipmenl lnstiilletl-lli« same as uwd i
Mr.
Pullin
is
IS and Broad 7heat<is -ihe [ieal Money Ca
t„n« RcaJ> lor S-ilurday sOpcnine BrThei.
THE WEEK'S PROCRAM
one
of that unusual type of
who
"Divorce Made Easy" ■'■'■■ \ showman
r« "The Wild Party"!^^?,-,,,
manages
to win
his way, through
^'Old Arizona" Starring Waner Baiter

linden Theater
"Talkies"
"The Bellamy

a of tht OitlilanJ,
Coming Ytar Thi

Trial" Uaince Joy

marvelous personality and a method
of square dealing,
rightto thestraight
hearts inof
the town folks
where he operates.
There are many

high qualities which this exhibitor possesses, and it will give ROUND TABLE CLUB
great pleasure to tell you more about him in an early issue.
Thank you, Pete, for passing this along to us, and we
hope we hear from Mr. Pullin quite regularly.
imaaH»imr>"fr—'iiiyntis»mBS

other

We stopped off at a theatre in the Bronx only last week
and arrived just as he started the matinee performance on
the opening day of a new show.
His soimd news was about 25 per cent imperfect.
Two of his talkie acts were off on synchronization, either
entirely or most of the way through the act.
His second reel on the feature was about a full minute
out of synchronization and repeated stops failed to correct
the condition.
His audience was getting sorer every minute. Some demanded their money back.
The rest would certainly tell the neighbors and friends
what a joke of a show his theatre had.
And an appeal to the exchange for another print and set
of records brought the intelligent answer that they would
"try" to get another for him by "tomorrow."
Of all the "bolony," that takes the cake.
It was the fault of the exchange right from the start.
The exhibitor was the goat.
He was expected to run a "lousy" show until "tomorrow"
because of the distributors' inefficiency. And he had to
swallow that or close the house until that "tomorrow" arrived.
Maybe this is a "business" after all.

Who

in hell knows?

a
WHEN
one stops to consider the great number
of
productions
that
were
"great"
through the marvelous
ability made
and ingenuity

Credit"

of the cameraman in charge of "shooting" the pictures,
then we must certainly ask: "Are these men getting
the proper credit for what they are doing?"
It is almost superfluous to designate any particular
list of pictures, but your Chairman can recall no less
than a dozen recent releases in which the camera-work
played as important a part as any other feature in the
various productions.
As the men on the firing line who must sell the pictures to the public, we can only say — "Our hats are oft'
to the men behind the cameras."

Motion
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Egan Vs. Allen
It was always a common-place remark to hear
people say that Canadian showmen were 'way
behind the times. That they were, for the majority, in a rut.
Well ! We never believed those stories and we
have proven that they were all a lot of applesauce.
Canadian managers have been enthusiastic followers of the Club activities for over a year. And
now, under the leadership of two— really outstanding— Canadian showmen, we find that our
faith in them was more than justified.
First: Jack Allen undertook to organize and
enroll all the members in Eastern Canada and
the Provinces.
Then: Pete Egan undertook the same responsibilities for Western Canada.

Picture

News

CLliC

Mr. O. F. Glass, who
heads
the McCook Amuse"Pull For Goodwill
ment Co., out in McCook,
Nebraska, is so firm a beAll
TheGlass
Time"
Hever in the good-will angle
O. F.
Of Says
Neb. that
he is of the opinion that
it is impossible to carry that
phase of the show business too far. He is anxious to see
more of the boys capitalize on this great feature of showmanship.
He

himself,

has

a

knack

Welcome C:B^&Q. Employees
Ihti Tirkri nood /<ir inr u<Jmiit„>n in /A.

Ar„,^.ZRS-'
World
Theatre
Tfl Ser and Hear
M'ltur Blue
and tdna Mwphy''Jj?'"?"/?".';";
in
''The Grevhourut Limited"

of practicing
what
he
preaches, as witness the
railroad employees' tie-up
which he effected, whereby over 1,000 free tickets
were given to the railroad
employees of the C. B. &

Q. His
Railroad.
contention was, —
that practically everyone
receiving this free pass would bring someone with them
and his contention must have been justified, since he is so
great a booster for the idea.
He also conspicuously displayed a welcome sign to the
Burlington Railroad employees, which you will note on
the accompanying pictures with this article.

Result : Almost every live-wire showman in the
Dominion is now an active member of the ManNews. agers' Round Table Club of Motion Picture
So it is up to Jack and Pete to see which one
will turn out the greatest number of contributors
to the Club pages and activities.
KEEP

YOUR

Members

EYE

ON CANADA!

Proposed By Pete Egan

D. G. BORLAND, Metropolitan Theatre, Regina, Sask.
HAROLD BISHOP, Grand Theatre, Calgary, Alta.
ERNIE FETCH, care of Dominion Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
HUGH
WILLIAMSON,
care of Dominion Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
L. A. MAHER, Monarch Theatre, Medicine Hat, Alta.
MIKE HEALY, Eagle Theatre. Swift Current, Sask.
JOHN HAZZA, Capitol Theatre, Calgary, Alta.
RAYMOND
KERSHAW, Trivoli Theatre, Winnipeg, Man.
WALTER WILSON, Capitol Theatre, Edmonlon, Alta.
J. W. ACKERY, Victoria Theatre, Vnncouver, B. C.
SAM BINDER. Empress Theatre, Edmonton, Alta.
W. J. COLES, Regent Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
H. G. COPLEY, Broadway Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
CHARLES DOCTOR, Grandview Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
WALTER F. DAVIS, Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg, Man.
C. S. FERGUSON, Capiiol Tlieatre. Brandon, Man.
E. P. FIELDS, Capitol Theatre, Moose Jaw, Sask.
J. FINDLAY, I'.nipire Theatre, Edmonton, Alta.
A. G. GRABURN, Colonial Theatre, Port Arthur, Ont.
F. MILEY, Capitol Theatre, Saskatoon, Sask.
J. MILLMAN, Columbia Theatre, New Westminster, B. C.
J. MOORE, Alma Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
J. P. PITNER, Siarland Theatre. Nelson, B. C.
J. M. ROBERTSON. Dominion Theatre, Victoria. B. C.
FRANK ROBSON.
Orpheum Theatre, Fort Williams, Ont.
CHARLIE STRAW, Palace Theatre, Calgary, Alta.
BRUCE HENDON, Regent Theatre, Moose Jaw. Sask.
GRANK GOW. Dominion Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
LLOYD DEARTH, Capitol Theatre. Vancouver, B. C.
MAYNARD JOYNER, Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
EARLE WEDGE, Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg. Man.
J. GRAHAM, Grand Theatre, Regina. Sask.
K. M. LEACH, Grand Theatre, Calgary, Alia.

Another angle which Mr. Glass found very profitable
was a music box from "Noah's Ark." To effect this stunt,
they resurrected an old time music box of some seventy
years old, and after considerable fixing up, it was kept
playing in front of the theatre all day and during the show.
The box itself carried such signs as "Hear and See Noah's
Ark." "Noah's Jazz Band," "A Music Box from Noah's
Ark." These cards, together with stills of the picture,
made the display rather effective, as you will note from
the photo.
We heartily agree with Mr. Glass' contention that the
inexpensive stunts oftimes turn in better results than the
elaborate campaigns.
Right now Mr. Glass is working on, what will probably
be, one of the greatest exploitation stunts ever engineered
in Nebraska. It consists of a tie-up in connection with the
air show to be held during the month of September under
the auspices of the American Legion and local Daily Newspaper. Mr. Glass is arranging for a Sound News Truck
for this occasion and they are going to work up some fine
local shots, showing the progress of Western Nebraska.
This will start with the trapper and trader, the ox team,
the covered wagon, right down through the pony express,
the first railroad train and the automobile and in that way
work up to the airplane angle.
He has promised us a line on the outcome of this campaign, and knowing of the air-mindedness of the public
today, many showmen will welcome the opportunity to
cash in on Mr. Glass' original stunt.
We shall certainly look forward to seeing this in the}
near future.
you tovery
Mr. Glass, and let's hope that
youThank
continue
keepkindly,
us posted.
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The orders for the new
CLUB
Emblem Pins have
Club Pins & Sound
clearly demonstrated one
Book Are Sought
delightful feature that we
have
probably overlooked.
By Many Managers
are receiving pin orWe
"^^'~~"
^^^~'~
ders from members
whom
we have not heard from in some time, and together with
their orders we learn that they have been following and
using the ROUND TABLE CLUB material continually.
This includes, among others, our old friend Al Price, of
the Union Square Theatre, out in Cleveland, Ohio. And,
like every other live-wire manager, he hastens to order
not only a CLUB emblem pin, but also a copy of Harold
Franklin's book "Sounnd Motion Pictures."
Here's hoping we hear from Al again, early and often,
and that the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages carry many
of your interesting articles.

Earl S. Tyson Soon
Ready With Suggestions For Members

Earl S. Tyson, the manager of the Belnord Theatre,
in Balitmore, Md., has been
so busy with renovating and
keeping the B. O. up to par,
that he has had to neglect
the CLUB
a little for the

~~"^^^~~"^"^^^"^~'
past few months.
However, Earl has come through with a little letter in
which he not only ordered his CLUB
emblem
pin. but
also told us that we may expect a letter full of interesting
things very shortly.
Here's our sincere hope that Earl don't forget his promise,
so that the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages will be able to
pass on some of his experiences.
Thanks for this one, Mr.
Tyson, and be assured that we will appreciate hearing from
you as soon as possible.

Broadway Norwich
Leads Town With
Sound Presentation

It was like a messenger
out of the past getting this
program from the Broadway
Theatre, Norwich, Conn.,
because we spent three hard
months in rebuilding that

CLUB
PIN!!!
YOU HAVE BEEN
SHOUTING FOR IT!
Here It Is!
Wear It All the
YOU WILL BE
PROUD OF IT!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
MANAGER!

AND

IT'S

forty-five-year-old"OPERY"
house into a beautiful and modern Spanish theatre.
The Broadway Theatre is today the leading talkie and
sound theatre of Norwich, and enjoys a wide range of
popularity among the theatre goers in that part of Connecticut.

A

BEAUTY!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing ablue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

USE

THIS

BLANK:

Managers' Round Table Club,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,

Club Pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name

of Member

Theatre
While we do not personally know Norman E. Fitz, the
manager, we extend to him the best wishes of the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB for his success.
We would like to hear frequently from the Broadway
Theatre, and what they are doing theatrically in Norwich.
How about it, Norman?
Let's start NOW.

Address
City

State

L
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Here's

the

Blank

APPLICATION FOR
MEIVIBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND
729

UB"
E CLNew
TABLAve.,
York

Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

apply

for

More New Members!
R. S. WALLACE is the managing director of the Morrision and Strand Theatres in Alliance, Ohio, and handling both
these houses is a man-sized job for anyone. But the least we can say for Mr.
Wallace is that he is on the job and for
proof we offer in an early issue of the
Club pages one of his recent stunts which
"clicked" 100 per cent.

City

membership

in

Name
Theatre
Address
City
Policy

News

CLUC

KODND TACLt

MANACtRJ'
JOIN NOW!!

Picture

H. E. HENDERSON is associated with
Mr. Wallace, the gentleman introduced
above, in the capacity of publicity director and manager of the Strand. From
the little we know so far about these two
men we have a great hunch that they
make a perfect team and work with great
success in the interests of the theatres in
their charge. What they are both doing
should make fine material for our pages.
We shall see.

Capacity

EARL WELLMAN, manager of the
Lafayette Theatre in Batavi, N. Y., came
into Club headquarters personally to
"sign on the dotted line" for his membership. And unless we miss a good
guess, this is one showman who will pass
along
some real
up-to-the-minute
stuff
to his brother
members.
And by the way.
Earl, can you accommodate me with one
of your own photos? I would like to use
it on the Club pages in the near future.
Thanks a lot.
HAROLD

BLUMENTHAL

runs the

Capitol and Montauk Theatres in Passaic, N. J., but you already know something about this new member through
the recent story I ran on the Club pages
about him and his successful stage wedding gag. Now, Harold, how about some
more stuff from you, especially your
newspaper and other advertising methods
which you find profitable? Atta-boy.
And keep up your great start.

State

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

E. C. SMITH manager of the Carolina
Theatre in Chapel Hill, N. C, has already made your acquaintance through a
most interesting story a few weeks back.
Since then we have found his name mentioned on many of the letters received at
headquarters. He certainly made an impression on the other members and we
sliould hate to sec him keep quiet for too
long a period. Shoot along some of the
stuff you are putting over in Chapel Hill,
won't you E. C?
Thanks.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

AN

ORGANIZATION
t

OF
BY
FOR

7

AND

THE

ABE COHEN manager of the Strand
Theatre in Massena, N. Y., needs no
further introduction to readers of these
pages. Surely you know something about
him already. But this much we will go
on record to say — Cohen is a real progressive manager and his activities should
make interesting reading for every showman in the business.
J. ARTHUR
SIMON manages the
Colonial Theatre in Big Rapids, Mich.,
and we would all like to know a lot more
about him. Especially' how he advertises
and exploits his various attractions. And
another thing Arthur, can't we possibly
get one of your photos so that all the
boys can see what you look like? Shoot
it right in to me.
Oak?
Proposed by Paul Weintraub:
HARVEY STRAUSS is the managing
director of the Peekskill Theatre up in
Peekskill, N. Y., and from the great sendoff Paul gave him we are in f<md hopes
that the Round Table pages will re-echo
the opinion. Harvey has been engineering some fine exploitation, and we know
it. Now he should show the right Club
spirit and pass some of the "dope" along
to his many brother members and readers of the Club pages.

MANAGER
— OUR

''ALL FOR

SLOGAN

ASD

ONE

ONE

FOR

—

ALL"

Photos of Members
publish
raphs
of everyto member
is anxious
Club
THEphotog
and would, therefore, appreciate receiving as many as possible
for use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
C. E. L.
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^\ . . having been in intimate connection with much pioneering and experimentaio . . .he is well qualified to
speak ))with knowledge and authorNEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
ity . . .

Harold B. Franklin
Writes the Theatre Man's Manual on

SOUND

Motion Pictures
y
401 Pages — Fully Illustrated
With Diagrams, Photographs
& Advertising Reproductions
Measures 8]/^ in. x 5]^ in.

Subjects Covered
Standard Sound Devices . . .
Operating Manual . . . Maintenance of Equipment . . .
Fundamentals of Speech,
Music, and Hearing . . . Advertising . . . The Short
Subject . . . Music . . . Social
and Commercial Use of
Sound . . . Television . . .
Glossary of Technical Terms.

$3.00

Distributed in this field by

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Order Now — Use Coupon Below
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Enclosed herewith is — check — money order for $3.00
in full payment for one copy of Harold B. Franklin's
great
Motion Pictures." (Add 20 cente to
cover book
cost of"Sound
mailing.)
Name
Street No.
City

State.
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News

onjl Newsfrom Corresponds
Salt Lake And Other
Utah Film Notes
i t IJ
"P UCH"
WADE, here
known
film circles
as ina
former Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer representative and later with TiffanyStahl, is now traveliiig the Idaho
territory for R-K-0.
Ed Ryan, who owns the Liberty
in Brigham City, which town is
known as the Peach City of Utah,
is reported to have dropped into
the United Artists exchange this
week and signed up for a number
of pictures.
John Ruger, of the American,
Egyptian and Orpheum Theatres
of Park City, Utah, was in the
United Artists office this week.
Andy Murdock, of Heber City,
Utah, also booked a U. A. production.
Mrs. Nell Schreiber, of the
Rialto at St. Anthony, Idaho, was
among exhibitor visitors this week.
B. G. Thatcher and his brother
were visitors along the film row
within the past days.
Mr. Parry, of Goshen, Utah, has
recently installed sound at his theatre there.
E. Ostlund, of the Rivoli, at
Springville, Utah, spent some time
looking over new productions here
this week, as did Vick Millward,
of the Harris at Bancroft, Utah.
Reno Memott, of the Scipio at
Scipio, Utah, was also in.
Doors of the Pantages closed
this week for the first time in nine
years, it is stated here. September 11th the theatre will be opened
as the Radio-Keith-Orpheum. During the week changes will be made
at the show house for inauguration
of R-K-O vaudeville and motion
picture attractions. Grant Pemberton, manager, states that prices
will remain practically the same
as during the Pantages ownership.
The local branch National Theatre Supply Co. have taken up their
quarters this week in the firstclass new exchange building which
has just been added onto film row.
O. J. Hasen is to be complimented
on the attractiveness of display
and the convenience afforded by
the institution to exhibitors.
Jack Connors, salesman here for
some time, is now associated with
Tififany-Stahl and will travel the
Montana territory.
With $50,000 worth of new decorations and improvements including
the new "Magnascope" which
makes possible the reproduction of
full-sized stage scenes on the
screen, the Paramount, which has
been closed since June 15th, opened
this week.
The Rex, operated by De Mordaunt and Drennen, is having sound
installed at this time, and the National Theatre Supply Co. office
here is furnishing new booth equipment and new carpets.
Manager J. E. Baker, of the local
Columbia exchange, is traveling the
Montana territory this week, according to report received here.

Dubin Honored By Over 200 Friends As
He Bids Chicago Farewell For Publix Post
s of
than 200 friend
E
MORDave
Dubin gathered at the
Stevens Hotel last week to honor
Dubin with a farewell dinner on
the eve of his departure for New
York to take up new duties with
Publix. Mr. Dubin leaves a host
of friends in Chicago where he
has spent the past nine years with
Educational Film Exchange, leaving as manager. Mr. Dubin will
arrive in New York September
24th. His post as manager of the
Chicago exchange of Educational
is being taken over by Max Stahl,
of Indianapolis. Like Dubin, Mr.
Stahl has a service record with
Educational dating back nine years.
He has been manager of the Indianapolis exchange.
Another "blowout" is scheduled
for folks on Chicago's film row at
the Stevens Hotel on September
26th wlien a dinner will be given
in honor of Clyde Eckhardt as the
retiring president of the Film
Board of Trade. The affair is being sponsored by the Film Board.
Samuel Goldwyn, producer, of
United Artists, was a visitor in
Chicago last week enroute from
the West Coast to New York
where he will confer with Florenz
Ziegfeld.
An attractive 500-seat theatre
will soon be ready for opening at
55th St. and California Ave. by
Mr. Remijas who operates several
houses in that neighborhood.
J. S. Abrose has been appointed
manager of the Chicago TiffanyStahl exchange and took over his
new duties last week. Mr. Abrose
was formerly with United Artists
in Cleveland.
Mrs. R. M. Drake, wife of the
head booker at the Pathe exchange,
has gone to Michigan for a period
of rest following a protracted illness as a result of an operation.
W. W. Anderson is building a
new theatre at Morris, 111., which
will have a seating capacity of 700.
Mr. Anderson operates the Opera
House, which will be converted
into a store and also the Princess,
which will follow a policy of silent
pictures.
Harry Lorch, manager of the
Pathe exchange has returned to his
desk following a business tri)) to
New York.
Charley Farrell, Fox star, stopped off in Chicago on his way East
to make personal appearances at
the Oriental Theatre for two days.
A familiar face is to be seen
again at the Warner Exchange.
C)lga Peterson, who was a booker
there for nine years but who has
been away for the past two years,
is pinch hitting in the cashier's department.
J. S. Abros becomes Chicago
manager
for Tiffany-Stahl.
The local ofiice of General Talking Pictures Corporation under the
direction of Bert Rosenberg is voicing its enthusiasm over the new
talking picture equipment announced by General a few days ago

for theatres under 500 capacity at
A fire whcih broke out in the
$3,750.
projection room of the Princess
Theatre, at Rushville, 111., caused
an interruption to the performance
and destroyed a reel of film. The
patrons made an orderly egress
when the fire was noticed.
Ralph Graves and Jack Holt paid
a visit to the local Columbia Pictures office on their way to New
York for the opening of their new
picture "Flight," which is having
its Broadway premiere.
Lenora Sternberg, stenographer
in the Pathe office, is back at her
desk
following
a six months' tour
of Europe
and Canada.
David Butler, director for Fox,
passed through Chciago on his way
to New York.
The last ties which have bound
Frank and Fred Schaefer to the
industry as exhibitors over a period
of twenty years were severed last
week when the Schaefer Bros,
leased their Crystal Theatre, at
2705 W. North Avenue, to Balaban & Katz. The house has a
seating capacity of 2,000.
The U. S. Theatre on South
State Street, has opened with sound
equipment called the France Duofone. The house is operated by
Sol Fichenberg. Similar equipbeing installed in Sol Best's
Mabel ment isTheatre.
Steve Montgomery, well known
Tiffany-Stahl salesman, has just
returned from a trip through the
down-state territory and reports an
enthusiastic reception to the Tiffany-Stahl franchise.
Henri Ellman, is continuing as
Tiffany-Stahl Midwest Division
manager.
The new Oro-Tone talking picture equipment has been installed
by Nathan Hartzman in his Lawndale Theatre, 3677 W. Grand Ave.

Seattle
And Other
Washington Notes
JAMES MERION, former auditor for John
Mouse and
Music Hamrick's
Box chainsBluein
this territory, and now traveling
auditor for Radio-Keith-Orpheum
pictures in the 'territory west of
Denver, spent a few days at the
local exchange last week.
Bookers of film row, accompanied
by their wives and friends, last
Sunday were the guests of the
warden at the state prison at McNeil's Island, who staged a fine
picnic in their behalf. One of the
features of the day was a show
given
with the equipment.
prisoner's new
sound proiection
Buddy McNeish, son of Walter
McNeish, Tacoma exhibitor, is
now associated with the Tiffany.Stahl exchange here in the shipping
department. He was formerly connected with Universal.
L. O. Lukan, manager of First
National exchange, left last week
for a seven-dav
vacation
to be

Levey Leaves U Albany
Post For N. Y. Office
has l been
LEVEY,
NATmanager
exUniversa
of thewho
change in Albany for past two or
three years, has been succeeded by
J. E. Garrison, of Minneapolis.
Mr. Levey has not been in good
health of late. After a sick leave
of a few weeks, he will be assigned to the home office. Mr.
Levey's associates in the Albany
office presented him with a fountain pen on the day of his departure,
speech. Lowe making presentationE. E.
A number of theatre transfers
have been reported during the past
week
to the
of
Trade.
TheAlbany
Plaza,I'^ilm
in Board
Malone,
operated by Mike Bommonsour,
has been taken over by the Schine
Brothers. The Strand, at Norwich, has been taken over by S.
Berkowitz, the house formerly being operated by the Schines. The
Opera House, in Amenia, formerly
operated by Jay Cookman, has been
taken over by Paul Wilde. The
Galli Curci, in Margaretville, formCity. erly operated by C. A. Sanford, has
been taken over by the Unison
Theatre Companv, of New York
Allen, cashier at the Fox extion due change,
tois taking
illness. a month's vacaWilliam Smalley, of Cooperstown, paid one of his periodical
visits to film row last week.
Harry Thomson, local manager
for First National, was on a swing
through central and northern New
York last week.
Mr. Newman, treasurer of the
Stanley company, was in Albany
and Troy during the past week inspecting the houses.
Among those from out of town
on Albany's film row during the
past week were Lew Fischer, of
Fort Edward; Mike Kallet, of
Oneida ; John Augello, of Utica.
Harry Gibbs, special representative for Pathe, was in Albany during the week.
Ben Smith, who recently resigned from Tiffany as a salesman, is now handling Columbia's
products.
The Albany Film Board of
Trade had a record breaking session last week, lasting throughout
the entire afterno<in and up until
nearly midnight.
Jules Berinstein, owner of the
Colonial in Albany, spent the
greater part of last week in Elmira
with his brothers.
Ben Goldman, who installed the
Vitaphone exchange in Albany, has
gone back to New York City,
where he is supervising Vitaphone
exchanges.
Charles Stombaugh, who has
made his home for the past year at
the Hotel DcWitt Clinton in Albany, has taken an apartment for
the winter at Colony Plaza. He
change.
is
manager of Albany's Pathe ex-
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Fays, Rochester, N. Y.,
Opened On Sept. 14
FAYS THEATRE, dark for
the summer, opened September 14 with an all-sound film policy
and vaudeville. The theatre, managed by Arch McCallum and Robert Barrett, will employ an orchestra for its stage shows. House has
been r,edecorated.
Joe Alexander, of Tampa, Fla.,
organist, has been added to staff
of the Piccadilly, downtown Publix house seating 2,259.
The Playhouse, Canandaigua, N.
Y., downtown film theatre, former
Schine house, passed to control of
Fox Metropolitan Playhouse, Inc.,
last week when operation rights
were transferred from Canandaigua
Theatres, Inc., holding company.
William J. Macfarlane was retained as manager. House is wired.
In accordance with a motion
passed by the Penn Yan, N. Y.,
Board of Trustees, Harry C.
Morse, owner and operator of the
Sampson and Elmwood Theatres,
has agreed to deposit a certified
check with the village clerk as
indication of his willingness to pay
the costs of a special election to
settle Sunday film house question.
Morse, in his plea before the board,
pointed out that nearby towns are
grabbing off the Sunday business
as well as cutting in on his weekly
trade by presenting films before he
has a chance.
Loew's, Inc., took over the
Rochester, downtown 4,000-seat
house and largest theatre in the
city, last week. H. M. Addison
was retained as manager.
Fred Kingsley, New York Hippodrome organist, has been added
to staff of Keith Palace here as
guest organist.
Two more neighborhood houses
became all-sound theatres last
week. They were Thurston and
Majestic, seating 600 each, both
West Side houses.

Anti-Blue Proposal Is
Beaten At Macon, Mo.
KANSAS CITY exhibitors are
perplexed as to just what kind
of a "fast one" the city council
and ministers have put over in Macon, Mo. An Associated Press reix)rt this week announced that the
city council, after hearing four
ministers, voted 5 to 3 against the
proposed repeal of a city ordinance
prohibiting Sunday shows. Exhibitors recently had made application to the city council to operate
on Sundays. Under a recent ruling of the Missouri Supreme Court
all legislation which prohibits Sunday shows and does not prohibit
the operation of other business is
class legislation and is illegal. The
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri office probably will investigate the
case.
RCA Photophone equipment has
been installed in the Mission,
Shawnee, Kans.
The Royal Theatre, Hiawatha.
Kans., owned by the Dickinson
Circuit of Theatres, has been remodeled.
An Orchestraphone has been installed in the Rex Theatre, Clay
Center, Kans.
Simplex projectors and arc
lamps have been installed in the
Gladstone and Benton Theatres,
Kansas City
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The Dickinson Theatre, at Neodasha, Kans., formerly the Princess, celebrated its official opening
last week.
Tha first sound newstruck in
the Kansas City territory is scheduled to arrive at the Kansas City
Pathe branch in a few days, according to E. Olesmith, branch manager.
J. J. McCarthy, who has been
handling sales in Northwestern
Kansas for Tiffanv-Stahl has resigned and has been succeeded by
E. L. Delano, of Agra, Kans.

RKO
Opens
Former
Pantages, San Diego
A FTER being dark for week,
I\. former Pantages Theatre
opened September 7th as one of
the houses in the chain of the RK-O circuit. Mayor Harry C.
Clark opened the program with a
brief address welcoming R-K-O to
San Diego. Jack Coudy has been
placed in charge as manager of the
house.
The Balboa, operating with a
program of vaudeville and film
productions, has been closed for
the past two months, following
alleged failure on the part of Bert
Levey, who had been operating the
house, to pay off some eighteen employees, including vaudeville performers. Deputy State Labor
Commissioner Stanley M. Gue, with
offices here, has forwarded warrants to San Francisco in the hope
of apprehending Levey and also his
house manager, William R, Qnann.
who is named as co-defendant.
The Balboa Theatre is owned by
the Silvergate Theatres Company,
a subsidiary of the Fox West Coast
Theatres, and has been under lease
to Levey.
At the present rate of progress
on the construction of the new Fox
Theatre, on B street, between Seventh and Eighth streets, it is expected that the house will be opened
early in November, with seating
capacity in excess of 3,200.
The Hillcrest Theatre has been
dark for some weeks and no definite date for re-opening has been
announced by the controlling interests.

2 Benefits In Ottawa
During Past Week
Two
benefit performances are
being conducted in Ottawa,
Ontario, theatres for Palestine sufferers. One is being held as a Sunday show at B. F. Keith's by Manager Joe Franklin, while the Regent is giving a midnight performance in aid of Palestine Relief
Fund.
United Amusements, Limited,
Montreal, operating 15 high class
theatres in the Province of Quebec, has placed its no-par common
stock on a regular dividend basis,
with a declaration of a ' 50c payment for the half year. The stock
is listed at §40. Increased revenue
due to synchronized films has placed
the company in a highly prosperous
condition. United Amusements is
affiliated with Famous Players
Canadian Corp.
Acousticon attachments are to
be provided at the Regent, Ottawa,
Ontario, for the convenience of
deaf patrons, it is announced by
Manager Ray Tubman. Wired
seats will be reserved for them on

request. Mr. Tubman is also providing wheel chairs so that invalids may be taken down the aisles
to available seats without difficulty.
The first junior equipment of the
Western Electric type to be installed in Canada is to be found in
the Community, Halifax, N. S.,
which was re-opened as a wired
house. Occasion was marked by
newspaper greetings from other
theatres in Halifax, including the
Orpheus, Casino and Garrick.
Phil. Letvak, conductor of the
orchestra at the Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, for
vears, is now musical director of
the Playhouse, Winnipeg. Metropolitan was one of first theatres in
Canada to be wired.
Masterphone sound and talking
equipment has been installed in the
Colonial Theatre, at Vancouver,
B. C.

2 More Seattle Houses
Join First Runs
were
theatres
Twoaddedmore
to Seattle
the first
run group
in downtown circles this week.
Publix opened the Metropolitan,
1,100 seat legit house, on a con, tinuous run motion picture policy
with Harry Wareham as manager,
and Pantages Theatre, dark for the
summer, reopened under its former
film-vaudeville combination policy,
with Nick Pierong in charge.
W.cial E.
Gardner. R-K-O's
spefilm representative
from New
York City, arrived in tdwn last
week
for a visitandat isFred
Lind's
local exchange,
instructing
the local staff in the proper handling of film.
The Pantages. Tacoma. sold recently along with six other Pacific
Coast houses to R-K-O, closed
last week to undergo complete remodeling and renovating, and will
re-open
about October 1 under RK-O bainier.
Announcement on film row this
week indicate that the State Theatre, one of the Sterling Chain
Theatres string in the downtown
district, will soon install talkie
Mrs. H. Ramsden, operating San
apparatus.
Juan Theatre at Friday Harbor,
Washington, was visitor on film
row last week.
Another out-of-towner was Bernard Mulligan, of Raymond and
South Bend, who drove into Seattle in a brand new roadster to surprise the film men.
Neal East, director of the Paramount exchange, has been confined
to his home for the last week by
illness, and reports indicate that he
will be away from the exchange
for several weeks more.
Roy C. Peacock, manager National Theatre Supply Co., has
been away from local office for
last week on his annual vacation.

Plan New House For
Anaconda, Mont.
S
ITEC
ARCH
AT hasB.beenMARCU
commisPRITEC
sioned to plan a new moving picture and vaudeville theatre for
Washoe Amusement Co., at Anaconda, Mont. Structure is to cost
§100,000 and will seat 1,200 people.
It will cover a tract 100 x 120 feet.
Complete stage equipment will be
installed.

Plan Auditorium For
Mount Dora, Fla.
ing to build
an auditor
is go-it
Dora ium,
of Mount
city
THE
was announced this week. Plans
have been drawn by H. M. Griffin, an architect of Daytona Beach.
The contract has been awarded and
the construction is to start Oct.
1st. The building will be 74 by
90 feet, and will be fully equipped
for stage productions as well as
motion pictures.
Tampa since
seemsInspiration
to be "movieminded"
started
making the all-talking picture,
"Hell Harbor" here. Upon the
arrival of the featured players, they
were met by the mayor and prominent citizens and members of the
Chamber of Commerce, and when
the star, Lupe Velez, arrived, the
Governor came from Tallahassee
to welcome her. The company have
had parades and banquets in their,
honor and are to make "personal
appearances"
the Tampa
next
week. at
News
dealers theatre
report
their sales of movie magazines
have more than doubled since the
production was started.
John Friedl, Publix Southeastern division manager, has left Jacksonville, Fla., enroute to New York,
expectingvannahtoand Atlanta.
make stopovers in SaRalph Phillips has recovered
from a recent illness and is now
connected with the Florida, Jacksonville, where he is getting trainingment
in operating
house. It is "sound"
said Mr.
lips will be assigned to a
houseiod ofintraining.
another town after

equipPhilsound
a per-

Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, wife of
the correspondent of Weekly Film
Review, has returned from a
month's visit with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. N. Dickson, at Union
City. Tenn.

Ambassador, St. Louis,
Installs Magnascreen
ONEMagna
of the
largestin ofthetheentire
new
screens
country will be installed at the
Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo. The order has been placed
and the screen will be put in place
as quickly as possible.
A similar screen has already
been installed at the Missouri Theatre, and another is to go into the
Grand Central Theatre. Al' three
houses are controlled by the Warner-Skouras interests.
David Pesetski, former musical
director at Loew's State Theatre,
in St. Louis, is handling baton for
orchestra in Kings Theatre, a unit
in the Loew chain.
St. Louis film stocks listed in
the St. Louis Stock Exchange
closed September 7 as follows: St.
Louis Amusement Company A. $25
asked, and Skouras A, $30 bid and
$35Tom
asked.McKean, president, and
Johnny Walsh, secretary of Progressive Pict., have returned from
business trip to New York City.
Directors of St. Louis Municipal
Opera Assoc, have decided to pay
of? deficit of approximately $15,000
on season just closed from the
$40,000 surplus accumulated during
the eleven years the organization
has been presenting shows at the
open air theatres in Forest Park.

Motion
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Showmen In Coshocton
O., Defeat Blues
t EXHIBITORS at Coscliocton,
J Ohio, have substantially won
their fight in the Sunday movie
crusade which has been in process
for several months. Cases against
three exhibitors were ignored by
the county grand jury in its final
report recently. However, the
Citizens' Enforcement League, organized to suppress Sunday showings is expected to take some
further action against the alleged
violators.
College Corner Theatre, College
Corner, Ohio, has passed into
memory with the conversion of the
house into a modern pool room.
Keith's, Toledo, Ohio, just wired
and redecorated, planned to open
with first-run pictures, has opened
with second-run continuous policy
on split-week basis.
Col<,nial, Akron, after having
been entirely redecorated, has reopened with exclusive policy of
pictures.
A. H. Abrams has re-opened his
Mozart Theatre, Canton, Ohio,
with sound pictures. The Odeon,
also owned by Abrams, is still
dark, with no announcement as to
future policy of the house.
May's Opera House, Piqua, O. ;
Metropole, Circleville, O. ; Royal
Chillicothe, O. ; Crescent, Minster,
O. ; Grand, Newark, O. ; Arcade,
Elmwood, O. ; and Roosevelt, Cincinnati, O. ; are latest houses in
this region to be equipped with
sound.
The Kaufman, new movie house
at Montpelier, O., was opened with
sound equipment Sunday, Sept. 15.
The town is one of smallest in
Northwestern Ohio to have theatre
equipped for talkies.
Edwin H. Gooding has been appointed acting dramatic editor of
the Toledo Blade in absence of
Vernon K. Richards, who has been
granted
absence. a six months' leave of

New
England
Trade
To Honor Campbell
FEXHIBITORS from all over
-J NU'w England will gather on
Oct. 8th at the Hotel Statler, Boston, to tender complimentary dinner to District Manager Harry E.
Campbell, of Fox Films, one of the
pioneers in the film business in
New England.
Louis Boas, who has headed several committees which have arranged dinners for notables in film
row in the past, heads the general
committee, and is assisted by Maurice N. Wolf, of Metro-GoldwynMaycr, Jacob Laurie, of the New
England Theatres Operating Corp.
and Michael Alpin.
The Albert Co., of Berlin, N. H.,
is planning a .$60,000 addition to
its theatre. E. O, Gilbert is in
charge.
Contracts and sub-contracts have
been awarded for the new theatre
at Essex and St. Peter streets,
Salem. Mass., for the Salem Realty
Co., under lease to the Publix interests. Rapp & Rapp, of the Paramount Building, New York City,
are architects. Work will commence immcdiatclv.

UNIFORMS

The Rapalus Theatre Corp. has
been organized at Easthampton,
iVIass., with $25,000 capital by
Joseph S. Rapalus, Stefan J.
Rapalus and Mitchell A. Rapalus,
all of Easthampton.
The Empress and Regent, at
South Norwalk, Conn., have been
sold by A. J. Collins to Mrs. A.
Buono.
Abe Montague, one of the branch
managers of Columbia Films, Boston, returned on the Bremen to
New York City last week from
six weeks' trip in Europe.
Mildred Sweeney, assistant secretary of the Boston Film Board
for the past two or three years,
has resigned. Miss Dorothy Dobbins, formerly of Independent
Films, Boston, has been appointed
her successor.
Josie Kahn, secretary to District Manager M. N. Wolf, of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange
at Boston, sailed on Saturday for
Europe where she is to spend several months in travel and study.
Miss Elain Leberman, of the MG-M staff, succeeds Miss Kahn in
Mr. Wolf's office.
May Cleary, of the Metro staff,
has returned from a vacation trip
of several weeks through Canada.
John Barry, poster clerk at First
Nationalof friends
exchange,
the ofsympathy
in thehasdeath
his '
father.
William Kremmell, assistant
shipper at First National exchange,
was badly injured in a serious automobile accident during the week,
and will probably be absent from
the office for several weeks.
Louis Jo.sephs. one of the best
known salesmen in the film district,
is confined to his bed as the result of injuries received when his
automobile was wrecked wh'le he
tory. covering the Vermont terriwas
Al Fecke, of the sales force of
Educational Films, Boston, has
bought a new Nash sedan.
Fred Brennan, Alaine salesman
for R-K-O is in the district again
after recovering from injuries sustained when his auto was in a
coll'sion with another machine in
Maine ten days ago.
The Exeter Theatre, Boston, is
installing Western Electric equipment and opens Sunday.
Al Bevan, formerly in charge of
Paramount's interests in Maine,
has resigned to jo'n the Columbia
Pictures sales staff and will cover
Maine for this companv. Ed
.Anderson, formerly with First National, has also joined the Colmnbia staff and will cover New
Hampshire and Vermont.
Sam H. Morris, Vice-President
of Warner Bros., has announced
appointment of John Butler as the
Branch Manager of the company's
office in St. John, New Bruncwick,
Canada. Mr. Butler succeeds William I'eldstein. resigned.

Renovated
Baltimore
Grand Is Reopened
nPHE Grand, Highlandtown, Bal' timore, Md.. reopened to the
public, September 23.
This house has been entirely rebuilt by Henry L. Maas and Son
after their design at a cost of $150,000. It is one of the Durkee chain
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

and is managed by C. Elmer Nolte.
The interior is in Egyptian style
with the color scheme of green and
gold. It is built entirely of concrete and steel and is fireproof
throughout.
The seating capacity is over
2,000.
An Arctic Nu-Air ventillating
system has been installed as has a
Western Electric sound equipment.
Gilbert Reddisch of the Durkee
Theatrical Enterprise staff, has returned from his vacation.
The football teams of City College and Polytechnic Institute, Baltimore, were invited by Morris A.
Mechanic, proprietor of the New,
to see a film production.
A new contract has been signed
by Meyer Davis and the Fox,
Washington, D. C, by which he
will remain supervising director of
the orchestra at that playhouse for
another year.
The Brodie, South Baltimore
res'dential house, operated by Joseph Brodie, opened with a sound
policy September 16. Mr. Brodie
has installed RCA Photophone
equipment and has had his house
renovated.
The Rivoli, Baltimore, Frank
Price, Jr., manager, is having two
new Neon electric signs installed
on the exterior to take place of
those now in use, which use bulbs.
Each letter of the new signs
measures 48 inches. They will cost
James Hollins formerly usher at
$4,000.
the Fox, Washington, D. C, who
started with that theatre when it
opened two years ago, has just
been made treasurer of the playhouse.
Two members of the Fox, Washington, D. C, staff, were married
recently. One was Railford Conway and the other was Paul Boyd,
door supervisor, who married Phernetta Minor.
A special show for the Palestine
benefit
was given
at Loew's
Stanley, fund
Baltimore,
Sunday
night,
September 15, through the courtesy of Charles Raymond, general
manager of Loew's in Baltimore.
A Royal .'\mplitone sound reproducing equii)ment has been installed
in the headquarters of the Maryland Censor Board, costing $2,600.
The Auditorium, former legitimate house, opened with a music
and talking picture policy Saturday
night, September 14. Prices ranging up to $2 top.
Eighteen ushers employed at
Loew's Stanley and a like nmnber
at Loew's Century, Baltimore, were
recently asked to resign and advertisements were inserted in newspapers for young men to take their
The Patterson and Irvington,
places.
residential houses, Baltimore, Md.,
the former operated by Harry
Reddisch and the latter by the
Le\in Brothers, have just had installed Western Electric apparatus.
The National, Washington, D.
C, legitimate house, reopens Monday, September 16.
New door
supervisoris atClarence
Loew's
Stanley,
Baltimore,
Haas.
The Film Arts Guild has reopened the Little Theatre, Washington, D. C, September 9, with
Joseph R. Fleisher as manager.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Picture

News

Film Worker
KiUed
At Seminole, Okla.
southW, TiffanyMORROof
A. supervisor
RALPH west
Stahl, at Dallas, has returned from
New Orleans where he was pushing the new franchise, Morrow
also
the Allied States orCity. attendedganization
meeting at Oklahoma
The Palace, Piano, Tex., has
been wired.
Gus A. Doering, Royal Amplitone representative for six states
of the southwest, visited Dallas
last week.
J. C. Tomlin, owner Square Deal
Film Exchange, Dallas, visited
throughout Texas territory last
week.
While staging a fake hold-up
near midnight at Seminole, Okla.,
Sept. 7th, just
to theAhrind
commencement of aprior
preview,
Rubberg, 32, employee of the theatre was shot and killed by W. N.
Jones, a policeman who thought
that the theatre had been robbed
and that he was shooting at the
bandit who was doing the robbing.
The fake robbery was held under
auspices of the city authorities.
At Wayne, Okla., located near
Purcell, Okla., the only theatre in
the town was blown away by a
tornado night of Sept. 9th. No
lives lost. Number of other buildings were destroyed by storm.
The Crystal, at Gelmer, Tex.,
opened with sound.
Several theatre officials visited
Omaha

during the ■ past week, including Al Mayer of Publix, Milton Schwarzwald, RKO music supervisor, and Arthur Frudenfeld.
manager of the St. Louis Theatre,
St. Louis. Frudenfeld, a former
Omahan, was recently manager of
the World
Theatre there.

Atlanta
Arbitration
Meet On Sept. 24
cases on
the imately
calendar, fifty
the
apprtix
WITH
Atlanta Joint Arbitration Board
will meet Tuesday, September 24.
Visiting the Atlanta, Ga., Film
Row during the past week were
the following :
S. H. Borisky, head of Independent Theatres, Inc., of Chattanooga.
Tenn. ; F. E. Williamson, who operates the Williamson at Winter
Haven, Fla. ; Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,
who operates the Greenland at
Greensboro, Ga. ; Paul H. Stancil,
owner and operator of the Lyric,
Jackson, Ga. : Joe Steed, of Southern States Theatres, Inc., of Ensley, Ala. ; Earle M. Fain, who operates the Palace at Leesburg, Fla.
and the Grand at Lake City ; P.
M. Wise, of the Strand Theatre
at Winder, Ga. : Mrs. H. T. Wood
of the Strand at Washington, Ga. ;
Mrs. L. W. Holland, who operates the Madison at Madison, Ga. :
Nick Economou, who operates the
Grand at Montezuma, Ga. ; Frank
V. Merritt, of Birmingliam, Ala.,
general manager of the Marvin
Wise circuit ; C. A. Crute, of the
Lyric, Grand and Jefferson at
Huntsville. Ala.
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CUSSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
PROJECTIONIST,
SOUND. Go anywhere. State
salary. Address Julius Kovats, 2900 E. 114tli St.,
Cleveland, 0.
SITUATION WANTED.
A-1 lady theatre organist desires change. Five years in
present position, in one of
this State's best theatres.
Veiy best references. $5,000
music library ; can handle any
organ. Address Beneita Bagley, 403 W. Michigan Ave.,
Jackson, Mich.
MOTION PICTURE VITAPHONE OPERATOR at
liberty, good references. Go
anywhere. Non-union. Box
610, Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New York City.
HOW
ABOUT
IT:
Sho^\Tnan with proven ability
desires connection with circuit or independent house as
manager or lobby artist and
exploitation manager. Thoroughly experienced in theatre
operation and exploitation of
same. References the best,
six years with present circuit.
1 n v e s tigate. Exploitation,
Box 600, Motion Picture
News, 729 7th Ave., New
York City.
THEATRE MANAGER:
ten years' experience in managing vaudeville and motion
picture theatres. Best character and ability reference.
WiU go anywhere. Box 605,
Motion Picture News, 729
7th Ave., New York City.

Instruction

Learn modern theatre management and tlieatre advertising. Approved and specialized training for theatre men.
Catalog C. Theatre Managers Institute, ELmira, New
York.

2 Pittsburgh Theatres
Are Robbed
SAFE robbers recently visited
the Wni. Peiin Theatre on the
North Side, Pittsburgh, and also
the Arcadia, several blocks away.
In both houses, small sums of cash
were stolen.
Ether Kennedy is now secretary
to Bill Graner, Pathe booker. She
succeeds Florence Fisher.
Warner's Enright Theatre, in
East Liberty, now has two feature
organists. The pair will be featured on alternate weeks. They are
Frank Roberts and James Orner.
The Lyric, at Hollidaysburg. is
to be enlarged. Hunter and Caldwell, Altoona, are architects, and.
bids will be taken shortly. Steven
Chingi-s is owner.
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Theatre
Items From
Southern Film Rows
VELEZ, motion picture
LUPE
star, will appear in person on
the stage of the Saenger, New Orleans, La., at 7:15 p.m. Friday.
She will be here between trains
on her way to Tampa, Fla.
Lionel H. Keene, southern division manager of Loew's, Inc., accompanied by C. Arthur Carlson,
construction
of Loew's,
Inc., arrived engineer
in New Orleans
late
Monday from Atlanta, Ga., on a
tour of inspection. While in New
Orleans they will be the guests of
Rodney
Toups, manager Loew's
State.
Lem Stewart, representative Publix Theatre, Inc., is also a visitor to New Orleans, arriving early
Wednesday.
It has become a known fact that
Houston Duvall, formerly a salesman for Columbia, has been made
New Orleans branch manager. It
has been rumored that otfices of
the company will be moved to the
new Universal Building.
The Saenger, New Orleans, had
as its guests the workers from the
Lighthouse for the Blind on Tuesday, and though unable to see the
figures on the screen or stage, the
blind guests followed the show by
ear and pronounced it a great success. Chaperoning the theatre party
were ladies from the Board of Directors of the institution.
Recent visitors to the New Orleans office of Saenger Theatres,
Inc., were the following circuit
managers: W. H. Hall, Baton
Rouge ; Ricardo Montiel, Mobile ;
Ray Peterson, Gulfport; and J. J.
Spielberger, also of Baton Rouge.
Due to damage done by flood
water caused by severe rainstorms
last Friday,
Slate,
Orleans,
was Loew's
unable to
open New
last
Saturday, but has been running
regularly since that time, even
though cooling system was impaired. Water also had to be
pumped out of the Saenger, Strand
and Tudor, but little damage was
caused by cloudburst in these
houses.
B. A. Webb of the Royal, Campbellsburg, Ky., was a visitor at
Louisville, Ky., exchange this
week.
Col. Fred Levy, president of Big
Feature Rights Corp., Louisville,
has returned from extensive trip
through east.
Among visitors in Charlotte, N.
C, last week were S. S. Stevenson
of the Stevenson Theatres, Inc.,
Henderson, N. C. ; H. J. Paradis
of Oasis, Wilson, N. C. ; R. E.
Corbett,
of M.
White's,
ville, N. Jr.,
C. ; A.
Smith Greenof the
Colonial, Tarboro, N. C. ; M. F.
Schnibben of the Opera House,
Florence, S. C. ; H. E. Buchanan
of the Lyric, Sylva, N. C. ; Geo.
Parr of the Imperial, Lancaster,
S. C, and V. C. Schley of the
Crescent and Broadway, Statesville, N. C.
The Stevenson Amusement Co.
has sold the Dixie, Aberdeen, N.

C, totive
James
Smith,
September
9. transfer effecThe Garden, Anderson, S. C,
formerly operated by A. M. Pinkston, is now being operated by F.
W. LeFoy.
Jack Griffith, baby son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Griffith, had his
tonsils removed at St. Peters Hospital, Charlotte, N. C, on Wednesday. Mrs. Griffith is secretary
of the North Carolina Theatre
Owners Assoc, and Mr. Griffith
is connected with General Talking
Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Davis are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter, Thelma Edlouise, at the Presbyterian Hospital, Charlotte, N. C, on Saturday,
Sept.
By 7.
a vote of 7 to 4, the City
Council of Troy, Ala., voted to
allow the Princess, of which J. G.
o'clock.
Crouch is manager, to open every
Sunday afternoon from 1 :30 to 6
Morris Watson, formerly of the
Princess, Piedmont, Alabama, who
has been confined to the South
Highlands Hospital, Birmingham,
Ala., as the result of an operation
for appendicitis, is reported to be
improving steadily although still
weak as a result of previous illness.
Many Alabama exhibitors joined
the hegira to Columbus, Ga., where
the Southeastern Theatre Owners
Association convened last Sunday.
It is confidently expected that Alabama will rally to its standard.
Among Alabama theatre men
who visited Atlanta, Ga., the past
week were W. T. Murray, manager ofgeneral
the Empire,
Frank
'V.
Merritt,
manager
of the
Marvin Wise Circuit, Paul Engler
of the Famous and Champion at
Birmingham, and Joe Steed of
Snuthern Theatres, Inc.

News

Of The Frisco
Film Trade

RUTH
DOYLE,
secretary
Portland
Film Exchange
Board of Trade, stopped off here
on her way to Los Angeles.
Mike Zar, sales manager for
Goodwill Film Exchange, is now
driving through Sacramento and
.San Joaquin Valley.
"Randy" Randolph, crack salesman for Universal, was seen along
the row last week.
Milton Moser, former manager
Capitol, Oakland, has assumed
management of the Casa Grande,
at Santa Clara.
Nadine Amos, with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in the capacity of secretary to Mr. Parsons for number
of years, has resigned from her
M. S. Vidaver, so we hear, has
position.
gone back to nature and is roaming hills of Sausalito.
Josephine Wilson, of United
Artists, has resigned her position
there to accept one with an export
company.
lone Baratte, of Metro-GoldwynMayer, has just returned from a
vacation spent in Los Angeles.

Grand At Perry, Iowa,
Entirely Redecorated
had Theatre
its opening
two
at Perry,
Grand
THEwhich
weeks ago, was completely redecorated, equipped with new booth
equipment and new stage. The theatre is owned by Stanley and Macey who also have the Fox at
Perry. The Grand is a 700 seat
house, playing in a town of 5,000,
and it is the plan of the owners
to play vaudeville and stage shows
for the larger part of the time
with the feature films shown on
Saturday and Sunday. The Foxy
operates on every day of the week.
RKO entertained a number of
exhibitors last week including Earl
J. Johnson of the Strand at Williams, B. F. Baker of the Grand
at Grand River and Mr. and Mrs,
Johnston of the Cuzy at Newton.
Margaret McCrevey, secretary
Des Moines Film Board of Trade,
has moved her offices from the
Iowa Building to 707 Old Colony
Building. This is much more convenient as it places the Film Board
office one block from Film Row.
A. J. Debult, who recently sold
his largest holdings in Waterloo
and Cedar Rapids to the Publix
interests was in Des Moines last
week to call on First National
executives. He was accompanied
by James Weaver who is manager
of the Rialto Theatre at Cedar
Rapids, one of the theatres of the
smaller chain which Mr. Debolt
still retains. The Palace at Vinton, another of his houses, is under the management of H. C. Mershon.
The Circle Theatre at Nevada
which has been operating under a
receivership with Charles Merrick
as the head, is under the direct
management of Oscar Strine.
Louis O'Hare of the Paramount
office who will leave soon for California to spend the winter with
her parents and possibly to locate
permanently there, was the guest
of honor at a breakfast at Greenwood Park Cabin given by the
girls of the Paramount office.
Vance Smith of the Orpheum
Theatre at New English purchased
a couple of Mazda units from the
Des Moines Theatre Supply Company last week.
Two rebuilt machines, two Powerlite lamps, a generator and a
screen were purchased by the Family Theatre at Marshalltown last
week. Mr, Thornburg who is one
of a company which operates the
Family, acts as the purchasing head
of the concern.
Grace Veenstra, who is leaving
the office of Paramount to take up
different work, entertained the
girls of the office this week. Miss
Veenstra, who planned to take up
work in California, may change her
mind. her
Herto best
want
go soboyfarfriend
away. doesn't
Charles Peterson of the Windsor at Hampton purchased two
strong rectifiers in the way of new
equipment last week. — Grahl, Des
Moines.
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
m short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well eu information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been tissigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
Title
Aellta (Revolt of tlie Rotwts)
Flames of Ifie Volga
Her Way o( Love
<n Old Siberia (Katorga)
4(rassln
Ijish of the Crar
Moscow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevrhiinko
Two Days
Village of Sin, The

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
E. Cesarskaya-A. Zhukov
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
A. Buchma
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Title
Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Dec.
Feb.
May

Date
Length
23 . . .2900 feet.
30
7000 feet.
17
6000 feet
20 . . 6500 feet.
19
7000feet.
9
6800 feet.
11
6600 feet.
13 . .7000 feet.
15 '28 16000 feet
1
6500feet.,
18 . . .6500 feet.

Reviewed

July 27

Coining Attractions
Title
Arsenal
'General Line The
Man With a Camera
titm Babylon

Star
S. Svashenko
Special Cast
Special Cast
E. Kuzmlna-A. Sobolevsky

Rel. Date
Length
Oct (tentative)

Reviewed

Sept. (tenlatlve)
Sept. (tentative)

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
TIH*
♦tjBachelor Girl, The

Ret. Date

Star
Logan-Colller-Todd
(Silent Version)
Valll-Glass
Taylor-Collier Jr.-Ralston

Behind Closed Doors
*t5College Coquette The
•tiDonovan Aflair, The (F. & D.)
(A. T.)
Holl-Revier-Colller, Jr
(Silent Version!
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
•tJFallof Eve (^A. T.)
Miller-S.anley-Prouty
*1 {Father and Son
Holt-Revier-McBan
(Silent Version)
♦ttFlyIng Marine, The
Lyon-Mason-Robards
(Silent Version)
•tJLIght Fingers
Keith-Revler-Nye
•t jLone Wolfs Daughter (D)
Lytell-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
•tTrlal Marriage
Kerry-Ellers-Robards
(Silent Version)
*t{ Younger Generallon (D)
Hersholl-Basquette-Cortez
(Silent Version)

Coming
Title

'tJAcquitted
*t§Broadway Hoofer The (A. T.).
*t§Broadway Scandals (A.T.)
*f§c|ight
•tlHiirricane (A.T.)
•tJLadles of the Evening {A. T.). ..
•tJLasl of the Lone Wolf (A. T.). . .BertLytell.
•tJMelody Man. The
*4lRoad to Broadway, The
•tjSlsters (A. T.)
ODay-0'Nelll
Belle Baker...
•tiSong of Love (A. T.)

SOUND

*tlAt a Talkie Studio (A. T.I (D.).
*tiColumbla-Vlctor Gems (D)
*t}Falllng Stars (A. T.) (D)
•tlGay Caballero The (A. T.) (D.)
♦tjjalihouse Blues (A. T.) (D.). . .
•IJMemorles (A. T.) (D.).
njMy Wlfo(A. T.l (D.)
•tiOld Man Trouble (0)
•tJParlor Pest (A. T.) (D.)
•tiSnappy Co-Eds (A. T. (D)
*4fTalklnn Screen Snapshots ...
*t (Talking Screen Snapshot . .
*t(Talklng Screen Snapshots
.

feet
feet.
feet.
feet

7140
7189
5812
5538
6245
6310
6765
5951
5736
.5700
.7154
.6186
.5671
6639
6506
7866
7246

feet
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet
feet

April
April
Mar.
Jan.
Juno
June
June

11 . . .
11 . . .
18...
2. . .
...
5 ..
5. . .

Feb
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar
Mar.

18.
18.
1.
10.
10.
4.
4.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ReL

Date

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Reviewed

Aug. 31
Mar. 30
April 8
.June 22
June 8

Length

Mar.

9

May 25
Mar. 23

Reviewed

SHORTS

Rel.
Star
Buddy Doyle
26 Sub|ects released twice a month
Bergman-Manning
Frank Crumit
Mannie Smith
Murpny-Morrison
Jack Wil son
Jules Beldsoe

Date

Length

Reviewed

1 reel

Belly Combe

Nan Blacks'one
Released twice a month
Novelty
Noveltif

1 reel

June

8

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
June 1 5
June 8

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
July 13

Air Derby
Aunile'g Mistake
Battling Sisters .
.
Beauties Beware
Beit Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Pnlrol. The
Contented Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb— and How
Fake Flappers.. . .
Fl»er. The
Four Wheel Brakes
Ginger Snaps
Going Place<i
Good Night Nurse

* Mtant

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al Alt
Adrlenne Dore
. Hodge-Podge
Thatcher- Young
Jerry Drew
"BIgBoy"
Jerry Mandy
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane

ifnehroniiej ICOT*

Date
6. .
17
2
27
17
24
28
21 .
24
27. ,
18. .
3..
7. .
24 .
13 .
28

t Meant tonnd eitecU.

Length
.2 reels
Ireel
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels

Reviewed
May 2S
Feb. 2
Aorll 20
Aug. 3
Aug. 10
May 11

. 1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels
. 1 reel
Ireel
Ireel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel

June
Mar
Mar.
July
April
April
Mar.
Feb.
July
May
Dec
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
April
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June
Mar.
Mar.

.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

June 18
Dec 16
Jan. 11

. 2 reels

1
16
30
13
13
13
16
2
13
18
18
25
26
2
2
20
13
19
30
17
3
II
30
38

July 13

May 26

SHORTS

Star

Rei. Date
Feb. 17..
July 21 .
April 7 .
May 12. .
Jan. 13. .
Mar. 10 .
July 14..
May 19 . .
Aug. 11
June 2...
July
7..
Jan. 13. . .
Sept. 8. .
June 9. .
Aug. 18 .
May
5 .,
June 3D. .
Dec
9...
Aug. 18 .
June 31...
Sept. 1 . .
June 9..
Feb. 3. . .
July 21
Sept. 15
May 26. . .
April 14 . .
April 21 . .
Sept. 1.
SepL 1 . . .
Aug. 25
June 23. . .
Feb. 24 . .
Mar. 17. . .

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

.2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 18
July 20
May 18
June 10
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
Aug. 24
June 16
July
8
Feb. 9

.2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 24
.2 reels
June 1
.2 reels
July 20
.2 reels
Dec
1
2 reels
Aug. 24
.2 reels
.2 reels
Sept. 14
.1 reel
July 13
.2 reels
Feb 16
1 reel
Sept. 14
2 reels. Sept. 14
.1 reel
June 16
.2reels
May 18
.2 reels
2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels

May 11
Sept. 14
. .
Aug. 24
July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

FIRST NATIONAL

Length
Reviewed
. 2 reel*
April 13
2 reels . .
Mar. 30
2 reels
May 25
2 reels
Jan. 12
. 1 reel . . Mar. 30
.. 2 reels Mar. 30
.. 1 reel
Aug.
3
1 reel
Mar. 16
1 reel
Mar. 23
1 reel
Dec 22
. 2 reels
Aug. 10
..2 reels
Feb. 3
1 reel
Mar. 30
2 reels
Mar. 30
2 reels
Mar. 30

2 reels

June 16 . .
Mat. 10 .
May 19..
July 28 .
Aug. 11 . .
May 28. .
June 2. .
April 21 . .
Jan.
6. .
July 21 . .
May
6 .
Mar. 24 .
May
6.
Jan. 13.
July 14. .
May 19. .
Jan. 20 .
Mar. 24. .
May 19 .
Feb. 24 .
Jan. 20. .
April 21 . .
June 30 .
Feb. 10. .
Mar. 3. .
Dec 23..
Aug. 4 .
June 30 . .
Mar. 17
Mar. 246. .
.May
July 7 .
.Jan. 13..
.June 16. .
June 16. .
Jan. 13..
Feb. 10..
.Mar. 31..

•t§Ask Dad (F& D)
E. E. Horton
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
Clyde-Hill-Dent
♦t§Bees" Buzz. The (F & D)
Gribbon-Clyde
♦tjBIg Palooka. The (F & D)
GrIbbon-McPhalll-Hill
*t}Bride"s Relations. The (F & D). . Burke-Grlbbon
*t§Broadway Blues (F & D)
Johnny Burke
*15BuylngaGun (A.T. (F & D)
Lupino Lane
♦t}Cold Shivers (F & D)
McKee-Hutton
*t§Constabule The (F&D)
Clyde-Hill-Gribbon
♦tjCrazy Nut, The (F&D)
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray. .
*f {Don't Be Nervous (F& D)
Lloyd Hamilton
♦tjEligibie Mr. Bangs, The (F & D) . E. E. Horton
♦t§Fire Proof (F&D)
Lupino Lane
♦f {Girl Crazy (F&D)
Clyde-Bennett
*t5His Baby Daze (A. T.) (F & DV
Lloyd Hamilton
*t}Hls Big Minute (F&D)
Lloyd Hamilton
♦tjJazz Mammas (F&D)
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
♦tJLIon's Roar, The (F & D)
Burke-Bevan
*t§Lnok Out Below (A. T.i (F & D). Raymond McKee
•tJLover's Delight (F & D)
Arthur-Garon
*f§Lunkhead, The iF& D)
Clyde Gribbon
♦tJMovIng Movie Show, A (D)
Hodge-Podge
•tSOId Barn (F&D)
Johnny Burke
*t§0n the Streets (D)
Hodge-Podge
*f§Prince Gabby (F& D)
E. E. Horton
•t§Rideon a Runaway Train (D)
Special
*t§Rlght Bed. The (F & D)
E. E. Horton
*t}Shlp Mates (F&D)
Lupino Lane
*t§Social Sinners (A. T.J
McKee-Byron-Fi.:zgerald
*t{Studio Stunts (D)
Hodge-Podge
*t 5 Ticklish Business (F&D)
Collins-Dent-Drew
*t§Trusting Wives (F&D)
E. E. Horton
•tjWhlrls and Girls (F&D)
Gribbon-Clyde
♦tjZlplBoomI BangI (F&JD)
McKee-Collln-Glass

FEATURES
Title

Rel.
Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Mar.
Jan.
. April

Rei. Date

;

EDUCATIONAL
Title

ALL-TALKIE
Title

Attractions

Star
. Livingston-Hughes
Egan-0'Neil
Special Cast
Holt-Graves-Lee
John Mack Brown

Title

Length

.5927
.6245
Feb. 24. . . .5779
6275

Star

Helter Skelter
"Big Boy"
Her Bin Ben
Gene Stone
Her Gift Night
Billy Dale
Honeymoonlacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
At St. John
Household Blues
Colllns-Oent
Howling Hollywood
Davls-DenI
Husbands Musi Play
Wallace Lupine
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonle
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queen* of Screen.. Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewls-Sonn enberg Wrestling Match . . Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jerry Drew
Only Me
Lupmo Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Peraic, The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street in the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It in
Ai Alt
Served Hot
Cliff Bowes
Smart Steppers
Al St. John
Social Prestige
Monty Collins
Sole Support
"Big Boy"
Studio Pests
Jerry Drew
Summer Saps
Lupino Lane
Those Two Boys
Coiilns-Oent
Time to Expire
Gene Stone
Top Speed
Al Alt
Walking Fish
Our World Today.
What a Day
Monty Collins
What a Pill
Billy Dale
What a Trip
Vernon Dent
Whoopee Boys
Monty Collins
Wise WImmin
Jerry Drew

Mar. 16

Star

't§Rroadwav Babies (D)
Alice White
California Mall
Ken Maynard
•HCareers lA. T.) 'D)
Dnvo-Moreno-Mvera ..
*t {Careless Age The (A. T.) (D).. . Fairbanks Jr.-Myers- Young
Cneyenne
Ken IVlaynard
•tChlldren of the Rlli (D)
MackalM-Mulhall
(Slleni Version)
Dancing Vienna
Lvon-Mara
*t{Dark Streets (A.T.) (D)
Mulhall-Lee
*ttDlv!ne Lady, The iD)
GrI i tn-Warner
(Silen I Version)
•t{Drag (D)
Bailhelmess-A. Day
*t§Fas» Life (A. T.I Di
Fairbanks. Jr.-Young-Morris.
*t{Glrl in the Glass Cage (D)
Young-Nye
(Silent Version)
•tJHard to Get (A. T.) (D)
MacknIII-Burns
*t{Her Private Life (A. T.) (D)
Billie Dove
•tlHIs Captive Woman (0)
Sllls-MackalU
(Silent Version)

§ Meatu voice (inclading dialogue and incidental tongi).
0 Meant disc.
F Mean* loand-on-Alm.

Length
Rel. Date

Reviewed
8067 feet

June 30
April 7. . .5446
8435
June 2 .
Sept. IS . .6308
Feb.
3 . .5944
Mar. 3. . 6426
Feb. 17 . 6296
Jan. 13
56ft3
.5416
Aug. 11.. .9914
Mar. 31...
April 14 . . 8993
July 21 . . . 7642
7541
Sept. 1
.7159
June 22
6705
Sept. 8
7321
Sept. 8..
6488
April 7
79»2
Feb.
3. . . .7692

feet. . . .June 1
feel
Sept. 14
feet.
feet
feet.
feet
April II
feet
feet
feet..
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feel.

A. T. iihn title meant All Talkie.

.Feb.
.June 20

Sept.

7

April 9
Jan. It

September

21,

Tide
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1929
Star

•t}Hot Stuff (0)

Alice White
(Sllont Verslonl
*t§House of Horrors (D)
Todd-Hale-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
Lawless Legion
Ken IVIaynard
*tLove and the Devil
Sllls-Corda
(Silent Version)
*t§Man and the Moment
Billie Dove
(Silent Version)
*t§Prisoners (D)
Ccrinne Griffith
(Silent Version)
Royal Rider The
Ken Maynard
•tSaturday's Children (D)
Corinne (inltith
(Silent Vsrsion)
•tSevep Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklin-Fazenda
(Silent Version)
*t5Smiling Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... Moore-Hall
•t§Squall The (A. T.) (D)
Joyce-Loy
(Silent Version)
•t Synthetic Sin (D1
toUffn IVirre
*t§Tv»in Beds (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Miller
vSileni Version)
*t§Two Weeks Off (D)
Mackaill-IViulhall
(Silent Version)
•tjWeary River (0)
Barthelmess-Lumpson
(Silent Verslm)
♦tWhy Be Good (D)
Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Coining
Title

Rel.
May
April
April
Aoril
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
July
Mar.
May
May
May
April
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
July
May
May
Jan.
July
May
April
Feb.
Anrll
Mar.
Mar.

Length
6774 feet
5 . .
21 . . 7if 'pet
.5919 feet
28. . . .5656 feet
7. . .
3. . fl09ieei
feet
24. . . .6588
24 . . .6370 feet
.7086
feet
7. . .
17 . . .6539 feet
.7857
feet
19 . . .7383 feet
5 ..
5 . . .6063 feet
. 7950 teet
14 . . 6727 feel
10. . .
17... 6405 feet
27... 5238 feet
feet
31... .8550
.9456 feet
26..
fhb'/ teet
feet
12... .7085
6. .
.7266 feet
14... .5902 feet
Date

12...
28. . .
10. ..
7 .
17 ..
3. . .

mm
.6701
.7978
7BR.S
.7507
.7067

Reviewed
May 18
Mar. «
...Sept. 22
10
... Aug.
June

1

Title
May

1?4

...July
...May 27
18
..July
... Jan.

20

teet . . June 29
feet
teet
2
<Bet ..Feb.
feet
feet ..Jan. 26

Attractions

Star

Rel. Date

*t§Big Time (A. T.)
Tracy-Clarke-Ounn
*t§Broa(lway Hostess. The (A.T.I (D)Billie Dove
*15Footlight and Fools (A. T.) (D) . . Moore-Hackett
*t|Forward Pass The (A. T.) (D). ..Fairbanks Jr.- Young
*t5Girl From Woolworth's (D)
Alice White
*t5Great Divide The (A. T.l (D) . .. . Mackaill-Keith-Loy
*t§lsleof Lost Ships Tho (A. T. (D) Valii-Robards-Beery
*t§Jazz Queen The (A. T.) (0)
Dorothy Mackaill
*t§Lady Who Dared The (D)
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd
*1§Lilies of the Field (A. T.) (D)
Corinne Griffith
*t§Little Johnny Jones (A. T.) (D) . . . Buzzoll-Day
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.) (D)
*t§Most Immoral Lady A(A. T.) (D).Leafrlce Joy
"No No Nannelte" (A. T.) (D)
Bernice Claire
*t JParis (A. T.) (D)
Irene Bordoni
*t§Sally (A. T.) (D)
Marilyn Miller
*t§Woman on the Jury A. T.) (D).. Dorothy Mackaill
*t|Young Nowheres (A. T.) (D)
Richard Barthelmess

Oct.

Length
.6300 feet

FEATURES
Star

*tiBehlnd that Curtain (A.T.) ^F&D) . Baxter-Moran
*tblack Magic (F & D)
Dunn-Holland
(Silent Version)
*t§Black Watch The (F 4 D)
McLaglen-Loy
*tBlue Skies (F 4 D)
Twelvetrees-Albertson
{Silent Version 1
♦tCaprain Lash (F & D)
Victor-McLaglen
(Client Version)
*tChasing Through Europe (F & D). Stuart-Carol
(Silent Version)
Christina (F & D)
Gaynor-Morton
*tExalted Klaoper (F & D)
Carol-Norton
♦tFar Call The (F & D)
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Version)
*tFour Devils (F & D)
Gaynor-Duncan
*t§Fox Movietone Follies The (A. T.)
(F&D)
Special Cast
♦tJFrozen Justice (A. T.) (F 4 D). . .Ulric-Frazer
♦tFugitives (F 4 D)
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Version I
♦tjGhost Talks The (A. T.) (F 4 Dj.Twelvetrees-Eaton
*t§ulirl From Havana, The (A. T.)
Lane-Page
(F4D)
.Carol-Stuart
*tGirls Gone Wild (F 4 D)
(Silent Version)
*t{Hearts in Dixie (A. T. ) (F 4 D). .Fetchit-Muse
•t§ln Old Arizona (A. T.) (F 4 D). . Lowe-Baxter
. Moran-Stuart
*tJoy Street (F 4 D)
(Silent Version)
.Gaynor-Farrell
♦tSLueky Star (F 4 D)
(Silent Version)
*t§MakingtheGrade(F4D) (PT) Lowe-Moran
(Silent Version)
*t§Masked Emotions (F 4 D)

Rel. Date
June
July
July
June
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
June
Ap.il
Aoril
Sept.
May
Sept.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
May
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Feb.

George
O'Brien
(Silent Version)
Birmingtam-Hyams. . .
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
•tNew Year's Eve (F 4 D)
Astor-Moiton
(Silent Version)
♦tone Woman Idea The (F 4 D)....LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
•tPlastered In Paris (F. 4 D.)
Cohen-Pennick
♦tjPleasure Crazed (A. T.) (F4 D).. Marguerite Churchill
Protection (F4D)
Burgess-Ellioti-Page
(Silent Version)
*tSin Sister. The (F 4 D)
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
♦tSlrong Boy (F 4 D)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
♦tSSpeakeasy (A. T.) (F 4 D)
Page-Lane
*t§ii.ey Had to See Paris (F4 D).. Will Rogers
•tSThru Different Eyes (A.T.) (F4D) . Baxter-Lowe
♦tTrenfs Last Case (F 4 D)
Griffith-Day
(Silent Version)

June
June
July
April
April
Feb.
Feb.
June
June
Jan.
July
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
April
Mar.
Mar.

♦tTrue Heaven (F 4 D)

Jan.
Jan.
May
April
April
Aug.
April
April
Aug.

*t§Masquerade (A. T.) F 4 D)
♦tjNot Quite Decent (F 4 D)

O'Brien-Motan
(Silent
Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-Vincenfi
(Silent Version)
*f§Why Leave Home (A. T.) (D 4 F)Catlett-Carol
♦tWomanfrom Hell The (F4 D).. Astor-Armstrong
(Silent Versluni
*t§WordsandMusic(A.T.) (F4D)
Moran-Patricola-Percy
*t§Valiant The (A.T.) (F 4 D)
♦jVeiled Woman The

* Mean* tynchronized (core,

30. .
7
7
2..
17 .
17
6. .
6
4
4
30. .
9
28..
28 . .
22. .

Length
.83?0feet.
5855 feet,
5833 feet
.8437 feet
5408 feet
5367 feet
.5454 feet
5376 reel.
5581 feet
56?2feet
8955 feet
5806 feet

5282 feet
.9295 feet
Sao!"^}
2S. . .8291 feet
15. . 5331 feet
27. .
27 . 5356 (eel
.6482 feet
24..

Reviewed
July

6

. May 25

.Feb.

. Aplrl

9

6

May 2S
M ■ OB
June 1

SILENT
Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

10611 feet

Apg. 10

Nov. 17
Oct. 13. .. 6590 feet
Oct. 13
7704 feet

SHORTS
Rel. Date

Variety...
Variety. . .
Variety. . .
Variety...
Variety...
Variety...
Variety
Variety.
Variety
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.
Varllty..
Variety.
Variety.
Variety.

Mar.
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

3 .
28..
21 .
7:
23. .
9..
17 .
4 ..
28..
20
6.
31

Feb. 17
May 12
.Feb.
Aug. 193

1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

Length Reviewed
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

.1 reel

1 reel

.1
.1
.1
1
.1
.1
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

April 28.
13
.April

MOVIETONE

SHORTS

Star
•tfAcross the Seas
Royal Hawallans
•tjAt the Ball Game
Joe Cook
•tjBath Between
Clark-McCullough
♦tjBelle of Samoa .The (A. T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark 4 McCullough
•tSBeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
•tSBrldge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•tSCorpus Christie
Raquel Meller
♦tSDIplomats, The
Clark-McCullough
•tS Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•♦} Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie LIghtner
•t5 Family Picnic
Raymond McKee
•t{Forget-Me-Note (F)
»t {Friendship (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
♦tiFurnace Trouble (A.T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•tSGeorge Bernard Shaw
inlervlew
*t {Ghosts
Mutt 4 Jell Cartoon
•t{Golng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•t {Happy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
•t{ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
•tSlntervlew The
Clark-McCullough
»t{Knlfe. The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Alwlll
•t{Knlghts Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
•t}Ladles' Man
Chic Sales
•t{Medlclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . .Clark 4 McCullough
t{Mlller & Farrell (F)
3 Songs
t{Mlnd Your Business (F)
Herbert 4 Bard
*1{Muslr Fiends, The (A. T.) (F).... Clark 4 McCullough
•t{Napoleon"9 Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
•♦JNIqhtle Knights
Clark-McCullough
tlOld Tunes for New (F)
Dr. Slgmund Spaeth

Rel. Date

Reviewed

Length
1 reel

Feb. 17. .. .1870 feet. .. .
2 reels
June
2 reels

1

SepL 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . .Jan. 12
June 30

3 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 30

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June 16

2 reels
2
2
3
2

reels
reels.
reels.
reels

♦llOn the Beach
at Atlantic
4 Revue
•t{Pagllaccl—
Prologue
(F) City (F).Frledland
Richard Bonelll
tiRoyal Hawaiian Singers (F)
Soni Program
♦tjSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
t{Sound Your A (F)

3 reels

•t{South SeaFried
Songsandantt
Dances
•t{Stewed,
Boiled
(A. T.) Royal Hawallans
(F)
Robert Benchley

1 reel
2 reels

•t{Treasurer'8
Resort
Benchley
Chic Sales
to Gei Me.'. '.'.'.'.. Robert
•tjThey're Coming
•t{Waltzlng
Around (A. T. (F)
Clark 4 McCullough
*t{Watef Boy
Kebtuoky Jubilee Singers
•tSWhIts Faced Fool
Lionel Atwill
t {Why Be Serious? (F)
Will Mahoney

1 reel
2 reels.
1 reel. .

Feb. 23

5986 feet
29
Sept. 7
feet . April
24. . 5305
Mar. 279
5227 teet .
10
Mar. 2
.6444 feet..
10..
Dec. 29
20 . .8724 feet . June 8
12 . 574,1 feet..
12 . 5754 feet..
.8784 feet..
18. . 8725 feet.. Juiy 27
18. .
5903 feet .
17
5024 feet .
17
5419 feet .
23
5389 feet
23
5674 feet
14
.4965 feet.. .May
4
7. .
7. . .4653 feet .
.5981 feet . .May
4
24. . . 5959 feet
24 .
.6111 feet.. .June 15
2 ..
2. .. .6106 feet. .
.6641 feet ...Sept. 29
23.. 5460 feet... July 20
7... 5536 feet
.June 1
5. . .
5.. 5511 feet
6072 (eel
feet
10
6050
10..
.5557 feet
3 ..
April 6
3... .5526 feet.
.5775 feet.
24. . .
Aug. 24
8
.5163 feet.
.April 208
.June
14 . . . .5834 feet.
31 . . . 5809 feet
!
Mar.'
23
31
.5531 feet
.Feb. 16
20
.
.
5563 feet
20
.5537 feet.... May 18
19... .5192 feet
14. . . 5185 feet
14 . . 6388 feet
25
. .5442 feet
21 . . . .5489 feet ...May 25
21 . .
6500 feet
18

t Mtans sound tdecU.

Alclne Pastoral, An
Azure Coast, The. .
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee. A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The Mississippi
Drifting Through Gascony
Ends of the Earth
Harvest, The
Historic Hungary
King Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Snowbound
Squadrons of the Sky
VestTtle
Pocket Republics

Reviewed
..Sept. 14

FOX FILMS
Title

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title
Star
*t5Cock-Eyed
World
The
(A. T.
(F & D)
Lowe-Damlta-McLaglen
*t5Girl Downstairs (F & D)
O'Brien-Moran
•tJHurdy Gurdy (F & D)
George Jessel
*tKiver (F & D)
Farrell-Duncan
(Silent Version)

...

1 reel

..""
Sept

8
'

.Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
Thru the Breakers
*t{Tlmes Square

Star
Livingston-Herbert
Day-Lubln.

Length
Rel. Dale
Jen.
Mar. 31.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title

Star
"

*t{Allas Jimmy Valentine (D)

Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent
Version)

All at Sea
*t{Bridge of San Luis Rey (D)

Dane-Arthur
Damlta-Alvarado
(Silent
Version)
(Silent Version)
Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)
Page-Love-Klna.
Dane-Arthur
Gilbert-Nolan
Tim McCoy
Haines-Crawford
(Silent
Version)

*tSBellamy Trial, The (D)
•t{Broadway Melody (A. T.) (D)
China Bound
♦tDesert Nights (D)
Desert Rider
*t{Duke Steps Out (D)

•tFlyIng Fleet (D)
Novarro-Page
•t {Great Power. The (A. T.).
Soeclal Cast
..
*f {His Gloiious Night (A. T.) (D) . . .Gilbert-Owen
•t§ldle Rich. The (A. T.) (D)
Nagel-Love-Hyams
♦tJLast of Mrs. Cheyney (A. T.) . . . . Shearer-Rathbone
(Silent Version)
Loves of Casanova. .
. .
Ixan Mosjoukine
*t§MadameX (A.T.) (D)
Ruth Chatterton
•tMan's Man, A
Halnes-Dunn
Morgan's Last Raid
Tim McCoy
*t{Our Modern Maidens (D)
Crawford-Page-LaRocque
Overland Telegraph
Tim McCoy
*t {Pagan (D)
Novarro-Adoree-Janls
(Silent Version)
Single Man, A
Cody-Pringle

§ Means voice (Intlading dialogue and incidental tongt).
D Meant dite. F Meant tound-on-6bn.

Reviewed

6420 feet.
6000 feet.

Length

Reviewed
Rel. Dale .7803 feet.
26. . 7142 teet. ...Nov. 24
Jan. 26. . 5345 feet
Jan.
79Pn feet . May 28
Feb,
Mar.
30
Mar. 30 . .7880 feet... Feb. 23
Mar. 30
Feb. 23
8268 feet... Feb. 2
Mar. 2
7524 feet
Mar. 2.
9372 feel... Feb. 18
April 1 , .571 6 feel... April 20
May 18 . .6177 feet... Jan. 10
.4943
feet
Mar. 9. .
May 11. . 6236 teet... April 20
Mar. 16..
16 . .6201 feet
Mar.
.9044 feet.... Feb. 18
Jan. 19..
April 20
June 22
.7351 feel.
June 15 . .8651
feet., .Aug. 17
July
66.. .. .6434
.June 1
6179 feet.
teet.
July
Feb. 16
.8832 feet.. ..June 8
Aug. 17.. .6683 feet.. .April 20
May 25 . ,5264 feet
Jan.
5
4
,6976
feet. . . May
4815 feel
Aug. 24. .
Feb. 2
Mar
2.
.7453 feet. .
April 27. .
April 27. . . .7353 feet
Jan. 12
6596 feet

A. T. after title ««aiu 41/ Talkie.

Motion

1090

Picture

News

TitU
Title

SUr

*tSingle Standard, A

Garbo-Asther-Brown.
(Silent Version)
Sioux Blood.
, McCoy-Frazer
*i§Speedway (A. T.) (D)
William Haines
•fiSplte Manlage
Busier Kealnn
(Silent Version)
•tTrall of' 98 (D)
Del Rlo-Forbe»
(Silent Version)
*t!Thunder (D)
Chaney-Haver
(Silent Version)
•fTlde of Empire (D)
Aduree-Our»ea
•t{Trla I of Mary Dugan. The (A. T.)
(D)
Shearer-Warner-Hickett
*t§Uniioiy Nig'it. The (A. T.) (0)... .Young-Torrence-Seaastian
♦tVlkIng The CTechnlcolor)
Starke-Crisp
WHIard Mack
•tJVolceot the City (A. T.) (D)
.Silent Version)
•tJWhwe East l» East
Chaney-Vele/-Ta/lor
•♦Wild Orchids '0>
Garho-Aslher
•tJWise Girls (A. T.) (D)
The Nugents-Lee- Young
•tJWonder of Women. The
Slone-Vvuod
(Silent Version)

SHORT
Title

SUBJECTS

star
Ufa OdilMes
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa OddHles
Ufa Oddities
Laurel- Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa

Allah 'L Allah
Ancient Art, An
Bio Business
Brown Gold
Dealers in Bahles
Dojble Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
Fast
Freight nf Gold
Founriaiions
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader. Tne
Liberty 'Silent Version)
LIghl ol India The
Llllle Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
MovIp Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy
Off to Noises
Suftalo (Silent Version)

Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godw!n
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Sojln
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddilies
"Our Gang"
Charley
Chase

Oriental Motoring
Outlandish Manners
Pair of Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny, A
Secret Boorehnunds

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddilies
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities

That's My Wife (Silent Version)
Thin Twins
Thundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
Unklsscd Man. The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?
Wiggle Your Ears (Silent)
Witch Doctor

Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

Ufa Oddities

Rel. Date

Length
6574
6474
.4811
6962
7047
.6530
8799

Revleweo
feet. . . Aug.
3
feet.
Aug. 3
feet.
feet
Aug. 31
feet
feet.... Feb. 2
teet
Feb. 8

8799
.7733
.788}
.6552

teet Mar July
24 '28
feet...
13
feet
feet

July
July
April
Sept.
AoHl
April
Jan.
Jan.
June
July
Mar.

29 .
29.
20.

Juno
Sept.
Nov.
Aiirll
April
Ma>
Feb.

8. .10321
. 8498 feet..
feet
14
feet..
2. .8391
742/ feet
13
13. ..5319 feet.,
bDUu ruut
4
23. .9235 feet

.Apr. 13
Aug. 24

July 13 — 8796 feet.
.6835 feet.
July
13.

.July 27

6
6.
6
5
25.
20.
23 .

Rel. Date
Mar. 1(
Mar. 2
April 20. . .
July
6...
Aug.
3 . .
May 18 . .
Feb.
2 ..
Jan. 12. . .
May
4. ....
May 11.
July
6. .
Jan.
5. . .
Mar. 30 . .
May 25 . .
April 27 ..
Jan. 26 . .
April 6. .,
June 1 . . .
Mar. 16 . .
Jan. 12 ..
May 11. ..
Jan.
5 .
Feb. 169 .. ,
Feb.

.1
.1
2
.1
.1
2
.1
.2
.2
.1
.2
.2

Length
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels

April II
Mar. 23
April

(

Reviewed

June 19

• " reel
2reels
1 reel
2reei8
2r9els
.22
.2
.2
.1

feejs
reels
reels
reels
reel

June

8

.2 reels

.2 reels
.1 reel
July 20 . , .1 reel
June 8 ..
Feb.
2 . . .2 reels
April 13.. .1 reel
May
4 . 2 reels
Feb. 16. . .1 reel
. .2 reels
Mar. 23 .
April 13 .. .2 roeis
May 25 . . .2 reels
June 22 . . .1 reel
April 27 . . .2 reels
Jan. 19.. . .1 reel
Mar. 2 ., , 2 reels
Mar. 30.. . .2 reels
. .2 reels
April 6 . . . . 1 reel
May 25 . .

June

July

Coining Feature Attraction*
Title
*t}Anna Christie (A.T.)

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Greta Garbo.

♦uBattieof the Ladies(A.T; )::::::""'"'."""";::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;::;:::::
*t§Bishop Murder Case. The (A. T.) Basil Rathbone
•tjBugle Sounds, The (A.T.):....:
•tfCollege Life (A. T.)
Starr-Nugenl-Montgomery
*1 {Cotton and Silk (tentative) (A.T.) . Duncan Sisters
Deadline, The
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
•♦{Devotion 'A. T.I
•t jDynamite (A. T.) (D)
PIckford-Wood-Nagel
11550 feet. . .July 27
•tJEva the Fifth lA. T.)
Lcve-Hackell-Doran
♦tSFlve O'clock Girl. The (A. T.).. . . Davies-Arthur-KIng
•({GlrlintheShow The (A. T.)
*t§Hallelulah (A.T.) (D)
Colored Cast
9711 feet. ...Aug. 24
•t§Happy
•tJIris I A. Days
T.) (A. T.). . ..'.'.'.'.... ..Starr-Nugent-Montgomery.. ............ ..'
•tSJudlcial Murder (A T.)
• ISLIghts and Shadows (A. T.)
•♦{Lord Byron of Broadway (A. T.).
Davies-Shaw
•t5Marlanne(A. T.).
(Silent Version)
May 25
•tiM-G-M Hollywood Revue 011929
(A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
116S9 feet. . . .June 29
♦UMontana (A. T.)
•tSMysterlous Island The
Hughes-Daly
Oct.
5
Mar. 2
*t {Navy Blues (A. T.)
Haines-Page
Nov. 23
•IJNIie Baby (A.T.)
Gordon-Hcltz-Waidridge
♦tjPennant
Winning
Battery, The
(A.T.)
Van&Schenck
•t {Pleasure Lovers (A. T.)
/
•t{Redemption (A. T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
•1|Revue of Revues (A. T.)
KIng-Love-Halnes-Crawford
•t}Road Show, The (A. T.)
Love-King
•t{Rogue's Song, The (A. T.)
Lawrence Tibbett
•t jShIp From Shanghai, The (A. T.)
•tjSong of Ihe Sunset (A. T.)
•♦{Song Wriler, The (A. T.)
•tSTablold (A.T.)
Telling the World
Halnes-Page-Perey
7184 feet
•ttThlrteenth Chair, The (A. T.)
•tjTwelve Hours of Love (A. T.)
•♦{Trader Horn
Harry Carey
'
'
'
*tiUntamed
Joan
Crawford
.

SOUND
Title
Al Wohiman (Di
At the Club (D)
Bernard & Henry (D)
Bernardo De Pace (0)
Bernardo De Pace (D)
•IJBerth Marks (A. T.) (0)
•tJBig Squawk The (A. T.) (D)
Bob Nelson (F)
Bob Nelson (0 1

SHORTS

Star
3 Songs
8 Victor Artists
3 Songs
3 Mandolin Solo*
Mandolin Soioi
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
3 Songs
3 Songs

* Mtamg tjnckromzei (core,

ReL Date
April 6 .
May 18 .
April 13. .
Jan. 18..
May
4..
June 1..
May 25..
Mar. 18. .
June 29..

t Meaiu (oomf elfecU.

Length
Reviewed
838 feet .
897 feet .
.686 feet..
.1 reel
..
690 feet .
.1807 feet.
.1710 feet.
. 1 reel ...
624 feet

*t§Boxlng Gloves (A. T.) (D).
Carl
Emmy's
Pets iD) Stair*. .'
Climbing
the Golden
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Copy
C'olo Camohell (Dl

Star
,"Our Gang"
Dog
Act King
Charles
Ames-Nye
Roscoe Karns
3 Snnas

Length
Rel, Date 2 reels
July 13. . . .897 feet
April
20 . . .2 reels
(T. color)..
2 reels
Jan. 12. . ,
2 reels
June 1... 641 feet

•tjDad's Day (A.T./ (D)
"Our Gang"
•ijOad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto (0)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayers \.F)
2 Songs
Em|i Borneo (D)
3 Songs
Fujzy Knight 'D'
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons D)
3 Songs
Gllberl-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (Oj Song Proaram.
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards Inlernafl Review (D). All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D>
Special Cast
Happiness Boys '0)
4 Songs
♦tjHay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•tHnlv Teiror The
"Our Gsnq"
...
*t§Hurdy Gurdy lA. T.) (D)
Roach Stars
Irvmy Aaronson s Commanders (D). .3 Band Nos
Jan Garber's Band ID)
3 Bard Noa
Jfin GsrhM'e Band 'D)
3 Band Mrs
Jimtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
i<pll«r SKIerii and Lvnch 'O)
3 Soii'js
*t§Leaping Love (A. T.) (D)
Charley Chase
•tLltinrty .
Laurel-Hardy
*t§Madamo Q (A.T.) (D)
Jocelyn Lea
Man Higher Up, The (D)
Walthali-Edeson
Mnr'on Harris F>
2 Soiics
*t§Men 0' War (A .T.) (D)
Laurel-Hardy
Metro Movlelcme Revuf No. 3 (Fi. . . All star Cast
Metro Movietone Re\neNo. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F./
Sherman-Chadwick
'tMovie Night
Charley Chase
♦fNolsy Noises
"Our Gang"
♦tJOId Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On ihe Marcn iF;
William O'Neal
•♦{Pnnuiar Ppoole 'A. T ^
Charlev Chase

July
Feb
June
Mtr
June
June
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Mar.
April
Jan.
May

*t§RaiIroadln' (A. T.) (D)
Revellers. The (D)
Revellers. The (D)
Robert Chlsholm (D)
Rube M'nstreis (F)
•tRuby Lips
Sardines A La Carle (D)
S^ilo Ahnv (DV

June
Mar.
April
May
Mar.
Jan.
June
Anrli

"Our Gang"
3 Songs
3 Songs
3 Songs
8 Virtor Artists
Charley Chase
Raymond Hitchcock
Snitalnv Band Revue

*{§SmailTalk 'A.T.) (D)
"Our Gang"
*l|Snappy Sneezer (A.T.) (D)
Charley Chase
Soi'C ol Ihe Roses D
Gus Edwards Revue
Spltalny and His Orchestra (D)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking Ihe Air (D)
Biltmore Trio
♦tThafs My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
•tThin Twins
Charley Chase
Tlta RuHo (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Uknlfle Ike 'F)
2 Songs
*t§Unaccustomed As Wo Are (A. T.)
(D)
Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
VIncenlLopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
. Laurel-Hardy
♦t}Vodevlile (A. T.)
'
"
•♦Wiggle Your Ears
"Our Gang"

l?flli^/^!!^!;"°^
^^J"",? ^^fln,'
Vvette Rugel (D)

Uurel-Hardy
3?^""?«„hu
Songs

6
23
29
23
22
8
2
23
9
22
2
6 (T.
5 (T.
25..

Reviewed
April 13

April U

2 reals..
2 reels.
1 reel
808
(eel
1 reel
627ieet
608 feet
1 reel
reel
11 reel

,

661 feet
1 reel
Color) 1043 ft. April
color
< 1 reel Aptllia
734 feet

reels
2 roHs
Mar. 9 . 1904 feet
May 11..
June I . . 793
1 reeleei
Fell. 9. . 88R (eet
May 11 . 2 reels
Feb. 18.. 1 reel
Ma' 3(1
June 22
2 reels. ..
Jan. 2b
2 '»i>is
June 8
1853 feet.
May 11... 1926 feet.
Jan. 2fi.
1 reni
June 29. . . .2 reals
Jan. 26 'T. color 2 reels April 131
April 27 (T. color 2 reels
Jan.
reels
" 19 .2 1696f
May 11 ...2 reelseef
Feb. 9
2 reels
July
2 reels
2 rppis
April 27.

May
July
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Feb.
Feb.
June

.1736 feet
15. . 1 reel
2 .
13 . 174 feet ...April 13
25 . 768 feet
April 13
9. . .1 reel
19. . ,.1154
feet
.2 reels
8. . . 2042 'pot
20
.2330 feet
18..
20.. . .2 reels
2. . iT. ciof) 1 reel
16. . . 2 reels
30 .
15 .
23 .
13. .
18..
6. .
4..

, . 1 reel
.1 reel
. .2 reels
. 2 reels
.465 feet
. .1 reel
..465 feet

April
Aprjl

0
B

4.. .1940 feet... July U
19 . . I reel
9. .
27. . :.833 feei:.... April 9
16
1 reel.
22' reels
reels. .
6.
23.. 1 reel
July IS
23.. .2 reels
16.. .702 teet

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Review eA
.10471 feet.
Jan 1?
Jan.
6.
Length
6492 feet. . Nov. 17
.Jan.
6. .10187
May 11
May 11. 6614 feet ..
(SllenI
Version)
May 11..
Jannlngs-Ralslon-Coope.
•tBetrayai, The
.8254
feet.
•fBehind the German Lines fO)
Special Cast
Jan. 12.
.Dec
a
..„
,, ^
^
^u ,. t>
7171 feet
'ISCanary
Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Brooks
(F)
Feb. 16 .
.Mar. 23
6943 feet
(Silent Version)
Feb. 16.
6290 feet
*t{Carnatton Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
Mar. 2.
(Silent Version)
Mar. 2
Mar. 2
7156
7229 feet
Case of Lena Smith. The
Ralslon-Hail
Jan. 19.
6164 feet
•tjCharming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Poweli
July
6
July 13
7081 feet
•t {Chinatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oiand
Mar. 23
7145 feei
(Silent Version)
Mar. 23
..„,
^
,.,,,.-,
„
^
6500 feet
feet
.,
. ^. .,
R613
Mar. IB
•tJCiose Harmony (A. T.) (F)
Rogers-Carroll
April 13
June 1
•♦{Cocoanuts lA. T.)
_,
4 Man Btothers-Eaton-Shaw.. May 23
*t}Dance of Life The (A T.)
Carroll-Skelly
Sept. 7. . .10619 feet.
June 29)
:jan:'i»
•t§Dangerous Curves (A. T.)
Bow-Arien
July 13
7278 feet.
July 13
iSilent Version)
7395 feet
*t§Dangerous Woman A(A.T.)(F). Baclanova-Brook
May 18
6643 feet
Mar. 23
(No Silent Version)
*t{Dlvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F). . MacLean-Prevost
July
6
5386 feet
(Silent Version)
5270 feet
Jaa 26
5832feet
Feb. ft
•tJDoctor's Secret. The (A. T.) (F) . Eaeson-Chatierton
(No Silent Version)
tiji.x..,.,
•tjAbie

star

Irish Rose (D)

•t{Dummy, The (A. T.) (F)
*t {Fashions In Love (A.T.)

Rel. Date

Rogers-Carroll
(Silent Version).

Bennett-Chatterton
(No Silent Version)
Menjou-Complon
(Silent Version^

*t5Fast Company (A. T.)

Oakie-Brent-Gallagher
(Silent Version)
♦tSGentlemen of the Press (A. T. (F). .Walter
Huston
(Silent Version)
♦tJGreene Murder Case. The (A.T.).Powell-Eldridqe-Arthur. .....
♦tJHole In the Wall (A.T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
•♦Homecoming, The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
♦tSHungarian Rhapsody The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
(Silent Version)
^tSlnnocents of Paris The (A. T.) (F) . Maurice Chevalier
(Silent Version)
*t{lnterf erence (A. T.) (F)
Poweli-Brent-Brook
(Silent Version)
♦t {Jealousy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels
*t§Lady Lies, The
Huston-Colbert

§ Meant voice (inelading dialogae and incidental »ongt).
D Metau dite. F Miohm Mani-on-Umt.

Mar.

9. . . .5354 feet. . . Mar.

June 29
6325 feet
June 29. . . .6024 feet.
Sept. 14
May
Sept.
April
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.
May

4. . . .7167 feet .
7. .6383 feet
27.. ..5850 feet..
18 . . .81 04 feet .
3. . .6137 feet .
3 .
.6165 feet..
25 . . .7815 feet.
6148 feet. .
Jan.
6
7487 'eet . .
Jan.
5 . .6843feet .
Sept. 8
Sept. 6
7004feet

A. T. otter title mtean* All Talkie.

July

ft
ft

Aug. 24
. May 18
Aug. 17
. Nov. 24
April 20
.Aug. 1(k
!AprlY2(t

.Oct 27
Sept. K

September

21,

1929

.May
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Date
TItip

Star

•tSUtter. The(A. T.) (D)

Jeanne Eaaeis
(Silent Version)
Werner Krauss
Dix-Collver
Arlen-Brian
(Silent Version)
Memou-Conkl.n
Oland-Arthur
(Silent Version)
Brice-Rooney
Dlx-Kane-Hall
Dowling-Nixon-Darro
(No Silent Version)
Richard DIx
(Silent Version)
Rogers-Brian-Collyer
Cooper-Carroll
(Silent Version)
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
W. Beery-Castle-Conklin
W. Beery-Castle-ConKlln

•tLooDlngthe Loop (D)
*t§Love Doctor, The (A. T.)
*t§IVIan I Love The (A. T.) (F)
Marquis Prof erred
*t§Mys'erious Dr. Fu Manchu
*t§NightClub (A. T.) (D)
Nothino But the Triilh 'A. T.)
*t|Rainbow Man The (A. T.)
*IRedskln (T-coIor) (D)
♦tJRrver of Rotnmce The
•tSShopworn Anyel. The (D)
*tSoul of France The
Stairs of Sand
Stairs 0 1 Sand
*t§Studio
Murder
(A. T.) (F)

Mystery

The

Eldrldge-Oland-Conklln
(Silent Version)
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklin
•tSThundetboll (A. T. (F)
Banctoft-W/ray-Arlen
(Silent Version)
•tJTnnq War 'A. T.) (See Chinatown NlqhlO
•1 JWheei of Life The (A. T.) (F) . . . . Dix-Ralston-Heggle
(Silent Version)
•tJWIld Party. The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
( Sil ent Version)
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
•♦Wrings
■
" Version)
"
(Silent
•tJWolf of Wall Street. The (A. T.)
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
(Silent Version)
•t}WoU Song 'Di
Cooper-Velez
(Silent Version)

SILENT
Title
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Auto Suggestion
Cow Belles
Crazy Onings (Christie)
Flvlng Yeast
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Fur Peace
Gold Socks
Happy Heels (Christie)
Hospitalities
Hal Aches
His Angel Child (Christie)
Joint Affair, A
Ko-Ko's All Wet
KoKo Beats Time
KoKo's Ctib
Ko-Ko's Focus
KoKo's Hot Ink
KoKo's Knock-down
KoKo's Reward
KoKo's Saxophonles. . . ' '
Ko-Ko's Signals
Lone Shark, The
Love Spats
No Eyes Today
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Oft the Deck (Christie)
*t}Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A. T.).. .
Papa Spank iChristle)
Petty Larceny
Reduced Weights
Reckless Rosle (Christie)
Rough Dried I Christie)
Sappy Service (Christie)
Sheepsklnned
Single Bliss (Christie)
Stage Struck Susie
Tight Places fChristle)
Torrid Toreadors
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Vanishing Screams
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie).
Title

May
May
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Anfll
May

25..
25..
2
10..
10. .
23..
20..
18. .

Feb.
Feb.
July
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.

23
23.
29.
12
12
24.

June
June

.
.
.
.
.
.

7643
.7402
7009
.7373
.7112

feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

Feb. 2
!!Aug.'i7
.Dec. 1
.Aug. 3
.Jan. B

.7536 feet.
8. . .4900 feet.
8..

June 1.. 6500 feet... May 4
June 1 . .6070 feet
5862 feet
Feb. 9.
June 22.. .8571 feet... June 15
June 22. . 7311 feet
June
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

.51 53 feet
22. .
..5305 feet
...Mar. 30
6.. . .7167teet
6036 feet
5 . 12267 teet
5 .
12267 feel Aug. 26 '27
9 . .6810 feet
9 . 6396 (eel
Dec.
30 . 6060 feet ...Mar.
30 . . .7021 feet

ReL
Mar.
July
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
June
May
Jan.
Jan.
June
Feb
Mar.
June
Feb
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Feb.
Aorll
Mav
April
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
Aorll
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

Date
Length
2 . . .2 reels
.
.1
reel
6..
5. . . .1 reel
reels
23.. ..2
. .1 ree
6..
19 . ..2re»'s
reel
22 . .. .1
.1 'eel
11. .
19 . . 2 reels
19. . . .1 reel
8. . ..1 reel
16 . . ..2 reels
16.. . .1 reel
. .1 reel
1..
9.. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
23. . . .1 reel
18 . . .1 reel
9.. . . 1 reel
20. . . .1 reel
23. . . .1 reel
6. . . .1 reel
4. .
13. . . .1 reel
27 . ..2 reels
12 . . .1 reel
. .1 reel
26. .
23.. . .2 reels
.1 reel
:
2. . ...12 reels.
reel
25. . . .1 reel
2. .
8 . . .2 reels
20.. . .2 reels
13. . . .2 reels
30.. . .1 reel
30 . 2 reels
4 . . . .2 reels
9 . .2 reels
7.. . . 1 reel
16. . . .2 reels
2.. . .1 reel
12. . , .2reels

Reviewed

Title

Rel.

Star

*t5lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•t}lnsolralion
Schubert's Songs
•t§lnstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
*t§ll Happened to Him (A T.) (F)... James Barton
•tS Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
•t§Just One Word (A. f.) (D)
Special
CastVersion)
(No Silent
•tJKIsses (A T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t«Knlghtsln Venic ((A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Ladies' Choice (A. T.)
Chariie Grapewin
•t§Meet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
•tSMelancholy Dame, The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tJMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•tMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•1§Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tSNow and Then (F)
Special Cast
*t{Ort in the Silly Night (Christie
A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tSOId Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•tJPost Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) Raymond Griffith
•tJPusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tSRuth Etting
Songs
♦tSSchubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's Insolratlon (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tjSchubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famou« Composer Series
*15Schubert's Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
•1 {Schubert's
Unfinished
Symphony iD)
Famous Composer Series
•fSldewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
*t§Sleeping Porch, The (A.T.)
Raymond Griffith
♦iSSmiles
Song Cartoon
•tJThat Party In Person (D)
Eddie Cantor
(No Silenl Version)
*t§Tratfic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
'tJTwo Amprlcans (A T.) (F)
Waller Huston
•t{Two Little Chinese Maids (F). . . Chang-Kuma
•1 {Vital Subjetcs iA. T.) (F)
Butlerworth
•tSWhal Is II? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
♦tSWhcn Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t5Wive5 on Strike (A. T.)
•t Yankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•tYe O'de Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•1 iZlegf eld MIdnlte Frolic (A. T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

Length
1 reel
11

April ?0
May ?5
13
April
Jan.
Feb. 9
Mar.
Sept. 14

Reviewed

. 834 feet.
1 reel . . .
.1 reel...
2 ree s. . .
615 feet..
2 reels. . .
1 reel . . .
.2 reels. . .

Mar.

.2 teels. .. ...Mar.
reel
2.. .2
Feb. 30..
. 12 reels.
reels . . . ...Feb.
?0
April ?3
July
.2 reels. . .
Mar. 16
2 reels. . .
Mar. ?3
2 reels. . .
June 8
...May
April 6..
reels. .. ...Mar.
Mar. 2 . .2
.Mreei...
...Mar.
Feb.
2 reels
Sept.
.1 reel.
.Mar.
1 reel.
April
1 reel
Mar.
1 reel.
May
.1 reel.
Feb.
.1 reel...
June
. 1 reel . . .
Feb.
.2 reels. .
Sept.
.1 reel . .
.80S
feet.
Jan.

16
2

fi

.1 reel
2 reels
.1
.1 reel
reel

June
Feb.
June
Feb.

11
23
9
14
2

Feb. 23
Feb.

2

Mar.

0

.1 reel

May

.2 reels

Mar.
May
May

.1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
♦tjAppiause (A. T.)
•♦{Backstage Blues (A. T.)
♦t5 Darkened Rooms (A. T.)
♦tJFour Feathers, The

Star

•tJGay Lady. The
*1{Glof ifying the American GIri
•t^lllusion (A. r.)
*t§<ifaitzer (A. T.)
*t {Laughing Lady, The (A. T.)
*t{ Medals
♦tSPointed Heels (A. T.)
*t{Return of Sherlock Holmes, The
(A. T.)
Clive Brook
*t§Saturday Night Kid. The fA. T.). .(Clara Bow
*t§Vagabond King, The (A. T.)
King-MacDonald-Oland
•tiVirginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arien
*t{ Welcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t|Why Bring That Up (A.T.)
Moran & Mack
*li (Woman Trap, The (A.T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
•tJYouth (A. T.)

Rel. Date

Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack
Brent-Powell
Ar!en-Wrav-Powell-Brool<
(Silent Version)
Gertrude Lawrence
Eaton-Healey
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
Green-Brian-Hamilton
Eagels-Brooks
Gary Cooper.
Powell-Ralston-Kane

Length

7472 feet

Reviewed

April 20
.
Aug. 31

Oct. 19
Aug. 30

6168 feet

May 28
Aug.' 24
Sept.! 7

Hersholt-Wray

.'

PARTHENON

PICTURES

FEATURES

June 29
Title
tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover ,The
Wild Heart of Africa. The

Star
Talmadge-Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So Jin-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

Rel. Date

May 25

Length
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels

Revleweit

June 16

SHORTS
Rel. Dale

Star

♦tJAdam's Eve (A. T.)
♦t}After Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•tJApartmenl Hunting (A. T.) (R.. . Special Cast
•t§Blrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
•t§Bl8hop's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
WaltrHuston
(No Silent Version)
*tiBooklovers (tentative) (A. T.)
Special Cast
•tjBoyhood Days (F)
Borrah MInnevltch
(No Silent Version)
•tSBlue Songs (D)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•tJCarnlval Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
♦tjChlnatown
Song Cartoon
tiCroonIng Melodies (A. T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
•tDalsy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
*t50ear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tjDear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F).. Special Cast
•tSFalse Alarm Fire Co.. The (F)
Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
•tJFatal Forceps. The (A. T.)
tJFavorlte Melosles (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
'<'t§Florlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F).. .Special Cast
•tJFraming
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tiGood Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.).. Lois Wilson
•tJHIghiowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
♦tJHint to Brides. A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
*t {His College Chums (A. T. (F) . . . . Eddie Peabody
•tJHitor Miss (A. T.)
•tJHot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
•t{Humorou8 Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart

* Mtant tynchromzed tcore.

Aorll 13 ..
April 13. .
M«. 18...

Reviewed
.SBRRfaet . ..Mar. te
.5490 feet..
.6676 feet . ..Feb.23
5503 feet.
Sept. 14
.6669 feet.
.6453 feet. . .April 27
5506 teet
.7267 feet. ; Jan. 28
.7695 feet. ..June 15
.4000 feet.
7256 feet.
..April 27
.8630 feet..

SHORTS

Star
Jack Duffy
Kraiy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Doolev
Krary Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobbv Vernon
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Song Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Frances Lee
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Bobby Vernon

SOUND

Length

Rel. Date

May 18..
Mar. 9..

Reviewed
Length
. 2 reels . . .
.2 reels. ..
.2 reels. ..

Feb. 18 . .2 reels

Feb.2.

eb. 23 . .1911 feel

Feb.
Mar.
June
May
June
Mar.
July
Mar.
June

6 . . .1 reel
23 . . .1H reels
. 1 reel
16.. . . 1 reel
. . 1 reel
1 .
4 ..2reelc
22 . ..2 reels
9 ..1 reel
..2 reels
20. . ..2 reels
..1
reel
16..
16. . ..1 reel

April 27. . ..2 reels
..Ireei
..2 reels
July
6. .
April 6.. ..2 reels
.2
reels
July 20..
April 13. . . .1 reel
. .2 reels
May 26.. ..2 reels
April 13.. .1 reel

f Mean* *oand effect*.

Title
♦tJAwful Truth, The (A. T.) (F)
*t§Big News fA. T.) (F)
Forty-Flvu Calibre War
*tiGeraldlne (F)

.2 reels.
June IS.
Jatk 28 . .1610feet
Jan.

PATHE
FEATURES

Mar. 2
Mar. 16

June

1

Feb.

2

•tSGodiess Q
The (F)
Hawk of the Hius. .
*t§Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F)
*t§High Voltage (A. T.) (D & F).
•tiLeatherneck. The (F & D)
*t§Lucky in Love (A. T.) (D & F).
•t{Mother's Boy (D & F)
.tNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
•tJNolsy Neighbors

Mar.

9

Sept. 14
Feb. 2

June

1

Star
ina Claire
(Silent Version)
Coleman-Loft
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Aug. 10. . . .5930 feet
SepL 7. . . 6028 feet
Feb. 17. . . 4790 feet
Jan. 20
5959 feet
Jan. 20. . .5587 feet

Basquette-Prevost
(Silent Version)
Ray-Miller
Ann Harding
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
(Silent Version)
William Boyd
(Silent Version)
Downey-Lawford
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)

Mar. 31 .
Mar. 31 .
Mar 17.
Sept.28.
June 16.
Mar. 24
Mar. 24.
Aug. 17
May 12

Mar.

6

. .9328
. . .9019
. . .4840
.. .6440
. . .5743

feet. . . Sept 1
feet
feet
feet. .. Aug. 31
feet.
May 28
6966 feet.
.6898 feet..
April 13
6870
7423 teet
teet.
May 141
Sept.
6015 feet.. Feb. 8
5998 feet. .
. 6511
5735 feet..
feet .

*t{Office Scandal (F)

Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
(Silent Version)
Phyllis
(Silent Haver
Version)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

*t§Paris Bound
•tJSal of Singapore (F)
♦tiSailor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)

Harding-Fenton
Haver-Hala
(SilentHale
Version)
Alan

Aug. 3.
Jan.
4
Sept.14.

Ship Comes In, A
•tSShady Udy, The (F)

Dresser-Schlldkraut
Phyllis Version)
Haver
(SllenI
Allen-Fair

June 4. , .6902 feet ..June 23
..6808 feet... Mar. 30
Jan.
Jan. 20.
20 .6132 feet ...Nov. 17
4554 feet
Jan. 20

Sin Town

§ Mean* voice (including dit.logae ani incidental tongt).
£> Meau dite. F Mean* MonJ-on-ZUm.

12.
27.
27,
33. .

Feb. 18

.6511 feet..
.6684 feet..
. 6349 feet. .

T. after title m^ean* All Talki'.

July

8

Motion

1092
Title

Rel.

Star

♦tSSophomore (A. T.) (F)
*t|Square Shoulders (F). .
•tIStrange Cargo (A. T.) (R

Qulllan-Loff-0'Nelll
(Silent
Version)
Junior Coglilan
(Silent Version)
. Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

SILENT
Title
All Aboard..
April Showers.
Baby's10 Birthday
Back
the Soli
Ball Park, The
Big Burg, The
Big Si. 01, The
Black Book. The
Black Duck. The
Bridle Bvways
Break of Day, The
Button My Back
Cabaret, The
Calling Hubby's Bluff. .
Caughl In a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shave, A
Clunked on the Corner.
Cold Steel
Cop's Bride. The
Cycle ot Erosion .The
Dogging It
Don I Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute. The
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Fish Day
Fish and Feathers

SHORTS

Star
. Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee.
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
."Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllaht
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
"Aefop Fables"
.Billy Bevan
.Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
. Sportlight
Burke-Dent
.Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportlight
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight

Fight Game, The
"Aesop Fables"
Foolish Husbands
Bevan-Dent
Footwork
Sportlight
Forest People oJ Central Africa
Educational Rim
Fruitful Farm, f lie
"tesift Fables"
Girls Will Be Boys
Sportlight
Glaciers
Educational Film
Grandma's House
"Aesop Fables"
Great ice Age of North America
Educational Film
Head Hunters of Solomon Islands.. .Educational Film
House Cleaning Time
In His Cups
Kidnapped
Knowing the Ropes
Lad and His Lamp, A
Ladles Must Eat
Land o' Cotton
Little Game Hunter. The.
Matchmaking Mamas.

"Aesop's Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
Fables"
Rice Sportlight
."Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
. "Aesop Fables"
. "Aesop Fables"
. Burke-Eilers-Kemp

Masai, The "
Educational Film
Midsummer's Day Dream. A
"Aesop Fables"
Mild or Mighty
Sportlight
Night Walcnman's Mistake The
Johnny Burke
No Children
Halnes-Coombs
No Vacation
Halnes-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportlight
Polo Match. The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Halnes-Coombs
aueen Bee. The
"Aesop Fables"
ueen ot Ihe North Woods (Serial). . Clair-Miiler
Right Technique, The
Sportlight
Rodeo. The
. . Star Cast
Rhythm
Sportlight
River Driver, The
Sportlight
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Rim
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportlight
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Three Game Guys
"Aesop Fables"
Tomato Omelette
Halnes-Combs
Under Dog. The
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Halnes-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportlight
Watch My Smoke
Halnes-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportlight

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

Star

,t}AI the Dentist's (A. T.) (D & F) . LeMalre-Simon
*t§Barbers' College. The (A. T.)
Kemper-Knapp
*t§Beach Babies (A. T.) (D & F)
♦IjBig Scare, The (F & D)
"Aesop Fables"
*1ii3lack Narcissus (A. T.) .
"Buck & Bubbles"
♦tbugvilie College Days (D 4 F). . . ."Aesop Fables"
♦tBy Land and Air (F & D)
"Aesop Fables"
•({Clothes Make the Man (A.T.)
■tClowning theGamelO 4 F)
Sportlight
»tSCnncenlration
"Aesop Fables"
•tCondllioning
Sportlight
•tJCrystal Champion
Sportlight
•tjCustard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
•tJDancing Around (A.T.) D 4 F). LeMalre-Phillips
"
~
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
♦tparktown
Follies
(A. ~
T.).
♦tDlnner Time (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tJOoIng Phil a Favor (A. T.l
•tJDuffers (A.T.) (0 4 F)
Sportlight
•t it^nd ot the World (A. T.)
♦tJFalrwaysand Foul (A. T.)
•({Fancy That
Frawley-Dewey
•({Faithful Pup (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
•( {Fifty MllesFromBroadway( A.T.)
Walson-Mervilie
•UFowl Play (A.T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
•({Gardenof Eatin (A.T. (D 4 F). The Gleasons
•tSGentiemen of the Evening (A. T.)
♦tJGo Easy, Doctor (A. T.) (D 4 F).. LeMaire-Slmon
•({Hard Boiled Hampton (A.T.)
Harry Holman
♦({Haunted
A. T.l
Evelyn Brent
♦( {Her New Chauffeur (A.T.) (D4F). . Simon-Te.isdale
♦tSHis Operation (A.T.)

* Meant synchronized score,

Date

Length

Reviewed

Title

Star

Picture
Rel. Date

News
Length

*t5High Toned (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
Feb. 23. . . .2 reels
*t§Honest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
May 18
2 reels
Mar. 31. . B438 feet
*t§ln and Out (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
Nov. 3. . . .2 reels.
Mar. 31 . . 5477 feet ... April 6
*t}Jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
July
7
1 reel
Mar. 31 . . . 7099 :eet ...Feb. 23
*f§Jungle Fool. The (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
1 reel
*t5Llncoln (Special reel) A. T.) (D &
Mar. 31.. . .6134 teet
F)
George Billings...
Feb. 10
1 reel
♦tJMidsummer's Day A (D & F)... ."Aesop Fables"
July 28
1 reel
Rel. Date
Lenofh
RflvlnwMi *tjPathe
*t§IVIodernAudio
Rhythm
Sportlight Every WTeek
July 28.... 1 reel
Lengin
nevieweo
Review
Released
1 reel
Jan. 13. . •2 reels
*t5Pathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
1 reel
*t§Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
June 15. . , 'feel
.2 reels
.Jan. 10.. .2 reels
(D & F)
LeMaire-Slmon
Aug. 18.
.1
reel
*t§Pressing His Suit (D & F)
Topical Tips
June 2.
Mar. 3 . . . •1 ree'
. 1 reel
May 19 . ' reel
May 11 *tPresto Change (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
April 14.
*t§Rubeviile (A. T.)
Dec. 8. .2 reels
Mar. 24. . •1 reel
April 13 *t5Salesman. The (A. T.)
July 21 . . 2 reels
April 21.. ■ 1 fee'
.1 reel
July 21.. .10 episodes. July 20 *tSkating Hounds (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
April 28.
.2 reels
Mar. 16 *t§Smooth Guy, The (A. T.)
Oct. 27.
Mar. 17. . , .1 feel
. 1 reel
Mar. 31 . . , 1 reel
Mar. 30 *tStage Struck (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
Dec 23.
.1 reel
Jan. 27. ., 1 feel
*t5Stone Age Romance, A (D & F)... "Aesop Fables"
Aug. 18.
Feb. 24... ■2 reels
reels
Feb. 18 *t§Syncopated Trial (A. T.)
Seymour-Morley
Sept. 8. .12 reel
*fsropical Fits (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
July 28.
Aug. 25 . . 1 feel
.1 reel
Feb. 3. . , 2 reels
*t§Tooicai Nips (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
June 2
.1 reel
June 9 .. .2 reels
. 1 reel
*t§Topical Pips (A. T.) (D & F)
Topi-is of the Day
June 30.
Feb. 2
Feb. 10. .. .2 reels
*t§Topical Rips (A. T.)
Topics of the Day
Aug. 11.
.1 reel
.1 reel
Mar. 3. . .
*t§Topical
Sips
(A.
T.)
(D
&
F)
Topics
of
the
Day
July
28.
July
6
1 reel
June 23... .2 reels
*t§ Topical Wits (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
Sept. 8
Jan.
5
2 reels
Jan.
8... .2 reels
•tSTurkey for Two (A. T.)
Davis-Frawley
Aug. 25
.1 reel
Julv
6
.1 reel
July
7. .. .1 reel
*t{Wash Day (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 18
Mar. 30
. 2 reels
*t§ Wednesday at the Ritz (A. T.)
Jan. 19.
April 7... .1 reel
10
.2 reels
Jan. 20. . .
*t§Whata Day (A. T. (D & F)
Simon-Mallory
June 16.
.1
reel
Mar. 17... 1 reel
*t5Wood Choppers (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
June 9.
May 11
June 2... .12reeis
reel
Aug
Aug. 11... .10 episodes
Coining Attraction*
Mar. 3...
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
1 reel
May 18
May 26 . . .1 reel
May
18
May 26..
*t5Bachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F). . . Alan Hale
_
Feb. 22 . . . (tentative)
.1 reel
May
4
♦tjBIg Shot, The (A. T.) (F)
Nov. 30. . . . (tentative)
April 28 . . .2 reels
Mar. 18
(Silent Version)
Mar. 17. . .
June 22
June 23 . . .1 reel
*t§Clothes (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
Jan. 11 . . .. (tentative)
.1 reel
(Silent Version)
Jan. 20.
1 reel
Aug. 31_
_^
*t{Crashlng Through (A. T.) (R
Mar. 15. .. .(tentative)
Feb. B
Feb. 17. •' «••••
(Silent Version)
Feb. 10.
•' fee
;. :-Ji
*t{Flying Fool, The (A. T.) (0 & F)..Boyd-Prevost-R. Gleason
6748feet.
fee
Feb. 18
*t{Grand Parade, The (A. T.) (F)
f^ov. IB. . . .(tentotlve)
Feb. 24. ■]
•1 fee
(Silent Version)
Mar. 24.
1 f ««'
■
■
*Greenwlch Village Follies, The (A.
Feb. 3.
1 reel
Aug.
T.(F).
.Nov. 2...
July 21
(tentative).
. 1 reel
July
a
(Silent Version)
June 30
.1 reel
June 15
.Ann
Harding
Sept 28...
*t{Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F) . .
June
23
(tentative),
Jan.
B . 1 reel
Jan. 1?
•tSHIs First Command (A. T.) (F). . Boyd-Sebastlan
Nov. 2... (tentative).
Mar. 23
(Silent Version)
Mar. 10 .. .1 reel
Mar. 3. . . .2 reels
♦tSHot and Bothered (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
Mar. 1 . . .
1 reel
Jan. S
(Silent Version)
(tentative).
Jan.
6
1 reel
. . May
4
May
5 . .2 reels
♦tSNegiigee (A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
Feb. 1 . . . (tentative),
Mar.
30
Mar. 31 . . . . 1 reel
.(tentative).
*t§Officer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
William
Boyd
Nov.
30.
.
.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
8 .. . 1 reel .
♦tSPainted Desert (A.T.) (F)
William Boyd
Feb. 15... (tentative).
July 28 . . . 1 reel
(Silent Version)
Feb. 3. . .
.2 reels
April Z7
♦tJParachute (A. T. (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
Mar. 22... (tentative).
April 23 . .2 reels
Mar. 10 . .
(Silent Version)
Jan. 13. ..
*t{Play Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie
Jan. 18. . . (tentative).
(Silent Quillan
Version)
April 13
April 21. . .2 reels
(tentative).
Feb,
Jan. 20 . . . 1 reel
*t§Oh
Yeah
(A.T.)
(F)
Armstrong-Jas.
Gleason
Oct. 12...
. 1 reel
June 1
(Silent Version)
June 2. . .2 reels
June
1
June 2. .
*t5Red Hot Rhythm (A. T.) (F)
' aie-Dunn-O'Keefe-Crawford. Oct. 26. . . (tentative).
.1 reel
Feb. 6
(Silent Version)
Feti. 17. .
May 12. . . .10 episodes..
*t}Rich
People
(A.
T.)
(F)
Constance
Bennett
Oct. 5 . . . (tentative) .
July 20
(Silent Version)
July 21 . . . .1 reel
Mar. 24. . . .2 reels
*t§Racketeer
(A.
T.)
(F)
Armstrong-Lombard
Nov. 9 . . . (tentative).
Aug. 3
(Silent Version)
Aug. 4.. . . 1 reel
Aug. 10
Aug. 18.. . .1 reel
(tentative) .
*t{Treasure Girl (A. T.) (F)
Nov. 23.
Mar. 3 . . . 1 fee
*t§Thls
Thing Called Love (A. T.)(F) Constance Bennett
Feb. 8.
(tentative).
■.—
•
July
•
June
1^
(Silent Version)
June 9. .. .1 reel
.1 reel
Jark 19
Mar. 8
(tentative).
*t§Saratoga (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
Jan. 20.. .1 reel
July
6
July
7. .
(Silent Version)
.1
reel
Jan.
26
Feb. 3. . .
. .(tentative).
*t5Up
'Em (A.(A.T.)T.)(F)(F)
Dec. 7.
Feb. 17... „2 reels. ■.on
*t5War And
and AtWoman
Boyd-Hardlng-Armstrong
Jan.
4. . .(tentative).
1 reel
July 20
fSilnnt Version).
Uerslnn^
(Silent
Aug. 4...
May 11
May
5... .2 reels
*t5Woman Afraid, A (A. T. (F)
Oct 19. ..(tentative).
.1 reel
Mar. 30
(Silent Version)
Mar. 31... .2 reels
July
6
June 30. .
Jan. 27... .2 reels
April 21 . . . .1 reel
April 20
Mar. 30
April 7 . . .2 reels
FEATURES
April 6
April 4. . ..1Ireel
reel
Jan. 12
Jan. 13 . . . 1 reel . . . > . Feb. 2
Title
Star
ReL Date
Length
Feb. 10. . . , 1 reel
May 11
April 28. .
Air Legion
Lyon-Sleeper
Jan.
8... 6361 feet
Amazing Vagabond
Bob Steee
April 7
5081 feet
Big Diamond Robbery
Tom Mix
May 13
61 14 feet
ComeandGetIt
Bob Steele
Feb. 3
5264reet
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
.2 reels
Mar. 23
•t{Delightful Rogue, The
Rod La Rocque
Sept 22
Mar 24 . . 2 reels
Drifter, The
Tom Mix
Mar. 18
5896 feet
Dec. 22 .
Fury ot the Wild
Ranger
Jan.
6
4899 feet
Aug. 4
2 reels
July 13
Freckled Rascal
Buzz Barton
Mar. 31
4882 feet
^
. . .12 reels
reel
Aug. 31
Sept.
14
Hardbolled
,
O'Nell-Tashman
Feb. 3.
.5940feet
Sept. 15
Idaho Red
Tom Tyler
April 21
. .4783 feet
1 reel
July 20
Aug. 4,
Laughing at Death
Bob Steele
June 2
5003 feet
1 reel
July 13
July 21.
2 reels
Jazz Age
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Feb. 10
6245 feet
Feb. 16
Ultle Savage
Buzz Barton
May 19
4781 feet
. 1 reel
June 1
June 2 . .1 reel
June 15
Love In the Desert
Borden-Trevor
May 17... 6396 feet
June 23
June 1
One-Man Dog
Ranger
Mar. 3
4481 feet
June 9. . 1 reel
Outlawed
Tom Mix
Jan. 21
6057 feet
1 reel
April 27
May
6
Pals of the Prairie
Buzz Barton
July
7
4776 feet
1 reel
May 29
May 26
Pride of Pawnee
Tom Tyler
June 9
4750 feet
April 13
April 21. . .2 reels
, . 2 reels
•■tSRio Rita lA. T.)
Daniels-Boles
Sept 15
April 13 . .1 reel
Red Sword
Nixon-Colller Jr
Feb. 17
6343 feet
Oct. 14
•t§Side Street
3 Moore Bros
Sept 8
6965 feet
Mar.16. . .2 reels
. 1 reel
•tISlreet Girl, The
Betty Compson
Aug. 11
8200 feet
Sept. 8 ...2
reels
•t}S^ncopatlon (A. T.)
Downey-Warlnge Band
7626 feet
Sept. 29 . .2 reels
.4823
Trail of the Horse Thieves
Tom Tyler
Jan. 13.
6199 feet.
feet.
Oct. 13
Woman I Love
Morris-Kerry
May 26
.4717 feel.
SepL 22 . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
.
Vagabond Cub
Buzz Barton
Feb. 10.
.61 39 feet.
May 12
.2 reels
•f§Very Idea, The (A.T.)
Frank Craven.
Sept 13.
1
Feb. 2.
Jan.
..2 reels
Voice of the Storm
Sleeper-Dane
Dec 29. . .2 reels
Jan. 20
5957 feet.
Aug.
10
Yellowback,
The
T.
Moore-Owen.
Aug. 11.
Oct. 20. . . 2 reels
Length
SHORT SUBJECTS
.
.2reels
May
11
July 14.
.2 reels
June 8
July 28.
Title
Star
Rel. Date
2 reels
Aug. 31
Sept. 1.
Actualities
Cnrtosltles
Jan. 30... . 1 reel ....
2 reels
May 19 . .2 reels
.2 reels. . .
Big Hearted Toots
Duncan-Hill
Feb. 3...
Nov. 24.

Reviewed

Aug. 24. . . .6526 feet. , . .July 13

t Mean* loand eHecU,

July
8
Sept. 14
Feb. 2
July 20
July 20
June 1
May 11

Aplrl 27
Aug. 17
Sept. 14
June
July

1
6

Sept. 14
Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June 15
June 1

Reviewed

.June 22

RKO

§ Mean* voice (inclading dialogue and incidental tong*).
D Means ditc.
F Meant toand-on-6lm.

A. T. after title mean* All Talkie.

Reviewed

Aug. 24
July 20
Mar. 30

Reviewed

A.

September

21,

1093

19 2 9

Title
Birds and Beasts
Casper's Night Out
Don't Say Ain't
Faces
Follies of Fashion
Here and There
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barnev. A
JustaStali
Kummin' Thru the Rye
Mickey's Brown Derby
Micltey's Explorers
Micliey's Great Idea
MIcicey's initiation
Mlci<ey's Last Chance
Mlcicey's Menagerie
MIcicey's Northwest Mounted
Miclcey's Rivals
Neigh, Neigh. Sparit Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
Orienta
Pace That Thrills. The
Pot PourrI

Star
Curiosities
Duncan-Hill.
Hill-Duncan .
Curiosities. ..
Curiosities...
Curiosities...
Hili-Duncan .
Helium-Davis.
Heilum-Davis
Barney Helium
Mici<ey Yule
Miclcey Yule
Micitey Yule
Miclcey Yule
Miclcey Yule
Miclcey Yule
Miclcey Yule
Miclcey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Curiosities

Seelng's Believing
Slide. Sparlcy. Slide
Smile. Buttercup. Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Sunshine's Daric Moment
Toots' Big idea
Who's the Boss?

Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Duncan-Hlii
Hill-Duncan
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hlil
Hill-Duncan

SOUND
Title

Length
Rel. Date
Feb. 13. . . 1 reel
..Mar.
3... .2 reels
July
. April
. . May
..May
..May
..April
May
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
Apr.
Mar.
June
Sept.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Mar.
June
Jan.
Jan.
July
Jan.
April
Feb.
Mar.
June

2 reels

21
24 .. 1 reel
21 .. . .2 reels
7... .1 reel
.2reel8
26...
21
.2 reels
2 reels
19
.2 reels
27... . 2 reels
12
. .2 reels
17. . . .2 reels
30. . . .2 reels
7 . . .2 reel
14. . . .2reel8
17. . . .2 reels
9... .2 reels
30... .2 reels
24...
27 . . . . 1 reel
4. .. .1 reel
13 . . . Ireel
16 . . .2 reels
17. . . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
2. . .
14 . . .2 reels
6. . . . 2 reels
28... .2 reels
.2 reels
24... .2 reels
31 . . .
23. . . .2 reels

SHORTS

Star

•tjAge of Innocence. The (A. T.) (F).Paula Trueman
*t§Before BrealcfasI (A. T.) (F)
•tSBrldegroom, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
*t§Burgiar. The (A. T.MF)
Marc Connelly
•tjCaptain of His Roil (A. T.) (F)... .Vaughn-Cooice-SargenL
•tSCIown Topics (A. T.) (F)
*t}General Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
♦tGodfrey Ludlow (F)
Violin Solo
♦tSGunboal Ginsberg (A. T.) (F). . . .Nat Carr
•tjHeadworic (A. T.)
*t§Hunt the Tiger (A. T.) (F)
Kiricland-Teasdale-De Cordoba.
*t{Ja22 (A. T.) (F)
Duice Ellington & Orchestra
•tSLow Bridge (A. T.) (F)
♦t}Miclcey's MIdnlte Frolic (A. T.).. . Miclcey Yule
•t§Odd Facts
CuriosiUes
♦tiPaiooIca Flying School (A. T.) (F)
*t§Song and the Sergeant. The (A. T.)
(F)
*t§St. Louis Blues (A. T.) (F)
Smith-Washingto.-i-Mordecl
*tiStrange Interview. The (A. T.)(F).Sherwin-Knowles
♦♦jSuitor. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
•t§Traveler, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
*t§TwoGun Ginsberg (A. T.) (F). .. Nat Carr
♦tJUncle, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
•tJWhat Nexl (A. T.) (F)
*t§While Auto Waits (A. T.) (F)
*tiYour Own Home Town (A. T.) . . . Russ Brown

Reviewed

Length

Rel. Date

1 reel
2 reels.
2reols.
2 reels .
2 reels.

Jan. 5, '30..
Mar. 9, '30.
Oct. 13. . .
Aug. 11 . . .
Sept. 8. . .

Reviewed
..
. .
. .
..

,1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1
Sept. lb ... . reel
reels
. Nov. 10
. 12 reel
Feb. 9, '30 . .
2 reels
Aug. 18. . . . .1 reel
April 10...
Nov. 10. . .

.
May11,'30. 22 reels.
reels.
Sept. 8 .
1 reel . .
Feb. 2. . .
Aug. 18. . . 21 reels.
reel .
Oct. 13...
Dec
8. . . 1 reel . .

Sept. 14
June 22

Sept.14
.Sept. 14

2 reels.

Jan. 12. '30.

Coming Feature Attraction*
Title
*tiC6mpanlonate
•tJDamaged
•tJDance Hail
•tJFramed (A. T.)
•tJHaif Marriage
•tjHIgh River
•tjHIi the Deck (A. T.)
•tJHunted
•tJJazz Heaven
*tiLadles of the Past
♦tJLove Captive, The
*t5Night Parade (A. T.)
•*}Radio Revels {A. T.)
•t§Sensatlon (A. T.)
•tJTanned Legs
•tjUpperworid (A. T.)
♦tJVagabond Lover, The (A. T.)
•tSWIld Heart (A. T.)

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Olive Borden.
Betty Compson

Mar. 3U. '30

Borden-Blaine

Oct 13. . . .6481 feet

Biaine-Trevor
Betty Compson
Betty Compson
Prevost-Trevor-Gulllver

Oct. 20
Feb.

Reviewed

9

Sept. 29
Rudy Vallee
Bebe Daniels

Jan. 19

RAYART
Title

Star
Mason-Mower
Lee-Hallor
Keefe-Bedford
Keefe-Faire
Irene Rich
Carr-Raiston-Robarde
Dana-Lease
Coetello-Lease

STATE

Title
Rel. Date
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
April
Jan.

15. .
1..
1..
16. .
IS. .
IS. .
1..
IS. .

Length

Reviewed

"'*''•*'
eiei feet.
•••i
.6092
.5451 feet.
.6639 feet.
fee*.
.6901

.June

8

.6242 feet.

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Appasslonata
At the South Pole
Battle of Mens, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bondage
Broken Barriers
Captain Cowboy
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel, A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion. The
Dream Melody, The

* Mean

Star
Leon Malhot
Special Cast
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara
Wlihelm Dietarle
Special Cast
German Cast
H. Costeiio-Glass
Yakima Conult
Charles Uelaney
Harlan-Mariowe
Ivor Novello
Special Cast
Japanese Cast
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
Roche-Shelby

syuckromzed acore.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Rel. Date
•tSBurned Evidence (F)
Continental
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aft. European
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
CIrcumstantIa Evidence
Foster-Keele-Lake
Chesterfield
♦tjChooin's Passion
Robertson-Brlnkiey
Powers CInephone
•tSCIown. The (F)
Continental
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
Exodus to the New World, The. . . Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Noian
AH. European
•tJHouse of Secrets, The
Special Cast
Chesterfield
Just Off Broadway
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
■►tSLife For Sale, A (F)
Continental
Milak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Our Dally Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
*t§Phantom In the House, The (F)
Continental
•tJPrlnce ol Hearts. A
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version)
Imperial
*t§Rampant Age, The (F)
Continental
•tISecond Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental
♦[{Unforbidden Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy Love
Wegener-Peb'ovltch . . . Afl. European
Verdun
Special Cast
RIchmounI
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
♦tJWorldiy Goods (F)
Continental

SOUND

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Anne Against the World
Black Pearl, The
Brothers
Devil's Chaplain, The
Shanghai Rose
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Revieweo
Escaped from Hell
Muriat Eslerhazy
Aff. European
8 reels
Faces of Children
French Cast
Zaicoro
8000 feet
Fight For Ma'terhorn The
German Cast
Ufa Eastern
6840 feet
FortheTermof His Natural Life. Special Cast
Australasian
llOOOfeet
Fortune's Fool
Emii Jennings
L. T. Rogers
6100 feet
Golden Dawn
Warwiclc-Ward
Conquest
6200 feet
Hearts of Men
Harrls-Keefe
Anchor
6400 feet
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Woridart PIct
*t§ln Old California (A. T
Ferguson-Walthali Audible Pict
Sept. 14
into the NIghl .
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
6712 feet
Jade Caslcet, The
French Cast
Cosmos
5800 feet
It's Easy to Become a Father
German Cast
Ufa
6000 feet
Jazzland
Reynoids-Nye
Carlos
5700feet
Krassin
Russian Cast
Amicino
7 reels
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amicino
6290 feel
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4580 feet
Life of Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
7000 feet
Utile Wild Girl, The
Lee-Landls
Hercules
530n feet
Unda
Baxler-Foster-Beery . . First Division
6775 feet
Livingston in Africa
English Cast
Amer.-Anglo
6799 feet
Lucrezia Borgia
Ccmd Veldt
Mutual
7200 feet
Jan. 12
Man Who Cheated Ule
Velai-Krauss
Aii. European.. Feb. 8. 6000 feet
Feb. U
Marie Antoinet'e
Foreign Cast
Unusual
600C feet
Morgane, the Enchantress
Ivan Pelrovltch
Franco Film.... April 8 6800 feet
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
. .6500 feel
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
6400 leet
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa.
7000 feet.
Nana
Hessling-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
8700 feet
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
5215 feet
Aug. 3
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
5573 feet.
Passion Song, The
Oimsfed-N. Beery
Excellent
5080 feet
Sept.
19
Peacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfield
6400 feet
Power of Evil, The
Armenian Cast
6300 feet
Jan. 26
President, The
Mosjoukine-Vernon... E. L Klein
81 00 feet
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
6000 feet
Relliy of the Rainbow Division . . Haii-Garon
Crescent
6040 leet
Reward of Fal'h, The
French Cast
Conquest
5927 feet
Sejenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
5921 feet
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
8065 feet
Slleni Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4315 leet
Smoke Bellew
Conway Tearle
Firs* Oivlslan
6605 feet
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
7000 feet
South of Panama
Carmelita Geraghty... Chesterfield
6300 feet
Thai Murder In Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
5700 feel
Mar. 23
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
6941 feet
Three Loves
Kortner-Dietrich Moviegraph
Sept.14
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
5917 feet
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
7300 feel
Untamed Justice
Faire-Glass
Blitmore
5770 feet
May 2J
U-Boat9
ForelgnCast
Jofa Prod
6500 feet
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 .4421 feet
Yellow Ticket, The
Russian Cast
Amkino
Dec
8..6200feet .

Rel. Date
Length
DIst'r
Franco Rim.
April 23. 6600 feet
Pole Pict. Corp
8000 feet
British New Era
5500 feet.
Aywon
Aff. European
6200 feet
Big Three
5000 feet
Ufa
6040 feet
Excellent
8000 feet
Bell PIcL
4800 feet
Excellent
6660 feet
BIschoff Prod
6700 feet
Big 3
Aug. 1.. 7800 feet
Bell Pict
9000 feet
ShockuchI
Crescent
6608 feet
Arfa
5700 feet
Excellent
6050 feet

f Mtant totmi eifect$.

Reviewed
Mar. 23

July

Length

Revlewej

7 reels
6200 feet

June

I

.
6 reels
7 reels
7 reels
6 reels
8 reels

7 reels

7 reels
6714 feet

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Dale

Length

Revlewe

♦t§Accldental Treatment (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
■"tlAliey Op
Gorno Marionettes. . . Int'l Photo Play DIsl
1 reel
•tJAsleep at the Switch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 16.1 reel

(F) the Photographers (A. T.) Harry Delf
'^At
*t}At the Race Track (A. T.)
Martln-Harcourf
•tJBoney's Boner
Kolorone Cartoon
•t}Club Alabam (A. T.) (F)
Abble Mitchell
*tClyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jazz Nos
'*tSCouldl Be More Pollle (A. T.) The Carsons
*t§Dimples and Tears
Novelty
♦fDown Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
•t {Egyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
*t§Feed the Brute
Novelty
*tFlaming Canyons
Color l^oveity
•tJFrlend Husband (A. T.)
*1 Gaiiopng Gauche
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
*1§Grand Opera
Garno Marionettes
•tJHectic Hector...
Kolortone Cartoon
•1}Hoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
*t§ln Songiand
Norah Bianey
*tKids and Pets
Color Novlety
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial).. Logan-Milier
•tJKrtss Krosses
Kolortone Cartoon
•tiMarionettes. The No. 1 (F). .Novelty
•tiMarionettes, The No. 2 (F) . Novelty
•tJMeal Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
•tSMeet the Family (A. T.) (F).. Harry Delf
*t§Mickey's Follies
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
•tjMlser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
*t§Mitchell,Sissle& Blake
Songs
•tjMonkey Squawks (A. T.)
*t5Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
*t5Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A. T.)

§ lUtans voice (inclading dialogue and incidental longt),
D Meant diic. F Mean* $ound-»n-lilm.

Elbee
Imperial
Kolortone Prod
IntL DIst Corp

2
2
1
1

reels
reels
reel
reel

Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
Imperial
2 reels
;
General Talking Pict .1 reel
Sept 14
Castle
1 reel
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Castle
1 reel
Aug 10
Burr
2 reels
Disney Cartoon Feb. 1 . . 1 reel
General Talking Pict. . . .1 reel
Sept. 14
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel
InctL DIst Corp
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
Castle
1 reel
Mascot
Aug. 20. .10 episodes. .Aug. 17
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
InIL DIst Corp
1 reel
Elbee
2 reels
1 reel
Sept 14
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel
Burr
2 reels
Imperial
2 reels
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel

A. T. alter title Mean* AU Talkie.

Motion
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Picture

N eivs

Title

Title
Rel. Date
Length
star
•tjOne
Hundred
Per Cent.
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Weston
Imperial
2 reels.
•tOpry House
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon May
. .1 reel. .
♦ttParty. Ttie (D)
Safrus
1 reel . .
•t|PersonalityGlrlln Songs, The Norah Blaney
Inl'i Photo Play Dist
1 reel..
•tjPlkln' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel..
♦jpiane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon.Mar.
. .1 reel..
*t{Radlo Franks & Four Bachelors (F)
Song Program
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel..
•tiSlgned, Sealed and Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
•fSlxty Minutes From Broadway. Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel..
•tSteamtwal VMIIIe
Mickey Mouse Cartoon.Dlsney Cartoon Jan.
..1 reel..
•UThls and That (D)
Safrus
1 reel . .
•tJTIckel Please (D)
Safrus
1 reel. .
♦tTralling the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel..
•tTrlpIo the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Int DIst. Corp
1 reel..
•tSVarleties (D)
Saf-us
1 reel .
•tSVaudevllle (D)
Safrus
1 reel..
•tjwonderln's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel..
♦tJWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
1 reel..
ntWhrn the Clock Struck 12
(A. T J CF)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. DIst Corp
1 reel . .

SILENT

Reviewed
*tSBulldog Drummond
♦tfCoquet'te (A. T.) (F)
*tEternal Love (F)
*tEvangeline (F)
•tjiron Mask, The (F)

♦tSUdy of the Pavements (F)
*tRescue, The (F)
*tiShe Goes to War (F)
*t5This Is Heaven (F)
♦tthree Passions (F)

.June

rule

SHORTS

FEATURES

*t{Mldstream (F & D)
*tiMolly and Me (F & D)
•tjMy Lady's Past (F 4 D)
♦tJNew Orleans (F & D)

Star
O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Jessei-Oulmby
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Wlndsor
(Silent Version)
Brown-Benneit-Vaughn
(Silent Version)

Reviewed
Rel. Date
Length
Jan. 1 . . .6412 feet. ..Mar. It
..Mar. ia
Feb. 20
6430 feet.
Feb. 2
8653 feet. ..Jan. 12
Feb. 2. . . .8708 feet.
June 1

Bennett-Brown
(Silent Version)
Cortez-Bennett
(Silent Version)

April
April
June

Physician, The
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
•f}Two Men and a Maid (F & D). . Collier, Jr.-Bennetl
(Silent Version)
♦tJWhIspering Winds (F 4 D)
Southern-McGregor
(Silent Version)
♦tJWrecker, The (F 4 0)
Blackwell-Hume-Striker

SHORT
Title

Mar. 1 . . .8250
Mar. 1 . . .7476
.8077
1.. .5668
1..
2.. .6799

feel.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet

July
1. .
.6114 feet
Feb. 1
Feb. 20 . .6 reels
June 15.. .6532 feet
Aug. 15. .

Aug. 10. . .851 7 feet ...Aug. 17
Rel. Date

Length

reel
1 reel

•t§Cossack's Bride. The )D)
Color Symphony
♦tJFcstival of Bagdad, A (0)
Color Symphony
•f {Japanese Carnival A (D)
Color Symphony
♦tjin a Chinese Temple Garden (D). Color Symphony
•tjln Old Madrid (D)
Color Symphony
Little Vagabond
Color Classic
•ILove Ciiarm The (D)
Color Symphony
Lover's Paradise
Color Classic
♦tjMelodip (D)
Color Symphony
*tiMinuetle (D)
Color Symphony
•tSModern Cinderella, A (D)
Color Symihony
•t {Mountain King, The (D)
Color Symphony
No Womeo Allowed
Color Classic

June
1
Jan.
1
1 reel
Feb. 15. .. .1 reel
reel
1
Feb. 1
1 reel
reel
Sept . .
1 reel
Jan. 16
1 reel
1 reel
1
reel
1 reel
1
1 reel

•t{Pharoah's Daughter (D)
Color Symphony
•t{Sacred House, The (D)
Color Symphony
*t{Son9 0f India, A (D)
Color Symphony
*t{Songs My Mother Taught Me (D) . Color Symphony
«t{Tales of Araby (D)
Color Symphony
*f {Temple Bells (D)
Color Symphony
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
•t {Viennese Melody (D)
Color Symphony
Twinkle Toes
Color Classic
•{Way Down South (D)
Color Symphony

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1
1 reel
reel
1
1 reel
reel
1 reel
1
reel
1

Star

Reviewed

June 15

reel

July
Mar.
Mar.

..
1

Coming Feature Attractiona

Title

Mar. 21

SUBJECTS

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

♦t{Dangerous Business (A. T.)
•tJEnchanling Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
*t {Kathleen Mavourneen (A. T.)
O'Nelll-Delaney
♦t{Lost Zeppelin, The (A. T.)
Tearie-Vaill-Cortez
•tJMIsler Antonio (A. T.)
Carillo-Valll
♦1{MedlcinB Man, The (A. T.)
♦f {Painted Faces (A. T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
•t{Peacock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
•f {Troopers Three (A. T.)
•fjwoman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

UNITED
Title

Star
O'Mailey-Busch
(Silent Version)

* Means synckroidzed score,

(No Silent Version) Moore
Pickford-Brown-M.
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl
(Silent Version)
Del Rio-Drew
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silent Version)

April
May
May
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.

Boyd-Veiez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
Colman-Damila
rSHent
Version)

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
Terry-Petrovitch
(Silent Version)

Ju<y
July
June
June

Rel. Date

Length
8167 feet
April 20 .7253 feet
April 20 .

f Mean* Moand effecU.

Reviewed
. Mar. 18

12...
11...
11 . . .
24...
9. ..
9...

Length Reviewed
8767 feet... April 13
8767feet... Mar. 23

6498 feet.!! Jan.
6318 feet
8268 feet
June
8855 feet ...Jan.
88S9reet
8329 feet
feet... Mar.
18. ... . 7495
16
7930 feet... Jan.
12.
.
.
12... 7910 feet
8864 feet... June
13. . .
13. . . 8841 feet ..Feb.
7948feet ...Aoril
22. . . 6646 feel
1...
7576 feet

26
15
26
18
19
15
23
6

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

Length

Reviewed

Charlie Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Lyon-Hali-Nisson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rocque
Westover-Colller Jr
Gloria Swanson.
Harry Richman
Gloria Swanson
N. Talmadge-Roland
Constance Talmadge

Oct

1. . ,

Oct 12...

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
*t{Barnum Was Right (A. T.)
Body Punch, The
Border Wildcat, The
Born to the Saddle
*t{Broadway (A. T.)
Burning the Wind
*t§Charlatan, The (F) (P T)

Star
Tiyon-Kennedy
Jack uaugherty
Wells-McGuire
Ted Wells
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

'tiCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic
City, The (F) (P T)
Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain
(Silent Version)
»t{College Love (D. 4 F (A. T.)
Lewis-Guliiver-Philllps
(Silent Version)
*t§Come Across (D 4 F) (P T)
Basquette-Howes
(Silent Version)
*t§Drake Case, The
Brockwell-Stanley
Eves of the Underworld
William Cody
*t§Giri on the Barge The (F) (P T)..Hers.'iolt-0'iMeil-McGregor
(Silent Version)
*t§Giri Overboard (0 4 F) (PT).... Mary Pnilbin
Talkie Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Mar. 2 1929 Issue
Silent Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Se,)t. 23 1928 Issue
■'tlGolden Bridle, The
Maynard-Crawford
(Silent Version)
Grit Wins
Wells-Collins
Harvest of Hate
Rex-Perrin
*t|His Lucky Day (D 4 F) (PT)... Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
Hoofbeats of Vegeance
Rex-Perrin
*t5lt Can Be Done iF) (P T)
Tryon-Carol
(Silent Version)
♦tSKId's Clever, The
Glenn Tryon.
King of the Rodeo, The
Hoot Gibson..
Lariat Kid. The
Hoot Gibson
**t§Last Warning, The (F) (P T). . Laura UPlante
(Silent Version)
*t§Lonesome (F) (P T)
Tryon-Kent
(Silent Version)
Long, Long Trail
Hoot Gibson
*t§LoveTrap, (D 4 F) (P T)
La Plante-Hamilton
(Silent Version)
Man Disturber. The
Reginald Oenny
•tJMan, Woman and Wile (F)
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
(Silent Version)
'*t{Modern Love (0 4 F) (P. T.). . . .Hersholt-Crawford-Chase
(Silent Version)
'*t{Melody Lane (0 4 F)
Leonard-Dunn
(Silent Version)
Plunging Hoofs
Rex-Perrin
Points West
Hoot Gibson
*t§Red Hot Speed (F) (P. T.)
Denny-Day
(Silent Version)
Riding Demon, The
Ted Wells
*t{Scandal (D 4F) (P. T.)
Uura LaPlante
(Silent Version)
*t§Shakedown. The (F) (P. T.)
Murray-Kent
(Silent Version)
*t{Show Boat (0 4 F) P. T.)
La Planle-J. Schildkraut
(Silent Version)
Silks and Saddles
Nlxon-Walling-Nslan
Sky Skidder, The
Al Wilson
Slim Fingers
Bill Cody
Smilln' Guns
Hoot Gibson
Smilln' Terror .Th«
Ted Wells
Tip-Ofl. The
Cody-Thompson
*t (Tonight at Twelve
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
*t§ Wagon Master, The
Ken Maynard
(Silent Version)
Wild Blood
Red (horse)-Perrln
Winged Horseman, The
Gibson-Eider
Wolves of the City
Cody-Blane

SHORT

ARTISTS

FEATURES
■•t{Allbl (A. T.) (F)

•tJCity Ughls (F)
♦tJCondemned (F)
♦tHeil's Angels (F)
*t {Locked Door, The (A. T.) (F)
*1}Lummox (A. T.) (F)
*t jSex Appeal (F)
•tjSIlk (A. T.)
*t }Song of Broadway, The (F)
♦tJTrespasser, The (A. T.) (F)
*t}New York Nights (A. T. (F)
*tVenus (F)

*t§Clearthe Decks (F) (PT)

TIFFANY-STAHL

Rel. Date
Mar. 30 —

Coining Attractions

8

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. IS . 1 reel
Bonzollna
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1 . 1 reel
Booster Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 5 . 1 reel
Detective Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 .1 reel
.1 reel
Domestic Life in New Guinea. . .Trsvslogue
Bell Pict
.2 reels
Double Trouble
Snub Pollard
Weiss Bros.
Down Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 1 .1 reel
10 episodes
FaUl Warning, The (Serial)
H. Cocteilo-Gravos
Mascot
Flaming Canvons
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1.
.1 reel
June 29
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1 reel
Kids and Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15
.Ufa
Short
Ufa-Eastern ...
... Feb.
Feb. 11 .1 reel...
Love's Witchcraft
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern
Ufa Short
Short
Ufa-Eastern.... .Jan.
Jan. 15
Nature's Tiny Tragedies
Ufa
Ufa-Eastern.
15 .1 reel
UfaShert
Ufa Eastern .. Jan.
11.1 reel
Peculiar Households
Ufa Shert
. Bonzo Cartoon
1
Polo Bonzo
Roseland
Feb. 1.1
reel
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern
Mar. 1155 1 reel...
Saltwater Millinery
Ufa-Eastern. ...
. .Mar.
..Castle
Jan.
15.
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 15. .1 reel
Skyscraper Symphony
Novelty
1 reel
Spook Bonzo
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 16 .1 reel —
-Sunshine
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1.1 reel
Tally-Ho
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. Mar. 1.1 reel
Tialiing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. IS 1 reel —
We Parents
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern ... Feb. IS. .1 reel....

Title
Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
•tJLucky Boy (F & D)

Star
(A. T.) (F). . Colman-Tashman-Love

Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Baby Talks
beyond the Smoke
Boss of Bar Twenty (Re-Issue)

Sept
July
May
Mar.
Sept
Mar.
Feb.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.

22. .
14 .
19 .
10 .
15.
3 .
10..
14..
7. .
3..
3..

Mar.
Mar.
July
July
June
June
Sept
April

17. .
17..
7. .
7 ..
30 .
30 .
1. .
28 .

7401 feet
.7752 feet
. 686 1 feet.
6145 feet..
.5530 feet
.5593 feet.

Sept
Sept
Jan.
Aug.
June
June
June
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

00 .
00 .
27 .
4..
2..
2. .
16
24 .
24..
17. .
8..
12. .
6 .
6 .
20 .
20..

.6300
.6300
.4596
.4719
.6731

feet
feet
feet
feel
feet

.5630
.4525
.6560
.6090
.5729

feet
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.

.5509
5247
7980
.7731
6761
.6142

leet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Aug.
Aug.
May
Jan.
Jan.
July
July
July
July
April
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.
May
May
Mar.
Mar.
July
July
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
June
June
Sept
Sept
Sept
Feb.
July
Feb.

4..
4..
19..
13 .
13..
21..
21 . .
21 . .
21 . .
14 .
25 .
27 .
27..
18 .
4..
6..
10. .
10 .
28 .
28..
20 .
13..
24 .
31 .
30. .
2..
29 . .
8 .
8 .
10..
28
24

.4786
.4259
.4126
.9350

feet
feet
feet.
feet

June

1

.5729 feet.
.5202
6097 feet
feet
.5972
.5740 feet
feet.
.5792 feet.

.4208 feet
.7610 feet.
Feb. 33 .. .6908 feet
Feb.
July 28.. .7362 feet.
.7362 feet.

6233 feet
6349 feet.
.6589
feet
667<feet
.6501 feet
.5730 feel.
.6760 feet.

. Mar. 23

.Aug. 10

Aug. 24

Aug.
Sept 24
14

Jan. 12
Oct

8

Nov. 10

.4344 feet .
5491 feet .
6621 feet
Feb. 28
.6288 feet..
.4380 feet..
.6635 feet . .Aprir27
.6475 feet..
.6613 feet .
.6753 feet
11650 feet
.10290 teet.
5809 feet
4364
4232 feet
feet
.5270 feet..

.4525 feet.

.4109 feet..
.5697
feet.
4497 feet
5540 feet
4160 feet

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
W. E. Lawrence

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Mears soand-on-Hlm.

Rel. Date

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 1. . 1 reel
Mar. U
Feb. 25... .1 reel
Feb. 18
Sept. 11 . . 2 reels
.. Mar. 23. . .2 reels
Feb. O
2 reels
Sept. 28. .

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

I
,1
/ I

September

21,

Title
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1929
star

Bottles

.Laemmie Novelty

Boy
and Voutti
ttie Bad Man, The
Burning
Buster's Spooks
Cbaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call, A
Close Stiaves
Cold Turkey
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cuckoo
Cut-ups. The
Danger Line, The
Oaring Dude, A
Day Dreams
Days of Oaring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle
Farewell
Final Reckoning, A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goat
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Graduation Daze
Half Holiday. A
Have Patience
Hold 'Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
tee Man's Luck
tn Line of Duty
Jungle Jingles
Just In Time
Just Monkeys
Jus' the Type
Kidnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Buster
Lone Rider, The
Lone Rider, the
Lone Round-Up, The
l^veand Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Men of Daring
Newly weds' Angel Child, The
Newlyweds Camp Out The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Owls
Night Watch, The
Nuts and Jolts
Oil's Well
On the Side Lines
Out At Home
Own a Home (Re-Issue)
Perilous Paths
Permanent Wave A
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup .The
Race Riot
Rag Doll
Aange of Fear, The
Range Wolf
Red Rider, The
fled Romance
Rider of the Sierras
Riding for Love
Ridin' Leather
flivals .The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows
She's a Pippin
Sick Cylinders
Society Circus
Stepping High
Speeding Youth
Splash Mates
Sporting Courage
Stage Stunts
Stepping High
Stop Barking
Stripes and Stars
Suicide Sheiks
Take Your Pick
Television Georqe
Tenderfoot Terror, A
Thrill Hunter, The
This Way Please
TIge's Girl
Friend
Tracked
Down

Bobbie
Nelson. ."
: Sid
Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle-Young
Edmund Cobb
Arttiur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor
Edwards-Roach
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Laemmie Novelty
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-USalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler
Young-La Salle
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Jack Dougherty
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxle
Ted Carson
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egna.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Philllps
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Carioon

Rel. Da e
1 .

Sept.
Sept.
June
June
Jan.
May
July
May
Oct.
May
May
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
July
Feb.
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July

72 .
26. . .
5. .
19 .
20. ..
6. . .
22. .
15. . .
18...
27...
30.
9. .
14. .
27..
2. . .
28. .
13. . ,
29. . .
3..
15. . ,
3. . .
29. .

Feb.
April
May
April
July
July
July
Aua.
Aug.
Sept
June
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
June
July
Feb.
July
Aug.
Mar.
July
Mar.
April
April
Mar.
Aug.

4. .
15. . .
8. ..
29...
17. .
22. .
eels
24. .
eels
3. .
eels
28. .
eels
16. .
eel
3...
eels
6. .
eel
4. . .
eels
7. .
eel
7. .
eels
19. .
eel
8. .
""',
23 .
**'■
22. .
'*'
eels
17. .
eels
11. . ,
eels
31 . .
eels
18. .
1 . . . 2 reels
22.. 1
6. .
eels
10. .
eels
eels
14..
eels
eel.
25. .
eel
15. ..
eels
1. .
eels
26..
eels
19
eels
10. .
eels
12. .
eels
15. .
eels
23. .
eels
17 .
eels
20 .
eels
7 .
eels
20
eels
25

Sept.
Mar.
April
May
Jan.
Oct.
July
June
May
Jan.
April
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.

Two-Gun Morgan
Use Your Feet
Varsity Drag. The
Waif of the Wilderness
Wallop, The (Reissue)
Wash Line Romance

June 24. .
Sept. 16...
Aug. 5 .
Jan.
9..
Sept. 23 .
June 29 .
Sept. 29..
Feb. 16 . .
Wllsey-Klngston
July
8. .
Bob Curwood
June 15. .
Sid Saylor
April 24..
Canine Cast
April 8. .
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 2..
Laemmie Novelty
Feb. 11..
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12. .
Bob Curwood
Feb. 9. .
Ted Carson
Sept. 21 . .
George Chandler
May
4. .
Edmund Cobb
April 27. .
George Chandler
April 6. .
Bob Curwood
July 20..
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
April 16. .
Sid Sayior
Jan.
2..
Sid Sayior
Mar. 27. .
Laemmie Novelty
Jan. 14 .
Young-La Salle
Mar. 13. .
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 18..
Arthur Ijke
June 17, .
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12. .
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Jan.
7 .
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
SepL 2..
Lewls-Guiiiver-Phlliips
June 24. .
Oswald Cartoon
May 13..
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12. .
Trimble and Dog
Aug. 21 . .
Oswald Cartoon
May 27. .
Oswald Cartoon
Mar 18..
Young-La Salle
Feb. 13..
Sid Sayior. . .
Feb. 27..
George Chandler
Aug. 31 . .
George Chandler
June 8..
Young-La Salle
April 10..
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog .... Jan.
April 5.
3 . ..
Art
Accord
Feb. 28.
19
Lewls-Guliiver-Philllps
Aug.
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
July 8.
Bobbie Nelson
Oct. 5
Harry Carey
Aug. 24.
Laemmie Novelty
May

Weary Willies
Whose
Baby
Wicked West, The
Winning Peint, The
Yankee Clippers

Oswald Lake
Cartoon. .'
Arthur
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oswald Cartoon

* Means synchronized score,

Length

July

July
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.

22.
28.
6.
10.
21 .
21 .

f Keans sound effects.

eels
eels
eels
eels
eels
eel
eels
eels
eel
eels

Reviewed
June 1
Aug. 17
Aug. 10
Ju.^e 1
May 11
Dec 22
April 27
June 1
April 27
Sept. 14

eels
eel
eels
eels
eels
eel
eels
eels
episodes
eel
eels
eel
eel
eels
episodes..
eels
eel
eels

July 20
July 6
Aug. 17
Mar. 23
April 27
June 18
June 1
July t
Feb. I
Mar. 23
June IB
July 8
July
6
Aug. 10
May 18
Dee. 21
May 21

July 20
Feb. 9
June 29
Feb. I
-Aug.
.Aug.
.Feb.
Feb. 21
Mar. 30
Sept. 14
May 11
May 11
Mar. 3C
July 2fl
Aug. 24

eel
»el
eel
eels

Mar. 3b

eels
Feb. U
eel
eels. ... .June IS

eels
episodes..
eels
eels
eel
eel
eel
eels
eels ■•
eels
eels
eels
eels
eels
eels
eel
eels
eel
eel
eel

I

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
♦♦{Bargain in the KremHn, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
•tSBraggart, The
Jean Hersholl
Brides Wil I Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
*f§Devil's Pit The
Special Cast
Nov. 24
(Sound Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in April 27, 1929 issue)
(Silent Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in Jan. 26, 1929 issue)
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*t§Embarrassing Moments (D & F). Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
'*t§Flaming Daughters
Feb. 23
Girl Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
•tjGreat Cinema Murder, The
♦tJHarmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.). . . Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibson
*t§Hold Your Man (D. & F) (P. T.).. Laura U Plante
Sept. 1 5 .... 5794 feet
(Silent Version)
•t?Klngof Jazz. The (A, T.)
Paul Wniteman and Band
■►tSLast Performance
Veldt-Pniibln
Feb. 18 '30
•t}Mlnst/el Man, The
Tr>on-La Plante
*t8Mississlppi Gambler, The (D & F) . Joseph Schlldkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Ljke
♦tJShanghai Lady, The (A. T.)
Mary Nolan
•t {Shannons of Broadway. The (A.T.I James Gleason
*t5 Varsity Show (A. T.)
Lewis-Grange
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny

June IB
May IB
'*1
Mar.

SOUND
Title

*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
*t|lncome Tact (A. T.)
•t§Junior Luck (F 4 D)
* tJungle Jingles (F)
* t§King of the Campus (D 4 F)
*t§l-ove Birds
* tjLove Tree, The (A. T.)
♦JLumberjack (F)
*tiNutsand Jolts
*t soil's Well
*t§On Guard (F 4 D)
*tlOn the Side Lines (F 4 D)
*t§Permanent Wave, A
*tKace Riot
•t§Rivals The (F & 0)
♦tJRoyal Pair The (A. T.)
♦fsaucy Sausages
♦tSick Cylinders (F)
*t§Splash Mates (F 4 D)
*t§Sporfing Courage (F 4 D)
■^tStage Stunts (F)
•tSteamD.at Millie
*t§Stripesand Stars (F)
■"tSuicide Sheiks (F)
*t§Sweethearts (A. T.)
•t5 Three Brox Sisters
*t§Use Your Feet (D 4 F)
♦tlvarsily Drag. The (F 4 D)
*t|Weary Willies
*tWicked West, The (F)
*tiZimmerman and Granville

June 29

SHORTS

Star

*t§'Vce of Scotland Yard The
*t§*ctor Tne (A. T.)
♦tjAlpine Antics (F)
•tsAt the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
*t§Saby Talks
*tiBalley and Barnum
*t§Cohen on the Telephone (A.T.).
*t§Cold Turkey (F)
♦tjCross Country Run (FA D)
*t§Oelicatessen Kid. The (A. T.)...
•tFlshlng Fools (F)
'tSFIylng High (F 4 D)
*t§jraduation Daze
•tHen Fruit (F)
*t§Hits of Today
•tHold 'Em Ozzle (F)
*tSHouse Cleaning (A. T.)

Reviewed

Crauford Kent
Benny Rjbin
Oswald Cartoon
Brox Sisters
Sunny Jim
Vaudeville Act
.George Sidney
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Benny Rubin
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gjiliver-Philllps
Lewls-Gulliver-Pnillips
Oswald Carioon
Morgan-Bledsoe
Oswald Cartoon
Charley
GrapewinOnly)
(Sound Version
Oswald Cartoon
Denny Rubin
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guillver-Phillips
Pat Rooney and Family
The Rooney Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Philljps
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
The Rooney Family
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
The Rooney Family
Songs
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Lewis-Gulliver-Phiilips
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Vaudeville Act

Rel. Date
Sept. 30..
Sept. 16..
April 1 . .
Mar. 25. .
Sept. 11..
Jan. 11..
Sept. 2. .
Oct. 13..
July 22 .
Oct. 14 .
April 29 .
July 22.
Sept. 16 .
Fob. 4 .
Sept.
4..
Mar.
June
2..
8..
July
Sept. 303..
May 27.
July 22.
April 1 .
Oct. 14
Sept. 16.
April 15
June 24.
Sept 16.
April 29.
Aug. 5.
Sept. 30.
Sept. 2.
April 15
Sept. 30.
Aug. 1 9
Feb. 18.
Sept. 2
June 24.
May 13.
May 27
Mar. 18.
Sept. 2.
Jan. 14
Aug. 19.
July
8.
July 22.
June 10
Jan. 28.

Length
Reviewed
.10 episodes
Aug. 31
.1
Aug. 31
. 1 reel
reel
. 1 reel
.2 reels
Aug. 17
. 1 reel
.1 reel
Aug. 10
.1 reel
SepL 14
.2 reals
July 20
.1 reel
Sept. 14
.1 reel
Mar. 30
.2 reels
July
.2 reels. . ..Aug. 24
. 1 reel
1 reel
.1929 feet..!. May is
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
..2 reels
.1 reel
..2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
.1 reel
..1 reel
. .1 reel
. .2 reels
..2 reels
.1 reel
. .1 reel
. 2 reels
..2 reels
. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
. 2 reels
..2 reels
. .1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
.1
.2 reel.
reels
1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel

Aug.
June
July
Mar.
Sept.
Aug.
Mar.

31
1
20
30
14
17
23

Aug.
May
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
May

17
11
10
14
17
11

Sept. 14
July
6
May
4
May 11
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.
June
June
May

10
6
17
29
29
11

Jan. 11

WARNER

Aug. 12
17
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

30
30
18
IS

Dec
Mar. 23
Dec 22
Feb. B
May 28

eels
eels

eels

eel
eels
eel
eel
eels
eels
eels
eels
eels
eel
eels
eels

..July 20
July 10

eels
eels
eel
eel

Sept. 14

Jan. 12
May 11

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title
*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
*t§Desert Song, The (D) (A. T.)

Star
Blue- Warner- Wilson
(Silent Version)
Boles-King
(No Silent Version)

*t§Fancy Baggage (D) (P. T.)

Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May

*t§Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
*t§Gamblersj The (A. T.) (D)

Aug. 3.
June 292
Aug.
May
4.
June 8.

Sophie Tucker
Wiison-Warner-Robards
(Silent Version)

*t}Glad Rag Doll .The (D) (A. T.). . . Dolores Costeilo
(Silent Versionj
'>t§Greyhound Limited, The (0) (P.
T.)
Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t5Hard-Bolled Rose (D) (P. T.)

Loy-Bollier-Brockwell
(Silent
Version)

♦t§Kld Gloves (D) (P. T.)

Nagel- Wilson
(Silent
Version)

5

26.
23.
27.
6.
20.
25

Jan. 12.
Feb. 9

Fanny
(Silent Brice
Version)

Dec.
Jan. 15
12.

*t§Noah's Ark (D) (P)

D.
Costelio-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)
Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)

June
15.
July 27.
April 6.
May 11.

Bronson-Colleir
(Silent Version) Jr

Mar. 20
16.
April

*t{One Stolen Night (D) (P. T.)

§ Means voice (tnc lading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-film.

Length
RevI ewee
.6729 feet
4706 feet
1ia34feet ...April 20
.5983 feet.
.5983 feet.
.6323 feet.
.5482 feet.
6412
6611
4844
.6685

feet
June 8
feet ...Aug. 31
feet
feet
June 8

Feb. 9. .6114 feet.
Mar. 23 . .4696 feet.
.5610 feet.
Mar. 30.
May
4. .4875 feet.
.6235 feet
Mar.
23
April 27.
.4885 feet.
June 22. .6461 feet

*t§My Man (A. T.) (D)

*t5No Defense (D) (P. T.)
.Jan.

Dec 22
Jan. 19
May 11

Audrey Version)
Ferris
(Silent
♦tJFrom Headquarters (0) (P. T.)... Monte Blue
(Silent Version)
*t§Frozen River (D) (P. T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent
Version)

''tSMadonna of Avenue A (D) (A. T.)Dolores
Costeilo
(Silent Version)
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The (D) (P.
T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version)

eels
eels

Rel. Date

Aug. 31

.5561 feet.
.4878 feet.
.9247 feet.
6136
.9507
.9058
.55582
.471
.5243
.4797

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
feet.

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Oct. 27

April

6

Motion

1096
Title
*t§On With the Show (A. T.) (D).

Star
Compson-Brown-Fazneda
(No Silent Version)

•tSQueen of the Night Clubs (A. T.)
(D)
TexasGulnan
(Silent Version)
•tIRedeemIng Sin. The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
♦tSSay It With Songs (A. T.) (D).. . .Jolson-f^ixon-Lee
•t§Singing Foo, IThe (D) (A. T.)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
(Silent Version)
♦tSSonny Boy (D) (A. T.)
Lee-Horlon-Bronson
(Slleni Version)
♦tjStark Mad (D) (A. T.)
Warner-Fazenda
fSllent Version)
•tSStolen Kisses (D) (P. T.)
May MrAvoy
(Silent Version)
*tiTime. the Place and the Girl, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-WIthers-Klrkwood

Rei Date
July 13
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Aug.
Sept.
Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June

Lengh
9592 feet

18. .. .5424
13. . . .5236
18. . . .6921
8 . . .6145
24 .. 8324
29 . 9557
1
7444
13 .6011
18
2... 6681
2 . . .4917
23. . . 6273
13 . . .5658
8.6

feet.
feet
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet

Reviewed
May 25
April e
Feb. 2)
Aug.1 0
Mar. 16

feet
feet
feet
feet

reels

May

4

Length

Reviewed

Coming Feature Attraction*
Star
ReU Date
I lite
*t|Agony Column, The (A. T.) (D)
*t|Argale Case, The (A. T.) (D)
Thomas Meighan
Aug. 17.
•tjAviator. The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miller
♦tJDisraeii (A. T.) (D)
George Arliss
*t§Dumbells in Emine (A. T.)
♦t {Evidence (A. T.) (D)
Frederlck-Courtenay-Tearle
*t§Fame A. T. (D)
Dolores Costello
♦tJGeneral Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*t|Gold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(D)
Penninglon-Tearle (All Tech.)...Sept. 15.
(Silent Version)
*t JGolden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•tfOreen Goddess, The rA. T.) (0) . George Arliss
*t5Hearls in Exile (D) (A. T.)
D. Costello-Withrs
Sept. 14.
•♦{Hold Everything (D) (A. T.)
Special Cast
*t§Hottentot, The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Miller
Aug. 10.
»t§lnthe Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
Aug. 31
♦tjlsleof Escape. (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
•tjis Everybody Happyf (A. T.) (D).Ted Lewis and Band
♦tJMammy (A. T.) (0)
Al Jolson
♦tJMan, The (A. T.) (D)
John Barrymore
»t}Narrow Street, The (A. T.) (D)...E. E. Horton
♦tjSacred Flame The (A. T.) (D) . . Frederlck-Nagel-Lee
*t{Sap, The (D) (A. T.)
E. E. Horton
*t}Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
*t{She Couldnt Say No (A. T.) (D) . . Winnie LIghfner
*t}Show of Shows (A. T.) (D)
Special Cast (100 stars)
*15Skin Deep (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
Sept. 7. .
♦tjSo Long Letty (A. T.) <D)
Charlotte Greenwood
•t JSong of the West (A. T.) (D)
Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t§Those Who Dance lA. T.) (D)... Monte Blue
•tJTIger Rose (A. T.) (D)
Velez-Withers
•tjUnder a Texas Moon fA. T.) (D) . . Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (Al I Technicolor)
*t§Wide Open (A. T.) (D)
E. E. Horton
♦tJWoman's Game A (A. T.) (D) . . . Pauline Frederick

VITAPHONE

SHORTS

.7794feet

. May 18

.9§22 feet... Sept 14
.7877 feet.
.7240 feet.
6427 feet.

June

. .5940feet

(D)

Title
Rel. Date
Length
Revleweo
Star
July 13
A. 4 P. Gypsies
Orchestra Numbers
1 reel
After.theRoundup:::;::::::::::::c
owboy
.;.:;:::::;:::::::::::::i 1 reel
reel::;:;;:,...,.
All Girl Revue
Girl
BandSongs...
& Comedienne
June 18
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banionianlac
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle CummJns Orchestra
Big Paraders. The
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Bo«k Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Carlena Diamond
Celeste Alda i AJda)
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat It Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
,
Cycle of Songs, A
Dead Laughter
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Don't Gel Nervous
Eleanor Palntor
Evening at Home with HItchy
Fair Days

Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw & Lee
El Brendel
Dance Numbers
Comedy Act
Songs
Kilty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Harp Solos
Giovanni Martlnelll
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Sessue Hayakawa
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Song*
Georgle Price
Songs
Raymond Hitchcock
Harris & Howe

* Means synchronized score,

f Means sound effects.

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel
H '«el
1 reel
1 reel

Aug. 28
Oct. 13
June 1
Mar. 1^
Aug. 31
Mar. i
SepL22
July
7
Aug. 26
Sept. 1
Sept. 1 4
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 22
June 18
Sept 29
Sept. 22
Sept 1
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Mar.
July
June

28
28
3
16
20
1

Title
Star
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A
Arthur Bvron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Frances Shelly. .
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
Friend of Father's
Lydell-hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Mllian
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors . . .Jazz Band
Harlem Mania
Norman Thomas Quintette
Harry Dell
Songs & Dances
Harry Rose& F Is 6 American Beauties
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernle & Band
High Waters
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls & Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Jack White and His Chateau Madrid
Entertainers
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai HalletlA Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Man Who Laughed Last, The
Sessue Hayakawa
Marching Home
Douglas Stanbury
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican TIpIca Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Number*
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
My People
.Eugene and Willie Howard
Night Court, The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
PagllaccI
John Charles Thoma*
Pair of Aces, The
TImblln & Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
RIgoletto— Quarfet
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue.. .Songs and Orchestra
Rudy Valleeand Band
Songs and Orchestra
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs of Love
Sanderson-Crumlt
Soup
Harry Delf
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
They Know Their Groceries
Flournoy ft Miller
Those Were the Days
Irene Franklin

Picture
Rel Date

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

WORLD-WIDE
Title
Apaches of Parts
Berlin After Dark
•tSBIack Waters
Bondsman, The
Doctor's Women, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•tJKItty (D & F)
♦tMoulln Rouge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Prince and the Dancer, The
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night A
Woman in White, The

Authoritative

Who

June 16
June 1
June 8
Sept. 21

1 reel

Sept.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June
Sept.

14
1
1
18
23
23
14

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
Aug.
June
June

23
12
8
30
16
16
23
31
18
16

Feb.
OcL
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept.
July
June
Oct.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
June

18
20
16
29
IB
18
29
13
IS
13
16
17
25
23

1 red
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
H reel

1 reel.
1 reel.

.June 8
.June 15
June

2

Nov. 17
Nev. 17

PICTURES

Length

Rel. Date
Reviewed
.June 15. .
Mar. 31.. .5732 feet
.6533 feet.
Mar. 17
.April
1.... .7500 feet..
.7171 feet. .April 13
Juno 1 . . .6177 feet.
Feb. 2. , .5178 feet. .June 19
June 29 . .9010 feet..
feet.
June 8. . .8500
.8962 feet
Feb; 23
Jan. 30.
Feb. 17. .
feet
;jujy
30
July 13 . . .7185
.8079 feet.
Jone 30. . .6787 feel.
Feb. 4. . .6910 feet.
June 15.. .6998
.8 reels
feet...
May 25. .
Feb. 3. . .7688 feet.
Mar. 21. . 6174 feet.

Star
Dina Gralla
Special Cast
Klrkwood-Brlan.
Norman Kerry.
Miles Mander
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Gllda Gray
Dina Gralla
Walter Byron
Louis Lerch
Thomas-Banks
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

A. T. after title means All Talltie.

of Filmdo

23
3
28
18
12
18
23

May 11
Feb. 23
Jan. 19

1 reel
1 reel

BOOK
Who's

June
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
June
June

1 reel

Mw.18

In Preparation

The

Reviewed
June 8

Aug. 28
June 23

William Demarest
Songs

§ Means voice (Inc lading dialogue and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Alm.

BLUE

Length
1 reel

1 reel

Tiny Town Revue
Midget Unit
Ji:::?^?:::^!!^??
fS!i!:??:r
Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue & U-No
Typical Types
Bobby Folsom
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve). . .Giovanni Martlnelll
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Ughtner

News

m

Containing Biographical Data on
More Than 2,000 Actors, Actresses, Directors, Writers and Executives

•

Enter. . . .

SOUND
and

COLOR
at

Low Cost
_I_JASTMAN

Sonochronie Tinted Positive Films translate

every mood of the screen into color. Their sixteen delicate
tints lend subtle atmosphere to every scene.. ..Better still,
they are

so adjusted

that

they give pleasing,

faithful.

sound reproduction .... Best of all, they are available at a
cost no higher than that of black-and-white.
A ersatile, effective, inexpensive, Eastman Sonochrome
is the answer to many a sound-and-color question.

EASTMA \ KODAK
ROCHESTER,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

J

Ams

B'

J

1

y
c/
rAlIGH insurance for your program
is just as important as fire insurance for
your huildin^. Carry them hoth. The
lau^h insurance value of a contract for
Educational' s talking comedies is proved
hy the most spectacular shoM^in^ ever
made hy any line of comedies.

..^utt^^^

They are insurance tKat
guarantees the laughs that
play hox-of £ice music.
t0KftW'.^Wu

FIRE

Preaenta

PROOF

as exciting as a four-alarm fire;
as funny as it is fast— and it's
faster than the chief's car.
U-tctuAJU^

•THE SPICE OFTHE

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

E. W. MAMMONS,
McmDcr

PROGRAM'

L,c.

President
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Hayn. President
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HO LLY WO O D
flashes the Glad
Tidings of a SENSATIONAL BOX
OFFICE NATURAL
PREVIEW

^**>4ia^*v

:# * ♦^

"Will smash all
existing box office
records. Lloyd's
biggest!" Screen World
-^Hollywood
fe

"Audience reaction tremendous.
Will establish new
records."
— Los Angeles

■;i:W:~^.,^::^M^^m^^f^

HAROLD
LLOYD
ta Ms ALL-TALKING*

Record

«i«i»«t

WELCOME

"Dwarfs all other
Lloyds. Makes
Harold monarch
of comedians."

— Hollyuiood Filmograph

"Will fill seats of
any playhouse.
Lloyd has excellent
voice. Recording
W^

DANGERS

Produced by HAROLD
A PARAMOUNT

— Hollywood News

*Also available silent

perfect."

A NEW
FOR

LLOYD Corp.
Release

HAROLD

A NEW

SHOW

LLOYD
WORLD!

TALKING
S IXG IXG
DANCING
LAUGH HIT !

THE STAGE STARS! ........
THE RADIO RIOTS!
THE PHONOGRAPH FAVORITES!
THE HEAD MEN!

EVELYN

BRENT

theTwo black crows
moran and mack
IN

''Why Bring That Up?"
^ The New

Show World gives your box office record another shot upward!

^ ''Why Bring That Up?" has passed every preview test with flying colors. It's in
the bag! ^ Story by the popular Octavus Roy Cohen. Directed by George Abbott.

PARAMomr

ILLED
tto;$ Angele;^

LIKE
iSK Sunday

•By WHITNEY
WILLIAMS
BILLED
in many
theatre^
^
feat
the
with
ture,equally
Christie
Talkingplace
Pla^ in the
assuming
an enviable
•ftOrld of dialogue productions.
Presented in the form of playlets,
tbey are more than merely "comedies," in the sense that the word
generally implies; they are, indeed, complete integers of entertainment, short reels of action
that vie for interest with the
Ic^nger subjects.
The lines are particularly effective, and reminiscent, too, of the
speech utterea by those brave
of
th^HMMT-WH^^ver
thout^^^^Bhoi^^^^pn
iiy
Or, ^^^Biore^^^Hit,
who ^^^H tbr^^^^he
earlj^^^H^i'i'^^^h e n
Faze
to carry the picture

Sx

STI

by herself,

t^Wifcl
Willis Steell is credited with the
story, Alfred A. Cohn wrote the
adaptation and William
Watson
directed.
Of those comedies
been filmed recently, '
starring Louise Faz
doubtless elicit the most response.
To the title, "Faro Nell," is appended also the subtitle, "Or in
Old Californy," and in a word it is
a clever burlesque on the pictures
that were made when the industry
was a mere babe in swaddling
clothes — a travesty on those early
western thriller^ that held popeyed audiences spellbound when
the^luluJUUU wiuimjw our Nell.
'The Sleeping Porch^ prcecatc
n»!»Bi/^;^d nriffith jjf'aigf'^n a comedy role and relates the tale of a
sick man who has been ordered
by his physician to pass the
night on his sleeping porch — and
of little wifle, bound and determined that Raymond shall abide
by the doctor's orders, despite the
fact that the temperature is far
below zero and that the porch is
being rapidly covered with snow.
From Octavus Roy Cohen's pen
c^uUU aiiuLllLis^ll-negro yarn,
The Lady FareJ and with ii an
iiT^ uliiim II II, nil nil il by Roberta Hyson and Leroy Broomfleld.
Spencer Williams and Zack Williams complete the list of principals. Eurora Greeley & Cotton
Club Chorus offer as fast and furious a dance as even the most ardent terpsichore fan might desire.

NEW

SHOW

FEATUKBti- i

WORER

PL.AYS
"FARO :^ELL*'. Starring Louise Fazenda. With
Jack Liiden and big cast.
A hilarious travesty oil
western melodrama.

"THE

SLEEPING

PORCH'". Starring
Raymond Griffith, the
"whispering bass". A newly wed mix-up with a fivealarm finish.
"THE LADY FARE".
Al Christie's Sun Tan
Revue. Hotter than hot.
Music, dances. By Octavus
Roy Cohen.
cast.

IN

All -colored

SHORTS

ir
TirPANY
/TAHLX

PIMT lOO PRA
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TIFFANY -STAHL
Takes Pleasure in Presenting, on the
Opposite Page, a List of Its

FIRST ONE
FRANCHISE
They

Are

HUNDRED
HOLDERS

Enthusiastic in Hailing
Franchise as a

Our

LIFE SAVER
You Will Do the Same After
You Have Investigated and
Signed
Up. Mr.
Exhibitor.

RIGHT NOW

IS THE TIME!
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H. P. Vonderschmith,

J. R. Elicott,
Lakeland Theatre, Dassel, Minn.
W. M. Miller,
Lib Theatre, Cloquet, Minn.
R. C. Harper,
Blackstone Theatre, New Rockford, N. Dak.
W. W. Oram,
Red Eagle Theatre, Eagle Bend, Minn.
W. E. Dickson,
Aristo Theatre, Lemmon, S. Dak.
Falls,
Grand
Theatre,
or Strand
B. Berger, Orpheum
N. Dak., 8u»d Strand Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Don L. Tracy,
Grand Theatre, Carrington, N. Dak.
Grand Theatre, WQIeston, N. Dak.
J. C. Snyder,
Rainbow Theatre, Mahnomen, Minn.
Charles F. Vondra,
E. R. Schulte,
Savoy Theatre, New Prague, Minn.
Gem Theatre, Shakopee, Minn.
L. E. Dawson,
Grand Theatre, Grand Rapids, Minn.
Charles Perrizo,
Elko Theatre, Bemidji, Minn.
B. Berger,
Viking Theatre, Benson, Minn.
John DeMarce,
Bijou Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Z. J. Terry,
Ideal Theatre, South St. Paul, Minn.
Ottan Raths,

C. E. Williams, Victoria Theatre and Park Theatre, Omaha,
Neb.

Princess Theatre, St. Marys, Kan.
H. F. Higgins,
A. B. Cantwell,
Cantwell Theatre, Mao-celine, Mo.
Summit Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
C. H. Burkey,
Columbian Theatre, Warnego, Kan.
W. A. Rogers,
Savoy Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
H. M. Dryer,
Liola Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn,
O. A. Lee,
loni Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
E. C. Eslin,
Louis Stahl,
Wellston Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Grand Theatre, Mt. Olive, 111.
Jemies T. Lawson,
R. E. Wilson,
Palace Theatre, Staples, Minn.
EL A. Schlueter,
Community Theatre, Arlington, Minn.
Strand Theatre, Newton, la.
Frederick Wayt,
T. Gerretti,
Casino Theatre, Meleber, la.
Thomas Barnett,
Royal Theatre, Danville, Ind.
A. C. MiUer,
Lake or Sourwine Theatre, Brazil, Ind.
Joe Brokaw,
Opera House, Angola, Ind.
Charles R. Metzger, Mecca and Two Johns Theatres, In-

dianapolis, Ind.
living Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Charles M. Walker,
Harry Markun,
Belmont,
Talbot
and Sheldon
Theatres,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Gem Theatre, Edmond, Okla.
C. H. Spearman,
Lux Theatre, Perkam, Minn.
O. A. Weickert,
W. E. Lyon,
Broadway Theatre, Crosby, Minn.
M. Mittenberg,
Opera House, Ely, Minn.
Gem Theatre, Balaton, Minn.
H. F. Aukrum,
Circuit, St. Louis, Mo.
Fred Wahrenberg,
C. W. Thompson,
Circuit, Wisconsin
Rialto TTieatre, Thorp, Wise.
T. J. Bogerville,
H. & S. and Odeon
Theatres,
H. G. Stethmund, Jr.,
Chandler, Okla.
C. C. Dunsmore,
Capital Theatre, Marshalltown, la.
Alex S. Moore, Hilltop of Capitol Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
R. C. Goldman,
Palace TTieatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Robert Stempel,
Strand Theatre, St. Charles, Mo.
W. Zimmerman, New Warrenton Theatre, Warrenton, Mo.
William Fishoff,
Caroline Theatre, Durham, N. C.

WILL YOUR

NAME

APPEAR

HERE

P R O D U CTI

Strand or Arc Theatre, Crawfordsville, Ind., and Granada Theatre,
Green Castle, Ind., and Indiana
Theatre, Bloomington, Ind.
Alfred G. Wertin,
Wertin Theatre, Albany, Minn.
D. E. Weckman,
Royal Theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
David S. Nelson,
King Bee Theatre, St. Lou:s, Mo.
J. L. Scharley,
Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
O. C. Jehr,
Circuit, St. lx>uis. Mo.
Louis W. Vick,
Ashland Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
A. C. Gortatowsky, Albany and Liberty Theatres, Albany,
Ga.
F. H. Young,
Masonic Theatre, New Wzahington, Ind.
Fred Kort,
Strand Theatre, Knightstown, Ind.
L E. Robison,
Empire Theatre, Sellersburg, Ind.
Jamnes J. Boden,
Grand
or Garden
Theatre, South
Milwaukee, Wise

H. N. Turner,
G. N. Turner,
Charles E. Lyons,
H. Thorpe,

Family Theatre, Pine City, Minn.
Family Theatre, North Br2uich, Minn.
Moveum Theatre, Aitkens, Minn.
Peoples Theatre, Crosby, Minn.
W. P. Lowell,
Lowell Tlieatre, Canton, S. Dak.
L. J. Langlois,
Alamo Theatre, New Roads, La.
Chris Efthen,
Star Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Louis J. Menges,
State Theatre, Elast St. Louis, III.
Ben Flaks and Morris Flaks,
New Lincoln Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Howard Armstrong,
Dreaun Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Robert Shen,
Lakeville Theatre, Lakeville, Minn.
A. W. Buckley,
New Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
E. E. Holmquist,
Ne
Broadway
Theatre,
Centerville,
S. Dak.
Frank Miller,
Whileway Theatre, Marlow, Okla.
J. M. Anderson,
Princess Theatre, Boone, la.
H. Hiersteiner,
Family Theatre, Des Moines, la.
H. Perelman,
Lehigh Theatre and West Alleghany Theatre^ Philadelphia, Pfu
B. Shindler,
Opera House, Dover, Del.
H. Steinberg,
Madison Theatre, Madison, 111.
Edward Brunell,
Metropole Theatre, Chicago, 111.
M. Rubin,
Uptown Theatre, Michigan City, Ind.
G. Glenn Fleser,
Liberty Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
G. Macpherson,
Vox Theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.
H. T. Reynolds,
Family Tlieatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
O. E. Varneau,
Wealthy Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
W. H. Arthur,
Gzo'den Theatre, Marshall, Mich.
C. F. Seers,
Otsego Theatre, Otsego, Mich.
E. C. Oatley,
Star Theatre, Rockford, Mich.
E. L. Dale,
Park Theatre, Newaygo, Mich.
H. C. Collier,
Strand Theatre, Lowell, Mich.
N. L. McCarthy,
Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ben E. Murphy,
Heights Theatre, Muskegon Heights, Mich.
L W. Maple,
Cozy Theatre, Bethany, Mo.
Edward Smith,
Cozy Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
L. EL Maple,
Maple Theatre, Albany, Mo.
H. E. Wester,
Lyric Theatre, LeSuemer Center, Minn.
A. B. Momand,
Deireck Theatre, Maud, Okla.

NEXT

WEEK?

WATCH

FOR OUR

AD.

O N</>
INC
YORK
C IT

MEW
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EVEN GREATER

jHb^fb

armnq

in

PARI S
BOUND
u.iih FREDRIC MARCH
From ihe stage ftlay by Phili/> Harry.

ALL

MUSIC

V

/

ond LESLIE FENTON

Produced bv Arltiur Ho/ikins.

Directed by EDWARD
A ALL SOUND

SupeTiised by Maurice Remes.

H. GRIFFITH
a ALL

DIALOGUE

On the Screen
than on the Stage
VERDICT

That^s the

OF THE

NEW

YORK

PRESS

Ann Harding in ^Taris Bound^^ came
back to Broadway, opening at the
Paramount Theatre September 20th
The New York press was unanimous in its opinion — that it
was an absolute triumph for the beautiful and magnetic star
whose brilliant successes on the speaking stage rate her as the
most distinctive personality that has come to the talking screen
— and that the play is even greater on the screen than it was
on the stage.
Rose Pelswick in Evening Journal :

Regina Crewe in American:
"Better and more well-rounded vehicle than
the play.. .The picture marks the picture debut
of Ann Harding and leaves no doubt that she
is a fixture in filmdom."

"Miss Harding

is exquisite in pictures;, she

photographs delightfully, her voice registers
extremely well, and she is, before everything
else, a good actress."

Mordaiint Hall in Times:

Quinn Martin in Morning World:
"The Pathe company deserves to be congratulated. Miss Harding is a success. She can

"It is in fact a joyous relief to study the work
of an actress in a motion picture who is so

act.. .she speaks as if she meant all she says,

modulated

and added

to this she imparts a beauty and

in her talking and whose perfor-

mance throughout is so different from other

a freshness to the characterization."

Arthur
Hopkins, producer of the stage play PARIS
compliments
Maurice
Revnes,
supervisor
Motion
players."of the
Dear Mr. Revnes:
It is obvious that you are to be congratulated for having
successfully translated PARIS BOUND to the screen. The play
presented many difficulties.
Arthur Hopkins

PATHE SHORT SUBJECTS DOMINATE STRAND SCREENS
While Ann Hording in ^'Poris Bound" is packing the Paramount Theatre, .
Pothe Short Subjects dominate the screens of the Strand theatres in New
York end Brooklyn, the week of September 20-27.
Out of five short subjects at the New York Strand this week, four are from
Pothe. Of five short subjects at the Brooklyn Strand, three ore from Pothe.

irS PATHE

WEEK

IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

PATHED

BOUND,
Picture.

Should Price
be the main consideration?
The Western Electric Sound
System never has been —
and never will be — offered
on a price basis . . .
IT IS the highest priced equipment now on
the market — and for reasons that must
appeal to exhibitors who have vision, a sense
of responsibility to their patrons and the reputation of their theatres at heart.
Its price is not governed by "how much will
the traffic bear" — but rather by "how well can
we design, manufacture, install and service."
The Bell Telephone Laboratories will not design apparatus that does not give the best results
scientific knowledge can produce.
The Western Electric Company will not
manufacture apparatus that does not measure up to the highest mechanical and electrical standards.
Electrical Research Products Inc. will not
omit one step in its installing and servicing pro-

cedure — the omission of which would be harmful to exhibitor, producer and manufacturer.
Not only does the exhibitor profit by this
three-fold guarantee of quality in assuring for
himself a satisfied public noiv —
But he has the further assurance that three,five
or ten years hence he will not have an " orphan"
on his hands.
Price? As few
as 40 or 50 new

f^%

patrons a day
will more than
pay
for a Western
Electric
Sound
System, installed
and serviced in a
1000 seat house!

Think of quality first. Ifs what your public demands

Wectric

Wester^
SOD

SYSTEM

N D
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products frtc.
250 West 57lh Street, New York, N. Y.
V
MrinlM-r of Anirriran Picture Prnilurrrn anil Distributors of America, Inc

Will H. Hays, President :

A RED
LETTER
DAY...
IN A RED
LETTER YEAR
RADIO RISES TO MIGHTY CLIMAX
ON BIGGEST DAY OF SHOW YEAR
New Wonders Today Are Old Wonders Tomorrow inThis Era oF the Spectacular and Superlative inModern Show Business ...
But All That Has
Will Come in the
Many Years by the
Created by Human

Gone Berore and Ail That
Future Will Be Eclipsed For
Mightiest Entertainment Ever
Art and Insenuityl

FLORENZ
MONUMENTAL

EGFELD'S
ZIMASTERPIECE

I
THE PICTURE

OF THE

OPENING
EARL
CARROLL
THEATRE, N. Y. C.

OCT. 6, 1929

The Mir«cl

Workers

CENTURY

AGE
dre exhibitors have made more mon<
;

RICMimD

with *Tast Life" tfill
|any drama
th|
"^*|year. With'Dof

BAIITIIELNiSS
IN

y^J"^Fa
""
iretba
"%or
s,ui^'|
tankYo

iC h e s t el
■MM. orris.

TounH Nowheres
Film Daily says editorially ''dififerent, delightfuUy
refreshing . . .without
^_^^^
i****'^^
bunk and without

f with Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
and Loretta Young. Jam_^ ming the Brooklyn and
^ N.Y. Strands this week.
"Worth seeing. Coni'
i
I
■
■

— Herald Tribune.
and intense."
pact
"Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
takes another step to
stardom." Etc. World.
"Join the crowd at
the Strand, you won't
regret
— American.
"More it."
dramatic
than
l'^— Neti's.
i lots of modern movies.'

forerutiners of
what the un*
adulterated
talking pic*
to '
tined
tureisdes-*
,.

tiest ^^

. .« exceed

'Draw^ xveeV.8.
Ihi. for two w^

W

.'
f' two weei^s

Soon!

theatre*oaj
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Borao'>
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FIRST NATIONAL
and VITAPHONE
*.'*^l
STEPPING FASTER AND SURER
IN THE TALKIE
WORLD THAN
ANY OTHER
COMPANY
IN
THE INDUSTRY!

^.

s.

And Heai-

At All Leading
Theatres Now!

HEARST
METROTOME
NEWSREEL
TWICE A
WEEK
ON FILM
OR DISC

li
HERE'S WHY
IT'S CALLED
THE SUPER SOUND NEWSREEL
A FeiiJ of the First News Shots:
SCHWAB

TESTIFIES IN SHEARER

PROBE

Steel magnate at Senate inquiry. '(Washington,
D. C.) Shearer, who started rumpus promises
action.
MEET THE STARS OF WORLD SERIES
Standbys of Athletics introduced by Eddie
Collins. (Philadelphia, Pa.) Connie Mack with
Collins and Gleason. Meet Chicago Cubs'
Big Four — Wilson, Hornsby, Cuyler, Stephenson and Manager McCarthy.
BRITISH ARMY QUITS GERMAN
TERRITORY AFTER 10-YEAR STAY
Tommies march to church in final Rhineland
review — (Wiesbaden, Gei"many.)
ITALIAN VETERANS PARADE IN ROME
Mussolini reviews 40,000 ex-soldiers gathered
from all over nation — (Rome, Italy.)
WEDDING BELLS FOR JOHN COOLIDGE
Ex-president's son married to Miss Florence
Trumbull,
viUe, Ct. daughter of Ct. Governor — Plain-

Produced by

WILLIAM
RANDOLPH
HEARST for

CROWD OF 1,000,000 SEES BRITISH RACE
Multitude of English turf fans out for St. Leger,
last big event of season — (Doncaster, England.)

^;iAYER

METRO That's News!

on
MACK

SENNETT

TALKING

COMEDIES

Capture
Broadliivay
IhEY'VE CRASHED
New York's Big Street— x-i
crashed it as no other
brand

of comedies

has done

in years! Booking after booking! Only a few weeks

ago it

was "THE BIG PALOOKA", playing at the Paramount Theatre.
Now

in a two-dollar

show

at

the Selwyn, the old master
knocking

'THE
HARRY

is

out the laughs with

GOLFERS'
with

GRIBBON

ANDY

and THELMA
Audiences at the Selwyn. ..are getting a lot of laughs from the short
comedy that precedes the main
event. ..It shows that Mack Sennett
...hasn'tlostfhe master's touch when
it comes to the direction of a laughmaker.
—NEW YORK AMERICAN

EDUCATIONAL

HILL

One

of the most entertaining skits

on golf, that gets roars out of devotees of the game. It is amusing to
those
who
don't even
know
names of the sticks. Some
grea
photography.

FILM EXCHANGES,

E. W. MAMMONS/

CLYDE

President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Qi America, Inc., WiU U. Hays. President*

Inc.

—VARIETY

Recorded by
RCA Photophone
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HENRY D.MEYER
NAT CORDISH
PRESENT
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PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTED
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CEORCE

WEEKS
BY

HARRY

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

ARRANGEMENT
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SAMUEL
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ANO¥EB
NEWSPAPERS

ing
L'S
ERSA
UNIV
eel
country
hit theTalk
has New
Newsr
Hke a flash from the sky.
We knew it would!
And now you know it.
Universal's Talking Reporter is a
success right from the word GO!
His talk on the latest news of the day
made patrons in First Run Houses
sit up with surprise and amazement.
Because — For the first time they
heard a talking newsreel give them
up-to-the-minute news.

Presented by

CARL
LAEMMLE

News fresh and new, of all the world,
told in running-fire sequences, just as
the pictorial events were flashed on
the screen.
If you haven't already got it, hot foot
it to the nearest Universal Exchange.

NEWSREEL
IN
COMBINE
The

Evening World
(New York, N. y.)
Philadelphia Inquirer
Chicago Daily News
Francisco Chronicle
Angeles Times
Indianapolis News
Seattle Star
Dallas Dispatch
Commercial
Appeal
(Memphis,
Tenn.)
The Houston Chronicle
The Portland News
Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette
The World-Herald
(Omaha,
Neb.)
The Montana Standard
(Butte, Mont.)
The Salt Lake Tribune
The Daily Missoulian
The Billings Gazette
Charlotte News
The Oklahoma News
Kansas
City ^Iorning
Journal-Post
Minneapolis
Tribune
The Evening Star
(IVashingion, D. C.)
The Cleveland News
The Detroit News
The Atlanta Journal
San Antonio
Express
The San Antonio News
Arkansas
Democrat
(Little Rock, Ark.)
Ft. Worth
Star-Telegram
Kl Paso Evening Post

The
The
San
Los
The
The
The
The

The Spokane Press
Boston Traveler
New Haven Eve. Register
The Knickerbocker
Press
(Albany. N. Y.)
Albany Evening News
Buffalo Evening News
Rochester Times-Union
The San Diego Sun
Phoenix Evening Gazette
The St. Louis Post Dispatch
The Times Star
(Cincinnati, Ohio)
The Milwaukee
Journal
The Toledo Blade
Jacksonville Journal
The Richmond News-Leader
The Toronto Star
The Vancouver Sun
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The Independent And The Chain
By William A. Johnston
JULIUS KLEIN, the well-known
and able Assistant Secretary of Commerce, says that independent retailers
in general have not been put out of business
by chain store aggression. The percentage
in such cases is comparatively small :- on the
other hand, his investigations prove that the
percentage of independent retailers going out
of business on account of their own incompetence isvery large.
We can see a good deal of similarity here
with the present independent exhibitor situation; and H. L. Laurence of the Capital
Theatre, Paris, Tenn., happens to write us
and confirm our opinion in the matter.
DR.

"Of course," says Mr. Laurence, **there
are cases of exhibitors being forced out of
the town, but they are few and far between
when all the real facts are known.
"I know of independent exhibitors who had
good towns but never gave the public a fair
deal in any way — house, equipment or shows
— it being a case of grabbing every dollar
for themselves."
At the Milwaukee convention of exhibitors
several years ago, an independent exhibitor
came before the meeting with the plea that a
chain of theatres was putting him out of business by building a new theatre in his city.
The plain facts in the matter were — and
Motion Picture News recited them at the time
— that this city deserved a much better theatre
and the local exhibitor was not willing to
build. Certainly, there is no place in the
showman's sun for a man who is not willing
to keep abreast or rather somewhat ahead of
the times.
The independent exhibitor, it seems to us,
is better off than the independent retailer in
other fields. He has a new and fresh line of
goods to offer his public each week. There

is a positive necessity here for constant enterprise and initiative. If he cannot bring
people to his theatre and keep them coming,
certainly there will be someone who will,
whether he is another independent exhibitor
or a chain theatre manager.
Mr. Laurence's letter, however, was written to emphasize another point. He says he
does not agree with our contention that the
chain theatre manager is not apt to be as
successful as the former local exhibitor.
am one and
of those
"who owned my
own"I theatre
sold tobirds,"
one ofhethesays,
chains.
"I was paid off in full and in cash. I see absolutely
no reason, and cannot bring myself to believe a real
showman would not render the same conscientious
service to the chain organization as he rendered to
himself.
"If I thought for one second I was not giving
everything I had in me to the interests of the organization from which I receive my salary, I would resign
at once. I also believe that 95 per cent of the independent theatre owners who have sold to the so-called
chains and remained to manage the theatre are like
myself, giving the best they have in them for the interests of their organization and the community.
"One can only speak from experience with any degree of actual proof, and my experience and observations are that the different communities have been
bettered by the operation of chain theatre organizations in a great many cases and that the local man who
sold to the chain
andwork
remained
manag-er
just for
as
conscientious
in his
and theas chain
as heiswas

We agree thoroughly with Manager
himself."
Laurence,
and, in fact, we did not disagree
with him in our editorial which occasioned
his letter. The type of manager who has
failed in chain theatre operation is not the
local man who sold out, but the inferior type
of man who was sent into the town as a
stranger and who failed to make good either
because of his own lack of ability or because
he had to take too many orders from some
distant headquarters.
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Fox Plans Aggressive Campaign
In Midwest — Deal for Shanberg
Theatres On — ^Add Many In West
West Coast Chain
Expanded
By Deal For Consolidated
Houses In 11 Cities In
Intermountain Section
in the aggressive expansion
MOVES am
now under way by the
progr
Fox theatres organization held the
spotlight of interest this week in news reports from various sections of the country
and reveal that negotiations being carried
on will result in a tremendous strengthening of the Fox circuit upon successful issue
of various important projects.
Harold B. Franklin is due back in Los
Angeles today following a quick trip to
Kansas City, where a deal is on for Fox
control of Midwest theatres operated by
M. B. Shanberg, and reports from reliable
sources indicated that there will be an aggressive theatre campaign in Missouri and
Kansas included in the plan of the Fox
company to fill in its nation-wide circuit.

Northwestern Deals
Further expansion of the Fox-West Coa.-t
Theatres, Inc., holdings in the Pacific Northwest territory were announced in Seattle,
Washington last week by Earl Crabb, manager of that division for the company.
Chief among the new houses is the taking
over of the Whiteside and Majestic Theatres
in Corvallis, the Criterion and Rialto Theatres in Medford, and the Rex and McDorst Theatres in Eugene, all in Oregon.
Coincident with this transfer came announcements from Mr. Crabb that Fox- West
Coast would take over the management of
two suburban chains owned by Universal
Chain Theatres, Inc. These are the Northwest Theatre Enterprises, Inc., comprising
eight suburban houses in Seattle, and the
Multnomah Theatres, Inc., including three
suburban houses in Portland.
Still another change is the transfer of
the Castle, Liberty and U. S. A. Theatres in
Vancouver, Washington, to the management of Fox-Pacific Theatres, Inc., a West
Coast subsidiary headed by Al Rosenberg
and Al Finkelstein of Seattle.
Fox has taken a 20-year lease on the
Murphy Theatre, Wilmington, Ohio, which
is owned by Charles W. Murphy, formerly
owner of the Chicago Cubs. The house will,
be wired and other improvements made.
Reports from Des Moines were that the
Fox company is planning to invade Iowa,
a Publix stronghold. It was said that Fox
representatives have been looking over
sites for a theatre to be build in Charlotte.
The biggest deal consummated during the
week by Fox was the aequi.sition of Consolidated Theatres, operating 29 houses in

With **U'\
Sullivan
Say Still
Officials
a Coast report in
to week
RY last
TRApaper
CONthis
tliat C. Gardner Sullivan had resigned his posiion as Scenario Editor for Universal,
it is advised this week by the Home
Office that Sullivan will continue to
exercise his duties in this capacity and
that there is no foundation whatsoever
for such a rumor.

Publix Acquires
Houses In South
And Middle West
Three Theatres Bought In Nebraska; ISew Project
At Lynchburg^ Va.
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 24. — Three theatres
belonging to the World Realty Company at
Kearney, Columbus and Freemont, Neb.,
were bought by Publix early in August for
approximately $100,000, it was announced
here today by the former company.
Publix assumes management of the houses
Sept. 29 with an all-sound policy as the
theatres are already wired. The World
Realty Co. now controls only one theatre,
an Omaha suburban house.
Lynchburg, Va., Sept. 25. — The Lyncliberg Theatre Corp. has been organized to
take over the property of the Lynchburg
Traction and Light Company on Main
street to build a steel and concrete fireproof
theatre to seat 1600 which the Publix Theatres Corporation is to lease. Officers of
the new company are William P. Engel,
president; James L. Williams, vice-president. Work will start on the project about
December 1.
Wyoming, Colorado and South Dakota.
The deal gives Fox- West Coast a total of
62 theatres in the inter-mountain territory.
Other theatres taken over by Fox are the
El Capitan in San Francisco, formerly
operated by Ackerman Harris & Oppen;
the Criterion and Rialto Theatres in Medford, Ore., from George A. Hunt; and three
theatres in Vancouver, Wash., the Castle,
Liberty and U. S. A.

Picture

News

Robert Lieber,
Prominent Film
Executive, Dies
Was Former President Of First
National And Active
Leader
Robert Lieber, internationally identified
with the development of the motion picture
industry, died in an Indianapolis hospital
Sept. 24th of heart disease and complications. He had been in the hospital two
weeks and prior to that time had been under a physician's care at intervals for four
years. He would have been 59 years old
Sept.
29. as president of the First National
It was
Pictures, Inc., that the deceased became
prominent in the film industry. He grew
up with the industry and during its infancy he was a distributor of pictures
through his association with Lieber Company, Indianapolis. He was one of the
founders of the Circle Theatre there, a pioneer among the large exclusive picture theatres; he was one of the organizers of
First National, its president and for ten
years its guiding spirit and builder.
His association with the picture industry
dates from 1908. Prior to that time he had
been manager of the photographic department of the Lieber Company. The beginning of the film industry offered a new
channel of distribution for the company.
He was born in Indianapolis and educated
in local schools. He is survived by two
brothers and two sisters. Among those from
New York who attended the funeral were
Spyros Skouras and J. D. Williams.

Cincinnati Deal
For 20 Theatres
Reported Pending
A theatre merger Avhich it is said will be
far-reaching in scope is under way here by
the Cosmopolitan Motion Picture Theatres,
Inc., an organization just formed. Incorporation papers which indicate that there
will be 240,000 shares of no par stock, were
filed with Secretary of State a few days
ago, and named M. A. Daremo, Ferd. Bader
and A. M. Lochtefeld as the incorporators.
It is said that approximately 20 theatres,
including several in the Cincinnati suburbs,
will figure in the merger.

Le Baron To New York
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Sept. 26.— William Le Baron
is scheduled to leave here tomorrow for
New York for conferences on production
with R-K-0 officials.
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Under The Hollywood Lid
Hollyivood
PICTURES to the right, pictures to the
left, pictures everywhere. The discussion is endless. Hollywood lives,
breathes and consumes motion pictures with
an alacrity that sometimes amazes. You get
this almost immediately after setting foot
on local territory.
At the studios, as one might expect, the
conversational fodder is wholly composed of
film. When Hollywood is working, it really
labors. Night schedules are ordinary, the
extreme care and the time element involved
in the production of talkers often throw
shooting schedules into Sundays.
The strides made m mastering the technique of the microphone have been considerable, yet it is generally recognized here that
there remains considerable to be done. On
the Warner lot, on the Fox lot and on
others, there are buildings where the doors
are sealed. Outsiders cannot gain entrance ;
that is easy to understand. But few within
the studio walls reach the other side of
those doors, for they mark the entrance to
the experimental laboratories where this
sound kink and that are being played with
in an effort to arrive at a shorter, more
efficacious means of securing better results.
Everywhere in Hollywood you hear the
sound volcano discussed. The wonder of it,
the quick transition which it forced upon
the industry and the workmanlike absorption of this new entertainment medium by
the business — all this and more are talked
about. "This business sure has been given
a whirl," is the way one well known director put it the other day. And that is perhaps as apt a manner as any to describe
the upheaval that is Hollywood's.
» » *

Chevalier s Second
T N Hollywood, previews are part of the
■•• routine. The film colony goes for the
idea because it is business ; the natives
because, even here in the spot where they
make 'em, pictures are the caviar of the
public's entertainment.
For instance, the other night. It was at
the Paramount Theatre downtown. Formerly the Metropolitan, you know. The
Paramount studio, from Jesse Lasky and
Ben Schulberg down, turned out to see how
the ticket-payers would react to "The Love
Parade," Chevalier's second. There were
some happy smiles later. And well might
there be, in view of this for a combination :
The geniality and the pleasantries of the
Chevalier personality and the brilliance of
Lubitsch's direction. There you have two
reasons — and the others don't count — for
the indisputable box-office bell-ringer which
"The Love Parade" will prove to be.
It requires editing; in footage, the picture is long and in its present unrounded
form includes material which is irrelavent.
As is, however, its sophistication, its tang,
its charming tendency toward the racy
weigh down the scales — on the success side.
The story, certainly, is light enough, dealing as it does with the affairs of Sylnavia's
military attache in Paris, the recall to his

country and the love match between Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald, who makes of
the queen a generous eyeful. They marry,
but Chevalier, as the prince consort, finds
himself deprived of the prerogative that go
with trousers. His job then is to make it
clear who heads the family. How he does it
is a delight. You no doubt have gathered
by this time that here is the type of vehicle
that Lubitsch excels in directing. He seized
the opportunities that were his.
"The Love Parade" is an operetta. According to formula, consequently, departures from logic are permissible. It seems to
us, however, that the stage mould for operattas is a silly business for pictures. By
way of example : The queen arises in the
morning, yawns and then sings a song.
Charminglv done, to be sure, but neverthe-

They Say —

That "Sunny Side Up," latest of the
Gaynor-Farrell opuses, is a box-office
panic. On the Fox lot, a number of
enthusiasts put it in the same money
class
with
Cock-Eyed World."
Actually
. . "The
.
That $12,000 in salaries was at breakfast in the directors' dining room
at First National the other morning at
8:30 and that Jack Warner is still trying to figure out how come. The hour,
not the salaries . . .
That Paul Muni, nee Muni Weisenfreund, will be a sensation of the new
season. Winnie Sheehan pins many
hopes on him. His first was "The Valiant," you will remember it, if you
saw it all; Muni's work was so impressive. Now doing "Seven Faces" and
all seven mugs are his . . .
less funny when it isn't supposed to be.
Chevalier is made to go through an identical situation rather than have the song
numbers introduced logically.
Miss MacDonald, incidentally, is a recruit
from the New York musical comedy. She
sings well and cuts quite a pictorial swath.
Paramount, having reviewed her first picture, signed her under contract. That was
exactly the right step.

Homely Will
CONFLICTING reports have been afoot
regarding Will Rogers' first talker,
"They Had to See Paris." Reverting to
the beginning of the Rogers affair, it seemed
to us on the day that Rogers signed the contract shoved under his nose by Winnie
Sheehan that here would be a talker to
reckon with. New York hasn't seen Frank
Borzage's handiwork as yet, but here at
the Carthay Circle, audiences are being
rocked with laughter twice a day by the
droll Will and his humorous commentaries
on the American manner of doing things.
The Rogers wit is an infectious laugh-introducer. Imagine him as a suddenly-made
oil millionaire transplated to Paris by an
ambitious wife hungering for a title for
daughter to marry.
You need know noth-

ing further about the money-making possibilities ofthe opus. He is funnily incongruous in chateau settings and boulevard cafes.
As the story develops, he is ushered into
the reception room of the newly-acquired
Parisian home. Shambling to the stairway,
he horrifies his wife and tickles the audience beyond measure by assuming the role
of a train announcer. A panic is an adequate way to describe it.
There is a curious commentary about the
Rogers picture which makes significant reporting. Never throughout its length did
the audience on the night this was seen
catch a complete Rogerian wisecrack. It
was noticeable that in each case enough of
the humor of the quip was nabbed to start
the onlookers laughing, yet by the time the
mirth died down there was Rogers with
another and the proceedings got under way
all over again. So it went on to the end.
From the audience angle, the timing was
immense.
And while "They Had to See Paris" is
very much of a Rogers party, it should be
said that Borzage did a nice directorial
job. Insofar as story progression is concerned, the action — and there is little —
moved slowly. But here is a picture that
had to lean heavily on Rogers and his inimitable humor and Will successfully carried the load. Paprika is added by the
zippy presence of Fifi Dorsay, another newcomer. Fifi is the best argument we can
think of for a permanent, friendly alliance
between France and America.

*

*

*

Intelligence Counts
T ACK WARNER is excited. The reason
" is traceable to a picture, hardly a day
or more out of the laboratory, called "Evidence." Having imparted some of his enthusiasm to us, we determined to find out
for ourselves the excuse for the tremors.
And so into the projection room and this is
what unfolded itself:
Pauline Frederick, Conway Tearle, Lowell Sherman, William Courtenay and an
adorable boy — perhaps about nine — whose
name is Freddie Burke Frederick. Hollywood advises Freddie has appeared in pictures before. It was our first peek at him,
but it won't be the last because when the
gang here gets a slant at what that clever
I ad has done in "Evidence" a profusion
of work will come tumbling his way.
Another proof that intelligence, as always, tells its own story with conviction
unmistakable. The cast is splendid, acted
with restraint and spoke lines that were
sensible, interesting and charming.
"Evidence" is high class entertainment,
yet falls within the requirements of the
-* *without
*
mob. Recommended
qualifications.

A Hollywood Foible
Question: "Have you had your nuxated
iron this morning?"
Answer: "What for? I'm going for a
drive with Vic Shapiro."

KANN
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"Biggest Merger Of All' —"Great News"
Kann
"Red"
As
tes
Tribu
week its felicitations to

industry continued this
Maurice D. Kann and Motion Picture News, followof Mr. Kann's aping the announcement last week
pointment asEditor of this publication.
Important executives in producing and distributing
ranks; exhibitors all over the country, and photoplay editors
on leading newspapers gave expression to the universal
esteem and regard in which "Red" Kann is held.
In addition to the hundreds of tributes printed in last
week's issue, are the following:
THE

J. E. OTTERSON (Electrical Research
Products) — "Please accept my best wishes
for success in your affiliation with the Motion Picture News."
• * »
ABRAM F. IVIYERS (President, Allied
Slates Association) — "You have my very
best Avishes for your future happiness and
prosperity Stop I have thoroughly enjoyed
knowing you and I am sure our personal
relations have been all that could be desired Stop I differed with the Daily on
certain questions and because I felt the
exhibitors' interest demanded it, said so
Stop This left my high regard for you
wholly unimpaired Stop I think the News
is very fortunate • indeed."
• •
CECIL B. DEMILLE— "My best wishes
go with you in your
• new
* • connection."
RALPH I. POUCHER (Vice President,
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.) — "I
hasten to congratulate Mr. Johnston and
hi.s organization, to which I desire to add
the wish that you will unqualifiedly succeed and that you •will » be • very very happy."
S. RAYMENT (Editor Kinematograph
Weekly, London) — ^" Please accept my very
hearty congratulations on the important position you have taken up as Editor of Motion Picture News."
• • •
RALPH KOHN (Treasurer, Paramount)
•— "Congratulations. My sincerest good
wishes are yours."• • •
FELIX F. FEIST (Metro-Gold wynilaycr) — "1 congratulate you for having
gotten 'Bill' Johnston, and I congratulate
'Bill' for having gotten youu."

• •

•'

FRED DESBERG (Loew's Ohio Theatres, (-Icvclaiid) — "Congratulations
and
best wishes."
• • •
EDWARD P. CURTIS (Eastman Kodak
Comi);iiiy) "I have long been a friend and
admirer of Bill Johnston's, and I certaiidy
congnitulate
you on becoming
associated
with him."
• • •
RALPH
BLOCK
(Pathe
Studios)
"('<)ii'_Malulatu)ns •and• best
wishes."
•

—

G. A. BLAIR (Eastman Kodak Company)
— "I want you to accept my congratula-

tions and best wishes for a continuance of

• *

•

your success."
GEO. W. ERDMANN

the C. M. P. E. Assoc,
our members wish to
your new assignment.
that it will be a happy

(General Mgr.,

Cleveland)— "All of
congratulate you on
We sincerely trust
and most profitable

• • •
one for you."
ARTHUR W. STEBBINS— "As I said
to you in person, I now say to you in ink,
here's wishing you all the success in tne
world in your new association and I hope
that it materializes as you have planned it.
In your divorce from one great man, you
have found another marvelous man, because
I think Bill Johnston is one of the finest
fellows you will ever
• •want
« to meet."
L. B. REMY (Greater Majestic Theatre,
Dallas) — "The combination of Johnston
and yourself will be a hard one to beat, and
I know the Motion Picture News will flour-

• *
MILTON

SILVER

•
(Universal Pictures

Corp.) — "Good
luck, Red.
Mr.
ish."
• do• you."
•
gets
a break and so

Johnston

A. W. SMITH, JR. (First National Pictures, Inc.) — "Please accept my sincere
congratulations on your appointment to the
post of editor of Motion Picture News.
Best wishes for the kind of success that

» »
you are accustomed« to."
WALTER WANGER
ston)— "Congratulntions

• »

(to W. A. Johnon Red Kann's

•

appointment. "
J. K. ADAMS (General Talking Pictures
Corp., Boston, ^lass.) — "I certainly congratulate both you and Mr. Johnston. Of
course, you can always call on me if there
is anything T can do for you that is humanly
possible.
Don't forget
• * this."
•

Lester W.
wish to take
you my every
in the world,

Adler (Warner Bros.) — "I
this means of extending to
good wish for all the success
in your
• • new• connection."

M. ASCHER (Ad-Vance Trailer Service
Corp.) — "Allow me to offer my congratulations to the many tliousands you've already received. Wish you greatest success
in your new association and know
that

A Tribute From Abroad

ON prominently
the first page
of a recent
displayed,
The issue,
Daily
Film Renter of London printed
the following:
"An appointment of considerable interest has just been made in the journalistic film world of America. Mr.
Maurice Kann, the clever young editor
of 'The Film Daily' is to become editor
of 'The Motion Picture News.' the foremost weekly organ of the industry in
the States.
Mr. Kann won his spurs on the 'Film
Daily' on which he received a thorough
training in film journalism, under the
tuition of the late Joe Dannenberg,
whom he succeeded in the editorial
chair. He continued Dannenberg's
policy, when he assumed control, with
the result that America's leading daily
picture paper has maintained and extended its influence.
"His position on 'Motion Picture
News' will afford Mr. Kann great scope
for his journalistic ability. Guided by
Mr. Wm. A. Johnston, its proprietor,
the 'M. P. N.' has become a power of
the first importance in the American
film industry, and Kann will be able to
bring his flair for topical scoops to reinforce the prestige of an organ which
has gained the respect of the trade on
both sides of the Atlantic.
"'The Daily' of Great Britain extends to the ex-editor of the 'Film
Daily' of the States its cordial congratulations on his new appointment."
you will still continue to be one of the
leading and often quoted editors in the motion picture industry."
• • •
FRED BAER (Fred Baer & Associates,
Publicity Service) — "I certainly congratulate Motion Picture News, as well as your
self. This is beyond doubt the greatest
merger of the year. With best personal
regards and much good fortune to both
the Kann and News
» • institutions."
•
LEON

J. BAMBERGER

(Mgr. Sales

Promotion Dept., Paramount) — "Let me
heartily congratulate you and wish you
much success, although I don't need to do
that for you will assuredlj' make it for

• •

•

D. M. BECKMAN, "Motion Picture
Record," Seattle) — "Good luck in your
lf. ' '
yourseposition,
new
and much success with the
• • •
'News.' "
PAUL BURGER (United Artists Corp.)
— "Please accept my congratulations and
good wishes for success in your new con-

• •

•

D. J. CHATKIN (General Director of
nection."
Theatre Management, Publix) — "Allow me
to offer my heartiest congratulations and
very best wishes •
for • a successful
career."
•
SYDNEY

GOULD

on vour chans:('. ' '

— ' ' Congratulation,;
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Among Scores Of Additional
Becomes Editor Of Motion Picture News
VICTOR J. C ALLAN AN (Managing Editor, The Auburn, X. Y., "Advertiser-Journal")— "Greetings I Wish you best of luck
and feel sure that Motion Picture News
will set a fast pace."
• •

«

IRA H. COHEN (Branch Manager, Fox
Film Corp., Pittsburgh)— "The Motion Picture News is indeed to be congratulated for
their good fortune in securing your services, and I am sure that future publications will show the results of your able
efforts."
» * •
WILLIAM CONSELMAN (Pathe Studios)— "Please accept my congratuluations
on your change of position and the wish
that under your leadership Motion Picture
News will enjoy brilliant
» * » success."
GEO. H. DAVIS (Pres., Quality Distributing Corp.) — "I want to offer you my
sincere good wishes and lots of success in
jour new undertaking."
« « •
LEO M. DEVANEY (Division Manager,
Universal Film Exchanges, Cleveland) — "I
want to take this opportunity of extending
to you my best wishes for success in your
new position."

* *

*

CLYDE W. ECKHARDT— ' ' Indeed sorry
to have missed you. Would have enjoyed
few minutes' visit and can only again express my wishes for success in your now
affiliation."
• • •
DON EDDY (RKO Studios)— "Just
learned of your change of address and
liasten to extend salutations, congratulations, best wishes and anything else that
might be in order."
• • »
BERNARD EDELHERTZ, publisher.
The American Hebrew) — "My best wishes
for a successful career as Editor of Motion Picture News. We shall always be glad
to exchange ideas and have no hesitancy
in saying that such exchange can only jebound to our advantage."
* • •
LYNN

FARNOL (Samuel Goldwyn Productions)— "Hallelujah, amen and selah to
your grand new job.
* • It 's* swell, I know. ' '
J. J. FELDER (Pathe Exchange)— "I
want to take this opportunity of wishing
you every measure of success in your new
enterprise. '"'

»

«

»

LEONARD FIELDS (Universal Pictures
Corp.) — "In New York for a few days and
have just learned of your new job. Bully
for you — and my sincerest wishes that your
new position will give you everything in
the world you want."
« • »
L.
hope
with
has

A. Fink, (The Wall Street News)—"!
your new position will be crowned
even greater success than that which
characterized
your previous
notable

H.
Fox
—"I
your

J. FITZGERALD (General Manager,
Midwesco Theatres, Inc., Milwaukee)
hope your new relations will surpass
* * *
highest expectations."

W. R. FERGUSON (Manager
tation, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
accept my sincerest wishes for
ful regime with Motion Picture
EMMALINE

FINEBERG

of Exploi— ■' ' Please
a successNews."
(Secretary,

Winnipeg Film Board of Trade) — "I want
to wish you all success and happiness in
* • «
your new venture."
W. P. GARYN (National Screen Service
Corp.) — "You know, we are always on the
up and up for you, and if good wishes
mean success, you have mine in such a
Volume as will put you over the top imme* » *
diately you start. ' '
LOLA A. GENTRY (Secretary, Los Angeles Film Exchange Board of Trade) — "I
am congratulating you because I feel sure
you would no make the change if it were
not to your advantage. Motion Picture
News is to be congratulated upon securing
you to scribble for them, and we will continue to look forward to being elucidated
* s.
» ' *'
by your clever article
CHARLES J. GIEGRICH (Disney Cartoons)— "Permit me to congratuluate you
on your new affiliation as editor of Motion
Picture News and to wish you great success and every editorial honor, all of which
* * »
is justly your due."
BEN GOETZ (Los Angeles)— "I want to
add my congratuluations and best wishes
to the many thousands I know you have
already received."* * «
ARTHUR BUTLER GRAHAM, (Attorney)— "Please accept my hearty congratulations and my best wishes for your continued success in your new connection with
* • *
Motion Picture News."
N. D. GOLDEN (Assistant Chief, M. P.
Division, Department of Commerce, Wash* • you all the luck
ington— ' * Here 's' *wishing
in the world in your new venture."
NELSON

L. GREENE (Editor, The Educational Screen) — "Congratulations on
your important change."
* • •
HALSEY, STUART & CO., INC.— "May
we extend to your our congratulations and
best wishes for a most successful future
in your new connection. May we assure
you also, that this organization is at your
service."
HI GREEN (Drama Editor, Tacoma,
Wash., News Tribune)— "The MPN appeears to me to be the livest of its
sort, and this change on your part
indicates that I'm not in the least mistaken in my estimate of the value of
this publication."

BEN
H. GRIMM
(Universal
Pictures
Corp.)^ — "The world do move I Now look
at you ! And I won 't be so trite as to say
'Congratulations.' Your hundreds of other
well-wishers in the business will do that.
All I will say is that if there is anything
in the world I can do to cooperate with you
now or any other time all you have to do
is to let me know the need of it."
A. HARRISON, » JR.» (Harcol
*
' Motion Picture Industries, Inc., New Orleans) — "I
sincerely wish you full success in your new
association and feel certain that the transferring of your efforts to Motion Picture
News can but result in benefit to that or•
ganization and to *the• Industry
at large."
J. J. HARWOOD (The Cleveland M. P.
Exhibitors Association) — "I wish to extend
my congratulations on what no doubt is
your advancement in journalism. I also
think that the News is in line for congratulations in securing such a live wire as I
know you to be. Needless to say, you have
my very best wishes in your new connection
and I want to assure you that as in the
past, I will be ever ready to respond with
any service that I can command and you
may feel at liberty to call on me at any
• • •
E. B. HATRICK (Cosmopolitan Productions— Motion Picture News is getting a
distinct asset, and I wish you the best of
time."
« • •
HENRY HERZBRUN (Resident Attorney, Paramount) — "I congratulate you and
wish you every measure of luck on your
luck."
• • •
J. H. HOFFBERG (M. P. Exporter and
new job."
Importer) — "I offer you my congratula» • *
EDWARD HOLLAND— "Please add my
sincere good wishes to the avalanche of
those
tions."which must have already engulfed
« • •
FRANK J. HUGHES (J. P. Muller &
Co.) — "I want to be among the many to
congratuluate you. All you have to do is
to continue to do the style of work you
liave been doing and you will just have to
* • •
be successful."
ED JACOBS (Cleveland News)— "I am
strong for and like the rose, and I am sure
you will u'.Smell
as sweet ' in any environ''
o Sincerelj'
yment.
— heartiest congratulua* ♦ «
WM. JAMES and PETE WOOD of The
M. P. T. 0. of Ohio.— "Accept our heartiest congratulations, Old Chap, and this
tions."
goes for each and every member of the
Motion Picture Theatre
• • •Owners of Ohio."
MILLARD JOHNSON (Australasian
Films Ltd.) — "I wish to take this opportunity to congratuluate you on your new post
which I am delighted to hear you have
accepted."
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Editors, Prominent Executives
Voice Tlieir Good Will And Esteem
EARL W. KRAMER (RKO Distributing
Corp.) — "Allow me to take this opportusuccess."
nity of wishing you
• continued
• •

WALTER J. MOORE— "Congratulations
and best wishes to you and Motion Picture

OSCAR KUSCHNER (Branch Mgr., Tiffany-Stahl Productions, Indianapolis) —
"Allow us to extend our heartiest congratulations and assurance of our cooperation. Should we in any way be of service
to vou, we would appreciate your advising
• • •
'"
.
s
u
D. T. LANE (Salt Lake City Film Board

EDWIN H. MORRIS (M. Witmark &
News."
Sons) — "I Avas very pleased to hear that
you have become associated with the Motion Picture News. I am sure that if at any
time the firm of M. Witmark & Sons can
be of any assistance to you in any way,
• glad
* » to do so."
we will be only too

of Trade) — "I wish you all the success in
of endeavor."
the world in your • new
• field
•
HARRY LAWRENSON (Feature Editor,
Fox News)- — "I wish you lots of success
in your now capacity."
• • •
IRVING M. LESSER (General Talking
Pictures Corp.) — "Permit me to offer my
best and fond hopes for an even greater
success (if that is possible) to you and
your paper."

• •

•

MRS.
ELSIE LOEB—" Congratulations
upon your new connection."
• • •
JOHN

A. LUDWIG (Ludwig Film Exchanges, Milwaukee) — "I want to extend
my heartiest congratuulations for the new
position that you •have
• •undertaken."
MAURICE MACKENZIE, Executive Assistant to Will Hays. — "My best wishes."
E. MCMANUS (Cincinnati Film Board
of Trade) — "May I take this opportunity
of wishing you the maximum of success in
your new position as Editor of the Motion
Picture News." • • •
NATE
MANHEIM— " Take
wishes with you. Old
• • Timer."
•
WILLIAM

my

good

MASSCE — "Hearties congratulations on your
• • move."
•

ELMER H. MAYER (Pittsburgh Moving
Picture Bulletin) — -"Congratulations
and
best wishes upon •
your• new
• position."
HAROLD D. MENKEN (Menken Advertising, Inc.) — "I am very glad to hear of
your change to the Motion Picture News
and wish you the success
• • •that you deserve."
ABE MEYER— " Congratulations ! I just
heard about your new affiliation and hasten
to send my best wishes."
• • •
HERBERT M. MILLER (Managing Editor, Barrist-Goodwin Publications) —
"Please accept my sincere congratulations
upon your acceptance of the post as editoi
of Motion Picture News. It merits commendation for yourself and the organization which you join."
• • •
A. B. MOMAND (Momand Theatres, Inc.,
Shawnee, Okla.) — "We wish to express our
best wishes for the mutual success of the
News and yourself."

• •

ALBERT G. RUBEN— "I want you to
know that I wish vou all the luck in the
»

•

DUDLEY MURPHY— "It sounds like a
* for
• you."
swell job, and I'm » glad
MAY NINOMIYA (Executive Editor,
Film Fun) — "Better late than never. Red.
But I do want to add my share of happy
congratulations on the new association as
editor of Motion •Picture
• • News."
BOBBY NORTH (First National Productions)— "Want to congratulate you on your
new position — also wish to congratulate
Bill Johnston for getting you as I'm sure
you will prove a valuable addition to the
• * »
PEGGY PATTON (Motion Picture Critic.
News."
Wisconsin News, Milwaukee) — "Here is
the 'glad' hand on your new venture and
I wish you a lot of luck and success in
» * •
your new field."
JOSEPH POLLAK (President National
Screen Service Corp.) — "Although I already expressed my sincere wishes to you
over the phone, I cannot help but again
express the hope that your new association
will be one of extreme happiness and satisfaction to you." • » ♦
C. F. POWERS (Branch Mgr., Fox Film
Corp., Portland, Ore.) — "Every success in
• • *
the world."
OSCAR PRICE (General Pictures Corp.)
— "I know you will be eminently success• • •
HERMAN ROBBINS— "You're a smart
shrewd guy, even tho' you are smaller than
I am,
ful."so no doubt you are doing the right
thing. Needless to say, you have my heartiest, sincerest wishes for a complete and
thorough success, and I am sure that you
are going to be very, very happy in your
new surroundings."
DENNIS R. SMITH (Photoplay EdiCanton,deal
C Daily
News) —to "It
me ator,great
of pleasure
seegives
two
of my friends getting together. I recall with pleasure several instances
in which we have met by correspondence and the Motion Picture News
has been my text book since the days
when
Brady theandpace.
theMany
World
were setting
yearsF'ilms
ago
I obtained from Mr. Johnston permission to use material from Motion Picture News, and I still avail myself of
that privilege and quote this esteemed
publication with credit more than all
the other trade journals combined."

*

*

A. F. SAMS, JR. (Mgr., Auditorium Theatre, Winston-Salem, N. C.)— "I wish to
congratulate
Motion Picture News on seworld."
curing your services as editor, and I am
sure that the best trade paper of the in» • better
»
dustry will be a still
paper."
SI SEADLER (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—
' ' Even the note paper is Red. My sincerest
» * *
wishes for good luck."
J. H. SEIDELMAN (Foreign Dept.,
Paramount) — "Your change means that instead of looking for your articles in one
publication,
I will
them All
in success
another —in
and
a welcome
one find
at that.
the world to you."• * *
W. G. SMITH (Branch Mgr., Tiffany,
Cincinnati) — "I received with great pleasure, word that you have associated yourself
• • News.
• ''
with Motion Picture
SILAS EDGAR SNYDER (Editor, The
International Photographer) — "I am hastening to congratulate you on the new job
and be assured that anything that I can
do for you or your new publication, as one
editor to another, I shall be most happy
• • •
to undertake."
SOUND

EQUIPMENT
CORP.—
"Congratulations and success, also
appreciation
of your constructive service to the indus• • •
HARRY

F. STORIN

(Leroy Theatre

Company, Pawtucket, R. I.) — "I want to
join your many friends in extending congratuluations to you on your new assignment. Ibelieve this change is going to provide for you a larger field in which to accomplish the many things you are capable
of doing, and knowing you as I do, I feel
that the most important tiling you want to
do is to contribute progressive thought and
service to the industry you are happily astry.""
» • »
sociated with."
MOE STREIMER (United Artists Corp.)
— "My best wishes for success with your
new connection with Motion Picture News.
I feel Bill Johnston has used very good
«

•

•

HARRY
gment." TAYLOR (Asst. Gen'l Sales
jud
Mgr., Universal) — "I want to extend to you
my heartiest congratuluations
and best
«
•
•
wishes for your future."
LAMAR TROTTI (M. P. Producers &
Dist. of America) — -"I hasten to send you
my best wishes for great success in your
new job. I know it must be another step
forward for you. • That's
• • great.
J. A. WALDRON (General Mgr., Mack
Sennett Comedies) — "Congratulations and
best wishes for your continued success in
your new association with Motion Picture
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Paramount And Warner To Continue
Separate Operation Is Merger Plan
TO GROUP

THEATRES

Hollytvood Hears That Attitude
Of Government
Is
Causing No
Concern
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

, Sept. 2(5.— Paramount
HOLLYW
Warner.s are to continue operaand OOD
tions a.s separate organizations under the terras of the amalgamation now being worked out in New York. Both companies, while controlled by a new holding
corporation to be formed as an outgrowth
of the merger, will remain in direct competition as producing and selling organizations, but their combined theatre holdings are to be grouped under the Publix
banner with Sam Katz as operating head.
It is learned here that the attitude of
the Government is causing no concern. The
expectation is that Washington will approve the merger and the decision to continue as individual entities, therefore, is
not influenced by the manner in which Federal officials view the move.
As a matter of good business, it is felt
the interests of both groups may best be
served by their continuance in direct business competition. A combination of producing and selling forces, it is argued,
would mean a reduction in total numbers
of playing dates as against the maximum
possibilities available for two distinct
companies.
The second important angle stresses the
point that an amalgamation in operation
can only result in makimg available to
competitive groups part of the playdates
now being nabbed by Paramount and Warners functioning separately in the market.

Max Glucksman Appointed
S. A. Pacent Distributor
Max Glucksman, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, well known distributor, with
offices in Argentine, Chile and Uruguay,
has been appointed distributor of Pacent
Reproducer Systems in the three South
American countries. The Glucksman organization will soon include a complete engineering and service department to oversee all Pacent installations in its South
American territory.
James CuUen, Pacent Engineer, is now
at work on the first installation in Montevideo.

Luncheon

For W. F. Canavan

The Projection Advisory Council will
give a luncheon to William F. Canavan, International President of the L A. T. S. E.
and M. P. M. 0. at the Hotel Astor, at 1
P. M., Thursday, November 14th. Mr.
Canavan will deliver a talk on "Projection
and Projectionists." Charles Eichhorn,
vice-president of Local 306, is chairman of
the committee in charge of the affair.

Hollywood Sees 1,800
Theatres in Merger
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

the
theatr,es pooled
1,800 OOD
26.— With
Sept. under
HOLLYW
Paramount -Warner merger,
which is now accepted as fact throughout Hollywood, both companies are
assured of a profit on every picture
they make. Of the total, as noted
preciously, Publix contributes approximately 1,000 and Warners, 400.
W/ien the 2,500 figure is readied,
tlie combined companies will then no
longer Jiave to sell theatre accounts
otlier than their own. Their business
structures will be complete within
tliemselies.
Tliis, broadly, is tfte ParamountWarner and Fox policy and accounts
for t/ieir rapid expansion in tlie tlieatre
field.

Decides Against
Silverphone In
Suit By W. E.
Permanent Injunction Issued
In U. S. District Court
On Patent Claims
A permanent injunction against the
Silverphone Corporation of Toledo, restraining that company from making or
distributing any equipment infringing upon
the patents under which Western Electric
has filed complaints against Silverphone
and other manufacturers and distributors
of sound reproducers was handed down I^y
Judge Hahn, of the United States District
Court, Northern District of Ohio.
The decision is declared by Western
Electric to be a "sweeping victory in the
first of its patent suits to reach a final decision, because it upholds the validity of
the five sets of patents upon which the suits
were based."
The patents under which Western Electric sued Silvei-phone are: Nos. 1,128,292;
1,432,022; 1,483,273; 1,493,595; 1,504,537;
1,544,943; 1,442,439; 1,448,550; 1,520,994;
1,403,475; 1,231,764; 1,493,217; 1,707,544;
1,707,545.
A permanent injunction had already been
issued gainst the Maiden-Toledo Company,
which manufactured receiver's that infringed upon Western Electric Company's
patents and were used in the Silverphone.
"In accordance with the injunction
granted by the Court, Western Electric has
the right to bring suit against the theatres
in which the infringing equipment has been
installed. The extent to which this right
will be exercised is a question still in abeyance," said an announcement concerning
the decision issued by W. E.

BATTLE

LINES NARROWING

Harry
Warner
Denies
Deal
Closed
With
Paramount
Although It Is A Generally
Accepted Fact
sday
on Wedne
this aweek
nialM.
deWARNER ofissued
HARRY
that there was "any such deal" in
referring to the deal between the Warner
Bros, and Paramount-Famous-Lasky. Just
what Mr. Warner meant by "such" is the
question for it is generally accepted not
only in film circles but in Wall Street as
well that the deal has been definitely setA factor was added to the situation with
the breaking of the story that Technicolor
would also be taken over by Paramount.
This is altogether possible as Technicolor
has a contract with Warner Bros, which
virtually ties the color organization up
with that organization, and the merging
of Paramount with Warners would automatically bring about the transfer of that
contract.
With Paramount- Warners in control of
Technicolor the Fox organization is already
casting about for other color processes. In
their production of "Married In Hollywood" the Multicolor process was used.
Several other color processes on the market at present are showing renewed life
and there are deals on in various directions
for them.

General Motors PlanAs forecast several months ago exclusively in the Motion Picture News, Paramount is going to work out a General Motors Plan in its future operations. It is
understood that this plan was originally
laid out for Adolph Zukor by Louis Sterling, head of the Columbia Gramaphone Co.
in England. Sterling is said to have advocated the affiliation with a broadcasting
system and also the manufacture and market of radio sets. In this connection it is
believed that the Atwater-Kent organization
will be one that Paramount will eventually
taken over. The American Columbia
Gramaphone will also become one of the
subsidaries of the gigantic Paramount organization. Sterling is also said to have
worked out the merchandising plan for the
subsidary companies.
In "The New York Times" of Sunday
the industrial writer forecast a definite
naiTowing down in the motion picture industry with three battle lines well defined.
The three would have Paramount Famous
Lasky at the head of one, Fox Fihns heading another and the RKO at the head of
the third. As "The Times" expert dopes
the situation it is as follows :
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP.
— Production. Present studios in Hollywood and New York, studios of First National Pictures in Hollywood and Warner
Brothers studios in Hollywood and Brooklyn through acquisition of Warner Broth(Continued on page 1125)
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Hearst Acquires
or
Zuk
s
end
Voting Trustee Def
Substantial Part
In Statement On Canadian FPL
Of Fox Movietone
Organization Formed To
Controversy— W. D. Ross Resigns New Gather
Material For
ISathanson Denies Agreement
Was Made Not To SellRoss Resignation
New Sensation

ic statements by prinFURTHER cipals inpubl
the internal clash in the
Famous Players Canadian Corporation, -which culminated in the resignation
of N. L. Nathanson as managing director
of the corporation, were issued this week,
and the matter now has taken on the appearance of a public controversy in Canada.
I. W. Killam, of Montreal, one of the
three voting trust directors, and who claims
to be the largest stockholder in the corporation, came to the defense of Adolph Zukor,
declaring that he had stipulated when the
company was formed that Mr. Zukor must
act as president, and while paying tribute
to Mr. Nathanson as " a very able manager,
to whom much credit is due," he attacked
the latter 's methods in his efforts to forward an offer for a sale for the benefit of
the shareholders of the company. When
the holdings of Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation were acquired by the Canadian
company some months ago, Killam asserts
in his statement, Mr. Zukor concurred in
the idea, but asked for some kind of assurance that the shares of the company Avhich
held his Canadian franchise would not be
taken "across the street and sold to one of
his competitors." In compliance, Killam
says, a voting trust agreement was suggested, and to this Mr. Zukor agreed.
"While the two Canadian trustees could
outvote him," the Killam statement continues, "nevertheless he, Mr. Zukor, could
rely on either Mr. Nathanson or myself, if
not on both of us, to deal fairly and protect
him against the very thing that Mr. Nathson less than six months later tried to do.
If Mr. Nathanson had wanted to put forward an offer for a sale, he should have
placed it before his president and put
squarely up to him the responsibility of
placing it before his board for their decision." And he points out that no meet-

Bremen
Pays Respect
To Carl Laemmle
THE City of Bremen, Germany, has
invited Universal's president to
spend his summer as a guest of
that city as a means of commemorating
his first trip to America 45 years ago.
It was from IJremen that Carl
Laemmle. in 1881, set sail for the
new world with but S.'JO in his pocket.
This year he will return to his native
land on the new S. S. Bremen. Another testimonial Mr. Laemmle has received is from his native town, Laupheim, where citizens have given his
name to one of the important streets.
The Laemmle party will return to the
U. S. on October 1st.

Health Pamphlet Brings
Protest From Nolan
PROTEST has been raised by P.
J. Nolan, proprietor of three theatres in Ottawa, Ontario, against
the attitude of Canadian Government
officials with respect to attendance at
moving picture theatres whenever
there is more or less general illness.
At the present time there is an infantile paralysis scarce in various sections of Eastern Canada and the Federal Department of Public Health has
issued a pamphlet which says: "Don't
go to the Movies," among other things.
Mr. Nolan says it is time for exhibitors to call a halt on this kind of health
propaganda.
A

ing of the trustees had been called or held
for this or any other purposes. "Instead of
proceeding in the above conventional manner," Killam states, "Mr. Nathanson, after
advising me that he was endeavoring to
negotiate a sale at $75 a share, asked me
to communicate with counsel of an American film corporation for the purpose of devising a method of getting around our trust
agreement with Mr. Zukor, without Mr.
Zukor 's knowledge or approval, stating
that, as Mr. Zukor would hardly give his
consent, a way around the agreement must
Killam statement brought a retort
be The
found."
from Nathanson in the form of a lengthy
statement, in which he denied that there
was any agreement between himself, Adolph
Zukor and Killam at the time when they
became the voting trustees for shareholders
that the Canadian corporation would not
be sold.
Another sensation broke in connection
with the controversy with the announcement that Hon. W. D. Ross, Governor of
the Province of Ontaria, had tendered his
resignation as a director, with which he had
been associated for years. He also steps
out
of the
chairmanship of the company's
finance
committee.

400
Vitaphone
"
To Come
From Varieties
Warner Bros.
The total number of Vitaphone Varieties
for release on Warner Bros. 1929-30 program will reach a total of 400, it is announced by George Quigley, vice-president
and general manager of the corporation.
They will be made at the rate of more than
one a day and production will be divided
equally between the West and East.

Son Born To The Trottas
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
Trotta of Flushing, L. I., at the Long
Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
on Saturday September 21st.
Mr. Trotta is Art Manager of Paramount
Famous Lasky Corporation.

Both Firms
It is announced this week that William
Randolph Hearst has acquired a substantial
interest in the Fox Movietone Corporation
which issues Fox-Movietone News. A newcompany has been organized to gather material throughout the world which will supply both Fox Movietone and Hearst Metrotone News, the latter making its first appearance on Saturday, Sept. 28th.
E. B. Hatrick, executive head of Hearst
motion picture interests, represented Mr.
Hearst, while Courtland Smith, executivehead of Fox Movietone, conducted negotiations for William Fox.
Commencing with the Sept. 28th issu&
there will be two weekly issues of Hearst
Metrotone News and a similar number of
Fox Movietone News. Both, however, will
retain absolutely their separate identities,
each with its own staff and following itsown editorial policy.
Commenting on the deal both Hearst and
Fox state that the reason lies in the fact
that news gathering facilities for both reels
will be greatly extended.
|NiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiing
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PETER VISCHER (New York Editor,
Exhibitors Herald World) — "I want tosend you my heartiest congratuluations on
your new post which I know you will fill
with distinction. Please believe me whoa
I say that I wish you every success."
HERBERT WILCOX (British & Dominion Films Ltd., London) — "Happiest congratulations and every good wish."

•

•

•

E. L. WILLIAMS (The Providence, R. L
Tribune) — "Congratulations and best
wishes for success in your new post."
FRANK J. WILSTACH— "You will
liave very pleasant people to work with,
and a big opportunity
to do things at
• • •
ROY

W. WINTON

(Managing Director^

Amateur Cinema League, Inc.) — "I wish
you
success in the new work and
."
handevery
want to assure you that our cooperative
relations will, in no way, be disturbed."
• • •
SAMUEL ZIERLEB^"It was with great
pleasure indeed that I learned of your
new association, and I wish to take this
means of extending to you my hearty congratulations, and best wishes for every success in your new undertaking."
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Allied And Sarnoff Iron Differences;
So. California Exhibitors Meet Soon
COAST

STATES

JOINING

Intertnountain States Affiliate ;
Enthusiastic Seattle Meeting;
California
Gathering
At Los Angeles
., Sept. 26.— The AlWASH
SEATTLE,
Franchise meeting held
lied States
here at the Washington Hotel on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week
proved an undoubted success. More than
seventy-five exhibitors from Washington,
Idaho and Oregon were present. Al. Rosenberg, president of the Northwest Allied
Amusement organization, and James M.
Hone, secretary, were in charge of the gathering. The speakers were Al. Steffes and
Oscar Hanson.
The exhibitors were enthusiastic about
the franchise plan although the actual
number of signers were not made public.
George Appleby, local manager for Tiffany-Stahl, said that he would issue a
statement later in the week as to those who
signed.
Los Angeles, Calif. Sept. 26. — A meeting
of the Allied States Exhibitors is scheduled
here for the 12-13-14 of October. Abram
F. Myers, President and general counsel of
the national organization, together with a
number of state leaders, including Col. H.
A. Cole of Texas, H. M. Richey of Michigan and Al. Steffes of Minnesota are expected.
There is decided activity among the independents in this territory who seem markedly active over the meeting. It is no more
than natural that such should be the case
with the Federal case against the Fox West
Coast Theatres in this territory still pending. That ease is set for trial here on November 4.
Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 26.— Mark Goldman,
manager of the Tiffany-Stahl exchange, entertained twenty independent exhibitors
here at a luncheon at which the Allied
States franchise plan was explained by
Martin Smith of the Smith and Belder circuit, who have signed a franchise contract
for their entire circuit.
A statement issued by the Allied States
Exhibitors Assn. from its offices in Washington announced that the Intermountain
Theatre Owners Association covering parts
of Idaho, Utah, Wyoming and Nevada
voted unanimously to affiliate with the national organization. The meeting was held
in Salt Lake on September 20 and was
the largest gathering of independent theatre owners ever held in this territory, over
a hundred exhibitors being present. The
measures brought before the meeting, including franchise organization and affiliation were received with the utmost enthusi-

Fox W. Coast Theatres
Federal Case Nov. 4
trial
in ES,
the case
theTheUnited
Sept. of26.—
LosdateANGEL

States vs. the Fox West Coast
Theatres and others accused of violating the Sherman Anti-Trust Act was
set for November 4th, by U. S. District
Court Judge Henning. This will be a
continuance of the action that has been
pending against the theatre chain here.
The circuit and others are accused of
a conspiracy to discriminate against
smaller theatres especially those with
an admission price of ten cents and the
houses showing double features.
It was reported that there were steps
being taken in an effort to settle the
pending action out of court. This, however, could not be verified. Federal
Attorney Amen was reported in Washington for a discussion of the phases
of the case with his superiors.

Paramount, Warner
Will Continue
As
Separate Companies
(Continued from page 1123)
ers. Theatres : Present chain of Publix
Theatres with addition of Stanley Theatres, and Warner Brothers Theatres and
numerous other smaller chains. Vaudeville :
Unit shows now being used in Publix theatres. Radio : Columbia Broadcasting System and a prominent radio receiving-set
manufacturing company rejiorted now to
be a subject of negotiations. Phonograph :
Columbia Graphophone Company, recording 'and machine and record distribution,
also Harms, Inc., and Witmark & Sons,
music publishers, now owned by Warner
Brothers.
RKO— Production : FBO and Pathe studios in Hollywood. Theatres : RKO theatres
augmented by agreements with Shubert theatres and AUied States Association theatres now under franchise. Vaudeville :
Keith Albee Orpheum chain. Radio : National Broadcasting chain and Radio Corporation of America. Phonograph : Victor
Talking Machine Company.
FOX FILMS CORP.— Production : Present studios and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Hollywood and New York. Theatres :
Present Fox houses with affiliated companies and Loew Theatres. Vaudeville : Fox
and Loew chains combined. Radio : Probably only the present contracts with established stations.

Nebraska Chain Growing
Omaha, Sept. 21.— The Nebraska Theatres corporation added the eighth house to
their string of local suburban theatres wheu
they leased the Uptown last week. The
house hood
is theatres.
one of Ittheis city's
wired. finest neighbor-

HARMONY

IS RESULT

Myers, Cole and Richey Confer
With RCA Head; Difficulties
Are Fully
Adjusted
At Parley
the
s of Asleadertors
betwee
ING
MEET
Allied
States
M. n P.theExhibi
sociation and David Sarnoff of RCA,
took place in New York on Thursday. Present at the meeting were Abram F. Myers,
President and general counsel of the Allied , •,
Col. H. A. Cole, of Texas, and H. M. Richey
of Michigan, and the vice-president of the
Radio Corporation. The meeting was for
the purposes of ironing out a number of
difficulties which have arisen since Radio
Pictures and the RKO Distributing Corp.
lined up with the Allied franchise plan.
Hiram Brown, president of RKO theatres,
was also a party to the conference.
As a result of the meeting a most amicable feeling exists on the part of the exhibitors. One of them in speaking of the
conference stated that he felt sure that
the future relationship would be a most
harmonious one. Reports to the effect that
stumbling blocks in the path of the success
of the Allied plan were placed by executives of Radio Pictures were denied by the
exhibitor leaders, who stated absolutely
that both Joseph I. Schnitzer and Lee
Marcus had given them 100 per cent coopation to date on the work in hand of
spreading the franchise broadcast to the
independent exhibitors.
Abram F. Myers returned to Washington
Thursday night and will rtmain there until he makes a trip to the coast to attend
the exhibitor meeting planned in Los Angeles. Col. Cole left on Friday for Texas and
the same day Richey departed for Detroit.

A

Joan Crawford Signs New
Long Term M-G-M

Contract

It is announced by M-G-M that Joan
Crawford has signed a new long term contract with the company. She is at present
completing a starring role in "Untamed,"
which Jack Conway is directing. Mis3
Crawford is to be seen in two current offerings, "Our Modern Maidens" and "The
Hollywood Revue."

U. A. Completes Two Short
Subjects On New Schedule
Two of United Artists' announced program of twelve short subjects have been
completed and a third is in production.
The titles of the two completed are "Glorious Vamps" and "Overture of 1812";
before the camera is "The Irish Rhapsody." Lupe Velez was to have appeared
in "Glorious Vamps" but was unable to
do
Fla.so on account of being called to Tampa,
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Fox And Shapiro,
Wm. Canavan, Pres. Of I.A.T.S.E.
Bernstein Close
Sees No Menace In M.P.T.O.A,
Sheet Music Deal
Discussion Of Labor Troubles Alignment Follows Purchase
To Be A Highlight At Memphis
Convention Of Exhibitors ;
Music Tax Also Up For
Action
announcement issued this week
THE
Motion Picture Theatre Ownby the
ers of America to the effect that at
the forthcoming Tenth Annual Convention
of the organization to be held at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tenn., starting Oct.
29 and continuing for three days, the operator and music tax situations would bo
most important topics of discussion, with
the intimation that through a plan that
they had evolved with the aid of a company supplying sound projectors, which :s
to supply "skilled men all of the time to
operate these machines" the union operators wouhl have their hold on the business
nullified to a great extent.
In the exact language of the statement,
"This will make the exclusiveness of the
Union situation less intense and help to
solve the program associated with exhibitors being permitted to handle their own
business." William Canavan, president of
the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees of which the Operators
Unions are a branch, after hearing the
statement said that he failed to see any
significance in it.
The trouble with the independent exhibitor, according to Mr. Canavan, is the fact
that he has lost sight of the fact that the
business of exhibiting has long since passed
the ten cent admission stage, and that instead of bewailing the fact that sound pictures and the new wide film have come
along to increase operating costs to the exhibitors, he should have hailed them as the
saviours of the business, and gone out and
worked to use them to increase his box office receipts. A raise in admission prices
is the answer, says Mr. Canavan. The exhibitor wants to realize that with sound his
overhead is increased a hundred dollars a
month

and

if an exhibitor

can't tjet that

New Contract In Sight
For Colleen Moore
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 26.— With the
cutting completed on "Footlights
and Fools," Colleen Moore's
final production fur First National, the
star and her husband, John McCormick, have left on a round trip tour to
New York. The pair go by way of the
Canadian Rockies, and will return in
about three months by way of the Panama Canal on a Panama-Pacific liner.
It is expected that McCormick will
complete negotiations for a new contract with one of the large companies
during his stay in New York, with
rumors strong stating Miss Moore will
be with either Paramount or RKO
when she returns to the coast.

Western Electric Total
Installations 2490
of
total
ELEC
ons in
em TRIC
instaSllati
soundN syst
WESTER
the United States mounted to
2,490 during the past few weeks, recent
installations number 10.5, since publication of the last total of W. E. installations.
One hundred and two of the installations were film and disc only one
was a non-synchronous attachment,
while but two were disc attachments.
extra money through his box office window
he has no place in the business, is Mr.
Canavan 's view.
In regard to the music tax, the statement
sets forth that "As the sound and talking picture has its own music and this
comprehends in the main the greater part
of many house programs the payment of
a special music tax may be rendered unnecessary." The M. P. T. 0. A. may be
l)asing their belief on a recent decision in
a radio broadcasting case and seeking to
apply that decision to their own ends.
Whether or not they can do that successfully remains to be seen. There is no doubt
but that the American Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers will put up a
fight on this question.
The new President of the M. P. T. 0. A.,
M. A. Lightraan, in issuing the call for the
convention states that a general exposition
of sound equipment will be Jield in conjunction with the meetine:.

World Premiere
Of "Condemned" In
New York Nov. 4th
The picturization of Blair Niles story of
the penal colony in French Guiana, in which
Ronald Colman is starred, will be presented
in all-talking form at a world premiere at
the Selwyn Theatre, Monday evening, Noveiiibor 4th. It is Colman 's second alltalkie since the showing of "Bulldog Druniinoiul." Ann Harding plays opposite and
Dudley Digges
character
roles. and Louis Wolheim ' have
Samuel Goldvvyn, producer of the picture,
is sjx'nding more than $20,000 redecorating
the Selwyn lobby and installing signs for
the opening.

Sunday Movies Defeated
In Two Nebraska Cities
Two Nebraska cities recently ruled that
Sunday motion ])ictures would not be permitted, the move being lost at Teeumseh
by a majority of 97 votes and at Geneva
but 6 votes decided the contest. The Teeumseh vote was unofficial but the city
council agreed to see it through. The vote
was forced by the attempt of S. M. Honey,
theatre operator, to keep his house open.

Of Interest By Warners in De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, Sept. 26. — An exclusive contract providing for the publication and exploitation rights of all original musical and
song numbers composed for future Fox pictures, was signed here last week by Louis
Bernstein of Shapiro, Bernstein and Co.,
music publishers.
Bernstein completed the deal after being
on the coast for over a week, and remaining under cover during the entire negotiations.
The Fox alignment with Shapiro, Bernstein and Company followed soon after the
purchase of 50 per cent interest in De
Sylva, Brown and Henderson Music Co., by
Warner Brothers. The latter publishing
firm had previously been tied up with Fox
to publish all original film musical compositions, but it was natural for Fox to make
a new sheet music affiliation following the
Warner purchase.
By the purchase of an interest in De
Sylva, Brown and Henderson Co., Warners
also acquire holdings in several other music publishing firms. It is understood that
De Sylva, Brown and Henderson owned 25
per cent interest in Spier and Coslow, publishing for Paramount; 40 per cent interest
in Green and Stept ; together with holdings
in both Harms, Inc., and Remick, Inc.
Warners purchased all interests in M. Witmark and Sons som^ time ago, which gave
them controlling interest in the firm of
George Pianodosi at that time.
The Shapiro Bernstein and Co. deal with
Fox is understood to be the first of several
other deals in the sheet music field which
will give the smaller independent publishers an opportunity to get breaks in the musical end of pictures through tie-ups with
big producing organizations.
Warners have the music publishing business pretty well tied up, and have left few
of the old line houses without definite producer affiliation. It is reported that Feist,
Inc., is the only big publishing firm still
free-lancing in the film field, and without a
producer interest through stock purchase.

Sono-Art Will Try Out
A Foreign Talkie Scheme
As each scene of the American version of
Sono-Art 's Eddie Dowling talkie, "Blaze
'o Glory" is completed another company,
speaking entirely in Spanish, will re-enact
the same scenes upon the same set, it is
announced by George Weeks, vice-president
and general manager of the company. The
plan is for the Dowling companj' to Avork
in the daytime and the Spanish company
to work at night. The original cost of the
production would be divided with the parent picture.
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Substitutions
Some Legal and Moj^al Cojtsiderations
By LOUIS NIZER
Attorney

and

{Editor's Note. — The question of Substitutions
is an important one. It frequently arises in
arbitration proceedings. The accompanying
article by Mr, Nizer presents a viewpoint thai
deserves the attention of the industry. Because
of the importance of the subject, The News will
be glad to open its columns to further discussion. )

an exhibitor purchases his
WHEN
"product" it is frequently not
yet in existence. What he therefore buys is a license to exhibit j^hotoplays
which the producer promises he will produce in accordance with a description in
the contract. But photoplays are not manufactured. They are created. They cannot
be cut to specifications like a suit of clothes.
Like all forms of art, they frequently defy
the plans of their creators. The question
that arises is "How strictly shall the producer be held to his promise?" Where
business deals with art, what rule shall
govern in the conflict between the certainty
demanded by business and the uncertainty
demanded by art?
This is the problem of substitutions.

Article Tenth of the Standard Exhibition
Contract provides that the exhibitor need
not -accept a photoplay which does not correspond with the description of it in the
Schedule. The descriptions in the contract
set forth the features of the production.
Since these are ordinarily complied with,
few contests arise over discrepancies between the contract itself and the actual
photoplay. Most cases are founded on the
divergence between the salesman's work
sheet and the actual photoplay as described
in a press book issued after the photophiy
is completed.
Work sheets, being the salesmen's took,
sometimes contain epigrammatical, sensational descriptions which pour forth superlatives until exhausted from the lack of
adjectives. In their exuberance the faint
line between the expectation and the hope
is sometimes blurred. Work sheets usually
bear upon their faces the notice that the
descriptions are tentative. This is true.
They are changed as frequently as fifteen
times a season by some companies ; in fact,
as frequently as news trickles in from the
studios. By the tentative label on its vei-y
face, the exhibitor is thus put on his guard
that he must not rely upon the work sheet.
He knows that its forecasts are similar to
the real estate salesmen's confidence "that
a subway will be built around the corner
and that there is no doubt that the property
will double in value." Courts have ruled
that such blousy statements are not representations upon Avhich the buyer has a right
to rely but on the contrary are "sellers'
talk," the optimism of which is to be discounted to the same degree as the buyer?'
natural skepticism.
Furthermore, Article Nineteenth of the
contract specifically provides that the con-

Executive

Secretary, ISew York

Film

Board

tract is complete and that no promises r
representations have been made except a"
set forth in the contract itself. The work
sheet is not part of the contract and the
test of Article Tenth in the contract concerning substitutions cannot therefore be
applied to it. Only the Schedule in the
contract can govern. Reverse the test. Sutv
pose that upon the work sheet there appears
the price $500. for a picture and upon the
contract $300. Could the distributor bring
claim for an additional .$200? Of course he
could not and for the reason that the work
sheet is not binding upon the exhibitor, it
not being a contract. Indeed, if the work
sheet with its caption "TENTATIVE"
was ruled to be part of the contract, the
exhibitor would lose the very pi-otection
the contract now affords him, for then
every description in the contract would become tentative, whereas at present the descriptions inthe schedule are binding upon
the distributor.
Ai-bitration Boards have therefore repeatedly ruled that the work sheet is not
incorporated in the contract and cannot be
admitted in evidence as part of the contract.

//
Even if the work sheet is not part of the
contract it may be admissible as a representation which induced the exhibitor to
enter into the contract. Here we are dealing not with substitutions as referred to
in Article Tenth, but rather with the question of fraud. To succeed in the claim of
fraud the exhibitor must prove not only
that a false representation was made, but
that he relied upon it. This is a fair legal
and moral requirement. One should not be
permitted to take advantage of a representation in which he placed no faith.
If the exhibitor claims reliance, however,
the word "tentative" stares angrily at him.
Furthermore, the exhibitor, unless he buys
an outstanding star or story (in which case
the description appears in the contract itself), relies on the general quality and
standard of the producer's product and not
on colorful expression of showmanship contained in the work sheet. In arbitration
proceedings one question on cross examination usually destroys the exhibitor's contention in this respect: "A¥ould you have
refused to make this contract for thirtyfive photoplays had you known that in one
of them June Collier instead of Madge
Bellamy hibitor
was answers
going
If the exthatto heappear?"
would nevertheless
have entered into the contract, there can
be no fraud. If he answers that he would
not have made the contract, a glance at the
arbitrators' faces will afford an excellent
example of how derision and unbelief are
registered.
In a recent case, an exhibitor, sensing
the importance of the question, claimed to
have relied on the author's name given in
the work sheet in entering into the contract.

of Trade

An examination of his literary training
showed it ended with the comic strips. Thea
he was asked "Would you be surprised to
learn that Ernest St. Jones, the author
upon whose reputation you relied, is merely
a fictitious pen name never used before?"
He was surprised to the point of utter
confusion.
The features upon which the exhibitor
would ordinarily rely in entering into the
contract are almost always described in the
contract itself. The remaining representations in the worksheet, (if they are to be
dignified as such) are not important enough
to warrant an exhibitor in rejecting or making a contract on the basis of them. As a
rule, therefore, the work sheet does not
permit the exhibitor to successfully claim
fraud.

///
Everyone must agree that the exhibitor
is entitled to relief if the producer has deliberately cheapened his production by substitutions. This case rarely arises. The exhibitor isprotecetd against such chicanery
not merely by the producer's sense of fair
play; but can rely on what may be a more
consistent motivating force, the producer's
self-interest. Profits and reputations are
enhanced by good photoplays. The exhibitor's and producer's interest in this respect
is mutual. Particularly is this true in the
present day of percentage arrangements.
When an actress is taken out of a photoplay because she gives an undesirable interpretation ofthe role for which she is
east, or a director is changed because he
has an aversion for a particular stoiy,
changes are being made to improve the photoplay and aid the exhibitor rather than to
injure him. In a recent case a feminine
star, apparently taking too literally reports
of a larger screen, grew so fat that another
actress of equal reputation had to be substituted for her. Did the exhibitor really
want the fat star and the lean profits
which would be bound to accompany her?
While no brief can be held for a dishonest
substitution, there must be elasticity in
production, to create finer photoplays.
If space permitted, an analysis of substitution cases which come to contest would
show that in almost every instance the producer improved the photoplay, or at least
spent larger sums in an endeavor to do so.
The exhibitor may fall back on the argument that a gold watch cannot be delivered
to him if he has bought a silver one. It is
significant, however, that the example does
not deal with the delivery of a silver watch
when a gold one has been bought. The
moral issues favor the producer who has
struggled with adverse conditions to improve his production. It is the exhibitor,
in most such contested cases, who is attempting tododge out of his obligation and
is using "substitution" as a convenient
technicality to do so.
The exhibitor has conceded the basic
(Continued on page 1128)
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"Modern Maidens" $168,183 In
Two Weeks At The Capitol With
Paramount's "Jealousy" $74,800
''Black Watch'' At The Roxy
$115,193; ''On With The
Show'' $41,078 At The
Strand
in
MAIDENS,"
N
MODER
ii/^^
I Vli
I its two
weeks' stay at the Capi^-^ tol, managed to draw $168,183
getting $90,358.85 the first week and $77,824.90 the second, which is a remarkable
record for a silent picture on Broadway
these days. But business along the street
was decidedly fair with the change in the
weather. The cooler nights seemed to drive
the audiences into the theatres.
"Jealousy," Avhieh was the attraction at
the Paramount, although panned by the
dailv ci-itics, pulled $74,800 on the week
and" "The Black Watch," showing for the
first time at popular prices direct from its
forced run at the Gaiety, drew $115,193 to
the Roxy. "On With the Show," at the
Strand with its Winter Garden run just a
few weeks behind it, came along with $41,078 and looked good enough for a second
week at the house, but was not held over.

"Two

Black

Crows"

Coming

"Bulldog Drummond," at the Rialto, got
$34,700, and "The Dance of Life," at the
Rivoli, dropped to $25,400 in its fifth week.
Both of these pictures are leaving this
week. The former to make room for ' ' Two
Black Crows," opening Oct. 4, while
"Three Live Ghosts" is due at the Rivoli.
The Colony had a fair week with "The
Drake Case," getting $11,967, while
"Seeds of Revolt," at the Cameo, did
$5,857 on its second week, and was held
over for a third.
In the extended runs there are a couple
scheduled to move out shortly. "Street
Girl," at the Globe, leaves this week, having done $12,132 last week. "The Great
Gabbo," which opened at the Selwyn a
week ago and got $7,468 on its first week.

Of "Rio
iere York
Prem
6th
Oct.Rita*
In New
dale of Radio PicTHE opening
tures' "Rio Rita" has been
changed from October 3d to Oct.
6th when it will be given its world
premiere at the Earl Carroll Theatre,
New York City.
During the showing of this picture
remote control, whereby a listener in
the rear of the orchestra floor can at
all limes control sound volume by a
new mechanical development, will be
employed. This is accomplished by a
series of motor controls and it is
claimed that this feature will go a
long way toward elimination of "blasting" or other distortion of speech or
sound, due many limes to projectionists' inability to correctly judge proper
volume when enclosed in booths.

W.

E, "Biir
Raynor
Tells A Story

Pathe fame is using theof
NOR
LL"as RAY
"BI
ing
WE.
* follow
his deluxe
contribution to the current supply of
new stories:
"On Broadway near 46th Street the
huge sign which advertises the GREAT
GABBO
is a show,
replicaandof there
the spider's
web
seen in the
must have
been about fifty girls in the sign. As I
passed the Palace Theatre I overheard
two bookers talking, here is the conversation:
" 'My gosh ! Look at that sign with
all those dames on it. You know what
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All L. A. Houses
Strong; 'They Had
To See Paris'' Big
'Melody,' 'Jealousy' And 'Big
Time' Next In Line With
Good Ratings
Weather was fine and business good for
the past week in Los Angeles and the Carthay Circle turned in a gross of $21,895
with "They Had To See Paris" or a rating
of 174%. Next among the percenters was
the Criterion where "Broadway Melody"
did $11,101 or a rating of 111%. The Paramount with "Jealousy" was a close third,
getting $26,500 or 107%. Next comes the
RKO with "Street Girl" wTiich did $21,000
in its second week. Loew's State, with
"Big Time," was highest monej', grossing
103%.
$27,857, but with a percentage rating of

we will be doing next? — we'll be booking signs.' "
moves into the Globe on Monday. "Four
Feathers," at the Criterion, leaves when it
has completed its fifteenth week. Last
week the picture drew $13,100, which is remarkable business considering that the attraction has been here for fourteen weeks.
"The Hollywood Revue," at the Astor,
came through with $23,762, while "Fast
Life, ' ' at the Central, dropped to $8,494.50.
"Flight," which Columbia brought into
the Cohan, proved to be a startler for the
street. The picture clicked right off the
bat and its first week showed $17,042 at
the box office. "Hallelujah," at the Embassy, drew $9,059, while the "Fox Movietone Follies," in Grandeur size film,
brought into the Gaiety for two weeks
failed to create any box office stir, although
the film itself has caused considerable trade
talk.
' ' Say It With Songs ' ' is finishing at
Warner's after eight weeks there, with
George Arliss in "Disraeli" to come in
next week. Last week, the Jolson film got
$16,341.25, while at the Winter Garden
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" turned in
$29,098.25.

Conway 111, Work On
M-G-M Film Is Delayed
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Sept. 20. — Jack Conway, directing Van and Schenck in the M-G-M
production, "Take It Big," suffered a
l)reakdown Wednesday necessitating a delay in filming the picture.
Conway recently underwent a serious
operation and it is thought his present relapse is the result of too strenuous work.

Monte

Blue

Breaks

Three

Ribs In "Isle Of Escape"

Monte Blue will be laid up for at least
one week with fractures of three ribs received during the filming of dangerous
water scenes at LaGuna Beach on Warner's "Isle Of Escape." A raft overturned
causing Blue to be dashed against it by the
waves.

Among the longer runs, "Hollywood Revue" in its 14th week at the Chinese, managed almost normal attendance with $11,264 or 96%. "Bulldog Drummond," at
United Artists, got $13,325 for its 6th week
and "Marianne," playing in its third week
at the Mayan w-ith a strong plug from
Hearst papers was good at $10,800.

Substitutions Discussed
By Film Board Expert
(Continued from page 1127)
principle by granting to the producer the
absolute right in Article Tenth to change
the title of a photoplay. When making thecontract, the exhibitor probably relies as
much upon the title of a photoplay as upon
any other feature of it. Yet he knows that
since the producer is motivated by thesame desire as he is to have the most attractive title that it is wise to permit the
producer to substitute titles. The same reasoning applies to those features of the production which are not outstanding enough
to have been included in the description in
the contract.
Even the builder of a house, who has not
complied exactly with the specifications,
must nevertheless be paid if he has substantially performed. This is the equitabledoctrine of substantial performance. In the
motion picture industry where we deal with
temperaments and not with bricks this rule
certainly ought to govern.
Moral considerations concerning substitutions are therefore in full accord with
the legal rules. For practical business reasons, the exhibitor must know the subject
matter of his purchase. The description in
the Schedule of the contract affords him
sufficient identification of the important
features. The producer is bound to this
extent. However, the interest of the exhibitor and producer for improved productions and the artistic nature of the enterprise requires that otherwise a broad discretion be vested in the producer to make
honest substitutions. The claim of substitution must therefore fall or stand upon
compliance with the identification in the
contract itself.
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Fox Completes
18 New Pictures;
11 More In Work
Production Already At Peak
Is Speeded As Sheehan
Goes East
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Sept. 26. — With only two
months of the 1929-1930 season actually
gone, Fox has coniialeted *8 pictures of the
new year's 48 and has 11 more in work.
Production, already at peak, has been
speeded up and arrangements completed
for a new cycle of pictures by Winfield
Sheehan, now New York-bound en route
to Europe via the S. S. Bremen.
In work at the Sunset Boulevard plant
and at Fox Hills where Movietone City is
located, are the following:
"The Sky Hawk," featurirfg John Garrick, Helen
Chandler and Gilbert Emerey. The story, directed by
John G. Blystone, deals with Zeppelin raids over
London during the war.
William K. Howard is practically finished shooting
"Love, Live and Laugh,'' George Jessel's first for
Fox
and originally
titledand
"The
Hurdy Mac
Gurdy
Man."
Lila Lee,
Tom Patricola
Kenneth
Kenna
are
in the support.
Warner Baxter and Mary Duncan are co-featured
in "Romance of the Rio Grande," based on the story,
"Conquistador.'' Al Santell is directing and in the
support are Antonio Moreno, Mona Maris and Robert
Edeson.
Paul Muni's second picture for Fox is "Seven
Faces," based on the story, "A Friend of Napoleon.''
This is practically finished under direction of Berthold
Viertel. Lester Lonergan is staging the picture. Marguerite Churchill is Muni's feminine lead. Muni portrays, seven different characters.
George O'Brien and Sue Carol are in Arizona shooting exteriors for "The Lone Star Ranger,'' a Zane
Grey yarn which A. F. Erickson is directing.
Lenore Ulric's second talker is "South Sea Rose,"
based on "Gringa Rose," a stage play by Tom Cushing.
Allan Dwan, who directed Miss Ulric in "Frozen
Justice," is producing with Charles Bickford and J.
Farrell Mac Donald in the supt)ort.
Raoul Walsh is shooting scenes on a schooner ofif
San Pedro for his latest in which Victor Mac Laglen
is featured. Fifi Dorsay, El Brendel and Charles Judels
are in the support. The picture is titleless at the
moment.
Norma Terris has just arrived from the East to
play the lead with J. Harold Murray, musical comedy
star, in "Cameo Kirby," a singing remake of the
story originally produced by Fox some years ago.
Irving Cummings will direct.
"Nix on Dames," featuring Robert Ames. William
Harrigan and Mae Clarke is being directed by Donald Gallaher. It is a back stage life story with acrobats as the pivot.al characters.
Every male personality under contract to Fox will
appear in "New Orleans Frolic,'' a story of show
boat troupes of a generation ago. Marjorie White.
Richard Keene and Charles Evans are being featured
and the picture is now in work.

While Janet Gaynor is honeymooning in
Honolulu, her new picture ' ' Sunny Side
Up" in which Charles Farrell plays opposite has been edited and titled. De Sylva,
Brown and Henderson wrote the music.
David Butler directed.
Joe Wagstaff and Lois Moran are featured in "A Song of Kentucky," directed
by Lew Seller. Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler wrote the music.
In the cutting room as well are "Married in Hollywood" with J. Harold Murray and Norma Terris and "Three Sisters,"
the latter directed by Paul H. Sloane with
Louise Dresser, Joyce Compton, June Collyer and Addie McPhail in the cast.
The completed list to date includes :
"Fox Movietone Follies of 1929," "Girl From
Havana,'' "Frozen Justice," "Words and Music," "Why
Leave Home." "Big Time,'' "They Had to See Paris,"
"The Cock-Eyed World," "Christina,'' "Lucky Star,"
"Four Devils," "The River," "City Girl" and
Salute."

Sarnof f To Go To Europe
In Effort To Straighten Out
Sound Picture Patents Tangle
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Makes Small House Pay
Without Sound
, owner
HAKELyric
GEORGEager of the
Theatreandat manBelmond, Iowa, is one of the exhibitors who is putting over a pay program
without sound pictures. He has a theatre which seats 350 and which is one
theatre in a town of 1900. The theatre
does its best business during the fall
and winter months when the sugar beet
factories at Belmond are in operation.
The theatre operates on six days of the
week. It has no Sunday show. The picture changes are made in two day
stands, making changes three times a
week. Two shows are given each evening with an admission of fifteen and
twenty-five.
The policy of booking the best obtainable pictures plays an important
part in Hake's success.

Dispute Ended,
France Will Again
Book U. S. Films
150 American Pictures Ready
For Immediate Release, As
Truce Is Ratified
The French picture market, which has
(been suffering from the lack of American
pictures, will shortly see the release of
about 150 U. S. films, following the ending
of the quota dispute.
The truce, which was ratified this week,
restores the 7 to 1 quota until October 1,
1930, and in the interim a new arrangement will probably be worked out based on
a tariff instead of a quota.
The new regulations, now ratified, state
that "any picture made in France is construed as a French picture. Players of any
nationality may be used and the production
financed by any individual or individuals."
Thus the producers of the world are invited to make pictures in France.

"U" Engages Popular Sister
Act For "The King of Jazz"
While in Berlin Carl Laemmle witnessed
the performance of the "Sisters G", a
popular European dance act, and straightaway signed the team for appearance in the
Paul Whiteman special "The King of
Jazz".
They will sail for America Oct.
7th.
Meanwhile, plans are rapidly progressing
for the Whiteman film. Whiteanan and
"U" officials.
Anderson
are in daily conference with

Is To Leave In A Week Or So;
Otterson Declares European
Situation As Whole Is
Favorable
of
Corp.vicethe Radio
ofOFF,
president
executive
SARN
DAVID
America, is to leave for Germany
Avithin the next two weeks, according to inside advices. The reason for the trip is the
tangle that now exists with the German
sound patent holders who have managed to
secure injunctions in that country against
the Western Electric sound products. J. E.
Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products, recently returned from abroad
after efforts to make a deal with the German interests.
Several weeks ago when the representatives of the Klangfilm, Tobis and other
German sound companies were present in
America it was Mr. Otterson who treated
with them. Otterson is said to have endeavored to arrange a deal whereby the
Tubis interests would break away from,
the others and line-up with Western Electric. This he was unsuccessful in accomplishing. He then went abroad and further
mony.
tried to iron out the difficulties but again
was unsuccessful in bringing about har-

OttersorC s Statement
In a statement issued this week by the
Western Electric Co., Mr. Otterson minimizes the difficulties which beset the Western Electric products in Europe. He says :
"Despite any published reports, the
situation in Europe is, as a whole, veryfavorable to the Western Electric Com"Within the past two weeks the courts
in four different countries have denied appany.
plication for injunctions brought by the
German interests against Western Electric
or theatres using its equipment.
"In Budapest, contrary to the printed
report which stated that an injunction had
been granted and a theatre closed, the
courts denied the application for an
injunction and we have had cable advices
that the theatre which is to show sound
pictures over our equipment will open on
schedule time.
"In Switzerland the injunction proceedings have failed, and there has been no
interference whatever with theatres
already operating.
"The report of an injunction closing a
Vienna theatre was also incorrect. We
have had cable advice that the court in
Prague has denied the injunction asked
for in this case.
"Germany is the only country in which
we are under injunction and a hearing on
the suit to which this injunction is related
is scheduled to take place Oct. 25. In England Western Electric activities are proceeding at a rapid rate, the application for
(Conthmed on following page)
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RCA To Fulfill
First Paramount Broadcast
Contracts Signed
Presents Pleasing Program
For Type G Units
But Has No Startling Feature Agrees To Allied Decision
Typical Radio
Entertainment
With Plug For Publix And
Next Buddy Rogers Film
''Illusion''
mount
THE first broadcast of the Para
Famous Lasky Corp., via the Columbia Radio Chain, took place on
Saturday night of last week. It proved to
be a pleasing program from the radio audience standpoint, Imt failed, according to a
number of listeners in, to impress the unseen audience with an understanding of the
magnitude of the resources of Paramount
in entertainment. There wasn't a real star
name on the program. In other words, it
was just typical radio entertainment, although radio people themselves seemed to
be delighted with the manner in which the
technical end of the broadcast was handled in regard to the pick-ups in various
parts of the country.
The program was opened at 10 P. M.,
Eastern Daylight time, and ran for a full
hour. Louis A. Witten was in charge, and
did the announcing for the hour, which
started with a specially written introduction, sung by a mixed chorus, entitled
"Paramounteers On Parade," followed by
a brief announcement of the activities of
Paramount-Publix, and closed with a soprano solo. The special concert orchestra,
under the direction of David Mendoza,
played three selections next. They were
theme songs from three Paramount productions, "Precious Little Thing Called Love,"
from "The Shopworn Angel"; "Louise,"
from "Innocents of Paris," and "Do Do
Something," from "Nothing But the
Truth."
From this point the "mike" was switched
to the Long Island studios for the shooting of a scene of "The Laughing Lady,"
with Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook as
the stars and Victor Schertzinger directing.
Announcement was made to the effect that
Miss Chatterton had succeeded Jeanne
Eagles in the picture because of the illness
of the latter. Charles Ruggles was next
introduced, to sing "They All Fall In
Love," from "The Battle of Paris," the
next production in which he will appear.
Next, a pause for station announcements,
and then to the Paramount Theatre, New

"Hallelujah"
Va. Censor Cut
Board By
THE Virginia board of censors have
eliminated a number of scenes
from the all-negro film "Hallelujah" but "Cockeyed World" managed
to get past without any shearing. Of
the 1% pictures censored by this board
during the past four weeks, three
others. "The Goodbye Ki.ss," "The
Single Standard" and "The River of
Romance" also received some cutting.

Once A First Run Now
A Night Club
Del5630 built
e atally
Theatr
te ard,
THEmarDelmon
boulev
origin
for the Famous Players Missouri
Corporation as a de luxe first run St.
Louis house, has reached a new level
in its checkered career. It will soon
blossom forth as a night club.
Whatever chance this house had for
measuring up to first run standards
was killed when Famous Players
opened the Missouri Theatre. The company succeeded in cancelling a $36,000
a year lease by making a cash settlement with the owners of the building.
The house seats 3,000 and at the time
it was built it was considered the
largest one-floor picture theatre in the
country. Many managers unsuccessfully tried to put the house over.
York, with Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
entertaining via the organ. Here came the
first plug for "Illusions," with Jesse
Crawford playing the theme song "When
the Real Thing Comes Your Way," Mrs.
Crawford later playing "The Moonlight
Reminds Me of You," her own composition. From New York the broadcast jumped
to the Indiana Theatre, Indianapolis, and
Joe Pinner, comedian of the "Honeymoon
Cruise," Publix Unit, pulled a number of
time-worn gags. Then David Mendoza and
the orchestra again in the final movement
of the "New World Symphony," after
which a jump was made to the Omaha Theatre, Omaha, Neb., for the Four Merrymakers from the Publix Unit playing that
house.
The Coast studios were the next stop, and
Frederic March acted as master of ceremonies on the Coast, introducing Jack
Oakie, who sang "Alma Mammy," doing a
very fair radio imitation of Al. Jolson.
Nathaniel Finston, in charge of the studio
orchestra, played the "Faust" fantasy,
which was followed by Helen Kane, who
was announced as an " exclusive Victor artist," singing "He's So Unusual." Buddy
Rogers was next introduced as one of the
stars of "Illusion," and together with one
of the girls of the cast sang and played
"When
the Realtime.
Thing Comes Your Way"
for the second
Another switch to New York, where Paul
Ash and orchestra, with Paul Small vocaloffered "True Blue Lou." Finally,
anotherizing,announcement
anent the activities
of Paramount and Publix, together with the
fact that this hour was to be a regular feature each Saturday night during the season.
On Monday night of this week the Paramount-Publix M-as to have had the honor. of
opening the Sixth Radio World's Fair at
^ladison Square Garden, New York, with
an hour of broadcasting, but because of
mechanical difficulties got on the air fortytwo minutes late, and therefore presented
tion.
;i
program of only eighteen minutes' dura-

That First Price Should
Stand On Orders Taken
Allied States Association this week announced that officials of the organization
have been advised by RCA Photophone that
all contracts fo? the Type G equipment already executed on the basis of the price
first announced ($2,295 installed) will be
fulfilled on that basis.
' ' The company was generous enough to
submit this question to the Association for
decision," the Allied announcement said,
"and now advises that it will abide by the
decision that these contracts should be fulfilled at the old price. This is further evidence of the desire of the company to keep
all promises made to the exhibitors, so far
as it can in justice to itself, and due acknowledgment ishereby made. The company also advises that the new form of
contract will be ready in a day or so."
The Type G equipment is for houses of
500 or less seats. According to the original
quotation of estimates from RCA this
equipment could be purchased for the price
of $2,995 installed. Later the company announced that upon a re-examination of the
estimate RCA was unable to meet the original estimate, and the new quotation retains
the first price of $2,995 but with the addition of installation costs and a service
charge providing for the regular inspection
weekly.
and servicing of RCA engineers, of $15

European Situation Held
Favorable By Otterson
(Continued from page 1129)
even a temporary injunction there having
been withdrawn. Our London office now
has a staff of more than 700 people and installations are proceeding at a rapid rate.
The hundred and forty Western Electric
equipped theatres are in operation in the
British Isles and 50 in other countries in
Europe, while there are 250 additional theatres awaiting installation. Taking the
foreign field outside of America, Western
Electric has equipped about 600 theatres
to date, and has orders on hand for as
many more.
"Looking at Europe as a whole we see
no occasion for apprehension as to the futuretem.for Thethelitigation
Western'is Electric
Sysonly suchSound
as might
be expected when a manufacturer enters a
foreign field in which local manufacturers
feel disposed to maintain the market exclusively. There never has been any doubt
in our minds of the fundamental soundness
of the Western Electric patent position,
but foreign manufacturers are entitled to
the full protection of the law, and wherever
these issues have been taken to court we
can simply hope for their earliest possible
determination, feeling full confidence in the
outcome. Our experience to date strengthens this confidence!"
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Weekly Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips
In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal Or
Average Business Of The

Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Alibi (U. A.)

Awful Truth, The

Careless

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Avaloii Theatre
(990), 3 days, 15c-35c. Educational Comedy,
Fox Movietone News. Weather, clear and cool.

Debut. Beautiful — Charming. A Show That Is
Class. Broadway Stars Galore on stage and
screen. Audience appeal, all classes. — Majestic
Theatre, John H. Thoma, Mgr., Dallas, Tex.
The Last Word in class entertainment. One

BALTIMORE, MD. — R i v o 1 i Theatre
(1.981), 6 days, 25c-50c ; Pathe Sound News,
"The Smooth Guy" (George LeMaire Pathe
talking comedy), "A Stone Age Romance"
(Pathe Aesop Fable), Jack Wilson and Ruth
Wheeler in "My Wife" (Columbia talk act),
"The Harmony Club" (Columbia talk act),
Organ.
Rating, 90%.

Opposition: "Four Cocoanuts," "Sophomore,"
"Divine Lady," "Fall of Eve."
Rating, 85%
AD TIPS — Feature is quite up to standard
of backstage-underworld type. Made feature of
the stage star cast in the advertising to oflfset
lack of famous film names. Audience appeal — ■
All ages and classes. Avalon Theatre, P. J.
Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ontario.

Argyle Case, The (W. B.)
ALBANY, N. Y.— Mark Strand Theatre,
(2,000), 6 days, 35c-50c. Two Vitaphone
acts ; Movietone News. Weather, fair and cool.
Opposition : "Smiling Irish Eyes" ; "Words and
Music"; "Our Modern Maidens"; "The Coconuts." Rating, 96%.
TROY, NEW
YORK.— Troy Theatre,
(2.000), 35c-50c, 4 days. One Vitaphone; Fox
Movietone News. Weather, fair and cool. Opposition— "The Cocoanuts" ; "Thunder." Rating,
92%.-^Troy Theatre, Benjamin Stern, Mgr.,
Troy, N. Y.
PORTLAND, ORE.— Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 35c-50c; Fox Movietone News, Vitaphone Acts. Opposition : "Illusion," "Imagine
My Embarrassment," "Wonder of Women,"
"Cock-Eyed World," "Half Marriage." Rating,
100%.
AD TIPS — Used the name of Thomas Meighan heavy in all newspaper advertising, exploitating the picture as one of mystery and thrills
and stressing the fact that it was a 100% talking
drama. Audience appeal — mature. Mark Strand
Theatre, Byron Farley, Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
Played up previous crook successes — screen
adaption stage success. Did good consistent
business in face of strong opposition. —
Music Box Theatre, Andrew Saso, Mgr., Portland, Ore.

of the stage's outstanding personalities. Ina
Clair in "The Awful Truth," with Henry
Daniel. Her first all talking picture. Use big
head cut of Ina Clair with large question mark
surrounding it. Beneath this have positive cut
of star's name and title of play. Audience appeal : Extremely fine appeal for the sophisticates.— Auditorium, Fred Schanberger, Jr., manager, Baltimore, Md.

Big

Time

(Fox)

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Loew's State
Theatre (2,418), 35c-S0c-65c-75c-$1.00 ; Movietone News, Gene Morgan, Fanchon-Marco
"Types" Idea. Weather, fine. Opposition :
"Hollywood Revue," "They Had to See Paris,"
"Broadway Melody," "Jealousy," "Bulldog
Drummond,"
"Street Girl."
Rating, 103%.

Broadway

(Univ.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Park Theatre (1,800),
7 days, 25c-50c ; Weather, clear and cool. Opposition :"Evangeline," "Madame X," "College
Coquette," "Say It with Songs," "Hollywood
Revue." "Why Leave Home," "Fast Company,"
"Madonna
Rating, 1007o.of Avenue A," "Street Girl."

Broadway Melody

(M-G-M)

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Criterion Theatre (1,652), 35c-50c-65c ; Movietone News.
Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "They Had
to See Paris," "Jealousy," "Big Time," "Bulldog Drummond," "Street Girl." Rating, 111%
(2nd week).

Aivful Truth, The (Pathe)
DALLAS, TEX.— Majestic Theatre, (2680),
7 days, 25c-35c-60c. Interstate Vaudeville,
Krazy Kat Cartoon, Fox Movietone News.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Lady Lies," "Say
It With Songs," "Great Divide," "Drake Case."
Rating, 100%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Auditorium Theatre,
(1,600). 35c-|;l, 7 days. Two performances
daily all seats reserved. Sat. morning children's
show, 40 piece orchestra giving 30 minute musical program : "Tannhauser" overture, "Desert
Song" selections, accompanied Maryla Granowska, soloist in aria from "La Traviata" and
two encores, Pathe Sound News, (Pathe comedy), "Rhythms of Life" (Sportlight). Opposition: "Why Leave Home," "Say It With
Songs," "Man and Moment," "Three Live
Ghosts," "Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 65%.
AD TIPS — Exploit Ina Clair big in a Comedy Drama Hit of the Stage. Bill as an all
talking feature. Copy used — A Great Broadway
Actress In Her Most Brilliant Broadway Success. A Great Stage Star Making Her Screen

Bulldog Drummond

(U.A.)

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— United Artists
Theatre (2,100), 35c-50c-65c ; Reisenfeld's
"1812" Overture, Organ Concert. Weather,
fine. Opposition: "Hollywood Revue," "They
Had to See Paris," "Broadway Melody,"
"Jealousy," "Big Time," "Street Girl." Rating,
99%
(6th week).
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— State Theatre
(2,300), 7 days, 5 shows daily, 25c-35c-60c;
Tribune-Universal News, Selected Shorts.
Weather, cool. Opposition : "Our Modern
Maidens," "Thunder," "Love Trap," "Dark
Streets."
Rating, 75%.
AD TIPS — Exploited the name Colman to
the skies. In ads played up his face. The
gripping melodrama of the picture and the
star's wonderful speaking voice. The business
we did proved that we had the right idea.
Audience appeal : from high school age and up.
—State Theatre, Gordon Greene, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Age,

The

(F.IS.)

AD TIPS— .\11 talking First National-Vitaphone production — Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Loretta Young, Carmel Myers, Kenneth ThomHolmes
Herbert voice
in "The
Careless Myers
Age."
Hear son,
the
beautiful
of Carmel
singing "Melody Divine" and "Say It With a
Solitaire." Hear and see scenes from a big
Broadway operetta. Audience appeal : Will
make a host of new admirers for Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. All who saw this fine picture
enjoyed it throughout. — Rivoli Theatre, Frank
Price, Jr., Baltimore,
Md.

Cock-Eyed World, The (Fox)
PROVIDENCE. R. I.— Victorv Theatre,
(1,600), 7 days, 15c-50c. Fox News. Weather
cool, rain. Opposition : "Say It With Songs,"
"Fast Life," "Speedway."
Rating, 125%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Strand Theatre
(1,297), 7 days, 2Sc-60c ; No presentation. Fox
Movietone News. Weather, bright and cool.
Opposition : "Thunder." "Her Private Life,"
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Say It with
Songs," "In the Headlines."
Rating, 150%.
PORTLAND, ORE. — Fox-United Artists
Theatre (957), Extra performances (2Sc-60c)
9 A. M. to 10.50 P. M. Metro Short, Fox
Movietone News. Weather, rain. Opposition:
"Illusion," "Imagine My Embarrassment,"
"Wonder of Women," "Argyle Case," "Half
Marriage."
Rating, 165%.
SEATTLE. WASH.— Fox Theatre (2,650),
25c-35c-50c-60c75c ; Fox Movietone News.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Unholy Night,"
"Say
with Songs,"
Tonk." It Rating,
135%. "Lady Lies," "Honky
AD TIPS— Tied up with traffic with this
smash which shattered house records and will
be held over for second week. Tie-ups with
U. S. Marines and newspapers helped materially. Appeal : All ages and classes. — Victory
Theatre, Matt Reilly, Mgr., Providence, R. L
of "Cockeyed
in
itsFeatured
third weeksuccess
at the Strand.
Soldier World"
life scenes
played up considerably. Vivaciousnes of Lily
Damita stressed heavily. Audience appeal :
all classes. — Strand Theatre, I. Stein, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Urged patrons to come early. Big problem
to satisfy crowds. Long standing lines rule.
No special exploitation. Word mouth advertising strong. Universal appeal. House records
broken. — United Artists Theatre, J. J. Parker,
Mgr., Portland, Ore.
Feature stars of "What Price Glory" fighting:
again over more women, in sound ; talk about
records at Roxy ; tease on censorable angles.
Audience appeal : everj'one except those easily
ofTended at "rough stufT." — Fox Theatre, Lou
Golden, Mgr.,. Seattle, Wash.
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Dark Streets

ALBANY, NEW YORK.— Proctor's Grand
Theatre, (1,800), 2Sc-75c, 6 days. Heavily featured, was shown with a program of vaudeville
which included "Sunshine Sammy," formerly
one of the stars in "Our Gang." VVeather, fair
and cool. Opposition: "The Argyle Case,"
"Smiling Irish Eyes," "Words and Music,"
"Modern Maidens." Audience appeal : general.
Rating, 135%.

AD TIPS— Centered exploitation that this
was the first all talking picture ever made
in which the star enacts a dual role. We used
as trick lines "Twin Brothers vie for the hand
of a girl in this strange drama." In our ads
we played up Mulhall's name heavily. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes. — Lyric Theatre,
E. C. Prinson, Mgr., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Divine Lady, The (F. N.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO. — Centre Theatre,
(1,200), 6 days, 13c-50c. Fox News and AllTalking Comedy. Weather, clear and cool
Opposition: "Cocoanuts," "Wedding March,"
"Alibi," "Sophomore," "Fall of Eve." Rating,
80%,.
AD TIPS — A highly capable cast, including
Corinne Griffitii, H. B. Warner and Victor Varconi, deserves special emphasis in all advertising. Call it Cormne Grififith's best and you will
be right. Audience appeal : All ages and all
classes. — Centre Theatre, Don Stapleton, Mgr.,
Ottawa,
Ontario.

Drag (F. N.)
TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Colonial, (965), 7
days, 25c, 35c ; "End of World ' comedy. Melody of Color Symphony and sound news. Weather, smoky, depressnig. Opposition : "Hottentot," "Street Girl," "Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu."
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS — Played up star, Barthelmess havsequences
"Patent
here ingatmadeFort
Lewis ;toalso
playedLeather
up his Kid"
cast
and the story. Appeal, general. — Fox Colonial,
Doug. Kimberley,
Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.

Drake Case, The (U.)
College

Coquette,

The

(Col.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800). 7 days, 25c-75c; Co-feature,
"The Greene Murder Case." Pathe News.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition: "Evangeline," "Madame X," "Hollywood Revue,"
"Why Leave Home," "Fast Company," "Broadway," "Street Girl," "Madonna of Avenue A."
Rating, 120%
(double feature).
AD TIPS — Another sophomore picture, at
a co-ed college with various types of students,
such as the flirt, played up Ruth Taylor, and
the simple country mouse, played by Johyna
Ralston. There's a football game, too. Add
William Collier as the sophisticated youth with
too much money to spend and you have the
ingredients of a real talking comedy. — Modern
and Beacon Theatres, Boston, Mass.

Dark

Streets

(F.IS.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Lvric Theatre
(1.238), 7 days, 7 shows daily, 15c-25c-35c:
Movietone News, Selected Shorts, Vitaphone.
Weather, cool. Opposition: "Our Alodern
Maidens," "Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Love Trap."
Rating, 175%.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture
for Presentation
THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Astor Theatre
Building;
N. W. Cor. 45lh St. & Broadway
Lackawanna
7876

DALLAS, TEXAS. — Capitol Theatre,
(1,044), 7 days, lSc-25c-35c. Vitaphone Acts
"Godfrey Ludlow," Pat Rooney and Marion
Bent. Song Novelty Reel, Universal Dallas
Dispatch News No. 74. Weather, fair. Opposition: "Lady Lies," "Say It With Songs,"
"Awful Truth," "Great Divide." Rating, 105%.
AD TIPS — Play up the mystery angle as
the best exploitation bet. Let the public know
that it is a 100% all talking picture with a real
court room scene. Copy used — strangest mystery murder ever screened — unmasks the secret
of two women's lives. Who Killed Doris
Drake — Society Debutante Accuses Mother —
While — the mother faces death for murder
rather than bare her past. Caught fleeing tJie
house that hid the crumpled body — her finger
prints on the pistol — what chance had Lulu
Marks to prove her innocence — ^'til an unexpected clue revealed an insidious plot of love
and death? .^11 star all talking cast. — Capitol
Theatre, Ray J. Stinnett, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Evangeline

News

Tips

Fall Of Eve

Cocoanuts, The (Par.)

TROY, NEW YORK.— Proctor's Fourth
Street Theatre, (2,000), 35c-50c, 4 days. Vaudeville acts. Weather, fair and cool. Opposition :
"Thunder," "The Argyle Case." Rating, 140%.
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— Regent Theatre,
(1,295), 6 days, 25c-60c. "The Parlor Pest,'
Fo.x Movietone News, orchestra overture.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition : "Fall of
Eve," "The Divine Lady," "Sophomore," "Wedding March." Rating, 125%;.
AD TIPS — Everybody in Albany had apparently heard of the Marx Brothers, or had
seen them as thuosands flocked to see the picture
or to see "Sunshine Sammy." Extra newspaper
space was used being about equally divided between "The Cocoanuts" and "Sunshine Sammy."
— Proctor's Grand Theatre, Joseph Wallace,
Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
Special window displays, making good use
of still photographs ; every soda bar in town
boosted a Cocoanut Sundae, linking the name
of the theatre. Newspaper advertising stressed
the droll humor and antics of the Four Marx
Brothers, and announced it as the first picture
presented as a complete musical revue as the
audience would see it with no back stage story.
Audience appeal : All ages and all classes. — •
Regent Theatre, T. R. Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Picture

(U.A.)

BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's State Theatre
(3.700), 7 days, 30c-50c ; Stage Ntimber,
Singer's Midgets, Fox Movietone News, MGM
News, Charley Chase Comedy. Weather, clear,
cool. Opposition : "Say It with Songs," "College Cociuette," "Madame X," "Why Leave
1 lome," "Hollywood Revue," "Fast Company,"
"Madonna of Avenue A," "Broadway," "Street
Girl."
Rating, 120%.
AD TIPS— Played up Dolores Del Rio as
heroine of screen portrayal of Longfellow's
famous iK)em, Longfellow having been most
popular poet of Massachusetts. Especially
stressed beauty of scenes of backgrounds of
picture. — Loew's State Theatre, Joseph Brannan, Mgr., Boston, Mass.

Fall Of Eve, The (Col.)
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.— R. F. Keith's
Theatre, (2,596), 6 days, 15c-50c. "Gentlemen
i)f the Evening," Screen .Snapshots, Pathe Talking Weekly. Weather, clear and cool. Opposi-

tion : "Wedding March," "Cocoanuts," "Divine
Lady," "Sophomore," "Alibi." Rating, 75%
AD TIPS— Told them how good Patsy Ruth
Miller is in this story about the big business
man, his beautiful wife, his secretary, his son
and a customer from out-of-town who wants
to make whoopee for an evening. The title is
a misnomer because the story has nothing to do
with the Garden of Eden and the less play
on that the better. Of course, mention Ford
Sterling because he is a clue to the type of
story to be expected. Audience appeal : All
above
public
school
age. — Ontario.
B. F. Keith's, J. M.
Franklin,
Mgr.,
Ottawa,

Fast Company

(Par.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Minnesota Theatre, (4,025), 7 days, 4 shows daily, 35c-40c75c. Publix Unit (Castle of Dreams), Stage
Band, Concert Orchestra, Organ, Movietone
News. Fashion reel and selected short subject.
Weather, cool. Opposition: "Street Girl,"
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Words and
Music," "Madonna of Avenue A." Rating, 79%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 30c-75c ; Stage number
"Painted Melodies." RubinofT in "Operatic
Boquet." Paramount News. Weather, clear
and cool. Opposition : "Evangeline," "Madame
X," "College Coquette," "Say It with Songs,"
"Hollywood Revue," "Why Leave Home,"
"Broadway," "Madonna of Avenue A," "Street
Girl."
Rating. 120%.
AD TIPS— Exploited this from the angle
"That no one ever knows just how a woman
is going
re-act
to a given
situation."
The
three
starsto of
the picture
Evelyn
Brent, Jack
Oakie and Gallagher were given considerable
play— Minnesota Theatre, Harry Watts, Mgr.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Evelyn Brent, Oakie and Gallagher were real
pullers for warm romance and corking comedy
— the comedy team of "Close Harmony." An
all talking laugh riot with just pathos and
drama enough to make it different. — Metropolitan Theatre, L. I. Bearg, Mgr., Boston. Mass.

Fast Life (F. IS.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Strand Theatre,
(2,200), 7 days, I5c-50c. Weather cool, rain.
"Trusting W'ives," short. Opposition : "CockEyed World,"
"Say It With Songs," "Speedway." Rating, 90%.
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — State Theatre,
(3,400), 7 days, 30c-60c. Weather, clear, cool.
Short Subjects: "Turn 'Em Loose" (Par.),
"Hot Ink" (Par.) The Prospector Talks
(Fischer) — Fox Movietone News — "Over the
Top" ( Publix Revue. Opposition : "Hollywood
Revue," "Three Live Ghosts," "Salute," "Street
Girl," "Why Leave Home."
Rating, 90%.
AD TIPS — In exploiting this film stress must
be laid on youth, pep and parties. Name of
Chester Morris carried here as he is a former
local stock juvenile. Stress romantic nature of
story and in most places Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
has ' big followings. Appeal : Principally to
young.— Strand Theatre, Ed Reed, Mgr., Providence, R. I.

Flying Marine,

The

(Col.)

B.XLTIMORE, MD.— Hipiwdrome Theatre
(2,500). 6 davs, 20c-55c ; with Luckee Players
in "I'll Tell the Cock-Eyed World," with
clowns and vaudeville acts. Orchestra, Organ,
Pathe
Rating, News.
90%. Weather, clear, cool, some rain.

AD TIPS— Exploit Ben Lyon in "The
Mving Marine" with Shirley Mason and Jason
Robards. Tell them it is a gripping dialogue
picture blending a beautiful love story with
an absorbing drama of brotherly sacrifice.
.\udience appeal: Ben Lyon, being a former
Baltimorean
drew
them strong.
They
liked
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Flying Marine, The

Hollywood Revue

the play immensely after they were in the
theatre. — Hippodrome Theatre, Nat Keene,
Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

AD TIPS — Ran an "identification of stars"
contest in newspaper with heavy cash prizes.
Had truck on streets with high loud speaker
playing songs from the show, and doing some
of talking sequences. Ran this all through
downtown section during first week of run.
Audience appeal : All classes. — Stillman Theatre, George Gilliam, Mgr., Cleveland, Ohio.
BOSTON, MASS. — Tremont Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 50c-$2. Weather, clear and
cool. Opposition : "Evangeline," "Madame X,"
"College Coquette," "Say It with Songs," "Why
Leave Home," "Fast Company," "Madonna of
Avenue A," "Broadway," "Street Girl."
Rating, 135%
(5th week).

Great Divide, The (F. IS.)
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Old Mill Theatre,
(1,400), 7 days, 25c-3Sc. All Talking Com■edy, 2 Vitaphone Acts, Pictorial News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Lady Lies," "Say It
With Songs," "Awful Truth," "Drake Case."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— Play up the fact that this picture
is based on one of America's greatest stage plays
and also exploit Dorothy Mackail. The names
Ian Keith, Myrna Loy, Creighton Hale and
George Fawcett should also be mentioned in
newspaper copy. Stress the western atmosphere.
Copy used: The Real Spell of the Golden Wesl
with its Adventures and Romance. America's
Finest Stage Play now a Great ALL TALKING— Singing — Dancing Picture. Audience appeal: All Classes.— Old Mill Theatre, Al R.
Lever, Mgr., Dallas, Texas.

Greene Murder Case, The (Par.)
BOSTON. MASS.— Modern and Beacon
Theatres (1,800), 7 days. 25c-75c ; Pathe News.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition : "Evangeline." "Madame X," "Say It with Songs,"
"Why Girls Leave Home," "Hollywood Revue,''
"Fast Company," "Madonna of Avenue A,"
"Broadway,'' "Street Girl."

Half Marriage

(RKO)

PORTLAND, ORE.— RKO Orpheum Theatre, 7 days, 25c-60c ; "Slim" Timblin, Pathe
Sounii News. Catherine Ouster at Organ.
Rating, 1207o.
AD TIPS — Second big bill — continued heavy
appeal both stage and screen offerings. — RKO
Orpheum Theatre, Earl Wadge, Mgr.. Portland, Ore.

Her Private Life

(F. N.)

OMAHA, NEB.— Orpheum Theatre, (3,000),
7 days, 25c-60c. Five acts RKO vaudeville —
Pathe News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Illusion," "Say It With Songs."
Rating, 100%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Alhambra Theatre
(2,200), 7 days, 25c-60c ; No presentation.
Comedy, Collegiains, Newsreel. Opposition':
""Thunder," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Say
It with Songs." "In the Headlines," "Cockeyed
World."
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS — Plugged theme song "Love Is
Like
Rose"
in music
store tieups,
8sheetsa in
100 spots
in town.
Star isand
goodset for
a draw in this picture. Audience appeal, general.— Orpheum Theatre, Ralph W. Thayer,
Algr., Omaha, Neb.
Billy Dove featured as an excellent talking
star. Stage play also featured considerably.
Hundred per cent talking angle advertised
heavily. Audience appeal : all clases. —
Alhambra Theatre, Harry Wren, Mgr.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Hollywood Revue

(M-G-M)

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Stillman Theatre,
(1,800), 7 days, 40c-75c. Short Subjects: Fox
Movietone News. Weather, clair, cool. Opposition: "Three Live Ghosts," "Fast Life," "Salute," "Street Girl," "Why Leave Home."
Rating, 2131/.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Grauman's Chinese Theatre (2,023), 75c-1.00-1.50; "Curiosities," Movietone News, Symphony Orchestra.
Weather, fine. Opposition : "They Had to See
Paris," "Broadway Melody," "Jealousy," "Big
Time," "Bulldog Drummond," "Street Girl."
Rating, 96%
(14th week).

Honky

Tonk

(W.B.)

SEATTLE, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre
(950), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-75c ; Vitaphone Acts,
Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Cockeyed World." "Unholy Night,"
"Say It with Songs," "Lady Lies." Rating
90%.
AD TIPS — Feature Sophie Tucker, "last of
Red Hot Mammas," night club angles, songs,
etc. Audience appeal : general. — Blue Mouse
Theatre, John Hamrick, Seattle, Wash.

Hottentot, The (W. B.)
TROY, NEW
YORK. — Trov Theatre,
(2,000). 35c-50c, 3 days. One Vitaphone, comedy. Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair and
cool
: Opposition,
"Thunder," "Cocoanuts."
Rating,
96%.
TACOMA, WASH.— Blue Mouse Theatre,
(601), 7 days, 25c-75c ; vitaphone act, talking
comedy of two reels and movietone news. Weather, smoky and depressing. Opposition : "Street
Girl,"
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Rating, "Drag,"
80%.
AD TIPS — Played thi^ up as a hit for three
solid years on Broadway as a play, the greatest comedy riot in years with a laugh to every
foot of film. Audience appeal, general. — Troy
Theatre, Benjamin Stern, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.
Played up stage play end, star and comedy
in regular newspaper display ; loby display as
usual ; Big fair here, lasted all week and had
to do with theatre attendance. Appeal, general,
with unusual compliments from patrons. — Blue
Mouse Theatre, Ned Harris, Mgr., Tacoma,
Wash.

Illusion (Par.)
OMAHA, NEBR. — Paramount Theatre.
(2,900), 7 days, 25c-60c. Par. News, Orchestra
and organ, "Say It With Flowers." Publix
unit. Weather, fair. Opposition : "Her Private
Life," "Sav It With Songs." Rating, 115%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— BufTalo Theatre (3,100),
65c ; Movietone News, Paramount News,
Vaudeville, Comedy and Fashion Film.
Weather, cold. Opposition: "Say It with
Songs," "Madame X," "Street Girl," "Twin
Beds."
Rating, 140%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Criterion
Theatre (2,000), 7 days. 10c-50c; Paramount
Talking News, Roy Evans in musical and
comedy unit. Clyde Doerr and his saxophone
ensemble. Weather, cool, clear. Opposition :
"Masked Emotions," "Say it with Songs,"
"Side Street," "Wagon Master," "Sophomore,"
"Rainbow Man."
Rating, 150%.
PORTLAND, ORE. — Portland Theatre
(3,068), 35c-60c; Paramount Talking Act
"What Do I Care," Bouncing Ball Sound,
Raymond Griffith, "Sleeping Porch," Stanleigli
Malotte at Wurlitzer. Opposition : "Imagine
My Embarrassment," "Wonder of Women,"
"Argyle Case," "Cockeyed World," "Half
Marriage."
Rating, 100%.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Metropolitan Theatre
(2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c ; Publix unit, Para-

Tips

Illusion
mount News, Organ and Orchestra. Weather,
mild.
: "Unholy Night," "Paris
Bound." Opposition
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Stars and Cinderella theme of
this picture are good for real exploitation. Used
title to advantage with advance week stunt of
placing several convex and concave mirrors in
loby with appropriate copy about "illusion."
Audience appeal, general — Paramount Theatre,
Charles Pincus, Mgr., Omaha, Neb.
Play up the good old circus type. Buddy
Rogers as circus man and actor longs to join
society but gives up the thought. — BufTalo Theatre, Vincent P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
You'll hear Nancy sing "Illusion." You'll
hear Buddy Rogers croon this song. too. You'll
see a chorus of thirty girls hot-step the new
hit "Revolutionary Rhythm." A dramatic story,
too, from Arthur Train's best-selling novel.
Fifth Avenue and luxurious country estates.
Produced with amazing lavishness. Hear the
hits "Illusion," "Revolutionary Rhythm." Appeal : all ages and classes. — Criterion Theatre,
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Return of the sparkling pair — Rogers and
Carroll — stars of "Close Harmony." A laugh
loving romance. Strong college and juvenile
appeal. — Portland Theatre, John Smith, Mgr.,
Portland, Ore.
Plug i3uddy Rogers and Nancy Carroll as
screen sweethearts, and stress the singing and
dancing angle. Also the story of youth. Appeal
is
Tex.general. — Metropolitan Theatre, Houston,

In The Headlines

(W.B.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Majestic Theatre
(1,500), 25c-60c; No presentation. Comedy,
Newsreel. Opposition : "Thunder," "Cockeyed
World," "Her Private Life," "Mysterious Dr.
90%.
Fu Manchu," "Say it with Songs." Rating,
AD TIPS— The life of
romance featured in all
played up heavily also.
classes. — Majestic Theatre,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Jealousy

newspapers and their
copy. Talkie angle
Audience appeal : all
Herbert Israel, Mgr.,

(Par.)

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. — Paramount
Theatre (3,595), 35c-50c-65c ; Sennett Talking
Comedy, Paramount Sound News, Symphony
Orchestra, Milton Charles, Organ Solos. Opposition: "Hollywood Revue," "They Had to See
107%.
Paris,"
"Broadway Melody," "Big Time,"
"Bulldog Drummond," "Street Girl." Rating,

Lady Lies, The (Par.)
DALLAS, TEXAS.— Greater Palace Theatre, (2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c. Publix presentation "Say It With Flowers," Billy Muth
organ novelty "Wishing," Krazy Kat comedy,
Paramount News. Weather, fair. Opposition:
•Sav It With Songs," "Awful Truth," "Great
Divide," "Drake Case." Rating, 90%.
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Lady Lies, The

Madame

SEATTLE, WASH. — Seattle Theatre
(3.150), 25c-3Sc-50c-60c ; "Look Out Below,"
Bouncing Ball, Paramount Sound News.
Weather, fair. Opix)sition : "Honky Tonk,"
"Cockeyed World," "Unholy Night." Rating,
75%.
AD TIP3 — Exploit the theme of tlie picture
and the fact that it is an all-talking comedy
drama with an all-star cast of stage celebrities.
Mention Walter Huston, Claudette Colbert and
Charles Ruggles in all copy. Copy used — The
Daring Truth. You Can Ditch Blondes. But
If She's A Brunette LOOK OUT. A Shocking Story Which Only Our Modern Times
Could Produce. The Lowdown On Love Nests
Told With Luxurious Good Humor. Paramount's "New Show World — Smash." Audience appeal, general. — Greater Palace Theatre,
Holman Swiger, Manager, Dallas, Texas.
Feature stars of "Gentlemen of Press" and
"Hole in Wall," mention a few of high grade
entertainment. Audience appeal : all adults who
appreciate something exceptionally smart and
sophisticated. — Seattle Theatre, Robert Blair,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Great heart interest plot with gifted Ruth
Chatterton as star. Public interest aroused
by story of woman who commits murder being
defended by own son when all friends fail.
Miss Chatterton, Lewis Stone and Raymond
Hackett make great team for exploitation. —
Loew's Orpheum Theatre, Victor Morris, Mgr.,
Boston, Mass.

Love Trap,

The

(U.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Pantages Theatre (1,675). 7 days, 3 shows daily, 25c-50c-75c;
Pathe Sound News, 5 acts vaudeville. Weather,
cool. Opposition : "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Thunder," "Bulldog Drummond," "Dark
Streets."
Rating, 80%.
AD TIPS— \A;e asked the public "How Do
Chorus Get Millionaires for Husbands?" Those
that were anxious to get the right answer laid
down the admission price at the window. We
used the trick line "A Story of A Nice Girl
Trying to be Naughty." Laura La Plante was
the name we conjured with. Audience appeal :
adult. — Pantages Theatre, E. C. Bostick, Mgr.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.

Ma€ltime X (M-G-M)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Des Moines Theatre, (1,600), 25c-35c-50c-65c, 7 days. Para, act,
"Radio Rhythm," fdm novelty "Deep Night"
with Ruth Etting, singing. Para, sound news.
Weather, cool. Opposition: "Speedway," "Say
It With Songs." Rating, 110%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Loew's Orpheum Theatre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c ; 5 acts vaudeville.
Fox Movietone and M-G-M News, Talking
comedy. Weather, clear and cool. Opposition :
"Evangeline," "Hollywood Revue," "Why
Leave Home," "Fast Company," "Broadway,"
".Street Girl," "Madonna of Avenue A," "Say
it
with Songs," "College Coquette." Rating,
115%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Great Lakes Theatre
(3,000), 65c-85c; Vitaphone News, Fox Movietone News, Stage presentation. Weather, cold.
Opposition : "Say it with .Songs," "Street Girl,"
"Illusion," "Twin Beds."
Rating, 130%.
AD TIPS— Ruth Chatterton played up. The
story is one which builds up business through
the week. General appeal. — Des Moines Theatre, George Watson, Mgr., Des Moines, Iowa.
Play up this good star Ruth Chatterton with
a background of a murder case. — Great Lakes
Theatre, H. A. Kaufman, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

Madonna

X

Of Avenue A (W. B.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Lyric Theatre,
(1,238), 7 days, 7 shows daily, 15c-25c-35c,
Movietone News, Selected shorts, Vitaphone.
Weather, cool. Opposition : "Fast Company,"
Street Girl," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,"
"Words and Music."
Rating, 164%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Scollay Square, Central
.Square, Fenway, Strand and Allston Theatres
simultaneously (7.500), Scollay Square and
Fenway 7 days, others 4 days, 25c-50c ; Paramount features, Paramount News. Weather,
clear and cool. Opposition : "Evangeline,"
"Madame X," "Fast Company," "Broadway,"
"Street Girl."
Rating, 110%.
AD TIPS— We manage to climb over 100%
every week solely on exploitation and showing
"our public" what they want to see. Our catch
line on this picture was "A Good Girl Trying
to Be Bad." — Lyric Theatre, E. C. Prinson,
Mgr., Minneapolis, Minn.

Man And The Moment,
(F.N.)

The

BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Century Theatre (3,221). 6 days, 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone
and MGM News, Loew-Publix unit "Creole
Nights," headed by Ted Claire, Organ, Orchestra, Lloyd Hamilton in "Don't Be Nervous"
(Educ. all talking comedy), "Many Wings"
(Bruce Outdoor Scenic). Weather, clear, cool,
some rain. Opposition : "Flying Marine,"
"Awful Truth." "Careless Age," "Street Girl,"
"Say it with Songs."
Rating, 98%.
AD TIPS — The screen's most gorgeous star
in an exceptional talking picture. Pleasure
mad society at play in Elinor Glyn's most daring
companionate romance. A marriage of convenience set in a glamorous spectacle. Audience appeal : wide and general for all classes.
A great sex appeal comedy drama that audience
enjoyed thoroughly. — Loew's Century, Charles
Raymond,
Gcnl. Mgr., Baltimore,
Md.

Masked

Emotions

(Fox)

OKLAHOAL\ CITY, OKLA.— Orpheum
Theatre (1,500), 10c-50c; Aesop's Fables, News
Reel, Bert Smith Revue in "Ladies Night in
a Turkish Bath," Forty artists. Weather, cool
and clear. Opiwsition : "Illusion," "Say it with
Songs," "Side Street," "Sophomore," "Wagon
Master," "Rainbow Man."
Rating, 100%.

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu, The
(Par.)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— State Theatre,
(2.300), 7 days, 5 shows daily, 25c-35c-60c,
Tribune-Universal News, Selected shorts.
Weather, cool. Opposition : "Fast Company,"
"Street Girl," "Words and Music," "Madonna
of Avenue A." Rating, 50% (Second week).

404-6-8-10 North

Equipment

Tips

TACOMA, WASH.— Fox Rialto Theatre.
(1,350), 7 days, 35c-75c. Charley Chase comedy. Barnyard Battles animated. Movietone
news. Weather, smoky, depressing. Opposition :
110%.
"Hottentot," "Street Girl," "Drag." Rating,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Merrill Theatre
(1,167), 25c-60c; No presentation. Comedy,
Fox Movietone News. Weather, brisk and cool.
Opposition : "Thunder," "Cockeyed W^orld,"
"Her Private Life," "Say it with Songs,"
"In the Headlines."
Rating, 85%.
AD TIPS— Played up Warner Oland and
admitted that this was a super thriller. Dragons
and clutching hands decorated front of house.
—State Theatre, Gordon Green, Mgr., Minneapolis, Minn.
Played mystery, author and name of stars
in usual amount of newspaper and billboard
space. Appeal, adults. — Fox Rialto Theatre,
Doug. Kimberley, Mgr., Tacoma, Wash.
Mystery angle featured in all advertising.
Warner Oland in mysterious garb stressed.
"The world's most villainous devil is Alive !"
said one copy. Audience appeal : all classes. —
Merrill Theatre, G. Musgrove, Mgr., Milwaukee, Wis.

Our Modern

Maidens (M-G-M)

ALBANY, N. Y.— Harmanus-Bleecker Hall,
(2,000), 35c-50c, 6 days. Laurel and Hardy comedy "Men O' War" ; Ukulele Ike ; Fox Movietone News. Opposition : "Argyle Case," "Cocoanuts," "Words and Music," "Smiling Irish
Eyes."
Rating, 125%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Valencia Theatre, (1,500), 6 days, 25c-35c. Fox Movietone
News, Jan Garber's Band (M-G-M Act), Our
Gang in "Boxing Gloves," (M-G-M Talking
Comedy.50%.Weather, clear, cool, some rain.
Rating,
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Parkway Theatre, (1,092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Fox Movietone
News, Jan Garber's Band (M-G-M Act"), Our
Gang in "Boxing Gloves," (M-G-M Talking
Comedy). Weather, clear, cool, some rain.
Opposition : "Say It With Songs," "Why Leave
Home," "Awful Truth," "Flying Marine,"
"Three Live Ghosts," "Man and Moment,"
"Careless Age," "Street Girl."
Rating, 111%.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Minnesota Theatre (4,025), 7 days, 4 shows daily, 35c-40c-75c;
Publix Unit (Seashore Follies), Stage Band,
Concert Orchestra, Organ, Movietone News,
Fashion reel and selected short subject.
Weather, cool. Opposition : "Thunder," "BullRating,
84%.
dog Drummond,"
"Love Trap," "Dark Streets."
AD

TIPS — 'Used extra newspaper space in

playing up this picture as the successor of "Our
Dancing Daughters." Characterized the picture
as one of jazz-mad youth meeting life and moments (if flaming drama. Featured Joan Crawford heavily. Audience .A.ppeal : General. —
Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, Cliarles Goulding.
Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
To intrigue popular interest we exploited this
film as being "Delightfully Daring." In our
ads we used small John Held, Jr.. cartoons.
We gave considerable play to the big names,
Anita Page, Fairbanks, Jr., and La Rocque.
High school age and up appealed to by film.
— Minnesota Theatre, Harry Watts, Mgr.,
Minneaix)lis, Miim.

Paris Bound

Of Quality

The newest, latest improved, the best.
Mechanically and electrically correct.
Easy to install.
Prices reasonable.
Positively the best value on the market.
Synchronous and non-synchronous.
Main Street
PICTURFONE
CORPORATION

News

Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu

PICTUR-FONE
Sound

Ad.

Picture

(Pathe)

HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Majestic Theatre
(2,512), 7 days, 25c-60c ; Publix unit. Paramount News, organ and orchestra. Weather,
Lima,

Ohio

mild.
Opposition: "Illusion," "Unholy Night."
attraction).
Rating, 140%. (Charles Ray in person added
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Paris Bound

Say It With Songs

Smiling Irish Eyes

AD TIPS — Ann Harding advertised as a ntw
type of beauty, and her "bell like voice" are
good points to stress. Also the stage play
popularity, and sophisticated comedy type.
Appeal is to adults. — Majestic Theatre, Houston, 'Texas.

BOSTON, MASS.— Olympia and Untown
Theatres (4,300), 7 days, 25c-75c ; Co-feature:
"After Seben." Paramount Sound News.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition: "Evangeline," "Madame X," "College Coquette,"
"Hollywood Revue," "Why Leave Home,"
"Fast Company," "Broadway," "Street Girl,"
"]\Iadonna of Avenue A."
Rating, 110%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Hamrick's Music Box
Theatre (950), 50c-75c ; Fox Movietone News.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Honky Tonk,"
"Cokeyed World," "Unholy Night," "Lady
Lies."
Rating, 95%
(3rd week).
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Century Theatre (2,900),
65c ; Movietone News, Paramount Sound News,
Comedy, Organ Solo. Weather, cold. Opposition: "Madame X," "Street Girl," "Illusion,"
"Twin Beds."
Rating, 150% (2nd week).
AD TIPS— Jolson the big draw. Held over
for a whole week at this house after a week
of record making business for this year at an
affiliated house. The business on this second
week was above average but did not make a
record for a second week. General appeal.' —
L. A. Carter, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Des
Moines, la.
Did capacity in its second week. In all ad
spreads Jolson and Davey Lee were featured
with list of songs used by Jolson. Young Lee's
recent appearance in city brought many admirers. Appeal : All ages and classes.— Sol Braunig,
Mgr., Majestic Theatre, Providence, R. I.
_ Continued extensive campaign for Jolson but
picture failed to hold up well for second week.
Audience appeal, general. — World Theatre,
Lionel Wasson, mgr., Omaha, Nebr.
Jolson the big draw. Bill him as "singing as
you never heard him sing before." Exploit
Davey Lee as the child star of "Singing Fool"
and_ "Sonny Boy," and mention Marion Nixon.
Majority of the publicity for this week was devoted to the fact that the picture was held over
for another week due to popular demand. Copy
used — Here's your last chance to hear the thrilling, crooning, pleading, happy, tearful voice the
whole world loves best. Audience appeal: All
classes. — Melba Theatre, Victor B. Lowrey,
mgr., Dallas, Texas.
Al Jolson in a splendid talking and singing
program that will make you cry — will make
you laugh. In songs he takes j'our heart in
his hands — tells you a story of life — your story
and mine . . . how he does sing . . . how he
entertains you. Hear him sing "Little Pal,"
"Seventh Heven" and other big hits. The
crowds will roar with his jokes and cry with
him in his sorrows. Audience appeal : great
to all move fans, regardless of age. — Capitol
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Feature Jolson and Davey Lee, mention plenty
of songs in film, tie up with music stores, etc.
Audience appeal : all classes. — Music Box Theatre, Bob Murray, Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

AD TIPS — Played up all advertising in a
way to attract the Irish, calling attention that
the picture not only was a 100 per cent singing,
talking and dancing, but was as lively as an

Rainbow

Man^

The

(Par.)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Rialto Theatre (1,000), 4 days, 10c-25c; Vitaphone
Vaudeville. Weather, clear and cool. Opposition: "Illusion," "Say it with Songs,"
"Masked Emotions," "Side Street," "Sophomore," "Wagon Master," "Rainbow Man."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — See and hear Eddie Dowling as
the "Rainbow Man," and who will send you
away with smiles in your heart with his songs
and especially "The Rainbow Man." A most
excellent good picture to book. — Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Salute (Fox)
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Palace Theatre,
(3,600), 7 days, 3Sc-75c. Weather, cool, clear.
Short Subjects: Pathe News (Sound); Pathe
News (Silent) ; Pathe Review; Our World Today (Educational). Opposition: "Hollywood
Revue," "Three Live Ghosts," "Fast Life,"
"Street Girl," "Why Leave Home." Rating,
125%.
AD TIPS— Featured Baclanova in person,
and Ben Bard in person all week, and Charles
Farrell in person four performances one day.
Also emphasized football theme of picture as
being of timely interest. Audience appeal : For
everybody. — Palace Theatre, Frank Hines, Mgr.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Say It With Songs (W. B.)
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Strand Theatre,
(1,100), 20c-30c, 7 days, Educational Comedy,
"Parlor Pests," Paramount song novelty,
"Goodbye, My Lady Love, Goodbye," Pathe
Sound News, Kinograms News. Weather, cool.
Opposition: "Madame X," "Speedway." Rating, 100%.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Majestic Theatre,
(2,400), 7 days, lSc-50c. Weather, cool, rain.
"The Corner Store," short. Opposition : "CockEyed World," "Fast Life," "Speedway." Rating, 100%.
OMAHA, NEBR.— World Theatre, (2,500),
7 days, 25c-60c, Pathe News. Weather, fair.
Opposition: "Illusion," "Her Private Life."
Rating, 100%.
DALLAS, TEX.— Melba Theatre, (1,800),
14 days, 35c-S0c-60c, Vitaphone Act "Edison and
Gregory," Paramount Talking News. Weather,
fair. Opposition: "Lady Lies," "Drake Case,"
"Graet Divide," "Awful Truth." Rating, 95%
(second week).
BALTIMORE, MD.— Warner's Metropolitan Theatre (1,500), 6 days, ending Friday
night, 15c-50c; Kinograms, Frances Shelley,
the Four Eaton Boys, Vitaphone Acts, Organ.
Weather, clear, cool, some rain. Opposition :
"Why Leave Home," "Awful Truth," "Flying
Marine." "Street Girl," "Careless Age," "Man
and Moment," "Three Live Ghosts," "Our
Modern Maidens."
Rating, 125%.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Garden Theatre
(1,200), 25c-60c ; No presentation. Comedy,
News reel. Weather, very brisk and cool.
Opposition : "Thunder," "Cockeyed World,"
"Her Private Life," "Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu." "In the Headlines."
Rating, 105%.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Capitol
Theatre (1,200), 10c-50c, 7 days; Paramount
Talking News, Fox Movietone Shorts. Weather,
cool and clear. Opposition : "Illusion," "Emotions," "Side Street," "Sophomore," "Wagon
Master,"
"Rainbow
Man."
Rating, 150%.

Side

Street

(R-K-O)

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Empress
Theatre (1,500), 15c-50c, 7 days; Pathe News
and Talking Comedy. Weather, cool and clear.
Opposition: "Illusion," "Masked Emotions,"
"Sophomore," "Wagon Master," "Rainbow
Man."
Rating, 100%.
AD TIPS — Three brothers — Tom, Owen,
Matt Moore, in a 100% talking, dramatic smash.
Thrilling, suspensful, swift in action. Powerful
in dialogue. Bristling with fine entertainment.
Audience appeal : all adults. — Empress Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Smiling Irish Eyes

(F. N.)

ALBANY, N. Y.— I^Iark Ritz Theatre, (1,146), 25c-35c, 6 days. All talking comedy, one
Vitaphone act, Pathe Sound News. Weather,
fair and cool. Opposition : "Argyle Case,"
"Words and Music," "Cocoanuts," "Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 100%.

Irish jig and that all of Colleen Moore's songs
were Irish hits. Audience appeal, general. —
Mark Ritz Theatre, Charles Smakwitz, Mgr.,
Albany, N. Y.

Sophomore,
OTTAWA,

The (Pathe)

ONTARIO— Imperial Theatre,

(1,200), 6Muller,"
days, 15c-50c,
"End ofSound
the World,"
"Maud
Paramount
News.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition : "Cocoanuts,"
Eve," 90%.
"Wedding March,"
"Divine "Fall
Lady." ofRating,
OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA. — Libertv
Theatre (1,800), 10c-50c, 7 days; Movietone
News, Okla. Newsreel, Qark & McCullough
and Lois Moran in talking comedy, "The Belle
of Samoa." Weather, clear and cool. Opposition :"Illusion," "Say it with Sngs," "Masked
125%.
Emotions,"
"Side Street," "Sophomore,"
"Wagon Master," "Rainbow Man." Raing,
AD TIPS— Called this the "All-Talking, AllLaughing Hit" and was not very far astray.
Also emphasized that this was the first fulllengfth feature for Eddie Quillan, well known in
comedy shorts. The college boys and college
girls around town raved over this one. Further
it was boosted as the first football picture of
the football season — and the hero was a dub
player. Audience appeal. All young people. —
Imperial Theatre, Ray Tubman, Mgr., Ottawa,
Ontario.

Speedway (M-G-M)
DES MOINES, IOWA— Paramount Theatre (1,700), 25c-35c-50c-65c, 7 days, Publix
stage unit, "Pearls of Bagdad" with Lindy
Coons and New Collegiate Band, Paramount
News, Paramount Fashion News. Weather,
cool. Opposition: "Madame
Songs."
Rating, 110%.

X," "Say It With

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Loew's State (3,800), 15c-50c, Bernardo de Pace, short. Weather, cool, rain. Opposition : "Cock-Eyed World,"
90%.
"Say It With Songs," "Fast Life." Rating,
AD

TIPS — The new stage show was especially exploited and William Haines billed as
the attraction. The stage band was given a
special sendoff. The bill complete was liked
by everyone, all types. Picture should meet
with approval from general audience. — Jack
Roth,
Iowa. Mgr., Paramount Theatre, Des Moines,
Names of Haines and Anita Page mean plenty
?nd should be liberally sprinkled throughout expoilattion. Bill as a thrilling story of the racetrack with plenty of action throughout. Appeal :
Young and old. — J. P. McCarthy, Mgr., Loew's
State Theatre, Providence, R. I.
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Street Girl (Radio)

Street Girl

Thunder

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Hennepin-Orpheuin Theatre, (2,900), 7 days. Reserved seat
policy Monday to Saturday. Two shows per
day. Sunday and holidays continuous, 25c-50c75c, 6 acts vaudeville headlined by A. B. Marcus "Glorified Revue." Weather, cool. Opposition: "Fast Company," "Mysterious Dr. tu
Manchu," "Words and Music," "Madonna of
Avenue A."
Rating, 75%.
TACOMA, WASH.— R-K-0 Pantages Theatre, (1,500), 7 days, 30c-60c-75c, five acts of
R-K-0 vaudeville, Sound News. Weather,
smoky, depressing. Opposition: "Hottentot,"
ous Dr. Fu Manchu." Rat"Drag,"
ing, 100%."Mysteri

Pulsing, throbbing, daring. All the gleaming,
laughing lure of Broadway — days and nights of
heedless pleasure — laughter and extravagant
madness — a medley of reckless, heart stirring
beauty — costly kisses, careless counting of the
cost — that's "Street Girl." Radio Pictures' first
all-talking, all-singing musical drama — the most
sumptuous, spectacle romance ever conceived !
With a marvelous cast including Betty Compson, who plays the violin, Jack Oakie, Ned

AD TIPS — In every way featured the name
of star and that he would sweep his audience
to new thrills in a romance of the thundering
road. Audience appeal : Mature. — Lincoln
Theatre, Louis Saperstein, Mgr., Troy, N. Y.
Played up Chaney, stating that he always
turns in a good performance. Stressed the
filming of Wisconsin scenes in the picture.
The caption Man of a Thousand Faces was
used frequently. Audience appeal : all classes.
— Wisconsin Theatre, W. W. James, Mgr.,
.Milwaukee, Wis.
We declared that the "Man of a thousand
faces gives his finest performance in "Thunder."
Chaney name played up big. i\dult appeal. —
Edward Furni, Mgr., Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Hippodrome Theatre, (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c. Shorts: Fox
Movietone News, "The Lunkhead" (Educational
Sound). Weather, cool, fair. Opposition:
"Hollywood Revue," "Three Live Ghosts,"
"Salute," "Fast Life," "Why Leave Home."
Rating, 200%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— New Theatre, (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, "The
Traveler" (Comedy Act), "Snapshots of Hollywood" No. 3 (Film stars at Home in talk).
Weather, clear, cool, some rain. Rating, 1757o.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— R-K-0 Theatre.
35c-50c-65c; Pathe Sound News, RKO vaudeville revue. Opposition : "Hollywood Revue,"
"They Had to See Paris," "Broadway Melody,"
"Big Time," "Bulldog Drummond."
"Jealousy,"
Rating, 105%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Keith Memorial Theatre
(3,000), 7 days, 30c-65c, "Campus Sweethearts," Cartoon, Comedy, Pathe News. Opposition: "Evangeline." "Madame X," "College
Coquette," "Say it with Songs," " Hollywood
Revue," "Why Leave Home," "Fast Company,"
"Broadway," "Madonna of Avenue A." Rating,
180% (Second Week).
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Lafayette Tiieatre
(3,000), 6Sc; Vaudeville, Fox Movietone News,
Fox Silent News. Weather, cold. Opposition :
"Say it with Songs," "Madame X," "Illusion,"
Rating, 130%.
Beds."
"Twin
billed this as Radio's AmazWe
AD TIPS—
ing Screen Show, and tipped the yokels off to
the fact that this same picture was being shown
in N. Y. at $2.50 per seat. Compson name
ballyhooed. — Hennepin-Orpheum, Ed Furni.
Mgr., Minneapolis, Minn.
As this was the first week of vaudeville and
picture at the Pantages after its having been
closed for a month during the change of management, extra advance space was carried in
newspapers and on billboards. Exploited Compson's first Radio dialogue show, Ned Sparks.
Jack Oakie and cast. Audience appeal: All
classes.— R-K-0 Pantages, C. D. Miller. Mgr.,
Tacoma, Wash.
Billboarded the town. Used extra newspaper
space. Advertised it in theatre lobby several
weeks in advance. Audience appeal : Strong for
all.— Hippodrome Theatre,, William Watson.
Mgr., Cleveland, O.

Long Life! — Low Cost!

GOLD $EAL
REGISTERS

<c TICKETS

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, New

York City

Arnheim's
Gus Eaton
Sparks, Joseph
bassador HotelCawthorn,
Band, Doris
and Amher
beauty chorus. Which ran for two months at
the Globe, New York. Audience appeal : Great
for all classes and all ages. They swarmed into
this house almost bursting the sides open.—
Morris A. Mechanic, proprietor, New Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.
Exploit Betty Compson playing her great
violin solo, with a background of musical
merrymakers. — Lafayette Theatre, William
Raynor, Mgr., Buffalo, N. Y.

They Had

To See Paris

(Fox)

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Carthay Circle
Theatre (1,650), 75c-1.00-1.50 ; Movietone
News; Elinors (Orchestra. Opposition: "Hollywood Revue," "Broadway Melody," "Jealousy,"
"Big Time," "Bulldog Drummond," "Street
Girl."
Weather, Fine. Rating, 174%.

Three Live Ghosts

(U.A.)

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Allen Theatre, (3.300), 7 days, 30c-60c. Shorts: Angora Love
(M-G-M sound), Skeleton Dance (Columbia),
Fox Movietone News. Weather, cool, clear.
Opposition : "Hollywood Revue," "Fast Life,"
"Salute," "Street Girl," "Why Leave Home?".
Rating, 85%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Loew's Stanley Theatre, (3,654), 6 days, 25c-60c, Fox Movietone
and Paramount News, Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy in "Men O' War" (M-G-M Talking
comedy), Biltmore Trio, (M-G-M Act), Organlogue. Weather, clear, cool, some rain. Opposition: "Why Leave Home?", "Awful
Truth," "Flying Marine," "Man and Moment,"
"Our Modern Maidens."
Rating, 103%.
AD TIPS— The all-talking laugh hit of the
season. The greatest talking comedy yet.
"Three Live Ghosts," United Artists presents
the great stage success with the cast that
thrilled Broadway for three years. Featuring
Joan Bennett co-star in "Bulldog Drummond,"
Robert Montgomery, Claude Allister and a big
cast of stage stars. Three pals held as war
prisoners given up for dead. They return to
find their insurance was a far more valued asset
than they — with a vivid romance. Audience
appeal : Whimsical English comedy drama well
staged and acted, which patrons enjoy throughout. — ' Charles Raymond, Genl. Mgr., Loew's
Stanley, Baltimore,
Md.

Twin Beds

(F.IS.)

BUFFALO, N. Y.— Hippodrome Theatre
(3,000), 65c, Vaudeville, Comedy, Paramount
Mews, and Fashion Film. Weather, cold.
Opposition:
it with Songs,"
"Street
Girl,""Say
"Illusion."
Rating, "Madame
140%.

Unholy Mght

X,''

(M-G-M)

HOUSTON, TEX.— Loew's State Theatre
(2,700), 7 days, 25c-60c ; 5 acts vaudeville,
.Movietone News. Weather, mild. Opposition :
"Illusion," "Paris Bound."
Rating, 105%.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Fox Fifth Avenue
Theatre (2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c ; Fox
Movietone News, Fanchon-Marco stage unit.
Weather, fair. Opposition : "Honky Tonk,"
"CockeyedRating,
World."
Lies."
90%."Sav it with Songs," "Ladv
AD TIPS— Thrills and chills is the keynote
of
this one.
direction
aboveWecastplayed
names,Lionel
and Barrymore's
stressed the
mystery and comedy. Appeal is to everybody.
—Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Tex.
Tease on spooky angles, mention Ben Hecht
story, Lionel Barrymore direction. Use spooky
art in ads. .\udience appeal : general. — Fox
Fifth Avenue Theatre, James Q. Clemmer,
Mgr., Seattle, Wash.

Wedding March, The (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONT.— Avalon Theatre, (990).
3 days, 15c-35c, "Don't Be Nervous," "Puckered
.Success,"
Movietone
and
cool. Fox
Rating,
105%. News. Weather, clear
AD TIPS— The bare mention of the title.
coupled
VontheStroheim's
name, is appeal
almost :
sufficient with
to pack
theatre. .Audience
All ages and all classes. — Avalon Theatre, P. J.
Nolan, Mgr., Ottawa, Ont.

Wagon

Master,

The

(U.)

TROYj, N. Y.— Lincoln Theatre, (1,000),
25c-35c,
7 days.
All-talking
comedy,
phone Act,
Kinograms.
Weather,
cool one
and \'itafair.

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA.— Folly Theatre (1,200), 10c -25c, 4 days; Movietone News,
Oklahoma Newsreel, "The Big Palooka." Mack
Sennctt's funniest talking comedy. Weather,
cool
100%.and pleasant. Opposition : "Illusion," "Sa>
it with Songs," "Side Street," "Sophomore,"
"Rainbow Man," "Masked Emotions." Rating,

Opposition: "Argyle Case," "Hottentot,"
"Cocoanuts."
Rating, 96%.
MILWRUKEE, WIS.— \\isconsin Theatre
(2,902), 7 days, 25c-60c ; Presentation Fanchon
& Marco in "Thru the Gates." Fox Movietone
News. Weather, bright and cool. Opposition :

AD TIPS — That wonderful rider
western screen stars, Ken Maynard,
out-door picture — his first dialogue
An excellent good picture to book. —
atre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

"Cockeyed \\'orld," "Her Private Life," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Say it with Songs,"
"In the Headlines."
Rating, 95%.
MINNEAPOLIS,
.MINN.— HennepinOrplieum Theatre (2,900), 7 days; Reserved
seat policy Monday to Saturday. Two shows
l>cr day. Sunday and Holidays continuous,
25c-50c-75c; 6 acts vaudeville headlined by

Why Leave Home?

PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Broadway Tiieatre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c ; Fox Movietone
News, Fanchon & Marco's "Speed Idea" with
Parker and Mack and Black Cat Four, "Skeleton Dance" Musical screen novelty, Sam Jack
Kaufman and Band. Weather, rain. Oppo-

James J. Corbett and Neil O'Brien. Weather,
cool. Opposition: "Our Modern Maidens,"
"Bulldog Drummond," "Love Trap," "Dark
Streets."
Rating, 70%.

sition: "Illusion," "Wonder of Women,"
"Argyle Case," "Coke-Eyed World," "Half
Marriage."
Rating, 115%.
(Continued on paqc 1142)

Thunder

(M-G-M)

and ace of
in a master
production.
Folly The-

(Fox)
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Educational Using
Straight Dramatic
Players Effectively

High Production
Record Is Claimed
By First National

Di'amatic players who have made their
names in straight roles or in stage or
screen roles ai'e being effectively used in
all-talking Educational comedies to give the
proper contrast the antics of the comedians,
according to Jack White (direetor-in-chief
at the Educational studios. An instance is
in "The Talkies," a Mermaid comedy, with
Francis Ford and Lloyd Ingraham appearing as hard-boiled enemies of Monte
Collins and Vernon Dent.

Griffith Assigns Gerrit
Lloyd To "Abraham Lincoln"
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Gerrit .J. LIo.mI,
scenarist for D. W. Griffith for the p:ist
several years, has been assigned the wiiting of the continuity and dialogue tor
"Abraham Lincoln," Griffith's next production for United Artists. It is understood that Griffith has been given an unlimited budget for the production, which
will likely be in production about five
months. Griffith is reported to have asked
Joseph Henabery, film director, to play the
role of Lincoln.

Warner Foreign Dialog
Versions In Production
Holh'wood, Sept. 26. — Warner BrotluM->
have started production of three diftereiu
dialogue versions of various short Vitaphone features. Production is done in English, German and French, with a Spanish
version likely to follow. First subject is
titled "For Sale," with Gregory Ratoff in
the leading part and speaking the particular language of each version. Brian Foy
is directing.

Chaney Recuperating From
Operation; Plans Long Rest
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Lon Chaney is recuperating from an operation for tonsil

Phone Granite 2145

Director Phil Rosen h(ts just heard Nancy Weiford sing "You'll Never
Be Forgotten,'' the
theme
song from Continental's
new picture,
"The Phantom in the House"

Von Stroheini Is
Signed By M-G-M
For An Original
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Eric von Stroheini
has been signed by M-G-M to Avrite an
(iriginal story which Hunt Stromberg will
produce for that company as a special. It
is possible Von Stroheim may act a part.
News of von Stroheim 's return to M-G-M
after four years created more talk in Hollywood than any event in the past tw-'
months. The director-actor-writer left that
I'ompany suddenly after the completion of
"The Merry Widow," and it was intimated
at the time that he would never return to
the company in any capacity, according to
reports.

3 Directors Will Handle
Pathe's "Grand Parade"
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Louis Stevens and
Kdmund Goulding have completed dialogue
version of "The Grand Parade," which
will be produced as special by Pathe. No
less than three directors have been assigned
to the picture; Fred Newmeyer, Frank
Reieher and Richard Boleslavsky. The latter will direct the musical and dance ensembles; Reieher will have charge of the
dialogue direction; while Newmeyer will
have charge of the general direction from
a picture angle.
Helen Twelvetrees and Fred Scott will

removal performed at St. Vincent's Hospital last week. Upon release from the hospital, Chaney will spend several weeks resting in the mountains, but will not return
to work at M-G-M until fullv recovered.

be featured, while Edmund Goulding is responsible for several original song nnmbcrs.

Victor and Ekiward Halperin are planniuK
production of super-special sound spectacle
under title of "Creation." Story will have
modern treatment, but will allow for retrospects showing beginning of time. Harry O.
Hoyt is writing script and will also direct..
Release slated for TilTany-Stahl.

Hollywood. Sept. 26.^Margaret Bennett,
eonfidential secretary to Louis B. Mayer for
the past three years, will leave that post
shortly to become the bride of Ross Lewiii,
Los Angeles business man.

Mayer's Secretary Leaving

With fifteen all-talking feature pictures
simultaneously in the making, a new high
peak for talkie production is said to have
been established last week at the First National studios in Burbank, California.
Many of these are in Technicolor and it is
also said that Warner Bros, practically
have a corner on this tjrpe of equipment,
there being only 11 Technicolor cameras in
Hollywood at the present time.

Coast Publicity Office
Opened By Nat Rothstein
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Nat Rothstein, former advertising and exploitation manager
for Universal and FBO, and studio publicity representative for Columbia during
the past eight months, will open offices next
week for advertising and publicity representation of stars, writers, directors and
commercial accounts.
Rothstein has taken quarters at Hollywood and La Brea, and will install complete
art and writing departments. Emory .Johnson, former film director, will be associated
with Rothstein as head of the portrait photography department, and will specialize
on high class portraitures for the fan and
national magazines.

Writer Loses Suit Against
Christie Bros. Over Story
Hollywood, Sept. 26.— Judge Clair Tappaan decided against Rowland Brown,
writer, in his suit for an injunction involving story similarity between his original,
"Dapper Dan," and the Christie production, "Carnation Kid." Brown claimed he
had submitted his scenario to the defendants, and it had been returned to him.
Later, however, the picture'" "Carnation
Kid" appeared, which he claimed contained
the same theme and many situations of his
storv.

W. B. Develop Directors;
William McGann Is Latest
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Warner Brothers
have developed more directors from their
employees during the past five years than
any other coast producing organization.
The latest to get his chance at directing is
William McGann, assistant director with
the company for some time.
McGann 's first assignment will be "On
The Border," Vitaphone picture staiTiug
Rin Tin Tin which goes into production
October 1st.
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Churchill Praises
The Motion Picture
At M-G-M Luncheon
"The motion picture is a now institution
of education spreading: all over the world,
providing a new process of education and
civilization for all peoples," declared the
Right Hon. Winston Churchill, famous
British statesman and national leader, in
an address on the coast last week, in which
he stressed the importance of the motion
picture as a factor in the future peace of
the world.
Churchill was guest of honor at a luncheon at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio attended by two hundred political, business
and educational leaders of California, as
well as executives and stars of the film
company. Louis B. Mayer and William
Randolph Hearst were hosts of the day, and
Governor C. C. Young of California extended the official welcome of the state on
a sound stage decked with British and
American flags.
Grant Withers
and Kenneth
Thomson
head the supporting cast in "The Other
Tomorrow," Billie Dove's current starring
production for First National. Lloyd Bacon
is directing from adaptation and dialogue
script by Fred Myton.
William Beaudine, 'First National director, and James Flood, director with Tiffany-Stahl, are enroute to Europe with their
families on a vacation jaunt.
Colorart Synchrotone Corporation have
established production hcadciuarters at Tec
Art Studios, and will produce several features for Tiffany-Stahl during the coming
year.
William Miller Productions arc planning
production of "Treadmill" for the independent market. Story is an original by C.
Edward Roberts, who will also direct the
picture at Tec .^rt Studios.
A series of twelve all-Indian talking features will be produced by Chief Red Wing,
president of Red Wing Productions. First
picture
"The Devil's
with
scenario will
and bedialogue
by E. Altar,"
C. Maxwell.
Color and sound will be used in the entire
series.
Frank O'Connor is preparing the script
for ",'\ Woman of the Street" for Pickwick
Productions. O'Connor will direct the picture, which will be an all-talker.
Glenn Tryon will be starred by Universal
in "Paradise Ahoy," from original story by
Sherman Lowe. Adaptation, continuity and
dialogue is being written by Lowe and Matt
Taylor.
George Lewis joins the ranks of free lance
players after a four-year contract with Universal as star of the Collegian series.
Jack Wagner has been added to the
scenario staff of Darmour - R-K-O, and is
working on the Record Breaker series with
E. V. Durling and Hal Dcvitt. Wagner was
reccnty with 'First National.
Charles Lamont has resigned as director
of Educational comedies, after a five-year
afliliation with the producing rompany.
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell will be
co-starred
in "Budapest,"
a fdnuisical which bywilll'"o.x
have
melodies written
by
Jean Schwartz.

Hollywood Melody
Makers
JOAN BENNETT will sing three songs in
"Song of Broadway" for United Artists, namely "With You," "Alice in Wonderland" and "Putting on the Ritz." Music is credited to Irving Berlin, who also
composed several numbers in the same picture for the star, Harry Richman.
THE "Three Musketeers" of popular
sic. Herb Magidson, Michael Cleary and
Ned Washington, are writing several original song numbers for ' ' Night Club Baby,
Warner's Vitaphone musical and dancing
playlet starring Ann Pennigton.

BUD GREEN and Sam Stept will writ,
the songs and music for "Show Girl
in Hollywood," Alice White's next starring Vitaphone production for First National.
YDUR song writers are preparing original melodies for "Minstrel Days," a
short reel Vitaphone musical to be produced
by Warner Brothers. Eddie Ward and Al
Heaven,''
are writing
Bryan other
while
tunes "Dancing
are being towritten
by
Grant Clarke and Harry Akst. Roy Mack
will direct under supervision of Bryan Foy.

LOVE THAT
CAN'TwillYOU
WHYWAY?"
be sung by Alice
Day in First National's production, "In
The Next Room." It has a fox trot tempo,
and
mer. was written by Bourse, Val and CraeD and Marcy KlauSTODDAR
HARRY
been signed by Victor and
ber have
Edward Halperin to compose original musical numbers for the Halperin pictures
which will be made for Tiffany-Stahl distribution. The team have just completed
the songs for Halperin 's first production,
"Dangerous Business"; and were loaned
to Fox to compose several numbers for
"New Orleans Minstrels."
VIOLINSKY and Ryan are responsible
for "Pretty Little You," which will
be prominently spotted for songs, dances
and theme music in First National's "Son
of the Gods,"
starring Richard
BarthclNEWKST addition to Fox studio song
writing staff is Will Bodery, colored
composer, and arranger of musical scores.
He is now enroute to the coast from New
York.

Fox Wm Film "Intern'l
Revue," Butler Directing
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Fox will produce
an all-nmsical spectacle under title of "International Revue" with David Butler directing. Production will include special
dance ensembles and musical features from
various countries of the worJd.

New Company Is Now
Synchronizing Early
Griffith Productions
The productions of D. W. Griffith, the
first of which will be "Way Down East,"
are to be synchronized with their original
scores and sound effects. A. Griffith Grey,
who recently resigned as Paramount road
show head and who is now vice-president
and general manager in charge of production and distribution of Phono-Kinema,
Inc., is supervising activities. Louis C.
Pedlar, New York advertising man, is associated with him.
Phono-Kinema, which is using its ov/n
sound-on-disc device and the sound-on-film
patents of Dr. Theodorus Nakken, through
arrangement with the lattei-, expects to
have "Way Down East" ready for screening in its new form earh' in December.
Marie Prevost and Barbara Stanwyck have
been signed by Halperin Brothers for their
initial producton "Dangerous Business,"
which will be released via Tiffany-Stahl.
Rod La Rocque will be starred by RKO
in "Strictly Business," a story by Wallace
Smith. Production scheduled to start about
October 15th.
Darryl Zanuck, Warner Brothers official,
leaves for a European vacation next week
in company wth his wife. While abroad.
Zanuck will look for story material suitable
for next season's production schedule.
Walter Long has been signed by Christie
to play in "The Dancing Gob," a Christie
Talking
Play, starring Buster and John
West.
George Weeks, head of Sono-Art, returned from New York and announced Eddie Bowling's second starring talker goes
into production this week, with cast including Betty Compson, Frankie Darro. Henry
B.
Walthall,
Ferdinand Schumann-Heink
and William Davidson.
Nance O'Neill and Prince Youcca Troubetskoy have been added to the cast of "The
Rogue's Song," Lawrence Tibbett's musical
starring production for M-G-M.
Johnny Arthur will be featured by Warner Brothers in ".Stimulation," a Vitaphone
short
playlet
Bryan 'Foy
will
direct.feature
Balance
of which
cast includes
Geneva
Mitchell and Beatrice Blinn.
is directing
Heaven"
forMelville
R-K-O Brown
with cast
including"Jazz
Joseph
Cawthorn, Albert Conti. Clyde Cook, Joel McCrea,
Frederici.Henry Armetta, and Blanche
First National's Technicolor special,
"Song of the Flame,'' will be directed by
Ray Enright, former Warner director. The
company plans to make the production the
most elaborate on this year's program.
Pearl Eaton remains with R-K-O as director of dance ensembles for an additional
period. The producing company exercised
option
her term contract last week for
another onperiod.
Mary Philbin has been borrowed by Tiffany-Stahl froin Universal to be featured in
"Troopers Three," from an original stcry
by
Arthur Guy Empey. Reeves Eason will
direct.
Lilyan Hayward is the latest addition to
the First .Xational scenario staff.
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Tonight At Twelve

The Isle Of Lost Ships

Married In Hollywood

Comedy Drama Well Played
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)

Unique Adventure Plot
(Reviewed by Edwin Schallert)
{All Dialogue)

Great Musical Film Entertainment
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
{All Dialogue)

T^ HIS is the first of the dialog produc* tions that have come from Universal
City made solely under the supervision of
Carl Laemmle, Jr. Young Laemmle has
(lone quite a worth while job in this instance. The picture, while it isn't a knock
out, is one of those that will get by nicely
as program release material. In most instances it will please audiences, although
the picture could have been played a little
more strongly for comedy, instead of which
the drama of the plot is permitted to overshadow the laugh possibilities.
The original stage play was from the pen
of Owen Davis. Harry Pollard is responsible for the screen direction, and the cast is
one that is strong in names, with one girl
who proves herself to be a distinct "find"
for the talking screen. That girl is Mary
Doran and she overshadows everyone else
in the cast. True, her role was the fattest
one and she made the most of it. As a result of her work she is featured at the bottom of the cast.
The story deals with a suspicious wife
who believes that her husband after more
than- a score of years of wedded life is
carrying on an affair with an old sweetheart of his bachelor days, the sweetheart
being married to a neighbor. Two other
women are also on the wife's suspicion list
and she invites all three of them together
with their husbands to a dinner party.
After dinner she takes the three Avives aside
and tells them that she had them to dine
because she is certain that one of them is
the mistress of her husband. Naturally the
women are shocked, insulted and angry.
Later their husbands are informed of the
state of affairs and then a fine mess ensues.
The complications are finally cleared
away, when the maid of the fiance of son of
the jealous wife confesses that the boy
wrote the note to her. As a matter of fact,
it is never fully cleared up who wrote the
note, but it does appear as though the suspicions of the wife were correct.
Madge Bellamy is in the cast and plays
the ingenue lead. She would have been
much better in the maid's role and by all
right it should have been hers to play, for
then the acting honors of the picture might
have been reversed. That Madge Bellamy
has a lot in her for the talking screen if
they only manage to pick the right type of
role for her. The girl had a lot of stage
experience and more than made good when
she was under the George Tyler management.
George Lewis as Tony Keith, the son who
takes the blame to shield his father even
though it breaks off his engagement to the
girl he loves, gives a satisfactory performance. Robert Ellis and Norman Trevor also
contribute worthwhile performances. Mar(Continiicd on page 1142)

THIS was a good picture in the old days,
and it is a good picture now. "The
Isle of Lost Ships" has a story to tell, and
it would make little difference whether the
medium were silent or talkies, the plot
would be interesting enough to hold. As
things stand, the film is unusually good in
the dialogue, and the sound effects are ;i
valuable addition to its thrills.

1_I ERE is a very successful adaptation
* * whereby an operetta is brought to
the screen in a manner that gives real entertainment topicture house audiences. The
picture has everything, romance, suspense,
music, dancing, and a couple of spectacular
shots in Multicolor. In addition it brings
to the screen J. Harold Murray and if they
ever let him get out of pictures and return
to the stage again, then they are simply
goofy. Here is a man who has everything
that the screen of today requires. He has
looks, a voice, can act and a personality
that will get over to any audience anywhere.
From a box ofiice viewpoint the picture
should clean-up.
In adapting the music of Oscar Strauss
so that it could be utilized on the screen,

The plot may be remembered. It concerns the drifting of a wrecked ship into
the Sargasso sea, where all the derelicts of
the seas are drawn by a sort of slow whirlpool. An island of ships has been formed.
Old Spanish galleys and modern linei-s lie
side by side, and so close together that one
can step from one ship to another.
The treasures of the world lie in these
strange hulks, massed together in the midst
of seaweed that holds them steady and undisturbed from storm and wave.
To this strange place, on a half-sunken
vessel, come three survivors of a collision
between a passenger ship and a submerged
hulk. There is a woman and two men. One
of the latter is a prisoner charged with
murder. The other man is his captor, a
detective of the New York police. In the
sea catastrophe, the man under arrest
saved the girl from drowning. Despite his
bravery,
is the detective's intention to
take him itback.
The Isle of Lost Ships has a colony of
refugees, governed by a sea-captain, and
the law of the place is that each woman
who arrives from the outside world must
choose a husband within twenty-four hours,
or else be at the mercy of the entire group
of seamen. Though she is already falling
in love with the alleged murderer, the captain ruthlessly decides that she shall be bis
wife, and to prevent any interference imprisons his rival.
At the critical moment of the marriage,
the girl's lover succeeds in getting out and
comes to her rescue. There is a terrific
fight between the boy and the sea-captain,
in which the youth is finally victorious.
The captain, obeying the laws he has set
down, permits the two to wed, but immediately plans to make the girl a widow, sc
that she will have to marry again. This
leads to the climax of the escape in a submarine.
"The Isle of Lost Ships" has been very
effectively made by Irvin Willat, who has
always exhibited a flair for pictures requiring technical skill. The scenes in the
island of ships are fantastic and actual at
once. The production intrigues with its
romance.
The principals in the cast include Virginia Valli, Jason Robards, Robert Emmett
O'Connor and Noah Beery. Secondary
roles are played by Katherine Ward, Harry
Cording and others.
{Continued on page 1142)

the supplying of a story to can-y it was
put up to Harlan Thompson and he turned
out a decidedly workmanlike piece of writing for screen purposes.
The story opens in Vienna with the heir
to the throne of a neighboring principality
trying to command a young American girl
who is the prima donna of an operetta to
have supper with him alone. When he fails
in this, he finally meets her, falls in loveand wishes to renounce his heritage and
marry her. But the Queen mother has the
boy placed under arrest and forcibly deported, he making his escape only to return
and find the girl has left for parts unknown. Of course, she is on her way back
to America and traveling third class too.
On board the same ship there is a picture producer who has been scouring the
continent for talkie talent but who has not
been successful in his search. At the ship's
concert he hears the girl sing, immediately
places her under contract and takes her to
Hollywood as a star.
In the meantime back in his native Balkan hills the prince mourns the loss of hi?
loved one, and finally when he, together
with the King and his mother, the Queen,
are forced to flee the country because of a
revoluution, he makes his way to America,
revolution, he makes where he is picked
from the extra ranks to impersonate a
Prince in a picture the star of which is the
girl that he loves. That brings the lovers
together again and a misunderstanding is
swept away in time for a happy ending.
The story is carried along in a manner
that keeps the audience interested at all
times, and there is a theme number that
is certain to prove a popular hit. It is
entitled "Let's Dance The Night Away,"
the work of Thompson and Dave Stamper.
In the cast in addition to Harold Murray
is headed by Norma Terris, also a recruit
from the musical comedy stage, who possesses voice, looks and proves herself quite
a capable screen actress. Walter Catlett as
the film producer brought to mind a figure
{Confimied on folloiving page)
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The Careless Age
by

Freddie

Schader)

back in the ""talkies."
The tale concerns a j'oung medical student, whose father, a noted surgeon, decides that the boy is in need of a vacation,
l)ecause of the hard siege of study that he
has passed through. The j'outh is alone
at Lake Como, Italy, and meets an actress,
falls violently in love, w'hile she just amuses
herself with the youngster. On their return
to London the boy tries to see his beloved
one but she avoids him. Finally, he discovers that she is rather loose morally and
playing around with several "benefactors.''
Despite this, the boy proposes marriage to
her but is refused; he then chokes her and
leaves her for dead. Then when he confesses to his father the latter decides that
he will take the blame for the crime instead of the boy. He goes to th(! apartment
of the actress only to learn that she did not
die as the result of the boy's attack. The
youtli then c(mies to a realization of his
folly.
There are several big musical comedy
scenes introduced into th(! story which gives
Carmel Myers a chance to step out as a
musical comedy prima donna and display
her voice, which is a very pretty one. The
introduction of the theme number is cleverly handled in the scene on the Italian
lake and the refrain is quite catching.
Holmes Herbert really steals the acting
honors of the picture. He has the role of
the father and the manner in which he
handles it carries the story along nicely.
Young Doug also gives a worthwhile perform. This youngster looks as though he is
going to be the new Jack liarrymore of the
screen. Loretta Young plays the ingenue
role without very much color, although getting away with it. Raymond Lawrence
lends a comedy element that is very much
needed.
Produced and distributed by First National Pictures. From the play "Diversion" by John Van Brutten. Directed by
Jolm (iiinilh Wiay. Length, ()80.5 feet.
Running time, an hour and eight minutes.
Released. Sept. 35, 1920.
rriK CA.'^T

W'yn
Muriel
'<■'•>■
Sir John
Owen
Lc Grande
I-ord Durhugh
Mahs
Itunty

noiiglas

I'aii hanks,
J r.
I.oretta
Voiiiig
('arincl M vers
Itolmes Herbert
Kenneth Thomson
George Baxter
Wilfred
Noy
Doris Lloyd
Ilka Chase

Pictures

Masked Emotions

An Average Western

Medium Strength Melodrama
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
( Synchromced)

(Reviewed

(All Dialogue)
' ''y HE ("arcloss Ago," a First National
* l)r()(]ii(!ti()ii, iidaptcd from John Van
Briitten's play " Divei\sion, " proves to bo
worth while screen entertainment Avith a
strong father-and-son theme. The title
spells box office, but the picture itself,
while entertaining enough, will not break
any records. The cast is adequate and
capable witliout any strong feature names
to act as a draw. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Carmel Myers carry the principal roles,
and for a girl that figured herself through
in the silent films two years ago Miss Myers certainly is doing a remarkable come-

N e iv s

The Man From Nevada

Good Father And Son Melodrama
(Roviewed

On

Picture

by Raymond

(Silent)

Ganlv)

''P OM TYLER, a veteran of many west* erns, has an average vehicle in "The
Man From Nevada." It is the old story of
a fine, upstanding young feller saving the
gal and her folks from being dispossessed
from the old homestead by the villain.
Faithfully following the old formula, the
[)iece is enlivened by the usual action shots,
such as Tom galloping to the rescue, walloping the villain, etc. As the pressbook
says, "it's just play for Tom."
The hero, a neighbor of the heroine, be(^omes aware of the villain's attempt to
rob her homestead. When he sets out to
save her, the villain manoevures the sheriff
into thinking Tom a crook by cleverly transplanting some of his own cattle to Tom's
corral, thus putting Tom on the run with
the sheriff and posse in pursuit. In spite
of all their plans, however, Tom saves the
gal's home and whips the villain into submission after getting enough evidence on
him to send him to jail.
Produced by Syndicate Pictures. Distributed by Bell Pictures, Inc. Story by Sally
Winters. Director, J. P. McGowan. Camerman. Hap Depew.
THE

CAST

Jack Carter
V irginia Watkins
Luke Baldridge
Jim Watkins
"Wart"
Watkins
"Wiggles"
Watkins
"Wobbles"
Watkins
"Bowery"
Walker

Tom
Tyler
Natalie Joyce
Al Ferguson
Al Heustoii
Kip Cooper
Godfrey
Craig
Frank Crane
Bill Nolte

"After Dark"
(Pathe Burlesque — One Reel)
"After dark," the stirring old melo-^ *• drama of 1850, which also bears the
title of "Neither Maid, Wife or Widow," which
was revived by the Messrs. Throckmorton, Morley, Milliken and Gribble in Hoboken almost a
year ago and which was a society fad for
months, has been screened in part as a talkie
by Pathe. It is a corking burlesque as it is
played and at the Strand, New York, proved to
be the laugh hit of its all sound bill. There are
three scenes from the play and they tell the stor\
perfectly, although sketchily. But the audience
howled its approval much after the manner thai
they did at the original revival. If you plav
this one be sure to make a publicity fuss over
it and drive home the fact that it is the original
company that revived the piece in Hoboken that
is presenting it, and go after the picture v^ith
everything that you have got and vou'll make
It worth while at the box office. The Strand
lost a bet in not playing it up in its advance
IJublicity. Running time ten minutes. — FRKD

DIE schadi<:r.

"Harry

Rosenthal

Orchestra"

(Vilaphone — Tho Reels)
LJARRY ROSENTHAL and his Bath and
* •■■ Tennis Club Orchestra from Palm Beach.
i'la., in this two-rcelcr by Vitaphone combines
music and song with comedy. The comedy is a
number with Rosey at the piano singing "I
Can't Get A Break With You" and using a half
dozen girls with it, holding a female impersonator for the finish, using the old \audevillc gag
of pulling off the wig for a laugh finish. Running time, fifteen minutes. — FREDDIE
SCHADER.

PRESENTING
George roles
O'Brien
of
^ his tj'pical athletic
within a one
story
containing several melodramatic climaxes,
this one should please those patrons hankering after adventure. It is geared with fist
fights, a smattering of love interest and
the, appeal that is found in the general run
of outdoor athletic films.
O'Brien's young brother falls into the
hands of an Oriental when he is discovered
(ui a ship containing smuggled Chinamen.
The boat belongs to the father of the girl
and they are unaware of the msuggling until O'Brien, filled with revenge when he
linds his brother stabbed, gets on board
the ship and catches the Oriental and his
white friend red handed. When the fight
is over, the Oriental has been drowned and
the white man made captive. The love interest is propelled along intermittently.
O'Brien being tortured by the doubt that
the girl has had something to do with his
brother's stabbing.
The acting of all hands is good.
In selling the picture to the public, play
it up as a sma.shing athletic role for the
husky O'Brien. Make mention also of its
theme of Chinese smuggling. The fact that
Ben Ames Williams, popular author, wrote
the story should mean something, too.
Produced and distributed by Fox Films.
Adapted
from the
story, "Awhich
Son ran
of Anak,
by Ben Ames
Williams,
in the"
Saturday Evening Post. Scenarized by
Harry Brand and Benjamin J. Markson.
Directors, David Butler and Kenneth
Hawks. Photographer, Sidney Wagner. Released, (sound and silent version), June 23,
1929. Sound footage, 5419 feet. Silent footage, 5.389 feet.

THE

CAST

Bram Dickery
Dickery
Thad
Emily Goodell
Captain Goodell
Lee Wing
Lagune

George
David O'Brien
Sharpe
Nora Lane
James Gordon
Edward
Peil, Sr.
Frank
Hagney

Married In Hollywood — Cont.

in the industry. Of the balance of the cast
T'om Patricola and Prene Palasty sized up
very nicely. A strong singing and dancing
chorus in some worth while numbers completes the picture.
Produced and distri.bu'ted by William
Fox. Story, dialog and lyrics by Harlan
Thomjison, music by Oscar Strass, additional' music by Dave Stamper, numbers
staged by Edward Knyee. directed by Mareel
Silver.
Running time, an hour and fortyseven
minutes.
Prince Nicliolai
Mary Lou Hopkins 1
Mitzi Hofnian J
Joe Glitner
.\nnushka
King Alexander
Mahai
Queen Louise
•Stage Prince
Adjutant
Octavian
Charlotte
Captain Jacobi
Herr Von Herzen
Mrs. Von Herzen
Herr Director
Namari

THE

CA.ST

J. Harold Murray
Norma Terris
Walter Cattett
Irene Palasty
Lennox
Pawle
Tom Patricola
Evclyti Hall
John Garrick
Douglas Gilmore
Gloria Grey
Jack Stambaugh
Bert .*^protte
Lelia Karnelly
Herman
Hing.
PauI
Ralli
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

'Taris Bound''
Pleases Crowds
At Paramount
Pathe's "Paris Bound" with Ann Hanling starred tops the program at the Paramount and is pleasing crowds. The Puhlix
Unit for the week was "Painted Melodies"
with Harry Savoy, Grace and Harry blasters, Irene Taylor and Birdie Dean as tht
featured players. These two units of the
program alone run an hour and fifty-one
minutes. In addition there are the eight
^minutes devoted to the Jesse Crawford
organ solo with "Waiting At The End of
The Road," "When The Real Thing Come?
Your Way," "The World's Greatest Sweetheart Is You" and "Ain't Misbehavin',"
being offered ; the Paramount Sound News
for eleven minutes and eight minutes of a
Jules Bledsoe singing short. Exclusive of
the time devoted to the showing of traileis
the show runs two hours and seventeen
minutes.
One thing seems certain and that is tl>at
the producers of stage entertainment for
picture houses are going to eventually kill
off that form of entertainment if they are
going to persist in compelling picture house
audiences to listen to the burlesque low
comedian type. The brand of suggestive
gags that these comedians employ have no
place in picture house entertainment and
the sooner that they are eliminated the
better for the houses. Harry Savoy, the
comedian with the "Painted Melodies"
unit, is working entirely along burlesque
lines and using suggestive material. He
should be made to clean-up both his material and his style of working.
Otherwise the unit is rather fair entertainment. The chorus work is especially
good.

Colony Has "Tonight At
Twelve For Film Feature
"Tonight At Twelve," a comedy drama,
heads the Colony bill. It proves fair laugh
producing entertainment, but the draiiia is
permitted to overshadow the laugh possibilities that there were in the play. This
is a condition that should have been reversed in the making of the picture and if
it had been done a better box office draw
would have resulted. The show as laid out
is well timed, running just a minute over
the two-hour mark.
In addition to the feature there is an
opening organ solo "Oh Baby Where Can
You Be," followed by the Universal-Evening World News reel, the Lucky Rabbit
Oswald cartoon comedy "Permanent
Wave," which got laughs, and a Pat
Rooney and family talking comedy that
gets over nicely. The latter is entitled
"The Royal Family."

A Lot Of Show At The Capitol
With ^^^Speedway'' The Headliner
THERE is a rather unusually long i)rogram at the Capitol, the show runiiiuij
two hours and twenty-five minutes and
eight additional minutes being devoted to
trailers. A whole lot for the money, with
William Haines in "Speedway" heading
the bill. In addition to the feature the
screen has a couple of short subjects, the
Screen Snapshots with Ben Tui-pin acting
as guide getting the major portion of the
laughs over the Hal Roach-Charley Chase
comedy "Laughing Love."
Yasha Bunchuk directing the orchestra
selected "Palestina" as the overture. It
is one of those selections that gives Yasha
a full opportunity to vent his love for tno
brasses and the drums, and he turns them
loose with a vengence. After the hit that
"Echoes from France" proved to be on
Yasha 's initial week the chances are that
it will be impossible to ever wean him away
from the brasses and drums, so if you want
to hear soft music at any time don't go to
the Capitol. But even though loud, th<
boys
good, so ofit's shots
good from
and loud.
A play
combination
the Fox

Movietone News and the M-G-M-Interuational News made up the weekly. This was
followed by the revue.
"Shanghai" is the title of the stage
show, and it has Edna Covey, Dolores, Eddx
and Douglas, Charles Bennington and his
Eight Peg-Legged Dancers, and Paul Howard as the specialties. Walt Rosner leads
tlie stage orchestra and acts as master of
ceremonies. The set used is the deck of a
pirate ship Avith the orchestra and the
chorus in pirate costume. Very effective
and colorful. An effect of the sails billowing in the wind was nicely carried out.
The sails were done in a cloth of gold.
Dolores, Eddy and Douglas with their
adagio work easily carry off the applause
honors of the specialties. This trio have
worked out the leap and toss dance thing
to a fine science. Miss Covey with her
l)iu-lesque
of "The Dying Swan" jralled a
lot of laughs.
The Chase comedy "Leaping Love" runs
twenty-one minutes and does not measure
up in laugh producing to the time that is
allotted it on the bill.

^^Married In Hollywood'' At Roxy
With Strong Show Surrounding It
A

REGULAR three-ring circus is what is
on tai> at the Roxy this week with
"Married In Hollywood" as the screen attraction. The chances are that the shov.'
is going to prove sufficient of a draw during its first week to warrant it being held
over for a second week. In addition to
the feature being a strong box office bet,
the stage show that the master hand of
Roxy conceived is so well done that it
would almost be a shame to have it pass
along after only a week at the house. The
whole bill runs two hours and eleven minutes with action constantly jammed into

Usher Finds $50 And
Roxy Doubles It
for
to , enroll
hed left
JUST
schoolbefore
Cliffor
Jarrett
usher in
the Roxy Theatre, found a fifty
dollar bill in the house and turned it
over to the management. It is a house
rule that after waiting two weeks for
a claimant, unclaimed money is given
to the finder. The two weeks expired
and in addition to the original amount
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel added a bonus
of another fifty dollars to a check
which young Jarrett received this
week.

the entire run of the whole show.
Roxy staged a little change of pace h\
placing a stage number in the opening spot
of the bill and spotting the orchestra down
after the news reel as part of the ' ' Viennese Caprice," which is the prelude to the
feature.
"The Dance of The Paper Dolls," with
the Roxyettes executing as fine a dance
number as has been seen on the street from
a novelty viewpoint in a long while. The
number runs but four minutes but use is
made of the elevating platforms on the
Roxy stage and a most effective stage picture is worked out in their use. The girls
are costumed in imitation of those collapsible paper dolls that street vendors
hawk and the imitation by the girls of the
loose shapeless wiggling that the papeidolls are capable of, is most convincing.
The Fox Movietone was spotted next.
This was followed by "Viennese Caprice," Avhich ran for eleven minutes, with
the huge staircases on either side of the
house at the proscenium arch being brouaht
into use for the vocalists of the organization, while the ballet used the stage. A
waltz number for which the theme song of
the feature picture was used, was sung
first by the ensemble and later used as the
dance melody for the work of Patricia
I^owman and Leonide Massine.
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ARRIVING in New York on Thursday,
Sept. 26, were Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident of Paramount, and B. P. Schulberg.
general manager Paramount West Coast studios.
Lasky will discuss the company's new show
world group and will launch the filming of
several features at the Long Island plant.
Schuulberg will sail on the lie de France on
Sept. 27 for a two-months' European vacation,
returning to Hollywood, Dec. 1. His wife and
three children will accompany Mr. Schulberg.

Drawing Power: One of the most unusual
;i(lvciituro films with sound and talk. Plot
will appeal to all who like romanee. Picture should score hit rather g:enerally, and
especially draw the men.
Produced and released by First NationalA^itaphone; based on Tiovel by Crittendent
^larriott; screen version ])v Fred Myton;
dialogue by Myton and Paul Perez; directed by Irvin Willnt; photographed by
Sol Polito. Footage, 7.ruC) feet; running
time, 1 hr.. 45 niin.; released, Sept. 29, 1929.

a five-days' visit to
YN,
ELYorkGOLDW
SAMU
d, left
New
complete
on the Ccntuiy
last iveek for Hollyivood where he will supert'isc thetofinal
lie tvill
return
New cutting
York of
October ned."
on "Condem
15.
LEAVE of absence has been granted
Frank Toiys, conductor and musical
advisor of the Paramount Long Island studio, who this week sailed for England where
he will assume the conductor's post with the
British company of "Bitter Sweet," operetta.
He will return to America with the production for its American premiere.

THE

A

CHARLICS FARRELL, Fox star co-featured with Janet Gaynor in "Sunny Side
Up," wl.ich begins a New York run at the
Gaiety on Thursday night, Oct. 3, will be present at the premiere, having arrived in the city
Wednesday morning, Sept. 25.
GEORGE
BANCROFT. Paramount star,
arrived in Nezv York last Thursday morning. He plans to sail Saturday on the He dr
France, for a European vacation.

CAST

Dorothy
Whitlock
lason Robards
Tack.son
Mrs. Ren wick
Peter Forbes
Mother Joyce
Mr, Gallagher
Mrs.
Gallagher

\'irginia Howard
Val'i
Frank
Robert E. O'Connor
Clarissa Selwynne
Noah Beery
Katherine
Ward
Ilarrv Cording
Margaret
Fielding

Tonight

At Twelve

garet Livingston as the young wife who is
always playing around with the boys denicely. spite her jealous husband, comes through
Produced and distributed by Universal.
From the play by Owen Davis. Directed
by Harold Pollard. Length, 6884 feet ; runiiitig time, an hour and nine minutes. Released Sept. 21, 1929.
THE
I'ony Keith
Jane Eldredge
Jack Keith
Nan Stoddard
Brof. Eldredge
Barbara Warren .
Mary

CAST
George Lewis
Madge
Bellamy
Robert Ellis
Margaret Livingston
Norman
Trevor
Vera Reynolds
Mary Doran

Hollywood Production Notes
(Continued from
Robert Lord, scenario and dialog writer
at Warners for the past two years, has been
switched lo First National to become a
production supervisor at the latter studios.
Lord's first assignment will be supervision
of "Loose Ankles," to be directed by Ted
Wilde. He will also produce "Playing
.Ground" starring .Mice White.
First National immediately after signing
Bcrnicc Claire to an optional term contract,
assigned her to "Spring Is Here," from successful play by Owen Davis. Miss Claire
will be co-featured with Alexander Gray,
who just flushed in "No, No, Nannette."
Howard Emmett Rogers is writing the dialog. John Francis Dillon will direct.
Al Cohn, recently signed by Warners to
write and supervise various Vitaphone short
subjects, will also direct. His first assignment will be direction of "All Sf4uare," as
two-rccl
feature with a prominent cast.
M-G-M is preparing an original under
title f)f "Song of India," which is planned as
an all-talker and musical. The picture may
include several spectacles in color, with
many sequences to be made in India.
Lloyd Bacon moves from Warners to
I-'irst National lo direct Billie Dove in her
next starring production. "The Other Tomorrow." Story is by Octavus Roy Cohen,
wilh
I'"rcd
and dialog. Myton credited with the script
Raymond Hatton has been signed by
Dorothy Rcid-ClifT P.roiiglitun Productions
to be featured in "The Dinb
Wrangler."
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Buster West, prominetit stage comedian,
has been signed by Christies to star in a
short feature talker titled "The Dancing
Gob," with William Watson directing.
Richard Boleslavsky has been signed by
Pathe to direct a series of dialog features
for that company. Boleslavsky. with wide
experience in stage direction, was brought
to the Coast by Pathe several months ago
to
assist in musical presentations in features.
Fox is using all contract players for various numbers of "New Orleans Minstrels."
Those so far assigned include Warner Baxter, George Jessel, Lee Tracy, Mary Duncan Dorothy Burgess, Stepin Fetchit, Victor
McLaglcn, Edmund Lowe, Charles Farrell.
lanet Gaynor, Paul Muni, Sue Carol, Willie
Collier, Walter Catlctt, Richard Keene, and
Tom Patricola.
William Beaudine, 'First National director,
is cnnnitc to I'lirope with his family on a
two months' vacation trip. Beaudine has
completed direction of four Vitjiphone features at 'First National since the first of the
present year.
William Austin has signed a new long
term optional contract wilh Paramount.
The player has been with the company for
the past three years.
Lois Moran has been borrowed by Warners from 'Fox to play opposite Al Jolson
in "Mammy," the comedian's next Vitaphone production. Louise Dresser has also
l)een ■signed.

News

Box Office Check-Up

Isle Of Lost Ships
iT'PH ASHER, of Asher and Rogers, ar-J rived from the West Coast for a sixweek's stay in New York to discuss production plans with Charles R. Rogers on six
talkies they will produce. He is stopping at
the Savoy-Plaza.

Picture

(Continued from page 1136)

Why Leave Home?
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Keith's 105th St.
(2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c. Shorts: Two Americans (Paramount), Old Black Joe (Paramount), Pathe News (Sound), Pathe News
(Silent), Pathe Review-Fables (Pathe).
Weather, cool, clear. Opposition : "Hdlywood
Revue," "Three Live Ghosts," "Fast Life,"
•Salute," "Street Girl."
Rating, 80%.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Keith's Theatre, (3,016), 6 days, 35c-65c, International, Universal
and Fox Movietone News, with Raynor Lehr
and
company
"The
Baby organ,
Cyclone,"
with
vaudeville
acts inand
chorus,
orchestra.
Opposition: "Awful Truth," "Say It With
Songs," "Man and Moinent," "Three Live
Ghosts," "Our Modern Maidens," "Flying Marine," "Street Girl," "Careless Age." Weather,
clear, cool, some rain.
Rating, 70%.
BOSTON, MASS.— Keith-Albee Theatre
(1,800), 7 days, 25c-75c; Bert Lytell, Mary
Hay in person. 5 acts vaudeville, Pathe News.
Weather, clear and cool. Opposition : "Evangeline," "Madame X," "College Coquette,"
"Say it with Songs," "Hollywood Revue,"
"Fast Company," "Madonna of Avenue A,"
"Broadway," "Street Girl."
Rating, 140%.
AD TIPS — Use line cut of heads of three
girls in leading roles across two cols, with title in
big letters underneath. Many of the Fox Follies
cast of young stars with Sue Carol, Walter Catlett, David Rollins, Richard Keene, Dixie Lee,
Nick Stuart, Jean Bary. Boom ! Boom ! The
new dance craze. Bigger ' and better than the
stage play — and hotter, too. All-singing, talking, dancing, laughing hit. Audience appeal :
Audiences enjoyed this thoroughly and it kept
all laughing from start to finish. — J. Lawrence
Md.
Schanberger, Mgr., Keith's Theatre, Baltimore,
AD

TIPS — Snappy cinema shipload, sparkling, dervish dance, furious fun ; adventure- —
3 wives, 3 college boys, 3 husbands and 3
chorus girls. From stage play "The Cradle
Snatchers." Usual heavy appeal. — Fox Broadwa^• Theatre. Flovd Maxwell, Mgr., Portland,
Ore.

Words And Music (Fox)
ALBANY,

N. Y.— Leland Theatre, (1,400),

25c-35c, 6 days. All talking comedy "Happy
Birthday," Ella Shields in a Metro Movietone.
Fox Movietone News. Weather, fair and cool.
Opposition : "Modern Maidens," "Smiling Irish
100%. "Argyle Case," "Cocoanuts." Rating,
Eyes,"
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Pantages Theatre, (1,675), 7 days, 3 shows daily, 25c-50c-75c,
Pathe Sound News, 5 Acts Vaudeville. Weather: cool. Opposition: "Fast Company," "Street
Girl," "Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," "Madonna
of Avenue A."
Rating, 70%.
AD TIPS— Did not lose sight of the fact
that Lois Moran is one of the stars in this allsinging, dancing and talking picture. Audience
appeal : general — Leland Theatre, John Garry,
Mgr., Albany, N. Y.
.Stressed that this was another of the big Fox
Musical revues. The public which had swarmed
to see the "Fox Follies" rallied 'round the boxoffice. — E. C. Bostwick, Mgr., Pantages Theatre. Minneapolis. Minn.

Wonder

of Women

(M-G-M)

PORTLAND, ORE.— Fox Alder Theatre
(750), 25c-60c; Fox Movietone News. Weather,
raiil Opposition : "Illusion," "Imagine My
Embarrassment," "Argyle Case," "Cockeyed
World," "Half Marriage."
Rating, 95%.
AD TIPS— From novel "The Wife of
Stephen Tromholt." Good work by Lewis Stone
and Cast. Story of cheating wife of love,
child of heritage and mistress of devotion.
F"air appeal. — Alder Theatre, George McMurphy, Portland, Ore.
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitors

Incentive"

SUCCESSFUL showmen, like
successful business men, generally make it a practice to
build up the morale of their organizations as a first step to buildingup the actual business itself.
How this applies to the running
of theatres or chains can best be
explained w^hen we say that the
type of supervisor, general manager or individual theatre manager
who starts a salary cutting campaign as a first move for economy
and efficiency is really "cutting his
nose to spite his face."
Let inusthis
review
some interestingfacts
connection.
(A.) John Doe is appointed supervising manager for the ABC
Chain of theatres and is impressed
by his superiors wath the fact that
he is getting a high salary because
they feel that he can operate their
theatres with less overhead — and
do it quick.
John Doe may be an able executive but unfortunately he is so filled
up with the "hash," as mentioned
above, that he cannot work out his
ideas with the same freedom of
thought and actions that he might
were those same superiors to engage him with instructions that
should sound like this:
(B.) "Here is our circuit. We
feel that you are the right man to
put it on a better paying basis.
How you do it will be your business. We won't rush or hamper
Just what is the general result of
you."
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the principle of "Give and Take"
but in the wrong way. In this instance he gives them more to do
ing.
and takes away some of the money
they are honestly and justly earnNow supposing he were able to
start out with the method marked
(B.).
He would work up their enthusiasm for the outfit they are working
for. Then instead of taking ten dollars away from them suppose HE
WOULD GIVE THEM A TEN
DOLLAR RAISE?
To every one reading this little
chat, I address this question:
"WHICLI METHOD WOULD
BE PRODUCTIVE OF GREATER RESULTS — BOTH FROM
THE STANDPOINT OF EFFICIENCY AND INCREASED
It is UE?"
fairly safe to assume that
REVEN
when you give a man a ten dollar
raise you stand a pretty good
chance of that manager saving two
or three times that sum somewhere.
And it is just as safe to say that
where you deprive him of ten dollars you are taking away from him
the incentive he needs to go out and
plug for you and your organization.
Figure it out for vourself.
C. E. L.
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And Still We Grow - - - !
With this issue two important steps are taken;
We introduce a new page in the Round Table section to be known
First:
•as "Personalities".
Second:
We increase the number of Club pages to fourteen.
"All For One And One For All".
MANAGERS'

A Member Of The ClubAnd Proud Of It !

ROUND

TABLE

CLUB

Charles E. Lewis, Chairman

ploitation man to give away free pups in connection with
a dog picture, and that he held one of the first stage
weddings ever pulled in conjunction with "Marriage
Circle" some years ago.
Incidentally, Mrs. Wodetsky owns the Chinatown Kennels, one of the best known and largest Pekinese Kennels
in America.
We should certainly expect to hear from J. C. and the
various activities which he is engineering in the different
houses under his supervision.
How about it, "J. C"?
Don't be silent so long.

Edward J. Mooney
Managing The
Empress
In"^''""
Philly
^'^
^'^"""'^^"^^
'^''^

Edward J. Mooney, formerly located in New Jersey,

has just taken over the management of the Empress
Theatre, in Manayunk,
lophia
.
Pa.
cated outside of Philadel^
Mr. Mooney is certainly well equipped, in experience
and
to tackle this proposition and bring it
l)ack showmanship,
to life.
While it is unfortunate that there are theatres throughout the country today that have been neglected or run
down, for some reason or other, it is equally as good to
say that there are always men capable of taking such houses
and putting them back on their feet. This is generally
manship.
accomplished
by commen sense methods and real show-

RKO

This is the way Harold S. Knudson of the
Orpheum Theatre in Madison, Wis. tells

the whole world that he belongs to the Managers'
Round Table Club of Motion Picture News.
now ABOUT YOU?

J. C. Wodestsky
Now Handling The
Regent Circuit

J. C. Wodetsky, whom we
remember as previously being charge of the C. H.
Miles Circuit in Detroit, is
now General Manager for
Regent Theatre Company
of the same city.

Mr. Wodetsky 's experiences in the show business are
rather unique in that he was instruiiicntal in originating
many novel types of exploitation \\liicli liave since become very pojnilar.
"J. C." informs us that he was the first manager-ex-

Mr. Mooney 's activities in the Empress Theatre, with
its policy of vaudeville and pictures should bring to light
many interesting exploitation and house angles which will
findThe
'their
way extends
to the ROUND
TABLE its
CLUB
pages. for
CLUB
to Mr. Mooney
best wishes
success in his new connection.
The

ROUND

TABLE

takes pleasure in anMerle R. Blair Acnouncing that Mr. Merle R.
cepts Chairmanship Blair, Manager of the ReEor State Of Iowa
gent and Empress Theatres,
^^"^^""""■"^^"^"^""■"^
sente
d
conhas onal
act la.,
as Regi
in Cedar to Falls,
Chairman for the State of Iowa.
Wc are certainly looking forward to hearing a good deal
about the State of Iowa with a man like Mr. Blair representing us out there, and one of the first things we look
forward to will be the lining up of every showman in that
State by Mr. Blair for membership in the ROUND TABLE
CLUB.
CLUB

Get busy, M. R., and let's hear from you real soon.
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Meet J.A.Matthews
OfTheS-WRitz
In Jersey City
Warner outfit.
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After much persuasion;
we were finally able to find
a little bit more about our
active member, J. A. Matthews, who manages the
Ritz Theatre, in Jersey City,
N. J., for the Stanley-

"J. A." started in the theatrical profession about twelve
years ago as usher in the Rivoli Theatre, in New York City,
a short time after that he was called to the Capitol in New
York to take the position of chief usher, was then promoted
to an Assistant Manager, and later became Senior House
Manager
of that
well-known
theatre.
After remaining with the Capitol as the Senior House Manager
for about six years he took over
the Embassy Theatre in New
York as Manager and Treasurer.
After the theatre was closed he
joined Universal in Brooklyn,
later going to Jersey City where
he opened the Stanley Theatre
and remained there for fourteen
months after which he was sent
to his present post at the Ritz
Theatre as Manager.
We are certainly glad to present this interesting history about
Mr. Matthews, as well as to show
you what he looks like, and we
know that you will agree with us
that his photograph shows him to be just the type of young,
aggressive showman that we had him figured out to be.
How he is keeping the Ritz Theatre before the theatregoing public of Jersey City and what he is doing to sell the
attractions should make very interesting reading for our
other members and readers of these pages. How about it,
J. A.?
Thanks anyway in advance.
Talking about theatre programs and house organs
brings to light this interesting little folder from the
Rialto Theatre, in Hartford,
Conn., which is turned out
''^■"■■""^^^^■^^^^~"
under the direction of Mr.
W. H. Whyte, a great booster for the ROUND TABLE
CLUB pages.
There was one part of Mr. Whyte's program which we
thought sufficiently important to lay particular stress on.
and that is, a little column alongside of the house stafif box
marked "The Manager's Column."

A Good Angle For
W. H. Whyte, Conn.
"Program Ghats"
■""^"

This is a peach of a way of creating a closer contact between the theatre manager and his patrons if he can only

ii

CLIJC

No. 10"
Lobby
By DICK Laugh
KIRSCHBAUM

'Ain't We Got Fun ? ? ?
keep up the interest in that column by interesting and
timely topics.
More about this progressive theatre and its manager very
soon.

Maurice Brown
Gets A Home Made
Non-Sync. Outfit
'•^^-^"^^
—^^^———^

Although up against it for
sound equipment, and the
owners unwilling to invest
the large amount of money
required for it at the present

ager
^j^g ]\jg^
time, of
Maurice
Brown,
Man-e
Classiqu
Theatre, in Brooklyn, N. Y., was confronted with a serious
problem, but how he overcome it is interesting enough to
pass to our other members.
It happened that Mr. Brown has a very intimate friend,
who is quite a specialist on the subject of amplification and
at Maurice's request, this friend made non-sync outfit which
he claims beats anything on the market today.
The tone, according to Mr. Brown, is the best that he
has heard anywhere, and the low and high notes are very
distinct. The quality of tone is rounded, and a stranger
would never think that it was an ordinary record that
amplifies such music.
This is but another way of showing what a manager can
accomplish when he finds himself up against it, and if he
has the "guts" he can product results. That is apparently
what Maurice Brown has accomplished for the Ncav
Classique Theatre.
We hope to publish many more interesting items about
this member in an early issue of the NEWS.

Motion
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Here is an article which
your Chairman wrote and
Newspaper Layouts published
in the June 23,
1928, issue of the ROUND
Important Part Of
TABLE CLUB pages.
All Managers' Work
There has been so much
•^—^^—^^-^————^••^
discussion regarding this
phase of a showman's job, that by request we are
particul
reprintiar
ng it.
What we said then, holds just as good today as at any
other time. Take a few minutes and read it through, it
won't do you any harm.
Are you one of those managers who types, or writes in
longhand, the copy for the local newspaper ad?
We have met hundreds of them in our travels and yet they
tell us the reason their ads are not laid out to the best advantage is because the newspaper "don't know a damn thing
about
an alibi. advertising."
What theatrical
My candid opinion of a manager who sends his copy to the
newspaper in any such form, is, that he ought to give the
newspaper compositor part of his salary because he is doing
some of that manager's work.
Set up your own copy so that when it goes into the paper s
composing room it is really a fac-simile of what the finished
ad should look like. Whatever names or titles that you mean
to stand out in larger or bolder type, should be so marked
on your copy. In quoting or using slogans or catch lines, have
them set up in Italics so that they stand out from the rest of
the ad.
Also remember, you can cut a mat up so that the whole or
only parts of it will be reproduced on your ad. Practically
every newspaper today is equipped to do these things and it
all helps to get away from the monotony of everyday advertising.
Another point to keep in mind is that crowding your space
doesn't make it worth reading. Brevity is the predominating
element in all kinds of advertising and an ad that is not
crowded is most certain to be read through.
We have, in our past experience, used a three colmun bjn
eight inch ad in a local paper and in very small type, set ini
the centre of the whole space, we made an important announcement. Subsequent business showed us that it was read,
and by almost everyone who had the p>aper.

Dick Wright Can
Get Results From
Peppy Advertising

We present here for the
benefit of our many members and readers, three of
the attractive newspaper ads
made up by Dick Wright
while he was manager of the
Lyric Theatre, in Indian-

^^~~"~'~~"~'^^^~'~'~'^~~
apolis, last Spring.
Mr. Wright has severed connections with that theatre,
and is now handling special publicity for the famous Indiana Ballroom located on top of the Indiana Theatre in
Indianapolis.
Mr. Wright, although very young in years, is really a
seasoned showman, and a very capable manager. His
many activities were called to our attention on numerous

Thomas Forhan, says :
/ have a large scrap book where I file the
ROUND TABLE section each issue, as I
find that many ideas contained therein could
not he remembered, but by keeping same in
a scrap book, they are always on hand for
use. I would not be without my scrap book."
Managing Director, Capitol Theatre,
Welland, Ontario, Canada.

Picture
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occasions, and it was our regret that we did not get to see
him personally on our trip through Indianapolis last Summer. However, we have become fairly well acquainted with

him via the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages, and we are
sure that we will hear from him again together with some
fine contributions which he will make.

Make A Play For
Outlying Sections
Says Hal Olsen

Hal Olsen, that progressive supervisor of the Community Theatre Circuit out
in Wisconsin, finally steps

up and admits that he hasn't
been
doing
right by "Our
Nell."
In this case, ''Nell"
happens to be M. R. T. C. and so, of course, we have to tell
Hal that we will overlook his neglect and not feel badly
about it providing he don't neglect "Nell" again.
NOW, TO GET DOWN TO BRASS TACKS:
Many theatres located in average small towns and cities
have the mistaken impression that they can only do a limited
amount of business, and if this limited amount of business
amounts to a fair profit to their theatre, they feel that they
can afford to sit back and rest.
Which is a mighty wrong impression, because there is
one angle from which any theatre can attract extra business
providing they go about it in the proper way. This business is in the outlying towns and hamlets generally surrounding afair size city or town, and while these folks do
come into town to see the shows, maybe once a week or
once
way. every two weeks, they could be appealed to, to come in
more frequently, providing they are handled in the proper
Mr. Olsen's idea of a little newsette bulletin mimeographed and sent out to all these outlying sections is a
mighty good example of one of the ways that you can
appeal to them.
We are sorry that we canot reproduce the bulletin itself
but we are sure that any one interested could secure one
by writing direct to Mr. Hal Olsen, or else to your Chairman who will be glad to make up a copy of the one he has
on hand.
Along the same lines as the mimeographed sheet, was a
little column entitled "THE CLOSE-UP," which was
edited and signed by Hal and run in the daily papers. This
was a real gold mine of information about theatres, photoplays and stars in general and was eagerly sought by all
the readers of the paper.
Thanks, Hal, and we will have more to say about you
later.

"All For One And One For All"
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It is readily conceded that
there are all kinds of tieHarold Waugh Puts ups between theatres and
Radio Show Over
merchants, and through any
In Waterbury Conn. other line-up whereby there
is mutual co-operation and
^~^"^~^~'"^~"~~'~~"~~""~ gain
to be achieved by such
get-togethers. But we now pass on for your attention,
what we consider one of the finest tie-ups that could possibly be effected between any theatre, newspaper and merchants.

Managers' Round Table
Club Employment
Bureau
*

A service
Members.

Through this tie-up, the Fox Poli Palace Theatre, in
Waterbury. Conn., was the scene of the annual Radio Show
for that section of Connecticut.
Over 15 radio exhibitors had space at the show, and the
setting was the spacious lobby and promenade of the Palace
Theatre.
This en\
tire tie-up was
matftbnfg ;^mcfican.
handled by Harold
Waugh, Local
Manager for the
Fox - Poli outfit,
f^^ REPUBLICAN^ ;^inff if an. J
and was patterned after similar ideas which
had been done in
other New England towns under
the direction of
Hershel Stuart,
the head of the
Fox Division in
New England.
We
would
certainly
call
your attention to
the first page
of
a special suppleni e n t
of
the
Waterbury
ican

Amerdevoted

almost
exclusively to news and advertisements
pertaining to the Radio
Show, and on this front page you must admit that the
theatre received a marvelous break.
It is also important that you see how the various advertisers tied in the name of Fox-Poli Palace Theatre in announcing their product. This, together with the write-ups
and readers, gave the theatre practically as much prominence as the Radio Show itself.
TTTmrrjOTTronrTTTT?

SPARTON RADIO

3-^

The New England section
unusual tie-ups of this sort,
Stuart from the West Coast
to this part of the country

Valti,, Al Radio Sl,m- HM Ai Palais nieaC. /, H T kh VVe.t,
«oJ./<«/< Bo,<t, Conjole ol SI«S,50 t... T^lxt S24 50 and MJrl
19 Boith C'on.o/* at S2S0 /,t5. Tabet SS-t 50 to Be Sh,wn

well afford
of Hershel
introducing
type of co-

activities inoperative
the publicity
West which
Coast was
outfit.typical of Mr.

*

without cost to all Subscribing

AH correspondence should be addressed to Charles
E. Lewis, Chairman, personally, and will be treated in
strict confidence.

Theatre owners, chain executives or others seeking
managers of the highest calibre can make such contacts by advising the Chairman of the type of man, or
men, they are looking for.

Managers wishing to register in this Bureau are requested to write, immediately, for the proper form to
be filled out.
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

CLUB

The ROUND TABLE CLUB section would more than
welcome items of interest to showmen in general that are
continually
being
engineered in this
FINEST EQUIPMENT YET PERFECTED
live-wire organization, and, we
ON EXHIBITION AT PALACE THEATER IN

WATERBURY'S ANNUAL RADIO DISPLAY
PREDICTS LARGE

All Electric Set Will Be
Given Away Each
Night This Week

iLATCHLEY TO PRESIDE

I

SALES INCREASE
Asserts That
Third Of

Only One
Homes

pledge allcessary
thespace neon
our pages to the
boys who are
handling their

jobs so well under
Mr. Stuart's leadership. We already number quite a few of the Fox Poli
managers in the ROUND TABLE CLUB, and we know
that the rest of them follow our activities with as much
interest as the regular members.

Recognizing his ability to

WONDERFUL NEW BOSCH
SCREEN GRID MODELS TO
BE EXHIBITED AT SHOW

of the country can
because the coming
was the means of
the high-powered

*

Let's hope that we will soon be able to pass on i^nany
interesting suggestions and tie-ups that are taking place
week-in and week-out in this outfit.

f^isr 'EoptHaiitiii
» Show!

CLUD

Stuart's

Dick Kirschbaum
Gets Another Tough
One To Put Across

make
the tough
"click,"
the heads
of theones
Chain
who
are the bosses of our good
friend, Dick
Kirschbaum,
transferred
him
from
the
""~"^"""^~"~"^^^~~~"~
Lincoln Theatre, in Arlington, to the Ritz Theatre, in Lyndhurst, N. J.
This is quite a compliment to the ability of Dick, as this
is a mighty tough house to handle, but we know that he
will come out on top, and smiling as usual.
There is one happy feature to the whole business, Dick,
and I am sure the rest of the boys will agree with us in
regard to it. That is, that you should certainly be able to
come across with enough funny angles to keep the CLUB
pages flooded with many cartoons.

Motion
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H. L. Laurence, manager

in
Theatr
Capitoltakes
°f ^he Tenn.,
Paris,
hise,place
in the Hne-up of the progressive showmen who are
firm beHevers in the commu■^^■"■"^"^^■■^^^^■^~~"~ nity and good-will
angles as
one of greatest assets for the theatre today.
As president of the Chamber of Commerce, Chairman of
the Rotary Club Community Service Committee, Secretary
of the United Charities Organization and Treasurer of the
Red Cross, he certainly has enough side lines to keep his
mind occupied when not engaged in his regular theatre
work.
However, all of these angles mean more good-will for the
theatre and, consequently, extra business in many ways.
He recently was the guiding factor in a Centennial Celebration, during which time he took pictures of the afifair
from many desirable angles. Through the arrangement of
this tie-up, the Rotary Club received ten cents on each
admission, and it resulted in packed houses while the picture
was being run.
At another time, he took special films of the different industries of Paris, Civic Organizations, Churches, Schools,
etc., and ran them for a week at the theatre to very fine
results.
This i.s the type of community work that any theatre
can go in for, l)ecause it not only gets the ])eople warmed
up to the house, but results in a tremendous amount of
extra business, and, after all, when it clicks at the Box
Office you are accomplishing something.
We have many other interesting communications from
Mr. Laurence, and we will shortly tell our members and
readers a whole lot more about this progressive manager.
But what we do regret is our inability, up to this time,
to get Laurence to send us a photo of himself, which really
belongs with this story, but we have not given up all hope,
and by the time the next story is ready for publication, we
hope that he will find the ways and means of furnishing us
with a picture.
How about it, H. L.? You can answer this one better
than we can.
Gap-

H.L.Laure
italizes
OnnceGood
Will Gonsistently

Larry B. Jacobs, the Director of Publicity for the
"Living Billboard"
Stanley-Davis-Clarke CorGoes Over Big At
poration operating in Western Pennsylvania, certainly
Pittsburgh Grand
needed
no more
incentive
^^^^"^^^~~~'"~~''~^^~~ than his
own showmanship
to bring about the creation of a living bill-board atop the
marquee of the Grand Theatre, in Pittsburgh.

On the accompanv ing phtograph you will notice on the
left, a close-up of the living Iiillboard and on the right, the
front of the theatre and part of the tremendous crowd that
gathered in front of the theatre almost continuously while
this stunt was being ballyhooed.
Mr. Jacobs hds been responsible for many up-to-the-min-
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ute ideas in exploitation and publicity and here is one which
simmers down the original "Hollywood Review" displays,
and shows how any progressive manager can take the top
of his marquee and create enough talk around the town to
be worth a gold mine of publicity.
Since the photograph speaks so eloquently, we will not
attempt to go into any further description, other than to
suggest that you study them both closely to really see how
simply this can be engineered if you have only the guts to
go We
to it.also want
you to see two of
the girls
raded that
around pathe
main streets of
Pittsburgh, ballyhooing the photoplay "Broadway."
Just look at them
closely and the
story is right before you. But
don't you really
believe that YOU
could put something like this
across? Sure you
can ! Just set your
old "thinker"" to
work
and "you'd
Lihow
ving
be surprised
soon it will start
to show results.
R e m e m b e r
what we said
about
Billboards"?
. .It was only a
few weeks back.
And how we
urged
every pages
reader of these
to work up something, regardless
of how small a
scale it had to be
boiled down to, to
try to kick up
some pep in your
towns and cities.
There are many
different agencies
through w h i^c h
you can work to
get the necessary
girls, etc. Your
(lancing schools,
usherettes, etc.
You can figure
these things out better than we can because you know your
own towns better than anyone else.
Wake up, Ye Showmen. The Spirit of "Pep" is beckoning. Heed the "beck" and follow the example of youtr
brother showmen. They know what it's all about and they
do the experimenting. After they find it successful, then
like all good showmen, they pass it along to you via the
Managers' Round Table Club pages in Motion Picture
News.
What could be sweeter?
Wliat COULD be sweeter!

^ c p t c III b c r
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Charlie
McDonald,
Assistant
to
±*\
F. Smith,
Some Pointers On
Manager of the Tivoli TheaBy Usher Angle
The
tre, Chattanooga, Tenn., contributes the following little
Ghas. McDonald
article
to
the
ROUND
TABLE CLUB
pages:
There is a lot of good common sense in what Charlie has
to say here, and we suggest that you take the tew moments
required and read it through.

"The Militaristic Usher"

There was a tendency in the larger motion picture houses a few
years ago to discipline and militarize their floor staff for the purpose
of pleasing their patrons. This plan was put into effect by the
leading chains of theatres and, while there was scarcely any dissatisfaction over this move, there was an undercurrent of malaise
that was manifest to the trained observer. The nationwide Publix
Theatres chain was the first to do away with this stiff-necked obeisance and inaugurate naturalness, poise and self-esteem, blotting out
puppetry and servility, and introducing civility, individually and
purposefulness.
The usher or any other part of the floor force of a theatre who
has an affected personality or forced smile, is observed by the
patron when entering and remains with him after his departure.
That remark may seem far-fetched, but it is nevertheless true. A
patron, upon entering a theatre, enters for pleasure and nothing
else. To be confronted by a forbidding fellow in an uniform with
a cold preciseness and a wintry smile very evidently shown on his
face, is rather a disconcerting feeling; it seems as though this
fellow is to usher you to your seat merely because that is what he
is paid for, and nothing else. That sort does not get the sympathy
of the patron.
What actuates the smile and friendliness of your once-a-week, or
perhaps more, patron, is the boy who can be on his post at attention, but who can get that informal smile ready and greet him with
a touch of friendly feeling, as if to say, "I deem it an honor to be
able to show you to a seat." This type is the type who goes up in
the show business — the one with the vivid personality, not the one
who is militaristic and self-conscious.
To the Ushers: Always be alert, poised and cheerful with your
patrons. Do not let a temporary aberration or grudge stand in the
way of making them feel comfortable!

You h^ve read so much
about J. J. Dempsey on the
CLUB pages, that it is well
nigh time that we showed
you what he -looks like.
After
much
perstiasion,
'^^^^^^^~~~"^^^'^^^"~~" we finally
succeeded in extracting (extracting is the proper word) a photograph ol
J. J. and want you all to make his intimate acquaintance.
Mr. Dempsey, as you probably recall, is the Managing
Director of the Publix Strand
Theatre in Dorchester, Mass.,
and it is almost superfluous
to say that he is a wide-awake
up-to-the-minute manager, because his contributions on
these pages in the past have
already expressed themselves
just that way.
From among some of the
snap shots that Jim sent us,
we want you to see on the cut
below, first, how he used the
pages from the Paramount
annual annotmcement book,
next, a marvelous window
dressing, on the right a ballyhoo truck, with which he kept plugging the refrigerated
Strand Theatre, lower left hand how he ballyhooed "Broadway Melody" all over and around Dorchester and lower
right, the Publix Theatre bust standing in front of the
Strand Theatre.

Now Take a Look
At J. J. Dempsey
A Charter Member

CLtD

M^L

H4'>

It's funny how
the ROUND
TABLE CLUB
has brought out
S&i«TMC
l|tri%ICiERA19ll|IIOW
many things and
persons whom we
really know from
the
haveIt
lost past,
trackbutof.
develops that Jim
was born and
brought up in
Middletown,
Conn., which was
the place that
the ROUND TABLE CLUB first saw the light of day while your Chairman was supervising a small chain of theatres including
one in Middletown.

Ves, Jim, 1 certainly remember Skip Skinner and he was
also working for me. I didn't know that he was a doorman, but whatever he is doing, he must be same good-natured Skip, and I know very popular with the theatregoers.
Jim has promised to stop in the office and say hello, and
we will postpone any further comments until that great
event takes place. Because we are certain that after the
'hello," we will have plenty to pass on to the rest of the
members.
So long for the present, J. J., but don't forget to keep up
the good work.

R. E. Charles says :
"/ have been reading with a great deal
of interest the many suggestions contained
in the ROUND TABLE, and herewith enclose my application so that I might derive
the full benefit and hope that once in a while
I might have a little 'spark' that might prove
beneficial to some of the other boys"
Fox Washington Theatres, Inc.
in association with
West Coast Theatres,
Grand Theatre, Centralia, Wash.
Liberty Theatre, Centralia, Wash.
St. Helens, Chehalis, Wash.
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Capitalizing on the tremendous popularity of the
Fanchon
and Marco shows
High-Powered Pubin the Northwest, Sam H,
licity Getting ReCohen,
Publicity
Director
sults For Cohen
for the Elsinore Theatre, in
"^~"'^~"^^~^~~'^^~^^~' Salem, Oregon, engineered
one of the biggest exploitation and publicity campaigns
ever put through in Salem.
Among the stunts and tie-ups he successfully engineered
were two full co-operative pages in the local paper, one
appearing on Friday and the other on Saturday the day of
We are reproducing one of these full page
the opening.
tie-ups and we
would call your
attention to the
Welcome Fanchon & Marco Back to Salem!
way some of the
advertisers took
advantage of the
Fanchon and
Marco copy in
making up their
ads.
In addition,
Sam succeeded in
distributing cards
throughout a 1 1
the small surrounding towns,
as well as the
H.F.WoodryiSoi,
posting of plenty
3 BIG DAYS
of one and s i x
ARMT & NAVT "goods STORE
sheets. He also
tied up with practically every drug
Fanchon& Marco
1930
store in Salem
"Ideas"
Har ley- Davidson
-|'
"'
and secured wonAnniversary
Sale
KAY*S
derful co-opera*"'
WATCH rOR DATE
tion
from
all of
them.
SIZO

TV. MM )»Hi

Fri- SUAu, E«M Sbr> « Mu» y«nJ
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Turned out over 5,000 heralds entitled "Good News," a
copy of which we have before us, and we are willing to go
on record as sayuig that it is as fine a i)iece of theatre advertising material as we have ever seen.
These heralds, in addition to being distributed by many
druggists, grocers and other public places in Salem, were
also handed to customers by the merchants in nearby cities
surrounding Salem, in this way an area of over thirty miles
was effectively covered.
Another step in his remarkable campaign was 1,000 pieces
of direct-by-mail literature sent to the homes on the opening of the shows. He also succeeded in tying up with several clothing stores on wearing apparel worn by the Master
of Ceremonies, and in addition he planted stories in practically all the country newspapers, getting in many instances, editorial breaks.

H. E. HENDERSON

Says :

"Have been following up the weekly
column on what the
hoys are doing, and we
have been deriving a lot of benefit from it.
Wishing the CLUB a long and successful existence."
Morrison & Strand Theatres,
Alliance, Ohio.

Picture

News

CLUB

From Sam's description of the way he is working up at
the Elsinore, it must certainly be a pleasure to have a man
like Geo. B. Guthrie as the boss, and in the event that any
other "bosses" happen to catch sight of this little story, it
would be well for them to keep in mind that real sympa
thetic co-operation will result in many good financial returns for the theatre on the stunts engineered by their
managers and publicity agents.
More about Sam later.

Harry Brown, Jr.
Now At The RKO
Proctor In Newark

^— —^^•^— —•'-'-— ^^^^

Here is the way our good
friend, Harry Brown, Jr.,
at that time exploiteer for
the Capitol Theatre in Trenton, N. J., fixed up a corking window display on John
Barrymore's picture "Eter-

This is a mighty fine piece of work and close insjiectioii
nal Love."
of the photograph
will reveal the fine
taste displayed in
the set-up and the
fact that there was
not too much advertising thrown in to
detract from the mutual benefit of the
tie-up for both the
theatre and the
store.
We rather like the
cut-out arrangement
and the way he set
forth the entire layout. It's kinda typiods.
cal of Harry's methSomething else
very interesting
about Harry is the fact that he has just been appointed
manager of tUe RKO Proctor Theatre in Newark, N. J.
The Managers' Round Table Club extends its best wishes
to Harry and we are sure that he will more than make good
in his new position.

Jack Goldstein
Promoted To Field
Exploitation Chief

Jack Goldstein, who for
the past year has been associated with R. D. Ripley, in
the Publicity Department of
the Netoco
Circuit up in

Boston, has just been ap_
pointed
exploiteer for that organization. In viewa traveling
of the wide area
covered by the Netoco outfit, which is considered one of the
largest independent chains in New England, this should
certainly prove a marvelous opportunity for Jack to show
how he can successfully engineer rea) exploitation.
It was ( loldstein's fine work in putting over several special pictures in the various towns on the circuit that was
responsible for this appointment, and inasmuch as the position was especially created for him, it is entirely up to
himself to make, either a success or failure of it. In our
opinion, the success of his new position is assured because
we know the ca]il)re of man Jack Goldstein happens to be.
The ROUND TABLE CLUB hastens to extend its best
wishes and trusts that he will keep our many members and
readers informed of his various activities.

S c p tc m b c r
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"PERSONALITIES"
Under this heading we shall publish pertinent paragraphs about managers and exhibitors all over the
country. If you ivant to knoiv where your brother showmen are located and when they move from
place to place, keep in touch with this page all the time. Items for publication under this heading
should be addressed to Charles E. Lewis and will appear the week folloiving receipt.
A H. ABRAMS has reopened
liis Mozart Theatre, Canton, O.
HARRY ASHTON, who has
been manager of tlie Paramount
Theatre of Ogden, Utah, for
some time, has resigned and is
entering into the ladies' readyto-wear business in San Francisco, it is stated. R. C. GUS
succeeds Ashton, according to
information received
here.
MAURICE F. BARR, division manager of Saenger Theatres, Inc., New Orleans, La., and
his bride, former Feme Houghlands, sailed on their two-week
honeymoon aboard the United
Fruit Company S. S. Atenas.
MAURICE BAUM has reopened his Cathaum Theatre,
State College, Pa., after having
had the house closed for redecorating.
THE BROWARSKY
BROTHERS, Ben, Ike and
Harry, have added to their holdings ihe Bellevue and Lincoln
Theatres, at Bellevue, Pa. The
brothers also conduct the Hippodrome and Variety Theatres
on the North Side.
H. CLEMENT, exhibitor, has
recently reopened three of the
Portland's (Ore.) suburban
houses, after having had them
remodeled, redecorated and redraped. They are the Sunnyside, Hawthorne and Alhambra
Theatres.

HARRY
GENSER, toimer
director of advertising and publicity for the houses in John
Danz' Sterling Chain Tlieatres
group in Seattle, last week was
appointed manager of the Columbia Theatre in that Circuit,
re|)lacing William Drnmmond.
STANLEY
G O S N E L L,
formerly assistant manager at
Loew's Stanley. P>altimore, has
been appointed manager of
Loew's Valencia.
FRED

GREENBERG has reopened the Rivoli Theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo.
HARRY HALLMAN, of Albany, owner of two theatres, is
back from a irip to Europe, but
has been unfortunate enough to
come down with an attack of
hay fever. His son, who handles the Paramount Theatre in
Albany, appeared last week with
a new car.
MR.
& MRS.
JOHNSTON,
who built the theatre structure
for tile Rex Theatre, at Newton,
Iowa, for its opening several
years ago, have now taken over
the theatre and plan to take an
active part in its management.
The theatre has been renamed
and will now be known as the
Cozy. The theatre was most
recently operated by FRED
WAYT, who has also the
Strand Theatre at Newton.
F. J. LHOTSKY
J. 'W.
KOKAISL,
both ofandChicago,
who have purchased the Olympia at Cedar Rapids, will reopen
the house after a complete remodeling program. The theatre
is to be ready on September
Nth. All pictures shown at this
house are to have both English
and Bohemian titles.

JAMES
prominent
theatrical
has been
past four

KEITH McCORMICK, former manager of the Ridgmont
Theatre for Universal Chain
Theatres, Inc., resigned last
week and has gone to Port
Orchard, Wash., where he will
operate
the Port Orchard Theatre.

D. K. EDWARDS, former
manager of the Paramount Empress Theatre in Salt Lake City,
Utah, has been appointed resident manager of the Playhouse
which has been closed for the
summer, undergoing renovations
and alterations, announces that
this theatre w^ill reopen in
September.
JOE GEORGE, Utah theatre
man, has just completed the
Broadway Theatre of Idaho
Falls. He will open the house
in February.

MALONEY,

W.
G. McDONALD
is the
manager of tiie Woodland
(Wash.) Theatre, which opened
on September 13th. Mr. McDonald is also opening the Rialto, at Junction City, Wash.,
wliich has been closed for some
months.
CARL
MISHERAL,
of the
Modern Theatre at Harwich,
Cape Cod. has purchased a new
automobile.

formerb

JESSE MARLOW, who wa.
formerly the assistant at the
Riverside Theatre, Jacksonville,
Fla., before coming downtown,
will go back there next week.
He is very popular with the
merchants and patrons in the
Riverside section and is expected to keep up the good work
of BOB MITCHELL.
BOB
MITCHELL,
who has
been manager-organ'ist at the
Riverside Theatre this summer,
will return to the Arcade as
manager-organist, effective September 16th. Bob has done good
work at the Riverside, and the
promotion to the Arcade comes
as a reward.
W. T. MURRAY, manager of
the Empire Theatre at Birmingham, Ala., visited Atlanta, Ga.,
early this week, having recovered from a serious illness resulting from an infected eye.
THEODORE

P E K R A S,

formerly opened the Ohio Theatre, Piqua, Ohio, September 14,
witli appropriate ceremonies.
CASPER
WHITNEY
aging the house.

EDDIE DIAMOND, well
known in theatres circles in Salt
Lake City and for several years
manager of the Pantages Theatre, has been very successful in
his management of a radio contest held through the co-operation of the Granada Theatre,
Salt Lake City and local radio
dealers.
P.
DUNLEVY,
in motion picture and
circles at Akron, O.,
ill at his home for the
weeks.

MIKE

manager
Valencia,
Baltimore, vi
has Loew's
been transferred
to Loew's Parkway, Baltimore,
succeeding WALTER HANRAHAN, who resigned.

is man-'

FRANK PRICE, JR., Rivoli
manager, Baltimore, was a member of the committee of arrangements of the Baltimore bi-centennial celebration. Mr. Price,
a member of the Baltimore Advertising Club, has been appointed one of the Board of
Governors and chairman of the
committee for entertainment.
A. ROSEN, is the new manager of the Revere Theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo.
MYRON
ROSENBAUM,
of
Ogdensburg, who graduated
from Cornell in 1928, and who
has been the manager of the
Hippodrome in his home city
for the past year, has just
entered the U. of Nebraska,
where he will studv medicine.
M. A. ROSENBERG,
ant to F. M. Zimmerman,
ated Theatrical Utilities
ration in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
signed, and has not made
his future plans.

assistAffiliCorpohas reknown

MORRIS SILVERMAN and
GEORGE
DWORE, both of
Schenectady, have merged the
Capitol and Pearl Theatres, and
are contemplating equipping
these houses with sound.
S. M. SMART,

who

recently

took charge of the Mission Theatre, a suburban house in Salt
Lake City, has changed the
name to the Cameo and has recently installed sound equipment.
RILEY W. SMITH, former
Manhattan, Kansas, newspaper
man, has purchased the Maywood Theatre, suburban house
of Kansas City, from E. C. Dart.
BENJAMIN
SOLOMON
lias been appointed assistant
manager at the Toledo-Paramount, a new position. Mrs.
Harry McWilliams also has
been added to the staff as assistant to her husband, the publicity
agent.
PAUL SONAN, former manager of the Star Theatre, Neodasha, Kansas, has opened the
Lyric Theatre, Fort Scott, Kan.
IKE SWENSON, of the Angeles Theatre at Spanish Fork,
Utah, whose house has been
closed to be redecorated, recarpeted, equipped with stage and
house draperies, sound equipment, etc., IS to be opened soon.
C. W. TAYLOR, manager of
the R & R Theatres at Hillsboro, Texas, has been giving
free shows to the public for the
past three Sundays, and reports
that the "patronage" has been
good but the receipts "verv
AL VyAGNER, resident of
Grangeville, accompanied by
Mrs. Wagner, spent several days
in Seattle last week inspecting
light." equipment for the new
sound
house that be is building. Wagner is the theatre magnate of
the Camas Prairie territory, running houses in Grangeville, Cottonwood, Winchester, and Craigmont.
L. B. WILSON, executive
head of a theatre chain whicn
bears his name at Covington,
Ky., has been given columns of
space in Cincinnati and nearby
dailies on the formal opening of
a high-power radio station,
W^CKY, the building and equipping of which he sponsored.
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Every once in a while we
like
to get away from the
Harold A. Kopplin
short, snappy stories about
Engineers Great
the activities of our different members and concenStunts At Miami
trate on a more
featured
^^""^■^^^^^^~^^^^"~"~' type of article
dealing with
the varied activities and stunts of some particular member.
For this week's featured story, we have singled out Harold A. Kopplin, progressive and wide-awake manager of the
Capitol Theatre in Miami, Florida, and it gives us great
pleasure to present on these pages a brief summary of
some of his many activities.
Harold has used a wide assortment of ideas, some original and some revamped and improved upon, but all nevertheless business getting ideas. These contributions did not
cover just recent exploitations, but rather were gleaned
from his file of the past
year
or two. However,
The Sujcetest
this should not detract
Entertainment Known
from the value of the
"WORDS
stunts
he has engineered.
Kiss
First
we would like to
C"
SI
andCo-edMU
Choru. of 100
have you look at an envelope and the card which
Lois
Moran
the
David Percy
was enclosed, together
Tom Patricola
with a chocolate kiss, and
Gampus
distributed on the main
CAPITOL
All Nex» Week
streets of the town with
the envelope sealed. He
arranged for the candy through a local tie-up and so the
stunt itself cost very little.
Another corking angle which Kopplin found very profitable was the making up of an affidavit of which we
are showing the
front cover when
folded and the inside spread. This
was engineered in
the regular legal
way, with a real
notary public taking his acknowledgement, and
when distributed
throughout Miami,
it certainly was an effective bit of advertising.
Harping back to the highschool graduates congratulation
card, Kopplin has gone one better, by making up the congratulation card
^\\ I //_,-•
which we picture
here, and it cerCongralulation^
GRADUATE /
tainlyfective
was an
efbit of
work.. While the
idea dififers from
the one originally
c o n t r ibuted by
Johnny Scanlon of
CAPITOL
TH&ATB.EConn., it, nevertheless, acted as
just as much a good will messenger as any idea along
these lines.
in First Collegiate
Musical Comedy, with

1»W OtO 0«WE FORTUNE
AlwA^^
9ur
KEveR^MIU
t*UCHONATVOU\ou

This story would hardly be complete without showing
that Harold knows his "onions" when it comes to making
up attractive advertising copy. Many other managers can
well afford to devote a little more time to developing
knowledge on this particular phase of showmanship.
showing
of
means
this
take
we
is why
That
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you two newspaper ads made up
by Harold, and which differ completely, one from the other. You
will notice on "Hearts in Dixie"
the black background and the
white letters make it an eye-arresting piece of newspaper advertising, while on the ad "Syncopation" the art work against the
white background provides the
necessary magnet for the readers
of the local papers. Newspaper
advertising has always been an
important feature of any wideawake manager's experiences, and
in this case Harold shows that
he is amply equipped to take care
of this very important phase of
showmanship.
In the line of real exploitation,

Mr. Kopplin shows how he engineered a tie-up in cooperation
with the Chamber of Commerce
and Bugle Corps of Miami for the

exploitation
"Melody
Lane"
note
on leftof hand
picture
the at his theatre. You will
drum and bugle corps lined up
in front of the Capitol Theatre,
while on the right you will see
the parade as it appeared marcliing through the main street of
the City. This certainly was an
impressive piece of exploitation,
and it is no wonder that the picture went over with a bang.
Coming a little bit more up to
date, we want you to know that
Harold has engineered a pajama
q^td<m±
contest on the stage for a SatH.
urday midnight show, the girls
have to design their own garments, and a manufacturer of
ladies apparel would use the winning costume for samples of the
new line that they are making.
This stunt tied in perfectly with
the picture
"Words
and for
Music"
which
was the
attraction
the
midnight show, and this production had a nightie liallet
as one of the numbers, and the contest plus the new fad of
now
sweeping
pajamas,
which theis
country, gave
them
plent}'
of
advertising
angle.
At the
moment last
Harold was
able to recruit a
])hotograph
i n g how showhe
dressed his ushers
for this marvelous
stunt.
It was certainly
a pleasure to present this assortment of contributions from Mr. Kopplin and we sincerely hope that the next
batch he sends us will include his own photograph and a few
details about his past experiences in the show business, so
that we can pass this information on to our readers.

September
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Meet R. S. Wallace
& H. E. Henderson
Of Alliance Ohio

It isn't very often that we,
at CLUB headquarters slip
up, but occasionally something like this can happen
because of the tremendous
amount of mail received
here every day.

Which is but a poor way of apologizing to Mr. H. E.
Henderson
and
Mr. R. S. Wallace,
the Manager
and
Assistant Manager, respectively, of the Strand and Morrison Theatres, in Alliance, Ohio.
These gentlemen have long been enthusiastic followers
of the CLUB activities in MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
and joined the CLUB in August, but unfortunately their
letter was misplaced, and only just came to light.
However, there is no reason why we cannot say that the
CLUB now boasts of two more live-wire and up-to-theminute showmen.
We

base our claims for such distinction to these gentlemen on their very first letter, and we will quote one paragraph which we will put in bold faced capital letters, so

that "he who runs, may read" :
"WE HAVE NOT MUCH TO REPORT THIS
OTHER THAN THAT WE MAKE IT A RULE

WEEK,
TO DO

SOME EXPLOITATION ON "EVERY" PICTURE WE
PLAY; WE DO NOT ALWAYS
HAVE A LARGE
EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN ON EVERY PICTURE,
BUT WE ALWAYS HAVE SOME LITTLE OUTSIDE
IDEA WORKING
FOR US TO BUILD THE BUSINESS."
These are sentiments that come from men who are showmen at heart, and we believe it is just typical of what we
may expect from Mr. Henderson and Mr. Wallace in their
future contributions to the CLUB pages.
One of the first stunts sent in by this combination, struck
us as being so well worded, that we have departed from our
usual rule and present what they have done in their own
method of description.
"Right now we have gone back and dug up an ancient
idea and we are sure reaping a harvest with it. As
we only have one show in the matinee, and this has
been a very poor matinee town, we decided to try
a bargain half hour. Last Monday we opened our
box office at 1:15 and sold adult tickets from then
until 1 :45 for fifteen cents. Promptly at 1 :45 we
went back to our regular thirty cent price. The
show started at 2:00 P. M. and by the time our feature started we had nearly a packed house. So right
then and there we decided to try this bargain half
hour on opening day of every picture. Came back
Thursday on 'Wheel of Life' with another bargain
half hour (this time we had more publicity) and
filled every seat. During the interim between closing

CLlJ D

Once More Boys,
We Repeat:—

Dont develop the wrong impression that
the exploitation stunts described on these
Pages are married to the pictures with which
they are used.
When

we set forth the details or photographs on an exploitation stunt, we do not
give it the space because it is on that particular picture which is being exploited.
Rather, our idea is to set forth how the
different members and readers are selling
their pictures to the public with the distinct
idea that you will take the exploitation angle
and use it on any pictu-re or pictures that you
may have booked into your theatre.
Please try to keep in mind that the
name of the picture in connection with the
exploitation stunt is of very little importance.
The chief item which we are passing on to
you is the exploitation idea itself.
Members will find it a very valuable and
profitable pastime to see how many exploitation ideas they can take and convert for use
on attractions playing their houses.
Managers' Round
the

bargain

half

hour

matinee

half hours — here's the big surprise — we are actually
getting more money at the regular matinee price,
than we did before we started these half hours, and

''iS^

mentioned on the prerediiia
about Harold A. Kopplin.

the

style, making 'mike' announcements
between each
number, reading requests, etc., and using our 'nonsync' to reproduce the concert.
At the close of our
concert, we were very pleasantly pleased and surprised with a big hand. But to get back to the bargain

all the 'FIFTEEN

CENTS'

Please Take Note
THE

is the illustration

time

Let's
hear from you fellows again very soon.
What do
all 'gravy'."
you say, Wallace and Henderson?
And be sure and send
me your photographs, so that we can incorporate them
in a better introduction to our members and readers of the
ROUND TABLE CLUB pages.

J^.^^

This

the

started, we gave them a 'RADIOLAND'
Concert
Program of popular numbers.
Borrowed five numbers from the local Victor dealer, and then 'THE
VOICE
OF
THE
MORRISON'
(and
what
a
voice????) put this concert over in regulation radio

that of course makes

«

and

Table Club.

page in tho slory

pages of the Club are open for the publication of
photographs
from both members
and readers.
These
photos may be of theatre managers, theatre fronts, marquee displays, lobby settings, etc.
Due credit will be given
those sending photos to the Club, providing they attach the
proper description and their own names and theatre addresses.
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB.

M 0 tio n
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If the MTABLE
A N A G CLUB
E R S'
ROUND
were by any chance offering
Vogel Gettier's
prizes for suggestions, this
Marvelous "Twinmonth's prize would go to
Party" A Corker
Vogel Gettier, Manager of
"^""""^^^^^^"""■"■^ the Capitol Theatre,
in
Grand Island, Nebraska, for his "Twin Party" suggestion.
No doubt the picture accompanying this article speaks
far more eloquently than your Chairman's poor command
of the English language, but we will all admit that from
the photograph we certainly see how Vogel could stage a
most successful "Twin Party" at his theatre.
There are several interesting angles to this stunt, and in
addition to its creating a lot of comment and providing
plenty of fun, you can stimulate business by handling it
just the same as Vogel did.

Introducing A Real
Show- Woman: Mrs.
Frances W. True

""""■^^^^^^^^■""^^^

Picture

N e zv s

CLUB
The
CLUB

ROUND TABLE
welcomes to its

membership
woman"
in theanother
person "showof Mrs.
Frances W. True, who owns
and operates
the ville,
SavoyKy.Theatre,
in Nicholas

Mrs. True owned and operated the Aristo Theatre, in
Louisville, Ky., five years previous to taking over the Savoy.
And now, with her entire attention directed at the new
house, she is engineering as fine a brand of showmanship
as any male member in the business.
The ROUND TABLE CLUB would certainly welcome
some contributions in the form of advertising and exploitation campaigns, or tips on theatre operations from this gogetting showwoman, and we sincerely trust that she will
include her own photograph with her next letter, so that
we can introduce her more intimately to our host of members and readers.
How about this, Mrs. True, can we count on you? Thanks
anywav in advance.

Harry A. Stearn
Promoted To Head
Of Reading House
^^^""^"^"""■

Another member of the
MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB mounts the
ladder of success in the
show business and it is with

^■^^^^^^^

He advertised for registrations fully two weeks before
the affair. The twins registering were to be admitted free
on the day of the party itself.
He also offered prizes for the youngest and the oldest
pair of twins, and informed all entrants that their pictures
would be taken in group.
From information reaching CLUB headquarters, this
twin party gave the Capitol Theatre one of the 1)iggest
days it has ever had at ihe Box Office.
Thank you, Vogel, for this one, and we sincerely hope
that many of your brother members and readers of these
pages will be quick to grab the suggestion. WE RECOMMEND IT WITHOUT HESITATION TO EVERYBODY, regardless of what kind of theatre they are running, or what kind of a city they are located in.
.'\ny other managers using this suggestion would confer
a favor if they would try and send us the detail? as well
as photographs of their ])arty.

Oliver B. Prickett says:
"From many of my larger brethern I
have 'copped' ideas through the ROUND
TABLE section, that have been effective".
Alcazar Theatre,
Carpinteria, Cal.

broad
we
that of our
to the rest
great castpleasure
members and the industry at large, the glad tidings that
Harry D. Stearn, who for almost a year has managed the
Rialto Theatre, in Allentown, Pa., has been promoted to
Managing Director of the Wilmer and Vincent Theatres,
in Reading, Pa.
Although he has only been in Allentown a short time,
Mr. Stearn has made many friends among the social, civic
and commercial folks of that
town, and was really instrumental
in putting the Rialto on the motion picture
mapIt inwas
the with
local theatrical field.
Mr.
Steam's arrival in Allentown that
the Rialto began the presentation
of sound pictures, and Mr. Stearn
through his fine exploitation and
presentation was responsible for
the theatres great success.
Previous to coming to Allentown, Mr. Stearn was in Norfolk,
Va., also representing the Wilmer interests and his transfer to
Reading is a reward for the conscientious and successful manner
in which he has handled his present assignment in Allentown.
Among his duties as supervisor
of these houses will l)e the handling of all exploitation for
the Rajah, State and Capitol Theatres in that city.
It is interesting to state that Harry has been identified
with the show business since childhood, and has covered
practically every phase of theatre operation and management since he entered the business, which especially fits
him for his new duties which come to him through his present promotion.
The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB and MOTION PICTURE NEWS extends to Mr. Stearn their
heartiest congratulations, and we know that he will continue his past string of successes in handling the new position. We sincerely hope that Harry won't forget the rest
of
the boys and will keep us all posted on his man\activities.
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There was one portion of
Clarence Dolan's letter to us
that appeals so much thar
we are reproducing it here
just the way he put it to us.
Said Clarence:
-^-'^—'-^-^-^^—^—^^^ "I have always advert
ised
our organ. In this day of talking and sound pictures, I believe that the organ commands an even greater position
than it did before. It is an extra draw that is being entirely
overlooked by many theatre managers. The organ music
stands out in sharp contrast to the present "canned" music,
and is more than ever appreciated by theatre patrons. I

Clarence Dolan
Plays Up Organ
To Good Results

could
support
Sincegivethisyouis many
entirelyexamples
in accordto with
our this
own statement.
views as .set."
forth just a short time ago on these pages, we hasten to
publish what Mr. Dolan had to say.
This manager, connected with the Legion Theatre, in
Wayland, N. Y., and his activities have been wide and
varied, covering a long period of years. What his past
experiences have been and just what he looks like should
be of real importance to the other members and readers of
these pages and so we are going to appeal to him to send
us a little more information about himself and one of his
own photos.
There will be more about Clarence Dolan in an earlv
issue of the NEWS.
Watch for it.

Plat McGee Asks
For Patron? Opinion On Management

As part of Pat McGee's
greater movie season campaign, the following announcements appeared on
the rear inside cover of his
special booklet on the cover
of which Buddy Rogers sent
his greetings to Oklahoma City and the new Show World
production.
Here is the announcement that Pat incorporated in his
liooklet :

^'200 tickets to the Criterion and Capitol Theatres tvill
be sent to the first 200 people who write a letter to Pat
McGee, care of the Criterion, offering some suggestions or
constructive criticisms as to tvhat ive can do to make our
Theatre give even better service to the Okltdioma City
public.^'
The unusually fine campaign engineered by Mr. McGee
for his Greater Movie Season, resulted in a remarkable sendoff for the New Show World productions, and meant a lot
of prestige and free newspaper space to make the job
complete.
The ROUND TA15LE CLUB pages would certainly
welcome any further contributions that Pat might care to
make, and we are sure that he has many interesting items
to pass on.
forwarding his application for membership in
the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB, T. J. La
Via, Manager of the Carroll
in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Theatre,
^-^^^^^^-^^^^-—--——-^^^^'''"^^^^^^~"~"^~~^~"
informed us that he is now
at work on a Fashion Show, as well as tying-up with a
Children's Dancing School.
It would certainly make interesting reading on these
pages to find out just how "T. J." successfully engineered
lioth of these stunts, as there are many big city managers
who continually claim that they cannot encourage such
stunts.
Be sure and let us know, Mr. La Via, how you make out.

Dancing Schools
& Fashion Shows
Good For La Via

When

CLtD

CLUB
ENBIjEM

PIN!!!
YOU HAVE BEEN
SHOUTING FOR IT!
Here It Is!
Wear It All the Time!
YOU WILL
BE
PROUD
OF IT!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
MANAGER!

AND

IT'S

A

BEAUTY!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

issg.
if'^xj-]
'^^

'"^ ^ blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background.
The wording
is in gold letters.

USE

THIS

BLANK:

Managers' Round Table Club,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,

Club Pins,

for wrhich I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name

of Member

Theatre
Address
City

State
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MANACtKI'
THE
GREATEST
ORGANIZATION

OF IT'S
KIND IN

WORLD—!

JOIN NOW!!
the

Blank

APPLICATION

FOR

MEMBERSHIP

729

ROUND

CLUB"
TABLE
Ave., New York
apply

for

membership

City
in

Name

Theatre

Thanks,

*

anyway,

* *

CLUB

MRS.

FRANCES W. TRUE adds another "show-woman" to the rolls of the
Round Table Club and we have great
hopes that Mrs. True will contribute
many interesting items to these pages.
She owns and operates the Savoy Theatre, in Nicholasville, Ky., and with the
marvelous experience she has had in this
business we would not be a bit surprised
ti) hear some fine things from her. Let's
hope she will line up as a real active
member and include her own photo witit
her next letter. Thanks just the same
in advance, Mrs. True.

*

Proposed by Col. Long:
LIVINGSTON
LANNING
keeps
mighty busy these hectic days managing
the Penn Theatre, in Pittsburgh, Pa., and
with so much theatrical activity going on
out in that peppy town we can now
expect to devote much more space to
western Penn. than ever before. How
about it, "L. L."? And. by the way,
don't you think you ought to send us
one ofwith
youryour
own first
photos?
It would
1o'''k
good
contribution
to these
pages.

IN

Seventh

I hereby
the Club.

FRANK SHOLOMIR is a new member wlio joins our Club from far off Benoni, S. Africa, and adding him to our
already impressive list of members from
that country is indeed a pleasure. You
see we get as much of a kick when we
see membership applications from that
far-off country as we do from right here
in these here United States. Let's all
hope that he will make good use of the
Club pages to tell all the other members
how he is exploiting the shows in Benohi. And let us have your photo, too,
will you Frank?
Thanks.

* *

*

in advance.

Proposed by Vogel Gettier:
M. H. GARVIN manager of the Rivoli
and Strand Theatres in Hastings, Nebr.,
was proposed for membership by our
good friend and active member, Vogel
Gettier. Handling those houses should
provide Mr. Garvin with enough material
to pass on plenty of good suggestions to
the other Club members via these pages.
However, time alone will answer the
c|uestion as to how active he will be in
his exploitation and advertising.

T. H. WEAR, Jr., manages the National Theatre in Boston, Mass., and with
all the show activity going on in the
Hub we should not wonder that Mr.
Wear is contributing his share to the excitement. Listen "T. H.," can't you find
a few spare minutes to pass on some of
your experiences to the other boys?
Thanks a lot in advance — because I know
you will come through with something
real soon.
Oak?

*

*

*

CY CARPENTER is the managing director of the Ferry F,ield Theatre in.Detr(5it, Mich., and with so large a house
to handle he must be engineering some
unusually fine advertising and exploitation. How about passing some of it along
to your brother members atid managers
Cy? Show the real Club spirit of "All
For One And One* ^For* All."
S. H. KEELING handles the Strand
Theatre, in Palm\ra, N. Y., and now that
we boast of two active members in that
little community let us hope that the
reaction shows on tlie Club pages. We
don't know very much, as yet, about this
new
to "S.
H."
that member,
he tell usbut
justwe a suggest
bit to start
things
off right.
Oak?

*

*

*

Proposed by Frank Boucher:
WALTER
CARSLEY manages the
Colonial Theatre, in Hagerstown, Md..
and with our good friend Frank Boucher
right in the same town we can certainly
look forward to hearing many interesting
things about Walter's activities. And
don't forget to include your own photo
with your first contriljulion to these
pages. Carsley.

Address
City

ii

Policy

Stale

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

CLUB

EMBLEM

As staled before, the demand
exceeded our original supply.

Capacity

C. E. Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

N e 2v s

MEMBERS!

SAM MASHINKA
handles the Victoria Theatre duwn in Victoria, Texas,
and while his house is only a medium
sized "silent" theatre we feel that Sam
has been doing some mighty fine work
to keep them on the profit side of the
ledger. How about a short letter Mashinka, telling us a bit about your past experiences in the show business and also a
photo of yourself. Then we will be able
to properly introduce you to our many
members
and readers. Shoot 'em along.
Thanks.

WHOLE

"MANAGER'S

RECENT

* *

THE

Here's

KOLND TACLt

Picture

PINS"
for these pins far

The manufacturer promises us delivery on the next
hatch in ahout five days.
Orders received will he filled immediately upon receipt of the additional pins.
Managers'' Round

Table Club
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'^\ . . having been in intimate connection with much pioneering and experimentaio. . .he is well qualified to
speak ))with knowledge and authorNEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
ity.. .

Harold B. Franklin
Writes the Theatre Man's Manual on

SOUND

Motion Pictures
y
401 Pages — Fully Illustrated
With Diagrams, Photographs
& Advertising Reproductions
Measures 8]/^ in. x 5\^ in.

Subjects Covered
Standard Sound Devices . . .
Operating Manual . . . Maintenance of Equipment . . .
Fundamentals of Speech,
Music, and Hearing . . . Advertising . . . The Short
Subject . . . Music . . . Social
and Commercial Use of
Sound . . . Television . . .
Glossary of Technical Terms.

$3.00

Distributed in this field h-y

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Order Now — Use Coupon Below
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Enclosed herewith is — check — money order for $3.00
in full payment for one copy of Harold B. Franklin's
great book
Motion Pictures." (Add 20 cents to
cover
cost of"Sound
mailing.)
Name
Street No.
City

State.
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News

Regional News From Correspondents
C. H. Buckley Closes
Clinton Square, Albany
THE
Clinton Square, Albany,
first run double feature downtown house, under lease to C. H.
Buckley, closed its doors last week
after having been run at a loss
for several months. Mr. Buckley's
lease has nearly two years to run
and in all probability the house
will remain closed for that period.
Walter McDowell, former manager of the Strand in Syracuse,
was in Albany last week and called
on his friend, Charles Smakwitz,
manager of the Mark Ritz and former resident of Syracuse.
Ben Stern, manager of the Troy,
broke into print heavily last week
when he was on hand with Mayor
Burns to greet the arrival of the
American Girl at the Troy Aviation field.
Mrs. Renee Young, formerly
Renee Cravem of Albany, employed at several of the local exchanges over a considerable period,
is now residing in Buffalo.
W. W. Farley, one of owners of
the Farash string in Schenectady,
was one of figures at a society wedding last week in Albany, when
one of his daughters became bride
of a resident of Troy.
Joe Miller, of Buffalo, manager
for Columbia in the Bison City,
made one of his periodical calls
during the past week on Albany
exhibitors.
Spyrus Skouras, general manager
Warner Brothers theatres, was in
Albany during the week. Eddie
Alperson, film buyer for the same
group of theatres and George
Skouras, assistant general manager,
were also in Albany.
Uly Hill, general manager Warner theatres in Albany and Troy,
drove to Montreal last week, accompanying his son Norman, who
took entrance examinations for
McGill
University.
Charles Smakwitz, assistant general manager Warner houses in
Albany, was in New York for a
couple of days last week.
Sidney Saperstein, of Troy,
plans to follow in the footsteps of
his relatives and left a few days
ago for Ithaca, where he will work
under the direction of Joseph Saperstein, general manager Berinstein
Itliaca houses.
Jake Golden gave Troy something to think about last week in
connection with his exploitation of
the opening RKO week at Proctor's Fourth Street Theatre.
With appearance of cold weather last week, ushers in all Warner houses in Albany and Troy,
changed to winter uniforms while
lights were also changed in giving
house warmer appearance within.
The old Central, Albany, is now
being torn down.. The Pine Hills
is operating on schedule of two or
three days weekly.

New Chicago Censorship Plan Introduced
To City Council By Alderman Cronson
AXJ'lW' ])lan of motion picture
censorship, designed to "restrict the unreasonable lengths" to
which the present censor board
goes in refusing permits, has been
introduced before the Chicago
council judiciary committee by Aid.
B. A. Cronson. The new plan
provides for the establishment of
a new department of motion picture review, with a commissioner
of pictures in charge.
According to Aid. Cronson, the
police commissioner, who is head
of the censorship board, is too busy
with police matters to give much
time or attention to the action of
the censors. The commissioner
which he proposes as head of the
department of motion picture review would devote all his time to
reviewing the decisions of the
censor board, issuing permits and
adjusting complaints, without curtailing the powers of the police.
Final word in any dispute would
rest with the Mayor, under ./Md.
Cronson's plan.
"Censorship in Chicago has gone
too far,"
Cronson
turesAid.
which are
shownsays.
in "PicNew
York, Milwaukee and other cities
can't be shown here without being
cut. I don't believe in letting any
smut creep into our movies, but I
think that our censor board has
gone too far in many instances."
A dozen men, who have just
completed a course in sound at the
M-G-M studios, and who will
cover various M-G-M exchanges
throughout the country as sound
technicians, met in Chicago last
Saturday and Sunday for a conference with Felix Feist before departing to their respective territories. Ralph George, who has
spent a number of years in Coast
studios, will cover Oiicago, Milwaukee. Indianapolis, and Minneapolis, working out of the Chicago
office. Saturday evening the group
was the guest of Max Balaban in a
visit to all B. & K. houses, where
inspection was made of sound and
projection equipment.
Charles Bell, 60 year old doorman at the Gem Theatre, 450 So.
State street, is dead as the result
of gun wound inflicted last Sunday
night. The assassin shot Bell five
times because the doorman refused
him a seat on the main floor of the
theatre.
Herb Washburn, local manager
for R-K-0 is back in Chicago
following a trip to New York,
where he conferred with home office officials on business matters.
The new La Grange Theatre, at
La Grange, III., which has been
leased to Publix, opened its doors
last week.
Max Mazor, sales supervisor for
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has resigned.
Maurice D. "Red" Kaim, newly
appointed editor of Motion Picture
News, made a brief stop in Chi-

cago last Coast
\\'ednesday
on He
his way
to West
studios.
was
accompanied by Mrs. Kann.
Harry Cohen and Jack Holt
passed through Chicago enroute to
the West Coast.
Saul Goldman, formerly booker
for Jerry Abrams, is now in
charge of the Red Seal exchange
in Milwaukee.
Following a period of remodeling
and redecorating the Milda Theatre, on South Halsted street, was
opened last week with talking picture equipment.
Increased office space in the
.Standard Oil Building is being
taken by Essaness Enterprises following the acquisition last week of
twelve Lubliner & &Trinz theatres.

Joseph Hopp

Perhaps no one will be more surprised at this article than the veteran motion picture man who is
the subject of same. Joseph Hopp
is well known to nearly all of the
people in the industry who have
been connected with it for any
length of time. He was one of the
first independent film exchange
owners in Chicago, starting in 907
under the name of the Standard
Film Exchange. In 1916 he sold
his exchange to Universal Film
Corp. During all this time he was
also an exhibitor and has been up
to a few months ago. He was
twice president of the Chicago Exhibitors League and later served
two terms as president of the Illinois Motion Picture Exhibitors
League. When the present M.P.T.
O.A. was organized at Cleveland,
he was elected vice-president.
Prior to this time he was active
in film exchange organizations.
Mr. H'ipp for the past year has
been representative for the Universal home office, visiting exchanges
in the Central and Southern States
in plavdate work.
Perhaps few film men are as
well versed in every department of
the industry. His personalit\-, alwavs radiating good nature, wins
and holds many friends who are

legion.

Northwest Film Zone
Trade News
WILLIAM
BLOOMto last
was appointed
the week
sales
staff of the local Columbia exchange and will cover the Western
Washington territorv for Manager
A. J. Sullivan. He was formerly
with Ben Fish's M-G-M branch.
Lester Holmes, formerly connected with Universal Chain Theatres here, has transferred his attentions to the producing end, and
is now connected with Manager
Mat
Aparton's local Universal
Film exchange.
Ed Marshall, auditor of theatres
for Universal out of New York
City, arrived in town last week.
Another auditor also appeared on
the scene — W. F. Reilly, MetroGoldwyn -Mayer representative,
who was en route to California.
Among
the film
out-of-town
exhibitors seen on
row last
week
were Gil Holman, of Olympia ;
Bill Armour, of Montesano; Carol
Barney, of Arlington ; and Miss L.
Neilson, of Qieney, Washington.
Clarence Hill and Brooks Tilworth, both well known in film
circles of the Pacific Northwest,
last week were added to the sales
^aff of the local Tififany-Stahl
exchange.
Frank Harris, representative of
the B. F. Shearer Theatre Equipment Company in the Oregon territory, spent a few days here at
the home office last week with Mr.
Shearer, A. L. Larson and Heaton
F. Randall, company heads.
James Alorgan. exhibitor of The
trip.
Dalles. Oregon, left here last week
for Alaska on a two-week vacation
L. E. Tillman, new Western division manager for Columbia, arrived here this week for a short
visit at the local exchange.
John Falk, formerly connected
with John Danz' Sterling Chain
Theatres, Inc., is now a member of
G-M
office. staff at the local Mthe shipping
Ruth Foster, popular member of
the Fox staff, returned last week
from a three-vi'eelc motor trip to
California and Mexico.
Hal Boehme, Eastern Washington, sales representative of Columbia Pictures, arrived here last
week
few days' conference
at
the for
locala exchange.
Rivers, arrived
Eastern here
\\'ashingtonEddie
exhibitor,
for a
few days' visit last week and announced continuatiein of his nonunion policy at the Granada Theatre, Lewiston, Idaho, where he
runs disc talkies with one operator
and no organist. At the Liberty
Theatre, in the same city, they use
two operators and one organist,,
with sound-on-fi!m pictures.
Lynn Peterson, former assistant
to James Q. Clemmer, manager
of the Fox Fifth Avenue Theatre,
last week was moved to Bremerton, Wash., where he will be in
chargeests of
there. the Fox Theatre inter-
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Regional
Pittsburgh Film Zone
News Briefs
THE Photophone service station
of RCA is now established at
5\ Terminal Way, Pittsburgh, under the supervision of A. E. Jackson. This station will look after
equipment in several states.
Dr. C. E. Herman is building a
beautiful new theatre upon the site
of his former theatre in Carnegie.
A. Goodsteen, home office representative of Standard Film Service, paid a recent visit to the
Pittsburgh branch.
The Regal at Wilkinsburg and
Lyric, Hollidaysburg, are closed
for alterations. Re-openings soon.
David Brown, Paramount, has
been promoted from ad sales department to the booking department.
Al Gammon, Universal cashier,
is vacationing in Atlantic City.
Frank Panoplos, of the Capitol,
has been named general manager,
and Joseph Weiss, of the Liberty,
is treasurer of the New CapitolLiberty Company of jMcKeesport.
E. L. Kessling of the Freeman
Theatre Company, Bluefield, W.
\'a., has taken over the Palace,
Bluefield and the Rialto at Kimball.

Barck Takes National
In Cleveland
V^Ail BARCK has taken over the
O National Theatre, East 55th
St, Cleveland and will open it on
September 28th. He will present
a silent program, with four changes
a week. New projection equipment
and a new screen are being provided by the National Theatre Supply Company. Barck has also
taken personal charge of the Plymouth Theatre, Plymouth, and is
putting in new Powers projectors
and a new Gardner screen. The
house will be operated three days
a week.
Wonderphone sound reproducer,
manufactured in Cleveland by Film
Sound Corporatir;n, is being installed in the Lucier Theatre,
Cleveland. This house, formerly
operated by Sam Barck. is now
under the management of B. C.
Mahew, owner of the property.
C. J. Auble is the proprietor of
the newly built Grove Theatre at
Pioneer, O. The house will be
operated every day but Tuesday.
J. B. Allman has notified the
Film Board of Trade that the Doan
Theatre, Akron has been sold, and
they have been asked to vacate the
premises.
The Columbia Theatre. Cleveland, one of the city's oldest picture houses, has passed out of existence. It has been condemned by
the local building commission, and
will be dismantled.
Oliver Reproducers, manufactured by the Oliver Moving Picture Supply Company of Cleveland
have been installed in the Gibbs
Theatre, Andover, O. ; Strand at
Farrell, Pa. ; G. W. Mercer's house
in Wheeling, West Virginia, and
also in Coxsackie, N. Y.
Amusement Supply Company of
New York, one of the largest independent theatre supply houses in

News

From

the country, has been named distributor of the Oliver Reproducer
covering the northeast including
New York.
Pat Garyn, general manager of
National Screen Service, has transferred Robert Gordon from the
Ohio to the southern territory,
where he has a larger field of activity. J.G. Davies succeeds Gordon in Ohio.
M. B. Horwitz, head of the
Washington circuit of theatres, has
leased the Height's Theatre, Euclid Heights Boulevard, from
Loew's for a period of six years.
The transfer became effective last
Saturday. The house will be closed
for several weeks, during which
time Horwitz will entirely redecorate, and will install Western
Electric sound equipment.
Howard Reiff of the Scoville,
Essick and Reiff circuit, was married September 14th. Frank Greenwald was best man.
Fred Schram is distributing
"Linda" in this territory. The picture has been synchronized, and
will play its premiere engagement
in October at the Strand, Canton.
John Pekras is remodeling his
Capitol Theatre, Elyria, increasing
the seating capacity, and providing
for large stage presentations. National Theatre Supply Company, of
which R. W. Cudmore is manager,
has charge of the remodeling.
Bob Williams, who resigned a-^
head
theatres,
service,billposter
is backforonLoew's
the job.
Howard Price Kingsmore, general manager of the local Loew
houses, is vacationing in the east.
When last heard from he was in
Atlantic City.
Harry Haiman, auditor for the
Standard Film Service Company,
is recovering at Charity Hospital
from an operation.
Miss Rickey Labowitch, of the
Standard department
Film Service
booking
is Company's
minus her
appendix since last week, and feeling better for it.
Glen C. Pullen, right hand man
to Ward Marsh, motion picture
editor of "The Plain Dealer," alsn
had his appendix removed last
week.
W. J. Powell, owner and manager of the LoNet Theatre, Wellington, has developed his own
sound device which he tried last
week for the first time with marked
success. Powell has been working
on the machine for several months.
Jack Osserman has returned to
Cleveland after an absence of eight
years as manager of the local Universal exchange. He was appointed
Cleveland exchange manager to
succeed Harry Young.

Mrs. C. Meyn, Pioneer
Kans. Exhibitor, Dies
MRS. CHARLOTTE MEYN,
who for more than twenty
years operated the Phototorium,
the second theatre to be opened in
Kansas, died last Monday in her
home in Kansas City, Kan. She
leaves two sons, Fred Meyn, who
operates the Pershing Theatre,
Kansas City, Kan., and Ted Meyn,
organist
Cleveland.at Loew's State Theatre,

Correspondents

Western Electric sound equipment is being installed in the Byer
Theatre, Excelsior Springs, Mii.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market this
week were: Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Goshen, Royal Theatre, Versailles,
Mo.; C. H. Grecian, Star Theatre, Sedalia, Mo. ; J. M. Zeman,
Garden Theatre, Grainfield, Kan. ;
Charles Fisk, Opera House, Butler, Mo., and J. H. Mayob, Mary
Lou Theatre, Marshall, Mo.
The personnel of the Kansas
City Educational exchange now is
going on its second week of work
to theother
tune of
carpenters'
and
noises
foreignhammers
to an
office, but there has been no complaining. The building housing the
exchange is being reconstructed.

Film

Men
Active
Salt Lake City

In

|\4of exchangely
M. OVEMENTS
men in this territory
are reported as follows :
Manager Chas. Walker of the
Fox office, accompanied by J. L.
Tidwell, is in southern Utah :
Manager Gordon of First National
is covering Montana territory ;
Manager Baker, of Columbia, is
returning from Montana ; Manager
Gage, of U. A., just back from a
trip, is leaving again on another
sales drive ; Harry Levey, of the
U. A. Office, is working the Idaho
branch ; Manager Lustig, of the
local Sheffield office, is returning
from a swing through southern
Utah ; Manager Wingham, of MG-M, is in Montana; Manager Al
O'Keefe, of Pathe, after completing a tour of Idaho has gone into
Montana, and Manager Wayne
Ball, of Warner Bros., has been
working the Montana
section.
John Rugar of the Egyptian,
American and Orpheum theatres
of Park City, Utah, was a visitor here last week.
Mrs. Nell Schreiber of the
Rialto Theatre at St. Anthony,
Idaho, was among exhibitor visitors here last week.
T. F. Grady, M-G-M auditor
from the New York office, is visiting the Salt Lake exchange.
G. E. Rosenwald, Western Division Manager for Universal, was
met at the Ogden, Utah, terminal
by Manager J. A. Jacobs of the
local exchange, a few days ago
when he passed through here enroute to Denver, it is stated. Jacobs
reports Rosenwald to appear much
improved in health, to the satisfaction of his many friends and
associates here.
Matt Skorey, manager at the
Butte, Montana office, was in this
city this week attending a Film
Board meeting held here and has
now returned to the Butte LTniversal branch office.
Distribution rights for the FilmFone sound equipment are handled
by Gorden Thornberg here, it is
stated.
Ed Ryan, exhibitor of Brigham
City, Utah, sent to each exchange
on the Row here, a bushel basket
of Brigham City peaches. Each
year the various film exchanges
are remembered in this manner byRyan.

Baltimore Auditorium
Has New Policy
consisting
of a concert
THE new gram
policy
of giving
a proof thirty nn'nutes by a forty piece
orchestra conducted by Mischa
Guterson, combined with solos by
a vocalist and a program of talking pictures, which was given at
the Auditorium Theatre, former
legitimate house, Baltimore, September 16, went over fairly good
with the reserved seat policy and
$1 top at nights. This house is
operated by Music and Pictures,
Inc.,
and isJr.managed by Fred C.
Schanberg,
The Fox Theatre, Washington,
D. C., which was opened two years
ago by S. L. Rothafel, celebrated
the second anniversary of its opening during the week.
John Irving Fisher has returned
from his vacation and has resumed
his activities as master of ceremonies at Fox Theatre, Washington,
D. C.
Herman Williams has resigned
as manager of the Bijou Theatre,
Richmond, Va., a Wilmer and Vincent house.
The Venus Theatre, Richmond,
Va.,
stalled.has had sound equipment inStewart Tuckerm, house manager of the Byrd Theatre, Richmond, Va., and Miss Martha Mullens were married recently.
Another marriage which took
place in Richmond recently was
that of Robert Lee Holland, Jr.,
of Loew's Theatre that city, to
Miss Marguerite Purley.
A benefit performance for the
Palestine Relief fund will be given
at the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore,
Md., Sunday night, October 6,
tthrough the courtesy of Frank
Price, Jr., manager.
Joe Robbins, father of Fred and
Sam Robbins, musical directors,
has become connected with Radio
Pictures Corporation as a checker.
George List, who has been in the
theatrical business of Baltimore
for a number of years and has
lately been connected with the
Morton Sign Company, has been
appointed assistant to Nat Keene,
manager of the Hippodrome Theatre, Baltimore.

Oklahoma
City Film
Curb Notes
' manager
in Oklahoma
City
FL.
STECKER,
Columbia
visited in Dallas, Texas, last week
with Harry
T. Peebles.
E. \'. Richards, vice president of
Publix Theatre, Inc., recently paid
a visit to Dallas, Texas, and announced that no changes in management of theatres located in
Dallas was contemplated.
The Majestic Theatre at McAlester. Okla.. is being remodeled
and sound will be installed. The
new Rialto, also owned by L. B.
Clark and Wm. McWilliams, will
open at McAlester September 23,
and will cost about $150,000 when
completed.
J. S. (Jack) Groves has been
appointed branch manager of T-S
at Dallas, Texas.

Motion
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Fox Theatre, St. Louis
Changes Policy
l'>iday, September 20, the
St. Louis' largest moFox,
tion picture house will again
change its policy.
As Skouras Brothers Ambassador has been doing for many
months the Fox will start its show
(in Fridays instead of Saturdays as

Ox

has been'
the rule since it opened
last
January.
The Fanchon and Marco traveling stage show are to be augmented
by sixteen local chorus girls.
Lynn Cowan is now master of
ceremonies at the Fox.
The orchestra pit which was
covered over some months ago to
bring vaudeville performers closer
to the audience will be reopened
and Hill Parsons and his musicians
will be back in their old seats.
There will also be a stage band.
Leo Leblanc an executive of the
Fanchon and Marco organization
has been in St. Louis for a month
selecting dancing and specialty
girls for the Fox Theatre under
the new policy which will be started
on September 20.
X'isitors of recent weeks included
C. E. Bradv, Cape Girardeau ;
Mrs. J. W. Rodgers, Cairo, ill.;
Paul Musser of Casey, 111. ; Henry
Lowrv of Highland, III; and G.
F. Barber, Tuscola, 111.
More than 100 orphans from various asylums and homes in St.
Louis, Mo., were guests of the St.
Louis Town Topics magazine at
at Loew's
performance
special
aState
at 10
a.m. September
14.
Magazine plans to entertain 100
children each month.
Work will start at once on the
addition to the Grand in Macon,
Mo., oi)eratcd by S. E. Pirtle of
Jerseyville, 111. The contract has
been awarded to the C. J. Tiernan
Company of Macon. The addition
will be 2-story with basement and
20 bv 40 feet. It will cost about
$15,000.

Wobber Fetes Param't
Frisco Office Force
Ax

annual picnic was given recently by Herman Wobber at
his lovely home in Woodside for
the employees of the San Francisco Paramount office. As on previous occasions, nothing was overlooked that would provide pleasure
and entertainment for his guests.
.■\ program of fifteen acts was given
by the Paramount office force,
which goes to prove that all the
talent in this line is not confined
to Hollywood alone. Special praise
was given Florence Schwartz of
the Ad Sales Department for the
writing and directing of the act
given by her department.
Jim Donahue, acting as spokesman fur the Paramount office force,
presented Mr. Wobber with a copl)er plate expressing their esteem
and regard and their appreciation.
Bess Watt has been promoted to
the position of Secretary to Mr.
Parsons
in the of
M-(i-M
h"-xchange.
Mrs. White
Scbastopol
was
seen on I-'ilm Row last week, dating up pictures for her theatre.
C. li. Rosenwald,
I'niversal's

News

From

District Manager, has returned
from his vacation feeling like a
"million."
Helen D eLacey of Educational
Exchange is spending her vacation
at Lake Arrowhead and Los Angeles.
Lyla Nackford is now employed
in the Educational Film Exchange
in the capacity of biller.
Joe Rosenberg, of Principal Theatres Corp. and Everett Howell, of
Porterville, were recent visitors to
Film Row.
Murray Phillips of Western
Poster fame, is spending his vacation in Seattle and Vancouver.

Nolan Replaces Sound
Equipment
THE
latest type of Western
Electric mechanism is being
installed in the Rex Theatre, Ottawa, by P. J. Nolan, proprietor,
as a replacement.
D. G. Borland, widely known.
Canadian exhibitor, has been appointed manager of the Metropolitan Theatre, Regina, Sask., by H.
M. Thomas, Western Division
manager of Fainous Players.
The first Palestine relief performance in Ottawa, Ontario,
staged by Manager Joe Franklin
at B. F. Keith's Theatre, was a
big success, and a second is being
presented at the Regent by Manager Ray Tubman. Mr. Franklin is also busy as a director of
the Ottawa Humane Society in
arrangements for a financial drive.
Ottawa exhibitors are also
showing their community spirit by
providing facilities for midnight
shows in aid of the Kiwanis club
fund, these being P. J. Nolan of
the Avalon and Ray Tubman of
the Regent.

L. B. Brauer New U
Mgr. At Des Moines
LB. BRAUER is the new man1 ager of thte office of Universal in Des Moines, coming from
the Universal office in Dallas,
Texas to take charge of the
branch here this week. Harry
Taylor, assistant sales manager
from the New York office stopped
in Des Moines both to and from
Denver to see Mr. Brauer installed.
J. C. Osserman, branch manager
for Universal here for the past
two years, was transferred to management of office at Cleveland.
Kokeisl and Thotsky, who come
from Chicago, have bought the
Olympic at Cedar Rapids. House
has been closed for short time and
is reopening with policy which is
new in this territory.
Paramount entertained long list

EMPIRE

News

Correspondents

of callers last week including J.
H. Feldham of the Princess at Odebolt, F. R. Bandy of the Princess
at Britt, W. H. Eddy of the Empress at Indianola, Jake Cohen of
the Strand at Ottumwa, E. W.
Hagerman of the Grand at Independence.
Glen T. Wilson who comes from
St. Paul is a new salesman for the
staff of Educational. He succeeds
Joe Smitli who now plans to go
into another line of work.
RKO was host to a number of
exhibitors in to book pictures last
week including G. W. Morgan of
the Grand at Greenfield ; Mr. Nelson of the Star at Gowrie ; John
Anderson of the Princess at Boone,
Mr. Earlham;
and Mrs. F.
Smith
the F"amily
at
E. of
Robertson
of
the Princess at Dexter.
The M-G-M Club blew themselves to a party, a dinner dance
at the W'ayside Inn. The committee in charge were Miss Goldie
Sparr, Don West and Lucille Bliss.
A surprise to friends along Film
Row was that of the wedding of
Richard Bruce, assistant booker
for Universal, who on August 31
met Miss Jones in Rolfe, Iowa,
and made her Mrs. Bruce. The
event has been kept a secret for
almost a month.
First National entertained some
callers along Film Row last week
including George Hake of the Lyric
at Belmond, one of the few e.xhibitors who has not been talking about
sound.
Bob Riddle is a new salesman
for the office of RKO. He comes
from office of First National in
Omaha.
Leo Moore, sound instructor
from New York office of M-G-M,
was in Des Moines last week. He
has a name double in Leo Moore,
exhibitor at Centerville, Iowa.

All Tampa Houses, But
2, Wired For Talkies
ALLnowhouses
in Tampahave
that been
aro
in operation
wired for sound, with the exception of two, the Rialto, straight
musical comedy house, and the
Italian in Ybor City, which uses
tab shows in connection with silents.
B. H. Tnnnbull, manager Palace, St. Petersburg, returned this
week from vacation in Xew Hampshire, and is giving his theatre a
thorough overhaulipg. He opens
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27th
and 28th, with special show and
then on Saturday, Oct. 8th opens
for the season.
The Franklin, Tampa, has been
wired for sound and will start the
talkie policy on Sunday, Sept.
22nd. This is the last of the five
Publix houses here to be wired.
House will continue the policy of
second runs.

FILM
MODERATE

I to 1 0 Containers
I I to 50
"
51 to 100
"

Picture

VAULTS

Weisfeldt
For

To Detroit
Publix

ED.years
J. WEISFELDT,
for manyof
production manager
the Fox Midwesco Theatres, Milwaukee, has gone to Detroit to become production director for Publix Theatres. He was given a testimonial dinner at the Hotel Schroeder last week by his friends.
O. Mc Kivette, manager of the
V'enetian Theatre, Racme, Wis..
was in Milwaukee one day last
week.
L. Orlove, well known Milwaukee theatre manager, is the new
manager of the Uptown, Alilwaukee, Fox Alidwesco Theatre. He
has been with the Midwesco and
Saxe circuits for more than 11
years. He was formerly manager
of the Mirth and Tivoli Theatres,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wallace James, manager of the
Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee,
who has invented a new precision
tone arm for sound equipment reports that several workmg models
have been produced and tested the
past few weeks.
Thieves broke open the door of
the Orpheum Theatre, Burlington,
Wis., last week and stole more
than §100 which was in a cashbox
in a desk drawer.
Hal Olson, publicity and exploitation manager for Community
Theatres, Inc., Milwaukee, has resigned his position.
Bert Jordan, manager of the Majestic Theatre, Rhinelander, Wis.,
has resigned his position. He is
uncertain as to his future.
Community Theatres, Inc., which
conducted a contest at West Bend„
Wis., for the naming of its newtheatre soon to open there, have
named the theatre,
Joseph Pruscha,
theatre man, was
automobile accident
is improving
nicely

"West
Bend."
a Milwaukee
injured in an
last week, but
at this time.

Schlank,
U Portland
Mgr., Convalescing
I . SCHLANK,
manager of
versal in Portland,
is Uniconvalescing from a serious operation
at St. Vincent's Hospital.
The B. F. Shearer Co.. theatre
decorating specialists, report an
extra bus\- August-September, having handled the New Alder, Duffwin and Rialto theatre interiors.
The Fanchon & Marco Ideas are
again showing two days a week at
the Elsinore in Salem, and to good
business after a barrage of publicity engineered by Sam H. Cohen,
Messrs. Roy and Leverette have
opened tthe State Theatre at
Grants Pass, Ore.

p.a.

INC.

PRICE FILM STORAGE

$ .75
50
40

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Over 1 00 Containers
Cases per month, 20 to 2S re»U

$ .38
1.00

Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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Boston
Mayor
Signs
Fox Permit
M A L C O L M D.
MAYOR LS
of Boston has
NICHO
signed the order for the closing
of Tamworth Street to permit the
erection of the proposed Fox
5,200 seat theatre on the site of
the Hotel Touraine. Only the
Lowell court litigation now remains in the path of the carrying
out of the project.
Mayor Nichols, in conference
with Fox representatives, assured
them that he would do everything
in his power towards the clearing
up of all obstacles in the path of
the project, which will cost ten
millions.
The Riverside Theatre at Medford has been sold by Phil Smith
to the Aledford Theatre Co., owners of tiie Medford Theatre, and
consisting of George J. Hackett of
the Medford Theatre and E. (Oliver
Ramsdell.and George A. Ramsdell
of the Granada, Orpheum, Strand
and Mystic Theatres in Maiden,
Mass. Mr. Hackett will manage
both the Medford and Riverside
Theatres. The Riverside will reopen Sept. 30th with all-talking
picturues.
The Rialto Theatre at Maynard,
Mass., has been sold by William
Leonard to Al Lei nard.
Union Hall at Voluntown, Conn.,
has been sold by H. James to J.
Barnett.
Mrs. Mary (Phair) Mooney,
former booker at Educational
Films, has resigned and is succeeded by Elmer Turnqnist, former booker at the Paramount txchange.
Abe Barry, former booker for
the New England Theatres Operating Corp. of Boston, has resigned
from the Netoco organization to
become booker for Columbia Pictures exchange on Piedmont St.
He succeeds Phil Fox, who goes
on the road for Columbia covering Southern Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.
Miss Grace Donovan, secretary
to Branch Manager Fred G. Sliter
of Educational Films, who underwent a sinus operation and returned to her desk again, has returned to the hospital for a second
operation following some complications.
Ansel Sanborn of Wolfboro, N.
H., was in the Row during the
week.
Rapalus Theatre Corporation,
Easthampton, Mass., has been incorporated with $25,000 capital.
Stephan J., Joseph S. and Mitchell
A. Rapalus are the incorporators.
Foundations are being put in
place at Athol for the George A.
Giles theatre at 461-467 Main St.
The theatre will cost about $130,000.
Huntington Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Boston, has been organized with 300 no par shares.
Incorporators are Josephine M.
Canata,
Lillian
M.
Walker
and

UNIFORMS

News

From

Norman A. Walker, all of Braintree.
The newly renovated Fox-Poli
Tlieatre at Springfield has reopened with Western Electric
equipment. Samuel Torgan is
house manager under Hershell
Stuart, New England manager for
the Fox interests. A. W. Gillis
will handle publicity. Stage shows
will be a regular part of the program.
Damage of $10,000 was done to
the newly decorated Capitol Theatre at Springfield as a result of
a fire starting from spontaneous
combustion which broke out in the
theatre destroying some dozen rows
of seats.
Guy Harrison, former leader of
the Metropolitan Theatre Grand
Orchestra, has resigned in order to
lead the Rochester Symphony Orchestra.
Miss Loraine Rile\' has been appointed secretary to District Manager Thomas B. Spry of the First
National exchange, Boston.
William Kremmel, shipper at
First National exchange, who was
seriously injured in an auto accident several weeks ago, has returned to his duties at the exchange.
L. Seamon, traveling auditor nf
First National, was in Boston during the week on a business trip.
The Lafayette Theatre at Haverhill has been equipped with sound
and will open with sound pictures
the first of the month.
The Sunset Theatre at Nantasket, Mass., is closed during the installation of sound equipment.
The Charkarohen Theatre at
Lincoln, N. H., has installed sound.
Frank Honkailo, district manager for Publix Theatres in Essex
county, has recovered from his recent .serious illness and is back "U
the job.
The Park Theatre, Boston, one
of the city's oldest theatres and
long one of the legit' mate houses,
was formerly reopened as a first
run motion picture theatre Saturday under the direction of Louis
Boas. The house has been completely renovated and Western
Electric sound equipment has been
installed. The theatre seats 1800
and has a price scale range of 25
cents to 60 cents. Bert Blaisdell
is house manager.

Two

Correspondents

Charles L. Swain and Richard L.
Garnett.
Rumor recently circulated that
Majestic, Columbus, Ohio, recently
acquired by Fox in deal of the
Libson-Heidingsfeld chain, would
discontinue pictures and play burlesque, is denied by Charles H.
Weidner, manager, who reports
that sound pictures will continue to
be the policy.
Ravenna Theatre, Ravenna. Ohio,
is under new management, Charles
Schweitzer, who hails from Cleveland, being at the helm.
A new $150,000 house is proposed for Maysville, Ky., by a syndicate headed by New York and
Cincinnati capitalists. Site has
been purchased. James O. White.
Cincinnati, being instrumental in
negotiating the purchase.
Carl Ambrust is the new owner
of the Palace, Continental, Ohio,
having purchased the house from
J. W. Flynn.
Exhibit and Orient Theatres.
West Jefiferson, Ohio, have consolidated and are now operated as
a single unit under the latter name
Hal Kaho, R. Sidner and A. C.
Herschner are looking after the
house.
Josephine Toro, manager Lincoln, Columbus, Ohio, combination
picture and Naudeville house, made
defendant in $500 damage suit by
parents of three-year old girl, who
claims she was hit by an egg hurled
from the stage by a performer.
Casino, Cincinnati, one of the
larger close-in houses located at
Clark and Linn Streets, has installed \'itaphone and Movietone,
and will operate on a continuou'?
policy.

Additional News Notes
From Cleveland
Dela\' in arrival of Movietone
equipment caused postponement of
the opening of the new Schine at
Kenton, O. Opening date advanced to September 26.
Erection of new theatre and
Moose temple at Bucyrus, O., has
been halted pending rearrangement of plans to provide 1,200
seats in place of the 1,000 previously contemplated. Several business buildings on the site have
been razed. Theatre is being built
by Moose lodge and will be leased
to movie operators.

New Ohio State
Incorporations

Luntzel New Pub. Dir.
Strand In Madison

IO N THEAT
AL-OH
CENTR
RATIO
CORPO
has RE
been
rated
incorpo
at Davton, Ohio, for

J « LUNTZEL,
formerly
of the
Fox Midwesco
advertising
staff in Milwaukee, has gone to
Madison as director of publicity
for the Strand Theatre.
Brill's Appelton, Wis., theatre
closed last week for remodeling.
A new front is to be installed, new
seats put in, etc. The theatre, when
finished, will have a 1,000 seating
capacity.

$5,000
, A.W.'F.Becker,
by John
W. Wisman
JohnsonArden
and
John T. Siefert. The company
plans to operate a number (if
houses.
Central States Amusement Co.,
is a recent incorporation at Columbus, Ohio, by Grace
E. Swain,

:- m

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

CLASSIFIED ADS
Situation Wanted
WESTERN ELECT RI(>'
and RCA expei-ieiiccd sovind
projectionist.
(.'an ofcompetently handle either
these
systems alone. Prefer Central States. Non-Union. Box
725, Motion Picture News,
729 - 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
PROJECTIONIST,
SOUND. Go anywhere. State
salary. Address Julius Kovats,
29000. E. 114th St.,
Cleveland,
SITUATION WANTED.
A-1 lady theatre organist desires change. Five years in
present position, in one of
this State's best theatres.
Very best references. $5,000
music library ; can handle any
organ. Address Beneita Bagley, 403 W. Michigan Ave.,
Jackson, Mich.
HOAV ABOUT
IT:
Showman with proven ability
desires connection with circuit or independent house as
manager or lobby artist and
exploitation manager. Thoroughly experienced in theatre
operation and exploitation of
same. References the best,
six years with present circuit.
I n V e s tigate. Exploitation,
Box 600, Motion Picture
York City.
News, 729 7th Ave., New-

Instruction
Learn modern theatre management and tlieatre advertising. Approved and specialized training for theatre men.
Catalog C. Theatre Managers Institute. Elmira, New
York.

Help Wanted
BARGAIN : 260 folding
seat opera chairs, cast iron
frame, cherry back, seat and
arm-rest. Suitable for theatre, church, or lodge room.
$1.75 eacli f.o.b cars, Carthage, 111. II. C. Reichel,
Cartliace, 111.

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York

Motion
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RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may harm
■ short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
AMKINO
Title
Aellto Revolt of ttie RotMts)
Flames of the Volga
Her Way of Love
tn Old Siberia tKatorga)
Krassln
Lash of the Ciar
*108cow Today
Prisoners of the Sea
Taras Shevchnnko
Two Days
tillage of Sin, The

Star
Russian Cast
Russian Cast
E. Cesarskaya-A. Zhukov
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Pictorial Film
Russian Cast
A. Buchma
Russian Cast
Russian Cast

Coining
Title
Arsenal
General Line The
Man With a Camera
New Babylon

Title
Reviewed
Rel. Date
Length
Mar. 23 .. 2900 feet.
Mar. 30 — 7000 feel.
Aug. 17 . . 6000feet.
July 20 . 6500 feet
July 27
Feb. 19 . . 7000 feet
Feb. 9
6800 feet
May 11... 5600feet..
ADrll13
7000f6et.,
Dec. 15 '28 16000 feet
Feb.
1.
6500 feet..
May 18 .. 6500 feet..

Attractions

Star
S. Svashenko
Special Cast
Special Cast
E. Kuzmina-A. Sobolevsky

Rel. Date
Length
Oct. (tentative)

Reviewed

Sept. (tentative)
Sept. (tentative)

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title

Star

•tSBachelor Girl, The

Rel. Date

Logan-Colller-Todd
(Silent Version)
Valli-Glass
Taylor-Collier Jr.-Ralston

Behind Closed Doors
♦tJCoilege Coquette The
•tiDonovan Affair, The (F. & D.)
(AT.)
Holl-Revier-Colller, Jr
(Silent Version!
Eternal Woman
Borden-Graves
Faker, The
Logan-Delaney
*t§Fall of Eve (A. T.)
Miller-S.anley-Prouty
*1 {Father and Son
Holt-Revier-McBan
(Silent Version)
*t {Flying Marine, The
Lyon-Mason-Robards
(Silent Version)
•t{Light Fingers
Keith-Revier-Nye
•t{Lone Wolfs Daughter (D)
Lytell-Olmstead
(Silent Version)
Quitter The
Lyon-Revier
»f Trial Marriage
Kerry-Elters-Rnbards
(Silent Version)
•t{ Younger Generation (D)
Hershoil-Basquetle-Cortez
(Silent Version)

Length
.5927 feet

Reviewed

.6245 feet
Feb. 24. . .5779 feet
6275 feet
April
April
Mar.
Jan.
June
June
June

11..
11. .
18. .
2 .
5 .
5..

7140
71 89
.581 2
5538
6245
.6310
6765
5951
.5736
5700
7154
.6186

Aug. 31

feet...
feet
feet...
feet
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet

Mar. 30
April

8

June 22
June 8

Star

• ' jAcquitted
■ '.^Broadway Hoofer The (A. T.).
♦ ^Broadway Scandals (A.T.)
'•sFlight
•tlHurrlcane (A. T.)
•t{Udles of the Evening (A. T.)
•tjUst of the Lone Wolf (A. T.)
•tJMelody Man, The
•♦JRoad to Broadway, The
•tJSIsters (A. T.)
•tSSong of Love (A. T.)

Feb
Feb.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar
Mar.

Mar. 9
18,
18..
5671
feet
...May
25
1 . 6639 feet
10 . .6506
feet
10..
...Mar. 23
4 . .7866feet
4. . .7246 feet

Rel.

Date

•tJAt a Talkie Studio (A. T.) (D.).
*t{Columbla- Victor Gems (0)
•tJFalling Stars (A.T.) (D)
•tfGay Cabailero The (A. T.) (D.).
•tjJallhouse Blues (A.T.) (D.)
•tJMemorles (A. T.) (D.)
njMy Wile (A. T.MD.>
•iioid Man Trouble (D)
•t{Parl«r Post (A. T.l (D.)
•t{Snappy Co-Eds lA. T. (D)
•♦{Talking Screen Snapshots
•t {Talking Screen Snapshot
...
•f{Talklng Screen Snapshots

Reviewed

Livingston-Hughes.
Egan-0'Neil
Special Cast
Holl-Graves-Lee . .
John Mack Brown..
Bert Lytell
O'Day-O'Nelll
Belle Baker

SOUND
Title

Length

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Date

Buddy Doyle
26 Subjects released twice a month
Bergman-Manning
Frank Crumit
Mannie Smith
Murpny-Morrlson
Jack Wilson
Jules Beldsoe
Belly Combe
Nan Blacks>one
Released twice a month
Novelty
Novelty

Length

Reviewed

1 reel

.■

1 reel

June

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
June 15
June 8

8

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 8
July 13

Rel. Date

Star
Reed Howes
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
Our World Today
Reed Howes
Al Alt
Adrlenne Dore
Hodge-Podge
Thatcher-Young
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Mandy

Jan.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July
April
Feb.
Jan
Aug.
Feb.
April

Ginger Snaps
Going Places
Good Night Nurse

"Big Boy"
George Davis
Lupino Lane

Mar. 24. .
Jan. 13 .
April 28 .

* MeoMM ijnchromitd aeore.

8..
17 .
2. .
27 .
17. .
24
28 .
21 . .
24 .
27..
18. .
3..
7. .

f Meant toani tUtcU.

Length
2 reel! .
2 reels.
2 reels .
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels .
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed
May 26
Feb. 2
April 20
Aug. 3
Aug. 10
May 11
June 1
Mar 16
Mar. 30
July 13
April 13
AprillS
Mar. 16
Feb. 2
July 13
May 18
Dec IB
May 28
May 28
Feb. 2
Feb.
2
April 20
July 13
Jan. 19
Mar. 30
Nov. 17
Aug. 3
June IB
Mar. 30
Mar. 38
July 13
May
June
Dec.
Jan.

28
IB
IB
12

SHORTS

Star

*t{Ask Dad (F& D)
*t§Barber's Daughter (F & D)
*t§Bees' Buzz. The (F & D)
•tSBIg Palooka. The (F & D)
*t5Brlde's Relations, The (F & D)..
*t {Broadway Blues (F & D)
*t§Buying a Gun (A.T. (F & D)
♦tjCoid Shivers (F & D)
*t§Constabule The {F & D)
*t{Crazy Nut, The (F & 0)
♦tJDon't Be Nervous (F & D)
*t§Ellglble Mr. Bangs, The (F & D)
*t{Fire Proof (F & D)
•t§Glrl Crazy (F & D1
*t§HisBaby Daze lA. T.) (F & D).
*t{HlsBlg Minute (F& D)
*t{Jazz Mammas (F & D)
*t{Llon's Roar, The (F 4 D)
*t§Look Out Below lA. T.) (F & D).
♦tJLover's Delight (F & D)
*t§Lunkhead. The (F& D)
♦tJMoving Movie Show, A (D)
»t§Old Barn (F & D)
*f§On the Streets (D)
*t§Prince Gabby iF& D)
*t§Rldeon a Runaway Train (D)
*t{Rlght Bed, The (F & D)
♦tiShIp Mates (F & D)
*t§Social Sinners A. T.)
*t§Studio Stunts (D)
*t§Ticklish Business (F& D)
♦tJTrusting Wives (F & D)
♦tjWhIrls and Girls (F & D)
*t{Zlp!BoamI Bang! (F & 0)

Length
. . 2 reels
June 16. . . 1 reel
Mar. 10 . . 1 reel
May 19..
July 28 . .21 reels
reel
Aug. 11. . .2 reels
May 26 . . .1 reel
June 2.. .2reels
April 21. . .2 reels
Jan.
6 . .2 reels
July 21 . . .2 reels
May
6. . .1 reel
Mar. 24 .
reel
May
5 . ..11 reel
Jan. 13 . . 1 reel
July 14 . 2 reels
May 19 . 2 reels
Jan. 20
2 reels
Mar. 24 . 1 reel
May 19 . 1 reel
Feb. 24 .
1 reel
Jan. 20
April 21 . 11 reel
reel
June 30
Feb. 10.. .1 reel
.2
reels
Mar. 3. .
Dec 23 . . . .22 reels
reels
Aug. 4 . .2 reels
June 30. .
.2
reels
Mar. 17...
May
5. .. .2 reels
reel
Mar. 24. . . .1
.2 reels
July
7. . . 1 reel
Jan. 13. . . .2 reels
June 16...
June 16 . . . .1 reel
Jan. 13. ., .1 reel
.2 reels
Feb. 10. ..
Mar. 31... .2 reels
Rel. Date

E. E. Horton
Ciyde-Hill-Dent
Gribbon-Clyde
GrIbbon-McPhalll-HIII
Burke-Grlbbon
Johnny Burke
Lupino Lane
McKee-Hutton
Clyde-Hill-Gribbon
Pangborn-Oakland-Murray
Lloyd Hamilton
. E. E. Horton
Lupino Lane
Clyde-Bennett
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Virginia Lee Corbin (All Color)..
Burke-Bevan
Raymond McKee
Arthur-Garon
Clyde Gribbon
Hodge-Podge
Johnny Burke
Hodge-Podge
E. E. Horton
Special
E. E. Horton
Lupino Lane
McKee-Byron-Fiagerald
Hodge-Podge
Collins-Dent-Drew
E. E. Horton
Gribbon-Clyde
McKee-Collln-Glass

Length
ReL Date
.2 reels
Feb. 17... .2 reels ...
July 21... 2 reels
April 7 .. 2 reels
May 12 .
2 reels
Jan. 13 . . .2 reels
Mar. 10 . . .2 reels
July 14 ..
May 19 . . .22 reels
reels
Aug. 11
.
reels
June 2 . 22 reels.
July
7 . 2 reels
Jan. 13
2 reels
Sept. 8
June 9 . . .2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 18 ..
.2 reels
May
5 . .2
reels
.June 30 . .
Dec
9. . . 22 reels
reels
Aug. 18 . . 2 reels
June 31 . .. 2 reels
Sept. 1... .1 reel
June 9. ..
Feb. 3 .. 21 reels
reel
July 21
.
reels
Sept. 15. .12 reel
May 26. . . .2 reels
April 14 . .
April 21... .2 reels
reels
Sept. 1 . . . .12 reel
Sept 1 . . .
2
reels
.
Aug. 25
June 23... .2 reels
Feb. 24. . . .2 reels
Mar. 17 . 2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 18
July 20
May 18
June 18
Feb. 2
April 27
July 20
May 11
Aug. 24
June
July IB6
Feb.

9

...
Aug. 24
June 1
July 20
Dec
1
Aug. 24
Sept. 14
July 13
Feb. 18
Sept. 14
Sept. 14
June IB
May 18
May 11
Sept. 14
Aug. 24
July 20
Feb. 18
June 1

FIRST NATIONAL

EDUCATIONAL
Till*
Air Oertjy
Auniii' ■ Mistake
Battling Sisters
Beauties Beware .
Best Dressed Woman In World
Cloud Patrol. The
Contented Wives
Delicious and Refreshing
Dominion of Diversity
Dumb -and How
Fake Flappers
Fixer, The
Four Wheel Brake*

ALL-TALKIE
Title

Coining Attraction*
Title

Star

Helter Skelter
"Big Boy"
Her BIq Ben
Gene Stone
Her Gift Night
Billy Dale
Honeymooniacs
Monty Collins
Hot Sports
Collins-Dent
Hot Times
Al St. John
Household Blues
Collins-Dent
Howling Hollywood
Davis-Dent
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupine
Joy Land
Lupino Lane
Joy Tonic
"Big Boy"
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen. .Our World Today
Kitty Kitty
Billy Dale
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match . Special Reel
Lucky Breaks
Al Alt
Only Her Husband
Jirry Drew
Only Me
Lupino Lane
Parlor Pests
Collins-Dent
Passing Show of Perak The
Our World Today
Pep Up
Cliff Bowes
Question Marks
Hodge-Podge
Richest Street In the World
Our World Today
Rubbing It In
Al Alt
Served Hot
Cliff Bowes
Smart Steppers
Al St. John
Social Prestige
Monty Colling
Sole Support
"Big Boy"
Studio Pests
Jerry Drew
Summer Saps
Lupino Lane
Those Two Boya
Collins-Dent
Time to Expire
Gene Stone
Top Speed
Al Alt
Walking Fish
Our World Today
What a Day
Monty Collins
What a Pill
Billy Dale
What a Trip
Vernon Dent
Whoopee Boys
Monty Collins
Wise Wimmin
Jerry Drew

Reviewed

. .
13
. . ...April
. Mar. 30
. .
May 25
Jan.
12
.
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Aug.
3
Mar. 23
18

. .
.
.
.

Dec

22

. Aug.
Feb.
. Mar.
. . Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

103
30
30
30
16

FEATURES
Title
*t5Broadway Babies (D)
California Mall
•tlCareers (A. T.HD)
♦tSCareless Age The (A. T.) (D)
Cheyenne
•tChlldren of the RItz (0)
Dancing Vienna
♦♦{Dark Streets (A.T.) (D)
•t{Dlvlne Lady, The (D)
•t{Drag (D)
■ijFas' Life (A. T.HD)
*t{Girl In the Glass Cage (D)
•♦{Hard to Get (A. T.) (D1
♦({Her Private Life (A. T.) (D)
•|{Hl8 Captive Woman (D)

Star

Rel. Date
June 30

Length

Review*^

8067 feet
Alice White
.5446
feet. . . Sept. 14
Ken Maynard
8435 feet
. June 1
..June
..April 27...
Dove-Moreno-Myera
.6308 feet
Fairbanks Jr.-Myers-Young. ..Sept. 15 . 5944 feet
Feb. 3 . 6426 feet
Ken Maynard
6296 feet ..ApriVil
Mackalll-Mulhall
Mar. 3
(Silent Version)
Feb. 17
Lyon-Mara
Jan. 13
5683 feet
.5416 feet.
Mulhall-Lee
Aug. 11
9914 feet . Feb. 8
Gri tith-Wamer
Mar. 31 . 8993 feet
(Sllen iVerslon)
April 14
June 29
7642 feet
Baithelmess-A. Day
July 21
7159
7541 feet
Fairbanks. Jr.- Young-Morris. . . Sept. 1
Young-Nye
June 22
Sept. 7
(Silent Version)
6705 feet.
MackalM-Burns
Sept. 8 .. 7324 feet
Blllle Dove
Sept. 8
6488 feet
Sllls-Mackalll
April 7 . . .7992 feet
April 188
Jan.
(Silent Version)
Feb.
3
7692 feet

§ Meant voice finc/oJing dialogat and incidental $ong$).
D Meant iite. F Meant toanJi-on-fUm.

A. T. afUr title mean

All Talkie.

September

1163

28 , 1929

Title

Star

"el.

Dale

*t}Hot Stuff (D)

AllceWhIte
May
(Silent Version)
April
*t§House of Horrors (D)
Todd-Hale-Fajenda
April
(Silenl Version)
April
Lawless Legion
Ken Maynard
Mar.
♦tLove and the Devil
Sills-Corda
Mar.
Silent Version)
Feb.
♦tSManandthe Moment
Billie Dove
July
(Silent Version)
Mar.
*t§Prisoners (D)
Corinne Griffith
May
(Silent Version)
May
Royal Rider The
Ken Maynard
May
•tSaturday's Children (D)
Corinne Gtlltilh
April
(Silent V!rsion)
Mar.
•tSeven Footprints to Satan (D)
Conklln-Fazenda
Feb.
(Silent Version)
Jan.
♦tJSmiling Irish Eyes (A. T.) (D)... Moore-Hall
July
♦tSSquall The (A. T.) (D)
Joyte-Loy
May
1 Silent Version)
May
♦tSynlhetIc Sin (D)
Lolleen Mnore
Jan.
*t§Twin Beds (A. T.) (D)
Mulhall-Miller
July
Siienf Version) .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. May
*t8Two Weeks Off (D)
Mackalli-Mulhall
(Silent Version)
April
*t{Weary River (D)
Barthelniess-Compson
Feb.
(Silenl Vetsl.rn)
April
*tWhy Be Good
D)
Colleen Moore
Mar.
(Silent Version)
Mar.
Coming

Length

Reviewed

May 18
5
6774 feet !!
'Sept. 229
..Mar.
21 . 74fr >eel
28 . . .5919 feet
7 .. 5656 feet
3 . 6109(eel
24. . . .6588 feet
24 . . .6370 feet
.Aug. 10
7 . . . . 7086 feet
17. . 6539 feet
.June 1
19 . . .7857 feet
5 ...7383 feet
5 .6063 feet
May
4
14 . 7950teet
10 . 6727 feet
17 . 5405 feet
27
. 5238 feet
31 .... 8550 feet
July
May 27
18
„„„ feel
,^^
,„
26. . . .9456
12
7085 feet
^•8521661
Jan. 17
6
14
7266 feet' '.'. July 20
8081 feet^
feet
June 29
12 '.'.'. '5902
28.
6701 feet
7978 feet
Feb. 2
10.
7
7565 feel
17
7507
feet
3
: 7067 feet; '.. Jan. 26

Attractions

^ ritic^ I
Star
*t§Big Time A. T.
Tracy-Ciarke-Dunn
*t§Broad»ay Kosless, The (A.T.) (D)Billie Dove
*t§Footlight and Fools (A. T.) (D)
Moore-Hackett
*t§Forward Pass The (A. T.) (D).
Fairbanks Jr.-Young
White
Alice
(D)
Woolworth's
From
*t§Girl
♦tJGreat Divide The (A. T.) (D).
Mackaill-Keith-Loy.
*t§lsle of Lost Ships The (A. T. (D) Valli-Robards-Beery
♦tfJazz Queen The (A. T.) (D)
Dorothy Mackaill...
*t§Lady Who Dared The (D)
Dove-Pidgeon-Todd .
♦tILilies of the Field (A. T.) (D) . . Corinne Giiif ith ....
*t§Little Johnny Jones (A. T.) (D) . Buzzell-Day
*t§Loose Ankles (A. T.) (D)
*t§Most Immoral Lady A (A.T.) (D).Leatrice Joy
•'No No Nannetle" (A. T.) (D)
Bernice Claire
*t§Paris (A. T.) (D)
Irene Bordcni
*t§Sally (A. T.) (D)
Marilyn Miller
*t§Woman on the Jury A.T.I (D).
Dorothy Mackaill
*f§Young Nowheres 'P.. T.) (D)
Richard Barthelmess.

FEATURES
Star

*t§Behind that Curtain (A.T.) vF&D) . Baxter-Moran
*tBlack Magic F & D)
Dunn-Holland
(Silent Version]
♦t§Black Watch The (F & D)
McLaglen-Loy
*tBlue Skies (F & D)
Twelvetrees-Albertson
Silent Version;
♦tCap'ain Lash (F & D)
Victor-McLaglen
(Silenl Version)
♦tChasing Through Europe (F & D). Stuart-Carol
Silent Version)
Christlna (F & D)
Gaynor-Morton
*tExalted Flapper (F & D)
Carol-Norton
*tFar Call The (F & D)
Morton-Hyams
(Silent Veryon)
*tFour Devils (F& D)
Gaynor-Duncan
♦t§Fox Movietone Follies The (A. T.)
(F&D)
Special Cast
*t§Fro7en Justice (A.T.) (F&D). . .Ulric-Frazer
♦tFugitives (F&D)
Bellamy-Terry
(Silent Versioni
*f§Ghost Talks The (A. T.) (F & D).Twelvetrees-Eaton
*t§Girl From Havana, The (A. T.)
(F&Di
Lane-Page
♦tGlrls Gone Wild (F&D)
Carol-Stuart
(Silenl Version)
♦tlHeartsin Dixie lA. T. ) (F & D)..Fetchit-Muse
*t§ln Old Arizona (A. T.) (F & D).. Lowe-Baxter
*tJoy Street (F&D)
Moran-Stuart
(Silent Version)
*t§Lucky Star (F & D)
Gaynor-Farrell
(Silent Version)
*t§Making the Grade (F& D) (PTj
Lowe-Moran
(Silent Versioni

Reviewed
Length
6
.8320 feet.. . July
June 30.
5855 feet
July
7.
5833 feet
July
7
. 8487 feet . May 25
June 2 . 5408 feet
Mar. 17.
5367 feet
Mar. 17
.5454 feet . Feb.
9
Jan.
6
E376 teei.
Jan.
6
5581 feet .
Aug. 4
Ef 22 feet
Aug. 4.
8955 feet
Mar. 30.
5806 feet
Apirl 6
June 9
Ap.il 28.
52H2 feet
April 28.
May
«
M,.: 25
tVui
9295 IT,
feet
Sept. 22.
June 1
May 26.. .8291 feet
Rel. Date

Sept.
Jan.
Jan
Feb.

15..
27
27
24.

Sept.
Mar.
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
May
May
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Feb.

29
24. .
10
10.
20 .
12. .
12..
18..
18. .
17. .
17. .

June
June
July
April
April
Feb.
Feb.

23. ..
23.
14. .
7. .
7. .
24..
24

Idea The (F & D)....LaRocque-M. Day
(Silent Version)
•tPlastered In Paris (F. & D.)
Cohen-Pennick
♦tjPleasure Crazed (A.T.) (F & D).. Marguerite Churchill
Protection (F&D)
Burgess-Ellioti-Page
Silent Version)
*tSin Sister, The (F&D)
Carroll-Gray
(Silent Version)
*tStrong Boy (F&D)
McLaglen-Joy
(Silent Version)
*t §Speakeasy (A. T.) (F&D)
Page-Lane
*t§ii.ey Had to See Paris (F & D).. Will Rogers
•tjThru Different Eyes (A.T.) (F&D) . Baxter-Lowe
♦tTrent's Last Case (F&D)
Griffith-Day
Silent Version)

June
June
Jan.
July
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
April
Mar.
Mar.

2. .
2 .
23 .
7..
5..
5. .
10. .
10..
3. .
3..
24 . .
8.
14. .
31
31 . ..

•tTrue Heaven (F & D)

Jan.
Jan.
May
April
April
Aug.
April
April
Aug.

20 ..
20
19..
14. . .
14. .
25. .
21...
21 ..
18 . .

*t|Masked Emotions (F&D)
*t§Masquerade (A. T.) F & D)
♦tSNot Quite Decent (F&D)
♦tNew Year's Eve (F & D)

George
O'Brien
(Silent Versioni
Birmingham-Hyams
Collyer-Dresser
(Silent Version)
Astor-Moiton
Silent Versioni

*tOne Woman

O'Brien-Moran
(Silent
Version)
Paul Muni
Tora-Vincentl
(Silenl Version)
*t§Why Leave Home (A. T.) (D & F)Catlett-Carol
•tWomanfrom Hell The (F& D). . .Asfor-Armstrong
(Silent Version)
♦tiWordsand Music (A.T.) (F& D). . Moran-Patricola-Percy
♦tjValiant The (A.T.) (F&D)
♦tVeiled Woman The

* Jf COM tynckrovizei score,

SILENT

f Meant $oand effects.

5331 feet
5358 leei
.6482 feet
. 5986
.5305
5227
. .6444
.8724
.5743
.5754
.8784
. 8725
.5903
.5024
.5419
.5389
.5674
.4965
.4653
5934
5959
.6111
6106
. 5641

.5460 feet.

.5536
.5511
6072
6050
.5567
.5526
. 5775
.5166
.5834
5809
.5531
.6563
.5537
.5192
.5185
.6388
.5442
.5489
.6500

.June
feet.
feet.
feet.
leet .
feet..
feet . ..April
feet. .

feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet..
feet..
feet.

1

6

Aug. 24
..April
..June 208
;!Mar.'23
..Feb. 16
!.May 18

May 25

Reviewed

Nov. 17
Oct. 13... 6590 feet
Oct. 13 . . 7704 feet

SHORTS
Rel.
Mar.
May
July
July
June
June
Mar.
Aug

Drifting Through Gascony
^'"*' "' 'he
Harvest,
TheEaf th
Historic Hungary
'^'"C Cotton
Magic Sands
North of the Battery
Squadrons of the Sky
Snowbound
Vest Pocket Republics

Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varllty
Variety
Variety

Jan.
Oct.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
April
Aug.
April

Date
3
26
21
7:
23
9
17
4

1
1
. . 1
.1
..1
.. 1
. 1
1

20
1
28
6— 1
31
1
17
1
12
1
3
1
13
19. . . .11
28
1

Reviewed
Length
reel
reel
reel . . .
reel
reel ...
reel ...
reel . . .
reel
reel
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

SHORTS

T tie
Star
•t}Across the Seas
Royal Hawallans
•tJAt the Ball Game
Joe Cook
Clark-McCullough
'tSBath Between
t JBelle of.-Samoa .The (A. T.) (F). . . . Moran-Clark & McCullough
-..-..
-tiBeneath the Law (A. T. (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tSBrldge at Midnight
Mary Duncan
•tSCorpus Christie
Raquel Meller
•tSDIplomals, The
Clark-McCullough
♦tSDolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
•t§Everybody Loves My Girl
Winnie LIghtner
'tsFamily Picnic
Raymond McKee
t§Forget-M&-Note (F)
•tjFrlendshlp (A. T.) (F)
Gallagher-Edeson
•tJFurnace Trouble (A.T.) (F)
Robert Benchley
•t§George Bernard Shaw
Interview
♦tJGhosts
Mutt& Jefl Cartoon
•t}Golng Home
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
•t§Happy Birthday (A. T.) (F)
*t§ln Holland (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tslnfervlew The
Clark-McCullough
♦t§Knlfe, The (A. T. (F)
Lionel Atwill
♦tJKnlghts Out (A. T.) (F)
Clark & McCullough
•tsLadles' Man
Chic Sales
•tSMedlclne Man, The (A. T.) (F). . Clark & McCullough
f JMlller & Farrell (F)
3 Songs
tjMInd Your Business (F)
Herbert & Bard
*t§Muslc Fiends, The (A. T.) (F)... .Clark & McCullough
•t {Napoleon's Barber (A. T.) (F)
Otto Matleson
•iSNlghtle Knights
Clark-McCullough
I {Old Tunes for New (F)
Dr. Slgmund Spaeth
♦f§On the Beach at Atlantic City (F).Friedland & Revue
•tjPagllaccI— Prologue (F)
Richard Bonelll
f {Royal Hawaiian SInqers (F)
SonoProaram
•tiSerenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
*{Sound Your A (F)
••{South Sea Songs and Dances. .. Royal Hawallans
•t {Stewed, Fried and Boiled (A. T.)
(F)
Robert Benchley

to Get
•t{Tnasurer's
Report
. Me
•t§They're Coming
•♦{Waltzing Around (A.T. (F)
•t{Watef Boy
•t} White Faced Fool
t{Why Be Serious? (F)

Lengtti

10611 feet. . . . Apg. 10

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

Feb. 23

feet
Sept. 7
feel.
April 27
Mar. 9
leet.
feet.
Mar. 2
feel.
Dec. 29
June 8
feel
feet. ...July 27
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feel
feel
feet
feet.... May
feet
feet
.May
4
feet
feet.. .June 15
feet
feet
Sept. 20
29
July

Rel. Date

Title
Alclne Pastoral, An
Aiure Coast, The
Bonnie Scotland
Call of the Deep
Cup of Coffee. A
Changing Seasons
Details on Dogs
Down The MIs.slsslppI

MOVIETONE
Rel. Date
Length
Revlewei*
Oct.
6 .. 6300 feet .. Sept. 14

FOX FILMS
Title

Coining Feature Attraction*
Title
Star
*t§Cock-Eyed
World
The
(A. T.
iF & D)
Lowe-Damlta-McLaglen
*t5Girl Downstairs (F & D)
O'Brien-Moran
♦tJHurdy Gurdy (F & D)
George Jessel
*tRiver tF& Dj
Farrell-Duncan
(Silent Version)

ReL Date

Length
1 reel

Feb. 17

1870 feet
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

June

1

SepL 8
Feb. 17. . . .3200 feet. . . Jan. 12
.June 30
3 reels.
2 reels
2 reels

June 30

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

June IB

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
3 reels
2 reels
1 reel
3 reels
1 reel

.
Sept

8

Sept

8

2 reels

Chic Sales.
Robert
Benchley
Clark & McCullough
Kebtucky Jubilee Singers
Lionel Atwill
Will Mahoney

1 reel.
2 reels.
1 reel. .

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title

Rel. Date
Thru the Breakers
♦t{Tlmes Square

Livingston-Herbert
Star
Day-Lubin

METRO-GOLD

Jan.
Mar. 31..

Length
.6420 feet.
.6000 feet.

Reviewed

WYN-MAYER

FEATURES
Title
*t {Alias Jimmy Valentine (D)
All at Sea
*t {Bridge of San Luis Rev (D)

Star
Halnes-Barrymore
(Silent
Version)
Dane-Arthur
Damlta-Alvarado
(Silent Version)
(Silent
Version)

•tsBellamy Trial, The (D)

Joy-Bronson
(Silent Version)
Page-Love-KIno
Dane-Arthur
Gilbert-Nolan
Tim McCoy
Haines-Crawford
(Silent Version)
•tFlylng Fleet (D)
Novarro-Page
•tSGreat Power, The (A. T.)
Special Cast
*t5His Gloi ious Night (A. T.) (D) . . . Gilbert-Owen
•t{ldle Rich. The (A.T.) (D)
Nagel-Love-Hyams
*t§Laslof Mrs. Cheyney (A. T.)
Shearer-Rathbone
(Silent Version)
Loves of Casanova.
Ivan Mosjouklne
♦t§MadameX (A.T.) (D)
Ruth Chatterton
•tMan's Man, A
Halnes-Dunn
Morgan's Last Raid
Tim McCoy
*t{Our Modern Maidens (D)
Crawford-Page-LaRocque
Overland Telegraph
Tim McCoy
*t5Pagan (D)
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
(Silent Version)
Single Man, A
Cody-Pringle
*t{Broadway Melody (A. T.) (0)
China Bound
♦tDesert Nights (D)
Desert Rider
*tiDuke Steps Out (D)

§ Meant voice (including dialogae and incidental tongt).
D Means disc. F Meant toand-on-fUm.

Length
Reviewed
7803 feet ...Nov. 24
7142
feet
Jan. 28...
28. . .
Jan.
6345 feet
Feb. 9. . . 7980 feet .. May 28
Mar. 30 . .7880 feet ...Feb. 23
Mar. 30.
Mar. 30
Feb. 23
Rel. Date

Mar.
Mar,
April
May
Mar.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April

2. . . .8268feel.
2. .. .7524 feet.
1
9372 feet.
18
5716 feet.
9. . . .6177 feet.
11
4943 feet.
18. . . .6236 feet.
16. . . .6201 feet
19.... 9044 feet.
20

.. .Feb.

2

..Feb. 20
Id
..April
..Jan. 10

...Feb. 18

June 15 .. 7351 feet. .. June 22
..April'
20
July
6
8651 feet
Aug. 17
July
6
6484 feet. .. June
June 81
Feb. 16
6179 feet
.
Aug. 17. .. .8832 feet. .. .April 2
May 25
6683 feet.
Jan.
5
5264 feet.
Aug. 24
6976 feet.
May
4
Mar. 2
4815feet
April 27
7459 feet
Fab,
April 27. . . .7359 feet
Jan. 12
5596 feet

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

Motion

1164
star
Garbo-Asther-Brown.
(Silent Version)
Sioux Blood
. McCoy-Frazer
; Speedway I A. T.) (D)
William Haines
■
Buster Kealon
*t(Splte -Marriage
(Silent Version)
Del RIo-Forbes
•tTrall of '98 (D)
(Silent Version)
Chaney-Haver
•ttThunder (D).
(Silent Version)
Adoree-Ourvaa
•tTlde ol Empire (D)
•tjTrIa I of Mary Duqan. The (A. T.)
Shearer- Warner-Hackett
(0)
**§Unholy Night. The (A. T.) (D).. Young-Torrence-Sebastian
Starke-Crisp
♦tVlking The (Technicolor)
•t JVolce of the City (A. T.) (D) . . . Wlllard Mack
.Silent Version)
•tlWhwe EastH East
Chaney-Velez-Taylor
•♦Wild Orchids (D)
Garbo-Asther
♦tJWise Girls (A. T.) (D)
The Nugenls-Lee- Young
•tSWonder of Women. The
Stone- Wood
(Silent Version)
jltl,
*tSlnale Standard. A

SHORT
Allah 'L Allah . .
Ancient Art. An.
Big Business
.
Brown Gold
Dealers In Babies
Double Whoopee
Dying Jungle
Election Day
FasI Freight
Foundations o( Gold
Frontier Romance
Going Ga Ga
Jungle Orphans
Lacquer and Pearls
Leader, The
Liberty i Silent Version)
Light cl India The
Llllle Mother
Loud Soup
Manchu Love
Movie Night
Napoleon's Homeland
Noisy
Noises (Silent Version)
OlfloBuHalo

Kennedy-Davidson
Ufa Oddities
All Star Cast
Ula Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Boyd-Godwin
"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
So|ln
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Charley
Chase

Oriental Motoring
Oullandish Manners
Pair ol Tights
Persian Wedding. A
Princess of Destiny. A
Secret Boozehnunds
That's
My Wife (Silent Version).
Thin Twins
^ hundering Toupees
Tiny Housekeepers
Unklssed Man .The
Uphill and Downhill
When Money Comes
Why Is a Plumber?
Wiggle Your Ears (Silent)
Witch Doctor

June
Sept.
Nov.
April
April
May
Feb.

8...
14
2. . .
13..
13 . .
4..
23..

July 13..
July 13..

Reviewed
Lengtti
Aug. 3
6574 feet
6474 feet
.Aug.
3
.4811 feet
6962 feet . . Aug. 31
7047 feet
.6500 feet... Feb. 2
8799 feet
Feb. 9
8799 feet...
feet Mar. July
24 '28
.7783
13
.7883 feet
.BSS2teet
10621
8498
.8394
.7427
.5319
.tiaOO
.9235

feet.
feet
feet.
feet
feet.
leet
feet

.8796 feet..
.6835 feet .

.Apr. 13
Aug. 24
.April II
Mar. 23
April (
July 27

SUBJECTS

Star
Ufa Oddities
Uta Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities

Title

R»l. Date
July 29
July 29..
April 20. .
Sept
April »
April 6
Jan.
B
Jan.
B
June 25
July 20
Mar. 23

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
_
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
All Star Cast
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
. Roach Stars

.♦.

"Our Gang"
Uta Oddities

Rel. Date
Length
Mar. 16 . . 1 reel
.
1
reel
Mar. 2 .
2 reels.
April 20
July
6....1. I reel
reel
Aug.
3
2 reels
May 18 . 1 reel
Feb. 2 . .2 reels
Jan. 12 ..2 reels
May
4
May 1 1 . .1 reel
reels
July
6 .. .22 reels
Jan.
5
.1 reel
Mar. 30
.2 reels
May 25
April 27 . .1 reel
. . 2 reels
Jan. 26 . .2 reels
April 6 . . 2 reels
June 1 . . 2 reels
Mar. 16 . .2 reels
Jan. 12
reels
May 11 ..2
. . 1 reel
Jan.
5 . 2 reels
Feb. 169
2 reels
Feb.
July 20 . . 1 reel
June 8 , . 1 reel
Feb. 2 . 2 reels
. . 1 reel
April 13
May
4
2 reals
Feb. 18
\ '6™
Mar. 23
2 ree 8
April 13
2 'oels
May 25
? "8 s
June 22
1 'ee
April 27
2 fee 8
Jan. 19
'fee
Mar. 2.
2 fee 8
Mar. 30.
.2 reels
2 reels
April 6
1 reel
May 25

RavipwiMi
navieweu

June tfl

June 8

June

1

•.■ ; ■ • i
July
8

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Star

•»5Anna Christie (A. T.)
•TJBattie of the Ladles (A. T. )

Greta Garbo

•T|Bishop
Murder The
Case.(A.The
•t§Bugle Sounds.
T.) (A. T.)
♦tjCoiiege Life (A.T.)
•t {Cotton and Silk (tentative) (A.T.).
Deadline, The
•♦{Devotion (A.T.)
•♦JDynamite (A. T.) (D)
•♦{Eva the Filth (A.T.)
•♦{Five O'clock Girl, The (A. T.). . .
•♦{Girl in the Show The (A. T.)
•♦JHallelulah (A. T.l (D)
•tJHappy Days (A. T.)

Basil Rathbone
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
Duncan Sisters
Flash-Lorralne-Gray

Rel. Dale

Length

Reviewed

11550 feet. . . .July 27

Colored Cast
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery

9711 feet.

Aug. 24

•♦{Lord Byron ol Broadway (A. T.)

:il!Ss?L53'^iiw;{i-TH".-^^^^
•tjMarianne (A. T.)
Davles-Shaw

(Silent Version)
May 25
•t{M-G-M Hollywood Revue 011929
(A. T.) (D)
Special Cast
11669 feet
June 29
•♦{Montana (A.T.)
•♦{Mysterious Island The
Hughes-Daly
Oct.
5
Mar. 2
•'{Navy Blues (A. T.)
Haines-Page
Nov. 23
•♦{NIze Baby (A. T.).
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
•t{Pennant
Winning
Battery,
The
Balterv. The
WInnino
•tSPennani
(A. T.)
Van & Schenck
•1 {Pleasure Lovers (A. T.)
*t {Redemption (A. T.)
Gilberf-Nagel-Adoree
♦♦{Revue of Revues (A. T.)
KIng-Love-Halnes-Crawlord
•♦{Road Show, The (A.T.)
Love-King
•tJRogue's Song. The (A. T.)
Lawrence TIbbett
•♦{Ship From Shanghai. The (A. T.)
\..'.'.'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
the Sunset
•♦Ssono
•♦{Song ol
Writer.
The (A.(A.T.)
T.)
♦
{Tabloid
A.
t.)
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'■'■'■'■'■'■■'■'■'■'■
.'.'...'..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'...'....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'
. Haines-Page-Percy
7184 feet
Telling the World.

SOUND
Title
Al Wohlman (D>
At the Club (D)
Bernard A Henry (D)
Bernardo De Pace (D)
Bernardo De Pace (0)
•f {Berth Marks (A. T.) (D)
•t{Blg Squawk The (A. T.) (D)
Bob Nelson (F)
Bob Nelson (D i

* McaH

....".."...'..'....'...'.... ...........

SHORTS

Star
3 Songs
8 Victor Artists
3 Songs
3 Mandolin Solos
Mandolin Scloa
Laurel-Hardy
Charley Chase
3 Songs
3 Songs

tynehromiti teore.

News

Rel,
Date
Length
Reviewed'
July 13
2 reels
April 20 . . . . 897 feet
(T. color). . . 2 reels
April 13
Jan. 12
2 reels
2 reels
April 1J
" " "1
June
641reel
feel
.1
July 6
2 reels
._
2 reels
Feb 23
.808 feet
June 29
1 reel.
627ieeJ
Mar 23
June 22
608 leet
1 reel
June 8
1 reel
Feb. 2
1 reel
Mar. 23
681 lest
Feb.
9
June 22
1 reel
Mar. 62 (T. Color) 1043 ft April B
April S (T. color) 1 reel
. Jan.
May 29 .... 734 feet
Aprllia
22reels.
reels
Mar. 9
.1904 feet.
May 11.., .793 leei. .
June 1. . . .1 reel
Feb. 9.. 888 feet
May 11 . . .2 reels. ..
.. ,
Feb. 18... . 1 reel
Mar. 30 ..
reels. ..
June 22... .2
. 2 reels
Jan. 26
.1858 feet.
June 8
11926
reel feet.
May 11
Jan. 28
April n
.2 reels.
June 29
Jan. 26 (T. color; 2 reels
April 27 (T. colon 2 reels
Jan. 19 .. 2 reels
May 11
2 reels
Feb. 9
2 reels
July
2 reels
April 27. .. .1696 feet
2 reelsfeet
.1736
June 15. . 1 reel .
Mar. 2..
174
feet
April 13
April 13.. .766 feet
May 25 . .
April 13
Mar. 9. . .1 reel
.2 reels
Jan. 19.. .1154teef
June 8. .. 2042 feet
April 20..
.2330 feet
May 18. . 2 reels
July 20..
(T. color) 1 reel
Feb. 2.
.2 reels
Mar. 16
.1 reel
April ft
Mar. 30 . .
June 15 . .1 reel
April t.2 reels
Mar. 23. .
reels
April 13. . .2
.465 feet
May 18. . .1 reel
Jan. 5. . .465 feel
May
4. .
May
Jan.
Mar.
April
Feb.

4. . .1940
. 1 reelfeet... July 13.
19. .
9.
.833 feet... April 8
27.
16.
.1 reel.
.22 reels

April
Feb. 236.
Feb. 23.
June 15.

. .1 reel
..2reels
.702 feet

July 13(

PARAMOUNT

Pickford-Wood-Nagel
Love-Hackett-Doran
Davles-Arthur-KIng

•♦{Thirteenth Chair, The (A. j_)]""'
•♦{Twelve Hours of Love (A. T.).
•♦{Trader Horn
Harry Carey..
*tiUntamed
Joan Crawford .

Title
Star
"Our Gang"
*tSBoxing Gloves (A. T.) (D).
Dog Act
Carl
Emmy's
Pets (D)Stairs. . .
. Charles King
Climbing
the Golden
Confession (A. T.) (D)
Ames-Nye
Roscoe Karns
Copy
3 Songs
Craig Campbell (D)
"Our
Gang"
*t5Dad'sDay (A.T.y (D)
•tJDad's Day (A. T.)
"Our Gang"
Duci de Kerekjarto (D)
2 Violin Solos
Ed and Lou Miller (D)
3 Songs
Elsa ErsI and Nat Ayers \F)
2 Songs
Emil Borneo (D)
3 Songs
Fuizy Knight 'D)
3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D) ... .3 Songs
George Dewey Washington (D)
3 Songs
George Lyons '0)
3 Songs
Gllbert-Sulllvan Male Ensemble (D; Sonp Prooram
Gordon and Squires (D)
3 Songs
Gus Edwards Internat'l Review (D). All-star Cast
Gus Edwards Song Review (D;
Special Cast
Happiness Boys (D)
4 Songs
'tSHay Fever (A. T.)
Charley Chase
•♦Holy Terror The
....
"Our Gang"
*t5Hurdy Gurdy (A. T.) (D)
Roach Stars
Irving Aaronsons Commanders (D). .3 Band No»
Jan Garber's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jan Garbar's Band (D)
3 Band Nos
Jimtown Cabaret (F)
Miller & Lyies
Keller Sisters and Lvnch ID)
3 SonifS
*t§Leaping Love (A. T.) (D)
Charley Chase
•♦Liberty..
Laurel-Hardy
*t§Madame Q (A. T.) (D)
Jocelyn Lee
Man Higher Up. The (D)
Walthall-Edeson
Marlon Harris I Fl .
2 Sonps
*t§Men 0' War (A.T.) (D)
Uurel-Hardy
Metro Movietone Revue No. 3 (Fi. . All-sta' Cast. .
Metro Movietone Re\M No. 4
All Star Cast
Nearly Divorced (F) ,.
Sherman-Chadwick
•tMovIe Night
Charley Chase
♦tNoisy Noises
"Our Gang"
•tiOid Man Trouble (A. T.)
Davidson-Nichols
On the March (F)
William O'Neal
•♦ {Popular People (A. T.)
Charley Chase
*t§Railroadin' (A. T.) (D)
"Our Gang"
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Revellers, The (D)
3 Songs
Robert Chlsholm (D)
3 Songs
Rube Minstrels (F)
8 Victor Artists
♦tRuby Lips
Charley Chase
Sardines A La Carte (D)
Raymond Hitchcock
ShiD Ahoy (D)
Soltalny Band Revue
*t§Small Talk (A. T.) (D)
"Our Gang"
*t§Snappy Sneezer (A.T.) (D)
Charley Chase
Song o( the Roses (D)
Gus Edwards Revue
Spltalny and His Orchestra (0)
Band Nos. and Revue
Stepping Along (D)
Sunshine Sammy
Taking the Air (D)
Blltmore Trio
*tThat's My Wife
Laurel-Hardy
'tThln Twins
Charley Chase
tlta Rufto (D)
"Barber of Seville" aria
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
Ukelele Ike (F)
2 Songs
*t§Unaccuslomed As We Are (A. T.)
(D)
Laurel-Hardy
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (F)
2 Songs
Van and Schenck (D)
3 Songs
VIncen (Lopez (D)
Piano and Orchestra
♦tSVodevllle (A.T.)
Laurel-Hardy
•1 Wiggle Your Ears
"Our Gang".
William O'Neal (D)
3 Songs
tWrong Again
Laurel-Hardy.
Star
v;rttiRu9sr(D).:;::;:::::
» > < :;;;::;3~sonis'
a

Picture

Rel. Dale
April 6 .
May 18 .
April 13..
Jan. 18..
May
4..
June 1..
May 25..
Mar. 18 .
June 29

t Meaau $oauA eHectt.

Length
Reviewed
838 feet..
897 feet..
685 feet..
.1 red
.690 feet..
.1807 feet.
.1710 feet.
1 reel , . .
824 feet..

FEATURES
ReL Date
Reviewed
Length
Jan. 5. . .10471
feet.
Nov 17
Jan.
5.. . 10187 feet . ...May
11
6492 feet .
May 11..
May 11 . . . 6614 feet...
*tBehlnd the German Lines (D)
Jan. 12. . .8254 feet..
.7171 feel . .Dec 8:
(F)
Powell-Brooks
Fob. 16 .
5943 feet .
Feb. 16
.tSCanary Murder case. The (A. T.) (Silent Version)
Mar. :22
. 6290 feet.. Jan
*tSCarnatlon Kid, The (D)
Douglas MacLean
Mar. 2
71 56 feet .
(Silent Version)
Mar. 2
. 7229 feet . Jan! is
Case of Lena Smith. The
Ralston-Hall
Jan. 19
6164 feet . July 13
*t§Charming Sinners
Chatterton-Brook-Powell
July
F .7081 feet .
•tJChlnatown Nights (A. T.) (F)
W. Beery-Vldor-Oland
Mar. 23 .7145 fee. . Mar. 23 •
(Silent Version)
Mar. 23
.^.„.
,,
,, .,>,_,
_
„_
„
, ,, ,,
.6500 feet.. Mar. 18
./P"" ""?«"?• *" ^•"^'
^T'^o"!f
c . • ck
£.""' ,'f . 8613 feet..
4 Marx Bro hers-Ealon-Shaw. . May 23 . 10619 feel . June 1
•tJCocoanuts (A. T.)
tSDance of Life The (A T.)
Carroll-Skelly
Sept. 7.
.Bow-Arlen
July 13.
.7278 feet.. .July 13
*t§Dangerous Curves (A. T.),
iSllent Version)
7395 feet. .
May 18
6643 feet. .
*t 5Dangerous Woman A (A.T.) (F) Baclanova-Brook
June 29(No Silent Version)
•tjDIvorce Made Easy (A. T.) (F). MacLean-Prevost
July 8
5386 feet..
(Silent Version)
5270 feet.
Title

.ttAM.-. i.i.i. o^^ ir\\
'tJAble 8 Irish Rose (D)
*tBetrayal, The

dao««, r..«.ii
(Silent Version)
H",?!!:?-,?!!!?."
Jannings-Ralsfon-Coope
(Silent Version)
Special Cast

(No Silent Version)
't {Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) (F) . . Edeson-Chatterlon
^{Dumniy, The (A.T.) (F)

(No
Silent Version).
Bennett-Chatterton

*1 {Fashions In Love (A.T.)
*t§Fast Company (A.T.)

Menjou-Compton
(Silent Version)
Oakie-Brent-Gallagher
(Silent Version!
*t{Gentlemen of the Press (A. T. (F).. Walter Huston
(Silent Version)
♦♦{Greene Murder Case. The (A.T.) . Poweii-Eldridqe-Arfhur
♦t5Hole in the Wall (A. T.) (D)
Colbert-Robinson
•♦Homecoming. The (D)
Hanson-Parlo
♦1{Hungarlan Rhapsody The
Parlo-Fritsch-Dagover
(Silent Version)
*t{lnnocents of Paris The(A.T.) (F). Maurice Chevalier
(Silent Version)
*t|lnterference (A. T.) (F)
Powell-Brent-Brook
(Silent Version)
•tiJealousy (A. T.)
Jeanne Eagels
*t§L.idy Lies. The
Huston-Colbert

§ Mtant voice (inclnd'mf dialogue and incidental gongi).
D Meant disc.
F Meant toand-o»-Kbm.

Jan.
Mar.

26

9

.5832 feet... Feb. 9'
5354 feet .. Mar. 8
.Mar. 23-.

29 —. . .6024
6325 feet.
feet —
June 29
Sept. 14
May

4. .7167 feet

7 .6383 feet
27.
.5850 feet
18., .8104 feet
3. .6137 feet
3.
.6165 feet.
25.
.7815 feet
6148 feet. .
Jan.
5
7487 loot .
Jan.
S .... 6843 feet .
Sept. 8
Sept. 8
7004 feet..

Sept.
April
Feb,
Aug.
Aug.
May

A. T. after title wuom* All Talkit.

July
Aug. 24
May 18
Aug.
..April
. Nov.
..Aug.
!! April

17
20
24
18
20

.Oei. 27

..Sept. 14 I

1165

September

28 , 1929

Title

Star
•tJLener, The (A. T.) (D)
.leanne £aaels
fSilent Version)
*tLooDlng the Loop (D)
. Werner Krauss
Dix-Collyer
*t§Love Doctor, The (A. T.)
Arlen-Brian
*t§Man I Love The (A. T.) (F).
(Silent Version)
Marquis Preferred
Menjou-Conkl.n
*t5Mys»erious Dr. Fu Manchu. .
Oland-Arthur
(Silent Version)
*t§Nigh( Club (A. T.) (D)
. Brice-Rooney
Nothinq Bui the Truth fA. T.).
DIx-Kane-Hall
*t§Rainbow Man The (A. T.)
Dowling-Nixon-Darro
(No Silent Version)
•IRedskIn (T-color) (D)
Richard DIx
(Silenl Version)
♦tJRiver of Romance The
Rogers-Brian-Collyer
•tiShopworn Angel, The (D)
Cooper-Carroll
(Silent Version)
*tSoul of France The
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Stairs of Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
Stairs 0 1 Sand
W. Beery-Castle-Conklln
*t5StuJio
Murder
Mystery
The
(A. T.) (F)
Eldrldge-Oland-Conklln
(Silent Version)
Sunset Pass
Holt-Conklln
•tjThurdeiboll (A. T. (F)
Bancrof'-Wray-Arlen
(Silenl Version)
•»}Tnng War fA. T.) (See Chinatown Nights)
•tjWheei of Life The (A. T.) (F)....Dix-Ralston-Heggie
(Silent Vei sion)
•t {Wild Party. The (A. T.) (F)
Clara Bow
(Sil ent Version)
•twings
Arlen-Bow-Rogers
(Silen! Version)
•tJWolf of Wall Slieet. Th« (A. T.)
(D)
Bancroft-Baclanova
(Silenl Version)
•tJWolf Song <0i
.. Cooper-Velez
(Silent Version)

SILENT

Title

SHORTS

•tJAdam's Eve (A. T.)
•tSAfter Seben (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
•tJApartment Hunting (A. T.) (F). . . . Special Cast
•t§Blrd
n the Hand, A (Christie)
(A. T. (F)
Lois Wilson
•t{Blshap's Candlesticks The (A. T.)
(D)
Walt r Huston
(No Silent Version)
•tJBooklovers (tentative) (A. T.)
Special Cast
•{{Boyhood Days (F)
Borrah MInnevltch
(No Silent Version)
Ruth Etting
(No Silent Version)
•t{Carnlval Man, The (F)
Walter Huston
•♦{Chinatown
Song Cartoon
tfCrooning Melodies (A.T.) (F)
Glersdorf Sisters
♦tDalsy Bell (D)
Song Cartoon
•t{Dear Teacher (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
♦t{Dear Vivian (Christie A. T.) (F). . Special Cast
•t{Pal8e Alarm Fire Co., The (F). . . .Smith-Dale
*t§Faro Nell (A. T.)
Louise Fazenda
♦t{Fatal Forceps, The (A. T.)
tJFavorlte Melosles (A. T.) (F)
Ruth Etting
•t{Florlda Nightmare, A (A. T. (F).. Special Cast
•t5 Framing
of the
Shrew
The
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
♦tiGood Bye, My Lady Love
Song Cartoon
*t§Her Husband's Woman (A. T.).. Lois Wilson
•t{Hlghlowbrow (F)
Donnelly-Shannon
*t{Hint to Brides, A (A. T.)
Johnny Arthur
•tJHIs College Chums (A- T. (F) . . . . Eddie Peabody
*t{Hitor Miss (A. T.)
•t{Hot Lemonade (A. T.) (F)
Fazenda-Arthur
•tJHumorous Flights (A. T.) (F)
Donald OgdenSlewart

* ilfeaiu tjttchxonizei Kort.

Sept. 14
. .April -a
27
..fOt.
! Jan. 28
. .June 15

April 27
!!Aug.'i712
..Feb.
..Dec
Aug. 3
. Jan. t

Aug. 24 . .7536 feet
June 8. . .4900 feet.
June 8. .
June 1 . . 6500 feet.
June 1 . .6070 feet.
Feb. 9. 5862 feet
8571 feet
June 22 .
June 22. . 7311 feet.
June 22..
April

6..

Jan.
Jan.

5
5

. . May

4

June 19

.5153 feet
.5305 feet
.7167feet ...Mar. 30

.6036 feet

12267 feet

12267
Feb. 9 . 6810
6396
Feb.
9
6060
Mar. 30
7021
Mar 30

feet Aug. 26 '27
feel
feel
Dec.
feet . Mar.
feet

Rel.
Mar.
July
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
June
May
Jan.
Jan.
June
.Feb.
Mar.
June
Feb.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
May
April
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Feb.
April
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

Date
Length
2 reels
2 . . , . 1 reel
8 . . 1 reel
5 .
23 . .21 reels
ree
6. .
reels
19 . .2
.1 reel
22 . .1 reel
II. . 2 reels
19 . . 1 reel
19. . .1 reel
8. . 2 reels
16 . . 1 reel
16.. . 1 reel
1. .
9. . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
23. . .1 reel
18 . . 1 reel
9 . .1 reel
20. . . 1 reel
23 . . 1 reel
6 . . 1 reel
4 . . 1 reel
13.. .2 reels
27 . .1 reel
12. . , .1 reel
26. .
23.. .2 reels
1 reel
reels
2 . .2
.1 reel
25. . .1 reel
2.. .2 reels
6 .
20 . 22reels
reels
13. .
. 1 reel
30. .
30 . . 2 reels
4. . . .2 reels
9. . .2 reels
.1 reel
7.. ..2
reels
16 . . 1 reel
2.. .2 reels
12...

Reviewed

TlUe

Star

1 reel

Feb. 23. . .^yi
. 1 reelreels
. 1 reel
Mar. 16.. .1 reel
June 1 . 2 reelt
May
4
.2 reels
June 22 .
reel
Mar. 9 . .1
.2 reels
July 20. . .2 reels
Mar. 16. . .1 reel
. 1 reel
June 15..

•t {Traffic Regulations (F)
Donald Ogden Stewart
•tjTwo Americans (A. T.) (F)
Walter Huston
•t{Two Little Chinese Maids (F) . . . Chang-Kuma
•tSVltal Subjetcs (A. T.) (F)
Butterworth
•t{Whal Is It? (A. T. (D)
Elinor Glyn
♦tSWhen Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) (F)
Hatton-Hardy
*t{Wive8 on Strike (A. T.)
•tYankee Doodle Boy, A (D)
Song Cartoon
•fYe Olde Melodies (D)
Song Cartoon
•t fZlegfeld Midnlte Frolic (A.T.) (F) . Eddie Cantor

Star
Helen Morgan
Moran & Mack
Brent-Powell
Arlen-Wray-Powell-Brook
(Silent Version)
Gertrude Lawrence
Eaton-Healev
Rogers-Carroll-Collyer
Green-Brian-Hamilton
Eagels-Brooks
Gary Cooper
Powell-Ralston-Kane

PARTHENON

RevlewaA

1 reel ...
1 reel
1 reel

20
25
13 .
28..

2 rees. ..
615 feet. .

Feb. 9. . . .2 reels.
Mar. 23.... 1 reel..
Sept. 14. . . .2 reels.
Mar. 30

2teels

Mar. 1»

Feb. 2
April 20
July
6

2 reels
2 reels
1 reel

Feb.

2*

Mar. 16. . . .2 reels.
Mar. 23. . . .2 reels.
June
April
Mar.

8 . . . 2 reels
6. . .
reels
2 . . 2Hreel

May 1>

2 reels

Sept. 14

Feb. 23 .
April
Mar.
May
Fetk

27
30
18.
23

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

1
1
1
1
1

reel
reel .
reel
reel
reel

Mar. 239
Mar.

..
..
. .
..
..

.Mar. 2:

June 29. . . 1 reel. ..
Feb. 2....1 reel...
SepL 7... .2 reels..
.1 reel . .
Jan.
5... 80S feet
June 1. .
Feb. 9 .
June 8..
Feb. 16. .

1
2
1
1
1

May 11 . . . .2
1
1
Mar. 2
May
4
2
May
4

reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels.
reel
reel
reels

Feb. 23
Feb.

2?

Mar.

0)

Title

Mar. 2

7472 feet

Reviewed

April 2Ci

Aug. 31l

Oct. 19
Aug. 30

Rel. Date

Talmadge- Worth
St. Leo-Reynolds-So JIn-Glrard
St. Leo-Bedford
Special Cast

May 25

6168 feet

May 28
Aug.' 2«
Sept? T
.'.^

Length
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels
6 reels

Revlewetf

June IB

PATHE
FEATURES

Length

•t{Awful Truth, The (A. T.) (F)
*t{Big News (A. T.) (F)

Ina Claire

(Silent Version)

.5930 feet.
6028 feet.
Aug. 10.
Sept. 7.. .4790 feet

Forty-Five Calibre War
*t{Geraldlne (F)

Coleman-Loft
Quillan-Nlxon
(Silent Version)

Feb. 17
Jan.
Jan. 20.
20 . ..

Title

•t{Godless G

Star

The (F)

Basquette-Prevost
Silent Version)
..Ray-Miller
Ann Harding
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
Silent Version)

Mar. 18

Hawk of the Hiiis
..
*t§Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F) ,
*t§High Voltage (A. T.) (D & F).

June

1

•tSLeatherneck, The (F i D)

William
Boyd
Silent Version)

2

*t§Lucky in Love (A. T.) (D & F).
*t{Mother's Boy (D & F)

Downey-Lawford
Morton
Downey
(No Silent
Version)

»tNed McCobb's Daughter (F)
•t{Nolsy Neighbors

Irene Rich
Quillan-Vaughan
Silent Version)
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Harding-Fenton
Haver-Hala
Alan
(SilentHale
Version)

Feb.

Length

PICTURES

Star

tBachelors' Club, The
Back From Shanghai
Heroic Lover , The
Wild Heart of Africa, The

Feb.2.

Rel. Date

FEATURES

June 29

9
April 27. . .2 reels. .:...Mar.
. I reel
2 reels
Sept. 14
July
6. .
reels
Feb. 2
April 6.. .2
.2 reels
July 20. . .1 reel
April 13. . 2 reels
.2 reels
May 25. .
.1 reel
June 1
April 13..

f Mean* $ound efiecU.

April
May
April
Jan.

•tjGay Lady, The
*t{Glorifying the American GIri
•tjllluslon (A. r.)
*t§Kibit2er (A. T.)
*t{Laughing Lady, The (A. T.)
*t§Medals
•tSPolnted Heels (A. T.)
*t{Return of Sherlock Holmes, The
(A. T.)
Clive Brook
*t§Saturday Night Kid, The (A. T.) . . (Clara Bow
*t§Vagabond King. The (A. T.)
King-MacDonald-Oland
•ffVlrginian, The (A. T.)
Cooper-Huston-Brlan-Arlen
♦t{Welcome Danger
Harold Lloyd
*t§Why Bring That Up (A.T.)
Moran & Mack
*t§ Woman Trap, The (A. T.)
Morris-Brent-Huston
•tSYouth (A. T.)
Hersholl-Wray

June 15 . 2 reels. .
Jan. 26. . .1510feet.
6

i-rngth
834 feet.

Coming Feature Attractions

eb. 23 . .1911 feet

Jan.

Date

May 11 . .

•tJKIsses (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Knlghts In Venic ((A.T.) (F)
Special Cast
*t§Ladies' Choice (A. T.)
Charlie Grapewin
•tSMeet the MIssue (Christie A. T.)
(F)
James Gleason
•tSMelancholy Dame. The (Christie
A. T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tJMoonshlne (A. T.) (F)
James Barton
*tMother Pin a Rose on Me
Song Cartoon
•tSMusIc Hath Charms (Christie A.
T.) (F)
Colored Cast
•tJNow and Then (F)
Special Cast
*tSOfl In the Silly Night (Christie
A .T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tJOId Black Joe (D)
Fleischer Song Cartoon
•tSPost Mortems (Christie A. T.) (D) . Raymond Griffith
»t§Pusher-ln-the-Face
The (A. T.)
(D)
Hitchcock-Taylor
(No Silent Version)
•tJRuth Etting
Songs
*t§Schubert's Friends (D)
Famous Composer Series
•t§Schubert's Inspiration (D)
Famous Composer Series
♦t§Schubert's Masterpiece (D)
Famou<i Composer Series
•tjSchuberfs Songs (D)
Famous Composer Series
*t|Schubert's
Unfinished
Symphony (D)
Famous Composer Series
•tSldewalks of New York (D)
Novelty
♦tSSIeeping Porch, The (A. T.)
Raymond Griffith
*t|Smiles
Song Cartoon
•tJThat Party la Person (D)
Eddie
Cantor
(No Silent
Version)

Title
♦tJApplause (A. T.)
♦+{Backstage Blues (A. T.)
•tj Darkened Rooms (A. T.)
*t{Four Feathers, The

Reviewed
Length
2 reels. . .
May 18 . 2 reels . . .
Mar. 9 . . .2 reels. . .

Feb. 18. . .2 reels

Rd.

*t{lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) (F)
Special Cast
•tjlnsplralion
Schubert's Songs
•tJInstalment Collector The (F)
Fred Allen
•tSIt Happened to Him (A. T.) (F)... James Barton
*t {Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) (F) . Charles Grapewin
•tJJust One Word (A. f.) (D)
Special
CastVersion)
(No Silent

Rel. Date

Star

•tSBlue Songs (D)

Reviewed
..Mar. 18

SHORTS

Title
Star
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Autosuggestion
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Cow Belles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Crazy Doings (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Flying Yeast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Footllght Fannie (Christie)
Frances Lee
Fur Peace
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Gold Socks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Hospitalities
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Hat Aches
Krazy Kat Cartoon
His Angel Child (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Joint Affair, A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Ko-Ko's All Wet
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo Beats Time
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Crib
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Focus
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Hot Ink
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Knock-down
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Reward
Inkwell Cartoon
KoKo's Saxophonles. ..•'
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Signals
Inkwell Cartoon
Lone Shark, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Love Spats
Jack Duffy
No Eyes Today
Inkwell Cartoon
Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
Inkwell Cartoon
on the Deck (Christie)
Billy Dooley
*t}Oh, You Beautiful Doll (A. T.).. . Song Cartoon
Papa Spank (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Petty Larceny
Inkwell Cartoon
Reduced Weights
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Reckless Rosje (Christie)
Frances Lee
Rough Dried (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sappy Service (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Sheepsklnned
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Single Bliss (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Stage Struck Susie
Frances Lee
Tight Places (Christie)
Frances Lee
Torrid Toreadors
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Turn Him Loose (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Vanishing Screams
Krazy Kat Cartoons
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Chrlstle).Bobby Vernon

SOUND

Length
Ret. Dale .5886 feet .
April 13.. . .5490 feet
April 13. . .6676 feet .
Maf. 18 . . . 5503 feet
.6669 feet.
May 25. .
.6453 feet.
May 25. . .5506 feet
Feb. 2.. .7267 feet.
Aug. 10. . .7695 feet.
Aug. 10.. 4000 feet
Feb. 23 . 7256 feet.
April 20. .
.8630 feet.
May 18 .
7643 feet
Feb. 23 .
Feb. 23.. .7402 feet.
.7009 feet
July 29 . .7373 feet.
Jan. 12 . 7112 feet.
Jan. 12 .

t{Office Scandal (F)
*t§Paris Bound
•t{Sal of Singapore (F)
*t5Sailor's Holiday (A. T.) (F)
Ship Comes In. A
•tSShady Udy, The (F)
Sin Town

Dresser-Schlldkraut
Phyllis Haver
(Silent Version)
Allen-Fair

§ Means voice (inelnding dii.logue and incidental songs).
D Hetuu disc. F Means souni-on-Um,

Revlewedl

Rel. Date

Feb. IB
Mar. »

5959 feet.
6587 feet.
9328 feet
.9019 feet.
.. .4840
Sept. i
feet
. 6440feet .. Aug. 3t
. .5743 feet
.
May 28
6965 feet... April 13
.6898 feet. .
Mar.
24
Mar. 24 .
6870
May 1
7423 feet
teet.
Sept. 14
Aug. 17
May 12
6015 feet.
Feb. »
5735 feet.
feet
Jan. 12.. .5998
Jan.
27.. . 6511 feet
Jan. 27,.
.6511 feet
Mar. 3 . . 6684 feet ...July
Mar. 3 . .
.6349 feet
Aug. 3. .
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
June

31
31 .
17.
28.
16

Jan.
4. .
Sept. 14. .

6902 feet... June 23
June 4 . . .6808 feet... Mar. 30
.61 32 feet.... Nov. 17
Jan. 20.. .4554 feet
Jan. 20 .
Jan. 20. .

A. T. after Ittle m*ans AH Talkie.

Motion

lir,6
Title
♦IJSophomore (A. T.) (F)
•tISquare Shoulders (F)
•tJStrange Cargo (A. T.) (F).

Star
Qulllan-Loff-0'Nelll
(Silent
Version)
Junior Coghlan
(Silent Version)
. Lee Patrick
(Silent Version)

SILENT

Star
Halnes-Coomba
"Aesop Cartoon"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Ray-Miller
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllaht
"Aesop Fables"
Blllv Bevan
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Cooper-Vance
Donald Haines
Sportllght
Burke-Dent
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Educational Film
Sportllght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesoo Fables"

Fight Game. The
Foolish Husbands
Footwork
Forest People of Central Africa
Fruittui Farm. The
Girls Will Be Boys.

"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Oent
Sportllght
Educational Film
"/lesop Fables"
Sportllght

glaciers
_
Grandma I sAge
House
■ .
,
Great
Ice Age of
America
Head Hunters
of North
Solomon
Islands. .

Educational
Film
Aesop Fatjies
Educational Film
Film
Educational

"Aesop
Fables"
SporMiuhl

"Aesop's Fables"
"Aesop (fables"
"Aesop Fables"
. Rice Sportllght
."Aosop Fables"
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
. Burke-Ellers-Kemp

Masai, The '
Educational Film
Midsummer's Day Dream, A
"Aesop Fables"
Mild or Mighty
Sportllght
Night Watchman's Mistake The. . . Johnny Burke
No Children
Halnes-Coombs
No Vacation
Halnes-Coombs
Pink Pajamas
Bevan-Dent
Players at Play
Sportllght
Polo Match. The
"Aesop Fables"
Puckered Success
Halnes-Coombs
Queen
Bee,theThe
"Aosop Fables"
Queen of
North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller
Right Technique, The
S;:ortlight
Rodoo, The
Star Cast
Rhythm ..
Sportllght
River Driver. The
Sportlight
Shore Lines and Shore Development. . Educational Film
Snow Birds
"Aesop Fables"
Snapping the Whip
"Aesop Fables"
Sport Afloat
Sportlight
Sweet Adeline
"Aesop Fables"
Taxi Spooks
Jack Cooper
Three Game Guys
"Aesop Fables"
Tomato Omelette
Halnes-Combs
Under Dog, Tha
"Aesop Fables"
Uncle's Visit
Halnes-Coombs
Uncle Tom
Star Cast
Water Wonders
Sportllght
Watch My Smoke
Halnes-Coombs
Water Cure
"Aesop Fables"
White Elephant, A
"Aesop Fables"
Wooden Money
"Aesop Fables"
Young Hopefuls
Sportllght

SOUND
Title

SHORTS

Star

.t}At the Dentist's (A. T.) (D 4 F) . . . LeMalre-Slmon
♦tjBarbers' College. The (A. T.)
•tJBeach Babies (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Kemper-Knapp
• ;Big Scare. The F 4 Di
"Aesop Fables"
•jBlack Narcissus A.T.i
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
•tfeugville College Days (D 4 F). . . ."Aesop Fables"
•tBy Land and Air F 4 D)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Clothes Make the Man (A. T.)
*tClownlng the Game (D 4 F)
Sportlight
•UConcentration
"Aesop Fables"
•tConditloning
Sportllght
•tjCryslal Champion
Sportllght
•♦{Custard Pie
"Aseop Fables"
♦tjDancing Around (A. T.) D 4 F).. LeMaire-Phillips
•tiOarktown Follies (A. T.)
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
•tDinner Time (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
•tJDoIng Phil a Favor (A. T.)
•1}Dulfer8{A.T.) (D 4 F)
Sportllght
•tjEnd of the World (A. T.)
•tjFalrways and Foul (A. T.)
*t {Fancy That
Frawley-Dewey
••{Faithful Pup iD 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
•' {Fifty MllesFromBroadway(A.T.)
Watson-Merville
•tSFowi Play (A. T.i
"Buck 4 Bubbles"
•tiGarden of Eatin A. T. (D 4 F). The Gleasons
•tjGentlemen ot the Evening (A. T.)
•tJGo Easy. Doctor (A. T.) (D 4 F).. LeMaire-Slmon
•*{Hard Boiled Hampton (A. T.). . . .Harry Holman
•jHauntpd A. T.)
Evelyn Brent
•!{HerNewChauffeur(A.T.)(Q*F)..Simon-Teasdale
•tJHIs Operation i A. T.)

* Mcoju tynchroniiti score,

Date

Length

Reviewed

Aug. 24. . . .6526 feet. . . .July 13
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

31 — 5438 feel
31 ... 5477 feet .... April t
31 . . . .7099 feet. . . . Fet>. 23
31.. . . . 6134 feet

SHORTS

Title
All Aboard
April Showers
Baby's Birthday
Back to the Soil
Ball Park. The
Big Burg, The
Big Shot. The
Black Book. The
Black Duck, The
Bridle Bvways
Break of Day. The
Button My Back
Cabaret, The
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Caught in a Taxi
Circus Time
Close Figuring
Close Shave. A
Clunked on the Corner
Cold Steel
Cop's Bride. The
Cycle of Erosion .The
Dogging It
Don't Get Jealous
Enchanted Flute, The
Fire Detective. The (Serial)
Fish
Day
Fish and
Feathers

House Cleaning Time
In
His Cups
Kidnapped
Knowing the Ropes
Lad and His Lamp, A
Ladles Must Eat
Und 0' Cotton
Little Game Hunter. The.
Matchmaking Mamas.

Rel.

Length
Reviewed
Rel. Date
. 2 reels
Jan. 13. . . . 1 reel
June 15. . . .2 reels
Jan. 10. . . .1 reel
Mar. 3. . . .1 reel
May 11
May 19 . . . 1 reel
Mar. 24. . . .1 reel
April 13
April 21 . .
July 21. . . .10 episodes. July 20
..1 reel
Mar. 16
Mar. 17.. . . 1 reel
Mar. 30
Mar. 31. .
. . 1 reel
Jan. 27. . ..2 reels
Feb.
IS
Feb. 24. . . .1 reel
Aug. 25 . ..2 reels
Feb. 3. . ..2 reels
June 9. . ..2 reels
Feb. 2
Feb. 10. .
..1 reel
Mar. 3 . .
.2
reels
July
6
June 23..
Jan.
5
Jan.
6. . ..2 reels
. .Ireel
July
6
July
7. . . . 1 reel
Mar. 30
April 7.. . . 1 reel
Jan. 20 .
. . 1 reel
Mar. 17 .
..2 reels
May 11
June 2.. . .1 reel
Aug. 10
Aug. 11 . .10 episodes
Mar
3.
1 reel
May 18
May
1 reel
May 18
May 26
26
1 reel
May
4
April 28 . . 2 reels
Mar. 18
Mar. 17 .
reel
June 22
June 23 . 11 reel
Jan. 20
Aug. 31
1 reel.
Feb. 17.... 1 reel.
.Feb. 9

Title

Star

♦tSHIgh Toned (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§Honest Crooks (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t§ln and Out (A. T.)
"Buck & Bubbles"
*t5Jail Breakers
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Jungle Fool, The (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*f§Llncoln (Special reel) A. T.) (D &
F)
George Billings...
*t§Midsummer's Day A (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Modern Rhythm
Sportllght
♦tjPathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
*t§Pathe Sound News
Released Twice Every Week
♦t§Plumbers
Are Coming
(A. T.)
(D & F)
LeMaire-Slmon
*t§Pressing His Suit (D 4 F)
Topical Tips
♦tPresto Change (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t5Rubeville (A. T.)
*t§Salesman, The (A. T.)
*tSkating Hounds (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
'*t§Smooth Guy. The (A. T.)
♦tStage Struck (D & F)
"Aesop Fables"
*t§Stone Age Romance, A (D & F)... "Aesop Fables"
*i§Syncopated Trial (A. T.)
Seymour-Morley
*t§Topical Fits (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
♦tJTopical Nips (A. T.) (D & F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Pips (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Rips (A. T.)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Sips (A. T.) (D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t§Topical Wits i.A. T.) {D 4 F)
Topics of the Day
*t5Turkey for Two (A. T.)
Davis-Frawley
*t§Wash Day (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"
■^tSWednesday at the Ritz (A. T.)
*t§Whata Day (A. T. (D 4 F)
SImon-Mallory
*t5Wood Choppers (D 4 F)
"Aesop Fables"

Picture
Rel. Date

News
Length

Feb. 23 . . 2 reels
May 18 ...2 reels
Nov. 3. ... 2 reels
July
7. . . .1 reel
1 reel
Feb. 10
1
July 28
1
July 28. . . .1
1
1
Aug.
June
April
Dec.
July
April
Oct.
Dec
Aug.
Sept.
July
June
June
Aug.
July
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
June
June

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

reels
18. . ..2
..1 reel
2.. . .1 reel
14. . . .2 reels
8. . ..2 reels
21 . . . .1 reel
28. . . .2 reels
27.. . . 1 reel
23.. . .1 reel
18. .
reels
8. . .. . 12 reel
28..
2.. . .1 reel
30. . ..Ireel
. . 1 reel
11 . .
28.. . .1 reel
8 . . .1 reel
25.. . .2 reels
. .1 reel
18.. . . 2 reels
19 .
16.. . .2 reels
9. . . .1 reel

Reviewed

July
8
Sept. 14
Feb. 2
July 20
July 20

June 1
May 11

Aplrl 27
Aug. 17
Sept. 14
June
July

1
6

Sept. 14
Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June 15
June 1

Coining Attractions
Title

Star

*t§Bachelor's Secret, A (A. T.) (F)...AIan Hale
*t5Big Shot, The (A. T.) (F)
(Silent Version)
*t5Clothes (A. T.) (F)
♦tjCrashlng Through (A. T.) (F)

Constance
Bennell
(Silent
Version)
(Silent Version)

Rel. Dale

Length
(tentative)

Feb. 22..
Nov. 30. .

(tentative)

Jan. 11..

. (tentative) .

Mar. 15. . . .(lenlatlve)

Reviewed

..June 22

Feb.
;,
; ■ ^i
*t§Flying Parade,
Fool, TheThe(A.(A.
T.)T.)
(D (F)
4 F)..Boyd-Prevost-R.Gieasoii.'.V.V. '.'.■.■.
Feb. JO.
24. -..I
. . .1 reel
ree
Feb.
18
*t5Grand
Nov.■.'.■.'.■.■.
18. . .'.'.wilSfeet
.(tenlallve
(Silent
.
Mar. 243.. . . . 1 reel
rSilont Version)
Ver^lnnl
v>= >au.»
Feb.
T.
(F).
•.\1 "«j
•
•
*Greenwlch Village Follies, The (A,
reel
Aug
Nov. 2... (tentative).
July 21
.1 reel
July
6
(Silent Version)
June 30
June 15
Sept. 28. . . . (tentative) .
June 23 . .1 reel
*t§Her Private Affair (A. T.) (F) . . Ann Harding
Jan. I?
Jan.
H . .1 reel
Nov. 2. . . (tentative).
♦tSHIs First Command (A. T.) (F). Boyd-Sebastian
.1
reel
Mar.
23
Mar. 10.. ,
(Silent Version)
Mar. 3..
f '*•"
:
*t§Hot and Bothered (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
Mar. 1 . . .
Janl
(snom
uor^inn^
(tentative).
(Silent
Version).
Jan.
6 . 1 feel
May
4
May
5 . . .1 reel
*t§Negligee (A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
Feb. 1 .... (tentative) .
reels
Mar. 30
Mar. 31 . . .2
.1 reel
*t§Officer O'Brien (A. T.) (F)
William Version)
Boyd
Nov. 30. . .. (tentative) .
fSilent
Jan.
6 . .1 reel
July 28. . .1 reel
*t5Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F)
William
Boyd
Feb.
15. .. .(tentative).
(Silent Version)
Feb. 3 . .
.2 reels
April 27
April 23.. .2 reels
♦tSParachute (A. T. (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
Mar. 22
(tentative).
Mar. 10 ..
,
(Silent Version)
Jan. 13. .. „
2 feels
'
X • li' 13
iQ
*t5Play Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie
Jan. 18. . . . (tentative).
April
^^^^^„^ Quillan
Version)
April 21 . . ■ V,^«
Feb.
Jan. 20 . 1 reel
April
*t§Oh Yeah (A. T.) (F)
Armstrong-Jas. Gleason
Oct. 12
(tentative).
1 reel
June
(Silent Version)
June 2. . .2 reels
June
June 2
. 1 reel
Feb.
*t§Red Hot Rhythm (A. T.) (F)
ale-Dunn-0'Keefe-Crawford.
Oct. 26. . .. (tentative) .
(Silent
Version)
Feb. 12...
17. .10 episodes
May
*t§Rich People (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
Oct.
5
(tentative).
July
July 21. . .1 reel
(Silent Version)
Mar. 24... .2 reels
*t§Racketeer
(A.
T.)
(F)
Armstrong-Lombard
Nov.
9
(tentative).
Aug. 3
Aug. 4.. .1 reel
(Silent Version)
Aug. 10
Aug. 18. . 1 reel
♦tSTreasure
Girl
(A.
T.)
(F)
Nov.
23
...
.
(tentative).
Mar. 3. . . .1 reel
♦t5This Thing Called Love (A. T.) (F) Constance Bennett
Feb. 8
(tentative).
.1 reel
June 1
(Silent Version)
June 9. ..
.1 reel
Jan. 19
Jan 20. . .Ireel
*t§Saratoga (A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
Mar. 8
(tentative).
July
8
July
7. . .
(Silent Version)
. 1 reel
Jan. 26
Feb. 3 . .
*t5Up And At 'Em (A. T.) (F)
Dec. 7. . . .(tenUllve).
Feb. 17... .2 reels
*t§War and Woman (A. T.) (F)
Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
Jan. 4
(tentative).
.1 reel
July 20
(Silent Version)
Aug. 4. . .
May 11
May
5. . . .2 reels
*t5Woman
Afraid,
A
(A.
T.
(F)
Oct
19.
.
.
.
(tentative).
.1 reel
Mar. 30
(Silent Version)
Mar. 31 . . 2 reels
July
6
June 30 .
Jan. 27 .. .2 reels
April 20
April 21 . . . .1 reel
Mar. 30
April 7 .. .2 reels
Length
.1
reel
April 6
FEATURES
April 4 . .1 reel
Jan. 12
Jan. 13 . . .1 reel
Title
Star
ReL Date
Feb. 2
Reviewed
Feb. 10 . . 1 reel
May 1 1
April 28 . .
Air Legion
Lyon-Sleeper
Jan.
8.. .6361 feet.
Amazing Vagabond
Bob Steee
April 7... .5081
.6114 feet.
feet.
Big Diamond Robbery
Tom Mix
May 13. .
Come and Get It
Bob Steele
Feb. i. . .6264 feet.
ReL Date
Length
Reviewed
.2 reels
Mar. 23
*t5Dellghtful Rogue, The
Rod La Rocque
Sept. 22.. .5896 feel.
Mar. 24 . .2 reels
Drifter. The
Tom Mix
Mar. 18 .
Dec. 22 . 2 reels
Fury of the Wild
Ranger
Jan.
8.. .4899 feet.
July
13
Aug. 4. .
Freckled Rascal
Buzz Barton
iVIar. 31 . . .4882 feet.
Aug. 31
reel
21 reels
Sept.
14
4783 feet.
feet
Hardbolied
,
O'Nell-Tashman
Feb. 3. .6940
Sept.lS.
.1 reel
July 20
Idaho Red
Tom Tyler
April 21
Aug. 4. .1 reel
July 13
Laughing at Death
Bob Steele
June 2 . 5009 feet.
July 21.
6245
feet.
Jazz I
.2 reels
Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day
Feb. 10... .4781 feet.
Feb. 16
.1 reel
June 1
Utile Savage
Buzz Barton
May 19.
June 2
.1 reel
June 15
6396 feet.
Love in the Desert
Borden-Trevor
May 17. .4481
June 23
feet
.1
reel
June
1
One-Man Dog
Ranger
Mar. 3.
June 9.
.6057 feet.
Outlawed
Tom Mix
Jan. 21.
.1 reel
April 27
May
5
.4776 feet.
. 1 reel
May 29
Pals
of
the
Prairie
Buzz
Barton
July
7.
May 26
.2 reels
April 13
Pride of Pawnee
Tom Tyler
June 9.
4750 feet.
April 21
.2 reels
*t§Rio Rita lA. T.)
Daniels-Boles
Sept.lS
Aug. 24
April 13.
. 1 reel
Red
Sword
Nixon-Collier
Jr
Feb.
17.
..
.6343
feet
Oct. 14. .2 reels
♦tSSide Street
3 Moore Bros
Sept. 8
6965 feet
Mar. 16
.1 reel
♦t§Street Giri, The
Betty Compson
Aug. 11 . . . .8200 feet. . . July 20
Sept. 8
. 2 reels
Sept. 29.
•tJSyncopatlen (A. T.)
Downey-Warings Band
7626 feet
Mar. 30
.2 reels
Trail of the Horse ThievM
Tom Tyler
Jan. 13
4823 feet
Oct. 13.
. 1 reel
Woman I Love
Morris-Kerry
May 26
6199 feet
SepL 22.
. 1 reel
Vagabond Cub
Buzz Barton
Feb. 10
4717feet
May 12. .2 reels
•t§Very Idea. The (A. T.)
Frank Craven
SepL 1. .. .6139 feet
Feb. 2.
.2 reels
Voice
of
the
Storm
Sleeper-Dane
Jan.
13
Dec. 29.
.2 reels
Aug. 10
Yellowback, The
T. Moore-Owen
Jan. 20
5957 feet.
Aug. 11.
.2 reels
Oct. 20 .
SHORT SUBJECTS
Length
2
reels
May
1
1
July 14.
July 28
2 reels
June 8
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Reviewed
Sept. 1 . . 2 reels
Aug. 31
Actualities
Curiosities
Jan. 30... . 1 reel
2 reels.
May 19
2
reels.
..
2 reels
Big Hearted Toots
Duncan-Hlii
Feb. 3...
Nov. 24

f iWeaiu toand tUtctt.

RKO

§ Meant volet (inc lading dialogue and incidental tong$).
D Means disc.
F Means soand-on-Alm.

A. T. after title means All Talku.

September

1167

28 , 1929

Title
Birds and Beasts
Casper's Night Out
Dont Say Ain't
Faces.
Follies of Fashion
Here an I T lere
His Wife's Secret
Horse on Barnev. A...
Just a Stall
Kummin' Thru the Rye.
Mlcl<ey's Brown Derby
Mickey's Explorers
Mickey's Great Idea
Mickey's Initiation
Mickey's Last Chance
Mlcl,ey'3 Menagerie
Mickey's Northwest Mounted
Mickey's Rivals
Neigh, Neigh, Spark Plug
Novelties
Odds and Ends
Orlenta
Pace That Thrills, The
Pot PourrI

Star
Curiosities
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Hill-Duncan
Helium-Davis
Helium-Davis
Barney Helium
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Barney Helium
Curiosities
Curiosities
Curiosities
Helium-Davis
Curiosities

Be'FebMar.
July
April
May
May
May
April
May
Jan,
May
Feb.
Jan.
July
Apr.
Mar.
June
Sept.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Mar.
June
Jan.

Seelng's Believing
Slide, Sparky, Slide
Smile, Buttercup, Smile
Sparerib Reforms
Sunshine's Dark Moment
Toots' Big Idea
Who's the Boss?

Curiosities
Hellum-Davis
Ouncan-HIII
Hill-Duncan
Barney Helium
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan

Jan.
July
Jan.
April
Feb>
Mar.
June

SOUND
Title

Date
Length
.1 reel
3... .2 reels
13...
2 reels
21
24 .... .1 reel
21 . 2 reels
7... .1 reel
26... .2reels
. 2 reels
21...
19 .. 2 reels
. 2 reels
12
27..... 2 reels
17 .. .2 reels
30... .2 reels
.2 reels
14... .2 reel
7 ..
17... .2 reels
9... . 2 reels
30... .2 reels
24... .2 reels
.1 reel
27...
4... 1 reel
13...
.1 reel
16 .. .2 reels
17... .1 reel
142 .... . 1 reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels
286 .... .2 reels
24... .2 reels
31... .2 reels
2 reels
23...

SHORTS

Star

•t{Age of Innocence. The (A. T.) (F).Paula Trueman
♦tSBefore Breakfast (A. T.) (F)
♦tSBridegroom, The fA. T.l (F)
Marc Connelly
♦tSBurglar, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
•tjCaptainof His Roll (A. T.) (F)... . Vaughn-Cooke-SargenL
•tJCIown Topics (A. T.) (F)
•ttGenerai Ginsberg (A. T.) (F)
Nat Carr
♦tGodfrey Ludlow (F)
Violin Solo
•tSGunboat Ginsberg (A. T.) (F) . . . . Nat Carr
•tSHeadwork fA. T.)
*t§Hunt the Tiger (A. T.) (F)
Kirkland-Teasdaie-De Cordoba.
•tjJazz (A. T.) (F)
Duke Ellington & Orchestra
•tSLow Bridge (A. T.) (F)
♦tSMIckey's Midnite Frolic (A. T.).. . Mickey Yule
•tlOdd Facts
Curiosities
•tSPaiooka Flying School (A. T.) (F)
*tiSong and the Sergeant, The (A. T.)
(F)
*t§St. Louis Blues (A. T.) (F)
Smith-Washington-Mordecl
♦tJStrange Interview, The (A. T.)(F).Sherwln-Knowles
•tSSultor. The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
•tJTraveier, The (A. T.)
Marc Connelly
*t§TwoGun Ginsberg (A. T.) (F).... Nat Carr
♦tjUncle, The (A. T.) (F)
Marc Connelly
•tSWhat Next (A. T.) (F)
•t{While Auto Waits (A. T.) (F)
•tJYour Own Home Town (A. T.). . .Russ Brown

Reviewed

Length

Rel. Date
1
2
2
2
2

Jan. 5, '30..
Mar. 9, '30.
Oct. 13 . .
Aug. 11...
Sept. 8...

reel ..
reels.
reels .
reels .
reels.

Reviewed
. .
. .
..
. .
..

.1 reel
Nov. 10 . . . .1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
Sept la. . .
Nov. 10 . . 2 reels
1 reel
Feb. 9, '30.
2 reels
Aug. 18. . . .1 reel
AprlllO...
2 reels
Mayll, '30 2 reels
Sept. 8 .
1 reel
Feb. 2. . .
Aug. 18... 2 reels
Oct. 13... .1 reel
Dec
8. . . .1 reel
I.. 2 reels.
Jan. 12, '30.

Sept. 14
June 22

Sept.14

Title

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Olive Borden.
Betty Compson

Mar. 3U, '30

Borden-Blaine

Oct 13

Bialne-Trevor
Betty Compson
Betty Compson
Prevost-Trevor-Gulliver

Oct 20
Feb.

Reviewed

6481 feet

9

Sept. 29
Rudy Vaiiee
Bebe Daniels

RAYART

Jan. 19

Title
An,.o Against
Anoinot the
>h. Wo'ld
uu»,M
Anne

Star
iui.c«™ iui„..,o.
Mason-Mower

Title

Black Pearl, The

Lee-Haiior

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
A-Hi 15
IK
April
Jan. 1 .... 5261 feet

^?Tl^
.»,„Th.
Shanghai Rose
2K*r"L?SSl'"'^*"'
Some Mother's Boy
Two Sisters
When Dreams Come True

Keefe-Bedford
Irene Rich
^,rI^^,l'''
Carr-Ralston-Robards
Dana-Lease
Costello-Lease

Feb
Mar. 151 .... 6092
^"-t-l^fi
?M?
"»"'
Feb. 15.
April 1.
.6242
Jan. \%

STATE

feet
!••■•••.,•.„.••;.
l!!!
•**' • ■ •■'""* '•
feet.

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Appasslonata
At the South Pole
Battle of Mens, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar
Black Hills
Bandage
Broken Barriers
Captain Cowboy
Cleanup, The
Code of the Air
Constant Nymph
Daughter of Israel, A
Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody, The

Rel. Date
Star
DIst'r
Leon Mathot
Franco Film
.April 23.
Special Cast
Pole Pict. Corp
English Cast
British New Era
Junkermann-Mara. . . . Aywon
Wiihelm DIetarie
Aff. European
Special Cast
Big Three
German Cast
Ufa
H. Coatello-Glass
Excellent
Yakima Conutt
Bell Pict
Charles Delaney
Excellent
Harlan-Marlowe
BIschoff Prod
Ivor Noveilo
Big 3
Aug. 1.
Special Cast
Bell Pict
Japanese Cast
ShockuchI
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
Special Cast
Arfa
Roche-Shelby
Excellent

* Means tynckronized Kort.

Title
Star
Rel. Date
♦tSBurned Evidence (F)
Continental
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aft. European
Bye Bye Buddy
Agnes Ayres
Hercules
CIrcumstaniia Evidence
Foster-Keefe-Lake. . . Chesterfleld
♦ttChooln's Passion
Robertson-Brlnkley.. . Powers Cinephone
*t§Clown, The (F)
Continental
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
Exodus to the New World, The.
Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
Guilty
Frltsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
•tJHouseof Secrets, The
Special Cast
Chesterfleld
Just Off Broadway
Keith-Christy
Chesterfield
*t§Life For Sale, A (F)
Continental
Mllak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Our Dally Bread
Mary Nolan
Aft. European
*t§Phantom in the House, The (F)
Continental
•tJPrlnce of Hearts, A
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
(Silent Version)
Imperial
*t§Rampant Age, The (F)
Continental
*t§Second Honeymoon, The (F)
Continental
*t§Unforbidden Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovltch . . Aff. European
Verdun .
Special Cast
Richmount
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
When Duly Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
♦tSWorldiy Goods (F)
Continental

SOUND

(S. R.)

FEATURES

^ Mean» sound effects.

Length
5600 feet.
8000 feet.
5500 feet
6200
5000
6040
6000
4800
S660
5700
7800
9000

feet.
feet..
feet. ,
feet.
feet.
feet .
feet , .
feet.
feet. .

5608 feet. .
5700 feet.
5050 feet

Reviewed
Mar. 23

July

6

Reviewed

Sept.14

. . Jan. 12
...Feb. 16

Aug.

3

SeptIS

.

Jan. 28

Mar. 23
Sept.14
. ..May ZJ

Coming Feature Attractions

Sept. 14

Coining Feature Attraction*
•tiCompanionate
•tJDamaged
•t}Dance Hall
•tSFramed (A. T.)
•tJHaif Marriage
•tJHIgh River
•tSHIt the Deck (A. T.)
•tJHunted
•t§Jazz Heaven
•tjLadles of the Past
♦t§Love Captive, The
•tSNIght Parade (A. T.)
•t§Radio Revels (A. T.)
•t {Sensation (A. T.)
•tJTanned Legs
•tJUpperworld (A. T.)
♦tlVagabond Lover, The (A. T.)
• tJWIld Heart (A. T.)

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Escaped from Hell
Murlat Esterhazy
Aff. European
8 reels
Faces of Children
French Cast
Zakoro
8000feet
Fight For Ma'terhorn The
German Cast
Ufa Eastern
6840feet
For the Term of His Natural Life Special Cast
Australasian
11000 feel
Fortune's Fool
Emil Jannings
L. T. Rogers
6100 feet
Golden Dawn
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
6200 feet
Hearts of Men
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
6400 feet
Holy Sinner, The
Special Cast
Worldart PIcf
*t§ln Old California (A. T
Ferguson-Waithali Audible Pict
intotheNlght
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
5712feet
Jade Casket. The
French Cast
Cosmos
5800 feet
It's Easy to Become a Father..
German Cast
Ufa
6000 feet
Jazziand
Reynolds-Nye
Carlos
5700 feel
Krassin
Russian Cast
Amkino
7 reels
Lash of the Czar
Russian Cast
Amkino
6290 feet
Law of the Mounted, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4580 feet
Ufe o( Beethoven
German Cast
Film Art Guild
7000 feet
UttI e Wild Girl, The
Lee-Landis
Hercules
5300 feet
Linda
Baxter-Foster-Beery. . First Division
6775 feet
Livingston In Africa
English Cast
Amer .-Anglo
6799 feet
Lucrezia Borgia
Conrwl Veldt
Mutual
7200feet.
Man Who Cheated Life
Veldt-Krauss
An. European. .Feb. 8 6000 feet
Marie Antoinefe
Foreign Cast
Unusual
8000 feet
Morgana, the Enchantress
Ivan Petrovltch
Franco Film. . . April 8 6800 feet
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
. 6500 feet
Must We Marry'
Garon-Eason
Trinity
5400 feet
Mystic Mirror The
German Cast
Ufa
7000 feet
Nana
Hessiing-Krauss
Moviegraph Co
8700feet
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
6215 feet
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
5573 feet
Passion Song. The
Olmsted-N. Beery
Excellent
5080 feet
Peacock Fan The
Dorothy Dwan
Chesterfleld
6400 feet
Power of Evil, The
Armenian Cast
6300 feet
President, The
Mosioukine-Vernon.. . E. L Klein
8100feet
Q Ships
Special Cast
New Era
6000 feet
Rellly of the Rainbow Division
Haii-Garon
Crescent
6040 feet
Reward of Faith, The
French Cast
Conquest
5927 feet
Sejenko the Soviet
Susy Vernon
Ufa
5921 feet
Shiraz
Hindu Cast
Amer.-Anglo
8065 feet
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
4315 feet
Smoke Bellow
Conway Tearle
Firs* DIvlslen
6605 feet
Somme,The
Special Cast
New Era
7000 feet
South of Panama
Carmeilta Geraghty... Chesterfleld
6300 feet
That Murder In Berlin
German Cast
Big 3
5700 feet
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Lillian Harvey
Ufa
6941 feet
Three Loves
Kortner-Dietrich Moviegraph
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Crescent
5917reet
Underground
English Cast
Ameranglo
7300 feet
Untamed Justice
Falre-Glass
Biltmore
5770 feet
U-Boat9
Foreign Cast
Jofa Prod
6500 feet
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 .4421 feet
Yellow Ticket, The
Russian Cast
Amkino
Dec
8 .6200 feel

Length

5200 feet

June

1

6 reels
7 reels
7 reels
6 reels
6 reels

7 reels

7 reels
6714 feet

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Dale

Length

*t§Accidentai Treatment (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel . . .
11 reel
—
■"tlAlley
^. . ._Gorno
Marionettes. ..
. .Int'l
Photo Play
Play Dist
Dist
''t§Alley Op
Op
Gorno Marionettes.
Int'l Photo
1 reel . .
'tlAsloep at tho SwItch (A.T.) (D)
Roseland
Mar. 15 .1
«1{a, ,u. photoaraohers (A. T )
TJAi the Knotograpners (A. I-)
2 reels.
2 reels .
reel . .
n Irthe Race Track (A. T.)..:.M"^n Harcourt ;.•.■.• :^
'tBoney-s Boner,. _.,.._..
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone
Prod
Intl. DIsL Corp
1 reel..
•tJCiub
(F)
Abbie Mitchell
•tClvde Alabam
Doerr & (A.
HisT.)Saxonhone
fCiyde Doerr & His Saxophone
Sextet (F)
Jazz Nos
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
*t§Couidl Be More Polite (A. T.) The Carsons
Imperial
2 reels
*t§ Dimples and Tears
Novelty
General Talking Pict .1 reel
*tDown Hawaii Way
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
•t§Egyptian Gyp, An
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
■^tfFeed the Brute
Novelty
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*1Fiampng Canyons
Color fjoveity
Castle
1 reel
*t}Friend Husband (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
♦tGailopng Gaucho
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoon Feb. 1. ,1 reel
*t§Grand Opera
Garno Marionettes.
General Talking Pict
1 reel
♦tJHec tic Hector
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
•tSHoak (A. T.) (F)
Frawley & Smith
InctL Dist Corp
1 reel
■^tfln Songiand
Norah Blaney
int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
♦JKids and Pets
Color Novlety
Castle
1 reel
*t§King of the Kongo (Serial). Logan-Milier
Mascot
Aug. 20. .10 episodes.
*t}Kriss Krosses
Kolortone C&rtoon
Kolortone Prod
1 reel
♦tSMarlonettes, The No. 1 (F).. Novelty
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel
*t§Marlonettes, The No. 2 (F) . Novelty
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
♦tJMeai Hound, The (A. T.) (F) The Nugents
IntL Dist Corp
1 reel
»t JMeet the Family (A. T.) (F). . Harry Delf
Elbee
2 reels
*t§Mickey's Follies
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
1 reel
♦tSMIser, The (A. T.) (F)
Bransy Williams
Intl. Dist Corp
1 reel
*t§Mitcheli,Sissie& Blake
Songs
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel
*t§Monkey Squawks (A. T.)
Burr
2 reels
*t|Mr. Conn and Mr. Sapp (A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
2 reels
*t§Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A. T.)
Int'l Photo Play Dist
1 reel

% Means voice (Inclnding dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-fUm,

RevleweJ

7 reels

A. T. after title means All Talliie.

Rev) ewe

Sept. 14

Aug

10

Sept 14

Aug. 17

Sept 14

Motion

1168
Title
star
Rel. Date
Length
*tiOne
Hundred
Per
Cent.
American (A. T.)
Hearn-Wesfon
Imperial
2 reels .
*tOpry House
Mickey ivlouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon May
. .1 reel. .
•tiParty, The (D)
Safrus
1 reel. .
•tSPersonality Girl In Songs. The Norah Blaney
Int'l Photo Play DIst
1 reel.
•tjPlkln' Pirate A
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
.11 reel
reel.
•fPlane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon. Disney Cartoon.Mar.
*tiRadlo Franks & Four Bach.1 reel.
elors (F)
Song Program
IntL DIsL Corp
*t(Slgned, Seated and Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
2 reels
•tSixty Minutes From Broadway. Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
*tSteamt>oat Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Disney Cartoan.Jan.
. . 1 reel
•tJThis and That (D)
Safrus
7I reel
•tJTIcket Please (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•ttrailing the Western Sun
Color Novelty
Castle
1 reel
•tTrIp to the Zoo, A (F)
Animal Cast
Int DIst. Corp..
1 reel
•tJVarlettes (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tlVaudevllle (D)
Safrus
1 reel
•tjwonderln's
Kolortone Cartoon
Kolortone Prod.
1 reel
•tJWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Sound Cartoon
1 reel
*tiWhen the Clock Struck 12
(A. T.) (F)
Welch-Malcomb
Intl. DIst. Corp
1 reel

SILENT
Title
Aladdin Bonzo
Bonzollna
Booster Bonzo
Detective Bonzo
Domestic Life in New Guinea. .
Double Trouble
Down Hawaii Way
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Flaming Canvons
Greece Thru a Doughnut
Kids and Pets
Love's Witchcraft
Nature's Households
Tiny Tragedies
Peculiar
Polo Bonzo
Salt Water Millinery
Sixty Minutes from B'way
Skyscraper Symphony
Spook Bonzo
Sunshine
Tally-Ho
Tialling the Western Sun
We Parents

Reviewed

Title
Star
*tSBulldog Drummond (A. T.) (F) . . . Colman-Tashman-Love
*t§Coquefte (A. T.) (F)
Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
(No Silent Version)
*tEternal Love (F)
Barrymore-Horn-Varconl
(Silent Version)
*tEvangeline (F)
*t§lron Mask, The (F)
*t}Lady of the Pavements (F).
•tRescue, The (F)
*tSShe Goes to War (F)
*t§Thls Is Heaven (F)
*tThree Passions (F)

.June

Coming

8
Title

SHORTS

Length
Star
Rel. Date
Reviewed
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan. 15 .1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Jan.
1 .1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 15
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Mar. 1 ] ''**[
'8*!
.1] reel
. Travelogue
Bell PIct
Snub Pollard
Weiss Bros.
2 reels
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan.
1.1 reel
H. Costello-Gravos
Mascot
10 episodes
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 1.1 reel
Novelty Scenic
4 Stars
1 reel
June 29
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 15 .1 reel
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . Feb.
1 1 reel
Short
'.
Ufa-Eastern.
. Jan. 1511 1 reel
Ufa Shert
Ufa
Eastern ..Jan.
reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb.
1 1 reel
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . . . Mar. 15 1 reel
Color Novelty
Castle
Jan. 15. .1 reel
Novelty
1 reel
Bonzo Cartoon
Roseland
Feb. 15 1 reel
Color Novelty
Castle
Mar. 1 1 reel
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern . Mar. 1.1 reel
Color Novelty
Castle
Feb. 15 1 reel
Ufa Short
Ufa-Eastern. . .Feb. 15 .1 reel

*t5City Ughts (F)
*tiCondemned (F)
*tHeirs Angels (F)
*tiLocked Deor, The (A- T.) (F)
♦tjLummox (A.T.) (F)
■►tjSex Appeal (F)
•tjSilk (A. T.)
*t5Song of Broadway, The (F)
♦tJTrespasser, The (A. T.) (F)
*t}New York Nights (A. T. (F)
♦fVenus (F)

News

Length Reviewed
Rel. Date
15
6767feet.. April 13
Mar. 30 . . . .8767feet ...Mar. 23
April 12...
8498 feet ..Jan. 26
May 11. . . 6318 feet
19
May 1 1
8268 feet
Aug. 249 . 8855 feet — June
IS
Jan.
26
Mar. 9.. .8659 feet
Mar.
8329 feet ...Mar. 18
Feb. 18 . .7495
feet
Feb. 16 .
7980 feet
Jan.
Jan. 12 . .7910
Jan. 12.. 8864 feet
Ju>y 13.. .8841 feet
June
July 13 . .7948 feet ...Aoril
. . Feb. 6
June 22. .
June 1 . . .6646 feet
7576 feet

Attractions
Rel. Date

Star

Length

23
Reviewed

Charlie Chaplin
Colman-Harding
Lyon-Hall-Nisson
Boyd-Stanwyck-La Rooque. . .
Westover-Collier Jr
Gloria Swanson
Harry Richman
Gloria Swanson
N. Talmadge-Roland
Constance Talmadge

Oct.

1.

Oct 12

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
*t§Barnum Was Right (A. T.)
Body Punch, The
Border Wildcat, The
Born to the Saddle
*t§Broadway (A. T.)
Burning the Wind
*t§Charlatan, The (F) (P T)
*t§Clear the Decks (F) (P T)

TIFFANY-STAHL

Del Rio-Drew
Douglas Fairbanks
(Silent Version)
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
(Silent Version)
Colman-Damita
(Silent Version)
Boardman-Rubens-Holland
(Silent Version)
Banky-Hall
Terry-Petrovitch
(Silent Version)

Picture

Star
Tryon-Kennedy
Jack uaugherty
Wells-McGuire
Ted Wells
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
(Silent Version)
Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date
Sept.
July
May
Mar.
Sept.
Mar.
Feb.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.

Length
22
14 . 4786 feet
19
4259 feet
10 .4126 feet.
15.. 9350 feet
3 . . 5729 feet
10. .. .5202 feet
14
6097feet
7
5972 feet
3
5740 feet
3 . . .5792 feet

Reviewed

June

1

■ttCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic
7401 feet Mar. 23
City, The (F) (P T)
Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain. . . .Mar. 17.
.7752 feet
(Silent Version)
Mar. 17.
Length
Reviewed
Title
Star
ReL Date
6864 feet... Aug. 10
♦tSCollege Love (D. & F (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
July
7. 6145
feet
Mar. U
(Silent Version)
July 7 .
Broadway Fever
O'Neill-Drew
Jan.
1 . .641 2 feet.
5530 feet
*t§Come Across (D & F) (P T)
Basquette-Howes
June 30
Devil's Apple Tree, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Feb. 20 . 6430 feet . . Mar. U
.5593 feet
(Silent Version)
June 30
Jan. 12
•t}Lucky Boy (F & D)
Jessei-Oulmby
Feb.
2 . .8653 feet
Aug. 24
(Silent Version)
Feb. 2 . .8708 feet
*t§Drake Case, The
Brockwell-Stanley
Sept. 1
.4208 feet ....
Eves
of
the
Underworld
William
Cody
April
28
•fJMIdstream (F & D)
Cortez-Windsor
June 1..
7610 feet
(Silent Version)
*t§Girl on the Barge The (F) (P T)..Hersholt-ONeil-McGregor
Feb. 3
.6908 feet
.8250 feet.
(Silent Version)
Feb. 3
♦tSMolly and Me (F & D)
Brown-Benneit-Vaughn. . .Mar. 1. .
7362 feet
(Silent Version)
Mar. 1 . . .7476 feet.
*t§Girl Overboard (0& F) (PT)... Mary Pnilbin
July 28.
.8077 feet.
Talkie Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Mar. 2 1929 Issue
7362 feet
•t§My Lady's Past (F& D)
Bennett-Brown
April 1 . .5668 feet
Silent Version Reviewed as Port of Dreams in Sept. 23 1928 Issue
(Silent Version)
April 1 . .
♦tSNew Orleans (F & D)
Cortez-Bennett
June 2. . .6799 feet
*t§Golden Bridle, The
Maynard-Crawford
Sept. 00 . 6300 feet
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
Sept. 00
6300 feet
Sept. 14
Grit Wins
Wells-Collins
Jan. 27
. 4596 feet
Physician, The . . .
July
1. .
Aug. 24
6114
feet
Ralnlmw, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Feb. 1
Harvest of Hate
Rex-Perrin
Aug. 4 . . .4719 feet
Mar. 21
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
Feb. 20 . 6 reels
*f§His Lucky Day iD4 F) (P T).. . Reginald Denny
June 2
6731 feet
(Silent Version)
June 2
5630 feet
•tjTwo Men and a Maid (F 4 D). . .Collier, Jr.-Bennetl
June 15 . .6532 feet
(Silent Version)
Hoofbeatsof Vegeance
Rex-PerrIn
June 16 . . .4525 feet.
*t§lt Can Be Done iF) {P T)
Tryon-Carol
Mar. 24 .. 6560 feet
*t{Whlsperlng Winds (F& D)
Southern-McGregor
Aug. 15
(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)
Mar. 24
6090 feel.
*t}Wrecker, The (F&D)
Blackwell-Hume-Slriker
Aug. 10 .6517 feet ...Aug. 17
•tSKld's Clever, The
Glenn Tryon
Feb. 17 . . . 5729 feet . ,
King of the Rodeo, The
Hoot Gibson
Jan.
6
5509 feet
SHORT SUBJECTS
Lariat Kid. The
Hoot Gibson
May 12
. 5247 feet
**t§Last Warning, The (F) (P T). .. Laura LaPlante
Jan.
6 . 7980 feet
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Jan. 12
(Silent Version)
Jan.
6 ...7731 feel.,
Oct.
8
*t5Cossack's Bride. The )D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
*t§Lonesome (F) (PT)
Tryon-Kent
Jan. 20
. 6761 feet
"•tJFestival of Bagdad, A (D)
Color Symphony
June
1 reel
(Silent Version)
Jan. 20. . .6142 feet .
•tjJapanese Carnival A (D)
Color Symohony
Jan.
1
1 reel
Long, Long Trail
Hoot Gibson
*t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden (D) Color Symphony
Feb. 15
1 reel
June 15
*t§LoveTrap,
D & F) (P T)
La Plante-Hamilton
Aug. 4 . 6233 feet
•t§ln Old Madrid (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel.
Silent Version!
Aug. 4 . 6349 feet
LI tie Vagabond
Color Classic
Feb. 1 ... .1 ree
Man Disturber, The
Reginald Denny
May 19
•tLove Charm The (D)
Co or Symphony
f*"'" ;i
] "*
'tSMan, Woman and Wife (F)
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
Jan. 13. . . .6589 feet. . . .Nov. 10
io*»f » P*""!'**
Color Classic
Jan. 15... 1 reel
(Silent Version)
Jan. 13. .. .6674 feet
*t5Melodlp (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
*t§Modern Love (D & F) (P. T.). . . . Hersholl-Crawford-Chase
July 21 . .6501 feet.
*t{Minuelte (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
(Silent Version)
July 21 . . 5730 feet.
*t {Modern Cinderella, A (D)
Color Symihony
1 reel
*t5Melody Lane (D 4 F)
Leonard-Dunn
July 21 ... .6760 feet.
■•t
King, The (0)
Color Classic
Symphony..
1 reel
July 21
(Silent Version)
No {Mountain
WomeQ Allowed
Color
,
,
J '**■
Plunging Hoofs
Rex-PerrIn
Apri. 14 . . 4344 (eel .
♦tjPharoah's Daughter (D)
Color Symphony
] '•*!
Points West
Hoot Gibson
Aug. 25
5491 feet
*tjSacred House, The (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
*t§Red Hot Speed (F) (P. T.)
Denny-Day
Jan. 27
6621 feet
■"tSSong of India, A (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
(Silent Version)
Jan. 27. . . 6288 feet . Feb. 28
■♦tjSongs My Mothei Taught Me (D) . Color Symphony
1 reel
Riding Demon, The
Ted Wells
Aug. 18 . .4380 feet .
••tiTalesof Araby (D)
Color Symphony
^
1 reel
*t§Scandal (D & F) (P.,T.)
Laura LaPlante
May
4
6635 feet
♦tJTemple Bells (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
•
(Silent Version)
May
5. . . 6475feet .
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
July . .
1 reel
*t5Shakedown, The (F) (P. T.)
Murray-Kent
Mar. 10 . 661 3 feet . April 27
•t§ Viennese Melody (D)
Color Symphony
1 reel
(Silent Version)
Mar. 10
6753 feet..
Twinkle Toes
Color Classic
Mar. 1
1 reel
*t§Show Boat (D&F) P. T.)
La Plante-J. Schildkraut
July 28
11650 feet
•{Way Down South (D)
Color Symphony
Mar.
... 1 reel
(Silent Version)
July 28. . .10290 teet.
Silks
and
Saddles
Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan
Jan.
20...
.5809
feet..
Coming Feature Attractions
Sky Skldder, The
Al Wilson
Jan. 13 .. .4364 feet .
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Slim Fingers
Bill Cody
Mar. 24
4232 feet
♦tjDangerous Business (A. T.)
Smilln' Guns
Hoot Gibson
Mar. 31 . . . 5270 feet .
*t|Enchanling Melody (A. T.) (Technicolor)
Smllln' Terror .The
Ted Wells
June 30. . . .4525 feet. .
Tlp-Off, The
Cody-Thompson
June 2
4109 feet. .
*t|Kathleen Mavourneen (A. T.)
O'Neill-Delaney
♦tJLost Zeppelin, The (A. T.)
Tearle-Valli-Corfez
♦tJTonlght at Twelve
Reynolds-Cooley-Dunn
Sept. 29
»t JMIsler Antonio (A. T.)
Carillo-Valll
•t 5Wagon Master, The
Ken Maynard
Sept. 8
(Silent Version)
SepL 8 .. 5697 feet..
♦fJMedicine Man, The (A. T.)
Wild Blood
Red (horse i-PerrIn
Feb. 10 .. 4497 feet. .
♦tJPalnled Faces (A.T.)
Brown-Foster-Bradford
Winged Horseman, The
Gibson-Elder
July 28
5540 feet .
•tjPeacock Alley (A. T.)
Mae Murray
Wolves of the City
Cody-Blane
Feb. 24
4160 feet.
•1 {Troopers Three (A. T.)
♦tjWoman to Woman (A. T.)
George Barrand

FEATURES

UNITED

SHORT

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Tllle
tSAIibl (A.T.) (F)

Star
O'Malley-Busch
(Silent Version)

* Meant tynchronized teore.

Rel. Date
April
April 20
20 .

f Mean* tound eUtcU.

Length
8167 feet
7253 feet

Reviewed
Mar. 18

Title
Alpine Antics
At the Front
Baby Talks
Beyond the Smoke
Boss of Bar Twenty (Re-Issue)

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Sunny Jim
Edmund Cobb
. W. E. Lawrence

§ Meaiu Doice (inclading dialogue and incidental tongt).
D Means disc.
F Means sonnd-on-Hlm.

Rel. Date
April
Feb.
Sept.
Mar.
Sept.

2S1 . .
11
23. .
28

Length
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

A. T. after title means All Talkie,

Reviewed
Mar. 18
Feb. 18
Feb. 21

I
1

'September

28 , 19 2 9

Title

Bottles
Boy and the Bad Man, The
Burning Youth
Buster's Spooks
Chaperones
Claim Jumpers, The
Cleaning Up
Close Call. A
Close Shaves
Cold Turkey
Cowboy Pluck
Cross Country Run
Crushed Hats
Cuckoo
Cut-ups, The
Danger Line, The
Oaring Dude, A
Day Dreams
Davs of Daring
Delivering the Goods
Diamond Master, The
Double Trouble
Early to Wed
Faces
Fantasle
'Farewell
Final Reckoning, A (Serial)
Finishing School
Fishing Fools
Fly Cops
Flying High
Getting Buster's Goal
Go Get 'Em Kid, The
Good Skates
Graduation Daze
Half Holiday. A
Have Patience
■Hold 'Em Ozzle
Hold Your Horses
Homeless Homer
Hot Puppies
Ice Man's Luck
In Line of Duty
Jungle Jingles
Just in Time
Just Monkeys
Just the Type
Kidnapped
King of the Campus
Knight Watch The
Knockout Buster
Lone Rider, The
Lone Rider, the
Lone Round-Up, The
Love and Sand
Lumberjack
Magic
Men In the Row (re-Issue)
Men of Daring
Newly weds' Angel Child, The
Newlyweds Camp OuL The
Newlyweds' Excuse
Newlyweds' Headache, The
Newlyweds In Society
Newlyweds' Holiday
Newlyweds' Pests, The
Newlyweds' Visit
Night Owls
Night Watch. The
Nuts and Jolts
Oil's Well
On the Side Lines
Out At Home
Own a Home (Re-issue)
Perilous Paths
Permanent Wave A
Phantom Riders
Pirates of Panama, The
Playing False
Private Business
Prodigal Pup .The
Race Riot
flag Doll
Range of Fear, Tfie
Range Wolf
Red Rider, The
Red Romance
Rider of (he Sierras
Riding for Love
RIdin' Leather
Rivals The
Sailor Suits
Seeing Sights
Shadows

1169

Star

Laemmie I Novelty
Bobbie Nelson
: Sid Saylor
Trimble and Dog
LaSalle- Young
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Lake
George Chandler
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sid Saylor
Edwards-Roach . .
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb . . .
Bob Chandler
Laemmie Novel*y
Bob Curwood ...
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Lorraine-Stevenson
Arthur Lake
Young-LaSalle
Laemmie Novelty
Laemmie Novelty
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllos
Lorraine-House
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Trimble and Dog
George Chandler.
Young-La Salle
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
Laemmie Novelty
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog.
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Laemmie Novelty
Young-LaSalle
Bob Curwood
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Bob Curwood
Bob Curwood
Jack Dougherty
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jack Hoxle
Ted Carson
Snookums-Perdus-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egna
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Edwards-Roach
Edmund Cobb
Oswald Cartoon

July
1.
Rel.
Sept. Da-i
Sept.
June 26..
June 5 .
Jan. 19.
May 20. .
July
6..
May 22.
Oct. 15 .
May 18 .
May 27. .
Jan. 30
Sept. 9.
Aug. 14.
July
27
Feb. 2
Aug.
April
May
Feb.
July
July
July

28.
13
29
3
15
3.
29

Feb.
April
May
April
July
July
July
Auo.

4
15
8
29.
17
22
243

Length
eel
eels
eels
eel*
eels
eels
eel
eels
eels
eel

eels

eels
eels
eel
eels
eels
eels
eel
eels
eels
episodes
eel
9els

eel
eel

Reviewed
June 1
Aug. 17
Aug. 10
June 1
May 11
Dec. 22
April 27
June 1
April 27
Sept. 14

July 20
July t
Aug. 17
Mar. 23
April 2}
June IB
June 1

July

6

eels
Feb
1
episodes. Mar. 23
eels

eel....r
eels

Coming

6

Attractions

Title
SUr
Rel. Date
Length
•♦{Bargain In the KremHn, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut
•tSBraggart, The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Wli I Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Crimson Hour. The
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
*i§Devil's Pit, The
Special Cast
Nov. 24
iSound Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross In April 27, 1929 Issue)
(Silent Version Reviewed as Under the Southern Cross in Jan. 26, 1929 Issue)
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*t5Embarrassing Moments (D & F).. Reginald Denny
(Silent Version)
*t§Flaming Daughters
Feb. 23
Girl Dodger, The
Arthur Lake
•tjGreat Cinema Murder, The
♦t5Harmony Lane (F & D) (A. T.).. Eddie Leonard
Hell Wrecker, The
Heot Gibson
*t§Hold Your Man (0. & F) (P. T.)..Uura U Plante
Sept. 15. .. .5794 feet
(Silent Version)
•tsKlngof Jazz, The (A. T.)
Paul Wnlteman and Band
'*t§Last Performance
Veidt-Phiibin
Feb. 16 '30
•t5Mlnstrel Man, The
Tryon-La Plante
♦tjMississippI Gambler, The (D&F). Joseph Schlldkraut
(Silent Version)
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
*t5Shanghai Lady, The (A. T.)
Mary Nolan
•t {Shannons of Broadway, The (A.T.) James Gieason
*t§Varsity Show (A. T.)
Lewis-Grange
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny

June 18

July

Feature

SOUND
Title

eels
July
6
*t§Aceof Scotland Yard The
Crauford Kent
eels
Aug. 10
Aug. 28.
*t§Actor The (A. T.)
Benny Rubin
eels
Sept. 16.
♦tSAIpine
Antics
(F)
Oswald Cartoon
.June
3.
Feb.
eel
May IB
eels
•tSAt the Night Club (A. T.) (F)
Brox Sisters
6
eel
*t§Baby
Talks
Sunny Jim
Mar. 4 .
*f{Balley and Barnum
Vaudeville Act
.Jan. 7..
eels
Dec 21
*t§Cohen
on
the
Telephone
(A.
T.).
George
Sidney
esl
Jan.
7. .
*tiCold Turkey iF)
Oswald Cartoon
eels
May 2(
June 19
*t§Cross
Country
Run
(F
&
D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
eel
July
8
eels
*t§Delicatessen Kid, The (A. T.).. Benny Rubin
Feb. 23
•tFlshIng Fools (F)
Oswald Cartoon
July 22.
eel
♦tSFlying High(F&D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
eels
July 20
Aug. 17.
*T§Graduation
Daze
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
eels
Feb. I
Mar. 11 . .
•tHen Fruit (F)
Oswald Cartoon
eels
June 2(
July 31.
*t§Hits
of
Today
Morgan-Bledsoe
eels
Feb. I
Mar. 18..
•tHold 'Em Ozzle (F)
Oswald Cartoon
April 1 . . .2 reels.
Aug.
•t§House
Cleaning
(A.
T.)
Charley
GrapewlnOnly)
April 22. ..1 I
(Sound Version
Feb.
Aug.
Mar. 6. .2
*t§lce Man's Luck (F)
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 10 .2 eels,
*t§ Income Tact (A. T.)
Denny Rubin
.2 eels,
eels.
" t§Junior Luck (F & D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Sept. 14. .2
Feb. 2i
* tJungle Jingles (F)
Oswald Cartoon
eel .
Mar. 25 . .1
.2
*t§Kingof the Campus (D & F)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
.1 eel
April 15 . .2
*t§Love Birds
Pat Rooney and Family
eels
Mar. 30
May
1.
*t§Love Tree, The (A. T.)
The Rooney Family
Jan. 26.
eels
♦tLumberjack (F)
Oswald Cartoon
2 eels
Oct. 19
...Sept. 14
•t}Nuls and Jolts
Oswald Cartoon
.2 eels
July 10. ..2 eels
*T§Oii's Well
Oswald Cartoon
May 11
June 12.
■►tjOn Guard (F & D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
.2 eels
May 11
May 15. .2 eels
*t§On the Side Lines (F & D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Jan. 23
*tjPermanent Wave, A
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 3C
April 17 .22 eels
*tRace Riot
Oswald Cartoon
.2 eels
Mar. 20
*t5Rivals The(F&D)
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
eels
July 20
Aug.
7
*t§Royai Pair The (A. T.)
The Rooney Family
.2 eels
Feb. 20 .2
*tSaucy Sausages
Oswald Cartoon
eels
Aug 24
Sept. 25
♦tSick Cylinders (F)
Oswald Cartoon
..1 eel
Mar. 3U
sel
*t§Splash Mates
F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
June 24. .
*t§Sporting Courage (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
.1 eel
Sept. 16 . .2 eels
*tStage Stunts (F)
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 5
•tSteamDoat Willie
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. It
Jan.
9. .1 eels
*t§Stripes and Stars (F)
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 23 ..21 eel
■►tSuicide Sheiks (F)
Oswald Cartoon
June 10
June 29 .2 eels
*t§Sweethearts (A. T.)
The Rooney Family
eel
Sept. 29
•tSThree Brox Sisters
Songs
Feb. 16. .2 eels
..1
*f§Use Your Feet (D & F)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
WMsey-Klngston
July
8 .10 episodes . June IS
*t§Varsity Drag, The (F & D)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philiips
Bob Curwood
June 15 .2
*t§Weary Willies
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
April 24 .2 eels
eels
May
'■1
♦tWicked
West,
The
(F)
Oswald Cartoon
eel
Mar.
IB
Canine Cast
April 8. ..1
*t{Zlmmerman and Granville
Vaudeville Act
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 2 . .1.2 eel
. 1 eel
Jan. 12
Laemmie Novelty
Feb. 11
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12. , .2 eels
Bob Curwood
Feb. 9
eels
Jan. 1?
Ted Carson
Sept. 21 . .2 eels
Aug. 17
FEATURES
Mar. 3U
George Chandler
May
4 .2 eels
2 eels
Mar. 30
Edmund Cobb
April 27
Title
Star
.2
eels
Mar. 16
George Chandler
April 6
.2
s
June 15
*t§Conquest (A. T.) (D)
BlueBob Curwood
July 20 .2
(SilentWarnerVersion)Wilson
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
April 15 . .2 eels . .
Dec
Boles-King
Sid Saylor
Jan.
2
*t§Desert
Song,
The
(D)
(A.
T.)
.
.
Mar. 23
No Silent Version)
Sid Saylor
Mar. 27. .2
Dec. 2i
. 21 eels
eel
Audrey Ferris
Laemmie Novelty..
Jan. 14
*i§Fancy Baggage (D) (P. T.).. . .
eels
(Silent
Version)
eels .
Feb. t
She's a Pippin
Young-La Salle
Mar. 13
1 eel
Sick Cylinders
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 18
*t5From Headquarters (D) (P. T.)... Monte Blue
(Silent
Version)
May
28
Society Circus
Arthur Lake
June 17
Stepping High
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12 . .11
♦tJFrozen River (D) (P. T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
eel .
(Silent
Version)
..?
eels
Speeding Youth
Lewls-Guiliver-Phillio'.
Jan.
7
*t§Honky-Tonk (A. T.) (D)
Sophie Tucker
Splash Males
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Sept. 2. .2 eels
Sporting Courage
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
June 24 . ..2 eels
*tiGam'alerSj The (A. T.) (D)
Wilson-Warner-Robards
Silent Version)
Stage Stunts
Oswald Cartoon
May 13 . .1
Stepping High
Arthur Lake
Aug. 12 . 1 eel ..... .July 20
*t§Glad Rag Doll ,The (D) (A.T.).. .Dolores Costello
(Silent Version)
July 10
Stop Barking
Trimble and Dog
Aug. 21 .2 eels
eel
Stripes and Stars
Oswald Cartoon
May 27 . .1
*t5Greyhound Limited, The (D) (P.
.2
T.)
Monte Blue
Suicide Sheiks
Oswald Cartoon
Mar 18 . .1 eel
(Silent Version)
eels
Jan. 12
Take Your Pick
Young-La Salle
Feb. 13
Loy-Bollier-Brockwell
May 11
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose (D) (P. T.)
Television George
Sid Saylor
Feb. 27. .2 eels
(Silent Version)
Tenderfoot Terror, A
George Chandler
Aug. 31 .2 eels
2 eels
Thrill Hunter, The
George Chandler
June 8
♦fJKid Gloves (D) (P. T.)
Nagel-Wilson
(Silent
Version)
2 eels
This Way Please
Young-La Salle
April 10
. 1 eel
*t§Madonna
of
Avenue
A
(D)
(A.
T.)Dolores
Costello
TIge's Girl
Friend
Trimble-Hardwick
and Dog .... Jan.
April 53 . .22 eels
(Silent Version)
Tracked
Down
Art
Accord
eels
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The (D) (P.
Two-Gun Morgan
Feb. 28 ,
eels
Use Your Feet
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Aug. 19. .2
T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
.2
(Silent Version)
Varsity Drag, The
Lewls-Gulliver-Phillips
July
8. . .2 eels
Waif of the Wilderness
Bobbie Nelson
Oct. 5. .2 eels
Sept. 14
*i§My Man (A. T.) (D)
Fanny Brice
(Silent Version)
eels
Wallop, The (Reissue)
Harry Carey
Aug. 24.
Wash Line Romance
Laemmie Novelty
May
6 . 1 eel
*t§Noah's Ark (D) (P)
D.
Costelio-O'Brien
(Silent
Version)
1 eel
Weary Willies
Oswald Cartoon
July 22
Whose Baby
Arthur Lake
Jan. 28 . .1
*t§No Defense (D) (P. T.)
Blue-McAvoy
(Silent Version)
Wicked West, The
Oswald Cartoon
June 10., .1
.2 eel. .
♦tSOne Stolen Night (D) (P. T.)
Bronson-Coileir
Winning Paint, The
Lewis-Guiilver-Phillips
Jan. 21 . .
(Silent Version) Jr
eels,
yankee Clippers
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 21 .
Jan.
eel . .
. §1 Means voice (inc lading dialogae and incidental songs).
A. T. after title
* Means synchTonized score,
f Means sound effects.

D Means disc.

F Means soand-on-Alm.

June 29
;...

SHORTS

Star

WARNER

Reviewed

Rel. Date
Length
Sept. 30
.10 episodes
Sept. 16 .. .1 reel
April 1... . 1 reel
Mar. 25. . . .1 reel
Sept. 11 . . .2 reels
Jan. 11. .. .1 reel
Sept. 2. .1 reel
Oct. 13 ...1 reel
July 22 . . .2 reols
Oct. 14 . 1 re^'
April 29 ...1 reel
July 22. . .2 reels
Sept. 16 .2 reels
Feb. 4 ...1 reel
Sept. 2 . . .1 reel
Mar. 4
1 reel
June 3. ... 1929 feet ...
July
Sept.
May
July
April
Oct.
Sept.
April
June
Sept.
April
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
April
Sept.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
June
May

8
1 reel
30 .1 reel
27
2 reels
22
1 reel
1... 2 reels
14 .. 2reels
16 .2 reels
15
1 reel
24
1 reel
16
1 reel
29
2 reels
5
2 reels
30 . . .1 reel
2. . 1 reel
15 .. 2 reels
30... 2 reels
19.1 reel
18 ...1 reel
2
2 reels
24
2 reels
13
1 reel
1 reel
May 27.... 1 reel
Mar. 18. . .1 reel.
Sept. 2. . .2 reels
Jan. 14
. 1 reel ...
Aug. 19 . .2 reels
July
8 . 2 reels
July 22 . .1 reel
June 10. . .1 reel
Jan. 28. . .1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 31
Aug. 31
Aug. 17
Aug.
Sept.
July
SepL
Mar,
July
Aug.

10
14
20
14
30
24

. May 2S
Aug.
June
July
Mar.
Sept.
Aug.
Mar.

31
1
20
30
14
17
23

Aug.
May
Aug.
Sept.
Aug
May

17
11
10
14
17
11

Sept. 14
July
6
May
4
May 11
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.
June
June
May

10
6
17
29
29
11

BROTHERS
Rel. Dale
Dec.
Jan. 22
19
May 1 1
Jan.
Feb.
April
June
April
May
Aug.
June
Aug.

26
23.
27
6
20
25
3
292

May
June

4
8.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Mar.
April

9
23
30
4
23
27

June 22
Jan. 12
Feb. 9
Dec. 15
Jan. 12
June
July
April
May
Mar.
April

15
27
6.
11 .
16.
20

Length
Reviewed
.6729
4706 feet
feet
11 034 feet... April 20
5983 feet.
.5983 feet.
6323 feet.
!5482 feet.
6412
6611
4844
6685
6114
4696
5610
. 4873

feet
June 8
feet ...Aug. 31
feet
feet
June 8
feet
feet
feet
feet

.6235 feet.
.4885
feet.
.6461 feet

Aug. 31

.5561 feet.
.4878 feet
.9247 feet
6136 feet.
.9507 feet
.9058
.5558 feet
.4712
feet
.5243 feet
4797 feet

means All Talkie.

Oct. 27
April

a

1170

M 0 t io n

Title
•tJOn With the Show (A. T.) (D)..

Star
Compeon-Brown-Fazneda
(No Silent Version j

•tSOueen of the^Nlghl Clubs (A. T.)
Texas Gulnan
(0)
(Silent Version)
•tIRedeemIng Sin, The (D)
D. Costello-Nagel
(Silent Version)
♦tjSay It With Songs fA. T.) (D).. . .Jolsnn-Nixon-Lee
•tjSinging Foo, IThe iD) (A. T.)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
(Silent Version)
*f {Sonny Boy (D) (A. T.)
Lee-Horlon-Bronson
(Silent Version)
♦tSStark Mad (D) (A. T.)
Warner-Fazenda
fSllent Version)
•tjStolen Kisses (D) (P. T.)
May McAvoy
(Silent Version)
♦tSTime, the Place and tfie Girl, The
(D) (A. T.)
Olmsted-Withers-Klrkwood

Rel Date
Length
Re/iewed
July 13. .. .9592 feet .. May 25

,_
Mar.
April
Feb.
April
Aug.
Sept.
Jan.
April
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
April
June

,„
^^„^
18. . . .5424
13... 5236
18 . . .6921
6. . . .8145
24 — 8324
29
9557
1
7444
13 — 6011
18
2 . 6681
2 . . .4917
23 .. 6273
13 . . .5658
8.6

,feet,
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet

April 8
Feb. 2J
.Aug.1 0
Mar. 18

feet
feet
feet
feet

reels

May

4

Coming Feature Attractions
Star
Rel. Date
I Ills
Length
Revlewec!
*t§Agony Column, The (A. T.) (D)
.7794
feet...
May 18
•tJArgale Case, The (A. T.) (D)
Thomas Melghan
Aug. 17.
•tSAvfator. The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Mlller
*t§Disraeli (A. T.) (D)
George Arliss
♦tlDumbells in Emine (A. T.)
•tf Evidence (A. T.) (D)
Frpderick-Courtenay-Tearle
*i|Fame 1 A. T. 1 D)
Dolores Coslello
•tsGenerai Crack (D) (A. T.)
John Barrymore (Technicolor)
*tiGold Diggers of Broadway (A. T.)
(0)
Pennington-Tearle (All Tech.).. .Sept. 15. .9522 feet.... Sept. 14
(Silent Version)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T. (D)
Walter Wolf (All Technicolor)
•t§Green Goddess, The fA. T.) (D).Georfle Arliss
.7877 feet.
♦tSHearlsin Exile (D) (A. T.)
D. Costello-Withrs
Sept. 14.
♦♦§Hold Everything (D) (A. T.)
Special Cast
.7240
feet.
•tSHotlenlot, The (A. T.) (D)
Horton-Mrller
Aug. ID
6427 feet.
*t§ln the Headlines (A. T.) (D)
Withers-Nixon
Aug. 31
*t{lsle of Escape, (A. T.) (D)
Blue-Loy
•tS's Everybody Happy? (A. T.) (D) . Ted Lewis and Band
•tjMammy (A. T.) (D)
Al Jolson
*f5Man, The A. T.HD)
John Barrymore
•t§Narrow Street, The (A. T.) (D). . . E. E. Horton
•tjSacred Flame The (A. T.) (D) . . Frederlck-Nagel-Lee
•tiSap, The (D> (A. T.)
E. E. Horton
June
•t {Second Choice (A. T.) (D)
Dolores Costello
•t{She Couldn't Say No (A. T.) (D) . . Winnie LIghtner
•t{Show of Shows (A.T.) (D)
Special Cast (1 00 stars)
*t§Skin Deep A. T.) (D)
Blue-Compson
Sept. 7
5940 feet
*t{So Long Letty (A. T.) ^D)
Charlotte Greenwood
•t{Songof the West (A. T.) (D) . Boles-Segal (All Technicolor)
*t§Those Who Dance 1A. T.) (D) . . . . Monte Blue
•t{Tlger Rose (A. T.) (D)
Velez-Withers
•t{Under a Texas Moon fA.T.) (D)
Fay-Torres- Loy-Beery (All Technicolor)
♦tjWideOpen A. T.) (D)
E. E. Horton
»t§Woman's Game A (A. T.) (D)
. Pauline Frederick

VITAPHONE

SHORTS

Star

Title
A. & P. Gypsies

(D)
Rel. Date

Orchestra Numbers

Length
1 reel

Revlewao
July 13

A«erthe^oundup;:::::::::::::;:c
owboy
. .;:::::::. .::;;;:;:;;.iree!;::::::,....,,
Ail Girl Revue
Girl
BandSongs
& Comedienne
1 reel
June 18
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac
Beau Brummel Comedians The
Beau Night
Bernle Cummins Orchestra
Big Paraders, The
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch, A
Bosk Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Carlena Diamond
Celeste Alda fAlda)
Celeste Alda 'Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Dead Laughter
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Don't GelPainter
Nervous
Eleanor
Evening at Home with Hitchy
Fair Days

Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Shaw & Lee
:EIBrendel
Dance Numbers
Comedy Act
Songs
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Harp Solos
Giovanni Martlneiii
Giovanni Martlneiii
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Sessue Hayakawa
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Georgie Price
Songs
Raymond Hitchcock
Harris & Howe

* Means synchronized score,

f Means sound effects.

Aug. 28
Oct. 13
June 1

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Mar. 1*
Aug. 31
Mar. i
SepL22
July
7
Aug. 26
Sept. 1
Sept. 14
July
7
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 22
June 18
Sept 29
Sept. 22
Sept 1

1 reel

1 reel
V^
reel
1 reel
1 reel

...

Aug. 2B
Aug. 28
Aug. 183
Mar.
July 20
June
1

Title
Star
Familiar Face, The
Family Affair, A .
Arthur Byron
Family Ford, The
Jim and Marlon Harklns
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Frances Shelly. .
Songs (Assisted by Eaton Boys)
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
Give Us a Lift
Flo Lewis
Giving In
Deef-Hopper
Gossip, The
John Miljan
GusArnhelm & His Ambassadors. . .Jazz Band
.
Harlem Mania
Norman Thomas Quintette
Harry Delf
Songs & Dances
Harry Rose & Us 6 American Beauties
Here Comes the Showboat
Dave Bernle & Band
High Waters
Song Number
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
in a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Ulls & Clark
In Spain
Phil Baker
In the Tropics
The Paragons (Quartet)
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Songs
Jack White and His Chateau Madrid
Entertainers
Songs
Larry Ceballos Revue The
Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Dance Numbers
Man of Peace, A
Hobarl Bosworth
Man Who Laughed Last, The
Sessue Hayakawa
Marching Home
Douglas Stanbury
Max Schmeling
Interview
Meet the Wife
Frank Orth & Co
Men Among Men
Fred Ardath
Mexican TIpIca Orchestra
Instrumental & Vocal Numbers
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Music Makers, The
Howard Bros
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
My People
Eugene and Willie Howard
Night Court, The
William Oemarest
Non-Support
Burr Mel ntosh
One Man Glee Club, The
Frank Crumit
Pagllacci
John Charles ThomM
Pair of Aces, The
TImblln & Raymond
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Phil Baker
Accordion Solos
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man. A
Robert Ober
RIgoletto— Quartet
Gigll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Roy Sedley and Night Club Revue.. .Songs and Orchestra
Rudy Vallee and Band
Songs and Orchestra
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs of Love
Sanderson-Crumit
Soup
Harry Delf
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
They Know Their Groceries
Flournoy * Miller
Those Were the Days
Irene Franklin
Tiny Town Revue
T!:::f^?rl!!!r

Picture
Rel Date

*tMouiin Rcuge
Pawns of Passion
Piccadilly
Prince and the Dancer, The
Tommy Atkins
Whirl of Life, The
Week-End Wives
Woman In the Night A
Woman in White, The

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel ...
1 reel
1 reel

A. T.

Mv. 16

The

Authoritative

Who

June 18
June 1
June 8
Sept. 2t

May 11
Feb. 23
Jan. IB

1 reel

Sept.
June
Sept.
June
Feb.
June
Sept.

14
1
1
18
23
23
14

Feb.
Jan.
June
June
June
Mar.
June
Aug.
June
June

23
12
8
30
19
16
23
31
18
18

Feb.
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Sept.
Sept.
1 reel
July
1 reel
June
Oct.
Hreoi. . . ..Mar.
Nov.
Aug.

18
20
IB
2S
16
IS
28
13
15
13
18
17
25

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

June 23
June IS
June 8
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

PICTURES
Rel. Date
Length
June 15... 5732 feet
..Mar. 31... 6533 feet
.April 1 . .7500feet
..Mar. 17. .7171 feet
6177 feet
June 1 .
Feb. 2.
5178 feet
.9010 feet
June 29
June 8
.8500 feet
Jan. 30
8962 feet
.7185 feet
Feb. 17.
.8079 feet
July 13
.6787 feet
Jone 30
.6910 feet
Feb. 4
8 reels
JunelS
6998 feet
May 25
78R8feet
Feb.
3
6174 feet
Mar. 21

after title means All Talkie.

BOOK
Who's

Jan. 12
June 23
IB
June

1 reel

1 reel

In Preparation

BLUE

Aug. 283
Aug.
Feb. 18

Aug. 28
June 23

1 reel.
1 reel.

Star
DIna Gralla
Special Cast . . .
KIrkwood-Brlan .
Norman Kerry .
Miles Mander
Monte Banks
Brody-Stuart
(Silent Version)
Olga Chekova
Olga Chekova
Glide Gray
DIna Gralla
Walter Byron
Louis Lerch
Thomas-Banks
Maria Corda
Blanche Sweet

§ Means voice (inc lading dialogae and incidental songs).
D Means disc. F Means soand-on-Alm.

Reviewed9
..June

.June 23

Traffic Muddle, A
Donohue & U-No
Typical Types
Bobby Foisom
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve). . . Giovanni Martlneiii
When the Wife's Away
William Demarest
Winnie Ughtner
Songs

WORLD-WIDE

Length
1 reel

1 reel

Midget Unit
fsil!:??:r

Title
Apaches of Paris
Berlin After Dark
•t {Black Waterti
Bondsman, The
Doctor's Women, The
Honeymoon Abroad
•t{Kitty (D & F)

N ezvs^

of Filmdom

Containing Biographical Data on
More Than 2,000 Actors, Actresses, Directors, Writers and Executives

Reviewed
. .AprlMS

...JunelS
...Feb. 23
...July 30

■

Enter. ...

SOUND
and

COLOR
at
.

Low Cost

-m — ^

1 JASTMAN

Sonochrome

Tinted Positive Films translate

every mood of the screen into color. Their sixteen delicate
tints lend subtle atmosphere to every scene.. ..Better still,
they are

so adjusted

that

they give pleasing,

faithful.

sound reproduction. ...Best of all, they are available at a
cost no higher than that of black-and-white.
Versatile, effective, inexpensive, Eastman Sonochrome
is the answer to many a sound-and-color question.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

ii I
Mew THEA_
Majestic
TRE
n Unit
Morto
rl-hQen
ABobehas
lQd Qr^
as a^
instal
permanent music attraction

in the New /i^AJE:sr/C

The SitvQ, Sail Antonio,T&xas;
Neujest and Fiii6>st in the -^ -'
Southwest, opened JunQ^"^
i4,iQ20.

p,

ro^ressiVe and far-seeing
exhibitors are pi'otectin^
their investment bi^ providing a complete picture presentation program con-'
sistin^ of a
lorton
Or^an and first class ^ sound equipment; an unbeatable combination that
meets eVerij demand.
New York.
iS6oBni4dviy

i$^ WWI,

Chicifo

624SoHicKitaiv

LosAngeles

1414 Sovlniiom

~j I

T

I

!

